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" You see, sweet maid, we marry
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;

And make conceive a bark of baser kind

By bud of nobler race : This is an art

Which does mend Nature,—change it rather : but

The art itself is nature."

Shakespeare.
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Jan- 7, 1893] TnE GARDEN INDEX

iiNriDiBx: TO ^oxjTjnyniE x:lix.

(Illustrations in Italics.)

Abies orientalis, 530
Abutilou vexiUarium, 427
Aciicia dealbata, i» ; golden-leaved 22 ; lineata,

5*4 ; loi»hautha, b'd-i ; platyptera 370, 50(5

Acaina microphylli, 237;' Novte-Zelaiidije,
257

Acer macrophyllum, 296; monspessulanum,
2W

Acliillea Clavennse, 25 ; rupestris, 94
AL-hiuieues, late-flowering. 461
Acorns and Beech mast 3J3
A'oras gramineus variegatus in puts, 537
Aetata spicata, 257
Actinolepis couonaria, SI
Adiantum ^thiopieiini assimile, 4S0 ; anm-

bi!e, 480 ; conciunum, 4S0 ; cnneatum,
479 ; dolabrifurme, 4'j7 ; elegantissiomni,
197 ; lunxildtum, 4S0 ; lunulatum at home,
514; pedat'-m, 4S0 ; scabrnm, 589 ; sul-
phureum, 589 ; fuljthunum, 5S9 ; WiUiamsi,
50 J, 51-9

Adiantums in winter, £32
Atrides Augustianum, 241
jEschynanthii?es in bloom, 298
Agapanthns, white, 99
A*:;uihtea cnele.stis, 537
Aglaomurpba Meyeniana, 502
Agrimnnia odorati, 19i5, 227
Alder for hedges, 562 ; the, 574 ; the cut-

leaved, 223
Allama'>da8 in wint-^r, 532
Allium kansuense, 15

;
pulchelhmi, 1&7

Alliums, 15

Almondsbury, notes from, S3, 401
Alnus glutinosa lacibi^ta, 2JJ
Alpine flowers fur Engli-h gard^rns, 77
Alpines, the wintering of delicate, 48, 168
Alsjphila australis, 2S0 : cpensis, 2'0

;

Cooperi, 250 ; excelsa, 250 ; L-ichardtiana,
250 ; lunulata, 210 ; Rebcc-Cie, 150

Alsophilae, '2iO

Alteinanthcra cuttings, 226
Amiryllid from seed, 126, 426
Amasuni ^ punicea, 40^', 538
Amelauchier alnifolia, 272,541; canadeisis,

541 : o'igocari)a, 541 ; vulgar's, 541
Amor Yellow-wood, the liKl

Ampclopsis Veitchi, "56
; Veitchi in autumn,

323
Aiidersonia sprengeloides, 127
Anemone alpina, 10 ; curonaria, 194 ; ja-
ponica alb i Lady Ardilaun, 3CS, 356

;

sylvestris, 194
Aneuiopsis californica, 265
Angelica A-changclica, 22";

Angnecum articulatum, 232 ; bilobum, 356 ;

caudatum, 439; ja'.catum, 16S ; eeeoui-
^odale, 5S3

Argu'oa Clowesi, 270 ; eburacn, 276 ; media,

276; Kuckeii, 276; Euckeii alba, 276;
Ruckeri pur^-urea, 276 ; EuLkeri san-

guinea, 276 ; uuiflora, 276
Anguloas, 1C8, 2T5

Annual, anew, SI

Annuals, 15 ; in the flower garden, 362

Annmatheca cruenta, 110

Anthemis Aizoon, 91; BiebersteiLi, 91;
tint t'>ria, 91 ; (inctoria, 91

Anthtniises, the hardy, 91

Authericum lili strum majus, 194

Anthuri'im Andreanum, 12J ; atrtsa; g^ i-

neum, '27

Antigramma brasilicnsia, 479 ; Boughisi,

479 ; D uglasi 479 ; rhizophylla 479

Antigi'ammas, 479
Antirrhinum George F ndlay, 150
Antirrhinums for leddiug, 195; self-coloured,

258
Aphelind'a Leopoldi, 527 ; nitens. 532

Aphis, Ihe Spruce ^a 1, 200
Apl -pappus pulehellus, 3S4
Apple, a good, .h42 ; a seedling, 4^8; Bau-
mann's Ked Keinette, 516 ; Beauty of Balh.
238; Besspool, 572; Bismarck, 3'ii, 395;
BrmMkk's NonpanH, 357 ; Braddick s Non-
pareil. 357 ; Cockle Pippin, 572 ; Cockpit,

645, 501 ; Cornish Aromatic, 358 ; Cox s

Orange, 247, 293, 3.^3, 4i>l ; Cox's Ormifje

Pippin fruiting branch of, 247 ; Court Ptndu
Plat, 439 ; crop, the, isl, 409 ; Dr. Haivey,
461, 516, 566 ; Egremont Russet 506 ;

Golden Noble, £06, 547, 591 ; King Henry,
329; Lady Sudeley, 23.; Manks C'odlin,

5i 8 ; Monstrous Incomparable, 374
;

>elson's Glo y, 360; Pott's Seedling,

247 ; Rivers' Cudlin, 329 ; Summer or

t rimeon Que^nin/, 439; the Wise, 409;
Toirtr of GlamlHf 123; Tower of G]amis,

121 ; Wnltbam A' bey Seedling, 532

Apple and Pear trees, autumn pruning and
thinning of, 460

Apple show, the, at Earl's Court, 4

Apple stocks, notes on, 357

A/iph tree and Tropaolinn, arch of, 55

Apple trees, American blight on, 168; and
wind, 433, 546; grease bands for, 397;

planting high, 545
;
pruning, i.48 ; trans-

planting small, 493
Apples, 204; at Swanmore, 13 >; autumn,

460; early, 156, 197, i^0>; for ornament,
359 ; for the nor h, 433 ; from Cornwall,

507 : highly coloured, 516 ; local, 545 ;

stray notes on, i68
Ai>plea and Pears, large, for flavour, 506

Apricot Iluiiiihiri-, 137

Apricot trees and fruits, French, 293
Apricots, 187. 2C4, 2S0 ; at Syon Hmmsc, 236

;

failing, 247, 249, 357, 476 ; in Cornwall,

S58 ; on gubloe of houses, 26S

Arabia petraea, ao ; variegated, 225

Aracbn^nthe Clarkci, 532

Aralia cane&cena, 3^8; Sicboldi, 428

Arches over walks, 55

Aristolochia clcgaus, 297 ;
gigas var. Sturte-

vanti, 285
Aro-erias, ^0
Arrow-wood, the, 187
Artichokes, Jerusalem, 512
Arum Li y, abnormal forms of, 215 ; a

doubltS2iathid, 215 ; a thrtc-»pathal, 2.8

Arum maculatum, 196
Ash, the, 18, 288 ; the Lentiscus-leaved, 290

Asparagus, 145; deflcxus, 197. 537; feeding,

144; forcing, 467; in autumn, 372; p u-

mosus as a baf^ket plant, 492; plumosus
nanus, 530 ; tenuissimus, 537

Aspen, the laige-too bed, 176
Asjilenium cicutarium, £02 ; flabellifoluim,

457 ; longissimum, 502 ; myriophyllum,
457

Ast^r alpinus ruber, 11; diplcstepi ioidcs,

103, 132, ItO, 211, 356; elitians, '.94; eri-

coidea, 386. 490; Thoin»oni, i95

Asters, 24 ; China, in autumn, 317 ; dwarf,

296
Astilbe cbincnsis, 221

Athyrium Filix-fremina, 87 ; F lix-fa:mina

pcrocladon, 87 ; Filix-fa?minaclarissimum,

87; Filix-foemina Kalothrix, 87 ; Filix-

foemiu'i plumosum clcgans, 87 ; Filix-foe-

mini Victoria, 87 ; scligerum Yictorise,

197
Aubergine, the, fOl

Aubr etias, 10, i 9, 86
Auricula, the, 316
Autumn, f liage effects io, 288 ; flowcrn,280;

the tall flowers of, 255 ; the woodland in,

464 ; tints, 531
AzaUaamtena hybrids, 156; moffis, a ftircid

plant of, 3- 9 ; mollis and its varieties, 369

Azaleas,' Indian, for forcing, 527 ; late-

flowered, 56 ;
potting Indian, 79 ; seedling,

2C0; emall-flowcrcd, 118

Baden-Baden, notes from, 16, 334, 587

Balantium culclta, 501
Balsam, the, 139
Balsams, the stove, 317
Bamboi'B, 56; and botanists, 141; at Kew,

86
Bambusa aurca. 56; Foitunci var. aurca,

2i4 ; Hcnonis, 56 : Metake, 56 ; Qiiilioi,56,

401 ; Rjtganuiwski, 56 ; Simuni, 56 ; tessel-

lata, 56; viol. scene, 56; \iridi-gl;m cs-

cen?, 56
Bank, ijlaut* f..r a, 8

Barberri.s, lato-flowering, 65

BarbciTy,the Asiatic, 439
Bark, constricted, 398
Barkeria n:elanocaulon, 276
Baskets at Chrysanthemum shows, 452

B.th, Orchids from, 31

Besn, a good runner, 45 ; Canadian Wonder,
184

Bea;n8, French, in autumn and winter, 339 ;

runner, 3^5
; Smythe's Hybrid, 90

Bed, a beautiful, 287
Beech, the crested, 167 : the purple, 222

;

the weeping, 65 ; timber, 4S6 ; iccqiin^, a,

65
Beet, early, 26 ; early and late, 455

Beets, 389
Beetle, the Pine, 574
Begonia, a good double, 81,127; Baronno

St. Didier, U3; Bertha Macgregor, 19S ;

corallina, 426; decora, 4f2 ; Duke of Fife,

1!'7 ; Earl Cranbrook, 197; Froibeli, 406,

439 ; Hitageana, 380 ; Lady Gertrude, 197 ;

Lord Esher, 198; Mme. Alamangy, 197;

Marie Louise, 197 ; Meteor, 103 ; Picotec,

198; Princess Beatrice, 193; Princess May,
103 ; rosea florib\mda, 257 ; saving seed of,

365 ; scmperflorens atropurpurea, 2S3

;

semperflorens gigantea, 5^8 ; semperflorcns

lubia, 197 ; Worthiana, 48, 162

Begonias at Bexley, 156; at Henbury Ilill,

427 ; exhibition and conference on, 174 ; in

the flower garden, 428 ; storing tuberru*.

225 ; tuberous, 197 ; tuberous - rooted, at

Forest Hill, 58, 380 ;
winter-flowering. 520

Belgium, Chrysanthemum season in, 400

Bcrberis concinna, 455 ; Thunbcrgi, 455

vulgaris pin-purea, 271

Bcrkheya pur|«irea, 196

Berries, winter, .'.73

Bcssera clegans, 2C0

Bctula Icnta, 290 ; nigra. 503

Bicton, Tea plant at, 560

Bipnouia, a, from Kind's Acre, 20 ; nidicans

271 ; veiiusta, 481

Bignonias, 254, 298

Billbergia nutans, 537

Birch, the, 398, 486

Blandfordias in bloom, 13

Blnmcfield, the Rev. L., presentation to, 485

Bugs, artificial, 108

Bolbo]>hyllum bai-bigenim, S6 ; reticulatum

and its allies, 76 ; rbizoplior*, 231

Bullca Patmi. 168

Buok ( n English gardening, 441

Rooks—
" Abbeys of Engl'ind and Wales, 527
" Gar.lcn Design and Architects' Gardens,"

175
' Handboik of the Iridca-. 483

*• Lc Putagcr d'un Curioix," 175
*' Mtmoric-* of Dcau Hole," 444

"S-f-belpin an Alarm of Fiic," 397
*' Tie Carnation Manual, "

170
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"The Chrysanthemum and its Growth,"
175

"The Deer Parks of Eogland," 4S3
" Tlic Horticulturist/' 41i»
" Tha Story of my Hovise," 419
" Vines and Vine Culture," 42

n irassns flab?lIiformis, 37'.i

Bouill e Bjrdelaise, 213 ; cause of its failure,
120

Bouvardia Ilumboldti var. corymbiflora, 356;
Purity, 3Sl

B luvardias, 407
Bramble, the double- flowered, 232
HrassavoJa acauUs, 15S, 334
Brier, a fine Sweet, 584
Brighton, flower shows at, 61
Bristol. Orchids from, 525
Broccoliy, eai'ly protection of, 390, 455 ; har-

dening-, 209
Broom, the. and its allies, 188
Brooms in the landscape, 231
Hriinsvigia Josephinaa, 410
Brussels Sprouts, 451 ; and Potatoes, 500, 560
Buckeye, the, 271
liiickthiirn. the Soa, 207
Buddleia Colvillei, 15
Bulb^ notes on, 314

;
protection of, from

wet, 401
Butter-nut, the, 2SS

C.

(•ahlm(ie Cocoa-nul, 330; Elluiu's Early, 117;
springs, 339

Cabbages, 46 ; rapid gi-owth of, 5
Cifisalpinia japottica, 187
Caladiums from Brazil, 5S ; grown c^ol, 140
Calanthe bractescens. i5;furcata, 443; Saa-

deriana, 149, 539 ; Veitchi,4l7
Calanthcs, 588
Calceolaria Burbidgei, 439
Calla Elliottiana, 12

;
yet another yellow-

flowered, 529
Callas, 172, 298 ; the yellow, 5:7
4*alochorti, 90
CaliiC'hortus Kennedyi, 15
Calo])haca wolgarica, 503
Calupo^on pulehellus, 59
Camellia Sasanqua, 549, 595
Camellias, 8SI, 401 ; notes on, 298
Caiiiomilt', the i/f/low-tlotca-cd, 91
Campanula isophyila alba, 260 ; lingulata,
224 ; pelviformis, 108, 196 ; persicifolia alba,
194

;
persicifolia semi-plena, 59

; pumila
and C. pumila alba, 168 ; pyramidalis, 314

;

pyramidalis at Syon House, 274
; pyra-

midalis compacta, 150 ; Tomm siniana, 86
;

Vidali, 171 ; Waldsteiniaua, 86, 257
Cana'ina campanula, 426
Candytufts, perennial, 471
CanuaStarof 1891, 241 ; a new hybrid, 539

;

Revol Massot, 558
Cannas in the greenhouse, 100
Canterbury Bells, 72
Capsicum Little Gem, 426
Cardamine pratensis fl.-pl

, 257
Carnation Acme, 150 ; and Picotee at Erfurt,

192; book, a, 10; Celia, 132 ; Grenadin,
221 ; King of Scarlets, 150; M-s. A. Hems-
ley, 43! ; Mrs. Leopold de Rothschild, 19S ;

notes, 70, 25iG, 384 ; Salamander, 150; Sou-
venir de la Malmaison, 80 ;

tt^e, and Pico-
tee, 363 ; the iAIoucher, 149 ; Winter Cheer
172, 296, 3-6, 559

Carnations, 163 ; and Picotees, new, 191 ; at
Chrysanthemum shows, 510; at Coombe
Wood, 416; autumn-flowering,507; fragrance
for our, 227 ; from seed, 41'0, 533 ; in Re-
gent's Park, 108 ; layering. 91 ; Marguerite,
386 ;

scented. 19 1 ; spot in, 381 ; the flower-
ing season of, 293, 335, 3^5 ; Tree, 12. 17''

337, 406 '
' .

Ca rots, late sown, 301
Ciryaalba, 295
Caryopteris mastacauthus, 309
Cassiope tetragona, 23
Castanca chrysophylla, &2
Castillejas, 221
Catalpa bignonioides, 188, 222
Catanaache cterulea, 25 ; ccurufea, 25
Catasetum fimbriatum, 302

; gnomus, 302
;

longifolium. 395; sanguineum, 324 ;'tubu-
lare var., 462

Cattleya Aclandise, 167 ; amethystoglossa,
530 ; amethystoglossa (Selwood var.), 549
aurea, 231, •;54

; Baroness Schrceder, 107
;

bicolor Measuresiana, 395 ; Bowringiana,
525 ; Eldor-ido splendens, 210 ; Gaskelliana
alba, 167,276, 395 ; gigas, 103 ; Harrisoniie,
422, 413 ; labiata, 443, 525, 539 ; labiata alba,
549;labiata albaneusi^, -161; labiata from
Straffan House, 538 ; labiata Sanderfe, 417

;

1 ucoglossa, 417; luteola, 538; Mastersiana'
31; Mendeli, 102; Minucia, 285; Mossiie
Dormnniana, 4 ; Oweniana, 241 ; Pereival-
iana, 47 1 ; Rex, 103, 231 ; Sanderiana, 302
Schilleriana, 181 ; Schilleriana Lo.viana
103 ;

Schofteldiana, 4, 107 ; 8pecio3is^ima. 77',

554;8pociosi sima Sanderiana, 24 1 ;Stalt.;r-
ia'i.a, 2S5

; superba, 16. 443; Vedasti, 324-
Warnori, 5 ; Warocquexna, 4, 33 (, 3jO 5^2*

625, 554 ; Warscewiczl, 103 '
'

Cattleyas from Cheam Park, 422 ; various,
5S9

Cauliflower Magnum Bonum, 253 ; Veitch's
Autumn Giant, 14G

Cauliflowers, early, 118, 200; sowing in au-
tumn, 171

Ceanothus azureus, 271 ; Gloirede Versailles,

117
Cedar tree, moving a, 258
Celeiy, blanching, 200 ; earthing up and

moisture, 325 ; rotes oQ, 371 ; trenches, 27
Celo'-ia pyramidalis, 550
Centaurea macroccphaia, 105
Cerasus Mahaleb, 297 ; serrulata, 503
Cercis siliquaslruDi, fiown'inp and fruiting

hranchcR of, 3'Z;fall-(/roicti leaves of, 342
Cestrum aurautiacum, 507
Chamatbatia foliolosa, 400
Chauiffidorea elatior, 532
Charcoal burning, 288
Cheam Park, Cattleyas from, 422
Cheilanthes urgentea, 589; Borsigiana, 6S9 ;

elegans, f.02 ; farinosa, 5-9 ; hirta Ellis-

i-ra, 502 ;
pulverace*, 589

Cheltenham, Orchids from, 525
Chermes abietia, 200
Cherries as ornamental flowering tree?, 511

;

early, 34
Cherry Empsror Francis, 150; t he Mahaleb,

207
Clii'rry tire in hlnnm, 511

Cherry trees disoasid, 307 ; in bush form, 35
Chestnut, the golden-leaved, 62 ; the Sweet,

486
Chiconj, Ijfanch'd, 145 ; ]rit{onf, 145
Chimaphilas, the North American, 221
Chimonanthus fragrans, 50
Chi'modoxa Alleni, 211,400, 528 ; Luciliae,

211 ; L. Forbesi, 211 ; L. grandiflora, 211 ;

L. sa densis, 211 ; L. Tmolusi, 211 ; nana,
211 ;rew form of, 16

Chionodoxas, 210
Chiswiek, Potatoes at, 269
Vlilnnipliiilmn ihitmii var. vurityattim, 577

;

datum var. varicgatum, 577
Choisya ternatain the open air, 532
Cholera, the spread of, 58
ChrLst's Thorn, 187
Chrj'santhemum Aida, 462 ; Altred de Mont-

bello, 312; Alfred Werle, 312; America,
561 ; Auriole, 562 ; Avalanche, 382 ; Bar-
bar.i.ssa, 488 ; Baron Hirsch, 373, 30i>,

43S
; Beauty of Exmouth, 373, 382, 400,

4i">l. 57r. ; blooms, exhibiting, 306, 309;
Brookleigh Gem, 463 ; Charles Davis, 452

;

Charles Shrimpton, 463, 4-8; C. H. Sim-
mons, 438 ; Cul. W. B. Smith, 30j, 438

;

ci dture, the future aspect of, 576
;

Duke of York, 488 ; Eda Prass, 488 ; Ed-
win Lonsdale, 463 ; Emma Stevens, 400 ;

Emily Doone, 418; Enterprise, 520, 550;
Ernest Asmils, 488 ; Etoile de Lyon, 561

;

Etoile de Lyon as a specimen, 562 ; Ex-
celsior. 452 ; Felix Cassagueau, 400 ; F.
I.urani, 400; Florence Davis, 450 ; Frede-
rit k IK.iiuer, 550; Gaetano Guelphi, 522;
General Hawkes, 3'2; General Hawkins,
320; George Daniels, 560; George Sav-
age, 43S ; Oloire de Mezin, 312 ; Golden
Ball, 4 S; Golden Sh<h, 252; groups, 466,
521 ; groups at Brighton, 451 ; C. W.
Childs, 438 ; Harry Balsley, 488 ; Hetty
Dean, 40O ; James Dibbcns, 662 ; Jardin
des Plantes, 275 ; Jessie Chignell, 562 ; John
Sbrimpton, 306 ; Kentish Yellow, 481

;

Lady Brooke, 320 ; Lady . Fitzwigram,
31 .i ; Lady Selborne out of doors, 562;
L"Ami Etienne, 452 ; La Nymphe, i;75

;

La Petite Marie, 275 ; Le Deuil, 463

;

Le Sceptre Toulousain, 438; Le Verseau,
452 ; les Enfant des deux Mondes, 452

;

Lilian E. Bird, 522 ; lists, reaiTangement
of, for 1S93, 561 ; Lizzie Cartledge, 488

;

Lord Alcester, 522 ; Lord Brooke, 462

;

Louis Boehmer, a crimson, 460 ; Lyon,
275; Lucy Kendall, 463; M. Albert Galy,
312 ; M A. Delaux, 438 ; M. A. Herlaut, 312

;

M. Bournisien, 312 ; M. Jules Toussaiut,
452 ;M. L. Parli, 452 ;M. Paul Lemoine, 312

;

M. R. Bahuant, 4' 0, 5e2 ; Madeline Davis,
488 ; Marquis de Paris, 451 ; Mignon, 275

;

Miss Dorothea Shea, 462, 463 ; Miss Lilian
Cope, 355, 451, 487,^22; Miss Rose, 466;
Mis^ Watson, 452; Mile. Eugenie Klein,
312 ; Mile. Louise Leroy, 400 ; Mile. Marie
Recoui-a, 550 ; Mr. A. G. Hubbuek, 400

;

Mr. Brunlees, 562; Mr. C. Blick, 462,
463, 48S ; Mr. M. Sullivan, 548 ; Mrs.
A. G. Ramsay, 438 ; Mrs. Alpheus Hardy,
488; Mrs. Bruce Findlay, 481; Mrs. Cul-
lingford, 275 ; Mrs. F. A Spaulding,
4SS

; Mrs. Gutch, 66-2
; Mrs. H. B

Ironside, 488 ; Mrs. H. AV. Goulden,
488 ; Mrs. Herbert Fowler, 306 ; Mrs.
Horril, 40O ; Mrs. J. MitcheU, 484

;

Jh'j. Jas. Carter, 521 ; Mrs. Lawton, 488

;

Mrs. Myers, 373 ; Mrs. Needs, 462; Mrs.
Robinson King, 550 ; Mrs. W. R Wells,
438

. M]-s W. R. Woodcock. 43S ; Mme.
JJagaric, 312; Mme. Darier, 451, 466, 488;
Mm?. ^rionaId Lefort, 311 ; Mme. Evilalie
More!, 312 ; Mme. Gabriclle Fontaine, 312:
M-ne. Gabus, 312 ; Mme. Greard, 312

Chrysanthemum Mnu: Lacroi.r, 251 ; Mme.
Leblanc, 4S8 ; Mme. Mante, 488 ; Mme. M.
Constans, 312 ; Mme. N Brun, 488 ; Mme.
Octavie Mirbeau, 488 ; Mme, Piene Cassag-
neau, 312; Mme. Pierre Louis Blancard,
522 ; Mme. Zephir Lionnet, 312 ; nanum,
275; notes, 41, 275, 311, 6t0, 561; Pearl
Beauty, 488 ; Primrose League, 484

;

Princess May, 4S8 ; Princess Victoria,
462, 463, 488 ; Professor Wittmack, 488

;

Robert Cannell 562 ; Robert Flowerday,
462; Robert Owen, 484, 549; Robert Pet-
teld, 463, 522; Rosy Morn, 463, 488; Rye-
croft Glory, 306 ; Scarlet Gem, 275 ; season
in Belgium, 400 ; Secretaire Alfred Bleu,
312 ; Snow Wreath, 488 ; Source d'Or, 452 ;

Sunflower, 450 ; the, in Australia, 528

;

the, in Belgium, 528; The Tribune, 438
;

Tokio, 488, 561 ; Vesuvius, 418 ; Veuve Cli-
quot, 312; Violet Rose, 466; Viscountess
Ham ledon, 540 ; Viviaud More\ 400, 452

;

Volunteer, 488, 520, 561 ; Waban, 484, 488,
549 ; W. Tricker, 452 ;W. H. Atkinson, 306,
418,488 ; W. H. Lincoln, 450 ; W. P. Rnuth,
488 ; William Kennedy, 452 ; William
Seward, 373, 396, 400 ; ilelmire, 312

Chrysanthemum show, a well- arranged.
522

Chryfauthemimi shows, bouquets at, 451
;

epergnes and baskets at, 452
Chrysanttiemum Societ>'s official catalogue,

484
Chrysanthemums, American, 465 ; as sliowu,

520, 575 ; at Ealing, 406 ; at Finsbury Park,
312 ; at the Aquarium, 466 ; at the Lilford
Nurseries, 450 ; at Messrs. Veitch's, 466 ; at
tydeuLam, 438; bush, 304; Continental,
early flowering of 1892, 113 ; cultural notes,
303, 311; cut, at exhibitions, 465; cut
down, 573 ; damping of the blooms,
450 ; disqualification at Brighton show,
451 ; dwarf, 252, 309 ; early, 312 : early-
flowering, 132, 251, 252 ; exhibiting
Japanese. 438; feeding Ihe, 252; fimbri-
ated varieties, 451 ; Florence Davii r.

Beauty of Exmouth, 548 ; for the flower
garden, 275 ; from Japan, 265 ; from Swan-
more, 484 ; frozen, 275; in New Zealand,
113; in R.H.S. Gardens, Chiswick. 484 ; in
the patks, 390; Japanese, at the lati
Aquarium show, r»76 ; Japanese, blooms
developing, 300; leggy, 451, 488; mildew
on, 252 ; naming, 488 ; naturally grown,
695 ; new, 438, 522 ; October flower-
ing, 437 ; pcdigi-ee, 41 ; premier blooms,
452 ; preparing the blooms, 382 ; pro-
pagation of, 521

; prospects of the com-
ing season, 355 ; reflexed, 465 ; reftexed at
Ascot, 451 ; selecting the buds cf, 173

;

single, 488 ; single, for vases, 466 ; so-called
sports in, 437, 522 ; staging. 522, 561

;

sturdy growing Japanese, 562; tende •,

311 ; too-much-alike, 487, 547, 575 ; two
pretty pompon, 452 ; two useful, 451

;

types of, for exhibition, 382
Chrysogonum virginiauum, 10, 3"8
Cibotium regale, 502
CincinaUs flavens, 580 ; nivea, 589
Cineraria lanata, 16
Cirrhopetalum Medussi?, 4S4
Cladrastis amurensis, 206
Claremont, Taunton, notes from, 383
Clary wine, 243
Clematis coccinea, 72
Clematises, 226 ;

pretty. 283
Clerodendron Balfour aiuun, 405 ; fallax,

563 ; fallax from feed. 557 ; ftctidum, 563
;

fragrans, 563; infortvmatum, 563; Ktemp-
feri,- 562 ; macrosiphon, 563 ; nutans, 563

;

paniculatum, 563 ; squamatum, 563 ; tricho-
tomum, 187, 272, 563

Clerodendrons. shrubby, 562
Clethia alnifolia, 258, 271 ; arbor, a, 108
Clove Pink Clifton White, 20
Codonopsis ovata, 86
Ccelia bella, 584
Ccelogyne cristata, 107; Dayana, 210; Gard-

neriaaa, 525 ; lactea, 503 ; Massangcana,
484 ; peltastes, 103 ; Sanderiana, 59

Colchicum autumnale album plenum, 427 ;

byzantinum maximum, 585 ;Sibthorpi, 287
Coleus a quarter vf a century ago, 537 ; Dis-

tinction, 198 ; new, from Chili, 527
Coleus-S, Chilian, 532
Coleworts; 68
Colour chart, wanted a, 551, 573
Common, Kentish, tree and shrub life on a,

272
Comparettia coccinea, 167 ; falcata, 167 ; ma-
croplectron, 167 ; speciosa, 167

Comparettias, 167
Competitions and prizes 397
Conifers as hedge plants, 338 ; gi-ouping in
p"antations, 200 ; planting out from pots,
18 ; small, for a cold house, 455, 504

Coppicing, the growth of, IS
Cordons run wild, 544
Cornus brachypoda, 187 ; sibirica Spathi, 402
Cornwall, App.es from, 507 ; Apricots in,

358
Coryanthes. 422 ; Fieldingi, 422 ; macrantha,
4:2; maculata, 42i ; m. Albertinaj, 4-.^2

;

m. pimctat', 42!; speciosa, 422

Cosmanthus grandiflorus, 228
Costus igneus, 258
Cotoneaster Sinionsi, 455
Cottage garden societies, 6
Cottagers* flowers iit Earl's Court, 131

Crab John D^wnie, 478 , the Siberian, 15',

29^i, 338
Crab trees, ornamental, 303, 456
Cratsigua crus-galli, 401 ; tanacetifolia, 297,

h23, 338, 376, :-s95

Crinodendron Hookeri, 12
Crocosmia aurea impeiialis, 11 3
Crocus longiflorus, 57» ; Sharojani, 205, 2 -4,

5t6
Crocuses and Colchicums, 334 ; autumn, 2S7
Crops, comparative earliLCSs of field and
garden, 28

Crossandra undulsfolia, 274
Ci'oton Beatrice Horsfall, 418
Cucumber culture, notes on, 143
Cucumber houses, ventilaiing, 184
Cucumbers in non-ventilated hnuae.=, 146 ;

winter, 170. 389
Cupani i filicifolia, 536
Curra'ts and GoosebeiriesatSwanmorc, 133;

Black, 516; late Red. 477 ; note on, 433

Cyclamen neapolitanum, 221 ; the autunui,
221

Cycnoches chlorochilon, ir9, 276
Cymbidium hybridum Winuianum, 417 ; si-

nense, 554
Cymbidiums, 474
Cyperorciiis elegans, 444 ; Mastersi, 591
Cyphomandra betacca, 156; fragrans, 186
Cypripedium acavile, 387 ; arietinum, 387

;

Arthurianum pulchellum, 417 ; Bernice,
168 ; Bryan, 103 ; Calceolus, 387 ; candi-
dum, 387 ; caudatum, 4, 149 ; euryale, 254 ;

flowers, curious, 42^ ; f/ultatum, 386; gut-
tatum, 387 ; insigne, 333 ; insigne for win-
ter decoration, 539 ; insigae variet en, 42:^,

588; insigne Wallacei, 588; Irapeanura,

387, 474; japonicum, 443; Johnsonianum,
519; macranthum, 3S7 \ inacrant/nuu, 386;
Wasereelianum, 587 ; Morganiie burfordi-

ense, 461 ; oi-phanum, 3i 9;parviflorum, :-8;;

Perseus 42 ;
philippinense, 276 ; Pitcheri-

anum, 309 ;
pubescuns, 387 ; Sanderianum,

334; tanderianum and its allies, 57; i-e-

deni, 334; spectabile, 387; spictahile, 387;
Stonei, 417 ; Stonei candidum, 50 ; Tityus,

461 ; ventricosum, 387 ; Youngianum, U3,
185

Cypripediuras, 538
Cyrlanthera chrysostephana, 538

Cytisus albus, 189 ; Ardoini, 189 ; austriacus,

189; biflorus, 18?); capitatus, 190, 258;
decumbens, 190; hirsutus, 100; linifolius,

loO ; monspes&ulanus, i90 ; nigricans, 100
;

prtecox, 190; purgans, 100; purpureus,
lOJ; purpunus at/jus, 180; scoparius, i89;

scoparius Andreanus, 187, 180, 2d2 ; sco-

parius fl.-pl., ISO; scoparius pendnlus,

189; scoparius var. albus, 189 ; sessilifolius,

100

D.

DabtEcia polifolia, £71

Daffodil bulbs, 314; linipa-or, 480 ; Emperor,
489

Daffodils, a vase of, 335 ; a vase of, 335 ; for

pots and forcing, 297 ; hints about plant-

ing, 25 ;
planting. 336, 384

Dahlia Arthur West, 286 ; Bertha Mawley,
241; Countess of Radnor, 241; Kaiscrin,

241; Kathleen, 286; Matchless, 286; Mrs.

Basham, 241 ; Mrs. Keith, 150 ; Mrs. Vagg,

329 ; single, 334; Tommy Keith, 285

Daisy s|ort, a» 132, 156 ; the Mexican, ;56

Daisies, Michaelmas, 46J

Daisies on lawn, 41

Damsons, 458
Daphne alpioa, 26 ; Blauai/ana, 95 ; Blagay-

ana, 95 ; cneorum, Oo ; Genkwa, 94 ;
in-

dica, 95 ;
Mezereum, 95 ; rupestris, 26 ; the

lilac- flowered, 94

Dartmoor, Evergreens for, 485

Datura [ceratocaula, 383 ; faatuosa, 383

;

meteloides, 383; victtloides, 383; suaveo-

leus, 485
Datur s, flower garden, 383

Davallia bullata, 302, 480 ; canaricnsis, 302 ;

cunariensis, 306; dissecta, 302, 480; divari-

cata, 302 ;
^tijicnsis, 303 ; fijiensis. 3UH

;

Griflithiana, 502; Liodleyi, 303; ornata, 303;

pentaphylla, 303 ;
pysidata, 303 ; solida,

303 ; Tyermani, 4.»7

DavaUias, -130; thoice, 302

Decay in timber, 310

Delphinium Brunonianum, 15
;
gi-andiflorum

album, 15 ; Henry Kelway, 59; Princess

May, 59 ; Sailor t rince, 59

Dcndrobium aureum, 5o7 ;
caualiculatxim, 4

;

chrysanthum a^bum, 525 ; ciliatum, 369 ;

L-ra.'^siuL.de album, 503 ; crystallinum, 50
;

dixauthum, 167 ; formosum, 474 ; Harvey-

auum, 4 ;
leuculophotuni, 525; nobi e

nobiliiis, 554 ; Phalasnopsis, 4, 302, 525

;

P. delleus^', 4, 333 ; P. Schrcederianum,

147, 231, 305 ; Schneiderianum, 4 ; stra-

tiotes, 167; T.eacheriaaum, 540, 501 ; War-
dianum album, 167
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Dondrobiums growing from root, 834
Desfoiitiiii.oii fipiiiosa, (iS

Doutziu crouiUa fl.-pl.,il5

Diancllu luspcrit, liO, v7-4

Diunthi, 'Xi

Diantluis a'pi-us, 11; Atkinsoni, 42 ; Hed-
dowigi a!bus plciius, 2S'2 ; moiupessu*
hums, 4l* ; iie(,'leLtus. 11

;
jtlumariu?, 25

lliri.niit^-uidrjv thyrsillnni, 407
D c-ffe ibiicliias. the, 5.08^
DiimnphiuitLus mandsuhviricuB, Il(), 20G,
4Jl,jll

Diphu'us Kliitinosus. ISO
Dipladeiiia Ititlivicnsis, 274
Diplupsippu.s chryj^ophylhis, 532
Disa graiiiiiiif.'lfa, 40H ; incarnate, 4'"'9

; in
open hir i-i Ireland, 400; racemosa, 409;
Veitchi, 400

Disius, 4OS
Disejise, the Potato, 27, ('li

Dodwell, presentation to Mr. and Mrs E S
12S

Dove plant, the, iLM, 33:!

Uovlt, wild Hnwcrs around. 71
Dracajna australis rubra, ;J2!» ; Goldieana

•2 S, 370; Onf,/Uami,2^'-*
Draininjj land for fruit groTvlrg, 450
Drill Hall, papers at the, 300
Drynioglnssnui piloselloides, i'j't

Hrynaria niusu-fnlia. 4j7
Dumb Canes, the, 5oS

E.

Earl's Curt, floral decorations at, CO
hdnnn/.n ruff,,,I hum, 60
Echium callithyrsum, 4r,-2 ; candicaus, 4.52 •

faatuosuni, 452 ;gigantuuin, 452; simplex,

Echiums, 452
Edelweiss, 15; i,i « D^ron^hhr ,,ar,len, 225Edge HaU, 555 ; a note from. 2r.5
A'/;/t Hall, Ma/j,o^, CU.Hhh:, 505
Edinburgh, some hardy flowers at, 2S3
ERgplanr, the, 301
Elder, the, as a nurse tree, 464 ; the Silver

~^^^ ;
oUi, cort-nd irith Irj/ and climhinn Hosts,

Elasignns rotundifolia, 503

^'"oo"'*"'
''"• ^^'^ E"i?lish, lOlJ

;
the Winged,

Endive in small gardens, £s ; storing and
blancluug, 324

England, fruit growing in, 158
Eomecon chionantha, 107
Epergnes at Chrysanthemum show? 450
lipidendrum dichromum amabile HiS • fal-catum, 5S ; Tampcnse. 50

'

Eranthemum albiflorum, 274
Ercmur.is turkcstanicus, 70
Erica liorgiana, 200; cinerea, 57

; gracilis
200

; gi-andii»sa, 20ii ; hybri-ia, 209 ; bye-mahs. 2'.iO
; Parmenteria a rosea, 299 ; per-

r,on
' f'^ ' P»-«Pendens, 290

; pyramidalis,
200 , rubens, 209 ; Spenceriana, 299 : Sin-
dryana, 299

Ericas, 257

^^l^^on mncrona'us, 256 ; speciosns sp en-

Erythrina crista galli in the open, 531
l!.rytbrolft,na conspicua, 400 ; mexicana atHarrow Weald, 305
Esc.allo.ia macrantha, 308
Exacum zeylanicum. 5S
Examile. a good. 512
Eu alyjitus oitriodora, 101
vicharis mite, the, 17

Eueryphia jjinnatifolia, 117, 1S7
Enonvmus al^tus, 258 ; hitifoUus, .503
Evening Primroses, 281
Evercn-een ti-ees n Scotland, 222
Lvergrc^Qs, planting, in summer, 55 ; tra-s-
llant-ng, 213

F.

Fagus sylvatica cristata, 1S7 ; sylvatica our-
piirea, 222 '^

F-rms, tree shelter for, 40
Fern, specimen of a Tree, 185 ; the Lady,

Ferns, British, as town pLints, 88; choce
5i)0; deciduous. 480; Filmy, 500; for bas-

!"«- VM^' ^Ji-',
^«^ *°^"'"' decoration,

IS.j; Gold and Silver, in the winter, 514'
hardy, in winter, 580 ; notes on, 87 114
scale on 168; small basket. 457; 'some
noteworthy, 501; the Bird's-nest, 513-
the Pter's section, 513 ; the Walking Leaf'
4i0

; Tree, 4ii9 ; variegated, 513
'

Km^Tf mode ofjixhuj (h, hott/is/or Grapes, i92
tig Black DoTU-o, 198 ; Bourjassote gris, 150*
faourand noir, 150; Monaco bianco, 15

J

'

Nebian, 150 ; Violette Sepor, 150
Fig trees unfruitful on walU, 138
Fig», dried, 579 ; new varieties of, 18-' • re-

striction of the roots of, 98
'

»

Filberts, 248

Fir, a fine Douglas, in Shropshire, 224 ; nijl-

formation in h, 456
Kirs in a northern a'^pcct, 4S6
Flame Flower, the, 195, 257, 282
Fhuningo Flower-, 28
Flcral decorations, 335
Florida, a note from, ?65
Flower garden, annuals in the,3C2 ; Chrysan-
themums f r the, Si75 ; notes, 40, 207, 316,
3S0, 416, 448; the, in summer and early
the, autumn, ; O'l ; the new, at Hhrubland
Park, 37S , f/n nor, at S/tru'>land Park, 379

Flower-fctems. slitting, 356, 378 '

F nwer, ih'3 Helmet, 422
Flowers, arranging cut 148 ; and fi'ngi, •/50;

at the Zoo, iSO; exhibiting autumn, 361;
from Lypiutt Park 254; io autumn, 313

;

of autumn, the, 280; purple in, 355, 415,
4i7. ^23, 5.7 ; sclf-(;oloured, 163 227 ; some
hardy, at Edinburgh. 283 ; some of the
sun ijicr, of m? ga-den. 154 ; summer, '-28;

Irtll, of autumn, 55, 337 ; whit.% for cut-
ting, 131. 104 ; wild, mound iJovtr, 71

Foliage, autumnal, 421 ; effects in autumn,
288

Forest tree , planting, 398
Forest work, seasonable, 508
Forestry notes, 84, 152, 266, 464, 530; season-

able, O;, 130
Fiaxinus Untiscifolia, 296
Frccsias, 110, Kk', 3S1 ;

prolonged resting of,

481

Freezing flowers and plants during transit,

528
Fremontia ralifornica, 532
French Apricot trees and fruit, 203
Fritillaria acmopetala, 72 ; armena, 73 ; aurea,

73 ; bucharica, 73 ; Burnati, 73 ; dasy-
phylla, 73; grteca. 73; hispanica, 73;
Hookeri, 73 ; imperialis, 73 ;

involucrata,

73 ; kamt-chatkensis, 73 ; Karclini, 73 ;

Karelini, 73 ; latifolia, 73 ; hitea, 73

;

macrophjll*, 73 ; niassanensis, 73 ; Melea-
gris, 73 ; Mi/nir/ri--^ aiha, 80 ; Moggridgei,
74 ; montana, 73

;
pallidiflors, 74 ; persica,

74
;
pudica, 74 ; recurva, 74 ; Scwerzowi,

74 ; tenellf, 74 ; Thunbergi, 74; vcrtlcillata

car Tl.UH'-n-'jl, 72

Fritidarias. hirdv, 72
Frosts in Jvme, 17
Fruit, aids to colourin?, 341, 4C0, ^77 ; colour

in, 393; crops, 133, 177, 216, 238,262,
283, 304, 367, 459; crop of 1S02, 63;
evaporating. 308 • growing, draining land
for, <J59 ; growing, market, 477 ; houses,
work in the, 14, 52 96, 141. 191, 233, 279,

?21, 365, 403, 453, 408, 54', 585 ; judging at
txhib-tions, 235; keeping badly, 457, 546;
keeping well, 502 ; packing, 175, 235 ; pack-
ing competition at Earl's Court, 238, 341

;

planting, 493 ; sensational, 97 ; show, pro-
posed international, 492

Fruits, comparative hardiness of, 312 ; hardj',

work among 30, 75, 98, 121. 166, 212, 260,
200. 343, 3S7. 432, 472 519, 564

Fruit tree borders, 249 ; cropping, 292, 393
Fruit tree flowers, 203
Fiuit trees a4 o namental objects, 181 ; and
bvishe , top-dressing, 392 ; bush 301 ;

dressing, 476 ; espalier, 323, 3i>4 ; in the
garden landscape, 267, 341 ; management
of, 34; moist:re for, 1S2; p'antiug and
selection of, 342; selecting, 433; staking,
404. 545 ; ibtandard, 47'i

Fuchsia dependens, 381, 396 ; Duchess of
Edinbiu-gh. 95; procvimbens, 100; Riccar-
tmi. :-05; triphylli, 127; the, 159

Fuchsias, 186, 206 2:0 ; in th3 open, 221

Gaillardia Aurora, 59 ; Mr. Pitcher, 59
Gailla dias, 81
Garden design in relation to the formal gar-
den, 580; enemies, 188; grubs in, 378; labels,

507 ; landscape, fruit trees in the, 2i)7 ; re-

fuse, 76 ; to keep a, free from insects, 221
;

view in a Devonshire, 172
Gardens English, 265
Gardening, book on English, 441
Garland Flowers, 405
Genista ietnensis, 133, 153 ; virgata, 6
Gentiana asclepiadca, 214 ; bavarica, 16

;

Kurroo, 220 ; oregana, 214
;
pyrenaica, 257

;

vema, 467 ; vcrna, planting, 24
Gentians, 84
Geranium argenteum, 86 ; WalHchianum, 314
Geraniums, Ivy-leaf, as window box plants,
335

Gesueracardinalis, 232
Gesneras and their allies, 481
Geum chiloense, SI
Gladioli, early-tlowcring, 49 ; from seed, 31
Gladiolus bulbs dyiog, 47 ; Colvillci albus,

191; Mr. Hobhouse, 198; Mr. McAllister,
108 ; Numa, 241 ; Poetis, 241 ; Private
Secretary, 198; the, 0. 384

Glass houses, cleaning the outside of, 380
Glediisch'a, 346
Gleichenias, 430
Globe Flowers, 523

Gloriosa superba, 80, 126
Gfory of the Snow, the, 210
Gloxinia Her Majesty, 103
Godi'tia Duchess of Albany. 571 ; Duke of

Fife, 571 ; Duclicss of Fife, 571 ; srandiflora
maculata, 571 ; Lady Albemarle, 571 ; ni-
bicunda.571; rubicunda Nivertiana, 571;
rubimnda aplcndotiH, 571 ; Whitoeyi, 571 ;

Wliitueyi pyramidal carniin, 571
Godetias, the, 571
Goniophlebium sub-aurieulatum, 502
Guniopteris gracilis, 457
Gooseberry, a good, 15

Gooseberries, 54 ; varieties tf, 158
Graajmatnphyllum Ellisi, 147; Miasuresia-
num, 168

Grape, a curious, 356 ; A'nwick Seedling, 328,

358 ; Chasselas Vibei-t, 329 ; Fnnhr's Sn'ifin;/,

237 ; Foster's Seedlhig, .37, 820; (iros Gait-
(aiimi'. 291 ; Gros Guillaunio, 201, 410, 494,

502 ; Muscat Hamburgh, 183, 235 ;Muscat of

Alexandria c acking, 182, 236, 249 ; Mus-
cat o* Alexandria shrivelling, 249 ; room at

Hi'chfidd, section (tf, 493 ; room at J'homcri/,

interior of, 403 ; White GrosColman, 329
Grape', bloom on, 2ii3 ; early, from pot Vineo,

392; f4iling to colour, 138 ; for profit, 565 ;

judging, 64, 137, 183, 367, 410; k'Teping,

492 ; late, at summer shows, 268 ;late, rip-

ening and keeping, 267; quality in, 250;
f-pot on, 342

Grass waD s, 192, 204
Greenhouses, painting, white, 17, 7(5

Greens, winter, 579
Grevlllta alplna, 24 ; robusta, 536 ; rohu^ta,

bZI
Griffinia hyacinthina, -lO"

Ground, exposed, planting, 530, 552, 574
Groups, mixed, 485
Grubs in garden, 109, 378
Guano, native, 74
Guernsey, flowers in the open air in, 528
Gymnogramma chierophylla, 429 ; gloriosa,
"457

; peruviana argyrophylla, 439; schizo-
phylla gloriosa, 439

Gypsophila paniculata, 104

Habenaria militaris, 101
Habrothamuus carminatus rubor, 312
HaUmodenaron argenteum, 101

Hamatcelis virgioiea, 271

Harpalium rigidum, 295
Heiih, the grey, 57
Heaths, hardy, 188 ; in flower, 187 ; soft
wooded, iOS

Hedera spectabilis aurea, 421
Hedgerow, a Keitish, 402
Hedgts, Alder for, 552

;
Quick, 288

Hedychium chrysoleucum, 405 ; coronarium,
405 ; flavum, 405 ; Gardaerianum, 333,
405 ; Gardnerianuin, 4C5

Hedychiums, 405
Heleuium gracdicephaUim striatum, 197

;

Hoopesi, 2i6 ;
pumilum, 221

Helianthus annuus. 94 ; argophyllus, 94
;

cucumerifolius, 224 ; dtbllis, 94 ; exilis, 04
;

petiolaus, 04
Hemidictyum marginatum, 590
Hemitelia g andifolia, 364; hor. ida, 364

;

KarsteuJana, 364; specioaa, 36 » ; specta-
bilis, 361

Hemitelias, 364
Heteranthus lim<:8us, 139
Hibbertia de^tata, 505
Hibiscus, 4 JO; earolinianus, 431 ; coccincua,
430; grandifloru', 430; Hugeli, 431; ia-
canus, 430 ; militaris, 430 ; moscheutos,
430 ; splendens, 431 ; syriacus, 253, 271

Hickory, the Shell-bark, 296
Hickories, 572
Hippophie rhamno'des, 207
Hogarth House, Chttwick, 467
Hogarth House, Chimrirl; 467
Holly and Yew, the, 508
Holly, the, 376 ; berries, £06
Hollyhock, the, as a garden flower, 416
Hollyhocks, 220, 280
Honey Locust, the, 346
Horse Chestnut not floweri' g, 258
Horse Radish, 372
Horticulture, scholarships in, 573
Houttynia californica. 111 ; californica, 111

;

eordata. 111
Houttynias, the, HI
Hoya imperialis, 418
Hvaeinths, Roman, 260; for early forcing,

186
Hydrangea hortensis at Blicicling, 308

;

panic lata grandiflora, 271; and the Car-
dinal Flower, 356 ; at Gunton, 308

Hydrangcixs, blue, 338
Hylurgus piaiperda, 200
Hymetanthora crassifolia, 3i9, 402
Hymeoix:allis carib;tt;i, 4S1 ; cxpanfa, 481

;

Harrisiana, 481 ; lacera, 481 ; littoralis,

481 ; macrostcphana, 250, 42if, 481 ; spe-
ciosa, 481

Hypolepis distans, 457, 502

I.

Iberis gibraltarlca, 471
;

f/ihrattarica, 471

Pruiti, 471; flaxatilis, 47' ; saxa'ilis var.

cor cajfolia, 471 ; sempcrflorens, 471 ; imn-

2>a'vircnjf, 470; sempervircne, 471; Hein-

jorvIrCLS Garrcxluna, 471 ; TcnorQana,
471

Ilitpat it nif Sultani, 817
Indian Bean, ihc, 222
ludiiofera dosui, 187 ; Gerardiana, 132, 187

losccts iu soil, 529
Institutiooe, our charitable and bcuevulcat,

132

Inula glandulo?a, 11

Iimmaja Quamoclit, 114
Ireland, flowers from, 573
Iris alata, 364 ; Bakeriana, 3^15 ; English c
Spanish, 12 ; Histr o, 365 ; liistrioidcs, 365

;

KiHiupferi, 100. 224; Kajmriferi at High-
gate, 81 ; reticulata, 26, 365 ; Untv in u
Jn]miir.<f rjardtn, 7

Irises, bulf.ous, 364 ; Japanese, 103
Isoloma hii'sutii, 482
Ivy under trees, 176
Ivi 8, desirable, 200
Ixia", 16

Ixora amboinica, 407 ; coccioea superba, 497 ;

Colei, 407;crocata, 407; Dixiana, 407 ; for-

mosa, 497; Fraseri, 407; Griffithi, 407;
javaalca, 407; javanica floribunda, 407;
macrothyrsa, 497 ; Morsei, 408 ; odorata,

497 ; Pilgrimi, 407 ; Priice of Orange, 407
;

prioceps, 407 ; Regina, 498 ; salicifolia. 4y7 ;

sanguicua, 40S ; Westi, 408 ; Williamsi,
407

Ixoras, 490 ; in bloom, 380

Jacaranda mimosajfolia, 536
Japan, a note from, 302 ; gardens in, 7

Jasmine, the winter, 506

Jasminum nuditlorum, 506, 594 ; sambac fi.-

pl., 171

Jerusalem Artichoke, improving the, 468

Judas Tree, the, 342 ;.rtojrtW/if/ and fruiting

branches of, 343 \fidi-(jrown kaves of^ 342

Juglans cinerea, 288
Juoebcmes, the, 540

June fro&ts, 17

Kales, Labrador, 500
Kerria, the variegated-leaved, 117

Kew, Bamboos at, 86; clippitg trees at,

232 ; Gardens, earlier opening of, 507
;

gardeners, guild of, 572 ; notes from, 408

Kitchen garden, making a, 151, lS"i ;

trenching ground for, 195 ; work in

the, 13, 30. 51, 74, 95, ICO, 142, lt6, 190,

211, 233, 261, 278, S90, 322, b44, 365. 388,

401, 431, 453, 472, 408, 510, 543, 564, 586

Kn'phofias, new, 2.'4

KojUensteinia graminea, 554

Kfl'ingia mouocephala, 407

L.

Ladi/ Fern, gronp of the, 87

Lady's Slipper, hairy, 387

Las ia anceps alba, 55 1 ; a. Oweniaiia^ 549;

autumnaUs, 502 ; autumnalis alba, 167, 525,

539 ; autumnaUs Fostermani, 588 ; crispa,

304 ; crispa superba, 140 ; Dayana and its

allies, 360; elegans Broonieana, 417 ; ele-

gans excellens, 417 ; elegans Morrcniana,

395
i

exoniensis, 525 ; Fincheniana, 540 ;

grandis tenebrosa, 5, 107, 5' 8 ;
mirabilis, 360

;

monophylla, 108 ; Oweniana, 140 ; Pcrrini

nivea, 417 ;
praistans, 3i)0 ;

pumila, 369 ;

Schilleriana, 102; Tumeri var. superbis-

sima, 241 ; WolstenholiEi»3. 107

Lselio-Cattleya Aurora, 462 ; Digbyaiia Moa-
siiB, 167 ; Ingrami, 140

Lapageria rosea, 380
Lapagerias, 557
Larkspur, the Musk-scented, 15
Lasiandra macrautha, 3S0

Laurel, the Azorean Portugal, 187

Laurels as undergrowth, 456
Laurustinus iu bloom, 401 ; the, 511

Lavender flowers, 129

Lawn grass as a manure for Pot-atoes, 579

Leaves, coloured, for table deooration, 503

Ledum buxifoliuin, 550 ; buxifoliuni^ 559

Lespcdcz 1 bicolor, 1S7
Lettuce Perfect Gem and others, 5

Lettuces, Cabbago, 46 ; standing, 209 ;
siun-

nier, 45, ^j^i

Leucophyton Browni, 295
Leucostegi * immersa, 480
Lewisia rediviva, 226
Leyocsteria formosa, 338
Liguatnmi Quilioi, 258
LilacSj grafting, 23
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Lily, a hybrid, 47; the Scarbirough, 273,

309; ihe Scarborough, 273; tlie Tiger, at
Kew, 2S7 ; the white Martagnn, in the
mrth of Loudon, 15

Liliet at Bournemouth, 104; at Oakwood,
577 ; liardy, 447 ; imported, 4S0 ; in 1S02,
notes on, 470 ; Japanese, Dr. Wallace on,
46S ; .'apanese Lillum Inngiflorum group,
2 '8

; notes on, 111, 22S; tlie Japanese, 20S
;

the Mariposa, 15
Lilies of the Va ley in August, 16'2

]^ilium auratum, varieties of, 102 ; Bloome i-

anum magmticuin, £0 ; candidum, 93

;

ca diduin, vanegated, 460 ; chalc doni-
C'lm, liV2 ; cordi oliuni, 337 ; giganteum,
SI ; Henryi, \b5 \ Leichtllni, 103 ; Leicht-
liiii, 103 ; longiflorum, 47 ; maritimnm,
&0 ; Maxiiu'iwiczi, 315 ; nt-ilgherrensc, 20

;

speciopum, 4^', 2^6 531 ; speciosum K set-

zeri, 227; sulphnrcum, 255; testaceum ii
a Lo dongarJen, SI

Li iums, 313; <arly, 3S1 ; for early forcing,
214; late, 3S1 ; planting, 533

Limoni *. trifoliata, 323
Lime, the small-leaved, 20G
Linaria alpina 163; Peloria, 50, 86
Lnden, the white-leaved weeping, 130
Liquiiambar styraciflua, 532, 659
Lissochilus giganteus, 502; Krebsi pur-
pureus, 102

Lithospermum graminifolium, 15
Lobelia cardinalis, 20'> ; Paxto i, 313 ; pro-
pagation, 2US ; Qnuun Victoria, 30S

Lobelias, scarltt, 2Sf5 ; the tall, 57S
Lonia ia ferrugiiiea, 536
Loi^don, trees in, 409
Ijonit era stniiervirens, 406
Lojjhokpis 1 iloselloides, 457
Loxwood, notes from, 21*0

Lycaste cruenta, 422 ; Skinneri, 530 ; Skin-
neri slba, 5SS ; Skiuneri purpurata, 417

Lychnis vespertina plena, 81
Lygodium scandens, 4S0
Lyons, the park at, 463
Lypiatt Park, flowers Iroro, 254

M.

Maackia amnrensis, 23 ; bella, 5S, 100
M aggot, the Mai guerite, SO ; the Onion, 17
Magi.olia acuminata, 21 ; Campbelli, 21 ; con-

spicua, 21 ; con^jncua at Gunnern'iuri/
House, 21 ; Fraseri, 21 ;

glau ^a, 21 ; grandi-
flora, 22 ; hypoleuca 22 ; Kobus, 22 ; macro-
phylla, 23 ;o\,ovata, 22; ohorata. 36; stel-
lata, 22, 323 ; tripeta!a, 22 ; Watsoni, 22

Magnolias, the, 21

Mahogany, the Mountain 297
Maiden-hair Fei-n for cutting, 36

' Maize, Adams' earlv, 329 ; or Indian Corn,
207, 2 7 ; Mah,', 207

Malformation in a Fir, 456
Mallow, the white, 104
Malva ylcea, 308 ; califomica, 132 ; latentia,

316
Manetti, the, for late districts, 449
Manure, a free use of, 560
Maple, the Columbia, 206 ; the Montpelier,

206
Miples, Japanese, in the conserv.itory, 12
Maranta arundinacea variegata, 405
Marattia C operi, 502
Marigolds, 110 ; African, 400

;
girden_ 1

Mariposa Lilies, SI
Market garden notes, 32, ?22, 50J
JIarket. Tomatoes for, 253
Marrows, bush, ."'70

Marseilles, at, 506
Ma devallia cucullata, 588 ; Denisnni, 5 ;

Harryana Denisoni, 31 ; hytrida McVittae,
540; (achyantha, 168, Hotzli, 184, 25t;
severa, 184 ; tovarensis, 605 ; troglodytes,
1S4

Masdevallias, white, 538
Massangea musaica, 491
Matriear a inodora plena. 104
Max Lcichtlib's garden, 396
Meconopsis'ffaLichi, 42; Wallichi at York

103
Medinilli magnifiea, 16
Melon Beauty of Syon, 374 ; Emerald Gem,

104 ; seedling, 286
Melons, cracking in, 35; for all purposes,
590 ; good, 545 ; large or small v. flavour,
2 ; two good, 461

Metrosideros buxifdia, .'06

Mezei-eon, the, in berry, 226
Michaelmas Daisies, 204, 385,427
Micromeria ctoatica, 224
Midland Counties Pansy Society, 505
Mlltonia Blunti, 254 ; Candida, 254; Cliwesi,
254 ; euneata, 55, 254 ; Mordiana, 146, 417;
Peet rsi, 254; Regnelli, 254; speclabilis,
VIO, 254

Miltooias, 2.53

Mimuliis from Utah, 81 ; maculosus, 578
Mirabilis multiflora, 316, 336
Mixture, a goud, 283
Modiola geraniuides, 316
Moisture for fruit trees, 182
Monochsetum tenellum, 139

I

Monstera deliciosa, 00 ; deUciosa, 00 ; ddiclosa
at Fitnchal, Madeira, 102

Morisia hypogsea, 15 ; longifolia, 86
Mormodes macrantlium, 334
Moth, theg at. Si
Mounds, planting trees on, 442
Mountain Ash, the Fern-leaved, 356
Muhlenbeckia complesa, 524
Mulleins, 26
Mushrooms, anothi^r way with, 230 ; death I

from -37 ; iu the fields, 2i9 , tea perature !

for, 436
Myrsiphyllum asparagoides, 536 ; asjxira-

f/oii/fs, 6 16

Myslacidium distichum, 506

N.

Nancy, notes from, 285
Narcissus Glory of Leyden, 427 ; Ofon/ of Le>/-

din, 4^7; remopolensis, 506; Sir IVatk-hi,
5 '3; Sir Watkin, ? 33 ; tL,e white Hoop-
petticoat, in pots, 274

Narthecium ossifragum, 106
Nasturtium, the Flame, 83
National Rose Society, new schedule of

lt92, 8)

Nature, outragiog, 559
Nectarine Early Rivers, 104, lOS
Nectarines. 476 ; and Peaches on walls, 458

;

yellow-fleshed, 393
Nemesia stinunosa Suttoni, l^S, 33 (

Nephrolepis, 601 ; Bausei, 501 ; cordata com-
pacta 501 ; dacalfioidcs j'turans, 501 ; d.

multiceps, 107, fOI ; DufR, 501
;
plun osa,

501 ; rec'urvata, 501 ; rufescens tripinuit -

fid a, 501

Nerine FothergiUi, 318 ; sarniensis, 334
Nerines, 370
New Zealand, fruit trees for, 129
Nicotiana affinis, 126, 172, 183, 221, 2:5, 428,

^82 ; atf^nis, 126
Mdularium fulgens, 527
Nothocla;na Eckloniana, 36, 3fi4 ; lanuginosa,

36 ; Marantai, 36 ; rufa, 36. 589 ; sulphurea,
36 ; trichomanoides, 36, 457, 5S9

Nothocl*nas, 35
Notospartium Carmichaelirp, 41, 81
Nursery, the home, aod planting, 574
Nynii'hrea Marliacea albida, 20 ; Marliacea
Chromatella, 156; odorata exqnisita, 20;
odorata rosacea, 41 ; odorata sulphurea,
166

Oak stools, layering, 674 ; the burr, 200 ; the
tan bark, ^iy*

Cks, age of, for felling, 84 ; transplantirg,
464

Oiikwood, flowers from, 229 ; Lilies at, 577
;

notes from, 6
Obituary—

Bedford, F. W.,5.51
Bond. (J., i09
Bullen. R., 375
Ellani, J. 8 1

F.irquhar.-S., 300
Matthews, J., S3
Pratt, \V., 651
Pringle, J. T., 309

October, seasonable work for, 376
Odontoglossum Andersonianimi splendens,

231 ; crispum, 102 ; c. elegantissimum, 77 ;

c. imperiale, 77; gloriosum, 525; Ha-ry-
anum, 210 ; hastilabium, 167 ; Insleayi
pantherinmn, l!76 ; mirandum, 539; pul-
c^elhun Dorma-Jianum, 589 ; Sanderi-
anum, 503 ; triumphans aureum, 603

;

Uro-Skinneri, 444 ; vexillarium superbu-D,
lS4;Wallisi, 5SS ; Wilekeanum splendens,
210

Oiontoglossums, .^38

CEnothera albicaulis, 231 ; biennis, 281 ; cies-
pitosa, 281 ; fruticosa, 281 ; linearis, 281

;

raarginata, 2S1 ; missouriensis. 2bl ; ovata,
281; speciosa. 281; tanacetifolia, 281; ta-
raxacifolia, i81 ; triloba, 281

Oleandra neriiformis, 186
Olearia Haasti, 246
Omphalodes Lucilia;, 93
Oncidium anthroceras, 102; cheirophorum,

5 9 ; crispum, 554 ; Crrpsua, 107 ; dasystyle,
86;incurvum albiflorum, 324 ; isoxtei-um,
254 Lanceanum Louvrexianum, 210 ;leuco-
chilnni, 210 ; macranthum nanum, 149

;

rhalienopsis,53i;pra;textum, :-.05; Rogeisi,
539 ; serratum, 77 ; splendidum 5 5 ;tigri-
num, 525 ;tigrinuni with white flo ers,f.25

;

varicosum, 394; varicosum togersi, 394
;

zebrinnra, 77
Onion hrotni S/.anisth, 239; James's Koep'ng,
260; maggot, the, 17, 45; the tree, 301

;

irhit'i Spanif}/, 220
Onions, 372 ; nutumn-sown, 117; white and
brown Spanish, 229 ; winter, 230

Onosma tauricum, i'3

tJnychium auratum, 589
Orange and Citrus family, the, 460

Orange fungus, the, on the Rose, 78
Orange, pruning the. 50 L

Orange rust on smooth-leaved Roses, 85
Oranges as decorative p'ants ia small pots,
426 ; at Messrs. Rivers'. 476

Orchard renovating an ol *, 247
Orchid culture, 102 ; flowers, duration of, 443
Orchids at Chrysanthemum shows, 4S4 ; .at

Mr. Bull's, 77 ; at Wes minste ,4 ; for a
stove, 539 ; for room decoration, 3 3 ; from
Bath, 31 ; from Bristol, 52. ; from Chelten-
ham, 526 ; from Lypiatt Park, Stroud, Si'

;

terrestrial and small epiphyta', 55 ; woik
among, 14, SO, 51, 75, 97, 120, 141, 165. 19),
21', 23J, '^61, 278, 3U0, 321, 3U,366,38S, 403,
431, 4.' 3, 473, 4W. 512, 564, 586

Oruithocephalus grandiflorus, 16
Orobus lathyroides, 50
Osier growing, 48

»

Ostrowskia magnifica, 15

Pachystoma Thomsonianuni, KR
Pasonies, herbaceous, 11 ; Tree, 23
Paliurus aculeatus, 187
Palm the Palmyra, 379, 4C0
Palnn from seed, 490
Pampas Grass. Berlin's, 305
Panax .samliutifolius, 550
Pancratium r. llynieuocallis, 4S0
Pancratium spt^'insimi, 183
Pansy (tufted) Whi'e Swan, 25
Pansies, autumn-planted, 524 ; in dry wea-

ther, 70 ; seedling tufted, 11 ; tuftel, pro-
pagating, 92

Papaver alpinum, 585; slpinum nudicaule,
585; caucasicura, 585; fioribimdum. 5Si;
gariepinum, 5S5

; glaucum, 20; lateri'ium,
585

; nudicaule alburn^ 584; orientale, 585;
orientale var. bracteatum, 6S5

; persicum,
586; pilosum, 585; piloxiua, 681 ; rupifragum
5S5 ; strictum, 585 ; stylalum, £b5

Papers at the Drill Hall, 300
Paphinia cristata, 302 ; cristata Randi, 302

;

grandis, 302 ; rugosa, 302
Paphinias, 202
Paraffin emulsim, 276
Parci^l post regulations, 375
Parks, the London, 17
Parsley, 46 ; for winter and early sprii g, ;

in winter. 413, 144
Parsnips, 570
PauUinia thalictrifolia, 536
Pauh.iwnia iinpuriulis, ^3, 222
Pavia matruslailiya, 153, 187, 271
Pea Chelsea Gem 265 ; Gate House, l.*!4 ; Ne
Plus Ultra, 437 ; Success, 242 ; William
Hur.st, 6

Pea, Everlasting, Drummond's, under glass
11

Pea, Sweet, Princess May, 132
Peas, early, fc9, 171 ; Everlast ng, well grown,

206 ; failing, 2(50 ; field grown, 6 ; good,
513 ; late, 5 ; sowing in November, 43ri

;

sowing late dwarf in July, ^7 ; th* ee good
late dwarf, 371 ; time forsowi g, 513 ; two
good late, 414

Ptas, Swdit, 194, 106 ; beautilul, 8'
; grow-

i g, lO'^ ; in October, 3^6 ; sowing in au-
tumn, 429 ; ttoppitg, 110

Peach aid Nectarine wood, rip ning. TOO
Peach Early Amsden June, 1 ; EarW Rivers,

123; stones spitting, 63, 137; The Glad-
stone, 395

Peach trees after forcing, 58 ; autumn prun-
ing of, 291 ; lifting, 477 ; transplanting,
248, 357

Peaches and Nectarines iu the R.H.S. Gai'-

dens, Chiswick, 434 ; under glass, 69

1

Peaches, early, and Peach trees, 123; ear'y,
in pots, 138 ; flavour in, I ; in pots, 402

;

on o len walls, 592 ; open-air, 3, 33, 122
Pear Beurr6 Bachelier, 5*7 ; Citron des

Carnies, 33; Citron des Cannes, 33; Citron
dc$ Cannes, ^floircrinf! sprai/ of, 1-1

; Comte
de Lamy, 157 ; Doyenne du Cornice, < 57,

546 ; Durondeau, 157, 358 ; Huyshe's
Prince Consort, 157 ; Louise Bonne of
Jer.-ey, 547 ; Mar^chal de la Cour, 157 ;

Marie Louise, 157; Marie Loui ed'Uccle,
484, 506, 546 ; Pi maston Duchess, 157 ; the
Jargonelle, 181 ; Thompson's, 157 ; Van
Mons Leon Leclerc, 157

Pear tree, a bugh, 391 ; Duchesse d'Angou-
If me, 391

Pears and Apples, early, the crop of, OS
Pe.ars at the shows, *69

; cracked, 477 ; keep-
ing badly, 484, 566 : large. 591 ; not s

on, 614 ; Novemb r, 157 ; on cold soils, 461

;

the best, 475
Pelarg.inmm All' e Crousse, "".12; Ivy-haved

in a basK-ct, 47 ; Ivii-Uartd >n a hanging
baxktt. 526; Mme. .Rondevil.e, 373; Ras-
pail Improved, 373 ; RoUisson's Unique,
140, 537 ; West Brighton Gem, 409

Pelargonium'', Ivy-leaved, 47, 526; rew zo-

nal, 406
;
win'er-fli.wcring zonal, 4Sl

Pentstem^ns, f3 ; hylrid, 105

. 1.^0; Mr-.
Bath, 150;

Peperomia argyrea. 130
Perennials, hardy, in private gardens, 577

Periploc I gra?ca, 1 17

Pcristcria elata, 32J, 333
Periwinkles, hardy, 15

i

Perncttvas in bloom, 22

Petunia Schwester Bouifatia, 59

Petunias, oouble, 49
Ph-Ajus grandifoliu*. 588

PhalsE opsis Artemisia, 50 ; casta, "^SS
; Lud-

demanniana, 302 ; Sanderiana, 168 ; Stuarti-

a a, 147, 528
Phala:nopsid"i at Sydenham 587

Phillyrea Vilnior niana,503
Phlox Diummondi, 337 ; Dtummondi cusy.!-

dita, 81 ; EeNireur, lOS ; La Soleil, 108

;

Michael Cervant s, 198 ; ichitc, in a vaM,

Phloxes, dwarf her'.accoue, 2Si ; herbaceous,

207 ; tall, 161

Pnoenix Roe> e ini, '85|

Physalis tdulis, 5i, S3

Plivteuma comosum, '0

Picotee Duchess of Sutlierland

Arthur Barrett, 150; Nellie

Old Coin, 150
Picrorrliza Knrrooa, 04, 110

Picture, a floral, 572

Pine beetle, the, 200
Pine, the Austrian, 244; tie C.us cr. Lb;
t^e Weymouth, 81; tribe, prvmmg the,

419, 463
, ,

Pink, an old-fashioned, 105 ; a pica 'or a

good, 60; Li'tle Pearl, *20 ; Mrs. Lakin,

72 ; Napoleon III., 01 ; the, 57S ; the black

and white, 109, 131 ; the Fire, 24

Pinks, border, 112 ^ ,

Pinus austriaca, 442; Lar.cio for exposed

ground, 508; PiLaster, 176; ponderosa,

130 ; Strobus. 84

Pippin, the Blenheim, 516

Pippins, Newtown, false, 572

Plant houses, work in, 13, 30, 52, -4, 9(., HO,

143 165 191, 212, 234, 262, 279 300, 3bb,

389', 404, 431, 454, 472, 499, 620, 542, 563,

587
Plant, what to, 310. 398

Pla- ts, alpine, Sphaanum Moss for, 164

;

bTxlboua notes on, 160; Fern-lib e tine-foli-

aged. 636 ;
fine-foliaged, in the flower gar-

den, 446 ; for a bank, 8 ;
gi-eenhouse flower-

ing, in autumn, 556 ; hardy Australian,

153 ; hardy in the flower garden at R- us-

den, 228 ; hardy, lifting and replanting,

4S9 1 erbaccous, how not to plant, 25 ;
in

borders, arrangement of, 227, 2S2 ;
notesjn

hardy, 26, 60, 03,106, • 56, 427, 400, 5.0, 578 ;

ornamental stove and greenhouse, 124 ;
solt-

wooded winter-flowering, 407 ;
surplus

bedding, 3.2 ; table and vase, protection

for, 538; tall gi'owing, 71; three bold

swect-smel ing wild, 414; twelve gooi

hardy, 68 ; water, for rutting, 206

Plantain, a monstrous, 175

PlantatioDS, fiUing up. 463 ;
grouping coni-

fers in, 200 ; nurses for, 506

Planting exposed ground, 530 ; fa lures in,

4.'5 ; mix. d r. groupirg of trees, 651 ;
ro-

tation in, 130
Platycerium grande, 439

Platyelinis filiformis, 1C8

Pleione lagenaria, 43^, 588

Pleopeltis stigmatica, 467

Pleroma maeanthum, 305

Pleurothallis punctata, 540

Plum Jetfersoa. 257 ; Late Transparent

Gage 150; Mitchelso-'s, 2:^. :
Monanh,

3-.6; the Larg^ Imperial Black. v2l
;
Ih

most popular, 515 ; Victoria, 23S ; i ictoria,

fruiting branch of the, 616; WashiLgton.

Plums, 204, 219, 350, 545 ; as bushes, 350;

choice, under glass, 63 ; cold po itions for.

450; earlv, 158; growing agaiLst walls,

359 in cold houses. 546 ; keei ing quahties

of 30 ; late, under glass, 4. 8; on north

walls, 478; the be -t, 503

Polyanthus Primroses, 527

Polyanthuses, border, 533

Polygonum Brunonis, 4 8; cor.flexum, 42- ,

sachalinetse, 337 ; sachalinense for colour,

4i.O ;
.sphierostachyum, 428

Pomegranate in flower 466

Pomegr.anates, dwarf, 26S

Pond, plants for a, 5^5 „ . , * i.
- ' '-' the great scarlet, at

;
maculata, 588

.176

Puppies, garden, 584

;

Batsford, U
Populus grandidentata.

Post/, a jcinter, 4'-55

Posies, wiLter, 435

Potato, a good early, 67; another new,

579; Colossal, 550; Crawley Pnzelaker,

286- ci-op in the Fcq di^tric", 302; cro^,

the' 209, 300; disease early in July,

89 *' disease, the, i7 ;
disease, prevention

of' 30 ; Vuh of Alhan'i, 269; Duke
of' Alb.any, 269 ; King of the Earlies,

286- Mary Ander-on, 286 ;
prospects, 46;

Quantitv and Quali-y, 2R6 ;
.Heading

Giant, 286 ; Renown, 500 ; Sharpc s \ ictor,

143 • The Bruce, 612 ; The Cano-, 286 ;
the

Maltese. 400; Whit; Round, 286;Wilsoua

Aebleaf, 171, 209
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l*otatues, OvS, 825 ; at Chiswick, 269 ; disoaae-
resistinp, 900; early, lifting, when ripo,
lis ; elTi-fts uf frost on, 90 ; for ex'iib tlon,
'J70

; K"<'tl-tlavuurcd, 4(iS, t>'Mi , lurgo, 2211;
liiwn f,'r!i.ss jis a manure for, ."iTlt; liftiu(<
early, (ij ; seed, '22'j : seed, uianaireiiiont of,
S70

Tri uroae, the double white, and others, 10
Piiniroscs i'l not-* 410
rrimula, doiiblo, Y.'hite Lady,'4r>2 ;

japonir-n,

15; Muuroi,;U4; u valis, 15 5ii3;3L-otica, 03 ;

s kkimeu^i
. !>3 ; suffrutescoiiH, U

rriiuuhw, throe Kood dmiblc-tlowe ei 527
I rivet, the best fur formiuj^ a he ii,'o, 20J
rronienaia xantlii a, 'c9 >

IVuniii^vknife v. shears, 147
I'l-iu.us Pissardi, 213

; pnn ifolia, 196
IVychotria cyanococc , 53S
I'teris artnitJi, ;J4i) ; argyrea, 513 ; erotica,

341) ;mf(m, 1S5 ; cr.ti a albodin ata, 340,
5ta; erotica Maji, 340; Kingiana, 340;
longifolia, 340 ; Mayi, 5i3 ; nemuralis varie-
gata, M3 ; i ivalia, 2S5, 513 ; palmata no-
bi is, 5:3

; qviadriaurita, 34i>
; qua iriaurita

argyrea, 340, 6sn ; Heginie, ili7 : Uegiuaicris-
tata,, 197, 513; seaberula, 340. 502 ; senii-
l»innata, 340; scrmlata and its varictic-',

3^0 ; trumula, 340; trcmuli Smithiana,
840 ; tremula viriegata, 197, 513 ; ti'ieo or,
513 ; Victi>ri;e, 590

rterises, 3t6
Public Gardens—

All llalluws. Barking, 2S7
Battersca Park, hi)

Bethnal Green poor's land, 61
Birkenhea , opou space for, 01
Bustal Wood 4S5
Brightnii. anntlicr park for, 109
Ct ristclinvli, Spitalfi Ids, 129
Cok-liL-stcr, lublic paik at, 331
Kpping Forest. 573
Finsbury Park, Chrysanthemums at, 403
Fountiun, a new drinkiiig, 01
Goldsmith Sqviare, 61
Gnty's Inn Gardens, S3, '51

Hilly Fields, Brockley, 419
Homo Park, Hampton Court, 573
Inner Temple, Cuiyaanthomums at the,
375

Kidbrook Green, 39
Liu.oln's Inn Fields, 120. 151
Loiidon, another open space for, 287 ; the
churchyards of, 441

Long .Sutton, recrea ion ground for, 410
Wanclic ter, open spaces in, 551
Northampton, new p irk for, 410
Olibury, recreation grounds at, 375
Open space, a new, 17
Open spaces, bl, S3, 375, 48', 551
P.iddington recreation ground, 129, 190,

451, 551, 573
P^rc Tete d'Or at Lyons. 506
Parks, contrul of the. 485 ; music in the,

151
Pcfkham Rye extension, the, 357
Kamsgat-i, new park at, 120, 331
Kecreation groui-d, an East London, 4G3;

gift of B, 129
Sclinol Board playgrounds, opening of,

419
.Spit-:dSelds, recreation ground at, 83
St. Albans, hand ome gift tu, 331
^t. Helens, park for, 410
West Ham Park, 573
West Wickham Common, 39, 109, 410
Willesdcn, park for, 199

Pueraria Thunbergiana, 390
Pulmonaria saccharata, 524

Pi ru3 aucuparia salieifolia, 350

Q.

Quercns densiflora, 461 ; macrocarpa, 200
Quick hedges, 28S ; mana;;emcnt of, 206,

.H32

Quince, the, as an ornamental tree, 4M

B.

Rabbits and trees, 152
Rainfall, the late, 253
R^mondia pyi-enaica, 10, ITS, 132

Ranunculus aconitifolius plenus, 104

Raspberry Belle de Fontenav, 3*0
Raspberries, 3i, 64, 205, 248; autumn treat-

ment of, 159

Red Curr nt bushes, training o*, 181
Rhipidopteris peltata, 364
Rhododendron cionabarinum, 56 ; Daviesi,

534 ; kewense, 474 ; multicolor hybrids,
104 ; multicolor Neptune, 329

Rhododendrons, seedling, 20 J ; Sikkim, 397 ;

Yunnan, 320
Rhubarb forcing, 540
Rhus Cotinus, 27 1 ; glabra, 187
Uichardia LitHe Gem, 538
Richardias, yellow, 58 i

Rivina humll's, 100

Roadside planting, 530
Robinia Piseudacacia, 56
Kocheafalcata, 4C6
Hook garden at Grcenw y, South Devon,
445; portion of, at (Jntiura-/, Taunton,
445

Rock plants at Chiswick, 224
Rookery, construct ng a, 4 J

Kodri^uozia s eund i, V5 I

Romncja Coulteri at Chester, 220
Hoot crops, the storing of, 371

Root pruning, 327

Root work, 440
Rosa gigautea 83; grauditlora, 50; t oly-

anths 147; rugosa, 221, '^7 , 504; nii/o.<a

Ihurcnt loosefi/ arnin<j<:<l, 504 ; rugo^a, im-
provin.', 2;i3 3i9; rugosa albi, 271 ; tn'mptir-

rirens in acottarje (jarden, 43; Wichuriana,
314

Ruse alba rosea, 425; Hello Lyonnaisc, 32");

Boule de Ncige, 37S ; aptiin Hayward,
70 ; Caroline Tcstout,79;Cheshunt Hybrid,

80 ; Clara Watson, 79 ; classes, 31"!
; Clio,

59 ; Cloth of Go d, S'j ; ClotU of Gold at the

seaside, 42; Comte^se dc Panisse, 4j;
Corin -a, 79 ; Devoniensis, 378; Duchc.-se

d'Auer8t;\dt, 10; Goubault, 20; garden,
December in the, 553

;
gr wi g. the

pleasure of, 43, 15; Gustivc Pgaueau,
79; Gustave R«gi», 79; Henry Guw, 79;
Hon. Edith GidorJ, 37^ ; hybrids, 2 U ;

Innoccnti Pirola, 425; J. B. Varonn^ 70;

Jean Duchtr, 43 ; Jeannie Diukson, 70;
jot ings, 377 ; Kaiaerin Friidrlch, 110

;

Lady H. Grosvenor, 79 ; Laniarquo, 2i 3,

2i3, 320; Lamarq'ie in Madeira, 440;

Lamarque in Madtira, 4i9 ; Lannrque on a
wall, 2i.'3 ; L uciole, 45, 80, 148 ; Marchioness
of iondondeiry, 312; Marujhal Niel, forc-

iug, 53>; Margaret Dickson, 4:^5; Marie
van Houtte, 301 ; Marie van Ilouttv, 301

;

Mervodle de Lyon, 4'^5 ; Mme Angele
Jacqui<r, 19; Mmc. B. Levet, 45; Miuo.

Bravy, 70 ; Mms. Chauvry, 1 10 ; Mrs. W. J.

Grant, 7&,148, 308 ; Niphetos,3T8 ; notes, 223,

310, 4i0, 478, 504, 583, 5S4 ; o'd Cabbage,

479 ; Princess Clementin >, 4fi3 ; season,

the, 223; seasrm, ihe, and exhibitions (f

18h2, 2tft ; season, the past, 201 ; Souvenir

de Gabrielle Dreve% 79 ; Souvenir de Paul

Neron, 43 ; Souvenir de S. A. Prince, 378 ;

Souvenir de Victor Hugo, 110 ; Spenser,

79 ; standards, 377 ; Toe Bride, 378 ; t'.e

double Macirtney, 29;) ; the Japanese, 221

;

the York and Lancaster, ItO; Trlomphe
de Fernet p6ie, 70; W.ban. 116; W. A.

Richardson. 423; U'. A. Richardmn on a

home in Devonshire 423 ; YcUoiv Banksian,

115; Ydlow Baaksian^Wb
Rose Mallows, 4 30

Roses, among the, 202 ; amongst autumn
flo'ters, 346; among the, in July, 4t ;

among the, in October, 377 ; and manures,

TOO ; a chat about, 300 ; an archica}/ covtrcd

vitli, ItiO ; at Colchester, 78 ; au'umn, 319
;

autumn prospects, 115; buddi- g. 10; by

the sea, 115, 156, 170 ; Chinese or Monthly,

223, 246; choosi g buds, iOl ; classifi-

ca'ion of, fi83 ; climbing, u^der glasp,

245 424 ; climbing, variations of some,
290'; close planting of, 440; cottagp,

43 ; do they deteriorate ? 378 ; droop-

ing whit3, 116 ;
evergreen, 44 ; ct-

hibiting, from heavy and light land, 509;

forcing, 504 ; for arches and pillars, 169,

203 ; for forcing, 551 ; from cuttings, 319,

302, 377. 42 J ;
good white, 425 ; Hybrid

Perpetua\ 280 ;
Hybrid Perpetual in pots,

345 ; in November and December, 3 9 ;

inlr'oduced in the last decade, 510; late-

flowering, 2S0 ; manures for, 224 ; Moss,

200; new, at tha National Rose Society's

show, fc5 ; new. uotei on, at the Crvstal

Palace, 79 ; notes on, 116; old, still m
cultivation, 8', 148; on seedling Brier. 20 ;

own-root, 43, 424, 425. 478. 53> ; own rooted

Tea, 19 ;
planting, 290. 479, 683 ; pot, 202 ;

protecting. 425 ; scarcity of. 290 ; showing

n.w early. In the season, 202 ;silv rmtdal,

103; single, 440; six good white, 378;

smooth-le -ved, orange rust on. 85, 147;

stocki for, 240; stacks for graft. ng, 320;

Tea, 318, 3i0; Tea, own-root, a^ put plants,

421; Tea, semi double, 449; the growth

of in various soils, 553; fae leaii-

g

exhibition, 3^2 ; the winter care and pro-

tection of, 534 ; three grand yellow, for

climV-ers, 424 ;
too-nnich-alike, 553

Rosei, Christmas 524 ; t .p-dressing, 195

R usden, hardy plants in the flower garden

a', 228
Rowan berries, 200

Royal Horticultural Society s committees,

awards of, to nroups, 594

Rubus deliciosus, 578 ;
phtenico asms, 308

Ruellia Herbsti, 5r.O ; macr-.ntha 482

Runner Bean, Hill s Prize, 280 ;
Piize-wmner,

286 ; Veitch's Giant White, 253

Rural Grounds, a letter from the, 174

Russellia juncea, 527

Rust, the orange, on amooth-leaea Rosea,

RuBtic-work, wood fur, 310

Saccolabium cfwlesto, 185 ;
giganteum, 443,

505
;
giganteum illustre, 441

Salads, winter, 145

Salix babylonica annularis, 187

Salvia azurea, 4J0; splendent var. compacta,
350

Salvias, some good, 271
Sanchezia uobilis, 53

Sarrac nia Farnhami, 140

Satyriunis, 422
6'arf)y, Grt:cn Curled, 412; I'mr/ Dtrar/ i^lm,

411 ; Tom T/ium't, 412
Saxifraga Burseri ma, 578 ; Burseriana major,

.'>78 ; Fortune!, 380, 471 ; La Ga Dau-
phane, 11 ; longifolia, 41

Scabiosa caucasica, 20; caucaaica alba, 41,

395
Scalding, prevention of, in Lady Downe's
Grape, 54

Scarboro igh, a note from, 132

Schedule, wanted a standard, 529

S.illas iu pots, 274
Scotland, ever*4reen trees in, 222

ScuticariaSteeli, 140

Sea Buckthorn, tlie, 4')6

Scakale culture, 540; early, 455, 570 ; i>oM,

summer use o/, 570
Season, notes on the past, 403

Seed harvest of 1892, 323

Seed-pods, picking off plants, 26

Seeds, saving, 535
Sempervivum arachnoidenm, 24

Senecio pulcher, 529
Service Berry, the western, 272

Shelter and shade, 442

Shortia galacifolia, 24, 190

Shows, disqualification at, 487

Shrubberies, w rk in, 500

Shrub'and Park the new flower garden at,

378
;
plan nf the 7ie ic floircr (jardm at, 379

Shrubs, autumn-flowering, 271, 323 ; beauty
of our native, 22 ; digging among, 531 ; for

town planting, 133
;
pruning, 101

Silene Schafta, 224 ; virginiea, 24

Siphocampylus HumbolHtianus, 492

Skimmia Fortune!, 133; japonica, 133; ja-

ponica, 133
Skimmias, the, 131

Snapdragon, a pure white, 110

Snowdrops, 506
Sobralia Beyeriana, 324 ; fragrans, 107 ; leu-

co^autha, 107,231 ; Lowi, J03; macrantha
splendens, 107 ; Sauderas, 107 ; xantho-

leuca, 107, 276
Sobralias, i07

Societies and Exhibitions—
Crystal Palace, 441

Ga-deners' Orphan Fund, 17, 129, 507

Gardeners' Ro^al Benevolent, 132, 331,

395, 463, 571

Horticultural Benefit and Provident So-

ciety, 331
International Fruit and Potato, Earl's

Court, 330
Internatioual Horticult ral, 38, 127, 210,

204
Midland Counties Carnation and P cotee,

151, 573
National Carnation and Pic tee, 81. 101

Natimal Ol-rysauthemum, Gl, 243, 20 1,

390, 430, 403, 4S4, 571

National Co-.iperative, 199

National Dalilia, 242

National Pink midland show, 82

National Rose, 550 ; Chester show, 81 ;

Crystal Palace 37

Royal Horticultural, 59, 81, 103, 140, 107,

220, 2tl, 308, 321, 331, 373, 307, 417, 411,

461, 515, 549; Gardens, Chiswick, 334 ;

Orchid committee, awards of, 254

United Horticultural Benefit and Provi-

dent, 61, 265

Soho, a public garden in, 17

Soils, trees for different, 283

Sjlannm crispum, 81 ;
jasminoides, 519 ; jas-

minoides at Harrow Weald, 5;9 ; pensile,

519; Seaforthianum, 518; Torreyi, 220,

257, 287 ;
Wendlandi, 519

Solanums, elitubing. 518

Sonerilas in bloom, 5.59

Sophora japonica, 402

SopbroCattleya Calypso, 549 ; Veitohi, 241

Sowing, thick, 184

Space, economising, 121

Spathoglottis Viellardi rubra, 417

Sphagnum Moss fo; alpine plants, 164, 227;

growing alpines in, 12 ; the use of, 46

Spigelia splendens, 482

Spiriea anincus, 0; Bumalda, 501; callo.sa,

232; callosa alba, 134; crispifolia, 257;

Douglas!, 271 ;
japonica growing on Grass,

110; nutans, 50; paniculata, 133; splen-

dens, 22
Spiranthes ipstivalis, 103

Spring, Cabbaj,'es fur, 20

Spruce Fir timber, 4(>4

Stachys tuberifera, 540

Stanhopea oculata, 77

S*. Helens, East Farlo'gh, notes fi-om, 02

Statice btifulia, 232

Stauranthera grandiflnra, 126

Sto.im or hot water lor greenhouse heating,

243
Stevenson!* grandifolia, 331

Stolxea purpurea, 190

Ht )^ esi t cyanoa, t?l4

Straffan, notis from, 529

Strawberry Augnsto Nioaise in the open,

137; beds, old, 248; Kuons" S::edling. 137,

202; La Grosse Siiert'-o. 3C0 ; Laxttm'rt

Jubilee, 6i; Lord Suffi Id, 132; Lo\f»rd
Hall S cdling, 04; MarfOttal Macmalum,
l'.t7

; uutea, 04 ; Oxonian, 108 ; aca-*jii, dura-

tion of, Hi; Sh;irpleSH, 35

Strawberry tree the, in flower, 456

Strawberries, 63 ; best for pot culture, 2 ; for

forcing, 35 ; forcing, s'lould they be pro-
tected Y 470,50> ; in pots, rehtingand protect;

ing, 4i;0 ; late, 8 ; lifting, fur forcing, 237
,

mulching, in winter, 546 ; notes on, 3,411^

431, 404. 517, 543. 567 ; on chalk soils^

.''.;i2
; planting, iu light and heavy soils

130; protec ing, for forcing, 515 ; secunrl

cropping of, 157 ; thinning the crowns of,_

208 ; two good, 135

Strei)t.)carpi, hyt-rid, 405, 400, 439; at

Messrs. Veitch's, IiO

Styrax japo ica, 187

Sumach, the Venetian, 153, 271

Sunflower, the mioiature, 224
Sunflowers, 313, 304 ; unuuai, 01 ; in r«.i<'.s

313
Sutton Place, Surrev, south front of, 581

Swai Orcbid, the, 276
Swanmorc, Apples at, 134; Currants and

Gooseberries at. 135 ; hardy plants at, 110

Sweet Pea Lady Beaconsfield, 103

Sycamore, 40 ; leaves, growth on, 13

Sydenham, PhaUenopaids at, 587
Sy^n House, notes from, 315

T.

Tacsonia Smythiana, 329
Tea plants at Bicton, 56J ; in England, 482,

507
Tea tree, the, in Shropshire, 50 J

Tea Roses, the so-called I ybrid, 509

Tecoma capensis, 312, 370 ; ra ucans, 232

Temple show, floral decorations at the, 61

Terraces, Spani-h, 205

Thistle, the Mexican, 400 ; the Mexican, at

Harrow Weald, 395 ; tht Russian Glo'jt, 60

Thistles, Globe, 69
Thoma-y mode affixing the hottUn for Grapt»,

402
Thorn, the Cockspur, 401 ; t'le Cockspur, as

a fence p ant, 473 ; the Tansy-h.aved, V;07,

323, 338, 370
Vhunbergia coccinea, 58 ; laurifolia, 239

Tnunia Marshallije, 10, 33 J

Thyrsacanth'is ruti aus, 482 ; rutilann, 482

Tilia parvifo ia, 2y0 ;
p'atyphylla, 197

TiUaudsia Li deui, 537
Timber, decay in, 310 ; dry rot in, 84 ; felling,

442 ; felling, time for, 408 ;
gain and loss on

standing, UO ; quality of, 214, 508 ;
sell-ng

home-grown, 106
Tobacco, the Sweet-scented, 126, 172, 225

Tolmiea Meuziesi, 50
Tomato Bhnheim Orange, 280 ; Challenger,

193 ;
growing in boxes, 570 ; houses, clean-

ing, 253; LaiybirJ, 374; Mistakj, 320;

notes, 07 ; roots diseased, 300 ; Royal
Sovereign, 104 ; season, the, 270 ; Surpa.ssc,

184
Tom ito tree, 156
Tomatoes, 340, 540 ; diseased, 90 ; exhibition,

118 ; for market, 2j3 ; in the open air 181 ;

in winter aod spring, 310 ; notes on, 90 ;

outdoor, 310 ; winter, 67

Torch Lily, the, 294
Torenias, 400, 520

Tree and shrub life on a Kentish comm n,

272 ; notes, 503 ;
planting, 402

Tree drapery, 81 ;
growth on the Kentish

coast, 100; management, 2'.l\ notc^, 40,

2:2, iOO ; planting, ornamental, 40 ; stems,
covering, 337

Trail and shrubs, goldea-baved, 213 ; littU-

known, 187 ;
planting. 453 ; the flowering

of, in 1392, 116 ; elimbers on, 401 ; clipping

at Ke -V, 232; deciduous in winter, 503;
eff.ct of wind on. 552; for different soils,

2SS ; from cuttings, raising, 2 3 ; golden-
leaved, 153; grouping, 170, 214; hard-

wooded pruning, 530 ; heaping soil against,

170 ; iutlueucc of soil on, 479 ; in London
400 ; memorial, 421 ; nursei for, 5 2 .

plant-

ing on m lunds, 442; pruning deciduous,

574; removing ornamental, 3i0 ; renovating
old, 222 ; shelter f -r, 02 ; soil and si nation

for, 452 ; thinning, 81 ; trjnsplanting

large, 596 ; weepi'ig, 130
Trichoccntrum alb.i purpureum, 140 ; ortho-

plectron, 146 ; Pfaui, UO ;
por|hyrio, 140;

tigrinum, 146

Trichocentrums, 140

Trichonianes reniformo, 505
Trichosma auavis, 444

Tr entails europiea, 227
Trillium granliflorum, 578
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Trinidad, the faiit trade in, 99
Triteleia uniflora, 435
Tritonia caulescens at Torquay, 2f)3

;
grandis,

50'3 ; Leichtlini distachya, 309 ; R. C. Af-
fourtit, 335

Troll us, 523 ;europteus, 523 ; curoprnis, f 23

Tropseolum polyphyllum, 108, 131 ; sjeclo-

sum. 105, 257, 282, 42S, 469, 528
Tuhe, Mr. Dodd's,foT Grapes^ 492
Tuberosts, 215
Tulip, the, 534
Tulip trees dying, 176
Turnip-fly, a cure for the, £01
Turnips, notes on, 302, 500

U.

Ulex nana, 271

Ulmus alat', 2C0 ; montuna, 62

Urceoliua penduLa, 381

Vallota purpurea, 273, 3 9 ;
purjmnn, 273

Vai da Aniesiana, 276 ; Batenianni, 276 ; Ben-
son', 276; Cathcarti, 276; Cathcarti, jloiccr

of, 276 ; Clarkei, 277 ; coeruUa, 277

Vanda ccErulescens, 277 ; cristata, 277 ; Deni-
soniaua, 277

;
gigantea, 277 ; Goweraj, 277 ;

Hookeriana, 277; insignis, 277 ; i. Schroe-
deriana, 277 ; Kimballiana, 277 ; lamellata,

277 ; limbata, 277 ; Parishi, 277 ; Pa ishi

Marriottiana, 277 ;
parviflora, 277 ; pedun-

cularis, 277 ; peduuculata, 277 ; Roxbvirghi,
H'7, 278; Roxburghi unicolor. 3?4; San-
derlana, 278, 312 ; spathulata, 324 ; sunvis,

31; suavis Gottacbalkei, 44t ; teres, 278;
teres and its varieties. 31 ; teres at Gun-
nersbury Park, 309; teres Candida, 2:0;
tricolor. 278 ; tricolor Dodgsoni, 2 .0

Vandas, 276
Vegetable crops, condition of the, 45
Vegetable Man-ows, 88
Vegetable supply, the autumn, 253
Vegetables, early, S9 ; moulding up, 144 ; on
heavy land, 412 : size v quality in, c'Ol

Vcitch, Mr. and Mrs. H. J , silver wedding
of, 151

Vellozia Candida, 229
Vera* rums 313
Vcrbascum Chaixi, 112 ; veruale, 112
Verberas for exhibition and bedding, 2C8
Veronica salicornioides, 132

Viburnum dentaturo, 187
Vine borders, mulching outside, 459 ; roots,

334 ; roots, protecting in winter, 493

;

snags, 402 : the Hop-leaved, 395
Vines, early forced, 459 ; failing, 516 ; Inside
borders for 53 ; pot, and planting cane.s,

potting, .'02
; pot, early Grapes frcm, i92 ;

protecting the stems of, 409

Viola cornuta, 195, 225, 295, 322 ; Goldelse,
356

Violet Marie Louise, 308
Violets, 337 ; autumn treatment of, 282 ; for
winter flowering, 25

Viper's Bugloss, 452

W.

Wales, tlie fruit crop in, 459
^arscewiczella discolor, 1 31 ; marginata,

231 ; vclata, 231 ; Wa lesiana, 2 1 ; Wend-
landi, 231 ; Wendlandi discolor, 231

Warscewiczellas. 2:n
ir«('r liliiisand ntinr Jloicers arranged in a

tubvlarjloicer-sland., 148
Water plaits for cutting, 206
Weigela Candida, 65 ; Looymansi aurea, 33

Wig tree the. 271
AVillow, the Ringlet-leaved, 187
Willows. 152 ; basket, 40 ; ornamental 200
Wind and App'e trees, 433
Windflowers, the Japanese, 308 ; why ? 12,

50
Winter berries, 573 ;

posies, 435
Witsenia corymbosa, 370
Wood for rustic work, 310

Woods and plantations, thirning', 310

Woodland notes, 200 ; October work in the,

332 ; replanting, 486 ; the, in autumn, 464
;

work in the, 244
Woodlauds, British, 376 ; natural ;2S8 ; or-

namental, 376

yew, poisonous principle of the, 244
Yucca filamentosa, 250

;
gloriosa, 1 .2

Zauschueria californica, 280, 287

Zea Mays, 207 ; Mai/s rar. Ctiragua, 207

Zeal, misdirected, 3' 8

Zenobia speciosa pulveruleuta, (G

Zcphyranthes carinata, 139
Zinnias, 162, 197, 2>7
Zygopetalum brachypetalum, 141 ; Burkei

141 ; flayi, 141; crinitum, 140; Mackavi,
141, 525, 588 ; maxillare, 141 ; rostratum, 141

Zygopetalums, 140
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Orchard and Fruit Garden.

FLAVOUR IN PEACHES.
The question of flavour in Peaches and Nec-
tarines is a very impDrtant one, and of all

fruits grown under glass—Melons which are
poorly gi-own excepted—there is no other kind
which is so unpalatable as an insipid Peach.
The want of flavour in market Peaches is often

very [jronnunced, but this is principally on
account of the baneful practice of gathering
the fruits before they are ripe. This is carried

to such an extent, that they are often quite
hard at the time of gathering, and this being
so, how can the fruits be expected to be of

good fl ivour .' It does not matter how well the
fruits m:iy have been grown, if they are gathered
before they are well advanced to the final ripen-
ing stage, that full, luscious, and vinous flavour
so characteristic of a well-grown Peach will be
sadly deficient. There certainly ajjpears to

be a mistaken notion that for market the
fruits must be quite firm when gathered, so
as to ensui-e their safe arrival when carried
a distance by rail or mad. Some people say
if colour is present it matters little about fla-

vour, but I invariably find that where the fruits

are well advanced towards the ripening stage
they command a higher price and the colour is

also more pleasing. It is astonishing the colour
Peaches take on during the last twenty-four
hours previous to their final gathering, and
this alone is well worth waiting for. There is

also the additional danger of leaving the fruits

too long on the tree before gathering, for
when they are allowed to hang too long, the
flesh is woolly in texture and lacking juice.

The practice of allowing the fruits to drop
into nets cannot be tnu strongly condemned,
fur wlien they are so far advanced as to fall,

the full flavour so desinible will have vanished.
The injury alone that the fruits receive is also

much against their keeping, for it will be
noticed that these net-caught fruits keep but a
very short time. I have known such fruits as

these to be even sent a long railway journey to
London only to arrive at their destination a
mass of decay, brought on through their bruised
and over-ripe condition. Mistakes of this kind
generally result in going to the other extreme
of gathering too early. I never consider a
Peach or Nectarine, especially the latter, fit

for gathering uutil it will part from the tree

after being firuily grasped by the hand
and given a slight backward pull. A pad of

cotton-wool laid m the hand is sometimes used,
and if the hand be hard and horny this aid
may certainly be of use to prevent injury, but
otherwise it is in the way. A practised eye
can tell almost at a glance if a Peach is fit for

gathering on account of the change of colour
near the base of tlie fruit. Some people also

recommend the use of a pair of sharp Grape
scissors f<ir detaching the fruit, but these can
only be used occasionally, for if extreme care is

not taken, far more injury will accrue to the
fruit than without their aid. Indeed, the for-

mation of some of the varieties is against their

use, for it would lie impossilile to reach the foot-

stalk without injuring the fruit. In gathering
Peaches they should be laid in shallow trays
over a base of soft paper shavings, with a layer
of silver paper over the whole. The fruits when
laid on this should be removed to a dry and cool

room or cellar, when twelve hours afterwards
they will be in condition for use. They will

keep well for three days if the position is cool, and
I have even kept them a week, but, as previously
mentioned, the flavour is more fully developed
from twelve to twenty-four hours after gather-
ing. The early morning is also the best part of

the day for gathering, as at that time the fruits

are cool.

The time of gathering is obviously only one
way of securing fruits of well-developed flavour,

as other cultural details, such as a circulation of

warm and dry air, are most important. A damp
and close atmosphere must be avoided, also
overhead syringing when the fruits change for
ripening, but inside moisture must not be
wholly stopped, as tlie floors should be damped
in the morning and evening during fine weatlier.

A sudden withdrawal of inside moisture would
afl'cct the foliage considerably, especially under
the strain of a bright sun.

The practice of applying liquid manure to the
ripening fruit may also be easily overdone, as I

have known the flavour sadly depreciated by
this cause alone. The application of liquid

should be dispensed with at least a fortnight pre-

vious to gathering, or rather ripening, a soak-
ing of clear water at this stage being the best.

If the surface is littered down with long stable

litter at this time, sufficient moisture will be re-

tained in the border to carry the fruits through

to their full stage. If a heavy watering is given

a few days prior to gathering, it sometimes
causes the fruits to part from the tree before

their time. Y. A. H.

EARLY PEACH AMSDEN JUNE.

The above variety is useful on account of its

earliness, its free-bearing qualities, and good
flavour. Some good Peacli growers may not
agree with me in my estimate o£ tfiis variety, and
liere fet me remark I am only speaking from my
own experience, as I do not think it is widely
known and is not often planted indoors, but it

deserves a place, as when it succeeds well it is not
inferior in flavour to older and good flavoured
varieties. I may state I prefer it to Alexander and
Waterloo, botli of which are American introductions
of late years, and here, no doubt, many will not
agree with me, as Alexander is supposed to be
the best of the trio, but with me it does not
do nearly as well ; it certainly blooms well,

but more than three parts drop ; indeed all the
first flowers never set, only a few late blooms, and
smaller flowers set. It is wonderful how soon
these late flowers set and swell up, finishing long
before the older kinds are ready. I do not depre
ciate Alexander on any other account, as it is

really a valuable early Peacli, but its erratic

behaviour when in bloom causes much uneasiness
and a thin crop at the best of times. Waterloo is

much liked by some, but 1 prefer Amsden June.
I grow Waterloo in pots better than planted out,

as I get more colour in the fruit. It is quite six

weeks earlier than some of our good sterling

kinds. For outside culture it is very good. Tlie

great value of these early Peaches is that they
can be forced readily, thus prolonging the
season greatly. I formerly grew Early Beatrice
indoors, but the fruits are so small, that they are
not to be compared with the above kinds. One
point worth recording is that it is best to force
slowly till the fruits have set : then there is less

danger of dropping, as tbey will stand more heat
later than is often given if not hurried too much at

tlie start. Fur instance, Amsden June this season
was ripe in fifteen weeks from the day of shutting

j

up the house, and at the coolest end, this latter

1
being greatly in its favour. Some think these
early Peaches, such as Alexander and Amsden Jure,

• one and the same, but Amsden June is distinct in

colour and sets much better than Alexander. Ams-
1
den June colours all over without the least difliculty,

1 whilst Alexander requires more exposure . I preft r

Alexander to Hale's Early for a cool Peach house ;

indeed, those who have late houses would find

these varieties useful, as they then get the treat-
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ment they like. Alexander is earlier than Hale's,

though much like it in appearance. For outsi le

culture Hale's Early is very good, but it is, I consider,

less suitable for forcing, as being later than those

nameil. We have Dr. Hogg, Early Grosse Mignonne,
and others that cannot be replaced for their good
qualities to succeed the early kinds. With me the

Amsden does much best, sets freely, comes of a nice

size, and is always of a good colour ; therefore, I

have no hesitation in recommending it for a few
early dishes of fruit. G. Wythes.

BEST STRAWBERRIES FOR POT
CULTURE.

Only a comparatively short time ago there wa
very little disagreement as to tlie selection of

varieties of Strawlierries most suitable for pot

culture, but now if the verdict was taken from

any given numlier of growers, the probability

is no two -would agree in their selections. The
introduction of novelties and the bringing for-

ward of hitherto but little appreciated varieties

have had something to do with the confusion of

ideas now prevailing, and a change of opinion

as to -what constitutes the best Strawberry

is still more responsible for a change in nu-

merous selections. A few years ago superior

flavour rather than great size was the principal

recommendation, but now-a-days quality is

finite a secondary consideration so long as fruit

of the largest possible size is forthcoming. This

change has had the effect of relegating Vicom-

tesse Hericart de Thnry to the background, and

in all probability many places will soon know
it no more. Yet it is still the very best that

can be grown for early forcing either as regards

Ijroductiveness or the superior quality of fruit

when ripened in strong heat. What is wanted

is a variety of the same robust yet very produc-

tive, free setting habit, with fruit at least double

the size of Vicomtesse and of the same excellent

quality when ripened in or out of heat. Till

this is forthcoming or something very nearly

approaching it, I shall largely depend upon

Noble for pot work, being strongly of opinion

that it is the most profitable variety in cultiva-

tion. My first attempt to force it extra early

was a complete failure. In the first place it set

badly, and what few fruits did .swell were almost

uneatable. As a consequence none were fruited

in pots in 1891, but being requested to once

moi-e give it a trial a stock of plants was pre-

pared last summer. The earliest batches ilower-

ored strongly, and being regularly and carefully

fertilised with a camel's-hair brush set remark-

ably well. I commenced gathering ripe fruit

early in March, and a succession was kept up

several weeks by means of four more good

hatches of plants. Instead of preparing too

many plants my chief regret was that the

bulk of our stock did not consist of Lax-

ton's Noble. Well grown, the fruit is large

—I had plenty weighing li ounce.s—richly

coloured and forms a very attractive, tempting

dish, or just what most employers like to see on

then- dining table. Nor after all is the quality

to be despised, and, properly packed, the fruit

travels well. A very strong heat is neither desir-

able nor needed by this variety, and if several

batches are grown, the latest will ripen tl-.eir

fruit on warm greenhouse shelves, or in but

very little heat, very much more quickly than

several of the larger and much-vaunted later

.sorts. Especially ought amateurs or those who
have not the means for forcing to depend
principally or solely upon Noble. At Leighton,

Westbury, Mr. Mann has hitherto grown La
Grosse Sucree for early forcing, but, excellent

as this variety may be. Noble surpasses and
will most probably largely supersede it, the first

large batch of Noble being already layered in

pots. In Auguste Nicaise lovers of the sensa-

tional have a variety that (juite meets with
their approval, but I am not so much enamoured
of it, especially after doing so well with Noble.
In the first place it ripens too slowly, three

batches of the last named being cleared out

during the time it would take to finish two
lots of Auguste Nicaise. Then again, the

fruit of the latter, though of enormous size, is

decidedly clum.sy and ugly. It is something,
however, to have fruit weighing from 2 ozs. to

3 ozs. in weight, but such samples are usually

of a fasciated, contorted character, and do not
show to particular advantage on a dish. The
varirty is of fairly vigorous habit, the crowns
not .splitting up badly, while the leaves are of a

bold, distinct appearance. Left on the plants

long enough the fruit colours well, and the

([uality is good, firmness being most noticeable.

It is a variety few fail to do well with, and this

cannot be said of the large fruited James Yeitch.

With me J. Veitch colours badly, but at Rood
Ashtou, Trowbridge, Mr. Miller invariably suc-

ceeds in growing and colouring it to perfection.

The good old Sir .1. Paxton has always been a

favourite of mine, and does well as a succes-

sional variety. Inotice thatitislargelygrowuand
forced for the London markets, salesmen liking

it owing to the good size, colour and firmness

of tlie fruit. Not much fault can be found with
the quality of Sir Joseph, nor of President
where it is properly grown. Countess can be
had very fine and good in every way, say during
May, at whicli time Unzer Fritz is also good.

The last appears to be of little service in the
open, but in pots it pi'oduces good crops of

large, handsome fruit, briskly flavoured in the

way of Sir C. Napier, still one of the very best

for the later crops, few varieties cropping better

or producing superior fruit. British Queen I

cannot keep, and hereabouts it is rarely seen or

heard of.

The question now arises, why bother with so

many varieties in pots ] I have previously

asked the same question and have never yet
received a satisfastory reply. I need hardly re-

peat that it is a very simple matter to maintain
a constant supply from March to May inclusive,

or till the outdocir crops are available with one
or at the most two varieties. In very many in-

stances from six to a dozen varieties are grown
in jjots, this entailing very much extra care in

dividing, and far more judgment has to be
exercised in fruiting them so as to avoid gluts

at one time and scarcity at another than is the

case when only one or two sorts are solely de-

pended upon. Late varieties are the most un-
profitable, as they occupy too much time in

ripening, and in not a few instances fine dishes

of Noble can be had from the open long before

the latest batches of slow ripening Strawberries

in pots are cleared out of the houses. This
season two-thirds of the stock of plants I intend
to prepare for forcing will be of Noble and the
remainder Auguste Nicaise. What others are

grown in pots will be simply for trial, and if

something superior to either of the two varie-

ties named is found, so much the better.—W.
Igguluen.

With regard to sorts of Strawberries to grow
in pots, opinions differ greatly as to which are the
best. Almost every grower has his favourites, but
there can be no question, I think, as to the great
superiority of British Queen if size and flavour are
taken into consideration. Unfortunately, British

Queen will not succeed everywhere, and many
have a difficulty in growing it, as it requires a good,
rich and moderately light soil, and even then is

apt to be barren and go off. Here it does well,

and is the chief kind we cultivate. In cases where

the Queen fails or is not satisfactory, I would ad-
vise Sir Joseph Paxton to be substituted. This
possesses many gond qualities, as it has size,

firmness, high colnur, and excellent flavour.

President has long been a favourite wi h many
and is a prodigious cropper, as it floweis abun-
dantly, sets freely, and the fruit swells regulaily
and colours up well. Sir Charles Napier is

valued by market growers, as it is a robust free-

growing variety, but though showy and laking to
look at, it is not of high quality. Auguste Nicaise
has during the last year or two come luider notice,

and just lately a dish of fruit of it exhibited caused
quite a sensati(3n, as e:ich fruit wtighed over 2 oz.;.,

and it is a very fair flavoured kind. The above-men-
tioned are all second earlies, and therefore tor
first crop forcing it is necess try 1 1 have some other
sort, the most precocious among th se known being
Noble, which ripens at least a fortnight before any
other I have yet tried in pots. For freed ^m of
growth, setting and cropping, Noble i- quite un-
surpassed, the fruit being large and veiy showy,
but the flavour is flat, or it would be the most
valuable kind in existence. The one we depend
chiefly on is Vicomtesse, but it requires good culti-

vation, and to be saU.sfactory the plants must be
strong. If they aie, they send up fine heads of
flower and produce large, firm, rich, bright-looking
fruit that packs and travels well without being in-

jured or bruised. In forcing ytiawbenies, how-
ever, it is not advisable to have many vaiieties,

but to stick to two or three that are found to suit,

as then a more regular supply can generally be
maintained and less trouble entailed in their pre-

paration and minagement.—J. 8nEPr.\i;D, lliw.'-

rerstone Pdrli, Ij>s>i:ic/i.

LARGE OR SMALL MELONS T'. FLAVOUR.
I DO not think that a Melon should be condemned
because it is medium-sized (3 lbs. to 4 lbs ) or
even larger, as if it is good in quality it has
great advantages over a .-mall fruit of a pound
or two in weight. Melons often differ in

quality, and it is not usual to put half-.a-dozen

on the table at once, as what is expected
with dessert is as much variety as possible. I

admit for two or three persons a small Melon may
be useful, but my expeiience is, that a Melon
however good is rarely sent to the table a second
time if it has been cut, as there a'e always ways
and means to u-e ir. either in the kitchen or con-
fectionery. If a Melon is good there is always
more demand for it; hence the advantage of a fair-

sized fruit, so that if small fruits were used, it is

often found that they differ so greatly that one
could not depend on ihe second being equnl to the
first : again, the first Melon always stands ihp best

chance, if good, as the palate soon tires ol this fruit.

I think when small Melons have been grown in pots
or with restricted root space, there is less chance of

t heir di fferinginfiavour.lt would often be inteie ting
to know how some Melcns are grown, as they assume
such peculiarities in flavour, that some are really

uneatable; this often occurs from over-feeding or

feeding too late, and often from the roots getting
down into decayed manure, and receiving too much
nutriment when none was required. Many Jlelon

growers have to plant their Melons in unsuitable

places ; many would do better if less manure were
used, but unfortunately it has to be employed to

start the plants into growth owing to a deficiency

of heat. This latter is one of the causes of bad
flavour in sunless weather. The best Me'ons I ever

grew were on small slate beds with plenty of heat
under the beds ; there was not much soil space, and
I fed them with liquid and other manures, such
as Thomson's Vine manure. No animal manures of

any kind were given. I never failed to get flavour,

owing to being able to stop feeding at the pioper
time, and to ripen the fruit by allowing plenty of

air with a good command of fire-heat. I often
envy those who have plenty of means at their dis-

posal to grow Melons to the best advanfafje,

as often the gardener is put to great shifts

to secure a crop, an 1 he cannot be fasti ious

as to size; indeed if he went in for very small
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fruits, there would soon be an outcry as to

liis abiliti"s as a Melon <;ro\ver. I do not like a

Melon Willi a thick rii.d. 1 thoiisjht one of the best

ixiints of a. Mflon was a tliin rind ; as, for instance,

we send IVaohes a Ions; distance witli a lliin skin

and soft llcsh : Fi.u's also. 1 admit a tliick rind is

advanta.'oous for kceiiini? |nir|X)ses, but a Mel n

with a thick rin<l is of more importance than

we have been led to b-lieve ; but why, as U-ss

of the fniit can be eaten .' My idea is a medium
^ized Melon, S'lch as Eastn-T C^istle. A thin rind

an 1 small seed space arejio id points. For ins'.anee,

William 'i'illcry is a lar^'e Melon and lirst-iate in

every way, so that small size and (pialily are nut

always tlie points to be considered in a Melon. If

oie takes ot her trnit as exam pies, one does not dis'ike

Grapes, Peaches, Nectarines or Pears because ihey

are line fruits ; on the contrary it will be found that

large fruits of many kinds, if not too large, are

equally well flavoured. I have grown a houseful

of Melons to test ihe ques'ion of llavour by

allowing the plants to remain in l.jinch po's

plunged in cocoa fibre, without other soil or

manures of any kind, growing a lot of plants as

single c rdons.rhc result being that I he fruit liiiislied

as well as when given more favourable treatment
;

of course plenty of feeding was given whilst the

fruit-i were swelling. In Melcn growing, as

in other branches of fruit culture, a man may
finish one crop well ami two badly : much depends
upon the health of the i)lantsand the time moisture

and fee ling cease, and with a crop of small fruits

all in lojether there is less difficulty in finishing

also when the root space is restricted. I may
go f.irther and say if a Melon is condemned
because"it is la-ger than a cricket ball, the same
ireatment must be applied to other fruits, hut it is

impossible to do this ; we must get size and llavour

c uubined. A small Melon in May is appreciated

more because there are few varieties of chnice

fr.dt to be had at that time than later on. Many
persons would not care to plac^ several on the table

with a ch 'ice collection of o' her fruits. It would be

impossib'e to make a niimbf r of dishes of ileloiis,

so that larger fruit will continue to find favour,

and for m iiket small ones are useless.

G. Wythes.

NOTES ON STRAWBERRIES.

STn.\WBEi!iiY forcing for the season has now
come to a close. At this season growers should
take a review of the past year's work and note
what improvements it is possible to make, so as to

guard against possible failures. This may result

from various causes ; sometimes the variety which
lias been principally relied upon has not come up
to expectations. It is not always through errors

in culture that disappointments ensue, for very
often the grower's hopes are buoyed up over some
specially puffed-up variety, and he consequently
relies upon it exclusively, to find, peihaps, that it

does not come up to expectations, or the quality of

the fruit is not cared for by those who have to

consume it. I wonder how many varieties recom-
mended during the past few years for forcing have
stood the test. I am afraid but very few, and
growers, I am thinking, would vote for our old

standard kinds. It remains to be sen to what
degree of favour the variety John Ruskin will

attain. If it shuild prove both a good grower and
free se'ter, it will no doulit be valuable, b\it 'he
great test has yft to come—the test of public
opinion. The great fault with these new Straw-
berries is the liability of their being weakened by
over-propagation ; consequently the variety is not
seen at its best, and so becomes condemned. I

have added four or five new kinds during the
last year or two, but the growth made has been
most miserable and nolhing like what I wiis led
to expect through reading elaborately published
reports. Over-propagation has much to answer
for in fiese cases. It is quite evident that the
qualities of the older varieties have not yet been
improved upon for forcing, taking all points into
consideration. These are the kinds to rely upon,
the newer ones being addei for trial and only to

be grown as a part of the main crop when proved
worthy. These when received, unless the buyer
should bi specially favoured, are not strong
enoufdh for growing on for forcing, consequently
are best in the opn to recuperate their strength
for providing runners for another season.
This luings me li the que'ti>n of the best

means of prep.aring the layers. I refer to whether
it is best to layer direct into the fruiting pot or

into small pots to be repotted. I cannot sec
where the gain como< in by layering into ihe fruit-

ing pots at once. Tliere is far more work in carry-

ing the large pots to ihe layering plot, and also in

the fetching bark and so forth, th.an repays lor

the trouble. By layering into the small pots the
work is done expeditiously and the plants start

more freely into growth. All these are detai's

which we should bear in mind before the actual

time comes on for the work. The time, however,
will be quickly here, for very often the last of the
forced crop overlaps the commencement of the

preparation of the plants. The necessary dc'ails

are simple enough, but one and all must h.ave

rigorous attention if success is to crown the

grower's eflforts. What is wanted is a l"ng season
of growth with free exposure to direct sun-hine
from start to finish. Failure may often be attri-

buted to the want of this. Weakly runners are

also of no use, .and at this season of the year,

if Ihe runners are to be taken from fruiting

planis, it is best ti go over the plants at once
and arrange the wires in alternate rows, so that

they will not be trampled upon whilst gathering
Ihe fruit, which, if precautions are not taken,

is apt to get iiiucli injured.—Y. A. H.

The layering of Strawberries for next year's

fruiting now receives more attention than formerly,

and though we have now several earlier kind*,

it is necessary to layer early to get good results.

It is almost impossible to get the runners from

l)lants that are bearing a crop of fruit, as these

latter d ) not form runners till the fruit is taken,

and even then strong runners cannot be expected
;

hence the advantage of getting the supply from
maiden plants—that is those which were planted

early last season as soon as rooted and from which
the trusses of bloom were removed this spring.

I do not contend that good runners are impossible

from plants bearing a crop, but I know which gives

the best results for early forcing. It is immaterial

how the runners are layered, some preferring one

svay. some another, and when a quantity of plants

is required, there is no time to lose once the run-

ners are large enough. Those who are short of

pits may layer in pieces of turf cut square as suc-

cessfully as those who layer into small pots. I

prefer 3-inch pots, but there are others who
layer direct into the fruiting pots, and when the

runner can be secured strong and 5-inch pots are

used with ample drainage, this latter plan is

equally good ; the only dravi'back is worms, and in

wet weather too much moisture bt fore the pot is filled

with roots: in this case a weak growth is the result,

as the soil gets into a sodilened condition, being

of a heavy nature. Good plants are readily secured

without pots or turves by placing some good soil

down every other row and pegging the runners into

the fresh soil ; this latter is a good plan wliere

labour is scarce. I have arlvised missing the second

row, as the runners can be drawn to the nearest

row, thus leaving a walk to water and work among
the runners and prevent trampling on them. In

drv weather the runners need constant attention.

The layering direct into the fruiting pot requires

more care for this reason: if the soil is heavy and
made firm, as it s-liould be, weak runners arc slow
to root, and the soil holds the moisture too much,
so that un'ess the plants are specially grown for

the production of runners, I would not advise their

use. Where it can be <lone, it is a great saving

of time, and for early kinds is more suitable, as the

sooner the plants get well rooted and the growth
advanced the better they are for early forcing.

There is no loss by planting strong runners at the

end of August for the supply of next season's

plants, keeping the llower-trus-es pinched luit as

they appear, as the runners can be placed closer

than fruiting plants. I do not plant them any

closer from row to row, but from plant to plant.
When the runners arc secured every othc r plant is

cut out with the hoe, or lifted to plant elsewhere,
leaving the others Ihe right distance apart to form
permanent beds. From these permanent beds the
following season we get our best fruits, and by
planting a quantity each year runners are readily
secured, and preparations for a permanent en p
made at the same time. Of late ye.ars I have
seen the necessity of planting annually ; it has
much to recommend it, esjiecially on soils not
suitable to the growth of the plant, as under tl e
old .system there would be many bare places, ard
therefore loss of ground, which is not tlie case
witli yearly planting. 'J'o do this, more attention
must be paid to the production of runners, and the
best plan is to plant for the purpose. Though the
system I adopt cannot well be termed the one-year
plan, it has much to recommend it. as good runners
are secured and the foundation for a permanent
crop is laid at the same time. I find Ihispliin much
better than planting forced plants, as in our light
soil the forced plants soon become exhausted

;

indeed with us Keens' fails to fruit in the second
year, and when grown yearly from runners there
is no anxiety as to their well-doing. The chief
points are well-prejiared land, plenty of manure,
an'l early planting of strong runners yearly.—G.
Wythes.

If the heavy rains which have done such
good in Surrey and all round the metropolis
have been general, Strawberries even on the
most gravelly soils will hardly need further
watering. No doubt the previous dryness had
given much trouble to the growers and the size of

the fruit was seriously affected. Now all is well

except where mulching had been either ba'lly done
or neglected, and there whilst there had been
moisture there is also much dirt on the fruits, to

their great detriment. Should renewed hot sun-

shine soon follow, the need of a he.avy mulching of

long strawy manure will be all the more manifest,
but no one should complain of either grit on the
fruits or of speedily exhausted moisture if he
neglects such an ordinary precaution as freely

mulching his Strawberry breadths. Where clean

.straw alone is empl lyed, it is sometimes the prac-

tice to gather up the foliage and flower or fruit-

stems, and to place a collar of straw round the
whole of each plant so as to keep it erect—that

is, where mulching is done late—better practice

than laying the straw flat and indiscriminately

amongst the plants, as much of the fruit may thru
be covered. Mulching is best done about the time
the plants are in bloom, or just before, as then the

trusses if fully developed are yet erect and out of

the way. One objection taken to mulching is that

it prevents the eai ly runners from rooting. Those
who want specially early runners should, however,
plant strong runners expressly to make plints

to produce runners early in the following season,

and from which the bloom-heads have been
gathered. A couple of score of such plants put
out wide apart and on good loose soil will give an
abundance of early runners and save a lot of

trampling over the fruiting breadths. This practice

is now adopted in all good gardens, esiieciallv

where the forcing of plants in pots is conducted.

It is equally good for the getting of early runners

for planting out in the open ground.—A. D.

The first dish of outdoor Strawberries was
this season picked on June 7, the variety being Noble.

For several seasons I grew Black Prince on a warm
south border to succeed Sir Joseph Paxton grown
indoors, but although good enough in point of

flavour it is not of sufficient size where there is a

demand for large fruit. It throws such a quantity

of stalk and bloom as to necessitate abundant

thinning of both truss and flower to procure Straw-

berries fit for dessert. Until a better flavoured

early variety of nearly equal size presents itself I

fancy Noble will hold its own, as apart from its

handsome appearance it is of easy culture and fine

constitution. I do not know if this is the general

experience, but I find it here a variety peculiarly

adapted to annual! real racnt and doing best under

those conditions. Other sorts grown, notably Sir
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Joseph Paxtou and Filbert Pine, do well under the

three years' system from old forced plants, but Noble

is best from one-year-old plants. So, too, was La
Grosse Suorfe, a sort I used to grow rather largely,

• but it had to give way to Noble on account of the

superior cropping qualities of the latter, and as the

season of these two sorts is nearly identical the

culture of both is hardly advisable. Preparations

must soon be made for new beds where these are

contemplated, and a suflicient quantity of nmners
taken for this purpose when they are selected for

another season's forcing. Bits of sod 2 inches or

3 inches square answer as well as anything for the

runners that are to make the new outdoor planta-

tion, and if the old border is to be cleaned or re-

newed before the new one is rea'Iy, the little squares

can be tightly packed together in some convenient

place where tbey are not likely to be overlooked by
the water-can. A bit of good manure from the
cow-yard evenly distributed, a deeply dug border,

which, after lying a couple of days, is trodden firmly,

as our soil is on the light side, plants inserted 15

inches square, and finally a suriface mulching, and
the new Strawberry plantation is no more trouble

until the following spring. The ripening up of mid-
season and late Strawberries, and indeed of small
fruits generally, will be considerably retarded by
the spell of cold weather that has come upon us in

the middle of June. The outdoor glass for three

consecutive nights has dropped to 33°, 32°, and 31°

in one or two places in the immediate neighbour-
hood, the more tender bedding stuff. Marrows and
French Beans are cut, and I hear this morning that

on the open commons the young tips of Bracken are
blackened and destroyed. Fortunately, everything
is wonderfully dry, or the consequences of frost

at such a time would have been disastrous. There is

a remarkable difference bet ween the present weather
and the late spring and early summer of 189), when
we were lamenting the continued wet and the rot-

ting of Strawberries on tbe ground.—E. BuriBELL,
Claremont.

There can be no question but that Noble
is the earliest Strawberry, and, tried with most
of the others, I find it is a good fortnight
before them in ripening, which renders it of

much value for forcing or outdoor cultivation,

for though not of high flavour, it is passable
when grown in the open and a wonderfully free

cropper, as even small plants produce good trusses
of bloom and all the fruit swells up to a great
size and a long-continued succession is kept up.
Market growers appear to be going in for it exten-
sively, and no wonder, as it is very showy and
taking, and being so much earlier, there is

a good demand for it, and it sells readily till

better flavoured kinds are rearly to pick. Gardeners
and others who have not yet tried Noble should
make a point of planting a few rows on a warm
border, as it is sure to serve them well after forced
or pot plants are over. I tried John Ruskin inside,

but shall grow it no more in or out, as the plants
mildew so badly and the fruit is not good, the old
Keens' being far superior and within a few days
as early, as both are ripening side by side in the
open, the foliage of Keens' being fresh, healthy, and
green, while that of John Ruskin is curled by the
mildew. Vicomtesse I consider the next best
early, and I have tried the crossing of it with
Noble, also the latter with British Queen and Au-
guste Nioaise, as I think Noble is the kind to work
on to give us what is wanted for first use, there
being plenty of good ones that come in at mid-
season. I wonder what Noble originated from,
and shall be glad to know, as I am not ac-
quainted with a Strawberry so precocious or at all

resembling it in foliage or fruit, and it has all

the qualities except that very desirable one of fine
flavour. If this can be put into it and the others
retained, it will rank high and be the most popular
Strawberry we have ; and it is to be hoped that
it is being worked at by many others, and that
the desired result will be attained before long.—
J. Shbppabd.

Peaches and Nectarines against open walls are ex-

ceptionally well furnished with fruit, and that, too,

without in several cases any special protection. At
Leighton a long south wall is being gradually fur-

nished with healthy young trees, these superseding
the worn-out older ones, and not only are the crops
heavy, but the trees are also forming very clean
moderately strong growth, or such as is not often
seen on open-air Peaches and Nectarines. The
varieties principally grown are Alexandra Noblesse,
Bellegarde and Royal George Peaches, all of which
are noted for their superior quality and afford an
excellent succession to the fruit obtained in several
houses. Royal George, unfortunately, is more
liable than most other varieties to be overrun by
mildew, and this very luscious Peach has to be re-

luctantly given up in many gardens accordingly.
The most reliable Nectarine at Leighton is the
Downton, and of this I noticed excellent crops.

The fact of Peaches proving far more hardy or re-

liable than Plums will most probably have the
effect of still further stimulating the already strong
reaction in favour of the more extended open-air
culture of the former. At Leighton and other
Wiltshire gardens I could name considerable addi-
tions will at any rate be made this autunm to the
stock of trees already being grown.

—

I.

Open-air Peaches in "Wiltshire. — From
various quarters comes the report that the trees of

roughly drained and the soil used for potting
should be good brown peat fibre mixed with some
chopped Sphagnum. This should be pressed
down firmly, keeping the plant slightly elevated.

Wm. Hugh Goweb.

Orchids.

DENDROBIUM SOHNEIDERIANUM.
This is a beautiful hybrid, the result of a
cross between D. Findlayanum and D. hetero-
carpum. It was raised by Mr. Holmes, who
now has charge of the magnificent collection

of Mr. Hardy, Pickering I/odge, Timperley,
Cheshire, and it flowered for the first time in

this country about five 3-ears ago. It is a dis-

tinct and pleasing flower, and I have little doubt
as the plant increases in strength and gains size

it will be a very desirable Orchid. I observed
some of the hybrid Dendrobiums at Sir Trevor
Lawrence's last season were stricken with a
disease, which was working sad havoc amongst
them, but on my last visit Mr. White appeared
to have got the mastery over it and the plants
were doing far better. This seems curious, for

home-raised seedlings generally have a more
vigorous constitution than the imported species.

Dendrobium Schueiderianum is an erect grow-
ing plant with slightly flattened stems, which
are deciduous, bearing flowers usually in pairs.

Each flower measures between ,3 inches and 4
inches across, the petals slightly undulated on
the edges. The ground colour is creamy white.
The lip is rolled over tlie column at the base,
the front lobe elongated into a fine point, which
is tipped with rosy mauve, the basal part being
downy, stained with a large patch of orange-
yellow, streaked with purple. The flowers are
produced tlirough the spring months, and they
last iir full perfection for a considerable time.
This plant thrives best when growing in a
hanging basket and placed near the light, but
in such a position that it can be shaded from
the heat of the midday sun. When growing, it

likes a good shax-e of moisture both to its roots
and overhead from the .syringe, and the atmo-
sphere should also be well charged with mois-
ture. After the growth has been completed,
the plants should be kejjt drier and hung up in

a cooler house with other Dendrobiums which
are ripening their liulbs. This will cause the
leaves to fall, and the plants as autumn comes
on may be removed to the cool end of the Cat-
tleya house and be kept as dry as jjossible.

About the turn of the season the plants may
be removed to the East India house and be given
more moisture, when the flower-buds will soon
begin to show. The baskets require to be tho-

Dendrobium canaliculatum.—Charles To-
den, in sending a spike of this species for a name,
calls my attention to "its beautifully sweet
flowers." This I failed to observe when I unpack'

d

the flowers, but having cut the stem back a little

and placed the spike in water, the fragrance was
noticed. This plant was sent home from North-
east Australia by John Gould A'eitch, and was
figured by Mr. Bateman under the name of D.
Tattonianum, after Lord Egerton ot Tatton, he
having failed to identity it with D. canaliculatum
of Robert Brown.—W. H. G.

Cattleya Schofieldiana {J. Hudsoti).— It is

now about ten years since this plant was first seen
in English gardens. The flowers now before me
are of about the usual size, viz., G inches acrnss.

The ground colour of the petals and sepals is a
pule tawny yellow, tinged with green and profusely
spitted with crimson-purple, the lateral lobe^

creamy white, middle lobe yellow, the whole of

the front portion of a rich magenta, with a nar-

row marginal border of white. It is a beautiful
flower, with some resemblance to that of C. granu-
losa, but, I think, quite distinct from that plant.

—

W. H. G.

Dendrobium Fhalsenopsi? dellense. —
From Mr. Bennett, gardener to Mr. Mackellop,
Royal Crescent, Bath, comes a fine flower 'of this

variety. Mr. Sander, of St. Albans, obtained a
first prize for this .ts a new Orchid at the inter-

national show at Earl's Court. It is a beauliful
form, having eleven flowers on the spike, the
flowers large, sepals and petals broad, creamy
white at the base, but towards the tips passing
into a delicate soft lilac-mauve. The lip is some-
what of the same colour, having a few darker
lines. It is one of the most delicate and be lutiful

varieties of this fine species which has come under
my notice, and I congratulate Mr. Bennett upon
having it crop up amongst his plants.—W. H. G.

SHORT NOTES.—ORCHIDS.

Cattleya Warocqueana (0. D., Glafjon-).—
This is the third ur fourth flower wliicli has been sent

nie within a fortnight asking if it is the true C. labi-

ata, and your flower leads me to the sarae conclusion

as I came to when tlii^ controversy began, tl at I

thought it was a plant which came near to C. Gaskel-

liaua.—G.

Cattleya Mossise Dormaniana.—This is a

truly grand variety, in the way of magnifica, lately re-

ceived from Mr. Broome, of Llandudno, hut the lip is

double the size and of a very deep magenta-crirason.

This form was named some few years ago, and I lately

saw it in flower with Mr Normau, gardener to Mr. Dor-
man, The Firs, Laurie Park, Sydenham.—W. H. G.

Cypripedlum caudatum.— H. Metzgar sends

Tne a nice flower of this species very bright in cr-lour,

but I think the flower was cut hefoi'o it had developed

its tails fully ; the petals measured 2tt inches in

length. The greatest length of the petals 1 have
seen was .57 inches on a flower sent me from Mr.
White's' garden at Arddarroeh. It is when dried 30

inches long.—W. H. G.

Dendrobium Phalasnopsis (dark variety) (C
Oalccnsliair).—Yours i.s a very tine form of this plant.

The sender says :
" I have only .sent you one flower,

but 1 thought it would he enough. I liave twelve
flowers left on the spike. It has been in bloom all

through the month of June." Whilst writing this I

have received No. 11 of the " Reichenbachia," in

which this Dendi'obiuni is figured. Yours, however,
are the darker flowers.—W. H. G.

Dendrobium Harveyanum —Charles Toden
sends a flower of this species for a name. He evi-

dently mistakes it for D. Brymerianum, the short-

bulbed variety, but it is not that plant, and the

chief distinction lies in D. Harveyanum having
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smaller flowers and in the colour being of a Milliter

yellow. It comes from Riirmah ;
consequently it

ihiivrs in a good linat and auuiist atmospliere dur-

ing the growing season.- -W. II. O.

Laelia grandis tenebrosa. — From Mr.

llcnnctt al,-o Climes a ^pleiidiil llower of this va-

riety, which 1 was (he fiist to describe under this

name. It measuresH inches across the petals, which

are each 1.', inches aero.^s, the si-pnls being some-

what narrower, the colour a beautiful dark brun/.y

purple ; lip very large, having an intensely deep

niiiroon-purple throat. It is by far the best llower

I have yet seen of this variety.

—

W. H. G.

MisdeviUia Denisoni {<r. Mtu/Iinv).—This, I

believe, is the light name for the very fine flower

you send under the name rf liuU's Blood ;
the

ilowers are large, deep crimson-purple. I am glad

to hear there are .some growers who are taking up

these plants, and I am under the impression that

when the many hybrid kinds come into flower we
shall then have a large call for Masdevallias.— G.

Cattlsya Wameri.—I am in receipt of a flower

of this species from Mr. Ransom, gardener to Mr.

J. T. Gabriel, Palace Road, Streatham Hill, of a

curious character. The sepals and petals are deep

rosy-crimson freely spotted with lilac, the side lobes

of the lip, on a ground of white, being also much
spotted with the same colour, the front lobe deep

crimson. It is very pretty and curious, and I have

refrained from giving it a varietal name until ne.\t

season, when we shall see if it is constant.— G.

(G. l{ii>:hnrd).—Yes; both flowers are of the

same species. No. 1 is lui escollent form witli deep

rosy-lilac sepals and petals, and a rie'i dark lip almost

resemlilinjj that of the old labiata. No. 2 is worthless.

-\V. H. G.

Kitchen Garden.

LATE PEAS.

It is customary for the compilers of calendar

matter to advise the cessation of sowing late

Marrow Peas after the middle of June, but in-

stead of these some of the early sorts are re-

commended to be sown. Doubtless this is

sound advice as far as the more northern or

eokl localities generally are concerned, though
if those practising in more favoured districts

.adhered to it, the chances are not many late

dishes of really good Peas would often be forth-

coming. I hold that Ne Plus Ultra or any other

well-tried late sort may be sown as late as the

end of June in all southern or warm localities

with every prospect of profitable crops being
obtained, always provided they are not starved

for want of moisture at the outset. In the

neighbourhood of Bath, Omega is a favourite

late variety, and this may be briefly described

.as a medium height form of Ne Plus Ultra.

j\lr. Cooling, who has long made a specialty of

Peas, sow.s Omega extensively after the tir.st

good rain that may fall during the first fort-

night in July, or if rain does not sufficiently

moisten the ground, the watering-pot has t(j be
eni[)loyed. From these rows good late crops

are obtained, the supplies not unfre(|uently

lasting till near midwinter. Certainly tlie cli-

mate in the neighbourhood of Bath is excep-

tionally mild, but, all the same, the plan of

sowing Omega early in .luly is well worthy of

being given a trial in various other parts of the
country. With me the late June sowings of Ne
Plus Ultra usually hold out till severe frosts

are experienced in November, and in addition

we also have good picking.s from a number of

rows of the dwarf William Hurst. Either this

or the similarly good Chelsea Gem may be sown
up to the middle of July on the ridges between
Celery trenches or on borders newly cleared of

early Potatoes with a good prospect of re-

munerative and greatly appreciated crops being

obtained. One great advantage those dwarf
varieties have over taller growing sorts is the

case with which they cm be pmtected from
early frosts. If required late they must be pro-

tected too, ospecialij' if they are growing in other

tlian the highest pari of the garden. Branches
of Fir or Evergreens or a strij) of scrim

canvas liung over strings or wires strained well

above the Peas will usually prove ample pro-

tection. I must also point out that it is ne.\t

to useless to sow two or three short rows of

dwarf varieties, as they would never allbrdgood

pickings at one time, p'roni one quart to two
quarts of seed may well be sown, the rows run-

ning through the centre only of the Celery

ridges or else 18 inches or rather less apart on
borders of any kind.

Tlie practice of sowing newly-.saved seed of

both the dwarf early varieties named and al.so

William I. on similar sites is i good one. New
seed invariably germinates the most strongly,

and a vigorous start is a great gain in the case

of late Peas. Too often the old seed produces

very feeble plants, and these make but poor

progress and fall a prey to mildew. August is

usually a very trying month for Peas, and if

they are subjected to the ordeal of dryness at

the roots as well as exce.ssive heat, it is not to

be wondered at if they either crop prematurely

or succumb to mildew. Late Peas generally

ought, therefore, to have a deep and fairly rich

root-run, and the soil so drawn up to the rows
as to form a basin for holding the copious sup-

plies of water that ought to be given during

August and the early part of Sei)tember. Very
frequently cultivators are misled by appear-

ances.

Very rarely indeed do we get enough rainfall

during the summer months to keep the roots of

Peas sufficiently moist, and it is most unwise
to stop watering during showery we.ither. That
is really the best time for watering and also

applying liquid manure, and in any case mere
driblets are usele.ss. A mulching of strawy

manure is never thrown away on Peas, and a

thorough soaking .should be given where possi-

ble. I. M. H.

Pea WiUiam Hurst.—This excellent dwarf
Pea I noticed cropping finely on a south border at

Claremont on the HMh ult. Mr. Burrell is much
taken with it, not only because so fine a cropper,

but also because so dwarf. Then there is in the Peas

very much better quality than is found in the bulk

of first early varieties. For small gardens, especially

where sticks are scarce or costly, this Pea with some
others of its sturdy compact character would be

far more satisfactory than tall ones are. especially

when badly supported or left to lie on the gronnd.

William Hurst, apart from its good qualities, is one
of the very earliest, hence it merits wide cultiva-

tion.—D.

Perfect Gem and other Lettuces.—From
•' S. H.'s" comments upon my observations on the

above (p. 5G7), I fear my note was not sufficiently

explicit, for it has misled him, as I had no idea

of disparaging the value of Perfect Gem as an
early forcing Lettuce, for imtil the advent of Paris

Market and Golden Queen I have grown it since its

introduction and relied solely upon it as a first

early, and continue to grow it extensively even

now as a succession to the above-mentioned, for

which purpose it is well suited ; but I still con-

tend that as a forcer and forearliness it must give

place to the pair mentioned above. Neiiherdol
find fault with its quality or general usefulness

;

quite the reverse, and fully agree with him as to it

Ijeing a very good thing : hence it was included in

my previous list. I would be sorry to recommend
either Golden Queen or Paris Market for summer
use (their chief value being in their earliness and
adaptability for growing in heat), as we have a

better and superior Lettuce for that season n

Perfect Gam—which certainly justifies its name

—

to which I again add All the Year Round and also

Nmv York. I regret " S. II." has not yet given New
York atrial, fori venture to say that without it

he is minus one of the best summer Cabbage Let-

tuces extant.—J. R.

Kapid growth of Cabbages.—Rei'cntly on

going through the kitchen g.ardcns at Leighton,

Westhury, Wilts, my attention was directed to a
n^markably good breadth of Cabbage, which I

;it first thought must have been autumn sown.

Such, however, was not the case. Owing to the

failure of many of the autumn-sown plants, Mr.

Mann decided to rai.se a fresh stock as quickly a.s

possible, foreseeing how much a good and fairly

early supply of ten-ler hearts would be appreciated.

Eariy in February seed was sown in gentle heat,

and "the plants thus obtained were duly pricked

out in frames. Before they became very large

advantage was tpken of a fairly favourable time

forgetting tliem out on to weli-prepared ground.

Some time after they were planted out severe frosts

were experienced, but this evidently gave but little

check to their rapid progress. When well esta-

blished they %vere occasionally given a soaking of

liquid manure of a somewhat forcing character,

and to this must be attributed the rapid growth

of the Cabbages. Drainings from stables freely

diluted with %vater were used. Mr. Mann com-

menced cutting excellent Cabbages from this bed

towards the end of May, and when I saw it on

June 20, a cartload of fine hearts could have easily

been cut without their being greatly missed. It

would have paid remarkably well to have thus

grown several acres of Cabbages for the markets in

the west of England. The varieties preferred and

relied upon bv Mr. Mann are EUam's Early Spring

and Wheeler's Imperial, these also being what are

principally grown bv me and various other culti-

vators hereabouts. Ellam's Early is undoubtedly

the better of the two, and, all things considered,

the best Cabbage in cultivation.—W. I.

PEAS FIELD GROWN.

In the neighbourhood of Bromham, Wilts, the al-

lotment system or small holdings has long been in

existence, and early Peas are found to be one of

the best paying crops that can be grown. This

season the large breadths of Earliest of All and

other early round-seeded forms looked rem.arkably

well up to the middle of May, after which the

drought began to tell on them. This effectually

checked the usual strong growth, and now the

crops are being gathered they are found far too

light to be profitable. The pods have filled well,

but they are much too few in number. It may
surprise those who have no experience with Peas

grown in the open and without stakes to learn that

Telegraph and Telephone are found to be much the

most profitable second early varieties that can be

cultivated in the fields, yet such is the case. Al-

though the rows are only sown not more than 2

feet apart, there is no such thing as their overrun-

ing each other. They naturally get somewhat laid,

though this is not till some time after the rows

are heavily moulded up, and it is not long before

the haulm becomes nearly erect again. Space

between the rows seems ample, added to which

varieties which under garden culture attain a

height of not less than 5 feet are this season in

the^open fields not more than 2 feet high. They

commence bearing very near to the ground, and had

it not been for the frosts th.at were so general dur-

ing the week ending June IS.the more forward pods

would have been fit to gather before the end of

June. At the Bromham Fruit Farm other varieties

of Peas are also grown. There is a large breadth

of Yorkshire Hero, or, as gardeners prefer to call

it, Veitch's Perfection, than which no better late

variety for field culture can well be named. This

used to be and no doubt still is a favourite variety

with the Essex farmers and market gardeners, but

1 never saw it in better condition than on the

lower green sand of Bromham. It is sown thinly,

the plants now being 6 inches apart and the rows

2 feet asunder. Th^s plan of growing the plants
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thus well apart ought to be followed by private any length of time. Ground vineries and other
'

'
' " " and p(jrtable lights may also be brought into use,gardeners not only with Veitch's Perfection f

another form much resembling it—Walker's Per-

petual—but also all other varieties of a strongly

branching habit of growth. Crowded they fail to

branch, and the crop is light and of very short

duration accordingly; whereas the plants that have

good room branch freely, and are far more con-

tinuous bearing. M. H.

dur-
old-

PARSLEY FOR WINTER AND EARLY
SPRING.

Of all herbs grown for the kitchen Parsley is in

most request. The preparation for a winter

supply of Parsley is apt to be overlooked. Any-

one who has had to maintain a continuous sup-

ply is well aware that vigorous plants which are

growing away in an open part of the garden at

this season of the year are not the best to stand

tlie winter, for although the growth may appear

vigorous and healthy during the early part of

the winter, yet upon a spell of frosty weather

followed by rain and fog, the tops will rot

away wholesale. Occasionally some good Pars-

ley is forthcoming from the open throughout

the winter and spring, and this in places where

least expected. In two gardens I have had

charge of, I have been enabled to secure gather-

ings right throughout the winter with but little

protection, except from snow. In one place it

was grown under Nut bushes, and in the other

under a wall on a dry limestone soil, where it

used to thrive amazingly. There is but little

trouble in keeping up a fairly good supply till

Christmas, but after this, and especially through-

out February and March, is the strain felt. Al-

though at this time fresh gi-owth is starting, yet

during the past year or two this has been the time

when growth has really been at its lowest ebb.

In commencing preparations for winter,

the position where the plants are to remain

must be arranged now, so that whatever
covering is adopted when the time comes
may be placed over the Parsley with care and
ilespatch. Low bricked frames or pits are the

best for attbrding a supply. Even a two or

three-light wooden frame, if filled up to within

10 inches of the top and the seed sown now,
will maintain a supply. Not that any coverings

are needed before inclement weather arrives, as

the more exposure the better up till this time

really does occur. A deep mass of decaying

vegetable matter will not do at all for tilling up
the space in the pit, for this would have a ten-

dency to cause the tops to grow rank and unfit

to stand through the winter. What is wanted
if the space to be tilled up is deep is a layer

of dry open material, such as old brick

rubbish and clinkers. Over this .should be
placed the soil, which must be made firm,

the seeds being sown thinly in drills a foot

apart. If the weather should be dry at the

time of sowing, give a gentle watering and
cover with a mat to check rapid evaporation.

The position for the frames cannot be too freely

exposed to the sun, for although the Parsley
grows fast enough in shady and damp spots

during the suiumer months, in such positions

it is sure to collapse during the winter. A
good contrivance where frames are not at hand
is to mark out a bed about 5 feet in width and
any desirable length, and in this to sow the Pars-

ley. This may be effectively covered Ijy placing

boards on edge around the sides, ci >vering the top
with a wooden framewoi k, on which waterproofed
canvas may be laid. This keeps out the wet
and snow, and also a fair amounc (jf frost. On
all favourable occasions this covering must be
removed to let in light and air, as without these

the leaves would soon melt away if shut up for

the beds being arranged to fit the covers

Very useful gatherings may be had
ing the later winter months by the

fashioned methcxl of growing Parsley in tubs

and boxes. I have adopt^ed this plan for some

years. The tubs have holes bored 2 inches

across and inches apart all around the sides, a

wooden funnel about inches square being

placed right up the centre. The plants are

raised in 3inch pots, and as soon as these

are large enough they are placed in the tubs,

the soil being tilled up as the work proceeds,

the top also being planted over. The tubs are

kept ill the open until the approach of winter,

at which time they are mounds of green. I

place the tubs in a vinery or cool Peach house,

and keep them as a reserve when the main sup-

ply gives out. At the time gathering com-

mences the growth is kept on the move by

placing the tubs in an early vinery or warm
greenhouse.
The seeds may be sown now, thinly in drills

being the best plan, also allowing ample

room, 15 inches not being any too far apart.

What is wanted is a sturdy growth. Although

I raise the plants from seeds where the

plants are to remain, .some growers favour

the practice of dibbling out healthy seedlings

into their respective positions. During a favour-

able time the plants take quickly, but if a dry

time should ensue they re(iuire close attention

in watering. If it is decided to depend on

Parsley which is now growing very strongly,

the best course is to cut over a part during the

early days oi September, when the resulting

growth will be such as will enable it to stand

successfully, that is, if adequately protected.

A dressing of lime on old garden soils over-

charged with humus through years of manuring

will prove very beneficial to Parsley.

A. Y.

desert, accompanied only by a few disheartened
but faithful followers. There as they rested on
the dry, barren, and scorching sand, discontented
murmurs arose amongst, his companions at the

hardness of their lot, at their being compelled to

take refuge in such a forsaken spot ; not a blade

of Grass to be seen nor a drop of water to be had ;

a spot cursed of God and avoided by man. The
Prophet, hearing the words of despair and faith-

lessness, roused himself from his apparent sleep or

abstraction, and striking his open palm on the

parched and burning sand, up i-prung at once a

green and fresh-looking plant bearing pleasantly

scented flowers, each yellow blossom having a dark
spot on every one of its fivi' petals. Mahommed
then lebuked his murmuring followers. " See," said

he ;
" the power of Allah, even in this barren spot,

can produce this flower, and cannot He again re-

store our fortunes and rescue us from our present

state of misery ?
" The flower is therefrom called

the " Mohammedie Phul," and the live brown spots

they say are the marks of the thumb and four

fingers of the Prophet's hand. This flower grows
amongst the hard and stony tracts of the Peshawur
valley, as well as upon the richer soil of the

Eusoofzaie. Marching at night, 1 have perceived

its pleasant scent when crushed under foot by the

troops. The seed-pods are harsh and bristly,

making one's fingers quite sore in collecting them.

Georoe F. Wilson.

A.

NOTES FROM GARWOOD.
To THE Editor of The Garden.

Sir,—Among plants which are considered as

being not very easy to grow successfully, Pri-

mula Reidi in a cool, damp situation, Lewisia

rediviva in good loam, Cypripedium acaule

(large form) in moist vegetable soil, (Jnosma

tauricum on dry banks, have been very fine this

season at Oak wood. Ranunculus parnassi-

folius has smaller flowers than usual, probably

owing to the drought. Arnebia echioides in

exposed situations stood the two last winters

well. When lately showing some plants of this

to an old Indian general, and telling him the

usual story, he gave me a new version. Tliink-

ing it to be an improvement on the old one, I

asked to have it in writing. I give it as he

kindly sent it to me in his own words :

—

In the trans-Indus country of our Indian posses-

sions a flower grows wild in great profusion, both

in the Peshawur and Eiisoofzaie districts, which
reminds one to a certain extent of our English

Cowslip. The natives of these districts, almost ex-

clusively Mussulmans, call it the "Mohammedie
Phul," which we hivve anglicised into the " Prophet
Flower." When in the Peshawur district many
years ago I made friends with a man of the local

police, who told me many interesiing stories and
legends which had come down vird rare from
ancient times. My good friend Gul Khan amongst
other things told me of the origin of the name
given to the above flower. It was to the following

effect ; Before their great Prophet Mohammed had
fairly established himself in power and importance,

in one of the ups and downs of his earlier fortunes

he had been compelled to fly for safety into the

Genista virgata.—Some remarkably fine ex-

amples of this shrub, scattered about the arbore-

tum at Kew as well as in the collection of legumi-

niferous plants, are making a very fine show just

now. In the alult stage the species is a widely

spreading shrub, some of the specimens being 12

feet in height and as much in diameter, the whole
plant being a mass of bright yellow flowers. I am
told by a friend who sees a good deal of English

gardens that this Genista is very rarely to be met
with, and scarcely ever so fine as it is at Kew.
Considering that the soil there is of the poorest,

sandiest description and that the plants take their

chance along with other shrubs without any special

attention, it is evident that the species is deserv-

ing of a much wider cultivation. For those who
have to deal with a hot, dry soil it is likely to be

of especial value.—B.

Cottage garden societie?.—Looking over a
large number of allotments, I think some eighty-

eight in all, and comprising an area of about 14

acres, in the county of Surrey, I recently observed

that in some cases more attention was being given

to the production of specially fine samples of vege-

tables for exhibition than for the production of

good average useful crops. It is not possible to

favour that form of cropping, and perhaps it is one
of the evils which grow out of the present method
of awarding prizes at flower shows. It seems
icu possible to devise any means by which the

giving of the best prizes to the largest pro-

ducts can be avoided, even though they may
have been produced by methods not to be com-
mended. It should not be possible, however, to

encourage errors of this kind when prizes are

awarded for the best kept and cropped allotments,

because all crops which exhibit the form of treat-

ment complained of, viz., seeking to produce
merely large samples at the expense of usefulness

and average quantity, should obtain black marks
rather than commendatory ones. It is a fact that

these allotment gardeners are after all but follow-

ing the example set them by professional gar-

deners, who, if exhibitors of vegetables, invariably

devote much more of relative space and high cul-

ture to the crops intended to produce exhi-

bition samples than they do to their average or

main crops. But these exhiliitors again are to

some extent the victims of the system of judg-

ing vegetables which always puts size or bigness

ness or bulk before other considerations ; the

whole practice tends to encourage an artificial

system of vegetable culture, which does not re-

sult in the production of the most useful or pro-

fitable crops.—A. D,
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GARDENS IN JAPAN.

Br Mrs. Ernest Hart.

inforiiiL'il tliiit tliis date was tliat on wliicli in Clieriy tiocs, beneath wliieli were, spread

the calendar of flowers the Cherry blos.sonis the low tables or ]ilatforn)S on whieh the

woulil be in full bin. mi. We were not dis- li;;ht-lieartcd ])eo])le were .seen sitting at

SlTliKo in my English i^'arden on this lovely
;

appointed. Arrived at the station, our ]iarty, their ]iicnic feasts, lit liy paper lanterns

April day, the warm sunshine of a genial
;
consisting of seven persons, were each de- , swinging in the night air. Passing slowly

spring gives the earnest of summer and ' posited in a jiniiksha, tiie little hand cars up among this crowd of pleasure-seekers, wo
ban ishes care. The lowly Violets, half hidden which do duty in Japan for cabs and omni- came suddenly upon the jiridc and glory of

among the dark green leaves, are scenting the buses ; the luggage was packed into five other
^

the Cherry gardens of Kioto. This is a

air with jierfunie ; the Daffodils and Jonquils jinrikshas, and to each little car were yoked
j

tree as large as an English Oak, well grown
and I'rimrooes are yellowing the beds with two runner.«, tandem fashion. When all was
.iilden blooms, while from among the still

leafless trees the snow-like blossoms of the

rium trees are tossed out in flakes of white

against the blue sky. fUended with the

gentle soughing of the wind through the

branches of the big Elms, wdiich shelter the

garden on the west, comes the sound of the

happy singing of the thrushes, and blackbirds

and robins ; and from the sunny slopes of the

stiong, and plante raised circular

ready, the runners, leading with the heaviest < mound. It was thickly covered with thou

member of the party, and followed by the Ion

single file of jinrikshas, proceeded at :i pace of

not less than eii,'ht miles an hour through the

dark narrow streets of Kioto. We sped along,

the silence of the night broken only by the

shouts of the runners to each other or to the

foot passengers, between rows of low wooden
toy-like houses, beside narrow canals, in the

sands of white blossoms, on which was
thrown the intense white light of a hidden

arc electric lamp. Around the tree was a

wide circle of seats on which the jieople

sat, and looked and looked, and enjoyed this

wondrous boucjuet of multitudinous white

flowers scintillating in the light against the

impenetrable depths of blue of the sky at

night, ilappy people, to find their

chief enjoyment in Nature's bounty

of flowers.

We stayed a fortnight at Kioto,

and visited every day and at all

times the Cherry - blossom gardens,

and watched the people at their

simple pastimes and even joined them
in these. Now and then, loitering

with sketch-book in hand, I would
stop to draw the winsome children

in their many-coloured kimonos and
sashes, and would be invited, on

presenting the sketch to the proud

mother, to exchange cups of sake and
to eat sweetmeats at the picnic-table;

or we would join a lively party of

Japs in their favourite game of scissors

and string, which, owing to its being

simply a game of the change of the

position of the finger.^, can be played

perfectly well and with much amuse-

ment between persons who do not

understand a word of each other's

tongues. There is indeed nothing so

interesting and surprising to the

English as the simplicity and poetic

refinement of the popular pleasures

of the Japanese. The festivals of

flowers are their Bank holiday.=, and
on these occasions the workshops and

factories are closed, and the people

still waters of which were reflected here and are en J'l'/r.

there coloured paper lanterns hung out in
[

The Sunday before we reached Kioto was

honour of the festival of flowers, rounding
;

the fete day of the Cherry blossoms at Tokio.

sharp corners, but never slackening speed, till > A more beautiful and interesting spectacle no

Iris time in a Japanese garden. Engraved for The Garden from a photograpli sent by Mrs. Ernest itart

ridge on which I write the distant woods and
hilTs are seen only to be lost in the grej"

luminous mist of an English landscape.

.Surely no land is so fair as England ! but
while enjoying the subtle beauties, the tender

j
suddenly we turned out of the narrow silent capital in the world can produce. The

harmonies, the quiet sense of restrained joy
of this English spring day, my mind—-weary of

forecasting the inevitable cares and toil of

the future—wanders back dreamilv over the

streets into the broad avenue leading to the Uyeno Park, which resembles somewhat our

park and gardens around the ancient temple
|

Kensington Gardens, but which has been

of Chionin. Here all was light and life and ' planted chiefly with Cherry trees, so that

movement. The roads were thronged with their blossoms can be enjoyed by the public

past, and memory recalls the recollection of men and women dressed in the national in the spring, was full of holiday folk " come
this day year

;
yes, this very day, on which

in the course of a tour of n-!ver-ending plea-

sure in Japan we entered Kioto.

Our arrival at the old royal citj' was one
of the most picturesque incidents of a tour
full of memory- pictures. We had been all

day long travelling by rail from Nagoya, and
had reached Kioto after dark. We had timed
our journey so as to arrive at tlie city of

flowers on April 7, having been correctly

costume ; the girls and children were arrayed out to see the flowers." The leafless trees,

in the brightest of kimonos and obis ; among many of which are of immense size and age,

the crowd passed the brilliantly drested and were covered with white and pink blossoms,

flower crowned ye^7(a.v or dancing girls of the and under their spreading branches and the

mii/alio doi-i, and all facis wore the look of thick canopy of flowers wandered the fanuly

careless happiness and gaiety. Beneath the parties, hand in hand, happy, free from care,

great red carved gateway of the temple ! and dressed in their brightest costumes, or

braziers flamed on tall tripods. From gar-
j

they were quietly dancing with the grave

dens on all sides gleamed in the uncer-
j

and graceful postures characteristic of the art

tain light the white blossoms of the ;
in Japan.
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Not only, however, at Uyeno, but also out

on the banks of the broad river do the

people congregate on this fete day of flowers.

Here immense trees of untold age lean their

gnarled and crooked trunks over the banks of

the river, and the branches, powdered with

snowy blooms, shimmer in the summer air. I

will not deny but that the untamed brutality

of human nature did not even here, in this

beautiful and poetic festival, make its appear-

ance, and the grotesque and annoying bur-

lesques of the "sake men " were the single

blot on this fete of flowers ; but these " sake

men," mostly foolish boys who drink in order

to amuse the still more foolish by their antics,

are not comparable with the " drunk and

incapable " of English holiday-making.

Next to the view of the snow-crowned peak

of Fuji-san, there is no scene which furnishes

so frequently a subject for Japanese paintings

on fans, crepes, and kakemonos as the blos-

soming hills of Arashiyama. Kioto lies in a

plain sheltered east and west by ranges of

mountains, across which it was thought in

the olden days the evil demons had been

driven, thus leaving Kioto secure as the city

of pleasure, of flowers, of dancing girls, and

of the peaceful arts of life. Kising among
these hills and flowing in a broad bed along

their base is the river of Katsura-gawa. To
descend the rapids of this river is one of the

exciting incidents of a sojourn at Kioto. After

a long drive in a jinriksha across the flat

plain gleaming yellow with the flowering

crops of Eape, we arrive at a spot where

the river was navigable « la Japonnaisc. The

river flows deep and swift between steep hills

of about 1000 feet in height. While waiting

for our men, we watch from the banks a long

row of bare-legged boatmen towing a boat

against the stream, and guiding it between

the huge boulders which cumber the bed,

while the quiet valley resounds with their

shouts and laughter. This scene is so frequently

a subject of design with the Japanese, that

we are suddenly reminded of many kake-

monos, inros and kodsekus depicting it. AVe

cannot loiter, however, as we have to make
a seven miles' journey down stream. We
enter our boat, and with one boatman at the

bow and another at the stern, each furnished

with a long pole, we steer out into mid-stream.

The craft is instantly caught by the rushing tor-

rent, and wo are borne along between boulders

and around sharp corners with a speed which

gives the sense of dangers constantly met and

overcome. Though the sides of the boat

graze the edges of the narrow rocky channels,

and though its single-boarded bottom moves
up and down from the swirl of the waves
beneath, a sense of security is soon attained

by watching the skilful steering of the boat.

I have descended the rapids on the Wye,
at Killarney, and on the river St. Lawrence,

but I never experienced such mixed sensa-

tions of danger and safety as when shooting

the rapids of Katsura-gawa. For seven miles

the river bore us along on its foaming sur-

face, then suddenly the torrent widens out

into the smooth still waters which wind be-

neath the heights of Arashiyama, On one

side of the river rises the far-famed woods

aglow with the pink Cherry-blossom ; from

the other bank stretches the broad plain, and

the edge of the river is bordered with Tea

houses and gardens. Up and down the placid

stream float the pleasure boats of the Japanese

who are making spring holiday.

There is in Japan a calendar of flowers,

and each month has its festival. In March

it is that of the pink Plum blossoms ; in

April the Cherry trees are in bloom ; in May
all the hillsides are ablaze with the scarlet

Azaleas, and the Wistarias are hanging their

long lilac blooms over trellises in the Tea

gardens, or from the trunks of trees in the

woods ; in June the tall Lilies and Irises are

scenting the air ; in July the P»ony gardens

are visited for the sight of the exuberant

blooms ; in August the lordly Lotus covers

all the muddy pools with splendid flowers

and leaves, and ladens the heavy air with

sweet perfume ; in September the Maple

reddens the mountain-sides ; later the Chry-

santhemum heralds the winter, which is also

not devoid of flowers, for before the frosts

and snows have disappeared, the red Camellias,

growing on trees as large as our Hawthorns,

are brightening the woods with their ruddy

blooms. Of the

Wistaria Gardens

I must say one word. It was in May,

the month of months all the world

over, when I went one brilliant Sun-

day to Kamoido in Tokio to see the

famous Wistaria gardens. These gardens

are situated on the confines of the temple

grounds, which are always the scene of the

happy innocent amusements of the Japanese,

their religion and their worship not being of

the kind to induce to gloom and apprehen-

sion, but leading them to make the best of

everything in the best of all possible worlds.

A bridge, which describes more than a semi-

circle, and which it is one of the mild jokes of

the place to traverse, connects the temple

grounds with the Tea gardens. The bridge

spans the narrow neck of a pool or pond,

around and overhanging which arc set the

booths where the happy people picnic. The

gnarled and twisted branches of the ancient

Wistaria trees form the roofs, and under the

flickering shadows of the long lilac blooms,

which hang in abundant masses 2 feet and 3

feet deep, the bright-eyed musincs and the

winsome children sit on their heels eating

sweetmeats out of little lacquer picnic boxes

;

or leaning over the parapets they clap their

hands, at the sound of which huge golden

carp as large as salmon-trout lazily come to

be fed with biscuits and bonbons. Words fail

to convey an idea of the brilliancy of the scene.

The radiant air, the luxuriant wealth of

flowers, the soft brilliant colouring of the

women's dresses, the many-hued lanterns, the

va-ct-vieiit, the laughter, the gaiety, and the

careless happiness of the whole combine to

make a scene never to be forgotten.

The art of gardening is, however, cultivated

in Japan not only by public bodies, or solely

as a means of providing public amusement

and recreation, for it is an art dear to the

heart of every inhabitant of the land of the

Eising Sun. Every Japanese, however poor

he may be, however small may be his house,

strives to reserve some little space which
would be in England relegated to tlie uses of

a backyard, dustbin, and rubbish heap, to the

laying out and cultivation of the traditional

garden. This is, as everything else in Japan,

unique. In the traditional garden should be

found a miniature stream flowing between
rocks, crossed by one or more tiny stone

bridges and bordered by low Pine and other

trees, which are not allowed to grow their

own sweet way, but are trained to bend and
reach at abnormal angles over the shallow

stream, in the water of which a few tame carp

are always to be found. Blossoming trees

and .shrubs fill up the space, and among them
is always to be seen the stone lantern, in

which on certain occasions a lamp is placed,

with the object, it is said, of lighting the soul

back to its old home on earth. In many such

gardens, adjoining the paper-walled workshops

where the patient Japanese produce their

marvels of art workmanship, have I had the

processes of manufacture explained or demon-

strated to me, or the olijects brought out to

be photographed.

But miijnoH as are most of the gardens in

Japan, miijnon like the people and their

houses, and expressive as everything else of

the refinement, the absence of care and the

repose of their lives, there are yet many
gardens and parks which are as extensive as

those in England. The great enclosures of

the Daimios during the old rc'jime of the

Shogunate, most of which have become public

parks, the silent groves around the Shiba

Temples, and the extensive gardens of the

Mikado's palace at Tokio testify to the fact

that the Japanese can conceive and carry out

a grand scheme of a garden.

Among many beautiful private gardens I

may mention, however, that of Count Matsura

at Tokio, which was a celebrated garden

before the city of Tokio was built. Here a

lake takes the place of a pool, and forest trees

overshadow the blossoming Cherries, and a tea

house and boat house bear witness to the tho-

rough enjoyment of life in a garden.

In Japan, though flowers are adored, hot-

houses are unknown. With a taste as correct

as it is refined, the Japanese do not aim at

cultivating the rare, the costly, and the novel,

but at taking the common flowers of tlieir

country occurring in their natural sequence,

and by care and cultivation making them the

sources of national enjoyment.

Thus the Cherry trees in bloom, which in

England can only be seen in our kitchen

gardens, are deemed in Japan a sight worthy

of the Mikado to invite his guests to view.

Plants for a bank.—Has Mr. Tallack tried

any of the Helianthemums upon the bank in ques-

tion, because if they would do he could not possibly

have anything prettier or more showy when in

flower as at the present time? The aspect is just

the right one, and I should certainly advise him to

give them a trial. Centranthus ruber is a glorious

plant for the spot i£ the soil will suit it, but as to
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that I do not know. Tliose who have suoii it full

of bloom upon steep chalk escarpments alon<j;

our southern coasts know what a brilliant

effect it produces where few thinjirs co\ild even

live. Where the trees overhang I slunikl try the

fietid llellebure. It is one of the handsomest hardy
fine-folinged plants in cultivation, and with me
upon a poor gravelly bank grows vigorously. Its

foliage may be found useful in many ways along

with cut llowers, especially in the winter months
when outdoor leaves of a suitable character are

scarce. C'oronilla varia, too, might be tried. In

good soil it is rather dillicult to keep it within

bounds, as it runs far underground. Lathyrus

granditiorus and latifolius and vars. if they could

be established would be charming.—A. H.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 864.

ACACIA DEALBATA.

(WIIH A COLOUKED PLATE.*)

The Silver Wattle of Eastern Australia is one

of the most beautiful trees which we owe to tlie

Australian Continent. It is now a well-known

tree in sub-tropical countries all over the world

wherever the soil is suitable, forming trees 50 feet

to 100 feet high, and flowering most profusely

in spring. In some of the towns borderiirg the

Mediterranean, especially Cannes, it is largely

grown as a garden tree, and is even a consider-

able source of profit to many who send its ele-

gant and deliciously fragrant flower sprays to

the markets of London, Paris, &c. Its leafy

branches have been aptly likened to ostrich

plumes and its flowers to great golden thyrsi.

It does not blossom freely until it has grown
to the dimensions of a large bush or small tree,

so that except for large conservatories it is not

as useful in English gardens as many of the

Australian Acacias, which grow and flower pro-

fusely in 6-inch pots. Planted out iir a large

sunny greenhouse and kept pruned into shape
it grows ra|)idly to a large size, and as it pro-

duces its soft yellow flowers in March or April

it is of special value in such houses. Iir the
temperate house at Kow it has been one of the
princi]ial spring attractions for many years, fail-

ing only when the fogs have been severe, and
even then one of the specimens has not been
deprived of all its charms, but has flowered freely

in spite of the worst of London fogs.

There are places in England, for instance

Cornwall and the Isle of Wight, where the
Silver Wattle grows to a good size in the open
air, and is a success except when a severe frost

comes and cuts it down to the ground. But
although the stem .succumbs, the roots escape,

and from these numerous new shoots spring up,

so that if favoured by a succession of mild win-
ters a grove of saplings is sooir formed where the
original one stood.

In Cannes the Silver Wattle is perfectly at

home, the soil there apparently being excep-
tionally favourable to tliis tree. At Nice and
several otlier towns on the Riviera the tree

refuses to gi'ow, and this behaviour is accounted
for by the difl'erence in the soils, that at Cannes
being a micaceous schist, whilst in Nice, &c.

,

lime is present, and, as is the case with many
other hard-wooded plants from Australia, lime
is distasteful to the Acacia. According to Al-
phonse Carr, a line 1 y.ird wide may be drawn
between Nice and Cannes to mark the boundary
of the Acacia.

• Drawn for The Garden by Gertrude Hamilton,
from flowers sent by the Hon. P. Glyn, Kook's-uest,
Godstone, Fob. 20, 1892. Lithographed and printed
by Goillaame Severeyus.

In Australia A. deall)ata grows in swamps,

where in favoured situations it attains a lieight

of 150 feet. Its bark is imported into England

along with the bark of other species of Acacia

for use in tanning .skin.s, and it is one of the

plants which furni.sh g\nn arable. In Tiii". (jAI!-

i>EN for 1885 (p. 541) a plate will be found re-

presenting two other handsome garden Acacias,

viz , A. leprosa and \. lineata, and accom])any-

ing it is a descriptive account of some of the

best of the species known in England. These

are A. armata, A. Drummondi, A. grandis, A.

lineata, A. leprosa, A. longifolia, A. platyptera,

A. Riceana, A. verticillata, and A. dealbata.

Many more handsome species could be added

to this list from the Kew collection—an excep-

tionally rich one—but they are not in general

cultivation. Acacias are a great deal more

serviceable in the garden than many jjeople

are aware of. They may be used for draping

pillars, covering walls, training against roofs, or

as specimen bushes, and they are really excel-

lent for any of these purpo.ses. They like

jilenty of moisture during summer, all the sun-

light po.ssible, a peaty sandy soil, and to be kept

clean. They will bear any amount of pr\ining ;

indeed, they grow scraggy and unsightly if not

[iruned in well every year immediately after

flowering. W. W.

Flower Garden.

THE GLADIOLUS.

It was with a certain amount of grim satisfac-

tion that I read "J. C. C.'s" sorrowful plaint

over his losses in (Jladioli. This was occa-

sioned not by what Montesquieu cynically calls

the pleasure of seeing other people's troubles,

but because a few years ago he was in the

habit of writing in a somewhat superior strain

about the matter, and I remember once, after

describing a visit to Mr. Kelway's, where

everything was couleur do rose, that this credu-

lity about losses was the more evident. He
thought that when we complained of losses it

was all our own fault, and that if we would

only have a little care, we might avoid tliem.

It was, of course, of no use to say that every

amateur grower whom I had known had, by

continuous losses, been obliged to give them

up, as he found it was of very little use to be

buying in bulbs which he lost by some means

or other, and "J. C. C." now finds himself un-

kind with those who have found that it is a

hard fight. After many years'—more years than

any amateur in England—acquaintance with

the bulb, I have arrived at some conclusions

which I think to be sound, but which must be

taken for what they are worth.

In the first place, I am convinced that a light

soil is about the worst that Gladioli can have,

and that a good unctuous loam is what suits

them to perfection. Of course they can and do

accommodate themselves to various soils, but

this is the soil they prefer ; and wherever

Roses and Strawberries are at home, there the

Gladiolus will be at home also. It used to be

thought diflerently, and I was one of those who
believed and acted on it, but I am sure now
that soil such as Mr. I5urrell possesses at

Cambridge or Mr. Lindsell at Hitchin is the

soil in which they rejoice. In the second

place, they will not stand being grown on the

same piece of ground year after year. People

will say, "Of course not; nothing will;"

but I have seen in our cottage gardens large

crops of Potatoes taken oU' land that has

been for thirty years or more bearing the

same crop, and, strange to say, not a bit more

subject to dise.ise than ni gardens where the rota-

tion or change-of-crop system has been adopted.

A relative of mine whose garden was small grew
Gladioli well for .some years, but ultimately

ho too failed, from, I believe, this very cause.

I am myself compelled to do much the same,

and attribute some of my losses to this, for I

think the (Jladiolus is specially susce[)tible to

this kind of treatment. I have this year adopted
the plan of taking out a (luantity of the soil

and putting some fresh loam in its place, and
am curious to .see the results. I believe one
great secret in tlie success of large growers like

Mr. Kelway is that they have ample opportuni-

ties for this change, and my old friend Souchet
used to allow the piece of grotnid where he was
going to plant to lie fallow the year before.

The fact has boon generally admitted which
"J. C. C." has found out that great losses which
cannot altogether be accounted for do occur

amongst the bulbs. Some say it is degenera-

tion, some exhaustion, and otliers disease, and
I do n(.it think it very much matters to what we
ascribe it, as there .seems to lie neither prevention

nor cure. The course of propagation is, as

some .seem to be ignorant of, that each year the

old corm dies and a new one is formed on and
above it, while a number of small bulbs, difl'er-

ing in their quantity according to the variety,

are formed around the Vjase. Now this new
corm is taken oil' the old one it is grown on, a

condition which would not be the casein its natu-

ral habitat. I should imagine that very probably

the old corm dies out altogether, and some of

the new bulblets take its place. Be this as it

may, I am persuaded that the only way to keep
up a collection is by growing on the spawn, as

it is called, after a corm has been manipulated
for five or six years. The record with most of

u.s is that in some way or other it perislios, but the

spawn of the same variety, yea of the same
bulb, will give flowers as good as ever. Of all

the varieties that M. Soucliet has sent out dur-

ing the last forty years or more—ever since, in

fact, he began to do so—not one has been with-

drawn from cultivation, and all can be ob-

tained from any of the French houses who deal

in these bulbs ; hence I am convinced that

what we want is to grow the spawn on, and
thus make ourselves independent of the loss of

the old corms and of any losses amongst them.

The spawn vary very much in size, and con-

sequently in the length of time we have to wait

until they flower. I have known some to flower

the first year, many do so in the second, and
the majority will do so in the third. When
they reach the second year without flowering,

many of them will be about the size of a Wal-
nut, and from these very fine spikes are often

produced. The French say these form the best

spikes, but then I do not think that they take

anything like the p.ains we do in this country

with their bulbs ; an:l, as with Hyacinths, I

have seen great surprise expressed at the

grandeur of the flowers exhibited by our prin-

cipal growers.

But to me the most amusing part of

"J. C. C.'s" contribution is that wherein, as

if in palliation of his own losses, he alludes

to an amateur in the west of England, who
has taken the principal prizes at the exhibitions

held there for the last three or four years, who
has experienced such heavy lo.sses in his bulb.s,

that he has been obliged, in order to replace

them, to send to France for a fresh supply.

As I know these exhibitions pretty well,

as I am always present at the princijial one

(that held at Taunton), I know that there is but

one person to whom this description can ajjply

—Mr. W. Herbert Fowler, of Claremont, near

Taunton. I do not know from what source
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"J. C. C." has obtained his information. Mr.

Fowler is a most successful grower of this

flower, as he is of moat things that he under-

takes. I saw his garden last year when his

plants were in full vigour, and possessing, as

he does, an admirable soil and situation, his

beds were a sight that anyone might well envy ;

and in a letter which I had from him the

other day he tells me that he had planted

his bulbs in fine condition, and that his losses

have not amounted to 1 per cent. As to his

obtaining bulbs from France, I can only say

this, that as I have obtained them for him
each year, what he had were not old varieties

to replace his losses, but new varieties, of

which we shall hear more by-and-by ; so this

airy dream may be dismissed with a smile. I

ought not to find fault with the blunders of

"J. C. C." ; he made a similar misstatement

with regard to Mr. Fowler's losses some three

years ago in Tea Roses, and I alluded to this

in a communication in which I expressed my
surprise, a.s I thought the locality one espe-

cially adapted for Tea Roses. This brought

me a letter from him, in which he stated that

it was quite incorrect. This instituted a corre-

spondence, in the course of which he asked

me to come and see for myself. This I did,

and it led to a friendship which I very much
prize, and which I hope will long continue. It

was, perhaps, natural enough for anyone hear-

ing that he had obtained bulbs from France to

connect that with supposed losses -another in-

stance of the danger of drawing conclusions

from insuflicient evidence.

I am inclined to think that it is better to

have a dry season after planting than a wet

one. It is better for most bulbous-rooted

plants that they should not have too much
wet until they have emitted roots and before

they begin to send out their flowering stems. It

is a mistake to suppose that the French growers

are independent of weather. No doubt the soil

and climate of Fontainebleau are favourable to

the growth of these bulbs, but they too have

exceptional seasons, and I shall be curious to

see what the eflect of this season will be on

them, for we hear that there lias not been

such a dry spring in Paris for 150 years, and

that neither in April nor May had half an inch

of rain fallen, and Fontainebleau is not very far

from Paris.

Of course it is a matter of regret to have to

write anything discouraging concerning plant

so beautiful and \iseful as the Gladioli, but,

on the other hand, the great reduction in their

price enables a grower for a few shillings to

recover his losses ; while if he chooses to raise

seedlings, he is pretty sure to get something

that will please him. Delta.

Chrysogonum virglnianum. — One hears

good accounts of this, and sees it doing well

wherever it has been given a proper place in a

deep seam of gooil loam. Than this much-branching

and five-months'.flovvering plant, of but 15 inches

or 18 ii.ches stature, nothing could be better where

a piece of orange-yellow is in request. The flowei s

or heads are small and star-shaped, and otherwise

the plant is distinct, not to say singular. —W.

Anemone alpina The yellow form known as

sulphurea may have the more numerous admirers,

but a bold plant of this, the white type, is a

glorious thing in Slay and farly June. I daresay

it is because it flowers earlier than the yellow,

and so escapes the notice of the chief visitors to

the alpine meadows of Switzerland, that it is not

so much grown and appreciated at home as it is

justly entitled to be. The monster big cup-like

flowers, half filled with golden anthers, wave

majestically over the very ample feathery foliage.

But to have this as well as the yellow kind at

their best they require rich deep soil and plenty

of patience, for they go on improving for quite

seven or eight years, so that you can form
no idea from young plants of what a show
the species is capable of producing. I be-

lieve J am right in stating that well-cultivated
plants are finer thin wild ones in their native

homes. A peculiarity abjut the transplanting of

this .'pecies is that you not only do not gain time
by setting big roots, but that such often refuse to

grow, and larely attain the vigour of young seed-

lings whose roots at planting time may be a'l fibre,

i.e., not have reached the state of a woody root-

stock.—J. W.
Bamondia pyrenaica.—It would appear that

this is a very variable plant. In looking closely

over a lot of wildings I find great diversity in the

foliage as to shape, texture and veins or wrinkles.

These of themselves might not have meant much,
but the plants, one after another, send out flowers,

and the variableness of the species is further con-

firmed. Some flowers are quite white, and there are

intermediate shades from white to lavender. I dare-

say the blue tint may be weak, owing to the plants

generally called, also does fairly well. The above
with Cioussi, platypetala fl.-pl., are the kinds we
grow. They are planted on an east border, fairly

shaded, and I keep them mulched with cocoa-nut

fibre refuse. It is a pity they do not succeed
generally. I know a nursery where all the kinds

grow freely planted between the rows of young
Apple trees. The foliage of the trees affords a nice

natural shade throughout the summer months.

—

A. Y.

AUBRIETIAS.
The purple Rock Cress in its numerous varie-

ties forms a very charming and valuable group
of trailing rock plants. It is a native of the
high mountains of Southern Europe, and per-

fectly hardy even in the most severe winters.

A plant so accommodating and yet so beautiful

is naturally popular, and few rockeries are

without their selection of the varieties of Au-
brietia deltoidea. These varieties were of

different shades of purple until the advent of

A. d. Leichtlini, named in honour of Herr
Max Leichtlin, who has done so much for plants

Aubrietia purpurea.

having been moved when the flowers were ready to

push, and possibly those that now appear white
may not be such when in full vigour. Still there

is evidence that in a wild state the species is

very variable. It has been proved that in some
gardens nothing less than very special require-

ments in the way of shade, position and moisture
will satisfy this plant, whilst in other gardens it

may le set and will prosper with the most
ordinary treatment ; so that it is not on'y a
question of what its special requirements m-iy be,

but also of the conditions of the garden intended
as its liome. Is it not so with a great number of

reputed fickle alpines ?—J. W.
The double white and other Primrcsei'.

—I can heartily agree with the high praise which
both " D. T. F." and "J. C. B." bestow upon this

grand old Primrose. It is the freest grower of all,

and as far as our plants are concerned thev even
outvie the old single yellow in this respect. During
the past spring our plants were literally smothered
with the pretty white rosettes. The double yellow,

as stated by " D. T. F.," is our next strongest

grower, but does not blonm so freely, the double-

purple being better in this respect. The yellow I

received for Cloth of Gold, but whether it is the

true old form I cannot say, but I fancy not.

Crimson Velvet, or the old double crimson as it is

in general and Aubrietias in particular. The
indomitable courage and perseverance of Max
Leichtlin will be apparent when our readers

learn that he has set himself the task of producing

a red Aubrietia, and between that and A. Hen-
dersoni, his starting point, A. Leichtlini is cer-

tainly more than half way. It has taken twenty
years hybridising and selection to produce A.
Leichtlini, and it is well worth the time and
trouble, as no prettier or more elegant trailing

rock plant has yet been seen in English gar-

dens. A. Hendersoni or Campbelli was the

best variety until Max Leichtlin introduced

violacea, a handsome variety of a varying

purple-violet shade. The next step was Leiclit-

lini rosea, and finally Leichtlini. We are anx-

iously awaiting further developments, and hope
soon to see a real red. One of the earliest to

bloom is A. grieca, with pale purple flowers and
a dense close habit, followed closely by A.

taurica and A. Pinardi, a form with glaucous

leaves and lilac-purple flowers. A. Bougain-

villea, with light violet-purple flowers and a

dense habit of growth, is a very useful rock

plant, and one that is often found on rockeries.

A. Eyrei, A. purpurea, A. columnea, A. hesperidi-
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folia, Mooreana and a host of otlier forms all

present some feature of interest to the lover

of these charming alpines. Tliey are amongst

the lirst (lowers to greet us in early spring in

tlie rock garden, and they are prominent even

now. Iv.

NOTES ON HAKDY PLANTS.

Aster alpinus ruber. —The name of this may
nut sonml ti>m[ilin':r, rather suggesting perhaps an

approach to the objectionalile magenta, but when
the llowers are seen the sliaile is a most pleasing

one. It rai^ht be described perhaps as satiny

bright rose—at least, this description of colour

applies to plants here. I have raised it from seed,

and tliougii the species is known to be a very vari-

able one, my seedlings have come fairly true. The
object of this note is to strongly urge the merits

of a [ilant whose name may in a measure mislead.

It is not merely a good alpine, but a truly exquisite

flower.

Dianthus neglectus. My mind is more than

ever made up as to the us> le<sness of trying to

keep strictly to the type, if indeed we have one

type better delined and authorised than others

that have also lieen described. One may raise this

plant from seed, and though the chief botanical

features may be present in most, or perhaps all,

there is a wide variation in colour, stature, and
habit. Fortunately, however, one cannot go wrong
with this beautiful alpine, as all the forms are

good.

Inula glandiilosa.— I never had this in better

form than at present. Where this is well grown it

is one of the grandest flowers for outdoor cultiva-

tion. Here again, however, we are bothered with
varieties. In my view I. Ilookeri is far behind

the older type. The older plant is sturdier,

dwarfer, has bigger heads, and deeper old gold-

coloured florets. The reason of many of the heads
or buds going blind is largely due to the m-ggot.
This should be hunted for scrupulously at the

earlier period of the formation of the buds. An-
other cause of blindness maybe traced to a very

hot dav', when the plant, which is peculiar for its

very free evaporation of moisture, very soon shows
distress, and when once the buds are severely

stricken with drought the stems may come all

right again, but the flowers do not come forward.

I always give special instructions for this species

to be abundantly watered, though the rule with me
is never to water old-established plants.

Saxifraga La Ga Dauphane (llaw).—This
is rather a pretty miniature form of the Aixoon
section. The habit of the plant, with its very

.symmetrical and silvery rosettes, is always pleas-

ing, and the con^titution of the plant is faultless.

Just now it is in bloom ; the ruJdy stems are only

H inches high ; the four or six flowers on each stem
are creamy white, thick and wax-like and large

for so suiall a plant. A more distinct feature is

that the globular buds are prettily pink-tinted,

which, toge her with the red stems and silvery set-

ting, makes the plant attractive and even showy
among allied sorts.

Pr inula suffrutescens.—When the oliler

foliage of last year has mostly gone bl.ack and crisp

and the stems become ripe and almo-t woody, there
ought to be a complete set of new and brigirt green
foliage, say, in May or June. This will be the case
if the plants are healthy. If the object is more to

s (: the plant in its nttural form, i.e., with woody
forki'ig stems %vith tufts of fresh foliage on the
points, and also the sooner to have flowers, leave

the plant alone ; but it you wish to grow the plants

vigorou.sly and first make them into good-.sized

specimens, at once earth up the riper portions of

the stems with some loam, peat and grit. Into this

rew soil stem roots soon push and the plant goes
on and makes another growth before winter. This
little tree-like Primula likes deep loam of a free

texture and full exposure to sunshine. It makes
an enormous amount of long stringy roots, which,
unlike those of some other aperies, do not die in

rotalii>n every two years, but keeji alive and active

for at least live years to my certain knowdedge.

Galax aphylla is splendid ihissiunuier. I' is

oiu! of those \ery hardy and distinctly beautiful

plants which strikes the most cursory observer.

It is showy the whole year round, but when its

bright red brown leaves of leather-like subst.-in.'e

have their rich colours heightei.e I by the straight

s|iikes of white flowers lasting for many weeks,

the plant is indeed iharming if but of humble
stature. 'I'o let this uncommon plant h ive a moist

position and t he handfid of sponge-like peat, affords

an instan('e of the ample returns which some (ilants

give us for ,0 little thoughtful care. With Ihese

si nifilc helps the plant does well here in the ordinary

soil of the place. I have seen it well done in

boggy beds of peat amply )u-epared, but it is some-
times useful to know the minimum amount of care

with which rpiesti"nable plants may be success-

fidly cultiv.ated, or at least the readier modes of

treatment that will answer for them generally.

M'oMh-illc, Kirlsttill. J. Wood.

HERBACEOUS P.EONIES.

Of hardy flowers in the open ground at the present

time, there are none so beauiiful as herbaceous

P;eonie3. Among the flowers will be found every

conceivable shade of crimson, purple, lake, cerise,

carmine, together with the equally beautiful and
more delicate shades of rose, pink, blush, flesh and
satin-rose. And then there are those with sulphur

tints as well as those of pure an I spotless white-

ness. Fine massive white varielies exist too, as in

the case of festiva maxima, having some of the

inner fetals occasionally margined and someiimes

flaked with carmine. This is so good and distinct

that no collection is complete without it, and one

that everyone who sees it requires ; consequently,

though among the older kinds, it is still among
those highest priced. Independently of the dis-

tinctive shades of colour above named, many va-

rieiies combine two or more shades. Another vcr-y

pleasing feature to be found in many kinds is

their fragrance, in no case overpowering, thus

adding an additional charm to a group of plants

which in their day are without an equal in the

hardy flower garden. But with all their beauty, it

can hardly be said that Pieonies have had eitlier

the pipularity or the general cultivation to which.

I feel sure, they are justly entitled, for it is raiely

one meets with a good collection in piivale gar-

dens. This may to some extent be accmnted for,

owing to the length of time the plants take

i to grow into size after planting. This varies

from three to five years, .according to the size of

the plants themselves. This fact, again, may in

not a few instances prevent their being planted in

the open beds in the first instance, which is by

far the b'st place for them; and consequently

they are for the time being grown in the reserve

ground till sufficiently large to occupy permanent
beds. This, however, is a mistake and involves re-

planting them, wdiich means the loss of one

year more. Frequently I have seen them in .shrub-

beries wilh scores of thin flowerless growths in

thera, cau-irg annual disappointment to their

owners. The worst place for Pa;onies is the

shrubbery, parlicul\rly where the plant.ation

does not receive due care and is backed by

trees of larger size. Paionics, to do thera ji-,stice,

delight in, indeed must have, the richest of soils,

and in all cases where possible be supplied with

abundant moisture in summer. Avoid Uioving

them when once well planted, fi'r they will go on

.tear after year rooting I'eeper and de-per and in-

creasing the number cf their rich and beauii'ul

flowers annually. I.et them in all ca.ses occupy
their permanent quarters where first planted, and
if this should happen to I'e in a conspicuous spot

on the lawn, there arc [ilenty of thinerstocarpetthe

ground and flower freely enough till thePaionies are

deemed sufficiently large in themselves. Tufed
Pansies are excellent for this purpo-e, and while

' delighting in the good soil at disposal, seem thank-

fid for the partial shade from the PRRonies and are

benefited by the moisture applied to thess plants.

And if the eye tires of Pansies. these may give

place lo tuberous Begonias, Mignonett<', A'4eratums,

Heliotropes or such things as are not deep rooted

and are easily pilante 1 .-incl removed. Those who
require di-tinct kinds would do well to select them
now they are in flower. E. J.

SeedUng: tufted Pansies.—Dr. C. Stuart, of

Cbirnside, N.B , sent me a few days ago a bunch
of llowers of what he terms his Violetta strain of

seedling tufted Pansii^s. Some arc deep bright

violet, others of lovely shades of delicate mauve,
various shades of yellow, deep to pale, blu-h,

creamy, and pure white, all of excellent form and
substance, and aU possessing this peculiarity, that

they arc perfe('tly self-coloured—that is, all the

markings and lines u-ually seen round the eye

have disappeared.—K, D.

Drummon'l's Everlasting Pea under
glass.—Anyone having the w^U of a conservatory

to furnish might do worse than plant this Pea. Na-
tunilly it comes into bhiom at the beginning of

June, and under glass without aitificial heat it will

commence to sliow flowers from six weeks to two
months earlier. When in full bloom this Pea has

a very taking appearance, the colour being so un-

like anything grown un<ler glass at that time of

year. I can only liken it in this respect to some of

tlio-e pretty little greeidiouse clind)ers, the Ken-
nedyas. I discovered its worth for this purpose

cjuite accidenta ly. I happened to have a pot of

seedlings too small to go into the open last sum-
mer, and this spring I ]jut them into a large pot

and placed it against the wall of a light lean-to

house that was occasionally heated. For the last

two months it has been quite a picture, and is but

now going over. In the open this Pea is fine in

bright weather, but a few days' rain tarnishes the

flowers, which, of course, cannot happen under

glass. I do not know h' w this Pea would stand

forcing, to bloom, say, early in March, but I should

think it would bear much more warmth than I

have given it.—J. C, lli/Jfirt.

The great scarlet Poppies at Batsford.—
Lately we had the pleasure of seeing at Batsford

Park an interesting example of the fine effect of

the great scarlet Poppies in the wild garden. They
occurred in large groups among the more vigorous

plants seen from the very picturesque rock garden

there. Words can give little idea of their brilliant

effect, which is as good near as at a distance, the

splendid scarlet flowers, in groups, telling well

as far as one can see them. Tnere being a wind-

ing valley of rocks, backed up by strong herbaceous

vegetation and shrubs, the variety of surface is so

great that one sees these great Poppies at various

angles, thus increasing their beauty. At Batsford,

owing to sepai-ate groups of the two kinds being

planted in different places, one can see the two
kinds are distinct enough to be paiticular about

what we do with them, the splendid orange-scarlet

(P. orientale) being quite distinct in its eflfect

from the larger and more pur|ilish red (P. brac-

teatumy This is another proof that differences

which in botany may appear slight are often of

much importance in a garden. All the Poppies

here have been raised from seed— proof that it is

easy enough to increase them if we cannot easily

getroots." For association with the moi-e vigorous

perennials flowering in early summer, such as

Lupines, Columbine, &c., there is nothing so fine.

It is best to keep the two kinds as distinct and
true as we can ; hybrids between them and varie-

ties are not wanted. Nothing can surpass the fine

colour of the true wild forms.

—

Ficli/.

Dianthus alpinus.—Wiicn all things are con-

sidered, this lovely alpine Pink is to my mind one of

the be-t. In the first place it is more easily man-
aged than some other of the very dwaif kinds, for

example, D. neglectus or D. Fischeri. Seeds

in good seasons arc fairly plentiful, and though

there is some variation in the seedlings, there is

always the possibility of a superior form being

added to the not very long list of this dwarf sec-

tion. The glossy green tufts of which it is com-
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posfid render it quite distinct from any other. Ttie

flowers are well formed, of a deep rose, and spotted

with crimson. When in good condition it rarely

grows more than 4 inches high, but the flowers are

as large as a florin. It is not very particular as

to soil or situation, and though usually seen as a

rock plant, I have never seen ilin so good condition

as when growing on the level ground. Some years

ago I planted a batch of between 200 .nnd 300 seed-

li^gs of thi-i lovely alpine Pink, and the rapidity of

their gi-owth under these conditions surpiised me.

This in some measure proves that a rockery is by

no means an essential part of its existence
;
indeed,

I think lack of moisture on many so-called rockeries

is the primary cause of failure with tliis jilant.

Where it is growing on the level ground this ex-

treme dryness can hardly occur, and the only points

to be aimed at are very firm planting and a position

fairly well e.xposed. Apart from rai-ing seedlings,

any good form may be increased by cuttings torn

oft with a slight heel and inserted in moist sandy

soil in a cold frame shaded from the sun.—E. J.

commodate themselves to nearly anything as a
summer-rooting me'lium than to anything in the

manner of a practicd and reliable mode of culture

for general acceptance. I am a lieliever in both
living ani dead Sph-gnum Moss when mixed judi-

ciously with the soil for many species, but live

Sphagnum, pure and simple, as a rooting medium
would not only leave our plants in the lurch in

winter, but in summer need more care in wateiing

to keep it fre>h ttian the alpine plants would them-
.selves require if grown in a more normal fashion.

—J. Wood, WoodcilU', Kirkstall.

Stove and Greenhouse.

Eng'ish rersns Spanisli Iris.— In reference

to what is so well said at p. 512 on these plants, I

should like to add that in my own experience I.

xiphioides likes a deep and most soil, even a bog

rather than a hot and dry sunny border ; whereas

I. Xiphion, on the other hand, soon dies out excppt

in the hottest and driest borders. They are for-

tunately both cheap enoa^ih to be grown by the

thousand, but another charm is this, of their enjoy-

in» such diverse conditions, the one so opposite to

the other.- F. W. B.

Why " Windflowfrs ?
"—Mr. Dod in his note

on p .'J42 apiiears (as Dr. Johnson says at the end

of " Rasselas ") to have " arrived at a conclusion in

which nothing is concluded " concerning the appli-

cation of the name to the flower. It is hardly

plausible to suppose that anything relating to the

ripe seeds (which do not come under observation

for some good while after the flower has disappeared)

gave rise to the name which applies to the flower

I am quite contented to believe that the circum-

stance of the plant coming into bloom at the time

of the spring equinoctial gales very sufliciently

accounts for its Greek name of " Anemone " or
" WindBower ;" and this would quite accord with

Pliny's explanation th^t " it opens when the wind
blows "—not every wind, of course, but the wind
which occurs at the time when the flowers usually

open, that is, the wind of the March equinoctial

gales. Carpets of the Anemone coming into bloom
and the stormy March gales are two things tliat

would be almost certain to be noted by the ancient

Greeks as recurring together every year.—W. M.

Growing: alpine plants in Sphagnum Moss'
—I was pleased to rend the veiy practical and
sensible remarks of Mr. Meyer (p. 55:5) on this sub-

.iect. It may be that an all-year-round experiment of

growing alpines in Moss nt Geneva may have been
found to be satisfactory, but do we require to

raanufaclure vapour clouds in England .' It is quite

clear that the modes of treatment of plants needful

in sunny Switzerland are not fitting for us, even

when they are less extreme than is the case with

Moss in pjlace of soil and grit. As a rule, damp both

in the air and ground is our chief cause of failure,

at least in winter. Why then intensify the damp-
ness- If you grow the alpines in Moss in summer,
I opine you may not safely transpose them in the

teeth of winter, and if you do not, what will happen
to them and to the Moss when uncovered by snow?
Both plants and Moss are frosted by night and sun-

scorched by day. Our trying winters must be taken

fully into account in dealing with any hardy style

of treatment. Where Moss-grown plants can be

made a success, by all means let the plan be fol-

lowed, but if the doctrine is based on experiments

made under conditions so very opposite to those of

this climate it may sometimes lead to other than

the results expected. I have heard of some trials

of the Moss treatment, and the results have been
simply ridiculous, and where a faint sign of success

showed at one period of I he year, it would seem to

point more to the fact that some plants can ac-

TREE CARNATIONS.

Will you kindly inform me how Tree Carnations

should be treated at this time of the year? I have
several, but I do not understand whether I should

take cuttings from those that have finished flower-

ing or what I should do. I had three plants of

Miss Joliffe; they were grand plants, but somehow
have quite broken down, and I have only had about
three flowers from them. Should I take cuttings

from these ?—G. Thomson.

*if* The best time for propagating i? early in

the year, say February ; at that time there will be

found some short side shoots, which should be

taken oPE close to the stem. Loam, peat, and sand

in equal parts is a goad compost to strike the cut-

tings in, and the pots should have plenty of drain-

age. The best position for rooting the cuttings is

wliPre there is a moderate bottom-heat and a cool

surface. A well-made hotbed will do well. It is

most important to keep the cuttings from getting

withereci ; therefore they should be taken off and
put into a close frame with as little delay as pos-

sible. I find the cuttings succeed best when kept

fairly moist. Well water them when first put into

the frame, and then sprinkle them every morning.

What is called damping is the greatest trouble in

the propagation of Carnations. This is caused by
a fine thread-like fungus, which when once it

makes its appearance spreids very rapidly. Car-

nations being rather slow to form roots require to

be kept close longer than most subjects, and conse-

quently are more liable to be affected. It is gene-

rally supposed that too much wet causes the mis-

chief, yet I have found that the opposite is the

cpaise ; once let the cuttings get too dry, and after

they ate watered it will be sure to make its ap-

pearance. The best way to avoid it is to water

re.gularly and leave the frame open for a short

time every morning. It takes from two to three

weeks f^r the cuttings to get well rooted. As soon

as they have started they should be gradually ex-

posed, and removed from the frame as soon as

sufliciently rooted. After standing out in an airy,

light position for about a week they will be ready

for potting off into 3-inch pots, after which they

require to be kept close for a few days until they

are re-established, when they should have plenty of

air. A heated pit or an intermediate house where
they can be kept near the glass and have plenty of

air will be a good position for the young plants.

They should be ready for potting on into 5inch
pots early in May. The compost for potting should

consist largely of good fibrous loam, some well-

rotted leaf-mould, and a little good manure ; sand
should be added it the loam is heavy. The pots

should be quite clean and well drained. The
plants should be potted moderately firm, and
should remain under glass until about the middle
of June ; they will then be better out in the open,

or in a pit off which the lights can be taken.

During the time they are outside they re-

quire regular attention to watering, &c., and may
be syringed frequently with soot-water, which will

help to keep them free from insects and strengthen

them as well. Within the last few ycai-s the Car-

nations have been very much infested with a small

white maggot which eats its way down the stem
and eventually kills the plants. The soot water

will go a great way towards keeping off the fly

which breeds these maggots, but the only way to

get lirl of the maggot where it has started is t)

cut away the plant until it is found and destroy it.

The plants may remain outside until about the

beginning of September. During the winter they

succeed best in a house where they are well exposed

to the light, and get as much sun as possible. Green
fly is often troublesome, and where it is possible

the house should be well fumigated on its firs^.

appearance. In cases where only a few plants are

grown they may be kept clean by using tobacco

powder. A slight dusting over occasionally will

keep them clean.

AlthouLdi I prefer young plants for winter flower-

ing, the same plants will bloom well for several

seasons if prop"rly treated. After the plants have

done blooming iu spring all the flower-stems shoul 1

he cut away, and any side shoots stopped back.

The plants fhould have new sticks ; those with

several shoots should have a separate stick for each

main slmot. The old plants may be placed out of

doors earlier than the young ones, and after they

have been stopped and begin to start into growth

they should be repotted, using pots according to

the size of the plants, but always avoiding over-

potting. In some instances they may have a portion

of the old soil rubbed off and be potted back into

the same sized pots again.

The most essential points towards success with

Tree Carnations are to keep the plants free from

insects, to avoid excess of moisture or drought at

the roots, and during the winter to give them
plenty of light and air and avoid a high tempera-

ture. The time of flowering can be regulated by

stopping the plants at intervals, or by having suc-

cessive batches of young plants coming- on, but

they cannot be forced. Light and sunshine only

will bring them into bloom. F. H.

Japanese Maples in the conservatory.—

I

quite agree with the remarks of " H. P." (p. 54$)

concerning these. For some few years past I have

grown a goodly number of kinds in pots for em-

bellishing the conservatory, and they are always

greatly admired for their elegant and finely cut

foliage and brilliant colours, which under glass

come out surprisingly well. It is certainly sur-

prising that more has not been hitherto made by

decorators of the Japanese Maples for grouping

and general decoration as well as by exhibitors for

mixing in their groups. As stated by " H. P.,"

simple protection is all that is necessary, or, for

the matter of that, they are perfectly hardy, but

when grown in pots under glass for the purpose

indicated, the colours are more pleasing. Our

plants remain in the conservatory throughout the

summer, and in the winter the pots are plunged to

the rims in a cool glass plant protector. Except

for the application of water, the attention required

is practically nil.—A. YouNG.

Calla Elliottiana.—A sale of unusual interest

took place on June 17 at the rooms of Messrs.

Protheroe and Morris, when the entire stock of tl e

new golden-flowered Calla Elliottiana was offered

for sale, and the prices realised were suflicient to

show that a plant of sterling merit is always ap-

preciateil. The first lot—a good flowering plant-

sold for 10 guineas, and the five following, each

consisting o^ a single plant, reali-ed 17, 10, '.\ 8

and G guineas respectively. Smaller plants (two in

a lot) realised from £2 5s. to £5 per lot ; four

plants varied from £4 4s. to £.5 15s. 6d., and six

plants sold for prices ranging from £4 4s. to £0 6s.

Most of the plants, with the exception of the first

few lots, were but small, many having mly a

couple of leaves, so that in their case it will be ne-

cessary to wait some time before they flower. The

entire stock, consisting of 243 plants, realised over

£400.—H. P.

Crinodendron Hookeri.—Under the above

name this Chilian shrub was figured in The Gak-
DEN, November 27, 1880, but last year it was illus-

trated in the Botanical Ifar/azine as Tricuspidaria

dependens. By whatever title it may be known,

this shrub certainly merits extended cultivation, as

in fiower it is very beautifid ; but, like many other
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I
lants from the same rcginn, it cannot always be

(lepeiiiled npnn ti fl nir;sh, tlini^h it will yome-

times ilirive without, any part iciihir care or atten-

tion. It forms a soiiiewhil irrci;iilar growing
b-.ish, cl itheil witli dark jjreon hmceolate leaves i

inches or tlierea'iouts in leni^lli, wliile the flowcr.'s,

which are in sha|ie a iiood deal like those of Cle-

matis coccinea, but larger, are of a bright crimson

colour. A peculiar filature in connection with this

Crinoilendron is that the llowc'r-luids arc formed

one Tear and expand tliu next, usually about Way
orJiMie. It succet'ds best in a mixture of loam,

sand and peat, this latter ])redominating, while a

cool, fairly moist atmosphere suits it best, as in-

deed it docs many otlier ji'ants frora the same
region, such as the Lap.ageiii, Mitraria coccinea,

Philesia buxifolia, Desfoniainea spino.sa and
Otiiers. This shrub Hrst llowercd in 1880.—H. P.

BL.\NDFOKni.\S IN BLOOM.

Given ordinary greenhouse treatment, the Bland-
fordias as a rule flower during the month of June
or thereabouts, and very beaut ful and distinct

they are when in that stage. Through the whole
of them there runs a strong family likeness, for

they produce a tuft of narrow Grass-like leaves,

frora the centre of which the flower -stem is

pushed up to a height of I foot or more. The
blooms, which are borne on the upper part of the
stem, are narrowly bell-shaped, waxdike in tex-

ture, and for the most part marked with varying
proportions of red and yellow. They are very
seldom seen, but that not from any difficulty in

their culture, for, given much the same treatment
as a Pelargonium, except that they require to be
shaded du'ing the summer months, the different

Blandfordias will do well. A compost consisting
of equal parts of loam and peat, with a liberal

amount of silver sand, will suit them perfectly,

and the best time at which to repot them is as
soon after flowering as possible. This operation
must be carefully carried out, as the roots are few
in number and of a brittle succulent nature, so
thaf even a slight injury will often cause the loss

of the entire root, which can ill be spared. Tho-
rougli drainage must be insured, for though the
Blandfordias require plenty of water when grow-
ing, stagnant moisture is very injurious to them.
During the winter just sufiicient should be given
to keep the soil fairly moist, but as the spring ad-
vances they may be treated more liberally in this
respect.

A cool moist situation suits them best in the
summer, and with such surroundings the flowers
remain in beauty a good deal longer than they will

where it is at all hot and dry. The Blandfordias
can be increased by division and also by seed, but
working up a quantity is a slow process, and that
is most probably the reason so few of our nurserv-
men keep them in stock. B. flammea and B.
Cunninghami produce the largest blossoms, but by
far the quickest growing and most free-flowering is

E. nobilis. The roots of this are more fibrous than
those of the preceding, and therefore recover more
quickly from a check of any kind. If potted on when
required, this species will form quite a mass of
foliage, and when bristling with flower-spikes it is

sure to be much admired. The Blandfordias are
all natives of Australia, from whence B. nobilis
was introduced as long ago as 18U3, but nil the
others are more recent discoveries. It. r.

strong lens. There are probably several in each
gall. The only way of destroy ing these miles that

I am aware of is to gather the leaves and destroy
them. Where the mites pass the winter is uncer-

tain, but it is luolnble tliat they abandon the
leaves before the autumn, and either liiHernaie

near the buds or lay their eggs there. The gall

mites attack v;irio\is trees an i plants. Maples and
I,imps may often bo f'oun 1 witli these galls on the

leaves. The taugli'd masses of shoots in liircb

trees known as Witches' liroiuns are the work of

one of the gall mites, and Black Currant buslips

are often attacked by one of these mites, which
fee 1 in tlio buds, whic'i sw<-ll and become .'ilnuist

globular, but never open. Nut bushes also sull'er in

the same manner.

—

G. S. S.

THE WEEK'S WORK.

Growths on Sycamore leaves.— Would
" G. S. !S." kindly say whether the very curious, red,
papillose growths on the upper surface of enclosed
Sycamore leaves are attributable to the agency of
insects ; and if not, how are they to be accounted
for otherwise .'—W. M.

*,f* The little galls on your Sycamore leaves are
formed by one of the gall mites (Phytoptus acris).
They are by no means uncommon, and will not
injure the trees unless they are present in very
large numbers. The mites are very small whitish
creatures, and cannot be seen without the aid of a

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Tomatoes under gl.\ss.—It is now a busy time
among Tomatoes under glass. All side hteral
growth should be rubbed out as soon as perceived,

as the mam stems must not be hampered in the
least, or the flowers will fail to set. What is

needed to secure a free set is a warm airy tempe-
r.iture without creating a draught. When other
cultural details are having close attention and the
flowers are not setting so well as could be wished,
a light dewing over with the syringe early in the
afternoon as the sun is going off the structure

often has the desired effect. It appears to make
the pollen more potent and the syringe is like a
warm shower. During a dull time, of course,

syringing would not be needed. Where the

plants are carrying heavy crops, feeling with
either liquid manure or approved fertilisers must
be proceeded with, especially where the roots are
in a confined space. In pots or boxes this is very
necessary, or the plant will soon give over bearing.

Poverty at the roots will lead to sterility as much
as anything. The plants must also be top-dressed

with rich compost, so as to induce surface feeders.

Radishes in sdmmeie.— In many gardens good
crisp Radishes are not often forthcoming at tins

sea-on of the year, generally being very hot and
also touih in texture, the result of growing on
poor soil and also in a too open position. Radishes
do not require a soil full of rank manure. Having
to keep up a supply of crisp Radishes throughout
the summer, I find they thrive best on an east

border. It is the same site every season, but the

soil is added to each year. What is needed for a
free growth is a rich, fertile and sandy soil, and
also a free supply of water if the weather should
be dry. A dressing to the depth of i inches of old

potting soil, burned refuse and old Mushroom-bed
manure in equal parts, the whole being mixed
together, should be spread over the surface, and in

this three or four crops in a season, if so de-

sired, may be grown. The best course to ensure
a sufiply is to make a small sowing or according to

the demand about every ten days. The seeds are
liest sown thinly in drills about 8 inches apart.

For summer use, the l''rench Breakfast is the most
popular variety.

Borecole.—To ensure plants worthy the name,
the planting of these must now be proceeiied with.

The ground will have ah'eady been prepared or the
sites looked out where the plants are logo, whether
between Potatoes or not, and although I do not
favour this double cropping, yet I suspect it must
be resorted to in special cases. In this latter case,

unless the rows of Potatoes are wide apart, it is

of little use to plant in other than alternate rows,
the liaulm being pushed back, so that the plants
may receive all tho light possible, and not be
smothered up, as they often are. When such takes
place, it is impossible to secure plants capable of

weathering the winter storms. If club or maggot
is likely to be troublesome, examine each plant
carefully, and also dip each in a puddle formed
of soil, lime, and soot. In special cases a dress-

ing of lime previous to planting would be of marked
benefit, merely fjointing it in being sufficient. The

Green Curled is the first to turn in, to be followed

by the Cottagers' Kale, Read's Hearting, and As-

paragus Kale.

SELi-i'BOTitCTTNO BROCCOLI.—A planting of

this useful autumn Broccoli should now be made,
as it will come in useful when other choice vege-

tables are getting scarce. It is well adai)teil for

lifting and planting in pits or any likely p acrs. so

can! should be taken that sufficient .are planted for

tliis ]>urpose alone. Such crops as these follow

well oa early Peas. If the ground is in good heart,

hoeing over the surface, clearing off all rubbish,

and afterwards levelling down will be all that is

needed. If the pl.ants of sprouting Broccoli .should

be ready they must go out, as, unlike the spring

kinds, a long season of growth is needed, so that

large pilants capable of turning off a lot of produce
can be grown.

Autumn Caubage.—Where provision has been
made for securing an autumn and early wintersup-
ply of Cabbage the planting must take place forth-

with. It is useless, however, to plant out on poor
soil, or the quality will be poor in the extreme.

Any Sax'oys which may be ready for planting

should also be put out, leaving the smaller plants

for some time longer. A. YouxG.

PLANT HOUSES.
GltBENHOUSB HARD-WOODED PLANTS.—Many I f

these which were in full beauty during May and
the earlier part of June will now be past their best.

It is not well to allow the flowers to rema n upon
the plants when their attractiveness is thus past.

Removing the dead flowers in mo-t ca.ses is some-
what of a tediiius process. In the case of Ericas,

for instance, both hands must be emp'oyed. < ne to

lio'd the sho^t, the other to jnill away the Uo.vers ;

if this be not done, there is the po-sil)ility as well

as probability that tlie joung shoots starting jit

the base of the flower-trusses will be separa'ed
from the plant also. When dealing with these
kinds that have glutinous flowers, the better way
is cither to syringe the plant orhaiea water-|ot
at hand into which the fingeis may be dippcl whilst

doing this work. If the young wood is still tcmler,

in- if the shoots are only just starling, it will be
better to keep the plants under glass a few weeks
longer; but where growth is well advanced, as it

will be in some instances, then the plants may in

favourable localities be stood out of doors, first in a
moderately shaded p!ace and afterwaids fully ex-

posed to the sunshine. Pimeleas and a few other
plants are subject at this season to an attack of red

spider; any signs of this insect should be caiefully

watched for and immediate action taken to extei mi-

nateit. Tl.is is best done bv syringing with sulphur
water ; it is a better plan than that of dusting with
dry sulphur; so ranch is not required, whilst it i caches
all parts of the pilant. Where Pimeleas are get-

ting too large or inclined to be Ifgsy, the wood
may be partially shortened back, then by keeping
the plants close for a few weeks, another good
break will soon be obtained. Aphelexis may still

look fairly well, but it is hardly advi.sable to allow

the flowers to remain any longer ; if still in fairly

good condition they will be useful in vases ;s
Everlastings for the winter season. The flowir-

stems of the Aphelexis should be broken out (not
cut oft) close back to the young growth which is

pushing forth nearest to it. This is the topmost
wood-bud, all beyond it dying in time, making the
plant look shabliy. PlKcnocomas will now be at

their best; these will take the jilace of the Ajil e-

lexis. Eriostemons, Adenandras and Acrophyllums
after having all the flowers or remnants renio\ed
should bo syiinged for the same reason as given

for Pimeleas. Any shoots upon these plants wh'ch
show too much vigour, being thus calculated to

weaken other parts not so well pilaced, should be
p'lrtially shortened ; this meantime will encourage
the more weakly ones. Hedaromas should ha\ethe
old flowers and seed-pods if any are forming removed
also. There is on the part of some growers a disposi-

tion to allow these plants to retain their flowers

for too long a time tlirough their not falling, as in

many cases. The Dracophyllum blooms profusely
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under favourable conditions, but as soon as

its flowers fade, although they may still look

fairly well at a distance, they should be cut off

close back to the young s-hoots to give these latter

all possible encouragement to gain strength with-

out becoming too much drawn. All of the tore-

going plants from the Eriostemons will enjoy a
rather close treatment for a week or two ; it will

encourage a kindly break or give vigour to shoots
already growing. As soon as this object has been
ga'ne ', then wilhdraw this treatment without
delay.

Late-flowering Ericas, Croweas, and Plero-

mas should have all the sunshine and light that
are possible until they are opening their flowers;

then a little shade during very bright weather is

an advantage. The Ericas will thus have their

flosvers much deeper in colour, whilst those of the
other plants named will be more vigorous by expo-
sure. The latest of the Indian Azaleas, as A.
Brill-ant and A. Gem, will want looking to now.
They may still have some fresh blooms upon
f hem, but if only a few, it is best to remove them
and seed-pods also, after which the plants should
be placed in a bri-k warmth with plenty of mois-
ture. New growtli will thus be soon made and be
the uiean< of saving a season, or at least securing
a good set for another year. Boronia megastigma
and B. heterophylla, both of which should be in

the most limited collections of hard-wooded plants,

should by now have made a good growth. This
ipiy require some regulating by pinching. This,

if done more freriuently, would keep the plants
more bushy and compact. Winter - blooming
Elicas and Epacrises will also by now have com-
pleted all necessary growtli for another season

;

what has now to be aimed at is a thorough expo-
sure, so as to ripen the wood and thus secure an
e Illy set for flower. This will not be the case if

much more free growth be made. These EiicRs,

and others also, are during damp weather liable to

be attacked with mildew. E. C'avendishi is often
attncked by this pe.st, causing a seveie check.
Syrin>;ing or dusting with sulphur is the best
remedy, seeing that the centres of the plants can
be reached with it. James Hudson.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Earliest Peaches.—In very many cases the
whole ol: the trees in the earliest house will now be
cleared of fruit, but, nevertheless, they must not be
neglected. First go over them and cut out all old
bearing wood, or much that is usually removed at
the winter pruning, and this will give the strong
young growth that is to produce fruit next season
a better chance to mature properly. Overhead
syringing may be resumed, though it is perhaps
the wisest not to recommence this, but rather to
thoroughly coat both the upper and lower sides of
tlie leaves with flour of sulphur, this effectually
keeping down red spider without favouring a late
growth of wood. A handful of the sulphur should
be squeezed through a muslin hag into a :i-<;allon

can of water, this being the simplest way of mix-
ing it, and then be well syringed over the trees.
Two or throe applications on successive days may
be necessary before the leaves are coated with the
sulphur, after which tliore will be no further need
to syringe. Set the house open as wide as pos-
sible, wholly removing any movable lislits there
may be. It should be remembered that root-action
goes on very briskly after the crops are removed.
Allowing the borders, therefore, to become in-
juiioiisly dry may greatly injure the trees. If not
mulched they often crack badly after syringing
ceases, and this should be prevented by lightly
loosening the surface and keeping the border well
supplied with water. Strong old trees should have
liquid manure occasionally, and a mulching of de-
caying leaves and manure may be of benefit in
several 1 ways.

SUCCBSSIONAL HOUSES. —When the fruit is

nearly ripe no more liquid manure ought to be
given, a late application sometimes causing the
fruit to drop prematurely, but the borders must be
kept in a thoroughly moist state

; also cease over.

head syringing. Ripe fruit should not be left on
the trees long enough to drop ofl^, nor, on the other
hand, ought they to be dragged off. Go over the
trees once or twice a day, and all that are soft

near the foot-stalks are fit for gathering. Never
press or thumb the upper surface, or bruises will

soon be seen. When gathering, have a pad of

cotton wool in the left hand with which to gnisp
the fruit, and with a strong pair of Grape sci>sors

cut through the fcot-stalk. In this way there will

be no brui-ing ,and the fruit will be of more value
and keep belter accordingly. Lord Napier Nec-
tarine ought in particular to be gathered in the
manner just described. Nets suspended under the
trees are undesirable and can well be dispensed
with if the fruit is kept closely gathereil,asit ought
to be Highly-coloured fruits are most preferred,

and these can only be had by well exposing them
to all the light and air possible. Thin out and lay

in young shoots, wholly removing any leaves

that cannot be conveniently tucked back from the
fruit. In some instances strips of wood should
be used for raising fruit to the light. If the Nec-
taiines give signs of scarring or cracking near the
point, and which is most likely to happen in un-
heated houses, cease over-head syringing in the

case of those particular trees. Close all the houses
early enough in the arternoon to raise the heat to

about 90^ for a time, this being advisable even if

it is desirable to retard some of tlie crops. In tlie

latter ca=e, put on a little top air in the evening
and ventilate very freely in the d.aytiuie. Abund-
ance of moisture at the roots will now be needed by
all the trees, and soft water well blackened with
soot will be f >und an exce'lent an 1 safe fertiliser,

this being varied by farmyard liquid manure freely

diluted with water.

Figs.— If these fail to fruit well it is more often
than not tlie result of crowding the young shoots.

They usually grow the most vigorously in un-
lieated houses, and the young growths mu.st be
kept perfectly clear of each other, or otherwise
they fail to harden and bear fruit properly. Thin
out at once, and remove all that form at the top
of the walls. The exception to the latter rule

would be where the trees might be trained down a
roof trellis, but when so treated there will be few
or no more fruit produced against the back wall.

It is also of importance that the trees in the earlier

houses be kept freely thinned out or otherwise the
crops will not ripen satisfactorily. In some houses
a difficulty is experienced in preventing the ripen-

ing fruit from defying prematurely at the point,

but this can usually be prevented by ventilating

more freely and maintaining a drier atmosphere.
Never gather Figs till they are quite fit to eat
or fully ripe, as they will not ripen off the trees.

Trees in narrow borders, pits, or pots require
abundance of water, and liquid manure is needed
in order to assist them in swelling off good second
cropis, occasional top-dressings of rich, rough
compost being also of good service. Thin out the
second crops if very heavy, or otherwise the fruit

maybe smRller than desirable. Continue to main-
tain a fairly brisk heat, closing early, and freely

syringing where this can be done without detri-

ment to the ripening fruit in order to keep down
red spider. The earliest trees in pats that have
matured two crop^ should be kept in a light posi-

tion under glass, freely and frequently syringed,
and well supplied with water and liquitl manure.
Ventilate freely, the aim being to solidify the
growths and to prepare them for early forcing
next season. Not till the young wood is quite firm
should they be turned out into a sunny, open spot
to rest. Practical.

ORCHIDS.

I WROTE some time ago about repotting the
Cattleyas, Lselias, and other plants of this kind
that have passed out of bloom and are ready to
start into growth again. If this work has not been
completed, see to it at once, and surface-dress those
that do not require to be repotted. I would again
urge the importance of doing the work of repotting
very carefully as well as that of removing the
plants from the receptacles in which they have

become established. The insides of the flower-pots
become so interlaced with roots, that the plants can
only be removed by chipping the pots to pieces and
carefully removing t'le pieces with the fingers.

When all are carefully repotted it next becomes
necessary to attend to the watering of the plants
and atmospheric conditions of the house, for it is

only by careful attention to these details that the
plants become fairly well established again. This
is also a good time to repot the Anguloas, such as
A. Ruckeri, A. Clowesi, A. uniHora, &c. ; they also
may be repotted as they pass out of bloom, and
from that lime require much the same treatmentas
the Cattleyas. When plants of such species as C.

Mossiae, C. Triana:, C. Mendeli, k.c., become sckly
and they happen to be but ordinary varieties, it is

better to throw them awav and purchase healthy
specimens that have not yet flowered, as there is

always some pleasurable excitement in watching
the opening flowers of newly-imported plants.

Sometimes the more \aluable varieties become un-
healthy and cannot be so easily disposed of, and
in that case it is a good plan to move them into a
part of the house by themselves ; they ought also
to be rather more shaded from the sun, and those
tha' have been repotted should be watered with
great cire until it is seen that new roots are being
formed. A moist atmosphere is more necessary for

the-e than for the more healthy specimens. Newly-
imported Orchids tha'. have not yet begun to make
roots should also be placed with the sickly speci-

mens, or, at least, they should have the same cul-

tural conditions. Semi-established plants, as they
are termed, that is, such as have been recen'ly
imported and have made some roots or growth,
may be placed with the robust healthy specimens.
IVIany persons do not like to see recently imported
Orclnds in their houses. Doubtless they are a
little unsightly, but it seems to be a grave error to
place them in some corner where they may be out
of sight anrl where thev will most likely be neglected,
instead of in afavomable position where the eye
of the cultivator and owner may be constantly
upon them. I have always paid more attention
to the impirted plants. Those who dislike the
look of imported Orchid -i in theirhouses had better
purchase established plants at a slightly higher
rate. Odontoglossum vexillarium has pa-sed out
of bloom, and we would have removed them to the

cool house, but the weather has been so cold that
there has been no need to do so. When hot days
and warm nights set in they wdll be better in the
cool house. The first thing to do with them when
the bloom passes away is to dip them in a solution

of some kind that will destroy thrips. A safe and
simple dip for them is diluted tobacco water either

used with soft soap dissolved in it or without.
Some of the best growers do not use any soft soap
in the water, but I fancy it causes the solution to

act more effectively.

When the plants have been dipped, lay them on
their sides so that the poisonous solution may not
drain into the neck of the plants. In an hour or

so thej'may be sponged over with cle in tepid rain-

water. It is well to dip these plants when they
pass out of bloom whether they show signs of

insect pests on them or not. Do not give them
very much water at this time, and in three weeks
or so they may be repotted or surface-dressed. It

wdll be sufficient to repot them every second year.

If O. Phala^nopsis was not repotted in February,
it may be done now. This is rather a ticklish

subject to manage, and does not succeed very well

if removed to a considerable distance from the
glass roof. I have found it grow most freely in

pots half full of drainage, the potting material
about half of the best fibrous peat and Sphagnum
mixed with clean potsherds and nodules of char-

coal, the plants being suspended in teak baskets

near the roof glass on the shady side of the Cattleya
house. 0. Roezli in the warmer temperature of

the East India house is also in a condition to be
repotted now. This is a good time to see to any
Orchids that may happen to be in bad condition

;

such plants have few healthy roots, and the ma-
terial in which they are growing in consequence
of this becomes unfitted for the roots to run into

;

it decays into loose powdery stuff, in which no
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Ornhid roots c:iii live. D'ilJf l'..' f-n' tain

the pl.uits oat of the flower-pots in wliK-h the?

have hjeii jjrowing ati'l rop it into qaite clean ones

of 11 smaller size. It is a ijood jilan to Ret a cart-

l,):i(l of hrol<en pots from a pottery, if there is

one in the neiLjhboarhoocl. They are mostly used

for the menilirij; of roads, and are of but little

value ; we pay about 3s, for a cartload. At this

season of the year carefal attention is needed in

sh.adinR the houses, as the growths in course of

formation may be checked by exposure to the sun

for any lentrth of time, and the cold nights have

necessitated more than usual attention to the tires.

From 4^ to 7" of frost in the middle of June is un-

usual, but the warmest house luust be kept to

about 70° at night, the Cattlcva house about 00°,

and the cool haise .50". We do not mind 2° or

3=" above or below these figures. The damping

down and syringing must be regulated by the

state of the outer atmosphere. J. Douglas.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Delphinium grandiflorum album.—Mr. J.

Forhes, lliiwick, s.auls us a very tine phcitngniph of

this valuable white-Howered variety. It u a Biie break

from the usual hlue-floweriM» kinds, growing to a

hiiilht of about .'i foet and blooming very freely.

Euddleia Colvillei.—A most beautiful new

hardy shrub from the Himalayas (B. Colvillei) is now
bloorning with me, I believe for the first time in

Europe," It has racemes of |iale rose-coloured, bell-

shaped flowers, unlike any other member of its

family, and far the handsomest of thetn all. It is

figured on plate lis of Cathcart .and Hooker's illus-

trations of Himalayan plants,—W, E, Gumbleton,
Hdiinire, {)iii'i')i.iton-n, Co. Curl!, Irchuid.

liithospermum, graminifolium.—Messrs. J,

B ickhouse and Son, of York, send us % plant of

this in bloom. It forms large tufts with G^ass-

like leaves, but with wooily stems. The spikes

vary from 4 inches to 8 inches in height, and are

surmounted by a cluster of drooping bell-thaped

blossoms of the most intense blue. The plant

seems to do best in deep rich loam and stones in

an elevated position and well exposed to the sun.

It will jilso be found valuable for pots.

Fdtlwe'SS.—This grows quite easily from seed

in England im stony or sandy rockeiies. My plants

flowered frei-ly in their second year, but the flowers

were large, loose, and not nearly so pretty as they

arc in Switzerland. Someone told me they wanted
lime, and since adding mortar rather freely to the

soil I have come to the same conclusion. My
flowers this year are compact, and, so far as

memory serves, just the same as they are in the

Alps,-"J, I, I!,

Primula nivalis —I beg to draw the atten-

tion of " D. K." to my statement at p. 420. The
plants up to date are in luxuriant health and pro-

mise strong scapes for next year. I cultivate them
in ordinary garden soil, and in dry weather Ihey

want to be freely watered and to be kept in shade ;

it is best to apply shade artificially by rush mats.

From September onward they may be left alone,

and do not even want the protection of Fir boughs.
—Max Leichtlin, Baden llailen.

A g"od Gooseberry.—This is Banks' Keep-

sake, a good-sized green variety, which is strongly

recommended for general cultivation and as being

superior to Whinliam's Indu.stry. Whinham's is

strongly recommended for growing for jams and
preserves, but Keepsake as a dessert fruit. One
great advantage attached to this variety is that

the fruit will keep for a fortnight after being

gathered. It is early both in getting into size and
ripening.— R. D.

Allium kmsuense,—Amongst later introduc-

tions to Alliums we saw one at Kew lately called

A. kansuense, the loveliest Allium we have ever

seen. It is of a dwarf habit of growth, rarely ex-

ceeding .S inches to 12 inches in height. The in-

dividual flowers, from two t) three dozen in a head,

are of the prettiest sh.ade of blue. A clump of a

dozen or so of bull)s makes a pvet'y group, and as

it will be found |ierfectly harily it is sure to become

a grtat favourite. It is a native of Turkestan,

whence so m my new species have Lately been in-

troducori. It is a species well worth possessing,

and will be found suitable for the rockery.

Morisia hypogaea.— Cuttings of this strike

far more readily than those of the common bedding

Geranium, and now is a goo 1 time to begin opera-

tions. It ripens seeds in this country, though not

plentifidly, but, as the name implies, it buries

them in the ground, and makes the finding of

them almost an impossibility. By spreading fresh

soil round the neck of the old plant we have suc-

ceeded in getting a few strong seedlings from self-

sown seed. There is no fear of a plant that be-

haves in this way, and we hope soon to see it as

plentiful as it is now scarce. It is a native of

Corsica and Sardinia, and is perfectly hardy on a

bleak easterly ex| osure.

Primula japonica. — I am pleased to see

' H, J, C.'s " note on the hardiness of V. japonica,

for I have proved it even in the case of very small

plants to be thoroughly hardy here, where the

thermometer has at times registered 2° or 8° below

zero, and I never made the slightest .attempt to

protect it. The notes which have appearfd

charging it with not being h.ardy are calculated to

do harm. Posiiion has more to do with success

than .any other thing, for the plants cannot bfar

the slightest approach to dryness; the damper
the situation the greater will be the success.

Grubs, too, often attack the roots and kill off whole

batches before the injury is noticed. — J. C.

T.\LLACK, Liverniere Parlt, Bunj tit. Eilninnrls.

Musk-scented Larkspu' (Delphinium Btu-

nonianum).—This rare variety is now in bloom at

Messrs. Veitch's nurseries, Exeter. The plants are

about 9 inches in height and have five-lobed leaves

deei'ly cren.ated at the margin. The flowers arc

large and open, of a li.ght slate colour, the veins

and edges of the petals being of a deepblue or bluish

purple ; the centre is bl.ack and covereil with yel-

low baits. The blooms are highly scented, emit-

ting a most distinct perfume of musk. The plant

is perfectly hardy, requiring no speci.al care or

protection and does not appear to be very particu-

lar as to soil. Here it is growing in a mixture of

loain, peat and sand, aiiii seems very happv.

—F. W. M,, Exeter.

The Mariposa Lilies (Calochorti). — The
most beautiful of the genus, to our mind at any
rate, is now in flower in the liliaceous border at

Kew. It is called C, Kennedii. It is a native of

Southern California from Fort Tejon to Providence

Mountains. The stems .are four to six-flowered,

stout ; the sepals broad wiih a deep purple spot.

The flowers are large, of the brightest orange-red ;

the petals only slightly hairy upon a deep purple

blotch that surrounds the gland. We have seen

nothing in this genus with such lovely flowers as

the above species. This is now flowering in the

open liorder and has been out, we are told, all

through the past winter. Near at hand we noticed

a fine group of Calochortus splendens. ('. elegans,

C, flavus, C, pulchellas, V. Mawe.anus, C. Weedi
and sever.al forms of venustus are all doing well

and giving promise of a good bloom.

Ostrowskia magnifica.—Some of my garden-

ing friends, .and probably a good many others

interested in hardy flowers, ha%'e been under the

impression, as indeed I was myself, that this

magnificent carapanulaceous plant had proved
practically a failure in English gardens. It may be

agreeable news, therefore, to some to hear that

this is by no means universally the case. In the

beautiful garden of my fi lend and neighbour, Mr.

R, Fremlin, of Wateringliury, I saw yesterday no
less than five of these plants in flower. Two of

these plants, each over 4 feet high, bore respec-

tively five and six blooms ; one had four, two had
one api' ce. The size of the expanded blooms in

the two specimens was close upon 4 inches across,

the whole flower being fully equal in size to a large

breakfast cup. The colour in four instances was a

delicate porcelain-purple, but in one instance almost
]inre white, which seems to prove that the plant

varies from seed. The plants .are growing in a bor-

der having a south-east aspect and in common soil,

and some of th s-; flowering «ere niised from seed
about four years ago. Unluckily, Mr. Fremlin could

not tell me wlieiher the finest specimens were
bought plants or his own raising. I do n(jt think

there is .any question as to the hardiness of this

plant, .and if once establislied and taken ordinary

care of, it will succeed. Probably the safest way
is to obtain plants established in pots or to r.ai-e

them from seed. The extreme brittleness of the

roots is the principal cause of failure.

—

J. C L.

Annuals.—A dry spring .and sumtner seem to

suit the great majority of animals, as this year
they are certainly above the .average. Phacelia

camiianularia and viscida are flowering very freely,

although it does not take one long to make up his

mind as to which he admires most. 'J'he former is

certainly the most intense and beautiful blue

flower open at present. It is a perfect mass of

colour and .appears as if it would continue. Linnm
grandiflorum coccineuin, an old friend, is also

lemarkably fine. The Eschscholtzias, such as E.

croce.a, E. aurantiac.a and others, certainly deserve

their names ; they .are al distinct and well worth
growing. Phlox Drummondi cnspiilata is stroni:er

iind flowering more freely than we have ever seen

it. The colours are v.aried and beautiful, and the

plants when well grown make ii very telling bed.

Calanthebractescens.—Apl.ant of thissf ccies

now flowering in the Orchid house at Kew proves

that it may be classed along with the best if the

evergreen species. In general appearance it comes
nearest to C. veratrifolii, although quite di-tinct.

Its leaves .are plaited, dark green, and from 1 foot

to 1.T feet in length. There are two growths on the

pl.ant, each of which carries a spike, the stroi'ger

one being over 3 feet high. The flowers are con-

fined to the upper part, as in G. veratrifolia,

but they iliffer from those of that species in being

individually larger and not so clo-ely packed on
tlie scape. Each blossom is 2 incbts across, ard
on first o] ening is pure white ; with age, however,

the lip (which is cut up into the four strap-shaped

lobes characteristic of this genus) changes to

yellow. The species has been introduced from the
East Indies.

The white Martagon Lily in the north of
London.—The first blooms of this beautiful Lily

opened with me on June 21, just a week earlier

than last year. The white Mart.agon possesses a
wonderfully good constitution, and the frefdom
with which it produces its lovely waxy blooms
should recommend it to all who possess a garden,

however small. The soil in which I grow this Lily

is a good loam with pipnty of le.af-mould, the very

soil that Lilies of the Valley like. 1 planted a few
clumps of the latter two years ago aniorg the

Mart.agons, and they have completely covered the

bed. The Lilies seem to like the shade afforded

by the broad leaves of the L lies of the Valley, and
h.ave increased perceptibly in height. A single

bulb has sent up three stems with a total of fifty-

six blooms, one spike carrying thirty-one flowers

and being nearly o feet high. This v.ar;ety does

not seem to resent transplanting, as m.any of its

congeners do. If I transplant in Si^ptcmber, I

i;ever fail to get plenty of flowers the ensuing
summer.— R. A. Jenkin.s, liiijlifjate.

Alliums are not as a rule welcome in the rock
garden, although a few species well deserve to find

a prominent position even among .'elect nlpines. A.

pedemontanum, to a Large extent free from the
garlic smell, which is a great consideration, does

not run about all over the pl-ce like some of the

species. A. OstrowskLanam is another about whicii

the same may b^ said. In a weak state it is weedy,
but strong healthy clumps are really very hand-
some, the heads large and the col.)ur brilliant. A.

vernale, not .a common species by any means, but a
very pretty one, may be briefly described as a
miniature A. neapolitanum. 'Ihe flowers are being
Largely used in Bristol and ilistiict for bouquets,

i;c. The flowers are small, very neat, I he segments
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pure white, and with a very faint garlic smell. A.

scorzonerifolium and Moly are two fine yellow-

flo*ered species, both showy and both in bloom
now. A. nigrum and magicum, with large heads

of whitish flowers, are also veiy useful at tljis time

of year. They do not sprecad much and are easily

kept within bounds. A. giganteum, stipitatura and
ciliatum are among the giant kinds, bearing huge
globular heads of rosy-purple flowers.

IxiES, Spaiaxis and Tritonias have been in

flower at the foot of a south fence since the end
of May. They were planted in December and pro-

tected" from frosts. The sandy soil and the sunny
posilion teem to suit them well. Few plants are

so appreciated for button-holes, coming as they

do at a time when few other flowers furnish such
delicate sprays of bloom. My favourites among
the Ixias are Wonder, Golden Drop, Ethel, Pallas,

Orion and Conqueror. Among the Sparaxis, the

most beautiful are Delicata, Lady Carey, Garibaldi,

Maculosa, and Tiicolor grandiflora. A good selec-

tion of Tritonias, embracing nearly every colour

found in tliis group, is Avalanche, Pallida. Leopold,

Brilliant, Eclair, and Delicata If these bulbs are

potted about October and grown on in a warm
house, flowers may be secured in February or

March. After the plants have done flowering they
should not be turned out of the po!s, but laid aside

to ripen. This secures plump bulbs for a good dis-

play of bloom next year.—R. A. J., IHijligate.

Notes from Badan -Baden. — Pseudo-larix

Kiempferi is now coning freely here ; the cones do
not occur on the main branches, but < n small

s'erder twigs produced along the main stem.

Inula glandulosa is a native of the Caucasus, but

its variety grandiflora, which comes from the

Himalayas, i^ a much finer plant, the rich deep
yellow flowers measuring fully 5 inches across.

Hypericum Tauberti, a novelty from Kurdistan, is

very showy; the fl^iwers are ranged in large

thyr^i. Achillea clypeol-ita, from Southe-n
Turkey, has silvery grey foliage, contrasting well

with the numerous, very brilliant yellow flowers.

Caiophora coronata, from Chili, is floive ing very

freely and is most interesting. It belongs to

LoasacfiEand has very large snow-white flowers

like Blumenbachia. Prunella Webbiana major in

a shady corner is much admired ; its big spikes

of violet flowers produced very freely are very

.showy. For many years I have been trying to

improve Scabiosa caucasica— if improvement it

be— but all my exertions to produce another shade
of colour as yet have been in vain.

—

Ma.x Leiciit-

LIN, Jlaflen-Baih'it.

Cineraria lanata.—Although this p'ant had
been known to botanists for many years, it is only

lately that its merits have been brought to the

notice of horticulturists. For several seasons it

has been grown at Kew, and a coloured plate of it

his appeared in The Garden. As a decorative

plant lor the gieenhouse during the months of

May and June it de-erves to be extensively used,

being easy to grow, free-flowering and elegant in

habit. It is a perennial plant and may be propa-

gated from lear to year by cuttings, these attain-

ing a htight of 3 feet to 'i feet in one year. The
leaves are cordate and from 3 inches to .5 inches

acrss, the under surface being coated with a white
tomentum, hence the specilic name. The flowers

occur in corymbs from the upper portion of the

stems, each flower being H inches across, star-like,

the centre while and the tips of the petals bright

purple. Some of the larger corymbs are upwards
of a foot across. There is some confusion between
this species and C. aurita, the latter name having
been given to C. lanata Tlie true C. auiita is,

however, an annual, and the parent of the common
florists' Cineraria.

Medinilla msgnifica.—There are few stove

plants which cmbine in a more striking degree
the beauties of flower and foliasie than this Medi-
nilla. Its large leathery leaves of the deepest

green, traversed by prominent j ellowish ribs, would
in themselves make the plant worth growing; but
it is at this season when its large and beautiful

racemes are at their best that the magnificent

character of the plant is shown. The racemes are
both terminal an I axillary, hut always pendent.
They are about a foot long by G inches in diameter
at the base, tapering like a bunch of Grapes, the
large bracts at the base, the central and secondary
stems as well as the flowers themselves being of a
bright rosy pink. The plant is a native of the
Philippine Islands, whence it was introduced to

England in 1818. It is easily grown, requiring
moist stove treatment throughout the year. Pro-
vided it is well supplied with water, it need have
but little root room. Some years ago a [ilant was
shown at one of the Royal Horticultural Society's
meetings at South Kensington which measured
7 feet in the spread of its branches and carried
between seventy and eighty racemes, yet it was
growing in a 12 inch pot.

Thunia Marshallise.—This is undoubtedly
one of the most useful Oi'chids flowering at the
present time. It is as elegant in habit as it is

distinct in appearance, and being aho both easily

grown and free-flowering it may be said to possess
all the qualities of a first-rate garden Orchid. It

has been in cultivation over twenty years, and
being easily propagated has supplanted in a great
measure the much older species T. alba, of which
it is considered to be a variety. It is, however, a
very much superior plant. The stems are i feet to

3 feet high, taper ing upwards to a point, and clothed
from the base with pale green leaves. The in-

florescence is terminal, and on strong stems will con-
sist of a dozen or fifteen flowers. Individually,
the flower is about 5 inches across. The lip has
also a white gr'ound, but the front is of a rich golden-
yellow, and yellow veins occur also on the centre

;

the edge is white, and by being frilled adds much
to the beau I y of the flower. The species is a
native of Moulmein. The old stems should be
started in the warm house in spring, removing the
plants to an intermediate house when they are a
foot high. After the leaves begin to show signs of

decay, water should be gradually withheld, and in

mid-winter none at all is needed. The compost
may consist of peat and loam fibre. Sphagnum,
and a sprinkling of coarse silver sand.

Ornithocephalus grandiflorus.—This plant
belongs to a curious genus of Tropical Arrrerican

Orchids, of which about a score species are known
to botanists. Scarely one-fourth of these, how-
ever, have ever been grown in gardens, and at the
present time it is pr'obably sate to say that the
species under notice is the only representative of

the genus in cultivation. None of the absentees
can be said to be of any horticultural value, al-

though, on the other hand, O. grandillorus may
safely be clas,=ed with the prettiest and most in-

teresting of small Orchids. It was first found
on the Organ Mountains of Brazil by Gard-
ner in 1837, but up to within ten years ago was
only known by that collector's dried specimen. In
18S2, however, it appeared in several Continental
collections, and lately has been introduced in con-
siderable numbers. It has naiTowly oblong leaves

from 4 inches to 6 inches long, the bases of which
enclose the small pseudo-bulb. The scape rises

from the centre of the plant, and attains a length
of (5 inches to !1 inches, tire flower's being confined
to the upper half. In niameter each flower mea-
sures three-quarters of an inch, the sepals and
petals being white with a spot of bright green at

the base. 'The lip is also white with a prominent
green callus. The sepals and pe'als are concave
and the lip quite saccate, so that the flower has a
half-closed appearance. It is in the column, how-
ever, that the most distinctive characteis reside.

It is white, curved like a swan's neck, with the
thread-like rostelhrm hanging down above the lip

The name Ornithocephalus refers to its biriVs-

head-like appearance. This species may be grown
in small baskets suspended near the glass in the
intermediate house.

Cattleya superba. — The difliruUy which
most Orchid growers experience in keeping this

Cattleya in a continuously healthy condition is,

no doubt, the cause of its being so com|)aratively
seldom seen. Of its beauty when in bloom there
can be but one opinion, for even in a genus so

noted as Cattleya is for the gorgeous colouring of
its floweiv, it is conspicuous in the richness anil
intensity of its hues. The scapes carry from two
to five flowers, and on a plant lately flowering at
Kew they each measured 5i inches in diameter.
The sepals and peta's are ot" a bright rose-purple,
the petals being undulated and larger and broader
than the sepals. The lip is three-lobed, with the
trian'.;ular side lobes curled over the column and
of a rich magenta-pur-ple, whilst the oblong cen-
tral lobe is a'most crimson ; the disc is yellow, a
blotch of widte occurring on each side. The
flowers are fragrant and their texture is firmer
and stouter than is usual in Cattleyas. The spe-
cies is an old one in garrlens, having been intro-
duced to Britain in 1838 by Sir Robert Schomburgk,
a famous explorer in British Guiana, of which
country the species is a nati\e. It is described
by travellers as growing on the tops of lofty trees
in the swampy country bordering rivers, where it

is exposed to full sunlight and where the evapoia-
tion and rainfall are excessive. Although it is

spread over an enormous area in South America,
it is, nevertheless, confined to within a few degrees
north or south of the equator. It will be evident,
therefore, that to imitate as nearly as possible the
natural conditions under whch this Cattleya grows
it is necessary duiing the period of growth to give
it the warmest and moist est conditions available.
It should be suspended near the glass in the
warmest part of the East Indian house from the
time of starting into growth until the flowers
appear.

Gentiana bavarica.— In the excellent paper
on " The CiUtivation of Alpine Plants " read before
the Royal Horticultural Society by the Rev.
Wolley Dod, M.A., and published in a recent issue
of The Gardex, Gentiana liavarica is specially
mentioned (p. 580) amongst the mountain plarrts

which '• r-efuse to be tamed, and from the time
they are planted in our gardens seem always to go
from bad to worse, and are never presentable
for two seasons together." I am unable to say
whether the climate of Devonshire is more suit-

able for growing Gentiana bavarica than that of
other counties, but I may state the fa';t that ro
healthier or happier looking plant could possibly
be foiinel than a Gentiana bavarica in Messrs.
Veitch's rockery at Exeter. This has been planted
out for two seasons, and has never hadthe slightest
pr-otection. As the mi de of planting may have
much to do with succss or failure, my experience
may be useful to other-s. I have repeatedly planted
Gentiana bavarica and failed, but the specimen re-

ferred to above as doing so well was not grown
in the same mixture as other alpines, but had the
soil specially prepared. It is growing in a well-
drained level spot at the bottom of a slope. The
soil consists of one part sandy peat and loam, one
part broken stones, and two parts of Sphagnum
Moss, which retains the moisture so necessary to
this plant and makes the soil light and spongy.
The surface all around the plant is mulched with
pure Sphagnum Moss and covered with stones.
The slope is facing due south, and the plant has
no shade whatever. I venture to think that
treated in this way Gentiar a bavarica will succeed
in other counties as well as in Devonshire. Eri-
trichium nanum is also mentioned on pajie
oSO as one of the plants which no skill can keep
alive on a rockwork, but within a yarel of the
Gentian just referrecl to a very fine specimen of
Eritrichrum has flower-ed, and is certainly looking
very happy. It is planted in a slanting posit-on itr

somewhat heavy loam and peat mixed with stoni s,

and is exposeel to the full sun. During winter the
plant was safely protected against wet.— F. W. M.

New forms of Chionodoza.—The discovery
is annouirceel from Smyrna by your correspondent,
Mr. E. Wtiittal], through one of his collectors, en
the slopes of Mount Taurus, of a grand new form
of the lovely early spring-blooming Chionoeloxa,
or Glory of the Snow, which is said to have flowers
more than twice the size of those of C. gigantea,
or about 2 inches in eliameter, and of a rather
lighter shade of blue. This variety also produces
as many as eight flowers on ahead; whereas, C.
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gi 'antea seliljiu producas more than on-; or two,

iirTl never mmv linn three. The flowers of this

fine novelty in\ist, 1 think, resemble more those of

t'le be.autiful Tccoi>hylica Leichtlini than those of

any Cnionodoxa hitherto known to us, and will in

all probability be just as easy to manage and as

perfectly hardy as they are, whicli the lovely

Tecophylio< unfortunately are not, it bein,i,' almost

imp )ssil>le to Krow them successfully after the first

year or so. It is proposed to name t his new t'hiono-

cloxa C. AUeni, after the well-known Galanthopliil

of Shepton Mallet. Both pink and pure white

forms of this new species are said so exist, which

when introduced to cultivation should he^'reat and

most desirable acquisii ions to our sprinir K''i''ili'ns.

Another new Chionodox.i has also been found by

Mr. Whittall, which he believes to be a natural

hybriil b-tween C. sardensis and SciUa bifolia, and

w'hich he has named C. sardensis oculata, its

chief distinction being a very dark eye not to be

found in C. sardensis. This should also be an

acfpiisiticin, but it is as yet exceedingly scaice.—

W. E. Gr.MnLETOX.

Painting greenliou'es white.—I hope this

question will not be conshlertd settled by Mr.

T. G. Weaver's solution on pige SStl. He states

that this is done because, as a painter told him,

wldte paint stands best and preserves the wood
best. A painter, unless an artist be meant, is

surely the iMSt person to consult on a matter firstly

of ta-.te and secondly where the painter's interests

are concerned. We are only just escaping in our

homes from the tyranny of the painter who in-

sisted on painting our doors with the hideous

('esign he called "a fine grain" Who also can

have failed to notice the great and blessed change

in the streets of London since people liavc rejected

the advice of the painter and set to work to piint

their houses as their fancy dictated instead of

having them all a sham stone colour, which im-

posed on no one anymore than the " fine graiti"

of Oak, or of Mahogany or Walnut did. The
ancients distrusted the Greeks bringing gifts, an 1

a paiuter preaching economy would ins|iire most

peop'e with suspicion. If white pdnt keeps best,

it is s'ngul ir how rapidly the woodwork of glass-

houses perishes. Personal experience of this fact

and a desire to escape from the monotony of white

greenhouses and conservatories hul suggested the

question to me before it was asked on page 5i>'.l,

and I was hoping that the correspondents of The
Gaedex wouhl throw light on this subject. I

object to the look of white paint in toto. It may
be economic d if ilr, Weaver's painter is disinte-

rested and truthful, but it is distinctly ujly in a
gar.len. It destroys all repose and looks glaring

and obtrusive. I have welcomed the slight green

tinge that some have been bold enough to put on
their conservatories, but only as a first step. In

the interests of gardening, I hope some of your
artistic readers, not instructed Vjy jobbing painters,

will give us some advice on the subject. What
colours suit the outside of greenhmses best, so as

t) harmonise with the glass, with adjacent houses,

&3. ? What colours suit ihe in-.ide of glasshouses

best to show off or harmonise with p'.ants and
flowers? The economical question of how lonf a

paint lasts is surrly quite a secondary and trivial

m.atter. If houses had to be painted once in two
years instead of once in three, most amateurs who
can afford glasshouses would not think of tlie extra

ist if their gardens and plants looked better—
J. I. R.

June frosts.—It is a good many years since we
have experienced such severe frosts so late in the

season in this part of Surrey. On the morning of

the 13th I was in the open at 4 o'clock in the
morning, and the whole garden was white with
frost. The glass was thickly covered with ice, and
there were 3° of fro^t in an unheated house, but
closely shut up. I did not notice how many de-

grees there were in the open, but Strawberries
gathered from the frames had to be brought in as

soon as picked to keep them from being frozen.

Naturally, great damage has been done to grow-
ing crops, Potatoes and runner and dwarf 13eans

bein,.' much cut. Potatoes in many pl.n-:;.-- ;ire

co.mpletely destroyed. I saw one man levelling

the ground in his i'otato field to sow Swedes. In

some gardens bedding plants have been much in-

jured. As is always tlie c;ise with these liiU> spring-

frosts, some places hiivc entirely CM-apcd, and in

many instances it i-i ilillicidt to explain why this

should be so. Considering that-. Ihe winter was of

such lengthened severity and that May frosts were

so severe, it seems h-.srd that we should be so

severely visited at this late period.

—

J. C. 15.

Public Gardens.

Another open space.—The old burial ground

in the Hackney Ko.ad was lately openo<l as a. pidilic

recr. ation pronnd. There is just one acre in this open

space, and the liying out and planting cost the asso-

ciation £150. The E.irl of Mcath, in the ciiurso of the

prooeedingd, mentioned that the ass ii-'.atijn had
already spaut £3(J,t)DI) in laying out such ejien spaces

for the enjoyment of the people.

The London parks.—By a return furnished to

the Parks Couimittee of the London County Cciincil

of the permanent and temporary staff employed in

the parks' branch of the aichittct's department, it

appears that in 23 parks there are 130 men em-
piloyed, having wages ranging from 2Is. to (J3s. per

week. Battersea Park, it seems, needs Ihe largest

staff, viz., 11)7 men.

A public garden in Siho.— On Mond.ay after-

noon Lady Hobhouse, who was accompanied by

Lord Hobhous=, opened the disused burial-ground

of St. Anne's, Soho, which has been laid out by the

Metropolitan Public Gardens Association as a pub-

lic recreation ground. I^ady Hobhouse was re-

ceived by tlie Earl if Me\th (chairm:in) and other

officials of the association. The Earl of Mealh, in

open'ng the proceedings, sa'd the association had
long had its eye upon th.at ground, as it had on

other burial-grounds in London, and had offered,

with the consent of the rector, to bear the e.xpense

of laying it o\it if the local authority «oiild maintain

it. This the Strand District Board of Works had

reaoily undertaken to do, and the garden had been

accordingly laid out at a cost of £10(1, towards

which sum Miss C. Ilnllmd had contiibuted £.")0.

He believed it would be of great service to the

neighbourhood, which hid a population of about

20,000. During the past eight years the associa-

tion had been able, owing to the public supf-ort

it had received, to lay out nearly seventy open
spaces.and of this numlier fifty were disused burial-

grounds. They had thus ad led about 100 acres to

the public gardens of London. The garden, which
is 3 mods in extent, has been planted with trees

and flowers aud provided with seats.

Destroyers.

The Onion maggot.—A correspondent, who
for several years past lias been troubled With the

maggot in Ids (Jnion beds, informs me that he has

found the best cure a dressing of nitrate of soda.

About the second week in May, taking advantage
of showery weather, he strews over his beds, in the

proportion of 2 ozs. to every yard, some nitrate of

soda. This is repeated in about a fortnight, and
he says that not o.dy is the maggot destroye i, but

his crops prove most abundant. He now uses this

dressing of nitrate of soda every year, whether the

maggot puts in apiiearance or not, as he finds it

greatly promotes the growth of the Onion. In

dry weather it should be applied of an evening in

the form of a solution.—R. D.

The Eucharis mito ( II'. Eirp).—The Eucharis

bulbs and both samples of Iris are attacked by the

Eucharis mite (Rhizoglyphus echinopus). Many
remedies have been tiied, but witlioiit much suc-

cess. No doubt many insecticides will kill the

mites if it can only be made to reach them, but

from the position of the mites this is no easy

ma'tcr, and nothing but a piolongcd foakii g, say

for three or four days, is likely to be effectual.

Water at a temperature of 115° Fahr. undoubtedly

kills them. 1 wmild suggest soaking the roots in

a mixture of 1.^ lbs. of soft soap and the extract

from li lbs. of Quassia chips to 25 gallons of water

for three days, and then raising the temperature

of the mixture to 115°Kahr. for half an hour.

These mites are very small, and can hardly be

seen without a good lens.--(;. 8. S.

The Gardeners' Orphan Fund.—The monthly
meeting of the coiiiiiiittee to. >k place at the Hotel
Windsor on the 21th ult., when letters were read
from the president, Sir Julian Goldsmid, Bart.,

acknowledging the resolution of condolence on the
death of Lady Golilsmid passed at the last meeting,

and from Sir .I. Whitehead, Bart., in acknowledg-
ment of the vote of thanks for presiding at the

annual dinner. Special ilonalions were announce 1

as follows; Mr. H. IIerb»t, £2 2s.; Hotel Metro-
pole, £2 2s. ; Mr. G. W. Cummins, The Grange
Gardens, Carsh dton, collec'ing box, £3 3s. ; and
Messrs. B. S. Williams and Son, Victoria Nursery,
Upper Holloway, collecting box in the house of

insectivorous plants, E irl's Court H irticultural

Exhibition, 15s. ',td. The quarterly payments to

orplians upon the fund, amounting to £159 5s., were
ordered to be paid.

In this year's "Grand Corso and Battle of

Flowers," at Florence, one of the carriages which
attracted most attention was covered— body,
wheels, steps, driver's box, whip and harness—
with Lilies of the Valley, while the ladies who sat

in it were dressed in wdiite and carried parasols of

the same flowers. Another carriage, dressed also

with Lilies of the Valley, showed on each siie

the family eoat-of-arms wrought with red blos-

soms. Anither was .adorned with Foiget-me-nots

and yellow Ro.ses, another with wdiite Roses ai.d

pink Azaleas, another with Lilacs and white Roses,

another with Forget-me-nots and very small pink
Rose buds, another with Daisies, white Lilies, and
Maiden-hair Ferns, another all with yellow J-on-

quiis, and still another, desciibed as especially

graceful in effect, wi^h great masses of Wistaiia.

Large umbrellas formed of flowers covered, like

canop'es, some of the smaller equipages, and in

all cases the occupants were costumed in harmony
with the decorations of their carriages.— (!a)ileii

and l\>rc!it.

New or rare flowers for drawing.—Readers
will kindly remember that we shall he greatly obliged

for any specimens of new or rare plants, or iuformatiou

concerniuij them.

Names ofplants.—if.,KorfnJk.— O'dinary form
of Laelia purpurata. H. H. t'.- 1, Pteris Kingiana

;

2, Dennstffidtia autliriscihilia ; Tritonia longifiora.

Ja^. Corker A- .Son.— 1, ,Si ene niuititlora; 2. Iri-s si-

birica alba ; 3, Melittis mellssophydum. J. JvCfhjn.
— 1, Cattleya Leopold i ; 2, C\pripedium tpeotahilc

;

3, ( Iphrys apifera. D. Marpliersnn.—1, SeJuni acre

;

cannot name Mosses unless fertile.

—

G. X)ot.S"n.— 1,

Pellsea calomolanos; 2, Myriopteris vestita; 3, Doryo-
pteris sagittifolia ; 4, Goniopteris scolopendrioides; 3,

Stenosemia aurita ; 0, Pteris niutilata I'J. 31.— 1

is a very fine Cattleya Meudeli ; 2 a vcy inferior

C. Moss'iffl. C. Mitch(ll.— \, Slieep's hit (.lasioue

uiontana) ; 2, Valeriana dioica ; 3, Poteriuin ollicinale.

O. liurnett.—l, Masdevallia Hanyana, superb
form; 2, Odontoglossum luteo-purpureura \ar. ; 3,

.Sobralia macrantlia ; 4, Aeridea irispuui. B. C. U.
— 1, Davallia elegaus ; 2, D. hullata : 3, D. Vogeli

;

4, D. dissecta. \V:st ]lijhlamla.— Iris sibii-ica.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
"Fruit Culture, and the Laying.out and Manare-

mentof a Country House." My W. G Sti-cuig, l-x-Pre-

sident of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society and

Vice- President of the American Poiuological Society.

New York : The Rural Publishing Co.

"Bees for Pleasure aud Profit." By G. Gordon
Samson. Crosby Lockwood & Sou.

" Viies and Vine Culture." Third edition. Revised

and enlarged. By A. F. Barron.
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WOODS AND FORESTS.

THE GROWTH OF COPPICING.

In many parts of the country, upon soils wliicli

will not grow the ordinary timber trees of suffi-

cient size to make their cultivation profitable,

coppicing may be substituted with advantage,

and the annual income to be derived from this

will, under proper management, be little less

hau that obtained from the periodical falls of

timber upon superior soils. But in order to

ensure the maximum of profit from sucli, the

kinds of trees grown must be such as are suit-

able to the laud, and also tliose for whicli

there is a local demand. Thus in Kent, Sussex,

Herefordshire, and Worcestershire Hop polen

meet with a ready sale ; in the mining districts,

pit-props ; in hardware districts and in the pot-

teries, material for making crates ; and in the

basket-making localities, Willows of various

kinds. The subject of local demand is an im-

portant one ; as compared with their market
value the materials obtained from ordinary cop-

pices are too bulky to admit of long carriage

either by road or rail.

.

Pure coppice of the best kinds, such as Ash,

Spanish Chestnut, Tied Willow, Red P>irch, and
Maple, are in the Hop-growing counties more
remunerative than coppice with standards ; but

where the underwood is of an inferior kind,

such as Oak, Beech, Hornbeam, Hazel, and
the common kinds of Willow, a considerable ad-

mixture of standard trees may be reared with

advantage. But under ordinary circumstances

these sliould not occupy more tlian one-third of

the wooded area, and their lower branches

should, after every fall, be either pruned back

close to the boles, or consideraljly fore-

shortened to mitigate tlie eS'ects of too much
shade. Most of our common deciduous trees

coppice freely—the Ash, Oak, Spanisli Chest-

nut, Elm, Lime, Maple, Poplar, Willow, Horn-
beam, Birch, Mountain Ash, Sycamore, Hazel,

Alder, and for a shorter period the Beech.

Some of these, such as tlie Lime, Willow,

Asiien, Birch, and the White Alder, grow very

freely from suckers. For pui-e coppicing the

Spanisli Chestnut is best adapted to sandy or

gravelly land, Ash for a moist loamy soil, and
Larch upon rocky slopes ; upon a moist iDamy
or clay soil Chestnut stools very soon die out,

and upon a deep good soil Larch grows too

rapidly to be very serviceable.

By means of planting and subsequentlayeriug,

growths of coppicing may be carried over rocky
surfaces where timber trees even of the smallest

size are reared with difiiculty. for as long as its

connection with the parent stool is maintained,

the layer will continue to thrive, even though
its roots obtain little nourishment beyond what
they find in the thinnest surface soil or among
the crevices of the rocks.

The length of a rotation will depend to a

great extent upon the kind of wood grown and
the purposes to which the produce is to be ap-

plied, as well as upon the climate, site, and
quality of the soil The shorter the rotation

the sooner the stool is exhausted. When Osiers

receive an annual cutting, the stools seldom last

more than 13 or 14 years ; though those worked
upon a two or three years' rotation endure for

nearly double that period. Standard trees cut
down after the age of from 40 to 50 years

seldom leave a reproductive stool, though in-

stances have been recorded in which they have
shot up afresh even when more than a century
old. But with good management and careful

cutting, a Chestnut plantation may last for a great
number of years. From nine to thirteen years is

the common length of a rotation, but basket-
makers' Osiers are cut at the end of the first

and second years ; Hazel for crates and hampers
and for the coojier's use, at the end of the
third ; Ash and Spanish Chestnut upon good
soils, at the end of the ninth or tenth year ; and
Oak, Hornbeam, Birch, &c., upon inferior soils,

at about thirteen years old.

As coppice shoots are produced either by the
adventitious Ijuds whicli spring from the edge
of the cut surface of the stool, or from the dor-

mant or lateral buds which proceed directly from
the medullary processes in the wood, and below
tlie former, tlie method of cutting has a consi<ler-

able influence upon the future crop. When the
bark is torn from the edge of the stool's surface,

the adventitious buds are destroyed, and heavy
blows from a blunt instrument will also destroy
the dormant buds, and even break ofl' the finer

fibres of the small stools standing in loose soils.

To avoid this, the poles growing upon the smaller
stools should always be cut off with the liill-hook,

and everything under C inches in diameter with
a light axe. All tools used in coppice felling

should be of the best kind, and also be kept to a

keen edge. No cutting should be permitted
during frosts, and all blows should be directed

upwards as far as practicable. Except in very
wet situations, where the stools are occasionally

partially immersed, they are best cut ofi' as close

to the ground as jiossilile, in which case the dor-
mant buds send up shoots from near the surface

of the ground, or even below it, and these in

time become well rooted in the soil, and at the
next cutting considerably extend the area of the
stool. A.

size may be readily enough sold at Is. 8d. to

2s. per foot, the lower price being, from sta-

tistics collected for a number of years back,
about the average value of the wood realised in
these isles.

There are many uses to whicli Ash wood may
be applied, such as for implement and furniture-
making, tool handles, in fact, in almost every
way where strength and elasticity combined are
points of importance. For oars for boats no
timber has yet lieen able to compete with that
of the Ash, while for agricultural implements,
where strength, yielding power and lightness
are points of first consideration, the wood has
few equals. Exposed to damp. Ash timber
soon decays, while if kept dry it lasts for a very
long time, and in the case of tool handles that
are wet and dry alternately, it stands well.

Regarding the soil that is best suited for

producing tlie first quality of Ash timber, it is

generally allowed tliat a rich dampish loam with
a dry subsoil will best meet the case ; but it

must also be borne in mind tliat for special pur-
poses, quickly-grown Ash timber is of the
greatest value, such succeeding best in allu-

vial deposits of our rivers and streams, par-
ticularly in low-lying districts. Thin gravelly

soils, chalk or sand are by no means suitable for

the quick growth and development of the
tree, the growth under such conditions being
short and stunted in the stem, cankered and
irregular in outline, and the foliage meagre and
sickly in hue. Neither will the Ash do on too

exposed sites, its whole nature being averse to

anything approaching wind-torturing.

A. D. W.

THE ASH.

For general usefulness and value in an econo-
mic sense, the A.sh conies next to the Oak. It

should, however, be borne in mind that the
wood of several of our more uncommon small-

growing trees, to wit, the Yew, Holly, and
some others, but which cannot be obtained in

sufficient quantity or of a large enough size,

may for special purposes sell at a much higher
figure ; but this of itself is no criterion that

the trees for purely economic purposes are

equally valuable. A log of nice clean Holly,

for instance, may fetch 5s. per foot or even a

greater price, fully double of what the best

quality of Oak can be sold at, yet the small

quantity of such Holly in the market renders
the tree on the whole one of very little value

where purely economic fiuestious are of first

importance.

"The range of capability, too, of a tree must
be taken into account in judging of its econo-
mic status, and for this very reason such trees

as the Walnut, Spanish Chestnut, and occasion-

ally the Sycamore find only a second-rate place

in our list of trees that are of value for econo-
mic planting. Taken on the whole, I think
that the Ash must I'ank second amongst British

hard-wooded trees that are of value not only
when timber-production and qualit)', but range
of capability are taken into account. Few uses,

indeed, are there in a constructive way to whicli

Ash timber may not be applied, and that, too,

at almost every stage, from the sapling walking-
stick to tlie perfectly matured wood that finds

an honourable place where great strength com-
bined witli yielding powers is of first import-
ance. This utility of Ash wood at almost every
stage of its growth is a quality that is not
shared in to an equal or greater extent by any
other wood produced in equal plenty in this

country. Ash timber of good quality and fair

Planting out conifers from pots.—When
planting; out conifers or other trees that have been
grown for some time in pots, great attention should
be paid to disentangle the roots as far as possible,

otherwise, if the ball of roots is planted entire, or

nearly so. scarcely any new fibres will enter into

the fresh soil for a long time, and the plant be-

comes starved, as it were, in the midst of good
food. It often hapjiens, however, if plnnted with-

out disentangled roots, that a few will niter a time
ramify sufliciently to keep the plant nourished, but
a gale of wind soon shows that the plant is not
firmly anchored. Upon examining any specimens
that have been blown down in this way, it will be
seen that nearly all the roots form a hard, tangled
mass, the only part of which is active is a few of

the outside fibres. The two or three larger roots

that have grown freely, and from which the plant

deiives nearly the whole of its nourishment, may
be all situated on one side, so that when the wind
blows strongly in a certain direction there is

nothing to resist it, and conse |uently the specimen
topples over. I prefer to disentangle the roots as

far as possible before planting by giving the ball of

earlh a good soaking in water. I then with a small

hand-fork commence to open out the roots, un-

twisting the long winding ones, and altogether

lerving a sufticient number clear of the ball in all

directions to seek nourishment, and be a means of

support on all sides.—W.

"The Garden" Monthly Parts— This journal is pub-
lished in nwMi/ bound Monthly Parts. In this form the

coloured plates are best preserved^ and it is most suitable for

refei'ence previous to the issue of the half-yearly volumes. Price

Is. Grf. ; post frte, Is. 9d. Complete set of volumes of The
Garden from its commencement to end of 1891, forty vole. ,

price, cloth, £29 8s.

"Gardenirg Illustrated" Monthly Parts. — r*i«
journal is ]niblished in neatly bound Monthly Parts, in vhich
form it is most suitable for reference previous to the issue of the

yearly volumes. Price td.;postfree, Sd.

"Farm and Home" Monthly Parts.— Ihis joumcU

U

published in neatly bound Monthly Parts, in which form it i«

most suitable for reference previous to the issue of the yearly

volumes. Price 5d.; post free, 8d.

"Hardy Flowers,"—Giving descriptions of upwards Of

thirteen hundred of the most ornamental species, with directions

for their arrant/ement, culture, «tc. Fourth and Popular
Edition, Is.; post free. Is. 3d.
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" This is an Art
Which does mond Naturu : change it rather ; but
The Art itselk is N^-^'ihh:."— S^at«p<ar<.

Rose Garden.

OWN-ROOTED TEA ROSES.

I QUITE agree with a " Puzzled Amateur'' that

Tea Roses on their own roots are best, because
if well cared for thej' are virtually indestruct-

ible. Place a little rid'^e of burnt earth or

something similar round the base if each plant

when frost sets in, and there will always be life

below ground that will ])ush out vigorously

hhould the top be injured by stress of weather.

But many planters of Tea and other Roses do
not give their plants a fair start at first. The
soil for Teas must bo deep, well drained, and
fairly rich, though strong, rank -.nanure is not
desirable, as its tendency is to make the soil

close and sour. A good many years ago I turned
out a lot of home propagated Tea Roses in

various positions. That season I remember
I had an abundance of liome-grown Teas,
mainly because there was a better lot of cut-

tings to work upon. One lot, consisting of

Catherine Mermet, Niphetos, Homere, Marie
van Houtte, and other good kinds, was placed
along the front of a Vine border, where the soil

was deep, well drained, and rich. With the
exception of Niphetos, these plants along the
front of the Vine border did famously, and
formed immense bushes from which a supply of

fine blooms could always be obtained. Another
batch of plants was set out in a warm south
border, anj these al.so were a success, produc-
ing the same year they were propagated beautiful
blooms. Other plantsof similar sorts were placed
in various positions, but the plants on the Vine
border were the most successful. I have long held
the opinion that for anything we wish to grow
well it is both better and cheaper to thoroughly
prepare the ground first, and Tea Roses must
have a dry, warm, deep bed.
The propagation of Tea Roses under glass

is as simple as striking Verbenas, and well-nigh
as successful. Cuttings which have been ob-
tained from plants under glass are firmer and
riper than any growths made in the open ground
can possibly be, though as regards the selection

of the wood for cuttings, I do not care how old
it is In a propagating bed where there is a
temperature of 75' to 80° and an atmospheric
heat of 00°, all cuttings, except those which
are very .soft and young, will strike with a
small percentage of loss. I think cuttings
from wood of more than one season's growth
are even better than younger stuii; at any rate,

it is a decided advantage to have a heel of old
wood at the base of the cutting. Cuttings may
be rooted from single buds, but unless the buds
are strong, the growths they make will be weak,
and it takes a couple of years to make them
into plants. I have struck Tea and other
Roses in pots plunged in cocoa fibre in a genial
bottom-heat, and I have rooted them by simply
thrusting the cuttings into the moist fibre

without potting and have invariably obtained
more plants from the .same number of cuttings
when pots are not used for striking. The reason is,

Ithink, obvious
; cocoa fibre is always in one even

condition as to moisture, and that condition
can be maintained from the time the cuttings
are inserted till they are lifted for potting
without having received any -water beyond a
very light dewing over during the process of

rooting. This etjuable condition of moisture

without the use of the water-pot is worth every-

thing in the work of propagation. Water kills

more cuttings than all other causes of loss put

together. 1 like good sized cutting.s, but the

wood i.s too valuable to u.se big pieces, and by

the one Ijud or eye system one has to wait a

long time for strong iilauts. This is why a

grafted plant has an advantage over the own-

rooted ]ihuit at first, but as the years roll round

the advantage is on the other side. It is true

that in course of time if the stocks are buried

in planting the Rose forms roots of its own, and

then I think the stock .seems to become an

embarrassment and would be better away.

As regards layering Roses, it is a very old and

a very good process, but it is slow. Many years

ago, when it was the fashion to have large

beds of Roses in gardens of one kind, such as

the Provence, York and Lancaster, Maiden's

Blush, and other old .sorts which are now being

sought for again in some places, the beds were

always kept full by layering the .strong

shoots, this being usually done in February. So

far as regards open-air propagation, layering

is decidedly the best plan to adopt, and when
once strong old plants of the best and hardiest

varieties have been obtained, there will be

plenty of own-rooted Tea Rose.s with hardy

constitutions. E. H.

of buds and blooms would doubtless have rotted

hut again, as throughout this present season so

far, fine weather succeeded wet, and, aided by a

breeze, the blooms quickly dried, and brilliant

sunshine since has opened many more. Orange

fungus already is very rife among Hybrid ler-

pi'tuals. It is a cause for great thankfulness that

this most di.stiKuring and worst of pests never at-

tacks the most ornamental and best section of

Koses—the Teas.-,\ II.

Hose Duchesae d'Auerstadt promises to prove

as valuable for pegging down as it is for quickly

covering a great space. A group of plants so

treated is now a pretty picture. The ground was
previously carpeted with the mossy Saxifrage, which

is now not quite hidden, peering out here and there,

an intense green. The shoots pegged down are

blooming freely, the flowers borne in clusters, fine

in form, good in substance, with thick fle.-hy petals

and the colour rich and effective, especially in tlie

halt-opened flower, wliich has a deep nanlieen-

yellow centre. The flowers when fully open are of

a clear soft yellow hue. Above the flowers are the

slender-growing shoots that will be pegged down
next year.

Rose Mme. Angele Jacquier.— It is a singular

thing, but, as all Hose growers know, some kinds

are not always good. This under notice is an

example. We have had a group of it standing for

three years, and it had not given a dozen good

flowers. We decided to do away with it last

autumn, but through inability to obtain a kind

selected for the place it was suffered to remain,

and now every plant has this season borne perfect

blooms. They are large and well formed, of the

palest flesh-pink, shading to white externally, but

bright peach-pink, suffused with pale yellow inter-

nally. It was sent out by Guillot in 1879. Like

all this raiser's Roses, it is a fine kind when good,

but uncertain, and therefore hardly likely to find

favour except with those who desire large collec-

tions.

Bose notes.—On page 574 " Ridgewood" com-

ments upon some of my previous notes and says I

am fortunate in having such good growth. I was

not aware of the fact till the appearance of the

note in question, and shortly after, evidence was

forthcoming from this county. Less than twenty

miles from here 7° of frost were registered about

the middle of June, and my informant says, as

might be imagined, that the result was truly dis-

astrous to his Roses. We escaped that frost ex-

cept in one or two low-lying spots in the park,

where the young tender shoots of Brake were

browned. The brilliant prospects that I foretold

our Roses were showing have been fully realised.

From start to finish they had no check, nor were

they hampered by insect pests, and during this

last week of June the Tea Roses have been a

splendid picture, the flowers fine, well formed, and

exceedingly numerous, the growth abundant and

strong. Had the deluge which fell on the night of

June 28 been succeeded by dull weather, hundreds

BUDDING ROSES.

TriE time for this operation is fast approach-

ing, in fact I have already begun upon a few

established stocks that weie not strong enough

last J ear, or else had failed when budded

late during the previous summer. In the present

case the buds were obtained from plants under

glass, as those out of doors are not yet sufiiciently

matured to command a fair chance of success.

Julv and August are the two best months for bud-

ding, the former month being preferable ;
but in

cases where large quantities have to be done, or

the stock of any desired variety is small and weak,

it must depend in a great measure upon when one

can find the buds. To ensure a fair amount of

success, all stocks should be budded before Sep-

tember, as the sap on which the bud sustains itself

does not flow so freely after that time, and con-

sequently the bud has not so good a chance of

getting '• set " to the stock. I prefer the stocks to

be growing fairly well, not rampant, or the bud is

flooded with too much sap. It is well to have

them of medium growth only, and to secure this

end I never manure my stocks when planting,

finding they grow quite strongly enough for suc-

cessful budding without any such assistance, and

that a steady summer's growth tends towards

setting the bud earlier and firmer, both of them

getting more matured and better able to withstand

winter frosts. It grown too strongly, the bark

sometimes swells completely over the bud, smother-

ing and so killing it. This last point applies more

particularly to the seedling Brier, a stock that

often swells from the size of an ordinary kmttmg

neerlle to as large as 2 inches in circumference,

if growing at all strongly and upon rich ground.

Supposing, then, that the stocks are not on too

rich a piece of ground, they may be buddded as

soon as sufficient sap has risen to allow the bark

to be easily lifted. Let the Rose shoot you intend

working from be as nearly as possible in the same

stage of growth as the portion of the stock you are

operating upon, so that they may heal over and

unite more perfectly. If this be attended to, they

will be set in from two to three weeks, when they

may be looked over and any failures re-budded a

little higher up the stock. By getting this opera-

tion done fairly earlv in the season fewer fadures

will result, and one has the opportunity of insert-

ing a second bud where failure has attended the

first attempt. It is by no means necessary to have

prepared stocks for budding upon, as any strong

growing Rose may be converted into a more

desirable variety. Where a good plant of any

inferior kind exists, it is sometimes better to bud a

more desirable kind upon it than to destroy it and

replace with a nurserv-grown plant of the favoured

sort In many cases one has a plant under glass

that is growing vigorously, but is unfortunately

of some little-desired variety. Almost any variety

of Rose will do excellently upon such a stock, and

it would be wise to so utilise the established roots

of such Roses.
, . , - j c

The Manet ti is one of the staple stocks lor dwarf

Roses, and if properly budded they will do ex-

cellently upon it, and not produce the quantities ot

suckers too often found upon plants workc'd upon

this stock. Some time ago I advised that all dwarf

stocks should have a little earth dr.awn up to them,

if this plan has been followed, the benefits accrumg

from it will be very patent during the budding

season. Before inserting any buds remove the soil

as much as possible without injury to the stock,

I c'etting as near to the crown ot it as you possibly

' can Let this operation be done very carefully, so
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as not to bruise the bark. The lower the bud can

be got, the better will it be as regards suckers, as

you thus leave a very small portion indeed of the

original stock to produce them ; otherwise they arc

almost certain to emanate from the space between

the bud and crown of the stock, robbing the Rose,

and unless constantly attended to eventually re-

sultiug in the death of all but the stock itself. On
the other hand, if properly worked, very few
suckers can result, and the Hose is much more in-

clined to strike off upon its own roots, and thus

receive additional support to that afforded by the

stock. In the case of all dwarf stocks, one bud to

each is quite sufficient. Seedling and struck cut-

ting Briers may be treated exactly the same as I he

Manetti ; so also may the De la Grefferaie and any
of the Polyantha or other Roses that are grown
from cuttings in the same way, and which arc

much used by some few amateurs as stocks. Hedge
Briers tor standard and half-standard Roses require

somewhat different treatment, although the actual

operation of budding is the same. As soon as the

Briers in this form commence to grow, remove all

of the young shoots except the two or three you
intend working a Rose upon. The exact height of

these must be decided on according to the height

you wish your future Rose tree to be. When the

remaining growths are a little thicker than an
ordinary lead pencil and the bark at their base
is sufficiently matured, I hey should each have
a bud inserted into them and as near to the main
stem as possible. One bud in each of the two or

three shoulders will be sufficient.

We now come to a very important point in the
operation of budding Roses, viz , what stock to

work certain varieties upon. All Roses, of what-
ever class, will do well upon either of the Brier

stocks ; but it is best to put only strong growers
upon full standards of the hedge Brier, as the

weaker kinds do not possess sufficient strength to

keep the Brier roots in active growtli and the stem
healthy. It will not do to allow suckers to grow
out occasionally with this object in view, as they
would soon take the whole of the sap, and the Rose
itself would dwindle away and die. The majority
of the Hybrid Perpetuals, Bourbons, Mosse.", and
strong growing Tea-scented Roses do well upon the
Manetti, notable exceptions .among the first being
Captain Christy, Xavier Olibo, Marie Verdier,

Sultan of Zanzibar, and Her Majesty.
The actual operation of budding may be carried

out by the most inexperienced with fair prospects
of success if done cleanly, quickly, and neatly,

after a flower has been cut from a shoot about a
week or ten days and the remaining eyes are
nicely prominent without being actually started
into fresh growth is an excellent time for budding,
also when the prickles of a half-matured shoot
will snap off readily when touched. If these hang
to the bark, as a general rule the bark surrounding
the bud will hang too, and this would necessitate
too much force in removing the small portion of

wood. It is essential that the bud be in as nearly
a ripe condition as possible consistent with an
easy and free removal of the wood from the bark

;

also that the seat of the eye be on a level with
the bark and so rest upon the wood of the stock.

R.

able." And further I mention: "The seedling Brier

is undoubtedly the best stock for Teas, and is also

a good and suitable stock for most of the Hybrid
Perpetuals, Bourbons, and Noisettes." From these

observation--, it cinnot be inferred that I condemn
the Brier for Hybrid Perpetuals. 1 have not found

that Roses, either Teas or Hybrids, deteriorate

sooner or more so on the seedling Brier than on

the Manetti, and should be moie inclined to attri-

bute the cause of deterioration in the plants re-

ferred to by a " Puzzled Amateur " to the woodhaving
been injured by frost, consequently losing vigour

and the plants gradually decaying and dying

away. Instances of this often occur, especially

after a severe cold winter and spring similar to

that we have just gone through.—John Cranston,
Klni/'s Acre, Hereford.

*," We think it as well to quote here what Mr.

Cranston said in The Gakde.v for June 11 :

—

I give preference to the Manetti for all the strong

and moderate-groning Hybrid Perpetuals, Bourbons,
Moss, Provence, Austrian and a'l summer-blooming
Roses for outdoor or pot cultore, also for some Noi-

settes and Hybrid climbing Teas for pillar or wall

Rosea. The seedling Brier is undoubtedly the best

stock for Teis, and is also a good and suitable

stock for most of the Hybrid Perpetuals, Bourbons,
and Noisettes, hut \t has chis objeciwn—tltat Roses rni

It ore mvch later and iloicer in grow h and la'er

in coniivq into blo07n tha i plantx up -n tlie Mane ti.

They are al-a later in ripening their w 'vd and re-

quire more care in transplanting. It is more suit-

abU than th". Manetti for heavy cold u'et soils in col !

damp districts.—Ed.

Rose Goubault.—The chief charm of this old
Rose is its lovely scent. In this respect few can equal
and none surpass it. It flowers very freely, and its

bright rose buff-shaded flowers are attractive.

Boses on seedling Brier.—It is stated in

an article on " Roots or Stocks " by a " Puzzled
Amateur" in The Garden for June 11 (p. 573)
that "Mr. Cranston says his Hybrid Perpetuals
will not do on the seedling Brier." This state-
ment, no doubt inadvertently given, is not correct,
and is so mi.sleading that it calls for an explana-
tion. In a paper on the Manetti stock (page 527),
from which possibly the conclusion might have
arisen, I say: "Although I hold the Manetti in the
highest estimation, I by no mB.-rns wish to dispar-
age the merits or value of the Brier, Grefferaie, or
other stocks. They are all seri'iceable, and to the
successful cultivation of the R -se are indispens-

NOTBS OF THE WEEK.

Papaver glaucum is a new Poppy to us, and a

very hue one indeed. It is dwarf, with rather the
habit of P. Rha^as, the leaves less cut, of a firmer tex-

ture, and glaucous. The flowers are dull crimson,
with small black blotches at the base of the petals

—a decided acquisition to our list of annual Poppies,
and one to be noted for next year.

Nympheea odorata exquisita.—This is all

that the name implies and a truly exquisite kind,

deeper and richer in colour than any of the other
hardy hybrids that M. Latour Marliac has given
us. The flower is rather larger than that of the
typical odorata and of a lovely colour. It is al-

most carmine rose at the base of the petals, and
shades to a clear soft rose towards the tips. The
leaves are of a very dark purple shade.

NymphseaMarliacea albida.—Although M.
Marliac has been working, and successfully, to-

wards producing new colours in Water Lilies, he
seems to have also improved the white-flowered
kinds, or at any rate given us a sterling addition to

them in that which bears the above name. The
flowers are of great size. Those of N. odor-ita alba
look small in comparison. The petals iire long
and broad, the inner ones shorter tlian the outer,

.and the centre of the flower rich yellow. When
fully established and flowering abundantly, it will

be highly effective.

Scabiosa caucasica.—I notice in The Garden
of July 2 (p. Ifi) Herr Max Leichtlin writes that
Scabiosii caucasica has not yet been coaxed into
producing different colours. I do not claim to have
m.ade any effort to raise varieties of this beautiful
perennial, but iiccidentally the white variety has
appeared in a bed of the ordinary type. I have
twelve clumps just in bloom, and they promise well
both in healthy growth and freedom of flower. The
flowers are large and of a delicate creamy white.

—

Maurice Peichaed, Mirerslea Nursery, Christ-

ell iirck.

Pink Little Pearl.—I send you a bunch of a
medium-sized, Carnation -petalled, white Pink
which I raised from seed of Mrs. Sinkins three
or four years ago. It seems to me to represent a
good type, having a solid substance and neat ro-

sette-like form of flower. It is extremely free-

flowering and carries an abundance of buds (none

of which; I remove) on its stiff branching stems.

It is just flecked with red in the centre of the

flower, but only enough to give a creamy tone to

its white colour. It goes by the name of Little

Pearl here, and I grow it in abundance forgather-

ing.— G. H. Engleheart, Apj)lesha>r, Andorer.

A Bignonia from King's Acre.— I am
sending you spikes of Bignonia radicans grandifiora.

The plant from which these flowers have been taken

is planted out in one of our Rose houses, and has

at the present time upwards of fifty similar spikes

laden with magnificent blooms.— J. Cranston.
*^* We have never seen such beautiful trusses

of this plant, which, although hardy in the north

of France and sometimes in our own country, does

not show its vigour in the open air. The panicle

of flowers sent by Mr. Cranston is 15 inches long,

though not half expanded, and with nearly fifty

flowers and buds on it.— Ed.

Spi'sea aruncus.—What a noble plant this is,

and yet how rarely do s one see it well done 1

Grouped on a lawn in beds or borders with suitable

surroundings, there is no more telling plant in

flower at the present time. On dry soil it keeps

dwarf, but in a moist rich soil it attains noble

proportions. S. gigantea is somewhat disappointing,

inasmuch as its flowers are not much better, if as

showy as those of the ordinary Meadow Sweet. It

is a fine tall species, however, with large leaves,

and might be effective near the lake or pond. S.

palmata loves moisture, and the more it gets the

la'-ger are its flower-heads and the richer the

colour.

Arabia petisea is one of the best of this genus

for the rock garden. It is a compact growing
plant, increasing quickly, though not inconve-

niently, from self-sown seeds. It also blooms

freely, the individual flowers large, and of the

purest white. We have seen the very inferior

Hutchinsia pelrjea grown under the above name ;

there is, however, no affinity, and briefly the one

is a mere weed, while the other is a really desir-

able plant. On Bath stone or rough tufa it is

equally at home, seeding all over, and in spite of

the past dry season in perfect health, and at

present a sheet of white. The tufts are very com-

pact, the leaves irregularly and bluntly cut, and of

a very dark glossy green.

Fhytcuma comosum, at its best just now,

is a very cliarming alpine too seldom seen in

gardens. It is not at all difficult to grow, exces-

sive moisture in winter seeming to be its greatest

enemy. Protected from this overhead moisture

either by planting under a ledge or protecting by

means of a pitrce of glass or other material, it does

exceedingly well, soon attaining a robustness and
free-floweiing h.ibit rarely, if ever, seen when
grown in pots. From the nature of its large fleshy

roots, it seems reasonable to conclude that it will

stand a long spell of drought without suffering

much, and on this we have acted, planting on the

driest, sunniest spot we could find with much suc-

cess. P, Scheuchzeri, P. globularisefolium, P. hemi-

sphericum, and P. humile are all very desirable

alpines. They are best raised from seeds, which

usually ripen freely.

Zrigeion specioeus splenders (Ware).

—

This is one of the finest hardy herbaceous plants

we have seen for a long time. It is a great ad-

vance on the old Stenaotis speciosa so largely grown
in gardens. We noticed this variety in quantity in

all the London parks, especially at the Zoological

Gardens, where Mr. Young is planting it by the thou-

sand ; the effect at present is indeed very fine, and,

weather permitting, will be nearly as good in a

month. E. salsuginosus is also well worth a place

in the border ; the pale almost lilac-purple flowers

are freely produced and last a very long time in

perfection. This latter is a most useful plant for

cutting, and where a demand for cut flowers is a

heavy one it should be grown in quantity. E.

multiradiatus, a Himalayan species of a dwarfer

habit and with deeper coloured flowers, will be

found a good border plant and also useful in the

rock garden.
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Trees and Shrubs.

THE MAGNOLIAS.

Til KKE !ire about a score species of Magnolias

known to botanists, and all but some half-dozen

or so are in cidtivation in this country. The

head ([uarters of the ijenus are in China and

Japan, a few are peodiar to the Himalayan

and a few more to North America.region All

are handsome and desirable trees or shrubs
;

ing readily. The best results obtain if the

plants are procured and planted just as growth
begins in spring. The (leshy roots when in-

jured rot rapidly, and when autumn planting

has been ] n-acti.sed , very many individuals sue-

cundj to the ordeal, tliose that do not do .so

outright often struggling on in a pitiful plight

for years. A little care in transplanting in

spring, in sheltering with mats from dry winds
or hot sun, .and in syringing the wood to pre-

vent shrivelling until the plants are thoroughly
established, would do much to prove that the

The Yulan (Magnolia conspicua) in the garden ut Gunnersbury House. Eiigmvtd
fur The Garden from a photograph sent by Mr, J. Hudson.

some, indeed, may be classed with confidence
amongst the most beautiful objects to be met
with in the gardens of temperate climates. A
glance at the accompanying engraving, repre-
senting a very fine specimen of the Yulan (Mag-
nolia conspicua) of China and .lapan will show
what glorious etlects may be obtained in spring
in tlie south of England, at any rate, by its use.

It is true enough, unfortunately, that frosts

sometimes injure the flowers and change their

snowy whiteness into an unsightly brown. Per-
haps the reason that this ISIagnolia and its

allies are not more frequently met with in gar-

dens is owing to the fact of their not transplant-

Magnolias can bo planted with every prospect

of success. Some species occasionally ripen

seed freely in this country, and it is well worth

while to sow this seed at once. If dried and

kept like other seeds until the following season,

all chance of germination will have passed.

All the species of the natural order Magnoliaceie

have seeds which retain their vitality but a very

limited period.

M. ACUMINAT.\ (the Cucumber tree of the

I'nited St.ales) makes a noble specimen when
planted singly in the park or pleasure ground. It

is deciduous, the leaves varying from 5 inches to

1 foot in Ungth and glaucous green, the flowers

yellow-tinged, bell-shaped and slightly fragrant.

There are fine examples of this tree at Kew, in

the gardens of Syon House, Clarcmont, &o. In its

native habitats it attains a height of from CO feet

to '.Klfeet, with a trunk from 2 ft. to 4 ft. in diaiiieter.

The yellow Cucumber tree (.M. cordata)is regarded
by Professor C. H. Sargent in his magnilicent work,
" The Sylva of North America," as a variety of M.
acuminata. It is a rare plant in a wild state, as it

does not appear to have been collected since

Michaux found it in Georgia.

M. Campbelli, one of the most gorgeous of

Indian forest trees, has not fulfdled the exjecta-
tions of those who took so nuich trouble in intro-

ducing the species to Briti.sh gardens. In a wild
state it at' ains a height of I'jil feet, and the fra-

grant (lowers, varying from deep rose to crimson,

are produced before the leaves appear. I'robatily

the finest specimen in the British Islands is the

one at Lakelands, near Cork, which ten years ago
was :i5 feet high. Perhaps Mr. Gumbleton would
be good enough to inform us what progress the
tree has made since then. In 1884 it flowered for

the first time, and a figure was prepared for the
liiitanical Magazine from material forwarded to

Kew by the late Mr. Crawfurd. Considering the
beauty of M. Campbelli, it would appear worth
while to treat it as a wall plant against some high
building in a warm sunny position. As it occurs

in a wild state along the outer Himalayas at eleva-

tions of from 800 feet to ltK)0 feet above sea level,

there seems every probability that the treatment
suggested would prove successful.

M. CONSPICUA.—In its typical form this has
snowy-white flowers, which are produced in the

greatest profusion in the latter part of April and
beginning of May. Splendid specimens of this

beautiful Chinese and Japanese tree are to be seen

at Gunnersbury House, Syon House, Kew, &c. M.
Yulan and M. precia are names under which this is

found in some books and gardens. Several hybrid
forms between this species and M. obovata occur

in gardens; of two of these, M. Lenn6 and M.
Soulangeana nigra, coloured plates have been
published in The Garden. M. Soulangeana has
flowers similar in shape and size to those of typical

M. conspicua, but they are deeply tinged with red
;

M. Soulangeana nigra has dark plum-coloured

flowers. Both these bloom a week or ten days later

than the type. Other seedling forms or slight

varieties of the Yulan are M. Alexandrina, M.
cyathiformis, M. speciosa, M. spectabilis, M.
superba, M. triumphans, and M. Y'ulan grandis.

M. Feasbei, a native of the Southern United

States, is easily recognised by its light green

spathulate leaves auricled at the base; they each

measure about 8 inches to 1 foot in length, and
about 3 inches or 4 inches across at the widest

part. The flowers, each of which measures 3

inches or 4 inches in diameter, are creamy white

in colour, and are produced later than those of

any lother cultivated species. In a wild state

the tree attains a height of from 30 feet to 50 feet.

M. glauca, the Laurel Magnolia or Sweet Bay
of the Eastern United States, is a delightful sub-

evergreen shrub with oblong or oval leathery leaves,

bluish green above and silvery below. The flowers

are globular in shape, very fragrant, opening of a

rich cream colour and gradually acquiring a pale

apricot tint with age. In a wild state this species

occurs in swamps and attains a height of 20 feet.

Alarge-flowered form (M. Thompsoniana) originated,

according to Loudon, about eighty years ago in the

nursery of a Mr. Thompson at Mile End. It is

figured in the Botanical Jfaijazine as M. glauca

\ar. major and in other publications. By far the

most faithful and characteristic representation,

however, is given in Garden and Forest for 1888.

Professor Sargent there says:—

It has been considered a large-flowered variety of

M. glauca, and by some authors a hybrid between M.
glauca and M. Umbrella. It is probable that the

latter supposition is correct, as, although the leaves of

M. Thompsoniana cannot be distinguished from those

jiroduced on a vigorous plant of M. glauca, the leaf-

buds are quite glabrous and destitute of the silky hairs

which cover those of that species, while the broad,

strap-shaped, reflexed sepals and obovate-oblong petals,
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CDntraeted into a narrow claw, distinctly belong to M.

umbrella; the flowers, rather more than 6 inches

across when fully expanded, being intermediate in

size between those of the two species. They have, on

the other hand, the delicious fr.igrance peculiar to

those of M. glauca. So far as I know, M. Thomp-
soniana dues not produce fruit, and it is a curious fact

that it is much less hardy than either of its supposed

parents, suffering here always, unless carefully pro-

tected in winter, and rarely rising above the size of a

small bush, although Loudon. . . . speaks of trees at

Mile End more tha^l 21 • feet high. I shall be glad to

see fruit of this plant, and to learn if it grows more

vigorously in Europe than it does in this country.

M. GK.VNDiPLORA, the great Laurel Magnolia of

the Southern United States, is—in England—best
treated as a wall plant ; under these conditions it

thrives well and flowers freely. In order to form

some idea of the beauty of this species it is neces-

sary to see it in large symmetrical stately trees in

the west of France,'&c., where climatic conditions

obtain which more nearly approach those of its

native habitats. In Bartram's Travels, that en-

thusiastic lover of Nature exclaims :—

Behold yon promontory, projecting far into the

great river, beyond the still lagoon, half a mile dis-

tant from me : What a magnificent grove arises on its

banks ! How glorious the Palm ! How majostieally

strnds the Laurel, its head forming a perfect cone !

Its dark green foliage seems silvered over with milk-

white flowers. They are so large as to he distinctly

visible at the distance of a mile or more. The Laurel

Magnolias that grow on this river are the most beauti-

ful and tall that I have anywhere seen, unless we ex-

cept those which stand on the banks of the Mississippi

Their usual size is about 100 feet, and some
greatly exceed that. The trunk is perfectly erect,

rising in the form of a beautiful column and support-

ing a head like an obtuse cone.

In The Garden, Vol. II., p. 205, there is a fine

illustration of the " Magnolia grandiflora at

Home." Professor Sargent, in his " Sylva of North

America," adopts the name of M. fictida for this

species. In (Tarilen and Forest for ISSH, one writer

urges the claims of this species as the national

flower, and states that it

was among the favourite trees, if not the especial one

of Washington. An imposing specimen over 75 feet

high, known to have been planted by his own hands,

still flourishes at Mount Vernon, aud every year since

this modern Mecca has been accessible to the public,

each fallen petal of its faded blossoms, every glossy

leaf of its rich foliage and every seed that drops from

it 3 fruit-pods have been carried away as precious

souvenirs by the visitors to that hallowed spot.

M. HYPOLEUCA.—So far as we have been able to

ascertain, the only figure of this beautiful .species

(excepting one in a Japanese publication which is

not easily accessible) is in Garden and J-'oivst, vol.

i., p. 305. From an economic standpoint M. hypo-

leucais perhaps the most important of all the Magno-
lias ; the wood is straight grained, easily worked, and
dull yellow-grey in colour. It is the wood com-
monly used by "the Japanese in the manufacture of

objects to be lacquered ; it is preferred for sword

sheaths, and the charcoal made from it is used for

polishing lac. In the southern part of Yesso it is

abundant in the forests and forms fine trees fiO

feet or more in height, with a trunk diameter of 2

feet. The leaves are broadly obovate, a foot or

more long and Ij inches or 7 inches wide, dark green

and smooth above, and clothed with white hairs

beneath. The flowers are creamy white in colour,

deliciously fragrant, and when fully expanded
measure G inches or 7 inches across, the bril-

liant scarlet filaments forming a striking con-

trast to the petals. There are no large specimens

as yet in this country, but as the species thrives well

in the North-eastern United States, it is fair to

assume that it will do well in Britain.

M. KoBus, a Japanese species grown in the

United States under the name of M. Thurberi, is as

yet very uncommon in this country, and we have

not yet seen it in flower. In habit it seems to

approach dwarf-growing forms of M. conspicua.

M. MACROPilYLLA.—This, unfortunately some-

what tender in a young state, is worth growing
simply for its beautiful leaves, which are green

above and clothed with white hairs beneath ; they

attain a length of upwards of ?< feet. The open

bell-shaped fragrant flowers are white with a purple

blotch at the base of the inner petals and measure

8 inches or 10 inches across. In its native habitats,

the Southern United States, it forms a tree from

20 feet to 40 feet in height, with a trunk rarely ex-

ceeding a foot in diameter.

M. OBOVATA is a native of China ; in Japan it

only occurs in cultivation. It is a dwarf-growing

bush, perfectly hardy in the south of England,

and bears freely its purple, sweet-scented flowers,

though not in the same profusion as are those of

the white-flowered M. conspicua. This species has

a number of synonyms. Amongst these are the

following, which are the most frecpiently met with

in books and nursery catalogues : M. discolor, M.

denudata, M. liliflora, M. purpurea, Talauma Sie-

boldi, &c. There are several varieties, but these

differ so slightly from each other and from the

type, that descriptions without good coloured

figures would be next to useless. The best are

Borreri, angustifolia, and erubesoens.

M. STBLLATA.—An excellent coloured plate of

this very beautiful Japanese shrub was published

in The Garden in June, 1878, under the name of

M. Halleana. This species is the earliest of the

Magnolias to flower, and it should be extensively

grown for the beauty of its starry white flowers. A
variety with blush-coloured flowers sent from

Japan by Mr. Maries has not yet been sent out by

Messrs. Veitch, but it grows freely in their Coombe
Wood Nurseries, and will doubtless become as

great a favourite as the type. Both are dwarf-

growing deciduous shrubs.

M. TRIPETALA, a native of the Southern LInited

States, has large, slightly scented, white flowers

from 5 inches to 8 inches across, and obovate-

lanceolate leaves from 1 foot to 3 feet in length
;

in a wild state the tree rarely exceeds 40 feet in

height. Philip Miller was the first to introduce this

fine species to British gardens. Other names for

it are M. Umbrella and M. frondosa.

M. Watsoni.—A coloured plate of this very

beautiful Japanese species was published in The
Garden in December, 1883, under the name of M.
parviflora ; at that time it had not flowered in

British gardens. It is quite hardy. It has large,

creamy white, fragrant flowers with petals of great

substance and deep red filaments, which add
materially to the beauty of the blossoms. The
true M. parviflora is probably not in cultivation in

Britain. N.

Pernettyas in bloom.—Pernettya mucronata
and its numerous varieties are usua'ly considered

more from a fruiting than a floral point of view,

but at the same time they are wonderfully pretty

when in full flower, as at the present time. The
blooms are, as in many of the Ericacea;, of a

wax-like texture, bell-shaped, and pure white in

colour. They are borne for a considerable distance

along the shoots, and their spotless white tint con-

trasts in a marked manner with the very deep

.shining green foliage and reddish leaf-stalks. A
little variation is to be found in the blooms of

different individuals, and it is possible by cariying

out a course of persistent selection, such as led to

the production of the numerous forms that differ

in the colour of their fruits, to raise some varieties

with distinctly coloured flowers.—H. P.

Ph ladelphus Iiemoinei.—Among the smaller

Mock Oranges a place must be assigned this hy-

brid form, which is tliis year flowering in great

profusion. It is a hybrid between the little New
Mexican Philadelphus microphyllus (illustrated last

year by a coloured plate in THE Garden, Sept. 26,

p. 288) and the European P. coronaiius. P. Lemoinei

is, as might be supposed, more vigorous than P. mi-

crophyllus, and less so than its other parent, while

the blooms possess the pleasing fragrance of the

North American representative. From its compact
habit and great profusion of bloom P. Lemoinei

may be successfully flowered in pots under glass,

and so treated I have seen it this season in very

good condition. This Mock Orange was distributed

by M Lemoine in the autumn of 1887, and since

that time a second variety under the name of P.

Lemoinei erectus has been sent out. I recently

saw another of M. Lemoine's hybrid thrubs in full

flower, viz., Spira;a Bumalda ruberrima, which was
distributed last autumn, and announced as the

result of a cross between S. Bumalda and S. crispi-

folia. The new-comer was blooming under glass
;

therefore, little could be said as to the depth of

colouring the flowers would assume when in the

open air, but it was certainly very promising.—T.

Golden-leaved Acacia.—The common False

Acacia (Robinia Pseudacacia) is very prolific in

varieties, and among the best of them must be
reckoned the golden-leaved form (aurea), in which
the foliage is of a soft yellow tint, which combined
with its light and elegant appearance renders it

one of the most pleasing golden-leaved trees that

we possess ; while, what is more, the leaves do not

burn with the summer's sun, nor do they become
green as the season advances, which is the case

with some other subjects. Mixed with trees of a

deep green hue the lighter tint of this Acacia is

very noticeable. To obtain the best results it must
be planted where fully exposed to the sun, as in

the shade it becomes much greener, this also taking

place when growing in rich soil.—T.

Spiraea splendens.—The plant to which this

name is applied in gardens is among the most
select of the shrubby Spirfeas, and its value in this

respect is enhanced by the fact that it does not, as

a rule, bloom till midsummer or even later, at

which time most of our flowering shrubs are past

their best. This Spir^a belongs to the callosa

group and forms a dense-growing shrub about a
yard high, while the flowers are borne in closely-

packed terminal corymbs. The colour is a bright

carmine-pink, and as the flowers are so numerous
that the upper part of the plant is quite a mass of

bloom, a specimen of it when in that stage is won-
derfully bright and effective. As with the otiier

members of the genus, a cool, fairly mr.ist soil

just suits the requirements of this Spiraea.—H. P.

BEAUTY OF OUR NATIVE SHRUBS.

The wild shrubs of our woodlands and hedges are,

unfortunately, almost forgotten in the rage for

those of foreign introduction. Take as an e.xample

the Guelder Rose (Viburnum opulus)—not the
trim-flowered, berryless plant of our gardens—and
I question whether any shrub can surpass it either

in beauty of leaf, wealth and purity of flowers, or

in the masses of the brightest coral berries that are

so profusely produced. There is a specimen of

this very shrub growing by the banks of one of the

lakes at Holwood ; true, it is agoodly proportioned

plant of, say, a dozen feet high and as much
through, and I am oft amused at the ignorance of

tree and shrub lovers as to the name or even family

that it belongs to. Puzzling indeed it is to one
who has not before become acquainted with this

species of Guelder Rose to tell what it is, but more
particularly so when in autumn it is laden with its

brightest of berries and showiest of autumn-tinted
leaves. I do not know of another shrub that is

equally valuable. To see it in its native wilds in

the more open parts of the woodland either when
in flower or fruit is truly a picture. Probably in

the opinion of most persons the wild Clematis of

our hedges and sunny banks on thechalk and lime-

stone is not a bit behind the Guelder Rose either

in beauty of flowers, curious inflorescence, or general

aspect. On the chalky banks of Kent the Old
Man's Beard, as the Clematis Vitalba is popularly

called, is most at home, the roots, few in number,
piercing far and deep into the layered calcareous

formation. It is no uncommon occurrence in the

chalky districts round London to see hedges rods

in length almost smothered out of existence by
the twisted massy growths of this pretty native

Glimber. Twice in each year these hedges of Cle-

matis are a sight not easily forgotten, first, when
the countless numbers of the neatest flowers hang
in long drapery, or again when the curious fluffy

seed appendages attract one's attention from the

roadside half a mile away.
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In the Wayfaring Tree (Viburnum Lantana) we
have another [nctty sliiubby tree, and one that is

rendereii very conspicuous in late autumn by the

blackish fruit. Kven the groat flattencil head's of

white flowers betray the plant's secrecy for a long

distance away, for a hedgerow studded with it, as

not a few in Southern Kngland arc, is a beautiful

picture in Mny and June. It, too, is worthy of

garden culture, but, being a native shrub, is left

unheeded. Tlie l)o,,'WOod (Cornus sanguinea) is

another native shrub of particular inteiest and

value, not so much, however, for its (lowers as for

the pretty reddish tint of the bark, which theplant

when leafless shows olT all the more vividly. By
a woodland streim <irlake bank it is at its be>t and

looks most at home. Both our native species of

Khamnus (U. cath.articus and K. frangulii), though

r.ire in some districts, are f.nrly com num in Southern

and Eastern England. The Spindle Tree (Enony-

mus europajus) has few equals as an ornamental

berry-be.-iring shrub, and is cultivated in many
parks and grounds for this purpose. After the

pale scarlet fruit has opened and revealed the

oraiige-coloiired aril of the seeds this shrub is most
effective and ornamental. Few shrubs, too, are

more effective during the early spring months than

the Mezereon (Daphne Mezereum) and the Spurge

Laurel (D. laureola), both native plants, although

not very commonly distributed, A mass of the

Mezere(m when in full flowe . and at a time when
b'ossoms are few and far between, has a most
beautiful effect. If only for the .shining leaves

and graceful habit the Spurge Laurel well merits

a large share of attention. The Sweet Gale or Bog
Myrtle is in some marshy spots plentiful enough,

but its spicy fragrance is surpassed by that of

no other shrub (native or foreign), if, perhaps, we
except the Carolina form (Myrica carolinensis),

and for that reason alone it is worthy of extended

attention.

Of bog or peat - loving plants we have
quite an array of native species, any or all

of wliich from their floral beauty are worth
our attention. The Htaths include such sought-

after kinds as the Connemara species (Men-
ziesia poll folia), of which there are two well-

marked f(U-ras, purple and white-flowered. Then
we have several showy species of Erica, the best

known being tetralix and cinerea, though the

Cornish form, E. vagan=, well deserves the praise

usua'ly met d to it. Andromeda polifolia, with its

pinkish bells :ind strangely silvery hued leaves, is a

at occujiant for any bog garden, its pretty neat
grov/th still further enhancing its value. Along
some of the Irish bo; ditches I have seen it not
in abundance, but pretty frequently. Menziesia
ccerulea, though now very rare, is an interesting

shrub from the Perthshire hills ; while tlie

dwarf Azalea procumbens makes a fellow part-

ner to it in the alpine garden. High on the hill-

sides we find great masses of Empetrum nigrum,
a low trailing plant of great beauty on account of

the neat foliage and abundance of shoe button-like

berries with which towards autumn it becomes
covered. The Bearberry (Arbutus alpina) grows
plentifully in a few districts of Wales and Scotland,
and is interesting on account of the small white
bell-shaped flowers and neat habit of the plant.

It, too, is very suitable for rock gardening.
Ledum palustre, another occupant of boggy
grounds, is so distinct and pretty both in flower
and foliage, that it well merits the attention of

shrub lovers, particularly such ,as are interested in

our native flora. The little creeping and rather
insignificant Vaccinium oxycoccos is, too, an in-

teresting plant, especially when we see it studding
the Sphagnum patches with its delioiously flavoured
crimson berries. Two other representatives of the
same family—V. Myrtilhis (the Bilberry) and V.
Vitis Idasa (the Crowberry)—are interesting and
ornamental in their own way. As a shade-loving
plant we have the well-known St. John's Wort
(Hypericum), which if only for its large yellow
flowers is a most conspicuous object in the grounds
of any estate.

But I here are many others as well as the above
that might be included here, such as the various
species of Rose, the Gorse and the Broom, the two

latter in particular being excelled by no others for

quantity and tint of flowers. The above arc given

merely to point o\it that our native shrubs are

quite on a par, whether for beauty of flowers or

neatness of growth, with at least m.any foreign

species that arc so much in demand at the present

day. A. I). W.

Grafting Lilacs.—The note on grafted Lilacs

(page 544) is well f imeil, and should help to direct

the attention of nurserymen to the disadv.antages

of propagating Lilacs by means of grafting, whether
the stock employed is the Privet or the common
Lilac, for, as is well known, this latter is very prolific

in suckers, and therefore continual attention in

their removal is necessary. This tendency to pro-

duce numerous suckers is often still further aggra-
vated by the way in which the grafting is carried

out, for the stock employed is frequently very much
stouter than the scion, and consequently there is a
great exuberance of sap when the plant relieves

itself by pushing up additional suckers. Besides

raising seedlings, which of course are not to be

relied on for the increa-e of any jiarticular variety,

the Lilac may be propagated by cuttings, layers,

or where a plant is on its own roots by the re-

moval of rooted suckers. It is by no means
difficult to strike the Lilac from cuttings, but it is

certainly not so frte in this respect as many other

of our hardy shrubs. A very good way is to take

cuttings of the half-ripened shoots about mid-
summer or soon after, dibble them into pots of

sandy soil, and keep close and shaded in an
ordinary garden frame till rooted. If the plants

have been brought on under glass or forced in any
way, the shoots tlien produced will be ready mucli

earlier in the season, and as they do not take long

to root, a good plan is to pot them off when ready,

and early in the following spring plant them out.

By this means they will grow away without any
check and soon form nice plants. In selecting the

cuttings, it should be borne in mind that the weak
or moderate shoots strike root much more readily

than the vigorous ones, while as far as possible

short-jointed shoots should be chosen as cuttings.

In mentioning the Lilac as an example of the evil

effects of grafting, there is another subject to

which the above remarks will apply with eqnal if

not greater force, and that is the beautiful semi-

double Prunus triloba, which is usually grafted or

budded on to the common Plum. Suckers in this

case are of course a great nuisance, and in time a
sort of canker establishes itself about the point of

union. The pretty liltle double Chinese Plum
(Prunus sinensis liore-pleno) is another that be-

haves in much the same way.—H. P.

Cassiope tetragona.—Besides the two little

gems, C. fastigiata and C. hypnoides, alluded to on

p. 5t;7, there is yet a third—C. tetragona, which is

far less exacting in its requirements than the

others, and is consequently a very desirable little

undershrub, for it will flourish under conditions

favourable to the smaller Ericacefe. The specific

name of tetragona is derived from the leaves being
closely packed in four rows on the branches, and a

prominent feature in connection with it is the fact

that the foliage is of a rich green tint, which is

retained throughout the year, provided it is rot

parched up during the summer. It forms a mass
under a foot high and suggests one of the larger

kinds of Club Jloss, except when the branches are

studded with little drooping bell-shaped blossoms
of a pure white tint. It is perfectly hardy, .and

where favourably situated even the cold cutting

winds of March do not affect it in any way.—T.

Faulowuia imperialis (/. C. Macdonald).—
The coloured plate to which you refer gives a

truthful idea of the flowers of the Paulownia, but

I will admit that at various stages of the flower

development the colour, as might naturally be ex-

pected, varies a good deal. I see no reason why
you should not plant out a specimen experiment-
ally, plants being readily and cheaply procured.

For a few winters you would, however, do well to

cover the plant with a mat, for the Paulownia is

one of those trees that becomes less influenced by

frost the longer it has been planted—at least, that
is my experience. About soil, we have a specimen
growing very rapidly where Azaleas and Hhodo-
dendrons thrive to perfection. But it will grow in

almost any soil of fair quality, provided a rather
shellercd situation is chosen for it. You ask
where the Paulownia is to be procured, and in

reply I would say at any gooil tree nursery, parti-

cularly in the southern half of these islands.

—

A. I). W.
Maackia amurensis.—Although as a flower-

ing tree this is very inferior to its relative, the
North American Vellow-wood (Cladrastis lutea), it

is very beautiful when the young foliage is expand-
ing, and is worth planting for the effect it pro-
duces in early spring, when the young leaves have
a peculiar grey-green or mouse colour, and are
very unlike those of any other hardy tree or shrub.
Maackia is now well e.stablished in many northern
gardens, where it flowers profusely late in June,
the minute Pea-shaped yellow-green flowers being
produced in slender upright spikes, which make a
pleasing contrast with the rich dark green foliage.

The seed-pods are small and do not compare
in beauty with those of the Yellow-wood.— Garden
and Forest.

Weigela Looymansi aurea.—Among the
various hardy shrubs with foliage more or less of a
golden hue this is one of the brightest of all, for
where fully exposed to the sun the colour is retained
throughout the entire summer, and while many
golden-leaved subjects are by July nearly green,
and others present at best a scorched appearance,
this acquires a deep gold, almost orange-yellow
tint, which is very striking. It is worthy of

attention only for the sake of its foliage, as the
flowers are of a pale washy tinge, being in this re-

spect inferior to those of most of the varieties in

general cultivation.—T.

Flower Garden.

TREE P.EONIES.

The noblest tiower of the present month is the
Tree Pajony, and those who have not got it in

their gardens should try and find room for it.

For considerably more than 1000 years it has
been cultivated by the Chinese, and they have
raised hundreds of magnificent varieties and
kept them carefully, so that they did not pass
ont of the country. In Japan, also, it is a gW;at

flower, and, like tlie Chrysanthemum and Iris,

is abundant in tha" country in many line forms,
some of which are now at last being brouglit to

us. But, fortunately, we are not entirely de-

pendent upon such uncertain sources for our
plants, as, for some years past, English and
Continental raisers have been at work upon the
Tree Pajony, and they liave been rewarded with
some .sterling productions.

The first Tree Pieony was brought into this

country rather more tlian 100 years ago, through
tlie instrumentality of Sir Joseph Banks, who
had heard of its existence and popularity in

Chinese gardens. A few others were obtained
later on, but down to 18.50 there were not a
dozen distinct kinds in cultivation. In recent

years, however, the flower lias been greatly im-

proved. Doubtless tliere are a great many kinds

much alike ; but there are also magnificent

varieties that we ought to possess and grow as we
do good Roses.

Among the early varieties that came to this

country was one with single flowers, which were
white, with a dark crimson stain at the base of

the petals. This was, and still is, supposed to

be the type and parent of the now numerous
and lovely progeny in existence. Occasionally,

and often where least expected, one meets with

a grand plant of this and a similarly coloured

double-flowered variety. A short time back.
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when passing along the road in a remote country
district, we saw two magnificent plants of this

kind, one on either side of the walk leading up
to a farmhouse. They were each more than 4 ft. in

height, almost as much in diameter, and bearing

scores of blooms. Many years must elapse be-

fore a specimen of such dimensions is obtained,

for although Tree P;*'onies grow vigorously

enough, three parts of the growth made dies

back each season to wliere a prominent bud is

formed. One great point in their favour, how-
ever, is that they commence to bloom in quite

a young state, and plants that are little more
than 1 foot high will bear four or five great

fiowers, and these, with the ample foliage that

clothes the shouts, make even small plants ap-

pear of considerable size in their summer dress.

Above all things they need good culture, and,
as when once planted, they are very impatient
of disturbance at the root, a thorough prepara-

tion of the site should be made. Some care

must also be exercised in choosing the position,

for, though the plants are in every respect cjuite

hardy, they start into growth so soon that frost

sometimes injures the young shoots. The risk

of this is obviated by choosing a site where the
early morniug sun does not shine upon the
plants, several degrees of frost not having the
slightest eflect upon the shoots if they thaw
gradually. It is an easy matter, too, to arrange
some temporary framework, over which canvas
or some other light protecting material could be
thrown should frost come during the critical

time of young growth. In winter, protection
must not on any account be given ; tlie aim
should rather be to retard growth, and even
then it will start quite soon enough.

Another thing to consider in planting is that
they lose their leaves in winter, and, therefore,

a group or bed of plants ought not to be in a
very prominent position. They will make a
permanent feature, and nowhere look better
than isolated upon the lawn in a nook backed
up by evergreens. So placed and planted at a
good distance apart in a deep well -prepared
loamy soil, they may be let alone beyond giving
them an annual top-dressing of manure, which,
applied in spring, serves the double purpose of

feeding tlie roots when buds are forming and
swelling and conserving the moisture in the
ground till flowering is over and the strain upon
the plants is past. A little dryness with warmth
later on will assist in the thorough ripening of

the wood.

The method usually adopted for increasing
Tree PiBouies by trade growers is that of graft-

ing shoots upon the roots of herbaceous species.

The common herbaceous Pu'ony (P. officinalis)

has been largely used, ])articularly by Con-
tinental growers, but it is the most unsatisfac-

tory stock of all, and sf) liable to send up
suckers that some have planted Tree P.-eonies
and found the herbaceous stock spring up and
take their place. Some other species, however,
do not sucker so freely, and it is satisfactory to
be able to state that growers of repute use
these almost exclusively. Plants can be in-

creased by layers and sometimes by division as
they freipiently branch out, and if planted
deeply enough each branch forms roots. Rais-
ing from seed is a slow operation. It does not
germinate for a year or more, and growth is so
slow that five or six more years must elapse
before the plants are strong enough to flower.
The colours embraced by the varieties now

in existence are varied and lovely. There are
pure white, pale cream, delicate pink, rich glow-
ing rose and crimson forms, some so deep and
dark as to appear almost black, also shades of
lilac and purple. A selection of a few really
first-rate varieties is here given : Blanche de

Chu.san, pure white ; Caroline Blanche, white
with crimson stain at the base of the petals

;

Cijelestis, white, large and very fine ; Duchesse
d'Anjou, rose and white ; Louise Monchelet,
salmon-i>ink, a lovely shade ; Lord Macartney,
crimson

; Mme. de Vatry, rich glowing rose
;

Mme. Stuart Low, salmon shading to red ;

(Jsiris, dark maroon - crimson ; Reine Eliza-

beth, deep rose, a magnificent flower and one
of the very best kinds ; Robert Fortune, rosy
crimson ; Samarang, vermilion red ; Triomphe
de Vandermael, bright rose, large and very
double.—J^if/,/.

Grevillea alpina.—This has stood the severity
of ]ast winter aud spring without any protection. I

lately saw a plant in full bloom at Greenway, Dart-
mouth. It was a nice sturdy bush covered with pink
flowers and wa.s growing in light soil on tlie level.

At Exeter the ciunate is not quite so mild, and a
plant of the f.ame variety succumbed during the
second winter.— P. W. M.

Shortia galacifjlia.—This lovely American
plant belongs to the natural order Dispensiacea;,

and is still rare in gardens. A plant in a. somewhat
dry sunny position died last winter, while another
in a moist and shady position slieltered by stones

has not only survived, but has bloomed well on a
rockery in Exeter. The flowers are bell-shaped,

wliite shaded with rose, on stems 4 inches to inches
high, forming an excellent contrast against the
leaves, which are of a very distinct reddi-h-bronze,
turning to crimson.— F. W. M.

Planting Oentiana verna.—Much has been
written of late in these columns about this beau-
tiful Gentian and tlie best mode of growing it, but
one important fact I have not seen mentioned any-
where, and that is that when being planted it

.'hould have the soil around it pressed as hard and
firm as it is possible to ram it with a blunt stick or

hammer. After many faihtrcs I planted G. verna
in this way. The soil arourd the plant is as hard
as a threshing-lloor, but the plant is evidently quite

at home and has flowered most abundantly. By
its side is a Gentiana bavarica planted in tlie very
opposite manner in loose spongy soil, with an
abundant admixture of Sphagnum Moss. This is

in a most flourishing condition.

—

F. W. M.

Silene virg'inica (Fire Pink).—Without doubt
this is one of the most brilliant flowering plants to

be found among hardy perennials. Under cultiva-

tion, however, it is not of that robust constitution

that one would desire, or such as would make it

one of the most popular of choice perennials. A
mixture of peat and loam, rough and fibrous, and
freely mingled with old mortar rubbish, sandstone,
or charcoal suits it fairly well, and planted on the
higher parts of the rockery where its roots can
come into contact with the stone blocks, it is,

generally speaking, content for a time. But in

whatever position or soil it may be found to suc-

ceed best, let it be encouraged to the full, for we
have very few plants possessed of such brilliancy

as this.—H. M.

Sempervivum arachnoideum.— In or out of

flower there is always something to interest one in

the several kinds of webbed Sempervivums. I

think, however, that at this season in particular

the non-flowering rosettes are more striking than
usual, because of the snowy whiteness of their

silken webs. A fresh crop is being spun, as it

were, just about this time, and when the rosettes

are well covered the plants are very attractive.

In early spring the leaves of the above variety have
a reddish purple hue. On the open rockery in a
high and dry position, and surrounded by small
stones to prevent the rains washing the soil into

the web, it is very attractive. The position can
hardly be too hot or too dry. To have it in its

best form the rosettes should be pricked out singly

an inch apart, carefully avoiding planting in lines,

and in this way covering a large irregular space on
the rockery in a sunny position. Make the ground
firm before pricking out the plants, and when
planting is completed, sprinkle some clean fine

gravel or similar suitable material among the ro-

.settes. Given this treatment, the plants will flower
more freely, it is true, and though some may object
to this because of the obvious result of such flower-
ing, it should be remembered that only a few of
the largest would flower in the first year, and that
the remainder would form a very pleasing feature
for a long season, while those that bloom may
easily be replaced when flowering is complete.
Offsets are produced in plenty ; consequently some
large patches may readily be formed. S. a. Laggeri
and S. a. Powelli are two good kinds worthy of at-

tention.—E. J.

ASTERS.
We have pretty safely got through what has been
a somewhat critical time for annual Asters, be-
cause the ordinary season of transplanting was a
dry time and conducive to the production of aphis.

It not unfrequently happens that Asters, ere they
can become well established, are badly infested
with aphis. The leaves then become stunted, and
the side shoots, which at once break up prema-
turely, are never capped with fine blooms. Gene-
rally this season so far, and in spite of the earlier

ilrought. Asters are very good, and we may look
for a full bloom in due course. It is difficult when
Asters become blighted to dislodge the insects,

because they usually favour the undersides of the
leaves. Perhaps the best plan is to water liberally

with soapy liquid in such a way that much of the
water will splash up under the leafage and render
it obnoxious to the aphis. If this be done at night
and a good dressing of soot added, it will prove
very eflicacious. The soot should, however, be par-

tially washed off by sprinkling with clean water
next morning ere the hot sun scorches the foliage

;

these waterings thus serve a double purpose, as
whilst checking the fly tliey also help to manure
and stimulate the plants, so that very soon new
roots are formed. Stout growth ensues and a won-
derful change is presented. It is not at all satis-

factory to sow Asters where they are to bloom,
not only because owing to our late, cold

springs germination must be both late and un-
even, but also, unless transplanted, too thick

to be of any use. Aster seed, if cf a good strain,

is also too expensive to be sown in any offhand
fashion ; hence the rule invariably followed of

raising the seedling plants in boxes or pans or in

frames, of course, under glass, is at once the wisest

and most economical. I can remember the time
when in a large nursery in the south of England
it was the rule to raise the tender annuals on long

hotbeds covered with soil, and which were pro-

tected from the weather by hoops of Ash or Hazel,

and covered with mats. That was the practice some
"lOyears ago when glass was not so cheap and frames

not so plentiful as now. In the area of a frame some
S feet by G feet it is possible either in shallow

boxes or by sowing the seed in shallow drills in a
soil bed, that is, near to the glass, to raise plenty

of stout plants. There is, perhaps, no better way,

because plenty of air can be afforded as desired.

Drills may be 7 inches apart, and the seed should

not be sown thickly, as if such be the case the end
of the grower will he largely defeated by producing

an excessive quantity of weak plants rather than

fewer stout sturdy p'lants. The same rule applies

to raising Asters in pans or boxes. Once the plants

are 3 inches in height they need immediate trans-

planting into other frames or where they can
have shelter from cold winds and frosts. The soil

should be specially prepared with plenty of short

manure or leaf-soil to promote abundant root

growth, and some shading can be given if required

until the plants have become established. Even
in preparing for this first transplanting it

is poor policy to pull the plants bodily from

the seed bed or pans to the manifest in-

jury of the roots. The best cour.se, as in all

similar cases of seedling plants, is to em-

ploy a small hand fork to assist the roots coming
up freely and without injury. When so much
trouble is taken, the plants are far less likely to

be attacked with aphis than when roughly used.

If then dibbled out carefully at sopie 3 inches
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apart all over tlie fraiue in prepared ground,

they will soon form strong plants. IE seed be

sown early in April even in a cold frame, for

bottom-heat is rarely needf d for good Aster seed,

the seedlings will be ready to dibble out in five

weeks, an(i again m:\y be linally transplanted

where to bloom early in June, being then very

strong, sturdy, and well-rooted. Kacli plant lifted

wih a trowel will have a good clump of roots and

soil atlached, and planted also with a trowel will,

if well watered—that is, if the weather be dry

— hirdly suffer at all, and, making good growth

a'l the 'summer, cany in I he early autumn fine

heads of llowers. In "the c ise of jjrowers of thou-

sands of plants either for nnrket sale or seed-pro-

duction, il is the rule to transplant once only, that

is from the seed boxes or frames direct into the

open ground. Where that course is perforce fol-

loA-el, ills best to sow seed thinly inshallow boxes,

getting it to germinate (puekly in frames ; then

so sonn as the plants are well in rough leaf, leaving

them fully exposed to light and ;\ir except at night,

SI that the plants in no way become drawn and

are rendered hard and wiry.
" These plants have to

be put out when comparatively small, and, of

course, presenting an ea~y prey to slugs; therefore

the harder the stems before being exposed to that

din>;er the less likely are they to be attacked. If,

however, after being well watered in, a dusting of

soothe given some two or three times during a

fortnight, very few indeed will fall a prey either to

slugs or aphis. Once well established in the open
ground, Asters can take good care of themselves and
in due time give a superb show of bloom. Truly

beautiful indeed are the colours to be found in the

various sections. We may, if we want variety,

have a dozen diverse sections and a dozen of di-

verse colours or markings in each. Growers for

ordinary garden decoration like plenty of variety;

growers for market like a few striking colours,

such as white, blue, purple, carmine, red, and
crimson. Of this last hue, some sections give

most brilliant shades, and masses of them grow-

ing in the broad sunlight are indeed beautiful.

The crown or edged flowers are pretty, but not

so constant or, on the whole, so useful as are

the self flowers. Striped flowers also are more or

le<s pretty, the white and blue and red and white
of the Victoria and Paiony-flowered sections per-

haps being the most effective. These two sections

give the best flowers for exhibition, the dwarf
Chrysanthemum, dwarf Victoria, and the Bouquet
the best for market work, lifting the plants anil

clumping them into pots for sale. The Mignon is

the best section for cutting from. Those who like

'milled Asters will find them ea^y to grow, but the
fl it-petalled forms are on the whole showier and
more effective. A. D.

fragments, put into the centre of a piece of earth,

and then moulded into a hard ball and planted. As

jilant after jilant only put forth a few leaves instead

of a renewed vigour, as was expected, a search was

instituled with the .above result. The tiny frag-

ments, with their roots thus hermetically sealed,

found it impossible to get through, and death

in many instances resulted as a matter of course.

No method of planting deserves stronger condem-

nation than tliis, an<l nothing is more fatal. Shouhl

any readers of Tiiio Gauuk.n receive plants thus

moulded up, my advice is to put them in a pail of

water and wash the roots bare prior to planting.

—E.J.

CATANANCHE CCBRULEA.

Thesk charming plants, closely allied to the

Lettuce family, are not nearly so often seen in

gardens a.s might bo expected, considering their

showy flowers and .striking habit of growth.

The species figured in tlie accompanying cut is

the most common, and altliough perennial in

light .soils, I am afraid it is at the best but

short-lived, and in heavy soils at any rate gives

most satisfaction as an animal or biennial. We
have doubtless much to learn about the lon-

gevity of South European plants especially, and

Achillea Clavennse.—This is one of the most
beautiful and attractive of plants on the rockery
just now. The whole plant is not more than
10 inches or so high, possessing a tufted and spread-
ing habit, while the rough, jagged and silvery leaves
render it at once attractive whether in flower or
not. The flowers, which are pure white, are pro-
duced in corymb-like heads. Sufiiciently abundant
are they to almost hide the foliage. Altogether it

is a very pleasing plant and one to be encouraged,
for it may be put to an extensive use in many gar-
dens. Roughly speaking, a rather dry position
suits it better than the reverse, and in winter-time
it is apt to succumb to continued wet and fog,

particularly when planted on the level ground.

—

E. J.

How not to plant herbaceons plants.—

A

lady in the midlands has just written me saying
her herbaceous border is a perfect failure this year.
Early last autumn, consequent upon its crowded
condition, the whole of the plants were taken up.
the bnrder dug and manure added, and the plants
divided and rep'anted. Unfortunately, a jobbing
gardener was called in to do the woik, and in
place of the fine masses of llowers which had been
the rule for yeirs past, many things have only sent
forth a few leaves. The soil of the garden is

heavy
;
the plants had been cut up into the merest

Cutdiianche Cferulea.

may often discard a good plant simply because

it refuses to live more tliau a couple of years or

so in our borders, when the same treatment

aflorded to annuals and biennials would enable

us to indefinitely keep the particular species.

The species in question is an excellent border

plant ; the everlasting-like flowers of an intense

blue give it a decided character, and as it may
be depended upon in a light sandy soil, it could

readily be made a feature by being planted on the

margins of the shrubberies or even naturalised

ill semi-wild places. There are a white and a

bicolor form, and the three mixed together

would be very ett'ective. The stems rarely ex-

ceed 2 feet to 2h feet high, the leaves narrow,

lance-shaped, with a few small teeth on each

side, and usually glaucous. The three forms

are natives of Southern Europe, and were intro-

duced as early as 1590. C. lutea is a hardy

annual, and is similar to C. ciernle.i in every

respect excejiting its bright yellow flower-heads.

It is a useful border plant, and makes showy

patches when liberally treated. The seeds

should be sown in the open border about the

beginning of A|iril, the seedlings being thinned

out to the recpiircd distauce, wliich should never

be less than a foot. D. K.

should be noted by all who would be successful in

the cultivation of Violets for winter blooming His

excellent siunming up in the last three lines of his

article are worthy of lieiiig repeated: "A fine,

moderately rich, firm tilth and rather firm jilanting

are also essential to the high culture of Violets."

There is the mudiix operandi for us in a nutshell.

—

J. II.

Tufted Pansy White Swan. It is probable

thai this ca[)ital tufted I'ansy is sometimes taken

for Countess of llopetoun. I think it may have

been so at ("laremont, where I saw it growing in

huge clumps on the borders last week. No white

variety could possibly have bloomed more profusely,

and although Snowflake may be a trifle whiter, it

could hardly be more effective. White Swan is

one of the varieties raised at Bedfont some ten

years since, but I had lost sight of it for some time,

and was pleased to see it doing so finely at Clare-

mont recently.—D.

Dianthus plumarius.—What delightful gems

these single rock Pinks are ! On the rocks good

clumps of varied colours are neat, graceful, and

effective. They are also attractive in the borders, and

most useful tor supplying cut blooms for the decora-

tion of vases. Considering their many merits and

the ease with which they can be grown (a shilling

packet of seed gave us the start), for they grow

freely from seed, and can afterwards be increased

by pipings if required, it is surprising they are not

more often seen than is the case.—J. R.

Violets for winter flowering—The practical

comments of " Caledonian " on the above (p. 312)

HINTS ABOUT PLANTING DAFFODILS.

L.\ST autumn I promised to give the results of

certain experiments I was making in Daffodil

planting. I have now lifted a large part of those

I planted then, and as the result I strongly

recommend those who have been in any way

unsuccessful hitherto to try the eflect of

sulphate of copper. A pound, finely powdered

and mixed with a peck of sand, will be sutticient

to plant 100 or 200 bulbs. After the hole for

them is made, the sulphate should be spread so

that the base of the bulb rests upon it. I think

it better not to mix it with lime or bone, or

anything but sand, and though I dare not say

that it will cure or even prevent basal rot, I

feel sure that it helps to produce a healthy

growth without unduly exciting the bulbs, as

some manures might do. Let planters try near

to one another a row with this dressing and a

row without of the same variety of Daflbdil,

and compare the result. One or two more

hints may not be out of season. As Virgil

tells his readers that different varieties of Vine

like diflerent soils—some strong and rich, some

light and poor—so it is with varieties of Daffo-

dils. No absolute rule can be laid down which

will apply to all Mr. Barr's 500 varieties, but it

may be said, generally, that Narcissus poeticus

and the short-crowned Daflodils which are

hybrids of it flourish best in a stiff retentive

soil, and the trumpet Daflodils in a lighter and

more open soil. There are many exceptions ;

for instance, soil is seldom too strong for

Emperor or Horsfieldi, and may easily be too

retentive for Sir Watkin, l)ut f.)r all it should

be well drained and well worked and pulverised

both above and below the bulb, though the

soil below sht.uld not be loose, as all the tribe

like a firm bed to root in. As for depth, I

plant deeper than is usually prescribed ;
ti inches

or 8 inches above the top of the bulb is not too

much for the largest kinds ; in this way they

produce larger flowers, but do not multiply so

fast. Three or four inches is deep enough for

pallidus pnecox and minor. The lighter and

deeper the soil, the deeper should be the plant-

in" N. maximus especially likes a light soil

ami to be well covered in it. Near Bayonne,

where maximus grows wild, some of the land on

which it grows is jiloughcd in May for sowing
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Maize, and so deep are the bulbs, that they
flower every March in spite of it, though
probably the flowers would be finer if the leaves
were allowed to mature 'unmolested. As for

the time of planting, do not let any dealer
persuade you that bulbs planted in October
will thrive and become established as well as

bulbs planted in August, and the earlier in

August they are planted the better.

Ed(jR Hall. C. WoLLEY Dod.

MULLEINS.

The article upon these and admirable illustra-

tions in The Garden of June 18 are appro-
priate in that they call attention to the merits of

a noble family of flowering plants at a time when
they may be seen at their best. This, however, is

not possible in many gardens, for so few grow
them. They are among the noblest and showiest
of early summer-flowering plants, and were they
perennials instead of biennials, I have no doubt
they would be more popular. It is true a few kinds
are perennial, such for example as V. vernale, but
this is rare in gardens. I have only seen it in

Mr. Thompson's garden at Ipswich, and there in

light soil it does well and a bold group is a strik-

ing feature every year when in flower. The article
on p. 551 errs on the side of brevity, as I think
"D. K." might have set forth the merits of some
kinds more fully, and he as well as anyone could
have told us of any special peculiarities affecting
particular species. Take for example V. phoeni-
ceum, a perennial and "one of the best species for
mixed borders in small gardens." With this I

fully agree, but if we see it at its best we must
choose the site for it. It must have an eastern
aspect for preference, but in any case one in which
it does not receive much sunshine. Under the
bright early summer sun which brings out the yel-
low kinds in their brilliancy, the flowers of this
species droop as though the jilant was dying. True,
they freshen again at evening, but give the plants
the aspect advised above, then if a hold group is

planted it will be a lovely feature throughout the
•day and for many weeks. Our gardens would be
better adorned if, instead of making a great border
and putting such a variety in it, we gave more con-
sideration to the wants of things, and with pre-
paration planted them where they were most likely
to thrive. Although perennial, this variable and
lovely kind ought not to be scarce, as it is easily
raised from seed as an annual and seedlings flower
the second year. I suppose " D. K." thought that
the name V. nigrum var. album (see illustration p.
551) was suflnciently descriptive, as nothing is said
about the kind. From the name it would appear
to be a white form of the common, but beautiful
V. nigrum, and as such it must be a decided
acqiiisition. The kind that gives the least trouble
of all is V. phlomoides. Once introduced and al-

lowed to seed, one can rely with certainty almost
in sufficient plants appearing. Self-sown plants of
this in rich soil make handsome specimens. Y.
olympicum has been the most conspicuous plant in
our great terrace garden for the past fortnight,
and it promises to continue, as some of the
plants are rather later than others. Though the
flowers are not individually so large as those of
other species, I think this before all others makes
the greatest show. The flower-spike is a pyramid
of blossom, and some of those now in bloom are
jnore spreading and have more branches than the
spike so truly deiiictod on page 555. It is hardly
correct to call this kind a biennial, and yet it is

not perennial. I do not know of anyone having
ever flowered it the year after raising it, but it

dies after blooming, the plants now in flower are
exactly three years old, as they were raised in
June, 1889. They stood in the seed-bed all that
summer and winter, and in the succeeding spring
I planted them at the foot of a terrace wall. Till
this year their great tufts of woolly leaves have
been charming, -and perhaps the flowers are
the more appreciated by reason of the length
of time we have had to wait for them. This

species has one disfiguring pest. Caterpillars have
appeared each year in June, and but for hand-
picking would have eaten up every leaf. In the
early part of the month (June) I killed scores
whilst they were small, being less than 1 inch in
length- A. H.

NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.
Iris reticulata.—The fungus which attacks the
bulbs of thi< early Iris is in process of develop-
ment about this time of the year. I believe that if
the bulbs are examined in May and June, the black
patches will be found mostly near the apex of the
bulbs. In a short time thefungus spreads down to the
base. It is easily known by its coal-blackness and un-
pleasant smell. A remedy in part is to lift the bulbs
early, say the last week in May, and dry them in a
cool, airy place. There may be a little greenness
at that date in the foliage, but most of the grass
wdl have turned brown. The badly-infested bulbs
should be destroyed at once. The best remedy of
all is, besides lifting early to lift annuallv. I do
not know what the nature of the fungus'may be
or its name, but I have watched it and tried to deal
with it for a few years, and next year I propose
trying a little sulphate of copper as a top-dressing
after the bulbs are planted, for I am strongly of
opinion that the fungus is transmitted downwards
from the foliage, as in the case of the Potato
disease.

Primula sikkimensis.—The chief cause whv
so many plants collapse suddenly in the midst o'f

their blooming is an attack at "the root by the
common garden weevil grub. The fibre of this
Primula, like that of P. rosea, seems to be a
favourite food for the grub. It rapidly eats its way
up to the base of the plant, devouring the crown
and kdling it. Plants may often be saved if closely
observed and attended to promptly. At the first
sign of one or more of the outer leaves drooping,
whilst the others remain stiff, you may suspect the
grub at work

; bare down to the base of said leaves,
where almost to a certainty you will find the grub.
If left for a day or two it eats right through the
crown when there is not much chance of saving the
plant. I believe that plants grown in very boggy
soil are not much troubled with this pest, as the
weevil shows a preference for drier places.

Daphne alpina.—This grows freely in a well-
drained light soil, but still the position, I fancy,
should be one where atmospheric moisture will be
assured. Such positions are gained in the close
vicinity of other shrubs, where, owing to the large
amount of leaf surface, the moist air-loving
Daphnes are at home. This is a deciduous species
with small ivory-white flowers that last for many
weeks in the earlier part of spring and summer
and they are remarkable for then- fragrance.

Daphne rupestris.— This is even a more
diHioult species to grow well. It is a most desirable
kind owing to its shining dark evergreen foliage
and It has a stature of but a few inches All are
agreed as to the charms of this plant. Yet we
rarely see it in a thriving state. Basing mv re-
marks upon a plant that is in fairly good health,
and which has considerably improved during the
last twelve months, I venture to say that it is a
snade lover. Indeed, I feel pretty decided on that
point. Owing to my plant being hear several dwarf
Rose species, it has become surrounded by the
growths from running stems of Rosa spinosissima
and the double Rosa lucida. Perhaps no plant
more than this has at once charmed and dis-
appointed alpine plant growers. I hope the above
observations may meet the case of others with
regard to its culture, as I feel sure that the acci-
dental shade which the plant has obtained here is
to Its advantage. j. -Wood.

Woodville, Kirkstall.

pod will swell, the result of which will be to pre-
vent young shoots from forming. The readiest
way of getting rid of the seed-heads from the
plants mentioned is to take the branch in one
hand and the truss in the other and give it a quick
bend over, when it will snap at the base and the
whole will come off together, and the work be
carried out more expeditiously than if a knife is

used to remove them. The seed-spikes of Delphi-
niums should also be taken oft', and likewise those
from any other border or bedding plants, as soon
as they form, as it is only by such attention that
a succession of bloom can be maintained.— S. D.

Picking the seed-pods off plants.—The
chief things among shrubs now requiring atten-
tion in this respect are Rhododendrons and
Azaleas, which have just gone out of flower, and
as usual, have set only too freely. If left, every

Kitchen Garden.

CABBAGES FOR SPRING.
It is strange that now that the cultivation of

garden produce has made such strides there
should still be difTerences of opinion as to the
best season for sowing the seed of what is

known as the main batch of spring Cabbages.
True enough the culture is simple enough, for

by raising seedlings at a suitable time and duly
planting them out in good ground Cabbages of

tine quality should be easily pr(jcured. The
value of a bed of spring Cabbages is gauged by
its earliness, and this cultivators should en-

deavour to secure. The Cabbage certainly in

many gardens does not receive that attention

which it deserves, and which it is fully entitled

to. No other vegetable requires so good a soil.

Whenever the leaves take on a bluish tinge, it

is a sure sign that nitrogenous matter is defi-

cient, and nitrate of soda will make up this

deficieucy where lacking when applied at the
right time. Old gardeners depended for this

largely upon soot, and in days gone by it was
no uncommon occurrence to see large quantities

being sown over the plants at the turn of the
day just as they were making a spurt for

spring growth. Plenty of hot steaming manure
would be dug in, and then by a free use of

the draw hoe and giving a dressing of soot at

the time stated, the plants would go ahead.

The date of sowing has certainly a marked
effect upon the successful growth of Cabbages.

In my earlier gardening days from August 19 to

21 was looked upon as the correct date, and
as long as the plants could be planted out by
the middle of October, it was considered quite

early enough. On heavy soils there would also

be a difficulty in getting the plants in if a wet
time should ensue. If anyone lias any misgiv-

ings as to the practice of what I may term early

sowing, let him sow now a half of the crop for

planting the intended plot, and the other half

at the usual time and note the result. For
this early sowing there are a few special kinds

which are admirably adapted, and to which
attention has recently been called in the pages

of The Garden. These are EUam's Early
Dwarf and Mein's No. 1. Webb's Emperor is

supposed to be another excellent early kind
which has been spoken very favourably of. I

have not grown it myself, but I recently saw
specimens on Messrs. Webb's stand at the

Royal Horticultural Society's show at Warwick.
It is much larger than Ellam's and bore a

marked resemblance to Mein's No. 1. About
the middle of July is a suitable time for making
the first sowing, and as we come furtlier south

another week or a fortnight may be allowed.

In any case the first sowing should be made
by the end of the month, and as a safeguard

an extra sowing may well take place from
August 16 to 20. At this date the above kinds

with other larger growing varieties may be sown.

It was no uncommon occurrence for the older
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kinds, even when sown at tliis latter date, to bolt

if the winter turned out very mild.

The raising; nf the seedlings must have si)eoial

attention if plants worthy tlie name are to bo

secured. Very often not nearly enough plants

are raised, and what are, are upon poor soil,

and perhaps huddled together in a mass, with

the result that jioor puny i)lants struggle

with each other for existence ;
consequently

they spindle up and tlie first stage of bolting is

laid. It may not show itself until far on in the

season, and then the wonder is why they l)olt

It is a mistaken opinion tliat hardier and better

plants can be raised upon poor ground, and the

sooner such is dispelled the better. I gene-

rally raise the jilants on borders cleared i)f

early Potatoes, the soil in this case being fri-

able and rich, but not too much so. I do not

favour sowing broadcast in beds, and the gar-

den nuist be very small or closely cropped in-

deed where space cannot be found to sow the

seed in drills a foot ajjart, The seed, if sown

thinly, will germinate and grow away sturdily.

Wliere there h danger of small birds, the seeds

may be damped and rolled in red lead,

but the best course is to stretch a net over

the site directly the seeds are sown. It

will also be necessary to keep a sharp look-

out for the tiy, this quickly devouring the

young seed-leaves, the plants lieing weakened

accordingly. Timely hoeing and dusting with

soot and fine wood ashes are the be.st anti-

dotes, but if care is taken to sow only on

fertile and finely- pulverised soil, this destruc-

tive little pest is not likely to be very trouble-

some. If the soil should liappen to be rough,

the drills, after being opened out and sown,

should be filled up with finer and better soil.

With this sini])le precaution even it is astonish-

ing how freely the seeds germinate and grow
away. At this late date it is more the club than

the larvie from the Cabbage fly which is apt to

prove destructive, at least where tliis is known
to be troublesome. Whilst in the seed-bed

the seedlings shoidd be du.sted over with pow-
dered charcoal and wood ashes, this assisting in

keeping oft' the fly. The usual precautions must
also be taken of picking oft' all excrescences

previous to planting, and also dipping the roots

in a puddle formed of soil, soot and lime ; but
changing the site, burning all refuse, and other-

wise giving good soil preparation are the cures

for all such ills the Cabbage tribe is heir to.

Deep digging and plenty of manure are what the

Cabbage plot recjuires. Merely hoeing over the

surface after the previous crop has been cleared,

clearing oft' rubbish, and loosening the surface

will not do. The plot, if ])0ssible, should be
away from the influence of trees, the near
proximity of these having a tendency to cause

a growth which will quickly succumb to frost.

On light soils the plants are best put out in

lightly drawn drills, whilst on heavy land plant

on the level. The distance a]iart will depend
upon the variety more than anything else and
whether the pl.ints will l)e further required for

secondary sprouts. Ellam's may go out ;it IS

inches ajjart lioth in tlie rows and between the
rows, but where room is scarce 1.5 inches in the
rows is sutiicient, the larger growers at 2 feet,

and these also (> inches less in the rows where
the most must be made of the room.

A. Y. A.

growing to such a great size as in the case of the

old form. Our seed of Crimson Ball was not sown till

April i;o, and we commenced drawing roots .-iliout

the size of tennis balls on June 21. When properly

cooked these young roots prove of good colour, very

tender and agreeably iiavouied. giving a welcome

iliange in the appearance and taste of a summer
salad.— I.

Early Beet.—The ordinary Egyptian or Tur-
nip-rooted Beet has long been grown by me solely

for early use, the roots becoming coarse and badly
coloured before storing time arrives. The improved
form, in addition to being quite as soon fit for use

and better in quality, or at any rate far more reli-

able as to colour, also keeps better, the roots not

CELERY TRENCHES.
There ought to be no fixed rule as to the

depth of trenches for Celery, so much depend-

ing upon the position of the garden, nature of

the soil, time of planting, and the variety

grown. In cold low-lying positions, and al.so in

all cases where the soil is of a heavy clayey

nature, deep trenches are a mistake, and that

whetlier dug for early, midseason or late Celery.

Nor are they to be commended for shallow

S(«ls. Cultivators would appear to be under

the impression that the Celery does and ought

to derive its sole support from the trenches in

which it is planted ; whereas, the best ]>roduce,

as far as ([uality is concerned, is had when the

roots spread out well into the surrounding soil.

If the latter is warm and has been recently

manured and trenched, then the roots will

spread out into it freely, but when it is of a

cold .sterile nature, the Celery roots will be

principally confined to the trench. In cold sun-

less summers Celery planted in deep trenches

starts badly and subsequent growth is of an un-

satisfactory character, and rather than plant in

trenches from 10 inches to 15 inches deep, I

W(5uld prefer to put out the plants nearly or

quite on the surface. Deep trenches, if fre-

quently unsuitable for early and midseason

Celery, as well as dwarf varieties generally, are

still more, or always, so for the late crops.

Buried deeply in saturated soil, the soft sappy

stalks and the hearts, as a matter of course, are

liable to decay prematurely, even during mild

winters, while should we experience severe

frosts, Celery planted high and well moulded up

is not so liable to be liadly damaged.

Nor am I a great believer in the efficacy of

solid manure wlien used to excess, as it \ery

often is in Celery trenches. That this crop

revels in a rich and moist root-run there is no

disputing, and it must akso be admitted that a

deficiency of moisture at some period of the

plant's growth is very often the principal cause

of premature bolting. By all means let the

Celery have plenty of water and also liquid ma-

nure at the roots, not merely when first put out,

but more especially after the moulding up has

been partially completed, this being often the

time when the plants suft'er the most. Properly

attended to in respect to watering, it is not so

vei-y much manure that is needed, the plants

foraging for themselves right and left, and in-

stead of the top-growth being soft and rank, the

flavour also being much too strong, a solid,

crisp, and sweet stick will be built up, this

keeping better and i]roving altogether superior

to that obtained with the aid of so much ma-

nure and deep trenches. What I consider deep

trenches are any wholly cleared of the first

deep s]>it of soil. The latter being di.stributed

on each in the form of a level topped ridge cer-

tainly makes the trench appear to be much
more below the level of the surrounding soil

than it really is, but it is, as a rule, too deep all

the same. In many cases a depth of from ti

inches to i) inches of manure is thrown into the

trench, a very little soil being brought up to the

surface or mixed with this mass if manure, and

this is supposed to be exactly what meets the

requirements of Celery. I hold that the trenches

out'ht not to be at any time cleared of more

3 inches of good manure is ample for mixing

with what good top soil is still left in the trench.

When ready for the jilants most of our ti'enches

are filled witli this mixture of soil and manure

to within U) inches of the top of the ridge, and

the sides being made sloping, shrinkage is pre-

vented, while the sun.shinc can reach the bottom

of the trench throughout the greater ])artof the

day. Tho.se trenches intended for the latest crops

are still more shallow, but as they are fully 4

feet apart, there is plenty of soil between for

banking up with. From tlie very first the

]jlaiits do well, no matter how small they may
lie when put out.

After having tried trenches or beds r> feet

wide, these to hold four rows of plants, and

others 18 inches or rather more in width to

take two rows of plants, 1 long since arrived

at the cfjnclusion tliat in all cases where gar-

den room is not very limited in extent and

labour scarce, trenches 15 inches wide and

single rows of iilants are the be.st in the end.

As far as the double rows are concerned, there

is very little gain in the number of plants in a

trench, especially seeing that in a single row

they may well be put out not more than 8

inches apart. It is not huge " sticks " or such

as gladden the heart of the exhibitor that are

the best for home consumption—they are really

very wasteful—but neat solid stuft", having

liearts large enough for anything. In each and

every case it is of the greatest importance that

the trenches be got ready some time before

they are wanted, as they will then be in much

better condition for the reception of the plants

than is the case when only dug as required.

It is also most unwise to defer planting till the

pricked-out plants have overgrown and spoilt

each other, and having the trenches early dug

does away with any excuse for not getting out

the Celery at the proper time. If the jilauts

are sturdy and moved with a good square of

soil and roots, they flag only slightly in quite

hot weather, and being freshened up with

water occasionally soon recommence active

growth. I- M. H.

than half a spit of top soil, and that a depth of sources in

THE POTATO DISEASE.

The Board of Agriculture has just published a

very instructive and exhaustive pamphlet of 183

pages on " llecent Experiments in Checking Po-

tato Disease." It commences with a short report

1,V Major Craigie, the director of the Intelligence

Department, to the President of the Board of Agri-

culture Then follows the general report, winch is

divided into four jiarts : 1, Notes on the History

.nnd Cause of the Potato Disease; 2, Experiments

for Checking Potato Disease and on Potato Culture

in Great Britain and Ireland; 3, Experiments, &c.,

in Foreign Countries; 4, Experiments, &c., in the

Colonies The value of these experiments is some-

what lessened by the fact that they were not all

carried out under exactly the same conditions, so

that it is not altogether surprising that the results

are in some cases conflicting. Major Craigie says

in his repiirt, which forms a preface to the whole

" The Eivdish experiments in the counties of

Devon, Chester, Lincoln, Bedford, and Carmarthen

form the most complete and uniform series of

trials attempted in this country with copper dress-

ing's
' The general conclusion suggested is that,

aUhough the advent of disease was not anywhere

Ill-evented, the dressings with sulphate of cop-

per bouillie clearlv reduced the percentage of dis-

ease and increased the yield of tubers. It is

pointed out, however, as must be—mdeed apparent

alw from the varied results given in the mass of

information now brought together-tliat no conli-

(Icut opinion as to the general efficacy of the treat-

ment can be formed bv generalisation from the

experiments of a single year. The information

I

collected in the present volume from various

a form convenient for reference will, it
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is hoped, prove of material assistance to those en-
gaged in continuing further investigations. It is

obviojs that, notwiih-tanding the numerous facts
now presented and the preponderance of foreign
evidence in favour of the use of copper dressings,
some conflicting experiments have been put on
record, while questions of much scientific interest
still remain for discussion. A continuance of ex-
perimental effort will, therefore, be necessary to
determine the practical efficacy of the suggested
remedies for Potato disease. In the chapter on
the history and cause of the disease a very interest-
ing account is given of (he life history of the
fungus, and three woodcuts are given, one of
which, a section of the leaf magnified 100 times,
shows the manner of growth of the fungus very
clearly. It does not appear quite certain what the
exact action of the lime and copper is, as the
opinions of different chemists difl'er on this point.
It seems, however, that when the mixture is made
with hot water the dressing is not of much
use, and that if no lime is employed the leaves will
be burnt by the acid nature of the sulphate of
copper, which the lime neutralises, and that injury
instead of benefit may result from using lime of
bad quality or in insufficient quantity ; so that
it may require some years of experimenting, as it

did in the case of the Vine disease on the Conti-
nent, before the exact proportions and the best
method of supplying the mixture are arrived at. At
present the most favourable proportions seem to
be equal parts of lime and sulphate of copper ; 40
lbs. of this mixture to be used with 200 gallons of
water. The cost of spraying with one of the port-
able spraying machines, including the cost of the
Bouillie Bordelaise, appears to be about 8s. Od. per
acre when 100 gallons are used per acre. The re-
sults of the experiments carried out by the Royal
Agricultural S jciety are very carefully tabulated.
The experiments were made in Devonshire,
Cheshire, Lincolnshire, Kent, and Bedfordshire.
In all except Cheshire there was a considerable
gain in the value of the crop, varying from Hi. (jd.

to £12 7s. 6d. per acre. " The experiment,-il plots
were portions of large Potato fields which had been
already planted. The varieties to be operated upon
were not selected by the society, but the particular
variety planted by the farmer for his ordinary crop
was made the subject for experiment." Three
plots were use 1 in each case. One was twice
sprayed in July, with an interval of about a fortnight
before the disease showed itself, to prove what
preventive power the mixture had ; the second was
sprayed once after the disease showed itself,
and the third was not treated in any way, so
that the gain or loss in the other plots might
be tested. In Devonshire the plot treated
after the disease showed itself gave a larger
return than that which was "sprayed" e.irlier.
In Kent the reverse was the case, the pre-
ventive method having the advantage. In Bed-
fordshire botli systems were equally successful. The
experiments in Cheshire were the reverse of suc-
cessful, the plots which had been sprayed not
producing such a good crop as that which was
left to Nature. This is accounted for by the variety
of Potato (Main-crop) being a tender variety. "The
mixture shrivelled up the leaves, turning them
brown, and it so affected the plant that it did not
flower, though flowers were abundant on the un-
treated crop." Another group of e.xperiments in
Kent and Bedfordshire show that an efficient
drenching with a weak mixture is more efficacious
than applying less of a stronger one. A series of
experiments were carried out in Scotland under
the auspices of the Highland and Agricultural
Society of Scotland. These did not show that the
spraymg was of any use in ohecliing the disease,
and It is thought that perhaps the applicatioii
was made too early in the season, and there would
have been a better result had it been applied
later, and it is evident tint the mixture was not
made quite as it should have been, and that it was
not sufficiently applied to the undersides of the
leaves. In some experiments carried out by
Messrs. Sutton and Sons the results were de-
cidedly unfavourable to the use of the bouil'ie.

Messrs. Veitch and Sons' exp3rim'nts at Extter

showed exactly the reverse result. "In short, the
French remedy proved with us an unqualified suc-
cess, for it acted as a preventive where the disease
had not yet appeared." Experiments conducted in

Ireland do not seem to show any very definite
conclusion. The third part of the report consists
of information concerning the cultivation of Pota-
toes and the resu'ts of various experiments with
the BouilUe Bordelaise on the Continent ; the latter
aredecidedly in fdvour of thesulphate of copper mix-
ture. Some experimenters found that a mixture of
mola«ses with the bouillie gave somewhat better
results than the bouillie ^!(r et simjile, as the mix-
ture adhered to the leaves better. Part 4 treats on
the cultivation of Potatoes in the colonies, but no
details of the use of the bouillie are given. It is

evident from these reports that in the application
of this Bouillie Bordelaise there are several points
to be considered. The materials should be of the
best quality and be mixed in a certain manner, and
care be taken as to the proportions. The kind
of Potato and the general healthiness of the crop
should also be taken into account, or weak plants
of a delicate kind might suffer when strong plants
would not. The weather, too, at the time of the
syraying may make a difference as to the success of
the dressing

; heavy showers falling soon after the
application mav wash the plants so clean, that
they do not derive any benefit. For this reason, and
from the fact that the fungus shows itself mostly on
the undersides of the leaves, the spraying should be
if possible so carried out that the leaves are well
wetted beneath. This report should be read and
studied by all who grow Potatoes on a sufficiently
large scale to make it worth their while to take pre-
ventive measures, and its low price (ninepence)
places it within the reach of everyone. It is pub-
lished by Messrs. Eyre and Spottiswoode.

G. S. S.

COMPARATIVE EARLINESS OF FIELD AND
GARDEN CROPS.

Some years ago the remark was made to me by an
old and observant gardener that after a certain
date in spring, crops of various kinds come on
much more quickly in open fields than in gardens
where they enjoy a more or less amount of protec-
tion from cold winds and frosts. At the time
I scarcely credited this assertion, but am now com-
pelled to admit its truth. As the season comes
round I have occasion to note the disparity in pro-
gress from the beginning of May onwards"in much
sheltered crops and those fully exposed. Through
the early spring months up to May the sheltered
places seem to have the advantage, but from the be-
ginning or middle of that month, according to the
amount of sunshine, a considerable change is

noticeable, and by the middle of June field crops
will often be found to be even more forward than
those in enclosed gardens. Every season I have
occasion to notice this disparity in progress in the
case of Strawberries. I have some in positions
screened from east winds and some in a field close
by where they are fully exposed to the north and
east. All through the early spring months, es-
pecially when cold winds prevail, the temperature
appears to be lower by quite 10° in the field and the
plants are proportionately slower in starting into
growth. In most years, however, the fruit there
begins to colour first. Peas are much grown in
this district for market, and it is noticeable that
the first gatherings can be had quite as soon, if not
earlier than in sheltered gardens. These are facts
that would seem difficult of explanation, but a little

observation furnishes a solution thereof. In en-
closed gardens the sun often does not come on to
the plants until several hours after it has been
shining fully on open fields. Walls, buildings, trees,
the very things that create shelter, obscure the sun's
rays.

Through May I have occasion to rise at peep of
day, and during the latter part of that month and
onwards I note that in the open, where trees do
not hinder, field crops get the sun in fine weather
shortly after 5 o'clock. I have also been impressed
with the comparatively slow progress of things
in cold frames at the same period of the year. I

have some fronting south, and every year I find
that I gather the last fruits from them just as the
first frui's are ready in the open. The plants
come fully into bloom some weeks before the out-
door plants

; every attention is paid to economising
the sun's heat by early closing and they are
covered with mats at night. With these advan-
tages I might, one would think, finish gather-
ing at least ten days before the fruit begins to
colour in the open ; but this is not the case, as the
outdoor crops come on so rapidly at the close of
May. In this case the same causes are at work,
as one may easily see. The plants in a house r r
fraiiie fronting south do not catch the sun fully
until S or It o'clock, the woodwork obstructing its
rays up to that time. One would think that the
greater heat under glass during the middle of the
day would more than counterbalance this disad-
vantage, but nothing seems to make up for the
loss of the sun in the early morning. It may be
urged that some localities notfd for the carli-
ness of their produce are naturally sheltered from
cold winds, and that without this shelter they would
possess no special advantages. But a more or less
wide area protected in a natural way is quite dif-
ferent from a small extent of land artificially
protected. I am acquainted with a locality about
five miles from my own garden where Strawberries
ripen nearly a fortniglit earlier than with me. Hills
and woods krep off cold winds, but they are at
sufficient distance to allow of the sun shining on
the land all the day through. J. C.

By,tlcet.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 865.

FLAMINOO FLOWERS.
(with a coloured plate of anthueium

ATROSANGnNEUM. *)

The Anthuriums have been great favourite.s in
gardens since the year 1802, when I brought
the first plant of A. Scherzerianura to Kew and
flowered it there for the first time in England.
I obtained it in Hanover from tlie King's gar-
dener, Herr Wendland, it.s discoverer and in-

troducer. Soon after this, the stock of plants,
then in tlie liauds of M. Wendland, was pur-
chased by the Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea. The
variations and improvements have been as-

tonishing. M. Wendland himself has told me
upon more tliau one occasion that he never
thought the plant would turn out so well, and
that in a wild state it always had small flowers.

Now we have such varieties as Wardianum and
maximum, two noble and inas.sive kinds. The
white-flowered kind named Williamsi came
next, and the reason why larger varieties of

thi.s kind have not come to the front is because
white-spatlied varieties are not so popular as
the kinds with red flowers. The largest of the
white-spathed kinds which has come under my
notice is named maximum. This was shown
some time since by Mr. F. Sander, of St.

Albans. Then come the forms of Rothschildi-
anum, with their striped and freckled spathes.

Recently I saw many magnificent seedling An-
thuriums in the collection of Sir Trevor Law-
rence under tlie charge of Mr. Bain. Some
few years later M. Linden, of Brussels, intro-

duced the wonderful and magnificent A. Andre-
anum, and it was quickly followed by others.

The kind here figured was drawn in the nursery
of Messrs. John Laing and Sons, of Forest
Hill. It i.s a plant of the greatest beauty, and
remarkable for the depth of colour in its large

sjjathe, for it must not be forgotten that the

• Drawn for The Oarden by Gertrude Hamilton,
in Messrs. Laiug and Sous' nursery at Forest Hill.

Lithographed and printed by Guillaume Severeyns.
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Anthuriums are not remarkiiliU) for their showy

flowers. A. Laingi, also naineil after Mi-.

Laiiig, of Forest Hill, is another plant of great

beauty, having si)athes of tlic purest white. A.

ornatuui, with large spatlies of the purest

white, should lind a home in every collection of

these plants. A. Lindeuianuni is another spe-

cies with white spathe.s, which ultimately

change to a bright rose. A. Dechardi, also with

white spathes, is an extremely useful plant for

decoration. A. ferrierense is another beauti-

ful plant, having large bright spathes ; so also
*

. is A. Keinc des Ikdges, with spathes of a

soft rose colour. A. Olarkianuni is also a fine

variety with spathes of a soft rosy salmon. A.

eburneum has a large pure white spathe.

There are many others of great lieauty and of

various colours.

Anthuriums are easily grown into good and

Siukins, but they are equally as sweet-sconted, of a

much piu-or white, and earlier. If only for this

lallcr quality it ought to be grown where Clove

I'inks are appreciated.^J. K.

THE WEEK'S WOBK.

ORCHIDS.
We have now arrived at a perio;! of the year when
we look with greater interest to the Orchids which

may be e-tpected to flower during the next few

months. There are at the present time in our Or-

chid houses very few flowers, but we are anticipat-

ing the development of m^ny beautiful Cattleyas.

C. gigas. C. Sanderiana and C. impe'ialis are pro-

bably all geographical forms of C. Warscewiczi, a

superb species discovered by Warsoewicz about the

year 1848. Some vaiieties "of them are much more

Anthurium Scherzerianum.

handsome specimens. They require plenty of

heat and moisture in the growing season, nor
must either element be curtailed too much in

the winter, or the tine foliage will become
damaged and serious loss will be felt in the fol-

lowing season. Drain the pots well, and see

that the drainage is always kept in perfect

working order, and use for soil good fibrous

peat and turfy loam made fairly sandy. Let the
plants stand in an ordinary stove with an
abundance of moisture in the atmosphere. The
thermometer .should never be allowed to fall

below 60° during the night.

Wm. Hugh Gower.

Clove Fink Clifton White.— I never see a
word in the horticultural magazines about the
above and seldom see it grown, so I presume it is

not in general cultivation. True, the blooms of it

are not so large as those of the indispensable Mrs.

vigorous in growth than others, and some will pro-

duce flowers freely, while others seldom bloom,

whatever precautions may be taken witli them.

As a general rule, they are the most robust of

Cattleyas. C. Dowiana will also be showing the

(lower-sheaths tliis month or next. Ours are very

late this season ; they seem to be showing signs of

exhaustion after about ten years' growth under the

cultural conditions of our hothouses. The yellow

colour of the flowers is very plainly seen in the

suffusion of yellow in the leaves, and this tint

seems to get deeper the longer the plants are under

cultivation, and Cattleyas, like Carnations, are not

so robust when the flowers are yellow. C.

Hardyana I have not yet had under cultiva-

tion, but it .seems to be a cross between some
form of C. Warscewiczi and C. Dowiana or

C. auroa, which is nothing more than a form of

C. Dowiana, with more yellow on the labellum. All

of them may now be expected to bloom, which they

will do in the Cattleya house, and after flowering,

a lengthened season of rest is necessary to fit

them for producing good growths for next sea-

sun. Epidendrum neniorale is now producing its

graceful flower-spikes in the Cattleya house. As
1 write these linos the first blooms on a handsome
specimen are about opening. I have tried various

ways of growing it, and have had the greatest suc-

cess by simply tying I lie plants on to a teak raft

—

that is, rods o'f teak about a foot in length or more
b)und together with copper wire, but leaving a
space about an eighth of an inch betvveen the rods.

The end of the raft ii placed in a flower-pot and
kept in it3 place by cleiin pieces of broken flower-

pots. No Sphagnum, peat, or any organic matter

should be used, and this being so, the plants should

be fairly well supplied with water when in growth.

Di.stinct and useful plants which may al.so be ex-

pected to flower now and onwards in the Cattleya

house are Zygopetalura maxillare and Z. rostratum.

They are both free-fiowering, and the distinct col-

ours, such as greenish, chocolate-brown, bluish,

and bluish purple, are not seen in such com-

binations in any other Orchids, and they will

with care continue in flower for two months.

The garden hybrids, Z. Sedeni and Z. Clayi,

are much alike, being of the same parentage

—

lovely hothouse plants. Ihey want plenty of pot

room for the laige fleshy roots. Peat and Sphag-

num well drained is the best material to plant

them in. Epidendrum prismatocarpum usually

flowers with us in July, and the best varieties are

very distinct and handsome ; a few plants should

be in every collection. Some of the species of

Mormodes are excellent plants for July and August.

M. luxatum eburneum has flowers as if they were
turned out of ivory or formed of wax, and the

blooms last in good condition for two weeks. M.
pardinum and the variety of it named unicolor are

both handsome plants. They require more water

now than at other seasons, but when in growth

avoid wetting the partly-formed pseudo-bulbs.

They may be left to become quite dry during the

resting period. Passing from the Cattleya house

iuto the cool department, we may now have a

few very choice and beautiful Orchids in bloom,

and a veritable queen amongst them is the

Queen of Table Mountain (Disa giandiflora).

This fine Orchid is now more often seen well

cultivated than it used to be. .Some growers

can boast of it growing "like a weed," but I

believe that the climatal conditions of the dis-

trict have much to do with its success or failure.

I remember some fifteen years ago having healthy

strong plants to start with, but all I could do either

in the cool Orchid house or a cool greenhouse, I

could not get them to grow well in a garden four

miles from here. Mr. John Ward, at that time a

celebrated Orchid cultivator, had also well esta-

blished plants of this Disa sent to him, but failed

to grow them in his garden at Leyton. I have

seen them taken from a garden where they did

well, and fail in another garden under exactly

similar conditions. They are more likely to do

well in an airy part of the cool Orchid house at

this season than anywhere else. Odontoglossum

coronarium is a lovely plant and may be expected

to bloom now or later if it flowers at all, but this

is problematical. Its peculiar habit of growth is

such that a long teak basket is needed to take in

the rhizomes, which [msh so far ahead that they

will not conform either to basket or pot culture.

Its nature at home is to grow on the decaying trunks

of trees that may have fallen through age. Plant

in peat and Sphagnum, keep it near the roof-glass,

and well on the moist side at all seasons. On-

cidium macranthum is a well - known species,

lasting long in good condition during the months

of July and August. I have before alluded to the

treatment this plant requires. Its long rambling

spikes, studded at intervals with its showy yellow

flowers—hke golden butterflies perched on twigs-

take so much out of the plants, that the effects

are soon apparent to the most ordinary observer. See

that the plants have a good supply of water at this

season and are well looked after to prevent slugs

from eating the young roots, of which they are very

fond. Odontoglossum Edwardi does not flower

until the spring months, but it is now making its

growth and ipust also be freely watered. It
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ought to be repotted every second year at least as
they pass out of bloom. We have yet a goodly
display of Epidendrum vitellinum majus in the
cool house. Near the roof glass and well attended
to with water when in a growing state, this fine

plant establishes itself and takes more kindly to

cool house treatment than to any other. Its bril-

liantly-coloured flowers are always highly valued,
both for their effect in the house as a contrast to
the more sober-tinted Odontoglossums, and as cut
flowers to arrange in small glasses. During the pre-

sent hot weather little artificial heat is needed any-
where, but the cool house must be kept as low as
possible. J. Douglas.

HARDY FRUITS.

Figs.—Many unprotected trees were killed nearly
or quite down to the ground last winter, and these
have since pushed up numerous sucker growths.
The latter are usually far too sappy to be hardy,
but if freely thinned out so as to e.xpose those re-
served to all the sunshine, light, and air going,
much will be done towards making them suffi-

ciently firm. In but few instances, however, will
these long shoots produce fruit next season, but
the trees should arrive at a more productive state
in 189i. Where the young wood only was injured
by frost there will now be abundance of back
shoots, and if these are freely thinned out and duly
protected ne.xt winter, fruit should be plentiful the
following summer. Whether kept neatly trained
to the walls or not, it is of the greatest importance
that the young wood, or that which is to produce
fruit next season, be kept well thinned out, this
also favouring the ripening of what fruit there
may be on the trees this summer. The fruit is

mostly produced at the points of stout, yet short-
jointed wood, and the reserved shoots ought not,
therefore, to be pinched back, as breaks from this
would not have time to mature properly.

Earliest Stbavvbeeries.—These are best ob-
tained from borders sloping rather abruptly to the
south or south-east and with the aid of one-year-old
plants. It is possible to have comparatively heavy
crops of large, early fruit from plants put out late
in July or early in August, and it does not pay to
leave them on the ground to fruit a second time,
extra early sites being of far too much conse-
quence to be given up to any but quite the earliest
crops of anything. Directly the bulk of the crop
is gathered from the earliest plants, the latter
should be retained till a sufficiencv of well-rooted
runners has been obtained from "them and then
oe unhesitatingly hoed up. They can be followed
closely with Endive and late Lettuce, early Po-
tatoes being planted after these, and the same site
be again occupied if need be by Strawberries in
1803. If the wall borders are somewhat flat,
and that part devoted to vegetable and Straw-
berry culture does not unduly infringe on the
space that ought to be given up to the roots of the
fruit trees, there is nothing to prevent and much
to be said in favour of forming a raised bed for the
Strawberries. A fall of 12 inches in a width of G
feet is none too much for early Strawberries or
Potatoes. If the wall borders are narrow, then
they ought not to be raised at the back till the
fruit trees can be lifted and replanted, deeply bury-
ing the stems of the latter being a sure way to
ruin the trees. A very rich root-run is most un-
desirable for early Strawberries ; therefore avoid
the use of much strong solid manure, but substi-
tute as much fresh loam as can be got hold of,
adding mortar rubbish and half-inch bones freely'
all being made very firm prior to planting the
Strawberries.

Methods op lateeing Strawberries.—The
favourite method with most private gardeners is
to layer a given number of runners into 3-inch or
slightly smaller pots, selecting the strongest plants
thus obtained for shifting into larger pots and
planting out the rest. That, however, is not the
best plan to adopt. Plants that have never seen
the inside of a flower-pot invariably take the most
readily to the open ground, and give by far the

best results in the end. Nor are squares of turf

very much better, and, besides, very few cultiva-

tors can procure material suitable for the purpose.
A far simpler and better plan than layering in

either pots or turves is to root the runners in loose

and rather rich soil, out of which they will move
with abundance of strong spreading roots in a
comparatively short space of time. First clear

away all strawy litter that may have been used as

a mulch, and between the rows distribute a layer,

2 inches deep, of any good loamy compost procur-

able. Next select all the best runners and fasten
these down 4 inches clear of each other by means
of stones or good-sized pebbles in preference to

pegs. A gentle watering being given frequently or

every evening after a bright day, the runners soon
become well rooted, and should be detached and
replanted before the roots have spread very far.

Every plant will move off the hard bottom with a
good ball of soil and roots, and will transplant
without flagging.

Late Strawberries.—These promise to be
finer than the early varieties, Loxford Hall
Seedling and Eleanor, or Oxonian being extra fine.

This is mainly due to the flowers opening late and
escaping injury by frosts, rains also having fallen

at an opportune time. In many places, however,
there has not been enough for the Strawberries,

and in all such cases a good soaking of pond or
softened water should be given if possible, other-
wise the fruit will ripen prematurely, being also

small and acid. Plants growing at the foot of

north walls are so abundantly fruited as to neces-
sitate thinning out being resorted to. In all such
positions the fruit ought to be raised up above
the foliage, or at any rate well off the ground, or

they may fail to ripen well, being particularly acid
when left low down among the foliage. The plants
frequently fail to bear well a second time in such
cool positions, but if a limited number of runners
is pegged down about them to take their place,

abundance of fruit will be had, and if annually
mulched with manure there is no necessity to
change the site for several years. Sir Joseph
Paxton is about the best variety that can be grown
on north borders. Forced plants turned out into
the open ground with a view to having a second
crop from them in August and September must be
kept well supplied with water, especially during
the first month after being planted, a mulching of

short strawy manure being also given early.

W. IGGULDBN.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Leeks.—Leeks for ordinary use during the winter
must now be planted in their final position, that is

if they are large enough. The soil for this crop
must be deeply dug and also well manured. Where
a quantity of Leeks is grown, set them out in rows
15 inches apart and 9 inches between the plants in

the rows. In.sert the dibber well into the soil,

making a round hole, into which drop the plants.

A little soil may be trickled in to settle the roots,

but leave the hole about the plants intact. The
hearts will soon draw to the surface and the shanks
will fill out the holes. Merely dibbling the plants
in on the level will not do, this lessening the depth
of blanched stem. If they are growing on the
level, earth up like Potatoes directly the plants
are strong enough. Blanching must take place
whilst the Leeks are in full growth, as when fully
grown it is useless to try to do this. Leeks, to be
worth the name, must be well grown on rich soil.

Planting in trenches.— This is the best
system to resort to where the soil is poor and ma-
nure lacking. The trenches should be taken out
to the depth of 15 inches, in which place the
manure, filling up the remaining space with the
best of the soil, leaving a space of about 2 inches.
The Leeks must be inserted the same as if planted
on the level, the soil being further levelled off as
soon as the hearts have drawn well out. The Leeks
which are now growing in trenches must be well
fed with liquid manure if those of the largest size

are looked for, and for special purposes or for

exhibition Leeks cannot well be too large. The
best liquid is that formed from fresh cow manure
and soot.

Broccoli.—The recent beneficial rains are bring-
ing the plants on apace, and they very soon will be
fit for their respective positions. If it can be
possibly avoided, do not plant between rows of
Potatoes, this causing a drawn and weakly growth,
which quickly collapses during the winter. Gener-
ally, ground which has been occupied with a
previous crop is chosen, all that is necessary being
a hoeing and clearing off of ruljbish. Not that this

always leads to the best results, as in any case the
soil is best dug over and manured if necessary.
Loose and overmanured soil is certainly an evil,

and must be avoided. Allow ample space between
the rows, 30 inches both in the rows and between
the rows not being any too much ; in fact less than
this on strong soil would be too little. In taking
the plants up, do not pull them up roughly. If club
is troublesome, do not neglect the ordinary pre-

cautions of either dipping the roots in a puddle, or

the simple remedy of whitening the surface over
with fresh lime. Plant firmly, pressing the dibber
well to the roots.

Late French Beans.—At the close of the
season when summer vegetables are on the wane, any
kinds which may be prolonged so as to help on the
supply are sure to be appreciated. Amongst these
French Beans form a very important crop. Not
that they will withstand early frosts, but these

must be anticipated by planting in a position where
they can be easily protected. For instance, instead
of planting in one long single row, they should be
grown so that they may be easily protected if

needed by either mats or oiled canvas. Select a
vigorous grower, either Canadian Wonder or Ne
Plus Ultra, and locate the rows on an open and
sunny spot. A south border recently cleared of

Potatoes is a very good position, for here the
plants will derive the full benefit of the sun, at

the time most needed, i.e., the close of the summer
months. The soil if in good heart for the Potatoes

will suffice for the Beans, a deep forking over being
sufficient. Arrange the rows of 5{e Plus Ultra 2 feet

apart, and Canadian Wonder 30 inches.

A. Young.

PLANT HOUSES.

Fire heat.—Thus far this summer season we have

been favoured with more congenial weather, on

the whole, than last year, although we have had
considerable fluctuations. For instance, for a few
days during the early part of June we had warm
weather, then there was a spell of several days

with a much lower temperature all round. Some
may have been induced to let the fires go out

when the warm weather set in ; this, it is true,

would do no harm as long as the same con-

tinued, but as soon as there was a change then

would the plants feel it and experience a check.

When, therefore, the fires are let out for a night or

two when the temperature outside rules high, it

must not be inferred that they can be dispensed

with when a change takes place
;
yet this is what

is sometimes done, and that to a sufficient extent

to injure the plants. When the fires are out there

is less need of artificial moisture, for the simple

reason that evaporation is neither so rapid nor so

continuous. If, therefore, there is no distinction

made as regards syringing late in the day and
otherwise damping down, it must follow that the

moisture will be in excess of the requirements.

This can be easily seen upon entering a stove early

in the morning when the pipes are cold; the plants

will be found quite bedewed, as out of doors. Then
if a dull day ensues and syringing, &c., is followed

up as when the fires are alight, the situation be-

comes worse and injui-y from damping will soon

take place. I have noted this to a serious extent,

particularly where plants have previously been

grown on briskly. The better course to pursue

when we are going through a period of more than

usually warm weather is to always have the fires

laid in readiness for lighting at any moment, pro-

vided, of course, that no great extreme in the

other direction is allowed to take place.
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For my own part I have never been an advocate

for dispensing with fire heat in stove houses to any
great extent, for with "jood management it is pos-

sil)le to Ivcep a fire just smnuldering with the lea^t

anumnt of warmth, wliirli ean be revived sulH-

ciently witliout mucli dilhcidly. On tlie other

hand, if the fire is quite out it is thought to be

a good chance to have the furnace thoroughly

cleaned out, flues included, quite irre>pective of the

requirements of the season—very necessary work as

far as it goes, but when done so as to cause the

fires to draw sharply when re-kindled, it often

hapjiens that more heat is created than is reason-

ably required. I would rather light a little fire

upon the remains of an extinct one than that this

should be the case. After an exc^essively hot day
the best way is, I consider, to let the fires run
down of their own accord ; this will do the plants

good, but when the first change to more mode-
rate weather takes place, then go back at once to

tlu^ fires, especially if the weather be not very

bright with rain threatening. It is not, of course,

advisable to excite the fires the first thing in the

morning when there are indications of a fine day,

but they can be kept alight with dusty coal or fine

coke, or even with ashes. Even after having
ceased to keep the fires going for a few succes-

sive nights it will be as well to light one for a
night occasionally, when it will be an easy matter
to leave a little top air on, whilst such ventilators

as air bricks may also be open ; in fact, at any
time when the temperature at nightfall approaches
~i>^ it is just as well to have ventilation in a
moderate way. The early morning ventilation

should be attended to rather in advance than
otherwise of the actual requirements when it is

probable that a warm day will ensue. More in-

jury is done by scalding early in the day when the
temperature has risen rapidly than towards the
afternoon, even if the thermometer in the latter

inst mce ranges the higher of the two. After a
hot day a thorough damping down, with a liberal

use of the syringe upon the plants where prac-

ticable, will greatly refresh them, regulating it, of

course, according to the case whether there be a.

lire alight or not. Watering should be looked over
closely early in the morning, or, at any rate, be-

fore 10 o'clock ; sometimes it is not altogether an
easy matter to judge of the requirements the very
first thing, but an hour or two later a better opinion
cm be arrived at. A close examination should be
made for all signs of damping amongst flowers
(and foliage too) when the weather is not so very
bright, especially where the growth is dense and
the fires low or quite out.

Propagation.—The propagating pit can still be
kept tilled with cuttings of various useful plants,

but with a little fire-heat success will be all the
more certain. Ixoras, for instance, will strike

readily from wood of this current season's growth.
The propagation of this handsome family of plants
not half enough attended to in gardens. If it

were attended to more and young plants grown on,
there would not be any necessity for keeping old
or scrubby plants, which, instead of being an
ornament, are an actual disgrace, more particu-
larly where the luealy bug is in the ascendancy or
probably master of the position. These cuttings
should be struck singly in small pots rather than
several in one pot with a check in store or more
nursing when potted off. Gardenias should be
similarly treated, a young stock of these being al-

ways welcome. Poinsettias should still be struck
;

the cuttings taken with heels from old stools will

be the best. For these latter a moderately close
pit will be better than too much moisture. Earlier
struck plants should be potted on in good time and
be gradually inured to a more buoyant atmosphere,

James Hudson.

Gladioli from seed.—Some growers of this
flower sow early in spring in warmth, others later
in cold frames. Judging fi'om the free way in
which seeds have germinated in the open ground,
so much care and labour would appear to be mis-
applied. Two years ago I was surprised to see a
number of young plants come up where the pre-

vious summer some of the gandavensis section had

bloomed. Tlie autumn not being fine I did not

think that the see.Is were good, so they were

allowed to i-emain ungathered and the decayed

stalks laid on the ground through the winle-. They

were allowed to remain undisturbed, and some. 1

think, bloomed the second year. They natirrally

made much stronger growth than if they had been

raised in pots. At some little distance from the

parent plants there bloomed a lot of the hardy

hybrid kinds, anil it was curious to note that all

the seedlings of the gandavensis varieties were of

mixed parentage, Home of them were very pretty,

but they were not hardy enough to resist the hard

winter that followed, and scarcely a bulb came up

in spring. Last summer, as will be reniembere<l,

was very inclement and 1 did not gather any seeds

of the hardy kinds, thinking they were not good.

I was mistaken, however, for I see that a quantity

of young plants has come up where the old bulbs

flowered. They seem to have germinated quite as

well as if I had sown them under gh-rss. In the

future I shall certainly give sowing in the open

ground a fair trial. I shall sow in well-stirred

ground about the middle of March, choosing a

dry time for so doing and just let the seeds take

their chance. I have found that many things

come up well if sown early in dry weather, the

first genial rains bringing them quickly to life.

—J. C. B.

Orchids.

VANDA TERES AND ITS VARIETIES.

This peculiar-looking plant was fir.st found by

Wallich in the early days of the present cen-

tury. It is now more than sixty years since it

was first introduced in a living state to the

gardens of England, and some six or seven

years afterwards the first flowers of this species

opened in tlie gardens of Syon House, Islewortli,

famous in those days and for many years after-

wards for new and rare tropical plants. Vanda

teres, however, remained a very shy-tlowering

plant for many years, and indeed it is so still.

As the plant is a quick grower, no doubt the

majority of the plants in the country were frcun

the same stock, and it was not until some fresh

importations were made tliat a free-flowering

variety was found and received the name of

Vanda teres Andersoni, after the then famous

gardener to Mr. Dawson, of Meadowbank,
tlddingstone, near Glasgow. When I was with

Mr. B. S. Williams at Holloway, he had plants

of this variety which flowered profusely when

not more than 2 feet in height. This variety I

afterwards saw flowering freely in the gardens

of Mr. J. Broome, of Wood Lawn, Didsbury.

The same season I saw this variety in tlie gar-

dens of Manley Hall, and the gardener (Mr.

Fetch) told nie that it bloomed in the same

manner every season, and, moreover, as the va-

riety bore more flowers on the racemes and

these more brightly coloured thin those of the

typical plant, it was a decided acfiuisition. I

used to know the Manchester gardens well in

those days, .and this variety Andersoni was a

great favourite, and in many of the collections

scattered round about I have seen it flowering

more or less prcjfusely. It is well figured in

W^arner's " Select Orchidaceous Plants,'' iii., t.

2. I may briefly describe the plant as having

stems not thicker than an ordinary pencil,

and its terete leaves are some H inches or

(i inches in length and deep green. The

flowers, jiroduced on racemes as long as

the leaves, measure from 3 inches to 4

inches across ; sepals and petals broad, rose

with a whitish border, the lip three-lobed
;

lateral lobes yellow, spotted freely in the

interior with crimson, the front lobe deep

rose colour, the disc yellow with crimson lines

niniiing through it. I am in receipt of a

s|iike of bloom from Mr. J. Broome, now
of Llandudno. He says, " I send you a spike

of \'anda teres which looks to me like a good

variety. What do you think f
" It certainly is

very beautiful, and it occurs to me tliat it is the

\ariety aurorea of Rchf. f. Tlie flowers mea-

sure just upon 4 inches across, the sepals being

wliito faintly tinged with rose, and tlie largo

petals rosy purple witli a broad marginal lior-

dor of white. The hooded portion of the lip

is butt' colour, strongly ribbed <in the inside and
faintly .spotted witli crimson ; front lobe rose

colour bordered with white— altogetlier a very

handsome flower. In addition to tliese we have

tlie variety Candida, wliiuli was first flowered by

Mr. Whitt;iker (gardener to Lord CrewiO at

Crewe Hall, and afterwards by Mr. Whillans

(gardener to the Duke of Marlborough) at

Blenheim. It is figured in Williams' "Orchid
Album," t. 409. In this the sepals and petals

are pure white, the hooded portion of the lip

white on the outside, pale yellow witliin ;
front

lobe white faintly tinged with rose. With
three varieties we can be contented, even

supposing we never see the flowers of the

typical plant, the colours of which are very

similar to those of the variety Andersoni, but;

somewhat less bright.

During the growing season Vanda teres

should be kept close to the glass in a very hot

and moist house, the pots plunged in Sphag-

num and frequently syringed, shading (mly

during just the very hottest jiart of the d;iy,

and then very slightly. After growth is finished

the temjierature should be reduced and only a

little water given from time to time, so as not

to allow the leaves to sufler. The jilants are

frequently topped, and the tops when suffi-

ciently established are placed alongside the

older plants and all bloom together.

Wm. Hugh Gower.

SHORT NOTES.—ORCHIDS.

"Vanda suavis (Woocllands variety).—A flower of

this almost unique variety comes to me from Mr.

Measures, of Streatham. The sepals and petals have

a ground colour of creamy-white, freely spotted with

chocolate, aud in addition a broad inari;inal border of

vicilet ; the lip is rich deep violet, white at the base,

where it is streaked with violet. It is a magnificent

variety of Veitch's suavis.

—

G.

Masdevallia Harryana Denisoii.—A su-

perb flower of this fine variety, marked the Ijull's

Blood variety, comes from Messrs. Seeger and
Tropp, of Dulwich. This absurd name, I think,

should be dropped. The flower sent %vas large,

and of the richest and deepest crimson-purple

flushed with bright magenta.—G.

Orchids from Bath.—From the Rev. Mr.

Handley's collection come two forms of C'attleya

Mencleli. Both are extremely fine flowers, but I

cannot see anything in them by which they could

be known if named. The Vanda ccerulea is also a

very good flower, but it is deficient in size and
vei-y much wanting in colour when compared with

that received last year from Mr. Woodall, of Scar-

borough.—W. H. G.

Cattleya Mastersonise.—J, Hill sends me a

fine flower of this superb hybrid, which flowered

first, I think, some fourteen years ago in the nur-

.series of Messrs. Veitch and Sons, of Chelsea, its

parents being C. Loddigesi and C. labiata, the

true old form named by Lindley. The jilant bears

a pair of leaves similar to t'. r,oildigesi, but its

habit is stronger and its pseudo-lnill>s are more
clavate. It bears ssveral flowers on the scape,

each of which, as in the one now before me,

measures nearly 5 inches across, the sepals and
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petals being soft rosy purple, I he lip having the

whole front lobe of a deep rich purple, in which it

resembles the old labiata, the throat and side lobes

being soft clear yellow, the outer edge of the side

lobes being white. It is a grand flower, and is

very rare.—W. H. G.

Cattleya Sanderiana.— " G. H." sends a
flower of this for an opinion. It is a very fine

form, measuring 9k inches across, which is half an
inch more than the very pretty and compact flower

which I saw and reported upon a short time ago.

That variety I much prefer to the one sent, the
petals of which are somewhat narrow, thus making
a starry flower, added to which it was much
bruised and broken through having too much
space. Flowers packed tightly in a small box
travel best.—W.

MARKET GARDEN NOTES.

Pear Pitmaston Duchess.—One of, if not the

finest orchards of this Pear is near Sittingbourne,

in Kent. It is several acres in extent, and the

quality of the produce may be judged by the fact

of the fruit making from 4s. to Os. per dozen in

the London markets, the total amount realised
last year being about £(J00. This season the for-

tunate owner has again a fair crop. The trees are
in pyramid form and are about 12 feet high. The
history of this Pear orchard is peculiar, and affords
an insight to the conditions most favouralile to the
welfare of this and doubtless other choice Pears.
The natural soil was loam resting on stiff clay.
The latter was dug for the purpose of making
bricks, the loam being put aside for the time
being. When the clay was all dug, the owner gave
permission to deposit any kind of rubbish that
would fill up the space. This in due course was
done, and the loam being replaced the trees were
planted. There can be no doubt that the health
and fertility of the trees were assured by the
perfect drainage as well as the character of the
subsoil thus created. Had they been planted on
the clay sub.soil, the probability is t' at the fruit
would have been much inferior in quality and the
growth would have been more rank and less ma-
tured. Pitmaston Duchess, like so many good
Pears, varies wonderfully in flavour, as well as ap-
pearance, according to the locality in whirh it is

grown. No doubt climate has much to do with
this variability, but the character of the subsoil
must always influence the fertility and flavour of
this Pear. I am told that even in Kent and in
localities at no great distance apart the character
of the fruit varies so much as to cause a wide
difference in its market value. The great deterrent
to Pear planting for profit is the time required to
bring the trees into a thoroughly fertile condition.
A man can scarcely hope to reap the full reward of
expense incurred in forming a Pear orchard in the
most approved manner. The plantation above
referred to was made many years ago, and the
principal profits are being taken by one who had
nothing to do with the work. iStill, if not deferred
until too late and with a thorough preparation of
the soil, one might reasonably expect a fair per-
centage on the outlay, and it must be remembered
that every year of careful culture adds to the
value of the trees, and in their earlier stages of
growth the ground between them can be utilised
for other things.

Stuawbeeries.—For many years we have not
had so favourable a season for bringing on this
fruit under glass. The bright sunshine strength-
ened the plants and rendered the task of pushing
them along an easy matter; consequently the
market samples of the fruit have been in marked
contrast to those brought into Covent Garden last
season when good berries were the exception.
The great bulk of the Strawberries produced in
the London market gardens is grown on the earth
floor of span-roofed houses, a position very diffe-
rent from that in which Strawberries are forced in
private establishments and where the warmth
passes round the roots. In a dull time the plants

being so far from the glass and on the cold

earth are sure to become in a measure en-

feebled during the application of artificial

warmth. In weather such as we have had
during the last two months it has been prac-

ticable to push the plants along and at the

same time keep them dwarf and robust. It was
thought that Noble would supplant Sir J. Paxton
as the main-crop kind under glass in market gar-

dens, but this does not appear to be likely to take
place. The opinion of a large London fruiterer is

that it will be less and less grown, and will eventu-
ally become extinct as a forcing kind. Although
such a free-growing strong-rooted Strawberry, the
beriies are liable to come rather deformed, and,
like all Strawberries with soft flesh, there is some
difficulty in inducing them to take on the bright
rich colour that can alone give them the best

market value. Grown in the genial temperature
of a heated glasshouse, the fruit comes to a great
size, but the want of colour does not compensate
for the greater weight obtained. That it can be
coloured well under glass I have this year had good
proof. I have sent a quantity of it this season to

market, the berries being larger than average
samples of Paxton and hardly distinguishable in

other respects from this variety. In spite of all

that one can do, however, in imparting to this

Strawberry a high degree of finish, it does not sell

so well as the older kind. Retailers find that con-
sumers generally are sufficiently discriminating to

appreciate fhe difference in flavour between it and
Sir J. Paxton, and my experience is that the latter

will make a shilling a pound more in the London
markets, no matter how well one may grow Noble.
These facts must be taken into consideration by
those who may be thinking of growing Noble for

profit. It requires less heat to bring it to market-
able condition and crops very heavily, but in spite

of these advantages, I should not advise anyone
not acquainted with its peculiarities to force it for

profit. For open-air culture its earliness must en-

sure it a place in market gardens, for a diflference

of ten days in the ripening must always materially
afliect the value of an outdoor crop. One of the
most experienced Kentish growers last spring
planted twenty acres with Noble, and he would not
have done so unless quite convinced of its value
for market.

Hardy fruits.—The severe frosts experienced
when most hardy fruits were in bloom appear to
have been more than usually eccentric in their
visitations. In some places the Plums, Cherries,
Currants, and Raspberries have been almost an-
nihilated, as maybe judged by the fact that one man
in the home counties, and pursuing what is termed
" top and bottom culture," that is, standard trees

with bush fruits between, does not expect to

gather twenty pounds' worth of fruit from upwards
of 25 acres of land all planted with the best kinds
and well done. It must be sad for a man to see

the work and expense of a year rendered useless

in a .'ingle night. It is not often with this form of
culture the whole crop is so severely visited, for bush
fruits often escape when Plums and Damsons are
badly hit.

Raspberries in some places are quite ruined, the
shoots being withered by the frost. Complete as
the destruction has been in many localities in

others not so far removed but few traces of injury
are to be seen. The supply of Damsons, Black
Diamond Plums, and Cherries promises to be on
the whole fairly abundant, and from the west of
England the London markets have been well
furnished with green Gooseberries. Where frost

has not been severe the produce will probably be
good, as the showery weather which came just as
the fruit was setting gave it a good start, and re-

freshed the foliage. This was especially the case
with Apples, wh'ch came into bloom so late.

Never have the blooms looked fine, and the proba-
bility is that wo shall get an abundant crop of this
fruit. Strawberries were badly hit in the home
counties generally, so many of the first blooms
being destroyed, that gathering has in many places
been thrown back a week. The dry weather too
must materially lessen the weight of produce as
well as lower the quality of the berries. With the

enormous breadths of this fruit now under cultiva-

tion, however, there is no danger of our large towns
lacking a supply. J. C. B.

Orchard and Fruit Garden.

COMPARATIVE HARDINESS OF
FRUITS.

A VAKiETV of causes contributes to the hardiness
or non-hardiness, as far as the flowers and
newly-set fruit are concerned, of .species and
varieties <jf fruit, but the constitution of the

flowers and habit of growth of the trees have
also much to do with either good or bad results.

This season has been unusually productive of

surprises, agreeable and otherwise, and a few
instructive tacts must have been brought out in

very many instances. When several trees are

in (lower at one time and in most other respects

closely resemble each other, we might reason-

ably anticipate similarity in productiveness. It

is not often, however, that such is really the

case, and at the present time the contrasts are

most marked. Plums are particularly variable.

A number of trees against a south-east wall,

and which are just now in their prime, were all

beautifully in flower when severe frosts were
experienced, and in spite of the protection

afforded by double fish nets, sad havoc was
played among them. I should not have been
surprised if the Plum crop on that particular

wall had been a complete failure, though, as it

happens, such is by no means the case, as a

considerable amount of thinning out has had to

be done. Dry's Seedling, a variety seldom met
with, but which rarely fails to bear well, is

carrying much the heaviest crop of all, and this

result is entirely due to the dense tliick foliage

it forms. Although of stout growth, it invari-

ably forms less breast-wood than any other va-

riety I am acquainted with, short or natural

fruit-spurs prevailing. The mass of leaves

which develop early on these eflectually pro-

tect the blossom first and subsequently the

newly-set fruit. Of the protective character of

this habit of growth I have still further proof,

inasmuch as the trees of Green Gage on one

side and Victoria on the other are only bearing

good crops just where they cross or are only

slightly overhung and protected by Dry's Seed-

ling. The last-named is a reddish purple variety

of large size and moderately good quality,

and, owing to its productive habit of growth,

ought to be used as a seed parmt by
raisers of new varieties. Victoria, although

it flowered most abundantly, is yet but

thinly fruited, owing to its comparatively thin

habit of growth, and the same remark ap-

plies to Transparent Gage, (Jreen Gage, De
Montfort and Kirke's. OuUin's Gulden forms

very stout wood and bold foliage, but tlie natural

spurs are few and far between, and as a conse-

quence the crops are exceptionally light this sea-

son. Jeffer-son's is also a failure on all but a very

late wall ; but Coe's Golden Drop is of a hardier

nature, and on the south-east wall already

mentioned a good crop is hanging on the only

tree planted there. Guthrie's Late Green is

surprisingly hardy, and this quality must be iii-

herent, as in our case there is plenty of fruit

where it could not possibly have been pro-

tected by leaves. Damsons would appear to be

naturally much hardier than Plimis, as in this

district none of the trees of the latter, if we
except the Danison-like River.s' Prolific, are

carrying good crops ; whereas Damsons are

much more prolific.

Aju-icots are not nearly so hardy as Plums, as

only the trees well protected by glazed coping
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and blinds are bearing abundance of fruit, the

rest, or those treated more like Plums, being

failures. As far as my experience goes, there

are no varieties of A|iricots of marked hardi-

ness, though the Koyal, Largo Early, Kaisha

and 81ii|iley"s are usually more surely produc-

tive than the choicer Moorpark and lleiiis-

kirk. Nor can I detect any diti'erence in the

relative liardiness of the flowers of Peaches

and Nectarines, but we have .-imple proof, if

this be needed, that they are far more hardy

than those of most other kinds of fruits. There

were .several (pute severe frosts while the

Peaches and Nectarines were in flower and

again after the fruit was set, and yet the thin-

niugout h.is had to l)e most severe. It is also

a noteworthy fact that trees in this neighbour-

hood, not protected as ours were by doubled

fishnets, are nearly or (piite as well furnished

with fruit, and seeing also that the trees gene-

rally are in better health than usual, an addi-

cropped, while adjoining these are to be seen

others of Manks Codlin too heavily laden.

Uraddick's Notipareil, a favourite of mine,

flowered grandly, but not a dozen well-formed

fruits arc now to be seen on the trees. The
llowers of Lemon Pippin, Cox's Orange Pi]ipin,

and IJlenhciin Pippin are also too tender, as

the trees, althougli tliey were well ftn-nished

with buds, are oidy lightly cropped. Near at

hand are other trees of Duchess of < )ldenburgli.

King of the Pippins, Heauty of Hath, and

Quarrenden bearing great bunches of fruit all

over their surface, severe thinning out being

most imperative. More instances of fadures

and successes with Apples might be added, but

I have given enough to strengthen my tlieory

that there is a great difl'erence in the hardiness

of the flowers of respective varieties. Pears

apparently are not so variable this season. They
bloomed at a most unfortunate time, and on

some walls and positions in the open, though

Pear Citron des Carmes.

tional incentive to the open-wall culture of this

valuable class of fruit will be given. Cherry
blossom is naturally very tender, and although
the trees against walls flowered grandly, the

crops are light, the one exception being the
Morello, which was sufficiently late-flower-

ing to escape destruction. Low standards and
pyramids, not many of which are to be seen
hereabouts, are well cropped, the flowers in this

case, in addition to being later in opening, also

not being so much exposed to frosts and sudden
thaws.

Apples flowering later apparently escaped the
most severe frosts, but in not a few cases the
centres were damaged, though the showy cases

were not injured. As a consequence of this

the flowers .shattered oft' wholesale without leav-

ing any fruit behind. Long rows of trees were
a beautiful sight at nuicli about the same time,

yet some are heavily laden with fruit and others
almost without any. For instance, in our case

the trees of Keswick Codlui are very lightly

some flowers escaped frosts, the fruit that

followed was frozen through. Easter Beurrc
is somewhat early flowering, the buds opening
long before the petals unfold, yet it proves sur-

prisingly hardy, and we have good crops on
trees in two very different positions. Marie
Louise against a north-east wall opened late

and escaped, Yicar of Winkfield, near at hand,
also being well set with fruit, but Beurr6 Diel

is a comparative failure for the first time during
the past six years, though I can scarcely attribute

this to the non-hardiness of the flowers.

Filberts bloomed freely, and in spite of being
long exposed to severe cold, more blossoms es-

caped destruction than I expected to see, and the

flowers of Black and Red Currants have proved
surprisingly hardy. Not so Raspberries, Straw-
berries, and Gooseberries. The flowers and
nearly-set fruit of Raspberries growing in

rather low positions have recently been badly
damaged by frosts, the only exception being

where rows of Baumforth's Seedling were shel-

tered by the taller growing sorts. Most of

the early or largest Strawberry flowers were
blackened, no variety proving of sujierior har-

diness, and extra flne samples have been fewer
in number accordingly. Of (Jooseberries the
hardiest or surest bearer in bad seasons is found
in Whinham's Industry. W. I.

Siimcrxet.

PEAR CITRON DES CARMES.
The early Pear here illustrated is not so much
grown as in former years, owing, no doul)t, to

its soon going over. With medium-sized trees

this ditticulty may be got over by gathering a
few fruits daily. This is not one of our best
Pears, but it is a useful kind and bears freely

in most seasons, at least in the southern parts

of the kingdom. The tree is a great cropper,
and, as shown in the illustration, bears its

fruit in bunches. The fiuit when ripe is

yellowish green with a slight tinge of red on the
sunny side, and comes into use the third week
in July in favourable localities. It is an excel-

lent variety for a small garden, as it makes a
good pyramid and is equally good as a .stan-

dard. The growth of the tree is distinct

from that of many others, and when grown
as a pyramid it makes a handsome tree. Of
late years I have grown two or three cordons
for an early supply, and it is an excellent Pear
for the purpose, as the habit of growth lends

itself readily to this system of culture. When
I advise growing it as a cordon, I do not mean
against a wall, though a few trees on a wall are

valuable, as the fruits grown in such a position

are superior in flavour and of larger size than
grown otherwise. I have had it trained as a

cordon and also as an espalier. It may be that
some would object to grow Pears as above when
they succeed as standards. My reply is that all

Pear trees repay for good culture, and when
given a wall or trained as cordons, the crop can
be regulated or thinned, the tree better fed and
the fi'uit much improved in size and flavour. I

have seen this variety suft'er badly from canker
when the trees have been grown as standards and
occupied the same ground for many years. I grew
this variety well at one time as an orchard house
Pear in pots, and it always finished a crop of

nice sized fruits of fine flavour. As early varie-

ties. Doyenne d'Ete and the above are useful

kinds. There is often much fault found with
these early Pears that they lack flavour, but
they have not the same treatment as the later

Pears, which are gathered some time before
they are ripe and stored. If the early kinds
are gathered a few days before they are used
and stored, the flavour is greatly inijiroved.

I find them far more serviceable if gathered a
few at a time and placed in the fruit room or a
cool vinery. Our earliest Pear is Doyenne
d'Ete, being a few days earlier than Citron des
Carmes. On a light soil Pears require more
attention than in good sound loam, and to get
size, mulching the surface in the early summer
with manure must be resorted to. The question
of stock on which these early Pears are grafted

has much to do with size and flavour, and
those which are required to grow freely or fill a
lai'ge space are best on the Pear or free stock

;

those for a restricted space do better on the
Quince, so that I always use the latter for

the above variety when growing it as a cordon
tree, and I think that the flavour of the fruit is

better on the Quince than on the Pear stock.

G. WVTHES.

Open-air Peaches.— It seems singular that

with such a bad cold spring tender fruit should be
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more abundant than the hardier kinds, but so it is

this year, as Peaches and Nectarines have set good
crops and have had to be thinned, while Plums and
Pears are almost a failure, and Apples are scarce.

Some trees of the last mentioned have none at all

on them, others very few, and some a fair quantity,

but the foliage of all looks well. What told in favour
of the Peaches was the short spell of heat just

when they were in flower, causing them to set well,

and the lailure of the others resulled from frost

killing the stigmas. 1 doubt, however, if the fruit

of the Peaches and Nectarines will be large, as it

is not warm enough for the trees, and yet they
could not look better than they do at present,

as they have made good growth and are clean, fly

having been little or no trouble up to this date.

The only unsatisfactory kind I have is Royal
George, which for the last few years has had mil-

dew, and though an old favourite of mine, I shall

have to discard it.— S. D.

EARLY CHERRIES.

Cheeeies are not grown so much as standards

and pyramids in gardens as formerly, owing to

various causes. Of late years choice varieties

have suffered badly from canker, and as the tree

flowers so early the bloom is frequently injured

by frosts, so that a poor crop is the result, while

birds in most gardens are so troublesome, that

only under tlie most favourable circumstances can
a crop be secured. In orchards with a quantity of

trees the last named difiiculty can be minimised
by sc.iring, but does not pay with a few isolated

trees, so that there is no better plan than wall cul-

ture, as the trees can be protected from frost and
from birds by netting. One great advantage with
wall trees is the long time the fruit will hang
without shrivelling it the trees are in a healthy
condition with ample foliage and kept clear of

black-fly, which is a great pest, and attacks

most Cherries on walls. Unless stringent mea-
sures be taken in time, the whole crop is disfigured

and the trees crippled for the following season.

By planting Cherries in different positions a sup-

ply of fruit can be kept up for a considerable
period. The earlier kinds when planted on a warm
south wall will give nice dishes in June. One of

the best is Early Rivers, a large shining black
handsome Cherry (indeed, one of the best of all

the black kinds), of rich flavour, with a great
quantity of flesh and but little stone. It is equally

good indoors or out, and the tree grows vigorously,

rarely failing to bear a heavy crop. It is a seed-

ling from the Early Purple Gean, a good old

variety. The fruit of the Early Gean is richly

flavoured, but the tree is very delicate and does
not do well in many gardens. The Early Frogmore
Bigarreau is another valuable wall fruit that can
be relied upon, and though classed as a second
early kind, with me on a warm wall it ripens dur-

ing the second week in June in a good season. The
tree is a vigorous grower, of good constitution,

and an abundant bearer, and if only two or three
varieties of Cherries are grown, this one should
find a place. It does not canker so badly as some
kinds, and keeps well if there is not too much
moisture at the roots after the fruit is ripe.

Governor Wood is also a favourite variety. It is a
large pale red fruit, richly flavoured. It is a useful

variety for wall culture and equally good for pot or

indoor culture. This last named is not quite so

hardy as others, and to do it well it must have a
warm wall, as in cold districts I have found it gum
badly. On our light soil in a sheltered corner it

crops heavily and makes plenty of clean wood.
Belle d'Orleans is an early rich fruit of medium
size. It comes into use early in June, but I prefer

Early Rivers to this variety. Early Lyons is also

superior, and a free grower and heavy cropper.

Bigarreau, commonly called Amber Heart, is a
sterling variety, and one of the best wall Cher-
ries grown ; our trees are old and bear heavy
crops of fruit of rich flavour. This is grown
in quantity in Kent and otlier counties as a
standard for orchard culture. The fruit on a south
wall is large, red and yellow In colour. The tree

is very hardy and vigorous and a great cropper.
Though one of our oldest and best-known Cherries,
it is worth wall space in every garden. This is a
good variety to plant on a north wall, as it gives
a later crop and is a free grower on that aspect.
May Duke does equally well on a north aspect, and
should be included in the list of good early kinds.
Duchesse de Palluau, a large daik red kind with a
brisk flavour, is a good north wall variety to form
a succession to earlier kinds. Bigarreau Baumann's
May and Belle de Choisy are early kinds, but I do
not think they are so good for general cropping as
those more fully described. For later purposes we
have a wider selection of e.xcellent kinds. The
great drawback with these fruits is that the choicer
early thin-skinned varieties crack badly in wet
seasons. If the heavy rains can be thrown off

them when fully ripe they last in condition much
longer. On walls this is more readily done. I use
the Vine border shutters or corrugated zinc covers
for the purpose. In dry seasons when the trees

are swelling their fruits, moisture is equally neces-
sary, or the fruits fail to swell and are soon attacked
by black-fly. A good mulch early in May of de-
cayed cow manure greatly assists the swelling of

the fruits on light gravelly soils, as the trees do not
thrive long in such positions without good feeding.
With the roots in a good depth of loam less manure
is required, but drainage is necessary, and in all

cases the roots of Cherries should be kept as much
on the surface as possible and be encouraged to come
to the top by feeding with liquid and top-dressing.
When this is seen to there will be less loss of trees

from canker and gumming, a freer growth being
secured if due attention is paid to summer pinching
of the shoots and e.xtension of the main branches.

G. Wtthes.

Raspberries. — Now that Raspberries are
fruiting is the time to take notes as to sorts and
exchange opinions regarding merits. I am grow-
ing four varieties and I find that Hornet is the
earliest and a great cropper, as every shoot is laden
with fruit, which is a good size and round. Baum-
forth's Seedling is a little later and not so prolific,

and I prefer Fastolf to it, as Fastolf is fine and a
free bearer and of excellent flavour. My favourite,

however, when it comes in is Superlative, but it is

quite a fortnight later than those mentioned, and
therefore it is necessary to grow other kinds for

first supply ; but leaving that; out, the lateness of

Superlative adds to its value, as by growing that,

one has a much longer succession. In habit it is

very strong, and the canes are so woody and stiff'

that they support themselves without stakes it they
are just crossed and tied together at top. Super-
lative is an exceedingly prolific Raspberry and
bears long, large, handsome fruit that is of fine

flavour. The way we treat our Raspberry beds is

to mulch heavily in winter or spring with half-

rotten manure, so as to encourage surface roots
and retain the moisture, and we never dig or break
tlie ground between the plants beyond hoeing or

what is necessary for destroying the weeds. If

the suckers that stand away from the crowns are
not likely to be wanted for planting, they should be
pulled up, and only three to five of the best situated

left to take the place of those that have fruited.

Thus thinned, the canes grow strongly and ripen up
well.— S. D.

The treatment of Slorello Cherries.—Rarely
have I seen Morello Cherries so healthy and fruit-

ing so abundantly as this season. The north wall
appears to be the ideal position for the successful
growth of the Cherry under notice, as rarely do the
trees ever miss fruiting. This note, however, is

not intended to refer to the merits, or even the
positions, in which the Morello Cherry thrives be>t.

but to show how best to manage the trees so as to

assist them in bringing the fruit to maturity,
as well as retain them in good health. I am
decidedly of the opinion that the trees, as a rule,

are denuded of too much foliage during the early
summer months, and, considering the amount of

nourishment such trees require to bring a full crop
of fruit to matuiity, a fair proportion of healthy
foliage is neces-ary to do full justice both to the

fruit and trees. Seeing how some trees are shorn
of the young wood at this season of the year, it is

not to be wondered at that the fruit is small and
the trees collapse eaily. The best course is to go
over the trees now— I am referring to those on
walls—and shorten back any shoots which are
unduly crowding each other, leaving suflicient for

the future furnishing of the trees with young
bearing wood, ar.d also some others to assist in
bringing the fruit to maturity. Any of these
latter, it not required, should be cut clem out or
shortened back after the fruit is gathered ;inl

whilst the leaves are still healthy. Nailing in of
the shoots at this early season interferes with the
fruit. The only shoots which I nail in at this
season are the leading ones of young extending
trees. These have no fruit in their way to impede
the work, and being on the outer edge of the tree,

are more exposed to direct lit:ht. The tr^es should
now have a thorough washing with water through
a hose or g.arden engine, this clearing away all

dead petals and other rubbish.—Y. A. H.

THE SUMMER MANAGEMENT OF FRUIT
TREES.

Important and necessary as winter f.runing may
be, summer stopping is doubly so, for if due care
and attention are bestowed at this season trees

are got into a much more fruitful condition, fur

by judicious pinching or removal of superfluous
shoots, flower-buds are induced to form ; but if

growth is allowed to go on unmolested, the
strength of the ti-ees is expended in the for-

mation of wood. It will therefoi'e be seen how re-

quisite it is to prevent this and divert or direct

their energies in the proper channel. Supposing,
then, that we take a pyramid Pear tree that has
been properly trained, we shall find it wit^i

well-regulated branches radiating or running out
up the main stem from base to summit, and the
branches all at a uniform distance ranging from 1

foot to about IS inches apart. A pyramid so

shaped and furnished would form a perfect tree it

run tapering from the bottom to a point at top,

and the Pears it bears will be fully exposed to the
light and sun, the influence of which is necessary
to ripen them up and finish them off of high quality.

The branches referred to will, of course, be furnished
with spurs, and it is from these spurs that annual
shoots are produced, and the shoots should now one
and all, except the leading one at the point, be
nipped off low down, leaving only three joints at

the base. This constitutes summer stopping, and
if carried out little winter pruning is left to be
done. With Pears on walls or when grown as es-

paliers, trained to strained wire or otherwise, the
treatment requisite is much the same, that is, the
wall trees should have all breast-wood removed,
also all the shoots that have been sent out along
the main branches of the espalier or cordons, leav-

ing only those to run on at the points it the
trees do not meet. Enough, I think, has now been
said with regard to Pears for even the veriest tyro
to manage his own trees, and if he is starting

with young ones, or has any faulty in shape, it only
remains to leave a shoot where it is wanted for

making a branch to fill up the vacant space, or by
the aid of a stake and ties to draw a shoot there and
secure it in the position required, and then trees

may be formed of the shape already referred to.

Apples that are grown as bushes or espaliers need
precisely the same treatment as Pears, and the
fruit of both, if set at all thickly, should be thinned
out by removing all the small and malformed in

order that those left may swell up to their full size,

and the trees be not distressed by having too much
of a load, as not only will they suffer now, but they
will be unable to form blossoru-buds, and must
therefore be barren next year.

Dessert Cherries, Plums, and Apricots on walls

all require summer stopping, and the remarks al-

ready made apply to them—that is, they must
have all shoots nipped back and the spui's kept
short, or the fruit they bear will be poor. Peaches
and Nectarines are the most difficult to manage,
as they bear on the young wood and need thinning,
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anil have only just sufficient slioots left and tied

or nailed to trelii-i or wall to till up vacant spaces

wilhciut at all crowdiiif? each other. Where the

difficult part conies in is to keep the trees clean.

The insect that generally attacks tlien\ is the

aphis or t;reen-lly. Keil spider is often trouble-

some, and more especially is this so if the weather

sets in hot and dry. The best remedy against red

spider is to well soak the soil by giving a heavy

watering at the roots, freely syringing the trees

every evening, as red spider cannot endure wet or

a cold l)ath. The way to deal with the aphis is to

either dip the ends of the shoots in tobacco juice

or dredge them with tobacco dust, the first men-
tioned being the most certainly fatal to the insects,

as the whole can easily be immersed and wetted

;

whereas some are sure to escape the dust by being

so well sheltered under the leaves. In preparing

the juice all one has to do is to steep common,
cheap tobacco in hot water, half a pound being quite

sufficient for two gallons, and if about four ounces

of soft soap be added and dissolved, it will increase

its strength and pungency, and make it so that it

will kill any aphis, be they green or black. It is

not often, however, that they alfect Peaches and
Nectarines, but, unfortunately. Cherries are seldom
without them, and I find that they are particularly

bad on Morellos this year. Those who are troubled

with them should at once have resort to the

tobacco, and if they place a quart or so in a light

tin bowl they can go quickly over their trees and
dip the ends of the shoots in by just bending them
down, and soon after the fly will be dead. Red
Currants are often quite spoiled by green aphis,

as when numerous they coat and discolour the

fruit by the excreta they exude, which being

sticky, and called by some " honey dew," dust ac-

cumulates on it and the Currants become quite

dirty and unlit for use. To dip Currant shoots

which are so stiff is almost out of the question,

and the better way of dealing with them is to

snip off the tips, as the fly is only on the tenderest

leaves, the foliage lower down being generally free

from their ravages. Next to the importance of

carrying out the work referred to, mulching should
have the first place, but it is only required when
trees have a good crop of fruit on, and then in

addition to the ground being dressed with a coat

of half-rotten manure as far as the roots are

supposed to extend, a soaking or two of sewage or

clear water should also be given. S. D.

be productive. If a suitable number of branches
is secured in the first placH-, and trained out with
the a.ssistance of some stakes until they can
support themselves so as to effect a fair balance
between the roots and branches, the after-

growth will not be excessive, .and only modenitc
pruning will be required. Trees grown in this form
(J feet to H feet high are easily managed, and in

propcjrtion to the space they cover they bear a fair

return of fruit. J. C. C'LAHKE.

CHERRY TREES IN BUSH FORM.

Nearly everybody grows Apple, Pear, and Plum
trees as pyramids or bushes, but very few think

of growing the Cherry in the same form. The
prevailing opinion appears to be that Cherries away
from walls can only be grown ,as standards. This
is a mistake, for in the west of England at least I

know of several instances where large bush trees

of such sorts of Cherries as the May Duke and
Bigarreau are as certain and as profitable as any
other fruit grown. They are more profitable than
standard trees, because they bear more regularly,

as the blossoms are not so much injured by spring

frost, and the fruit is more readily protected from
the birds. Owing to the more rigid character of

the growth, the May Duke makes the handsomer
bush tree, but with a little management the other
sort I have named is equally prolific. When I

started with my own trees I secured young vigorous

maidens with a single stem. These I cut down to

within IS inches of the ground, which induced four

and five branches to be sent out from the stem.
In the following winter these shoots were shortened
to half their length, with the result that the tree

was furnished with seven or eight branches to form
the foundation of vigorous plants, which are now
developing into erect bushes. There is a decided
advantage in growing the trees in this form,
besides those I have already given, as a bu-h can
be placed in any sheltered corner that is quite un-
suitable for a standard. I must, however, caution

the intending planter not to attempt to keep the
trees down to a low stature by hard pruning, or

they will surely resent the treatment by refusing to

CRACKING IN MELONS.
As the Melon season comes round it brings with it

its usual complaints .as to the cracking of the fruit.

It is very vexing to have the finest Melons spoiled

by cracking, and as it happens it is generally the
best fruits which suffer. Various are the remedies
applied and suggested to overcome the evil. The
most vigorous plants are generally the worst to

contend with. This has led some people to adopt
the starving process, thinking by so doing that it

is better for Melons as a whole both for flavour and
the general finishing up of the fruit. By starving

the plants, however, the best flavoured fruits will

never be obtained, as unless the plants are healthy,

the flavour will not be fullj' developed. Melon."! to

be of full flavour should ripen upon the plant,

and what we have to consider is which is the best

means to adopt to secure fully grown and well

flavoured fruits. With the plants full of health

and vigour the flavour must certainly be more fully

brought out, and any attempt to check this by
drying off the plants beforehand must end in

failure.

Cutting half through the stem is of no use what-
ever, for unless the cut is deep enough to stop all

supplies of aliment, when the fruits might just as
well be cut off as not, the cracking will keep on as

before. I have proved that cracking is entirely

due to atmospheric influence. Growers of Madres-
field Court Grape are aware that cutting through
the stem will not check cracking in that fruit,

neither will lessening the supply of water at the
roots, and it is the same with Melons. My belief

is that cracking is due to sudden rises of tempera-
ture either through closing up the structure too
early in the afternoon, or through not having suffi-

cient ventilation on in the morning before the sun
has considerably raised the temperature. As the
fruit begins to ripen reduce the ventilation at in-

tervals of about twice, so as to guard against a
sudden rise, not wholly taking it off through the
night, when, unless I am very much mistaken,
cracking would be unknown. We had two cracked
fruits in our first crop cut this season, the first

and the last. The first fruit cracked through my
not noticing the ripening was so far advanced, and
the last through the structure being closed to

hasten on another crop, and also to prove whether
closing up the structure to cause a sudden rise in

the temperature would crack the fruit or not. If

there is a remedy for the evil, it should certainly be
adopted in preference to either drying off the
plants or cutting the fruits a few days before they
are ready. The best time to cut the fruits is just

as they commence to crack around the stem, and
with the interval of a couple of days or more in the
fruit room the flavour is all that can be desired.

By cutting the fruits before the time stated they
quickly become soft at the base ; consequently they
keep but very little time afterwards.

Albcrley Hall. A. YouNO.

eaily, followed by La Grosse Sucr(?e, a splendid
doer when given plenty of time to ripen its fruits,

that is by removing it to a cooler temperature to
finish. This last-named is one of the best forcing
Strawberries for dessert when flavour is considered,
but requires care at the blooming period to get a
fr(;e set. With Auguste Nicaise I have found the
same dillicully as de.-cribed, as this .season requir-
ing a quantity of fruit for a special date, this last-
named variety was kept cooler for a time, and when
phiced in heat was some time in colouring. When
grown cool, however, the fruits come very large;
indeed, often coarse. I do not think it will
ever make a market fruit; though an excellent
variety where mere .'ize is everything, it will
never oust older and better- flavoured kinds.
Another variety seldom recommended for pot cul-
ture is James Veitch. It bears a large fruit, and
does not take nearly so long to finisli and the foli-

age does not get so dirty as that of Auguste Ni-
caise. Sir .1. Paxton and President are good varie-
ties difficult to replace. I still grow President in
quantity for the April supply. Its gTeatest draw-
back is its tendency to mildew ami its elongated
foliage if far from the glass. Last year I grew
twelve varieties for forcing, and I determined be-
fore the season finished to grow next year less
th.an half the number, including the good old
Keens' Seedling, a variety which never fails to give
good returns. I have a great liking for Keens' for
small houses or shelves close to the glass, and
when finished in a cool house the fruit is much ad-
mired for dishing up direct for the table, but to
send long distances it is not so useful. I have
heard serious complaints as to this variety failing
in some places, but with me it is all that could be
desired. Briiish Queen I cannot <lo well, though
it is grown well in the neighbourhood. The secret
of success in Strawberry forcing is allowing the
plants plenty of time to form their fruit and to
crop lightly. If large fruits are desired, take off
all not required for the crop as soon as possible

;

indeed some do not even allow the blooms to ex-
pand, but remove the weakest as soon as formed,
and give their plants plenty of time to mature
their fruit. I think after reading Mr. Iggulden's
note I must again give Noble a trial. I certainly
meant to omit it from my shortened list this year,
but shall not now do so. S. H.

Sharpless Strawberry.—I am very pleased to
see the good opiniou I expressed of the above so ably
and stroujjly couiirmeJ by such an authority as Mr.
J. Watkins, Pomona Farm Nurseries, Hereford (p. 5.57),
and hope it will lead to its being given a more ex-
tended trial than hag evidently beou the case hitherto.
From his description of it, his variety and mine are
identical.—J. I{.

Ferns.

STRAWBERRIES FOR FORCING.

I READ with pleasure the note at p. 2 on the selec-

tion of pot Strawberries. I must confess I cannot
get on with Noble as a first early ; my second and
third attempts are similar to Mr. Iggulden's first.

They all ended in a bad set and b.adly-shaped
fruits. When I say early Strawberries, I mean
those ripe in the months of February and March.
Wlien grown in cold frames. Noble is grand for

" "
I

- - ~later use. So far I cannot find a Strawberry to

equal Vioomtcsse Ilfiricart do Thury for a first
|
kinds require the heat of the stove house but

NOTHOCL^NAS.
I HAVE received from a person signing liimself
T. Jarrold a nicely dried frond of a Fern marked
Acrostichum vellcum. The sender says lie cannot
find the name anywhere, and asking for infor-
mation respecting the plant which he says lie

obtained during a hurried visit to the island of
Madeira.^ The name given above is a very old
one for Nothochena lanugino.sa, and it is now
entirely dropped by Fern authorities. Yours is
a very pretty species, and is well deservin"
your care. It is found in the Cajie de Verd
Islands, in Teneriffe, and also in the south of
Europe. Notlioclajnas, a genus of small "rowin"
plants, arc found in apparently dry and rocky
places, but in tliese places their roots are buried
down in the moist cool rocks and soil, so that
the plants do not feel the aridity in the atmo-
sphere. They are usually spoilt under cultiva-
tion by keeping them too hot, and by over-
hjading their roots with soil. Some of tlie
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the majority of them thrive best in the
temperate fernery, and in quite a shady posi-

tion. Tliese plants are best grown in tlioroughly

drained pots in a mixture of peat and loam
made sandy, and they should be planted between
lumps of sandstone mck, and whilst giving them
abundance of water in the summer months,
one should be very careful of watering them
overhead ; especially is this necessary in the case
of the species

N. LANUGINOSA. This may be distinguished at
once bj its bipinnate fronds, which grow some
G inches or 8 inches in length. They are rich green
above, but beneatli they are clothed with long
white woolly hairs, which make it a very con-
spicuous object and one of great beauty. It is

evergreen, and deserving every care and attention.

N. Marant.e.—Another plant from the same
district as N. lanuginosa. It is a very handsome
species, but it is quite different from the above
named ; it has fronds some 9 inches long, pale green

;

beneath they are thickly coated with a redd ish brown
tomentum. This should be grown in a cool house.

N. EcKLONiANA is a South African plant, but it

thrives best in the cool house. Its fronds when
young are covered with long white scales on the
lower side, but when mature these turn brown, the
upper side being rich green. In well-grown speci-

mens the fronds attain to 1 foot in height.

N. TEICHOMANOIDES.—This plant is a native of
Cuba and Jamaica; consequently it requires stove
heat, and is most effective when grown as a basket
plant. It should not be grown in a basket of too
great diameter, or its fronds, which seldom exceed
1 foot or l.'J inches in length, do not extend suffi-

ciently over the edges. The pinnos are rich deep
green on the upper side, the under side coated with
white hairs, which turn brown with age. The
pinna; are covered with a dense white farinose

powder, and the edge is ornamented with black
Bori.

N. EUFA is another elegant small basket plant.

Its fronds grow somewhat longer than those of

the previously named kind. The pinnK are deeply
toothed, light green above, and clothed beneath
with a short white tomentum. The plant requires a
warm stove.

N. SULPIIUREA.— This is an elegant species

which should be grown as a pot plant. It is very
rare, and is perhaps better known by the name of

Cheihuithes Borsii^iana, as by the latter name it

first appeared in cultivation. The plant comes
from Peru, perhaps some warm part, for it requires

stove temperature. The fronds are some li inches

or 8 inches high and with jet-black stems, the
upper side deep green, beneath furnished with
goKlen yellow farina.

The above are some of the principal kinds in

cultivation. There are also others, such as N.
laivis, N. brachyjjus, N. mollis, N. distans, ttc.

,

all of which are very beautiful.

Wm. Htgh Gower.

MAIDEN-HAIR FERNS FOR CUTTING.

Where there is any great demand for cut fronds
of these Ferns, the earlier staried plants will no
iloubt have been run upon somewhat hard from
the time their fronds were fit for use. It will do
these plants a considerable amount of good if they
are for a few weeks kept quite cool and compara-
tively dry at the root, only just sufficient water
being given them to prevent actual suffering.

Whilst this is being done all the shabby fronds
may with advantage be cut off ; in fact when
the plants are quite dry at the roots it will not
do them any harm to cut off all the fronds
that have been left, although thinning out
would be safer where the plants are at all over-

potted. These plants after a few weeks' rest will

again start into good growth and perfect a crop of

most useful fronds for the winter season. It will

not be advisable to repot any plants from such a
stock now, this would rather tend towards a too

soft growth—in fact Maiden-hair Ferns are fre-

quently far too much over-potted when this object
of a cut supply is the chief and all-important point.

When suflicient rest has been allowed them,
the plants should be given a fair amount of

warmth, but not with too much moisture in
the atmosphere. A pit, for instance, from which
a crop of Melons has been taken would be a good
position ; here tliey would be tolerably near the
glass with probably the chance of a slight amount
of fire-heat if needed. The all-important matter,
however, is to secure a hard growth ; this is best
done by free exposure to light with a liberal

amount of ventilation, and, as before advised, not
too much moisture. When the growth becomes
free and plentiful, then it must be seen to that they
do not suffer at the roots from want of water. In
the case of a stock which has not been run upon
hard and which has been grown on in the usual
way without early starting into growth, the fronds
will now be well hardened and in good condition
for cutting. These plants will continue to grow

is so in my own case) be somewhat of a difficulty,

particularly where the majority of the houses are
specially devoted to fruit culture, the occupants
of the roofs thus imparting too much shade.
Rather than attempt to grow the plants in
such positions, it will be a better plan to keep the
stock in cold frames with a light shade upon the
glass if much exposed. Frames can usually be
sp.ared at this season of the .year ; in some in-

stances they are not nearly all to be found in
actual use about now, the lights often being for
the time stacked away upon their sides. Here,
then, those who have a good stock of plants mty
safely place them when so situated as not tj be
able to give them a fair chance in their houses, IE

this were done more than it is, we should not see
so many Maiden-hair Ferns drawing out a miser-
able existence in places totally unfit for them. As
an instance of this, I would only allude to the one
fact, viz., that of still continuing to grow the
plants in the heat and moisture of a stove house
at all times of the year, frequently over-potted and

Magnolia obovata. Engraved for The Garuen from a photograph seut by
Mr. E. E. Peacock, Bewdley Villa, Bath. (See p. 22.)

for a long time to come, thus forming a good suc-

cession of fronds. As in the case of the others,

too much shading is a great mistake ; this, com-
bined with a moist atmosphere, produces large

pinna;, with fronds also that are frequently much
too large for use, whilst they never last nearly so

long as the smaller ones when cut. Plants grown
in this way might, it is true, be considered to be
well developed ; but this is what is not required

from a practical point of view ; besides, light-col-

oured fronds are always the most sought after by
floral decorators as being the most effective. These
can only be had when the plants are not grown in

too kind a manner. Another point which is by
some growers overlooked or not given enough con-

j

sideration is that of the soil ; it too much reliance

is placfd upon peat, there will always be a ten-

dency towards vigorous growth. On the other hand,

by using a light tibrous loam or heavier loam that

is corrected by the addition of a little peat, the

results will be found far more satisfactory. I

have previously alluded to keeping the plants in a

fairly light position. This may in some cases (it

as much over-watered. Another fine place for

securing a good enduring growth is upon shelves,
whence the plants have always a free circulation
of air playing around them. In such positions
they will, of course, be found to dry up quickly,
but this should not be any drawback in the least.

The basket culture of these Ferns should be more
practised where possible. By this mode of culture
a good stock of fronds will frequently be in hand
when the pot plants have been hard cut, simply
because the basket plants are not so accessible at
the moment. The smaller growing Maiden-bairs
which assume a roseate tint will be found to be
further intensified in colour when grown fairly

well exposed to the light and air, although most of
these require rather more warmth than the com-
mon kind. A. tinctum, A. rubellum, and A. Veitchi
are three of the best of these to supply occasional
fronds in a cut state. Where seedlings of any
kinds are seen to be springing up they should be
well cared for, a young stock of these being always

1 useful to supply the place of the older and some-
what exhausted plants. Wherever it is possible
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and prarti.'alile also, I waulil a'Mso the extended

culture of Maiden-hair Ferns planted out. This

may be done upon bare walls hitherto unsiu;htly

by merely lixing some wirework to the face with a

little soil ; margins also to stuges may be planted

with decided advantage, liesides A. cuneatum for

cutting, note should be taken ot A. elegans, A.

mundulum, A. deflexum, A. 'Williamsi, and A.

Bausei. Fii.ices.

SOCIETfES AND EXHIBITIONS.

NATIONAL IlOoE SOCIETY.

CnYSTAL Palace, July 2.

The annual exhibition of the National Rose So-

ciety was held at the Crystal I'alace on Saturday,

and fullilled expectations, as the heat of the pre-

vious days had brought on the llowers hurriedly

and expanded them fully before they had an op-

portunity to ob ain that fulness and sub.'tance

characteristic of the blooms in cooler seasons. The
competition was keen in some classes, the entries

being quite on an average with years gone by, but,

as a lule, the flowers if of bright colour were
undersized both in the Teas and Hybrid Per-

petuals, but making up for this deficiency by a cer-

tain finish, not so fuUr, however, as to atone for

massivenci-sand what rosarians call quality. Such
an exhibition as this, representative and compris-
ing classes to suit all growers, is always interest-

ing, but this year it was rendered additionally so

by reason of the schedule being split up into divi-

sions according to the number of plants grown by
the exhibitor. Thus amateurs were restricted, and
the large growers could not snitch priz=s from
those who are not so blessed with large gardens to

cultivate a big collection. Those who grow less

than 2000 plants had their own section, and so
on, a thoroughly fair method to secure a repre-
sentative show and encourage the smaller growers
hitherto frightened away from the exhibition
through the large growers. Of course, as in the
case of all Rose exhibitors, there was little attempt
at an artistic display. It consisted of a set number
of boxes arranged as formally as is the custom at
English shows ; but the exhibitor prides himself
rather in the individual b.'auty of a cut flower
than the effect as a mass. A critical analysis of

the exhibition on Satu'day revealed the fact that
certain varieties came out strongly. This is always
the case ; certain kinds are good in certain years.
Gustave Piganeiu amongst the Hybrid Perpetua's
was conspicuous. This Rose was present in many
stands, and as a rule of surprising quality. This
is quite a new Rose, sent out about two years ago
by Ducher and Levet, the French raisers. The
boom shown by Mr. B. R, Cant, and that won the
silver medal of the National Rose Society for the
best Hybrid Perpetual flower in the nurserymen's
classes, was splendid for colour, size and form

—

rich crimson, the petals broad, massive, and com-
posing a bloom of great depth and beauty. The
same exhibitor also had a very fine boxful of it in
the open classes. This variety is now undoubtedly
one of the Roses of the future, being equally as
line as a pot Rose and in the garden as it is for
the exhibition stand. Souvenir d'Elise amongst
trie Teas won the silver medal for the best blooms
in both trade and amateur classes, whilst it

was in several other cjlleclions represented
in good character. Mme. de Wattevillc, Comtesse
de Nadaillac, Niphetos, ?>nest Metz, Marie van
Houtte, Mme. Cusin and Cleopatra were of njte,
the last-mentioned in particular, this kind through-
out the exhibition being in splendid condition.
The reason is doubtless that this fine Rose of
Mr. Bennett's raising is of remarkable substance,
braving well such a season as the present. We
have seldom seen a closer light than between Mr.
Benjamin R. Cant and Mr. Frank Cant for the first
place in the great trade class of sevenl)'-two
Tarieties. There were few if any points of difference
between them, and if it were possible should have
equally divided the honours. The southern growers
had it all their own way. The Yorkshire growers

did nut appear on the scene, at least were not

victorious, and in the Tea classes a large share of

the prizes, as usual, went to Mr. Prince, who again

scored well with his matchless flowers of Comtesse

de Nadaillac. In the amateurs' classes Mr. Hill

Gray, the amateur grower at Bath, was the most

successful.

The classes for g.irden Rises are always a very

pleasing feature at the exhibitiins of the National

Rose Society, and cm the present oc:asion there

w.as fortunately a strong competition. Messrs.

Paul and Son had a lovely collection of thirty-six

bunches, but the flowers were packed too c'osely

together. R. macrantha, varieties of R. rugosa

and many old-fashioned types were represented.

A note also should be made of the delightful

button-hole Roses from Mr. Mattock, quite one of

the best features of the show ; Ma Cajiucine

and Mme. de Watteville were exquisite for colour

anil form.

There were several new vaiieties, but nothing of

apparently great merit, although it is very diflicult

to judge from a few blooms, as we have other

points to consider besides colour and form. A
Rose must now be of a distinct shade to be worth

much, but in the classes for new Roses, at least

those that were offered in catalogues of 1890, several

varieties no.v well known were observable. The
Bourbon Mrs. Paul was delightful for colour and
finish, whilst its perfume also recommends it,

Violet Mee, with its violet-purplish shade, is not a

Rose to admire ; we do not want this kind of colour
;

but Gustave Regis, a new Rose to which an award
of merit was given at the last meeting of the Royal

Horticultural Society, is a charming flower, sweet

and of beautiful shape, a Rose that we should think

would become popular.

Nurserymsn'd classes. — Mr. Frank Cant,

Colchester, was after a close scrutiny awarded the

first prize in the large class of seventy-two varie-

ties, with in all a grand lot of blooms ; some of the

best of these were Mrs. John Laing, Etienne Levet,

Dupuy Jamain, Souvenir d'Elise, Jeannie Dici<son,

Gustave Piganeau, Ulrich Biunner, Duke of Edin-

burgh, Star of Waltliam, Her Majesty, Mme. Cusin,

Marechal Niel, Maiie Baumann, Baroness Roih-

schild. The Bride, Niphetos, Prince Arthur, Com-
tesse de Nadaillac, Marchioness of Lome, Pride of

Reigate, and Ernest Metz, the last calling for

s[iecial mention. Mr. B. R. Cant was an exceed-

ingly close sec jnd ; his best blooms were Cleopatra,

Eiienne Levet, Lady Helen Stewart, Horace Ver-

net, La France, Lady William Fitzwilliam, Crown
Prince, Marie Finger, Souvenir d'Eli-e (silver me-
dal), Princess of Wa'es, Mrs. Paul, Mme. de Wat-
teville, Violette Bouyer, Mme. Hoste, Comte de
Paris, Jean Ducher, Mis. Baker, Duke of Teck
Comtesse de Nadaillac, and A. K. Williams,

Messrs. Paul and Son were third in this class.

Mr. F. Cant was again first for forty-eight trebles.

Here, besides others named previously, he had
Mme. Gabriel Luizet, Mme. Isaac Periere, Mer-
veille de Lyon, Souvenir d'Elise Vardon, Innocente
Pirola, Hon. Edith Gifford, Souvenir d'un Ami, and
Cleopatra. Mr. B. R. Cant again followed his

namesake very closely, being the winner of an-

other silver medal for the best bloom of a Hybrid
Perpetual amongst the trade classes with a splen

did flower of Gustave Piganeau, which kind gained
the same position last year. Of others, he had
fine blooms of Lady llary Fitzwilliam, Horace
Vernet, Francois Michelon, Prince Arthur, and
Princess of Wales. These two exhibits were grand
features in the show. For forty-eight singles

Messrs. Cooling and Sons, Bath, were placed first

Here were to be seen fine flowers of Mme. Kuster,

Etoile de Lyon, Victor Lemoine, Baroness de Roth-

schild, Pride of Waltham, Mile. S. Rodocanachi,
Magna Charta, and Marfechal Niel. Messrs. Biirch,

Peterborough, also had good stands, and were
awarded the second prize. The finest flowers here

were Reynolds Hole, Merveille de Lyon, Innocente

Pirola, Uer Majesty, Xavier Olibo, Viscountess

Folkestone, Gustave Piganeau, and Alfred Colomb.
For tweniy-four singles Mr. W. Taylor, Osborn's

Nursery, Hampton, was first, some of his best

blooms being those of L'lrich Brunner, Mrs. John
Laipg, Rfrs. Q. Dickson, Gloire f.yonnaise, Ches-

hiint Hybrid, Countess ot Pembroke, and Catherine

Mermet. Mr. Mattock, Oxford, came in second,

and Mr. G. W. Pi|)er, Ridgewood, I'ckfield, third,

Mme. de Watteville, Fisher Holmes, Anna Olivier,

Souvenir d'Elise Vardon, Ri-iiie Marie Henriette,

A. K. Williams, Comtesse de Nadaillac, and Dupuy

Jamain being amongst the best l)looms. In the

c'ass for twenty-four trebles the first prize again

went to Co' Chester, b it in this instance to Messrs.

Prior and Son, who showed La France, Lady Mary

Fitzwilliam, Viscountess Folke-tone, Niphetos

Catherine Mermet, and Etienne, all of good

quality, the Teas being the stronger of the two.

.Messis. Burch were placed second with a good

selection, including amongst others Innocente

Pirola, Her Majesty, and Mrs. John Laing. Mr.

Mount, Canterbury, came next in this, a very even

class altogether.

Amateurs.—Open to .ill iriespective of the

number of plants thev grow.—In the large class

for forty-eight singles, Mr. E. B. Lindsell was first »

in a close competition. Here were fine blooms ot

Francisca Kruger, Princess of Wales, Souvenir

d'Elise, Mme. Cusin, Catherine Mermet, Comtesse

de Nadaillac, and Innocen'e Pirola among leas,

and Etienne Levet, Her Majesty, Star of Wall ham,

Mme. Gabriel Luizet, and Charles Lefebvre among

Hybrid Perpetual.s, the former section counting

many points. Mr. S. P. Budd, Bath, another old

exhibitor, was a good second with several similar

kinds and Souvenir de Tncirese Levet, Horace

Vernet, Ernest Me'z, Tlie Bride, La France Grand

Mocul, and Mme. Margottin. Rev. J. H. I'e'u'je',-

ton'also showed well, and was awarded the third

prize with a good selection. The silver medal tor

the best Tea or Noisette amongst the amateurs

classes was awarded to an exhibit m this class

from Mr. Tate, Leatherhead, for a superb bloom ot

Souvenir d'Elise Vardon, although he was net ?".c-

cesstul in being placed with his entire exhibit.

For thirty-six trusses, the first and second prizes

both went to Reigate, Mr. Brown, Great Doods,

.and Mr. Haywood, Woodhalch, being the winners

in the order named; the former had Mrs. John

Lain-, Marie Rady, A. K. Williams, Marquise de

Castellaiie, Marie Cointet, Viscountess I'olkestone,

and Her Majes'y in good form, whiUt the latter

exhibitor had Francois Michelon, Marechal Nie ,

Mme. Hippolyte Jamain, and Horace A ernet all

well represented. In the class for twenty-four

sin<He trusses, Mr. Drew, Ledbury, was placed

firsT, showing Merveille de Lyon, Niphetos, Her

Majesty, and others in excellent condition Mr.

A H Grav, second, with several Teas in good form.

Mr. Lindsell was again first in the next class tor

sixteen trebles, having Souvenir dElise, Mme.

Cusin, Caroline Kuster, La Fiance, and Dupuy

Jamain, all in good order, the last particularly

so the silver medal being awarded to it for the best

bloom of a Hybrid Perpetual in theamateurs classes.

Mr S P Budd, second; and Mr. Slaughter, Stcyn-

in°-' third. With twelve treble--, Mr. Drew was

a<4'in the most successful, showing a fine selec-

tion, the best being La France, Ulrich Brunner,

Duke of Edinburgh and Dupuy Jamain, Mr J.

Brown following very closely for second place lor

twelve single trusses of any Hybrid Perpetua
,
the

last-named was first with Mrs. John Laing, Mr. A.

H Grav following with La France, and Mr. b. 1

.

Budd with Ulrich Brunner. Three other sections

were provided, viz., for those who grow less than

2000 1000 and :M plants respectively. In these

classes the most suc:-e.ssful exhibitois were Rev.

\V J Romaine, Old Windsor, Mr. Bethune Hor-

sham Mr W H. Fowler, Taunton (this exhibitor

being strong in Teas), and Mr. Wilkins, Sutton,

who each took fir.st prizes in their classes in the

larger section; whilst in the next, Dr. Tucker,

Swanley Junction, Rev. H. B. Biron, and Mr.

Grahame,Crovdon,were the most successful, not-

ably the first' named. In the smaller division the

best fiowers came from Messrs. Foster and Home.

For Rose^ grown within eight miles of Charing

Cross Mr. Langton, Hendon, was first ;
Rev. J. H.

Pemb'erton taking the same award for six new

Roses. . ,,

Teas and Noisettes (nurserymen). — Mi.

prince. Oxford, was IVst. for twenty-four distinct-
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kinds, showing a grand lot of blooms, the follow-
ing being a few of the best : Niphetos, Mme. de
Watteville, Comtesse de Nariaillac, Adam, Rubens,
Mme. Cusin, Souvenir d'un Ami, Marie van Houtte
and Ernest Metz. Mr. F. Cant was second in this
class, Jean Ducher, De%'oniensis, Souvenir d'Elise
Vardon and Niphetos being the finest flowers.
In the next class for eighteen kinds, Mr. Mattock
was first, .showing Mme. de Watttville, Catherine
Mermet, Souvenir d'Elise Vardon, Comtesse de
Nadaillac, Caroline Kuster, and Hippolvte Jamain
in capital condition; Messrs. Prior and Son being
second with good blooms of Jean Duclier, Mme.
Lambard, Marie van Houtte and others. For
twelve trusses of any one kind, except Marechal
Niel, Mr. F. Cant won with Mme. de Watteville,
being followed by Messrs. Burch with Niphetos,
and B. R. Cant with the first named again. For
three trusses, eighteen kinds, Mr. Prince was fir.-t,

Amazone, Boule d'Or, Princess of Wales, and other
kinds previously named being well shown. Mr.
Mattock was a good second.

Amateurs' division.—In the open .=ection, Mr
A. H. Gray won the first prize and trophy for his
fine exhibit of eighteen distinct kinds. Rev. F. R.
Burnside was an exceedingly clo.se second, the
judges only being able to make more than one
point difference between them. For twelve sin-
gle trusses. Rev. Mr. Berners was first, being
closely followed by Mr. Bethune and Mr.
Lindsell. The next class again created a keen
competition between Mr. A. H. Gray and Rev. Mr.
Burnside, the former winning as before, taking also
a piece of plate. In the classes limited to growers
having less than 500 and 200 plants, the competition
was also keen, more exhibitors by this arrangement
being induced to enter. In the open classes for
individual kinds there were several specially fine
exhibits, those named being popular with growers.

Miscellaneous contributions were made to the
show by Messrs. Veitch and Sons, who had a fine
assortment of cut Roses of the best kinds, their
style of setting up being very commendable.
Messrs. Laing and Sons also had cut Roses and a
group of miscellaneous plants of fine and showy
character, including a few good Orchids, the same
firm also showing a good selection of hardy border
flowers. Messrs. Barr and Son made a fine display
with herbaceous plants, showing many choice
kinds, as Malva moschata alba, Amaryllis longi-
foha rosea, and Lilium davuricum. From Messrs.
Carter and Co. came a very interesting collection
of Cacti and other succulent plants ; from Messrs.
Cheal and Sons herbaceous plants, cut Roses and
Pansies, all in fresh condition and well grouped
together. Messrs. Cannell and Sons made a new
departure in their method of arranging cut blooms
of their fine strain of double tuberous Begonias.
On this occasion they showed them in bunches,
producing an excellent effect, whilst it gave a good
idea of the merits of each kind. Messrs. Peed
and Son showed a miscellaneous group, amongst
which several Caladiums of the newer kinds were
conspicuous, some of the best being Charlemagne,
Reine de Danmark, and J. R. Box. These several
miscellaneous exhibits have full scope at the
Crystal Palace ; hence the displays that are made
are more attractive than usual.

INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITION.

July 5 and 6.

The display of Roses at this gathering must in
every respect be considered an excellent one. It
was remarked by those well able to form an
opinion that it surpassed in many respects the
annual meeting of the National Rose Society on
Saturday last at the Crystal Palace. This may
have been the case as to the competition in the
several classes at EarFs Court, but as there were
only nineteen classes in this instance as compared
with sLxty at the Crystal Palace, the display, it
will be seen at a glance, could not be so extensive.
The quality of the flowers shown fully equalled
that of those at Saturday's show, whilst in several

of the classes the competition was very keen.
Mr. F. Cant and Mr. B. K. Cant again proved the
most successful exhibitors in the trade classes.
Between these doughty champions there was but
little to choose in several instancps. Of the ama-
teurs, Mr. Lindsell showed exceedingly well ; finer,

in fact, than at the National, being awarded, in

addition to the first in the large class, the higher
prize of a gold medal. Tea Roses were present in

strong force, being of the two even finer in quality
than the Hybrid Perpetuals. The two large build-
ings in which the show was held were filled to
overflowing with the Roses and other productions,
chief amongst which were the floral arrangements
and the tuberous Begonias, with a good quantity
of fruit in addition. It was an excellent idea on
this occasion to shade the roof of these large and
lofty structures with canvas, giving the show the
appearance of being held in immense tents, thus
making the effect all the more pleasing, whilst it

was considerably better for the preservation of the
flowers. A large space was occupied outside of
these two structures, and at the West Brompton
entrance other groups were staged.

Boses.

Nurseryivien's CLAS.SBS.—For seventy-two varie-
ties, Mr. F. Cant was first with a grand lot of
blooms, very fresh and of good size and colour

;

some of the most striking were Etienne Levet,
Souvenir d'Elise Vardon, Dupuy Jamain, Niphetos,
Horace Vernet, Sir Rowland Hill, Mme. Hoste, Her
Majesty, Marechal Niel, Comtede Raimbaud, Mrs.
Harry Turner, Catherine Mermet, Gustave Pigan-
eau, Comtesse de Nadaillac, and The Bride. Mr. B.
Cant v/ho was a good second, had flowers which on
the average were slightly smaller, but otherwise as
fresh and bright. Here were to be seen Niphetos,
Horace Vernet, Marie Finger, Hon, Edith Gifford,
Htr Majesty, A'iscountess Folkestone, La France,
and A. K. Williams all in good form. Messrs. Paul
and Son were third with smaller flowers. For
thirty-six varieties, Mr. B. Cant won a most credit-

able victory over his namesake, being evidently
stronger tlian in t'e former class; his finest blooms
were those of Ulrich Brunner, Charles Lefebvre,
Comte de Rainiband, Mme. Welclie, and A. K.
Williams; Mr. F. Cant who came second had grand
flowers of Etienne Levet and Due de Wellington,
amongst many others of fine quality ; Mr. Prince,
Oxford, came in a creditable third in this class.

For twenty-four single trusses Mr. Chas. Turner
was up to his usual good form of past years and
won the first place with an even collection ; some
of his best blooms were those of Her Majesty, La
France, I'lrich Brunner, Comtesse d'Oxford, Abel
Carriere and Lady Mary Fitzwilliam ; Messrs.
Burch and Sons, Peterborough, were second with
some excellent Teas, as Mme. Willermoz and Mme.
de Watteville amongst others

;
this was a strong

class. For forty-eight trebles Mr. B. R. Cant was
again first, having grand flowers of Marf chal Niel,

Lt France, Ernest Me'z, Comtesse de Nadaillac,
Etienne Levet, Horace Vernet, Mme. de Watteville,

Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, Souvenir de S. A. Prince,
Souvenir d'Elise Vardon, Mme. Bravy and Charles
Lefebvre ; Messrs. Paul and Son were a good
second in this class, showing fine blooms of Mrs.
Paul, Her Majesty, Viscountess Folkestone,
Catherine Mermet, and Elise Fugier (extra).

With twenty-four trebles Mr. F. Cant was again
victorious, having flowers in his usual style, the
best being Mme. Cusin, The Bride, Victor Hugo,
Her Majesty, Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, Ernest Metz,
Duke of Edinburgh, and Innocente Pirola ; this

was a superl) exhiliit. Mr. Chas. Turner came in a
good fecond, having Merveille de Lyon, A. K.
Williams, La France, Ulrich Brunner and Duchesse
de Vallonibrosa in good form. For twenty-four
Teas Mr. B. Cant was again first with blooms of

extra size and fine colour ; Ernest Metz, Souvenir
d'Elise Vardon, Devoniensis, Innocente Pirola
(extra), Ethel Brownlow, Souvenir de S. A.

Prince, Madame Hoste, Marechal Niel and
Etoile de Lvon were all worthy of notice. Mr. F.

Cant came a close second in every respect ; his best
flowers were those of Catherine Mermet, Cleopatra,

Souvenir d'Elise, Comtesse de Nadaillac and The

Bride. With eighteen singles, Mr. Mount, Canter-*

bury, won the first prize, having Ethel Brownlow,
Hon. E. Gifford and Jean Ducher as his best ; Mr.
G. W.* Piper, LTckfield Nurseries, came a close

second, having Souvenir de Mme. Pernet, Mme. de
Watteville and Catherine Mermet in capital form.
For twelve Teas of one kind, Messrs. Keynes, WU-
liams and Co. won with a grand boxful of climbing
Niphetos, being followed by Mr. B. Cant with Mme.
(le Watteville of fair size. For twelve trebles, Mr.
F. Cant was again in the front with a good all-

round exhibit ; mention should be made of Jean
Ducher, Souvenir d'Elise, Ethel Brownlow, Niphe-
tos, Mme. Cosin and Marie van Houtte, with Caro-
line Kuster, Ernest Metz and Mme. de Watteville

;

Mr. Prince was second, his best being grand floweis

of Comtesse de Nadaillac, with good ones of Anna
Olivier and Catherine Mermet.

Amateurs' classes —In these Mr. Lindsell was
the champion exhibitor ; his exhibit of forty-eight
variet es would have given either of the trade
growers all their work to beat him ; so good was
this collection, that it was, as before alluded to,

awarded a gold medal. The finest flowers were
those of Ulrich Brunner, E. Y. Teas, Horace Ver-
net, Pride of Waltbam, Captain Christy, Ethel
Brownlow, A. K. Williams, Souvenir d'Elise, Grand
Mogul, The Bride, Louis van Houtte, Charles
Lefebvre, Mme. Verdier, Francois Michelon, Inno-
cente Pirola, and Anna Olivier. Rev. J. H. Pem-
berton was second with smaller blooms, the best

being those of Sir Rowland Hill, Marie Baumann,
and La France. These two exhibitors occupie d the
same positions in the class for eighteen trebles ;

Her Majesty, Francois Michelon, Niphetos, Charles
Lefebvre, and Ulrich Brunner shown by the former,

and Sir Rowland llill, Horace Vernet, Maid of the
Mist, and Mrs. John Laing by the latter were the
finest. For eighteen single trusses, Mr. Knight,
Sittingbourne, «as first, having excellent flowers

of Genfral Jacqueminot, Le Havre, Alfred Colomb,
Innocente Pirola, and Camille Bernardin. Mr. Perrj',

Middleton Hall, Bren'wood, was second with very
fresh blooms. With eighteen Teas Mr. Lindsell won
again, staging La Boule d'Or, Mme. de Watteville,

Souvenir d'Elise, and Mme. Hoste, all in fine

condition. Rev. J. H. Pemberton followed with
smaller flowers. Mr. Knight was first in the class

for a dozen kinds.

Open classes.—The prize for twelve blooms
of any Hybrid Perpetual was awarded to some
fine examples of Lady Mary Fitzwilliam shown
by Messrs. Perkins and Son ; the second to

Her Majesty, from Messrs. Paul and Son ; and
the third to Mr. B. R. Cant for Gustave Piganeau.

With a dozen Teas, Mr. B. R. Cant won with
superb flowers of Innocente Pirola, very clear in

colour ; Mr. F. Cant following with Mme. de Watte-
ville, and Mr. Prince with Marechal Niel. For nine

single tru.'ses of anv new variety of Tea or Noisette
introduced since 1889, Mr. Prince was first with
Souvenir de S. A. Prince, extra fine blooms ; Messrs.

Paul and Son following with Ernest Metz. For
three trusses of any new seedling Rose or distinct

sport either not yet in commerce or not first distri-

buted earlierthan November, 1891, Messrs. W. Paul
and Son were first with good blooms of Corinna,

the blooms of a deeper shade than those of Com-
tesse de Nadaillac, but not so large ; Messrs. Paul
and Son following with Paul's Early Blush, with
imbricated petals. Mr. Charles Turner also exhi-

bited in this class his new climbing crimson Rose
called Crimson Rambler, which promises to be a
splendid garden variety. For thirty-six bunches
of garden Roses in variety, Messrs. Paul and Son
were easily first, showing large bunches of each
kind. Of Mosses were included OJillet Panachi,
Celina, Gloire de Mousseuses, Old Pink, Cristata;

also White Provence, Hybrid Tea Camoens, Noi-

settes W. A. Richardson, Gustave Regis, and
I'ldeal ; Polyantha Mignonette and Hybrid Tea
Longworth Rambler—in all a most interesting and
decidedly instructive exhibit. Mr. Such, Maiden-
head, w.is second with York and Lancaster, Ho-
mere, Celine Forestier, and Ma C'apucine as his best

kinds.

Messrs. W. Paul and Son were awarded a gold

medal for a very extensive display of cut blooms
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representing all the best kinds ; these were not ex-

liibited altogether in tlie orthodox fashion, some

being in boxes, whilst others were in circular

Vtaskets and otiiers in vases. Note should be taken

of White Ijady and of Spenser, whilst older kinds

were well represented ; dwarf plants of Roses in

pots, well llowered, with I'alms and other foliage

material greatly added to the effect, whicli gained

many adinireis. Messrs. Lainganl Sons also showed

cut ito.^es (if good quality, but not for competition.

I'L.^NTS.—The two largo trade groups of Be-

gonias made a splendid disp'ay, the competition

lying between Mr. T. S. Ware and Messrs. La'ng

and Sons ; there wps hardly any perceptible diffe-

rence between these two tine groups; of the two

Mr. T. S. Ware had the most flowers, but the bal-

ance of quality was with Messrs. Laing and Sons.

The former exhibitor was placed first, he having

come very rapidly to the front with Begonias : the

b ickgroimd to hisgroup of another exhibitor's fine-

foliaged plants enhanced the effect as compared
with that of his antagonist, whom he will find it is

not easy to shake off. For a group of finefoliaged

Begonias, Messrs. Laingand Sons were first ; in this

case the efi:'ect was too sombre, wanting lighting

up with a little colour. Messrs. Peed and Sons
appeared to be the only exhibitors of Gloxinia*,

having a good selecti n of kinds, but lacking more
Miiden-hair Ferns to give a finish to the gro ip as

a whole. Hardy Ferns evoked no competition—

a

matter that calls for some surprise, considering

their utility and easy culture. The same must be
said of hardy annuals, although in each case good
prizes were offered both to the trade and amaleur
growers.

Plants for the dinner-table were shown in good
numbers by Messrs. Peed and Son and Messrs.

B. S. Williams in the trade class, and by Mr. Lane,

Burntwood, Upper Caterham, and Mr. Portbury,

Ripon House, Putney. Nothing out of the usual

kinds of material could be noted as particularly

effective. Two of the best Crotons were C. Chel-
soni and C. aigburthensis. In nearly every case

the G-inch limit of pots was kept up—a great mis-

take as far as practical utility is concerned, whilst

it detracts from the effect the plants would other-

wise produce.
The competition for cut herbaceous and bulbous

perennials produced a good display. In the trade

class Mr. T. Ware staged a grand selection and was
worthily awarded the first prize. Some of his best
things were Lilium Lowi, with white bell-sbaped

flowers, spotted chocolate inside ; Lilium Grayi,
re 1 spotted ; L maritimum, a small red ; and two
forms of Lilium elegans named aluta?eum and
Prince of Orange, both extremely dwarf. L.gigan-
tenm and L. Hansoni were also finely shown.
Other good things consisted of Achillea The Pearl,

Triteleia Mnrrayana, Giilenia trifoliata, Coreopsis
grandifl'ira, and Alstroemerias, with varieties of Eri
geron and Eremnrus. Messrs. Paul and Son were
a good second, showing large bunches of popular
and useful garden kinds in excellent selection. In
the amateurs' classes Mr. Sage and Mr. Gibson
were the most successful, both showing extremely
well.

Fruit.

There was some excellent fruit staged at this

show, Grapes in a few classes being specially good,
the Madresfield Court from Hattonhiirst, Houn-
slow, being far ahead of all others in size and
finish. Strawberries and Melons were shown in

quantity ; Pines and Nectarines only sparsely re-

presented ; Peaches were good and in larger quan-
tities. For the collection of fruit (twelve dishes)
there was only one competitor, and here the com-
mittee made a mistake in not offering a better
prize, as it is impossible for exhibitors to come a
long distance for a poor prize. Mr. Robins, gar-
dener to Col. Lee, Hartwell House, Aylesbury, took
the first prize, having Black Hamburgh and Buck-
land Sweetwater Grapes, Rivers' Early Orange and
Spenser Nectarines, good Dymond and Violette
Hiitive Peaches, Brown Turkey Figs, two Melons,
May Duke Cherries, Strawberries and Valencia
Oranges. For a collection of fruit (six dishes),
Mr. A. Ocock, gardener to Mr. McInto,=h, Havering
Park, Romford, was the only competitor. In this

lot the Peaches were the best, the Grapes being

hardly ripe. The same remarks apply to the value

of this prize as in the l.irger collection. In the class

for three dishes of Strawberries some good fruit

was staged, Mr. A. Gibson, gardener to Mr. T.

Rurnaby Atkins, llalstead Pl.ace, Sevenoaks, w.as

first ; Mr. Sage, gardener to Ea 1 Dysart, Ham
House, Twickenham, second, with good fruit of

Dr. Hogg: third, Mr. J.Gibson, The Oaks, Car-

shalt in. For a single dish, Mr. Divers, Ketton

Hall, Stamford, was first; second, Mr. Sage; third.

Mr. AUis. The class for three bunches of Black

Grapes brought out more competitcrs. Here Mr.

Thomson, gardener to Messrs. Wells, Hattonhurst.

Hounslow, was easily first, he showing in his old

form, the variety being Madresfield Court, ihe

berries very fine and gr.andly col ured, rennnding

one of the Grapes shown at the International at

Kdinbirjjh last year; second, Mr. J. Tavener. gar-

dener to Sir A Macdonald, Woolmers, Liphook,

Hants, with very good bunches of Black Hamburj-h ;

third, Mr. J. Bjwerman, Haikwood Park, Basing-

stoke. In the class for white Grapes. Mr. Bower-

man was easily first with fine Buckland Sweet-

water; second. Mr. Osman, Ottershaw Park,

Chertsey, with smaller bunches of the same variety

;

third, lir. Thomson with Muscats, fine berries but

not ripe. In the single bunch competition some

splendid fruit was staged, Mr. Thomson ugain

showed the Madre-field C mrt in fine condition;

Mr. Tavener tak'ng second with very fine Ham-
burgh w. 11 coloured and of large size. For a single

white bunch, Mr. Bowerman had very fine

Buckland Sweetw.-iter ; second, Mr. Osman with

Muscat of Ale.itandria ; third, Mr. Ocock with the

same variety. The class for Peaches was well

contested, Mr. Divers, gardener to Mr. J. T. Hop-

wood, Ketton Hall, Stamford, taking the premier

award with Stirling Castle and Royal George.

In the class for Nectarines Mr. Robins was first

with good Stanwick Elruge and Spenser, all finely

finished ; second, Mr. P. Blair, gai-dener to tlie Duke

of Sutherland, Trenthum, with good specimens of

Violette native and Lord Napier. In the class for

Melons Mr. C. Griffin, gardener to Miss Chri.sty,

Coombe Bank, Kingston-on-Thames, w.as first with

a medium-size 1 seedling; Mr T. Coomber, The

Hendre, Monmouth, second with Blenheim Orange.

Pines were only
i
oorly represented as far as num-

bers went, but those shown were excellent sam-

ples, Mr. Coomber being first with a veiy fine

Queen ; second, Mr. Slade, gardener to the Duke of

Newcastle, Clumber, Notts, nith a little smaller

Queen of good shape. Tomatoes brought out a nice

competition, Mr. Sage being easily first with Con-

ference, Ham Green, and Perfection ;
Mr. F. Le

Poidevin, La Porte, C'astel, Guernsey, second with

ribbed fruits of deep colour, the varieties being

Bashford's Tomato, Large Red, and Hathaway's

Excelsior.

For the prizes for market fruit there was not

much competition. For the best basket of Figs

Mr. F. Le Poidevin had forty-four fine fruits of

Brown Turkey, taking the first prize. He was also

awarded third prize for best packed basket of

Grapes. For a sh-dlow or flat basket of black

Grapes Messrs. Parsons & Bourgaize, Covent

Garden, were placed third. The same exhi-

bitors were first with three huge bunclies of

Bananas with fine pods, and first for a shal-

low of white Grapes, showing grandly finished

Muscats. For a collection of English and Channel

Island fruit for market Messrs. Parsons & Bourgaize

had a superb lot, easily taking the first award and

gold medal. Mr. F. Le Poidevin was a close second.

In the non-competitive classes some good things

were staged, Mr. Thomson sending a basket or flat

of his superb JIadresfield Court Grapes, for which

a silver medal was awarded. Mr. Allan, gardener to

Lord Suflield, Gunton Park, Norwich, staged a grand

lot of Strawberries, including his new varieties

Gunton P.uk, to which a first class certificate was

awarded. Lord Suftield and Empress of India. He

also showed large boxes of Countess, Sir J. Paxton,

and Jas. Veitch (silver medal). Mr. T- Sharpe,

Virginia Water,'sent fifty punnets of Comte de Paris

Strawberries of good size (bronze medal). From the

Horticultural College, Swanley, came three dishes of

Peaches of Royal f>eorge and Noblesse, nice fruits.

A full prize list will be found in oar advertiaemeat

columns.

LPuBLic Gardens.

Kidbro;)k Oreeti.-The Eirl of St Gannun
bis olTored, an 1 the Lon Ion County Conn -d has ac-

cepted, thu Rift of a meadow kuourn as Kidbrook

(ireen, ni'ar Elthim, for the purposes of an openspaoo

for the use of the publi-!. The kua cover.-i o acres,

and ij situaNul h tween Blackhe,itli and Eltham.

W- lit 'Wickha'n Comm-n.—The Coal, Corn,

aid Finance Committee reported on the petition

of the committee formed for the preservation of

West Wickhiim Common, praying the ciurt to

render them such assistance as may seem meet in

the preservation for the public use of the said

common, and recommended that, conditionally on

t he consent of the lord of the manor being ob: ained,

the corporation should complete the purchase of

the common at a cost of £500, and maintain the

same as an open space.

Bat eisea Park.—We regret to see that some-

one has caused some commonplace hculpture,

pr^rt of so lie building apparently, to be plaeed in

the once charming g.irden in Battersea Park. Ihe

park is much cut up by tea and gingerbeer houses

and by other structures of the kind, supposed to be

essential to the people's happiness ;
and we regret

the more to see this rubbis .y sculpture put in this

graceful little garden. The bedding out was not

completed by Midsummer day and is still going

on and, as is too usual, nearly everything is sac-

rificed to it— costly housing in the winter and

fresh preparari.n of the rich soil every year; so

that bedding plants get the best of all attention, and

repay it by a few months of brilliant flower and

crowth before the frost comes to end the show,

while plants of our own region- have to take their

,
^ ml. _ i!_„ .u.— 1^<. ..f..nr,l ni„-,n nno trv to

chance.

kill each < ther.and many of them are dead or sick.

The ground under the shrubberies, and which might
- - . -^:"--i iiardy flowers, is 1 are

Sometimes the shrub-
carry colonies of beautiful liardy flowers,

ill the middle if summer,

heries are covered witli r.ank weeds. All the care

is for tender things, which are put out in the mo.st

commonplace and ugly way. There is iio improve-

ment whatever since Mr. Gibsons time, but a

great falling iff in the shrubs, to whxh he paid

much afention. The system as at present earned

out will not do, and we hope the County Council

will look to it, as the amount of public money

spent upon th^s park is a large one, and the least

we can ask is good gardening for it.

New or rare flowers for drawmg.-Readera

will kindly remember that we shall be gre.itly obliged

for any specimens of new or rare plants, or lutormation

coucerniui; them.

Wood for Orchid baskets.—Kindly state in

voi.r next issue what are the best woods in the absence

of a Ko d supply of teak wherewith to make your own

Orchid baskets, or rafts, &c., and whether therd is any

objection to Oak.

Names of plants.- ir. ff.-l, Oncidium Lan-

ccanuin ; 2, probably a Gougora; cannot name it troin

li-if only; 3, Sedmn ; send better specimen.^J

.

n,;,ome — Cattleya Warscewiczi, the same as 0. gigas.

4 Crombic.—l, Davalliaoivaricata; 2,Aiitrophyura

r.ticuiatum ; 3, Hypoderris Krowni ; -1, Diplazium

Franconis. Xame Mixsin.j.-Cannot make out tlie

Aiiiantum ; Oncidium obryzatum, Bifrenaria inodora ;

S.laginella too much shrivelled ; send again.—-i.

J,.s-.c — 1, Cattleva Mendeh; 2, C. Warscewiczi • .3, O.

Warocqueana, gSod form Mrs. Pearsc ]\ccdon.—

1 CEuothera rosea ; 2, Alyssum alpestre; J. \ incetoxi-

cum officinale. Constant ifeader.-Arthropodium

cirrhatum. E. M. «.-!, Crataegus tomeutosa ; 2,

Actinidia sp. ; send better specimen.—- IV. «.—l,

Spirsa aruncus; 2, Campanula rhomboidahs; 6,

Aconitum lycoctonum; 4, Alchemdla alpma
; 5,

Fumariaofticinalis. J. B.-Please send better spe-

cimeu, that sent having been shnvelle up. -f.

S«n j7Ci-. — Calycanthus Ijevigatus.—r/'""YptT,;J
Dennstcedtia sp. ; 2, Ptenssirrulata cristate; 3, Pt^ria

cretici; i and 5, send fertile fronds; 0, SelagineUa;

specrmcn too thrivelled to identify.
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WOODS AND FORESTS.

TREE NOTES.

The scarlet-flowered Horse Chestnut (^Es-

culus nibicunda) has flowered unusually well

this season, and it is unquestionably one of the
handsomest of our rather limited number of

flowering trees. Being of small growth, rarely

exceeding 20 feet in height, it is peculiarly suit-

able for planting where ground space is rather

limited and where one has to be careful in

choosing trees of small and compact growth.
This Chestnut has a most telling eft'ect when
placed in front of taller-growing trees, and for

this reason it has been largely employed for

ornamenting the margins of woods and plan-

tations, but particularly such as are visible from
park roads and drives. The beautiful scarlet

flowers, produced in great abundance at the
branch tips, are very conspicuous against the

dark green leaves. What is of particular in-

terest in the scarlet-flowered Horse Chestnut,
and what has attracted much notice, is the pretty
shape of almost every specimen. It is well

worthy of extended culture, for it is at once
showy, neat of habit, occupies little space, and
is perfectly hardy and easily managed.

The Silver Lime (Tilia argentea) is by far

the haudsomest species that is at present in cul-

tivation in this country. The leaves are large

and silvery beneath, a peculiarity that is shown
ofi' to advantage when the tree is disturbed by
the wind. In the habit of growth, too, we have
something quite unlike that of our common
Lime, for the foliage is pendent and the flowers

are produced much later in the season. For
its distinct and efi'ective appearance it is well
worthy of being planted, but it shows to best
advantage when three or five specimens are
grouped not too closely together. One occa-

sionally sees finely-developed specimens of this

particular Lime on the outskirts of London, but
it is not plentiful enough, and might well take
the place of other inferior kinds that are per-

haps too commonly planted.

The umbrella M.aonolia (Magnolia tripetala)

is just now at its best, and is flowering with
unwonted freedom. It is the most remarkable
.species of the family, the pea-green leaves each
measuring fully 16 inches long, and arranged
in tufts at the branch tips, while the large

sweet scented flowers are conspicuous a long
way ofl^. On the Holwood property, Kent,
it has flowered well for the past five years, and
is growing in good deep loam on gravel by a
rivulet.

The Flowerinc Ash (Fraxinus ornus) de-
lights everyone with its big panicles of Spirrea-

like and sweetly- scented flowers. There is a
tine specimen at High Elms (Sir .John Lubbock's
countiy scat) which flowered well this season.
It is growing where only a few inches of loam
overlie the chalk, and in company with many
fine and as yet rare trees that were chosen and
planted by Loudon. Few trees, it mu.st be
admitted, are more beautiful when in flower
than the Manna Ash, and it is a matter much
to be regretted that it is not oftener seen. It

would not seem to be at all particular about
soil, as we have it here flowering yearly on
loam resting on a bed of gravel.

Holwuod, Kent. A. D. W.

groimd and on wiJely different classes of soil,

while it reproduces itself under certain circum-
stances freely enouoh. For the best class of timber
I have frequently got 2-^. Gd. per foot, and never
sold the general run of trees at less than from
Is. (id. to Is. iSd. per foot. Special trees of large
dimen.'ions, straight and with"Ut flaw or blemish,
often bring a hijilier price than is here quoted,
but the genei'al average in this country for a
number of years back has been about Is. Sd. per
foot. As a hedgerow and field tree the Sycamore
is of great value, it not casting too dense a shade
nor impoverisliing the ground in its immediate
vicinity to too great an extent, while when grown
on exposed hillsides, it affords a grfat amount of

shelter to farm stock. A free sau'ly loam of rich

quality would seem to bo the soil that suits the
Sycamore bfst, but it will also grow with great
freedom even wliere little but sand or gravel is

present in the soil, and for this reason it is valuable
for sea-ide planting. As an ornamental tree the
Sycamore is .iustly prized, its massive outline and
richness of tint being peculiarly distinct.—A. D. W.

IhinniDg is a subject of long past and present
contiover.-y, and the highest authorities differ

widely ; some advise early and regular clearing,

others adrocate thick plantations, and a most
extensive and practical forester told me he would
not thin his plantations until they reached the

age of twenty years. As a close practical ob-

server and a lover of woods, in which I have
spent a good part of my life, I advise early and
regular thinning, the firs^ say, in seven years
after planting the lowlands, and in nine years

the exposed land, and a'terwards as common
sense will prompt. Scotch Fir in after years will

bear a little crowding, but Larch should be kept
well cleared.—X.

best results when planted in a rich loamy clay. It

is a native of Northern Europe and very hardy in

constitution. The wood is harder than that of

the Osier, and it is slower in laking root; but
when it has obtained a good hold in suitab'e land,

it will last longer without replanting, and under
favourable conditions it is a very profitable Willow.
The best six varieties to CQl'ivate are known under
the foUowine trade names : Brown Xotfolk. Green
Norfolk, Italian, E'ack German, Black Mule, and
French.

S. purpurea, the t.vpe of the third group of basket

Willows, i< of more slenHer habit and rooie

difficult to grow than those previously named

;

indeed, it may almost besaidiliat none but pro-

fessional Willow-growers can deal with it piofitably.

It grows we'l in sandy loam, and will do moderately
well in a gravelly soil.

BASKET WILLOWS.

The Sycamore for economic planting ranks
very high, the demand for first-class timber being
constant and well sustained. The Sycamore is a
most accommodating tree, growing freely on high

Tub species of Willows are numerous, and much
confusion exists in their clnssification. There are,

however, only about six species, with I heir numer-
ous varieties, that are ot any commercial value, or

worth cultivating with a ^iew to profit. Three of

those species are essentially basket Willovps. The
forms or species of basket Willow most in use are

Salix viminalis, S. triandra, S. purpurea, and their

numerous varieties, about sixty of which are in

cultivation, but at least, two-thirds of this number
might be discarded with advantage to both grower
and consumer. Sali.x viminalis, or the Osier pro-

per, is the most important variety under considera-

tion. This class may be ea-ily distinguished by its

long narrow leaf, widest near the base, but seldom
exceeding three-quarters of an inch at its widest

part; the leaves are slightly dentated at the edges

and of loose texture; they are smooth above,

covered with a white, silky pubescence below, and
entirly destitute of stipules. The bark of the

twigs is smooth to the touch and sweet to the

taste. The best si.t varieties ot the Osier are

known in the trade by the names of White Osier,

Brown Osier, Merrin's Osier, Basford Osier, Belgian
Osier, and Longskin Osier, and this number is suffi-

cient for all practical purposes of the basket-

maker. The S. viminalis, or Osier proper, is the

best adapted of all Willows to the rich soils found
or. river margins. It is a vigorous grower, very

hardy, and must be well fed by the deposits of

floods or by .-irtificial irrigation to maintain it in

continued perfection.

S. triandra is the type of the next group of

Willows used in basket-making. It might be sup-

posed that the name triandra was a sufficient

guide to identification, but as the inflorescence

of Willows is too variable to be depended upon,

a more simple and certain means of identification

is necessary. There are a great numberof varieties

of this Willow, more than twenty of which are

under cultivation, but all m.ay be easily recognised

by the circumstance that from three years old and
up%vards they all annually shed their bark, and as

this is not the case with any other Willow, no one

can fail to identify it. The S. triandra yields the

Tree shelter for farms.—A narrow strip of

woods left on the ciest of the hills, and on the

north and west sides of many farms, would pay a
large interest by the increase of the crops which

would result from such shelter on the remainder of

the farm. Where the woods have been cut away,

I think it would pay well to plant these strips, and

by good care to promote their growth as rapidly as

possible. Quick-growing species in this case should

he selected, such as Chestnuts, Maples and Poplars.

I have for several years al'owed all young trees

growing along the fences to grow. I have

trimmed them, and quite a number have grown so

rapidly, that I have trees which will soon be fit

to cut for rails and posts. They take no room,

shelter the field, and give some shade for cattle.

—R. T.

Ornamental tree planting —The principal

cau'e of the failure of single trees and of small

groups is the neglect of a proper preparation of the

soil, ,as well as of the trees themselves. Frequently

the plant intended to make an effective singletree,

or to figure in a group in park scenery, is brought

direct from a much more sheltered situation than

the one in which it is planted. Instead of being

subjected to such previous treatment as will pro-

duce a gr.adual hardening of its sap vessels, a

thickening of its bark, ami the enlargement and

density of its head, all of which can be obtained by

a gradual opening out, it is too often placed in a

position where all these qualities are required,

while not one of them has been developed. The

result of such treatment is that through sudden

exposure permanent injury is inflicted upon the

sap vessels. All this might be prevented by a

gradual removal of the selected tree into a soil and

a situation somewhat similar to those for which it

is ultimately designed; or, if the tree be of large

dimensions, by such a gradual clearance of sur-

rounrling objects as shall secure for it a proper

hardiness of' constitution before its final removal.

The trenching round and cutting off of the larger

straggling roots, though condemned in some

quarters, should by no means be neglected, as the

fibrous roots, afterwards formed in abundance

where good soil is supplied, enable the tree to start

at once into a vigorous growth. The time al-

lowed for the production of these should be pro-

portioned to the size of the tree and the quality of

the soil in which it stands, as the poorer the land

the longer the period required.
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" This ts an Art
Which does mend Niituro : change It rather j but

Thk Art itself 13 Nature."—SfiaJcespeare.

Chrysanthemums.

CHRYSANTHEMUM NOTES.

Thkst. [ilaiits ;ii-c fjist hecoiniii;.,' well estiiblished

in thuir flowering i)ots, aiul during hot weather

require a large amount of attention in regard

to watering. I hnd it necessary to go through

the collection at least twice a day ; then

those plants not quite ready for a supply in

the niDruiug may be seen to at a second visit.

Bad healtli is certain to follow want of care in

this phase of the work, and it is as easy to
'

throw a plant into the state named by giving
j

it too much water as it is by allowing

!

it to get dry. The Chry.santhemum in full

growth is a moisture-loving subject, but

through firm potting, so often advised, a con-

siderable time, even in the hottest weather,
[

will often elapse between a soaking and the

want of another. The natural colour of the

loamy soil makes the surface look dry when all

is well below ; therefore it is wise to examine

a plant, if at all doubtful, either by rapping on

the side of the pot with the knuckles, or lifting

the pot to feel if it be light or heavy before the

water is given. It is astonishing, however, how
quickly an observant man will go through, say,

500 plants. By intuition he will take the !

growth of the plant as a guide, and a strong

o;ie will get what it wants, the supply being di-

minishe'l in the case of the weaker-rooted ones.

I do not believe in giving iiuy manure water till

the pots are well tilled witli roots, which is

hardly likely to be before the end of the

month, and even then it is well to give only

weak soot-water. I am perfectly certain

that a very large number of Chrysanthemum
[

plants are over-fed with manures, producing

stout and strong, but sappy growth, which can-

not get thoroughly matured, and in the end
flowers are borne devoid of deptli and substance,

and become an easy prey to the well-known

disease, damping. An idea prevails among
those who start to cultivate the C'hrysanthemum
for highly-developed blooms that the first con-

sideration is large stems and leaves ; hence

it is so much easier to give too much than too

little of stimulating fertilisers. The incurved

sorts will not do on this high plant food,

it being only the most rolmst of the Japanese

kinds that will atall re.s])ond to their u.se. It may,
I think, be said that some of our prettiest sorts 1

— Triomphe de la rue des Chalets, Thunberg, I

Golden Dragon and Grandiflorum—are now less 1

often seen because of this desire to feed the

plants.

The summer quarters should be as open and
high aa possible, and if the plants be placed in

single lines around garden paths they may be

stood almost pot to pot. Good stout posts may
be placed at intervals and wire stretched to

fasten each stick to where single-stemmed plants

are grown, loosely tying each of the .shoots that

are saved for specimen blooms. I favour loose

rather than rigid tying, for the shoots are less

likely to be broken if they give with the wind,

and this swaying to and fro helps to ripen the

stems and leaves. Pinch away all lateral growths
and also the suckers at the base of the stems.

After the end of the month discontinue topping
the shoots of bush plants. Many growers
practise top-dressing with soil similar to that

in which the plants are potted. The great ob-

jection I have to the plan is that watering

becomes so nuich more difficult and the lower

portion of the ball of earth nuiy be dry, although

the surface looks moist. Nevertheless, top-

dressing greatly encourages surface roots, which

appear to me most necessary later on when the

flower-buds are swelling.

Tlie <piestion of taking the buds will soon be

a seasonable one. It may lie safely stated that

with justa few e.\ee]itions il isunwi.se to secure

thesc'in .luly— th.it is, if the blooms be wanted

in November. It is useless, however, to expect

a large blo.im of Mrs. .lameson, Boule d'Or,

Mrs. E. \V. Clirke, or Mrs. Alpheus Hardy
from a late bud ; therefore if a bud appears

before Angu.st should it be allowed to stop on

the plant ; and, again, if a few blooms of Bou-

quet des Dames, Mile. Lacroix, E. Molyneux,

and such early ones be desired in October,

they may be selected soon. The early Mme.
Desgrange and its sports, too, must not

be retarded, but, as a general rule, pinch

away the flcjwer-buds and allow another grow-

ing shoot to proceed upwards. The nearer

the time is to the first of September the

better it will be for bud taking. Another

general rule is that the .Japanese sorts take a

longer time for the flower bud to develop than

do the other types. A few plants of the in-

curved kinds known as the Tecks may now
with adviintage have the tips of the shoots

which came from the first break taken out.

In some seasons the shoot from this topping

will give a bud some time before the third one

produced from natural stoppages in growth,

which, however, in most cases gives the best re-

sults. Very forward plants of the Queen family

should be treated in the same manner to delay

the second natural bud. These two types may
be taken as extremes in bud taking, and I

would simply do away with the flower-buds of

other incurved kinds if they show themselves

now. B. Shoesmith.

Merni Monarch.—Vare white, long twisted petals.

St. VIorian (glorioaum type).—KeHexed, brouze-

shaded t'awu, rubust habit.
-d- 1.

The li.ird (Koi des Prc-coces X G. Gordon).—Kich

briglit red, refexed.
, t •

1 1.

Y.nkvillP- BMe (Nichols type). — Uaaexod, bright

pink, dwiirt.
CBRTSiSTrH.

PEDIGREE CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

Mr. Nokman Davis, in his paper on sports, pub-

lished in the new schedule of the National Chry- [

santhemum Society, does not seem to approve of the

custom of giving pedigrees to the new Chrysanthe-

mums. It appears that some of the raisers do

consider it necessary to state the parentage of their

new seedlings, and whetherthereputedcrossings are,

as Mr. Davis says, " quite contrary to what Nature

teaches in these sports " or not, the practice may
serve some useful end it care be taken to ensure a

systematic and perfectly artiticial hybridisation.

If, on the other hand, the work is a mere haphazard

performance, leaving it as much to the insects as

to the camel-hair brush, tlien it will be readily con-

ceded that there is little or no value in recording

the origin of the new seedlings. List year I gave

a list of new earlv pedigree Chrysanthemums raised

by Mr. Thorpe, iii which he was careful to supply

the names of the varieties on both sides from which

they were raised. In announcing a further set for

the current year, Mr. Thorpe says that those he

sent out last year proved all that he claimed for

them in size, growth, and earliness. He now offers

ten more of the same sort which have been tested

for two years, and as the early flowering section

bids fair to become an increasingly important one,

it may be useful to mention them briefly as they
' appear in his new list :

—

BaiKji/et (Niehuls type).—Rich canai-y-yellow, plant

'i'varf. > -r, , . , <
Correction (Depgr.inge type).—Pure white, dwart.

HU Highness (gloriosum type).—Reflexed, brownish

bronze, robust habit.

Kingston (gloriosum type).—Tubular petals, lemon-

yellow, strong grower.
, „ o j

M'ihe] ijirn (irlorinsiimand Nichols tvpe).—ReBexea,

white tipped light pink.

Madstonc (Desgrange type).—Deep golden-yellow,

dwarf, foliage like Desgrange.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Nymphaea odorata rosacea.—This has been

lovely for the past week, and the coming buds pro-

mise a continuance of bloom. Its flowers are large

and double, and of a decided, but debcate clear, soft

rose colour throughout, except the stamens in the

centre, which are rich yellow. Looking down upon

the flowers, they are'seen to perfection.

Daisies on lawn.—In January, IK'.U, we had a

heavv fall of snow, which partially thawed and

then" froze and then thawed again, followed by

more snow. My lawn is very uneven, and where

the snow lay and thawed and froze again in a kind

of pool, I found that all the Daisies were killed.

I did not like to be certain until this year came

round, when I found that the dips or pools were

entirely free from Daisies.—E. A. NICHOLSON,

Notospartium Carmichaeliae — I send you a

small sprig of Notospartium Carmichaelia;. This

plant has had protection during last winter, and

therefore, though now planted out, it is flower-

ing earlier. I have another plant that has stood

out unharmed during the last two winters and

flowered well. It is evidently quite hardy, and, I

think, very pretty.—T. M. BrLKELEY-OwEX, 'fctli-

niore llcill.
. .

*t* Though the flowers only are before us, it is

evidently a very elegant plant.— Ed.

Xanthoceras sorbifolia.— I had last year a

large crop of fruit and seeds on a Xanthoceras

sorbifolia. I planted many at the time, but all

seem to have perished. A considerable number

were, however, on a shelf in a conservatory during

the winter, and at the beginning of May my gar-

dener planted them in the open ground, and as a

result 1 have five plants. The tree or shrub which

I have had about fourteen years I think, although

vigorous in ihe stem, has shown in the branches

symptoms of decay; why, I cannot make out.—

E. A. Nicholson-, h-n-es.

Saxifraga longifolia.— I herewith enclose

you a photograph taken by my son of a plant of

Saxifraga longifolia growing on the rockery here.

The plant is 2 feet high from the ground to the

top of flower-spike, 1 toot across the spike at the

widest part, and 10 inches across the rosette of

leaves. This plant was raised from seed, and is

about eight or nine years old. We have other

plants in flower also at present, but this is the

best one I have ever grown.—William B. Boyd,

j

Fdldoiiside, Mdrosc, N.B.
*^* A good photograph of a very fine plant.

—

Ed.

Orchids at Westminster.—In your report of

the Orchid Committee of the Royal Horticultural

I

Society (.lune 2.">, p. 580) I note that two awards

were made to a well-known amateur grower who
showed cut blooms in both cases. I perchance

saw them just as they were being unpacked, but

later on could not find them anywhere. Should

this earlv removal be countenanced 7 I think not.

When any exhibitor sends his produce he must be

! fully aware of the regulations as laid down by the

societv. If these rules are binding in some in-

stances, they should be so in all.—Orchis.

White Scabiosa caucasica.—The note by

Herr Max Leichtlin on p. HI was rather surprising

to me, and it is certainly curious that a flower which

under care and special treatment should refuse to

break into other shades of colour, should yet else-

where and by chance do so. I have a white variety,

and, judging from the description Mr. Prichard

gives of that in his possession (p. 20), I should

think the two are identical. I raised a batch of
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plants from seed and planted a group in a border
in the flower garden. When they flowered one
white one appeared, and very conspicuous it looked
among the other?. I now have six plants just com-
ine into bloom. The flowers are more of an ivory-
white.—A. H.

Dianthus monspessulanus is one of the best
of the medium-sized species for rockwork. The
flowers, large, rosy purple, with greyish markings
near the throat and deeply fringed, but not nearly
so much as in D. superbus, are about the size of a
florin. They vary from three to nine on a stem.
The flowers have the additional advantage of
being very fragrant, quite perceptible when walk-
ing past the part of the rockery where the plant
is. The leaves are long, glaucous and formed into
dense rosettes. It does not grow very quickly and
does not require the constant attention of the D.
plumarius group to keep it from over-running other
less robust plants. It is in full flower, and may
be struck readily from cuttings or pipings.

Dianthus Atkinsoni.— Is this a species or a
hybrid ? and if the latter, as I strongly suspect,
what are its parents and where did it originate ?

It is by far the most brilliant Pink in flower with
me at the present time, throwing even the favourite
D. cruentus into the shade. It is, moreover, unfor-
tunately, a very difficult plant to get on with, since
it invariably flowers itself to death, and the only
means of getting it to throw leafy shoots is to cut
oif the flower-stems as they appear, or at least as
many of them as can be well spared. D. Michael
Foster, D. Grievei, and D. Courtoisi are all ex-
tremely showy, and what is also a point in favour
of these hybrids is that they flower more freely
and, with one exception, are more easily managed
than their parents in either case. The three latter
strike freely from cuttings.

—

D.

Rose Cloth of Gold at the seaside.—Cloth
of Gold has done well in the garden of Col. G. A.
Curzon, Hollywood, Boscombe, this year. There
are two large plants trained to a wire trellis, and
although very much cut about with the hard
winter and drying winds last March, they have
flowered beautifully, scarcely a bad bloom to be
seen. Owing to the wet, cold season last year we
did not get a dozen good blooms. The plants, in a
rather exposed situation in light rich soil, grow
very luxuriantly, the sea fogs this year seeming
not to have the least efllect on the blooms. Amongst
other Roses that seem to do well at the seaside are
Her Majesty, Mme. Victor Verdier, Ulrich Brun-
ner, La France, Mme. Gabriel Luizet, Viscountess
Folkestone, Baroness Rothschild, Violette Bouyer,
Amazone, and Marie van Houlte. I find that the
darker the Rose the less able is it to stand the sea
fogs and air.—F. Hand.

Senecio speciosus is not a hardy plant, but,
like the Arctotises, it is so easily accommodated in
winter and makes such a brilliant show in the
border or rockery during summer, that it is cer-
tainly worth all the trouble. It is a native, I be-
lieve, of China, growing about 2 feet in height
with an abundance of thick woolly leaves, and a
wealth of bright magenta-purple flowers. In a
light rich soil it soon makes presentable specimens,
and these towards the end of July flower in the
greatest abundance. It is readily struck from
cuttings, which may be done about August, or the
old plants may be lifted and potted, when they
will continue flowering in the greenhouse more or
less throughout early winter. When grown out-
doors, each plant should be placed a good foot
apart, which spnce it will fill up long before it
is at its best.—K.

MeconopsisWallichiana.—Afinegroupofthis
Himalayan Poppy is now in flower in the rockery
at Kew. The far end of the rockery, well sheltered
and screened from the morning and evening sun,
seems to be the right spot for this grand plant

;

the specimens this year a»e over 5 feet liigh, and
over two-thirds of the stems are covered with
flower-buds. From the fin; soft blue one expects
to see in this species plants from imported seeds
vary very much in tint, from the rich blue to a
dirty purple, the extreme form having bien named

fuscopurpurea, but, fortunately, few among them
belong to this latter variety. A deep, rich peaty
soil and plenty of moisture during summer seem
to be its chief wants, while a slight protection from
severe frosis should be given it in winter.

Allium Palmeri.—Still another Allium, and
this time also a very showy one, perfectly hardy,
and easily grown. It is called A. Palmeri, a native
of South I'tah, E. Arizona, and New Mexico, where
it was found a few years ago, and described by
Sereno Watson in King's Rep., 5, p. 487. It is

somewhat near A. biceptrum ; the bulb coats have
a distinct reticulation, the flower-stem solitary,

producing a large umbel of pretty bright lilac-

purple flowers. It blooms now and continues until

the er.d of July. It is not a little surprising to

see growers contented with such species as A. cceru-

leum, acuminatum, &c., when such beauties as A.
Palmeri, A. Ostrowskianum, A. kansuense, A.
pedemontanum, and many others were waiting to

be introduced. Within the last few years more
than twenty really beautiful Alliums have been
added to our list, and this genus, instead of being
second-rate as far as flowers were concerned,
now stands in the first rank. It will also be satis-

factory to know that these recently introduced
species do not partake strongly of the garlic smell,

so conspicuous in the older ones.

Books.

VINES AND VINE CULTURE.*
This is undoubtedly the best work on Vines
and their culture extant, and that it is fully ap-
preciated by all classes of cultivators is apparent
enough, a third edition having been readied.
The book is replete with practical information,
scarcely a single cultural detail being omitted,
while the illustrations, including woodcuts of

all the best Grapes in cultivation, are numerous
and good. Accompanying the latter are brief,

yet most interesting and instructive comments
upon each variety, this alone making the work
valuable to the profe.ssioual gardener, while
there is also much that is well worthy of

perusal throughout the volume. Especially
ought amateur Grape growers to possess a copy
of Mr. Barron's work, and as a proof of this I

may mention having met with instances of

success attending the eftbrts of novices solely

from having closely followed the instructions
contained in the earlier editions of " Vines and
Vine Culture."
In this, the third edition now under notice, a

new feature will be found in the form of a
chapter on "Commercial Grape Culture," which
just now will be read with peculiar interest.

Mr. Barron has succeeded in collecting much
remarkable information on tliis part of his sub-
ject, more especially witli regard to the im-
mense quantities of Grapes that are now an-
nually grown for the British markets. As he
points out at the beginning of this chapter, no
other fruit, excepting the Tomato, has ever ad-
vanced so rapidly into popularity and general
use, and avers that the extended culture of

Grapes for market is largely due to the great
increase in the popularity and demand for To-
matoes, this rendering it possible to extend the
glass erections nd lib. To use the writer's own
words, " Both crops requiring much the .same
treatment, houses erected for Grapes are at first

crojjped with Tomatoes, which producing an
immediate return help the growers to tide over
the first two or three years whilst the Vines are
getting established." The paragraphs relating
to the extent of glass now devoted to Grape
culture, and the quantities of fruit sent to the
leading markets are particularly interesting.

* "Vines and Vine Culture.'
Archibald F. Barron.

Third edition. By

The magnitude of the trade in Grapes that has

thus arisen is of the utmost importance, and can

scarcely be over-estimated. An enormous amount
of capital has been called into requisition, and is

employed in the furtherance of this trade. Directly

and indirectly many thousands find employment,
and are thus benefited by Gi ape growing. We do

not ourselves know of any industry that can com-
pare, or which has done so much in so short a time

tor the welfare of the people. The approximate
supply in 1886 of what are termed English-grown
Grapes amounted to about 400 tons, one commission
agent in Covent Garden (Mr. Monro) disposing of

forty thousand baskets, or an equivalent of about

two hundred and fifty tons. During the past year,

1891, this quantity has been greatly exceeded. The
greatest quantity ever sold in one day was in Octo-

ber, 18111, and amounted to 4 tons = 750 baskets.

The chief producing establishments are to be

found within a comparatively easy distance of

London, so that the fruit may be delivered by van

without the intervention of the railway ; the Grapes

are thus obtained without a blemish in the best

possible condition. Several of the vineyards or

Grape-growing establishments are of a leviathan

character, whole fields being covered with glass,

presenting in some parts of the country quite a

novel feature in tlie landscape. Every year these

are more and more extended. At the present time

the largest growers are probably the Messrs. Roch-

foid, who in their several establishments in the

neighbourhood of Cheshunt, Broxbourne, kc, have

over fifty acres covered with glass, about one half

of which is planted with Grapes, from which they

calculate to produce about 300 tons a year, when
the Vines come into full bearing— an acre of ground

covered with glass being estimated to produce fif-

teen tons of Grapes annually. Reckoning the value of

the crop at 2s. per lb., the gross return per acre thus

amounts to £33t;o. Of other large growers in the

London district may be mentioned Mr. Peter ICay,

of Finchley; Mr.Ladds, of Bexley and Swanle\
;

Mr. Sweet, of Whetstone, and many others.

Another great centre for Grape-growing has

arisen at Worthing, in Sussex, from whence some

300 tons are sent to Covent Garden every year, and

is still extending; the principal growers are Mr.

N. Piper, Mr. Bushby, Mr. G. Russell, Mr. Sams
and Mr, Beer. In Scotland also Grapes are largely

grown for London markets by Messrs. Thomson
and Sons at Clovenfords, Galashiels; and Mr. D.

Bea'son, of Kirkcaldy. Of Grapes grown in the

Channel Islands, especially Guernsey, the quantity

is simply enormous. According to oflicial returns

in 187(1, the shipments, via Southampton, amounted

to 50 tons, whilst in 1886, ten years later, the total

was over 500 tons, of which one salesman in Covent

Garden, Mr. G. Monro, sold on commission over

300 tons, and in ISitO-l about 350 tons. Although

the production has very greatly increased, the

quantity sent to Covent Garden does not appear so

great, increased facilities for transmission having

spread the trade in these low-priced Grapes to the

provincial towns, Mr. Monro, for example, selling

in Manchester on commission last year over 80 tons

of fruit.

It is satisfactory to note that there is every

prospect of the demand keeping pace with the

greatly increased production, and also that

there is every likelihood of a great trade in

English-grown Grapes being established with

America. For two seasons past regular con-

signments have reached the principal American

towns in good condition, proving of superior

quality to the home-grown produce. According

to Mr. Barron, the Black Hamburgh and Gros

Colnian command tlie markets. Black Alicante,

Madresfield Court, Muscat of Alexandria, and

Buckland Sweetwater being the other varieties

for which there is a fair demand. Brief infor-

mation is given on the class of houses most

generally favoured, the preparation of borders

and such like, the best methods of packing

(illustrated), average prices, and the best times

for marketing being also included. W. I.
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Rose Garden.

COTTAGE ROSES.

I own-root plants have got stronger wii li liiiii, .shoulil

' commence givinpf cuttinffs a fair and even an ex-

ten.sive trial, as lie could easily do from his very

larfje collection of (he linest Tea Hoses, for he
iiHisf have a lictter chance than the majority cf

CoTTAOSH.s in Sontli west Surrey are fond of private growers of petting a pood and plentiful

1, t ,1 •„!,„„„ stock of ciitlinp;s from ,a I'irt'e oollecliiin comprisin'T
iiiscs 01 in' seiiniin'vircns class as , . , , . ,- i .. <• i t.i <• ^^ ^, .1...

_t...| ''"^ from ten to twenty-hve plants of each of the finest

large standanis, sonietlincs budded on a J tog kjn.js. n the results equal his anticipations he

L'ose stock, and sonu'tiincs trained as own-rout will have no need to trouble about trade growers,

.stindards. A tree of the latter kind is shown except when wanting to add new kinds to his

• ,1 „ •„„ ;, 1 „i 7 J- ,f 1,;, 1. ,„;ii, stock. The lesson to be learnt is that no one can
in the engraving it stands 7 leet In^li, witli a ^ t. j » » i.t • •. u •." r, , .., , afford to dogmatise as to what form IS or IS not best

iilgil,

a spreading head G feet in diameter. The

Koses are fine of their kind, of a clear white

colour, and fair size. The budded standards

in other garlens : each t;rower must prove this for

himself.— J. ('. Tam.ack.

Rose Jean Ducher never fails each year to

pare wiih many as regards vigour, it is second to
none in hardiness, freedom and fine bloom, and it
should be included among tlie best Tea Hoses. We
only have a small group, but it has been charming
three seasons in succession. The doublencss and
good form of the (lower make it enduring either
upon the jihint or in a cut state, tlie t(noer pink
suffu-ion upon a creamy white ground being very
beautiful.

are .'ery ornamental, with well-sliAped heads
3 feet to 4 feet through. G. J.

Own - root Roses. — I am grateful to a
"Puzzled Amateur" for atTording me the opportunity
of correcting a mistake whicli appenred in my note
on the above (p. .527) wliere II. P.'s (written f. r

Hybrid Perpetuals) was construed into Hybrid
Teas. I did not send a correition, as I thought the
context would have prevented any wrong impres-
tion,but find that tliis has not been so. This mis-
take makes a great difference —all the diflference

indeed—between a large class and a small one.

a " PuzzUd Amateur" puzzles me wlien he accuses
meof saying that " Roses did not do on their own
roots." I have nowhere said anything so sweeping
as this ; on the contrary, all the dwarf Hybrid Per-
petuals we have, and these are by far the largest
class we grow, are on their ov.'n roots, and I repeat
that only a few of them fail to do well. With the
Teas we have not been successful, and tins I

attribute entirely to the exces>ive cold which we
get in a garden nearly approaching water level.

With a greater aliitude and more fortunate sur-

roundings there is no reason at all to think that
Tea Roses would not succeed on their own roots.

THE PLEASURE OF ROSE GROWING.
It i.s not a difticult matter to decide by what
means we may obtain the greatest amount of
pleasure from our Roses. Some .seek it thmugli
the medium of the exhibition, but there it is

dearly bought, at least
by aTiiatenr.s. Our me-
thods of Ro.se showing
are so stereotyped. We
think so much of single
blooms, that if one would
enter the slioiv arena he
must begin by making
great sacrifices. The
pleasure of Rose .show-
ing does not permanently
.satisfy. Anyone visiting

a Rose show cannot fail

to admire the magnifi-
cent Mowers seen there.
I do not wish to say one
word against the practice
of growing and showing
them. It is something
to know to what perfec-
tion of form and colour-
ing particular kinds can
be brought, but that is

not, or should not be,
the sole end and aim < f

Ro.se shows. A celebrated
amateur exhibitor re-

cently visited a garden
where Roses are largely
grown solely for effect,

and he confessed that
that was more after his
own desire, and he
thought he should give
up exhil)iting. In the
course of that ramlde he
experienced pleasure .il-

together beyond what he
had realised as an ex-
hibitor. To exhibit suc-

cessfully one must prac-

tise numerous details

that need never worry
the ordinary grower.
From the pruning to

the flowering there is a
marked diil'erence in

the methods.

Rosa seiupervirens iu a Surrey cjttage garden.

bright days are the rule, then will ih's grand Rose
., 1 . 1 u .1 t t „ 1 n J respond witli fine flowers, ai;d such has been the

as the plants do better for pot woik than do any i c^ , t. i .u ^ .u a
, ,' , , „.. rr I 1 . • 1 j ™ '

. case of lale. It is no wonder that the flowers can-
worked plan is. ^^ hen I first made a trial of Teas . -.i t i * • .i . t v
. ,1 • ' T < . 4 • »•• ... c not open williout beat, seeing the amount of sub-
in this way I was fortunate in getting; cuttings of . "^ .i . • i •. • » .i » •

,.. i, f. -h t T f nrtl tl <?ht th st'ince they con'ain, and it is easy to see thit m
' s , ~ ., , , ' J ,1 " 1 ,^ regard to such kinds as this we can over-stimulate

very best available sources, and they were struck, .t, • . .i j . c t » i i .u i n'
. ,, 1 J .1 \ ', '

,

them into the production of fat buds that will
some in the open ground and others in pots, thes" - - - - ' -

The exhibitor's plants
must be hard pruned,
and then comes the in-

produre a full crop of buds, but much depends i evitable di.slnidding. It is no exaggeration to
upon the weather as to their expan-ion. IJ^'ot, ! state in regard to many Roses that the ordinary

grower has a .score of flowers where the exhibitor
can take but one. Whtn the buds are selected

latter being fairly strong plants when planted in

the open in early summer, so that they had plenty
of time to get strong and acclimatised before win-
ter if such a thing had been possible. I shouM like

respectfully to sugjjest that yur correspondent
having found, so far as his tiials have gone, that

burst before they roach perfection. The group in

then comes the feeding. Then there is the
question of protecting and .shading from storm
or bright sunshine. Yet this is essential to

meet the reiiuireiiunts of the exhibition, which
at jjresent only fosters the piroduction of line

question is in a raised sunny border, and the plants
^

flowers, and therefore excludes many worthy
have to hohl their own against a rather vigorous kinds simply because their flowers are not up
carpet of Veronica incana. to a jiattlcular .standard of form. If we would

Rose Souvenir de Paul Neron -Although si^^k and realise the fullest pleasure, we must
this is only a moderate grower aid cannot com- wait until at Rose shows clas.'^cs arc provided
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for Roses as grown in gardens, the same to be

judgeil on their own merits, and not from any

pre-existing standard. At present one type of

flower only" is encouraged or accepted, regard-

less of those lovely kinds so handsome in the

bud and so profuse in regard to the great

trusses of flowers they produce. In the garden

these last often give us the most pleasure. The
exhibitor above referred to was charmed with

Mme. Joseph Schwartz as it appeared in a

group, the .strong shoots terminated by immense
clusters of bloom standing erect, some of the

flowers fully out, showing their great flesh-tinted,

rose-margined, shell-like petals, others mere
buds of delicate hue opening in succession.

Marquise de Vivens and Dr. Grill were unknown
to him, and yet there were not two lovelier

groups, especially that of the latter. Such kinds

as these never appear at the shows, but why
should they not do so ? If such kinds treated

as the show kinds are will not then produce full

flov/ers simply because naturally there is not

sufficient substance, surely they should not be

i:.;nored. Whether exhibited or not they will

give us much pleasure in gardens, as they are

most, reliable in regnrd to their blooming. If

the bud of to-day is a full-blown flower to-

morrow, that matters not, for quantity atones

for want of quality, and even these many-
tinted, open loo.se flowers have a fine efl'ect on

a bright summer day. Again, when we grow
for pleasure only we shall not have many leggy

standards, but dwarf bush plants, and these not

set out a yard apart, but grouped or massed,

since this is the very best way of showing ofl'the

merits of fine Roses.

It is too generally supposed that Roses
are gross feeders, and the heavy manurial

mulches and the drenchings with strong liquid

so commonly given detract from our pleasure.

Wc can modify this to a considerable extent,

and have Roses in abundance without the

sliglitcst aid from rank manures. If our Rose
beds are redolent with the odours of the farm-

yard, we cannot have them beside our open
doors or beneath our windows, and, other things

being favouraVjle, that i.s just the spot where at

the present time we should have great glowing
groups of Tea and Monthly Roses filling the

air with rich fragrance. Many Roses make
such excellent bushes, that when grouped and
in full growth they eflectually hide the earth

beneath them. Those that do not do so, and
newly-planted groups also, should be carpeted

with some of the many dwarf plants so suit-

able for the purpose. Tiiis adds to their ap-

pearance and increases our pleasure. Surface-

rooting plants, like Sedums and Saxifrages,

and lovely alpines, such as Linaria alpina, do
not rob the Roses in the slightest degree, but
without a doubt they benefit them, for on a

scorching hot day (.lune 2S) I was admiring a

group of The Bride Tea Rose carpeted with

Sedum glaucum, and ])Iacing my hand under
and among the carpet I found the earth cool

and m^iist, whilst bare ground was hot and
dry. That night there came the most severe

thunderstorm, accompanied by a deluge of rain,

that has been in this district for years. Next
morning I looked round the Roses, and the
full, heavy flowers of this and other kinds
were liorne dov.'ii Ijy t!ie weight of water that

had descended upon them, bat they were pure
and unsoited, for the advantages of the carpet

were shown in that no splashing of the earth
could take place. A great many are thinking
what they can plant to reduce the quantity
of tender bedding plants. If they have sunny
flower gardens, let them try Tea Roses, for

they are ever growing, ever blooming, ai'e a

source of great pleasure through summer and

autumn, can be planted thickly alone or thinly

to admit of combinations, and, all things con-

sidered, are the most thoroughly satisfactory

of all. A. H.

AMONG THE ROSES IN JULY.

When few except the older varieties of such

species as the Chinas, Bourbons, and their hybrids,

the Austrian Briers, Damask, Moss, and tlie early

flowering Teas and Noisettes were grown, and
dining the time when we undoubtedly had earlier

and warmer springs than we are generally favoured

with .at present, no doubt the month of June was
much more deserving the title of " month of Roses"

than is the case now. Far too many of the old

and early flowering varieties are practically dis-

carded from our gardens, except in a few very old-

fashioned roseries. Such kinds as Charles Lawson,

Coupe d'Heb^, Persian Yellow, Scotch Rises in

variety, and many good kinds of the species named
Hbove" are not sufficiently grown at the present

date to give June the preference over July as far

as the queen of flowers is concerned. During the

early part of July all of the most important Rose
shows are held. There is a considerable amount
of work to be done in t he rosery during July ; rattier

more than usual, owing to the lateness of the

season.at least in this district (Mid-Sussex). 'Whfre

good flowers are required, it will be best to thin

out all but the most promising bud ; this will con-

centrate the whole strength of the shoot into one

bloom, and make a considerable difference to its

size and quality. Excepting where Roses are

grown for exhibition, I do not admire this plan of

cultivation, being much more pleased with well-

grown flowers having their trusses of buds complete.

Not only have these a greiter chirm, they last

longer, and the remaining buds will generally

expand and prolong the beauty of the plant.

Where a strong shoot is occasionally disbudded,

it is pleasing to get a gr.and flower, but as

a general rule I do not recommend disbudding.

There is a great prevalence of deformed flowers

and buds in this district. More than once during

the last six weeks, and while Roses should have
been growing freely, we have had sharp fro.sts.

Even so late as the middle of June we were visited

by frost upon several mornings, and, generally

speaking, it was very cold about sunrise. This is

the oiuse of the deformed flowers, such .'evere

checks to their growth having a very disastrous

effect upon the early and tender growth of Roses,

r would advise the immediate removal of all de-

formed blossoms, it being best to devote the whole
strength of the plant to producing more growth
and good-shaped flowers. It is also very bene-

ficial to remove the flowers as soon as they have
faded.
Wherever dormant eyes were left upon stocks

during the planting season, they will now be push-

ing into growth and must be closely looked after

and removed. This is the sole and very material

benefit that own-root Roses possess over those

worked upon any stock; in this case it is the

suckers that are so valuable, are in fact the life of

own-root Roses. Standard Briers, whether already
wfirked or in preparation for budding, must have
all stem and root suckers removed, excepting the

two or three to be budded upon. Budding will

also be much best if done during the latter part of

the present mouth. All young Roses are, of course,

staked ere this, but they will ttill require constant
attention as regards tying and hand-picking in

the case of maggot or caterpillar .attacking them.
Aphis .and mihlew may be checked, if not avoided,

by an e.arly use of the .=;yringe and some good in-

secticide. There are few things in the cultiva-

tion of Roses more conducive to a clean and
healthy growth than a frequent use of the hoe. A
mulching of short m.nnure is also very useful in

conserving summer moisture and keeping the roots

cool. The essence of the.se mulchings will be
carried down to the roots cd the plants by sum-
mer r.ains, and so assist them in two ways. It is

also a good plan to give .a .slight dressing of gu.ano,

nitrate of soda or any other sirailar stimulant to

Roses that are doing indifferently. A li:tle of

these artilicial manures will generally give them a

start and conduce to healthy growth. As a general

rule, I do not advise the free use of these in pre-

ference to natural manures of any kind ;
but in

the connection I have pointed out, they .are often

very serviceable. When the weather is dull and
showers are threatening is the best time to apply

all artificial stimulants. R.

EVERGREEN ROSES.
(RO.SA SEMPERVIRENS )

The term "evergreen" as applied to this sec-

! tion of Roses is scarcely correct, there being no
varieties that are truly evergreen, the majority

of them merely retaining the bulk of their

foliage during the greater part of the winter,

more especially when growing in sheltered posi-

tions. Felicite - Perpetue, a variety cf Rosa
sempervirens, is one of the finest and also one
of those most generally grown ; the flowers

small, of perfect shape, and of a creamy-white
colour, with a delicate flush of pink wdiile young.
Flora (bright rose) and Princess Marie (deep
pink) are two more gr.and varieties of this section.

Both the Ayrshire (Rosa arvensis) and Bour-
sault Roses (Rosa alpina) are equally deserving

of the name evergreen, and when speaking of

these Roses it must not be understood to refer

to the varieties of R. sempervirens alone, be-

cause, as I have already remarked, there are

many others equally deserving of the title and
that are quite as often spoken of in the same
category. Some of these make very strong and
long growths, R. sempervirens Leschenault-

iana soon covering walls or fences from 40 feet

to GO feet high. For covering ruined wivlls,

old fences, rough banks, and the stems of old

trees, these rambling Roses are seen to the
best adv.antage. Few things arc more beautiful

than the stem of a dead tree when covered with
these Roses, the rough trunk affording them the
firm support they require, and allowing them
full scope to develop their long pendulous
branches in a very pleasing manner. Strong
growers, such as Dundee Rambler, splendens,
Alice Gray, itc, make splendid subjects for

town gardens. They are particularly hardy and
do not suft'er from smoke and fog to nearly the

same extent as the majority of Roses. They
are also well suited for northern and bleak as-

pects and will form a bower of Roses where
mo.st other v.arieties refuse to grow. Grown
on tall stems of the hedge Brier, tliey form good
examples of weeping Roses, and their v/onder-

ful vitality serves them in good stead and
keeps the stock in perfect health. In any odd
corner, or where some unsightly object has to

be hidden, few plants will accomplish this end
sooner and more effectually than these so-called

evergreen Roses.

All of these strong growers shouM be pruned
with care, never interfering v/ith the long
maiden shoots of the previous summer's growth,
as it is these thiit bear such a grand profusion

of miniature blossoms. These are carried in
clusters of ten to thirty blooms, and are borne
throughout the whole length of healthy shoots
made the preceding season. Let all weakly
growth be thinned out in the spring, and allow
as much light and air as possible to the strong
pendent shoots. Strong wires fastened from
point to point will serve to train these shoots
over, and many a corner in town go,rdens may
be made beautiful by planting t'.vo or three

varieties of these rampant and rapidly chmbing
Roses.

The class of soil is not of much importanco
to them, a cool one being best, but they will

amply repay for generous treatment. Tb.e
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stron^ei- they cm bo .'i-nwn the better will be the dwarfer and more succulent kinds. I ra-

the result dmii)',' the following season, and as
j

cenlly referred in a note on early IVas to the

those Roses mature their wood without vutting sui>erior merits of the variety \V ilhamHurst,

on so ripened an appearance as most species,^so ripo . ,
-

and are naturally self- protecting by reason of

their semi-evergreen character, the late autumn

growth is not so liable to injury from frost

R.

SHORT TfOTES—ROSES.

uiil from seed sown the last day of Feb
ruary in the ojien border a gathering was

'ready on dune II. On this the 4th day

[of July there U still i)lenty of Peas on the

tops of tlie haulm from Ute formed pods

This speaks volumes in its favour. In pa<<sing,

I may say that I fully agree with the o|)inion of

Mr. Wytlies as to tlie seed being harvested in

summer, as these early harvested seeds arc

the surest to germinate in a season like the

present, and where they have failed it must be

through seed which was badly harvested being

sown. Although the season was backward. Peas

were but tsvo or tliree days later than in more
favourable seasons, or when the early spring

months were more genial, so we have little to

complain of on this account. The early rounds

are certainly out of the running this season, and

I cannot see the use of private growers bother-

ing with more than one kind of these for two or

three earlier dishes.

Potatoes being the staple crop, these deserve

our attention. To this crop the late June frost

proved disastrous. In some parts of the Vale

of Evcshaiii, a district notorious for its early

and goo<l crops, large breadths were sadly cut

up ; whilst in my own district I never saw the

Boee ComtPSSe Panisse has been very fine of

late. It 13 one of timse Rises that do not always opi'n

well, but, ri'spiiu liiis to the l)rii,'lit sunshine, it has

given us many Hower-s of pood fiirra and colour. The
colour is a briglit llesh shaded with copper, deepening

at tlio base into biilT.

Rose Ijnciole. —A group of this kind has been

truly striking, a ml the colour of tlie (lowers wonder-

ful "and %-aried. Its buds, as long as those of any

Tea Itose, are charming in shape and e.-ccefdingly

beautiful. The outer petals have a pecidiar bronzy

hue, whil.st the colour of the whole flower is rose

>li.adc(l with yellow, deepening into crimson and

copper. Few Koses are nuire beautifnl on a bright

sunny day.

Kose Mme, B Levet.—We are now reapingtbe

reward of patient waiting for this kind, tor alth lugh

it belongs to the Dijon Teas it has not quite got

the vigour cliaiiu-teristii^ of the majority of the

race, iiounuet d'i-)r and others have long since
,

__j , .,

reached the t^ip of the wall, but, nevertheless, if
' crops looking better, and good returns will be

slower in growth, Mme. li. Levet has the great
,
the order of the day generally. The early kinds,

also dipping in a puddle formed of .soot, lime,

and soil, a total clearanct! was etlected. These

maggots a]ipear to be very rife this season, the

farmer as well as the gardener having to cope

with them. Turnips, Parsnips, and other root

cropi I have little fault to find witli. Baet is

the only failure, but this was made good by

sowing seed later. Lettuces have been and are

still very good. What these reciuire is an open

position and well pulverised .soil, with a supply

of manure in easy reach of the roots. Slugs

have not liarined these in the least this season,

or indeed any other crop, as 1 never remember
seeing .so few about. French P.eaiis germinated

well, the seeds probably having been harve.sted

in good condition. There have been many com-

plaints about runner ISeans this season, the

seeds being apparently mixed, old and new
together, as they have come up at intervals, the

earlier and stronger plants being from the

newer seed. The ohl seed is conducive to a

later and more weakly growth, so it is a pity

that vendors should mix the seed. Altogether

I have little fault to find ; the season opened

unin-opitiously enough, but the weather which

followed has been favourable for free growth.

A. Y. A.

merit of being good and distincl. with the addi-

lionid charm of e.'stra sweetness. The (lowers are

full and finely shaped, clear in colour, soft canary-

yellow extern.aUy. deepening into rich yellow in

tlie cntre.

Kitchen Garden,

CONDITION OF TBE VEGETABLE
CROPS.

At this season of the year it is as well to take

a review of our vegetable crops, and note the

advance which is t.iking phice in their gi'owth

and compare results. True enough we shall all

not have the same t.ale to tell, as during a season

like the present results will diti'er more or less

according to the condition and kind of soil in

the various districts. The beneficial showers
which we have l.-.tely had appear to have been
very local, as in some parts rain has fallen very
sparingly, and it is the same with the late June
frosts which have proved so disastrous in many conducted,
parts of the country. Singular as it may

j

people as

of which I grow Sharpe's Victor for the very

earliest, to be followed by Rivers' A.shleaf, are

in prime condition, the quality being first-rate

oil" our heavy soil on a south border. The.se

will undoubtedly lift well, as I grow a quan-

tity of the latter ami jNIyatt's for general sum-

mer use. By early digging or directly the

stems fall over, I hope to secure a large crop

quite free from disease. It was impossible to

have had a better planting time, tlie soil work-

ing splendiiUy. This latter is of little moment
to those having light land, but on our heavy

land we know well how to appreciate it. Of

course, with the later kinds wo shall have the

disease to reckon with, but if they escape, very

heavy crops will be harvested.

A good dwarf Pea.— In Carter's Daisy we
have a novelty that should be especially welcome

to the owners of, or those in charge of, compara-

tively small gardens. Sown at the same time as

William I. and other first e.arly vadeties, it formed

a c'o5e and good succession to them, our first dish

of it being picked June liO. It only attains a

height of about 18 inches and is very sturdy and

branching in habit. The pods, freely produced,

are long, broad and well filled with Peas of the

best quality, and, all things considered, this va-

riety fully deserves to become popular.—W. I.

Summer Lettuces.—The generr.1 way of rais-

ing and growing Lettuces is to sow the seed in

beds and transplant, but a far better method is to

sow where the plants are to stand and to thin out to

the proper distance, as then there is no check by

the breakage of tap-root and removal, which there

always must be in the other case. If the

weather is hot and diy, it is often a very difficult

matter to get the plants to start Again, and when

appear, these frosts were felt more in the earlier i remedy until the disease really shows itself, and
districts, as on our cold soil and elevated posi

tion they were felt but very little, if at

all, for the various crops have kept going on
steadily. So far, this season is in favour of the
heavy clay land, the moisture being more re-

tained, and the crops passed througli the tro-

pical week which we i-.xperieuced during the
|
Ellam's Early and some other approved kinds

Great interest will be attached this season to they do, it frequently happens that most of them
- - - " •

run to seed. To avoid this I always draw

shallow drills after having r.iked the ground fine

and put pinches of seed in at about 10 inches

apart, giving it a slight covering, the object of the

drills bsing that when filled by hoeing between the

rows, the soil steadies the plauts. If the ground

is dry at the time, I give a watering before sow-

ing, so as to assist the seeil t) germinate, and I

lilw'avs find that the summer Lettuces give no

trouble, but grow large and fine and have good

the new " cures " for the Potato disease. This

season's experiences will go further to elucidat;e

the value of the Bouillie Bordelaise. It is

quite evident th.at this will not be taken up

generally until further experiments have been

There is one thin

rule will not care

to be .said

to apply the

at this time it is too late to reap the greatest __^
benefits. But further proofs are still nseded to ! hearts withoiit th.at t'ijndency to bolt that phin's

dispel doubts on account of confiicting evidence

Cabbages have been veiy good, the cutting

commencing the first week in May. This

is rather later than in ordinary seasons. as

early part of June without suffering, and there-
cent surface showers have kept them going
nicely.

Considering that last season was not very
favourable for the harvesting of seeds, taking
them as a whole, they have germinated mucli
better than might have been expected. Com-
mencing with Peas, these with me have done
very well, the seeds germinating well. This,
no doubt, is due to the condition of the seed,

as with this I have not had the least fault to

find, being in this respect much better oflT than
some other growers, who have ha.d to complain
of serious loss through the seeds failing to ger-

minate. The worst variety with me so far

has been William I., this apparently not

may in some seasons be cut two or three weeks

earlier. Up till recently the weather h,as been

too dry for Cauliflowers, the heads being looser

than I care to see them, but with the change to

.shovrery weather these are now good. Onions

and Carro's where free from grubs are coming

aw.ay freely on our heavy land, but in light

soils they have caused serious trouble, and the

have that are moved. For salads I use the Cos

varieties, as they are preferred to the Cabb.age kinds,

which are only gro.vn here for kitchen use, the Cos

being more tender and ciisp; but to be so they

must have good soil and come on quickly.—S. D.

The Onion maggot.—I do not thhik that the

Onion maL'tjot need be much dreaded if growers

will only do as I have, and use kainit as a dressing

to the beds, as from my experience of it I find it

is far superior to nitrate of soda in its effect on

Onions. I used it on the plot where the Onions

are grown, and they grew away from the_ m.aggot.

Tlie^Onions have grown at a great rate since, and

the tops are of a fine healthy green colour, sur-
,,

1 Ti 1 o *- ine cops aie uL .X iiin; ui^.iiii.j c^.^^^ V..-..---,

same with Cauliflowers and Liaissels J>prouts, i j^^ djosg in every respect where the soda was
the dry weather apparently being in favour of

{Jg^^j^ °Kainit is also good for many other garden

the increase of these insects. In the cas? ot

these two latter kinds I have had to contend

against the grubs even on strong and he.avy

soil and this with prieked-out plants. Luckily,

this only occurred just as the plants were

ready for their final position, and by pick-

being able to withstand the dry weather like ' ing them over closely for stray m ggots, and

crops, it being highly beneficial for Potatoes,

Cabbages, and Asparagus. The best time to apply

it is when the tops of the Onions are dry, and if

possible, or it can be so managed, just before riin,

to dissolve and w.ash it in, as then there is no loss,

it bein!! at oace carried down to the roots. I do

not know how much kainit Onions will safely take.
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but I used about one bushel on a, piece of land GO

feet square, sowintf it regularly all over. Fortunately

a shower fell the same night and the kainit had all

disappeared in the morning. I shall try it in

solution for Broccoli and Cauliflowers if they
show sign^ of the grub, and also for Celery, but 1

am so satisfied with nitrate of soda and common
salt for the latter, that I doubt if I sh^U ever meet
with anything better. Those who have not tried

these stimulants for Celery should do so on part of

the rows, and they will quickly see the great

difference there will be in the portion treated over

that left without.—S. D.

Potato prospects.—Judging from present ap-
pearances, Potatoes will be a heavy crop, as they
look splendid in both fields and gardens, the spell

of warm weather having come just at the right

time and forced them on, making them grow with-
out curled leaves and sending up plenty of top.

Just lately, too, soaking rains have fallen over

most parts of the country, and here in East Anglia
we had 2 inches in one night, and the land is,

therefore, quite wet enough to last till the tubers
reach a good size, but, like everything else. Po-
tatoes are late. The only thing that can now spoil

the prospect or much affect the crop is the dis-

ease, which is so much more harmful and to be
dreaded in a backward season, as it generally
shows itself at about the same time, and when the
haulm is smitten by its fell powers, swelling of the
tubers ceases, or nearly so, as healthy leaf action
is stopped The so-called remedy of spraying does
not seem to have been very effectual, and I fear

the discovery is not yet made that will i id us of

the disease or mitigate its powers of mischief
much.—J. Sheppaed.

CABBAGE LETTl'CE,S.

I QUITE agree with " J. R.'s " remarks on the above,
and consider his selection to be an excellent one.
Early Paris Market turns in e.T,rlier than any other
kind I know, and is especially valuable when the
winter has served the autumn-sown plants badly.
Better results might often be had, though, from
autumn sowings if two or three beds be sown at
intervals of a few days of such sorts as All the
Year Round and Hammersmith Hardy instead of
depending on one sowing alone, for one set of
plants may get through scatheless, while another
is almost destroyed. Golden Queen gives a close
succession to E irly Paris Market and is a most useful
kind, standing fairly well all through the summer,
and it is preferred here for the salad-bowl to any
other kind. Perfect Gem follows on and is suc-
ceeded by New York, an excellent Lettuce, so that
with these kinds a good succession can be had
without the very frequent sowings generally con-
sidered nece-snry. I would rather sow a row of
each of these, leaving out the first-named after the
earliest sowing, than to depend on one kind and
have to sow oftener, for with two or three sorts
going, success is more certain even it the weather
is not conducive to good growth. "S. H." may he
interested in getting additional testimony to the
good qualities of New York, which is a very fine

Lettuce, bearing a strong resemblance to Sutton's
Favourite (another fine variety), except that it is

bright green instead of golden tinted
; the leaves

are just as prettily scalloped as those of that va-
riety, and the plants look very much like green-
curled Endive in the earlier stages of growth. I

find it one of the largest and best-standing kinds I

grow. Last year I tried Continuity, a glorified
form of the old Brown Dutch, but though this is a
kind of many good qualities, its unfortunate colour
is all against it, and it will never take a prominent
place either for private use or with the general
public, with whom outside appearances go a long
way. The colour of the hearts is good, and, taken
at its best, I think it would beat almost any other
for weight of crop; but with somanyothergoori kinds
to choose from, brown varieties are scarcely needed
among Cabbage Lettuces. Here we are very suc-
cessful with transplanted Lettuces, and we never
grow the Cos varieties in any other way ; but they
all want planting out in the nick of time, and must

not be allowed to get too big or be put out too

small. Even with this care they will not do so

well everywhere, and it is not advisable to depend
on transplanting on stiff and lumpy soils, as they
do not appear to start so well or so quickly in this

as they will on a lighter material. The plan has
its merits as well as its drawbacks, and the chief

reason we have for adopting it is that seeds are

easily protected from birds in a small seed-bed.

Another thing is that the ground can be cleared

and all small weeds killed j ust previous to planting.

J. C. Tallack.

Cabbages.—When recently looking over a large

number ot allotment gardens I took occasion to

condemn the coarse leafy Cabbages which were so

generally grown, showing so much of useless non-
edible material, necfssitating wide planting and
robbing the soil of nutriment which might have
been far more wisely utilised. Very similar indeed
are the Cabbages which are offered to purchasers
in markets and shops. Those who have to buy
such vegetables when they need them find, as a
rule, far more ot coarse leafage than of heart; in-

deed one half of what is purchased has to be
thrown away. That is very wasteful and expen-
sive, and is very disappointing. Now there are

plenty of fine hearting Cabbages in commerce if

our market growers and cottagers would but ob-

tain the best stocks. Very large hearting Cab-
bages take so long to turn in, that the growers will

not wait for complete development, and thus the
public have to put up with mere leafage. We can-

not have anything better for first early cutting

than Ellam's E.arly, Little Pixie, Early York, Early
Nonpareil, or any similar varieties, and these may
be planted at least one-third more thickly than
ordinary Cabbages are, and be cleared off the

ground far more regularly and evenly. Then for

succession to come in with solid, compact hearts

and little surplus leafage now there areEtampes,
All Heait, Beef Heart, Model, and other varieties

(assuming that these named are distinct), and
which would give to grower and consumer the
greatest satisfaction.—A. D.

Parsley.—Itgenerally happens that after severe
winters we hear a great cry out about the scarcity

of Parsley, and there are two reasons why the
frosts and weather affect it so unfavourably, one
being that Parsley has been so improved in double-
ness or curl of the leaf, and the other that seed
is sown too soon to afford a winter supply, and the
consequence is that the plants get killed in the
crown. Parsley that is so very double and good
forms a series ot cups or receptacles for wet and is

seldom dry, and frost when it comes with any
amount of severity has great effect on it and holds

it in its icy grip, but the common or single does not
hold any water and dries quickly after night dews
or rain, and is consequently in a much better con-

dition to face a hai'd winter. Of course all like to

see nice curled Parsley for garnishing, but for

flavouring, the single or common is just as good,

and as it stands so much better it should always
be grown. A good way of managing with it is to

sow on a warm dry border under a wall, fence,

or hedge, and to put the seed in rows, so as to form
a bed that may be wholly or part covered by
placing a garden fianie over before severe weather
sets in. The Par-sley will then be quite safe under the

shelter of the glass, and may begot at at any lime
after snow by just moving the lights. Even without
frames Parsley of the common single kind will

generally stand well if sown about this time, and
if not and it is sown early, it should be denuded
now of most of its leaves, so as to cause it to form
fresh ones and get firm at the crowns. Some de-

pend on plants that have been transplanted to

afford a winter supply, and they generally stand
well, as the check restricts growth and hardens
them, and they are then better prepared for bad
weather. Others, again, take plants up and put
several into la'ge pots and have them in cold

houses, pits, or frames, but where a quantity and a
regular supply is needed, there is nothing like sow-
ing and having a good big bed on a border and

dibbling some plants in close to the foot, or some
sunny fence or w.all, as then there is sure to be
plent}' of good fresh leaves to gather.—S. D.

Flower Garden.

THE USE OT' SPHA.GNUM MOSS.
The Sphagnum Moss question is a most inte-

resting one f<u- all the lovers of alpine plants
;

indeed, I believe it has the greatest importance
of all that are being raised just now of that
.sort. While agreeing in many respects with
what Mr. Wood has said about the matter (.see

p. 12), I still cannot help thinking that he
rather minimises the advantage which may
soiuetimes be derived from it. I use the word
".sometimes," for it is singularly an expedient
which may befit some cases and be death and
destruction iir others. I am very ho]ieful that

in my hot garden it will be serviceable in the
highest degree. But I have not yet tried it for

a sufficiently long time to be at all certain about
it. The following, however, may be taken for

what it is worth. It is always my endeavour
when I have a visitor who is full of special

knowledge about my favourites to pick his

brains as ranch as I can and to get some en-
lightenment from him. Such was certainly the
case when Mr. Meyer paid me a visit a few
weeks ago, and his one word of advice to me
was this : Sphagnum—Sphagnum—Sphagnum

;

and I think he was right. He did net advise
that it should be used in a way which would
bring jreril in winter, but judiciously, and
being mixed with the soil or as a mulch as cir-

cum.stances might direct, and 1 fully believe that

this will open out possibilities for such a garden
as this which it never had before. 1 very often
lose mure plants from the drought in summer
than I do from the damp in winter, and I

should consider anything which helps to pro-

tect me from the former aa the greatest possible

blessing.

Already I can see some evidences for good
from the Sphagnum I have used the last few
weeks. Vancouveria hexandra was in a very
dried up and miserable state a few weeks ago

;

now it is reviving under the influence of

the moisture it is able to imbibe. Gen-
tiana ornata is also much the better for it,

and so apparently is Calceolaria plantaginea
;

Rainondias like it, itc. The list might
be extended to some length, but I would
empliasise the remark that this may possibly

apply only to such gardens as mine, and I know
there may be a set off to it in another direction

in winter-time which 1 do not want at all. But
I shall guard against this as much as I can, and
there are methods of protection which can be
taken, such as mixing loam with the Sphagnum
and placing tlie Moss round the plant rather

than over it, and also at .some little distance

for the roots to draw into it. But res e4 sub

jiidice, and if only several would experiment
about this u.sage and give the results when
both summer and winter have passed away, we
should know a great deal about it. M. Corre-

vou has given an interesting account in the

pages of your contemporary of his success on
this head. What we now want to know is how
far a .system which seems to answer in Switzer-

land is applicable to this country. I think I

am more sanguine about it than Mr. Wood
seems to be, but then he lives in Yorkshire and
I live in the Isle of Wight, and that may make all

the difference in the world. That there is a very

great difference between us in point of climate

may be taken for certain fi-om th ) following :

In the last impre,ssion ot Vre Oai.uen in whic'.i
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the use of Sphagmini is so much questioned by

him, Mr. Wood ivcomiuoiuls ;i
" full exiiosurn

to sunshine " for I'riiinihi sullVutesoons, .-inil I

il(;il)t not ho is i|uite riylit in his own locality,

liut that is far from buing the case here. It

so happens that I grow this I'rimula in the

sun for a year or two, and I was not well

pleased with its state, so 1 moved it to

a shady part of my rockery, and it has

done much better ever since ; in fact, it is

now very prosperous iudeed.

very plant would have liked

stay in the sunshine with a strong admixture of

Sphagnum Moss in the soil. 1 think I will try

it so some day. T uiaj- .say that when I was at

Kew the other day, Mr. Dewar told me he found

Sphagnum Moss very useful for takin

iu.

needed it will be given in one word wherever

in the wi(U^ world plants are grown and bulbs

are cared for and lovoil

—

circiniispin-.

St. Jolni's Vkara(ji; Ilijik. H. Ewiiank.

IVY-LE.WED PEL.VRGONIUMS.

For decoration the best varieties of this section

of Pelargoniums are quite equal to the zonals.

when they have got a year older that they make
a full display after having had their branches

.shortened in in the autumn. Pyramidal wire

trellises arc souietimos used for training them on,

but a few neat sticks inserted just within the

rims of the pots do as well. On no account

should the shoots be trained tooclo.sely after the

supports are suliiciently clothed, or it gives the

specimens a stitf, formal appcarauce.

One of the be.st, although not the "latest"

As my pm is in my hand, may 1 be allowed to in hanging baskets, with their branches allowed

Perhaps this ! and in the character of their growth are superior improvement, is Souvenir de Charles Turner, a

best of all to
[

to them. In the colour of their flowers they magniticent variety for any purpose. Planted

range from pure white through the various :
out in the open it does splendidly, but the best

shades yf pink to red and dark crimson. The use for this kind is to train it on a balloon-

flowers of botli the single and the double varie- I shaped trellis, tying the shoots all over the

ties of the Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums are in some wires, and then allowing the side shoots to pu.sh

cuttings
I

respects preferable for cutting to those of the
|

out and flower in their own way, a splendid

zonals, as they are less formal in shape
;
grown mass of blossoms resulting. As a pdlar ]dant,

" "" "or for covering walls in glasshouses, there is no

plant to surpass this, as the foliage is so good

and the flowers are abundant. The colour of

the flowers may best be de.scribed as a scarlet-

magenta. Albert Crousse (cerise colour) is an-

other very lovely variety of rather stronger

growth, and excellent for any purpo.se ; Louis

Thibaut (bright red) is a fine variety ; Jeanne

d'Arc (double white) is a splendid kind for pots,

but, like most white Pelargoniums, its flowers

get suft'used with pink when grown in the open

air ; Mme. Thibaut (rose) is a lovely variety

that cannot fail to please. The plant shown in

the engraving shows the value of the Ivy-leaved

Pelargonium when grown in a vase.

T. P. W.

Ivy-leaved Pelargouium in a basket.

Gladiolus bulbs dying.—Replying to "Delta's"

not very courteous criticisms in The (jArden for

July 2, p. 9, 1 did not refer to Mr. Fowler's Gladioli

;

I do not even know if he is growing any this season.
" Delta's " memory must be very short, or he would

have remembered that many years before Mr. Fow-

ler grew Gladioli, he (" Delta"") assisted to award

prizes for them at Taunton show to Mr. Tottlcs,

who has for years grown and shown these beautiful

flowers exceedingly well. It was to his bulbs I

referred, so that if anyone has made a blunder,

it is my critic.—J. C. C.

A hybrid Lily.—As you are always anxious

to have new and rare flowers for illustration, I

take the opportunity of my daughter's passing

your oflice to-day to send blooms of the hybrid

Lily I raised between Hansoni and dalmaticum,

the latter being the female parent, and I also send

blooms of both parents to show that a perfect cro;s

has been effected. I sent this Lily up to the Royal

Horticultural Society's committee last year, but it

was delayed in transit and arrived some hours too

late, and the next time they met, strange to say, the

same cross was exhibited. You will note that the

seedling is more robust and free flowering than

either of the parents.— C. B. Powell, T/ir Old

JfiiU, Suiiflihoriiiigli, Tunhridge Wells.

Iiilium longiflorum.—The note on p. .IGS

regarding a fine form of the long-flowered Lily, the

produce of a bulb imported from Japan, recalls a

magnificent group contributed by Messrs. Wallace,

of "Colchester, to the Temple show. They were

tine sturdy specimens, each carrying a number of

add just a woid to your notice of my friend and , to droop, or trained so as to cover the bottom

very great horticultural benefactor, Herr Max part as well as the top of the baskets, they are

Leichtlin ( Not only is all you say of him quite very efl'ective. Like the zonals, they are not

true, but a gre.it deal may be added to it, r ;/.,
[

much troubled with insect pests, a matter worth

I am sure his unfailing willingness to lend taking into account, as, independent of the in-

assistance to those who have bulbs on their
i

jury that is done by insects to such plants as

brain is most astonishing, considering the
;

they prey upon, their destruction and the means large massive blooms, which were broader in pro

world-wide work which he carries on. He has necessary for it occupy a considerable amount portion to their length than those of the Bermuda

helped me more than I can say in all sorts of of time. Theplaiits are free growers and equally L. Harrisi. This _g™up of Lilies was e^xhib^t^ed

ways, and a visit to Baden Baden is in my eyes free flowering.

what a pilgrimage to Mecca must be in those of answers for the

the faithful ones. My garden is crowded with
,
good loam, with

" good things'' which I owe to him, audit would matter in it, enriched with plenty of rotten

be uninteresting and tame without them, and it manure, adding sand in proportion to the

is only an insignificant little plot when com- amount which the loam naturally contains. In

pared with the large and splendid establish- potting it is requisite, as with the other yarie-

ments which owe some of their choicest trea- ties of Pelargoniums, to make the soil solid ;
if

sures to his knowledge and enterprise. I hope left loose and insufticiently compressed, the

. died varieties are mere geographical forms, and

grown under similar condirions for a season or two

many of the points of difference will vanish. Thus,

when the Bermuda Lily was first sent to this

country it was thought to flower much before gny

of the others, which is perfectly coriect as far as

it will be a very long time indeed before any l plants will not do well. Young examples wdl imported bulbs nre concerned, but the second

monument is needed for him, but when it is bloom nicely all through the summer ; but it is
,
season they will if grown together flower at just
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about the same time as the typical L. longifloriim

or the Japanese forms. The long-flowered Lily is

largely grown by the Dutch and sent to this

counlry in considerable numbers when dormant,
yet singularly enough the forms exclusively grown in

Holland, and which must originally have come from
Japan, are rarely lo be found among the immense
Japanese importations of the present day. These
latter are much superior to the European variety,
being more robust in constitution, the blooms larger,

and borne in greater numbers on the stem. To
the form usually re.;arded as the type, viz., that
grown in Holland, the specific name of longiflorum
appears to be somewhat of a misnomer, as in length
of tube it is surpassed rot only by the other forms
of the same species, but also by L. Wallichianum,
L. neilgherrense, and L. philippinense.—H. P.

THE WINTERING OF DELICATE
ALPINES.

To THE Editor of The Garden.

Sir,—Some of your readers will perhaps re-

member the correspondence on this subject
which appeared in several of your numbers for
last year, commencing with my letter in the
number for .January 24 and closing with that in

your number for May 9. Acting on what ap-
peared to me to be the net result of the various
and somewhat contiicting opinions given, I con-
structed a small rock garden for the more deli-

cate alpines. I selected a spot in the higher
part of my garden on a slope facing south-west
with a gravelly subsoil. Tliis I excavated to a
depth of about 3 feet. I filled up first with a
layer about (J inches deep of brickbats, above
which I put another layer about inches deep
of rather smaller pieces of stone (broken up
millstone grit), and upon this again I heaped up
a mixture composed of (1) soil, (2) peat well
chopped up, and (3) Ilkley gravel (refuse from
the millstone grit quarries, a mixture of coarse
gritty sand and rough fragments of stone vary-
ing in size from that of a small nut to tliat of
an orange). The uppermost part was modified
by reducing the amount of soil and peat and
adding well rotted leaf-mould. One half of the
mound was further modified by reducing the
amount of gritty stone and substituting lime-
stone chips. On this foundation I Ijuilt up the
rockery. The slope of the rockery is rather
more than the natural slope of the ground, the
upper edge Ijeing about (> inches above the
ground and tlie lower edge about 6 inches below
it, but I cut away the .soil below the lower edge,
so that no part of the rockery is in a hole. I
was lucky in finding at one end of the rockery
a little permanent natural trickle of water, so I
made a minute rockwork ditch there, the
rockery .sloping down to it and rising again at
the other side, and at the lower end of this
little ditch I made a little peat bed, always wet,
but always well drained for Orchids, &c., but
this has nothing to do with my present letter.
The upper part of the rockery, though only
about inches above the ground, leans against
a small brick wall about 3 feet high. Below
the rockery is an iron gutter (supported on small
iron rods embedded in the ground), which runs
parallel to the wall. Lights rest with their
upper edges on the wall and their lower edges
in the iron gutter. The lights can be easily re-
moved, and even when they are all there a free
circulation of air passes over the rockery, which
is open at the sides and at the base, though
I had to place coarse wire network to keep out
the birds which would have devastated my
rockery when the ground outside it was covered
with snow.
During the whole of the winter the rockery

has always had the lights on at night, but

they have been removed in the daytime un-

less it was either snowing or raining or excep-

tionally cold, or there was a heavy, clammy fog.

I never watered the rockery during the winter,

but began to do so about the middle of March.

I will now with your permission report progress

as regards some of the more interesting indi-

vidual plants. When I add "lime," the plant

is in the limestone end of the rockery ; the

others are in the other end.

Androsace lanuginosa, planted in nick
banging over stone, flowered freely in the autumn
and has stood winter well. It has spread consider-

ably, and is flowering again profusely. A. lanuginosa
var. Leichtliiii the same. A. obtusifolia is gone. A.

foliosa flowered in autumn, seemed to die down in

winter, but now looks very healthy. A. ciliata.

planted in chinks, is gone. A. glacialis is gone.

A. Wulfeniana.—One of two little tufts flagged in

spring, but other was all right ; both now look

quite healthy, but have not flowered. A. carnea
has done very well and flowered freely in last week
of March and early part of April. A. carnea var.

eximia has done the same—flowered freely in

April. A doubt has been cast upon the name
eximia by a friend who is an authority, and who,
if I understand him aright, says there is no such
thing. Tlie plants I have are quite diS'erent in

growth from A. carnea, being closer and more
stubby in growth and with broader leaves, the
leaves of my A. carnea being very thin and pointed,

as in A. Laggeri ; in fact, its whole appearance is

somewhat like the last-named variety. A. Laggeri
(lime) has done very well, flowered well in last

week of March and early in April. A. C'hamie

jasme (lime) has done well, flagged a little in

winter, but recovered completely; flowered freely

latter part of April. A. villosa (lime) looked shaky
in the winter and some of the heads were nipped
off by a slug or a bird in autumn, but it has picked
up again splendidly ; flowered freely last week of

April. A. helvetica (lime), planted in a chink,
gone. A. Vitalliana (lime) has done capitally,

and flowered freely and continuously. I have
some plants of this in a well drained .'pot in my
ordinary rockery which were covered in winter
with a slate. They are almost as healthy as those

in the special rockery, but have not flowered quite
so freely. A. sarmentosa (lime) has done very
well. The new growth in the centres of the tufts

began to develop freely in the middle of March.
I cut away all the decaying leaves in the winter
as fast as they appeared, frequently leaving nothing
but a little round button in the middle. I have a
good clump of this on my outside rockery, which I

protected with a sheet of glass, and it has done
fairly well. Another clump in pans in a frame was
left to itself, and all its runners took root in the
pure red sand in which the pans were buried, and
they are all growing splendidly. I counted over

fifty flowering heads. To my mind this and lanu-

ginosa are the most beautiful of all. A. lactea

(lime) has done very well. Flowered freely late

in May. A. coronopifolia (lime).—This is an annual
or biennial. Flowered freely last summer. Some
of old plants have survived, and are flowering again.

Collected and sowed seeds and young seedlings are
coming up. A. nana (lime). — Same as coronopifolia,

of which I understand it is a variety. I can see

no difference between them, but perhaps one of

mine is wrongly named. A. pubescens gone.

Papaver alpinum.—Flowers resemble P. nudi-

caule, but are smaller. Mine are all flesh or

salmon tint, orange or white. Leaves very small

and deeply cut. quite different from nudicaule. I

mention this difference because a well-known firm

twice sent me nudicaule for alpinum. Has flowered

freely, and by preparing the soil all round it I hope
to make it seed itself.

Triteleia uniflora has done capitally ; each
bulb flowered.

Draba azoides grew and flowered in March
copiously. D. cuspidata looked rather bad in win-
ter, but picked up and has grown exceedingly well,

but not flowered much. D. bruninsfolia has done
fairly well and flowered a little, I think ^11 these

Drabas might be grown in the ordinary rockery,
and in fact I have wintered tbem there, and they
were all right.

Skdum dasyphylldm.—Growing like a weed.
S. brevifolium —I planted a little clump of this,

but immediately afterwards a bird scratched it all

up. I sprinkled a little light soil over it, which
saved some of it, and this has spread, and I now
have a good stock.

Cyananthus lobatus. planted in clumps, dis-

appeared entirely in winter, but began to I reak
freely in April. Looks very strong and well aLd
has spread. .

Edr.\iakthus serptllifolius has done very
well. Flowered in May. E. dalmaticus, planted in

chink, gone.

Arenaria ciliata (?) does not look well.

SiLENE acaulis.- I planted some in lime end
and some in other end. The plants wont brown in

winter, but the new growth showed itself early
in March. They have hardly flowered at all, but in

other respects are all right. In previous years I

have had the same experience in the ordinary
rockery except that the plants have suffered a
little.

Lithospermum phostratum, some in lime and
some in other end, have done very well, flowering

freely. This I also grow quite as well on the ordi-

nary rockery.

Saxifeaga waldensis has done very well, but
has done just as well on ordinary rockery. S.

sedoides (?) has done well.

SoLDASELLAS (alpina, montana, minima, and
Pusilla).—In spite of the greatest care, the slugs

got at them and played havoc, eating some of them
almost down to the ground. It is wonderful to

see what they can do in a single night. Most of

the plants have recovered and are developing fresh

leaves and growth freely. But I have not had a
single flower. I watched carefully in the eaily

spring for the young flowering shoots, and as soon

as they appeared I began to water gently and fre-

quently, never letting the plants get dry Many
flowers partially formed themselves, but the slugs

got sonie and others seemed to go off. I am
determined to succeed with these before I have
done with them, and shall be glad of any advice.

Primula minima (lime) did very well and
flowered early in April and again in June. P.

Floerkeana also did well and flowered in May. P.

nivalis did splendidly. I imagine this might have
been grown as well in ordinary rockery. P. rosea

I planted on low ledges near my little trickle of

water. They were a picture. This also, I imagine,

does not need such special protection.

Rhe.xia virginica, planted by the water's edge,

came up well, and flowered in April.

DiANTHUS ALPINUS has done splendidly and
flowered copiously, but with a little protection

would, I think, have done equally well on ordinary

rockery. D. neglectus has also grown capitall_y,

but has not flowered quite as freely as alpinus.

D. glacialis.— I had three plants under this nane.

Two died ; the other has grown and flowered, but

I see no difference between it and neglectus, the

growth being compact, leaves thin and .'piny and
somewhat glaucous, and flowers carmine with

yellowish colouring below them. I have yet lo

learn what glacialis is. D. fragrans has done very

well and is flowering, but has done equally well in

ordinary rockery. D. frigidus has done well and
flowered ; did equally well on oidinary rockery.

Gentiana verna (lime) has grown and
flowered capitally, but did same in one of my out-

side rock gardens. Ajnuypos of the letters which

have recently appeared on this plant, I may say

that my plants are in moist soil with plenty of

lime and good drainage. Some have been there

three years, others I collected in Teesdale two
years ago. So far, they have all done well and
have flowered copiously. I have found this plant

growing freely in Teesdale (1) in limestone soil

(sugar limestone) high acd dry, (2) on muddy
irregular slopes of old moraine full of clay and
soaking with water on the giit, and (3) in moist
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pastures on grit, but not so freely. G. bavarica

(lime) in good condition, but lias not flowered.

G. utriculala (lime) did well and li:is flowered

freely. G. decumbens, liitea. septeiulida, oruciata,

and angustifolia (lime) have all done well, but

have not yet flowered.

Erixus .\i.riNfS, ALiirs, and caumineus (lime)

have all done well and flowered ]irofusely.

Gnaphaliu.m LkoxtoI'ddivm (lime) has sur-

vived winter, but looks ragged and is flowering

poory. The partial failure of this has been an

accident, as I have never had much difticulty with

it on ordinary rocki ry.

On tlio whole, I think tliat I have been fairly

succe.ssful in wintering tlieso plants in spite of

the vicinity of smoky Mauche.ster. Of course

one winter proves nothing, e.specially when it

has been a pretty dry one, but against this may
be set off the fact tli;it the i)lants were put into

the ground far too late last year to give them
a fair cliauce, and that many failures are doubt-

less due to my lack ol experience and conse-

quent clum.sy planting—a remark which es-

pecially applies to the plants put in cliinks

which were not 1 think made sufhciently firm.

No doubt some of your readers who do not live

near a smoky town will say that many of the

plants enumerated are in no way delicate, and
can be cultivated easily on the rockery or open
border, and there are undoubtedly some of them
which can be so grown even here provided they

are covered with slates in winter. In fact I

put several of the plants in my special rockery,

not because they required it, but to fill up
gaps.

The conduct of the plants in their second
winter will be a much better test, but I am
hopeful of being able to do sufficient even here

to show that there is no need to despair.

RoBEET W. Williamson.

The Croft, Didfbtiri/.

white (»Ibum) ha=, when grown in the full sun-

shine, the e.tterior of the flower, the stems and

leaf-stalks tinged with chocolate ; but in the ex-

amples shown this feature was not particularly

noticeable, owing to its having been grown under

glass. I'.elween the rdbum of the Dutch and the

white-flowered Kr:et/eri, which comes from .I.ipan,

a good deal of confusion e.xists at times, though

they are quite distinct the one from the other, as

the foliage of KiP'Izeri is of a paler green and

much more pointed, while the segments of the

Bower recurve in a more regular manner, and there

is also a greenish stripe, which commences in the

middle of the flower and extends half way down
the centre of each petal. The variety album is, on

the other hand, of a uniform white tint within.

For the coloured varieties sent here from Holland

the names of rubrum and roseum seem to be often

used indiEcriminately.—H. P.

Begonia Worthiana To the lover of huge
blooms such a variety as this will appear to be a
case of retrogression, as the flowers are but small
and the petals pointed ; still it possesses many
desirable features. It is of a compact, freely-

branched habit of growth, and the orange-scarlet

coloured blossoms are boine in great profusion.

As a bedding plant this Begonia is seen under
favourable conditions, as, ovfing to the size of its

blooms, rough weather that would injure the large-

flowered varieties have little or no effect upon such
as this, while it will bloom profusely throughout the
summer. Good plants of it are also of value for
greenhouse decoration, and it is so widely removed
from the forms now in cultivation, that a few ex-

amples of it in the greenhouse afford a pleasing
variety.—H. P.

Liliutn speciosum.—A very interesting and
attractive exhibit at the recent Rose show held in

the grounds of the Horticultural Exhibition at
Earl's Court was a fine group of Liliura speciosum
in which both the white and pink varieties were
well represented. Each plant was about 3 feet or

4 feet high, clothed to the base with good foliage,

and bearing on the upper part a number of well-

developed blooms, most of them having about half
a dozen fully expanded and as many more to open.
The novel feature about these Lilies was the fact
that they were in full flower (without any sign of
having been forced or drawn up) at the same time
as Lilium pardalinum, L. Szovitzianum, L. elegans,
L. dalmaticum, L. umbellatum, L. Washingtoni-
anum, ly. Hansoni, and others, which were shown
by various exhibitors. All of these naturally flower
in the open ground about the end of June or early
part of .Tuly. but whereas L. speciosum does not as
a rule bloom till August is well advanced, the
beauty and freshness of the specimens shown were
very noticeable. Both the white and pink varieties
were the forms grown by the Dutch, not those sent
here from .Japan during the winter months. The

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.

Theee is a remarkable difference in the appear-

ance of the flower garden at the time of writing

(Jure 21) and at the same time last year. The long

spell of wet, so prejudicial to many things, that

we experienced in 18i»l was not at all favourable

to the flower garden ; there was plenty of growth,

but profusion of bloom was not forthcoming until

late in the season. In 1892, on the contrary, we

have a steady, sturdy growth and an abundance of

bloom, or, more correctly speaking, there would

have been at the present time had not the frosts in

the middle of the month nipped expanded flowers

and kept buds in check. Where these frosts were

of sufficient severity to cut bedding stuff down, the

season for this will be indeed a short one, and the

practically indestructible beauty of the herbaceous

borders (from a frost standpoint) doubly appre-

ciated. Plenty of stuff is now to hand in these

borders for cutting in the shape of Psonies, Pyre-

thrums, and Irises in variety, with occasional spikes

of Hemerocallis and scarlet Lychnis for taller

vases ; also plenty of Pinks and early Carnations.

Clumps of early Sweet Peas in these borders are

also very serviceable at the present time ; those

sown in pots and planted out with a little early

protection in the way of a few Laurel twigs to

screen from very cold winds are f.ar in advance of

those sown in the open ground. Extra good border

C-i.rnations are Raby, Mrs. Reynolds Hole, White

Clove, and Countess of Paris. I mentioned that

the last-named did not seem at home in a particu-

lar part cf the flower garden where the soil was

rather stiff and holding, and for that reason it was

changed to an old herbaceous border. Here it is

grand, and will throw a great abundance of flower.

When' noting some of the taller herbaceous plants

that are at present furnishing cut flowers, I ought

to have included Foxgloves in variety. At the

time of planting a large quarter of the pleasure

ground with alternate" breaks of small seedling

Rhododendron ponticum and deciduous flowering

shrubs, I scattered Foxglove seed among the former,

thinned out the plants to something over a yard

apart, and just now the hillside s gay with these

really handsome flowers. A little variety in colour

is gained by the introduction at intervals of small

batches of seedling Delphiniums. Whilst on the

subject of herbaceous flowers I may perhaps be al-

lowed to refer, now that cottage garden shows

are close at hand, to a suggestion made last year as

to the advisability of gardeners staging at such

shows collections of hardy herbaceous cut flowers

suitable for cottage gardens. I am strongly of

opinion that such action would tend to popularise

these flowers, and the cottager would certainly find

them far preferable to a small collection of weedy

bedding plants either for the brightening up of his

flower-plot or to furnish supplies for the ever-wel-

come nosegay. In all such collections of cut

flowers, each variety should be shown separately

and in sufiicient quantity to give a clear idea of its

beauty.

Among a few of the new, or comparatively new,

plants well adapted to help in the summer display

mav be mentioned the new double Calendula

Orange King. This Is a capital tall yellow, and an
admirable substitute for Calceolarias where these

do not flourish. The individual flowers :ire of fine

size and substance, and stand well. Tufted Pansy
Bullion is probably the best dwarf yellow bedding
plant in cultivation. Admirers of the Lobelia will

be pleased with Maid of Jloray, veiy bright, dis-

tinct .and free, and of excellent habit. Pure White
and Piiniir Donna seem likely to prove decided ac-

quisiiions in their respective I'olours, and Phlo.x

Dnmimondi Sunrise is very fine. Thalictrum adi-

aniifolium is a useful hardy plant, a little lighter

and less stiff, and consequently better adapted f. r

small bouquets than Pelargonium filicifolium odo-

ratuiu. bithertii, with common Asparagus, our best

hardyfoliageplant. l:im not particuhirlystruckwith

the new DracaMia-le.'ivcd bedding Bcot. Certainly

the foliage is somewhat lighter and narrower, but

it lacks as yet with me the rich colour of Dell's

Crimson. No mention of new flowers for the sum-
mer garden would be complete without the inclu-

sion of the new Tom Thumb Dahlias. They arc

certainly wonderfully li>!ht and pretty, and admir-

ably adapted for large beds either in a mass or

planteil thinly on a dwarf carpet. Destructive

agencies to plant life in various forms are apt to

keep the flower as well as the fruit men busy dur-

ing the early part of the summer, and the present

season has proved no exception to the rule. The
foliage of Lilium candidum was attacked quite

early with the blight or fungus to which it is sub-

ject! but although the sta'ks look somewhat brown
and bare, we have skived the blooms and, I think,

arrested the disease. The Rose maggot has been

rather troublesome both on the flower from whence
it takes its name and on the Starwoits. The latter

were badly attacked and necessitated a lot of pick-

ing to get them clean. It is well throughout the

summer to note any special calls for cut flowers in

any particular variety or shade of colour, and, if

such requirements are likely to be an annual affair,

to make provision at the proper time for an in-

cr(ase in the stock of any such, whether herbaceous

or annual. E. Buekell.

Claremont.

Double Petunias.—These plants are not well

adapted for bedding, because the flowers are too

massive and heavy to withstand rains or rough

weather. On the other hand, they make capital

pot plants, especially those varieties, of which, hap-

pily, there are not a few, that produce flowers of

moderate size and freely. One of the charms of

the double Petunias is, perhaps, found in the

fringed or laciniated edges of the petals, and it is

something to rejoice over that this character seems

in no danger of being eliminated. There are two

double varieties of Petunias which have in market

flower-producing estabhshments become exceed-

ingly popular. Those are I he pure whi'e and the

rose. There are either seveial varieties nearly

identical, or else the same sorts have got into

commerce under diverse names. Both have very

solid double blooms of medium size, which,

gathered and wired, are found most useful for

bouquets or other purposes to which flowers are

applied, and, being double, are very enduring.

Plants of these kinds, as also of any that are

equally free-flowering and have bright-coloured

medium-s-zed blooms, form very attractive speci-

men plants for exhibition or for the decora'ion of

the greenhouse or window. All the varieties are

easily propagated from cuttings, and in that way

it is so easy to obtain stock, that any good variety

may be increased indefinitely in a very short time.

Petunias also do well as trellis-trained plants and

for baskets. Some of the varieties possess svs-eet

perfume, which adds materially to their usefulness,

especially as flowers for cutting.—A. D.

Early-flowering Gladioli.— In The Gabden
for December 22, 18ys, a coloured plate of early

flowering Gladioli was given, four varieties being

therein represented. Up to then they were but

little grown, k>ut since the publication of the above-

mentioned plate the merits of this group of Gla-

dioli seem to be more generally recognised—at all

events they are grown to a much greater extent
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than was formerly the case. They may be planted
in the open ground or grown in pots, and in this

latter way they are very useful for the decoration
of the greenhouse or conservatory during the spring
and early summer months. If planted out they
flower, as a rule, soon after midsummer. When
grown in pots they may be arranged in various
ways to suit different purposes, but a good general
plan when required for the greenhouse is to put
about half a dozen bulbs in a pot (3 inches in dia-

meter, as they tlitn form eftVctive little masses,
which for grouping are e.xtremely useful. A
very suitable soil for potting these Gladioli is

loam, lightened by an admi.\ture of sand, leaf-

mould, and well-decayed manure, the quantities of

which will to a great extent depend upon the con-
sistency of the loam, tl e object aimed at being
to ensure a compost of an open nature. One fea-

ture lo be especially noted in the case of these
Gladioli is that as tliey flower before any of the
others they also ripen off earlier, and being small
they are so m injured if kept out of the ground too
long, so tha,t in purchasing bulbs they should be
obtained and potted by Christmas at the very
latest. A frame just free from frost is a very suit-

able place for them, and care should be taken not
to overwater, especially till the roots are active.

As the slender gracefully disposed spikes of bright
or delicately-tinted blossoms are extremely useful
for imparting lightness to a group of plants, they
are in a cut state equally effective, especially for
large vases and such purposes.—H. P.

WHY " WINDPLOWERS ?

"

Mr. AVolley Don has suggested that the Ane-
mone was so called by the Greeks because of

the rapid dispersion of the ripe seed-heads by
the wind. " VV. M." cavils at this explanation
and propounds one which he considers more
obvious, namely, that the Hower was ob.served
to open at the time of the " March equinoctial
gales." This does not seem to me at all

plausible. We know that Pliny says the Ane-
mone has its name " because it opens when the
wind (anemijs) blows." But any student of
Pliny or other ancient etymologists knows that
this is precisely the artificial derivation which
he would be certain to give out of his own head
without any reference to facts. " W. M.'s"
elucidation of Pliny's remark that he means
" not every wind, of course, but the wind which
occurs at the time when the flowers usually
open, that is, the wind of the March equinoctial
gales," will not bear examination. If the mean-
ing is that they open in a wind, this is not
true, for Anemones contract their flowers rather
than expand them in windy weather. If, on
the other hand, the expres.sion "when the
wind blows " does not mean an actual wind,
but is merely equivalent to "the windy season,"
ie., the spring equinox, the reply is that the
Greeks recognised no such season. Our best
meteorologists deny that tliere are regular equi-
noctial gales anywhere, and I cannot recall from
my reading in Greek literature, which has been
fairly extensive, that the Greeks associated
stormy weather with the setting in of sprino-.
Can "W. M." support his argument by refer-
ring me to any passages which speak of such
regularly occurring spring gales I Greece was
and is a very windy country, as is to be ex-
pected of a land of mountain and sea, but the
storms seem to have come mostly without rule

;

Bfloreover, the name " Greece " denotes .several
districts with widely varying climates. Thus
the spring in Attica is mild, genial, and calm,
while that of Bceotia is cold and boisterous.
Greek writers have a greit deal to say about
the winds, and appreciitai the clnracter of
the wind from every quarter and sub-q larter.
They tell us how pleaia'it the eaht wind

was, and how its characteristics were pre-
cisely the opposite of all that we associate
with it ; they describe the sirocco which
parched, and the inshore breezes which tempered
the summer heat, and the north wind which
commonly sprang up at daybreak. But ^ I

remember no mention of anything answering
to March equinoctial gales. It is true we read
of northerly winds in spring—bird winds as they
were named, because they brought the birds of

passage—but these seem spoken of much as we
speak of the common prevalence of winds from
a cold quarter in spring.

I think it very probable myself that the con-
nection, in writing and sound, of Anemone with
anemos may be purely accidental, and that
the ancient meaning of the word was lost in
classical times. Plant names in all languages
are often very primitive and difficult to trace to
their original sense. We are often quite unable
to accept the etymologies given by Greeks and
Romans of their own words. To give one
instance, Virgil explains the name of a Roman
locality " Argiletum " as signifying " The death
of Argus" (/(.(hoi .4 ;•(;;); whereas we need have
no doubt that the word means the " potter's
field " (argilia, clay). In the same way we may
be sure that Pliny, whether the derivation
chanced to be right or wrong, would certainly
go to the nearest word, anemos, to explain
Anemone.

If Anemone is truly connected with anemos,
wind, I think a more probable explanation is

the less poetical one, that the plant had some
medicinal repute. Plants were distinguished
and named as herbs or simples long before they
obtained aesthetic appellations or appreciation.

G. H. Engleheart.

NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.

Armerias.—Some cause at least for the way in
which these plants go off in winter and spring is
traceable, I believe, to the attack of a fungus,
which when present may be very clearly seen about
the present time. It seems to attack the more
fatally the softer and broader leaved sorts, such as
plantaginea, cephalotes, and the varieties formosa
and grandiflora. The symptoms are the turning
brown of the whole of the grassy cushions. When
more closely examined the brownness is to be seen
beset with the black dots of the fungus exploded
and unexploded. It seems almost useless to point
out these unless one is ready lo announce a
remedy. This I confess I am not able to do,
though I have little doubt that a liberal sprink-
ling of sulphur might do good. My remedy, how-
ever, if it can be called such, has hitherto been to
dig up the plants infec'ed anrl destroy them, and
at once to deal with such ) lants as were either
all or in part free from the pe--t by dividing
them and pricking out the clean oft'sets. The
season being favourable for this and for getting
the young plants fully established before winter,
has hitherto answered my purpose, and indeed I
believe that if the .system of annually making
young stock in this way is followed up, the young
plants in their second year will not only give" more
and finer flowers, but it would almost' seem that
the chances of attacks of fungus are either re-
duced to a minimum or totally removed. Wishing
for some of this fungus the o'l her day for a gen-
tleman interested in the study of the species, I
was glad not to be able to find any in my own
garden, though it abounded close to in that of a
neighbour. It is because of these facts that 1

venture to think the fungus is kept in check by
constant propagation of the plants and the casting
of the older ones away, say at the end of two
years.

Tolmiea Menziesi.—This has been very beau-
tiful so long, and so miny have admired its" quaint
spikes of peculiar, vet exquisitely handsome flowers,

that I beg to draw attention to it as a worthy
hardy plant for the flower garden. Its foliage
rather resembles that of some of the greener-
leaved Heucheras, only that it is more wrinkled.
Ir. further resembles the Heucheras, to which it is

nearly related botanically, in its habit of growth.
I do not know what authority the American plants-

men may have for its name. I have faithfully

stuck to the name which I received with the plant
at least ten years ago, but I should not be surprised
if it proved to be Pursh's Tiarella Menziesi ; any-
how, the plant when once seen in a bold piece and
in flower is a most tempt'ng one. The flower-stems

: rise to nearly 2 feet in height, and for nearly half
their length are now carrying flowers. These are
small, having dark brown tubes slit almost to the
bottom ; the limb toothed deeply and alternated
with long hair-like appendages in two pairs to each
flower, turned up in the way of o\ horns. There
are protruding anthers, of an almost orange colour,

and rather large for the size of the flower, filling

the mouth of the tube. These add a feature

of beauty to the spikes, the dots of orange being
richly effective in their setting of brown and hair-

like tails. The spikes are racemose, the flowers

being but la.xly produced, so that they are elegant
and most useful when arranged with such things

as fine Grasses. Another peculiarity of the plant

is that in the centre of the leaf or rather at its

base (but from its heart shape seeming to

be in the middle) there forms a green gra-

nule, if it might be termed such, which in time
develops a number of little leaves, and when the

big or parent leaf falls to the ground in autumn
there is a free issue of roots, and so the plant pro-

pagates itself from its leaves.

Orobus lathyroides.—There are few better

bits of blue than one sees in June and July on this

plant in shoit dense racemes, which, owing to the

slender and elegant port of the plant and its hand-
some cut foliage, go to make well-established spe-

cimens exceedingly effective. It is one of the best

blue flowers I know that may be said to link the

spring and later summer blues Vor mixing in the

border where there is plenty of white it comes out

charmingly. It is a good wet-weather plant, and
without the fault, rather common to high-coloured

flowers, of sustaining injury in the form of stained

edges by the action of the sun or wet. The com-
pact racemes are ready-made button-holes.

Woodville, Kirkstall. J. Wood.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 863.

CHIMONANTHUS FRAGRANS.
(with a coloured plate.*)

The number of shrubs that may be had in

bloom by Christmas or soon after without any
protection other than that of an open wall is

very limited, the principal being this Chimonan-
thus, Daphne Mezereura, Jasminumnudiflorum,

Lonicera Standishi and L. fragrantissima, Hama-
melis arborea, and some varieties of the Japan
Quince (Cydonia japonica). In fragi-ance this

Chimonanthus greatly surpasses any of the

others except the Loniceras, and on this account

it is a general favourite, though I must
admit it is not planted half as much as it

should be. The Chimonanthus in question is

too well known to need any detailed descrip-

tion ; therefore it will suffice to say that it i.s a

free-growing shrub, whose manner of flowering

on the still leafless branches is truthfully

pourtrayed on the accompanying plate. When
trained to a wall it will, where favourably

situated, quickly cover a considerable space,

and when that limit is reached, it is then

• Drawn for The Gardf.n by Gertrude Hamilton,

in Syon House Gardens, February 12, 1892. Litho-

grraphed and printed by Guillaume Severeyna.
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necessary to keep it withiu bounds by pruning.

If this is properly carried out, the production

of blooms will be greatly accelerated thereby,

while on tlie other hand badly ])runed s[)eci-

nieus that yield very few blossoms are some-

times met with. The time to cut back this

Chimonaidluis is as soon after tlowerinf^ as

possible, that is to say, early in the spring, a.s

there is then ample time for the production

of good flowering sluiots. In pruning, the

object should be the removal of useless and
exhausted wood, while if desired the vigorous

shoots may be shortened ba''lv to a good bud.

In many districts of England the (.."himonanthus

is (juite hardy, while in a few it will Hower
well as a bush in the open ground, but, generally

speaking, it must be regarded as a wall

plant, and in fact it will often bloom earlier

when protected by a glass coping or some
other shelter. On a dwelling-house or in close

proximity thereto its highly fragrant blossoms
will be sure to arrest attention, as on bright

days the perfume wafted tlirough the open
windows is very noticeable and enjoyed by
everyone. For this latter reason sprays are

often cut and taken indoors, where the blooms
will continue to expand safe from the extra
sharp frosts which frequently injure them
early in the season. Chimonanthus fragrans

is a native of Japan, and was one of the
first shrubs introduced into British gardens
from that region, for it was sent here as long
ago as 177(>. There is a variety grandiflorus

whose blooms are a good deal larger than
those of the type. In planting the Chimonan-
thus dry sandy soils should as far as possible

be avoided, while, on the other hand, if too

rich the growth is apt to be strong and the
blooms few in number. It is not at all an ea.sy

subject to strike from cuttings ; still under very
favourable conditions seeds are sometimes pro-
duced from which young plants can he readily

raised, and besides this it is akso increased by
layering.

In addition to the name of Chimonanthus
fragrans this shrub is also known as Calycan-
thus pnecox, the genus Calycanthus being
a near ally of the other ; iu fact they are

the only hardy representatives of the order
to which they belong. Of the genus Caly-
canthus by far the best known is the Ameri-
can or Carolina Allspice (0. tloridus), a
very ornamental, free-tiowering, and distinct

shrub. It forms a rather compact bush, seldom
more than 4 feet or 5 feet in height, though
occasionally under very favourable conditions
these dimensions are exceeded. The oblong-
shaped leaves are of a leathery texture and
deep green in colour, while the flowers stand
forth among the most curi(jus of all our hardy
shrubs. They are of a peculiar Heshy nature, each
about IJ inches in diameter, and of a purplish-
crimson tint. Tliey are most agreeably scented

;

in fact, the entire plant, wood, bark, and leaves,

gives forth a pleasant perfume when bruised.
The Carolina Allsi)ice, which was introduced in

1720, is said by Loudon to grow on the shaded
banks of rivulets, and in this country it is seen
at its best when planted in a cool moist soil,

and in a position partially sheltered from the
full rays of the sun. At the same time it will

succeed fairly well in sunny spots, and without
any unusual amount of moisture, but plants
under these conditions are not e(iual to those
difierently situated. Still, as a rule, they
flower well, and what is also worthy of note is

that the blooming season of the Carolina All-

spice is spread over a lengthened period, as
blossoms are often produced from the end of

pring tdl summer is well advanced. Several
varieties of it are to be met with in various lists,

but through all of them runs a strong family

likeness, and the ordinary form is quite equal

to any nf them.
Calycanthus occidentalis is a native of the

western side of North America, and in Cali-

fornia from its fragrance is known as the sweet-

scented shrub. It diliers from its older rela

five in forming a larger and l)older bush, who.se

increase of size extends both to the leaves and
flowers, these latter being as much as It inches

in diameter and (if a deep crimson colour. C.

occidentalis, which was introduce<l from Cali-

fornia in ISIil, is sometimes mot with under the

name of C. macrophyllus. T.

THE WEEK'S WORK

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Main-chop Cbleuy. — The plants for the main
crop should now be in fine condition for putting

out into the trenches. This should be attended to

at once, as any check through remaining too long

where they have been pricked out will result in

bolting. Celery stands best when planted in single

rows, as by this method the earthing up can be so

done as to throw off wet. If tlie plants have been
pricked out into holding soil they can be lifted

with good balls adhering to the roots. AH small

leaves and incipient suckers clustering about the

base should be pioraptly removed, this saving a
deal of trouble later on in the season. After

planting, sprinkle over-head for a few evenings

—

unless showery weather should intervene— when
the plants will start away without hardly feeling

removal. If the weather should prove dry, .a good
watering once or twice a week will prove more ad-

vantageous than daily driblet?, this, besides being

labour misdirected, keeping the soil in a coM
state, and which is not at all conducive to the free

growth of Celery.

TuKNirs FOR WINTER.—If not already done no
time should be lost in making preparations for the

main sowing of winter Turnips. It is useless to

expect good Turnip^i off poor land, and although all

soils are not equally adapted for the free giowth of

Turnips, yet tLey may all be improved. Where
Turnips do not succeed generally, dressings of

superphosi hate, burnt refuse, and even lime may be
applied with advantage. A little salt is hIso bene-

ficial, applying this latter at the rate of 1 oz. to

the square yard. The most suitable varieties for

present sowing are Red Globe, Orange Jelly, and
Chirk Castle Blackstone. Snowball may also be

sown for early use. Red Globe should not be sown
less than LS inches apart, 15 inches sufficing for

the others, but, if possible, allow the wider
di-tance. bow i hinly, keep a sharp look out for

fly, and thin early with fi'equent hoeings. Dust
with soot in the early morning to prevent attacks

from fly.

PRIiP.VRINC; CKOITND FOR WINTER SPIN.^CH,

—

The ground for the main sowing of winter Spinach
cannot very well lie prepared too soon, so that it

miy be got into a well-pulverised condition, and
become cleared of the grubs of the Spinnch moth,
which are apt to clear the young Spinach off

wholesale. By forking over the surface the birds

have an opportunity of picking it over. In old

gardens a dressing of fresh slaked lime strewn
over tile surface and forked in will prove beneficial,

I

this to be further augmented by dressintr with

burned refuse and soot at sowing time. Ground
cleared of early Potatoes, Peas and Cauliflowers

suits this crop, and as Pea ground is apt to become
well trodden, a period of quite three weeks or a
month is necessary for the soil to become prepared,

as if at all lum|iy the seeds are apt to germinate
very inditrerently.

Autumn Lettuc^e.—Except in gardens where
a regular system of keeping up a supply of

Lettuce is in vogue, these are apt t) fall off con-
siderably towards the autumn. This should not

. be so, as by making either permanent SQwings or

sowing for transplanting, a supply can be kept up.

The site either for sowing where the plants are to

remain or otherwise must be in an open iind sunny
spot. In my case the Lettuces are sown after the

early Potatoes. The Cos form-, where these are

desired, are the best for transplanting, the Cab-
bage varit ties ding best where sown. In cither

case sow in sh.allow ilrills a foot apart, lliinning

out the plants as .so jn as ready. At this season all

our Lettuces which a'e transplanted go between
the Celery ridges, the plants evidently liking their

position. If the soil on the Celery ridges should

happen to be poor, a little manure may be forked

just under the surface if thought nice.ssary.

Main-crop Endive.—The seed of this must now
be town, select ng an open position fully exposed
to the sun, ami if (m a .sloping border expose 1 to

the south the better. The soil must also be fairly

rich, as on poor soil the quality of Endive is very

inferior. I like to sow the seeds thinly in drills

1.5 inches apart in convenient sized beds, as the

thinnings may be taken out and planted elsewhere

for lifting and housing, leavirg the remainder to

grow where it is. Draw shallow drills and sow the

seeds thinly, and if the weather and soil happen to

be dry, moisten the drills over-night.

Very late Peas.— It is now too late to sow
s?ed of tie la'e Marrow Peas, but tiot so the dwarf

earlies William Hurst and Chelsea Gem. Select

an open sunny spot where the soil is lich and sow
thinly in drills 2 feet or 30 inches apnrt. By
arranging the rows on sunny borders, they are

more easily protected from birds and also farly

frosts, as a few folds of netting can be easily

stretched over them. A. YoUNG.

ORCHIDS.

I WROTE about the paucity of bloom last week, but

this need not discourage the cultivator, or be the

means of his neglecting his plants ; indeed the en-

thusiast in Orchid culture will be quite as much
interested in growing p'ants as he will in those

furnished with perfect blo-soms. A gardener in-

terested in his plants has also a keen eye to those

not doing well, and has but little peace of mind
until he has done the very best he can to get them
into good bedth. The roots of the plant are out

of sight in the flower-pots or small pans, and these

want looking to first. Plants doing badly seldom

make many healthy roots, and repotiing them in

good material, although a step in the right direc-

tion, does not always effect a cure. Careful atten-

tion to watering is needed, and a well-regulated

condition of the atmosphere must also be seen

to, and yet the results are not at all satisfactory.

It is here that the natural conditions under which

the plants are found come in so useful to the ex-

perienced cultivator as well as to him wdio has but

few either of successes or failures to record.

Some Orchids are found on rocks exposed

to all the influences of the weather ; others

on the lops of tall trees well exposed to the light

and to terrible tornadoes. A Mexican traveller de-

scribed the Lfelia anceps " Growing on the trunks

of trees and on the very slender branches exposed

to a powerful sun and to strong winds ; often also

clinging to rocks covered with the remains of

leaves and Moss under the same conditions. Dur-

ing the rainy season from May to October, these

plants are daily drenched by torrents of rain, of

which they experience the full force often for five

consecutive hours, and are thoroughly wet through-

out the night. About 11 a.m. a sharp and fresh

wind, coming from the highest peak of the Cordil-

leras, many of which are cap[.ed with perpetual

snow, begins to dry the plants—a work which the

burning sun completes, pitilesslv shining on them
for several hours, >mtil the daily storm drenches

them afresh." Under the above conditions Lielia

anceps grows with extraorJinary vigour, .and if we

could get su(-h inforniation .as this about all the

new Orchids, it would at least be a guide to

us when treating the importel specimens. It

would direct us to put the plants in a light posi-

tion well expo-ed to the sun in the warmest part

of the day, .aridh,ow to water them when in growth.
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which would be a great gain. Most Orchid growers
know tliat a plant may succeed in one position and
be almost a failure in another place in the same
house. I have found Orchids succeed at one
end of the house and do badly at the other ; they
will also give very unsatisfactory results iit the
sunny side, and do well where they are shaded
from the mid-day and afternoon sun. Others, again,
make poor progress either on the centre orside stages,

but do admirably suspended from the roof glass,

the pots in which they are growing placed in teak
baskets. Amongst the Lselias recently introduced
to England one of the most handsome is Laslia

grandis tenebrosa, and except that we know the
original species was introduced from nearBahia,in
Brazil, that the varieties xanthina and tenebro-a
are also Brazilian, and needing a higher tempera-
ture and moister atmosphere than L. purpurata,
L. elegans, &c., the collectors tell us nothing else.

We may take it that these and Cattleya superba
would succeed well together. L. grandis tenebrosa
should be in every collection, and such a handsome
Laelia would be even more interesting to us it we
could have a note upon its natural surroundings,
such as I have quoted above as referring to L
anceps. This vai iety of L. grandis would need a
different position in the Orchid house from that
accorded to Cattleya Aclandia; and C. superba.
The last-named species, as I have before stated,
succeeds best attached to a short length of a dead
trunk of a Tree Fern, and the other may be treate 1

the same, or planted in teak baskets suspended
from the roof glass. C. grandis throws up rather
tall stems, and should be planted in pots, which
may be placed either on the centre or side stages.
Another plant flowering in our Orchid houses at
the present time is Aerides fa'catum, better known
in collections under its provisional name of A.
Larpentse. Messr.-!. Veitch have done good service
to those interested in Orchid culture by giving the
history of this species, as well as that of many
other popular Orchids, very fully in their new
" Manual of Orchidaceous Plants." The plant was
first exhibited as A. Larpenta? in 1.S4T, and des-
cribed by Dr. Lindley in 1852 under the name of
A. falcatum, by Dr. Reichenbach under the same
name in 1838, but its origin was not known at that
time. Since then it has been imported under
various names from Arracan and Upper Burmah.
A. Larpenta% A. Mendeli and A. expansum are
different names for A. fa'catum. A. Houlletianum
is a well-marked variety, and is identical with A.
Picotianum. Another well-marked variety is A.
Leoniai. So much we glean from the work alluded
to above.

Perhaps the most superb of all the Aerides not yet
in flower but in bud is A. Lawrenceie. We know
enough of the habitat of this plant to determine
its position in the warm house, and not too closely
shaded. If we may be permitted to make compari-
sons, what a contrast there is between this noble
plant, also the nearly allied A. Sanderianum, and
the small Japanese species A. japonicum, the one
marking the coolest and the others the warmest
latitudes. If the plants are growing in pots, the
mass of broken potsherds and Sphagnum Moss
should not be very deep, as the roots of these
plants are very liable to rot in decayed Sphaenum

;

I have known all of them dead in the decayed Moss,
the only live healthy ones being those pushing out
in the atmosphere, or clinging to the outside of the
pots, and in repotting them very great care is ne-
cessary to preserve those roots, and if the lower
leaves have decayed, the plants themselves must be
set all the deeper in the pots. The tendency of the
plants being to push out strong fleshy roots from
the surface of the compost upwards rather than
amongst the moist and live Sphagnum in the pots,
roots will push along the surface and over the rims
of the pots. At this season we are not very par-
ticular about the night temperatures, for both the
warmest and intermediate houses run up to a high
temperature when the houses are shut up in the
afternoon. This is only caused by sun-heat, as
there is but little heat in the hot-water pipes any-
where. The temperature may fall to 65° in the
warmest house and to 60° in the Cattleya house
before the morning, but it is for an hour or two

only, as there is sometimes a considerable rise by
5 a.m. The cool house is not shut up to raise the
temperature, for the blinds are not drawn up until

the sun has little or no effect upon the glass. The
highest temperature now is in a house where the
Dendrobiums are placed to make their growth, and
in this house are the Vanda teres. The tempera-
ture rises on hot dajs to 100°.

J. Douglas.

PLANT HOUSES.

Greenhouse pl.4.nt.s.—Those of the hard-wooded
section, as Cape Heaths and New Holland plants,

which have been treated as previously advised,

will in some instances be in need of a shift.

V.'hen this is seen to be the case no time should be
lost in getting it done. This kind of work should be
finislied by the end of the month to allow the

plants sutticient time to become partially esta-

blislied in the new soil. Whilst recommending re-

potting, it will not do to be led away with the idea

that by the performance of this work those plants

which may happen to be unhealthy will always be
restored to vigour ; far from it in some instances.

Take, for example, a plant that is not looking

altogether well, yet is in a sufficiently large pot ; to

repot such an one into a larger size would be bad
practice. It is possible that such a, plant may not
want potting at all, but more careful treatment in

the way of watering. When it is seen that an
established hard-wooded plant does not dry up so

quickly as it should do, if may betaken for granted
that something is not right at the roots. More
care in such a case is needed as to the watering,

whilst it is best to keep a plant when in this state

under cover, so that it can be tre.ited exactly as

one would desire. On the other hand, if the
plants have suffered from want of water, it should
be seen to that they are we 1 soaked to the

centre of the ball. It may be necessary to stand
the plant in a tub of water to do this effectually.

In some cases the soil upon the surface may be
loose with a tendency to sourness; this should be
carefully removed down to the active roots and
fresh soil added, pressing it down thoroughly firm

with the butt end of a potting stick, a dash of

silver sand being first sprinkled over the surface.

This will in some cases save a potting, particularly

where it is not desirable to increase the size of the
pots.

Wl'en repotting is done in the case of hard-
wooded plants sufhcient time should be given to it,

so that it can be performed in an effectual man-
ner. The neglect of this will cause future trouble
even the best of soils will not make amends for the
careless or indifferent performance of this work.

I would rather have a soil not so good with careful

potting than that such should be the case. Large
shifts are not in any sense essential ; if an inch or
slightly less can be secured around the old ball it

will suffice, and be found far better than any ex-

cess. This having been duly attended to, the soil

should be gradually filled in and be rammed down
quite firmly after any has been added. Care must
be taken not to bury the collar of the plant; all

that is needed is the smallest possible surfacing

upon the old ball with the fresh soil next the pot
somewhat higher, so as to throw the water to-

wards the centre, rather than let the larger portion
percolate through the new soil around the old

ball. In most cases the soil used will be peat

;

this should be as fibrous and enduring as it

is possible to get it, all sour-looking portions

being cast aside ; silver sand should also be freely

used. In any case where loam is used it should
be full of fibre and not too heavy, otherwise it

cannot be worked so readily. All the plants to

be potted should be well watered if at all dry be-

fore a start is made. After potting it will be
advisable to watch closely the state of the weather
when the plants are left outside ; should the rain-

fall be heavy and at all continuous, it will be safer

to have them under cover in good time, otherwise
in favourable positions and localities the best

growth will usually be made outside. Indian Aza-
leas, where tfiey are in need of a shjft, may be

very well attended to now ; the stronger-growing
varieties will take kindly to a little I am, and thus
growth will not become too luxuriant. When re-

potted immediately after floweiing, there is some-
times a tendency towards a strong growth in any
case, and that at a cost of bloom buds a little later

on. Early-flowering Epaorises and Ericas should
have been attended to some time ago, but if this

work in their case has not been done it may still

be seen to, and that with advantage if the plants

are at all starved. These useful plants should now
be freely exposed to sunlight and air; this will

tend to the hardening of the growth and the per-

fecting of the bloom buds. If the plants of such
Ericas as E. hyemalis do not assume such a deep
dark green tint as in the case of many trade-grown
examples, it does not follow that they will not be
quite as satisfactory. This dark colour in the foliage

is only the result of applications of sulphate of

ammonia, which at the time excite the plants, but
leave them the sufferers later on when changing
hands, particularly where the watering is not

attended to with care ami regularity. Do not
allow any hard-wooded greenhouse plants that are

still under glass to be at all shaded ; it always tends

towards a weakly growth that cannot afterwards

be rectified. This, like bad potting, often causes

failure which might easily have been averted.

The remarks thus far have borne chiefly upon
specimen or half-specimen plants, but younger ones

havealsotobe considered, for if young plants are not

carefully attended to the foundation of a future

specimen cannot be succes.-fuUy laid. In dealing

with young plants avoid excessive or too frequent

potting, although it will require to be done more
frequently than in the case of specimens. Atten-

tion should be given to regulating the growth so as

to form a good groundwork, strong shoots should

be stopped to encourage weaker ones, whilst the

growths should be drawn outwards, for if allowed

to assume too upright a position the tendency

always is to grow too strongly. Watering should be

attended to as carefully as in the case of larger

plants, but when dealing with these smaller ones

it is possible to keep them in pits where the lights

can be run on in rainy weather. In all cases adopt

the most stringent measures against worms getting

into the pots ; they are a source of great trouble.

J. Hudson.

FRUIT HOUSES.

Fkuitino Pines.—June proved to be a very bright

month, the amount of sunshine regiscred being

abnormally great. The nights were very frequently

cold, this necessitating a rather fiee use of fire-

heat, and all things considered a rather trying time

was experienced. One natural result of S3 much
sunshine was the rapid ripening of the more
forward fruit, but if at the present time there

is, or likely to be, a glut, much may be done
towards either retarding or keeping the fruit.

Shifting a portion of the Queens to a comparative

cool and airy house after they have commenced
colouring may slightly affect the size of the fruit,

but not the quality, the most juicy and best

flavoured fruit being cut from plants kept during

the latter part of the ripening period in a dry,

warm greenhouse. Fully-ripe fruit to be kept as

long as possible should not be cut, but the plants

bearing them should be transferred either to a

freely-ventilated vinery or a dry fruit room. In all

such cases detach the suckers, or otherwise they

will experience a severe check. Successional fruit

now swelling rapidly should be kept in a brisk

heat and rather moist atmosphere. Let the night

temperature range from 75" to 70°, fire-heat being

used in moderation, the figures during the day-

time not exceeding 85° with air, and closing earlv

enough to raise the temperature to about 95°,

syringing the beds, walls and floors very freely at

the same time. Attend closely to the watering,,

allowing the plants to become quite dry at the roots

before the fruits are fully ripe being a great rnistake.

Also use liquid manure freely, guano water being par-

ticularlv recommended. Any plants not yet showing

fruit should^ be kept short of water till they do start,,
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or otlierwise they will soon reqviire more room than

they merit. Strong well-rooted plants of Smooth
Cayenne and Charlotte Rothschild that have been

kept sonicwlwit dry ought now to be plunged and
kept in a brisk heat, or much as recommended for

those now swelling off, ami this should cause them
to show fruit soon, these ripening during the

winter.

Yor.N'K 1'INE.S.—Those early placed in their

fruiting pots ought now to be growing .strongly,

and will be all the better for a thin shading durii g
the hottest part of the day, but avoid using any-

thing of either a permanent or heavy nature. Con-
tinue to keep up a brisk heat as much as possible

without the aid of hot-wa'er pipes, but turn on the

heat rather than allow the nisht temperature to

fall much below TS^. The plan's must be kept

carefully supplied with water, allowing them to

Viecome very dry causing premature fruiting, at the

same time avoid saturating the new soil. Over-

head .syringing must not be too freely indulged in, J

or otherwise the e-^tcess of: wa'er that will inevit-

ably accumulate in the axils of the leaves will have
a l)atl effect on their growth, also favouring the

undue production of suckers. Three times a week,
tlie weather also beng bright and dry, is quite

often enough to lesort to gentle overhead syring-

ing, but the walls, floors, .'ind other dry places

may well Ije syringed freely twice daily. The
earliest started Queens will soon nearly all be cut
and the suckers on the plants be fit for taking off.

For these prepare the requisite number of (1-inch

and 7 inch pots, draining these carefully, and also

a compost consisting of good fibrous loam with a
sprinkling of bone-meal added. The soil used ought
to be in a moderately moist state, in which ca-e no
water will be required or given to the suckers till

they are rooted. Very lig htly trim the suckers and
pot firmly. Plunge in a bottom-heat of 85°, and
the suckers ought not to be far from the glass,

good room also being allowed them. Lightly shade
during the hottest part of the day and sprinkle
them oveihead every afternoon. Extra strong
suckers—and many would be improved by being
kept for a time longer on the old pl•^nts and in a
brisk heat—may be placerl in 8-ineh pots and be
grown large enough to fruit earlier than the rest.

The vinery.—When the earliest Grapes are
cleared off the foliage ought to have a fhorough
syringing with clear water, and if red spider is

very troublesome either repeat the syringing every
morning, or else well coat the underside of the leaves
with sulphur. A handful of flour of sulphur worked
through a muslin bag into a 3-gallon cask of water
will mix sufficiently well with the latter, and the
Vines being .syringed about twice with this,

enough sulphur will be left on the leaves to
effectually check the ravages of red spider.

Plenty of air should be admitted both by
night and day, the aim being to keep the
Vines in a healthy state without greatly hindering
an early state of rest. On no account neglect the
roots. This is their period of greatest activity, and
not a little depends upon their action while the
foliage remains fr&sh. Therefore loosen the sur-

face of the border if necessary, then give a good
soaking of liquid manure,and keep them well supplied
with either that or soft water for some time longer.
Grapes are colouring rapidly in the successional or
midseason houses, and the present is a rather
anxious time with some cultivators. Madresfield
Court is liable to crack badly during the ripening
period, especially during dull showery weather.
Never once should the houses containing these be
quite closed, and fire-heat ought also to be kept
constantly on, a very little of it sufficing in clear
weather. With the help of this fire-heat and both
front and top air put on in greater or smaller quan-
tities, according to the weather, a good circulation
of dry air will be maintained and there will be no
more cracking. A free circulation of air by day,
small quantities of both front and top air being
admitted by night, is also most favourable to the
colouring of black Grapes generally, and these also
ought still to have a little fire-heat whenever the
weather is dull or cold. These should be kept
well shaded by their own leaves, but more light
and sunshine ought to be admitted to the bunches

of white varieties, or these may fail to colour satis-

factorily. Muscats must have plenty of heat and
air in order to develop their best qualities.

PlUCTICAL.

Orchard and Fruit Garden.

PEACH TREES AFTER FORCINO.

This is tlie time when the tree.s are apt to got

neglected, either from want of water at the

roots, or through being overrun witli insects

—

two evils the grower must guard against. Trees

which are neglected at this time will never

succeed well, for if insects should gain the

ujjper hand, the premature loss of foliage

will 1)0 the result, and will surely lead to

ImJ-dropping later on. There cannot be any

([uestion as to the advisability of exposing the

trees as much as possible, but I believe that

the wood of these early trees can be over-

ripened. The buds become as it were too

plump, and idthough this may be looked upon

by many people as a criterion of the trees

being in a very satisfactory condition, I do

not think so. If the wood be fairly well

ripened, the longer the leaves are retained in

rea.son the better. Trees on open walls

rarely lose tlieir leaves very early, as generally

it is the latter part of November, or even

into December before they all part readily
;

yet this does not prevent the trees from form-

ing fruit buds and flowering most profusely.

In many of the more modern structures it is

quite evident that insuflicient ventilation is

provided. The result of this is, that the

structures remain very hot and dry throughout

warm days. Although it is oirly on rare

occa.sions now-a-days that the roof lights of

early Peach liouses can be removed bodily

throughout the summer months, the least which

can be done is to let down the roof lights as

far as they will go, and also open the front

ventilators to the same extent. If the borders

be kept well moistened, and the foliage also

well syringed two or three times a week, the

leaves will remain fresh to the last. When
leaves commence to fall early it is a sure

sign that something is wrong, either through

drought or insect agency. Red spider is one

of the worst insects to contend against, this

very quickly sucking the life's blood out of the

leaves, with the result of their dropping very

prematurely. With any insects present, care

must be taken in tlie use of insecticides,

or the remedy will prove as bad as the

evil, the leaves dropping very quickly. If

red spider should be present, the tafest remedy
is to work a double handful of sulphur into a

3-gallon can of soft water. By working the

sulpluu' tln-ougli a piece of muslin it mixes

readily with the water, and may be evenly dis-

tributed over the foliage through a .syringe.

Tliis should be left on for a few days, and the

trees heavily .syringed afterwards. Tobacco

water is a good remedy for thrips, but I am also

very partial to a decoction of Quassia chips and
i

soft soap. A pound of each boiled for ten
|

minutes, and afterwards strained, will be suffi-

cient to make a dozen or fourteen gallons. I

cannot speak so favourably of the Quassia

extract, and which I was led to try after read-
j

ing glowing reports in its favour. This sea.son I

I have given it a fair trial according to direc-

tions for a slight attack of fly. It killed tlie fly ,

certainly, but it caused many leaves to fall from
both a Pine - ajiple and Victoria Nectarine.

Peach and Nectarine leaves are certainly very

.sen.sitive. The old remedies of tobacco water,

Gishurst compound, and the decoction of

.

Quassia chips and soft soap are hard to beat.

Where scale is present little can be done until

the leaves are on the point of falling, for any
insecticide ap])lied strong enough woidd cause

more leaves to fall prematurely tlian the grower
bargained for, but the remedies for other in-

sects would clieck its progress until more vigor-

ous measures couUl be adopted.
With the.se early trees the cutting nut of the

old fruiting wood or such as is not reijuired f<ir

extension should lie deferred until later on in

the season, as, unlike the later trees, the extra

wood would be of more benefit than otlierwise.

Also pay p.-r,rticular attention to the watering,

not surface driblets, but thorough soakings, ap-

plying them through a mulch of stable litter, this

latter being of more beneht than layers of cow
manure and such like, these closing up the sur-

face and so preventing that aeration so essen-

tial for the well-being of the trees. If the soil

is known to be rather exhausted or of a sandy
description, then frequent applications of clari-

fled li(|uid would be of benefit, but any indiscri-

minate use of liquid manure is positively in-

jurious, it having the efl'ect of souring the soil.

Rain or pond water is the best, sutticient being

given to thoroughly moisten the whole border.

By attending to the above rules in the cultiva-

tion of Peaches under gl?,ss the trees will re-

main healthy and retain their leaves to the last.

Instead of the early dropping of the leaves

being a criterion that it is through the wood
being in a satisfactory condition, it is just the

reverse. Y. A. H.

INSIDE BORDERS FOR VINES.

There will always be a difl'erence of opinion as to

the superiority of inside borders over those out-

side, though it would appjar that very many gar-

deners are somewhat shaken in their old

prejudices against the former. That outside

borders are the safest and best, as far as

amateurs and either careless or inexperienced

gardeners are concerned, there is no disputing,

but that they are to be recommended generally

is quite another matter. It is very certain that

they are unsuited for the earliest Vines, and
equally so that Grapes with their roots in an
inside border hang longer than is the case when
the roots are wholly or largely outside. I hold

that far too much has been made of the Vine's

tendency to form roots the most freely and
extensively in outside borders, and the

originator of the practice of forming both

inside and outside borders has much to answer
for. It is a poor and also an expensive way out

of what to many is a dilemma. Either the

roots ought to be rigidly confined to an inside

border, or else they ought to be kept outside

altogether. Many people have taken a vast

amount of pains with the inside border under
the impression that they were greatly benefiting

the Vines thereby, only to find that the greater

part of the active roots is in the outside border.

Then, because the discovery is made that the

roots have a predilection for the outside, the

conclusion was arrived at that it is the best

place for them. I repeat was arrived at, the

past tense being most applicable in this case for

the simple reason that we are becoming more
enlightened in the matter.

The eftects of the very wet summer and au-

tumn of 1801 have been only too apparent in

the case of many Vines with their roots largely

or wholly in outside borders, bunches being too

few and the quality far from satisfactory. There
is also a weakness about the growth, the wood
not colouring or ripening at all .satisfactorily, all

of which, I think, may safely be attributed to

the badly-.saturated borders. Outside borders
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are largely at the mercy of all weathers. If we
take precautions to ward off excessive rainfall,

heavy snows and severe frosts, these very pre-

cautionary measures may easily da more harm
than gjod ; at any rate, such has been my ex-

perieuce,while if left quite uncovered, saturation

at critical periods may work untold ills. In the

case of two vineries under my charge the roots

are wholly and unavoidably outside, and we have
to proceed very cautiously to work to avoid

failure. Quite recently we were under the ne-

cessity of giving a second thorough soaking of

water, the rainfall having been unprecedentedly
low up to midsummer. The very next day
thunderstorms were threatened, and although

the gardens and country generally wanted rain

very badly, to me it was a positive relief that

we escaped the storms at that time. Had a

soaking rain fallen on our already thoroughly
moistened borders, shanking would have com-
menced in a few hours. I mention this in

order to illustrate the difficulties under which
those in charge of outside borders labour. List

season there was no preventing saturation, and
shanking took place in the case of Black Ham-
burgh very badly, while the Muscat of Alexan-
dria, Gros Guillaume, Madresfield Court and
Gros Maroc also behaved rather unsatisfactorily

in that respect. Not being obliged to start the

Vines very early this year, nothing approaching
a failure has occurred ; but the case is very dif-

ferent in other gardens where Vines in outside

borders were started early. According to my
experience, forcing in the case of Vines with
their roots, or what are alive of them, in a

saturated outside border must be very cautious

indeed, or otherwi.so tendrils and air-roots,

rather than bunches, will be the order of the

day.

What may be considered the strongest argu-

ment against inside borders is the fact they
must be given abundance of water, or far more
than is ever considered necessary for those out-

side. That they do require to be kept properly

moistened there is no denying, but that they re-

quire such immense quantities of water as some
writers advise should be applied I unhesitat-

ingly deny. No hard and fast line can be laid

down as to the quantity an inside border should
receive, so much depending upon the quality of

the soil used and the extent of the Vine's root-

action, but there ought to be no mistake about
when water should be applied. Never once
should the soil become sufficiently dry to

crumble freely in the hand when tested. Once
let the border become so dry as that, and re-

moistening may easily exhaust the so many
thousand gallons we sometimes hear of being
needed at one watering. Dryness ought always
to be anticipated, and not waited for, as very
often ha]ipens. Why should a border be treated

diffi^reutly to soil enclosed in a pot '( In the
latter in.stance if we wait till it gets thoi'oughly

dry or sufficiently so to shrink considerably,

several lots of water have to be given and very
much wasted before it can be properly re-

moistened. It is exactly the .same with inside

borders. Having to use sufficient water to

flush the drains underneath is simjily so much
labour and fertility wasted, the water carrying
away much that ought to remain in a border. My
contention is that if the water is timely applied a
very little will go a long way. All have not a tank
of soft water conveuiently near, and lately

water of any kind has been very scarce in some
gardens hereabouts, but surely enough is forth-

coming in most cases to water inside Vine
borders. Our soft-water tanks were soon ex-

hausted this season, and cold spring or well
water I strongly object to for watering. My
way out of the difficulty has been to fill a

galvanised iron tank, holding about 40 gallons,

and this being set where it got the l)enefit of the
heat from two hot-water pipes was well warmed
in a few hours, while the addition of a 10-inch
potful of soot, worked up into a paste, rendered
it soft and otherwise beneficial to the Vines.
Four of these tanks thus prepared are found
ample for a "Vine border 34 feet by 14 feet. This
border has been made for about nine years,

and wholly supports twelve strong Vines.
Undoubtedly, if the inside borders are

neglected, that is to say are very seldom
loosened on the surface or renewed, top
dressed or mulched in any way, water also

being too seldom applied, the Vines would do
better with their roots outside. It must also be
conceded that it is no easy matter to confine

the roots wholly to an inside border, no matter
how well the latter is treated, but, all the same,
I would strongly recommend all intending
planters to make the attempt. All the water of

the roof of a vinery ought also to be stored in

tanks, these being necessarily or preferably
outside, as they would take up too much room in

all but the largest houses, handy pumps and
galvanised iron tanks for warming the water
being fixed inside. W. Iggulden.

Physalis edulis (the Cape Gooseberry).

—

Would someone kindly inform me where I could
obtain above, and give a rough outline of its culti-

vation ?—T. R.
*j,* This plant is known as the Cape Gooseberry,

though why I do not quite understand, as it is a
South American plant. It belongs to the Solanum
family, and succeeds very well under the treat-

ment usually given to Tomatoes. The plant grows
freely enough from seeds if they are new and
good, but I have more than once known pur-
chased seeds fail to grow from having, I ex-

pect, been too long in the packets. There is very
Uttle demand for the seed.s, and seedsmen some-
times keep them in their drawers too long. Still

good seeds can be obtained from any good house
or young plants can be got from any good nursery.

When I grew this plant largely for its fruit I gave
up a small hou.-e to it, planting it out and
tiaining it up near the glass. A small span-roofed
house is best for it, as, like the Tomato, it requires
plenty of light. The same plants under glass may
be kept going on more than one season, but it is

better to start every year with voung plants, and
it roots freely from cuttings either in spring or

summer. Though it is best to give up a small
house to the plant when grown for dessert, it can
be grown very well in pots or tubs in the green-
house or in the orchard house, and I have gathered
good crops when planted out and trained thinly
against a fouth wall in summer. It will grow in

any good loamy soil with liquid manure when
bearing freely.—E. H.

Gooseberries.—Will the writer who was re-

sponsible for the note on " A good Gooseberry "

say it Bank's Keepsake is of strong or weakly
habit? When the collection of dessert varieties

was planted nine years ago to stand as trellis-

trained fruit, I included one or two varieties re-

markable either for size or quality, v/hich under
the above system of training have not, from their

thin, weakly growth, been altogether a success, so

I am gradually weeding Ihese out (fortunately, the
proportion is not more than one in ten) and replac-

ing by varieties that combine good quality with a
robust constitution. Doubtless if the fruit had
been removed from these more delicate sorts for a
couple of seasons, they would, like their stronger
brethren, have soon furnished the space allotted
them, but they certainly do not take kindly to the
rigorously restrictive pruning essential in this

trellis system, and, as I say, must be replaced. The
mention of Whinham's Industry in conjunction
with Bank's Keepsake led up to the above query,
for I have given Industry a trial on the trellis and
find it admirably adapted for the purpose. Treat-
ing of bush Gooseberries early in the season, more

than one cultivator recommended non-pruning, and
doubtless a large return is obtainable from such
large bushes for green pickings, but that the
Gooseberry is equally amenable to hard and per-

sistent pruning is shown by the abundant crops
taken annually from the varieties of strong habit

and robust constitution that are trained on the
trellis. It is rather remarkable and a fact not
easily accounted for that this trellis crop is in-

variably good, whatever the season may have been
at setting time. This year, for instance, liushes in

the open quarter are very thin, the crop being
much below the average, but there seems no falling

otf on the trellis, the fruit here, as usua', hanging
very thickly. The nets will soon have to go on t j

protect from birds. Before this is done I summer-
prune the trees, and I also like, if possilile, to give

a surface mulching of half-rotten manure and a
soa'King of water if the weather be hot and dry.

These trellis Gooseberries always furnish us with
a plentiful supply of dessert fruit, beginning with
Early Sulphur and Wilmot's Ea'ly Red, and ending
with a large white variety that is several days
later than Warrington. Most of what may be
termed sensational sorts, that is, from a size stand-

point, ripen between the four varieties named
above. We are never troubled with caterpillar on
the trellis, and the only enemy that is occasionary

a nuisance is red spider, but this generally yields

to a weak solution of paraihn oil insecticide,

vigorously applied through a garden engine or a
large-nozzled syringe.—E. Bukrell, Claremont.

PREVENTION OF SCALDING IN LADY
DOWNE'S GRAPE.

It may be necessary at this season to send a

note on the necessity of taking extreme care

with the above Grape now that the most
critical stage, i.e., the closing of the stoning

proce.ss is upon us. It is very vexing to have

the Grapes spoiled at this season of the year

from the want of a little extra care and atten-

tion by those in charge, especially as this is

one of the most valuable Grapes in cultivation

either for home use or for market late in the

season. Long and comparatively full bunches

of this Grape have a good appearance on the

table. Very often, however, the bunches are

of the most meagre description, mainly through

the greater part of the berries having been

injured by scalding. As a rule, the bunches

are well thinned at first, but when these are

further considerably reduced through scalding

it is very annoying. Some structures contribute

to the evil, while some people are ready to

attribute the evil to disease, but this is not

so. Why it should be subject to this evil

more than the majority of other kinds I am
not in a position to state. During the stoning

period, or rather when the stones are becoming

well hardened, is when the injury occurs. Heat

or rather sudden fluctuation causes scalding,

and it is not only the skin itself, but the

flesh of the berry which is damaged. The
injury is also aggravated by bright sun, but

not always, as it may occur easily if the

structure should be damped down rather

early and the structure closed, so as to

advance the temperature by sun-heat. This

advancement is not at all needed during the

stoning period, as whilst this is taking place,

the steadier or more equable the temperature

is kept the better. The berries at this stage

do not increase in size, so any attempt at clos-

ing early with sun-heat, applying plenty of

moisture in the atmosphere at the same time,

is mo.st certainly misdirected energy. It has

been said that this variety requires a structure

to itself to do it justice, but this is certainly

an error, as it may be grown well with such va-

rieties as Alicante, Mrs. Pince, or even Gros

Colman.
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Schilling i=i a subject wliieh 1 have paid con-

aidoralilc attention to, and 1 liavo tried variims

remedies to combat tlie evil, and so far with

success. I have satistied myself with the cause,

and that is the sucUlen rises of temperature.

Wlion this takes place, the moisture, on ac-

count of the berries beini; colder than the

atmosphere, condenses upon them on a rise of

temperature ; hence the conditions that give rise

to scalding. Ijady Downe's requires artiticial

heat right throughout the season of growth,

and any lessening of this, even during the hot-

test months of summer, is not at all conducive

to the well-doing of the (irape. Especially is

this necessary during tlie night and on dull

('ays, and if coupled with rain, it is all the

more desirable to maintain artificial warmth.

This being so, I make it a rule to maintain a

to be increased the following morning as the

temperature commences to rise. The ventila-

tion must also be reduced in the afternoon in

the same ratio, any atti^mpt at ilamping down
and closing early witli sun-heat leading to

disastrous results. Take oil' the ventilation at

intervals as llie temperature becomes lower,

leaving sulticient on during the night to cause

a buoyant ciivulation. Some people shade this

Vine when the berries are stoning lither by
syringing whiting over the glass or by stretch-

ing over it a fold or two of ti.sh-netting. This

may answer in some cases where the vineries

are not very exposed.

It will be advisable to point out where
danger is also likely to accrue, and this is on
stormy days with alternate gleams of sunshine.

Upon a sudden storm occurring, the lights in

Arch of an old Apple tree and Tropseolum trained over a wire.

comfortable warmth in the pipes at night, lessen-

ing it more or less in the morning according
to the day, for obviously on the appearance of

a bright and warm day artiticial heat would not
be needed until the following night, when the
pipes must be again made comfortably warm to

keep the berries from becoming too cold. In a

structure devoid of artiticial heat at this critical

stage, ventilation is not [lut on as it should be
;

consequently the tem]ierature ri.=cs rapidly by
the morning, and a sudden burst of sunshine
occurring, the mischief is done before the grower
is aware of it.

Some people have gone so far as to state that
leaving a chink of air on at the apex of the roof is

sufficient, or even only a light or two over where
the Vine or Vines are grcjwing, but this is a
fallacy. If a comfortable warmth be maintained
in the pipes, a little air may be left on both the
front and top ventilators throughout the night.

the majority of cases have to bo drawn up
closely to prevent rain from entering, unless

the structure slunild lie provided with wet-

weather ventilators. If directly the storm is

over the lights are not lowered, the berries

will be scalded wholesale with a sudden burst

of .sun. Y. A. li.

Miltonia cuneata (./. P. irdfiir(l).— th\s,

called tjy yoii an Oncidium, is the name of the

plant you send. It is a very pretty species. The
sepals and petals are nearly equal, the ground
colour bright brown, with a few yellow transverse

stripes, the tip5 being also yellow, the lip pure

white. This species first flowered in the Messrs.

Rollisson's nursery at Tooting, but they apparently

did not know from what district in Brazil it came,

and there appears to still be a doubt. I knew a

gentleman who used to go every year to liio

Janeiro to spend the winter, and he always brought

this species back with him, so I should say it was
a native of that region.— \V.

ARCUES OVER WALKS.
TilK annexed illustration gives a good idea of

what may be done to break up the monotony
in the appearance of a walk. An (dd Apple
tree has had its br.anches trained over in arched
form on one side, and the arch is com|)leted by
some iron wire over which .a Tro])a'olum is

trained. Nothing could be simpler than this,

or prettier in its way. Walks with covered

arches at inten-als in this way would be a charm-
ing feature in any garden, and in some cases

fruit trees might be planted on either side of a

walk and the growth arched over, or inter-

mingled with some one of the many good garden
climbers we now possess.

Trees and Shrubs.

PLANTING EVERGREENS IN SUMMER.
1 AM not aware that anything new can be said in

favour of planting evergreen trees and shrubs
during the summer months. The questions bear-

ing on this matter are two— the probable results

as compared with spring planting, and the eiTecfc

that a hard winter has on newly-planted sulijects.

As regards the hrst, I have no hesitation in .say-

ing that the best results will be obtained from
summer planting in all cases where the plants

to be moved exceed feet in height, provided

they h,ave only to be moved from one part of

the grounds to another ; but in the case of large

plants that have to be brought long distances

by railway, I should prefer to wait until the

middle of September. When ])racticable, I

prefer to prepare all the plants to be moved
if they have stood in the same position more
than four years, and if they exceed a height

of (j feet. The preparation should be made
in the pi-evious October, and .should consist in

digging a trench round the stem of the tree

2 feet deep and 1 foot wide. The distance that

this trench must be from the tree will depend
on its age and size ; for a tree or evergreen

shrub 8 feet high, the inner side of the trench

should be 2 feet from the stem all round, and
the width should be in proportion to the height.

In digging out the trench all roots met with

should be cut clean asunder ; the trench may
then be tilled in again and left in that state.

It will be found, when the time arrives for

removing the tree thus operated on, that every

root cut asunder has broken out into a mass
of fibres, and it is considered that these fibres

are of far greater benefit to the tree after re-

moval than the single root would have been if

left undisturbed until the time of lifting. Ex-

perience proves this, for in practice I hnd that

all trees or shrubs prepared in the way just

described sutler much less than those not so

treated ; in fact, the percentage of living trees

thus managed is far in .advance of that of the

other.

The question as to the effect th.at a hard winter

has on newly-planted trees is one that demands
the serious attention of intending planters. It

must be taken for granted, I think, that a shrub

or tree only recently removed is not in so good

a condition to withstand the severity of a long

winter as one that h.ad not been disturbed. In

my own experience I have had trees removed

during the late summer months that have stood

to all appearance sound and healthy uji to the

time when severe frost has set in, then become

brown in the foliage and ultimately die. This,
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however, to my mind cljes not to any serious

extent injure the ciuse of summer planting,

because it is only in the severest winters that

trees thus suffer. On the contrary, it cannot
be too well known that there is a decided gain

by adopting summer ]ilanting. If a tree is

moved towards the end of July, it will in a great
measure have completed its growth for the year ;

and if moved as soon as it has done that it will

get, other conditions l)eing favourable, pretty

well re-established before growth commences
next season, and under ordinary circumstances
it may be expected to make a fairly good
growth the first year after removal ; but in the
case of autumn or spring planting it generally
takes the whole of the next seasun to recover,

and makes little or no growth. There i.s just

one particular time in the summer eminently
favourable to removal—I mean that period of the
tree's fii'st summer growth vv'hen it comes to a
standstill. Many trees make two growths in a

year, and the best time to move theur is in the
interval between the first and second growth. A
little observation •« ill enable anyone to detect
when that time occurs, but as the habit of dif-

ferent trees varies, the selection of the time for

removal may extend over tliree or four weeks,
according to the character of the subjects to be
operated upon. J.

Rosa grandifiora.—Judged by the specimen
now flowering in the Arnold Arboretum, there is

no shrnb more beautiful at this time than this, witli

iis great single white flowers as handsome as those
of the Cherokee Rose and far more frasrant. This
fine plant, in spite of the fact that it is an old
inhabitant of gardens, is rarely seen in these days,
a,lthough the growing taste for single flowered
Roses must soon bring it into general cultivation.

In 1S2.5 it was figured in the Botanical Ilcgistcr, t.

888, by Lindley, who thought it might have rome
from Siberia, although he was uncertain of its

origin. It is of the fame section as the Scotch
Rose (Rosa spinosissiraa), but far excel-; all the
varieties of tluit handsome plant in the size and
beauty cf its flower.-! and in the buldness of its

dark green foliage.— OurtJcn and Forest.

Spiraaa nutans.—Several of the shrubby
Spiraea-: are still in bloom, and among them may
be especially mentioned this Nefiaulese species,

whose most distinctive feature is well expressed by
the specific name of nutans (nodding). It is also
known under the n.ames of vaccinifolia, nepalenEis,
and canescens. The Spiraja in qr.estion forms ,a

bush fef-t or 8 fe t and even more in height, and
though the principal shoots are upright, the
branches are produced therefrom in a spreading
ma-nner, and while they droop towards the points,
the minor branchlets, which are very slender, are
siill more pendulous. Tlie sma'l roundish leaves
are of a light green tint and arranged in a some
what regular manner along the shoots. It flowers
very profusely, the blooms being arr.inged in

dense flattened clusters, wh-ch extend for a
good distance along the shoots. Although it

flowers at the present season, a succession of
blooms will be kep^. up for a considerable period,
that is, if it is p'anted in a fairly good deep moist
soil, as, like all the other members of the genus,
conditions such as this are necessary in order to
see any of the Spiraj.as at their best.—H. P.

Robinia Pseudacacia semperflorens.—This
is a very well-marked variety of the common False
Acacia, and wiihal a most desirable one, as it con-
tinues to bloom from midsummer or there ibouts
till summer is well advanced. At no time does the
tree bear a great wealth of bloom, but at the same
time there is sufficient to yield a goodly display,
which is the more marked flom the fact that the
long racemes of white bio soms are very con-
spicuous against the dark green of the foliage. It
forms a desirable medium-growing lawn tree, and
the fact that it does not require to attain any great
age before flowering is also another point in its

favour. Besides this, numerous other varieties of

the common Robinia are in cultivation, notably

Deoaisneana, a large bold-growing form, with mas-
sive clusters of pink blossoms ; Bessoniana, which
forms a free, yet compact growing tree with large

foliage and brarches destitute of spines ;
aurea,

one of the most beautiful golden-leaverl trees we
possess, the foliage being of a soft pleasing tint

and the habit of the specimen also very light

and gracefid ; fastigiata,an upright growing form
;

micropbylla, a delicate-looking variety with slender

foliage ; sophorrefolia, whose leaves are very like

those of Sophora japonica : pyramidalis, less up-

right than fastigiata ; monophylla, in which the

leaflets are blended into one, as in the case of the

entire leaved Asli : and umbraculifera or inermis,

which is usually grafted standard high and forms
a rounded head of deep green foliage. A very

pe<'uliar form is tortuosa, whose branches are

crov/ded tojether and full of abrupt Iwistings and
turnings. This character is especially noticeable

in the winter when devoid of foliage. At the best,

however, this form can only be looked upon as a
curiosity, and much the same will app'y regarding

the variety crispa, with curled leaves. A good se-

lection from the above would be aurea, Decaisneana
and semperflorens.—T.

BAMBOOS.
It is now possible fo draw .some conclusions con-

cerning the hardiness of Bamboos after two such

severe winters as we have had. We have observed

them closely .and throughout a long perio.I, during

which it could not only be seen to what extent

particular kinds were injured, but also with what
rapidity they recovered from temporary disfigure-

ment upon the return of the growing season. In-

formation upon these points will be of value to

future planters and guide them in the selection of

sites, not only for the famdy as a whole, but also

for patticular individuals, which, favoured even

only to a slight degree, can in consequence be pre-

sfrved in all their freshness and beauty through

winter and early spring. It. is during autumn and
up to mid-winter that Bamboos appear at their

best. The still dry hard frosts, such as we had

last year, previous to and about Christmas-time,

only intensified the effect by making the green

leaves richer .and deeper in colour. The tr\irg

time is when the sun is g.aining power. There may
be snow and frost, and the sun gleaming out fitfully

for a few moments or hours thaws sufficiently to

moisten the leaves, which, like those of scores of

plants whose h.ardiness otherwise is never ques-

tioned, arc then injured, and ultimately, with the

inevitable easterly winds of spring, become brown.

Of those that we have, all kinds do not suffer to

the siime extent. In rtgard to most of them, it is

only the leaves produced late in the season upon

canes of fhe current year's growtlt that sufler at

all, the old, well-ripened canes retaining all their

verdure. These small traces of .light injury .are

q:.ickly effaced, for novi all injured leaves have

fallen, new branches are growing and fresh leaves

are being put forth to clothe them. Beyond this,

however, it is app.arent that some kinds are har-

dier than others, and the opinion previously ex-

pressed, that, all things considered,

B. viRiDi.s GLAUCESOExs is One of the hardiest,

most graceful, and therefore most useful kinds, is

not far wrong. Great plants of this kind have

several times been levelled to the ground and

literally buried in snow, but on relieving them of

their burden they h.ave risen up again to their

former stiteliness.

B. AUREA, too, is indeed of great merit, and

equally as hardy as the preceding kind. We think

in the early spring months this kind really looked

the best, and some of last year's canes 14 feet in

length did not suffer. It is readily distinguished

from the previous kind more by its habit of growth

tlmn by the colour of its canes, which do not pro-

bably get so yellow with us as they would in a

sunnier climate. It grows very erect and does not

spre.ad widely, new canes springing up among or

juEt round the base of the old ones.

B. QuiLioi is improving as it becomes established.

At first it made its young canes so late in the
senson that they di I not ripen sufticiently to with-
stand quite a moderate amount of frost. Last
year, however, we noticed with pleasure it was
amongst the early ones in starting, and several
young plants have now strong 12-feet canes that
ripened, and are now alive and making frfsh
leaves. One plant of this kind has already made
a good cane within the past month. At present it

measures 11 feet in he'ght, but is not yet fully

grown. This is a bold and striking kind, dis'inct

in the disposition of its branches, which spread out
horizontally almost at right angles to the cane.

B. Hen'ONIS, the graceful and little - known
Japanese kind, liiis proved h.-irdy enough to I e

classed among the best.

B. VIOLESCBNS often suffers to a considerable

extent, .and it hns done so more in the past winter
than the preceding one. No other kind that I

have seen starts into growth so e.arly .and rapidly

as this. A month ago I cut out sevtr.al old canes
from different plants, and one or two of fhe plants

hafl fared so badly that little w.as left of them
above ground. Below, however, all was well. At
the time of removing the old canes, tips of young
ones were to be seen piercing the ground, and
these now vary in height from 4 feet up to 11 feet.

Some of the plants have thrown up several to this

latter heigh% and they are now branching and
putting forth leave-'. By late summer and autumn
all traces of injury are past, and this kind stands

out as ornamental .as the rest, and distinct ftom

them by reason of its purplish-black canes. Thof-e

who could afford it a slightly sheltered spot mig'.t

find it always satisfactory.

B. SiMONi has the fault of the preceding kind,

but not the redeeming feature. At present our

plants look by f<ar the worst. In a good st.ate it is

a striking and most distinct kind, very erict in

growth. We were informed by .a gentleman tl at

in warmer countries than ours this Bamboo is cften

seen very fine. It keeps its erect habit, and fhe

canes lose their lower branches, but upward bear

thick, profuse clusters of lovely leafage. Its aspect

then is quite unlike that of any other kind. The
very opposite of this takes place with us. Long
slender canes shoot up straight in late summer,

and do not branch out. The winter comes, finds

growth imm.ature, ar.d quite half—that is, the

upper h.alf—of these young canes is killed. I'nless

they are cut back to the ground they branch below,

and so the plant becomes a thicket of growth, hr.t

does not show its true character or merit much
praise.

B. Metakb is thoroughly hardy. Once esta-

blished, there is appari ntly a likelihood of i's

springing up far and wide, and as its creeping

undei-ground stems can pierce the hardest path, it

is springing up through gravel walks; and in an-

other situation a large group, with mown Grass in

the foreground, is settling the question as to how
to break formal edging, for the runners have got

through the hard'trodden turf, and scoi-es of

shoots are coming up. This group was planted in

poor black boggy earth in v.'hich little else

would grow, and nothing so salisfactrrily as this

Bamboo.
B. Racjamowski is the best of the dwarf kinds,

and the winter has done it no harm. Once esta-

blished and flourishing, it soon m.akes an effective

mass, running v.ide "and shooting up here and
there, these shoots b?.aring the largest leaves, some
last ye.ar being nearly 18 inches long.

B. tessellata has been very ornamental all the

winter, .and, with p. dense dw.arf spreading habit

.and bold appearance, it might have been as v,alu-

able as the preceding kind. But the fresh leaves

are f.ading, then- edges have a distinct withered

margin, which looks so much like death that it

mars the whole appearance of the plant. It seems

a natural defect, no matter whether the plant is in

sun or shade.

—

Field.

Rhododendron cinnabarinvim.—There are

several Him.alayan Rhododendrons (perhaps only

forms of one species) th.at differ greatly from
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nil the rest, fnr the droop'rg blossoms boar a

great rci-emlilaico, not only in shape and texlure,

but also in oo!oiir, to those of some of the liland-

fordias, an Australian tjenns of liliaceous plants.

So marked is this feature, that to one the specific

name of blandfordia-llorum has been applieil, while

Keysi and thibaudiense are also neaily allied

thereto. The usual habit of U. cinnal>arinnm is to

form a freely-branched bush, that llowrs pro-

fusely when not more than "> feet or G feet high, or

even less. The Uaves arc ovate, about a couple of

inches long, and of a firm (-oriaceous tex'ure. In

colour the major portion of the llower is of a cin-

nabar-red tint, tii)ped more or less with orange.

This species is hardier than most of the Himalayan
Rhododendrons, for cxaMi]iles of it have stoo 1 for

many years in the neighbouihood of London with-

out injury in a sjiot where some of its allies from

the same region sutTered greatly. Ilhod"dendrons

of this section are as a nde among the latest to

flower of the Himalayan kinds, but the last of all

is a white- llowered group, to the different members
of .which the specific names of calophyllum,

Jenkin^i, Maddeni, tubnlatnm, and virginale have

been at times applied. All ihe-e vary so when
raised from seed, th it it is probable Ihey onlr re-

p-cseut one species. Grown in the shape of large

bushes these are veiy free-llowering, as during the

season they will be one mass of bloom. While
the member.-! of the first-named group are a'uong

the haniiest Rhododendrons from the Himalayan
region, those of the second are very tender, in

proof of whicli I may ment'on that we have often

liad them killed under conditions through which
the following have escaped unhurt: R. arboreum,

nilagiricum, Thomsoni, lepidoUim, argenteum,
Falconeri, barbatum, fulgens, Hodgsoni, cam-
panulitum, niveum, campylocarpum, and others.

—T.

Late -flowered Azaleas.—There are two
Species of Azalea ihat flower naturally later in the

season than ihe bulk of the hardy varieties known
collectively as Ghent Azaleas, viz., the Californian

A. occidentalis and A. visc.isa from the United
States. Bot'i of these, but especially A. occiden-

tali-, have been used for hybridising, but the

blooms being white, or nearly so, the laie-flowered

race obtained in this way is wanting in the rich-

colcured forms of the earlier varieties, though it is

pos-ible, by continuous selection, that the scarlet

and orange tints may in time be incorporated with
those kinds that serve to extend the Azalea season;

in fact, steps in this direction have been already
made. A. vi-cosa itself is a pretty shrub, whose
flowers are smaller than those of most of the others,

but whose value is enhanced by the fact that they
are produced in July, and often vrell into August,
at which period flowering shrubs are very limited.

Afier llie first f!u>h of flower is past a scattered

succes.-ion is often kept up for some little time.—T.

The grey Heath (Krica cinere.T).—Ee the
season wrt or dry, soon after mi isummer the blos-

soTs of this He.at'i make their appearance in great,

profusion, at which time a group of the different

varieties forms one of the luost pleasing features

that are to be found among plants of a shrubby
character. A sloping bank in not too dry a spot
will cisplay their charms to very great advantage,
as the prominent features of each are then brought
fully into view, and some pleasing combinations
may be formed from varieties of the crcy Heath
alone. A few of the liest forms would include :

coccinea, bright ciimson
; alba, white ; alba minor,

a, pretty, little, distinct, white-flov/ered form
;

siiperba, bright purplish magenta; rosea, pinkish;
atro-purpurca, deep purple ; with atro-sanguinea,
glowing crimson, one of the very best. By a judi-

cious .selection, it would be possible to have a gar-

den of hardy Heaths that would be seldom without
at least a few flowers, and even then some of the
Heathers are, from a foliage point of view alone,

very attrac ive. In noting the best hardy Heaths,
a place must be assigned the following : Erica
carnea, or herbacea, which in mild winters com-
mences to bloom soon after Christmas, has a va-

riety wiih white blossoms, and as regards their

season of blooming, these two are followed by the

large growing Kiica crdonodes; then comes St.

Dabeoe's Heath (Dabiccia polifolia), Erica cinerea,

and E. tetralix in dilTerent forms, treading closely

on which we have the innumerable varieties of the

Ling or Heather; while later still there aie the

Cornish Moor Heath (Kiica vagans) and E. multi-

flora with its little rosy red blossoms. The length-

ened period over whicii their blooming extends is

[

another great feature of these hardy Heaths, or at

all events of some of them.—H. P.

SEASIDE SHRUBS.
The number of shrubs that succeed when ex-

posed to salt spray is but limited, and on that

account the few tliat do thrive well under such

circumstances are doubly valuable from a planter's

point of view. Such is the Tamarisk (Tamarix

gallica), a vigorous-gi-owing .shrub, producing

long, feathery branches terminated during sum-
mer by loose open jjanicles of small reddish

flowers. This shrub delights in a deep sandy
soil well supplied with moisture, requirements

frequently met with near the sei, and for such

places it is inriispen.sable. Tliis and the Furze
form fine bushes even on the most easterly

part of the coast of Suflblk. T. tetrandra is

a scarce Caucasian shrub, and is quite as elegant

as the common T. gallica, and flowers later,

which is its chief value. It is little known
apparently in this country, though it is to

be found in Continental arboreta. A near
ally of the Tamarisk, and one that succeeds

well under similar conditions, is the German
Tamarisk (Tamarix or Myricaria germanica),

a slender upright-growing shrub, which bears

great general resemblance to the foregoing, but
which only attains about one-half its height and
has longer leaves. The Sea Buckthorn (Hip-

pophae rhamnoides) is anothershrub well adapted
for planting in the most exposed spots, as .strong

winds off the sea have but little effect upon it
;

indeed, the beautifid silvery ajipoarance of its

foliage is much heightened when stirred by the

breeze. Besides the glistening white colour

of the foliage during the autumn, it becomes
laden with bright orange -coloured berries, and
when in that state is remarkably handsome. The
Sea Buckthorn is a large prickly shrub, which
under favourable conditions becomes almost a

tree. The tree Purslane (Atriplex Halimus)
is a loose rambling plant, witli brittle, half

woody branches and silvery leaves ; of little

beauty when grown under ordinary conditions,

j

but by the seaside, where plenty of moisture

exists, a really valuable shrub ; it succeeds per-

fectly in such ])laccs, and forms fine masses
totally indifl'erent to the salt spray. Of this

there is a smaller kind, a native of Britain, viz.,

A. portulacoides, but it is insignificant com-
pared with the preceding. Among other sub-

jects fit for seaside planting, but requiring to be

a little sheltered from the full force of the wind
and spray, may be named many of the Legu-
minosje, as, for instance, the Spanish Broom,
the Laburnum, the white Broom, Halimoden-
dron argenteum, and the Coluteas. These are

among the most suitable, while, under like con-

ditions, the Elder, Box Thorn (Lycium euro-

pteumi, the Tree Groundsel (Baccharis liali-

mifolia), and the various kinds of Lilacs will

also thrive.

Among Evergreens mention may be made of

the different varieties of Euonymus japonicus,

the Arbutu.'s, Laurustinus, and Portugal Laurels,

while trees that may be specially noticed doing
well near the sea are the Evergreen Gak,
Austrian Pine, the Cluster Pine (P. Pinaster),

the Mountain Ash, and Cupressus. All the

above are well-tried subjects and sure to suc-

ceed in almost all positions. For planting on

the southern coast there is a much wider
range to choose from . Even Veronicas tliero

make useful seaside shrubs, and the .same may
be said of Fuchsias, the lemon-scented Ver-
bena (Aloysia citriodora). Myrtles, and the
Pittosporums, which form handsome bushes,
while by far the finest plant of the beautiful
white lloatli-like flowered Fabiana imbricata
tliat has war come under my obse'rvation was
growing in a small garden close to the .se;i on
the coast of Devon. There it formed a large

bush, and when in full flower was mcst con-
spicuous. P.

Orchids.

CYPRIPEDIUM SANDERIANUM AND ITS
ALLIES.

I HAVE received a flower of this beautiful and
exceedingly interesting species from W. Hinton,
asking my opi'.^ion respecting it. The plant
was discovered by FiJrstermann when travel-

ling for Mr. Sander .some seven or eiglit

years ago, so that the species is at present com-
paratively now. It has not been introduced in

any quantity saving by Messrs. Low. The na-
tive home of this plant is known only to the two
firms above named. The flower now before me
is a great beauty ; the sepals are creamy-white
passing into pale yellow, broadly streaked with
brown ; the petals narrow, ribbon like, curiously
bent back, and -I inches long. This is the
greatest length I have seen the petals of this

species attain to. A plant which I .saw in flower
last year with Mr. Young, of Linnet Lane,
Sefton Park, Liverpool, had them between 19
inches and 20 inches long. The petals are
soft yellow at the base, fringed on tlie edges
with purple liairs, and dotted with a marginal
line of dark purple, this dotting being con-
tinued a considerable distance down. The lip

is medium-sized, dull purple above, p:vssing into
yellow beneath. A good variety of this plant
I saw flowering with Mr. Tautz when his line

collection w.as at Studley House, Shepherd's
Bush. One of the near relations of this plaut
is C. Parishi, also a very beautiful species first

found some thirty-tliree years ago. It was not
introduced in a living .state until some ten years
afterwards, and it has always been a rare plant
in our gardens. It Vjears several flowers on the
scape ; the sepals and jiouch on this plant are
pale greenish-yellow, petals about 5 inches long,
spirally twisted, the b.asal part greenish-yellow
and spotted with purple, the res': deep purple.
C. philippinense, another of the allies of C.

Sandeiianum, was first found by .lohn Gould
Veitcli on the island of Guimares, one of tlio

Philippine group, n"w nearly thirty yoa-'s ago.

It used to be considered very dirticuk to grow.
This was when it was very expensive, and to try
any fresh plan with it meant a great loss if any
misfortune happened. The .sepals are .some-

what similar to those of C. Sanderiauum, white,
striped with dark brownish-pur[ile

;
petals some

G inches long, spirally twisted, reildish purple
the greater portion of their length, yellow at
the base ; lip small, yellowish. C. Rrebelini is

very similar to the pircccding, and probably a
variety of it, just as 0. Elliottianum appears to

1)3 similar to C. Rothschildianum, both intro-

ductions of Mr. Sander, telling at once that
there are more of these Slipper-worts in these
islands than we had ever dreamed of. C.

Rcebelini has lf>aves each from 1 foot to 2 feet

in length, and carrying from three to five large

flowers upon a scape. These are large and liand-

sorae, measuring between 5 inches and (j inches

from the top of the dorsal sejial to the point
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of the lower one, and having petals about 6

inches in length. The sepals are near'y equal in

size, white, broadly streaked with blackisli purple,

the petals white, streaked througliout their entire

length with blackish cinnamon, spotted more or

less near the base with tlie same colour ; the lip

is large, projecting forward, dark cinnamon-col-

oured with deeper veins. This plant I saw
flowering at Burford Lodge this season, and
bearing three flowers on a scape. C. Stonei is

the last plant to be mentioned here, altliough

it was introduced before any of tlie species here

najned, and Sir William Hooker says when
figuring it " Nothing like this, as far as I know,
has ever been received from tlie Old World, but

it is evidently allied to a species gathered by
Ruiz and Pavon in Peru, C. caudatum of

Lindley." This plant was imported from Sara-

wak, in Borneo, thirty-two years ago, and it

flowered for the first time in October, 1802, in

the celebrated collection of the late Mr. John
Day, of Tottenham, and whose gardener Stone

it commemorates. The plant that flowered first

liad pure white sepals ; now, however, it is

very rarely one sees it without some streaks of

black
;

petals some 5 inches long, deflexed,

tawny yellow, spotted with purple ; lip large,

the front rosy purple, veined and streaked with

deep red ; it produces from three to five flowers

upon a scape. The variety called platyt;enium

was imported from the same place some three

years afterwards, and this also came into the

hands of Mr. Day, who fir.st flowered it in 18G7.

In 1880 Mr. Day's collection was dispersed, and
the greater portion of the plant, which had pre-

viously been divided, fell into the hands of

Baron Schnx'der and Sir Trevor Lawrence, and
in the collection at Burford Lodge I .saw it flower-

ing last year. This plant, I suppose, is the

most diflicult to procure of any Orchid, and it

realises the greatest price. It is simply a va-

riety having the petals very much enlarged,

these being upwards of an inch in breadth,

creamy yellow, profusely spotted with crimson,

the other portions of the flower being typical,

saving the sepals, which are streaked with
black. These plants, although coming from
the hottest parts of the globe, are easily grown,
although when first introduced it is a diflicult

matter to establish them. They thrive in

the East Indian house, and I should never

allow the heat to fall below 05' at any season of

the year, and the atmosphere .should always be
kept moist even in winter, although, of course,

very much less is required than during the

summer montlis. The drainage should be good
and the plants be potted in good brown peat

fibre, but do not overload their roots. C. San-
derianum is figured- in the first part of the
" Reichenbachia,'' t. o.

W.M. Hugh Gowek.

spread of cholera and zymotic diease generally:

(1) That though fishmongers and butchers are se-

verely punished if they sell bad meat, greengrocers
are allowed to sell rotten fruit. Children are able

to buy a great deal of it for a few pence, bring-

ing it out of the shops in their caps. Surely to

sell such pestiferous stuff to children s-hould be
criminal. (2) Ti o very same caits which take
stable manure to the market gardens today bring
Lettuces lo Covenc Garden to-morrow, without
any efficient attempt at cleansing having been
made. And on Saturday I saw lo.ids of manure
topped up with crates which were shortly to be
refilled with Strawberries. Science has clearly

shown the close association which exists between
decomposing vegetable matter and cholera, diar-

rhrea, diphtheria, and enteric fever ; but we are still

very far from enjoying the practical results of that

valuable demonstration."

Stove and Greenhouse.

Epidendrum falcatum. — T. Jones sends

flowers of this for a name. This has been in culti-

vation upwards of fifty years, and few appear to

know it. It has received five or six names, but

the above name was given it by Lindley so long

ago as bStO. It was afterwar.ls figured in ihe

Botanical JIfaf/azhie, t. 3778, under the name of

Parkinsonianura, and several years afterward it

was figured and described by Bateman in the

"Orchids of Mexico and Guatemala" as E. aloi-

folium, t. 25, and under one of these three names
it can be found in many collections in the country.

The flowers .are white and ye]lowi>h green. The
plant comes from the cool region of Mexico.

—

W. H. G.

The spread of cholera.—" Eon," in writing to

the ><". Jimies's (riizc/te of .July 5. says, " Permit me
to call the attention of the London County Council

to two iaiportant matters in connection with the

large, rich salmon ; Lord Hillingdon, bright orange-
scarlet ; Mrs. Milner, bright carmine with wh:te
centre; Mrs. Elnndell Maple, rich bronzy orange;
Sir Thomas Paine, rich bri'.'ht crimson. These,
like the doubles, are not singular for their fine

qualities. Besides the above, the Messrs. Laing
have some forms which are specially choice when
grown as hanging-basket plants. Among these
may be noted among the doubles Alice Manning,
primrose-yellow

;
Alba rosea, rosy pink with white

centre; Kichardson's Favouriie, bright crimson-
scarlet ; Lord Mayor, deep rose ; Salmonca rubra,
large, deep salmon ; Mrs. Amy Adcock, reddish-
salmon with white centre. The tubers are potted
in a mixture of good turfy loam, leaf-mould and
sand, the pots being fairly well drained. Into this

the plants will root freely, and care is taken that
they do not get pot-bound. Begonias like plenty
of water at the roots when growing.

"Wm. Hugh Gowee.

TUBEROrS-ROOTED BEGONIAS AT FOREST
HILL.

The tuberous-rooted Begonias at the nurseries of

Messrs. J. Laing and Sons are certainly magnifi-

cent, house after house being filled with plants in

all stages of growth. One must see them to form
the least idea of what the Begonia has become.
No one could have imagined when Messrs.

Veitch and Sons introduced B. Veitchi, B. bolivi-

ensis, and B. Pearcei that in so short a time
such a vast stride would have been made. AH
who ailmire these tuberous Begonias must give to

Messrs. Laing and Sons credit for their skill in

thus raising thes-e plants to their present standard.

The seedlings, which are planted in the open
ground, are looking extremely well, ami promise at

the end of this month a wonderful display. 1 ob-

served, too, that the Messrs. Laing have seen their

error in the use of very lar^e pots for their speci-

men plants, and now confine them to a size that

does not offend the eye, m.aking up for the extra

soil by the use of liquid manure. Begonias are

gross feeders, and therefore frequent doses of

some manure in a mild form should be given.

Of the value of this treatment we have only to

refer to the magnificent specimens now to be seen

in this establishment, their rich green foliage

amply selling off the large bold flowers in every

shade of colour. There are pure white, rich golden
jellow, brilliant scarlet, deep maroon, .salmon,

pink, anrl rose-coloured blooms, with all sorts of

intermediate shades, so that there is no sameness

or want of variety in the flower. There are large

single-flowered varieties and also large double

varieties of the greatest beauty. These double

flowers are not the small confused blooms that we
used to see some few years ago, but large blooms
with the petals arranged in a regular manner,
without having the stiffness of the double Camellia

and wiihout the hard outline of that flower. The
following are a few of the best double-flowered

varieties : Countess of Zetland, pure white, large

and very double ; Duchess of Teck, a magni-
ficent flower, rich yellow ; Duke of Fife, a beauti-

ful ro.sy salmon ; Lady Dunsany, beautiful pink
;

Lady Dorrington, lovely blush-pink ; Mrs. A. G.

Renshaw, soft pink, with a shade of salmon ; Pico-

tee, creamy white, the petals having a bright, pink

border ; Princess Christian, soft primrose; Richard

Dean, fine rich scarlet ; Sir John Leonard, a very

fine rose-coloured flower; Sir Trevor Lawrence, rich

deep crimson. Besides these there are many others

of similar shades, superb flowers and worthy of

being grown by everyone. Amongst singles the

following are excellent ; the flowers stand well up
above the leaves and do not hang down, showing
only the outside of the petals ; Avalanche, a fine

pure white flower; Duchess of Leinster, rich buff-

orange ; Duchess of Westminster, bright crimson,

the centre while, which breaks out into feathery

sprays; Darkest Africa, rich deep crimson ; Duchess

of Edinburgh, deep yellow, shaded with orange
;

Gigantca, fine rose-pink with light centre ; H. M.
Stanley, a fine dark chestnut; Lady Pigot, very

Exacum zeylanicum. — This grand plant
I recently saw in some quantity in Messrs.
Laing's uursery._ Although an annual, the flowers
are of a much richer violet blue than those of E.
macrantlnim, figured in The Garden, Nov. U, 1SS2,

p. 422. When 1 used to grow the plant 1 found it to
thrive best in a mixture of loam and peat made sandy.
—W. II. G.

Thunberg-ia coccinea (i'. Wilmot).—1his is

the name of the j^lant sent. It is about seventy
years since this came to be known through Dr.
Wallich, and nearly fifty years since it first came
to this country. It is a free-growing, handsome
climber, with long lacemes of flowers, which have
a scarlet tint, the mouth or throat being orange-
yellow. It should be potted in about two parts
loam, one part peat, and one part good decom-
posed manure, and watered freely.—W. H. G.

Sauchezia nobilis.—This very showy and
beautiful plmt would appear to have become ne-
glected during the past few years, and on this

account I was all the more pleased to see it flower-

ing in Messrs. Laing and Sons' nursery on the occa-
sion of a recent \isit. This was introduced from
Ecuador nearly thirty years ago by the Messrs.
Veitch, of Chelsea, and I have seen it blooming
very freely in their nurseries there. The erect
spikes of bloom are tubular, bright yellow, and
surrounded with large blight red bracts. It re-

quires the heat of a stove, and likes a light rich
soil with abundance of wa'er lo its roots.

—

VV. H. G.

Mackaya bella (7?. /.).—This beautiful acan-
thaceous plant, a colourid plate cf which appeared
in The Garden, August 16, 1879, p. L'JO, was in-

troduced to cultivation from Natal by Mr. Wm.
Bull, of Chelsea. Unfortunately, we do not see
this plant so frequently as we could wish. In
Natal it is said to form a handsome shrub, and the
pendent racemes of flowers, soft lilac, streaked
with lines of a deeper hue, last a long time. It

thrives well in sandy loam, and likes an abund-
ance of water when growing. The late Mr. Charles
Green when in charge of the once famous collec-

tion of plants at Pendell Court used to flower this

freely every year.—W.
Caladiums from Brazil.—Plants cf a bulbous

or tuberous nature that are dormant during a
certain season of the year can of course in that
stage be readily sent for long distances without
injury, so that v.'e now draw onr supply of culti-

vated bulbs from many lands, notably Lilies from
Japan, Holland, Bermuda, and latterly from South
Africa ; while this last and the United States
supply us with Tuberoses, and the Californian
region with the beautiful Butterfly Tulips (Calo-
chortus). Great qunntiiies of other subjects are
also cither cultivated or collected in a wild state,

and sent here when dormant. Within the tl'.e la't

two or three years considerable numbers of Cala-
diums have found their way into this country from
Brazil, where one firm at least would appear to

make a speciality of the raising and cidtivation

t)f new hybrid forms, as they ijublish a long list

of varietieo, and among a number of them that
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have come under my notice are some very beau-

tiful kinds, which will no doubt soon become
popular in this country, for I see one of our lead-

ing nurserymen already makes a feature in his

eatalogue of " New Bur/.ilian Caladiums," nine

varieties being there includtd \inder that head.— T.

Societies and Exhibitions.

ROYAL HORTICLLTIRAL SOCIETY.

July 12.

At the meeting held on I he above date there was
a good number of attractive exhibits in the way of

hardy cut (lowers, flowering shrubs, and Verbenas.
The collection of Cherries from the Royal Gardens,
Krogmore, and the species and varieties of the Rose
from Kew attracted a deal of attention. Un-
fortunately, the visitors were very few.

Orchids.

No first-class certificates were awarded at this

meeting, but awards of meiit were givin to

CypRiPEDiuM Stonei CiNDiDUM (a variety

which must not be confounded with that rarity

amongst this family, viz., C. Stonei platytienium,
which is rarely exhibited). It is quite distinct from
the type, the dorsal sepal of a waxy-white with a
faint trace of colour, the tail-like sepals spotted
and twisted, about 5 inches in length ; the spike
bore three well-developed flowi-rs. From Messrs.
Pitcher and Manda, Swanley, Kent.
Dendrobium cry.stai.linum (General Berkeley's

Tar.).—A very pretty form with deeper coloured
flowers than the species, the sepals and petals

deeply tipped with purpli>h violet, the lip similarly
marked; as shown, evidently a free flowering form.
From Major-General Berkeley.
Phal.enopsis Artemis (rosea x amabilis).—

This hybrid has much of the habit of the last

named parent with more pointed foliage, the flowers
are intermediate in size, a faint rosy tint suffusing
the sepals and petals, the lip of a much deeper
shade. This choice novelty should prove a valu-
able addition to its class. From Messrs. Veitch and
Sons.
A botanical certificate was awarded to

—

Epiuesdrum Tampense. — A free flowering
dwarf growing variety with branching spikes, the
flowers a brownish yellow with deep mauve blotch
on lip. From Mr. Lucas, Warnham Court, Hor-
sham.
A cultural commendation was voted to

—

CcELOGYNE Sanderiana.—A vigorous example,
having three fine spikes bearing an average of ten
flowers each. This is a lovely Orchid, the sepals and
petals pure while, the lip veined with chocolate on
a ground colour of pale gold. From Mr. W. A^anner,
Chislehurst.

Messrs. Sander and Co. had a small group of
choice Orchids, including two fine examples of
Cattleya gigas, one spike bearing six flowers.
Various splendid forms of Odontoglossum vexil-
larium were also shown, some with pale-coloured
flowers, but exceedingly beautiful, others of a rich
rose colour with darker markings ; one was remark-
able for the distinct blotch of triangular shape
upon the upper portion of the lip, the same being
continued into the sepals; the colour of this
blotch, a deep rich maroon with an edge almost
white, making this a particularly striking plant.
In another form there was a rich orange blotch on
the lip, this, again, quite distinct. Cypripedium
Curtisi was finely shown ; so was Cypripedium
EUiottianum, somewhat resembling C. Rothschildi-
anum

; Renanthera matulina, a scarce species of
miniature growth, with dark orange -coloured
flowers

; and Oncidium Enderianum, a pale col-
oured form of 0. crispum, were also included
(silver Banksian medal).

Messrs. Charlesworth, Shuttleworth, and Co.,
Bradford and Clapham, lad a very finely grown
group of Oncidiums, including a line form of On-
cid'um macranthum, also of 0. m. Williimsi, with

its darker coloured sepals ; 0. laraelligerum, which
might be taken for a natural hybrid between O.

m.acranthum and (). ciirtum, the latter being also

shown, comparison thus l^eing afforded (silver

Banksian medal).
Messrs. Hugh Low and Co. showed a small col-

lection consisting cf Cypripedium volonteanum
and C. Curtisi, with others ; also Pescatorcaceiina,

a pnle yellow form. Another, but paler form of

CcElogyne Sanderiana, came from Mr. Gabriel,

Streatham Hill, and a splendid collection of finely

grown cut examples of Cattleya gigas from Mr.

Temple, Leyswood; the majority of these were re-

markable for the finely developed lips, which in

some instances were extremely beautiful. From
Mr. Ellis, Hazeldowne, Dorking, came another line

variety of C. gigas, in which the lip was of an in-

tensely deep crimson shade. Cypripedium Mac-
farlaneanum (Lowi x Lawrenceanum) was shown
by Messrs. Lewis and Co., Southgate; this hybrid

is intermediate between its parents, having the

well-defined characteristics of both. Mr. Teiuple

also exhibited Cattleya Du Buyssoniana of C. gut-

tata type, with pale greenish yellow sepals and
petals and purplish crimson veins on the lip, a very

beautiful species. From the same source came
Cypripedium sp., after C. Rothschildianura, with

the slippers of a pale yellow shade.

Floral Committee.

The awards were on this occasion of considei-able

diversity, nearly all, however, being made to plants

of a hardy character, in itself a notable feature.

First-class certificates were awarded to :

—

LisARiA PELORIA.—A very beautiful variety of

the Toadflax, with singular-looking pa'e yellow

flowers, quite reflexed, the habit of the specimen

shown being very light and elegant ; a darker disc

surrounded the centre of the flowers. From Mr.

W. MaishMll.

CAL0P0C4ON PULCHELLUS.—A plant of Gladiolus-

like growth only quite miniature, the flowers bearing

a certain resemblance in form to those of an Epiden-

drum. This species of tuberous-rooted Orchid

is supposed to be the only one in cultivation ; it has

rosy-lilac flowers, and was first introduced about

100 years back. The fact of its being an Orchid

must have escaped due notice, otherwise it would

have had to pass the scrutiny of the Orchid com-

mittee rather than the floral section. From Mr. T.

Ware.
Awards of merit were made in favour of :

—
Gaillardi A Aurora.—A semi-double form, par-

taking somewhat of the character of G. Lorenziana,

only much finer. From Messrs, Kelway and Son.

Gaillardia Mr. Pitcher.—A remarkably fine

variety, having a narrow margin to the petals rf a

deep golden shade, with a broad inner disc of dark

bronzy red. From Messrs. Kelway and Son.

Delphinidm Sailor Prince.—An extra deep

blue-purple with large flowers.

D. Princess M.\y.—A very pale -mauve with

blue margin—a remarkable combination of colour,

very striking; habit vigorous.

D. Henry Kelway.—An intensely bright blue,

semi-double, with darker under-petals and a fine

close spike. All the above Delphiniums from Messrs.

Kelway r.nd Son.

Campanula persicifolia semi-plena. — A
beautiful double form of this fine species with dark
blue flowers of extra size, the spikes of extra size.

From Mr. Wm. Marshall.

Hyprid Perpetual Rose Clio.—A new variety

wiih flowers of a distinct shade of colour, a blush-

pink, of full size and good form, with large petals,

I^rom Messrs. Wm. Paul and Son.

Petunia Sciiwbster Bonifatia.—A very full

double variety with fimbriated flowers, colour a
dark pink. A good pot plant. From Messrs.

Cannell and Sons.

LiLIUM Bl.OOMERIANUM MAGNIFICUM.—A fine

form with dark spots on an orange ground, the ex-

tremities of the petals also orange, the spikes

extra large with from ^eighteen to twenty flowers.

From Mr. Thos. Ware.
A botanical certificate was givfen to

LILIUM MARITIMUM.—A small growing species

with reddish flowers. From Mr. Thos. W^re.

Messrs. Kelway and Son had a remarkably fine

exhibit of Dephiniums in the choicest kinds; the

variation in colour from extremely light to in-

tensely dark kinds was particularly noteworthy.

A few of the best were Britannia, bright blue ;

Alfred Henderson, semi-doulile, dark ;
Bernardo, a

bright blue; and Regalia, extra fine ;
also of Gad-

laniias in striking variety, amongst which were

Vivian Grev, apale lemon-yellow, disc same colour;

Magenta Kirg, very bright ; Wonder, a fine dark

varFety ; Tennyson, a pale yellow with dark disc
;

and James Kelway, a very fine dark with narrow

marginal tip of deep gold. Miscellaneous herba-

ceous plants were also shown, amongst which were

Centaurea macrocephala and varieties of Al-

stKcmerias (silver-gdt Flora medal).

Mr. H. B. May had one of the best and most ex-

tensive groups of small decorative plants that he

has ever staged. Well-coloured Crotons weie pro-

minent features ; so also were the plants of Alo-

casias, Aralias, Winter Cheer and La Neige Car-

nations, with a most interesting collection of tinted

and variegated Ferns, comprii-ing the best of the

Maiden-hairs with roseate tints, with Pteris tricolor

and other kinds, also well-grown gold and silver

Gymnogrammas (silver-gilt Banksian medal). Mr.

Thos. Ware had a very choice collection of Lilies

in flower and a tew other choice herbaceous plants ;

the former included L. pardalinum miuus, L. cana-

dense rubrum, L. Waslungtonianum, L. Browni

and L. colchicum, with others (silver Banksian

medal). Messrs. Veitch and Sons had cut speci-

mens of hardy flowering shrubs ; these were staged

in their usual attractive way and created much

interest. Shown thus in circular baskets an excel-

lent idea is formed of each respective kind ;
Ligus-

trum sinense floribundura, a profuse flowering form

of the Japanese Privet, with large Lilac-like spikes

of flower; Ceanothus azureus Arnoldi, a very light-

coloured form of this excellent variety
;

C.

azureus albus plenus, a double-flowered kind
;
An-

dromeda speciosa cassina:folia, a variety with long

and elegantly drooping racemes of flower; and

Stuartia Pseudo-Camellia, a very distinctdooking

shrub with white flowers (single) about the size ot

and resembling a small flower of a single Camellia,

the buds bearing an even closer resemblance, the

foliage nearly of the same size, but more of a

glaucous colour. Another good tlung was Notos-

partium Carmichaelia;, with minute Pea - like

flowers of a lilac shade, the growth extremely ele-

gant (silver Banksian medal). Messrs. Canni 11

and Sons sent a large assortment of cut Verbenas

in excellent variety and condition ;
it is quite re-

freshing to see these fine old-fashioned plants

shown in such good form. These chiefly consisted

of those with well-defined eyes, although some

20od selfs were also staged. Urania and Ed. ler-

kins the former a deep blue, the latter of a lighter

shade, were two of the best. Tuberous Begonia

Rosebud was also shown. This is a choice kind

(bronze Banksian medal).
.

Messrs. Veitch and Sons staged an admirab.e

box of cut blooms of their choice hybrid Javanese

Rhododendrons, the trusses of grand size and the

substance of the flowers quite remarkable. *rom

Kew Gardens came a large collection of specu_s

and garden varieties of the Rose, some ot which

are rarely seen in private gardens. Such a praise-

worthy exhibit ought to induce growers to take

more note of such good things.

The competition for the prizes offered for cut

herbaceous plants was the means of bringing to-

gether some good things, although the entries were

not very numerous. Mr. Sage, Ham House, was first

for eighteen, with large bunches of good useful gar-

den flowers, including Helenium pumilum, Gaillardia

grandiflora, Eryngium giganteum. Clematis erecta,

Scabio=a caucasica, Iceland Poppies, early herba-

ceous Phlox, Eryngium amethystinum, and Carna-

tion Grenadin. Mr. Berkeley James was first for

twelve kinds, he having Iris Mont Blanc, Lilium

Martagon, Spiraeas and Delphiniums in good form.

Mr. Marshall, who was awarded second prize in this

class, had a choicer lot, two out of the dozen re-

ceiving certificates as well. tEnothera Y'oungi,

Scabiosa caucasica, and Lychnis vespertina fl.-pl.

were very fine. Miss R. Debenham, St. Albans,
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was first for eight varieties, having Alstroemeria
chinensis and A. aurea, with other good things.

Cut Roses.—The competition was Iveen for
the twenty-five guinea challenge cup handed over
for future contests from the now defunct Chiswick
Horticultural Society. Mr. B. R. Cant was the
winner, he thus defeating his namesake in an un-
mistakable manner. It is doubtful if a finer two
dnzen trebles have ever been staged at any .show
in any \ear. They were grand in all points, not a
weak flower being included, tl e colours remark-
alily good. As a guide to growers of a limited
collection we append the names. These were Her
Majesty, Comtesse d'Oxford, Duke of Wellington,
Alfrfd Colomb, La France, Prince Arthur, Duciiesi-e
de Morny, Earl of Duflferin, Pride of Waltham,
Victor Hugo, Ernest Metz, Dr. Amlry, Mrs John
Laing, Xavier Olibo, Suzanne Rodocanachi, Sultan
of Zanzibar, Mis. Paul, A. K. Williams, Mme.
Ccisin, Marie Baumann, Jennie Dick-on, Reynolds
Hole, GustavePiganeau, and Mme. Verdier. Mr. F.
Cant was second, and Messrs. Paul .and Son third.

Fruit Committee.

Exhibits before this committee were more
numerous than at any meeting this year. Pines
and Melons being shown in quantity with several
lots of new vegetables. The collection of Marrows,
sixteen varieties, from the Society's gardens at
Chiswick made an interesting exhibit so early in
the season, an opportunity being given to compare
notes as to the best and earliest varieties.

From the Royal Gardens, Windsor, Mr. 0. Thomas
sent six fine Smooth Cayenne Pines and fifteen
punnets of choice dessert Cherries of large size, the
best varieties being Bigarreau, Monstreuse Bigar-
reau, Tartarian, a fine black. Governor Wood, Belle
d'Orleans, May Duke, very fine Frogmore Bigar-
reau, Bigarreau Napoleon, Knight's Early Black,
Florence, Late Duke, Adams' Crown, and Amber
Heart (silver Banksian medal). Mr. J. Fitt, Pans-
hanger, Hertford, sent twelve very fine Queen
Pines, also a fine bunch of the Banana named
Lady's Finger which was certificated last July. It
was not ripe enough to judge of its good qualities
(silver Banksian medal).

From Mr. Allan, gardener to Lord Suttield, i

Gunton Park, Norwich, came a collection of new
varieties of Strawberries, all in very fine condition,
Gunton Park being specially good and as large as
a James Veitch. This promises to be a grand
fruit for outdoor cultivation, coming very large and
of good flavour and an excellent traveller. L'ud
Sufheld and Empress of India were in fine con-
dition. A new unnamed seedling w.is also shown
by Mr Allan, and will be heard more of another
season. It is a medium-sized fruit, with firm
flesh and a British Queen flavour, the parents
being that variety and Countess. It was a little

over-ripe.

Melons were shown in quantity, Mr. Wythes,
gardener to the Duke of Northumberland, Syon
House, staging eight nice fruits of Syon House,
weighing 2(5 lbs., also several seedlings. From
Mr. Gilraan, gardener to the Earl of Shrewsbury,
Ingestre, came half-a-dozen fruits of Ingestre
Hybrid. The=e were rather deficient in flavour.
Mr. C. J. Terry, gardener to Lord Egerton, Tatton
Park, Knutsford, send a seedling named Florence,
a pale green or white variety with a good depth
of flesh. It, however, lacked flavour. Mr. Crasp,
gardener to Lord Win;borne, Dorset, sent a Peach
named Raymakker. Twelve varieties of Apples
were sent from the Society's gardens to show the
high colour these fruits are assuming this season.
Mr. Wells, Eynham Lodge Gardens. Shepherd's Bush,
sent a seedling Tomato named Eynham Hybrid, with
pale orange-coloured flesh veiy similar to Carter's
Blenheim Orange in size and shape. From the
Society's ga'dens a Fig named Trifer was sent. It
is a medium-sized juicy fruit, but not of rich
flavour. It would no doubt be improved if grown
cooler. A collection of Vegetable Marrows, sixteen
varieties, was also sent. Some excellent kinds were
staged, the best being Vilmorin's Italian Bush, a
beautiful long green fruit ; a very early vellow
variety named Vilmorin's Prolific, and Muir's Pen-y-

byd, Muir's Prolific, and Bush Genfeve being good'
A new Cauliflower was exhibited by Mr. Bones'
Chiswick. It is a distinct variety with green leaves
somewhat like those of Horseradish, not glaucous
like those of ordinary Brassicas. It is very com-
pact and a promising early variety. This the
committee desired to be sent to Chiswick for trial.

Mr. Leach, gardener to the Duke of Northumber-
land, Albury Park, had a collection of early Carrots,
the Early Nan'es, French Forcing and Scarlet
Model being excellent samples. Veitch's Perfect
Gem Leituce was also sent to show its good
heaiting qualities. From the same exhibitor came
a new Beetroot named Leach's Telegraph, of good
bright colour, sweet, very early, and a good
keeper, old roots also being sent to show its

keeping qualities. This was also asked to be sent
to Chiswick and to be exhibited later in the season
in a cooked state. From Messrs. Veitcli, Chelsea,
came a new dwarf Broad Bean named Multum in
Parvo, only growing about 18 inches high and
beating freely. It is somewhat afier Beck's Gem
in habit and of good flavour. For the Messrs.
Sharpe's prizes for three varieties of Peas, five

lots were staged. First, Mr. C. Osman, Sutton,
Surrey ; second, Mr. Walker, gardener to Mr. F.
Pridder, Boxgrove, Guildford ; third, Mr. J. Gilbert,
Merrow Rectory, Guildford.

The Rev. E. Handley, Bath, in his lecture on cool
Orchids, stated that it was often remarked that
Orchid growing and buying were very expensive.
Such was not the case unless rare varieties were
purchased. Fair plants could be purchased for a
few shillings, and often good varieties were so
obtained. Orchids are not expensive to grow,
though often thought to be. They are often sup-
posed to require great heat, but such was not the case.
He did not adiise expensive houses, and as a cool
Orchid house was essential, he would say a few
words as to the construction of such a house. It

should be a lean-to'with a north-we^t aspfct, 11
feet high at back, 18 inches at front, no front
lights being recommended both for economy and
the health of the plant.';, the ventilation being
given by shutters near the ground, the cold air

passing over the hot-water pipes, the top venti-
lators being 2 feet wide, easily regulated to admit
suiall currents of air. The heating was by four
rows of pipes, viz., two flows and two returns, and
I hough half the quantity of piping would exclude
frost, it did much harm to over-heat the pipes,
which would be necessary in severe weather.
The temperature of a cool Orchid house in severe
weather should not be under 30°, wilh a maxi-
mum of 45° to 50°, and with the steady heat from
four pipes this was easily maintained without in-

jury to the plants. The greatest difficulty is to keep
the house sufficiently cool in hot weather, and here
shading was necessary, and it was best to purchase
good material at the start. In fitting up the in-

side, mistakes were often made in laying a neat
tile floor; this was bad for the plants and did not
retain the moisture. He used refuse from the gas-
works, but any moisture-holding material was
better than bricks or tiles. The stages he liked
level with the glass at the bottom of the house
with a good water-tank underneath, using slate for
the stages with iron supports, the stage or slate

covered with shingle or gravel to retain moisture,
the roof having a few strained wires to hold pans
and basket plants. Cool Orchids could be obtained
at a small cost from Orchid importers or at sales.

There were many plants the trade did not buy
which made excellent furnishing plants for rooms,
Odontoglossum crispum being a grand plant for
this work. He gave a list of suitable plants, some
of the best being the Odontoglossums, Lselias,

Cypripedium insigne, C. Boxalli, C. villosum, Epi-
dendrums, Ada aurantiaca, Mesospinidium in va-
riety, Maxillarias and others. Masdevallias also did
well. Some of the Oncidiums were very suitable.

Odontoglossum Rossi was excellent for the roof, also
Sophronitis and the dwarfer species of cool Or-
chids. He would not go into cultural details ; there
was much informotion in our journals and books
on this point ; but, he would add, book knowledge
was of liltle value unless practice was combined

and due attention paid to airing and moisture.
Thrips were very troublesome and needed fre-

quent looking after, as they soon disfigured the
foiage and left black spots behind. Fumigating,
dipping and sp' nging were the remedies, using
pure tobacco. Green-fly could be similarly Ireated.

Slugs must also te looked after. He also men-
tioned another injury to plants, viz., allowing the
flowers to remain too long on them. He had two
sets of plants, flowering one lot each year. Mr.
Douglas thought it an excellent paper. He liked
the house recommended, and if a few more were
interested in house structure, it would be better for

the health of the plants. He advised the plants
to be kept clean, and if there was plenty of mois-
ture and the Sphagnum kept growing, there would
not be any difficulty.

FLORAL DECORATIONS AT EARL'S COURT.
These we're shown in good numbers at the show
on July 5 and 6, both by amateurs and pro-
fessionals. In most of the classes the competition
was keen and the arrangements mo>t commendable,
In the large class for a " dinner table completely
laid ou^ for twelve persons" there were about ten
entries, the tastes and designs of the various com-
petitors being widely divergent, some being the
extreme of light and elegant, others so much
crowded as to destroy any artislic effect they
might have. The first prize was awarded to Mr.
Sydney T. Spalding, Avenue House, South Darenth,
Kent, whose arrangement was very tastefully done,
although a few less of specimen glasses would
have been better, no provisions havir g been made
for the dessert and several other accessories of a
well-appointed table ; the second prize table
arranged by Mrs. Helen Butt, Gwendwr Road,
West Kensington, was composed chiefly of yellow
Sweet Sultan, Grasses, and Maidenhair Fern, very
pretty, but hardly sufficient ; the third prize was a
heavy arrangement of full-blown Roses. For three
stands Mr. Chard was placed first with three of his

"Arcadian " designs, very light and simple, being
adapted to either large or small tables ; the second
award had nothing to recommend it, but rather
showed what to avoid, the third being much
lighter. The first prize for a single stand went to

a loose arrangement, the base too much packed
together ; it was shown by Miss Foden, Marlowes
Hemels, Herts ; the second award being made in

favour of Mr. Brown, Richmou", Surrey. Several
stands of wild flowers were shown, the first prize

going to Miss Owen. Basingstoke, and the second
to Mi>s Hudson, Gunnersbury, Acton. In tie
three classes for bouquets, in tliat for button-holes,
and another for ladies' sprays, with that for Ihe
best arranged basket of flowers, Messrs. Perkins
and Son were simply invincible, showing some
most praiseworthy exhibits, suitable Orchids in

most cases playing an important part in the
designs Mr. Brown succeeded in beating Messrs.
Perkins for a bouquet of natural Grasses and
Ferns, showing an informal arrangement, that
from Messrs. Perkins being m^re packed. For
twenty-four cut blooms of Carnations, " Malmaison
type," Mr. Chas. Turner was first, showing fine

flowers of the pink kind.

Miscellaneous exhibits.—These were shown
in considerable quantity. From Messrs. Sander
and Co. came a large group of Orchids, amongst
which many plants of Odontoglossum vexillarium
played an important part. Amongst these there
were several beautiful forms, some very light and
delicate in colouring, others extremely lich in

deeper tints. Oiher good things consisted of
Vanda Sanderiana with a fine spike, the flowers
deeper in colour than usual ; Cattleya Amesise, a
beautiful variety ; C. g'gas, C. Schofieldiana
(Boyle's var.), with greenish yellow sepals and
petals and rosy purple lip ; C. Leopoldi Laucheana,
a dark form; Vanda Hookeri, Aerides Sanderianum,
Cattleya Brymeriana, and a quantity of Epiden-
dnim vitellinum majus (cut spikes), which in a
mass made a brilliant display. Dendrochilum,
freely fiowered, was also included. A gold medal
was awarded to this well-arranged and excellent
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group. Messrs. B. S. Williams and Son also re-

ceived the highest award of a gold medal for a

miscellaneous collection of new and choice plants,

these being shown in the house adjoining the main
building. AUamanda Williamsi was here flowering

well (tliis variety promises to be a decided acquisi-

tion), Nepenthes, and other insectivorous plants,

with several good examples of Orchids, as Vanda
suavis, Anguloa Clowesi, Thunii Veitchi, Cypripe-

dium Morganiaiandt'. Curtisi, Dendrohium Dearei,

and several Masdevallias and Olontoglossums con-

tributed (o make a good effect. Messrs. Kelway
and Son showed a large collection of Delphiniums

(choice kinds), chiefly their own raising— I'ta, a
dark .semi-double, and James Kelway, a bright

dark blue with distinct white eye, being two of the

finest new kinds. Gaillardias were also well re-

presented, showing great variety ; various other

herbaceous plants being shown (a silver-gilt medal
being awarded). Messrs. Barr and Son showed
herbaceous plants of the choicest and best decora-

tive kinds in their u.-^ual good style, making a fine

display. Messrs, Laing and Sons also contributed

a collection of decorative kinds. Both Messrs.

Wills and Segar and Mr. Shuttleworth, of Peck-

ham Rye, contributed collections of fine-foliaged

plants, which greatly added to the effect in the

Rose show. Messrs. Peed and Sons staged groups of

Caladiums. Gold medals went to the two former,

and a silver to the latter exhibitors. From Mr.

Drost, Kew Nursery, Richmond, came two groups

of flowering and fine-foliaged plants, in which
were fine Hydrangea paniculata, with excellent

examples of Lilium lancifolium roseum in good
flower, and some late Lilacs. M. Ed. Pynaert van
Geert, Ghent, brought over an immense example,

a truly grand plant, of Sobralia macrantha, scarcely

forward enough in flower to do it justice; the plant

was in the finest health with some thirty flowers

and about 7 feet through—a silver-gilt medal
being deservedly awarded to it. Messrs. Cannell
staged about 100 bunches of their double Begonias,

amongst which were noted Rose-bud, Lord Haddo,
and R. B. Parsons ; staged in this manner they
made a brilliant and attractive display, their merits

being also duly recognised. One of our Continental
friends showed a new Tea Rose Kaiserin Auguste
Victoria in a particularly commendable manner

;

the trusses were cut of a good length and shown in

glass vases, thus the character of the Rose could
be better judged as to its habit of blooming. In
this exhibit an object lesson was set our own
growers which they would do well to make note of.

United Horticultural Benefit and Provi-
dent .Society.—The quarterly meeting of this so-

ciety was held on Monday evening last at the
Caledonian Hotel, Mr. Joseph Wheeler in the
chair. One new member was elected, making a
total in the two quarters of thirty-seven. Sickness
among the members has been light during the
quarter, two only being on the funds at the present
time. The annual dinner will take place in the
last week in September, due notice of which will

be given. It is proposed to present the treasurer
(Mr. James Hudson) with a testimonial on the
occasion for his valuable services during the past
ten years.

Floral decorations at the Temple show.
—The floral arrangements of Messrs. Perkins and
Sons, of Coventry, constituted the most atti'ac'ive

feature of the cut flowers at the last Temple show.
Part'cularly noticeable was a handsome floral harp
composed of Eucharis, Stephanotis, Lily of the
Valley, Niphetos Ro.ses, &c., most skilfully ar-

ranged, showing off every flower to advantage, yet
without a suspicion of stiffness. The strings
were of Bouvardia flowers, one , being broken,
as the design was intended for a funeral. A very
beautiful bouquet was composed of pink Car-
nations ; another of Mar&hal Niel Ro.ses, Cat-
tleyas, Odontoglossums, lightened with Lily of the
Valley and Asparagus plumosus, was handsome
and rich in tone and colour. One of various
kinds of Cattleyas was striking, but a trifle heavy
in tone. An exquisite bridal bouquet of white
Odontoglossums, Niphetos Roses, Eucharis, and

Gardenias, with nails of Stephanotis, deservedly

won universal admiration. The charmingly ar-

ranged b.askets formed a delightful fe.iture. One
of the most striking was a conibiiaiion of Mar6-

chal Nifl Roses, yellow and white Odontoglossums,

Eucharis and Cattleyas. The deeply coloured lips

of the latter impart a jileasing richness wherever the

flowers are used. A tasteful arrangement of various

delicately coloured Fern fronds and other tinted

foliage was a very successful example of what can

be done without the use of flowers. In other bas-

kets pink and white Roses, Lily of the Valley, &c.,

were used with marked success. For delicacy of

treatment and simplicity of style, the palm must
be given to an oval wreath of Niphetos Roses and

Lilies of the Valley. Button-holes and ladies'

sprays were, as usual, tastefully mounted, and
among such a charming variety it is difiicult to

single out any particular ones for praiSe. But

perhaps the most natural and effective were tliose

compo-ed of Roses loosely put together with their

own foliage without the aid of Fern. The only

arrangement that could be taken exception to was

a large wreath of white flowers. If about one-third

of the material had been removed, the effect would
have been better. As it was, the flowers were

crowded and the whole thing heavy and dull.

—

L. H.

National Chrysanthemum Society.—

A

meeting of the general committee of this society

was held on Thursday evening, the 30th ult., at

Anderton's Hotel, Mr. R. Ballantine presiding.

After the reading of the mitiutes and various

letters on miscellaneous matters concerning the

society, Mr. R. Dean stated that all the judges ap-

pointed had consented excepting Mr. Barron, who,

owing to a prior engagement, could not act in the

fruit classes ; his place was, therefore, filled up by

the reserve judge, Mr. Miles. With regard to the

subject of enlarging the show boards for Japanese

cut blooms, a sub-committee was appointed to

carry out the details at the conference when the

matter was to be fully discussed. The catalogue

sub-committee received instructions to prepare a

supplement to the Centenary edition of the National

Chrysanthemum Society's official catalogue pub-

lished two years ago, and thus bring that work up

to date. The Wellington Horticultural and Florists'

Society (New Zealand) submitted two queries

which they wished to be decided by the committee

of the National. The Wellington Society offered a

bronze medal at their recent show to the exhibitor

who took the greatest number of first prizes, with

the result that three competitors each won four

first prizes in the classes for cut blooms. It was re-

solved that the medal be awarded to the exhibitor

who took the greatest amount of prize money. The
second inquiry was what the National Society con-

sidered permissible to be shown as " large flower-

ing varieties.'' To this the committee of the

National Chrysanthemum Society replied : in-

curved, reflexed, Japanese, and the two sub-divi-

sions of Japanese, but not including the Anemone
' ections. Mr. R. Sydenham submitted designs for

the Holmes Memorial cups, and a sub-committee,

comprising the trustees of the Holmes Memorial
Fund and six other members, was appointed to

take into consideration the selection of a suitable

design. The annual outing of the society is to

take place on July 22. A visit will be made to

Penshurst Place and Redleaf. On the occasion of

this visit, a wish has been expressed by the Seven-

oaks Gardeners' Society to play a cricket match
with the members of the National. New members
were elected, and one society—the Highbury Vale

Chrysanthemum Society—received in affiliation.

Mr. Harman-Payne read an extract from a letter

just received from Mr. Earland, of Wellington, N.Z.,

announcing the despatch of his seedlings frozen in

blocks of ice. A special meeting will be called

immediately on their arrival to consider them.

tural and Mutual Improvement Society will be

held on August ;iO and :!1, and the Brighton and
Hov(i Chrysanthemum Slvnv on November 1 and 2.

PUBLIC Gardens.

Flower shows at Brighton.—We are asked

to state that the flower shows of the Brighton and
Sussex Horticultural Association of which Mr E.

Carpenter was spcretary will not he held. The
show of the Brighton and Sussex New Horticul-

Bethnal Green poor's land.—On V^e recom-
mendation of the Parks Committee, it w.is re wived
that the Council shnulj purchase the Bethual Gr,;eu

poor's hiMil for the sum of tlJUOO.

Goldsmith f^ qua re.—The Council approved the

plan and estimate hir the laying out by the Vestry of

Shoreditch of part of this site as a recreation ground,
aud agreed to contribute £l.iO towards the cost.

An open space for Birkenhead—At a re-

cent meeting of the r.irkenhead Town Council the

procedings of the Finance Committee included a
resolution recommending the Council to authorise

the committee to negotiate for the acquisition of

some portion of the crown of Bidston Hill as an
open space for the use of the public for ever.

Alderman Deakin movedthe adoption of the recom-
mendation, which was agreed to.

New drinking fountain.—The Parks and
Open Spaces Committee, of which Mr. Fletcher

is chairman, reported th;it a handsome drinking

fountain had been offered to the Council for

placing on Hampstead Heath by Mr. Frederick

Wills, a resident in the neighbourhood. He pro-

posed to place the fountain on the heath near the

flagstaff. Meanwhile, they recommended that the

thanks of the Council be conveyed to Mr. Frederick

Wills, and that the design of the fountain be ap-

proved, subject to the water being laid on and
supplied by the Metropolitan Cattle Trough and
Drinking Fountain Association, and the lighting of

the lamp being undertaken by the Vestry of

Hampstead. This was agreed to.

Open spaces.—At the last monthly meeting

of the Metropolitan Public Gardens Association

at 83, Lancaster Gate, the Earl of Meath in the

chair, it was reported that the association had com-

pleted and opened St. Anne's Churchyard, Soho,

W., and the Old Burial Ground, Shoreditch, E., and
that the Pottery Lane Fields W., now called Avon-

dale Park, had been opened by the Ken-ington

Vestry. Amongst nearly fifty applications for

assistance seats were granted for Tottenham, N.,

and Acton, W., and trees for Stamford Hill, N.,and

it was decided to approach the respective authori-

ties regarding the temporary or permanent opening

of Vincent Square, S.W., a triangle in the Caledo-

nian Road, N., a plot of land near Colebrooke Row,

N.; Gordon House grounds, S.W. ; the Eton and
Middlesex Cricket Grounds, N.W., and Soho Square,

W. As regards the last-named space, a generous

offer was made by a member to provide funds for

its laying out and permanent maintenance if it

could be secured. It was announced that the Con-

stable of the Tower had kindly granted the request

of the association to extend the hours of opening

of the Tower gardens on Sundays and week days

during the summer, and that the Islington A'estry

had agreed to provirle half the cost of laying out

the Duncan Terrace enclosure, N. The vahi.able

gift of a plot of ground in Marigold Street, S.E., as

an open space was reported, and it was agreed to

expend an adequate sum in laying it out. It was
also sta'ed that the churchyards of St. Catherine

Coleman and St. Botolph's, Bishopsgate, had been

opened by the association for the summer months,

and that a balance of £3500 was still required for

the purchase of the Hilly Fields, S.E., and £8000

for the Paddington playing fields, W.

Names of plants.— ./. T. }{.—Epidendrnm C3ch-

leatum, Oueidiuui luridum, with thick Heshy leaf.

D.F.— 1, Cattleya K'gas ; 2, Vanda tricolor insignis

;

3, Cypripediuin vnlonteinum. H. Jepher-on.—1,

Acanthus mollis ; 2, Dichptera spiuosa. T. Jpnes.

—Epidendtum falcatum. J. H Iford.—Miltonia cu-

neata. Q. North.— 1, Catasetum longfolium ; 2,

Cattleya intermedia. 0. — Thalictrum a<iuilegi-

folium. Scolopax HW/jor.—Campanula persicifolia

alba pl-^na.

A. ir. If.—Your Ptachts are suffering from mildew.
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SEASONABLE FOREST WORK.
Barking.—The barking season has, on the
whole, been very favourable, and many fine
samples of bright well-dried bark are now find-
ing their way into the market or yard of the
tanner. Prices are, however, not very tempt-
ing and it is almost a question whether, when
all the expenses in connection with removing,
drying and stacking are taken into account, as
also indeed, the deteriorated value of the Oak
timber, cut as it is with the rising sap, the
small pro6ts left are worth the worry and
trouble connected with bark stripping in our
variable chme. Between £i and £5 per ton
for well-saved bark is not indeed a tempting
bait, and every year prices seem to get lesf.
Timber should at once be cleared from the

woodland.s and either carted to the saw-mUl or
wood-yard, or lotted without the wood, and
contiguous to good sound roads for ease in re-
moval. Trees of about like size should be
lotted together, and others of small or inferior
growth placed side by side, such a method of
arrangement for the sale l)eing all in favour ofthe .seller. Firewood and faggots should like-
wise be carted from the wood and stacked care-
fully for winter consumption. The timber,
firewood and faggots being removed, all deadand twisted branches should be neatly prunedtrom the trees and the wounds dressed over
with pamt or tar. Ditches in the wood-
land that were temporarily filled up witli fag-
gots for ease in cartage may be cleared out, andbare patches of the ground occasioned by tim-
ber-dragging, &c., sown down with suitable
(jrass seeds.

NuRSERY.-This will be a busy time in the
nursery, for what with keeping the weeds in
check in this warm, showery weather, attending
to seed beds, grafts and buds, transplanting
where necessary, and many other operations,
the time of those employed in the nursery will
be fully occupied. Hoeing should only be donem warm sunny weather, so that the weedsmay be killed outright, unless, indeed, the
ground IS raked after hoeing, and all the weeds
thus removed, but this, unless in unusual
seasons, is a waste of labour. Weeding seed beds
should only be performed in showery weather,
as then less damage to the young plants by
pulling out the weeds is done.

Grafts will require to be gone over and the
bands loosened, clay added, or it may be shoots
r^ioved from the stocks-all work that cannot
aflord to be neglected.

Look over beds of Pines and see that none of
the numerous insect pests that are this year so
troublesome have made an appearance. The Pine
beetle is working great havoc in certain districts,
and the Larch blight and Spruce Fir gall are un-
usually abundant, as they generally are when
the atmosphere is moist and warm.
Pruning young deciduous trees, such as re-

moving rival leading shoots, untidy and ungainly
side branches, <kc., may still go on. Cuttings
of the various kinds of nursery stock that, to
help in rooting, have been wintered in the cool
frame will require a good deal of attention in
the way of watering, shading, and cleaning.
Heaps of nursery refuse—compost—should

be turned over and a .small quantity of un-
slaked lime added, which will to a great
extent prevent the germination of seeds, as
also add to the manurial value of the soil
buch compost, when fully decomposed, makes

[Jlly 13, 13'J?.

excellent seed beds, and is useful, when sifted,
for many important operations in the nursery.
Elm seeds sliould be looked to and spread out

for a couple of hours in the sun, after which
they may with safety be placed in a cool, dry
position, not in masses, but spread thinly out
over a large surface.

Fenli>-g.—Woodland fences will require a
more than usual amount of attention during
July and August, as farm stock, tormented by
flies and ever greedy for the mouthful of sweet
plantation Grass, will be hard to keep in bounds,
and should they once succeed in getting with-
in the enclosure, the work of staying the in-
roads is more than doubled. Iron fences should
be cleared of all ru.st and either painted or
tarred during warm dry weather. Before
starting, however, all Grass should be cut
down close to the ground surface along the
line of fence, so that the painting may be
done as low as possible. Tar varnish I find
excellent for iron and wire fences, but all
blisters and rust must first be carefully removed.
With the removal of hay from the fields
and meadows, standard trees should be exa-
mined and their guards renewed and painted if
necessary before stock are turned out. As time
permits, the fencing of ground intended for
autumn planting may be proceeded witli, and
in high-lying and damp ground this is advisable,
as the fencing niaterial can be more readily
placed where wanted during the summer months
than at any other time of the year. The con-
traction and expansion by the changes of
weather should receive attention, as gates are
often drawn out of place and cannot be locked
by the variations of temperature.

Hedging.—The pruning of such hedges as
the Holly, Yew, Box, etc., may now be taken in
hand, and a second trimming in a month hence
will leave them neat and tidy for the season.
Dig or fork the ground along the line of hedges,
and should the Quick, Beecli, or Privet show
signs of being poverty-stricken, a good top-
dressing of well-decayed farmyard manure will
have a magical eflect in setting matters right.
But in any case the keeping of Grass and weeds
from the base of hedges is a matter of so great
importance so far as the welfare of the fences
is concerned, that it should never be neglected
even for a single season. Slight pruning of the
hedges above named is all that is necessary at
present, hard cutting back and beheading being
left for the early spring. Laurel, Laurustinus,
and the finer kinds of Privet may also receive
attention at present. A. D. W.

The golden - leaved Chestnut (Castanea
chrysophylla).—Probably no other tree of late in-
troduction can surpass the golden-leaved Chest-
nut where wealth and beauty of foliage are points
of great importance. At first, numerous doubts
were expressed regarding the hardiness of this
small-growing tree in any but the most favoured
parts of these isles, but fortunately, after fully
thirty years' trial in almost every part of this coun-
try, it has been found to be perfectly hardy.'of very
free though slow growth, and one of the most dis-
tinct and ornamental of small growing trees. From
data that I have collected it thrives well, but
slowly even in the north of Scotland, while in Eng-
land and Ireland are many stately and nearly fully
developed specimens. To Messrs. Veitch, of Chel-
sea, we are indebted for this handsome foliaged
tree, it being a native of Upper California, where
it attains a height of from 4 feet in the dry soils of
Monterey to about 40 feet in the rich moist soils
of Oregon. In the British Isles it grows freely
enough and in any soil of fair quality, but
prefers a rather sheltered position—at least when
not too much exposed, the foliage is most abundant

and of the showiest tints. When at a short dis-
tance from the tree one might readily enough mis-
take this Chestnut for an evergreen Oak, the small
deep green leaves having a close resemblance to
those of that tree, and it is not until the wind
ruffles the foliage that the powdery golden tint of
the undersides is observable. By bringing this
highly ornamental tree under notice it is to be
hoped that it may meet with greatly extended cul-
tivation.—A. D. W.

Shelter for trees.—Some conifers that are
halile to be cut down by the late spring frosts
thrive best when planted on a cold situation at a
considerable elevation, for the simple reason that
they are less liable to be excited into early growth
in spring. I once planted a group of coniferous
and other ornamental trees on a piece of flat
ground near the bank of a small stream, where the
soil was cla3'ey loam resting upon clav, and well
sheltered, and where the trees grew remarkably
well with one exception, namely, a plant of Picea
bracteata. This plant, although special attention
was paid to it for years in the way of shading and
giving protection, never made progress, and I be-
lieve it would ultimately have died had I not re-
moved it to another situation on the north side of
a hill exposed to the full sweep of the wind from
the north. Here the only protection necessary was
shelter from the heat of the sun during spring, and
it soon recovered and proved perfectly at home in
its new situation.—J.

The Elm (Ulmus montana).—In so far as
general usefulness is concerned, the Elms approach
more nearly the Oak, Ash, and Sycamore than any
other tree grown for purely profitable purposes in
this country. Both the English and Scotch or
Mountain Elms (U. campestris and V. montana)
are very accommodating trees, standing well on
exposed grounds, and not over-fastidious about the
soil in which they are growing. The price of no
other home-grown timber varies to such an extent
as does that of the Elm, almost every county or
district having its own stated price, this varying
from lOd. to 2s. per foot. From statistics collected
for many years back, it would seem that, taking
the British Isles as a whole, the wood of the Eng-
lish Elm reali.ses more than does that of the Scotch
form, but local demand in a few cases at least re-
verses the matter. In some parts of England I
have had no ditficulty in selling Elm timber at
Is. 8d. and 2s. per foot, and did so for fully ten years

;

whereas in another part of the country I have had
the greatest difficulty in procuring more than 7d. or
8d per foot, and that, too, for big, sound logs that
contained, say, on an average 40 cubic feet each.
Speaking generally for the whole of the British
Isles, I would be inclined to put down the price of
Elm timber on an average at a little more than Is.

per foot. In seaside districts the wood of the
Scotch or Mountain Elm brings a higher return
than does that of the English tree, the timber
being justly considered of better lasting quality
where used for ship and boat-building. There are
many uses to which Elm wood is applied in this
country, but probably in the construction of carts,

carriages, tramcars, &c., the greatest quantity is

consumed. Ir. is of a dark satiny colour, polishes
well, but requires very careful seasoning, so as to
prevent warping and splitting.—A. D. W.

"The Garden" Monthly Parts.— This journal i» pub-
lished in neatly bound Monthly Parts. In this foryn the
coloured -plates are best preserved, and it is most suitable for
reference previous to the issue of the half-yearly volumes. Price
\8. 6d. ; post free, is. 9rf. Complete set of volumes of The
Garden from its comvi^ncement to end of 1891, fvrty vols.f

price, cloth, £29 88.

"Gardening Illustrated" Monthly Pa-rts. — This
journal is published in neatly bound Monthly Parts, in Schick

form it is most suitable for reference previous to the issue of the

yearly volumes. Price bd.', post free, Sd.

"Farm and Home" Monthly P&rts.—lhit joKrnali*
published in neatly bound Monthly Parts, in whichform it it

most suitable for reference previous to the issue of the yearly
volumes. Price 5d.', post free, Sd.

"Hardy Flowers."

—

Giving descriptions of upwards o/

thirteen hundred of the most ornamental species, with directions

for their arranffemcnt, culture, ttc. Fourth and Popular
Edition, Is.', post free, Is. 3d
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"This tsan Art
Which does meod Nuture : change It rether ; bat

Thb Art itself is Nature."— 6Aaiefpeor«.

Orchard and Fruit Garden.

THE FRUIT CROP, 1892.

If we take a hackwanl glance as to the po.sition

of atfair.s last August and f(U- a part of Septem-

ber, the verdict (anticipatory, of course) would

have tendcil in most cases towards a more

general failure than we have experienced. For

a short time in September we had very fine and

warm weather. I think this had much to do

with our present fruit crops, for it undoubtedly

accelerated the ripening i)rocess to a consider-

able extent. I well remember the wet season

of 1870 and the failures of the following year.

Bearing this in mind, I was, I must confess,

somewhat fearful of a repetition. The past

winter was not, however, so severe as that of

1870-80. What has given me the most satis-

faction this year is the splendid crops of

Peaches and Nectarines ; in my own case not

a tree has failed, but, on the other hand,

thousands of fruit have had to be removed.

This appears to be pretty general all over the

country, and it is fortunate that it is so, for in

some places the impression has been gaining

ground (fallacy though it is to all practical cul-

tivators) that our seasons are not so favourable

now as formerly to the culture of these fruits.

The crops of the present season should go a

long way towards dispelling this idea, bad
management being more often than not the

real source of failure. In my owu case I have

not failed to secure a crop for at least ten years

in succession, and that with none of the best of

aspi;cts.

In suitable positions and on congenial soils the

Apricot is also bearing well. In a well-managed
garden I recently saw immense crops. Cherries

likewise have done remarkably well, the earlier

of course now gathered, with fine crops of Bi-

garreaus and Morellos still on hand, the latter

of course not nearly ripe. Black, White,
and Red Currants are also as satisfactory as

anyone could desire ; in my own case they were
never better. Gooseberries were a good crop,

but through the demands made upon them in a
green state but few are now left. Strawberries

have not been so good as usual, the plants, par-

ticularly in young plantations, having suft'ered to

a serious extent in the early spring from the pre-

vailing easterly winds and low temperatures.

Then when the fruit was swelling the plants

Buti'ered from want of moisture just when it was
the most needed. The Apple crop is a pleasing

surprise after a heavy crop last year. Many of

the same trees and varieties are in my own case

again carrying very heavy crops of fruit, looking
at the present time vei-y clean and promising.
Stewing P.ears are likewise all that one could
wish, and that again after the splendid crops of

last season. Dessert Pears, on the other hand,
appear to be ageneral failure. There must be .some
cause for this. With me it was not through the
want of sutiicient bloom, for the trees were a
splendid sight. I think it is rather to be at-

tributed to the few severe frosts just at the
critical time of the fruit setting. In some in-

seriously crippled the flowers in many instances,

causing them to open weakly, if still hioknig

fairly well at a glance. The Apj.les, on tlie

other hand, were not nearly so long about whdst

in the flowering stage ; hence, I think, we have

secured the good crop we now have. Plums, as

far as 1 can gather, are a partial crop ;
this too,

I think, must lie attributed to the frost, al-

though in many instances the trees that last

year bore extra heavy crops would this year

take an enforced rest. In my own case 1 can-

not complain ; all things considered, I think we

have our share, whilst the trees look remark-

ably well.

Considering the generally heavy crops of last

year, I think the success of this season is to be

attributed more to the heavy rainfall of last

summer and autumn than to any other cau.se.

That rainfall undoulitedly sustained many trees

that greatly stood in need of it during the

swelling of the fruit ; hence the growth as well

as the fruit was benefited thereby. This

season so far has not been remarkable for any

surprising amount of rain. Those, therefore,

who have taken the precaution to mulch their

fruit trees where there is any susceptibility to

drought will have done well. Those who have

not done it will do the best possible thing by

attending to mulching at once before their trees

sutt'er. In many cases it would be wise to water

the trees ; in spite of the recent rains it is quite

possible that many are still on the dry side. I

feel fully persuaded that this neglect of water-

ing or insufficient moisture, although not

sutticiently perceptible to aflect the crop for the

time being, does seriously impair the vitality of

fruit trees for the successive season or two.

Of ccurse the condition of the trees must be

taken into consideration. If the growth be more

robust than is desirable, this must be takeir as

an indication that the trees are deriving

sufticieut nourishment to sustain them.

Another pleasing feature this year is the im-

munity from insect jiests. Complaints appear

to be Ijut few. This should bode well for

another season. We are now getting past the

time when any trouble from insects need be

seriously apprehended— at any rate where the

fruit trees are well attended to.

H. G. H.

was a well known pieserving Strawberry in tl.e

soutli of England some thirty years ago. 1 do not

know if it is still in cultivation. It was, like Vrs-

countess, a very heavy cropper, of medivun size,

and somewhat conical in shape. It was too acid

to be acce])ted as a dessert fruit, unless allowed to

hang until nearly tlie colour of lilack Prince, then

a few dislies were fiometiinos toloralod. It was

about the latest Strawberry then known. lietter

flavoured sorts as I.oxford Hall, Waterloo, and

Filbert I'ine have now, however, taken its plac-e,and

it is a variety one very seldom hears mentioned.

Filbert Fine is by far our best late kind and an

excellent crop) ler of fair size and good riuality.—

E. BPBBKLL, Claremont.

Peach stones splitting.—I have a tree of

Early Louise Peach. At the present time there is a

crop of about twenty dozen fine Peaches on it, and

the stones of quite two-thirds of them are split. I

have tried various luethods to prevent it, such as

keeping the tree rather dry at the root, heavy

cropping, discontinuing the use of the syringe

when the fruits begin to swell after stoning, and

lifting the tree annually, but so far 1 have not

been able to make any difference. I should like to

know if other gardeners have the same fault to

find with it, and wliat can be done to stop it.—T. T.

Strawberries.— It may be of interest to note

that the dessert Strawberry season outdoors will

last this year nearly six weeks, beginning with

Noble on June 7, and ending with Filbert Pine

about the middle of July. Particular varieties so

lend themselves to different soils and situations,

that it is impossible to lay down any definite rules

as to selection of sorts that shall be suitable for

every place. The best plan to adopt is having

found some three or four serviceable varieties to

hold fast by them, weeding out others that may

not be so well adapted to meet individual require-

ments. Personally, I shall only grow three sorts

next year for dessert, the two mentioned above
" Paxton, with a batch of A'iscountess for

stances it would no doubt have been caused by
! '^^jj kitchen' purposes. If the special bright colour

the long period that elapsed between the time
of the buds first starting and their develop-
ment into the expanded flowers. After starting

there were successive checks, which must have

of Grove Scarlet is not insisted on for preserving,

there is nothing better than Viscountess. It is,

too, a tremendous cropper, and if kept picked

rather hard has a very long season. Cox's Hybrid

CHOICE PLUMS UNDER GLASS.

With a surfeit of other kinds of fruit which

can be had at tliis season of the year, it may be

thought that the cultivation of Pluins under

i
glass might be dispen.sed with. Such is not my
experience, as Plums are amongst the most

cherished fruits when grown under glass. The

season is also greatly prolonged, as I gathered

Jefferson's the first week in July from a trained

tree in our Plum house. This tree will give a

succession of fruits for quite three weeks, and

will be followed by Kirke's. The quality of

Plums grown under glass is also excellent,

being very rich and juicy, this being enhanced

by allowing them to hang until they are ready

to drop. The later kinds are also sidendid

when grown under glass, as in some districts

it is only in this way that they can be grown.

The present season has proved how variable

our climate is. When the fruit reports from the

various parts of the country are published, I

am under the impression that in no previous

season will such variability be noticed. In

some districts there will be plenty of some

kinds of fruit, and in others very little or

any of the same kind. For instance, I

never saw a heavier crop of Plums in the

open, all varieties being the same, whilst

against an east wall, and which hitherto has

furnished our earliest dessert Plums from the

open air, the crop is almost a failure. This,

again, shows the value of growing a few under

glass, where the bloom is free from frost and

the young fruits grow away freely without a

In the cultivation of Plums under glass, a

close, warm, and muggy atmosphere whilst the

trees are in bloom, and too cold a temperature

coupled with cold draughts must be guarded

against. Cold draughts with a low temperature

stagnate the sap, and if too warm the small

fruits are excited too much ;
consequently they

turn yellow and drop ott". As a rule Plums are

only cultivated in pots when grown under glai-s,

but they fruit equally well when planted out

if given a firm border, with ample cal-

careous matter in its composition. Cur trees

are trained near the roof in a structure with a

southern aspect, and in this ])o,sition they

bloom so freely as to need a deal of tliinnmg

out. The attention reciuired is vt ry simiile, and

in my case the main branches start from the

base, the side laterals being pinched to form

spurs. The branches as it were are like single

cordons. Allowing these side shoots to grow

away strongly will only end in failure, this

tending to an over-gross habit. A war m shower

bath fronr the garden engine on all fine days,

both morning and afternoon, from the time

the fruit is set until just on the point of ripen-

ing is what they re(iuire. This will keep the

trees clean and free from red spider, the pest

most likely to attack them under glass, but

with plenty of clean soft water there need be
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but little fear of injury to the foliage from this
cause. The fruits will ripen up, and as they
hang clear of the boughs they will carry a
beautiful bloom and bo free from blemish of
any kind. Very little artificial heat is needed.
During mild weather the more air the better as
long as there is freedom from cold draughts.
The advantage of growing Plums in pots lies

in its checking exuberant growth and allow-
ing them to be cultivated with other or-
chard house subjects ; another advantage is

(hat the trees may be removed to the open
air after the fruit has been gathered. After
the removal to the open air, particular care
must be taken to keep the plants well sup-
plied with water, as from the want of this
the future crop is likely to suffer.

Y. A. H.

Judging Grapes.—It very commonly happens
that when such well-known white Grapes as
Muscat of Alexandria, Buckland Sweetwater, and
Foster's Seedling are brought into competition that
Muscat of Ale.xandria is placed first because it has
a reputation for high flavour. But some judges,
I have observed, display better regard for the fitness
of things, and notably at Earl's Court recently some
capital bunches of Buckland's Sweetwater were
placed before those of Muscat of Ale.xandria, for
the excellent reason that whilst the former were
really good of their kind, the latter were indifferent
representatives of the variety. If it is not possible
to have .special classes for Muscats early in the
season, at least every consideration should be given
to finish, size of berry and bunch in the case of
competing varieties. Black Hamburgh Grape
seems to be in almost as difficult a position
when placed in competition with Madresfield
Court ; indeed, it is doubtful whether any black
Grape can favourably compete with Madresfield
Court when that variety is represented by highly
finished samples. Still, it not unfrequently happens
that unripe and even reddish Madresfield Court

—

solely because the berries being hard thinned are
very fine—is placed before good Hamburghs. In
the autumn competitions these difficulties are not
so evident at good shows, as there are usually more
classes, as, for instance, at the newly-arranged fruit
show at Earl's Court on August 2(i, when there are
provided some seven classes for distinct varieties.
~A. D.

Strawberry notes.—I was under the impression
that quality in forced Strawberries was preferable
to size. But Mr. Iggulden thinks differently, as he
.says that quality is quite a.secondary consideration
now-a-days as long as fruit of the largest possible
tize is forthcoming. Certaioly the wishes of those
whom we may have to cater for have to be
considered, but according to my experience superior
flavour in a forced Strawberry—or at least as good
as it is possible to secure under the changed arti-
ficial conditions—is of the utmost importance. Vi-
comtesse HSricart de Thnry, like Keens' Seedling,
has to be well grown to bring out its latent quali-
ties, and when this is done the size of the fruit is

not to be ridiculed. The above, with President,
leaving out British Queen, are as many as need be
grown in any establishment. If I was confined
to one Strawberry for forcing it would be Vicom-
tesse Hericart de Thury, and it two I should add
President, and if a third it would be Keens',
that is for flavour, colour, and size combined.
Growing a dozen kinds is certainly out of the
question, but whether this number is really grown
in many gardens I am not in a position to state.
I have seen it done for experimental purposes,
and the very best Strawberries I have ever seen
grown were in the garden at Loxford Hall by
Mr. Douglas. Unser Fritz, Auguste Nicaise, Due
de Magenta, and all of that ilk were well tried, and
after all these years I think Mr. Douglas would
bear me out in saying that Unser Fritz was the
best. Noble may certainly suit some palates when
forced, but it is not my experience. It is to be
hoped that these large, coarse, and inf-i; id fruits
will not take the place of the mo.-e siiipero!

flavoured kinds or check their advancement. I

place these^ large and coarse-fruited Strawberries
in the same category as coarse Grapes and Pears.
Noble suits its purpose. It is a large and good
market Strawberry, and also useful for the first

batch in the open air. It comes in early, sets
freely, and is a sure fruiter. It has probably been
the most written-about Strawberry since its intro-
duction some six years ago, but I think the majority
of cultivators will bear me out when I say that
directly the mor-e superior flavoured kinds come
in. Noble is passed by. These large kinds are all

very well to make a show dish in the dessert, and
this is where they are favoured by visitors ar,d

come in for high encomiums on account of their
handsome appearance, and the gardener is com-
plimented on their production. If these smaller
fruited kinds arc of such good flavour, and may be
depended upon as being free setters and of good
colour, then why banish them from our gardens?

—

Y. A. H.

STRAWBERRY LOXFORD 'HALL
SEEDLING.

This is one of the few varieties of Straw-

berries that both require and merit special

treatment. Grown under similar conditions to

the majority of main-crop and late sorts, the

probability is it will fail, and that is why it is

not oftener seen in good condition. In the
open and exposed to full sunshine during the
greater part of the day, the growth of tlie plant
is feeble, red spider is in the ascendant, and
the fruit is comparatively worthless. Such
proved to be the case with me and with others
who to my knowledge treated it very similarly.

My original stock dwindled away to a few poor
plants, but well knowing that the variety was
greatly esteemed in some gardens, I procured a
fresh lot of plants and acted on the advice ac-
companying them to the effect that a cooler
site ought to be given the variety. Acting on
this good advice, a wall border facing north-
east was principally devoted to the Loxford
Hall Seedling, small breadths of Waterloo,
Countess, and Un.ser Fritz occupying the rest
of the border. The two last were comparative
failures, and Waterloo neither grew nor cropped
at all satisfactorily, but the variety under no-
tice succeeded remarkably well. Strawberries
in the open were a short and quick crop, there
being none but small ones available on and
about July 13. On that day I picked for a special
purpose two grand boxes of Loxford Hall that
eclipsed anything else grown in the open this
season, only the very best of the house-grown
fruit of Auguste Nicaise rivalling them for ap-
pearance, while as regards quality, it surpassed
them all. The fruit is large, cockscomb-shaped,
very firm, and the seeds being well on the sur-
face, prove that it is a good traveller. The
mistake is often made in gatliering the fruit
too soon. It is slow in ripening, and ought
not to be picked till quite red all over, this, in
addition to ensuring a better appearance, also
allowing good time for the full rich flavour to
develop. The flavour is slightly acid, or not
unlike that of Sir Charles Napier, but it pleases
all who have an opportunity of tasting it at
its best. Not only is a somewhat cool site

or' a position where the sunshine only reaches
during a part of the day necessary, but the
other treatment should ^-ary from that accorded
to most other varieties. It is not a strong
grower, and only healthy young plants pro-
duce runners early and freely. These latter
ought to be taken good care of and layered
into either the decaying mulching material under
the clean straw, fre.sh rich soil, or pots. Either
early Potatoes or Turnips will succeed well on

[July 13 K92.

borders facing eastwards, and these would
come off in time for the newly-layered plants

of Loxford Hall to succeed them. There ought
to be no undue delay in getting the plants

out, and all the preparation needed is to merely
clean and surface-hoe the ground. The variety

being of neat compact growth, and for another
reason which I shall give, it is a mistake to

allow the plants much room. They may well

be put out 18 inches apart each way, another 2

inches being perhaps advisable where the soil

suits Strawberries, be firmly planted, and kept
watered till well established. All going on
favouraVily, these young plants slmuld produce
a moderately heavy crop of extra fine fruit, and
the following season a considerably heavier and
also still later supply of moderately large fruit can

be liad. It does not pay to keep the plants on
the ground more than two seasons, as the crops

that old ones produce are of very little value.

All cannot devote fairly large wall borders to

this or any other variety of Strawberry, l:)ut

they may yet be able to find a moderately
cool site, or, say, a breadth of ground shaded
by fruit trees about half the day. In such

positions and with fairly liberal treatment, the

more delicate varieties grow surprisingly well,

red spider not greatly injuring them.

W. Iggulden.

Raspberries.— The note on Raspberries at p.

34 was most opportune. As some varieties have
failed to give a crop this season, those that do
well are deserving of notice. In these pages I

have on previous occasions recommended Super-

lative as a sterling variety for general cropping ;

indeed, I do not know of any kind that is so

robust and bears such heavy crops as this. I

am now gathering it in quantity, having com-
menced on the tJth inst., and it bears a long time.

The great advantage of this variety is its free

cropping qualities, hardiness and freedom from
disease. 1 have a few rows of other kinds along-

side of it, and they are much inferior to Superla-

tive ; indeed some have no fruit at all. I would
strongly advise growing this variety where other

kinds fail, or where disease affects the canes. I

believe in not allowing Raspberries to remain too

many years in one position, and above all not to

allow all the growths to remain, but to thin out to

three or four. When the fruit has been gathered,

all the fruiting canes should be removed, not

allowing them to remain a day longer than is

necessary to secure the crop. In this way large

canes the size of a walking-stick will be secured

for next season, and very few stakes or ties will

be required.— S. H.

liaxton's Jubilee Strawberry.— I have grown
this variety for two seasons, and this year it has

borne a heavy crop of very fine fruit. On a north

border under a high wall it looks as if it is going

to be a valuable late kind. I began gathering in

quantity on July 4, and green fruit now swelling

will continue the supply for another fortnight.

With new kinds one never cares to plant large

breaks, but last season my few plants did so well,

that I planted more, and it has proved a valuable

acquisition. I prefer it to Waterloo, the flavour

being so much better, and with me the plant grows

more freely. Jubilee is a distinct variety, and

certainly repays Mr. Laxton for his many years'

patient labour in hybridising Strawberries. I

would certainly advise those who require a good

late Strawberry to give the above a trial on a

north border. I find it grows well in most soils

and positions, and for late purposes on a north

aspect well repays by the enormous crops it bears.

I intend next season trying a few in cold frames

for a last crop. Under glass I feel sure, by its

freedom of growth, heavy cropping qualities and

superior flavour, it will prove valuable for pot

work or for planting out in frames for a late

supply.— G. Wythes.
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Trees and Shrubs. ' come more fully developed to an easy aiitl

graceful outline, that is almost unic|ue in the
' class of ti-ees to which it belonj^s. The Weei)-

T H P^ WEEPING BEECH. '"S Beech is one of those trees that imjiroves

with as,'!', the wealth and deep tint of leaves
(KAcrs SYLVATICA i-ENl.rLA.) being duly fully developed when a height

Thekk is no more persistent weeping tree than of froui 20 feet to "J") feet is attained—

a

the Beech in question, for both branches and fact that is clearly evident by the many

spray in "entle massy Hakes hang one over the tine specimens that are to be seen in the Woking

WL-'-'inug KoLCh. Fr jin a photograph sent by Mr. Kdwiii Beckett, AlJeuii

House gardens, Elstree, Herts.

perhaps any other tree, associates well with

well-kept grounds. By the lake or stream,

too, the Weeping Beech is a good companion
to the drooping Willows, but it wants higher

and drier gnnnul and more room for develop-

ment, for crowding is ill-suited for the pecu-

liarities of the tree.

It is well to bear in mind that there are great

difl'erences in the character and appearance of

the Weeping Beech, and to get the most

desirable form one cannot do better than pay a

visit to some good trt e nursery and jiick for

him.self. There is a good purple-leaved Weep-
ing Beech, but it is not very jilentifvd, at least,

in judging from the beauty of the tree, its

appearance in our be.st gardens might be far

more frequent. It, too, is grafted, and there

are many inferior shades of purple, as well as

badly-grown trees, that it is well to avoid when
procuring specimens. A. D. Wkbstkr.

other in a rather odd, but at the same time
graceful and pleasing manner.

Probably in a young state the Weeping
Beech does not meet with the almost general
approval that is meted out to the great ma-
jority of our weeping trees, the one-sided and
somewhat .stiti" appearance consequent oft graft-

ing rendering it for the tir.st tea years of its

growth a by no means ornamental tree. After,
however, it has attained to a height of 10 feet

or 12 feet, the youthful stiti'ness and ungainli-
ness gradually give way as the branches be-

nursery, Surrey, some of which are amongst
the b.st developed and finest in the country.

When the abuve mentioned height has been

attained, the Weeping Beech becomes a tree of

singular beauty, odd to some extent though
the general outline and peculiarity of growth

may be. Isolated specimens (jf this B>.'ech, as,

indeed, of most drooping trees, show otl" to the

best advantage, and tliere are ftw places where

a well-grown tree is not an object of admira-

tion, but particularly if the surroundings are

in keeping ; for this Beech, more so than

Weigela Candida.—The different Weigelas

usually bloom in great profusion during the spring

months; but in the case ot some of them a few

scattered blooms are often kept up throughout the

summer, which is a great point in their favour, for

hardy shrubs in flower at that time are by no

means numerous. These secondary blooms are

scarcely ever met with in the case ot some varie-

ties, while others may mostly be relied on to produce

them to a greater or less ex'ent. One of the

most noticeable varieties in this respect is Candida,

a free-growing upright-habited bush, whose leaves

are longer in proportion to their width and more

Willowdike than those ot the others. This must be

regarded as one of the two best white-flowered

Weigelas, the other being W. hortensis nivea, but

the two are so distinct from each other that space

even in small gardens may be found for both of

them. The flowers of W. Candida are greenish in

the bud state, and continue so for some little time

after expanding, but soon become pure white. W.
hortensis nivei is of a somewhat loose spreading

habit of growth, with large leaves of a rugose

character, while the flowers are pure white. It is

rather more exacting in its requirements than W.
Candida, and a very noticeable dilPference between

them is the way in which they strike root from

cuttings, tor W. Candida roots very easily, while

the other occupies a gor^d deal longer time, and is

the most difficult of all the Weigelas to strike.—T.

Late - flowering Barberries. — While the

flowe ing seas' n ot i he common liarberry (Berberis

vulgaris) is past, there are two distinct species yet

in bloom, for which reas- n they are pariicularly

noticeable. The first is the Himalayan Berber is

aristata, or at all events the plant usually grown

under that name, reganling the correct nomencla-

ture of which a good deal of contusion, I believe,

exists, for by some authorities the correct name of

the plant in question is said to be Berberis Lycium.

It forms a free growing bn-h of a rather erect

habit, whose golden yellow flowers are borne in

drooping racemes. In a young sta' e it does not as

a rule bloom frf ely, but when it attains the dimen-

sions of a fair s'zed bu h, say r, feet or 8 feet high,

flowers are borne in great profu- ion. When raised

from seed the progeny is as a rule somewhat vari-

able in character, and for one under the name of 15.

aristata integrifolia Me-srs. Veitch were awarded a

fir.-t- class certificate by the Knyal Hotticultural

Society as long ago as July 12. 1S8T. This Bar-

berry is quite hardv and of gooil vigorous consti-

tution, so that it will hold its own under adverse

conditions after the manner of the common kind.

The ether late - blooming one (Berberis con-

cinna) is, however, far more delicate, and at its

largest is but a small shrub. It i*of a dwarf much-

branched habit of growth, while the slender shoots

are clothed with neat rounded leaves, li.^ht green

above and ot a beautiful .-ilvery-whiie underneath.

The flowers, which are at no time borne in great pro-

fusion, are pale yellow, and look very prettv nest-

ling among the lender green foliage, while I hey are

oftTn borne throughout the months of July and
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August. This Barberry may be planted in the fore-

ground of a group, or given a good place on the

rockwork it will be very effective. It is usually

regarJed as an Evergreen, but unless the winter be

very mild it can scarcely be looked upon as such,

though when raised in quantity from seed it will

be found that some pi mts retain their leaves much
longer thin others. This little Barberry is also a

native of the Himalayan region. In noting the

principal features of B. aristata, I omitted to men-
tion that it is often sub-evergreen in chiracter.

—T.

Zenobia speciosa pulverulenta. - This de-

serves a place iu every garden where there is a
suitable position for it, as it is one of our most
desirable shrubs, beautiful both in foliage and in

bloom. It requires much the same treatment as

the harJy Azaleas, and, like them, very much
resents being dried up during the summer.
Zenobia speciosa forms a dense growing shrub

about a yard high, clothed with small loundish

leaves of a pale green, and about midsummer is

thickly laden with drooping bell-shaped blossoms of

apure white w,).\-like texture. The variety pulveru-

lenta has the leaves covered with a white mealy
glaucescence, which is so pronounced, that the en-

tire plant is quite a mass of that hue. In common
with several of its allies, the blooms of this Ze-

nobia, from their thick waxy character, remain in

baauty a considerable time, and as a succession is

maintained, its flowering season is spread over a

longer period than in the case of many shrubs.

Where associated with some of the hardy Heaths,
Dabcecia polifolia, the Andromedas, and such
classes of plants, this Zenobia is setn at its best,

and will help to make many a pretty picture. It

is also known under the name of Andromeda, and
upon the glaucous variety Dr. Lindley bestowed
the name of Andromeda dealbata.— T.

Deutzia crenata fl.-pl.—A flowering shrub
to be made a note of is this Deulzia, which when
at its best is ciuite a mass of beautiful rosette-like

blossoms. There are two forms, one in which the

t'ae blooms are jjure white, known as candidissima

plena or Priue of Rochester, and the second in

which they are more or less tinged with purple on
t're outside. To this variety the names of roseo-

plena and e.xtus purpurea have been applied, while

by some it is simply regarded as a double form of

the typical kind under the name of Deutzia cre-

nata tl.pl. This Deutzia forms a good-sized bush,

which is seen to very great advantage when stand-

ing singly, or at all events sufficiently clear of

other shrubs to allow the formation of a well-

b danced specimen. A little trouble in pruning it

is well repaid if properly performed. The time for

this to be done is as soon after flowering as pos-

sible, and the object aimed at should be the re-

moval of weak and exhausted wood in order that

t le vigorous shoots, upon which depends a good
deal of the future display, may have every oppor-

tunity allowed them for their full development. A
vjry nne plant of this was lately a conspicuous
o')ject on a wall in the Royal Horticultural Society's

Gardens, Chiswick.—H. 1*.

Desfontainea spinosa.—In many districts of

England, especially near the sea, this Chilian
shrub will both grow and flower in a satisfactory

ma'.ner, but where such is not the case it is well

worth the protection of a greenhouse, as its blos-

soms are very striking and distinct in character.

It is a plant that is pretty well known, but its

merits as a greenhouse flowering shrub are not
suthciently recognised, for it is usually seen, ex-

cept in some favoured spot, struggling for exist-

ence outside, and under such conditions it wears a
very unhappy look. It may be kept fairly well in

pots, but succeeds best where planted out in the
CDol greenhouse and allowed to remain undis-

turbed. The plant is of a sturdy, freely branched
habit of growt'i, with foliage very much like that

of a Holly, while the drooping tubular-shaped
blossoms are scarlet tipped with yellow. This
Desfontainea was introduced into British gardens
by William Lobb at about the same time as Lapa-
geria rosea, Escallon'a nra"rantha, Embothrium
coccineum, Philesia buxifolia, and Berberis Dar-

wini—truly a brilliant group of flowering shrubs.

Though Desfontainea spinosa is here spoken of as

a beautiful flowering shrub for the greenhouse,
plants so treated are, of course, not to be com-
pared with examples of it in the milder districts

where it flourishes in the open ground. In Devon,
Cornwall, and many parts of Ireland it is at

home, and so is the Fire Bush (Embothrium coc-

cineum) from the same region, which when laden
with its clusters of brilliant Honeysuckle-like
blossoms is such a gorgeous sight as to recall

some native of the Tropics. The Desfontainea
may be propagated by means of cuttings, which
are not particularly difficult to root, though they
generally stand some time before doing so.

Treated as greenhouse Rhododendrons—that is,

taken when the young growth is about half-

ripened, inserted into well-drained pots of sandy
soil, and kept close in a temperature slightly

higher than that in which they have grown— the}'

will give but little trouble. I have also struck the

Embothrium in the same way, though it hn.s the

reputation of being a very difficult subject to root.

—T.

Kitchen Garden.

LIFTING EARLY POTATOES.
Ji'Din.vo by appearance, we are likely to have a
fine crop of early Potatoes. Up till now, July
12, the season has been very favourable, and
on our heavy .soil the dry weather has not
aft'ected them in tlie least, the .showers which
have fallen at intervals being sufficient to keep
them on the move. The June frosts, which
proved so disastrous to this and other crops in

low-lying districts, have not done the .slightest

harm. 'L'he disease is what we have to reckon
with, as now-a-days there appears to be but
little difficulty in producing large crops if only
the weather during the closing days of July and
the early part of August is such as to allow the

crop to finish ofl' well. This is the time when
the damage is done to our early Potatoes if a
spell of cold and wet weather .should set in, or

even a few days of close and sultry weather. A
comparatively low temperdture does not hurt
Potatoes as long as it is not wet with it. It

appears that the one panacea for the dis-

ease in early Potatoes is early lifting, or at

least when the crop is fit. No set time can be
stated, as of course there are local contingencies

to be reckoned with, as late districts, late

planting, and so forth. Early Potatoes are

frequently left in the soil much longer than
there is any necessity for, as many people do
not care to lift early, thinking by so doing that

the tubers will become depreciated through
their turning soft, and so forth. Many a fine

crop of Potatoes has been lost through the
grower's mistaken notion of allowing them to

remain in the soil a week or a fortnight longer

than they should have been, let alone the bane-
ful practice of letting them wait until the
haulm has withered up. Directly the crop is

ready is the time to lift it, and more than once
I have found to my cost how unwise it is to

delay the digging for even a week through the

stress, perhaps, of other work. The practice of

allowing the haulm to wither up before thinking

of taking up the crop cannot be too strongly

condemned, for directly the stems commence to

change colour all growth has stopped. The most
suitable time to lift early Potatoes is after the
stems fall over and change colour, and then the
quicker they are out of the ground the better.

It must be understood that my observations

refer to the early section of Ashleafs, and which
in many gardens are still relied upon for daily

u.se throughout the summer and autumn months.
Many varieties have been brought forward to

supersede them, but they gradually fall out of

general cultivation in favour of the older and
well-known kinds of Ashleaf, such as Yeitch's

Improved, Rivers' Royal, Myatt's Gloucester
Kidney, or others of the same section, one and
all being of good table quality. In some gar-

dens the storage of these early kinds rarely if

ever takes place, there being only just sufficient

planted to be dug as required for early use.

It is rarely the quality of these first earlies is

found fault with. If the A.shleafs are equally
good for early and inidseason use, or until the
later kinds come in, it is greatly in favour of

their being more extensively grown.

Asa safeguard against the disease, some growers
say that pulling the haulm prevents the tubers
being attacked. This is put forward as a plea

against early digging, or at least if there .should

not be time to get up the tubers. If it will

save them from the disease, well and good, but
where large crops are grown the amount of work
entailed is against it, and if only a few are

grown they are (juickly got up. Unless, how-
ever, the haulm can be taken clear away and
burned, any germs floating in the air will attack

the parted haulm just the same and spores

be propagated for the later growing crops in

the immediate vicinity. Sooner than resort to

pulling the haulm, thinking by so doing to keep
the disease at bay, the best course, if possible,

is to take the tubers up.

After being taken up, what is needed to ensure
their finishing up well is a dry, cool, and airy

shed from which light is totally excluded, and
where there is sufficient space to lay them out
thinly to the depth of 10 inches or a foot.

When huddled together in heaps and further

closely covered up with bags, steam is generated,
to the depireciaticm of the quality in the tubers.

When taken up I like to allow the tubers to re-

main on the surface an hour or two so as to be-

come fairly dry. A. Y. A.

THE POTATO DISEASE.

The report of the Board of Agriculture on the
recent experiments made with the Bouillie Borde-
laise (Bordeaux mixture) for checking the disease
of the Potato, if not entirely satisfactory, goes to
prove th it the remedy, if properly prepared and
judiciously applied, is able to combat with, and to

a certain extent arrest the disease caused by the
fungus Peronospora infestans, and justifies the
conclusion that the outlay more than lepays the
cost of the mixture and its application. That
these and other experiments should be c 'ntinued
and taken up by all who are interested in the culti-

vation of this valuable esculent is greatly to be
desired, and if satisfactory results are obtained,
they may ultimately be the means of stamping out
the disease, and bringing an incalculable boon to

the country. Instances of the Bouillie Bordelaise
having failed are no doubt attributable to the
mixture not having been pr.^perly prepared, or too
large a proportion of sulphate of copper being
used, as well as the difficulty in getting the
mixture to adhere to ihe foliage, also spraying the
under parts of the leaves. Sulphate of copper in

its crude state being poisonous and injurious to
vegetation, it is necessary to exercise great care
in its preparation and application. If too large a
proportion of the sulphate is used it becomes
injurious, but when reduced to 10 or 15 per cent.,

it is then perfectly harmless to vegetation.

One great objection to the Bouillie Bordelaise is

the ditSculty in applying it so as to spray the
whole of the foliage, especially the under portions
of the leaves, and without the additions of soap, or
as recommended in the report (molasses), it will

not adhere to the foliage ; consequently it is liable

to be washed oft by the first shower of rain. A
more recent and less expensive preparation of sul-

phate of copper has been brought out in the form
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of extremely fine powder called " Siilfostcalile Cii-

prique," prepared by a most ingenious jiroccss.

This specific is an iijfiillil)le remedy against all

cryptogamic diseases, and has been used exien-
sively by the Vine cultivators in the south of

France, Germany, and Am' rica with most success-

ful results, arresting and dcsi roving the oidium on
the Vine, diseases of the I'otato, Tomato, Beetroot,

as well as mildew on Koses, fruit trees, and mould
in the Hop.

This preparation is readily and easily applied
with the suljihuraior or bellows, and being in the
form of exireiiiely fine powder it attaches itself at

once to all | arts of the plant, being very adhesive
;

and containing copper in a soluble state, operates

as soon as the damp acts upon it, and, difTerent

from the liouillie Bordelaiso, is perfectly harmless
to vegetable and animal life. J. CRANSTON.

Kitiij'ii Arrr, Ih'refiivd.

WINTER TOMATOES.
Those who value Tomatoes all the year round
wonld do well to make preparations for the
winter crop. The growing of Tomatoes in the

winter month.s is not a costly process if special

preparations are made in July or August to

get strong jilauts for the purpose. I have tried

various kinds for winter cropping, also plants

from seed and cutting, and, so far a.s my ex-

perience goes, I prefer seedlings at this season
and to strike a good batch of cuttings in Sep-
tember to give the early or spring crop to form
a succession to the winter crop. Much has
been written abcnit varieties, but as the large

smooth kinds, .such as tlio.se of the Perfection
type, are grand for summer work, for mid-
winter fruiting they are too shy and a large

fruit at that date is not expected. Conference
and Prelude are cxcelhnt varieties to sow at

this date, though some of the old red section

should be included, as I find the last-named
the bfst of all for winter, and though less

handsome, the flavour at that period of the
year is superior to tliat of the snujothcr kinds.
Last season one or two really useful kinds were
exhibited by Mr. Leach at the meetings of the
Royal Horticultural Society in the early spring,
and one variety named Ladybird was of great
merit as a winter fruiter, bearing its fruits in

large clusters, the colour being a deep red.
This, though small, will undoubtedly prove an
excellent winter variety, the flavour being equal
to that of summer-grown fruit. T have gone
into the nierit.s of the above kinds for thi.s rea-
son, as those who wish to .secure a profitable
crop of winter fruit would do well to fight shy
of showy kinds, as they do not give a heavy
return. \\'h;itever variety is grown, it is ne-
ces.sary to get the plants into a fruiting state
by the beginning of October and during that
month to secure a heavy set of fruit, so that if

seedlings are raised at this date good sturdy
plants will be had for tlie autumn supply. I

prefer to sow tlie seeds in 3-inch pots in a cold
frame kept close, sowing a few .seeds in each,
and when above ground removing all but the
strongest. Equally good plants may be raised
in the usual ivay l>y sowing in pans and
pricking ort', but I think when sown in
small pots in a cold frame close to the glass
a more sturdy growth is .secured from the
start, and this latter is a great point in
winter fruiting plants. After the seedlings
have niade a fair growth and filled their first

pots with roots, a shift into a (!-inch pot is given,
using a good loam, but no manun-, which causes
too much leaf growth. Another shift takes
place early in September, and in our ease this
is the final one, 8-inch or il-inch pots being u.sed,
the plants .securely staked and placed in the
open till the end of the month, when they are

removed to their winter quarter.s, but still kept
as cool as possible, as in most gardens there

I

is a supply of fruit from the summer plants till

November or December. The jilants lieing

grown cool continue to set freely to the end of

November if the i)ots are full of roots ami the

plant.s given plenty of light, le/iving plenty of

air on the ventil.ators at night. At that date

feeding commences. I grow our Tomatoes for

winter in low jiits, keeping them in pots, but 1

plunge them as soon as the plants are intro-

duced into their winter (piarters, and as the

season advances top-dress with richer material
;

indeed, towards February the roots are thickly

matted all over the jjlunging material. ( )ur

plants sown at this date last ye.-ir are now
giving heavy crops, though of smaller size than
from spring- sown plants. Of course where
there is convenience, plants may do best

planted out from the start. I have tried both
with equal success, but in private gardens the

pits during the summer and early autumn are

required for other ])urposes. (!ood results are

secured from ])Iants in pots, though more atten-

tion is neces.sary. The supply of winter fruit

is usually exhausted by March or early in

April, as it is almost impossible in many dis-

tricts to .secure a set after midwinter ; hence the
necessity of getting a good set of fruit in the

early autumn, and to keep the plants in a robust

condition to finish their fruit during the worst
part of the year. To form a succession so that

no break occurs in the supply, I have relied

upon plants in ti-inch or 7-inch pots raised

from cuttings struck in September, and given
one shift into the size named, keeping the
plants growing in a temperature of 50° all the
winter and close to the glass. These fruit very
early in the year, and though they do not give

a great weight of fruit, they bridge over the

interval between the winter and spring-sown
plants, as when given a good fertiliser and more
warmth in the early spring they soon mature a
crop. (i, WvTHES.

liberal treatment ; it is also best to sow even the

dwarf kiods in deep drills, as then moisture can be
given them in dry sea-ons. Some good growtrs
ailvise the use of the small white kinds for a last

sowing, but I do not like them ; tbey are so soon
over. Chelsea Uem gives .a large yield, and is

better in fiavour with good colour, coming a short

time in advance of William I., which forms
a succession, and is hasdier in our district

than Chehsea Gem. These dwarf i'cas may
often be planted where others woul'l not have
space to grow, in front of walls, houses, and on
narrow borders, and if the soil in the diills is very
dry, a thorough wateiing slioid 1 be given previous

to sowing the seed, also s aking the seeds for a
few hours previous to sowing will .nssi^t in quick
germination.— G. WvTHES.

TOMATO NOTES.

A good early Potato.—Some two or three
seasons i-go I cadcd attention to the value of a
Potato that I ad been selected from Covent Garden
Perfection, and giown as a first early. A friend
learned in Potato lore tells me he thinks it is

Sharpe's Duke of Albany. It deserves to be very
widely known. A first early (I started digging it

on a south border on June 17), it is also of large

size and excellent quality. Indeed, so good is the
quality, that when I start the Inter kinds there is

generally an ou'cry "for more of ihe sort we have
been using." Perhaps someone who knows Duke
of Albany Potato well will say if it answeis this

description. I may add that tlie growth is some-
what strono', the llowers white, tubers of about
the size of those of Ijtauty of Hebron, but quite

white white, eyes rather deep.—E. CuRntLL.

Sowing late dwarf Peas in July.—Some
good dishes of I'eas in t Ictober and November are
always appreciated and come in useful, and to get
them in quantity there are few better varieties

than Chelsea Gem and William I. sown the
second or third week in July. If these varieties are
sown, there will be little fear of failure if the
ground is in good condition and the soil kept
moist in dry, hot weather. The value of these
dwarf kinds is that they may be sown on a border
where protection can be given if the weather is

severe. I have in a previous note recommended
Success and Stuidy for late sowing, but not so late

as the time advised for these dwarfcr kinds, so
that those who have a si elteied place may turn ii

to good account by a late sowing of Peas. At
this scascn boiders that have been cleared of the
early I'o'atoes may often be utilised fiu- a late Pea
crop, but if in poor condition a good dressing of

decayed manure should be given previous to

turning up the .'oil, as Peas, to do well, require

Kro.m various quarters I hear very glowing
accounts of the Tom.ato crop, the prospects, thanks
also to the good prices obtained up till the present
time (July 12), being brighter than for several

seasons past. It does not appear that a remedy
for the worst forms of disease, notably Cladis-

porium, has been found, but the weather has been
more favourable than usual for the formation of

bard, disease -resisting growth, and preventive

measures are also more generally taken than
hitherto. Whether the latter will prove of much
avail during a spell of heavy wet weather remains
to be seen, as it is during those periods that dis-

eases of a fungoid nature spread the most surely

and rapidly. Few will venture to assert that
Tomatoes can be profitably grown during any sea-

son without the assistance of fire-heat — at any
rate, no one with any experience will do so. It is

false economy to erect a house or houses principally

for Tomatoes without heating them, nor is it always
economical to be very S] aiing of fuel. A stagnant
atmosphere is altogether unsuitable for Tomatoes,
as the growth they make in this is of neither a pro-

ductive nor disease-resisting character, but unless

fire-heat is turned on, and freely too at times,

nothing like a good circulation of the requisite

warm dry air can be maintained. No remedy of

a chemical nature, as before hinged, has yet been
found that will really destroy or materially check
the progress of the fungoid diseases to which To-
matoes are most liable— at any rate, unless they are
sufficiently strong and applied often enough to

nearly or quite kill the plants as we'l. Anti-fungus
powders, or such as are recommended as a pre-

ventive of Potato disease, these being distributed by
means of a bellows, where given a fair trial cer-

tainly do act as a preventive of furgoid diseases,

but they have no appreciable eiTect when applied to

di.-ea-ed plants.

A dry heat accompanied by a good circulation of

air, on the other hand, is not only the best preven-

tive of di-ease, but it i-; also the nearest approach
to a remedy that I have seen or heard of. Some
few weeks ago I was consulted upon the subject

of the prevention of disease in Tomatoes by the

manager of a large fruit-growing establishment in

Wiltshire. Last year they had the disea.se among
several houses of plants and the crops did not pay
at all well. Some of the houses were not heated,

and the rest, although the best crops are had from
them, were not kept nearly so hot and dry as they
ought to have been. This season my advice was
largely acted upon, anrl fire-heat was freely used,

more especially during the nights, and the conse-

quence has been earlier anel very much hravi r

crops, 2 cwt. of fruit bei g cut daily while tl.e

prices were good. Recent 'y I was sent for to see

what was wrong in another direction, and I then
had a good opportunity to examine the Tomatoes.
During the hot wcatherin May and June no fire-

heat had been turreei on to one long narrow house r.f

plants, anel although these at first sight a[ pearedto
be doing remarkably wiiil, I soon discovereel plenty

of disease. They were anxious to save the coal bill

(a company owns the concern), but made a mis-

take all the .'aiue. My aelvice to repeatedly make
the ji-pes quite he,t and to admit only a little air

during the hottest [ait of the e!ay and again dur-
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in^ tlie night was acttd upon, and I am assured

that this has actually cured the disease. Leaves

hive been sent on which the disease (Cladij-

porium) was at one time in great fluffy patches, but

which the strong heat of 100° or thereabouts had

killed. I am sorry to state that I cannot c'aim

a-'y credit for discovering this remedy and cannot

always in the centre, this gradually spreading till

the Tomato is a mass of decay. I have always

thought that this premature decay of the fruit was

really due to some injury to the fructifying organs

of the flower, a scorching hot sunshine being espe-

cially injurious. This may or may not be the case^

but it is the only solution I can offer. Nor can I

L'i/elhe" name "oFtheg°rower who fi'rst drew my hear of any other espianation, and no remedy

attention to it. It

^f^^^^o^y^wa^'^f a7;:Sy;u.d;^t as ' Enatoes_are also lia^^to this disea.. but a. yet

usT be 'understood that very
!
other than a very light shading during the hottest

- " - 1- --- Outdoor io-
and a dry atmosphere are not part of very hot days occurs to me,

-ecommenaeu oiiiv by way of a remedy and not as ' matoes are also liable to this dis^

a prTv^ntive of disease, Ld once they have had
,

the plants are very healthy and the fruit sound and

their effect, a return to a more congenial state of swelling satisfactorily. ". i.

their effect,

affairs should be resorted to. I do not believe in

any fixed temperatures, as the attempt to keep the

houses at or about certain figures may tempt those

in charge to be too chary of ventilating. Ventilate

according to the external atmosphere. If cold and

dry, not much air is needed, but it close and muggy

or dull and damp, then should the top ventilators

more especially be opened freely and the hot-

water pipes be kept quite hot, as it is during the

prevalence of such weather that disease is mo>t

apt ti show itself and spread. All through the

late spring and summer months it is a great mis-

take to ever wholly close the houses, as it is only

while they are in a confined atmosphere, always

provided the he it in the pipes is kept up, that To-

matoes are liable to go wrong.

The advice to maintain a dry atmosphere does

not, or ought not to, include a dry border. Starved

plants are certainly the least liable to disease, but

it is equally certain they are the least productive.

The borders ought to be kept in a fairly moist

stite, liquid manure also being given freely in all

cases where the plants show signs of having ex-

hausted much of the fertility contained in the soil

t'iey are rooting in. Some soils are much less re-

tentive of fertility and moisture than others, and

should be more liberally treated accordingly.

Keeping plants too much on the dry side at the roots

Coleworts. — A good bread-h of Coleworts

planted now is of great value where a quantity of

vegetables is required in the winter and spring

months. The great value of this vegetable is that

when several lots are planted at different dates

they give a long supply of tender, small Cabbages,

and greatly assist in prolonging the Brussels

Sprouts and similar vegetables. For early use the

London Rosette planted early in July will give a

good return in the autumn ; another planting may

be made the first or second week in August from

the same seed-bed, as if sown broadcast and the

large plants drawn at the first planting, the smaller

will be ready a few weeks later. Another sowing

.-hould be made to succeed the first lot. This may

be of the hardy green, and it planted when ready

at two or three dates with intervals of three weeks

between, will continue the supply. The last cut-

ting will then last till the spring Cabbages come

in il planted on a north border at the end of

August or early in September. The value of the

hardy green Colewort is that it often lives when

an early-sown Cabbage is killed by frost. Cole-

worts also take up so little room that they are

valuable in gardens of limited size. For late

planting, or as the last lot for cutting in the spring.

is no comparison between them and others that are

not disturlied at all, as the latter receive no check,

but grow quickly on, and if dry weather sets in

they are able to hold their own and take care of

themselves. The reason of this is that they all

have tap roots, and therefore strike well down
where they find moisture and food ; whereas plants

that have been moved have their tap roots broken,

and it is some time before they get fresh hoLi of

the ground and are then dependent more on the

surface. Instead of sowing in seed beds and hav-

ing to transplant, it is far better to draw shallow

drills a foot or more apart and sow thinly in them,

or drop the seed in patches 12 inches asunder, and
when the plants are up thin or single them out,

leaving the strongest and best. These will become
very large and crisp with fine hearts, that is, if the

seed be sown in rich soil, a gocd position for Let-

tuces at and after this season being between

Celery rows, as the earth thrown out from the

trenches givcs great depth and the plants are well

exposed to the air. For late summer and au-

tumn use the Bath Brown Cos and Hicks' Hardy
Green are the most serviceable, as the summer
kinls do not turn in so well late, but twist in the

leaves and become loose, but the two mentioned

are more firm and solid.— S. D.

has' to my knowledge resulted in the production ol
|

the plants should be given a piece of ^fira^ ground

?, and I have also seen a very marked '
'

'

' ' "
""" ' """'not too rich, so as to get a sturdy growth to resist

frost. Ground that has grown a crop of Potatoes

or other crop should be trodden over and made

smooth and replanted, not using manure.--G.

Wytiies.

Potatoes.—If we only steer clear of the disease,

which is too much to expect, as we have had an

annual visitation for so many years past, the crop

of Potatoes will be an unusually good one, as never

do I remember to have seen them looking so well

the haulm being am

very light crop
,

improvement in their productiveness soon after

a change from the starvation treatment had been

made. On the other hand, if a rich loose border

has been given them, Tomatoes may easily grow

too luxuriantly to be productive, and in all such

cases an improvement will be effected by keeping

them somewhat drier at the roots. Some of the

heaviest crops I have ever seen are hanging on

extra stiong p'ants in newly-erected vineries at

Larkhall, near Bath. In one house an a'chway of

Tomatoes is nearly completed over the central

pathway, and some of these plants are not less

than 9 feet long. All have extra strong healthy

foliage, and great clusters of fruit are swelling off

nearfy throughout their length. No starvation

treatment about that, thougli it must be added

that every plant has double tlie room usually ac-

corded Tomatoes grown all over the body of a

house. They are not 1 foot apart in rows 2 feet

or rather more asunder, this being all the space

many Guernsey growers allow, and to the extra

room, that is to say, double those figures, Mr.

Taylor accords must be partly attributed the

vigorous, yet most productive habit of growth. If

th'e Tomatoes flower freely and yet fail to set, this

diflicultv can usually be gut over by going over

the plants towards midday and sma,rtly tapping

the bunches of bloom with a light Hazel or Birch

stick, this causing the pollen to disperse, some of

it, or enough, inevitably sticking to the moist

stigmas.

This season a disease known as Sporooybe lyco-

persici has been very prevalent, complaints having

reached me from various parts of the country as

to i's ill effects. It is worthy of note that during ^
the Jubilee year (1887) this disease was particu- '^^[^^-^ shows how vigorous and strong Polatoes are

larly bad, or more so thin ever before or since.
,

^j^j^ season — S. D.
Then it w.is troublesome all through the summer,

I

'

an 1 which, it is almost needless to add, was exces- 1 Summer Lettuces.—Everyone who has a gar-

sively dry .and hot This year large quantities of den and attempts salad growing knows how very

early-.-et," fruit had to be cut off, but since the I ditficidt it is to keep up a supply of Lettuce if the

nhan<'e to cooler weather the disease— if disease it I seed is sown in beds and the plants have to be

is that causes the decay of the fruit -has nearly I transplanted, as in the majority of cases when that

,ir quite disappeared. Only the fruits are affected, ' is done the Lettuces bolt, owing to the great check

Ihe^e first showing a hlacli speck usually, but not ' they receive, and if they do not run to seed there

Flower Garden.

TWELVE GOOD ITAEDY PLANTS.

About the end of the firct week in July,

wliilst surveying the damage done to my
flowers \iy a violent westerly gale—Liliuni

giganteum prostiate in two places, Del-

pliinruins bent double, and so on—I selected

a dozen plants as amongst the most showy in

the garden then in flower. The finest of all

was Spiraea Aruncus, which does remarkably

well in this retentive soil, growing 6 feet

high and 2.5 feet in circumference, with at

least fifty or si-\ty large panicles of white

flowers. It need hardly be added that it is

a plant which must not be crowded, but

allowed to develop its fnll growth, which it

'J he form
dillVrent on

lave seen them looking so wen,
^.^j.^^ ^-^^^^^^ ^^ j^^^j. g ^o attain.

I pie and the leafage of a healthy ^ ,, n • • i„ ;, ,.„,.„,
.„ '^

. ;„»;„„„,. ^„vHr,o- This of tlic floweruig lanicle is very i

deep green without any twisting or curling, inis
, , -'7

i « i ii i ^

very satisfactory state of things was brought about different individual.-^, borne have lilunt and

by the short spell of hot weather, as then the woolly spikes like those of Spiraea astilboides

;

growth was rapid and the improveaient great, and
^,ti,ers (and these are the best foini.^) hav

since then heavy rains have fallen which have so ^ . . ,_

thoroughly soaked the ground, that there will be

no need for any more wet till the tubers get well

advanced, and they must be swelling rapidly now.

They have been late in tormina', and that is

where the danger comes in, as the disease generally

appears before the end of July, and it the tops be-

come stricken then, further growth will be stopped

and the yield will be bad. Unfortunately, the

remedy of spraying does not appear very effec-

tual or of much use in arresting or stopping the dis-

ease, and we have yet to wait for something that

will. If the fungus only attacked the top of the

leaf instead of the undersides, its extirpation or

death might be easily brought about, but the diffi-

culty is to wet both sides of the leaves, and

the sulphate or arsenic only kills where it touches.

In the garden we generally grow our Potatoes wide

apart, and have Brussels Sprouts, Broccoli, or other

winter stuff between, and though the rows of the

first-mentioned are i feet asunder, the tops meet

long and loose divisions, running into fine,

wavy and drooping points. It is better,

therefore, to choo.'e the plants according to

taste. The flon-ers vary also in degree of

whiteness, and sometimes the white corolla is

entirely absent, the wliole panicle remaining

green. Every plant in a large sowing lately

disappointed me in this way, though the

parent plant had flowers of tlie best type.

Many growers will think it best to make a

stock by dividing their best jilants, but the

root-stock is so hard as to require to be sawn
through to effect a division, and the pieces

are slow in growing to fine specimens. Ihave

found no soil or situation disagree with this

species.

A plant bought from ^Messrs. Fni'bel, of

Zurich, as Crepis sibirica is now very showy,

having grown in the same spot for four years,

and being now over 3 feet high and at least

as much through, covered with large yellow

flowers of the Dandelion type. When the

flowers are gone the fine plumes of the seeds

continue to be ornamental. Gillenia trifo-
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liata when well established grows 3 feet high,

and requires no support for its stiff, wiry

stems. It has a very compact base, and, like

the Spinva, is ilitUciiIt to divide ;
but it is

one of the most dural>le of hardy jjerennials,

and is well worth the price charged for it by

nurserymen. Its white llowers are evenly

spread over the whole plant, and stand the

weather well. Salvia hians is not often seen

in gardens, though I think it the finest of

the hardy herbaceous Salvias. It has ilowcrs

as large as and stouter than those of S.

patens, puriile, with a white throat, and

borne on a lealle.ss-branched panicle about 2

feet high. This, too, is a species trouble-

some to divide, but easily raised from seed,

which ripens plentifully. It is a native of

the Himalayas, and its hardiness is beyond

susjHcion. 'J'he douljle Lychnis vespertina

has the character of being hard to strike, and

no one knows how to divide it, but if plenty

of cuttings are put in early in spring a few

take root. It has grown remarkably tall—

•

more than 5 feet high—this year, and
200 or more of its large and conspicuous

flowers on one ]ilant make a tine show.

It is at best not a long lived plant, so a suc-

cession of cuttings shiiuld be in store. In

three or four years in this strong soil the

root-stock becomes large and hard and in-

capable of breaking into growth in spring.

The large Inulas are nearly over, but have
been unusually tine. I have three, I. glandu-

losa, I. grandiflora and I. Hookeri, which,

though they may be distinct at home, assimi-

late when grown from garden seed, the seed-

lings uniting the good qualities of all three

species. I find that they have the merit of

flowering equally well in sun and in .shade,

and the llowers are in great request for indoor
decoration, as they live well in water. Cle-

matis recta, from the Swiss and French Alps,
is not a climber, as might be supposed, but a

herbaceous plant growing about 4 feet or 5
feet high, requiring to be tied to a trellis or

a stake when in flower. The flowers are pure
white and grow in dense bunches, lasting a

long time and being succeeded by a very
ornamental seedling resembling that of our
native Traveller's Joy. This sjjecies cannot
be too highly recommended for suitable situa-

tions. It grows well in any soil, competing
successfully with surrounding .shrubs for

nourishment, but takes two or three years'

growing to become a fine specimen. Another
flower which is surpassing itself this season
is called in nurseries Campanula macrantha.
It is, I suppose, a form of C. latifolia, but is

very superior to the type of that species,

having a much longer spike of bells. The
whole plant grows here feet high. I have
only seen it with purple flowers, for though a
white form figures in catalogues, all that I

have possessed or seen have turned out to be
white typical C. latifolia.

Lychnis Flos Jovis is a very good rosy
pink in colour, very free flowering, and a good
]ierennial, sujicrior in every way to its near
relation, L. coronaria. It is most easily
raised in any numb t from seeds, and as soon
as the flower-stalks begin to get shabby, they

may be cut down without injuring the plant-

The wet season wo have had has stated the

very distinct and useful Chrysngonuni virginia-

num. I have fur two or three years used

this as a bedding plant, and it continues in

full flower from the beginning id' Alay until

autumn, never becoming shabby. IJeing a

lirairii^ plant it likes moist peat, but it is not

exacting about fnil, anil it grows more luxu-

riantly in the shade than in full sun. Plants

may be ]iulled to pieces successfully at any
time of the year. For broad masses of purple

lasting through July, few plants surpa.ss

Catnpanula rhomboidalis. It grows about

2 feet high, and the stalks, being rather weak,

tumble about on all sides and make gay

heaps, thiiugh if judiciously tied, the flowers

last longer than if allowed to fall. The
species seems to cross freely in gardens with

C. rotundifolia, the common Hairbell, and

intermediate flowers are produced freely, some
of them being worth picking out. A pure

white variety which I got from Geneva a few

years back does nnt flower so freely as the

The Rassiau Globe Tliistle (Echinops rutlienicus).

type, but is well worth growing. I mention

last an excellent dwarf Phlox growing less

than a foot high, and in colour a good pink,

being one of the forms of Phlox glaberrima.

It is a pleasing, bright, clean-looking plant

with glazed leaves spreading evenly at the

base, so that the heads are not crowded. Of

two or three forms in which I have the species

this is decidedly the best. All the plants

here described may be grown liy any gardener

in any soil ; hi fact not one of them requires

any special care or cultural skill, yet all of

them are good enough to find a place in the

choicest collections. C. Woi.ley Dou.

£J,jr H'lII, M'lljulS.

Aubrietias.—I note not onl/ in " K.'s " note at

p. 10, but also in the short sketch of the labours of

Herr Max Leichtlin that this gentleman is credited

with having raised one of the best Aubrietias ever

put into commerce—violacea. I have not learned

that there were two A. violacea in cultivation.

Certainly the only one I ever heard of, and which

was certificated liy the Royal Horticultural So-

ciety, was raised hy me at Bedfont after several

years' careful selection, and it originated from

Campbelli x Hendersoni. One remarkable feature

of this variety is that it not only seeds freely, but

also reproduces it,self from seedlings with consider-

able consistency. So far as the production of red-

flowered forms is concerned, I hold that it is a
mere question of persistence in selection, and as

seedlings from violacea have s-hown reddish violet

hues I have no doubt whatever but that, carefully

selected and puisued, we might have Aubrietia-;

with flowers of a distinctive hue of red, although

probably never devoid of purple shadings. I had
no time when at Bedfont to pursue this selection ;

such work seems to fall more to the province ot

ardent amateur gardeners. Bat the nomenclature
of Aubrietias is very confusing. We have of those

in cultivation probably two-thirds mere ganlen

hybrids, and yet all h.-ive specific names. Why
should Aubrietias be so designated, especially that

the distinguishing characteristics of so many are

not specific, but merely in shades of colour ! How
many now in cultivation in this country are there

that are huiia, Jidf species, and how under the exist-

ing system of naming varieties are we to distin-

guish the true species from the garden selections ?

We know that deltoidea is a species, but deltoidea

variegata is not, and how many of the rest have

but sprung from deltiidca? I'erhaps " K." will

kindly assist in elucidating this matter, and define

what are pure species and what areotherni.se.

—

A. D.

GLOBE THISTLES.
(f;CHINOPS.)

This fine genus which has become more popular

within the last dozen years is said to be a

very important one to bee keepers. The more
striking kinds are being planted largely on the

extensive bee farms in Canada, <tc. Several

new species have been added to the list lately,

and of these E. globifer and E. chautavicus

are very distinct and striking plants. All the

varieties ot Echiuojjs require an open situation

to be seen at their best, and the richer the soil

the better will be the result. They are robust,

strong feeders, and are never worth looking at

when starved, as one often sees them in a mixed

flower or shrubbery border. Few plants are

better adapted for tlie wild garden, and mixed

or grouped in their several kinds they are

always attractive and highly interesting. E.

ruthenicus, a charming .species from Southern

Russia, is one of the best for small gardens. It

grows about 4 feet high, freely branched in the

upper half of the stem, the leaves cut, Thistle-

like, and covered more or less with silvery

down. The flowers which are very numerous,

in a globular head like a ball, are bright steel

blue and really handsome. E. banaticus, with

much the same habit as above, but dn-arfer,

with paler flowers, is also worth a place in the

garden. E. Ritro, heads bright blue, not spiny

like those of E. ruthenicus ; E. spinosus,

bluish heads and very spiny sil\ ery leaves
;

E. globifer, whitish heads and large spiny

leaves ; E. chautavicus, blue, leaves large,

green, are all worth growing. E. sphsero-

cephalus, though by no means so attractive as

E. ruthenicus, is a noble species, and one of

the best tor the wood or wild garden. The

form gigauteus is a more robust variety with

larger greyish heads and huge leaves. They

are all easily grown in good rich soil, and are

readily increase<l either by division or seeds.

They are widely distributed in Southern Europe,

the Levant, &c., and flower all through the sum-

mer and autumn. D- K-

A plea for a good Pink.—What has become

of the old black and wliite Pink, with clear while

petals, very dark centre, and sweetest scent .' I

cannot find it in any trade catalogue, though I

find thirty varieties of laced Pinks. May it not be

that this is one of the oases in which a flower is
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spoilt by florists, because instead of ascertaining

wiiat are the qualities most to be desired in a gar-

den plant, they drive it in a false direction in order

to accentuate some " point." Is not lacing such a
point ? and is it not the case that a liowcr much
praised in catnlogues beciuse "heavily laced" is

practically useless anywhere but on asliow table?

I have tried many of these varieties, and hive dis-

carded them all as unworthy among good garden
flowers ; whereas every year I more and more feel

the want of a really good black and white—

a

flower as good as Ascot, but with white petals and
darkest waim black blotch. As some proof that

others feel the same want, I may s:iy that I never
see these laced Pinks in the gardens of amateurs,
and cannot think that there can be much demand
for them ; whereas I feel sure that if some clever

florist could produce a white Ascot the demand for

it would be very large ; it would suit the wants of

amateurs as a beautiful border plant, and would
assuredly have s-uccess as a market flower.—G.

Jekyli,, Minixtc'iid, Godalm'imj.

CARNATION NOTES,
present season, in marked contrastThe present season, in niarkeil contrast to

that of last year, ])romises to be fairly early,

and should the tine weather continue, out-

door Carnations ought to be in good form a
week hence—the day fixed for tlie show.
Already a few stray blooms have expanded and
the numbers will daily increase. Observations,
however, extending over several years and con
fined to a particular selection of kinds, clearly

prove that some are naturally early and others
late. It is much to be desired that we could
extend the season of this fiower with more of

such kinds. The majority of those that we
have are in full Huwer in the latter half of

July and the early part of August. Though we
cannot have them much earlier than July,
surely there is nothing to prevent the acquisi-

tion of kiuds that will, either by natural late-

ness or perpetual habits, carry on the bloom-
ing season far into and even through the
autumn. It is well perhaps when the improve-
ment of any race of flowers is taken in hand
to concentrate attention on one or two points.

These have been in regard to size, shape and
colour of flowers. Now is the time to see the
different variations and characteristics, and to
carry out plans for their development. It is

more than probable that, by raising seed-
lings from kinds already having a tendency
to throw up successional flower-spikes, we
should obtain varieties showing a considerable
development of this feature. It must be done
systematically, as chance dependence upon seed-
production will be a slow and uuceitain method
of bringing about much inqirovement.
Some good might result from crossing a few

of the better perpetual-flowering kinds with the
hardy garden selfs, for it is certain that, could
we by any means prolong the blooming season,
we should add to the interest and increase the
decorative value of this flower. In the flower
garden we seek effect, and having obtained that
through the medium of some magnificent selfs,

the desire is to prolong it. There is no better
time than the present for considering these
things, because now arises the opportunity for
attempting new departures, and if we have made
up our minds in what direction they shall be,
nothing remains Init to try and effect the
object in view by crossing and saving of seed.

SEEnLiNii.s —Those that were raised last year
are opening their flowers fast. Even to the
cultivator who knows what to expect there are
many disajipointments, and these are felt the
more keenly by the inexperienced. Though
the seed is most carefully saved from select va-
rieties, a percentage will revert to single-flowered
types. These single ones, too, usually have

abundance of grass, because we do not wish to

preserve them ; but if a tine, double, distinct-

coloured kind appears, more often than not

there is scarcely a shoot left that can be layered.

This occurs frequently.

Layerixo is the operation now demanding
immediate attention. Good advice loses none
of its value by being oft repeated, and a reference

at present to this practice upon which so much
depends at the present is opportune. It is

easy to lay down the law as to doing it at this

or that time, but even this misleads. For
example, I was recently asked by an amateur if

he had done wrong by layering some strong shoots

early in July. He was perplexed, because after-

wards someone had told him it should not be

done till the end of the month. If July is in

and the shoots are strong enough, I advise

layering at once. Much of our work is ruled

by the season, and this present one favours

early layering. By the time these lines are in

print the work in my case will probably be
almost or quite completed. We cannot have
our layers too well rooted, and it has

been proved that the insufficiently rooted

plants sutt'er most and die first. The nursery

stock will have first attention, as the shoots are

fine and strong in consequence of the removal
of the flower-spikes a month since. It will

be an easy matter here to have plants well

rooted by September. Upon ground like that I

have to deal with, which is light and friable,

there is no necessity for those mounds c f tine

soil one sometimes sees around plants that are

to be or have been layered. I peg the thoots

down diitct on to the surface of the ground,
having tirst moistened it if dry and loosened it

to the depth of about half an inch. When the

shoot is put down it is just covered with fine

soiloverthe part where it has to root. Soils which
get very hard and caked upon the surface must
be differently treated, and in dealing with these

it is soinetimes necessary to give a surfacing of

an inch or so of fine mould to peg the layers

down upon, as they would make few roots

otherwise, and these would be broken off' when
the time came to sever and lift the plants.

A. H.

the dry condition of the surface soil drove down-
wards. Deep culture has probably had something
to do with it, the ground having been trenched
some years ago. Hi:d they been waterel at

intervals, it is possible they might not have done so

well, as the roots would have remained rearer the

surface, in which case, had the ground got very

dr}', they would have suffered later on. The soil

being naturally foor, a rich top dressing was given

in the winter. I did not even mulch the plants;

had I done so, the blooms would probably have
been still larger. J. C. B.

PANSIES IN DRY WEATHER.
These have been verj^ satisfactory with me this

season ; indeed I have rarely had such an abun-
dant and fine lot of blooms. Even in the first

week of July the flowers were almost equal in

qiality to those produced early in the season.

This is tlie more remarkable, as the plants are

loaded with seed-pods, many of them ripening, my
plants being expressly grown for a good supply of

seeds. For a period of fix months I never remem-
ber the rainfall to have been less— in fact we have
from the beginning of the year had but two good
lots of rain, one of them quite recentl}'. In such
a protracted period of drought with hot .'un and
parching winds it is impossible to keep everything
well watered, and although I generally do water
my Pansy be.^s in dry weather, they had to take
their chance this spring. The result has been a
surprise, for the plants have never shown the
sliglitest symptoms of distress; they have grown
with unusual vigour, and are now so covered with
bloom as almost to hide the foliage. In what might
be considered more favourable seasons, the flowers

by tliis time have deteriorated very much in colour
anil quality. My success this season I attribute

entirely to early planting, but it cannot be due to

any great care given to the plants during the
growing season. Hitherto I had been content to

get them into place during November, and have
been so late as the beginning of March. This last

season they were put out early in October, and
although during the inclement weather early in

spring they appeared to make no progress, they
were doubtless forming an abundance of roots that

EREMURUS TURKESTANICUS.
This interesting liliaceous plant is a native of

Turkestan, as indicated by its specific name. In

the matter of beatity it will not bear com-
parison with Eremurus robustus and E. Olga;,

whose towering stems bear numerous large

white flowers delicately tinged with pink, but

it deserves especial notice from amateurs, as

when grown in the open air it withstands the

climate of the central parts of France better

than any other species of this genus. Of
various species, the open-air cultivation of

which has been attempted at the botanical

school of the Museum, this is the only one that

has survived. It endures our winters without

shelter of any kind, and flowers and bears seed

every year. Like all the other species of Ere-

murus, it has perennial fleshy roots, somewhat
resembling those of the Asphodels, fasciculated,

and producing only one terminal shoot. It is,

con.-^eciuently. impossible to propagate the plant

by division of the roots, and the only way in

which it can be multiplied is by sowing the

seed. The leaves, which are about ten in num-
ber, measure from 12 inches to 10 inches in

length and are about 'I. inches broad ; they are

linear and glabrous, and are disposed in a

rosette, from the centre of which in May and
June issues the flower-stem, growing to a

height of from 20 inches to over a yard, and
surmounted by an elongated cluster of flowers.

The flowers, which are exceedingly numerous,

are 2 inches in diameter. The divisions of the

corolla, which are widely expanded while the

flower is at its best, are at tirst of a yellow-

colour, slightly tinged with brown. They ulti-

mately Ijeccme recurved towards the centre of

the flower and turn quite brown. Each divi-

sion is traversed throughout its entire length

by a green mid-rib. The stamens, which are

of the same length as the divisions of tlie

corolla while the flower is at its best, become

very prominent after the divisions have curved

inwards, and as they are composed of long,

slender filaments tipped with orange-coloured

anthers, they have the effect of imparting an

air of lightness to the spike or cluster of

flower.s. Individually, these flowers do not last

long, but as the spike in the process of elongat-

ing itself produces fresh flowers in succession,

the plant continues in full beauty for a con-

siderable length of time.

According to Aitchison, Eremurus turkes-

tanicus and^E. 01g;e are edible plants. In his

" Notes on Products of Western Afghanistan

and North-eastern Persia," this traveller says

that the young leaves of these plants when
cooked form a really good, well-flavoured vege-

table, and that these tw-o species, therefore,

deserve to be cultivated in European kitchen

gardens. In the raw state these leaves have a

sweet and rather jileasant taste, somewhat like

that of Scorzonera leaves, but they are pro-

duced in such small quantity on each plant,

and, moreover, the growth of the plant is so

slow, that we must relinquish the idea of ever

seeing them cultivated for table use. The
species under notice (E. turkestanicus), although
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not very ornamental, is, liowever, incur opinion

well wortliy of attention as being one of the

hardiest of the genus, and it is iirobable that

it would form an excellent startingi)i>int of a

new race of Erenuiri whit-li might result from

intercrossing E. tuvkestaiiicus with other species

which bear larger and dill'erently coloured

flowers.

The parts of Central Asia in which the

Eremuri are indigenous possess a climate which

is characterised by great dryness all through

the summer and up to the beginning of winter.

Humidity of soil or atmosphere is, therefore,

detrimental to these plants during their period

of rest, which commences immediately after

their seeds have ripened.— JiVriic Horticnte.

WILD FLOWEltS AROUND DOVER.

The "white walls of Albion" afford excellent hunt-

ing ground to the lover of our native plants, but
pariicularly such as are peculiar to a maritime
situation and soil composed for the greater part of

chalk. Between the quaint old village of St.

Margaret's, with its i ilapidated Roman wall and
fine old Norman clunx'h.and the entrance to Dover,

the almost perpendicular cUfTs, which rise abruptly

in most places to a height of 400 feet, are teem-

ing with plants and are well worlhyof a visit by
anyone who is at all interested in such plants as

are peculiar to the seaside. In places where one
would hardly suppose it c luld eke out an existence

the Samphire (Githmum maritimum) grows in great

broa i masses and quite scents the air around with
its powerful aiomatic odour. By mid-July it is in

full (lower, though the bl loms are neither showy
nor beautiful, being of a dull yellowish green, but

well set uK by the fleshy, dark green leaves. Tliis

season for the first time I have noticed that the
Samphire has become the liost plant for one of the
Broomrapes (Orolianche co?rulea), and at many
places along the coast fine stately specimens of

this curious hilf-parasitical plant are to be found.
Another uncommon Broomrape (0. caryophyllaoea)
I f lund in several places, but it was nowhere
abundant, and chiefly where one of the Galiums
(G. Molhigo) was to be found. Unquestionably
the two plants that attract the greatest attention
at the seaside are the Horned Poppy (Glaucium
luteum) and the Viper's Bugloss (Echiura vulgare),
thout;h the Borage (Borago officinalis) with its

handsome deep blue flowers cannot remain un-
noticed. The Horned Poppy grows in pure sand,
seu'ling down its thick tap-root into the constantly
damp subsoil, and there deriving the nourishment
that sustains so large a plant. Between the Her-
mitage and the lighthouse at St. Margaret's, the
property of Lord SackviUe Cecil, runs a rather
deep and wide valley, and which is one of
the richest storehouses for Orchids that I know
of. There may be seen great masses of the
sweet-scented Orchis conopsea, the long lavender
spikes of which are visible for a consider-
able distance. In point of beauty the pyramidal
Orchid (O. pyramidalis) is not one whit behind the
former, for the globose heads of rosy flowers are
both interesting and .attractive. Both these species
are readily cultivated, and being very ornamental
in flower .are worthy of a place in the alpine gar-
den. Rarer than either of the above is that gem of
its tribe, the Scorched Orchid (O. ustidata), whose
curious brown-hooded flowers rarely rise higher
than 3 inches from the ground. It, too, is well
worthy of cultivation, and half a dozen roots that
Icaref idly lifted two years ago on the high cliffs

near Dover have done well and flowered each sea-
son. Such dwarf gems are the delight of everyone
who sees them when suitably placed on rockwork.
The Mulberry Orchid (0. Jlorio) is here everywhere
abundant, and in almost every shade that may in-
tervf ne between the normal and pure white. Of 0.
conopsea I have found numerous white-flowered
forms, but I fancy that most of our nati\-e Orchids
have white-flowered varieties, and Mr. Lubbock
has in his charming garden at The Rookery pure
white forms of both 0. mascula and 0. macu'ata.

Some of the dry barren chalk reefs are com-
pletely clot lied with tlie wild Thyme (Thyuuis ser-

pylinm), and the plant being now in all its flower-

1' g glory, tlie effect produced by a good-sized mass
is almost dazzling. The destructive little Dodder
(Cuscuta Epithynnnn) would seem to be pre'ty

frequently <listriljutcd, and I found it lately in

large tangled m.asses in several of tlie fields .at St.

Margaret'sat-Cliir. How pretty and conspicuous
is the Sea Bindweed (Convolvulus Soldanella),

which clothes and binds together the sandy coast,

and which by midsummer is all aglow with its

large p.ale rose-coloured flowers striped with red.

High up on the rocks are large breadilis of Seakale
(Crambe maritinia) and the dwarf Wall (lower

(Clieiranthus Clieiii), the latter making gay with
its heads of flowers many of the inaccessible

ledges at 300 feet and 400 feet above high water
mark. Exposure to the almost constant winds of

the seaside has made this plant assume a dw.arf

and stunted form, but which in my opinion en-

li.ances its beauty at least for rock gardening, and
the flowering is not at all ret;irded by the dwarfing

of tlie plant. The biting Stonecrop (.Sedum .acre)

I found sparingly in a deep cleft of the reck, and
in company with the Sea Starwort (Aster Tripo-

liuni), the Sea Campion (Silene maritima), and a

plant with spiral flower-stalks, which might have
been Ruppia maritima.

In the garden attached to the Hermitage wliere

I am staying is growing by far the largest and
handsomest specimen of the Tree Mallow (Lava-

tera arborea) that I have yet seen. It is planted

by an Apple tree, the branches of which act as a

friendly support to the heavily flowered branches,

although the unusually thick and stout stem is

perfectly well able to sustain the pl.ant. Being
of great height and width, the abundance of purple

flowers is shown off to advantage. It grows
plentifully on waste places by the seaside, but is

then stunted in habit, though blooming freely.

IToweiing just now in the wildest luxuriance, and
lighting up the limestone or chalky cliffs for along
way off, are masses of the red Valerian (Centran-

thus ruber), the bright red flowers of which are

useful for cutting, lasting as they do for a great

length of time when placed in water. A worthy
cnmpanion to the latter is the Field Scabious

(Knautia arvensis), the large lilac flower-heads

forming a nice contrast to the red of the Valerian.

Of the Sea Heath (Krankenia Isevis) I found sever.al

small patches, the pretty pinky flowers and dwarf
stature of the plant rendering it of value for rock

planting.

Many other wild plants that I have noted down
might be included, but those already mentionerl

will give some idea of the richness of the flora in

this pariicular part of Kent.
A. D. Webstee

TALL-GROWING PLANTS.

I DO not know any plant more stately and more
picturesque in its grand outline than the wilil Mul-

lein (Verbiiscum Thapsus) when it has attained its

full height of (1 feet or 8 feet. Mr. Johns says

very truly. " This plant together with Burdock and

Foxglove is often introduced by painters into the

foreground of landscapes." Takrn altogether, I

think it is by f.ar the most handsome species of

this graceful family. V phccniceum is very beauti-

ful, but as my plants were only sown this year I

can scncely judge of their capabilities. One
great advantage in V. phicniceum is the variety of

colours which may be obtained from one packet

of seed. Moreover, it is a great thing to h<ave a

handsome border flower which will flourish and do

better in an east aspect than in any other, and a

plant which will, I suppose, bear a good deal of

hade. It is a great objection to this species that

its pet.als shrink so soon if at all exposed to sun-

light, so that their beauty is gone at noonday.

The great soft woolly leaves of the wild Mullein

are exquisitely beautiful in their grand outline,

and they are so thickly covered with a sort of

vegetable fur, that the light phays on them as they

wave in the wind.

This huge plant gives one no trouble of any kind.

It sows itself and comes u]) in all sorts of places,

in odd corners and on the top of walls. But
wherever it is allowed to grow in deep, strong soil

it towers up above everything else, and its great

stiff stem becomes covered with bright yellow
flowers. Frequiuitly cater[iill<'irs are troublesome
on this pl;int, and once tli(-y attack it, they are not
easily destroyed. My plants are so far entirely

free from this pest, so they en display their per-

fect .symmetry and beauty. I hope no readers of

The Gauden would object to having this plant in

their borders because it may be found wild occa-

sionally ill waste places. This should not be any
i
real reason against introducing a plant so singu-

larly gr.and into our gardens. The same objection

might be made to Fo.xgloves, but I am glad to see

that they are becoming more and more common in

large borders and sli.ady corners. How strikingly

beautiful they are as they tower up with their

great spikes above one's head ! On the banks of

the river Fowey Foxgloves grow to a wonder-
ful height, and add colouring in the foreground to

the fine river scenery of Lerrin Creek.

It is a plant much improved by cultivation, for

the great spotted v.arieties are a fine contrast to

the old red of our woods and hedges. The name
Digitalis is, of course, derived from the finger of a
glove. The Germans call it "Fingerliut " ; in

Cornwall it is called " Flojidock," a name t.aken

from the delightful pop which the flowers will

make when pinched at both ends and pushed to-

gether with a quick movement.

One immense advantage in the Foxglove is that

it does so well in shady places. We are often in

difficulties how to make a shady part of the garden

pretty. If Foxgloves are not too large, they may
be easily made to grow and flourish in deep shade,

and their large leaves look well before the flower-

stalks appear.

Poppies seem to become more and more popular

every year. No doubt the introduction of the

Shirley Poppies contributed largely to this. They
are so" easily grown and so exceedingly pretty in

the great variety of their colours, that they

are to be found generally in gardens now.

But almost any form of this tribe of plants is

beautiful, and certainly they tend very much at

this time of the year to biighten the railway

banks as we fly in an express train through the

country. Papaver glaucum, which I see was much
praised in The Gap.den of July 0, has a fine

colour, but it is not very different from the com-

mon Corn Poppy, and no very great Improvement

on it. I have growing near Papaver gl.ucum an-

other new one, which in my opinion is much more
striking— P. cardinale. P. cardinale has large double

llowers of a most brilliant scarlet. It has the mcde
of I'rowth of the common Opium Poppy, so that

the plant itself with its buds only is a beautiful

thing. But wdien in bloom nothing can make a

greater or more gorgeous display than this cardinal

Poppy. It never can be called vidgar in its bright-

ness, because the whole plant is so graceful and
picturesque. My cardinal Poppies in their gorgeous

scarlet look all the more striking because they are

growing among several tall plants of the while

Mallow (Malva moschata alba). I find the latter

a most useful thing for gathering. It conies in

well in contrast with scarlet Geraniums in the

church vases. It lasts a long time when gathered,

and though not by any means pretty in their

mode of growth, t"he flowers in their profusion

will alwavs prove an acquisition. It is a plant

which from its hardiness m.ay be grown anywhere,

and in even the flowery month of July it is

useful to have something on which you can

fall back for an inexhaustible supply of white

flowers.

Lychnis chalcedonica is a fine old-fashioned,

tall-growing border plant. What sjilendid massive

heads of a fine red colour it produces ! Ihe

flowers do not keep fresh when gathered—a veiy

grave fault, I consider. Columbines can scarcely,

peihaps, be reckoned among our tall-growirg

plants of this season, and they are passing away
now, but I was more than ever delighted with the
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quaint beauty of their delicate blossoms this year.

Both the blue and yellow Aquilegia cccrulea and
A. chrysantha are well worth growing, though they
are by no means so hardy as their near cousins the
Columbines of our woods and hedges. The
second tallfst ot our hardy Lilies (L. testaceum)
i< a grand Lily in every respect. It runs up fine

heads of bloom on the top of a stalk some feet

high. It is just going to flower with me. L. gi-

ganteum is, of course, much taller in its growth
than testaceum, and forms a grand object when it

is successfully grown. That, apparently, is not
o'ten the case, for i^ is only in a few gardens that
this giant Lily can be found. It is ifairly hardy,
and seems to require a quantity of water, like L,

pardalinum. I have plants which look well for

.imther year, sturdy, strong, and vigorous, but so

far I must own that I have only once succeeded in

flowering this fine tall Lily.

A Gloucestekshire Pamon.

to positions where they may remain during the

summer, and then transplant again to the beds or

borders in which they are to flower. All the sub-

jects named are hardy, but some of the more
succulent growers among them sometimes suffer

from severe frost following close upon heavy raius.

R. D.

CANTERBURY BELLS.

The handsomest and most stately among the

Campanulas of a hardy char-icter is to my mind
the biennial Canterbury Bell. The plants are just

now in good bloom, and they are most attractive.

The Canterbury B 11 is Campanula Medium, and
literally interpreted the generic name means bell-

flower. But how did it obtiin the name of Can-
terbury Bell .' There i< reason to believe the name
was originally applied by Gerard to the British

Nettle-leaved Bell Bower (C. Trachelium), from its

growing so plentifully in the low woods about Can-
terbury, and probably in allusion to the bells so

called that were used by pilgrims on their road to

and from the shrine of St. 1 liomas But the Can-
terbury Be'ls of our day are the large bell-shaped
blossoms of C Medium, which was introduced from
Germany nearly 300 years ago. For years we were
content to grow the purp'e and white varieties, or
some paler shades of blue and blush-tinted varie-

t'es of the white. The rose-coloured varieties,

double and single, were introduced, and the
cross-fertilisa'ion of these witli selected forms
ot the old type has given us the fine family of
Canterbury Bells seen at the present day, both
double and single. It would not be difficult to

select a dozen or more distinct varieties, all large,

stout and finely formed, and so beautiful are they,
that they well deserve a place in the garden.
They are particularly well adapted for dotting
about in mixed borders with perennial plants, and
when they have gone out of bloom they can be
removed and room made for late flowering Stocks
and things of that kind.

Someyears ago the calycanthema varieties of the
Canterbury Bell were introduced and found much
favour. In their case the caly.x has broadened out
until it has taken the form of a saucer, and in the
case of improved varieties it has become of a large
size and very conspicuous and striking. There are
several varieties of the calycanthema type, and
they mi.x well with the improved forms of the ordi-
nary Canterbury Bt-ll. It is quite true seeds of
the Canterbury Bell are sown now for blooming
next season. It is a biennial, and will bloom in
June of next year. A few other good biennials
which may be sown at once, and no time should
be lost in doing so, are the Antirrhinum (Snap-
dragon), the Forget-me-nots, especially the large blue
Myosotis dissitiflora, the white and purple Honesty,
the giant while and scarlet Brompton Stocks, the
Sweet William, which is just now in the full flush
ot its summer bloom

; and the yellow and blood-red
Wallflowers. Of perennials, Alyssum saxatile,
the pretty Columbines, especially the fine yel-
low A. chrysantha, Aubrietias, Delphiniums,
Hollyhocks, the perennial (Knotheras, Iceland
and Oriental Poppies, and Everlasting Peas should
be sown. While I prefer to sow early in May
in order to have the plants strong and well for-
ward, there are some who sow late, and a season-
able reminder to such may be of benefit. It is

good practice to transplant from the seedling bed.-

Mrs. Lakin Pink.—My favouiite white I'ink

is the one which heads this paragrapli. Our large-

flowered white Pinks— Mrs. Sinkins. Clifton White,

Her Majesty, a- d others—have the unfortunate

peculiarity of bursting the calyx, ai.d so unless

the buds are tied to prevent tins, the flowers lake

on a loose and ragged appearance. This is a

defect characteristic of Pinks generally, but of

some much more than others, and now that it is

being insistel upon that a good and efl^ective bor-

der Carnation should not split its poi, there is no
reason why the same property should not be re-

quired in the Pink. Mrs. Lakin is pure white, ex-

quisitely fr<<grant, a good grower, and very free,

and, therefore, in all respects ulo^t desirable. I

first introduced it was ,at times treated as a green-
house plant, and tiain«d round a few sticks it would
flower well, and last in beauty a considerable time.
Where shaded, however, the blooms were paler than
if fully exposed to the sun.^T.

Fritillaria verticillata var. Thunbergi.

find the best plants are those obtained from layers,

and as the wood is stout, shoots can be layered as
readily as those of the Carnation.—R. D.

Clematis coccinea.—When this Texan species

of Clematis w;is first introduced it was hailed with
such a flourish of trumpets, that a feeling akin to

disappointment was experienced by many when it

flowered, which is, however, easily accounted for

from the fact that the blooms of some individuals
were much superior bolh in size and colour to the
others. Thus while the possessors of the best forms
were perfectly contented, 'beholders of inferior va-

rieties were not so ; and that I should say accounts
for it never becoming so popular as it should, for

it is a really pretty Clematis, and one for which a
place could be found in most gardens. It is not of

vigorous growth, and consequently a position should
be assigned it free from strong-growing climbers.

For furnishing a wa'l or trellis in a warm sunny
spot it is well adapted, and during the summer
mouths when in full flower it is very pretty, and in

general appearance quite distinct from any other
species of Clematis. It will not succeed in cold
heavy soils, but needs a warm sunny position. When

Garden Flora.

PLATE 867.
HARDY FRITILLARIES.

(with a coloured plate of f. aurea.*)

With the recent additions to this remarkable
genus, the species at present known to bo-
tanists number not less than about seventj',

two-third.s of which are certainly in cultivation

at the present time in botanical and other gar-

dens. The genus, however, wants overhauling,
and at the in.stance of a few interested in Fritil-

laries, Mr. Morris, the assistant director t'f

Kew, we are told, has undertaken
to make a monograph of the genus
on the lines of the Crocus by Maw.
This is exactly what is wanted, and
if Mr. Morris gets support from
growers of these bulbs, wo may
rely on a thoroughly practical and
much-needed monograph. As gar-

den bulbs, Fritillaries can com-
pare well with many of the other
large genera of Liliaceie, inasmuch
as they bloom at a time when few
flowers are to be seen in the garden,
and although not showy as a whole,
many of the species are very beau-
tiful ; all are interesting, and some
few are remarkable. Most of the
species are easily managed, but they
require care in seeing that no stag-

nant moisture gets near the bulbs,

that tliey have protection from early

spring frosts, a light sandy soil, and
a warm sunny position. Much more
might be done in naturalising the
more robust kinds in our wood.s

and wild gardens. This culture

would ju.st suit Fritillaries ; they
dislike being disturbed, and we be-

lieve that many of the failures are

due not perliaps so much to lifting

the bulbs, if done at the right time,

as in keeping them too long out of

the ground. It has been suggested

that F. recur^•a should be taken up
and thoroughly dried before replant-

ing again as a means of getting it to

flower well. Most of the species in-

crease by offsets, though slowly, and wherever
seed can be obtained it should be so^vn at once
in boxes and not disturbed until the second
year, wlien the young bulbs may be turned out
and planted in the nursery rows until they
reach the flowering .stage. The following are

among the .species now in cultivation :

—

F. acmopetala.—This fine species was found
and introduced by Mr. Elwes. The bulbs which
flourished in Mr. Elwes' garden at Cirence.-ter

were found at Lycia. in the Dembra gorge. The
specifs is confined to Asia Minor, and is nearly
allied to one called V. lycia, which I take to be a
less robust form of F. acmopetala. Both in habit

and bulb it most nearly resembles our own F. Me-
leagris. The flower-stems are from 1 foot to 2 feet

in height, mottled purple, and usually very slender,

leaves narrow linear, glaucous. The flowers, which
are large, are solitary, drooping, purple-green, bor-

dered with purple, and not at all tessellated. It does

• Drawn for The Garden by Gertrude Hamilton,
in Mr. Ware's nursery, Tottenbam, Warcli 23, 1S92.

Lithographed and printed by Guillaume Severeyns.
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well on the ordinary border, and promises to be-

come a strong robust species.

K. AURK.v, a co!o;irert illustration (f which will

be found accompanyinfr tlicsc note-', is certainlj

one ot the prettiest of the |.ri'nus, at any rate among
the oriental species. Mr. liaker, apparently from
want of sufficient material, placed it under lutea

Fritillaria kamtschatkensis.

as a mere form, but since introduced by M. Max
Leichtlin, and grown in our gardens, it proves to
be not only distinct from lutea, but a well-marked
and handsome little species. The flowers resemble
those of F. Meleagris, but are bright yellow both
inside and out, with numerous dark brown tessella-

tions, especially near the base. It was first dis-

covered by Dr. Kitschy on the Taurus Mountains
in Cilicia, in alpine pastures, and seems to be a
very easy one to manage. It is now well established
in many gardens, and is certainly a very desirable
spring flower.

F. ARMENA, thanks to Mr. Whittall, is now
plentiful in gardens. The flowers seem to vary in
colour, and are rather disaiipointing until the bulbs
get well established. Imported bulbs, from being
so long out of the ground, get bruisel, and from
other causes take a year or t wo to get well established,
after which they will be found to flower freely. The
type was first found about Erzeroum at 7000 feet to
8000 feet above sea level. It is also found in the
neighbourhood of Smyrna along with a green-flow-
ered and a yellow flowered variety. It grows about
a foot high. The flowers are drooping, tulip-shaped,
and dark purple without any tessellation. The
leaves are somewhat long, tu'ight green, lanceolate.
The variety fusco-lutea has bright yellow flowers
and is a great acquisition. It flowers in April

and May, and does well in sandy soil on a sunny
border.

F. BUCHAKICA, a new species from Central

Asia, has broad oval leaves and small greenish-

white flowers. It is hardy, but not very showy.

F. BrUNATl—A charming variety of F. dulphi-

nonsis, and nearly iillicil to Moggiidgci. It grows
from 9 inches to a foot high, bearing large solitary

flowers of a dark plum colour tessellated with

ytUowand green. A native of the European Alps,

Tyrol, &c., flowering with the late Snowdrops, and
very easily managed.

F. DASvniYi.i.A.—Another of Mr. Elwfs' dis-

coveries in A.sia Minor, at 2000 feet above sea level,

between Moolah and Aidin, in light sandy soil. The
stems grow about a foot high, with solitary droop-

ing flowers, of a pale purple on the outside,yellowish

green inside. Not a showy species, and not to be

compared with the above.

F. GRJJCA, figured in the Ilnlmiirnl Magazine,

tab. 5052, somewhat resembles F. Meleagris, but
the flowers, which are larger, are scarcely tessellated,

and bear a distinctly green line down the centre of

each segment, which in some of the more robust

forms is entirely wanting. The flowers are soli-

tary, rarely two on a stem. A native of Mount
Hymettus and quite hardy, flowering in open
ground about the end of March or April.

F. HISPANICA.—A distinct species from the hilly

districts of Eastern and Central Spain. It grows
about a foot high, with narrow leaves scattered on
the stem. The flowers are solitai-y, purplish-brown,

with a yellowish line down the centre of e.ich seg-

ment, the inside tessellated with dark purple.

Flowers in April.

F. HOOKEBI.—A fine species from the Laching
Valley, Sikkim, at '.»000 feet to 10.000 feet above
sea level, and presumably perfectly hardy. It

grows about 2 feet high, bearing about a dozen
pale lilac flowers, resembling those of a Lily ; in-

deed, this plant belongs to the group intermediate
between Lilium and Fritillaria. A really charming
species, and a desirable border plant.

F, IMPERIALIS.—This is one of the most remark-

able of the early-flowering Liliacea;. It was intro-

duced about ]5'.K>, and has always been a great

favourite in English gardens. Parkinson says that

the " Crowne Imperiale for its stately beautiful-

ness deserveth the first place in this our garden of

delight, to be hei'e entreated of before all other

Lilies, because it is so well knowne to most
persons, being in a manner everywhere common."
What Parkinson said then is still true to-day, and
the Crown Imperial well deserves the place it holds

in the garden. It is diflicult to establish in light

ground, but in depp loamy soils it often does remark-
ably well, and flowers with great freedom and
regularity. There are many varieties, the yellow

one being a great favourite as well as the variety

with variegated foliage. Native of Persia, India,

to.

F. INVOLUCHATA, F. messanensis, and F. mon-
tana are all allied species. The first is peculiar to

the Mariiime Alps. The leaves are linear, oppo-

site ; the flowers deep purple, tessellated. Var.

versicolor (Baker) is more distinctly tessellated

and variable.

F. KAMTSCHATKENSI8.— A very charming and
distinct species, but whet her of Lilium, Fritillaria,

or Sarana we are unable to say. It has been at

various times placed in all three genera. It is a

nat'veof Alaska and Eastern Siberia, and perfectly

hardy in gardens. It is indeed more easily

managed than most of the genus. This species

seems to thrive best in a sandy, peaty soil in a
dryish spot. It grows about a foot high, stems
very leafy ; flowers almost black-purp'e, and very

curious. It flowers in April, and does not like

being disturbed.

F. Kaeehni.—A singular plant from Central

Siberia, Afghanistan, &c., and though by no means
showy, distinct and well deserving a place in the

garden. The flowers are pale purple, with a few 1

dark spots near the base of the segments. A sunny
border in light sandy soil with prot'ction in winter
suits it best.

F. I.ATIFOLIA.—A most variable species, and one
that has long been cultivated in gardens. This

may bo called the florist's Fiitillary, as many
varieties have been raised, named, grown in

florists' gardens, and until lately staged at the

shows. It is one of the most easily managed of

all the Fritillaries, gi-owing freely in any light

soil, and rarely failing to produce an abumlancr' of

its large flowers, which are in all cases larger th.an

those of our native V Meleagris. They vary in

colour fr'om purjrle to brown, lilac, and yellow, and
all are more or less tessellated. It flowers in April

and May. A native of the Caucasus.

F. LUTB.\ (the great yellow FrltiUary of Parkin-

son's " Paradisus," 4li, fig. tS).—A very fine species

nearly allied to F. latifolia. It is also a native of

the Carrcasus, and is a rar-e plant in gardens at the

present time. It grows about a foot high. '11.

e

leaves are spear-shaped, about 4 inches h ng. 1 he
flowers, produced in April and May, are yellow,

tessellated with pale purple rrrarkings. It is a very

desirable species and quite hardy.

F. MACRoPHYLi.A is one of the species on the
borderland between Lilium and Fritillaria. It is

the Lilium Thompsonianum of Lindley, L. roseum
of Wallich, &c. It is not rasily managed, 'out when
done well is an extremely handsome p'ant. Loam,
leaf soil, and a plentiful supply of limestone are

its chief requirements. The flowers are rosy lilac,

in a long panicle. Native of the Himalayas, &c.

;

flowering April and May.

F. Meleagris, our British species, and an un-

commonly pretty plant when doing well. It is

very variable both in the colour and shape of its

flowers. It was well known to Gcr'ard and Kay,
and John Parkinson describes no Ipss than twelve
varieties. The most curious of all the varieties of

this species, however, is one known in gardens as

F. contorta, under which name it was described by

Fritillaria Karehui.

Mr. I'lakcr in the (innhner.i' Chroiiiclr. .Mr. C. B.

Clarke soon after found an identical form near

Cirencester growing with the common F. Meleagris,

which leaves no doubt of the origin of F. contorta.

It is a monster, the segments free, about one-third

dosvn the tube, and instead of fornjing a shoulder,

as in the others, it tapers gradually from the base
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to the apex of the flower. F. Meleagris is a useful

gardfn bulb. It may readily be naturalised, and
looks very line in mixed colours.

v. MoGORlDGEi.—A charming fpecies from the

Maritime Alps, with large ilrooping flowers of a

rich golden yellow, tessellnted with brownish
crimson on the inside of the flowers. It is nearly

allied to F. delphinensi.^, but is a better and
.'howier plant, more easily managed and altogether

preferable. It gives the mountain slopes on which
it grows (luite a brilliant appearance with large

sheets of gi'ld, relieved by the stunted Grass and
other herbage. A bulb for choice spots on the

rockery where it does well and flowers freely in

April and May.

F. PALLIDIFLOEA.—A native of Siberia, and
though not SI striking as the above, well worth
a place in the garden on account of its large

flowers and sturdy constitution. Tl:e large flowers

are borne in twos or threes on stems about a foot

high ; they are pale greenish yellow, with purple
spots inside. It is easily managed, but slow of

increase, and rarely ripens seed. It flowers in

April.

F. PERSICA.—A curious species cultivated in

Gerard's gar-len in 15%. It is supposed to have
been originally sent from Persia, but Parkinson
tells us that it was sent to us by divers Turkey
merchants from Constantinople. It grows from
2 feet to 3 feet high, bearing a raceme with
from ten to fifty flowers, varying from dark purple
to lilac, not tessellated. It flowers in May, and
from its free Campanula-like habit is a very desir-
able species.

F. PUDICA.—A North American species, and one
of the most charming of eaily spring flowers. It
grows, we are told, in dry barren soil, and is one
of the principal plants in the flora of that rejion
The flowers, though small, are briglit golden yellow,
not unlike those of a snowflake. It thrives best
on light fandy .= oil, on a warm sunny border.

F. EECURVA.-Py far the showiest of this re-
markable genus, and flrst introduced, I believe,
by Herr Max Leichtlin, of Baden-Ba-len, about 20
years ago. It 's a native of California, and differs
from the Euvopean Fritill.ries in the structure of
its bulbs, on account of which, with liliacea, biflora
and kamtschatkensis, it has been placed in a sub-
genus called Lilioihiza. It is a diflicult plant to
grow, the old bulbs continually breaking up and
producing innumerable young ones from the
scales. The lei ve* .are in whorls of six lo eight.
The stem, from 2 feet to 3 feet high, bears numerous
orange-red flowers, t\e inside sp ilted red on a yel-
low ground. It thrives best in a sandy peaty soil,
on a warm sliellored border. It is advi.sable to
protect the bulbs in winter. It flowers in April
and May.

_F Sbwerzowi and its variety bicolor are veiy
distinct, but by no means showy.

F. TENELLA —A desirnb'e species, native of
Southern Europe, nearly allied to F. involucrata.
The flowers are smaller and darker purple than in
that species, and the leaves more scittered. It
flowers in April.

F. TnuNBEROi— IVom Japan, and nearly allied
to the Altai F. verticillata. The flowers are green,
tessellated or mottled with pale purple.

In addition to these the following species may
be noted as being in cnltivafcion : F. pyrenaioa,
tristis, tulipifulia, hi.sitanica, pontica, cirrhosa,
ruthenica, crassifolia, canaliculata, Ehrharti,
hericauli.s, lanceolata, parviflora and atropur-
purea. D. k.

some other concentrated stimulants I have used.
Tliis arises from iis not being so highly concen-
trated and the nutritive properties pas,-ing more
slowly into the soil. B^or this reison, however, it is

one of the safest manurial stimulants one can em-
ploy. Only in very reckless hands can it be
dangerous. In the case of outdoor crops there is

but little need to lay down any absolute rule for its

application. I use it very freely, just stirring the

soil afterwards, and I could not employ any other
manure in such a liberal way witliout danger of

burning the roots. Even where oi her concentrated
manures ai e used this one might find a place, for

it is very serviceable for those tender-rooted things
which sometimes need help, but whiL'h are so sen-
sitive to a little overdo e of manure. For hardy
flowers that are pricked out in the open ground 1

give a liberal dressing before planting, stirring it

well in with a coarse rake. The application has
frequently been so large as to colour the ground,
but the effects have never been otherwise than
good, even in the case of the smallest seedlings.

I wish it to be understood that I do not recommend
this manure as superior in a general way to all

others, but simply because it may be used so freely

without fear of injury.—J. C. B.

THE WEEK'S WORK.

Native guano.—One scarcely likes to praise
any one kin.

I of concentrated manure, for all now
commonly emp'oyed are very good, and most
valuable aids to the quick and perfect growth of
garden produce. When I first used the preparai ion
from town sewage, which is termed native guano,
I was not particularly impressed with its merits.
The effects from its application were not so quickly
perceived as in the case of Peruvian guano and

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Tomatoes in the open air.—Careful attention
is now needed with Tomatoes growing against
walls or fences in the open air, and also where the
grower has ventured upon growing them in the
open trained to sticks. The main point is to keep
the stems in an erect position, so that they may
receive all the light possible. True, we cannot
keep the plants free from attacks, but we can
lessen them by attending to their wants. Nut on'y
must the main stems be kept erect, but all side
growths from the leading stems must be kept
closely pinchf d out, for if allowed to ramble away,
the plants will take on a gross habit, which is

against the free setting of the flowers. Tomatoes
which are growing in the open trained to sticks are
best topped after they have formed about three
trusses of fruit, this being about all that they will

be enabled to bring to maturity.

Gathering herbs.—Herbs which are required

for winter use should now be cut and dried. If a
wet time shouhl ensue, particular care must be
taken in the drying, for if at all wet and stored
away in this state, they quickly become mouldy.
Instead of drying in the full sun. tie each kind up
Id a moderately small bundle and hang in an open
shed.

Shallots and Gaelic.— More Shallots are
spoiled, perhaps, through not pulling them suffi-

ciently early than from any other cause, for

directly they pass a certain stage of maturity-
fresh roots are very quickly emitted. E-pecially
is this so if a heavy fall of rain should take place.

Directly growth has stopped they must be pulled,

and as thorough ripening is very essential, they
must be laid in the full sun on a dry and hard
bottom. They ripen up better in the open it we
were sure of a bright time, but the best course i«

to lay them under cover, say in a cold frame where
they can be protected from wet.

Earliest Celery.—Tliis season appears to he
very favourable for the free growth of Celery. The
exhibitor has his special mode of procedure as

regards feeding and other details, and if this

course is followed by others where only Celery of

the best table quality is needed, huge heads desti-

tute of quality will be the result. The exhibitor's

Celery is also forced on too early for general use.

Deluging the rows with liquid mnnure is a mis-

take, as in Celery we require something more than
mere size. Moisture the Celery must have, and espe-

cially is this necessary on dry soils. A soaking of
liquiil manure, according to the richness or fer-

tility of the soil Celery is growing in, may be given

I

cccasionally. All that is needed at present is to

go carefully over the plants, remove any suckers
which may be showing, and give a sprinkling of

salt along each side of the row. The sides should
then be broken down, so as to get sullicient so 1 tj

form a surface dressing of an inch or thereabouts,
this being just sutticient to encourage extra roots

and also prevent the stems from spreading.

Care must be taken in adding the surface dressii g
that the soil does not work into the hearts. Ti.is

sniface dressing does not impede the watering,
which must be cariied on as freely as before or

according to the condition of soil and weath' r.

Light showers are often misle.ading, so duing
these times the soil should be examined to see

whether the niins have reached the roo's or not.

Celery ply'.—This destructive pest appea-s to

be very scarce this seas n, and I have not yet seen
a single grub. Probrrbly i^ may be plentiful in

some districts, and as it quickly causes a deal of

injury where present in large numbers, the best

course is to go over the plants and crush all iu-

sects between the finger and thumb, and where
only a few, pick off the damaged portions. In

either case where present, dusting the foliage over

with soot in the early morning is the best course
to adopt, following it up if washed off by rains.

A. Young.

PLANT HOUSES.

Plants for the early' autdjin.— Attention
should now be turned towards securing a full sup-

ply of plants to flower from the middle of Septem-
Ijer until the Chrysanthemum season is fairly ad-

vanced. Early- flowering Chrysanthemums, it is

true, supply us with most serviceable material, but
variety is needed as well, besides which if theeaily
flowering kinds aie in strong force it may to a cer-

tain extent milii ate against the well-being of the
miiin stock either for want of proper room or fortime
t'l give all kinds due attention. Again, if the early

kind-i are too prominent, there is the possibility

of the interest in the mil and late season varie-

ties being lessened. Plants of such things which
can now be grown on so as to do good service at

the time indicated, ard afterwards he thrown away,
will be found exceedingly useful where any large

ciuantity of decoraiive work ha-i to be attended to.

Atmuals, either hardy, half-hardy, or tender, supply
this kind of stock; these m:<y be grown under dis-

advantageous circumstances, comparatively speak-
irg. For insiance, just now it would be an easy
matter to lift from the open ground, p'>t up, and
keep for a few days in a partially shaded spot som3
of the best kinds of Asters of the annual seel ion,

amongst which there has been such an advance in

their good qualities during the past few years.

Any fairly good soil will suit them, whilst

the trifling check by potting will do good rather

than otherwise in retarding the flowering period.

Three plants in a tj-inch pot will make an excellent

display. Where there is a surplus of Intermediate
or East Lothian Stocks these may be treated in

like manner, but minus any shade with but little

water until again well established. These will

quickly I'ecover their usual vitality ; any drooping
at the time of potting need not cause any anxiety
whatever. Another serviceable class of plants for the
autumn are ihe varieties of Salpiglossis ; these will

bear pinching to keep them more bushy. The list

may be further increased by such as the annual
Coreopsis, the Helichrysums and Nicotiana aflinis,

all doing a good turn when flowers begin to be
somewhat scarce. Of annuals, which may now
be sown in pots for the same season, the Mignonette
is, of C'')urse, one of the most popirlar ; the treat-

ment of this in private gardens has befoi-e been
fully entered into. Nemophila insignis is, however,
seldom seen in pots, but it is a tuost useful and
easily-grown plant, so also is the dwarf type of

Scabious ; whiUt if the Stocks before alluded to

are not at hand, the Ten-week section should be
sown in pots at once, being thinned out as in the
case of Mignonette. All of these annuals may be
grown or raised in I he open if there is not room
under glass, although the germination of the
seed would be surer if protection were af-

forded.
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Of tender annuals care sliould be taken of the

Celosias ; Ihese are susceptible to attaiks of red

spider if not sufficiently syiinged, or when staived

at the root eitlier by i>oiir%oil or not enough water.

These are best grinvn in faiily deep pits where

they Clin be pbuficd in a gentle bottom heat

whilst growing quickly. Whfn it is seen that they

will (lower too soon, or in order to keep the plants

compact and laisliy, they shoulil be pinched. Al-

though the plumes may not under this treatment

be quite so line, they will yet be very good when
the plants are well attended to. Occasional doses

of manure water or an artificial stimulant will

greatly assist tliem when the pots aie full of roots.

Cockscombs should be kept growing without a

checli until the combs have nearly attained to tlieir

fidl size. Browallia elata is a most useful .autumn

annual to grow in a close pit or frame; by pinching

its shoots a few times a much better plant can be

formed. This plant will (lower about now if not so

treated, but it is of most service in the autumn
;

hence the desirability of pinching. The Globe

Amaranths are not nearly enough grown, probably

because their ctilture is attemptedin too coola house

or pit. With warmtli and moisture so that a good

foundation can be laid, and occasional stoppings

when the jilants are seen to be getting too tall, there

is yet time to obtain good plants for the season

ut.der notice. Balsams for the late autumn could

now be grown on from seed if kept in warmth and
moisture without any check, but anything larger

than Oinch pots should not for late blooming be

ever attempted. The seed of this annual is often

sown too soon, the plants not having proper atten-

tion simply for want of room when much space is

occupied with bedding plants.

Of other plants for the autumn particular note

should be taken of zonal Pelargoniums. Where
these are now well established they should be kept

frf ely exposed, the flower trusses still being picked

off as they appear. No potting later than this

ought to be attempted, otherwise the growth will

tend towards too great luxuriance and lo.'s of

flower when needfd. Any plants now in bloom, if

they have done a good turn and can be spared,

should be stood out of doors, being relieved of

their spikes of flower; encouragement will thus be
given for them to make mrre growth ; then later

on they will again come in useful. The eaily

flowering Chrysanthemums are now coming into

flower, but those for the end of September will be
found the more useful ; these, too, should be well

exposed. Manv will soon show their buds. When
these are fairly advanced, manure water will

benefit them more than at the present time. Ear-
wigs are much complained of in some quarters this

season ; these should be sharply watched for in

these and all Chrysanthemums before their ravages
become serious. J. Hudson.

ORCHIDS.
Okciuds that succeed well in frames, pits, or green-
houses are very interesting even to those who can
afford to grow the more aristocratic hothouse kinds.

The Bletias come into the section, and some of

them are very pretty. The Chinese species (B.

hyacintha) is comjiaratively hardy. It was intro-

duced eailyin the present century.andhas been rein-

troduced iiuring the last few years. It is an excel-

lent plant for the cool Orchid house, but I have
also grown it well in a house set apart for Auri-
culas where the frost is just kept out ; in fact, the
temperature in winter frequently falls to the freez-

ing point. Its rosy-purple flowers produced in May
have an excellent effect. The plants are now at

rest and the leaves will soon decay, leaving an
underground tuber at the base of each plant. Ble-

tias succeed admirably in a compost of fibrous

yellow loam, some light fibrous peat, leaf-mould and
sand.
Amongst Cypripediums for frames none equal

the handsome C. spectabile ; it is easily cultivated,

and should be grown in fibrous .sandy peat. The
plants are now passing out of bloom, but water
should still be applied to the roots

; in fact, this is

really a bog plant, and must never be dried up. C.

Irapeanum is a very worthy companion to the

above. It ha-i been well llciwercd by Jlessrs. Back-

house, of York, and a few other culiiwitors, but as

far as I know no one has succeeded in establishing

the plant ; the flowers are very large and of a bright

yellow colour. 1 have tried to flower it, but the

plants never seem to make really good growth, and
with me have soon died. It is said to grow in

Mexico at an elevation of 50(10 feet. If collectors

would describe the nature of the climate and tell

us in what kind of soil the plant grows and under
what <-()nditinns, we might master its culture. I

have always grown it in peat soil ; some recommend
yellow loam of a stiff character. It w..uld be inter-

esting to know if anyone has succeeded in esta-

blishing this fine Orchid. C. macrantlium is a dis-

tinct and very handsome species, and should he

hardy enough in England, as it is Sibeiian, but it

has not, as far as I know, been cultivated in garilens

so as to become established. I have flowered it in

the greenhouse several years in succession, the

plants growing in very fibrous loam, leaf- mould
and sand; the plants have now passed out ol bloom,

and will be very moderately supplied with water
until the leaves decay. C. pubescens is one of the

more easily cultivated species, and grows very

freely indeed ; it also grows best in loam and leaf-

mould. The plants increase in size with green-

house culture, which some species do not. There
are several other hardy and half-hardy species,

some of them very beautiful, but all are interesting

and form a unique feature in the greenhouse. One
of the most cut ious of them is the Japanese spe-

cies, C. japonicum, introduced some ten or fifteen

years ago, and flowered in England at that time. I

fancy it bloomed in l.s75, but whether any exam-
ples of it flowered later I cannot say. Probably the

plants in most instances have disappeared from
cultivation. I repot all these Cypripediums just

before they start into growth, and this sho dd be
done annually, as the Icam ofttimes gets into bad
condition if allowed to remain two years or more in

the same pots. The flower-pots are filled about a
third full I'f good drain.ige. At present, as they are

making their underground growth, they must have

enough, but not too much water, and less when the

leaves and stems have decayed ; but it is an error,

I fancy, to let them become quite dried up, and if

any of them get into this state, the evil effects of

it are seen in weaker growth.

The Orchises are also very pretty plants to grow
in the greenhouse with the same treatment as Pelar-

goniums and Fuchsias. The queen amongst them
is Orchis foliosa, a robust-growing plant which was
introduced to this country from Madeira, and when
well grown so as to form large specimens about 8

feet in height, the spikes of lilac-purp'e-coloured

flowers of various tints are very effective, and the

base of the stems is usually well furnished with

glossy green ovate-shaped leaves. 0. latifolia and
O. maculata may be said to be quite hardy plants,

for they are hardy enough in the open garden and
need not be cultivated iu flower-pots

;
but they are

truly beautiful in their season, and may be found
in great plenty in English meadows. Ophrys ten-

thredirifera is a charming Orchid for greenhouse

culture. A few of the others are interesting and
pretty, many persons preferring them to the more
gorgeous Lajlias and Cattleyas. My experience

with them is that they degenerate after a few-

years, but they are not expensive plants to pur-

chase any more than they are to cultivate. The
thing is to plant them in the right potting mate-

rial and to repot them at the right time. They seem
to grow more freely in the liinestone districts in

well-drained places, and those who collect them
should not dig them up when in flower, but wait

until the leaves decay, and remove them carefully

with all the roots attached. They should be

planted at once in fibrous yellow loam and some
coarse sand if necessary, with an intermixture of

small nodules of chalk. I have had plants sent

from the south of France, where, I believe, many
pretty species and varieties of Ophrys are found in

.abundance. Satyrium aureura is a very distinct

and interesting grtenhouse Orchid. The plant is

not difficult to cultivate, and its spikes of flowers

of a rich orange colour are freely produced. Some

persons grow it in a mixture of peat and loam, but

I have found it do wc-U in peat only. Like all the

half-hardy Orchids 1 have named, this s])ecies,

which has been introduced from the Cape of Good
Hope, dies down after flowering and maturing of

itstubeious roots. When growing, water freely,

but during the season of rest I withhold water

altogether, and I have also foimd that plants need-

ing much water when growing, if peat siiil is suit-

able for them, ought to be grown in that ma-
terial, as the roots have not so much tendency
to decay in good, light fibrous peat as they have
in loam. All the.-e greenhouse Orchids can be
grown without much fear of injury from fro-t in

winter or from the vicissitudes of our ch.'ingeable

i-limatc in summer. We had quite warm weather
this year early in .lunc, but as 1 wr'te these lines

it has become suddenly cold again, so that we
have to be continually changing the treatment of

the houses in which the tropical Orchids are grow-

ing. One W(!ek no fire-heat is needed, but the week
following it is impossible to do without it.

J. Douglas.

HARDY FRUITS.

Peaches akd Nectarines.—Better crops of these

were never seen on the open walls, and in very

many cases the thinning out has not been nearly

severe enough. It cannot be too often pointed

out that over cropping has an extremely weaken-
ing effect upon the trees, from which they do
not quickly recover, while the chances are a con-

siderable number of fruit of the present crop

will never attain an eatable condition. Those
undersized fruits which parlinlly colotir and drop
prematurely are never fit to cat, though they are

good enough for pies. In a green state the fruit

does not look so plentiful as it really is, and not

till it is colouring does it become only too

evident what a heavy crop the trees are bearing.

It is not yet too late to lighten tlie crops on ail

but Waterloo, and perhaps Early Alexander, the

removal of about one in three that are left, instead

of being a great waste, eventually provimr the

making of the crop. Instead of leaving the fruits

not more than 4 inches apart, they ought to be

not less than 8 Inches apart each way, another

8 inches or 4 inches being none too much for Bar-

rington, Walburton Admirable, Sea Eagle. Salway,

Princess of Wales, and other large Peaches—Lord
Napier Nectarine meriting nearly as much thinning

out. Showery weather has done the trees good,

but in but few ca-es have the roots hid enough
to properly sustain them many days together. They
ought to have a good soaking of liquid manure
now, and another of soft water when the fruit is

nearly ripe. If they are not heavily mulched, or

the position is naturally hot and dry, a soaking

once a week is none too often. Red spider h.as

been rather more troublesome of late, and nothing

but repeated syringings or a free use of the garden

engine every evening after hot days will keep this

insect in check.

Colouring the feuit.—It is the fault of the

cultivator if Peaches and Nectarines in the open

air fail to colour beautifully. They are rarely

so large or good in quality as those grown \inder

glass, but their superior colour to a certain extent

compensates for other failings, especially if the

fruit is maiketed. Before the end of July there

will be plenty of highly coloured ripe fruit of

Waterloo Pe.Tch. Early Alexander and Hale's Early

following closely. The first named is already

coloured, at any rate in forward localities, but in

later dijtricts it is not yet too late to more fully

expose the fast swelling fruit, and thereby ensure

perfect colouring. All young shoots ought to be

cither tied in cr fastened back to tie wall by

the aid of shreds and light Hazel or oi her twigs,

and, in addition, the trees should be gone over

every few days, and all leaves that shaf^e the

swelling fruit in the least bit either tucked back

or pinched off. If the Nectarines give signs of

cracking or scarring, syringing must be discon-

tinued, and rains warded off if possible by means
of either spare pit lights or thick canvas blinds.
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Moiature hanging for several hours on Nectarines
appears to injure their smooth delicate skins. If

kept drier, there would be ff wer failures. IVaches
are not similarly affected, but overhead syringine

ought to cease when the fruits are nearly ripe and
be re-commenced after the fruit is gatheied.

Tempobary Strawbekey borders.—Straw-
berries in pots under glass are always a nuisance,

and never more so tlian late in May and early in

June. In numberless places pot plants had to be
depended upon till the middle of June, if not
later, for the requisite supplies of dessert fruit

;

whereas by a little contrivance it m'glit have been
possible to liave had good dishes of fruit from
plants growing; in the open by June 1. On page
30 it was pointed out how well Xoble succeeds on
raised wall borders, that is to say, those in frcnt of

walls with a southern aspEct, but in some cases
these are not available, and in others where they
are fruit might yet be had still earlier by means of

temporary beds. In many instances the south
front walls of greenhousfs, vineries, forcing pits,

and such like are IK inches and upwards above
the ordinary ground level, and it is against these
that it is advised, where possible, to form a bed
for eaily Strawberries. They may be of any width
and deptli, but should have a good slope to the
front. If the position permits, break upi the
bottom with a p'ck, and on this place a fairly rich

bed of soil, composed, say, of fresh loam, garden
soil, and manure, well mi.xed. Make this

firm and plant not later than the first week in

August with well-rooted runners of Lnxton's
Noble, IS inches apart each way. Being kept well
supplied with water, the plants soon attain a very
serviceable size, and next spring, if duly mulched
and watered, will flower strongly. It pays well to

j

protect the flowers from frost, this frequently
making a considerable difference in the earliness

and weight of crop. Only once ought the plants
to be cropped in this position, young stuff invari-

ably producing the earliest and finest fruit. A
fresh site is not needed for a new bed, and all that
is necessary is to break up the old one, well mix a
layer (1 inches thick of fresh, rich compost with
the old soil, and replant with newly-rooted runners
as before. In this manner several good dishes of
fruit can be had when they could not be bought
under 2s. Gd. per pound.

Old Strawberry beds.—In very many gardens
it does not pay to take more than three crops from

|

the plants, and there are places where they are of
no service after the first year. Those, therefore,
who would be successful with Strawbenies must I

annually plant a bed or beds and destroy a similar
number of old ones, the aim being to have planta-
tions of three different ages in full bearing every
season. The youngest plants usually give the
earliest and best fruit; those two years old the
best all-round crops, and any a year older heavy
crops of moderately good fruit. Strong runners
ought to be layered early in order that the
planting may be completed during the first week
in August. Directly the old or most exhausted
beds are cleared of fruit, hoe up the plants and re-

move all rubbish prior to putting out Broccoli, no
digging being requisite or advisable for the latter.

W. Ic;C4ULDEN.

the leaves to keep of frost until they could be
cartel off the land. When the land was ploughed
the leives were turned in just as they were taken
from the heap, and one mny tell to an inch where
the heaps of roots laid. The Corn is many
shades greener there, the stems are stouter and
quite 4 inches higher than the crop generally. This
difference has been plainly discernible from the
time the Corn began to grow freely. The season
being so dry, the Corn crop in a general way had in

the early part of it a very meagre and rather

yellow appearance. It was curious and instructive

to see these patches of verdure at regular intervals

throughout the field. I should say that such a
dressing over the whole breadth would have made a
difference in the field of from two to three sacks
to the acre. For Potatoes especially lefuse vege-

table matter is excellent, and with a liberal appli-

cation of it one does not need manure, that is if the
ground has not been allowed to get into a very
impoverished condition. I think that the best

results are obtained when the matter is not too
much decomposed. Twelve months suffice to

bring it into the right condition for use, especially

in the case of land of a sandy, parched nature, as

the organic matter helps to retain moisture through
the summer-. Weeds that have attainerl any size

should, however, never be put on the rubbish heap.

They are sure to have seeds among them, and the

safest way is to burn them and utilise the ashes.

Many weeds, such as Groundsel. Chickweed,
Shepherrl's Purse and Grass, form seeds with great

rapidity when they come to blooming size, and if

cast on the rubbish heap, they will later form a
source of much trouble. A good way of using
garden refuse is to mix with it some concentrated
manure, such as native or fish guano, or bone-
dust. This may be done in the winter in frosty

weather, and will sweeten the refuse and increase

its manurial value. A good-sized heap thus pre-

pared will be found of immense value for the

growth of spring vegetables of all kinds. This
mixture is probably the very finest thing that can
be used for top-dressing hardy flower borders ; it

puts back into the soil just what has been taken
out of it. It is, however, a mistake to wait till

spring before applying this top-dressing, for al-

though even then very beneficial, if the season

happens to be d ry the roots do not get the full benefit

of the nutriment until their blooming time is over.

It should be applied at the beginning of winter,

and will then serve the double purpose of protect-

ing the roots and crowns and nourishing the plants.

J. C. B.

GARDEN REFUSE.
It i< only by comparison that one can fully appre-
ciate the value of decayed vegetable matter. Let
a piece of ground be partly dressed with it, putting
no manure of any kind on the remaining portion,
and the importance of garden refuse as an element
of fertility will be recognised. I once had occasion
to remark the veiy fine appearance of a bed of early
Cabbages in a cottnger's garden. I naturally
thought they had been heavily manured, but the
owner told me they had nothing but the Ivy trim-
mings from the cottage dug in at planting time.
In this locality it is customary to sow Wheat after
Mangold Wurtzel, and the leaves that are cut from
the latter are of course ploughed in. Last autumn
the roots in a field here were pulled up rather late,
and, as is often done, the heaps were covered with

Painting greenhouses white.—1 have al-

ways painted my greenhouses a chocolate-bi-own
out.-^ide, which I find wears every bit as well as the
white, does not draw down the heat (as I was told

it would), and is, moreover, a most e.xcellent set-

ting for the flowers inside. It makes the houses
an ornament instead of a disfigurement, and the
flowers can be seen from outside very much farther

off than when I painted them white, there being
no glare to take one's eyes away from them.—
H. H. D.

In reference to this, I do not find that

"J. I. R." in his note in The Garden, July 2 (p.

17), has any explanation of his own to offer. When
we have found out whether the use of white ])aint

is due to the cause I have suggested, or simply to

want of taste, it will be time enough to turn to

'J. I, R.'s" question as to what is the best colour

to substitute for it. I dislike white paint as much
as "F. W. B." or " J. I. R ," but when I found it

was a case of renewing coloured annually as

against every second or third year for white, my
pocket and not my will induced me to consent.

—

T. J. Weaver.

The common practice of painting green-
houses white has no doubt been carried on for the
sake of liglit more than anything else; but now,
with the improved horticultural structures that
are built with much less wood arrl the sash-bars
so much wider apart, the colour of paint ought not
to matter as regards the welfare of plants in

houses, and a pale green may be considered by
many more in accord with the trees and foliage

and other surroundings, as a structure so painted
would be le-s conspicuous. But all colouring
matter added detracts from the strength of the
paint, the body or pieservative quality being in the
lead and oil with which it is mixed. For the in-

terior of a greenhouse there is no shade that, in

my opinion, looks or answers so well as grey or

sky colour, and I can testify to the good effect it

has in a conservatory, as all our panels and walls
are of tliat colour, and the creepers and plants in

front show off to the greatest advantage.— S. D.

" J. I. R. " is unfairly hard upon Mr.
Weaver's painter, because I never yet met with
any conscientious painter (not artist, but artisan)

who did not advise dull white or stone colour as
the best outdoor wearing colour in paint. Surely
that commendation deserves respect, because the

man making it, assuming it to be true, is actually

checking the giving himself the job to paint gr-een-

houses once in every two years, as the white paint

will endure for three years. It is not fair thus to

twist or garble what is such a plain simple fact ; as

evidence of the truth of what the painter has
asserted there is tlie fact that all our market
growers who regard paint from a purely utilitarian

aspect always use light coloured compounds. It

any other colour were as cheap and enduring or

more so, they would have adopted it long since.

Now as to whether greenhouses situate in the

forcing department of a garden are painted white
or any other colour is a matter of vei'y little moment,
as in no well-arranged garden do they become con-

spicuous objects. A big white structure in the form
of a conservatory set in pleasure grounds is very

diverse, and should have some colour-ed paint

which should harmonise a little with the surround-

ings. And after all, which is the best tint for

glasshouses ! If not white or stone, certainly not

yellow, red, blue or even green, for of greens we have
enough. Soft browns are perhaps best, but these

very soon assume a rusty hue. After all, few tints

seem better for all purposes than a stone colour.

—

A. D.

Orchics.

BULBOPHYLLUM RETIOULATUM AND
OTHERS.

BrLBopHYLUM EETicuL.\TiM was discovered

by Thomas Lobb in Borneo when collecting for

the Me.ssrs. Veitch and Sons, and to their nur-

sery it was sent about forty years ago. It

flowered for the first time in England in their

nurseries at Chelsea,! believe, iu the summer of

1806. I was pleased to see it blooming on a

recent visit to Mr. Wm. Bull's establishment at

Chelsea. Tire name given it by Bateman is

very applicable, for its leaves, which are each

about o inches or 4 inches long, have a i)ale

green ground colour, conspicuously and regu-

larly netted with veins of a much darker hue,

thus rendering the plant strikingly Iiandsome,

independently of its fine flowers. The plant has

a creeping rhizome, more or less branched, and

this bears somewhat distant ovate pseudo-bullis

each an inch or more long, and liearing a large

single leaf. The peduncle issuing from the

base of the young pseudo-ljulb bears two

flowers, which are individually nearly !§ inches

across, the petals boldly striped witli reddish

carmine, the interior streaked and spotted with

white ; lip spotted and dotted with i)urple. It

is a very rare plant, and it is to be hoped Mr.

Bull will increase it. B. Dayaiium, another

singular species and also very rare, was intro-

duced from Burmah by the late Mr. Day, of

Tottenham. The pseudo-bulbs are ovoid and

much furrowed, supporting a thick, plain green

leaf, vinous-purple beneath. The peduncle
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bears about three flowers, oacli being about an

incli across ; the sepals arc yellmvish green

with lines of jnirple (lots, and long sjireailing

liairs on the edges
;

]ietal.s very small, ])uriilc,

with green border, the edges lined with long

hairs ; li]) small, coloured like the petals. B.

psittacoglossum is another uf the large-flowered

species received by Mr. Low, of Clapton, from

the Rev. C. Parish from I'urmah at about the

same time that Mr. Day ini]iorted the last-

named plant. .\t the present time this is very

scarce in cultivation. From its creeping rhi-

zome it produces numerous ovate pseudo-bulbs,

each of which boars a single large thick

and fleshy leaf, which is deep green on
both sides, the scape bearing two flowers

each being about I.V inches across, the sepals

and petals yellov>', suffused with a shade of

pale green, streaked with narrow lines of

reddish purple ; li[i white blotched with red-

dish purple. B. Deai-ei is another beautiful

plant, but it is not U, be met with in many col-

lection.s. It has a one-flowered scape. The
flowers are very showy, the se])als and petals

rich yellow, dotted with red and tinged

with purple. The shape of the lip, white

blotched more or less with purple, is very

curious. B. Lobbi is perhajjs the oldest plant

here mentioned, it having been in cultivation

nearly hfty years. The flowers of this are some
3 inches or more in width, the colour being rich

buft'-ytllow with some lines of purple dots and
suffused with purple. B. barbigeruni, although
not a large-flowered kind, is perhaps one of the

most curious plants to be found among Or-

chids. There is a plant of this in the collection

of Sir Trevor Lawrence at liurford Lodge. It

is a native of Sierra Leone, in West Africa, and
has been in cultivation between fifty and sixty

years. From a creeping rhizome it produces
its nearly circular pseudo-lnilbs, which are some-
what flattened, each bearing a single leaf ; the
flowers are borne in a raceme of from five to

nine, and sometimes twelve flowers ; the sepals

and petals are small and of a dull brown
colour.

Bulbophyllums are mostly grown as curiosi-

ties. They may he easily grown into good spe-

cimens by using small earthenware baskets
drained well. The plants should be set upon a
cone of mould, consisting of good peat fibre

and living Sphagnum, chopped and well mi.xed.

They should be hung up near the glass and be
screened from the hot burning sun, but should
have plenty of light. Abundance of water
should be given during the growing season,
and at no jieriod should they be kept entirely

deprived of moisture. The heat of the East
India house is requisite for them to grow in,

and the atmosphere must be kept well charged
with moisture. During the winter they may
be removed to the coolest end of the same
structure, but on no account should they be
subjected to a very low- temperature or to long
and continued drought.

Wm. Hugh Gower.

Odontoglossum crispum elegantissimum.
—From Mr. Norman, The Firs, Sydenham, comes
a very fine flower of tliis variety. It is pine white,
having the sepals much spotted and blotched with
bright chestnut ; the petals are pure white, toothed
and undulated on the edges, bearing two circular
spots about the centre, and a median line at the
base; the lip is heavily blotched in front with
chestnut, and the column also ornamented with
the same colour.—G.

Cattleya speciosissima.—Mr. W. Marshall, of
Norton Manor, Taunton, sends mr; flowers of a
very tine and large-flowered L'attleyn, which I can-

not hut think is a very fine form of this v.vriety.

The flowers were much too far advanced for me to

be quite certain. In the shrivelled dilapidated

state in wliicli tlu^ flower arrived it measured
upwards of .s imlies across. The petals are

nearly :i inclies over. It certainly is a mag-
nificent Cattleya, and appears to c ime very near
to the variety called speciosissima Huchananiana.
I should much like to see it again when fresh.

—W.

ORCHIDS AT MK. BULL'S.

1 ii.WE have never lieen to see the exhibition of
Orchids so late in tlie season before, and 1 was
struck with the quantities flowering. Mr. Bull, I

am glad to see, is adding more and more every
season to his stock of distichous-leaved Orchids,
and I saw more Saccolabiums, Aeriiles, and Vandas
in bloom than I liave seen for many a day. There
were fine healthy jilants of Saccolabium guttat\nu,

S. prtemorsum and others carrying luany S|3ikfs of

their lovely spotted flowers. S. Blumei and its

varieties were just about to open, whilst the lovely
bright flowers of S. cuneifolium were con.spicuous.

Aerides Lobbi in many varieties was very telling.

A. Godefroyanum, with its large and brijhtly
coloured flower's, and A. crassilolium, with its

magnificent spike of many flowers, were also con-
spicuous. The beautiful A. Hoirllettianum was to
be seen in consideiable numbers ; this is very
distinct and noticeable by its tawny yellow flowers
having a deep purple tip to the sepals and petals,

rendering it very distinct from A. expansum, which
was to lie scon in many parts of the house. In
this variety the flowers are larger, Wiixy-white,
tipped with bright purple, the lip being deep
purple in front, dotte 1 and spotted towai-ds
the base with lighter purple. Yanda suavis and
tricolor in variety were numerous and beautiful.
Turning fi-om these, however, we have a glorious
display stdl of Cattleyas, amongst which I noted
splendid forms of C. Eldorado splendens, a fine

Ctttleya especially when seen in such good forms.
I also saw a strikingly good form of the pure
wliite variety known as virginalis, sometimes known
as C AVallisi. The whole of the flower ispui'e white,
saving the disc of the lip, which is orange-yellow.
C. Warner i I was gliul to see with its ricli purple
front lobe, C. gigas in quantity, and a form of this
plant bearing the name of reg ills, having immense
flowers and a very deeply coloured lip, wliilst

C. Gaskelliana was just opening. Of their near
relatives, the La;lias, L. xantliina was noteworthy,
aid I never s-iw this kind with such large and
richly coloured flowers. Cypripediums were re-

pre-ented in quantity by C. Lawrenceanum,
C. bar-batum, C. bellatulum, C. Curtisi, C. luveum.
C!. Chamberlaini, the latest introduction fi-om
New Guinea, and by many othei-s. I noticed many
fine plants of Dendrobium Phatenopsis ,and D.
bigibbum, also a rich golden yellow flower having
two distinct black eye-like spots on the lip, but
without arry fringe, called D. Gib.soni. D. suavis-
simiim was very Hue, showing how useful a species
it is. This was eleg.nntly contrasted with large
mas-es of D. Doarei. with its pure white flowers
ju-t tinged with emerald-greerr, and the lovely
cherry-coloui'ed D. MacArthuri. Cymbidium Lowi-
anum was still fresh and good, whilst flowering
plants of the grand and massive Oncidium macran"
thum were scattered about in profusion. Some of
the older kinds of Oncids were beautiful. Amongst
these may be mentioned O. divaricatum having
spikes several feet in length, mucli branched, and
bearing many flowers of a rich chestnut and gold,
and dotted with bright brown ; O. pulvinatum in

the way of the fornrer plant, but with flowers of a
rich coppery brown, the lip pale yellow spotted
with reddish brown ; O. sphegiferum, siruilar to the
last two, yet quite distinct: and the grand old
species O. phymatochilura, which was represented
by plants with large much-branched spikes l.aden

with their white flowers, streaked and spotted
with reddish brown and golden yellow. Among
Odontoglossums, O. Harryanum, O. vexillariunr,

and vexillarium rubrum in all sizes and of various
depths of colour, O. cordatum, O. Sanderianuiu,

and many others wci-e notewor.hy. Aruongsl these
I may mention O. divei'sum, supposed to Ijc the
only plant in I'lurojie, a natural hylrrid between O.
crisi)uni and O. I'e.^r-atorei, hearing many large
l)ure white flowers, having the sepals only "spotted
with ro.sy purple, the broad petals pure while, the
lip having a large blotch of rosy purple; and O.
blepharicanthinn, having flowers much after the
style of na;vium, but wa^ting in the deep colours,
the narrow soi.als and pet.als b.-ing while, ilotted
and freckled with light ferrugineous lirown. O.
polyxanthum, O. llunnewclliamim, and O. hasti-
labium wei-e also vcy fine. Kpidendrum vitelli-

num raajus wa< bright and conspicuous, as were
also E. Wallisi, E. nemorale, Disa grandiflora, and
Cculogyne Mas-angeana. Calantbe Textori, pleio-
chroma, and veratri folia plainly showt d how valuable
white flowers are amongst such a ho-t of coloured
ones. Masdevallias were represented by forms of
Chimicra, corniculata, Harryana, Veitchi, and
many others. The Promena;as were represented
by large masses in hanging baskets of the bright
P. citrina and the deep, but richly coloure.i P.
stapelioides, against which the white and green
flowers of Oriuthocephahis grandiflorus made an
elegant contrast. Many other species might be
named as contributing to make up the display,
which is well worthy of a vi.sit, in spite of the late-
ness of the season. W. II. G.

Odontoglossum crispum imperiale.—This
is another superb variety of this species now
flowering in Mr. Dormtu's garden, Laurie Park,
Sydenham. It has massive broad sepals and
petals, whii h make a roun 1 and perfect flower.
The sepals are white, heavily staine 1 with purple
on the outside, which shows through in front
with a heavy tinge of rosy purple

; the full round
petals are dentate on the edges and pure white;
the large lip is prettily frilled r-ound the edge, and
al-o pure white, saving two ( r three chestnut-
coloured spots under the ci-est, which is rich
yellow.—H.

Oncidium zebrinum— G. Kintoul sends a
very nice form of this species which flowered for
the first time in this country just twenty years a"0
in the nurseries of Mr. W. Bull, of Chel'sea. When
out of flower it is dirticult to distinguish the plant
fi'om 0. macranthuin, for winch .species ray friend
had purchased it. The- sjake grows some H) feet
or 12 feet, or more lonj', producin.? many of its
singularly-coloured blooms, which are white, much
crisped, and ti-ansversely barred with reddish
violet, base of lip yellow. It comes from the high
mountains in Venezuela.—W. H. G.

Oncidium serratum. — C. Chowles sends
flowers of this species. The plant is an (.Id one,
now somewhat looktd down upon by Orchirl
growers. It was figured in the llotauiml Mar/a-
zinc, t. 5G;!2, froai a plant which bloomed ' in
the gardens of the Bishop of Winchester, but
it flowered for the first time in Europe in
1830 with M. Pescatore, near Paris. I believe
M. Linden was the introducer of the plant widch
he cilled O. diadema, so that Mr. Chowles may see
his plant is not a new one : it comes from some
considerable altitude in the Andes, and belongs to
the same section as 0. macranthum.—W. H. G.

Stanhopea oculata.—This Stanhopea and
some others have heen tilooming very freely in the
nurseries of Messrs. John Laing and Sons, F'orest
Hill, producing long, many-flowered racemes of
bloom. The flowers are large, pale yellow, thickly
spotted with soft purple or lilac, the lip having in
addition some blackish spots on the side of the
lip. The flowers of this species last about four
days in good condition, and yield a delicious per-
fume. It seems to flower most freely when not
grown in too strong heat.—W.

Alpine flowers for English gardens It is

proposed to reprint this book, which has been now
long out of print. But as it would not be well to do
so without bringing it up to time as regards the
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artistic part of it, we would ask any of our readers

who may liave or wlio may know of beautiful rock

gardens to kindly inform us of them.

Rose Garden.

ROSES AT COLCHESTER.

The Braiswick Nursery of Mr. F. Cant is a gentle

slope, and thus one standing at the tnp has a
splendid view of the whole, and sees a good ex-

ample of the effect of Ro.-es in the landscape. The
very first idea that such a picture suggests is re-

production on a smaller scale in the garden land-

scape. Educational advantages attend a visit to a
nursery such as this.asitisonlybyseeingthe Rose-
where they a:e grown that we can obtain perfect

knowledge. That which is gained from visiting

the shows alone is most imperfect, as many ulti-

mately find out to their cost. Anjone making a
selection from Mr. Cant's winning boxes would, of

course, include Her Majesty. Let him see it at

home, however, and he will speedily come to the
conclusion that though it may be indispensable to

the exhibitor, he who wants few kinds and many
flowers must have nothing to do with this one.

The Hybrid Perpotuals on a recent visit being at

their best, so these kinds naturally made the
greatest display, but their brilliance was matched
by the delicacy and lovely colouring of huge
breadths of charming Teas. Amongst Hybrid Per-

petuals Earl of Duilerin was superb. It is very
lull and double, of perfect shape, and a massive
flower, the rich velvet crimson being shaded with
a deeper, darker tint. Boieldieu, one of Margot-
tin's old Roses, was fine. It is rare to see it in

such good condition, the 'hot, dry weather being
doubtle.ss tlie real cause. Of full and globular

form, it takes some time to open, but is very bright

and distinct when good. Victor Hugo is grand for

any purpose to make a sliow in the garden or to

add to the merit of a box of exhibition blooms. Its

ricli dazzling colour, fine form, freedom and con-
tinuity leave nothing to be de.-ired. The finest

Rose of all hei-e, however, was Suzanne Marie
Rodoc.anachi. It is most unfortunate that such a
splendid Roe should have a name hke this. Even
tlie experience! Rose gr'ower knows the difficulty

of giving the natue at first sight of some of the
mans red and rose-coloured Hybrid Perpetiials, they
are so near each other, br.it the kind under notice

is conspicuous enough. It is one of the bold varie-

ties tliat are so characteristically di-tinct ; we are
never deceived by them. It attract-s chiefly by rea-

son of its clear bright transparent rose colour and
the erectness of the flowei% which by the way has
petals of gie;it size and breadth. Pride of WaUham
was good ; it is cliarming in colour, shading from
flesh pink to rich rose in the centre. Mary
Bennett, though not generally very reliable, was
extremely good, the flowers fine, the colour a clear

roy-cerise. Mai'guerite de St. Amand can still

hold its own aiuong pink Roses. Since its advent
in ISfi 4 many have come and gone, but this remains
as good as ever. Victor Verdier, too, though old

is good, and Duke of Edinburgh and Duke of Con-
naught are as free, distinct, and fine, and as much
valued as ever.

Those who know the standard kinds, such as the
Duchess of Bedford, Prince Arthur, John Bright,

Duchesse de Morny, Ear-oness Ro'lischild, Marie
Bauruann, Alfred C'olomb, Star of "Waltham, Coun-
tess of Oxford, Merveille de Lyon, Ulrich Brunner,
John Hopper, kc, can imagine the effect of these
in large breadths. When all are so fine selection

i< difficult, but the names here given are of those
that were particulardy striking at the time. For
all purposes what Rosps can surpass Mme. Gabriel
Luizet and Mrs. John Laing? Her Majesty was
bearing majestic blooms, but one shoot and one
flower too often are the total of a plant, and we
shall rarely see it away from the nursery. A few
of the newer kinds must be mentioned befor'e

leaving this section, and of these Gustavo Piganeau
is deservedly first. It is an 18S9 Rose, but two or

three seasons usually elapse before we can fully

testa new kind. Now that Rose growers have a
stock of it they are no longer in doubt as to its

merits, and it has been prominent at recetrt shows.
Tire flower, though of great size, is gooil in

form and colour, as the clear carmine-like hue has
no suspicion of the dingy shades of lilac or purple

with it. Mme. Henri Periere was sent out six years

ago, but its merits are not well known. It is very

sweet, vigorous, and constant, the flowers bright

red with a darker shading of crimson. It is de-

cidedly a good Rose, and so is Jennie Dickson,
which was setrt out two years ago. It is very
bright in colour, with long buds that have high
centres and open into flowers remarkable for the
size and width of their petals.

Teas.

All the best were very much in evidence, and
flowers could be numbered by the thousand. It is

most satisfactory to see their increased cultur'e in

the nurseries, as this indicates plainly that they
are being sought after. It should be so, for they
are the most charming and most constant of all,

and I am now convinced that under rational

culture we have little to fear from the winter. In

regard to these, Mr. Cant has from the first pro-

claimed their hardiness. We were too long de-

luded into the belief that Tea Roses were tender,

but now the race of Roses that deser-ves supreme
position is on the way to obtain it. The first and
best sirbstitute for tender summer- flowering

plants is to be found in Tea Roses. A great
many Teas were extra good in consequence of the

brilliant weather, and none more so than Comtesse
de Nadaillac. Perhaps this kind needs a little

coaxing, and no doubt some of us have been
encouraged to try it again when Mr. Prince has
brought up to London a bo.x of matchless bloorxrs

from Longwoi'lh. Jean Ducher U another lover of

heat and drought, and we enjoy it the more from
the fact that it is notconstant annually. Francisca
Krriger is sinrilar as regards its requirements, and
we shall be grateful this season for the fea-t that

we have had of these two noble, free, but uncer-

tain kinds, 'i'he same is true of Mme. Hippolyte
Jamain. It is always vigorous and an abundant
bloomer. Its colour is exquisite, the great droop-

ing flowers being white externally, but the tips of

the inner petals are tinged with rosy pink and
shadeil with apricot-yellow at the base. Mme.
Cusin and Ethel Brownlow I have never before

seen so fine as they were here. If Homere must be
starved into producing perfect flowers, the very

opposite treatment must be adop'ed in rega'd to

these kinds. If they lack good food, or if the

weather is against their rapid opening, the flowers

develop tints that are decidedly not pretty. In the

rosy .shade of both there is a purplish lilac tinge,

and if this is much developed, the appearance of

the flower is marred. As I saw them they are two
of the very best, and the bold, erect blooms of

Ethel Brownlow were nragnificent in form and
substance. Mme. de Watteville is at home in this

nursery, and no Tea Rose looks brighter on a sunny
day. Of the white ones Hon Edith Gifford, S. A
Prince, The Bride and Innocente Pirola are four

that will take some beating, but the kind first

named is the best of them all, if we regard it

from all points. In the garden or in the nursery
nothing quite equals it in its dense dwarf habit,

combined with vigour, exceptional freedom and
fine fornr and erectness. With so many fine Roses
in existence it is difficult to see how much more
improvement can be eifected except in one
direction. So many Tea Roses droop their flowers

and we have to lift them up in order to see them
properly, that an endeavour should be made to

produce new kinds that hold their flowers erect.

We have a good examp'e of the type required in

Ernest Metz. This kind h,as fulfiUeil all that was
predicted of it. We can judge it truly now that
the quantity in nurseries is 1 irger. Fine flowers

were abundant, of great size, fine form and ex-

quisite colouring, the pale tender rose of tlie bud
deepening into rich carmine-ro'e as the flower ex-

pands fully. Mme. Pierr-e Guillot is another kind,

with bold, full flowers, but as yet it hardly seems
possible to give it unqualified praise. It wants

heat to bring it to perfection, and that it has had
of late, and has been fine in consequence. If the
flowers are slow in opening they are ratlrer green
externally, and this detracts from their beauty. A
perfect flower is distinct and delightfid in colour.

Mrs. James Wilson grows more promising, and
though at first it was thought to bear a close
resemblance to Marie van Houtte, it has shown
distinctive merits. It has the colour of this last-

named variety combined with habit and form
more like those of The Bride. White Perle was in

flower, and proves that those who are successful
with the parent need not hesitate as regards the
sport. It has the same strong habit and produces
fine flowers, which are not truly white, birt of a very
pa'e lemon shade. Cleopatra has caused disap-

pointment to many in failing to grow well. This
may again be but a temporary result of excessive

propagation, for I saw strong jilants and grand
flowers of soft colour and fine forrrr. The breadth
and smoothness of petal are a striking feature
of the kind. We shall find it valuable if it ulti-

mately becomes vigorous and constant. May
Rivers looked decidedly promising. The plant is

vigorous and the flowers are distit^ct and fine.

They are of a globular form, full and doirble, palest

yellow internally, shadiug to creamy while. Jean
Guillaumez will attract the notice of those who
love the Teas for their varied tints. It is in the
way of the old Adrienne Christophle, but promises
to be more regular and constant than tiiat fine-

weather Rose. It can hardly be clearly described,

but it is of a salmon-yellow shade with a pecrrliar

metallic-red hue in the centre. Small pl.ants pro-

ducing good flowers testify str'ongly to its worth.

J. B. Varonne is one of Guillot 's new Roses, and
it should be watched, for it seems a promising kind.

It has long pointed buds, recalling tho-e of Luciole,

but the colour was quite different from that ( f this

variety, being a China Rose tint deepening into

carmine. So much for the varieties, and a word
must be said for the plants. Among thenr and
most conspicuous was a magnificent breadth of

standard Teas which could not possibly be finer.

The finest flowers among the Tea section were
seen upon these plants. T. W.

THE ORANGE FUNGUS ON THE ROSE.

Some Rose leaves have been forwarded to me
from the south of Scotland affected with what is

krrown as the orange fungus. The leaves appi^ar

to be attacked in a somewhat early stage of the r

growth, the disease appearing on the under sides

of the leaves and their petioles in the form of

deep orange-coloured spots and beads, some larger

than the others, and in lines along the midribs of

the leaves. The sender states it is fortunately very
little known in the neighbourhooil, and no one
appeared to exactly know its real character. iSome
of the older Rose growers appeared to think this

fungus to be of a somewhat harmless character,

and as it appeared later in the season and affected

only the leaves, they did not take much notice of

it. The modertr Rose grower estimates it at a
different value, and is found asserting there is to
disease to which the Rose is liable that is so de-

structive in its effects as a virirlent attack of

or-ange fungus. Mr. George Baker, writing upon
the enemies of the Rose in the " Rosarian's Year
Book" a few years aso, stated, '• It is tuo<t subtle

in its action, attacking the foliage soruetimes in

the early stage of its growth and spreading rapidly

over a collection of plants. It makes its appear-
ance on the under sides of the leaves in the form
and size of the heads of very small pins. The
fungus sometimes increases very rapidly, with the
result that the vitality of the plant is de-

str'oyed. The plants are denudeil of foliage long
before the wood has time to ripen; con.-equentlv

the plants are in a very delicate state to stand

against hartl winter weather, and those that have
to undergo that ordeal invariably start weakly the
following spring.''

As to the remedies suggested, Mr-. B.-iker admits
they are, unfortunately, not very successful, and
though he has but fa'nt hopes of being able to
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effectually cure this pernicious disease, the next

best tiling is to endeavour to check iis vegetative

power and prevent its re- appearance. "This

can be atienipted by raking ofT all loose

materials and as niueh soil as possible and
burning; them. At the same time give the

ground a good dressing of quicklime. The burnt

soil and other matters can be returned to the

Koses greatly improved by the change they

have undergone." Mr. Baker also recommends
that at pruning time everything cut from the

plants be collected and destroyed. This done, then

to give the plants, " stems and branches, stakes

and ties a good co.-iting of the following mix-

ture, applied with a brush : Quicklime and soot

mi.\ed to the consistency of paint, to a pailful of

which add lialf a pound of the sublimated sulphur

and a small handful of coarse salt, stir and mix

well together before applying.' The object sought

by the application of this paint is to destroy the

resting spores of this troublesome fungus. Mr.

Baker adds: "1 have tried washes of all kinds,

carefully syringing and brushing over the leaves

with various compounds, but with little success,

and in some instances finding the remedies even

more fatal than the disease. 1 have most faith in

an infusion of Hellebore root—four ounces to half

a gallon of boiling water, then add half a drachm
of the bichloiide of mercury (first dissolve the

mercury in a little spirit), and lastly, add half a
gallon of lime water. I have certainly seen good
results from this application, though I must also

admit it has sometimes failed. I have observed

we get the orange fungus or mildew in long-con-

tinued dry weather, ami chiefly on the lower leaves

of tt e smooth-wooded class of Rose plants, such
as Victor Verdler, Comtesse d'Oxford, Hippolyte
Jamain, and the like, but it is worthy of remark
that Mme. Clemence Joigneaux, William Warden,
Edouard Morren, and others of the same character

of folia::e, &c., are seldom subject to these forms of

f I ngoid disease." R. D.

NOTES ON NEW KOSES AT THE CRYSTAL
PAL.VCE.

Se\'er.\l new Roses were shown on this occa-
sion, .ind although none of them were considered
worthy of a medal or special mention by the
judges, they miy well receive a few comments
here. The judges were undoubtedly acting rightly

in not awarding the gold medal to any new Rose
that was not a decided improvement upon existing
varieties, both in distinction, form, and colour.

I am under the impression that in the last few

J ears this honour has been too readily conferred.
A "gold medal" Rose should be an improvement in

form, size, and colour, and no medal should be
awarded unless the variety is thoroughly deserv-
ing of such an honour. Unless this aim lie kept in

view more persistently than has hitherto been ihe
case, and with the exception of the last show, I fear
that the designaiion "gold medal " Rose will be of
small use as pointing out really first-class new
Roses, as most certainly all should be that receive
this high honour.

Henkv Gow, across between Star of Waltham and
President Leon de St. .lean, was exhibited by Mr.
G. B. Basket, The Gardens, Kasllug Park, Godalniing
This is a good grower, and to all iippearances a free
bloomer, of fairly good shape, and swe-tly scentei.
Its colour is not so distinct as is desirable in a new
Ko.se.

Messrs. W. Paul and S m, of Waltham Cross,
showed three varieties, viz. :

—
Spenser (H.P.).—A pretty flesh-coloured Rose of

good substance and fairly good form wlien in a younger
stage thau the three bluunis shown at this meetiug. I

saw many tlowers of this kind exhibite i at the Temple
show, ami al-o at the International shows of a short
time back that were a great deal bett-r than the
three blmms ttiged. It is only fair, therefore, to
say that this vari- ty is much Hett_^r than it appt-ared
at th-3 Crystal Palace. Spenser as seen at the spring
shows, is a splendid pot Rose. Unfortunately, it goes
yery Hjt with age, and does not retaiLi the cupped
form of Baroness Rothschild for any length of time.

CoRlNNA (Tea) is a pretty Rose of the Grace
Darling class and colour, hut with a less globular

form.

L.vnv n. Grosvknoi! (II. T.) has the same bold and
upright habit as K lilh (IIITcU'd, with the same ground
colour, but with a ilc'i']i tiugi' of pink in thr centre. To
mv udnd thii Kiwe i.s too Hat to over rank as a good
exliihilion variety, hut fnuu the ground plant —which
it is necessary to show with the Hovvers when com-
peting in this class— exhibited it is likely to make a

good garden Rose.

Cai'tain llAYWAim is a pedigree seedling Ro.se,

exhibited by Mr. K. Hennett, Exotic Nursery, Chig-

well, Essex. This is of a grandly cupiicd shape,

scarcely so full as might ho desired, and with a very

bright and clear colour of the Mrs. Baker type, with

a little of the peculiar purplish tinge seen in Mens.
G. Tournier. Its growtli is wonderfully strong and
covered with extra stout thorns.

C LARA Watson is a new Tea from Mr. Prince, of

Oxford. It was not specified whether it belonged to

the so-called Hybrid Teas or not. From its appear-

ance I should take it to be a true Tea-scented variety.

It is likely to prove a useful Rose and is quite distiuct.

Mrs. W. J. Grant, exhibited hv Messrs. Dickson,
of Newtowuards, Ireland, is a pretty Rose, and may
he described as a voiy bright La France, with the

same build and shading as a good ^lUe. Eugenie
Verdier. The petals are refiexed as in La France.
This is likely to prove an acquisition to its colour.

In the class for twelve new Roses, i.e., Roses
offered for the first time in English nurserymen's
lists in the spring of I89t1 and subsequently, there
were two exhibitors

; the cream of the lot being the
following :

—

Gustave Piganeau.—A grand Hybrid Perpetual
Rose, and one which it would be dlfhcult to speak too
highly of. This Rose had the honour of being awarded
tlie silver medal as the best Hybrid Perpetual exhi-

bitel by nurserymen. It also gained the silver medal
at the same show last season ; and when one considers
that this was in competition against many hundreds of
blooms of the very grandest varieties, there can he no
need for further comment upon its tirst-class qualities.

It is of grand size and shape, with a purplish rosy
crimson colour.

Gi'sTAVE Regis (H.T.) is a very pretty Rose for cut
flower work, hut does not give me the impression of
being full or heavy enough to exhibit in company with
the grand varieties of Teas and hybrids of Teas now
in cultivation. This variety is classed as a Hybrid
Tea

;
probably it is so, but in appearance it is as true

a Tea-scented Rose as Safrauo or Sunset.

Caroline Testout (H.T.) is a very pretty piuk
Rose likely to be useful for garden work, and as noticed
at the Temple show it will be a good variety for pot
cultivation. I have seen this described as a salmon La
France, but I failed to see any resemblance to the
shape of that Ro^e in the flowers shown at the Temple
and Ciystal Palace.

TmoMPHE DE Pernet pere is described both as a
Hybrid Tea and as a Noifette, and resembles Mme.
Cusin and Souvenir de Therese Levet, partaking
about eciually of the characteristics of bjth of those
Rosea.

Jeannie Dickson (H.P.), as shown at this meeting
and as it has cooie with me, is of splendid shape and
size, but scarcely so tuU as is desirable.

J. 13. Vakomne (T.) is of a peculiar colour, giving
me the impression of l)cing a-heaviei- flower of I'ldeale
with a touch of Mine, de Watteville.

There were a few more, comparatively speaking,
new Roses exhibited throughout the show, the
most notable of which were Cleopatra, (Tea) and
Ernest Metz (Tea). These are undoubtedly two of

the grandest Tea-scenttd Roses eve- sent out.

RiDGEWOOD.

Hose Souvenir de Gabrielle Drevet was con-
spicuous during the past week. Unfoitunately, it

does not appear to be a first-rate grower, judging
fro.'U our group which h:is been planted three
years. The plants, however, though only of
moderate vigour, have never failed to produce fine

flowers. In colour iind in other ways some have
compared it witli Mme. de Watteville, but there is

no ground for comparison, unless it be in the
loveliness and variety of tints embraced by the
flowers of both kinds. This now under notice
bears most of its flowers singly on strong stalks.

which hold the blooms very erect, and through
their crectness they display their charming c lour
to the Ijest advantage— a rich copper rose glowing
in the base of the flower, and shading to salmon
and pale yellow. The eil'cct of newdy-upened
flowers is brilliant in bright sunshine.

Hose Mme. Bravy.—When selecting the best
Tea Koses for grouping this kind was omitted, but
the neglect was hardly deserved, as we have since
proved. An unsatisfactory sort was removed, and
we fell back upon this to till the vacancy, which it

has worthily done. Although this is its first

seas n every plant his flowered freely, and the
flowers were fine, full and perfect in shape.
Although sent out Ijy Giiillot as far back as 1.SI8,

it is evident that we must yet regard this kind as
fit to rank among the best white T'easof the present
day. Irs flowers are drooping

; so are those of The
Bride, Souv. de S. A. Prince, Xiphetos, and others.
We want more white ones as good as these, that
can support their flowers like the new variety
Ernest Metz.

Stove and Greenhouse.

POTTING INDIAN AZALEAS.
Tin.s all-important item of culture is oftentimes
neglected, if not to a really serious extent, at
any rate sufficiently so to weaken the constitu-
tion of tlie plants. Tins omis.siou i.s further ag-
gravated by non-attention to or carelessness ia
respect to the watering by flooding tlie plants.
These latter failings act in two directly opposite
ways. In the case of any plants that arc inucli pot-
bound with none too much room on the surface
to receive a due proportion of water, it will
happen that the lower portion of tlie ball will
become much too dry; hence the roots suffer and
die if not attended to in time. On the other
hand, plants which liave any great amount of
sonr soil (oftentimes cau.sed by usin" inferior
peat) in their pots, will, in due course, go from
bad to worse. Plants when in tliis condition
are frequently very deceiving if sounding the
pots with the knuckles is too much depended
ujion. They will .sound as if they were dry
when they are not

; hence the roots, through
not being in sufficient quantity to absorb the
moisture, will eventually succumb to tlie inevit-
able when watering is still persisted in. When
plants are therefore tending towards either of
these extremes it is high time to set about re-
potting them, otherwise tlie consequences will
become serious. Supposing the plants are
pot-bound, not liaving to all appearances been
potted for some years, it requires a con-
.siderable amount of care in the potting to
ensure future success. If the roots next°the
crocks are either unhealthy or dead, these
should be removed, whilst the sides of the ball
may be gently pricked to liberate healthy roots,
so that they take more kindly to the new soiL
It is an all-important item of culture to see
that the potting is done (]uite firmly

; the work
of potting should not on any account he treated
as a light matter, as if dealing with .soft-wooded
plants of quick growth, which are either re-
potted two or three times a year, with reduc-
tions in the spring, or thrown away after
flowering. If the potting be done thoroughly
well, the plants will remain in a liealthy con-
dition for a much greater length of time, thus
actually saving labour, whilst the results in
other ways are far better. If I were asked to
name one error above all others in the culture
of hard-wooded plants, it would be that of bad
or inditi'erent potting. The work is often hurried
through too quickly ; whereas both time and
patience are needed to do it satisfactorily. The
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potting must be done in a firm manner, only
adding a little soil at a time, so that no
vacancies are left around the ball. Peat will,

of course, form the staple soil ; this should be
firm in texture with plenty of fibre in it, that
which contains the roots of the Heather being
much to be preferred to that with Bracken in

it. Where the latter is found the peat is

usually softer and more porous. When the
peat is inferior and light fibrous loam or
leaf soil can be had, I would add either one
or both of these latter composts ; this would
correct the tendency that would otherwise take
place in time towards sourness and an inert

condition of the roots. Strong growing kinds
of these Azaleas can also be checked .so as to

induce them to fiower more freely when a little

light loam is used with the peat. Sand of good
quality should, of course, be pretty freely used,
whilst if there be any great deficiency of fibre

in the compost I would add a fair amount of

charcoal about the size of nuts and some crocks
broken down fine. Bones, either as meal or
crushed, it is never desirable to use ; the growth
for a time might be all that one would desire,

but a failing would come in time. Neither is it

desirable to use any stimulants in the way of

artificial manures ; these should be rigorously

excluded from the new compost. The soil

should be in a medium state as to moisture ; if

much exposed to light and air the outer sods of

peat where .stacked will be too dry
; these -should

be laid aside for a time. When the soil handles
so that it does not stick to the hands, it may be
taken that it is in fairly good condition for use.

A thin surface dressing only should be allowed
for upon the surface, not half an iucli even
being desirable. When much is thus allowed
the surface never becomes firm by root action,

even if pressed down well when potting is done.

Loose soil is never desirable upon tlie surface ; it

is deceiving as to the watering. As a rule a

sufiicient shift only should be allowed so that a

potting stick of about three-quarters of an inch
iu thickness can be easily worked, its end being
of course more tapering. Clean crocks are

highly important ; so also are clean pots ; these
latter if new should be well soaked in water
beforehand. When dealing with plants that are

unhealthy at the roots, particularly large 3nes,

the reducing of the ball so that the same size

of pot can again be used should ha practised.

This is sometimes done by means of a pointed
stick, but a far better way is to tike a piece

of an old scythe blade and cut it clean away at

once. Plants thus treated will need to be kept
in a shady place and where not exposed too
much to air for a time with occasional light

syringings. If a moist pit can be spared, so

much the better for such plants until fairly

well re-established. Others when in good Iiealtli

may be stood out in the open as usual where
this is found to be possible. I prefer this

season of the year to any other for potting
Azaleas ; if done early in the spring there is a

tendency towards too vigorous a growth. Im-
ported plants as soon as they arrive in the
autumn should then be gone over. It will be
much safer to pot tliese at once, the conditions
under which they have been grown having been
so difterent to our methods ; hence the sooner
they are placed in our .soil the better will it be
for them. Pl.\ntsman.

Every effort should be made to get the pots well

filled with roots by the time the buds are formed,

or the blooms will come loose and very deficient in

size. Early layering is important and should be
done during this month or early in August, but
the sooner the better, The loam should, if pissible,

be rather light and very fibrous, and I find that a
liberal addition of thoroughly decomposed leaf

soil stimulates root action, and coarse silver sand
should be freely added, as this keeps the roots

healthy during the dull months. With early layer-

ing and no delay in putting the layers into small
pots when rooted, there will be a mass of white
roots at the beginning of the year ready to

grasp the new soil. For single plants 5-inch pots

are quite large enough, and when tjinch ones are

used I find that better results are obtained by
putting two plants in a pot. Putting Carnations

into large pots is a great error ; they are not gross

feeders, and make roots much less freely than
most flowering plants, and consequently suft'er

acutely from a little overdose of water. The
earlier in the year they go into blooming pots the

freely tl:e first season, but in their case it is neces-
sary to grow them on quickly in order to get them
as strong as possible, so that for this cool treat-
ment second season tubers are the best.

—

H. P.

Pink Souvenir de la Malmaison Carna-
tion.—Th s is un loubtedly a very line Carnation,
and a good companion to the ordinary blush form.
1 find, liowever, that it requires more care in the
primary stages of growth, for it is certainly less

robust and makes roots less freely. One thing to

be guarded against in its culture ii oTerpotting.

i'ntillaria Meleagris alba. (See p. 73.)

better. I use the compost just moist, and do not
water for some little time after pot' ing ; indeed, at

this time of year very little water is needful. One
watering out of place will make the soil close and
sour for the remain ler of the season.—J. C. B.

Gloxinias without artificial heat.—Where
Gloxinias are required for cutting from, they
are sometimes planted on a gentle hot-bed
and covered by a frame, and in this way a few
plants will during the .'Cason yield a far greater
number of blossoms than would be the case if they
were grown altogether in pots, but even this

amount of heat is not necessary in order to have
Gloxinia blooms during the summer, for they will

do very well in an ordinary cold frame if carefully

treated. If tubers that flowered last year are
given greenhouse treitment such as that usually

accorded the tuberous Begonia, they will grow
slowly, but sturdily, and about the end of May they
can be shifted into the frame, to which air must
be sparingly given. Light shading is necessary,

and precaution should be taken to shut up
early to husband the sun-heat as much as possible.

In lliiswaythe plants will flower beautifully for

some time. Seedlings, as is well known, blo."'m

GLORIOSA SUPERBA.
In the whole Lily order there are few, if any,
flowers more striking from their singular shape
and bright colours (in which scarlet'and yellow
are contrasted with each other) than is the
case with the blooms of this Gloriosa. In
some stages they remind one strongly of a
curious tropical ii^sect rather than a flower. This
Glovioea, of which by the way a beautiful coloured
plate was given in The Garden, December 20,
IStIO, has within the last two or thice years
become far more common than was formerly the
case, owing to some of our nurserymen importing
it inconsiderable numbers when dormant. As it

forms an elongated fleshy tuber about the s-ze of
one's finger, it will of course travel easily when in
that stute. In cultivating this Gloiiosa no par-

ticular care is necessary, for it will

succeed perfectly with the treatment given
to many other stove plants. The soil

should be of a good open nature, and if

the tube's are potted about February
they will soon start into growth, and
as a rule mount up rapidly, for their
slender climbing stems will reach a
height of 8 feet or 10 feet, on the upper
part of which the flowers are produced.
A sijecial feature is the great change that
takfs p'ace in the colour of the bloom
between the opening and fading thereof.
TIds is especially noticeable from the
fact that the flowers last some days, and
thus when different stages are repre-
sented on the same plant the blooms
appear to be of varying colours. A great
variety exists among them, as some indi-

viduals are muc'i superior to others in

the colour of their blossoms, while a good
deal .also depends upon the position in

whicli the plant is grown, for where
heavily shaded tl e blooms are not neatly
of so rich a hue as when they expand
in a bglit open position. The tem-
perature of a stove or intermediate
house is necessary to the well-doing
of this Ghiriosa. As with those climb-
ing Alstroemeriad--, the Bomareas, the
points cf the shoots when growing
must be jealously guarded, as an in-

jury there will stop the flowering of

that f articular shoot. In the winter the
Gloriosa should be given much the sam
tieatment as Gloxinias and such like

plants. H. P.

Tlie Marguerite magg-ot.—Having seen no

nnswer to Jlr. Burrell's query for a preventive ( f

the Marguerite leaf miner, I venture to send the

fo'lowing method of treatment which is, as far as

I know, the only effrctive means of getting rid of

the
I
e-t. I have on two occasions got rid of it

for a year or two in this way. Take cuttings early

so as to get theiu well rooted before winter, winter

them in the coolest possible place without getting

them frozen, and after the new year, as soon as

the cuttings show the least sign of starting, pick

off every leaf except those on the extreme points,

and continue to do this up to within three weeks

of planting time ; plant early and the cure will be

effected, while they will grow away just as though
they had been previously in the best possible con-

dition. If, however, there are any of last j ear's

plants potted up for winter and spring flowering

on the place, the chancts are that the cure will

not last long, as the young; plants will become in-

fested with the flies' that are hatched off at this

season, so that the value of Marguerites for winter

flowering is not an untuixed blessing. When I

have had trouble with the fly and maggot, I have

either not grown Ma'guerites in pots for a sea-

son, or cut them hard back beyond the leaves,
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which of course throws them later into flowering,

and robs thom to some extent of their value.— J. C.

Tallack.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Lilium giganteum.

—

1 have several nice speoi-
mi'iKs llowi'i-iun fairly wrll tliis season 10 feet high. I

thought you might be interested. Tho phmt does not
seem to create nmch enthusiasm, but it is very lovely.
—ClIARLKS NoRLE, llilgsltot.

Solarium crispum.—Mr. F. M. Burton, High-
field, (iainsborough, sends us a beautiful box of the
true Solanum crispum. whieli is really a lovely and
distinct plant. The fact that it is so perfectly healthy
and so full of flower in tliat district is proof enough
of its value for a wall at all events.

Royal Horticultural Society.— The next
meetiiii,' of the above society will be held in the Drill

Hall, dairies Street, Victoria .Street, S.W., on Tues-
day, July 2i;. At 3 p m. Mr. A. J. Manda, of the
United atates Nurseries, Hextable, Swanley, will

give a lecture on "Insect-eating Plants," in con-
nection with which many exhibits are expected.

Mimulus from Utah.— It may interest you to
see the specimen I send you herewith of a Mimulus
from I'tah, the seed of which was sent to me last
year. It may be M Lewisi, but I am not sure. I

never saw a red Mimulus before. It s-hould be
valuable for hybridising.— A. Ken'SHAW.

*,* Your Mimulus is certainly not true M. Lewisi.
It is called M. cardinalis roseus in gardens, and
we bflieve it is a hybrid between M. cardinalis
and M. Lewisi.— Ed.

Mariposa Lilies.— I have sent you a box con-
taining some cut Uowers of Calochortus as an
illustration of the excellent results obtained by
my method of cultivating them. I hope they will
arrive in good condition.— C. G. VAN Tubbrgen,
JCM., Hiiarlcm.

*.i* The best grown Mariposa Lilies we have
ever seen. M. Tubergen also sends us an article
detailing his method of cultivation. This we hope
tj give in our next issue.

—

Ed.

Lilium testaceum in a London garden.
This handsome Lily came into flower with me on
July 15, just as my white Martagons were over
Last year this Lily did not bloom till the first
week in August. Its flowers are very graceful, and
of a bulf or delicate apricot colour, and very sweetly
scented. Lilium testaceum is a grand plant for a
London garden, as it is very vigorous and hardy.
I planted mine in good garden soil with plenty of
mortar rubbish, and they have made fine growth
every year, with spikes of bloom 5 feet hii^h —
R. A. Jenkins, IViijhtjatr.

"

Beautiful Sweet Peas —In spite of the recent
drought our Sweet Peas have done splendidly. Of
the thirty-nine varieties in the garden I send you
specimens of the twenty-six most distinct. You
will, I think, allow that the flowers and trusses are
alike fine. It seems a pity Sweet Peas are not
grown in greater variety in most gardens, as they
travel well, and the more they are cut the more
they flower.—H. W. B. Sciiolfield.

HI***
;^'"°^' charming series, for which we thank

Mr Schollield—creamy whites, pale mauves, light
and delicate ro-e, and a pale lemon (to get as near
It as we can)

; all very beautiful.—Ed.

A new annual (Actinolepis coronaria).—We
are ever on the alert for new annuals, and almost
every season sees the number increasing But
whether new or old, if Ihev are really good they
are welcome. We have now to note an old friend
under a new name. Actinolepis coronaria is the
new name. We first knew the plant as Shortia
cahfornica, then as Hymenoxys californica, then as
Bicria coronana

; and now having lost sight of it
for a few years, it turns up as Actinolepis. It is,
however, a charming dwarf hardy annual rarely
exceeding li inches in height, and just now a sheet
of the loveliest golden yellow. It may, indeed, be
descnbed as a winter annual. Plants raised in au-

tumn flower early in spring, and suocessional sow-
ings in spring, bloom until the plants are cut off by
frost. It is a n.ative of California and a most
useful plant for forming a groundwork to sub-

tropical and other bedding plants. It likes a dry
sunny border or bed,—K.

Geuin chiloense and its variety gr.andiflorum

plemiiu arc amongst the most striking plants in

flower on the rockery at present. This plant used
to be called G. coccineum in gardens, but the

latter is a very distinct, though not so showy a
species as G. chiloense, and we have never seen it

in cultivation. The double or semi-double variety,

a most beautiful and useful border plant, was, we
are told, first raised at Paul's nursery at Brox-
boiirne. It is now pretty common in gardens, .and

well deserves to be so. C. miniatum, another
break from this species, is also a very beautiful

border plant ; the flowers are very large for a Geum,
of a deep rich brick-red colour, very striking when
seen in large clumps. Increased readily by division,

A really fine double Begonia.— A strik-

ing instance of the great improvement which
is being steadily made from year to year in

the size of bloom and upright-growing habit of

the new varieties of these most lovely flowers

by the leaiiing nuiservmen and raisers is to be
found in the exquisite variety sent out this

spring for the first time by Messrs. Cannell, Swan-
ley, under the name of Miss Ellen Kirk. Of the

large number known to me, this comes quite the

nearest to perfection, the handsome and fully

double flowers of a soft and pleading shade of

salmon colour being borne on stout, perfectly erect

footstalks and looking you straight in the face.

This is indeed a great acquisition.—W. E. Gumble-
TON.

Phlox Druinmondi cuspidata is a very re-

markable break from the old circular-flowered P.

Drummondi so long cultivated in gardens. Each
of the flower segments is furnished with one long

tail, giving the blooms a peculiar starry appearance.

The new varieties vary just as much in colour as

the old forms, and when these strange flowers are

parti-coloured and the colours true and distinct,

the contrast is indeed pretty. This variety is quite

as hardy as the old type, and may be managed
much in the same way. The seeds should be sown
indoors if wanted in flower very early, but if sown
in the open in March the flowering will only be about
a fortnight later and all the trouble of pricking

out, &c., will be saved.

Lychnis vespertina plena.—Among many
showy plants now flowering in the herbaceous bor-

der, the above may be reckoned among the most
useful. The flowers, pure white and fragrant, are

produced in great profusion over a somewhat
lengthened season. The flowers, however, are not
so useful in a cut state as many, a fact due no
doubt to the hardness of the stems of this plant,

and which inconsequence do not take up the mois-

ture readily. The variety in question has never

been common, because it can scarcely be divided

with any degree of certainty, as is the case with
most kinds. A good stock may be raised by cut-

tings, particularly where old-established plants

exist.—H. H. M.

National Carnation and Picotee Society
(Southern Section).—The sixteenth annual exhibi-

tion of the above society will be held in the Drill

Hall of the Londmi Scottish Rifle Volunteers,

James Street, Westminster, on Tuesd.ay, July 26.

Seventy four prizes are offered in sixteen clas.-es.

Special prizes are also ofl:'ered for border Carnations

by Mr. Martin K. Sniilh, The exhibition will be
open to visitors at 1 p m. A luncheon will be pro-

vided at the Hotel Windsor adjoining the hall at

1,30 p,m, for members and their friends. Tickets

2s. tid. each. The "Carnation Manual," which has

been in preparation for some time, is nearly ready,

and will be published by Cassell and Company,
Limited, about the first week in August.

—

Jame.s
Douglas, Hon. Secretary.

Notospartium Carmichaelise.— The pink
Broom of New Zealand has proved perfectly hardy

at Messrs. Veitch's nurseries, Exeter, where it

has been planted out on the rockwork for four or

live years, and has never been in any way protected.

This year two plants are blooming beautifully, and
tho pendent shoots have an exceedingly graceful

appearance as they droop over the stones. The
position is shown on the enclosed photograph, and
the flowering branches sent you herewith will give

an idea of tho pretty blossonis. There it is planted

in a half-shady position in ordinary loam and peat.

It is a leafless shrub of Broom-like habit, but more

graceful in outline. The flowers are pink and
resemble those of the Broom, but they are much
smaller and crowded together in dense racemes at

the tips of the branches. This should be a most

suitable shrub for prominent parts of a large rock-

work.

—

V. W. Mevioh, Exeter.

Gaillardias.—These arc very gay just now,

and useful alike for cutting or for the beauti-

fying of the garden generally. Gaillardias are so

easily raised from seed, that they should be found

in every garden where cut flowers are required in

quantity. We have scarcely another border flower

possessed of such gay and brilliant colours. Those

who do not possess these showy Gaillardias would

do well to add them for the ensuing year. By
sowing seed at once in the open in fairly rich

ground, nice sturdy plants will be forthcoming for

placing in permanent positions in early autumn.

These with good culture will flower freely when a

year old, and it is quite surprising how great a
variety is obtainable from a packet of good seed.

When in flower the inferior ones may be discarded,

and by selection a good and useful strain may be

obtained.

Iris Ksempferi at Highgate.—I have had

these Irhses in bloom on a sunny border since the

10th instant. I have found them do best in a

sunny border at the foot of a south fence in a

compost of two parts good garden soil and one

part each peat and leaf-mould. In this position

they are kept warm and fairly dry during winter,

while in summer they enjoy the full sunshine and

the copious supplies of water which they receive.

I use no manure either when planting or as a

mulch. \ little weak liquid manure in summer,

however, does them good. The best half-dozen

kinds are Nippon, pure white; Kjempferi (type),

violet ; Alexander von Humboldt, white with yellow

stripe; Alexander von Siebold, maroon with orange

blotch; Rutherford Alcock, blue; Ernst Moritz

Arndt, pink; Souvenir, rose with lemon blotch.

—

R. A. Jenkins, Highgate.

Societies and Exhibitions.

NATIONAL ROSE SOCIETY.
Chester Show.

The provincial show of the National Rose Society

was held this year in the ancient city of Chester

in the grounds of the well-known and popular

mayor of the city. Alderman Charles Brown, who
is now filling the oftice of mayor for the fifth occa-

sion. The weather at Chester on the lljth inst.

was about as dismil as the most earnest believer

in the vagaries of St. Swithin could possibly de-

sire, and to add to the discomfort of the wet

ground, the preparatory arrangements of the locil

management of the show appeared to be chiefly

remarkable for an absence of knowledge of the re-

quirements of such meetings, the consequence

naturally being a state of chaos for nearly two

hours prior to the judging, and it is therefore the

more gratifying to be able to report that in the

final result the exhibits were well st.aged and very

little damage done to the splendid blooms, which

had to be shifted frequently before the final com-

pletion of the arrangement of classes was effected.

The exhibition may be shortly defined as a com-

plete reversal of the positions held by exhibitors

at the Crystal Palace, in so far that the profes-

sionals were here in grand form, but the standard

of the amateurs' exhibits was inferior to what we

expect and usually see. Moreover, the premier

positions held at the great metropolitan show
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were reversed in almost all cases at Chester, the
peculiarity of this fact being in no way influenced
by any special circumstances, the same competitors
still ajipearing as the leading exhibitors and prize-
winners.

In the classes for nurserymen the exhibits were
exceptionally good, and far superior to those
staged at the Crystal Palace, and the competition
was larger, several of the leading northern nur-
serymen competing, but, with the exception of the
Messrs. Jlerryweather, of Southwell, Notts, with-
out any marked success. To put the results shortly
and without the repetition of their respective prize
positions, we may say that Mr. Benjamin Cant de-
feated his greatest opponent, Mr. Frank Cant (wlio
was second in each case), for the Jubilee cup—the
cl issforseventy-twodistinct varieties and the thirty-
six distinct trebles. The competition, always keen
between these two great rosarians, was unusually
severe at. this meeting, but Mr. Benjamin Cant
won decisively. The colour, size, and arrange-
ment in both competition boxes were almost per-
fect. Messrs. Harkness, of Bedale, Cranston, of
Hereford, and Paul and Son, of Cheshunt, took
the minor prizes.

In the classes for nurserymen of what might be
called a lower grade as exhibitors, the principal
prizes were won by Messrs. Merryweather, of
Southwell, who staged some splendid specimens,
the colouring of their exhibit in the class for
thirty-six dislinct being superb, and we single out
two blooms for special remark, viz., Gloire de
Margottin—which was perfectly dazzling and the
admiration of all observers—and Gustavo Piga-
neau, which worthily won the National Rose So-
ciety's medal, a splendid bloom of La France in
Mr. B. C.int's boxes running it very close. The other
prize-winners were Messrs. Prior, of Colchester, and
Jefleries, of Cirencester.
As already mentioned, the amateurs showed in

comparatively inferior form to their Crystal Palace
exhibits, but it is noteworthy that tlie amateurs
who showed successfully at the metropolitan show
were still the principal winning exhibitors at the
northern meeting, the smaller classes, however,
bringing in a very heavy competition of rosarians
from the local district and midland counties whose
proximity to Chester enabled them to defeat their
southern opponents by the freshness of their blooms.
For the Jubilee trophy. Dr. Budd of Bath, Mr.
Pemberton of Havering-atte-Bower, and Mr. Lind-
sell of Hitchin were placed in the order named, this
victory of Dr. Budd being'' achieved partly, we
understand, by the fact that he grows a large stock
of Roses on the Mnnetti, the maidens on that stock
aiding him materially on this occasion. Dr. Budd,
Mr. Pemberton, and Mr. Lindsell were also success-
ful in the other classes open to them, in all cases
exhibiting well, but Mr. Lindsell was not showing
quite up to his usual very high standard. Mr, Pem-
berton took the National Rose Society's medal for
Cornte Raimbaud, two blooms of this beautiful Rose
exhibited in two of his boxesbeing first-class spe-
cimens.

in the classes open to growers of under 2000,
under 1000, &c., the only southern amateurs who
exhibited, Messrs. Mawley, Page-Roberts, and
Grahame, tried ineffectually to repeat their vic-
tories at the metropolitan show, but were defeated
by the local amateurs, who sent a large number of
entries, and had the advantage of freshness, and,
moreover, had escaped the heavy rains with which
the home counties have been visited. Mr. L. Gar-
neft of Christleton Rectory, Colonel Hore of St.
Asaph, and Mr. Boyes, Derby, took nearly all the
principal prizes open to them, staging their flowers
in a very effective manner.
The Tea classes were more remarkable for in-

feriority of exhibits than for any other marked
peculiarity, there being no blooms of the highest
class staged amongst them, and when we mention
that the National Rose Society's medal (won by Mr.
George Paul) was conferred on a Souvenir d'Elise
staged in a mixed class box, we emphasise this fact,
the Rose which came second to it (a fine Ernest
Metz) being .also in a mixed box shown by Mr.
Benjamin Cant. Mr. Edward JIawley won the
medal for the best amateur's Tea (Souvenir de S. A.

Prince), a very good specimen of that variety. Mr.
Burnside, of Hereford, effectually turned the
tables on his old opponent, Mr. Hill Gray, of Bath,
exactly reversing their positions at the Crystal
Palace.

There were several new seedling Roses shown by
Messrs. Dickson, of Newtownards, Ireland, and
Messrs. Harkness, of Bedale, Yorkshire, the ex-
hibits of Messrs. Harkness being two sports from
Heinrich Schultheis, one being a very pale striped
Rose of the Pride of Reigate type, a very undesir-
able class to perpetuate, and a very pale pink Rose
named Mrs. Harkness, somewhat of the shape of
Merveille de Lyon in the advanced bud state, of a
beautiful colour, but apparently with a bad tendency
to develop the eye too quickly. A third Rose
exhibited was named Mrs. Arthur Wilson, of a
type similar in every way to Mme. Gabriel Luizet,
except absence of thorns on the stem. None of
these Roses, although much admired, were awarded
the gold medal, but after a very long and careful
discussion, the gold medal was awarded to Messrs.
Dickson's, of Newtownards, exhibit of a new seed-
lirig Rose named Mrs. W. J. Grant. This Rose
will, hereafter, we fear, have, from its similarity,
to be bracketed with Jeannie Dickson, another
production of this eminent Irish firm ; the colour
and fom are almost identical, but the growth is

entirely dissimilar, and from the strength of the
plant shown it may be described as very robust.
The view of the judges was that the growth is

likely to prove generally satisfactory, and that the
Rose being slightly superior to Jeannie Dickson in
shade of colour may eventually take the [place of
that Rose as an exhibition flower.

Three very fine exhibits of perennials were
staged by the Rev. Lionel Garnett, of Christie-
ton, Rev. Page Roberts, of Scole, Norfolk,
and Mr. R. L. Garnett, of Wyreside, Lan-
caster—Mr. Lionel Garnett showing an exception-
ally fine specimen of Lilium giganteum, which
was much admired. Mr. Garnett's perennials had,
as in his Rose e.xhibits, the great advantage of
freshness, but Mr. Page-Robeits had a greater
variety of plants in his stand.

In an annexe of the large tent the Messrs. Dick-
SDn, of Chester, had staged a most interesting and
beautiful collection of Roses, greenhouse plants.
Ferns, herbaceous and foliage plants, which formed
quite an interesting feature, and was highly credit-
able to them. Only for the unfortunate weather
the meeting would have been a great success in all

respects.

We propose in a subsequent issue to refer to
and enter at some length into the question of the
working of the National Rose Society's new
schedule. We understand that in the opinion of
those best qualified to judge, 'the result so far
has been an unqualified success, the number of
competitors showing a marked increase. Even at
the metropolitan show there were over 7000 blooms
staged, being more than 1000 over a previous record.
A full prize list will be found in our advertisement

columns.

NATIONAL PINK SOCIETY.
Midland Section.

WnAT is known as the midland section of the Na-
tional Pink Society held its annual exhibition a
few days ago at Wolverhampton, where the pretty
and fragrant laced nori.sts' Pinks were seen to ad-
vantage. The laced Pink must be grown in the
open ground all through the autumn and winter
to have the flowers handsomely laced. At one
time the Pink was small flowered, thin in sub-
stance, imperfectly laced, and with narrow spade-
like petals fimbriated on the edges. During the
last thirty or forty years the florist has changed
the character of ilie Pink in a remarkable degree ;

the flowers are now large and full, the petals shell-

shaped, smoolh en the edge, the ground colour
white, and handsomely and regularly laced with
eome shade of purple or red. Thus the floristdivides

his Pinks into two classes, red laced and purple laced.
1 he brighter and more distinct' the red lacing, the
{ reater value does the florist attach to it. In the case
cf the purple laced some sorts have the lacing very

deep, approaching a wine-purple, and some, as
in the case of Modesty, have the lacing of a pale
colour, a kind of rosy-lilac tint. Another class of
Pinks has almost fallen out of cultivation, namely,
that known as the white and red, having the deep
markings or blotches in the centre of the flower
which is common in all laced Pinks, but the petals
entirely destitute of any colour, TMs class of
Pink is more common in the noith than in the
south, where it may be said to have gone out of

cultivation. Sometimes a laced variety will throw
flowers of this character, caused by poorness of the
soil, hot and drying weather or some other cause,
but it is simply a temporary stage, and cannot be
depended upon to continue.

The stand of twelve Pinks which won the first

prize at Wolverhampton for Mr. A. R. Brown,
Handsworth, Birmingham, contained the following
fine varieties ; Jeannette, Briard, Amy, a very fine

new purple laced variety, which was selected as
the premier purple laced Pink in the show ; Minerva,
Ethel, Modesty, Ernest, Empress of India, Eertha,
Henry Hooper, R, L. Hector, and Godfrey ; all these
were large, full flowers, finely laced and beauti-

fully fragrant. The second prize stand, shown by
Mr. C. F. Thurstan, Wolverhampton, contained
some very good flowers also, such as Duke of York,
new in 1891, a very fine red laced flower, the petals

pure in the ground, shell-shaped, and handsomely
laced (this was selected as tbe premier red laced
flower) ; Duchess of Fife, delicately laced with lilac

;

Briard, Modesty, Empress of India, John Dorring-
ton. Lady Louisa, James Thurstan, a new and beau-
tiful variety, and seedlings. Add to the foregoing
The Rector, Eurydice, George Hodgkinson, John
Ball, and George White, and there is afforded a
select list of the finest laced Pinks in cultivation.

There were several classes for Pinks, but the
varieties named were foremost in all of them.
Prizes were offered for bunches of Piuks, including
border varieties, and these were very interesting.

A few bunches of laced varieties were shown,
but the sorts were mainly fine border kinds
well worthy of being grown for cutting.

Among them were Ascot, Derby Day, Lord Lyon,
reddish-purple, an excellent forcing variety; Sou-
venir de Sale, pale'rosy-pink, laige and very pleas-

ing; Picotee Pink, white ground, with a narrow
lacing of pink like a Picotee ; W. Biownhill, a fine

white; Pelican, white, and Progress, a soft rcse.

All these are sweetly fragrant, which greatly adds
to their beauty and usefulness as border varieties

and for cutting.

July is the month for propagating the Pink, and
it is clone by means of layers, as in the case of the

Carnation, a practice now much followed, or by
means of cuttings or "pipings," as they are termed.

Layering is done when the wood is fairly hard,

and when performed with care is as successful as

in the case of the Carnation. Cuttings of Pinks
which are taken just as the plants are going
out of flower, are best put into pots 4 inches or so

in diameter. The pots should be well drained and
filled with fine light sandy soil, half an inch of

silver sand being laid upon the surface. Then
cuttings are made of the young growths, which
are cut across just below a joint, and about a
dozen put into one of the pots. They strike

quickest when the pots are placed on a gentle

bottom-heat, but, failing that, the pots can be
stood in a cold frame, kept fairly moist, shaded
from the sun, and in about three weeks or a month
they will strike root ; or a bed can be made of a
light sandy compost on a shady border, the sur-

face pressed down somewhat firmly, the cuttings

put in, using silver sand in doing so, and then

covering them with an ordinary hand-light and
shading from the sun.

To have fine laced Pinks, a bed should be deeply

dug in September, well manured, and rai.'ed 9

inches above the ground level, and the Pinks can
be planted early in October. The usual practice is

to plant in threes— of one variety, of course—in
the foimof a triangle. The bed is raised above

the ground-level, so that in the case of heavy

autumnal and winter rains the water should not

lie about the roots of the plants. The plants

should be secured so that they cannot be damaged
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by being blown about by the wind. In the spring

great advantage results from the application of a

good surface dressing of thoroughly decomposed

manure. R- ^•

NOTES FROM ALMONDSBURY.
To THE Edituu of Thk Gauden.

Sir,— 1-21 of rain on July !> and 1'5(! on July 17

have provided us with a good supply of moisture,

and I think the soil under the Potatoes has at

length been reached. Among a batch of seedlings

from Alstricmcria peli-grina one has come pure

white. As I much prefer A. p. alba to any other of

that family, I note this for the sake of others who
miy share my partiality. Many persons are inter-

ested in the weekly decorating of churches with

flowers placed on the altar, and I personally^^have

a great dislike to the ill-treatment these flowers

are exposed to. They are crowded very closely to

make sundry effects A white cross, for instance,

very square and ugly, surrounded by a red circle

is a common device, and if there is not enough
white flowers provided, cotton wool is used. I pro-

test against this treatment, considering the present

wealth of flowers. If gardeners are willing to

give, as they ought, of the best flowers in their

gardens or greenhouses, let those who put them in

position see that they place them so as to show
their true character. It is a petty kind of ritual-

ism which thinks that flowers must be treated so

as to form some kind of ecclesiastical emblem.
Flowers should be placed in vases or glasses of

various heights, provided they are unobtrusive. In

connection with this subject I would urge all

lovers of flowers to pay attention to the planting

of churchyards with shrubs and flowers. IJegin by
destroying every bit of Laurel which is not required

for .shelter or for hiding an ugly object. I would
treat Yew and Cvprcss in the same way. I admire
a Laurel left to grow and smothered in bloom, but
a trimmed Laurel is an abomination when there

are so many lovely flowering shrubs. Plant Choisya
ternata. Rhododendrons, and Hydrangeas wherever
possible. If hedges are required, plant the Cherokee
Rose, R. rugosa, and R. polyantha G. de Bruant. Bor-
der paths with fine Michaelmas Daisies like A. Hind.
Encourage the planting of spring bulbs and Prim-
roses on the grassy mounds. On one grave here
there are four plants of Helleborus ma.ximus ; there
were certainly 500 buds and blooms out together
last March. A long bed made in the shape of a
cross and filled with flowers, only red, white and
blue—the three sacred colours of Scripture—is much
admired here. If beds close to the walls can be made,
plant Roses and creepers at the back, Malva
moschata alba in front. This followed by Chrysan-
themums will give but little trouble, but discourage
the ordinary bedding-out plants. Oak or Larch
rustic-work along paths can bo made very orna-
mental. Our country churchyards may then be
easily made into lovely approaches to the House of
God. C. 0. Miles.

The Flame TTasturtium (Tropaeolum specio-
sum).—This is at once one of the most brilliant of
hardy climbers, and forms quite a feature in any
garden when a proper place for it his been found.
Frequently the most unlikely places prove to be the
best suited for this plant. One thing, however, I

regard as important in planting it, and that is to
place the tubers a good depth in the ground, fuUy
6 inches or 8 inches, planting them in a variety of
places. Near where I write a friend has it grow-
ing at the foot of some large shrubby Spir^as.
The iSpirseas are standing for the most part quite
in the open to form part of a newly-made shrub-
bery. In every case the Tropaeolum is springing
up thickly at the base, and in a season or two will
no doubt constitute an attractive feature. The
roots were obtained from Scotland and were
planted deeply as soon as they came to hand. No
special soil was given them, the natural soil of the
garden being a rather heavy loam with a gravel
subsoil. In another garden also in this district a
fine old plant of Fuchsia Riccartoni is well-nigh
smothered annually by the charming Flame Nas-
turtium. I am not aware that the two were pur-

1

posely planted together or whether it is the

result of accident ; \hi this as it may, it proves that

the Tropicoluin docs well when growing among the

roots of other plants, while the branches provide it

with support. In planting in such places it would

be well to select s])ring-Howering shrubs for it to

ramble over, as the blooming of each would not ne-

cessarily be interfered with. 'J'he hardy Fuchsias

are in themselves quite elegant enough, especially

when in good condition, and it is not desirable,

therefore, to associate anything with these plants

which would lessen their beauty.—E. J.

The goat moth.—The mischief which this

caterpillar does is not merely the eating away of

the solid part of the timber; that in itself may be

carried to a great extent without destroying the life

of the tree. Its life resides in the outer circle of

cambium, or at most in it and the sap-conveying

tubes forming the outer circles of timber ;
the inner

wood is dead matter, and might all be removed

without other bad consequences than the depriva-

tion of support. Of course, without the support,

and the continuous support, of the inner wood a

tree could not stand long. It would be broken over

by the wind, and when only part has been removed,

it is at that weak part that the fracture takes place.

But the goat moth caterpillar not only removes

much of the substance of the inner timber, but be-

gins by removing the cambium or living part, and,

moreover, damages what it leaves, and lays a foun-

dation for general rottenness and decay. Trees

affected by it may easily be detected by the dis-

agreeable scent infused into them by this destruc-

tive caterpillar. It feeds on the solid and sound

wood of various kinds of trees, preferring the dif-

ferent kinds of Willow and Poplar, and next to them
the Elm, but it by no means restricts itself to them.

It is also found in the Lime, the Alder, Beech,

Walnut, and different fruit trees, and it has even

been met with in the hardest of all our woods—
the Oak. The work of the goat moth may easily

be recognised from the size and proximity of the

galleries made. The injury it does is often very

great ; and unfortunately, after the tree has been

once attacked by the coccus, it never recovers,

although it may languish, spreading infection all

around for a long series of years. When at last cut

down, the timber is so bored and damaged as to be

only fit for firewood.—M.

PUBLIC Gardens.

Open spaces.— The Local Government Board
has sanctioned the borrowing of £41,2.50 by the cor-

poratiou of Dewsbury for the purchase and laying

out of a public park aud street improvements. The
estimated cost of the park is £33,250.

Gray's Inn Gardens.—The benchers of Gray's

Inn have informed the Earl of Meath, the chair-

man of the Metropolitan Public Gardens Associa-

tion, that they are unable to adopt the suggestion

that the gardens of the inn should be thrown open

in the evening during the summer months for the

benefit of the poor of the neighbourhood.

Recreation ground at Spitalfields.— On
Monday afternoon the Earl of Meath, as president

of the Metropolitan Public Gardens Association,

formally opened the disused burial-ground at

Christ Church, Spitalfields, which has been laid

out by the association as a recreation ground. An
address, which was read by Mrs. Scott in the ab-

sence of her husband, the rector, explained that

the churchyard had been laid out at a cost of

about £450, and that it was to be maintained at

the expense of the association for a period not ex-

ceeding five years. The Earl of Meath, in declar-

ing the ground open, stated that the association

made it a rule never to maintain the gardens which
they were the means of opening to the public

;
but

on the present occasion several members of the

association, including Lord Rothschild, Mr. Samuel
Montagu, M.P., Mr. F. D. Mncatta, Messrs. Han-
bury, Buxton and Co., Mr. Ernest Hart, and Sir

Julian Goldsmid, M.P., had guaranteed a sum of

money suflicient for maintaining that open space

for live years. It was hoped, however, that by the

close of that period some public authority would

take the matter in hand.

Lincoln's Inn Fields.—The Parks Committee

reporteil that they had had under consideration

the question of acquiring by coinjudsion the garden

in the centre of Lincoln's Inn Fields for public use.

Parliament having refused in the last session to

pass a clause in the Council's General Powers Bill,

enablinga voluntary agreement to be arrived at.

They were strongly of opinion that the Council

should leave no step untaken which might secure

to the public the use of this garden, situated as it

was in the denselv-crowded neighbourhood of

Drury Lane and Clare Market. The committee

therefore recommended that the Council should

take steps for the opening of the fields to the

public, and refer it to the Parliamentary Com-

mittee to consider what action s-hould be taken.

Alderman Beachcroft moved an aiusndment tD

refer it to the Parliamentary Corumittee " to con-

sider what action can be taken with a view

of opening Lincoln's Inn Fields to the public."

Mr. Henry Clarke seconded. Mr. John Lloyd

hoped that the Council would adopt the com-

mittee's recommendation. This matter had been

played with long enough, and if the benchers

would not consent to the opening of the garden

they must again ask Parliament to give I hem power

to purchase the land. A Parliamentary Com-

mittee had already sa'd that it was necessary for

the health of the people in that crowded nergh-

bourhood that the gardens should be thrown open.

The amendruent was put and lost, the recommenda-

tion of the committee being agreed to.

Obituary.

Mr. Joseph EUam.—We are very sorry to hear

of the death of Mr. Joseph EUam at Oxford on Sun-

day last. He was at one- time head gardener at

Bodorgan, and afterwards had charge for several

years of the gardens at Cliveden.

Mr. John Matthews.—We also learn with

regret of the death, at the age of ^7. of Mr. J.

Matthews, so long connected with the Weston- super-

Mare Potteries.

Physalis eduUs (the Cape Gooseberry).--If
" T. R." will kindly send his address I wdl send him

ripe fruit of the above, containing enough seed to

obtain a stock. If planted out or growu in pots m a

cool house it will produce abundance of frints. I have

found it do better with me without manure or manure

water.—Alfred Taylor, Woodlands, West Hartle-

pool, Durham.

Rosa gigantea.—Has anyone experience of the

above plant grown in the open? One ou a W.S.W.
wall of house, sheltered by sideboards iu winter from

cold winds, has grown luxuriantly, one shoot several

feet high, and from old wood numerous side shoots;

very healthy, but no sign whatever of bloom. It was

not pruued. It was planted in May, 1801, and was

green all winter. Another on a south-east wall is

much the same.— J. R. D., Reigate.

Names of plants.—Homo Pon^i.'i.-Trlchopilia

crispa. 0. Brcirin.—l, Cattleya Gaskelliana; 2,

Dendrobium fimbriatum oculatara ; 3, D. moschatum ;

4, Eria obesa. H. 7;.—Cannot name Ferns sent in

siich a rough and careless manner ; 1, 2, and 3, send

again; 4, Scolopendrium indivisifohum; 5, send again;

6, Polystichum angulare grandiceps. J. doiild.—
1, Grirtiuia hvacinthina ; 2, Utricularia montana (not

an Orchid, but a Bladder-wort) ; 3, Ualechampia

Ropzliaua. G. Neil.—l, Cattleya Warocqueana,

ordinary form; 2, C. Schilleriana ; 3, Bolbophyllum

pavimeidatum ; 4, Bifi-cnaria vitellina. H. H.—
1 Vanda Stangeaua ; 2, Saccolabiuni gemmatum ; 3,

Cycnoches barbatum. G. Wheeler.—I, Arigrascum

Scottianum ; 2, Aerides maeulosum. (I.Thomson.

—Lilium testaceum ;
cannot name Carrratious

J. A. G., Wimbledon.—1, Amelanehicr eauadeusis ; 2,

c'ratiegus coccinea; 3, Pjrus el'eagnifolia A. E.

Lnire, New Zea/and.—Broussonetia pipyrifera.

/•'ii^hi'/.— Rhinanthus crista-galli. -Clement Dally.

— Festuca ovina tenuifolia. G. A. hni'jhf. —
Ela?agnus sp., but impossible to say with certainty

from such a scrap. W. W. P.—Poa_ alpina var.

vivipara T. B., hi/ Aberdeen .—Vb&aeha. viscida.
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WOODS AND FORESTS.

FORESTRY NOTES.

Thinkiko.—Plantations of coniferous trees

may still be tliinned, but those merely com-
posed of hard-wooded kinds may be left over
till the fall of the leaf. Do not thin with too

weighty a hand Larch or other coniferous woods,
unless ornament, not utility, is of first import-
ance, the maintaining of an unbroken leaf canopy
being one of the necessities of a Pine planta-

tion where economic value is of first considera-

tion. The finest Larch timber is always pro-

duced where, from growing the trees thickly
together, the branches are killed back for

fully half the height of the trees. All trees

that are felled should at once be removed from
the woodland and lotted in convenient spots
without the enclosure, and branches that are
not to be bound up for faggots burned on the
ground to prevent the spread of injurious forest
insects. For fencing, the thinnings of young
Larch plantations will sell readily at so

much per dozen or hundred, those of from 12
feet to 10 feet in length bringing about 6s. per
dozen.

Roads and walks,—The severe thunder-
storms with which we have of late been visited

have done much damage to park drives and
paths by washing the gravel and stones into
heaps, and thereby causing deep ruts in the
roads. These should at once be filled up and
made level and hard by passing a hea\-y two-
horse roller over them, and all the better if

this can be done in showery weather, or
better still after a night of rain. Water tables
and culverts will require to be freed of all

accumulations of road drift, and put in

working order before the recurrence of storms
at all approaching in severity those lately ex-
perienced. Now is a good time to prepare and
stock road metalling, and also to procure gravel
for binding. Edge drives and roads, and keep
the Grass for 2 feet in width alongside all roads
and paths cut back, which will not only be
pleasant for pedestrians in wet weather, but
prevent to some extent the shedding of seeds
by the overhanging Grass. Soft parts of the
roads should be dug out and filled up with
finely broken stones placed on a well-picked
surface to assist in binding, and afterwards
thinly strewn with gravel and the whole beaten
or rolled down. Well-kejit roads are an orna-
ment and pleasure to any estate, and the cost
of keeping them well is amply rejjaid by the
increased ease of either riding or driving.
Where weeds are very abundant, any of the
weed-killers now so commonly ofiered for sale
will, if properly applied, soon destroy them.
Hand-picking is apt to injure the roads by
pulling up the surface in getting out the roots
of the weeds. Salt is very useful on weedy roads,
but either this or the weed-killer before men-
ticmed must be used with caution to prevent
injuring the Grass edgings.

Insect pe.sts.—Judging from the number of
specimens of various insects that have been
sent to me for naming and from what I have
myself seen, the present season is one of the
worst that we have experienced for many years
in so far as those in connection with our forest
rees are concerned. The Pine beetle (Hyhirgus
piniperda) is very abundant, and hundreds of
healthy Scotch and Austrian Pines are fast
falling a prey to its tunnelling propensities.
I have seen numbers of specimen trees in young
mixed plantations with their leading shoots
hanging limp and dying, as if they had been

ing them have found that in all cases this same
beetle is at the root of the evil. It forms a

tunnel up the centre of the shoot, and by so

doing renders it so weak that it readily gets

broken over by the first storm of wind. Cutting

down and burning infested plants is the only

cure—a cure, however, that cannot be extended
to a whole plantation. By collecting and burn-

ing all woodland debris the breeding ground of

the insect is destroyed. The Spruce Fir gall

aphis is also very plentiful, even in the most
flourishing plantations, and hand-picking will

minimise the damages to some extent.

General work.—Rank Grass and weeds
should not be allowed to smother up young
trees, but be cut away with a scythe or hook
before the seeds become ripe. Look over
trees that have been recently transplanted and
see that none of them are suffering from wind-
swaying, as the past weather has told some-
what severely in various parts of the country.

Charcoal-making may still go on whilst the

weather is warm and the daylight long.

Shrubbery plants will require attention in the

way of pruning and cleaning. A. D. W.

Age of Oaks for felling'.— I should be
obliged if some of your readers who are practical

foresters would tell me how I may determine with
accuracy the proper age at which to cut down Oak
trees. There must be a period in the growth of

every timber tree at wliich its increase becomes so

small, as that it would not pay the annual interest

of the sum which the tree would sell for. Is there

any approved, definite, and practicable plan by
which this can be ascertained? It occurs to me
that the point miglit be determined with suffi-

cient accuracy by taking the growth of the tree at

a certain distance from the ground. Whether
the tree had a long clean trunk, or a short thick

trunk with a branching head, might, perhaps, afEect

this test, in which case, perhaps, it would be neces-

sary to make the height of the trunk, as well as

its circumference, an element in the calculation

desired.—P.

The Weymouth Pine (Pinus Strobus).—In

this country this has long proved to be perfectly

hardy, fornnicg a straight-growing, handsome tree,

with] smooth shining bark of a deep ash colour.

As the tree advances in height, the lower branches
die and drop off of their own accord, so that the

timber is remarkably clean, free of knots, and
easily wrought. As it is a vigorous grower in early

life, it should be well handled in the way of trans-

planting, to encourage the formation of good roots,

which will ensure success when planted out where

it is to remnin. It is not adapted for planting on

stiff clay, unless the latter is well broken u]> and
mixed with bog earth. It is likewise not at home
on rank peat bog. I have, however, planted it with

success on boggy ground, thoroughly drained and
containing about (55 per cent, of organic matter.

It is likewise perfectly at home on calcareous soil

resting upon limestone rock, provided it is shel-

tered by hardier trees at the margin of the planta-

tion from the severity of the weather.—J.

Dry-rot in timber.—When timber is decaying

by dry-rot, it will be found to be connected with

the growth of a small plant in the wood belonging

to the fungi. It feeds upon the sap and grows
very fast ; and by its rapid growth, and by remov-

ing all the sap from the wood, the timber very soon

becomes brittle. This plant also spreads rapidly,

but a good free circulation of air often prevents

it. Whnt the

it from decay. After it has been subjected to

this process, it is requisite that it should have
plenty of air. Whatever other causes may com-
bine to promote the decomposition of wood by
dry-rot or other forms of decay, there can be no
doubt that imperfect seasoning, by leaving in the

pores of the timber a large proportion of the fer-

mentable juices always found in recently felled

timber, is one of the most important. Good sea-

soning is as essential in promoting the durability

of wood as it is in lessening the tendency to those

changes of form and bulk which so greatly in-

crease the difficulties of the carpenter and joiner.

Thinning trees.—Some writers give rules for

thinning so exactly that the number of thinnings

is stated, as also the number of trees to be thinned

out at each operation, and the number left as the

permanent crop. It is comparatively easy to

draw out rules for thinning ; but when we would
reduce these rules to practice they will often be

found impracticable. Although general principles

can be given which may help to guide the inex-

perienced, mathematical rules cannot ; not even by

the most experienced practical men, far less by

the mere theorist, who has had little or no experi-

ence. Theory and practice combined are what we
wish to see more extensively brought to bear on

all the operations la the cultivation of trees, but

theory made subservient to practical experience,

and practice divested of all old preconceived no-

tions and prejudices—then, and not till then, may
we reasonably expect to see improvement in

arboriculture. No specified time for thinning a

plantation can be positively stated; the general

health and progress which it may have made since

last thinned must in a great measure deterndne

when it requires the assistance of the hand of

man. Some years will prove more favourable to

the growth of the Fir tribe, and others to the

growth of hard-wooded trees, and should a few

years succeed each other favourable to either, a

plantation may want thinning as much in three

years as it would in five not so favourable.

Tree drapery.—Few objects are more beauti-

ful than a tree over-run with some handsome

climbers, which in wild luxuriance cover it with

leaves or blossoms. Landscape gardeners often

attempt the introduction of such combinations

into park or garden scenery, and sometimes with

good effect, but oftener without, on account of the

improper positions in which they are placed.

Planting or training in a systematic way will not

produce a natural effect. In the wild garden the

introduction of such displays produces most

charming results. Ivy scrambling over the rmns

of Kenilworth is a lovely sight ; but the same

Ivy creeping over a marble structure in the Renais-

sance style would be quite the reverse. The Vir-

ginian Creeper, overtopping the tallest trees in

the woods of Southern Illinois, crimsoning the

whole summit as with a glow of fire in an October

sunset, is a sight never to be forgotten ;
but the

same climber over-running a Tulip tree or Magnolia

on the smoothly-shaven lawn would produce no

such impression. In landscape gardening, as in

other fine arts, everything should be in keeping
;

no over-strained efforts should be made to produce

effects which would be incongruous, for even if

beautiful in themselves, their beauty would be lost

through want of fitness or propriety.
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been determined, but it frequently shows itself by

a species of mildew, which covers the timber, and
the action of which ajiparently causes the wood to

decay and crumble down into powder. The mil-

dew, however, is neither the dry-rot nor its cause,

but its effect. Whatever may be the cause of dry-
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"ThiH is an Art
Which doaa mend Nature : change !t rather ; but
Thk Art itbklk la Nature."—Shaiespean.

Rose Garden.

THE NATIONAL ROSE SOCIETY'S NEW
SCHEDULES OF 1892.

MiM'H interest was manifested last year by

a correspondenco which took place during the

holiday season, and shortly after the great

Rose shows had lieen holil, in reference to the

luidue competition which was becoming each

year more apparent at the National Hose

Society's meetings between the great and small

amateurs.

In conse(]uence of one or two circum-

stances which especially affected him at the

Crystal Palace meeting, a small amateur

grower of Croydon took up the subject

and wrote in our columns a letter calling at-

tention to the grievance, and he subsequently

drew up a j)roposed new schedule which we
published in the autumn. As might naturally

be expected, any new scheme would meet with

some opposition, and in this case most naturally

the opponents of the measure were those who
thought the smaller amateurs had no real

grievance, and also were opposed to any in-

novation ; however, in this age of radical ten-

dencies, the scheme set forth met with con-

siderable support, and after much consultation

and controversy with men of light and leading

in the Rose world, the subject was finally

brought on for discussion at the annual

meeting of the society last December. A full

report of that meeting duly appeared in our

columns, the question of the position and
grievances of the exhibiting members was fully

and most ably discussed, the opinions set forth

by the various supporters and opponents being

lucidly stated, and the vote at this, the largest

meeting the National Rose Society ever held,

was decisive in favour of the grievances of small

amateurs being, if possible, removed, and the
working out of the scheme as proposed was
relegated to the more serene discussion of the
committees in camera. The result of the com-
itiittee's investigation was practically an enlarge-

ment of the trial schedule, which we printed,

and instead of curtailing its proposals, the com-
mittee somewhat enlarged them, the only mate-
rial alteration made being a temporary abolition

of fourth prizes, which, however, may next
year be reinstated, especially if then, as we
hope and believe it will, the society is able to

show a .satisfactory balance-sheet.

Many looked forward with alarm to the
meetiugs held at the Crystal Palace on July
2 and at Chester on the IGth inst. There
were not wanting alarmists, who foretold dire
results, and eventually possible dissolution of

the society. We are happy to be able to report
that the results of the new schedule have
been very encouraging, both to the society
in the acquisition of a large addition of

new members induced by the more liberal

treatment of smaller rosarians, and to the
edat given to their meetings at the Crystal
Palace and Chester by a very largely increased
number of exhiliits amongst the amateurs.
INIany classes which liitherto had entries of a
number even insufficient to claim the prizes
given in previous years had entries of nearly
a dozen exhibitors, and the total number
of Roses staged at the Crystal Palace on
July 2 was 7014 (a record) as against 6000 in

THE GARDEN.
1891. Similarly at Chester, notwithstanding

the terribly bad weather, the Roses staged

mnubered iV.lOO against ;Jl-'40 staged at Here-

ford last year, that event lieing lield on one of

tlie most lieautiful <lays of the year.

We congratul.-ito the management of the So-

ciety on tlie success of their new dep.-uture, and

trust that the financial results of the year may
enable them to resti>re the fourth i)rizes at

present withheld. The matter is in reality a

small one, but we understand that to some it is

I arievanco
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anyone seen red rust on it ? I never remember to

have done so, though I liave grown these and the

dwarf varieties of the crimson and pink China

Hoses as edgings to other Roses often badly in-

fested with red rust.—D. T. F.

OLD ROSES STILL IN CUI/l'IVATION.

Ro.sES introduced more than a quarter of acentury

ago, and which are still appreciated, must be

w"orth looking after by tho.se who merely want a

itc^mm.tbeone'to any National; garden full of Roses

Rose Society member having at heart the true

interests of this .society of the national fiower,

but the more the exhibitor who only humbly
covets minor prizes is encouraged, the more, \ve

believe, will the society's finances flourish. We
have much pleasure in also being able, on good

.authority, to state that those who at first

opposed the changes have, iu the best sjiirit

and with great magnanimity, sunk their own
personal bias and loyally contributed to the

great success achieved.

New Roses at the National Rose Society's

shows.—In " Kidgewood's " interesting remarks on

new Roses at tlie Crystal Palace, I see that he des-

cribes Mrs. W. J. Grant as a very bright La France,

as staged at Chester for the gold medal new seedling

competition, which prize it was awarded. It in no

way resembled La France, being more cupped than

imbricated in shape, and its colour and .shape are

almost facsimiles of Jeanuie Dickson—in fact so

alike were they consiJered, that several specimens

of Jeannie Dickson were taken from the boxes

staged in other competitions and placed beside

Mrs. W. J. Grant. I think the newer Rose has two

superior advantages, i.e., in the growth and foli-

age, the latter showing its Tea origin, and in its

being a more lieautiful and fuller shade of colour

than Jeannie Dickson. These advantages enabled it

to obtain the award of a gold medal, but many of the

experts—good judges, too—thought they were too

much alike, except in foliage, to be classed here-

after as distinct varieties, and with the frequent

cases of disqualification for duplicates which have

occurred this year, it is most desirable that great

caution should be obseived in awarding the gold

medal to Roses which are similar to others in com-

merce.—Charles J. Grahame, Croydon.

The orange rust on smooth-leaved Roses.
—Having carefully read " R. D.'s" remarks on this

subject, the only points that seem to need more

extensive consideration are those adverted to in

the last sentence of the paragraph : " R. D.'s

"

observation that we get orange fungus or mildew

in long-continued dry weather will be generally

agreed with by rosarians, though the following

will give rise to considerable surprise, viz., that

the rust comes chiefly on the lower leaves of the

smooth-wooded class of Roses, such as Victor Ver-

dier, Comtesse d'Oxford, Hippolyte Jamain, and

the like, though " R. D." adds that it is worthy of

remark that Mme. Clemence Joigneaux, William

Warden, Edouard Morren, and others of the

same character of foliage, &c., are seldom subject

to these forms of fungoid disease. Just so ;
and

many years ago it was strongly recommended by

myself and other writers, I think, in The Garden
that we should try and reduce the number or

wholly get rid of the rough leaved Roses, and

multiply the smooth, glossy-leaved sorts as one

means of getting rid of the red rust. After all

this it is rather too bad to have three varieties

of smooth - leaved Roses fetched as evidence

of a predisposition to rust, and three of similar

smooth finish as proof against its power of attack.

I should like to ask " R. D." and your Rose

readers in general their experience as to Tea

Roses. Is it not that the rust seldom attacks them

at all? or if it does, it makes little progress on

their semi-varnished foliage. To take a well-

kno%vn example, has any reader of The Garden
had rust on Homfere 1 and if so, what progress did

the furgus make ! The common pink Monthly or

Who would care to be

without General Jaciiucminot, so sweet for cutting

fii her under giass or against a wall outside! The
General was introduced in 18."):'., just about or a

little before the time of the Crimean War. G6ant

des Dal aides, introduced in 1S48, or perhaps a little

earlier, was thought a good deal of at that time,

but is so liable to mildew, and is not, I think, so

much grown now ; still, in well-drained situations

it will make a good bedding Rose. I remember

distinctly the grand masses we had of it in 185(D,

all on their own roots, struck from cuttings princi-

pally from single buds in heat. The following list

with the date of introduction may be (jf interest:

Alfred Colomb, 18i;.j ; Anna AlexielT, is::i(;; Anna
de Diesbach, 1858; Baroness Rothschild, 1809;

Beauty of Waltham, 18(32 ;
Boule de Neige, 18(;7 ;

Camille Bernardin, 18155 ; Charles Lefebvre, 1801 ;

Comtesse de Chabrillant, 185(3 ; Dr. Andry, 18G1;

John Hopper, lsi;2 ; Jules Margottin, 185:i; La
France, 18t!7; Mme. Charles Crapelet, 1S59; Mme.
Clemence Joigneaux, 18G1 ; Mme. Charles Wood,

18(;i ; Mme. Victor A'erdier, 18(33; Mile. Bonnaire,

1859 ;
Marshal Vaillant, 18G1 ; Pierre Notting,

18(>;i; Marie Baumann, 1863 ; Prince Camille de

Rohan, 18(51 ;
Senateur Vaisse, 1851) ; Victor

Verdier, 1859.

Among Tea and Noisette Roses some of the

favourites of the present have a still more

ancient record. Nipheto-, for instance, was

introduced in 1844. A long list of really splendid

Roses might be given which were introduced much
over a quarter of a century ago. Goubault is the

first Tea Rose I remember anything about, and

has fixed itself in my memory because somewhere

in the forties I was working in a garden where

several plants of this very fragrant Rose were intro-

duced from France. Ladies often went to France

for their Roses in those days. Safrano is still to

the fore, though introduced so long ago as 1839.

Solfaterre, 1843; Rubens, 1.S59
;
Adam, 1833; Ce-

line Forestier, 1858 ; Devoniensis, 1810 ; Elise

Sauvage, 1843 ; Gloire de Dijon, 1853 ;
Hom6re,

1859; Lamarque, 1830; Mme. Falcot, 1858; Mme.
Willermoz, 1845 ; Mrs. Bosanquet (China), I forget

the date of introduction of this useful ol<i wall or

pillar Rose, but I think somewhere about 1850 ;

Souvenir de la Malmaison, 1843 ; Souvenir d'un

Ami, 184(3 ; Triomphe de Rennes, 1^57. These

may be termed the remnants which remain from

the hundreds which have been introduced since

1840, and which have disappeared. I am speaking

of the old Roses only. Doubtless many of the

newer Roses now in cultivation wid still be found

after many years in most gardens. Such Roses as

I'lrich Brunner and Gustave Piganeau will doubt-

less be in evidence in the twentieth century.

E. H.

Rose Cloth of Gold.—Although thU U a very

old Rose, it is doubtful if it is surpassed in colour

by any other. I note this is spoken of at p. 42 of

The Garden as doing well at Boscombe. Some
cultivators look on this as a tender kind, but with

me it is as hardy as most Teas. I have a plant

growing against a low south wall, and during the

last three winters it has not received the least

protection, and it has not been injured in the least,

although we have had as much as 25"^ of frost

severaltimes. Cloth of Gold cannot be considered

a strong growing kind. In this garden wo grow

many Tea and other Rose.s, but we have no kind

that gives more blooms according to the space

occupied than Cloth of Gold. The plant is an old

one. and some three years ago I took off the old

China Rose has also specially smooth leaves. Has soil down to and round its roots, replacing it with
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good rich material. In the growing season we
give it a good soaking with manure water. During
the last two months it is astonishing the large
amount of blooms this Rose has produced. In
the bud state it is matchless, and for button-holes,
bouquets or sprays for ladies it is charming. With
us it is early in coming into bloom and continues
blooming over a long period. I remember this
Rose doing good service some thirty-five years ago
in the gardens of Farleigh Castle, near Bath, on
a warm south wall.—J. C, Forde Abbey.

liuciole.—In " Short Notes of Roses," p. 45, I

find a favourable notice of the beauty of the all
too seldom grown Rose Luciole. I quite agree
with all that is said of the chasteness and beauty
of its buds and the delicacy of its tints of bronze,
rose, yellow, kc, but nothing is said of its growth.
Is it not a fact that it often proves a poor, weakly
grower where most other Roses do well '.'—D. T. F.

Rose Cheshunt Hybrid.—A short time ago
some remarks were made in The Garden respect-
ing this Hose, and how quickly it lost its colour. I
too have often observed the same failing, more
especially when grown on a warm aspect. The
plant from which I obtain the best coloured blooms
and the most enduring is growing against a north
wall. Recently I noted that some blooms on this
plant retained their colour for se%'eral days. I have
observed the same thing with Reine Marie Hen-
riette when growing under the same conditions.
Cheshunt Hybrid is a very hardy Rose ; it has stood
the last two severe winters in the above position
without the slightest protection, although this is a
very low situation. Standards have passed through
be ordeal equally as well.—J. C, Forde Abbey.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Late Strawberries.—Mr. Gilbert, of Burghley
Gardens, sends us some really well-flavoured late
Strawberries. The flavour of Waterloo and Latest of
All reminds one of that of the British Queen. Both
are really well flavoured Strawberries. The couimou
market Strawberries being so sour, ill-flavoured and
even unwholesome, it behoves all who grow for their
own tables to take care they get well-flavoured kinds.

Campanula Waldsteiniana, a native of
Southern Austria, and a very charming dwarf spe-
cies, is now in full flower. The plant forms dense
tufts, and rarely exceeds 6 inches in height, more
often 3 inches or 4 inches only. The stems are stiff,

upright, and the flowers, which are broadly cam-'
panulate, are always upright and of a deep bright
blue. It is a rare species, and one seldom meets
with it in gardens, although easily managed. It
requires a light rich soil well drained and an eastern
exposure. It may be increased freely either by
cuttings or division. We have never seen it ripen
good seed.

liinaria Peloria.—A large bed of this in the
herbaceous grounds atKewis now in full flower, and
is very charming. The leaves are greenish -yellow,
and each flower has five or six spurs, one or two of
which are often petaloid. The type (L. vulgaris),
of which L. Peloria is a variety', produces flowers
with only one spur, as in all the other species, L.
Peloria being the only monster in the genus so far
as we know. It received a well-deserved recogni-
tion in the form of a certificate at the Royal
Horticultural Society a fortnight ago. It is very
easily propagated, and may be increased to any
extent by suckers. It has, however, a habit of
dying out every few years.

Aubrietias.— I do not know who made me the
raiser of A. violacea, but " A. D." in your latest
issue is perfectly right in his protest against the
declaration that I had raised it. I never knew nor
have seen A. violacea. About twenty-five years
ago I received from Messrs. E. G. Henderson and
Son, A. Hendersoni, and it is from seeds of this
variety that I raised by caref j! selection the pur-

plish crimson var. Leichtlini and the ro=e-purple
rosea. There are about six regular species under
cultivation but, except tauricola (Boiss.), which is a
very dwarf, rich flowering plant, most of those cul-
tivated in gardens are varieties of deltoidea. I

hope in a few years to produce even more striking
varieties than those now under question. Neither
was I the introducer of Ostrowskya magnifies
—this was my now deceased friend Dr. von Regel
—but the plant flowered for the first time in
Europe in my garden at Baden-Baden. Kniphofia
Macowani was introduced by me in 1874.—MAX
Leichtlin, BadeIt-Baden.

Geranium argenteum.—Among the choice
alpines in flower on the rockery at Kew just now
not the least beautiful is Geranium argenteum, one
of the prettiest of the dwarfer species, and one that
always attracts attention, especially when seen in
quantity. It forms dense tufts of fine silvery
leaves, which are evergreen, and look intere.^'ting in
winter when plants of this class are most needed.
The flowers, of a purplish-pink, are large and freely
produced. A near ally and very charming plant
is G. subcaulescens, in which the leaves are larger,
only slightly silvery, the flowers larger, of a deeper
shade, and the whole plant stronger. Both these
species well deserve a place in the rockery, both are
easily grown, and both may readily be increased by
division.

Morina longifolia.—Few herbaceous plants in
flower at the present time can vie with this. It is

a well-known hardy plant, although one does not
often see it in first class condition. This, in many
instances, can be accounted for by the fact of its

being a gross feeder. It likes a rich, deep soil, and
a liberal addition of cow manure goes a long way
in giving a robust, free-flowering plant. Our plant
with such treatment is just over 3 feet high,
the numerous thistle-like flower-stems covered
with white and rose coloured flowers, intermixed
with long spiny leaves. M. Coulteriana is a much
rarer plant ; the tufts of base leaves are very
similar, but the flowers are rich yellow and very
sweet. M. betonicsefolia is a much smaller species,
requiring a peaty soil in a half-shady spot ; the
leaves are narrow, spiny, and the flowers dark pur-
ple, smaller and not so showy as either of the
above.

—

K.

Campanula Tommasiniana.— A fine patch
of this bearing hundreds of flowers may be seen on
the rockery at Kew just now. It is the finest tuft
we have ever seen, and is apparently quite at home.
It forms dense tufts of slender, arching stems
about a foot long, one third of which is covered
with numerous drooping, long, bell-shaped flowers.
The individual bells are about an inch long, about
half as broad, and of a fine blue colour. The arch-
ing stems and numerous narrow leaves give a very
graceful appearance to the tuft, and as it flowers
most profusely it certainly ought to be on every
rockery. We have managed to propagate it from
cuttings, so that it need not be so scarce in gardens
as it appears to be. To our mind it is the best of
all the species for rockwork, besides being a useful
border plant. It seems to like an eastern exposure
best, and does not object to limestone. It is a
native of Italy, near Lake Maggiore.

Bulbophyllum barbigerum.—At the Inner
Temple show of the Royal Horticultural Society in
May, 1890, a flowering specimen of this curious little

plant attracted more attention than perhaps any
individual Orchid there. It was exhibited by Sir
Trevor Lawrence, in whose collection it has for
some years been grown. Like most of the Bul-
bophyllums, it has no colour attraction to recom-
mend it, its remarkable character being due entirely
to the structure of the lip. A plant now flowering in
the Orchid house at Kew carries a spike of fifteen
flowers, whose colours are dull reddish-brown and
purple. The sepals are half-an-inch in length
and of narrow triangular shape, the petals being
so small as to be scarcely discernible. The body
of the lip is long and narrow, furnished towards
the apex with a tuft of short hairs on the upper
and lower sides, the lip itself carrjing a semi-

spherical cluster of longer ones. The whole has a
curious resemblance to a hairy caterpillar, a like-

ness which is rendered still more striking by the
jerky up-and-downward movement of the jointed
lip, which goes on whenever a breath of air passes
over the flower. This disturbance of the air caused
by a person talking within a foot or two of the
plant is quite sufficient to keep up the motion.
Although the species has been known ever since

1836, in which year it was introduced from Sierra

Leone, it has never been common, and is still one
of the rarities of the Orchid family.—B.

Codonopsis ovata. — A remarkable plant,

nearly allied to the Campanulas, and quite as use-

ful in half shady spots in the rockery. The genus
is a small one, comprising not more than five or

SIX really distinct species, all of which have bell-

shaped flowers more or less drooping. Of the two
species in cultivation, the one, C. ovata, is hardy,
herbaceous, while C. lurida is a herbaceous climber
not nearly so showy as C. ovata, but of a free,

graceful habit ; the stems climb up loose branches
and form pretty festoons, covered with flowers as

large or larger than those of the Canterbury Bell,

greyish white and streaked with lurid purple. C.

ovata grows about a couple of feet high, the stems
arching, and the leaves whitish. The flowers are

pale blue outside, beautifully marked and blended
inside with various shades of blue and purple.

Both are natives of the Himalayas and are increased

by seed, which they ripen freely.

Oncidium dasytyle.—Not only is this spe-

cies one of the most curious of Orchids, but it is

also, when well grown, one of the prettiest. It is

a native of the Organ Mountains, of Brazil, whence
it was introduced to cultivation in 1873. Com-
mencing to flower during the present month, it

will continue to do so right up to September.
Better varieties of it appear latterly to have been
obtained, or else its treatment is better understood
than formerly, for during the past week we have
seen plants much superior to those figured and
described in the Botanical Magazine and other

works, not only in the strength of their flower-

spikes, but also in the size of their individual blos-

soms. In depth the flower measures about 2 inches,

but is scarcely so broad. The sepals and petals are

creamy-yellow, very much blotched with brownish

purple. The lip makes a pretty contrast, being flat

(except for a slight frilling near the margin),

broad, and of a pale sulphur-yellow. On the

centre, however, there occurs a conspicuous black

and shiny crest, which both in colour and shape

much resembles a small beetle. This Oncidium
should be grown at the warmest end of the Odon-

toglossum house, giving it a compost of fibrous

peat and Sphagnum and abundance of moisture

during growth.

Bamboos at Ke^w.—A new garden has been

made for these and allied plants in a wood near

the Rhododendron dell. The Kew BvUclin gives

the following account of this garden: It is in the

form of a shallow depression with sloping barks

12 feet wide and a central pear-shaped bed 125 feet

by 75 feet. To make it, the surface soil had to be

removed and the gravel taken out to a depth of

about 3 feet. A large quantity of new soil and
manure was added, so that the Bamboos have now
a good depth of rich soil. Two new paths leading

to the Bamboo garden have been made, one from

the Syon vista and the other from the Stafford

walk. The Bamboos planted in the garden are

Arundiraria Fortunei (Bambusa Fortunei), A. ja-

jonica (Bambusa Metake), Bambusa albostriata,

B. gracilis, B. nana (Hort ), B. palmata, B. plicata,

B. pumila, B. tessellata, B. Veitchi, Phyllostachys

bambusoides, P. nigra, P. Quilloi (Bambusa Quilloi),

P. violescens (Bambusa violescens), P. viridi-glau-

cescens (Bambusa viridi-glaucescens), Thamno-
calamus Falconeri (Bambusa Falconeri), and several

others unnamed. Besides Bamboos it contains

such plants as Arundo, Eulalia, Crinum, Funkia,

Yucca, &c. It is also intended to bring together

in this garden a number of the coarser growing

monocotyledonous plants which can be grown in

the open air at Kew.
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Ferns.

THE Li^DY FERN.
(ATnYRUM FU.lXKiKMlNA.)

This is one of the most elegant of our native

species, even in its nornml condition. Tlie

Laily Fern when growing freely attains a height

of some 4 feet, sometimes even more, the large,

finely-ilividoil, feathery fronds being exceedingly

beautiful. I cannot understand wliy this plant

is not more grown in small suburban gardens,

which now remain bare and unsightly. How
beautiful this Fern is, with many others, in

the garden of Mr. Sniee, The Grange, Walling-

tou, its roots going down into the water of the

river Wandle, which meanders through the

grounds. Besides the normal form, as shown

A. FiLix F(1';min.\ Kalotiirix.— 'I'liis is r.ot a
crested plant, Imt it is one of the very hand-
somest forms into which the species has sported,

and were it not known to be a seedling it reight

lay cla'tn to specilic origin. The fronds are of large

size, and the <tivisions of each are as fine as hair,

wi'h a peculiar transUicent lustre. It requires to be
sheltered from rough winds to preserve its beauty.

A. FiLlx-KiKMiNA Pi.UMOSU.M ELKGANS is an-

other form of exceeding beauty, but not in any
way crested. Tlic fronds are large, much broader
and longer in the pinna; than those of the type, and
very elegantly divided. Every lover of Ferns should
grow this variety.

A. FiLix-F(EMiNA ViCTORl.E.—In the present

plant we have one of the most extraordinary
crested forms it is possible to conceive, and at the

same time one of the most beautiful. The pinna?

are reduced in width, so that no confusion can be

detected ; in fact, had the plant been grown by

after. Although many Fuins can be increased l.y

division, it is not in tlie majority of ca>es so .'ati.--

factory a mode of increase as from sjiures. Young
plants where self-sown will be springing uj) in all

conceivable places ; thc.ce shoulil be well looked
after by slight dampings with the syringe in any
needful case until they are fit for careful handling
and pricking off into a shallow pan, which is a
better plan to adopt at this stage than that of at

once potting into small [jots. The ]ilants I eing
still young and tender can thus be better nuii:aged

with le.'s attention. It is .always well to have a
young stock of plants coming on to take the place
of others that have either grown too large or liave

become stunted by being confined in too small potf.

Ifor instance, young growing plants of the I'teris

family are infinitely better tlian those that are in

a measure stunted in growth. This will be the
case where the plants have been used for decora-
tion in positions where a good growth is hardly

Group of the Lady Fern (Athyrium Filix-foemiua) . From a photograph sent by Miss A. Godley, Killegar, Co. Cavan, Ireland.

in the illu.stration, there are many varieties, a

few of the best of which are named below, all

of them exceedingly beautiful and deserving
careful attention. It is not amongst the earliest

kinds to put forth its fronds in spring.

A. FlLIX-FCBMINA COIIVMBIFERUM.—This is a
bold-growing, bandsome Fern, nearly of normal
size, having the apex of the frond and each of the
pinna; densely tasselled. It is one of the oldest
recognised sports of this species, and up to the
present it retains a first place amongst thera.

A. Filix-F'U':mina Clarissimum.—This is a
very large form of great beauty ; it is not crested
in any way, but the pinntc are unusually long and
the segments very finely cut. It does not produce
young plants readily.

A. FiLIX-FlEMIXA acrocladon.— Of this foim
there exist many sub-varieties, all of which are
bpautiful. The apex of the frond is more or less

densely crested with a very finely divided mass of
short Moss-like tufts.

rule and compass, it could not have been more
strictly simmetrical. The pinnules fork imme-
diately upon the rachis, spread out, and each side

pinnule crosses the next one near the point, and
the apex of each one has a small crest or tassel.

The top of the frond has a large crest ; the colour

is deep green. The plant under cultivation pro-

duces forms more or less true. Only one plant
was found in a wild state in Scotland.

Besides the above kinds, there is an immense
number of all sizes and density. Some are

small kinds heavily crested and much forked.

The smaller kinds, which reijuire an elevated

situation on the rockwork, will thrive well in a

Wardian case. W.

NOTES ON FERNS.
SEEDLINS Ferns, either self-sown or otherwise
from spores of this year, will now be of fairly good
size. If any are needed to keep up the requisite stock

of any given kind, these should be carefully looked

possible, yet the plants serve a good purpose.
Seedlings of the best kinds of Adiantums, whether
small-growing sorts for a supply of cut fronds are
the chief item or if larger kinds for ornament in
the fernery are needed to take the place of older
ones, should be especially looked after. It is

much the best way of increasing the stock of
Maiden-hairs for any purpose. When treat-
ing Aspleniums which form bulbils upon the
fronds, the best mode of increase is by means of
these miniature plants. For instance, Asplenium
bulbiferum, A. diversifolium and A. flaccidum,
three most useful sorts, may all be easily increased
in this way. When treating such as Davallias for
increase, the rhizomes which are exceeding their
bounds may now be taken off, but the work is

more one for the early spring-time before growth
commences. Gleichenias are well known to le
difficult Ferns to increase by any method. Where,
however, the slender creeping rhizonres have lun
outside of the pot or pan and are of sufficient

lenjth to be pegged upon some peaty soil in
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small pots or pms, this will be found one of Ihe

best methods to adopt. It may take a little time,

but it is a safe process with care, separation from
the old stool being deferred until a good number
of roots have been made. All of this worli as to

Ferns and their increase ia now seasonable, there

being yet time to obtain nice young plants before

another winter sets in. Filices.

BRITISH FERNS AS TOWN PLANTS.

Although there are no more useful plants in

existence for decoration than our hardy British

Ferns, yet, singular as it may appear, they are not

valued as they should be. They are the best of all

plants for town gardens, in which their gr.icetul

fronds keep fresh and green v, here ordinary bed-

ding plants could not exist. The value of Ferns
for cutting is admiltel, else they would not be
brought to market so largely. It is, however, to

their value under cultivation that I wish to direct

attention. In stands in sitting-rooms, even in

the darkest streets, British Ferns will remain
fresh and continue to throw up their cheerful-

looking green fronds year after year. Small gar-

dens, too, even though surrounded by high walls
< r fences, might be made attractive simj)iy by the
introduction of a few Ferns. The great drawback
to British Ferns appears to be that they can be
bought cheaply, or can be had for the trouble of

carrying home after a day's ramble among country
lanes. In nearly every houee the inmates of

which are for.d of flowers will be found a War-
dian case, or a pan covered by a bell-,alas.'=, in

which a few exotic Ferns are vainly striving to

live and look healihy. ,Such Ferns receive eveiy
attention ; their glass covers are now and then re-

moved to give them air, and yet in point of fresh-

ness and greenness they cannot be compared with
hardy native Ferns, which only require a little

water to keep them in good health. For small
stands, the best suited are Asplenium Adiantum-
nigrum, A. maiinum. A. Trichomanes, Blechnum
Spicant, and Polypodium vulgare. These are all

dwarf kinds which make very effective table orna-
ments if placed in lOinch seed-pans, the surface
of the soil being covered with fresh wood Moss.
Should an ordinary pan not be considered suffi-

ciently ornamental, one of a rustic character,
which is generally covered by a bell-glass, may be
obtained. For window boxes, varieties of a more
robust growth than those just named should be
chosen, say such kinds as Athyrium Filix-fcemina,

Polystichum aculeatum, Lastrea dilatata, L. Filix-

mas, Polystichum angulare, Osmunda regalis,

Scolopendrium vulgare, and others of a similar
character. These look well placed in halls, and
are not readily injured by the draughts to which
they are there subjected. The roots of such Ferns
are these, though lifted from a hedgerow and
planted even in some London back yard, push up
fronds in spring as fresh as if they had nev,er

been disturbed. Moit Ferns in the growing sea-
son require plenty of water, though even on this
point they are very accommodating. I have
seen Asplenium Adiantum- nigrum growing so

near the edge of water that the roots have been
in it, and I have seen it also on hillsides growing
equally well, overhung by rocks, which must have
screened it even from lain. Out of all the Ferns
just enumerated, the one which revels in dampness
more than any of the others is Asplenium Tricho-
manes. Of this elegant little Fern I have seen
some fronds quite a toot in height when growing
near water. Amongst other kinds, the Parsley
Fern (AUosorus crispus) should not be forgotten.
It is dwarf in habit, has bright foliage, and, even
when planted in a pan, has an excellent effect.

Townspeople who do not find ordinary plants thrive
with them so satisfactorily as they could wish
would do well to obtain a few hardy Ferns from
the country to take their places. Were they to do
this, I feel confident that they would not be dis
appointed with the result. In some little London
gardens I have seen hardy Ferns in excellent con-
dition, and it well attended to they last good for

years. H.

Kitchen Garden.

ENDIVE IN SMALL GARDENS.
Well-grown, properly-blanched Endive is only

slightly inferior to the best Lettuce, and during

the late autumn and winter months it is really

superior in a salad to anything in the shape

of tlie latter that may be forthcoming. So crisp

and good is well-grown Endive, that there is

really no need of Lettuce being added to winter

salads ; but even if the latter is plentiful, its

appearance is always improved by a free addi-

tion of blanched Endive to the salad bowl.

Whether or not the owners of, or those in

charge of small gardens, or any, say, 1 acre or

less in extent, appreciate Endive, there is no
mistaking the fact that but very little of it is to

be seen, and that of the poorest description, in

such places. Not a few gardeners, amateur and

otherwise, raise a number of plants only to leave

them in the seed-bed to spoil, while others are

altogether too late in either sowing or planting

out, or it may be both operations, to be suc-

cessful in the end. Now, unless Endive is

given a fair chance and well grown, it is of little

or no value, only the nearly or quite fully-grown

plants attaining perfection. It is not often

needed for use earlier than October or No-

vember, or until fairly good Lettuces are

available, and those, therefore, who want it

principally for late autumn and winter use

should not sow seed before the middle of or

third week in July, another sowing a fortnight

later answering well in the more southern locali-

ties. Raised much earlier, the plants are perhaps

ready for moving before their intended site can

be got ready for them, spoiling each other in the

seed bed accordingly, and it is also no unusual

occurrence for tlie early-raised plants to run to

seed prematurely.

The two best varieties, or all that need be

grown, are the Green Curled (or any form of

the same) and the Broad-leaved Batavian. The
former is the sooner fit for use and the latter

somewhat the hardier, but it more nearly re-

sembles a Lettuce in appearance and quality,

and tlie best salad is made with a mixture of

the two. Supposing early Potatoes have re-

cently been cleared off either a moderately

warm border or a sunny open spot, a portion of

this might well bo given up to Endive, or the

latter may succeed early Peas or Cauliflowers.

The ground usually requires to be dug after

Peas, but in the case of either Potatoes or

Cauliflowers, cleaning, levelling, and fining

down the surface is all the preparation neces-

sary. At'this comparatively late date for sow-

ing, it is advisable that a fairly large breadth

of ground, or say a sjiace 8 feet by feet, be

given up to the seed-beds for a reason which

will soon appear. Most probably all that will

be necessary is to ojien shallow drills !• inches

or rather less apart, sowing seed thinly in

these and smoothing over with a rake. Should,

however, the ground be fine and dry, gently

water the drills prior to sowing the seed, and
in the event of its being dry and lumpy, water

over-night and then break it down with a fork

and iron rake. Where the ground cannot be

got into a finely-divided state, break it down
as well as possible, sow the seed thinly broad-

cast, and cover with sifted soil. Should slugs

interfere with the seedlings when coming
up, dust them over frequently with soot and
lime. Also very lightly tliin out wherever the

plants are in patches. When not more than

3 inches high, the time has arrived for trans-

planting. More ground will have been cleared

of Potatoes, Kidney Beans, or other early crops,

and Endive should have a fair share of the

space thus vacated. Prepare much as advised

for the seed-bed. Endive thriving best in mode-
rately rich, well- worked, and not wet and heavy
ground. In order to have fully-grown plants

they ought to be put out 12 inches apart each

way, 10 inches being perhaps enough space

for the latest batches. The latter distance

also answers well if the plants are not to

be removed for blanching, pressing against

each other tending to promote blaiicliing.

Plant out with a dibber, taking care not to

bury the heart and also to well fix the soil

about the roots. Water if the ground is at

all dry and fcjUow up with the watering-

pot till the plants are growing strongly, when
there ought to be no further need of this

assistance. Keep the ground free of weeds.

Do not wholly clear the seed bed, but leave the

plants about inches apart. They will grow
rapidly, and the outer leaves so press against

each other as to eventually quite enclose the

heart, an early supply of well- blanched Endive
being thus had with very little trouble on the

part of the cultivator.

Endive in a small state is comparatively

hardy, but when nearly or quite fully grown it is

easily injured by frosts, keeping badly accord-

ingly, and it also fails to keep long after the

hearts are blanched. Some provision ought,

therefore, to be made for protecting a portion

at least of the crop, and the blanching should
be done piecemeal. A few strong stakes, side

and end boards, cross bars of some description,

and either spare glazed lights, wooden shutters,

or strips of galvanised iron— the two former
for choice—would, if further supplemented
with mats or strawy litter, save a lot of Endive
during severe weather, and they would pay
well for the trouble. Much may also be done
in the way of transplanting to frames, pits,

vineries, open and close sheds, and light cellars.

Moved before the tops are injured with a little

soil about the roots and packed moderately

closely together in moist, good soil, they will

keep well for many weeks if not allowed to be-

come dry at the roots. The blanching should

not be commenced till the hearts are well ad-

vanced in growth, as they will not grow much
more afterwards. This may be accomplished

either liy tying the outer leaves up together

after the manner some Lettuces are treated, or

by covering with boards, slates, tiles, or flower-

pots with their holes stopped. They blanch

admirably in either Mushroom houses or dark

cellars. In any case, as before hinted, only

cover or move in to a dark place a few plants

at a time, the quantity and the frequency being

determined by the requirements of the esta-

blishment to be supplied. W. I. M.

Vegetable Marrows.—The unusually low

temperature for July and the frequent heavy rains

are not conducive to the prodnct'on of fruit on

Marrow plants. AVithout doubt, apart from the

fact that the plants naturally need warmth,

the fertilisation of the flowers is largely de-

pendent upon bumble bees, and these insects

find it difficult to perform their ordinary labour of

collecting food in the process of fertilising the

female flowers. To remedy this defect, it is well

to fertilise the flowers artificially as Cucumber
blooms are feitilised, for whilst Cucumbers in

frames or houses will produce very good fruits

that are non-fertile, Vegetable Marrows will not

set fruits unless they have been properly fertilised.

But even the greatest care in the hand-fertilisation

of blooms may be set at nought if the blooms be

exposed day after d.ay to drenching rains ; hence it

is worth while to give some of them protection

during wet, cold weather by placing over them
small handlights or other coverings, which, whilst
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so placed as not to cxchnle lit;ht, air, and insects,

shall at least protect somewliat from heavy rains.

Once the pollen is disturlied or saturated with

moisture, it has very little value as a fertiliser. It

may seem as if this were advising the perform-

ance of needless work. (Still, as the plants are

grown to produce fruits, ;:nd fruits will come only

under proper condilions, there is some wi.sdom in

furnishing those conditions if the weather fails to

grant them. Last year some Marrows that were
planted out at the ordinary season fruited very

late, and were cut off prematurely by early frost.

This year plants were seriously injured in many
places by the sharp frosts (if the middle of June,

and the recentcold wet weather has not helped them
to recover. It a little protection can he aHorded,

therefore, it should not be withheld.—A. D.

EARLY VEGE TABLES.

To get a supply of early vegetables requires

some consideration, and as often there is a
scarcity early in the sprin,g, a good breadth of

Cabbage tills up a void that would be difficult to

bridge over. In this note it is not my intenti' n to

go fully into cultural det.iils, as these are fully given

in your calendar notes, and to do so would only be
repetition.

Cabbage.—This is one of the best and enrliest

of spring vegetables, but one that often fails to

come in at the time required owing to a variety of

circumstances. Bolting is a common occurrence
in some soils ; early or late sowing is equally
disastrous. I prefer to make two or three sowings,

the first between the l.'jlh and 'JOth of July, another
ten days later, and if any doubt exists as to bolting,

a pinch of seed sown later about August 7 will give
abundance of plants. I also advi.se pricking off

the first two sowings. This is additional labour,

but it is time well spent, as out of I housands we do
not lose a score by bolting, as the plants are

dwarfed by the process, and when planted in their

permanent quarters are sturdy, close to the ground,
and able to resist frost. In cold exposed positions
deep drills are very useful for protecting the plants.

The best variety I have found for early cutting is

Ellam's. It turns in early in April in favourable
seasons. This year I have cut in quantity the first

week in May from plants sown on July 20 the
preceding year. I also sow Nonpareil, a sterling
variety coming in a few days after Ellam's
Early. There is much gain in pricking off the
seedlings into lines, as often plants are required for
mending, and they lift witli better roots, and when
pricked off they stand severe weather, when if left

in the seed beds they are totally lost. I need
scarcely point out good land is neces=ary to secure
an early crop, and early in March a dressing of fish

or artificial manure inshoweiy weather gives the
plants a start into rapid growth.

Cauliflowers are always best when secured as
early as possible ; indeed with care there need be
no gap between the late Broccoli and the early
Caulillowers, especially if a good breadth of
Model is planted on a north border. I have often
seen Early London recommended for first cutting,
but for years I have given up growing this variety,
using Walcheren instead. I find Walcheren resists
frost better, as the plants are more sturdy. For
wintering the plants I do not think the old hand-
glass system can be beaten, as the plants get
more hardened than if coddled up in frames or
pots. A warm raised bor.'er or at the foot of a
wall is a good place to winter Cauliflowers. The
second or third week in August is a good time to
sow the seed, varying the date to suit locality
and planting out before too large in several
sheltered places, as often one lot is taken when
another is scarcely injured. When plants can be
grown as advised and kejit growing, there is no
difficulty in cutting nice heads early in June. In
case there are no means to protect these plants a
little seed sown in heat early in February of Snow-
ball or Pearl will give plants that will have nice
heads at the same date as autumn sown.

Peas.—This, one of the most valued of all

vegetables for the table, may be grown in variou^

nays, but so far I have never reaped any benefit

by sowing in November or December. I prefer to

sow a small early Tea for first crop, one of the
earliest I know being Veitch's Selected Early ; this

when sown the first week in February fui a warm
bonier came in for use this year on June 2. I have
hnd it ten days e.irlior, but in more favourable
seasons. To follow this, Chelsea (iem and W. Hurst
are sterling varieties, and come into use a week
later. It is not generally known that if these last

named kinds and Duke of Albany are sown in pots

in January and planted out, the Duke is only three

or four days later if the haulm is topped to induce
early bloom. I gathered the Duke on the 12th
of June, and when topped at 2 feet from the ground
very little room is occupied.

French Beans may be had some time before
those sown under ordinary conditions if a little

extra trouble is taken to rai-e the plants. I find

Mohawk the earliest of all. I sow about 200 4J-
inch pots early in April and place in a close frame.
These are given plenty of room and are planted
out at the end of April, protected with old lights

or frames for a time, and covered at night with
mats. The plants are put out rather close, only 2

feet apart, as they do not grow much. Early in

the season good light soil, well manured, wi'h
plenty of moisture in warm weather, is essential

to success. I generally gather from these the third

week in June, and those sown in the open at the
same time as sown in pots form a succession.
Broad Beans are also worth a little trouble to

secure a few early <lishes, and if seeds of Early
Longpod are sown at the end of February in boxes
or pots in frames and planted out, they give a lot

of dishes three to four weeks earlier than when
sown in the open. They are easily raised and give

little trouble, being a long way before Beans sown
in November. They bear a heavy crop, care being
taken to protect at planting by drawing the soil

close up to the leaves and giving moisture in dry
weather, making the soil firm round the roots.

Potatoes.—This crop in most gardens is more
valued if secured early. Much may be done to

assist the early formation of tubers by planting
suitable varieties and well ripened seed. Of course,

in light soils earlier crops may be had. From sets

p'anted on February I'.i I got nice tubers in (he
middle of June, the varieties being Sharpe's Victor
and Early May, both very short-topped varieties.

I also like Early Puritan when a large supply is

required, as it fills the basket and cooks beauti-
fully. Veitch's Ashleaf is good to succeed those
named.

Turnips are always valuable in the early spring,

and, so far as regards earliness, I have found none
to equal Early Milan. Sown in early March, it

was fit for table at the end of May. I do not ad-
vise a large sowing, but a few for early dishes and
another sowing ten days later ; after that time
there are better varieties for summer work.

Carrots may often be had earlier if sown in a
sheltered corner and well supplied with moisture,
Early Nantes being good for the purpose. It is

surprising how much earlier these roots come in

if sown in suitable soil. I find a bed specially

prepared well repays any trouble. I make a raised
bed of soil— the refuse from the potting bench

—

and place a light over this on a rough wood frame-
work, and the result is that several weeks are
gained. Of course, when a warm bed of manure
and litter can be employed so much the better;
but it is not always po^s.ble to provide the latter,

it being required at that season in a variety of
ways. There are seveial other vegetables which
are more valuable if secured early. For instance.
Vegetable Marrows may often be had much earlier

by timely shelter, one of the best varieties for

early fruiting being Pen-y-byd. Tomatoes sown
earlyand grown toagoodsizegivefarbetterreturns
than when we.ik plants are placed in the open.
Good plants of such early kinds as Prelude and
Conference well repay by the heavy weight of fruit

over late-sown planis. The same remaiks apply to

salads. A good breadth of Lettuce sown in the
autumn i-i invaluable for spring consumption.
[ prefer to sow at two dates, the third week in

August and the first week in September. The old
Hammersmith Lettuce is one of the best of all

the Cabbage type, with Bath Cos to form a succes-
sion. Beet may also be had in nice condition early
if sown the first week in April. The Turniji-rooted
kinds come into use very quickly and are of excel-
lent fiavour and good colour. The Kgyptian 'I'ur-

nip-rooted and Ciimson Ball are the best early va-
rieties I have grown, these coming into use the
middle of June. G. 'Wytiiks.

Si/<»i.

Potato disease early in July.
—

'With hot,
diy weather, such as we have been having, one was
hardly prepared to see the Potato disease so early
as July 1:H. On that day I was looking over a cot-

tage garden at Kousden, Devon, and to my sur-

prise I noticed a large patch badly diseased. The
whole patch was more or less affected. The kind
was Beauty of Hebron. To my surprise, three
days later I observed it in some Sharpe's Victor in

the garden here. I resolved at once to pull up the
haulm, and I am now doing this to all the early
kinds.— J. C, Forde Ahhey.

Early Peas.—I note " A. D.'s " remarks anent
these at p. 5(J5, last volume. Although agreeing
with him in the greater portion of that note, I am
not at one respecting the height, of Chel-ea Gem.
At p. 5t;5 he speaks of this fine Pea as not exceed-
ing 20 inches. I have grown it for the last three
years, and in all cases it has reached more than the
height "A. D." names. At the present time I have
four rows, each 12 yards long. I began gather-
ing from them on June 22. I measured the haulm
and found it to be ISO inches high on an average.
They are sown 2 feet from row to row. I placed a
few short sticks to them, as I find they fill the pods
more quickly in this way. So freely are they
podded, that the pods touch the ground and con-
tinue podding the whole way up. They were sown
in February. Our first sowing was made at the
end of January at the foot of a south wall. From
these we could have gathered a good dish the
last day in May. Some growers object to this

Pea, contending it is not prolific enough. I

cannot agree with this, seeing I have continued
gathering from these early-sown ones twice or
three times weekly for three or four weeks together.
All points considered, I consider this by far the
best early Pea. I am under the impre-sion it would
be a profitable Pea for growing for market.— J.

Crook.

There were some interesting notes in

The Garden a few weeks ago on this impor-
tant crop, an.l it was evident that the writers
did not sympathise with those who believe that
market growers could gather Peas as early in the
open as gardeners could in sheltered gardens.
With us this has been the best year for early Peas
we have had for some time, the ground being
heavy, the dry and bright weather suited them
admirably, the consequence being that we gathered
Peas ten days earlier than usual, or May 2S. It

was also interesting to note the difference between
crops raised in pots and planted out and those of

the same kind sown out of doors about the same
date. The ground being cold and wet after the
wet autumn and somewhat severe winter, the
planted out crop had the advantage apart from
having fuller and stronger rows. Where planted
out they were also in bearing quite ten days earlier,

which fact is of no mean importance. Veitch's
Selected Extra Early proved quite a week earlier

than William I., which formed a good snccesHon
to it. Chelsea Gem has been much in favour both
for its excellent cropping as well as its good flavour,

but it is not so early as the two former. Telephone
is the first to lead the way among tall JIarrows.
We were able to gather these in the third week in

June, and the same marked difference was observ-
able with these, as with the first early, when com-
paring them with others sown out of doors. I

think one of the greatest mistakes made when
Peas are raised in pots for planting out is to

allow them to grow too tall before putting them
out, for when allowed to run tley soon get attenvi-
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ated if kept under glass, and are also much more
liable to injury from cold piercing winds than they

are when kept in a sturdy state. Our stock of

Early Peas suffered from the severe weather ex-

perienced during the early part of March, and the

only shelter they received was a few Laurel

branches along each side of the rows, and although

they had not been planted out many days when
the severe weather set in, they seemed to withstand

it with impunity, I think mainly owing to their

sturdy habit, as they missed the scathing winds
which do very much more harm than still frost.

—

C. Warden, Clarendon I'arli, Sulhhiinj.

NOTES ON TOMATOES.

The sudden change to cold, wet and dull

weather will have a disastrous eifect upon To-

matoes growing under glas.s as regards disease

if the grower does not take ordinary precautions

to combat the evil. When well grown, Toma-

toes are one of the most remunerative of crops,

also one of the most easily managed if care is

tak en to steer clear of a few shoals. Tomatoes

are now cultivated in almost every garden with

mofe or less success, and as in the open air they

are a precarious crop on account of the disease,

the majority are now grown under glass.

Something more, however, than mere glass pro-

tection is needed, as many have found to their

cost. It is quite evident that the disease only

appears when conditions are present to invite it,

as it is not at all contagious, for it may appear

in one structure and be absent in another when
these are side by side. I do not think the dis-

ease is so rife as formerly, but unless care is taken

1 am afraid this season may conduce to its

spreading if the presen". very unseasonable

weather continues. The one condition favour-

able for a sudden spread of disease is a cold

and stagnant atmosjihere, sucli, for instance,

as may be secured in unheated structures. I

do not say that Tomatoes may not be grown

well in unheated structures, for I have

two pits so planted, and the plants are as

healthy as I could wish them to be. But a

volume of fresh air is continually working

amongst them night and day. I am under the

impression that tlie common belief that Toma-
toes only need protection from glass has led

many people to abandon artificial heat in their

cultivation. The want of this, and also not

keeping up a buoyant atmosphere are sure fore-

runners of disease.

It is in the smaller gardens and where Toma-
toes are grown in cool hou.ses that disease is

most rife. In these cases any hastening on of

the crops will prove disastrous. Never mind
about tliem being a little late in ripening up,

as they had much better be this than become
aii'ected with disease. What is wanted in

these cool unheated structures is a free circu-

lation of air, more or less as the case may be

night as well as by day. Do not upon any

account keep the structures close by day

whilst the sun is shining. It is a high, close

and vitiated atmosphere which leads up to dis-

ease when there is not artificial heat present to

counteract it. Many fine croj)s of Tomatoes
have been lost by the grower being anxious to

hasten thorn on. Heat is what is wanted for

the ripening up of Tomatoes. The growth
naturally during these dull times is very soft

and watery, and if forced on by either over-rich

soil or liy high feeding, it will be moi-e so still.

It will be noticed that this growth after a spell

of dull weather will soon droop under a hot

sun, and be aggravated more or less when the

structure is close. It is these sudden bursts of

high temperature following on a dull time

which are the most conducive to the favourable

spread of disease, and which the grower must-

guard against. Unless the causes which lead
up to disease are guarded against, the specifics

whicli are now being recommended for its cure
will be unavailing. They may kill the germ
for a time, but the succeeding growth will be
liable to the di.sease ju.st as before.

I have previously had occasion to mention
the cracking of the fruits, which is certainly a
decided blemish. Some varieties, e.specially

the yellow-fruited kinds, are more susceptible
to it than others. Cracking is brought about
by damping down and closing early with sun
heat. Even for home use the cracking is a

blemish, for if not used very quickly, decay sets

in on tlie injured portions and soon spreads to

the whole fruit. The flavour of Tomatoes when
ripened up under the influence of a buoyant
atmosphere is also much better than in a close

and cold temperature, and I am of the opinion
that this more than the variety lias a deal to

do with the quality of the fruit.

A. Y. A.

Kidney Bean Smythe's Hybrid.—This did
not greatly please me when grown in pots ; it

proved inferior to the old Syon House, in fact.

On a warm border it is doing better, and already
I have gathered several good dishes of it,

commencing July K>. It is of erect growth, more
wiry than stout, and a very heavy cropper. The
pods are somewhat small and disappointingly thin
to look at, but when cooked remarkably tender
and delicately flavoured. It is certainly quite
distinct from any other variety I have seen, and
its productiveness, coupled with the superior
quality of the pods when cooked, may be sufficient

to make it become popular. Evidently the pods
must be kept closely gathered, as they quickly
become too old.—W. I.

Tomatoes diseased.—Enclosed find a speci-

men of Tomato disease which has affected most of

my plants this and last year. It sets in just after

they set their first bunch of fruit. The plants

have had good treatment, viz., plenty of air and
water has been carefully attended to. I should be
pleased if you could give me any advice through
your columns as to prevention or cure, also name
of disease.— J. G.

*f* Judging from the specimens sent, this is a
case of Potato disease (Peronospora infesfans),and

not the more-to-be-dreaded Cladisporiiim. The
latter affects the leaves principally ; whereas the
Potato disease spreads through the stems, leaf-

stalks, and system generally in much the same
manner as it affects and over-runs Potato haulm.
It is certainly more deadly in its effects than the

Cladisporium, but is far less difficult of prevention.

"J. G." states that his plants have plenty of sir

and are carefully watered, but what about the

fire heat? If in addition to ventilating mode-
rately freely he had also kept his hot-water pipes

comfortably warm generally, and at times or dur-

ing dull, cold weather somewhat hotter, the

chances, almost amounting to a certainly, are that

little disease would have troubled him. Once the

disease has taken possession of a plant it is

scarcely possible to save it, though much might be

done in the way of preventing further spreading
by cutting out and destroying those plants badly

diseased and the diseased portion of those only

slightly affected. If this means a rather severe

clearance, it would perhaps be advisable to wholly

plant afresh with a view to having good autumn
and early winter crops, though much might be

done by allowing those plants that are free from
disease to spread freely.—W. I.

Effects of frost upon Potatoes. — Where
such vigorous growers as Magnum Bonura, Reward,
Abundance, and Champion were about half cut

down by the June frosts they have recjvered

surprisingly well, and there is every prosptct of

extra heavy crops resulting. With the earlier

varieties and those of less vigorous habit of growl h
the case is very different. These, where badly
crippled, have not recovered from the check at all

satisfactorily, and light crops and small tubers
only will be produced. As a rule I plant nothing
but the strong-growing disease-resisting varieties

on low ground, but this season liaving a bet'er
lot than usual of seed tubers of the Ashleafs, Cole's

Favourite and such like, those of late varieties

being less plentiful, the rule was departed from.
They were planted late, and I was scarcely pre-

pared for the collapse brought about by frost.

What we have most to fear in such positions is

disease, and which the more delicate varieties grow-
ing on low ground are peculiarly liable to. Ash-
leafs well sprouted and p'anted on much higher
ground were only slightly crippled by frosts,

and these are yielding better crops than I have
seen for some time. Many of the tubers are
really too large, but those of medium size are
nearly as dry when cooked as old Potatoes. As
yet there are no signs of disease, and having
drawn all the haidm from the breadths of Ash-
leafs, I feel confident that we shall shortly lift

and store a dozen sacks or more of perfectly sound
tubers.—W. Iggulden.

Flower Garden.

CALOCHORTI.
This most beautiful tribe of Californian bulbs
does not attract half the attention which from
its intrinsic beauty and free- flowering qualities

it fully deserves. Probably this is owing in the
first place to Oalochorti being almost unknown
to the flower-loving public, and secondly, to
their cultivation generally not being well under-
stood. It must be remembered that tlie Calo-
cliorti are natives of the sandy hills and plains

of California, and that, therefore, if it is wished
to grow them to anything like perfection, it

does not do to plant them in the hard, loamy
soil which is characteri.stic of most of the
English gardens. We in Holland, where our
bulb gardens are almost annually dug some 3
feet or 4 feet deep, and where the soil is com-
posed of pure sand, enriched by liberal addi-

tions of cow manure, seem to have hit upon the
right way to grow them successfully, and as for

tlie last two weeks my beds of Calochorti

have presented one waving mass of magnificent

flowers, I was induced to send a few remarks
on them.

First of all, if it is intended to attempt
the culture of Calochorti, it is necessary to

select a spot in the garden where the sun can
reach the whole day ; the foot of a wall witli a

southern aspect would answer for this purpose.

As to the soil, if it is of a sandy nature, it only
requires to be well worked, and if poor might
be enriched by old and well-rotted cow manure.
Wliere the natural state of the soil is stony, re-

tentive of moisture, and clayey, it is absolutely

necessary to trench deep and make it open by
sand ; the more of the latter added the better it

will be. The Ijest planting time is about the

end of September ; the bulbs may be planted

about 3 inches deep and as many apart, sur-

rounding each l)ulb with some sliarp sand. Al-

though they are hardy enough to withstand
severe cold, it is best to cover them on the ap-

proach of winler with some straw or reeds. It is

wonderful how sweet and open the soil remains
if covered over during the winter in this way.

The reeds and straw being hollow, and thus con-

taining much air, do not conduce to sudden
changes of temperature, and they also keep
the rain from battering the soil. Early in

the spring the tender shoots will appear
in due time and the bulbs will require

little or no attention until the flowering time,

which extends from the middle of June to the

end of July. If during the blooming peiiod
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heavy rains occur, the splemliJ flowers will

sufter greatly .uid h.^ toni to pieces long ere

they have faded, and it would, therefore, be

advisable to c.)ver the li.'ds with lights, which
besides protecting the lilooms will also prove

very effective in rip^'uiiig off the Ijulbs.

In very mild and warm localities the bulbs

may remain in the gnpund for the summer,
but if possible they should be taken up after

the foliage has died down and be stored until

planting time in a dry, aiiy place. This season

I llowered two sorts which were new to me. The
one which is called C. amienus may be shortly

de.scriljed as a rosy ]iurple C. pulchellas ; the

pretty nodding bells are produced in great pro-

fusion. It appears to have a very hardy con-

stitution, and will prove a very valuable addi-

tion to this already beautiful genus. The other

is a variety of C. venustus, and comes nearest

to the oculatns form, but instead of having eye-

like spots, the centre of tlu; llower is marked
with a very richly coloured band of a fine

brownish red ; its Howers are also much larger

than those of any other variety of C. venustus.
This variety will in future bear the name of C.

venustus Vesta.

Other species most .imenable to culture and
.showy-flowered are C. albus, with pure white,
nodding, bell-shaped flowers, the inside covered
with silky hairs. C. luteus bears rather large,

upright flowers of a clear yellow, the centre
marked with brown hairs. C. madreusis is a

new species of dwarf habit, with upright clear

golden yellow, and is a very valuable bulb. C.

NuttalU has very large and showy pure white
flowers of a magniticent shape, marked with a
purple spot at the base of each petal. C.

splendens grows very vigorously, frequently
attaining a height of 3 feet ; the flowers are
of a clear lilac and large. C. pulchellus is one
of the hardiest of the whole family and one of

the best known
; its flowers are bell-shajjed and

of a golden yellow colour, covered with hairs
within. C. venustus citrinus bears large, up-
right flowers of a sjjlendid shape and of a pure
yellow colour with brown blotches and pencil-
lings. C. venustus oculatus blooms about a
fortnight in advance of the other varieties of
C. venustus

; the flowers are of a creamy white
with richly-coloured eye-like spots, and are ex-
ceedingly showy. C. venustus roseus is one of
the best of them all ; the flowers, of which each
bulb sometimes bears about a dozen, are very
large, upright and of a most graceful shape, the
inside a very pale rose colour with a rose-coloured
blotch at the top of each petal and large eyes
in the centre ; the back is of a rich carmine-
rose. C. venustus jjurjiurascens is the last to
bloom of the venustus tribe ; this is a \-ery
vigorous plant and extremely free-flowering,
the back of the petals a fine purple and the
markings inside of a violet-lilac colonr. A very
showy-flowered sort is C. Weedi, but, unfor-
tunately, rather tender ; its flowers are of a rich
orange-yellow colour and densely covered with
silky hairs.

The above are among the best and most
showy-flowered sorts now in cultivation, and
sure to do well where a little care is taken to
select a warm situation and a good open soil.

C. G. V.\N TUBEKGEN, JuNK.

so profusely that it was dillicult to obtain cuttings.

I overcame thi.s by taking the cuttings from some
plants early in spring, allowing them to break into
growth and then taking another batch of cuttings.

—J. C. K.

Pink Napoleon III. -When recently calling
at Messrs. Kelway's nursery at Langport I was
much niipressed with the value of the mule Pink
for borders and Ijeds as I looked on some large
masses growing in the most exposed situations.
At the time of my vis t tliey were in full bloom, one
mass of Napoleon III. being some 5 feet or (! feet
across. Some years ago when living in North Hants I
grew these Pinks largely, and they used to bloom

THE HARDY ANTHEMISES.
Ai,riioi'(in a large and comparatively showy
genus, very few of the species And their way
into cultivation, and of these few perhaps the
most popular is the species in the accompanying
cut. Many of the species are free blooming
and showy, and will be found very useful where
flowers of the Marguerite class are in demand.
Only two of the aljiine .species known to us are
to be found in gardens. A. Aizoon, with its sil-

very leaves and white starry flowers, is fairly

well known, but A. Hiebersteini, a grand species

from the Caucasus, is rare, and although one of

the most beautiful early summer rock plants, it

The yellow-flowered Cbamoniile (Anthemis tiuctoria).

Engraved for Thf, Garden from a photograph sent
by Miss Wolley Dod, Edge Hall, Malpas.

does not seem to be very common. They are

both easily managed compared with many of

these plants from high altitudes, reijuiring a

warm sunny position and a deep light rich soil.

They may be increased by seeds, cuttings, or

division—the former as .soon as gathered, cut-

tings in -July and August, and division in early

spring.

A. Aizoon,—A charming dwarf growing rock
plant, rarely exceeding 2 inches to 3 inches in

height, has a compact or tutted habit, the loose

rosettes of long silvery leaves looking well in win-
ter as well as summer. The flowers are produced
in abundance during summer, white, and somewhat
resembling a large Daisy. It is a native of Northern
Greece.

A. BiBBBRSTEisi.—A rare species, and from
specimens growing in the rock garden at Kew, one
to be noted and eagerly sought after. It forms
dense mats or carpets of short silvery leaves, nar-

row, and more or less deeply cut. The flower-

stems, which are numerous, are about 9 inches

higli, each bearing a very large golden yellow
Margueiile llnwcr, almost as showy as that of the

line Arnica montana. It flowers from April to

Jul}', and is a native of the Caucasus.

A. TINCTOIUA is of an entirely different charac-

ter. It may bo classed as a herbaceous perennial,

and when done well is one of the most lieautiful

objects in the autumn garden. It is so hardy and
requires so little attention that large groups in the

wood or wild garden would soon increase and
make a grand show. Its compact anil dense habit

would keep the undergrowth from interfering with

it in any way. As a border plant or even in beds
it has few erpials. Its bu.shy habit, finely cut,

Fern-like, dark green foliage, and abundance of

bright yellow flowers (as shown in eu*) make it a
very attractive and beautiful object. It flowers all

through the autumn months, and is a native of

Europe.

Others are A. Kitaibeli, A. nobilis, with

white flowers, A. arvensis, &o. D. K.

LAYERING CARNATIONS.

Many of the failures with layers of Carnations

made last autumn no doubt resulted from un-

ripened growth, and this was owing to a wet and
comparatively sunless summer. When the wood
is soft and wanting in substance, good rooted

layers can scarcely result. To thoroughly mature
the wood for layering, a tine harvest-time is

needed, and if the time of the in gathering of the

wheat crop be sunny and dry, then ripened wood
in the Carnation will follow. After all layering is

the best and surest method of increase, and entails

the least labour.

To assist in bringing the wood to that degree of

hardness when it is fit to be layered, the plants

should have full exposure when they have done
blooming. At a'l times during the summer the

plants should have a free circulation of air among
them, and the act of shading the flowers for

exhibition does not prevent this. The aim,

then, of the propagator should be to secure

ripened wood. Let it be remembered there is a
happy medium as affecting the condition of the

wood, or, as the Carnation grower terms it, the
" grass " for layering ; it should neither be too soft

nor too hard, tliough I would rather have it some-

what hard than too soft. There is no ripening

process better than a full exposure to the sun.

Layering can commence as early as the middle

of July, provided the grass be fit. Care should be

taken to thoroughly moisten the ball of soil about

the roots of the plant to be layered a day or two
before the operation is performed. The reason for

this is that after the layers are made the plant can
l)e watered only through a fine rose watering-pot,

and if the ball of soil be dry the layers will be

weakened. If after a plant is layered I have reason

to think it is suffering from dryness at the root, I

stand the pot in a pail of water deep enough for it

to nearly reach the rim of the pot, and so thoroughly

saturate the soil. Care being taken that the soil

about the roots is thoroughly moist, as soon as the

surface is dry, the layers are trimmed ready for

layeringbyremoving the lower leaves and shortening

the ends of the others ; then by means of a pointed

stick the old soil is removed to the depth of 2 ins. or

3 inches and itsplace filled with a good sandy com-

post, not too stiff; fine loam, leaf-mould, and a good

quantity of sand are very suitable, and then the

plant is ready for layering. The process of layer-

ing consists in piercing through the shoot of a Car-

nation just above the joint by means of a sharp

knife—a penknife with the blade sharpened on

both sides is best, and then drawing it out at the

back of the shoot by means of a downward cut, thus

half severing it from the plant. In doing this a

kind of tongue or nib is formed ; this is cut back to

the joint, and then the Uyer is gently, but firmly

pressed down into the soil and fastened by means

of a peg. It is very much a matter of practice. A
skilful man can put down the layers of several

hundreds of plants in pots during a day of ten

hours provided the plants are prepared for him. If

the wood is in good condition, a return of at least
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ninetypercent. of well-rooled layers may be looked
for.

The normal increase of a plant in a good season
is five

; in bad seasons only three. This is a mean
average, but it is well known some plants produce
more grass than others. The earlier layers can be
laid down, the more likely are they to root quickly.
Layers put down at the end of July and early in
August may be expected to root in four or five
weeks; those put down in September require
longer time.

Sometimes the shoots which can be layered are
so high up on a plant, that they cannot be brought
down to the level of the others without danger oi
breaking them off. To meet this difficulty, it is a
cimmon practice to fill a small pot, from which
the bottom has been removed, with soil, so that the
layering pegs may pass through it into the Eoil in
the big pot below. These pots should be kept up-
right, and an oyster shell or piece of broken crock
p'aced upon the surface to prevent evaporation.
The work- of layering completed, a sprinkling
should be given through a fine rose watering-pot,
and the pots be sheltered from hot sunshine until
the layers begin to root ; then they may be fully
exposed.
The advantage of having the plants in pots for

layering is obvious. The plants are under much
better control, the wood is better ripened, layering
can be done under cover in bad weather, and the
layers root more quickly in the pots than in the open
ground. Further, if heavy autumnal rains set in,
which tend to hinder the rooting of the layers,'
the pots can be taken under shelter. It is a prac-
tice with raisers of new varieties to thoroughly
test their seedlings in the open ground, and then
lift the plants and place them in pots for the con-
venience of layering. j^ q

EAST

St,

NOTES FROM ST. HELEN'S
FARLEIGH.

Helen's, the residence of Mr. Carrington
Ley, is in the village of East Farleigh, about 3
miles from Maidstone. I had often heard of
this garden and had been tokl by several ex-
cellent gardener.s that its owner was a skilled
" herbaceous man," and that I .should be sure
to find much tliat would interest me. I have
been for many years within forty minutes' ride
of it and yet untU the other day I never
visited it. On entering the gardens I was
at once confronted with the fact that I had
not come to see a place full of scarlet and
yellow and the other vulgar accessories of a
bedding-out garden, for here (where I shouldm such a case see a bed of scarlet Gera-
niums) was one filled with the beautiful Madeira
Orchid, Orchis foliosa. The dry season had
not probably suited it, for although the plants
were vigorous and healthy, the foot-stalks were
dwarf. I have found the same in my own
small clump. I find that our native Orchis is
also very much more dwarf than usual. I suppose
the same cause has aftected both. On the other
side of the lawn there was standing up a grand
plant of Verbascum olympicuin, one of the
showiest of herbaceous plants ; it stood about 6
feet high, and was a complete sheet of yellow.
I find that there is a considerable dilference in
individuals of this .species, owing probably to
the admixture of other species, or as an example
of that variation which we find all through Na-
ture, .some being erect and some more branching
Whichever form it assumes it is a most beautifSl
and striking plant. It suflers much from bad
weather

; a storm of wind and rain very soon
robs It of Its glory. Along the border which
skirts the lawn running parallel with the Kwh
road were many interesting plants, but the dale
at which I paid my visit was not a favourable
one

;
It IS a time which we always look upon as

a green time. In my own garden the early
spring flowers, bulbs, &c., are over. Delphiniums

are not yet developing themselves ; Spiraeas and
other plants are on their way, and here and
there on the rockery gems are to be seen, but
as a rule it is not the time of colour and beauty.
Still, there is one great charm in a collection
like that of Mr. Ley that there is always some-
thing pretty and interesting to be seen.
Mr. Ley's rock garden is in a state of transi-

tion
; he has been largely adding to it, and of

course the new part has an unfinished character,
more especially as the only stone available for it

is Kentish rag, a sort of limestone which has
untU it gets mellowed by age rather a staring
appearance. In another year or so it will wear
a very dift'erent aspect. In the older part of the
rockery there were many interesting plants in
flower. I think that the chief glory, however,
was a fine plant of Tropieolum polyphyllum,
which had wandered in all directions, showing
its garlands of golden flowers in lavish profu-
sion. I have often tried to grow this plant, but
have always failed. What I saw here will en-
courage me to make anotlier attempt. The
roots require to be protected from wet during
the winter, but the plant will take abundance
of moisture during its growing time. I asked
Mr. Ley about that other most beautiful mem-
ber of the same family, Tropseoluni speciosuni,
which we all know grows like a weed in Scot-
land and in the north of England, and in some
places in the south, but which also many have
found .so difticult. Mr. Ley had not succeeded
with it. There must be something that it likes
or dislikes of which we are at present ignorant.
We know it likes shade, and from its luxuriance
in Scotland .should seem to like damp. Yet
when both of these are secured we cannot suc-
ceed with it.

Mr. Ley, like most of those who own a rock
garden, is desirous of having a " bog," where
some of the beautiful bog plants can be grown.
He has adopted the plan of having a tank
and a peat bed on a lower level, with a per-
forated brick between the two, so that the water
gently trickles horn one to the other, while
there is an outlet also for the superfluous
water

; but my daughter, who is much inte-
rested in these plants, says this does not fulfil

the conditions of a natural bog, one of which
we have in our neighbourhood (where she has
frequently botiinised), for there the water is

always on the move. 'There is a large quantity
of Sphagnum, and not the solid bed which is

of necessity where an artificial bog has to be
made. Something of the same kind was adopted
by a friend whose rock garden in other respects
was admirable, but thisfailed. Here, however, the
beautiful Pinguicula seemed to be at home, so
we may hope the otiier plants requiring simOar
treatment may also succeed.

A good deal of discussion has taken place
lately in regard to the proper cultivation of
the beautiful North American plant Heuchera
sanguinea, and various suggestions have been
made as to the best method of overcoming its

shyness in blooming, which so many cultivators
have experienced. Here I saw it in great
beauty, vigorous and flowering freely, and Mr.
Ley is decidedly in favour of the plan of break-
ing itup into small piocesin theautumn, although
this is opposed by other cultivators. I believe,
however, the weight of evidence is in favour of
this plan, and certainly success warrants ap-
proval. One does not often see Gentiana
bavarica in the happy condition in which it is

here
;
of course, the flowering season had passed,

but it was in a vigorous and healthy condition.
Campanula puUa, which I have in vain tried to
grow in my garden, was here completely a weed,
coming up in all parts of the rockery. Why I
have failed with it I cannot understand, as it

seems to grow well in so many places ; but,
like the little boy, "I must try again." There
was also another Campanula ( Wahlenbergia
Royali) which was new to me ; it is prettily

marked inside the bell, but has a malodorous
smell. With regard to Campanula pelviformis,
I am a little puzzled. It is here, as described
in several catalogues, a dwarf form not unlike
in the character of its growth to turbinata, but
1 received a plant of what was said to be
it from the late Mr. Enoch Harvey, who was
not likely to make a mistake in such matters,
and this plant grew to a height of 18 inches or
2 feet. Kamondia pyrenaica, both in the or-

dinary and white forms, was doing remarkably
well, but I rather fancy this is one of those
plants that after a few years deteriorate like

some of the Primulas, to which it is allied. I

do not know how others have found it, but with
me the larger plants get hard and unpleasant
looking, and cease to flower as well as formerly.
Trilliums had flowered well and were evidently
at home in a jieaty bed.

Another plant which I have not attempted
is Asphodelus luteus, very handsome and free,

and I suppose there is not much difficulty in

growing it. Saxifraga longifulia vera was also

here in fine condition, and is delightful for its

beautiful rosette of foliage, but, as we know,
when it flowers it unfortunately perishes, and
though it seeds very freely, there is some good
time to wait before the plants attain any size.

Cypripedium spectabile was in good condition,
as was the more diflicult-to-grow Cypripe-
dium Calceolus. It requires to be grown
tolerably high on the rockery and to be kept
from excessive moisture during the winter. The
charming little alpine Silene alpestris was,
like Campanula puUa, a peifect weed, coming
up in all directions and with its pearly white,
star-shaped flowers making itself evident every-
where. Prmiulas were, of course, out of

bloom, but there was abundant evidencethatthey
had been successfully done, although with some
of the true alpine species Mr. Ley had experi-

enced some difliculty. Mr. Ley had also been
successful with Edraianthus, which many of us
have found a puzzling plant to deal with. The
difliculty one experiences in going through such
a garden as this is to mark the most promi-
nent plants, for on every side there meet you
things which you do not wish to pass over,

while at the .same time you come to the con-
clusion that if you are to mark all that are note-

worthy, you may as well take down the cata-

logue of any good grower of herbaceous plants
at once. At one time you come upon some
dwarf plants, such as the pretty little Geum or
the yellow alpine Violet, and then again on
some tall-growing Merteiisia. Here we see

Poppies, and there Dentarias, and so on, and we
give it up as hopeless.

I find that Mr. Ley has some difficulty with
that most beautiful tribe Lilies, whose likes and
dislikes are so various, that it is difficult to

know how to meet them, while their disap-

pearance all at once seems to be utterly unac-
countable. Perhaps it is some consolation to

us to find that so practised a hand is foiled by
some obstacle.

I have thus feebly attempted not to describe,

but to give a faint idea of this very excellent

herbaceous and alpine garden, and cin only say

that the visit was one of very great pleasure,

instruction and satisfaction. Delta.

Propagating' tufted Pansies.—The present

month is the most important time for the propaga-
tion of the above plants. The best cuttings for the
purpose are obtainable from such plants as have
flowered early and were cut back almost close to
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the ground about three weeks ago ; such as those

will now be bristling with fresh and young shoots,

the strongest and best of which will form the right

material for the purpose. Where plenty of frames
or spare lights exist, the best method will

be to strip off the young growths with a heel

attached and prick out into the cutting frame an
inch or so apart. If the work of detaching the

cuttings is carefully done, a very large percentage

will be secured witli liny roots already attached to

I hem. Very few losses attend this mode of pro-

pagating these plants. Where no frames e.xist, a

good stock may bo raised by merely thinning out

the weaker shoots and putting a handful of finely

sifted soil i i the centre of the plants, giving this

an oocasi inal watering in dry weather.—E J.

PENTSTEMONS.

It is very disappointing when having raised a
quantity of young plants of Pentstemons from

seed early in the spring, planted them out and
had a fine bloom from them in the autumn,
to find the winter, either because so wet or

so severely cold, has either destroyed the plants

absolutely, or has so maimed them that they
are almost useless henceforth. Those who have a
greenhouse or a frame may get over the disappoint-

ment somewhatif plenty of cuttingshavebeen taken
off during September and put into pots, stood on a
shelf or in some moderately shaded part of the

frame, and there nicely rooted. Such young plants

potted up singly in the spring and later planted
outdoors make capital substitutes for the old

plants which the fio^ts have destroyed. When,
however, the old plants do survive the winter un-

harmed, then the many strong shoots sent up from
the .stems of the plants produce such clusters of

bloom as to excel materially anything that can be
obtained from young seedlings or cutting-made
plants. But it is not difficult to have, apart from
the cutting -made reserve, a quantity of young
plants to stand the winter if a sowing of seed be
made within the next few weeks. Pentstemon
seed does not germinate very rapidly and plant

growth is nither slow, so that if seel he sown at

the end of July or early in August, it is not pro-

bable that the seedling plants will be, by the end
of November, at all too large to keep, as they are
in a frame or under a handlight for the winter.

The best course would be to dibble them out from
the seed-bed or pans into a frame thickly or else

under handlights. When once rooted very little

protection will suffice to keep them safe through
hard weather. In the spring these plants, lifted

carefully with small clusters of roots attached and
as carefully planted out, will soon develop into
strong blooming ones and make a tine display all

through the early summer, a spring sowing coming
on to make a succession. Practically. Pentstemons
should always be treated as biennials, but con-
sideration has to be given to the fact that they are
not always so hardy as true biennials should be.

The Antirrhinum is pretty much in the same boat
as is the Pentstemon, for both are somewhat soft-

wooded and are apt to die wholesale under the
eflfects of severe weather. Snapdragons are so
prolific of seed, that they may be easily raised at

almost any time, and although with these, as with
Pentstemons, no plants produce such a fine display
of bloom as do strong ones that have been safely

wintered outdoors, yet dead ones may readily be
replaced by seedlings raised by an autumn sow-
ing. As to the raising of Pentstemons from seed,

it is best always to obtain a really good stock.
There is such a wide distinction now between good
and indifferent strains, that only those familiar
with the former can understand how great is the
advance made in the flowers. Once a good strain

is secured, it is easy to retain and even to improve
it. Something, perhaps much, has been done in

the direction of improvement by cross-breeding,
but very much also has come from selection, and
it is open to any amateur grower of Pentstemons
to select the very best flowers, mark them each
year, and save seed from these alone. In that
way it will be found easy to greatly improve

any stock. Any new grower of Pentstemons, how-
ever, will do wisely to make as goixl a start as

possible with a good strain, as it is sheer waste of

time to go over the ground which others have long

since traversed, when the results of their labours

may be liad in seed form at a trifling cost. Very
luuch improvement has also been effected in the

habit of growth of the Pentstemon, but yet there

is still room for for furtlier progress in that direc-

tion. A. D.

NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.

Lilium candidum.—In reference to the ten-

dency of this l.ily to fail after it has made con-

siderable growth, no doubt, as with many other

things, remedies may not equally apply in all

gardens. Wilh rogaid to the shallow planting of

which I spoke befoie, I think there can be no dcjubt

as to its being the proper thing in Mr. Weaver's

case, where the soil is si iff, and it may further

interest readers to know somelhing of the results

of the shallow planting which that gentleman

adopted, because many of us have seemingly

grown the plant well up to the stage when the

Ijuds are half developed, when they have gone off.

In Mr. Weaver's case one out of six stems has

failed ; the others are splendidly budded, averaging

ten flowers each. He has also mentioned to me a
good result with the same Li^y, where the bulb had
only a slight covering on the raised part of a

rockery. All this seems to point to a drier state

as being desirable for the bulb. There cannot, of

course, be the least causefor fear as regards the

action of frost on the bulbs close to the surface, as

this ciu.ses no injury whatever to bulbs that are

established.

Primula scotica.—How lovely is this gem at

the present, blooming for the second time after the

recent rainy weather, and how superior in size are

the summer-borne flowers to those of spring.

It is so refreshing, too, to see this little beauty

keeping company with late-flowering P. sikkimen-

sis, P. reticulata and P. japonica. Its violet-pur-

ple colour is of the inten.'est hue, and the stout

little scapes of 3 inches high bravely sustain the

flowers through the most windy weal her. I wonder
this plant is not better looked after, because you

have only got to pick off the seed of the spring-

borne flowers, rub it out into a little peaty damp
soil, and it comes up thickly during late summer,
and you have a group of blooming plants for the

following spring. Treated this way, as an annual

or biennial, it well rewards the little care needed,

though I possess plants at least three and four

years old. May I suggest a cross between this

small species and the larger sikkimensis ? One
can imagine not only curious results from such a

cross of the pigmy and the giant, but progeny of

considerable merit from the florist's point of view.

Primula sikkimensis.—There is doubtless

much variety in this species. 1 have had plants

with very thin scapes 3 feet high, but the most
glorious specimen I have overseen was a plantwith

upwards of thirty stout scapes about 18 inches

high, some having as many as thirty flowers ojicn

at once in an evenly Ijalanced umbel, and all the

scapes carrying bloom at the same time, continu-

ing to do so for more than a month, and to-day in

very good form, after the very rainy and windy

weather. I particularly mention I his plant because

it is at least five years old, and some of us have

hitherto imagined that good results could only be

had with younger plants to be raised annually for

succession. The pilant, I may say, has not been

grown in a wet place, but an ordinary border,

screened, however, from midday sunshine, where

doubtless it runs a steadier and longer life course.

Dianthi.—Nothing will pay better than to

overhaul these at present. Not only are the dying

tops a disfigurement, but the life of the plants is in

serious f'anger. The grub rapidly eats or bores its

way down the thin stems of the barren growths,

that is what may be termed Ihe next year's grass,

and the fine varieties which have the more fleshy

foliage, such as alpinus, glacialis, &c., seem to be

more attacked than the commoner kinds. If you
closely examine by the aid of a lens, you may be
able to detect and remove the minute grub. It will

often be found lower down in the stem than such
appearances as withered foliage may indicate ; it

will, therefore, be essential to remove the gra.ss at

a low point accordingly. When the faulty shoot

has been severed, you may easily see by the sec-

tion whether you have cut above or below where
the grub is at work. I do not think that anything

is more accountable for our losses in the choicer

Dianthi than the attacks of the grub in midsum-
mer in this way, and just as certainly is it import-

ant that the plants should be carefully looked over

at once. A plant that seemed the picture of

health a fortnight ago may now be suffering at

nearly all its grassy points, turning brown, and
have no other chance but of being almost eaten up
in a short time if the pest is not removed. The
grub seems to make a stop at the parts where the

stems are more ripened and contracted, but still

it takes the finer growths mercilessly, and would
only leave us the old hard parts of the [I'tint,

which, needless to say, too readily succumb to

even an ordinary winter.

Omphalodes Luciliae.—Where soil, climate

and other chance conditions are so vaiiable as in

this country, and especially in the more thickly

populated districts, you cannot well lay down defi-

nite rules of culture for the more fickle or delicate

alpines. To them, cold pure and simple does not

imply much, and is probably the opposite of a trial,

but dry biting winds or sloppy wet when the

plants are at rest, and without the protection com-
mon to alpines when at home, if they do not kill

many, certainly help none, not even the strongest.

To provide some sort of shelter to the plants in situ,

shuts off a whole crowd of dangers at once, but the

first consideration is to grow Ihe plants vigorously

in the preceding summer, as nothing may save

through the winter a sickly specimen. The present

species can be grown and grown luxuriantly, but

the special treatment it requires needs to be studied

in relation to the conditions of the garden intended

for its home. I find I get on with it by planting

in late spring in a mixture of peat and loam and
the smaller portion of crocks. This mixture is

very porous and hohls the needful moisture; in it

the roots run freely and quickly, and of course there

is a corresponding proportion of growth. The plant

hates stagnant moisture as well as drought.

Then the succulent leaves are biitlle, and if ex-

posed to wind they break at the stalks
;
therefore, a

sheltered corner looking east may be safest. Its

propagation is not difficult if you have the right

material and deal with at the right time. Divide

old plants in April or May, take with each division

a portion of the older stem of a dark colour from

which alone the roots issue, keep close for 'a little

while, when the signs of growl h should tell you to

allow more light and air, and by that time the

weather may be genial enough for the young plants

to be set in their permanent quarters.

Onosma tauricum.—By a sort of sequence,

this, another Borage-wort, comes under notice. You
may easily propagate this plant by slips when you
know how. This is a hackneyed saying, but in the

case of this plant it has a peculiar application, be-

cause so far as my experience goes certain rules

when duly observed andcarriedout lead to invariable

success ; whereas, when not, scarcely a slip roots

in a whole batch, and such as do are those which

happen to be more nearly in the state that may be

desciibedas'essential. Take the slips in midsummer
—about now—long, strong and with a woody base,

sever from old plant, slip fashion and by a back-

ward turn ; experience w show the impoitance

of this operation, as the shoots are otherwise

tough and the bark easily sloughed. The ragged

end of the slip may be cut back to the part where

the bark has the point of young wood under it (do

this so as not to bruise or tear the edge of the

bark), but the natural broad base surface should

not be touched by the knife. It is i.eedful to so

prepare the slips, as they are so soft and stiingy,

and it is no easy matter to make a clean cut even

if knife-made cuttings were desirable. Let anyone

obsf rve how quickly the slips so managed all root
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in comparison with those otherwise prepared, and,
so far as mv experiencij goes, the slips or cuttings
green to the base nearly all perish. In a mild
winter the young stock may be safe in the open
air, but in any case it will be fafer to store them
near the glass in a cold, well-aired frame. I find
nothing belter than clean, sharp sand in which to
root the slips ; it should be run solid or firm by
means of a copious waterirg. On hot d.nys place
a light shade on them. This assists in keeping the
leaver fresh, and at the same time allows the
beneficial warmth to reach the sand.

Achillea rvipestris proves to be more than
ordinarily useful, as it is setting for a second com-
plete set of bloom. Possibly this may have been
Influenced by the strong specimen having had all

its stronger growths removed in March as cuttings;
still the buds are showing on younger stems that
h ive formed since that date.

Picrorrhiza Kurrooa —I believe this curious
plant, which is, moreover, quite hardy and pos-
sesses a very neat habit, is now growing in many
more gardens than it used to be a few years ago,
and what I chiefly wisli to say is that I have grown
it five or six years in almost every imaginable way
out of doors, and I have not yet seen a single bit
of bloom. Has any reader flcwered it in the open
garden? and if so, under what conditions as to
s Ml, position, locality, &c.? It may say something
for our patience to go on longer with a non-flower-
ing plant, but it would not be much use unless
someone has hit upon the way to get flowers. I

am told the flowers are a fine blue. Who will tell

us how to get them '.'

J. Wood.
]f'oodi:ille, KlrkstaU.

ANNUAL SUNFLOWERS.
The animal Sunflowers grown in every cottage
garden should be oftener seen in the larger
gardens of England, and if planted in the right
spot and liberally treated, they would give a
display little dreamt of at present. All the
larger species and varieties are noble plants, re-
quiring plenty of space, a sheltered position,
and a good background. They are all easily
raised from honic-ripened seed, which may be
sown in pots or pans in early March or in the
open air in April where they are intended to
flower, and simply thinned out to from a foot
to a yard apart according to the vigour of the
plant. The regulation row of Sunflowers along
a choice mixed border often ruins the otherwise
charming eflect produced by annuals and peren-
nials during early and late autumn. Plant them
in groups in the shrubbery borders, in the wild
garden or in the woods, and the general efliect

will be much better in every way.

H. ANNUUS.—Although often regarded only as a
cottager's flower, the annual Sunflower is one of
the noblest autumn plants we have, and one of the
most beautiful and effective for large shrubberies,
&c. It is not every garden that can show off the
annual Sunflower to the best advantage. It re-
quires plenty of space and will not stand crowding.
In order to dispense with support, it should be
planted in a sheltered place, that among tall shrubs
being preferable to any other. Here it assumes a
dense branching tree-like habit, and often pro-
duces flowers over a foot in diameter. A gross
feeder, it requires a strong, rich soil, to which may
be added a quantity of old cow manure just before
planting. The seeds of H. annuus have often
stood the peasant in good steal in times of dearth.
They have been from early times collected by the
North American Indians, and a particular race of
the garden Sunflower with much larger and lighter
coloured seeds has long been cultivated in Kussia
for food and oil. There are many varieties in gar-
dens, the most notable being one called californi-
cus, a more robust, larger an 1 darker-flowered form
than the type. Macrocarpu-i, lenticul iris, under
which name it was figured in the Bottnical lt(qis-
ter, tab. 1225, ova'us, &c., are synonyms or sight

varieties of the cultivated annual Sunflower ; sul

pbureus, multiflorus, globosus, grandiflorus, fistu-

losus, &c., are mere garden variations. It is a
native of plains and alluvial grounds in North
Ameiica.

H. ARGOPHYLLFS, which I take to be little more
than a variety of H. annuus, is a charming plant
for the back of mixed borders, for planting, and
in thin shrubberie-. The whole plant is white,
being covered with soft and .silky wool ; the leaves
large, serrate. The stem is much branched, the
flowers large wiih very broad ray fiorcts. It is

a native of Tesas and was first collected by Drum-
mond. H. Dammanui and H. D. var. sulphureus,
sent out by Dammann in 1890, aie said to be gar-
den hybrids between H. argophyllus and H. annuus.
If so, it only confirms our views on the small differ-

ence between the two plants, as the supposed hy-
brids might well be taken for the above plant,
which when long cultivated loses its silkiness and
becomes really H. annuus.

H. DEBILIS I have not seen in caldvation, but
ts charming variety H. cucumerifolius, the minia-
ture Sunflower, is now a very deservedly popular
garden annual. It grows from 2 feet to 3 feet high,
usually with purple mottling on the stems. The
leaves are irregularly serrated, often nearly cordate,
thin, and bright apple-green. The stems are much
branched, and when allowed plenty of room the
plants form perfect, symmetrical specimens. The
flowers are golden yellow, each about 3 inches in
diameter, nicely set off with the almost black disc.
Sandy soil in woods from Texas westwards.

H. EXins.—A very'slender species, rarely exceed-
ing a couple of feet in height, with lance-shaped
leave', sparingly toothed, and bearing yellow
flowers each about 2 inches in diameter. Plains in
Northern California.

H. PETiOLAEis.—A fine species rarely seen in
gardens now-a-days, though from its neat habit, and
profusion of flowers it should be a welcome addi-
tion to the mixed border. It grows about a yard
high, loosely branched, the stem as well as the
leaves being covered with stiff hairs. The leaves
are oval shaped, entire ; flowers yellow, each 3 inches
to 4 inches in diameter. Dry plains Texas, &c. The
variety canescens is covered with white pubescence,
the leaves broader and the blade longer.

H. sCABEREiMus.—A very distinct plant with
large deep yellow flowers, stout branching stems,
and broad, oval, coarsely toothed leaves. California,
^^0- D. K.

GENTIANS.
I BELIEVE that this genus of plants, mostly occur-
ring in alpine habitats, misses the gritty debris of
its mountain home more than any other condition
or requirements when brought under cultivation. In
some gardens it is well known that most of the
species are shy blooming, whilst in other gardens
the same species may flower well. The common
acaulis presents a forcible instance of this, but it

also occurs with the smaller-flowered kinds, such
as bavarica, verna, &c. I have been told that better
results can be had by the intermixture of a liberal
quantity of sharp-pointed stuff in the soil. In ex-
periments, so much stress has been laid on the
sharpness or acute edges of the stone, that the
chips of slate have been used, and on the authority
of Dr. Clark I may say that this sharp edged, hard
material has been the rau«e of capital results from
the cultivator's point of view. The roots working
among these sharp edges seem to be irritated bene-
ficially, and no doubt there may be something
worth further test on the part of growers cf these
rare flowers. It seems reasonable that this maybe
a natural requirement of the Gentians to have
them succeed, and, for anything we know, of other
plants belonging to other genera that grow in
and near the rocks. It may also be worth experi-
ment and careful observation whether it is not of
some importance as to what kinds of sharp stones
are employed. Here, too, we may reasonably sup
pose that the secretions of the roots will not only
find stone of different chemical properties bene-
ficial or baneful according to their respective

powers of assimilat'on thereon or therefrom, and
it is just possible tl at one might use sharp-edged
stones of ceitain chemical propeities that might
nullify or even totally contradict the benefits that
might be derived from anotlier sharp-edged stone
of what might be termed neutral qualities, and in

which case the root-irritation ptimiple would not
have h:id a free or fair chance. Hence we see the
importance of employing flint or slate in some
cases where it would not do to employ sharp-edge 1

chips of carbonic limestone or other more soluble
forms of lime. Doubtless the gardener may plant
largely and get a great measure of success with
alpine plants without going so literally to the root
of the nutter as to the requirements of the plants,

but it is just as true that the more we learn, the
more we find the botanical chemist can help us.

Woudi'iUr, Kirhstall. J. WOOD.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 868,

THE LILAC-FLOWERED DAPHNE.
(with a COLOUKED PLATE OF D. GENKWJ.*;

This is an attractive little shrub, which may
be used for forcing in early spring, or grown
against a wall in a partially shaded position

in the open air. It was introduced from

China by Fortune in 1844, wlienDr. Lindley

described and figured it in the Journal of

the Royal Horticultural Society, vol. ii., p.

34, under the name of D. Foitunei. Since

then it has appeared from time to time in

English collections, but from some cause or

other it has never become an established

favourite, notwithstanding its attractions and
hardiness. Recently (1885) it was shown at

one of the meetings of the Rnyal Horticul-

tural Society by Messis. Paul & Son, and
obtained a first-class certificate. It has also

been mentioned frequently in The Garden as

being worthy, along with other Daphnes, of a

]ilace among garden favourites. The plate

herewith was prepared from one of abate!) of

plants which were nicely flowered at Kew
last INIarcb, where they were an attraction for

several weeks in the greenhouse (No. 4).

These plants bad been imported a few months
before from Japan, where, as well as in

China, D. Genkwa is a favourite garden

plant ; it is also of medicinal value, its baik

l)eing used for rheumatism, and its floweis,

wlien dried, for intermittent fevers, fee. It

is included among poisonous plants by

Japanese lotanist.'^.

D. Genkwa is a deciduous .shrub of from

2 feet to 3 feet in height, with numeious

twiggy branch-is, with are clothed with soft

down. The leaves are lanceolate, an incli

long, dull green, silky when young, and they

fall off in winter. The fragrant violet-

coloured flowers arc jiroduced thickly on the

leafless branches in early spring, and from

their form they give the plant the appearance

of a sma'l Persian Lilar. Tlie floweis last

several weeks, and they open quite freely

under the stimulus of a little e.xtra warmth.

Tliere apjiear to be several varieties of D.

* Drawn for The G.4RDKN in the Royal Gardens,

Kew, by Gertrude Hamilton, March 15, IS'Ji.

Lithographed and printed by Guillaume Severeyns.
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(ri'iikwii, some with luiu'li liirger iloww's than

otlifi's, and souio of a diirkci' shade of |iur|)h'.

Fortune's phmt, as desciibed by Lindk'y, had

larger flowers than tiiat here figured. Dr.

Henry found one or two si)ecimen.s on the

hills in lohang with white flowers. Al-

though iiona of the Daphnes are remark-

able for brilliant liower colour or size,

yet a considerable number find general have never seen

favour. There is not, for instance, a more
valuable spring-flowering shrub for the open
bonier than

Dapiixe Mezereum, which is a wild

plant in English woods, though rare,

being much more abundant in Continental

Europe. Planted in large groups in conspi-

cuous positions on lawns or in the shrubbery,
'
the way, is not well named, as it is not a

this Daphne gives a glow to the garden in native of India, but of China and Japan

D. iNDU'A is a greenhouse plant of e.K-

ccjitional merit when well grown, but a

miserabhi object when badly cared for. I

know no fragrance more pleasant than that

emitted by the ternunal bunches of j)inkish

flowers of this Daphne. It thrives only
when grafted on to the roots of the Mezereon,
for although cuttings of it will strike root, I

them grow into healthy

white corolla, which becomes slightly tinged with
pink after being open some days, is very double,

the sepals relle.xirif; in a pleasing manner and also

being brightly coloured. To the lovers of double
Fuchsias this can be recommended, for it promises
to be one of the best of those having a white co-

rolla. These large blooms are admired by many,
though wanting altcjgether in the grace and ele-

gance of those with single flowers.— II. P.

THE WEEK'S WOBK.plants. In the south of England it may be
j

gro.vn out of doors, and makes a good plant

for a west or east wall. There are varieties THE KITCHEN GARDEN,
of it called alba, rubra, variegata, Mazeli,

yi^^^j^j^.^a pou Mushroo.m.s. -The collecting of
punctata, iVc. A supposed hybrid between the material should now be proceeded with where
it and D. collina is quite hardy, and is a an early supply of Mushrooms is looked for

much freer grower than D. indica, which, by

The

February or March, when its branches be-

come wands of blossom. The white variety

is almost as good. A coloured plate reprc-

Nor ought it to bear the name indica for

other reasons, its correct botanical appellation

being a most appropriate one, viz., D. odora

Daphne Blagayana.

Thesenting both varieties was published
Garden of June 2G, 1686, p. 602.

D. Blagavasa, of which a coloured plate

was published in The Garden of August 31,
1S78, p. 200, from a plant at Kew, is a most
delightful little shrub for the rock garden if

planted in a partially shaded position where
it will not get diied up in hot weather. It

was discovered by Count lUagay in 1837 in

Carniola, where, according to M. H. Gusmus,
it is one of the most beautiful and rare plants,

growing along with Erica carnea. It is said
to be good for forcing. It has compact um-
bels of yellow and orange flowers 1| inches
across.

D. CSEORUM is a pretty little shrub, less

than a foot high, clothed with small ever-
green leaves, and bearing numerous heads
of fragrant bright pink flowers in spring and
autumn. It is common on the mountains of
Switzerland, Austria, Ac, and is perfectly
hardy in England.

—the sweet-scented Daphne. Mazeli is, ac-

cording to Max Leichtlin, hardier than the

type, growing well with him against a wall if

protected with a mat in very cold weather.

It has also been named indica elegantissima,

variegata, I'lcc, its leaves being margined with
bright yellow. The vars. alba and rulira are

well shown in the plate published in The Gar-
den in July, 188.''), p. 8.

There is an excellent and exhaustive paper
on the whole genus by George Gordon in The
Garde.\ of June 17, 187G. W. W.

Fuchsia Duchess of Edinburgh. -The gar-
den varieties of Fuchsia are now idiaost endless,

and a good many are put into commerce as new
every year, yet in any selection of the very best
the majority would consist of the older kinds.
Still there are e-xceptions, and this novelty

—

Duchess of Edinburgh—bids fair, as far as a
limited experience will allow one to speak, of

being a good and popular kind. It is of a sturdy
habit and very free flovyering, while the large

preparation of the material requires judgment,
and as it will depend principally upon the quality

and condition of the manure wliether a supply of

Mushrooms may be secured or not, it behoves those

who may have the work in hand to take every pos-

sible precaution. Small quantities of hor.-e-drop-

pings free from short, strawy litter ate of little

use, for such material either becomes very hot
when thrown together in a heap, or the nutriment
required for the successful growth of Mushrooms
is dried out. The best material for forming into

beds is fresh horse-droppings with fully a third of

short, strawy mati-rial. This, when thrown to-

gether in a heap, will heat sufficiently to throw off

superfluous moisture, and yet retain sufficient to

cause a lasting bed when made up.

Preparation of the material.—Where only

small quantities of material can be collected at

intervals, some means of protection must be
afforded, either placing it in an open, airy shed,

or covering with sheets of corrugated zinc raised

sufficiently to allow of a circulation of air. Beds
which are wet when made up become rapidly hot,

and when over-dry they are of little use for the

growth of Mushrooms. The moisture requires to be
evaporated by a process of fermentation, and not

dried out by simply laying the material thinly out

on a floor of a shed. Where the collecting will range

over a week or two, laythe first gathered in alayer

to the depth of a foot, which will enable it to retain

its vitality until'required. When a sufficient quantity

has been secured, the whole should be thrown into

a heap and turned as often as necessary so as to

prevent it from becoming hot in the centre. The
material cannot be parted too freely in the process

of turning. What is wanted is to retain tiie am-
monia in the material, so that when made up this

will be given off gradually to support the growth of

the Mushrooms.

Open-air beds.—With a sufficiency of material

at command, an open-air bed is much to be com-
mended. Not that this need interfere with what-
ever beds it is contemplated to make up under
cover. Open-a'r beds form a capital adjunct to

the usual supply, and might be more adopted
than is generally the case in private gardens.

This is a good time to make a start, and the

work of preparation should be proceeded with
forthwith. As a rule more strawy Utter is retained

than is generally used for beds under cover. Open-
air beds are generally ridge-shaped, but they may
be madein the form of a cone. This material need not

be removed from the stables daily, but at intervals

of a week. When enough has been secured the

whole should be well shaken out, the longer re-

jected, and all the shorter thrown together to be

prepared for turning and otherwise getting it well

in hand. In the neighbourhood of towns where
there are livery stables, two or three loads suitable

for the purpose could be secured at a cheap rate.

For either purpose, whether for under cover or in

the open air, it is essential that manure only be

had from those stables where the horses are prin-

cipally fed on dry food.

Unfruitful Vegetable Marrows. — Vege-
table Marrows are evidently sun-lovir,g subjects,

as they have not made much progress during the

very dull and wet weather which we have lately

experienced. Barely, however, do the plan's re-
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quire much attention after being first planted, ex-
cept during a dry time. Care mush be taken that
the fruits are Icept closely cut to allow the smaller
to progress and the flowers to set, as often non-
setiing may be solely attributed to exhaustion on
account of the fruits being allowed to remain
until they become old. In raw manure the plants
grow too luxuriantly and the fruits turn yellow.
The best course with Ihese plants under the cir-

cumstances is to keep the bine thin by cutting out
where too crowded, and also by fertilising the
flowers as they open, I his being sufficient to check
the vigour. No stopping of the shoots is needed
unless a strong leader is growing ahead. It should
be borne in mind that Vegetable Marrows are more
appreciated on the dining-table when used in quite
a small state.

Globe Abtichokes.—When large heads are
desired, and it must be borne in mind that these
are the best on account of being more succulent,
it will pay well to give plants which are growing
in poor soils a good soaking of liquid in which a
little salt has been dissolved, half an ounce to a
3-gallon can being ample. To secure extra sized
heads, these must be thinned whilst quite in a
small state, leaving the centre head to grow to its

full size. As the heads are cut the old stems
should be removed, this allowing the air to circu-
late more freely around the successional suckers.
It pays well to bestow more attention upon the
Globe Artichoke than it receives in many gardens,
considering that it is one of the mo-t remunerative
of crops and also highly appreciated on the dinicg-
table. Where Chards are appreciated, now is the
lime to cut over a portion of the plants to about a
foot from the soil, so as to allow the suckers to
have tiuie to become well developed. These take
the place of Cardoon«, and are a good substitute.

A. Young.

FKUIT HOUSES.
Meloks.—Keeping the roots active is a great aid
to success, the fruit from plants with a faulty root
action seldom being of good quiility. Wl ere the
ridges are much exposed to either a dry heat or
strong sunshine, any roots that may reach the sur-
face quickly perish

; whereas every particle of soil

ought to be alive with roots. A mulching of either
half decayed leaves or short decaying manure would
prove most attractive to the roots and save tlie

wateiing-pot considerably. Flint or other large
stones, tiles or boards, the first and last preferable,
placed rather closely on a border will save large
rumbers of roots, and might well be used instead
of a mulching, especially when the plants are dis-
posed to grow too rankly to be productive. In not
a few case.-;, or where heavy crops have set recently,
a top-dressing of loamy compost to which a spiink-
ling of bone-meal has been added would be of good
service, care being taken not to let the oM soil
become dry because the new happens to be quite
wet enough. Plants carrying heavy crops require
to be watered frequently and fed liberally. Peru-
vian guano acts the most quickly, and-, used at the
rate of one ounce dissolved in a gallon of soft
water, answers well for Melons. If extra fine solid
fruit are desiied, avoid over-cropping, four to a
much-restricted plant being ample. Continue to
stop rather closely, and while yet it can be done
with the finger and thumb, having to use the knife
rather freely, in older to cut out much supfr-
fliious growth, being not unfrequently followed by
decay at the joints. Take the greatest care of the
primary leaves, and if any of them get broken ac-
cidentally, or decay owing to being much shaded,
cut them off cleanly at the union with the haulm,
and thoroughly dry the wound with fre;h or caustic
lime. Keep the collars high and dry, and on the
least signs of canker scrape the wound, and then
repeatedly dry with either newly-slaked lime or
Portland cement. Unless thei-e precautions are
taken in good time, a plant may appear fresh and
green in the morning, and quite withered up before
night. Black fly is unusually troublesome this
season, and this pest is harder to get rid of than
any other insect that attacks Melons. Tobacco

powder applied before the fly has become strongly
established is a good remedy, but later on nothing
short of repeated fumigations with strong tobacco
paper will keep down the fly and save the crop.

RiPENisc; Meloss.— It is a mi>take to be over-
anxious about slinging up the fruit. All the while
they are swelling rapidly and are netting it is

quite unneces.'-ary to support them with either
boards, nets, baskets, or strings, these only serv-
ing to prevent even swelling and regular netting.
Make the haulm at the joint from which the fruit

springs secure to the trellis or to cross stakes by
means of extra stout raffia, and just before col-

ouring takes place make a noose of string a
little smaller than the thickest part of the fruit;
slip this under the latter, ai.d with three strings
suspend to the trellis, taking care to take the full

weight of the fruit off the stems. Very large fruit
sometimes refuse to ripen in a strong heat and
moist atmosphere, and others crack badly under
similar conditions. During the ripening period,
therefore, keep up a brisk htat and dry atmo-
sphere, and ventilate rather more freely than here-
tofore. This will usually prevent cracking and
devel p the full flavour of the fruit. Jf all the
Melons are ripening at much the same time, only
just enough water should be givtn to keep the
foliage fresh ; but if there are successional fruit,

do not cease watering, or these will suffer. Hybrid
Cashmere, Eastnor Cattle, and Longleat Perfection
are most addicted to cracking. But if these are
cut directly colouring commences they will ripen
admirably on a warm, dry shelf, and keep much
longer than would otherwise be the case. Melons
with very thick rinds. Hero of Lockinge, for in-

stance, should not be cut for at least a week after
they commence colouring, and subsequently should
be kept till they have softened considerably before
they are sent to the table. Melons without foot-
stalks look unnatural, and if any part prematurely,
leave the footstalks on the plant till the fruit is fit

for use, when they can be re-attached to the fruit
by means of a small wooden peg. Melons keep
best in a cool, dry room or cupboard, and should
rest on something soft or springy, or they may be
injured by their own weight.

Melons in pits and frames.—The weather
recently has been much against these, especially
where there are no means of turning on fire-heat
whenever it is cold and dull. Growth in most in-

stances has been very strong, and where the plants
wet e got out early, good crops were set while yet
the bright favourable weather lasted. In all stich

cases superfluous shoots ought to be kept thinned
out a few at a time, and the fruit raised well up
among the leaves by means of inverted flower-pots
and bits of slate. While swelling, and up to the
colouring period, the soil should be kept in a uni-
formly moist stale, heavy wateiings, however, being
avoided where there is a mass of old heating ma-
terial underneath. When the crop is ripening,
watering may well cease, the plants deriving what
little further moisture they need from the manure
below the soil. Ventilate freely and treat the
ripening fruit much as sdvised in the case of those
house grown. If the plants have been kept in a
healthy state, young shoots being allowed to ex-
tenel thinly, another crop may have already set or
be on the point of doing so. Directly, therefore,
the first crop is clearetl out, cut away seme of the
old haulm, dry the wounds with quicklime, and
give a moderate soaking of well-warmed liquid

manure two or three days later. Keep the lights
on more closely and syringe overhead freely when
closing on clear hot dajs. A little sulphur
mixed with the syringing water will help to
keep down red spider. Plants started in May will

now be swelling oil: a lot of fruit, as they have
set freely and without much trouble. Thin them
out where very numerous, six to eight good sized
Melons in each mediiim-i-ized light being ample, and
raise to the light as before advised. See that the
soil never becomes quite dry. and be cautious about
keeping a very small dry circle about the coll.ar of

each plant, or canker may supervene, when nothing
hut scraping and the timely application of quick-
lime or cement will save the plant. Never re-ort
to overhead syringing on dull days, and only lightly

when closing on hot days. During cold nights mat
over, taking care to unstrip early in the morning,
and to admit a little air before scalding can take
place. Woodlice are sometimes very ciestructive
among young fruit, and these must be trapped in
small flower-pots half filled with dry Mos^ and
laid on their sides, enclosing a piece of Potato
sometimes proving an additional attraction.

Peaotical.

PLANT HOUSES.
Early bulbs.—Roman Hyacinths.—The first

importations of these most useful and easily grown
bulbs are now obtainable, and have been for more
than a week. Those who require an early supply
should not lose any time in securing their usual
number, and if they can afford room for a larger
quantity even, they will not, I think, regret it, for
there is hardly anything so welcome at the dull
season of the year as these Roman Hyacinths.
Even if it is not essential to have them in flower so
very early, it is all the s;ime most desirable to give
the order in good time so as to secure the pick of
the bulbs. Exposure in a shop or warehouse, whet her
as in former the instance upon dry boards, or
where much gas is burnt, orin the latter case lying
poss-ibly in bulk in the cases as imported, is not at
all desirable to the future well-being of the bulbs.
The purposes for which they are chiefly intended
when in flower should be studied at the time of
potting. For instance, if required for cutting in
bulk, the bulbs may be grown with little trouble in

boxes as frequently U'ed for Celery, with some
three or four dozen in a box. If so many ar-e not
wanted, yet for the same purpo-e square seed-pans
will be found a capital medium ; the most of the
room can always be maile with either these or
the boxes. When required for decoration, as
in vases or jardinieres, then growing either
three or five bulbs in a 45-ir ch or Ij-inch

pot is much the best mode of culture ; a lar-ger

quantity in these or larger pots is only a waste of
material. If the conservatory is the chief place
for them, then some eight or ten may be potted in

larger pots to suit the case, but when this is done
a free use, more than usual, of drainage should be
made. I prefer a soil not too rich, otherwise there
is a tendency towards a too leafy growth and
flower-spikes not in accord therewith. A light

loamy soil will suit them well ; that in which early
Melons have been grown may be mentioned. This
soil would be good, yet not of too rich a character.
Where good soil is costly or troitblesome to obtain
in quantity, it may thus be used over two or three
times, f>t-ovided each kind of plant is of quite a
distinct charpcter. For such as these Hyacinths and
other early bulbs which never remain in it for any
length of time it never need be first hand soil ; if it

has been well exposed for a week or two it will be
all the better. More sand or road scrapings may
be added to it with advantage, and it should be
tolerably dry, as anything approaching a pasty
nature at the time of potting is quite undesirable.
No forcing should ever be attempted until a good
quantity of roots has been made ; it can then be
accomplished with comparative ease ; whereas fail-

ures will ensue where undue haste has been taken.
As soon as potted they may be placed in a cocl
frame or pit on a moist bottom, and be covered
with cocoa fibre refuse, which I think is preferable
to ashes, unless the latter are of a thoroughly
reliable nature. The a'h-heap is so often made a
receptacle for noxious compounds or other rn-
desirable things, that caution is necessary in using
any such stuff. One good wateringto settle the soil is

advisable before the bulbs are covered up ; then
from 3 inches to 4 inches or even less of fibre will

be found quite sufticient. I prefer a frame, so that
heavy rains may be warded off, whilst they do not
ever become so cool as when out of doors entirely,

probably under a north wall.

Paper white and early double Roman
Narcissi. — These will do well under a similar
mode of culture as that just recommended for

the Roman Hyacinths, but they may be stood
out of doors if room cannot be found in a frame
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rather tlian I he Hyacinths. These bulbs will start

into growth eailierthan the Hyacinths, but they
come on slowly ; if too much excited there is

always a tendency towards a leafy growth. Of
the two a poorer soil also may be used with good
results. Five bulbs will make a good potful ; the
trusses not being over large, a less number is

hardly sufficient. Of the two forms of Paper-white
the preference should most decidedly be given to
Early Snowllake, a newer and larger flowered
variety. The most reliable of the Daffodils for
early forcing is the common double yellow, poeticus
ornatus following it closely, but if pot plants are
the point aimed at, the latter when forced early
is given to producing rather long leaves. These
Daffodils should be secured as soon as possible
and potted without delay, for if a good potful of
roots be not secured beforehand it is useless to
think of flowers in profusion or of quality.

Op Tulips, the early t ingle Van Thols must still

be given the first place in the list ; these when
potted should be jilaced in quite a cool place, so
that they may be allowed full time for root growth,
which cannot very well be hurrioi. These Tulips
being of such small size, they should always be
potted pretty thickly together to give effect. When
they are not forced very early, it is a capital plan
to mix them with a few Scilla sibirica; they do
very well together. For very early work the
Freesias must also be considered ; these are becom-
ing increasingly popular, and riiihtly so. Even
when not wanted extra early I would rather pot
and keep quite cool as growth commences. These
ought not to be covered, as in the ease of Hya-
cinths, but merely have a surface dressing of fibre
level with the rims of the pots to save watering.
When covered too thickly thegrowth usually draws
up rather weakly, and that before one is aware of
it. Lilium Harrisi for the earliest forcing should
also be secured and potted up. The bulbs will
thus start much more kindly than when the bulbs
begin to get soft and inclined to shrivel. Wito
good management it is almost possible to have this
Lily the year round, the latest being now in flower
with me. James Hudson.

glass of the cool Orchid house should be without
iiny ventilators, and advised the ventilators to be
fixed lower in the brick wall. I quite agree with
Mr. Handley tlitit the glass sashes should be fixed
in the front if the tjardener does not know how to
use them. Our cool house has the ghiss sashes
arranged so that I hey open all at once the entire
length of the house, but there are also ventilators

Orchard and Fruit Garden.

SENSATIONAL FRUIT.
E.\TH.4 large fruit or anything api)roaching tho
sensational would appear to be more in favour
than ever before. At any rate nothing else will

ORCHIDS.

During the present changeable weather it is very
necessary to see that care is taken to alter the
treatment of the plants according to the state of
the weather. For instance, as I write to-day it is

raining steadily, and so cold that a fire is required
in the room. Of course under such conditions as
this the fire is needed both in the East India and
Cattleya houses. No shading is needed, and here
the disadvantage of permanent shading is seen; the
plants lose the light, so beneficial to their healthy
growth

;
whereas when shading is made to roll up

and down it can be removed at once when it is not
needed. The object of using shading material at
all is to prevent the plants being injured by the
tun, and even in sunshiny weather it is not
needed except for about four or six hours, accordirg
to the position of the house. When the weather con-
tinues cold and dull, little ventilation is needed
and not much water need be sprinkled about to
keep up a certain degree of moisture in the atmo-
sphere. The ventilation should be sufticient to
maintain a constant circulation of air and a
pleasant feeling when one steps into the house
from the outer air. When the atmosphere of
any Orchid house feds close and stuffy, we do
not like it, and feel that it is not a healthy con-
dition of things, and it is safe to conclude that
tf the atmo.spheric conditions do not suit us, it
will not be quite the thing for the plants. The
cool weather suits the New Grenadan Orchids
and such as are imported from the Peruvian
Andes very well. We can admit air more
freely to them in cool than we can in hot
weather. The Rev. E. Handley, in an excellent
lecture before the Fellows of the Royal Horticul-
tural Society the other day, stated that the front

lower in the wall, placed so that the current of air
[

draw a word of i)nuse from many einirloyers, and
comes into contact with I he hot-water pipes. These

, it is very certain very large .samples of fruit
atter are open nioht and day, even in winter, un-

| ^^.in sell more readily in the markets than will
less the frost should be very severe

;
but on calm, .-anything of a me.liocre character. Appearance

is everything, (|iiality being (juito a .secondary

consideratioit. That such a by no means credit-

able state of atl'aiis will long jjrevail is open to

question. Far more likely is it that, as far as

the owners of private gardens are concerned,
great size will be condemned, and a return
made to the older order of thir)gs. At one
time flower and fruit shows were principally

blamed for the briirging forward of coarse varie-

ties and the bloated state of the better known
older sorts, but as an exhibitor 1 can truthfully

assert chat competent judges have long fought
against size at the expense of quality. If it

rested with the growers and judges of the old
school, there would be fewer causes for com-
plaint, and the best flavoured varieties would
still be paramount. Instead of the preference
being given to large and very often coarse fruit,

every encouragenrent would be given to private

growers to continue their etlbrts to produce fine

samples of high-class varieties, and that is what
I should like to see once more the order of the
day. It is not so nruch flower shows as the
fashion for showy dinner-tables that is respon-
sible for the change of ideas. Fruit now-a-days
plays a very important part, and rightly so, too,

iir the decoration of the dining-table, and the
larger or more sensational the fruit is the
greater the satisfaction apparently derived from
it. It is not enough that the fruit is highly
coloured, but it must also be large, artd gar-

deners, whether private or growers for market,
will do well to meet this demand while it lasts.

High prices in the markets are fetched by extra

large sound fruit only, size, colour, and sound-
ness— that is to say, a semi-ripened state— being
all the buyers insist upon. Little cause for

wonder is it, therefore, that very little fruit is

eaten at many dinner parties. Even if very
large fruit is really flt,and there is plenty grown

that is, always provided it is ripe—good
medium-sized fruit would be far more likely to find

favour than any that would be mrtch too big for

one person to eat at a time. There is far too

much show about it, and I contend that such
sensational dishes ought to be regarded more as

ornaments— a irrore acceptable class of fruit

being handed round. This custom does already
prevail in some establishments, and might with
advantage become nrore general.

It must not be thought that I wish to wholly
condemn sensational fruit, but on the coirtrary

have had frequent opportunities of tasting very
fine specimens that were of excellent quality.

The worst of it is you are not sure of them
other than by tasting. Much, very much, de-

pends upon cultivation. For instance. Lord
Palrnerston Peach nray be luscious and richly

flavoured, or it may be little better than a Tur-
nip, but turnipy as it may be better prices

are given for fairly large samples of it than can
be had for the best Noblesse seen. Princess of

ci:ol days and nights the glass ventihitors are also
opened, which is very beneficial. They are never
opened in hot, dry weather, for I believe that the
hot air rushing in at the opened ventilators and
coming into immediate contact with the plants has
an injurious effect uporr them. The top ventilators
are open a little at night and also all day. We are
carelul to admit as much air as we can summer
and winter, but it is also of great importance that
the requisite atmospheric conditions be maintained,
and this should be well on the moist side in the
summer, which is also the time of growth ; but we
Tuay even err in overshading and keeping the cool
house too moist, causing a weak, sappy growth,
which is never healthy and unproductive of flowers.

Attention must also be given to the general
condition of the plants all through the house;
they require a good deal of water at the roots, and
when tlie pots are pretty well filled with healthy
roots, the water is taken up freely; but in sorue
cases the roots are not healthy, and water applied
to such plants causes the compost to become sour.
This unhealthy condition may arise from various
causes—sometimes from no fault of the cultivator,

and at other times owing to defective drainage
or unsuitable compost. The best way to treat
any plants that have gone wrong, or are likely

to do so from the above causes, is to turn them out
of their pots, remove all the bad material, and re-

pot again into clean, well-drained pots, and as a rule
smaller ones are better than those of larger size.

After repotting such, they should at this season be
placed in the coolest, shadiest part of the house,
and not in too free draughts of air. In repoti ing
them, plant tufts of fresh green Sphagnum Moss
over the surface, and as the Moss grows and
spreads over the pieces of fibrous peat, the roots

of the plants will push out likewise, and with care-

ful attention as to watering they may again re-

cover their healthy state. Thrips arrd green-fly

may also appear in the cool house during hot
weather, but should he promptly destroyed on
their first appearance. The Slihoriia vexillaria,

Masdevalliatovarensis, Odontoglossum Harryanum,
and others have been in the cool house since the
middle of June ; the weather seemed to be cold at

nights, and we did not remove them until hot
weather set in. They are growing very freely, and
will (as many of them as need it) be repotted the
ensuing month. The plants form plenty of fibrous

roots, and require much more pot-room than such
cool Orchids as Odontoglossum crispum, O Pesca-
torei, or even the more vigorous O. Halli and 0.
hystrix. The temperature of the cool house is

about 35° as a minimum, but it frequently falls as
low as 50'. The Cattleya house stands about 5°

higher, and the East India house at (J5° to 70°,

more often the higher figure, but on cold nights
we do not at all ruind its falling to (55°. The
higher temperature is irr a small house where the
Dendrobiums have been placed. 'I he house is shut
up early in the afternoon with the sun shining
upon it, and when the ver-y liiiht sha'ling is re-

moved the moisture gathers upon the glass, shad-
ing it to a certain extent, and although the tem-
perature may rise to 100° Fahr., the plants are
never injured. Most of the Dendrobiums make
their growth in this house, and with them the Wales again is frequently very fine and superior
Vanda teres and ^. Hooken. One.drum amplr- -^ every way, and yet at times it is almo.st un-

eatable. Prince of Wales, another large variety.
atum majus has now begun to make its growth,
and it also grows admirably in this temper-ature.

Plants in this high temperature must be well

attended to as regards watering, and the growths
upon healthy plants, although rapidly formed, are
vigorous and generally free-flowering.

J. Douglas.

is even more tickle, arrd may be said to be both
sensatiorral and worthless as far as eating ([uali-

ties are concerrted. In Sea Eagle we have a
variety that gives very large fruit and which is

usually of very good quality. Whether or not
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this is the variety that a Bexley grower is send-

ing to market in such fine condition I am unable

to say, but should not be greatly surprised if it

is. He is said to have gathered plenty this

season weighing 22 ozs. each, and that, too, in

spite of cropping heavily. If this is true, and

it is also a fact that 42s. per dozen wholesale

are obtained, then it pays extremely well to grow
sensational fruit, while the consumers must pay

very dearly for their pleasure. As yet there is

nothing very sensational in the way of Nectarines

generally available, but Lord Napier can be

grown quite large enough for anything, this

variety also colouring admirably and being good

to eat.

As far as my experience goes, large Apples are

not appreciated on the dining table, and it is to

be hoped those monster specimens of Peasgood's

Nonsuch, Blenheim Pippin, and such like will

never be admitted as part of a first-class dessert.

What are as yet preferred are medium-sized to

small, but highly-coloured fruit of Irish Peach,

Beauty of Bath, Worcester Pearmain, Cox's

Orange Pippin, Margil, and various other

attractive varieties of known excellence. With
Pears, however, a strangely ditlerent taste pre-

vails, as in very many cases they cannot well be

too big. To me there seems something very

stupid in the fashion of placing huge uneatable

Pears on the table, and I have seen extra large

fruit of Belle Angevine or Uvedale's St. Germain
valued at 15s. each that have been actually hired

out for special occasions. The immense imported

fruit of Duche.sse d'Angouloine, Chaumontel,

Easter Beurre and Glou Morceau may all be as

good as they look—though this does not always

follow—and yet good home grown and not too

large fruit of Marie Louise, Doyenne du Comice,

Josephine de Malines, Louise Bonne of Jersey,

and such like would be better appreciated l)y

those guests who may have a chance of tasting

them. From what I have seen, extra large

fruit of Pitmaston Duchess, Doyenne du Comice,

Doyenne Boussoch and other large and some-

what easily-injured varieties are more often

spoilt than eaten. They are seldom taken at

the dining table, simply beciuse they are too

large, and after being handled a few times decay

quickly sets in.

The largest Plum, Pond's Seedling orFonthill,

as it is termed hereabouts, is also the poorest in

flavour of all, but I must in all fairness admit

that this variety is seldom, if ever, included in

a dessert, nor is it possible to overgrow any of

the rest, the very finest fruit of Jefferson's and
Coe's Golden Drop I have ever seen being also

of superior (|uality. The same remark applies

to Cherries, luit not to Figs. Those huge fruit

of Castle Kennedy are of the poorest quality,

but luckily the variety is so badly addicted to

cracking that it is seldom grown. No fault,

however, can be found with large well-ripened

fruit of Brown Turkey, Negro Largo also being

large and good, but for my own pirt the pre-

ference is given to the small White Marseilles,

especially if all the varieties to select from were
grown in the open air. Large or sensational

Strawberries are nearly always preferred now-
a-days, and that is the reason why Noble,
Auguste Nicaise, James Veitch and Margvierite

have in numerous instances quite superseded
the better-flavoured Vicomtesse Hericart de
Tliury, Sir J. Paxton, British Queen and such
like. Few need to be told that sensational

Gooseberries are of poor quality compared with

Red Warrington, Champagne and other small

sorts, and the same comparison holds good even
in the case of Medlars and Nuts.

There does not seem to be any great demand
for extra large Pine-apples, and there would be
still fewer required if the quality of such over-

grown fruit was compared with that of those

ripened under more natural conditions. Nor
are giant Melons much cared for. Those

weighing from 5 lbs. to 8 lbs. in weight may be

fully equal, perhaps superior, to smaller fruit in

point of quality. At present the rage still

points in the direction of very showy or large

berried Grapes, and not till there is a return to

a more healthy frame of mind will the varieties

of superior quality have much chance against

the coarse Gros Cohnan. W. I.

Hardy frviits.—Whenever the fiuit returns for

the year are published, it will no doubt be found
that we have, on the whole, a capital crop of

Apples, and have had an excellent one of Cherries.

That the crop of Apples will compensate for the

lack of Plums and Pears it is not possible to con-

ceive, but it is very remarkable to find that fruits

which bloom so early as Plums and Pears have
proved so barren, whilst later bloomers, such as

the Cherry and Apple, have done very well. Still

the Cherry is in its blooming season more in keep-

ing with the Plum than with the Apple, but its

fruitfulness must be attributed to one of two
things, either that the pendent character of the

blooms largely saved them from harm, or else that

the trees were more cajjable of producing fertile

flowers than were either the Plum or the Pear.

Whether the Pear bloom was so strong and fertile

as might be desired, or whether its generally erect

character led to its greater injury from frost it is

not easy to say now
;
perhaps both causes con-

duced to the present meagreness of the crop. The
season serves to show, it evidence were needed, of

the very precarious nature of fruit culture and
production. Those who ha\e placed their trust in

Plums and Pears largely will, this year at least,

have little to show for their outlay. Apple trees,

though beaiing fraely, are not overloaded, and we
ought, therefore, to have this season a generally

very fine sample. The recent heavy rains have
now thoroughly moistened the roots of the trees,

and did the weather prove ever so warm and dry,

Uenceforlh the fruits should not be checked, but

rather be of fine size and colour. Oddly enough,

and in spite of comparative lack of sunshine, we
find Apples putting on, at least on standard

trees, an abnormal colour. This is evidently as

much due to frequent showers and brisk winds as

to any other cause. Still it is certain that plenty

of warm sunshine would now greatly help the

increase of that colour and the enlarging of the

fruits.—A. D.

produced, and this simply through planting t;he

trees out in rich and deep borders with

very little if any restriction. To overcome

this difficulty, and knowing the results which

would accrue from not restiictmg the rooting

space, as the structure in itself is not large, the

border in my own case previous to planting was

formed into partitions, each tree being confined to

a spTce of !> feet by .5 feet, the border being 30 inches

in depth, the bottom as well as sides being of

brickwork. The rooting space being thus restricted,

the growth made is not at all gross, and at the

same time fruitful. The growth made annually is

extremely short-jointed and fruittnl; consequently

the trees require but little stopping, the annual

growth (after the first vigour of planting has passed)

rarely exceeding 8 inches or '.l inches.

By being restricted at the roots, of course more

attention is needed as to watering. Feeding with

liquid manure must take place in the height of the

growing season, for although a large rooting

medium tends to grossness, 3 et when confined no

other fruit tree will take assistance so freely or be

so benefited by it as the Fig. Nor must rich ma-

nurial top-dressings be neglected. In any case

where the Fig trees are growing much too freely

through a too liberal root-run and insufficient surface

for training, the above method of restriction could

be easily adopted. Y. A. H.

RESTRICTING THE ROOTS OF FIGS.

Not unfrequently Figs when planted out under
glass take on a gross and unfruitful growth, espe-

cially during the first few years after planting or

until tliey come into bearing. Very frequently

this is through the borders being too deep and rich,

and also through the root-run not being sufficiently

limited. Where the rooting medium is so ar-

ranged as to allow this uncontrolled growth, it

necessitates a regular system of root-pruning,

which does not always have the desired effect of

creating fruitful growth. True enough, where
there is head-room to allow of a free extension of

growth, the trees come sooner into bearing than

they otherwise would do, and many Fig trees

which have always been provided with uncon-

trolled root-run could no doubt be pointed out

which carry fine crops annually. These observa-

tions do not refer to those large old trees of which

there are some about, and which are as fruitful as

it is possible for them to be, and which neither

require nor do they have any root-pruning to cause

them to be so, and yet the roots are uncontrolled.

In these cases the soil they are growing in is of

the most suitable description and overlying either

chalk, gravel or lime.

Fig trees in the majority of cases are growing in

narrow and low houses, and the growth in these

is often so rank, that very little fruit, if any, is

THE EARLY PEAR AND APPLE CROP.

I FEAR there will be but a poor crop of e.rrly Pears

this season, especially in this district. Many of

our most useful varieties, such as Williams' Bon

Chretien, Jargonelle, and Doyenne d'Et^ have not

got a single fruit. This failure was no doubt

owing to the severe storms and cold when the trees

were in bloom. Plums are in a similar condition.

Later Pears are a poor crop, only a few trees escap-

ing the severe destruction in the flowering season.

Our best beaiing variety this season is Louise

Bonne of Jersey, an excellent variety, but of no

value for keeping. Such sterling varieties as

Beurr^ Diel, Easter Beurre, Marie Louise, Doyenne

du Comice, and other late kinds have all failed

this season, and will be much missed in the early

winter months. Even the useful stewing varieties

on walls have no fruit. Pear trees of all kinds

owing to their barrenness are making very strong

growth, and the heavy rains of the past few 'dajs

will add to their vigour, so that more care will be

necessary in stopping. If stopped too early it will

be at loss of fruit for next season, as instead of

fruit-buds being formed the reverse will be the

case, and a second growth of weak wood of

no value will follow. Even cordon trees are as

barren as pyramids and others. In the case of

cordons I would advise a little more freedom of

growth. With regard to early Apples, there is

not so much loss; indeed some of the varieties

are bearing enormous crops ;
such kinds as Manks

Codlin are loaded with fruit. This is certainly one

of the most reliable cooking Apples we 1 ave, as it

rarely fails to crop. I would recommend it as one

of the best for small gardens, as when grown as a

bush or pyramid it gives a heavy return, occupying

little space. I prefer it to Keswick, and this is

generally a sure cropper, also bearing heavy crops

this season. Lord Grosvenor is also specially

o-ood, and a good companion to the Manks; in this

district it liears heavy crops annually, and being a

very fine fruit and early it is one of the most profit-

able garden or orchard sorts. A good early Apple,

commonly known as Fair Lady or Early Julien,

is cropping well this season. This was a

favourite market Apple at one time before such

kinds as Lord Grosvenor and other larger fruits

were grown in quantity. Apples, on the whole, are

a good crop, excepting a few kinds, chiefly choice

dessert late sorts. I am pleased to see many of

the newer kinds, such as Bismarck, Gascoigne's

Scarlet, Lady Sudeley, and Peasgood's Nonsuch,

fruiting freely. I never remember to have seen all

kinds o'f fnut take on so much colour ;
even pale

green or yellow fruits are this season highly col-

oured or red on the exposed side. Lane's Prince

Albert, which fruited freely last year, is also this
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season beariiijj well. The older, but well-known
King of the Pippins is also bearing freely. On
our light land iliis is one of the best croppers in

adverse seasons. G. Wythes.
^yiiu //oifsc.

The fruit trade in Trinidad.— Sir William
Robinson, in forwarding to Lord Knutsford the

Blue-book of the colony of Trinidad for l.SSK),

states in an accompanying report that the fruit

industry has at lergih commenced to show some

THE GARDEN.
governor's opinion, is not difficult to account lor. The
shipments were ol^ a spasmodic character, and the
processes of packing and picking, which demand
the greatest care, were but little undcistood. 'I'he

liist operations, too, were commenced at a rather
unfavoun-ilile period of the year, in wliirii Tiini-
dad fruit had to compete with that from otiier

well-known fruit-growing countries, where the re-

quirements of the m.arket were thoroughly under-
stood, and it was not surprising, therefore, that the
pioneers of the new indu'^try were .somewhiit dis-
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Monstera deliciosa.

encoraging results. The Central Agricultural
Boar.l, a most useful and influential asso?iat-on,
has energetically worked with tl.e governor for
this object, and has been the means of stimulating
enterprise and spre.iding valuable information
throughout the length and breadth of the island
by its discussions and puljlications. It was in the
spring of 1889 that small shipments of fruit,
chiefly Oranges and Bananas, were fir.-t made to
the Ameiican markets by the newly subs dised line
of steamers. These shipments were necessarily of
an experimental character and produced very vary-
ing results, sime fruits fetching fair prices arid
others being sold at a loss. This, however, in the

heartened at the results obtained. The Central
Agricultural Board and its agents, however, urged
the people to persevere, and the industry may now
be considered to be firmly established. The prin-
cipal exports consisted of Oranges, Limes and
Bananas. Two large Orange plantations were
started during t^e year and numerous smaller
ones. A notice written by the governor calling
attention to the advantages of this industry was
extensively circulated throughout the colony in

English, Spanish, French and Hindustani. Sevenal
abandoned Lime plantations have been reclaimed,
and the exports of this product will no doubt in-

crease rapidly, as it has been discovered that they

can compete favourably with Sicilian Lemons.
Bananas .spoil very quickly, and it has been found
that small quantities cnnnot receive the special
care and attention which they require, i^arge
are.as are, however, being planted up with Bananas,
but the excessive rainfall of ISIHI somewhat re-

tarded o|ierations. Dried Bananas have been
placed on the t'anadian and American markets
with the most encouraging results.

Stove and Greenhouse.

MONSTERA DELICIOSA.
A NOiiLER plant than Monstera <lelicio.sa, or
Tornelia fragraii.s as some call it, we could not
name, either for the .stove, greenhouse, or tlie

sub-tropical garden in summer. Apart from
its stately aspect, it bears large succulent fruits

possessing a luscious Pine-apple Havour. In
some gardens it is, like the Banana, grown
specially for its fruits, and is considered a choice
addition to the dessert. Though the gigantic
stature of this noble Aroid, such as it assumes
in its native habitat (tlie forests of Mexico),
can only be seen in spacious hothouses, as for
example in those at Kew, which are devoted
exclusively to tropical Aroids, still it may be
grown to perfection in small houses provided
there are sufficient heat and moisture. It is

never, however, seen to advantage unless it is

so placed that the roots have free access to
water in a simdar manner to that suggested by
the annexed engraving, which represents a fully

developed specimen bearing fruits. It delights
in places where it can cling to a moist wall,
or twine its pliant branches round the stem of
a tree for support, and where also its tliong-

like roots can dip and ramify in a water tank,
which is usually placed in all houses devoted
to tropical plants.

When grown in the.se hot, moist stoves it

develops rapidly, and its singular perforated
foliage, together with the quaint forms which
it often assumes, strikes the uninitiated with
wonder, and when studded with its cone-like
fruits it certainly presents a highly ornamental
appearance. A high temperature and dense shade
are, however, by no means necessary for its

welfare ; it enjoys a light, somewhat airy
position, and when so placed it a.ssunies a more
shrubby, compact, short-jointed habit. It
.should always find a place in sub-tropical
arrangements, as it. does well in .sheltered

nooks or similar situations throughout the sum-
mer. Although the Monstera will thrive in a
low temperature, it will not develop its true
character as a fruit-bearing plant unless a brisk
growing heat be maintained during the spring
and early summer months. The elements of

success in order to obtain fruit are heat, light,

and moi.sture, and, provided these conditions
be one and all supplied, success will be ensured.
Any form of training may be adopted which
B ill bring the plant well up towards the glass.

It may be made to cover a portion or the
whole of the back wall trellis, or, what is

preferable, it may be trained round forked tree

stumps, a .system which suits it admirably. It

may be grown in a tub, but preference should
be given to planting it out in a good body of

fibrous ])eat and loam in equal proportions,
and which shoidd rest upon a good drainage of

brick rubble. Thus placed, unlimited supplies

of water may be given in hot weather, and
the fruit will be fine in quality and abundant.
The engraving on p. 102 rejiresents the Monstera
growing against a hou.se at Funchal, Madeira.

White Agapanthus.—The different white-
00 vered Agapanthuses are by no means of equal
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merit, as some form? are in every way greatly
superior to otlaers. 'Ihe best produces large

massive heads lil<e those of tlie blue-flowered

type, except that they are of the purest white,

and consequentlv it is well adapted for growing as

a companion plant to the normal form. Besides,

there is one whose heads of bloom are smaller
and the flower thinner in texture, whi'e the foliage

also dies ofi earlier than is the case with the best

variety. No doubt, from seedlings having been
raised in quantity from the white-flowered form,
examples are often met with in which the
blossoms instead of being of a pure white tint are
suffused with blue, which greatly detracts from
their value for ornamental purposes. The varietal

names of albus and candidus are bestowed upon
these white-flowered forms of Agapanthus, the
best being usually known as candidus, but little

reliance can be placed on Ihe names, as they
are often used indiscriminately. Given a good
white and a good blue Agapanthus, they will be
sufficient for most gardens ; still there are some
other well-marked forms which may be especially
mentioned (Mooreanus or minor) with small heads
of deep blue flowers. They are, however, borne on
comparatively tall stems. There is a variegated
form of this in which the leaves are freely

marked with white. An unusually tall, bold-grow-
ing form of A, umbellatus has had the varietal

name of maximus applied to it. The double-
flowered variety flore-pleno is quite distinct from
any of the others, but it seldom opens in a satis-

factory manner, though occasionally exceptions
are to be met with, and they have before now been
mentioned in the pages of The Garden.—H. P.

Mackaya bella.—This pretly flovrering shrub,
the subject of a note on p. ,5H, does not attain the
popularity one would expect, owing, I think, to the
fact that many people fail to flower it in a satis-

factory manner. This no doubt results from its

being well supplied with water all the year round,
a course of treatment that yields good healthy
specimens, on which, however, the flowers are, as

a rule, very few in number. To flower it well, the
plants should be encouraged to grow freely during
the spring and early part of the summer, then, as
the season advances, the sujiply of water should
be slightly lessened, in order to induce the plant to

ripen its wood thoroughly, as upon this the display
of bloom to a great extent depends. An interme-
diate house is the best place for this Mackaya
when making its growth, but when about to lessen
the supply of water, it should be shifted to the
coolest end of the structure or to the greenhouse,
where it will stand till the following spring, when
if again introduced into the intermediate house
and given an increased supply of water, the pl.ants

will quickly start into growth and flower well. In
resting them it should be borne in mind that the
supply of wa'ermust only be lessened, for suffi-

cient should be given to keep the soil .'lightly

moist throughout the winter, but not enough to

encourage the plants to grow. In common with most
Acanthads, it is readily propagatcil by cuttings

put in at any time during the growing season, and
which, if kept close, will root in a fortnight or three
weeks. Though the plant in question has been
known for some years under the generic name of

Mackaya, the latest name is that of Aystasia
bella.—H. P.

Cannas in the greenhouse.—The various
large-flowered Cannas are now making rapid head-
way, and are to be met with to a greater or

less extent in most gardens. For the embellish-
ment of the greenhouse or conservatory they are

just the thing, as their bold stately appearance
is very different from that of most plants which
are employed for the purpose, while their blooms
are in all cases very showy, and what is al-o of

importance is that a succession of bloom is kept
up for a lengthened period. They are of easy cul-

ture, for liberal treatment is all that is needed to

succeed perfectly with them. When confined al-

together to the temperature of an ordinary green-
hoDse, they will as a rule commence to flower

about midsummerorsomewhatearlier,and continue
till autumn sets in ; while, with a little additional

heat, the season of blooming can be considerably

Ifngthened, as they may be readily forced into
bloom earlier than would be the case if confined
altogether to the greenhouse, and an increased
temperature in the autumn will serve to prolong
their flowering season till in some cases nearly
Christmas. The best time to obtain these Cannas
is in the winter months, as, being then dormant,
the rhizomes can be sent in a small compass and
without any risk of injury. In the case of a be-
ginner mMking a selection, it is as well to bear in

mind that with these Cannas, ns wi'h most popu-
lar flowers, the newest and the best are by no
means synonymous terms, for some of the older
kinds—that is, among this group of dwarf flower
ing Cannas—are still worthy of a place in any
selection. They are certainly far more effective as
pot plants or planted out than they are when used
in a cut state.—T.

Bivina humilis.—This plant is usually em-
ployed in a warm house during the autumn and
winter months, but it is equally effective at this
period of the year in the greenhouse, where its

bright coloured berries will last for a considerable
time. A good deal of the beauty of this Rivina is at
times lost by its being too stiflly trained or tied, as
it is seen to much better advantage if just secured
to a stick or two, as then the loose growing shoots
dispose themselves in an informal and pleas'ng
manner. In arranging them, the plants should by
no means be dotted indi.scriminately here and there,

but be disposed either in a group by themselves
or interspersed with some light-flowered subjects,
as by this means the richly coloured berries of the
Rivina become more pr-onounced. Although there
are several varieties, a good form of humi'.is is

equal to any, if not actually the best of them all.

—H. P.

Trees and Shrubs.

TREE GROWTH ON THE KENTISH COAST.

That certain trees and shrubs are peculiarly suit-

able for plnnting along the coast and within the
influence of the sea is a fact that is well known to

everyone who interests himself in the luatter, and
who notes down from time to time the species that
do best along various parts of our shores.

Speaking generally, it will be found on compar-
ing these lists that there are certain trees and
shrubs which succeed almost everywhere along the
coast line even in the most exposed and wind-tor-
tured districts, while others larger in number can
only succeed satisfactorily where partial shelter,

such as in bays and recesses that are sheltered

from the first brunt of the stornj, is afforded.

The composition of the soil has not so much to

do with this thriving or surviving as I at one time
thought, for numerous notes taken at various parts

of England. Scotland, and Ireland point out pretty
conclusively that exposure is a far more potent
factor than is the formation of the rock or compo-
sition of the soil. During the past week when
staying on the coast of Kent I had good oppor-
tunilies of paying attention to this rather fa-

voured theme of mine—seaside planting—and of

comparing notes there taken with such as I had
pencilled down at various times for several years
back, and at many diverse stations in most parts
of the kingdom. These are full of interest, and
will give, if of no other good, the planter on the sea
coast a list of such trees and shrubs that he may
expect to favourably struggle with the rather ad-
verse conditions attending a maritime district.

The driving of the salt spray by heavy and long-

continued winds against the leaves of trees and
shrubs is an evil that takes even the best constitu-

tioned to stand unflinchingly, and it may be
noticed that the accumulated coatings of salt are

deadly to cert lin leaves, while others, and they are

few in number, would seem to be but little affected

after having passed through the rather trying
ordeal.

Whether it has been noticed by others I know
not, that light or silvery-leaved shrubs and trees

would seem to succeed best by the seaside, and as

prominent examples of this I n.igbt make mention
of Shepherdia argentea, the Sea Buckthorn (Hip-
pophae rbaoinoide.s), the white Poplar (Populus
alba) and others.

Even the Tamarisk leaves are light coloured,
particularly on the under sides, while the form of
the Evergreen Oak, that succeeds best alorg the
coast, is certainly not that with the darkest leaves,
and this latter I have repeatedly taken note of
during the present season. Of cour-sc, it may be
tliat the fact of growing by the seaside makes the
usually green leaves of the E?ergreen Oak lighter
in tint, but even this does not lessen the weight of
my proposition.

Taking everything into consideration, there is no
tree or shrnb that can compare with the common
Elder (Sambucus nigra) for withstanding an ozone-
laden atmosphere, and also with its capabilities of
growing in sand. Isolated specimens of it may be
seen far out on the dreary stretches of ever-shift-

ing sand, and looking as healthy and robust as we
find them in their favoured locality—a damp, shady
wood. There is not much beauty, perhaps most
people will say, about the Elder, though I hold a
different opinion ; but beauty alone, it should be
kept in mind, is not what we are at present in
quest of ; rather a tree or shrub that can stand the
Hi-st brunt of the sea storm, and by so doing afford
shelter to less favoured kinds. Wherever a seaside
garden is to be formed, lift a few young plants of
the Elder from some waste or common and plant
them—in pure sand if you like—on the outer
margin of the sea screen, and in a short space of
time a capital shelter for other choice things will
be forme 1.

The merits of the Tamarisk for maritime dis-

tricts is well known and need not be dwelt upon at
any length ; suflice it to say that it well deserves
the exalted rank it holds amongst seaside plants.
Then it, too, will grow in sand and bears rough
handling by wind in a very satisfactory way. But
about the Snowberry (Symphoricarpus racemosus)
half enough good has not yet baen written, for it

is unquestionably a valuable adjunct to any list of
shrubs for seaside planting. It grows stout and
tufty, and if anyone is caught in a storm whilst
on the shore, let him get to leeward of a Snowberry
bush. The three shrubs just mentioned may be
regarded as the backbone of such as are adapted
for withstanding the first brunt of the sea storm,
after which can follow such well-tried subjects as
the Sea Buckthorn (Hippophae), the Shepherdia,
Laurustinus, &c. Undoubtedly the Sea Buckthorn
is a cap'tal shore plant, it growing well at high
water mark, and where but small shelter from the
worst winds is afforded. The Shepherdia argentea,
too, cannot be left till later on the list, for it is a
capital maritime subject, and being highly orna-
mental adds to its value. For hedges by the sea-

coast the Laurustinus cannot be excelled, it grow-
ing vigorously and being, as far as beauty of leaf

and flower is concerned, one of our most valued
shrubs. Unfortunately, it is not very hardy, but
even should it be cut over by severe frost and down
to ground-level, the r'oots still retain sufficient

vitality to spring out afre.sh the following season.
Along the coast by St. Margaret's Bay, Deal, and
Ram.sgate, and where as I know the storms are oft-

time- fierce and by no means fleeting, the common
Privet (Ligustrum vulgare), the Euonymus ladi-

cans, both plain leaved and variegated, the Flower-
ing Currant (Ribes sanguineum), the Mahonia,
several kinds of Lilac, and the common olrl English
Fuchsii (F, globo.sa) and occasionally F. Riccar-
toni are planted largely and all seem thriving, thus
showing that the inhabitants of these places have,
by a system of adding to such kinds as do well,

been unintentionally aiding the " survival of the
fittest."

On Lord Granville's property and around the
Granville Arrus Hotel, which stands perhaps oOO
feet above sea level and within a stone's throw of
the beach, the Austrian Pine (Pinus austriaca) is

flourishing and looking healthy and happy where
only a few inches of good yellow loam overlie the
chalk rock ; but this is, perhap'^, not very surpris-

ing to those who are aware that the slopes of

Austria that are frequented by this Pine are wholly
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or almost so composed of limestone rock. No-

thing surprised me moro, Imwover, than to see the St.

John's Wort (Hypericum calycinum) thrivinf,' on the

banks of the steep terraces in front of the Gran-

ville Arms Hotel, and where not one breath of sea

air is kept back, the whole being fully exposed at

all times to the saline inlluenceof the ozone-laden

atmosphere. There the llowers are as lirge an<l

fine as any I have seen in the most favoured inland

spots, and where the plant was sujjposed to thrive

with unusu.al freedom an 1 luxuriance. In front of

the liotel it covers iartjc tracts of ground on pure

cha'k, or, at least, with but a minimum of sod in

addition, and creeps about and flowers surprisingly.

Another herbaceous Hypericum (H. androsremuni)

flowers well by the sea-coast, and forms good,

bushy specimen plants.

At'llamsgate and Marp-ate, and indeed a'l along

the shore, the Juniper (^Juniperus communis)
thrives amazingly, aud at many points one may see

it growing on the very edge of the clilf at several

hundred teet above high water, and where in many
in^tance^ it sp-eids about and covers several square

yards of ground surface. Seedlings spring up

every here and there on the almost perpendicular

face' of the cliffs, and from far beneath en the

shore the keen eye can detect the bluish green of

the clumps and masses. Accompanying it will

frequently be found beds (no word could express

it better) of the common Privet, not of the height

one usually sees it, but hardly rising a foot above the

soil, thriving well and of the greenest hueimagin-
able. The plants spread about and root freely, thus

forming broad masses of the most lively tinted

foliage. Evergreen Oak (Quercus Ilex), the Bay
tree (Laurus nobilis), black Poplar (Populus nigra),

the Yew (Taxus baccata), and the Walnut (Juglans

nigra) are also worthy of a place in the seaside

garden, for they all form fairly good specimens by
the water-side. Hollies, too, should not be for-

gotten, as I noticed a hedge of these on a very

exposed and windy site along the coast.

Hodgins' Holly (Ilex Hodginsi) is a pleasing bush

on any lawn, and it, too, I see, thrives vigorously

in several Kentish maritime bays. The Tea tree

(Lycium europieum) can well hold its own when
fully exposed to the winds blowing in from the

ocean, and I noticed it forming giant bushes
in wind-swept places not far inland. Several

of the Willows, such as the white and crack Wil-

lows (Salix alba and S. fraoilis) grow very well on
the cliff heights at several places between Dover
and Deal, .and they can be cimtidently recommended
as suitable trees for the sea coast. The old Fuch-
sii globo^a makes a neat bush, and although it

may be cut over in winter, the roots are rarely so

far destroyed that they will not send out fresh

shoots the following spring. This Fuchsia note
applies in some, though not all instances to F,

Riccaitoni and the Hydrangea hortensis. Black-
thorns, Gorse, and the Guelder Rose (Viburnum
opulus) are all well suited for planting by the sea-

side, and being of free growth and tolerably hardy,

should be included in the list of such shrubs as

are used in the forming of shrubberies and screens.

These include the most of such trees and shrubs as

I have noticed flourishing along the coast of Kent,
but no doubt the list is capable of being aug-
mented. A. D. W.

Halimodendron argenteum.—In a selection

of seaside shrubs this must have a place, for it

stands the salt spray as well as the Tamarisk, and
like that is a very ornamental shrub, while what is

more they both succeed perfectly in inland dis-

tricts. The Halimodendron indeed will flourish in

dry sandy or gravelly soils better than most .shrubs,

a character common to most cf the Leguminosfc,
owing to their deep descending roots which render
them to a certain extent independent of surface

moisture. The Halimodendron in question forms a
freely branched bu-h, .5 feet or l! feet high, whose
slender shoots are clothed with small pinnate
leaves covered with silky bail's, thus giving to the
foliage a very pronounced silvery tint, especially if

it be in a rather dry sunny position, as where moist
and shaded the leaves are greener. Where con-

trasted with some dark-foliaged subjects the silvery

character is even more noticeable. The Pea-shaped

blossoms, which are of a rosy-purple colour, are

borne during the months of June and July, and as

they extend for a considerable distance along the

slender shoots, a very pleasing effect is produced.

It is sometimes grafted as a standard on the La-

burnum, and as the branches are naturally arching

it forms a bold and attractive specimen, very dif-

ferent from the stilty mop-like character assumed
by plants of a strictly pendulous nature when
grafted standard high. This H.alimodendron,

which is also known .as the Siberian Salt Tree, is,

as might be suiiposcrl from the inhospitable region

of which it is a native, perfectly hardy in this

country. It is an old, but at the same time very

uncommon shrub.— H. P.

Eucalyptus citriodorus.—The different spe-

cies of Eucalyptus, or Gum Trees, emit a ple.asing

aromatic odour, especially when bruised or dis-

turbed in any w.ay ; but in the case of E. citrio-

dorus it is more pronounced than in any of the

others, and besides that is very different from most
of them,.as the fragrance of this species is much
in the way of the Lemon-scented Verbena (Aloysia

citriodora), and, like that plant, is very powerful

if the leaves are just passed through the hand.
They are, when the pl.ant is young, thickly covered

with hairs, and it is tlien that the perfume is

strongest, for as the plant gains in stature, the

leaves change somewh.at in shape and become much
less hairy, while the fragrance is then not so pro-

nounced. Seeds of it are usually offered by most
of our princip.al seedsmen, and if .sown in the

spring they germinate quickly and soon form effec-

tive plants. This Eucalyptus is cert.ainly more
delicate in constitution than many of the others,

and the leaves often suffer greatly from damp dur-

ing the winter months, while in the neighbourhood
of London the fogs experience 1 at that time of

the year will often kill the plants outright.—H. P.

PRUNING SHRUBS.

There is hardly a season of the year when shrubs
may not be pruned, provided the pruning be of a
moderate kind. Really if the pruning be done as

often as needed it will be moderate in extent, and
that is the sort of pruning which best suits shrubs
of most descriptions. When negligence is shown,
and shrubs become so overgrown .as to be harmful
to the surroundings, only drastic pruning will

suffice to put things right, and th.at only at a great

sacrifice, as the severe cutting needful produces for

a time such nakedness .and deformity, as to render
the remedy almost worse than the disease. If,

however, this hard cutting be done in the spring,

new growth soon follows, and in time the de-

formity is replaced by fresh shoots and leafage.

Still the method is not goo 1 gardening any more
than is the clipping of shrubs with shears good
practice. No such method of keeping shrubs in

bounds shoulil be tolerated anywhere, and that it

is so tolerated now evidences great laziness or else

slovenliness. A general cutting produces much
litter and trampling of the soil if the shrubs be
fronted by borders or in beds ; all such work, if it

be imperative, should be done during the winter.

Most of such severe pruning may be avoided if

with a sh<arp knife at h.and branches or shoots here
and there be cut aw,ay so soon as they seem to be
out of place. It is not an e.xaggeration to s;iy of

such branches when thus cut, "they never will be
missed;" and after all therein lies very much of

the art of pruning shrubs, that what is cut away
should not exhibit loss, but rather gain. One of

the best features of summer pruning of shrubs is

that when in leaf, and of course the remark applies

to deciduous shrubs chiefly, their proper contour is

better understood and defined in the pruning than
when the leaves hiive fallen. Such robust growing
shrubs as Rhododendrons are often better pruned
if they need it as soon as the summer growths have
been made than in the winter, because it is then
more easy to see what of the branches may be
spared. It is true that the fire hybrids seldom be-

come too large, beoau-:e, as a rule, they are not

,

coarse growers, except in favoured situations, and
thebestremedyforunusu.ally stronggrowthis found
in occasional transplanting, giving to each plant

more room. The ponticum forms, however, will very

often grow abnormally coarse, and these are better

kept in check by occasional pruning than by allow-

ing them to become so large ami gmss, that the

only remedy then is complete beheading. Occa-
sional pruning may become to .anyone fond of light

work exceedingly pleasing enjoyment. When done
by the gardener he will be careful not only to i)er-

form the work neatly, but also to jil.ace all his prun-
ings where his men may g.ather them up quickly,

and leave behind no evidence of the work or trace

f untidiness. Very many fine shrubs have been
killed long before the full term of their natural

lives has expired by b.ad pruning. No shrub or

tree can very well withstand constant clipping.

The Yew is, perh.aps, of all the most patient of such
treatment, but oven in such case the excessively

hard lines and stiff formality produced are abhorrent.

Coarse free growth very often, by necessitating ex-

cessively hard pruning, not un^requently also leads

to disease and decay. A. D.

Orchids.

HABENARIA MILITARIS.

I H.WE received some dried flowers of this

plant from France through a M. Dalliere, and
he says a friend in Cochin China hiis sent him
some roots. What shall he do with them, and
what is the name I The latter question I answer
first, and give it at the head of this .article. I

w.as very pleased to see a fine lot of it doing
well under the care of Mr. White in Sir Trevor
Lawrence's garden. The plant first came to the
late Profes.sor Reichenbach through M. Gode-
froy-Lebeuf, of Paris, and the professor called

it Habenaria pusilla. Some time afterwards
the plant in a living st.ate was brought to Paris
by M. Regnier, and the flowers when it bloomed
were so much larger than those of M. Gode-
froy-Lebeufs plant, that the name of pusilla was
no longer applicable, and it was named H.
militari.s. It has a striking resemblance to our
Butterfly Orchis (H. chlorantha), which I used to

find in the neighbourhood of Boxhill. The
colour of this Cochin China species is totally

difi'erent to that of the British plant, being
brilliant scarlet. The plant appears to lie

dormant some four or five months in the year,

and this occurs in our winter season, .so that its

resting in a quiet state can be safely managed
;

and I would therefore advise "M. D." to at once
set the tubers growing. They will cast their

leaves in the autumn and can be started afresh
in the spring. The best method of culture is

to use good loam, a little peat, a little Si)hag-
num Moss, and some sharp sand, mixing
the whole well together. The pots used
.should not be large. U.se a small pot at

first, afterwards shifting into a larger size

when the plants have filled the small ones
with roots. The pots require to be well
drained and the soil should be pressed
down tolerably firm, and not r.aised above the
rim ; rather leave a sufficient space, in order to

give a good supply of water. During the grow-
ing season it likes a liberal supply nf water to

its roots .and .also moderate overhead syringing,

which should cease immediately the fluwers

begin to unfold. During this time the plants
should be kept near the glass ; a heat similar to

that of the Cattleya house .should be maintained
with a nice, moist atmosphere. In this they
may be kept growing up to the end of Sep-
tember, and in the case of the tubers now men-
tioned, a month later or even longer will be
found necessary. When the leaves begin to

turn yellow le.ss water should be given, and
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after a short time, as the plants show signs

of going to rest, they may be removed to

the warm end of the Odontoglossum house and
receive but very httle water. A little water
will, however, be necessary, as there is a great

difference between having tubers in a pot and
having them in the open ground, where even,

although not a drop of rain falls, there is a

certain amount of moisture, which tends to

keep them moist and plump. Our native

British species receive a greater amount of

moisture in the winter months when at rest

than they get through the summer. Habenarias,
Disas and other genera of terrestrial Orchids

have not hitherto been favourites with the

British Orchid growers, but why, I am at a loss

to explain. Tliis system of iguoring plants be-

cause they do not conform to the usual rules of

the Orchid houses is a great mistake.

Wm. Hugh Gower.

ORCHID CULTURE.

I SHOULD be grateful if one of your correspondents

would give a little rudimentary information on the

culture of Orchids, especially as to potting.

Should all Orchids be potted every year, for e.x-

ample? and it so, when? Should it always be

immediately after flowering I Then as to fasten-

ing the plants on to blocks: must the roots be

covered with Sphagnum, or should it only be

placed between the roots and the block ? In your

Oroliid notes this mode of cultivation is often

recommended, but I have observed that where
Orchids are grown for sale it is seldom used.

Does it injure the plants to allow seedling Ferns

or Selaginella, &c , to grow over their roots .'

I have a plant of Brassia caudata which is overrun

with O.xahs that it seems imposi^ible to eradicate.

I should be glad to know what temperature the

Brassia requires, and whether it needs much water

;

also how to treat Oncidium macranthum and
Cattleya citrina after flowering. I have a large

pan of Ctelogyne cristata which i-s still pushing up
fiower-spikes. It got checked in the winter by
being in too low a temperature, but it looks healthy

now. Should it be repotted?—G M. G.
*^* Some Orchids require repotting annually ;

others need not be repotted for years. A
good cultivator of Cattleyas used to assert that

once in seven years was often enough to repot

established plants, and another good cultivator

of Cattleyas and Ltlias informed me that he
never cared to repot them as long as they

continued to do well. Although both of the

above Orchid growers liad ample experience in

this parlicular branch, I would not advise anyone
to follow their advice too closely. I can claim

fairly good success in dealing with Cattleyas and
Ltelias, and as a general rule I place imported

pieces in very small pots for the size of the plants
;

ihey take more kindly to the new condition of

things in this way, and the pots become packed
quite full of roots. 1 generally repot such into

new soil in twelve months, and the best time to do

this is when they start into growth. I repot such

as C. Trianie, C. Mossins, C. Mendeli, and others of

this type when the flowering period is over. C.

Warneri goes into a decided period of rest soon

after flowering, and has to be kept very dry at

the roots. In fact it had better not have more
water than it really needs to keep the plants

from shrivelling. I have found that February is a

goo 1 time to repot C. Warneri, as it starts to grow
at that time, but there is not much root action

until later. Repitting does not necessarily take

place soon after flowering, but frequently it may
be done with advantage at that time. Cattleyas

and Lailias when established may be repotted at

intervals of from two to four years, according to

the condition of the plants, but much depends upon
the manner in which the work is done whether the

plants will succeed or not. The flower-pots in

which the plants are growing have frequently to

be chipped to pieces with a hammer so that the

roots may be removed from them without being

much injured. Some Orchids should be repotted
annually, others every second year ; but a little

experience with the plants in growth will be the
best teacher. Calanthes, Thunias, Pleiones, Sec,

should be repotted every year ; the last-named as
soon as they pass out of flower in December, but
the others require two months' rest or more after
flowering. Od mtoglossums, Miltonia vexillaria,
M. Roezli, Masdevallias, and other Orchids of this
character are repotted every second year

for pot-room. The same Suil as is generally used
for Cattleyas suits them best—good fibrous peat
and Sphagnum Moss.

This is not the time to repot Ccelogyne cristata.
It would be better to wait until the plants st.irt

to grow in the spring. R' p .t them in gc o i fibrous
peat, a little fibrous loam, and Sphagnum Moss,
with ample drainage.

Cattleya citrina succeeds best in the Cattleya
In the case of plants upon blocks, it is better house, although some persons have considered it to

to have some Sphagnum Moss or very fibrous ^^ ^ '^"ol house plant. It should be grown in teak
peat, or perhaps a mixture of both, fastened

I

ba-^kets, and never be allowed to get too dry even
to the blocks, and the p'ants are a'tached

j

^luring the resting period. Oncidium macranthum
to this. Sometimes they do better with nothing 1

is really a cool hovrse Orchid, and a truly handsome
but the bare blocks to cling to, as in the case of

|

species it is. After flowering it should still be kept
Epidendrum nemoi-ale. Plants grown on blocks
r-equire much attention as regards watering, but
when this is carefully attended to, many Orchids
will grow well and flower more freely than they

moist. Treatment similar to that required for Odon-
toglossum crispum will suit it. The low tempera-
ture of the cool house in winter seems to suit it very
well.—J. Douglas.

Cattleya Mendeli.—A su-
perb flower of this plant comes
from Mr. J. Brown, gardener to
Mr. White, of Arddarroch, Gare-
loch Head. I have seen much
larger flowers, but this is a neat,
compact form, the sepals and
petals being white faintly tinged
with flesh, the whole front por-
tion of the lip deep rich magenta-
crimson, the colour extending
round the side lobes. The throat
is streaked witlr white, having a
dash of orange at the sides. It

is a very beautiful variety.—W.
Oncidium anthrocrene

(J. 'J'. A'.).—This is the species
sunt. It is a very rare one and
a native of New Grenada. The
spike is much branched and
bears many flowers. In those
now before me the sepals and
petals have a ground colour of

yellowish green thickly marked
with bands of dark brown. The
lip is white in front, the side
lobes yellow, and it has a large
blotch of chocolate in front of

the crest. The cool end of the
Cattleya hou^e would, I should
think, be the best position for it,

shading it during the hottest

part of the day and keeping the
atmosphere moist.—W.
Lissochilus Krebsi pur-

pureus (7/. 6'.).—This is the
plant sent by .^ ou, and I might
have added this genus when
speaking of Habenaria. It is a
rare and beautiful i-pecies from
South Africa; consequently it

thrives in a cool house, and I

cannot think why so few growers
patronise these terrestrial plants.

This plant does not bury its bulb
uniler ground as the Habenaria
does, but it produces conical

will in flower-po's. When Cattleya gigas was first ' pseudo-bulbs some 2 inches or 3 inches in height,
introduced, I liad some plants fixed to teak blocks i which bear numerous thin jrlicate leaves of a deep

Monstei'a dellciosa at Funchal, Madeira. From a photograph sent by
Mrs. A. H Bridson, RGokville, Dartmoirth. (See p. 09.)

without any peat or Sphagnum, and they grew well
and flowered freely annirally for some j'ears. The
plants having in time grown to a considerable size,

they were taken off and planted in pots in the
usual Cattleya potting stuflr, but they never
flowered so well as they did on the blocks. The
best cultivators never allow Ferns, Selaginellas or
other plants to grow amongst the roots of the Or-
chids, but such things establish themselves there,

and many persons allow them to grow. I have
never noticed that they did any harm, and in some
instances the Orchids might do better with such
plants growing among.«t the roots. The Brassias
succeed either in the East India house or the Cat-

tleya hou.fe, and should be freely supplied with
water when making tlieir growth, but during the
season of rest they should only have sufiicient to

prevent the pseudo-bulbs shiivelling. They are
vigorous growing plants and must not be pinched

green. The spike is erect, upwards of 3 feet in

height, bearing many flowers. The sepals are
deep purple in front and the petals are clear
yellow. It docs well in turfy loam and gcod'
drainage.—W.

SSORT NOTES.—ORCHIDS.

Lselia Sehilleriana.—From Mr. White comes a
beautiful flower of \vli;it I call this variety. Mr. White
calls it L. elegaris, but it is not the typical elegans, as
it is a more massive flower. The sepals and petals are
white tinged with flesh colour, the lip deep rich
purple, the throat white.

Odontoglossum criepum. — Mr. White, of
Arddarroch, Eeud-i a beautiful and distinct variety of
the above from a «pike of tv\elve flowers. The whole
flower is pure white, the sepals each having a group of
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spota and blotches of chestnut a little below the centre.
The petals have an ob'.ong short central streak of the
same colour ; the lip is wliito spotted with chestnutm front of the yellow crest. It is a very beautiful
ranety.—G.
Cattleya "Warscewiczi (ir. Bennett).—Yoara

ore good forms of tlie type, one slightly better than
the other, bnt neither is the variety Sanderiana or
imperialis. They are very good (lowers of the species
nanied above, which commonly goes by the name given
It by Linden, C. gigus.—W. H. C.
Spiranthes BBStivalis.— This species comes

from Guernsey for a name. It is a very pretty little
plant with white flowers. I see no difference in this
plant and S. autumualis saving the size. The tubers
of S. aestivalis are more cylindrical than those of S.
autumnalis.—W.
Cattleya gigas.—J. Waddell sends a curious and

beautiful form of this species having three lips, exactly
lifee Dendrobium Cooksoni. In thisinstance the three
lip3 .stand erect, the orange-yellow eye-like spots at
the sides of the lobes forming a continuous band. I
have never seen such a perfect flower, and shall be
anxious to know if it comes the same next season.—
>> . H. G.

Societies and Exhibitions.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
July 2G.

This meeting was unquestionably the best at-
tended of any throughout the present season at
the Drill Hall, St. James" Street, Westminster It
was also evident that more than usual interest was
taken by the Fellows and visitors in the various
productions that were exhibited. The display of
Carnations and Picotees was both e.ttensive and
varied in character, whilst the quality of the flowers
was remarkably good. Border kinds of Carnations
were better represented than usual

; this is gratify-
ing, inasmuch as it is a step in the right direction
well worthy of all the encouragement that can be
given. The subject of the lecture during the after-
noon was no doubt the cause of so many Sarra
cenias, Nepenthes, Diona;as,and other insectivorous
plants being shown. Many of these were .specially
good, and a deal of interest was taken in them bv
those present. The show of fruit was the best yet
seen this season

;
most noteworthy were the splen-

did collections of Cherries, Peaihes, and Necta-
rines from Sawbridgeworth (Messrs. Rivers), and
the fanely grown and varied assortment of Goose-
berries from Messrs. Veitch and Sons. More table
space was occupied on this occasion than probably
ever before nf fh^ r»».;il ij„ii ' "'"Vever before at the Drill Hall.

Orchid Committee.
The exhibits before this body were not so nu-merous as usual, but those shown were in many in

stances the centres of a deal of interest.

First-class certificates were awarded to :—
Cattleta Schili.eriana Lowiana.-A smalldwarf.growing variety, very distinct and interest

ing, but not so handsomeas many kinds now in commerce. The flowers at a glance are not at all un-
like those of Zygopetalum Mackayi; the sepals and
petals_are of a greenish shade with bronzy snots
thehp.veined and of a lighter colour than that of

Low"* C?
^""'^'''^ '"• ^'''°" ^®^"''- ""g^

CATTLEYA Rex, of which two plants fromseparate grovyers were shown, the one a better
variety than the other

; the flowers are of medium
size, in form resembling those of C. Men.ieli thesepa s and petals are of a pale buJE shade whilstthe hp partakes much of a highly coloured formot t

.
Mossiie, but veined somewhat after that of

BofH'lif'n-
\^°"° \^'-}'''- ^- ™''- Hazelbourne,

fide Kckl^°
'"' ^ '•

" ^' ^'°"^"' *"'=''°-

Awards of merit were made in favour of —
Cypripedrth YouNGiANt^M 0''eitchi X l^vi-a-tum superbum),_This is a truely noteworthy cro°ssand one of the finest hybrids shown for a long

length, and drooping, the dorsal sep.al having the
good points of C. Veitclii and also the pouch, the
colour throughout being paler than in the afore-
named parent. Two and three flowers were either
open or nearly so on each of the three spikes.
From Mr. Norman Cookson, Wylam-on-Tyne.
CypRirnDiu.M Bryan (huvigatum x Argus).—

This hybrid is remarkable for the large dark spots
upon the petals with the dark lines upon the dorsal
sepiil, as seen in C. LTivigatum ; it is a decidedly
distinct cross and of sturdy habit, quite unlike any
other hybrid jet shown. Also from Mr. N. Cook-
son.

Botanical certificates were awarded to

—

SOBBALIA Lowi.—-A beautiful dwarf species
with much of the colour and style of S. macraniha,
but much smaller flowers. From Messrs. H. Low
and Co.

CffiLOGYNE PELTASTES.—A pale greenish yellow
species of no particular beauiy, and with rather
snuall flowers. From Mr. Le Doux, Langton House,
East Molesey.
A cultural commendation was awarded to Platy-

chms filiformis, otherwise Dendrochilum filiforme,
under which name it is much better known, and by
which it is and will be still grown in our gardens.
The plant in question was quite a specimen, with
some fifty or more of its graceful spikes and minute
flowers, being an excellent example of cultivation.
From Mr. Wigan's collection at East Sheen. The
vote of thanks made in favour of Saccolabium
Blumei majus shown by Mr. Norman, of Hatfield
Gardens, hardly met the case; the half-dozen
splei.did spikes which he staged, although cut,
clearly demonstrated that the culture had been of
the highest order; finer spikes or in better condi-
tion are rarely ever seen.

Messrs. Paul and Son staged several seedling
[

plants in flower of Disa grandiflora bearing evi-
dence of first-class culture, whilst the variations,
although slight, were equal to the parent plant at
Its best. It may interest growers to know that this
firm is raising a good stock in this way. Mr. In-
gram, Elstead House, Godalming, staged several
seedling Cypripediums of much promise. C. Hecla
appears to be quite intermediate between its
parents (C. Veitchi x Swanianum). C. Bijou has
dark lustrous brown flowers. This is a cross be-
tween C. Lawrenceanum and oenanthum superbum,
the latter itself a hybrid ; and C. The Gem, an-
other seedling with even darker coloured flowers of
an intensely glossy or varnished appearance
Messrs. H. Low and Co. had Cattleya Leopold!, a
fine old kind; Miltonia Moreliana superba, the
deep-coloured variety

: Cattleya Scbofieldiana, an
excellent form: and Cypripedium de Witt Smith
(Lowi X spcctabile), having much of the character
of the former parent with more colour. From Mr.
Wigan also came an Orchid now rarely seen in-
deed, one that has always been much too scarce,
viz., Vanda Batemanniana with ten of its sino-u-
larly rich-coloured flowers and several more buds.
He also showed Dendrobium Leeanum much
after D. superbiens, but taller in growth. From
Mr. Alcock, Northchurch, Berkhamsted, came a
well-grown example of Mormodes citrinum, whilst
Mr. Ellis had a cut example of the old Cattleya
granulosa. In L^lia elegans The Duchtss Mr.
Wigan showed a choice and richly-coloured variety!
Mr. Cookson showed another Cypripedium, C.
Tautzianum (b.arbatum x niveum), in which' the
influence of the latter parent was clearly discern-
ible. Mr. Lucas. Warnham Court, showed Eria
vestita, an Indian Orchid, more curious than beau

a pure white and dark vinous purples lines. From
Mr. Winn, The Uplands, Solihull, Birmingham, came
a hybrid Cypripedium, C. Edith Winn, having dis-

tinct traces of C. Stonei, one of its parents.

Floral Committee.
First-class certiflcates were awarded to

—

Aster (IlETEUocii.r.TA) diplostephioides, a
very distinct and handsome variety and a
valuable acquisition

; the flowers are of e.xtra size

some 3 inches or more acro.=s, borne upon stout foot-

stiilks, the colour a pale lavender-blue, with a dark
nearly black disc, which is very conspicuous. From
Mr. W. Marshall's collection.

Nemesia stkumosa Suttoni, labelled provi-

sionally during the first part of the meeting
Nemesia sp., but afterwards changed to that
now given. A deal of interest was centred in this

half-hardy annual of African origin, it being of

quite a novel character. The flowers are produced
in spikes, %vhich promise to be very continuous in

flowering ; the foliage is somewhat small, r.ither

long and narrow, the height of the plants averag-
ing from a foot to 15 inches, those exhibited being
in pots. The colours differ much from various

shades of yellow to orange and orange-scarlet,

others nearly a pure white. This quite distinct

and desirable novelty promises to be a valuable

acquisition either for pots or the open border,

probably requiring a somewhat dry position. The
plants shown had been grown in the open after

having been raised under glass in March and then
hardened oflt. From Messrs. Sutton and Sons,

Re.ading.

Awards of merit were voted to

—

Crocosmia aurea imperialis.—A much im-

proved form of this popular flower with broader
petals and finer shape, more st.ar-like in outline,

and of a slightly deeper colour. Also from Mr. Mai-
shall.

Begonia (tuberous) Meteor.—A seedling in

which the growth is quite after B. Pearcei, ex-

tremely dwarf and compact, the f^jliage being of a
darker shade, the flowers ot medium size, and of a
deep orange colour— a valuable bedding variety.

From Messrs. Sutton and Sons.

Begonia Princess May (double tuberous).

—

With flowers of good size, very full, and beautifully

imbricated, the colour a p.ale primrose, habit excel-

lent. From Mr. T. Ware.
Begonia Baeonne St. DiDiER.—Another double-

flowered variety with light yellow flowers, extra

large and full, very vigorous and free. From Mr.

T. Ware as a plant, and from Messrs. Cannell and
Sons in a cut state.

Sweet Pea Lady Beaconsfield.—A very noM 1

coloured variety, the standards having a shade of

pale bionzy yellow, the f.ills a pale yellow
;
quite

distinct fiom any others shown. FromMr. Eckford,

Wem, Salop.

Gloxinia Her Majesty'.—The finest white va-

riety yet exhibited, the colour a pure waxy white

and of excellent substance; the flowers of extra

size and borne upon stout footstalks ; the habit .ill

that could be desired. From Messrs. Sutton and
Sons.

Messrs. James Veitch and Sons had a choice

collection of insectivorous plants, comprising

several choice hybrids and species of Nepenthes
as follows : N. Mastersiana, of which two forms
were shown, one much darker than the other, but

both equally beautiful, with that profusion of

pitchers that characterises this splendid hybrid
;

N. Curtisi superba, with fine-sized pitchers of ,'.u

time; the petals .are br.ad.

tiful. From Messis. Sander and Co. came a small extra dark colour, quite distinct ; N. Burkei and N.
collection of choice kinds, amongst which were

" ' '
...

the following: Cattleya Gaskelliana alba, a very
pure variety

; C. SchofieldLana bella, having dark
spots upon the sepals and petals; Odontoglossum
Roezlianum album, of very pure colour, and several
Cypripediums, the best of which were C. javanico-
superbiens with pale greenish coloured flowers, the
dorsal sepals clearly striped with a d,arker shade •

C. Dayanum superbum, with extra fine flowers
;

C. H.arrisianum superbiens, with fine, bold, dark-
coloured flowers, and C. callosum var. rulcherrimum,
a strikingly beautiful variety, with pale green

neariy 5 inches in ' petals and a fine large dorsars'epal, ground colon

Burkei excellens, both fine forms, notably the

latter, which is one of the finest in cultivation, the

rim of the pitchers being broad and finely marked ;

N. Amesiana, partaking much of the character of

N. Hookeriana, but larger in growth, a very fine,

free variety ; X. Wrigleyana, with long, blotched
pitchers ; and N. intermedia. Sarracenias were
represented by finely grown examples of S. Courti,

very dwarf and highly coloured ; S. Chelsoni, S.

Stevensi, S. Wrigleyana, and S. porphyrophylla.
Seedlings in the earlier stages of both Nepenthes
and Sarracenias were also sent. Cephalotus fol-

licularis, with a profusion of its singular pitchers.
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Dionasa muscipula and Drosera capensis were also
well shown. With the foregoing were included
a gorgeous boxful of cut blooms of their hybrid
Javanese Rhododendrons with flowers and trusses
of remarkable size and variety in colouring, and
several boxes of Carnations and Picotees, of which
a separate note will be found (silver-gilt Flora
medal).

Messrs. Pitcher and Manda sent an extensive
group of exceedingly well-cultivated Sarracenias
and other insectivorous plants. These embraced
S. Chelsoni, S. Flambf au (very fine), S. vittata macu-
lata, S. Wilsoni (extra dark), S. Mitchelliana, S.

Courti, S. Swanniana, S. formosa, S. Mandaana, S.

rubra and a large quantity of S. Drummondi in
excellent growth. Droseras consisted of D. dichy-
toma. D. rotundifolia and D. capensis ; Cephalotus
follicularis, Diontea muscipula and Darlingtonia
californica also being well shown, making in all an
excellent group, which created a deal of interest
(silver-gilt I'lora medal). Messrs. Paul and Son
exhibited a large collection of cut Roses of the
best known and most approved kinds, containing
many finer blooms than earlier in the season.
Herbaceous cut flowers were also represented here
in excellent variety, including Cephalaria alpina,
HemerocallisThunljergi, Alstroemeria aurea, Lilium
dalmaticum, Eryngium amethystinum, Erigeron
speciosus superbus, Echinops ruthenicus, Mont-
bretia Pottsi, Campanula carpatica, Liatris spicata,
Scabiosa caucasica and early herbaceous Phloxes
Eclaireur and Le Soleil (silver-gilt Flora medal).

. Messrs. Laing and Sons sent a very fine group of
the newer and best varieties of C'aladiums, em-
bracing all the colours as now seen in these
splendid foliage plants ; a few of the finest were
Candidum, one of the finest whites; Albo luteum, a
pale greenish yellow ; Marie Freeman, with red
veins on a light ground; Comte de Germiny, of the
same colour, but extra dwarf, a fine decorative
plant ; Reine de Danmark, B. S. Williams, one of
the richest coloured varieties yet seen, with bright
dark-red foliage, relieved by white, and Mercedes
d'Argent, white with rosy veins (silver-gilt Bank-
sian medal).

Messrs. Pitcher and Manda exhibited a small
collection of Orchids and herbaceous plants (cut
examples), the latter consisting of Achillea The
I'earl, Liatris spicata, Lilium canadense, and other
good things (silver Banksian medal). Messrs.
Cannell and Sons showed some splendid flowers of
their double tuberous Begonias ; larger blooms
have not probably been seen than many of these

—

in fact they were more like large Hollyhock flowers
than Begonias. Of the named kinds the follow-
ing were very fine : Baronne de St. Didier, pale
yellow

; Duche.ss of Fife, blush ; Sir J. D. Hooker,
crimson ; Mrs. Lewis Castle, salmon-pink ; and
Beauty of Belgrove, pale pink. These blooms
were well arranged upon a bed of Maiden-hair
and other Fern fronds (bronze Banksian medal).
From Messrs. Sutton and Sons came several
plants in variety of their well-known superior
strain of Gloxinias, characterised by dwarf habit,
vigorous constitution, and freedom of flowering,
with excellent variety. Of the named kinds be-
sides Her Majesty were Duke of York, a very showy
flower with a broad white margin and an inner
ground of bright crimson, with veins in the throat.
Invincible Purple was a fine large flower, one of
the best in its way ; the strain known under the
name of the "new netted" Gloxinias was also
well shown; these are distinct, the groundwork
being broken up irregularly into various colours;
the substitution of " marbled " for netted would
perhaps be more appropriate. Mr. T. Ware staged
several tuberous Begonias, both single and double

;

of the former, Bexley White is a fine bold flower of
great size ; Pavonia, a light pink ; Pride of Bexley,
orange, extra; and Longfellow, a red, were amongst
the best ; of the doubles ; Viscount Cranbrook, a
deep rose with white centre is a fine flower ; Serica,
dark salmon

; Mrs. F. Fell, salmon, free, and
Duchess of Tcck, yellow, are all of great excellence.
Mr. Laxton had an acquisition in Sweet Pea
Princess May, a pale lavender-blue, very distinct
in its shade of colour. Mr. Eckford had a splendid
assortment of his strain of Sweet Peas in several

varieties ; the most striking as shown were
Orange Prince, orange-pink ; Firefly, a bright
colour; Dorothy Tennant, a ro.'iy mauve; Coun-
tess of Radnor, mauve and pale lilac ; Peach
Blossom, a soft shade of colour ; Mrs. Eckford,
a shade of primrose, one of the best ; Lady of the
Lake and Lady Penzance, both fine kinds. Messrs.
Veitch and Sons showed several plants in fine
flower of Lilium auratum rubro-vittatum, one of
the very finest forms of this favourite Lily with a
well-defined dark red stripe down each petal, the
ground colour a pure white ; this is a grand
variety. Mr. Wythes sent from Sjon House
several cut examples of Clethra arborea, introduced
from Madeira more than 100 years back, yet not
now sufficiently known ; it is a splendid plant for
a tall greenhouse, where it can have freedom of
growth. Messrs. Laing and Sons showed a basket
of Zephyranthes Atamasco rosea, a pale rose-
coloured form of this fine plant, also several ex-
amples of their strain of Pentstemons in first-rate
variety, and Carnations (decorative kinds) in
bunches. A large plant of Dasylirion glaucum,
with a flower-spike some 12 or more feet in
height, was sent by Mr. W. A. Smith, of Neasdon

;

beyond its cariosity its flowers arenot conspicuous.
Messrs. B. Williams and Son contributed a small
collection of Nepenthes and Sarracenias ; of the
former, N. Mastersiana, N. intermedia and N. Dnr-
maniana were in good order, so also were the
several Sarracenias, as S. Atkinsoniana, S. illus-

trata, S. Courti, S. Chelsoni (extra fine), S. Ste-
vensi and S. Swanniana. Dionoea muscipula,
Cephalotus follicularis and Pinguicula cautlata
were also well represented in this group.

Fruit Committee.

There was staged before the committee the brst
lot of fruit that has been sent this year. The ex-
hibits filled a large space, and no less than four
medals were awarded for collections of choice
fruit.

A first-class certificate was awarded to

—

Nectarine Early Rivers, a grand variety and
one that will surpass Lord Napier. It is earlier,

equally as large, and of splendid flavour. From
Messrs. Rivers, Sawbridgeworth.

Awards of merit were given to

—

Tomato Royal Sovereign, of which six fruits,

weighing lOJ lbs., were shown. The fruit is nearly
smooth, of good flavour and very solid, the colour
being dull i-ed. From Mr. Gilbert, liurghley Gardens.
Melon Emerald Gem.—This is a scarlet-fleshed

variety of good quality with musk flavour. It is of
medium size. From Mr. Sage, Ham House.

Messrs. Veitch, Chelsea, sent splendid collections
of Gooseberries, Cherries, and Currants. There
were eighty dishes of Gooseberries, (he best reds
being Clayton, Industry, Companion, Conquering
Hero, Dan's Mistake (very fine). Forester-, and
Rough Red. The best yellows were Leader, Mount
Pleasant, Pretty Boy and Tiger; whilst in the
greens. Telegraph, Stockwell, Overall and Surprise
were best. The best whites were Queen of Trumps,
King of Trumps, Queen of the West, and Aline.
The best dessert varieties comprised Pitmaston
Green Gage, Red Champagne, Early Green, Hairy
Early Red, Bright Venus, Early Sul|.jhur, Iron-
monger and Warrington, the two last being the
best for preserving. Superlative Raspberry, White
and Red Currants, with five varieties of Cherries
grown on pyramids were also shown (silver medal).
Messrs. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth, had a .'uperb
collection of fruit, twenty varieties of Cherries
being staged notable for size and colour. The best
varieties were Early Rivers', Frogmore, Monstreuse,
Bigarreau Napoleon, Black Heart, May Duke, Black
Hawk, Olivet, Bedford Prolific, and EmperorFrancisJ
Early Transparent Plum, a fine early variety of
good flavour, and a small variety named the Flint
Plum, but lacking flavour, were also shown. Seedling
Peaches were shown in quantity, some beautiful
specimens being staged ; the best of the named
varieties were Hale's Early, finely coloured Rivers'
Albatross, Early Rivers' Peach, and Stump the
World. There were also several Nectarines besides
the one certificated. Most of the above had

been grown in a cool orchard house. Mr. Divers,
Ketton Hall, staged some extra large Peaches, six
ilishes being shown, three fruits filling a dish.

The varieties were Sea Eagle, Princess of Wales,
Barrington, and Nectarine. Some of the fruit

were very pale in colour (Banksian medal).
From the Royal Gardens, Windsor, Mr. Thomas

sent a dozen Melons, besides seedlings, also Water-
loo, Early Rivers', and Walburton Peaches. The
Waterloo Peach was from a wall outside. Mr.
Groves, gardener to General Williams, Temple
House, Marlow, sent a good-looking Tomato, a
seedling from Main-crop. Tomatoes also came from
Mr. Payne, the varieties being the Peach and
Carter's Perfection. Seedling Melons and two dishes
of Grosse Mignonne Peaches of good colour were
sent by Mr. Miller, The Gardens, Ruxley Lodge.
Mr. Wythes, Syon House ; Mr. J. Fitt, Panshanger,
Herts ; and Mr. Burrell, Westley Hall, Bury St.

Edmunds, also sent seedling Melons. Black
Currants, named Mr. W. E. Gladstone, shown on
br-anches and also picked fiuiis, were sent by Mr.
J. Hammond, St. Ann's Nursery, Carlisle ; the
variety showed scarcely any difference from Lee's
Prolific. Messrs. Carter, High Holborn, sent their

Pea Daisy grown as a field crop, the pods being
large and well filled. Peas were also staged by
Mr. Eckford, Wem, Salop.

There was a large company to hear the lecture
by Mr. Manda on insect-eating plants, and as a
number of these were exhibited, it was specially

interesting. The hon. sec. read the lecture, Mr.
Manda being unable to make his voice heard. In
his paper he stated he had seen many of these so-

called insect-eating plants in their native habitats.

Many were found in North America, and he gave
a list of the genera in that country. Others came
from different parts of Australia, but of late years
there had been many hybrids sent out, so that we
now have a large choice. In their notes Darwin
and Hooker threw a lot of light on the structure of

these plants. He did not think there was any ad-

vantage when the plants obtained their food by the
destruction of insects, as from careful observation
he thought much better results were obtained by
good cultivation. It would be found well grown
plants lived longer and gave less trouble, as if

these only obtained nourishment from the destruc-

tion of insects, they did not thrive like those with
plenty of roots. The Diontea muscipula, or

Venus's Fly-trap, he exhibited to the audience as

one of the best known of the insect-eating plants,

and though thought to exist on insects, did much
best when fed at the roots. Drosera rotundifolia

was similar in construction, and required equal

care at the roots if expected to thrive. There are

some beautiful varieties in this genus; D. capen-

sis, the Cape species, was a large kind and of

singular formation. Another plant worthy of at-

tention was the Portuguese Fly-catcher, common
on the coast of Spain, with thick, fleshy leaves.

Nepenthes have been found growing in dry i-itua-

tions, but though they exist under such conditions

they grow more readily in swampy soils, and in our

climate they do not exist long without atmo-
spheric moisture and plenty of heat in the grow-
ing season. There are some grand varieties, N.

Rajah bearing pitchers over a foot long of a
dull purple colour. Nepenthes sanguinea with

deep red pitchers, and N. Mastersiana, a grand
hybrid, with large pitchers freely produced. Why
Nepenthes shoufd be included among insectivorous

plants he was unable to say, as he found the

insects did not benefit the pitchers, and though they

attracted them they certainly did not feed the

plant. These plants liked brown fibrous peat well

shaken out, with chopped Sphagnum,^some pieces

of charcoal to keep the compost sweet, and a
temperature of G5° in winter with little water. At
this season plenty of water and a higher tempera-

ture, 70° to 80°, should be given. Sarracenias are

a numerous family and have been freely hybridised.

Many of these are natives of North America, and
require cool cultivation with a moist close tempera-

ture. Darlingtonias belong to the .same order, and
require the same treatment as Sarracenias. Sar-

racenia rubra bears sweet-scented flowers and is a

d
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distinct variety. Many make a mistake in giving:

tliese plants stove heat ; thev should be rested from

November to March, when they should be given a

little more warmth, top-dressed or repotted. As the

young growth is very tender the plants require care

in handling. Ked spider and thrips are most de-

structive if not kept down. More air and less

shade as the pitchers get hirger should be given.

The best soil is two parts peat, chopped Sphagnum,

lumps of charcoal, and sharp sand. With ordinary

care the plants are easily grown.

Mr. Morris said Mr. Manda did not attempt to con-

vince the public that insects alone kept the plants

in condition, and he thought the public woidd not

be disappointed bv the lecturer or by the fine col-

lection of plants sent. These were not Mr. Manda's

bestexamples, as unfortunately heexperimented last

winter with tobacco smoke to kdl insects and lost

some large plants. The leaves of these plants when

in a young state will not st.and tobacco smoke. In

some jiarts Nepenthes are so common, that the na-

tives use them to tie round their Bamboo fences,

the long stalks being very tough.

Professor Henslow had no experience in culture,

but gave some interesting details as to structure

and the food of the plants. He stated that plants

fed at the roots did better than when they absorbed

their food from insects. Professor Williamson

spoke on the same subject.

NATIONAL CARNATION AND PICOTEE
SOCIETY.

SorTHERN Section.

The show held on this occasion was considered to

be one of the best and largest held for years past.

True, some of the flowers had a rough appearance,

which must be attributed to the prevailing cold

weather, and a want of purity in the white ground
of some of the blooms was perceptible and from

the same cause, but they were of goo 1 size and
brilliantly coloured generally, and made a brave

display. The competition was keen throughout, and
some of the stands came ^ery close to each other,

giving the judges some trouble in placing them.

Not a few of the visitors were heard complaining

of the method of showing blooms with the white

paper collars beneath them.

There were five stands of twenty-four Carnations

in not less than twelve varieties, and here Mr. J.

Douglas, gardener to Mrs. Whitbourn, Great
Gearies, Ilford, was placed first with large blooms
of even size, dull in colour in several instances, and
not without evidence of roughness and want of

purity in the ground. He had Homer c.b., Thalia

r.f., Charles Henwood p.f., Eurydice s.b., fine in

petal, full and richly coloured ; Thuebe c.b., Robert

Lord s.b., Rob R)y s.f., Sarah Paynep.p.b., a flower

which has been grown for over half a century and
still holds its own in the class to which it belongs

;

Mrs. C. Grahame s.f., very fine ; Lady M. Currier.f.,

Ribert Houlgrave s.b., Virgil c.b., Alisemond
s f., William Skirving p.p.b., J. Crossland s.b,,

and seedlings ; '2nd, Mr. Charles Turner, Royal
Nur.sery, Slough, with rather smaller, but

bright and attractive flowers of good quality;

3rd, Mr. M. Rowan, Manor Street, Clap-

ham ; 4th, Mr. F. Hooper, Widcombe Nursery,
Bath. The class for twelve dissimilar Carnations
brought five stands also, and here Mr. M. Rowan
was placed 1st with a fine collection of blooms,

pure and bright, and all the more praiseworthy

from being grown so near to the city of London
as Clapham ; 2nd, Mr. Charles Phillips, Hamilton
Road, Reading ; 3rd, Mr. H. W. Headland, Leyton.

There were eight stamls of six blooms, the 1st

prize going to Mr. J. J. Keen, The Avenue, South-
ampton, with excellent blooms ; 2nd, Mr. Joseph
Lakin, Temple Cowley, Oxford ; 3rd, Mr. Cattley,

Bath ; 4th, Mr. F. Nutt, Southampton.

In the classes for single blooms the awards went
as follows: Scarlet bizarres: 1st, Mr. M. Rowan
with Robert Houlgrave ; 2nd, Mr. C. Turner with
Dr. Hogg; 3rd, Mr. Douglas with seedling; 4th,

Mr. J. Keen with seedling; and 5th, Mr. Headland

with seedling. Crimson bizarres: 1st, Mr. F.

Hooper with Mrs. (^attley; 2nd, Mr. R. Sydenham

with ,1. S. Heddcrlev; 3rd and 4th, Mr. t^

Blick with I'h.ebc ; r,{b, Mr. H. W. Headland

wilh a seedling. Pink and purple bizarres:

1st, Mr. J. ,1. Keen with Sarah Payne; 2nd,

Mr. F. Nutt with William Skirving, and 3rd, Mr.

Keen with the same; 4th, Mr. J. Douglas with

Sarah Payne; .'ith, Mr. Nutt with W. Skirving.

Purple flakes: 1st, Mr. Keen with George MelviUe;

2nd, Mr. C. Phillips with James Douglas; 3rd, Mr.

Rowan with George Melville, and 4lh, Mr. F. Nutt

with the same; BtU, Mr. J. Douglas with Mrs.

Douglas. Scarlet flakes: 1st, Mr. J. Douglas with

Matador; 2nd, Mr. R. Svdenham with Henry Can-

riell; 3rd and 4th, Mr. Rowan with Sportsman;

5th, Mr. J. Douglas wiih Alisemond. Hose flakes:

1st, Mr. J. Lakin wilh Sybil; 2nd, Mr. C. Turner

with Lady Mary Currie; 3rd, Mr. F. Hooper with

Mrs. George Cooling; 4th, no name, with Thalia;

5th, Mr. C. Blick with the same.

The premier Carnation selected from the whole

show was s.b. Dr. Hogg, shown by Mr. C. Turner

in very fine character and lichly coloured.

There were also five collections of twenty-four

Picotees, and here, as in the case of Carnations,

the judges evidently preferred the largest flowers.

Mr. .J. Douglas was 1st; 2nd, Mr. C. Turner with

smaller flowers, but refined in ch:iracter. There

were seven stands of twelve Picotees, Mr. C. Phil-

lips being placed first; 2nd, Mr. H. W. Headland
;

3rd, Mr. M. Rowan ; 4th, Mr. G. Chaundy, Oxford.

There were eight stands of six blooms, and Mr.

Keen was placed 1st ; 2nd, Mr. J. Lakin ;
3rd, Mr.

J. Rebbeck, Southampton ; 4tli, Mr. Cattley. In

the class for twelve yellow ground Picotees, Mr. J.

Douglas was placed 1st ; 2nd, Mr. C. Turner, with

a stand of flowers m.iny thought the best
;
3rd,

Mr. C. Phillips ; 4th, Mr. Cattley. There were ten

competitors with six blooms, which conclusively

proved what great favourites they are. Mr. F.

Hooper was placed first ; 2nd, Mr. F. Nutt ;
3rd,

Mr. F. Kew ; 4th, Mr. J. Keen.

Picotees, SINGLE BLOOJis.^Heavy red edge: 1st

and 2nd, Mr. J. Douglas, with an unnamed seedling.

hhAit red edge : 1st, Mr. C. Turner, with T. William

;

2nd, Mr. H. W. Headland with Souvenir of H.

Headland. Heavy purple edge : 1st, Mr. J.Doug-

las, with Muriel ; 2nd, Mr. J. J. Keen, with Amy
Robsart. Light purple edge : 1st, Mr. H. W. Head-

land, with Pride of Leyton ;
2nd, Mr J. Lakin,

with Miss Lakin. Heavy rose edge : 1st, Mr. Keen,

with Mrs. Sharpe ; 2nd, Mr. Nutt, with the same
;

3rd Mr. Keen with Mrs. Sharpe. Light rose

edge: 1st and 4th, Mr. J. Douglas; 2nd, Mr. H.

W. Headland; 3rd and 5th, Mr. Keen, all with

Leddington's Favourite. Yellow grounds : 1st, Mr.

C. Turner, with Countess of Jersey ; 2nd, Mr. Hen-

wood ; 3rd, seedling, the name of the exhibitor

not being given ; 4th, Mr. Nutt, with Almira, and

5th, with Agnes Chambers. The premier Picotee

was a beautiful bloom of Favourite, light rose edge

in one of Mr. Douglas's stands.

The miscellaneous blooms, selfs and fancies,

were, as usual, bold and striking. The best twenty-

four blooms in not less than twelve varieties came

from Mr. C. Turner, who had Germania, yellow;

Lady M. Currie, pink self ; Mrs. Clements, yellow :

Romulus, y.g. ; Rose Unique, rose self, very fine;

Victory, Marnie Marner, a very fine rich delicate

rose self ;
Niphetos, white ; loLa ; Ruby, ruby-pink,

very fine; Mrs. Fred, white; Lord Rendlesham,

Mrs. Reynolds Hole, King of Scarlets, Romulus,

Arum, buff self; The Governor, Rose Wynne,

maroon self, and Gwendoline ; 2nd, Mr. J. Douglas;

3rd, Mr C. Blick %vith soiie very good blooms,

prolninent being Endoxia, a deep pink self
;
Ger-

mania, very fine ; Mrs. George, ro.sy pink self, very

fine; and Florizel, maroon; 4th, Mr. M. Rowan.

With twelve blooms, Mr. .T. J. Keen was first with

verv fine blooms ; 2nd, Mr. F. Nutt ;
3rd, Mr. C.

Blick ; 4th, Mr. C. Phillips. There were thirteen

competing stands.

With twelve plants in pots, Mr. C. Turner was

first and Mr. J. Douglas second ;
but the plants, by

being placed on a high table, were quite above the

line of sight. Two or three other collections were

shown.

The M.artin Smith special prizes for improved

forms of border Carnations were also competed for

on this occasion. In two of the classes the number

of bunches required had very properly been reduced.

The best bunch of not less than 12 trusses of a

self-coloured Carnation was Orill.-unme, bright pale

scarlet, free and early, from Mr. J. Douglas. Mr.

Loday. Willingham, ( 'ambs, was second with an un-

named while seedling, and Mr Jones, Kensington,

third with I'ink Perfection, a bright rosy-pink self.

With six bunches of self-coloured border Carna-

tions Mr. Hooper, I'.ath, was first with Queen of

Purples, a purple self; Lady Constance, i«de pink;

Gaiety, pale scarlet; Gluck, shaded crimson: Lady

Cavendish, deep purjile, and a seedling white ;
Mr

J. Douglas was second with unnamed flowers; and

Mr. A. llerrington, Shrubland Park, Ipswich, third

with some French vaiieties, all strong growers,

with fine flowirs and erect habit With nine

varieties Mr. F. Hooper w?s again first, this^ class

requiring .anv type of Carn.ation ;
second, Mr J.

Douglas, wiih unnamed varieties. It would be

impossible for anyone to say that any of the

varieties shown in this class were improvements

upon the fine border varieties already in cultiva-

tion. . ,

Several seedlings were exhibited, snd pnzes ana

certificates of merit were awarded to the following:

Homer c.b. from Mr J. Douglas, a large full flower,

bright in colour and fine petals; Atrato p.f.

(Dou-'las) remarkable for its deep tint of bright

purple ; Ganymede (Douglas), h. red e. Picotee
;

Melpomene, medium rose e. Picotee, very pure

and good ;
Desdemona (Douglas), light pinkish-

rose edge Picotee, distinct and pretty; Eury-

dice (Douglas), a well coloured yellow ground
;

Zeno (Douglas), a medium red-edged Picotee ;
and

Lady Wantage a large white self of fine quality,

from Mr. William Badcock, Reading. The silver

medal ottered by the proprietors of the Gartlencrs

Mai/aziiw was awarded to Mr. M. Rowan for ex-

celience of culture.

In the way of miscellaneous contributions, Mr.

Henry Brownhill, Sale, had a very fine pure white

Pink. Messrs. Veitch and Sons, Kings Road, C hel-

sea a large representative collection of a'l types c.f

Carnations, neatly set up with their foliage, and

shown naturally as cut from plants in the op(n.

Mr F Gifford, Florist, Tottenham, had several line

new self Carnations, such as Cantab, scarlet, rich

in colour and highly fragrant ; Oxonian, deep crim-

son-maroon ; Maggie Laurie, soft pink ;
Montague,

bright red, &c. From Mr. C. Blick, 'Ihe ^\arren

Gardens Hayes, came a large collection ot seea-

ling Clove and other Carnations, and certificates

wefe awarded to the following: Marnie Murray,

pale pinkish-rose, very fine pel als: Miss Constance

s f ; Aline Newman, pale scarlet self; Ihe Pasna,

in the way of Mrs. Reynolds Hole, but brighter,

and decidedly improved in every way ;
and Mrs.

Harris r.f. Mr. Blick also staged a very fine

group of plants in pots (silver Banksian medal).

Messrs. J. Laing and Sons, Forest Hill, had a col-

lection of Carnations in bunches ;
Mr. H. G. bmytn,

Drury Lane, Jane Smith, a deep scarlet self ;
and

Mr W Burton, gardener to Mr. C. Jones, ronbndge,

a white self Carnation named Beauty of Tonbiidge

of a very promising character.

New or rare flowers for drawmg.-R.^idca

wUl kindly remember that we shall be greatly obliRed

for any specimens of new or rare plants, or mtorinatiun

concernint; them.

An Old-fashioned Pink.— In response to

G. Jekylls plea in last week's G.4RDEN for old-

fashioned varieties of garden Pb.ks, I herewith

submit six blooms of a variety that 1 grow here, in

the hope of it being, at least, one variety inquired

after by your correspondent. I have cut the s ems

full length, also shoots, so that you may be able to

form some idea of the habit of the plaiit I regret

very much that it has the objectionable fault ot

being a "pod-burster.' If your correspondent

would like to have pipings of this variety, I shall

be most happy to supply them.-RoBERT Eluott,

T/u' Gardens, Uarhotflr Castle, ltoM<irij,.\orllwii-

herland.
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:
WOODS AND FORESTS.

SELLING HOME-GROWN TIMBER.
Which is the best way to dispose of forest pro-
duce so aa to obtain its full market value is a
question which at a time like the present, when
not only forest, but agricultural depression tells
heavily on landowners, may be worthy of care-
ful consideration, especially in connection with
the management of woods. There are so many
ways of disposing of home-grown timber-
standing, felled, by auction or by private treaty
—that the person in charge of woods and plan-
tations must often be at a loss to know how best
he should proceed in the matter, and so that the
greatest money value may be obtained for his
produce. To anyone at all interested in the
disposal of home-grown timber it will be at once
apparent that local circumstances mu.st not only
affect the value of timber, but likewise control
to a very large extent the method of disposing
of forest produce, while the situation of an es°
tate, whether it is purely ornamental or based
on the paying and profitable system, are all fac-
tors of the greatest moment, and touching
closely on the question now at stake.

In the midland and southern counties dispos-
ing of timber standing is by far the commonest
method of procedure, while in the northern part
of the kingdom felling before selling is the
course usually pursued. With regard to selling
timber as it stands, there are advantages and
disadvantages, for in the first place it frees the
woodman of the trouble and expense of felling
and dragging and lotting, while at the same
time should the reserve price put by the forester
on the wood or plantation not be reached, and
the cutting of it down is not a necessity in so
far as the welfare of the trees is concerned, he
can allow it to remain until some future time
when the demand may be greater.

Within the park or policy grounds, or indeed
wherever a plantation may be seen from the
mansion, the wholesale removing of it or even
thinning out by other than tlie estate workmen
is for various reasons not to be recommended

;

but here again circumstances alter cases, and
where money is the main object and the owner
contented, such a course of procedure can be
tolerated. By far too often is it the case, how-
ever, that when the trees in a wood or planta-
tion are sold standing, the work of felling and
dragging is carried out in the quickest and most
expeditious way, and

( (uite regardless of the value
of the trees left standing, those that are being re-
moved doing serious damage both when falling
down and when being dragged by the horses to
the clearing roads. It often is the case that by
removing the top or perhaps a large side branch
from a tree that is to be felled its neighbour
escapes unharmed, but with the timber sold
standing the work of felling is done by contract,
and so the quickest method, irrespective of
damage to the standard crop, which is quite
out of the question, is that always pursued.
It may be said, why not stipulate against the
damage to the standing trees i but this works
badly and is a cause of almost constant super-
vision, while the fact that now-a-days the seller
is glad to get a customer makes him often pass
over what should be severely censured.

In selling standing timber a great amount
of care in valuing is necessary, and a great
diversity of circumstances must necessarily be
taken into account, and it very often happens
with the best valuers that a considerable dis-
crepancy is found to exist between their figures
and the actual measurements of the trees after
they have been felled and .stripped. One may
and often does value a tree at a high figure, be-

cause it has every appearance of being sound or
without ring-shake, but when it has been cut
down and its stem fully exposed it may pro-
bably not be worth one-fourth of the amount it

was valued at when standing. Again, it fre-
quently happens that an ill-formed, scrofulous-
looking tree is placed at a discount for deficien-
cies, while when it comes to be cut down it

may turn out perfectly sound.

Taking everything into account in disposing
of .standing timber, the purchaser will in mak-
ing his offer leave a big margin for risk, and so
the owner suft'ers without being able to have
redress. No doubt the inducement to sell tim-
ber standing is great, especially as it is gene-
rally believed that by so doing all expen.ses in
connection with felling and lotting are avoided,
but this is a short-sighted way of looking at
the niatter, for these must be paid for out of
the timber in one way or another, and there
are few buyers who do not deduct from the
amount of their offer the heaviest cost that
may be expected in connection with cutting
up and delivering.

In my opinion regarding selling standing
timber rc/vsus what has been felled, in the former
case the contents are estimated and much evil
is frequently done in felling, while in the second
the contents are recorded exactly and there
need, with proper supervision, be but little

injury done to the permanent crop either in
felling or lotting. Of course the case would
stand somewhat difl'erent where an isolated and
out-of-the-way plantation was to be entirely
cut down.
There is another evil that I had not before

mentioned in connection with selling standing
timber, and that is that only the well-to-do
merchant or middleman who prefers buying in
large lots comes forward, thus to an injurious
degree preventing both the small tradesman and
manufacturer from procuring what they require.
Where annual sales of fallen timber, and
lotted to the reijuirements of the various indus-
tries of the particular neighbourhood, are held,
the local wheelwright, dogger, and many other
of the smaller industries are supplied, and the
prices obtained in such a way are far more
satisfactory to everyone.
The way that I have found to work most

satisfactorily in disposing of home-grown timber
i.s to have an annual sale, at which all the
timber felled during the year is offered in suit-
able lots, each kind and quality of timber being
kept separately. Thus Oak of good quality
and say over 18 inches in diameter is lotted
together. Ash in the same way, and so on with
Elm, Beech, Birch and whatever other kinds
are to be disposed of, no small nor inferior
logs being mixed up with the better class, and
which, if done, would assuredly lower the
value of the individual lots in the estimation of
the buyers. Poles of varying lengths may be
lotted together, so as their diameter does not
materially differ, but even with these it is best
ta classify both length and bulk as nearly as
possible. It will not be necessary to have all

the timber from the various plantations lotted
together, but let each wood have its own yield
lotted without its boundary, or on the clearing
roads, unless it may be that two planta-
tions are nearly side by side, when for con-
venience sake the i)roduce of the two may be
lotted together. The public auction being
advertised, it is a point of the greatest importance
that local manufacturers be made aware of the
sale by sending to each a copy of the sale with
the lots numbered, the quality of wood clearly
stated, the number of trees in each, and the
wood in which they lie, all of which infonnation
must be considered aa a necessity.

Where the distribution of this information is

left solely in the auctioneer's hands, only a very
limited number of merchants, and those the
larger and better known, are made acquainted
with the sale, small wood dealers and local
manufacturers being left to find out the infor-

mation as best they can. By arranging matters
in this way each person has the chance of bid-
ding for the particular lot or lots he may have
chosen, and, moreover, it will be found by
so doing that competition will be keener and
the common method of two or three large tim-
ber dealers having it all their own way will to a
great extent be avoided.
The conditions of such a sale—when payment

is to be made, and the length of time that the
timber may remain on the ground—are clearly
stipulated in the auction bills, and need not be
touched upon here. Local demand should not
be neglected at any time, and single trees or
loads of timber should be dispo.sed of at any time
as required by these small consumers, a plan I
have found to work very well. The disposing
by private treaty of large lots of timber either
standing or felled has its advantages and dis-

advantages. It enables the wood to be sold
quickly and without the expenses that usually
attend an auction, but the prices offered are
usually far below the value that has been
placed upon the wood. With home-gi'own wood
the best way of disposing is to sell to everyone
that is in need throughout the year, and what-
ever is left should be lotted, catalogued and dis-

posed of by public auction, and this, if possible,

every twelve months. A. D. W.

The Eng-lish Elm.— I read the interesting
remarks of " A. D. W." on the Elm in The Garden
for July 1(1 (p. G2), and I can bear him out in what
he says witli regard to the varying price of the
timber in different places, and that sometimes in

a limited area. From what I can gather from the
writer's observations, he attributes the difference

in price chiefly to climatic conditions. This I agree
may be so in part, but I believe the soil has some-
thing to do with it. Elm timber produced on rich
alluvial land is only of second-rate quality for

many ])urposes, or, in other words, trees that have
developed to a large s-ize in the shortest space of

time are, commercially speaking, of less value tlian

those which have tiiken half a century or more to
reach the same proportions ; the latter, to use a
woodman's phrase, will be all heart, while the tex-
ture of the fast-grown specimen will be compara-
tively soft, and when seasoned the wood would be
lighter. Of course, for ordinary purposes, one
kind may be as valuable as the other, but for

special work, as in the manufacture of agricultural

implements, the slowly-grown timber is of special

value. Knowing all the conditions under which
the best Elm timber is produced. I am sure it is

the composition of the soil and the relatively slow
rate of growth that increase its value. At all

events there is a great difference in the price

obtained for timber grown on the hill-side and that

produced on a lower level on the same estate.

—

J. C. ClaeivE.

"The Garden " Monthly Parts.—Mis iounal w yui-
lished in ntatli/ bound Monthly Parts. In this form the

coloured plates are best preserved, and it w most suitable for

reference previous to the issue of the half-yearly volumes. Price

Is. 6d.
;
post free, Is. 9d. Complete set of votunus of The

Garden from its comimncenunt to end of 1891, forty vols
,

price, cloth, £29 8s.

"Gardenirg Illustrated " Monthly Parts. — Wii
journal is published in neatly bouitd Monthly Parts, in ulnch

form it is most suitable for reference previous to the issue of the

yearly volumes. Price 5rf.; post free, 8rf.

"Farm ard Home" Monthly Parts.— 3*«r journal is

published in neatly bound Monthly Parts, in lohichform it is

most suitable lor reference previous to the issue of the yearly

volumes. Price bd. ; post free, 8d.

"Hardy Flowers."—Giving descriptions of upyrar^'s oi

thirteen hundred of the most ornamental species, with direclions

for their arrangement, cvlture, Jsc. Fourth and Popular
' Edition, la.

;
post free, \s. 3ti
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•• This is an Art
Which does mend Nat\ire : chanKe It rather ; but
Thk Art itselk 13 Natdrb."—S^otcffpcar*.

Orchids.

SOBRALIAS.
T AM in receipt of tliree consignments of Orchid
lilooms from widely ditt'erent places, and each of

them contains a flower of this genus. I am
very pleased to see this, because it is a pretty

sure sign of the return to popularity of these

plants and a revival of their culture. In my
younger days the one or two kinds which then
existed in this country were largely grown, and
they were much used for exhibition. As our
knowledge of Orchids extended the cry that

Sobralia flowers were so very short lived in-

creased, until the plants were bit by bit dis-

carded, and Sobralias « ere no more seen on our
exhiliition tables. Sobralias are all terrestrial

plants, having slender reed-like stems, which
carry a profusion of their stronglj- ribbed leaves

of a rich deep green, and form elegant speci-

mens even when not iu bloom. When laden
with their gorgeous flowers they are quite un-
surpassed by any other plants. All are found
in tropical America, and like a good heat to

grow in. I have found the plants thrive best

when subjected to the hottest temperature I

could give them, which was the East Indian
house. During the winter they may be rested

in the much cooler Cattleya house and kept
drier. At no season should they become dust-

dry, as this wdl aflect the leaves, causin? many
to drop, thus destroying much of the beauty of

the plant. Sobralias grow very freely, anj when
they become unwieldy they may be taken out of

their pots and divided. The pots should be well

drained, and the soil should consist of fibrous

peat and loam made sandy. The following are
a few of the kinds best known in cultiva-

tion :

—

S. FR;\GKAxs.—This is a pretty small-growing
species bearing sweet scented flowers, and which
until quite recently was desirable on account of its

being a white- flowered kind. It grows about a
foot in height, 1 he stems bearing one or two leaves,

which are strongly nerved and deep green, the
flowers, which are borne singly or in pairs, are each
some 2 inches long, creamy-white, flushed with
green; the lip, beautifully {ringed infront, is stained
in the middle with deep yellow. It is a native of
Ocana, in Colombia.

S. LEUCOXASTHA.—Flowers of this species come
to hand from Newcastle. These are beautifully
white, the lip being crisp at the edges where it is

also white, the centre golden-yellow, and streaked
with orange; (his flower measures about 5 inches
across the petals. The flower is somewhat thick
and fleshy, but it does not last a long time. As,
however, a succession of blooms is kept up, the
plant remains in beauty for a long time. This rare
and beautiful plant comes from Costa Eica.

S. MiCRANTHA SPLExiiENS.—The flower sent
from Leeds of this variety was, I have no doubt,
magnificent when dispatched, but it had come to
grief ere it reached me. I am told that it measured
nearly S inches across. There are several forms
of this plant. One, a white-flowered form called
S. Keenastiana, I was not fortunate enough to

catch in bloom the other day when visiting the col-

lection of Mr. Seeger in Dulwich. Tliere are also
some large pale forms, but the one sent is with-
out doubt the finest form of what I have known
as Woplley's variety. The plant grows about 18
inches high. It comes from Guatemala.

S. XASTHOLEUCA.—A plant of this species I

was blooming finely at The Dell last season. It

grows about 3 feet or 4 feet high, and upon the

top of its reed-likc stems the enormous rich

yellow flowers are produced ; the lip also is prettily

frilled at the edge, the throat being stained with

a deejic-r yellow. We are in the dark as to what

part of America it (Mimics from.

S. yANiJEn.i;.— I am in receipt of a flower of

this plant from Mr. Measures, of The Woodliimls,

Streatham. This was introduced by Messrs.

Sander, of St. Albans, and it has much the appear-

ance of the previously named kind. The sepals

and petals, however, are very much paler, but the

lip is marked in a similar manner.

I hope to see the fine plant of S. Cattleya

which is in the collection of Messrs. Veitch and

Sons soon flower. This is a very tall-growing

W. H. GOWEK.species.

Vanda Roxburghi.— N. McLean sends me a

very pretty form of the true plant, which was

called V. tessellata and V. tesselloides in the old

days. It is a beautiful species, flowering in quite a

small state, and producing upright spikes which

bear from five to ten or more flowers. These have

aground colour of yellowish green, tessellated with

soft brown, and iii the flower before me the lip is

soft blue. During the winter a temperature of

G0° suits it well.—W.

Lselia grandis tenebrosa (David JoJinsfone).

—This is an exceptionally fine coloured variety of

the plant, but the sepals and petals are somewhat

narrow. The lip, however, is good and very

richly coloured. Yours is not the finest form, but

it is certainly the richest in colour. I do not think

the plant has yet settled down to its proper season

of blooming ; in fact it has not yet become esta-

blished. Its native home is somewhere in the

neighbourhood of Bahia, and that is a tolerably

warm part cf Brazil, so I do not think you will

gain anything by keeping it in a lower tempera-

ture than that of the Cattleya house.— G.

Cattleya Scbofieldiana.—C. Fischer sends a

lot of Orchid flowers, saying, "I send these, and

shall be glad of your opinion of them in The
Gardes." This amongst them is very fine btth

in size and colour. It measures some ti inches

across ; the petals are broader and more spathulate

than the sepals, all with a tawny-yellow ground,

slightly tinged with green, spotted and streaked

in a profuse manner with purplish crimson ;
the

lip is very long and clawed, the front lobe rich

deep magenta-purple, the claw covered with granu-

lations of the same colour ; the lateral lobes cut

down quite to the claw, creamy white, forming a

hood over the column. It is a superb flower. One

form of Cattleya Gaskelliana is of a decidedly

bad shape, and ihe other, although of a better

shape, is sadly deficient in colour. Cattleya bi-

color, however, is very beautiful. There always is,

however, a slight drawback to this species, owing to

the column being quite exposed through wanting

side lobes to the lip. The sepals and petals in the

flower before me are of a rich bronzy olive-brown

with a few purple spots, the hp rich crimson

shaded with purple, having a distinct marginal

band of pure white. This variety is exceptionally

good. It is a plant that should be taken care of.

I do not advise keeping this plant too warm in

winter. A temperature of 48° or 50° is ample,

but it likes heat in the summer when growing.—

W. H. G.

Iiffilia Wolstenliolniise (6^. 7^.).—This is the

name of the flower you send. You say by its

growth you thought it to be Lslia elegans. It is a

very beautiful form of the plant which was named

in honour of the sister of the late Mr. John Day,

of Tottenham. I cannot associate it with L. ele-

gans, which has a lip in which the middle lobe is

squarely cut oft from the side lobes. In this plant

the side lobes are continuous with the front lobe,

the colour being in the flower before me soft rosy

purple with daiker veins and a deep purple blotch

near the throat. The sepals and petals are white,

beautifully feathered at the margin with rosy

purple. It is a rare and cleg?nt flower, and you

will find it requires careful nursing. This variety

should be kept warm, and at no season must

it be allowed to suffer from want of water, al-

though at all limes it must be given with care.—

W. II. G.

CCELOGYNE CRISTATA.

TiiBEE are frequent references to this plant in

The Garden, and my principal excuse for refer-

ring to it on this occasion is to draw the attention

of growers to the unusual habit a part of our

stock has in flowering twice or more in one year.

Last year this habit was noticed not for the first

time, but there were rather more racemes than in

former years, and an impression ran in my mind

at the time that the pseudo-bulbs which did not

flower early in the new year did so later on, viz.,

during .luly and August. But from close observa-

tion this season I find that many pseudo-bulbs

which flowered last February are again flowering.

I enclose a few racemes of flower. The plant in

question is a very large one and was bought about

five years ago, it then being in a very weakly state,

the tub in which it was then and still is growing in

being crowded with old pseutio-bulbs. Immedi-

ately on receiving it I turned it out of the tub and

put the drainage to rights, raising it much higher

in the middle of the tub. Some of the pseudo-

bulbs were then thinned out and other pots made
up with them, but no wholesale removal of the

old pseudo-bulbs was carried out at first. After

thus dealing with it the plant made more satis-

factory growth, but did not flower the following

season. This I did not like to see, and as good

growth was made the following summer, I deter-

mined to see what the partial withholding of water

and the placing in an airy vinery where Grapes

were hanging would do to induce the specimen to

flower more freely, and am pleased to say it had

the desired effect ; and before the cold weather of

November set in the plant was again removed to

the stove, and eariy the following year I was re-

warded with a good number of flower-spikes and

a few the following summer. I have of late years

removed all the old pseudo-bulbs that are two

years old, and any hollows between those retained

have been filled up with rough pieces of peat, into

which the new growths root freely, and for two

years past I have followed the more general or

usual treatment, that is, keeping the plant well

supplied with water at all seasons, and durirg the

growing season supplies of liquid manure are

afforded once a week. The result of this generous

treatment is that the pseudo-bulbs are unusually

large, and last February this specimen rewarded

me with a splendid lot of bloom, there being from

75 to 100 lacemes, each carrying seven fully de-

veloped flowers. Some of the racemes measured

IH inches from the heel of the raceme to the last

bloom. The plant stood in the house for six weeks

raised upon a 12-inch pot to keep the flowers off

the bottom of the stand. I only mention this to

show that the plant bloomed most profusely last

February, and there can be little doubt that almost

eveiy young pseudo-bulb flowered. It can still be

distinctly seen where the racemes were cut, and

some are pushing new growths from just below

where they were severed, while others are forming

racemes of flowers, and in other cases the young

growths are pushing spikes from the centres of

ordinary growths, which until the racemes appear

are taken to be thriving young pseudo-bulbs that

should send up their racemes from the heel of the

pseudo-bulbs during the autumn and winter, so as

to come in during the following January and Feb-

ruary next year. The young stock taken from the

old plant shows the same habit of summer flower-

ing. There are now neariy two dozen racemes of

flower showing on this plant at the present time.

Clarendon Park, Salubury. C. Warden.

Oncidiiun Croesus.—G. Homers sends a very

fine flower of this plant, which was figured in THE
Gardes, Vol. XXXV., p. 70t;. It differs from 0.

longipes in being of a blackish purple at the base

and in the lip being bright golden yellow. It al-
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ways has been an exceedingly rare plant in culti-

vation, and I believe it is so naturally. It thrives

best in a shallow pan with but very little soil about
its roots, and likes abundance of sun, air and light,

with a fair share of water during the growing sea-

son. It will grow in the cool house in the summer
months, but during the winter the Cattleya house
is the most suitable for it.

—

W.

Iiselia monophylla.—Two or three baskets of

this charming little Orchid are flowering now in

the Kew collection, one plant bearing about half a
dozen fully expanded flowers being especially pretty.

The flowers are of a bright orange-scarlet, and
from 14 inches to 2 inches in diameter, the scapes

each bearing a single flower. The plant itself is of

small and slender dimensions, the stem being 3

inches to 6 inches high, not thicker than a straw,

and producing (as the specific name implies) a

solitary leaf, which is about 3 inches long, narrow
and pointed. The species was originally described
by Grisebach as a Trigonidium, and it was not
until 1881, when Mr. Morris found it in Jamaica,
and sent living plants to Kew, that it was seen in

cultivation and its true position in the order deter-

mined. It is found in an apparently restricted

area in the St. Andrew's Mountains, of Jamaica, at

about 4500 feet elevation.

ANGULOAS.

them to shrink from dryness. When new growth
appears the plants should be overhauled, and, if

necessary, repotted, being careful in any case to

remove all sour or exhausted soil, replacing with

new, at the same time seeing that the drain-

age is perfect. A greenhouse temperature will

suffice to grow them in, but they are all the better

if, in the early part of the season's growth, they

are encouraged by the extra warmth of an inter-

mediate house.

Most of the species are natives of Colombia, but

the genus is also represented in Peru, all being

found at considerable altitudes on the Andes. A.

Clowesi was introduced in 1842, and A. Ruckeri

three years after. W. J. B.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Even if they flowered at any other time of the
year, the Anguloas would, by reason of their hand-
some growth and large flowers, be considered

valuable Orchids ; but as they bloom when most
other Orchids are making their growth, they are

all the more valuable. Of the Orchids flowering

now, there are few more showy and none more
interesting. Their easy cultivation, too, is a great

recommendation, and makes them specially suited

to those establishments where no special con-

venience exists for the cultivation of Orchids.

For the amateur there is no genus perhaps more
suitable.

The species best known in gardens is A. Clowesi,

which is also the strongest growing. Pseudo-bulbs
8 inches in height by 3 inches in diameter are not
unfrequently seen, and as each carries three or four

broad leaves measuring 2 feet long and stout in

texture, a well-grown plant is in itself an ornament.
The flowers, however, are proportionately large and
conspicuous, being in the form of a Tulip, and of

a beautiful bright golden-yellow and strongly

fragrant. As a rule a single flower is borne on a
strong, erect spike about 1 foot high, but double-
flowered scapes are occasionally seen on strong
plants. The scapes are clustered round the base
of the current year's growth, from three to six

occurring to each one. There are from four to

six species in cultivation and a few hybrids, all of

them bearing a close resemblance to each other in

style of growth and flower structure. In colour,

however, they are mostly quite distinct. Next to

A. Clowesi in popularity comes A. Ruckeri, whose
flowers are of a tawny yellow, profusely blotched
with dull crimson. In the variety sanguinea (at

present by no means common) the flowers are of a
deep blood-red colour. A. uniflora, a very hand-
some and desirable species, has white flowers ; A.
virginalis, which is rarer, has them also white, but
spotted with dark brown. A. dubia was thought
by Reichenbach to be a natural hybrid between A.
Clowesi and A. uniflora. It was introduced by
Messrs. Williams, of Holloway. The sepals and
petals are yellow and the lip is white, but all are
more or less spotted on the inside with purple.

The most satisfactory results with Anguloas are
obtained by growing them in pots, or, in the case
of large plants, in broad pans, using as a compost
two parts of fibrous peat to one of loam fibre, with
which may be mixed dried cow manure, chopped
Sphagnum, and a little coarse silver sand. Being
free-rooting plants they like abundance of water
during active growth, and an occasional supply
of weak manure water will be found beneficial.

After the pseudo-bulbs have attained their full size

the plants should be rested by withholding mois-
ture to a great extent, but not, of course, allowing

Campanula pelviformiB.—"Delta "did not see

this here. He may perhaps have noticed the hybrid C

.

G. F. Wileon, or one of the pale forms of C. carpatica

or turbinata, I lost my plant of C. pelvif'ormis two or

three years ago ; it came to me from Mr. WoUey Dod,

grew about as high as C. carpatica, and had flowers

like a flat saucer.— .1. C. L.

Nectarine Early Rivers'.—I have sent you

some of the Early Rivers' Nectarine grown in an

Orchid house, unlieated, and a fruit of the Lord

Napier growing alongside. There is some differ-

ence in the time of ripening.—T. Francis Rivers.

Strawberry Oxonian.—I send to-day Oxon-

ian, which is our latest variety of Strawberry, and

my belief the best before the public. It is a trifle

acid, but agreeable and refreshing.—R. Gilbert.
*„* We go some way with Mr. Gilbert's opinion,

but so far as we can judge the acid is too much,

and the fruit not nearly so good as the Waterloo

and Latest of All he sent us last week.

—

Ed.

Ramondia pyrenaica.— I think "Delta" is

wrong in thinking that plants of this wear out in

time ; what does wear out is the soil in which

they grow, but if they are carefully trans-

planted into new soil at seasonable times, my
experience is that they will last for an indefinite

number of years. I still have in good health here

my first plant which was sent me more than ten

years ago from Mr. Hammond's well-known garden

at St. Albans, near Canterbury.—J. C. L.

Tropseolum polyphyllum.— I have never

found that this plant requires any sort of protection

during winter either from wet or cold, though no

doubt it likes the dryness of a rockery with plenty

of stones. Possibly, though I am not aware of it,

it may be troublesome to establish ; here it is a weed,

but I have never yet succeeded in giving it away,

for it is as hard to tell where the long stringy roots

come from as to guess where they are going to. In

fact, one cannot find the tubers without pulling

the rockery to pieces.

—

J. C. L.

Artificial bogs.—I see that your correspondent
" Delta," in some notes on my garden in last

week's issue (p. 92), alludes to an experiment I

have been making in the way of an artificial bog.

It may, perhaps, be as well, therefore, to state for

the benefit of any of your readers who, dwelling in

arid wastes, may be hankering after similar dodges

that my own attempt has so far proved an absolute

failure. Whether I can ultimately make it work

by some further modification of the soil or drainage

remains to be proved, but at present if Pinguiculas,

Sarracenias, and choice late summer Gentians are

to be grown in this garden, it is at any rate impos-

sible in this way. The only thing that appears to

be capable of standing the absolute stagnation is

the Grass of Parnassus (P. palustris).—J. C. L.

Meconopsis Wallichi at York. — Amongst
other interesting subjects now to be seen in flower

on the rock garden at York is this singular and

majestic Poppy. If we compare it with the

alpine Poppy it is a veritable giant. The stem is

fully 5 feet high, perfectly erect, and has consider-

ably more than fifty blossoms and buds. The

flowers are about 2^ inches across, broadly saucer

shaped, pendent, and of a lovely shade of blue.

The blossoms always commence to open first at

the summit of the stem, then gradually from day
to day expand until the lowest and last bud is

reached. It is unfortunate and disappointing, too,

that after all this beauty and interest the plant

should die entirely away when the flowering is

over. It is, therefore, all the more needful that

the seed should be carefully watched, collected

and sown. Peat and loam suit it well with a little

shade in a moist position.—R. P.

Clethra arborea.—At the Royal Horticultural

Society's meeting on July 26, Mr. Wythes sent

from Syon House some cut branches of this beauti-

ful, old-fashioned greenhouse plant, whose wealth

of blossom showed how valuable the species is

when it obtains the treatment it requires. It is a
native of the island of Madeira, where it grows to

such a size that its wood is said to be used as

timber. One drawback in its cultivation in our

greenhouses is that it is only to be seen at its

best when it has attained a large size. In a small

state it does not, as a rule, flower freely, although

I have seen standards 5 feet to 6 feet high do so.

A great deal depends, however, on the amount of sun-

shine the plants obtain. After a hot summer I have

seen a plant only 3 feet high flower at every shoot.

It should, if possible, be stood out of doors after

flowering. The flowers are white and campanulate,

being produced in jianicles about 8 inches long at

the ends of the shoots. Their colour and shape

have led to the species being called the Lily of the

Valley Tree.—B.

Carnations in tbe Regent's Park.—'VVe

were pleased to see a rich border of Carnations in

the Regent's Park the other day, and the efl^ect of

the mixed colours and charming foliage was de-

lightful among the other flowers of the park, which,

as usual, is very well done and interesting. Nes-

field's little narrow borders in front of the Privet

hedge, &c., do not give the flower gardener a fair

chance and might well be omitted altogether.

Where the gardener has a fair chance he certainly

makes the most of it here, although I think his

hardy effects in spring are prettier and more effec-

tive than any he gets at this time of the year, be-

cause we have not yet got into the way of putting

summer plants in any but stiff ways. There is no

particular reason why they should always be in rings

and lines, only to do this we shoirld require a bold

and clever departure. The mixed border west of

the gardens is not so good, because it is rather too

mixed and indefinite, and the grouping not solid

enough and the quality of the things not always of

the first order.

Platyclinis filiformis.-Although the Platy-

clinis are, so far as colour goes, amongst the less

showy of Orchids, the deficiency in this respect is

more than compensated for by the extreme elegance

with which the racemes are displayed. A well-

grown and finely-flowered plant sent from Mr. F.

Wigan's collection at East Sheen was exhibited at

the Drill Hall, Westminster, on July 26. It carried

between fifty and sixty spikes of bloom, and showed

to perfection the beauty of this Orchid when at

its best. The racemes are about 8 inches in

length and hang down perfectly straight, being

borne on long slender scapes. The flowers are

closely packed and are of a pleasing shade of

greenish yellow. The general aspect of the Platy-

clinis when in bloom is quite different from what

is common to most of our cultivated Orchids, and

this, combined with their grace and beauty, should

make one or two species at any rate a part of

every collection. P. Cobbiana, with pale sulphur

and orange-coloured flowers ; P. glumacea, with

pale green flowers ; and P. uncata, in which they

are also pale green, are, with the species under

notice, the ones best worth cultivating of the

half-score or so which constitute the genus. All

of them are of easy culture and may be grown in

the intermediate house.

Growing Sweet Peas.-Mr. Schofield, who
sent us the large, beautiful—and in colour wonder-

fully varied—Sweet Peas, sends us an interesting

note about his way of growing them. He says

:
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" I always sow my Sweet I'tas as nearly as possible

the last week in February, the state of the ground
making the difference. Some advocate autumn
Bowing, but that would not answer here, as the

slugs would clear off every plant. I am very par-

ticular about the soil, ;ind .-ilways have a trench

dug out about a foot deeji, into which 1 put about

4 inches to Ij inches in depth of rotten manure;
then 2 inches or '.i inches of ordinary soil, on which
I sow the I'eas, then cover over with sifted soil,

which leaves the row of Peas on a lower level than
the surrounding ground, and is of great assistance

in retaining the water in dry weather, though even

then the I'eas require little attention, as the roots

are in the manure and keep moister there. When
living in Clapham ten years ago 1 grew equally

good ones. The very newest varieties I get from
Sir. Henry Eckford, of Wem, Salop, the great

raiser. 1 affixed the names to all those I sent to

The Gakdbn last week, and marked Eckford on
those I got from him. As I never allow mine to

seed I have abundance of flowers until October

;

the day I sent yours it took seven hours to clear

the rows, and they had been cleared two days pre-

viously. We send away sometimes four small
hampers a day, besides having them all over the
house and giving to anyone who calls, and they
grow to a hciglit of 10 feet."

Iris Kaempferi.— In your i'sue of Ju'y 23
your correspondent, Mr. K. A.Jenkins, of Highgate.
recommends growing tlie Iris Ksempferi on a sunny
south border, and keeping them warm and dry in

winter. My first experience with these flowers
grown on the above principle was unsatisfactory,
and somewhere or other (perhaps in your paper) I

saw that the Japanese grew them as sub aquatics,
60 I moved them last spring twelvemonth into the
slushy margin of a shallow, muddy horsepond,
with their roots in the water. They prospered
wonderfully and some of them flowered. They
spent the winter waterbound and at times ice-
bound, and I felt nervous about them, ;but they
all started in the spring, and I have now
sheaves of them bearing noble flowers, some of
them 9 inches or 10 inches across, and far sur-
passing in size and beauty anything I have seen
even in print, wliich is saying a great deal, and is

a haz-irdous statement, but nevertheless a true
one. This Iris evidently likes to grow like our com-
mon yellow one and the Bulrush, and I should
think that, provided it ripens its seed well, it
might become just as common in our ponds or
streams. They are very beautiful and increase
wonderfully fast when their roots are under water,
in full enjoyment of muddy liberty and independent
of Aquarius above or the gentleman below with,
or without, his watering-pot.— J. Whitworth
Shaw.

Cycnoches chlorochilon . -Judging by the
greater frequency with which this Orchid has
latterly been exhibited, it appears probable that it
is increasing in popularity. We have noticed it at
several of the Drill Hall meetings of the Royal
Horticultural Society, and at the one held on
July 26 a finely developed specimen was shown.
The flowers, which were evidently female, differed
from those generally seen (/.c, the males) in the
column being short and comparatively little curved.
In diameter the flowers are about 6 inches the
sepals and petals being broad, and of a deep yellow
tinged with green. The lijj is yellowish "white
smooth and shining like ivory, with a round patch
of bronzy green on the centre. The column on the
plant shown was about an inch in length and
therefore, scarcely half as long as in the' male
form. This species is one of the easiest to culti-
vate in the group of Orchids to which Cycnoches
Mormodes, and Catasetum belong. It" may be
grown either in pots or baskets, using a light com-
post of peat fibre and Sphagnum. From the time
the plants commence growth up to the flowering
season a light position in the stove should be
afforded them, and as they root abundantly,
copious waterings are needed when once they get
well away. Immediately after repotting, however
there is considerable danger of giving them too
much. After the leaves have fallen, a light and

airy position in the intermediate house is the best

to secure the perfect ripening of the pseudo-bulbs,

without which they neither keep in good health nor

flower so well.

Fuchsia procumbens (7'. 3ln.r>rrll).—This is

the name of your specimen. It was first found in

New Zealand nearly sixty years ago. The plant

grows very freely, and may be used with great

effect as a trailing ])lant upon indoor roek-wnrk
or as a basket plant, in which position the flowers

are erect, never pendulous; they are small, but

very striking in colour, having a deep yellow tube,

dark purple lobes, and light blue stamens. The
fruit is also very ornamental.

Flower Garden.

THE PINK—BLACK AND WHITE.
Your correspondent of July 2.3 asks, " \Vhat

has become of the black and white Pink? '' and
it may be a gentle surprise to learn that it is

" the tlorist "—the very man unhappily charged

with " spoiling the flower"—who alone has pro-

duced and preserved, and perhaps alone possesses

now, the type of Pink Miss Jekyll inquires

about.

In the shows of our florist societies the laced

Pink has not utterly supplanted the black and
white. The schedule of the National Pink

Society contains a class in which the black and
white is required as much as the dark and light

laced pink ; and another class is devoted to

'•collections of miscellaneous Pinks," laced,

black and white, selfs, border and all other

Pinks.

I fail to see why florists should be found
fault with for attending strictly to the chief

object in their special work, which is the inte-

resting pursuit of leading a chosen flower,

highly gifted with variability, into the richest

developments passible to it. In their special

flowers they look more to the charms of quality

than to the attractions of mere quantity.

To the florist, his garden is for his flowers

rather than his flowers for his garden. In the

former case, a man's plants are his familiar

friends and pets ; in the latter, a mere part of

his equipage and circumstance, and if they

could be " put in" as prettily and eti'ectively in

some cheap imitation of form and colouring,

they would satisfy him perhaps even better

than the living plants. He only wants "mass,"

and different colours for more or less distant

effect—plump force, if I may thus roughly ex-

press it.

For ray own part, I do not see that we are

at all bound to produce and exhibit, in our

classical florist shows, common types and mere
border flowers. But let that pass. The man
of (luautity and decorative purpose is kindly

indulged at the shows of the National Auricula,

the National Pink, and the National Carnation

and Picotee Societies, whereat there are classes

extra for fancies, species, or miscellaneous

groups. This is a liberal concession when it is

remembered tliat for the florist it is a false

direction to neglect some "point" for the sake

of " ascertaining what are the qualities most to

be desired in a garden plant." My garden is

the servant of the plant, not the plant the

servant of the garden.

To hear from your correspondent that the

lacing of the Pink is a " point in a false

direction" is a shocking piece of news, and

that the laced Pink is " practically useless any-

where but on a show table " is further in-

telligence of the same horrible character. I

have always grown the laced Pink in beds

with anything but failure or inefl'ective results.

I do not deny that at oO or 100 yards distance

a bed of Pinks, in ma.sses of self colours,

would bo more effective. The laced Pink

would bo out of focus at such distances, and I

want to look at my flowers rather nearer than

that ; I must study them petal by petal, as

gems rather than as scene painting. Laced

Pinks are usually grown in Ijcds only
;

if for

exhibition the flowers are generally from young
plants that were pipings of the previous sum-

mer, producing one leading tlower-stem. For

heavier display two-year-old plants with five

or six steins will be more efTective.

There is no ditticulty in propagating laced

Pinks if it is done in good time, otherwise

failure is not the fault of the laced Pink.

When the plants flower in July, take the

side shoots ofl' with three clearly visible joints

on each, counting from the top of the young
shoot. Tliis secures the jiart that will most

reailily root. Cut the shoot squarely ofl' close

below the third joint, and remove the lowest two

pairs of leaves. If these are left on they may
decay and afl'ect the wounded stem. The tips

of the leaves may, or may not, be slightly cut

over. I leave them alone for the sake of the

stimulus they aft'ord to root action. They will

strike in any soil the plants grow in ; wet it

thoroughly before, and not after, the pipings

are inserted. They will root in the open ground

if protected for a while with hand-lights, to keep

them from bright sun and drying wind, till by

their growth they show that they are rooted.

When they have evidently struck, they should

be removed and planted, say inches apart, if

the bed is not ready for them. But laced

Pinks ought to be bedded out in their blooming

quarters by early October. This is the golden

rule for obtaining perfect lacing. If disturbed in

.spring, many laced Pinks, particularly in the

lighter colours, are very apt to miss their lacing,

and then I do not wonder that Miss Jekyll

should esteem them but lightly.

In all but the very commonest of Pinks, plants

beyond two years of age are liable to get strag-

gling or leggy, and 1 will not suppose that Miss

Jekyll will only accept such Pinks as will re-

quire literally no attention at all. I do not know-

such Pinks. The reason why "we never see

these laced Pinks in the gardens of amateurs"

is simply because amateurs do not know these

laced Pinks. We ought not to need much rack-

ing of our brains as to why the amateur makes

no demand for them when he has neither seen

nor heard of them. It is only human nature.

The black and white Pink is a beautiful

flower, although it lacks that .superb quality of

enrichment-' the lacing. Its central blotch is

known to florists as " the moon " of the flower,

and if Miss Jekyll wishes to discard the lacing,

and yet cry for the " moon," I could tell her

of one way in which she might succeed with even

laced Pinks. But it is a lazy man's method, and

I would not recommend it. Merely keep the

young Pinks (the lighter ones preferably) un-

settled till about April, when they may be

roughly disturbed Never mind about break-

ing a few roots. A good, bitter, dry east wind

is admirable for this over-late operation. Only

a few inner petals of the flowers probably will

show any of the disagreeable lacing—mere

clouds around the "moon." It will be all the

result of weakness and wrong treatment, and

I only state the fact for what it is worth ;

nothing to the true lover of the laced Pink.

The hon. treasurer and secretary of the National

Pink Society, my friend Mr. James W. Bentley,

Stakehill, Castleton, Manchester, would, I am
sure, afford Miss Jekyll any information she
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might wish for, and tell her also where to find
tlie black and white Pink. F. D. Hornek.

Lmvfields, Burton-in-Lonsdah.

A pure wliite Snapdragon.—The Garden
has otten urged the production of decisive colours
in the Antirrhinum. There is grown in great
quantity at Swanmore a pure white variety that
deserves a place in every flower garden. It is

known as Swanmore White because raised in the
place, and being increased in quantity from cut-
tings may be found by hundreds most effectively
employed. I had not thought that a Snapdragon
could produce such beautiful effects until I saw
this one. Blooming profusely from May till July,
the seed spikes are then cut off and new llowers
come from side shoots, lasting all the rest of the
season. About half a dozen very clear self colours,
including a yellow, would be ample for Snapdragons,
and give variety enough for any flower garden.^
A. D-.

Hardy plants at Swanmore. —Although
there is no lack of good hardy flowering and foliage
plants about the gardens here, yet the great feature
in this section is found in a most attractive border
some 7 feet wide, which runs along the south and
east walls of the kitchen garden and on the outside.
Considering that these walls are well furnished
with stone and other fruits, all in fine condition
and carrying good crops, it does seem very like a
violation of the received canons of culture to have
upon such a border such gross feeders as hardy
plants. One thing, however, we know is that the
fruits and the hardy plants need very diverse food,
but all alike need ample moisture! However, a
space some 4 feet in width separates the wall trees
from the hardy plants, and this is carefully pre-
served for the roots of the trees. The border is
also cleared of its contents, trenched, and manured
about every three years, and many of the strong
growing plants need dividing badly enough by thai
time. Some things, notably very large clumps
about ayard over of Montbretia Pottsi,are replaced
whole, and superbly do they repay that considera-
tion. M. crocosmiieflora also does well. Various col-
oured herbaceous Phloxes, Bocconia cordata, very
large clumps Delphiniums, Anemone japonica,
Gypsophila paniculata, perennial Sunflowers, Lych-
nis chalcedonica, Echinops ruthenicus, Francoa
appendiculata, &c., are amongst the tallest, whilst
of dwarfer and specially attractive are the single
yellow Buphthalmum salicifolium, tlie bright mauve
Stenactis speciosa. Geranium armenum. Lychnis
Flos-Jovis, Achillea taurica fl.-pl., Actaja spicata,
Potentillas, &c. These and myriads of other
things impossible to mention make up a collection
as varied as beautiful. Whilst various forms of
flower gardening find a place here, there is no lack
of consideration shown for that beautiful section
of plants commonly termed hardy.—A. D.
Freesias]—Almost everyone is fond of sweet-

scented flowers, and among these few are more
choice and desirable than the Freesias. Immense
numbers of the tubers are annually imported, and
may now be had in a dormant state from any
nurseryman. The way to treat them is to prepare
some light rich sandy soil, such as leaf mould and
loam or peat, the latter in about equal proportions.
Nearly fill the pots with the mixture, and then
place the Freesia tubers regularly over, equi-dis-
tant apart, after which soil should be laid over
them and pressed down so as to bury them an
inch or so deep, then give a gentle watering and
stand the pots in any pit or frame or under hand-
lights, and cover up with a mat or keep close and
dark till they start. As soon as they show, light
must be admitted and air given that the growth
may be sturdy and strong ; but very little water
will be needed till the leafage becomes somewhat
advanced, as very few roots will have formed.
As soon, however, as these are p.ctive, the
soil must be kept moist, and frequent sprink-
lings overhead will be found beneficial to
the plants, which towards the dead of winter
or early spring will send up their flowers.
These appear on small branching stems, from

the top of which they emanate in a spikelet form,
the blossoms being about an inch and a half long
and tubular, with widely-distended mouth, and the
fragrance exquisite. The choicest varieties are F.
refracta alba, a pure white, and F. refracta Leicht-
lini, of a yellowish hue in the throat. The treat-
ment requisite after the flowering period is over is

to give sufficient water to maintain the leaves
fresh for as long a time as possible, and let them
ripen and die away naturally instead of hurrying
them on to maturity. After the tops are gone the
pots should be stored away till about midsummer,
and the tubers then shaken out from the soil to be
repotted afresh, the management after to be the
same as before.—S. D.

Anomatheca cruenta.—This is a wonderfully
prettv liitle bright-coloured bulbous plant, that
will flower beautifully in a sunny border, or it may
be grown in pots and pans for the decoration of
the greenhouse at this season. The bulbs, which
are oblong in shape, are no larger than a small
Pea, while the entire plant, foliage, flower-spike,
and all, is only about 6 inches high. The bright
carmine-crimson coloured blossoms that just over-
top the foliage are very pretty, and, what is more,
they are borne throughout the greater part of the
summer. This little plant is a native of South
Africa, but has been known in this country for
more than sixty years. A notable feature in con-
nection with it is that, unlike most bulbous plants,
if seeds are sown early in the spring and grown on
in a gentle heat, the plants obtained in this way
will flower the first season. After blooming they
must be allowed to go gradually to rest, and be
kept dry during the winter. In turning them out
of the soil care must be taken not to overlook the
tiny bulbs, as this is easily done. A good compost
for the plant in question is loam lightened by an
admixture of leaf mould and sand, this last being
especially necessary. Whether to be grown in pots
or pans, the bulbs should be placed about an inch
apart and half an inch below the surface of the
soil.—H. P.

GARDEN MARIGOLDS.
I HAVE just gathereda handful of semi-double forms
of the common garden Marigold (Calendula oflicina-

lis) and am much struck with their beauty. Presum-
ably a native of the borders of the Mediterranean,
the common or pot Marigold is a favourite do-
mestic plant, both as a herb in cooking and for
forming a distilled water or vinegar. The name
Calendula is evidently founded upon the circum-
stance that the plant may be in flower upon
the calends of every month. The improved double
forms of the common Marigold are well known.
Prince of Orange, Meteor, Souvenir de Trianon,
and others are well known. The flowers are large,
full and very handsome, but almost too massive
for decoration when in a cut state. In the border
they are very imposing, but if allowed to seed too
freely, soon exhaust themselves. The semi-double
varieties have two and three rows of petals, not
more ; they are of medium size, elegant and last-
ing. The fact that it is a common flower growing
freely in most gardens leads some to regard it as
almost unworthy of notice, which is, I think, a
great mistake. From my patch of semi-double
types, which represent the progeny of selected
seedlings, I could, I think, cut a dozen or more of
distinct varieties. Some are almost white, others
pale sulphur, and they go on deepening in tint until
deep glowing orange is reached. Some have a dark
disc in the centre,' which affords an admirable con-
trast, most of them a yellow disc. The palest
flowers are deeper in tint in the centre. Sulphur
has a pale gold disc, and as the tint of the petals
deepens, so does that of the disc. Many of the pale
yellow and pale golden varieties are distinctly
tipped with orange ; some have it upon the sides
of the petals as well. A bunch of them mingled
with a little appropriate foliage and placed in a
vase makes a very pretty table ornament. I am
certain that anyone interested in this flower could
do wonders in the way of improving it. The proof
of what I believe to be its hidden diversities capable
of being brought out is seen in the fact that one

single head of seeds which follows the flower will

produce much variety.

A promising variety, one worthy of being made
a seed parent, should be isolated as far as
possible, and be permitted to mature only two or
three seed-pods. The seeds should be sown in early
spring and the plants put out into a prepared 'bed.
Only the most desirable should be allowed to re-

main, and these be again seeded, and so the work
of selection proceeded with.

Common as the garden Marigold is with us, it

had a remarkable value in mediaeval times, when,
with others, it was dedicated by monks and nuns
to the Virgin, and had the preflx Mary appended
to its name. Called gold simply in the old English
" Herbal," one can quite understand the change of

name and dedication to the Vii-gin. R. D.

Picrorrhiza Kurrooa.—Mr. Wood asks if any-
one has flowered this. I got it from him either

at the beginning of last year or in the previous
autumn, and it flowered in the summer. The
flowers are insignificant, pale white, clustered at

the top of the shoots. It is planted at the foot of

a rockery in rich moist soil facing] south, but
shaded well from the sun. This year, so far at all

events, it has failed to flower.—F. M. BtlETON,
Ilif/Ji field, (iainslioroiiijh.

Stopping Sweet Peas. —In our kitchen garden
we have a centre walk. Wishing to shut off the
vegetable quarters, we sow a row of Sweet Peas
every year 7 feet from the walk. The border we
use for growing material for filling the flower

basket. Wishing to keep these Peas as long in

bloom as possible, I stop a portion of the plants all

along the rows just as they are coming into b'.oom.

By so doing, the blooming period is much prolonged
and flowering continues till frost destroys them.
-J. C. F.

Marigolds.— It was somewhat of a surpr se to

find so early in the season as Bank holiday last a
very fine lot of blooms of both African and striped

French Marigolds at the Earl's Court show. These
came from those excellent growers, Messrs. Dobbie
and Co., of Rothesay, although I rather expect the

flowers were from their southern seed-grounds at

Beaulieu, in the New Forest. Assuming such to

be the case, undoubtedly a warm tribute must be
paid to the excellence of quality found in the

striped flowers, because it is a fact that their

markings are always clearer and more defined in

the cool north than in the warm south, so that a
strain that shows such good forms in South Hants
now must be very constant. In respect of African,

Messrs. Dobbie are aiming by their process of

selection to obtain really fine rounded form as

well as size and doubleness. Naturally, if a flower

shows a tendency to certain rotund form and ful-

ness, that element in its character should be deve-

loped, and that is what Messrs. Dobbie have done
with their flowers. [I never.'yet could understand

why the flowers of the orange variety should be

larger than those of the lemon variety, but such is

the case. On the other hand, I found at Bedfont
that intermediate-hued flowers came very near to

the orange in size, and encouraged their develop-

ment. The Messrs. Dobbie and Sons, however,

have strong notions as to purity in colour, and
rigidly pull or rogue all flowers that are not good
orange or pure lemon. They have about an acre

of each of these forms growing at Beaulieu, and
must present a grand body of colour later on. The
best of strains will give some single flowers, but

then good strains never give bad flowers in doubles,

whilst those who only grow imported strains rarely

get a well-formed double flower. These giant

Marigolds specially merit wide culture, not only as

exhibition flowers, but also because of their ex-

ceeding effectiveness in the garden during the

autumn.— A. D.

Spiraea japonica growing on Grass.—

I

never remember to have seen this growing in the

Grass till recently, when I was calling at Sir H.

Peek's fine place at Rousden, in Devonshire. Here
it was making a good display planted on the out-

side of some shrub borders. It was planted irre-

gularly between low-growing shrubs, and ,at the
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time of my visit (July Ki) it was a mass of bloom.

This would be a good way of disposing of old forced

clumps.—J. C. F.

THE HorTTYNIAS.
A SMALL genus containing only three species

of very remarkable ])lants. They are nearly

allied to Saunuus Loureiri and S. cernua, and
are the oidy hardy rupreseutatives of the

natural order Piperacca'. They are beautiful

and gracfful as well as curious plants, and are

well suited for the bog garden, where in a rich

])eaty soil they ]iresent quite a tropical aiipear-

ance. They are all perfectly hardy in the .south

It flowers June to August. The accompanying
figure gives a good illustration of a rolust speci-

men.
H. ('(ii!i).\T.\, figured in the Ilotaiiieal Magazine,

.'it, tab. 27:il, is a perennial, wilh a stout creeping
root throwing out a few llbrcs. U is i|uite distinct

in habit finm the above, the stems growing 1

foot to 2 feet high, erect, and rarely branched, the

leaves alternate, cordate at tmse, pointed, with en-

tire margins. The spathe or bracts resembles a
corolla, and consists of four large pure white
spreading leaves from the base of the spadi.x or

cone of flowers. Thunberg first found this curious

plant in Japan, where it appears to be known as

Doku Dami, or Sjunjak, growing in great abund-
ance in ditches liy the wayside. It is also found
in Nepaul and Cochin China, where Loureiro found

Houttynia ealifornica. Enarraved for The G.^rden from a drawing sent by
Mr. C. A. Orcutt, California.

at .any rate, and may be increa.sed readily by
division.

H. CALii'ORNic.v.—This very remarkable plant
is also known in gardens under the name of Ane-
miopsis ealifornica; it is now, however, placed
under Houttynia, and along with other two species

forms the entire genus. It was first found by
Nuttall at San Diego, Upper California, and later

by Douglas, who sent specimens home. It is a
true perennial, the leaves nearly all rising from a
fasciculated rootstock. They are always on long
stalks, the blade elliptical, nearly cordate at the
b.ise, blunt, and the edges entire. The flower-stem
is very hairy, erect, longer than the leaves, and
bearing numerous small inconspicuous flowers on
an o^al cone. This is surrounded by si.i: large
spre.Tding bracts, the inntr three spotted with red,

the others white. These bracts are very persistent,

and remain fi.'ccd long after they have turned
brown. It is a useful plant for the bog garden
and very easily managed. Increased by division.

it only growing in gardens. A useful companion
to the above, flowering July and August.
H. CHINENSIS, which was first named Gjm-

notheca chinensis by Decaisne, is a native of
China, and appears to be a very ornamental plant.
I have not seen it in cultivation, though appar-
ently well worth it. D.

NOTES ON LILIES.

The dilterent hardy Lilies continue to increase in

popularity every year, for they may now be met
with plantfd in many places where a few years
ago scarcely a single representative was to be
found. Kew has shown us some fine examples of
Lily culture, and some very happy combinations
where they are associated with other plants, espe-
cially in the case of Lilium auratum, longiflorum,
tigrinum, speciosum, elegans, pardalinum, super-
bum, umbellatum, and the new and charming L.
Henryi. It is certain that practical teaching such

as this has done a good deal to popularise the
finest Lilies, and grand examples of a few species
may also at times be met with in cottage gardens,
where they have been allowed to remain undis-
turbed for ye.-irs. Tlmugh many kinds are some-
what costly, it is by no means necessary to plant
such as these in order to have a good display, fcr
several of the very best are also amorg the veiy
cheapest. The Lily season even out of doors ex-
tends over a lengthened period, from L. pyrenai-
cum .and L. umbellatum (which usually commence
to bloom during llie nKJUth of May) to the latent
flowers of L. s-peciosum and tlie secondary blooms
of some varieties of L. longiflorum, both of which
are so late as to be often cut by eaily fro.-ts.

Though a few excessively hot days rjuickly caused
some of the blooms to fade, the present season has
up to now been a very favouratiie one for Lily
blooms, for there h.ave been .at all events in most
places very few of those heavy rains which in con-
junction with the hot sunshine soon disfigure the
flowers. Of the upright or cup-shaped Lilies the
major portion is included in two groups, viz., L.

umbellatum, or davuricum, as it is often called in

its various forms, and L. elegans or Thunbergi-
anum, of which there are many varieties. While
there is no very wide range of colour in the case of
L. umbellatum, on the other hand, L. elegars
varies considerably, not only in the blooms, but
also in height, as well as in the time of flowering.
Our supplies of L. umbellatum are usually drawn
from Holland, and so are some of the varieties of
L. elegans, while in addition several forms of this
last are sent here from Japan during the wintfr
months. Among these are generally to be found
some very supei ior varieties, usually, however, in a
more or less mixed state. Ten years agoavciy
fine variety made its appearance, and was at that
time aw.arded a certificate by the Royal Horticul-
tural Society under the name of L. elegans robus-
tum, which well expresses one of its prominent
features, as it is larger and bolder than any of the
others. At the same time the large rich orange-
coloured flowers are so copiously spotted with
brown, that the n.ame of guttatum, which was at
that period given it by some cultivators, must also
be regarded as a very expressive one. Since its

advent but few examples have made their appear-
ance, at least as far as I am aw.are, till the present
season, when numerous inst.ancfs have come undrr
my observation. The deeply coloured forms of L.
elegans, such as Van Houttei (of which a colourtd
plate was given in The Garden, Nov. S, ISIMI),

are also very showy, and to these may be added
fulgens, deep red

;
pictura, yellow, splashed raorg

or less with crimson ; biligulatum cr lateritium,
reddish-brown, that lasts in perfection a shorter
time than any of the others; and two tiny forms,
alutaceum and Prince of Orange, which grow but a
few inchfs hioh. Some pans of these two were
shown by Mr. Ware at the International Horticul-
tural Exhibition on July 5, and judging by conver-
sation overheard at different times, the fact th.at

there were Lilies so lowly in slature seemed to sur-

prise many. The blooms of alutaceum are a yel-
lowish buff, and those of the ether are a good deal
in the same way, but with more of an orange hue.
One valuable feature po.'^sessed by these cup-shaped
Lilies is that they may be thoroughly depended
upon to flower well the first season after planting,
for many, especially some of the Martagon group,
will give but little return in the shape of flowers
at first. Thus, for the eleg.antly reflexed, brilliant

red blooms of L. pomponium, it is usually necessary
to wait a season or two, and |)retty much the same
will apply in the case of L. Martagon and its varie-

ties album and dalmaticum, L. chalcedonicum and
L. Szovitzianura or colchicum. Occasionally, how-
ever, a good spike or two will be pushed up by
newly-planted bulbs, but such as these can only be
regarded as exceptions to the general rule. The
different Martagon Lilies are characteiiscd by for

the most part sm.all blooms, that reflex in a very
pleasing manner, so that being borne, as they are,

on long slender stems, they appear admirably

adapted for cutting to furnish large vases or

for similar purposes. They would when em-
ployed in this way certainly lecome popular
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but for the heavy, disagreeable smell of most of

them, for when confined indoors it becomes almost

unbearable. Among the finest of the Marl agon

group the Japanese L. Hansoni must have a place,

as its prettily refiexed bright orange - coloured

blossoms, dotted more or less with purplish brown,

are very distinct from any of the others, not only

in colour, but also in the thick wax-lil^e texture

of the petals. Last yeir I related in The
Gaeden that the flowers of tliis Lily were

quickly scalded where exposed to t'le full

rays of tlie sun; in fact, far more quickly

than the blooms of any other kind under similar

conditions. Tliis season they have again sufltered

in the same way, but where slightly shaded if only

for a few hours in the middle of the day they re-

tained their beauty ami kept fresh for a consider-

able lime.

That group of Lil'cs whose bulbs are of a

rhizomatous chara-ter are not only very dis-

tinct, but most beautiful. The two first men-

tioned of these will run up to a height of 8 feet

or more, and when in a mass rising up from a

groundwork of shrubs they are seen to very great

advantage, aided to which the protection afforded

by the shrubs often serves them in good stead

during early spring. The old orange Lily (L. cro-

ceum) still stands out as one of the very finest of

the entire genus, for the rich deep orange colour of

its blossoms is very different from that of any

of the forms of L. umbellatum, which is its nearest

relative, though they are quite different from

each other. The orange Lily, for instance, does

not open till the forms of L. umbellatum are

past or nearly so, while the blooms of this last are

thinner in texture than those of L. croceum, and do

not last in beauty. It may be planted in various

ways, for I have seen a very pretty effect by asso-

ciating it with blue Delphiniums, and a few days

since it formed a prominent feature in Regent's

Park. There, some grand masses of Ibis Lily stood

out from a background of dark-coloured shrubs,

and when seen they were quite a mass of rich

coloured blossoms. That this grand Lily is among
the clieapest of all, and will succeed in ordinary

garden soil, are two gre.at points in its favour. The
stately growing L. testaceum, with its dislinct

nanke'en-colmired flowers, is another thoroughly

good garden Lily, as indeed are its two supposed

parents, the white or Madonna Lily (L. candidum)

and L. chalcedonicum, with its Turk's-cap-like

blooms of a sealing-wax red colour. This last is

not yet in bloom, though some of the buds are nearly

reaiy to open. Two allied species—L. Browni and L.

dorum, concerning which there has been a good deal

of controversy at various times—are now in flower

together, so tiiat the points of difference between

them at all events in that stage can be readily Feen.

L. Browni, which grows a yard or so in height, has

the stem somewhat sparingly furnished with rather

narrow leaves of a deep green tint, while the large

bell-shaped flower is ivory - white within and

heavily tinged with chocolate on the exterior.

The stem, too, especially near the base, is purple.

In L. odorum the leaves are much broader, thin in

texture, and of a dull pale green, while the ex-

terior of the bloom is much less heavily tinged

with chocolate. I consider L. Browni far superior

to the other, as in addition to the features enu-

merated above the bulbs are far less liable to

decay than those of L. odorum, which in this res-

pect must be regarded as one of the more delicate

Lilies. My specimens were purchased under the

name of L. japonicum Colchesteri, which is fre-

quently applied' to this species. Lilium longiflorum

is now rapidly approaching the flowering stage

when planted out in the open, though under glass

it has been blooming since the early part of the

year. We get bulbs of this Lily or of its varieties

now from various quarters of the globe, for though

there are not many English grown, yet large impor-

tations reach this country from Holland, Japan,

Bermuda, and lastly from South Africa. For out-

door planting, however, I should be inclined to

prefer the Japanese bulbs to those from the

two last-mentioned places. Another Lily whose

earliest blooms are just commencing to open is L.

auratum, but in the case of this species its flower-

ing season extends over a longer period than most

Lilies, for different individuals do not all ex-

pand their blossoms within a few days of each

other, as many do. The later kinds, such as

the different forms of the Tiger Lily (of

which splendens is by far the best), with L.

speciosum and its numerous varieties, promise

well for a display of bloom. Several examples

of Lilies were exhibited at the show held in the

grounds of the Horticultural E.xhibition on July 5,

among which the following were noted : L. elegans

in variety, L. umbellatum, L. croceum, the stately

L. giganteum, L. pamponium, L. maritimum, L.

Grayi, L. Hansoni, L. Martagon, with its white

and black varieties album and dalmaticum, L.

pardalinum, L. Washingtonianum, which by the

way must, generally speaking, be regarded as a

poor Lily, and L. Lowi, anotlier of those Indian

Lilies that Messrs. Low have brought under our

notice within the last few years. It was about a

couple of feet high, while the bell-shaped flower

would be 3 inches or so in length and the same

across the mouth. The colour is white, slightly

tinged with green on the exterior, while the inside

of the bloom is spotted with purple, which is, how-

ever, limited to the three inner segments. The
leaves are narrow, about i inches long, and of a

glaucous green hue. Though distinct, it is by no

means a striking Lily. Of forced Lilies, L. longi-

florum and the white and pink varieties of L.

speciosum were very noticeable at the same show.

H. P.

Pinks. A batch of serdlings was raised, amongst
them being Mr. S. Barlow, purple laced ; Alder-

man Thorp, red laced ; and Miss Pomroy, black and
white. At the same time other florists were not

idle. Mr. Thurston raised and distributed G. Hodg-
kinson, Mr. J, Thur^ton and G. Dorrington ;

Messrs.

Paul sent out last year Bertha ; and this autumn
Mr. Brown, of Birmingham, will distribute two
new grand varieties. Amy and Ethel. These do not

exhaust the list of first class varieties, belter than
any that were so much prized thirty or forty years

ago. Miss Jekyll shall not be in want of a new
black and white long, for as soon as the pipings are

struck I will forward to her.—W. Prescott.

Border Pinks.— If Miss Jekyll would look in

upon some of the growers of flowers or plants of

a hardy nature for market or street sale, she would

probably find what she wanted in the shape of a

good hardy Pink, white-flowered and with a dark

ring or blotch at the base of the petals. There is

plenty of hardy border Pinks about the country,

rough of petal perhaps, but very richly perfumed

;

the -plants very hardy, and producing fine clumps.

It is well in connection with Pinks always to have

two or three years' succession stocks in hand.

Thus plants from the previous year's pipings often

expend their strength more in the produc-

tion of growth or shoots than of flowering stems.

But then the second year each of these shoots carries

flowers, and a fine head of bloom on each plant re-

sults. There is also plenty of bloom in future

years. Still, so easily may all sorts of Pinks be

thus increased, that it is not worth while to retain

plants that have flowered three times, as they then

begin to get ragged or more liable to injury from

snow and heavy rains. Because of this tendency

on the part of these hardy Pinks to make such

short growth the fir.-t year, it is not unwise to

leave them in the nursery bed, transplanting with

good clumps of roots into the borders or beds the

following autumn. It has sometimes been said of

Pinks, because of the reason mentioned, that they

were disappointingly shy bloomers, but the follow-

ing year's result has shown the error of hasty judg-

ment. There is yet ample time for the putting in

of Pink cuttings, especially in small frames or

under hand-lights, and a stock of hundreds of

plants may soon be obtained. Some persons

simply pinch off the shoots and stick them in at

once ; others, perhaps wiser, make them as cuttings

should be. Set in sandy soil, covered with glass,

and shaded in hot sunshine, they soon make root,

and the trouble involved has been trifling.—A. D.

Miss Jekyll asks what has become of the

old black and white Pink. This is not the first

time the same question has been asked. The an-

swer has always been the same : gone out of culti-

v.ation in consequence of there being no demand.

It is well known that when Pink shows ceased one

variety after another was lost, amongst others

being the much-inquired-for black and white Miss

Jessop. Three years ago Pink exhibitions

were again held, with the result that there was a

want of a " black and white." This want has

been supplied by Mr. W. Taylor, of Middleton, one

of the old race of florists who have done so much
to keep alive the love of Auriculas, Carnations and

VERBASCUM VERNALE AND V. CHAIXI.

Treating of Mulleins in The Garden of July

9 (p. 211), "A. H." introduces Verbascum vernale.

This is a name commonly, but doubtfully applied

to a very fine perennial Mullein now in flower and
9 feet high in my garden. It was, I believe, intro-

duced to England by Mr. W. Robinson about
twenty years ago, who found it growing in the

Jarciin des Plantes at Paris under the name of V.

Chaixi. For some years it passed by this name in

English gardens, but it is certainly not the V.

Chaixi of Villars, a species wild in the south of

France, and fully descrilied in Grenier and
Godron's "Flore de France," vol, ii., p. 553. It is

far too large a plant for that, which is no taller

than V. nigrum. V. vernale of Wierzbick, which
E. Boissier in his "Flora Orientalis " makes a va-

riety of V. nigrum, certainly comes nearer the de-

scription, as it is said to differ from V. nigrum by
its panicled stem, but I feel little doubt that the

plant in question, which Mr. Robinson introduced,

is a hybrid. E. Boissier suggests V. nigrum and
V. sinuatum as the parents of the plant, which he

describes by the name of V. hypoleucum (" Flora

Orient.alis," vol. iv., p. 329). It it was a true spe-

cies it would sometimes produce fertile seed, but

I have never found fertile seed upon it. Con-
versely I have by experience come to the conclu-

sion that hybrid Mulleins—and they are endless in

variety— never produce fertile seed. Another thing

I have noticed about them is that in duration they

take after the shorter-lived parent, a perennial

crossed with ,a biennial producing only biennial

forms. Some of these biennial forms—for in-

stance, between V. phocniceum and V. Blattaria

—

would be well worth perpetuating if it could be

done. I have a good many perennial forms be-

tween V. phreniceum and V. nigrum, of which
some are known under the collective name of V.

cupreum, though they are v.arious. These are diffi-

cult to divide, so they remain where they originate.

" A. H." speaks of V. nigrum var. album as if it

was a novelty, but I know that Ware used to sell

it as much as twenty years ago under the name of

V. Chaixi allium. As it does not come true from
seed and is troublesome to increase, it does not

find favour with nurserymen. My stock was a'l

obtained from a plant I found by the roadside

near Burnham Beeches nearly twenty ye.ars ago,

growing amongst abundant plants of the yellow

type. In Nyman's " Conspectus," p. 531, itappears

that the name V. vernale has been changed to V.

Wierzbicki, but it is at best a plant of doubtful

history, though the subject of this note is a grand

garden plant. C. WOLLEY DoD.

Ei/gc Hall.

Pelargonium Alice Crousse.—This, which
belongs to the double-flowered Ivy-leaved section,

is a great favourite of mine and one that blooms

most profusely either planted out or confined in

pots. It is a free-growing variety, and being less

stiff than some of the newer members of the Ivy-

leaved class, does well when treated as a trailer,

or it may just as readily be grown into specimen

form, as detailed in The Garden, p. 47. The col-

our of the flower is a kind of magenta-purple,

difficult indeed to describe, but very striking when
seen. Even in wet weather the blooms keep their

colour well. This desirable variety is by no means
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a noveltv, for it was sent out, I believe, in 1HS5,

and is now kept in stock by most of our nursery-

men, nnd sold id a clieap rate. ^Vllere there is a

collection without this particular variety, a note

shoulii he made of it. for thouijh great, numbers
have been tent out since tlis was raised, it still

remains, as far as my experience goes, the best of

that colour. Souvernr de Charles Turner, so

favourably .spoken of in the above-mentioned
article, is this season very fine in many places.—T.

Chrysanthemums.

NEW CONTINENTAL EAKLY-FLOWERING
CIIKYSANTHEML'MS OF 1892.

Last year, when placing on record the names and
descriptions of an important addition to the list of

early-lloworing Chrysanthoninms, I gave a, sketch

of the principal events in the history of this now
rapidly increasing section, so far as they had not

been dealt with by other writers. There is, there-

fore, but little to say concerning their past develop-

ment, and those interested in this class of flower

will perhaps have more than sufficient to do in

watching the achievements of the raisers in the

future. Considering the favourable reception the
1891 varieties met with and the probable greater

advance they will make now that they have been
in the hands of English cultivators for another year,

it will not be a matter for surprise to find that a
ttill further increase is to be made in the present

year. Again we find that M. D^laux is the lead-

ing distributor of the new varieties, although what
he sends out in 1.S92 only number about half as

many as tho^e comprising his former set, and this

may be regarded as a distinct benefit to all con-

cerned, for one would have thought that the 125
varieties he sent out in the spring of last year
would have been en'iugh to satisfy the mo.-t ardent
admirer of early varieties for several years to come.

It is not agreeable to be compelled to draw
attention to confusing nomenclature any oftener
than has already been done, but what can be ex-

pected when such instances occur a? Mme. Eugfene
Clicrjuit, Mme. Paul Chandon de Briailles, Mme.
Raoul Chandon de Briailles, Mme. Kent? Chandoii
de Briailles, and Mme. Theophile Ricderer, all of
which names were used in the previous collection
without the title of Madame being prefixed 1 In
the two collections of earlies from M. Dflaux
we have now the name of Chandon de Briaides
u?ed eight times, and, what is still more curious,
several other names eminent in connection with
champagne like Clicfjuot, Moet, and Pommery,
though why champagne and early-flowering Chry-
santhemums should be associated together it is

difficult to understand.
As was the case last year, nearly all the new

flowers belong to the Japanese large-fiowering race,
and are stated to be of a very dwarf growth, which
will render them especially valuable for border cul-
tivation. Had these early-flowering Chrysanthe-
mums possessed the same kind of habit as many of
the best November varieties, growing to the height
of from G feet to 9 feet, they would only have been
serviceable for the production of specimen blooms
at our early autumn shows; and, furthermore, the
fact of their being large-flowered sorts materially
increases their value for cultivation in the open.
It has, I think, already been pointed out that
until recent years all the early sorts were pompon
varieties, and that the first step towards the new
departure was due entirely to French cultivators.
If they succeed in imparting to their new creations
all the brilliant colours that characterise the later
sorts, then the new French eaily Chrysanthemums
will become very formidable rivals to such showy
autumn flowers as the Aster and Dahlia.
Out of those distributed last year four received

first-class certificates at the National Chry.santhe-
mum Society's floral meetings, viz.. Souvenir de
Louis Ferie, JIme. Edouard Lefort, M. Jules
Paquet and Veuve Clicquot, the last being staged
under the careless and misleading name of Vicomte
Clicquot. It seems that, besides the Miser's objec-

tionable practice of m\dtiplying synonymous
names, there is also the risk of Engli>h exhibitors
m.aking mistakes in entering their exhibits ; and if

it should h;i]i|ien that they receive certificates, the
error or errors become perpetuated and synonyms
created which a careful regard to orthography
might obviate. It is more than prob.-ible that if

the N.C.S. held their floral meetings more fre-

quently in the early autumn, that other varieties

would have been sulunitted, because many of the
1.S91 flowers were in bloom as early as July and
August. The omission to do so, howevei", cannot be
helped, for the lioral committee of that society
have quite enough to do to adjudicate ujmn the
merits of such flowers as may be in perfection dur-
ing the last three months of the year:

—

Andii Fallih-cf (Di'laus).—Jajanese; long broad
petals, bright yellow, lif;liteneJ red.
Anne Fallieres (Delaux).—Japanese

;
golden claret,

glazed silver, reverse gold.
Arijentea (Delaux).— Silvery white, shaded lilue-

rose, centre golden.
Belh'donne (Calvat).—Lacinlated petals, white.
Carnea (Delaux).—Japanese; violet golden flesh

colour, glazed silver, centre gold.
Chaneellicr Gdhriel Valensi (Delaux).—Violet-rose,

flowered white, reverse silvery white.
Charles (lilrard (Delaux).—Japanese; golden red,

shaded salmon-yellow, reverse gold.
CojJimandnnt Doniinicn Jaccarino (Delaux).—Car-

mine, shaded light amaranth, centre bluish silver.

Cnmmandant Sclmeraer (Delaux).—Violet-purple,
centre silvery white.

Comte Ali'jcandre Sclierejnetcff ( Delaux).—Japanese

;

golden yellow, shaded crimson, centre darker.
('omtessc Marie Scheremele.ff (Delaux).—Japanese;

violet golden rose, glazed silver, centre gold.
ConseUler-Gen^ral Fetiilloij (Delaux).—Japanese;

golden yel'ow, shaded golden red, tips violet-rose, re-

verse gold.

Fdnuind Boissier (Reydellet).—Japanese reflexed
;

dark carmine-rost, tipped straw-yellow.
Eugene Fare: (Farez).—Japanese ; long petals, red-

dish crimson, shaded violet, centre old gold.
Gambeita (Calvat).—Japanese; purple, silver re-

verse.

Gloire de Mezin (Delaux),—Japanese; golden yel-

low, shaded crimson-red. reverse silvery.

//ami Efieiine (Ca-lvat).—Pale mauve.
Loui>; Betizirh (Delaux).—Japanese; violet golden

red, glazed white and shaded rose, centre gold.
Mine. Alfred Werli (Delaux).—Fimbriated white,

centre cream.
Mme. A. Schlailer (Delaux).— Japanese ; violet-rose,

centre gold.

Mme. Charles de Cn;a)iorc (Delaux).—Buff-yellow,
shaded orauge-red, speckled yellow.

Mine. Fdijinird lieij (Calvat).—Soft rose, shaded
yellow, broad petals.

Mine. Ernest Lemoine (Delaux).— Japanese; white,
edged violet-rose, centre gold.

Mine. Eiiijcne Clicquot (Delaux).—Japanese; creamy
white, shaded rose, centre dark cream.
Mme. Gahriel Fontaine (Delaux).— Japanese

; gol-
den yellow, shaded violet-red, tipped yellow, cent e
dark gold.

Mme. Gaidnn de Vennrje (Delaux).—Japanese ; semi-
douhle, golden yellow edged \io!et-red, silvery re-

verse.

M. Oayon (Dekux). — Japanese; red, reverse old
gold.
Mme. Jeanne Fnllieres (Delaux). — Japanese

;

yellowish red, glazed white, centre golden, tipped
white.
Mme. Lahour (Delaux).—.Tapanese; silvery violet-

rose, centre greenish gold.

Mine. Latuit de Molinet (Delaux).—Japanese ; white,
shaded rose.

Mme. Lehlanc (Calvat) — Pure white.
Mine. Leferre Baron (Delaux).—Japanese ; bright

violet-rose, reverse silvery white.
Mme. Leon Cohn (Delaux).—.Tapanese; wax-like

white, flamed carmine-rose, reverse golden red.
Mine. L. Fnmal (Delaux).—Japanese; silvery dark

cream, shaded carmine-rose, darker centre.
Mme. Lucie Uekernc (Delaux).— ,Jap.anese

;
golden

red, shaded gold, reverse gold, shaded violet.

Mine. Marie Constans (Delaux).—Japanese; rosy
white, centre cream.
Mme. Marie Masse (Delaux).—Japanese; same

shade as Janie3 Salter, larger bloom.
Mme. Marie Ilohert (Delaux).—Japanese ; white,

centre dark cream.
Mme. Malhilde Betlzich (Delaux). — .Japanese;

white, slightly creiimy, shaded rose, centre gold.

Mme Paul Chandon de BrinHlen (Delaux).—Japan-
ese ; carmine-rose, spotted vihite.

Mme. I'iclion (Delaux).—White, shaded rose, cantre
cream.
Mine. Raoul Chandon de Briailles (Delaux).

—

Japanese; white.
Mine. Hone Chandon de Briailles (Di:la,\iii).—Japan-

ese ; soft rose, reverse gold.
Mme. Hr.'in-artz (Calvat).—Tubulated, lilac, with

almost while reverse.
Mme. 1 lieopliile Rcedercr (Delaux).—Japanese

;

purple-carmine, centre nankeen, edged dark carmine.
Mile. t:ii,icicie Klein (Delaux).—Fimbriated, white,

centre cream.
Mile. Fleurot (Delaux).—Japanese; pure white,

striped carmine-violet-rose, centre cream.
Mile. Lmise ]>emaurec (lielaux). — Lilae-rosc,

lightened silvery white, centre gold.
Mile. Rent^c Cohn.— Wax-like creamy colour, striped

rose.

Marc Michtli (Reydellet).—Japanese ; bright car-
mine-rose, centre yellow, rather early.

il/. .'l7!rf)-(;'(j/iin^ (Delaux).—Japanese; dai-k yellow,
sliaded violet -red, tipped yellow, centre gold.
M. B. Yumj (Delaux).—Japanese

;
golden red,

lightened ealmon, reverse salmon.
M. Danijerille (Delaux). — Dark golden yellow,

shaded rod.

.1/. Jules Demaurex (Delaux).—Dark purple-amar-
anth, edged white.
M.J. Gra.f (Delaux).—Japanese; lilac-rose, glared

white, reverse silvery, centre silvery white, fliaded
gold.

_M. Leferre Baron (Delaux).—Japaucfe ; white,
slightly creamy, centre darker.
M. le Ministre Constans (DSlaux). — Japanese;

erimson-reJ, striped dark yellow, centre gold.
M. le Ministre Develle (Delaux).— .lapanese; centre

flesh colour, passing to white, pttals edged aud tipped
dark carmine- rose.

M. le Ministre Lifon Bourgois (Delaux).— Japan-
ese; violet-rose, flamed white, centre gold.
M. I'aul Lemoine (Delaux).— Japanese; gulden

yellow, centre red.
M. Ribierre (Delaux).—Japanese; jonquil-yellow,

edged carmine-red.
Papa Toussamt (Delaux).— Golden-red and dark

ochre-yellow.
Pol-Lt?on le Quern (Boucharlat).—Japanese ; bright

salmon-purple-rose.
Prrfet Lion Culm (Delaux).— (_!oldeu salmon-red,

centre gold.

Procyon (Laorois)-—Japanese ; bright red, edged
yellow, broad petals.

Secretaire J-douard Lefort (Delaux). — Japanese;
brick-red, shaded golden-red, centre gold.

Secretaire Oscar Arlet (Delaux). — Golden-red,
tippel yellow.

Son alfesse Sidi-Ali-Pacha-Pey (Delaux).—Japanese;
golden rose, glazed silver, centre gold.

Son alte.^se Sidi-Ta'ieb-Bey (Delaux).— .Japanese;
rosy flesh colour, shaded gold, centre silvery.

Souvenir du Loupillon (USlaux).— Gold, shaded
red.

Soui'enir de ma Mere (Calvat).—Tubulated, pale
lilac, tips darker, dwarf.
Sou venir de Mnic. Demaure.v (Delaux).—Light vio'cc-

rose, reverse silver, centre goUen.
Souvenir de Paul Cornu (Delaux).—Dark crimron-

red, centre gold.
SDUven r de petite Madeleine (Calvat).—Pure white,

dwarf.
Souvenir de Scmbel (Delaux).—Dark yellow, edged

dark crimson.
Souvenir du Qdn^ral Dufour (Reydellet).— Straw-

coloured centre, surrounded with white, mauve tips

passing to white.
Veuve Pommery Jils (Delaux).— Dark crimson and

silvery grey, shaded rose.

Zelmire ( Delaux).—Yellow.
C. Harjian Paine.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS IN NEW ZEALAND.
Mr. John Ddtton, of C'hristchurch, N.Z , may be
regarded as the first, or at least one of the first

Chrysanthemum growers to raise new Chrysanthe-
mums from colonial-saved seed. In a letter just

to hand, he says :

—

I send you the enclosed clipping from the Christ-
church Press, as it may interest you and show you
that we have ma^e a beginning this year to raise Chry
santhemums from our own saved seed. I also by this

mail send a photo of a plant of the best large,

flowered seedling ten months from sowing the seed-
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I have named it Southern Alps (Duttin) ; it is a pale

primrose-yellow antl the plant has lOS flowers and buds
on it. I liave some beautiful small pompon varieties,

free-flowering and dwarf habit ; also a new strain of

small quilled varieties, excesdinsly pretty like the

quilled Daisies, both white and yellow colours.

The newspaper paragraph states that there are

on view at the seed shop of Mr. Turner twelve va-

rieties, an! that the exhibit is interesting as

being the first from seed raised there. The raiser

had some trouble before seed was secured, as It is

very rare to find any on plants there, the frost

destroying the flowers before the seed matures.

The flowers on view were only a part of the col-

lection raised from seed saved in 1.S91.

From Wellington, in the same colony, I learn

that Mr. Earland has raised some seedlings from
colonial-saved seed, and he, too, is said to be the

first raiser in New Zealand. The claim to that

honoured title must, however, be settled on the

spot, for I have no data to enable me to determine
whether ihe palm should beawarded to Mr. Diitton

or to Mr. Earland. The latter gentleman, however,

is the one who concerns us most just at the pre-

sent moment, for he has announced the despatch

of some of his seedlings frozen in blocks of ice.

These he desires to be submitted to the National
Chrysanthemum Society for adjudication, and
when they arrive they will unquestionably form a
very interesting exhibit.

(Chrysanthemums are evidently becoming very

mucb appreciated in New Zealand, and shows have
recently been held at Auckland, Christchurch, Wel-
lington, and other places. If Mr. Earland's ex-

periment should prove successful, other growers

may follow his example, although it is difficult to

understand in what way such expensive experiments

can be made to answer. We are so close to other

Chrysanthemum-raising centres, that it is doubtful

whether we shall ever do much business with the

Antipodean cultivators and raisers of new seedlings.

At all events, should these frozen blooms preserve

their form and colouring in the blocks of ice, one
very great difilculty in the way of trade will be
removed, because E iglish growers will have an
opportunity of judging for themselves whether the

colonial varieties are worthy of serious attention.

Difticulties in the packing of plants and their

transit to this country would soon be overcome if

any of the new flowers exhibited signs of ex-

ceptional merit.

Daring the past year correspondents in the
Australasian colonics have favoured me with a
vast amount of correspondence concerning Chry-
santhemums there, but up to the present the New
Zealand growers head the list. They hare most
of the standard varieties in their collections, and
indeed it is surprising at times to find what a
nnmber of the most recent novelties is already in

their possession. Chrysanth.

Ferns.

NOTES ON FERNS.
CossERV.\T()RY Fekn'S. — Under this licad I

would more particularly direct attention to those

kinds which will thrive in a minimum tempera-

ture of 40° or thereabouts during the winter

season. In most conservatories and show-liouses

there is room for small or mediunr sized plants

of this character. There are frequently in sucli

houses places where it would not be possible

to keep flowering plants for any length of time

with even a moderate amount of success, but
where Ferns that are of an enduring character

may be kept for months together. By growing
a goodly number for such purposes there is a
considerable saving in the quantity of flowering

plants required to completely furnish a house,

whilst the effect is in nearly every case con-

siderably enhanced by the addition of the green
foliage of the Ferns in contrast to or the sub-

duing of tlie various colours of the flowers,

particularly when these are employed in a
liberal manner. In the case of tall growing
flowering plants, as Liliums of various kinds,

the Callas, the Tuberoses and the Francoas,
these Ferns constitute a most desirable and
effective groundwork, in this manner looking
much better than when many flowering plants
are grouped together en masse.. Wlien the supply
of flowers is at all short, a good stock of Ferns is

of great assistance in conjunction with other
plants of fine foliage. It pays therefore to grow
some few kinds in goodly numbers, according to

the case in ])oint. Of these mention should
now be made more particularly of the hardier
of the Aspleniurns, must of which can be easily

increased at this or any time of the year by
the small bulbils forming on the fronds. Aliout
now these are in a good condition for removal.
This may be done by taking small pieces of the
old fronds with several young ones forming and
pegging down upon sandy soil, or it may be
effected by taking each young plant separately

and then carefully embedding it into the fresh

soil. For this purpose shallow pans will be
found the best, as no great depth of soil is

really required. If taken now these bulbils

would form nice young plants fit for 2i-inch
pots by the end of September, and o-inch pots
the following spring. Aspleniura bulljiferura,

A. flaccidum, and A. diversifolium are three of

the most useful as well as being three of the
easiest to propagate for decoration by the
aforesaid metliod. Asplenium lucidum is best

raised from seed ; this is one of the hardiest

of all greenhouse kinds, somewhat liable to

attack by thrips, but these are easily overcome
by the usual methods employed. Seedling
plants of Dicksonia antarctica are extremely
useful whilst in a small state, with the know-
ledge that the most promising will eventually
make good specimens with ordinary care. This
Fern, like the Aspleniurns, will withstand the
sun'.s rays remarkably well. Of the Adiantums
note should be made of A. pubescens, a
very hardy kind ; A. venustum, of Maiden-
hair - like growth ; A. colpodes, A. deco-
rum and A. Williamsi, also partaking of the
same character, are all good enduring kinds.

Cyrtomium falcatum is another fine endur-
ing Fern for the cool hou.se. The green-
house varieties of Lastreas (Aspidium.s) should
also be noted, particularly L. lepida, L. Sie-

boldi, and L. Staudishi. Several of the Pteris

family are decided acquisitions. Of the taller

growing kinds, P. tremula is one of the best of

all Ferns, suitable both for associating with
other kmds as well as for grouping with
flowering plants. The various forms of Pteris

cretica and P. serrulati are also excellent Ferns
for many purposes, particularly P. cretica

nobilis and P. serrulata cristata major
; P. um-

brosa, although of more vigorous growth than
P. cretica, is equally useful. Woodwardiaradi-
caus is not half enough grown ; when seen fully

developed it is a noble plant. The foregoing
list does not include nearly all that are well
worth more extended cultivation. I feel fully

persuaded that not nearly enough is made of

Ferns on the whole for the purposes indicated

at the commencement of this article. If looked
after with ordinary care they are always to

hand, and are so useful when rearranging is

being seen to, filling in many places where
flowering plants would not be nearly so suitable.

Scale may in some cases be found troublesome,
but with attention bestowed in nothing more
than the average way it is easily kept under.

HareiV Feuns for decoration.—One often

hears the complaint of such an amount of plants

being required for indoor decoration, with the
results consequent thereto of the plants being

permanently injured, or so much crippled, as to
require careful treatment for sometime to come.
Now if hardier plants were more used, as those
now under notice, a deal of future trouble and
annoyance would be saved. They are well
suited for the purpose in many ways, and may
be chosen in considerable quantity as to variety
to suit given cases. There are those which
always look best when placed upon the floor or
sufficiently low to be looked down upon. For
instance, the Polypodiums, the Lastreas, the
Osmundas, and the larger forms of the Scolo-
pendriums all look well when stood upon the
floor. For vases there is also a good selection
from amongst the following ; Adiantum capil-

lus-Veneris and A. pedatum, Allosorus crispus,

the Aspleniurns ami Athyriums, Cystopteris
bulbifera and C. fragilis, with the crested forms
of Scolopendrium vulgare. A few of these
latter may require for greater safety the protec-
tion of a cold frame in winter, otherwise when
they grow shabby in the autumn all that
will be required is to jjlunge them in a
bed of ashes, quite covering the pots. For
this purpose a north aspect against a wall
woidd be as suitable as any place that
could be chosen. Here they could remain
until the first signs of growth are apparent in

the spring when any needful attention in the
way of ])otting or top-dre.ssing could be seen to.

It should be l)orne in mind that large pots are
not in any ca.se required, wliilst if not so
much over-watered during the summer as to
cause injury to the roots, they would remain
for some few years in the .same pots. Loam,
not too heavy, with leaf-soil and road scrap-
ings is a good mixture for them, potting being
done pretty firmly. One great advantage in
making use of these hardy Ferns is that they
never need occupy any house room during the
winter, neither indeed do they require it at
other times, altliough probably they might be
found useful even in conservatories during the
summer months. These hints on hardy Perns
and a few of their uses in pots are made now
so that those readers who during their country
rambles may come across the British kinds can
collect them for potting up this autumn. If

not obtainable in this way, they can he easily

purchased at a cheap rate, but in any case it

is best at the start to repot in the autumn
rather than in the spring. The hardy kinds
(not British) are catalogued, ami the best sorts

even can be purchased at cheap rates in small
pots ; this it would be desirable to do at once
whilst they are still iu good condition.

FiLICES.

Ipomsea ftuamoclit.—Most of the annual
species of Ipoma;a are strong-growing Convolvulus-
like plants, and one would scarcely recognise this
slender climber with its delicate pinnate foliage as
a member of the same genus. It is, I believe, a
common weed in many parts of the Tropics, but
may with very little attention be grown in such a
way as to merit a place among the most desirable
of indoor twiners during the summer. It is seen
under very favourable conditions if about half a
dozen p'ants are grown in a pot G inches in dia-
meter, into which a few twiggy branches are
stuck for the slender wiry stems to ramble over.

In this way if kept in a warm part of the green-
house or in an intermediate structure, they will
grow away freely and flower profusely during the
summer. The long-tubed blossoms stand out from
the delicite mass of foliage like little bright red
stars, that is in the case of the showiest forms, as
the blooms vary in colour, there being amongst
them a variety with white blossoms. It will occa-
sionally flower fairly well out of doors in an espe-
cially sheltered spot if the weather is very warm,
but it cannot be depenrled upon to succeed in this
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way. The seed, which takes but a few days to as on a soutli wall wliern its lung slioots may
perminate.should be sown in the spring, and if the bo thoronghly matured, it will flower very
plants are grown on quickly they will soon flower, fj-eely

-H. P.

Rose Garden.

YELLOW BANKSIAN ROSE.

Ai.THiiiiai the white Rose that Robert Brown
nanied in honour of Lady Banks was introduced

twenty years earlier, it was not until 18l'7 that

the yellow B.uiksian Rose was brought to Eng-
land from China. It quickly became an esta-

blished favourite, and still occupies a prominent
position in general esteem, for it makes a

charming climber, able under favourable cir-

cumstances to cover the side of a hou.se and to

provide a profusion of its clusters of miniature
yellow flowers. It is, unfortunately, not abso-

lutely hardy, but if it be planted on its own
roots, even if there should come a win er so

unusually severe as to kill the tree down to the

ground line, it will then be almost certain to

Roses by the sea.—There is an interesting
note hy '1'. liiitiil in a recent number of The Gar-
den of a fine Cloth of Gohl Rose by the sea. The
writer concludes by saying that the darker the
Rose the less able to stand the pea fogs and air,

and, it might be added, the less able to withstand
brilliant sunshine inl.-md. He also gives a short
and useful list of seaside Itoses as follows, which
may be well worth repeating for the use of seaside
residents. These are Her Majesty, La France,
Mme. Victor Verdier, Alme. Gabriel Luizet, Vis-
ciiuntes.s Folkestone, Baroness Rothschild, Violette
Bouyer, Amazone, and Marie van Houtte. Perhaps
Mr. Hand will add to the practical usefulness of
his note by specifying the distance from the sea of

the Cloth of Gold and other Roses named. Are
they practically within the sweep of the sea spray,
or far enough from the beach to escape this on
ordinary occasions ? Will other Rose growers by
the sea kindly record their experience of varieties

that they have seen thrive best or that they
have grown most successfully by the sra. I

have a pleasing memory of most of the Gloire de

pleasing prospect of their lipenirg their wood well

for jiassing through next winter. The wood is

ripening well, and the eje of the buds is nicely up
or promireuf for budding. This operation, by the
way, should l)e computed as soon as possible, or

the bud will not get firmly enough set to the stock

to form one piece with it before too cold weather
comes again. With every promise of good growth
and flowers, at least as far as my own Roses are

concerned, I can look forward to a pleasing autumn
among the Roses, and trust this favourable pro-

spect is general.— R.

THE PLEASURE,? OF ROSE GROWING.
"A. H.,"in his interesting notes on Roses, has di,soo-

vered a new use for those earth carpetings under the

Roses. The dwarf plants keep the roots of the
Roses moist and cool, and preserve leaves, shoot-

lets, and blooms from being tarnished and soiled

—that is, ruined through earth-splashing. " A. H,"
with an eye to clinching these arguments in

favour of the ground carpetirg of the surface

of Rose beds, cites in point a group of The
Bride. This specially fair and modest, that is,

drooping white Rose has a carpet over its roots

of Sedum glaucum. Noting how hot and dry

Kose Yellow Bauksian.

break again from below. In a climate like that
of the Isle of Wight, however, the yellow Bank-
siiin luxuriates, and when the young growths
have not been injured by late spring frosts, the
display of bloom observable on some of the
houses there is magnificent. With flowers re-
sembling nothing so much as yellow double
Cherry blossom, and with shining deep green
leaves of three or five leaflets, there is no
more distinct and characteristic Ro.se, nor is

there any whose flowers collectively make so
telling an ert'ect, while individually so dainty
and so delicate. The yellow Banksian is a sun-
loving plant, and may be better cultivated in
an abuonnully hot and dry situation than in
one at all habitually shady or damp, and it also
makes a fine subject where it can have plenty
of room in a Rose bouse, some growers mak-
ing it a favourite stock on which to work
Marechal Niel under glas.s. It used to be
sometimes said that to get the yellow Bank-
sian to blossom freely it was necessary to cut
out all the .strong growths, leaving only the
twiggy shoots to flower

; but this is not the
case except where the wood is not fuUy ripened,
owing to a lack of exposure to the sunshine.
If this Rose be grown in a suitable situation.

Dijon strains and many other Teas, including es-

pecially Homere, the white and yellow Banksian,
Austrian Brier, Aimee Vibert, Paul Neron, Coupe
d'Hebe, and the common Chinas, all being seen in

good health and of especially high colour at diffe-

rent times and places by the sea. Fortune's Yel-

low, too, allowed to run wild, and several of the

Evergreen Ayrshire and clustered Noisette Roses
bloom with exceptional freedom and purity of

colour near the sea.

—

Caledonicds.

Roses—autumn prospects.—These are cer-

tainly very encouraging at present, as there are

few insect pests, and no traces of mildew, Ihrips, or

red rust. I have seldom seen the late summer
growth of the Tea-scented varieties look better or

more promising, and these are among the most
showy of all Roses as far as foliage is concerned.
Early in the summer before the first blooms open,

and then again dming the formation of another
crop of flowers, the majority of the Teas and Noi-

settes carry the most beautiful rosy and bronzy
colours in their young growths. One may be more
certain of these having good foliage in the autumn
than any other class of Roses, as neither red rust

nor orange fungus attacks them. They are aUo,
if anything, less likely to be attacked with mildew
than are either the Hjbrid Perpetuals, Bourbons,
or Hybrid Teas. As the Roses are not growing in

a very rampant and soft manner, there is also the

the uncovered earth was, "A. H." placed h's hand
under the carpet of Sedum, and found the soil

cool and moist. A severe thunderstorm came
the same night and battered down and earth-

splashed the Roses till it was almost difficult

to see where Rose petals left off and mud
splashes began. But, thanks to the carpet of

Sedum, and also no doubt to the drooping
habit of the flowers, which have acquired the

useful art of bending to the storm, the blooms es-

caped unhurt. I also agree with "A. H." that, un-

less for exhibition—and not always or necessarily

for that—Roses must not be so grossly or glutton-

ously fed as to become a nui.sanoe in the garden
or under the sitting or drawing-room windows. The
roots simply reject or turn up their noses at very

much of the gross food thrust upon them. Most
Roses grow and bloom superbly in fairly rich gar-

den soil with one dressing of manure dug or pointed

in during the winter. Such dressing need beccme
no nuisance to the most sensitive nerves or consti-

tutions. Very many of the stimulants used beyond
this annual dressing come of mistaken notions

and tend to the injury of the Kose and the an-

noyance of rofarians.

The whole treatment of a Rose tree from first to

!a5.t should be a source of pleasure, and should leave

the plant at the end of the season better fitted for

the severities of ihe coming winter and the growth
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and blooming of the next season than before.
Over-stimulating; nnd extreme concentration of
vital or manurial force are inconsistent and antago-
nistic to such continuations of healthy life and
growth and beauty. Freer growth, fewer forcing
stimulants, and less severe pruning would do very
much to make our Roses more natural and more
pleasant. D. T. Fish.

NOTES ON flOSES.

It is some few years since we had sucli a grand
summer for the more double and dark-coloured
Roses of the Hybrid Perpetual class. A liot

and too dry a season is against this class of
Rose. Fine weather without too burning a sun,
and interspersed with a few dull days and
genial showers, puts a wonderful glow of rich-
ness into such varieties as Prince Arthur,
Earl of Dufferin, Horace Vernet, and Victor
Hugo. Indeed, I have seldom seen these dark
crimson-coloured varieties in better form than
they are this year. Bad and disappointing a
grower as Horace Vernet is, there are few
Roses that take the eye move when well grown
and staged among a collection. Size, form,
and colour are exquisite. It is one of the
most deceiving Roses grown, as although doing
well this .season, it will very likely be a long
time before we see it in such beauty again.
The only successful way of growing this Rose
is to work a few upon both the Manetti and
Brier stocks annually. As dwarf maiden plants
they flower fairly well, but after this there is

absolutely no dependence upon tliis variety.
Louis van Houtte is another beautiful dark
Rose that requires somewhat similar treatment,
and for the same reasons. I have seen this
exhibited in several stands and in excellent
form this season. With me it has not been to
the front for quite seven or eight years. I
have not seen it good among my Roses since
I once had a splendid bed of about a thousand
of this kind on the Manetti. When these
were cut, I could easily find several dozen
flowers that were perfect in every way. Victor
Hugo i.3 undoubtedly one of the finest additions
to dark Roses that has been secured for many
years. Shape, size, and colour, habit of growth,
and in fact everything connected with this
Rose are of the very best.

The bright red or scarlet Roses, such as Comte
de Raimbaud, Thomas Mills, Eclair, Gloire de
Margottin, and General Jacqueminot, are also
very good this season. Reinc Marie Hen-
riette, Souvenir de Mme. Therese Levet, and
others of the red Teas are also extra bright
and clear. The present summer would seem a
rather better one than usual, as far as Roses
are concerned, notwithstanding the sharp trials
they have had to go through during the past
two winter.s. Such very double Teas as Ernest
Metz, Marie Guillot, and others are opening
well. So, too, are Innocente Pirola, C. Mer-
met, and those of similar form. It is seldom
we are favoured with a season when such tliin
kinds as Thomas Mills and such double forms
as Earl of Duflerin both open equally well.
This suggests a few words in favour of what
I may style "all season Roses." I mean those
like Baroness Rothschild, Mrs. .John Laing,
and General Jacqueminot among tlie Hybrid
Perpetuala

; with Gloire de Dijon, Rubens, and
Mme. Larabard among the Tea-scented kinds.
There are a few varieties that are always good,
no matter what the season may be like, and it
is these that form our most useful Roses for
general cultivation. Although Rose exhibitions
undoubtedly do good work in causing us to
be ever pressing forward in the endeavour to
improve upon existing kinds, this good is cer-
tainly somewhat counterbalanced by the many

showy kinds that are brought before the i)ublic
in the exhibition stands, and which are, unfor-
tunately, of little use for general cultivation.
I could readily name thirty or forty varieties
that are practically useless for cultivating with
any other object than that of the exhibition
box, and which are a constant source of
disappointment to purchasers, who are led
to choose such kinds through seeing them
shown in grand form. Very few of our newer
introductions are so eminently suitable for
(jrdinary cultivation as Mrs. John Laing has
proved to be. I very much doubt if this sujjerb
kind would not be jilaced first among Hyljrid
Perpetuals for general work if a poll were
taken. Ridgewood.

SBORT NOTES.—ROSES.

Rose Souvenir de Victor Hug-o.—Those who
plant Tea Koses for effect must not overlook this
kind, as its merits are of a high order. From its
bushy dense habit it is well adapted for close
grouping. It flowers most profusely, and the
blooms are lovely and variable, usually of a rich
bright rose colour in the centre, shading to white
externally, but sometimes they are nearly all white.

Rose Kaiserin Friedrich..—There were several
lovely blooms of this as yet uncommon Dijon Tea
in Mr. George Paul's large exhibit of Roses at the
Carnation show. It has the characteristic vigour
of the race as denoted by its wood and ample
leafage. The flowers are distinct by reason of a
pretty rose tint that suffuses the edges of the outer
petals of the flower. They appear to become sun-
dyed into this charming hue in the same way as
those of Marie van Houtte.

Tea Rose Waban —A charming bloom of this
was noted among Mr. G. Paul's Roses at the Drill
Hall. It was cut from an outdoor plant, and was
delightfully fresh and clear in tint. An idea was
once expressed that this deeper tinted kind might
not be quite so acceptable in consequence of its
approaching the red shade. A Rose with the form
of Catherine Mermet, however, has something
greatly in its favour, and doubtless when stocks
of this kind are larger it will be regarded as quite
first-rate.

Rose Mme. Chauvry.—This is now flowering
most abundantly both upon a wall and pegged
down. It many respects it resembles Mme. Ber-
ard, and against a wall is very subject to mildew,
but in the open, pegged down, it does not become
so much affected. Like Mme. Berard too, and in
distinction to the majority of the Dijon 'Teas, it,

with me, flowers but sparingly at the commerice-
ment of the season, but it has the good quality of
suddenly bursting out into profuse bloom between
the two seasons of the dwarf Teas. Now whilst
many of these are growing vigorously the kind
under notice is bright and abundant in" bloom, and
the centre of its large and well-formed flowers
glows with the rich apricot colour as deep as that
of W. A. Richardson, but shading to a pale fawn
jellow externally.

Drooping' white Roses. -I note with plea-
sure you have a word of hearty praise for the old,
but excellent white Rose Mme. Bravy. It is quite
true there are few or no white Roses to beat it yet,
though it is nearly titty jears old. But you go" on
to speak of The Bride, Niphetos, and Souvenir de
S. A. Prince as all drooping Roses, as if this droop-
ing were a fault, and ask for more that support
their flowers, like the new variety Ernest Metz.
This is all very well. But is not this drooping
habit given to our white Roses as a protection to
their spotless puiity ? And does not their drooping
but add to their grace and charm ? Let anyone go
a-Rose-gathering after a severe storm of rain and
hail ; the majority of the standing-up, look-you-in-
the-face Roses are very much tarnished or ruined.
How gladly then does the bouquetist or vase or

basket furnisher come to a group or bed of such
drooping Roses as Niphetos, which, by turning
their backs to the storm, have escaped spot or
wrinkle or any such thing.—F.

Trees and Shrubs.

THE FLOWERING OF TREES AND
SHRUBS IN 1892.

Probably never has there been witnessed

such a profusion of flowers on our trees

and shrubs as during the present season.

The leafage, too, is unusually healthy and pro-

fuse, and the growths long and of good sub-

stance, and should there be a favourable autumn
and early winter to ripen well these unusually

long growths good prospects for the ensuing

year may be predicted. Rhododendrons and
Azaleas were a perfect glow of beauty, the

latter in particular with their many shades
of yellow, orange, and red being particularly

attractive and lending quite a charm to the wood-
land in which they were massed in plenty.

Several of the rarer and less hardy Rhododen-
drons have flowered well in Southern England
during the present season, and this may also be
said of the less commonly cultivated Azaleas.

The Horse Chestnut has been loaded with
flowers ; indeed in some instances to such an
extent, that limbs have been broken oft' l)y the
weight of these, while the scarlet-flowered form
has well sustained its reputation as one of the
handsomest and most conspicuous of early-

flowering, small-growing trees. Judging from
the many spikes that are just now jutting above
the foliage of the Buck-eye (Pavia macro-
stachya) the present season will be unusual for

the wealth of flowers of this handsome and dis-

tinct big-growing shrub. Lilacs of many kinds
flowered with unwonted freedom, and were ably

supported by the Laburnum and Thorns, the
latter in particular being brought prominently
before everyone by their indescribable beauty.

In the Mock Orange (Philadelphus) we have
had a shrub of more than ordinary worth, for

the wealth of flowers produced has been simply
amazing, and not on isolated specimens, but
everywhere throughout the country. Deutzias,

but particularly the double-flowered form,

have been wreathed with their pretty pinky-

tipped blooms, while the Guelder Rose has been
weighed down with its flowers. Perfect sheets of

gold were the Gorse and Barberry, the double-

flowered form of the former being sjjecially at-

tractive.

The flowering Ash (Fraxinus ornus) was as

usual a tree of much interest during its flowering

period, the Spirii?a-like spikes of bloom render-

ing the tree one of the most distinct and beauti-

ful. Turning to our native trees and shrubs,

the Old Man's Beard (Clematis Vitalba) has been
profusely laden with flowers, and the chitf at-

traction, the flufl'y seed covering, may in con-

sequence be expected to be of more than usual

interest. The wild Guelder Rose (Viburnum
Opulus) in almost every South England hedge
is flowering with a jirofu.sion that augurs well

for the pretty bunches of berries later on.

Even the common Elder is at present rendered

conspicuous for a long way ofl' by reason of the

flat heads of yellowish-white flowers, while the

common Barberry and Dogwood are worthy of

note.

The list is by no means exhausted, and if our

late summer-flowering trees and shrubs will

only equal in floral beauty those of tlie spring
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ami e,'U-ly siiiiiiiier, tliesoaacm of 18'.tJ will be oiio

of the most r^m:lll^alllo in this wiiy of any fur

a lontr time back. A. D. W.

Ceanothus Gloire de^Versailles.—Apart from
the orii;iiial species and varieties tlicreof, there

are now a f;reat many garden forms of Ceanothus,

between several of whom, however, the dilTerence

is very slif^ht. The variety (iloire de Versailles

is of Continental origin, and has been grown for

many years, but as far as my experience extends
it is still one of the very best and hardiest, which
last is of great imp"rtance, for in many districts

the Ceanothuses suffer greatly during the winter
if they are not protected by a wall or something
in that wny. If not cut too severely they, however,
quickly recover, and as summer advances many of

them will be laden with their plume-like clusters

of pale blue lilossoois. In planting the Ceanothus
as shrubs in the open ground, a sheltered spot

should as far as possible be chosen, for the cold

cutting winds of early spring often injure them
as luuch as severe frosts in the winter. A free

light soil suits them well.—H. V.

Variegated-leaved Kerria.—This form of

the old Kerria japonica has the leaves variegated
with pure white, and it can with confidence be re-

commended to those fond of variegated-leaved
shrubs, as the marking is clear and distinct, while
the light coloured portion does not become at all

disfigured by exposure to the summer's sun. Like
the ordinary form, its flowering season extends over
a lengthened period, but the blossoms are single,

and not double, as in the Kerria that is usually
seen. The golden-coloured flowers nestling among
the variegated foliage has an uncommon and at
the same time very pretty effect. It is quite hardy,
and succeeds well in light, warm soils. Under
glass, too, it is very useful, and in this way it

formed for many years a very attractive feature in

the temperate house at Kew, where some good
bushes were pilanted out in the beds. The form of
Kerria in general cultivation, viz., that which bears
throughout the summer great numbers of deep
golden yellow flowers like small double Roses is

really handsome, and despite the frequency with
which it occurs in some places, it is in others a
neglected shrub.—T.

ErCRYPHIA PINNATIFOLIA.
This Chilian shrub and the North American Car-
pentaria californica were introduced about the same
time, and both are very beautiful flowering shrubs,
but the Carpentaria has advanced in popularity at
a much more rapid rate than the South American
representative. The Eucryphia which blooms at
the present season forms a somewhat upright
growing bush, clothed with pinnate leaves, while
at a first glance the flowers suggest a white Hy-
pericum. They are about 3 inches in diameter,
and consi-t of four pure v^-hite petals with quite a
crowd of long and conspicuous stamens in the
centre of the bloom. The lower part of the sta-
mens is greenish and the upper white, while the
anthers are when the bloom is first expanded red,
but after a day or two as the pollen develops they
become yellow. The Eucryphia is hardy in many
places, and in most parts it will pass through the
winter with the protection of a wall, but even then
it is by no means invariably to be met with in a
nourishing condition, as where the soil is at all
hot and sandy it will not succeed. In a .sheltered
.spot where the soil is i.artinlly of a peaty nature
and always fairly moist, this Eucryphia is" seen to
very great advantage, and when studded with its
pure white blossoms, which have an admirable
setting in the deep green leaves of a thriving speci-
men, it forms a very attractive feature, rendered
still more noticeable by reason of the fact that
blooming as it does towards the end of July or in
August, it is at its best when most hardy shrubs
are over. The fact that this Eucryphia is some-
what exacting in its requirements no doubt to
some extent accounts for its being rarely seen.

while ils [uopagalion is by no means rapid. If

cuttirrgs of the young growing shoots are put in a
few may be induced to root, while with older

branches the chances of success will be still fewer.

Layering is (he method most to be depended upon
for the inc-rease of this Kucryi)l]ia, but it is by no
means a rapid jirocess, and the plants gr'ow l)Ut

slowlr, especially during their earlier stages. The
Carpentaria, on the other hand, will strike root

freely froru cuttings of the young growing shoots

taken during the early part of the summer and
kept in a close frame till rooted. For this pur-

pose, however, the weak or medium shoots are far

better than the very vigor(jus ones. H. 1'.

Periploca grseca.—On no account can this

Periploca be called showy, yet when profusely

laden with bloom it is very pretty, while close in-

spection will reveal the fact that the individual

flowers are most interesting. It is a free-growing
climber of a deciduous character, whose leaves are

deep gi'een, fr'om li inches to 4 inches in length,

and firm in texture, while the flowers are each
about an inch in diameter, five-rayed, and of a
purplish crimson colour inside, the reverse of

the petals greenish yellow. These blooms are

borne in clusters of about a dozen together, and in

the case of a thriving specimen where fully ex-

posed to the sun they are often so numerous that

the entire upper part of the plant is quite a mass
of blossoms. The scent of the flowers is by no
means pleasant. The plant itself is perfectly

hardy.—T.

Kitchen Garden.

AUTUMN-SOWN ONIONS.

When well cared fur, autumn-sown Onions are

a very useful crop, a.s they commence to come
in, or at least are large enough for use during

the spring if varieties suitable for the purpose

are selected. They also form the main crop for

summer use, and are valuable far iirto the

autumn when well ripened and stored. By
the spring months the main crop of stored

Onions will be over, and if preparation is not

made now, or at least from now until the end of

the month or according to the district. Onions

will be lacking when they are really required

for daily use. Indeed where the main spring

sowing partially fails through unforeseen circum-

stances, such as from the depredations of the

Onion maggot, mildew, or indeed very late

ripening, it is essential that autumn-raised

Onions should not be overlooked as a means of

keeping up the supply. Occasionally one hears

of failures through frost during the late winter

or early spring months, but such losses rarely

occur. I thirrk the failure of autumn-sown
Onions may fairly be attributed to too early

sowing coupled with a loose soil, these being

just the conditions to favour a stroirger and

earlier growth than is necessary for their suc-

cessfidly combating severe or prolonged frosts

when these should happen to be of undire

severity.

What is needed for their successful growth

is a well-drained soil. The soil should also

be in a fertile and well-pulverised condition.

It is rarely that the maggot attacks (Anions

which are sown at this date, so there need bo

little fear of injury from this cause. It will

be noticed that a rather gritty soil makes the

best seed bed, aird orr stiff clay lantl it will be

found very advantageous to add some other

matter to assist in getting the soil into this

condition. Coarse sand, burned refuse, and

such like material are the best and more likely

to favour a successful growth. Another source

of failure with these autumn-raised Onions in

private gardens is on accouirt of the seed bed
not being in a sutticrently exposed position.

Very ofteir it is in close in-uximity to tr-ecs, and
as the leaves from these fall they blow amongst
the ( )nions and srrrothor thcur up. Autumn-
raised Onions follow well on land recently

cleared of early I'otatoes or Cauliflowers, and
if the soil had been well prepare<l for these

crops .as regards manuring, vei-y little assistance

will be needed in this respect. It must not be
inferred, however, that poor soil will give

equally good results, and if there .should be the

least idea of the soil wanting in fertility,

then ought the site to receive a dressing

of well -rotted nrairurc. In either case,

whether the soil requires manuring or not,

a dressing of sifted burned refuse and
.soot should be aj)plied direct to the sur-

f.ace previous to levelling dowir and drawing out

the drills. The soil mirst be equally trodden

over so as to form a firm surface, this being

preferable to rolling. The seeds if sown thinly

will germinate everrly, and the seedlings will

not require thinning in the lea.st until fresh

growth starts in the sprirrg. Surface-hoeing

must take place directly the young Onions are

visible, this keeping down weeds. When kept

clean the air circulates freely among them, and
a slight surface stirring will impart a healthy

growth and such as will withstand frost.

Difterent districts have certain times for sow-

ing, and what would be early in one district

would be quite late enough for another, and
vice versa. In the northern districts the first

week in August is none too eai-ly, and in the

south from the middle to the third week. In

either case this will give time for the seedlings to

appear well above the soil before the wet days

of autumn are upon us.

Tho.^e of the Tripoli section are generally

selected for autumn sowing, a good selec-

tion of Giant Rocca being perhaps the be.st for

general use. It i.-i mild in flavour, grows to a

large size, and is also a tolerably good keeper

when harvested well. This is mo.st imjrortant

when the bulbs reijuire to be kept as long as

possible ; consequeirtly it will depend upon how
this part is carried out whether they will decay

quickly or not. The Early White Naples and
large Italian are also good kinds of the same
section ; the former, besides growing up to

a useful size quickly, is also a good kind

for drawing young during the winter. The
White Spanish and also Danver's Yellow may
also be sown now, although it is .seldom these

are selected for the purpose. This reference

would nut be complete without a note being

made of that excellent little Onion The Queen.

It must not be classed with the forrrrer, birt is

most useful in case of emergency if the ordi-

nary kinds are likely to be short the follow-

ing .sprirrg. Instead of sowing in the open with

the large kinds, select a sunny border where

the soil is fairly light, rich, and also tolerably

tirm. Shallow drills should be drawir 7 inches

or 8 inches apart and the seeds sown thinly.

The young plants will grow quickly and be

found valuable early in the spring.

^^_ A. Y. A.

Ellam's Early Cabbage.—Too much can

hardly be eaid in favour of this little early Cab-

bage. Last year I sowed seed of it on July 28,

and when the spring-sown Onions were cleared off,

the ground was slightly pointed over to bury

weeds and give it a tidy appearance. The
plants were put out on September 21 in lines 18

inches apart and 10 inches bttween the plants in

the lines. The Cabbages soon began to grow, and

when large enough a little soot arrd wood ashes

were carefully shaken around them to destroy

sbtgs and stimulate the plants ; they were then
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lightlj earthed up. TLis was all the culture they
received. I commenced to cut at the beginning of

April and soon cleared the ground of several

thousands of sweet firm little heads, and soon had
the ground manured and dug for French Beans,
which promise to give us plenty of Beans until

destroyed by frost. Out of all the plants not one
bolted, a complaint we have heard so much about
this season.—W. 0., Fota, Cork.

EARLY CAULIFLOWERS.
With an abundance of Cauliflowers at this date it

seems out of season to write about early Cauli-
flowers for next year, but to get the latter one has
to prepare some months before, and tliere is no
better time than the third week in August of the
preceding year. I am aware there are many who
do not think it necessary to sow now for the early
supply. I have tried sowing in heat and find it all

depends upon circumstances, as the spring-raised
plants require a lot of care in transplanting, pro-
tecting and moisture that the autumn sown if kept
well e.'iposed, not coddled in any way, are exempt
from. Again spring-sown Cauliflowers do not come
in so early as autumn sown and they do not give
such good heads, so that wherever practicable it is

a good plan to sow for early cutting at the end of
August, and to winter in frames or cold houses.
The old system of planting out seven to nine plants
under hand-glasses in October and leaving the four
corner plants at the spring planting, removing the
others, is a good plan, and gives a succession, as
those transplanted in the early spring receive a
slight check by removal and come in after the
others. To follow out the last named plan a well
protected border is the best place, as east winds
do more harm than frost, and unless the glasses
are close fitting they play sad havoc with the plants
in the early spring. I have noticed that those plants
potted up into 4|-inch pots and plunged in ashes
up to the rim with some cocoa fibre over the surface
scarcely ever go off, and as they are thoroughly
exposed till severe weather sets in, they get
hardened and stand frost better. Of course the
potting up and planting out of autumn-raised
Cauliflowers entail work, but I think there is more
with the spring-sown when all is considered and
the care required to get strong plants to produce
good heads of Cauliflower early in June. In the
spring months too there are so many other matters
requiring attention, that any work that can be done
at this season is a great gain. Many plants of
Cauliflowers are lost in the winter through leaving
them in the seed beds, as the plants are weak and
drawn when left in this state; therefore unable to
resist frost. I have wintered these plants at the
foot of a wall when they have been pricked off
in time to get a good hold of the soil. Often
when sown in the spring and allowed to remain
too long in the seed-pan they bolt ; hence the
advantage of autumn sowing where it can be
practised. I have also planted out some in a
cold frame, but unless given ample space they
draw badly, and in severe weather it is difficult to
air properly. I have found the plants do better
potted up and plunged in the frame, removing the
lights whenever possible. I think there is less
diificulty in choice of varieties than in other
details. Early London is often recommended,
but I do not like it on account of its loose growth.
I prefer Walcheren, being very hardy and the
flower more compact and firmer. Last season I
tried Veitch's Pearl, and though termed a main
crop Cauliflower it is a valuable early kind, very
hardy, an erect grower of medium size with a pure
white head of fine flowers. Dwarf Early Erfurt is
also a reliable kind ; I consider it superior in every
way to Early London. G. Wtthes.

difficult to see how that plan can be avoided.
When we see perhaps half-a dozen dishes of

Tomatoes contending in the same class, all so good,
so even, ar.d so large, there seems to be no other
course open but to allow the scales to determine
which cf them are the heaviest, for no other
element in them differs. That is hardly satisfactory,

but it seems to be inevitable. It is perhaps amus-
ing to note that of the half-dozen dishes all may
be absolutely so much alike, that there is not a
shadow of difference between any of them, and
yet all may have diverse name.=. It is just possible,

that seen growing they may display some trifling

difference of foliage or habit, but we all know that
certain Tomatoes even growing need distinctive

names to enable them to be described as distinct.

This sameness is found in the Perfection type
chiefly and is inevitable, because all who save
Tomato seed do so from the finest and handsomest
fruits every year, no matter what the name or

sort ; hence there is a gradual approach to such
identity of appearance that no one can find

difference. We do not want very large Tomatoes.
Mr. Asbee assured me not long since that fruits

of medium size, handsome, and of good colour were
found more in request in Covent Garden Market
than large ones are, and that is easy to understand.
Still in face of this fact judges seem to have no
other course open to them but to make the awards
always to the largest samples. It is a pity that
classes for collections should be instituted. These
encourage barefaced humbugging, as half-a-dozen
names may easily be manufactured for fruits

gathered from one sort. In any case not more than
six sorts should be asked for, and these, it should
be made clear, should be so distinct as to admit of

no doubt whatever.—A. D.

Exhibition Tomatoes.—Very fine samples of
Tomatoes now turn up everywhere at exhibitions,
and there seems to be danger because of the high
average of size now S3en allied to fine form and
colour, that size alone will become the chief feature
in determining the decisions of judges. It is

THE LIFTING OF EARLY POTATOES WHEN
RIPE.

" A. Y. A.'s " letter on this subject (p. 66) is at once
important and timely. The Potato crop could
hardly look better, and the early ones are up to

this date free of disease. How long they will re-

main so, however, no one can prophesy, as the
closing days of July and the early weeks of August
have often brought in or greatly exaggerated the
Potato disease Hence the advice often given in

the pages of The Garden before and now repeated
by" A. Y.A." to get the early crops out of the way
of the disease so soon as possible. Nothing is

gained, part or the whole of the crop may be in-

jured or lost, by leaving early Potatoes in the ground
too long. The idea that the disease cannot aft'ect

them in the ground after they are fairly ripe is too
full of risk to be acted on. Why should they be
left to the mercy of our changeable conditions in

earth and air, fully exposed to innumerable fun-
goid spores, when they can be safely stored either

in spore-proof sheds, cellars, or pits ? Any risk

of losing the nutty flavour of sweet new Potatoes
is easily avoided by storing them in shallow air-

tight heaps covered with clean sweet earth. All

huddling together in large heaps, covering with
mats, sacks, musty straw, &c., should be avoided.
Potatoes in general, and new Potatoes in particular,

readily catch flavours from covering material. Their
only legitimate and safe covering is Ihesfil. En-
veloped rather than merely surfaced with this, they
are safe from fungoid raids and foreign flavours. The
first has been denied, and it has been asserted and
used as an argument against the early lifting of

early Potatoes that the disease does destroy them
after they have been taken up. The assertion has
arisen from a confusion of ideas thus : The disease
is not seldom present without showing much or

any sign. The germs of the disease may be in the
Potatoes for days or weeks mayhap without the
usual blotches on tops or tubers. In such cases the
germs grow and develop into rottenness after the
tubers are lifted, but no authentic cases are on re-

cord where early or other Potatoes lifted sound
and stored with ordinary caution and care have
become diseased after lifting ; hence the advice so

often given to endeavour to starve out the disease
by the compound process of lifting early crops be-

fore the disease comes and late ones after the dis-

ease period has passed over. This with killing the
Potato fungus with Bordeaux mixture or spraying
with London purple or Paris green will probably
enable cultivators to finally vanquish the disease.

Another great advantage of the early lifting of

early Potatoes cannot be too frequently pointed
out ; it clears the ground for immediate cropping
with late greens. Cauliflowers, Celery, Turnips,
Lettuces, Endive. The whole of the Potato tops,

long or short, should be burntd, and the ashes of

these or any other refuse, such as thebreastwood of

Gooseberries, Currants, fruit trees, weeds, or other
vegetable matter scattered over the Potato ground.
This dressing and coating also of manure if available

and the subsequent crops would prove the likeliest

mode of destroying any fungoid spores of the Po-
tato disease that might be lurking about the
ground just cleared of early crops. Through lift-

ing the crop, in depriving the fungi of their natural
breeding and feeding pabulum, and by good
culture and cropping, grow the Potato disease out
of the land, or make its visits or return less pro-

bable. D. T. F.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 869.
SMALL-FLOWERED AZALEAS.

(with a COLOUKEI) plate OB' AZALEA HEXE.*)

Besihe.s the numerous varieties of Indian Aza-
leas that are to be met with in most gardens
there are a few smaller growing forms, all of

which are very pretty and well wortli cultiva-

tion if only for the sake of variety, for though
the individual blooms may be smaller than
those of the Indian Azaleas, they are as a rule

borne in such numbers, that when at their best

the entire plant i.s quite a mass of bloom. By
far the best known of this group is the Chinese
A. anuena, a very neat growing Evergreen,

whose bright -coloured blossoms may under
glass be had quite early in the winter. Out
of doors, however (for it is thoroughly hardy),

this little Azalea does not bloom till spring.

There is a variety of this (Caldwelli) which is

of freer growth than the typical form, and
with blossoms nearly twice the size. This is in

some cases grown almost to the exclusion of

the older kind, as effective plants of Caldwelli

can be obtained in much less time than in the

case of the other.

Resembling A. amcena in the Hose-and-hose
conformation of the flower, but totally distinct

from it in colour, is A. calyciflora, which is a

suital>le comi)anion to the variety Caldwelli.

The blooms of A. calyciflora are of a bright

salmon-red colour, with a distinct orange shade.

It is one of Messrs. Veitch's introductions from
Japan, and will doubtless in time be much more
extensively grown than it is at present.

A. obtusa is another of these small-growing

forms, without the enlarged calyx segments so

noticeable in the case of the preceding. In

colour, however, the flowers are somewhat in

the same way, being a kind of orange-red.

There is a very distinct variety of A. obtusa

in which the blooms are pure wliite or occasion-

ally .slightly striped with red. Like the others, this

is a most profuse bloomer. It is also readily

forced, for I have seen it in bloom by the end
of November.

A. rosieflora, also known by the names of

Rollissoni and balsamimvflora, is the only one

of this group that has previously been illus-

trated in The Garden, a coloured plate of it

having appeared in Vol. XVIII. This is quite

* Drawn for The Garden by Gertrude Hamilton,

February 13, 18!»2, from a flowering plant sent by llerr

Otto Forster. Lithographed and printed by Guillaume
SevereynB,
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distinct in all stages from any other Azalea and
forms a beautiful little tlmvering slinib for the

greenhouse, tliough tliis auumnt of protection

is by no means absolutely necessary, as it has

proved itself hardy in some districts. Tlic

usual habit of this Azalea is to form a low,

mucli-branched bush, which generally acijuires

a spreading style of growth. The blooms are

of a pleasing shade of salmon-pink, larger than
those of any of the above mentioned, and very
doul)le, the jietals being beautifully imbricated.

Just as the tlowors are partially expanded the

specific name of ros;oHora is very appropriate,
as they then much resemble little Rose buds.

It sutlers greatly during the winter from the

dense sulphureous fogs in the neighbourhood of

London, but where atmosi)heric conditions are

more favourable, it will in a greenhouse tem-
perature often ])roduce a few scattered flowers

towards the latter part of November and keep
up a succession in this way till the spring, when
the remaining Inids open pretty well together,
so that generally the jilant is then quite a mass
of bloom. Some few years since a correspon-
dent of The Garhen advocated the growing of

this Azalea in a shady s])ot, and this was cer-

tainly very good advice ; f^ir where followed, the
results have proved to be very satisfactory.

From its slow growth it is difficult to obtain
anything but small plants of this Azalea.

Besides those above mentioned, there is a
group of hybrid varieties lietween A. amiena
and some of the Indian section, the result being,
as might be imagined, that the blooms are much
smaller than those of any of the Indian varieties.
In habit of growth, too, the majority of them
are about midway between their parents, most
of them forming dense twiggy bushes, and all

very free-tlowering. They are also easily forced
into bloom a good deal earlier than they
would naturally Hower. The first rai.ser of those
hybrids was Mr. Carmichael, when at Sandring-
ham, and he employed, I believe, the Indian
Azalea Stella and A. amcena in their produc-
tion. Among the best of these varieties are
Mrs. Carmichael, magenta-purjile

; Miss Buist,
white; Duke of Connaught, purplish - rose

;

William Carmichael, carmine sufl'used with ma-
genta

; Princess Beatrice, pale mauve ; and
Mrs. Gerard Leigh, pink. Later on, viz. , about
ten years ago, some varieties of this section
were exhibited and awarded certificates by the
Royal Horticultural and Botanic Societies.
They were raised by Jlr. Todman, of Clapham,
but whether they are in general cultivation I

cannot say. At the time I was very much
struck with Duchess of Albany, a pure white
seini- double flowered variety. That other
raisers were in the field is proved by one
of Mr. William Bull's seedlings—Illumina-
tor— being awarded a first-class certificate by
the Horticultural Society in 1885. This is one
of the freest growing of this section, and the
flowers are very bright and efl'ective, being a
kind of deep ro.sy magenta, shaded in tlie
centre with vermilion. The latest addition is
the variety herein figured (Hexe), raised by M.
Otto Forster, of Lehenhof, whose name is so
well known in connection with various hybrid
plants. In Vol. XXXY. of The G.-iroex (p.
320) that gentleman mentions a batch of seed-
lings he obtained by crossing the curious Japa-
nese A. linearifolia with the above-mentioned
variety Hexe. They were all free-flowering and
agreeably scented. To 1\I. Forster we are" also
mdebted for one of the grandest liybrid Rhodo-
dendrons that is to be met with in our gardens,
viz., Forsterianum, a hybrid between R. Veitchi-
anuni and R. Edgewortlii. The flowers of the
hybrid variety are \ery large and pure white, with
the exception of a stain of lemon in the centre.

I

The smaller growing Azaleas are seen at their

best when allowed to assume their natural cha-

racter of dwarf bushes, for if grafted on to naked
stems, after the manner so generally followed

in the case of the more commonly cultivated

varieties known as Indian Azaleas, they present

at best a leggy and artificial appearance ; where-

as when struck from cuttings and just stopped
once or twice during their earlier stages, they

form pretty little dense-growing bushes, which

are at the same time totally devoid of any stifi'-

ne.ss or formality, and for the end)ellislnnent

of the greenhouse are very useful, added to

which they are (as might be supposed from
one parent being quite hardy) less tender

than the Indian varieties, and in favoured

districts of this country would no doubt stand

the winter without protection. Cuttings of the

young growing shoots strike root readily, and
the time at which they may be taken depends

of course upon the treatment given to the

plants, for those brought on in a warm green-

house will i)erfect their shoots in the spring,

and, on the other hand, where but slightly pro-

tected they are much later, and consequently it

is about midsummer before the shoots are

ready for cutting. In any case the treatment

followed should be the same, viz., insert the

cuttings firmly into well-drained pots of sandy
peat, and keep close and shaded till rooted,

which will be in from six weeks to three months
according to the treatment given, and also to

the condition of the cutting. When the cuttings

are produced in heat they must be kejit at much
the .same temperature or slightly higher till

rooted, while those put in later in the season

will strike freely in an ordinary garden frame

if carefully attended to.—T.

Mons. Otto Forster, the raiser of the

variety Ulustrated this week, thus writes con-

cerning it :

—

Many years affo I was accidentally present at Messrs.

Standish and Noljle's when a box of Mr. Fortune's

arrived. This contained, amongst other interesting

novelties, plants of Azalea amcena. One of these

plants was carefully cultivated in my garden when I

was at AugsburpT, and pollen of a very vigorous flower,

which showed the Hose-in-hose character very dis-

tinctly, was iu 1878 trausferred to Azalea Herzog
Adolf von Nassau. Azalea Hexe is the result thereof.

It partakes of the Hose-in-hose character of amcena
in a very pronounced way, and is in colour intermecUate

between both parents. Azalea Hexe, as I can state

after several years' careful trial, has many good
cjualities. It is a very free flowerer (often three buds
on the end of a single shoot), forces well and early, the

growth of the plant is vigorous and the colour of the

tlowers, even when forced early, a very lively rosy-

purple. The compact trusses are very useful as button-

hole flowers, as these remain an unusually long time

fresh when cut nearly a month on the plant. Hese
has already a numerous progeny, as 1 crossed it with

Azalea linearifolia (the female parent). Many of the

seedlings are Hosein-hose, and all are agreeably

fragrant ; they grow very vigorously and the tlowers

are borne in clusters, but none has the small elegant

foliage of the female plant, as I had anticipated.

Dimorphanthus mandschuricus.—Whether
this is suiiiciently distinct from Aralia to be re-

garded as a separate genus is at least open to

question, but in any case there ran be but little

difference of opinion as to its being a very hand-
some plant when grown under such conditions that

it* charms are disp'ayed to the best advantage.

It is a plant of rapid growth, and quickly attains

a height of a dozen feet, while numerous secondary
stems are, as a rule, soon pushed up, so that it

forms a large mass or clump. The huge compound
leaves cover a considerable space, so that in

planting it ample room must be allowed for its

full development, as if cramped or confined in

any way its beauty is altogether lost, This cau-

tion is very necessary, for it is such a neat-looking

subject when about a yard high, that anyone un-

acquainted with it wimld scarcely be prepared for

the rapid advance and the large size it afterwards
attains. As a .single specimen it is very effective,

for in such a position the leaves sweep the ground
on all sides, and early in the autumn, when the
noble mass of foliage is crowned with the inllor-

escence in the shape of large erect compound
panicles of small whitish blossoms, it is rendered
additionally striking. When planted in such a
way too that it just stands out from a belt of the
larger shrubs, and breaks up the foreground
thereof, it is at times very effective. This Dimor-
phanthus is thoroughly hardy, and while the deep
descending roots enable it to thrive in dryish spots,

it is, as might be supposed, rao.-t at home in good
deep soil. Its propagation is of the simplest, for

not only can rooted suckers be generally detached,
but if the roots are cut up into pieces :! inches or
•1 inches long and placed under conditions favour-

.able to growth, every one will quickly form a
plant.—T.

THE WEEK'S WORK.

PLANT HOUSES.
Pp.or.vc4ATioN.—Seasonable work in this direction

now consists in securing good cuttings of Kalo-

santhes, still best represented by K. coccinea su-

perba. This is much preferable to retaining old

plants from year to year, these latter never looking

so well as regards their growth, whilst the flower

trusses are rarely ever so fine. About three strong

cuttings placed triangularly at the sides of a 4A-

inch pot will, if well cared for, flower next year.

These in the spring could be shifted into one size

larger. Cuttings not so strong could be inserted

in the same way into 3-inch pots, these in the

spring going into one size larger to be grown en to

make extra strong plants the year after. Such
plants will serve all ordinary purposes of decora-

tion, but if extra large plants are required, then

some eight or ten cuttings can be placed in a (i-inch

or 7-inch pot. It is better to strike in this way
than to place a lot of cuttings together and after-

wards divide them. Sandy soil should be used,

good loam with a dash of peat or leaf-mould being

the staple product. When the soil is none too

good, some lime rubble is an advantage ; failing

this, some charcoal would be a good substitute.

When the cuttings are put in, the soil should be

made firm and the pots afterwards put into a close

frame until root-action is fairly started ;
but at no

time is it desirable to keep them either moist at

the root or overhead, as in the case of moisture-

loving plants.

Poinsettia cuttings for the latest batch should now
be got in ; these do not often strike so well as earlier

in the season, more for the want of warmth at the

roots than anything else in conj unction with an excess

of atmospheric moisture caused by the want of fire

heat to dispel it. It is now too late to do much
good with another lot of cuttings of Kuphorbia

jacquiniajtlora, but young plants not yet far ad-

vanced might with advantage receive a good

amount of heat and a slight shift if in need of it.

Such Begonias as B. insignis may still be struck,

each cutting singly in small pots with a slightly

larger pot afterwards, but no attempt ought to be

made to grow plants of any size now the season is

getting on. Other shrubby Begonias, as B. nitida,

B. nitida odorata, and others which flower later in

the spring, may now be struck with advantage, as

large plants for wintering are not always desirable.

Of Begonias not much grown note may be made of

B. corallina, a decided acquisition in its class. B.

metallica is another extremely useful plant, being

of service in a decorative sense as much for the

sake of its foliage as its flowers ; this species is

easily wintered in a warm greenhouse. Plants of

B. manicata that are not over large may be potted

on, but some cuttings should be put in to keep up

a stock, as over-grown ones are not always desir-

able.

Of decorative plants which are required in quan
tity, note should now be taken of such as Panicum
variegatum, Tr^descantia zebrina, and other varie-
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ties, Fittouia argyroneiira and the Cyrtodeiras,
likewise of Sela^inella denticulata. Ail of these
useful plants if srruck now can be turned to a good
account in the autumn and early winter months.
None of the latter useful plants should be wasted
to such an extent .ts to reduce the supply to a too
narrow compass ; I hey will grow in many out-of-the-
way places from which they can be frequently used
instead of entirely depending upon the stock in
pots.

Ixora cuttings will now strike very well in a
brisk heat ; so also will those of Gardenias, AUa-
mandas, Bougainvillens, and other flowering stove
plants. Such plants if kept steadily on the move
through the winter would make much better stuff
for another season than if the propagation be
deferred until the spring when there are hosts of
things that must be given attention in the propa-
gating pit. Where there are any old or leggy
stools of Drac.-Gnas, these too should be taken in
hand now, the tops if at all good can be struck,
whilst the stems are cut up into short lengths.
I find it a good plan to lay these pieces in moist
cocoa fibre only until shoots and roots appear,
when they can be potted singly into small pots.
Doing this work now is also a saving of
time, for if deferred the same process has to
be gone through in the spring, when by that
time the young plants might be of good size. Cro-
tons to suit the requirements should also be pro-
pagated ; there is room for using these supeib
decorative plants far more largely than is now
the case in very many establishments. A con-
stant process of propagation is infinitely better
than retaining those plants, which instead of being
ornaments are rather the reverse, if not positively
ugly'

Abutilons, although greenhouse plants, are best
struck in warmth. Side shoots of the flowering
kinds struck now will make nice dwarf plants to
come in serviceable next spring onwards through
the summer season of the following year. ,\spa-
ragus tenuissimus and other varieties which cm
be propagated from cuttings should also have
attention now, each cutting being placed by itself

in a2i-inch pot, and when struck tlie stock should
be kept on a shelf near the glass. Another very
useful plant in a small state is Ficus repens. Good
cuttings of this should now be obtainable. These,
if tak> n from moist spots, will be almost ready-
rooted to commence with Instead of attempting
to winter old plants of the Impaliens family, it will
be found a better plan to propagate and keep young
plants in small pots through the winter. It i*

much better to keep the propagating pit fully
employed. If it lies idle now it wdl mean an in-
crease of work when there is not f nough room for
all the plants that may be required.

James Hudson.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Lettuce for winter—A good salad during the
winter being indispensable, preparations must now
be commenced to secure ,a supply of good Lettuce.
The plants from this sowing will come in for lifting
and planting in frames upon the approach of frost,
while a portion may be left in the open to be cut
as wanted, although this will depend principally
upon the weather, as both frosts and excessive wet
have to be reckoned with. In most seasons, how-
ever, good Lettuces, by slightly protecting them,
may be cut from the open until late autumn or early
winl^er. Weak or drawn-up plants being of little
use, ample room must be allowed in the seed-beds,
and the soil they are sown in must also be light
and friable, so that the plants can be lifted with a
bunch of fibrous roots when ready for transplant-
ing. Transplanted Lettuces lift the best, and as
there is little or no fear of failure through trans-
planting, sowing for I his purpose should be adopted.
A south border recently cleared of Potatoes is a
good site for raising the plants. The seeds should
be sown in drills drawn 15 inches apart, also taking
the precaution to sow the seeds thinly, so that air
and light can circulate freely around the plants.
The best of the Cos forms for autumn work will
be found in the old black-seeded Brown Cos and

Hicks' Hardy White, and amongst the Cabbage
forms All the Year Round, Tom Thumb, and Golden
Queen are generally selected for frame work.
Stanstead Park is also a splendid Lettuce for
either lifting or remaining in the open. During
mild winters this will remain in good condition
without any protection whatever. Directly the
plants are large enough transplant at least a foot
apart, a little extra room between the rows being
an advantage, this allowing moisture to dry up
quickly. The plants which are to be left in the
opFn should be planted in a convenient plot, so
that they may be quickly covered in case of an
emergency.

Young Carrots. — These during the winter
months are considered a delicacy, a regular supply
being looked for in the best establishments. This
being the case, a start must now be made. Sowing
in the open is not the wisest cour.«e to adopt, for
although the roots will grow freely enough and
come to a usable size before winter, yet on the
majority of soils root-eating insects are apt to
attack them, and the quality of the roots is also
impaired. Under these circumstances frame cul-
ture is the best method to adopt, not that glass
coverings are needed until inclement weather
arrives, as the more exposure up to this time the
better. An old hot-bed, such, for instance, as may
have been put to other purposes, answers well.
This is much better than forming a special bed
for the Carrots. The surface having been levelled
and trodden over, a layer of 5 inches or G inches
of light sandy soil should be placed over the
whole, and if this depth is not sufficient to raise
the surface to within a few inches of the top,
some additional old feimenting material must be
added beforehand so as to make up the deficiency.
The seeds being sown thinly and lightly covered,
a gentle watering will hasten germination. The
soil must afterwards be kept fairly moist to ensure
a healthy growth. Both the French Forcing acd
Nantes Horn are suitable kinds for sowing.

Chervil.—The earlier sowings will soon be
quickly over ; therefore, make a sowing for winter
use. For winter use the sowing must be made on
a sloping and sunny border. The seeds must be
sown thinly in shallow drills 9 inches apart.
Where Chervil does not succeed well, a dressing of
calcareous matter will be found an advantage.

Harvesting autu.mn-sown Onions.—These are
later in ripening this season, the late spring having
retarded growth. As the tops are now changing
colour the bulbs will soon be ready for drawing.
When allowed to remain unpulled after being
ready fre-h growth quickly starts again, when, of
course, their keeping properties will have vanished.
Any that are still in growth should have the stems
bent over, this partially cheuking growth and
hastening on the ripening. A thorough ripening
is very essential to ensure their remaining fresh
and sound for a lengthened time. If the weather
should be fine and sunny after pulling, allow the
bulbs to remain on the ground for a few days,
afterwards removing them under cover where they
may be quite free from wet, but exposed to the
sun and a free circulation of air. A temporary
stage erected in a freely ventilated Peach house or
vinery cleared of fruit .'uits them admirably.
Leaving them in the open if a wet time should
ensue is a sure forerunner of their being badly
ripened, and their consequent quick decay.

Autumn-sown Onions.— It depends greatly
upon the district as to the most suitable time for
sowing, as it is not wise to be too early in early
districts, or too late in the colder o.- more northern
parts. But, as a rule, the first week or ten days of
August will suit the latter districts, and in the
more southern parts the middle of the month to
the third week or thereabouts. Where only a few
are needed for dibbling out in the spring for sum-
mer use, with a few for storing, a small bed of a
variety or two will be snflicient. Whether the
seeds will be sown in small beds or in the open
in larger quantity, it is very essential that the
site be well exposed to the sun and also well
drained, as winter Onions detest stagnant mois-
ture. The soil must be in a well-worked and fer-

tile condition, and also be made moderately firm
previous to sowing, a firm root-run being very
essential. A dressing of soot and wood ashes
worked into the surface previous to sowing will
also be highly beneficial. The Giant Rocca is
about the best of the Tripoli section for pulling
during the summer or for storing. Early White
Naples being earlier and also adapted for early
pulling. Giant White and White Lisbon are also
favourite kinds, the latter being very hardy. The
Tripolis are not the only kinds adapted for autumn
sowing, as the White Spanish and Danter's Yellow
are admirable for the purpose. A. Young.

ORCHIDS.
All the houses sadly lack the brightness we
would like to see at this f eason, as well as in May
and June, but it is well to take note of what
plants are flowering at this season, and add more
of them to the collection. When summer is merg-
ing into autumn, some of the Aerides come in very
useful as decorative plants. The most gorgeous of
all this genus is A. Lawrences. It was highly
valued when first introduced, and a celebrated Or-
chid amateur was glad to give 235 guineas for the
first plant in fiower sold at Stevens' auction rooms
in King Street, Covent Garden. It is now grown
in many collections, and the modest amateur of
small means can afford to grow this fine species

as well as A. Sanderianum, which is probably a well-

marked, yellow-tinted form of A. Lawrence;c ; both
of them are well at the head of the genus, and
they are plants of free growth. Next to these two
there is A. suavissimum, also flowering at this

season, of which there are now several well-
marked varieties, such as A. nobile of Warner's
" Select Orchidaceous Plants," Reichenbach's A.
Rohanianum, and A Ballantineanum ; this last is

the most distinct, and it generally flowers earlier.

A. quinquevulnerum is certainly a distinct species
;

some varieties of it produce longer spikes and
brighter coloured flowers than the others. It is

truly distinct and beautiful. A. artine of gardens
is a pretty and distinct Aerides flowering at this

season; but this well-known plant has now been
classed with A. Lobbi, A. Veitchi, and A. Gode-
froyanum as varieties merely of A. multiflorum.

All the above may be placed in the intermediate

house when in flower, but when making their

growth they do best in the temperature of the
warmest house. The plants have a tendency to

lose their lower leaves, which detracts consider-

ably from their value, and the cultivator who can
manage to preserve the lower leaves of the Aerides
and Vandas has mastered one of the more difficult

details of Orchid culture. All the above may be
grown either in teak baskets or flower-pots. If in

flower-pots, three parts of the depth should be
made up of clean crocks loosely arranged, I he re-

mainder of clean Sphagnum Moss, well mixed with

potsherds and pieces of charcoal. One of the

prettiest plants we have now in flower in the

warmest house is the charming Dendrochilum fili-

forme; its pendulous slender racemes, like so

many elegant gold chains, are most pleasing, and
they last a long time in good condition. It is. I think,

an error to let this plant get anything like dry at

the roots even in what may be termed the resting

period. Pot the plants in good fibrous' peat and
Sphagnum, drain well, and keep the Sphagnum
Moss growing on the surface all the year round.

D. glumaceum requires much the same treatment

;

it flowers in the .spring after having made its

growth. I find both of them of easy culture, and
if the latter species lacks soiue of the elegance

of D. filiforme, its delicious perfume makes up for

it. Miltonia Roezli is one of the most free flower-

ing plants we have in the warm house, and its

pleasant perfume of Roses pervades the house

when it is in full flower. This species grows
very freely with me, and the plants are easily

divided when they have grown large enough. I

have grown tiny plants in 2.J-inch pots until they

have grown into .specimens large enough to fill a
10-inch pot, and produce 120 flowers all open to-

gether, but when the plants are potted on 1 ke this
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into larger sizes williout ciistiirbing the roots much,
I find th it in time tlie peat ami Spliagniim decay
into a rotten mass in whicli the roots do not live

and thrive. It is helter to di\i(ic such largo speci-

mens into several small ones before any decline in

vigour is seen, carefully removing the decaying
organic matter, and re|iotllng in the best peat and
Sjihagniim Moss with plenty of drainage. All that

is requiied with thesj plants is to dip them in a
solution of soft soapy water to which has been
added some tobacco liquor. Two ounces of soft

soap and a quarter of a pint of tobacco liquor
should be used to each gallon of rain water. The
water should be boiling to melt the soap; add cold
rain water to reduce the temixuature to between
'.10'^ and 100^. This will kill the thrips or prevent
their reappearing. Now is a good time to repot
the plants. All the deciduous Calanthes are in full

growth, and they must be kept in a warm growing
temiierature and moist atmosphere. They should
have weiik manure water at least twice a week
and be syringed occasionally.
We have placed the Vamla coerulea in the

warmest house, and as the ))lants are now about
showing the flower-spikes, a watch must be kept to
see that no stray s-lug may venture to make a
meal of the tender green points just emerging
from the axils of the leaves. They aie placed in

the lightest part of the hou.se, and are making
good healthy growth. There sre in the Cattleya
house good flowering plants of Cattleya Gaskell-
iana, a tine form of the labiata section, which carry
the .season well into August, when C. Eldorado
comes into flower. This plant requires rather more
heat than the other varieties; it is quite distinct
from any of the others, and is readily distinguished
by its smaller flowers. C. Wallisi' is the white
form. The plentiful supply of the original form
of C. labiata adds still further to our autumn-
flowering Cattleyas. The original species which
went under the name of C. labiata (vera) was very
expensive, because it was very scarce. Now tliat

it has become common it has lost none of its value
as a decorative plant, and it may be grown plen-
tifully in every collection ; whereas, only wealthy
amateurs could have plants of it at one time.
Some of the more shy-flowering species and varie-
ties require rather special treatment to get them
to produce their flowering sheaths annually. C.
Dowiana, C. Hardyana, C. gigas, &c., have a ten-
dency to make growths after they have flowered

;

they ought not to be allowed to do this. It seldom
happens if the plants are kept well on the dry side
and placed in a light position in the Cattleya
house, and they ought to have more air. C. superba,
a distinct and handsome species flowering at this
season, must not be forgotten. The plants should
be fixed to a piece of Tree Fern tiunk and they
will flower annually if kept free from yellow thrips,
which attack the growths in their course of forma-
tion- J. Douglas.

HARDY FRUITS.
Apples.—Early dessert varieties are more plenti-
ful than the later sorts, and fully a fortnight
earlier in ripening than last year. Seeing that few
or none of these early Apples keep well after they
are ripe, the majority of them losing flavour soon
after they are gathered, it is advisable to lengthen
the supply by means of artificial ripening. Juneat-
iiig, Margaret and Early Harvest gathered before
the seeds are brown and placed in a warm room
or forcing house quickly become fit to eat, but in
most localities these are already ripening on the
trees. Irish Peach, Beauty of Bath, Mr. Gladstone,
and Quarrenden all ripen at much about the same
time, and are at their ijest just when they are
ready to drop from the trees. If plentiful or
wanted to ripen quickly, gather some of the more
forward fruit, place in a sweet, paper-lined bo.x
and ripen in gentle hett. Keep them out of hay
or anything that smells strongly, or the flavour
will be spoilt. Trees generally are very unequally
cropped, some carrying scarcely any fruit and
others far too many. Unless the latter are fieely
thinned, and it is not yet too late to do this, very

few really fine fruit will be had. Especially is

this the case with King of the I'ippins, Court
Pendu Plat, and a few others, the fruit in these

cases having set in great clusters. It is advisable
to reduce the latter considerably with the aid of

strong Grape scis.sors. Some of the earlier cooking
Apples are now quite large enough to use, and it

is even po.ssible to market the thiimings at good
rates. If Manks Codlin, Lord Sutlicld, Stirling

Castle, and such like are freely thinned out now,
there is every likelihood of the rest attaining a
large size. Colouring has already commenced
in the case of many choice Apples, and it

will be found that the most e.^posed fruit lay (m
the most colour, their value being enhanced con-

siderably thereby. Therefore, lose notime in spurring

back all superfluous growths to the fourth or fifili

leaf, and also remove leaves where necessary in

order to well bare the best of the fruit. Heavily
cropped dwarfed trees would pay well for a good
soaking of liquid manure, and if not already done
apply a mulching of strawy manure.

Pe.\K.s.— It is not much thinning out that has
been needed this season. Early varieties are par-

ticularly scarce. Where protection of some kind
—coping boards saveil many crops—was afforded,

the fruit is in great clusters, or much more so than
usual, and unless well thinned all will be small

accordingly. All the Jargonelles that escaped are

in great clusters, and if the thinning has been de-

layed till now remove a portion at once and ripen

in heat as advised in the case of early Apples. They
may shrivel somewhat, but will jeli be very gocd
to eat, while these left on the trees will improve
in size and ripen later on. All are better for being
gathered before they are ready to drop or quite fit

to eat, but they must not be kept long, or they will

be found rotten at the core. Those who have fairly

good crops of Jargonelle and the earlier summer
Doyenne should make several gatherings, leaving

none to fully ripen on the trees. If not done ear-

lier, the summer pruning should now be completed,
and what thinning out may be necessary in the
case of later varieties should be attended to. Spur
all the lateral growths back on wall trees to the
fourth or fifth joint, reserving and laving in those
only that are required for furnishing blank space.

Where, however, plenty of fruiting spurs is al-

ready formed, some or all of the superfluous

lateral growth can lie cut cleanly out. A little

colour also improves the appearance of some varie-

ties of Pears, and these also should be well bared
to all the light and air going. Espalier and cordon
trained trees should be treated much the same as

the wall trees. On no account shorten the leading

growths before all trellis space is fliled. If busli

or pyramid trees are summer pruned, and this ought
to be done wherever the young wood is thick, spur
back all side shoots to the fourth or fifth joint and
leave a few well-placed branches all over the trees

to their full length, that being one of the best

means of making non-productive trees fruitful

—

always provided those shoots are not shortened in

the least next winter.

Plums.—Seldom have the trees generally been
so lightly cropped as they are this season. They
flowered abundantly and in many cases set well,

only to be destroyed by frosts. What fruit there is

will be found principally in patches, so thickly set

as to require very seveie thinning out. Owing to

the comparative failure of the crop, those clusters

that survived were not so generally thinned out as

they ought to have been, but that was a mistake
all the same. When softening and commencing to

colour. Plums are excellent either for pies or pre-

serving, and if one-half of those hanging thickly is

utilised in this manner, the remainder may attain

a better size and flavour. Summer pruning ought
ere this to have been completed, and young shoots

required for furnishing, neatly fastened back to the
walls. Plums delight in a moist root-run, and
should be kept rooting near the surface by means
of a mulching of short manure and occasional

soakings of water. Heavy rains have cleared many
trees of aphis, but a free use of the garden engine
would greatly benefit the trees, especially those
against walls.

Planting Stiia\vui;ukii;s.—If well rooted,

runners are properly plante<l not later than the

second week in August, and if well looked after,

they will grow strongly and [iroduce a good crop

of fine fruit next season. They take the most
quickly to their fresh quarters when layered in

either the shoitest of the middling material or

fre.-h soil, while if layered into small pots,

plant out before the plants become much root-

hound. If the ground is trenched for Strawberries

—a by no means neces.sary or wise proceeding in

all cases—this ought to have been done last winter

and a crop of early Potatoes taken off. They must
have a firm, yet well-pulverised root-run, or other-

wise the plants grow rankly at the expense of pro-

ductiveness. Nor ought the manure to be buried

very deeply, a surface rather than an excessively

deep root-action best meeting the requirements of

the case. Also allow good space both between the

rows and the plants in the row, crowded Straw-

berries frequently proving a failure in very wet
seasons, while the best-flavoured fruit is invari-

ably obtained from plants that are growing well

clear of each other. The rows of the stronger

growers, notably the popular Sir J. Paxton, ought

to be not less than 30 inches apart, a distance of

IS inches dividing the plants in the row, those of

a neater habit of growth should be 21 inches

apart in rows 18 inches asunder. Plant very firmly,

well ramming the soil down with the handle of the

trowel, and just deep enough to bury all the roots.

Give a good' watering and level over the surface of

the ground. Keep them in a thoroughly moist state

subsequently, and pinch out any runners that show.

W. Iggulden.

ECONOMISING SPACE.

Already the days have shortened considerably,

the best part of the year being on the wane, and
what cropping in the kitchen gaiden remains to be

done should be proceeded with as fast as possible.

There is little likelihood of too many winter vege-

tables being grown, but, on the contrary, it hap-

pens more often than not a scarcity prevails, espe-

cially during January and February at least. Dur-

ing some seasons failures with some kinds of

vegetables are inevitable, our climate being but ill

suited for hardening and preparing green growing

crops for withstanding a very severe spell of cold

weather. What we have to do, therefore, is grow

as much as we possibly can, and in good variety,

not depending entirely upon a few kinds or varie-

ties. In very many places garden space is all too

limited in extent to meet the requirements of the

establishment, and to make matters worse, those

in charge let a few vague notions as to the neces-

sity for strict rotations of crops unduly inter-

fere with their arrangements. That a scientific ro-

tation is of considerable importance there is no dis-

puting, especially when manure is sparingly ap-

plied, but if the gardener in charge of a compara-

tively small place attempts much in that direction,

it is very doubtful if the interests of his employers

will be best served by it. I hold that the ground

at this time of the year must be closely cropped,

and this, as a rule, can best be done by paying

very little heed to any rules as to strict rotation.

Then, again, very many gardeners, professional

and otherwise, are under the impression that the

ground must be manured and dug, or, it may be,

they are content with digging only in some cases

in advance of any fresh cropping, yet this, as a

rule, is quite uncalled for at this time of year, and

may easily do more harm than good. Heavy soils

in particular if dug during the summer cannot well

be got into a fit state either for planting or seed

sowing till after they have been well baked by

sunshine and then moistened by rain. Waiting for

the latter occurrences may retard the cropping

considerably ; whereas if those in charge had been

content with merely cleaning and hoeing the sur-

face both before and after cropping takes place,

this would have been all the preparation and culti-

vation needed for .several kinds of croiis. So far

do some carry the mania for trenching, that they

cannot turn out forced Strawberry plants from
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pots into the open for what should only be for a
period of about twelve months without first trench-

ing the ground for them, this waste of labour really

doing more harm than good, few crops taking
readily to quite newly trenched soil. Loose, deepl}^

dug, rich ground is not the best calculated to pro-
duce a class of plants that will withstand severe
frosts, and in several instances it pays better to

plant on quite solid ground. Particularly is this

the case when planting or sowing is long delayed
owing to a stress of other work preventing the
supposed much-needed manuring and digging.

From generalities I must descend to a few
particulars of what I may term economic, though
not scientific practices. Savoys I hold to be one
of the best winter vegetables we have, and
abundance ought to be grown in the gardens of
all classes. To have them at their best all the
forms should now be growing strongly whf-re
they are to heart in, but there is yet much to be
said in favour of planting at this late date. Sup-
posing a breadth of early or summer Cauliflowers
has recently been cleared off, rather than let this
ground be long unoccupied, I would plant it

closely with Savoys. Dibbled out from 12 inches
to 15 inches apart each way, they would soon cover
the ground, and if no really good hearts resulted,
there would yet be a supply of tops or greens
that might prove of good service next winter. All
wou'd come off in time for the ground to be
manured and dug for seeds or plants in the spring.
Savoys also do well in close succession to Straw-
berries, no digging being advisable beforehand,
and they would pay better, as being more certain
than Broccoli when planted close behind early and
successional Peas. Chou de Burghley, if not
grown too strongly, proves of good service during
severe winters, and it is not yet too late to put
out strong plants in succession to any early vege-
tables tliat may have been cleared off. Plant not
more than 15 inches apart each way. This crop
also will be out of the way in time for the sites

to be prepared for important early vegetables.
Boreco'e in variety requires, in common with Brus-
sels Sprouts, a rather long period of growth, but
seeing how early Potatoes are maturing this season,
what is to prevent many of the latter being lifted

and stored directly the skins are set, and what
plants of Borecole there are available put out rather
thickly in succession? The tops may be very
acceptable after severe frosts have crippled or
destroyed less hardy vegetables, and! if not, all

can be dug in next spring. Late planted Asparagus
or Buda Kale does not branch strongly, but forms
a single strong succulent growth similar to Turnip
tops, more greens following. It is one of the
hardiest green vegetables we have, added to which
it produces \ery succulent greens very freely as
late as June. Plant now 9 inches apart in rows
15 inches asunder.
Market gardeners grow Coleworts very exten-

sively, but private gardeners as a rule do not, yet
they are most acceptable towards midwinter. Any
of the quick-growing small Cabbages may be
treated as Coleworts. Plants raised from seeds
sown from the middle of June to the end of the first

week in July and put out now 12 inches apart each
way wherever there is a border or plot of ground
empty will most probably give neat, tender, or at
any rate tender tops during Decembei and later.

Planted in close succession to autumn-sown
Onions, Coleworts rarely fail to do well. Those
who still resort to the old fashioned plan of put-
ting out the spring Cabbage in rows 2 feet apart
may well plant a row of Coleworts between these,
the latter being cleared off long before the others
require all the space. It is such neat-growing
Cabbages as EUam's Dwarf Spring, Wheeler's Im-
perial, All Heart, and Dwarf Etampes that give
the best results, and these should be planted not
more than 15 inches apart each way on ground
newly cleared of spring-sown Onions, no digging
in this or in any other cases I have mentioned
being resorted to. The value of a good supply of
tender young Cabbage in the spring cannot well be
over-estimated ; therefore plant extensively. It

the plants are not obtained by sowing seed at the
middle of July and a fortnight or three weeks

later, it is advisable to plant from a single seed-
bed at different times, as it is possible to be a fort-

night, too early in some positions or the same period
of time too late.

Potatoes are an excellent preparation for either
Turnips, Spinach, or Endive, and all (/f these are
well worthy of being grown extensively for winter
use. If the Turnips are not required for cooking
their tops mayprove very acceptable, especially if

the next winter resembles the two last we have
had. In the more .southern districts, Turnip seed
may be sown as late as the end of August with a
good prospect of greens, if not serviceable roots,

being had, and it is not much winter Turnifs take
out of tlie ground. Winter Spinach is, all things
considered, of more consequence than any other
vegetable I have yet named ; at any rale, such is

the case in the gardens connected with the
wealthier classes, and everything should be done,
therefore, to make this crop a success. This is

one of the few winter crops that ought to have
extra pains taken with it. Winter Spinach rarely
fails if the ground is moderately rich and is yet in

a sweet, freely-worked condition. Good breadths
should be sown early in August and again a fort-

night or three weeks hence, a heavy and continu-
ous crop of fine succulent leaves being had if the
plants are given good room. Victoria or Monstrous
ViroBay is the best for the purpose, though either
the Round-seeded or Prickly-seeded answers well.

It is hardly possible to grow too much Endive.
I. M. H.

Orchard AND Fruit Garden.

OPEN-AIR PEACHES.
Peaches against sunny walls promise to be a
great success this season, and where there is a
good collection grown, a succession should lie

provided for not less than three mouths. This
very satisfactory state of aftairs is largely due to

the introduction of American novelties, more
e.specially those that ripen extra early. These
being of free and in some cases most productive
growth, have given just that stimulus that was
wanted to promote a more widespread return
to the old practice of growing Peaches exten-
sively against open walls. A few bad seasons,

the introduction of cheap forcing houses, and
the neglect to plant young trees in order to have
these ready to take the place of any that fail,

all tended to bring Peaches, as far as open-
air culture was concerned, into disrepute. A
few places there were in which a profitable lot

of trees could be seen, say ten years ago, but
these were quite exceptions. Now-a-days they
are to be met with iii most gardens, and now
that they once more receive proper attention,

failures will be few and far between. The open
walls will doubtless always have to serve as

feeders for the houses, that is to say, if it is de-

sirable to improve the variety, or to substitute

a healthy young tree for one that is nearly or
quite worn out ; tlie best will be transplanted
from the open walls. This is as it should be,

for the simple reason that wall or trellis space
under glass is of the greatest value, crops
on trees thus well protected being the most cer-

tain and also of the best quality. Naturally,
the conditions under which trees are planted
largely affect their future well-doing. With
new or nearly new walls, and borders formed of

turfy loam. Peach growing is child's play com-
pared with what many in older places have to

contend with. It is true old walls can be
cleaned and pointed and fresh borders made,
but neither the one nor the other is possible or

sanctioned in numerous cases, turfy or good
fresh loam being particularly difficult to obtain.

Those, then, who succeed in growing good
crops of Peaches under such difficulties deserve

the greatest praise, and that it is done I very
well know, several instances having recently
come under my notice.

This is not the time of year to discuss cul-

tural details, but remarks on varieties will not
be out of place. Last year I commenced
gathering handsome fruit of Waterloo on Au-
gust 1. This season ripening was unexpectedly
early, several good fruit being gathered on July
15, the earliest date that I have heard of

Peaches tit for use being pulled. Such varie-

ties as Crimson Galande, Grosse Mignonne,
and Dymond in an unheated house will not be
ripe before the middle of August, which fact I

mention with a view of farther demonstrating
the value of Waterloo. The fruit is of medium
size, very highly coloured, and of fairly good
quality if not kept too long. Early Alexander
differs only .slightly, some think not at all,

from Waterloo, and there is no necessity to

cultivate both of them. Hale's Early is, per-

haps, a surer bearer than either of the two just

named, but fully a fortnight later in ripening.

It is one of the most profitable varieties in

cultivation. With me (juite small trees produce
a crop, while the older ones are rarely thinned
out enough. The fruit is of good size, flat-

round in form, very highly coloured, and the
quality passable. A good companion for these
American varieties will be found in Crimson
Galande. The latter is of free, yet not too

rank growth and a sure bearer, the fruit being
fairly large, Bellegarde-shaped, and very richly

coloured, the quality being decidedly good.

Waterloo, Hale's Early, and Crimson Galande
are a grand trio for open-wall culture, and parti-

cularly to be recommended to those on the look-

out for something fresh to grow for the mar-
kets. A moderately high south or south-west
wall planted with dwaifs and half-standards or
" riders" between would begin to give some re-

turn the second year after planting, and in

three or four seasons would be yielding highly

profitable crops. There is always a good de-

mand during August for highly-coloured Peaches,
though poorly-coloured, house-grown fruit are

plentiful enough.

In Bellegarde we have another never-failing

variety, and it is one of, if not the very best

midseason Peach that can be planted. It pos-

sesses a good con.stitution, but can easily be
kept from growing too strongly, and I have not
had a failure with it during the past ten years.

The fruits are large, llattish-round, and even in

form, colour freely and ripen surely, the quality

being very good. I have only a very old and
quite a young tree of Dymond. The former has

been allowed to crop so heavily in past years that

but little growth is made, yet I get plenty of

medium sized, highly-coloured fruit, the quality

of which pleases. 'This variety also ought to be
generally grown.

Barrington must be classed as a late or Sep-

tember Peach, and it is fully deserving of a
place in the most limited collections. The tree

grows strongly, but never fails to flower freely,

a good crop setting during most seasons. The
fruits are large, colour, and keep well, the quality

also being satisfactory. Sea Eagle, though less

well known, gives satisfaction wherever grown.

It is a grand late Peach. Quite young trees

bear well, while those of larger size usually set

fruit so freely as to require to be very severely

thinned out. It is only by attending well to

the thinning out that extra fine fruit can be had,

those on overcropped trees being of poor size

and quality. It ripens late in September, keep-

ing well into October.

The foregoing I hold to be a trustworthy

selection, and hard to find fault with, but if

more are wanted, Grosse Mignonne might well
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1)0 acUled. I lijive had tliis uuder the name of

Pddley's Early T'urple remarkably good in a

Shro]Khire ;anli'ii, the tree attaiiiini; a larjie

size and (luite free of inildew. Afiain, in

Kssex I foinid a good tree of it, this time

under another synonym—Royal Kensington,

and excellent croi)s nf liandsome fruit of the

best quality were usually produced. In some
districts the tree mildews nearly as badly as

Royal George, the I)est I'each as far as (juality

is concerned in cnltiv.atiou. Orosse Mignomie
ripens about the middle of August. Princes.s

of Wales sucoeeils well in the more southern
counties— that is t) say, it is a sure bearer,

the fruit, it freely thinned out, being large and
the quality passalile. It should ripen during
the early part of September, or otherwise the
quality is very iioor. Walburton Admirable
ought to bo grown where very late Peaches
are in demand, this being in season towards
the end of Seiitember and lasting well into

October. It is a fine, but not particularly re-

liable variety, the fruit attaining a large size

and being of good quality. Should a still later sort

be required, Salway ought to be grown, this

being the latest of all Peaches. I have .seen

very tine fruit of this variety sent to the table
from (jpen-air trees as late as the middle of

November, but they were protected with spare
pit lights during and after the ripening jieriod.

It is a sure bearer, and if well thiinied out the
fruit grows to an extra large size, the skin being
a rich yellow in colour, and where exposed
prettily tinged with red. The quality is second-
rate, but this is frequently overlooked when the
fruit po.sse.sses the great merit of showing up
well on the table. W. I.

APPLE TOWER OF GLAMIS.
Amongst the Apples which are suitable for
general cultivation, and by this I mean those
varieties which succeed equally well in any part
of Great Britain, there are .some kinds which
demand attention as being adapted for special
purposes, the excellent variety here illustrated
being one of those. 1 have always looked upon
this Apple as one of the very best for growing as
a standard in either grass orchards or even on
cultivated land, that is, where the .surface roots
are not likely to be injured by deep diggin".
The tree is peculiarly adapted for growing as
an orchard staiulard on account of its spreading
habit, the heads rarely requiring thinning out,
being quite unlike some others in this respect.
After being planted the shoots require to be
shortened back two or three times, so as to gain
sufficient branches to form a well-balanced
he.ad. This Apple is an example of not treat-
ing all varieties alike in the matter of pruning
or shortening back, for whereas some kinds will
form a weli-balauced head if only shortened
back once or twice, the Tower of Glamis is not
one of these ; hence a little extra pruning is

necessary to secure a well-balanced head,
and also enable it to carry its weight of fruit
without breaking off the branches or pulling
them out of shape. It is also a free-fruitimr
variety.

"

This variety i.s much grown in Scotland and
also the northern counties of England, and its
cultivaticm might well extend further south.
In shape it is conical, rather angular, the ridges
standing out rather distinctly, as may be seen
in the illustration. At first the .skin is pale
green, slightly flu.shed with dull red, this latter
being nuu-e pronounced according to the .soil it
is grown in. After being stored it changes to a
pleasing yellow. The flesh is firm and crisp,
and when cooked has a very piquant flavour,

and which worthily classes it amongst our best
late cooking kinds, especially as it keeps well

into February, and in a good fruit store later

still. Oil .account of its sjircailing habit it is

not suitable as a trim growing jiyr.amid, but
could be cultivated as as[>reading bush if jiruned
in sufliciently for the first two or three years to

enable it to form a well-shaped troe, as 1 hold
that any kind of Apple tree, if of a n.aturally

straggling habit, even if it fruits freely, slunild

be guided siilticiently in its earlier stages to

take on a more pleasing style of growth.
Tower of (Jlamis worthily ranks amongst our
most suitable kinds for growing .as an orchard
standard, and may well fiiul a place amongst the
most select cooking Apples for general cultiva-

tion. For the dwarfing stocks it is not so well
adapted, as the habit of growth is against this.

and are of very little value. What few fruits have
sound or perfect kernels and uncracked stones at-

tain a very large size and ripsn very e.arly. They
are flattish roun 1 in shape, in this respect re-

sembling liellegarde or ('rimson Galande, and
equal in size the largest of these. The skin i.s ex-
tremely tender, in colour a clear yellow, with a
faint tinge of red on the more exposed part, Uesh
very pale, melting, juicy, and of excellent flavour.

.\ty first experience with this variety was in a
neighbouring garden, wlierc nothing that was tried
prevented this wholesale stone-cr.acking, and the
owner gave tlie tree to me to see wliat I could do
with it. The season following transplanting a full

crop was had, but only three sound fruit out of the
lot. This year it cropped remarkably well, but
once more proved most disappointing. All hough
growing in a succe.ssional house the fruit ripened
before A Bee in an early house, and a month in

advance of Bellegardeand Dymond. Home
of our highest authorities attribute this

weakness, viz., stone-splitting, to the pecu-
liar formation of the flowers, the pistil

protruding too far beyond the stamens, im-
perfect fertilisation being the lesultof this.

The supposed remedy merely consists in
supplying pollen of some other free setting
variety to the pistil of Early Rivers' fiowers,
but has anyone yet been successful in tliis

treatment? Quite a variety of pollen has
been transferred from the flowers of liolh

small and large-bloomed Peaches to those
of Early Kivers', but in my case witliout
any good effect. I will try again, and if I

fail, the tree will soon make room for
another.— W. Iggulden.

Apple Tower of Glamis.

The Crab appears to be its ideal stock, and on
this it is best to work it, even if it be grown as
a bush for garden culture. Large standards of
inferior kinds might well be re-grafted with
Tower of Glamis if the sy.stem of grafting as
practised in the west of England is adopted.

Y. A. H.

Peach Early Rivers'.—But for one serious, and
I am afraid irremediable, defect this variety might
be rightly termed one of if not the finest early
Peach in cultivation. Instead, however, of its en-
j'lying a good reputation, it has the very liad one
of wliolesHle stone-splitting. The tree may be in
the best of health, liower abundantly and appar-
ently set well, a heavy crop swelling olT in a very
satisfactory manner up to the final stage. It is

then when the stones crack, op»n widely from the
base upward, and although the fruits do not drop
off they neither attain their full size nor flavour,

EARLY PEACHES AND PEACH TREE.S.

Here the Peach crop is a very heavy one
out of doors ; the trees set their fruits very
thickly, and therefore had to be severely
thinned out before and after the stoning
was completed. From a due west wall we
have been gathering large highly coloured
samples of Alexander since July 12, the
fruits being very juicy and richly tlavoured.
This tree is in fine condition, being fur-
nished from the ground with large healthy
foliage. It was planted in the autumn of
18SG in a semi-circular hole extending 5
feet along the foot of the wall and 3 feet
from it and 3 feet deep, with about '.)

inches deep of brickbats broken fine, ar.d
covered with turf, glass side downwards,
for drainage, and filled with good sound
loam and old lime rubble in the proportion
of five parts of the former to one of the
latter. I have long been of opinion that
were fruit borders devoted exclusively to

the roots of the several kinds and varieties

of trees growing therein, immensely larger
specimens of trees and finer and better

crops of fruit would annually be obtained.

In our case—which is by no means an
isolated one— the south and west borders

are indispensable for the forwarding of early and
late crops of French Beans, Peas, Carrots, Lettuces,

Turnips, and Potatoes, and although care is exer-

cised in pointing the manurial dressings into the

soil with a four or five-tined fork, a few surface

roots of the trees are almost sure to get injured in

the process, and some of the branches suffer more
or less in consequence. However, by observing

cave in the direction indicated the chance of injur-

ing the trees in the manner described is reduced to

a minimum. These remarks apply more particu-

larly to Peach, Nectarine, Apricot, and Cherry
trees Another point to be observed in the success-

ful cullure of Peach and other wall trees, in addi-

tion to training shoots thinly rather than otherwise,

is to keep them well supplied with water at the

roots and washed oveilioad every afternoon during

hot summer weather with clean wa'er. Mulching
the soil over the roots of the trees with rotten ma-
nure will greatly contribute to the health of the

trees and the weight and qua'ity of the produce.

Of course, the summer growths must be laid in be
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tween the shoots of the previous year's growth with

short twigs, the points being pinched out of extra

strong shoots to throw vigour into the weaker
ones and so promote a balance of growth. All sub-

laterals should be pinched hard back. The fruit

should be finally thinned out to from Ij inches to

9 inches apart, giving 12 inches where extra fine

fruits are aimed at. In point of earliness Amsden
June on a wall facing due south is exactly a fort-

night later than Alexander. This is also a highly

coloured Peach, the fruits being smaller than those

of Alexander; still, it is a very useful and fruitful

variety and well worthy of cultivation ; the quality

is also good. Dr. Hogg follows next. Hale's Early

I do not grow outside. H. W. Waed.

Stove and Greenhouse.

ORNAMENTAL STOVE AND GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS.*

When we give a backward glance over the past

twenty-live years in relation to horticulture

in general, we may well be astonisliecl at the

progress which has been made in all depart-

ments. If so many flowering plants have not

been introduced into prominent notice during

that period from other and remote regions

of the globe, it cannot be said that there has

been any lack of new and distinct additions to

tho.se grown for the value attached to them as

plants of ornamental leafage. Not only by
fresh importations has this been accora])lished,

but the efforts of the hybridist have been most
amply rewarded Ijy the valuable and varied

contributions to many families of plants. Take,

for instance, such as the Nepenthes, the Sarra-

cenias, tlie Caladiums, the Dracenas, the Cro-

tons and also the Coleus. No one will, I think,

deny that there has been a distinct advance

made in the new varieties added to each of the

genera just named, as well as to others. This

increase, both liy importations of new plants

and by the raising of others, has led un-

doubtedly to a far more extended system of

culture for varied purposes. Plants are used

now in so many ways, and with decided advan-

tage also, as compared with a quaiter of a cen-

tury back. This demand has been fostered and
well met by our large and well-known trade

growers, who supply plants for all purposes. It

has, however, taxed the resources of the gar-

dener in many a private establishment toacon-
sidei-able extent to keep up the requisite

supply uf what are usually termed "decorative
plants," of which those with (jrnamental foliage

form a most considerable portion. Embracing
the period I have just named, I think that by
far the most important feature has been the

vast increase in the cultivation of Palms, which
are now raised by tens of thousands and em-
ployed in various ways. It requires no great

efl'ort of the memory to reveit to the time
when in some establishments Palms were rarely

seen, with the exception of a few of specimen
size. They are peculiarly adapted to purposes
of ornamentation, whether it be in the con-

servatory, the mansion, or the open air. Noth-
ing lends such a tropical appear.-ince as Palms
of noble proportions, whilst for elegance of out-

line they are excelled by no other race of plants.

Their utility in a small state is well known, par-

ticularly so in the case of the ligliter and more
elegant kinds ; but there is room for extended
use for those between plants of small size and
the specimens. They vary so much in cha-

racter of growth, thus affording abundant

* A paper read by Mr. James Huddoii, Gunner.-b'iry

House Gardens, before the Kojal Horticultaral So-
iety.

choice for all purposes. The most impor-

tant additions of late years to the Palms
are the Kentias, which, if not consisting of

many varieties, embrace within the few those

which are of well-known durability and useful-

ness. Omission should not be made of the

Cycads. Probably, through being of slower

growth, these are not seen in such numbers.
Many kinds will, however, when well cared for,

develop into useful plants in no unreasonable

time. As conservatory plants, or for plunging

out of doors in sheltered spots during the sum-
mer-time, they rival the Palms, and are well

suited to a dry atmosphere. To these should

aLso be added the Dasylirions, which, when
arrived at maturity, are fine objects. The
greenhouse Yuccas can be utilised from a small

state upwards, and, although they grow slowly

into specimen plants, when that point has been

reached they are fine ornaments and very dis-

tinct. The varieties of the Rhopala are

distinctly ornamental plants, being of an endur-

ing character also. They look best, I thnik, if

upon single steins, and are seen to better ad-

vantage when standing by themselves. The
Lomatias and Grevilleas are also worthy of more
attention ; so also is Erythrina marmorata.
Cyanophyllum magnificum is now seldom seen

in collections. It can, however, be used whilst

in a small state as a table plant, and as it in-

creases in size is equally useful for vases, its mas-

sive foliage being so distinct from that of plants

usually employed for that purpose. The merits

of the Acalyphas are now being better recognised,

and most deservedly so ; they are plants which

look well under artificial light. Another useful

class of jjlants is the Phyllanthus ; these are

well suited to grouping. Eurya latifolia varie-

gata is very useful for rough-and-ready work.

The semi-hardy Phormiums and Cordylines

should be cultivated more extensively, both for

sub-tropical purposes during the sunnner
months and also for cool houses at all seasons.

All plants with silvery variegated foliage, as

Pandanus Veitchi, Eulalia japonica variegata,

Anthericum argenteo-lineare, and Cyperus alter-

nifolius variegatus, are exceedingly useful as vase

plants or for grouping. Tree Ferns do not seem
of late yeai-s to have met with that favour which

they did formerly. Give them, however, but a

fair chance and they will {n-ove all that one can

desire. Probably many of the imported stems,

of which such numbers were received into this

country some few years back, did not become
permanently established, and have now suc-

cumbed or are barely existing. When these are

planted out in capacious houses, no plants

could possibly present a finer appearance.

Those, for instance, which are to be seen in the

temperate house at Kew Gardens are grand ex-

amples of luxuriant vegetation. As an instance

of how well they succeed in pots when carefully

attended to and under favourable conditions,

those at the Crystal Palace may be quoted
;

they are magnificent plants. Amongst

Stove Plants,

during tlie past few years, the most remarkable
additions have been made to the Crotons, Cala-

diums, Nepenthes and Dracaenas. Each of

these genera now possesses such variations in

form and colouring as to render plants of them
simply indispensable where much decoration

has to be accomplished. The gain in Crotons
has been immense. Time was when all of the

best could be counted on the finger-ends. Not
so now, with such an abundant choice both in

habit, form and colour. There are those with

broad and massive foliage, as C. Baron .lames de
Rothschild, C. Andreanum, and C. Morti ; those

with narrow leaves, of which C. angustifolium is

still one of the best of the drooping kinds.

Mrs. Dornian is, however, a good type, more
erect in habit. With extra long and narrow,
drooping leaves, C. Warreni is an excellent
example. Then there are those with recurved
foliage, as C. recurvifolium ; of the trUobed
kinds, C. Disraeli is one of the best ; whilst
with foliage of medium width, the type repre-
sented by Queen Victoria and Sunset should be
noted, these being of brilliant colour when well

grown. Altogether, Crotons are most valuable
plants both in and out of the stove. Dracienas
also aft'ord us a great variation, from the narrow,
but highly- coloured D. .superba to the broad
and noble foliage of D. Thompsoni and D.
Youngi. D. terminalis is not beaten in its way,
nar is D. stricta, which is a strong grower. D.
Lindeni and D. Goldieana are both quite dis-

tinct varieties, the former being the more showy
and of more value as a decorative plant ; the
latter, however, rivals it for use as a table plant.

The comjjaratively new D. Doucetti bids fair

to be a valuable addition ; this would, I think,

succeed well in a cool house. The Aralias now
furnish us with gi'eater variety, being also of an
enduring character. With such a wealth of orna-

mental ftne-foliaged plants as we now possess,

there is hardly any place or purpose to which
either one or another may not be adapted.

There is, I think, room yet for a more extended
use of fine-foliaged plants of small proportions.

(Jood examples of many useful plants can be

had for various purposes in 2o-inch pots even,

but better in those of 3 inches or 4 inches dia-

meter. These can be turned to a good account,

cither for small vases or for dinner-table plants.

A great deal more use may be made of such

plants for the latter purpose than is generally

done, and of considerably less size than the

stereotyped examples usually seen at flower

shows. Many dwarf-growing plants with orna-

mental foliage, and Ferns also, cau be thus

employed in ii^-inch pots, but better still those

in shallow ones now used for Orchids. Straw-

berry pans, or a size smaller, when well fur-

nished witli such dwarf-growing plants as

Fittonia argyroneura and F. Pearcei, Panicum
variegatum, Cyrtodeira metallica, and Sela-

ginella cresia, could be effectively employed in

various ways. On the other hand, plants for

the dinner-table cirald, I think, be used much
taller than they generally are, when they are of

light and elegant growth ; such for instance, as

Cocos Weddelliana, Chanucdorea glaucifolia,

Euterpe edulis, and others. Plants up to

3 feet in height may be employed effectively

upon large taljles, yet they need not be in pots

exceeding 4j inches or 5 inches in diameter.

Shifted into a larger pot, these same plants will

afterwards be found of service for larger vases

in other positions where their height will add
to their effect. There is also room for consider-

able improvement in the arrangement of plants

in the houses in which they are usually grown.

Too often they are overcrowded, with damage
to the foliage, whilst the efl'ect is lessened. In

some cases plants are attempted to be grown in

houses which are not suited to them, nor calcu-

lated to display them to advantage. The
stages and beds are oftentimes too high in both

stoves and greenhouses. The effect is far better

when the plants can be looked down upon,

particularly in large houses where a greater

variety could be got together. Far more use

should be made of creeping and dwarf-growing

plants fur a finish to the front, just as one

sees done in a well-arranged and finished group

at a flower show. Many such can be employed
as an undergrowth to larger plants, and fre-

quently with very pretty efl'ect. There is no

reason why pots .should not in these ways be

hidden to a great extent. Ferns, such as the
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British Maiden-hair, Ne])hroclium molle, Ptcris

longifoli.i, anil other kinds, can lie advantai^'e-

ously disphiyod to clotlio tho dauq) and un-

sightly walls that are otherwise an eyesore au<l

stand in need of frei|vient cleansing. With a

little patience tliese and other Ferns will soon

acclimatise themselves (even without any soil

in some instances) where the surface is not of

cement. Wlien a little .soil can bo used, the

ornamental foliaged Begonias will soon liecome

established. If any dilliculty arises with either

of the foregoing it is i)o.ssil)le to fall back upon
Ficus repens. The appearance of our .stoves,

greenhouses, and conser\atories could fre-

ijuently bo improved by making more use of

climbers, a due proportion of which would not

be any detriment to other jilants. Hence liouscs

whicli could be made to look well furnished

give an impression of bareness. For the stove

Cissus discolor, one of the most ornamental of

plants with fine foliage, and the varieties of

Asparagus could be usefully employed. Of
]ilants deserving of far more notice there are

the Uipladenias, which, if not of ornaTuental

foliage, are truly ornamental plants. The best

of the highly coloured varieties of the Dipla-

denia are well known, luit tho merits of D.
boliviensis are not nearly .so much appreciated

as they should be ; it can be had in flower from
April to November, being most useful for

cutting from. There are also Aristolochia

elegans, PassiHora kerniesina and Gloriosa su-

perba, neither of which is seen too frequently.

The varieties of the African Asparagus are also

suited to a cooler house. I have them planted

out where the temperatiu'c falls below 40 Fahr.
in the winter, yet they thrive. They can there-

fore be used for covering the walls, pillars, and
glass sides of conservatories ; Lygodiuni .scan-

dens being also useful for the same purpose,
but it succeeds better in a temperate house.

Myrsijjhyllum asparagoides should be allowed
space, being so useful for cutting. When it is

not advisable to occupy all the roof space next
the glass with climbers, some may at lea.st be
trained up the rafters, a selection being made
from tliose of moderate growth. Fuchsias, for

instance, are thus seen tt) decided advantage in

a cool hou.se. For training thinly over the roof

of a conservatory, the I'acsonias and the

PassiHoras with the smaller leaves are well

adapted.
HaNGINO B.4SKETS

deserve far more notice than they receive as a
rule. It matters not wliether it be a .stove or
cool house, there are jilenty of selections to

suit each case. The Nepenthes, to which such
splendid additions have been made of late

years, Ijoth by imported species and hybrids,
should be grown more extensively for suspend-
ing in the stove. They are quite unique and
singularly eftective, always creating an interest

when in good condition. Particular mention
should be made of N. Mastersiana, which is

undoubtedly the finest hybrid yet raised. As- '

paragus deflexus does not appear to be suffi-

ciently known as a basket plant. It is quite
distinct from the kinds usually grown, and
equally ornamental. Several Ferns are excel-
lent for the same purpose. Notably .so amongst
the Maiden-hairs is Adiantum amabile ; another
good basket Fern is Gymnogramma schizophylla
gloriosa. For a cool hcjuse in the summer some
of the Davallias are well suited. Cheilanthes
elegan.s, although it cannot be con.sidered as one
of the best for the purpose, I have found to grow
better in a ba.sket than a pot. Amongst flower-
ing plants Hoya bella is excellent in a warm
house, so also are some of the varieties of the
.(llschynanthus and Achimenes when well cared
for. In the greenhouse there is an abundant

choice, but the merits of Lobelia gracilis do not

meet with that recognition which this plant

deserves. Basket jilaiits do not at all times

receive sufticient water, hence they often jiresent

but a poor ajipearance. A plant of singular

effect for the stove when well grown is Thyrsa-
canthus rutilans. It is seen to the best advan-
tage when trained as a standard some 3 feet or

4 feet in height and producing its long pendidous
racemes of scarlet Howers. For the stove,

again, there are tho Ixoras, which, although met
witli of specimen size in exhibitions, are not by
any means to bo considered .as being only fit

for such purposes. They are, when well culti-

vated, the finest of all our l)ush-growing stove

plants, being valuable as decorat've plants

whilst still in (juito small pots, and also of the

greatest service in a cut state.

L.vr.lJE CoNSERV.\TORIES.

In the arrangement of these there should be

ample scope to make good use of ornamental
foliage plants as permanent objects of interest.

For my own part, I prefer to see the beds

planted out and on a level, or nearly so, with

the floor, having a marginal line of Selaginolla

denticulata, amongst which small bulbs can be
dotted for early flowering. When such beds
are filled so that each plant has plenty of

room and to spare, smaller examples of

flowering plants can be introduced between
them, the pots of course being plunged. Where
this is done it is a good plan to have empty pots

sunk level with the soil ; into these the plants

can 1)0 dropped. Some permanent specimens,

as Agaves and other succulents, would be found
to do better if retained in pots or tubs.

Many plants which are of ornamental cha-

racter can be transferred from the stove

to the conservatory during the summer
months — Crotons in variety, Dracenas,
such as D. terminalis, D. Baptisti, D. Youngi,
D. amabilis, and D. Shepherdi, with the hardier

of the stove Palms, as Areca lutescens. Both
the Crotons and Dracienas will afford a pleasing

change and lighten up the sombre appearance
of other foliage plants when there is a deficiency

of flowering examples. Clerodendron fallax, a

plant of noble growth when of specimen size,

can also be kept in good condition in the

conservatory for several weeks. Greater care

is necessary in the wateriug of stove plants so

employed, less water being required.

ROCKWOEK,

when well clothed with plants of ornamental
foliage of suitable character, is a splendid addi-

tion to conservatories, particularly where a wall

which is unsightly has in a manner to be hidden.

These places are suitable for the fine-foliaged

Begonias, Ligularia Ka'inpferi argentea, the

variegated Grasses and Ferns. Of the latter,

where it is possible to use them to advantage,

the larger forms of the Nephrolepis should not

be overlooked. Ferneries compo.sed of either

natural or artificial rf)cliwork, with the Ferns
planted out, are most attractive features. The
hardier of our exotic Ferns may thus be grown
without any fire-heat at all, particularly several

of the Filmy kinds, fine exam|)les of which may
be seen in the fernery at the York nurseries of

Messrs. Backhouse. This is sunk below the

ground-level, hence jjartially ]n-otected. With
a fair command of heat, many tender kinds can
be .successfully grown when planted out. The
adaptation of rockwork and Ferns to Orchid
houses is, I think, an excellent idea, adding a

charm even to those popular and attractive

plants. A capital exam]ile of this description

is that which can be seen at the Chelsea nur-

.series of the Messrs. Veitch. A new and sug-

gestive departure in the same nurseries has

recently been made in another Orchid home,
where rockwork with Ferns surrounds a tank in

which aquatics are growing. Both Orchids,

Ferns and a([uatics are evidently ipiite at home.
More use ought, I think, to be made of aquatic

Iilants ; many of them are most orn;imental.

If tho cultivation <if such as tho Victoria regia

cannot be carried out for want of a sutliciently

high temperature, it is not a difficult matter to

.select others suitable to a cooler house.

It must be a strange matter if the obstacles

which [)resent themselves to the cultivator can-
not in one way or another bo overcome and the
houses rendered both attractive and orna-
mental by the use of plants with fine foliage.

Each case should be carefully studied, and
tliose things used in its ornamentation which by
previous observation have been foinid to suc-

ceed. In this way I am fully persuaded that

our plant houses may be made more interesting

and attractive than they are to be seen at times.

Plants which have ceased to be in any way or-

namental l)y reason of failing health should
not be tolerated except for stock purjjoses.

It is an utter mistake to attempt to bring round
into a healthy .state small or medium -sized

plants such as Crotons, Dracenas, and others
which are of quick growth, when young ones
can be raised in less time and with much better

results. If not wanted for propagating pur-
poses, the rubbish heap is the best place for

these, room being thus afforded for growing
other and more promising plants. The culture

of the majority of ornamental stove and green-

house plants cannot be considered a difficult

matter when the means at disposal are fairly

good. Wo who are gardeners have to contend
against tlisadvantagos in one form or another

;

this is, I think, oftentnnes to our profit. These
difficulties arise in the culture of the plants

under consideration as in other instances. The
mealy-bug, where it exists, is undoubtedly the
greatest jjlant pest we have. When once cleared

of it a great sense of relief is afforded, to say
nothing of the saving of labour in cleaning,

wliich can hardly bo effected without injury if

the case be a bad one, the plants at the same
time being weakened by the presence of tho
in.sects themselves. Amongst Crotons I have,

in common with some other growers, been
troubled with the leaves dropping from the

points of the shoots at times. Tliis, if not
detected in time, goes on until the plants are

completely denuded of any sendjlance of a leaf.

This is caused by a very minute species of spider,

which can only be .seen with any distinctness

through a powerful glass. I would term it the

white spider to distinguish it from our old enemy
the red spider. When I was first troubled with

this, I tried insecticides without avail. Speaking
about it one day to Mr. Thos. Baines, I was
advised by him to syringe frequently with water
strongly imju'egnated with soot. This I found
most effectual. Tobacco powder will answer the

same purpose ; but as Crotons delight in plenty

of moisture, I con.sider the other by far the

better remedy.
Soil.

In the cultivation of ornamental plants (and
others also) I attach great importance to good
and suitable soil for each respective kind. Peat
of lil)rous character, with the best loam obtain-

able, and leaf- soil from Oak or Beech leaves,

form the staple composts. Good soil is far

better by itself than jioor soil with either artifi-

cial or natural manure added to it. The latter

may sustain a plant for a time, but must fail

much sooner than tho former. It is better to

pot into good soil, and tlien to feed with ma-
nure when the pot is well filled with roots. The
work of potting pays for being done carefully.
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Rusliing this work through in a hurry does not

compensate for the immediate gain in point of

time. Firm potting for all plants of permanent
character is far preferable to a loose state of

the soil, the ultimate gain being less labour

with respect not only to watering, but also repot-

ting; sooner than would otherwise be required.

The culture of plants in small pots for

decoration is deserving of more recognition in

respect to the foregoing remarks than it would

at first glance appear to be. When a jJant has

fairly well filled its pot with roots, and it should

perchance have the appearance of not being in

the best possible condition, it may be inferred

that another shift will have a good efl:ect. Thus
the plant when in a larger pot is not so well

adapted to its uses, even if the remedial measure

be beneficial. Stove plants, which are used in

various ways for house decoration, will bear

repotting better, and will suffer less from ex-

posure when in proportionately smaller pots

No plants should be repotted until they have

thoroughly well laid hold of the soil of their

last shift ; otherwise the younger roots will

suft'er through the soil remaining moist for too

long a time, Ijeing consequently cooler also.

Ornamental foliage plants when in good health

will bear liberal treatment as regards watering.

Palms in particular thrive well when watered

freely ; in fact some might be termed semi-

aquatics. More Palms are, I think, brought

into a sickly condition from want of water than

from any other cause. Crotons also are some-

wliat like our common Willow in this respect.

In conclusion, I would draw attention to the

efi'ect produced by a judicious use of plants of

ornamental leafage in mixed groups, as seen

now so frequently at our horticultural shows.

They are indeed the chief factors employed, for

it is easier to dispense with flowering plants al-

together than it is to take the opposite course

and rely solely upon those in flower.

the sun, it will flower all the more freely, the blooms
being of brighter colour. Fibrous peat with a
liberal addition of gritty silver sand and a dash of

sweet leaf mould proved the best root-run. I found,

too, the Gloriosa do best when left undisturbed for

years.—D. T. F.

NICOTIANA AFFINIS.

The above is a great favourite in most gardens
during the summer months and very easily

gi'own. Being an annual, it is readUy raised

from seed, and there is no ditticulcy in getting

the year. The advantage of growing the Nico-
tiana is its long-lasting free- blooming proper-
ties. There is no plant that give-s a better re-

turn in the way of bloom than N. affin's. For
cutting, it is not so useful. It maybe grown
to come into bloom in a very short time. It

is not often seen at its best, unless when
planted out ; but it is most telling when a
few plants are grouped in the cool conserva-

tory or greenhouse. As a plant for corridor
decoration it is cliarming. It opens its flowers

in the evening, and is therefore all the more
valuable. To raise a good stock of plants for

Stauranthera grandifiora. — Visiting the

garden of an old gentleman recently who had long

been a traveller in many parts of the world, I came
across this plant which I first flowered in 18G3

from seeds sent home by the Kev. C. Parish from
Moulmein, and which I have rarely seen since. It

is rather a difficult plant to grow, and it makes
large leaves from ti inches to inches long or

more, growing all on one side, fleshy and strongly

ribbedT It bears a panicle of many flowers, which

are soft blue with a yellow centre; it belongs to

Ges-neraccK.—\V. H. G.

Amaryllis from seed.—Those who may have

ripened any seed will do well to sow it at once ; it

will, if well ripened, now germinate more freely

than in the spring, whilst if well cared for a sea-

son will be saved in the period of flowering. All

who contemplate adding to their stock, or who may
have thus far omitted to cultivate these gorgeous

spring blooming plants, should order the seed at the

same time as they do their bull)S for autumn pot-

ting, or better stiU send for it at once and sow
without delay. We have secured ours, and before

this is in print it will have been sown. The
joung plants will be carefully attended to and be

kept growing all through the winter, the following

spring and summer, right on through the second

winter without any rest, so that no time is lost in

reaching the flowering stage.—H. G.

Gloriosa superba.— I was glad to observe

from " H. P.'s " note (p. 80) that this fine old plant

was more generally grown, for we have nothing

like it among bulbs, and few things more beautiful.

It may be well grown on a large open trellis, great

care being taken not to bruise or injure the points

of the long slender shoots, for these finally develop

the bloom. But the most effective place for grow-

ing the Gloriosa is up a pillar or ratter or hanging
from the roof of a medium-sized plant stove. If

it can have a place to itself and be fully exposed to

The Sweet-scented Tobacco (Nicotiana atiiuis).

up a stock of plants with only moderate means.

Of late years this variety has been grown
more in the open than formerly, and it is a

charming plant for the villa garden or for beds

in the flower garden. It is often seen as a

dot or centre plant, and, being deliciously

scented, it is always admired. For house or

conservatory decoration it is one of the most
useful plants we have, and is mostly grown in

pots, but when planted out in tlie conservatory,

as shown in the illustration, it does far better

than in pots. As I find it one of the most use-

ful decorative plants for the cool house, I will

describe my jjlan of raising and keeping the

plants in a healthy condition, so as to get

abundant supplies of bloom for six months in

early bloom, seed should be sown in a pan in

February or March, and as the seeds are very
small, it is well to prepare pans or pots by tho-

roughly saturating the soil before sowing. A
good compost is three parts good loam and one
of sifted peat or leaf- mould, using less loam if

it be of a heavy nature. Wlien sowing the seed,

care should be taken to shade from strong sun-

shine, placing in a temperature of 00° or

higher. It is a good plan after sowing the

setd to cover the pans with paper or Sphag-
num till the seeds germinate. When the seed-

lings are large enough tliey should be pricked

ofl" into pans or boxes ; for house decoration

3 -inch pots may be used. I prefer pans in

the early part of the year as being more useful,
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taking up less room than pots. After pricking
off, .shading is important, as the young seedlings
are very tonder in a small .state. At the next
shift out of the pans, if plenty of room is al-

lowed, the plants may be potted direct into

5-inch ]>ots and grown on in an intermediate
house temperature or fr.ames close to the glass.

Tliey may be allowed to bloom in these pots if

required to come in i[uickly. I pot on again
into T-inch pots, stopping once while in the
5-inch pots. Some may not agree with such
large pots or stopping, but our conservatory
being roomy we require extra large plants, and
by u.sing (i-inch or 7-incli pots we get tine speci-
mens, and they last in bloom for nuinths if

liberally fed with li(|uid numure. When in

small pots anil a mass of bloom the plants often
get dry and become infested with greeu-lly and
the foliiige l)ecomes of a .sickly yellow hue ;

lience the advantage of ample root space and
plenty of feeding. Fumigation with tobacco or
dipping readily kills the fly, but when well
grown and liberally treated there is little

trouble in this way. If a few plants cau be
planted out in a moist border they are much
tiner than grown in pots, and last the whole
summer. The foliage of planted-out specimens
assumes much finer proportions and the tlowers
are much larger. For a succession a sowing in

May and another at the end of July will keep a
con.servatory gay for many months; the last two
sowings, if .sown thinly in p.ans, the seedlings
potted into 3-inch pots, afterwards into 5-inch or
0-inch pots, the smaller size for the last lot, will
be all that is required. For planting out in the
open ground early in June, one shift out of the
.seed-pans into boxes of good soil will be all that
is required, allowing ample space between the
plants in the boxes to jjreveut drawing. When
boxes are used, there is less trouble than with
pots

; the i)lants require to be treated like a half-
h.ardy annual and be given plenty of moi-sture.
When ready to plant, they lift with good balls
of earth and roots, and make rapid progress in
the open. If deficient of roots or drawn by
being too long in the boxes, shading and stop-
ping the long shoots will do good. A group or
bed in a sheltered corner is most effective, as
in exposed positions wind gives the plants a
ragged appearance. The plant, being a gross
feeder and requiring a lot of moisture, should
get plenty in dry weather ; also feeding when
planted out in the open. Plants may be
hai in bloom through the winter months if re-
quired, but the growth is weaker and the flowers
less fragrant, as often damp affects the blooms
during dull weather. When grown for winter
decoration, a light, dry, airy house is essential,
and I prefer 5-iucli pots, sowing in August
and keeping the plants in a cold frame till

(-)ctober. They then bloom freely for some
time if kept near the light and clean.

O. WvTHES.

A good double Begonia.— I enclose a spray
and iihcjtof;rapli i)f a seedliiiK J.mhle tuberous Begonia.
Jt is growing in an .S-iuch pi>t, iuij at the present time
I can count about lUO fully-developed double blooms.— 13. G. ROWNTREE.

Anderoonia sprengdlioides {G, M.).—This
come.s .as a surprise, as it is a plant not known in the.se
days. 1 hope you will be successful witli it. It belongs
to the Epacris family, and should be potted in sandy
peat, well drained. The flowers are terminal and
pmk. I saw this plant over 3(1 years ago in the gardens
at Herrenhausen, Hanover.— \V.

Fuchsia triphylla.—To succeed with this
Fuchsia, it needs more heat than the ordinary gar-
den forms

; in fact, though it will grow in a
greenhouse, it is far more sati?factory when grown
in a structure kept at an intermediate tempera-
ture. Under such conditions it will thrive and

flower with the greatest freedom, while the dark-
tinted foliage we.ars a far happier look than it does
in th(! greenhouse. It is certainly a very beautiful

flowering plant, whose value is greatly enhanced
by the fact that the brilliant orange-red blossoms
are in colour quite distinct not only from those of

any other F\ichsia, but also from those of nearly
all occupants both of the stove and greenhouse.
No particular treatment other than the increased
temperature is needoil to succeed with this

Fuchsia, which can in the spring be as readily

struck from cuttings iis the other members of the
genus.—T.

Societies and Exhibitions.

INTERNATIONAL IIORTK'ULTIRAL
EXHIBITION.

CAKNATION AKD riCOTEB WITH CoTTAGESS'
AND AlJTI.SANS' SHOW.

Aug. 1, 2, AND 3.

Tiii.s show must in every respect be considered a
decided success. The competition in the Carna-
tion and Picotee classes was good, many fine

collections being shown, but in the classes for

vegetables, many of the flowers and some few of

the fruits from cottagers' and artisans' gardens,
it was exceedingly keen. A dozen to eighteen
entries in the classes for single dishes of vege-
tables were nothing uncommon. In that for a col-

lection there were no less than si.xteen competi-
tors, the produce being of a high standard
throughout. The first prize in thi-i class was re-

tained in the London locality, but the second from
a Lanarkshire garden ran it very hard indeed.
Several miscellaneous groups from trade growers
contributed greatly towards enhancing the general
effect.

Carnations.—The display at Earl's Court
certainly fell below that recently made at the
Drill Hall in yoint of quantity. The fact of the
show being held on Bank holiday, added to its

having immediately preceded that held at Oxford,
operated to keep exhibitors away. In point of

quality the blooms favourably compared with
those at the Drill Hall, the flowers from Slough
being very fine and rich in colour. With twenty-
four blooms of Carnations, Mr. Charles Turner,
Royal Nursery, Slough, was awarded the first

prize for a very fine lot of flowers indeed, having
of scarlet bizarres : Dr. Hogg, Robert Houlgrave,
Dandy and Mars ; crimson bizarre : Mrs. Barlow

;

pink and purple bizarre ; Harmony ; scarlet flakes :

Miss Constance Graham, John Ball and Henry
Cannell

;
purple flakes : Charles Henwood and

Colonel Wyndham ; rose flake : Mrs. J. W. Jack,
very fine, and Lady Mary Currie, several being
shown in duplicate ; all large, full, and finely

coloured. Second, Mr. F. Hooper, Widcombe Hill,

Bath, also with good flowers, but unnamed. An
extra prize was awarded to Mr. W. Welsford, Clap-
ham, S.W. In the class for twelve varieties the
first prize was withheld, the second being
awarded to Mr. J. Portbury, gardener to Mr. W.
N. Tray, Putney. With six varieties Mr. W.
Hooper, Chippenham, was placed first with un-
named flowers. Mr. J. Portbury was second, and
Mr. S. Fear, Enfield, third.

Yellow grounds were also remarkably fine, and
again the first prize was awarded to Mr. C. Turner,
with twenty-four varieties, he staging superb
blooms of Adela, Edith M. Wynne, Almira, Mrs.
Walford, Countess of Jersey, Magnet, Mrs. Hen- I

wood, Stadraith Bail, Goldfinch, Nonpareil, Re-
[

membrance, Prospero and Constellation, several

of the foregoing being shown in duplicate.

Second, Mr. F. Hooper, also with remarkably good
flowers, but unnamed. With twelve varieties of

twelve finer blooms than he did in this class. He
had Germania, Romulus, Salamander, Marie Mur-
ray, Mrs. Muir, Lord Rendlesham, Mrs. Clements,
Victory, Lady Mary Currie (a beautiful rosy
pink self), Rose Wynne, Rose I'nique, Governor,
King of S.arle's, and lona. Second, Mr. F.

Hooper, also with very fine flowers, iKit imnamed.
The best stand of twelve selfs and fancies came
from Mr. C lilick, gardener to Mr. M. H. Smith,
Hayes Common, Kent, who had finely developed
blooms of Eudoxia, Niphetos, M.adcap Violet, Mrs.
L Jameson, tiermania (very fine indeed), Romulus,
Lord Rendlesham, Alice Ayres, Salamander, ar d
seedlings. Second, Mr. W. Hooper, Chippenham,
with unnamed flowers.

Picotees were very fine, and Mr. C. Turner
was awarded the first. prize with twenty-four
blooms, having, of heavy red edges. Brunette,

Adolphus, J. B. Bryant, and John Archer ; light red
edges. Lady Cathcart and Thomas William ; heavy
purple edge, Zerlitia ; light purple edge, seedling

;

heavy rose edge, Jladeline and Mrs. Harford ; light

rose edges. Favourite, Lady E. van de Weyor,
Nellie and Lady Churchill. Second, Mr. F. Hooper,
with unnamed flowers ; third, Mr. W. Welsford.
With twelve blooms, Mr. S. Fear, Enfield, was
first, having yellow and white ground vaiieties

mixed. His best blooms were Countess of .lersey

y.g., Minerva y g., Mrs. Henwood y.g.. Prince of

Orange y.g, Annie Douglas y.g., and three or

four white ground flowers. With twelve blooms
Mr. F. Hooper was first and Mr. J. Portbury
second, both staging unnamed flowers. Spe-
cimens in pots were contributed by Mr. C.

Turner, who had a dozen excellent plants of

C. Henwood p.f., Countess of Jersey y.g., Mr..'.

Muir, white self ; King of Scarlets, rich scarlet

;

Victory y.g., &c. Border Carnations in twelve
bunches were somewhat largely s-hown and were
very effective. Mr. C. Turnerwas first with charm-
ing bunches of fine quality, having Old Coin y.g..

Queen of Bedders, a bright pinkish rose self ; Ne
Plus Ultra, white self ; Lady M. Currie r.f.. Vic-

tory y g., Romulus, fancy ; Charles Henwood p.f.,

Mrs. Muir, R.aby Castle, Almira y.g.. Lord Rendle-
sham, fancy ; and Bellissima r.f. Second, Mr. ('.

Blick with flowers of fine quality, having Aline
Newman, a pale rosy crimson self ; Roma r.f., The
Archer, white; The Beale, butf-s.ilmon self;

Trumpeter, pale red self ; Duke of Orleans y.g.,

Beethoven, purple ; Sir B. Seymour, Mrs. L. Jame-
son, pale rose; The Bravo, crimson, flaked with
black; Athene, purple; and Albatross, white;
third, Mr. E. G. Goble. The last had the best

bunch of a self-coloured border variety, staging

Princess Alice, a capital rcsy pink self; second,

Mr. F. Hooper with an unnamed white self. The
best six bunches of self-coloured border Carna-
tions were furnished by Mr. C. Turcer, who had
capital examples of Mrs. Clements, pale yellow

;

Lady M. Currie, which had run to a rosy pink self;

The Governor, King of Scarlets, Rose Wynne, ma-
roon self; and Salamander, pale rose. Second,
Mr. E. C. Goble, who had Rosy Morn, General
Boulanger, crimson ; Governor, Queen of Bedders,

pale rose ; Princess Alice, and a seedling.

First-class certificates of merit were awarded to

Mr. C. Turner for King of Scarlets, a rich blight

self; Lady [Emily van de Weyer, a medium rose-

edged Picotee; Rose Wynne, a rich maioonself;
.and Edith M. Wynne, pale yellow ground, heavi'y

edged with reddish maroon.

Cut flowers.—The quality of the produce in

these cl.asses (some forty in number) was much
above the average. Annuals are evidently the fa-

vourite flower of the cottager. All things considered,

they cannot be surpassed where a constant change
from year to year has to be made. The class for

six bunches of annuals was keenly contested, the

best lot coming from Mr. Coleman, Feltham
;

these were Sweet Pea«, Sweet .Sultan, Cornflowers,

yellow grounds, Mr. C. E. Goble, Ryde, Isle of • annual Chrysanthemums, Coreopsis, and Stocks.

Wight, was fir.'t, having fine blooms of Romulus,
Lord Rendlesham, James Bennett, Countess of
Jersey, Old Coin, Lady Sutton, Mrs. Henwood, and
seedlings.

Selfs and fancies were retrarkably fine ; indeed,
it is doubtful if ever before Mr. Turner staged

Mr. Farmer, Gunnersbury, had Candytuft (white).

Asters, Stocks, Zinnias, Phlox Drummondi, and
double annual Chrysanthemums; the former, it

will be noted, contained all hardy kinds. Hardy
herbaceous and bulbous flowers were also well

shown, the best coming from Mr. Hooper, Cblppen-
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ham. This lot contained Gaillardias, Harpaliums,

Gladioli, Delphiniums and Phloxes, all fresh and
good. Another popular class was that for annual

Chrysanthemums, many well-grown lots being

staged, those from Mr. Coleman being placed first.

Sweet Peas, again, appear to be grown in good
numbers, the bunches being of excellent quality,

the best coming from Mr. Sargood, Ealing. Border

Carnations, although not shown in large numbers,

were mostly good, those from Mr. Hooper being of

fine quality. One excellent display was made
of Indian Pinks ; this came from Mr. Salmon,

West Norwood. Lilies were, on the whole, dis-

appointing; this is a matter for surprise, consider-

ing that tbis is the season for them out of doors.

Lilium auratum, it is true, was well shown in one
instance by Mr. Bromley, Hammersmith.

Marigolds again came to the front, particularly

the African ; the finest were those from Mr. Sal-

mon, who also had the best French varieties, the

second prize going to Lanarkshire. Mignonette
is evidently a great favourite, and the improved
varieties are row cultivated; the finest bunch
came from Mr. Farmer ; the several bunches were
large and fine in this class. Pansies find a place

still in the cottagers' gardens, several lots being
staged, the best coming from Mr. Sell, Luton.
Some very fine single Petunias were shown, the

varieties up to date ; Mr. Salmon had the best.

Mr. Farmer was again successful with Phlox
Drummondi with a fine bunch. Only one good lot

of Sunflowers was staged
;
presumably it is rather

too early ; these were from Mr. Sargood. Ten-
week Stocks in good strains were strongly en evi-

dence; Mr. Salmon had the best. Zinnia elegans

were only of fair quality, but two good boxes of

Roses were shown ; the best of these came from
Mr. Coleman.

The show Dahlias were really fine ; the best

came from Mr. Reeves, Sittingbourne, the flowers

large and full ; the same exhibitor was also first

for Cactus varieties. Pelargoniums (single, double,

and Ivy-leaved) produced a good show in the re-

spective classes, Messrs. Salmon, Coleman, and
Reeves being the most successful. Only one col-

lection of ornamental Grasses was staged ; these
do not apparently find favour. The prizes for

bouquets of annuals and biennials, for a band
bouquet, and for a bouquet of Everlasting Flowers
brought out a very good competition, although not
extensive ; overcrowding was, however, apparent.

The best of the first named was that from Mr. Sell

;

of the second that from Mr. Sell again, a good pro-

duction ; and of the last from Mr. Watson, Lanark,
a good selection. Some of the best arrangements
of flowers, however, were those in the classes for

children under sixteen years of age ; these were
very meritorious exhibits indeed. Miss Coleman,
of Feltham, was the most successful, taking the
first for an exceedingly beautiful bouquet of wild
flowers, a model for all the other exhibitors in the
show to copy. Miss Coleman also took first for

another praiseworthy exhibit in the class for a
bouquet of natural Grasses and hardy Ferns, hav-
ing by far the best. In the class for a hand
bouquet of any flowers she was barely beaten by
Miss Gilbert, Guildford.

Plants.—In many of these classes the standard
of cultivation was excellent. Some considerable
pains had evidently been bestowed upon the cul-

ture of the several productions. The best class was
probably that for three pot plants, distinct, Mr.
Nelson, of Hammersmith, beiner a good first with
two freely-flowered plants of Plumbago (the pale
blue and the white variety) with a good Fuchsia.
Mr. Venn, of Acton, pressed him hard with a large
plant of Hydrangea and others. The best plants
(very fine) of Musk came from Mr. Martin, West
Norwood, who was first both for the common and
the giant. Pelargoniums, again, were shown re-

markably well ; these are really amongst the best
of all plants for the cottager and artisan to grow.
The three best zonals were those from Mr. Bromley,
Hammersmith, who also took the first prize for one
Fuchsia with a freely-flowered plant. liegonias are
not yet appreciated to any large extent if the pro-
ductions shown are to be taken as a standard, only

two exhibits in two classes (and these not remark-
able) being the result. Phlox Drummondi was
poorly represented. This is a doubtful pot plant

at any time for small growers. Petunias are, how-
ever, in much favour, the first prize going to a well-

grown plant, others of much merit following. Lo-
belias (dwarf) were very well shown, the best

coming from Mr. Bolton, Lavender Hill. The best

three pots of annuals were very good examples.
These came from Mr. Nelson, whilst Mr. Farmer
took first for one Balsam and one Aster, both fair

examples.

Vegetables.—These were very good; the col-

lections staged in many cases equalled those of

professionals both in quality and setting up. In

some of the collections staged the exhibitors must
have had some glass to assist them in obtaining
such good quality and variety. There were no less

than sixteen lots of six dishes of vegetables shown
and scarcely a bad lot amongst them, judging
them as cottagers' exhibits. The first prize was a
supeib lot, Mr. A. Farmer, Gunnersbury, taking the

premier award, having very fine dwarf Marrowfat
Peas ; Marrows of a nice size, not coarse ; Globe Beet,

very fine ; White Spanish Onions, Beans and Car-

rots. Mr. R. Watson, Lanark, had a very fine lot,

five of his dishes being grand, and no doubt had
he omitted Parsley and shown roots or green vege-

tables, he would have taken first place. The Par-

sley, though good, is not a strong point in cot-

tagers' vegetables : the Leeks, Cabbages, best in

show ; Potatoes, Celery (very good), and Carrots
were fine samples and beautifully grown. The
third place was awarded to Mr. H. Sell, Luton,
who had splendid Ashleaf Potatoes, Tomatoes and
Onions. Five extra prizes were deservedly given.

The competition for runner Beans brought out
eleven competitors, Messrs. Parling, Sargood, Att-

wocd and Coleman taking the prizes in the order

named. There was more competition in the Broad
Bean class; first, Mr. Watson, Lanark, others be-

ing taken by local exhibitors. For dwarf French
Beans, fifteen dishes were staged, the first and
second prizes being taken by Messrs. Farmer and
Attwi od. Beet was severely contested, twenty
lots, nearly all of the Globe or Egyptian section,

being shown, the principal prizes going to local ex-

hibitor-. Red Cabbage only brought out two
medium lots, and but a poor competition in the

green section. Carrots were well done, fine clean

roots in both varieties being staged, the Short Horn
section being specially fine roots, twenty-three
competing for these prizes, Veitch's Model being
the best long variety. In the class for three heads
of Cauliflowers, some excellent heads were staged;

indeed a credit to any specialist, Messrs. North,
Altwood, Gale and Edwards taking the awards.
Strange to say, no entries appeared for what would
be thought the cottager's Cucumber, the ridge va-

riety. For frame Cucumbers there was a good
competition and some excellent fruits, Messrs. May,
Hooper and Coleman leading. For a collect ion of

cut herbs, six varieties, there was a limited lot

shown. For Leeks, Mr. Watson, Lanark, was first

with a fine lot, others being vary inferior. Lettuces,

both Cos and Cabbage, were fairly good, twenty
lots being staged, the Co5 being best. Onions
made a fine show, some grand bulbs of both kinds

being staged, the autumn-sown White Leviathan

of Mr. Farmer being a grand sample. There
was a good competition in the class for thirty-

pods of Peas, nearly all shown being
gnod, Duke of Albany type predominating.
There were over seventy dishes of Potatoes staged,

all being good clean tubers and of medium size.

In the class for a collection of four dishes, two of

round and two of kidney, eleven lots were staged.

In the single dish competition the same exhibitors

took many of the prizes; the varieties shown
mostly were International, Snowdrop, Reading
Giant, Schoolmaster, Beauty of Hebron, A'ictor,

Early Puritan, and Ashleaf Kidney. Radishes were
well represented for cottagers, but coarse. Shallots

brought out no less than eighteen lots of great

merit ; here there was much difticulty in awarding
the prizes, so many good dishes being staged.

Tomatoes were not shown in quantity, but this is

made a fine show, taking up much space, all white
kinds being staged, but good solid bulbs. The
same remarks apply to Vegetable Marrows, a
quantity being staged of excellent quality, the

judges awarding the prizes to quality over coarse-

ness, the latter a fault cottagers often make in

exhibiting vegetables.

Fruit.—The competition in the fruit classes

was not so keen as might have been expected, and
the quality of many of the dishes was not first-

rate. Apples were poorly represented, and call for

no special remarks. Cherries call for few remarks,

being poorly represented. Black Currants were
shown by seven competitors, and Red by eight.

The class for hardy fruits in collections of four

kinds was poorly filled. Gooseberries in both
classes were not largely shown. Only two good
dishes of Plums were shown. Raspberries were of

fair quality on the whole. The fruit classes did

not exhibit much merit. This is to be regretted,

as cottagers would find the culture of fruit, espe-

cially small fruits, as profitable as that of vegetables.

The Covent Garden show for fruit and foreign

produce did not bring out much competition. For

the best packed basket of Grapes, Mr. G. Featherby

was far ahead. For a collection of English and
Channel Island fruit there was only one competitor,

M. le Poidevin, Guernsey, who was awarded second

prize, he having fifteen baskets of Tomatoes,

eighteen large Melons, three baskets of Grapes,

Figs and Peaches.

Miscellaneous productions. — The finest

things in this line were the three splendid groups

staged by Messrs. Lairg and Sons and the extra

large groups of tall Palms from Messrs. Wills and
Segar. Messrs. Laing's consisted of a grand selec-

tion of Caladiums in the newest and best kinils,

similar varieties to those shown at the last meet-

ing of the Royal Horticultural Society being the

most prominent therein; these being staged on the

ground as a central group made a very effective

display. The two side groups contained well-grown

foliage plants, choice tuberous Begonias, a well-

grown Statice with several Orchids, Gloxinias,

Cannas, and Campanulas, all in good fiower ; also

some good plants of Bertolonias and cut Roses, a

gold medal being awarded. Messrs. Wills and
Segar's two groups consisted, as before stated,

chiefly of Palms; these with other fine-foliaged

plants made a splendid background to other ex-

hibits. Messrs. Dobbie, of Rothesay, staged a fine

assortment of Violas or tufted Pansies, with choice

kinds of Sweet Peas and a fine strain of African

and French Marigolds ; also of vegetables, gooil

types of red and white Celeries and Leeks, all

finely grown and effectively staged, a silver-gilt

medal being awarded. Mr. Peters, gardener to Mr.

H. T. Sturgis, Leatherhead, showed two lots of Black

Hamburglr Grapes on stands. Messrs. Dobbie, of

Rothesay, had some fine Leeks, Celery, Onions, and

Parsley, with a quantity of other exhibits (silver-

gilt medal). Messrs. Jarman and Co., Chard,

Dorset, sent a fine lot of Sunset Tomatoes and

several varieties of Potatoes, some being specially

good (silver medal).

Smaller miscellaneous exhibits were also ex-

hibited, chiefly of various floral arrangements and

cut blooms, bronze medals being awarded to Miss

Hunt, South Kensington, and to Miss Webster for

arrangements, and to Mr. Hopcroft, Chelsea, for

various cut flowers.

Presentation to Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Dcd-
well.—As Mr, and Mrs. Dodwell have this y<ar

entered upon the jubilee of their married lie,

advantage was taken of the eighth annual exhibi-

tion of the Oxford Carnation Union, which was

held on the 2nd inst., to present this worthy cou-

ple with a piece of plate subscribed for by a few

private friends in commemoration of the event.

The day being fine, a large circle of friends and

lovers of the Carnation were present, including

Dodwell and several members of the family.Mr -

.w^<....= ....= X... .^^..^ .„ 4u„ J = .=
I

The presentation was'made and the luncheon held

early for this vegetable grown in the open. Turnips I in Mr. Dodwell's garden in the midst ot numberless
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illustrations of the flower he has done so much to

improve and popularise during the past half cen-

tury.

Destroyers.

BOUILLIE BOKDELAISE, CAUSE OF
ITS FAILURE.

At the mooting of the scientifio committee of

the Royal Horticultural Society on July L'G the

following communication was received from Dr.

Russell :

—

I send you now the result of my examination of

the BouiUie Bordelaise used at C'hiswick. Mr.
Barron, I find, took 7 lbs. of sulphate of copper
and 10 lbs. of quicklime ; he slaked the lime in 10

quarts of water and dissolved the copper sulphate

in 7 quart.s of water, and afterwards diluted these

liquids so as to make the total quantity up to 100

quarts. The clear solution from the lime was
added to the sulphate of copper solution, and the

precipitate allowed to settle. The Tomatoes were
syringed with the clear liquid. The effect has
been disastrous, the stems and leaves having in

every case been burnt, and the lower leaves had
to be removed. Some of the same solution falling

also on Vine leaves produced red spots (burns).

Now this solution, prepared as above described,

was simply a dilute solution of sulphate of copper,
containing about 1 oz. of sulphate of copper in the
gallon ; so that the whole of the process for pre-

paring the solution was entirely useless, and the
product, viz., the hydrated oxide of copper thrown
down by the lime was allowed to settle and was
not used ; in fact, if you had taken an ounce of

copper sulpliate and dissolved it in a gallon of
water, you would have got a solution of exactly
the same kind as the one which was used. In the
letter from M. Cornu, which you have sent me, I

see it is stated that this hydrated oxide of copper
is the active agent, and that the copper ought to

be totally precipitated from the liquid. At the
sanae time, I think that the nature and the pre-
paration of this BouiUie Bordelaise have not gene-
rally been clearly stated and understood. I sup-
pose I may assume that this hydrated oxide of

copper is the substance which it is desired to pre-

pare, but it will be a matter of the greatest import-
ance as to whether it is suspended in a solution of

sulphate of copper, or in lime water, or in pure
water, all of which cases are possible according to
the proportions of the materials used. In the case
of Chiswick there was a deficiency of Ume, and
hence the copper sulphate remained in solution.

To get rid of the sulphate of copper, which appears
to have acted so injuriously, the instructions
should be to continue the addition of lime till the
liquid just ceased to have a blue colour when a
depth of 2 inches or 3 inches is looked through. I

should think that the different results which have
been obtained by different experimenters may be to
a great extent accounted for by the want of an
exact description of how the Bonillie Bordelaise
was to be made and how it should be used.

The following are extracts from M. Comu's
letter received by Dr. Masters (from the
Museum d'Histoire Naturelle, Paris) :

—

The proportions of the BouiUie Bordelaise vary
from 8 to 4 kilogrammes of sulphate of copper,
with 3 to 4 of quicklime, and 100 kilogrammes or
litres of water [1 kil. = 2ilbs.; 100 ljtres = 22 gal-
lons]. It is better to have less copper than lime,
so that all of the former may be precipitated. The
copper salt must first be dissolved in water (10
litres), and the lime also separately in 20 litres

;

the two must then be mixed together. Under
these conditions the copper is reduced to the state
of a hydrated oxide, which is quite or nearly in-

soluble, and does not burn the leaves. The lime
also effects a mechanical adherence of the copper
salt to the surface of the leaves. The hydrated
oxide of copper becomes soluble under the in-

fluence of organic acids contained in small quanti-
ties in the liquid in contact with the vegetative
organs. There is an elective property in cellulose

membranes for salts of copper, and the natural ex-

planation which follows from this fact is, first, that
the I'eronospora is killed by the salt ; and secondly,
that the spores cannot gertuinate upon leaves the
membrane of which h;is imbibed the copper salt.

Leaves wliich have thus received the mi.xture are

not invaded by the Peronospora, while adjacent
leaves are less easily attacked. It has been ob-

served in Bourgoyne that the Vines were much less

attacked by the Peronospora, the props of which
had been treated v/iih the sulphate of copper, than
these not so treated. Hence it is advisable to soak
all the objects which surround the plants, espe-

cially the props or supports, &c., in the BouiUie
Bordelaise, as well as the walls, soil, pots, &c The
author finally suggests the trial of copper sulphide
finely pulverised and scattered over the borders,

plants, &o.

With reference to this last mentioned sugges-

tion of M. Cornu, Professor Church observed

that copper pyrites in tine powder suspended
in mine water have been proved to be most
injurious to young Grass in water meadows.
Free sulphuric acid and basic sulphate of cop-

per and iron were produced, the acid being

the chief destructive agent.

Public Gardens.

Proposed park for Ramsgate.—The finely-

wooded e-tate and historic mansion of Ellington,

within the boundary of the borough of Ramsgate,
being at present in the market, it was unanimously
decided at a public meeting recently held in the

town hall to authorise the Town Council to pur-

chase the property for a public park at a cost not

exceeding £15,000.

Lincoln's Inn Gardens.— In accordance with

a practice of some years' duration, these are, by
permission of the Benchers, now available to the

public every evening from 0.30 until dusk. On and
after August 1.5 until the middle of September they
will be thrown open as early as five in the evening.

This privilege is intended more especially for the

benefit of the poor children who inhabit the sur-

rounding thickly-populated neighbourhoods.

Paddington Recreation Ground.—Of the

£50,000 required to secure these for the public for

ever, nearly £41,000 have now been obtained ; but
unless the balance is raised by May next the efforts

which have been made by Mr. Harris, the secretary

of the committee, by Mr. Beachcroft, the present

tenant (who had the place laid out for recreation

purposes in the hope it would be purchased), and
by other gentlemen who have been active in the

movement, (he valuable open space will fall into

the hands of the house-builder.

Gift of a recreation ground.—At a special

meeting of the Long Sutton (Lincolnshire) Local
Board, on Saturday, the chairman read a letter,

which had been received from the Winfrey family,

of Long Sutton, announcing their intention of pre.

senting to the board, for the use of the town, an
excellent Grass field of between two acres and
three acres in extent, situate near to the market-

place, to be used as a recreation ground. The
authorities were asked to take over the field under
certain conditions, and prepare it for the purpose
named. It was resolved to call a meeMng of the

ratepayers to consider what steps should be taken
in the matter. Two members of the Winfrey
family have seats on the Holland County Council.

Christ Church, Spitalfields. —A correspon-

dent writes :
" The v;iar and churchwardens of

Christ Church, Spitalfields, have kindly opened
their extensive churchyard as a public garden, but,

strange to say, children are not admitted unless

accompanied by an adult. The result is one of the
most pathetic sights in London at the present time.

The whole day long hundreds of children are peer-

ing through the iron bars surrounding the church-
yard, looking longingly at the few enjoying them-
selves inside. As there are two men appointed to

stay in the enclosure all day, surely they might let

the poor children in. The neighbourhood is one of

the most crowded in London, and the traffic very

dangerous."

Gardeners' Orphan Fund—The monthly
meeting of the comiuittee took place at the

Hotel Windsor on the 2',lth inst., Mr. William

Marshall in the chair. Among the special receipts

announced were donations of two guineas each

from the chairman and Mr. Herbst ; from Mr.

Cummins, proceeds of a Hose fair held in cm-
nection with the annual exhibition of the Croydon
Horticultural Society, £« Is. ; from Mr. William

Dean, Birmingham, £3 3s., a moiety of the pro-

ceeds from the sale of flowers at the recent Hose

show at Moseley ; and 15s. from Mr. A. J. Brown,

School of Handicraft, Chertsea. The next meeting

of the committee will be held on October 28. An
interim sub-commitlee was appointed to assist the

secretary in any way he may require.

Anthurium Andreanum.—The issue of The
Garden for July !» contains an article by Mr.

W. H. Gower (p. 28) which ascribes to M. Linden

the introduction of Anthurium Andreanum. This

is an unintentional mistake which I shaU feel

obliged to you to correct. I discovered Anthurium
Andreanum in May, 187i;, on the Western Cordil-

leras of New Grenada, and am the only person

who introduced it into Europe. I disposed of the

entire stock of it by sale to M. Linden under a

contract duly signed by both of us, and agreeably

to which it was put into commerce, but he (M. Lin-

den) was in no way the introducer of this species.

This question has, moreover, long since been

settled, and the circumstances of the discovery of

the species and its introduction to cultivation have

been fully detailed by me in the llerite llorticnte,

the volumes of which I have not at hand at pre-

sent to enable me to refer to the year.—Ed. Andkb.

Lavender flowers.—Could any of your readers

please tell me the names of people who grow in quan-

tity Lavender for cut blooms, as I wish to procure

some y I find it dof s not grow very well in the north

of England.—J. S. U.

A Carnation book.—" L. M." would be glad

to know what is the best hindbiok on the cultivation

of Carnations. She has " English Flower Garden,"

but that only deals with outdoor varieties.

*»* " The Carnation Manual " wiU soon be ready.

—Ed.
" The English Flower G-arden."—In reply to

several iuciuiries, this book is being reprinted, but as

the plates of the old edition were broken up, the whole

had to be re set and many alterations made, espe-

cially in the illnstratious. We regret it has bsen so

long doing, but we hope it will be ready in about

eight weeks' time.

Fruit trees for New Zealand.—I am de-

sirous of sending out some young Apple trees to a

friend in the south of New Zealand to be ^planted

there with a view of exporting the fruit to England.

Could you tell me what variety of Apple is most fitted

for such transport for home consumption, i.e., what

are the Apples which keep best when so sent, and

which are the most remuuerative ? At what time of

the year they had best be sent, and if possible how

packed ^ Any other information would be of great

service.

—

Malo.

Names of plants.-Wi/cr.—The Bladder Senna

(Colutea arborescens). J. I!. D.—No enclosure.

Sandriihie.—One of the Ayrshire Roses. Gretn-

H-ood Pirn.-Bennett'sSeedling; Ferns next week.

^

1\ Carey.— 1, Oncidium sphacelatum ; 2, Oncidium

roseum ; 3, Microstvlis metaUica ; 4, Lfelia xauthma.

('. ^(/new.— 1, Gongora truncata; 2, Dendrobmra

Lowi; 3', Dendrobium Gibsoni. T. 11'.—Epacns

paludosa. J. Waters.—I, Epidendrum Wallisi ; 2,

Cattleya granulosa; 3, Oncidium bifolium. AiUfii.

—Eucalyptus coccifera or cordata ; we do not know

why it is used at funerals. 6. Green.— 1, Maxdlana

nigrescens ; 2, Microstyhs raetallica ; 3, Masdevalha

bella -C. C, Car.':halton —You must send better

specimens with numbers attached. G. B. H. 1,

Dendrobium aduncum ; 2, Goodyera Rolhssom j 3,

Cyiiripediiim chloroneurou. Harru T.— 1, Cattleya

Gual;i'liia)iM, poor variety; 2, Catasetum macrocarpum
;

3, OdontoglnssumPescatorei, well-marked flower.—

—

J. M. Bi<r^o)i.—Odontoglossum cristatum, Mormoaes

pardinum unicolor.
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WOODS AND FORESTS.

SEASONABLE FORESTRY.
August is generally a busy month with the

forester. The marking off and preparing of

ground for the present season's planting, in-

cluding removal of rough surface lierbage,

draining, fencing and pitting, should receive

attention in time, so that all preparations may
be well in hand and everything in readiness by
tlie time this most important of forest opera-

tions is commenced. The many advantages of

autumn planting are so well known that it is

quite unnecessary to recapitulate them here ;

suffice it to say, that unless in jieat bog or cold

late soils, autumn, and not spring, planting is

to be recommended. There are one or two ex-

ceptions to the rule as well as those just ad-

vanced, for I find that in storm-swept districts

and in maritime situations generally, planting

operations are best deferred till spring— to that

season when the young plants will be the
shortest time possible exposed to their rather

trying surroundings before growth has com-
menced. I have more than once noticed that

shrubs and trees planted by the seaside and in

cold, exposed inland situations have got so

rocked about, even although they have been
weekly attended to in the way of making firm

and soiling, and so damaged between October
and April, that they have failed to grow freely.

In the case of peat bog, the roots become par-

tially damaged before a start to grow has been
made when the plants have been inserted in the

autumn, and it has been found advisable by
those who have devoted much attention to peat

bog planting to defer the work until March
and April, preparation of the ground being
effected during the autumn and winter months.
Burning of all rough surface scrub and herbage
is the first preliminary to planting, such strong-

growing shrubs as the Gorse, Broom and dwarf
Willows lieing grulibed out by the root, while
Heath, tlie Restharrow and dwarf Gorse may
simply be cut over either with a shearing hook
or scythe. Burning of all these uprooted plants

is to be recommended in so far at least as the
keeping in check of insect pests is concerned.

Great care is necessary in burning Heath
ground for planting that the flames are kept
in bounds, as if these are allowed free course
the whole natural beauty of the country-side

may be at stake. By clearing a band, say 20
feet wide, of all the surface herbage around
the line of plantation boundary much evil may
be averted, and particularly so if a man with a
broom or light sign-post-like arrangement is

stationed at every 100 yards around the
enclosure. Draining of the ground where neces-

sary will next require attention, and this will

best be done by cutting open ditches and
running these into a main drain at the lowest
part of the ground, and wherever tlie nature
of the soil indicates that excessive dampness
is present. The size of tlie ditches will greatly

depend on circumstances, but usually those of

2 feet in width and 2h feet in depth work
well and are to lie recommended. Main drains
should be much larger proportionately, and
with their sides much sloped to prevent falling

in by the rush of water undermining the soil.

Never cut the small drains at right angles to
the main drain, for they are sure to get filled

during heavy rains by the rush of water along
the main, but always at about half that angle,
which will cause the rush of water in both
small drains and mains to be in the same
direction or as nearly so as possilile.

Fencing of the ground should next be taken
in hand, and the kind of fence to be used will

depend greatly on the situation of the planta
tion. Where stones are plentiful, as on hill-

sides, by all means erect the excellent and
almost everlasting wall made of these ; while
if the woodland is near, posts with five or six

wires stretched along will last for a considerable

time. Wire fencing is now, however, so readily

and so cheaply procured and so quickly erected,

that I always recommend it, unless under very
unusual circumstances, for the enclosing of

woodlands. It is cheaper than wood or stone,

requires but little looking after, and is, practi-

cally speaking, everlasting. The draining and
fencing of the ground having been completed,
pitting should be set about, as the longer

the pits are open before they are used the

better, as the weather has a powerful influence

in sweetening and ameliorating the freshly-

turned up soil. Speaking generally, the pits

should be dug out at 4 feet apart, they being
1.5 inches in diameter, and fully 12 inches deep,

the bottom and sides of each pit being well

loosened with a pick. In making the pits

cut each turf in two and place these grass-

side downwards on the lower side, and the

soil loosely on the upper side of each pit. They
may be formed cheaply by contract or piece-

work at so much per 100, tlie price varying

with the rate of wages in the district and
quality of the ground to be pitted. These
jireliminaries having been completed, the whole
should be left for six weeks if possible before

the plants are inserted, this giving the soil time

to become pulverised and in a healthy condition

before planting is engaged in. A. D. W.

precious one, inasmuch as the contrast between the

rigid upper portion of the tree and the pendulous
outer and lower parts forms a very striking and
attractive feature, quite distinct from the aspects

usually presented by other trees. But for all this

they require to be employed discreetly, or the good
effect which they are capable of producing is

destroyed. They should be planted sparingly and
not near one another, and carefully selected and
suitable sites must be chosen for them, or half their

ch.irms will be lost ; when met at every turn or too

often repeated their interest and attraction are

greatly diminished. They should never form large

groups or masses, nor be mixed up with other trees

in belts or borders. In the hands of a skilful

planter they are capable of producing the most
charming results, and are more effective in giving

character and expression to a landscape than any
other trees.

Rotation in planting.—Whatever diversity

of opinion prevails among foresters as to practical

mnnagement, nearly all are agreed as to the im-

policy of replanting with the same desciiplion of

trees, at any rate until a certain period has elapsed.

There must be time for the soil to become sweetened,
for fresh mineral food to be prepared, or for the

destruction of enemies, insect and fungoid.

The white-leaved Weeping Linden (Tilia

argentea pendula) is a handsome drooping variety

with large round leaves, of a greyish green colour

above and silvery grey beneath. Worked upon
stocks standard high, the branches shoot out

almost horizontally, and as they increase in length
bend gracefully towards the ground, giving to the

tree a decidedly pendulous character. Being a
strong grower, it requires to be vigorously pruned
to keep it in shape. In this way it can be trained

into a round symmetrical head, and will always be
found a desirable addition to any collection, on
account of its distinct silvery foliage, which
contrasts effectively with the deep green of other

trees.

Pinus ponderosa.—The Silver or Yellow Pine,

as it is commonly called, ranks second among the

Pines of the Sierra as a timber tree, and almost
rivals Pinus Lambertiaiia in stature and nobleness

of port. Because of its superior powers of endur-

ing variations of climate ard soil, it has a more
extensive range than any other conifer growing on
the Sierra. On the western slope it is first met at

an elevation of about 2000 feet, and extends nearly

to the upper limit of the timber line. Thence,
crossing the range by the lowest passes, it des-

cends to the eastern base, and pushes out for a
consideralile distance into the hot volcanic plains,

growing bravely upon well -watered moraines,
gravelly lake-basins, arctic ridges and torrid lava-

beds
;

planting itself upon the lips of craters,

flourishing vigorously even there, and tossing ripe

cones among the ashes and cinders.

Weeping trees.—Graceful in outhne, elegant

in growth, impressive and attractive in appearance,
weeping trees possess all those characteristics

which render them especially valuable for the
embellishment of landscape, park, and lawn. This
peculiarity of form among weeping trees is a

GAIN AND LOSS ON STANDING TIMBER.

The inquiry of " P.," week before last, as to how it

may be ascertained when a tree ceases to add
sufficiently to its bulk annually to pay a fair

interest on the estimated value of the tree as tim-

ber, is a thoroughly practical one, not so well

realised by owners of timber as it should be.

Estate restrictions and other causes hinder the

felling in many places of large quantities of

timber that is either all but standing still in value

or actually losing often at a heavy rate every year.

I could name woods of Oak timber that have been

going back for over forty years probably, and
where the quality of the timber is now so doubtful

and well known that no purchaser will look at it

standing unless at a price that will cover all risks.

Numbers of these Oaks will contain from 100 to

200 cubic feet, which if sound would fetch from 2s.

to 2s. Gd. per foot. Call the number of trees 2000

in this wood, reckon the loss at an annual rate

roughly of from 5 to 10 per cent., and you will be

within the mark. When it is stated that on many
estates neither felbng nor planting is going on, it

will afford some idea of the state of British

forestry. In answer to " P.'s " question how to

know when a tree is standing still or going back

in value, I may say that the rate of increase in the

quarter girth annually (taken by a woodman's

tape) will give him a fair idea, and he may easily

average it in a plantation. It a tree containing,

say. 40 cubic feet of timber increases in quarter

girth a quarter of an inch in one year, it is adding

about If cubic feet annually, and the price per

foot will represent the increase in value. A good

general guide as to the rate of growth in a tree is

the condition of the top. If the annual shoots

are of fair length, the foliage abundant and good,

the tree is putting on value as fast as can be ex-

pected under the circumstances, for soil and situa-

tion make all the difference. The rate of growth

may also be told by the width of the annual rings

in the felled timber. When a tree looks stunted,

has poor foliage and growth, or shows dead twigs

or branches, it is standing 'still or losing, and is

then only a cumberer of the ground.
^

J. S. W.

P.S.—Of course, the greater the leaf area the

greater the deposit of tissue annually in the trunk

and limbs.

"The Garden" Monthly Parts.— r/iis jo«ma; « pub-

lished in neatly bound Monthly Parts. In this form the

coloured plates 'are best preserved, and it is most suitable for

reference previous to the issue of the half-yearly volumes. Price

Is. 6d. ; post free, Is. 9d. Complete set of volumes oj The
Gabden from its commencement to md of 1891, forty vols

,

price, cloth, £29 S».

"GaFdeniPg Illustrated" Monthly Fa.rts. — Thit

journal is published in neatly bound Monthly Parts, m which

form it is most suitable for reference previous to the issue of the

yearly volumes. Price 5d.; post free, &d.

"Farm and Home" Monthly Parts.-lhis pumal U
published in neatly bound Monthly Parts, in whtchform it is

most suitable for reference previous to the issue of the yearly

volumes. Price bd.; post free, Sd.

"Hardy F\owers."—diving descriptions oj upwards 0/

thirteen hundred of the most ornamental species, with direction*

for their arrangement, culture, <tc. Fourth and Papular

Edition, Is.; post free, 1«. id
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Flower Garden.

THE BLACK AND WHITE PINK AND
OTHER FLOWERS.

It is gratifj'ing to a liuinble amateur that a note
inquirini; about a lost old favourite should have
I)idvoke<l so many interesting letters, and even
more than one courteous otter to supjily the
want. May I be allowed to thank those of your
correspondents who have come to the rescue,
and to make a special acknowledgment to Mr.
Horner for his interesting notes. The kindly
scoldings of this eminent tlorist fall lightly on
the shoulders of the hardi'ned heretic who holds
that flowers are for the garden rather than for
the show table, and I sliould have liked to

answer a few points in his letter that suggest
quite erroneous ideas of my notions of the value
of plants, but that I think anything approach-
ing wranglings on the subject are wholly profit-

less.

We of the ordinary garden are not ungrate-
ful to the kings of the show table, to whose
patient labours we owe so many grand Howers

;

but we ask them to consider our wants also,

and to help us to the most beautiful in more
varied ways, rather than to the most precise or
tlie most symmetrical, or the most in accordance
with certain written rules.

I cannot help thinking that all gardeners of
taste will agree that many flowers are spoilt by
being driven too far in one direction. Take
Snapdragons as an example. I should say that
a perfect Snapdragon is about 2 feet high, with
a bushy base and a reascmable number of flower-
spikes

;
the flowers large, set fairly close, but

not crowded, and of some good telling colour

—

rich scarlet-crimson, yellow, or white for pre-
ference, and the colour is the richer, both far
and near, if it is not uniform (except in the case
of white), but if the crimson approaches a rich
bay colour on the lip, and if in the yellow the
colour is stronger at the same point. Now the
wild Snapdragon is a leggy thing of washy
colour, will) small flowers set far apart, but that
is no reason why the ]ilant should be dwarfed,
as it has been of late years, to some 6 inches in
height and the flowers cramped together in
tight, level bunches. In this case all the
natural beauty of the plant is lost, and this is

what I venture to maintain is an example of the
"florist spoiling the flower." The pretty old
Nigella (Love-in-a-mist) has been spoilt in the
same way by being dwarfed to a few inches,
but I always keep a carefully selected strain of
what seems to me just right in height and in
size, colour, and degree of doubleness of
flower.

The show flower question is obviously beset
with difflculties for the very rea.son that judoincr
mu.st be according to fixed rules, and that these
rules nuist tend to drive the flowers into fixed
patterns, for it does not seem humanly possible
to frame rules that shall include much variety
of kind of beauty. Hence ari.se " points," and
all competing flowers must conform. Some of
the requirements are obviously sound, for most
flowers are the better for substance of petal
and evenness of edge and some kind of .symme-

try. Tint in oUurs the beauty and charm of

the flower may just depend on a fringed edge
or a petal of delicate texture, and though a

liberal number of classes may be allowed for,

it is hardly possible to provide enough, even in

one kind of flower, to include all the beautiful

forms that one flower is capable of taking, and
therefore many good forms are excommuni-
cated. I have taken .siune pains for many years
with a rtne strain of yellow and white Polyan-
thus Primrose. Every year among some thou-
sands of seedlings something with a difl'erent

kind of beauty ajipears, wlietlier in colour,

marking, habit, or general asjiect of the whole
plant. Once I tried to collect them into clas.ses,

but so greatly did they vary in so many pretty
ways, that when I hail made sixty classes I gave
it up. G. .Jekyll.

Mnnstciid, Godidinlitg.

are liegintiii g to ltow 'he I'nest and ino.'-t attrac-

tive hardy annuals. ;'l he yellow Sweet Sultan was
conspicuous for its bright golden colour.—R. D.

Tropseolum polyphyllum.—A friend from
the neighbourhooii ot Salisbury sends me up a fine

flowering branch ot this plant. He says, "The plant
is peifectly hardy here. I grow it in a deep poroos
loam, and in this the tubers bury themselves some
2 feet in depth, and the plants festoon the rock-
work with rich golden-jellow. The flowers are
now beginning to decline in beauty," This plant
was figured in TiiE G.\RDEN, May 11, 1878 (p 442),
and no more glorious hardy plant can be grown.
I wish I could see it more frequently than I do ; so
also I would like to see the cultivation ot the
greenhouse tuberous species extended. I refer to

such species as T. brachyceras, T. coernleum, T.

tricolor, and some others which annually bloom
in great profusion.—W. H. G.

Cottagers' flowers at Earl's Court.— I was
much interested in ascertaining what annuals stood
best for the three .days they were shown in a cut
state by cottagers at the recent exhibition at
Earl's Court, and the palm must be given to the

annual Chrysanthemums, and more especially the
double varieties. At the close of the exhibition at

the end of the third day these were as fi'esh as
when first staged some sixty hours previously. But
while the varieties of carinatum tricolor were
fresh and good, those of C. coronarium were
parlicular'ly so; the massive double flowers

char-acterised by both freshness and colour, and by
the help of a little attention in the way of adding
fresh waterand shortening flower-stems, would have
continued fresh for a few days longer. Sweet
Peas last well also, but they would have been
more attractive in many instances if the cottage
exhibitors had not bound so many flowers into a
bunch, giving them the appearance of a head of

Cauliflower when formed wliolly of a light colour.

Others, by employing flowers of a few varieties and
a little foliage also, made up very pretty bouquets
liglit and airy. The judges favoured these, and
very properly so. Bunches ot Coreopsis Drum-
mondi with its deep golden colour stood well also,

and this was particularly noliceable in a collection

of annuals grown and flowered in the grounds of

the South Kensington Museum. Petunias, Stocks,

Viscaria cardinalis, blue Cornflower, Candytuft,

and some others were really very fine as illustra-

tions of town production. All through the exhibi-

tion the Petunias stood well, and so did Stocks.

Scarcely any Asters were shown, as they are very
late in getting into bloom this season. An exhibitor

from Hammersmith had a very fine bunch of Lilium

auratum which did him the greatest credit. Mari-

golds stood well , the massive orange African varieties

especially, and the fine collection of blooms shown
by Messrs. Doljbie and Co. were apparently as fresh

at theclose of the showas when first staged. Tufted
Pansies soon went down before the warm, close

atmosphere, and I am afraid exhibitors make a

point of cutting their blooms too far advanced.
Delphiniums stood well ; so did some of the Godetias

;

and the blooms of Dianthus Heddewigi and its

variety laciniatus from South Kensington Museum
were delightful. The cottage exhibitors of flowers

WHITE FLOWERS KOR (TTTIXG.

TiiK demand for white flowers increases with each
succeeding year, and no garden of any size is com-
plete without a plentiful supply. Fortunately, all

through the summer and early autumn months
many plants with white flowers are very easily

gr-own in herl«ici'ous anil mixed borders, and
in their way rprite equal to choice hothouse
flowers. In the very I'l'ont rank I should place white
Stocks, and there are few to beat East Lothians
.sown in boxes in autumn. If pricked out
into 3-inch pots, wintered in a colcl frame and
planted out in April, they will make grand plants
early in summer and last a long time. Aprnpn.i of

this .Stock, it is rather str'ange that of the three

colours, white, scarlet and puiple, tl ere sliould be
annually so much larger a percenlage of singles

in the purples than in the other cohuis. White
Sweet Peas are almost, if not quite, of equal value
with Stocks. It is sometimes advised to sow
Sweet Peas in autumn, but they waul a lot of at-

tention in the early season if birds and slugs are

troublesome. I prefer to sow in February in '^

inch pots, hardening off and planting out early in

deeply-dug ground. Of the several varieties of

Spiriea valualde for cutting, preference must be
given to palmala altm, a lovely variety whose
feathery plumes are exceptionally light and grace-

ful. A stock of forced S. japonica, planted
out and allowed to remain in the ground over

one season, will also furnish an abundance
of flower. Small or Cactus-flowered white Dahlias

are not common ; indeed among the new varieties

of the last two seasons one hardly finds a

white variety. The best for cutting are si ill Guid-

ing Star, Lady Blanche, and Camellireaoia in the

pompons, and Constance and Mr, Tait in the Cactus
sections, 1 should like whilst on the subject of

Dahlias to sound a note of warning as to the de-

predations ot earwigs. These insects are very

numerous and troublesome this year, and in com-
mon with the foliage on Peach and Nectarines,

I noticed quite early in the season that the leaves

of the Dahlia were getting badly punctured. The
use of the 25-inch pot inverted on the top of the

stake (with a little dry hay to tempt the insects to

resort thither after their nightly depredations) has

proved effectual. I have shaken as many as a
score some mornings from each pot. There are

few better white flowers for summer cutting than
the white Antirrhinum. I have a goodly display

of this on the herbaceous border, and a wonderful
profusion of flower is produced from individual

plants. Many varieties of the annual Chr-ysanthe-

mum are nearly white. As this is of easy cul-

ture, quick to come into bloom, and very free,

standing also a long time in water, it can safely be
included in any list of flowers for summer cutting.

In common with the majority of better c'ass

annuals, this should be sown in a little warmth
about the end of March. Plants are thereby se-

cured early, and if put out as soon as possible the

flowering season is considerably lengthened. No
mention of white flowers would be complete that

did not include the old white Clove, of which,

given suitable soil and situation, blooms perfect in

form, substance, and colour can be secured. It is

not so free with me as the old crim.son Clove, but
still quite indispensable as a button-hole flower in

its particular colour. Attention has been directed

on more than one occasion to the value of Godetia

for cutting. Duchess of Albany is a white variety

of exceptional merit. I question if there is a more
thoroughly useful yilant from a cut-flower point of

view than the double white Yarrow (Achillea p'ar-

micafl.-pl.). Although not altogether what one might
term a hij;b-class flower, lacking the sweetness and
grace of Stocks, Spiraeas, and other things pre-

viously mentioned, it is invaluable for filling up
wreaths, crosses, flower baskets or to meet any large

demands of a similar nature. As summer declines

and the days shorten, the supply of white out-
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door flowers in quantity seems to increase and will

last until the approach of frost—plenty of white
annual Asters, summer Chrysanthemums, also C.

maximum and uliginosum, to mention a few of the
many good and useful flowers. There are some
white flowers, which, although admirable in them-
selre?, are yet from some cause or other not admis-
sible in quantity on the border. Take, for instance,
Lilium candidum. What a miserable appearance
this has presented of late years in the majority of
gardens—foliage brown and bid, and flowers no-
thing like so good as they would be with clean,
healthy foliage. Powders, in thft shape of " anti-
blight " and " mildew preventer," are only partially
effectual. I was wondering the other day how two
or three applications of Houillie Bordelaise would
answer. It might act as a preventive if the foli-

age was well damped with the same at intervals
before the appearance of the disease. The white
herbaceous Phlo.x is handsome in appearance, but
not of much use for cutting on account of the
short time it lasts in water ; still, we are glad
to use it and renew frequently, for there are few
white flowers that produce such splendid heads.
Heliotrope White Lady would be a grand flower
for cutting were it not that a failing similar to
that of the Phlox has to be scored against
it. I should like to say a good word for
white Verbenas. Given a variety with fairly
long flower-stalks, one is never at a loss for a
supply of white blooms, and provided they are
not kept too long before being placed in water,
they will remain fresh for several days and the
delicate perfume is much appreciated. N'ery pretty
nosegays can be made with a mixture of white
Verbenas and Sweet Peas, a little Thalictrum
adiantifolium foliage and a fringe of Pheasant's-
foot Pelargonium. E. Burebll.

Vlarrmont.

NOTES OP THE WEEK.

Carnation Celia. — I am spudiug you some
flowers of Caruatiou Celia. Pur borders it surpasses
everything I have seen, at once vigorous, free and
fragrant.—W. Allan, Gnntnn Park.

Duration of the Stra'wberry season.— I

picked my first Black Priuce Strawberries on .June 6
from the open ground, and have still some Filbert
Pine left. Alpines beginning t) ripen.— J. H. W.
Thom.is, BehnoiU, Carlow.

Sweet Pea PrineeEsMay.—Wesend you here-
with a few bliioms of onr new Sweet Pea Princess
May (Invincible Blue White). The colour is quite
distiuet and contrasts well with that of Princess Bea-
trice, blooms of which we also enclose.—LAxroN Bros.,
Sedford.

Aster diplostephioides.—I send blooms of
Aster diplostephioides. Seed of it was offered in
1885. Since then it seems to h.ave been lost sight
of, and one does not meet with it anywhere. It is

a native of the Himalayas and is the largest of the
perennial Asters. It grows without any special
cidture, and has annually bloomed with me since
1886, and I have now quite a stock of it.—G. H. C.

*,* A lovely and in aspect really new plant.—Ed.

Malva californica. — This is one of the
prettiest of the shrubby Malvas, and appears to
attain small, tree like proportions in its native
country. Like M. capensis, it has medium sized,
Vine-like leaves. The flowers, pendulous on long
stems, are of various shades of rose, thickly striped
with crimson, and seem to follow each "other in
long succession. It was represented to me as a
hardy plant, which it certainly is not, and I nearly
lost my stock by placing too implicit reliance
on the seedsman's description.—J. M., Cliannoiith,
Dorset.

Early-flowering Chrysanthemums.— I have
sent you blooms of two new early-flowering Chry-
santhemums, the plants of which have been grown
entirely in the open air in (i-inch pots. The plant
of Gustave Grunerwald (a photograph of wliich I
send) was raised from a cutting put in on tht 5th
of April, and was in bloom on August 5. The
flowers of this are of a pale migenta shading to

white. The cutting of the other variety — Georges
Devered—was put in on March 17, and the first

bloom opened on August 2. The plant was then
18 inches high. The flowers are pale yellow,

slightly tinged with crimson when young.—W.
PiBKOY, Forest Hill, London, S.E.

A note from Scarborough.—We have had no
summer since June 12, not a single really fine

warm day. Cold, black north-east winds have done
their worst, and nothing save Roses has thriven.

To-day we have a downpour of rain and half a
gale of wind which has quite spoilt both the Cen-
taurea and Mallow blooms I hoped to send. I send
you three blooms of a fine new Tree Carnation
Ter&se Franco, which got first prize at Nice show
last spiing. I saw it there with eight huge flowers

on one s-talk, and with great difficulty got a few
little rooted cuttings from the raiser, who has not

yet sent it out. I wonder if you can see its beauty
in the comparatively poor blooms I send from weak
plants. It should quite supersede Miss Joliflie.

—

Edward H. Woodall.

Ramondia pyrenaica.—I am afraid that I

made a mistake in asserting that this plant was
short-lived, and indeed in writing some notes to

a contemporary last week I stated as much, as I

had a conversation with Mr. Wol'ey Dod in which
he affirmed its longevity. He, however, attributed

the unsatisfactory condition of my plants to the
sun having got at them. Probably both that and Mr.
Ley's idea are correct. I find it very d tticult in

my garden to get shade. Mr. Wolley Dod also

told me that it was a delusion to suppose that it

required to be planted in a sloping direcion, for

that it did as well on the flat. I nm also sorry that
my memory deceived me about Campanula pelvi-

formis.

—

Delta.

Strawberry Lord Suffield. - 1 send you a dish
of this to show you what a valuable late Strawberry
it is going to be. It must supersede Waterloo, as
its flavour is so greatly superior. These are now only
one-fourth of natural size.—W. i?LLAN, Giinton Park.

',* Eeally excellent flavour, without a bit of
that horrible acid which abounds in the market
Strawberry. Of a moderate size, and more like a
pointed Grape than a Strawberry. To many people
its size would be an advantage, because there is

no gain in having a monstrous Strawberry. The
fact is we want .a new departure in these things,

and ought not to look to shape or colour or to

whether a fruit will carry to St. Petersburg or not,

but simply to its flavour.

—

Ed.

"Veronica salicornioides —A year or two ago
you asked for flowering specimens of Veronica
salicornioides. Hitherto the plants have flowered
very sparsely. This year the olde-t plant I have
has flowered very freely, and I beg to enclose
specimen. The plant is a large one, upwards of 18
inches or 20 inches in diameter. A score of
younger plants in the garden, perhaps 12 inches
diameter, have little or no bloom, just a pip here
and there, so that I concludethe plants must be a
certain age before they will flower freely.

—

E. MoiR, Nen-port-on-Tai/.
*^* An extremely interesting and curious little

bush Speedwell, densely set with small white
flowers that do not rise over the cord-like stems
and foliage of the plant— clearly one of an alpine
nature.

—

Ed.

A Daisy sport.— On June 3 I noticed several
Daisy heads entirely destitute of ray florets, and
on examining them more closely I saw that all

the flower-heads on a single plant were rayless. The
disc florets also were changed into a dull green, the
receptacle itself being absent. I sent a specimen
to Kew, and Mr. Baker has most kindly thrown
some further light on the sport. He remarks that
such deviation is rare in the Daisy, though seen to
occur in other heterogamous composites, and in-

stances Anthemis nobilis as a case in point. Na-
ture's aberrant forms are so many and various, that
I feel I must leave it to others better versed than
myself to pierce into her hidden mysteries. We
see the results, but the agency by which such
change is accomplished must often be veiled from
our ken. I have noticed the sport each week, but

fail to see any further change, and no marginal

florets have appeared.—Peter Inchbald, F.L.S
,

Hornsea, near JIiill.

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution.
— It is with much gratification that we announce
that the Rt. Hon. Lord Brassey has consented to

preside at the forthcoming annual dinner of this

institution. It will be remembered that Sir Julian

Goldsmid, Bt., M.P., was to have presided this

year, but through the death of Lady Goldsmid
just prior to the time fixed for the dinner in June

last he was unable to do so, and with the general

election so close at hand, the dinner was post-

poned. It is all the more gratifying to find that

the comndttee has been so fortunate as to secure

Lord Brassey as chairman. In order to meet the

many appeals for assistance to gardeners and their

widows in their old age and debility, it is hoped
that the response towards the further increase in

the funds will be such as to enable the committee

to add a good number of additional pensioners in

January next.

Yucca gloriosa.—Perhaps there is hardly any
place in the British Isles where Yuccas are more

at home than here. Old stems of the above-named

species thrown down in any out-of-the-way shady

place root freely and throw up numerous yourg
plants from adventitious buds in the stem ; some of

these are nearly 3 feet in circumference at the base.

The young plants we find useful in winter for vases

around terrace walls. These with Chaoiajrops hnmi-

lis and C. excelsa take the places of more tender

plants used in summer. We aLo use them largely

for filling beds in the flower garden in winter.

Unfortunately, Yucca gloriosa flowers late in au-

tumn generally, but this season it has bloomed

much earlier, and thus will not be so soon destroyed

by late autumn rains and winds. This glorious

Yucca is now furnished with its long panicles of

flowers from G feet to 8 feet high, and from its

unusual appearance forms a pleasing feature in

the landscape.—W. Osborne, Fota, Cork.

Our charitable and benevolent institu-

tions.—We have the greatest pleasure in announc-

ing that upon the occasion of the silver wedding

of Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Veitch, a thank-offering for

the many mercies of the past twenty-five years has

been jointly made by Mr. and Mrs. Veitch to the

amount of £1100. This is distributed as follows :

£500 to the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institu-

tion, £500 to the Gardeners' Orphan Fund, and

£ltO to the Convalescent Fund of the United Hor-

ticultural Benefit and Provident Society. These

noble gifts to such worthy objects mark an epoch

in the life of each society, and will undoubtedly

gladden the hearts of many aged and infirm gar-

deners or Iheir widows; of many upon whom rests

the responsibility of providing for the orphans of

gardeners, and likewise of those gardeners who,

although subscribing towards such a worthy society

as the " United," and deriving benefits from its

funds in due course, will now be able to receive

grants duiing convalescence before again resuming

their duties.

Indigofera Gerardiana.—This is undoubtedly

one of the prettiest of hardy legumiferous plants

flowering at the present lime. It is of very grace-

ful growth, the shoots being slender, and springing

up from the stool each year, ultimately attaining

a height of 2 feet to 3 feet. The leaves are pin-

nate and about 4 inches long, the leaflets oblong

and deep green. The flowers are borne m erect

spikes, G inches long, from the axils of the leaves

on the older portions of the shoots ;
they are pea-

shaped and of a pale purple colour. A specimen

in the collection of legumiferous plants at Kew,

measuring about 5 feet across, has for some time

been a very pretty picture, the whole tuft flower-

ing with the greatest freedom. It may be remem-

bered that in June of last year a white variety

of this species was exhibited at a fortnightly meet-

ing of the Royal Horticultural Society by Messrs.

Veitch. Its varietal name was floribunda alba,

and it deservedly obtained a first-class certificate,

the flowers being pure in colour and the spikes

finer than in the type. Both are worth a place in

any border of hardy plants.
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TREES AND Shrubs.

THE SKIMMIAS.
The only species of this genus—there are but

four alti)j;etlier—worth cultivatint; are S. ja-

S. japonica liy Thuiil)erg, that name had to be
transferred to it, and tlie one named S. japonica
in gardens was called S. Fortune!.

The Skininiiaa thrive nniler very varied condi-
tions as regards soil, <S:c. I liave seen them thrive

(ilendidly in strong clay and also in poor sandy

as to the names,
mentioned are as

ponica ami S. Fortunei. The former, as its the very best town Evergreens we possess,

name implies, is Japanese ; the latter is a native

of China.

First of all, I must state that there has been

very much confusion between these two species,

and to Dr. M. T. Masters belongs the credit of

liaving cleared away the mystery which sur-

rounded them. The plant universally known

line, who?e long slender shoots are pendulons and
almost devoid of foliage. This, however, is not
particularly noticealile by reason of the biioht
green baik. The goMen-eolourcd bloi-soms are

I

Ijorne for a con.sidcral.le di.«tar.ce along the thin
drooping shoots, and in this stape a thriving spe-

soil and peat. The^ true S. japonica is one of
j allThrpossibirio"''

^''''"'^ '''"'''""' '' ""' '"''"
snrpas This Broom, which

To sum u|i, the real fact

&c., of the iSkimmias abovt
follows :

—
S. ,JAPONK'.\ of Tluinberg is the name to keep

up. It is a native of Japan. S. oblata of T. Moore
is the female plant, and S. fragrans is the male
plant of the same species. Other forms are S.

Foreman!, S. Kogersi, S. oblata ovatn, S. fragran-

, ,, . . . ,, . r tissima, and iS. oblata Veilchi. In order to produce
in gardens as b. japonica is really not Japanese

,„^,,, beautifully beriied species as those grown by
at all, but a native of t'hina, whence it was

j

Mr. B'oreman, of Dalkeith, and Mr. Rogers, of

introduced to the nursery of Standish and Noble Southampton, it will be necessary to plant spcci-

iu 184!). Mr. Fortune- the discoverer of the
'"ens of the two sexes in proximity,

species-met with it in 1848 in a garden at •
«• t.'oKTUNEi of Masters is a native of China. S.

, 1,1. laponica of gardens is identical with this. S. ru-
bhanghai, the nurseryman from whom he ob- ^ella is a seedling form. S. japonica argentea is a
tained it informing him that the plant was needling or sport, only ditYering from the type in
brought from a high mountain in the interior having the leaves bordered with white. S. For-
called Wang Shang. t)f all the plants Fortune tunei is a much dwarfer grower than S. japonica,

n

KTOws freely from .seed, is a native of the Mount
i^tna district, and was introduced into this coun-
try during the early years of the present century
In common with most of its class, it will (louii-h
even in hot sandy soils. T.

Bkimmia Iragrans. Engraved for The Garden from
Mr. S. V. Harcourt, Malwood.

"1 lulu .ijjli seat by

as a pot plant for window decora-
N.

sent to the ntirserymen above mentioned only and does well
one reached England alive, and this identical tion, &c.

[riant was exhibited at the Horticultural So-
'

ciety's rooims, 21, Regent Street, on October' Spiraea paniculata.—Though differences of
L'y, 1851', ' when the Knightian medal was opinion may exist as to the correctness of the
awarded it, and the plant, in pojiular parlance, ' name given, there can be none as to iis being a
made a great sensation." The proper name of very beautiful Spiriva. and one, too, that blooms
this species is Skinimia Fortunei. The true S.

japonica is a Japanese plant, and did not find
its way into British gardens for some years
after S. Fortunei. Like that species, it was in-

troduced by Fortune. Unlike S. Fortunei, this
is ditecious

;
that is to say, one plant bears

female flowers and the other male ones. Both
sexes have received specific names, and mere
forms of both have been described specifically
in horticultural periodicals. S. fragrans, f<rr

instance (an illustration of which is here given)
is simply the male plant of the true S. japonica.
The first plant of S. japonica which flowered
in this country was named S. oblata by the late
Mr. Thomas Moore in 18';4. As, however, Dr.
M T. Masters has clearly shown that this
plant was exactly identical with the one named

later than many of tire others. The flowers are
borne in erect bi-ancliinK panicles, which are usu-
ally more or less pyramidal in shape, and its sea-
son of blooming is extended bv the fact that the
flowers on the secondary branches do not expand
till the central ones have been open some time. A
large bush of it some 5 feet or feet high is, when
occupying an isolated position and in full flower,
a very beautiful object.—H. P.

Genista setnensis.—Throughout the month of
July this has been one of the most conspicuous
of our outdoor shrubs, as it was at that time in
full flower. It is one of the larger memirers of the
Broom family, for it reaches a height of 10 feet to
12 fe^t and forms a succession to the recently
noted Genista vir(^ata, which is of about the same
height, though of totally different habit. G. :r^t-

nensis forms a specimen of a loose graceful out-

SHRUBS FOR TOWN PLANTING.
OsMANTnus iLTciroLiua in the smokiest dis-tricts
ot both London and Liverpool has stood well- in
tact, may perhaps be considered tlie bust all-round
evergreen shrub for town planting with which we
are at present acquainted The pretty LiKustium
conaceumhas done well, the bright, "healthy foli-
age seeming not to mind the noxious fumes to any
great extent. An evergreen, too, its value i"s

therelry doubled, while it will grow in poor soils
and bear unmerciful prunings unflinchiiiely Gri-e-
hnia liltorali.s, though yet a little-known shrub is
one of great value for planting wherever the air- is
contaminated by smoke or otiier noxious fumes
ihe thick, almost fleshy evergreen leaves do not
appear to be much the worse by coming in contact
.almost constantly, with .Mich. The Venetiai^
Sumach and the Stag's-horn Sumach (Rhus Cotinus
and R. typhina) are excellent big-growing shrubs
for the town garden. Even after a hot and dry
summer, and when manv other trefs are sered in
the foliage, the Sumachs look wonderfully fresh
Both are of value in an ornamental sense; the
fluffy inflorescences of the former and peculiar
downy shoots are characteristic traits of by no
means common occurrence. Hibiscus syriacus
too, stands well when subjected to smoke and the
tainted atmosphere of any of our large English
towns. In London it does almost remarkably
well, while fine healthy bushes of it may be seenm Glasgow and Manchester. Being a plant of
unusual beauty, town residents should plant it
argely in their grounds. Aucuba japonica is well
known for its excellent beh.aTiour n^ a town plant
the stout leaves after being washed by the rain
looking bright and healthy the while season
through. In town and city squares, even in the
most densely populated parts, the Aucuba may be
seen doing well and looking little the worse of the
almost constant atmospheric impurities to which
It IS subjected. Being of easy culture, rapid pro-
pagation and a strong grower, are extra commenda-
tions to the frequent use of this shrub in the midst
ot our most busy centres of industry. The Way-
faring Tree (Viburnum Lantana) does not receive
that amount of attention that as a hardy smoke-
resisting shrub its merits justly entitle it to. When
better known and more readily procured it will
no doubt, be largely employed for the 'purpose
under c -nsideration. It flowers with great free-dom and bears unusual quantities of the brishtc^t
and showiest of berries, and succeeds well in any
soil of fair quality. The KlowerinR Curr,<nt (Ribes
sanguineum) is a well-known, handsome fhrub and
one that enters largely irto the composition of the
occupants of the city garden. F,ee of growth
succeeding in the poorest of soils, bearing hard
trimming back with perfect impunity, and flower-
ing with unwonted freedom, are all valuable traits
in the character of a town shrub. Phillyrca Vil-
monniana has proved itself, from numerous ex-
periments carried out in the heart of London to
be a most valuable adjunct to our rather restric'ted
list of town shrubs, of ne,at habit, fiee of
growth and perfectly hnrdy, it is sure, when more
plentiful, to be largely planted in our town and city
squares. It is of recent introduction and not at
all well known.

Lilacs have few equals as town shrubs, and they
have been used largely and with very iiromisine
results in many of our most smoke-infested town?
to wit, Liverpool, Warrington, and Manchester'
Ihe commonly cultivated white and li'ac forms
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would seem to bo superior to any of the others,

though good results have followed with Syringa
Josikjea an i one or two others. I would recom-
mend that whatever else is planted Lilacs should
find a first and prominent place in town gardening.
They are hardy and easily grown. Leycesteria
formosa, a shrubby plant of unusually vigorous

growth, has stood another severe test as to its

suitability for town planting, having been experi-

mentally used in one of the most chemically im-
pure and tainted atmospheres that it was possible

to pick. Being of ramp:int growth and having
smooth shining stems, the sooty nodules are washed
readily off, and so may to a great extent be ac-

counted for its smoke-resisting qualities. The
Bladder Senna (Colutea arborescens) grows with
freedom in two at least of our smokiest English
towns. The only drawback would seem to be that

the inflated seed-pods, which are one of the ranst

ornamental features of the tree, get sadly dis-

coloured by the heated fumes and smoke. Not so,

however, the leaves, as they remain green and
fresh for a very long time, but the seed-pods being
somewhat wrinkled give a good chance for the

sooty deposit getting encrusted. Skimmia ja-

ponica and the Kentucky Coffee Tree (Gymno-
cladus canadensis) are two excellent subjects for

the town garden, both havingsurvived in the impure
atmosphere of one of the worst districts of Lon-
don. They are both highly ornamental plants,

The Snowy Mespilus (Amelanchier Botryapium),
with its racemes of showy white flowers, has stood
the test of smoke and grime in such a way, that

it may confidently be recommended for plant-

ing in almost any locality. This also may be
may be said of Forsythia viridissima, or other

pretty deciduous shrubs of somewhat straggling

and free growth. Cotoneasters, various species,

succeed well as town plants, those having stood
the test best being ('. frigida, a bold-habited,

scarlet-fruited kind, and C. Himonsi, another most
ornamental and very desirable species. Poor soils,

largely mixed with lime rubbish, and such as we
find predominating in town gardens, suits them
well—a great point of advantage in plants for

such a place. The Spurge Laurel (Daphne laure-

ola) is an excellent town shrub, and one that is of

great beauty, if only for the glossy green leaves

of large size and the brightest lustre. Beneath
the shade and drip of other shrubs or even trees it

can eke out almost a marvellous existence, and
there looks as fresh and healthy as could be de-

sired. Kiclreuteria paniculata in the smoky parts

of Manchester and Warrington has stood well for

some years back, and may confidently be recom-
mended as an excellent shrub for our most filthy

and impure atmospheres. Even in such places and
during the summer months it dares to expand its

showy yellow flowers. The Euonymus is a well-

known shrub for the town garden, it .seeming to

disregard to a great extent the city fumes and
smoke. E. japonicus has stood for many years
in a sooty part of London, and at present
seems but little the worse for the almost in-

cessant fumes to which it is subjected. Hy-
pericum nepalense is evidently the best of its

family for planting in the town garden, and cer-

tainly in Glasgow it has proved itself a most valu-

able adjunct to the list of such shrubs as really do
well in that grimy city. Both the Gum and Laurel-
leaved C'istus (C. ladaniferus and C. laurifolius) do
well where they are subjected to a heated and im-
pure atmosphere, while they are plants of great
beauty, though, perhaps, not perfectly hardy in

every situation. The Laurustinus and Weigela
have proved themselves—for suburban districts at
least—fairly good shrubs, but the flowers get
blackened in the worse smoke-infested parts, and
are then anything but pleasant to look at. Cy-
donia japonica copes with soot and smoke in a
most pleasing manner, good examples of which
may be seen in almost every English town ; while
the Almond (Amygdalus communis) is almost as
good in that respect. Prunus sinensis fl.-pl. must
also be included in our list, for it betrays in one
of our most smoky towns but little evidence of the
constant struggle with the impurities of the atmo-
sphere that must go on.

Amongst climbing shrubs, the common Ivy

(lledera Helix), Virginian Creeper (Ampelopsis
hederacea). Trumpet Honeysuckle (Lonicera sem-
pervirens), Crata3gus Pyracantha, the yellow .las-

mine (Jasminum nudiflorum), and the Vine (Vitis

vinifera) may be considered the best.

A. D. W.

Spiraea callosa alba.—The Spiraia cultivated

in this country under the above name is a really

beautiful little thrub that flowers from the com-
mencement of August or thereabouts till cut down
by the frost. It forms a dense mass of closely

packed stems, ea"h terminated by a flattened

corymb of pure white blossoms, which are so

numerous, that when at its best the entire plant is

quite a mass of that hue. In planting a group of

Spirajas, it is just the thing for the foreground
thereof, and I have seen a bed of it interspersed

with bright-flowered Gladioli which had a remark-
ably pretty effect. When the flu-h of bloom is

over, a succession is often kept up for some time,

in proof of which I may mention that during a
mild autumn we have had it in bloom till Novem-
ber. It is thoroughly hardy and must have a place

among the best of our flowering shrubs.—T.

Orchard and Fruit Garden,

THE FRUIT CROP.

What a pity " H. G. H." and most correspon-

dents who write of these and kindred matter.?

give no clue to their whereabouts. " H. G. H.'s
"

account is very encouraging, but then we are

quite ignorant of his favoured locality. It

cannot assuredly be in East Anglia, for here

we have seldom had fewer Apples and Plums
nor a more scanty crop of Pears ; while Cherries

are abnormally plentiful. There is another
peculiarity of tliis season's fruit crop of a very
cheering character, viz., the excellent crops of

Peaches and Nectarines in the open in many
gardens, and a fair crop of Apricots in others.

The fact of nearly the whole of the Plums being
quite cut oft' and Peaches and Nectarines left

seems to point to other causes of failure besides

climate. It is well, however, to remember in

this connection that the Peaches are on walls

and the Plums mostly in the open. But this is

by no means an exhaustive or satisfactory

answer, inasmuch as the majority of Plums
and Gages on walls have disappeared as well as

those otf busli trees and standards in open gar-

dens and orchards. Neither does the break-

down croji of last year account satisfactorily

for the absence of any this, for seldom has

there been a heavier crop or better out-of-door

Peaches and Nectarines than last year, and yet

here they are again in special profusion and of

most promising quality. Still the experience

of practical growers is pretty well unanimous
that a break-down crop of Plums of one year
results in barrenness the next. Nor is this

greatly to be wondered at, as perhaps no trees

are .so cruelly overloaded as Plums. Neither
does their free blooming thesucceedingyearaft'ord

any sure guai'antee of their carrying a crop of

ripe Plums. The blossoming takes little or no
vital strength out of the Plum tree, and so soon
as the extra strain of setting or swelling the

embryo Plums comes, the strength of the tree

gives way.
Of course, too, injuries from frosts and cut-

ting winds during the blooming period tend
also to the falling of the blooms and embryo
fruit, and it would often be difticult to say how
far promising crops of Plums arrested and
destroyed on the threshold of life were the

victims of starvation or of cold. " H. G. H."
also adverts to another cause often as potent

probably as eitlier, viz., dryness at the roots.

Abundant supplies of moisture are needful
for dilution, more minute subdivision, and
wider dift'usion. Supposing these are with-
held, the embryo flowers of Plums and other
fruit trees may be choked of!' through the gross-

ness of their food and its excess of uneatable,
non- absorbable solids. Be that as it may, dry- -

ne.ss at tlie root sheds off buds in showers,
whether of Camellias struggling to unfold their

beauty, or Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Plums
attempting to set. This drought at the roots is

also a preventible cause of failure, and so far

it is more hopeful than either of the other
causes, though for that matter the exhaustion of

the food sup[)lies of Plum or other trees should
also be prevented or remedied. The first is the
best and safest, and should be managed through
severe and judicious thinning. Many Plum
growers would have made more money last year
had they thinned off three parts of their crop.

It ought not to be beyond the skill of our fruit

preservers to convert green Plums, any time
before they are stoned, into a most delicate and
valuable sweetmeat. And, apart from that, the

grower would win by losing through severe
thinning through the enhanced prices obtained
for superior and more uniform samples ; and
the crop, fitted to the strength of the tree,

might be repeated annually.

If, too, the heavily - laden Plum trees of

last season had been top-dressed with say
40 tons jier acre of good farmyard or other
manure as early last autumn as possible, this

being dug in and the surface kept clear of

weeds uj) to the end of 1802, the chances
are all in favour of the trees being made
strong enough to have carried a good crop this

season. Soakings of house-slops or farmyard
or other sewage might have been equally or

even more u.seful as stimulants, and might have
been given to develop last year's enormous
crops, as well as to fortify the trees for carrying
another grand crop tliis year. Too much is

expected from most of our fruit trees, and too

little is returned to them in the form of food,

drink, skill and culture ; and hence, no doubt,

a large proportion of our fruit failures which
we complacently place to the discredit of our
most capricious climate, though the climate

might answer that it is extremely difficult to

explain how weather that has sufficed to give

us Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots should prove
so dead against Plums, Apples, Pears.

I quite agree with " H. G. H." in his esti-

mate of busli fruits and Strawberries. Unless
in cases where the Gooseberries got hard hit with
the spring frosts, these as well as Currants and
Raspberries have been plentiful and good. As
to the foliage of the Strawberries, this was
gener.ally severely crippled or downright killed

long before the spring frosts. Large planta-

tions were almost leafless early in the winter,

and the continuous spring frosts made matters
worse. The chief marvel about the crop is that

with so little leafage the crowns should have
thrown up and the fruit swelled otf as they
have. But the early and in some localities al-

most complete defoliation of Strawberries last

winter is one of those mysteries which liave not
yet been explained. An almost greater mystery
is the quality and quantity of the Strawberry
crops under such semi-defoliated conditions.—
D. T. F.

It is very difficult to assign a reason why
some kinds of fruit should be so plentiful while
others are so scarce. The crop of Apples will

be very variable, although the quality shows
evidence of being good, the fruits being very
clear-skinned. Occasionally one comes across

trees bearing a fine crop, and in other parts
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there is Iiardly a fruit to bo met witli, even of

tlio same varieties. Whilst the Apples were in

flower the weather cmiUl not be considered

unfavcnin.ble, the weather at that time gene-

rally lieiiii; line and dry too dry in faot, and

this, 1 am under the impression, will be found

the true solution nf the failure in the majority

of cases and partially so in others. There

cannot be any denying the fact that warm
showers, even if accompanied by boisterous

winds, are very beneficial in securing a good set

of fruit. At tliese periods the pollen is made
nuire potent and not parclied up with drought.

I noticed particularly wliilst the Apples were

in bloom that the air was very steady, with

very little wind indeed, and this must have had

a pernicious cHeet upon the bloom. The petals

of the tlower.s had a crumpled appearance, as if

suffering from the lack of sup[)ort. Home va-

rieties did not appear to feel the ill effects

like others, probal)ly on account of tlie flowers

being hardier. Amongst these might be men-
tioned that ever fruitful kind Stirling Castle,

and also Ecklinville Pippin, Duchess of Olden-

burt', Frogmore Prolific, King of the Pippins,

Worcester Pearmain and a few others. Fruit

forcers under glass are fully alive to the import-

ance of not keeping the inside temperature
too dry and arid whilst the different subjects

are in flower, and to countei-act the influence of

this, they resort to lightly spraying over the

flowers of Peaches, some kinds of Ci rapes.

Plums .and such like, generally with the most
pleasing results. This was denied the Apples
whilst they were in flower, hence the shortness

of the crop. No doubt it will be found that

the crops will be more abundant, or at least

quite up to the average in the more humid dis-

tricts. Pears will be the general failure of the

year, and these by any means liad not nearly

so favourable a time as the Apples. The
blossom in the first place was generally scarcer,

and this must be attributed at any rate

to the trees not being in condition the previous
autumn to perfect the blooms in embryo, so that

to weakened flowers and an indifferent blos-

soming time we must attribute our failure.

Stronger or better matured flowers might
have been enabled to have Ijetter withstood
the inclemencies of the weather. Plums ap-

pear to be considerably below the average.
\Vith the exception of a few trees on a north
wall, and which consequently bloomed later than
others on more favourable aspects, the crop on
walls here is very poor. I never saw trees
more heavily laden. Bryan.ston, Reine Claude
de Bavay, and Transparent amongst the Gages,
Early Prolific, Victoria, The Czar, Prince En-
glebert. Belle de Septtmbre, and a few others
are all carrying heavy crops. The trees are grown
as naturally spreading bushes, and the only
pruning they receive is a thinning out after the
fruit is gathered if they appear crowded. Close
pruning of Plum trees growing in the open is

a mistake. Wliilst these were in flower they
were subjected to a storm of .sleet and .snow,

but not frost. Cherries, again, were the best
crop I have ever seen, and of Morellos, both in

the open and on a north wall, I have a splendid
crop. This latter kind certainly had a very
favourable blossoming time, but not so the
others. In fact, they were subjected to such
storms of .sleet and snow directly the flowers
had set, that one would have thought they
would have received such a check as to drop off

wholesale. This again shows that rough storms
do not injure them greatly if frost does not
accompany or immediately follow. Apricots
are disappointing, and will, I fancy, be a general
failure. The bloom was abundant and ajipa-

rently set well, but afterwards withered up, the

check they received being evidently too much
for them. Whilst these were in flower, or rather

directly after they had set, the frosts were very
severe, and a covering of two or three folds of

fish netting was not sufficient. Peaches and
Nectarines, on tlie other hand, are excellent,

the set being most abundant. Our trees have
a wide glass coping, and the fronts are pro-

tected with a warm blind. If Apricots
could have been protected in the same way, I

fancy they would have withstood the inclemency
of the weather better. Amongst small fruits

(jooseberries arc the only failui'e, but it could
hardly be expected otherwise, considering the

severe frosts at the time they were in bloom.
Whinham's Industry and Golden Drop are our
notable exceptions.— A. YorNci, Abherlrtj IfnU,

Sfiiiirpor',.

over now nnd then as labour can be spared. A
very fine Hawtliorn hedge 12 feet in height screens

tlie orchard from the norlfi winds ; on the west a
l)road belt of trees, and on the east the kitchen

garden wall furnish shelter. Of prutiing lliero

is little; the Apple crops furnisli most of that,

and the rest is siuqily thinning of branches done
in the winter. A. D.

APPLE-S AT SWANMORE.
Whether due to soil, situation, culture, or sorts'

not only is there in tlie large grass orchard at Swan-
more a very fine crop of Apples, but good crops

seem to be common there. So encouraging has been
.Vpple production here, that Mr. Myers has laid

clown on a very open, Ijreezy expanse of hillside,

some 350 feet above the sea level, about five acres

of land with Apples in the expectation that pre-

sently these will have good market value. To
secure a crop of almost anything but wheat, which,
if ever fo good, yields but a very poor return,

seems to be the aim in view, and not so much to make
a personal profit as to set before the neighbouring
landowners and farmers 1 he merits of Apple cul-

ture properly conducted, and on a somewhat stiff

soil on the chalk. All are standard trees, which
are chiefly Brandey's Seedling, Cox's Orange Pip-

pin, .and Worcester Pearmain, planted 80 feet

apart, anil, excepting just where the standards are.

all dwarfs on the Paradise stock are planted 15

feet apart, so that ample room is given for

development, as it is not purposed to hard-prune,
but simply to thin the branches as required. The
dwarfs include Ecklinville Seedling, AVarner's

King, Mere de Manage, &c., sorts selected because,

as m.ay be seen in the old orchard, they thrive so

well and crop so finely .at Swanmore. Although so

breezy a site has been selected for this new
orchard, ample preparation has been made for the
provision of shelter, for plantations and belts of

Fir and Larch have been planted all aliout, and
these, m<aking rapid growth, will in a few yeiirs

furnish excellent wind breaks. Most certainly, ac-

cording to preconceived notions concerning Apples,

the soil .and site seem to be objectionable, but there

is the fact that certain varieties of Apples do very

well indeed close by ; whilst as to dis,advantages

of site, if there really be such, they can soon be
corrected by the provision of shelter. Certainly
thetree», aliliough planted only in the autumn of

IS'.IO, are looking remarkably well. All are on e'e-

vated mounds, have had an ample mulching of ma-
nure, and are both carrying fruit .and making good
growth. To exclude rabbits and hares it has been
found needful to run wire fencing all round the

orchard. The surface of the soil is rough Grass
and has no value. Nearer town it would pay
to under-crop, but in such an out-of-the-way

place as is Swanmore land is not of great value.

In the g.arden orchard, which was planted perhaps
twenty years since, such varieties as Ecklinville

Seedling, W.arner's King, M(!'re de Menace, Lord
Grosvenor, Lord Suffield, Keswick Cudlin, New
Hawthornden of kitchen varieties do admirably

;

indeed more finely cropped and handsomer trees of

Jlere de Menage, Ecklinville, and Warner's King
could hardly be found anywhere. Then of dessert

v.arieties. Cox's Orange Pippin, King of the Pippins,

Irish Peach, Worcester Pearmain, Golden Pippin,
Wormsley Pippin, Red Quarrenden, i:c , are all

carrying fine crops, and the fruit in many cases is

highly coloured. Certainly it looks as if this year
Swanmore would rival Madresfield in the produc-
tion of colour. This orchard is, too. on rough

TWO GOOD STRAWBERRIES.
Two years ago Mr. Gumbleton expressed surprise

that in some remarks in The GAliUEX on the re-

spective merits of ('crtain varieties of this fruit 1

should have made no mention of Maishal Mac-
Mahon. Mr. Gumbleton assured me that it w<as

the best of many kinds grown by him, at the same
time sending me some rimners for trial. I can
honestly confirm all that was said in favour of

this Str.awberry, and 1 .am the more desirous of

bringing it to the notice of Strawberry growers
generally, as I have not this season once seen it

alluded to in The Garden. There is something
in this Strawberry th<at reminds one of H^ricart

de Tliury, but it is larger and more vigorous in

growth, and is just as much behind Sir J. Paxton
and President as H^ricarl de Thury is before them.
The flavour is good, with a dash of the Pine in it

;

the flesh is remarkably firm, colour bright, and
altogether it should be an excellent kind for field

culture, coming in just as the midseason variities

are over. I gathered the last dish on July 2'i, Sir

J. Paxton having been over nearly a fortnight. It

is the early and late g.atherings that are the most
valuable, and in a general way it is as difficult to

g<ather really good fruit, in the home counties at

least, in the latter end of July as early in June. 1

feel sure that MacMahon would be a profitable

kind to grow for a late supply, and I recommend it

to the attention of those who are desirous of

lengthening the Strawberry season. As regards

fertility there is nothing to be de.-ired. I fin cer-

tain that .a well grown one-year-old plant will

yield quite a pound of fruit. I had but a small

pliint.ation of it, and it was a matter of wonder-
ment to members of the household on account of

the large quantity of fine fruit it jielded. I

feel sure that by putting plants on a north

border, a good supply of fruit could be relied

on up to August. Coddington Pine I used to

grow, but have, unfortunately, lost it. I have
never seen it mentioned in any gardening paper,

neither have I found it in any trade list. It is

a great bearer, with a true Pine flavour, the berries

being very firm with red flesh throughout. It

ought to be one of the best kinds for pjreserving,

and its vigorous n.ature should tit it for field cul-

ture. Those who grow largely for jam-making
should look to this Str<awberry, as I am convinced

there is no better variety for the purpose. My
plants were given me by a lady, who stated that it

was r.aised .at Coddington Manor. I .'hould imagice
that it would still be grown there or in the vicinity.

It seems very strange that so good a Strawberry
should never have become sufficiently known to

find a place in trade lists. J. C.

Jlt/tleet.

Currants and Gooseberries at Swanmore
Park.— It cannot be owing alisolutely to methods
of pruning, although the bushes are kept com-
paratively thin, and I am .assured by Mr. Molyneux
that something is due to soil ; but I have rarely

seen such heavy crops of Gooseberries as have

been in the kitchen g.arden at Swanmore Park this

season. I was both interested in and greatly

pleased with the bush fruits. Raspberiies are

failures at Swanmore. and under no conditions has

Mr. Molyneux been able to make them take kindly

to the soil. Of Gooseberries, Ironmonger, lied

Champagne, Whitesmith, Warrington and many of

the larger sorts were fruiting %vonderfully. Of Red
Currants there was a grand crop. The bushes are

pruned so (hat each on a single clean stem has from
ien to twelve branches, ranging from 5 feet to (i

Grass, which is hardly mown over, but scythed feet long ; consequently, each one gets ample light
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and air. These branches were each thickly hung
with bunches of fine fruits, and nowhere liave I

seen better. Leaders are now hardly encouraged,

as the branches are long enoigh. The method of

pruning is very diverse from that usually found on

the one hand in private gardens, and from that hard
stubbing in the London market gardens, but it is

e.ninently successful in any case.—A. D.

PLANriNG STRAWBERRIES IN LIGHT AND
HEAVY SOILS.

The planting of Strawberries at this season is an
important operation, and the selection of varieties

requires some care, as on light poor soils there are

several good kinds that do not thrive. In heavy
loam of a fair depth with ample drainage I have
seen Strawberry beds twenty years old, and at that

age give a lot of small fruits, whilst on dry sandy
soils they often go off when treated well, and tlie

grower finds it useless to plant and gives up in

disgust. The reason of failures on dry thin soils

is in a great measure owing to lack of moisture, as

it will be found the plants frequently go off or die

when full of foliage. In such soil much cm be
done by supplying moisture, by mulching, and by
mi.-cing heavy marl or clay with the soil. This

last is a costly operation if a quantity of fruit is

grown, but for small quantities is worth the

trouble ; indeed, with a light soil with a gravelly

subsoil it is absolutely necessary to get good fruit.

Plenty of manure on such soils is necessary, and 1

know of none better than farmyard or cow manure.
On heavy land the plants may have plenty of room,
but in light soils I advise pi inting much thicker

(2 feet apart in the row and half the distance from
plant to plant), as the plants on the light soil do
not grow so much as in the heavy, and their being
closer the ground is shaded, thus keeping the roots

cool. I have even found it necessary on hot, dry
land to allow more freedom of growth in the au-
tumn, merely trimming each side of the row when
cleaning the beds, not cutting between the plants,

clearing every one, as should be done where they
succeed. Of course, the small-fruited varieties,

such as Black Prince and alpines, take little room,
and if planted at 20 inches apart in the row and
allowed to grow together, merely cutting off old

leaves and useless growths, they do better than
grown with more room.

Planting.

I have referred to the advantage of mixing heavy
material with poor unsuitable land, but on heavy
loam less preparation is needed in the way of soil.

Manure and deep cultivation are equally impor-
tant. Deep cultivation need not, however, be
carried out to the extent often thought necessary,
as to trench heavy land three spades deep often
means bringing up poor soil best left at the bottom.
If the ground is dug two spades deep on land
ilouble-dug for the previous crop, trenching is

not required. I do not like planting new runners
on ground recently trenched. When the runners
are planted in soil recently trenched, there is often
much loss in the winter, as the frost gets into the
ground and lifts the plants out. In suitable land
there is less need of manure, as often liquid ma-
nure can be applied when the plants are forming
their fruits in the spring. Artificial manure can
also be employed if there is a good supply
of moisture to wash it down to the roots
I prefer to plant the second or third week in

August, as by that date good runners may be had.
I prefer strong runners to using forced plants, es-

pecially on light land ; the forced plants make more
show, but do not give such fine fruit and do not
last so long. At one time I always used forced plants,
but find runners much more profitable. There is one
drawback in purchasing runners, and that is they are
sometimes sent out with few roots and not in con-
dition to plant out in their permanent quarters.
When this is the case I would advise planting in

rows, 1 foot G inches apart between plants on a rich
border, lifting when ready when well rooted. If

this plan is adopted there is no loss of plants, as
often occurs

;
the runners being on a small space

can be readily attended to, and titde is saved in

the end.
I would also advise planting in beds yearly.

Some may object to this, but it is a safe practice
on poor land. If this is dime a bed can be des-
troyed, and I would not retain any plants after

fruiting two years. This is not really imperative,
but it is the best plan to get good fruit. On heavy
land 2J feet to 3 feet may be given between the
rows. I prefer the minimum, and 15 inches
between the plants. The great advantage in

planting every year or two is that the ground is

brought into a better state of cultivation, and by
frequent changes of soil the growth is much finer,

and the ground can be cleared from insect pests
when frequently cultivated.

Vaeieties.

Often varieties that succeed in one locality fail

in others, but it will often be found that those
kinds succeed best in poor soils that have a good
amount of foliage. I'or instance, Noble is one of
the best in this respect, as it rarely fails in any
soil, being a vigorous grower. Keens' Seedling is

also one of the best in such soils and an excellent
town variety, doing well in confined gardens, its

smooth glossy foliage throwing oft' the dirt. Vicom-
tesse H. de Thury is also one of tlie best and very
free, but on light soil it requires more moisture, as
it produces a lot of thick foliage and is an enor-
mous cropper. Dr. Hogg can often be grown
where British Queen would fail. It is very hardy,
of beautiful flavour, but requires better cultis-a-

tion than some. On heavy soils it grows to per-
fection. James Veitch is good in ordinary soil

and of great size. Eleanor or Oxonian generally
succeeds well on poor land, but requires frequent
renewal. Waterloo does best on heavy or good
loam, but in whatever soil it is grown it requires
frequent renewal, it being useless if left too long
in the same place. Jubilee is an excellent variety

of recent introduction, and does well in any soil or

position. It is somewhat like Noble in growth,
but with richer flavour. For late fruiting it is very
good. Of the Pine section in poor soil the Elton
rarely fails, and is an excellent cropper. President
does well in most gardens as a mid-season variety,

but in some soils it fails to make a free growth.
Sir J. Paxton may also be included in the list of

reliable kinds.— G. Wythes.

Now that the system of summer planting of

Strawberries has become generally recognised, it is

usual in the best gardens to make a fresh planta-
tion annually as early during the month of August
as possible. Early planting is also very impor-
tant, so that the plants may have ample time
to become established before cold weather arrives.

Where failures sometimes occur as regards
their not fruiting freely the season following

planting, they must either be attributed to late

planting or else very weakly plants. I had ample
opportunities of noting and testing this last season,

for whereas those which were planted early grew
well and fruited freely, those which were late in

being planted had not sufficient time to become
strong before winter ; consequently they suffered.

The reason was not far to seek. The crowns were
weak, and the cold winds of March which caused
such destruction to vegetation acted similarly with
the Strawberry foliage, this being totally de-

stroyed, thus weakening the crowns considerably.

The stronger and earlier plants, although the foli-

age was cut badly, had stronger crowns, and so

were enabled to push up strongly when genial

weather arrived. The largest fruits are also ob-

tained from these yearling plants. Where failure

has followed the grower's efforts, it must not be
considered due to the system, but to either late

planting, indifferent planting, or weakly plants.

It is even possible to have poor results from faulty

planting.

The plants will have been prepared ere this

either by layering into pots, on to turves, or root-

ing in good soil. I prefer the former methods, as

the runners take quickly to the soil and grow right

ahead without the least check. It is only by layer-

ing that gold plants can be obtained, for although
some people detach the layers and root them in

frames, it is a slow process, and the season is far

advanced before they are sufficiently rooted to
bear removal without suffering. Nor can good re-

sults be expected from detaching the layers, even
if fairly well rooted and planted direct into the bed,
for although they may take to their quarters and
grow away, it is too late for them to form crowns
strong enough for fruiting well the following sea-

son. After the layers have become sufficiently

rooted they should be planted, for if allowed to
become root-bound and the planting left over for a
few weeks, they cannot be expected to succeed
well.

The preparation of the ground is most impor-
tant, as on this success mainly depends. As most
growers are aware, a loose root-run is most inimi-
cal to the free progress of the Strawberry, and, on
the other hand, so is a hard and almost uncul-
tivated soil. I have seen the most beneficial
results from plants grown with but little extra
trouble other than deep digging and manuring,
and have also seen them fail by what I may
term mere surface cultivation. I have invariably
found that where good vegetables can be grown,
and these withstand a fair amount of drought with-
out suffering when only subjected to ordinary surface
cultivation, or what I may term mere digging and
manuring, then Strawberries can be expected to
thrive admirably. On those hard gravelly soils

where vegetables collapse very quickly upon the
least spell of dry weather, it is quite evident that
something more is needed than surface cultivation.

Where a variety will not succeed, it is very often
through the constitution of the variety itself, as it

is very rare that all kinds fail alike. The market
grower is situated quite differently to the private
gardener. The latter has to adajit himself to cir-

cumstances, so consequently has to resort to diffe-

rent methods to give him a chance of succeeding.
Hence, in some instances deeper cultivation has to
be resorted to if good crops are to be secured, and
also a freer use of manure.

The soil will no doubt have been prepared ere

this in the majority of cases where a summer plan-
tation is in course of preparation, but if not it

matters little, as the surface may be made firm by
treading. Loose planting is also a great mistake.
The plants are nruch longer in becoming esta-

blished, and quickly feel the effects of drought.
In forming the plantation, there will be nothing
lost by allowing ample room between the rows.

Where close planting is carried out, a free circula-

tion of air, so essential for ripening fruit, is

prevented. Two feet between the rows will not
be any too far apart, and I also allow the same
between the plants for stronger growers, and 18

inches for the weaker. This distance may appear
too much to some people for the first year's fruiting,

but if good plants are put out on suitably pre-

pared soil, it is astonishing the size they will

grow to.

The ground having been levelled and made all

ready, proceed with the planting. Where pot
plants are to be used, see that the balls are well

moistened beforehand, and as the most is to be
made of the plants in a short time, they will

derive substantial benefit by having a little fresh

soil placed about the roots, as into this the roots

will ramify quickly. A spadeful of soil should be
taken out at each station, and the same quantity
of better soil returned. In planting, press the
soil well around the ball, taking care that it is placed
deep enough, or quite up to the base of the layer,

and which would be about half an inch above the
ball. It is also better to place the plants just

below the ordinary surface level, so that a basin-

like cavity is formed, and which will be found of

marked benefit for the application of water. If a
dry time should follow, water will be needed on
alternate days, giving it through a can with a
rose. The benefit of the cavity will now be
seen, as the water will reach direct to the roots.

In any case it is always the safest plan to give a
watering on the eve of the planting day, as it

must be remembered that the roots are as yet
confined to a ball, and any relaxation on the
grower's part in the application of water may result
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in the balls becoming unduly dry and the plants

siilTering after planiing. The runners must be

kept closely pinched olt, and a surface skimming

with a Dutch hoe occasionally will keep down

weeds. Y. A. II.

Judging of Grapes—"A. D.'s" remarks on

the above (,p. tM) are liinely and sensible. Certiiin

Grapes are judged as to what they out: lit to be or

are at their best, and not on their merits as shown.

Til's is very unfair to the growers of good Sweet

water, Foster's Seedling, Frontignan, Duke of

liuceleuch, Mrs. I'earson, Hamburghs and others.

Green .Muscats, Madreslield Court, Gros Colman
and others should have no chance, unless in the

licaviest bunch classes, against better-ripened

bunches of other varieties; but the new plan

of judging without tasting is fast relegating

(lavour to a .second place, or giving it no place at

all.— ('.\i.t:i>o.Ni.\N.

Peach stones splitting.—In reply to the in-

quiry of "T. T." in Tub Garden of July 215 as

regards Peach stones splitting, my experience of

Early Louise Peach is that it is subject to stone-

splitting, but from what cause I am unable to say.

I grew it some years ago, tirst of all in an un-

heated Peach house, but owing to the stones split-

ting and becoming a shelter for earwigs, I removed
the tree to a wall outside. Here, again, though
the removal checked the free growth and the tree

lirodufed some fine fruit, the stones still opened.
When the tree was insside, I thought a too

liberal treatment and over -luxuriance caused
tlie mischief, and as the more natural treatment
did not obviate the defect, I discarded the variety

altogether.— ]!. F.

Strawberry Keens' Seedling. — With so

many new kinds brought before the public every
year there is some danger of our losing sight of

good old kinds. It is doubtful if Keens' Seedling
is surpassed, all points considered, as a main-crop
kind or for forcing. I am under the impression
that there are good and bad strains of this old kind.

In the garden here the soil is very suitable for

Strawberry growing. During the last four years 1

have tr!ed many sorts, and at the present time I

have a dozen or more kinds, but I cannot find any
that surpasses the strain of Keens' Seedling
I found when I took charge. It is a good grower,
very free fruiiing, the colour very good, and the
fruit of a gO' d size. It is not quite so early as
King of the Earlies or Noble, but quite as early as
Vicomtesse H^ricart de Thury. For a forcing
kind it is valuable ; in fact I rely on this princi-

pally, growing the major portion of this kind.
Some years ago when calling on Mr. Denning,
then in charge of Lord Londesborough's garden at

Coombe Lane, he showed me some of the best pots
of Strawberries I ever saw, remarking it was a true
stock of Keens' Seedling.—J. Crook, Fordc Ahhcy.

Strawberry Auguste Nicaise in tbe open
—Now the fruiting teason is over, attention will

be paid to the production and planting of runners
for the ne.xt season's crop. This year the above
variety has been exhibited on several occasions of
an enormous size. As far as my experience goes,
it does not succeed so weU in the open as when
forced ; indeed, unless planted annually and in

good land, it does not always thrive. The best
position 1 have found it succeed in was a north
border, but this is no doubt owing to our light soil

— not a good Strawberry soil by any means. For
forcing for large fruits it is all that can be desired
as far as size and appearance go, as many of the
frui's {;row abnormally large, often weighing 2 ozs.

each. There is also another point worth notice.

It will not be hurried and requires a longer time
to perfect its fruit during the colouring period than
many others. If allowed time and a cool house
the flavour is much better. I have secured very
large fruit in the open ground from young plants
by potting up runners at this season and planting
out in March in good land, reducing the fruit by
fevere thinning and keeping them clear of the soil

by a few forked sticks. It is aho a good Straw-
berry for cold frames, as it is then seen at its best.

THE GARDEN.
For planting in the open as a main crop variety, I

do not think it nearly as good as many other older

varieties, ;ind those who saw it forced would do
well to plant sparingly for outdoor work, unless

the soil is a food stiff loam and large fru'ts spe-

cially required.— S. H.

i3r

APRICOTS.
With regard to tlio richness and liisciou.sne.s.s

of well-ri|iencd Apricots there can lie no two
opinions. They may not be so generally popu-
lar as Peaches, especially if the latter are grown
under glass, but there are plenty of good judges
who prefer Apricots to any other kind of fruit

that may be placed before them. Wliy, then,
are they not more grown by amateurs and
cottagers ? That Apricots will not .succeed on
all soil.s and in all climates mast be conceded,
but very few can say for certain that they will

fail in their particular locality unless they have

Apiifot llt'iiiblviik.

made an intelligent attempt to grow them.
The best advice that can be given to amateurs
is to ascertain what has been done by profes-

sional gardeners in their respective neighbour-
hoods. It is somewhat difficult to decide

exactly what .soil best suit.s Apricots, but with
me they do remarkably well in a medium loam,

too much clay or too little of it in the .soil ap-

parently being fatal to longevity. The worst
failures that have come under my notice have
been in the Weald of Kent and Sussex, on the

heavy clays of Es.sex and Middlesex, the chalky

soil of Wilts, and the hot gravels that crop up
in various districts. On the other hand, in

many parts of Derbyshire, Leicestershire,

Oxford,shire, Worcestershire, Shropshire, Glou-

cestershire, Somerset, Dorset, Devon, and
Cornwall Apricots thrive admirably, being

quite as easily grown as Plums. Of the

eastern counties generally I have had no
experience, and should be glad to hear whether

or not Apricots could be successfully cultivated

in any of them.
Not a little depends in all cases upon the

choice of site. The trees must luivo the benefi

of wall or fence shelter, and neither very low
nor cool walls or fences answer well. The as-

pect ought to be nearly or quite south, all the

;
sunshine po.ssiblc being needed by the trees, or

otherwise the wood fails to ripen properly,

light crops being one of the sure consecjuences
of this. In some of the midland counties men-
tioned cottagers grow Apricots on the sunny
gable ends of their houses, and occasionally

they are to be seen on the fronts, the spaces be-

tween the windows being occupied by the trees.

So well do the trees succeed in these positions,

a free exten.sion of growth evidently suiting

Apricots well, that not a few of the owners
freipiently sell enough fruit to nearly or (|uite

pay the rent. Instead, therefore, of so many
house, stable, and other sunny walls and fences

being either devoted to Plums, or, worse still,

not utilised at all, why not tiy

what can be done with the choicer

Apricots % A sunny site, as before

stated, is indispensable, ar.d next

in importance comes the necessity

for a well-prepared root-tun.

Few amateurs probably will err in

giving the trees a too rich crmpost,

though many professional gardeners

have done so, the consequence being

a rank, unfruitful growth. Moie
probably the mistake will be made
in not treating them with sutticimt

liberality. Too much moisture,

especially in the autumn, is in-

jurioiLS, but planting in rai.'ed

borders is a simple way out of this

difficulty. Quite fresh turfy loam
is all that need be given the trees

at the outset, and this not being

forthcoming, substitute the best or-

dinary garden soil procurable, that

of a moderately strong character

best suiting Apricots. Open hobs
for each tree not less than 4 feet

square and to a depth of about 18

inches, with intervals of 12 feet

between. Remove all soil that is

either little better than clay, and
also any excess of gravel or stones

there may be. Return the top soil

into the bottom of the hole, forking

a little fresh soil into this and make
it .somewhat firm. Then add sutH-

cient fresh loamy soil to raise the

back 12 inches above the ordinary

level with a slight slope to the front,

this being all the preparation needed,
though if the soil be poor, a liberal addition

of half- inch bones and some burnt garden rub-

bish will act most beneficially.

As far as size of fruit and quality are con-

cerned, Moorpark is much the best of all

Apricots, but unfortunately it is also the most
fickle, the trees being liable to gum badly, the

limbs dying of!" wholesale. Hemskirk produces

large fruit very freely, also possessing a good
constitution, and if only one tree is planted,

let it be of that variety. Royal has been

known to succeed where other varieties have

failed, and both that and Shipley's are well

worth a trial. A fairly good dwarf fan-shaped

tree can be bought for 3s. bd., and a fine speci-

men for 5s., the iiuicke.st returns being had by
planting one of the latter. If economy be the

order of the day, then order maidens, these

being usually sold at Is. dd. or thereabouts.

Prior to planting cut away all bruised ends

of roots, and cleanly cut across the broken ends
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in order to facilitate healing. Avoid deep
planting. The collar of the tree ought to be
nearly or quite exposed and the roots evenly
distributed throughout the soil, the reckless
plan of setting a tree in a hole and shovelling
the .soil on to the roots so as to mat them to-

gether being most reprehensible. It pays well
to surround the roots with a little fresh
light compost, some of the residue of a garden
fire or smother being particularly congenial to

them. If the soil is at all wet, avoid trampling
on it, and in any case give newly-planted trees

a mulching of strawy litter in order to exclude
severe frosts.

Pruning the trees is not so much of a mystery
as many appear to imagine. All the same it is

a very imjjortant detail, and I will do my best
to describe it sufficiently. A good trained tree

would be furnished with from eight to twelve
branches all of much the same size, and whether
there be few or many, it is advisable to lay

them all in to their length (though not till the
ground has settled somewhat), and exactly as

previously trained. Cutting back the branches
rather hard is a loss of time, the trees very pro-
bably being two or three seasons before they
again attain their original size. Even lightly

shortening the branches is a mistake, though,
if the points are green, that portion should be
cut oil'. Laid in to their full length, either

lateral growth or fruiting spurs will develop
at every joint, but tho.se pruned are liable to

break near the ends, tlie lower parts being
quite naked. During the summer all lateral

growths other than one or two on each branch
(these being required for furnishing blank
wall space as the trees extend) should be short-

ened l)ack to a length of about 4 inches and
further reduced to a length of 1 inch at the
winter pruning. No fruit ought to be expected
or allowed to form during the summer following
upon planting, but if all gc^es on well, a few may
be had in the following year. Maidens or trees

that have made one unpruned shoot must not
be allowed to remain intact, but should unhesi-
tatingly be cut back to witliin 4 inches of the
point of union of the graft or scion with the
stock. From the resulting shoots select four of

the best placed, and carefully train these in an
oblique direction and well clear of each other.

Next winter these branches ought to be short-

ened to about one half of their length, and each
giving two well-placed shoots, the foundation of a
good tree is laid, no more shortening back being
needed. Let the trees extend freely, laying in

fresh branches according as there is good sjjace

for them, and they will soon become very profit-

able.

Apricots succeed in greenhouses better than
most gardeners, amateurs or otlierwise are
aware. In very many cases where glazed struc-

tures are erected against walls of dwellin"
houses or high back walls of any kind, the latter

might well be utilised for the culture of Apricots
and other hardy fruit. Standard-trained trees

cm be bought, these being the be.st to plant
where there are front or back benches or stages
in the way. Prepare the borders, plant, prune
and train exactly as advised in the case of open-
air trees, and they are almost certain to do well.

They must, however, be kept well supplied
with water at the roots and not be forced, or-

dinary greenhouse treatment best meeting the
case. M. H.

Grapes failing to colour. — Would you
kindly let me know in your next issue what is the
matter with my Vines ? The vinery is a fine airy
lean-to, facing .south, with plenty of piping. The
Vines are old ones and have hitherto borne well.
Last year I had the main stems cut away and re-

placed them with good canes that had received

two years' training, and they fruited and ripened
well. The Vines are planttd inside in a 6-feet
border, and the outer wall is arched so as to allow
the roots to work outside. Outside there is no
border, and the lawn comes right up to the house.
The Vines blossomed well and the Grapes formed
right well; here they stopped, and have lately
done nothing, nor will they swell or ripen.

Morning and evening the path is watered duwn,
and since the Grapes commenced to colour the
house has been entirely closed at night, only a
couple of inches of I he top ventilators left open.
The highest temperature at night has been 63°. I

enclose two bunches of the Grapes. No. 1 from
east end of house seems to have shanked ; No. 2
from west end of house will neither ripen nor
swell, but splits and seems mouldy. The foliage is

in perfect health, plenty of it, and the house is

not shaded.—W. A. G. Teewyn.

*,' In all probability the Vines were over-

cropped last year and again this season. When
all the bunches that show on a Vine are allowed to

grow, or say one to each lateral, the strain is so

great that nothing short of a perfect root-action
and liberal treatment at the roots will sustain
them. Market growers, with their fresh borders
and high culture generally, may venture to crop
very heavily, but even in their case it is not many
years that the same set of Vines will remain in a
profitable state. When, however, the borders are
worn out, or, what is more likely in the case under
notice, the roots are nobody knows where, the
cropping must be comparatively light, or other-
wise a partial or complete failure may result.

Lightening the crop considerably, all the least-

promising bunches being unhesitatingly cut off, may,
perhaps, have the effect of improving the quality of

the rest. A more liberal diet may also be needed. A
thorough soaking of liquid manure if given at
once should greatly benefit the ^'ines, both as re-

gards the present and future prospects. Quite a
variety of special manures is advertised, eiiher

of which doubtless would do good if applied as
advised by the vendors, but none would act more
quickly than good Peruvian guano, used at the
rate of 1 oz. to the gallon of soft water. Merely
running up new rods to take the place of the older
ones is not enough, this being only a detail in the
work of renovating old Vines. The borders also

require attending to, and unless this is done the
improvement is only of a fleeting character.

After the fruit is cut, and while the foliage is still

fresh, at least one half of an old border may
safely be cut or forked away, and a fresh loamy
compost substituted ; this will become partly occu-
pied by roots before the winter sets in. Plenty of

instances have come under my notice of the roots

of old Vines being subjected to still more severe
handling with the very best results, a great im-
provement in the quality and weight of the crops
taking place during the next and following sea-

sons.—W. I.

FIG TREE,S UNFRUITB'UL ON WALLS.
Ti[E past two seasons tried Fig trees severely, and
those that were not killed level with the ground
lost a lot of wood, and will have had a difficulty

in making sufficient fndting wood to be of much
use this season. The disadvantage of so much
top growth in one season is that the new wood is

lorg-jointed and soft, and in a severe winter is

more likely to be injured than hard, short-jointed

wood. I would, therefore, advise using the knife

freely at this season, to let the main shoots get
plenty of sun and light to mature new growth,
this being important to get a good crop next
season. In the winter of 181S0 I had the Figs
cut down level with the ground, the result being a
lot of wood the following season. As Figs were a
speciality, I did not like the look of the gross wood
the trees were making, as I thought it meant few
fruits the next summer. I restricted the root-run

by digging a trench a yard and a half from the

trees and cutting back the strong old roots, doing
the work early in August, filling in the trench

with good loam and old mortar rubble, well ram-

ming the material as the ti-euch was filled in. The
result was that the growth made afterwards was
shorter jointed, and that which had been made
ripened up splendidly. Suckers came up plenti-

fully, but these were soon destroyed, and with the
new wood kept thin I secured some of the finest

Figs the following season I ever saw grown in the
open air. Ic will be noticed that trees making a
gross growth at times require attention at the
roots. I would not hesitate to take extreme
measures and root-prune immediately all trees that
are shy fruiters, but strong growers. I would even
go further ; I would advise a restricted root-run,
especially on walls where extension of branches
cannot be allowed. With so much young wood
being made after the severe frosts of the past
winter, pinching of the main shoots will have been
omitted, but all laterals should now be attended to,

and, if practicable, the main shoots should not be
allowed to run their full course without a check,
as there is no advantage in a strong lorg-jointed
growth ; a check by stopfjinghardens the wood and
furnishes the wall better. When the root-run is

restricted at this season the trees can be given
more feeding next year to improve the quality of

the fruit, as there will be abundance of young
fruits to absorb the food. The trees also will be in

a better condition to produce fruit, as being in a
healthy state in the new material, more fruit will

be formed and less wood. Top-dressing liberally

in the winter will be beneficial ; even old trees that
produce but medium-sized fruits are worth at-

tention in the way of root-pruning and giving new
soil. In all cases care should be taken not to give

manure or a rich fertiliser in the new compost;
this latter is best given on the surface the following

season. S. H.

EARLY PEACHES IN POTS.

Eaeliness in any class of fruit is always con-
sidered a desirable feature, whether high flavour is

present or not. This is the reason why the
earliest Peaches now under cultivation are invari-

ably highly prized, although they may be a little

deficient as regards flavour. Ceitainly in this

latter respect they cannot compare with such of

the old early kinds as Royal George and the Mig-
nonnes, but perhaps in time this feature will be
imparted to varieties which may yet be raised.

As far as enliness is concerned, the old first early

kinds are now far in the rear in this respect. The
first dish of Peaches in any garden is invariably

highly prized, and where a high-class dessert has

to be maintained, early Peaches are valuable,

and any deficiency in quality is not so much
noticed. If it was not for their earliness little

would be heard of them ; in fact they would
hardly find a place in our gardens at all. Although
I consider these very early Peaches suitable for

very early work, it is not worth while to cultivate

them as trellis-trained trees, and this under a fixed

roof. The fault generally lies in the wood being

liable to become so over-ripened when early forced

as to cast the buds. By adopting pot culture the

course of procedure may be so varied as to be more
suitable for their requirements and counteract the

tendency of over-ripening. It is a long time for

trees to remain under glass when the fruits are

ripened earl.v in May, and it is this which must be

obviated by a special line of culture. When grown
in pots the trees are more under control after the

fruits are gathered. After the fruit is gathered

the trees may be removed to the open air to a par-

tially sheltered position, this being the more likely

to cause a natural retarding of ripening. Very
often, however, trees are forced into earlier ripen-

ing after being placed in the open air than even if

allowed to have remained under glass. Many
people think that by the rapid change of colour

in the leaves and their consequent early falling,

it is a very satisfactory state for the trees to be in

and a forerunner of good prospects the following

season, but which hope is not realised. An eastern

aspect is a very good position, but away from trees

or any object likely to throw a shadow over them.

This would result in a slower maturation, and be-

ing sheltered from winds, the leaves remain on
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longer than they otherwise would do. Peach leaves,

as most people are aware who have had much
exporience with this class o£ tree, are very sensitive,

and when they are blown about by vio!ent winds the

continual oscillation quickly causes a rui)ture, and
they fall before their time. When grown in pots, a

dozen trees may bo accommodated in a small struc-

ture, and by forcing; these early, .afterwards re-

niovinpc to the open air, the house coulil be put to

other prolilal>le uses. The trees, however, must
not be removed directly the fruit is gathered, as

at this time we are not safe from frosts. E irly in

June, or even a little later, is the most suitable

time. The trees must be brought to bear their

change by a gradual system of e.Tposure, more or

less as the case may be, ac^cording to tlie weather.

It must be remembered that the trees have been
brought on at high pressure, and any quick

change to the open air would surely result in early

defoliation. Nor must the trees be .allowed to

sutler in the lea«t from the want of w.ater, for al-

though in the open air, they will take .a gre.ater

quantity than when undei- glass. They must not

be highly fed up with stimulating manuies, but a
watering occasionally with clarified liquid would
be nece-sary to keep the roots actively at work. 1

have used soot water with good results, this im-
parling .a healthy cast to the leaves and also assist-

ing in their being retained longer than by the st.ar-

vation process. Red spider is the only insect to

fear, but this can be e.asily kept under by an occa-

sional syringing. Y. A. H.

Stove and Greenhouse.

THE BALSAM.

1 iiAVK noticed at some of the recent flower
shows very good plants of double Balsams, which
evidence that a favourite flower of forty years ago
still b.as admirers. In such things as zonal and
Ivy-leaf Pelargoniums, Begonias, Gloxinias, &c.,

the Balsam, a mere tender annual, has found for-

midable competitors, yet none of these plants give
just the form or merit which attaches to the old
favouri-.es. None have that treelike habit of
growth in miniature which the Bals.am shows;
none are so easily raised from seed, and in so short
a time none give less trouble ; and perhaps it is

for some of these reasons that the Balsam is now
less grown in gardens than it was many years ago.
Happily, whatsoever the nature of appreciation ex-
hibited for the flower, at least it has not entirely
stood still in its development. We never had finer

or more varied Ba'sams than we have now, and
plants th.at, if well grown, have sturdier h.abit

and bloom so profusely. The Balsam gradually
developed doubleness as well as compact sturdi-
ness from out of single flowers and a loose habit
of growth, through semi-double flowers that seem
to those who recollect them as poor indeed com-
pared with the splendid double flowers that pre-
sent good strains produce. Whatsoever may be the
taste for single flowers of various kinds as com-
pared with double ones, at least no one ventures
to contend that single-flowered Balsams are either
meritorious or beautiful. We have them now so
double flowered, that it is doubtful whether they
can ever be e.xcelled in that respect, especially
that for our stocks we must ever be dependent
upon seed, and the intensely double flowers are
narely fertile, the seed pods being generally pro-
duced from smaller flowers of the same plants.
The terms Camellia-flowered and Rose-flowered
as applied to Balsams pnactically differ only
in name. They are intended to indicate one
large double character of the flowers of any fine

strain, .and these certainly do bear close resem-
blance, if not quite in size, at least in appearance,
to good double Camellia blooms, or, as some may
think, to Roses. Balsams have three distinctive
characters in colours or markings. There are the
pure selfs, the stripes or flakes, and the spots or
blotches. Why these spots or blotches should come
is a feature which probably can only be determined
by a close study of Balsam physiology, but it is not

at all a common feature in flowers. Stripes or

fl.akes, on the other hand, .are common enough,
though, perhaps, in Carnations more than in any
otherHowers. I might have included an iidermediate

speckled section of which a variety from France,

once known as ,Solf<'rino, is a good example, but
these forms are combinations of the striped and
spotted forms after all. None are more beautiful

th.an the selfs, especially the fine whites, carmines,
scarlets, crimsons, mauves, violets, .Vc. Next in

beauty are the purple, scarlet and carmine grounds
much spotted with white. The others of striped

or speckled forms are pleasing, just as fancy tints

may be liked otherwise. Still, a dozen of the best

colours and markings give enough to satisfy any-
one, and a good selection is best ensured by
purchasing seed in ever such small quiintilies in

separate colours. I'sually the continuation of a

good vaiiety is maintained by saving seed from
the best forms separately, for it is found that

Balsams sport very little and generally reproduce
their kind with constancy. When ISalsams .are

grown for ordinary greenhouse decoration, there

is perhiips less of import.ance in variety than
there is if grown for the production of ex-

hibition plants or for bedding. Not every gar-

dener understands the value of Balsams as

bedding plants, and yet in their season, if

well done, they are very beautiful. They do
not require a soil that is too rich, and they
like it to be tolerably firm. If a raised bed be
planted and not too stiflly or regularly, there

should be a carpet of some dwarf plant, such as a
blue Viola, which would afl^ord a good contrasting

base to the more biz.arrc colours of the Balsams.
I have found after many years' experience of grow-
ing Balsams outdoors that it was better to dibble

the plants out, so .as to somewhat at the first

restrict the roots, than to first pot them singly, and
to turn them out from the pots into the ground
with all their roots in full .activity. Plants so

treated, and especially in rather fine loose soil that

was manured, would develop excessive growth,

especially of side shoots, and in fact do anything
but bloom well, hiding what flowers were produced
in an excess of leaf.age. When that form of growth
happens, it is well to lift the plants from the soil

with a fork, so as to check root-action and to re-

plant again at the same time, severely thinning

the s;de shoots. P.ut it is better still to prevent

that growth by transplanting direct from the seed-

pans, the plants being first well-seasoned by ex-

posure, into the open ground, and when bloom
begins there is little fear of too much short growth
resulting. In any case a little pinching or thinning

will soon set all right. I have often found much
reason to .admire the exceeding be.auty of a

fine mi.xed str.ain of Bal^ams so grown, .and

have wondered that they have not been widely

utilised for bedding. Even if only dibbled out

singly or in trebles into ordinary mixed plant

borders, they are beautiful also. Balsams are

in their early or seedling stages very much
injured by being kept in close ph'.ces, and
are thus drawn out of natural form just

when ample light and air are so essential to the

production of a stout, sturdy childhood. From
the moment the plants are 2 inches in height they

need ample light, and should also be kept as near

to the glass, whether in a house or frame, as is

possible. When pricked off singly into pots, as of

course they must be if intended for pot culture,

the stems should always be kept somewhat buried

in the soil, and that has to be done at every fresh

potting, for not only does it tend to keep the plants

dwarfer, but the stems emit roots, which help also

to sustain the plants in their later growth. Bal-

sams do not require excessive pot-room, and the

best of plants, of good height and breadth and in

profuse bloom, may finally be had from pots not

more than 8 inches across the top. When the soil

is of the right sort—a mixture of three-fourths

strong turfy loam .and the rest of cow manure and
leaf soil—it is surprising how it will sustain the

plants, and being gross feeders, they can when
fully rooted be well sustained by frequent water-

ings of liquid manure. I have found a couple of

bushels of clean horse droppings put into a coarse

bag and placed in a tub containirg twenty gallons

of water to furnish capital liquid manure for Bal-

sams, and it is of a kind that can be oft-repeated

when the first bagful of manure is exhausted. A
little soot may also be .adv.antageously mixed with

the liquid. Really good exhibition Balsams should

be about 30 inches in height and 21 inches through,

e.ach plant carrying a dozen at least of stout

branches all covered with large double flowers and
good leafage. Such plants are not temporarily

beautiful. They give at least from eight to ten

weeks of beauty, and that is not at all a bad pro-

duct for tender annuals whose ordinary lives rarely

exceed tix months. A. D.

Monochaetum tenellum(il/'. 3/.) —This is the

name of your flower, and not Osbeckia virgata.

Both belong to the same family. The specimen
sent is easily grown into a handsome plant. The
flowers, although not suitable for cutting, as the

petals soon drop, form elegant objects when grown
in the cool stove. It should be potted in about

equal parts of peat, loam and leaf-mould made
sandy. The plant is a native of Guatemala.

—

W. H. G.

Heteranthera limosa (J. jyutle)-).—1h'\s is

the name of the pretty blue-flowered plant you
sent me, and I should much like to see it more
frequently in collections. Anyone having a stove

or warm greenhouse can grow it by standing the

pot in which it is growing in a tank or tub of

water. As the plant seeds freely, there need be r.o

fear of losing it ; the leaves are bright green, and
the flowers are of a bright blue, almost violet. L- am
is the best soil to grow it in.—W. H. G.

Peperomia argyrea (B. J. B.).—This is the

name of the leaf sent, and it is a plant which
should be more grown than it is ; its peltate leaves

are supported upon deep red petioles, which aro

some H inches or 9 inches long, often less; the b'ade

is some 4 inches or 5 inches across, thick and fleshy

in texture, bright green, with broad bands of

metallicwhite between the nervfs. This plant makes
.an elegant little specimen, and should be grown
by everyone having a stove.

—

W. H. G.

Diplacus glutinosus.—This native of Cali-

fornia is a very useful plant for the greenhouse

duiingthe summer, as it will bloom continuously

for months together, .and its cultural requirements

are of the simplest. There are several varieties in

cultivation, all of which have the free-growing,

free-flowering character of the type, but in

some of them at least the blossoms are more

brightly coloured than in the ordinary form. The
most notable in this respect are to be met with

under the names of aurantiacus. puniceus, and
Sunbeam, while where seedlings are raised some
individuals paler than the normal form often

make their appearance, and occasionally a plant

with nearly white blossoms may be obtained.

Cuttings can be readily struck at almost any

period of the year, and those propagated in this

way early in the spring will make neat flowering

plants during the summer, while for larger speci-

mens older plants may be employed. The genus

Diplacus is now included in that of Mimulus, but

it is so generally known under the first mentioned

name that it is not likely to be superseded in ordi-

nary use. Though spoken of as a greenhouse

plant, the Diplacus is hardy in some especially

favoured districts, while where such is not the case

it will both grow and flower well planted in the

open border, and so treated the flowers are a good

deal richer in colour than they are when produced

under glass.

—

H. P.

Zephyranthes carinata.—The Scarborough

Lily (Vallota purpurea) is well known as a beau-

tiful bulbous plant that may be flowered in pots

year after year, and when in bloom is very useful

for many purposes. Besides this there are other

plants somewhat in the same way to which similar

treatment can be applied, among which may be

mentioned some species of Cyrtanthus and Gas-

tronema. as well as this Zephyranthes, which

blooms about July, at about the same time, there-
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fore, as the earliest specimens of V'allota. Z. cari-

nata sliould be grown several bulbs together in a
pot 6 inches in diameter, or, if needed, larger sizes
may be employed. In this way it forms a tuft of
recurved grass-like foliage about (1 inches in
height, while the flowers, which well oveitop the
leaves, are 'A inches or thereabouts in diameter and
of a pleasing rosy red colour. Its general appear-
ance is admirably shown by means of a coluured
plate in The Garden for January 7, 1888, where
it is, however, named Z. Aiamasco, a totally diffe-
rent plant with white blossoms. Z. carinata needs
to be protected from frost during the winter, but
no great amount of heat is necessary for its well-
doing; indeed some of the best examples of it that
ha;ve ever come under my notice were planted out
in an ordinary cold frame without any artificial
hent whatever, a covering of mats and litter being
the only pro'ection that was afforded them. In
this frame facing the south they used to grow and
incre.ase, and at this time of the year flower beau-
tifully.—H. P.

HYBRID STREPTOCARPI AT MESSRS. VEITCH
AND SONS'.

I'roN a recent inspection of these sterling
novelties I was much pleased to see th:it a still

further and most marked improvement had been
effected by the patient and observant labours of
the hybridiser, The colours are becoming more
marked and decided, while there is also a note-
worthy improvement in the form and size of the
blooms. This has all been effected without any
diminution in the profusion of flowering, which
was from the first a prominent feature; indeed, I

am disposed to think that this charac eristic has,
on the other hand, been further improved. Upon
some plants as many as twelve, fourteen and six-

teen flowers can be counted to the one spike. The
habit of the plants is as dwarf and compact as
anyone could desire. Some plants which flowered
early, and were shown at the Temple show in
May, after a slight rest are now throwing up
flower-spikes in profusion. The finest batch of
young plants is that from seed sown in Decem-
ber last, a long season being thus obtained ; these
are now flowering well. The varieties with a
white ground are very pure in colour ; these vary
from quite pure white selfs to those with a good
amount of colour in the tube. Some of these have
dark maroon blotches, others with the same shade,
but more in stripes. This same marking runs
through those wherein the ground colour is laven
der, blue, rosy-purple, magenia, lilac, deep blue and
other shades. The most distinct break is to be
seen in the flowers with a rosy-pink shade, some
with darker, others with lighter throats. It ap
pears to be only a question of time before we shall
have some with scailet flowers.

These hybrid Streptocarpi can be grown in a
much cooler temperature than Gloxinias and other
plants of like character. Many growers have, no
doubt, committed the mistake of retaining them
in warm houses too long after they are once well
established as seedlings; whereas they would be
better in a warm greenhouse. A somewhat shaded
spot suits them well. Again, they should not be
quite dried off in the winter, sufficient water being
given to keep the foliage fresh. I 1 ave noted
particularly what a length of time the individual
flowers will retain their freshness and beauty

;

some have kept quite good for three weeks or more.
The plants look very well intermixed with Maiden-
hair Ferns or as borderings to stages. The fernery
would, I think, suit them well, but I have had no
opportunity of trying them in such a position.
Care is necessary not to break the foliage, which
is very handsome in well-grown plants. We
shall no doubt see another variation before
long in erect flowers. I have noted one departure
already in this direction, the flower quite erect. If
this can be perpetuated in the seedlings, additional
interest will be given them. Having used the
flowers of the old Streptocarpus biflorus some
years ago in a cut state, and found them to stand
well, I consider these hybrids may be advantage-

ously employed in this manner, particularly if a
little gum be put upon the base of the tui^es on
the outside. Xo wiring or any artificial support
is at all needed. J. H.

CALADIIMS GROWN COOL.

It is not uncommon to meet with well-grown
Caladiums, but in a general way the plants eeem
to be grown in a too hot and moist atmosphere.
Heat and moisture to a certain extent they
certainly need, especially through the spring
months, when growth is in progress ; but if the
plants are to be used for room and conservatory
decoration, a purpose for which their lovely leaf

tints and graceful habit admirably fit them, they
should, from the commencement of the growing sea-

son, get no more artificial heat than is aljsolutely ne-

cessary. A temperature of 60° will be found high
enough to keep the plants healthily moving, and
even if it drops several degrees lower at night no
harm will ensue. I'nder this treatment the plants

will not come to such large dimensions as when
some 10° more artificial warmth is given them, but
they will be more sturdy and compact of habit,

and the foliage n ill be much harder and capable
of resisting for a longer period the dry atmosphere
of the conservatory or living-room. I have
seen Caladiums which had to be removed for de-
coration from the house in which they were grown
so weak in the stem as to render staking impera-
tive. This cannot be right even when removal is

not practised, and certainly indicates that the
temperature has been too high with an ener\'ating

atmosphere. Anyone who has had the opportunity
of seeing how the French grow Caladiums will, I

think, agree with me that there is a marked differ-

ence in the appearance of their plants and those
commonly seen in this country. The fact is the
French plant growers generally do not care for

things that demand strong heat with a stifling

atmosphere, and Caladiums would not be so popu-
lar with them if they could not be grown without
it. Not only do they grow them much cooler

through the earlier part of the season, but they
quite drop artificial warmth after May. There
may be exceptions, but this is the rule in French
gardens. Naturally, the outside temperature ranges
rather higher, even in the northern part of France,
than with us; but for all that the amount of

heat the plants get through the summer is con-
siderably less than English growers make a point
of giving them. With less artificial warmth and a
drier atmosphere, the plants will bear a freer

admission of air and much more sunshine—impor-
tant factors in building up the strength necessary
to enable them to withstand adverse con-
ditions when used for decoration. Having at

various times grown Caladiums on this plan, I

know that it will succeed if fairly tried, and the
plants will not sustain any loss of vitality if not
allowed to remain too long in the conservatory or

dwelling. By frequently changing them they may
be kept in a fresh condition all through the sum-
mer. If Ca'adiums were more often thus treated

they would be more popular than is now the case.

J. C. B.

Pelargonium Rollisson's Unique.—Some
years ago this i'elargonium, with others of its

class, was to be met with in most gardens, but at
the present day it is almost discarded ; why, it is

difficult to say, for it will bloom ne.arly throughout
the year, while the flowers are very brightly col-

oured and the foliage agreeably scented. It is a
hybrid variety in all probability, claiming parent-

age from Pelargonium capitatum, and forms a plant
of a loose rambling habit of growth, which, if

given liberal treatment, will soon cover a con-
siderable .space. The bright green of f he pleasantly
fragrant foliage is also another point in its favour.

The flowers of this variety are of a rich crimson-
purple, but beside this we have two other forms,

viz., the lilac and scarlet, that differ only in the
colour of their blossoms. For cutting, the flowers

are very useful, as the trusses are of a neat, com-
pact size, and being borne on long sturdy stems.

they can be arranged much more readily tl an tho-e
of many other Pelargoniums. Plants of the Unique
class may be grown as large specimens secured to a
trellis or tied to a few sticks, but whichever me-
thod is followed they must not be fastened too
stiffly, otherwise they will present at best an arti-

ficial appearance. As a roof or pillar plant. Pelar-

goniums of this section are just at home, or ftir

furnishing the end of a greenhouse or any similar

light position they are with proper treatment sure

to give satisfaction. Scented-leaved Pelargoniums
of all kinds are at the present time under a cloud,

caused, no doubt, to a certain extent by the fact

that the old-fashioned noseg.ay in which fragrance
was a necessary feature is now superseded by the
more artificial bouquets, often with little, if any,
foliage whatever.—H. P.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 870.
ZYGOPETALUMS.

(with a coloured plate of z. crinitum.*)

This genus, established by Hooker, contains

many beautiful species and varieties, all of

which are natives of Tropical America. Many
elitt'erent genera are from time to time passed

into this one by persons who apparently do
not know where else to put them ; hence we
have Batemannia, Pescatorea, Huntleya, Pro-

mena;a, Warscewiczella, &c., all figuring as

Zygopetalums from time to time. The flowers

of Zygopetalums are very characteristic, having
green, white, brown and blue distributed over

them. Nearly all the kinds make stout pseuelo-

bulbs and large distichous leaves, so that the

plants will live when growth is completed
without much water to their roots. Neverthe-
less, as the majority of these plants are winter
bloomers, I think it will be found conducive to

their health, and to sending up strong flower-

spikes, and to the longevity of tlie flowers, to

rest them cool and not dry them very much,
although very much less water will be neces-

sary in winter than is given in the summer and
the growing season. The majority of the kinds

succeed well in pots, but there are one or two
exceptions to this rule. The pots should be
somewhat larger than those used for similar-

sized plants of other genera, because they make
numerous large and fleshy roots. Drain the

pots well, using as soil good upland brown
peat fibre from which all the fine soil has been
beaten out, mixing with it about an eejual pro-

portion of chopped Sphagnum BIoss. The
plant should be slightly elevated above the rim
of the pot anel the soil pressed down very

firmly. The Cattleya house suits these plants

admirably during the season of growth. At the

beginning of the autumn the plants should be
removetl to the warm end of the Odontoglossum
house, and only just sufficient water giveir

them to keep the pseudo-bulbs and leaves in a

plump conditiein. As the flower-spikes begin

to show, the plaiats must be removed to a

slightly warmer atmosphere and water given

more freely. The following are a few of the

species and varieties which flower freely and
serve to keep the houses gay through the winter

and early spring months :

—

Z. CRINITUM is sa'd by some to be only a
vaiiety of Z. Mackayi. but it is a very beautiful

plant, which bloomed fir-t in the collection of the

Messrs. Lo.ldiges, of Hackney. It is very free-

flowering, and its large blooms serve to keep the

houses gay through the elull days of winter. There
are two colour varieties, one named Z. crinitum

• Drawn for The Garden by ClLimpion Joues in

Mr. Sander's nursery, St. Albans, April 2, 1892.

fiithographed and printed by Guillaume Bevereyns.
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cceruleum Iiaving the veins i f a deep bright blue,

and another h:ivinjr lines of rosy red or reddish

pink, and which take the place of the blue. Both

sometimes (lower in the winter and at others in

the spring and even early summer. It comes from
Brazil.

Z. Bi'UKKl.—This species has hmr been known,
but it is only about ten years ago since it fir^t

came into cultivation. Tlic Me-srs. Veitch and
Sons, after whose collector it was named by
I'eichenliach fils, imported it from DcnuTara. It

is a very di-tinct and iivclly plant, but not a large-

Uowered species. It has ub!ong, furrowed pseudn-

bullis, which bear a pair of narrow, somewhat
leathery leaves and an erect radical scape bearing

a raceme of about five flowers, each being about
2 inches across. The sepals and petals are green,

marked with longitudinal lines of rich deep
brown ; lip pure white, liaving a plaited frill of

crimson at the base. It blooms in autumn and
winter.

Z. BRAcnTPETALTlM.—This old species, now not

seen very frrquently, produces its flowers usually

about the beginning of the year. Its scape, longer

thin the leaves, bears ;i raceme of many flowers ;

the sepals anil petals are green, banded and
marbled with rich brown : tlie lip is white, having
lines of rich blue running tlirough, and the frill at

the base is streaked with deep blue. It comes
from Brazil.

Z. Cl.VYl. —A garden hybrid of great beauty,
raised by Colonel Clay, of Birkenhead, It varies

much in its c lour in different seedling plants. It

is a cross between Z. crinitum and Z. maxil-
lare, and thus it comes very near to Z. Sedeni,
which is a hybrid obtained between Z. Mackayi
and Z. maxillare. In the best forms of Claji the
scape bears a raceme of five or si.x flowers, each
upwards of 3 inches across, purplish brown, with
a marginal border of green, and some narrow trans-
verse lines of the same colour; lip large and showy,
deep violet-purple, veined with a deeper shade, the
frill at the base being deep violet. This represents
the best form, but there are many having the
colours less intense.

Z. MACK.iTl.—This plant was namerl by Hooker
in honour of the late Dr. Mackay, of the Trinity
College Gardens, Dublin. It is a strong-growing
handsome plant, which produces its large and long
spikes of bloom during the winter months. It is

very much like Z. crinitum, but the lip is much
Larger, white, streaked all over with purplish
blue, but destitute of the hairy veins shown in the
figure. The finest va'iety I have ever seen of this
pl.ant is that named Measuresianum. This I have
always seen flowering in the summer months.

Z. MA.xiLljAltE is a very fine species, which does
best on a lining Tree Fern. It is a profuse
bloomer and its flowers are very handsome, indi-
vidually about ;! inches across ; the sepals and
pe'als are green, much streaked and marbled with
dark chocolate; the lip is of a very dark blue, the
large basal fiill being dark bluish purple. It re-
quires more warmth and moisture to grow it well
than the other kinds. It is found in various warm
parts of South America.

Z. noSTRATUM.—This Species is scarcer than
those previously noticed. I used to see this grown
well and flowered most freely by Mr. Osbnine when
in charge of the late Mr. Buclian's collection at
Southampton. It has a creeping rhizome, and
does well on a living Tree Fern stem, but it re-
quires to be an Al.sophi'a or some species from a
warm climate, because this plant requires m^re
heat and moisture than any other in the whole
genus. The flowers are produced from the voung
bulb mostly in pairs. The sepals and petals are
ivory white, suffused with light green ; lip lan^e
and flat, pure ivory white, having a frill of lilac at
the base, and from tliis radiate several short lines
of the -same colour. It blooms iu May and .June,
and frequently again in the autumn. Native of
Demerara. Wji. Hugh Gower.

Bamboos and botanists.—No doubt the
botanists can juslify the names they use, but I

imagine nowhere outside of botanical establish-

ments such as Kew will Bamboos be called by any
other name. B. l\Ietake is a name we have grown
at^customed to, Ihcrefore why call it Aruiulinaria ?

Then again we havi' B,and)usa tjuilloi, B. ligra, B
viiidis glaucescens, anil B. violescens, all of which
we are familiar with as Bandinos, but the Kew
authorities class them under I'hyllostachys, thus

adding names that are not needed and only causing

confusion.—A. H.

THE WEEK'S WORK

ORCHIDS.
The weather during the last few weeks cannot
be said to have been unfavourable to the {;rowth

of Orchids, having been warm at night and not too
hot by day. There has not been over-much sun-
shine in our district, but we have been oliligcd to

shade occasionally when the plants were likely to

be scalded. The Orchids which stand the greatest

degree of sunshine are the Mexican La'lias, L.

majalis, L. autunmalis, L. furfuracea and the
pretty little L. albida. The Barkerias like similar

treatment—to be near the sunlight and close to

the glass roof. They require a good deal of water
and warmth when making their growth, and to be
kept dry and well on the cool side in winter. The
Lailias may be grown in pots in good fibrous peat
with a small portion of Sphagnum Moss and ample
drainage. The Barkerias seem to do best when
they are fixed to blocks, to which some Moss and
tough fibrous peat have also been fixed. They may
all be syringed overhead, and if a moist atmo-
sphere is kept up, it is probably belter that no
shading whatever be given. Venli'ate the hou^e
freely in hot, close weather and leave the ven-

tilators open at night a little. It is not well to

have the ventilators closed in these houses. Vanda
teres would do well in a similar position. The
plants should be encouraged to grow with plenty
of moisliire and heat, and exposure to the sun
causes a flowering growth to be formed. Should
it be necessary to shade the plants, see that the

blind is drawn up whenever it is not needed, and
even in bright sunshine the blinds should be re-

moved early to let the plants have the benefit of

the light. In the old-fashioned houses with the
sash-bars rather close together and small panes of

gla's, these plants would not need to be shaded at

all. If the Mormodes and Cycnoches have passed
out of bloom, they may now be placed in the
Mexican house with the above plants. They re-

quire light and heat to ripen their growth, and in

watering them care must be taken not to allow
water to lodge at the base of the pseudo-bjlbs

;

indeed, they do not need a very large supply of

water now that they are making their growth,
and by-and-by water may be withheld, giving
enough merely to prevent the bulbs shrivelling.

Some of the Cycnoches produce their flowers in

July and will sometimes carry them into August.
C. chlorochilon is an easily-grown species, more re-

markable for the quaint form of its flowers than for

any striking peculiarity of colcjur. 'i'he Cycnoches
form a good addition to our Orchids blooming at

this season, their sober-tinted flowers being a con-
trast to those of the more brilliant Cattleyas and
Lailias. Mormodes luxatum also produces its dis-

tinctly fragrant flowers at this season
; it is not so

ijeautiful as the variety eburneum, which has
ivory-tinted instead of pale yellow flowers. The
viiriety punctatum is rather uncommon, but is very
prctiy, the fl iwers being covered with red dots on
a white ground. The bright yellow M. pardinum
is also very pretty. There is likewise an unspotted
form of it grown under the name of unicolor. All
such jilants now completing their growth must
have all the sunlight they will bear. They might
do well in the hou-e where Dendrobiums are
finishing up their growth. These also require
attention at this season, for even plants of the
same species will not ripen their growths at the
same time, and when growth is completed the
plants will often start into growth again if they
are not taken into a house with a lower tempera-

ture aiid a drier atmosphere. D. Wardianum
seems to be more liable to do this than any other

species. We do not want them to start into growth
again at this season and watching the jjlants caie-

ful y, with the object of removing them at the

right time, is the only way to prevent it. The last

species to finish up its growth is the stately D.

Dalhousianum. The seasons are never too long for

this species. We had our plants in a high tem-
perature last year until November, wh(n they were
removed to I he Cattleya house, and I never saw a
better display of bloom. One large plant had
twenty-seven fine spikes of bloom upon it, most of

the growths producii g three spikis of flowers upon
each. The Ccelogynes now in full growth must be
kept steadily growing until the pseudo-bulbs are

quite formed. The most useful are the vaiious

forms of C. cristata, and they are also the most
easily managed. These plants succeed better ( n
the shady side of the. house; they now rt quire a
plentiful supply of water, and we are also giving

our plants occasional doses of weak liquid manure.
C. barbata requires similar treatment and is ra'her

pretty when well grown and flowered, but it is not

to be depended upon, C. Dajana is a summer-
blooming species, and very charming when well

flowered, 'the large specimen exhibited in Baron
Schtoeder's collection in the Temple Gardens at the

Orchid show in May last was a sight never to be
forgotten. The numerous pendulous spikes were
most elegant. C. Massangeana, also with pendu-
lous spikes, grows freely and flowers twice in a
year. C. Gardneriana is a handsome plant and
requires much the same treatment as C.-cristata.

It has a fault, for the flowers when at their best

look as if they were ha'f opened, and the leaves

are very liable to be attacked by red spider.

The work to he done now in all the houses is to

see that the plants in growth receive no check
from any cause

; a chill will do it, orallowing them
to become over-dry at the roots; and worse than
either is an attack of thrips or red spider. Plants

that have made their growth will need more light

and air, as well as a more sparing supply of water.

When the weather continues hot and dry let plenty

of water be sprinkled about upon the stages, walls

and flooring of all the houses ; ventilate freely by
day, and leave the wall ventilators open at night.

It is well not to have the houses at saturation

point night and day, as it is more in accordance
with the natural order of things that the houses
should become dry once a day. The temperatures
ought to be at the highest point now.

J. Douglas.

FRUIT HOUSES.

Fruit trees in pots,—Confining the roots in pots

has a sure tendency to promote a very productive

habit of growl h, and more often than not the trees

are most injuriously over-cropped. As a conse-

quence of this, much of the fruit produced does

not attain perfection and the trees are badly en-

feebled. It is not yet too late to lighten the crops

on the trees of late Peaches, Nectarines and Plums,

while the mid-season and late Pears should, if

need be, also have their crops considerably

lightened. Care should be taken in ea' hand every

case to remove the malformed fruit first, and the

least that can be done is to separate the clusters

generally. All will require abundance of water

and liquid manure at the roots, two anel in many
cases three times a day being none too often, the

pots being crowded with huigiy roots. Allowing

them to root out into borders underneath doubtless

affords temporary assistance to the tree, also

saving the watering-pot considerably, but it is a
mistaice to j ermit this all the same. When the

time comes round to turn the trees out of doors,

and the possibility of doing this is usually con-

sidered an advantage ra'her than otherwise, having

to destroy all those outside roots must greatly

injure the trees and next season's prospects, and
in the end the cultivator woukl have every cause

to regret such a slovenly method of culture. Keep
the pots on slates or tiles, and turn round frequently

with a view to giving all sides of the tree a go( d
opportunity of ripening both its crops and young
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wood properly, also feeding and top-dressing
liberally. Acconlingas the trees of early varieties

are cleared of fruit turn them out into the open
and let the rest have more room, the fruit colour-
ing much better accordingly. On no account
neglect those placed outside, or they will flower
very indifferently next season. The pots may be
rou)ihly protected from strong sunshine, and
abundance of water, liquid manure also being
beneficial, should be given. Keep down red spider
either by ovei heail syringing every morning and
evening, ceasing when the fruit is nearlv ripe, or
else by well coating the foliage of those cleared of
fruit with sulphur. This can easily be done by
squeezing a handful of flour of sulphur through a
muslin bag into a 3-gallon can of syringing water,
two or three overhead syringings with this effec-

tually coating both the upper and lower eides of
the leaves with the sulphur. Not till the wood is

well matured, the buds properly formed, and Hie
foliage changing colour should repotting take
place.

Pot Vines.—It rarely pays to fruit Vines in pots
a second time, especially if they have been heavily
cropped. Should, however, it be deemed advis-
able to make the attempt, something must be done
to re-invigorate the Vines. If only in 11-inch or
slightly larger pots, a shift into pots or tubs three
or four sizes larger may well be given directly the
crops are cut. Should the Vines be already in
large pots or tubs, a shift being impossible, they
will yet need a change of soil, and this can be ac-
complished by rather severely reducing the old
ball of soil and roots prior to returning to the same
pots they were in before or into others of much the
same size. In each and every case see that I he
old balls of soil and roots are in a thoroughly moist
state before they are disturbed, and be not chary
in or nervous about cutting away a portion of the
old roots and soil and loosening some of the rest.
Repot firmly in a fairly rich loamy compost to
which half-inch bones and bone-meal have been
freely added. Keep under glass for some time
after repotting, shading lightly it flagging takes
place, also syringing overhead frequently, and
keeping the house somewhat close for about a
fortnight. Thus treated, the foliage will be pre-
served in a fresh state, and the new soil be quickly
occupied by active roots. When this has taken
place, give abundance of air with a view to bring-
ing about an early rest, but on no account neglect
watering, as pot Vines ought never to become diy
at the roots. Strong young canes in fruiting pots
should now be sufficiently matured to turn out
against a sunny wall. Fasten securely to stakes
or the wall, damaging as few leaves as possible,
cover the pots with litter or ashes, and keep well
supplied with water. Some provision for exclud-
ing worms from the pots ought to be made, a good
bed of conrse ashes answering the purpose as well
as anything that can be named.

SxnAWBEliRiES FOR FORCING.—In very many
gardens the requisite number of plants will have
been already layered into either fruiting or small
pols, but it is not yet too late to adopt the former
practice. Layering direct into the fruiting pots is
the quickest method for getting a lot of strong
plants quickly established, and is perhaps the leasl
laborious plan. The G-inch pot is the size most
generally used, but it need not be strictly adhered
to, the stronger growing varieties doing remark-
ably well in pots a size larger; while any to be
forced extra early may be given the 5-inch size.
Only clean pots should be used, and these ought
to be well, though not heavily drained. A sprink-
ling of quarter-inch bones may well be disposed
over the crocks, and seeing that worms are very
liable to find iheir way in, clogg'ng the drainage
and souring the soil, these should be kept out by
means of soot placed over the drainage. Straw-
berries are not very fasiidious as to soil, but a
compost consisting of three parts of good fibrous
loam to one of flaky manure, and not les ^ t han a
7-inch potful of bone-meal to every bushel of soil,
suits them well. Ram this down firmly, leaving
fully the depth of the rim for watering. Strong
runners from young plants are to be preferred.
Set the pots as level as possible, and fix the run-

ners with rather large stone? or pebbles. Only
enough water should be given at the outset to

keep the soil just moist, a too free application of

water serving to sour it ; but when well rooted
they will require it very freely. After these young
plants are once well roo'ed, the sooner they are
detai'hed from the parent plants the better, the
latter in time robbing their offspring rather than
rice rersii. Therefore remove them early and set

in a sunny position on beds of ashes. Any layered
either into small pots or a stratum of fresh soil

ought now to be either shifte 1 into their fruiting
pots or dug up and potted into the same.
They ought to be in a moist state at the
time and potted very firmly, the sizes of pots
to be used, compost and arrangements in beds
in all respects corresponding with the advice al-

ready given with respect to those layered direct

into fruiting pots. Water carefully at first, taking
care, however, that the old ball of soil and roots
does not become injuriously dry.

Practical.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Runner Beans.—Runner Beans growing on light

land will quickly fail if they are not duly supplied
with water at the roots, the flowers also failing to
set from the same cause. This being the case,
they must receive close attention in this respect.
Not only clear water, but liquid manure may also
be applied with advantage. On dry soils it is

better to give a watering with clear wa'er before
applying the liquid, as thus the roots .are better
enabled to receive the food placed within their
reach. If the weather should prove dry through-
out the present month, a mulching of littery ma-
nure placed along each side of the rows will assist
them greatly. The pods should also be kept clo.sely

picked off, as by leaving them after being fit for
use they prevent others from being formed. By
keeping the roots well supplied with moisture if

the weather should prove dry, and also closely
picking off the pods, they will remain in bearing
until cut off by frost. Where it is intended to
save seed the first formed pods are the best, and
a row should be set apart for the purpose.

Winter Spinach.—The time has now arrived
tor making the sowing of winter Spinach. On
some soils the roots are apt to be attacked by
erub, whole breadths being cleared off wholesale.
Where precautions, however, have been taken to
get the soil into a well-pulverised condition before-
hand, the evil may be averted. Previous to sow-
ing, a dressing of soot and wood ashes will prove
indispensable, and prove valuable in stimulating
growth. If the soil is at all loose it should be
lightly trodden over previous to sowing, a firm
root-hold being what this crop needs. The time for

sowing varies in different localities, for if sown too
early it is apt to run to seed before winter, and by
sowing too late there is not sufficient time for the
plants to grow to a fair size before cold weather
arrives. In the south the middle of the month up
to the 20th of August will be found a suitable
date, a week earlier in the later localities being
allowed. The drills should be drawn quite 18
inches apart, so as to allow a circulation of air to

play about the plants. The seeds should be sown
thinly, and directly the young plants appear a free

use of the hoe will assist in causing the plants to

make a healthy growth.

Winter greens.—The various kinds of winter
vegetables, or at least the green kinds, are now be-
coming established in their respective positions,

and to ensure a satisfactory growth and such as
will withstand the inclemencies of the weather
biter on, all ordinary precautions should be taken
to keep the various subjects free from weeds,
which are so apt to grow apace at this season of
the (ear. A free use of the hoe is what these
crops require. It is not yet too late to set out any
plants which may have been left over from the
main planting, these often proving very service-

able. The small Savoys and Coleworts may well
be set out now, and as vacant ground is now be-

coming more plentiful, it is better to plant freely

than to be short of green vegetables during the
eirly spring months. Plants that are set out be-

tween rows of Potatoes, especially of the stronger

growing kinds, must have these latter kept clear

of them by pushing back the haulm. If this pre-

caut ion is not taken the plants are apt to become so

weakened in the stems, as to suffer greatly during
the winter.

Lifting early Pot.atoe3.—The practice of

allowing the early Potatoes to rem,ain in the
ground until the tops are withered being now
looked upon as a very unwise proceeding, no time
.•hould be lost in lifting them. The past week has
been very favourable for lifting, large crops quite

free from disease having been secured. A fine day
having been selected for the work, the tubers

should, after being du?, remain on the ground
for an hour or two to allow the skins to dry. Ad-
vantage should also be taken to sort the tubers

over for their various purposes, the larger for use,

those of medium size for seed. By selecting for

the latter purpose thus early, a sufficient quantity
for the purpose may be secured. The Ashleafs are

still the best for quality for general summer use,

and instead of only retaining sufficient for a small

border, they should constitute the main summer
supply. These early Ashleafs quickly becoming
green by exposure, care must be taken that they
are placed in a perfectly dark shed, and by laying

them out rather thinly, the quality is better re-

tained than when huddled together in a mass, and
also perhaps closely covered. A. YOUNG.

PLANT HOUSES.

Winter-flowering plants.—General.—These
should have every possible csre and attention be-

stowed upon them now, so as to enable the growth
to be well matured. It is useless to endeavour to

make large plants of anything from late-struck

cuttings or seedlings. On the other hand, it is

much better to be contented with plants of medium
size with the pots well filled with roots. These
will stand a much better chance of wintering in

safety as compared with any stock that is over-

potted. The latter will later on lose their roots,

whilst the growth will almost invariably be of a

sappy character. Speaking generally, all potting

of winter-flowering plants should be completed by
the middle of August. The last shift then given

ought not in any case to be a large one, nor the

soil too rich so as to be conducive to an over-

luxuriant growth. It is quite possible that by the

latter means the plants may for a time look better,

the foliage being of a deeper green, but this will

not resist the inclemency of the wintry season,

except in the most favoured localities and in the

best of houses. I would rather see the winter

stock with a harder look upon it even if the

foliage does not appear so luxuriant or of so deep

a shade of green on the whole.

BouvARDiAS IN POTS.—Only those plants which
are quite pot-bound should now be shifted, these

only being given a bare shift, at the same time

being potted in a firm manner. The stock should

not now be grown too freely ; it is much better to

entirely expose them to the open air than keep them
close. Under pot culture there is sometimes a
tendency to an attack of spider at this season, but

by ordinary precautions it can be subdued. The
period of flowering can be considerably modified

by stopping. In most cases it will be quite safe to

pinch the plants once more ; they will then be in

flower by the end of September or the first week
in October. If they are required earlier than this,

then do not stop them again.

BOUVARDIAS PLANTED OUT.—These should by
this time have made a good growth. Our stock

has done so without being at all sappy. The plants

are planted out in moderately good soil, but quite

shallow so as to stop deep rooting, which is always

an incentive to an over-strong growth, whilst the

plants never lift so well. Th; last stopping

has now been given them ; this will allow time

enough for them to break alresh before they are

taken up for potting. These plants are being

syringed daily during this warm and dry weather
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whilst they are al.-o well cartd for at the root.

In cases where any plantod-oiit stock is growing;
too luxuriantly, tlie plants after being |iincho(l

should lie pailially clici'koil at the root eitlier by
means of a fork thru>t under the ball and then
given a steady lift, or by cutting around each one
with a spade.

S0I..\Nf.MS IN I'CIT.S AND PLANTKD OfT.—In

the case of the former, where a good crop of

berries has been secured and is now swelling off

kii dly, a liber.il supply of manure water will

be found decidedly benelicial where the plants
have filled their pots with roots ; this will

be far better than again potting them. The
points of the shoots should also be stopped to

further a-sist in an early development of the ber-

ries. The ]ilants should be fully exposed in a light

pi ce, bcini; partially ]ilunged in coal ashes or cocoa
fibre. Where the plants are in the open ground
a strong growth must now be guarded against. If

the plants are bearing a good crop of berries it

will nnt be at all dillicuU to direct their energies in

that direction by stopping the plants aU over, and
by serving them as recomnicnded for the Bouvar-
di.is. No manurial stimulant will in an ordinary
way be needed for these plants. If they look
s'arved and are still bearing a good crop, it will be
advisable to water them if at all dry, but any in-

centive to a vigorous growth should be checked.

Cali.as planted out should be well supplied with
water, and where the growth is f.iirly advanced,
some support will soon be required as a safeguard
against winly weather. Where the plants are in
jiols and these have been laid on their sides to rest
the plants, no time should now be lost in shaking
out partially and repotting ; the larger.plants wiii
be the best for breaking up to further increase the
stock. Where this potting has been attended to, the
plants should still be kept in the open. Those who
are growing the yellow variety (Calla Elliottiana)
will do well to keep it under cover, either in a pir

or a greenhouse, until thoroughly well established.
It may prove to be quite as hardy as the common
variety, but until this has been fully confirmed, it

is better to be on the safe side. It must not be
inferred from this that I would recommend cod-
dling ; f,ir from it. I am, however, disposed to
think it requires rather careful treatment.

WiNTER-FLOWEEINt! TREE AXD DWARF CAR-
NATTOXS.—All pitting ought now to be finished,

specially guarding against any excessive shifts.

The plants should be kept well exposed to light
and air. Where there is a tendency on the part of
dwarf kinds, as Winter Cheer and Miss Joliffe, to
run up too tall the leader should be stopped. All
necessary staking of the tall or Tree varieties should
be seen to in good time, allowing of course for fu-

ture growth. The increase by layering should be
immediately completed, otherwise there will not
be sufficient time to obtain young plants well
rooted for autumn potting up. Marguerite Carna-
tions in pnts come in very useful for September
.anel October. Where these are now being grown
the flower-spikes will soon be appearing. As soon
as the flowers show colour it will be better to get
the plants under glass.

Cyclamens.—The last potting of these to obtain
good-sized plants must have early attention. The
plants should then be placc^d as near to the glass as
possible, being lightly shaded and kept moderately
moist. Seed for next year's stock ought to be sown
in a few weeks if not attended to at once. Any
time lost in making a fair start cannot be well
caught up later on.

Cinerai'.ias —Where these are now sturdy and
stocky plants in 3-inch pots another potting will be
found of essential service. It will not now push
the plants into such a leafy growth, a most un-
desirable feature in Cineraria culture. I am no
advocate for a close treatment of these plants in a
cold frame. I would rather have them standing out
than adopt such a method. Sometimes they are at this
season kept under the shaded side of a north wall.

This is entirely unnecessary, being an evil rather
than any real advantage in the long run. By ex-
posing the plants the growth and progress may

not be so free, but it will eventually be found to

produce the best results.

Chinese 1'ri.mui.as, like Cinerarias, are far

more satisfactory when freely exposed as soon as

they are well established. The leaves may not

look so lie.-dthy, but later on they will be found to

stand all the longer. Any needful potting should
have attention. J. Hudson.

Kitchen Garden.

NOTES ON CUCUMBER Cl'LTURE.

It is not my intention to enter fully into the

details of the cultivation of Cucumbers, but
rather to make a few remarks in connection

therewith, as I find there are ditlereiices of

opinion upon various points. Amongst these

the question of ventilation vitskk non-ventila-

tion may require some explanation, as I find

that people, especially those who are young
growers, are apt to rush to extremes. To
guard against extremes, and as a safe practice,

it has been advi.sed not to ventilate at all, but

to allow the temperature to rise as high as it

likes from sun- heat, this being counteracted by
the temperature being continually kept at

saturation point through abunelance of moisture

in the atmospliere and also over the foliage.

During the heat of summer the rays of the sun
are slightly broken by a light shade, such, for

instance, as a little flour and water syringed

over the roof. I do not dispute that plenty of

Cucumbers have not been produced under this

non-ventUation system, but I prefer to take the

testimony of one of the largest market growers
in the county, that the .system is not worthy of

imitation, as abundance of Cucumbers may be
produced under the ventilation system when
used judiciously. For private use I am certain

that ventilation, when applied judiciously, is the

best system to pursue, so as to keep up a steady

supply of fruit. We do not want Cucumbers
by the score, and then a falling oft" to almo.st

nif, but sufficient to meet the daily wants.

Ventilation is often sadly misused during the

winter or even early spring months. The time-

honoured chink of air I am no believer in,

merely for the sake of putting it on for a

change of air, whether the external conditions

are suitable or not. The best guide at this

unseasonable time is to put on ventilation

whenever conditions are favourable. Any per-

son wlien acquainteel with the structure can

tell directly he enters whether ventilation is

needed or not. During mild weather from
.spring onwards during the summer months
I like to put on a little ventilation at the

apex of the roof at 6 a.m. At this time

there is not such a vast difference between the

inside and outside temperature, and air put on
at this time keeps the temperature from reach-

ing unduly high. It is certainly very mi.sguided

practice to allow the temperature to rise con-

siderably before putting on air, but this is often

done. Whatever ventilation is now ])ut on will

not counteract the evil ; consequently the foliage

very quickly has a ])arched appearance. With
the ventilation early a])plied such an unsatis-

factory state of things would be avoided. In

some structures not so fully exposed as others

such ill efJ'ects may not be noted, but in those

facing due south they certainly happen.

Next to ventilation, I think the stopping and
thinning out of the shoots arc the most abused.

During the most seasonable weather growth
takes place very rapidly, and if thinning is not
takenin hand,thecrowded growthsare almost im-

penetrable, mildew under such circumstances

often asserting itself. It is the same with Cu-

cumbers as other fruit-bearing subjects : direct

light is needed to form a solidifietl and fruitful

growth. Often certainly Cucumbers form freely,

but instead of coming to maturity the^y all damp
oil'. The stopping of the shoots must have early

and frei|uent attentiim when once the frame-
work of the plant is laid. With some people at

this stage it is the practice to .stop at the second
leaf, or what is terine<l a joint beyoiul the fruit.

I hold that such a course of procedure fills up
the space with a lot of useless growth, and that

it is far better to stop the shoots at every leaf

throughout the spring and summer months. It

is also a good practice to remove the larger leaves

by degrees, laying in younger growths to fill up
the space, as by tliis means the i)lants are kept
more under control and are not so likely to

([uickly become exhausted.
One of the main causes of exbausticjn is over-

cropping. For private use where only a steady

sup])ly is neeiled, it is a mistake to allow all the
fruits which form to remain. The wisest course

will be to cut oft' all except wliat are needed for

the crop, leaving them in various stages, as by
working on this .system the plants keep longer

in bearing. The market grower, again, directly

it is seen that the supply is failing, clears out

the plants and makes a fresh start. In a pri-

vate garden this mode of prooeilure is not very
convenient.

Coming to what I may term "feeding" the
plants, this is the sheet anchor, as it were.
Unless this is rigidly adhered to, the plants

cannot be expected to carry presentable fruit

or to remain in health very long, for most
surely insects innumerable will attack them,
besides mildew, and the fruits will turn yellow
at the ends instead of swelling away freely. I

have often heard growers complaining of the

fruit turning yellow, and most surely the source

has been traced to either dryne.ss or want of

fertility in the soil. Often over-dryness may
be attributed to the action of bottom-beat
pipes through the soil being placed in almost
close contact, excepting, perhaps, a few brick

ends between. My practice is to place a layer

of well-worked fermenting material, to the
tlepth of about a foot after it has been beaten
firmly, over the bricks and before placing on
the soil. This counteracts the dryness which is

likely to accrue were such material not present,

while it also forms a very congenial bottom for

the roots. Whenever water is applied, sufficient

should be given to soak the whole mass, mere
surface driblets being of no use whatever.

Neitlier should other than tepid water he given,

as obviously the roots would be in danger of

being chilled if colel water was used. One of

the main points in the cultivation of Cucum-
bers is to encourage surface feeders, and this is

best done by giving an occasional surface-

dressing of rich compost. This, if kept moist,

will encourage surface roots. For what I may
term regular feeding, I am very partial to

manure water made from fresh cow manure and
soot. This mu.st be applied in a diluted and
clear state. This latter is a particular point

to take note of, for if applied too freely

the rooting medium would become soured and
the plants would very quickly have a sickly

look. When the structure is closed in the

evening of fine days, it will also be an advan
tage to (lamp the floor with licjuid, this proving
of marked benefit by charging the atmosphere
with ammonia. A. Y. A.

Sharpe's Victor Potato.—Few sorts of early

Potatoes have kept up their reputation like this.

The demand last spring for early planting, both
under glass and in the open, was unusually great

and the p'ice was very high, considering that it
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cannot be te.med a novelty. 1 have giown it iur

several years, and every year the demand increases

—

one of the best of tests as to its genuine character.

We have had the usumI shareof climatic difficulties

to contend with duiing the past year, and no better

proof of the earliness of ths kind reed be given

than that I dug and stored tliis variety for seed on
July 25, a really splendid crop. The seed I planted

was too small to pass muster for sale, being about
the size of "pigeon's eggs. They were carefully

stored on the floor of a frost-proof loft, and were
nictly sprouted when planted in April. They were
planted on freshly broken up meadow land, drills

being drawn and the small sets laid along like

Broad Beans, and as they pushed through the soil

in May, soil was drawn over them to ward off the

severe night frosts, and by the end of June a good
crop was fit for lifiing. The small amount of

haulm made has quite died off, and although
this variety, from ihee.'cceedingly .'hort time it takes

to make its growth, would hardly be the kind to

grow for the greatest weight per acre, I can

safely say that under favourable circumstances it

will hold its own even with late sorts, while the

chance of any loss from disease is reduced to a
minimum, as the crop may be stored and the ground
planted again before the dread disease usually

makes its appearance.— Jam KS Gkoom, Gosjmrt.

FEEDING ASl'ARAGUS.

This vegetable is often left too long without atten-

tion after the crop is se cured. I am fully aware
in many gardens it. cannot be avoided owing to

so much work requiring attention. The cutting

often goes on too long, thus weakening the next
season's growth. This hitter is not so injurious if

the roots are well supplied with nutriment during
the growing period. As-paragus should always
get a liberal supply of salt to assist the roots

in forming strong crowns. I do not think there is

much pained by dressing Asparagus beds early in

the season, that is, in March or Apiil, v\ith salt;

indeed, I believe it retards growth, especially on
heavy land, or if the situation is cold or exposed.

I prefer to dress la'er, and not to use so much salt

as formerly, but fish manure. I need not enter

into details as to applying this, as I sent a note to

The Garden in May as to the value of fish ma-
nure applied in May. My object now is to point

out the benefit of keeping the roots in an active

slate, so as to obtain good crowns for next season's

work. Asparagus in light soil needs every en-

couragement now to perfect its growth, especially

if the beds are raised above the surface, as the

roots drain the soil so quickly that when there is

rain much of it is thrown off by the heavy tops,

and the soil being very dry it runs away quickly.

Those who can irrigate their beds will be better

able to secure a stout succulent growth, as I be-

lieve there is no bet;ter system than that of apply-
ing abundant supplies of liquid when the plant is

making its growth at (his season of the year.

Those who force Asparagus adopt this system,
and find they get the best results. Another
equally important point is to feed when the roots

can absorb the manure instead of placing a large

body of it over them after the growing season
when the plant is at rest. I have great faith in

giving a liberal dre-sing of cow manure on light

soils just as the cutting is discontinued; this re-

tains moisture, and is washed down by rains to

the roots, also keeping the latter cool during the
growing se.asnn. We force a certain number of

beds annually, and dress with cow manure as soon
as the beds are allowed a free growth, that is,

when the permanent beds in the open come in.

The beds, though o'd, give us fine grass, our soil

being very light and absorbing a lot of moisture.
If salt is used as a dressing, an excellent t'me to

dress the beds is just as the cutting is over, well
washing the salt into the soil, either doing the
work in wet weather or using a hose. Frequent
dressings during the growing period, that is, as
long as the roots push up new growths, are far
better than one heavy dressing. I prefer to dress
with fish manure several times during the season.

Such manures as guano, nitrate of soda, or other

good fertiliser may be used. Guano and salt mixed
and the beds flooded afterwards is an excellent

manure for the purpose. As I have previously

stated, there is notldng better than abundance of

liquid manure from the cow yard, applying it

every two or three weeks. It is excellent for late

beds, that is, where Asparagus is wanted in July,

or even later. I daresay many will say Asparagus
is not required when Peas are plentiful, but in

many establishments it is now required much
longer, as the gardener of the present day must
not only get vegetables in season, but out of sea-

son and in quantity, the Asparagus being always in

demand for soups and flavouring. With a late bed
or two there is no difficulty in prolonging the sup-

ply. To get late beds tliey should have ample
room to allow the tops to develop. The rows

should not be less than 2 feet apart, and much
beltir when 3feet, this allowing moisture to reach

the roots. With late Asparagus moisture is the

most important factor after the making of the

beds. It will often be found that the roots of

Asparagus planted on a prepared bed resting on

clay have gone down into the clay in search of

moisture, and when dressings of liquid or other

manures cannot be obtained, much assistance will

be derived from water applied liberally during the

growing season. As good feitilisers are reasonable

in price, a top-dressing previous to applying the

moisture will be beneficial and promote a strong

growth. Many persons think the difference in size

and quality of their Asparagus is owing altogether

to variety, but such is not the case ; it is often

a question of good culture. The best Asparagus I

ever saw was on a farm regularly irrigated. The
Asparagus was grown on the flat and planted 3

feet apart between the rows, there being an extra

foot between every third row to allow room to

water and clean the ground. Another point often

neglected in Asparagus culture is that of leaving

the growths bearing seed berries to ripen and drop

on the soil ; these berries do much harm when left,

as they seed and cover the surface of the bed,

robbing the permanent plants of light and mois-

ture. It is best to cut them as soon as fully col-

oured, as by that time the growth will have ceased

and no injury follow by removal. The cutting of

all the shoots early in the season I do not think a

good system, as if the weak ones are left they do
no harm, but strengthen the root. Protecting the

tops from wind and storms is necessary, as once

the shoots are twisted they cease growing. It will

often bo found that the growth of strong shoots is

wide of the stool. To give support there is nothing

better than some bushy sticks placed between the

rows. I have also used small stakes and twine

down the rows, but the bushy stakes are the best.

G. Wythks.

the old leaves and harden the crowns by exposure.

The soil, too, should be deeply hoed and stirred, and
if heavy have a dressing of road scrapings, sand,

or ashes, which prevent s damp and helps to keep the

plants healthy.— S. D.

Winter Parsley.— In severe winters there is

geneially a great scarcity of Parsley. Theweatlier

is not altogether the cause, the chief reason being

that the herb has been so much improved in

appearance by the beautiful curl in the leaf that

its hardiness is affected, as the tiny cups or

hollows formed by the upturned edges are recep-

tacles for water, and as a result the foliage is very

dry, and frost therefore acts on it, with double or

greater force than it otherwise would. For gar-

nishing, this beautiful Parsley is of great value,

and cooks like to have a supply of it for ornament-

ing different dishes, but for flavouring, the old or

single kind is just as good, and far hardier for

the reasons already mentioned. This being so, it is

always advisable to have a bed or row, according

to the demand. The row or bed should be in a dry

sheltered spot, as then the Parsley is sure to stand

and afford a supply when wanted for use. Close

up against a sunny wall is a very good place, or

alongside of a fence, or in front of a hedge, dry-

ness and plenty of air being the safeguards.

Parsley for winter use should never be sown eaily,

there being time even yet. Incases where rows are

intended to stand it is a good plan to top half or a
part of the plants about the end of August, and
the other portion a month later, so as to get rid of

MOULDING UP VEGETABLES.

It is my belief gardeners, as a rule, ecarcely

realise the fact that moulding up the rows of

several kinds of vegetables acts in a most bene-

ficial manner. Not only does it steady tliem

cons'deralily, but it serves to keep them moister

at the roots and also to protect the stems

from severe frosts. A comniou, 1 may say the

most common, system of double cropping con-

sists in planting Broccoli, Brussels Sprouts,

and Borecole between rows of Potatoes, and
this answers well, provided it is carried out

in a sensible manner. Too often, however, the

Potato hauhn grows more strongly tlian antici-

pated, and the poor plants put out between the

ridges fare badly. <-)n]y the .short-topped early-

maturing varieties of Potatoes ought to be

planted where it is intended to crop between,

and these can bo cleared off before the succes-

sional crops want all the space. Our Bru.ssels

Sprouts are invariably planted between Ash-

leaf Potatoes, the rows of the latter being 3

feet apart. According as the Potatoes are

lifted the soil is worked up to the stems of the

Brussels Sjirouts, so as to form a fairly large

ridge, and the difference in the appearance of

the rows qf those that have been moulded up
several weeks and those only quite recently

similarly treated is most striking. The rainfall

has been very light hereabouts, and the plants

only quite recently moulded up present a semi-

starved apjiearance ; whereas those first treated

nearly cover the ground and are growing luxu-

riantly enough for anything. Even when
Brussels Sprouts have a clear course from the

first, that is to say, are planted out on ground

solely devoted to the crop, they require to be

moulded up. Left to themselves they are apt

to fall about the rows ; whereas if heavily

moulded up, or to the same extent as Potatoes

are treated, they usually keep erect and grow

and crop most satisfactorily.

Broccoli when put out between Potatoes

stand in even greater need of a ridge of soil to

support them. They are more liable to become

leggy than are Brussels Sprouts, and are far

less hardy. Their naked stems are the first to

be injured by frosts ; hence the need for either

protecting them or keeping them as sturdy as

possil)le. Unless planted on firm ground and

given good room, sturdiness is simply out of the

question, and what suits Potatoes will not pro-

duce the hardiest Broccoli. If in spite of re-

peated warnings Broccoli is planted between

rows of Potatoes, something must Ije done to-

wards protecting the much-drawn stems. All

early and most second early Potatoes ought

now to be fit for lifting and storing, there being

no necessity for or wisdom in waiting for the

haulm to die down, as this may mean a great

loss by disease and no improvement in the

quality of the portion of the crop saved. Di-

rectly they are cleared of!', heavily mould up

the Broccoli between them, and this may be

the means of saving them from destructive

frosts. Any planted on loose, rich ground and

not too far advanced to operate tm may also be

moulded up with advantage. The same re-

marks apply to Borecole, and even Savoys if

these have long stems would well repay for a

little extra attention in the shape of a ridge of

soil drawn U]j to the steins. Planted before

they become badly drawn in the seed-bed and

on an open piece of ground. Savoys and also
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Chou de Burghley retain a very sturdy habit

of growth, and emiUl nnt well be numldiHl up

at this late i>eric)d without the lower leaves

beini; iiuieh damaged. Those late planted, and

which are usually somewhat leggy, are often

sunk deeper into the ground than is good for

theui, and they would thrive better if the roots

were kept nearer the surface and the stems

soiled up.

Winter and spring Cabbages ought especially

to be moulded up. Having the soil drawn up

to the stems from midway between the rows not

only seems to favour a strong, yet hardy growth,

Chicory, blanched.

but the furrows thus formed render it a very
easy matter to feed them with .strong liquid ma-
nure. Strong sewage water, house-slops ami
diluted <lrainings from farmyards may be
poured down the furrows with great advan-
tage, these reaching most of the feeding roots

and promoting a rapid growth of heart. Pri-

vate gardeners are not called upon to supply
extra large Cabbages, as these are rarely so

tender and mild in flavour as desirable. What
is expected of them are quickly grown, tender
young hearts, and which cannot be had from
impoverished ground. Cauliflowers also ought
to be well fed at the roots if superior hearts

are desired, and if freely and early moulded up,
the furrows will be just the place for pouring
down strong liquid manures, waste being out of

the question unless the position is on the side of

a hill. Even in the latter case this ditticulty can
be easily got over by means of ridges and fur-

rows formed across the slope. Peas and Beans
are usually moulded up, and they pay well for

this little trouble, and even such root crops as

Carrots, Onions and Beet are sometimes greatly

benefited by similar treatment, though in a
somewhat lighter fashion. I. M. H.

Asparagus.—In exposed gardens it is difficult

to prevent Asparagus from being blown over and
broken, as at this season, and even before, the heads
become heavy and more than the stems can fairly

support. To have them knocked down causes great
injury to the plants, as cutting generally goes on
too long for their welfare, and every top now is of

consequence and highly necessaiy to develop and
strengthen the crowns. This being so, they should
hare support of some kind, the best way being, if

done earlier, to thrust in a few Pea sticks into the
beds or plantations and let the Asparagus grow up

through and between them, and it must be a very

strong wind that will seriouslydamage them then. As

the to]is are rather too forward to bo tluis treated

now, single .stiike^ to each strong stem and a tie will

he found the readiest means of holding them up,

or if tlie Asparagus is in straight rows, a couple of

lines of St' lut string may be strainei from end to

end and the stems tied to them. 1 always like to

mulch the beds immediately cutting is over and to

top-dress with a mixture (If silt, nitrate of soda,

guano or kaiuit, with some soot, and if liquid or

sewage can bc' api>lied now it will do a great deal

of good.— J. SniiiM'.Mtu.

WINTER SALAD.S.

The advantage of having i)lenty of the above

cannot be over-estimated, and though there is

little ditticulty in getting salad in abundance in

the early autumn, there is often a scarcity in

the winter and early spring. Of late years there

has been more choice of subjects for the salad

bowl owing to the taste f(jr Tomatoes and the

greater quantity of Cucumbers that are now
grown. In this note I will only refer to such

salads as can be grown with ordinary care and at

moderate cost. To get winter salads in quantity

it is necessary to make preparation during

this month, and in cold late districts the

earlier the better, as by sowing various seeds at

this date, such as Lettuce, Endive and such

like, there is no loss if they are sown a little

early. If not sown too thickly they may be

thinned out to make room for those that are to

stand the winter Many sow earlier than ad-

vised, but to do this requires plenty of room to

winter the plants. When sown too early the au-

tumn frosts are most destructive to full-grown

Lettuces, whilst others much smaller are rarely

injured. Again, varieties have much to do with

hardiness, as some are much more tender than

others. Of late years we have had several new
varieties introduced that were to withstand our

winters, but they are no better than older

kinds.
Lettuce.

As this is always in demand for salads, I will

give a few words as to its culture in the winter,

and those who require it in quantity would do

well to depend upon two sowings ; some make
more, especially those who require plenty of

large Lettuces early in the autumn. To get a

regular supply through the winter, beginning in

October, I jirefer to sow at the end of July or

early in August, and again the third week in

August, and for a iiuantity of young plants to

put out in the early spring, two or three

weeks later. To get Lettuces through the win-

ter, seed should be sown on a dry sloping posi-

tion sheltered from the east and north, as it is

the winds that play such havoc with the plants

when on the move after a long winter's rest.

The earlier sowings —that is, those sown at this

date—will furnish nice heads early in October,

and as we rarely get severe frosts to do much
injury till the end of September, they should

then be covered on frosty nights. If there has

been delay in .sowing for this supply, a little

time will be gained by immediate sowing on a

warm border in drills 1 foot apart, using the

thinnings for a succession, planting on a warm
rich border. Good ground is necessary for this

sowing, as a quick growth is required. When
these Lettuces are large, if covering is objected

to they may be lifted with a good ball and

transferred to cold frames or under shelter, plac-

ing thickly together. By sowing in drills, there

is no delay or check by transplanting. The
second sowing in August will prolong the sujiply

through the winter and will require protection

or lifting. We generally plant these out of the

seed-bed much closer than usual, <i inches apart

each way on a warm border, and this is covered

with temporary frames, a few lights placed

over them, and some boards round the

sides. This pl.-mting does not give large, full-

hearted l)l.iiiclu;d Lettuces, but nice sized heads,

as it will be found large plants decay in the

winter months. With a little extra covering in

severe weather in the way of mats this lot comes
in about the middle of December and lists some
time. To continue the siq)ply through the

early spring some of the largest plants from the

late sowing are planted thickly in frames, and
these connnence to grow very e.irly and are large

enough for .salad. Cabbage Lettuces being the

earliest to come in. In a mild autumn those

sown now often continue the supjily till nearly

Christmas and with little protection. The
varieties used for sowing for winter are often a

matter of opinion, as some growers prefer Cos
to Cabbage, but I advise both. I like Brown
Cos (Hick's Hardy Cos to sow early in August),

using the Brown or Bath for the later

sowing and to stand the winter. Of Cabbage
varieties there are no better for winter than
Hardy Hammersmith, Victoria, and Stanstead

Park. I like the C.iljbage varieties to sow
late for early spring use, as they come in

sooner than the Cos. For the late sowing to

remaiir in the seed-beds or to prick out thickly

into frames, the Hammersmith and Stanstead
Park are good. After housing or lifting the
winter supply, it is nece.ssary to air freely and
keep free of decayed foliage. Even those who
do not possess frame protection may have good
Lettuces till late in the year when covered with
mats or canvas. I often utilise dressed covers

for this work or rough wood supports, unroll-

ing the canvas night and morning, and if a late

lot of plants is secured on a protected V)order,

these give a much earlier supply m the spring

than plants raiseil in heat, and when a few can be
planted early in the year in boxes or on warm

leaves, they soon come
in. Many shifts can
be adopted to raise

material for the salad

bowl, as if short of

Lettuces, a few pans
or boxes sown in mild
heat every few weeks
and cut over like Mus-
tard and Cress furnish

nice salad at little cost,

a quick growiug variety

being used for the pur-
pose. Last spring I

found Golden Queen
and Harbinger very
good for the purpose.

Endive.

I have devoted more
space to Lettuces on
account of their being
liked by nearly every-

one. Endive is not so

popular, but a useful

salad and next in importance to Lettuce, being

readily grown and sheltered through the winter.

Much the same treatment is required, excep

that it is not wanted when there is plenty of

Lettuces ; but, growing freely in the late au-

tumn, it is most useful. To get it large re-

quires early sowing, that is early in July or

earlier, but large En<live does not winter well.

It is necessary to lift as advised for Lettuces,

so that a large cjuantity early in the autumn
requires a lot of room for shelter. I prefer to

sow now and to get medium-sized plants by

October ; the.se will then stand a certain amount

of frost, and may be lifted later to eke out the

Chicory, Witloof.
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supply of Lettuces. If a quantity is required,

a sowing early in July is essential. These

may be wintered in frames, lifting as advised

for Lettuces, or they may be protected on the

open border by covering. I u.sually plant a

good quantity rather close and protect with

litter or mats, and if not too large they do well.

Protection may also be afforded l>y tying up the

plants and placing litter between them. There

is no gain by sowing Endive too early, as it

often runs to seed, and for plants to remain in

the open not lifted, the Round-leaved Bata-

vian is the be.'st, very hardy, a compact grower,

and readily blanched in the winter if placed in

a Mushroom house. The Green Curled varie-

ties, though more showy, are not nearly so

hardy. For an early autumn supply the Green

and Moss Curled are nice, but the latter will

not .stand frost. I consider the Green Curled

and Hound leaved Batavian the best of all,

using the fiist for the early lot and the latter

for raid-winter use.

Corn Salad

is not used so much as it deserves, it being a

valuable adjunct to the salad bowl and easily

grown. I prtfer to make two sowings, a large

one early in .July and one (a smaller) first week

in August, this latter on good land and .shel-

tered and well supplied with moisture, during

severe weather throwing a little dry litter over

the bed. Li the summer this variety is not

required with plenty of choice subjects, but in

winter it is useful and of easy culture, the

Broad-leaved Italian being the best variety.

Chicory, a useful plant and easily grown,

should be sown early in June and the roots

stored and forctd in the winter months. It

will give a lot of cutting, and half a dozen

roots placed in a Mushroom house fortnightly

will give a good supply. When sown too early,

especially on light soils, the plant runs badly.

The large-leaved or Witloof is the best variety.

Dandelion requires the same culture and to be

forced, and is valuable for the salad bowl dur-

ing the winter ; indeed, with plenty of Dande-

lion, Endive is not missed. The value of Beet-

root is too well known to need any remarks,

and as the last named re(iuires attention earlier

in the season to get the roots large enough,

I merely note its value as a winter salad. I

would point out the value of snTall Beet for

this purpose, and if Dell's Crimson is sown in

June, it i.s of a useful size by the autumn and

keeps good a long time. I do not like a coarse

Beet mixed with green s;dads. Celery is equally

useful in the salad bowl as in a plain state, and

when the blanched tops are used they give a

nice flavour, besides eking out the material in

the spring when short of green salad. Mus-

tard and Cress should be sown every fortnight.

Watercress may be had all through the winter

by sowing seed in pans or boxes and growing in

frames, or it may be sown broadcast in frames

and well supplied with water. I have also

grown it in pots, pricking ofl' a few seedlings

into 4i-inch pots and growing close together

near the glass in a temperature of 5.")^to 00°,

previous to this our Cucumbers were very b dly

diseased, and nothing I could do had any effect

This year I made iqj my mind to grow them on
the non-ventilating i^ystem, and no ventilator has
been opened this season. The result is all that I

could desire. Ttiere is no disease, the plants have
kept in rampant growth, the Cucumbers grow
quickly and produce as many as the plants can
Tarry. Where a house is set apart for Cucumbers,
there is no doubt the ton-ventilating system is

the best.—J. B. O.

Veitch's Autumn Giant Cauliflower.

—

The vahie of this Cauliflower when suwn early in

spring for use during September, October, and No-
vember cannot be over-estimattd ; neither does it

need any praise from me to extend its culture, for

this is well-nigh universal. My object in referring

to it now is to point out its value as a summer
Cauliflower for use from the middle of July until

the spring-raised plants turn in. I have tor the

past few weeks been cutting heads of this Cauli-

flower faultless in every respect, being solid, heavy
and white, and I can safely say 1 know of no oiher

variety that will produce equal results. Wiih the

accommodation of glass whicb in most places has
been extended of late, there has been a terdency
on the part of some gardeners to give up autumn-
sown Cauliflowers and depend upon those raised

under glass in spring and also using earlier varie-

ties ; but if the ground is not extra good, these

very early sorts do not come large enough to niske

solid heads, so as to compare favourably wiih

the autumn-sown stock. I would s'rongly advise

those who have not yet tried Veitch's Autumn
Giant when sown from the 10th to the 20th of

August. and again awcek later, todoso. This ensures

there being one batch at least in a suitable state

to prick into hand-lights to stand the winter,

where they should be treated as the other va-

rieties, such as Early London, to which they

will form
CI irendon.

a capital succession.— C. Waeden,

Orchids.

TRICHOCENTRUMS.
This is a small genus of steiirless plants belong-

ing to the Vandae;e. All are natives of America,
principally the central parts. Some of the spe-

cies produce flowers of great beauty well worthy
of a place in any collection, whilst others again

have small and dingy blooms which have nothing

in them to induce anyotre to grow tlrein. I am
led to make a few rerrrarks upon sotrre of the

species of this genus through having received a

flower of one of them from "J. B.,"of Liver-

pool. This I take to be T. albo-purpureum, but

the flower was quite withered before it reached

me, and I hope "J. B.," if he has another

flower to spare, will let me see it while fresh.

These plants recjuire the warmth of theCattleya

house to grow them successfully. The Udorrto-

glossum or cool house I have found not to be
sufficiently warm to force growth, aird it leaves

thetrr in the autumn immature and unable to

withstand the winter ; they thrive well upon a

block of wood. As I have found the leaves to

turn yellow arrd fall away through getting too

dry, I have adopted small earthenware pan.'j,

year should they be allowed to become dry.
During the sumrrrer months a liberal quantity of

water should be given, but during winter much
less will be necessary, and the temperature may
fall to about oo . The baskets corrtaining the
plants should be hung up near the glass exposed
to the sun and light. The plants will require
shading during the brightest part of the day.
The following are all sterling novelties, well
deserving of the attention of Orchid growers,
whilst from their size they may be easily

accommodated.

T. ALBO-PUEruRETTM.—This is a very beautiful
species and aveiy free bloomer. The leaves are
some inches long, thick and fleshy in texture,

and soft shiny green in colour : tire flowers are
produced singly on a peduncle which springs from
the base of the leaf, and are each abeut 2 inches
across, the sepals and petals being about equal
and of a rich cinnamoir-brown ; the lip is white in

the front part, with streaks of purple, and the base
is of a rich bright purple. These flowers la't a
long time in full perfection. It is said to come
from Northern Brazil.

T OETHOPLECTRON is a somewhat similar plait,

but I tliink it has stouter leaves, and these are dis-

tinctly keeled at the back ; it blooms in a similar

manner, and the peduncle bsars but a single

flower, which is similar in size to that of the last

named, the sepals and petals being light cinnamon,
lire large lip wholly deep magenta-purple, which
becomes paler towards the margin; the disc yel-

low.

T. Pfaui.—This plant, although similar in Its

growth, is somewhat smaller and its flowers also

more diminutive. Each perluncle usually pro-

duces two blooms, which are white, stained with
light chestnut-brown at the base of the sepals and
petals, where they are also dotted with purple : the
broad lip is white, bearing a blotch of ro.-y purple
at its base. It comes from Central America.

T. POEPHYEIO.—This does not differ much from
the others in its growth, but its flowers are large

and extremely handsome, the sepals and petals

being rich lirown, tipped with tawny yellow ; tl:e

large lip flat, spreading, and of a rich deep
purple, which becomes paler towards the margin,
and with a patch of primrose-yellow on the disc.

T. TIGBIXUM.—This is a novelty. The leaves

are somewhat rarrower than in the other

species, and they ate more or less dotted with
blight brown ; the peduncle bears two very large

flowers, which are extremely handsome ; the sepals

and petals are greenish yellow, profusely marked
with spots and dots of brownish purple; the lip

large, pure white, with a yellow crest on each side

of which is a purple blotch. This plant is said to

come from Ecuador.

Some dozen other species and varieties of this

genus are kirown, most of which have been in

cultivatiotr, but as most of these have little or

iro beauty I have omitted them here.

Wm. Hugh Gower.

watering freely m bright weather. Early m
, .j^i^^j^ j^^^^j. ,,g thoroughly drained. Tricho

the year the last-named plan rs useful to get centrums do not like a great quantity of soil

early Watercress, and when cut over rt con-
| j^,,p^j^ jj^gj^ j.^,,^^ j,^ potting them use the

tinues growing and may hnally be planted out
;
g,,j.g ^f ^^^j ],.^^^^^ upland peat fronr which

in a shady place for a summer supply.

G. WVTHE

Cucumbers in non-ventilated bouses.

—

"W. I.,"in his "Tomato Notes," points to a case

wliere a stiong dry heat has cured the Ti mato
disease. It may be interesting to him and others

who are trouljled witlr Tomato and Cucum-
ber disease it I state that for the two seasons

goon tirown upland peat

nearly .all the fine soil has been beaten out, to

which may be added about an e<|ual part of

living Sphagnurrr Moss, which should be chopped
up small, as iir this condition it mixes more
easily with the peat fibre. This should be

pressed down firmly, and the plant be left

slightly elevated above the rirrr of the pot

These plants have no pseudo-bulbs, and they

require careful watering, and at no time in the

Miltonia Moreliana.— Some very fine dark
flowers of tlrs plant come to me from Mr. Marsh
asking what i think of them. For deptli and richness

of colour I have rarely seen them equalled, hut there

are many varieties with larger flowers. The flowers may
improve as the plant beeornos established. I should
like to see thenr aff.iin airother season.—W. H. CI.

Scuticaria Steeli. — C. Johnstone sends a
beautiful flower of this fragrant plant. He says it

was received from Demerara, through a friend who
sent it home on the wood it was growing on in a
state of nature. He has kept it in bis warmest
stove and is now delighted with its curious flowers,

and he sends it for an opinion. The flower is of

good size and very bright in colour, the ground
colour being rich primrose-yellow, .spotted and
barred with chestnut-brown. The leaves of this

plant are some 3 feet or 4 feet long and deep
green, thus necessitating its being grown in an
elevated position. A block of wood suits it best of
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all. Some Siiliagnum Mdss should be jiackcd

round the base of tlio iiliiiit, which should always

be kept moist. You have done quite right to keep

it in the warmest house.—W. H. G.

Grammatophyllum EUisi (ir. Ji.).—This

used to be e.\i-eedinf,'ly nue ; indeed thirty years

ago there was not a livin;; plant in the country.

Soon after it was introduced in a living state from

Madagascar by the late Kev. Mr. Ellis. For some
time it remained scarce, until the Messrs. Low, of

Clapton, imported it in i|uantity. At the present

time tine plants may be found in most Orchid col-

lections. The variety sent is not an exceptionally

good one, for I have seen llowers much blighter

in colour and more distinctly marked. The ground
colour uf the sep,als and pe'.-ds is of a tawny yel-

low thickly freckled with reddish brown, the lip

being of the same colour.—\V. H. G.

Phaleenopsis Stuartiana.—"G. T."sends me
a remarkably line tlower of this, and which 1 cer-

tainly put down as the variety nobilis, so named
by Keichenbach some few yiars since. The sepils

and petals arc broader, making up a grand flower,

pure white saving the lower half of the lateral

fepals, which is thickly spotted with large blotches

of dark red upon a yellow ground, the lip being
marked in a similar manne'. This plant was dis-

covered by Boxall while collecting Orchids for the

Messr,-. Low, of Clapton. It is now over eleven

years since it was tirst found. The young leaves

are marbled and blotched in the way of those of

P. Schilleriana, these markings fading out with
age. It looks like a natural hybrid between P.

Aphrodite and P. Schilleriana. The Phalajnopsids

like a warm atmosphere with plenty of air. Another
thing I should advise the use of, and that is plenty
of sea-weed under the stages. This is specially

useful; Mr. Sander, of St. Albans, used to use this,

but he has now given it up.—W. H. G.

Dendrobium Phaleenopsis Schroederi-
anum.—From Mr. G. W. Marsh, Arle Court Gar-
dens, Cheltenham, come flowers of a lovely va-

riety of this. These are large, with broad sepals
and petals of a rosy mauve, the lip being dark. It

really is a charming flower. I cannot tay how
many blooms were on this spike, as only the top
was fent, bearing four flowers. Of the same spe-

cies, I am in recei|)t of a very dark form from G.
Edwards in South Wales. It is exceptionally dark
and rich in its colour, but it is not, as Mr. Ed-
wards hoped, the new form named in honour of

Mr. Lee, of Manchester. Of t'lis I can speak quite
confidently, because I was in Mr. Sander's esta-

blishment when the plant was in bloom, and al-

though in growth it somewhat resembles D. Phala;-
nopsis, the Howers are totally different. You may
rest assured that you possess one of the superb
dark forms of this species, which is as variable as
it is delightful ; moreover, it does not appear to be
difficult to grow and flower. Those haiing a good
Croton house have j ust the place that will suit it. Yet
another form comes from " C. B.," and in this in-

stance it is a very delicately coloured one. The
flowers are large and of good substance. This, I

think, is the same variety as was shown before the
committee of the Uoyal Horticultural Society this
season under the name of delicatum. and such I

should call it. It is useless multiplying names
when we know the variety to have been already
named.—W. H. G.

Knife r. shears for pruning Would any
Rose grower give me the beiu'lit of his experience
as to I he effect produced upon Rose trees by the use
of garden scissors instead of a knife .' I had re-

cently gone carefully over my Rose trees, cutting
out all the dead wocd with a pair of garden
scissors, and some days afterwards my gardener
called my attention to the fact that wherever the
scissors liad been used the stems for some distance
below the cut had turned brown, and were evi-

dently dying
; whereas wherever a shavi) knife had

been used no such appearance could be detected.
His theory is that the compression of the outer
skin or cuticle of the stem causes a congestion of
the sap, and produces an effect analogous to that

of a bru'sc upon the human body ; whereas a
sharp knife h.as no such effect upon the .sap, the

How of which is not interruiited. I am not con-

vincidof the soundness of this theory, and shall

be glail to know if it can be conlirmed by the ex-

perience of any cf ycur readers who are Rose
growers.

—

Tyiio.

Rose Garden.

THE ORANGE RUST ON SMOOTH-
LEAVED ROSES.

It is a fact, as " D. T. F." remark.s on p. 85, tliat

red rust rarely attack.s the foliage of Tea Roses,

and thus they are the most valuable of all,

becati.se they are not consequently prematurely
defoliated and for the rest of the .season per-

manently disfigured. But I doubt very much
if this immunity from the worst of Ro.se pe.sts

is secured by and through tlie sniootlmess

of leaf surface which characterises the Tea-
scented kinds. The smooth - leaved H.P.'s
apparently refute the supposition, and it

seems to me that the nature and texture of

the leaf .surface are of small consideration in

regard to attacks of this disease. Unlike all

other pests, we have been powerless to prevent
it, becau.se it is alone in its methods of attack.

It is a breaking out of an internal disease if

we accept the opinions of those who have
.specially studied it, and are therefore qualified

to give an opinion upon the point. This, how-
ever, is all they tell us, and is in some degree
rather vague. Is it present in the sap of the
plant and dift'used through its tissues ? We
know it bursts out through the bark of the
wood as well as through leaf surfaces, and that

these have little to do with the nature or

severity of the attacks is, I think, proved at

least by my experience of one or two of the
Hybrid Teas. In some of these we have the
glos.sy foliage and continuous blooming merits

of the true Teas, but from the other source they
seem to have inherited a liability to attack

from the worst of pests in its most malignant
form. From inquiries since made I find my
experience of Visco.intess Folkestone has been
singular. A friend, who is a large trade grower,
has never known it have red rust or orange
fungus, for they are one and the same thing.

Yet in a garden of Tea Roses this kind and
two others. Hybrid Teas, though growing
hundreds of yards away from any source of

infection, were attacked and defoliated so

thoroughly, that the autumnal bloom was a
perfect failure. This happened last year. If

the disease spread to any of the many Teas
around, its presence was not apparent in

the form of injury, and since then these
kinds h.ave been removed to the border
of Hybrid Perpetuals, and now in com-
mon with all these are again allccted. All

who know Viscountess Folkestone are familiar

with its smooth shining leafage, and instairces

of such Roses falling a prey to the foe may
doubtless be multiplied. We nuist go right

back to the beginning, and then we shall dis-

cover that the original parents are at fault, and
their faidts have been i)erpetuated and will be
through endless generations. We have only to

grow a small selection of single Roses—the true
species - and we shall find some defying, others
succumbing to the various pests that we are

compelled to combat at the present day. Now
the blooms of the best Roses practically show
the highest state of possible perfection, might
we not with advantage, profiting by experience,

go to work to improve some of the other wild
types that are hardy and vigorous, and exempt

from both red ru.st and mildew / The Damask
Rose, one of the parents of the great Hybrid
Perpetual race, has lianded down to its most
recent otispring the liability, I might almo.st

say certainty, of attack by mildew. The Tea
Roses of to-day, though so far removed from
the original Rosa indica, retain the precious
quality of exemjition from red rust. Surely
then we are not wrong in assuming that disease-

proof garden Roses can be raised by starting

from a pure and healthy source. A. H.

polyantha roses.

One of the most interesting facts connected with
the development and improvement of Roses is the
origin of the fast increasing race or family that
we now call Polyanttia Roses. Of late years
R. Polyanth:i has been continually under noiice, in

the first phice because a distinguished Rose grower
has higlily recommended it as a stock for Tea
Roses. It would be interesting to hear if any of
our Rose nurserymen have te.stel its merits in this

respect. Secondly, and coincident with the extra
regaid that has been manifcsteel for the .single-

flowered kinds, R. Polyantha has been found to
possess merits of a high order, and some who have
planted it where it can ramble at will over trees and
shrubs have been delighted with the exceeding pro-
fusion and delicate, but idl-pervading scent. Put the
most astonishing fact of all is that this tremendous
climber crossed with a Tea Rose should give us
a race of pigmy kinds which should be quite unlike
any other Roses. They surpass the few miniature
kinds that existed, for these (De Meaux is a good
example) flower once and are done for the season,
but the little Polyanthas go on through summer
and autumn. They have the many-flowered truss of
one parent and s ime of its fragrance, and from
the Tea Rose they have inherited that inestimable
quality of persistent blooming. These charms
combined with habit distinctly their own render
them of great value for garden and house decora-
tion. Although i' is gentraby known and believed
that these dwarf Polyanthas originated as here
stated, I do not remember ever to have seen any
notice as to whether the cr.ss was accidental or
pnrpo-ely performed. It matters little, but si ill

there are many who would like the actral origin
fully confirmed.

To M. J. B. Guillot, who has given us so many
line Tea Roses, we are likewise indebted for the
first of these Polyantha Roses and for several suc-
ceeding first-rale kinds. Ma Paquerette is the
kind that Guillot sent out in 1.S75, acd though
others have come in varied colours, this represents
the characteristics of the race. In growth of wood
and leaf, shape of bud, anei cluster of flowers,

it repre ents typically its progenitor, but whilst
we measure the stature of one by feet, that of the
other must be by inches. Upon a sturdy shoot
often not a foot in height is borne a many-flowered
erect truss of pure white and peifectly double
flowers. This kind, however, did not attr.ict much
attention even when succeeded by two more—Anna
Marie de Montravel in 1879, and Cecile Brunnerin
1880. Both of these are very pretty, the former
having small flowers of a pure while colour, full and
double, and freely produced. Cecile Biunner is of
a rosy colour with yellow shading in the centre, the
flowers prettily shaped and sweetly scented. Mig-
nonette was sent out by Guillot in 18S1, and the
advent of this kinel drew attention to the race. It

may be desciiberl as Ma Paquerette reproduced with
pink flowers. The colour quite took the popular
fancy, especially as the kind was grown anei shown
in pots at many of the London exhibitions. The
flowers are rosy-pink, and borne in immense clus-

ters. Later on in 1887 the same noted raiser gave
us what many consider the loveliest kind of all,

namely, Gloire des Polyantha. It was raiseel from
Mignonette, anel surpasses its parent in loveliness,

being Iwighter and fresher in colour, a little larger
in the size of the flower's, which are full and most
abundantly produced. The smallest selection
should include this kind. Perle d'Or is very charm-
ing, its flowers being nankeen-yellow w th orange
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centres, and the buds are prettily shaped.

Etoile d'Or is of a citron-yellow colour and
very good. Miss E Schultheis is a pure and
lovely white kind, with just a faint salmon
shading in the centre. The flowers are very full

and thickly clustered. Little Dot is one of the

late Mr. Bennett's productions, and is of a soft

pale pink colour, with deeper tints upon the erlges

of the outer petals. Minutifolia alba, from the

i-ame source, is all that the name implies, and
perhaps rather too minute, even in this family of

dwarfs. Its flowers are like little double Daisies,

pretty and lasting. C'lotilde Soupert is accept

able, but it is to be hoped that there will not

be many additions with flowers so large as those

of this kind ; otherwise they may not prove

acceptable because too large, and will 1 ardly

be placed in other classes where they w uld be

regarded as too small. The flowers of this kind

are two or three times the size of those of the

others, but they are very pretty, full and double,

sweetly scented, variable in colour, usually pearly

white externally, with glowing rosy red centres.

Sometimes flowers entirely red or white ap-

pear upon the same plant. The Pet is a charming
kind of great freedom, looking like our vigorous

old climbing friend Folicite-Perpetue in miniature.

Golden Fiiiry, which was sent out by Mr. Bennett

in IS.SS, is in the way of Perle d'Or, but distinct

and good, with buff-coloured flowers, shading to a

lighter lint at the edges of the petals. Blanche
Rebatel appeared in the same year, and it was
eagerly looked for, as it had been announced as a

red Polyantha, It truly marks a great variation

in colour, but its hue is dull and contains too

much magenta or purple to win it many admirers.

If red kinds are to be popular, their colours must
be clear and bright.

These little gems will doubtless attract more
attention in the future now that they are becom-

ing fairly numerous, and they will assuredly be

grown by those who like to have the best Roses

from all sections in their gardens. They must not

be planted, however, where there is any risk of

being over-run by vigorous kinds, but they would

assnciate admirably with many of the best Tea

Roses either in small groups or as edgings to the

margins of beds and borders. A. H.

Rose Luciole.— It is unfortunate if this lovely

Rose has proved a weak grower with " D. T. F." oi

anyone el'e. I have had it since it was first sent

out, and although it has not got the vigour of Marie

van Houtte, it certainly grows freely. It is natu-

rally very dwarf and sparsely leaved ; hence its

usual naked appearance. A group of plants is now
again beginning to make a second grand display,

the flowers more numerous than at the first, but.

of course, not quite so large nor so rich in colour.

Few Tea Roses have such exquisite and many-
tinted buds as this.—A. H.

OLD ROSES STILL IN CULTIVATION.
I EE.\D the notes by " E. H." in The Garden of

July 30 (p. 85) with much interest, and I noticed

that out of the Roses "E. H." named ('wenty-four

H.P.'s and seventeen Teas), only seven H.P.'s and
only three 'leas are frequently seen at our exhibi-

tions, many and murh better Roses having been

introduced which have superseded the others. In

order that there should be no doubt as to my mean-

ing, I enumerate them. Seven H.P.'s frequently

seen : Alfred Colomb, Baroness Rothschild, Charles

Lefebvre, La France and Marie Baumann are seen

most frequently ; in fact, at all shows in ordinary

seasons ; Beauty of ffaltham and Camille de

Rohan are less frequently seen. In the Tea^ men-
tioned, the only exhibition varieties now used fre-

quently are Niphetos, Rubens and Souvenir d'un

Ami ; one or two of the others, such as Willermoz

and Adam, are at tiiues available, but on few occa-

sions are they of exhibition standard. I much
regret to say wo can hardly ever get a good De-

voniensis, and it is a matter of regret, as its scent

is almost matchless and its appearance most
chaste. I am afraid I must enter a protest against

the likeliho:d of Ulrich Brunner being a twentieth

century Rose ; it is already fast disappearing from
exhibition boxes, being a very coarse bloomer and
seldom having good form ; its colour also qnickly
goes ofl" to the ugly bluish tinse, so common to

many red Roses. Gustave Piganeau may turn out
a permanent success, but it is rather early to be
certain. I know I have not yet had a satisfac-

tory bloom of it, although I have seen superb spe-

cimens staged by profe-sionals ; in fact, so far it is

by professionals that I may say Gustave Piganeau
has alone been well shown. The question naturally
arises. How many hundred plants have they grown
from which to cut a few specimens ?

CroijdoH. CnAKLES J. Grahame.

Rose Mrs. 'W. J. Grant.—In reply to the
note of Mr. C. Grahame (p. 85) respecting this

teristics of both of these good R ises. Mrs. W. J.

Grant did not seem to me to be nearly so bright and
La France-like at Chester as it did at the metro-
politan show. I have no hesitation in saying I

could distinguish a much greater difference be-
tween this Rose and Jeannie D ckson than there is

between many more of the varieties that are never
mentioned as being in the least similar to one an-
other, or, in Rose parlance, too much alike. It

would be very interesting to know how the raisers

describe it.

—

Ridoewood.

ARRANGING CUT FLOWERS.
At several of the exhibitions of the Royal
Horticultural and Botanic Societies various
groups of cut Hovvers, arranged ou a new
principle, have attracted much attention. These

Water Lilies aud other flowers arranged in a tubular flower stand.

promising new Rose, I am glad that he seems to

have noticed its apparent vaiiaiions of colour. I

•ook careful note of this Rose both at the Crystal
Palace and at Chester, and was much impressed
with itatboth places. On looking over my notes
again I find I put it down at the Crystal Palace as

a rather bright La France. At Chester I described
it on my notes as a combination of Mme. Cusin and
Mile. M. Finger. Its colour also partook some-
what of these varieties. I am under the impression
that this variety is a cross tetween La'ly M. Fitz-

william and La France. I was given to understand
so by some gentlemen who professeel to know, and
1 look upon the Rose as bearing some of i^.e charac-

groups are in the form of a cone or pyramil,
the only evidence of a containing vessel being
tlie edges of a flat plate, which appear here and
there where not concealed by the border leaves

of the group. It is clear that, except by the
use of .soft plastic clay, it would not be possible

to produce these eft'ects in any ordinary vessel.

But as clay is not ^ithout its inconveniences, a
.special kind of vessel has l)een invented by
Mr. March in the form of a solid dome or

hemisphere, in which are sunk nunierciis tubular
orifices, upright in the centre and gradually

diverging outwards till they .-ipproach the
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horizontal. This ^•ossel rests on ii separate

plate of k1'1**S) terracotta, A'c , of wide diameter

and nearly tlLit, hut capahle of holding suHicieut

water to refresh the horder leaves of the group,

which form a distinct feature in this kind of

decoration. The ])late is souietiiiies placed on a

flat circle of dark l^trecht velvet. Flowers and

leaves inserted in the tubes take the exact

inclination desired, and the design can thus, as

it were, he sketched out and studied as the

work proceeds. Tliis .system gives the power

of forming artistic groups, in which charac-

teristic foliage takes a far greater pait than is

usually assigned to it in lloral arrangements.

In the CISC of wild flowers, for instiince, Prim-

ro.ses, Hluebells, Digitalis, Campanulas, and

others, pccording to season, are intermingled

witli Grasses, Ferns, Hramble, and other beau-

tiful foliage which can be found in every hedge-

row. For an aipi.-itic group, Water Lilies are

appropriately mixed with Forget-me-nots,

Kushe.s, Arrowhead (see illustration), and other

leaves of water plants, while stove and green-

house tlowera are appropriately treated with

foliage which thrives in a warm temperature.

The smaller domes are best adapted to table

decoration, as the flowers do not rise to an
inconvenient height, but some of the tubular

holders are made of large size for the display

of massive subjects, such as Sunflowers,

P;eonies, Hollyhocks, Hydrangeas, branches of

flowering trees and shrubs, large Ferns, Rushes,

and Pampas (irass. These are not easily ar-

ranged in ordinary vases, but placed in the

wide and deep tube.-i of such flower-stands,

they form striking decorative objects, having
all tlie better effect for irregularity of outline,

which gives a bold char.icter to the groujjing.

The main and connnendable idea of the

invention is to avoid overcrowding, and to give

to each spray of leaf or flower its separate

and distinct meaning.

Societies and Exhibitions.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

August 9.

Not many exhibits were before the committee, no
doubt owing to. the holiday season, though
some good things were shown. Orchids were
f-hown in considerable numbers, Messrs. San.ler &
Co. staging a nice group. Carnations were shown
in variety. A fine collection of Streptocarpus hy-
brids was .shown by Messrs. Veitch, the same firm
contributing several other novelties in the way of
Khododendrons and hardy shrubs. From the Swan-
ley Nurseries came a grand collection of cut flowers
of double Begonias, and Mr. Ware sent a fine

collection of cut Carnations. A large group of
well -grown Campanula pyramidalis from Syon
House was sent by M. Wythes. Fruit was shown
in quantity, and an excellent collection of Figs
came from the society's gardens, many of the va-
rieties being unknown to the ordinary Fig grower
who relies on one or two kinds. Marrows were also
shown in quantity from the same source. Collec-
tions of Peas were sent by Messrs. Sutton and Sons.
Messrs. Burton, of Bexley Heath, sent a grand lot
of Peaches and Nectarines of the large kinds, chiefly
of American introduction. These were shown as
sent to market in flat boxes.

Orchid Committee.

First-class certificates were awarded to

L.elio-Cattleya iNfiR.-iMi.—This was the most
remarkable hybrid exhibited on Tuesday la-t. It
is the outcome of crossing La^lia pumila Dayana
and Cattleya aurca, two species of distinct cha-
racter. Unfortunately, we get a curious mixture
in the hybrid, the finer points of the parents being
little revealed. We may trace the effect of the I

first niimed parent in the dwarf growth of the

plant and in the sepals and petals, which are of a

rii^e-colourcd shade, Init there is a want of com-

pactness and form. The cliief feature is the lip,

in which the influence of V. aurea is plainly

m:irked. It is deprived of the golden streaks that

give such beauty to the species ; but the form is

similar and the colouring is intense velvety crim-

son, almost bl.ick, made more sombre by the deep-

coloured lines or stripes tliat run into the widely

expanded throat. Several interesting hybrids have

appeared in the collection of Mr. Ingram, and this

is one of the most curious, but cannot be regarded

as beautiful. The plant s-hown, however, was small,

and we may therefore get in larger, more vigorous

specimens a bolder bloom. Exhibited by Mr
T. W. Bond, gardener to Mr. C. L. Ingram, Elstead

House, Godalming.

Cypeipedium caudatum (Luxembourg va-

riety).—This may be regarded as the finest variety

of 0. caudatum, the flowers not only larger than

those of the type, but much richer in colour, and
bearing a likeness to those of Wallisi. The plant

exhibited was in robust health, showing that

as regards constitution it is in every way satis-

fac'ory, and the flower, apart from its size,

has strongly marked characters. The petals

are of .about the same length as those of the

type and rich brown in colour, but in the dorsal

sepid and lip we get the distinctive and effective

colouring. The upper sepal is quite 8 inches in

length, narrowing to a point, the colour intense

yellow with a trace of orange in it, the basal half

enriched with veins of green, whilst the lower

sepal is also of very large size, similar in colouring,

the ground white. The lip is self green, very dark

in colour, with a few crimson blotches on the mar-

gin of the finely-formed pouch, this being set off

by an interior of spotless white— a beautiful and
distinctive contra-t. Exhibited by M. Godefroy-

Lebeuf, Rue d'Edimbourg, Paris.

Awards of merit were given to

—

L.ELIA CRISPA SUPERBA.—A delightful variety

of L. crispa. The plant exhibited was in full bloom,

bearing three spikes, one bearing eight flowers. It

is well named superba, the flowers much finer than

those of the type ; the sepals and petals of a purer

white and the lip laiger, richer in colour and more
fully expanded, showing the intense richness of

colour on the front lobe. The contrast of pure

white and intense purple or lake colour, with the

lighter-tinted fringe to the lip, is peculiarly distinct

and beautiful. This variety is one of the finest

forms of L. crispa, and should be made good note

of by orchidists. From Mr. T. Statter, Stand Hall,

Manchester.

Oncidium macranthum nanum. — A very

charming variety of th^s popular species ; the

spikes are not of great length, .and the flowers are

produced more closely together; thus we get the

full richness of their intense colouring. They are

compict in form, quite rounded, the sepals flushed

with the browni.-h colour noticeable in the type,

and the petals deep self yellow—a fine contrast.

It is a .showy and useful Orchid. Exhibited by
Messrs. Charlesworth, Shuttlewortb, and Co.,

Heaton, Bradford, and Clapham.

Calanthe Saxderiana.—A disitinct species of

peculiar colouring. The sepals and petals are of a
purplish colour, the lip much darker, also the side

lobes, which are even more intense. From Messrs.

Sander and Co.

L^LIA OwBxi.iXA.—Tins was one of the mo.st

interesting crosses exhibited on Tuesday last. It

is the result of crossing Laslia D.ayana with L.

xanthina, two very distinct parents, yet in the hy-

brid very little tr.ace cf L. xanthina is seen. The
flower is of about the s.ame size as that of L. Dayana,
but without its rich colouring, the only coloured

portion being the lip, which is rich purple, except
in the centre of the middle lobe, where appears a
large blotch of milky white, the same colour as the
sepals and pet.als An regards form it is not con-
spicuous for beauty, the sepals narrow, and the

petals broader, but not composing such a compact
bloom as in the typical L. Dayana. Exhibited by
Messrs. Sander and Co., St. Albans.

An interesting group was that from Messrs.

Sander k Co., St. Albans. Several plants were i-hown,

amon'.'St them seedling Cypripe liums, the most

conspicuous being ('. Macfarlanei, a cross between

C. calophvllum and ('. Spiceriaimm, C. radiosum

(Sander's'variety), and C. Ashburtonia; expansum.

Cattleya Schofieldiana was i-epresented by an ex-

ceptionally fine variety, the flowers large and

freely spo'tted. When a good variety is secured

there are few Orchids of greater interest. C.

Gaskelliana w.as bright in colour, al.so C. gigas,

especially the variety Sanderiana, conspicuous

for its large and richly coloured lip. Vanda San-

deriana was finely shown, the plant in full flower

and representing an excellent variety. Sacco-

labium Hendersoni, its reddish-coloured flowers

very bright and attra-tive ;
Cypripedium Wallisi

;

Odontoglossum Schrcederi.annm, a deep brown-

coloured variety, and Oncidium tigrinum made
up this interesting group (silver medal). The

principal plant from Messrs. H. Low and Co.,

Upper Clapton, %vas Vanda coerulea, a very good

variety, the sepals and petals of excellent shape,

the co'lour pronounced blue, the lip deeper. It is

not often that one sees a really well coloured

variety of this species. Cypripedium leuco-

chilum, a cross between C. Godefroya; and C.

Regnieri, the flowers like tho.'e of the former

somewhat in shape, but not so fine in form,

tlie colour yellow, freely blotched with crim-

son, the lip quite felf, was also shown. The

contributions from the Stand Hall collection of Mr.

Statter incluiled several very interesting species

and varieties. Lajlia Amesiana is of refined colour-

ing, the sepals and petals tinted with lilac, and

the lip crimson-purple, fringed, and yellow at the

entrance to the throat. The variety of L. elegans

named Blunti is very rich, the sepals and petals

suffused witli purple, the lip crimson-purple. Mr,

Ingram had another hybrid Cypripedium named

C. Elste,adianum, a cross between C. conchiferum

and C. grande, the flowers of quite a greenish

colour, very distinct. Messrs. Charlesworth, Shuttle-

worth and Co. showed thecurious BifrenariaCharies-

worthi, the flowers produced in a short raceme,

wliich comes from the base of the pseudo-buibs, the

sepals and petals of a greenish colour, stuped

with crimson-purple. Anguloa Turneri is conspi-

cuous for its very clear pink flowers, which are

not lai-ge, but distinct and pretty from the

soft tone. Miltonia Moreliana atrorubens is a

very deeply coloured variety, but we have seen

better forms than the one exhibited ;
and Zygo-

petalum W.alesi.anum is waxy white, the lip purple

in the centre, and the flower small. Mr. Young,

gardener to Mr. F. Wigan, Clare Lawn, East Sheen,

exhibited the white-lipped Angrascum caudatum

and Lycaste tetragona. Other exhibits brought

before" this committee comprised Cypripedium

Astriea, a hybrid between C. Spicerianum and C.

la!vigatum, the flowers having the C. Spicerianum

character very strongly markeil . Thei e were several

other hybrid Cypripediums, but none to call for

separate descrip"iion. It is impossible to take note

of every hybrid Lady's Slipper, especially th"se raised

from such as C. Spicerianum and C. venustum.

The result is a dead colour, uninteresting and cer-

tainly unattractive.

Floral Committee.

A first-class certificate was awarded to—

Saruacesia Farnhami.—The strong interest

once manifested in Sarracenias seems to have in

great part died out, but with the arrival of such

beautiful forms as S. Farnhami an awakening will

assuredly follow. This is remarkable for its rich

colouring, the erect, robust, and handsome pitchers

very distinct in colour, the major portion green.

Within an inch or two of the apex occurs crimson col-

ouring, v,ariegated with silver, the lid similarly col-

oured and marked with green, crimson and silver—

a richly attractive and distinct form. From Mr. E
Farnham, Loughborough.

Awards of merit were given to

—

Carnatiox The Moucher—Plants and cut

blooms of this were exhibited from the open bor-

der. The colour is a beautiful canary, somewhat
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like that of C. Genuani.n. The flower is full and of
good substance. From Mr. Spurling, Black heath,

Carnation Acme.—A mottled or striped va-
riety with yellow ground, of good size and shape.
This should prove a valuable garden variety, being
very free-blooming. Messrs. Pearson, C'hilwell.

Cabnation King op Scarlets.—A beautiful
scarlet, somewhat after Winter Cheer, but larger
and very bright. The flowers are very full, petals
large and thick; an excellent variety in every
way. From Mr. C. Turner.
Carnation Salamander.—A rose self, of good

size, full centre. From Mr. C. Turner.
PicoTBE Nellie Bath.—A heavy crimson-

edged variety wilh yellow ground and beautiful
markings, quite distinct in colour and a valuable
addition to the Picotees. From Mr. C. Turner.
PicoTEE Old Coin.—a fancy variety of great

merit. It is disthict in colour, being striped with
crimson and pink and of good proportions. From
Mr. C. Turner.
PinoTEE Duchess op Sutherland.—A heavy

rose edge of a beautiful shade, large flowers striped
with white, a very compact bloom with deep large
petals. Mr. C. Turner.
PicoTEE Mks. Arthur Barrett.—A heavy

red edge with yellow ground striied with red, the
edge being beaulifully marked. Mr. Turner.
Antirrhinum George Findlay.-A distinct

variety beaulifully marked and spotted on a
yellow ground, flower large and of good shape,
plant 18 incliPS high. Mr. R. Dean, Ealing.
Dahlia Mrs, Keith.—A fine large flower of

the decorative class of a salmon shnde, with yellow
ground. The bloom is of a beautiful shape and of a
pleasing colour. Messrs. Cannell.
Campanula pyramidalis compacta (Syon

House var,).—This is a distinct gain, the plant
being dwarfer than the old form, with deeper blue
flowers with more substance. The spikes of bloom
are also very compact. From Mr. Wythes, Syon
House Gardens.

Mr. T S.Ware sent a grand collection of cut blooms
of Carnations comprising all the best and newer
varieties—Comtesse de Paris, very fine; Princess
Alice, Miss Florence, Lord Beaconsfield, Pride of
Penshurst, Mrs. R. Hole, Fireman, Ketton Rose,
James Cragg, General Stewart, a beautiful dark
flower, and others being very fine (silver I'anksian
medal). Carnations also came from Mr. Greenfield,
Leamington, named The Speaker and Ijord R.
Churchill. A beautiful lot of Ketton Rose was shown
by Mr. Divers, Ketton Hall, Stamford. Seedling
Carnations were sent by Mr. F. Bull, Colchester.
In addition to the Antirrhinum, which received
an award of merit, Mr. K. Dean also sent a fine lot

of seedlings. Messrs. Veitch, Chelsea, sent cut
spikes of Robinia Pseudacacia semperflorens, a va-
riety that continues to bloom a long time; the
beautiful Pavia macrostachya, with its long ra-
cemes of bloom

; the newer Eucryphia pinnati-
folia, a remarkably handsome shrub with Rose-
like foliage and large white flowers, a recent in-
troiluction from Chili and quite hardy, the flowers
having four white; spreading petals with a lot of
stamens, resembling a Stuartia in shape. Messrs
Veitch also sent cut blooms of the hybiid Rhodo-
dendron javanicum in many beautiful colours, a re-
markable collection of Streptocarpus hybrids, and
a new Vallota purpurea var, amabilis, flesh colour,
the blooms of good size (silver Banksian medal).
From Syon House, Mr, Wythes sent a fine group
of Campanula pyramidalis in various shades of
colour, the new comjiacta being freely mixed
with the older form. These plants are charming
for cool house decoration, and deserve extended
cultivation. At the base of the group was the
dwarfer C. carpatica (-iilver Banksian medal).
Double Begonias were contributed by Messrs.
Cannell, Swanley, some thirty-six varieties being
staged, the flowers of great size—Hon. Mrs.
Goschen, Miss Nicholson, and Jjeopold Rothschild, a
dark red, being very fine. Cactus Dahlias, a new
Canna, and Stapeliasin variety were also exhibited,
the whole group being awarded a silver Banksian
medal.
From the Society's gardens came twenty-four

varieties of Sweet Peas (Eckford's strain) ; these

were a charming lot, Mrs. Eckford, Ignea, Dorothy
Tennant, Orange Prince, Apple Blossom, Imperial
Blue, and Countess of Radnor being very fine and
distinct in colour. Mr. R. Dean conlributed Lathy-
rus delicatus, a beautiful pale pink Everlasting
Pea. Mr. Clark, Dover, also sent Lathyrus lati

folius var,, a pleasing novelty. Cut blooms (double
pink with white centre) of a tuberous Begonia
were sent by Mr. Holman, Bishop's Waltham. A
new seedling yellow Begonia of good habit was
shown by Mr. H. Wasburton, Claverhouse, Ascot.
A nice box of new Roses was sent by Messrs. Paul
and Son, Che.shunt, the varieties being T. B. Hay-
wood, Charles Gater, J. D. Pawle, Gustave Regis,
and the beautiful Tea Waban, the whole being very
fresh and of great merit. Mr. W. C. Leach, gar-
dener to the Duke of Northumberland, Albury
Park, contributed his new Mignonette named Her
Majesty, a very strong, free-blooming red-tipped
variety, an excellent winter kind wilh large spikes,

and a free grower ; also good examples of white
and crimson Stocks and very fine double Zinnias.
Lily of the Valley in bloom was sent by Mr. J.

Jannoch, Lily Nurseries, Dersingham, Norfolk, but
with such a wealth of other flowers it looked poor
in comparison at this season of the year. The
beautiful Lilium Parkmani came from Mr. A.
Waterer, Knap Hill, Woking, very fine blooms,
deeply coloured. A new Chrysanthemum named
Rose Wells was sent by Mr. Wells, Earlswood. It

is a dark pink, medium-sized flower, the plant of

dwarf h:ibit. Aloe Gortoniana, from Mr.McArthur,
Maida Vale, has spotted foliage, the plant being of

dwarf habit.

Fruit Committee.

First-class certificates were awarded to

—

Cherry Emperor Francis.—A very large late

Cherry of excellent quality with great depth of flesh,

and somewhat like a dark Bigarreau ; fruits red

and very firm with a fine flavour. From Messrs,
Rivers and Son.

Plum Late Transparent Gage.-A new late

Gage raised by Messrs. Rivers, It is a beautiful round
fruit of fine flavour, and an excellent addition to

dessert Plums. It is stated to be a heavy cropper,

Messrs. Rivers and Son,

Fig Nebi.\n.—Fruit very large, skin deep'green,

flesh bright red, very rich and luscious, free bear-

ing ; a late variety of great merit. Royal Horticul-

tural Society.

Fig Bourj.vssote Grise. — A medium-sized
fruit, roundish and flattened, skin dull brown or

tawny, flesh deep red, rich. It is a sure cropper,

R, H, S.

F'lG Gouraud Noir. — Fruit of medium size,

oblong, skin dark purple, flesh red, sweet, and
richly flavoured, a distinct variety of great merit,

R. H. S.

Fig Violette Sepor,—A large green fruit

of great merit, and of a sweet rich flavour. Royal
Horticultural Society.

Fig Monaco Bianco.—Fruit of medium size,

roundish, green, flesh deep red, exceedingly rich

and ,iuicy. A first-class Fig for pot culture, and a
variety that bears freely. R. H. S.

There were several lots of seedling Melons, but
none sufficiently good to obtain awards. These
came from Mr. T. Statter, Stand Hall, Manchester;
Mr. J. Barkham, Longford House, Ryde ; Mr.
Wythes, Syon House ; and Mr. W. Bullivant, Home-
wood, Beckenham. Seedling Tomatoes of the
Perfection type were also sent by the last named.
A Tomato named Swanson's Eclipse came from
Messrs. Pearson, Cliilwell, Notts. Mr. W. 0. Leach,
Albury Park, and Mr, W, A, South, Neasdon House,
N.W., also sent Tomatoes. Messrs. Burton sent a
fine collection of Rivers' Orange Nectarine, four
large cases being shown, also the same number of

Peaches. These were very fine fruit, the Peaches
being Sea Eagle, Princess of Wales and Gladstone.
A silver Banksian medal was awarded. From the
Society's gardens thirty-six varieties of I'igs were
sent, among them being such well-known kinds as

Brunswick, Black Ischia, White Ischia, Green
Ischia, Brown Turkey, Negro Largo. The newer
kinds worth notice were Hirte du Japon, black
and very distinct, Black Douro, Royal Vineyard,

Martinique, Negronne, Violette de Bordeaux,
Nebian, Trifer and Poulette. From Chiswick also
came an interesting collection of Vegetable Mar-
rows, sixteen varieties being shown, the best being
Prolific, very early, Pen-y-byd, Large Green, Hib-
berd's Prolific, and Orange shaped. Messrs. Sutton
& Sons, Reading, sent a fine collection of Peas.
New Marrowfat, a variety of gre:it merit for field

culture, is 3 feethifdh ; Windsor Castle Marrowfat,
3 feet high and a heavy bearer, and Perfection Mar-
rowfat, a large dark green Pea with long dark pods,
are also very suitable for field culture. The collec-

tion sent had been grown in the open field with-
out sticks. A cultural commendation was awarded,
and the committee desired them to be sent to
Chiswick for I rial. A collection of Peas was also
sent by Messr-s. W. W. Johnson and Sons, Boston,
Lincoln, These comprised Ne Plirs Ultra, The
Queen, Stanley, Telephone, Stratagem, Duke
of Albany, Early Marrowfat, Oracle, Duchesse,
Leeds' Rival, President Garfield, Dr, McLean, and
others. A cultural commendation was awarded.
W. C. Leach, Albury, sent Runner Bean Sutton's
Invincible, to show its early ar.d free-fruiting
qualities.

The Rev. W. Wilks in the absence of Mr. Fry
read the lecture on Fuchsias. Mr. Fry in the
course of hrs lecture stated that the Fuchsia was
introduced into this country a century ago, having
been sent from Chili by a sailor to his widowed
mother who resided in Limehouse. It attracted
the attention of a gentleman interested in horti-

culture, who described it as a wonderful plant to
the Messrs. Lee, of Hammersmith, who endeavoured
to purchase it for £20, which was refused. Messrs.
Lee gave £80 for it, naming it coccinea. From F.

coccinea numerous seedlings were raised, and i n 1 830,
1'. globosa, one of the handsome.-t and hardiest
Fuchsias, was raised near Edinburgh. This was
followed by F. fulgens, a distinct type, Messrs.
Lee sending out this and many others. In 1839
new seedling Firchsias were offered for sale in

catalogues, and Mr-. T. Crisp sent out some beau-
tiful seedlings, one with a white corolla being sold
at a high price. At that time the Fuchsia en-

gaged much attention, many being engaged in

hybridising. L^p to the introduction of the
white variety there had been no double-flowered
varieties, but these were raised in abundance
in after years. Mr. Bank, of Deal, stnt out
many good varieties. Messrs. Henderson, of

Maida Vale, annually sent out great quantities of

seedlings, and of late years Messrs. Cannell, of

Swanley, have carried on the work. Of late the
introduction of other new plants—notably the
Chrysanthemum— has destroyed a lot of the inte-

rest the Fuchsia possessed. In 1843 he had an old

conservatory in which he grew his p'ants 14 feet

high, and these gave a successional lot of blooms
for months. The house was partly shaded, with
plenty of ventilation. Scorching by the sun was
more detrimental to Fuchsias than anything else.

He also grew very large plants for terrace decora-

tion in the summer months, and they are beautiful

for the work. The Fuchsia now does not hold the

same place in garden decoration as in those days,

but he hoped to see it made more use of. It could
be treated as an annual and beautiful plants raised

in a few months, it being one of the most readily

grown plants when properly attended to. Many
good varieties had been obtained by insect or bee
fertilisation ; indeed, he got the best variety he
had raised in this way. In raising new varieties

the habit of the parent should be studied, a weak
drooping variety often being benefited by being
crossed with a strong grower. In saving seed, it

was important to keep the varieties fertilised

isolated. The seed when ripe should be car-efully

gathered and stored till early in the season, I hough
some growers advised sowing as soon as ripe. The
seed should be sown in pans or pots in a light

compost with plenty of drainage, covering with
paper till germination takes place. The seedlings

when ready to handle should be pricked off into pans
or small pots, repotting again later into small pots

and growing on, repotting as required. Some
bloom very early. He had for years tried to get a va-
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riety with pure vvlii ecorullaiiti,! petals, anil tliough

he had obtained many li^lit varieties, it fell to ilic

lot of Messrs. Coclver, of Aberdeen, to give tliem

the first pure white in Countess of Aberdeen.
Propagation is now so easily carried on in our
improved jjropagating pits, that thousands can
be propagated in a few days. Cuttings like a
light mould, and root readily in decomposed cncoi
fibre, adding some sharp sand. Small plants when
rooted deligiit in a free use of leaf soil in the com-
post, with great attention to watering and shading,
repotting before they are too much pot-bound. For
large plants old Mushroom or dried cow ma-
nure is beneficial, carefcdly using the water-pot
after shifting. If the loam" is clayey, the addition
of peat will Ije beneficial. Stopping should receive

daily attention, and the best temperature for the
Fuchsia is from 50° to 75°, according to the age and
growth. Shading should always be movable, and
when high colour in the flowers is desired, the
plants should be stood under a north wall. Few
veiy large plants are now seen at exhibitions as in

years gone by. No doubt this is owing to the room
they occupy, but they are easily wintered under
stages, and those who have large houses may have
no difficulty in this respect. On the other hand,
much more could be done to encourage a greater
love for autumn and spring-struck plants for deco-
ration. Fuchsias, like Ericas, are not fo much
grown as they deserve, and they give far less

trouble than monster specimens of other plants.

The older varieties used to be grown more exten-
sively out of doors, and no plant was more graceful.
They seldom required protection other than by
covering the roots with a^^hes or soil. He liked to
see mixed beds of Fuchsias with an edging of
some dwarf plant. Manure in his early days could
only be obtained from the farmyard, and well it

answered its pur|iose.

Mr. Bunyard (chairman) said he had listened with
great interest to Mr. Fry's paper. The dites he
gave were full of interest I o growers of this beauti-
ful plant. He thought some of the new varieties
had a bad habit. Some of the old formi, such as
Rose of Castile, were still favourites. His grand-
father raised Duchess of Kent many years ago.
This was a chance seedling, and the man who at-
tended to it some forty-five years ago was still in
his employ. Mr. Laing had also rai.-ed some fine

seedlings from F. fulgens. We now relied on the
foreigner chiefly for new Fuchsias. Of late years
more attention had been given to varieties with
variegated foliage, such as Sunray.

MIDLAND COUNTIES CARNATION AND
PICOTEE SOCIETY.

The second annual exhibition was held at the
Birmingham Botanic Gardens on Saturday, the
6th inst., and was most successful, the classes
being well tilled and strongly contested. In the
class for twelve Carnations, dissimilar, Mr. Robert
Sydenham, was first. For six dissimilar Carna-
tions, Mr. A. R. Brown, Wandsworlh, was first. A
grand lot of Picotees was staged, Mr. Charles
Turner being first with a supeib lot of blooms.
For six Picotees, Mr. N. W. Jones, Ilandsworth, was
an excellent first. The yellow ground and fancy
varieties were strongly represented and some grand
blooms staged. For twelve dissimilar, Mr. C.Turner
was again first ; Mr. Dodwell, second ; Messrs.
Thomson, third; Mr. John Walker, fourth; and
Mr. Anstiss, Brill, fifth. For six varieties of yellow
grounds or fancies, Mr. George Chaundy, Oxford,
was first. A grand lot of self-coloured Carnations
was also staged, and for twelve varieties Mr. C.
Turner was again first with a superb lot ; Mr.
Dodwell, second ; Mr. Sydenham, tlurd

; Messrs.
Thomson, fourth

; Mr. G. Chaundy, fifth; and Mr.
Anstiss, sixth—a strong body of competitors.
There were also six prize-winners for the six
fancies. The single bloom classes were well filled,

a grand lot of flowers being staged in the seventeen
classes for them. Border varieties were well
shown and were an interesting feature. In the
class for twelve varieties, dissimilar, Mr. S. Rogers,
florist, Whittlesey, near Peterboro', was first.

Two liberal prizes were offered for six bunches
of distinct border CarnMtions, not less than twelve

stems in each bunch, to be .shown as grown, not

thinned nor dressed in any way, and to have been

grown out of doors, 'I'he society supplemented
this offer liy third and fourth prizes. All and an
extra one were well won. First, Mr. W. 11. Divers,

Ketton Hall Gardens, Stamford ; second, Mr. F.

Perkins, Leamington; third, Mr. Hooper, Bath;
fourth, Mr. S. Rogers; extra, Mr. S. Beal. They
wore a line lot, ai.d all staged in one size of bottle.

Sevenil new kinds of Carnaticms and Picotees were
staged, several that were certificated being of great

merit. Several also of Benary's recently intro-

duced kinds were prominent, and seedlings from
the Oxford raisers were in great force, some of

them obtaining especial notice as superb exhibition

varieties, and many as beautiful border kinds of all

shades of colour. A large number of honorary ex-

hibits were staged, to which silver medifls were
awarded, notably to Mr. II. Eckford for a collec-

tion of new Sweet Peas ; Mr. Davis, Yeovil, for a

fine display of Begonia blooms ; Messrs. Dobbie
and Co. for a large exhibit of their specialities

;

Mr. A. B.iiley, Sunderland, for a large c illection

of Pansy and other blooms; Messrs. Hewitt and
Co. for a beautiful group of Begonias and other

plants ; Mr. William Sydenham for Pansies

;

Mr. J. Forbes, Hawick, for a large display of cut

flowers ; Dickson's (Limited), Chester, for Roses
and herbaceous blooms. Bronze medals were also

awarded to other exhibitors, the (Tiiri/ciiers' Mai/a-

:i/u' silver medal being given to Mr. C. Turner for

general excellence of exhibits.

THE SILVER WEDDING OF MR. AND MRS.
HARRY J. VEITCH.

This auspicious event has been made the occasion

of testifying to the high esteem in which Mr
Veitch is held by gardeners and the horticidtural

world in general by presenting to him and Mrs.
Veitch many handsome marks of their esteem.

Within the short space of one week the gar-

deners of the United Kingdom have spontaneously,

to the number of over (JOO, subscribed in sums
from one shilling to one guinea a sufficient amount
to enable the committee appointed to carry out the
arrangements to purchase a most handsome solid

silver dessert service, together with cases of two
dozen dessert knives and forks and fish knives and
forks to match, both also in solid silver. This gift

is to be further enhanced by a portrait in oils of

Mr. Veitch, to be presented specially to Mrs.
Veitch. An address upon vellum accompanies
these presentations embracing the name of each
subscriber. The presentation was made on Satur-

day last by the sub-committee appointed to carry

out the arrangements, viz., Mr. Owen Thomas,
chairman and treasurer; Messrs. Wright and
Wynne, secretaries ; and Messrs. T. Baines and
James Hudson, as representing the committee.
The stafl^ of the nursery at Chelsea and the

branches presented Mr. and Mrs. Veitch with
a massive silver tray and tea and coffee service,

kettle and stand, together with an address en-

grossed upon vellum, including the names of

all who subscribed. This presentation is also

an extremely handsome one; it has, further-

more, one most notewoithy and pleasing feature,

inasmuch that some ciozen or more of the subscii-

bers were also amongst those who presented Mr.
Veitch with a wedding present in 1HI17, having
been ever since in the employ of the firm ; the ad- I

dress then presented and that of the present occa-

sion are framed to match each other. The trade
friends of the firm have also been alive to the

opportunity by tendering their quota in the form
of a noble silver epergne of fine proportions, to-

gether with an address, and also a silver-mounted
toilet service for Mrs. Veitch.

The French and Belgian horticulturists have con-
tributed very handsome presents and addresses,

whilst the committee of the Gardeners' Rojal
Benevolent Institution, of which Mr. A'eitch has
for some years been the treasurer, has presented
him with a very handsome drawing-room clock

and ornaments to match to \e^\\{y llieir apprec a-

tion of the great interest he has always taken in

the affairs connected therewitli. Other pre^ents

from personal friends are too numerous to luen-

tion, but two more should be recorded. One
is that from the Lackland Mission Hall, Chel-

sea, which belongs to Mr. Veitch, ;u)d in

the work carried on at which he takes great

interest. This acknowledgment of the esteem

of those who attend the hall is presented in

the form of a superbly bound bible (in Russian

leather), together with an address, whilst the

clergy, committee of management, and teachers of

the Park Chapel National Schools, of which Mr.

Veitch was for years treasurer, sent a beautiful

silver inkstand accompanied by a suitable address.

For the information of subscribers to the present

from the gardeners of the I'nited Kingdom, and

others who have participate<i in and ujay be desir-

ous of seeing these presents, we may add that it is

proposed to have them on view at the Chelsea Nur-

sery at no distant date.

Public Gardens.

Lincoln's Inn Fields.—On the recommenda-
tiuu of the Parliauicnlary Committee, it was resolved

to apply for compulsory powers to acquire Lincoln's

Inn Fields Gardens.

Gray's Inn Gardens.—The Benchers of Gray's

Inn have again resolved that from Aug. 1 until

Sept. 30, inclusive, children (boys over ten years of

age excepted) be admitted to the gardens without

orders, between six p.m. and eight p.m., wet days

excepted. The gardens have for years past been

practically open to the public, inasmuch as

Benchers' orders have been liberally given. This

order, which has been passed annually since 1889, is

intended to benefit children of the very poorest class.

Music in the parks.—The Paiks and Open
Spaces Committee reported that I hey had made
all arrangements for the provision of bands at

parks and open spaces during tfie present season

out of the sum of £-l()00 voted by the Council for

the purpose. This amount was the very least with

which they could supfily sufficient music. They
had found the engagement of existing bands most

unsatisfrictory. On the other hand, thry had no

present intention wha'cver of forming a municipal

band to compete out of season wi'h bands formed

by private enterprise, but they had under con-

sideration a scheme whereby the Council should

itself engage and pay musicians for the three sum-

mer months and no longer each year. Meantime
they recommended that the Council authorise the

committee to incur an expenditure of £-4000 for

the provision of music in parks and open spaces

doling the next year. The recommendation was

adopted, as was also a proposal that the Parlia-

memary Commit' ee consider the propriety of pro-

viding music in open spaces other th;in those under

the control of the Council.

Making kitchen garden.— Being about to

form a new kitchen garden, and orchard at. the

side of it, out of the grass park adjoining my house,

kindly advise me how to proceed. Should the top

spit with turf be buried on the top of the lower

spit, which is of c'ay, and the soil which comes
between the turf and the lower spit be thrown on
the top ; And as to orchard, i-honid it be all

trenched, or will pits dug 18 inches d- ep be enough

in which to p'ant the young fruit trees.'—Ol.u

llEAUEll.

Names of plants.— J. II'.—Apparently Stan-

Iiopea iusi2:nis. Eljhi.— 1, Adiantniu foimosum; 2,

Aspleuium Haecidum ; Ji, Platyloma Brovvni. ./ V.

— linpi ssible to be quite certain as to name unless we
see the wood. ./. Hawtrey.— Siircolhi squamosa.

IL Dai'ics.— Chauiostoma hispiduni, a South
African herb. R. Kidly.—Purple Loosestrife (Ljth-

rum salicaria). K. Draper.—Rose uot recognized.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
Bulletin of Misccllaueoua luformatiou (Nos. 65 and

66), Royal Gardens, Kew.
Part i) of " Dictiomiaire pratique Hortioulture et de

Jardiuagd."
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WOODS AND FORESTS.

FORESTRY NOTES.

Nursery work will still be to the front, the
dripping, close weather being unusually favour-
able to the growth of weeds. After these have
been hoed up the best way is to rake them
cleanly from off the ground and convey at once
to the rubbish heap. The weeding of seed
beds should be carried out in damp weather,
as the weeds are then not only more easily
withdrawn, but the act of pulling out and con-
sequent loosening of the ground around the
young plants are not nearly so injurious as
at any other time. Look out for such insects
as are injurious to young nursery stock, and
if these are not too abundant, hand-picking and
burning should at once be resorted to. Grafts
in the nursery will require attention in the way
of loosening ligatures and breaking off any
shoots that may make an appearance on the
stock. The remaining Elm seeds should be
sown at once on well-pulverised beds of light
sandy soil, these being made .'? feet wide with
an alley or path 1 foot wide between each.
Seedling Yews, Holly, Portugal Laurel, Rho-
dodendrons and Azaleas may now be planted
out, taking good care that a small portion of
earth is retained with each plant on being lifted

from the seed bed. Cuttings of last year may also
be lined out, the present damp weather being un-
usually favourable for such work. Look over
beds of hard-wooded trees and correct rival
leading shoots, prune short ungainly side
branches, and generally look to the welfare of
the stock. The procuring of neatly- shaped
straight trees should not be neglected by the
nurseryman, and if this work is well attended
to whilst under his charge the necessity for
after pruning will be greatly minimised.

Cuttings of the rarer conifers that are
placed under glass must on no account be al-

lowed to get drawn and weakly by too great
heat and close confinement, the frames being
left entirely open during the summer weather.
These remarks ajiply to seedling plants in
frames as well. Attention to fences around
woodlands, to tree guards in the park, and
rabbit-proof netting must not be relaxed, for
the tempting sweet mouthful of Grass oft causes
farm stock to break through even fairly good
fences. Before turning horses into paddocks
from which hay has recently been removed, all

tree guards should be examined and made se-

cure against the gnawing and bai king propen-
sities of these animals. In the case of clean
stemmed standard trees, a piece of wire netting
placed tightly around the stem and united with
wire will oftentimes prevent horses and cattle
from barking and otherwise destroying the
specimens, and thus the necessity of a pound
or fence around each tree is greatly minimised.
Roads and walks will require attention. Ruts

should be levelled and rolled down with a heavy
two-horse roller, and all heaps of drift cleared
from culverts, gratings, and open water-courses.
It is wise policy to pass a heavy roller over park
roads once every week, and after a night of
rain if possible. Woodland paths and green
drives will require frequent mowing and sweep-
ing, and the overhanging branches cut back
and out of the reach of pedestrians. For
1 foot at least along the margins of roads and
paths it is well to cut back the Grass, this not
only preventing the shedding of seed, but allow-
ing foot-passengers to escape the wet.

Material for the winter repairing of roads
should now be carted to some convenient spot
where repairs are known to be required. The

trimming of hedges may now be commenced,
but heavy cutting back should be deferred till

early spring or just before growth commences.
Young fences must be lightly dealt with, and
no trimming back of the upward or top growth
allowed until the hedge has attained to the
height required. In the hands of a skilful
workman the switching or pruning knife is to
be preferred for hedging purposes, a clean up-
ward cut being all that is wanted, combined
with a keen eye and wise discrimination as to
the amount that is required to be cut away.
The cleaning and manuring of old and spent
hedges, as also of those on poor and light soils,

may still be pursued, good well-decomposed
farmyard manure being the best of all applica-
tions. In working at the bottom of a hedge
the roots should not be cut or interfered with,
a light fork being all that is necessary for
taking out the weeds and loosening the soil.

Ground-work operations— soiling, turfing,
&c.—may now be commenced, but dull, drip-
ping weather should be chosen if po.ssible, and,
failing thi.s, artificial watering should be re-
sorted to. Shrubberies will require to be
looked to and .all dead wood and rampant
growths cut back, while overhanging branches
of neighbouring trees may require foreshorten-
ing. Bind up faggots and cart home for winter
consumption such of these as are dry, as also
firewood, stacking the latter so as to run off the
rain as much as possible. Charcoal-making
during the summer is to be recommended, par-
ticularly when the good old method of pile
burning is that pursued. Cut rank weeds and
Grass from amongst recently planted trees, and
at the same time see that none of these are
suffering from wind-shaking or too tight tying
and staking. A. D. W.

RABBITS AND TREES.

Sir Ralph Paynb-Gallwey, Ba!t.,in his remarks
on rabbits in a recent issue of the Field says ;

Shoot your rabbits, or kill them by means of
ferrets, before the frosis set in, or else when the
Grass is bare ; if you have any trees or shrubs they
can attack, they will soon destroy them. You
cannot kill rabbits with the gun in covert
till the beginning of November, as there will be
too many leaves on the undergrowth before then
to see to shoot them. By the end ot November all

the rabbits should be thinned down in places where
they can cause damage. You will find in the case
of young growing trees that the time when they
are most injured by rabbits is in March, when the
.sap is rising in the stems. A cirlload of Mangolds
and some bundles of hay, scattered about for your
surviving rabbits to feed on in the winter and early
spring, will save, in the case of young plantations,
hundreds of trees, and eventually recoup you many
times over for the food you artificially supply.
The rabbits are bound to eat something to support
life, and if you do not give it them, or they cannot
obtain it, they will resort to tree?, whether old or
young, in order to escape starvation ; acd under
these conditions it is appalling the amount of in-

jury a few rabbits can do. I have seen a young
covert ot fifteen acres ruined in a month ot frost

and snow, almost every tiee in it being cut to

pieces and killed. As the covert in question was
surrounded with wire netting in a way that made
it impossible for a rabbit to climb in or out, a
careful count was taken of every rabbit the wocd
contained when they were killed ; but, instead of

the hundred or two we all expected to find, there
were only twenty-three. In this case the rabbits
when quite small had squeezed through the mesh
of the netting and afterwards remained inside the
covert.

I have often been told of certain trees and shrubs
that are supposed to be safe from the attacks of
rabbits, and I have tried, I believe, all of them,
but my experience is, that, rather than starve, rab-

bits will, in severe wintry weather, eat anything
they can find. The last tree, in my experience, that
rabbits will attack, and then only wlien they are
reduced to desperate straits of hunger, is the
Alder ; and as the Alder shoots up faster than any
tree we have, will grow in dry or wet soil, makes
fairly good cover, and is a very saleable timber to
fill up a wood with, it is well worth planting. In
the exceptionally severe frost of 1880-90 not a
single Alder of many thousand young ones was
barked by rabbits in a wood in which I had just
planted these trees, though every other young tree
with which the Alders were intermixed was nib-
bled or killed by the rabbits. Young plantati' ns
will often require to be protected with wire netting
to save them from the attacks of rabbits ; and it

is false economy not to do this thoroughly, for £5
saved in wire may easily mean £20 lost in the
destruction of trees in a very short time. Wire
netting is seldom erected in ffficient style; it is

nearly always too low or too large in the mesh.
Nothing lower than 4 feet can be depended on to
keep out rabbits from any ground you wish to pro-
tect. I have myself very often seen rabbits crawl
up and jump over 3-feet wire. Besides the 4
feet above ground you require 1 foot sunk below
the soil to check the rabbits from burrowing under-
neath ; that is to say, your wire will have to be ot

a total width of 5 feet. The usual sized mesh for

wire netting that is employed to protect young
plantations from rabbits is 1| inches. This is too
large, as the tiny rabbits will squeeze through this

size, and after what we used to call at school " a
good I uck out " be so increased in bulk that they
cannot return. They then remain and thrive and
multiply on the wrong side of your fence. For
this reason 1 inch is the largest mesh you should
fix up to shut out rabbits, though you need only
have it of this size for 1 foot above ground, as the
very small rabbits will not climb or jump like the
old ones, and when a few weeks old cannot push
through a mesh of 1| inch diameter, and of which
the upper portion of your fence can be constructed.

Willows.—What untoward results may some-
times follow from inconsiderate action have been
well— indeed, too well exemplified in a portion of the
new promenade gardens formed on the north side

of the town of Kingston - on - Thames. Some
very rough marshy land that used to be nearly all

the winter under water, and is situate close beside
the river, has been gradually filled up with all sorts

of refuse, and thus formed into attractive garden
promenades. On the east side of this ground runs a
long row of pollarded Willows growing literally in a
broad ditch or swamp. To raise this hollow up to the
level of the other portion of the promenade, all the
town refuse was shot to a depth of some 5 feet, creat-

ing a dense mass. This was filled in about the
stems of the Willows, with a result little looked for.

Now a large number of these fine Willows have lost

every leaf, and many, it is feared, are dead. This
has been produced either by the great body ot re-

fuse about them containing much that was poison-
ous to the roots, or else—and this latter theory is

more generally accepted—the refuse heated so cnn-

siderably as to in that way destroy the roots or

check the flow of sap in the stems. In any case
the bald, bare appearance of the trees tells its own
tale, and it will be a matter for surprise should
they recover. A mishap of this kind might have
been avoided had the promenade committee taken
good advice ere they proceeded so far.—A. D.

"The Garden" Monthly Parts.— Thia Journal it pub-
lished in neatly bound Montklj/ Parts. In this form the

coloured plates are best preserved, and it is most suitable for

reference previous to the issue of the half-yearly volumes. Price

Is. 6rf. ; post free, Is. 9d. Complete set of volumes of Thk
Garden from its commincement to end of 1891, forty vols

,

price, cloth, £29 8s.

" Gardening Illustrated" Monthly Parts. — r*t»

journal is published in neatly bound Monthly Parts, in which
form it is most suitable for reference previous to the issue of the

yearly volumes. Price bd.; post free, 8d.

"Farm and Home" Monthly Parts.—3A« journal it

published in neatly bound Monthly Paris, in which form it is

most suitable for reference previous to the issue of the yearly

volumes. Price 5d.; post free, 8d,
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"Thiols an Art
Whfcb dooH mend Nature : olianRO it rather ; but
Tuh Art itself is iixTVRK."--£haXespear*.

Tfees and Shrubs.

HARDY AUSTRALIAN PLANTS.

Every gardener knows that very few Australian

I)laiits, wlictluT slirubby or hor})ace<)iis, are

hardy in this country, excei)t in such favoured

(iiatricts as the southern coasts of Cornwall and
Devon, (iuernscy, or the Scilly Islands, liut I

am inclined to believe that this want of hardi-

ness depends on the circumstances under whicli

the grc.-iter number of Australian plants reached
tliis country, and that there would be now no
dillicuUy in obtaining representatives of all the

more characteristic and interesting groups of

these plants which would be perfectly hardy
over a large part of the south and west of Eng-
land. Scotland and Ireland.

If wc look for the chief genera f)f Australian

plants in Johnson's "Gardeners' Dictinnary "

or Loudon's " Encyclopaxlia of Plants," both
of whicli give the date of introduction of each
species, we shall find that almost all the Acacia.s,

Correas, Bossiieas, Kennedyas, Ej)acriscs, Bank-
sias, Orevilleas, Brachyconias, Pimeleas and
scores of other Australian plants which once
decorat( d our greenhouses were introduced in

the early part of this century, a large number
before 1820 and almost all by 1S40 or 180O ; but
at that time the only .settled country was in the
coast di.stricts. Victoria only began to be
settled in 18.'!5, and Mcmnt Kosciu.sko with the
alpine region around it was only discovered in

1840. Hence it happened that all the Austra-
lian [ilants brought to England for cultivation

were obtained in the low-lying and warm dis-

tricts near the coast, and were therefore all

tender greenhouse plants, the attempt to grow
which in the open air is hardly ever successful.

Then, at a later jieriod, when Orchids and bed-
ding-out came into fashion, there was less de-
mand for Australian plants, and many of the
species once so valued went out of cultivation,

and proljably no attempt has ever been made
to obtain plants from the cold uplands f<^r

cultivation in this country. The present time,
however, seems very favourable for making
the attempt. There is now an enormous de-
mand in this country for new and beautiful
forms of hardy plants for outdoor culture,
while the extension of railways to all the mining
districts of Australia, and the settlement of
many of the higher plateaux for dairy farming,
render it comparatively ea.sy to obtain seeds
and plants from suitable localities. In the
soutli-castern corner of Australia there i.s a
tract of mountainous country covering about
l."),(KIO s(|uare miles, all at an elevation of more
than oUOO feet above the sea level. In a cen-
tral ])o.sition is the mining town of Kiandni,
4( i4( t feetabove the sea, and surrounded l)y moun-
tains from 5000 feet to 7000 feet elevation.
At Kiandra snow often lies on the ground for
weeks, and the thermometer not unfrefjuently
falls below zero (Fahrenheit), .so that there can
be little doubt that the plants growing in the
country around it, and at still greater elevations,
would be quite hardy. In Tasmania nearly one-
third of the whole area is above 3000 feet
elevation, while there are extensive plains and
mountain slopes up to 4000 feet where the
climate is still more severe than at Kiandra.

Now the peculiar vegetation of Australia is

sure to bo represented at these altitudes by

alpine and sub-alpine species or varieties, and
our g.udens might thus be adorned by species

of the luimerous genera which have .so long

been favourites in our greenhouses, as well as

by many others which are altogether peculiar to

the sub-alpine and .alpine regions. Collectors

might no doubt be obtained in Au.stralia itself,

and these lines are written in the hope of in-

ducing either (me of our nurserymen or some
wealthy amateur to obtain their services for

the purpose of stocking English gardens with

hardy Australian plants.

Alfred R. Wall.me.

Pavia macrostachya.—The name of yEsculus

parvillora, which has to a con.siderable .extent

superse<lc(l the older title of I'avia macrostachya,
I hough it may be botanically correct, scarcely does

justice to this beautiful flowering shrub, which is

quite distinct from anythingelse in our gardens, and
(lowers too at a time when hardy slirubs in bloom
are but few. In a cool, fairly moist soil this Pavia
is one of the most beautiful shrubs we possess for

planting as a single specimen on a lawn, as it will

then form a large hemispherical mass, clothed

with deep green foliage, against which the spikes

of white flowers stand out very con.spicuous. The
long protruding stamens form the prominent fea-

ture of the inflorescence, and as the flowers are

arranged in a cylindrical manner, the entire spike

has a good deal of the Bottle-brush character.—T.

Genista setnensis.—In several parts of the

arboretum at Kew sfecimens of this beautiful

shrub are just now very conspicuous by reason of

the numerous bright yellow flowers they bear. Al-

though from a distance its effect in the landscape

is very similar to that of G. virgata, a species

which was at its best five or fix weeks ago, ,and

was noted in The Garden at p. (>, it is, on closer

inspection, quite distinct. It makes a tall, some-
what meagrely furnished shrub or small tree 10

ftet or more in height, with narrow, terete and
semi-pendulous branches. In its style of growth

and almost entire absence of leaves it has some
resemblance to the greenhouse species, Cytisus

lilipes. The flowers individually are about half as

Large as those of the common Broom, and they are

entirely of a clear yellow. The .species is well

worth growing, especially in a shrubliery where its

base could be hidden by other things in front,

making a useful succession plant to G. virgata. It

likes a fairly open, sunny position and may be

easily increased by seeds. The name a3tnensis

refers to its existence in a natural state on Mount
Etna, but it is also found in several other localities

in the Mediterranean region.

Hardy Periwinkles. — There are very few

gardens where a place cannot be found for some of

the Periwinkles, for among their other desirable

qualities is that of thriving in situations where few

plants of a shrubby nature can be induced to

flourish, and from their low growing character, com-
bined with the fact that the foliage is retained

throughout the winter, they are bright and cheerful

at all seasons, and are very useful for clothing

spots where little else but the Ivy will thrive. For

covering sloping banks or positions such as this the

different Periwinkles are well suited, and they (the

minor kind especially) will carpet the ground with

a dense mass of slender twigs, clothed with ovate

deep green leaves, among which the pretty blue,

white, or violet-coloured blossoms may be found
nestling for months together, as a succession of

blooms is kept up for a considerable period. The
two variegated varieties with respectively white

and yellow marked leaves are also very pretty, and
when interspersed to a limited extent among plants

of the normal hue the variegated portions stand

out markedly by contrast with their surroundings.

The larger Periwinkle (major) will cover a given

space in much less time than its smaller relative,

and is suitable for planting under much the same

(conditions as that is. Where there is a bank too

sleep fcjr plants to be grown on Ihe sides tliercof,

the larger Periwinkle is i ne of Ihof e that may be

planted along the toji, and allowed to hang over ard
furnish what might otherwise be a bare and un-

sightly spot. Of course the shoots of some of the

more vigorous climbing plants will depend for a
much greater distance than even the strongest

Periwinkles, but these last alTord a pleasing variety,

as well as being suited for shady spots. The
variegated foira of this has the leaves irregularly,

bul cleaily marked with white, and taken altogether

it is one of the very best of low-growing hardy
plants with variegated foliage. 1 once saw a
SI nken walkthrough a shady part of the garden
flanked on either side by the dilTercnt Periwinkles,

and a very pretty effect was produced thereby, Ihe

walk being about a couple of feet below the level

of the surrounding ground.—T.

The Venetian Sumach (Rhus Cntinus).—An
old-fashioned, but none the less handsome shrub
is this Khus, which, ornamental at all seasons, is

especially so when crowned with its feathery in-

florescence towards the latter pert of the summer,
in which stage it remains for >ome time, and
again in the autumn by reason of the vivid tints

assumed by the leaves before they drop. The col-

our acquired by the decaying foliage will depend
to ,a considerable extent upon the position of the

plant, as if in a somewhat dry and exposed spot,

the leaves are much more richly coloured than is

the case where the plant is in a situation more
conducive to rapid growth. Few if any shrubs

are more suited to plant as an isolated s]iecimen

on Grass than this, as it will form a well-balanced

bush, totally devoid of any stiffness or formality,

and the lowermost branches will extend for some
little distance from the parent plant, not far it is

true, but quite sufficient to form a desirable edging
to the central mass. I was never so much struck

with the beauty of this Rhus as on one occasion

when I unexpectedly came upon a fine .specimen

just at its best, whose bright red, wig-like masses
of inflorc-cence were lit up by the rays of the de-

clining sun and formed a beautiful summer pic-

ture.—H. P.

GOLDEN-LEAVED TREES.

Whatever may be said to the contrary, (here can
be no doubt that when planted with discretion

and in well-chosen positions, trees with golden
foliage are capable of producing some of the most
pleasing and varied effects in the landscape, Ihat

without their use it would be almost impossible

to bring about. I am not now referring to the

many sickly, parti coloured trees and shrubs that

are now so widely cultivated, but to the more
healthy and vigorous-growing section, where fine,

sturdy specimens on their own roots are to be

found.
The effect produced by clumps of the golden

Elder, jutting out here and there with bigger masses
of some of the more pendent branched Willows in

an old-fashioned garden in the south of England
will not be easily forgotten, for the thought at once
occurred to me what pleasing and charming com-
binations we are capable of bringing about by wise

discrimination in the use of golden-leaved trees

and shrubs. A well-developed specimen of say the

variegated-leaved Sycamore when suitably ])lantcd

is capable of imparting a particular line of beauty

to the position in which it is growing. Then there

are some of the silvery-leaved Maples, that are

curiously beautiful if happily placed with regard

to their surroundings.

But to return to the golden conifers, which con-

stitute a distinct branch of trees and shrubi with
parti-coloured foliage ; we have several that are full

of interest and of great value for the contrast they

afford to the general run of our green-leaved kinds.

The golden variety of the Chinese Juniper (Juni-

perus chinensis aurca) has, perhaps, no rival

amongst trees of its kind, the depth of tint, which
only seems to be augmented by the heat of sum-
mer, being pronounced and pleasing Then Retino-

spora plumo.-a aurea. R. obtusa aurca, and K. pisi-

fera aurea are all worthy of cultivation, the colour
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of foliage being ricii and constant. Thuja occi-

dentalis aurea and Cupressus Lawsoniana lutea
are also well worthy of note, and when well placed
they are distinct and effective. Even the golden-
leaved form of the Highland Pine (Pinus sylvestris

aurea) has a charm of its own, and is always a
welcome tree when growing in the shrubbery or
woodland. Of our common Spruce Fir there is a
very pretty and distinct golden variety in Abies
excelsa aurea, the bright bronzy yellow of the
young growths rendering it a tree of surpassing
beauty.

These, with the golden Yew (Taxus baccata
aurea), are about the best of the conifers that
come under the class now being noticed, and when
they are judiciously planted and have formed fairly
sized specimens, their beauty is certainly very un-
usual and not to be despised. A. D. W.

SOME OF THE SUMMER FLOWERS OF
MY GARDEN.*

There is no flower during the whole circle of
the year which awakens sadder reflections in
my mind than does Anemone rivularis, and the
reason is this : It for the most part says to me
that the spring flowers have all passed away,
and that a new succession has come. Narcissus
patellaris gave a warning note, but Anemone
rivularis is like a funeral knell. I cannot say
that I care for summer flowers so much as those
of .spring. Extreme delicacy both of colour
and form are characteristic of the latter, and
with some exceptions, such, for instance, as
that of Omphalodes Lucilias, we look in vain for
them in the others. But what we do find in
summer flowers, I think, is vivid colouring,
stateliuess of form, and a general lusciousuess
which would have been altogether out of place
if it had come earlier in the year. In great
measure insect fertilisation has play, and in-

sects aifect blossoms of some very gaudy hue or
some marked design, or those from which
a strong fragrance is emitted. Nor is tliis

general brightness inharmonious to our-
selves. The summer-time is that of restful
quiet enjoyment rather than that of ten-
der new-born hope, and we should, I think,
say that a more j^ronounced colouring is

acceptable to us in June than would have been
the case in February or March. A gardener has
nothing to do when the year has come to its

zenith beyond kee)iing things as they are. He
has no need to look forward, he has no prepara-
tions to think about, and a carpc diem sort of
feeling best expresses the mood in which he
finds himself living. And his flowers answer
to this. They are jjroductive of present enjoy-
ment^ rather than symbolical of some future
delights. In my own gaulen I never go in for
effects ; there is not room for it, even if I had
any wish of the sort, and all I think about is

to try to make individual plants do well in my
hands as best I can ; in fact, I am ijuite con-
tented with these, and at midsummer I am glad
if I have a suflicient number of striking beauty
and worth to show to my friends. I shall con-
tine myself (as I am told to do) in the following
remarks to hardy summer perennials, and I
suppose that covers the time when tlie last of
spring flowers lias faded away till signs of
autumn appear. Between the departure of
SciUas and Narcissi towards the end of May,
and the commencement of the long reign of
composite flowers in August, lies the period of
the year with which lam concerned.

All I can attempt to do is to give a few
running notes or memoranda of what has
occurred under my own eyes, for it is

* Paper read by the Rev. H. Ewbank, M.A., before
the Royal Horticultural Society.

utterly beyond my power to ofl'er anything new
to the members of the Royal Horticultural So-
ciety, and with which they are not already
familiar. Of very striking plants, then, which
blossom at midsummer or thereabouts, I should
give high rank to

Eremuri.

I have often wondered why they are so sel-

dom seen in our gardens. In my judgment
they have only one fault which cannot be ob-
viated. They flower up the stalk, and one part
of the spike is clothed with the very highest
possible beauty, while the other part of it is in
a dying-ofl" state. <_)f course, this cannot be
helped ; but take an Eremurus at its best -
Eremurus Bungei, for instance—when it is

sufliciently out, and before any part of it has
begun to fade away, and I doubt if anything
more arrestnig to the eye can be oftentimes'met
with. The clear bright yellow colour is so very
good, and it stands up so well in the border,
and the foliage befits it so nicely, that it

would be difficult to say where a more beau-
tiful picture could be found in all of Flora's
domains.

I remember once returning home after the
absence of a year, and the first thing that
caught my eye after I had passed through the
garden gate was the unlooked-for spectacle of
Eremurus robustus, which was more than 12
feet high. It quite took away my breath for
a moment, and I saw that till tlien I never
had the slightest idea of what an Eremurus
could do. There are, of course, many species
of it, and they come into flower one after the
other in a most convenient way. A specimen
which I have, without a name, from the Sairem
Sea usually leads the van, and the rear is made
up by Eremurus Olgse, wliich flowers latest of
all some weeks afterwards. Pink, yellow, a
sort of brick-dust red, white—these are the
colours which the Eremuri seem to afl'ect.

The yellow is of the very clearest sort, and the
white is white beyond all suspicion, and very
pleasant to look on. I suppose that Eronurus
himalaicus, which is the white sort to which I

refer, would be considered one of tlie best of

them. It certainly seems to be one of the
strongest, but it takes several years before it

makes up its mind to blossom, and a good deal
of waiting is called for on this account. It has
quite lately flowered with me, and I have been
very much pleased with it. Max Leichtlin has
a form whicli he calls Eremurus robustus uobilis,

or something of that sort, and I am told that it

is greatly superior to the plant whicli we are
accustomed to meet with. But when I use the
word " accustomed," I think it must be done
with some mental reservation. What surprises
me most of all is that these very splendid ac-

quisitions of Central Asia, Siberia and the Cau-
casus are so veiy little grown. I cannot imagine
anything that would set olf the grounds of some
lordly mansion or humble vicarage garden more
than these Eremuri would do. But for the
most part they are conspicuous by their absence,
and one well-known garden near Cambridge is

the principal exception I can think of to the
above remarks. What then are the causes
why this comparative failure obtains ? I do
not profess to know ; but the following con-
siderations occur to my mind. They are sup-
posed to be much more ditticult to manage than
is really the case, and this bars them at the
outset. Next, if they are occasionally tried,

they are sometimes planted in the midst of

other things, and they do not succeed well in

that way ; tliirdly, they come up too soon in

the year and the flowering spike is at once
seriously injured. I . have suflered from the
latter inconvenience very often indeed ; but as

a rule I find that an Eremurus will stand many
degrees of frost before it is injured, and I am
told that if the plant is taken out of the ground
as soon as it has flowered and kept dry for a
few weeks, its growth will be sufficiently re-

tarded to free it from the danger I have named.
I have not yet tried this plan, but I am intend-

ing to try it as soon as I can. I am sure that

the Eremuri like a well-worked, rather rich

soil, and the roots should be able to spread out
in their starfish-like manner as much as they
like. Whenever I have gone against this and have
planted an Eremurus carelessly among shrubs,

or anywhere else, I have found tliat it very soon
resents the inattention, and we are likely to

part company altogether. The best thing I can
suggest for them is that they should have sufli-

cient space allotted to them by themselves in a
well-prepared border, and if tlie above precau-

tions are followed I think they will do well.

Of stately jilants which blossom in the sum-
mer in my garden, Centaurea babylonica, Fe-
rula tingitana, and Acanthus latifoUus are as

good examples as could be named, but they are

known to everybody. I like Campanula lati-

folia very much, and in moister spots tlian any
which I have it soon becomes very ornamental
indeed. Melianthus major, from the Cape of

Good Hope, has very handsome and distinct

pinnate leaves, but then it cannot be called

quite hardy in every locality.

Irises

are the pride of my garden during the bright

days of summer, and what can be more beauti-

ful, and even stately too, than Iris pallida. Iris

ochroleuca. Iris aurea, and several others that

might he named ? But it is not of these that I

would especially say a word now. They can be
grown anywhere, and my especial delight is

in those which are much more difficult to

manage, and even more commendable. I

refer to the members of the Oncocyclus
group, which form the ne jj^/s ultra of

gardening, and which should be cultivated

with the greatest possible care wheresoever

there is a chance of their doing well. These
Oncocyclus Irises begin, of course, to blossom

in May ; but they run on into June, and some-

times even into July. I know that they have

been specially dealt with by such experts as

Professor Foster and Herr Max Leichtlin, of

Baden-Baden, to both of wliom my deepest

obligations are owed ; but in a review of my
best summer flowers it is impossible for me to

make no allusion at all to their crown and their

glory. I may say at once that they cost me a

great deal of trouble and a great many mis-

takes, and some time and money, before I could

at last aver that I have these Irises in my
hands, and now nothing in my garden aflbrda

greater satisfaction to me than they do. I

have at last been able to pilot nearly thirty

specimens through a difficult autumn and a

very horrible winter indeed without a single

loss, and I may, therefore, I think, say that I

know how to grow them at last. My list in-

cludes the best among the best, viz., I. susiana,

I. Gatesi, I. paradoxa, I. Korolkowi, &c., and I

can now almost guarantee the life of any member
of this group tliat may be named. But this

measure of success has not been arrived at all

at once. Disappointment after disappoint-

ment had to be met and battled with from time

to time. In a much-esteemed gardening quar-

ter the word of direction ran thus :
" The non-

bulbous Irises like rich soil full of decomposed

vegetable matter," and similar advice has

been given by writers in the gardening periodi-

cals more than once. This brought failure on

my eflbrts for some three or four years, and I

do not know how long I should have gone on
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with it if Pnifessor Foster had not paid me a

visit one spring, and he told uie that they

must be treated to no decomposed matter,

either animal or vegetable. I tried good loam

and roadside grit the very next autumn, and

the ditference has been immense. Of course all

my Irises of the Omoeyelus group are dried off

for seven or eight weeks in July and Augu.st.

I put lights over their heads so that no rain can

come near them at all, and they are literally

baked. But there is one thing more which

they meet with in my hands, and which I sus-

pect they do not find anywhere else. It may
seem to be a little thing, but on little things

great consequences often turn, either of weal

or of woo. It is sometimes the little rift

within the lover's lute by which great mischief

is done. When the bright days of sunmier are

over and the winter rains have begun, I fix a

small ]iiece of glass securely over the rhizome

of an Oncocyclus Iris so as just to cover it and
not to do any more. The influence of this is,

I am sure, beneficial in the extreme ; it does

not interfere with growth, nor does it prevent

sufficient moisture being drawn in by capillary

attraction for the roots, but it ju.st covers the

plant itself. Until lately, I never knew how it

could be secured over a plant ; there is now
uo difficulty about this of any kind, and it

answers completely. 1 am sure that Iris para-

doxa .and several others can seldom live through
the winter if they are quite unprotected by any
covering at all, but in this manner they seem
to be satisfied, and they reward me handsomely
for my trouble. I need not say it would not
do at all to use garden-lights in the place of

these glasses, nor to use these glasses when
the lights are desirable. Of course, as spring
comes on, the leaves of some Irises, c g., I.

Korolkowi, are very much crumpled up under
a bit of glass ; but they do not seem to mind
that at all, and when the winter is over they
straighten themselves at once. For a very long
time indeed K:empfer's Irises have mocked me,
and they have laughed all my efforts to scorn.
Their wants may be summed up very briefly in

this way : They need both sunshine and mois-
ture, and so do a great many other things be-
sides Ka^mpfer's Irises. The problem of pro-
blems is how to accommodate them the best.

If you can supply them with one it does not
follow that you can accommodate them with the
other, and that by itself will not do. I have had
buckets of water poured over their heads, and
it all ran through my porous soil and very soon
disappeared. The border has been very deeply
mulched without any return for it, and Kiemp-
fer's Irises in my hot and arid garden have been
a snare and a delusion. But at last they are
happy. They declare themselves to be so in

that unmistakable way in which plants say
"All right."

I liave a bed of 30 feet by 7 feet, excavated to
the depth of 3 feet, and the whole of the sides
and bottom plastered over with thick heavy
clay about inches deep. This has made all

the difference in the world. The bed is now
quite sufficiently retentive of moisture to be of
great use, and Venus and Othello and Ida and
Rutherford Alcock, itc , are growing as they
have never done before. It is a very simple
way of adding moisture to sun.shine, but it

makes the greatest possible difference. How
beautiful these Krempfer's Iri.ses are, and how
seldom they are seen ' The colours range from
the purest white to a sort of violet-purple.
They are sometimes V)eautifully veined and
mottled and picked out with yellow, and when
all the six petals are of nearly e(jual size (three
not being suppressed, as is sometimes the case),

and the flowers are inches, or even 7 inches,

in diameter, they are objects worthy of the

highest admiration as tlioy lie flatly open to the

suunuer sun and drink in its blessed influence

on their lives.

Ancither plant which I would especially like

to notice, as adding great beauty to my garden

during the suniuier months, is that singular

Californian I'oppywort which is found on the

borders of streams near San Diego. In a rather

recently published and interesting American
work by Ellwanger, to which Mr. Wolley Dod
has given his imprimatur by writing the pre-

face, the following pa.ssage occurs: "There is

no flower that combines so many good qualities

—such fragrance, beauty, and general effect—

as this plant does ;" but then he very consider-

ably detracts from its usefulness by saying

:

" Unfortunately it will not survive our rigorous

climate, and I believe it has failed to establish

itself in most gardens where it has been tried

in England." This is a very formidable detrac-

tion indeed, and Mr. Ellwanger seems to take

away with one hand what has been given by

the other ; but I cannot think there is any jus-

tification for such a sweeping indictment. It

is true I live in the Isle of Wight, and that

is supposed to be one of the most favoured

spots in the kingdom ; but I can only say that

Romneya Coulteri gives me uo trouble at all.

It has grown to such a large size that I do

not attempt to protect it, and last winter it

stood in a little border in front of my greenhouse

and braved all the frosts of the hardest winter we
have known. Perhaps it only prt.ves that, salu-

brious as California is, the Isle of Wight is

even more salubrious. There is, however, one

thing I always do for this jjlant, which I find

to be of the greate.st use to it. I cut it down
to the ground every spring. This seems to give

it renewed energy at imce, and it makes won-

derful shoots, it certainly deserves the enco-

mium which Mr. Ellwanger has given it. The
very large crumpled white flowers appear at the

end of the branches, and also the lateral shoots,

and they are set off by the very pretty glaucous

foliage, which is produced in abundance. Per-

haps the only fault that can be noted is that

they come too interjuittently. They do not

begin very early in the summer, and with me
they go on in a desultory sort of way till late

autumn has come to them. I can sometimes

increase it by taking off a side-shoot in the

spring with a bit of root to it ; but this is not

a certain operation at all, and it is best pro-

pagated by seed. Wherever Romneya Coulteri

can be made to succeed, there I am sure it

should be tried.

As I am not writing a book, but only a paper,

which should be of moderate length, I must

confine myself to very short notes in what re-

mains for me to say. I cannot attempt to give

an exhaustive list of my summer plants, but I

will make just a few remarks on some of the

best of them. Of very gorgeous flowers. Pa-

paver orientale and P. bracteatum may be per-

haps placed at the head. Of flowers which are

of the most brilliant red colour, there is nothing

which is superior to Troijfcobnn speciosura. I

cannot admit that there is any difticulty at all

in crowing this splendid climber. It is quite

as much at home in the southern counties of

England as it is said to be in Scotland. Cap-

paris spinosa does very well in my rockery ; it

loves a horizontal positi<m, and is quite as hapjiy

there as if it were growing on the shi>re of the

Lago di Como. The large white petals form a

beautiful cup, and this, with the parti-coloured

stamens, commands great admiration. The

ovary is borne on a long stalk, so as to be level

' with the purplish anthers. Cypripedium specta-

bile should never be forgotten ; it will grow

either in sun or in shade, but it takes the latter

for choice. I imagine tb.-it the secret of success

with a great nutny Lilies is to give them a

border (piite exposed to the south, and yet to

prevent its being ever dried up. Lilium aura-

tum would, I think, do better in such a position

than anywhere else, and it would be a great ad-

vantage to it if the bed in which it is planted has a

concreted bottom (it keeps in the moi.sture\ and

which is a little inclined, so as to prevent any

chance of stagnant water settling on it. One
of the most iniposing plants at any time of the

year is, after all, tlie old familiar cottage garden

Lilium eandidum, and it seems with me to have

no special requirements at all. Lilium gigan-

teum nm.st be grown in the shade, and the great

point is to keep it from flowering too s(]on, if

that can be managed. But Lilies are a study by

themselves, and there is no room for it here.

My midsummer garden is not quite innocent of

Roses, though I only have representatives of

some few interesting species, and do not grow

Hybrid Perpetuals at all. I have been very

nmch pleased with the manner in which For-

tune's Yellow Rose got through the ordeal of last

winter in my hands. It is a very nice thing,

but in England it is, I fancy, for the most part

kept in a greenhouse, and can never attain to

any large size. I believe it to be much more

hardy than it is generally supposed to be, and it

is certainly worth trying in other places besides

the Isle of Wight. Rosa rugosa, R. bracteata,

R. rubrifolia, R. indica, and R. lucida are, of

course, great favourites with me. Rosa berberi-

difolia was once considered to be an intract.able,

impossible creature. Dr. Lindley gave it a bad

name, for which it has suflered a good deal.

Mr. Watson, however, manages it wi^th conspi-

cuous success in a greenhouse at Kew, and I

have had it for several years in my garden.

Unfortunately, it was only a grafted plant, and

so after a time it wore out. The (mly difficulty

that 1 know about it is to get hold of a speci-

men on its own roots, and then it is bound to

succeed. This, however, has at last been pro-

mised to me, and I set very great store on the

promise. From some reason or another, when-

ever suckers come up with this Rose—and also

with some other things— they are quite sure to

be hardy. I believe it can stand many degrees

of frost, but I did not think so once.

The rest of my summer favourites must be

little more than mere names with me on this

occasion. There is just one, however, that I

cannot altogether pass by, because, though I

must confess it cannot be called a hardy plant,

it is very closely connected in my mind with an

old friend who was to have spoken to you to-

day if he had not been called away from us, to

our very great regret— I allude to the late Mr.

Rawson. I have had the most minute direc-

tions from him as to the manner in w-hich

Clianthus Dampieri must be grown. Suffice it

to say, on the old lines one must almost have

lived for Clianthus Dampieri if it was to do

well at all. The game was not W(irth the

candle, but now there is no trouble with it at

all. Grafted upon C. puniceus, this most gor-

geous of all Australian plants, and I suppose

fnferior in point of splendour to very few things

on the face of the earth, will hve and grow and

blossom to the astonishment of all beholders,

and be a sight to see which is not easily for-

gotten. It does well either in greenhouse or

in open ground during the summer months,

and is very much admired by those who have

met with it. Ranunculus Lyalli I have in two

or three places, and it quite responds to my
treatment of it, which is of the simplest de-

scription. Ostrowskya magnifica, according to

Mas Leichtliii, should be dried off in summer.
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I manage it in that way. Pa^onia Wittnian-

niana slioukl never be ab.seut from any
garden, however small it may be, so very

grand is its display. Mandevilla suaveolens

Poinciana Gilliesi, and Fremontia californica

are all hardy here ; but I am sure I have

now said enough, and more than enough,

about the summer flowers of my garden. I

have by no manner of means exhausted their

number. I only fear that I have exhausted
your patience and time. The Piconie.s for the

most part, the Delphiniums altogether, the

Dianthuses, tlie Funkias, the Anthericums, the

Ramondias, and I wot not what else le;ides,

must bear to be passed over by me in silence

on the present occasion. I would only add one
short word in concluding. There are some
plants which not infrequently obtain a foothold

among us which, in my judgment, should never

have a place at all in a good collection of

flowers. I refer more than anything else to

summer Chry.santhemums, which are now very

fre(juently grown where one would least have
expected it. Chrysanthemums are all very well

in their way and at tlieir own dark, dreary sea-

son of the year. Then they do serve to gladden
us by the bright and varied colours which they

display ; but why should we go out of our way
to make the year go faster than it needs to go ?

A reminder of October is no jjleasure to me
in the glorious sunshine of July and August,

and who can say that the flowers which properly

belong to those months have been used up, so

that something else nnist be introduced ? I

would sooner fall back again on yellow Calceo-

larias and red Geraniums if I had to take my
choice between them and summer Chrysanthe-

nunns ; and yet I kuow of a garden—a very de-

lightful garden—in which many good things are

to be found, where this antedating of autumn
invariably takes place, and I expect that others

resemble it. The best and most interesting

collection of plants which I have ever seen in

late summer is that of Mr. VVolley Dod at Edge
Hall. There both variety and colour have in-

deed a full run, and one could never be tired of

looking at the multitudinous specimens of fine

herbaceous plants which abound on every side.

In a garden such as that, and in many like it, a

bright glorious summer day brings its own es-

pecial delights. If spring is the tender har-

binger of hoi)e, summer speaks of fruition

—

which has really come ; and when insect life is

everywhere on the wing, and flowers are throw-

ing back their petals to the sun, one cannot
but feel that we live in a happy world after all.

I defy anyone to be a pessimist in such a scene

and under such circumstances as these, and I

for my part subscribe ex animo to the well-

known words of the poet ;

—

'Tia my faitli that every flower

Eujoys the air it breathes.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Tree Tomato (Cyphomandra betacea).—Could
any reader of Thk Garden kindly give me in-

formation on the above ? I have a large plant of

it which has never shown a fruit. Is it of any
value when you get it, and if so, what is the best

treatment to make it productive ? It is only an
encumbrance witli me, and I shall be very grateful

for any advice.

—

Sanguinea.

Roses by the sea.—In reply to " Caledonicus "

(p. 115) respecting my note on the Cloth of Gold
and other Koses by the sea (p. 42), tlie distance

from the sea would be about a quarter of a mile.

This would in no way in'erfere with the destructive

effect on the V)looms caused by a sea fog. Although
out of reach of the ssa spray, whicli of cjurse

would do a great deal more harm to Rose blooms
than the fog, a sea fog ever so slight will affect

tlie opening buds. Especially have 1 noticed that

a night fog does more liarm than a fog by day—

I

should think owing to the lower temperature and
dampness.— F. Hand.

A Daisy sport.—Mr. Inclibald's Daisy sport is

not new. 1 found the same variety four or five

years ago near fiere and sent a specimen to The
Garde.v. I still have the plant. A few days since

I saw in a neighbouring garden the i-ame form in

an Aster. AUlioiigh a large plant and covered witli

flowers (if sucli a freak can be called so), every one
of them consisted of little more th.an the disc ; tlie

rays were barely visible.—J. M , Clurnnonth, Dorset.

Nymphsea Marliacea Chromatella.—The
Canary Water Lily is the most striking feature in

the Lily pond this week. It has been late in

coming into hljom, but now promises to make
amends by sending up fine flowers in quantity.

Several flowers of great size are floating among
rich marbled leaves. They are of the palest yellow

colour with a rich orange centre. This is without
doubt one of the best hardy Water Lilies in cul-

tivation.

Nymphsea odorata sulphurea.—This has
been the last kind to bloom, and it has the marbled
foliage characteristic of the Canary Water Lily.

Its flowers are all that the name implies, and rather

more yellow than those of the Canary kind, whilst

in other respects they are even more distinct. They
are very large considering this Lily belongs to the

odorata type, the petals numerous, long and narrow,

the outer ones reflexing to such an extent as to

make the flowers spherical and look larger and
more double than they really are.

Early Apples.—The three best early Apples,

and which ought to be planted in moderate quan-
tities as Ijushes and standards, are Beauty of liath,

exira good and early ; tree a good free grower and
bearer on Crab stocks which liave been moved ont'e

or twice. Irish Teach, very handsome and prolific,

bearing on the extremities of the fhoots
;
hence

special pruning necessary, not quite so early as

Beauty of Bath, and tree of slender growth with
unshapely habit. Duchess of Oldenburg is also

handsome and a free cropper, of good quality for an
extra early kind. The trio above named will dis-

pense with doubtful sorts.—W. CliUMP.

Azalea amoena hybrids.—The article on the

different varieties of amtena is very interesting,

yet " T." apparently does not know some very nice

varieties of M. van Houtte's raising. Allow me to

send a list of them, viz., M. Max Singer, Celine van
Eckhaute, Hermann Seidel, C. M. Adamson, R. S.

Angus, James Backhouse, A. Baker, Mrs. G. W.
Blois, and Hermine van Eckhaute. The crosses

between A. Hexe and lincarifolia promise to be-

come very useful. They sometimes have trusses

of from eight to ten flowers, and are really very

agreeably scented. I also hope to get crosses

from Rhododendron Aucklandi with Jenkinsi and
several hybrid Rhododendrons. — 0. FOKSTER,
Lclienhiif,

Dianella aspera.—Dianella is a genus of

liliaceous plants found in Australia and Tas-
mania, and although scarcely known in this country
outside botanic gardens, it contains several species

of much beauty. Whibt some of these are desir-

able for the beauty of their flowers, the attractive-

ness of others depends on their fruit, and it is to

the latter group that D. aspera belongs. In the
temperate house at Kew there is a plant 5 feet

to (') feet high now bearing a plentiful crop of

berries. These berries are crowded in erect

panicles a foot long, and are about the size of large

Peas ; when ripe they acquire an intensely blue
colour, rendering the plant at once striking and
very ornamental. The stems of this plant are
slender, like those of all the Dianellas, and bear
a tuft of leaves at the top, the panicle being
terminal. Of the other species of Dianella,

the one named cicrulea is perhaps the best. It

makes a very graceful plant, with narrow arching
leaves, and jiroduces an abundance of light, elegant
panicles ol flowers in spring. All the species may

be grown in a cool greenhouse, and are seen at

their best when planted out in a border of rich,

loamy soil and kept moist at all times. In a
natural state these plants are said to prefer shady

positions in woods.

A Siberian Crab.—On one of the lawns at

Swanmore Park there stands a remarkably fine

tree of the Siberian Crab, and whilst it is easy to

realise how beautiful an object it must have been

when in bloom, it is less easy to comprehend the

beauty such a tree will display when in full fruit.

I found the diameter of this fine tree to be

about 30 feet and proportionably high. Every
branch is heavily laden with fruit, and as this

pulls them down into a pendulous form, the tree is

indeed handsome. What a picture it will be

about the middle of September. There are many
other Cr.ab Apples which merit cultivation if but

for ornament, but the fruits of the finer sorts have
commercial value, and whilst liked by some for

dessert are delicious when properly preserved.—
A. D.

Aster diplostephioides.—Mr. Thompson, of

Ipswich, writing to me in 1891 regarding this

plant S3ys :

—

I bad some seed of Aster diplostephio'des iu

18'JO, hut could uot procure it last autumu ; with mo
it is a bad doer. I cannot keep it, and even when it

has flowered it d les not survive. I think, therefore,

it can never be it plant for the million, aud is surd in

one way or another to give rise to complaints on the

part of buyers, whether of seeds or plants.

It has been grown in the kitchen garden border
here for five or six years without any attention. I

raised twenty seedlings in isyi! and all were eaten
by slugs but one, which 1 divided into nine in 1890.

It likes a cool bottom (heavy clay here) and good
faiily stiff loam. I can give you no more hints as

to its culture ; it is an alpine. Last winter, to my
horror, I found my man had smothered it all

over with manure. This seems to have benefited it,

as it is better this year I ban ever. The flowers on
it now are much finer than those I sent you, which
were dashed with the rain,—G. H. C, S/icJIidd.

Begonias at Bexley.—At Mr. Thos. Ware's
new Jiegonia nursery at Bexley Heath quite a
quarter of a million of Begonias has been planted

out in the open, and the effect of the mass now in

full bloom is wonderful. It clearly shows the

adaptability of the tuberous Begonia for flower

garden decoration. The choicest single and double
kinds are arranged in separate hou'es. In the

house devoted to singles may be found some old

favourites, but a large proportion is quite new
and distinct. Lord Byron is a vivid scarlet shading
into white towards the centre ; the beautiful trans-

parency of the blooms is very marked. Other not-

able scarlet kinds are Superba and Grandiflora.

For effectiveness, the yellows take a high place,

ranging from a strawy-white in I'l'ide of Bexley to

the deep orange-coloured self Perfection. Every
degree of shade between may be found in Goliath,

Sovereign, Velleda, Devonia, and lastly. Sunset, a
brilliant golden-orange. The whites are very pure,

and iticlude Purify, Bexley White, and Alba fim-

briata. Fine varieties also are Leonora, magenta;
Dean Swift, cerise ; Marginata, white with delicate

pink edging; Nerissa, almond and pink shading;
and Bicolor, having a pink margin suffused with
yellow. Coming to the doubles, evidenlly much
time has been bestowed upon them, their erect

habits and faultless flowers being above criticism.

The chief feature of those indoors is the quantity

of Duchess of Teck, the light golden colour of its

blooms at once attracting attention. There are

many other equally good varieties. Miss Jennie

Fell is a distinct crimson with a very neat habit

and beautifully shaped flower. Baronne de St.

Didier, sulphur-yellow ; Princess May, crimped
white ; Hecla, pure pink ; Victoria, terra-cotta,

perfectly erect ; Triumph, crimson ; Alba Magna,
pure white, fiiubriated edge ; Flore-pleno ; Clari-

hel, salmon, with white centre; Cna, liglit rose,

very free flowering ; and Procida, a deficate white,

the guard petals suffused with salmon, are also

noteworthy.
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Orchard AND Fruit Garden.

NOVEMBER PEARS.

DiRlNii the lattor ji.iit <if October and the

mniitli uf Ndveiulier, I'e.arsare usually |)lentifiil

ivnil iif good qu.ility, the sea.s(m of .some of our

very best varieties lieiiii; com|)ri.scd within tliat

only too short jieriod. What has happened this

j'ear need not dishearten any intendinj^ planters,

as it is not often that I'ears are so scarec as they

are likely to be next autumn, and the good
work of furnishing gardens and orehards with

profitable trees of approved varieties ought not

to receive a check either now or for years to

come. In b\it few e.-ises can it be said that there

is no room for improvement either in the class

of trees or the (i\iality of tlie varieties that ai-e

grown, but, on the contrary, the gi'cat majority

yet leave much to be desired in the way of, more
e-ipecially, selections of varieties. Much may
l)e done towards imi)roving the value of many
trees of inferior v.arieties with forms of superior

excellence, but in veiy many eases young trees

are indispensable, and in the end prove more
profitable than regrafted old trees with their

roots deep down in a bad sub-.soil. This being
so, notes on a few of the best Pears that can be
grown will now be seasonable, delaying ordering
ti-ees till just before they are wanted for planting

being most unwise.

DovENNK Du CoMiCE, a variety the excellence
of which is often, yet not too often brought before

the notice of the readers of The Garden, is

perhaps the finest Pear in cultivation, and should
be included in the most limited collections. It suc-

ceeds well under any form of training, the growth
being stout and clean, and the foliage bold and
healthy looking. Naturally it is most prolific on
the Quince stock, and on this the fruit is apt
to lay on the most colour, but the best trees are
on tlie Pear stock. This very fine variety is in

season late in October, and can be kept good till

the third week in November.

PiTMASTOX Duchess should always be grown
wheie sensational fruit is required, and is one of
the best for the markets, large naturally-grown
jiyramiils on the Pear stock frequently prcducing
enormous crops of showy Pears. The tree is of
free, yet most productive growth, and, left alone,
foims grand pyramids. Wall trees of any form
are also very prolilie, and, freely thinned out, the
fruit attains an enormous s'ze, or just what exld-
bitors delight in. The fruit is not unlike chat of
Marie Louise in form, but though buttery, tlie

quality cannot he comi)ared with that of the last-

named, being too acid for most tastes.

Mabechal de la Coue, also known as Con-
Fciller de la Cour, though not generally popular, is

yet a favourite of mine. The tree is amenable I o
any form of culture, and is particularly well
adapted for growing into large pyramids. Wall
trees produce remarkably fine fruit, and though
good in quility with me about the fir>tweek in No-
vember, the smaller fruit gathered from pyramids
and standards is the most delicious.

Van Mons Leon Leclekc I have also a weak-
n'ss for, and consider it ought to be more planted,
especially where large and somewhat showy fniit'

is de^ired. Pyramids on the Pear stock attain
handsome profiortions and produce heavily, and
espalier trained trees are also very proiitable
Naturally, the finest fruit is obtained from wall
trees, and this variety seems to lend itself particu-
larly well to the purpose of clothing archways
through garden walls. I have bad Van Mons 5
inches in length and of good form, attractive ap-
pearance, and superior table quality.

Duron DBAU, another old favourite, may be
grown into very good pyramids and it does well
iigainst walls with an east a'pect. It is a remark-
ai.ly productive variety, and if freely thinned out
the fruit attains a good size and colours very
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prettily. This, like the preceding, is a Novenrber of trainirg and is very (ircdu^tive in all cases. The
Pear, ripening early in that month hi:d is usually

,

best ll.-rvoitnd fruit, I find, is obtained from a tree
of good quality.

Marie Louise is so well known and so generally
a]'prcciat( d, tlrat little need be .said about it here.

I would, however, cuice more suggest that the site,

or, better still, cue of the sites chosen for this

against a wall facing south-east, where also the
colour is laid on most freely. It is a pretty little

Pear, and when ripe, crisp, melting and rather
sweet.

TiioMrsoN's (an illustration of which accom-
l>ariies these remarks) is worthy
of a place in (juite limited col-

lections of Pears. On the Pear
stock it grows with moderate
freedom and is a sure ai.d

heavy licarer, gocd pyramids of

it being comnronly met with.
'I'he variety is well worthy of

wall space, a site facing west-
warrl answering well, though
it also succec'Is to perfection
in cooler quarters. The fruit

is of medium size, obovate in

form, the skin being jrale yellow
with a sprinkling of russet
dotted over it. With me it

ripens towards the middle of
November, and is of delicious
quality.

HuYSHES Prince Consort
may safely be said to be the
best of the four varieties raised
by the Rev. John Huyshe. It

is also the largest fruited,

while the tree without being
over-luxuriant is yet of free,

yet most productive habit of

growth. Pyramids, bushes, and
T^ ~». horizontally-trained trees in
|j%'«'^'^ the open garden all do well,

but the largest fruit and the
cUarest in colour are produced
by trees growing against a
moderately warm wall. It is a
very distinct variety, and rarely
fails to produce a good crop.

I. M. H.

Pear Thompson's.

valuable November Pear, should be a wall fatirg

eas-t ( r n rth-east. Our best fruits are invariably

gathered from a large old tree on the Pear stock

against a high wall facing northeast.and it is also

worthy of note that in no other po.^ition are the

trees bearing well this season. I hold that the

Pear stock is much the best for this variety, trees

on the Quince soon becoming far too stunted to be
profitable.

CoMTE DE Lamy DO lover of good Pears should

be without. It succeeds admirably under any form

Second cropping of
Strawberries. — Those who
force Strawberries may readily

secure fruit more than half

the year by utilising their early

forced plants for a second crop.

Of late years this system has
been found a profitable one.

especially in seaside towns, as

in such localities there is al-

ways a good demand for this

fruit after the ordinary crop is

over. If fruit is required in

pots.this is readily accomplished
by giving a rest for a short time
after forcing, repotting into a
size larger pot and standing on
a bed of ashes, keeping well

supplied with water, damping
over with a rose or syringe

nightly, and feeding when the
pots are filled with roots. These
plants will give a second crop
in August or September, ac-

cording to the time they had
been forced earlier in the year.

When the second crop is se-

cured from pot plants, it is best

to use 5-inch pots for the first

potting and to repot into I'l-inch

ones. Planting out is, perhaps,

the best method, and one that entails less labour.

Planting out should be done when the plants have

been well hardened otf. When planting, the

drainage should be renewed, a portion of the

old matted bottom roots cut away, and the plants

made very firm, leaving a basin round each plant

if the soil is light or water difticult to get in

qttantity. If the new plantation can be hosed over

or watered two or three times a week in hot

weather in the evening, a heavy set of autumn
fruit of good s:ze will be had. On light soils, a
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good mulch of decayed manure or short litter over

the roots will do much RO-d and retain moisture.

The best varieties for autumn fruiting I have found

to baVicomtesse II.de Thury, La Grosse Suoree,and

a dwarf Keens' Seedling-. I do not know of any

kinds that fruit more freely than the above, as

this season I forced La Grosse Sucree, Vicomtesse,

and Keens' very early, and afterwards stood the

plants in cold frame,^ for a few weeks. By water-

ing liberally with liquid manure, the same plants,

without potting or lop-dressing, gave us a good

second crop of fruit in May.—G. Wythes.

EARLY PLUMS.
Plums are not particularly fastidious as to

sites or soils, but there are certain positions

that suit them better than others, and as a rule

tlie best crops are had for tlie greatest number

of years from trees growing in a rather strong

loamy soil. It is not always possible to do a

great deal towards changing the character, but

the sites may be varied considerably in most

places. I am not an advocate of scattering and

much mixing the wall trees where it can well

be avoided, grouping the kinds rendering it a

nruch easier matter to treat them more as they

require to be treated. As far as planting in

the open is concerned, not much can he done

towards varying the sites with advantage, for

the simple reason that trees situated on low

ground more often than not have what pro-

mised to be a good crop badly marred by late

frosts ;
but with plenty of wall space at com-

mand, the case is very different. By a judici-

ous selection of varieties and the proper dis-

tril)ution of trees, it is possible with the aid of

garden, house, stable, and other walls to have

a good supply of Plums during most seasons

extending from the first week in August to

the middle of November. This summer the

fruit is ripening earlier than usual, some of

the varieties being fit for use during the third

week in July.

What I believe to be the very best sites for

early Plums are walls of any kind, other than

vei-y low ones, with a south-east aspect. Plums
succeed well facing the east, but are naturally

a fortnight later than those which get more

sunshine. Where Peaches fail, and these do

not thrive when much exposed to easterly

winds. Plums should be tried, and most pro-

bably would, as in my case, pay well for all the

trouble taken with them. Some of the earliest

and comparatively early varieties are among the

best that can be planted against a moderately

warm wall, the quality of even cjoking varie-

ties being surprisingly good when they have

the advantage of a sunny site. For instance,

the Victoria is really quite good enough this

season to be included in a choice dessert, and

for either preserving or pies is first-rate. All

things considered, this is still one of the

best Plums in cultivation, and it is the

variety my employer, as a landlord, has

planted most extensively against cottages on

the estate. On examining some of these recently

I was agreeably surprised to see such good crops

hanging, and a good market will readily be

found for them. Victoria is also one of the

few varieties that succeed well standard trained,

though the trees are very lightly cropped this

season. Rivers' Prolific has quite ousted the

Morocco ; at any rate it is very generally and
extensively grown, while the latter is rarely

met with. Yet tlie Morocco is a hardy variety,

doing well against the coldest walls, and is very

prolific and early, the fruit being near the size

and shape of ( )rlcans, purple, and of excellent

quality, ripening this year by the middle of

July. This good old variety ought not to be

allowed to become extinct, as it is very likely

to be before many years. Early Orleans is not

particularly early, but a good old-fashioned

variety all the .same. With me it usually ripens

during the first fortnight in August, but it is

not so early by a fortnight as a variety grown

in the neighliourhood of Bath under the name
of Grimwood's Seedling. In Messrs. Cooling's

nurseries the latter was being gathered during

the third week in -July, and, what is even

more noteworthy, the trees both against walls

and in the open bore far heavier crops than any

otlier variety in the nursery or neighbourhood.

The fruit is of nuich the same size and colour

as tlie Early (Jrleans, but of a more oval shape,

while the quality is exceptionally good. This

serviceable Plum ought to be extensively planted

in private as well as market gardens, and is one

of the best for cottagers to have presented or

entrusted to them.

De Montfort as grown by me is frequently

taken to be the Angelina Burdett, and in

several respects it much resembles the latter.

There is this material difference, however, that

it is nearly or quite a month earlier in ri-

pening, our first being fit for de-ssert during

the third week in July. The fruit of De Mont-

fort is of medium size, in shape resembling

Coe's Golden Drop, deep purple in colour, flesh

yellow, clinging to the stone, and richly

flavoured, especially after shrivelling takes

place. It is of slender growth, and suitable

for wall culture only. It is a sure bearer.

Gisborne's, an improved Pershore, lipens early

in August under wall culture and crops

heavily, but scarcely merits so much attention,

its proper place being the open garden or or-

chard. The Czar, a variety of comparatively

recent introduction, on the other hand, does

pay for wall culture, though it is most ex-

tensively planted in orchards. It is remarkably

prolific, the fruit being roundish-oval in shape,

rather small in size, the colour being dark red,

and the quality good. The July Green Gage is

not so prolific as desirable, but there is no mis-

taking the quality. It is seldom ripe before the

first week in August or about a week before the

ordinary form. Oullin's Golden may bo said to

be the handsomest yellow or light-coloured

early Plum in cultivation, and is only rivalled

by Jefl'erson's at its best. For exhibition dur-

ing August, Oullin's Golden is simply in-

valuable. The fruits are large, roundish-

oval in shape, of a rich yellow colour, and of

exceptionally good quality. The tree is of a

sturdy habit, the foliage being very strong. This

season the crop is light, but it is not often that

this is the case. Early Transparent Gage can-

not rightly be classed as an early Plum, as it will

not be ripe much before the end of August. The

tree is a fairly good cropper and the fruit very

attractive in appearance and good in quality.

Kirke's is also a second early or midse.ason va-

riety, and a very good Plum it is. Dry's Seed-

ling must not be omitted, this being a large,

handsome, sure bearing variety, ripening early

in August. Tree of sturdy habit and very pro-

lific—W. I.

. In seasons when Plums are more plen-

tiful as a rule than is the case this year, the

invaluable properties of the earlier kinds are apt

to be overlooked, tlie quality not being- con-

sidered so goo i. lUit however this maybe, there

cannot be any questioning the fact that these early

Plums are the hardiest of the whole lot, and that

whenever others fail these may be relied upon, and

the season must be very bad indeed if an ordinary

crop cannot be secured off them. Of the value of

these early Plums there cannot be any doubt, as

they come in at a time when the smaller fruits are

on the wane, and consequently are much appre-

ciated for cooking, this, in fact, being their spe-

cial trait. In the west of England large quan-

tities a e grown for supplying the large midland
and northern towns, not that miiny varieties

are grown for the purpose, the bulk being the

invaluable Early Prolilic, Victoria and Peisliore,

this trio being well known as almost sure

croppers. This year the trees are not so heavily

laden, but sufficiently so to make them a very

remunerative crop in .a season like the present,

when, according to reports, the crop is not so

good in some other parts of the country. Elvers'

Czar is also being planted extensively, as being
large and good-looking, it will surely command
a good price, coming in as it does just after

the Prolific. Our trees of it this season are

heavily laden, showing it to be a most prolific

variety, and well worthy of being planted in evei-y

garden where good early cooking Plums are looked

for. Being hardy and good croppers, The Czar and
Earl}' Prolific succeed alnmst anywhere, that is

when left alone and not hacked about too much
with the pruning knife. Th's is where many
people fail with Plums gro-.v'ng in the open. When
left alone they form most prolific bushes and
standards, trim growing pyramids not being of any
use for this class of I'lums. Instead of forming
large spreading trees when left alone as regards

pruning, the annual growth is very little, fruit-

buds forming very ficely indeed: in fact except

the annual growth, all parts of the branches

which are exposed to light are studded. Nor must
the soil he disturbed about the roots, as thus

surface roots form very freely, and when this is

the case fruit may be looked for with certaintv.

—

Y. A. H.

FRUIT GROWING IN ENGLAND.
" Rtjstious," in a recent letter on the above
subject to the Times, sajs: As one who has
for many years felt a great interest in fruit-

growing in this country and tried to make
out why it is such an unremunerative industry, I

venture to ask space in your columns to show to

my fellow-countrymen what they must do if they
would make fruit-growing jiay. At present, if we
have a good fruit year, we inundate during a short

part of our summer and autumn the London and
provincial markets with the products of gardens
and orchards, and the consequence is that the pro-

duce does not do more than pay the cost of car-

riage and the middleman's commission. The fruit

grower often gets nothing, or next to nothing, for

his capital, enterprise, and skill. Of course, this

state of things cannot go on long, and in time, un-

less a change occurs, instead of the area of English

land devoted to fruit cultivation increasing it will

diminish, and no reasonable person ought to be
surprised. The point to be considered is whether
any change can be made in our methods which will

alter the position of the fruit grower, and I hope to

show that this is possible.

At present the bulk of our hardy fruit comes
into market early, and consequently may be re-

garded as consisting of early kinds. Of these kinds

there is clearly a superfluous supply in prolific

years. The kinds of Apples and Pears which
usually produce the laigest return to the growers
are those which are fit to market from November
onwards. Thfse kinds are known technically as

"late varieties"—that is to say, varieties which do
not ripen on the tree, but have to be gathered
carefully, unbruised, placed in a suitable fruit

room, and sent to market only when they .are in a
condition fit for use by the consumer. Such fruit,

to make the be.st of it, requires skill and discrimi-

nation on thepartof the producer ; but where these

conditions are forthcoming fruit-growing is not
usually found to be an unprofitable pursuit.

Our fruit-growers are not, as a rule, so ex-

perienced or so canny as their American cousins.

They want educating, and the points on which
they have most to learn .are as to the selection of

kinds and the " grading " of fruit. The American
fruit-grower understands these subjects thoroughly,

and he grows only a few carefully- selected kinds

and sends to market, whether in his own country
or here, none but the very best specimens produced

in his orchards. The consequence is that American
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Apples of well-known brands fetch the highest

possilile price bec.-inso the buyers know that the

contonts (it any f;iven liarrcl will be uniformly
good. The Ainori-ans call this " grading," and
tlie English fruitgrower will have to learn that he
must "grade" his fruit, or, in other words, he
must select the best for market and keep the in-

ferior fruit at hiune. But the inferior fruit is

usually more in quantity than the best. What is

to be done then ! This is a question of great im-

portance ; but, fiuluuati'ly. there is a comforting
reply ready, ,and I will do my best to give it.

In America there is an appliance in universal

use called a " fruit evaporator." There are few
Tr.ansatlantic fruit-growers who do not own one.

All the fruit grown by them for which thoy do not
find a profitable market in .a green state tliey pass

through the evaporator. This withdraws the
moisture from it and converts the fruit inlo.adried

commodity which may be kept foi months, or

years, so that it may be sold, when there is a
market for it, .at a paying price. This evaporated
fruit, as everyone knows who has tried it, is a most
aduiirable substitute for fresli fruit ; it only needs
soaking for a few hours to absorb sullicient mois-
ture to make it lit, for using inlarts, pies, computes,
&c. I have tried it several years after it was
grown and have found it excellent and scarcely to
be discriminated from fresh fruit.

rnfortunately, the fruit evaporator is practically

unknown in this country, although one of its best
forms was ]iremiated by the Royal Agricultural
Society at its jubilee meeting at Windsor, when it

was awarded the £'A0 prize, and may, therefore, be
regarded as having met the e.x.acting requirements
of the society. Since then one of I lie same kind of
evaporators has been set up and used at the
Royal Horticultural Gardens, Turnham Green, and
has done some e.xcellent work there. Still the
fact remains that the fruit ev.aporator has at pre-
sent taken no hold on the minds of the bulk of
English fruit growers, and yet I feel sure that in

this appliance they have within their reach the
me.ans of overcoming the great difliculty how to
utilise and convert into a money-producing com-
modity the surplus fruits of prolific years. The
fruit evaporator is a patented article and all

European rights have bren secured by a German
firm, but I am authorised to say that Mr. A.
Ludwig, 111, Mincing Lane, London, EC, will most
gladly supply to anyone interested in the subject
any information in his possession, and I know no
one in this country who knows as much about fruit
evaporation as he does. He will send to anyone
writing for it, post free, a lecture, delivered before
the Royal HorticuUnnal Society, on fruit evaporat-
ing and fruit evaporators.

I should much like to Siy something about the
importance of English fruit growers selecting the
right varieties of Apples, Pears, &c , suitable for
their respective localities and particular seasons,
but I feel I have already trespassed too much on
your valuable space, or else here is a theme of
great practical importance on which much might
be said with benefit to tho.sc concerned.

VARIETIES OF GOOSEBERRIES.
When- there are hundreds of varieties of Goose-
berries to select from, and probably the grower in
many instances does not want more than half a
dozen, he is at a loss when lie scans the list to
know what is best, and often gets sorts not at all
suitable. With so many to select from, the grower
should get both early and late kinds. To get a
long succession planting in different positions is
necessary, and if a north wall can be .'pared for a
few cordon trees, there is no surer crop than the
late Gooseberries. This season the trees suffered
badly from spring frosts, but those on a wall es-
caped, being later and protected from the cold
winds. On a north wall as cordons the fruits
can be had much later, and the trees get the cool
treatment they so much like ; they are also so
easily protected from birds, that I often wonder
that more trees are not grown in this way, as often
a bare north wall may be planted with a few trees

to furnish the bottom of a wall with taller fruit

trees at the top. Gooseberries do well as cordons
trained to iron rods or stout Larch poles ; they re-

quire so little attention grown in this way, occu-

pying little room, and are ornamental in a fruiting

state. Goosebenics well looked after are a paying
crop, as they may be used in a green state, and
when ripe with protection from birds hang a long
time. When grown as cordons on walls they arc

more readily protected from caterpillars than in a

bush state, and if a few loads of manure are placed
over the roots as a mulch in the early )iart of the

year or in December, raking away the olil material,

caterpillars are rarely troublesome, and the re-

moval of the old loose soil removes any insect

larva; that may cxi.^t and the trees get the feeding
required. The^e trees often suffer from want of

feeding, as in many gardens there is no thought as

to providing bushes with manure, but when given
annually the size and quality of the crop are su-

perior. I have seen very old bushes that had been
on the same ground for many years lifted are re-

planted, and with the roots in a good condition,

the trees have given wonderful crops. Of course,

I do not advise planting old trees, as young ones
with good culture soon give a heavy crop of fruit,

but I would recommend more feeding in poor soils

after the trees get into a bearing state. Those who
require Gooseberries for preserving cannot do
better than grow Red Warrington and Ironmonger.
The former is a fine Gooseberry for a north wall,

and if kept spurred in closely does well. In the
white class. Whitesmith, King of Trumps, and
Aline are good, wldlst Industry, Conquering Hero,
Forester, and Rough Red are good reliable kinds in

the reds ; Leader, Early Sulphur, Yellow Cham-
p.igne, and Tiger are good yellows ; Green Gas-
coyne. Green Overall, Surprise, and Telegraph in

the green varieties. In the matter of flavour many
of the small fruits, such as Pitmaston Green Gage,
Red Champagne, Early Green, Hairy Early Red,
Hairy Bright Venus, and Early Sulphur are beauti-

ful fruits for flavour. In this small selection I

have only given a few varieties, but sufticient for

most purposes, unless required for exhibition. For
the latter purpose size is essential ; for early

gathering in a green state a large early Gooseberry
is best. When a wall or fence is devoted to this

fruit there is no difficulty in preserving the buds
in the spring by netting over the bushes.

S. H.

AUTUMN TREATMENT OF RASPBERRIES.

RaspberPlIKS after the fruits are gp^thered are often
allowed to take their chance, but such treatment is

not conducive to the formation of strong growths
for next years supply of fruit. No time should be
lost in giving the c; ne; mor^ room to develop by
removing the old fruiting canes and useless
suckers. There are often serious complaints as to

Raspberries failing, the canes dwindling, the fruits

being poor and only half the size they should be.

This occurs both in heavy and light land. One
reason is allowing the plants to occupy the same
ground too long. On clay land the roots go down
in search of food, only to find the subsoil worse
than the surface, and then decay of the fruiting

canes occurs, no matter how carefully pruned and
fed. On light soils much the same happens. There
is no feeding material in the soil, and in this case
heavy surface mulching must be given twice a year
to keep the canes in a healthy state. Of course,

all the mulching in the world does not get the plants
into good condition once they have gone wrong.
It is useless to feed Raspberries and to allow the
old fruiting canes to remain on the plants for

months after the fruit is gathered with a forest of

suckers at the base. These suckers rob all the
next season's fruiting canes of the nourishment
which should go to build up a strong, hard, well-

ripened cane the size of a walking-stick for next
season's supply of fruit. At this date the old
fruiting canes should be cut away, and only
sullicient suckers left for the next season, choosing
those that are strongest and in a healthy state.

I only allow three or four to each stool. On
weaker varieties five should be the maximum num-

ber, and thesenot too wide orfaraway from the origi-

nal cane, as once they get wide of the old stool the
plantation shoidd be broken up and re-made on
new land. Of course, if suckers are required witli

a view to get canes for planting, more may be
allowed. I have seen Raspjberries occupy the same
ground for twenty years, but this should not be,

as it is impossible to get the best fruit or equal
weight from canes in an impoverished condition.
Removing the old canes need not occupy a long
time, and those left should be tied to the old suji-

ports or wire fencing. The canes left for next
season's fruiting should not be pruned in any way,
but allowed free growth till late in the season,
when they may be shortened back, but not to the
required height, merely lightened of superfluous
wood. At the final pruning in the early spring,

cutting tiack to the height allowed may take place,
as if pruncfl to the proper height in the autumn, the
canes often die back lower down in severe weather.
After the removal of old fruiting canes a good
mulch of decayed manure should be placed over
the roots, not dug or forked in; and on light

gravelly soil there is no better mulch than manure
from the cow-yard, as on hot, dry soils it keeps
the roots cool and retains the moisture. This
mulching should be given as soon after the fruit

is gathered as possible to assist in building up
strong canes for next season. G. Wythls.

Flower Garden.

THE FUCHSIA.
The Fuchsia illustrates the fickleness of fashion.
A few years ago every garden at all woithy of

the name had its Fuchsias ; and every con.serva-

tory and greenhouse was furnished with some
of the leading florists' varieties. Things have
changed, and the Fuchsia is as scarce now as it

was popular then. We lose much by neglecting
a plant of easy culture and great freedom of

blooni ; but there are indications of a revival,

especially with regard to tlie outdoor or hardy
varieties. When the Fuchsia was in its full

popularity, it was a favourite exhibition plant.

The specimens of it were of huge size, very tall,

and when well flowered— that is, smothereel
from top to bottom in masses of richly-coloured

bloom—very beautiful. But we can well aft'orJ

to dispense with this type of Fuchsia culture.

The best evidence of returning love for the
Fuchsia is seen in the London parks, where
during several seasons it has been the leading
flower. We welcome the change. A mass of

Fuchsias, even though the [ilants may be some-
what formally traineel and stiffly arrangetl, is

far more pleasing than the scroll and pattern
beds filled with plants, repeated with such per-

sistency as to lose what little beauty they na-

turally possess. Carpet beds, with nothing to

relieve the dead flatness, were the pride of

London parks a few years ago, and even now
the desire to have such things has not died out.

But the carpet-bed fever has certainly exhausted
itself, and the use of Fuchsias will give it a
severe if not final blow. The varieties used are
the fine old kinds that were the pride of Eng-
lish gardens years ago. The old variegated va-

riety, Sunray, one of the jirettiest variegated
plants in use ; Earl of BeaconsfieUl, a fine kind,
with rich orange-.scarlet tubular flowers pro-
duced in large masses ; Annie Earley, white, the
corolla scarlet ; Elegans, crimson and purple

;

Mrs. Marshall, a very desirable variety, white
antl pink ; Annette, remarkable as much for its

bold and abundant deep green leafage as for

its richly coloured flowers ; Daniel Lambert,
purple and scarlet ; Henry Brooks, similar

shades ; Tower of London, crimson : and Mme.
Cornellisen, a very pretty v.ariety, the flowers
white and scarlet.
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The Fuchsias will not give much trouble as

reu-ards culture. They are amongst the easiest

plants to grow, as it is only necessary to lift

them wheu frost arrives, pot up, and place in

a cool house for the winter, giving only sufficient

water to prevent the plants guttering from ex-

cessive dryness. Remember that they are

almost hardy. We are now speaking not of

the shrubby set of which F. Kiccartoni is the

type, but of what we may call the florists'

varieties. The protection of quite a cool house

will be ample. Then in spring nothing more

is necessary than a little pruning in the w-ay

of removing weak or dead wood, and placing

them in a slightly warm house, say a green-

house, to start them into growth after potting

them into fresh soil. We saw last season in a

Suffolk garden a cliarniing bed of Fuchsias,

Mrs. Marshall and Rose of Castile, from cut-

tings struck in the autumn. The result was

obtained at little co.st, and a pretty feature in

the garden was made. A "bedder" would

have given just as much trouble, and then

only lasted one season, while the Fuchsias go

on increasing season by season until too large

for the jjlace and to house comfortably. In

very warm southern gardens and in sheltered

spots in Wales, the Fuchsias, like the Dahlias,

will live out without protection, save a cover-

ing of Fern to keep severe frosts away. In

one North Welsh garden neither the Fuchsias

nor the Dahlias were ever lifted ; and the

masses of growth and flower were eSective

from the profusion of leaf and blossom.

More beautiful than any of the varieties

mentioned above are the hardy Fuchsias, such

as the lovely F. Riccartoni. The .slow appre-

ciation of such plants is a mystery. Here we
have a group of charming hardy flowering

shrubs, elegant in outline, the perfection of

grace, and during the summer wreathed with

myriads of graceful flowers, and yet they are

for the most part ignored. We might seek

these in cottage gardens, where they are per-

mitted to spread out unhindered and uncramped

by neighbouring things. A beautiful picture

we saw this summer was made up of large

bushes of F. Riccartoni and Hydrangea horten-

sis, two shrubs of almost equal value, yet of

distinct character. The eflect was splendid, and

we wish that such pictures would be repeated.

Hardy Fuchsias love the sea. We find bushes

of them almo.st in touch of the salt spray, but

their growth seems to relish the sea breeze

as keenly as the feathery Tamarisk. In southern

and western gardens, the south of Ireland, and

on warm sheltered spots the plants are abso-

lutely hardy, but in other places cut down by

the frosts. This, however, is not of much
moment, as in the spring the growth springs

up again with increased vigour. In colder dis-

tricts, where they will not live out at all, they

mn.st be lifted each autumn, potted, and placed

out again in the spring. This is the great secret

of success. Have hardy plants, whose growth

is strong and wiry, and made as far as possible

in the open air.

All the sulijoined will live out in warm sea-

side gardens, or on the southern and western

coasts, and none is more beautiful and graceful

than F. Riccartoni, wliich will live out even in

Scotland. We saw a charming hedge of it in

North Wales, the plants one mass of flower

and the perfection of grace and beauty. A
well-known kind is F. coccinea, which is also

of exquisite grace and hardy in most gardens,

growing in a warm .soil to quite (i feet in height.

The leaves have a tinge of red, and the flowers

are crimson--a rich contrast. It is a Chilian spe-

cies. Another beautiful type is F. corallina,

which is of taller growth than the others. ^Ve

have seen this very beautiful on a wall. F. dis-

color is, on the other hand, quite dwarf, but

very hardy ; a good kind for beds. F. globo.sa

we have ;dso seen in many gardens thriving

well. The flowers are globular, very freely

produced, and make a rich show when the bush
attains a good size. One often sees it, especially

in seaside gardens, making a rich growth of

flower and leaves. We should like to see

more of this handsome shrub. Of course, F.

gracilis is familiar ; it is slender and graceful,

through the long peduncles to the flowers, which
make them hang gracefully. The flowers are

.scarlet, and when smothering a bush C feet or

more in height, we have a charming picture of

plant life. One may often meet with Ijushes

spreading over several feet of ground and one
mass of slender bloom. It is well named gracilis.

Two very pretty kinds are F. ndcrophylla and F.

pumila, which are charming Fuchsias for a bed
;

they also live out well by the sea.

NOTES ON BULBOUS PLANTS.

Thehe is always a great deal to be done in a short

season in all gardens where anything approaching
what may be termed representative collections of

bulbous plants are grown, and particularly where
such things occupy the mixed border, for then they
are not nearly so readily dealt with as when occu-

pying separate beds. But where the last-named
system is employed the whole bed can be dealt

with in a wliolesale sort of way, and the bulbs

lifted without any fear of disturbing the roots of

other choice subjects, as may be the case in the

mixed border. There are, however, advantages
and disadvantages on bolh sides, for the separate

bulb bed would of necessity have to remain blank
each year in which it was intended to lift the

stock, while in other seasons its surface may be
made gay with various summer-flowering plants,

among which the tuberous section of Begonias
is perhaps unequalled. For the present, however,
we may briefly look at some of the most necessary

items of work in the bulb garden standing in need
of immediate attention.

First and foiemost, perhaps, come
The Daffodils, a group invaluable in sprint'.

These are now all lying dormant, and, thanks
to the continued dry weather of the past
fortnight, are in excellent condition for lifting.

This being so, no time should be lost in lifting the

stock, as it is well known that new roots are
speedily emitted in those seasons where a long
spell of dry weather is succeeded by a somewhat
heavy rainfall, and where new roots are thus
emitted and are afterwards lost deterioration must
of necessity ensue. In those cases where we have

to contend with a cold, wet spring the foliage of

Daffodils natur-ally matures but slowly, and in the

end forms no fitting guide as to when the lifting

should be performed. This season, however, the

foliage matured about the usual time, .and conse-

quent upon the warm weather of May and the early

part of June the bulbs have ripened thoroughly,

the bulbs being vei'y firm and solid. Such as these

can hardly fail with the proper treatment to bring

about good results when flowering time again comes
round. It is not my intention in these few re-

marks to deal with the matter from a nurseryman's

point of view so much as to offer a few hints to

amateurs, and in particular to those who are as

yet only beginners in the cultivation of these

flowers. For'these then it will be best in lifting

Daffodils to have some large pots in which to place

each variety as lifted, and in these to carry them
to some weil-ventilated shed or outhouse, where .at

a more convenient moment the bulbs may be

cleaned and laid out in shallow boxes where they

m.ay dry gradu.ally, yet thoroughly. Studiously

avoid using boxes with lids, .and be equ.ally careful

net to pack the boxes one above the other. Under-

ground cellars which perhaps have no other means
of ventilation than the door should be avoided, for

a free circulation of air is of much importance

at this time. If a convenient shed or similar place

does not exist, the bulbs will be equally sate on a

hard bottom in the open, protected with boards or

spare lights to keep ofE sun and rain. In the case

of the lights being employed the.^e must be shaded,

and if raised on large pots on bricks will throw oft

the rain and ensure a free current of air .about the

bulbs. In the event of any diseased bulbs being

noticed, and supposing these are too valuable to

discard altogether, there is no better way of

dealing with them than to carefully divest them
of all diseased scales, afterwards expo.sing them
to the full sun, t.aking care to burn the affected

portions. In large collections of these bulbs, no

matter what experience has been br-ought to bear

upon their cultivation, one is sure to find a few
varieties that require special care .and special

treatment, and even then are not satisfactory.

Such kinds, for example, as pallidas praecox, Ard-

Righ, spurius varieties generally, Mary Anderson,

ceinuus and its forms, and the double white

Poet's Narcissus are instances where a special

treatment of soil or position, or both, is needed to

bring about good results ; but the behaviour of

such .as these is so varied in d'fferent g.nrdens, that

it is a ditticult matter—if not an impossibility—(o

lay down any hard and fast rules concerning

them. But a safe and sure guide for many doubt-

ful kinds, and particidarly those most affected by
basal disease, is to lift them every year .-is soon as

ripe and accord them a long season of perfect

rest, and as a further precaution clean them, and
give them a fresh position each succeeding year.

Much is due, I feel sure, to an inherent weakness

of constitution, a condition too frequently acceler-

ated by uncongeniiil surroundings, and particularly

soil and dr.ainage. These things, coupled with

lack of sun .at the moment it is needed for ripen-

ing the bulbs, together with an excess of rain, too

often keep such things in a constant stiite of ex-

citement, and weakly-constituted kinds are quite

unable to endure such continued change, the

result being that exhaustion follows, and the bulb,

being unable to perform its fimctions at the right

season, not unfrequently perishes as the result.

But if .annual lifting is indulged in, combined
with a long resting season for all weakly kinds,

much benefit will certainly ensue, and the bulbs

themselves be retained in health over a much
lono-er peri-^d. There are, however, some varieties

that are not benefited by annu.al lifting, and that

prefer to be let alone for several seasons—in short,

only lifting them to prevent overcrowding or exhaus-

tion. N. poeticus ornatus is one of these ; indeed

some of this section appear to have a diifeient

mode of rooting to the ma.iorily of kinds, for no

matter what the time of year may be—provided
the bulbs are not freshly pliinted ones—you will

almost be sure to find roots in nearly every stage,

some just visible beyond the bulb, others half an

inch long, and others in varying lengths up to G

inches. This seems to point to the fact that its roots

are produced successionally over a long period, for I

have noted ex.actly the same thing in mid-winter

and various other times between that season and

the end of June. My experience this year is only

a confirmation of the past, for oinatus was still

producng roots in all stages at the end of June,

when the majority of kinds have not a new root to

be seen. Another point with this very useful kind

is that it does not produce its roots nearly so plenti-

fvdly or so quickly after having been planted as most

kinds, and seemingly resents drjing off. For these

reasons, then, I would only lift such as this when it

became absolutely necessary, and the same may be

said of Emperor, Empress, Grandee, rugilobus,

princeps and many others, always provided there

is .abundant drainage below them. The Tenby

Daffodil, where it thrives, is a splendid thing

when est.ablished, and its perfect form and fine

colouring .are sure to hiive many admirers. The

variety princeps, again, is very fine in established

clumps of two or three years' standing, producing

as many as four blooms from each bulb. From
six bulbs of the variety Grandee after two seasons'

planting I have had .as many as twenty-one

flowers'; while in such kinds as Emperor, Empress

and Horsfieldi, the growth (as well as the flowers)

is much superior after rema'i ing undisturbed for
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(wo seasons tlmn it is the lir»t S;ason after plaut-

iiii,', so far as this distrii-t is concerned, but, as I

have said, .i,'arderis and soils vary so much, that it

is dllHcult to set forth deliiiite rules. It may, how-

ever, I e taken as a j;uiilo that in light loamy soils

ovcilying ^Travel or in loa'u ovcrlyinjr limestone

the niore rol.ust are safe under the let-alone sys-

tem, that is, lifting every three years or so ;
but in

gauiens where the soil is heavy and retentive,

annual lifting may hi; indulged in with a free

hand for the majority, while for the double white

Poet's Narcissus a heavy soil seems far more suit-

able than the reverse, and in such, indeed, the

"lilinilness" to which tliis variety on most soils is

liable seems to be eiiher considerably reduced or

unknown altogether, l'"or the Corbularia section,

as also for triandius and other d waif or frail forms,

these may lie left in the soil, provided all wet lie

kf-pt from them till the end of .September, from

which time they may remain exposed to the au-

species more than to any other, for I have never

been able to get Indbs altogether free from it. The
only remedy known to me is to dig the bullis up
periodically in July or August and give them a
thorough baking in full sun, according the same
treatment to any disf ased bullis of L. candidura.

This treatment, however, must not be regarded in

the liglit of an absolute cure, though it appears

to put a temporary check on the disea.se, judging
by bulljs whicli have been so treated, and which
have s]irung uji the ne.xt season and (lowered well

witliout spot or blemish. It will generally make its

appearance again, however, the first wet spring,

and with its appearance the treatment above given

should be repeated.

CiiOWN fiMi'EMALS. — Where clumps of these

I
exist in gardens and have become crowded and fail

to llower with their usual freedom, it may be taken

for granted that the soil has become impoverished
and a change of quarters will prove of much benefit.

\VLite Phloxes iu a vase.

tunin rains, which after a long rest will prove benc-
ticial to them.
LiLiUMS.—Atlhe present time so many of these

are either liowering or in full growth, that little

can be done to the majority of them. In the va-
rieties candidum and testaceiim, however, we have
exceptions to the general rule, these being early-
flciwering kind.s. It frequently happens, too, that
botli the kinds named arc attacked by apparently
the same dise,a.se, and where this has occurred this
sejison it wid be advisable to lift them and subject
them to a thorougli drying. In the case of L. tes-
taceum, apart from the disease which attacks the
leaves and stems, another disease assuming quite a
distinct character at tacks the bulbs, the outer scales
at the apex frequently being quite rotten, while
others will be found hollow, as though the mischief
was the result of insects, but I have never been
able to lind any such about the bulbs. Wireworms,
of course, are very fond of the bulbs of Liliums,
but according to my own experience these invari-
ably continue in or about the bulb, so that I do
nnt consider wireworms have anything to do with
the decay to which I refer. It seems pepuUarto this

Too frequently these showy plants are planted in

shrubberies where the soil is generally impoverished
by other subjects, and where fresh supplies are not

forthcoming in sutlicient quantity. They are .at

once so bold and showy, as to deserve a good place

in the herbaceous border where a more liberal and
generous fare is almost sure to be forthcoming.

Few early spring-flowering bulbous plants are more
deserving of generous troiitment, for at their time

of flowering we h.ave none too much of such things

at once bold and striking in appearance. Lift any
impoverished clumps then, and having selected a
fresh site, replant them at once i> inches deep in

well-enriched soil. Particularly striking are the

silver and golddcaved varieties, and if non-existent

should be added, as apart from their flowers they

are very handsome in foli<age alone.

Bulbous Irises.—These will also be benefited

by attention to raising the stock during the present

month. In many soils not a few kinds among the

sections known as English and Spanish, to which
these rem.arks are intended to refer, have a decided

inclination to deteriora'e if left in the soil, but if

lifted and given a season of rest, keeping them the

while in dry .sand, they seem more content, and
they are so beautiful and chaste in their many and
varying shades, I but a little attention at the right

moment brings its own reward.

Gladiolus Colvillei The Bride.—Where a

•stock of this valuable variety exists, and no garden

where quantities of cut flowers are required should

be without it, a portion may be lifted every year

and the largest corms selected for potting later on.

Though perhaps its greatest value is .as a pot

plant tor liowering under glass, its usefulness as a

border perennial must not be overlooked, if for no

other reason than that it flowers at a season when
choice white flowers with long stems are by no
means common, and come when they may they aie

always valued. Another reason for annually lift-

ing a portion of the stock is to obtain a succession

of its flowering spikes. If left in the soil, root-

action recommences with the early autumn rains ;

out of ground, however, a portion may be kept with

impunity till February or March ensuing, as then it

will afford a hate batch of flowers. As a perma-

nent subject in the open border it should be planted

fully G inches deep to be out of the reach of fro.-t.

Where stock .and space permit, however, it will be

best in a bed by itself, where it may receive in diy

weather an occasional .soaking of water. On light

soils it frequently sufl'ers from lack of moisture,

and I have never seen it so vigorous as when grow-

ing on quite a stiff clayey soil. A very showy spe-

cies is G. insignis, but it is one rarely seen at its

best unless it be planted in very moist soil or

where its roots can reach the water ; indeed it

seems more at home in the artificial bog than in

the border, and being so perfectly hardy there is

no reason why it may not become a permanent

subject in the bog garden where its richly col-

oured spikes of flowers would prove very attractive.

Among miscellaneous bulbous things, such as

Scillas, Musc.aris, Dog's-tooth Violets, Triteleias,

.and such like, attention should be turned to them
at once where signs of deterioration were notice-

able in spring-time. Many of these and similar

subjects increase very freely at the root by offsets,

and these quickly cause the group to become
crowded and to flower less freely. In such cases

the only way to deal with them is to lift, sort and
replant the 'Larger bulbs, and discard the smaller,

unless there be any wild garden near where such

things may be naturalised. Anemones of the f ul-

gens type where planted on clayey soils are gene-

rally benefited by lifting at this season and giving

a complete rest for a few weeks. E. J.

TALL PHLOXES.

Of the taller kinds of Phloxe.s I grow some
hundreds in the flower garden, pleasure grcuincl.'-,

and in the kitchen garden borders, and no plants

when in bloom are more admired from .Inly

until October. They are so liardy that no ex-

cess of drought or frost will injure or kill tliem,

and their freely produced and noble spikes of

varied and richly coloured blooms are most con-

spicuous and attractive. Phloxes are admirably

suited either for small or large gardens, and are

specially well adapted for all gardens in or near

towns, as they are not by any means liable to

sutler from exposure to dust, smoke, or murky
.atmospheres, so injurious to many flowers.

Early in the spring (bt^ginning of April) is an

important time in their culture, as propagation,

planting, and transplanting should then receive

attention. It is not a satisfactory way to raise

plants from seed, as much time and ex])ense

may be devoted to producing a very inferior

croii. Tlie best named varieties may lie bought

very cheaply, and after growing a season or so,

they m.ay be divided into many plants. Phloxes

are freiiueutly propag.ited from cuttings, and

the young growths root freely under .a liand-

light or frame early in the season. But of .all

the w.ays of increasing them which I have tried,

I ])rcfer dividing the"]ilants. Roots of one or

two years' growth may be fcikcn \i]> and cut into
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from six to ten plants, each with a good root
attached, and if replanted at once they never
seem to feel the change, but grow on and flower
freely throughout the seascn. I have treated
hundreds of them in this way about the first

week of April, and 90 per cent, of them have
succeeded as well as I could desire. In dividing
them the roots should be preserved as carefully
as possible, and they should not be allowed to
become dried up before being replaced in the
soil. To grow these Phloxes to perfection they
must have a deep, rich soil. In hot, dry
weather a thorough soaking of manure water, if

available, is highly beneficial, and in all cases,
wherever possible, mulch over the surface of
the soil with some half decayed stable manure.

T.

VARIETIES OF LILIUM AURATUM.
When two forms of the Golden-rayed Lily so
diverse in character as rubro-vittalum (admirably
shown by Messrs. Veitch at (he Royal Horticul-
tural Society's meeting on July 2(;) and virginale
are seen in flower together, they furnish a good
illustration of the variability of Lilium auratum,
for they differ at least in colour from each other
far more than many recognised .species do. The
variety rubro-vittatum is remarkable from the
rich glowing crimson coloured band which extends
down the centre of each petal, and when first
expanded it is wonderfully attractive, but the
crimson portion of the flower quickly changes to
a kind of chocolate tint, and it is then not nearly
so orramental as at first. In the case of the red-
banded Lily, some individuals are greatly superior
to others, and to the finest type the varietal name
of cruentum is sometimes applied, and under this
title a coloured plate of it was given in The
Garden as long ago as December 27, IST'I, at
which time it was one of the scarcest of Lilies
and realised a high price. Since then, however, it
has become far nrore common, for numerous though
limited importations rerch this country from Japan
during the winter months, and are disposed of at
the various auction sales held during that period.
The name of rubro-vitlatum is ss a rule ajjplied
to them, but generally speaking they represent the
best form. The second variety to mention must be
regarded as the most chaste of all the varieties of
L. auratum. This is virginale or Wittei, whose
blooms are as a rule rather smaller than those of
most of the other varieties, but of a neat, regular
shape with thick wax-like petals. They arc of a
pure unspotted white, with a golden stripe down
the ceritre of each. Even if they exjaand at the
same time the blooms of this Lily remain fresh and
attractive some days longer than 'those of crur-ntum,
which so quickly loses its brightness, though the
flowers really remain on the plant as Ion? as those
of the other. Compared wilh the ordinaV Lilium
auratum, the bulbs of the two above mentioned
varieties as sent to this country are much smaller,
but still they may be depended upon to flower in
a satisfactory manner. A well-marked and at the
same time generally distributed variety is platy-
phyllum, easily recognised in bulb, foliage, style of
growth, and flowers from any of the others. In this
the scales of the bulb are broader and thicker than
those of the ordinary L. auratum; the stem, too, is
much stouter and the leaves wider. The flowers
are more of a saucer shape, and very lar-ge and
massive. The constitution of platyi^hyllum is
more robust than that of any of the others, and
its general appearance suggests that possibly it
may be of hybrid origin between L. auratum and
L. speciosum. In colour the blooms of platy-
phyllum vary somewhat, but nothing to the same
extent as in L. auratum itself. The flowers of
platyphyllum are usually white, slightly spotted,
and with a clearly defined golden band r^own the!
centre of each petal. In some individuals this
strrpe is almost, if not quite wanting, while others
have the spotting more dense than usual: and
again, occasionally blooms may be met with in
which the spots are totally wanting. -Besides the

above there are many other forms, examples of
which can usually be picked out from any batch
of L. auratum as sent here from Japan during the
winter months. One kind is dwarfer than most of
the others, with a sturdy stem and numerous thick-
set pointed leaves ; while the flowers, as a rule,
are well .shaped, with the spotting and golden rays
clearly defined. This is the best for pot culture,
and while in some importations it is represented
in considerable numbers, on the other hand very
few of it are at times to be met with. So variable
is L. auratum, that, even where numbers are in
flower, it is often diflicult to pick out two exactly
alike; but while the last-mentioned represents the
best form, the opposite to that, which often crops
up too plentifully, is as a rule talfer-, with fewer
leaves, longer flower-stalks, and blooms with much
narrower petals, indistinctly marked and disposed
in a very loose manner. No idea of the habit can
be formed by the bulb, and these different kinds
cannot be distinguished till in full growth or in
flower-. H. P.

Lilium chalcedonicum.—I recently saw this
fine border Lily blooming very superbly and doing
remarkably well in the garden attached to the
cottage of the foreman in the Hampton Court
Gardens, situate in the middle of the Home
Park. The bulbs were planted in clumps of five
some three years since, and have thrown up nu-
merous tall stems which were crowued with quan-
tities of brilliant blooms. Hardly any other Lilium
gives such intense reddish scarlet colour, and
whilst plenty have much larger blooms, few are
more graceful. We ought to find this variety as
plentiful in gardens as is the candidum variety
or any of the Tiger Lilies.

—

Visitor.

Freesias.—" S. D.," in the issue for August 6,
says: "After the tops are gone the pots should
be stored away till about midsummer, and the
tubers then shaken out from the soil to be repotted
afresh, the management after to be same as before."
Stored away! Where.' In the dry, or the damp,
or the dark, or the light ? Will you allow a victim
to many disappointments to supplement the above-
mentioned instructions by the following : Store
your pots containrcg the soil ard bulbs on" a shelf
close to (he glass, where the bulbs will get
ri|.ened

;
or grow them in frames well protected

from frost, and when the grass dies down close the
frame to keep all damp and wet out ; or buy new
bulbs every year which h:ril from a summer clime.
If you do not do cne of these three things you
will gather few flowers and many bulbs.— J.'Whit-
W'oriTii S(i.\w.

Lilies of the Valley in August.— Howso-
ever pleasing may be certain flowers in their pro-
per seasons, it is diflicult to find much to admire
in them when they come in at unnatural or un-
looked-for times. Thus the other day Mr. Jannoch,
the famous Lily of the Valley grower at Dersing-
ham, Norfolk, showed a large number of bunches
of Lily of the Valley with good foliage at the Drill
Hall—a very odd exhibit in Augrrst. There does
not seem to be much reason in thus getting flowers
of this kind so greatly out of season. Mr. Janncch
asserts that this year at least he will have Lilies
of the Valley in bloom throughout. That is an un-
usual thing, perhaps has never been equalled, but
it is not to be at all assumed that anjone can do
so much or that it will pay. Only a grower who
has unlimited command of roots could do so. Put
it is very instructive, as showing how faithful the
British people can be to a favourite flower, that, let
these Lilies be in bloom when (hey will, the de-
mand always exceeds the supply. Just now the
spikes sell very well, and orders cannot be half
met. The flowers shown the other day were from
roots that had been started early in the year, then
when full of leafage dried cff, the balls of roots
exposed later to sunshine, so as to harden or
mature them ; (hen soon after again started in
bottom warmth, (he result being the flowers shown.
The fact (hat flowers can be so produced at this
untoward part of the year is worth knowing. Mr.
Jannoch is able to grow his own crowns and does

them well ; indeed can easily show (hat Norfolk
raised roots are quite equal to the best of Dutch
growth —VisiTOlt.

Begonia Worthiana.—I have not seen this
fine bedding plant elsewhere so largely used as it

is at Hampton Court Gardens. There is hardly
any other variety that is so useful iu the flower
garden or so reliable. It is there found in huge
masses in beds, in smaller plants as edgings,
or intermixed with various plants in miscel-
laneous beds. The finest effect is got from the
larger plants, which are two years old. That is

they were originally propagated from cuttings taken
from the largest tubers in February which have
been .started in heat. These give excellent plants
that the same year grow some 14 inches in height
and 12 inches through. The tubers of these plants,
dried off and usually kept in boxes packed rn the
buckwheat refuse which comes in the bulb cases,
aie kept over until early in the spring, when they
are gently started in pots, and from these are
turned out at the end of May, when they grow into
fine plants some 16 inches to 18 inches in height
and as much through, blooming most profusely all

the season. Whilst the shoots are erect, the
flowers, which are of a bright scarlet, are some-
what pendent, but all the same produce a fine

mass of colour. The variety also makes a beautiful
pot, vase, or basket plant.—A.

ZINNIAS.
DuEiNG the past few year-s Zinnias have become
very popular. The enrlier single blooms of Zinnias,
now very much things of the jjast, were often in-

ditlerently coloured, cupped in form, and had in
the centre of each a protruding cone of fertile

organs, which was in no case pleasing. The plants,

too, were generally tall or leggy. We have re-

placed these by other strains or forms, of which
the plants if properly grown are sturrly, medium in
height, short-iointtd, free flowering, and carrying
very handsome double blooms, perfect in form and
beautiful in colour. Thus it happens that from
Ijeing worthless almost as garden plants the Zinnia
has ileveloped into one of the most beautiful of

tender summer annuals, and is now largely cm-
ployed for filling beds or associating with other
summer bedding plants. How did this evolution
come about '.' I observe in one direction a claim
made that these new double forms 1 ave not come
from the old single Zinnia elegans, but are of

Indian origin, the seed originally ha\irg been im-
ported from India. It needs stronger proof than
rircre assertion to satisfy us that, let the seed come
from wdience it may, (he species are diverse, or that

(he doubles have not come from the singles

under the processes of cross-breeding and selection

which characterise (he work of Continental
florists. However, the matter may be of little mo-
ment. It is enough that we have these beautiful

Zinnias and that they may be easily grown. The
best time to sow seed seems to be quite early iu

April in a warm temperature, for the seeds soon
germinate, and the plants can with ordinary care
be induced to become stout and strong in gocd
time for planting outdoors early in June. To sow
the seed outdoors is to lose all the earlier part of

the summer, because the earlier (he plan(s can be
rnduced (o bloom (he Icnger will be the flowering
ssason. Ordinarily, when raised in beat and
planted out as mentioned, the first flowers

open about the middle of July ; but those later

from the side branches are invariably finer, and
therefore the greatest head of bloom is fi.und dur-
ing August and September. In the mattei of col-

ours, the double Zinnia gives us variations rarely

seen irr other flowers; whilst of the richest hues,

some are so exquisitely shaded with soft tints, as
to make them hard to describe. It is enough to

say that though termed crimson, scarlet, carmine,
purple, rose, orange, &c., yet do even these terms
fail to describe fully the remarkable richness many
of the flowers display. Whilst the modern strains

are much dwarfer than the old ones were, it is

not at all difiicult to make them even more so by
a little patient pegging down of the branches, al-
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though that work should not be performed rouglily

lest the branches break off. When done, it should

be bpgun early and whilst the stems are supple.

ZinniMS do not as a rule give us all one colour,

because the mixed forms are so very preferable;

lionce lieds, whilst giving so much of beauty, do

not weary by glare or monotony. A. D.

JAPANESE IRISES.

Tub flowers of Iris Ka-mpferi are now about over.

Plants in full sun (the best situation for them)

do not continue blooming for more than a month,

and are with me in their greatest beauty at the

end of June and beginning of July, but Ijy plant-

ing in shady situations, the blooming time may
be extended to about two months. I wonder in

gardens with water or damp situations that this

Ills is not more generally grown. It is much
admired, and so varied in form and colour as to

suit all tastes. Wlien it was tirst introduced I

bought some of Messrs. Veileh's importation with

fine flowers, but as the plants and my experience

were both fmall, the former did not live long.

My next trial was with a few larger clumps
bought at a sale; seeds of these were sown and
seedlings, and seedlings of seedlings, planted

round our four small ponds at Oakwood. Where the

soil was good they throve, but in a few places

where it was at all poor they dwindled and did

not bloom well. I planted from the water's edge
upwards and found that tlie plants did not suffer

from being wet at the roots in winter. I also

planted some in moist soil at some distance from
the ponds. In the "Flowers of Japan," by Mr. J.

C'onder, at plate 4, the Iris flowers seem to be
of about the same size as ours, but there are some
colours which we have not yet got.

Mr. F. T. Piggott, in the " Garden of Japan," an
interesting book recently pulilished, at page -10

gives a drawing of Iris K:cmpfcri, and speaks of

thousands of every tint from purest white, through
the pur[i!es down to pale crimson. When looking
round my plants, with flowers nearly over, he told

me of tlowers he had seen in Japan larger than
any I have known in this country. When I told
him of the belief that up to the time of the Vienna
exhibition. Iris Ka;rapferi had been sacred to the
Mikado's gardens, and not allowed to be sent out
of the country, but that lie desire to make the
most effective Japanese garden prevailed, and Irises

were sent over, sold at the close of the exhibition,

and distributed over Europe, he had not heard of

this, and said be had seen them ia various parts
of Japan. I have lately hid the chance of

extending the cultivation of Iris Ktempferi.
Having to drain a field annexed to the garden,
I did so by means of wide ditches. One of these
had easy slopes and was planted on both sides

with Irises two deep. 700 clumps, and a part of the
new field seeming lo be moist enough, between
three and four thousand clumps of seedlings were
planted on level ground. These plants seem thriv-

ing ; a few 'bloomed this season, but [I hope next
year there will be a fine display in addition to
getting the chance of especially good varieties for

show situations. In some of the old clumps round
the ponds fewer varieties bloom in the same clump,
and the effect is rather pleasing than otherwise. I

believe that many nurserymen can now supply this

Iris. G. F. Wilson.

Ijinaria alpina.—This is a perfect gem among
alpine jjlants, and one that many should grow. It

can be ])lanted in a variety of situations, and may
be bad in bloom from spring to autumn. On
warm, light soils it is perennial, but whether it

proves so or not is a matter of small moment, for

no plant is more readily raised from seed, and there
is no better way than to sow the seed where the
plants are required. Each plant if suflicient room
be allowed spreads over the ground, making a dense
tuft hardly 3 inches in height. The plants com-
mence blooming when small, and go on growing
and flowering prettily and profusely; the slender
creeping shoots and the leaves that clothe them are

of a silvery or glaucous colour, and thi^ flower-

spikes st;\nd \ip l^rom the graceful carpet bcne.ath

tliem. The flowers like miniature Snapdragons, as

indeed they are, are of a vii>let-purple colour with

two distinct orange spots on either side of the

mouth. On the rockwork or near the edges of the

walks it should lie frequently sown, and diminutive

though it is, it will always attract notice. Further,

it is one of the very choicest and best of carpet

plants. I do not mean for carpet bedding, but to

carpet the groimd under and among taller things.

Beneath Tea Hoses it is very charming, serving its

purpose without doing harm. It ripens seed freely

and abundantly, and to prolong its season of bloom

two or three sowings should be made between
March and July.— A. H.

CARNATIONS.

We are now in the nndst of the Carnation season,

and the garden is brilliant with many fine self-

coloured kinds, massed in natural groups of from

fifty to one hundred plants. No further proof is

needed that Carnations can be grown by all who
wish to have them, and they ought to be largely

grown in the best flower gardens, as they appear in

good succession to the Tea Roses. These now,

though far from being flowerless, are making a

vigorous second growth, upon which will be borne

I be autumnal display of bloom. We have now for

several years been advocating the great merits of

Carnations for the flower garden, and must do so

again, even at the risk of repetition ; for though

we have a society existing on behalf of the flower,

it does very little to advance the cause or extend the

popularity of Carnations in the garden. For many
years Carnation shows have been held, but they

showed little progress in the direction where it was

most desired. Florists do not know the needs of

English gardens, and are chiefly concerned in

growing kinds which must have their blooms

dressed, so that every marking may be shown, and
to further this they put the blooms in white paper

collars. It is not a matter for surprise, therefore,

that mnny who visited the recent Carnation show
at the Drill Hall, Westminster, openly ridiculed the

methods adopted for displaying the flowers. It is

to be deplored that such ,an amount of misdirected

energy should be expended in doing so little good.

An attempt has been made both last year and this

to teach a pr.aclicrd lesson by showing bunches of

Carnations cut from plants wintered in the open

ground. The results so far have been satisfactory

to the extent of showing how handsome Carnations

are when cut and arranged with their own foliage

and buds. In awarding the prizes, the judges are

again influenced by tenets of the school to which

they belong, with the result that the best g.arden

Carnations have been passed over. The florist's

ideal is a flower with smooth flat petals, and such

a lovely kind as the Countess of Paris, than which

no better garden Carnation exists, is altogether

left out of his silly standard of perfection. We
may have individual likes and dislikes, but the

fact remains that a Cam.ation with fringed petals

ought not to be subordinated or regarded as inferior

to one that is smooth and regular. The fringed

flower is the oldest and most beautiful tyjie, and

when this characteristic is combined with all the

good qualities for the flower garden no fault exists.

Self-coloured kinds must ever be best, because the

striped and edged flowers, even if good in form

and shape, produce little effect. Last season,

when planting, we purposely filled large beds with

kinds that were rather similar in hue, and in place

of strong contracts there are some delightful har-

monies of colour. A bed of red-flowered kinds is

particularly bright, the groups shading into one

another in a very pretty way. Another bed was

filled with daik crimson and maroon-purple varie-

ties, and the effect here, again, is very rich and

telling. White and pale pink sorts are also ad-

mirable in association, and the shades of rose are

varied enough to be similarly treated. In this way
we obtain that for finer effect of colour so dear to

the hearts of those who sacrifice everything to bed-

ding out tender plants. But colour fails to per-

manently satisfy unless flowers have other attri-

butes. The charms of the Carnation are fragrance

and form, with loveliest flowers for the bouse. For
such purposes Carnations are even better than
Roses. By this time all layering of tlie shoots to

provide stock for next year .should have been com-
pleted, and then plants will be ready for trans-

planting in the latter part of September to the

beds in the flower garden. If good layers are

planted early they form healthy grass and look

well all the winter. At this time of the year, when
annuals often begin to fade or unsatisfactory beds

will want change, Pansies are apt to frequently

wither olT, and there are open spaces in beds of

most flower gardens which arc quite ready to be
planted with Carnations. The soil for such should

be well prepiired, and, if not of a naturally good
loamy nature, should be made so ,as much as pos-

sible, heavy and clayey soils getting additions of

loam, lime rubbish, wood ashes, soot, or any such
materials that may be near, coarse river sand being

excellent. If there is no stock at home to plant,

there are many nurseries in France and England
which furnish early layers ; but good flower gar-

deners should layer a number of their own kinds

every summer. What is to be avoide;l is spring

and winter planting, in which case the plants will

seldom do any good unless they have been kept in

pots all the winter-, and carefully transplanted to

the beds in March without breaking the ball. No
way is half so good as planting early layers, and
the colder the soil and the more elevated position

the more need for early planting. In seashore and
mild districts, and on light soils, it may be done

with success as late as November ; but generally all

planting should be done in September. Given

early planting, good soil, and good kinds, there is

nothing to prevent us having delightful Carnation

gardens but the rabbit and the wireworm, both of

which ought to be carefully looked after.

—

Field.

SELF-COLOURED FLOWERS.

The boldest eft'ects we have in our gardens are

produced by self-coloured flowers, and it is a

pleasing sign of the times that these are in

general rerjuest. In vari-coloured tlowers one

must make a broad distinction between tlioso

whose tints are liarmoniously blended and

those of an opposite character. Some of our

garden tlowers are naturally harmonious in

their varied hues, such as the Alstnemerias

and the Tea Roses ; but, on the other hand,

the zeal of the florists in improving otlier

tlowers has been carried to exce.ss, and we have

crude mixtures of colour that are not pleasing

to the eye nor productive of the best results.

Those who during the last few years have urged

the claims of Carnations and advised their ex-

tensive cultivation in gardens have pointed out

the necessity of maiirly growing the kinds that

possessed a clear self colour. There are a

general similarity and monotony of tone and

tint about the flaked and bizarre forms of the

florist, and some of them present combinations

of colour that are harsh and ott'ensive. Even

in self colours there is variety of tint .suflicient

for any ]iur])iise, and when we deal with flowers

of this kind, we may arrange tliem to produce

results much more pleasing and sinrple than are

ever obtained from the violent contrasts that

abound in a great deal of present-day flower

gardening. For exairrple, writing of self Antir-

rhinums in The Gaiihex of Augrrst (1 (p. 110),

" A. D." admits that he had not thought this

flower capable of jiroducing such a lovely efl'ect

till he saw a large group of a pure white kind.

This IS quite true, and not of Antirrhinums

alone, but of many pretty garden flowers. We
have got so accustomed to the very much
mixed strains now in commerce, that we
think of nothing furtlier and couteirt ourselves

with them. Now, Antirrhinums are very usefiil

garden flowers, so ])er.sistently do they bloom if

relieved A the burden of ripening seed. Several
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years ago I saw a group flowering in a garden,
and of all the plants one only impressed me with
its beauty ; it was a rich crimson self. Later
on the plant was sent to me, and I struck all 1

could from it. The following year a group was
made in the garden, and the effect was so last-

ing and brilliant, that I was at once convinced
the right thing to do was to have a few good
selfs. I raised a batch from sted, and was
fortunate in obtaining a creamy-white and a
canary- yellow kind, also a very rich dark velvet-
crimson, which is very beautiful upon close
inspection, but does not produce a brilliant
efl'ect equal to that of the first kind. All
four, however, have been grown in groups this
season, and they have been a mass of bloom
since June till recently, when all the first spikes
were cut away, and from now on into the autumn
the plants will keep blooming from smaller
lateral spikes. There is no necessity to name
them, far, as "A. D." says, six decided self-

coloured kinds would be ample for any place.
It is a simple and easy matter to strike a batch
of each from cuttings in autumn and keep the
plants under cover for the winter. They can
be put out quite early in spring and are in
flower by the time that tenderer, but not more
showy, nor more profuse blooming plants are
safe outside. Pentstemons of the present day
are very disappointing, and if there are any good
bright selfs in existence they are very scarce. I
have a kind that I use largely with summer
bedding plants. I found it on the place, and
it blooms from June to November. A batch of
cuttings is put in in a cold frame during Octo-
ber, protection is given when frost is very severe,
and the plants are planted out in April. No-
thing in this way and for this particular pur-
pose could give a better return for so small an
outlay. Up to the present my endeavours to
obtain kinds as good in different hues have not
been rewarded. A large lot of seedlings is now
blooming, but from my point of view they
are worthless. Many are positively ugly, so
dingy in hue, and those that have pretensions
towards prettiness are not selfs. There is not
enough body of colour. The type that pre-
dominates is characterised by a narrow belt or
band of colour running round the edges of the
petals, but the tube of the flower is of an en-
tirely diflerent hue. It would serve the inte-
rests and meet the desires of many if those
who make a speciality of this flower would
endeavour to produce and supply good selfs. I
saw a lot of new kinds at tlie Drill Hall recently.
The spikes were fine, the flowers large, but
the colours all partook of the orthodox type,
and not one of the kinds commended itself to
me for bold use in the flower garden. But
whilst we deplore the want of good self-col-
oured kinds of particular families of garden
flowers, it must in justice be said that recent
years have witnessed agreat improvement among
many things in the direction desired, and we
may reasonably assume that the good work will
be pursued. Before dismissing this first part
of the subject, however. Sweet Williams might
be mentioned as flowers that would be ten times
more pojiular if the many shades that cha-
racterise the flower could be had in pure fine
self forms. A rich crimson, pure white, or
delicate pink witliout the inevitable lacing or
staring eye would be valuable. Stocks att'ord
the best example of what can be done in a few
years. They are all or nearly all selfs, and
embrace the richest and deepest, or lightest and
purest hues. Other annual flowers, too, are
being selected and ofi'ered in the same manner,
and no words can be uttered too strongly in
praise of this good work. I have at the present
time certainly 500 plants of a Ph'os Drum-

mondi. It is of the grandiflora strain and of a
rich, dark self crimson hue. Every plant has
come true and the effect it produces is magnifi-
cent. When near, the flowers are like velvet,
and from the distance they glow in sun or shade.
A similar quantity in another colour and named
coccinea is worthless in comparison. The flower
is more scarlet, but it has a white eye. The
distant effect is extremely poor, and wht n near
at hand there is a weak and wiry look about the
flowers. Nothing could more truly teach the
value and superior merit of good self-coloured
flowers than these two beds of PMox Drum-
mondi. It would be an inestimable boon to
many if at least half-a-dozen shades were se-
lected and could be had as pure and true from
seed as the crimson kind under notice.

A. H.

SPHAGNUM MOSS FOR ALPINE
PLANTS.

To THE Editor of The Garden.

Sir,— I have been very much interested
by the various articles which you have pub-
lished in The Garden on the subject of growing
alpine plants in Sphagnum. Last year Mr. F.
W. Meyer visited our gardens both at Geneva
and at Bourg-St. -Pierre, and it was in our
Jardin d'acclimatation here that he saw this
mode of culture which very much astonished
him. He promised me that he would try the
method in England, and 1 see that he has kept
his word, and that, as I had anticipated and
had always thought, this mode of growing al-

pine plants is only adapted for warm and dry
climates. This is precisely what constitutes its

great merit, as it is in such climates that the
culture of alpine plants is found to be the
most difficult.

The letter of my friend, the Rev. H. Ew-
bank, in The Garde.v of July 10 is very
satisfactory to me, as it entirely confirms all

that I had anticipated. I have also just learned
that M. Isaac Demole, who had tried the plan
of growing alpine plants in Sphagnum at
Cannes, under the hot sun of the south and cli-

matic conditions most unfavourable to alpine
flowers, has succeeded beyond all expectation.
Some time ago I published a letter from this
gentleman, in which he described the success-
ful results obtained by this mode of culture,
which he commenced in the autumn of 1891,
and how his plants had flowered all through
the winter from the beginning of January, 1S'.I2

;

but ho was very apprehensive of the heat of
the coming summer, and especially of the
month of July. Yesterday M. Demole paid
me a visit and informed me that, notwith-
standing the tropical heat of last month, his
alpine j)lants growing in Sphagnum were in
splendid condition, fully exposed as they were
to the sun under the fiery sky of the south.
This is a result which, I think, deserves to be
widely made known.

It is now nine years since, in the alpine gar-
den here, I attempted to raise some seeds in
Sphagnum, and in this I succeeded very well.

Afterwards, having learned something of what
the Chevalier Bucco was doing with plants in
Sphagnum in the Botanic Garden at Genoa, I

attempted to grow some mature plants in this
Moss

; but I did not succeed, because I had not
the foretliought or the boldness to grow the
plants in the full sunshine. It is not quite two
years since I commenced to grow them fully
exposed to the sun, after I had carefully studied
the Italian mode of doing .so at Pavia and
Genoa, and I have to say that my success has
been as complete as possible. I may add that

it is not necessary to employ pure Sphagnum,
as a mixture of it in compost answers well, and
that water should be given carefully, that is,

frequently, but in such a way as not to wet the
foliage of the plants.

Our gardener here lately tried to strike in

pure Sphagnum some cuttings of delicate plant-!

which are difficult to propagate, and succeeded
admirably. He even obtained, by the same
means, well-rooted cuttings of Eritrichium
nanum, to my very great astonishment.

I must, however, repeat that, like every other
system in the world, the plan is only good in

certain cases, and people should guard them-
selves from supposing that it is of general ap-
plication. In the foggy climate of England it

is impossible to grow alpine plants in Sphag-
num, except perhaps in the extreme south, and,
glad as I am to learn that the Rev. Mr. Ewljank
has so far succeeded, I am not sufliciently ac-

quainted with the hygroscopic conditions of

the climate of Ryde to be able to predict that
his success will be a permanent one. On the
other hand, the culture of alpine plants in

Sphagnum Moss is in a surprising degree well
adapted to all the southern regions of Europe.
—H. CoKREVON, Flii-ecteur du Jardin alpiu da
Gejtcve.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 871.
RHODODENDRON MULTICOLOR

HYBRIDS.
(with a coloured plate.*)

Of the seven species of Rhododendrons from
which the numerous beautiful hybrids now in

cultivation have been obtained, R. multicolor is

one of the most recent introductions, and being
characterised by an unusually dwarf bushy
habit of growth, this feature is reproduced to

a greater or less extent in the hybrid forms
claiming parentage from it. The typical Rho-
dodendron multicolor produces yellow flowers,

while those of the variety Curtisi are deep crim-

son. This last mentioned, under the name of

R. Curtisi, was exhibited at a meeting of the

Royal Horticultural Society on November 13,

1883, by Messrs. Veitch, who introduced it

through their collector, Mr. Curtis. A first-

class certificate was unanimously awarded to it,

and it may be safely said that nothing else at

that meeting attracted so much attention. In

the early part of 1884 Messrs. A'eitch showed
the yellow-flowered form as R. Curtisi luteo-

lum, but no award was then bestowed upon it.

At the [(resent day, when the anticipations con-

tained in it have been fully borne out, the fol-

lowing notice of R. Curtisi, which ajjpeared in

The Garden, November IV, 1883, on the occa-

sion of a first class certificate being bestowed on
it, may be of interest, as the words are singu-

larly prophetic ;
" This we regard as one of the

most valuable new plants of the year ; inasmuch
as it will doubtless form the foundation of an
entirely new race of greenhouse Rhododen-
drons."
With the resources at their command

and the experience acquired by many years of

successful hybridising, Messrs. Veitch quickly

availed themselves of the opportunity to utilise

R. multicolor for hybridising, and there are

now several hybiid forms in the production of

which it has played a part. The dwaifer and
more branching halut combined with a free

flowering character equal to that of the best of

• Drawn for The Garden by Goitrude Uamilton
in Messrs. Veitch's nursery. Lithographed and p.-iuted

by Guillaume Severeynp.
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tlie oilier forms, renders these newer hybrids es-

[jecially valuable fur small structures, as efiective

little specimens can l)e obtained in pots 5 inches

or <i inches in diameter. K. nuilticolor itself is

a native of Sumatra, Imt occurs in the elevated

districts, often reaching a height of 'MOO feet.

Tlie original species from wlience all these

hybrid forms have sprung, viz., U. Brookeanum
var. gracile from JSorneo, U. jasminiHorum,
JIalacca, K. javanicum, Java, R. Lobbi, Borneo,
R. malayanum, Sumatra, and 11. Teysmanni,
Sumati-a, are natives of the same region.

From this it may be gathered that the treatment
suitable for the numerous hybrids is equally

applicable to K. multicolor and its progeny,
for though usually spoken of as greeidiouse
Rhododendrons they are not .seen to the best

advantage in the temperature of an ordinary
greenhouse. The cultural reipiirements of this

class of RhodiKlendrons have been so often

dealt within Tino (J.^kukn, that little, if any,
more remains to be said on that subject. An
open .soil consisting principally of sandy peat,

good drainage, freijuent syriugings during the
summer, and care against over-potting, are tlie

principal points to bear in mind regarding the
successful culture of these Rhododendrons.
Various names have at different times been
used to indicate this grouji of Rhododendrons,
for they are .sometimes called tube-flowered,
and at others Javan, as well as the indefinite

title of greenhouse Rhododendrons. So con-
tinuously do many of them bloom, that the term
perpetual flowering as applied to this group
would be by no means an inappropriate one.

H. P.

THE WEEK'S WORK.

PLANT HOUSES.
Plants I'oii the wintkr sii.isoN.—Stove and
INTHU.MEUI.VTK HOUSE PLANTS.—BEGOXIAS.—The
shrubby kinds struck from cuttings or raised from
seed this season should now be making good
plants. Where any are really in need of another
sbift, it should be seen to without delay, bearing
in mind what was said last week relative thereto
in a general sense. These plants should be grown
now in a light bouse or pit with a free circulation
of air ; any excess of moisture or a close treatment
will only tend towards a sippy growth. Kor
the time being this may look more promising, but
it will not be so enduring. What is really wanted
is a hard growth, which is more compact, if not of
such a deep green colour. Where there is any ten-
dency to grow away vigorously on the part of some
shoots at the risk of weakening the rest, the better
plan will be to stop them at once. Although offer-
ing this latter remark, I do not infer that tall

plants are not useful. In many cases these latter
are extremely so, such as for training upon bare
and otherwise unsightly walls, either in pots or
planted out. The winter-tlowering tuberous sec-
tion, as represented by B. John Heal and B. Adonis,
will do better if in a moister atmosphere ; bence,
a closer treatment will be necessary. These Be-
gonias like a little warmth, but the stove is of the
two rather too warm for them. They should be
kept well up to the light, but be given a light shade
when the sun is very bright. It wi'l not be advis-
able to repot now in a general way, but if any are
in risk of being really starved, then a small shift
had better be given. Fine-foliaged kinds, althougb
usually grown for the summer season, are well
worth a good place with a fair share of attention,
so as to prolong their beauty as far as is pn.ssible,
in order that use may be made of the leaves in a
cut state, if not in any other way.

PoiNSKTTiAs.—The latest of these for use in a
dwarf sta'e should lie struck liy this time. If they
have been propagated in 2i-inch pots, one shift
will be necessary, but it need not be beyond 4i-
inch pots for the strongest, or a s'ze smaller for

the weaker ones. These plants should then be kept
fairly close for a few weeks until nicely establi-shed,

then be given more air. Tlie nuiin stock should
now be well established in their jiots ; these must
not be repottel again, or the results will not be in

accord therewith. A light house or pit where the
plants can be subjected to a free circulation of air

l>otli by day :ind night is what will now meet the

ca-e. Anytbirg approaching a close, stull'y atmo-
sphere should be carefully avoided. Under the
former conditions the growth will be vigorous,

but the exposure and drier atmosphere render
i'. more suitable to the development of the fine

bracts which are requircil later on. As the
plants fill their pots with roots and are found
to dry up quickly, occasional doses of liquid ma-
nure or an artificial stimulant should be applied^
but not in strong doses ; otherwise the object aimed
at will be entirely defeated. Avoid the use of

sticks as much as possible, thus saving this item
of labour as well as the roots from injury in the
process of insertion. Old stools which have been
kept for cutlings need not be despi-ed if the stock
be still below the average. These, with a slight

shift, will make useful plants, although rather later

than the rest.

Euphorbia jacqui.m.eploea.—This companion
plant to the foregoing may be grown with it and
under the same conditions, but if it be given more
warmth with full exposure to the sunshine, the
racemes of flowers will be much finer. A good
mode of culture is that of training the shoots near
the gla=s, but thinly, so a? not to shade other
things too much. Rather than keep this plant at

all cool, I would prefer to grow it in the warmest
house, provided the degree of moisture was not at
all excessive. From now onwards I prefer to see

the foliage assuming a bronzy shade. Where it is,

on the other band, of the usual gresn alone it indi-

cates a too free growth.

Plumbago coccixea and P. rcsea.—These
useful and showy winter plants should lie kept
growing freely, but not stopped unless dwarf plants

are really desired. By growing them tall, the
shoots may later on be trained on wires above
other things, thus as;.isting in the effect without
taking up so much room. They may, if well ad-

vanced, be kept with the main stock of Poin-
settias, but if otherwise, more heat will be better.

For cutting these plants are disappointing, but ns

decorative objects in the stove highly desirable,

flowering freely when well cared for during growth.

Eranthemum pulcjiellum.—This exceedingly
useful winter plant with blue flowers (in this re-

spect almost unique in its way) is well worth
growing in a liberal manner. It is oftentimes seen
in a starved state, but in this condition it belies

its true character. To gi'ow it well, it requii'es a
fair share of warmth with moisture : for instance,

a pit that can be kept close at night with a mode-
rate amount of air during the day will suit it well.

Anything approaching a starved course of treat-

ment is not desirable. What is needed now is a
free growth; this will impart vigour later on to

the flower-spikes. Plants that are tall may yet

have the tops taken off and struck singly in 3-inch

pots to flower therein. Others that are none too

well furnished may be stopped, merely taking
away the poiot. When pot-bound, water with ma-
nure water.

Thyrsacanthus uutilans. — This desirable

stove plant need not now have the temperature
of the stove ; in fact it is best grown in a more
intermediate or even a greenhouse temperature for

another month. The shoots ought not in any case

to be stop|icd. It is a plant li,able to .attacks of

brown scale, which soon disfigure it if not checked.

For the Thyrsacanthus one stick to each plant is

de-irable ; to this the shoots should be tied suffi-

c'ently to give the needful support. Young plants

struck this year .should be trained up with a, single

stem so as to form a head more in the manner of

a, standard Hose.

EpipnvLi.rMs.—These cact.aceous plants should
now be fully exposed to the sunshine with a
moderately dry and airy atmosphere, so as to fully

mature the growth- The supply of water to the

roots should only be sullicient to keep the plants

from shrivelling. In any case where the pjiting

has been neglected it may yet be attended to with
.advantage, but ought not to be deferred much
longer. Where standards are grown look we'l lo

the stakes ; these .are always necfs-ary when the
plants .are upon the Pereskia stoik, but not so if

upon Cactus speciosissimus, which of the iwo is, I

think, the better to select when a fresh lot of

plants is being worked up. If the pkmts are
infested with mealy bug, take means .at one ^ to

get rid of this plant pest. .). Hudson.

ORCHIDS.
I AM not sure whether some of us are not rather

too fussy in the matter of cleanliness. Siune per-

i-ons say, and perhaps truly, that Orchids grow
better in Moss grown pots tlnn in those kept
scrupulously clean. If this is so, there mus'. be
some I'eason for it other tb.an the dirtiness or clean-

liness of the flower-pots. I f^ncy the mischief
arises from the injury done to the roots of the
plants by bruising them in the prcce.-s of clean'ng.

For instance, the finest lot of Angraicum sesquipe-

dale, Aerides and Saccolabiums I ever saw were
standing rather closely together on the back stage
of a warm house, and not only had the roots be en
allowed to run over and twine round the M( ss-

grown pots, but they h.ad .also Laid hold of the
damp Moss-grown wall, to which they clung firmly,

some of them to a length of half a jard, and such
healthy, succulent roots they were tco 1 Now it is

certain these pl.ants were left seveiely alone for

twelve months in undisturbed possession of the

stage ; of course, they were also clean. If plants

become insect-infested, it is necessary to clean

them, and at certain times they ceed repotting;

but those who have bad much experience with the

.above class of plants, know that mrcb mischief is

caused to them by breaking the tips of the thick

fleshy roots accidentally in the process of cleaning

the plants. I do not think this is a good time to

repot any of these plants. Spring is the best

time, but the rule h.as exceptions, and any plants

that may have gone wrong and it is thought to be
worth while to coax them into good condition again
m.ay now be sfen to. The first process must be

to turn the plants out of their pots, thoroughly
cle.an them (roots as well as leaves) and replant

again in smaller pots, filled cjuite three parts full

of clean potsherds arranged loosely in the pots, the

rem.ainder being made up of clean, freshly-gathered

Sphagnum .and potsherds ; a few bits of ch.arcoal

m.ay .also be .added. Vanda Sanderiana seems to

do best in teak baskets with fre?b Sphagnum and
potsherds to root in, and the smaller-growing
Aerides and Angra;cums also succeed bet'er either

in baskets of small size or on cylinders. Some of

them, as Angraioum Kotschyi, will do better on a
cylinder or block of teak wood. The above refers

to East Indi.an bouse plants. Also flowering in

this house is the very pretty I'.achystoma Thi'm-

sonianum, a plant that does not like too much sun-

shine, and should be placed where the light is more
ditl'used on the north side of the bouse. We
pl.aced our plants growing in teak baskets of the

recently-introduced Rodriguezia pubescens on the

sunny side of the warmest house, and it suits

them admirably ; they are close to the glass roof,

.and the plants are now l.aden with tbe curving

spikes of delicately scented white flowers. This is

a lovely species and should be grown in every col-

lection of plants of this kind.

Many of the Cypripediums in the warmest
house are making roots so freely, tb.at tbe

|ilants are like tj be forced out of the pots.

It is well in that case to repot them. Those of

the C, gracde and C. Sedeni type are auiouf^st

the freest rooting varieties. C. ChambcrhiiLi-
anum seems to be not diflicult to establish, and
promi.'es to be a free growing plant, .and one of the

very best of I'ecently introduced Orchids. The
pretty Oncidium Jonesianum which grew very

freely at first in the warmest house, suspended in

baskets, very soon showed signs of waning health

and would not flower. It would nfither thrive

with me on the north nor south tide of the house.
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Cattleya nor East Indian department. We must
look to some persevering, enthusiastic amateur
cultivator to show us the way to grow this

difficult species. The same remarks as to care in

moving the plants for the purpose of cleaning

them apply to Cattleyas, L;elias, &c. The young
rootlets pushing out freely from the last-formed

pseudo-bulbs, close to the surface of the soil or

above it, ought not to be disturbed. I have seen

cultivators of these plants so anxious to get their

plants to do well that they have piled up over these

roots peat and Sphagnum so plentifully, that most
of the roots have been destroyed in this early

stage of their development. It is far better to

let them alone. Cattleyas and Lselias never do so

well as when they form plenty of good roots outside

thepotting material. Ahealthyplantalwaysmakes
good strong healthy roots, but when the plants get

into bad condition the roots are usually produced i

in a feeble manner, and they frequently die oif in

the process of development. The Pleiones have
made good growth this year suspended near the

glass roof on the sunny side of the Cattleya house.

The growth is now completed and the leaves are

showing symptoms of decay. That being the case,

water must be gradually withheld, so that the ma-
terial in which the plants are growing may become
qiiiiedry. The recently introduced plants of Cattleya
labiata have made good flowering pseudo-bulbs,
and we may expect to have a good display of them
in a month or six weeks. They will require a good
supply of water at the roots, so that the flower-

spikes may lie developed freely and strongly.

Every Orchid collection should contain a number
of plants of this. It has several good qualities not
possessed by all Cattleyas ; it is easily grown,
maintains its constitution well, and is also a re-

markably free-flowering species. The good old C.

crispa superba is now beautifully in flower with us.

The flowers aie truly elegant in form ; the purity of

the sepals and petals, the lip crimson stained and
prettily curled and crisped, not to mention the
delicate perfume of the flowers, all combine to

produce one of the most pleasing of Cattleyas.

Not the least of its good qualities is its free-

dom of growth. Cattleya Bowringiana, now mak-
ing its growth in a light position in the Cattleya
house, must be freely supplied with water at the
roots ; it produces roots very freely, and as the
rainfall is excessive in the growing season where
the plants are found, we should imitate this in our
liouses. The atmosphere even during the dry sea-

son is always highly charged with moisture. It is

of easy culture, and now is the time to see that the
growths are well developed to produce fine spikes

of bloom in October and November.

J. Douglas.

HARDY FRUITS.

Keeping Goosebeei!ies and Currants.—Good
keeping varieties of Gooseberries are far too scarce.

Luckily, tlie only one to be depended on, the Red
Warrington, in addition to h;inging a long time, is

also onecf the most productive and best flavoured
varieties in cultivation, and sliould be grown tlie

most extensively of all. Birds and damp are the
greatest hindrances to long keeping, and netting
or matting over to exclude the former serves to
keep the fruit, at times, far too damp for it to hang
well. Permanent wire netting-covered structures
are the best places for keeping Gooseberries, air

always circulating through these. In any case it

is advisable to lightly thin out the young shoots
where at all dense, and if the fruit hangs very
thickly, to also thin out these somewhat. Wasps
are scarce as yet, but should they become numerous
the Gooseberries will soon disappear, unlf ss a little

of the advertised wasp-killer is kept in each bush.
A saucer containing two or three Gooseberries
already partially eaten, and having a drop or two
of the poisonous syrup to tempt the wasps,
effectually wards oft tlie latter. Red and White
Currants hang better than Gooseberries if only
they can be kept moderately dry. Prior to matting
or covering these, thin out the young shoots,
spurring back now instead of next winter, and

also thin out the clusters of fruit. The latter are

unusually thick this season, and left in that state

are liable to decay wholesale.

Ripening wall feuit.—Where blackbirds are

numerous, nothing short of netting over Peaches,
Nectarines, Pears and Plums will save them, while
wasps are even more difficult to keep away.
Finding and destroying the nests of the latter will

thin ttiem down considerably, but not of I en
sufficiently so to save the fruit they start eating.

Large quantities of both wasps and flies may be
attracted and destroyed in wide-necked bottles

half flUed with .1 mixture of beer, water and
sugar, suspended about the wall trees, and enclos-

ing Peaches and Figs in muslin bags may save many
of them. The wasp-killer already alluded to is, how-
ever, the best remedy. A few drops of this on
^Jartially-eaten fruit first attracts and then repels

the attacks of wasps, and is also the best destruc-
tive agency for getting rid of wasp nests in walls
or other awkward places. It must be borne in

mind that it is poisonous, and should therefore be
kept out of reach of children or anyone else with
a propensity for helping themselves to fruit.

Old Stkawberky beds.—In very many gar-

dens it does not pay to keep the old plants after

they have produced three, or at the most four

good crops of fruit, but there are some few places

where old plants are even more profitable than
young ones. No general rules can, therefore, be
laid down, each cultivator having to find out what
best meets the exigencies of the case. No matter
how long the beds may last, their destruction

should be anticipated, a bed or beds being formed
every season to take the place of any dug up,

while those reserved for fruiting again next season
must also be attended to. Especially ought the

latter to be cleared of all lunners and old leaves.

The old-fashioned plan of cutting the plants

cleanly over, young as well as old leaves being re-

moved, ought not to be followed ; bat if merely
cleared of runners and old leaves, they will make
strong, fresh growth and lay the foundatiim of

good crops next season. It is a mistake to remove
all the mulching material unless a little fresh is

substituted, as this may be followed by cracking
of the soil, consequent upon the rapid loss of mois-

ture by evaporation. Keeping the surface loosened
by means of hoeing may answer very well in some
instances, but it is very difficult to accomplish in

the case of heavy soils that have recently been
much trampled upon. Strawberries are great im-
poverishers of the ground, and old plants require

rather more assistance than can be given them
from the surface. At this time of year a narrow
trench may safely be cut midway between the

rows and good solid manure be dug in. This will

destroy a considerable number of roots, but fresh

food will be placed where it will quickly become
available. The newly-disturbed soil and manure
mixed with it should be heavily trampled, a firm

rather than a loose root-run being most needed
for Strawbenies, or otlierwise there will be a
plentiful crop of leaves and but few fruit next
season.

Strawberry runners.—In most private gar-

dens a sufficiency of strong runners is early esta-

blished in either small pots, turves, or layers of

fresh soil to form fresh beds early in August, or

soon enough for the plants to attain a serviceable

size before the winter arrives. This plan can
scarcely be adopted by market growers on a large

scale, and there are also gardeners who do not
follow it. The former are content to plant the

best runners they can procure from among the old

plants, planting these where they are to remain for

the rest of their lives, but not being very strong,

they are not allowed to fruit during the following

season. Being kept free of flowers, runners, and
weeds, the.'e plants grow strongly and bear heavy
crops of fine early fruit during the second summer
after planting. Some private gardeners instead of

planting out permanently are content to arrange

the runners about 4 inches apart each way in nur-

sery beds, transplanting them from these in the

following March or April. This plan answers well,

especially if the precaution is taken to prevent

fruiting during the same summer. If the space

cannot be wholly given up to newly-planted Straw-

berries, rows of either Onions, Lettuces, or kidney
Beans may be grown between them during the first

season after planting. A very good lot of early

pot plants can also be had by means of thi-: plan

of disposing runners in nursery beds now, lifting

and potting them next spiing or early in the sum-
mer. W. "iGGULDEN.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

Peas.—August is a trying month for Peas, and
only those which receive the best attention are

likely to turn out satisfactorily. They must receive

copious supplies of water at the roots. When
drought is coupled with a poor root-run the haulm
quickly collapses before even the pods fill The
benefit of prepared trenches for Peas which turn

in during this mouth and next is now plainly seen,

and if these now receive the assistance of a good
soaking of water, to be followed with liquid manure,

they will turn out well. Peas that are growing

on poor soil must have the assistance of liquid or

sewage if they are to succeed, a mulching along

each side of the rows proving of the greatest bene-

fit, this conserving the moisture and also prevent-

ing rapid evaporation. Nor ought the latest rows

to suffer from the want of timely staking, as if

these are not properly staked the rough autumnal
gales quickly play havoc with them, and they do
but little good afterwards. Light, direct sun-hine

to the base of the haulm, with ample moisture at

the roots are the conditions under which late Peas

thrive.

Late Celery.— Plants for a supply of Celery

late in the season will now be fit for planting. To
secure sound heads and such as will stand the

winter, preparations must be made. In the first

place, deep trenches are an evil, and the nearer

the Celery is planted on the level the better.

A good root-run being essential for Celery, the

trenches should be taken out to the depth of a
foot, and into this the manure should be placed, a

little burned refuse also favouring a sound growth.

The trenches having been filled up to the top with

the best of the surface soil which had been re-

moved, a favourable root-run will have been pro-

vided. The plants, it pat out with good balls,

should be watered' home to settle the soil well

about the roots, and lightly sprinkling in the

evening will quickly establish them. Liquid ma-
nure, or anything likely to cause a strong growlh,

should be avoided. Earthing up in any shape will

not be needed until fi'osts should be likely to in-

jure the plants, as the later this can be put off the

better the Celery will keep.

Endive.—To secure good heads, or such as wil

turn out satisfactorily after being blanched, every

attention must now be given the plants to keep

them growing steadily. Overcrowding being one

of the greatest evils connected with the growing

of good Endive, this must be avoided, as besides

having room for ample development, thei'e must
also be space for a circulation of air, this to a
great extent preventing damp from settling about
the plants later on. Plants growing in either seed

beds or, what is better, in rows must be freely

thinned out and the thinnings planted elsewhere,

south borders from which early Potatoes have been
cleared answering very well. Failing south bor-

ders, select an open sunny position for this later

crop, and if sloping all the better. If the weather
should be dry at the time of planting, watering
may be necessary to settle the plants, but after-

wards a free use of the hoe is what is required to

stimulate growlh, and which even in di'y weather

is much better than deluging them with water,

which is not at all necessary—in fact, an evil.

By attending to the plants' wants now, Endive
worthy the name is easily obtainable.

Winter Turnips.— It is not yet too late to

make other sowings of winter Turnips. This is

also the best season for sowing for affording Tur-

nip greens in the early spring months, and although
these are not likely to be called for in quantity, a
few are certainly indispensable in every garden,

especially if the winter should play havoc with the
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normal supply of spring p-rcens. The soil must be
brought into a wcll-pulvcrisid condition, ami al-

tliough LTround cliart;cd with manure is not neces-
sary, yet it must be in a fertile state, or cl-e little

growth will be made. Ample room must also be
allowed, Hi inches between the rows not being any
too much space. The site must be open and sunny
and away from trees tiiid buslies. Kor this and the
earlier crop the hoe must be plied freely fiom the
time the little plants are first seen. This with
early singling out will result in a satisfactory sup-
ply of bulbs being obtained.

WiNTKit R.iuisiiKS.—Although these are not
often looked for, yet they come in very acceptable
where Hatlishcs are cared for. The soil for this
crop must be in a rich condition, as if Radishes are
not well grown they are little cared for. The site
should be in an ojien and sunny podtion, and the
seeds be sown in drills S inches apart. Directly
they are large enough, thin out so that each root
has room for its development. This crop is not
drawn from the ground for use, but is taken up
during the early part of November and stored in
clean white sand in a cool shed, this keeping the
roots plump and fresh for a lengthened period.
The varieties adapted for this crop are the Black
Spanish and the China Hose.

Corn Salad.—Although, like the preceding,
this is little grown, yet many people are partial to
it for mi.xing with other materials for a general
saliid. The seeds should be sown on well-enriched
soil in drills G inches or S inches apart, and the
seedlings as soon as large enough should be thinned
out to 4 inches or 5 inches. The leaves are cut
over as lequired for use. A. YoUKG.

Orchids.

COMPARETTIAS.
These plants come from the Andes of South
America and the mountains of Central America,
and it is a pity they are not more grown. Two
or three decades ago, when the maj(jrity of the
Orchid houses in this country were kept hot and
damp in the sumn.er and hot and dry in the
winter, tlie one or two kinds whicli we then
had were difficult to keep alive. I do not ad-
vise the ()d(jntoglossuin liouse for these plants
in the cold winter months, but a temperature
which does not fall below 55° suits them well.
In the summer mouths Comparettias thrive well
along with Odontoglo.ssums, save that the Com-
parettias like more sun and light than are really
necessary for the Odontoglussums. Comparet-
tias are slender, dwaif-growing plants, having
small pseudo-bulbs, which mostly bear asiuc'le'
somewhat thick and leathery leaf. The pedun'
cle springs from the base of the growth, and
wlien strong bears from six to nine flowers,
which for the most part are of brilliant and
pleasing shades of colour. These flowers have
a striking peculiarity in being double-spurred
one spur being within the other, the spur of the
lip being included in that of the sepals. Ingrow-
ing these jilants I have already stated the°tcm-
perature they require, and in speaking of sun
and light it must be remembered that these
plants cannot stand much direct sunshine.
They require shading during the hottest part of
the day, a good siqiply of water to their roots,
and a moist atmosphere. I prefer to crow
them upon a block of wood. There .shouldtnly
be a httle Sphagnum Mo.ss round the roots.
They succeed equally well in small, well-drained
earthenware pans, adding a little peat fibre and
Moss. Care must, however, be taken to have
everythuig sweet and fresh about them, for I
know few plants that sufler so mucli from stale
and stagnant matter as do the Comparettias.
The following are the kinds I know. All are
well deserving a place in every collection, the

brilliant, colours of their flowers commending
them to the attention of all, whilst if grown as

recommended above they will be found as amen-
able to culture as tlie Udontoglossums.

r. rocciNEA.—This is porluqis the rarest species
in cultivation and the smallest-llowered. It bears
a slender radical scape, which is nodding and
caniessix or seven showy flowers, each of about
an inch across, tlie colour being brilliant orange-
sciirlet. It blooms during November and December
and lasts about a fortnight or three weeks in full

beauty. It comes from Mexico.

C. PALCATA is another species with flowers

quite distinct from those of C. coccinca. The scape
is pendent, growing about a foot long, bearing eight
or nine flowers each about an inch across and of a
rich crimson-pur|ile, white at the base. This has
been long in cultivation, but, like all the species,

it is now very rare. It comes from Peru.

C. MACKorLECTBON.—In this, the latest addi-
tion to the genus, we have a singular and pretty
free-flowering plant. It is also a stronger grower,
and the flowers, which are produced in the sum-
mer months, are larger. Mr. J. Claike, who gives
no address, sends me some flowers, each of which
measures upwards of an inch and a half across.
The flowers are of a soft and delicate rose colour,

dotted with deep rosy purple, and the broad lip

is marked with a deep blotch of magenta-rose,
through which run some spots of ]iurple. It comes
from the United States of Colombia.

C. SPECIOSA —This is a rare and brilliant

flowered kind. The spike Is pendent, bearing si.x

or eight large flowers, which are of a brilliant cin-

nabar-orange with a paler-coloured spur. This
kind is said to come from the woods of Ecuador.

Wm. Hugh Gowek.

Dendrobium stratiotes.—A flower of this

specits is sent by George Wakelin for an opinion.

It is of fair s'ze, but the sepals and petals are
green and very different from the pure white ones of
the plant in Mr. Sherwood's collection. Perhaps the
plant has been grown in too den,se shade. The
announcement that it came from Thursday Island
does not go for much, that spot simply being a
point of call for vessels, I think, and there is no
telling where the plants were collected.—W. H. G.

Iiselio-Cattleya Digbyana Mossise.—This
is one of the late.-t novelties raised by Mr. Seden
and now in the collection of Baron Schrojder, The
Dell, Egbam. It is the result of a cross between
Cattleya Mossife and Brassavola Digbyana. The
flowers are largc.each measuring upwards of 6 inches
across, the sepals and petals being of a delicate
soft rosy lilac ; lip large and flat, of the same colour
as the petals, heavily fringed all round. Between
the fringed border and the throat is a zone of
white, the throat being deep yellow, marked with
radiating streaks of crimson ; in the centre is a bold
stripe of crimson-lake, with numerous spots of the
same colour in front.— OrcJiid Album, t. 449.

Dendrobium dixanthum. — Respecting the
introduction of Moulmein Orchids to Briti.-h gar-
dens, no name stands out so prominently as that
of the Rev. C. S. Parish, and it is to this veteran
orchidist that we ow'e this charming Dendrobe.
which was sent by him to Messrs. Low, and named
by Reichenbach, in 18G5. It is, however, by no
means a common species, although it has flowered
annually in the Kew collection for many years. The
other day a plant was flowering very prettily there.
The stems are erect, about 2 feet in height, and
taper towards top and bottom. The racemes con-
sist of two or three blofsoms, and are produced on
the upper portion of last year's stems. Each
flower is 2 inches across, and almost entirely of a
bright, clear yellow. The lip, which is about 1

it ch in diameter and sluiped like a cockle-shell, is

pubescent and toothed at the margin ; the disc,

being of a more orange-yellow, furnishes the
second shade of jellow to which the specific name
refers. The comparative scarcity of this Orchid
in our collections is not due to any special difficulty

in cultivation, for under the ordinary treatment
given to the warmer section of tlie genus it thrives
adminibly .and rarely fails to flower.

Cattleya Aclandise.—Although one of the
.smallest growing of Cattleyas, this species is when
in bloom undoubtedly one of the most charming.
Like its near ally, C. Schilleriana, it will occasion-
ally flower twice in one season—a very unusual
character in Cattleyas. Its flowers are not only
extremely beautiful, hut when compared with the
plant itself very large. The scape, as a rule,
is single-flowered, but occasionally the blooms
occur in pairs, each one being between 3 inches
and 4 inches across. The sepals and petals are
similar in colour, but the former are the larger

;

the ground colour is a deep olive-green, which is

marked with large irregular blotches of dark
purple. The lip is of large size, being over 2 inches
long and l-J- inches across ; in colour it makes a
striking contrast with the sepals, being of a bright
magenta-purple. The column forms a rather con-
spicuous feature, being very broad and of as
bright a shade of purple as the lip. The stems of
this Cattle.va are about the thickness of a pen-
holder and 4 inches in height ; the leives are broad,
oblong, and produced in pairs. Unfortunately, it

is not so easily grown as most Cattleyas are, and
is liable after one or two seasons to lose the free-

floweiing character which it possesses when newly
imported. It requires a little more heat than most
of this genus, and should be grown on blocks of
wood w-ith a little peat fibre and Sphagnum fixed
about the roots. Grown in this way it necessarily
requires frequent attention in watering, especially
during the growing period. Even in winter it is

necessary to watch that it does not suffer from
lack of moisture.

Odontoglossum hastilabium. — Although
this species is usually looked upon as a spring-
flowering pjlant and described as such, we have
during the past week seen it fully in flower.

According to the Botanical Maijazhw, where it is

figured at t. 4272, its flowers were first seen in the
month of August, bSJIJ, at Syon House gardens. Its

flosvering period, however', extends over six orei^ht
weeks. It is a very handsome species, having a
larger growth and longer flower-spikes than are
common to the majority of Odontoglots, Not un-
frequently branching scapes between 4 feet and 5
feet in length are produced, these being erect and
many - flowered. The pseudo - bulbs are large,

maikcdly two-edged, and, like the stout broad
leaves, of a rather pale shining green. The sepals
and petals are narrow and pointed, the ground col-

our being a creamy white, which, except at the
apical portions, is transversely streaked with
brownish-purple. The lip forms a pretty contrast
with the other parts of the flower, being white,
rather deeply tinged with rose at the base. The
whole flower is between 3 inches and 4 inches
across, the lip about one-third as much. The spe-
cies is a native of New Grenada, where it was first

discovered in 1843. It occurs at considerably lower
elevations than most Odontoglossums do, and
should, consequently, be given conditions warmer
than such species as 0. crispum require. The
coolest part of the intermediate house will be found
suitable.

SHORT NOTES.—ORCHIDS.

Cattleya Qaskelliana alba.—Aruong a lot of
fine forms of this species uow ti:) be seen in The
Woodlauds collection, Streatham, is a very fine plant
of this attractive kiiul. Cattleyas with pure white
flowers are not very frequently seen. The plant in

ijuestiou has large flowers, which are pure white saving
the orange throat.— \V, H. (1.

Eendrobium Wardianum album.— This is

distinct froni the variety known as caujijuiu, which
has the ordinary velvety, dark eye-like spots at the
base of the lip. In the variety album, flowered by
Mr. Lee, of Beech Lawn, Auden.-haw, Manchester,
the flower is pure white, saving the patch of orange-
j-ellow at the base of the lip.

—

Orchid Alhinn, t. 450.

I sella autumnalis alba.—A pure white form
of this old plant which has flowered in several collec-
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tioDS. A white form flowered in Mr. Raphael's col-

lection at EnjrVfield Green. The plant figured flowered
with Mr. Williams. There are some varieties with
so-called white flowers which have a tirrge of rose in

them which tjuite spoils their purity.— Orchid Album,
t. 4J1.

Mafdevallia paehyantha (8. Frew).—This is

the species yt'U send lor a luinie, and is not often seen.

It was inticduced ten or eleven years ago by Mr.
Shuttlewoith, of Clapham Park. It is apretty flower,
much spotted in the tub?, and comes very near to M.
coriacea The t1ower.s are more fleshy and the tails

broader than in M. coriacea.—W. H.

Phalaenopsis Sanderiana.—G. Ba'es sends
a very fine variety of this kind. Some say it is

a species, and others deny it. The whole flower is

of a bright, delicate rose. This plant comes from
the island of Mindanao, one of the Philippines,
and may be grown with the other species of this

genus.—W. H. G.

GrammatophyllumMeasuresianura.—This
is a very pretty and free-flowering species, intro-

duced by Mr. Sander, of St. Albans. The spike is

some 5 feet or ti feet in height, bearing many
flowers, which are of good size, having a ground
colour of rich yellow, broadly tipped with purple
and spotted with the same colour.—G.

Bollea Patini.— This plant is very like B-
ctclestis in its growl h, though the colour of its

large solitary blooms is quite difi'erent. B. Patini
U now flowering in Mr. Williams' collection. The
blooms each measure some 3 inches or more across,
the la-ge sepals and petals being rosy pink, and
the lip yellow with a deep frill at its base. I have
found it thrive best in a. comparatively cool house
in pots thoroughly drained.—W. 11. G.

Pachystoma Thomsonianum, now a very
rare plant, from the hilly regions of Old Calabar, is

flowering in Mr, Williams' nursery, I'pper Hullo-
way. It grows naturally upon the branches and
sterns of trees ; the bulbs bear one or two leaves,
n.nd the peduncle springs from the base, bearing
two to four flowers, which are some 'A inches
across, the sepals and petals being of the purest
white. The long recurved middle lolie is of the
most brilliant purple. It is a great pity more of this
plant is not imporied.—W. H. G.

Brassavola acaulis.— "G. G." sends me a
leaf and flower of this plant for a name. AVhen
well grown it forms a pleasing object in the houses
at this time of the year. The flowers List a con-
siderable time in full beauty, provided they are
kept from the damp, which often destroys them.
At this season the atmosphere suddenly becomes
cool, damp falls, and in a day or two brown spots,
which cause the flowers to rapidly decay, appear.
It thrives best upon a blcckof wood, and should be
kept in the Cattleya house.—W. H. G.

Epidendrum dichromum amabile.—This is

a beautiful species, having many colour varieties.
It was originally introduced by Messrs. Low and
Co., of Clapton, in 1804, from the neighbourhood
of Bahia, in Brazil. Their collector found it

on the lower branches of shrubby bushes, the
roo's growing down into the sand beneath. It is

said to thiive best when grown upon a block of
wood, and plunged into sandy peat fibre well
drained. It is a very beautiful and showy plant.— Orchid Album, t. •i.'.2.

Angrsecum falcatum (//. .B/;-c/().—This is the
flower sent as coming from Japan. This is quite
an outlying member of the Angraicums. It was
first gathered by Thunberg, and was called Aerides
Thunbergi, but there is no doubt that the name
given it by Lindley is the correct one. It comes
from a warm part of Japian, and grows best under
cultivation in the temperature of the Cattleya
house. It should be suspended near the glass, and
not much soil should be put about its roots.

—

W. H. G.

Aerides quinquevulnerum.—This beautiful
species is now flowering freely in Mr. Williams'
nursery. Upper Ilolloway. Although sent by Hugh
Cuming to the Messrs. Loddiges, of Hackney, up-
wards of fifty years ago, it has never been common.
It comes from the islaird of Luzon, and requires
to be kept in the warmest house. The flowers.

arranged on a long spike, are white, with a large
and very bright purple spot on the lip of each sepal
and petal. It yet remains one of the brightest and
most showy of the kinds belonging to the odoratum
group.—W. H. G.

Cypripedium Bernice. — This, raised by
Captain Vipan, is, I am told, a cross between C.
philippinense and C. Lowi. If I had not been tohl
its parentage, I should certainly have said that C.
Parishi had been one of the parents. The leaves
are stout, robust, and bright shining green ; the pe-
duncle erect, bearing four flowers; the dorsal sepal is

white, flushed with rose, greenish at the base, and
with good sized stripes of purple which break
into spots at the base. The lower sepal is white,
flushed with pale green with darker green veins ;

petals about 4 inches in length, the basal half
yellow spotted with purple, the upper half of a
uniform brownish purple

;
pouch greeni.sh purple.

It is a most beautiful and showy species, now
flowering with Mr. Measures at The Woodlands,
Streatham.—W. H. G.

Destroyers.

AMERICAN BLIGHT ON APPLE TREES.
Ttlis pest is often most troublesome during the
ne.xt month or two, but if timely precautions are
taken to arrest its progress when it first appears,
time will be saved in the end and the trees greatly
benefited. I have no new practice to biing forward
as tn its destruction, but would draw attention to
early removal of the pest. This is of great import-
ance, as many young trees are ruined if left too
long. American blight is certainly one of the
worst enemies of tlie Apple tree, and when once in-

troduced into a garden it is only by persistent and
repeated efforts that it is kept in check. This pest
does not keep on the upper surface of the bark,
but gets into the cracks and crevices of the tree, and
though the injury caused is not seen at the moment,
in time it produces canker, and the trees are ruined.
The danger lies in young trees being attacked,

as they are so soon injured and disfigured. When
very old trees are attacked it is almost useless to
try and save them, as the old wounds harbour the
blight and prevent remedies being applied. If
possible, old trees so affected should receive a win-
ter dressing of clay and soluble petroleum well
mixed together to the thickness of paint. This
will do much good, care being taken to thoroughly
paint over two or three times the old wounds or
cankered paits of the tree, removing all decayed
portions before applying the paint. I do not think
there is any better remedy for young trees than
paraffin or petroleum, using a brush and touching
all affected parts. I have also used soluble paraf-
fin and clay at this season with equal success.
When young trees are badly infested with the
aphis the use of a quantify of paraffin in a raw
state is not a safe remedy ; I would prefer using
Gishurst compiound in a strong state, mi.xing suffi-

cient Gishurst with a little water and well rubbing
all over the bark. Soluble paraffin is also a .<afer

remedy than the raw material if a great quantity
is used, and is very effective. The use of the raw
material must not be condemned, as on older trees
it is very efficacious when carefully used. Soft soap
and tobacco water applied in a liquid state is a
good remf dy. Whatever insecticide is used it is

necessary to thoroughly wet or paint the infested
places, well rubbing the mi.xture in with the brush,
and to do the work as early as possible. The aphis
having a woolly covering, merely syringing or wet-
ting 1 he bark will not reach it; indeed, without
hard rubbing it cannot be dislodged. All ties that
are near the insect should be removed and burnt,
old nails removed and reburnt or heated, and wire
dressed with the raw petroleum. If such precau-
tions are taken when first observed, much time and
labour will be saved and the trees maintained in a
healthy condition. G. Wythes.

Scale on Ferns.— I should be much obliged if

you would insert in The Garden, or give me a

reference to some cure for scale in Ferns ; ruine

are badly infested.— J. B.

*,(* It is not stated by "J. B." what kind of Ferns
they are that are infested with scale. In the case
of tender kinds, i.e., such as the major portion of
the Adiantums, the Gymnogrammas, Gleichenias,
Cheilanthes, and a few of the Pteris family, par-
ticularly those which thrive best in a warm house,
it is hardly safe to use any kind of insec'icide. It

cannot be applitd sufficiently strong to exterminate
the scale without injuring the plants themselves.
The best way to treat such as these is to pick off

all the worst fronds by degrees, taking those first

upon which there is most of the scale. By this

means it can be greatly reduced in a short time,

and by giving constant attention to the killing of

the young ones whilst they are slill tender and
easily removed by a pointed stick, the i-cale may,
in the course of time, be got under. It is, how-
ever, only by unremitting care that it can be
subdued ; the mistake is so often made of assuming
that when a searching investigation has been made,
and all visible insects destroyed, the plant does not
want any more looking after in this respect.

Herein lies the error made by many, the result de-

sired to be auived at being thereby not only pro-

longed, but oftentimes entirely defeated. If the
Ferns in question be tolerably hardy ones, as the
Aspleniums, the hardier of the Pteiis family, the
Lomarias and Davallias, a deal may be effected by
using soluble paraffin oil insecticide at about half

the strength advised upon the printed directions.

In any case, however, it would be the safer plan
to pick off a frond or two of the Ferns and dip

them iir the solution first. If it does not injure

them in about half an hour, when it would in any
case be best to dip or syringe the plants in clean
water, it may be assumed that no injury will be
done to them. By experimenting with this solu-

tion a few times the proper strength in any given
case may be arrived at; until that has been at-

tained the best plan is to proceed cautiously.

—

FiLICE.S.

Campanula pumila and C. pumila alba.
—A night or two ago I was pas-ing a cottage

in this district. In this cottage garden the walk
leading to the house was edged with these two
Campanulas. This edging was from 12 inches fo

IS inches wide, and when in bloom the effect was
lovely. These Harebells are often seen at railway

stations in the western part of England. It is a
pity such plants are not more frequently met with
in larger gardens.

—

Dorset.

The wintering' of delicate alpines.— I am
exceedingly glad to learn the results which have
been obtained by Mr. Williamson, who has so per-

severingly endeavoured to find out the pro[ier me-
thod of keeping delicate plants through the winter.

As I have already informed him, what all these

plants require during the winter is a condition of

perfect dryness along with the greatest amount of

air and light that is possible. I have never had any
faith in the plan, which is sometimes adopted, of

covering the plants with Moss. In foggy climates,

where there is no snow in winter, alpine plants

from high altitudes must have air, light, and dry-

ness. I must, however, say that I never expec'ed
such a sirccess as Mr. Williamson has recorded and
it far exceeds my hopes. The species which Mr.
Williamson notes as "gone" are precisely those

which require a condition of perfect dryness, and
perhaps they were not sufficiently protected by hira

from damp. However, on this jroint nolhins posi-

tive can be concluded, as it appears that Edraian-

thus serpyllifolius, which is the most delicate s] o-

cies of the genus, has held its ground well, whde
E. dalmaticus, the strongest species, has peiished.

Also, the plants which require a vertical position

—

that is, to be planted on the face of a wall, such
as Andro.'ace helvetica and A. pubescens, for exam-
ple—are all dead. But, eenerally speak'ng, Mr.
Williamson's success is indisputable and deserves

to be widely known. Perhaps he will pierrait me
to suggest to him the advantage of continuing his

experiments on a larger scale and to try again the

species which have "gone," keeping a record of
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observations nii (lioni as tliey S''ow. There is one

special group or plants which 1 commend to his

notice, as they have Lciveii me entire satisfaction

(ver since 1 comnienced to grow them in the ali'iiie

garden at Geneva, namely, Campanula liainci, ('.

Waldsteiniana, C. Klatines, V. Allioni, (' excise), C.

jiulla, C. carnica, C. garganica, C. muralis, and the

Kdr.danthuses, some of which la'tnaincd genus he

lias already tried. H. C'oitREVON.

one of the best uf all the red sorts
;

Princess Louise Victoria, very free in the
autumn and a good cliinl)er ; Uoulo ile Neige,

tlie best of the whites ; Climbing Pride of

Waltliiini, pink ; t'linibiiig Edouard Morren,
rose colour; ami (Miiiibing Victor Vcrdier,

bright rose. Of the Hybrid Teas, Olie.sliuiit

Hybrid (carmine) and Heine Marie Henriette
(deeper carmine) are two of the best, both
growing freely. The Climbing Tea Roses of

tlie Dijon class are amongst the best of all.

(iloire de Dijon must still be included ; to it

should be added Mine. Berard, of a deeper
shade ; Kai.serin Friedricb, a beautiful newer
kind, very vigorous ; Mme. Eugene Verdier,

RdsKs which possess a vigorous constitution and chamois - yellow ; Waltham Climber No. 3,

annually make long growths for Howering the
,

bright crini.son : and Belle liVonnaise or

following year are the nio.st desirable varieties.
[

Bouquet d'Or, the former a )iale kind, the

Selections may be niaiJe both for early flowering : latter a deep salmon-yellow. To these must
and for more continuous bloom through the ' be added Celine Fore.stier, pale yellow ; Peve
season. Of the first named class are the Hybrid d'Or, buff; the well-known W. A. Richardson,
Bourbons, some of which are the finest Roses and Lainarque, pure white (should have a

grown when treated properly. My own plan is warm spot), from the Noisette class. For poor
to lay in all the strong wood and thin out the or cold soils the selection should chiefly be
weakest every spring ; on no account should the made from the Hybrid Bourbons, the Ever-
vigorous .shoots be jimned or fresh wood wiir green Roses, and the hardiest of the Teas and
only ensue. Tlii'se strong shoots should not > Noisettes, as Gloire de Dijon and Reve d'Or.

Rose Garden.

ROSES FOR ARCHES AND PILLARS.

An archway covered with Roses.

be left upright, hut be trained over or down- In such positions manure should be used freely,

wards ; hence they are better suited for arches, that from the farmyard lieing jireferable
;

Thus treated they will bloom most profusely, draining should also receive attention, being
yielding an abundant supply of flowers before ' most essential. Moderate pruning the first

the Hybrid Perpetuals are in many cases show- season is advisable to form a good base. The

cally a large bright red or rosy red Provence Hose,
stri]ied with wliilc, and whicli was .-licuvn in the
same collection under the name of liosa Mundi.
1 have a very good type of the latter, which I oli-

tained from Messrs. (Jeorge Cooling and Sons, of
liatli, under the name of an improved form of the
N'ork ;ind Lancaster, but in this, as in all of the
self-same type I have seen growing, the red largely
predominates over the white, and instead of its

being ilescribed as a flower with a white ground
striped with red, tlio reverse would be more cor-
rect. I notice in the catalogue of Messrs. I'aul

and Son, of Che>hHnt, that tliey evidently follow
the nomenclature I saw at llessle in their descrip-
tion of the York and Lancaster Rose, and they
speak of Rosa Mundi as tlie best striped reii,and
often called York and Lancaster. \Vlien a few
years ago the present Marquis of Bute used to
offer prizes fur York and Lancaster Roses at the
Chiswick flower show, what appears to be the true
Rosa Mundi was always shown under the name of
the York and Lancaster.—K. D.

SILVER MEDAL ROSE.S.

lias occurred to me that a few notes upon
g'lining

ing colour. Of the Hybrid Bo.irbons, the four
finest are Blairi No. 2, blush-pink ; Charles
Lawson, vivid rose ; Coupe d'Hebe, deep pink ;

and Vivid, crimson. Hybrid China Mme.
Plantier, a pure white, is a delicately beautiful

old-fashioned Rose, and very free-fiowering.

The Boursault Roses should not escape notice

ground for these Roses should be deeply dug
or trenched, adding fresh soil as well as manure
if the ground is not up to the mark. A mulch-
ing after the planting is done is advisable ; for

this I would jirefer cocoa fibre to manure, as

the birds would not be so disposed to interfere.

Secure all the shoots at once, or they may
they are cf the hardiest, and will thrive where be injured by the winds, canker afterwards
many only fail or drag out a miserable
existence. Amadis, one of the earliest ; Gra-
cilis, bright red ; .and Elegans, crimson, are all

good sorts. The Evergreen Roses (R. semper-
virens) are among the very best for arches,

blooming as they do in large clusters ; Bank-
sia^flora, Felicitc - Perpetue and Leopoldine
d'Orleans are three of the best light kinds,

with Flora and Princess Marie of the darker
or rose-coloured varieties. The.se, like the Hy-
brid Bourbons, require merely to have the
weakest wood thinned out, leaving all the
strongest or as much as can be used. Of
the Hybrid Perpetual class the following are
a good half dozen : Glory of Chcshunt,

setting in upon any gross shoots if damaged
in tliLs way. R.

The York and Lancaster Rose.—At a horti-

cultural exhibition held at Hessle, near Hull,

a short time since, a colleclion of garden decora-
tive Roses of an extremely interesting character
was shown by tne exhibitor, and among them was
one named Yoik and Lancaster, said to be the true
form of it, a type with a white ground, the white
largely preponderating, and flaked and striped
with bright pink or a pale rosy-tinted pink. This
was said to be the true form of the York and Lan-
caster Rose, to all ai^pearance a type of the Da-
mask, and quite distinct from the ordinary York
and Lancaster seen in the south, which is practi-

IT

the vaiieties gaining the distinction of a silver
medal, as being the best Roses of their el.is-es

at the National Rose Society's shows would be
acceptable to many readers. The best Rose among
so many grand specimens as are always to bj
found at the exhibitions of this flourishing so-

ciety must indeed be a grand one. It is remark-
able how frequently Souvenir d'Elise \'ardon wins
this distinction among the Teas and Noi-eftes.
Both in the nurserymen's and amateurs' division
at the Crystal Palace this grand Tea Rose took the
silver medal. It also obtained the same honour in
the nurserymen's division at Chester. Souvenir
d'Elise Vardon was sent out by Marest in 1854, and
after almost forty years it is still by far our best
exhibition Tea-scented Rose. The great size and
substance to be found in this variety as well as its

exquisite form and long-lasting qualities make it

an ideal show Rose. In growth it is not quite so
free and strong as might be desired, but it is al-

most certain to bear a flower at the end of each
shoot, and as this has the merit of swelling and
growing into a good-shaped and large-sized bloom
it is usually a satisf-ictory Rose. In this respect it

very much resembles another grand exhibition Tea,
Comtesse de Nadaillac, this variety also opening
into a much superior bloom than the bud seems to
promise. The other silver medal Tea of this season
was Souvenir de S. A. Prince. I do not think it is

possible to say too much in favour of this Rose,
which was only sent out in 188il by Mr. Prince, of
Oxford. Unlike the two Roses previously named,
Souvenir de S. A. Prince has a magnificent consli-
tution, is wonderfully sweet-scented, free flower-

ing, and constant. Under glass as a forcing Rose
or in the open air for general decoration no white
Rose can surpass it. That grand variety Niphetos
equals it under glass, but out of donrs it must give
up the post of honour to the new sport from Sou-
venir d'un Ami. In all respect*, except colour.

Souvenir de S. A. Prince is the counterpart of
Souvenir d'un Ami.
Amongthe Hybrid Perpetuals, Gustave Piganeau,

another new Rose of the same jear as S A. Prince,

has gained the medal both at i he Crystal Palace ard
Chester among the nurserymen's cla.=ses. It also
gained it at the metropolitan show of last year.

It is long since such a grand new Rose as this is

was introduced, and it deserves a short notice.

This Rose was sent out by Pernet and Ducber in

1S.S1I, and is one of the largest and best shaped
Roses grown. The petals are large, stout, and
most exquisitely cupped. It is evidently a good
all-round Rose, coming so well as it has during the
past three years. Although generally described as

a vigorous grower, Gustave Piganeau does not give

me the impression of being a Rose that will get
into the list of cheaper Roses so quickly as did

Mrs. John Laing and Ulrich Brunner. G. Piganeau
runs a great risk of being crippled for some time
through over-pressure in reproduction, and there

are likely to be many plants distributed during the
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next two or three yeais that will be by no means a
fair guide to (he normal constitution or habit of

this variety. Mrs. J. Laing and Ulrich Brunner
posse.'ised such extra strong constitutions that ex-
cessive propngation did not have a disastrous effect

upon them ; but I am afiaid we shall not be so
favoured in Gustave I'iganean.

Comte de Raimbaud, sent out by Roland in

1867, was the silver medal H. Perpetual Rose
among the amateurs at Chester. This Rose is

\ery seldom seen in such perfection as here shown
by the Rev. J. H. Pemberton, and is, in fact, not
often met with in the winning stands at shows of
.'uch note and excellence as those of the National
Rose Society. It is .a very bright carmine-cerise
in colour, of good shape, and the medal Rose was
wondei fully full and tine.

Dupuy Jamain was the winning Hybrid Per-
petual in the amateurs' classes at theCrystal Palace.

This variety, sent out by Jamain in IStiS, is one of
the most reliable Roses we have of this colour.

This is also sometimes described as a bright
cerise, but it is not nearly so vivid as Comte de
Raimlmud. Dupuy Jamain is a model Rose for
growth and freedom vi flowering.

Three out of the four silver medals offered for

the best Te.a or Noisette at the two exhibitions of

this society were won by Souvenir d'Elise Vardon,
and I feel almost sure that this grand Rose has
won BS many of these medals as any other two
varieties combined. Ridgewood.

ROSES BY THE SEA.

Having for three years been engaged in the
cultivation of Roses in the neighbouihood of the
sea leads me to give my views as to the best kinds
for growing there. As " Caledonicus " is no doubt
aware, situations even by the sea vary greatly, and
Roses m,ay succeed splendidly and also fail in the
same district, and yet only be separated a few
yards. Visitors to the seaside may notice avariety
growing and blooming splendidly, and there and
then come to the conclusion that the variety is

specially adapted for the [lurpose, and recommend
it in print accordingly. They mny have over-

looked the special conditions under which it is

growing
;
perhaps it might have been situated in

an alcove or protected by a buttress, and which
makes all the difference between success and
failure. Given the requisite shelter, Roses may
be grown as successfully near the sea as further
inland, and in the case of Teas perhaps belter. In
fact, as far as these latter are concerned, the
beautiful tints are more pronounced and certainly
much better than any I have ever seen on flowers
inland. As " Caledonicus'' is no doubt aware, it is

difficult for almost any kind of tree or shrub to

grow within sweep of the sea spray, and when sub-
jected to cutting draughts, as is very often the case,

it is almost death. Roses are no more exempt than
anything else, for although they may look tliriving

enough one day, if a rough slorm arose the young
growths would literally be soon la>hed to pieces.

From my experience thus gained, 1 came to the
conclusion that if Roses are to thrive well near the
sea it is absolutely necessary that shelter be pro-
vided. No doubt there may be found here and
there a few natural coves where Roses thrive sur-
prisingly well, but these are exceptions. A low
w.ill often makes all the difference between success
and failure, and from such a wall I have gathered
the loveliest of Teas, and also in the narrow bor-
der in front. From the above it will be gathered
that there is no hard and fast rule to go by as far

as special varieties arc concerned, except that the
Teas, Noisettes, and Chinas thrive the most satis-

factorily whfn given the needful shelter. The
darker Hybrid Perpetuals are certainly the least
satisfactory, but I have gathered splenclid blooms
even of these if a favourable time happened to

attend the opening of the buds. For the benefit

of seaside readers I will give a list of the Teas
and some other kinds which used to thrive exceed-
ingly well. Anna Olivier, Catherine Mermet,
Gloire de Dijon, Homere, Mme. Berard, Mme.
Bravy, Mme. Chedanc Guinoisseau, Mme. de St.

Joseph, Marie van Houtte, Mme. Lambard, Rubens,
Souvenir d'un Ami. and 'William Allen Richardson.
'J'he China Roses nnd the varieties of RosaPoly.antha
also do well. Of I hi-: latter section Mile. Cecile
Brunner was a splendid kind, large clusters of
small flowers forming very freely. 'Where the Dog
Rose and Blackberry thrive, there, too, will Roses
grow when given the ordinary cultural attention
with the necessary shelter from very rough winds
and direct spray. '

A. Y.

Kitchen Garden.

WINTER CUCUMBEES.
Where a supply of Cucumbers has to be main-
tained throughout the winter months, a certain
amount of furethouglrt is necessary. It must
be remembered that Cucumbers are lovers of
sunlight and long days, and under these condi-
tions the plants grow and fruit freely enough,
but not so at midwinter. At this time, unless
the treatment is judiciously carried out, the
jjlants will hardly grow, let alone bear fruit.

Fitful supplies are often secured, but where
Cucumbers are looked for, a regular supply is

what should be aimed at. As is generally tlie

case, the plants are spoiled at the first. They
may have been planted all right and also rrrown
in a suitable structure, but are ruined in the
earlier stages and quite uoable to bear the
strain which the dark days put upon them. That
the plants may bo in condition to fruit freely
through the autumn and early winter months is

no reason that they should be allowed to do
so. At that time Cucumbers are not looked
for in quantity, and this being so, it is of no
use to let the pknts bear the strain which
these early crops undoubtedly put upon thein.
With the plants worn out as it were, it matters
little what after-treatment is bestowed upon
them, as rarely are they able to recruit their
strength to prove satisfactory. The want of

Cucumbers is generally felt throughout the
months of January and February, and particu-
larly so during the latter month. I do not
advise the same set of plants for the produc-
tion of Cucumbers throughout the winter, as
I like a set for producing fruits for the early
part of the winter and another for the latter

end. By having two sets, the first batch may
be relied upon until the end of January, and
then at this time the second batch will com-
mence to bear and will continue through what
is generally the worst season, as far as the pro-
duction of winter Cucumbers is concerned. By
relying upon two sets of plants, it must not be
imagined that extra space is needed, as if room
is scarce the same number of plants as is gene-
rally grown in one batch may be divided, and
by arianging them in this manner a far greater
number of fruits may be secured than relying
exclusively upon one set and these planted
early.

For the successful production of winter Cu-
cumbers a suitable structure is of the utmost
importance, as unless this is light, efticiently

heated, and so forth, their culture would be
attended with difticulty. A good heating sur-

face is most desirable, so that a comparatively
high and equable temperature can be easily

kept up. To the want of this the failure of

many winter Cucumbers may be traced. Before
commencing operations it will be as well to
consider the .system under which they will be
grown, whether in large pots or in prepared
beds. Pot culture has its advantages and dis-

advantages, but personally I favour the plant-
ing out for the first or earlie.st batch and pot
culture for the later, that is, where there is the

convenience for carrying out the work in this
way. When grown exclusively in pots it is

most desirable that a comparatively high tem-
perature be maintained, for unless the pots can
be plunged so as to derive benefit from bottom-
heat, the plants cannot make much headway.
The pots being surrounded with warm ferment-
ing material, so as to generate a bottom-heat of
80', the roots are kept actively at work, and
when this is so the plants remain healthy if not
overcropped. This certainly is the point where
many fail with winter Cucumbers when grown in
pots.

As I have previously mentioned, the plants
must be built up sturdily from the first, and
fruit should not be allowed to form until
actually required, and then only sufficient
should be reserved to keep a steady sujiply.
Plants which may be rai.sed now and duly
planted out have not only time to form vigorous
plants before the dull days arrive, but also to
fruit Iieavily as well by the same time. Al-
lowing the plants to produce these surplus
fruits is only wasting their energies and weaken-
ing out liefore their time. It may appear waste
to cut off the small fruits as they form, but this
show is only fleeting, for sooner or later a
collapse will come and the plants will refuse to
grow, let .alone produce fruit.

The raising of the plants for what sliould
constitute the first or main batch must now
take place, so that they can be planted out some
time during the month of September. By al-
lowing them to l)ecome starved in small pots
for the want of planting out, and perhaps also
smothered up with other subjects, is only to
court failure. It is best to raise the plants
singly in 3-inch pots. Particular care should
be taken that the small plants are kept to them-
selves, so that a clean start may be made. The
seeds after being sown should be plunged in a
gentle bottom- heat, and directly the seedlings
appear through the soil elevate them to the light.
Nor must the little plants be allowed to want
water, which .should be tepid. The soil for
these winter fruiters must also be lighter than
is generally used for the summer crop ; but this,

of course, will be gauged by the kind of loam
at disposal. The soil I have to deal with being
heavy, the roots work the more freely when it

is used in the proportion of one half loam and
one part each of pulverised horse manure
and leaf-soil, with pounded charcoal and old
lime rubbish as correctives. With lighter soil
to work with, use a third of loam.

The formation of the beds, or rather mounds
of soil the plants are to root in will of course
depend upon the formation of the structure and
also the arrangement of the bottom-heat pipes.
What is wanted is a genial root-run, witli not
too great a bulk of soil. The practice of using
some fermenting material, either of well-worked
stable litter, or, what is better, litter and
leaves in equal jjroportions, for placing under
the mounds over the bottom - heat pipes
is not favoured by some people. I do
not think so, as I am certain that a
layer to the depth of a foot, and this trodden
firmly, forms an effective barrier to the dry
heat which ascends from the bottom-heat pipes.
Do not lay it direct on to the pipes, but over
the usual layer of broken bricks which surrounds
the pipes. The roots thereby work the more
freely and are not subject to fluctuations of
temperature. Over this litter the mounds
should be placed, arranging them at least 3 feet
apart. Whether turves will be needed to be
placed underneath will, of course, depend upon
circumstances. Certain it is that turves are of
benefit where they can be used. A high and close
temperature must be avoided, this forcing on
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the growtli too much without that solidity so

essenti.-il for succi'ssful after returns. What is

wanted is aciroulatinu nf air teuiporcd uioro or

less l)y artilieial lieat according to the weather.

To attempt to gain tliis thus early in the .season

without a judicious application of artiticial heat

will oidy result in att.icks of mildew. The
growths must he trained thinly, the main
laterals heing tliiidy di,s])n.sed. Tlie secondary

shoots slumld lie stojiped at the second joint,

or what is known as one joint beyond the fruit,

whether fruit is expected to form or not, as this

of course may he removed if not wanted. The
shoots must be kept judiciously thinned out, and
the larger loaves should also be removed to let

in the rei[uisite amount of light.

Nor must tlie roots luive less attention, as the

•soil must be kept at an even degree of moisture,

taking tlie ]irecaution, however, that tlic soil is

moistened through. The roots must be kept
fvctively at work also by judicious top-dressi^^g

and feeding up with el.-uified liquid manure.
The ajiplicition of liquid manure may bo easily

overdone, Iiowever, during midwinter. The
growth at this time is at its lowest ebb, and
applying liquid manure too freely is apt to sour

the soil, with the result that the plants ciuickly

take on a sickly appearance. With a good
heating surface at command the temperature
may be ea.sily kept up during the night to (i5°,

with an extra ,'>"' on mild nights, allowing of

course the natural rise by day.

For the secondary batch the early part of

Novemlier is quite time enough for planting.

As I have previously remarked, this batch is

best grown in largo ])ots, and l)y being i>lunged

in warm leaves, or fermenting litter and leaves

mixed, .satisfactory crops will be secured.

Plants such as these may often be produced
when grown in a stove, always taking the pre-

caution to keep them away from insect-infected

plants, especially those subject to mealy bug.

A.. Y. A.

WilEon's .Ashleaf Potato.—Mr. Gilbert sends
US from Burjrhley some specimens of this, wbicli is

really an excellent Potato in flavour and form. Pota-
toes so often owe their charms to local conditions or
soils, that we have no guarantee that this would be
rhe same everywhere.

Sowing Cauliflowers in autumn.—Most cul-

tivators are aware that Caulilluwers can be sown in

spring and got in quite as early as that which
has been sown in autumn. Spring sowing may
answer very well where pits imd frame accommoda-
tion are unlimited. But lliisis not the ca«ein many
gardens. I well remember seeing at The Dcepdene,
near Dorking, when Mr. Burnett had charge of
these gardens, early in May a fine lot of spring-
sown Caulidower. This was growing in some sunk
wooden frames. The plants were put out in much
the same wp.y as wlien planted out in the open
ground. At that date they were well advanced, and
nodoubt would be ready to cut as early as my autumn
sown. After trying to obtain Caulifloweis as early
as possible in sever<al different gardens and locali-

ties, growing them in divers ways, I have come to
the conclusion that no way is so reliable as growing
them in handliyhts for the first supply. During
the last four years I have made a paint of growing
these in three differei.t ways, namely, in handlights,
potting up a balch of plants and throwing on a
third lot in boxes. These two last lots are frrown
iu cold frames durin? the winter. Every year I

have cut tho?e from the handlights from ten days
to a fortnight earlier than from those grown in

pots, although these latter were well attended to,

planted out of .'1-inch pots, one plant in each and
well sheltered with Fir branches for a time afi or.

Both batches, namely, those grown in handlights
and those from pots, were grown side by side on a
south border. For the last three years I have cut
the first Cauliflowers from the handlights the fir-t

few days in June. One season I was not without

Broccoli or Cauliflowers the whole year round, and
this without j,'rowing them either in jiots or frames,
duly protecting the I'.roee. ili in winter by pl.acin;;

them in frames. I have tried sowing early iu

.hanuary on a hotbed, afterwards pricking out the
plants into cold jiits or boxes, and then removing
to tlie open border. I now rely on aulumn-sown
plants to keep up the supply till I can get those in

from seed sown in colil piis or under handlights in

March. I jihiiit a jiart of those that I winter in

boxes in the open garden and a portion on a
north bolder. By so doing, a succession is kept
up with but little trouble. Some cultivators re-

commend n certain time for sowinfj. This should
be done according to locality and situation. J'rom
the second week in August to the erd of the
first week in September is a pond time. I rely

on such kinds as Extra Early Forcin;;-, Walehercn,
Early London and Autumn Giant.— John Cuooic,

Early Peas.—I was much surprised to rend
at page 8'.) Mr. Crook's note on the above,
lie states that Chelsea Gem reaches a height of
1)0 inches. I fear he cannot have the true variety of

Chelsea Gem, or he has got very good soil with
abundance of feeding material to get it that
height. In my case this variety comes ^'cry true,

and I rarely get it more than 12 inches high and
never more than 15 inches. I sow mine at the
fame distance apart as Mr. Crook, and use a few
twigs to keep them off the ground. This adds to
the neatness as well as being better for the Peas.
I thoroughly agree with all that has been said as
regards the merit of this variety, and, like Mr.
Crook, I do not think it can be objected to on the
score of being soon over, as it lasts as long, if not
longer, than many early dwarf Peas; indeed, it is

far more prolific than the early white-seeded kinds,
which are over so quickly. It is an excellent va-
riety for sowing lute ; in fact, I do not know of
any better for the purpose, especially in ganleuE
where space is a consideration, while it can lie very
easily protected in the autumn ag.ainst early frosts.

I formerly grew taller varieties, but Chelsea Gem
answers the purpose much better. It is most
prolific and one of the best to resist severe weather,
and does not take so long to come to maturity.

—

G. Wythes.

Stove and Greenhouse.

JASMINUM SAMBAC FL.-PL.

This plant comes from the East Indies ; its

exquisitely scented flowers are ivory-white in

colour, double, the petals much pointed, which
takes oil' the formality in appearance generally

present in flowers that have rounded, smooth-
edged petals. It is a remarkably free bloomer,
but, like most others that continue in flower for

a long period, is never clothed with such a pro
fusion at one time as those that produce
blossoms from each shoot simultaneously. The
flowers are borne on short, lateral slioots,

usually furnished v,'ith a few small leaves, that
proceed from the axil of the leaves on the
stronger growths, which in a liealthy plant
generally keep on blooming all through the sum-
mer and autumn so long as its growth is being
made ; this is an advantage, as it admits of

almost every bit of bloom it makes being utilised

for cutting, for which purpcse it is the be.st

adapted, as the successional habit of blooming
does not admit of its ever making so great a
display on the ])lant .as if the flowers opened
all together. Cuttii gs ttrike easily when they can
be obtained with s<jnie freedom of growth in

them, but the shoots that are disposed to form
flowers as soon .as they have attained 1 inch or

2 inches in length, even if they make roots, are
a long time before they can be induced to grow
freely. In the spring about the beginning of

April, cuttings of the right description m.ay

generally be had ; these should be a few inches
in length, but not with the wood too liard or
matured ; take them otl' with a he<d and ))ut

them singly into small jiots three jiarts liliod

with a mixture of threofourths sand to one of
loam, the surface all .sand ; keep moist, chi.se,

and shaded in a temperature of 7"^ or a little

more. Tliey will strike in a few weeks, when
use them to liear the full air of the liouse and
stand them on a shelf or some other moderately
light place. When a fair tpiantity of roots is

made move the plants into 3-incli or 4-inch
pots, using good turfy loam with some sand

;

they will now do l)est with a brisk stove heat,
giving air in the d.aytime with a little sh.ade

when the sun is powerful, syringe daily, main-
taining a modcr.ately moist atmosphere. After
a few inches of growth have been made, pinch
out the points of the shoots, for the plant lias

naturally a thin, erect habit of growth, and to
induce the form.ation of sutticient branches it

is necessaiy to resort to sto]iping, although it

is by no means dcsiralde to attempt to restrict

it to a bush-like form. It is be.st grown round
a pillar, or wound round a few tall sticks in-

serted just within the pot ; being a spare
rooter, it must not have too much root room,
either in a pot or planted out. In .July move
them into jiots 3 inches or 4 inches larger, and
again stop the .shoots. Treat generally through
the summer as recommended until the middle
of September, when cease shading, give more
air, less moisture in the atmosphere, ami reduce
the temperature ; during the winter 00° or G5°
in the night will be enough, only just keeping
the soil a little moist. Towards the end of
February increase the warmth, and when
growth has fairly begun again pinch out the
points of the shoots, and move to pots 2 inches
or 3 inches larger. In the matter of heat,
moisture, air, and shade treat as in the pre-
ceding summer ; they will this season bloom
from all the growths tliey make. When planted
out, the soil to which their roots have access
must be limited to a small space, or it will

most likely get sour. If confined to pots, all

they want in subsequent years is to give more
I'oom as it is wanted, not attempting to shake
out the plants or disturb the roots more than
can be avoided. A little manure water in a
weak state will be an assistance. The plants
will last for many years. There is a single-
flowered form of this J.asmine differing little

in its appearance except-, in the flowers. It
succeeds under similar treatment to the kind
under notice. This Jasmine is liable to the
attacks of most insects that afl'ect plants grown
in heat. Tlirips and red spider, which are
partial to the leaves, can be kept dow'n by
syringing. If any insects of a worse descrip-
tion, such as scale or mealy bug, make their
appearance, sponge with in.secticide, finishing
with clean water. T.

Campanula 'Vidali.—This Campanula, which
is a native of the Azores, is one of those uncommon
plants that can be recommended to those who de-
sire to keep a greenhouse gay with flowers through-
out the summer, as it is quite distinct in appear-
ance from the general run of plants employed for
that purpose. Instead of being herbaceous, as in

most members of the genus, this forms a p'ant of
a half-shrubby character with a stout stem, which,
as a rule, divides into several branches at .a little

height from the ground. The oblong-shaped leaves
are each about a couple nf inches in length, deep
green, and of a thick wax-like character, while the
flower- spikes, which are formed by the elongation
of the branches, bear several large white blossoms
of a drooping nature, somewhat between a bell and
an urn-shaped flower. The blooms from their sub-
stance remain in beauty a considerable time, and
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during the months of July and August the plant is

very ornamental. A vi^joror.s specimen will reach
a height of a yard or thereabouts, but in small pots

it will (lower freely at a less height, t'attings of

it may be struck duiing the spring, besides which
seed is nearly always produced in quantity, and it

not only germinates readily, but the young plants
grow away freely afterwards. Any old plants that
are not required will if planted in the open ground
flower freely in the summer, but, as a rule, the
winter proves fatal to them.—T.

CALLAS.

Theee are few, if any, plants that are so generally
useful for decoration as the Calla, which by a little

management may be had in bloom for a very long
season, as by forcing some and retarding others,

flowers may be easily pr( duced at Christmas, and
a succession continued till Easter and after.

Beautiful as is the new one, C. Elliottiana, and valu-
able as it will be for general purposes, it will never
be anything like so extensively cultivated as the
old favourite. For many, however, C. rethiopica
gets too large, but now that we have the miniature
lorm of it in C. Little Gem, it can be substituted,
and will be found, though corresponding with the
other in all but size, to be about one quarter the
height, with flowers in similar proportion. C.
Little Gem grows and increases very freely, as
small plants when pulled apart in the spring or
after having made their growth in the autumn will

be found to have numerous little tubers or
plantlets about their base, all of which should be
taken care of and potted, as in a year if grown on
in the ordinary way they will fl(,wer. The plan
I pursue is to plant them out in wide trenches,
prepared after the manner of those for Celery,
only not so deep, but quite as heavily manured.
During summer they are mulched and kept well
watered, when they begin to form fresh leaves and
can take it up and have active roots. Early in

autumn they are lifted carefully and potted. In
doing this I give them light rich soil after slightly
reducing the balls, and when the potting is finished
I stand the plants in a deep pit or under a wall
where they aie out of reach of the sun, and keep
them sprinkled overhead frequently during the
day, so as to prevent flagging. Any that may be
wanted in early are differently treated ; as soon
after they get established they are subjected to
gentle heat by being kept in a warm house. Forc-
ing has to be slow and the plants should have all

the light possible, or they become drawn and weak
in the le.if-stems. If Callas are not planted ont,

the pots should be plunged in the ground or have
loose litter around them to keep the roots cool and
uniformly moist and be well fed with liquid manure.
It is also a good plan to top-dress with solid
manure, using cow or sheep droppings, as plants will
not flower freely unless they make strong crowns by
the autumn. S. D.

Cheer at Messrs. Veitch and Sons' Chelsea nursery.

Although one of the best for winter flowering, it

may be equally recommended for summer flower-

ing either as a pot plant or for outdoors.—F. H.

The Sweet - scented Tobacco (Nicotiana
afSnis).— I am sorry to differ with Mr. Wythes, but
having grown this plant for ten years, I can confi-

dently assert that it is not an annual, although,

like Mignonette, a severe winter will kill the roots.

The finest specimens I have ever had were two-
year-old plants that had survived the winter in the
open ground on a south border. The seed is very

hardy and pa'-ses the winter in the open and ger-

minates freely in the summer. As a proof of this,

my stock of garden plants last year was obtained
from seedlings extracted from a newly-sown lawn
in which I found over fifty plants self-sown. I

alwnys find more than sufficient seedlings in the

borders for potting for winter use, ar.d I may say
that I am never without this flower winter or sum-
mer. The pot plants when turned out of the
houses are cut down and planted out. They at

once start growing and flower in the autumn.
There are three things necessary to this plant if

known white variety La Belle, though possessed of

thinner and more weakly growth, is not nearly so

liable to injury as those already named. My
earliest plants of Miss Joliffe in S-inoh pots and
now throwing up the flower-stems are now being
staked, three stakes in a triangular manner being
placed to each, and for the present two strings of

ralfi V for support. These plants, like many others,

are in need of sun and warmth, the absence of

these, together with the recent he.ivy rains, being
the reverse of beneficial.—E. J.

Carnation Winter Cheer.—The blooms which
I send you were cut from plants grown in pots.
The plants were propagated from cuttings which
were taken towards the end of last year ; they
were rooted on a moderate bottom-heat. The
young plants were potted off singly into M-inch
pois early in February and grown on in a house
where we could give sufficient heat to keep out
frost. After they get a good start I give plenty
of air on all favourable occasions. Early in May
they were potted on into 5-inch pots and placed
out in cold pits, the lights kept on until the plants
were well established, after which they were only
put on in case of heavy rains. For potting Carna-
tions I use rather heavy loam, with some well-
rotted manure and a little sand. The plants
from which the blooms were cut were barely 2
feet high, including the flower-stems ; they have
not been stopped, but have a number of sideshoots
whi-h will soon throw up for bloom again. This
variety, although a more vigorous grower, is very
similar in habit to the well-known and valuable
Mi:s Joliffe. 1 lately saw a fine bed of Winter

A DEVONSHIRE GARDEN".
The view here illustrated wa.s photographed

ill the garden of the Manor Hotise, Torquay,

the residence of the Dowager Lady Haldon.

The spot choseir is a small lawn surrounded

on three sides by steep banks about 50
feet li'gh, covered with Ehododendrons,

but open on the west to the sea, which
it is about 200 feet above. From this point

View ill a UtvoiisLirc gaiJcu. KiijimvcJ I'ruui a p]i.'t..f,'raph scut by Mr. A. Verschoyle,

Wateombe House, St. Mary Church.

good specimens are wanted : Abundance of root-

room, abundance of manure, and abundance of

moisture. Above all, it requires great depth of soil,

and if this does not exist naturally, large holes

should be dug and filled in with good rich compost
I do not agree with Mr. Wythes about the flowers

being unsuitable for cutting. It is a pity to cut

the long stems with all their wealth of buds, but

if one makes up one's mind to do so, they will

last for weeks in water and keep on producing

small flowers. If Mr. Wythes will cut some
single flowers when shut up in the daytime and
arrange them in a flat, shallow vase with some
Maiden-hair Fern (with the seeds on the fronds),

he will have a thing of beauly to look at for

several days. Nicotiana affinis will grow from
root eyes.—J.Wn itwoeth Shaw, LiiiaJieUl, Surrey.

Tree Carnations.—The earliest batches of

these will now be well established in their flower-

ing pots, and attention in the way of staking will

be needful. If from pressure of work at this sea-

son the staking has to be delayed for a time,

see that the plants do not break off meanwhile.
Any that are pushing up their flower-spikes will be
most likely to break off at the joint if not well

supported, particularly such kinds as Miss Joliffe,

A. Alegatiore, Mile. Carle and othtrs. The well-

lovoly views are obtained across Tor Bay
on to Bri.xham and Berry Head. The
Agave in the foreground was planted about

thirty years pgo, when a pood-sized jilant,

and is flowering this year. Behind it

is a Lacquer tree, brought by Sir Samuel

Baker from Japan, and given to Lady
Haldon a few years ago ; it is in excellent

health and growing well. The Coidyline ii

one of the few in this part which did not

suffer from the blizzard of last year. It is

wonderful, however, the amount of cold

which Cordylines will stand. I have a bank

fully e.xposed to the east and facing the sea

on which were planted four years fgo C.

australis, C. indivisa, and C. i. Veitchi, Yucca
gloriosa and Y. g. recurvifolia, Chamairops

humilis and C. Fortune!, Phormium tenax and

P. t. variegatuni, and Aralia Sieboldi. Not or.e

of these plants was killed by the blizzard, to

the full force of which they were exposed, as

well as to the spray, which, although we are
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over 200 feet above Uio sex, drives over our

f,Mr(leu like a mist during a liuavy easterly

gale. Last wiiitor, however, during the pro-

tracted east winds and frosts whieh lasted

for soiiio weeks, all the Cordylinos sull'ered,

two having tlii'ir stems killed to the ground,

aud all the others losing their centres. They
ave all now making strong growth either froTU

the side or from the ground with the ex-

ception of one—C. australis. The Yuccas,

Aralias and I'lKn'miums have not sulfered

in any way with the exception of the vavie-

galed form of the latter. The Palms have

had their leaves a goo<l deal cut by tjio winds,

but the Aralias liave sull'ered in no way
whatever. Tliey are, I consider, most in

valuable plants for the garden, as they are

evergreen, and their large shining deep green

loaves are very striking and uncommon.
Though classed as half-hardy, they are, from

my e.xperionoe of them, capable of standing

any amount of frost and cold winds, and yet

how seldom one sees them. A. R. V.

Chrysanthemums.

SELECTING THE BUDS.
Sklectino tlie buds is ])erhaps the most im-

portant point of all the details connected with

Olirysantheniuni culture, because if the right

bud is nut chosen it is i[npc>ssil)le to obtain a per-

fect blocim. Instances of this occur frequently.

]\Iany complaints during Noveuil)er reach me
of tiowers which have hard green centres, do
not develop, and throw out their petals in an ir-

regular manner. In the case of the t,)ueen family

the petals arc reliexed instead of incurved.

Amongst growers there is a common term em-
ployed of "taking the buds." When a bud is

fornung at the point of the shoot, growth will

cease for a day or so and again push into

activity by the production of numerous growths
on the same shoot. As a rule, shoots will spring

lirst from tlie nodes below the tiower-bud ; in

some instances as many as ten growths will push.

In all eases the three top shoots grow much the

faster, owing to their extra .strength being at

the apex of the plant. When the.se shoots are

a couple of inches long, the flower-bud will

then be suflicieutly formed to admit of the cul-

tivator being able to juJge of its perfect form
or otherwise. Sometimes, owing to a brui.se or

an attack from some insect pest, the bud does
not present a perfect .shape—round and clean.

If this is so, it is useless to allow it to remain
and expect a perfect bloom. Presuming, then,

that the bud is all right, the side growths
named shouM be removed to concentrate the
whole energy of the jilant into the bud se-

lected. If the shoots are allowed to grow, .say,

4 inches or inches long, they are all the time
rol>l>ing the bud of its store of nutriment.
The best time ffir taking the buds or renuiving

the shoots is early in the morning, or in the

evening wdien the dew is upon the plants
; the

shoots at that time arc quite brittle. If the
stem is held secure in the left hand and the
young growths which are intended for removal
be bent suddenly down one at a time, they snap
otr. After a little practice this method of tak-

ing off superfluous shoots is more expeditious
than cutting them oft' with a knife, but if the

operation is efl'ected during the middle of the
day when hot and dry, the shoots are quite
tough and the risk of damaging the flower-bud

is much increased. Asa safeguard against acci-

dent in the manipulation of the buds and

shoots, .some growers retain one shoot at the

point for a tinui until it is .seen that the bud is

safely swelling l,o a good size, but this, I think,

is wrong, as the growth is divided l)ctween tlie

bud anil the slioot retained, ami the latter must
to .some extimt rol) the tlower-bud of its due

amomit of sap. If any doubt exists that the

bud h.as been injured, tlie retention of a growth

shoot ne.ar a liuil is advi.salile, as this will in due

time ]iroduce .-UHithiu- bud. 1 have explained

at some length the method adopted to " take "

the buds. Readers will be anxious now to

know when this all-iuiportant point is to be

carried out. Much depends upon a variety of

circumstances. For instance, one variety will

need to set its flower- buds fully a month earlier

than another; still both will be in flower at the

.s.ime time. This is one of the details which ex-

jierience of each variety alone can teach. Then,

again, there is the dilference in various locali-

ties. Take, again, the vast (lifference there

must be between, say, the counties of Durham
and Devonshire for instance. - Growers in the

latter county have much more dilMculty hi ob-

taining perfect blooms than tho.se residing in

the north or, say, the midlands. This latter

district is the most favourably situated of any

in England, because there what are known as

crown buds can be depended upon to give the

best blooms. Crcjwn buds are those which result

from the second natural break. Where crown

buds can be depended upon in the case of some
incurved varieties to give the finest blooms,

say, north of London, flowers produced from the

same class of bud in the south would Ije (piite

useless. I mention this to show that no hard

and fast rule can be laid down that will suit all

parts alike. Japanese varieties need earlier

bud .selection than the incurved .section, for the

reason that size is of more importance in the

former than in the latter, and in the Japanese

blooms there is none of that evenness of petals

to consider.

I will name a few varieties in both .sections as

a guide to the beginner. Mrs. Falconer Jame-
son is now one of the leading varieties, excep-

tionally dwarf in habit. This variety needs

earlier bud selection than any sort I know to

have it in the liest condition for early .shows.

The flowers also last longer in good condition

than those of any sort that I know. Smne
of our plants are but 3 feet high, aud the buds
are already as Lirge as small Hazel nuts. Ava-

lanche still holds its own as the finest white

Chrysanthemum in cultivation ; buds are now
setting fast on the plants, with still a few yet

to form. The blooms of this will open about

the middle of Ncjvember. The plants are about

4 feet high. Val d'Andorre is very dwarf this

season. Mons. P.ernard, quite the best of its

shade of colour—amaranth— is always appi-e

ciated ; from I! feet to 4 feet is the height of the

tallest plants ; all are now setting their buds.

Gloriosum, a narrow-petalled, light bronzy yel-

low, handsome when in good condition, but not

so often seen now as its merits deserve, has

.some buds swelling kindly, while others have

still to be " taken." On Louis Biehnier, which
is stroug in growth, quite superior in this

respect to its white relation, buds are now
forming freely. W. Lane, one of the best for

grouping, is not more than '.i feet high, with

hcilthy buds. W. H. Lincoln, one of the best

yellows and a great improvement on (irandi-

florum, is a sturdy-growing sort ; the buds are

just showing. Beauty of Castle Hill is remark-

able ; it has the largest leaves of any variety I

am acquainted with ; the habit is very dwarf.

Mrs. S. Fogg, soft yellow, has a very fine

habit of growth. Pl.mts not more than 2 feet

inches high and in small pots have perfectly

formed buds, wliicli promise well later (m.

Stanstead White, tin; largest white we have as

yet, is e.vceptionidly promising. The [dants

are from 4 feet to Ti feet high ; the buds are in

various stages, from those jierfectly fornieil to

tllos(^ in the embryo state. Puritan promises to

sustain the great reputation it nude the last

two years by the perfect inannei' in which its

blossoms unfold. Sunflower, still the prince

of yellows, generally carries a pale tint in

its leaves. The buds, in the majority of

cases, have yet to form, but one or two of

the earlier plants have passed that stage.

Etoile de Lyon is exceedingly dwarf with

me this year and very variable in the for-

mation of its flower-buds. Only a few are set.

The liulk of the plants will show the buds

about the 15th in.st., which is a safe period for

this vai-iety to avoid coarseness and paleness in

colour, which have done so much to bring this

Japanese variety into bad repute. J. Stan-

borough Dibliens has yet to ju.stify the pro-

mise given last year as tme of the be.st bronze

yellows in cultivation. W. \V. Coles, 4 feet

liigh, has set its earliest buds ; others to fol-

low, and these will give the best coloured

blooms. Mme. Mezard, 3 feet
;
perfect buds

now swelling. Edwin Molyneux is, as I like

to have it, in vari(ms stages, thus prolonging the

flowering time of this sort, .still unsurpa.ssed in

colour. The plants range from 3 feet to 5 feet

high ; some buds will not show for another

ten (lays. Boule d'( )r I tried an experiment

with this season in the way of topping the

plants when 1 foot high to vary the height of

growth and time of flowering. Tlio.se topped

are now 4 feet high and are .setting liuds ;

those allowed to grow uninterruptedly are 1

foot taller. The buds are in their first stage of

formation, or say one week behind the others.

Gloire du Kocher, so dwarf with me last year,

has this season already run up 7 feet high, and

will go another (i inches before the flower-buds

are perceptible. Condor is also 7 feet high

with buds now forming. Mile. Marie Hoste is

without exception the finest habited variety I

know, while it leaves nothing to be de.sired

in the way of flower. The buds will be

perceptible in ten days. Miss A. Hartzhern

has been most persistent all through in set-

ting prematurely its flower-buds ; the plants

are but dwarf and cannot under such circum-

stances be expected to produce extra fine flowei.s.

Viviand Morel has been disappointing also in

this respect until the last five weeks, when it

seems to have made a new start and grown

freely. One plant 5 feet high has just set its

buds. Florence D.ivis is from 3 feet to 5 feet

high, promising its buds at a favouralde period.

1 fear I have occupied so much sp.ice with

the Jaiianese section that little is left for the

incurved.

Chrysanthemums of the Queen family, which

havebeenwcmderfullyiiersistent insetting flower-

buds instead of freedom in growth, h.ave at last

changed their tactics, and now look more pro-

mising than at any period previous. Some are

now showing buds. These, wdiere growing in

districts south of London, ought to be re-

moved, waiting for the next to .set at the end

of the month or the first week in Sep-

tember. Blooms better in form and far suiierior

in colour of such as Queen of England and

Alfred Salter would be the result of waiting.

Jeanne d'Arc, now 7 feet high, has buds set
;

others 5 feet will not form buds for another ten

tlays. The Princess of Wales family, which

[)erhaps tests the skill of the cultivator most,

is very promising this year ; the plants are
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strong, from 6 feet to 7 feet high. Prince
Alfred also gives a number of sorts appreciated
by the exhibitor, but not by the grower for

home decoration only, owing to the extremely
tall growth ; the height now is from 7 feet to 8

feet, and the plants are still growing. If earlier

buds are taken with a view to reducing the
height, the flowers are over too farly for the
shows, in the south at any rate. The growth of

M. R. Bahuant, which I do not look favourably
upon as an exhibition variety, owing to the
flowers lacking substance, the petals being too
thick and few in number, is very promising.
I am testing its merits in a variety of ways with
a view to producing blooms that will entitle it

to be classed among tlie best sorts. Some
plants are now G feet high, and will not show
buds for another ten days, others still later.

—

E. MOLYNEUX.

Bud-taking is a puzzling phase to one who
makes a start in the culture of this flower for

highly-developed blooms, and most important to

those who wi,-h to enter the lists at our autumn
exhibitions. I think mistakes may be more easily

made by securing the buds at a too early date, but
by careful note-taking and watching tlie growth of

each variety from year to year, one may lessen

these errors to a considerable extent. In a former
note I named a few kinds which lake a long time
to perfect their flowers, therefore require to be
taken early; but it is unwise even at this date,

when crown buds are so plentiful, to go through a
collection and secure them as fast as they appear.
Many of the Japanese varieties will show crown
buds twice or thrice during the summer, so that
there need be no desire to be in a hurry with the
flower-buds of these quick-growing ones. W. H.
Lincoln may be instanced as a kind that goes on
to another flower-bud soon after one has been taken
away. Miss Anna Hartzhorn, Viviand Morel,
\Vm. Tricker among newer sorts, and the following
older kinds have a similar habit : Fair Maid of

Guernsey, M. Tarin, Bouquet Fait, Wm. Robin-
sin, Volunteer, Stanstead Surprise. Nor should
Etoile de Lyon, which is often condemned,
because when grown from an early bud it is

coarse, be secured before the end of August.
Mtne. John Laing, Sarah Owen, A. H. Neve, Ba-
ronne de Frailly, Carew Underwood, and Florence
Davis come true to character when taken late.

But such well-known and newer varieties as
Avalanche, Sunflower, Puritan, Stanstead White,
M. Bernard, Gloire du Rocher, W. W. Coles, Mile.
Mane Hoste, Mr. E. Beckett, Alberic Lunden, J.

S. Dibbens, Lilian Bird should at this date have
their flower-buds set as soon as seen. It has been
said that all incurved sorts give the best flowers
from buds taken about the end of the present
month. Undoubtedly it is so, but at the same time
it would be well not to miss the crown-buds which
may appear now on those varieties known as the
Queen family, because about another seven weeks
will elapse before other buds come on the same
shoots. Although the Queens take longer than the
rest of the incurved flowers, I woulii treat two of
that group, Alfred Salter and John Doughty,
differently by selecting a later bud. Thej are apt
to reflex their petals if taken early. M. R. IJahuant,
about which so much was heard last season, flowers
too early for the November shows if the buds be
taken now, but one must expect to lose a little in

size if a terminal bud be self cted. There is yet
plenty of time for Jeanne d'Arc, John Salter,

Lord Wolseley, Mrs. Shipman, Princess Bea-
trice, but the crown bud must not be missed
on any of the Princess of Wales group, which in-

cludes Mrs. Coleman, Mrs. Heale, Violet Tomlin,
May Tomlin, Miss Haggas. In the same category
place Nil Desperandum, Lady Carey, Refulgens,
Novelty, Isabella Bott, and the newer Madame
Darrier. On this early bud again the recently in-

troduced Ami Hoste, Madame Frederic Mistral,
Camille Flammarion and Robert Cannell are not
satisfactory. All varieties of the reflexed, single
pompon, and Anemone classes produce their blos-

soms best from the later flower bud, so that they

ought not to be selected from those which appear
on the plants now. In the way of manures be
content with the use of weak soot water, which is

perhaps the best thing that can be had to keep
Chrysanthemums healthy and growing. When the
flower buds are swelling freely the use of some con-
centrated manure may prove beneficial. But their
use, especially with the incurved kinds, may be
easily overdone. There are well-known fertilisers

in the market, and I think they are best applied
by sprinkling them on the surfaceof the soil in show-
ery weather about every fortnight. The qunnlity
used should not exceed a tablespoontul to a 10-inch
pot. Give the tip of each growing shoot a puff of
tobacco powder occasionally both to kill green-
fly, thrips, and so en, and also to prevent their ap-
pearance. Earwigs give some trouble and must be
constantly trapped, for they do no end of mischief
among swelling buds. The new early M. Gustave
Gruneiwald is in flower and a pretty sort it is.

Not only in shape of flower, but in habit of growth
it much resembles the useful Mme. Desgrange.
The colour is light pink. Those who like these
early varieties of the Chrysanthemum should not
fail to have this and grow it another year.—H. S.

A LETTER FROM THE RURAL
GROUNDS.

I AM replying to your welcome favour of the

16th ult,

Ro.SA RUGOSA..—No, I am not "quite sure" that

my hybrid rugosas are as pretty as the white ru-

gosa ; but I do not carry my admiration of them
so far as to place them before Georges Bruant.
This with me does not show the full beatify of

its foliage until the third year, when the leaf-

lets are larger than tliose of white rugosa,

though not quite so thick and glossy. The
flowers are .semi-double, more enduring than
those of rugosa. The buds are larger and nearly

the shape of those of Niphetos, the odour even
sweeter than that of rtigosa. It blooms jast as

freely—I was about to say more freely—than
either the white or pink rugosa. From all I

see in The Garden and other English publica-

tions, I fancy that Georges Bruant is not as

yet duly appreciated. It has stood in my
grounds (unprotected) 8° below zero. I dare-

say you are aware that self seedlings of Rosa
rugosa come nearly true. The only diffe-

rences I know of are to be seen (1) in the

colour of the flower, and this varies but little,

and (2) the formation of fruits. Self seedlings

are usually less fruitful than the parent, while

some do not form hips at all. I have
never raised a Rose from seed unless the

seed was Ijorne on either the white or pink
rugo.sa. Six years ago (my first trial) I used

the pollen of Harrison's Yellow. One of the

seedlings of this lot, named Agnes Emily Car-

man, bears leaflets larger than those of rugosa

—the largest, indeed, I have ever seen—while

the rugose character of the leaf is well marked.
The colour of the flower is just that of General
Jacqueminot. It bears .six or seven whorls of

petals. This I have on its own roots and on
Manetti. The leaflets of the latter are the

larger. From the same lot of seedlings I

have robust bushes with leaflets of the .smallest

size. One of these bears double yellow flowers

with a reddish or copper-coloured centre. This

is a mass of bloom in late May, but it does not

bloom again. Of this class I have half a dozen
others— I call them hedge Roses— all with

tiny leaflets and bearing some white, some
lilac, and others pink flowers, all more or less

double. Many bear single flowers. The next

year I used pollen of Hybrid Remon-
tants. Many of these bear double flowers

and bloom almost constantly ; all show in a

greater or leas degree the rugosa leaves and
stems. I have since used pollen from yellow

Teas, hoping to get a yellow rugosa ; but most
of the seedling plants are feeble. Those of a
vigorous habit that have bloomed bear small,

ill-shapen flowers of various colours (white, rose,

crimson) without value for any purpose what-
ever. Among the Hybrid Perpetual cross rugosa
seedlings is one precisely like pink Rosa rugosa
that trails upon the ground. It is now 15 feet

in circumference and but 2 feet high in the

middle. It does not, however, bear any hips.

Altogether I have planted as many as 6000
hybrid seeds. I have raised from these not
over 1000 seedlings. Of these about ten to

fifteen may be worthy of introduction, and are

now being propagated for that purpose by one
of our large florists. It is an interesting fact

that a large number of these seedlings from ru-

gosa, whateverpollen was used, does not resemble
rugosa in a way to suggest it as one of the
parents.

Roses on their own roots.—Yes, many of

our Rose growers are now propagating on their

own roots. The Dingee Conard Co. raise all of

their Roses in this way, while such firms as Ell-

wanger and Barry and The Storrs Harrison Co.
raise the feebler growing Roses on Manetti.

Crossing Tomatois.—One of the most in-

teresting pieces of work that I have ever

engaged in is crossing Tomatoes. I began
by using the Peach Tomato as the mother
plant three years ago. The two fruits crossed

did not mature. They were green and deformed
when frost occurred. I did not suppose the

.seed would germinate. On the contrary, it

germinated more freely than that of other va-

rieties planted the same day, and the plants

were marvels of thrift. These plants bore all

sorts of Tomatoes, from the Fig, Pear and King
Humbert, Trophy, Victor and Conqueror to the

shapelier kinds of later years ; but there was
not a Peach Tomato to be found among them,

nor one with the characteristic downy skin of

the Peach. These crosses with the Peach were
again crossed, using pollen of the popular va-

rieties of last year, such as Ponderosa, Stone,

Ignotuin, Long Keeper, &c. I find now that

the Peach blood asserts itself. Some of the

shapeliest specimens borne by the two hundred
cross-bred plants have downy skins. They are

not yet beginning to ripen, but they promise to

be of goodly size, almost round and as firm as

other Tomatoes.

After a short, rainless season of excessive

heat, we are now having daily showers. The
thermometer reaches from 90° to 95' daily, and
the death-rate in the city among the little ones

and from sunstroke is appalling.

N.J. Elb3:rt S. Carman.

Exhibition and conference on Begonias,
British Ferns, Apricots and Plums.—On Tuesday
and Wednesday next, August 23 and 24, a great

exhibition of Begonias, Apricots, and Plums will

be held in the Royal Horticultural Society's Gar-

dens at Chiswick. In addition to these, growers

of British Ferns will contribute specimens of our

native forms. All the committees will meet in

the gardens at 11 a.m. precisely on Tuesday,

August 2;->, and there is no doubt but that two
of them, viz., the floral and fruit, will have a

busy time of it ; while Orchids will receive the

attention of the Orchid committee at the same
time. Every amateur grower of Begonias, Apricots,

Plums, and Britisli Ferns should endeavour to take

part in this exhibition, and should at once, if it

has not already been done, communicate the

nature of his exhibit to Mr. A. F. Barron, so that

due provision for space, ice, may be made in

good time. In accordance with the policy inaugu-
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rated a few years ago, the society will hold a con-

ference in the great vinery on each of the above-
mentioned days at 2 p.m. The subject of the first

day's conference will be " Begonias." Mr. Harry
J. Veitch, K.L.S., has consented to take the chair
and open the conference, after which papers will

be read by Messrs. Vi'. Watson, J. Laing, and H.
Cannell on the "C'lillivated Species of liegonia,"
" Tuberous Begonias," and " Winter (lowering Tu-
berous Begonias" respectively. On the second
day, August 21, the conference on Apricots and
Plums will be presided over by Dr. Robert Hogg,
K.L.S., and Messrs. T. Krancis Kivers and J. Smith
will read papers on " Dessert Plums " and " Cook-
ing and Market Plums " respectively ; while Mons.
F. Jamain, of Pari--, will contribute a paper on
"Apricots." Besides the exhibition of flowers and
fruits which will be brought together on this

occasion, it may be statctl that the gardens look
extremely beautiful, and will well repay a visit

not only from gardeners, but also from ladies and
gentlemen interested in the promotion of horticul-

ture.

Books.

THE CARNATION MANUAL.*
This is a manual devoted to the cultivation of a
very charming flower, which has hitherto been
very much obscured by what is called the "florist,"

who cultivates it in a hole-and-corner way in

pots, houses, &c., and sets up a stupid standard of
perfection which is only attainable by the aid
of tweezers. He makes up little shows in

London and Birmingham, and on the assumption
that there is no beauty in the natural foim of
this lovely flower, flattens all the petals out
of shape with his tweezers, puts the flowers in
collars, and arranges them on hard tin and wooden
benches. He has gone on in this way for many
years, the result being that the Carnation is

virtually shut out of our flower gardens, because
anyone seeing the result of these little shows
must think that the Carnation is a flower requir-
ing very special treatment and curious taste to
admire, and that it is quite unfitted for gardens
generally. A greater mistake could not be made.
The best results of the florist are not half so pretty
as good kinds touched only by the wind and sun
in the flower garden. What the "florist" has really
done is to make both the flower and the grower
ridiculous in the sight of many people of taste and
artistic knowledge. Observations such as tho.se I
make here are always put down by the florist as
the result of ignorance or " lunacy " on the part of
those who prefer the beautiful natural form of the
Carnation as enormously superior to any tweezer-
made thing.

Who is to judge of what is beautiful form ? Cer-
tainly not one who proves at once that he cannot
admire natural form. We who do see it would
not even claim the right to judge. The best judges
of form .are artists whose whole lives are given
or should be given to the .study and drawing of
beautiful natural form. Will the Rev. Mr. Horner
and the florists consent that the point should be so
settled ? Will they at Chiswick or any public
place let me put out, say, a rood of Carnations
which shall be grown and judged wholly in the
open air, and the flowers and buds never touched
in any way beyond supporting them, they treating
a like sp.ace as Ihey wish, and submitting the re-
sult to two or three artists who can really draw
and have studied flower form, say Mr. Alfred Par-
sons, Mr. Moon, and a lady of like training ;

This book is such a curious mixture of the florist
and the naturalist, that it is not nearly so effective
as one entirely from an artistic and garden point of
view would be ; but still it will be very useful to
many. What we really want is to make the flower

* " The Carnution Manual." EJited and issued by
the National Carnation and Picotee Society (southern
Foction). Cassell & Co. (Limited), London, Paris
and Molbouruc.

*

come into the flower garden for the pleasure of

nuiny peojile who iId not care a fig about shows
that are utterly inetlectual as regards the improve-
ment of the plant as a garden flower.
We cannot do better than give a list of con-

tents :

—

^
Carnation Seed and Seedlings ; Propagation of the

Carnatiiiu ; Bordi-r Carmitions ; The Carnation iu the
FlduiT Cardcn ; The ('ultureof Garden Carniitious

;

Calfiular of Operations in connection with Border
Carnations

; The Carnation as a Town Flower ;
Car-

nation Culture for Exliihitiiin in a Small Gai-den ; The
Carnation in the Jlidhuula; Dre.vsiug and Staging the
Carnation and I'icotcc for Kxlnbition ; Calendar of

Operations for Exhibition Carnations and I'icotecs

grown iu pota ; The t^arnation in England ; Tlie Car
nation in Scotland ; The Carnation in Ireland ; The
Yellow Carnation and Picotee; Tree or Winter-
flowering Carnations ; Tlie Culture of Winter-
flowering Carnations; Calendar of Operations for

Tree or Perpetual Eloweriug Carnations ; the Carna-
tion and Picotee ; Diseases and Pests ; Diseases and
Foes ; Selection of Varieties.

For an example of what dressing the flowers

means we take the following by Mr. Benjamin
Simonite at p. 98 :

—

By the time the plants are cftming into bloom,
and the day of the exhibition is drawing near, the
stands required should be got ready, and two pairs of

tweezers bo at hand. One pair, made of ivory, will be
needed for dressing ; and one pair of steel ones is

wanted for turning back the segments of the calyx

or " pod " (which is a technical, but inaccurate term),

and also for pulliug out defective petals.

The book owes its existence to Mr. Martin R.

Smith, the president, who is himself an excellent

cultivator of the flower. The finest effect from
Carnations we have ever seen was in his garden
at Hayes last week. The effect of bis splendidly

grown seedlings as garden flowers was brilliant and
interesting beyond description.

authors take each variety separately, dealing with

its individual peculiarities. How long the selec-

tions in thete two classes will remain the best oven

in the authors' opinion is more than we can say, but

if the work runs into another edition, corrections

in this portion as well as in the others may no

doubt usefully be made.

THE CHRYSANTHEMUM AND ITS GROWTH.*
This is a new treatise which covers almost the

same ground as that gone over by the excellent

little guide on Chry.santhemum cultivation, pub-
lished by Mr. Edwin Molyneux six years ago. In

our opinion the world could have very well done
without the new book. We fail either to understand
or appreciate the appearance of the new book for

several reasons, not the least important of which
are the utter want of literary style in which it has
been executed and the very unsatisfactory English
with which the authors favour their readers from
beginning to end.

It is possible to be a very clever grower of

Chrysanthemums for exhibition, and to have a
keen desire to let others know how to excel

too, and yet be incapable of imparting the know-
ledge to others in an intelligible form. There are

probably many gardeners skilled in the production

of fruits and flowers who are never likely to be

able to teach others except by word of mouth,
and this of course through no fault of their own.
But when such people attempt, through the medium
of the printer, to instruct the world at large, we
have a right to expect that a book of any sort

and on any subject should be written at least in

plain, every-day intelligible English.

It is quite beyond the scope of this review to

criticise the many errors of composition that dis-

figure the pages of " The Chrysanthemum and its

Growth," but we will incidentally remark that the

authors' idea of a sentence is, to put it mildly, some-
what eccentric. In several places are found 150

to 200 words all strung together with such assist-

ance as a plentiful supply of conjunctions, commas,
and semi-colons will admit.

On cultural matters the book deals with the

ordinary routine of Chrysanthemum growing, viz.,

striking, potting, feeding, taking the buds, housing,

watering, and like matters. Quite a third of the

book is devoted to special culture of the best

forly-eight Japanese and thirty-six incurved. The

LE POTAGER D'UN CURIEUX.*

This is an extremely interesting book about an un-

grateful subject. We are very much interested in

it ourselves,' and can appreciate the industry and

the spirit which led the authors into such a bye-

way of garden work. As a study and description

of little-known table plants and of some not known
at all, the book is extremely well done and is quite

a credit to the authors. We think there ought to

have been more illustrations of the kinds known.

There are only fifty-four in the entire book, and

some of these are of plants which are rather well

known already, like the Pond Flower ;
but others

less known are not illustrated at all. However, we
must be grateful for what we have. It is a very

interesting book and well printed.

The invariable practice of French authors is fol-

lowed, that is to say, a dry and very often useless

description is given of the plant before anything

is said at all of its history, use, structure or the

more important facts concerning it. For example,

as regards Sweet Fennel, a plant perfectly well

known to anybody who has ever taken the least

interest in the garden, the authors begin with very

dry descriptions of its stems and leaves, .and shape,

instead of telling us what particular use the plant

is to gardeners in Italy where it is important, and

in other countries where it might be so. If a des-

cription of such plants as this and the common
Ice plant is wanted at all, which we deny in toto,

the place to put it is in small type at the end

of the article. The effect of having dry, useless

matter put in the front place cannot but be pre-

judicial as regards the book. In the cases where

cuts are given, these very technical descriptions

are still more useless as they are placed.

*" The Chrysanthemum and its Growth." Illustrated.

By W. and G. Drover and W. Adams, Nm'scrymon and
Florists, Fareham.

" Garden Design and Architects' Gar-

dens."—This is a reply to two insolent and shallow

books of recent appearance on formal gardening.

It shows by the aid of illustrations of gardens of

our own day the falseness of the position assunied

by the authors by giving views of existing English

gardens beautiful without the shears of the archi-

tect or the needless display of the builder. It con-

tains chapters on garden design in relation to the

house, and the true work of the architect in rela-

tion to the garden, clipped Yews, and other sub-

jects of interest form the point of view of garden

design.

Packing fruit.—Having a quantity of Grapes

and Peaches to send by rail and parcels post, I shall

be glad if you will tell me thebest way and what

material to use for packing them in.—T. Y.

A monstrous Plantain.—I send an extra-

ordinary specimen of coinmon Plantain found growing

in the road just outside Lamport Hall. I hope it may
be considered interesting enough for a place in one of

your papers.— E.M I LY R. Hodgson.
»»* An example of the monstrous forms assumed

occasionally by this plant.—Ed.

Ifames of plants.—G. TTicio.-Mertensia pu-

bescens. C. I'.— 1, Dendrobium Phalffiuopsis, an or-

dinary i^orm ; 2, D. P. Statterianura ; 3, D. bigibbum.

J. Hunter.— \. Deunsta?dtia anthriecifolia; 2,

Lomaria vulcanica ; 3, Dictymia atteuuata ; 4, Go-

niophlebiura plectolepis ; .5, Lastrea elegans.

A. H. C—Angrajcum fuscatum. J. Broome.—It

appears to be Graramat<iphyllum Measuresianum.

J. B. :N.— 1, Pelhca ornithopus ; 2, Microlepia pinnata.

D. McNab.— 1 is much like Cypripedium orpha-

num. E. M. Woodall.—AlthtBa, rosea.

• " Histoire, Culture et Usages de 200 Plantes

Comestibles peu Connues ou Inconnues." Par A.

PailUeux et D. Bois. Deuxieme Edition. Librairie

Agricole de la Maison Rustique, 2G, Rue Jacob, Paris.
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WOODS AND FORESTS.

GROUPING DIFFERENT KINDS OF
TREES.

Trees widely diflerent in tlieir affinities, but

having a resemblance to one another in the size

and forms of their leaves, may be associated in

groups. Mixture of kinds, however, is most
commendable when the trees possess some other
marked characteristic in common, such as colour
of foliage, bark, and flowers, habit of growth
or form, &c. Thus when depth or darkne.ss

of colour in leafage is desired, fit associates

exist in the Purple Beeches, Oaks, Elms,
Hazels, Barberries, &c. Wlicre light colours
are wanted they arc at command in the Corstor-
phine Plane, the Golden Oak (Quercus pedun-
culata Concordia), Golden Ash, Birch, Alder,
and Elder, as well as in the Gold and Silver
Yews, Moonlight Holly, Spruces, and the
smaller Conifcrie ; as also among the naturally
silvery foliaged trees, such as the Abele Poplar,
the Huntingdon, and some other Willows ; the
White-beam or Service Tree, Sea Buckthorn,
itc. ; while among strictly variegated trees and
shrubs there exists a wide field to select from.
The autumnal colours and tints of fading foliage
deserve marked attention at the hands of
planters for ornamental eifcct. And whether
the rich scarlets and purples of our native
Geans, and of some American Oaks, the golden
yellow of the Norway Maple, or whatever
colours are wanted in plants that have been
grown from seed, it is a wise precaution to
select them in the nursery, when the colours
are most marked, as the fading leafage of plants
raised from seed is generally much varied,
although these be of the same species or kind.
Colour iu bark is most appreciated when the
branches are denuded of their foliage ; and
small or moderately-sized groups, having dis-
tinct colours, tend to break up or relieve
that dull monotony which prevails in de-
ciduous woodland .scenery throughout the winter
and early .spring. The following may be in-

stanced : With white or lightish coloured bark,
the common and several other kinds of Birch,
C'imstantinople Hazel, Snake- barked Maple, the
Cane or White Welsh Willow (Salix decipiens),
Crativgus punctata, anil some other Hawthorns,
&c. With yellow or orange-coloured bark, the
yellovv-barked small and large-leaved Limes,
Golden Ash, Golden and Copper Willows, i^c.

And with reddish, dark, or blackish bark, the
red twigged or Coral Lime, Salix acutifolia,
S. daphnoides, S. luirjiurea, S. nigra, and some
other Willows ; Crat;egus M'Nabiana, and
several other Hawthorns ; the Red Dogwoods,
ifec. With regard to flowers, although the
Horse Chestnut and the (iean are the only
full or large-sized forest trees that produce
showy blos.soms, there are of smaller trees the
Pavias, and other allies of the former ; while be-
longing to the same natural order as the latter,
there are others of the Cherry tribe. Hawthorns,
Services, Mountain A.shes, Me.spilu.ses, Almonds,
and the wild forms of the Apple, Pear, and Plum.
Inotherfamilies there are the Scotch and En;,'lish

Laburnums, Rol)inias, Lilacs, Elders, itc, which,
together with Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Weige-
Ids, and other flowering shrubs too numerous to
mention, are admirably adapted, when grouped
according to their colours, for decorating the
margin as well as the interior of our woodlands.
And on prominent rocky points, natural sites
for the Rowan, the Gean, and the Sloe-thorn,
the snowy whiteness of the last two displayed
before the earliest leafage of spring is ever the

admiration of all beholders. Of distinct habited
trees, drooping or weeping kinds are very ser-

viceable for shutting out lower and near at

hand unsightly objects, without impeding the

views of more distant and important scenery.

In such a case weeping trees being compara-
tively few, a judicious mixture of kinds becomes
necessary in order to obviate disagreeable mo-
notony and uniformity. This suggests a pro-

cedure that is too generally neglected in open-
ing up views that have become intoi'ruiited or

shut out by the over- growth of injudiciously

planted trees, viz., that of grafting some of

the.se with weeping kinds at requisite heights,

particularly Ashes and Elms, which are the

most easily operated upon ; and the more
general adoption of this practice would be
the means of retaining many a fine stem or

bole, where their presence is ornamental as

well as needful. Among upright, pyramidal,

and conical formed trees, we have the Lom-
bardy Poplar as the most important, from
the great height to which it attains as well as

from the remarkably fastigiate upright habit oS

its growth, characteristics which render it highly

suitable for certain localities, but most incon-

gruous in others. Thus, when neither too

thickly nor over-widely grouped at the ends of

a bridge, viaduct, or high-level topped embank-
ment, these horizontal lines are, as it were,

balanced and supported by the perpendicular
lines of the Poplars, and the latter have a singu-

larly important landscape eft'ect when seen rising

from among ordinary plantations over these

horizontal surfaces, as well as over tlattish topped
ranges of buildings, while, among or rising

behind groups of roundish headed trees, their

oconsional presence has a very pleasing effect.

On higher, drier, and more exposed grounds,
.some of the taller growing conical-topped coni-

fers, such as the Silver Fir, are productive of

similar results ; l>ut great care is requisite not
to introduce either these or the Lombardy
Pojjlars over-abundantly. In pleasure-grounds,

a lower class of fastigiate trees, such as the dif-

ferent upright growing Elms, fastigiate Oaks,
Hawthorns, Thorn Acacia, Elders, Yews, Juni-

]iers. Cypress, &c., may be introduced with
equally efi'ective results.

Tulip trees dying.— In a part of tlie grounds
of tliis place once called the Pleasaunce are some
rather fine old Tulip trees upwards of 150 years of

age. The curiously large round bowl-shaped bases
from which tlie trunks start are beginning to decay
by the ground, and the top branches are gradually
becoming more leafless every year. Shall I lie

likely to save these trees by cutting down to, say,

15 feet or 20 feet from the ground, thus inducing
the growth of a pollard ? I fancy by this I might
prolong their lives.—0. R., Alhuri/ JIall, Herts.

*,* Pollard the trees early next spring and ap-

ply a dressing of one half decomposed manure and
one half loam of good quality. Better still, care-

fully remove by scraping out from between the
roots all tlie old and spent soil, substituting that
recommended above instead. In pruning off the

branches cut at a good angle, so that the rain may
easily run off, pare the edges of the wounds, and
apply a coating of either paint or tar.—A. D. W.

Heaping' soil against trees.—When I was
staying at Ryde, now nearly thirty years ago,

some considerable alterations were being made.
A great many flourishing Oak trees were growing
not far from the margin of the sea, and the level-

ling necessitated heaping the soil to some consider-

able height against the boles of the trees. This
induced me to oliserve to the man in charge that
" by doing so he would certainly kill the trees."

My interference w.is not resented, and I was asked
to. give my opinion as to what I could advise. I

advised building bricks around a few inches from

the stems of the trees to the height that tlie new
soil was desired to be heaped. 1 visited Ryde
again a few years after to find that the improve-

ments by the seaside were great indeed and the

Oak trees flourishing. They may be there now.
It may have been before, or it may have been
after the above circumst:mce happened, that I was
at Warwick wilh the late rector of Woodstock, of

course, for the purpose of viewing the castle and
gardens. Alterations were taking place and grrat

quantities of soil and debris were being shot down
the slope where the Cedars were growing, closely

enveloping their boles. I could not help giving

advice about so unwise a proceeding:, but it wa^
not taken in so kindly a manner as it was in the

Isle of Wight. It would be interesting to learn

from any one of your readers who may be journey-

ing that way whether the Cedars on the slopes at

Warwick Castle, looking down to the river, have
now the appearance of growing from the original

level of the soil, or whether the soil has the appear-

ance of having been heaped up around their stems.

Reading " A. D.'s" paragraph at p. 153 relative to

the heaping of the soil against (he Willow trees at

Kingston-on-Thames recalled the above incidents

to my mind. I am quite sure " A. D." would never

|ilant a tree deeper in the ground than it stood

before and expect it to flourish, and he may still

have the power to fave those Willows by advising

that the soil be excavated to the old level and have
funnels of brickwork built up inches from and
surrounding their stems to the surface of the arti-

ficial soil.

—

R.Fbnn.

Ivy under trees.— I am often asked to name
tbe best phant that will grow under trees, and I

invariably recommend Ivy, as it will succeed where
Grass refuses to grow, but it ought to be kept on

the ground. Although it looks well creeping up
trees and draping them with its elegant verdure, it

will ultimately prove a deadly enemy to them. Ivy

will take possession of .any tree, and in some cases

if allowed its own way will in time kill it. Now
that I know the cause of the evil, I strip the Ivy

from most trees annually, and it is surprising how
those freed from it two or three years ago have re-

gained their health.— C.

The Large-toothed Aspen (Populns grandi-

dentata),is anything but a common tree in cultiva-

tion, and yet it is one which is well worthy of a

place in the park or pleasure ground. In shape the

leaves are roundish oviite, wilh large and irregular

sinuate teeth ; when young they are densely covered

with white silky wool, but as they m.ature both

surfaces become smooth. It is a medium-sized

tree, sometimes attaining a height of 70 feet or 80

feet, with a trunk 20 inches to 30 inches in dia-

meter. In a wild state it is common in the Northern

United States and Canada.

The Cluster Pine (P. Pinaster).—This noble

species naturally inhabits the most sterile sandy

plains of France and Southern Europe, especially

along the coast. Its timber is light, soft, coarse,

and only used for very ordinary purposes. It pre-

fers an open and airy situation, and in the vicinity

of the sea, where the temperature is to some ex-

tent equalised, att.ains large dimensions. Like the

Corsican Pine, this tree is difficult to transplant

with safety, the roots being few and large ; but

this may, to a great extent at least, be obviated

by careful attention to the young plants while in

the nursery, so that they may be frequently trans-

planted, neglect of which generally proves f.atal to

the tree when planted out permanently.

"The Garden" Monthly Parts.- JViij joKntni is jjuft-

lishtd in nmlly Ijonnd Mmithly Parts. In this form the

coloured plates are best preserved, and it is most suitctble for

reference previous to the issue of the half-yearly volumes. Price

Is. 6d. ; post free, Is. 9d. Complete set of volumes of The
Garden from iu commencement to end of 1891, forty vols.,

price, cloth, £20 8s.

•• Gardening Illustrated " Monthly Parts. — Thit

journal is published in neatly bound Monthly Parts, in which

form it is most suitable for reference previous to the isSM of the

yearly volumes. Price 5d.; j o Ufree, Sd.

"Farm and Home" Monthly Parts.—3*" joiirjia;

«

published in neatly bound Monthly Parts, in whiehform it u
most suitable for reference previous to the issue of the yearly

volumes. Price bd.; post free, Sd.
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The Fruit Crops.

Tuis wei'k.thronj,'!! the kindness of our man}'

correspondents, wo are enabled to publish the

reports of the fruit crops for 1892. The

abundant disphiy of bloom on the trees lias

not fullilled expectations. In many districts

the Ai)ple crop is very heavy, while in others

the reverse is the case. Had not late spring

frosts come upon us, the fruit crops would

have been generally good. On June 15 (here

were from 6' to 12° of frost, which quite de-

stroyed the early Potatoes and many of the

smaller fruits. In nearly every case the Kes-

wick and Manks Codlin Apples are benrintr

freely this year, and in many of the Middle-

sex orchards the crop of these two varieties is

very heavy. In one garden we visited the
other day wo saw magnificent crops of Cox's
Orange acd Blenheim Orange, while in the
same garden many varieties of Apples
were so abundant, that the trees had to be
propped up to prevent the breaking down of
the branches. A\'ellington, too, in many
orchards is this year bearing a full crop.
Pears are, as a rule," both in orchards and
private ; gardens almost a failure, while of
Plums the crop is, as a rule, poor, although
in some places the trees require to be sup-
ported, so heavy is the crop. Cherries, on
the whole, have been abundant. Apricots,
too, liave where protected when in bloom
borne well. The croji of Peaches and Xec-
tarines on the open walls is, according to all

accounts, the finest that has been seen for
many years, and this notwithstanding the
wet and unfavourable summer of last year.
The question naturally arises, Are the fail-

ures as regards the crops of Peaches outdoors
to be attributed entirely to the weather, or
may it not be that the roots in many cases
sulfer from want of moisture? Be this as it

may, the question of moisture at the roots
and well mulching fruit trees when they are
bearing a heavy crop is an all-important one,
and one that in many cases is, we fear, ne-
glected. Early Strawberries were not so
good as usual, many of the flowers suffering
from the severity of the weather, while in
the case of the later varieties the dry season
was against their swelling. From the reports
that have come to hand we find that the
Strawberry season was, as a ru'e, a very short
one. Bush fruits have, on the whole, been
good. Mr. Iggulden, writing from Marston
House, Frome, Somerset, says :—
There was never a better prospect of a good

fruit crop generally, and seldom have the hopes
of cultivators been more rudely dashed. A
dull, showery summer is sometimes spoken of

as being most inimical to the fortune.s of the

fruit <;riiwer. Not, however, because this very

materially atl'ects the ripening of the current

season's crops, but rather on account of its

supposed prejudicial etlect upon the matura-

tion of the wood anil the formation of fruit-

buds. Doubtless there is some truth in this as

far as moist situations and strong soils are con-

cerned, trees on clayey land looking particularly

yellow and unhappy during a wet Mummer. In

most oUier cases, however, it would really ap-

pear that the trees, more especially those that

have arrived at a good bearing stage, do not

get half enough moisture at the roots, an<l

more often than not fail to bear every second

or third year owing to not having sufHciently

recovered from previous severe .strains. They
may bhjom abundantly and yet fail to produce

a good croj) of fruit, the poor, weakly flowers

shattering off whole.sale. There are only too

many failures this season, but for once these

must not be attributed to any inherent weak-

ness of the trees, but rather to the very un-

favourable weather to which first the flowers

and then the newly-set fruit were subjected.

Pears in all positions were beautifully set

with buds, but many of these were damaged in

the centre before being expanded, and they

were gay, yet barren accordingly. In some
instances the flowers were sound and were fol-

lowed by great clusters of fruit, but which,

unfortunately, were badly frozen through when
about the size of Hazel nuts. The reports from
various friends practising gardening in different

parts of the country are to the efl'ect that Pears

are a complete failure, and in some cases there

are said to be fewer fruit than trees. In only

too many places Pears will be very badly

missed during the next autumn and winter,

there being no avadable substitutes in the way
of dessert fruit. Personally I can boast of

having a fair crop on about one-.sixth of the

wall trees and a sprinkling on some few pyra-

mids. Trees on the coldest walls or those

facing north-east flowered and set fruit at

the least critical periods, and I .shall be able

to gather a few baskets of Marie Louise, Louise

Bonne of Jersey, Autumn Bergamot, Beurr6

Diet, "Vicar of Winkiield, Glou Morceau,

Huyshe's Victoria and Easter Beurre. The last-

named is the surprise of the year. It is one of

the first to flower ; the buds are small and open

and [the petals small and weak, yet every tree

I have of it has set fairly good crops. In this

locality there are a few orchard trees carrying

good crops, but they are in decidedly sheltered

positions, those more exposed being complete

failures.

Apples are most variable, the best crops being

where the trees were sheltered from frosty

winds. There are whole orchards and large

fruit gardens almost void of fruit, and near at

hand other trees of various sizes and forms all

heavily cropped. The heaviest crops in the

garden under my charge are borne by strong

trees on dwarf stems, the most productive va-

rieties being Duchess of Oldenburgh, Manks
Codlin, Stirling Castle, Tower of Glamis, Lord
Sutheld, Lane's Prince Albert, Bramley's Seed-

ling, Hawthornden, Beauty of Bath, King of

Pippins, Margil, Quarrenden, and Court Pendu
Plat. The greatest failures are Cox's Orange

Pippin, Blenheim Pippin, Braddick's Nonpared,

Keswick Codlin, and Reinette de Canada. (_)n

the whole I consider the Apple crop fairly satis-

factory, and believe it will be found that the

markets will be fairly well supplied for some
time to come %vith English grown fruit.

Of Plums the same cannot be said, these be-

ing very scarce indeed in very many gardens and

orchards. The trees flowered gi-andly, but only

those that Kvvv growing against comparatively

warm and also the coldest walls are ripening

fairly good crops, either the flowers or the

newly-set fruit coming to grief in most other

cases. Wall copings of various kinds, including

;
the thatched toiis of Wiltshire walls, boards,

slates, stones, and glass, all jiroved more ser-

viceable in saving either flowers or fruit than

usual, but neither these nor trebled fish-nets

were capable of warding off 1.5" of frost,

this being about what was experienced here-

abouts late in March. Severe frost just

a month later completed the work of destruction,

this catcldng much of the tiny fruit that did

.set. Cherries, other than Morellos, were a very

thin crop will; mo, but in the Cherry-growing

districts, notably Kent, the growers appeared to

have more fruit than they knew what to do with.

It is to be hoped before this happens again the

growers, or someone else in their locality, will

have made arrangements for either drying or

bottling the surjjlus fruit, or all that it does not

pay to send to the market. Morellos rarely if

ever fail. They are naturally somewhat late in

flowering, and the cool sites assigned the trees

also favour lateness, while the pendulous habit

of the flowers not unfrequently proves their

salvation. If we in the south-western counties

are somewhat at a disadvantage as regards the

Cherry crop, the home counties and Kent in

paiticular were not so generally fortunate with

their Apricots, Peaches and Nectarines. There

was such an abundance of strong bloom on

the Apricot tree.s, .that we could very w'ell

attbrd to lose a good proportion of either

flowers or tiny fruit by the frosts experienced

at the end of March, plenty nearer the walls

escaping, heavy crops being the order of the

day. To grow Apricots successfully, ample and

good provision ought always to be made for pro-

tecting the trees from the time they are in flower

till they are heavily furnished with leaves, and
nothing answers better than glazed copings

and blinds. Peaches and Nectarines also

bloomed very freely, and more than enough

flowers and fruit survived the frosts. Even
trees protected with board copings only are

bearing fairly good crops, while those roughly

protected are beautifully fruited. It is not

often Peaches can be gathered so early in the

open as they have been this year, Waterloo

being available on July 15. Nectarines are

far more promising than usual, the fruit being

as yet quite free from scars or cracks and

colouring beautifully. I have never seen Peach

and Nectarine trees so free from disease and

insect pests of any kind, all having made clean,

healthy growth. Yet easterly winds were only

too prevalent.

Small fruits were far more plentiful than

thought possible at one time. Currants were

exceptionally plentiful and Gooseberries far

from being a failure, though it is not often that

the bushes are so liadly over-run by caterpillars

as they have been this season. Easplierry

canes were much damaged by frosty winds,

not a few being killed outright. Frosts that

did so much injury to Potatoes in low positions,

this happening about June V.\ also spoilt many
Raspberry flowers. The rainfall hereabouts

was far too light to suit Raspberries and also

Strawberries, the latter losing very many early

flowers by frost, and later on suffering liadly

from drought. Walnuts are not very plentiful,

but Filberts where sheltered are abundantly

cropped. It is surprising what the tiny flowers

will stand, but all the same it is a mistake to

plant Filberts as shelter trees for an orchard or

garden. They pay better than fruit trees in

many seasons, especially if sheltered somewhat

from cold winds.
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Addington, Winslow, Bucks In this
garden and neighbourhood the fruit crops gene-
rally cannot be said to be good. With me the ex-
ceptions are Currants (Red, White and Black), all
fine crops

; Gooseberries much thinned by frost,
but a good average crop and fine fruit. Apples,
Pears, and Plums all below average. Strawberries
the worst crop we have had for years ; the winter
seemed to injure the plants very much. The only
kinds grown this year are Keens' Seedling, Presi-
dent, and Vicomtesse H. de Thury, all good in
their way both for bearing and quality. The sea-
son has been cold, dull, and deficient in rainfall-
total from January 1 to August 1, 8-5G inches, the
least we have recorded for twenty-two years. Frost
on June 1.5 did us much harm, and very cold nights
lasted until Jime 21.

All our vegetables suffered very much during
the winter

;
some of the Brassica tribe destroyed

altogether.—John Mathison.
Mere-worth Castle, Kent.-The crop of fruit

IS, on the average, somewhat light. Apples are
more plentiful than was at one time anticipated,
and some trees are bearing very heavy crops. Pears
are very thin

; Black Currants scarce ; Cherries
very good; Gooseberries plentiful ; Damsons satis-
factory, but Plums thin. Nuts very light and
Peaches and Nectarines very fair. The crop of
Strawberries has been all that could be desired —
H. Mahkham.
Easton Lodge, Dunmow. -Apples here are

an average crop
; some sorts are bearing heavy

crops, VIZ., Lord Suftield, Warner's King New
Hawthornden, Manks Codlin, Keswick Codlin

^^il
H.?,"'^iker, King of the Pippins, Cellini, and

ickhnville Pippin. Apricots a very poor crop
Pears are poor except on the walls, where BeurS
d Amanlis, Glou Morceau, Beurr^ Bosc, Pitmaston
Duchess, Bergamote d'Esperen, General Todtleben
and Louise Bonne of Jersey are bearing good
crops. Plums are a very light crop. Peaches a
good average crop. Cherries an average crop
Raspberries, Currants and Gooseberries have been
good crops. Strawberries have been a good cron——H. Lister.

^'

Bookham Lodge, Cobham, Surrey.—The
Apple crop is much under the averao-e Pears almost a failure, some gardens in this district havine
scarcely any. Plums nearly as bad, though in one
garden near here some pyramid trees quite close
to the river are carrying good crops. Apricots on
walls ate a fair crop. Peaches and Nectarines agood crop where well attended to, and the trees
clean and healthy. Bush fruits, where protected
from the ravages of birds, are a good crop. Rasn-
berries good crop. Filberts are also cropping well
strawberries have been a good full
Sanders.
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crop.—A. J.

Swanmore Park, Bishop's Waltham,
Hants.—Apples are an exceptionally heavy crop
the trees clean and healthy

; some varieties which
previously were not looked upon as free-bearing orm any way desirable here have full crops. The
following are examples : New Hawthornden
Wormsley Pippin, Golden Pippin, Devonshire Quar-
renden, Ribston Pippin and Lord Suffield. Of
sorts that annually crop heavily, Ecklinville War-
ners King, King of Pippins, Irish Peach, Worcester
Pearmain, Mere de Manage, Cox's Orange Pippin
Lanes Prince Albert, Yorkshire Greening, Golden
Spire, Lady Henniker and Beauty of Hants are themost conspicuous. Pears are thin ; the fruit pro-
mises good quality. Jargonelle, Pitmaston Duchess
Comte de Lamy, Williams' Bon Chretien, Ne Plus
Meuris, Doyenne d'Ete and Doyenn,^ du Comice are
the best. Plums are much below the averageBush trees of Victoria are heavily laden, while thesame sort on the wall has but few. Jefferson's,
Kirke sand White Magnum Bonum are the only
other varieties that are at all fruitful. Damsons
are a heavy crop

; the Prune and Mitchelson's are
(he only sorts grown. Cherries, both sweet and
Morellos, are above an average crop, as they always
are here. Governor Wood, May Duke White
Heart, Elton and Bigarreau Napoleon are the best
especially the first and last-named. All bush

fruits, with the exception of Raspberries, are ex-
ceptionallygood. Gooseberries especially so. Peaches
and Nectarines, without exception, are heavily
cropped, while the trees are all that could be wished
for in appearance as to health and promise of good
fruit. Alexander, Early Louise, Hale's Early,
Bellegarde, Gross Mignonne, Royal George, Wal-
burton Admirable and Princess of Wales are the
sorts grown here. Nuts are far above an average
crop. Strawberries have not been so good a crop
as last year. The season has been shorter and the
fruit smaller, owing to the long spell of dry
weather experienced at the time the plants were
in bloom. This crippled the free swelling of the
fruit.—E. MoLYNEUX.
= Bridge Castle, Kent—Apples plentiful and
good. Pears under average. Plums a light crop.
Small bush fruits over average. Raspberry canes
in many cases killed by frost. Apricots scarce.
Peaches under average. Cherries have been good
and plentiful. Nuts over average. The Straw-
berry crop has hardly been up to the mark, the late
spring frosts having killed many of the blossoms
—J. Rust.

Penshurst Place, Kent. — Apples half a
crop. Lord Sufiield, Ecklinville and Worcester
Pearmain the best early ; King of the Pippins,
Blenheim and Northern Greening fair crop. The
best Apple of all is Lane's Prince Albert, always a
crop, splendid keeper, will last until May. I have
several other sorts with only two or three on a tree.
Pears quite a failure. Plums none. Peaches a
poor crop

;
La'e Admirable the best. Nectarines

the same. Raspberries very good. I grow but one
sort—Superlative, (he finest of all Raspberries
both in size and flavour. Currants average crop.—F. P.RIDGEK,

Luton Hoo, Beds.—Apples are a good aver-
age crop hi this ilistrict. Pears are thin except on

Peaches and Nectarines are a very heavywalls.

crop and trees are looking well. Apricots very thin
Plums are thin except on walls. Cherries are a
good crop. Damsons scarce. All kinds of bush
fruits have been very heavy with the exception of
Gooseberries. Strawberries have been rather light
owing to the dry weather we have had here
President and Sir J. Paxton both do well here,
and John Ruskin promises to l:e all that is said of
it. Generally speaking, all fruit trees have made
a remarkably healthy growth this season.-Geo
Maycock.

The "Wildernesse, Sevenoaks.—Apples a
fair crop. Clierries very good generally. Nuts
thin. Pears very poor. Peaches and Nectarines
very good where well protected from frost. Apri-
cots none. Gooseberries fell off through fro^t
consequently thin except under a north wall'
where, being Liter, they are a fair crop. Plums
the same. Other small fruits good. Strawberries
very good, especially young plantations. To
secure a good crop I find it best not to let them
continue over three years. The kinds I find to
answer best in this light soil are La Grosse Sucree

cester Pearmain. Pears very short, but what few
there are are very good and clean and trees
healthy. Plums a good crop and fruits fine on
such kinds as Coe's Golden Drop, Green Gage
Kirke's, Jefferson'.'!, Golden Drop, Pond's Seedling,
Victoria, DymonrI, and white Magnum Bonum.
Cherries good crop and fine, the trees looking
well and making plenty of new wood. Raspberries
good crop, fruit very fine. The best kind I grow
is Fastolf, a great bearer, iirst-class fruit, and of
good flavour, lasting longer than any other kind.
Gooseberries good crop, fruit large and of good
flavour. Currants a good crop and fine. Peaches
and Nectarines half a crop, cut by the late frosts.—Wm. Smythe.
Cassiobury Gardens, "Watford. — Apples

under average. Pears a poor crop. Apricots and
Plums a failure. Peaches and Nectarines a good
average crop. Cherries and Gooseberries average.
Strawberries average. A fine show for bloom, but
14th Jiine_frcst killed all exposed flowers and fruit.

For flavour and bearing, President and Keens'
Seedling

;
for early, Noble ; late kind, Elton Pine.

I find Noble and the Captain good cropping
sorts, especially on one-year-old plants, early
runners and planted early in August producing
fine quality fruit following season.— Charles
Deane.
Claremont, Esher, Surrey.—Taking it as a

whole, the fruit crop in the immediate neighbour-
hood is decidedly below the average, and may also
be described as very partial. This is particularly
the case with Apples, which, although as a rule very
thin, may be found in abundance in a few gardens.
The Pear crop is the poorest I have had for
several years, c rdons and old-fashioned wall trees
being alike failures. There was no actual frost

during the time Pears were in bloom, but a spell of
dry weather with very drying winds and a per-
sistently low thermometer seemed to prematurely
shrivel the petals of the flowers, which indeed, in
most cases, never expanded properly. A sharp
frost following a wet day was answerable for the
destruction of nearly all the Plum blossom, and
this fruit is also very scarce. Apricots and dessert
Cherries, both spring protected, are and were fairly

plentiful, and we have a good crop of Morellos.
Peaches and Nectarines, spring covered with double
(thick) or I riple (thin) fish netting, are a grand crop,

and I do not think there is a miss along the entire

stretch of wall. Gooseberries suffered severely from
the effects of the frost that destroyed the Plums ; in

the open quarter we had hardly enough for our
green picking. Dessert fruit on trellis is more
plentiful, but not so good a crop as usual. Cur-
rants in their various colours are plentiful and fine.

The past winter (I think the bitter winds, as our
plantation is much exposed) wrought destruction

among the buds on Raspberry canes, and portions
of canes that remained intact fruited remarkably
well. We had a good acd fairly long Strawberry
season, lasting from June 7 until the third week in

July. The season might be further extended by
planting late varieties on a north border, but the

(which does very well here, especially for forcing") experience of the last few years has shown that a
Sir Joseph Paxton, President, and Loxford Hall
Seedling. In some market gardens in this district
Strawberries have been poor. Raspberries very
good.

—

Henry Ellkitt.

Hughenden Manor, Bucks.—Apples are a
good crop. Pears, with the exception of some trees
on walls, are almost a failure. Gooseberries good
crop Currants have been very good, especially
Black. Cherries good crop. Plums very thin
Apricots and Peaches a fair crop. Raspberries
good The late spring frosts killed a great deal of
the bloom on early Strawberries.—W. Head.
Basing Park, Hants.-Apples a good general

crop in most places in this neighbourhood fruit
good, and the trees clean and healthy The best
kinds and most prolific on this cold clav soil areKeswick C'odlin, Irish Peach, Lord Sufiield, Beauty
of Kent, Celhni, Cox's Pomona, Northern Green-
ing, Dumelow's Seedling, Warner's King, Royal
Russet Dr. Hogg, Mrs. Barron, Hawthornden
Dessert kinds: Devonshire Quarrenden, Kerry
Pippin, Boston Russet, Sturmer Pippin, and Wor-

Strawherry season of the length above mentioned,
following the forced fruit,_which commences, say,

early in April, is quite long enough for our purpose.

—E. Burrell.
The Gardens, 'Wykeham Rise, Totter-

idge.—Apples good all round, especially large

sorts. Pears middling. Plums none. Damsons
good crops. Wall fruit scarce. Dr. Hogg Peach
and Alexander the best. Lord Napier Nectarine
seems to me to be a tender fruit. Pitmaston
Orange better, but Elruge, I think, is the best to

depend upon. Apricots very thin. Bush fruits

have been good all round.— J. Atkinson.

Caversham Park Gardens, Beading.— I

cannot give you such a glowing account of our
fruit crop this year as last. In the early part of
spring there was every appearance of a good crop

;

but alas ! the severe frosts later on soon blighted
our hopes in that direction. Apples are a fair crop

;

such varieties as Peasgood's Nonsuch, Lord Suffield,

Hawthornden, Stirling Castle, and Manks Codlin are
bearing heavy crojjs. Pears are almost a failure,

for barrowloads gathered last year there are not
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gallons this. Plums same as Pears. Aprico's a
fair crop ; they seenieil to have got over therritical

period I) lore the severe fro.-t. Outdoor I'eaihes

suffered from the frost and are a complete failure.

Cherries are a li^ht crop. Filberts and Medlars
under average. Suiall fruits have on the whole
been a line orop. Black Currants were extra {,'oo(l,

and helped to compensate for the rather light

crop of Gooseberries.—Jas. Jeffrkv.

The Durdans, Epsom.—Apples, Fears and
Plums arc a liglit cr.'p here. Morello Cherries
good. Apricots a fiilr crop. Gooseberries a heavy
crop ; also Black anil Red Currant>. Haspbcrries

a good crop, especially Northumberlar.d Killbasket.

—J. B.\l'.riAV.

Betteshang'er Rectory, Dover.- Bush fruit

of all kinds has been veiy good. Pears and I'lunis

it is useless to plant in this garden. Peaches
and Nectarines very good. No protection given
when in bloom. Cherries an excellent crop. I

have been speaking of crops on standards and
buslies. Apples are a good crop. 1 ha\e a
standard Fig (White Ischia), untrained, about
fifteen years old, standing in a very dry corner,

with a better crop on it than ever I have seen
before. If I leave the F'igs on the tree to get fully

ripe they are the best I ever tasted.—W. Hkr-
RIXC.TON.

Canons Ashby, Byfield.—Apples are a com-
plete failure. Currants, P.lack and Red, a fair
crop. Plums on standards heavy crop, Victoria,
Golden Drop, Orleans, fruiting heavil,y. Straw-
berries good ciop. Apricols fair. Pears very
few. Peaches on walls fair.—T, Walker.
Yattendon Court. Berks.—Apples a fair crop

of most varieties. King of the Pippins, Keswick
Codlin, Early Margaret, Red Astrachan, Warner's
King, Tower of Glamis, Lord Suffield, and Welling-
ton are with me all bearing good crops. Pears,
some on most trees, but a thin crop. Plums a mode-
rate crop, some on most trees, young trees of
Victoria and Pershore bearing heavily. Cherries
were a fair crop. Moiellos on walls a very heavy
crop and fine, but black fly very troublesome

;

ordinary remedies not so effective as usual, owing to
the dry spring. Gooseberries and Currants a good
crop, and free from caterpillars where dressed with
quicklime at winter digging ; those not so dressed
badly attacked. Raspberries very good. Straw-
berries have been a good crop and ofbetter flavour
than for several years past. Our soil is a clay
gravel and well adapted for Strawberries.—
R. Mahki!,

Harrow Weald Park, Stanmore.—Bush
fruit of all kinds has been good. Apples good.
Pears very light. Plums very light. Peaches and
Nectarines are a good crop outside and in.
J. Martin.

Lockinge, Wantage—Apples under. Pears
under. Plums under. Cherries over. Peaches and
Nectarines aver;ige. Apricots over, good. Small
fruits average, good. Strawberries under. Nuts
over.— J. Rose.

Brookwood Asylum, Woking.—The Apple
crop in this neighbourhood is a very poor one,
owing to the spring frosts while the trees were iri

bloom. Only three kinds here have anything like
a crop, viz., Ecklinville, King of Pippins, and Manks
Codlin; other sorts have only a sprinkling of fruit.
We have never had such a poor crop of Pears
during the twenty-five years I have been here

;

the frost destroyed the bloom : only a few on walls'
Plums much betterthan Pears, but, like the Apples
some trees, chiefly of Victoria, on high ground
have a crop, but in the low-lying part of the garden
the bloom was nearly all destroyed. Gooseberries
away from the shelter of trees nearly all killed
by frost

;
under the Apple trees the crop was good.

Currants of all sorts were plentiful and good •

Apricots very thin
; Peaches a fair crop ; Nuts

scarcely any. Strawberries were most abundant—R. I.LOYD.

The Gardens, Thedden Grange, Alton.
—Apples in this district are a heavy crop
and look very promising ; the trees are healthy
and free from insects. Pears on walls are a thin

crop except. a few, viz., Williams' Bon Chretien
Louise Bonne of jfrscy, C'onseiller de la Cour'
ticneral Todtlcben, all of which have good crops'

Peaches and Nectarines are very heavy; cpiile two-
thirds of the fruit hail to be removed. Goose-
berries sulTered badly in the low-lying district,

and the crop in many ])liices is quite a failure.

Fortunately, we escaped these late frosts, and our
crop of Gooseberries was a heavy one. Rasp-
berries very light, owing to many of the canes
bein.t;- killed down to the ground through the long-

continued dry weather and cold east winds in early

spring. Apricots very light, and the trees are
cankering badly. Black, White, and Red Currants
are a very heavy crop of firstclass fruit. Plums
are very abundant on standard trees, many of the
branches requiring supjiort, but the trees on walls

are bearing a very light crop Strawberries
suffered badly in the early spring owing to the
inclement weather, but they recovered, and we
have had an average crop of rather small fruit.

The season was very short with the exception of

Elton Pine, planted on a north border ; this variety

does remarkably well here as a late variety, and it

affords us a supply of fruit during August and
September. It is one of the best varieties for pre-

serving; the plants are very hardy and late. The
fruit has a sub-ecid flavour,—X. CamI'ANY.

Brickhill Manor, Bletchley. — The fruit

crops in private gardens and market gardens are in

this district very good and above the average.

Apples, early and late, clean and good in quality
;

Pears fair crops of certain kinds ; Plums above the
average ; early kinds and Victoria very abundant,
but want sun ; Gooseberries above the average,
but the fruit has suffered, and trees also, owing to

the attacks of the caterpillar; Currants suffered

from frost, and in consequence were very thin.

Raspberries very good
; Strawberries abundant and

good.— G. Bloxham.

Holme Park, Reading.— I have in the gar-
dens here a good crop of Apples, and by what I

have seen in the neighbourhood of Reading, it is

the same. Pears are the thinnest crop for some
years past. Plums are about one third of a crop.

Apricots poor. Peaches and Nectarines are a good
crop indoors and out, and should we get plenty
of sun the outdoor ones will be a grand lot.

Gooseberries and Currants about half a crop with
me this year, but Black Currants very good.

A'egetables in general were never better than
they are this season. Potatoes are jin abundant
crop and very good in quality. I should think the
late varieties will be a good crop also, as the late

rains have kept them growing. All green crops in

the garden are looking very promising.— J'. Osborn.

Hurstbourne Park, Hants.—Apples in very
many places in this district above the average.
Peaches and Nectarines very good. Apricots a
complete failure. Plums Average crop. Goose-
berries very heavy crop. Currants very good.
Pears average crop ; Williams and Marie Louise
very heavy. Nuts good. Damsons good. Cher-
ries very poor. Strawberries half a crop,—R,

Perry.

Greenlands, Henley-on-Thames. - Apple
crop fairly good. Tears very thin. Plums very
scarce. Cherries good ; Morellos are somewhat
thin. Apricots fairly good. Plum trees in this
neighbourhood growing on high"ground are bearing
well. Gooseberries and Currants medium crop, and
Strawberries fairly good. Noble, President and
Latest of All are amongst the bei-t bearers for open-
air culture. For forcing I find La Grosse Sucree,
Auguste Nicaise and President the most reliable

kinds and of good flavour. I force 5000 of those
three sorts,—Henry Perkins.

Brambletye, Sussex.—The fruit crops here
this year are generally good. Apples are a heavy
crop; many of the trees are breaking down with
the weight of fruit. The following varieties are
all carrying more or less good crops : Alfriston,
Baumann's Red Reinette, Bi.smarck, Blenheim
Orange, Cox's Pomona, Bramley's Seedling (one of
the very best of kitchen Apples, as it is large and
solid, a good keeper, and the tree is a most prolific

bearer), D. T. Fish, Ecklinville Pippin, Flower of

Kent, F'rogmore Prolific, Wiltshire Defiance, llaw-

thornden. Lady Henniker, llanwcU Souring, Hoary
Morning, Lord Sullield, Keswick and M.anks Cod-
lins, Pott's Seedling, The Queen, Sandringham,
Warner's King, Oslin, Syke House Russet, Wor-
cester Pearmain, Rosemary Russet, Red Astrachan,
Duchess of Oldenburg, Cox's Orange Pippin, Devon-
shire Quarrenden, Iri.-h Peach, Mannington's Pear-

main, .Scarlet Nonpareil and a few others. The
only varieties of Pears on which there is a crop are

Marie Louise, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Beurre Diel,

Beurre Bosc and Winter Nelis. Plums are a thin

crop en walls, but, strange to say, the standard
trees of Early Prolific, Victoria, Dymond, and the

Damsons (whi<'h are planttd outside the garden in

a sheltered position) are a wonderful crop, and re-

([uire to have the branches propped up all round
the trees. Peaches and Nectarines on the south

w.all are a good crop. Cherries have been .a fair

crop. Black, Red and White Currants have never

been better. Gooseberries have been a heavy crop

and of good quality. Raspberries, although of

good quality, had a \ery short season, owing to the

dry weather we have had lately. Strawberries

were a good crop and excellent in quality. The
varieties that I find do best here are \'icr)m-

tesse Hericart de Thury, President and Sir Harry.

Cobnuts, Filberts and Walnuts are light crops.

Early Potatoes have been good in quantity and
quality. I have only lately seen one or two dis-

eased tubers. The late varieties are looking well,

especially Magnum I'onum.—G. F. Glen.

Woodhatch Lodge, Reigate. — Apples

slightly under average. Varieties cropping well

:

Lane's Piince Albert, Grenadier, Stone's, Lord
Grosvenor, Duchess of Oldenburg, Ecklinville,

and Lady Henniker as pyramids. As espaliers,

New Hawthornden, Lord Suffield, Melon, and
Peafgood's Nonsuch. Pears and Plums very poor.

Cherries average. Gooseberries average. Currants

fair. Raspberries fair.— C.J. Salter.

Betteshanger, Dover.—The Apple crop is a •

good average. Apricots below average, but good
in quality. Cherries abundant, but small, and not

of very good flavour. Peaches and Nectarines

inside an abundant crop and good. Outside on

walls without protection fruit good, but crop

under average. Pears are below average. Plums
good average, especially on bush and standard

trees. Cob Nuts and Filberts scarcely any. Wal-
nuts over average crop. Small fruits over average

and good, except Raspberries; the canes weie

killed by the late spring frost,— G. Lawrence.

Roehampton House, Roehampton. —
Apples plentiful. Pears and Plums thin. Goose-

berries, Currants, and Cherries very good. Rasp-

berries fair. Apricots thin. Peaches and Necta-

rines very good.—E. Berry'.

Arundel Castle, Sussex.—Apples over ave-

rage. Pears under average. Peaches good. Nec-

tarines extra crop. Apricots average. Plums very

thin. Gooseberries abundant. Currants average.

Raspberries average. Nuts under. Medlars ave-

rage. Strawberries average.—E. Burberry.

Old Warden Park, Biggleswade.—Apples
taken as a whole are about half a crop. Blenheim
Orange, Fearn's Pippin, Jolly Beggar and School-

master are carrying full crops. Lord Suffield and
the Codlin type are carrying good crops. Pears as

bush trees are very thin except Louise Bonne of

Jersey, Williams' Bon Chri-fien and Beurr^ Clair-

geau, but on walls they are better. Plums are very

thin, but on walls Rivers' Early Prolific, Dymond
and Orleans are carrying fairly good crops. Apri-

cots are thin generally. Peaches and Nectarines

on unprotected walls are carrying full crops, but

they are ripening later than usual and the fruit is

rather small, owing, no doubt, to the cold and
cloudy weather in July. Cherries not much grown,

about half a crop, rather small. Walnuts and Fil-

berts are generally good. Bush fruits, including

Gooseberries, Currants and Raspberries, are plenti-

ful. Gooseberries and Currants have been very

much infested with the caterpillar, which has given

much trouble. The bushes were so bad, that I

had them well sprayed with the garden engine.
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using clean water, following quickly with a ratlier
strong dressing of soot and lime under the bushe-,
giving a good dusting round the stems so as to
prevent them crawling up again ; this plan seemed
to effectually destroy them. Strawberries have
been good aiid plentiful.—G. R. Ali.is.

Elsenham Hall, Essex.—There has been a
very heavy crop of small fruit here such as Goose-
berries, Currants, Raspberries, and Strawberries

;

we only grow one sort, Sir Joseph Paxton. The
soil being very light, it succeeds better here than
any other sort I have tried. Pears very poor crop;
Apples not good in general ; Duchess of Oldenburg
in plantation of young trees planted three years
very fine

; Plums fair crop ; Victoria e.xtra
crop. We have .300 trees planted three years ago
with about sixty bushels on them. Apricots half
rrop

; Damsons fair crop
; Cherries in general very

heavy crop; Morel los quite a failure.—W. Plbsteb.

Ottershaw Park, Chertsey. — Of Apples,
Wellington, Pott's Seedling, and the Coillins have
a good crop, but the best Apple I have seen for
cropping is Fletcher's Seedling, talving one year
with another. P<>ars in the open are quite a
failure

;
on walls we have a fair crop. Peaches and

Nectarines are a good crop, and so are Apricots.
Plums on walls are a good crop

; also Cherries.
Damsons are a heavy crop in places. Currants are
a good heavy crop

; so are Gooseberries and Rasp-
bsrries. Strawberries have been a heavy crop and
of good flavour, but not quite so large as usual.

—

T. OSMAN.

Albury Park Gardens, Guildford, Surrey.—18'Jl was one of (he worst seasons for the ripen-
ing of the wood of fruit trees. A long and severe
winter with late spring frosts quite ruined the
Apple and Pear crop for 1S;I2. There are a few
exceplions. Plums are a light crop. Peaches and
Nectarines fair crop and trees healthy. In regard to
all other kinds of small fruits, I never remember
to have seen finer crops. Strawberries have been
extra fine this season where well grown. W C
Leacii.

Cowartli Park, Sunningdale, Berks. —
Fruit crops here with us are good, bush fruit being
plentiful and very fine. Peaches, Nectarines,
and Apricots both inside and out a good crop.
Plums, Pears, and Damsons below the average.
Cherries, Apples, and Nuts are a very heavy crop.—H. Attfield.

Aldenham Park, Elstree.—Owing to the
severe frosts we had on June 15, 1892, 1 regret to
say the results in this neighbourhood are below
the average. Apples are a fair crop, trees clean,
and fruit of good quality, particularly the later
kinds. Pears a failure, except on walls; Plums
and Daaisons scarcely any

; Cherries of all kinds
abundant

;
Apricots an average crop and fine fruit

;

Peaches and Nectarines very promising; Gooseber-
ries and Raspberries both suft'ored very much. The
former, although promising well in the spring were
completely wrecked on June 15, some bushes not
having a berry left on them. Raspberries have
been very poor indeed. Black Currants plentiful.
Red and White Currants very thin. Strawberries
produced splendid crops, but owing to the dry
weather at the time of swelling lasted but a short
time.—E. Beckett.

Syon House, Brentford.—The fruit crops in
this district may be termed meagre, as in many
cases choice Apples have not a single fruit

;

whilst a few others, chiefly cooking kinds of Apples,'
are heavily laden. Such varieties as Keswick^
Manks Codlin, Lord Grosvenor, Grenadier. Lane's
Prince Albert and Hawthornden are bearing very
heavy crops, Alfriston also being very good
Early dessert kinds are fair crops. Pears may
be put down as a failure, a few trees having a
few fruit, many having none at all, the best being
Louise Bonne of Jersey, Passe Colmar and Pit-
maston Duchess. Plums of dessert kinds are a
total failure, as out of many tress I have none.
The same remarks apply to cooking varietif s, there
being very few, the only varieries bearing any
being Victoria and Pond's Seedling. Damsons are
a failure, though a better promise of fruit when in

bloom never was seen. Cherries have been abun-
dant and good, but diflicult to keep clean early in
the seison. There have been very fine crops of
Rivers' Early Black, Governor Wood, Black Cir-
cassian and the Bigarreau section, these being on
walls. Morellos are also a fair crop, but not over-
laden, many fruits droppipg in a young state. Bush
trees are bearing good crops and in a clean healthy
condition. I never knew a season so disastrous to
the old trained trees, much wood being lost through
gumming and canker. Peaches and Nectarines
are a good crop, the trees very clean and healthy.
These receive but little protection in the early
spring, but are kept unnailed till the last moment,
.i-pricots are giving us enormous crops, some of the
trees being old. The crop set so freely, that much
thinning was necessary. Small fruits have, on the
whole, been only a medium crop. Strawberries
abundant and good. Raspberries good and heavy
crops

; some of the weaker-growing varieties suf-
fered much from frost, the canes being damaged,
but the newer Superlative does well on our iFght
soil, and though a few days later than some, it con-
tinues a longer time in bearing. Gooseberries
have only been good on a few trees, such as the
small reds or preserving kinds, the larger and more
spreading growers being much injured by frost late
in the spring. Red Currants are also a thin crop,
owing to the same cause. Black Currants are
better, but not a heavy crop. White Currants a
fair crop. The crop of Figs in the open air is not
good, as the severe frost of the pa~t two winters
did much damage to the wood. Walnuts and small
nuts are not much grown in this district. Quinces
and Medlars muc'a poorer crop than is often seen.—
G. Wythes.

Waddesdon, Aylesbury Apples, Cherries
and Plums were well furni,shed with fruit-buds,
which, in consequence of most unfavourable wea-
ther, opened badly, and the set is very light ex-
cept on Apples on espalier trees, which are carry-
ing average crops of good clean fruit. Pears also
are best on wall and espalier trees, where they
are carrying'about half a crop. Cherries and Plums
very light even on esjjaliers

; pyramidal trees of
all kinds almost failures. Gooseberries very light
crop, bushes clean and healthy. Currants (Black,
Red and White) abundant and good. Raspberries
fair, the late fruits swelling up well. Strawberries
below average, both as to quality and crop.— J.
Jai.U'ES.

Sewardstone Lodge, Chingford.—Not for
many years has such a poor crop of Pears and
Plums been recorded in this district. On the other
hand, Apples are a fair average crop, notably Blen-
heim Pippin, Gravenstein, and Gloria Mundi.
Manks Codlin never fails. This is the best cropper
out of 250 sorts grown in the district. Goose-
berries, Curr.ints and Raspberries plentiful; also
Peaches, Nectarines, and Cherries. Strawberries an
excellent crop.— J. Nicholson.

Wycombe Abbey, High 'Wycombe.—
Apples an a\erage crop of good quality. Pears
very scarce generally. Plums very much below
the average. Cherries abundant in most places

;

Morellos about an average. Peaches and Necta-
rines an average. Insect pests abound, and some
trees very much infested with red spider. Apri-
cots much under average. All kinds of small fruits

plentiful and good. Walnuts under average. Nuts
average.

The Potato crop in this district very good indeed
and of the best quality. In places disease in a
mild form is present, but many crops are quite
unaffected. Very early kinds are ripe enougli to

be lifted, and unless fine weather continues it

would be an advantage to get them up as early
as possible.

—

Geo, Tiics. Miles.

Heckfield Place, 'Winchfield.—It is grati-

fying to be able to give a favourable report of the
fruit crops in this neighbourhood, and 1 think the
various kinds may be classed as average with the
exception of Pears and Plums. The trees were
never more beautiful than at the last blooming
season, and the late frosts did us little injury.

Tower of Glamis, Mere de Menage, King of the
I

Pippins, Lord Burghley, Blenheim Orange, Hamble- >

don Deux Ans, and many others carrying good
crops. Pears on old-established trees are very
scarce, Beurre Hardy, Ne Plus Meuris (which by-
the-by never fails here), and one or two other less

useful varieties alone carrying crops. Cordons
with a northern aspect on the Quince stock are
better, Beurre Diel, Durondeau, Marie Louise, Pit-

maston Duchess, Doyenne du Cornice, and Glou
Morceau being most plentiful. Peaches, Nectarines,
and Apricots are very good, and have required
heavy thinning. The trees have kept very free

from fly, buf have been badly attacked with red
spider in spite of repeated washings and waterings
with a powerful hose. Cherries are abundant and
good, only a few exposed trees of early varieties

having suffered from late frosts. Bush fruits

have been plentiful, but small, owing to the late

continued spells of drought. The same remarks
apply to Strawberries. Nuts are abundant, both
hedgerow trees and cultivated varieties bearing
freely.— A. Maxi.m.

Binsted 'Wyck, Alton, Hants.—Apples, es-

pecially early s-orts, are heavy about here, but in

the valleys not so good. Pears are very scarce.

Peaches and Nectarines plentiful, but late and
small. Plums scarce, also Damsons, except the
round ones, which are plentiful. Currants, Black,
Red, and White, a heavy crop. Strawberries were
a full crop, but late again this year owing to the
late frosts. The sorts that did well with me were
President, Keens' Seedling, Noble, and James
Veitch. Sir Joseph Paxton did not do so well this

year. I mean to try Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury,
as it does well in the ne'ghbourhood I consider
Keens' Seedling and President the best flavoured.

Noble and Keens' Seedling are the two earliest

with me. I make a new plantation every year with
strong runners as soon as I can get them on trenched
and well-manured land, and never allow them to

stand over the third year.—JoiiN Rogers.

Elvetham Park, "Winchfield, Hants.—The
fruit crop here is one of the worst on record.

Pears and Plums, total failure. Gooseberries, under
average. We had a most promising show of bloom,

but it was completely killed by the late spring

frosts, 12° and 13° being registered on several

mornings, and throughout the month of April

we only escaped four mornings without frost.

Raspberries, Currants, Black, Red and White,
average crops and fruit good. Apples, being later,

are a partial crop, the following being the best

:

Cox's Orange Pippin, Ribston Pippin, Margil,

Summer Golden Pippin, Gravenstein, Fearn's

Pippin, King of the Pippins, Hawthornden, Kes-

wick Codlin, Blenheim Orange and Dumelow's Seed-

ling. Peaches, Nectarines and Apricots, where
protected, are a fair crop. Cherries very thin.

Strawberries average crop, but soon over through

the drought.— J. JONES.

Cherkley Court, Leatherhead. — Apples
fair, some trees heavily cropped. Pears very poor.

Peaches (outdoor trees) fair. Cherries very heavy

crop, but fruit small. Plums, standard trees, very

heavy crops. Wall trees very poor. Gooseberries

the largest crop for many years. Currants, Red,

White, and Black, good crops. Apples and Pears

in some cases quite barren ; in others so heavily

cropped as to require propping up.

No signs of Potato disease.— J. Page.

Conholt Park, Andover.—The fruit crop

here, more especially wall fruit, is very thin.

Pears are quite a failure. Plums and Apricots

veiy thin. Morello Cherries are very good, other

sorts very fair crops. Gooseberries are quite a
failure here owing to the severe frosts in April.

Black and Red Cuirants and Raspberries vcy
heavy crops and fine. Strawberries about half a
crop on old plants, and very soon over. Young
plants of such as President, Sir Joseph Paxton,

Sir Charles Napier, and Waterloo bore well. Apples

are a good average crop, especially Grenadier,

Ecklinvillc, Bramley's Seedling, Lnne's Prince

Albert, Worcester Pearmain, and King of the

Pippins.

Potatoes are good and very free from disease.

—

J. BiSSETT.
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FRUIT TREES AS ORNAMENTAL
SIBJECTS.

Wiiv should not fruit trees be grown more for

their bciuity when in bloom ( When we cjn-

sider the tloweriuj; charms of a great portion of

our fruit trees, is it not surprising that they are

not more grown for their beauty when in

flower i

In early sjiring neaily all hardy fruit trees,

such as Apricots, Peaches, Plums, Cherries,

Almotuls, Apples, and Pears, are more or less

ornamental the double - llowering Peach,

Cherry, and Almond being particularly so. All

of these trees should be planted more abun-

dantly than they are, for in the spring no shrubs

are more atfra'-tivi-. They may lie grown in any

form, bush, pyramid, or standard, and to vari-

ous sizes ; and when flowering .as standai'ds in

the open borders they form conspicuous objects.

A little attenHon, however, is required as re-

gards keeping them well supplied with young

The common wild Cherry is very attractive
wlien ill flower. The wild Crab is also very
attractive. JIany trees of tiiis sort would be
found well worth the trouble if planted in any
open 8|)ace in ])leasure groiuids or by the
side of woodland walks, instead of the worth-
less subjects which now too often occU2)y such
places.

Training of Red Currant bushes.— I have
repoatidly spoken 111' the value of tin; method of
training as referred to by •' A. D." (p. llij), and
after seeing the results attending such practice I

wonder nioie of it is not seen in private gardens.
Beyond securing annually a crop of fruit, the ease
with which the fruit can be gathered and freedom
from the lioneydew-like covering which is so com-
mon to this fnut in some gardens are import.ant.
The fruit is always clean and of a bright colour,
as it is so exposed owing to tlie annual pruning
given the trees in June. Summer pinching ot the
shoots of Red Currants is too much ignored in some
gardens on the score of want of time and the non-
advantage rising from it, but it is surprising what
a number of trees can be gone over by a handy
man in a few hours. Where it is do.-ired to keep

Flowering spray of Citron des Carmes Pear. Engraved for The Garden from
a photograph sent by Mr. A. V. Harcoui*t., Mabvood.

wood, as upon this the floTvers are produced.
They should also be planted in good soil to

induce them to make plenty of growth. The
double- rtowt ring varieties of the Pe.ach, Cherry,
and Almontl alst) force well. They are of

easy cultivation, and well deserve a place in the
conservatory amongst other flowering plants.

When grown for this purpose they should have
the same care in cultivation as when grown for

fruit. Young maiden plants may be obtained
from the nur.sery ; these should be potted in the
autumn and placed in a cool house until re-

quired for forcing, when they should be removed
to a warm house wliere they will .soon flower,

after which they sliould be placed in the cooler
quarters, where they will continue in bloom for

a long time. After flowering the plants should
not be {daced cmtside all at once, as is the usual
practice with subjects that have been forced.
They should be kejit under glass and well at-

tended to in the way of watering and keeping
free from re<l spider, aphis, itc, until the sum-
mer, when they may be gradu.ally hardened off

and finally placed out of doors in a position
where they cm have the full rays of the sun, so
aa to thoroughly lipen their wood.

for inst.ance, and no wall is available for this, these

summer-pruned trees answer the purpose very well.

Whether it is due to the soil or what I am unable to

say, but our trees have receiver, only two dressings

of manure during the last ten years, and still they
bear .abund.antly, and as long as this continues to

be the case they will not receive any. .Soil made
too rich would result in gross, immature growth,
which is neither desirable nor necessary.—E. M.,
tSifdiitiiore.

THE APPLE CROP.

TnE reports of the scarcity of the Apple crop in so

many localities have come as a surprise to me this

year. From the quantity of fruit here ot all sorts

I was the more surprised that some places have
none, or comparatively so. Our success is due
mainly to being situated on a high hill in a breezy
situation. Certainly the quantity of fruit of some
sorts puzzles me not a little. One notable case

is Irish Peach, as both the young trees and those
established some thirteen years are bearing freely.

While this sort was in blo:)m we had 1° of frost ;

the centres of all expanded blooms were as black
as the proverbial hat. I'nder such conditions I

expected to see no fruit on the trees of that va-

riety, but the fact remains that hardly a single
flower failed to pcrfec^t its fruit. I am aware the
air was pretty dry at the time. What is also re-

markable about iIh: Apple crop here this year is

that v.irii'ties that have nevtr borne anything like

a full crop btffore liave one now. I allurle to such
as Blenheim Orange, Lord SufBeld, Golden Pippin,
and New Hawthornden, for instanc^c. 1 do not
know if I am correct or not in attributing the full

crops of these uncertain (here) kinds to two
rcfisons, but both must tend to ;issist towards that
end. Abjut the middle of February the trees re-

ceived a thorough soaking ot liquid manure from
the farmyard tank, enough to reach every root, the
weather at the time being very dry. The foliage is

also better tlian hitherto. This. 1 think, is owing
to the assistance the trees received. I am of the
opinion that we do not pay sufficient attention to

feeding fiuit trees during what is regarded as the
resting period. Certainly the present appearance
of our trees and the crops of fruit show the advan-
tage of the treatment accorded, I hope in the
future to put it to a better test. Previous to De-
cember of the year IS'.IO our trees were rather
he.avily coated with Moss and Lichen, but by cm-
ploying for two seasons a mi.xture for cleansing

the branches of the Moss, &c . the bark of the stem
and branches is nov^ quite polished in appearance,
not an atom of Moss or Lichen to be seen. .So

much have the stems swollen, that the bark has
split in many places, givins one the idea that the

trees were hidebound. All this must benefit the
trees, resulting i i a fuller crop and liner fruit. The
soil here is very heavy, oveiiyirg a bed of nearly

clay, the chalk foundatii n being perhaps feet

deep in this particular spot. The soil is heavy and
cold, but not; cxa:;lly clay. As denoting the dif-

ference in the soil here and only four miles away,
Devonshire Qoarrenden here is not nearly ripe at
the present time (August 17), while on trees at the
distance named the fruit was ripe and gathered at

the end of July. If this is not a case of soil varia-

tion and its effects, what is it ! I think very much
depends upon the cultivator as to the trees bearing
annually, provided they are not situated in a
low valley where heavy dews are so prevalent just

about the fl'iweiing period. If the trees are pro-

perly attended to with regard to summer and
winter pruning, .'^o that the wood is always tho-

roughly matuied, I think a most important point

is gained, and after the experience of this season I

shall not dread (>° of frost while the trees are in

full bloom. Not nearly enough atten'ion is paid
to the summer pruning or pinching of the young
growth. Shoots that must of necessity be cut out

during the winter ought to be removed much
earlier, thus admitting air and light to the inside

of the tree. Where trees are heavily cropped .nnd

are perhaps making but few shoots, how very often

do we see the roots exposed to the drying influence

of sun and wind. Even half a wheel-barrowful of

manure would do a deal of gooel if laid on the

surface about the stem, first covering the roots

with soil. Mulching is a detail in Apple culture

which many persons fail to grasp Too many sorts

are often planteel without first knowing if all will

succeed equally well ; I me.an on a large scale with
a view to profit. A much better plan is to ascer-

tain which sorts are likely to succeed by observing

the kinds in the neighbourhood and comparing the

kind of soil at command. I think the soil has
much to do with the colour in Apples. Here most
sorts colour well if the branches are kept thin. It

is not possible to colour the fruit well otherwise.

Colour in market Apples is a point to which much
attention should be paid. E. Molynei-.x,

The Jargonelle Pear.—We find on inquiry

in the markets that this excellent Pear has been
pusheel aside by, as we think, the coarser Bon
Chretien. Samples of it in the London market are

rare, and, when they do occur, not alwaye sale-

able, owing to the demand for the Bon Chretien.

Perhaps the markets may be left to look after

themselves ; but we think it a great pity that a
Pear like tlie Jargonelle — one which has the rare

qu.ality of doing well in northern parts of the

country as well as in the w-armer districts—should
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be pushed aside for no reason. There is no early-

Pear in England quite so good as a perfect Jar-

gonelle, and therefore, if we cannot And such Pears

in the market, we must take care to plant them in

our own gardens. The private fruit garden should

be quite independent of the market and market
ways ; for these fruits are systematically grown
without regard to flavour. Will tbey carry well,

look large and showy / are the questions generally

asked about any new kinds by market growers. In

the French, as well as in our own markets, Straw-

berries are grown without the slightest regard to

any other quality than that of carrying well. For
the future, therefore, those who care to have good
fruit gardens of their own should take care to have

what is eatable. One good result of this will be

that visitors to, and fro jnenters of, country houses

will get a different and better supply than what
they meet with ia London houses and hotels. Gar-

deners are very apt to look to markets and market
growers as the standard of perfection ; but this

tendency should be controlled. The larger our

markets grow, the more we see prevailing stan-

dards which suit them, but do not suit a discrimi-

nating taste. Market sorts are apt to be adopted
in the nurserymen's catalogues ; and so it happens
now that one may look in vain in many a country

place even for the Jargonelle Fear—the best in

flavour of all early Pears. We hope that all who
care for this Pear will not fail to remind their

gardeners in autumn to plant one or more trees of

it. In many districts an excellent position is the

end of a stable or a high wall of any kind ; while

in the south it should not want even that protec-

tion.

—

Field.

let out, a goo3 circulation of dry air not being
often possiiale without the aid of a little warmth
in the hot-water pipes. Especially ought fire heat
to be freely applied during dull, wet, or cold
weather, air being admitted more or less according
to the external conditions. No fixed temperatures
ought to be attempted at this time of year, but the
house should always feel comfortably warm and
dry on entering. That at any rate is my test, and
" J. D." will do well to adopt it.—W. I.

MUSCAT OF ALEXANDRIA CRACKING.

Foe some years I have been much bothered with

Muscats cracking, similar to the berries enclosed,

just when they commenced to take on the amber
tint. Three year's a^o Mr. Coleman, Eastnor, put it

down to too much sap and deep I'oo'ing. Since

then the roots have been lifted and borders well

drained, but cracking continues. They have had
no mairure at the roots for weeks past, and have

been protectei from heavy rains, and the house

kept as dry as possible. They are quite healthy,

with tlie exception of a'little spider on foliage, and
both bunches and berries are Inrge and well filled

up. The cause of it or remedy in the pages of The
Garden would much oblige.—J. D.

*,j* This is a very singular case of cracking and
difficult to find a remedy for. The berries do not

split in the usual manner, but crack round the foot-

stalks, somewhat after the manner of Melons when
nearly ripe. There appears to be no defec:t in the

formation of the berries, but the footstalks are not

so stout as they ought to be, though it is not to

this I attribute the cracking. It is very probable

that the latter is another instance of the ill results

of constantly maintaining a very h-gh temperature

for Muscats. As a matter of fact they need not,

nor, if started during February, should have so

much more heat than other mid-season and late

Grapes require. What they most need is plenty of

light, warm air and sunshine, a free use of fire-ticat

in order to maintain exceptionally high tem]ier'a-

tures being altogether uncalled for, and if the

ventilation is not well understood, may easily prove

injurious. High or comparatively high tempera-

tures, accompanied with plenty of atmospheric
moisture and much feeding at the roots, doubt-

less swell the berries to a great size, but this is

often at the expense of quality, the true Muscat
flavour not being developed till late in the season,

and after the expenditure of a considerable amount
of lire heat. The berries sent by'-J. D." were of

good quality, and my remarks as to over-feeding

and such like scarcely apply in this case, but I

still think that cracking might be stopped if agood
circulation of warm and fairly dry air is kept up
constantly from the time colour-ing commences.
The house ought never to be wholly closed, a chink
of both front and top air being left on all night,

and air admitted very freely whenever the weather
is at all warm. On no account should the fires be

MOISTURE FOR FRUIT TREES.

It has often occurred to me that the majority of

fruit trees, including with these flowering s-hrubs,

do not receive a sufficient quantity of moisture

I
during the growing period. This most forcibly

applies to Vines, Peaches, and all fruits grown
under glass. Undoubtedly many of the failures to

be met with frequently arise from .this cause. Pro-

vided there is good drainage, it is doubtful if the
cirltivator can overdo the roots with moisture dur-

I
ing the growing period.

Has anyone seen trees and shrubs more heavily
covered with bloom-buds than they were this year?
No doubt had the spring been a favourable one

I

we should have had an abundant crop of fruit of

all kinds. This abundance of bloom-buds did not
arise from the hot summer, which caused the wood
to ripen. My own opinion is that the abundance
of moisture was an impurtant factor in the abun-
dant blooming of the trees. I am of opinion that

many cultivators place too much reliance on dry,

hot air and not enough on moisture. The former
is essential, but the latter is more so. But when
we can have the two in abundance, so much the
better for the cultivator. Last autumn I resolved

to see what effects the past wet, cold, sunless sum-
mer had on fruit trees and shrubs. I was the
more induced to do so seeing I am located in a
reputedly rather wet locality (West Dorset) ad-

joining Devonshire. Added to this, the situation

is low, only a few yards from the river Aix ; so

much to, that in a rainy time the garden fires

are put out by the water overflowing from the

river. Notwithstanding all these disadvantages,
our fruit trees bloomed most abundantly. Nor
does this apply to those trees that had no fruit on
them last year. In this garden I could point out

some trees of Marie Louise, also other varieties and
several kinds of Plums, that had a very heavy crop
of fruit on them la't year. Contrary to my expec-
tations, they were full of bloom again this spring,

.\gain, some Apple trees close by which were
heavily cropped last year are again full of fruit.

Gooseberries, again, were no exception ; likewise

Black and Red Currants. Flowering .<-hrubs of all

kinds ai-e a mass of bloom, and all this after so

sunless and rainy a summer.
As far as fruits under glass are concerned, I do

not remember to have seen better crops than are

to be met with generally this season. Last autumn
one heard many complaints that the wood would
not riperi. But this is not so. It may be said

extra firing was resorted to, but this could not

apply to cold fruit houses. I have a long, cold

Peach case with Peaches, Nectarines, and some
few Plums in it, and, quite contrary to my three

previous seasons' experience, every tree has a full

crop. So abundantly did many of the trees bloom,
that on a shojt 1 foot long I counted from twelve
to eighteen fruits. Plums set equally well. All

this did not arise from a light crop last year ; the

trees were heavily cropped.
During the whole of last season I gave the

usual quantity of water-. The lights are fixed.

Vines again are looking grand, both those whose
roots are in outside borders as well as other-

wise. Some people are under the impression that
Vine I'oots where growing in outside borders need
protection from rain in winter, and accordingly use

various methods of throwing off the wet. My
firm conviction is that this is quite unnecessary,
unless in the case of borders where the Vines are

forced early.

I have three vineries, the Vines in all of which
have their roots in outside borders. These borders

are p.ll raised to a more cr less extent, facing south.
The treatment they had received was as follows

;

In late autumn they received a coating of manure

;

on this were placed red tiles (roofing) conveying
the water oft' the border. In sprang these were re-

moved. When I took charge (middle of April) I

found them in this state. The Grapes in these
houses were not satisfactory. The first season the
wood did not ripen well and the Grapes shanked
badly. When the autumn came round I obtained
permission to leave part of one of the borders un-
covered ; this was followed by the best results.

After this I gave up covering the borders, and
although only two years have passed, the improve-
ment in the 'S'ines is marvellous. When I came to ex-
amine these borders there was not a root to be found
within a foot of the surface ; now, by top feeding in

summer and plenty of water.theroots are close to the
top. The mostastonishing thing is that a small house
here which has two old Vines in it whose roots are
unrestricted, travelling into t he kitchen garden, have
given the best results. This I used as an argument
that covering the border was quite unnecessary.

L^ndoubtedly more Vines come to grief from
want of moisture at the root than otherwise. The
roots should be kept near the surface, not driven
into the cold subsoil. DoESET.

FIGS—NEW VARIETIES.

The splendid collection of Figs from the Royal
Horticultural Society's Gardens staged !.t the last

meeting of the society was interesting and instruc-
tive to lovers of this fiuit, as no less than three
dozen varieties were sent. Some, of- course, out of
such a large number had but little merit, but
there were several really fine varieties and quite
distinct from older kinds. Such a collection as
this would do much to show the utility of Chis-
wick and the advantage the society po-sesses.
Those who can afford the time to go to Chiswick
this month will be able to judge as to the growth
and habit of the different varieties, as they are
now in splendid condition.

Mr. Barron, in his valuable report on Figs and
their culture at Chiswick, gives a list of .sixty-six

varieties, but no doubt some are synonymous or so
closely related, that it would le undesirable to
grow all of the Idnds. Another great advantage
of this grand collection is the testing of their"

merits as regards flavour, size, season of ripening,
colour, and the best cropping varieties. These
points are most valuable to the grower who can
only afford a small collection. For instance, some
varieties crop abundantly and also give a second
crop, whilst others are shy fruiters. It would be
interesiing if a few of the free-fruiting newer kinds
could be given wall culture and their outdoor
qualities tested. I am well aware that in the open
only a few varieties succeed ; but some of the
newer ones may prove worthy of such a trial on
walls covered with glass cases.

I should imagine the variety named Trifer would
make a good outside Fig, but I am only able to
judge from its growth indoors, its free fruiting
qualities and earliness. Madeleine I have grown
on a west wall with success, the trees being well
protected in the winter. This is one of the varie-

ties not rrruch known, .a green or pale yellow fruit

of fair flavour. Another point worth attention in

the selection of varieties is the behaviour of the
trees when giving their first crop. I once had a
small collection of new varieties brought by my
employer fioin Spain, and a ruore troublesome lot

I never saw, as it seemed utteily impossible to keep
a single fruit of the first crop orr them. The varie-

ties certificated should p'ove a valuable addition
to our list of reliable kinds, one of the best being
Bourjassote Grise, a medium-sized roundish Fig
with deep red flesh and one of the most delicious

Figs grown. I had a great liking for Gourand
Noir, a medium-sized fruit of great merit, skin
dark purple, even darker than Negro Largo, with
red flesh very sweet and rich. Monaco Bianco was
a first-class Fig for flavour, very juicy and rich,

fruit of good size, roundish, skin green with d.ark

red fle.-h and stated to be a free ci'opper. Nebian
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is also worth notice, friiit very larpe, skin deep
green wilh bright red flesli, very lich and hiscioiis,

a free bearer, anil later than others. Signora
Bianca is a beautiful fruit of medium size, pyri-

form, with long nock, green i-kin, llesh deep red,

very rich, and one of the most delicious Figs grown,

a strong grower, and late. Poulette also deserves

notice on account of its rich qualities, fruit above
medium size, deepsreen skin with inirplemai kings,

llesh deep red, fruit when ripe very juicy and rich

in flavour. There are others worth notice, but the

above six possess great merit not for mere size, but

for quality. For pot culture they would prove a
valuable adiiition where Figs are cultivated for

their good flavour ami free-bearing properties.

Where only a small space is devoted to Figs the

first named would no doubt be a reliable kind, as it

is a free cropper and of excellent flavour.

G. Wythes.
1

Grape Muscat Hamburgh.—U is doubtfu
if there is any better flavoured black Giape than
this. Madrestield Court i-! an exceedingly fine

kind, l)ut for flavour I consider Muscat Hamburgh
is superior. Undoubtedly it would be more grown
if it was not for its capricious disposition. To all

tbo.=e who appreciate high flavour this kind com-
mends itself. Recently when at Rousden I noticed

this kind doing good service in a mi.xed house. I

remember it used to be grown grandly at Farn-
borough Hill.—DiiHSET.

Judging Grapes. — During the month of

August judges olten have some knotty points to

settle in the Grape classes. For instance, in small
shows where but one class can be made for black
Grapes in two, or it may be three bunches, very
often three or four sorts are exhibited. I saw an
instance of this a day or two since. Very fine ex-

amples of Gros Maroc in every respect except
flavour the judges placed first. Other sorts, as
Black Hamburgh and Madresfield Court, the judges
placed behind that named, owing to their but
third-rate quality as far as appearance was cor-
cerned. although the flavour of both was un-
doubtedly supeiior to that of Gros Maroc. It can-
not be : aid that Gros Maroc is reallv good to eat
in August, but such points as size of bunch, berry
and colour cannot bo | assed over. I mention this
as an instance of the difhculty that is very often
experienced by judges at small shows where the
classes are limited to two, one for each colour. I

always make a point, where possible, of placing
ripeness when combined with colour before mere
appearance. I always prefer well-coloured Buck-
land Sweetwater, when combined with fair size of
bunch and berry, to poorly-coloured examples of
Muscat of Alexandria, no matter how large in

bunch and berry, in spite of the reputation of the
latter. One often has to adjudicate upon Black
Alicante in a collection of fruit. This Grape can-
not be regarded as of a high degree of excellence
at this time of the year. Black Hamburgh when
in good condition should always be preferred to
examples of Madresfield Court which are not quite
up to the mark, in spite of the reputation attached
to if. When both, however, are represented by the
best of examples the case is different, because I

do not think any V>lack Grape can equal Madres-
field Court in all points. The Muscat flavour
which it possesses gives it such an advantage over
the oilier variety, that some regard must be paid
to this in awarding prizes.— S.

stood here in a fairly dry border in the season of

lKi)()-;)l when such things as Choisya ternata and
Cistus lusitanicus were killed outiight. In dis-

tricts where it is not hardy it might be treated
like Dahlias.

—

Wm. Ed. Nicholson, Len-es.

Nicotiana affinis.—In his account of Nico-
tiana allinis Mr. Wythes draws attention to a very
useful plant, and describes very well its cultiva-
tion as an annual. It does not, however, seem to
be well recognised that this plant is in reality a
perennial, and what is more to the point, in many
districts a hardy perennial. Grown as a perennial
it comes into bloom much earlier, and is stronger
than when it is treated as an annual. Large clumps
may be freely divided early in the summer, and the
plants thus obtained are better able to withstand
the drought which is often so fatal to newly-trans-
planted annuals. With regard to its hardine-s, it

Kitchen Garden.

MAKING A KITCHEN GARDEN.
In an.swer to the query of "Old Reader" at

p. 151 a.s to the formation of a kitchen garden
from Grass land, I will give my experience, hav-
ing had this to carry out at different times. In
the formation of a garden of this kind mistakes
are often made, and if care is not taken the soil

may remain comparatively sterile for two or

tliree years. It appears a very easy matter to

form a good kitchen garden out of such a site

as a Grass held, all that ajipears necessary being
to trench it over, placing the top spit at the
bottom of the trench and the bottom at the top.

Now this is where the mistake is made, for un-
less the ground should be naturally good to a

fair depth, this turning of the soil upside down
to the depth of 18 inches or 2 feet may end in

failure. What is wanted is a fair depth of fer-

tile soil. Decaying turf, as all gardeners know,
is a storehouse of food for growing crops, al-

though in this respect it is not always a uni-

versal blessing, for often it is the home of root-

eating insects, particularly wirewonn, which is

often to be found in new gardens formed from
Grass land. This may not be the case with the
(jlrass land that '

' Old Reader " intends to make
his kitchen garden of, as wireworm is seldom
present in large quantities on clay soils.

In the first place, it must be seen whether
the land requires draining, as it is better that
this should he done before the .soil is dis-

turbed. Drainage plays an important part
in the well-doing of crops. Land that is ill-

drained will never produce satisfactory crops,

as besides keeping the soil in a cold state

through its water-logged condition, it prevents
that aeration so necessary for the well-doing
of the different subjects that it will be
called upon to produce. It is astonishing
how backward the crops are on these cold,

undrained .soils when compared with those
on well-drained ground. It therefore behoves
those who may have the formation of a kitchen
garden to first see to the drainage. The carry-

ing out of such work need not be referred to in

this article, as the formation of the ground
decides such work. Drainage, however, must
be well done, s.) that the water can have a free

course. The work should commence now, so

that the turf can decay before cropping takes
place in the spring. Not that general cropping
is tlie best for the first season at any rate. A
crop of Potatoes is the best the first year, this

getting the soil into good order for the following
sea.son's cropping. At any rate, early Potatoes
might be jjlanted, and these could be got oil" in

time to allow of the planting of winter vege-
tables. All these things have to be taken into

consideration, as very often peojile with limited
experience are under the imjwe.ssion that the
soil can be quickly got into condition for the
reception of ijuite small seeds. Wliether
manure or other correctives should be added at

the time of trenching will, of course, depend
upon circumstances. It is plain that anytliing

which would tend to improve the working of tlie

soil, and also its fertility, will have its due
effect upon the crops which will follow. If the
soil be clay, anything which could he added to

ensure its free working will certainly be of great
benefit, as very often such soils are often in-

capable of producing the crops they should on
account of being tijo heavy. .\s we all know, a
free use of manure is of great advantage ; so also
are burned or charred soil, garden refuse, and
last, but not least, road scrapings. This last is

a capital corrective where good material can bo
had, as besides containing a fair percentage of
horse-droppings, it is also composed of a
fair percentage of gritty matter, which tends
to keep the soil open. How it should be
used will, of course, depend upon the quan-
tity at disposal. When there is plenty of
any of the materials mentioned, one and all

may be worked into the soil as tlie work
proceeds, leaving a fair dressing of the
best, such as decayed manure and refuse for
forking into the surface in the .spring. If by
chance there should be very little, and manure
in 'particular, it had much })etter be reserved
for working into the surface in the spring, so as
to add to the surface fertility for the immediate
benefit of the crops which may follow. By
commencing the work now the decay of the
turf will commence, and the surface be opened
up to the action of the winter frosts and snow,
so that all will be in readiness forspring cropping.
What has to be considered at the present time
is the keeping of the mo.st fertile soil at the
top and the burying of the turf sufficiently
deep to cause decay, but yet not too far from
the surface, although deep enough to keep it

from growing through. What is known by
gardeners as bastard trenching is the best to
adopt, although it will differ slightly on account
of the growing turf. In the ordinary course
of bastard trenching the top soil in its entirety
is kept on the surface, the bottom being forked
over, at the .same time adding manure. Any
attempt at deep trenching, such as the old
system of three spits, turning it upside down,
would only result in failure, and very likely, as
previously hinted, would make the surface soil
.sterile for some time to come.

In commencing the work take out a trench
3 feet wide, as there is nothing like having ample
room for working, cramped trenches preventing
the work from being carried out expeditiously.
The l;urf should be taken oft' first to the depth
of 2 inches, not more, and of course it will be
the same with each succeeding trench. Now
take out a good spit of the top soil, and take
this and also the turf from the first trench to
where the work will finish. The bottom soil

should now be forked over, adding the cor-
rectives and also the top tuif of the next
trench, and on to this place the next spit of
soil, which from being immediately under the
turf will be in a fertile state. The work should
be carried on in this way until the whole is

finished. By the following spring this top soil

will be well broken down, and into this should
be lightly forked the manure and burned refuse.
If it could be so managed to crop it with
Potatoes, it would be all the better for the
succeeding crops. Potatoes clean the soil, and the
planting, hoeing, moulding up and so forth get
the soil into good working order. If the whole
could lie turned over again in twelve months'
time, there would be a good dei)th of pulverised
soil. If any constituents, such as lime, should
be lacking, these could also be added.

As regards the preparation of the s<jil for the
orchard, it will depend entirely upon the class
of trees it is intended to plant. For instance,
if the orchard is to be on Grass and the trees
which it is intended to plant are standards, then
only stations need be formed at the distance
apart decided for the trees. On the other hand,
if the orchard is to be mixed and to include
small fruits as well, then the whole should he
treated as I have advised for the kitchen gar-
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den. Stations for standards are generally

formed about feet over, and to the depth of

18 inches or 2 feet. The whole of the .soil

should be taken out, taking care when it is re-

turned that the good soil is kept on the surface,

the turf being placed just beneath the roots.

The turf as it decays will feed the roots, as if

placed too far down and the subsoil should be
of an indifferent description, it is apt to

attract tlie roots downwards. If any correc-

tives are ueeded, they should be added at the

filling-in. A. Y. A.

VENTILATING CUCUMBER HOUSES.

Until I turned ray attention to market growing I

was a ventilator, as in a gentleman's garden it is

more iinpoitant to have a regular supply for a con-

siderable period than to cut a great number of Cu-
cumbers early in the season. There is no doubt
that Cucumbers can be rushed on with beat and
moisture. Duiing the hot days of last .lune the

growth was marvellous ; small fruits one day would
be large fruits fit 1 1 cut the next. I calculate that

by the non-ventilating system with abundance of

moisture about double the quantity of Cucumbers
may be cut in a given time from the same space as

when air is given. It should be understood, how-
ever, that in market growing large houses are

mostly employed, and therefore there is not that

sense of stagnation that is present when a smail

house is kept closed. In a house 100 feet or 200
feet long there is always a certain amount of cir-

culation going on. For Cucumber -growing on
the non-ventilating system, I prefer the houses
which nre span-roofed to run east and west, and
then it tlie south side of the span is shaded with
whiting and size, the plants may have the full

I'ght from clear glass on the north side. A
house running north and south would require both
sides shaded, and this would darken the house
so much as to weaken growth, and the plants would
sooner succumb to the forcing treatment. Under
this system if the plants are to have any degree of

permanency they must have plenty of space. The
plants should be not less than 10 feet apart, as the
growth after the plants are well started and on
the trellis is exceedingly rapid, and if planted as near
as they generally are in piivate gardens, the knife
would always have to he in evidence, and this

would be ruinous in effect. What is wanted in

Cucumber culture is quick growth, and this, the
non-ventilating system gives in a very marked
manner accompanied by colour and shape. It is

just possible that a Cucumber grown so rapidly will

not keep fresh so long, but one never hears com-
plaints

;
perhaps the rapid sale prevents this, and

certainly the fruit is beautifully fresh and green.

A small house worked on the non-ventilating
system would probably be stuffy, but this is not
felt in a large house. Everybody has to make the
best of the means at his disposal, and it should
always be borne in mind that Cucumbers from
Easter to Whitsuntide arc worth at least double
what they will be later en, and it the plants give
way under the pressure (which if they have room
enough they seldom do), even then it pays better

to run them out and fill in again with young plants
which are usually kept in stock in case of a blank
appearing. E H.

Thick sowing'.—The evil of thick sowing is

more general in the case of drills than in ordinary
broadcast sowing. It is not at all uncommon for

seedling plants to be found at the rate of fifty to

the foot run, and then have to be thinned down to

some three or four. That is a practice, of course,

much to the profit of the seedsman, but it is costly
and inflicts upon the gardener much needless
labour. The chief excuse is found in the ordinary
assertion, " Oh ! it is easy to pull out, but very
difficult to put in after growth." That may be
true, but it liardly necessitates the waste of ninety
per cent, of the seed or plan's. When, as is so

often the case, the seedling plants are left thick
in the drills, how soon they are starved cr choked.
In the case of Peas, we are told bv writers to

diVjble them in thinly, the strong growers from 3

to 4 inches apart. It is only in theory that such

practice is followed. In reality the seeds .are sown
as thickly as ever, and nr> thinning follows unless

the birds do it, and their practice is not good. The
best Tea sowing almost alw,ays is found when a
drill is used, as in this the seed delivery i-! easily

rt-gulated, and then what looks to be a thin plant

is found later to give a robust, holding and abun-

d.ant produce.—A. D.

told that it forces very well. As .a main-crop
kind, I prefer it to all others I have hitherto
grown. Like all dwarf Beans, it must have good
soil or its productive powers cannot be fully appre-

ciated.— J. C. B.

TOMATOES IN THE OPEN AIR.

Foe the last three weeks I have been gathering

Ham Green Favourite in quantity from plants

growing in the open air trained to stakes. They
are as well coloured and ripened as those that have

been grown under glass. The difficulty of growing

Tomatoes on a large scale so as to re.alise a profit

from them is to get strong plants to set out at the
j

right time. The bed from which I am gathering 1

now contains between 500 .and GOO plants. The
seeds were sown in February, the plants pricked

off into single pots, and afterwards shifted into

0-inch pots. It is this keeping the plants moving
on that gives such valuable results. When the

pliints were set out towards the end of May, a

dull, showery d<ay was selected. Most of them h<ad

blossoms, but there was no fruit swelling. The
land li.ad been well manured and cultivated during

the winter and was in good condition, as without

good culture Tomatoes cannot be profitable. It is

useless to set out small plan's ; they will set and
bear plenty of fruit, but if cold and damp

;

disease sets in in September, if not earlier, and the

crop is useless. The old red is undoubtedly a good
cropper, but with me it is more liable to disease

than either Conference or Ham Green Favourite.

I had tons of the old red diseased last year,

and many of the late fruits, splendid fruits

to look at when gathered and apparently

free from blemish, took the disease in ripening

and were useless. In addition to setting out

strong plants, it is a decided advantage to give the

plants plenty of room. I find it is better to set

the plants I "feet apart each way and take up from

three to four stems, instead of one. The outside

shoots are trained up to slakes in the same way as

is done with the central stem. A Tomato plant

grown in this way when properly staked out is

worked on the same principle as a Dahlia wlien

exhibition blooms are required—one stake in the

centre .and from three to four other stakes round

the outside at equal distances apart, so placed that

air can circul.ate among the foliage and assist in

the setting and swelling of the fruits. The advan-

tage of this plan is that 100 plants will produce

as many fruits as 1000 single-stemmed plants,

and they are more vigorous and the fruits more
even in size. So much pinching .and stopping are

unnatural, and undoubtedly weaken the plants,

and though I have been in favour in some cases of

th s pinching for the sake of getting the fruit lipe

early in the season, more recent experience has

convinced me that where the plants can have room
given up to them under glass in spring to get them
strong, the more branches a plant has the better,

provided they are not allowed to become over-

crowded. E. Hobday.

SHORT NOTES.—KITCHEN.

Gate House Pea.—A local variety of gteat

excellence. We grow it largely for sucoessional crops.

I have yet to find abetter. Sure cropper and quite a

showy variety.—R. GiLiiEET.

Surpassa Tomato.— Tliis vaiiety 1 have grown
for many years. I am toll by lovers of Tomatoes it is

one of the best tj eat uncooked. For outdoor culture

in a tine hot summer it surpasses for cropping all I

ever grew.—R. Gilbf.kt.

Bean Canadian Wonder.—I should doubt if

there is a better variety th.an this for open-air cul-

ture. It is vigorous, very productive, the quality

is excellent, and the colour good when cooked.

Not having tried it under glass, I do no know
what its merits may be for this purpose, but I am

Orchids.

CATTLEYA SCHILLERIANA.
A FLOWER of this plant comes from B. West.
It is thick and fleshy in texture and charming in

colour. It resembles that of the plant figured

in Warner's " Select Orchidaceous Plants" un-
der the name of C. Regnelli. The flower now
before me measures 4^ inches across, the sepals

and petals being about equal, the ground colour

bronzy-green, profusely spotted with deep pur-

ple tinged with a brown .shade. The lip is three-

lobed, the lateral lobes white streaked with rosy

purple on the outside, and flushed with the
same colour. The plant first bloomed in the
collection of M. Schiller, of Hamburg, about
thirty -five years ago, since which time it has

been repeatedly imported from Bahia, from .

which I infer that it must ginw naturally in this

neighbourhood. I have always grown it at the

warmest end of the Cattleya house, keeping the

atmosphere well charged with moisture during
the summer season. It thrives better on a

block of wood or in a small basket than in a pot,

and does not like much soil about it ; it likes

plenty of light, but at the same time it requires

.shading from the .strongest sunshine. During
this time it should be kept moist at the roots. J

The block or basket in which it may be growing I

should be sprinkled regularly during the day,

and at no season of the year should the plant be
allowed to get dry. Want of attention to this

fact, I think, accounts for its apparent scarce-

ness in collections. It begins to grow early in

the season, and blooms immediately upon its

young growth, bearing from three to live flowers

upon its erect scape. After a short rest it starts

growing again, and about September the second

crop of flowers is produced. These blooms, if

properly cared for, will remain in full perfec-

tion for three weeks or a month.

W\ H. GoWER.

Masdevallia Roezli.—This m.agnificent mem-
ber of the Chim^roid group was introduced by Mr.
Sander, of St. Albans. Its flowers are very large,

with a pale ground colour ; but its sepals are so

profusely marked with black spots, that very little

of the ground colour can be discerned. A magni-
ficent variety is now flowering with Mr. Dorman, of

Sydenham.—W.

Masdevallia troglodytes.—This is a some-
what rare kind, which has now been known to us

for some fifteen or sixteen years. It has some
affinity with M. Houtteana, but from this species

it is (fuite distinct. A nice plant is now flowering
in Mr. Dorman's collection at Sydenham. The
Sowers are white on the outside and rich reddish-

brown within. It is a native of New Grenada,—G.

Masdevallia severa is a very distinct looking
form which I recently saw flowering in Mr. Wm,
Bull's nursery, by whom it w.as introduced to cul-

tivation. It is one of the Chima>ra set. From the

typical form, however, it is quite distinct, bearing
smaller flowers, which have narrower sepals. The
ground colour is pale yellowish, very densely spotted
with reddish brown. Like all tliis set of plants, it

requires more warmth than those of the coccinea
group.—W.

Odontoglossum vexillarium superbum.—
This undoubtedly is the most distinct and beauti-

ful variety of this grand species which has ever
been found. It is now in bloom in the collection

of Mr. Dorman, The Firs, Laurie Park, Sydenham.
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The flowers, rather below the average size, are of a

bright rosy pinli, and having at tlie base of the lip

a large triangular blotch of dark i)urplish red, in
' front of which is a zone of pure wliile. This va-

riety, I believe, first flowered in tlie collection of

Sir 'Trevor Lawrence at I5urford I.oilpe, Dorking,

but that now flowering with Mr. Dornian is equally

as good.— AV. 11. G.

Cypripedium Youngianum.—This is a very

handsome hybrid, raised by Mr. Sander, of St.

Albans, and "flowered by him for the first time

about two 'yea»s ago. it was laised between C.

known as C. Youngianum superbuiii, which is more
strongly marked.—W. H. G.

Saccolabium coeleste.—C. Edwards sends me
some nice blooms of this exquisite Siamese gem.
The tips of those marked No. 1 are much deeper
in colour than those of No. 2. Loose flowers of

this plant are not quite the thing to enable one to

my which are the most beautiful. Both forms will

have their admirers, and both forms have been well

figured; the lighter flowers in the "Ifeichenbachia,"

series 2, t. HO. and the No. 1 variety in the "Orchid
Album," t. ;;(J1. This plant should be kept in a

Pteris cretica.

superbiens and the variety of C. philippinense
known as C. Koebelini, and is named in honour of
Mr. Young, of Linnet Lane, Liverpool. The dorsal
sepal is white, with numerous dark purple veins
along it ; lower sepal of good size, white, but with
paler green nerves and fewer of them ; petals
broad and not twisted, drooping, some i inches
long ; the ground colour creamy white, flushed
with rosy flesh towards the tips, and near the base
yellowish green and spotted with deep purple.
The lip very much resembles (hat of its parent, C.
superbiens. This very elfgant plant is now flower-
ing in Mr. Measures' collection, The Woodlands,
Streatham. Beside it also in bloom is a variety

temperature which does not fall below 6a° in

winter, and having no pseudo-bulbs to draw upon
for moisture through its resting season, it must be

kept sufficiently moist to preserve its leaves from
turning yellow.—W. H. G.

Pancratium speciosum.—Of the stove bulb-

ous plants in cultivation, there is none perhaps,

when Eucharis amazonica is left out, that can be

said to surpass this Pancratium in beauty. In

almost every way it m.-iy be said to rank as a per-

fect garden plant. In the Palm house at Kew it

may now be seen grandly in flo\ver. The leaves are

each between 2 feet and 3 feet long and ."j inches

wide, their firm texture and lich green colour in

themselves enabling the species to rank as a

striking plant. Whilst the head of flowers is

held sufficiently above the leaves for its full beauty

to be seen, it is near enough to gain all the advan-

tage a deep preen background of foliage always

gives. The whole umbel f'f flowers is about IK

inches in diameter, that of each flower being K

inches, the segments of the perianth being linear

and of the purest shade of white, as is also the

funnel-shaped lube in the centre. This Piincratiura

is one of the eldest stove plants in cultivation,

having been introduced from the West Indies in

nfj'.t. It is of the easiest cultivation and may be

grown for a long time without being disturbed at

the root. Several potfuls have been in the Palm

house at Kew for many years. The plants should

be given good-sized pots, those, say, 12 inches in

diameter serving for three or four fully-developed

bulbs. During the period -of growth and when in

flower, water should be freely supplied, but at other

times but little is needed. The flowers are ex-

quisitely fragrant.

Ferns.

FERNS F( )R INDOOR DECORATION.

I AM asked by Mrs. Shipley what kinds of

Ferns are suitable for room decoration. She

says she has a small house with a little vyarmth,

and she wants to grow some plants which will

stand well indoors. I will just name a few kinds

which will make a good display in her fernery and

providesuitableplantsforthedwelling-house. For

the decoration of the house, the plants should nob

be kept too long indoors, and it would be well

to remove them for two or three days into a

shady part of the greenhouse from the fernery

before putting them into the dwelling-house.

The genus Phlebodium contains one or two

beautiful species for this purpose. P. aureum

is especially valuable, making fronds some

3 feet to C feet in height, deeply pinnatiiid, and

of a bluish-green colour, the stout rhizome

being clothed with large scales. P. sjiorodo-

carpum is another beavitiful plant, which grows

some 2 feet or 3 feet high, and tlie fronds are

very glaucous. Of the Ribbon Ferns (Pteii.s

serrulata) there are many varieties of great

beauty, all of which are very suitable for room

decoration. P. tremula is largely used. There

is a beautiful crested variety of this called Smith-

iana, which stands well indoors. P. longifolia is

another species of great beauty, and so also are

P. cretica and its variety albo-lineata. The

variety Mayi is even more valual.ile. Turning

from these to the Maiden-hair Ferns, several

make delightful ornaments in a room. Among

these are Adiantum formosuni, a tall grow-

ing species with beautiful jtt-black stems and

ricii green piirna- ; A. aftine, A. ttneium, A.

glaucophyllum, and A. cuneatum. Amongst

the Lomarias wQl be found several fine plants

for this purpose, L. discolor being amongst the

most beautiful. For this, however, a certain

amount of room is necessary. L. gibba, L.

fluviatilis, a lovely plant, more especially

when its fertile fronds are of full size, and

many other kinds might be named. Neotto-

pteris australasica, with its broad simple fronds,

forms a very striking object. Onychium japoni-

cum is another plant of a light and grace-

ful nature. The Aspleniums are a large family,

among them being many plants which are

very suitable for placts of this description,

A. bulbiferum, A. dimorphum, A. Fabianum,

and A. priemorsum being conspicuous amongst

the larger growing kinds : while such kinds as

A fracrans, A. Bolangeri, A. pulchellum, A.

I

Richardi, A. myriophyllum, and A. formosum
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are all very handsome, smill-growiiig kiads.

Todea africana is also another bold-growing
plant with stout leathery leaves, well suited to

withstand any amount of draught, as also is

Dicksonia antarctica, which will be found useful

when small. The above-named plants will

make up a very nice collection to draw from,

and they may be all easily grown into good use-

ful specimens. They should be potted in mode-
rately-sized pots, which must be well drained.

They should be grown in a nice moist atmosphere
and be occasionally syringed overhead.

Wm. Hugh Gower.

turned out and preparations made for starting

them into growth about the end of September.
Treated in this manner I have had them grow
and flower beautifully. W. H. G.

SHORT NOTES.—FERNS.

Oleandra neriiformis (T. Bester).—This is

Ihe name of the Foru you send. It is of quite a
shrubby habit, and sliould be grown without support,
It may be exhibited amongst a collection of orna-

mental fiiie-foliaged plants if Ferns are not excluded.
—W.
Specimen of a Tree Fern (/. Hnmmings).—

I cannot tell what your Fern is. You say it " comes
from Brazil and lias a prickly stem." I daresay
it is one of the Cyatheas, but I cannot determine
wh'ch species. Probably it is C. arborea or some
closely allied kind.—W.

Stove and Qreenhojse.

TUBEROUS-ROOTED TROP^OLUMS.
I AM asked by "H. E. ," who does not grow
these in a satisfactory manner, to say something
about their management. Now is a very good
time to begin with them, as naturally they begin
to grow in tlie month of September or October,
growing all through the winter and flowering

about April. I used to have at one time a great
([uantity of these tubers under my care, but of

late years they have not been seen so frequently.

The pots for these bulbs should be specially well

drained. I have found it is by far the best plan

to place the tubers at once in their flowering

pots, as they do not like .shifting. Make the
pot only half full of soil at the time of starting,

and fill up the other half at about twice through
the winter. The bulbs do not dislike this bury-
ing in any way. For potting them I like to

use one half good light fibrous loam, and the
other half a mixture of peat, leaf mould, and a

little sand. The tubers should be about half

buried in this, and the pots should be stood in

a shady place at the warm end of the green-
house. The soil should hd kept just moist
until the tubers begin to shoot. Some kind of

trellis, which should be put up as soon as the
tubers are planted, will be necessary for the
plants to climb on. Flat wii'e trellises were
much the fashion years ago, but I object to

these, and if wire is to be used, an umbrella-
shaped trellis is the best. I prefer sprays of

Larch or Spruce, and upon these the plants
display themselves to the best advantage,
the rich scarlet and yellow flowers tipped with
purple of T. tricolor being freely produced. In
T. azureum the fiowers are violet-blue, and in

T. brachyceras they are yellow. While the
plants are growing an occasional dose of weak
liquid manure will be found of great advantage.
I prefer this to mixing manure with the soil.

After blooming, the plants should be carefully

tended to allow the tubers to finish ofi"

properly. When the leaves begin to turn
yellow, less water should be given, and the
supply should be gradually lessened until the
plant.s have died down. The pots may then be
laid upon their sides and left dry until the end
of the month of August, when they should be

ROMAN HYACINTHS FOR EARLY
FORCING.

DE3PiTE the fact that daring the autumn and
winter months we have in Chrysanthemums alone
an almost unlimited supply of white flowers, there
is always a scarcity, so to speak, of pure white
flowers. It is at times like these, and especially

from October to January, that the pure white fra-

grant spikes of these early Roman Hyacinths are

so much in demand and meet with a ready sale.

In their purity and fragrance they are not surpassed
by any other flower during the time stated,

especially when we compare the ease with which
they may be grown to perfection, combined with
their general utility. Another item of importance,
particularly to growers of such things in quantity,

is that they are quickly turned to account when
abundance of bottom heat is at command—an
essential in the quick production of their useful

spikes of flowers. But while heat plays so important
a part later on, we must not lose sight of the
equally important fact that to get the flowers early,

an early start must be made in procuring and
potting the bulbs. This indeed is of primary im-
portance not only with these, but with all bulbous-

rooted plants intended for forcing during the ensu-

ing winter. It is very satisfactory to note the good
condition of the e irliest consignments. Larger I have
seen certainly, but, taken all in all, the bulbs are of

excellent quality. This was generally expected as

a result of the good weather in May and June, a
time when so many bulbs are maturing themselves,

and given careful treatment from potting onwards,
good results should naturally follow. If not already

done, procure the bulbs without further delay. It is

also worthy of note that the best quality are not

only best, but cheapest, as these frequently give two
anrl three spikes each ; whereas the smaller sizes

usually produce but one, and where space is limited,

quality should stand before quantity. As soon a;^ the

bulbs are to hand, preparations may be made for pot-

ting them. The soil may consist principally of good
loam fairly rich, but not too heavy ; add to this

some leaf soil and sharp sand. The soil should be
sufliciently moist at potting time to cause the bulbs

to start roots at once ; while if over-dry, the

chances are that the bulbs may still remain some
time dormant, which would mean a decided draw-
back to their earliness. When well rooted, water
may be given in plenty and that without fear. In

potting I prefer to pot the whole of the season's

crop at one time, or as near to this as it is pos>ible

to do it. Some prefer to pot in batches to produce
successional batches of flower, but this latter can
be better regulated by their introduction into heat

than in any other way I know ; indeed, they have
.a decided advantage over later potted bulbs, inas-

much as they will have made a maximum of roots,

than which there is no greater or surer aid in all

early forcing of bulbous plants. The later por-

tions will, however, when treated as I have just

suggested, require attention now and then to be
sure that no mischief is being caused to any flower-

spikes by the weight of the plunging material, and
any that are pushing remove at once. In potting

them, some 5-inoh or G-inch pots will be found as

convenient as any, inserting as many as five or six

bulbs in each according to size, burying them
almost completely, and making them very firm

in the soil. This last is needful to keep
them in position, as if neglected, the bulbs

will sometimes lift themselves out of the soil.

When potting is completed, place them on a
hard bottom of coal ashes, and cover either with
the same material or cocoa-nut fibre; if the former,

J inches or G inches deep will suflice, but if the
latter, they should be covered fully 8 inches.

Unless coal ashes are procurable that have been
some time exposed to atmospheric conditions, I

advise the exclusive use of the cocoa fibre, and

even where ashes are plentiful and very cheap I

prefer, as a precautionary measure, to place a
handful of fibre over each pot before putting on

the ashes, which may contain an amount of sulphur "

sufficient to mark the tips of the leaves, and thus

render them unsightly. Ono3 plunged they will

be safe enough for the present, while the average

rainfall at this season of the year will keep them
suflioiently moist for all purposes. Where very

early flowers are required, say for the middle of

October or thereabouts, a small batch may be in-

troduced into warmth in a month or so from
potting time, and placed on a gentle bottom heat

of 75° to 85°, being covered for the time being

with fresh cocoa fibre. It should be stated, how-
ever, for the benefit of those less experienced in

these matters that these very early batches can

rarely, if ever, be persuaded to produce their

average length of stem. It is so with other thirgs

besides these that are what may be called over-

forced, but where left a fortnight or so longer pro-

duced results far more satisfactory. In those

instances where early October flowers are an

absolute necessity, this can only be done by securing

the bulbs at the earliest possible moment and
setting them going without a day's delay. A very

large number, I have no doubt, will be satisfied

with getting flowers any time during November and

onwards. When flrst placed on the bottom heat

and before being covered up the whole should

receive a thorough watering, allowing them to

remain uncovered during the night, placing the

fibre on early next day. From this time a moist,

warm temperature must be maintained, and with

the bottom heat above-named growth will quickly

ensue. When the growths have attained a height

of about G inches the bulbs may be taken from

the fibre and stood in the same house in a darkened

spot for a few days,giving a thorough watering. By
degrees the foliage will assume its proper hue, and

the plants may receive more light. When the flowers

begin to expand, a lower temperature will suit them

best and keep them in presentable condition for

some time. E. J.

Fuchsias.—There would seem to be differences

of opinion with regard to some of the older Fuch-

sias, for in Mr. Fry's paper on the subject, read at

the last meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Societv, and noticed in a condensed form in The
Garden, p. 150, that gentleman is, according to

the report, responsible for the statement, that ' in

1830 Fuchsia globosa, one of the handsomest and

hardiest Fuchsias, was raised near Edinburgh."

Now according to the " Dictionta-y of Gardening,"

F. globosa, which is there classed as a variety of

F. macrostema, is said to be a native of Chih, but

the fact is also mentioned that a seedling from it

(F. Riccartoni) was raised at Riccarton, near

Edinbiu-gh, about 1830. It is probable that this

last is the variety referred to, and not the ordinary

F. globosa. Mr.Bunyard thought some of the new
varieties had a bad habit, and in this respect

nearly everyone will, I think, agree with him, for

with Fuchsias, as with many other clnsses of plants,

the one thing aimed at seems to be the production

of huge blooms, while grace, symmetry, good habit,

and freedom of flowering are all to a great extent

ignored. The very large double blossoms which

constitute the bulk of those sent out are many of

them positively ugly, and if the plant is moved
about at all, the flowers, from their weight, quickly

drop.—H. P.

Cyphomandra fragrans.—In the large tem-

perate house at Kew, the most noteworthy flower-

ing plant just now is a specimen of this fragrant

Cyphomandra. It might almost be termed a small

tree, being 10 feet in height and having a main

stem a ioot in circumference. The majority of the

branches assume a spreading, almost horizontal

direction in growth, the whole plant beirg G

yards through. This habit is admirably adapted

for showing off the flowers to best advantage, for

they are borne in racemes G inches to 8 inches long,

and hang perpendicularly downwards beneath the

branches. About a dozen flowers may be seen on
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the raceme in \arious stages at one lime, the

younger ones being ot a violet-purple, which

gradually changes to green as they become older.

It remains in bloom for several weeks, the flowers

at the base of the raceme falling before those at

the apex expiind. At the present time some
hundreds of these racemes may be seen. The
species is one of remarkal)ly quick growth, the

specimen here notei having been planted out in

its present position about lour years ago, when
only 3 feet high and with a stem scarcely as thick

as one's linger. For quickly tilling a space in a

large house this plant, considering its great beauty

and distinct character, would be very valuable.

For those, however, who could not accommodate
a specimen of the size described, it may easily be

kept within bounds by pruning. It is a native of

Brazil, and belongs to" the natural order Solanaceai

Trees and Shrubs.

LITTLE-KNOWN TREES AND SHRUBS.

SofTHERX ExGLANii, ]iarticularly the maritime
countio.s, is unusually rich in specimens of the

rarer or less common trees and shrulis, a fact

that may be partially explained away by tlie

favoured clime, but particularly the more enter-

prising turn of English nurserymen in the

introducing and disseminating of new forms of

trees and shrubs. ( )f late years many valuable

additions to these have been made, occasional

specimens of which aie now and then to be
found ornameutiug the grounds of a few at

least of the estates in Southern England. When
visiting old gardens and grounds it is always
pleasing to fall in with specimens of the less

common trees and shrubs, particularly when
these are in a thriving condition, as then one
may pick up some information regarding the
surroundings that have proved suitable for the
cultivation of the particular .species.

Clerodendiion TEicHOTOiiUM is Certainly one
of the most valuable additions to our shrub list

that has been made for a very long time. It is of
thick bushy habit, with bold dark green leaves
and purplish-white flowers that are deliciously
fragrant. That it is quite hardy in England
has been conclusively proved in several widely
different parts of the country, and where it has
formed nice bushy specimens and flowered well
from J ear to year. Here it thrives luxuriantly in

light gravelly peat. Another highly ornamental
shrub and one that when better known is sure to
attract considerable attention is

C.ESALPiNiA .TAPONICA.— This is of curious
growth, being armed with prickles, while the
foliage is unusually soft and pleasing. It would
seem to be quite hardy in Southern England at least
and grows freely enough. The yellow and plentifully
produced flowers are very ornamental.
Pa VIA .MAcRosTACHYA (the Buckeye) is another

big-gruwing shrub, or rather small tree, that one
does not see half <iften enough. The profusion of
H\a('inth-like flowers renders the tree in July and
August one o? particular beauiy, and as it is of
free growth, quite hardy and easy of propagation,
it is suie, when better known, to find favour with
lovers of hardy trees and shrubs. The compara-
tively new

Cyttsus scopAEifS AxDREANTS is undoubtedly
one of the most ornamental flowered i-hrubs that
our gardens have been enriched wiih for many a
day. Alihough only a variety of our common
liroom, in which the wings are of the richest
golden brown, this pretty plant is sure to become
widely disseminated in a veiy few years. It is

qui'e haidy, and has bloomed with nie profusely
even in a very young state. For beauiy of foliage,
The Kix(;i.et-i.eaved Willow (Salix baby-

lonica annularis) is well worthy of cultivation, it

being one of the most curious, and at the same
time most desirable of the extensive family to which
it belongs.

Styra.x .lAi'ONirA must find a place in every

well-managed garden, if only for the pretty pure

white and sweetly-.scented flowers. A note from
cultivators as to how it has stood during the past

two winters would be of interest. Here in Kent
it does well and grows stout and strong in light

gravelly peat.

The (.'RESTED Beech (Fagus sylvatica cristata)

has the leaves bundled at the ends of the t wigs,

thus imparting a curious, but by no means objection-

able appearance. A tree of it here is certainly of

great interest. What I have under the name of

In'DHIOfera dosua, but which may probably

be a slight variety of the better-known I. Gerard-

iana, is at present the most showy shrub in the

nuisery borders. The pea-green foliage and
racemes of rosy pink flowers are both pretty and
efllective.

Christ's Thorn (Paliurus aouleatus) is not very

well known—a pity, for its Acacia like leaves and
quantities of yellow flowers cause it to attract

attsntion.

CoRNUS BRACHYPOUA is sure when better

known to become a general favourite. The foli-

age is ample, and the profusion of yellowish

white flowers renders the tree one of great inte-

rest.

EUCRYTHIA PINNATIFOLIA, if Only for its beau-

tifully cut foliage, is well worthy of attention, while

the pretty white flowers cause the plant in .July

and August to be especially valuable. It seems to

do well in the open border in light stony soil.

Rhus glabra (the smooth Sumach) is, if only

for its panicles of scarlet flowers, a medium-sized

shrub that planters would do well to make a note

of, it being qui'e hardy, of free growth, and neat

in appearance. It might be well to mention that

the female form is distinctly preferable, the male
having greenish yellow flowers.

The Azorean Portugal Laurel is very unlike

our commonly cultivated kind, being of open habit,

having larger leaves, and with the bark of the

shoots of a conspicuous pinky tint. It seems to

be quite hardy and grows freely enough.

Viburnum dentatum (the Arrow-wood) can

be highly recommended as a distinct ornamental

shrub, having pretty white flowers, which are well

set off by the dark green, deeply-veined leaves. It

is perfectly hardy.

These are a few of the less commonly grown
trees and shrubs, and which, from their being

very ornamental, shotdd be included in the

lists of such for autumn planting.

Huhi-oud. A. D. W.

Indigofera Gerardiana. — This beautiful

shrub well merits the notice accorded it on p. 182,

and while it is an object of great beauty every

year in the open border at Kew, there are rlistricts

where it cannot ba depended upon in such a posi-

tion, but even then it is just the thing for a wall,

as it forms quite a mass of light pinnate leaves

which renders it very attractive, while about

August the charming purple blossoms are borne in

great profusion. The white-flowered variety, also

alluded to, is a good companion to the above, and
is equally free flowering. The fact that the white

form under the name of Indigofera floribunda alba

was awarded a first-class certificate by the Royal

Horticultural Society last year is also mentioned,

while a singular feature in connection with it is

that the same award was twice bestowed upon it, first

in 18S4, and again in 1S91. In both instances the

exhibitors were the same, viz., Messrs. Veitch and

Sons. Like many other plants belonging to the

.same order (Leguminosae), this succeeds in dry

sandy soils better than many shrubs.—H. P.

Lespedeza bicolor.—About the middle of

August this commences to flower, in which stage it

is, though less s-howy than some of its allies, very

prettv and well worth a place in the garden, espe-

cially when the season of blooming is borne in

mind, for plants of a shrubby or half-shrubby cha-

racter that bloom in August are very limited in

number. The Lespedeza reaches a height of about

4 feet, and usually ccnsitts of several npiight

stems, clothed with trifoliate leaves and termi-

nated by numbers of pur[)lish coloured blossoms.

The stems die down to the ground, or nearly so,

every year, and fresh ones are pushed up in the
spring. The roots of this descend to a consider-

able depth, and consequently it resists drought
well. One feature in connection wiih this Lespe-

deza puzzles me, and that is why it is in most
publications regarded as .synonymous with Desmo-
dium penduliflorum, a totally dilferent plant. The
Desmodium is the more ornamental of the two,

but as it does not commence to flower till the other
is nearly over, a place may in most gardens be
found for both. The Desmodium reaches a height
of ti feet or even more, while the long wand-like

shoots arch over in a very graceful manner, espe-

cially when they are laden with crowded racemes
of ro.sy purple. Pea-shaped blossoms. When the

weather is favourable this forms a beautiful au-

tumn picture, but early frosts often rob the plant

of a good deal of its beauty, and in some seasons

very few flowers expand. Given liberal treatment

and a fine September, it will then prove to be a
great centre of attraction in the garden.—T.

HEATHS IN FLOWER.

There are many districts within a short distance

of London where the Heaths form a grand feature

in early autumn. As a garden plant, however, the

Heath and its numerous distinct varieties might be

made more use of, not alone in the wild or semi-

wild garden, but in cultivated portions thereof,

either in beds, clothing a dry spot or sloping bank,

as an edging to the larger Ericacea;, or forming a
groundwork, from whence specimens of some of its

allies may be allowed to spring. In small gardens

the Heath lends itself to some effective grouping,

as there is a considerable range in height assumed

by the different varieties, for the dense little Moss-

like forms are, as a rule, from 4 inches to inches

high, while some of the more vigorous ones run up
about a yard. Not the least attractive feature

about the Heath is the time it remains in bloom,

not only on the plant, but also when cut and placed

in water. With regard to soil it is in no way par-

ticular, but where very stiff and clayey, the incor-

poration of some decayed leaf-mould will be of

service, and a top-dressirg of the .same is of great

assistance if it 1= hot and dry. A walk round any

of the nurseries where these plants are grown dur-

ing the flowering season will reveal the fact that

there are several very beautiful varieties, differing

not only in stature, but also in the colour of their

blossoms and other features. Of varieties with

white flowers, there are two or three well-marked

forms, notably Searlei, a free-growing kind with

large spikes of pure white blossoms. It is later

in flowering than most of the others, and in some

seasons will continue to bloom till stopped by sharp

frosts quite late in the year. Another is alba minor,

much smaller growing. This forms a dense mass of

quite an erect habit, while rigida alba is totally

different, being of a more spreading style of growth,

while the spikes of pure white flowers, which are

more massive than those of the last, are disposed

in an irregular manner. In mentioning pubescens

alba, attention may be directed to the peculiar

pubescent character of the foliage, which imparts

to it quite a greyish hue, so that at all seasons it

can be readily detected by this feature alone. This

is by no means the only variety in which foliage

distinclions play a prominent part, as there are two

yellow-leaved forms, both very bright and pretty.

In one of these, usually known as aurea, the foliage

is of a rich golden hue, while in the other it is

more of an orange with a bronzy tint. To this last

the name of cuprea is sometimes applied. In both

the golden hue is much more effective where the

plants are fully exposed to sun and air than is the

case if they are at all shaded. The variety varie-

gata has white leaves interspersed with those o£

the normal green tint, and is curious when closely

inspected, but by no means striking. A noteworthy

form is pygma;a. which forms a dense cushion-like

mass of a rich deep green colour, and but rarely

flowers. It is quite Moss - like in appearance,

and as an edging to the others or a reck-
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work plant is just at home. The rich tint of

its foliage is veiy different from thxit of any of

the rest. Numerous coloured forms are also in

can grow Heaths well, because we have seen them
in Sussex in soils the very opposite to what they

have in Hampshire, though certainly on hea'hs

cultivation; a few especially notable ones are they seem to form their own soil by decay of the

Alpoiti, which is a good companion to the white

Searlei, as both are a go d deal the same in hibit,

and they are also late flowering, but in Alporti the

blooms are purple. A very bright form is coccinea,

while tenuis is slender in all its parts, but forms
a dense plfasing mass with deeply tinted flowers.

In habit dumosa rubra is a counterpart of alba

minor, except that the blossoms instead of being
white are of a purplish-red hue. The last to

menlion is flore-pleno, remarkable from the fact

of there being so few of the Heath family with
double blossoms, for I am only acquainted with
one other, viz , the Australian Epacris onosm^flora
or purpurascens. In both the blossoms are like

litfle rosettes, those of the English representative

being deep pink, while in its Australian relative

they are white. Some of the larger Ericacefe, such
as Azaleas and Rhododendrons, have double blos-

soms, but the above two are all that I can recall

among those that can be classed as Heaths. The
Cornish Moor Heath, Erica or Gypsocallis vagans,

also flowers somewhat about the same lime as the

Heather. This is a free, vigorous growing kind,

that reaches a height of about a couple of feet,

and bears densely packed spikes of pale purplish

red blossoms In some the colour is much deeper
than in others, that known as rubra being the best.

There is also a white-flowered vaiiely, alba. Erica
multiBora is a near ally of the above, but; the
flowers are not borne for such a long distance

along the shoots as in the Cornish Moor Heath.
In any case Erica multiflora is valuable from the

fact that its rosy-red blossoms are produced after

those of nearly aU the others are past. T.

stems and leaves for many years. Of course, if

rocky banks or large rock gardens already exist,

choice Heaths form often their very test adorn-

ment, but such things are by no means necessary.

Some of the best and most successful beds we have
seen were on the level ground, as in the late Sir

William Beaumont's garden in Surrey.—Field.

HARDY HEATHS.

We should take more hints from our own wild
plants and bring the hirdy Heaths of Briiain as

an artistic element into the flower garden. They
mark the season so well, and are lovely now. Why
we should have such things as Coleus and the even
more wretched Alternanthera grown with care and
cost in hothouses, and then put out in summer to

make our flower gardens ridiculous, while neglect-

ing such lovely haidy things as our own Heaths
and their many pretty varieties, is a thing that
would require some explaining away. But many
people do not know how h?ippy these Heaths are

as garden plants, and how delightfully they mark
the seasons, and for the most part at a time when
people leave town. In the home counties now
many beautiful kinds are in bloom, and where
grouped in bold and artistic ways, their effects

are really charming. A singularly pretty Heath
garden is that of Sir P. Cnrrie at Hawley. In
front of his house he has kept, instead of a lawn,
a piece of the Heath land of the district almost
in its natural state, save for a little levelling of

old pit.*^, &c.

In such places the native Heaths of Surrey and
Hampshire sow themselves, and nothing can be
more beautiful. Where, as in many country places,

these Heaths abound, there is no occasion to culti-

vate them, although we cultivate nothing prettier
;

but the forms of these Heaths are charming, and
certainly deserve a place in the garden or wild
garden. In places large enough for bold Heath
gardens it would ba charming to plant them, but
a very small place indeed is often large enough for

a few bels of hardy Heaths. Once established,

they need very little attention. To some it may be
necessary to state that most of our hardy Heaths
break into delightful forms, white and various
coloured. The common Heather has many charm-
ing varieties, also the Scotch Heath. These ft rms
are quite as free, some even more so, than the wild
sorts, and give delightful variety in a Heather
garden, which need not by any means be a n cky
or pretentious affair, but quite simple ; for Heaths
are best on the nearly level ground. Tho igh they
grow best, perhaps, in peat bogs and wastes, it

would be a mistake to suppose ihat only such soils

Catalpa bignonioldes. — This Catalpa, better

known by the specific name of ('. syring»folia,

stands out conspicuous as one of the very few trees

that can be found in bloom by the month of

August, while it is certainly the showiest of them
all. It possesses many desirable features and is

unsurpassed as a medium-growing lawn tree for

standing singly. It develops a broad, yet rounded
head, clothed with ample foliage, while the ter-

minal panicles of blossoms are disposed a good
deal as in the Horse Chestnut. As in the case of

the last mentioned, the individual blooms are won-
derfully pretty on close inspection, those of the
Catalpa being white, spotted and marked with
purple and yellow. It is also known as the Indian
Bean Tree, from the long Bean-like seed-pods,
which are, however, produced but sparingly in this

country, though in warmer districts they are very
numerous and form a distinctive feature. Another
point greatly in favour of this Catalpa is that it

is a capital smoke-resisting tree, and is con-
sequently one of the limited number of trees that

are available for planting in the neighbourhood of

large towns. It may be met with in a, thriving

state in various soils and under different condi-
tions, so that it is by no means particular in this

respect; still, more luxuriant growth and richer

tinted foliage result when it is planted in a deep
free soil and not subject to drought during the
summer. A second species, or probably a form of

this last, is C. speciosa, which has been highly
spoken of in America as a quicker-growing tree of

a hardier constitution than C. bignonioides, but
whether it will form such a handsome specimen
when old remains yet to be seen. To the lover of

golden-leaved trees, the yellow-foliaged vaiisty of

the common Catalpa has much to recommend it,

for it is of a pleasing colour and does not burn by
exposure to the full rays of the summer's sun The
Eastern species— G. Bungei from China, and C.

Kicmpferi from Japan— are smaller growing than
the preceding, and as far as can be judged at pre-

sent, are neither of them likely to attain any great
degree of popularity.—T.

fortunately still " in evidence " during the ripening

up of Early Beatiice and Hale's Early I'eaches.

Only thoje who have very old walls to deal with

know what it is to be really bothered with earwigs.

With clean smooth walls Ihey have no winter lurk-

ing places except at the base, and under such cir-

cumstances can be trapped before they ascend the

stems of the trees or the walls. The most trouble-

some fly this year has been the bluish-grey insect

that attacks the Plum, Apricot, and Currant.

Though not so hard to kill as some of the darker-

hued aphides, this Plum fly is a great nuisance, and
increases at a wonderful rate, faster it seems to

nie than either the green or black fly. Thrips are

troublesome, a considerable percentage of blooms
of border Carnations, notably those cf Mme. Ro-
land, whose colour soon shows symptoms of an
attack, are disfigured by them. I have had worse
years for red spider, although on portions of our

old walls it has required a liberal and frequent use

of the garden engine to keep it in check. Whilst

on the subject of insects I may be excused for

drawing attention for just one paragraph to a

member of this great family, that, although some-
what pugnacious, must be classed among friends

rather than enemies. Bees have done remarkably
well this year ; indeed, were it not that a very heavy

storm shattered the Lime bloom just when it was
at its best, we should have established almost a
record with honey. As it is, two and three quarter

supers from each bar frame hive have not been

uncommon " takes," and the honey is remarkably
good. E. BUEBELL.

Cl'ireinonf.

GARDEN ENEMIES.

In a short paper in The Garden lately on
the above subject I noted in connection with
queen wasps that a gardening friend in Sussex
and myself had paid respectively fur over 1600
and 11)50, and the natural query on comparing
notes was, how came it that these insects mustered
in such force in the spring and early summer of

1891 .' The query was not satisfactorily answered
any more than why the spring of 18112 should have
witnessed such a marked decrease in their num-
bers. Personally, the number paid for in the pre-

sent year was only a tenth of last season, and
although wasps, like all insects, have their favourite

hunting grounds and appear to patronise different

localities more or less at various times, the reports

to hand do not chronicle any great number of

queens at any given place this year. It is always
well to make early search for nests and get these

taken the first opportunity, or a loss of choice fruit

will be the result of neglect in this direction. In notes

on Dahlias some time ago I mentioned that ear-

wigs were both numerous and troublesome this year

in the flower garden, and the remark is equally ap-

plicable to fruit,"especially Peaches and Nectarines,

on walls. Great numbers have fallen victims to the

Bean traps, and I think we shall stamp them out

before the bulk of the fruit changes sufficiently to

be susceptible to their attacks. They were un-

Garden Flora.

PLATE 872.

THE BROOM AND ITS ALLIES.

(with a coloured plate of cytisu.s

andreanvs.'*)

"Bkoo.m" is the name commonly given in this

country to Cytisus scopai'in.s, which certainly

may lay claim to being considered one of the

most beautiful of our native shrubs. Beesom,
Bisom, Bizzom, Brutn and Genest are given, as

well as other names, in Britten and Holland's
" Dictionary of English Plant Names," but

not one, except that used at the commencement
of these notes, has anytliing but a limited and
local application. Plants belonging to other

genera are also called Broom ; for example, the

yellow Spanish Broom (Spartium junoeum),

but these are ignored in the present paper,

which is restricted to those members of the

genus Cytisus which are in cultivation in this

country, and which are worth a place in the

garden or pleasure ground. The greenhouse

kinds of Cytisus are also passed over.

The genus occurs throughout the greater

part of Europe, Western Asia, North Africa,

and the Canary Islands. According to Ben-

tham and Hooker, it ' comprises some thirty-

eiglit species, all of which are shrubs mostly

with yellow flowers ; a few liave white flowers

and still fewer purple. An attempt is here

made to reduce the garden synonymy of many
of the species to something like order, and

this has only been possible by a careful study

of a large series of diflerently named plants

grown under similar conditions. Loudon, in

his " Encyclopicdia of the Trees and Shrubs cf

Great Britain," published fifty years ago, wrote

as follows :

—

The species recorded in books are numerous, but

if they were all brought together ar.d cultivated in

the same garden, we question much if a tithe of

them would be found specifically distinct.

• Drawn for The Garden by Champion Jones in

the Rojal Gardens, Kew. Lithographed and printed

by Guiilaame Severeyns.
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The Lalnirnuins were formerly classed uuder or boosoms, fm- which purjwso, ad the specific name
Cytisus ; they now coustitute a yenus apart.

The Dalmatian Laburnum (called Cytisus Wol-
deni by London and others) now forms another
genus, and its correct name is Petteria ramen-
tacea.

Cytisus scorAraus hns deep golden yellow
flowers, larger than those of anyolher spfcies in

the genus. If it were rare and" d tlicult to grow,
one can imagine what a sensation it would create
as a garden plant. Many an ugly barren spot
might be made be:iutiful iiy sowing Broom seeds
upon it, and in dry gravelly places probably finer

effects may be produced, at next
to no trouble and cost, by the
Broom than by anyolher shrub "

cultivated in the Biitish Islands.
Thontjli it is at present compara-

tively iie<flected, yet in former times
it was one of very jircat importance
in ruraland donieslic economy. The ' ->

branches are eaten by sheep and ^
cattle, and on poor "gravelly soils

formed, before the giMicral

improvement of grass lands %
which has taken place within

would iniply, it appears to have been used fn>m time
innnemcu-ial. The youuj,' shoots were formerly used
as a substitute for Hops in browing beer, and the
flower-buds, just before they becimo yellow, were
picklei in the manner of capers (Loudon).

greenhouse or conservatory has come under the

notice of the gardening public for many years, and
as its propagation and cultivation ai'e so simple, it is

certain tobecomeagenendfavourite. Alllheidants
first distributed were grafted on Laburnum stocks.

the last century, the

pal herbage. One
of the principal

modern uses of

the Broom, both
in Britain and (tn

the Continent, is

to form brooms

prnici'

"**?>

For quick work and flowering in March, &c., this is

quite allowable, as treated thus, larger denser
heads, and consequently a greater profusion of

flowers, are obtained in a shorter time than when
the plants are grown from cuttings. Where, how-
ever, a group is required to occupy a permanent
position the specimens should be on their own
roots, as the Laburinim stock soon outgrows the
scion and the plants cannot be long lived when
grafted on stocks so different in habit and struc-

ture fi'om the common Broom.
Tlie roasted seeds have been proposed as a C. scopariu.s var. albus has flowers of a very

substitute for tJoffee. Li South-ca.steru France ' P<i'e yellow. Flowering twigs of this pretty

and in parts of Southern Europe, a fibre obtained
j

^^"<'*y '^'"'^ exhibited at the meeting of the

from the twigs was formerly much used in the ^

^°y''^' Horticultural Society on June 10, 18110,

Cytisus purpureus albus.

Horticultural

by Mrs. llobb, of Lipbook, who has pi-oposed for

it the appropriate name of Moonlight Broom.

C. s. VAE. PEXDDLUS is a dwarf form with very
large golden yellow flowers, and of prostrate or

pendulus habit
;

it is a suitable plant for rockwork
or similar positions where the taller growing types

- . would be out of place. In some catalogues this
wniter.s of exceptional occurs under the name of Cytisus prostratus, an
greater extent in rich ' appellation which rightly belongs to a widely diefe-

manufacture of cluth and cordage ; but the in-

crease of railways and the facilities for obtain-
ing more abundant and cheaper materials made
from cotton and hemp have all but caused that
particular industry to become extinct.

Now and then, although a native plant, the
Broom suffers durin^
severity, probably to

garden ground than in poor soils where the rent plant,
growth would be less vigorous. In a paper,
read in 1882 by Colonel H. M. Drummond
Hay at a meeting of the Dundee Horticul-
tural Association, the following interesting
remarks occur :

—

The common Broom also, which one would sup , . _

pose to be hardy, was in many places, both on the •''^^'^ 'f' often makes bushes 5 feet or G feet or more

C. s. FLOUE-rLEXO is mentionel by Loudon.
This I have never seen

;
perhaps it is now lo^t to

cultivation.

C. ALBUS (the wdiite Spanish Broom) i'l a native
of Spain and Portugal, and flowers in May. It is

of very rapid growth ; in three or four years from

low grounds and on the hills in my neighbourhood
(Seggieden, I'erthsliire), almost entirely killed dur-
ing the winter of 18.S0-S1, whilst the White Broom
(Cytisus albus), a native of Portugal, remained
uninjured.

The following names for Cytisus scopariua
occur in gardening books : Genista scoparia,
Sarothamnus scoparius, Sarothamnus vulgaris
and Spartium scoparium.

C. scoPAiirus VAR. ANUitEANUS, a coloured
plate of which is publislied herewith, only differs
from the type in the rich colouring of the keels,
ie., the lower petals. It has been stated in some
gardening publications that the seeds of this come
true, but .all the seedlings I have yet seen have
proved when in flower to be undislinguishable fiom
the common wild plant ; the seeds, too, from which
the Kew batch of seedlings was raised were
ripened on pot plants, which flowered under glass

in height and as much through ; when covered
with its white blossoms there are few more be:-iuli-

ful objects in the.garden. This species has a num-
ber of synonyms ; amongst them are Cytisus multi-
florus albus, Genistamultiflora, Sarothamnus albus,

Sarothamnus parviflorus, Spartium album and
Spartium multiflorum. The variety incarnatiis

when in full flower is hardly distinct from the
type, but earlier is conspicuous by the reddish
purple tinge of the unopened buds.

C. AltDOlNl is a native of ihe Maritime Alps ; it

occurs on the hills near Mentone at elevations of
from 3500 feet to 4000 feet. It is a dwarf shrub
of prostrate habit, barely exceeding '.'> inches in
height, and bears a profusion of deep golden yellow
floweis in Apriland May. It makes a charming
rock plant.

C. AUSTRIACUS, an Kastern European species,

makes a compact leafy bush about 2 feet in height;

long before any Broom was to be found in blossom 1 J*":
yellow flowers are borne from July to Seplein

in the open air ; under these circumstances cross-
fertilisation with the type could not possibly take
place. C. Andreanus was discovered growing wild
in Normandy, in IHHti, by Mons. Edouard Andre,
the famcnis landscape gardener, and a coloured
plate appeared during that year in the Ilri-KC

Hortlcole, under the name of Genista Andreana.

ber in terminal clusters. This passes under the
names of C. banaticus and C. serotinus (the plant
to which this last name rightly belongs is a mere
form of the next mentioned species). C. austriacus
var. lencanthus is a variety with flowers of a paler
yellow than the type. C. Kocheli is a synonym.

C. BiFLOUUS, a native of Eastern Europe, is a
No more cha'ming plant for the decoration of the ' neat growing bush from 2 feet to I feet in height;
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the yellow flowers appear in May, and are borne

generally in twos, sometimes in threes or fours, in

the axils of the leaves almost the whole length of

the long twigs. It is perfectly hardy, and is a

good plant for the shrubbeiy border. Amongst

some of the many garden synonyms of this species

are the following: C. canariensis, C. caucasicus,

C. elongatus, C. leucanthus (the true C. leucanthus

Is a form of the preceding species), C. medicagin-

oides, C. ratisbonensis, V. ruthenicus, C. serotinus,

C. supinus, C. curalensis.

C. CAPITATUS is widely distributed throughout

Central and Southern Europe ; it is a compact

habited shrub with leafy branches bearing in

July and onward clusters of yellow flowers at

their lips, and attains a height of 2 feet. A
year or two ago this species—grafted on tall stems

of Ijaburnum—was sold by some nurserymen as

Cytisus nigricans nanus; I "have also seen it

named C. calycinus.

C. DECUMBENS, a native of Eastern Europe, is a

dwarf prostrate species with large pale yellow

flowers, and is a pretty and desirable rockery

plant. It is by no means common in cultivation.

This species has also been described under the

names of Genista Halleri and G. prostrata. As

stated under Cytis is scoparius pendulus, the latter

synonym is sometimes wrongly ustd for that

plant.

C. HIESUTUS, from Southern and Eistern

Europe and Asii Minor, is a dwarf yellow-flowered

shrub 1 foot to 2 feet high, and blooms in June i

and July. It is suitable for the front of the shrub-

bery border, or for making a low mass in an open,

sunny spot. Some of the names under which I

have seen this in gardens and nurseries are C.

falcatus, C. polytrichus, C. Tournefortianus, C. tri-

florus, C. uralensis.

C. LINIPOLIUS, a native of South-western Europe,

is very distinct in aspect from all the specifs al-

leady mentioned; it is an upright-growing shrub

a few feet high, with Rosemary-like leaves, and
yellow flowers which are produced in early sum-

mer. It is the least hardy of the kinds mentioned

in these notes, all the rest with the exception of

C. monspessulanus, wh'ch with C. linifolius would

do in the south and west of England, being probably

as hardy as our commom Broom. C. linifolius

makes a pretty bush, and where it does well is sure

to be admired. It is found in books under the

following names : Genista linifolia, Spartium lini-

folium, and Teline linifolia.

C. MONSPESSUL.VNUS, sometimes known as

Madeira Broom, is a native of the Mediterranean

region. It i< a very quick growing, yellow-flowered

species, and blo-soms in May. Some of its garden

synonyms are Genista candicans, Teline candicans,

Genista triangularis, and G. triquetra; these

last two names rightly belong to a very dift'erent

plant.

C. NIGRICAKS, one of the handsomest species

in the genus, has long terminal erect racemes of

yellow flowers which are freely produced in July

and August ; under favourable conditions it makes

a beautiful bush G feet in height. The .'pecific

name was given to it by Linnieus on account of

the plant turning black when riried. In a wild

state it is widely di-tributed in Eastern Europe.

In some catalogues—mostly foreign ones— it is

named Lembotropis nigricans.

C. PE-ECO.x much resembles the wliite Spanish

Broom in habit. It is a hybrid between that plant

and the following species (C. purgans). It bears

a profusion of cream-coloured flowers in early

summer, and is one of the most easily grown and
niost ornamental of hardy shrubs. When seeds of

this are raised, very few of the plants prove like

the parent ; the vast majority resemble closely

the white Spanish Broom. Cuttings, however, are

easily struck, and it is desirable to keep up a stock

by this means, as old specimens which have out-

grown their position or have become unsightly

from any cause do not bear severe pruning. Young
ones do better in every way.

C. PUEGANS makes a low bush not more than

2 feet or 3 feet in height, and produces an abund-

ance of golden yellow blossoms In April and May.
In habit it somewhat resembles C. albus, but the

branches are shorter and more rigid in old plants.

It is a native of Central and Southern France and
Spain. Other names under which this species is

known are Genista purgans, G. spartioides, Saro-

thamnus purgans, Spartium purgans, and Sparto-

cytisus purgans.

C. PUEPUEEUS.—This is usually found in nur-

series grafted on tall stems of Laburnum. It

makes an ornamental specimen so treated, but it

is generally not long-lived. On its own roots it

makes a beautiful procumbent rockery or border

plant, and bears a profusion of purple flowers from
May to July. There are also varieties with white

and rose-tinted flowers C. purpureus is a native

of Eastern Europe, and, according to Loudon, was
introduced to British gardens just a century ago.

The so-called purple Laburnum (L. Adami) is a
graft hybrid between Cytisus purpureus and La-

burnum alpinum, the so-called Scotch Laburnum.

jC. sessilifolius, a native of Southern Europe,

is a charming shrub with small, glossy green, al-

most stalkle.-s leaves and short, erect, terminal

racemes of yellow flowers. It is of upright habit

and attains a height of from 4 feet to 7 feet. It is

also known uniler the names of Cytisus quinque-

folius and Lembotropis sessilifolius. N.

THE WEEK'S WORK.

THE KITCHEySI GARDEN.
Cauliflowees.—Of late years the prac-RAISIKR

tice of raising Caulittowers in the autumn, or

rather the latter part of August until the first

week in September, for the earliest supply has been

given up on account of the belief that equally

good or better results can be had by raising plants

early in the year in heat and growing them
carefully on. As this latter entails a lot of e.xtra

labour at a time when other work is pressing, tlie

practice of raising plants at this season has its ad-

vantages. Where the plants fail it must either be

attributed to too early sowing or to the plants being

too much coddled dating the winter. The first of

September is a good time for sowing the seed, this

allowing ample time for the plants to become large

enough before winter sets in. A good seed-bed

being half the battle in securing healthy plants,

this must have due preparation, as where at all

lumpy the seeds germinate but very indiflierently.

A south border is a good position for the seed-bed,

and as it is essential that the soil should be in a

light and friable condition to secure a healthy and
even plant, other material should be added to

make up any deficiency. It not being advisable

to water the seed-bed after the seeds are sown on
account of the surface being apt to become baked,

the drills or surface of the bed should be watered

over-night. The seeds if sown early the following

morning, also taking the precaution to stretch a

net over the bed as a safeguard from the depreda-

tions of small birds, the seedlings will not be long

in appearing. Slugs being apt to clear young
Cauliflowers ofl: quickly, a look out must also be

kept for these. Directly the plants are large

enough, they must be pricked out into their winter

stations. Where the plants are piicked out into

frames the soil shoukl be placeei on a hard ash

surface ; 2 inches or I) inches of decayed manure
should be laid over the bottom, and on this the

same depth of loaniy soil, into which the plants

must be piicked out. Where the hand-lights are

of the usual size they will accommodate nine

plants, the surplus, excepting the four corner

plants, being removed in the spring to other

quarters. The varieties adapted for sowing now
are the old Walcberen, Early Dwarf Erfurt, Large

Asiatic, and Eaily London.

Speing-sown Onioks.—In all probability these

will be later in ripening up than usual, the late

spring having kept them in a backward condition.

To assist them in bulbing up, it is advisable to now
go ever the whole ted and tend over the tops, this

slightly checking growth and also hastening the

ripening. It is also advisable to bend the tops all

one way, so as to expose the bulbs to the sun as much
as possible. The silver- skinned for pickling being

the first to ripen up, these must be drawn directly

the tops change, for if this should be neglected

they quickly start into growth again, when of course

they would be spoiled. For picklirg these must

be very hard, and to assist this end give them the

protection of a light fully exposed to the sun.

Caedooks.—It being necessary that Cardoons

should be well grown previous to blanching com-

mencing, it would assist them greatly if the plants

could now have a thorough soaking of liquid ma-

nure. Blanching should be deferred until a good

plant has been secured. When well grown, this

vegetable is highly appreciated.

Celeeiac—This is very often apt to become

neglected either from want of water or through

suckers being allowed to grow. If planted on

the level, a good supply of water will be needed

if the weather should be dry, a soaking of liquid

manure also being advantageous if the plants are

not making much headway. If any suckers should

be seen, these must be promptly removed and the

soil pressed about the base of the f l:>nts.^ It mr.s'

be remembered that no earthing up is neec e 1 f e r I his

crop, the plants never making such satisfactory

progress as when the base of the plant is merely

level with the surface.

Parsley foe wintee.—Parsley, where provision

has been already made for maintaining a supply

throughout the winter months by either late sow-

ings or pricking out the plants where they are in-

tended to remain, will now be growing apace, and

all that will be needed will be to keep it free from

weeds. In the majority of instances, however, the

supply will be depended upon from sowings made

during the early spring months ; but as plants

from this sowing will be now very vigorous,

and as these are apt to be injured by compara-

tively light frosts, the plants must be so managed

that this will be obviated by cutting over a por-

tion. It is not yet too late to prick out any

fairly strong plants into low brick fraiues, or any-

where where they may be provided with a rough

shelter in time of need. The seedlings, if duly

pricked out into fairly rich and moilerately firm

soil, also taking the precau' ion to have them well

elevated, will form stocky useful plants.

A. Young.

ORCHIDS.

Last week some reference was made to the occu-

pants of the East India house, and also to some of

the Cattleyas and their treatment in the inteime-

diate house. The weather has been very favour-

able to the growth of all plants in these houses;

the nights have been warm, and artifical heat has

scarcely been needed. The Dendrobiums in a

house by themselves have been luxuriating in quite

a tropical temperature and plenty of moisture in

the atmosphere. We may expect a thunderstorm

after such a stifling heat as this. It would clear

the air and might be ffjllowed by cooler nights.

As soon as the cooler weather sets in, the cool

Orchids ought to be carefully looked over, and any

plants needing repotting should be seen to at once.

September is a good month to repot these plaiits

if the roots have to be much disturbed. Take the

free-growing Odontoglossums for instance, such f.s

O. crispum, O. triumphans, 0. luteopurpureum and

all rhe varied forms of these, O. Pescatorei, O.

Halli, &c. When these plants are firtt imported,

they are placed in comparatively small flower-

pots for the .size of the plants, and when repotted

the roots are not disturbed, the plants be-.ng merely

placed in a size or two larger. This goes on year

by year until the plants and flower-rots are of

large size and the centre of the potting material

becomes a mass of decay, and unfit for the roots

of the Odontoglossums. If nothirg is done, the

plants soon show symptcms of decline. Tlie light

treatment is to tuin the plants out of their pots

and remove all this decaj ing matter. Save all the

heallhy roots uninjured pr.d lepct the plants in
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the best fibrous brown peat, mixed with freshly-

gathereti Si)hagnum Moss, using rather more Moss

than peat ; clean potsherds should be mixed with it.

The Odontoglossums do not like to be disturbed

at the roots, and the operation should be carefully

ji-rfornicd. Wc are also very c:ireful to thoroughly

clean the Moss from all extmncius matter and

any slugs that may be in it ; it is also well washed

in "clean rain water. The pots used are cither new

ones or the old ones well washed in warm water

and thoroughly dried before using. The pots

sliould also be filled about tliree parts of their

depth with clean drainage. If the pots arc large, I

invert a small one inside of each, so that the bottom

of this smaller one will be about at the depth the

drainage should b>. I'lace some larger pieces of

drainage lirst to liU up the space that is left be-

tween the two tlower-pots and smaller pieces on

the top. Some clean Sphagnum should be put in

lirst in the form of a thin layer. Pot the plants

firmly and press the compost well into the base of

the pseudo-bulbs. The base ought not to be left

exposed. From any old plants that may have got

into bad condition the sour decayed stuff should

be wa.shed out. Maslevallias also in time get into

bad condition, but they may be parted out into

numerous smaller pieces, which may be planted

singly into smal'er pots, where they will make a

more healthy growth. I remember many years ago

visiting the great Manchester summer exhibition

of Orchids and other p'ants, and greatly admired
immense masses of Masdevallias, such as M.
A'eitchiana and M. Harryana; but when I visited

the garden from whence they came some time
after, the same season, I found all the plants in

5-inch and U-inch pots. They were grown in these

small pots, .and twenty, thirty, or fifty plants were

packed closely together in immense flower-pots or

large square boxes painted green on the outside.

This was for show purposes only. The plants made
their growth and (lowered in the small flower-

pots. I do not advise disturbing any plants in the

middle of their growth. I fancy a good time to

i-epot them is when tliey are just starting to grow
from the b.ase of the last formed pseudo-bulbs.

If the plants are repotted early in September they
have time to become thoroughly established before

the winter. Any insect pests should beremoved
before repotting the plants. We dip the plnnts in

a mixture of diluted tobacco liquor with some soft

soap in the water. The plants are laid on their

sides for an hour, and the leaves are carefully

sponged over with tepid rain water. Yellow thrips

attack the plants whenever the weather is hot,

and it is always safe to dip them as a preventive

even if no traces of parasites are to be seen. The
treatment of plants that have had all the old pot-

ting soil shaken out from the roots, or that may
hSve had the roo's washed, should be similir to

that of newly-imported plants • they must not be
exposed too freely to the air. Keep the house
rather close where such plants are, and the atmo-
sphere should be well on the moist side. Do not
give the plants very much water at one time : it is

better to merely damp the surface daily with a
syringe or apply the water through the fine rose of

a water-pot to encourage the growth of the Sphag-
num Moss upon the surface. I have seen the sur-

face so covered with healthy green Sphagnum
Moss, that it had to be clipped with a pair of shears.

We must also be careful that the house is not kept
too close and moist, else the half-formed growths
may damp off in the process of formation. O. ne-

bulosum is the species which suffers soonest from
a damp, close atmosphere in autumn. It is only

the recently repotted plants that require to be
kept close, and that only until they become esta-

blished. 0. Edwardi and others now in growth
should not suffer from want of water; at this

season"! they are making plenty of roots which
speedily absorb the water. Oncidium macranthum
requires careful attention at this se.ison ; the roots

push out over the surface of the potting material

rather than into it, and they should be lightly

sprinkled once or twice daily with rain water.

Slugs are very fond of these succulent young roots,

and must on no account be allowed to get near

them. The temperature of the cool house now is

and the

at night.

All the houses have free ventilation night an<l day.

,1. Douglas.

.")0° to 00°, the Cattleya house l!il° to C.

East India h nise is seldom below 70

TLANT HOl'SES.

Bulbs.—The receipt of the bulb catalogues will

remind us that the season has again come round

when these must have attention. It is a great

mist ike to defer giving the usual order for a few

weeks longer. The hetler plan by far is to secure

the qu.antity at once which is likely to be wanted.

When one makes the selection personally for any

particular purpose, it does not do to be led aw.ay with

size merely if it does not combine with it solidity

and weight ; nor does it pay to be led aw.ay with

appearance altogether, particularly in the case of

Hyacinths, for oftentimes those which possess the

roughest exterior and are not quite up to the

average in size will give the best results in spikes.

The cheapest markets will not always give the

best results, but rather the reverse. A fair price

will naturally be more likely to secure the best

quality of bulbs, thus being really the cheapest in

the end. As soon as received, those required for

the earliest flowering should be potted up, for it is

use'ess to expect good results when forcing early

if the bulbs have not been potted up in good time,

so as to secure plenty of root-action in advance.

Good soil should be chosen, of which loam ought

to form the constituent pnrt; some leaf-mould and

well decomposed manure either from an old Mush-

room bed or that from the farmyard when it will

crumble to pieces after exposure will be found to

do good service. Artificial manures can be used,

but there is the ri-k of encouraging leaf growth

too freely if these be applied in a liberal m.anner.

Too lich a soil in any case is not so good for this

reason. A sharp wa'ch should be kept for wire-

worms, otherwise these will at times give trouble

around the base of the bulbs by eating the roots.

I have previously advised the cautious use of ashes

for covering up with after potting ;
this need not

be repeated now.
•, ,

In the selection of varieties it is best to depend

mainly upon those sorts which have in the past

given the most satisfaction. I would rather con-

fine myself to a few well proven kinds in greater

quantity respectively than choose a larger number

of sorts with less of each. Those which are found

to be the most called for will, as a matter of cour.-e,

receive the best attention from the growers. When
trying fresh sorts, a small number of each the

first season will be sufficient to form an idea as

to their suitability. Note should be particularly

taken of the suitability of many of the Daffodils

for pot culture. Of these mention should be made

of the common double, poeticus ornatus, and

incomparabilis Stella, all of which are cheap

enough for any purpose ;
whilst of varieties that

are yet all too scarce, and consequently somewhat

more expensive, particular mention should be made

of bicolor Horsfieldi, one of the best of all for

pot culture. Golden Spur, Emperor and Empress

should also be noted, also Bulbocodium (yellow

Hoop-petticoat), an extremely hand.-orae and

suitable kind for pots to stand in jardinieres and

rustic baskets. Of miscellaneous bidbs note should

ba taken of LachenaliaNelsoni and the yet scarcfr

L pendula Aureliana; a few each of these will

with care soon give a fair stock. The Montbretias

are also excellent for pot culture and may thus be

grown where they do not succeed out of doors.

The Belladonna and Guernsey Lilies claim atten-

tion where a good supply of flowers is required in

the early autumn. The early varieties of Gladioli,

other than The Bride, should also be grown for

spring blooming. These are exceedingly useful for

conse'rvatory decoration or in a cut state. When

the consignment of bulbs arrive', see to it that

they are not long left in their bags if potting can-

not at once be completed. It is better to lay

ihem out in a rather dark, cool and dry place mean-

while.

Bulbous plants in hand should not be over

ing size will now have completed their growth and

should be freely ventilated. These jilants are liable

to be attacked by black thrips if not looked after

closely. When any are detected, careful sponging

shou'd be perfornicd with a moderately strong

insecticide. This will not do any barm, in

fact, if the foliag ; be dusty or dirty, even

if there be no insects to clear off. Cliviis

or Imantophyllums will also have completed

their growth by this time. These will bear to be

kept e-ooler by a few degrees than those of the

Amaryllis during the next five or si.x months ; an

ordinary greenhouse will suit them when well esta-

blished. These also should be kept as clean as

pos.sible, but not so dry at the root as in the case

of deciduous bulbs. I'ancratiums and Hymeno-

callis as soon as they liave flowered should now be

encouraged to make a good leaf growth. In our

own case both are now growing freely, being well

supplied with water and kept in a biisk atmosphere

well charged with moisture. Eucharis amazonica,

where now in.aking leaf growth, should also re-

ceive encouragement, so as to perfect it duung

the next few weeks. These plants will then throw

up a good supply of spikes for the Cluislmas

season. Where the mealy bug or scale has got a

footing in any of the foregoing instances, u-e every

possible means to get rid of these pests before

winter sets in. James Hudson.

FRUIT HOUSES.

Keeping ripe Gkapbs.—Grapes keep better in

some localities and in some houses than in others,

the worst positions being low-lying spots with

clayey sub-soils, and the worst form of houses

those with low, flat roofs. Anything approach-

ing a stagnant atmosphere must be avoided as

much as possible, and extremes of temperature

are also very injurious. When the nights are very

cold, air being necessarily freely admitted, the ber-

ries become very cold, and it is scarcely possible on

close, warm days to prevent moisture from con-

densing on them. Keeping a little warmth in the

hot-water pipes and the air warm, dry and buoyant

accordingly, is very needful in the case of ripe

Grapes that are to hang for some time longer, and

those black varieties that are liable to lose colour

should also be shaded rather heavily. Houses with

running sash ventilators are the worst to manage,

especially in dull, wet weather, shutting them up

nearly or quite close when it is raining being a

sure way to invite sweating, that is to say, a con-

densation of moisture on the berries. This injures

the bloom and the skins, ar.d causes an early

decay. In all such cases it is advisable to pro-

tect the openings for about 18 inches down the

roof with boards blocked up well clear of the

rafters, this rendering it possible to admit plenty

of air and yet exclude rain. Front air should also

be .admitted very freely, and if some of the end

squares of glass are removed and galvanised wire

nnttimr substituted, stagnation in the atmosphere

will be further guarded against. Measures taken

to exclude wasps either from the houses or bunches

are a very frequent cause of the premature loss of

the crop. Anything in the shape of cotton netling or

canvas that will exclude wasps and flies also shut s out

fresh air to a dangerous exWent, while muslin bags

for enclosing the bunches are so many deathtraps.

Either trapping the wasps and flies in wide-necked

bottles half liiled with a mixture of beer, water

and sugar, or, better still, using wasp-kiUers, as

supplied by most horticultural sundriesmen, is the

best remedy for wasp attacks. In any case a

close look out must be kept for either cracked or

decaying berries, as unless these are cut out, decay

will quickly spread to the rest of the tunch. The

borders Ijoth inside and out should be kept in a

uniformly moist slate, allowing them to become

dry under the impression that watering may injure

he c'rop.s being 'a great mist.ake, the effects of

which will be niost apparent next season.

Ripening GrapI!:s—All late Grapes ouj;ht now

to be colouring rapidly, as unless such is the case

looTer^rucbrrinsta'rerarAmaryiuserof the they will fail tS ripen pro,.rly^ The mere fact of

choice hybrid kinds which have arrived at a flower- their colouring well, however is not sufficient
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They must have sufficient warm, dry air about

them to bring about the requi>ite chemical

chano-es. it being most important that the saccha-

rine matter be fully developed ; watery Grapes

neither kefp well nor give satisfaction when
eaten. During cold nights and dull, sunless days

the fire-heat ought to be turned on, so as to keep

the night temperature from falling below G0°

with both front and top air admitted, or suffi-

ciently so to keep up a good circulation. During

fine warm days admit abundance of air, black va-

rieties especially standing in need of this, or other-

wise they fail to colour properly. The latter

should .also have a good canopy of strong healthy

leaves, Gros C'olman being the only variety tliat

bears exposure to the full light and sunshine with-

out being injuriously affected by it, but even this

is all the better for having strong he,\lthy foliage

as long as the colouring is going on. This now
very popular Grape requires a long period to ripen

in, the colouring sometimes going on till near

Noveml:)er. Berries carrying a thick bloom, in

addition to being the most attractive in appear-

ance, also seem to keep better than those with a

thin bloom, and in order to be sure of the former,

a close, moist atmosphere must be sedulously

guarded against. It is a good circulation of dry

air that lays on the bloom, too much moisture and
stagnation having the opposite effect. White
Grapes require much the same treatment as black,

only that Muscats shouhl have a rather higher

temperature. The bunches ought also to have

more light and sunshine playing about them, but

slinging them up or suddenly exposing them to

strong sunshine is liable to brown or otherwise

disfigure the berrie.=. First tie back some of the

leaves and only gradually expose to the full sun-

shine.

Figs.—These require abundance of water just

now, especially when the borders are somewhat con-

fined. The latter should also have liquid manure
given them rather freely with a view to assisting

the earlier trees to mature the heavy second crops

they are carrying, while any that have not been

forced will swell out their later fruit to a full size

if they are properly attended to. His not advis-

able to allow trees in jiots that have been hard
forced to produce a third crop. They will most
probably attempt to do that, but it will wtaken
them consideraljly, and they will fail to do so well

next season accordingly. Instead of fruiting them
a third time, the better plan is to pick off all small

fruit now showing, and to rest thern as much as

possible. Those in pots ought now to be fit for

standing cut in a sunny position, and any perma-
nently planted should have all the air possible ad-

mitted to them. Keep them well supplied with
water at the roots, and if red spider is troublesome
mix a handful of sulphur in a can of water and
syringe with this two or three times, afterwards
ceasing syringing altogether. Crowded Figs never

fruit satisfactorily, and trees on back walls if much
shaded rarely bear many fruit. Therefore, keep
the young growths very freely thinned out to the
extent even of keeping them nearly clear of each
other. Unless both light and air reach the shoots

they do not harden sufficiently to bear fruit.

Pr.vctical.

dens in summer most, it does not matter so much stages under the aforesaid glass covering when in

about this. Even in heavy soils grass walks may
be delightful throughout the greater part of the

year, and dry ones are, of course, as dry as need be

at all times. It is not only the charming effects of

grass walks that is in Ihtir favour, but they are a

;-;rfat economy. Lately, in a distiict where good
gravel is not to be had without cartins it a long

distance and paying heavily, we did the best we
could with local materials to make walks through

some i_jleasure ground. The effect was poor, and
the cleaning ditlicult. After struggling with it for

sometime, we resolved to lay down grass walks. We
laid turf down carefully, ar.d got very presentable

walks even the fiist year. After laying down the

turf we put some prickly branches over, to prevent

it being used for a month or two. These grass

walks can be cleaned wiih one-fourth of the labour

and tlie promptitude which the gravel walks used

to take ; and we are persuaded that in many other

gardens, where there are now gravel walks, a much
better and happier effect would be got by turf

walks Where there is much extent of mowing,

it is economical to use a [donkey or a pony, and,

once at work, it is easy to mow a few miles of grass

walks. But, free of the garden, it is rather in the

rougher parts of the pleasure ground and about

the park that grass walks might be made with the

most charming results if they are carefully taken

in the most picturesque direction. The line of

ground should be studied both for ease in walking

and mowing, and for the sake of the surrounding

views. We are convinced that noihing in the

whole of country gardening pays so well as well-

considered grass walks. Another point worth men-

tioning is that, by reducing our gravel walks to the

most necessary area, we effect great good, and
grass walks in many positions where gravel walks

are used enable us to do this. If, as we hold, the

walks about the house are reduced to their abso-

lutely necessary dimensions, it is surprising how
much the old and wearisome trouble of hoeing, &c.,

is done away with. In our own caje, in a rather

large garden, we never allow the walks to be hoed.

We find the ordinary traffic suffices to keep Ihem
clean, with, perhaps, one dressing a year of poison-

ous stuff. The old toilsome Labour of ripping up
walks, raking, and hoeing which used to be seen

in so many gardens need not, happily, go on. It

only made matters worse by softening the walks

for the weeds, and was a serious labour for the men
in the hottest season.— i'Vc.W.

Flower Garden.

THE

GRASS WALKS.
One delightful chance which English gardens have
and no others possess is that of having grass walks
of the finest texture ; and none are so delighted
with these as the foreigners who cannot enjoy them
as we do. At Holwood, the other day, we were
very pleased to seethe great range and the delight-

ful charm of the walks there. Generally they are
not nearly used enough in gardens. Of course,

round the house we must have good firm walks,
and may have too many ; but once free of the
house, it is surprising how ore may break into the
graceful lines of grass walks without injuiy to

anything. Some people urge that they like dry
walks in winter. We are not quite sure tli.at the
gravel j ath is so much drier than a well-made
grass wa'k; but, as people generally use their gar-

CARNATION AND PICOTEE AT
ERFURT.

Carnations and Picofces are very extensively

grown in the grounds of M. Ernest Senary at

Erfurt, and a comparison between them and our

English productions cannot fail to be both interest-

ing and instructive to amateur cultivators of these

flowers. The collection comprises many thousands

of pilants grown in pots and flowered on stages,

protected overhead by glass lights. A very much
larger number of seedlings is planted out and
flowered in the open garden. M. Benary is a

wholesale seedsman, and his one object in growing
Carnations is to obtain seed. With this end in

view the very best varieties are grown, but there

does not appear to be arty well-marked standard of

excellence, such as florists have set up in England,

defining with accuracy the colours, markings, and
formation of the flowers. In this respect a con-

siderable latitude is allowed as regards colour ; on

the other hand, much importance isatlached to the

form of the flowers ; those with broad, smooth and
well-formed outer petals contained in a long well-

formed calyx are preferred. Seedlings with short,

badly-formed calyces, having flowers with small,

rough petals, ave rejected in Germany, as they

ouuht also to be in England. M. Benary has, as

a matter of business, to su|)ply different qualities

of seed, viz., first, second and third quality. The
entire stock of the first quality is saved from the

plants cultivated in flower pots and grown on the

flower and during the ripening of the seed. They

are all named varieties or selected seedlings, pro-

pagated because they are supposed to be superior

to existing named varieties. The gla=s structure is

very simple and at the same time eflioient. A sub-

stantial wooden framework of a span-roofed form
is erected with glass lights over it to throw off the

rains, the sides and ends being quite open to the

weather. The plants are placed singly in 7-inch

pots and arranged on shelves one above another in

tiers, the available space beneath the glass root

being utilised to the best advantage. The thou-

sands of plants in full bloom, each flower-stem

supported by a neat stick, form a beautiful sight

taken as a whole, and a critical examination of the

individual flowers gives a day of pleasurable en-

joyment to the Carnation amateur. The method
employed here of fastening the stems to the sticks

is excellent. Curtain rings an inch in diameter are

cut through at one place with a pair of scifsiis or

some such instrument, and the cut ends of the ring

are piressed into the .'tick in opposite directions, the

stem being loose in the ring. Three lines are needed
for the tall stems, two being sufficient for the

shorter ones. The extent of thij coUeciion may be

imagined from the fact that it takes five men a

period of six weeks to layer the whole of the named
and selected varieties. After carefully inspecting

the entire collection, the following were noted as

being of such colours and markings as would com-
mencl them to British cultivators. There is likely to

be a misunderstanding between German and English

cultivators as.to the correct designation of certain

sections, which a few words of explanation may
clear up. For instance, our bizarres and flakes are

at Erfurt designated ribbon Carnations, and the

yellow gi'ound varieties with red markings or flakes

of colour, with us called fancies, in Germany are

sold as flakes, A large number of seedlings is

on trial, and yet unnamed ; the greater number
would be placed among what are termed fancies

in England. Those under names comprise a rich

and varied assortment of distinct anci beautiful

varieties, and the one I would venture to place

•first on the list is the beautiful yellow self Germania,

so well known in England. It was raised in M.
Benary 's nursery from seed in 1884, the seed pa-

rent a good yellow self named Ernest Bail, and
was placed in commerce in 1887. Marguerite Ruder
is a heavy red-edged Picotee, the flowers large, of

good form, the pilantof free growth. Fanny Troms-
dorf has pretty flowers marked with narrow irre-

gular lines of pale purplish-lilac, the flower well

formed, growth vigorous. Agnes Stiircke, medium-
sized flowers, heavily edged with red, of good form

and vigorous growth. Mme. van Houtte is pretty

well known in England as a good yellow gr-ound

Carnation, heavily edged with purple and red, a

novel variety, plant of free growth. Eleanor is a

very distinct yellow ground, with slaty-coloured

m.ai-kings, plarit of free growth. Albeit Whale,

yellow with rosy-pink coloured edge, a good florists

type of Picotee. Stadrath Bail, a large well-formed

flower of a clear yellow colour, heavily barred with

red lines ; this was well exhibited at the recent

Carnation exhibition in London. Richard Tryan,

yellow ground fancy Picotee, heavily marked with

deep red. Andreas Auchenbach, a distinct variety

heavily marked with lines of purplish-red in two

colours. Rose Pinckert, yellow ground, very

prettily marked on the mar-gin with rose. Fried-

rich VVagner, yellow groirnd, marked with two

shades of dull red. Seydlitz has flowers of good
form, very heavily flaked, and spotted scarlet.

Flora, pale rose flake, pure white ground, a charm-

ing variety. Van Dyck, steel-blue, flaked rose,

large flowers of good form. Scharlach, a vigorous

growing good scarlet self. Julius Bassermann

has pale pink flowers of good form, flowers

very freely produced Eichendorff, maroon-

criruson self. Wieland, crimson flowers of good

form, Clothar, large deep rose-coloured Dowers

of good quality. Grandeur", a fine variety with

scarlet flowers". Theodor, laige flowers of a

deep slate colour. White Lady has large white

flowers of good form, the plant vigorous and
I of dwarf habit, a fine free-flowering variety.
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Torqunto T;is-:o. a tricjlor bizarre, curiously

markod with red, slate and crimson. Schlicben,
but!' ufround, tlie margin of the pc'als flaked wi'li

red and slate colours. Christopher von llrocken,

well-formed (lowers of a reddish-bufi ground,
heavily marked with orim^on Hakes. Brockhaus
has flowers of ,a biifl' tint, marked with slaty

c.iloured Hakes. Gustav Freytag, biilT self, flowers

well formed ; the plant has an excellent habit.

Geoide Ebero, large, well formed flowers of a deep
purple.

A type of Carnation now but Utile known in

England, the Painted or Dainty Ladies, is also

rather extensively grown. There are several

varieties, pretty antl distinct in the shades of

olour on a white ground. Parkinson describes
t;ii< type in the " Paradisns." J[r. Bradshaw's Dainty
Lady had Bowers of "a fine bright pale red colour
on the upper side from the edge to the middle,
which mixture is of wonderful great delight." With
the many fine and distinct varieties now in culti-

vation, the Dainty Ladies have fallen into the
background, but they are ojien to improvement,
and some of those cultivated by M. Bcnary are
very pretty. Yautier has a pretty rose colour on
the surface of the petals, which fades out as the
flower gets old, leaving a pure while self. Defreg-
ger is pur|)lish.red. There are something like a
dozen varieties of various shades of colour in this

.section. The greater number of Carnations grown
are .seedlings planted out in the open ground.
There are large breadths of these seedlings grown
in the fields where other seeds are harvested. From
these are obtained t'le second and third quality
saed, which ripens v\-ell out of doors in the warm,
dry autumn of this part of Germany. The plants
from which the second quality seeds are obtained
are all seedlings, but many of them are worth
.selecting to name ; all are perfectly double and of
distinct colours, selfs, bizarres, i'icotees, flakes,

fancies, &c. ; these are obtained from the seed
saved under glass. A certain quantity of seed is

sown from a plnnt to be experimented upon, and
the seedlings are i>lanted in a bed by themselves
with a plant of tlie seed-bearing parent at one
corner of the bed, and where large numbers of
plan s hive been treated in this way, an excellent
opportunity is afforded to study the variations of
seedlings, as the parent plant and its progeny are
seen in flower under the same cultural conditions.
A few of the best seedlings are propagated by
layering and grown in pots to be flowered under
glass; and if they come well out of the test of
another year's coinparion with the best named
v.arieiies, they are named and grown to produce
the fir.st quality seed, and when sufficient stock is
obtained are grown ii, the form of plants.
Being interested in the Carnation and Picotee,

nearly the whole day was spent among them, leav-
ing but little time for a minute study of the many
other branches of this great seed business; but a
hurried lo ik round the various collections of'indoor
and outdoor plants grown to produce seed was
sufficient to show how very carefully the work of
selection was managed. The strain of Gloxinias is
admirable, and it is very remarkable how true they
come from seed. Several span-roofed houses are
set apart for the cultivation of these plants to pro-
duce seeds. One hou.se is filled entirely with su-
perbly grown plants of the Emperor Fredeiick, a
variety with rich scarlet flowers with white mar-
gin. The second house contained Defiance, a dark
valvety blue-purple, and the third an almost equally
b;aatiful light blue variety named Celestina. These
t'lree come true from seed. Other houses contain
a rich assortment of the crassifolia type, the flowers
1 irge, well formed, and of a great variety of colour.
'J here is also a dis'inctly spotted type, the flowers
of which have numerous dark spots surrounded
with white, or some colour other than the ground

Begoni:\s, both single and double, are also lirgely
I
by the l.ate Mr. Wil Ismith. Cm any reader s.iy

grown, and the liest varieties only find a place here, what is the dilTerence between this and the one
As we are naturally proud of our English strains, sent out under the name of (!arrieri .' I can sen

no difference, althou.
side.—J. CUOOK.

h they ,aro growing side byit might be thought unfair to make com|iarisons
;

but M. Benary lias obtained what has probably
not yet been seen in England— varieties distinctly
stri[)Oil with various colours, like flaked Carnations.

|

But to give anything like a detailed account of the i LILIUM LEICHTLINI.
work of seed saving in this immense establishment I T • ..

• i , ,

would fill a number of TnE G.\Ri)l3N. It is ea^y, ^'i' '^, ^^"^ °^'''''
", y*^*" ^""^'^ ^ coloured plate

however, to see that M. Benary acts upon the "' ^"'^ beautiful Lily was given in The G.\r-
principlc, that whatever is worth lining ,at all is

[

"'^. ^'"1 ^'> truthfully was its every feature
worth doing well. It is also evident that much

,

there portrayed, that a glance at it would con-
trouble is taken with the smallest details of the work vey more than any written description however
of the establishment, nothing being left undone long. At the present day it occupies much the

same po.sition tliat it did ten years
ago, viz., one of the prettiest of the
more uiicominon Lilie.s, but one that
is somewhat particular in its cultural
reiiuiremeiits. The flowers of L.
Leichtlini are of a pleasing .shade of
rather ]).ale yellow, co[)iously spotted,
especially towards the centre, with
red, while the exterior of the bloom
is prettily flushed witli tlie .same hue.
The petals reflex after the manner of
those of the Tiger Lilies, but no de-
Bcriptioji can do justice to the manner
they are poised on slender stems in

so delicate a fashion tliat tliey are
stirred by every breeze. Anotlier
feature, and that a very desirable
one, in connection with the l)looms
is that they ri-main in perfection
longer than tliosc of most Lilies, and
at no time do they fade after beinf
open a few days, as some -iiilies do.
L. Leichtlini is one of the Lilies
that are sent here from Japan during
the winter months, but only in
limited numbers, and as it is not a
particularly gerod traveller, the bulbs
do not always reach this country in a
satisfactory condition. The Ijulbs
are compact, flattened somewliat on
the top, and bear a good deal of re-
semblance to those of L. Batemanniaj;
in fact when thoroughly dormant
some bulbs cannot be distinguished
therefrom, while, on the otlier liand,
one may feel confident witli regard
to some of them. L. Leichtlini com-
mences to grow earlier in the season
than L. Batemanni:o. It succeeds
best in soil of a somewhat sandy
nature, that, though thoroughly
drained, is not dried up at all duniio-
the summer. A peculiarity .some-
times noticeable in L. Leichtlini, as
well as in two or three other Lilies,
is that when the flower-stein fir.st

starts into growtli, it will, instead of
growing at once in an upright man-
ner, proceed underground for some
little distance before making its aj:-

pearance. This same curious feature
that will tend to the improvement of the quality

i

is also very noticeable in the case eif the Neil-

Liliuir. lA'iuhtliDi. From a, photograph sent by
Mr. A. D. Fort, Stoke Newington.

themof the seeds, or the method of distributing
to every countiy in the civilised world.

J. Douglas.

colour.

Immense numbers of Petunias are grown, both
single and double varieties, and no one who has
not seen the thousands of plants grown for seed by
a large firm like this can form any conception of
the variety of colour to be found in them. The pro-
cess of saving seeds from single varieties to pro-
duce double flowers is extremely interesting

herry Lily (L. neilgherrense). A Lily po.ssess-

ing many points in common with L. Leichtlini
but at the same time ilifl'ering from it in several

I

particulars, is that known iinder the names of
Begonia Princess Beatrice.—Among the L. pseudo-tigrinum, L. jucundum, and L

many plants used for flower garden ornamentation Maximowiczi, and, in adclition, is frequentlv
this holds a foremo.st p'ace It belongs to the regarded as a variety of L tigrinuui. It is al

twn'^h^Hrr.h' -f
"''^y

^"°'r-
^"'' ""^ ^ ^r^ toiether a far more sIender-g°owing plant thantwo beds of this Begonia and a very pure wh te r ii, m- t r i -i ..,

^
,
,"

dwarf Lobelia mixedrogetherin the flowe'r garden n T^^^
the Tiger L, lies, while another notable

splendid condition. The pinkish white blooms and
feature is the total absence of bulbils m the

stems of the Begonia contrast well with the white
^''"^ "' '"'^ leaves, which form so prominent a

Lobelia. This Begonia continues blooming a long feature in the case of L tigrinum. The flowers
time and is not aff-cted by either rain^r sun'^ °f ^ Maximowiczi are vermilion, spotted with
Beautiful as the large-bloomed, tuberous-rooted black, and in shape a good deal like those of L.
kinds are, this is equally as useful in the flower Leichtlini, but the flower-stalks are not quite so
garden. It used to be largely grown at He^klield long and slender. H. P.
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WHITE FLOWERS FOR CUTTING.

Tub list of easily grown and beautiful hardy
flowprs suitable for cutting given by Mr, Burrell has.

fortunately for those who require a large quantity
of cut white flowers, by no means e.xhausted the

number of plants suitatile for this purpose.

The white Mallow (Malva moscha'a alba)

used with its own folinge hiis few rivals for pro-

ducing a truly artistic effect, and its lovely white
flowers continue to expand for several daj's after

being cut. It is easily raised from seed. I find

it gives the best results when the seed is sown
where the plant.s are to remain, as from the nature

of its long, fle.shy tap roots, it is very impatient of

disturbance at the root.

Sweet Peas.— I think Mr. Sankey a great im-
provement on the old white variety; its bold
flowers are very effective, and the lemarkable
length of its flower stems gives it an additional

value ; this and Scarlet Invinciljle have this season

been more in demand wiih me than any other

variety.

Gypsophila paniculata is a very pretty and
graceful perennial easily raised from seed sown in

the open ; its slender branching stems with their liny

starry flowers give a charming, light and graceful

appearance to arrangements of cut flowers.

AsEMOXB SVLVESTEIS in the early summer and
A. japonica alba in the autumn are also very

useful flowers in the light arrangements so muchin
vogue .iust now ; both are of easy culture, and once
established in the herbaceous border will improve
in appcar.nnce and in quantity of flowers every

reason. By the way, a passing remark on

AxEMONE cor.ONAKiA THE Briue may not be

inappropriate just now, the season for purchasing
the roots being close at hand. This I consider one

of the beat varieties of the coronaria type. It is

a strong, robust grower; its while flowers are borne
on stout stems, and it tlirows up plenty of foliage,

which, being much laciniated, comes in very useful

for mixing wi'h cut flowers, as it is ready at a lime
when suitable foliage is somewhat scarce.

Gladiolus Col'VILlei albus, generally known
as The Bride, is another exqui.site flower for cutting.

The corms are planted at various [ eriods during
the autumn and early winter and in different

aspects. This may be had in bloom for a consider-

able time. I lift, the corms of this as soon as the

stems have died away.

Campanula peesicipolia alba is a grand
thing for tall vases. This is, again, an easy plant

to grow, but it well repays liberal treatment. There
is a double foim of this, but I much prefer the

single form. A good white form of Canterbury
Bell is extremely useful where bold flowers are in

demand. These conic fairly true from seed. Sown
early and transplanted a good distance apart, the
plants will throw immense heads of flowers.

Anthericum liliastrum majus is as yet a
somewhat uncommon flower, but certainly deserves

a place in every collection.

Matricaria ikodora plena is a great favouiite
with many, its only drawback being its straggling
habit of growth. A liberal treatment is requisite
for this plant, or the flowers do not fill up their

centres properly and have a very weedy appear-
ance. When raised from seed a vigorous weeding-
out is necessary, as many seedling plants throw
very inferior flowers.

Carnations are always welcome and at the pre-
sent time in great demand. In addition to the
old white Clove, there are many good white varie-

ties, of which no difhculty should be experiencfd
in keeping up a stock. But the fact cannot be too
often pressed home, that if the Carnation is to be
grown as a hardy flower, it is in the majority of
places absolutely necessary to layer some portion
of the stock every season. During the las-t two
winters, although we are not favoured either with
soil or position that could be considered at all suit-

able for Carnation culture, w-e have had no per-

ceptible losses among our layer.*, while every plant
above two years old was killed outright.

Ranunculus aconitipolius plenus' (Fair
Maids of France) is another easily-grown plant
not half enough cultivated. Its double flowers are
produced early in the spring, when flowers are
valuable.

There are many more plants with white flowers
that may be used for cutting. Among these miy
be noted Narcissus ornatus, the old double white
Narciss, planted in a moist corner of the garden
and allowed to .'pread in its own fashion, Galega
officinalis alba, Everlasting Peas, P^rethrums, sum-
mer Chrysanthemums, &c. Wintonian.

SCENTED CARNATIONS.
It has been remarked in the pages of The Garden
that Carnations are in danger of losing one of

their greatest charms, namely, a delightful scent.

It is im|.ortant to urge that they should be scented,

because by far the majority of present-day kinds
— I allude chiefly to garden selfs, whether English
or French — are as scentless as Barone-s Roth-
schild Rose. It is true that these fine kinds appeal
to us strongly through other channels, by reason
of such merits as vigour, freedom of flowering,

fine form, rich colour, &c., and they find much
favour ; but the crowning charm of all which we
seek too often in vain is that of scent. All who
look for the natural charms of Carnations must
surely deplore the want of scent in the modern
varieties, and the sooner we remedy the evil the

better. Carnations doubtless have not become all

but scentless at one step. In the improvement of

recent years the charm of scent has been ignored
orforgotten. This proves how observantand watchful
we should be, lest whiUt doing good in one direction

by developing and bringing out the finerqualilies of

a flower we disregard natural charms. It is not pre-

dicting too much that in another decade scentless

Carnations will be the rule, and a scented kind a

very rare exception. This must happen if we rely

upon those who keep on raising new kinds from a
scentless source. A little wholesome agitation did

much good in bringing to the front the merits of

self Carnations, and now that we are satisfied

upon the point and convinced by results of trials,

let us agitate for scented Carnations. We shall

not be successful perhaps in inducing the orthodox
florist to make the slightest deviation from his

narrow way, but the love of Carnations is making
headway. Many of its lovers have no aspirations

beyond fully enjoying and appreciating the fljwer,

and to the.se we must look. Grower.

Lilies at Bournemouth.— I have lately re-

moved from Dorsetshire to Bournemouth, and have
a i-mall villa garden of about half an acre. The
soil here, which is nothing but sand, is totally un-

fit for Roses or Dahlias or any other gross feeders,

but, on tl-.e other hand, it is the very thing for

Lilies. So far as I can judge from a cursory

glance, it is exactly the same soil as that in

which Mr. G. F. Wilson does such wonders. I had
a very large collection of Lilies at Monkton Wyld,
but as I was not present when we moved, an enor-

mous number were left. My object in writing is

to tell you what Lilies seem to resent disturbance

and what do not appear to mind a change of

scene. First, the queen of all Lilies, Lilium aura-

turn, does not appear to feel moving at all. I

never had such heads of bloom as I have had this

my first year here, and numbers have still to

flower. Then, again, that grand Lily, L. gigan-

teum, has given me a superb spike of lovely flowers.

This bulb flowered last year at Monkton Wyld,
ard as it has again bloomed this year, it would
seem not to resent disiurbance. L. elegans and

L. davuricum have bio: nied well, and the varieties

of speciosum (L. lancifolium) promise to bloom
well. On the other hand, L. candidum (the lovely

old white Madonna Lily) has scarcely bloomed at

all and has not grown in the least. I am bitterly

disappointed, as of all the Lilies it is the most
charming. L. tigiinum is now blooming beauti-

fully, and L. Harrisi has also flowered. I have
not yet, either here or at Monkton Wyld, succeeded

in blooming L. Krameii. With regard to cultiva-

tion, I am confident that Mr. G. F. Wilson is right
when he says that manure is not necessary for

Lilies. No manure or strong soil has touched
these Lilies here, and those that have bloomed
have been superb. When they are growing they
require plenty of water, and that is all they need.
Of course, after acres of garden that I possessed at
Monkton Wyld, to lie reduced to a bare half acre
is a great triiil. Still, I hope to be able to grow
Lilies, Gladioli, and all bulbs to perfection, and
that, after all, is something.

—

John B. M. Camm,
Annie Lodf/e, lionrnemoulh.

NEW CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.

I THINK that as a general rule Carnations and
Picotees are always seen in finer quality at the
annual exhibition of the Carnation I'nion at Ox-
ford than at any other held during the year.

This is probably owing to the fact that the judges
are generally northern men, who appear to set

up a higher standard of quality than is generally
regarded in London, where s-ize rather than purity
in the ground and regularity and brilliancy of

marking feem frequently to find favour with those
who award the prizes. The highest quality sh.ould

,

in particular, be characteristic of the new varieties,

and I always look forward with interest for the
new flowers that are certain to put in an appearance
at the Oxford exhibition.

Messrs. Thomson and Co.'s fine scarlet bizarre

C. H. Herbert, a flower of large size with a fine

shelldike petal, was remarkably bright in colour,

but wanting in purity of the ground, a failing in

most of the scarlet bizarres shown this season, pro-
bably owing to the dulness and coldness which
characterised the month of July. Like s.b. Dr. Hogg
(Turner), this is a large flower, finely coloured, but
ihey both lack the richness seen in a brilliant Robert
Houlgrave, which, though small in size, atones for

its lack of substance by its startling vividness of

colour.

Of new crimson bizarres, John Cliff is superb.
It was, I think, raised by Mr. Dodwell at Oxford.
It is a flower of fine shape and substance and
brilliant in the extreme, and is bound to take a
high place in its class. Another fine new c.b. is

Lord Salisbury, an example of which appeared in the
collection from Messrs. Thomson and Co ;the bloom
of it which was shown was young, but it was full

of substance and singularly bright and attractive.

When grown another season its appearance will be
looked forward to with interest. There are no more
telling flowers in a stand of Carnations than richly

tinted c.b.'s ; there is a regal refinement about them
that always attracts.

Of new p p. bizarres, in which case pink takes

the place of the rose found in the crimson bizarres,

and purple that of the crimson a new flower of

very fine promise is Chaundv's Freil Phillips; it is

a large, full flower of fine shape, smooth and well

formed in the petal, and attractive in colour. Mrs.
Barlow (Dodwell) is a very refineel flower with
definite markings, full of substance, and very
smooth ; this is of a good habit, a desirable quality
probably not wanting in Mr. Chaundy's new flower.

Among newer purple flakes Gorelon Lewis takes
high rank, the ground colour pure white and the
flake very deep and biight. Another very fine

flower in this class is Oscar Wilfrid, one of Mr.
Dodwell's raising. It rivals Gordon Lewis in purity
and brilliancy, but is of a diffeient tint. Add
to tliese George Melville, which was the parent of

both the preceding, and therefore not so new, and
I think the three finest p.f. Carnations in cultivation

are named.
Of scarlet flakes, a grand variety named Claudian,

shown by Me-srs. Thomson and Co., created quite

a sensation. It is a large full flower of the finest

shape, the white ground quite pure, with a very
heavy and brillimt scarlet flake. It was awarded
a certificate of merit. The same awarel was made
to two new s.f.'s shown by Mr. Chaundy. One is

Guiirdsman, which has in its flake a brilliancy

suggestive of military scarlet, and it is admirable
in all other respects. Another is William Dean,
a full flower of excellent form, rich in colour,

and most attractive. Of all the rose flakes shown
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at Oxford, and there were many fine ones, nothing
pleased mc so much as Whitehead's Jolin Keet, by
no means new, but very line. I.aliins' l,ovi;ly Maria
.and Thalia (Houglas) were also in fine condition.

Sybil, an old llower sent out twenty years ago, was
also in jjood char.icter.

In the Picotee classes, the rose edges, heavy and
light, largely predominated, and they were gene-
rally very fine in coUmr. Among the heavy rose

edges, DodwellV Little I'hil stood supreme. It is

a flower of the finest <iuality, with an edge of

bright pale rose somelhiiig between medium and
heavy, the marking perfect. A superb bloom of it

was selected as the premier Picotee in the show.
Equally beautiful is Norman C'arr, another of Mr.
Dodwell's, also very pure in the ground; flowers

large, full, and smooth ; largely shown on this oc-

casion and in all instances very good. A very line

seedling heavy red edge was shown by Mr. Dodwell,
the petals remarkably good and the colour bright
in the extreme; but Mr. Diidwell hesitates to name
a flower untd he h,is thoroughly tested its con-

stancy. Payne's Amelia, Calypso, and Imogene are
three fine and distinct heavy purple edges, the two
latter c-speeially, and certain lo lake a high place
as ex' ibition llowers.

.Selfs and yellow grounds were such a strong
feature, that notes on the novelties in these classes

shall be given in a succeeding paper. R. D.

HYBRID PENrSTEMON.S.

The hybrid Pentstemons, which incliule all

those varieties which have had their origin in

Pentstemon gentianoides, are amongst the gayest
of summer flowers. They are, as a rule, possessed
of good habit and institution, and always figure

am ing the most striking plants in those gardens
where justice is done to them. In favoured locali-

ties many varieties are perfectly hardy in the open
ground, and where such is found to be the case
they should be allowed to remain, inasmuch as
these flower much earlier and decidedly more
freely than young plants. Sometimes it; happens
that the old plants are cut back by the severity
of the winter, but if not damaged at the root the
early days of spring will see them bristling with
young shoots at the base, these making rapid head-
way when warmer weather arrives. On the other
hand, in very severe winters, even with the protec-
tion of a cold house or frame, the whole lot may
b3 killed. Of this latter I had an experience in
the winter of 1S79-SO, when I lost about 1500 fine

plants, all well rooted in store pots, from the simple
fact that no heat could be given them. The win-
ter, however, was a severe one, some 25° of frost
being regi-tered, and though exceptional, it serves
to demonstrate that i n the whole the stock plants
or cutting pots must be out of the reach of frost
to be considered safe. The best way of keeping up
a supply of these plants is to secure plenty of stout
vigorous cuttings at this season of the year, or as
soon after flowering as the plants will produce suit-

able material. The formation of good cuttings may
be hastened by taking out the earliest flower-
ing spikes as soon as these ai'e on the wane,
and when the cuttings are 3 inches or 4 inches
long, insert them in sandy loam, and place in a
cold frame till rooted, giving the nece-sary atten-
tion to shading, watering, and ventilation. When
rooted give them full exposure to thoroughly
harden them for the coming winter, or if rooted
suthciently early they may be potted off singly and
•allowed to pass the winter in pits or frames" from
which frost is excluded. Such plants as these tiy

the time they are required in spring should have
three or four strong breaks and be very vigorous,
and in time will make a much more superior dis-
play in the flower garden than those whose propa-
gation is deferred till spring, and when they have
to be pushed along in heat to secure even present-
able plants. It is well worthy of consideration that
plants required for propagating purposes .should
not be plante.l in the flower garden proper, but in
somesecondiry position wherethey may be operated
on at the right moaient. In large gardens there
are plenty of such places, tlie foot of a Rhododen-

dron bank, or the front of a shrubbery border, and
so forth, and in these positions when stock is se-

cured, tile old ]>l,-ints may be allowed to take their

chance, whfii with the assistance of a handful of

short litter about them at the base many will pro-

bably survive the test, and, providing early llowers

inconsequence, well revvarl the experiment.
E.J.

TOP-DRESSING CHRISTMAS ROSES.

A SURPACI3 dressing of some kind—leaf-mould is

probably the best material—is undoubtedly benefi-

cial to Christmas Koses, but more harm than good
will be done if the crowns are covered with it. I

have a short border planted with all the kinds in

cultivation, as I wished to form a drrect opinion

of their respective merits. Two years ago I had a
surface dres.--ing put on, and the man who did the

work covered the crowns ratherthicl^ly. I did not
notice at the time how the work was done, but
later on I found out to my cost. The top-dressing

was put on early in spring before the plants began
to grow, and for a time they did very h ell ; but the

summer was vei'y wet, a lot of rain falling in

July and at the beginning of August. I saw there
was something wrong. Jlany of the leaves drooped
when the sun came out, like Cabbage when it, lias

clubbed, and then I found that the base of the

leaf-stalk was decayed. This in some instances

spread to the heart of the plant, which ultimately

completely rotted away. The greatest sufferer, as,

owing to the fleshy nature of foot- stalks, might be
expected, was maximus, whilst caucasious sustained

no injury—a proof of the exceptionally enduring
character of this Christmas Rose. This species,

for a species I hold it to be, keeps its foliage

through the winter better than any other member
of the family. In the case of light soils, top-

dressings are decidedly helpful in aiding the plants
to bear periods of hot weather, and an annual sur-

facing of leaf soil is good for land that is natur-
ally tenacious and wanting in organic matter. New
roots are every year put forth from the crowns in

autumn, and these travelling for a time near the
surface are protected and nourished by the top-
dressing. J. C. B.

my friend left the neighbourhood late in the
autumn. lie took up the roots, giving me a portion
of them. Not having a place ready, 1 put them in
pots and kept them just moist through the winter.
In spring I could not find a vestige of them, and I
found those taken away a iidlaid iirin the open ground
had shared the same fate. The tubers were in
excellent condition, thep'anis having made capital
growth the previous summer. I cannot understand
why they decayed. Probably the roots should not
be transplanted in autumn, but in spring, just
before they commence to grow. It is custoniary
to pot the greenhouse kinds early in autumn, but
they make their growth during the winter and
early spring; whereas T. speciosum remains dor-
mant through the dull months. J. C. B.

THE FLAME FLOWER.
(TROP.EOLUM SPECIOSUM.)

Several years ago an amateur friend, who does
not pretend to any great knowledge of hardy
flowers, received some roots of this from Ireland.

The beauty of this Tropa:olum had been described
in glowing terms, and my frien*, being anxious to

see it bloom, a-ked for my advice in the matter of

soil and situation. I selected three positions in

his garden for trial, one being on a north wall
which an old Walnut partly overshadowed, another
on a west wall with nut trees in front, through
which gleams of the afternoon sun passed, and
the third where the sun cime after midday. In
the two first positions the plants did very well, but
best where the sun came a little. In the exposed
place they started into growth, but from I lie time
the sun acquired power they gradually withered
away. The best plant made 'J feet of growth the
same season and bloomed quite freely, which I

c^msider to be very good for newly-planted roots.

In the north aspect, although the plants looked
very healthy, they were not so strong as on the
west wall and gave but few flowers.

This trial, though on a small scale, proved that
this Tropieolum may be grown very well south of
London, but that success depends on a judicious
choice of situation. Soil, of course, counts for
much. This shi)uld, I think, be rather light, say
fibrous loam two parts and one of leaf soil. This
compost will not be lirible to come into a close
condition, and the tubers are able to extend
freely in it. I think that in most gardens it would
not be found diflicult to find a situation suth-

ciently cool and moist to suit the needs of
this charming hardy climber, which in the
warmer districts of this country is rarely seen in

good condition. There is certainly something
peculiar about this Troprcolum. It hapjientd that

Centaurea macrooephala.—Some say this is
more curious than beautiful, wMIe others think it
highly ornamental. It is quite distinct from almost
every other plant growing in our haidy plant bor-
der. Some large patches in full bloom have a fine
effect, as they are associated with Delphiniums
and white and red I'hloxes.

—

Dorset.

Antirrhinums for bedding.—These constitute
a lovely class of plants withm everyone's reach
who has a frame or cool house to winter them in.
Antirrhinums are so easily raised from seed that I
wonder there are so few beds of them in the flower
garden, as I consider them far superior to many
of the bedding plants that suffer from the
slightest frost and require so much house room
for seven months out of the twelve. Of course,
with plants from seed, distinct colours cannot be
relied upon, or the plants of one height. At Kew
there are now some very fine beds" of Antirrhi-
nums. I have a very useful dwarf white va-
riety. It was raised in Scotland and it is a
mass of bloom about 1 foot high. This I raise
from cuttings in the autumn and winter in
a cold frame, planting out in April. I have a
deep scarlet equally useful. The only difficulty is
that the plants run to seed early in the autumn if
the old bloom spikes are left on the plants. The
flower-spikes should be removed weekly, and the
plants will continue to bloom till late in theautump,
when cuttings should be inserted in sandy soil in a'

cold frame and sparingly watered till rooted.—G.
Wythes.

Sweet Peas.—Few flowers have more non-
distinctive colours than Sweet Peas, and the newer
forms seem only to create greater confusion. I
wish the floral committee of the Royal Horticul-
tural Society would refuse to certificate any more
new varieties unless they are presented in the
form of very clearly defined self colours. Of
course Sweet Peas are very pretty in gardens
when grown in clumps or rows for the express
purpose of making the garden gay. Still, they are
chiefly grown for the production of flowers suitable
for cutting, and there can be no doubt that "uoth
for bouquets and for vase and table decoration
the. flowers are found pleasing and popular. We
have in Sweet Peas now enough of variety, such
as it is, to satisfy anyone. Wh.at we want is more
decided varitty, good clear self hues. Were it
intimated that only such new forms would secure
honours from the floral committee, we should be
saved from a yet further flood of varieties which
exhibit no advance on what we have, and for all
ordinary purposes are valueless. If we can have
them, get good yellows, good blues, good deep
crimsons, and purer whites. There is in these few
colours alone a wide field open for raisers to work
in.—A. D.

Viola cornuta.—While I wish every success to
those who are doing so much for the improvement
of the tufted Pan.sy, allow me to put in a plea for
this valuable species. It was by rea-on of Air. John
Wills bringing this flower to the notice of the pub-
lic as a bedding plant some thirty years or so ago
that so great an impetus was given to the introduc-
tion and improvement of the Viola for the fiower
garden. When in Lincolnshire a short time since I
saw a patch of V. cornuta that wa^ so attractive as
to recall to mind the service it rendered to decora-
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live fjardening mai.y years ago. It is still m,ri-

valltd for its hardy and enduring character, its

dense tufted growth, and its particular hue of

mauvo. It certainly did good service in I he liower

garden for rnimy years, and it was not until ad-

vanced forms of the Viola, such as Perfection,

Enchantress, Magnificent, Blue Bell, and others

were introduced that it ceased to be so much
grown. Almost from the first attempts to utilise

Viola cornuta in the fiowergnrden complaints were

brought against it that it bloomed but sparingly.

This was ijrohably largely accounted for from the

fact 1 hat in some localities it seeded freely, and the

energies of the plant being devoted to the produc-

tion of seeds, the head of bloom was limited in

quantity. But continuity of b'oora can be secured

by cutting oft the seed-pods, and a gardener I know
who has always grown V. cornuta, and has it in

bloom from April until November, adopts the prac-

tice of clipping off with a pair of scissors all

flowers inclined to seed, with the result that others

are rapidly produced. He sets a boy to do this once

a; fortnight, and the result is an excellent succes-

sion all through the months above named. V.

cornuta will outlive a very large number of the new
varieties of tufted Pansies constantly being in-

troduced, too many of which are of little value in

the (lower garden.—R. D.

NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.

Agrimonia odorata. — This is a somewhat
strong and coarse-growing plant, but it is one of

Ihe most deliciously pe' fumed plants I know when
strongly grown, each stem tipped with a spike of

small orange-yellow flowers, which la'-t from the

m( nth of June well into autumn. Not only do the

flowers exhale a li' e aromatic odour, but the

leaves, especially when moist with dew or rain,

have a pleas ng smell too. It chances to be grow-

ing with me at the junction of several walks, and
many people have asked me when passing the

point what it is that smells so nice. There are

plants fit to be grown in the garden that may not

be commended for their showiness, but for their

qunlity of rich perfume, and this is one. Of course,

those who have their wild gardens and their wood-

land walks may grow it and enjoy it equally well

in such places. Stature 2 feet.

Campanula pelviformis.—This is one of the

most distinct varieties of carpatica. The chief

distinction is in the form of the flower, as implied

by the specific name. If the other varieties of car-

patica and the type may have their bell flowers

desciibed as cups, the flowers of this variety may
be described as saucers, and so proportionately

larger are iis flowers than those of the typical car-

patica, that this description applies to the size as

well as the form. Small plants flower well at a

stature of but ''< inches or 4 inches, but left alone

for a few years in rich light soil, wherein the an-

nual root-stems can feed and move freely, the plant

attains a height of upwards of 18 inches, and for

weeks in midsummer it is simply a heap of delicate

mauve or sheeny grey-purple. It is a great favour-

ite, and one of the hardiest and most reliable of

the finer Campanulas— at any rate for lightish

soils. It is a free seed-bearer, and I have raised

seedlings in abundance, among which are all shades

of colour from white to the typical purple of car-

pal ica, many with very much larger flowers in

the way of turbinata, and but few approaching in

any degree the form of the parent plant. It

may be rapidly propagated if dealt with in sum-
mer when the root stems are succulent and active,

for it is well known that the roots of many of the

smaller Campanulas dwindle in winter in a curious

minner, though they do not die unless disturbed
;

hence the importance of propagating and establish-

ing young stock in the growing season.

Shortia galacifolia.—Respecting this plant

it has been asked, " Why not grow Shonia galaci-

folia in preference to Galax aphylla ?
" My reasons

would be because, though nearly allied, for garden

purposes they are distinct in their aspects and
uses; further, because, though the Shortia has

larger flowers, as a plant it is less persistent and

effective in winter. Again, the Shortia is but yet
under trial in this country as regards open-air cul-

ture. It is true that well-grown and beautiful spe-

cimens of Shorli.i have been exhibited, but I be-

lieve they had been nursed to an extent that would
place them outside the line of hardy treatment.

In the case of Galax, we are certain of a beautiful

and highly-coloured plant of hardy constitution,

which grows freely wlien once established under
suitable conditinns ; and though the same may be

said for the Shortia by some people, and quite

correctly, there is the significant fact that those

who are growing the Galax well have hitherto

failed witli the Shortia. I am sure I shall be quite

safe in stiongly recommending both these beauti-

ful species, especially wlure the right treatment

can be hit upon. I believe that both are partial

to a somewhat peaty or porous soil and a slightly

damp (yet sweet) or boggy place. The full sun-

shine is essential in the open air for the develop

ment of their foliage colour.

Narthecium ossifraguin = Tofieldia palustris

(Huds.) = Anthericum calyculatum (Lin.).—Wild-
ing though this is, nobody can deny that it

better merits a place in the low or boggy places of

our rock gardens than many dainty and costly

exotics, which find their way into similar and
more favoured situations. Like many other things,

it is to be had in vastly superior form under culti-

vation than generally met with wild. It is known
by the names of the Scotch and Lancashire Asphodel,
and just now it shows up as a veritable gem. H
has a stature of but G inches, yellonish green foli-

age, sheathing well at the base, securely sus-

taining the dainty little scapes with their crowded

spikes of tiny yellow stars. Moreover, it grows

freely, running on the surface by means of a thin,

dark green rhiz mie, which of itself places the

plant in evidence all the winter through. It may
either be grown alone, or set over a group of bulbs,

such as Chionoeloxa, Snowdrop=, or the moisture-

loving small Narcissi. These, of course, migl t

have occupied the place, but they would have

retired for the year by the time that our present

plant shot foith its spear-like poiuts. It is really

worth a trial by those who can give it the accom-

modation of a damp corner in full sunshine.

Arum maculatum.—Many less showy ard
interesting p'anis have been introduced to the

pleasure garden than this (at least when hiiihly

cultivated), whether in reference to its beautiful

foliage in early spring or its crimson fruits in

August and September. Just now its stout scapes

of 1 foot or 1 foot 3 inches high are topped, drum-

stick-like, with massive clusters of bright scarlet

berries the size of horse beans. In spring time it

has monster leaves, heart-shaped, with large

black spots or splashes It is needless to reckon

upon special culture in the way of boggy conditions,

as I know many suppose there should be for this

species. I have long grown it in an ordinary bor

der, simply selecting a special spot where the

water runs down ;j, series of small inclined walks

and becomes intercepted by another walk at right

angles; along this walk edge the Arum has been

grown for years. The term high culture used

above implies-raore in the way of lifting and re-

planting the bigger tubers where 1 hey are intended

to make a show. By doing this annually about

September, after the birds have taken all the .scar-

let fruit, and rubbing away the small offset tubers

from the large ones, a (ine crop of berries may be

annually had.

Berkheya (Stobsea) purpurea. -— I have

several times pr-aised this plant, hut I think it struck

me this morning as being more beautiful than ever

in Ihe bright sunshine succeeding dull rainy

weather. The silvery sheeny purple heads are

quite 3 inches across, arrd a great number had

opened during the morning, and as this is about

the first gush of bloom, there are no i-pent or seed-

heads to detract from the good effect of the fresh

flowers. The winged, angular, and spiny flower-

slems reach a stature of 3 feet to 4 feet. My
plants are growing in simply an old garden walk,

where all the material is of a sandy and stony cha-

i-acter; indeed, hardly rny soil exists there. I

mention this because I know many of my friends

have failed to get the jjlant to live. I cannot
say that under these conditions the plant has

shown any tendency to die off in winter, but I

rather fancy the results woidd be different if the

plants were grown in an ordinary or more moist

border. I know some people who have been d s-

appointed with this plant when they have seen but

one or two heads of bloom on possitily a plant not

established. I can, however, spe.ak well of the

plant when strong and healthy. J. Wood.

M'uodviJU, Kirl;stnll.

LILIUM CHALCEDONICUM.
This, usually spoken of as the scarlet Martagon
Lily, need not be confounded with any other,forthe

blossoms are of a striking vermilionred colour,

while they are the latest to expand of the various

members of the Martagon group, usually referred

to as Tuik's-cap Lilies. It is quite an old-fashioned

Lily, that may at times be met with in grand con-

dition in some cottage garden, while if great pains

are taken with it success by no means invariably

results. It is one of those Lilies that very much
regents being disturbed at the roots, so that when
it is in a flourishing state the best advice that can be

given is to let well alone, even at the risk of over-

crowding. The bulbs of this Lily are rather large

and loosely put together, so that if handled at all

roughlv many of the scales will be broken. While
some Lilies may be shifted much later in the season

than others, L. chalcedonicum is not one of them,

for vigororis root-action commences very early, and
while the roots are but few they are very stout, so

that the loss of even one or two is a serious matter.

The first season after this Lily has been pinned
the show of flowers is, ns a rule, very limited,

while Ihe foliage often dies off prematurely, but

the following year if the bulbs are undisturbed one

may reasonably hope for better results. While
some hardy Lilies are very useful in many places

when grown in pots, L. chalcedonicum is one that

cannot on any account be recommended for tl c

purpose, for among other considerations the roots

are of such a deep descending nature that tl cy

greatly resent being confined in pots, and when
planted out a deep soil is necessary to their well-

doing. The petals of L. chalcedonicum are remaik-

able for their thick wax-like character, being, con-

sidering their size, more massive than those of ar y
other species, unless it he the Japanese L. Ilansoni.

L. chalcedonicum is usually regarded as one of the

parents (L. candidura being the other) of tl'e

charming buff-coloured L. testaceum, which is one

of the most distinct Lilies we have in our garden*.

It is a grand stately Lily, attaining a gr-eater

height than either of its parents, an<l if planted

early, will, as a rule, flower in a satisfactory way the

first season, while the blossoms remain in perfec-

tion a long time. H. P.

Propagating Alternantheras.—There is no

season like the present for securing a stock of

these for the ensuing year. The growths are

abundant, and a few hundreds may be taken from

a bed with a sharp knife or scissors without beirg

missed, and what is of the greatest importance to

all concerned is the fact that the growths available

j

now are of the best possible material, being firm

anel vigorous. Anyone who has not adopted this

method should give it a trial. It surpasses grow-

ing on plants in pots for propagating, while the

chances for lifted plants later in the seasrn are

not worth considering in comparison. Having de:

tachcd the cuttings, insert them in shallow boxes

of sandy soil and place them in a spent Cucumber
frame or any manure frame just losing its heat,

keeping them well watered and shaded from sun

till rooted, when they may receive air according as

weather permits, eventually as the winter ap-

proaches bringing them into the stove or warm
greenhouse, giving them a shelf near the glass.

In this position they will grow rapidly. Indeed

by adopting this m'l thod I have by Christmas

had much finer plants of these useful subjects than

are usually bedded out in June, so that it need

hardly be said that abur;dance of splendid cuttings
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are available the mouient, they are needed for pro-
pagating in January or February. Having secured
so early a start, and that with excellent cuttings,
there need be no fear of having enough and to
spare, besides which the plants from their greater
age and size will cover more space when bedded
out. Last, but not least, with the adoption of late
summer cuttings, damping off during winter rarely
ensues, while with ohl jilants it is the generally
looked-for result, often placing the gardener with
limited resources in an unpleasant fix as the bed-
ding season approaches and stock is deficient.—
E.J.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Eomecon chionantha, a new Chinese Poppy,
is flowering very freely I his vear, more so indeed
than we h:ive seen it hitherto. The flowers are
pure wa.xy white with a bunch of golden anthers in
the centre. The leaves, of a soft yellowish green,
are very ornamental all through the summer. A
coloured plate of this appeared in The Garden of
Jan. 215, l,ss:), p. 7G.

Allium pulchellum.—This is just now mak-
ing a grand show on the rockery where it has been
growing for many years. It is nearly allied and
h.as much the same habit as A. flavum, but the
flowers instead of being yellow are bright, deep
rose-red, more or less drooping, and always in
large heads. It increases very fast, and if taken
up annually and replanted, the bulbs an inch or so
apart, it will soon make large tufts.

Strawberry Marechal MacKTahon.—On p.
135, "J. C," in writing of the merits of Marechal
MacMahon Strawberry, says he feels sure that
plants on a north border could be relied upon to
supply fruit up to August. I have gathered fruit
from a north oorder up to August 20. I am very
much surprised that so little mention has been
made in The G,4.kden of th s useful late Straw-
berry, but it does not seem at all popular. It is
also very prolific and bears good-sized fruit with
very few small ones.—E. SEMPER, Scaniii/ Uall
Gardens^ Brujij,

Tubeious Begonias.—A few years ago when
writing to you on the sulijeet of tuberous Begonias
I said I hoped to get them with several flowers
open at once on erect stalks. I now forward you
a few stems from a seedling I raised last year.
The plant is dwarf, with dark leaves, branches freely
from the tuber, and carries its flowers perfectly
erect and well above the foliage. The stems never
bend over, even when old. There are four or five
such spikes as those I send you open at once. I
wanted to take the plant to the Royal Horticultural
Society's show at Chiswick, but this hot weather
spoiled some of my best doubles.—W. SHiRLEr,
Suiifhtnck Parsonage, Fare/iam.

*^* Mr. Shirley sends very beautiful, strong,
single-flowered Begonias of fine sulphur and soft
yellow colours. One is a superb salmon-red. Eu.
Early Apples.—I have not grown the Beauty

of Bath, but, of course, I must after what Mr.
Ciump says about it at p. latj. I have been pinning
my faith to the Gladstone and Irish Peach as my
first early Apples, the Gladstone ripening at least
a week before Irish Peach. The trees are much the
same as regards habit, and should be cautiously
piuned, as Mr. Crump advises. The Gladstone, I

think, is best eaten from the tree. The Irish Peach
should be gathered a few days before eating. It
then is superior to Gladstone in flavour. I beg to
send you a sample of both for your opinion, as I

should like Mr. Crump to make a quartette of his
selection by adding the Gladstone.—E. Fenn, Sul-
7i.amxfead.

*f* The Irish Peach is by far the better flavoured
Apple of the two sent.

—

Ed.

Zinnias.—Few annuals are more satisfactory
than these when well cared for. Zinnias, whether
planted in beds, rows, or singly, are always eflfec-

tive in the flower garden. Another point in their
favour is that they bloom well into the autumn,
and the flowers, which are valuable for cutting, do

not siilfer from inclement we>ather, but retain all

their freshness and gay colouring when many other
bright-flowering subjects present but a sorry ap-
pearance. Plant the Zinnias in rich soil in full

exposure, for they like to bask in the sun's fiercest

rays, merely reijuiring a surface covering to protect
the roots and plenty of moisture at all times. We
have just been reminded of their great value by a
gathering of both huge and pompon-flowered
varieties from Messrs. Stuart and Co., Tavistock
Street, Covent Garden, who grow them largely at
Nice for seed. The blooms sent embrace shades of

colour from the ri(-hest scarlet to pure white.

There were also some rem,arkably clear yellows and ^^^tj^icder

exhiliit of Apricots was that from Mr. Wythes,

who also showed a quantity. These were neatly

arranged in ba>kets.

Orchid Committee.

A first-class certificate was awarded to—
C.\TTLEYA Baroness Schr(eder (Cattleya

Trianxx Lielia Jonghiana).—Tliis is another beau-

tiful addition to its class ; the markings very dis-

tinct, sepals and petals of the colour of a
good form of C. Trianae; the lip finely fringed

with a white edge, the inner portion of a fine golden

colour extending into the throat. From Baron

a magenta-coloured variety, which would in the
mass be very etl'ective. Now that Zinnias can be
had true from seed in the various colours, masses
of the different shades in the flower garden would
be very telling. In the pompon varieties there
was also the same diversity of colour, and these,
seeing they last so well when cut, deserve ex-

tended cultivation.

Societies and Exhibitions.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
CHIS'WICK.

Mseting and Conference.

Two large marquees were on this occasion erected
for the exhibits. Thiit devoted to Ferns, more
particularly with accessories in the form of Gladi-
oli, Cactus Dahlias, and herbaceous plants was ex-
ceedingly well filled in all parts, but in the other t here
was room for a few more exhibits, the compel ition for

the substantial prizes offered for tuberous Begonias
not being what was expected. Although this was
the case in the competing classes it left nothing
to be desired in the non-competing groups, which
were thoroughly representative of the Begonia in

all its varied forms.

Paiticular note should be made of the large and
very varied collection of shrubby Begonias, with
others also, both in species and varieties, some
being rarely seen, which were staged from the
Kew Gardens collection. Messrs. Veitch and Sons'
exhibit was highly instructive, as it contained such
a variety of species and hybrids raised therefrom
by the firm who were the first to attempt the hy-
bridisation of the tuberous Begonia from species

of their own introduction. In both of these
instances the plants were well grown, exemplifying
what may be done with the wide r.ice of Iiij;onias

when under good cultivation.

Messrs. Laing and Sons exhibited a superb assort-

ment of plants of the double tuberous-rooted kinds
of their own raising. These show a marked advance
this season, the flowers being la'ge and erect, the
colours varied, in size larger than many Holly-
hocks. These were accompanied by cut blooms of
both single and double kinds grown in the open
air, with plants also of the shrubby varieties.

Messrs. Cannell and Sons had a marvellous display
of cut blooms of their strain of the double tuber-
ous-rooted section set up in a most attractive style

in bunches with a groundwork of Fern fronds.

These were particularly noteworthy for fine form
and variety of colour.

The Ferns made a grand show of themselves, the
British species and varieties being particularly

well represented. These exhibits should tend to
instruct the lovers of I'erns as to the number ^.—

c.
. . m « u

of our hardy kinds suitalile for almost any garden.
I

pinna; rather long than otherwise. From Mr. H. B,

Fruit, although specially called for in the way ' May.
of Plums and Apricots, did not meet with a ready

|

Athyrium setigbrum Victoria.—A variety ot

response. It is not altogether surprising that this
[

peculiar and novel growth, not altogether hand-

should be so as regards Plums, which are this yfar .some, but no doubt very distinct, the fronds narrow

a somewhat partial crop ; whilst it is quite a fort-
[

and crested. From Messrs. Birkenhead.

This was the only award made, a few other things

in small plants being shown.

Floral Comnaittee.

First-class certificates were awarded to

—

NePHROLEPW DAVALLIOIDES .MULTICEP.S —This

is another distinct looking Fern, apparently of

dwarfer growth than N. d. furcans and more sub-

divided in the fronds. It is of more elegant growth

also, and paler in colour as shown. F'rom Mr. H. B.

May.
Pteris tremula variegata.—a prettily varie-

gated variety of this fine old Fern, somewhat more

erect in growth and smaller in its parts, the silvery

markings well defined. From Mr. H. B. May.

Pteris Regin.h.—This in habit comes nearest

to P. serrulata, but is more elegant even than that

good old sort. It is a variegated form, well defined

wiih silvery markings; the fronds supported on

stout foot-stalks. F'rom Mr. H. B. May.

Pteris Begin^e cristata.— This is a crested

form of the preceding, more compact also in its

growth, the variation quite as distinct. I'rom Mr.

H. B. May.
Asparagus deflexus.—This is a valuable ad-

dition to the decorative class, being particularly

well suited to basket culture by reason of its pen-

dent habit, the shoots extending to 5 feet and 6

feet in length when well grown. I'rom Mr. Hud-

son, Gunnersbury House, Acton.

Begonia Marie Louise.—This variety belongs

to the Bex class, and is remarkable for its dwaif

habit and the distinct and effective colouration of

its leaves, the central portions of which are of a

bronzy brown with white radiating nerves, the re-

mainder of a bright green with silver-white spots

spread all over the surface. From Messrs. Veitch

and Sons.
Begonia Mme. AlamAngy.—Another distinct

addition to the Rex class, the leaves being deeply

serrated, the inner portions of a deep bronzy-green

with broad margins of silvery vai legation. From
Mr. W. Marshall.

Begonia semperflobens rubra, also shown

under the name of Sutton's Crimson Gem.—The
habit is that of the type, but the foliage by expo-

sure assumes a deep bronzy-red colour, the flowers

being of a paler red. From Messrs. Vilmorin and

Messrs. Sutton and Sons.

Helenium grandicephalum striatum.—

a

promising and distinct addition to its class, with

Aster-like flowers of a deep orange shade with

lighter striated markings. From Mr. Thomas

Ware. , ,

TiLIA PLATYPHYLLA.—A very fine variety of the

Lime tree, much freer in growth than the common
kind, with remarkably large leaves of leathery tex-

ture. From Mr. Leach, Albury Park, Guildford.

Awards of merit were made to

—

Adiantum elegantissimu.m—a variety of

slender growth, with finely divided fronds, the

night too early to have them thoroughly well re-

presented as to ripeness and perfection. The
branches from Messrs. Lane and Son, Berkham-
sted, were a fine feature, being completely haden
with fruit to breaking down, and consisted of all

the best market sorts. The only miscellaneous

Begonia Earl Cranbrook.—The flowers large,

of a deep orange-scarlef.

Begonia Duke of Fife.—Deep crimson, very

full.

Begonia Lady Geetbude.—Full pink, with a

light centre.
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Begonia Picoteb.—Buff centre, with narrow
Picotee-like edge of a deep pink.
Begonia Lord Eshek.— Large crimson-scarlet.

These are all fine additions to the double tuberous
kinds, the flowers possessed of remarkable substance,
being borne nearly erect, thus showing to advan-
tage.

Begonia Bertha Macgreooe (Rex tjpe),
with lieeply serrated leaves, broad silvery margins
and dark bronzy centre. All the above Begonias
from Messrs. J. Laing and Sons.
COLEUS Distinction.—A variety with remark-

ably dark velvety foliage, more like that of a
Gesnera, the habit sturdy and vigorous. From
Mr. J. Morris, florist, Acton.
Carnation Mrs. Leopold de Rothschild.—

A very promising addition with flowers after Miss
Joliffe, but darker and with fringed edges pnd
somewhat larger

; the perfume is that of the Clove,
between a variety of w|}ich and Miss Joliffe it has
been raised; the habit is excellent, bidding fair also
to be a perpetual bloomer. From Mr. G. Reynolds,
Gunnersbury Park, Acton.
Gladioli Private Secretary, deep rose bor-

der %vith light centre
; Mr. Hobhouse, large salmon,

and Mr. McAllister, a pale straw-yellow, very dis-
tinct. All three are fine kinds, the spikes long,
the flowers of the best quality. From Messrs.
Kelway and Son.

Phl'o.x Eclaireur, a rosy purple : Phlox La
Soleil, rosy pink, light centre

; and Phlox Michael
Cervantes, a pale blush with large rosy eye. All
are distinct acquisitions to these valuable" garden
flowers. From Messrs. Paul and Son, Cheshunt.
Awards were also made to Begonias growing in

the open border at Chiswick. These came from
Messrs. Sutton and Sons and Messrs. Vilmorin. Re-
marks upon these will be made in due course.

Fruit Committee.

On this occasion the following first-class certifi-

cates were awarded

—

Fig Blaciv Douro.—Fruit of medium size, pur-
pli-h, but not of first-rate flavour. It is a free-
bearing variety. From the Society's gardens.
Tomato Challenger.—This is a variety of

uniform shape, bright red in colour. The quality
is good and it is said to be a heavy cropper. From
Messrs. Collins and Gabriel.
From the gardens of the Royal Horticultural So-

ciety Mr. Barron exhibited two varieties of white
Grapes, one Oreg Tardovany, a good all-round va-
riety

;
and Veluvna, somewhat resembling Foster's

Seedling in appearance; also verv fine examples of
the following Apples from trees grown in pots :

Queen, Cellini Pippin, Ecklinville Seedling, York-
shire Beauty, Lady Sudeley and Worcester Pear-
main, all very finely coloured and finished. From
Mr. William Roupell came examples of the follow-
ing Grapes

: Gros Colman from a rod grafted on
Muscat of Alexandria; Diamant Traube, said to be
an excellent wliite companion to the Black
Hamburgh, Grizzly Frontignan, Dr. Hogg, Purple
Constantia and Prunavis Front ignan. Messrs. H.
Lane and Sons, nurserymen, Berkhamsted, sent a
collection of branches of Plums in fruit from trees
which were formerly pyramids, which have been al-
lowed^ to grow up into size. Quite dense clusters
of fruit were seen of Belle Louvain, Czar, Angelina
Burdett, Victoria, Orleans, Sultan, Dymond, Jeffer-
son's, Cox's Emperor, Belgian Purple, Curlew, Wye-
dale, Poupart'.-i, Belle de Septembre, Pershore,
Reine Claude de t'ount Hathen, Autumn Compote,
and Sandall's, showing that at Berkhamsted there
are Plums in spite of the general failure of crops.
Several baskets of Apricots were sent by Mr.
Wythes, Syon House ; these were arranged very
neatly in punnels. The prizes offered for Plums
did not apparently meet with any response, but
two collections of Apricots (three dishes in each)
were shown ; these came from Mr. Miller, Ruxley
Lodge, Esher, and Mr. Wythes, the prizes being
awarded in the order named—Kaisha, Moorpark,
and Hemskirk being the best sorts.

Begonias.

been for the contributions of cut blooms by Messrs.
H. Cannell and Sons, and of plants by Messrs. J.

Laing and Sons, there would have been a poor dis-

play of these popular plants. Messrs. H. Cannell
and Sons had some 120 bunches of doubles in

eighty varieties. Chief among them were R. B.

Parsons, rose. Lady Addington, Sir J. I'ender, Miss
Nicholson, Mrs. C. West, A. F. Birron, Mrs. Fal-

coner, yellow, very good ; Mrs French, sulphur
;

Sir J. D. Hooker, Mrs. G. J. Goschen, Rosebud, very
pretty ; Mrs. E. J. Ewing. &c. A collection of

Begonias other than the tuberous type came from
Kew ; it was extensive and largely representative.

Among the species and varieties were Haageana,
Ingrami, peltata, albo-picta, nelumbicfolia, incar-

nata var. propensa, Arthur Malet, with its pale

liver-coloured leaves; weltoniensis, natalensis,

semperflnrens and varieties of it, argenteo-guttata,

one of the Rex type; Margarita^, sanguinta, Du-
chartrei, &c. Messrs. Veitch and Sons, Chelsea,

had a smaller, but most interesting collection, con-

taining many novel types, such as socotrana, coral-

lina, farvifolia, Arthur Malet, Winter Gem,Evansi-
ana, one of the Rex type ; Marie Louise, a dwarf-
growing Rex type, small leaves, very free and
handsomely jewelled ; argyrostigma, rubella, in-

signis, Wighti, fuchsioides, Drege', &c., and last,

but not least, an interesting hybiid between Rex
and socotrana, showing the characters of both.

Mr. William Marshall, Bexley, was the only exhi-

bitor of six fine-foliaged Begonias of the Rex type.

Prominent among them was a very handsome and
distinct variety named Mme. Alamangy, having
somewhat dentate le.aves, silvery, the centre dark
olive-green. Messrs. J. Laing and Sons' Begonia
exhibit consisted mainly of well-grcwn and finely-

flowered examples of their superior strain of the

double tuberous kinds, amongst which were in-

cluded those sorts to which certificates were
awarded. This exhibit made a fine display, showing
the marked advance of the past few seasons. With
these were included some variegated forms of the

B. Pearcei type, which are also promising, also cut

blooms of both single and double kinds from the

open border, the flowers of excellent quality. A
group of the Rex type and others of the flowering

race were also stag?d here ; B. Arthur Malet, B.

gogoensis and B. corallira were some of the best.

Photographs also were shown of their Begonia
grounds. Awarded a silver-gilt Flora medal.

Ferns.

The collections of British Ferns contributed by
amateurs of the United Kingdom, and representing

the best varieties of Briti-h species, were numerous

and thoroughly interesting, but had it not been for

the extensive and almrst priceless contribulion

from the Clifton Zoological Gardens the show
would have been a failure. The best collection of

ten plumose varieties came from Clifton ; this and all

of them being arranged by Dr. E. J. Lowe, l.L S.

Chief among them were Polystichum angulare var.

divisilobum robustum, P. a. plumosum angustum,

P. a. inacessum, P. a. Offa, Athyrium Filix-fuemina

plumosum Molyi, A. Filix-fceminaclarissinium, Sco-

lopendrium vu'gare Bodeni and S. v. Coburni.

Second, Mr. C. T. Druery, F.L.S., who had

Athyrium Filix - fcemina superbum. A. Filix-

fajmina plumosum Drueryi, A. Filix- ftcmina

superbum cristatura, Polystichum angulare, &c.

With ten cruciate or narrow varieties, no

restriction of species, the Clifton plants were

again first, Mr. Lowe staging Polystichum an-

gulare Hvdra, P. a. aculeatum graminoides,

P. a. cruciatum ornnndens, Athyrium Filix-

fcemina Evelyna, A. Filix - foemina cruentum

angustum, A. Filix-fiemina notabile, A. Filix-

fiemina ornatum, A. Filix-fuemina cruciforma, &c.

With ten varieties of Athyrium Filix-ffcmina,

Clifton was again first with excellenta, ornamentis-

simura, decoratum, Stella, intercisum, prominens.

exoniatum, and others ; this collection as well as

the preceding containing some exceedingly hand-

some varieties. Clifton was again to the fore with

ten varieties of Polystichum aculeatum and hybrids

of it, having gratum (hybrid), montanum, polydac-

Dr. Lowe was again to the fore with Lastrea

Filix-mas Padleyi, very fine ; L. probacea, cris-

tata Belperi ; Scolopendrium vu'gare crispum

Kitsonse, Polystichum angulare altiactum, P. a.

centiceps, P. a. permeritum, P. a. fascerum, P. a.

Medusae, and Athyrium F.-f. bellatulum. With

sixteen dwarf or congested varieties, no restricticn

of species. Dr. Lowe staged an extremely interest-

ing group, having Athyrium F.-f. Foens, A. mari-

num decorum, A. minimissimum decorum, A.

Vernoene Jonesi, and A. uncum cruciatum, Scolo-

pendrium vulgare Nymphffi, S. v. collorarum, S.

v. corolla, S. v. muricatum reflexum, &c. With
eight varieties, no restriction as to species, Clifton

was again first with Athyrium filiforme angustum,

Scolopendrium ciispum (fertile), Polystichum an-

gulare latifolium decoratum, P. a. revolvens, &c.

Clifton was also first with eight varieties of Ne-

phrodium F.-mas. staging among others abbrevia-

tum, gracile, Ellacombei, and others. With ten

varieties of Scolopendrium vulgare. Dr. Lcwe was

again to the fore with deleseroides, sagittatum

grandiceps, cumulans, sagittatum Jonesi, crispum

pendens, jubatum, saccinum, the leaves pale

yellow, a very distinct variegated variety, &c.

Clifton also contributed the best varieties of Poly-

stichum angulare, having longi-pinnulum, acuti-

lobura fa'cinans, insignitum, latifolium angulare,

stipulatum, &c. With eight crested or capitate

varieties Clifton took the first prize with Poly-

stichum angulare deoorandum, P. a. acciimilare,

galeatum, densilobum, crislatum, &c. Wiih four

varieties, restricted to species not shown in

some of the preceding classes, Clifton was again

placed first, with Adiantum capillus - Veneris

Lowia-' .and Lucasi, Osmunda regalis cristata,

and Lastrea spinulosa cristata ; second, Mr.

W. Marshall, Bexley, with Polystichum alpes-

tre flexile, P. Dryopteris, P. Phegopteris, and Allo-

sorus ciispus. With four varieties of Polypodium

vulgare, Mr. W. Marshall was first with cornuturn,

trichomanoides, cambricum Prestoni, and semi-

lacerum. From Clifton also came eight rugose or

muricate varieties, which included Scolopendrium

vulgare ostentare, muricatum maritum, m. ornatum,

m. sub crispum, Sylvia, muricatum undulaturo, bi-

marginatum, kc. Clifton also furnished the best

four Adiantums. With ten wild varieties of Asple-

niums, includirg Ceterach,Dr.E, J. Lowe was placed

first.

The awards for single plants were as folh.ws :—

The show of tuberous-rooted varieties was as
|
tylum, Abotra3, plurnosum, cruciatum, &c. With

weak as that of Ferns was strong, and had it not ' sixteen varieties, no restriction as to species.

Best specimen, Mr. W. Marshall, with Polypodium

vulgare trichomanoides. Best variety, Mr. C. T.

Druery, with Athyrium Filix-ftrmina plum' sum,

very handsome. Best variegated. Dr. Lowe, with

Scolopendrium crispum succinum. Best Athj i iiim,

Mr. Druery. Best Scolopendrium, S. crispum
i
erdn-

lum.Dr.Lowe. BestNephrodium,Filix-fcemina Pad-

leyi,' Dr. Lowe. Best Polystichum, inaccesMim,Dr.

Lowe. Best Osmunda, cristata. Dr. Lowe. Best

Adiantum cafiillus-Veneris. Dr. Lowe. B( st Asple-

nium Ceterach cristatum. Dr. Lowe. Any triors in

the nomenclature of the foregoing Ferns must be

accounted for on the ground that in not a few in-

stances they were indistinctly named, and appa-

rently only with a view of affording information to

specialists. It was extremely difficult to pick out

the actual plants selected as the tests, and the

judges ajipcared to find this an arduous task also.

In the way of miscellaneous collections, Messrs.

W. and J. Birkenhead, Sale, contributed a large

one containing many interesting novelties, such as

Athyrium setigerum Victorire, A. s. cristatum, A.

Girdlestonei grandiceps, Scolopendrium crispum

fimbriatum of Cropper, ramocristatum majus,

Lastrea cristata fimbriata, L. ajmula densa, L.

cristata, a British variety, very rare ; Asplenium

trichomanoides confluens and a variety named
incisum, Polypodium trichomanoides, Blechnum
Maundersi, &c. Mr. H. B. May, Edmonton, had
Pteris regime var. cristata, P. reginfe, P. tremula

variegata, a beautiful variety with silvery variega-

tion," Adiantum elegantissimum, Nephrolepis da-

vallioides var. multiceps, &c. Mr. Druery also had
a remarkably choice collection, the names of some
of the most striking being given under the class

for twelve plumose varieties. A collection of Poly-

stichums was also sent by Mr. W. Roupell, Brixton.
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Miscellaneous Cut Flowers.

In the Ki-rn tunt Mi-ssrs. l\elway and Son, Lang-
port, showed twelve boxes of spikes of Gladioli

numbering over 1()|1, many of them very line, such
as Mr. llobhouse, bright salmon ; Mr. Mo.Mlister,

pale yellow; I'livate Secretary, bright carmine,
withbroid markings of sulphur-yellow; Duke of

Devonshire, The Marquis, Sir T. Lawrence,
Baroness Burdett C'outts, Baron Schneder, Duke
of I'Minbiirgli, Dorothy Tennant, Grace Darling,

Lord W. Beresford, Kev. H. H. D'Ombrain, Elec-

tra, Duchess of Fife, Prince Henry, Mr. Fowler,
Duchess of Edinburgh, ,'v;c. They also had bunches
of hardy cut llowers anil Gaillardias. From Mr.
T. S. Ware came a collect iou of Hollyhocks iu

spikes (very promising seedlings indeed). Phloxes,

i>cc. Messrs. Pitcher and Manda had a collection

of bunches of hardy (lowers. Messrs. Henry Can-
neU iind Sons h.ad a large an<l interesting collection

of decorative .and Cactus Dahli.as, and Messrs. P.tul

and Son, C-'heshunt, several bo.xes of cut Roses
remarkably good for the month, among tliem

Madame Victor A'erdier, J. S. Mills, Li France,
Ernest Metz, a beautiful Tea ; Prince C. de Rohan,
Victor Hugo, very bright ; Mrs. J. I^aing, T. B,

Heywood, evidently a fine autumnal Rose; Alfred
Colomb, L'Ideal, a lovely button-hole Rose; Marie
Rady, Conitesse de Xadaillac, Baroness Rothschild,
Bouibon Mrs. Paul, Prince Arthur, Queen of Queens,
I'rancisca Kruger, Oliver Delhomme, now not often
seen, but very fine ; Mme. Gabriel Luizet, Lady
Arthur Hill, pretty in colour but not an attractive

shape; Charles Gater, &c. Me-srs. Paul also bad
a very good collection of herbaceous Phloxe-', in-

cluding such varieties as Mme. Henri .Jacotot,

Eclaireur. Je.an Bart, Cliant-Populaire, Wm. liob-

insrn, Albert Crousse, Souvenir de Beranger,
Piiriti?, one of the best wliites ; C'laudot Iriv, a
distinct hue of pale purple; Andrfi Schw.artz,
Boule de Feu, Mais, and Comtesse de la Castrre.
Some really fine flowers of large-flowering Chry-
santhemums were staged by Mr. McMillan, Trinity
College, E linburgh. These were very pure in

colour and well formed. The sorts were Mme.
Desgrange, G. Wermi^. ICdwin Molyneux, Puritan,
Stanstead White, Mrs. Irving Clarke, and Boule
d'Or, the three fir.st-named being the finest (bronze
Banksian medal). Mr. J. Hudson, Gunnersbury
House Ci.ardens, sent a rem.arkably fine collection
of Cape Pelargoniums. They were very fine speci-
mens, some of them measuring 5 feet 6 inches
high and as much through. The following kinds
were included in this exhibit : Quercifolium, capi-
tatum. r.adula and radula majus, filicifolium odo-
r.atum, fnagrans, Scarlet Unique and KoUisson's
I'nique, denticulatum majus, Pretty Polly, Little
Gem and Pleasants Foot. A silver Flora medal
was deservedly awarded.

NATIONAL COOPERATIVE FLOWER
SHOW.

The seventh annual celebration of the National
Co-operative Festival took place at the Crystal
Palace on the 20th inst., and among the many
items of the programme, the carrying out of which
extended over 12 hours, one of the most important
was the flower show, which on this occasion filled
the east end of the triinsept, and required the ser-
vices of sixteen judges to make the awards. This
show, commenced in 1S8I> in the conservatory of
the Royal Horticultural Society at South Kensing-
ton—a small and decidedly poor one—was followed
by a rather larger and improved display in 1887.
In 18.88 the first of what is now an annual series wa.s
held at the Crystal Palace ; th.at year, the exhibition
took a decided step forward both in extent and
qualify, and each succeeding year has witnessed a
decided growth, the entries in the classes become
larger and the competition keener. Those who
witnessed the first two shows held at South Ken-
sington, and are able to compare them with
that of Saturday last, must admit that the
advance is a startling one. It is certain that
as soon as the awards at the first two exhibi-
tions served to indicate that quality, the result of

good culture, was favoured by the judges, the
exhiliitors were not slow to comprehend the

significance of this, and vegetable-" and llowers

of high quality now find a place on the exhibition
tables. One indisputable, but beneficial result

of the institution of the flower show .as a part

of the programme of the day's proceedings has
been to call into existence a numerous body of

co-operative gardeners, for the competition in

the v.arious classes is open only to members of

industrial co-operative societies, and in some of the
sections to the members (or their g.ardeners) of the
Agricultural and Horticultural Association, Ltd.,

which is conducted upon co-operative principles.

The schedule of prizes, which this season contained
250 classes, is divided into seven divisions, each geo-
graphically limited, so that.a cultivator in the more
favoured dist'icts of the country does not compete
with one living in a cold and n rthein county.
The great iidv.antago of this is seen in the f.ict that
a comparison can be instituted between, say, the
productions of the counties of Cumberland, North-
umberland, Durham, and Westmoreland, represent-

ing the northern di^trict, and those of the southern
district, which includes Surrev, Sussex, Kent, Hants,
Wilts, and the Isle of Wight."

A survey of the various classes showed that
there were sixty one collections of vegetables from
all parts of the country, and that many of them
contained subjects of excellent quality, especially

those grown in the southern parts of the kingdom.
Scarlet Runners .and French Be.ans were repre-

sented by long and handsome pods. The Ne Plus
Ultra type of the former and Canadian Wonder in

the latter were decidedly to the fore. Good Long-
po<l and Broad Windsor Beans were numerous

;

Turnip-rooted and long Beets also. Capit.al white
Cabbage ; Carrots in their sections of Early Horn,
Intermediate and Long Surrty, the two last very
nearly alike in not a few invtances ; Cauliflower:
Celery, red and white ; Piirsnips, very fine indeed :

Onions, the winter type represented by Giant
Rocca and other Tripolis, and the spring type by
Rousham Park and others of the White Spanish
section ; Peas iiy Duke of Albany generiiUy ; while
Turnips, R<adishes, Vegetable Marrows, herbs, &c.,

«ere all very numerous. The Potatoes were in

some instances very fine indeed, but a good deal of

mixing up of round and kidney types prevailed,

the long ones of some varieties being picked out
and shown .as kidneys, the difference between kid-

neys and rounds evidently not being sufficiently

understood. Of white kidneys, Intern.ational and
Snowdrop; of red kidneys, Mr. Bresee and Edg-
cote Purple ; of widte rounds, Sutton's Seedling
and Satisfaction ; and of coloured rounds, Reading
Russet and Lord Tennjson, were the best.

Cut flowers were very numerous, and, with the
vegetables, supplied the bulk of the exhibition.

Gl.adio'i, Dahlias, Lilium auratum, delightful

bunches of Sweet Peas, Salpiglossis, Stocks, As-
ters, African M.arigolds, Petunias, zonal Pelargo-

niums, Verbenas, Mignonette, and Phlox Drummondi
were all of high quality. A class for thiee bunches
of annual Chrysanthemums brought coronarium
(double) and carinatum (single and double).

Bunches of Carnations were good also. In the

class for six bunches of annuals, Chrjsanthe-
mums, African Marigolds, Asters, Stocks, Sweet
Peas, Linum grandiflorum coccineum, Malope
grandiflora and such-like striking subjects were
shown in fine character. Plants in pots consisted

of various annuals. Asters, Lilies, Lobelia, Musk,
Nasturtiums, Begon'as, Coleus, Ferns, &c., some of

them remarkably well grown ; but the difficulty

experienced in conveying the plants to the place

of exhibition necessarily curtailed the quantity.

In the gardeners' classes some veiy good fruit was
shovin—Black Hamburgh, White Muscat, and other

Grapes, Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Figs, &c. The
best three dishes of cooking Apples consisted of

Pease-ood's Nonsuch, Emperor Alexander, and Lord
Sufiield; of dessert. Emperor Alexander, .luneating,

and Duchess of Oklenburg. The best collection of

farm produce came from the Woolwich Arsenal
Co-operative Society. The Horticultural College

at Swanley sent a collection of fruit, vegetables,

&c , not for cnmpctition.

The formal opening ceremony took pl.ace in the

Egyptian Court after the judging wa-i completed,

Coi. Taylor presiding. Mr. E. O. Greening (the hon
sccret.ary) stated that the 300 exhibition tables,

furnished by the Crystal Palace Company had to

bo supplemented byi.tliers, and thao the entries in

every department of the show except fiuit showed
a great increase upon Last year.

Public Gardens.

Park for 'Willesden.—At a meeting of the

Willesden Local Board, a letter was read from the

Ecc'esiastical Commissioners statirg their willing-

ness to contriliute .£100 towards the pui-chasinj of

Harlesden Park and recreilion ground. The offer

was accepted, and the thanks of the Board were
tendered to the commissioners for their handsome
contribution.

Another park for Brighton.—Queen's Park,

which was presented to Brighton by the Race
Stand Trustees, was publicly opened by the M;iyor

and Mayoress, Mr. Aldeiman and Miss Ewart.

The trustees purchased the park, which is eighteen

acres in extent, for £13 500, .and .also contributed

£4000 towards the cost of improvement, while the

town had to provide £8lil6.

Paddingtoi Recreation Ground.—There is

some reasonable pro-pect of the I'addington Re-

creation Ground being .'aved from the builders.

In fact, the whole amount of the purchase money
is now, if we understand rightly, subscribed. The
latest news is that £48,000 out of the necessary

£50,000 had been obtained, and the Hampstead
Vestry has just voted £2500, provided the ground
is kept as an open space. There should be no

difticulty in securing this promise, and l'addini;ton,

Ml-. Beachcroft, and the public generally will have

cause for mutual congratulation.

Proposed purchase of "West Wickham
Common.—This week Mr. K. H. Tulloch, A.M.I. C.E.,

an Inspector of the Local Government Board, held

an inquiry at Beckenham as to the proposal of the

Local Board to borrow £4li37 to execute certain

public and private street improvements, and to

contribute £10(1 towards the purchase of Sir John
Lennard's manoiial rights of 'West Wickham Com-
mon, with the view of preset ving it as a public

open space for ever. The Local Board was repre-

sented by Mr. A. H. Baker, and Mr. Buchanan .and

Mr. Ritherden, of the Commons Preset vation So-

ciety, attended. Mr. Baker said that, as regarded

the proposed contribution of £100, it met with the

unanimous approval of the ratepayers of Becken-

ham, many of whom used the common for walks

and drives. Some of the trees on the common
were known to be over 800 years old, and if the

purchase was not completed before September, the

common would be given over to the speculative

builder, and this magnificent piece of woodland
be lost to the public for ever. Towaids the pur-

chase price, £2000, £1200 had been privately sub-

scribed, and ,£500 had been contributed by the

Corporation of London, who proposed to come
down and hold a foimal opening in September.

The inspector said he would report in favour of the

proposed contribution.

Grubs in garden.— In reply tj " Anderton
Hall," the box which yi,u sent containing grubs which

are injuring the crops iu your garden reached me
safely, but 1 could not find a trace of auy grubs; they

must either have escaped or been pounded to pieces by
the potato rattling about iu the box during transit.

Please send more, and pack the contents of the box so

that they cannot inock about when the bos is moved.
—G. S. S.

Names of plants.—,7. WiUiamf. — Odonto-
gldssuni Schliepcrianunt ; 2, Miltonia speetabiUs ; 3.

M. Moreliana; 4, Fronieuai-a stapelioides. IV,

Backhouse.— 1, Stanhopea tigrina; 2, S. graudiflora;

3, Oncidium dasystyle. II. (hjclrn.— I, Vauda Kim-
balliana ; 2, (jrnithocepbalua grauditlorus. 6'.

6')-i^f/is.— Oncidium pulvmatum. M. B.— Cattleja

amcthystoglosea.
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WOODS AND FORESTS.

WOODLAND NOTES.

Rowan berries.—The wealth of berries on the

Kowan or Mountain Ash far surpas.ses anything

that has been noted for a great number of years.

Big or small, confined or free, in shade or

sunshine, every tree is literally weighed down
with the unusually large bunches of berries

;

indeed it i& quite common in the Kentish wood-
lands to tind branches and the tops of trees

snapped across by tlie weight of fruit with

which this season they are laden. At present

they present, where at all plentiful in the park

or woods, an unusually bright and charming ap-
pearance, the colouring of the berries being re-

markably rich. In the early season, too, the
Rowan trees were exceptionally showy, with
their flattened heads of by no means incon-
spicuous whitish flowers, this season in

particular having been peculiarly suitable for

the production of both fruit and flowers.

Already, however, the birds are robbing the
trees of half their beauty. One cannot lielp

thinking, when viewing some of the heavily
berried trees, that the Mountain Ash might
well be planted in greater numbers than it is at
present. No tree is more readily raised or
grown, and it is all round one of the most ac-

commodating that is to be found in our wood-
lands.

The Burr Oak (Querous niacrooarpa) suc-
ceeds well in very difl'erent situations, and I

think it might with great advantage be more
frequently planted than it is at present. The
leaves constitute the greatest beauty of the tree,

they being so large and neat, deep green above
and almost silvery beneath, the latter colour
being sliown ofl" to advantage when they are
tossed about in a storm. There is no special

treatment that I know of wanted by the Burr
Oak, but it likes plenty of room for develop-
ment, the twigs seeming to die oS when the
tree is crowded or overliung by others of larger
growth. Like many others of the American
Oaks, the one under notice is worthy of being
extensively planted.

Desirable Ivie.s.—To the keen observer in
our woods and plantations the common Ivy will
be found to vary considerably, not only in so
far as creeping is concerned, but in the shape of
the leaves and vigour of the individual kinds.
The many handsome varieties of the Ivy that
have of late crojiped up, some of which are,
however, of little value for the real use to which
the plant has at all times been applied, cause us
to consider before ordering particular kinds for
particular uses. Some grow but slowly, others
seem to have lost their creeping nature, while
not a few are exceedingly handsome. Where
Ivy is planted against a house, and consequently
will require annual clipping, choose only the
smaller-leaved kinds, such forms as the Irish
Ivy, with its leaves fully 8 inches long, being
badly suited for such a purpose, they getting
cut in half and tlms presenting a ragged and
unsightly appearance after being trinnned.
There is another favourite kind, H. Riegneriana
or colchica, in which the leaves are large and of
great substance. H. conglomerata is of very
small and neat growth, and peculiarly suitable
for rock gardening. H. arborescens and H.
cordifolia are Tree Ivies, while there are num-
bers of both gold and silver-leaved forms, );^any
of which are of inconstant character, and there-
fore to be avoided, while others are of sickly
and weakly growth.

Pruning broken bran(;'he.s.—It often strikes

me that this department of forest management
does not receive the attention it deserves. If

there is anything more than another that tends
to make a park and the woods of an estate

look well, it is paying strict attention to the
pruning and clearing of all wind-twisted and
dead and dying branches. But this is not all,

for by carefully and jvidiciously pruning ofl'

broken and dead branches from a tree, its

value both now and hereafter is certainly in-

creased. Allow the ragged wound, caused by a

branch being split or torn from a tree by the
wind, to remain without dressing the edges
and so permitting the ingress of water, and very
soon decay will set in and the stem of the tree

become damaged in consequence. Dead branches
and knots are quite as injurious, for the wood
of the tree growing ar(_)und these causes tlie

planks and boarding cut from such to be almost
worthless for building, &c. The knot soon
gets loose and falls out once the boards have
begun to season. By coating the amputated
branch or wound with tar or paint, great benefit

will be derived by preventing still further the
taking in of water.

Ornamental Willows.— Clumps here and
there of some of the more ornamental Willows
have a decided efl'ect in adding beauty to the
outskirts of plantations, or even to the sides

and margins of woodland drives. What can
be finer than a mass of the golden Willow
(Salix aurea), especially when seen with the
afternoon sun upon it 1 The red-twigged Wil-
low (.S. Carteriana; is perhaps not one whit be-

hind it, while the still better-known Bedford
Willow (S. Russelliaua) is another of particular

interest and beauty. Of the most brilliant

orange colour are the br^inches of S. Bosfordi-
ana, and a great acquisition is the having of a

few specimens on any estate. The Royal
Willow (S. regalis), too, is one of particular

beauty, of very free growth, and, like many of

the family, by no means exacting as to the
quality of soil in which it is jjlanted. But
there are others as well as those mentioned
that, for ornament, are well worthy of being
planted. Such an one is the vermilion-barked
S. sanguinea, probably the most distinct of the
whole family.

Grouping of conifeb.s in plantation.s.—It

is extremely pleasing to come quite unawartS
on a group or single specimen of the newer
and less common conifers in the woodlands,
and such as one occasionally sees on a few of

our well-laid-out plantations. Not long ago I

had occasion to pass through a very extensive

wood of Larch, the trees being on an average
70 feet high and growing on reclaimed peat
bog, and was delighted with the great breaks in

the forest that had been cut out and planted
with a numerous assortment of the newer coni-

fers. These clumps had been so arranged, that

on turning the corner of one of the wide grassy

drives that intersected the wood one came upon
finely-developed specimens of the Hemlock
Spruce (Abies canadensis), the Indian Cedar
(Cedrus deodara), and such-like ornamental
trees. The idea is good and worthy of being
imitated, but especially where the woods are

used for pleasant 'drives, such as are too sel-

dom seen. In this particular instance a great
amount of care had been bestowed on tlie grub-
bing out of the old Larches and making up of

the ground with clean road-scrapings, itc. The
individual trees, to9, had been allowed plenty
of room, ".lid this, with the well-prepared soil

and shelter aflbrded by the adjacent Larches,

had told favourably on the growth of the speci-

mens, they being unusually free of growth and

clean and healthy in a way that one does not
often see.

The Winged Elm (Ulmus alata), although
of small value as a timber tree, in this country
at least, is yet one of the best species for with-
.itanding prolonged storms and the but-too-soon-
felt eft'ects of a fully exposed situation at high
altitudes. It has been found to do well high
up on some of the English hills, and where
from the almost constant wind the Larch looked
stunted and one-sided, and could raise its

head but a few feet above the wall which sur-

rounded one of the plantations to which I refer.

The other trees that were doing well were the
Austrian and Corsican Pines, the Alder and
the Sycamore. Moreover, the Winged Elm is so
distinct and interesting, that it well deserves to

be cultivated in the park, for the curious wing-
like appendage with which the branches are

provided renders tlie tree unlike any other of

my acquaintance. It is not of giant growth

—

a neat, regularly-branched specimen of about
35 feet to 40 feet high. Free of growth, even
in gravel, neat in foliage, and curious in aspect,

this Elm is worthy of being noted for the com-
ing planting season.

Seedling Azaleas and Rhododendrons are

readily procured in plenty by making artificial

lieds of peat in any shady, quiet corner. The
beds need not be deep, say inches of peat, and
this not broken up too fine, but left as big as

marbles or Potatoes, or, better still, cut the peat
in turves and lay these side by side. Sow the

seeds as soon as ripe, and place a few branches
over to .shade the bed. The seeds will soon
germinate, and by the second year the plants

will be ready for lining out. By this method I

have raised hundreds of the finer Azaleas and
Rhododendrons, and at a very trifling cost.

A. D. W.

The Pine beetle (Hylurgus piniperda) (f!ie

Bun. E. L).—The Scotch Fir shoots sent have been
tunnelled by the Pine beetle, and the only present

remedy is hand-picking, which, however, in your
case of a wliole plantation is quite out of the ques-

tion. Burning all brushwood is the be.st method
of keeping this beetle at bay.—A.

The best Privet for forming a hedge
(E C. Mmiro, Edinburgh) —The best Privet is un-

doubtedly the oval-leaved (Ligustrum ovalifolium),

as it grows quickly and has stiffer and more un-

yielding twigs than the common variety, L. vulgare.

Of course, neither will do to kf ep back farm stock,

but by mixing the oval-leaved with Quick plants,

this object would lie attained. They may be
planted when 30 inches high.—W.

The Spruce gall aphis (Chermes abietis)

{Cajilaiii (1. 1). P. Hemicrmn).— The Spruce Fir

twigs sent have become infested with the Spruce
gall nphis, a very plentiful nuisance this season.

The only cure, and which can hardly be extended
to a plantation, is to pick off the cone-like galls

and burn them. They do no great damage, but

render the affected trees unsightly. No paiticular

reason can be assigned for their appearance,

healthy trees in almost every situation becoming
the prey of this insect pest.—A. D. W.

"The Garden" Monthly V&Tts.— Thv' jo-umal is pub-

lUhed in neatli/ bound Monthly Parts. In this form the

coiourtd platts are best jireserrtd, and it is nwst suitable for

reference previous to the isfue of the half-yearly volumes. Price

Is. frf. ; post free, Is. 9d. Complete set of volumes of The
Oardin frcm its commencement to end of 1891, forty voir.,

price, cloth, £2fl 8s.

"Gardenlrg Illustrated" Monthly Parts. — This

journal is published in neatly bound Monthly Parts^ in which

form it is most suitable for reference previous to the issue of the

yearly volumes. Price 5d.; post free, Sd.

"Farm and Home" Monthly Parts.— 3Ws journal is

published in neatly bound Monthly Parts, in which form it is

Tnost suitable for reference previous to the issue of the yearly

volumes. Price 5d.; post free, 8rf.
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Rose Garden.

THE PAST ROSE SEASON.

ALTiioriiH in the early part of Sejjtember it

may seem somewhat premature to speak of tlie

past Rose season, tliere can be no doubt that

the best of our flowers are over by tliat time.

The summer of 181)2 has been a fairly good

one for Roses ; in many respects it was better

than usual. It is remarkable how very well

both the e.\tra double varieties like Ernest

Metz, Marie Guillot, and La Boule d'Or among
the Tea-scented class, and Kaiser Friedrich,

Miss Ingram, Earl of Dufi'erin, Her Majesty,

and others of the various hybrids have opened-

In addition to these extra double kinds opening

well, the more single or few-petalled varieties

have also been first-class. I allude to such as

Thomas Mills, Marie Verdier, Victor Verdier,

Mrs. Baker, and others. It is seldom that we
are favoured with such a season as this, and

one which suits both of these distinct types

of Roses eiiually well. Another point worthy

of note is the deep and intense colours obtained

among the red and dark maroon-coloured Roses.

Victor Hugo, Fisher Holmes, General Jacque-

minot, Gloire de Margottin, Sir Rowland Hill,

Duchess of Bedford, Gustave Piganeau, Prince

Arthur, and others have been exceptionally

good. So also have Mrs. John Laing, Gabriel

Luizet, Margaret Dickson and other light

coloured Hybrid Perpetuals ; while all of the

Tea- scented and Noisette varieties have been
simply superb. I attribute this to the uniform
weather we have had during the middle and
early part of the summer—neither hot nor
cold, dry nor wet, and without the great changes
too frequently experienced during the last two
years. There are some seasons that suit a
certain Rose much better than others, and
during these years such varieties come very
prominently to the front. Oftentimes such
kinds do not put in an appearance upon the

exhibition table nor in the general Rose
garden for several years afterwards, and
although the past summer has suited Duchess
of Bedford and Louis van Houtte, with a few
more of somewhat doubtful constitution, they

are not Roses I would recommend the ordinary

grower to purchase. At the present day, when
there is scarcely a colour or shade of colour

that cannot be readily matched among our
Roses, both among the climbing and dwarf
kinds, it is a bad plan to purchase any variety

from notes made of the blooms staged in

exhibition boxes. Rather entrust your choice

to the trade grower of repute, who has such
grand facilities of seeing the diflerent charac-

teristics of so many varieties. By simply
giving the shade <)f colour required and for

what purpose your plant is destined, whether
for a dwarf, standard, climber, or for indoor
or outdoor culture, you will get a Rose sent

you that is far more suitable than many of those
that took your eye in the competition boxes,

and whore you probably saw the tinest flower

producKl l)y some hundreds and sometimes
thousands (]f plants of that (larticular kind.

Should your choice fall upon Horace Vernet,

for example, it will probably be years l)cfore

you ever grow siicli a flower as many that have

been staged this season. The same may bo

said of very many of the most pleasing exhibi-

tion Roses staged this year.

On the other hand, there are a few (and their

number is rapidly increasing) that are as well

suited for the garden as for the exhibition tent.

What better Rose is there for exhibition than

Mrs. John Laing, and what is better for garden

decoration in its colour ? The same may be said

of Gui6ral Jacqueminot, Victor Hugo, Charles

Lefebvre and many more among the Hybrid
Perpetuals. \Miat are better among the Teas

and Noisettes than Marie van Houtte, The
Bride, Catherine Mermet, Mme. Lambard,
Mme. de Watteville, William A. Richardson,

L'Ideal and many more ? But should you have

chosen Horace Vernet, Etienne Levet, Louis

van Houtte, Victor Verdier, Mme. Vidot,

Eniilie Hausburg, Comtesae de Mortemart,

Comtesse de ChabriUant and others, you are

almost certain to be doomed to serious and
annoying disappointment.

I have seldom seen the budded stock look-

ing better. Many of the early worked buds
are already well set and ripened, while the

growth of the stocks is neither too weak nor too

strong. When the stocks are growing too

strongly, the buds do not set so completely and
satisfactorily as upon growth of medium strength.

It is also a mistake to manure stocks, as all of

the growth made has to be cut away the follow-

ing spring. Cultivate the soil with the hoe

among growing stocks, and they will come
quite strong enough for the first year upon
ground of ordinary quality. Manure and a

higher state of cultivation are beneficial

when the young Rose is growing and
producing growth that is to be permanent.

Some few growers say that a good stock must of

necessity have an abundance of roots. Granted,

but of what particular use are they until the

young Rose growth is sufficiently advanced to

reap the benefit of the same > Encourage the

Rose to grow next spring, and plenty of roots

will form and supply your plant with the first

pickings from the surrounding soil. Nature will

obtain a balance as nearly as possible, and if

your plant already carries too many roots in

comi)arison with the work required, such roots

will either lie inactive and rapidly deteriorate,

or find vent for their superfluous energy in

producing and sustaining those suckers that

form so annoyingly upon the roots of both the

Brier and Manetti stocks. The prospects of an

autumnal show of Roses are very promising.

Owing to the many grand Tea-scented and Noi-

sette varieties now cultivated, and which are

the truly perpetual Roses, we are able to keep

up a supply of cut Roses from the open air for

quite six months of the year. These sections

are so hardy and free-flowering, and possess

such exceedingly handsome foliage and chaste

colouring, that they deserve far more extensive

cultivation. Ridckwoop.

Choosing buds.—At the present time, Jwhen

budding is in full swing, it may be well to call at-

tention to the advisability of choosing buds from

shoots that have borne flowers. Many Roses that

possess a weak constitution might be much im-

proved by propagating from the strongest and

healthiest specimens only, also choosing the best

wood from such subjects. Shoots that have

flowered mny be cxj-ected to produce more free-

flowering plants than those that did not bloom.

This refers to the ordinarily strong growers ;
but

those of extra strong growth, such as Gabriel

Luizet among the H. Perpetuals, and the Dijon

Teas, will usually produce flowering or non-flower-

ing growth in the exact opposite to the shoots the

buds were obtained from. Mo^l growers must

have noticed this feature in the strongest growing

kinds. In a bed of maidens of Gabriel Luizet it

is not at all uncommon to find a run of a dozen or

more plants that produced blooms upon the first

growths of about 18 inches in length, while the

adjoining plants will be growing to (! feet and 8

feet in length without bearing a single blossom.

The reason is that one set of plants was propa-

gated from long flowerless growth.-i, and the other

from buds obtained from a shorter shoot that bore

blossoms. The characleristics of these Hoses are

the great freedom with which blooms are borne

upon the long and ripened shoots of the previous

season. Evidently the future blossom is stored up

in the eyes in an embryo state, and when buds

that were lather riper than usual are used, the first

resulting maiden growth generally bears a flower.

The main object of these few notes is to diaw

timely attention to the benefit derived fi-om a

judicious selection of wood for propagating. To

take Rose or, for the matter of that, any other

buds indiscriminately is a careless and unsatis-

factory practice. Many of our finest floral pro-

ductions have been obtained by choosing the best

of a lot, and again choosing from the descendants

of these, thus gradually improving the strain. All

who make a hobby of animals know how very

quickly a prize strain may deteriorate from care-

less or indiscriminate breeding ;
similarly plants

of all kinds may be improved or not according to

the care taken in this direction. It is .scarcely

any trouble to select the buds of Roses from the

best and most suitable shoots or plants, and the

little time thus spent will be paid tor over and over

again. Again, there are some plants that throw a

better flower than another of the same variety
;
I

may mention Souvenir d'un Ami among the leas,

Docteur Andry and Senateur A'aisse among the

Hybrid Perpetuals as examples that are frequently

met with. I think that this question of careful

selection, combined with a magnificent stock to

select from, is one of the chief causes that Mr.

Prince, of Oxford, can grow and show Comtesse de

Nadaillac in such grand form. I have proved this

theory more than once in the case of several of

our rather indifferent growing varieties, and would

earnestlv recommend it to all lovers of Roses, both

in their own interest and with a view to improving

the constitution and form of such kinds as are not

all that can be desired in this respect.—A. P.

ROSE HYBRIDS.

The letter from the Rural Gardens which appeared

on page 174 is very interesting, as it points to the

probability of our ultimately obtaining a race of

ru-'osa hybrids that combine the vigour and hardi-

ness of the parent with flowers that will lose no-

thing bv comparison with the best Roses of the

present day. In some notes that appeared in The

GARDEN of August 13 (p. H7) I remarked that

no doubt something might be gained by selecting

and improving some of the finer species, and K.

rugosa is among these.

The letter in question proves that we need no

longer surmise. We have only to set to work as

others have done, for the parents of our great

Roses of to-day are only single types, and in them-

selves not nearly so fine as the wild Japan Rose.

The only apparent fault of the Japan Rose is its

fugacity and this would be overcome by doubling

the flowers. It seems almost as though all Rose

species are amenable to development and improve-

ment The little Polyantha Roses and, more recently

still Lord Penzance's Sweet, Briers are examples of

late'achievements. A gentleman remarked to me

only this week as we were passing a border of

Hybrid Perpetual Roses, " A\Tiat a poor shrub the

Rose is I " It was true, for the plants were all

but defoliated. It would not apply to the Tea
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Roses, however
; but then as a set-off, though many

desire them, all cannot have them, because from
situation or aspect or some local condition
they are not constant. Now R. rugosa is a good
shrub of great hardiness, and, therefore, if
we can improve its flowers, we may reasonably
assume that all the other delightful traits in iis

character will be communicated to its offspring,
and as a result Rose cultivation will be simplified
and extended. The merits of the first hybrid that
was sent out, Mme. Georges Bruant, are hardly
known. I have not got it now, but as grown
in another garden, I was favourably impressed
with it, and wrote a note in praise of it when it
bloomed. Whilst it remains a unit it will only
attract the notice of those who take a wider view
of Roses and Rose culture than do the majority
who are concerned in growing show kinds. It has
a strong testimonial now, however, in the fact that
it will withstand temperatures lower than we ever
get in England. Even our hardiest Roses some-
times fare badly as the mercury reaches zero, but
here we have one said to be unaffected by cold of 8°
below that point. I think, therefore, none can
deny the value of the experiments, but rather
would hope that they be continued. So far as
present results are given, the least success appears
to have been obtained in the direction where the
opposite would be wished. The pollen of a yellow
Tea Rose has not been productive of anything of
merit. This, however, may not count for much,
and as R. rugosa has the perpetual blooming
quality, it will no doubt characterise its hybrids,
no matter from what olher source the pollen is
gathered wherewith to eftect the cross.

A. H.

AMONG THE ROSES.

August is not a month of many blooms, but a
season of second growth, a preparation for the
autumnal display. At this time the Hybrid
Perpetuals that were so conspicuous but a short
while ago are in many instances in a sorry plight.
They are half defoliated and altogether unlit for
association with the lovelier Teas. Thus it is that
Rose gardens are not what they might be, for we
neither know nor realise the beauty and varied
charms of Roses whilst we treat them all alike.
It is desirable to have the Teas where we can see
them day byday, and, on the olher hand, it is better
to have the multitude of Hybrid Perpetuals where
they will not too plainly okrude their nakedness,
for really the season of their beauty, whether of
leaf or flower, is a shoit one, often reaching its
limit before summer is past. It is very different
with the Teas, as they are delightful when
growing vigorously, the varied tints of leaf and
shoot embracing shades that contrast prettily with
the rich dark green of the previous and mature
growth. In summer dwarf plants send up from
the ground fine strong shoots which terminate in a
great branched cluster of flowers, and these have
an additional value, for if they ripen and stand
the winter we can rejuvenate the bushes by cutting
old growth clean away and retaining the young
and vigorous wood. Among the kinds that have
been sending up such shoots is Marie van Houtte
on its own roots. This removes a doubt that
hitherto I had entertained, namely, whether after
all the vigorous root-action of the scion, that is the
seedling Brier, was not the source of the vigour
that has been manifested by all our best Teas.
For two seasons I have watched this group and
been disappointed, for though the plants were
healthy and flowered, they kept very dwarf and the
wood they made was slender. Now, however, each
plant has doubled its height and strength by send-
ing up one or more shoots, thick, strong, and nearly
a yard in height. This would seem to prove that
when once the plants have made strong roots they
will compare favourably with those upon foster
roots. If we raise plants from cuttings, there is a
balance of growth above ground and below. The
top growth is but responsive to the root force be-
neath, and therefore it is not by one or two seasons'
trial that we can test the relative merits of own-
root versus worked plants. The quickest method

is not necessarily the best, and if that is all we
gain, the saving of time is practically of little

moment. Though we have to wait a little longer,
it is better to establish our best Roses on their own
roots ; then they will not be easily destroyed, for

if an unkind winter levels them to the ground, they
will .'hoot from beneath and grow and flower freely.

The promise of an autumnal bloom is a good one,
several copious rainfalls during August having
promoted abundant growth. But even during this
month a few kinds have been blooming freely, and
there is something to be learned from them. Ernest
Metz has been noteworthy. Having been recently
planted, not many flowers appeared in July, and
as a consequence second growth started early and
second blooms came likewise. There is now no
doubt as to its being one of the great Tea Roses of
the future. It is also to be observed that those
kinds that flowered best in the early part of the
season are now most backward. In this respect
Dr. Grill and tl e Hon. Edith Giflord are promi-
nent. It seems to me that in the month of Au-
gust we might have even more blooms than we do
at present simply by cutting rather severely at the
first blooming. If we were to cut all, or nearly all,

the flowers upon some groups, the plants would be
induced to grow again almost at once, and as-
suredly if we start a Tea Rose making fresh wood,
flowers will soon follow. From now onward, with
fine weather, there is much enjoyment among the
Roses. The days are shorter and cooler, cater-
pillars are gone, fly ceases to be a trouble, I he
ravages of mildew are checked, the flowers open
gradually and last longer in perfection. The
flowers may not be quite so fine, but they are pretty
and always sweetly scented. A. H.

POT ROSES.

The present time is a very important period in the
management of these, and unless properly attended
to now, first-class results cannot be obtained. For
the past six weeks or more all pot Roses should
have been out of doors. Those of my own that
were placed out of doors at the end of June are
now being brought under cover again. These
plants have attained to a certain degiee of ripe-
ness and then broken into more young growth
My object in housing the most forward of this first

batch is to make certain of securing a lot of clean
blooms late in the autumn, a time when wet and
stormy weather often makes them invaluable as
cut flowers. As a rule, however, I should not ad-
vise them to be housed quite so soon, unless in the
case of those who, like myself, have to keep a
supply of cut Roses all the year round. What I

do strongly recommend at this time of year is to
turn the plants round a few times, very slightly
loosen the surface soil, and cut away all weak and
spindly growths that too frequently come in the
form of blind or flowerless laterals. By timely
removal of these, you will admit much more light
and air among the sounder and more valuable
wood. It is also so much easier to see whether
the drainage is sound and to aft'ord additional
water to a few plants that may be over-dry during
the operation of turning round and trimming out
the plants. It does not take long to pa,ss several
plants through one's hands, and the amount of
good done by an occasional run through in this
way is far more important than many suppose.

There are few more uncertain months than Sep-
tember and October—sometimes so hot and fine, at
others so boisterous and wet. In the case of dry
weather, it will be doubly necessary to give due
attention to watering, because among the pot
plants set out early, and especially those of the
Tea-scented class, young growth with its conse-
quent root-action will have commenced. It is

when such plants are allowed to get dry at the
roots during the middle and end of October that
so much of the young growth receives a check and
conies blind and flowerless. Again, so very much
depends upon the time of year at which you may
want the bulk of your blooms to be in perfection.
If not until March or April, it will be wise to place
the plants into a deep pit or frame, so that heavy

autumn rains may be kept from them. I do not
advise they should have the lights placed over
them excepting during very wet weather. By
keeping the soil on the dry side without parching
you retard the growth, and at the same time bring
it to an even greater degree of ripeness. This
month is also an excellent time to commence the
culture of pot Roses both among the Tea-scented
and Hybrid Perpetual classes. In the case of the
former, I would strongly recommend that young
plants of this season's working be chosen. These
can now be purchased in what are styled "trade "

pots, / (',, those long or deeply made pots which
hold a little less soil than the ordinary G-inch sizes.

Such Roses will be fairly well ripened before leav-

ing the nursery, and if a little more care be taken in
the way of securing a few weeks in the open air and
a fairly dry soil, they may be safely forced the first

season, and will generally produce a fair amount
of bloom. As these small pot Roses may be bought
at about the same price as strong plants from the
open ground later on, and will give a far better
return the first season, they are undoubtedly the
most serviceable for pot culture. There is no need
for a large amount of wood upon such useful Teas
as Rubens, Catherine Mermet, Mme. Falcot, Sou-
venir de S. A. Prince, The Bride, kc. the only de-
sideratum being that all of it shall be efficiently

ripened. Such plants will also grow on to be really
grand and useful subjects by next year, and are
likely to turn out more satisfactory than those
potted up from the open ground, and which were
probably not much more than half or three-parts
ripened, and also minus of many of their fibrous

and valuable roots, a case that cannot well happen
to those always kept in pots.

The Hybrid Perpetual class may be taken in

hand during the present and following month.
Many varieties that are on the Manetti stock are
already almost bare of foliage, and are quite ripe

enough for potting up. I am on the point of com-
mencing this work among my own Roses, and
shall not hesitate to move any that have com-
menced to drop their lower leaves and are not
breaking into the weak and late lateral growths
these early ripened plants are apt to do before real

winter is upon us once more. By lifting and pot-

ting these thus early one avoids the puny and
useless growth, and the eyes that would otherwise
produce these are checked in their precociousness
and induced to ripen up into really useful wood.
The potting of these has also been dwelt upon
at considerable length, and I will only wain
readers against standing such newly-lifted plants

in a sunny or windy position. Choose a shady
place, and take care that the plants are frequently

and thoroughly syringed overhead during fine

weather. This will prevent the wood fiom shrivel-

ling and will retain all the sap in the plant. Early
potted Roses, too, especially those on the Manetti
stock, will commence root-action and become more
than half established before winter sets in. You
can force such plants the first year, and although
they will not stand such severe forcing as plants

estalilished the previous season, nor as those small

pot Teas before noted, they will be far more satis-

factory than plants lifted later on, provided you
secure their wood from shrivelling in the dry au-

tumn air we are sometimes favoured with. Of
course, the more quickly they can be potted after

lifting the better it will be. In purchasing Roses
for this purpose, be sure they are on the Manetti

stock, as plants on this will be much riper than the

same variety if growing upon the seedling or cut-

ting Brier. Ridgewood.

Showing new Boses early in the season.
—From oases which have come under my observatiou,

I iim inclined to thiuk mistakes are frequently made in

respect to this. I have noticed more than once when
a new Rose has been exhibited early in the season that

it has not been then seen nearly so good as later on.

This is certninly better than the reverse, I admit, but

cousidering that the first impression is oftentiuies the

most permaueutly tixed upon the memory, would it

not be far better, than adopting too much forcing to

gain the ends of the grower, to defer the first intro-

duction to the notice of the pubUc ahttle later ?—A.
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ROSE LAMARQUE.
This is one of tlio nio^t beautiful of all Roses,

mul of white cliuihers the best. Tlie tlowers

being lu'oduced in clusters (see illustration), tlie

plant continues well furnished with blossoms

for !i considerable time, wliile its tlioroui,'hly

" perpetual " character ensures a renewal of the

display almost as soon as the first blooming is

done. For cutting its flowers are delightful,

whether for vases or (in the bud slate) for l)Ou-

qucts, and the amount of them obtainable for

the latter ))urpose is surprising. The plant,

unfortun.ately, is not perfectly hardy, but if

are universal favourites. While there may lie

a white Rose hardier, one «ilh larger flowers,
and one even more vigorou', there is no white
climbing Rose which comlii.ies so many first-

rate and essential (jualitioi a:j Lam.inpie.

Rosf s for arches and pillars.—The selection
of kinds for this jnirposi' given l>y "K."onp. IGK
is almost as good as it can be made, but among the
Dijon Teas it is a little weak. I should very much
like to feel satisfied that I could make an arch of
Mme. Eugf'ne Verdier. I have often praised ils

merits, but at the best and under the most

Kuteu Lauiartjuu on a wall.

planted against a wall with a south or .south-
easterly aspect, where the wood may get well
ripened, and where in e.tceptionally hard winter
weather a mat can be temporarily tacked over
it, it will not receive permanent injury even in
very severe winters. It is preferably planted,
like all other Teas and Noi.settes, on Brier .seed-
ling or cutting stocks, when, in a favourable
situation and in good soil, it will soon cover a
large area. It has the true Noisette tendency
to retain its leaves, wdiich, being of a very
bright and cheerful green, constitute a consider-
able additional attraction, although never of
the red-brown tint so much admired iu many of
the Noi.sette Roses. To the exhibitor this Rose
is of no value, for its Howera can never be ob-
tained large enough, but for every other pur-
pose for which Ko^es are appreciated its blooms

favourable conditions it is a bad grower and a shy
bloomer. Belle Lyoiinaise is lovely when good,
but tender, and, of course, on an arch more ex-

posed to cold than upon a wall. In this particu-

lar class I commend " K." to a trio that will far

surpass these two ; they are Duchesse d'Auerstadt,
Henriette de Beauveau and JIme. Chauvry. A
charming kind for an arch is Bennett's Seedling, or

Thoresbyana, X think it. is sometimes called. It has
little white flowers and is one of the most
cliarniing of cluster Hoses, its profuse compact
many-fiowered panicles resembling those of the
modern Polyantha hybrids. Then " R." follows the
fashion of neglecting the single-flowered kinds.

It 13 the exception to look for beauty among
them. Yet the true species, It. Polyani ha (multi-

flora), will make one of the best arches that can

be had, and it its flowering is soon over, it gives

us such a full measure of beauty and enjoyment in

so short a spaes, that we .shall ne\er regret plant-
ing it. Tliere is noother Kose so lavisli "in its ex-
ceeding sweetness which fills the air all round the
plant nn<i a considerable distance from it. K.
Bninonis, too, lovely in leafage and blosscuu, must
be included. It is p.-rhaps true that there a'O
many more kinds than we shall ever want for
arclies, but then that is on'y one way of growing
these climbir},' Koses. Even that mi.yht be ex-
tended, and the supply prove not too large for any-
one who had a long sunny walk a-.d decided to
make it a bower of Hoses.—A. II.

Orchard AND Fruit Garden.

FRUIT TREE FLOWERS.
Never before, prob.^bly, did deciduou.s and
evergreen flowering trees and shrubs present a
more beautiful sight than they did this year, and
the fruit trees generally more than held their
own against species that are cultivated only for
their beauty when in bloom. Those who have
rightly introduced fruit trees into their pleasure
ground.s or other positions where other decidu-
ous and evergreen trees too often reign para-
mount, had and have good reas(m to be satisfied

with what they have done. Not only did tho
trees and bushes of Apples, Pears, Plums, and
more especially Cherries present quite a gor-
geous sight when in full flower, but in very
many cases another beautiful and gladdening
sight did, or still does present itself iu the
shape of a highly-coloured valuable crop of fruit.

Nothing can well be more attractive than Cher-
ries. Their beautifully white flowers harmonise
most agreeably with the soft green of the foliige,

while those glorious clusters of fruit that were
to be seen in most jjlaces where birds are pro-
perly kept under coidd not be matched at the
time, and are only rivalled by the Mountain
A.sh as seen at its best now. Cherries, then,
may well be extensively planted in the form of
standards among shrubs and other ornamental
trees, and in most seasons, too, good eftects will

be produced by them. The double-flowering
Cherries are more showy than the single forms,
but, unfortunately, there is no display of fruit
later on in their case. In the woods the w ild

form grows to a great size. This when in

flower is quite a feature in the landscape, and
for this reason ought to be more often seen out
of Kent and Sussex than at present. When
grown on cultivated ground the fruit of the wild
Cherry is considerably improved in size and
quality, and could be turned to good account by
intelligent housewives and cooks.
Next to Cherries I would place Apples for

efTect when in bloom. Very gorgeous were
they this season, old standards being simply a
mass of flower. 1 was sorry in some respects
to see the trees blooming so freely, as it not un-
frequently happens that w here there is so much
bloom the flowers are too small and feeble to set
the fruit well, but, as it happens, this was not
the reason of non-suece.ss this season, the flowers
being stronger and more perfectly formed than
is usually the case when so very .abundant. If

they did shatter ofl' wholesale without leaving
the embryo fruit behind, this was in most cases
largely due to the action of frost, and not to any
iuherent weakness of either the trees nr flowers.

All the cider Apples flowered grandly, and in

veiy many instances the trees are now smo-
thered with fruit, .somewhat small, it is true,

but highly coloured, and therefore most orna-
mental. Tom Putt, though at one time largely
grown in cider orchards, is worthy of a better
f.ate, being one of the best for pleasure grounds.
The flowers of this variety are fairly showy,
while the fruit when ripe presents a mass of
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colour that haj to b3 seen to be realUed, also

cooking well. Duo'iess of Oldenburg U another

free-groiving anl fi-js-ti r.veriiig v^iriety, and

one tliat i-arely fails to set a heavy crop.

Standards of this variety just now are very

beautiful, the prettily .striped transparent-

.skinned fruit hanging in ropes. Aceordiug to

my expLirience, the finest trusses of l)loom are

produced Ijy the Flower of Kent, a strong-

growing, yet very productive sort. Dinner

tables decorated with trusses of this variety or

of any other Apple laid on the cloth are very

much admired, a good change being thus

afforded without any detriment to the prospects

of a fruit crop. In a semiopeii state almost

any Apple flower is pretty, the white petals

being tinged with pink adding to the charm.

If asked to nam» the most bsautifid of all

fruit tree flowers I would at once decide in

favour of those of the Jargonelle Pear. TTnfor-

tunately, this is not suitable for planting in

pleasure grounds, the growth being stiff and
somewhat ugly. At the same time I have seen

some passable standards, and if heads of old

trees of other varieties are re-graf^ed with the

Jargonelle, fairly handsome drooping trees

may bj had in a comparatively short space of

time. It is the freely grown trees growing

against high garden walls, or, better still, the

fronts and ends of high living house walls

that bloom the most freely, and these produce

grand trusses of extra large pure white Howers,

which are .shownup effectively by the livelygreen

of the young foliage. These trusses of flowers if

fresh may well be used with the choicest

of other flowers in memorial wreaths and

crosses very few people detecting that they arc

only Pe.ar blossoms. Citron ties Carmes, of

which a good illustration of a flowering branch

appeared in last week's issue, is also very

effective, and, what is very satisfactory, the trees

rarely fail to l)ear well. Unfortunately, the

variety is of little value unless grown against a

fairly warm wall. It produces large trusses of

(lowers, the latter also being of good size and
substance and beautifully white, and these are

followed by great bunches of fruit, severe thin-

ning out being necessary to ensure good size and

quality. Beurre d'Amanlis is likewise of a

very ornamental character when in bloom, this

more nearly approaching the Jargonelle for size

of flowers than any other variety 1 have noticed,

the foliage also lieiug bold and effective.

Beurru d'Amanlis not only succeeds well

against walls of almo.st any aspect, but can be

grown as a pyramid or standard, the variety,

therefore, being a fit subject for the pleasure

ground. Pyramids and standards of Chaumontel
are also very free blooming, and I have gathered

more flowers for table decoration from trees of

this variety than any otlier under my charge.

I cut them all the more freely from the fact

the fruit that may be allowed to set is rarely

of any value other than for stewing. The
flowers of some of the best Pears, notably

those of Marie Louise, Doyenne du Comice,

Easter Beurr6, Glou Morceau, Louise Bonne of

Jersey, Winter Nelis, \Yilliams' Bon Chretien

and a few others, are comparatively insignificant,

but it is worthy of note that it is these that

have suffered the least from frosts this year, the

Jargonelle, Bcurie d'Amanlis, Doyenne Bous-

so:h, Pitm.aston Duchess and many others that

could be named faring very badly.

The.sn notes would not be complete without

reference to the beauty of Peach and Nectarine

flower.s. Trees of these grown as standards in-

variably flower well in shrubberies, but the

fiuit seldom, if ever, comes to perfection.

Against sunny walls, however, the cise is very

different. Here the trees bloom n;ost abun-

dantly, and the large-flowered varieties, it the

shyest setters, are simply the prettiest of all

flowering fruit trees. They were remarkably

eflective this season, and now Peach and Nec-

tarine tre^s are, or were, covered with some of

the showiest fruit ever seen.

Vi. lOGULDEN.

Pl.UM.S.

Having regard to the general tenor of the

present year's fruit crop reports, which present

Plums as a compar.ilive failure, it seemed some-

what inconsistetit that a conference on these fruits

should be held at Chiswick, because whenever
gatherings of this nature are held, numerous and
good varieties are essential as illustrations. It

was a striking comment upon this unfortunate

arrangement that although no less than five classes

for these fruits were ^provided with prizes attached

to each, not a single dish was put into competition.

Still fmtlier, had there been ever so fine a crop of

Plums this year, the date fixed for the conference

was fully a fortnight too early, as but few varie-

ties were ripe on August 23. Still, every rule has

its exception, and so with a general lack of Plums
we find some places highly favoured, althougli these

are few. Thus there were brought up to the con-

ference by Mr. F. Lane from the Berkhamstid
Nurseries branches of standard Plum trees of

various ages, ranging from twenty to thirty years

old, which were well laden with fruit in various

stages iif maturity. These trees were originally

pyramids, but had been allowed free play, and
having the bottom branches lopped gradually,

had thus become standards. It is very doubtful

whether in any ever 50 abundant a Plum season

more prolific examples than were those branches

could have been shown. Out of twenty-two varie-

ties, only one, The Czar, was soft ripe, and some
were apparently but half grown. Only two light-

coloured sorts were shown—Jeilerson and Per-

shore. As to the ripening order of the dark

Plums, next to The Czar came Btlle de Louvain,

not unlike 'Victoiia, but rounder and earlier.

Next came Curlew, medium in size, oval, purple

in colour, not much known. Then followed

Sultan, a fine red round, rich in colour ; Bel-

gian Purple, roundish oval ; Angelina Burdett, Or-

leans, Piince Englebert, Dymond, Prince of Wales,

Victoria, Cox's Emperor, "Ponds Seedling, Grand
Duke, I'oupart's Plum (roundish, medium size).

Belle de Septembre, Sandall's, and Wyedale.
These latter sorts were very green and late. From
The Czar to the la'est to ripen there is probably

an interval of six weeks, and the exhibition of

these varieties showing relative mnturity was a

most useful object lesson, and perhaps was the

best element of the show. Mr. Watkins, of Here-

ford, sent up a collection of Plums in baskets,

some evitently local and worthless. His best were

Kirke's Black, Nectarine, Peach, Black Dymond,
Victoria, Belle de Louvain, Prince Englebert, &c.

A branch of Victoiia Plums shown by a Croydon
florist was a sample of an immense crop on a

number of trees he has, and Mr. J. Smith, of Ment-

more Gardens, who has 'M acres of ground planted

with Plum trees, mentioned that he, too, had gene-

rally a large crop of fruit. These facts are worth

publicity, tieciiuse it s-hows that invariably both

in bad years as well as abundant ones there are ex-

ceptions, and some growers are certain to have

good luck. No doubt those favoured with these

exce|itional crops this season will find for them .a

capital market. A. D.

Apples.— I w.is struck with the fact when look-

ing over the Apples at Chiswick last week that the

free-growing trees on both Crab and dwarfing

stocks were much more fruitful than were those

bush trees which were subjected to both summer
and winter pruning. Some of the standard trees

in the gardens have really wonderful crops. That
is specially the case with New Hawthornden,
Stirling Castle, Golden Noble, Blenheim Pippin,

Cox's Or.ange Pippin, Baumann's Reinette, Cellini

Pippin, Yellow lugestre. Lord Suftield, and a dis

tinct long-fruited variety which, though not so

large, much resembles the old Catshead Codlin,

Calville St. Saveur. Other varieties .also, includ-

ing Braddick's Nonpareil, were fruiting frrely. I

me.an by free-growing tree-, although some are on
the Paradise stock, that they are not hard pruned,

but simply thinne 1 as needed, allowing the
branches free play. Were there universally such an
Apple crop as maybe seen on some of the Chis-

wick trees, the year's produce wuuM indeed be an
enormous one. Of the harder pruned dw.jrf trees

the finest cropper is Frogmore Prolific, a grand
cooking Apple which is not too well known. It

spems to be equally as free and productive as

Stirling Castle. In one quarter these free-grown
trees are so close together, that they form almost
an Apple wcod. Perh:ips it is this close growth
which furnishes shelter and helps to make the
trees so fertile. The pyramid Pears, with their tall

conical forms, exposing every bloom to the worst
weather infliences, .are comp,Tr.atively fruitless. Is

that form of training which gives the greatest tree

surface to the frost the best .' The aspects

of fruiting now seen at Chiswick may not be
singular. It would be interesting to hear the
experience of others, and how far free-grown trees

are fruiting better or otherwise this year, not only
at Chiswick, but in other parts of the country.

—

A. D.

APRICOTS.
The Apricot, though it does well in a few gar-

dens, yet fails in many. I am well aware that
soils have much to answer for, but not to the
extent often thought, as many years ago (jne

used to see the Apricot thriving on the gable
ends of cottages and buildings, but now a tree

is rarely seen. I am well aware that a dry or
well-drained soil is recommended for the Apri-
cot. The latter I thoroughly agree with, but
the former, I tliink, is carried too far, as if too

dry, it is as bad as too much moisture, and the

trees sufler. When the trees on cottages were
seen in such robust liealth, they rarely had any
protection when in bloom ; on the otlier hand,
they got some amount of protection from the

eaves of the building, but more often they only
had the wall and no coping or projecting eaves

of an}' kind. I think the latter, when trees

are planted under such buildings, do more harm
than good, as the roots delight in moisture in

the growing season if it is not stagnant, and
with wide projecting eaves they do not get

the rainfall so beneficial. It is surpri.sing the

amount of moisture the roots require provided
the soil is light or well drained, as I find if the

roots can be kept on the surface there are

less canker and disea.se ; indeed, old trees

planted too deeply and showing signs of canker
may often be given a fresh lease of life by
lifting and keeping the roots at the surface.

I find the best system is to give plenty of mois-

ture in the growing season, plenty of drainage
and a good nuilch of decayed manure. Our soil

being very light, I prefer cow manure, and give

at least two soakings of water with a hose pipe
weekly, flooding the border, if the term may
be allowed. In the early part of the year the
mulch placed over before the fruit ripens is

spent ; to this we add a good dressing of rough,

heavy Icani and lightly fork in when the final

pruning and nailing are done. With trees

well attended to in the way of summer pinch-

ing, there is little juuning in the winter months.
Another heavy mulch is given when the fruit is

set, and during the flowering period only slight

protection is given ; in some cases none at all,

as to protect with a thick heavy covering does

more harm than good. I get many more fruits

than I reepiire ; indeed, a few bushels are picked

off in a young state from some fifteen to

twenty trees, and during the time they were in

bloom we had very severe frosts.
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I have great faith in tlio aspect for the Apri-

cot : indeed, T think it viseless to grow it on sucli

walls as are exposed to i-old winds, as though

the trees bloom well the flowers do not set, no
matter ho«- pruteeted. 1 have heard of trees

hearing good crops on a noit.li wall, hut have never

seen it, and I am sure they do not thrive in

many districts on a w.all facing east. This pcsi-

tion would no douht ri|ieii the fruit well, but

heavy ciops would not be had. 1 have men-
tioned how well these trees did years ago on
gable ends of cottages ; hut it would be found

the cottager planted his tree in a sheltered

corner often south or south-west, and frequently

1 liavo seen them in such jiositions that

the lieat of the tire of the dwelling-room
came through the wall, and as often the

weatlier is severe when the trees are in bloom,

the latter was saved by the increased heat

from the lire. One can also remendier how
well Ai)ricots used to thrive on a tiued wall when
glass was less ))k'ntifiil ; indeed the erection of

so much glass of late years I fear is the one
cause of failing, ,as this tree is not good under
glas.s. I like a south-west aspect or even a
.south in late districts, shallow borders with an
unlimited command of moisture, and good feed-

ing.

The question of lifting old trees may be in-

teresting when I state that from such trees I

get the heaviest crops. The Apricot can be
lifted very successfully in the early autumn,
and is often benefited by this. On an east wall

I had very old trees that scarcely ever bore a

fruit, but since they have been lifted they have
never failed to crop freely. I name this fact, as

often trees in such conditions are condemned,
but in a better position would give a good re-

turn. Before lifting is attempted it is neces-
sary to jarepare the old tries the autumn pre-

viously, and to lift (in September) before the
trees cast their leaves ; this gives them time to

get new roots to suppi.irt next season's fruit.

By in-eparing the trees, that is, cutting back the
strong old roots at a yard or 4 feet from the wall
and tilling in with manure and soil, new fibrous
roots are made by the time lifting has to be done
the following season. I would not hesitate to re-

move old trees not bearing, as often removal is

what they require. The roots should always
get plenty of old mortar rubble and charcoal
refuse. Shallow planting should be the rule,

taking care to preserve every small fibre and to
make the soil fairly firm, in all cases giving a
good covering of .stable litter through the win-
ter mouths to old trees that have been lifted or
young ones that have been newly planted.

G. WvTHE.s.

Early Apples.—My esteemed critic, Mr. Fenn
(page I'.IT), suggests my adding the Gladstone
Apple to my list as enumerated at page 15G, but
as all first larly Apples deteriorate so soon after
gatheiing, and it is impossible to consume many
direct from the trees, the trio named will be found
superior and sufUcicnt for ordinary purposes. Be-
sides, I am anxious to reduce the number of
kinds, and to recommend those only which have
proved best. In this case it should be understood
I am speaking from the private consumer's point
of view, quality only, and not for maiket purposes,
otiierwise, very probable being such a high ma-
hogany-colouied and .'hiwy fruit, the Glad-
stone Apple would realise the highest prires, for,
as with Gr.ipes aud other fruits, the ]mblic buy
according to appearances. I have grown the
Gladstone for years, and the aforesaid is the
result of my experience. Of course an able culti-
vator with Mr. Fenn's experience well knows the
sublle and ut intelligible influences of soil and
climate upon Apples, but anyhow, no grower will
ever regret adding Beauty of Bath to his col-

lection. It is only on rare occasions that one finds
the ,Iune:iting, the Astraclian, Devonsbiro Quarren-
den or Worcester I'earuiain even of fair quality,
but more frequently tli.-m otherwise their showy
appearance when icstcil is found decejitive ;ind
disiippointing. I.iuly .Sudeley is a grand second
early kind.—W. Cuu"mi>, Madrcsticltl

.

ItASPBEkRIES.

It is somewhat remarkable that such a humble
fruit as Ihe Raspberry should show such aversion
to particular soils ns to almost fail to grow, let

alone produce fruit worthy the name. As it hap-
pens, I have had to deal with Raspberries under
diversified conditions, and the first difficulty I was
called upon to solve was in a garden where almost
every kind of hardy fruit could be grown to per-
fection, the Raspberry alnne excepted. Consider-
ing what a useful fruit I he Raspberry is, the want
of a sufficient crop is likely to be felt in any gar-
den where hardy fruits are grown. In many in-
stances, however, without the disadvantage of an
unfavourable soil the culture itself is often at
fault. As a rule, the Raspberry thrives best on
open sunny loam well enriched from the surface
with manure, or even what we may call alluvial
deposits, such as secured from the receding of
rivers, old sex beds, or such as reclaimed fen lands
where well drained. They also thrive the most
satisfactorily on those soils which are cool and
moist, although it must not be surmised from this
that stagnant moisture must be allowed, as I know
of no other fruit which requires a freer drainage.
In the garden that I had charge of, and where
Raspberries had been hopelessly tried for upwards
of twenty years, it was clearly seen that some
extra soil preparation was needed If they were to
succeed. In this instance all the garden trimmii gs
and refuse that I could get together were saved,
the r.'Ugher being burned and the ash returned to
the bulk. With this was incorporated some lime.
The whole was laid uj) in a heap for twelve months
and turned cccasioually. This formed a capital
rooting medium in which the roofs rambled freely
and threw up vigorous canes. Trenches 18 inches
in width and the same in depth were taken out
where each line of plants was to go, and into this
the material was placed, the best of the surface
soil being placed upon the top. The canes having
been planted and cut down to within (j inches of
the ground ju^t previous to growth commencing,
fine and vigorous shoots were produced, which
carried a fine crop of fruit the following season.

In all cases where there is a difficulty in getting
Raspberries to thrive I can commend the above as
a means of getting out of the diflicnlty, although
probably it must be taken into consideration that
other prominent details will have to be attended
to. Amongst these one of the most important is

not to fork over the plantation at any time, ns the
Raspberry being a surface rooter, the forking tends
to disturb the rootlets. The soil being quickly ex-
hausted by the numberless roots which piey upon
it, nourishment must be provided by givingannual
top-dressings of either manure or, what is bet'er,
the latter and garden refuse combined. This
dressing also tends to keep the suiface cool and
moist, this being what the Raspbeiry delights in

during the summer months. Given generous treat-

ment then, the Raspberry will well repay the culti-

vator for the trouble bestowed upon it. It must
not be surmised that the soil or surface culture is

all that is needed, for although the Ra-pborrv is

naturally a shade-loving subject, yet where the
canes are allowed to grow into a crowded mass for
the want of timely thinning, Ihe buds fail to
plump up on account of loss of light. The first

stage of thinning consists in cutting off with a
hoe during the early mrnths of summer all

rambling suckers growing away from the stools
;

and again at this season of the year going over the
plantaiion and cutting out all old fruiting wood, as
this having done its work, the earlier it is removed
the better, so that direct light maybe enabled to
1 each the younger and growing canes. The work
must not be done roughly, as the lower leaves

having perhaps partially beendenudedof light they
are easily broken, and as these are wanted to foster
and feed up the buds for next year's fruiting,
any rough usage will obviously be followed by
weakened canes, or at any rate very little fruit will
follow on those parts of the canes which have had
the leaves thus early destroyed. Y. A. H.

Flower Garden.

THE FLOWER GARDEN IN SUMMER
AND EARLY AUTUMN.*

In offering a few remarks on the above subject
it is almost impossible to avoid a reference to
the remarkable revolution efi'ected in the flower
garden within the last twenty-fivo years. For
some years before 1870 the r.age for geometrical
gardens and straight ribbon borders, with bed-
ding out as stittaud formal as it could well be
made, necessitated an amount of time and
labour for the above department out of all pro-
portion to the results gained ; indeed the im-
portance of a place in tho.se days was wont to
be gauged by the number of plants annually
bedded out in the flower garden, and I well re-
member taking a journeyman's place in 1870
where the principal part of the indoor work for
a considerable time in the year was the propa-
gation of some 100,000 bedding plants. Now
I do not wish in this paper to under-estimate
the work of a good display of bedding plants or
to protest against their employment. In every
case all gardeners are more or less bound by the
tastts of their employers and have to cater for
those tastes, and there are situations where a
certain amount of formality accompanied by a
bright display is not out of place. Take, for
in.stance, a case where a geometrical garden of
tiny beds encompassed by Box exists, aud
it is the will of the employer it should remain.
If perfect tidiness is insisted on, I think
few will deny that spring and summer bed-
ding plants are preferable here to herbaceous
plants

;
there are so few of the latter that lend

themselves to small formal beds. There are
two things associated with flower gardens—the
one inseparably, the other occasionally—with
which I do not propose to deal in this paper

—

Roses and carjiet bedding. The first demand,
and should receive a special i)aper, and for that
most rigid style of carpet bedding that is gradu-
ally dying out slowly, it may be, but still

surely, I never had any liking. As mentioned
early in this paper, there is in this particular
style of flower gardening an immense amount
of time and labour expended for a very brief
span, and only in tliose places where otlier work
is not pressing and laboiu- is plentiful can it be
carried out .successfully. Very few ])rivate
places can attempt it on anything like an exten-
sive scale. There is a style of carpet bedding
which can be performed without much trouble
if the employer is partial to f'>liage as opposed
to floral bedding. Such plants as Crimson
Beet, Coleus Verschafl'elti, Iresine Wallisi,
silvery Centaureas and Cinerarias, Veronica iu-
cana, and gold and silver tricolor and bronze
Pelargoniums are examples of fine-foliaged bed-
ding plants. Of the improvements eJftcted of
late years in the flower garden, one of the best
has been the breaking up of formal lines and
designs by the introduction of tall plants of
light and graceful or striking appearance on a
carpet of dwarfer plants. To name a few of

* Paper read by Mr. Burrell, Claremont, before the
members of the Esher Gardeners' Mutual Improve-
meat Society.
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many examples of such planting, I may in-

stance the Sweet Tobacco (Niootiana athnis) or

the big Cape Hyacinth (Gaultonia) on a carpet

of scarlet or pink Geraniums, Heliotrope or

till Ageratums, the variegated Abutilon with

purple Petunias, nicaly grown symmetrical

Fuchsias on a carpet of tufted Pansies ; whilst

if the under carpet is very bright and glowiug,

the dot plants may be simply tinefoliaged ones,

as Eucalyptus, Acacias, or Grevilloas on scarlet

or purple Verbenas. So, too, with Begonias.

All the large-flowered heavy varieties in the

scarlet, crimson, or pink shades are better

when relieved by taller lighter things. The
striped Blaizs i« often used, but it is to my
thinking too stifi'. I decidedly prefer the Sweet

Tobacco or some nicely grown plants of Euca-

lyptus globulus or citriodorus. Again, the Be-

gonias themselves may be planted thinly on a

dwarf carpet of foliage, as Veronica incaua,

Mesembryanthemum, or even the common
Stonecrop.

You will have noticed the advance in fa-

vour of late years of mixed bed.s. These
are very pretty and effective. The difficulty

with them is to avoid crowding ; the plants

should stand clear of each other to show them
off to the best advantage. This is particularly

to be noted when specimen Fuchsias, Ivy-

leaved Geraniums, Heliotrope and the like are

used. Plants for say 1 foot round the base of

these must be kept dwarf and, if necessary,

slightly pegged down. Of ordinary mixed beds,

that is, the employment of two given varieties

in almost equal proportions, it is hardly neces-

sary to speak. Such beds are easily planted

and the combination of the colours makes a

pleasing contrast, that is bright and striking

throughout the season. Examples of such

jjlanting are purple and scarlet Verbenas, or

purple Violas with Flower of Spring or Blushing

Bride Pelargoniums, crimson Beet with Mrs. Pol-

lock, Centaurea candidissima with Roi desNoirs

Heliotrope and the like. One all-importantmatter

is the provision of plants of suitable size for

separate beds ; thus very strong-growing Pelar-

goniums are out of place in the small parterre.

For such I should decidedly recommend plants

of the habit of Surprise, West Brighton Gem,
Golden Harry Hieover and Dandy Geraniums,

dwarf Ageratum, Maid of Moray Lobelia and
Mesembryanthemum variegatum. For large,

bold beds, pompon and Tom Thumb Dah-

lias, Marguerites, sunnuer Chrysanthemums,
such as Madame Desgrange and G. VVer-

mig, and early - flowering Starworts are fa-

vourites, or other herbaceous jilants can be

used. A splendid combination for a very large

bed (if on high ground and discernible from a

considerable distance, so much the better) is

clumps of the old Fuchsia gracilis, filled in with

the variegated Ribbon Grass. It is probable

that about the time mentioned at the commence-
ment of this paper, any notes on the summer
flower garden might, for the majority of places,

begin and end with bedding plants pure and
simple. At the present time, fortunately, they

would not be considered complete without some
reference to the inmates of the herbaceous

Ijorder—that portion of the garden which is

becoming more in demand with each succeed-

ing year from the long-continued and admirable

display afforded, and also for the wealth of

flower available for cutting. It is impossible in

a paper of this description to name a tithe of

the gootl things suitable for such borders, so I

must content myself with touching on a few of

the most popular and well known. Tufted

Pansiei are grand as front plints, and with a

little care, as I need hardly remind you, in the

prompt and thorough removal of seed-pods, they

will flower all the season. Four good sorts are

Archie Grant (dark purple). Bullion (yellow).

Countess of Hopetoun (white), and the unicpie

and beautiful Countess of Kintore. Border
Carnations are second only in demand to

Roses ; they are universal favourites and always
welcome. It is best to have a small planta-

tion of these on some outlying border where
they can be layered and new batches planted
annually in the herbaceous border proper so

soon as the weather will permit. A good half-

dozen of these in dift'erent shades are Ketton
Rose, Mrs. Reynolds Hole, Raby Castle, Coun-
tess of Paris, the white and crimson Clove,
and Mme. Roland. I like also to sow a pinch
of seed every year and select any likely seed-

lings. A few very fair varieties can be secured
annually in this way. Three points must be
always found in seedlings to cause their selec-

tion ; they should be of robust constitution,

free flowering and non-splitters. Those com-
paratively new things in border Carnations,

Grenadiu and Margai'ita, are also good and will

be found very serviceable for cutting. Com-
panions to the Violas, Carnations and Pinks for

the front of herbaceous borders will be found
in Campanulas in variety, and some of the

Speedwells, in the double white Yarrow (ptar-

mica fl. -pi. ) (this should be slightly pegged), and
in the dwarfer varieties of Coreopsis, to name a
few things in different shades of colour. Of
Irises, Pyrethrums and Phloxes we may truly say
their name is legion, and very beautiful they
are, the one drawback to lierbaceous Phloxes
being the short time they stand in water, and
the same remark applies to Lychnis chal-

cedonica, which would otherwise be valuable for

its rich glowing colour. I look upon Spiroeas 'in

variety as among the best subjects for these

borders ; their splendid spikes of white flowers

are grand for tall vases. Among the best are

palmata alba, filipendula fl.-pl., Ulmaria fl.-pl.

and aureo-picta. Spirsea astilboides is a
good thing, but wants a different position ; a

moist border seems to suit it well. In
the light, dry soil that is to be found in the
majority of places in our immediate neighbour-

hood Lilies are more at home in the hardy
Azalea or Rhododendron bed, where they can
enjoy partial shade than in the open herbaceous

border, but the many dift'erent members
of this family that are known under com-
mon names, as the Day and Chilian Lilies,

do well, and are valuable for cutting. The
mention of these Lilies and the recollection

of their haljit of growth remind me to offer

a word of caution against a too liberal use of

these, and of all things of a similar tendency
for root rambling. They poach on their neigh-

bour's ground, and are apt unless closely

watched to monopolise space intended for

plants of a more stay at-home habit. There
are few better plants for late summer and
autumn flowering than Starworts in variety,

and the cutting season of these can be con-

siderably prolonged if a number of late sorts

are jilanted in some place where they can be

protected a little from autumn frosts. By this

means nice sprays of flower can be had until

nearly the end of November, and they associate

admirably with Chrysanthemums. Just a word
or two on annuals, and I nmst draw my paper

to a close. For flower garden purposes an-

nuals may be divided into two classes, those

adapted for bedding and to furnish cut flowers.

In the former category we may place such

things as seedling Petunias and Verbenas,
Tagetes, Calendulas, dwarf Marigolds, Phlox
Drummondi, Asters and the like, and in the

latter. Sweet Peas, Mignonette, Clarkias, Gode-
tias, Cornflowers, to name a few of the best.

A very pretty summer display can be secured
with the above in those places where means are

not to hand for striking and keeping a lot of

bedding plants.

Everlasting Peas well grown.—Many fine

plants among hardy things are so badly grown and
ill-placed, that we never take the least notice of
them. A very fine plant strugghng amongst many
others, on the edge, perhaps, of a shrubbery—one
small specimen—will never show its qualities, yet
in a bold group it rariy be very striking indeed.
At Knebworth, the other day, we were greatly
pleased to see a very old friend admirably grown.
We mean the forms of the common Everlasting
Tea (L. latifolius). There are numbers of other
kinds, but this is the most vigorous and handsome,
take it all in all, and there are some very fine

forms in white and bright colours. At Knebworth
they are grown in slightly raised basket beds, with
a margin of Ivy, and trained up rustic stakes. The
effect wa-5 very beautiful and quite new to us, the
vigour and grace of the plants being so marked.
They were full of bloom, and it struck us that no
hardy plant cou'd be more useful at this time of

the year where hardy flower.? are grov.-n. The thing
is to have enough of it to be effective and worth
taking care of. A singular difference is often made
by the manner in which a pl-int is p'aced. Some-
times this I'eaisverycharmingif allowed to ramble
a little on a bank by itself. Another good way
would be to put a group of it among beds of

vigorous shrubs ; but whatever we do with it,

there are no finer autumnal plants tlian the various
forms of the Everlasting Pea.

—

Field.

Fuchsias.—The fact that when IVIr. Fry's paper
on Fuchsias w.ts read at the meeting of the Royal
Horticultural Society on the Hth there were no
Fuchsias to illustrate it, would tend to show that
as a greenhouse plant it has somewhat gone out
of cultivation. If one is to judge of what is seen
about, not only have Fuchsias gone out of fashion
as pot plants, but very few persons seem to know
how to grow them. But then with their decline
for greenhouse work Fuch.=ias have tsken a
corresponding advance in favour for bed ling,

and certainly they should be heartily wel-

comed for this purpose, because in no sense (io

they lend themselves to formality. So far as I

have seen, there is hardly enough of care shown,
however, in preparing plants even for bedding.
In some cases it seems to have been thought
the more roughly grown the better. That is

hardly right. Fuchsias bedded out should always
have a carpet of some neutral coloured foliage or

flower, and the branches of the plants should
stand clear above this carpet. Thus for bedding
out where not required for edgings or low growth,
the plants should always have at their base clean
stems some 12 inches to 24 inches high, I he plants

in reality forming neat standards or else pyramids,
needing only one stout stake to support thuu.
Too many varieties also should not be employed
in the same bed, and those used should be selected

with some regard to evenness in habit of growth
and form. Fuchsias for outdoor planting should
be grown generously the first year in a nurseiy or in

pots in sheltered places, and be subjected to liberal

pinching so as to secure plenty of breaks and good
firm wood.

—

A. D.

Water plants for cutting.— Good nati e

water plants for cutting are the Water I'lanta n
(Alisma Plantago an 1 A. P. lanceolata) and tie

Flowering Rush (Butomus umbellatus). For lend-

ing a light, graceful appearance to flowers in tall

vases, the elegant whorled, pyramidal scapes are

admirable, and the stems occupy very little room
in proportion to the effect given, this making them
doubly useful where there is not much room for

stems. The tiny flowers are insignificant, and it

matters little whether they are open or faded as

long as the stems keep fresh, which they do for a
considerable time, and answer the s.ame purpose in

ho!d arrangements that the charming little Gypso-
phila elegans does in more delicate work. Anyone
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who has the means of growing this plant sliovild

not fail to get it, as it is very robust and will grow

well in the most weedy p;ece of water. Tlie best

way to establish and grow it is by division in

spring, planting the pieces in the mud, san 1 cr

clay at the bottom of the pond and near the mar-

gin, %vhcre it can be easily got at when wanted. It

mnv also be propagated by seeds, wliich germinate

freely if sown in a pot anil kept under water. The

ISulomus is a han'souie and graceful thing with

rose-coloured flowers borno in a many-fljwered

umbel on a long, naked and slender stem. This

also lasts well in a cut state, and the length of

stem makes it very suitable in many ways. This,

too, can be easily increased by division and can be

planted in the same way as the I'lantains.— J. C.

Tallack.

8am Ireland, reddisli mauve ;
Klambeau, orange-

scailct ; Etna, intense scarlet ; and Iris, rosy

punile. or other varieties in the tent, Ava'anchc,

while ; Mich.ael Cervantes, heavy red centre, white

grounil ; Cliaudot, pink, red centre; Albert t'rousse,

orange- c irminc : Eclaircur, purplish magenta;

Baoille, mauve; t'lnnt du Dapait, purplish red;

Mons van Houtte, rosy crimson; and I'.oule do

Keu, brilliant scarlet, m,ake up a sujicrb selection,

which may now be had at very trifling cost.

A. D.

MAIZE OR INDIAN CORN.
(ZEA MAY.S.)

HERBACEOUS PHLOXES.

ALTHorr.H Messrs. Ware and G. Paul set up large

and very interesting collections of herbaceous

I'hloxes at Chiswick the other day, yet after all

was the finest di-play of these beautiful hardy
flowers to be seen in the gardens, where Mr. Barron
has scores of the very finest varieties in commerce
jil.anted in a scries of beds carrying grand heads
of bloom ai.d exhibiting what to the intecdirg

purchaser it is so very important to know—their

varying heights. Not a few of these newer sorts

bloom profusely at from 1,5 inches to 18 inches

from the ground. That seems tci be almost undue
dwarfness for the Phloxes, esfecially as when
(here are heavy rains many of the lower flowers do
not escape splashing with dirt. Certainly, having
seen the old sorts towering up to a great height, it

seems to be a big drop to some Ij inches. Gene-
rally the best height for Phloxes in borders seems
to be from 24 inches to S(1 inches. Of course, it

is the rule with all varieties to be dwarfer when
young, and especially when newly propagated, and
to increase in height every year they are left in

the ground. Hence, to get the true character of

the plants it is best to propagate some from cut-

tings every year, keeping some in pots to flower,

as these are specially useful for many purposes;
others should be planted out in jjrepared soil,

wheie they may produce the very finest heads
if needed for exhibition or other purposes; and
the rest may be planted in the borders, replacing
plants three years old, which, having somewhat
exhausted the soil, no longer give fine heads or

pips. It is not every day that so good an oppor-
tunity offers to see a really fine representative
collection of Phloxes as is now to be found at Chis-
wick, and very many who have grown these flowers

for years would be surprised to note what truly

superb varieties are now to be had. Not only do
the new sorts give huge trusses or heads of bloom,
but they also give very fine pips ; indeed these are
now in the best new sorts quite twice the dimen-
sions of the older ones, .and cannot be covered by a
penny piece. No doubt very much stimulus would
be given to the culture of Phloxes were some of
our horticultural societies to offer prizes for collec-

tions of cut trusses. Possibly some may do so, but
they seem to be few. The classes should be for
single heads and not for several in a bunch, as
bunching robs the heads of their natur.al fine con-
tour, and crushes the flowers also. All those shown
at Chiswick by Mr. Paul .and Mr. Ware suffered in
that way, and although bigger bunches resulted,
the diverse varieties gained nothing. Were I

growing Phloxes to cut the heads for show I should
certainly obtain some kind of protective caps, as
the flowers ,are apt to suffer from very heavy r.ain-

storms, but ordinary soft rains do no harm. The
caps need only to be placed over the flowers when
heavy rains are imminent. As to sorts, I found it

very difficult to make a satisfactory selection from
the outdoor plants at Chiswick, because some were
earlier, and therefore a lit lie past, whilst some were
later and not at their best. The following twelve,
however, are really splendid varieties : Amazon,
while; Neptune, reddish pink; Kobur, very fine
mauve ; Wm. Robinson, carmine, very fine ; En-
chantment, rosy lilac, white centre ; W. Veitch,
white, rosy red centre ; Pluton, deep rosy magenta;

'

well. The first few leaves that tlie variegated

kind makes are groen, but they soon begin to

manifest the variegation. The plants should

be placed out of doors about the iiiiddlo t£

May.

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.

Any alteration from the present season's planting

conlemplattd for another year that may involve

considerable increase in some given variety oE

flower should at once be decided on, that special

provision may be made as the work of propagating

is in progress. A marked and pleasing feature to

be found this year in our public gardens is the

m c n ' 1 1 1. „t n,„ r',..,oon... (•I>.,t greater number of light and tastily filled beds as
Tuts IS one of he noblest of the f'> ^^s^ ^ "^ S

^^ ^^^ ^^.^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^-^ ^^^^^^ .^

thrive m our climate, and it is an almost mdi.s- ^u
^^^^^^^„„ ^r blocks of zonal Pelargc-

pensable adornment to our gardens, where it ^.^^^ .^^ different colours. Special features in

has a tine apjiearance either in i.solated masses
^^|J^„y places this year are Begonia Worthiana,

or .associated with other fine-lcavtd plants, yjojas^ and Fuchsias. Grand plants of the first

Cuzko and Caragua (here figured) are the largest named nearly 18 inches through, as much in height,

and finest of the green varieties, and gracillima and a perfect sheet of flower are very hard to

the smallest and most graceful. The variegated beat ; it is decidedly the best of all Begonias for

or Japanese Maize is a very handsome variety, bedding, and if this class of plants is about the

most ornamental of all for the

summer flower garden, then

m.ay Worthiana be justly styled

the king or queen of bedders.

A step in the right direction is

the planting of this as well as

the large • flowered Begonias

much wider apart. Formerly

one saw nothing but a mass
n{ colour, well enough, no

iloubt, in its way, but yet only

a lit tie removed from the effect

produced by a large bed of

scarlet or pink Geraniums. Now
the Begonias are planted some
30 inches apart on a ground-

work of some dwarf carpet,

such as variegated Mesem-
bryanthemum or Koniga or a

very dwarf Pelargonium of

similar colour to Little Trot.

Tufted Pansies have been a

great feature of the present

season, and whether in small

beds, for fronts of ribbon bor-

ders, or associated as mixtures

with Pelargoniums in variety,

they are exceptionally good.

Few things are better than

tufted Pansies for the little

beds that one meets with occa-

sionally in geometrical gardens,

and if need be a few taller

things can always be dotted

sparingly among them.

There should always be an
inspection of the stock of cut-

Maize or Indian Com (Zea Mays var. Caragua).

Its beautifi

from seed

outer mar
and like positions, where its variegauou may uu ^j^^^ , ^,^^,j ,,g ,aid in favour of the em-
well seen, and where its gr.aceful leaves will

, /^^ of Fuchsias on .an extensive scale in the

prove eftective. It should, in all ca.ses, have
'^^^j^g^ planting of the fiower garden, there is a

light, rich, warm soil. It has a habit of break-
, j^j^^^^jj^y sometimfs to rather overdo them,

ing into shoots rather freely near the base of especially in connection with mixed beds. Given

the central stem, and where it grows very freely
; sufficient room. Fuchsias grow, it -may be said,

this should recommend it for planting in an naturally into nice specimens, and they are seen to

isolated manner, or in groups of three or five
,
the best advantage on a comparatively dwarf

on the turf. The seeds of the Maize should be

sown in a gentle hot -bed in April, although

occasionally it will succeed if sown out of doors.

Gradually harden off the plants before they have

made more than three or four leaves, moving

them to a cool frame very near the glass, so

lis to keep them sturdy, finally exposing them

carpet. To crowd them up with plants of stronger

or equally strong habit with themselves is a

decided mistake. I have seen beds this year

where Fuchsias, Zinnias, annual Chrysanthe-

mums, and strong growing Marguerites were

huddled together in a regular mass, and the

result was by no means pleasing. Mixed beds

are a splendid feature if well and judiciously

in the same position by taking the lights (|uite
p]anted, but if not thorjughly well done they must

off. This course is, perhaps, the more desirable
j^g denounced as failures. This has been a favour-

in the case of the variegated Maize, which does able summer for Verbenas. Last year, with its

not orow so vigorously as the green kinds. In continued wet. was productive of a lot of strag-

neither case should the plants be kept long in gling growth (I do not like very hard pegging) and

heat, for if thus treated they will n.,t thrive so !
comparatively little fiower, for Verbenas, although
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they can do without much sun, must have dry and
warm weather to develop flower in profusion.
Last July was consequently f ivourable for them,
and the consequence is that beds of A'^erbenas and
Phlox Dnimmondi in mixfd colours make about the
brightest and most effective display we have. I

kept out the whites and very light shades, and in
lieu thereof, as the beds are large, introduced at
intervals plants of the Sweet Tobacco, which
break the flitness of the beds and harmonise well
with the bright colours of Verbena and Phlox.
The rapidly shortening diys bring with them a

great wealth of autumn flowers, and from the pre-
sent time until the advent of frost we shall be
almost better off for cut flowers than during
the height of summer. Dahlias, now that we have
cleared them of earwigs, are doing wonderfully
well. The different pompons in selfs and fancies
are not only very useful as a background for
dwarfer subjects, but are much valued in a cut
state. Perhaps one of the verv best flowers for
present cutting in its parlicular" colour is Helian-
thus multiflorus plenus, a gem (despite its long
name) that should be in every garden. I can also
thoroughly recommend H. lajiiflorus and Helenium
autumnale. Two early-flowering Asters, besides
Amellus, that are at present bright and pretty are
sagitta'Sorus and puniceus ; the la^t-named espe-
cially has a delicate and lovely shade of colour.
As it is a good plan to make a careful inspection
of summer be'idirg plants and note special suc-
cesses or failures for another season's guidance, so
it is advisable from time to time to take if it be
only a hurried survey of the inmates of the her-
baceous border to mark good things for future
division if there is not sufiicient stock of them,
and also to alter the positions of those things that
may not be in their proper place. Thus some of
the Asters which are advertised at 3 feet and 4
feet will be found on strong soil to attain a height
of 6 feet, and will have to be placed at the back of
borders in the company of such things as Ghry-
.santhemum uliginosum and the tallest of the He-
lianthuses. Again, arrangements in the he:baceous
border which have (perhaps inadvertently) resulted
in happy and pleasing combinations may be either
carried out on a larger scale or increased in num-
ber. Plenty of such pleasing contrasts will suggest
themselves during a survey of the herbaceous bor-
•^lers. E. BrERELL.

C lareiiwnt.

Lobelia propagation.—Among dwarf summer
bsdding plants, the various kinds of Lobelia hold
a prominent place, and are therefore much in
demand in their season. To make sure of obtain-
iog abundant supplies when required, a start should
be made at once. Having had to provide several
thousands annually for some years past, I used to
plant out a reserve batch for propagating purposes.
In private gardens this should always be borne in
mind when bedd ng out is completed, as its adop-
tinn dispenses with the fear of disfiguring those
plants in the flower garden. The thing most
necessiry at the present moment is to cut the
plants over closely wiili a knife or sci.'sors suffi-
ciently low to remove .all flowering shoots. Now
get some fine sandy soil, and earth up the plants
tuUy an inch deep on either side. At the same
time open the tops out somewhat and sprinkle
some fine soil down into the shoots to the same
depth as the sides. Water well and sprinkle daily
if the weather be dry for a fortnight

; by this time
fresh roots will be pushing into the new soil, when
at any convenient moment, but the sooner the
better, the plants may be lifted and pulled to
pieces, and replanted in shallow boxes of fairly
rich soil for the winter. Allow four or six shoots
to each piec?, and plant .at 2 inches .asunder. In
planting prune away the old roots and so ensure
getting the young ones well buried. When all is
completed place in a cold frame and shade from
hot sun, but give no artilicial heat whatever. If
watered as necessary and kept close the plants will
quickly make a fresh start, from which time till
December keep the plants in a companxtively cool,
airy place. In December give a few degrees

more warmth, say 45= to 50°. By this time the
plants will have become peifect bushes and crowded
with fine vigorous cuttings, such as cannot be
produced at this time of ye.ar by any oOier mode
of propagation. If only a limited number is required,
the b'lxes of plants may be kept cool throu>;hout,
and instead of taking cuttings, pull the plants to
pieces early in March and treat as before, but if

many thousands are needed, commence putting in
cuttings in the first week of January.—E. J.

JAPANESE LILIES.

The Lilium LONCiiFLORttM Group.

Revertikg to my paper in The Garhen for
1801, Vol. XL., pp. 379, .380, 442, ,tc., the
forms therein described as Nos. 1 and 2 seem
to be tlie same and identical with the form
grown in Holland as L. longiflorum, a sample of
wliich borne Ijy a bulb obtained from Holland
and grown side by side with the Japanese
forms is now sent up, labelled No. 28,
for comparison to The Garden. Samples
of my No.«. 1 and 2 labelled 7 or 9, are also
sent up. No. 4, L. exiinium prwcox (the
early-flowering form with narrow scattered
three-nerved foliage), sometimes called Mme.
von Siebold, is sent up labelled No. 1. This is a
most distinct variety. No. 5 seems to be a dis-
tinct form, and is sent up by me labelled 10

;

it dill'ers from No. 6, lougiflorum grandiflorum,
by its darker, narrower foliage, its somewhat
earlier appearance, by its larger, stouter
flowers having a perianth equably revolute.
My No. is specially distinct by the
lighter green colour especially shown in the
head of flower, and seems well worthy of
the name of grandiflorum when compared
with the type, being a much bolder plant in
every re.spect. It is specially marked by its
having a somewhat smaller flower than many
other forms, and by its perianth being un-
equally revolute

; thi.s is specially shown in the
opening bud, when one segment generally is

thrown far back before the others unfold. It
and my No. S are, I think, identical. They
are now sent up labelled 2 and 11. No. 3, a
form resembling this, except that the petals
open equably, is also sent up under label 12. It
seems nearly allied to, if not the same as. No.
5. No. 7.—This magnificent form, superior
in size and subistance to any other, elsewhere
called Wilsoni or magnificum, is sent up under
label 4. The bold and distinct .shape of
its flowers renders it very conspicuous. No.
8 has been sent up as having but little

difference from No. ; labelled No. 11. No. 1) is,

I think, a grand and well-marked variety.
There is an error in my lasc year's description
of it, the perianth being equably revolute, not
"like that of grandiflorum,'' which is not
equably revolute. It flowers quite early, as
soon as priecox is over and a little before
grandiflorum opens. I have .sent it up under
label 0. The tube of the flower bellies out
a little in the centre of its length and has
great substance. No. 10 is also represented
under label 3. Here the foliage seems
to point out a distinct variety, and the
perianth is unlike that of grandiflorum, be-
ing equably revolute. No. 11 is a grand form,
closely allied to magnificum in the size, shape,
and siibstance of its flower. It is specially cha-
racterised by the brown tinting shown in the
pedicels. Sent up under label 8. No. 12 is a
rare form. The foliage this year, probably
owing to drought, is much lighter in tint than
last year. It is sent up under label 17. There
is another form observed this year for the first
time, sent up under label 5, in which the foli-
age is short and somewhat narrow, the bud

very long, 8 inches ; tube narrow with a wide
perianth, reminding one much in shape of
the true L. Harrisi. The substance of the
flower is somewhat papery. A sample of
L. Takesima obtained from Holland is sent
up under label 211, in which there is little, if

any, colouration of stem or bud. No. 15 (Take-
sima grandiflorum) is sent under label I'J to
show how, when compared with the Dutch form,
the name grandiflorum is most justly given to
it. Nos. 3G, 17, and 20, forms of L. formo-
sanum, are also represented under labels 20, 21,
and 16 respectively. This seems a very vaiiable
Lily, colouration, habit, and foliage difl'ering

much, yet the flowers in all seem identical.

Colchester. Alexander Wallace.

*** A splendid set of forms of a noble Lily.
Probably it would be difficult to name them all

as <listinct, and, unhappily, it is impossible to
refer to them under numbers.—En.

VERBENAS FOR EXHIBITION AND
BEDDING.

At the Taunton Deane flower show, wh'ch was
held on the 11th inst., and was without doubt one
of the finest and most extensive held in the town
for years past, the old practice, common in the
west of England, of offeiing prizes for cut Verbenas
was followed, and there was a class fi.T twelve va-
rieties, three trusses of each, and the usual result

was witnessed. The flowers were small, dull- col-

oured and mean-looking. The fact is. Verbenas
are ro longer grown for exhibition, and so
exhibitors fall back upon such plants as they may
have at the time in their beds or borders. When
the Verbena is subjected to good cultivation,
either in pots, as by the late Mr. C. J. Perry at
Birmingham, or in the open ground, as was done
by Mr. H. Ecktord when he had charge of the
grounds of Coleshill House, Shrivenham, Berks,
wonderful trusses of bloom of the finest quality
were shown, and when well staged, much in the
.*ame way as Mr. Cannell stages his zonal Pelar-
goniums, they were most attractive subjects. Now,
as no one appears (o care to cultivate Verbenas as
formerly, and seeing the act of doing so is said
not to pay, the Verbena has fallen away to a low
stage of quality, and as such is unworthy a place
on the exhibition table.

And yet it is possible to raise fine Verbenas
from seed, and an excellent illustration of their
quality can be witnessed at Messrs. Sutton and
Sons' Portland Nursery at Reading at the present
lime. This firm makes a speciality of what is

termed superb bedding Verbenas. Seeds are sup-
plied in colours, such as white, blue, mauve, scar-
let and striped, and these seeds produce plants
which bloom finely, true to colour, with bold
trusses of large-sized flowers. This firm raises
from seed and pl.ants out every year types of
the various subjects they supply s-eeds of in order
that visitors to their Portland Nursery may see
exactly what they furnish. There are plantations
of strong plants of large size, with compact habit
of growth and blooming with remarkable freedom,
planted out in lines a yard apart and the plants 2
feet apart in the lines, and they grow so freely,
that they cover the ground and make a remark-
able display. As a matter of course, anyone desir-
ous of filling a series of beds with Verbenas or
forming a ribbon line would place the plants closer
together in order to secure immediate effect, but it

is surprising how quickly the plants cover the
allotted spaces in the Portland Nurseries. A very
dwarf, bushy, and free-flowering type known as
Sutton's Dwarf Perfection makes fine beds, or it

can be employed as an edging to stronger growing
varieties in large beds, or as another line of Ver-
benas in a ribbon border. The plants, both spread-
ing and compact, are readily raised from seeds,
which can be sown in boxes or pots of light free
soil in February or March, giving them the help of
a gentle bottom-heat. When the plants are large
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enough to handle and have made sufficient roots,

they can be put singly int<i pots or several into a

box, be hnrdeiifil off^ ami eventually planted out

in tlie open ground. Those who have had experi-

ence of the ditliculty encountered in keeping old

plants of Verbenas through the winter from which

to obtain cuttings in spring know what a c'.oiufort

it is to be able to raise seedlings in this way, and
that of the two they are probably the more satis-

factory in the long run as elTective bedding plants.

K. 1).

Kitchen Garden.

EARLY CAILIFLOWERS.
Theuk have been one or two important notes

of late in TliK Gakdkn as to the advi.sability of

raising the jilants for the earliest snpply of

Caulitlowcrs in the s|)ring dnring the preceding

autumn. ( »f late there has been a growing ten-

dency to neglect this old method and to rely

e.\clu.sively upon plants at the turn of the year.

This latter practice no doubt has had its origin

in the introilnction of those sterling selections

of the Snowball type— most excellent little

Cauliflowers, we all must admit. Still extra
care is needed in raising and growing on the
plants afterwards, for if such should not be the
ca.se, premature hearting in will be the result,

and only those gardeners who are prepared to

attend to the timely wants of the plants should
attempt it. Other.s use these little Cauliflowers

for forcing, and excellently they serve their pur-
pose. I am of the same opinion as Mr. Wythes
(p. 11<S), that without forcing, plants raised in

the autumn will produce earlier heads than
those sown at the turn of the year, and, given
ordinary and timely attention, they are not so

apt to bolt. In gardens where other work is

pressing, plants rai.sed early in the year are
more apt to get neglected than those raised in

the iuitumn. The attention necessary in pro-
tecting the plants from severe frosts throughout
the winter is additional evidence often brought
forward against sowing in the autumn ; but the
trouble is well repaid by having a quantity of
hardy young [)lants ready to respond to the
generims treatment when planted out. Planting
for the tirst supply under handlights is another
excellent old method, and might well be re-
introduced. Handlights are now not so often
seen as formerly, but some such protection as
these afl'ord goes a long way to help on early
Cauliflower.s. The plants, if pricked out under
handlights as soon as they are large enough, soon
become established and start away in the spring
without the fear of any check from trans-
planting. In the early sprhig the tops need
only lie tilted for ventilation, or removed during
fine days and genial rains. There cannot be
any doubt that where failure does occur it is not
the system which is at fault, for good Cauli-
Howers have been grown, and indeed are so still,

by many gardeners and growers for market
as well. One of the jirincipal sources of failure
is too early .sowing. The first week or two in
August, as sometimes recommended, is much too
early, the third week at any rate being quite
soon enough for the more northern parts, and
in the south the tirst days of September. If
sown too early, especially if a warm autumn
.should follow, the plants become too large to
winter well, especially when they are pricked
out into frames. The same evil is apparent in
the early spring months. When pricked out
into frames to be again transplanted, too much
care cannot be taken in the jireparation of the
soil. What is wanted is a scjund rooting me-
dium in which the plants will make a sturdy
growth and lift with a good ball. When
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pricked out into loose material, it is imi)ossible

to lift the plants successfully. The frame for

pricking out the plants into is best jilaccd on

a hard bottom, so as to prevent the plants

rooting deeply. Old potting soil and such-like

material are of no use, lieing too loose and
sandy. The frame should be placed in an open
position, so that the plants will not become
drawn. ( >ver the bottom should be first placed

a layer of mimure to the deptli of 2 inches or

3 inches, and over this the .same depth of good

soil. I use a portion of loam with a little leaf

.<ioil, as [iroducing the most satisfactory results.

By affording such material for the roots to run

in, the p'ants may be depended upon to grow
away without the least check when planted out

in tlie spring. The seedlings should bo pricked

out 4 inches apart, and an extra inch or two
between the rows would also be an advantage.

Coddling during the winter is a mistake, and
the lights are best drawn ofi' during hne days,

replacing them during cold rains, frost and snow.

It will also be necessary to atibrd some protec-

tion during .severe frost.

Where the plants are to be pricked

out and grown on to the finish under hand-

lights, of course, they nuist have a good posi-

tion and the soil must be in a fertile state.

Sometimes stations are formed for setting out

the plants ; these are slightly raised and are an

advantage on cold soils. After the handlights

are set out, 1' inches or 3 inches of good soil

will be beneficial. The quantity to set out

under each handlight will vary. Sometimes
nine are set out if the handliglits are of the

usual size, the surplus—leaving the four corner

plants— being removed in the spring to other

quarters for succession. Potting ofl" the seed-

lings for wintering in frames is also a good

method, and may be resorted to in those cases

where holding soil for pricking out the plants is

not oljtainable. Five- inch pots are the best

to use, as in smaller ones the roots become
cramped. These, after being potted ofi", should

be arranged in a light airy frame. If tlie pots

could also be plunged it would be an advantage,

as the roots are kept in a more equable state

without a deal of water having to be ajjplied

during the winter months. Even when plunged

the pots should stand on a base of ashes, so as-

to prevent the roots from working through.

The best kinds for autumn sowing are Early

Dwarf Erfurt or Early London, Walcheren,

,and the Large Asiatic. A. Y. A.
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any seed produce. It was just the same at Oakley
Hall, with the exception of a few plants that had
been got out very early. It is a deliciously crisp,

solid-hearted kind, and I am sure when the stock

is true has no superior for keeping in a useful con-

dition for a long period. Mr. Weaver, the

gardener, also showed me a wonderfully long-

.standuig Cabbage Lettuce, Daniels' Continuity.

This standing thickly in the rows as sown had
licpn hearted in for six weeks, and was still tirni.

The Golden Queen Lettuce sown at the fame time
was just blooming.— D.

Wilson's Aslitop Potato puts all others quite

in the shaJe f"r cropping and ijuRlity. I have it

side by side witti two more so-called Ashtups, but

was Eo satisfied with the superior crop of this variety,

that all are discarded. I grow none other. It is

positively a pleasure to see the men lift it, the

crop being simply prodigious.—R. Gilbert.

Hardening Broccoli.—Both at Oakley Hall

and Hackwood Park 1 found it to be the practice

to plant out white Broccoli on ground cleared of

old Strawberry plants. The soil is left just as it

has been under Strawberries, but the plants are

hoed clean off. When the Brcccoli is planted, if

the soil is too hard for the ordinary dibber a crow-

brtr is used to make the holes. After the plants

have started into growth the surface of the soil is

mulched with short manure. In that way the

plants grow very firm and conijiact ; they stand

the winter well, and whilst plants on rich, soft

soil are gross and often killed wholesale, those on

hard ground do well.— D.

Standing Lettuces.—When at Oakley Hall,

Dasingstoke, recently, I was much pleased to sre

a tine lot of that remarkablylong-stamling White
Cos Lettuce Ale.^andia. I grew this some years

ago at Bedfont for seed, but found it stood £0 long

before running off to flower, that I failed to obtain

THE I'OTATO CROP OF 1K'I2.

I NKVEU remember to have seen the Potato crop

so promising as now, and the Havour and cooking

qualities I never found of a higl-.cr standard

;

at least, this is my experience this year in a

somewhat heavy soil. This is much improved now
by the yearly addition of vegetable refuse, wood
ashes, and leaf-mould in the place of manuie. So

far I have not seen a single mark of disease either

in the haulm or tubers. I commenced to dig on

June :i in the open Sutton's Ringleader, a variety

of the Myatt type, but superior in every respect to

that old favourite. Especially is it supeiior in

point of its cooking qualify .some time after being

dug, which cannot be said of Myatt 's from strong

land. When early P.itatoes can be dug out of

doors in nine weeks from the time of planting, it

must be regarded as quick work even in thffe

days, and this can be done with Ringleader.

Myatt's Prolific was the next sort dug, the tubers

not cooking quite up to their usual standard of

excellence ; for this reason I do not intend to

occupy land with this sort again. Puritan, one of

the large white early kidney varieties, is certainly

deserving a place, especially where a good dish is

required for exhibition at the end of July, or even

sooner than this. It is a free cropper and of

capital cooking quality. Lady Truscott is a va-

riety much thought of here for its excellent

eating quality. It is not an easy matter to get a

good white round Potato that combines all the

qualities one exp'cts in Potatoes—good cropper,

good appearance and quality also—but in Lady
Truscott all these are present to a high degree.

Reading Russet is still thought highly of. No
Potato that I know gives greater satisfaction here

than this, and no sort ever better proved the desir-

ability of a change of seed than did this sort this

season. Not only were the tubers much larger,

but of better Havour throughout. Many persons

make a great mistake in not changing their seed

often enough ; that from stiff land to that of a

light character and vie rersa should be the rule.

Satisfaction has again maintained the great repu-

tation it secured upon its introduction, not only

as an exhiliition variety, but for its good quality

also. It is to be found in nearly all col'ections

of vegetables, and for its cooking quality is unsur-

passed. Windtor Castle fully maintains all that

was promised of it in pr.int of cropping, apprar-

ance and quality, and is destined to become a

popular variety to succeed the second early sorts,

or what is known as midseason kinds. At undance

is another of the heavy cropping sorts ; the quality,

too, is all that can be desired.

Now-a-days there is no lack of good Potatoes

possessing all the points which tend to make this

vegetable the most important of all, and those

persons who cultiviite flavourless kinds have only

themselves to blame.

In this neighbourhood White Beauty of Hebron

is largely cultivated by cottagers for winter use ;

in fact, it is good from the beginning of August

until the following Apiil, or even longer than that

when well preserved. The soil appears to suit it

well. E. M.

Sivaiiiiiori'.

Blanching Celery.—The best Celery wbh h eg

far as been seen at any of the snmmer exhibitiors

has been blanched by means of bards of paper

wrapped round the stems after the plants have be-

come almost full grown. The great difference
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wliich exisis in appearance between stems so

lilanched and those blanched by earthing is most
marked. No doubt there is no sweeter blanching
element than is good line soil, and for winter i^iir-

poses it i-i undoubtedly by far the best, but when
Celery has to be exhibited in competition, the size

of the stems, if ever so good otherwise, does not
comp2nsate for the exceeding clearness, biig'nt-

ness, and perfect form of the plants which result

from the paper blanching. It is doubtful whether
earthing could under any conditions produce such
quick results, as it is easy to continue feeding the
paper-blanched plants to the last, whilst the earth-
ing prevents that, and not unfrequently the earthed
Celery in hot dry weather is sufTeiing from want of
water. Peihaps it is unwise to invite Celery in

competitions so early as August. It is too early in

the year to render it enjoyable in the sense that it

is found to be in colder weather. The month of

October is soon enough to require Celery ^s a
sa'ad, and certainly on the exhibition table. The
rule with those who exhibit Celery so early is to
plant up specially early in the summer a short row
of plants just to meet exhibition requirements, and
what is exhibited, at lea'^t to the end of August,
rarely ever represents a sterling main crop. As to
the edible quality of Celery blanched with paper
as compared with that blanched with soil, I

cannot eive any opinion ; but after a'l there can be
no doubt but that the air is more fully excluded
by the soil than it is by paper bands.—A. D.

with chopped Sphagnum Moss. During the
growing season a liberal supply of water both
in the atmosphere and to its roots is essen-
tial to its free growth. When the pseudo-
bulbs are nicely formed up, less water must
be given, but at no time in the year should
the plant be allowed to get dry. It likes free

exposure to the light and moderate sunshine,
but it requires to be shaded from the sun'.s rays
during the middle of the day. The plant should
also be treated to abundance of air.

Wm. Hugh Gower.

Orchids.

ODONTOGLOSSUM HARRYANUM.
I ijAW this flowering in the Messrs. Veitch's
establishment at Chelsea some six years ago.
This plant had been imported by Mr. F. Hora-
maii, of Colchester. For some time after this
it remained scarce, but Mr. Sander, of St.

Albans, imported it in quantity, and since then
the plant has been plentiful in our gardens. No
exact locality is given in Colombia, whence the
plant came, but it is very curious that the
collectors are credited with passing near to the
spot where it occurs without seeing its beautiful
flowers, which vary considerably in their rich-
ness and beauty. Some flowers recently sent by
Mr. Burton, Ilighfield, Gainsborough, are very
dark and richly coloured. They are from dif-

ferent plants, but as theflowei-sarenotnumbered
I cannot make any distinction. In the imported,
plants the spikes were upwards of 2 feet in
length bearing many flowers. At that time it

was suppcsed to be a natural hybrid, but if so,

I certainly think we have yet to introduce its

parents, for nothing that I am acquainted with
could possibly produce such a grand flower.
There is one feature in the flower which, how-
ever, detracts from its beauty, and that is the
incurved habit of the petals. Odontoglossum
Harryanum makes leaves some 10 inches or a
foot in length, of a rich light green colour. The
scapes are produced from the side of the mature
l)ulbs, coming up from the base. The flowers,
which last a long time in good condition, are
each about 4 inches across, the sepals and petals
spreading, deep cliestnut-brown, transversely
streaked with narrow lines of yellow stained in
some instances with a shade of green. The
lip is large, three-lobed, the side lobes curved
upwards, ground colour white, profusely streaked
with lines of bluish-purple, the front pure
white, changing after a few days to yellow. It
would seem to come from a lower elevation than
O. crispum, for while it will thrive well enough
with this plant througli the summer months, it

appears to do better during the cooler months
in a slightly higher temperature. It should be
grown in well-drained pots and raised upon
a slight cone of good brown peat fibre mixed

Cattleya Eldorado splendens.— John Howes
sends a mngniticent flower of this variety. This
form was sent to M. Linden, of Brussels, by
Gustav Wallis. It is far superior to the typical C.
Eldorado, the flower being round and of good sub-
stance. The sepals and petals are of a rich clear
rose colour, the latter being fully yi inches acro.-s;

lip large, the throat stained with rich deep orange,
in front of which is a zone of clear white. Beyond
this is a broad marginal border of rich purple hav-
ing a shade of violet in it, the edge of the lip being
beautifully toothed. It comes from the Rio Negro
district. The plant will do well in the East India
house, but I always found that a warm corner in
the Cattleya house suited it best.—W. H. G.

Odontoglossum WilckTanum pallens
(7'. C).—This is the name of the dower sent. The
typical plant is a supposed natural hybrid between
0. crispum and 0. luteo-purpureum, and I have
little doubt that the plant now before me is from
the same cross. It is very beautiful, and if, as you
say, it is from a spike bearing eleven blooms, it

must be very line. The flower now before me
measures nearly 4 inches across, the ground colour
of the sepals and petals being creamy white, much
spotted and blotched with cinnamon, the edges of
the petals furnished with numerous long teeth on
the margins ; the lip broad, creamy white, with a
few cinnamon spots ; the disc yellow, with a large
cinnamon-brown blotch in front. ' T. O." says the
plant came into bloom at the beginning of June,
so it is quite time the spike was cut off. It suc-
ceeds under the same treatment as the typical
plant, that is, in a temperature which does not fall

below 45°, and with just sufhcient moisture in

winter to keep the bulbs and leaves in good con-
dition.—W.

Oncidium Lanceanum Louvrexianum.

—

G. Moffat sends me a nice flower of this line plant
asking if it is Lanceanum. It is not the typical
form of the plant, but a variety which was named
in honour of M. D. Massange de Louvrex, of Bel-
gium, a very enthusiastic lover and grower of these
plants. It differs principally in the front lobe of
the lip being pure white and deep violet at the
base, which affords a very pleasing contrast. This
plant I have always found do best in the East
India house. It requires an abundance of drain-
age, not much soil about its roots, atid a very
moist atmosphere in the summer season. During
the winter the temperature should not fall lower
than t;0^.—W. H. G.

Oncidium leucoohilum (i9. 3Io/fat).—Ihih
is really a magnificent variety of a species which
was originally introduced by Mr. Skinner from
Guatemala nearly sixty years ago. It used to be
a common plant in collections about thirty years
since, and the finest forms I have ever seen of this
plant were in the then celebrated collection of the
late Mr. T. Dawson, Meadow Bank, I'ddingston,
near Glasgow, where Mr. Anderson, the gardener,
used to grow them well in quite a low temperature.
—W.
Ccelogyne Dayana.-H. Cruickshank sends

me a flower of this beautiful plant asking if it is

C. Massangeana. He at once salves the ditflculty

by saying "the plant has long narrow bulbs some
5 inches or 6 inches in height." I am, thereCore,
quite satisfied the correct name is that given above.
A magnificent specimen of this plant was exhibited
at the last show of the Koyal Horticultural Society

at the Temple Gardens by Mr. Ballantine from
Baron Schrceder's collection, The Dell, Egham, bear-

ing many spikes. The sepals and petals are white,

becoming faintly tinged with yellow with age; lip

white, staine 1 with a blotch of brown on the ex-

terior of the side lobes, the inside streaked pro-

fusely with the same colour. The front lobe is

plaited, and has a broad band of brown on the

margin with a white border. It comes from
Borneo, and succeeds best when grown in a hang-
ing basket.—W. H. G.

SHORT NOTES.—ORCHIDS.

Miltonia speetabilis.—From Mr. Rawson, gar-

dener to Mr. J. T. Gabriel, comes a flower of this

species for a uamc. It is uot the original form of the

plant, inasmuch as the lip is very dark at its hase, the

front fart being lilac. It is very pretty, and it may
with propriety he called Gabriel's variety of M. spee-

tabilis.— VV. H. G.

Vanda tricolor Dodgsoni.—Vandas are a

speciality with Messrs. Seeger and Tropp at Dul-

wich, and one which specially took my atteLtion

was the above-named variety. The sepals and
petals are flat, making a fine round flower. The
ground colour is light amber, regularly spotted

with reddish brown, the peials at their base

streaked with the same colour and the margin bor-

dered with violet. The lip is rich purple and the

flower exquisitely scented.—W.
Vanda teres Candida {G. Anderson).—This is

the name of your flower. It is not new, as it was
first fiowered by Mr. Whittaker, gardener to Lord

Crewe, Crewe Hall, and afierwards by Mr. Whil-

lans, f.ardeuer to His Grace the Duke of Marl-

borough. It differs from the typical plant in hav-

ing the sepals and petals pure white ;
the lip is

also white flushetl slighily with rose on the disc,

and stained with yellow on the inside of the side

lobes. It is a very pretty and delicate form.

—

W. H. G.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 873.

THE GLORY OF THE SNOW.
(with a coloured plate of chionodoxa

lucille var. gigantea.*)

Unless in colour variation and maybe size,

there is absolutely no distinction between all the

forms placed under C. Lucilire in the following

notes. Although a comparatively modern genus,

the appreciation of the public to the high me-

rits of the Chioni idoxas shows more plainly than

words can the brilliancy aird worth of these

gems of the Nymph Dagh. Chionodoxas are cer-

tainly by far the most beautiful and useful of our

early spring-flowering bulbs, and can be grown in

English gardens more easily than was thought

possible. In every garden where they have been
established for a few years, they hjive become
veritable weeds, self-sown seedlings coming up
everywhere even yards away from the original

clump. We know now what they are capable of

doing in the rockery and the bulb border. Why
not naturalise our surplus stock in the woodland
and the wild garden >. Their great hardiness, ex-

ceeding beauty, and the rapidity with which

they increase are all in favour of their esta-

blishment on our grassy slopes. Everyone at

comparatively small expense may have masses

of the Glory of the Snow, and no more beau-

tiful, natural, or better way can be suggested.

Any good garden soil suits the Chiotrodoxas well,

and they have lately been much used for forc-

ing for the greenhouse, &c. , although too much

• Drawn for The GAKnEN in Mr. Ware's nursery

by Gertrude Hamilton, Lithographed and printed by
Guillauine Severeyns.
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lieat weakens them, and tho brilliancy to some
extent is lost.

('. Ai.LKNi.—A new species or variety, bulbs of

which have lieen sent over for Ihe first time this

year. It is said to be by far the most beautiful of

the n'enus. tlic flowers IruKC, more numorou-, anil

of the most l>rilliant lilue. It has been named after

Mr. Allen of .Siiowdro)) fame.
Ti[E Gi.oiiy OK TUii Snow (C. Lucilia') is by

far tlie most jiopular and best known species of

this comjiaratively modern class of early spriii^'-

flDweriiifr bulbs. Its value will be increased
when we see it in bold lireadtlis in our wood-
lands and grassy slopes, much in the way Snow-
drops and Daffodils have been used in our own
(gardens. C. Lucili:e was first introduced l)y

Mr. Maw of Crocus fame. Mr. Maw, in describing
the circumstances under which he found it, says
that at the lower level it was out of flower, but
near the sununit of the mountain a mass was met
with in full splendour, forminof one of the most
sumptuous displays of floral beauty he ever beheld
—a mass of blue and white, resembling Nemopliila
insignis in colour, but more intense and brilliant.

It is an extremely variable species in size as well
as in the form and colour of its flowers, and there
can lie no mistake about the improvement, which
is evident after a couple of years' cultivation in

good rich soil. Newly-imported bulbs as a rule
produce small and few flowers, but when really
well established, size and number are almost
doubled. It i-i one of the hardiest bulbs we possess,
and will stand any amount of frost without injury.
Self-sown seedlings spring up everywhere, and
this will hardly be regretted. A coloured plate of
this species appeared in The G.vrdbn, July :i,

18SII. It flowers during March and April. There
is also a white-flowered form, but it is rare.

V. Lucille v.vr. Korbesi is apparently nothing
more than a large, fewer-flowered form of the
above. I have not seen it in a living state, at any
rate, not to distinguish specifically from C. Lucilia;.
A native of Asia Minor (-yn., C. Forbesi).

C. Lucille var. (iiuxniFLORA was first intro-
duced to our notice in ISSil under the name of C.
gigantea. The accompanying coloured plate re-
presents this variety, which, I think, is the best of
the genus. The whole plant is more robust than
the type, the flowers larger and more numerous
and of a distinct soft violet-blue with a small
white centre. It has not, so far as I am aware,
shown the slightest signs of reversion, and may be
taken as a really distinct and constant form. It
also a native of Asia Minor. It was introduced
in 187,S by Messrs. Barr, Ware, &c., and received a
first-class certificate from the Hoyal Horticultural
Society on March 24, ISftl.

C. LuciLiJi VAR. sARDEN.sis.—This charming
variety was introduced by Barr and Son, of Covent
Garden, in the spring of 18X3, and two years later
received a first-cla.ss certificate from the Royal
Horticultural Society. The flowers, though more
numerous, are smaller than those of any mentioned
above, but of a biilliant true Gentian blue, and al-
together distinct from tho-e of C. Lucilia;. The
bulljs were found close to the ruins of the ancient
town of Sardis at 4000 feet to 5000 feet above sea
level. It is perfectly hardy and a useful bulb for
forcing.

t'. LuciLij; VAU. Tmolusi is, like C. Forbesi, a
stronger, larger-flowered form, otherwise identical
with the type.

C. NANA is a dwarf, numerous-flowered species
from Crete. The flowers are very small, white or
lilac. It is of little value compared with any of
the above. C. cretica m^y be taken as a larger-
flowered form of C. nana, with blue and white
flowers. Both are natives of Crete. D. K.

Aster diplostephioides.— It is curious how
little notice a plant receives in the trade until it

has gained a first-class certificate. Aster diplo-
stephioides, one of the finest, if not the best and
showiest of the whole family, has been in cultiva-
tion for nearly a dozen jears ; it has been fairly
liberally distributed, and yet little or no notice was
taken of it until it received a eertiflca,t? frotp the

Royal Horticultural Society. Now everyone is in-

quiring for it, and the stock is by no means plenti-

ful. There need be no diflicully on this score,

however, as it is found in easily accessil)le .stations

on the Himnlayas, and shouM not bo dillicult to

introduce in (|uantily. The flowers of one plant

we saw lately were nothing less than 4 inches

across, of the brightest blue-purple, with a bronze

zone near the black disc. It is easily grown, but

should be raised from seed periodically, as we do
not believe it to be a long-liver under culture.

THE WEEK'S WORK.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

Spring Lettuce. —The mistake is gener,)lly made
in sowing the Lettuce which is to stand through

the winter and for turning in in the following spring

too early. Small phints are not so apt to be killed

off. A sowing should be made now and another a
fortnight hence. The best varieties for standing

the winter are Hicks' Hardy White and Black-

seeded Brown Cos, with Stanstcad I'aik and All

the Year Round amongst the Cabbage section.

Hicks' Hardy White will be fit for use quite a fort-

night before the Brown Cos. The seeds should be
sown thinly in drills in an open position, and as

the seedlings become ready they should be pricked

out into an open and sunny position, where they

are not likely to suffer from damp. By treating the

plants in this manner they rarely get killed during

the winter.

Open-air To.matoes.— On the whole this has

been a good season for open-air Tomatoes, and the

present sjiell of hot weather will assist them con-

siderably. In places where the plants are well

attended to, the growth should have been checked
ere this and the whole resources of the plant

turned to the swelling and ripening off of the

fruit. Do not allow any more superfluous growths
to form, these being pinched or cut out. Some of

the main leaves may also be shortened, especially

where overhanging clusters of fruit. The fiuit

cannot have too much sunshine. See also that the

.stems are firmly fixed, as the weight of fruit would
quickly displace these. Nor must the roots lack

for moisture, as growing up under sunny walls

they are apt to become very dry, especially on

sandy or gravelly soils. A soaking of liquid ma-
nure would be an advantage, this causing the

fruits to swell quickly. Although Tomatoes will

ripen up without such assistance, yet the flavour

is better when the plants are given that assistance

which is needed to sustain a healthy growth.

Winter fruiters —Where Tomatoes are looked

for during the winter months, it will depend
entirely upon how the plants are treated during the

next month or two whether the plants will turn

out satisfactorily or not. Besides healthy plants,

a light and well-heated structure is needed, this

being one, if not the principal point to ensure suc-

cess. It is rarely that Tomatoes succeed well when
grown in stoves or pits with other plants, as the

conditions suitable for the one are not adapted for the

other : consequently they fail. Narrow Cucumber
and Melon houses are very suitable, as these

invariably are well heated, also light, and with

provision f-jr alTording a circulation of a'r. Indeed,

as the plants of these latter are cleared out the

Tomatoes will take their place, not, however, by
planting them out, but by standing the pots on the

hillocks after being levelled down. The roots

would ramble out into the beds, and the warm
root-run wou'd greatly benefit the plants. The
plants should now be established in their fruiting

pots, and if the structure is not ready to receive

them, take care that they are not neglected by
being crowded up with other subjects. The best

position in the meantime is in a light and airy

greenhouse, where the atmosphere is warm and
buoyant. Nor must the growths be crowded up by
bein" allowed to ramble anyhow. The main leaders,

and it matters little whether they are single or

triple eordims, must be kept thinly disposed, and
all side laterals he kept closely pinched out. As

the trusses of flowers form, attend to the setting if

there should be the least sign of their failing. The
earliest trusses must be secured and those that

follow throughout the next month, as after this

they rarely set satisfactorily until the turn

of the day again. Where the summer fruiters

are healthy and they are growing in light and
well-heated structures, these often turn out

very satisfact''ry for winter work. The older

growths should be cut out and younger laterals

encouraged. By attending to thinning, stopping,

and setting the fruit, a good supply would most
likely be obtained throughout the winter. To give

the plants a fresh start, the old surface soil could

be removed, replacing this with a top-dressing of

loam, pulverised horse droppings and a little char-

coal. If pressetl firmly, surface roots will form

freely, and assist in giving the plants a fresh lease

of life, t'are must be taken that artificial heat is

kept up, as at this season when the nights are cold

disease may possibly attack the plants.

A. Young.

ORCHIDS.

Now that we are into the month of September,

careful attention must be given to the maturing of

all classes of plants. The bulbs must be well

ripened, and this can only be done by exposing the

plants to as much sunshine as they will stand, at

the same time giving them enough heat. This

applies especially to such Orchids as Cattleyas,

La'lias, Dendrobiums, &c., which never ripen up
their growths well without heat and as much sun-

shine as they will stand without blistering the

foliage. Amateurs who can write of their Dendro-

bium house, their cool and warm show houses, and
ranges of Cattleya houses, &c., will find no diflJ-

culty in giving their plants the treatment they

need at all seasons, but everyone who is expected

to grow Orchids well, and also to maintain them
in good condition for a series of years, does not

possess these advantages. For instance, I have to

wait until I have cleared a house of an early crop

of Melons before I can place the Dendrobiums,

Vanda teres, and a few other Orchids in the high

temperature and moist atmosphere they like best.

Now that the growth of most of them has been

made up, I have had to prune part of the early

vinery in order that the plants may be

placed there to prevent them from starting,

which some species will do very soon after the

growth is completed unless water is gradually

withheld and the plants are placed in a moderately

cool, airy p'ace. Of course, if very cold weather

sets in, the plants must not be exposed too freely

to it. I see that the Calanthes of the C. vestita

section have about made up their growths, but

until growth is completed they may be supplied

about twice a week with weak liquid manure
water, and as growth is completed water may be

gradually withheld. They need plenty of water

when growing, and although water has to be

gradually withheld, they must not yet be allowed

to be anything like dust-dry. As they ripen let

them have all the sunlight they will stand. These

Calanthes are very easily grown, and as they may
be had in bloom for four months at least at the

dreariest season of the year, they certainly claim

the little attention they need during the growing

season, between March and September Between

September and March there is no difficulty in man-

aging them. It is when growing that they often re-

ceive a check which might ruin them for the season.

Now that we have so many species and varieties of

Calanthes of recent introduction, the season is

much prolonged with a greater variety of colour,

white, rose and deep rosy red tints or crimson

being the prevailing colours. The spikes of Calan-

thes are very useful for furnishing vases, Sec, last-

ing two or three weeks in good condition. As the

season advances, the various species and varieties

of Dendrobiums shouhl be removed fronr the

warmest house to a cooler one, the liansiiii-n not

being too great. For instance, 1 would not move
the plants from the warmest house to an airy, un-

healed vinery all at once. Place them first in an

intermediate bouse for a few days, say a week,
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anii then move them to a place where the air is

drier and cooler. Some plants never ought to be
placed in such a very cool house. Tie earlie.st to
be removed are D. Wardianum and D. crassinode,
and the latest D. nalhousianum. Some speces,
such as D. Cambridge anum, conlinue to produce
roots for six or eight weeks after their growl Ii has
been made up, and i-hould be treated accordingly.
D. chrysnnthum may not yet be out of bloom, but
when tlie flowers fade the plants may also go with
the others to the cooler hou.se. The pretty Mesos-
pinidium vulcanicum is a good cool house Orchid
;ind flowers at this season. Good forms of Epiden-
drum vitellinum are excellent companions, the
flowers of both being so different from the usual
run of Odontoglossums. In the cool house we are
now getting good flowers of Mnxillaria venusta
grandiflora, a truly beautiful thing, which may
aspire to rank next to the white variety of Lycaste
Skinneii. The flower-stems are longer and better
adapted for arranging amongst cut iiowers. The
plants, as a rule, in this house are now growing
freely, and should have a moist atmosphere to en-
courage this growth. Leave the top ventilators
open every night on which high winds do not pre-
vail. The wall ventilators placed to admit air on
a level with the hot-water pipes may always be
open. I like to see a dew upon the leaves in the
morning at this season; this rather excessive
degree of moisture is injurious to fielioate while or

rosy tinted flowers, but there are very few Odonto-
glossums of the 0. crispum and O. Pescatorei type
in bloom at this season. Eepolting of all the cool
house Orchids should be continued until all (hat
need it are finished. The moist atmosphere suits
the newly-potlel plants admirably. In reference
to shading the houses at this season, let it be
gradually discontinued ; but the cool house plants
must not be exposed toany direct sunshine, and will

perhaps need shading more or le.'s until October
comes in. The Cattleya house shading may be
discontinued first, next ihe warm house, and last
of all the cool house. So also with the damping
down. I wrote last week about Ihe atmospheric
moisiureand gave general insiructions, but it is

necessary to watch the atninspheric conditions out-
side. A dull dav with the outer airm' isture-laden
is very different from one with bright sunshine all

day. Most moisture is needed on a sunshiny day
succeeriing a dull, wet day or two. It is easy to
observe how plants droop even out of doors under
such conditions, and if Orchids do not show it,

they are sure to feel the effects of such sudden
changes, and we must do all we can to mitigate
them. J, Douglas.

HARDY FRUITS.

What to order for planting.—It is a great
mistake to delay ordering trees till near the time
they are wanted for planting. Orders first booked
rightly take precedence, the best trees and the
best varieties while they la't usually falling to the
lot of those who place their orders early. Very
few places can be said to be properly stocked with
fruit trees. Either the tiees are worn out rr are
dying piecemeal, or Ihe varieties are comparatively
worthless, and although it may not be desirable to
make a wholesale clearance till the young trees
have arrived at a good bearing stale, it is bad
policy to delay planting till the old trees arc com-
pletely worn out. Fresh sites as well as new trees
are desirable, but in the case of wall trees I he for-
mer are scarcely possible, and the difficulty has lo
be got over by changing the soil.

Apples.— 'i'he following succeed well in most
jilaccs, grown as standards : Uramley's Seedling,
Ecklinville Seedling, Duchess of Oldenburg, War-
ner's King, lieauly of Kent, Blenheim Pippin, Tom
Putt, Golden Noble, Wellington, Pott's Seedling,
Domino, Lane's Prince Albert, Lord Grosvenor,
Stirling Castle, Grenadier, Annie Elizabeth, New
Northern Greening and M'ere de Menage— all
grown principally for cooking; while for des-
sert, Worcester Pearmain, Early Julien, Gladstone,
Yellow Ingestre, King of Pippiijs, Cox's Orange
Pippin, Golden Knob, Sturmer Pippin and D'Arcy
Spice are recommended. Varieties suitable for

bushes, pyramids, horizontal trained and cordons
are Alfriston, Bismarck, Cellini, Peasgood's Non-
such, Schoolmaster, Winter Queening, Tower of

Glands, Lemon Pippin, Lord Derby, Keswick Cod-
lin. Lord Suffield, Baumann's Red Winter Reinette,
Irish Peach, Beauty of liath, Margil, Adams' Pear-
main, Ross Nonpareil, The Queen and all the other
varieties recommended for standards.

Pears.—Only a limited number of these are suit-

able for orchard culture as standards, and these are

Beurre Diel. Beurrr de Capiaumont, Beurre'' Hardy,
Clapp's Favourite, Hessle, Marie Louise d'Uccle,
Marie Louise. Louise Bonne of Jersey, Fertility,

Williams' Bon ChreHien, Pitmaston Duchess, Jer-

sey Gratioli, Catillac, and LTvcdale's St. Germain,
the two last-named being suitable for stewing
only. For bushes, pyramids, and other forms of

training against walls or otherwise, some of the
best are Souvenir du Congres, Beurre d'Amanlis,
Beurre Hardy, Beurre Supcrfin, Pitmaston Duchess,
Conseiller de la Cour, Durandeau, Brockworth
Park, Thompson's, Glou Morceau, Doyenne du
Cornice, Louise Bonne, Beurre Diel, Winter Nelis,

Marie Louise, Josephine de Mnlines, Marie Benoist,
Beurre Bachelier, Beurre Ranee, Easter Beurre,
Vicar of Winkfield, Emile d'Heyst, Olivier de
Serres, Bergamote d'Esperen, Huyshe's Prince Con-
sort, Huyshe's Princess of Wales, and Beurre
d' Aremburg. Jargonelle is sometimes grown
away from walls, but as a rule forms an indifferent

tree, and this superior early variety should be
planted against a moderately warm high wall.

Apricots.—There are numerous gardens where
these cannot be grown, but where they do succeed
the following are the best that can be planted :

Early Moorpark, Large Eaily, St. Ambroise, Royal
Hemskirk, and Moorpark.

PE.\cnES.—A good succession can be had by
planting Alexander or Waterloo, Hale.s' Early,
Ci'imson Galande, Grosse Mignonne, Bellegarde.
Barrington, Sea Eagle, and Salway.

Nectarines.—These are more uncertain than
Peaches, though doing well this season ; some of
the most reliable are Lord Napier, Balgowan, Hum-
boldt, Elruge, Stanwick Elruge, and Violette Hd-
live.

Cherries.—A few varieties succeed well as
stanrlards ii. some districts, and among these are
Frogmore Bigarreau, Early Rivers', Elton, Ken-
lish Bigarreau, Black Heart, Governor Wood,
Bedford Prolific, and Bigarreau Napoleon. Those
suitable for bushes or pyramids are Archduke,
May Duke, Black Tartarian, Morello, and Kentish.
For wall culture some of the best are Elton, Early
Purple Gean, Early Rivers', Black Tartarian, May
Duke, and Florence.

Plums.—Standard Plums are free|uenlly very
profitable, notably such varieties as Victoria, Sul
tan. Czar, Gisborne's, Early Orleans, Mitchelson's,
Prince Englebert, Green Gage, and Early Prolific,

room also being fountl for Damsons, Crittenden or

Farleitjh Prolific anrl I'rune or Shropshire. For
busbes and pyramids those already named are
suitable, Kirke's Blue being added, and for walls
the best are De Montfort, Morocco, OuUin's
Golden, Czar, Kirke's. Victoria, Jefferson's, Green
Gage, Transparent Gage, Washington, Coe's Golden
Drop, and Guthrie's Late Green.

Figs.—The Bi'own Turkey is the most generally
grown against south walls, the Brunswick being
too shy-bearing. White Marseilles, a small, green-
skinned variety, is very productive and of superior
quality, and should also be planted.

Medlars.—Nottingham is the best Medlar in

cultivation, but if a larger variety is desired, Dutch
shoukl also be planted, both succeeding well as
half-standards.

Mulberries.—A tree or trees of the common
black Mulberry ought to find a place on most lawns,
this being the proper place for them.
Nuts and Filp.ert.s.— Old trees are very pro-

ductive, but much the finest nuts are obtained
from comparatively young and highly cultivated

trees associated with other orcharcl fruits. There
are a considerable number of forms and synonyms,
but no mistake will be made in planting Cosford,

Duke of Edinburgh, Lambert and White Filbert.

Bush fruits.—Some of the most profitable and
best-flavoured Gooseberries are Early Sulphur,

Whitcsmiih, Lancashire Lad, Crown Bob, Warring-
ton and Whinham's Industiy, the last-named be-

ing grown for u!-e in a green state. Lee's Prolific

and Black Naples are two of the best Black Cur-
rants; Red Dutch is a most productive, and A'ic-

toria an extra fine Red Currant ; the best White
Cui rants being White Dutch and White Grape—

a

large form. Of Raspber-ries, the most profitable are

Carter's Prolific, Baumforth's, Fastolf and Super-

lative, October Red beirg grown for autumn fruit-

ing.
'

W. IGGULDEN.

PLANT HOUSES.

Housing of piANTS.-^This matter must now
receive due consideration. It may not be really

necessary for another week or two in some locali-

ties, but in others it cannot be deemed safe or ex-

pedient to leave choice or terder plants too much
exposed after the second week in September.

Those Cape and New Holland plants which have
this summer been repotted will be amongst the

first to feel the eft'ects if tl e rainy period, now set

in, should continue for any length of time. These
plarts should be amongst the first to be housed,

even if only in a temporary fashion, to prevent (he

soil becoming soddened. Whilst still outside

these plants should be fully exposed to all (he

sunshine possit>le. Such Heaths, for instance, as

Cave ndishi and depressa refjuire all the exposure

to sunshine that it is possible to give them ; the
footef a wall, where they could thus receive the

major proportion of sun and heat, will do them an
immense amount of good. In many cases it may
not be possible to house all the stock for a few
weeks to come in such a manner as they can be
left for the winter, but rather than make shift too

much with this class of ) lants it is infinitely,

better to do so wiih those now in flower, and
which will not last so very much longer. Those who
may be favoured with temporary erections will

fineJ them of essential service to afford sufficient

protection to ward oft a few degrees of frost in

the autumn. By this I mean such as can be left

quite open during the day and favourable nights,

but over which can be drawn a canvas covering for

the latter period when found nccefsary. When
plants now out-ide are taken under glsss, avoid, if

possible, the placing of thenr under Vines or other

fruit trees that are still clothed with foliage. This
is a great mistake, often leading to a drawing out
of the young growths in an undesirable manner.
When the plants are taken inside, it is far better

to see at once to the washing of the pots and the

examination of (he drainage. Where there are any
symptoms of mildew, a light dusting of sulphur
will stop it; whilst if any insects are prevalent, no
time shoulei be lost in giving attention thereto.

White scale is sometimes a, source of trouble, but
with care anel constant looking after, it may be
overcome without resorting to extreme measures.
Do not allow any house in which plants are fir-t

placed to be closed at night both at the top and
sides; on the other hand, a free circulation should
be maintained as long as the weather will permit
of it. Where climbers are upon the roofs in suffi-

cient quantity to impart any shade, they should be
partially pruned to admit light; whilst any tem-
porary shading upon the glass should be thoroughly
cleansed off, and no blinds for the future be used
at all. Avoid overcrowding also in every possible

case; it is quite as bad, if not worse, with such
plants now as later on in the autumn.
Plants now in flower and those advanc-

ing.—Whilst giving the advice in the foregoing
lines it will not do to neglect those upon which the
present and more near future mainly depends.
For instance, Fuchsias, if well cared for, will still

be in good condition. These will still need a liberal

supply of water ; if kept too dry the flowers will

drop prematurely. With proper attention they
will remain fresh for another month at the least.

Liliums of the lancifolium section now in flower

will not, on the other hand, need so much water. If

these are still outside, it will be advisable to bring
them under cover at once to preserve the flowers.
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Later ones, as, for instance, such as were imported
somewhat late in sprin;;, will not yet he in

flower. We have a batch of tliese upon which no
flowers will be open for at least a fortnifjht ; in the
meantime they will remain mit of doors so as to

prolong their flonering season until the end of the
month and into October. 1,ilium auratum and L.

Hariisi will now be K^'ng pa>t their best : these as

they K'o out of llmver shoulil remain outside, l)eing;

turned upon thtir sides if tlie rainfall be heavy.
Late tilailioli in pots will now and for a little time
do a good turn ; for the conservatory these aic very
useful. Vallota purpurea is not enough grown for

tills season of the year. This handsome Cape
bulb is one of the best plants for September. See
that plants of it are not watered in an indiscrimi-
nate manner; al-o that they are not overshadowed
too nuich by other things. Plants of Agapanthus
umbellalus which are throwing up late sf.ikes

should be taken un ler cover ; thpse will add to the
attractiveness by reason of I heir colour. The stock
of Celosia pyramidalis must now be dealt with
rather cautiously. It should not be too much ex-
posed to cold air nor be over-watered, although
even after the jihints arc actually dead they may
still be retained

: yet the longer they are kept
fresh the better will they look. Salvia splend> ns
now out of donis should be soon taken under cover
to preserve their spikes from injury. Zonal Pelar-
goniums which u|) to now have not been allowed
10 flower may be permitted to throw up their
tru-ses in peace unless a midwinter display is the
main object : at any rate, it will be advisable to
give them at least the protection of a fiame, so as
to waid ofl:' any e.xcess of moisture. As the early
Chrysanthemums advance, they should also be
brought inside, but still be kept quite cool. Tu-
berous Begonias will, wiih care, continue to do
good service for another month, but in respect to
watering, more caution is necessary ; whilst, in
order to better preserve the flowers and bu''s, all

the seed-vessels should be picked off, likewise any
decaying foliage, a free circulation of air being
afforded so as to disperse any superfluous moisture
upon or around them. .Tames Hudson.

Trees and Shrubs.

TRANSPLANTING EVERGREENS.
There appears to be much difference of opinion
as to the proper time for transplanting Evergreens,
but there cnn, I think, be no question as to early
autumn and spring being the best seasons, and the
month of September and that of April should be
seized on, and the work pushed on then with as
much expedition as possible. In the removal of
Evergreens the great thing is to be paiticular and
careful in the lifting, but, unfortunately, few work-
men seem alive to the importance of this, as they
dig up close, as if roots were of no consequence
whatever, and cut or maim all they come nfar

; but
instead of that happening, every one should be pre-
served free from injury, and then the plant they
are attached to stands a good chance of soon start-
ing again and re-establishing itself. This bdrg so,

it will be seen how necessary it is to open out a
trench all round well away from the stem, the
distance, of course, being ruled by the size and age
of the shrub to be operated on, and then by the aid
of a steel fork work away the soil and keep clear-
ing it out till the ball is so reduced as to be small
enough to move with the strength or appliance
at hand or disposal. The first preliminary, however,
where there is much transplanting to be done, and
it is better to so proceed where there is only a little,

is to dig the holes where the plants are to go,
and in doing this plenty of room should be
given, as the bigger the hole the easier will it be
to plant and spread out the roots properly and for
them to randfy after and get fresh hold of the soil.

In placing the plants in position the chief point is

to see that they are not too high above the ground
or too deep, and to keep them at the original
level, as to bury the stems up is bad, and

equally so to have the collar too elevated, unless

on heavy or wet land where the soil can bo raised

an<l ni.-ide up to it. ,as then the ball would be too

iniu-h exposed to the weather. Not only do Ever-

greens need lifting with treat care, out the filling

in is almcst as imprutant, and this should be done
piecemeal as it were, that is. a certain portion of

fine soil thrown over the roots and then water cast

on with force, so as to carry the soil along with it

and stop every cavity or interstice there may be
around or under, and to aid in this the top of the

shrub should be sw.-iyed to and fro, after which the

holes may be finally filled. The next thing to be

done is to mulch with any loose litter, long strawy
manure, or any material of that kind that will

shade and prevent evaporation, as uniformity of

moisture must be maintiined to get freshly moved
Evergreens to do really well. Steadying the heads
should also be attended to, and Ibis may easily be
done by a stout stake driven down near the main
stem of each plant and tying to it, and if the

shrubs are afterwards syringed e.ach evening over-

head, or sprinkled with water by other means, so

as to prevent flagging, they will scarcely feel the

shift and be quite prepared to pass safely through

a hard winter or face the bright days of summer.

S. W. P.

GOLDEN-LEAVED TREES AND SHRl'BS.

While agreeing with most of what "A. D. W.''

says about these fpa.oe l."i:i), I wish to say a word
of special praise on behalf of the golden form
of the common Elder. It may be fancy, but

this year this Elder is finer and more brilliantly

coloured than usual. Several very line samples of

it have been seen as widely apart as Bath, the

Crystal Palace, and East Anglia. On strong heavy
soils the goMen Elder reveals a strong tendency
to reversion to the green or very pale golden form.

But on lighter soils the gold deepens rather than
fades with age, ard we have no common deciduous

shrub at all comparable to the golden Elder for

effect in single plants of good .'ize or, better still,

in masses. Even the best golden Yews hardly de-

serve the name unless when making their young
shoots. Then the tints of gold are rich and deli-

cate. But in a few weeks or months the trees

take on a rusty rather than a golden hue.

and the glory is quenched for eight or nine
months. But the golden Elder may, in general

terms, be said to keep its brightness till the end of

the season.

There is another golden shrub all too rare

—a variety of the common Mock Orange or

Syringa. This is far less brilliant than the golden
Elder ; but it is sweet as well as beautiful, and well

worth growing.
I noted at the Cryslar.Palace'the 'other day a

capital application of the silver or Ash-le,aved

Maple (Acer Negundo variegatum) standing well up
above groups of Rhododendrons. The latter seemed
as if they ratlier stunted the Maple ; but the effect

was little the worse from a decorative point of

view. Its silvery foliage gave quite a new and
fresh character to the groups of Rhodoiiendrons,

forming a capital substitute for flowers at this

season among Rhododendrons ; while there was
hardly enough of the Maple to restrict the growlh
or curtail the blooming of the Rhododendrons next

year. D. T. F.

more lasting. Mr, liunyard thinks that the addi-

tion of seven or eight tons or loads of chalk per

acre would prove to be a very satisfactory dressing,

especially if well broken.— D.

Riising trees from cuttings.— I should be

grateful if you would advise me as to the be-t me-
thod of raising the following trees from cuttings:

(ledrus Libani, ('u]iressus Lawsnniana, Salisburia

adiantifolia, Acer Negundo vaiiegatum. Laburnum',
cut-leaved Beech, golden .Sycamore and dnulile red

Thorn. We have two fine specimens of Cedrus
Libani growing side by side. One bears heavy
crops of cones every year ; the other never has a
cone. Why is this l The one which bears no cones

has denser folia'.;e and more beautiful in appear-

ance.- J. MlI.SOM.
*.,* Several of these cannot be propag.ated

from cuttings; indeed, only tlie Lebannn Cidar
and Lawson's Cypress can beat all readily increased

in this way. To do so, remove with a sh.arp knife

the present year's growth with a small portion of

th'it of last year, and insert in sharp sandy soil in

a frame. This may either be done at once or in

early spring. Acer Negundo variegatum, tlie cut-

leaved Beech, golden Sycamore and double red

Thorn are all propagated by grafting on stocks of

the normal spicies or by layering the side br.anchfs.

We raise both the Lebanon Cedar and Lawson's

Cypress from seed. Individual peculiarities of

trees will account for one beating quanlities of

cones and the other hardly a specimen.—A. D. W.

PrunuSjPissardi.—On some fruits of this or-

namental foliaged Plum being shown at the Plum
conference at Chiswick,it was mentioned that this

Prunus is really a spiort from the Myrobalan
Plum. The former seldom fruits, the latter does so

occasionally, but does very much more so near the

sea. That is worth knowing; still, it may not

be the case everywhere so much as on the east

coast, where the soil is naturally calcareous, and it

is an undoubted fact that both the Plum and the

Apricot find much benefit from the addition of

chalk or lime in some form to the soil if it be na-

turally absent. The lime is best added in the form
of chalk, because its action is then, if slower, much

BOUILLIE BORDELALSE.

I HAVE used Bouillie Bordelaise for four years

now, and if properly made and put on at the

proper time it burns nothing, and can be used with

impunity on Potatoes, Tomatoes, Chrysanthemums
and Roses. I am only a blundering amateur, and
seeing that this matter had been taken up by
scientific men, I did rot intend to wiite to you
again on the subject, but for the bene'^t of my
fellow amateurs I will give you my recipes and
experience. For Roses, Chry.'anthemums and
Tomatoes, when the Tomato plants are small, I use

I hree quarters of a pound of sulphate of copper,

and half a pound of thebe^t quicklime, to HO gallons

of rainwater. For Potatoes, 'f'omators. Peas, &c.,

3 pounds of sulphate of copper, 1 pound of quick-

lime, and 30 gallons of rain wattr. All the ingre-

dients should be of the best quality, and the lime, if

possible, straight out of the kiln.

Now for the mixing, and unless this is properly

done one had better leave the matter nlore. Break
the sulphate of copper crystals into pieces the size

of Ba'celona nuts and tie them up in a piece of

old sacking, which suspend in a tub containing 23

gallons of rain water. Suspend the bag con-

taining the sulphate of copper on the surface of

the water and let it entirely di.ssolve. Take your

lump or lumps of quicklime, tie them up in .a

piece of old cloth or sacking, and immerse in

rain-water for exactly one minute (if no watch is

handy, take a man's pulse and count sixty to sixty-

live beats). At the expiration of the one minute
of immersion, take out the lime, untie the cloth

and leave it exposed to the air till it crumbles into

powder; then mix it gradually into a milkv solu-

tion with five gallons of rain-water. See that all

the sulphate of copper is perfectly dissolved, then

pour your milk of lime through a fine sieve or a
cloth on to the surface gradually and keep stirring

until the solution of sulphate of copper and lime

becomes a mass of curds ; then leave it. In a
couple of hours the lime will all be at the l)Ottom

of the cask or tub or whatever is used (the recep-

tacle should be wood or earthenware). If you can

take out from the surface a tumblerful of cle^r

water, the mixture is ready for use; but if it is

coloured, more lime must be added until the sur-

face water becomes clear. The mixture must be
stirred up every time it is required for use. For

distribution I use Vermorel's Eclair Sprayer, which
is handy and excellent in every way and has the

advantage of spraying at any angle. With this

machine there is no waste. The mixture should

be applied before sunrise or after sunset, or at
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least while the sun's rays have not much power, or
else during cloiicly or foggy weather. When once
mixed, the stuff seems to keej) any time.
Up to this date I have no signs o£ disease

on my Potatoes, but a neighbour not 100 yards
avvny, I hear, has his crop all devastated lay it.

This man dug all lii.s hauhu into the ground;
whereas I burnt mine as carefully as possible.

Last year 1 had no mildew on the Roses. This year
ir. started again, but two applications of the three-
quarler pound sulphate mixture arrested it.

J. Whitwoetii Shaw.

Gentiana oregana is one of the newer and
also one of the very best of the dwarf American
species. It is now flowering in the rockery at Kew,
and, judging from its habit and numerous flowers,
is a plant that should tind a place in every garden.
Tlie whole plant does not exceed a foot in height,
but it is said to be variable, producing more
slender ascending forms. The leaves are bright
green, broadly oval, each about an inch long. The
flowers, which are large, of a bright blue, are scat-
tered racemose fashion towards I he summit of the
branches. It appears intermediate between G.
calyco?a and G. aftinis, some of the forms of G.
oregana resembling both species. It is a native of
British Columbia and Western Idaho, and appears
to thrive best in a moist, peaty bed, such as will
grow bulbs and American plants generally.—D. K.

Stokesia cyanea.—Amongst all the dwarf
perennial composites at present in flower, none is

more worthy of notice than Stokesia cyanea. It

is, perhaps, unsatisfactory in late summers, but as
a rule it flowers freely towards the end of August,
and at a time, too, when anything not yellow is

more than welcome. It is an excellent border
plant, by no means troublesome to establish and
keep, and a constant and profuse flowerer. The
flowers, which are not unlike a large Centaurea,
are bright blue, borne on leafy stems from 1 foot
to 18 inches high. It is a native of the Southern
United Slates, and succeeds all the better if planted
01 a warm sunny border.

Gentiana asclepiadea.—This is one of our
best and most beautiful mid-autumn herbaceous
planls. A large patch of this species in which
the purple and white are well mixed is now in
bloom on the Kew rockery, and forms a most at-
tractive picture when flowers are most wanted in
the rock garden. It likes a rich, stiffish soil and a
somewhat moist situation. It always seems most
satisfactory to begin with small seedlings, instead
of breaking up and planting old stools. The latter
take quite as long as the former to become strong,
and they are never so free or robust. It ripens
plenty of seed, and there need be no difhculty in
procuring a large stock of this beautiful Gentian.

Stove and Greenhouse.

LILIUMS FOR EARLY FORCING.
Taken as a whole, the genus Lilium affords
but few species or varieties that may be forced
very early into bloom, and yet be regarded as
profitable from a commercial point of view. To be
profitable at all they must be so at the first at-
tempt, simply because when forced early into
flower the bulbs suffer so much in consequence as
to be of little or no use ever after, and particularly
does this apply to those belonging to the longi-
florum group. All those who lake them in hand,
therefore, should bear this in mind from the be-
ginning and act accordingly, doing their best to
make the best of them in the first season. All
Lilies which may be forced, however, do not be-
have quite so badly as those of the longiflorum
section, and of none is this so true as the fine old
Lily so frequently seen in gardens almost every-
where throughout the country—I mean the Ma-
donna Lily (L. candidum). This grand old-
fashioned flower may. provided disease keeps away
from it, not only be forced into flower quite early
in the year, but, what is more, it may later on be

planted again in the open ground, and there left

for a season or two to recover itself and once more
be forced, and with good treatment in the interval,
prove quite as satisfactory as when originally
forced. It must be stated, however, that the
measure of succe?s to be hereafter attained will
greatly depend upon the treatment the bulbs re-
ceive after they have flowered when first forced.
To the commercial man—the grower for market—
whose business it may be to cultivate for the
flowers alone, this being able to utilise the bulbs
again after a season or so of rest shoidd be, as it

is in some few instances known to the writer, a
subject for serious consideration, for herein lies

much of their value. Growers of bulbous plants,
and in particular those who go in for early forcing
and have to purchase year after year fresh supplies
of bulbs either from home growers or from Conti-
nental sources, know something of the uncertainty
and risk attendant thereon, and how narrow the
margin of actual profit is when the flowering is

completed. Such men as these will not be slow to
recognise the value of a bulb that may be grown
by every one of them in ordinary garden soil, and
one, moreover, that will provide them with bulbs
of fine quality for future use without having once
again to pay the top price of the market. Now
this is exactly what may be done with Lilium can-
didum—a Lily of easy culture in most gardens,
and in good loamy soil producing wonderfully firm,
solid bulbs, the equal of which rarely ever reach us
from Continental importations. These latter are
frequently loose and generally flabby to the touch,
too light also in proportion to their bulk, and pro-
duce results in a like degree as a consequence.
Home-grown bulbs of this Lily, on the other hand,
are distinctly solid and heavy with the scales
closely imbricated ; these are the bulbs to do good
service, and those interested should use their best
endeavours to secure them. The present is a capi-
tal time for obtaining them, as it is important
when intended for forcing that they should be
potted while dormant and before the new radical
leaves issue from the bulb. Having secured
the supply of bulbs, get them into the soil

with as little delay as possible. If, as I have said
before, they are grown for the flowers alone, I

would suggest putting several bulbs, according
to their size, into 10-inch pots rather than
adopting the usual method of planting the bulbs
singly in 5-inch or (J-inch pots. With the soil
fairly charged with roots there is really very
little opportunity in this particular case for the
bulb to develop itself, an item of importance where
the well-being of the future bulb receives considera-
tion. Apart from this, the above sizes of pots
afford but very little depth, besides being often
tronblcsome by the top-heaviness. Five or six
bulbs in a 10-inch pot, or larger if in stock, have a
much better chance, because while affordinga much
greater depth of soil, abundant room may still safely
remain for giving a thorough watering when ne-
cessary, a matter often very imperfectly performed
when small pots are employed. This, then, I hold
to be an advantage to the bulbs, helpful in the pro-
duction of a good crop of flowers, and a decided
saving of labour, as well as satisfaction that the
work so far as possible is properly performed.

Tbe potting material for this Lily need be no ela-
borate mixture, good loam constituting the bulk.
Very little or no manure need be used; indeed, the
crop is much more likely to keep free of di-ease
where none is employed. Add a little sharp s.and, or
old mortar rubbish or charcoal will do equally well,
potting rather firmly and covering the bulbs an
inch deep with soil. When potted plunge the pots
in coal ashes, and for the time being withhold
water from them entirely ; but when the radical
leaves display signs of renewed activity, they ni.ay

receive light showers occasionall.v, never allowing
the soil to become saturated. The plunging ma-
terial, I should have stated, should only just hide
the pots from view ; if employed at agre.ater depth
it h'HS a tendency to draw and weaken the radical
loaves, and these when taken from the ashes are
frequently broken or injured and sometimes lost.

Where radical leaves spring from the bulb it is im-
portant that they should be preserved and retained.

as they materially assist in the production and de-

velopment of the roots. This fact is amply demon-
strated by thosebulbsof this Lily wliich, from some
cause or other, do not send forth these leaves in

due course, and invariably it will be found that the
roots in these instances are inferior and root-forma-
tion sluggish generally. Some people in starting
this Lily for forcing or pot culture do not in the first

instance cover the bulbs with soil at all, but are
content merely to place the bulb on the surface
of the soil, and when about to start into growth to

cover them with soil. I fail to see, however, the
wisdom of thus unnaturally exposing a bulb in

this manner to all the varying influences of tempe-
rature and climate to which we are accustomed
just at the moment when we are expecting it to push
forth growth, and when the keeping of the bulb in a
uniformly plump condition should be one of our
aims with a view to assist in the speedy formation
of roots. The Madonna Lily, it should be remem-
bered, does not produce stem root^, so that there
is nothing to be gained by thus exposing the bulbs,

and I strongly urge not only coveting the bulbs
with soil, but adding a little covering of (he plung-
ing material also. Later on in the year, say early

in November, when a fair amount of roots has
been produced, the whole batch may be moved
into a cold pit or frame, giving plenty of air

day and night for the present. The end of

the year will be quite soon enough to introduce
it into heat, and let this at first be gradual,

as this Lily is very sensitive to artificial heat,

and a temperature too warm will have the
effect of producing a weak, puny growth. A
temperature of 50° to 55° will suit well, using no
more water at the root than is absolutely neces-
sary. In forcing this Lily, sturliously avoid the use
of the syringe over the plants ; damp the floor or
other available surfaces early in the day while
the ventilators are still open, avoiding a close,

stuffy temperature for one the reverse. It is un-
doubtedly well known that in wet seasons this

Lily in the open ground is very susceptible to a
disease which ruins the crop in three or four days,

and it is equally so unrler glass if the use of the
syringe is freely indulged in and the atmosphere
overladen with moisture. If kept moist— bat not
wet—at the root and a comparatively dry, warm
atmosphere maintained, there will be no need
to fear disease in the early forcing of this Lily,

which, though a commonplace plant in many gar-

dens, is undoubtedly one of the best of its race,

and still the purest and most chaste of all Lilies.

Yet another Lily specially suited for early

forcing is the now well-known Easter Bermuda
Lily (Lilium longiflorum Harrisi), a kind now grown
in immense quantities far market as well as for

priv.ate use. During the last ten years enormous
quantities have been sent to this country from
America, where it undoubtedly finds a home re-

markably suited to its free growth and full de-

velopment. It is, perhaps, even more in demaml
than the species just noted, being very serviceable

as a pot plant for general decorative purposes, as
well as popular among cut flowers in many and
various ways. It may also be subjected to hard
forcing when occasion requires, the primary con-

sideration being to produce a fine spike in the first

season, because when once subjected to forcing, the

bulbs are of little value after. Probably the
climate which produces it so plentifully and of

such quality may have the effect of restoring

it again to its former healthful vigour, but certain

it is that in England at least the trial is so much
waste time. I have rp|]eatedly tried to resuscitate

the bulbs of this kind, but have never had the

slightest success, and eventually had to consign
them to the rubbish heap as worthless. The
only service they ever rendered was when I

turned them out of pots as soon as their flowering

was over, and roughly planted them in an out-of-

the-way corner, where they had no attention what-
ever. Under this treatment many produced another
spike of bloom, and though small, bearing some-
times three flowers, they were, nevertheless, valu-

able, for singularly enough these flowers, because
wanted just at the time, realised even more in the

market than many of the very superior flowers that
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had been forced into bloom. But wliile a few

fiovvered thus and were useful enough at tlie

time, the bulk of the batch was only « presented

by shattered fnifiriients. The earliest consignments

have already arrised, and the bulbs should be ob-

tained at once and potted without delay. In the

purchasing of this Lily little or no disappointment
should ensue, inasmuch as the bulbs arc geiieniUy

offered in sizes of so many inches' circumference,

which gives thepurclnser an opportunity that may
be repeated with otlier things to the better satis-

faction of all concerned. It generally happens

with most imported bulbs that the best—which in

this case may also moan the largest—are the

cheapest, but on more than one occasion with this

L'ly 1 have proved the contrary to be the fact

For cximple, let us take three sizes as usu.-iUy

offered, those having a circumference of 5 inches

to 7 inches, those of 7 inches to '.) inches, and
those of i) inches to 11 inches, the last, of

course, being simply magnificent in point of size.

What I wish to point out, liowever, is this, that if

anyone required to spend say £.5 or £10, and his

object was flowers for market, I should un-

hesitatingly advise him to purchase medium-
sized bidbs, because he would obtain more
flowers for his money than if he purchased
the largest bulbs, for it should be remembered
that, because giant bulbs, it does not follow

that this increase of size means increase of flowers

to the same extent ; and another thing, very

large flowers are not so much in demand as medium
ones, because these latter are suited to a larger

number of buyers. As pot plants again, those of

medium height are decidedly the most useful.

Plantsof G feet or more high, and with from eight to

a dozen flowers, are excellent in many floral groups
and duly appreciated. Thee are also very imposing
for homo decoration, but, regarded all round, those
of medium size are at once more serviceable and
far more easily accommodated and managed. Tiiis

Lily delights in a f.iirly rich soil, and produces
abundance of large roots very quickly when potted

;

indeed, I have h.ad the pots almost fully cliarged
with roots in three weeks after potting about the
middle of August. There is a lesson in this their

eagerness to start root which should not be lost

fight of, particularly as inquiries are at times
made concerning malformed flowers. These Lilies

are grown in a much hotter country than our own,
hence mature earlier, and are ready to recommence
growth in proportion. To keep these bulbs dry
ami out of the sjil till nearly the end of the year
is therefore a great mistake. It is not unlikely
that such a course would tend to malformation,
though half-a-dozen other things may lead up to

similar results. Secure your stock of bulbs early,

then, and let them root in proper season, as in the
forcing of Lilies, or indeed any other plants, a
full complement of roots is one of the most im-
portant items to success. In po'ting use pots in

proportion to the bulbs, giving at the original

jjutting the sized pot in which it is intended to

flower them, subsequent potting being of little

or no good, but frequently the reverse. Pot
firndy and plunge in co.il ashes, covering (I

inches deep. A few weeks in the ashes will

suffice, for the bulbs are just as eager to produce
top-growth as they are roots, and when the points
show .above the ashes remove them at once to a
cold pit, in which they may be darkened for a
while and by degrees inured to the light. Give
.air abundantly for the present, as they mivke very
r.ipid growth even with frame protection, while <a

close, stuffy atmosphere will also conduce to the
more rapid increase of green-fly, a verit.able foe to

this p.articular Lily ; indeed, it is almost impossible
to grow it minus the fly, and if this gets the
upper h.and it is dithcuU to get rid of it. In
consequence of the attacks of this insect pest I

prefer .always to pot this Lily .singly, i have
found that dipping the pl.ants is the best means of

eradicating them, imsrLurh as the fly congregates
in the top of the plant, and in this position is

more difficult to kill by fumigation, but it cannot
escape when it comes to dipping the plants. The
most effectual way is to fumigate thoroughly in the
evening, which clears off any insects existing on

I he exposed leaves .and stems, and follow in the
morning by dipping the tops of the pl.ants in

tob.acco water, or soft-soap and Qiuissi.a; this will

have the effect of clearing out all those existing
in the closely imbricated heart-leaves. Tnless
some such means are adopted, fumigation alone
becomes ;\ very serious expense where Lilies are
grown in quantity. When growth is completed
and the buds rise on the summit of the stem,
there is no longer a hiding place for the fly, and
ordin.ary fumigation will tlien suflice. E. J.

ABNORMAL FORMS OF THE ARUM
LILY.

D()ur.LE-sr,\THt:n form.s of the Arum Lily, as iu

the illustration herewith, occur frequently with
tho.se who grow this plant very strongly. Four
years ago I was engaged in working up a stuck
of these plants, and, in order to raise the re-

quired number from the few plants which I then
possessed, .all the suckers as they appeared
were taken off and rooted in small pots. This
operation was commenced as early in the season
as po.ssible, the yomig plants being grown on in

an early Peach house. By the middle of .J tine

strongest Callas every year since, but the same
plants when not grown strongly only produce
single apathes. - T.

Mr. T. E. Fenwick, of Park PUce,
Leeds, who grew the jjUint with the thrdO
.spathes figured on p. '.^18, thus writes con-
cerning it :

—
In .luly last our C'.all.as were pihanfed out in an

old Celery trench, and m.ade strong growth during
the summer months. Ivirly in October the roots

were out rouml with .a sharp spad», and a week
later the plants were lifted and potted. Each plant

bloomed freely, and one of them sent up <a curious

flower, having three distinct spathes, aa sh iwn in

the accompanying photograph. The plant has been
marked, and it wid be curious to notice if it will

repeat itself next season.

A doable-spathed Arum Lily.

they were gradually hardened off and planted
outside in a trench prepared siriiilar to what we
use for Celery. Many of the plants when
placed out of doors were strong and well es-

tablished in 7-inch pots, and the smaller ones in

5-inch ones. In planting, abundance of manure
was jilaced about the roots, and good soakings
of water given when the weather was dry. In
September the plants were lifted and placed in

12-inch pots, as I could not get the mass of

roots they possessed into smaller sizes, using for

a compost rich loam and decayed manure.
After lifting, the plants were placed behind a
north wall and kcprt well soaked with water and
syringed until they were again established. On
the first appearance of frost they were housed
and kept cool until Christmas, by which time
they commenced throwing up their spathes.

Towards the end of .lanuary and all through the
following month more than half the plants pro-
duced abnormal spathes. This was attributed
to their remarkable strength and the liberal

feeding which they received. They did not
only produce a solitary double spatlie or two,
l)ut many in succession during the whole of the

season. The .same thing has occurred with the

TUBEROSES.

B'ew flowers are more valued in antumn and winter

than the Tuberose. Especially is this so where
there is a large .and constant demand for such as

arc useful in button-hole work. Tuberoses, it must
be admitted, are suited to this class of work, and
alike usful are they in wreaths, crosses or bou-

quets. It is now possible to have them
in bloom almost all the year round, and
though, of course, in common with all

flowers, thty open very slowly in the

depth of winter, yet it is satisfactory to

kr.ow that a fair percentage of their

flowers expands toler.ably well. The very

latest batches should now be in the open
and throwing up their flower-spikes in

^ various stages. To secure these from
accident, a stick should be placed to

each, with <a loose tie to admit of future

growth, and it the pots are stood closely

together, little harm should result.

At this time also keep them free of

the side growths that form about the

bulbs to the detriment of the flowering

stem and flowers. Give the plants .abun-

dant supplies of water at the root and
weak liquid m.anure every other day.

Syringe freely and regularly so as to

check as much as possible the progress

of red spider, thrips .and the like, which
are .almost sure to infest them. An occa-

sional watering overhead with clear soot

water will also conduce to the same end.

Best of all, perhaps, is an occasional

syringing with '.luassiachipsandsoftscap.

Take a Ij-inch potful of the Qu.assia chips

and place in an old saucepan with soft

wiiter, .and boil steadily till the whole of

the chips have sunk to the bottom ; then drain it

off anr^l add a large tablespoonful of soft soap,

stirring well till dissolved, adding sufficient cold

soft wiiter to make two gallons of the whole, but if

not suflicient, increase the proportion of chips and
soap till enough has been made to give a good
syringing all round. In using the syringe for this

purpose the jet is .always preferable to the rose,

because with the former a steady spray is m.ain-

t.ained and all sides of the plants can be reached.

It is a mistake to dash quantities of these insecti-

cides aoainst the plants, becatise the great bulk

goes to the soil and is lost ; whereas with the jet a
mere mist-like spray is the result, and has the

effect of just damping the leaves and stems. A
spraying of this kind may be repeated frequently

and at a very trifling cost, and gardeners generally

should not lose sight of this cheap and effectual

remedy. In the case of Tuberoses persevere with

it while the plants are yet outside and the insrc's

less numerous. When the plants are housed the

drier atmosphere conduces to their rapid increase,

when they frequently get the upper hand.

By the end of the present month the whole of

the pl.ants constituting this b.atch should be secure

in pits and frames away from the reach of frost, a

few degrees of which will prove fat.al to them in

this stage. Provide abundance of air from this
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time on all favourable occasions, and daily while

the plants are in frames at closing time give them
a nice sprinkling overhead wiih a fine rose. This
will also lend to keep insect enemies in check.

From time to time the most forward may be intro-

duced inio warmtli as required, and with care a
supply of flowers may be kept up till the end of

the year. E. J.

The Fruit Crops.

SOUTHERN.
Hackwood Park, Basingstoke.—The fruit

crop in this ueighbourhooil is not very satisfactory.

Apples a fair crop. Api loots and Peaches good.

Plums and Pears almost a failure. Cherries, des-

sert, good ; Morellos good. Raspberries not half a
crop and fruit small. Bush fruit average. Filberts

ver.- good. Strawberries not half a crop and fruit

tmall— ,J. Bo\vi:ii-M.\N.

Highclere Castle, Newbury.—Apples are a
good and abundant crop, over average, trees very

clean and htalthy. Apricots very thin. Cherries

very good indeed, all kinds cropping heavily. Pears

thin, less than half a crop. Plums about half a crop,

the mo-t satisfactory being Early Prolific and Kirke's.

Peaches and Nectaiines very good. Strawberries

poor and season soon oter. The plants were hard
hit by the severe frosts in March, and again when
c iming into bloom. Red and Black Currants very

good, also Gooseberries. Raspberries fair.—W.
Pope.

Busbridge Hall, Godalming.—Apples aver-

age, but very variable in the neighbourhood. Pears
under average. Goosebenies plentiful liere, but a
failure in many places owing to the late frosts.

Currants very plentiful. Peaches and Nectarines
less than usual Strawberries plenliful here, but

a failure in many places in the immediate neigh-

bourhood through late frosts.—G. Kitson.

Dropmore, Maidenhead.—Generally speaking
the fruit crop in this district is fairly good. Ap-
ples are over the average for quantity and of

good quality, both as regards orchard tree 5 ar.d

bashes on the Paradise stock. Blenheim Orange
fruits freely with me on the Latter. Prar.-i and
Plums are almost a failure, but Peaches and Xec
tarines are a heavy crop and doing well. Apricots
suffered from the severe frosts when in bloom and
are a complete failure. Bush fruits. Raspberries
and Nuts plentiful and good. Strawberries have
been plentiful, but rather smaller than usual owing
to the dry weather.— C. Herrin'.

Wickham Court, West Wickliam.—We
lost a great deal of what promised to be grand
crops through the severe frost at Easter-time. The
best kinds of Pears and Plums are very light crops.

The Strawberries were very good, and Sir Joseph
Paxton does the best here. Gooseberries, Curiants
and Raspberries very fair. Morello Cherries lieavy
crops. Apples, with few exception'', are light

crops. Peaches and Nectarines on open walls, with
a board along the top, no other protection, very
fair crops and the trees clean. Damsons a very
heavy crop a' d a few kitchen Plums very fair. I

find that the trees inside the walli of the garden
suffered most from the frost. I suppose the blos-
soms were further advanced than in more exposed
situations.—T. Grti^'fiths.

Broomhill, Tuabridga jWel's. — Apples,
Petrs and Plums in the neighbourhood are a poor
crop ; trees looke i very promising, but the frost
destroyed the bloom to such an extent that the crop
is almost a f dUire. Gooseberries, Red and Black
Currants remarkable crop, clean and blight Rasp-
berries suffered very much from frost, almost de-
stioying the plants. Morello Cherries dropped
badly when stoning. Strawberries very heavy crop
and fine ; sorts I find do well are President, Sir
Joseph Paxton, Vicomtesse H^ricart de Thury, La
Grosse Sucree. Sir C. Napier very heavy cropper, late,

plants somewhat tender; Competitor very large
fine fruit, good cropper and very hardy, fruit rather

soft for packing ; Noblehasbeen veiyfire. Flavour
of outdoor fruits mitch better this season, owing
to drier weather —J. Roberts.

Wierton House, near Maidstone.—The crop
of fruit on the whole must be considered a poor
one, although sometrees are heavily laden. Peaches,
Nectarines, and Apricots are thin crops. There was
plenty of bloom and the fruit set well, but 12°
of frost two nights in succession brought them to
the ground. Figs the same. Plums of all sorts are
light here on wa'ls and standards

; also Dam.'ons.
Pe.rrs thin, some trees bare. Red and White Cur-
rants a heavy crop ; Black very thin. Gooseberries
much thinned by late frost and snow. Walnuts
none. Cob Nuts fair. Cherries heavy crop;
Morellos dropped very much at stcning. Rasp-
berries a good crop. Strawberries have been a
good crop, heavy and fine

; the gathering lasted
eight weeks. Had to water much when in bloom,
our soil being a light, sharp loam. All first blooms
killed by frost. Princess Alice, although an old

sort, is still one of our best early kinds. I have
grown it over forty years, also Elton Pine.

—

Wm.
Divers.

Sunningdale Park, Sunningdale.—Apples
a good crop on old standard trees

;
plenty of bloom

on all young trees, but the fruit clid not set well.

Cox's Orange Pippin, King of the Pippins, Astra-
chan are abundant. Of kitchen kinds, Annie
Elizabeth, Cox's Pomona, Hambledon Deux Ans,
Warner's King, Lady Henniker, Lord Sudeley,
Lord Suffield, Peasgood's Nonsuch, Wellington, and
Keswick Codlin are good. Plums about half crop;
standards and pyramids carrying heavier crops

;

wall trees which were in bloom suffered from
frost. Pears almost a failure. Chen ies light crop :

exposed trees suffered from frost
;
plenty on walls

;

also Morellos on north walls. Peaches and Necta-
rines fair crop on open walls. Many of our tree<

were only planted last season. They have heads
of good clean growth, which promise well for next
season. Bush fruits in abundance of very good
quality. Strawberries a fair crop, but very small.

Ten degrees of frost on May fj spoilt early blooms.
—F. J. Thorne.

Moor Park, Rickmansworth.—Apricots a
fair crop on all the trees, goid, considering the

heavy crop of last year ; St. Ambroise and Moor
Park very fine ; Powell's Late I find very useful and
sure cropper, a great acquisition, coming in after

the other varieties are over. There is not so much
canker this ye r, and trees are much healthier.

Apples good clean crops, especially Lord Grosvenor,
Lord Suffield, Prince Albert, which I consider one
of the very best for small gardens where only a
limited number can be grown, as it is a sure

cropper, of good size, and an excellent cooker. I

grow over a hundred varieties. I will name a few
of the best be-ides the above : Manks Codlin, Haw-
Ihornden, Worcester Pearmain, Cellini Pippin,

Bramley's Seedling, Potts' Seedling, Cox's Orange
Pippin, Golden Spire, Lady Sudeley. Mr. Gladstone
and Victory of Bath are two very desirable early

table varieties. Pears are thin on standards and
espaliers, but good on walls, the frost having de-

stroyed the blooms. Peaches very even crops on all

trees. Early Alexander Peach ripened an excellent

crop in July. Plums very partial, the sheltered

trees most prolific. Bush fruits and Raspberries

have been very plentiful and fine. Cherries have
been good.

We have finished lifting the early Potatoes

Veitch's Ashleaf, Walnut Leaf, Puritan, andMona's
Pride, which is an excellent variety and of good
flavour ; I consider it the best of early varieties.

We have good crops of clean tubers, but rather

deficient in size through the dry weather, but with
improverl flavour. The later varieties look well,

no sign of disease. We had very late frosts in this

neighbourhood on Ju' e 1.3 and H, which injured

the Potato crops in the lowlands, in some cases cut-

ting the haulm to the ground.— J. C. Mundell.
Lythe Hill, Haslemere, Surrey.—The fruit

crops here as a whole must be considererl above
the average. Apples are above an average, the
trees clean and healthy. There was a slight at-

I tack of caterpillar, but a spraying of London

purple put things right; (his only occurred in two
departments of hardy fruit. The fruit bids fair to

become of good size. I note a few varieties have
been attacked with the destructive Apple weevil,

an insect which develops in the coi-e of the fruit,

causing the same to drop. Duchess of Oldenburg
and Irish Peach have suffered the worst. Pears
with me are the best crop since 1S87, but owing to

the changes and low night temperature (which has
been within (i° of freezing during the past fort-

rnght) I fear that many of our best varieties will

not be of good quality. The trees are clean and
making a beautiful growth. Plums are a heavy
crop, notwithstanding the enormous crop they
carried last year On April 2G, 27, 29, ard 30, also

May 1 and 2, the temperature ranged from 6° to
14° of frost, but being at a high eleva'ion the trees

suffered litt'e. Peaches and Nectarines ai e good and
the trees free from blister; the same remark applies
to Cherries. Bush fruits have been a heavy crop.

Black, Red, and White Currants never better.

Raspberries good. Gooseberries leavy and fine

fruit. Strawberries very good ; the frost cut a few
early blooms ofl:. Our elevation being nearly 700
feet above sea level keeps things back.— A. Evans.

Poles, Ware.—Small fruit crops have been
very satisfactory generally, especially Strawberries
anri Raspberries, these being very got d in quality
and plentiful. Currants have been a full crop, and
Gooseberries large and fairly plentiful. Cherries
have been finer and more plentiful than usual on
walls and in the open, with the exception of Mo-
rel'os, which are thin. Apricots ate a decidedly
better crop than usual. Pears are thin with a few
exceptions both on walls and pyramids. Apples
are an average crop, some varieties being heavily
lad^n, while others aio thin or have failed alto-

gether. Plums on walls are a good crop, scarce on
standards. Damsons thin. Medlars and Nuts
plentiful.—W. M. Alexander.
Turkey Court, Maidstone.—Apjles seem to

be generally gooil, but Pears and Plums are almost
a failure, also Peaches and Nectaiines on open
walls. Raspberries very good. Goosebciries and
Currants rather scarce. Strawberries a splendid
crop. — G. Hadaway.

Bedleaf, Penshurst, Tonbridge.— I am
sorry to say I have but a poor report to give this

year of the fruit crop in this district. Probably
we never had a better show of blossom and fairer

promise of an abundance of fruit, but the late

frosts anel east wii;ds were too severe to give much
chance to the young and tender fruit. App'.es not
half a crop, but the fruit promises to be clean and fine.

Pears nearly a failure, a few Williams', Dovenm^
du Comicc, and Hacon's Incomparable, and that is

about all. Plums scarcely any. Peaches and Nec-
tarines a poor crop. Apricots a failure. Cherries

a poor ciop. Strawberries a fair crop and good.

—W. HOLAH.
Claydon Park, Winslow, Bucks.—Apples

in these gardens and iiei).hboHihooil are below the
average. The only good crop of Apples I have
seen this season is on a batch of seedling Apple
trees growing in a cottager's garden. These trees

are about thirty years old, and literally loaded with
fruit. I have known them for the past five years,

and they have invariably loine gccd cops. In
these gardens the bush trees on tlic Paradi-e stock
have borne the best crops. Pears are below the
average. The Plums and Damsons have borne
well, and Peaches on outside walls are also a good
crop. Strawberries are an average crop, but the
plants were severely damaged by the frost dur-
ing the winter; in fact in some of the cottage
gardens round here the plants were quite destroyed.—Isaac Milsom.

Buxted Park, TJckfleld.—Apples in this dis-

trict are rather below the average, although some
of the most popular varieties, such as Ecklinville,

Lane's Prince Albert, Stirlirg Castle, Hawthorn-
den, Worcester Pearmain, Peasgood's Nonsuch,
Beauty of Hants, King of the Pippins, The Queen
and Alexander, have good crops. 'I'rees that were
lifted two years ago set fruit so freely that they
had to be thinned, especially in the case of some
of the above-named. Here we approve of lifting
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yonng trees perioilically. Soaio kinds ro^uire it

more frernieiitly than olliers, bat jiidj^ment must
be exercised in tiiis. Trees that are lifted require

more looking after than (hose that are allowed to

grow of their own accord ; but finer fiuit and more
certain crops are produced by lifting young trees,

especially where hiah-class culture is resorted to

Tears in this district are almost a failure, owing
no doubt to the late severe frost in April, for on

the inth and 17th of that month the tliermometer

registered 12^ and 1
1'^ respectively. A few of the

more hardy kinds, however, have about half a

crop. Amongst tliese Jean de Witte seems to be

the best. I'lums on walls are very scarce ; in fact,

a failure altogether ; while on trees in the open,

such as Victoria, E.irly Rivers', Orleans, Blue

Pedrigon.The Czar and Krogmord Prolific Damson,
there h ive been fair crops. Cherries (especially

the caily vari-lies on walls) suffered much, the

spurs in a great many instances being killed on

those trees f.acing south, for these were just gone

out of flower and the young growth made was
very tender. But on the trees facing; north and
north-west there were good crop-i of fruit, thus

showing that where the blossom was not far ad-

vanced when the frost came it was not so injuri-

ous. Peaches, both early and late kinds, are a full

crop, the trees in most instances looking well.

Apricots very scarce and, with the exception of

Blenheim, almost a failure. Busli fruit of all kinds
ha? hsen very plentiful and exceptionally good.
Raspberries suffered much from the late frost, and
in some instances the canes were killed to the

ground. Strawberries with us were not so heavy
a crop as we usually have, owing no doubt to the

parching winds in spring. Laxton's Noble pro-

duced a good crop; the flavour, however, was but
poor. Sir Joseph Paxton was fair, Harris's A 1 not

worth growing, and neither Dr. Hogg nor Lord Na-
pier were up to the stand:ud.—H. C. Pkinsep.

Kingston, Surrey. — Apples this season
throughout this district are but a jiarliid crop; in

some places very good, in others very thin. There
seems to be no special association of quantiiy with
sorts, but it rather happens that some gardens and
orchards have been better favoured than olhers.

Pears are generally a very poor crop even on wall',

whilst on open trees they are almost rariiies.

Plums are in worse case, whilst Cherries have been
very good generally. Bush fruits have been very
good. Currants especially. Strawbeiries were good
for a shorter season than usual, the dry weather
of the earlv summer materi dly affecting the plants.

—A. Dean.
Halton Gardens, Tring.—The fruit crop gene-

rally is very thin here. Apples, Plums, Damsons,
and Raspberries less than halt a crop. Pears a
failure. Black, Red, and White Currantj; a good
crop ; also Cherries. Peaches and Nectarines not
grown. Strawberries, with the exception of Xoble,
were severely cut by the frost on June 14 and 13.

and more than half the main crop was spoilt.

—

R. C. S.^N'UERS.

Ashdown Park, East Grinstead.—.\pples a
fair crop, best where sheltered fr mi winds and
frosf. Plums a very heavy crop ; the following sorts
are breaking down with fruit: Early Prolific. Or-
leans, Black Dyraond, Cluster Damson, White
Magnum Bonum, Pond's Seedling, Prince of Wales,
&c. Pears a thin crop. Raspberries half a crop,
large and gool, suffered by late spring frost.

Black Currants a f.dr crop Gooseberries a good
crop. Cherries plenty of all sorts, a heavy crop.
Strawberries good crops. Red Currants a thin crop.
I'igs a fair lot.— J. DovrN.

Warnham Court Gardens, Horsham.
The appearance of the Apple and Pear trr es at the
time when they were in bloom left little to be
wished for. The trees were beautiful, literally

covered with I'loss ^m. The cold winds and frosts
of March and April, however, did a great deal of
harm, especially to the Pears ; the Apples beinc a
little later escaped the severest frosts, .and conse-
quently did not suffer so much. We have veryfew
Pears, lint a splendid crop of Ap[)les, especially of
the following : King of the I'ifipins, Rihston Pip-
pin, Co.x's Or inge Pippin, Irish Peach, Scarlet Pear-

main, Court Pendu Plat, P.Ienlieim Orange, Liid
Siillield, llawtlioriulon, Warner's King, Norfolk
Beaufin, and Keswick Early. Apricots we <lo not
grow, our ground being too heavy, hardly anything
but cl.ay. Peaches and Nectarines are very poor

;

like the Apricots, they do not do well with us out-

do )rs. Of Plums we have .a very good crop and
very fine fruit. All Cherries do well with us. If

anything is to be complained of it is the falling of

the Morello Cherries owing to the liiy weather.
We have had more tliaa enough of busli fruits. I

have never seen better crops. We do not go in

for many varieties of Strawberries, but the follow-

ing do well with us : Jam=s Veitch is the be-t, both
in pots and planted out; La Grosse Sucrce, Compe-
tiiion (a marvellous cropper). Dr. Hogg, Eleanor,
and President. 1 think little of Noble, not having
good flavour. On the whole, I have good crops.

—

G. Dl'NCAX.

Maiden Erleigh, Reading.—The Apple crop
in this (lisfricl is tfie best we have had for some
years. Here, wheie we grow over a hundred varie-

ties, with only a very few exceptions they are all

bearing good crops. Apricots on a west wall are
a good average crop, but a light crop on south
walls, and Peaches and Nectarines are a good crop.

Most of the varieties of Pears on west walls are
also a good crop, but, with only a few exceptions,
they are a failure on pvramid and bush trees. We
have also a fair crop of Plums on walls of all varie-

ties except Green Gage, which is very light, but
nothing on orchard standards. Bush fruits, with
the exception of Gooseberries, were abundant and
fine, but Raspberries poor. Sweet Cherries good
crop and very fine, but Morellos much below the
average. Strawberries were a heavy crop and good,
and especially taking into consideration the dry
state of the ground. Of Nuts, Cobs and Filberts
are very plentiful, but Walnuts are the worst crop
we have had for sever.al seasons.—T. TuRTON.

The Deepdene, Dorking.—The Apple crop in
this neighbourhood is very heavy, some varieties
requiring support. Pears and Plums are a failure

;

the severe weather of last Easter destroyed all the
blossom. Peaches ,a very good average. Apricots
none. Nuts, I find, will be good. The Strawberry
crop has been the best around here for some
years.—T. Shaw.
Hanger Hill House, Ealing.—The crops of

Apples, PeachfS, and Nectarines are veiy goof, so
much so, that the latter two required thinning with
a heavy hand. Pears looked very promising when
in bloom, but most all failed to set, which I attri-

bute to the la'e spring frosts. Gooseberries, Cur-
rants, and Raspberries were excellent both in quan-
tity and quality. Cherries about up to the average.
The crops of Plums are very thin, except Damsons,
which are very good. Apricots very fair. Walnuts
a failure. Fruit trees are looking healthy and are
free from blister and blight. Strawberries were
plentiful, rather small, but excel'ent fiavour. We
commenced gathering the end of May, the varieties
being Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury and Noble,
the last-named lacking in flavour generally, but
those grown on a raised south border were qute
palatable, the intermediate varieties being Sir J.

Paxton, President, and Briti h Queen. For late
work I grow Eleanor and Laxton's Late-t of All,

the latter holding out well until the first week in
August.— D. CoorER

Royal Gardens, Frogmore.—As the season
advances, the appearance of the fruit crop
improves as regards Apples, Pears and Plums, and
although crops are light and Pears almost a failure,
the prospect is more satisfactory than appeared a
few weeks since. Of Apples the following are
bearing well, viz., Rosemary Rus.set (ahv.ays a sure
cropper), the various sots of Codlins, Lord Gros-
venor, Frogmore Prolific, King of the Pippins. Lord
Suftielil, Pine-apple and Forfar Pippins, Smair>
Admirable, Claygate Pearmain and Warnti's King;
while Blenheim, EL'klinville- Seedling, Worcester
Pearmain, Margil, Col. Vaughan and some others
are medium crops. As before stated, IVars are
very scarce. The bloom was strong and i)lentiful

and set well, but .S° of frost (and I'i" in some
places near) on May 7 brought the young fruit

do.vn wholesale. It is worth noting that the old
sorts withstiod the frost mii-^h better than the
more showy Continental varietic-', .Jargonelle,

Marie Louise, Wilham-' Bon ('hretien and No Plus
Meuris having a fair sprinkling of fruit. Peaches
and Nectarines are heavy crops and trees free from
aphis. Apricots good crops. Cherries remarkably
heavy crops on walls and standards, and fruit of
fine quality. Plums much under average. Dam-
sons about half a croj). Raspberries plentiful, but
rather small. Bush fruits in abundance.

—

Owen
Thomas.

Fulham Palace, S.'W.-Apples an average
crop. Pears urjder the .average. During the time
these were in flower th.ere was sharp frost for
many nights. I'lums a failure. Cherries (Morellos)
a fair average crop, clean and good. Peaches over
the average. During the time these were in flower
there was a week of fine weather, and they set
well. Small fruits, such as CJooseberiies, Black
Currants and Raspberries, are over the average, of
fine size, clean and good. Strawberries fuU aver-
age crop, but fruit not so fine as last year. My
main-crop is President grown in various positions,
so as to ensure a succession. Tomatoes are doing
well ; the vines are well loaded with fruit in every
stage of growth. Plants are being trained up with
single stems on 10-feet stakes, and some of the
plants are now over 8 feet high, in the healthiest
condition possible.

Potatoes are excellent, both early and late.
Veitch's Early Puritan is again to the front. I

am now having them dug, they being quite ripe.
They are a perfect sight as they lay on the ground,
of good size and shape, and entirely free from
disease and a splendiil cooker. Late ones also
show signs of an abundant ciop.—A. J. Ball-
HATCHET.

Shirley Lodge, Croydon.—Apples in the
neighbourhood are a fair average crop ; Stirling
Castle, Lord Grosvenor, and Warjier's King may be
mentioned as bearing most abundantly. Pears a
very light crop, the smallest for a number of years.
Peaches and Nectarines an average quantity, and
Apricots rather a light crop. Raspberries, Currants,
and Gooseberries have been abundant. Plums a
very fair crop. Strawberries produced a heavy crop,
and ripened well ; varifties most esteemed in this
di^tric^ are Marguerite, President, Sir Joseph
Paxton, Sir Charles Napier, Dr. Hogg. I must say
the newer kinds after being irifd have found little

favour. The mode of culture followe i is planting
prepared runners in autumn 2 fent apart on land
that has been deeply tienched ant manured, re-
newing the beds every two or three years.- -H.
Shoesmith,

Nash Court, Faversham,—The Apple crop
here and in this district is a fair average one.
Pears are thin, but good. Peaches and Nectarines
on open wall very heavy crop. Plums of all kinds
tremendous crop, especially Green Gage ; also
Damsons. Cherries the heaviest crop for many
years. Strawberries under average, but President
was heavy. Gooseberries, Currants, and Rasp-
berries plentiful and good. Walnuts the heaviest
I ever knew.

—

Geo. HrMPHREV.
The Gardens, Chevening Park.—The Easter

fro.«ts destrovid what ]ir(uni>ed to be a good crop
of most sorts in this neighbourhood. Apples ate
far below the average. Pears, Pt aches and Apricots
a failure. Plums a good crop of some vaiiclies,
and in certain localities a very heavy crop. Cher-^
ries fair. l!u-h frui's abundant,' with the ex-
ception of Black Currants. Raspberries exception-
ally good. Strawberries not up to the average.
The varieties grown in this neighbourhood by fruit;

growers are Noble for first early. Sir J. Paxton for
main crop, and Eleanor for late use, and a few
Elton Pine. The varieties wl. ch have done well
with me here ihis year are Vicomtesse H de Thuiy,
Sir J, Paxton, and for late use, Briti.-h Queen and
Elton Pine — C. Sutton.

Danesbury Gardens, 'Welwyn, Herts —We
have very good crops of Apples in t lie gardens here,
but in the neighbourhood the Apple crop is very
partial ; now and then one may come across fai.
crops. The varieties that usually bear well in th
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gardens here are Smnll's Admirable, Keswick Cod-
lln, Duchess cf Oldenburg, Greenup's Pippin, Lady
llenn ker. Lane's Prince Albert, Fearn's Pippin,

King of the Pippins, Blenheim Orange, Dutch
Mignonne, Warner's King, and Striped Beaufin.

Our trees are all standards ard large bush with
very little pruning. Pears very poor crops, plenty

of bloom, but all was destroyed by frosty nights.

Trees healthy and mostly pyramids. Plum<i gene-

rally thin, fnir crops of Rivers' Prolific, Orleans,

Dymond, and A'ictoria. Damsons rather thin,

about a quarter of a crop. Peaches very good
crop indeed, but rather late. Trees are healthy.

Only a few Nectarines grown, Lord Napier being

one of the best. C'heriies a fair crop; White
Heart, Kentish, and Morello the best kinds. Nuts
about average crop. Small fruits arc plentiful and
good, especially Raspberries and Gooseberries.

Strawberries have been a fair crop.—R. F. Saw-
ford.

Fox 'Warren Gardens, Cobham.—The fruit

crops with me have been good all round. Old
standard Apples are very clean and carrying good
even crops. Pyramid Cherries were good. Rasp-
berries good. Red, White, and Black Currants
very heavy crops. Gooseberrie-i good. Strawber-
ries were a very heavy crop. I have judged cottage
gardens, &c., in several parishes around this locality

and I found bush fruits good, and standard Apples
and Plum averaged tliin crops.—J. R. Hall.

Leyswood, Groombridge.—The Apple crops

in this district are light, with a few e.^ceptions.

Pears are a failure. Cherries partial. Plums are

also a partial crop. Gooseberries very thin. Rasp
berries, Black and Red Currants very good. The
Strawberry plants were damaged by late frosts; al-

though we had plenty of fruit, it was under size.

—

F. C. MOOEHOUSE.

Polesden Lacey, Dorking.—Apples under
average, late kinds good. Pears the same. Plums,

very partial crop. Cherries over average ; Morellos

very good. Gooseberries over average. Currants

the same. Raspberries under average, as the

canes did not lipen. Walnuts and Nuts under
average. Neither Apricots, Peaches, nor Necta-
rines grown nut of doors.— 0. Goldsmith.

Fawley Court, Henley - on - Thames.—
Apples full crop, good clear fruits. Pears a'most

a total failure. Plums and Damsons in Thames
valley partial crop ; on the hills around us full

crops. Cherries good. Bush fruit fair crop of fine

quality. Strawberries fair crop of line flavour in

the valley; on I he hills many failed before they had
reached the rijiening stage on account of the

drought.— J. CORBETT.

Englefield, near Reading.—Apples this yerr

with us are a very good crop. Blenlieim Orange,

Cox's Orange, Gladstone, Worcester Pearmain,
and Alfriston are very good. Apricots very good.

Currants, Red, White, and Black, very good. Goose-
berries very good. Pears very scarce ; some early

kinds are good, as Brockworth Park, a very good
crop, but I am sorry to say such old sorts as Brown
Beurre, Marie Louise, Beurrfi Die], and Duchesse
d'Angoulemc are very poor crops. Plums very

poor crop The liest cro['S we have are Kirke's,

Red and Wliite Magnum Bonum, and Victoria,

but none are up to average. Raspberries almost
burnt up with the diy weather in June and early

July.

We have escaped all the thunderstorms that

have been prev.alent in Sussex, Kent, Middlesex.
From about April we have had a very dry season.

There are now some traces of the disease among
the Potatoes.— J. Coomres.

Cro'wsley Park, Henley-on-Thames.—The
fruit crop in the gardens here is not up to the
average. Apples and Pears thin ; Peaches only
moderate. Morello Cherries abundant, also Black
Currants. Gooseberries, and Red Currants very

light. Plums a failure; they are generally so in

this neighbourhood. Apples in some gardens are

very good and plentiful. The late spring frosts

were very injurious to the fruit blossoms, and last

year's wet and sunless autumn was vfry much
against this year's fruit ci'op. The Strawberry

crop with me is not so good as in previous years.

For want of sun and having too njuch wet last

autumn the crowns were not sufticiently ripened;
consequently they suffered very much duiing the
winter; in fact many of the plants died.—W.
Glassev.

Grenehurst, Capel, Dorking.—Apples and
Pears are a very heavy crop. Bush fruits of all

kinds are heavy. Peaches and Nectarines out
doors are carrying heavy crops of fruit. Morello
Cherries good. Plums on walls are carrying heavy
crop^ of fruit, but standards in the orchard are
only very poor this year. Raspberries this season
are a good crop and the fruit very fine. Straw-
berries have done well here this season and have
borne good crops of fruit.—W. Shepherd.

Woolmer, Liphook.—The fruit crops in this

distiict vary considerably according to the position

of the ti'ees. Apples and Pears in low damp places
have failed, but on high ground Apples are very
satisfactory and trees clean. Pears are very scarce.

Victoria, Rivers' ProUfic, Dymond, Pond's Seed-

Thiec'-sfatlied Aruir. Lily. Engraved from a
photograph taken by the Rev. C. C. Harper.
(See p. 215.)

ling, and Gisborce PIr.ms have good crops ; ether
kinds thin. Gooseberries, Currants and Chei-ties

have been plentiful and good. Raspberries did

not bleak well; the frost crippled the wood,
which was rather unripe. Strawberries have been
plentiful, but rather smaller than usual.— J.

Tavern ee.

Kempshott Park.—Apples fair crop. Pears
very thin. K-d Currants and Gooseberries fair

crop. Black Currants very bad. Peaches on wall
i

trees very good crop. Cherries fair crop. Straw-
berries ,a fair crop. The kinds that do best with
me are Sir Joseph Paxton, President, Dr. Hogg and
Keens' Se:dliDg.—C. Littlewood.

Bearwood.—The fruit crops here and about this

neighl)onrhood are vfry partial. Apples in places
are good and the best crop for the season. Pears i

ard Plums the poorest crops that have been seen
about here for years. Early prospects for most
kinds of fruit looked most promising as regards
a good show of bloom, but a low temperature set

in and lasting so long with withering winds made
sad havcc with the setting of most fiuits. Peaches
and Nectarines have proved the best crops, and are

ripening fairly well. Bush fruits have been good
average crops, finishing off very well. Stiaw-
berries very good crop, but not lasting long owing
to the dry time and scalding sun.
The Potato crop is a good one. Early sorts

excellent, late ones promising and free from
disease.—James Teug.

The Gardens, Muntham Court, 'WorthiDg.
—These gardens lying high and dry and being well
sheltered, we suffered less from the cold cutting
winds and late frosts than many others. Tl;e

Apple crop is a very heavy one. Plums light. Pears
much below average. Cherries average. Peaches
and Nectarines good. Fig trees standing in open
considerably injured by the last two severe winters,
some of the fruit dropping just previous to the
ripening stage from the effects of the frost when
in bud ; crop average. Excellent crops of all bush
fruits. Strawberries rather small and soon over.

—

S. PtILLMAN.
Mettmore, Leighton Buzzard.—Apples a

good average crop, tlje trees very hralthy and free
from insect pests of all kinds. Pears a
very thin crop; many of our trees have no
fru t at all, while others have a good crop

;

on walls theyaie even a worse crop than
in gardens and orchards. Cherries have
been above an average crop ; the dry
weather seems to have suited them, as thf y
were of a good size and colour. Filberts

an average. Walnuts almost a failuie.

Bush fruit of all kinds abundant and good.
Stiawberries a very heavy crop, but soon
over.— J. Smith.
Great Gearies, Ilford.—There is an

average crop of Apples this season, and
the weather being favourable, the quality
will be good. There is very little of the
Apple-boring maggot to be seen, and that
mostly on old trees of the Ribston Pippin,
King of the Pippins and Golden Noble.
Early flessert Apples have been veiy good.
Early Strawberry produced the best coloured
fruit we ever had. The white Juneating
is not good enough. Devonshire Quarrenden
is now in u^e (Aug. 20); the trees had a
good crop, quality good. An excellent early
Apple to succeed it is the Irish Peach, a
good type of medium size and excellent
finality. Kerry Pippin is rich in quality,

but the fruit is small. All the above bore
good crops. Ribston Pippin and Cox's
Orange Pippin are both well laden with
fruit, which appears to bo iiner than we
ever had it ; Blenheim Pippin has an ex-

cellent crop on young trees this year

;

Sturmer Pippin, our latest good de-sert

Apple, seldom fails, nor has it done so this

year. Kitchen Apples are plentiful and
good. The following are laden with good
fruit : Hawthornden, Lord Suffield, Lord
Grosvenor (one of the best early Apples),
Cox's Pomona, Cellini, Golden Noble,

Prince Albert (a constant, free-bearing good sort),

Wellington ; Alfriston and Rymer are both very
heavily laden. Pears maybe said to be a complete
failure. We had a few fruits on standard and wall

trees of Jargonelle, anrl I see a few good fruits on
Pitmast'in Duchess; all the others are failures.

Plums may also be said to be a failure. There may
be half a crop of Damsons, but the Bullaces are

a total failure. Victoria, the most constant bearer,

has not an average of two fruits on a tree. We
gathered a few dishes from a sheltered wall with
a west aspect of Kirke's, Green Gage and JelTer-

son's; and Coe's Golden Drop has half a crop in the

same position. Apric its. Peaches and Nectarines
on walls have all full crops, anrl the trees are

healthy and clean. Cheiiies, both on walls and
standards, were good and a full crop. There are a
few nuts, but the trees have already begun to lose

their leaves, owing to the drought. All small

fruits were gocd, but of Gooseberries we had a
poor crop. The bearing wood of the Raspberries

was injured by frost, but what we had left carried

a full crop; but tliey also have suffered a little

from drought. Raspberries like a rich, deep and
moist soil.—J. Douglas.
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Societies and Exhibitions.

INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIF.I-

TION FRUIT SHOW.
August 2G & 27.

Tins show of fruit, when compared with other large

[hows, wa.s pronounced by tho.'ie competent to form
an opinion to be in all respects an excellent one. The
arrangements were all that one could desire, being

greatly enhanced by the <-omhination of foliage and
flowering plants at the extreme end and through

the centres of each annexe. By the judicious use of

green baize around the sides of the tables, no
empty packages were visible. Managers of shows
would do well to take note of this, not that it is

a fresh innovation, but it is one of the necessary
adjuncts to the tinish and effect so desirable in any
e.xhibition.

Collections of Fruit.

The competition in the three classes set apart for

collections was lirst-rate, the produc'C in nearly
every case being of superior quality. In the large

class for not less than twenty dishes there were
three com| etitors, Mr. Mclndoe, Hutton Hall Gar-
dens, Guisboro', being a somewhat easy first with
thirty dislies in all, in none of which could be de-

tected a weak dish, whilst many were of the highest
order of excellence. This exhibit included of
Grapes, Dike of Buccleuch, tine in bunch and
berry ; Golden Champion, also good and clear in

berry ; Gros Maroc, large, v^•ell-coloured bunches,
and similarly good; Black Hamburgh, medium-
sized ; Charlotte Rothschild and Queen Pines ; well
ripened Best of All and Exquisite Melons ; Stanwick
Elruge and Humboldt Nfctarines, both excellent

;

Violette H;itiveand Golden Eagle Beaches, large and
fine ; Exquisite Oiarges and Imperial Lemons, both
good

; Souvenir du Congres (a grand dish) and
Williams' I'.on Chretien Fears ; Brown Tr.rkey and
Negro Largo Figs, alike good ; Duchess of Olden-
burg Apples ; White Magnum and Kirke's Plums

;

Bigarreau Napoleon and Late Duke Cherries, both
well kept ; Large Early Apricots, Passiflora edulis, a
good dish; Red and White Dutch Currants and a
fine dish of Noble Strawberry; a finer collection
than this has not been shown for a long time.

Mr. Goodacre, Elvaston Castle Gardens, Derby,
was a very good second with twenty-five dishes

;

the best of these were (xtra good Muscat, Black
Hamburgh, and Barbarossa Grapes, fine Smooth
Cayenne and Queen Pines, Cashmere and Golden
Gem Melons, Royal George and Bariington
Peaches, Williams' Bon Chre ien Pears, Elruge
and Victoria Nectarines, with good Morello
Cherries; an infeiior disli of Raspberries should
have been left out of t his collection. Mr. Ward,
Longford C; stle Gardens, Salisbury, was third, his
best being some fine Madresfield Court Grapes,
with good di.'hes of Buckland Sweetwater and
Muscats, also Gros Maroc very fine, two excellent
Pines, and sp'endid Sea Eaglc'and Walburton Ad-
mirable Peaches. In the class for twelve dishes
only, Mr. Parker, Impney Hall Gardens, had a
strong lot and was placed first ; his Grapes were
Muscat of Alexandria and Alicante, both in first-

rate order; a very fine Smooth Cayenne Pine,
Princess of Wales Peaches of large size. Best of
All and seedling Melons (large fruits). Jargonelle
Pears, and Worcester Pearmain Apples. Mr.
Reynolds, Gunnersbury Park Gardens, Acton, was
a close second, staging grand bunches of Gros
Maroc and Muscat Grapes, the former fine in beny,
the latter in colour

; Hero of Lockinge and seed-
ling Scarlet Melons, the latter an extra fine fruit

;

Clapp's Favourite Pears, large and fine, with Sea
Eagle Peaches, highly coloured, and Golden Es-
peren Plums. Mr. Coomber, The Hendre Gardens,
Monmouth, was a good third, Gros Maroc and
Muscat Grapes being the best dishes.
For eight kinds only the competition was close

and keen, Mr. Mclndoe again being first with a
collection that would be extremely difficult to beat.
Duke of Buccleuch and Black Hamburgh Grapesj
Golden Eagle Peaches and Humboldt Nectarines

(both finely coloured), Best of All Melon, Lady

Sudeley Apples and Early Transparent I'lums were

all fir.st-class fruit. Mr. Dawes, Ledbury Park

Gardens, Ledbury, was also a good exhibitor.

Muscat and Gros Maroc Grapes remarkably line,

Roman Apricots (the best dish in the show),

Humboldt Nectarines, Harrington Peaches, and

La Favorite Melons were all first-rate dishes of

fruit. Anotlur good lot came from Mr. Durable,

I'icton Castle Gardens, Haverfordwest. Here were

extra fine Muscat Grapes and good Black Alicantes,

Sea Eagle Peaches and Magnum Bonum Plums, all

fine fruit. Other well-known exhibitors, and fre-

quently most successful prize-winners, also com-

peted in this and the class for twelve kinds. This

of itself shows the fine quality of fruit to which

the prizes were awarded on this occasion.

Grapes.

Collections of ten and five kinds were shown in

considerable quantity, and the competition was

very close in more than one instance. Mr. Mc-

Indce was again successful in taking the first

prize with really fine fruit. Fine finish with

large bunches and good* quality characterised

this exhibit in the class for ten kinds, two

bunches of each. These were Duke of Buc-

cleuch, medium in bunch, fine in berry ;
Gros

Colman, well coloured ; Black Duke (Gros Guil-

laume x Duke of Buccleuch), a fine-luoking and

promising new Gi ape not yet in commerce; Black

Hamburgh, well coloured ; Gros Guillaume the

same, and large in bunch ; Trebbiano, very good
;

Gros Maroc, handsome in bunch and berry ; Golden

Champion, extra good ; Alicante and Lady
Downe's, both well finished. Mr. Reynolds wasa
good second in this class, being quite equal in

finish to the first prize, but not so large in the

bunches, although the quality was firs;-rate. The

sorts were Muscats (finely coloured), Mrs. Pearson,

in good form ; White Seedling (Muscat x Black

Hamburgh), of a golden colour; Chasselas Napo-

leon, large in bunch and berry ; Foster's Seedling,

large and good ; Alnwick Seeejling, finely coloured;

Alicante, very good; Black Hamburgh, first-rate;

and grand Gros Maroc, extra fine in berry ; with

Madresfield Court, well coloured. Mr. Goodacre

came in a very creditable third, his best being

Muscat of Alexandria, Muscat Hamburgh, Gros

Maroc, Alicante and Barbarossa, all excellent.

With five kinds, Mr. Allan, Gunton Park Gar-

dens, Norwich, was a comparatively easy winner,

wiih a splendid lot of fruit of high finish. The

sorts weie Gros Maroc, with immense berries;

Foster's Seedling, extra good; Madresfield Court,

excellent ; Black Hamburgh, first-rate, and Buck-

land Sweetwater, about the best in the show. Mr.

Elphinstone, Shipley Hall Gardens, Derby, came in

a good second, with very fine Muscats, Gros Maroc,

Black Hamburgh, Trebbiano and Madresfield Court.

Mr. Burv, Forest Hill, v\-as third; the lest here

were Alnwick Seedling, Mrs.Pince and Madresfield

Court. In the c'asses for separaie kinds the com-

petition was very strong. For Black Hamburgh,

Mr. Gibson, Chippenham, was first wiih large

bunches, fine in berry and colour. Mr. Reynolds

was a very good second, with bunches hardly so

large, but well coloured. Thirteen or more lots

were put up. For Muscat of Alexandria, Mr.

Rejnolds was an easy first, the bunches compact,

the berries large, and the colour excellent. Mr.

Durable was placed second, with larger bunches,

sraaller, however, in the berry, but well finished.

Here ten competed.
For Gros Colman there was only one er.try, that

of Mr. Mclndoe, who was placed first, the colour

being excellent, the bunches of medium size. With

Madresfield Court, Mr. Gibson was first, having

fii.e bunches, and Mr. Elliot second wiih larger

ones; this was aho a strong class with many com-

peting. The best bur dies of Black Alicante were

those'from Mr. S. T. Wright. Ross, Herefordshire;

these were grand bunches, the best in the show,

and well finished for thus early in the season. Mr.

Hollingworth, Derliy, came in a good second in this

class. For any other white Grape ( he first prize

was awarded to Mr. Peter E. Kay, Craigmore

Vineyard, Finchley, for very superior Cannon Hall

Muscats, the bunches long, the berries very fine,

but lacking a little in finish. Mr. Elphinstone was

second in this class again with Cannon Hall Mus-

eiats, very fine examples slightly better coloured

than those in the fir.-t prize lot. Mr. Osman took

third placewith excellent bunches of Mis. IVarson.

In this class there were nine conqieting. For any

other black Grape Mr. Ro.Miolds won with remaik-

ably fine exanjples of Gios Maroc, large in bunch

anei berry ; the same sort from Mr. Coomber,

finely finished, was placed second, and Mr. Iggul-

den third, again with Gros Maroc, there being alto-

gether sixteen lots stagetl.

The packing prizes for 12 lbs. packed for tran-

sit by rail and delivered at a di-tance of not

less "than ten miles was well tilled, ten bas-

kets being staged. Mr. Hudson, Gunnersbury

House Gaidens, was awarded the first prize with

Alnwick Seedling, six bunches to the 12 lbs., the

berries large and the colour good. These were

packed in a cross-handle basket of oval-shape,

being tightened up with soft dry Mosis. The secoi d

prize was awarded to Mr. Sutton, Chevering Place,

Sevenoaks, for Muscats in a similar basket, but not

packed so tightly. Messrs. Rivers and Son were

third with Gros Maroc, packed similar to the

last; both of the[e were finely finished examples

of their kind. For a box of Grapes (10 lbs.) the

conditions of transit the i-ame (or parcels po.-t

optional), Mr. Turton, Maiden Erleigh, Reading,

was placed first with a shallow box of well-

finished Black Harabuighs, packed closely and

well with no superfluous packing material

;

three others competing. Id all of these exhibits

the Grapes had Iravelied remarkably well. Pine-

apples were shown much better than they have

been seen for a long time, affording a marked

contrast to the Pines at the Royal Caledonian

exhibition of last year. Mr. Slade, Clumber Gar-

dens, Worksop, was placed first with three fruits,

showing all Smooth Cayennes, finely finished, good

in colour, large fruits with the pips well swelled

up ; Mr. Coomber was a close second with similarly

good fruits, but hardly so large. Mr. Methven,

Wimbledon Park, was first for one Pine-apple

with a Smooth Cayenne of large size and of band-

some appearance ; Mr. Nicholas, South Molton, a

well-known grower, having to be contented with

the second place. Figs were shoR n very well, but

not in large (juantities. Mr. Wallis, Keele Hall,

was first for ihree kinds with capital fruits of

Osborn's Prolific, Brown Turkey, and Wlnte Ischia,

just in prime coi-dition. With one dish Mr. Evans,

Melchet Court, was first, showing Brunswick,

whilst Mr. Ward took second with a good dish.

In the classes for Peaches, Nee' arines, Plums

Apples, and Pears ripened in the open air there

was good competition, but certainly there was

fruit staged that had been under glass at the

finishing stages. For instance, some of the Nec-

tarines and Peaches staged could not under the

most favourable circumstances have been ripened

in the open air. It would have been much more

satisfactory to have omitted the open-air classes

in the schedule, and allowed fruit from any source.

For three dishes of Peaches, distinct varieties,

there was a fair competition, Mr. R. Potter, gar-

dener to Sir M. W. Collet, Bt., Sevenoaks, being

first with fine examples of Dr. Hogg, Grosse Mig-

nonne, and Crimson Galande ; second, Mr. Carr,

Croydon. For two dishes, Mr. Dawes, gardener to

Mr. Biddul[h, MP, Herefordshire, was first with

fine A Bee and Violette Harive; second, Mr.

Haines, Highworth. In the single dish competi-

tion there was a large number of entries, the first

prize being awarded to Mr. Austen, gardener to

Early Dudley, Wit ley Court, Worcester, for a very

fine dish of Hale's Eariy ; indeed it was the finest

dish in the whole class for this fruit, of large size

and splendid colour; second, Mr. Potter, Sevenoaks,

with a fine dish of Crimson Galande. Nearly forty

dishes were staged in the above classes. In the

class for Nectarines there were not quite so many
competitors, but some excellent fruits were staged,

only a few dishes being small and badly coloured.

For three dishes of Nectarines distinct, Mr. R
Potter was a good first with Elruge, Rivers' Orangf

,

and Spenser; second, Mr. Carr, Ciojdon. with fine
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Lord Napier, Elruge, and Rivers' Orange. For two
dishes, Mr. Dawes was first with some very large

deeply-coloured Humboldt and Lord Napier. In the
single dish competition there was a large number
of good fruit, Mr. Dawes being first with Lord
Napier, and Mr. Turton, Reading, a close second.
In the Plum classes there was a great number of

dishes taking up a large space. In these classes

it would have been better to have had more dis-

tinct colours in some of the dishes, as the reds run
into the purples, and some of the fruits staged
were very hard and in an unripe state. For three
dishes (red), Mr. Jas. Mclndoe was first with
very fine Sultan, Denyer's Victoria, and Pond's
Seedling ; second, Messrs. Rivers and Son, Saw-
bridgeworth, with Sultan, Victoria, and Belle de
Louvain. For three dishes (purple), Mr. Lane,
Ascot, was first with veiy fine Kirke's, Black
Dymond, and Prince Englebert, Mr. Iggulden,
Marston House, Frome, being a close second with
Kirke's, Czar, and Blue Pendrigon.

In the class for green or yellow Plums Mr. Ig-

gulden was first with a grand dish of Golden
Drop, the others beiug Washington and Eaily
Transparent Gage ; second, Mr. Mclndoe with
Jefferson's. Green Gnge and Golden Gage. In the
single dish competition for dessert varieties there
were no less tl an seventeen lots staged, Mr. J.

Vert, gardener to Lord Brajbrook. Saffron WaMen,
being first with a gland dish of Jefferson's; second,
Mr. Hudson, gardener to Messrs. Rothschild,
Gunnersbury House, Acton, with a splendid dish
of Kirke's. For a single dish of cooking Plums Mr.
Ward was first with large fiuit, closely followed by
Mr. Turton and Mr. Mclndoe in the order named.

In the classes for Apples there was strong com-
petition .and some very fine fruit staged, some of
the cooking varieties being of great size, and the
dessert kinds of high colour. For six dishes of
cooking Apples, distinct, Mr. Tuiton secured the
premier award with grand fruits, his Peasgood's
Nonsuch being very fine, the others being The
Queen, Warner's King, Lord SuiBeld, Ecklinville,
and Waltham Abbey Seedling ; second, Mr.
McKenzie, Maidstone. For three dishes. Mr. Will
Taylor, Hampton, was first. In the single dish
class there was a great number, Mr. Turton being
easily first with splendid Peasgood's Nonsuch

;

second, Mr. McKenzie with Grenadier ; and Mr.
Taylor third with Lord SufEeld. The class
for three dishes of dessert varieties was well
filled, Mr. G. Goldsmith, Horsham, taking first

with gr.and fruits of Lady Sudeley, Beauty of Bath,
and Red Astrachan ; second, Mr. G. Reynolds, who
was as nearly equal as possible, his lot having fine

Duchess of Oldenburg. In the single dish class

there were many fine lots, Mr. Hester, Plumstead
Common, being a good first with Red Astrachan.
In the Pear classes someexcellent fruit was staged,
though less numerous than Apples. For three dishes,
Mr. Potter was first with Clapp's Favourite, Williams'
and .Souvenir du Congres ; Mr. Helman being a
close second, with a grand dish of Clapp's Favourite
beautifully coloured. For the single dish of Pears
Mr. Helman was a good first with Clapp's Fa-
vourite

; second, Mr. J. C. Mundell. For three
dishes of cooking Apples grown or finished under
glass, Mr. Tr.rton was first wilh Emperor Alex-
ander, Peasgood's, and Mere de Menage. For
three dishes of dessert Apples, first, Mr. Mclndoe

;

second, Mr. Turton ; third, Mr. J. Wright, Ross,
Hereford, the varieties shown in these lots being
chiefly Worcester Pearmain, Gravenstein, Irish

Peach, Red Astrachan, and Lady Sudeley. In
the single dish competition Messrs. Rivers had
very fine Cox's Orange Pippin, easily taking the
premier award. In the Pear classes for three
dishes Messrs. Rivers were first with fine fruits of
Williams', Clapp's Favourite, and Souvenir du Con-
gres. For a single dish Messrs. Rivers were again
first with splendid Pitmaston Duchess ; second,
Mr. Reynolds, with Clapp's Favourite. Mr. Wallis,

Keele Hall, StntTord, had a nice collection of

Peaches and Nectarines not for competition, re-

ceiving a medal for excellence. In the competi

dishes, Mr. J. Roberts, Shepperton, was an easy

first. For one dish yellow Tomatoes, Mr. E. Ryder,

Orpington, was first with fine Golden Sunrise.

Miscellaneous Fruit.

These were exhibited in considerable quantity,

and consisted of Grapes, Pears, Apples, and a large

lot of fiuit as sent to Covent Garden for sale.

Vines in pots were exhibited by Messrs. Lane
and Sons, Berkhamsted. These were surptisingly

fiue productions of well-finished fruit, the sorts

being Bhick Hamburgh, Foster's Seedling, Gros
Maroc, Alicante, and Buckland Sweetwater (a gold

medal was awarded). Messrs. Bunyard and Co.

had Apples in baskets and dishes with some few
Pears ; the finest of these were Stirling Castle,

Grenadier, Lady Sudeley (extra). Northern Dump-
ling, and Golden Spire in dishes, and Washington,
Carnation, New Hawthornden, and The Queen in

baskets. Of Peais, Souvenir du Congres, Pitmaston
Duchess, Triomphe de Vienne, and Doyennfe Bous-
soch were excellent (awarded silver-gilt medal)

Messrs. Cheat and Sons also contributed a collec-

tion of dwarf trees in pots freely fruited ; of these.

Duchess of Oldenburg, The Queen, and Professor

(clear) were the best Apples, and Clapp's Favourite

of the Pears. The sameaward was made as in the other

case. Messrs. Rivers and Son had a grand lot of trees

in pots— all remarkably fine examples of culture,

bearing heavy crops. Of Peaches, note should be

taken of Crimson Galande, Golden Rathripe, Sea

Eagle, Albert and the Nectarine Peach ;
of Nec-

tarines, Spenser ; of Apples, Bismarck, Worcester

Pearmain and Lord Suffield ; of Pears, Souvenir de

Congres, Pitmaston Duchess, Fondante d'Automne,

Beuire d'Amanlis and Mme. Treyve ; of Plums,

Monarch, Emperor, Grand Duke and Jeft'erson's.

The award a gold medal. Messrs. Jarman staged

a quantity of fruit and vegetables, the Grapes

and Potatoes being the best. Awarded a silver

medal. Mr. Gibson, Carshalton, had some very fine

Onions, showing excellent culture, Rousham Park

and Sutton's Globe being the best. Awarded a

bronze medal. Messrs. Collins showed their new
Tomato as at Chiswick, and received the same
award. Messrs, W. Paul and Son had some heavily

cropped I'eaohES and Nectarines in pots, fine trees

and large. The best were Dymond, Sea Eagle,

Royal George and Stirling Castle Peaches ; Dag-

mar and Humboldt Nectarines, and Negro Largo

Figs, with some fifty dishes of Apples. Awarded a

silver-gilt medal. From Mr. Walker, Ham, Surrey,

came some of the finest Apples in the show, re-

markable for fine colour as well as size. The best

were Lady Sudeley, Duchess of Oldenburg and
Peter the Great, all splendid fruit ; also Grenadier,

Stirling Castle, Worcester Pearmain and Devon-

shire Quarrenden, with an extra good dish of Sea

Eagle Peaches. Awarded a silver-gilt medal.

Covent Garden produce was very fine from Mr.

Monro, to whom the consignments had been made

;

these consisted of the best fruit in season. Grapes

being in flats and baskets. The finest of these

were the Muscats ; Peaches and Nectarines were

superior fruit, so were the Figs and Melons, also

the Tomatoes and Cucumbers ; whilst overhead

hung some of the finest Bananas ever exhibited

(awarded a gold medal). Messrs. White and Co. had

chiefly foreign produce, Grapes from Spain and
Portugal being packed in cork dust, Pears (small

fruit) from Holland, and extra fine ones from

France. Of these latter, Louise Bonne, Williams'

Bon Chrt'tien, and Pitmaston Duchess were very

superior ; Lemons, Onions, and Spanish Melons

were also included.

Plants and Flowers.

Messrs. Laing and Sons on this occasion sur-

passed themselves in their magnificent display of

tuberous Begonias, which occupied a large space,

being most effectively arranged. Certificates were

awarded to Lady Grimthorpe, Lady Theodore Guest,

Countess of Zetland, Duke of York and Duke
of Teck— all superior double kinds. Yellows, roses,

whites, scarlets, crimsons, salmon-pinks, orange-

scarlets, light pinks, and other shades were repre

being awarded. Amongst the finest things were

Vanda Sanderi (one plant a very superior va-

riety), Odontoglossum Harryanum, La^lia elegans

Schrtcderiana and L. e. Schrcedeiai (two iirst-

late varieties), Cattleya aurea (fine variety),

Mormodes pardinum unicolor (a deep yellow),

Vanda ctcrulea (freely flowered) and V. Hookeri,

Renanthera matutina (a distinct species), also

Cattleya gigas, C. velulina (acurious,but richly-col-

oured species), Aerides Lawrenceanum (the spikes

very fine) ard Cattleya Schrcedeiiana (Waddesdon
var.) (bright in colour)— a most efJective group.

Award gold medal. Mr. W. Marshall on this oc-

casion staged his fine collection of hardy Ferns

in one group, thus making an excellent display. As
at Chiswick, it consisted of choice and well-grown

plants, amongst which were Polystichum vulgare

trichomanoides (a fine plant),Scolopendrium vulgare

crispum, and others. Award a gold medal. Messrs.

Veilch and Sons had a very choice assortment of

crrt specimens of variegated and otherwise orna-

mental trees and shrubs; these embiaced Lirio-

dendron tulipiferum aureum, distinctly marked;
Acer palmatura sarguineum, Quercus macrophylla,

very fine ; Spiraea callosa atropurpurea, Castanea

%'esca dissectR, Cornus alba Spathi, with golden

variegated foliage; Ulmus campestris aurea

(Dampiei's var.), Quercus pedunculata concordia

aurea and Philaeielphus coronarius argenteus, the

variegation clearly defined. First-class certificates

were awarded to the best of these, and also to the

finest in a fine box of cut blooms of Rhododendron
javanico-jasminiflorum hybrids, the trusses being

of extra size and vigour. Streptooarpus hybrids

were also included, dwarf and freely flowered

(silver-gilt medal). Messrs. B. S. Williams and
Son had a large number of fine specimen plants,

interspersed among the fruit tables, greatly en-

hancing the effect. Tree Ferns were of noble pro-

portions, whilst colour was added by the rich tints

of the Crotons and Draca3nas. Of Dracsena ii.divisa

Veitchi (verv distinct), Cupaniaeleganlissima, Dra-

eania H. E.'Milner (of close growth), with others,

note should be taken (gold medal). Other exhil.il s

of distinct excellence were staged. These will be

referi'ed i o next week.
A full prize list will be found in our advertising

columns.

tion for Tomatoes a large number of dishes was sented in profusion (award gold medal). Messrs

staged, most of them being good. For six dishes Sander and Co. had an exceedingly choice collec-

Mr. E, Ryeler, Orpington, was first. For three ' tion of Orchids, no less than fourteen certificates

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Eomneya Coulteri at Chester,—We have a

grand lut lit Rumueja Coulteri now in splenjid con-

ditiou. It is a very effective plant for the shrubbery.

—DiCKsoNS, Chester.

Hollyhocks.—The only way I seem to be able

to get anything like satisfactory results with this

noble, old-fashioned flower is to treat it as a bien-

nial, raising a batch from seed every year. Seed-

Ung plants liberally treated seem to have mo;e
power to withstand the ravages of the disease than

plants raised from offsets in the ordinai-y way.

—

WiNTONIAN.

Koyal Horticultural Society.—The next

meeting of the society will take place in the Drill

Hall on Tuesday, September (!. At 3 p.m. a paper

on " Root-pruning" will be read by Mr. G. Bunyard,

and ought to evoke some discussion. Amateur
growers of Ciladioli ought to be in force rn the

above occasion, as the council have oft'ered sub-

stantial prizes for the best grown varieties, as have

also Messrs, Kelway for the best British raised

forms of Gladiolus gandavensis.

Solanum Torreyi.- To the Rev. H. Ewbank,
of Rydc, I am indebted for a plant of this, which
appears to be little known, if at all, outside his

garden. To cultivators of hardy plants, espe-

cially to those who, like myself, have a warm
affection for the Solanaceas, it is a desideratum. The
flowers are purple, becoming lighter as they age.

They resemble those of the Potato and grow in large

clusters at the end of every branchlet. The whole

plant is tomentose, and as a further recommenda-
tion, unlike most of the soft-wooded exotic Scla-
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nums, is quite destitute of spines. Whether it

will fruit in this country, or it fruiting will add to

its ornament:ition, I have yet to learn.

—

J. M.,

Chaniiouth, IJorsi't.

Astilbe chinensis, a plant recently intro-

duced from China, is .-vmongst the best strong au-

tumn plants of this class we possess. The foliage

is not unlike that of the old Spira;a japonica, but

the flower-stem is much taller and stronger, much
and loosely branched, and the rosy coloured flowers

are larger and very effective. It takes the place

of the Spirieas, which it very much resembles, and
continues the flowering season well into September.

It is certainly a great acquisition in the liardy

flower garden, where it might be planted alter-

nately with Spiraias and the Himalayan Astilbes,

and so keep up a group of the same character all

through the summer and autumn months.

Fuchsias in the open.— 1 notice in The
Garden remarks about Fuchsias and Brooms.
I send you a few sprays gathered this morning
from Fuchsia bushes which have remained for

more than fifteen years in the same spot without

any protection. In the winter they are cut down
to the ground line by frost, but always in the

spring and summer send up long shoots clothed

with blossoms. I have long lost the names.
Spartium junceura (the Spanish Broom) blossoms
profusely throughout the summer months and
often in September. Many of the plants are S

feet to 10 feet high—large bushes. I gathered the

seed in ISOIJ in Ilothschild's garden, near Geneva.
The plants .seed freely in a dry summer.

—

J. A.

Porch, Glastonbtiry.

The North American Chimaphilas (Pip-

sissewa, wh.atover that may mean) are both in full

flower with us at piesent, and though not striking

they are very interesting, as the evergreen varie-

gated leaves of C. maculata and the shiny green
ones of C. umbellata always attract one from their

freshness. Chimaphilas are nearly allied to the

Pyrolas, andassociate well with them, as well as with
the Cassiopes and other small ericaceous plants.

They thrive best in a sheltered, moist, partially

shady spot in a peaty soil, to which has been
added a liberal amount of fresh Sphagnum. They
both increase rapidly by underground runners, and
these taken off with a few fibrous roots on them
and kept close for a few days soon become esta-

blished.

The autumn Cyclamen (C. neapolitanum, or

C. hederEefolium, as it is aUo called) gives promise
of a grand show this year. The corms seem strong
and healthy and the flowers large and well col-

oured. It is a native of Southern Europe, but has
been naturalised in this country, notably in Corn-
wall, and we know of no more delightful plant than
this charming Ivy-leaved Cyclamen. The flowers

are pretty and attractive, but its beauty does not
end here ; it is carried into the leaves, which are
marbled and zoned in the most charming manner.
Clumps of these might be lifted and used for table
decoration in winter ; indeed we know of no more
effective fine-foliaged plant for this purpose. It

does best under the shade of trees, and apparently
likes the poor dry soil usually found there.

Large Imperial Black Plum.—In directing
attention to this excellent cooking Plum, which is

apparently little known, I have to record it has
again proved one of our best out of upwards of
forty varieties. I also noticed this kind took the
leading prizes at Droitwich last week, its magnifi-
cent size and handsome appearance carrying all

before it in the cooking classes. The tree possesses
a vigorous constitution, of good shapely habit, and
bears freely, producing a crop of very large oval-

shaped black Plums, which ripen about the latter
halt of August. The flesh of this Plum is rather
darker inside than that of many others of its class.

Being firm, it should travel well and realise a
good price. Growers should make a note of this
kind as one honestly worth extended cultivation.

—W. Cru.mp, Madresfield.

Helenium pumilum, like Heliauthus multi-
florus, seems to be a plant about which very little

is known either in a wild or cultivated state. Dr.

Gray, in "Synoptical Flora of North America,"
quotes H. pumilum under II. autumnale, and says

it may be a common dw.-irf form. We believe, on
the other hand, that H. pumilum is of garden
origin, and is most probably a hybrid between H.
autunmaleand II. Bolaiideri, or some allied species.

It is very distinct from all forms of H. autumnale
known to us, and is one of the most free flowering

and best dwarf autumn pl.ants we possess. In

groups either alone or near the front of the mi-xed

border it has a most striking effect, and as it is

easily managed, there is no reason why it should
not be in every garden. In gardens, too, where the
demand for cut flowers is great, a square yard of

this Helenium in the reserve ground will help
matters very much. It may be increased readily

by division, which may be done eiilier in autumn
or spring.

The Castillejas, of which there are two or

three species in cultivation at the present time,

belong to the drier parts of California, and may be

treated with considerable success as half-hardy
annuals. The best known species, C. indivisa, is

the most distinct and brilliant plant in flower just

now. The flowers of this species are in themselves
inconspicuous, but the large bracts or floral leaves

are of the most brilliant orange-scarlet. They are

stated to be parasitic, which may or may not be
the fact. They grow freely on the ordinary bor-

der, flower well, and invariably give a good supply
of ripe seeds. It will only be in exceptionally bad
summers that seeds will have to be imported.

The seeds should be sown in March in heat, and
the seedlings pricked off when ready to handle
into boxes or pots, and from these transferred to

the open air about the end of April or May.—K.

Carnation Grenadin.—This early-flowering

Carnation is a valuable addition to sweet-scented
hardy flowers, either for cutting or for making an
eft'ective display in the flower garden. Its flower-

stems are of sufficient stoutness to carry the flowers

erect without the need of stakes, while the blooms,

though individually small, are borne in such pro-

fusion that they make a wonderful display. A
bed of this variety raised from seed last spring has
been greatly admired this summer. I was agree-

ably surprised to find it came so true from seed,

quite 80 per cent, of the batch bearing double
flowers of the same shade of vivid scarlet. Hav-
ing planted rather thickly, I was able to remove all

plants that bore single flowers, such being taller

and somewhat straggling in habit, and those that

bore flowers of a different shade of colour to the

type, thus adding greatly to the effectiveness of

the bed.

—

Wintonian.

Destroyers.

TO KEEP A GARDEN FREE FROM INSECTS.

Never allow any weeds to grow on the beds, as

insects which feed on them may spread to the crops,

and the weeds may provide food for insects when
the ground is fallow or in corners and waste places,

or under hedges, as insects are fond of such posi-

tions for breeding in. Rubbish, stones, and the refuse

of a crop should never be allowed to lie about, as

they form a welcome shelter for all kinds of pests.

A proper rotation of crops is most beneficial. If a
crop is attacked by a certain insect, it should be
followed by one which is not liable to be injured by
the same pest. Many plants suffer most from the
attacks of insects when they are quite young ; in

such cases the plants should be pushed into vigor-

ous growth by judicious cultivation as soon as
possible. Birds should be encouraged in gardens.
Few persons realise what an enormous number of

insects are destroyed by birds, particularly during
the breeding season, when nearly all young birds

are fed on animal food. Ripe fruit and fruit buds,
however, must often be protected from them.
When the leaves have fallen in |the autumn all

those under fruit trees and bushes should be col-

lected and burnt, as all kinds of pests harbour

under them. .Any leaves which did not fall with the

others should be picked off, as there are often

clirysalides curled up in them. In the course

of the winter the ground under fruit trees

should be broken up so as to expose to the

elements and the birds any insects or chry-

salides which m,ay be wintering there. A sharp

look-out should be kept when any digging is going

on for chrysalides or cocoons. As soon as any in-

sect attack is noticed, steps should be immediately

taken to check it, as at this time the old proverb

"a stitch in lime saves nine" is especially true,

particularly when aphides are the foes. Keep any

ground which is not in use well hoed; this will

kill any weeds and expose any insects which may
be in the soil.

In greenhouses be very careful in introducing a

fresh plant, whether obtained from a friend or a

nurseryman, to ascertain that it is free from

aphides, scale, mealy bug, thrips, &c., as otherwise

a house which was perfectly free from insects may
soon become just the reverse. Give plants as much
ventilation as possible consistent witb maintaining

a proper temperature, tor in their natural state

they are always in the open air. If fumigation or

washing has to be resorted to, do not be content

with one application, but repeat it in three or four

days' time, so that any eggs which may not have

been killed by the first attempt may succumb to

the second. It ants be found running over plants,

it is an almost certain sign that the latter are at-

tacked by aphides or scale insects, which the ants

are searching for to obtain the sweet substance

they exude. As soon as any holes are found in

the mortar of the walls inside a greenhouse or any

cracks in which insects may shelter, the walls

should be repointed, as when once in-ects obtain a

footing in such places it is very difficulty to keep

the plants clean. G. S. S.

Nicotiana affinis.—This is the second season

I have rai.^ed a considerable stock of this popular

plant from root cuttings. For this purpose I lift

the roots as soon as the top is killed by the frost

in autumn and store them away in a little dry

earth with the Dahlias in a Potato store, where

they are quite secure from frost. When I com-

mence propagating in the spring these are taken

out, cut into lengths about an inch long, and dib-

bled into pans of light sandy soil, so that the

upper portion of the root is about level with or

slightly above the soil. They are placed on the

iloor of thestove and kept moderately moist and soon

start into growth. I was led to adopt this system

by finding during the eirly summer of IS'JO a

quantity of small plants in one of the flower

borders. On examining these I found that they

were pieces ot roots that had been left in the

ground from last year.—Wi.NTONlAN'.

New or rare flowers for drawing.—Readers

will kindly remember that we shall be greatly obliged

for any specimens of uew or rare plauts, or information

concerning them.

Peas failing (J. /?. S.).—From the appearance

of those sent we fhuuld say that they have failed

through want of moisture and feeding. In sending a

ijuery it is always advisable to give the district.

Names of plants.-G. 0. ir.—All dried and

shi-itelled up; do not pack flowers m dried cotton

,vool. J. Jfc/jiJi/rp.— 1, Nymphaiarubra; 2, Pistia

stratiotes. J. 3/.—1, fallen to pieces, Geranium sp.;

2, Silene rupestris; 3. Linaria alpina ; -t, Lpilobmm

Fleischeri V. II'. A'o/-»mii.—AlUum senesceus.

ir. S/i i) it'i/.—The Bladder Senna (Colutea arborescens).

Bovic/'i 11 rc/i.-Eryngiuni ( )liverianum. Eiljav-

ley.—The Spanish Broom (Spartium junceum).—

—

Anon.— Aniaranthus nielancliolicus ruber. O.

fuller.— \, lonopsis utricularioides. F. Beaum.nf.

—Deudro'iiuni Draconis. M. A. .V.—Gongora ii.a-

culata,—B B.—Cypripediumharbatum pulchcrnmum.

.1. Rusfel.—\, Odontoglossum Inslea>i pantheri-

num; 2. U. hastilabium. F. M. Burtun.—The

flower of the Oncidium Kramcrianuni was quite

shrivelled. Li. Iltinter.—l, Oncidium Forbesi ; 2,

O. dasystyle. i>- Di/er.—Deudrobiuoi superbiens.

^—J. Edgccumbe.—l', Oncidium Bateraannianum

;

2, Ornithocephah s grandifoUus. W. Hhirley.—

Salvia Horminum,
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WOODS AND FORESTS.

TREE NOTES.
PArLO^\NlA IMPERIALLS has, ill common with
most trees, made unusually free and strong
growths during the present year, and some
young trees in soil of a light, friable nature have
perfect, immense, orbicular leaves fully 12 inches
long and nearly as much iu diameter at the
widest part. It is needless, perhaps, to say
that such trees are growing in well-sheltered
situations ; indeed, if such had not been the
case, the leaves would have been torn to ribands,
although it is noticeable that trees in more
exposed places liave jjroduced leaves of much
smaller size, and therefore less likely to suffer
by the wind. In any case the leaves of the
Paulownia are of too large a size and the texture
too delicate to allow of the tree being planted
for ornament in any but the most favoured and
sheltered places in these isles. The young
growths are fairly stout and sufficiently pliable
to withstand an ordinary storm ; but the leaves,
presenting as they do a large surface to the
wind, suffer considerably in .'•(|Ually weather.
The Paulownia is undoubtedly a handsome tree,
and one that where it will do well— in maritime
situations principally in Southern England

—

should by all means be planted. To recom-
mend it indiscriminately would be folly, and
that, too, even for planting in the southern por-
tions of these isles. The Foxglove-like flowers
were well illustrated by :i coloured plate in The
Garden, so that a description is at present un-
necessary. There are examples of the Paul-
ownia thriving well in Kent on very shallow,
poor soil incumbent on gravel, so that it is, per-
haps, less exacting in that way than the ample
foliage and succulent shoots would lead one to
believe.

The Indian Bean (Catalpa bignonioides) is a
fitting companion for the Paulownia, but it is

cajiable of thriving over a wide area, and is alto-

gether more suitable for planting in this coun-
try. It flowers with great freedom and stands
cold winters well, and the foliage, though large
and flaunting, is yet tough and of good sub-
stance. A point in its favour is that the leaves
are not produced until late in the spring ; in-

deed, this very cause has led to more than one
.specimen of the tree being grubbed out and
cast away as dead. The flowers are very hand-
some at present and seem to be unusually plen-
tiful this season. They are yellowish white
and violet tinged, the throat being thickly
speckled with purple and yellow. Of the
Indian Bean doing very well in England there
are many examples, such as the finely shaped
specimen near the house in which the late
Emperor Napoleon died at Chislehurst, that at
Hayes Place (the former residence of the great
statesnian,Lord Chatham, and his son, the Hon.
William Pitt) ; while there are mauy others that
might be pointed out. It seems capable of

accommodating itself to a great diversity of

situations and soils, while its undoubted hardi-
ness and ornamental character still further add
to the value of the tree for extensive planting
in the better-kept portions of English estates.

The Ci'T-LEAVED Ai.DER (Alnus glutiuosa
laciniata), everything considered, is one of the
most valuable of cut-leaved trees. It will luxu-
riate where, perhaps, no other could exist— in

wet swampy land— and as regards neat foliage
and that of a pleasing shade of green, it is sur-
passed by few others. For planting by the
pond or rivulet-side, it is an excellent tree

;

indeed, such places suit it far better than warmer
and drier positions, and where half its beauty is

lost before the summer is over. Cut-leaved trees

are not sufficiently recognised by planters, the
late craze for worthless, in most cases at least,

conifers having caused the useful hardy section of

neat- foliaged deciduous trees to be neglected.
This cut-leaved Alder is one of those very orna-
mental trees that could well take the place of

the wind-shorn and almost branchless Welling-
tonias and Araucarias that may be seen in many
a good and otherwise pretty lawn and park, and
which in a few years will have to be grubbed
out and replaced by some of the very trees that
the conifers were intended to supplant. Many
of these cut-leaved deciduous trees make excel-

lent lawn specimens, to wit, the cut or Fern-
leaved Beech, some of the Oaks, itc. , and as

they can withstand a great amount of wind and
exposure without failing in consequence, they
can be strongly recommended.
The PuKPLE-Li-:AVEri Beech (Fagus sylvatioa

purpurea) associates well with the common run
of our forest trees, and a pretty sight it is to
see dotted here and there around the margins
of large plantations and park clumps a few
specimens of this brightly-tinted tree. There
are numerous varieties of this Beech, and it be-
hoves one to see a specimen in leaf before it is

consigned to any particular position. Some of

the forms are very slightly purple or bronze
;

others, again, are of the deepest tone, the latter

being of the greatest value for ornamental
effect. It is worthy of note that the Purple-
leaved Beech can be raised from seed, and in a
great many cases the depth of colouring is quite
equal to that of the parent plant. Grafting is,

however, usually resorted to, but the thicken-
ing of the stem at the point of junction of stock
and scion is not always very pleasant in appear-
ance. However, it is well to know that the tree

can raised true from seed. A. D. W.

vicinity. In cases wbeie it would be desirable to

plant another tree in the spot from which the

former has been removed, part of the exhausted
material should be replaced by rich fresh

soil, which will ensure success. Examine drains

thoroughly to see that they are in proper working
order, and where repairs are necessary have the
work executed at once, or at any rate before
winter, as such repairs can be done to better ad-

vantage during dry weather.

RENOVATING OLD TREES.
Now is the season to examine fine o'd trees upon
the lawn and in the park, as those that are falling

into a state of decay can be readily detected at
this season by the appearance of the foliage, and
by taking a note of the cause of failure the forester

will thus be enabled to apply a proper remedy befoi e

it is too late. Old deciduous trees often contract
disease which may be attributed to a variety of

causes, such as poor and unsuitable soil, excessive
damp or wet, caused by drains in the immediate
vicinity of the trees having got choked up by roots

or other obstructions, any or all of which, if not
rectified in time, soon Jay the foundation for a
series of other diseases, such as heart-rot, mould,
rust, mildew, and the development of different

species and varieties of fungi, &c. The devastating
inroads of any of these may often be prevented by
timely care and the application of proper remedies
judiciously applied according to the requirements
and circumstances of the case. In cases where the
soil has become exha\isted, and the vital energy of

the tree impaired thereby, a good dressing of rich

compo.st will be beneficial in restoring it to its

wonted vigour-, and tor this purpose perhaps no-

thing is better than road-scrapings well prepared
and mixed with lime ; at all events I have often
used such with the best results. Before ap-
pljing the stuff it will be an advantage to remove
as much of the exhausted soil as can be con-
veniently done without cutting or injuring the
roots. When the trunks of such trees have got
coated with various forms of cryptogamic plants,

such may be killed by washing and scrubbing the

stem with lime water mixed with soot, which will

cleanse the surface of the bark and render it more
healthy, and exercise a salutary effect in promoting
and restoring the tree to health and vigour. Trees
that have died or are past hopes of recovery bad
better be stubbed out by the roots, and the bark
removed from the trunk and burned along with the

diseased branches, roots, and chips of wood in

order to destroy and prevent the fungus spawn
from spreading and attacking other trees in the

Tree management.—Anyone observing tim-

ber trees in woods and in hedgerows as he passes

by rail through any .50 miles of England can hardly

fail to be struck with the absence of anything like

method in timber management. He may find

some exceptions to this general rule in some few
woods which are of sufficient magnitude to return

a regular yearly income. But, even in these cafes,

the knowledge of the subject is almost invariably

inferior to that displayed in the culture of land

for ordinary purposes. Two distinct systems are

followed, both equally injurious to the general

good—in one district everything is cut down ; in

another, everything is left to stand. In one case

the trees are injured by indiscriminate crowding;
in the other, whole districts aie dismantled of their

fairest ornaments, and neighbouring crops are left

to starve through their natural shelter having been
destroyed. In both instances, the largest profit

which can be derived from land by the judicious

admixture of agricultural and timber crops is lost

to the individual proprietor, and, of course, through

him lost also to the country.

Evergreen trees in Scotland.—Notwith-

standing the fact that the climate of Scot'and is

not so well suited to deciduous trees as the districts

south of the border, no one can deny that it ranks

amongst the best in the world for evergreen shrubs,

being neither too hot nor too cold for the generality

of them. They are all to be met with in Scotland

in as great a state of perfection as anywhere in

England and Ireland : and, strange as it may appear,

it is nevertheless true that certain exotic shrubs

will thrive in Scotland, while the deciduous trees

from the same countries are more or less injured.

Great Britain can perhaps boast of as many indige-

nous evergreen plants as almost any country, thus

natui-ally proving that it prssesses a climate very

suitable for them : the climate of Great Britain

enables us to cultivate infinitely moie species and
vaiietics of hardy evergreen shrubs than any other

civilised country in the world can at present boast

of. Evergreens, indeed, are not cultivated any-

where in these islands to the extent they ought to

be. No doubt they are a little more expensive than

deciduous shrubs. This extra expense is, however,

well repaid by the clothed appearance which they

give to our gardens and pleasure grounds, both for

summer and winter effect. So much is this the

case, that foreigners are always particularly struck

with the quantity and size of the Evergreens culti-

vated in the northern portion of the British Is-

lands, such shrubs being particularly missed in

France and Germany, and even America, which fur-

nishes us with some good evergreen shrubs, such

as Kalmia latifolia. Rhododendron maximum, and
R. catawbiense, which are generally found grow-

ing in a natural state in well-sheltered woods,

where the severe winter frosts cannot reach them.

The same remarks hold good with Evergreens from

European countries where the summer climate is

infinitely superior to that experienced in Great

Britain.— J.

"The Garden" Monthly Tarts.— This jovmalU
jj«J-

lished in niatlv hound Monthly Parts. In thu form Iht

coloured plates 'are hcst preserred, and it is most suilabte for

reference prericus to the is:ve of the half-yearly rolvmes. Tj^'"

Is. ed. ; post free, Is. M. Complete set of vclvmes cj TllK

Garden from its ccmmenciment to end of 1891, forty xols.y

price, cloth, £29 is,

"Gardenlrg Illustrated" Monthly Parts. — I*ij

journal is published in matly lound Monthly Ports, m KAicA

form it is most suitable for reference previous to the issue of the

yearly volumes. Price 5d.; post free, Sd.

"Farm ard Home" Monthly Parts.— 3fti» journal it

published in neatly bound Monthly Parts, in vjhichfoim u u
most suitable for reference previous to the issue of the yearly

volumes. Price 5d.; post free, Sd.
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"This is an Art
Which does mend NntTire : cimngo it rather ; but
The AjiT ITSELF IS Natviie."— 5Aot(^/'cnrc.

Rose Garden.

ROSE NOTES.
The Rose sfason.— Tliouc;!! with the increase

of Teas, the lateness of tlie season, and from
other causes it would l)e premature to write

of the close of the present Rose season till

towards the end of October, yet the first

section of the season may be taken to have
closed with August or earlier. In fact, the
longer one lives among Roses, the more may he in

such seasons as this be ready to agree with the
facetious rosarian who said that August was
his most roseless month—a curious, but forcible

way of putting a more or less familiar fact.

July has now become the mouth of the bloom-
ing of Roses beyond all others. August is

utilised for gathering up tlio vital energy and
extending the blooming period of the Rose
through September and October. Of course there
are exceptions to these dates for the order of

blooming, and hence, fortunately, with a good
collection of Roses under liberal culture, the
rosarian is seldom without Roses in the open
from May, or shall I say, unless on walls, from
June to September. "Ridgewood" is able to

give a very favourable account of the jjsrfect

blooming alike of the special double and the
thin-petalled varieties. Possibly the on the
whole abnormally cool summer, though hardly
the predominance of north and east winds,
favoured both. It is certain that our very full

Roses need time for the orderly unfolding of

their clisely crowded jjetals, and the thinner
Roses of the Verdier and other types open their
eyes too wide when they expand in haste in the
burden and heat of a cloudless day. Possibly
the cool summer may also be credited with the
intense colouring of the darker coloured red
and maroon Roses, which were notable features
in our crowded streets and markets as well as
in our gardens and .show tents throughout the
Rose season of 1892. I never remember to
have seen such brilliant tlowers of General
Jacqueminot, Prince Arthur^ Fisher Holmes,
Duke of Edinburgh, A-c, as were so freely
offered at a penny a piece in the streets of London
this season. These and other Roses literally

glowed with colour. The more delicate pink
coloured Roses with Mrs. JohnLaingat their
head have also been perfect in colour and form
wherever seen. It seems singular that while
some of these Roses have leaped to the
front in popular favour almost at a bound,
such charming Roses as La France and Boule
de Neige are seldom or never met with in
quantity in our markets or in the streets. Two
newish Ttas, viz. , The Bride and L'Ideal, have
made a good record of their merits this year.
Among older Teas, Marie van Houtte has been
lovelier than ever, if that is possible, while
Mme. de Watteville and Catherine Mermet have
also been at their best. That king of all dark
Roses that has so long reigned supreme over the
growing ranks of its rivals— Charles Lefebvre—
was never finer in colour, form, size and finish
than this season. General Jacqueminot has also
proudly maintained, perhaps enhanced, its old
pride and fame. It is to be hoped that the com-
ing half, or quarter shall we say, of the current
season's Rose harvest may match "Ridgewocd's"

fair and ju.st estimate of its past performances
(page 201), and if so, rosarians will have little

cause to complain of 1802.

Imfrovim) Rosa Kt(iosA.—I generally agree

with "A. H.'s' notes about Roses, but his

remarks on hybridising R. rugosa into double-

ness (page 201) rather alarm me. Is it not far

better, more beautiful and distinct as it is I Al-

ready it is one of our very few Roses that forms

a splendid shrub and feature in our landscapes

if we will but use it freely, give it its head
and let it grow and bloom as it lists. To say

that the rugosa Rose is a perpetual bloomer
conveys uo true idea of the length of time that

its very large, beautiful pink or white blooms
continue to succeed each other, less in batches

or .series in succession, like the majority of

Perpetual or Tea Roses, but in straggling

and stray blooms throughout the greater portion

of the season. And then the heps or fruit con-

tinue in great beauty and brilliant colouring for

months unless devoured prematurely by liirds.

And the leaves from first to last, the branchlets,

the prickles, the habit -of the rugosa Rose,
furnish a unique feast of beauty. The young
foliage, for example, is unequalled among Roses
or other plants, and the same may be said

of its dying hues of deep purple and light

gold.

Has anyone tried a massive boundary or free

hedge of this superb Rose, an impenetrable bar-

rier or fence owing to its formidable prickles ?

Before any serious .attempt is made to perhaps

spoil or mar the bolder characteristics of this

Rose through crossing it into a greater likeness

to existing Roses, I hope its substantial land-

scape virtues will be more valuable tested

through extensive planting and semi-free cul-

ture and growth. I do not know how others

feel about this tine hardy Rose, but I never
meet with it in garden and landscape but I

crave for more, and yet more just as it is,

and not toned down and spoilt through hy-

bridisation or cross-breeding. D. T. F.

Japanese Rose (Rosa rugosa).—Last season I

called attention to the grand qualities of the forms

of this Rose, and after the recent wet and boisterous

weather, I see more than ever how very useful,

hardy and showy they are. Among the very earliest

to flower and certainly the last to leave off, while

even tlie plants carry a fine show of grandly col-

oured berries, I think Rosa rugosa one of the finest

and grandest decorative shrubs we have. The
foliage is so green and lasting, never affected with

red rust, orange fungus or mildew. Solanums,

Aucubas, Pyracanthas, Aidisias, &c.. are grown for

their berries only. Why not grow these Ramanas
Roses with the same object ! Seedlings are easily

raised, the flowers of these varying much in col-

our.—R.

Chinese or Monthly Roses.—These are

occasionally called Bengal Roses, and for beds or

borders must rank amongst the very best we have.

Commencing to flower early in Jnne, they continue

to bloom until October and sometimes even later

than this. These Monthly Roses are of various

colours, although one seldom sees any except the

old Blush and old Crimson varieties in general

cultivation. They are great favourites with many,
and are certainly deserving of every praise on ac-

count of their freedom of flowering and free-grow-

ing qualities. I was very much struck with the

beauty of a mixed bed of these in a neighbouring
rectory garden a few days ago. Although exposed

to much rough weather recently, these plants were
very showy again after a few hours of sunshine.

The rector told mc that he could have cut a fine

bunch of mixed colours at any time since the early

part of last June. As they will grow well in al-

most any soil and are the most suitable of all

Roses for town and suburban gardens, I think these

Chinese Roses want more attention drawn to

them. Although they are far more satisfactory

than any other Hose under a neglected state of

cultivation, it must not be forgotten that they

revel in good soil of a fair depth. As these Roses

are almost always grown on their own roots and
are so readily struck, they are the best for the in-

experienced amateur, because all growth is valu-

able>, and there are no annoying suckers cropping

up that come from the stocks so many other classes

are worked ujion. They will do best under a fairly

bard system of pruning. By a lit He care in plant-

ing the stronger growers towards the centre of a

bed and edging with such varieties as pumila alba

and Kabvier, a fine effect may be had. Rival df

Poestum is a splendid pure white ;
Coniuci'is. a

good pink or rose colour ; Cranioisi Supf ricur a

good deep crimson; Laurette Messimy, of wbich

a coloured plate was given in The Gahden of

October 24, INIH (p. 378), a newer var:ety of

exceeding beauty and of pale flesh-pink colour,

opening into a bright carmine-rose as it ages.—R.

ROSE LAMARQUE.
I WAS very glad to see the charming wood-

cut and faithful description of this fine old

Rose in The Garden of September 3 (p. 203).

It has but one failing— its tenderness, for

not being fit for exhibition should hardly be

reckoned as a fault, but a virtue, and were

it a fault, it is fully atoned for by its substan-

tial decorative merits. Its fully-grown blooms

can hardly be said, however, to be too small,

but rather too thin and tiabby for show pur-

poses. Your artist is to be commended for not

giving a fully expanded bloom of Lamarque in

your woodcut. Such a bloom would hardly be

kind to Lamarque nor appreciated by the

readers of The Garden. Walls clothed

with the graceful .semi - shining leaves and

pure white clusters of this Rose are among
the most refreshing and pleasing Rose experi-

ences in some of our finest old gardens. Some
might prefer Niphetos in its normal or climbing

form, but I am not one of those, greatly as I

admire and largely as I have grown it. 1 agree

with the writer in all he says of the propaga-

tion and planting of this fine old Rose. It,

however, does quite as well, and is as much an

Evergreen on its own roots as on the Brier

or any other stock. It is also safer, as we

shall see. South, south-west, or west are also

among the best aspects for this Rose, though it

may be had in great perfection in the dog days

by being grown on colder a.spects and protected

from the severities of our coldest winters. On
no aspect in the open air—and Lamarque is far

and away best as an open-air Rose— is this

Rose safe when the temperature takes a free

run into the danger land, bounded by 20=' to

32° of frost. Under such hard conditions this

lovely Rose is often cut down, but seldom or

never destroyed. No living Rose possesses

creater, swifter recuperative force in root-stock

or roots. So rapid and complete is the work of

recovery, that the blackened branch of the

spring becomes the silvern clustered drapery or

bower of the same summer or autumn.

Of course, Lamarque may be readily pro-

tected from killing or crippling frosts on warm
walls. But accidents will occur, and some also

prefer to have their Lamarques renew their

youth and their vigour by leaving them very

much to their fate. And that fate is far less

disastrous than might have been expected.

Plants of Lamaniue from thirty to forty years

old have been known to bloom annually with

little or no protectiem. The oldest were on

their own roots. During this period the

branches were often deeply scored with black

lines of frost, and only once were the plants

kiUcA to the ground-line. Tremcnde us growths
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were tlirown up in a few months afterwards,
and the plants literally renewed their youth.
One way of keeping such Roses as La-

marque, Niphetos, Marcchal Niel, Cloth of
Gold, ifec, as hardy as possible in our climate
is to grow them on well-drained and rather poor
rather than rich soils. Moderate growths are
the hardiest and flower the most freely, points
worth constant recognition in the cultivation of
such choice and semi-tender Roses in the open
air in our treacherous climate.—D. T. P.

This Rose well deserves all you say of it at p.
203 of last week's issue. I have had twelve years'
experience of one plant v.-hich was raised from a
cutting and planted at the foot of the back wall
of the greenhouse in quite a narrow border ; the
stems are 12 feet long before reaching the roof
under which it is trained. At Easter every year I

cut hundreds of blossoms, which are niuch es-
teemed for church decoration. This variety
flowers over a much longer period than many
Roses of its class. I cut a quantity of blooms during
the summer also. The great point to observe in
its successful management is to avoid overcrowding
of the shoots. During the month of July the
plant receives its annual pruning, cutting out old
and weakly branches to make room for \igorous
growths, which are freely produced and from which
the finest blooms are taken. This variety is rather
subject to attacks of red spider, but frequently
syringing with clear water keeps it in check.
Covering a large space of a part of the kitchen
garden wall facing south at Orton Hall, near Peter-
borough, is a grand specimen of this Hose. Another,
but a smaller tree, flourishes on the vicarage in
this village.—E. M., Siranniore Parli, Bishop's
Waltham.

MANURES FOR ROSES.
Now that the planting season is at hand, a few
notes upon the manures most suitable for Roses may
be welcomed. I am certain that many soils have
been injured as far as the Rose is concerned by in-
judicious applications of a manure that was unsuit-
able. For example, if your soil be naturally hot and
dry or of a sandy and porous nature, I would advise
you to use neither soot nor guano. These have a
great tendency to dry the soil yet more, and it is only
in stiff and strong soils that they are really bene-
ficial. On land of the last-named character these two
manures are not to be despised. When planting
Roses upon light and dry .soil, such as is now under
notice, it will be much better to use some cooling
manure, and also one that will retain moisture. I
would recommend a mixture of well-decayed cow
manure and stable manure. If these are thoroughly
rotted and turned over a few times they will benefit
such soil more, and in a far more permanent man-
ner than soot or guano. A little agricultural salt
incorporated with any mixture applied to very
light land is decidedly beneficial. I well remember
once having a large bed of Roses upon the site of
some Asparagus beds that had been frequently
manured with salt. These plants grew away more
freely and later during the following summer than
some upon the opposite quarter and where no salt
had been applied. Used carefully, salt is an excellent
and cheap manure ; it keeps the soil cool and moist.
I am a believer in the benefits accruing from a
thorough mixture of manures, but if tied to one
manure for Roses and upon an ordinary soil, I
should unhesitatingly choose pig manure. This' is
very powerful and lasting, and if lightly forked in
when used as a top-dressing, or a few ashes be
mixed with it before application, the unjjleasant
odour will be neutralised. Some apply lime and
night soil to this manure, but these disseminate so
much of the valuable ammonia, that I always use
ordinary soil or ashes. Night soil can be put to
no better use than trenching it well into the ground
when forming a rosery. Here its fertilising and
lasting qualities will be seen for a long time, and
when dug in no unpleasant odour results. Woollen
waste is a very useful manure for stiff soils of a
clayey character. I have found it a veiy c'^capand

lasting manure. Fish manure, on the other hand,
is very evil-smelling and powerful, soon exhausted,
and by no means cheap except in a few favoured
localities. For general work, a mixture of de-
cayed cow and horse manure is the best. This
should be turned over frequently, so as to avoid
any white and drying heat in the centre of the
heap, and also to secure all the moisture from urine
or rain. Bone-meal is an excellent artificial manure.
Roses are hungry plants, but they want steady and
constant feeding to secure good growth and flowers

:

not excitement, with its consequent sappy growth,
followed by a relapse through the soil having been
impoverished with artificial manures. Bone-meal,
however, with woollen waste, rags, sweepings from
the shoeing forge, &c., mixed in small quantities
with thoroughly decayed manure, will suit all soils

equally well and form a good mixture for Roses.

A. P.

NOTES OF THH WEEK.

Rock plants at Chiswick.—We understand
that tlio Royal Gardens, Kew, have presented to the
Royal Horticultural Society upwards of 200 named
plants for the rockery at Chiswick. Now that the
public taste has set in in this direction, this gift is

parlicuhuly acceptable.

A fine Douglas Fir in Shropshire.— A
friend stnds us a note of a tine Douglas Fir at Walcot,
Ljdbury. It was planted by Mr. George Bond, March
22, lt)42. It measured, May 12, lSt»2, 107 feet high to
top of leader, girthed 12 feet 9 inches at 4 feet from
ground, and contains 200 feet of timber.

The miniature Sunflower (H. cucumeri-
folius) is a delightful autumn-flowering plant, and
one that should be in every collection. It is well
named

;
its small flowers of a bright orange-yellow

with a jet-black disc, rising from a bushy under-
growth of pale green, make a delightful contrast.
It may be termed a hardy annual, and is one of
the finest plants for cutting we know.

Micromeria croatica.—A hardy species of
much merit for exposed slopes on the rockery,
where it has been flowering for the last month!
and is still in great beauty. Its free, graceful
habit is almost as interesting as the flowers are
pretty, and groups of this rare species hanging
over low ledges are really very fine. It strikes
readily from cuttings and is perfectly hardy.

Campanula lingulata is new to us, and al-
though somewhat resembling C. dahurica, it is
sufficiently distinct and attractive to include in
even small collections. It attracts attention even
in the seedling state by its long, much crinkled,
and deep green glossy leaves, looking as if they
had been varnished. The flowers are borne in
dense heads, of a rich deep blue, and really dis-
tinct and fine. It is a native of Southern Europe,
and promises to be a good hardy rock plant.

Silene Schafta.—One of the most charming
rock plants in flower with us at present is this
dwarf extremely free -blooming perennial, which
is indispensable for autumn flowering. It is said
to be rather shy in some parts of England. A
grower in Cheshire has the greatest difficulty in
keeping it alive even, and his collection of alpines
is by no means a small one. We grow it in coarse,
gritty soil on a sharp slope, and find this answers
best even in high districts. It has a branching,
tufty habit, and produces with great freedom its
rich rose-purple flowers each almost as large as that
of Lychnis chalcedonica. It strikes readily from
cuttings and may also be raised from seed.

Crocus Sharojani, one of the rarest and most
desirable of all the autumn Crocuses, opened its

first flowers the other day. Although beautiful
and the only orange autumn Crocus, it is a most
unsatisfactory one to cultivate, and although at
one lime fairly plentiful, it is now comparatively
scarce. It seems to resent our cold, wet autumns
and late sprirgfroits;at any rate, the foliage is usu-

ally browned, retarding, I believe, the development
of the new eorms. Another reason may be looked
for in the fact of its being the earliest to bloom.
It should, of course, be lifted and replanted a
month before the majority of them, and at least a
fortnight before C. vallicola, nudiflorus, &c. C.

Sharojani, I think, must be lifted every year, but
it is a mistake to keep it long out of the ground.
I have never yet seen any seed on it, and it in-

creases very slowly.

Bambusa Fortunei var. aurea.—This yellow
variegated form of the dwarf Bambusa Foitunei is

represented by two or three tufts in the new
Bamboo garden at Kew, and, judging by them, it

is a plant which is worthy of a place in any garden.
It is somewhat stronger growing than the typical
green-leaved B. Fortunei or its commoner var. varie

gata, the stems being stouter and the leaves larger

and broader. The latter are striped lengthwise
with yellow, which gives the plant a very bright

appearance, and makes it a conspicuous object at

even a considerable distance. It attains a height
of little more than 2 feet, and may therefore be
accommodated in the smallest gardens. The treat-

ment which suits the larger species of Bambusa
should also be given to this, viz., a rich open soil

and abundance of water at the root. A sunny,
sheltered position will also do much to intensify

the colour of the leaves.

Iris Kasmpferi.—The remaiks of the Rev. H-
Ewbank in your issue of August 20 upon the suc-

cessful treatment of this Iris remind me that in

my note upon it in the issue of July 23 I omitted
to state that the subsoil in my garden, at the depth
of 2| feet to 3 feet, is heavy clay. While, there-

fore, the Rev. H. Ewbank has successfully em-
ployed artificial means for preserving moisture in

his Iris beds, my borders are naturally so favoured.

With reference to Mr. Whitworth Shaw's notes on
Iris Ka;mpferi in your issue of August G, allow me J
to say that it is not every amateur who has a pond f
and the means of treating plants as aquatics.

Also that it is a well-known fact that many plants,

including Iris Ka3mpferi, are not hardy when grown
as aquatics, but readily succumb in winter in a
cold, damp soil. Those, therefore, who wish to

grow Iris Kwmpferi, but have not the facilities for

treating it as does Mr. Shaw, will do well to accord
to it a warm spot in which it may pass safely

through the winter. If the subsoil in their gardens
is retentive of moisture, a moderate supply of

water will be all that the Irises desire. If, how-
ever, the soil is porous and sandy, let them adopt
the excellent advice of the Rev. H. Ewbank, and
line the bottom and sides of their Iris beds with
clay.—R. A. Jenkins, Riijlujate.

New Kniphofias.—Among the thousands of

seedlings annually raised here, a large number
turn up different in form, size, and colouration

from those under cultivation, but not distinct

enough to merit a special name. Yet I can add
four good novelties to the list of those which are

most striking. K. refulgens has the general ap-

pearance of a highly cultivated, large-flowered

form of aloides, the difference consisting in the
ovoid form of the spike and in its colour, which is

a uniform deep blood-red. Niobe has rather broad
leaves of middling length ; stalk 3 feet ; spike nar-

row, cylindrical, about 10 inches ; flowers tiny,

but very numerous, bright orange-scarlet. The
very broad points of the tubes turn yellow when
opening and give the spike a very attractive ap-

pearance. It is a cross between natalensis and
corallina. Luna has very long leaves ; narrow
dark green stalk, 4i feet long; spike 12 inches.

The flowers are brick-brown and change to pale

straw-yellow. Although the colours are not gaudy,
it is nevertheless a very attractive plant. It is a
cross between natalensis and Saundersi. Triumph,
perhaps up to date, is the best of all my seedlings

;

leaves broad and massive, bright green ; stalk 3
feet to ?>\ feet ; spike about 12 inches to 14 inches;

one to three adventitious spikes on the same stalk.

Flowers bright deep shining yellow ; stamens
orange-red, protruding, and giving a peculiar

lustre and brightening wonderfully the colour of

the spike.

—

Max Leichtlin, Baden-Baden.
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TIIH KUKLWKI.SS IN DFA'ON.

The specimni of tlio alpino Edelweiss of

wliii'h 1 sent von a ]iliot(igiM[)li, uuil wliicli is

vnpn'soiitcd in the aiHiexod oiiL;i\iviiig, was

plantcil tln-ee years ago in rather poor gritty

soil ill a erovico between lime roak ami in a

sloping position willi a sontliern aspect. This

evidently snits ils liest. Tlic first year tliin-e

were only two small Mooms on the plant, last

year it had six considerably larger, and this

year there were eleven blooms, many of the

ilowers measuring friun 12 inches to 14 inches

in circ\iniferenei' ronnd the outside edge of

the points. This year 1 tried some plants

in another part of the rockery in richer soil

persistent bloomers than tlie Viola C5innta. It is

well to ni;ikc (louhly sure of coni inuily of blossom-
ing by iiclopting " K, D.'s " a(Miiional safeguard of

picking or clippitif,' olV all the faded blooms once a

fortnijjhl or so, and liufore tli'^y can possilily ripun

seed. The white variety of conmta is, however,
my favourite, and we have few hardy Ilowers to

equal it for the garden, or for small vases, basket-*,

bouquets or chaste table decorations.— 1). T. F.

SrOIUXG TL'l!EROfS BEGONIAS.

TllE tuberous Begonia is now u.sed to such an ex-

tent as a summer bedding plant for the embellish-

ment of the flower garden and borders, that it

becomes a question as to the best method of

safely storin;j; the tubers throush tin winter
months, as well as to save time in spring. As
the season will soon be upon us when the whole
of the stock must be lifted and stored safely from
frost, I will simply detail my practice in the hope
thit it may be of service to readers. The whole

c.iro shouM be taken to place a couple of strips of

wood, one at each end, so that the boxes do not lit

down too closelyover each other, as by admitting
a current of air between them they will kee|) iu

fjooil condition. When the tubers are stored in

this way there is no trouble with tliem in the
spring, as they have simply to be introduced
to light and given water to induce them to start

again into growth, and they receive no disturbance
whatever \mtil they .are again planted into the

llower beds. When seedlings are being dealt witli

that liave been stored in fand, after having been
shaken out they may be strewn thickly over a moist
surface until they commence growing.

Clarendon. C. Warden.

Variegated Arabis.^There are several forms
of the Arabis, especially of the woolly albida

forms, but th(^se are irregular growers, need mutli

looking after, and often need replanting. One of

the prettiest is the variegated form of lucida. This
is rather scarce, though apparently hardy. It in-

The EJtl 1 a Dcvon.sliire gardeu. EugnveJ for The GauliKiN Ir.jui a pliutom'.ip'd i . S. Symons, Chaddlewood, Plympton.

and on llie flat with the roots some little dis-

tance from the rock ; there were numerous
small blooms, but all were a dirty greyi.sh-

green in colour, a great contrast to the silvery

foliage and snowy-white woollen bracts of the

beautiful specimen you have engraved, and
which has been the admiration of all who
ho-ve visited our gardens during the summer.
The (iemiaii name Edelweiss means " Xoble
White," with reference to its beautiful colour,

and it is also called " Etoile du (Ilacier,"

".Star of the tllacier." When grown suc-

cessfully it is certainly one of the most lieau-

tiful of alpine plants. G. S. StMONS.

CliaddlrtrooJ, P!i/inpt(iii, Dernn.

Viola cornuta.—"R. D."(p lili))does good ser-
vice in calling attention to the durable and substan-
tial merits of thisoldf.avourite. In congeniallocali-
ties, on suitable soils, and with a rainfall from ISO

inches upwards, tlieie are few more profuse and

of the stock of thj above plant is allowed to re-

main in the beds until the he.ads are somewhat
crippled with frost, which is generally early in Oc-
tober. A number of shallow boxes about 4 inches

deep are provided. The boxes have holes made
through the boards at the bottom, but no drainage
is put in them. When the lifting is commenced,
the box is brought near the bed from which the

Begonias are being dug up and is tilted at rather

a sharp angle, and as the plants are lifted the sur-

plus soil is removed from the balls of earth and
they are packed closely in the box, beginning at

the lower end. By choosing the tub.-rs of the

right size, a great number may be put into a com-
paratively tmall box. As the lifting proceeds
the bulbs aie carried to an airy vinery, whe e

the topi soon die otT p.i.d are remove 1. If

the tubers have been packed carefully into the

box, there will be no spac(s to ba tilled up with
soil; but, on the other hand, s-lnuld they be
extra lnr<e, these hollows !-honld be filled up with

not too dry soil. When it is seen that the tubers

are sufficiently dry, the boxes can be carried into

some safe shed or room, or even placed beneath

the stages in houses, so long as they are free from
drip. If the boxes arc sored one above another.

creases slowly, and, oddly enough for an alpine

plant, seems to thrive best with ample moisture. The
plants form pretty rosettes of compact yellowish-

green glossy leafage, and are found excellent as

edgings to beds of mixed or hardy plants. It is

employed to edge a mixed bed at Hampton Court.
' It is not well to allow this variety to flower, as the

merits of the variegated foliage are to some extent
' detracted from. Stock can only be increased by
division of the plants, or cireful removal of side

growths, and dibbling them it.to nursery beds.

— D.

The sweet-scented Tobacco.—I have grown
this for several years in various ways. At the pre-

sent time I have it planted somewhat largely in

various situations. I find it a most useful plant

for growing against a wall in front of I?o?es, &c. In

this position I have grown it for four years in suc-

cession. This wall faces south. Duiing the last

three years I have never needed a fresh supply of

plant--, as the roots have produced an abund.ance

of young plants, and this without any trouble. In

the spring of this year when the men were digging

this border, I examined the roots and observed

they were quite fresh, although only a few inches

under the soil. It is true the soil never gels very
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wet during the winter. The roots have remained
in the ground with equally good results in abed of

hardy Fuchsias, with a covering of leaf soil over

them during the winter for the last three years. 1

find that plants from the roots come into bloom
much earlier than those obtained from seed sown
in the spring, while the plants do not grow so

strongly as the seedlings.—J. C. F.

NOTES FROM LOXWOOD.
To THE Editor of The Garden.

Sir,—The summer, which with the advent of

September one may call " past," lias been a

very good one here for all lierbaceous plants,

with some exceptions, and a few notes may not

be uninteresting. Aquilegias in tlie early sum-
mer were glorious, and I wonder that these are

not grown by many in greater masses. One
often .sees them dotted about an herbaceous

border, but grown in large masses in sheltered

and half-shady places is the way they look

best. The hybrids of coerulea hybrida last well

for a year or two, but after that fresh [ilants,

easily raised from seed, should take their place.

Aquilegia glandulosa here, however, never

flowers well after the first year, and to get

them to bloom freely I find it necessary to

treat them as biennials and raise plants

from seed every year. The beautiful drawing

of Geuisfca Andreana recalls a very pleasing

eiFect of this jJant on the rockery in close prox-

imity to Cistus florentinus. This Cistus and 0,

lusitanicus are the best for a small rockery,

being so much dwarfer than many others.

Working for pleasing combination.s of colour in

herbaceous borders and even on rockeries of

small size affords great delight, and to effect

this and avoid inharmonious contrasts should

be more attended to. For example, what could

be more painful than Aubrietia Leichtlini and
Lithospermum prostratum in close proximity,

which 1 saw this summer! On a rockery a bold

mass of that lovely weed Veronica rupestris,

backed by a good stretch of Cheirantlius al-

pinus or Marshalli, gives a lovely contrast.

Cheiranthus DiUeni is a beautiful low-growing
species with yellow flowers, strikingly shaded
and most effective.

For the front of a mixed border, Cheiranthus
alpiuus associated with Polemonium Richardsoni

is very pleasing, and a combination of the two
would make a lovely bed. Lychnis Lagasce
and Silene alpestris both flower about the same
time and make a delightful effect. Lychnis
Lagascje perishes in the winter here, and as its

chief charm is a broad patch too large to be
covered by glass squares, I raise it every year

from seed and winter a number of plants in

boxes in a cold frame. I was very successful

this year in getting a fine mass of yellow in

conjunction with Delphiniums, and the effect

of the lovely blues of these grand border plants

m'xed with strong plants of Lupinus arboreus
wis most striking. Lupinus arboreus is a grand
plant or shrub, but I find it short-lived, and to

ke.ip it have to raise seedlings every two or three

years. It is very bad to transplant except as

quite small plants. My rockery is only a year
or two old, and the situation hardly exposed
enough, I fear, to grow many of the rarer and
choicer alpines, bat a few that do well and I

find easy may be useful to beginners : Erodium
Reichardi, Erodium macradenum, Dianthus
alpinus, Dianthus neglectus, most of the
encrusted Saxifrages, as Burseriana, sancta,

luteo-purpurea, juuiperina, Boydi, ctesia, coch-

leata, paradoxa, Tombeanensis, &c. , but squar-

rosa always fails.

The oppositifolia grouji of Saxifrages also does
well, but the Androsaces, as a rule, badly. Al-

pine Primulas, with the exception of rosea and
nivalis, I find ditticult. Ramondia pyrenaica

flowered very well, and Gentiana verna is tho-

roughly happy. But anyone commencing a

rockery may have intense delight by clothing

it with simple things that cannot fail to do

well, and by degrees attempting the choicer

and rarer alpines which puzzle our most
experienced cultivators to grow out of doors

all through the winter. A few things absolutely

necessary to every rockery and quite easy to

grow are dwarf Alyssums, such as serpylli-

folium and spinosum, the lovely dwarf Phloxes

amiena, Vivid, setacea. The Bride, Nelsoni, &c
,

Aubrietias, Cheiranthuses already mentioned,

a selection of the best mo.ssy Saxifrages,

Thymus lanuginosus, serpylluni albus, and
coccineus, Campianulas in variety, such as

turbinata, pulla, G. F. Wilson, Porten-

schlagiana, abietina, Dianthus deltoides, Linaria

aljiina, and .scores of other easily grown
and lovely rock plants. In a border that is

very shady, Mertensia sibirica and Lychnis

Haageana hybrida are thoroughly happy ; both

are lovely, and the splendid mass of harmonious
shades of red the latter presented delighted all

visitors. Primula cashmeriana grows with me
like Cabbages and is a beautiful sight in spring.

I divide it every second year. I quite agree

with the notes I have seen in The Garden
as to the shy blooming of Heuchera sanguinea.

I propagate young plants every year, but can

never be certain of either old or young ones

flowering with certainty. I have read with much
interest the notes in The Garden on self An-
tirrhinums. For several years 1 havegrown masses

of a pure white and deep crimson and good yel-

low. Of course, I propagate them by cuttings

taken in the autumn. They are most useful

for planting in mixed borders where early

sjjring bulbs and Anemones have flowered, and
nothing gives .such a pleasing mass of colour.

Two plants that have done better with me this

year than ever before are Michauxia campanu-
loides and Meconopsis Walliohi, both biennials,

but so lovely, that they are worth a good deal

of trouble. The former, I find, likes full sun,

the latter shade and a damp place.

I fear my letter has lengthened out much
more than I intended, and I therefore refrain

from mentioning many things I should like to.

Personally, I much enjoy reading gardening

memoranda from amateurs who are practically

their own gardeners, and it is in the hope that

it may not be uninteresting to others that I send

these notes.
' M. C.

Loj'irood Honse, BiHingsliurst, Sussex.

The MezereoQ in berry.— I recently came
across a small bush of this D.aphne more profusely

berried than I have ever seen, the entire plant

being simply one mass of bright red beriies, and in

tliis stage it formed a very attractive feature. It

was growing in a deep loamy soil that was at no
time parched up, and yet the situation was fully

exposed to the sun. which conditions suited this

Daphne perfectly. When berried in tliis way the

Mezereon must have a place assigned it among the

best of our ornamental fruiting shrubs, while we
are not limited to the red-berried variety, as the

white-flowered form produces fruits wliich are yel-

low when ripe, and afford a pleasing contrast to

those of the commoner kind.— H. P.

Alternanthera cuttings.—The?e should now
be secured wliere old plants are not retained in

pots for another season's stock. If left much
later there will be the risk of early autumn frosts

before the cuttings are taken. These will strike

best in a close frame or pit with a little warmth,
and as soon as struck should be freely exposed to

sun and air. Much growth te'ore spring is not

desirable, servi<ng no practical purpose. .Shallow

seed-pans are very good ones for these cutiiugs
;

these can be easily kept upon a shelf in a warm
house during the winter. Old plants can, of course,

be lifted later on, but this is generally deferred
until the first frosts have caught the plants ; then
afterwards they do not keep nearly so well ; in fact

the stock is thus sometimes lost entirely. All

things considered, therefore, the autumn-struck
cuttings are the best.—H. G.

NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.

Heleniutn Hoopesi.—It seems that this showy
species is one of the early introductions of our
friend Mr. W. Thompson, who had it from the
Rocky Mountains. It is a fine decorative plant for

early summer, a distinct and good species in the
botanical sense. Those of us who have crowded
gardens must needs beconstantly discarding some-
thing, but this is not a plant that I for one should
as yet care to get rid of. We have nothing
in its style at the time it blooms, and none of

the later kinds that I know equal it for rich

colour.

Clematises.—Why do not these cling to a Lily ?

I have a fancy for growing Lilies in the midst of
herbaceous climbers, and have had pleasing results,

at le.ist to my mind, with perennial Peas and
Lilium auratum, Apios on the Turncaps and L.
testaceum.and Tropa;olum tuberosum on L. parda-
linum. Litlerlyl have been trying Clematis Jack-
maniii with Lilium lancifolium or Kra:tzeri. I

placed the two, as I thought, conveniently to-

gether, but the Clematis will not take ho!d of

either stalks or leaves or stems. Nothing could
possibly seem more tempting, but whilst the Cle-

matis catches at Roses, its own old stems, wire and
even thick iron, it will not touch the Lily. Here
and there I notice a feint to turn its tendril-like

leaf-stalk round the peduncles of the swelling Lily

buds, but it retires abruptly, leaving a double or kink
in that part of its stalk and preferring, on what seems
like a second thought, to remain unwcddedto such
a neighbour. Both have grown up together, and
the Clematis makes almost a canopy in and over
the head of Lily, and yet they do not combine as
do other things as above mentioned. If there is

merely some local cause for this, or similar results

obtain from experiments elsewhere I know net ; I

am only sure of my facts with my own individuals.

In any case tlie facts are not without interest.

Angelica Archangelica. —The bold and
bright green foliage of this strong-growing plant
is a feature that would commend it to many for

at least the wild garden or even the more dressed
parts. To my mind the chief quality is its fine

Sandal-wood or Orris-root-like smell. When grown
near a walk, and especially if touched, the sweet
smell is given off abundantly all summer. Where
sweet-smelling flowers and herbs are in request,

this should be employed. In deep rich soil, kept
clear of other plants and weeds, it grows to large

dimensions, which feature, coupled with the deli-

cate pale green colour of the herbage, renders it no
mean decorative object.

Lewisia rediviva.—The present reappear-
ance or new growth of this cuiious and beautiful
succulent pjlant is quite normal, so far as one can
speak of the normal state of a species under such
totally dift'erent conditions under which it exists

in this country compared with those of its own in

the far Western States of N. America. It does
not matter whether you are dealing with newly-
imported roots or you observe phmts that may
have been established for years and grown in the
open air, the results are alike. As regards the re-

appearance of the new foliage in late summer or
autumn, I have watched the plant for six or seven
years and it is always the same. The curious way
in which the plant seems to die off totally in May
or June, when its big, satiny, delicate pink flowers

have just gladdened one by their singular charms,
leaves a rueful doubt as to whether it will ever

come again ; but at this season it tiuly verifies its

appropriate fanciful name of the Resurrection
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Plant. I know some people who have, on seeins; it

collapse in early s\inimor. too hastily disturbed its

dormant roots and fjivcn its place to anotlior plant

on the sup]ui^ition that it liad s>irely died. 1 be-

lieve I have pointed this out before, but fresh

occasion ocours for reminding those who have

possessed themselves of this singular species that

it may not oidy be ( utting in its usual appearance

about this season, but that it is rrally a bard plant

to kill, and. it may be added, owing to its scarce-

ness, as dilKcult often to replace.

Trientalis europsea.— Tliis is the time to trans-

plant or pro|iaj.'ate this ch.-irnnng, if bumble plant.

If you will oUscrve the nniiute knobs—the newly
formed oni'S—you will i-ee they are very active,

sending foith their silvery tbreaddike roots and
pushing upwards their next year's herbaceous stems.

You should catch the plant before this underground
growth ceases, and then the young [ilants will

re-t all the more comfortably in winter in their

new homes from having become settled. Nothing
in the way of soil suits the plant better than

plenty of leaf-mruld ; indeed, two-thirds leaf-mould

well decayed and the other part sandy loam. The
te.xture of this compost exactly fits a plant with a

free and rapid root-running habit. As to position,

I have long grown it in full exposure with plenty

of moisture, as well as in more shady parts. In the

former it may only roach a stature of 3 inches, but

its flowers are as numerous and large ,ns when
grown in shade where the growth may be a foot

long. By no means disturb your plants in the
teeth of winter. Late summer is the best time

;

failing that, transplant in April, even though the

growths may be considerable. The straggling or scat-

tered appearance of the plant is due to the bounding
habit of the root stolons already adverted to, and
is, of course, quite normal, but you can alter all

this and get a more tufty habit of the miniature
tree-like growths. Simply plunge to a depth of G

inches, the old broken rims of big flower-pols form-
ing a round enclosure of the desired size One
strong plant may soon fill one of these of a diameter
of a foot, only make sure the joints are fairly se-

cure, as the roots will rush to the side and soon
find out the f.iults. A stopping of clay at the outer
side of the pot structure would do, as the roots

would not easily, or like to, go through that.

Voodville, K;rl:st,ai. J. Wood.

ARRANGEMENT OF PLANTS IN BORDERS.

Gardeners have yet something to learn in their
methods of planting the 1 101 ders devoted to hardy
plants and the front lines of shrubberies. They
are far too much crowded: This is a common
fault. They attempt too much, employ too many
things, and it not unfrequently happens that com-
mon subjects hide those of a choicer and therefore
more valuable character, and too much crowding
interferes w.th a perfect development.

In visiting private gardens and not a few nur-
series these impressions are forced upon the mind,
and it is frequently the case that common things
are rank growers and are allowed to spread about
and over the borders, occupying much more room
than should be .allotted to them instead of being
kefit within due bounds. Indeed, the hardy border,
whii'h could be made a delightful feature in some
kitchen gardens when employed for the ornamen-
tation of broad walks, fails to do this effectively
because of being overcrowded and through neglect.
Fault is often found with our floral decorators
that in arranging groups for effect they employ
too many plants for the purpose of filling a given
space, and so destroy their individuality. The
same charge can be brought against some of
those who plant borders Plants that form pretty
pictures as individuals arc hidden by those of
straggling and uncouth habit through undue
crowding; whereas, could they display themselves
to the best advantage, they would be admirable in
outline and effectiveness. This fact was strongly
impressed upon my mind when recently at. Me.ssrs.
Sutton and Sons' Portland Nursery at Rcadino-.
On one side of a broad walk they "have a border

the front line of which is formed of I'ortulacas
that do remarkably well in the light sandy soil

and are particul.-irl'y brilliant in the glow of the
summer sunshine. 'I'hen sui'h things as Ilyacin-
thus candicans and plumose t'ockscombs planted
in threes, so that each individual jilant can be
fully seen : herbaceous Phloxes, De'iihiniimjs,

Hollyhocks, Chrysanthemum maximum, Sunflowers
of various types, tec , are so planted that one does
not hide the other, and yet the border is quite full

enough to be effective. Some planters appear to
be under the impression that one object to bo
sought in planting is to entirely cover the ground
and so form a kinil of floral jungle. I confess to
liking to .'ee the soil also about the plants and be
able to note that it is kept clean and well tilled,

and there is this among .several Edvantages in not
overcrowding, that the gardener is able to get
among his plant-;, tying up such as need it, thin-
ning out others that require it, and otherwise giv-
ing them necessary attention. R. D.

Agrimonia odorata.—I was pleased to note
Mr. J. Wood's favourable note on tliis veiy old fa-

vourite (p. I'.IG), and quite agree with all he writes
of its sweetness and showiness. Unlike most
plants, it can hardly be said to lose its interest and
fragrance when it falls into the sere and yellow
leaf. My fir^t acquaintance with the plant was
in the woodlands of Perthshire, where it was
held in considerable repute as a pleasing sub-
stitute for tea. The tlried leaves, as well as the
flowers, retain much of their pleasing odour. Tea
was from lis. to lOs. per lb. in those daus, and dried
Agrimony was much sought after as a substitute or
addition to make the tea go further, and also to
add a peculiar delicacy and aroma to it. Does
anyone use Agrimony as an addition or substitute
for tea now adajs ?

—

C-\i.edonicus.

Self-coloured flowers.—I read your article
upon " Self-coloured Flowers" in The Garden of
the 2ll;h ult. with great interest. For years 1 have
been an admirer of hardy plants. In Scotlan 1 the
Geranium, Calceolaria, and Lobelia still reign
supreme in the majority of suburban gardens, with
the usual result, that few take any real inter-est in
their gardens. I have found groups of self-col-

oured flowers produce by far the best effects. I

have an Antirrhinum which is fairly pure white,
dwarf, and a most persistent flowerer ; also a rich
crimson (The Moor), a good flower, being large,
with a good lip, but not such a continuous
bloomer; they aie both very effective in groups.
At present a large group underneath a large
standard Holly is lovely ; the Antirrhinum I find is

one of the few plants that succeed really well dur-
ing summer in such a position. The most effec-
tive group I have just now is a" Carnation, Maggie
Laurie ; it is a lovely shade of flesh-pink, has .abun-
dant grass of a fine healthy tint, and sends up a
second flowering stem just as the first one comes
into bloom ; it continues flowering after all other
Carnations are past. I grow most of I he best selfs,

but find some of the finest colours bad bursters.
Maggie Laurie never bursts; indeed it is the finest
self C'arn.ation 1 know.—B. W. J., Ediiihtmili.

Iiilium speciosiim Krsetzeri.—This variety
of Lilium speciosum has for the last month or
more been seen in considerable numbers in the
various florists' shops, as well as at the dilTerent
exhibitions held during that time in the neigh-
bourhood of London. Like all the other forms of
L. speciosnm,it does not bloom in the oijen gr-ound
at the earliest before the middle of August, while
frequently the first blooms are much Later th.an
this in opening, so that in order to get the flowers
early they must be brought on under glass. The
flowering specimens are all, or nearly all, the pro-
duce of bulbs importeil from Japan, for though
sr^me forms of L. speciosum are largely grown by
the Dutch, this is one that is at the most culti-
vated by them in very limite 1 numbers, while, on
the other hand, immense quantities are sent here
from Japan. In this variety the flowers are white,
with the exception of a greenish stiipe down the

centre of each petal. Among the inrported bulbs
m.ariy magnificent ones .are often to be found
whicdr will throw up two, three, four or more
llower-st( ms, so as to form .a handscnre specimen.
Occasionally interspersed with the imported liulbs

of Kra'tzeri, brrt at most in very limited numbers,
there is <a second variety (album novum) that
differs principally in the pollen being yellow in-

stead of brown, and the blossom being less sym-
metrical than that of Kra^tzeri. Besides these
white varieties, great nurrrbers of coloured forms
are also sent here from J;rpan, the bulk consisting
of two kinds— first. ,a, very good tyjie of rubrum,
and secondly, the richot tinted of all the spccio-
sum section, being that usually krrown as Melpo-
mene. This can always be recognised by the leaves
being rounder and deeper tinted, while the stems
and leaf-.stalks .are of quite a chocolate hue. The
flowers are very deep in colour, with a margin of
white. I h.ave this season seen a good m.any of
this variety interspersed with the other red-
flowereel form, but when brought on under glass
the rich colouring is not so pronounced as is the
case when the blooms open outdoors, or are only
taken under cover when just on the point of
expanding.

—

II. P.

Sphagnum Moss for alpine plants.— I have
read with much interest the notes of M. Correvcn
in your last issue (p. IM) referring to his success
in growingchoice and delicate alpines in Sphagnum
Moss alone. M. Correvon, however, is fully con-
vinced that this method is only possible in a very
dry, sunny climate. A few months ago I gave an
account in these columns of my experiments with
Sph.agnum Moss, and subsequent results have more
than ever confirmed my belief that Sphagnum
alone should never be used for alpine pl.ants in
Great Brit.ain. Arnica montana and other alpines
planted in pure Sphagnum Moss in Messrs. Veitch's
nurseries at Exeter were looking very sickly when
I wr'Ote my former note, but now they are dead.
On the other hand, Ramondia pyrenaica. Azalea
procumbens. Arnica montana, S.axifraga Hirculus,
Primula farinosn, Linna;a borealis, Gentiana bav.a-

rica, and others which were planted in the rock-
work in a mixtirre consisting of one part of soil,

one part of broken stones, and one part of Sphag-
num Moss, all appear in excellent condition and far

surpass my cxpect.ation. During the hot and dry
weather ,a month or so ago I gave Gentiana bavarica
an extra mulching, covering the ground all around
the plant with Sf hagnum Moss and stones ; there-
suit has been most satisfactory, and a fresher or

healthier looking plant I have never seen.—F. W.
Meyer, Exeter.

FRAGRANCE FOR OUR CARNATIONS.

"A Grower" does excellent service (p. 104) by
calling marked attention to the diminishing quan-
tity of scent in our Carnations. A similar loss is

equ.ally or more not.able .among Picotees, Cloves
and Pinks. A few years since their piresence in

heel or border was heralded from afar by the ful-

ness .and sweetness of their fragrance, rlviilling

attar of Rose< or a concentrarion of the richest

perfumes. But now these old-fashioned sweet
flowers are often as scentless as the Baroness
Rothfchild Rose. Nor is this to be wondered
.at while in a column or more of popular
description of new Carnations and Picotees
.at the annual show of the Carnation at Oxford
such an able and appreci.ative writer as " R. D."
has not a word to s;iy about fragrance, and this

crowning eprality of these superbly lovely flowers

is wholly ignored.

All this must be reversed before fragrance gels
back to its proper place of supremacy among
these charming flowers. On .a rec.nt visit to
one of the oldest and largest homes of Car-
nations anil Picotees, I w.as pleased to find Mr.
Turner, of Slough, fully alive to the importance of
fr.agrnnce as a vital factor to the fidl perfection of
these pl.ants, of which he grows an enormous col-

lection of all the fincit new and most valuable
older varieties.
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In looking through the colleation in full bloom
with such an expeit as Mr. Turner, whose father

before him was also a speciali.it in the sic-

cessful culture and improvement of Cania'ions

and Picotces, it would have baen difficult to

say at times whether the sense of smelling or

of seeing were the more gratified. This seems
to show that the loss of scent may not have gone
quite so far as " Grower's " statements show. The
well-stocked nurseries at Slough were assuredly

steeped in their fragrance at the time of my visit

early in August. I?e that as it may, grower.-^,

and especially the societies, have the matter of

fragrance in their own hand.s. Let all Carnations

or Picotees be refused a certificate, relegated to a
second place, or not sent out if destitute of fra-

grance.
The public should also demand a full measure

of fragrance in every Carnation, I'icotee, Clove or

Pink. A similar rule might with great advantage
be rigidly enforced among Roses. A Carnation, a
Hose without fragrance, should be considered on a
level with a Peach, Pear or Apple without flavour,

and ought neither to be propagated, distributed nor

grown. The result would net be any loss of colour,

form, beauty, but fragrance added as a clear gain

to all the other charming qualities that already so

notably distinguish our Carnations and Picotees.

To ask in these matters within certain limits is to

receive ; to demand and work for more fragrance,

on old constitutional lines or by new methods,

a nong such flowers as Carnations, Picotees, Cloves,

Pinks is to have il, and the public should rest

satisfied with nothing less. D. T. F.

NOTES ON LILIES.

I WAS very interested in the article on page 194

on " Lilies at Bournemouth," more particularly as

the writer's experience of Lilies that resent dis-

turbance and those that do not mind a change is

much the same as my own. As one's successes

niturally claim first place, I will under this head
mention those that can, as a rule, be depended
upon to flower well the first season after removal.

Most of those with upright blossoms borne in ter-

minal heads will find a place in this group, that is,

such kinds as L. davuricum or umbellatum in its

numerous varieties; L. elegans, represented by

even more distinct forms ; L. Batemannia\ whose
bright apricot-coloured flowers are borne later in

the season than most of the others ; and L. cro-

ceum (the old Orange Lily), of which such

flourishing examples are sometimes to be met
with in cottage gardens. The Tiger Lilies, too,

must be especially mentioned, more particularly

the variety splendens or Leopoldi, more beau-

tiful than any of the others, while it is

also of good constitution. Other satisfactory

Lilies are L. speciosura in all its forms, L. aura-

tum and L. longiflorum, more ]iarticularly the va-

rieties Harrisi and Wilsoni. Of the five groups

into which the genus Lilium is divided, the mo^t
extensive is the Martagou section, and the greater

part of the species included under that head cannot

be depended upon to flower well the first season

after removal. The least affected, as far as my
experience extends, are the Japanese L. Hansoni,

whose golden blossoms are among the first Lilies

to expand ; L. testaceum, if planted early in the sea-

son ; and L. Leichtlini ; while, on the other hand, L.

monadelphum, L. carniolicum, L. pomponium, L.

chalcedonicum, L. canadense, L. pardalinum. and
L. superbum will sometimes not appear above

ground at all the first season, or many of them will

make but a puny growth, with here and there a
fair spike. In the following year far better results

may be reasonably anticipated. Even of these

just mentioned, the North American representa-

tives, viz., L. canadense, L. pardalinum, and L.

superbum, are not quite so much afliected by re-

moval as the four species immediately preceding.

Of the Martagon Lily we have two very distinct

vareties in cultivation—the white (album) and the

deep coloured sometimes called the black Martagon
(dalmaiicum), both of which flower better after

being shifted than the typical or common Martagon
|

Lily. In the case of that universal favouri' e, the
white or Madonna Lily (L. candidum), there is

little doubt that it is ofien planted far too late, as
by August the flower-stems decay, when root-action
recommences with additional vigour. The greatest
measure of success in transplanting the Madonna
Lily is when the operation is carried out in August,
or as soon after as possible, and in this way I have
had good results the first season, but at the fame
time, I must admit, not invariably so. H. P.

SUMMER FLOWERS.

The hardy flowers of this present time are very
beautiful, and prove beyond doubt that if we
rely solely upon them we shall not be quite
so much at the mercy of the elements as
our friends are who still trust mainly to tender
summer things. But the charm of the hardy
flower garden is its variety, and if we plant it

rightly with a proper selection of things, it is

always gay and never monotonous. New charms
and aspects are almost of daily occurrence, when
flowers come and go in due season. Now, where
in June the noble Tree and herbaceous Paionies
spread out their great leaves, surmounted with
immense blooms, the Delphiniums are the con-
spicuous feature, with a few tufts of the old white
Lily here and there. Time was when even so pure
and sweet a flower as this Lily was rooted out to
make room for the bedding plants when the craze
was at its height ; but happily this is greatly
changed. Now, the Delphiniums, so stately in
appearance and great in number and variety, must
have a place, for they are among the tallest, noblest
flowers of the garden. No hardy flower exists
in such varied shades of blue, from the palest
silver blue tint to deep indigo and violet-purple.
The scores of fine named varieties now in cultiva-
tion testify to the industry of the florist, who, in
thus improving and developing our best hardy
flowers, is doing good work. We cannot better
show our appreciation of it than by adorning our
gardens with the rich material provided and
adapted for the purpose.

A great blue Daisy-like flower that comes in July,
and is worthy of being planted as a bold group, is

Erigeron speciosus. It does not grow much more
than bs inches high, and at the present time it is

a mass of flowers, which are large and borne in
clusters. It is beautiful to look at and useful to
cut. Scabiosa caucasica, too, is one of the best of
hardy plants. Although we include it among the
flowers of July, because it is then so fine, it is

a plant of long duration, and a group is hardly
without flowers from June to November. It is ap-
preciated by the few, but ought to be grown by
many. Further interest attaches to it also, as we
shall shortly have a white form, such ha\ing
recently originated in two places, and will doubt-
less be distributed when plentiful. The new
Coreopsis grandiUora proves so great an advance
upon all the other perennial kinds, that they look
insignificant in comparison. A group of plants
raised from seed and now flowering for the first

time has a magnificent effect. It is a graceful
waving mass of lich orange-yellow. Some of the
finest blooms are more than )i inches across, and
these being borne on stalks that can be cut of any
length up to nearly LS inches, the flower is as
valuable for cutting as it is for creating fine eltect

in garden borders, and, further, when cut it is en-
during and looks remarkably well. A gieit popu-
larity should be in store for this plant. The same
hue, yellow, is now predominant among another
family of fine flowers, the (Enotheras. That fine

biennial species, Qi. Lamarckiana, should be in the
shrub plantations or the wild garden, but in some
of the perennial species we have fine showy flowers.
Th"y are, in fact, for the garden, as the flowers
do not last when cut, but bold groups of such
kinds as Youngi and frut.icosa major have a
rich effect on a bright sunny day, wl en the
sun shines brightly on their polished yrllow
flowers. Then, if we have a place where plants of
a trailing nature are rerjuircd, we must have the

Missouri Evening Primrose. It creeps over the
ground, and from its tufts of leaves kei-ps sending
up for weeks in su xession immense flowers of a
lovely soft yellow shade. It is a constant and
enduring plant, dying down and reappearing with-
out loss or injury year after year. A charming
companion in habit, but of the tAO rather more
rambling, is the Dandelion-leaved species, taraxa-
ci folia. The flowers of this are as large as those
of the Missouri kind, but pure white on expanding,
fading to pink. It is not so constant and often
dies in winter, but as a set-off it seeds freely, and,
it its site is not disturbed, young plants in abund-
ance will appear in spring and flower before sum-
mer is far advanced. The white form of our na-
tive Mallow (Malva moschata.) is abo worthy of
culture. It is very pure in colour, most profuse in
bloom, and lasts for a long time either in the bor-
ders or in a cut state. Another glowing piece of
colour is made by Alstrceraeria aurea. The group
is a batch of seedling plants, and several of them
show a disposition to vary a little from the usual
colour of the kind, which is a rich orange-yellow

;

whereas .some of these are of a bright and decided
orange-red hue. The merit of tids species is that
it has abundance of healthy leafage as a set-off to
the flowers, which are truly brilliant, exceedingly
profuse, and borne on stalks of varied heights,
from 1 foot to 2^ feet. It would be possible to
extend this list with even first-rate things. The
intention has not been to make it comprehensive,
but rather to draw attention to a few things which,
in our case, are boldly grouped with a view of
keeping the garden bright from the time that the
fii-st bloom of the Tea Roses is over till Carnations
come in and brighten the garden with their rich
colours.

—

Field.

Hardy plants in the flower garden at
Ronsden.—The question is often asked if hardv
plants can bo used in the flower garden with good
effect. For the benefit of those I will name a few
that were very elTective in Sir Henry Peek's
garden at Rousden, Devon, at the time of my visit,

July l.'i. The following were planted in bcd< on
the turf in a flower garden adjoining the mansion.
The garden was a circular one with various flower-
ing and other shrubs around it. There were three
good sized beds of Iceland Poppies, one bed of
each colour. The plants were strong, the foliage
hiding the soil, and at a distance nothing could be
more telling. Aquilegias of different colours and
varieties, large beds of the dwarf Sunflower, very
strong Calliopsis of the lanceolata type, beds of
Dianthus, some of the better kind's of dwarf
Michaelmas Daii-ies, Carnations, &c., were also very
beautiful. In addition to these were beds of
Sweet Sultan with some of the better kinds of
annuals. In this garden I could not see a tendtr
bedding ]ilant. The garden was gay at the lime
of my visit and appeared as though it would con-
tinue far into the autumn. Many people are under
the impression that a garden would look w(o<ly if

hardy plants were grown ; but such is not the case
if a good selection is made. This garden is quite
distinct from a flower gaiden that is used princi-
pally for tender plants. In this garden, too, many
tiardy plants are used. The centre of a large
raised bed was planted with Funkia cordata ; this
was from 8 feet to 12 feet across and the effect
was very good. In the borders in the kitchen
garden were some fine patches of Lychnis cl al-
cedonica ju.st coming into bloom. A large mass of
Campanula pyramidalis was also very showy.
These were the strongest plants I have ever seen
in the open border, showing the seaside is highly
favourable to this fine Harebell.

—

John Crook.

SHORT NOT£S.—FLOWEIi.

Cosmantlius grandiflorus (H. Tnulriiltie).—This IS the name of the flower you send. It was
found by Douglas iu California, but it is to the
Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea, we are indebted for this
very pretty plaut. They iutroduccJ it through their
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travoll T Lobl). It is a tree Ki'"»>'>" ""'l "" iibuiiJant

lilcioiiier, tlic Howers liciiii; Ciuli iibimt 2 iudios across

ami of a soft iUIicato puti)li'.— U.

Vellozia Candida (ir. /i'jtW/).—This appears to

bs til' plant a spei iiiK'ii of wliii-h yon si-nJ gatlicred

mar Rio. I liavu so.'ii llio plant growing, but it was

sonu' yoars ai»o. Von say (lie flowors arc solitary and
wliito. Tliero are si>'eral spooies, bnt tlioy are not

lauch known, sonio having yellow, blue anil [mrple

t'owji'S.—W,
Flowers from Cakwood.— I brins yen a head

of «lii1e Apapanlbus frnni OMliwuod. Tlie plant was
pnt out in Aniinst, bS'-(i, and lias had no protection;

it bad four stems of flower tliis year I alsn brinff a
spike of Tuberose from a plant bedded mtt here. We
find tlio flowers liner frum plants ont of doors tluiu

from tbose in the greenhowst.'.— (i. F. Wilson.

Qentiana Kurroo.—" T. W." sends me flowers

of this beiMiiiful pl:int, which was irdrocinced from
Ca.shmeii^ some twi'ho or thirteen years ago by Mr.
Wm. KuU, (if ChelseiT. Its llo«ors are of a beautiful

aznre-blue, dotted with white, the throat being white.

It was figured in The G.VRDKN, JIarch 20, 1S8I) (p.

2Ut), and 1 au) glad to find it is not lost to cullivatiou.

—W.

Kitchen Garden.

WHITE AND BROWN SPANISH ONIONS.

Uniier thi,s heading may safely be included a
large number of forms, diftering very .slightly, if

at all, friim cat-h nthcr, but all of good shape and
servici^able. W lieu tirst sent out, the so-called

novelties do surjiass the older forms, but in

the course of a few years the stock appears
to deteriorate, this confirming me in the theory
that the superiority rests more with the better

grown seed and the extra attention to cultural

details than from any inherent and fixed quali-

ties they possess. In the case of seed-saving
from novelties, the bulbs are all well selected

and carefully rijiened, while the greatest care
is bestowed upon them when producing seed,

the consefpience being that an extra gocjd stock
is available for distribution. The commoner

niinato more surely and strongly, and the sub- hollow underneath; cunse(|uently they do not
sequent pingrcss of the jilants be far more .sati.s- weigh jiarticularly well, and lose ground in con;-

factory than is the case with inferior seed and i)etilion with the newer forms of a dillerent type
what results from it. I may be wrong in my with welbrounded b.ases. Nor do they keep
deductions, but I have not met with anything to over well. Properly harvested, bunched, or

surpass the stock of true White Spanish as roped up, and kept cool and dry, the seasou mi-y

t^tnion Brown Spanish.

Ouiou White Spanish.

forms receive very different treatment, the prin-
cipal aim being to save as much seed as pos-
sible, the lowne.ss of prices forbidding any extra
pains being bestowed upon them. Personally,
I always prefer to pay a fairly good price for
the best seed, being well assured this will ger-

saved and grown for many years past by a

friend in Dorsetshire. Had he so chosen, he
might have exhibited it repeatedly, and then

have sold it as a distinct and new form, but it

would have been a good stock of the true White
Spanish Onion all the same. A good bed of

Onions is always au object of pride with most
gardeners. Exhibitors generally have adopted

the plan of raising a con-

siderable number of plants

in boxes, the seed being

sown early in February,
transplanting to the open
taking place towards the

end of April. Although
quite small when thus

put out, they are yet
considerably ahead of any
obtained by sowing seed

in the open ground, and
this gain is subsequently
more than maintained.

The plan of sowing seed

in the autumn with the

Tripolis, subsequent treat-

ment also being identical,

also results in the forma-
tion of extra large and
early bulbs, but these

usually become much too

ciarse and ugly ; whereas
tliose raised in the .spring

III iture nearly as early

a id are far more taking
i 1 appearance. A rich

ytt solid root run is neces-

sary for the production of

firm, short-necked, long-

keeping ( )nions — this,

whether the seed is sown where the plants are

to grow or transplanting is resorted to. Well-

grown, early-matured bulbs of the White or

lirown Spanisli tyjies present a very clean

appearance, the necks l)eing small, but, as a

rule, they are somewhat flat and often rather

last to March, but rarely extends far beyond
that month. As regards table quality, little or

no fault can be found with them.
Gkowek.

Seed Potatoes—value of selection.—Every-
body who digs Potatoes is aware that some roots

are much more prolific than others, and the sample
is also altogether better, and if these prolific roots

are placed on one side and planted next spring the

crop will be larger and better than when selected

in the usual haphazard way. If this principle of

selecting the tubers from the best and most pro-

lific roots is continued for several years, a marked
change in the market value of the crop will be

observed. The value of selection may be seen if

carried out in connection with every family of

plants. The Strawberry, for instance, gives very

marked results. The Tomato, again, .and the

Jerusalem Artichoke will gradually, but surely,

cast off their roughness under the manipulation of

the grower who carefully selects his seed tubers.

The best way to keep seed Potatoes is, after tho-

loughly drying them in an open shed, to pack the

tubers in shallow boxes in single layers crown up-

wards. The boxes can be so made that they can

be packed one upon the other in any light build-

ing secure from frost, and when the planting sea-

son comes round each tuber will be provided with

one strong green spur shooting out from its main
crown eye. And this is the condition in which
Potatoes, especially those intended for an eaily

crop, should be planted.—E. H.

Large Potatoes.—In spite of repeated pro-

tests against the introduction and cultivation of

huge Potatoes, the tendency would appear to be in

favour of an increase rather than a diminution of

size. More especially is this to be noted in the

case of tho.'c sliown in collections of vegetables at

Shrewsbury, Bath, Taunton, Salisbury, and else-

where. It is now nothing uncommon to see tubers

of enormous size shown in collections, plenty of

them beirg fi inches or more in length, and not far

short of 4 inches across. They are of excellent form,

I

arlmit. but the question is, why favour the cultiva.

tion of .snob huge tubers? It is true they would
bake well, but it is good boiling Potatoes that are
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most indemanJ, and I hold that cutting up large
tubers spoils them, while it is next to impossible to
boil them whole properly. Judges are supposed to
look with a lenient eye on large vegetables when
these are shown by cottagers, but the latter now-
a-days rarely stage anything so large as do the
leading exhibitors who are private gardeners, and
it is quite time the growth of such huge produc-
tions received a check. There is plenty o£ well-
formed medium-sized varieties to select from, and
those extra large sorts might well be left to cot-
tagers to grow and show. Not, however, till judges
decide in favour of smaller tubers will exhibitors
cease to stage the extra large ones, and the sooner
something of the sort is done in that direction the
better.—M. H.

ANOTHER WAY WITH MUSHROOMS.
" In soiling or casing Mushroom beds, whether
under cover or in the open, let the soil be rammed as
lirmly as possible, for the harder the mould the
finer and fleshier the Mushrooms will be." This is

the time-honoured rule in artificial Mushroom cul-
ture, but I am so convinced that serious mistakes
hive been made in making the mould too hard,
all hough the system is still upheld by most of our
recognised leaders in horticulture, that I w.ll give
the results of my experience.
For many years, in cultivating the Mushroom, I

adhered to the orthodox custom of making the
ca?ing soil of the beds as hard as possible. My
success had been fair, but like the majority of
growers I had occasional failures, some partial,
some total, and all unaccountable. I hnd given
the matter of failure considerable thought, but, in
endeavouring to discover the possible cause of
failure, the condition of the casing soil never struck
me until it was forced upon my consideration under
the following circumstances. Late one autumn I

had occasion to improvise shelves in an old glass-
house for the purpose of Mushroom growing.
These were constructed one above the other, but,
owing to the posi'aon of the hot-water pipes, the
two beds on the one side of the house were so close
to each other for a length of some 20 feet or ISO

feet, that it was found troublesome to beat the soil
down in the usual way ; it was, therefore, simply
laid on, levelled, and left without any ramming
whatever. The manure below was, with 'some
difficulty, made as hard as that of the other beds
in the house, so that, with the exception of the
non-ramming of the soil, the conditions under
which this length of bed was mnde and spawned
were identical with those given to the other beds
in the house. The winter proved severe, and a
regular heat could not be kept up in the house,
consequently the delay in the appearance of the
Mushrooms was far beyond the prescribed six
weeks. I expected little or nothing from the por-
tion of bed that had not received the orthodox
ramming. What was my astonishment, then, to
find that not only did the Mushrooms come strong
and healthy and in abundance, but actually ap-
peared three weeks earlier than on any part of the
rammed beds. Naturally, I at once began to pon-
der over the possible cause, and I came to the con-
clusion that the non-ramming of the casing was
the key to the mystery. Another fact I noted at
the time was that the Mushrooms did not come in
the usual dense clusters, but singly and evenly all
over the ted of Ioo?e soil. I did not, of course,
consider all this as conclusive evidence that it was
best not to ram the soil of a Mushroom bed, so
kept on experimenting with other beds made in a
similar way. In every case not only did the
Mushrooms appear "up to time," but singly, and
not in clusters as in the first instance, and remark-
ably fine.

I certainly found it of considerable advantage
to have the Mushrooms come singly, and not in
de.nse clusters, because in the latter case large
numbers are invariably destroyed in an embryo
state in gathering the large ones of the clumps.
The roots of the clumps, too, are difficult of re-
moval

; whereas in the isolated state each Mush-
room comes up from the loose soil, bringing with

it every particle of root that would, if left in the
mould, be likely to cause rot and decay in the
succeeding growths. I also found, after close and
long-continued examination of beds rammed in
the usual way, that where large clusters of Mush-
rooms in all stages of growth appeared it was
usually where the soil was looser than the sur-
rounding parts, and where, doubtless, the mycelium
found more congenial conditions. It is quite a
common thing to be told that you cannot do better
than imitate Nature, and make the casing soil of
our beds as firm and hard as possible. In the
cultivation of any plant in our gardens, I incline
to tlie opinion that it is well to bear in mind the
conditions under which the particular plant is

found growing in a state of nature. But 1 venture
to think that in ramming the soil of our artificial

Mushroom beds we are doing the very opposite of
imitating Nature ; in fact, that we are rather dis-
pliiying a total disregard for and ignoring the
dictates of Nature. VVhere did anyone ever find
Mushrooms growing on any portion of a pasture
that had been stamped and trodden by hoof of
cattle or foot of man so as to render it alike imper-
vious to air or moisture ? The well-trodden and
rammed Mushroom beds of our gardens are, as a
rule, rendered absolutely impervious to air, and to
moisture to a large extent. Not so the soil of the
meadows. Our natural Mushroom beds have re-

ceived no greater pressure than the occasional
tread of browsing sheep orcattle. Nature hasalso
made provision for the alu-ation of our wild Mush-
room beds. Lift a spadeful of soil from the
meadow, and what do we find? The mass per-
meated by innumerable rootsand fibres of Grasses
and plants of various kinds, and which, by gentle
pressure, crumbles in the hand, and quite unlike
the hard casing of an artificial Mushroom bed.
Again, Mushrooms are not produced in Nature, as
on our garden beds, in hard, dfnse clumps, with
a few taking the lead and leaving innumerable
small ones.

We are frequently told that Mushroom beds,
made in the usual way, succeed admirably. Cer-
tainly they frequently do, but it cannot be denied
that they almost as frequently fail, partially or
totally, and it would not be too much to assert
that in not a few instances the cause might be
traced to the hard firm texture of the soil covering
of the beds. Not much damage is done should the
soil when placed on the beds be in a moderately
dry condition

; but should it be wet, the chances
of a good crop of Mushrooms are, I imagine, con-
siderably reduced. How often, for instance, have
we heard it repeated by growers of many years'
experience that, even by exercising the greatest
care in the formation of the beds, failure is not
unfrequenfly the result ; whereas, from press of
work or other reasons, be3s merely "thrown to-
getlicr" have proved great successes. All this, to
my mind, points to the fact that too much care
can be taken to have both the manure and soil

rammed and trodden in the way and to the extent
recommended by the recognised authorities on the
subject. One of the most potent factors in the
production of large quantities of Mushrooms for
market I believe to be the extensive use of manure
just as it is thrown from the stable and without
removing a single straw. In that state it is al-

most impossible to make a bed as hard as one
composed of pure droppings, and the comparative
looseness of the mass increases the chances of
heavy crops, the mycelium having a freer medium
to " run" in, and the chances would, I believe, be
still greater if growers would imitate Nature more
closely and leave the soil of their beds more per-
meable to air and moisture.

In days gone by it was a common practice in
casing outdoor beds to have a bucket of water
handy in which row and then to dip the spade, and
thus enable the operator not only to make the
casing quite hard, but to put a polish on it, to the
tjtal exclusion of moisture and air. This practice
lias for some years been very generally abandoned,
and why ? Experience of repeated failure forced
the fact upon men's attention that the polishing
system was an erroneous one ; but they did not
go far enough. It was well to discontinue plaster-

ing, but it would have been still better had they
discontinued ramming to a great extent. I am
alive to the difficulty of placing loose soil on out-
door beds of the present conventional form, but
could some other shape not be devised to allow of

an angle of rest for the soil without the aid of a
rammer? The evil of the present mode of casing
our outdoor Mushroom beds with a hard coating
of soil is of a dual nature. First of all, the hard-
ness of the soil prevents the free " running" of the
spawn, which is forced to seek for and find the
most vulnerable parts of the casing, clusters with
wide intervening gaps being the result. In the
second jilace, the stiffness of the soil is such that
when shrinking takes place in the manure below—
and where is the bed that never shrinks ?—the
casing remains as it was put on, a cavity being
formed between the two materials, and effectually

preventing the mycelium from reaching the mould.
When shrinking takes place, if the soil is not im-
mediately pressed down on the manure, a good crop
of Mushrooms need not be expected. Should,
however, the soil be pressed back on to the manure
before the spawn has to any great fxtent "run,"
little or no harm may result, but should this be
delayed beyond the sixth week from time of spawn-
ing, and at a time when no handling or disturbance
of the beds is admissible, the result as regards crop
is certain to be unsatisfactory. As is well known,
the mycelium is most impatient of disturbance in

any form whatever, and any handling of the beds
at this critical period is sure to produce a bad
result. The disastrous eft'ects of shrinking are

avoided when the mould is left loose to follow the

manure in its shrinkage.

I have for some time been experimenting with a
view to a departure from the usual formation of

outdoor Mushroom beds, in order to admit of the

non-ramming system, but the results of these

experiments, as well as some notes on the very

important question of litterirg or covering wiih
straw and other materials our outdoor Mushroom
beds, I will give at some future time.

—

Agaeicus,
in Field.

WINTER ONIONS.

SriuNG-sowN Onions, or tliose grown especially

for providing a good supply of these indispens-

able roots, did not; keep well last winter, this

being principally due to faulty maturation and
har\esting. They cannot well be too solid and
well ripened, any that are soft and the tops of

which keep green till very late in the season

invariably keeping badly. This summer we
have had a fair amount of sunshine, and in

many instances Onions were early checked in

growth by drought, the consequence being that

a capital lot of serviceable roots will soon be

ready for storing. Large Onions rarely keep
well, and at no time are preferred by cooks,

those medium-sized to small being most appre-

ciated, also keeping well. Any that had a ten-

dency to grow late, the tops remaining stiff and

green, ought long since to have had their necks

twisted down, this favouring the enlargement of

the roots or bulbs, as they are sometimes termed,

and also ha.stening maturation. If there are

any still fresh and green, these will be of little

value for keeping, and ought to be the first

used. All with their tops nearly or quite dead

—and in my case the bulk of the crop is in

this state at the present time (September 2)--

are quite fit for drawing and harvesting. I will

go further, and assert that it is most unwise to

leave them any longer on the ground, as the latter

is in a very wet state and would quickly start the

Onions rooting afresh, to their great injury.

Onionspriorto being stored ought to be well har-

vested in the sunshine, preferably on shutters,

wattled hurdles and such like in the open, an

occasional turn being necessary. Shoidd, how-

ever, the weather be dull and wet, the better

plan would be to place them either on the dry
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stages and floors of vineries cleared of Graiies,

or in empty frames and pits, where tlicy would
keep dry and ripen jiroperly. If there is any
doubt alinut the roots liein;^' thoroughly well

harvested, a few hours in an old-fashioned oven
made fairly hot would get rid of superfluous

moisture and ensure good keeping.

In order to be certain of the roots keeping

well, they must have plenty of cool air playing

about them, and this is not possible when they

are stored in heaps or in baskets and other re-

ceptacles. All things considered, the old-

fa.shioned plan of roping them is yet the best.

If they are neatly strung to either straight

stakes or lengths of strong string—and it is sur-

prising what a number of roots may be slung to

a stake :i feet or less in length— all can be sus-

pended in a cool, dry shed and drawn from as

reipiired. An ordinarily severe winter will not

alt'ect roots hung up in open-fronted sheds ; but
it is not advis.able to lun any risks, and a cover-

ing of mats, sacking, or even newspapers should

bo provided whenever severe frosts are antici-

pated.— I. M. H.

In many localities there is much dif-

ficulty in getting good crops of Onions, owing
to the attacks of the maggot, and in such cases
it is wise to make a sowing of some hardy
kind, such as the Giant Itocca, at a suiHciently

eailydale to a'low of the plants getting strong
enougli to pass I lie winter without injury. These
never seem to be attacked, being proljably too
tongh for the grub to feed on, and if tliey are
liberally cultivated they will make fine roots by
the following autumn. The position cannot he too
open for them, as the more sun and air they get,

the more likely are they to come through the
winter in good condition. Firm ground is impor-
tant, as enabling the young plants in h.ard weather
to resist tlie action of frost, which in loose soil

is apt to throw them out. Manuring for winter
Onions is, I think, an error, as likely to induce a
rank growth, which is not desirable at the close of
the .'lUtumn. Durins the early period of growth
weeds must be kept down, but tho.se that spring up
towards the end of the growing season are better
left. They serve to protect the plant from frost
and keep the ground firm round the roots through
the winter. In this case it is wiser to make a
sacrifice of neatness. Tlie following spring they
may either be cleaned, a dressing of some concen-
trated stimulant stirred into tlie ground, or they
may be transplanted on to well-enriched soil. By
the latter met':od extremely iir.e roots will be ob-
tained, equalling in size the imported samples com-
monly sold in shops ; but even without disturbance
some good Onions can be grown.— J. C. B.

Orchids.

WARSCEWICZ ELLAS.

In a letter received from a reader living at
Wavertree, he says he sends a flower of Hunt-
leya velata, and asks for some information
respecting these plants. I will not attempt to
unravel the different genera of Bollea, Pesca-
torea, Huntleya, Warscewiezella, and Zygopeta-
lum, but the plant which my friend calls Hunt-
leya velata is usually recognised as belonging to
the War.scewiczellas. It was found by Blunt
when collecting for the Messrs. Low, of Clap-
ton, in New Grenada. War.scewiczellas do not
form any p.seudo-bulbs, and the whole plant
seldom exceeds a foot in height, making but few
leaves. The best plants I have seen of these and
allied genera were growing with Mr. Sander, of St.
Albans, in an old flat-roofed house in his George
Street nursery. This house was only moderately
heated and somewhat shaded from the sun. The
plants were growing in good fibrous peat and
chopped Sphagnum Moss, well drained. This

latter point is most important, because the

plants require liberal supplies of w;iter all the

year round, with, of course, less in the winter

season. Mr. S.mder's plants were flowering

profusely. The following are a few of the

kinds now to be found growing in various gar-

dens :
—

W. VEi..\TA.—The leaves of this are each about i;

inches or 8 inches long. The peduncles rise from
the base of the leaves, several together, and are

about 4 inches or .") inches high and one-flowered ;

the sepals and petals arc of a creamy-white, lip

large, with a creamy-white ground, a crimson mar-

ginal t)order, and some forked lines of deep rich

purple on the disc. The flowers are beautifully

fragrant. It comes from New Grenada.

W. Watlesiana.—This species was fii'st found
by Gai-dner on the Parahiba Eiver, in Brazil. In

general habit of growth it resembles the previom-ly-

mentioncd plant. It flowers much in the same nny
and is mo.st agreeably scented. The flowers are

wholly white, stained along the centre of the lip

with bluish-violet, and the f^ve radiating bars atthe
base are of a deeper violet.

W. MARCJINATA-—This plant resembles the first

named species very much, but it is distinguished

by the much lai-gor size of its flowers, which are

creamy-while, tlie lip having a marginal border of

crimson, the b.ase being stained with reddish-violet.

It comes from about Ocana, in Colombia, at 4000
feet to 6000 feet altitude.

W. DISCOLOR is similar in growth to the others,

and also in its habit of flowering ; the sepals and
petals are, however, bro.ader, creamy-white, tinged

with purple at the base/; hpdeep purple at the base,

becoming much paler towards the front, the raised

bars at the base of the lip being white. Costa R'ca.

W. Wendlasdi is a pretty large-flowering plant.

The flowers each measure between 4 inches and 5

inches across; the sepals and petals are nearly

equal, white, lip large with a recurved point, much
lobedat the sides, pure white, with acentral blotch

of purplish-violet in the centre, and having about

seven equidistant lines of a deeper violet running

through it. Costa Rica.

W. Wendlandi discolor.—This is also very

pretty. The flowers differ in having the sepals and
petals yellowish-green instead of white; the flowers

are produced about this season of the year, and
are agreeably fragrant. Costa Ric.i.

Wm. HuGn GowER.

Sobralia leucoxantha.—T. Meredith sends

me a beautiful flower of this fine species from a

plant, I am told, not more than about 18 inches

high. The flower is nearly Ij inches across, round

and full, pure white, saving the lip, which is stained

of a deep orange-yellow in the throat. It is a very

lovely pilant, the very short time the flowers last

being amply compensated for by the succession

which is kept up. My friend tells me that this is

the ninth flower produced from the same spike, so

that a fair sized plant having several flowering

shoots would make a nice display for some con-

siderable time.—W. H. G.

Odontoglossum Andersonianum splen-
dens (./. a. Jiiiirs) —The flowers sent I consider a

very fine variety of this plant, and which I have

noticed on more than one occasion in the collec-

tions which I visit. The sepals and petals are pure

white, not nearly so broad as those of a good form

of O. crispum, spotted and blotched with chestnut.

The lip. too, has the form of the typical Ander-

sonianum, white, with a large blotch of chestnut

;

disc yellow. It should be kept in a moist atmo-

sphere with O. crispum and 0. gloriosum, which I

should think are the two parents of your plant,

—W.

SHORT NOTES.—ORCHIDS.

CnttTeya aurea (ir.).—This nppeai-s to he a Rond
and fiiiply-colourid variety. It is, however, .some-

what misleading, as in some cases the golden lines soon

fade out of the lip. Yours seems to bo a variety with a
deep self-coloureci lip and liiindsomo briglit coloured
sepals and pel;ils. I slioul J mark it C. aurea (Wheat-
ley's viirifty).-W. II. 0.

Cattleya Rex (W.).— l liavr no esperience of

this plant, hut it the eyes keej) i)linnp all will be well,

although the leaves have dr-ippeil. I suppn-e it i.s, as

you sav, "(uily a (lucstion of piitience," but I shall

ho glad t() kij'iw you have met witli your i-evvard.—W,
Bolbophyllum rhiozophorae (X West).—This

is the name of the plant you have received from West
,\frica. I have received it from the same .spot, where
it appears to grow beautifully in the ^blngrove trees

which lino the river hanks. The flowers art- innnorouB,
but small; indeed it is not worth growing.—W. 11. G.

Dendrobium Phalsenopsis Schrcederi-
armm {./. 11).—Yours is a very large good form of this

plant, Ijut it is not a very det-p-colourod variety.

There are nniny varieties of this plant, all being
beautiful and well worth growing. Your Cattleya
Reirnelli had faded almost beyond recogtitiou when it

reached me.—W.

Trees and Shrubs.

BROOMS IN THE LAND.SCAPE.

It is one of the most inexplicable signs of the

times that these beautiful plants are positively

waning into narrower', thinner lines and smaller

areas. Two reasons are often assigned for the

reduction of Brooms—one, that they are too com-
mon, the other-, that they are too tender. The
first sounds like a bull .amid the prevailing dearth

of Brooms througtiout the country. But it is not,

for there are certain clas-es that object as far as

possible to the employment in garden landscapes

of common, especially if they are native, plants.

Such artists would clear their rockwoik if within

the boundary of their pleasure grounds of native

Heather, Gorse, Ferns or Hcuseleek, and convert

Bournemouth into a wilderness by uprooting its

Scotch Firs.

I have seen whole thickets of the common Broom
killed by frest. As a rule thecommon Broom, in many
respects the best ard most useful of them, is more
tender than the white Spanish, though not more so

than the yellow, or as your conespnndent truly

calls it, Spartium junceiim. The hardiness of the

common Broom, like that of so many other plants

is very largely dependent on conditions, and with-

in certain limits it is alike true of the common and
most other Brooms, as of the common Whin, that

the larger and older the more tender, or at least

the more easily killed, which is not always the

same thing, and rice rcr.m. To preserve Brooms in

good condition in landscapes, keep them near to the

ground through frequent cut ting; this gives the seeds

as well as the root stems and roots a chance for

new life, and yet higher,fresher beauty, and enaWis
them tograpple safely with and come safelythrough

most of our winters. Next to the common Broom
comes the white Spanish. The yellow Spanish is

simply magnificent where it will stand the winter.

There are also several very distinct varieties of the

common Broom referred to in your notes, the

bronze Broom, of which a coloured plate is givf n,

beirg the most notable. Others also differ in

habit, character of growth, colour of flower, &c.,

the semi-white or cream-coloured Broom being

the more striking. I lately noted a fine jilant of

tlie bronze Broom within a few miles of Charing

Cross. The white Spanish seems, howevf i-, by far

the most striking and effective, as well as the

most free flowering in masses. A facetious friend

suggested recently that it had but one fault—its

colour. His idea of Brooms was that they should all

be soft yellow, dissolving into creamy white on one

side of the scale and deepening into orange or

bronze on the other; but the bronze Broom had

far too much of bronze for his liking. And as to

masses of white Broom, why not use Dentzia,

Syringa, cr Spirsta .aria:fclia instead? Why not,

indeed 1 But the last comparison showed that he

had at least caught so much of the very spirit

ard grace of the white liroom to be so freely used

in our landscapes of the future ; but it is impos-
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sible to be angry with him for preferring the

natural normal yellow of Brooms, as Linntvius went
into ecstai'ies over the golden Gorze. How much
better, brighter, and healthier either would be in

thousands of garden land-capes were the jaundiced
Laurels but uprooted to make room for them.

D. T. F.

Tecoma radicans.—A very conspicuous object

on the long wall at Hampton Court during the
summer is what seems lo be the major form of

this hardy trumpet tlowcr. The plant is an old

one, as the main stem is very large ; it is hard cut

back every winter, then tlirows out stout growths
from 24 inches to 30 inches in length, which bloom
for a long stason. No protection is given to this

plant in winter, and it is a decorative climber
which might be much more freely seen in gardens.

—

D

Cytisus scoparius Andreanus.—As men-
tioned (p. 1811), tioweiing ) lants of this Broom are

obtained in much less tiuje when grafted than
when raised from cuttings, while my experience

of seedlings is that they do not come I rue. t'uttings

do not root very freely, so that it is more than
probable grafting will be the method principally

employed for its propagation, at all events for

some time, as the demand for it is so great, that

all our nurserymen are increasing it as rapidly as

possible. I tried cuttings in various ways, but

the greatest measure of success was attained by
taking the young shoots produced by plants that had
flowered under glass, and after dibbling them into

pots of sandy soil, they were kept in a close case

in a gentle heat till rooted, which took about a
couple of months, and then a gool many of them
failed to strike. Why not graft it on to seedlings

of the common type !

—

T.

Double-flowered Bramble.—One of the finest

examples of this I have ever Sfen recently came
under my observation in an oM-fashioned garden,
where a rough fence in a dryi-h soil was completely
covered with it, the blooms being borne in such
profusion, that the entire plant was quite a mass
of pink. The individual blooms are composed of

a great number of closely-packed quilled petals of

a very pleasing shade of colour. They a good deal
resemble those of the double Daisy, so much so in-

deed, that the varietal name of bellidiflorushasbeen
applied to it. Very few of our flowering shrubs
will bloom in sucli a satisfactory manner as this

Bramble where the soil is hot and dry, while its

flowering season extends over a lengthened period.

In aldition to its adaptability for such a purpose
as above mentioned, it is also seen to advantage
when rambling over some bold arrangement of

rockwork, or supported by some neighbouring
shrub or small tree, which it will quickly take
possession of. In planting this Bramble, its vigor-

ous natuie must be borne in mind, and if in

proximity to weak-growing subjects, it will very
likely smother them.—T.

Statice latifolia.—This is an especial favourite

of mine, for not only is it wonderfully pretty in

the flowering state, but it also remains in that con-
dition a considerable time. It is one of the hardy
species, whose deep descending Horseradish-like
roots need a good depth of soil. The Statice in

question forms a tuft of oblong shaped deep green
leaves, from whence are pushed up several flower-

stems, which develop into loose, open panicles of

blossoms a couple of feet or more in height. As
with many other species, the corolla of the flower
is white, and does not last nearly so long in per-

fection as the larger blue calyx. A well-developed
specimen in the open border will be an object of

great beauty for a long time, while for cutting it is

also very useful, and in this state it may some-
times be se-n in considerable numbes in the
streets of London.

—

H. P.

Spiraea callosa.—The different forms of this

Spira'a (also known under the specific name of

japonica) are valuable for their continuous bloom-
ing qualities, for many of them will llower through-
out July and August, and sometimes well on irto
September. I have had so ne specimens of sevcial

varieties under my observation which have been
in bloom for nearly two months, and bid fair to

continue for a considerable time. In their case
the terminal corymbs of flowers are the first to

expand, and as they pass over, the secondary ones
quickly develop and prolong the display. There
are numerous forms in cultivation, among the best

being that very rich coloured flower known as the

Knap Hill variety, while the white (alba) continues
to bloom later than any of the others. A very fine

group might be made of the different forms of this

Spira'a alone, as the varieiies vary a good deal in

stature; thus while some run up to a height of G

feet or more, both the white variety and S. Bu-
malda, which, though usually regarded as of spe-

cific lank, is doubtless a form of S. callosa, are

only about a yard high.—T.

CLIPPING TREES AT KEW.
To THE EDITOE op ThE GARDEN.

Siu,—Kindly allow us to mention in your columns
a matter that merits attention. We are Americans,
and though born in a country whose inhabitants
have for centuries been tree slayers, we are our-
selves tree lovers, and came across the sea to
England to find a marvellously beautifid country,
resulting from a general appreciation of the beauty
of trees on the part of the people.

We have been impressed very generally by the
acceptation of the truth that " Nature unadorned
is adorned the most." However, we take the liberty

to address you this note for the purpose of expres-
sing a criticism upon what seems to he a most re-

prehensible practice in a quarter where we had
no reason to expect it. In Kew Gardens we were
led to believe we would find a great collection of

trees which would exhibit the natural character-
istics of species, and some marked tenden-
cies of individual specimens that would at-

tract the attention of an admirer of trees.

Imagine our surprise In strolling about the
beautiful grounds to encounter a set of
workmen with pruning implements cutting the
branches of various species to a common mould.
Oaks, Elms, and Chestnut trees were receiving the
same treatment. Symmetrical heads with no in-

dividuality of habit allowed to intrude seemed to

be the model .'ought. When we came across a
beautiful Beech showing all its natural beauty,
we could not help remarking that " the man with
the implements of torture must have skipped this

one." It occurred to us that in the management of

these trimmed trees some tree-pruner must have
been imported, and allowed by some strange fea-

ture of your Civil Service to have secured a posi-

tion of responsibility at Kew, for certainly under
the beautiful tuition of the general practice in

your landscapes, we felt that he could not be a
genuine Englishman, Pardon this protest on the
part of two interested visitors to your lovely

country. If the practice had been a very general
one we should have hesitated to express our in-

dignation. It was the fact of finding it in vogue
at a place we least expected it that has led us to

address this note to you.

O. C. SiMONDS.

Chas, W. Gaufield.

Angraecum articulatum.—Although it is now
over twenty years since this beautiful Angrajcum
was first introduced from Madagascar by the Rev.
Mr. Ellis, it has only been during the last year or

two that it could be seen in any great number in

our Orchid collections. It may undoubtedly be
counted amongst I he most valuable in the genus,
and especia'ly so with regard to the small-growing
group to which it belongs. For garden purposes I

do not think ther? is any species more useful. The
plant is only a few inches high, its stout, firm

leaves being of a deep, but bright green and about
<i inches in length. The flowers (which are now in

their greatest beauty) are boine on a pendent ra-

ceme about a foot long; each one of them measures
some 2i inches in diameter and is of the purest
white. Like some others of the dwarfer Angrje-

cums, the sepals, petals and lip are so nearly alike

in size and outline as to make the flower almost
regular. The spur is very slender and nearly 7

inches long. The raceme bears from a dozen to

sixteen or more flowers and is markedly zigzag.

The species was imported in quantity by Messrs.
Low, of Clapton, two or three years ago, and, judg-
ing by its behaviour since then, it appears likely to

deserve a better character in regard to cultivation

than some of its near allies possess. It should
be given moist stove treatment throughout the
year, only reducing the moisture at the root during
winter in proportion to the amount of beat and
sur shine which then obtains.—B.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 874.

GESNERA CARDINALIS.

(with a colouked plate.*)

Gesneuaceois plants are, as a rule, very ac-

commodating in their season of blooming, tliat

is to say, given tlie requisite treatment, they
may be had in flower at almost any time of the
year, and the species under notice forms no ex-

ception to the general rule, though the spring
is the usual flowering season. While many of

the Gesneras, or at all events the plants usually
known under that name, have curious scaly

rhizomes, this produces a Arm, solid tuber,

which will grow as large as one's fist, but it l.iy

no means invariably follows that the largest

tubers produce the best display of blossoms.
This Gesnera forms a stout stem from inches
to 1 foot in height, clothed with bright grce:i

leaves, and terminated by clusters of flowers,

as shown on the acco)npanying plate. The
leaves, stems, and blossoms are, as may be
seen, all thickly covered with hairs, which in

the case of the blossoms give to them quite a

velvety appearance. The cultural requirements
of tliis Gesnera are very simple, for after

flowering it soon commences to go to rest,

when the soil .should be kept somewhat dri^r,

and finally, when the flower-stems and leaves

have died away, scarcely any water should be
given. If the plants have flowered in the

spring, they will, of course, bo resting during

the summer, and in the autumn may be re-

potted, when, with additional heat and moisture,

they will soon start into growth. By varying

the season of potting, a good deal may be done
to lengthen the blooming period. In repotting,

the whole of the old and exhausted soil should

be shaken from the tubers, forwiiich a suitable

compost is equal parts of loam and leaf mould,
with a liberal admixture of sand and some
decayed manure. This Gesnera is at times met
with under the name of G. macrantha. Difl'erent

individuals vary somewhat in hue, but seedlings

which can be freely raised often .show that

peculiarity, even if the product of a single pod.

Another, known as G. Duvali, is much in the

same way, but the stems are more slender,

while botli the leaves and flowers are smaller.

A very beautiful white-flowered species ((ie.s-

iiera longiflora) was illustrated by means of a
coloured plate in The Gakden for April 14,

1888, when the difl'erent sjoecies were there de-

scribed.

A good deal of confusion exists with regard

to gesneraceous plants in general, as the various

authorities seem to dilTer considerably concern-

ing the genus under which they are to be in-

cluded, for besides the commoner generic names,
such as Gesnera, (iloxinia, Tydiea, and Achi-

• Drawn for The Gaklien by Gertrude Hainihou
in the Koyal Gardens, Kew. March 11*, 1892. L'tbo-

graphed and printed by Guillaume Severeyns,
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nieiies, wo have also EiiciHloiiias, Nii'gelias,

Plectopoiuas, and others. (Joiiorally si)oakiiii;,

howovor, the blossoms of the whole of tliciii

may lie said to be showy, while in several

the foliajje is very handsome, notably in the

case of (iesuera cinnaliarina, G. cxoniensis, and
G. zebrina. The first of the three (einnabarina)

lias larjj;o ovate lea\es, covered with bright red-

coloured hairs, which render the foliage iiu'te

like velvet. The blossoms, too, are of a bright

cinnabar-red colour, while in the case of the

other two the Hower.s are orauge-Hcarlet and
yellow. From a ilowering point of view, the
first place ariong gesneraceous plants must be
assigned to the numerous garden varieties of

Gloxinia, whicli are, however, now in most
cases past their best, but, on the other hand,
there are sever.d members of tlie same order
that bloom during the autunni months. Espe-
cially worthy of mention are the Tydieas, one
variety of which (Mme. Heine) was figured in

TiiK Gahoe.n for November 10, 1888. The
rtowers of the whole of them are borne in great

profusion, while in many cases they are very
quaintly marked, tlie broadly expanded limb
being of a yellow or bull' colour, striped and
spotted with red. These Tyda^as bloom for

mouths together, and are among the most useful
classes of plants we possess for the intermediate
house or the cool end of the stove, and they
give but very little trouble. In some the
flowers are red or crimson, and in that case the
spots or stripes are nearly black. When needed
for blooming in the autumn and winter these
Tyd:eas may he grown in a cool frame during
the summer, towards the end of which they will

have formed neat little specimens bristling with
tlower-buds, and if the plants are then intro-

duced into a gentle heat, they will flower freely

for a long time. Another Gesnerad whose sea-

son of blooming is during the autumn months
is Ciloxinia maculata. It was introduced into
this country from South America a century and
a half ago. This is a bold- growing plant that
pushes up from a large tuber a stout herbaceous
stem, that reaches a height of a yard or even
more. The leaves which clothe the curiou.sly

spotted stem are large and heart-shaped, while
the flowers, which are borne for some distance
along the upper part of the stem, are of a
mauve- purjile colour, and about the size of
those of a Gloxinia. This was figured in The
GaiU'EN for April 18 of la.st year. H. P.

THE WEEK'S WORK.

FRUIT HOUSES.'
Early Vines.—The weather lately has been more
in favour of strong late growth th.an the more to
be desired early rest. V>y all means preserve the
primary leaves in a healthy state as long as pos-
sible, especially when it is needful that the root-
action should be considerably improved, but the
Vines ought to be prevented from forming much
superfluous growth, as this may keep them in an
active state too long. Set the ventilators wide
open, only nearly closing the running sashes when
rainfall is heavy, with a view to keeping the atmo-
sphere as dry as po.-sible. The wood, as a rule, is

ripening remarkably well this season, but where it

is not, fire-heat should be turned on freely with a
view to keeping up a good circul.ation of warm, dry
air. The most compact bunches are produced by
the best ripened wood, and there is also less likeli-

hood of bundles on liard forced Vines running to
tendrils when the wood is ripened thoroughly well
during the preceding season. Early Vines tlial

have been some time since cltareil of their crops
may well have their laterals shortened back to
about twotliirds of their length, or, say, to the

fourth or fifth joint at the present time. This will

favour early ripening of the wood, the back buds

also plumping up more satisfactorily.

YoUNtj rrixHs (>u> ViNK ttoDS.—Veiy strong

young e:incs, more especially those ooar.-e and
not well ii[ieneil, ;ire apt to produce loose ugly

bunches, and I hat is one reason why so few adopt

what is termerl the long-rod system of jiruuing.

All the same, the latter is perhaps the be.^t .system

to be pursued in the case of GrosGuillaunie, Tmck-

land Sweetwater, Gros Maroc, Golden Champion,
an<i other shy-bearing varieties, and a chan';e of

rod is also very desirable occasionally with the

most productive forms, thanking more often than

not takes place ])rinci])ally in the case of old roils,

especially when the latter have been badly skinned

and dressed occasionally with some strong insecti-

cides, and it often happens that old rods produce

smaller bunches than arc desirable. While yet

the Vines are in full leaf is the best time to cut out

old rods, there being no injurious bleeding to be

reckoned with neither then nor in the spring, when
the upward movement of sap recommences. Where,
therefore, young canes have been laid in with a
view to their taking the place of the old rods, now
is the time to either <uit out the latter or else to

clear them of spurs as far up as the joung canes

reach. In not a few \ineries the rods are trained

more thickly than is good for them, it being no
uncommon thing to see Vines intended as super-

numeraries only ritained for .several years, owing,

it may be, to their having done so well. As it

happens, there is seldom anything gained by leav-

ing rods so thickly, and more often than not much
better results would have attended thinner train-

ing. Supposing the lafters are -1 feet apart, one

rod to each is ample, and Muscats may with ad-

v.antage be allowed another foot. When they are

grown more thickly they unduly shade each other,

the consequence being weakly, imperfectly-set

bunches and very frequently faulty colouring of

the berries. It should be decided now which to

cut out or root up and which to retain, either of

the former processes being performed directly the

crops are cleared oft'. Rooting out superfluous

Vines is bound to disturb those on either side of

them ; but merely cutting them down to the

ground will not do, decaying stems and large roots

breeding fungus and souring the soil. Not much
real harm will be done it the rooting out is per-

formed while yet the foli.age of the reserved Vines

is green, the dam.aged roots healing and forming

fresh fibres before the sap movement wholly ceases.

Some of the exhauirted old soil should be removed

with the stems and principal roots to a depth of

from 18 inches to 2 feet, and this be replaced by

a good loamy compost. Then if the roots come
across are pruned inside of where they are broken

and then relaiil in the fresh compost as this is

placed in the hole, they will quickly strike out

into this and the Vines be benefited accordingly.

Pruning Peach trees.—As the trees are

cleared of fruit, the pruning should be com-

menced. An early removal of tlie old bearing

wood, as far as possible without sacrificing well-

placed young shoots, ought to take pl.ace, with

a view to admitting all the light, sunshine and air

going to the reserved wood. Thinning out and

foreshortening only should be practised now,

shortening young wood that is to give fruit next

season not being adiisable till it is seen whether

or not it is furnished with wood buds as well

as flower-buds. Nothing is gained liy crowding the

bearing wood, that more thinly trained usually pro-

ducing abundance of fine fruit. Therefore, thin

out freely, and also foreshorten large old trees in

particular with more freedom than is often thought

necessary. When the old outside or more straggling

branches are cut or sawn back to well-placed inner

branches, the balance is maintained, and, what is

of even greater importance, the centre of the

tree is strengthened, young bearing wood being

formed all over the trees instead of being princi-

pally found at the extremities. Well-ripened

wood is rightly supposed to be the least liable to

cast its flower-buds prematurely in the sjiring. and
early pruning, as before hinted, favours a more

thorough ripening of the young growths. With

the amount of sunshine registered this season,

there ought to be fewer complaints of the non-

ripening of the wood ; but strimg young trees are

growing more freely and later than desirable.

SuperlUious shoots may well be cut out of the

latter-, but there must be no shortening back as

yet, and lire-heat turned on will, with abundance
of ail', assist in the ripening. I'ltACTlC'AL.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

Earthing up Celbuy.—In all cases where Celery is

well advanced in growth the earthing up should now
commeni^e. Not th.at earlhing up need be general,

as in many instances, no doubt, it would be much
better to defer the operation a little longer, not

only for the better keeping of the Celery, but also

for its free progress. Although the recent rains

have been beneficial to the free growth of Celery,

yet they might not have been sufficient to soak the

soil about the roots, so this should he examined
previous to earthing up and a thorough soaking of

water be given. Each plant should be handled

singly, and all small outer leaves and suckers

promptly removed. Each plant should also be tied

up with a piece of matting, but only for the time

being, as after the soil is added the matting must
be cut. About 3 inches of soil will be sufficient

for the first earthing up, taking care that the hearts

are kept open or in advance of tlie soil. Previous

to the soil being well broken up, it should receive

a slight sprinkling of salt, as this, besides acting

as a fertiliser, has a deterrent efl^ect upon slugs. In

the course of a fortnight or three weeks an extra

earthing up should be given, finishing up at about

three times.

Harvesting Onions.—The spring-sown Onions

should now be sufficiently advanced for harvesting,

and as it will depend principally upon how this

part of the routine is carried out whether they will

keep well or not, this important operation must re-

ceive prompt attention. Even if only a part is

ready, it is useless at this late date to leave the

remainder, especially if at all thick-necked, as al-

though these are not suitable for keeping, they may
be reserved for early use if so desired. It is not

wise to leave them on the ground beyond two or

three days, unless the weather should be fine and
bright, when a longer sojourn in the open air may
be allowed. Kor finishing up the ripening, the

bulbs .are best placed under cover, but fully exposed

to the sun and .air. An airy vinery or Peach house

is a capital position to finish up the ripening ; but

when elevated oft the surface by a temporary st.age,

a thorough drying, which is needed if they are to

keep sound for a lengthened period, is ensured.

Spring Cabbage.—A good plot of spring Cab-

bage must be considered one of the most important

crops grown in the kitchen garden, and as their

value depends greatly upon their earliness, more

than ordinary attention should be bestowed upon

theru. With a plentiful supply of plants of the

varieties Ellam's Early Dwarf, Mcin's No. 1, or any

other kinds noted for their earliness without the

attendant evil of what is termeil bolting, a gar-

dener need have little fear of the result the follow-

ing spring. In the majority of instances the plot

reserved for the spring Cabbage is that from whicli

the Onions have lieen cleared. Sooner than allow

the seedlings to spoil from overcrowding, it will be

much the best plan to prick out the plants for the

time being, the check so received iieing beneficial

in every way. Spring Cabbages pay well for good

culture, and as their quality will depend upon the

treatment received, the plot for their reception

should receive a thorough manuring previous to

being well forked or dug over. The plot having

been dug over, in a few days will be ready for the

plants. In the first place, a dressing of soot will

be found an advantage in clearing the ground of

slugs, which arc so apt to congregate in the autumn
months and often .sadly disfigure the plants. If

club has attacked the roots, look over each plant

carefully and pick off all excrescences, .also taking

the precaution to dip in a puddle formed of soil,

soot, and lime. In planting fix the roots firmly
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with the dibber, also taking the precaution to fix

the plants well up to the lower leaves. The
dwarfer kinds, as Ellam's Early Dwarf, should be
put out 18 inches apart both in the rows and be-

tween the rows, but wiiere room is scarce an inch
or two less ruay be allowed. The larger growing
sorts are best at 2 feet apart, but with these where
rooLu is scarce a distance of is inches in the rows is

the least that can be allowed. On light land it is

best to plant in drills, but on heavy land plant on
the level. After the plants are out keep an eye on
them in case of depredations from slugs, dusting
with lime and soot being the best antidote. Nor
must timely hoeing be neglected, for directly

the plants have taken to the soil, a surface stirring

will be highly beneficial in setting the soil about
the roots and around the stems. The smaller suc-
cession plants should be pricked out closely in a
bed, and will be found useful for filling up gaps in

the early spring or for forming a succession plan-
tation if so de.'ired. When allowed to remain in

the seed bed, they either become overgrown or
drawn.

French Beans in pots.—To follow up those
French Beans which have been prepared for late

cropping, to be either covered with frames or
otherwise suitably protected, the time has now
arrived for sowing a batch in pots where they are
so desired. Of course, any attempt at forcing is

not yet needed, all that is necessary being to give
the pots a position in a slightly heated pit, so as
to give the plants a fair start before being housed
when colder weather arrives. When these Beans
are kept too cool in their earlier stages, they are
apt to lose their leaves upon the sudden change to
a brisker and moister temperature. New seed
should be ])reforred, the plants from newly saved
seed growing more freely. Seven-inch pots are
quite large enough, these being quite filled with
soil at the first. The plants must receive all the
light possible, and be freely, yet iudiciously venti-
lated. As the pots become filled with roots a
little liquid manure may be given about twice a
week, as any attempt at over-gorging them witli
liquid in the autumn months quickly sours the
soil. Ne Plus intra and Syon House are two
capital varieties for sowing now.

A. Young.

ORCHIDS.
The Liclias and Cattleyns are now so numerous
and withal so beautiful as decorative plants, that
too much attention cannot be paid to them at any
season, but more .so at the present time when the
more important sections of them are making up
their growths for next season. We may now allow
the sun to shine upon them, except for an hour or
two during the hottest part of the day. Exposure
to the light and plenty of air are essential to the
thorough maturing of the bulbs. Some species, I

need not say, are more difficult to maintain in
good condition than others, Some are better close
to the glass roof, the tips of the leaves almost
touching it. Others would be injured by such close
contact. As a rule, the short-bulbed Cattleyas
and La?lias may be placed with the tips of the
leaves near the glass, and the long-bulbed section
at some distance from it. Lfelia elegans and the
varieties of it now in cultivation may well rank as
the very finest of the long-bulbed section. The
delicate white variety and the handsome dark-
coloured Turneri forms are equally admired. Some
of them may be jet in flower, others will have
passed out of bloom. The flowers are produced at
the top of the long bulbs as the growth is com-
pleted. This species soon gets out of order ; an at-
tack of thrips may so debilitate a plant as to
render it worthless. The plants are rather tender
in other respects. The growths rot oft' in the
course of development if they are over-charged
with moisture through the plants having too much
water at the roots, too much moisture in the atmo-
sphere, or both, or water lodging in the heart of
the growth might do so ; all these evils should be
guarded against. I have observed that immensely
large plants of this species are planted in teak
baskets and grown susper.ded from the roof

glass in the nurseries of Messrs. Sander at St-

Albans. Imported pl.ants of this and allied
species should be made firm either in the pots
or baskets by means of sticks firmly inserted
in the compost. It is a good time to repot
them now, that is as they pass out of bloom. Roots
will be freely produced which will take firm hold
of the new potting or basketing material, which
should be the best fibrous peat with a little clean
live Sphagnum Moss and clean potsherds broken
up, as free drainage is absolutely neces.sary. Suffi-

cient water should be applied to cause the fresh
Sphagnum to grow amongst the lumps of peat,
but it ought not to cover the peat with its growth,
as is desirable with Odontoglossums and some
other Orchids. Lslia purpurata is even more noble
as a plant than the more graceful L. elegans. I

usually repot it at this season, and it does very
well when this is done carefully. The plant is one
of the most vigorous in growth of the entire genus,
and needs plenty of pot-room to do it well. Some
gardeners say that this species and its varieties need
not be repotted very often, and I have seen large
specimens which had been grown so long in the
pots that they had exhausted every particle of the
potting material, whicli had become reduced to a
fine black powder containing nothing that a plant
of this description could lay hold of, and the roots
had nothing on which to fasten but the outer and
inner sides of the flower-pots. The plants are now
starting into growth ; most of ours have grown an
inch or two, and in repotting them some care must
be taken not to injure them. A vigorous specimen
will probably start another growth or two should
the first be broken off, but it is not likely that the
second will be so strong, and might not produce
any flowers. Leaving any decayed material about
the roots of the plants is a mi^take. Sometimes a
choice variety has to be divided into one or more
pieces ; in that case much care is necessary in order
that it may be a success. When this "operation
of dividing a plant is contemplated, the rhizomes
should be cut clean through with a sharp knife
some time before doing it, so that each portion
may have an independent existence previous to
being disturbed. In dividing the portions from
each other, do not use a cutting instrument
amongst the roots. I part them with the fingers,

or if this is not sufficient, use a pointed stick thrust
down amongst the roots to disentangle them. The
plants may be of great value, and it is always
worth while to use the best ma-terial and also to
carefully prepare the plants and see that the roots
are evenly distributed amongst the potting mate-
rial. See that the plants are quite clean before re-

potting them. I never repot or even surface-dress
an Orchid of any kind without first sponging it

over with soft soapy water, and if there is the least

fear of thrips lurking about the leaves, they are
first dipped in sufficiently diluted tobacco water.
The plant s are laid on their sides for an hour, when
they are sponged over again with soft soapy water
to remove the dust. Lrelia cinnabarina is a distinct

and very pretly plant that may also now be re-

potted if it requires it. The plants seem to decline
in vigour after a few years. I have been fairly suc-
cessful with them grown in pans or baskets; they
grow vigorously for a few years treated in this

way. I have also managed them well in flower-

pots filled about two-thirds full of drainage, and
the pots placed in teak baskets suspended near the
glass roof. The more slender-growing L. harpo-
phylla thrives with very similar treatment. The
hybridisers have also been successful in producing
very handsome garden varieties by crossing these
orange-scarlet species with the more free-growing
and free-flowering Cattleya MossiiE, &c. Every
Orchid cultivator should be a raiser of hybrids
We are this week repotting small hybrid Cattleyas
and Lajlias, in order that they may become well
established before the cold weather sets in and the
short days are upon us. I have recently written
about the general treatment of the Orchid houses,
such as the distribution of water to the plants in

the atmosphere. Ventilation and shading have
also been well discussed. The same treatment
may be continued, but we must gradually get into

slightly lower temperatures, except in the case of

Dendrobiums which have not yet made up their

growths. Give them all the light possible and a
high temperature at shutting-up time.

J. Douglas.

PLANT HOUSES.

Stoves.—Plants in flower.—There will now be
a profusion of flower in this house where the selec-

tion has been good and there is sufficient room to

cultivate a good variety. This will be the case not

only in the culture of bush plants, but the roof

also be supplying its quota from the climbers which
have frequently been recommended for its adorn-

ment. For this latter purpose the Allamandas are

amongst the most generally useful at this season;

Where the treatment of these has been good, there

will now be a profusion of bloom. Hints have
been previously given on this point ; it only re-

mains now to add once more that all shading must
be dispensed with to succeed in the best manner.
Allamandas now in flower should be treated liber-

ally, whether they be in pots, in tubs, or planted

out ; those, of course, will require the most gener-

ous treatment which are fully pot-bound or con-

fined at the roots. Liquid manure will greatly

assist all fuch plants. The points of the shoots if

touching tlie glass should be titd down to prevent

them being broken by coming into contact theie-

wiih. The.-e shoots will usually set for bloom
quickly, and thus form a good succession to others

now in flower. If any blooms are wanted for

use in a cut state, those should be chosen which
are just expanded and which have been developed
in tlie most exposed spot ; these will not reflex

S3 soon as the others. The Dipladenias are all

worthy companions to the Allamandas for the

roof, but their treatment as regards watering is

quite the reverse. Whilst the Allamandas will

take water ad lib., the Dipladenias require very

cautious treatment in this respect ; they need but

little compared with the majority of flowering

plants in the stove, being more comparable to the

average run of succulent plants. Nothing is more
fatal to Dipladenias than over-watering, more par-

ticularly from now onwards, as but little growth
will for the rest of the season be made, the chief

energies of the plants being concentrated upon the

peifecting of the flowers. D. boliviensis is some-

what of an exception, being a more continuous

grower. Where the mistaken notion still exists

that these handsome plants cannot be grown with-

out the mealy bug attacking them, every effort

should be made to get rid of it ; this can be ac-

complished only by perseverance with a deter-

mination not to be bea'en in the contest.

Stephanotis floribunda. — Where this

climber is grown for a summer and autumn sup-

ply of flower, it will be as well to stop the points

of the shoots, so as to direct the energies of the

plant towards the flower trusses rather than any
future leaf growth ; only just the points should be

taken out, however. Where an early supply of flower

next March and April is the main object, then every

encouragement must be given to complete the

growth of the shoots instead. These shoots should

not be allowed to intertwine with each other, nor

ought they to be permitted to become crippled

against the glass. In order to secure an early

blooni it is necessary to have the flower trusses

partly advanced in the autumn ; then the matter of

obtaining an early crop next spring is more reli-

able. In any case the Stephanotis .should have

the syringe plied into its foliage in a free way ; it

will not do any harm to the flowers, but rather im-

prove them, cleanliness being, however, the main
object. Where Bougainvillea glabra has been for a
considerable time flowering freely and it can be

spared now, as in the case of the terminals being

nearly run out of bloom, it will be well to cut away
all such to give encouragement to later shoots,

which in most instances will be advancing. These

latter will then come in useful towards the end of

the month or in October. The Passion Flowers

may now be disposed to make more growth than is

desirable. Where this is the case weakly shoots

or any that do not show for flower can be re-
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moved, hut in iloin.c tliis the supply of water oujjht

to be somewliul tUuiinislieil, for another l>reak is

not desirable. Ju most case.s this will be possible

without taking aw.-vy from the effect as regards the

flowers.

Shbubiiy plants.—Of these, besides any of the
foregoing which may be grown as bushes or tniinod
upon trellises, the Ixoras occupy a prominent i>Iace.

These with care will supply a good crop of flower

up to the end of October. To accomplish this,

however, the warm stove must be the place for

them. What is now needed most is cleanliness, .so

that the Uower-trusses are neither infested with
scale nor mealy bug. Where the growth is still

active, a liberal supply of water will be needed.
Rondelelia speciosa major, where blooming freely,

is now a grand plant where it has been grown as

recommer.ded in previous calendars and in separate
notes thereon. For cutting it is e.xecllent, lasting

well and being so unlike anything else. Plants
that are now coming intu bloom should be treated
liberally if all right at the root. Care should also

be taken not to damage the flowers in any way,
for they (juickly show sijins of injury. Cleroden-
dron falla.x will still be gay ; this may be grown in

a comparatively cool house ; a conservatory that is

kept close at night will suit it for a few weeks
longer. This and Vinca alba rosea are two fine old-
fashioned autumnal plants. Both require a rather
dry temperature to prevent the flowers from damp-
ing off before their time. In both instaiu'.es the
fading flowers should be removed daily. The plants
themselves should, however, be watered freely
whilst still in flower. The Vinca of the two re(|uires
the most warmth to flower it continuously and
well. James Hudson.

Orchard and Fruit Garden.

JUDGING FRUIT AT EXHIBITIONS.
There ia far too much unripe fruit to be .seen
at the various show.s liekl during July and
Augu.st, and now that the judges are disposed
to favour appearance before everything else,
the probability is there will l)c a further in-
crease in the quantity of uneatable fruit shown.
Grapes have been more extensively exhibited
this season than ever before probably, and in
all fairness, it must be added, the quality has
not often been excelled. It is witli these that
the greatest ditt'erence of opinion exists, but in
most cases size of berry, colour, and liloom have
the greatest weight with the judges, the known
fitness for the table evidently not counting for
much. For instance, well finished Alicante
and Gros Maroc have been placed before excel-
lent, if scarcely .so well coloured, Madresfleld
Court, yet the two former would if tasted have
been found uneatable : whereas the latter is

surpassed in quality by good Muscat Haiuburi'h
and Muscit of Alexandria only. There is very
little skill needed in praducing good Alicante
and Gros Maroc, but how many growers suc-
ceed in growing Madresfleld Court to perfec-
tion / The la.st ought not really to be ever
in competitiou with the others named, and
should have a class to itself, or at any rate
be shown in a class for black Muscats.
The favournig by judges of the showier
and more easily grown varieties has led, and
IS still leading, to the e.xtension of their
culture, more especially in early or com-
paratively early houses, to the exclusion of
the superior Black Hamburgh and Madresfiekl
Court, and this is to be regretted. If separate
clas.ses cannot be jirovided at the majority of
shows for the best varieties of Grapes in season,
something sliould yet be done to encourage the
cultivation of the latter. I strongly object to
the wholesale slaughter observable in fruit
tents, wliere Usting everything by the judges

and sonic of the comniitteo is the order of tlie

day, but am of opinion tliat something of the
sort will again be necessary in the case of

Grapes. Well-ripened Hamburglis and Madres-
fleld Court ought to gain at least a iK)int over
any late Grapes shown in August, and if the
judges cannot decide whether they arc ripe or
not, let them taste .and see. Black Grapes, and
none more .so tli.-in Alicante and Gros Maroc,
are most dece]itive. They may be blue-black
in colour and as sour as vinegar to the taste, for
the reason that they frKjuently colour perfectly
long before they are iii)e. In the case of white
Grapes, fine well-grown bunches fully as ripe
as those of some black varieties that li.ave

gained a prize the same day are freijuently

pa.ssed over because they are green, yet tliey

are quite as much entitled to premier awards as
the unrijje coloured sort.''.

Where quality ought to be most taken into con-
sideration is when collections of fruit are being
judged. Every dish is supjwsed to be (piite fit

for the table, and with competent and strictly

impartial judges quality does have the greatest
weight. This being so, it is all the more dis-

tressing to see a complete reversal of this

commendable line of action at one of the
most important shows in the country. When
a very slight gain is allowed to drag Buck-
land Sweetwater with small and miserably
green berries, Muscat of Alexandria ecpially as

bad, Alicante not wholly coloured and probably
sourer than the Bucklaiid Sweetwater to the
front, I hold that a great error of judgment was
committed by men of whom better things were
expected. It is true two grand bunches of

Gros Guillaumo were also included, but who
would thiuk of sending the latter to the table at

the middle of .\ugust ( The second prize collec-

tion included Muscat of Alexandria, Buckland
Sweetwater, Madresfiekl Court and Black Ham-
burgh, all perfectly ripened, and it cannot be
denied that these were the four Ijest varieties

then in season. Such verdicts have a very de-
moralising efi'ect upon exhibitors and cannot be
too strongly condemned.

Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Melons, and
such like ought to be examined closely by
the judges. Not a few staged are highly
coloured, yet perfectly hard and unripe, wliile

occasionally half-rotten fruits are either over-

looked or given more points than they should
receive. One of the finest dishes of Apricots
I ever saw, the variety being the Roman, was
included in the collection already alluded to,

and these were more than dead ripe, being
squashed at the base, and neither such nor
much -thumbed badly-packed Peaches and
Nectarines, to be seen only too frequently at

other shows, .shiuild receive the same number of

points they would have been entitled to had
they been shown at their best. It is not what
fruit will be, or has been, that should decide
the matter, but rather what they are when
judged. The exceptions to this rule ought to

be in favour of .\pples and Pears shown in

September and later on, as these in most
cases would ripen in due season and be valuable
accordingly. Let unripe or over-ripe fruit

during tlie summer be treated as such, and
there would then be far less of it shown. It is

not the market grower's test that ought to pre-

vail in the former case, but ripeness. Sound-
ness and good ([uality are most desirable, and

if judges
W. I.

as much as to its capricious character. Un-
doubtedly (he Madresfiekl Court is more easily
grown, and as it partakes of the Muscat flavour,
the loss of Muscat llaml)urgli is not nearly so much
noticed. Tlie finest examples of Muscat Hamburgh
that have come under my notice were in the
Waverley Market in Kdinburgh, but for such a
sample as that or even one well-grown bunch of
this Grape one can see fifty examples of jMadres-
field Court, which grows and .sets freely. My ex-
perience of Muscat Hamburgh is that it will suc-
ceed as well in a mixed house as by itself. Varie-
ties as Alicante, Lady Downe's and Mrs. Pince
appear to be good companions to the Muscat
Hamburgh, as they enjoy a few more degrees of
hcRt when in bloom than do .some other sorts, and
this treatment is just what the Muscat ilamburgh
enjoys. If this Grape does not get just the right
kind of treatment while in bloom- a waim and
buoyant atmosphere— it refuses to set freely. It

has also another fault, that of often being indif-

ferently coloured. 'J'liis, I tliink, is more attribut-
able to heavy cropping tlian anything else.— S.

Apple Lady Sudeley.—Of all the early or
even second early dessert Apples, none comes near
to this either in point of colour or flavour. I had
some doubts as to its cropping qualities, but an-
other season's experience has fettled this point.

One matter that needs attention in the pruning of
this sort is the fact tli.at it is one of those kinds
which bear at the tips of the branches ; therefore
it should not be spurred like many other kinds.
Any shoots which are growing too thickly together
should be removed entirely, to allow room for
those left to develop and mature thoroughly.

—

E. M.

PACKING FRUIT.

would be more often forthcoming

gave proper encouragement.

Grape Muscat Hamburgh.— I, think the
non-cultivation of Ibis Grape is due to the greater
favour which Madresfiekl Court now meets with I stances, as various materials may be used, but

There cannot be any doubt that va,st (juanti-

ties of fruit are annually spoilt through bad
packing alone. In the matter of Grapes there

is more difficulty in sending small parcels so

that they may arrive safely at their destination

than larger quantities, at least as regards the

preserxation of the bloom. Where Grapes have

to be sent to market to be sold by .salesmen,

the bloom must be displaced as little as possible,

for on this depends their ready sale and a good

price. The same mode of packing would have

to be adopted even for private use if the Grapes

are expected to arrive in good condition. As I

have previously noted, small parcels, or such as

have to go through the post office, are the worst

to deal with in this respect. For sending

through the parcels post, fiimsy boxes are of no

use whatever, these quickly becoming smashed
in transit. It matters little what precautions

are written upon the box, as these will be taken

little, if any, notice of by the postal authori-

ties. The fruit must be packed firmly, so that

there is not the slightest oscillation within the

box, for if this simple precaution is not taken,

nothing can prevent the Grapes from being

severely bruised, even where the boxes are of the

best possible description for sending through

the post. Light wooden boxes, and such as will

withstand pressure without being crushed, are

the best. These may be purchased at a cheap

rate and are often procurable from groceis, the

size, of course, depending upon the size and
number of the branches. It is rarely I send

more than two bunches through the post at

one time, but then the bunches may average

from 2 lbs. to .'! lbs. weight each. The size of

box I use is about a foot or 1.3 inches in length

and half the length in width, also the .same in

depth. A box of this kind will take two
ordinary-sized bunches, and allow of sufficient

packing material all around the Grapes to keep
them steady. The material for p.acking the

(trapes will, of course, depend upon circum-
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clean and well-jji-epared dry Moss and also
veiy soft pajjer shavings are as good as any-
thing. Wadding for Grapes is going out
of favour, or at least if it is used it should
only be in small quantities, or here and
there to fill up any interstices as the packing
is being finished. Where Moss is to be
used, it must be very clean, perfectly dry,
and quite free from any earthy jiarticles.

Short Grass from the mowing machine is not
at all suitable for packing fruit with. It

is sometimes recommended, but personally I
would not use it, as having had many boxes
through my hands after the fruit has been
packed, I was not at all impressed with it.

Soft paper shavings, besides being an excellent
packing medium, are very clean. There is not
the least danger of the shavings becoming over-
heated, and as they lie very close there is no
danger of shrinkage. Whatever packing ma-
terial is used, the bottom and sides of the box
must be first lined before placing in the paper
which is to envelop the Grapes. A bunch
should )je placed at each end, the points being
towards the centre. The paper should 1)6 then
gathered together and all interstices tilled up
with the packing, so tliat after the lid is placed
down there will not be the slightest space left.

Take particular care to pack well around the
sides, not merely placing the packing ujjon the
top. One, or at the most two small nails will

keep the lid secure, afterwards packing the box
in brown paper and tying it neatly. The same
method for sending small quantities by railway
may also be adopted ; in fact it is the best and
only way, except when the Grapes are to be
sent to market, or in tho.se cases where they are
expected to arrive with the least possible
blemish.

For market the Grapes must be packed and
sent off by rail in cross-handled baskets. To
the inexperienced this may appear a very in-

secure method, but such is certainly not the
case, for only in this manner can the Grapes be
expected to arrive intact, or at least with the
minimum amount of disfigurement of bloom.
From the railway officials, again, they receive
the most careful treatment, there rarely being
any complaints. The ba,skets are made of light
wicker, but are both strong and durable, and
are to be had from the salesmen to whom the
Grapes are to be consigned. They are made to
contain from lbs. to 12 lbs. of Grapes, or for
carrying four fair-sized bunches. Tlie boxes
are first lined with the packing, a little being
placed at the bottom and around the sides,
afterwards Ijeing lined with paper, this forming
an effective protection from injury, which the
bunches would be apt to receive if laid in im-
mediate contact with the l)asket. A bunch is

placed at each end, also one on either side, each
also being firmly tied to the basket by the stem.
By fixing the bunches in this manner the
bloom on the top side of the bunch remains in-

tact. Across the top the liasket is laced with
string, so as to prevent the tops of the berries
from coming in contact with the paper which is

fixed above. If any of the berries should show
above the rim of the basket, which is possible if

the bunches be large, it will be necessary to fix

some Willow twigs or split cane before placing
on the brown paper. A printed paper marked
"Grapes with Care" is pasted on the top, .so

that it will be plainly seen.

Peaches also require extreme care in packing,
although if carefully selected .so that they are
not over-ripe, and also carefully handled, tliey
invariably carry well. As in the case of Grapes,
it is necessary to have suitable boxes, and also
packing material. Of the latter I favour soft
paper shavings. Well-prepared Moss is also

sometimes used, but unless it is very soft and
clean it is poor stutt'. The Moss must be
perfectly dry and all the finer particles must
be sifted out. In the majority of instances,
liovvever, such material is difficult to procure,
and also disliked by many people on account
of its imparting a supposed mossy fiavour.
Short Grass even when well dried has the same
objection. Wadding even is objectionable, and
I would not use it, except perhaps as a layer
at the bottom of the box and on the top when
to be sent by parcels post. The kind of boxes
I use for .sending by rail is the .same as sent
out by the Covent Garden salesmen. Tlieseare
of light wood, and measure 18 inches by 12
inches, depth .jj inches inside measurement.
A box of this description will take one layer
of fruit, the number of course being according
to their size. To save carriage, I generally tie
tliree or four together. The packing used is

soft paper shavings, and never yet have I had
a complaint of the fruit not carrying well, and
this a distance of 150 miles with an extra
twelve miles over a country road. Eacli fruit
is placed in a square of tissue paper sufficiently
large enough to screw up in the hand without
opening out. When ready for jjacking, .sufficient

paper shavings are first laid in the box so as
to form a soft bed, and as the fruits are being
packed in, sufficient packing is also placed
between so as to prevent injury liy contact
with each other. As the fruits are being laid
in, the last should be held in position till the
next one is placed, and so on until the box is

filled. It should then be looked over, and have
all interstices tilled up, sufficient packing being
also placed on tlie top to completely fill the box
when the lid is fixed. When to be .sent by
parcels post tlie same method of packing must
be adopted, excepting perhaps a layer of wad-
ding at the top and bottom, as the boxes are
often thrown very roughly about in transit.

The boxes of course will have to be smaller,
but not less in depth, an extra incli even to
that given above being an advantage. The
fruits are in condition for packing when they
will part from the tree after being firmly
grasped and given a slight outward pressure.
(_)ver-ripe fruits are useless for packing, nor
should the mistake be made in only sending
hard fruit. These latter of course carry well,
but as regards flavour where this is a considera-
tion, the least .said the better. I should have
mentioned that in any case never place more
than a single layer in a box.—Y. A. H.

On page 175 there is a query respecting the
best way to send Grapes and Peaches by rail and
parcel post. Possibly the querist is a new sub-
scriber, otherwise he would have come across some
very useful articles on the above subject in the
pages of The Gabden treating on the packing
alike of large and small quantities. The following
may be of use to " T. Y.,"and I may mention that
Grapes, Peaches, Nectarines, and Figs get to the
end of their journey, some 000 miles, none the
worse. Get some boxes made, say 1(> inches by 14
inches or thereabouts, the lids and sides of quarter,
the ends find bottoms of half-inch deal, (1 inches
deep for Grapes, 4 inches for Peaches, and 3 inches
for Nectarines. The length and breadth aie for
those for railway travelling ; smaller boxes will be
required for parcel po.st. Procure good packing
Moss, let it be thoroughly dry, well beaten to clear
of dust, and picked to free it of such objectionable
matter as Pine needles, small stones, sticks. &c.
Tissue paper and some coarse bran will be the other
necessaries. Line the bottom of the box with
Moss to the depth of 1 inch, and for Grapes take
a sheet of tissue paper that will just hold the
bunch, pass the stalk through the centre of the
paper and draw the latter loosely together, giving
it a twist at the bottom. Lay gently in the box,
first working a little Moss at the side to prevent

tlie berries pressing against the wood. The remain-
der of the packing simply consists in getting as
many bunches in as possible. About 9 lbs. of Grapes
will be an average for the sized boxes above men-
tioned. They should bo placed in tightly and
firmly with sutficient Moss between each bunch to
avoid any crushing or undue pressure of individual
berries, a thin layer of Moss at top and the operation
is complete. If care is taken in the removal of Moss
and tissue paper at the unpacking, not only will the
bunches come out sound, but there will not beany
serious loss of bloom. For Pfaches, Nectarines,
Figs, and indeed all soft fruit, the Moss and tissue
paper are all the materials really necessary, but 1 like
the addition of a little coarse bran. Proceed as for
Grapes. Wrap each fruit in a little tissue paper,
place on a layer of Moss with a little bran shaken
in to fill interstices. The fruit should be as close
together as possible without actually touching,
allowing say an eighth of an inch between. Shake
in bran to fill up level with the top of the fruit and
again a layer of Moss over all. In a note on pack-
ing that appeared some time ago a correspondent
recommended short (dried) Grass from the lawn as
a substitute for Moss, and it might answer well for
short journeys, but I do not like it so well when
th3 fruit has to remain some thirty hours in the
boxes. I may mention that the strength of deal
recommended for railway boxes is when they are
afterwards packed in hampers ; if to travel inde-
pendently, half-inch deal is not too thick.—E. Bur-
RELL, Claremont.

Apricots at Syon House.—Having very re-

cently had the opportunity of seeing the trees Mr.
Wythes refers to in last week's Garden (p. 204),
I have special pleasure in conlirming all he says of
their superb condition and exti-aordinary fertility.

Taking these trees all in all, I have not seen their

like for years, it indeed I ever have seen their
equal. The wall is, I think, 14 feet high, and en-
closes one side of the kitchen garden at Syon
House. From one end to the other at the time of

my visit (the first week in August) there was not
a jaundiced leaf, to say nothing of a perished
branch, nor a barren patch on the entire surface of
the wall. It need not be added that my visit was
entirely unexpected, and that I had not been to

these gardens before for years. I had never met
with such a case of complete cure of branch-perish-
ing and semi-barrenness through lifting old Apricot
trees. I wish also to verify all that Mr. Wythes
so well says about gable -end Apricots, once so
common and so profitable in Oxfordshire and other
counties. A good many of these have no doubt
been crippled into decrepitude through over-crop-
ping and starvation. Shallow, well-drained bor-

ders, with persistent mulching and copious sup-
plies of moisture are Mr. Wvthes's means of renew-
ing the youth and establishing the fertility of

those Apricot trees on a sound and lasting basis.

—D. T. F.

Grape Muscat of Alexandria cracking'.

—

What appears to have been a similar case to that
of " J. D." once came under my observation. In
that case the fire was let out eaily in June and
the summer was wet and cold. The berries

swelled to a good size, and all appeared to be going
well until about this time, when many berries

cracked in the manner described. The skins were
thin and the Grapes watery, and I had no hesita-

tion in attributing the cracking to a damp, stag-

nant atmosphere. The roots were all inside, the
Vines healthy, and, I believe, well managed.—H.
Ceane.

I have seen several instances of the cracking
of this Grape in a similar manner to that described

by "W.I." (p. 182), and, like him, have come to

the conclusion that it is caused by unsuitable
atmospheric conditions, more often the result of

too low a night temperature combined with too

much moisture in the air. I find that where the

Vines are growing in soil inclined to be heavy the
cracking is more prevalent, especially if the foliage

is defective, brought about by sluggish root-action.

I give the surface of the border a good dressing of
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coarse sand or road-grit, preferably the latter, at i

the time when the border is being top-dressed in i

the autninn, and the frequent supplies of water

applied during the folh)win{; season of yrowlh

gradually wash the san-l or grit down amongst the

surface roots. It is surprising how the roots of

Muscat Vines will tik(^ hold of any gritty matter.

Ily an improved root-aclion in heavy soil the foliage

follows suit, and the cracking of the berries is re-

duced to a niiiiimimi if the atnuisphere of the

inside of the vinery is kept in a wariu, buoyant

condition day and night by the aid of artificial

warmth and the admission of air at all times.

Plum Mitchelson's. -This is a first-rate va-

riety for growing as a standard. It is one of the

surest cropping sorts we have, while the fruit is of

really good (juality for a (booking Plum. The form
of the fruit is somewhat after the style of Dymond,
but not nearly .so large, while the colour is the

same, liy some this is termed a Damson, but in

my opinion the fruit is much too large for that.

—

E. M.
Lifting Strawberries for forcing.— I have

several hunilreds of Slrawlierry plants in the

ground, runners planted last March. I have not

let them fruit this season, and have kept the run-

Grape Foster's Seedling.

Where a vinery is shut up quite close at night and
the temperature allowed to lise to 75° the next
day before any air is admitted, the in-ide atmo-
sphere of the vinery i-^ loaded with moisture, which
cjndenses on the berries. Under such conditions,

it is not to be wondered at if the berries crack
near the stalk in the manner described. It is a
good plan after watering the in>ide border of the
Muscat house after the middle of August to cover
the border with straw, this checking to a consider-

able extent the rising of moisture from the soil,

and of course preventing the border becoming so

soon dry. By the time named the berries have
swollen to their full size, and the Vines do not re-

quire so much liquid support.—S.

ners cut off. If they were taken up and potted
now, would they do lor forcing in the spring, or

are this year's runners better for forcing '.' Should
the growth of Peach trees be stopped ! The trees

are in pots and have made good growth. They are

about ten years old.— Amateuu.
*„* If the varieties are well adapted for pot cul-

ture, by all means lift and pot. Runners placed in

nursery beds last March should lift well, this really

being one of the simplest methods of obtaining

extra strong early Strawberry plants for forcing.

Give them a good watering over-night and litt

with a moderate-sized ball of soil and roots only,

too much garden soil in pots being liable to sour

badly. Pot firmly, place on a bed of ashes in a

good open position, and keep well supplied with
water. There shoulil be no further delay in lift-

ing. There ought to be no stopping of Peach trees

in pots at this date. Any old bearing wcjod that
can safely be cut away so as to bcnelit the young
shoots may well be removed, but defer shortening
these till the winter jiruning. In all probability
these growths are not strong, and will be furnished
with fruit -buds only, in which case no .shortening

back must be practised, or otherwise there would
be no leafy growth beyond the fruit. Rest the
trees in the open, that is, if they h.-ive not been al-

lowed to root out into a border for some consider-
able time, but do not withhold water from the
roots, liipiid manure also being needed by heavily
cropped trees after they have been cleared of fruit.

—W. I.

GRAPE FOSTER'S SEEDLINO.
Foster's SEK.i>LiN"(i was raised somewhere about
the year l.s:!."> by Mr. Foster, gardener to Lady
Downe, lieniiigborougli Hall, York, and wa.s

said to be of the same ])arentage as the popular
and altogether distinct Lady Downe'.s Seed-
ling, both resulting from a batch of seedlings
obtained by crossing Black Morocco with the
common Sweetwater. It is of free, yet not
rank growth, the foliage being somewhat jalain,

of good substance, and rich green colour. No
more productive Grape could be named, tlio

bunches being of medium size and of compact
form, the berries being moderately large and
oval-shaped, and no difficulty is experienced in
effecting a perfect set. At lirst the colour of
the berries when ripe is of a greenish white,
but this changes, if the bunches are kept long
enough, to a darker yellow, tlie exposed sides
being tinged with a dull red. It forces readily,
is particularly good as a successional or mid-
season variety, and under much the same treat-
ment as Black Alicante can be ripened later and
kept good till December. The quality is usually
good. In common with tlie Black Hamburrdi,
it will bear a considerable amount of bad treat-
ment before breaking down, but if badly over-
cropped the character is much changed for the
worse, the bunches being long, thin, and loose,
the berries being nearer round tlian oval in
sha])e, and of a sickly green colour, this mak-
ing the variety almost unrecognisable, (.'rowd-

ing the laterals and rods lias mucli the .same
effect, and the main rods ought to be fully
4 feet apart. Given plenty of room, the growth
is sturdier, the wood both of young rods and
laterals becoming almost as hard as that of
well-grown Muscat of Alexandria, and capable
of producing fine compact bunches at every
break. Moderately hard pruned laterals, as a
rule, give the best l)unches, those from strong
young canes not unfrequently being somewhat
loose and also ugly miless the longest of tlie

shoulders are pinched off'. At the same time
it is advisable to occasionally renew the rods,
more especially if bunches for exhibition are
required, young canes laid in near the ground
gradually taking tlie place of the old rods.
As before stated, the berries set thickly and
well, and that, too, without being artificially

impregnated. The stems and footstalks beinc
stout and unyielding, it is advisable to thin
out rather freely, the berries keeping badly if

jamming tightly again.st each other. Shoulder-
ing up or suspending the longest shoulders with
strips of raffia is also advisable, this consider-
ably improving the size and appearance of the
bunch. During the ripening jjeriod a good cir-

culation of warm air ought to be maintained,
this improving the colour and <piality of the
berries and also preventing cracking—a failing
to which this variety is somewhat addicted.
Plenty of light should reach the bunches to en-
sure perfect colouring.
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FRUIT-PACKING COMPETITIONS.

It seems to be exceedingly cliHicult to define satis-

fiict.ory fruit-packing competitions, or at least

such as all can understand. At the recent Earl's

Court show the conditions related to Grapes only,

and were that " a basket containing 12 lbs. of fruit

should be packed for transit I y rail and delivered

at a distance of not less than 10 miles "
; also

"that a box containing not less than 10 lbs. of

fruit should be sent by rail or parcels post "over a

not less distance of miles than the basket. Now
of the several competitors, a minority seems to

have literally interpreted the schedule to mean
tl)at these parcels should be absolutely entrusted

to the railway companies to carry and deliver at

Earl's Court. Others seem to have read, or

rather nii>read, the conditions to mean that they

should be brought by the exhibitor the required

distance and delivered by him. If so undcr.^tcod,

it should have been very obvious that such was
never intended, ,is that was making a pure farce

out of thecla.'ses. The real object of the competi-

tion was to enable competitors to display their

abilities to pack Grapes in such an e.xcellent way,

that they could be entrusted to the tender mercies

of railway companies or the post office as ordinary

parcels for delivery at their destinations, and if

such ability was not evoked, then the competition

had no force or use. Gardeners have to be per-

petually sending fruit by rail or post to their em-
ployers and very frequently to market. In both

cases, therefore, it is of the first importance it

should ariive in the very best possible condition.

There was seen in the market collections at Earl's

Court ample evidence of the way choice fruit

is packed to reach our markets safely, even

from such remote distances as California, and
what is possible elsewhere in the matter of good
packing should be possible at home and over

short distances. It was very strange that gar-

deners who are perpetually sending fruit by rail

should have so interpreted the schedule as to think

that if they took their packages with them and
staged them just as ordinary passengers' luggage,

sucti a plan would meet the requirements of

the schedule. No one sent by parcels post, the

risk being doubtless regarded as too great, whilst

10 lbs. of Grapes with box and packing would have

been in excess of jiarcels post we'ght, which is

limited to 12 lbs. Naturally, sending by parcels

post submits fruit to far greater trials and dangers

than does ordinary rail transit, especially in the

case of cross-handled baskets or of flats, as these

are almost invariably kept upright. Black Grapes
were sent in every case but one, and yet the test of

transit is more immediately evidenced in the case

of black Grapes carrying bloom than it is with
white Grapes, where rubbing is less evident. Some
of the Guernsey growers pack each bunch sepa-

rately in tissue paper, but it is dnubtful whelher
rubbing is not more evidenced in such case than it

is when berries only come into actual con' act.

A. D.

SHORT NOTES.—FRUIT.

against an east wall here have not missed a crop for

several years until this season, but others growing
in bush form have given us abundant pr-oduce, thus
showii g the advantage of growing Plums in a va-

riety of ways. The only fault attached to this

latter method is that wht n the trees are heavily
laden there is a danger of the branches breaking
down with the weight o.f fruit. By cottagers and
amateurs who have space for only one kind the

Victoria ought to le planted.— S.

The Fruit Crops.

Plum "Waahirgton.—This Plum is generally

re«;ar.led aa a sliy-bearincj sort. One large tree grow-
irr^ wgnin.st a south w:ill here has not borne a dozen
fruits for the last half-dozen years, although the tree

13 a picture of health in every respect. Another tree

growing asrainst an east wall Iras not missed a crop for

the last ten years, the fruit swelhng to a large size irncl

ripening grirndly. With the exceptioir of Green Gage,
no Plum can equal the Washington in point of flavour.
— E. M., Siranniore Pari-

Apple Beauty of Bath.—TIris is a valuable
early Apple anil likely to be much grown in the
future. It ripens a few days before Irish Peach
and a day or two after Mr. Gladstone. I saw a
very fine dish of it at the Salisbury show on August
10. It is of taking appearance, being clearly

striped with red on a yellow ground. The tree is

an excellent grower and appears to do well on the

Paradise stock.—E.

Plum Victori?.—Without a ''oubt this is the

most useful Plum in existence. The trees growing

WESTERN.
Iwerne Minster, Dorset.—The fnrit crops

here and in this neiglibourhood' are, with few ex-

ceptions, nearly a failur-e. Trees looked well in

the autumn with plenty of fruit buds, fairly well

matured, and in April produced a fine show of

blossom of good srrbstance, but nearly all perished,

for on the llith, 17th, ami ISth we hari a succession

of frosts, varying in intensity from 5° to ]ti°,

which, in defiance of our usual temporary cover-

ings of Spruce branches and tiffany, destroyed our
hopes. Apricots, Pears and Plums all in full

bloom suffered alike, and only a few escaped.

Apples being eight or ten days later fared better,

although they wore also terribly cut by the bitter

spring weatlier, and are only carrying barely half

a crop. Among cooking Apples, Ecklinville Seed-
ling, Lord Sufheld, Stirling Castle, Tower of

Glarais, Hawthornden,Nelson'sGlory, Keswick Cod-
lin are gold. Dessertkinds : Margil, Cox's Orange,
King of Pippins and Fearn's Pippin Damsons
are a fair crop, but leaves much eaten by ir sects.

Gooseberries and Currants have been an abiirdant

crop, but stripped of their leaves by caterpillars.

Ra-pberries medium crop, but fruit s-mallfr'om want
of moisture, t berries we do not grow here.

Str-awberries have been a poor crop and small

in conscqufnce of the very dry summer and
chalk subsoil. The few that set did not swell from
want of moisture. In some of the neighbouring
gardens where the soil is deeper and more drought-

resisting the crops have Ijeen better, but the frosts

and withering winds in February and March left

the plants stunted and weak for blooming.
All vegetables have suffered more or less from

the dry season. Peas especially have been small

and wanting in flavour, and in this shallow soil

have only been kept alive by rnrdching and water-

ing. Potatoes are an abundant crop, gord in

flavour, and as yet free from disease.— P. David-
son.

Badminton, 'Wilts. — The fruit crops in

these gardens .-ire, witli the exception of Pears,

good, and in some instances above the average.

Apricots are abundant and of good size, also

Peaches and Nectarines. The Pear crop, in this

neighbourhood is a failure generally, the severe

frosts in April ruining the chances ( f a crop as

they cauglit the majority of the trees in full

bloom. Bush fruits have been abundant and fine

everywhere. Str-awberries generally have not been

so abundant as in some seasons.—W. Nash.

Stoke Edith Park, Hereford.—The fruit

crops in this neighbourhood are not nearly so good

as they at first promised to be on account of the

disastrous frost which occurred during the month
of April. In some orchards Apples are fairly p!en-

liful and in others almost a failure. Pears, perry

kinds excepted, are but little grown her-eabouts

outside of private gardens, and the few that are

cultivated are bearing but sparsely ; but in a good
many orchards the perry Pears are be?iring well

Cherry trees in orchards and cot' age gardens have

borne magnificent crops, and the quality I as been

all that could be desired. Plums and Damsons
are scarce in exposed and low-lying orchards and
gardens, but higher up on the hills, where the trees

are above the fog-line and well shelter'cd, they

are heavily laden with fruit. Apricots grown
against cottages are only half a crop, great num-
bers of the blossoms and buds having been killed

by frost. Bush fruits, with the exception of Goose-
berries, have been fairly good, but the latter were
but a thin crop. Strawberries where grown have
borne well and the flavour and quality good. Sir J.

I'axton beirg the variety generally grown. Nuts
of all kinds are abundant. In these gardens, owing
to our sheltered position, the fruit crop is on the
whole a most satisfactory one. Damsons are thin,

but now that Plums show themselves more, the
crop is a very fair one for the season. On walls,

July Green Gage, Green Gase, Golden Drop', Jeffer-

son's, Kirke's, Pond's Seedling and Rivers' Early
Prolific are the best. The following, which are
grown as bushes, are carrying very good crops, viz

,

Golden Gage, Imperial Black, Red Magnum Bo-
num. Late Ork^ans, JeflPerson's, Bryanston Green
Gage and Kirke's. Pear trees blossomed well and
had set on south and west walls when the frosts

already .spoken of thinned them out sadly. Tire

best are Doyenne du Comice, Passe Colmar, Mrae.

Treyve, Duchesse d'Orleans, Marie Louise, Beurr§
d'Aremberg, Passe Crassane, Pitmaston Di:chess.

In the open garden bush and pyiamid trees

flowered later and consequently set better crops,

the following being some of the best: Alexandre
Lambre, AithoiTe Crassane, Doyennfi du Cornice,

Marie Louise, Eeuiie d'Aremberg, Pitmastrn
Duchess, Seckle, Dana's Hovey, Beurrc Hardy,
Beurre Kancc, Beurrc d'Esperen, Souvenir du Cor-
gres. Taking the garden right through. Apples
are a splendid crop, and it would take up too much
space to enumerate all that are bearing, and I will

merely mention a few of the best; Lord Sufheld,

Manks Ccdlin, Keswick Ccdlin, Cellini, Stirling

Castle, Small's Admirable, Warner's King, Hanwell
Souring, Maltster, Lord Clyde, Old and New Nor-
thern Greening, Blenheim Orange, Lady lltnnikrr,

Ecklinville, Alfriston. Of dessert kinds. Cox's

Orange, Ribston, Worcester Pearmain, Seek-no-

further-. Lamb Abbey Pearmain, Fearn's Pippin,

Cox's Pomona, Golelen Pippin, Reinctte du Canada,
Duchess of Oldenburg, Melon Apple, anrl Red and
White Juneating are a few of the best. Apricots

which had the protection of copings andfrigi domo
blinds when in flower have set a good average
crop, the fruits being large and clean, anil they

are now swelling rapidly towards maturity.

Peaches and Nectarines which had the same
amount of protection also set well, but trees un-

protected on another wall are only carry irg a par-

tial crop. Alexarder Peaches on a west wall were
gathered by the middle of July. This is an ex-

cellent vaiieiy for outdoor culture. Sweet Cherries

were abundant and good both on wall trees and
bu.shes, Early Rivers'being ready for gathering the

seconel week in June. Kentish has boine exceed-

ingly well, and at the tine of writing we still

have a few standard-trained trees on a north wall

heavily laden with fruit. This is an excellent

Cherry for bottling and cooking. Morellos en
south-east and norlhern aspects, also bush treis,

are carrying exceptionally good crops, the indi-

vidual fruits being very large in size. These and
the Kentish are annually mulched with manure,
and they seldom fail to yield heavy crops.

Red, White and Black Currants have been abun-
dant ; in fact, some bushes of Raby Castle and
Cherry (for late use) are covered with fruit. Goose-

berries were cnly half a crop, and the flavour of

those allowcel to ripen up was not up to t! e

mark. Raspberries have been abundant and good.

The autumn varieties promise well, pnd are now
coming into flower. Strawberries have been most
abundant and of excellent quality, quite up to the

standard of other years.—A. 'WARD.

Clarendon Park.—The fruit crop in this part

of Wilts taken as a whole cannot be regar'ded as a
heavy ore, but it is certainly much better than was
aniicifated after the destructive frost, more espe-

ciallv on the morning of April 1.5, when most of

the Pear, Plum, and early Cherry trees were in full

bloom. Str'awbcrries also suffered from this fr'ost.

Apples may be regarded as a fair average crop, for

as they came into bloom later than Pear sand some
other kinds of fruit trees they escaped the frost.

Though it is common to meet with orchards

almost bare of fruit, it is satisfactory to know that

others are cqrally as conspicuous bj' their abund-
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ance of fruit. We are fortunate in having orchards

in tliree dilTerent part-s of tlie estate situate more
than a mile apart, ami it is very seldom Ihat all

produce a full crop every year, but they do so in

turn.s, and when one is almost a total failure the

others generally give us a good crop. .Mthoiigh

not a great distance apart, it is surprising the value

of the arrnngcment, and I can say that we have

not been really short of Apples but once since

1881, and that was in 18SS, after the plague of

caterpillars. Among the kinds that aie bearing

good cro|is this year may be mentioned Blenheim
Pippin and King of the Pippins, extra good ; the

branches of Duchess of Oldenburg are bent to the

ground by the weight of fruit, and among others

also bearing good crops are Lord Sufficld, Ecklin-

ville Seedling, Warner's King, The Queen, Dume-
low's Seedling, Wiiltham Abbey Seedling, Northern
Greening, Irish Peach, ('o.\"s Orange Pippin, Wor-
cester Pe.armain, Devonshire Quarrenden, and Yel-

low Ingestre, as well as many of the local kinJs.

Pears liere may be regarded as the greatest failure

that we have ha<l for years, there not being a
crop on any of the tree.", and on many kinds none.

Among tlie kinds on whicli a sprinkling of fruit

may be found are Williams' Bon Chretien, Marie

Louise, Beurre Clairgcau, Louise Bonne of Jersey,

Glou Morceau, Knight's Monarch, Flemish Beauty,

Ne Plus Meuris, and Pitmaston Duchess. Plums
are far better than was anticipated some weeks
ago, and on many kinds there is a full and on
others a fair average crop. The seldom-failing

Victoria certainly carries the palm for weight of

crop, while Early and Late Gage and Guthrie's

Gage, The Czar, Rivers' Early, Pershore, Kirke's,

together with the Mussel Plum and Farleigh Dam-
son, are bearing average crops. Cherries have been

a good crop. May Duke, Frogmore Bigarreau,

Black Tartarian, and Morello are alike satisfactory.

Peaches and Apricots are a fair crop, but not full.

Raspberries have been very satisfactory, the valu-

able variety Superlative still being the best both
for its heavy cropping as well as its continuous
bearing and large fruit. Strawberries were a light

crop; the long-continued dry weather during their

ripening caused the fruit to be small and under-

sized. Filbert and Cob Nuts are a fair crop, but
Walnuts are scarce.— C. W.\rden.

Compton Bassett, 'Wilts.—Taken as a whole
this season, the fruit crops may be put down as

average. Currants, Red, Black, and White,
are most plentiful, but have been injured by
the caterpillar. Gooseberries also have been a
good crop. Strawberries a good crop, and where
plants were liberally watered fruit has been extra

good. Raspberries have been an excellent crop and
fruit good. Apples are a medium crop upon stan-

dards, late varieties the best ; espaliers are heavy,
e^peciallyof early varieties. Pears are a medium crop,

frost in the middle of June destroying good pros-

pects ; Jargonelle good, Beurre Giffard bad, Wil-
liams' on west wall good, south wall bad, Louise
Bonne average, Marie LTuise average. Doyenne du
Comice under average, Pitmaston Duchess, Catillac

and sundry other midseason and late varieties

average. Plums, all varieties, a good crop. Dam-
sons under average. Quinces a fair crop. Nuls a
better crop than for fuur years. Medlars a shy
crop. Apricots bad. Peaches and Nectarines ave-
rage crop.

Potatoes are grand, and if the disease can be
kept away we sliall have a very heavy crop.—W. A.
Cook.

Trelissick, Truro.—Apples pretty good crops
in most placis, but the fruit very inferior and
small : trees b.^dly blighted. I never saw so much
dead wood, thou.>iands of branches for a length of

2 feet or :! feet being quite de<ad. The cause I attri-

bute to severe and late sprin-r frosts. Pears very
thin, not nearly half the usual crop. Peaches and
Nectarines are splendid crops, trees clean and
healthy ; never had them in a more satisfactory

condition. Plums, both on walls and standards,
very light, many of the large Plum orchards in this

neighbourhood being quite a failure. Bush fruits

very good, but much injured by caterpillars. Our
Goosebenies and Currants, which are permanently
covered with wire netting, have escaped, while in
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many places where Ihc Ijirds havc^ fieo access to

the bushes they have been completely stripicd.

Our trees were atlai^kcd, but dusting with lielle-

l)ore powder soon stopped them. Caterpillars have
been unusually troublesome this season. Figs
(outdoors) a line crop. No Apricots. Cherries do
not succeed well in this district, but some trees on
the walls had a few. Strawberries have been a fair

general crop, especially where the plants have been
well supplied with water.—W. SANGWIN.

Tortworth, Falfield.—The Apple crop in this

district is much \inder average and very partial.

Pears almost a failure. Peaches and Nectarines
very good. Plums are very scarce. Raspberries
have been abundant and good. Strawberries very
good. Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury is a great
favourite here, and gives general satisfaction.

Oxonian is our best late variety. Auguste Nicaise,

James Veitch, Keens' Seedling, Pauline, Presi-

dent, and Sir Joseph Paxton do veiy well here.

Gooseberries and Currants very good. Quinces,
also Medlars, under average. Cob Nuts and Fil-

berts good and abundant. Walnuts are a failure.

—T. SniNGLE.S.

Mount Edgcumbe, Devon.—The fruit crop
in this district is a poor one. The almost
sunless summer of IS'.il left the wood in a very
unripened state, the very severe frost of last

spring cut off all the blossom except in very shel-

tered places, and I he exceptionally dry summer we
are just going through has left us in a sorry plight.

The soil in this garden is not suitab'e for good
fruit culture, being a very poor slaty kind of stuff,

which drains very quickly, and unless we get rain

often we suffer very severely. Apples are under
average. Pears very bad. Plums under. Peaches
and Nectarines very heavy croji (these were pro-

tected with several thicknesses of fishing net).

Cherries under. Small fruits fair.— S. J. Kicn-
ARD8.

AUensmore Court, near Hereford.—Apples
and Pears average crop and good. Plums scarce.

Cherries abundant and good. Peaches fine crop.

Apricots average. Small fruits fine crop. Straw-
berries plentiful. Nuts plent.ful. — Kenketh
McKeszie.

Glewston Court, Koss.—The Apple crop is

very paitial; some varieties have a heavy crop,

notably Worcester Pearraain, Ecklinville Seedling,

Stirling Castle, Golden Spire, King of the Pippins,

Margil, Magnum Bonum and Lord Suffield. Some
few other kinds have a fair crop and others none.

Taken altogether, the crop will be an averpge one
here. The Pear crop is rather light, but better

than last year—Louise Bonne of Jersey, Clapp's

Favourite, Glou Morceau, Beurre Hardy, Thomp-
son's, Marie Louise and Marie Louise d'Uccle being
the best. Plums are the heaviest crop we have
ever had ; every tree is heavily laden, and the trees

look healthy and well. Peaches and Nectatines
are also a good crop. Eaily Alexander and Hale's

Early Peaches have afforded us a fine lot of large

fruit. Apricots are a good crop, the best for j ears,

and the same remarks apply to Cherries, both sweet
and Morellos. Raspberries have been below the

average. Currants of all sorts an average crop,

also Gooseberries. Medlars, Wa'nuts and Filberts

agood crop. Strawbenie? were a good crop, the
fruit fine, but not so good in flavour as usual.

—

S. T. Wright.
Longford Castle, Salisbury. — Excepting

Pears and Plums, the fruit crop for 1892 will com-
pare favourably with any of its predecessors during
the last three or four years. Peaches, Nec-
tarines, and Apricots are heavy crops. The trees

having been protected while in flower set their

fruit so thickly, that severe thinning was necessary.

Surface dressings of short manure were laid on over

the roots in spring, and removed during the sum-
mer, to the great advantage of the trees and their

crops, the repeated waterings at the roots washing
the substance of the manure down to the numerous
rootlets, thereby imparling fresh vigourto the trees

and size to the individual fruits. Sweet Cherries

May Duke, Governor Wood, and Black Tartarian

were a good average crop. The Morellos are also

plentiful and good. The Apple trees in the middle
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of our orchard are heavily cropped, whil.st those
outside are generally but scantily cropped. Young
Plum trees of the Sultan, Dymond, The Czar, and
JclTerson are carrjing nice crops of fruit. Goose-
berries and Currants had immense crops, some of

the Gooseberry bushes being borne to the ground by
the weight of their crops. Raspberries, owing to

the unusually dry summer, were a light crop, and
Strawberries an average one and of short dura-
tion. Il.W. W.\RD.

Yate House Gardens, Gloucester. — The
fruit crops here and around the neighbourhood are
this year far from satisfactory. Pears are almost
a failure. Apples scarcely half a crop. The same
may be said of outdoor Peaches and Plums. This
is owing to the sunless autumn of IKitl ; there is no
doubt the wood did not get sufliciently ripened.

Our orchard trees suffered much in cor,sequ(nce,

and we have had to prune away an unusual quan-
tity of shoots which were killed outright by the
severe winter which followed. Of small fruits I

can report favourably. Cherries, Gooseberries,
Currants and Strawberries good average ci'ops, also

a splendid crop of Filbert and Cob nuts.— P. M.
MOBSBY.

Bowden Hall, near Gloucester.—The fruit

cr-op here is below the average. Apples and Ptars
are very scarce e-Kcepting common cider and perry
sorts. Plums are very scarce in most places near
here, but in a few sheltered orchards there is a
fair crop. Currants very heavy crop. Gooseberries
about half a crop. Strawberries were below the
average, as they suffered from want of rain for

some time before they were in bloom and were cut
down to the ground by the severe Maich winds.

—

W. Keen.

Membland, Plymoutli.—The fruit crop in

this district is not up to the average. Apples are
not a general crop, a few trees being heavily laden
with fruit, but many are without fruit altogether.

Lane's Prince Albert, Gloria Mundi, Lord Suflield,

Wellirgton, Grenadier, Stirling Castle, and a few
others have heavy crops. We had a wet and cold
autumn last year, and it would have been no
surprise to me if we had had a barr'en year in

Apples, as the wood was not well ripened. The
trees flowered well, although we had drying winds
and some frost at the time of blooming. Pears are

a very I'ght crop, caused no doubt by the inclement
weather at the time of flowering ; very few Plums
and plenty of Cherries. Peaches are very little

grown out of doors in this district, and Nuts are

scarce. Gooseberries and Currants are enormous
crops. Our Gooseberries were just set when we had
the 12° of frost on Good Friday morning, and,
curiously enough, the fruit escaped unhurt ; the
foliage being plentiful no doubt protected them.
Sti'awberries on the whole have been very satis-

factory. A few sorts have not borne so well this

year, notably Sir J. Paxton and Dr. Hogg.— G.
Baker.

Killerton, 'Exeter.— Peaches and Nectarines
are .a very good crop. Among the best are Early
Beatrice, which we began to gather on July 14

;

this was followed by Early Rivers, Early Louise,

and Hales' Early. We are gathering (August 23)
Royal Geor-ge, Dymond, and Dr. Hogg, all of which
have good crops, and had to be thinned. Later
soits are also good. A; ricots have beeir a very

fair crop. Plums are generally a failure, only a
few sorts bearing moderately. Among the best

are Early Prolific, Pershore, and Prince Englebert.

Pears of all sorts are scarcer than they have
been for very many years. Apples, some sorts are
very good crops. Among the best are King of the
Pippins (very heavy), Stubbard, Pomme Vita',

Manks C'odlin, Frogmore Prolific, Hawthornden,
Schoolmaster, Cox's Pomona, Stirling Castle, Gol-

den Spire, Worcester Pearmain, Lady Henniker,

Golden Noble, Lare's Prince Albert, Wjken Pip-

Pippin, Dumelow's Seedling and Blenheim Orange.
Other sorts much below average. Figs are a fail-

ure; some of the trees were much injured by the
fr-oft. Cherries, early sorts, were a fair crop; Mo-
rellos are very good. Gooseterrics have been a
very heavy crop, also each sort of Currant and
Raspberries. Of Strawberries the early sorts were
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very good, viz , Black Prince, Laxton's Noble, and
Keens' Seedling, and Sir Joseph Paxton grown on

south borders and well mulched; but the later

sorts were more affected by the hot, dry weather.

Potatoes of all sorts are very good crops and of

exceptionally good quality, with no trace of dis-

ease. The early sorts in | the garden are Sharp's

Victor, Ashleafs, Early Puritan and Beauty of

Hebron. Under field culture we have Beauty of

Hebron, Schoolmaster, Scotch Champion, Impera-

tor, and Bruce.

—

John Gael.^nd.

lijrpiatt Park, Gloucester.—The Apple and
Pear crops are very thin in this neighbourhood.

Plums are fairly good. Damsons and also Currants

of all kinds abundant. Morello Cherries dropped

badly, otherwise there would have been a fine crop.

Gooseberries are a fair crop. Strawberries are

abundant and fine.—G. Cypiieh.

Pynes, Exeter.—The continued dry season we
have experienced in this district and the cold east

winds and frosts in March and April, and again on

the morning of June 15, have proved very disas-

trous. The hardy fruit crop is below the average.

Peaches good wliere they had plenty of water.

Nectarines medium. Apricots scarce. Apples

good. Plums scarce. Pears medium. Cherries

medium. Gooseberries good. Ra'pberiies medium.
Black and Red Currants good.—E. SPARICS.

Wilton House, Salisbury.—Apples fair crop.

Apricots heavy crop under glass coping. Cherries

good on walls under glass coping; none in open

garden. Currants abundant. I'igs fair crop.

Gooseberries light crop. Peaches and Nectarines

heavy crop under glass coping. Nuts and Filberts

good crop. Pears very light crop. Plums good on

walls ; none in open garden. Raspberries heavy
crop. Strawberries fair crop.—T. Ch.\llis.

Cirencester House, Gloucester.— I never

remember a brighter promise of fruit than was
the case early in the past spring. The trees

were a sheet of blossom : but on April 2(), after a
fortnight of delightfully warm weather, which
brought the trees rapidly into flower, the ther-

mometer quickly fell, and we experienced a violent

storm of hail and cold rain, followed by 2° of frost.

On the 27th, 7^ were registered; 2<lth, .5°; 30th,

8°; May 1, S°. The Pears, Cherries, Plums,

and Peaches were in full flower, but the Apri-

cots had set their fruit, which were as large as

stnall Beans, these being shrivelled up as if

scorched by fire. The Nectarines were also in

flower, but being under a heavy glass coping and
covered with canvas, we saved them and have a
fairly good crop of fruit. Penches on the same
wall are good, but the Pears are a scanty crop.

Plums variable ; some trees have a full crop, while

others have not a single fruit on them. Des.sert

Cherries were a light crop; Morellos are a full

crop. Apples are under average. All kinds of

small or bush fruits are good, except Raspberries,

the canes of which were killed by frost, owing to

the unripened condition they were in. With regard

to the Strawberry crop, I was never more agree-

ably surprised. To all appearance they were quite

dead in March—not a single leaf could be found
on them and the crowns were very dormant. How-
ever in April, with the genial weather we had in

the early part of that month, they soon sprang
into growth and we had a first-rate crop of fruit,

good in size and flavour.—T. Arnold.

Abberley Hall, Stourport. — The Apple
crop is better tlian was thought at one time, al-

though it is very partial. Some kinds are bearing
well, and amongst them may be mentioned Eck-
linville Pippin, Stirling Castle, Duchess of Olden-
burg, Frogmore Prolific, Worcester Pearmain, King
ot the Pippins, Domino, and a few olhers. Still

the crop is much below the average, but the

quality is good. Pears are bad ; in fact, there are

very few hereabouts, excepting a few on some
trees of the perry kinds. Plums on walls are a
failure, but in the open in our own garden I never

saw trees more heavily laden. This, however, is

not the rule in this district, they being very vari-

able. Our trees are grown on the extension sys-

tem, straggling shoots being shortened to balance
the growth, thinning out being all the pruning

they receive. Apricots are a f.iilure. Some trees

are bearing fair crops, but they do not ripen well.

Peaches and Nectarines without exception are

bearing fine crops, and, with the exception of

Royal George and Noblesse, the trees are healthy.

These two latter are not hardy enough for our ex-

posed elevation, but the quality of the fruit is good
when fully ripe. Cherries were an immense crop.

Morellos are splendid both against north walls and
in the open. This should prove a profitable market
kind, as even in poor Cherry years the Morello in-

variably crops well. Raspberries have been good,

and the same may be said of Red and Black Cur-

rants ; but the Gooseberry crop has been poor.—A.

Young.

Canford Manor, "Wimborne.—Apples are a

good average crop. Pears blossomed freely, but
were much injured by frosts, as were also Plums,
Apricots and Cherries. Peaches and Nectarines
suffered severely in some gardens, whilst in others

more sheltered they are plentifid and of good
quality. Gooseberries, Raspberries and Red Cur-
rants are a very partial crop, whilst Black Currants
are abundant and good. Strawberries are plenti-

ful and of excellent quality both in size and
flavour. Noble and Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury
are very useful for an early supply. President and
Margaret do well here, and Aromatic is a good
late variety.—T. H. Crasp.

Arle Court, Cheltenham.- The fruit crop in

this district is very poor, with the exception of

Apples, which are a fairly average crop ; in fact,

better than I have known for the past four years.

Pears are almost an entire failure. In our garden
Plums are quite nil, although in some of the mar-
ket gardens in this locality there are a few Victoria

and Pershore Plums. Peaches, Apricots and Mo-
rello Cherries have all failed. Gooseberries very

poor. Black and Red Currants good. Strawberries

below the average, but of very good quality.

—

G. W. Mausii.

Batsford Park, iMoreton-in-Marsh. — In

I his garden and neighbourhood the Apple crop is

generally below the average, a large proportion of

orchard and also garden trees having scarcely any
fruit upon them. Blenheim Orange, which is

largely cultivated in this and the adjoining coun-

ties, seems to be bearing but a very thin crop.

Keswick Codlin is, however, again proving itself a
reliable bearer as a standard, and amongst pyra-

mid and bush trees the following are giving the

best returns : Ecklinville, Tower of Glamis, Golden
Winter Pearmain, Sturmer Pippin, Warner's King,

Court Pendu Plat, and Cox's Orange Pippin. The
last named is not so free as in the past two seasons,

and several other varieties not mentioned are but

sparingly represented by their fruit this year.

Somewhat similar remarks apply to Pears. Those

on walls have very little fruit, some young trees on

the Quince stock being the best. As pyramidf,

Thompson's. Gratioli of Jersey, Huyshe's Victoria,

Vicar of Winklield, and Soldat Laboureur are bear-

ing fairly well, most of the superior varieties having

no fruit. Apricots had to be thinned, as they set

well and escaped injury from frost. The crop is a

very good one, but the fruits are small—probably a

result of insufficient thinning in the young state.

Peaches and Nectarines have made an unusually

healthy growth, and several trees especially of

early kinds are producing good returns. Alexander

and Hale's Early Peaches have coloured and ripened

well. Successional varieties are Dymond, Royal

George, Bellegarde,AlexandraNoblesse and Princess

of Wales. The best Nectarines are Lord Napier and
Elruge; these on the whole are not bearing so well as

the Peaches. The trees have sufl'ered but little from

blister on the leaves this year, while this sadly

crippled the first growths during past seasons.

Plums on east and on north-west walls are very

heavily laden, too heavy in fact for the well-being

of the trees, were it not that they had been grow-

ing too strongly—Early Rivers', Orleans, Kirke's,

Bryanston, Purple, Webstei's and Braby's Green,

Gages, and Victoria amongst others. By way of

contrast, some old trees of Green Gage on a south

wall are nearly a failure, all hough they flowered

well. When fully out they were injured by frost,

though covered up by fish netting. The others
above referred to were not covered, but being later

in flowering they escaped. Dessert Cherries do not
succeed very well. Morellos are fairly good. SmaU
fruits have been plentiful. Red and Wtjite Currants
not quite so fine, but Black better than in the last

ytar or two. Raspberries plentiful, but rather
small. Gooseberries an average crop ; some were
injured by frost when in flower, but those
out of the rays of the sun escaped, although
blackened once or twice in early morning. The
Strawberry crop was poir compared with that
of the past two years. Nearly all of the plants

were injured by spring frosts after they had
begun to grow, so much so, that many appeared
dead and never fully recovered. This was
especially noticeable in the oldest plantations,

those which it was intended in the ordinary course

to root out. 'J'he old sorts. Keens' Seedling,

Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury. Sir Joseph Pax-
ton and President succeed the best and are

chiefly relied upon. Keens' Seedling and Presi-

dent are perhaps the best with us as early and
late varieties and for flavour. Elton Pine and
Frogmore Late Pine succeed as late varieties fairly

well, but the flavour is not equal to that of

those just mentioned. King of the Earlies, Noble,

Auguste Nicaise, Pauline, and several others have
been tried in small quantities, but the plants have
never grown really well, and the results have not,

therefore, so far been such as to warrant their ex-

tensive cultivation—at any rale so long as the four

standard old varieties first-named succeed so much
better. The mode of treatment usually adopted is to

layer the requisite number of runners for outside

in :Mnch pots from the same plants as supply

those for forcing. These latter are layered first

and the others as soon as they can be got after-

wards. When rooted through the soil they are

planted (during August if possible) 2 feet apart,

preferably in an open quarter, as they invariably

succeed better with us in such a position than in

the borders. These young plantations are not

allowed to fruit the following season, but supply

runners for forcing and planting, as already stated.

This is considered advantageous in two ways : the

young runners are better than if procured from an
older stock, and the plants themselves get strong

and usually bear well the next year. After fruit-

ing two years, that is, when three yea's old they

are destroyed, if to be spared, and if the annual
plantation which is made succeeds this course is

generally pursued. In some cases a period of

two years is made the limit should the plants

become weakened by severe weather or otherwise

fail.—J. Garrett.

MIDLAND.
Kimbolton Castle, Hunts.—Apples, Pears,

and Plums in our neighbourhood are very scarce,

though there was a fine show ot bloom. Cherries

were very poor except Morellos, which were fairly

good. Currants a good crop, also very fine. Goose-

berries and Raspberries very scarce. Strawberries

were almost a failure on old plants
;
young plants

were very good. The best kinds for flavour I find are

Amateur, Keens' Seedling, and Prince Teck. The
best early ones are Amateur. Noble, and Keens'.

Seedling; the best late ones Eleanor and Laxton's

Latest of All.— J. Hewitt.

Belvoir Castle, Grantham.—Fortunately, it

is not often that the record of a season is so un-

favourable, or fruit growing as a profitable industry

would have to be relinquished The Apple crop,

with very few exceptions, is a failure. These are

represented by Stirling Castle, Lord Suftlcld, Wor-
cester Pearmain, Maltster, Frogmore Prolific, Biam-
ley's Seedling, King of Pippins, and Tower of

Glamis. There is an entire absence of fruit on

pyramidal Pear trees, and trained trees on lofty

walls have only a thin sprinkling of fruit. Apricots

exhibit failure equally on south, east, and west

walls within the precincts of the kitchen garden,

but a large tree trainee! against a lofty and shel-

tered building has a fair crop. Peaches seem
better able to bear cold than either Plums or Apri-
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cots, for the crop is an average one. I'lunis, both

trained and orchard, are singularly dclicient in

produce. Cherries, both early and late kinds, afford

a gratifying cxcejilion to llie general deliciency ;

the crops aie excellent and the fruit good. Goose-

berries were thin, but Currants a good average.

Strawberries were fairly abundant ; our dependence

is still on old well-]iroved kinds such as La Grosse

Suciee, Keens' Seedling, Alice Maud, Paxton, Fre-

8ident, British Queen. We have tried several novel-

ties and have reserved Captain and Commander for

further trial. Our soil is moderately dry, and we
manure the beds liberally.—W. INUKAM.

Madresfield Court.—The Apple crop in I his

part of the country is very variable, singularly so, as

some kinds—filenheim and others—are well laden,

whilst neighbouring trees of some kinds are quite

barren. This occurs freciuently. and is not easily ex-

plained. All trees bloomed splendidly, but easterly

winds accompanied by l.'j" of frost and snow dur-

ing the blooming period greatly reduced fruit

prospects. Taken collectively, about half a crop of

clean good fruit, the best bearers being Keswick,
King of Pippins, Cox's Orange, Maltster, Lord Suf-

field. Lord Grosvenor, Stirling Castle, Pott's Seed-
ling, and Worcester Pearmain. Dessert Pears are

a very slight crop, but inferior kinds of perry
Pears are better cropped. Plums are a fair crop of

good quality ; Victorias and local kinds fetch good
prices, Orleans £1 per W lbs. Apricots a failure.

Peaches and Nectarines a full crop of good quality.

Bush fruits variable, scarce in low damp districts,

but fair crops on higher and drier elevations.

Amongst Gooseberries,Whinham's Industry appears
one of the hardiest and best, but Crown Bob,
Whitesmith, Champagne, and Warrington are
worthy of cultivation, having respective merits of

their own. Carter's Champion is the best Black
Currant and Kaby Castle the largest and finest

Red. Raspberries have done well on good culti-

vated land without disturbance of surface roots,

Fastolf, Superlative, and Northumberland Fill-

basket being the largest kinds ; Raspberries swell
out best during showery weather.—W. Ckump.

Societies and Exhibitions.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

September 6.

For the season of the year this was a Tery full

meeting, although the company present was at no
time over-numerous. Tlie most prominent exhibits
were the fruits and Orchids. The former con-
sisted chiefly of hardy kinds, amongst which
Apples and Plums were much the best represented.
Peaches and Nectarines from orchard houses and
the open wall were also^shown in fine form, par-
ticularly those from the former source. The Or-
chids were chiefly noteworthy for the few kinds,
which were exhibited in quantities of each respec-
tively, and for a few acquisitions in hybrids. Of
the former mention should be made of Vanda
Sanderiana in fine condition, Dendrobium Phala;-
nopsis Schrcederianum, I), formosum giganteum,
Oncidium incurvum, and a round basket filled with
small plants of Habenaria militaris, a beautiful
terrestrial Orchid. Cactus Dahlias, Gladioli, and
hardy herbaceous flowers helped also to make the
hall attractive. Mr, Bunyard's practical lecture on
root-pruning was listened to with much interest.

Orchid Committee.

First-class certificates were on this occasion
awarded to the following new or rare kinds,
viz. :

—

Cattleya OWENIANA.--A distinct new variety,
coming nearest to C. aurea as to the lip, but with
.sepals and petals of a straw-white shade with tints
and veinings of blush at the extremities, the lip

being of a deeper purplish crimson than in C.
aurea, with the golden veins conspicuous in the
throat, presumably a hybrid. From Messrs. San-
der and Co.

Cattleya spbciosissima Sanderiana.- A
|

lovely and delicately beautiful form, the sepals and
petals of the purest white; also the finely fringed

lip, which ill the inner pjirt has a pale golden
|

blotch nearly encircling it ; the flowers not so large

as in (he type. Evidently .-in imported plant. From
Mr. W. R.Lee, Ardensliaw, Manchester.

SoriiRO-CATTLiiyA Veitchi.—Another 'Vcitch-

iaii hybrid (Laelia elegans x Sophronitis giaiidi-

flora), witli fiowers of the size of Sophronitis

grandifiora and paler in colour--a rosy crimson,

suffused with purple ; the lip small, but of a deeper

shade with yellow markings in the throat, the

growth that of Lalia elegans. From Messrs. Veitch
and Sons.

Awards of meiit were given to

—

L^LIA TiENBRi VAR. suPERBissiMA (cut speci-

men a fine spike),—The sepals and petals are of a
slightly deeper shade than in the type; the colour

of the lip is much deeper, a rich vinous crimson.
A fine form of a good Orchid. From Mr. Staffer,

Stand Hall, Manchester.

Aerides Augustianum. — A distinct species
with growth much resembling that of A. virens, the
spikes more after the Fox-brush Aeiides, but of a
pale fleshy-pink shade and of a medium size. From
Mons. Linden, Brussels.

Sir Trevor Lawrence sent some twenty-seven
plants of Habenaria militaris in a round basket.

The plants varied in height from about G inches
to 1 foot, each bearing one spike the size of

and somewhat similar to Calanthe veratrifolia,

the colour a rich oiange-scarlet, the plants ex-

tremely healthy (cultuial commendation). The
Rev. E. Handley, Bath, sent two plants of Den-
drobium Phalicnopsis Schicedcrianum; one, a re-

markably fine example, bore one long arching spike
of twenty-four flowers and buds upon the terminal
of the young growth, the variety a fine one with
richly-coloured flowers (cultural commendation).
Sir, Handley also sent D. Phala?nopsis Statteria-

num, with flower-spikes upon both young and old
growths, showing the freedom of blooming, the
plant bearing seven spikes, the colours rich, but
the flowers not so large as in the first-named
variety (cultural commendation). Messrs. Sander
and Co. had a very choice collection, contain-
ing many finely grown plants, prominent amongst
which were Vanda Sanderiana, of which eight
plants were shown bearing in all about twenty-
four spikes, the largest plant having seven spikes
on four growths, the finest spike nine flowers,

the colours varied from paler to richly tinted forms,
and the individual flowers were large. Vanda
ca-rulea (four spikes) and V. Hookeriana were also

shown in good condition ; also Odontoglossum
Harryanum and Ljcaste Skinneri alba (rather out
of season). Cattleyas were represented by C.

Gaskelliana in considerable vaiiety, the lips of the
best forms being extra fire and of a rich purple,

and C. Schofleldiana profusely spotted ; Dendro-
bium bigibbum, several spikes ; Cycnoches chloro-

chilum, with its curious waxy looking greenish
yellow flowers, and several hybrids and species of

Cypripeeiium, the best of the former being C.

hjbridum Mrs. G. D. Owen, with broad sepals,

the fiowers of fine form, paler than in C. Hanis-
ianum ; C. hyb. Youngianum with some of the

characteristics of C. Morganias. C. Chamberlainia-
num was very noteworthy. Cattleya speciosis-

sima, of which one or two fine forms were shown,
and Catasetum purum with pale greenish-yellow

flowers, completed a fine exhibit (silver-gilt Flora
medal). Mr. W. E. B. Farnham, Loughborough,
sent a grand lot of Dendrobium formosum gigan-

teum, of which a dozen plants were shown each
bearing several spikes of large flowers, the mark-
ings of the throat varying in colour from a deep
orange to a pale lemon shaele ; also Dendrobium
Phala;nopsis Schruederianum, of which about
twenty plants were shown, both light and dark
kinds being represented (silver-gilt Flora medal).

Messrs. Pitcher and Manda exhibited a good
group containing several plants of Oncidium incur-

vum in beautiful condition, with as many as ten

spikes on one plant, all being profusely flowered.

This group also contained several Cypripediums,

the best being C Arthurianum, shown well, also

C. Ainsworfhi, which comes near to C. Sedeni, C.

tonsiiui, and others (silver Banksian medal).

Smaller exhibits consisted of three di.stinot

forms nf Cattle^ya Aclandia; from M, Linden. C. A.

magnilica has larger flowers with a finely deve-

loped lip; C. A. superbiens has the sepals and
petals much broader, but not so long; and C. A.

zebrina is much paler in e'olour, barred with a

darker .'hade. This fine old Cattleya is not often

seen in such good variety. From tlie same source

were sent Vanda Kimballiana, a very useful autumn
flowering variety with long showy spikes of flowers,

and Cypripedium Parishi, A plant with one good

spike of Perisieria elata (the Dove Orchid) was

sent by Mr, Stanley Lutwvche, whilst Sir Trevor

Lawrence had a good specimen of Miltonia Morel-

iana with about eighteen flowers upon it. A small

group was staged by Mr. P. McArfhur, MaidaA'ale,

consisting chiefly of Cypripediums with a few

Cattleyas and Oncidiums. Cattleya Schofleldiana

(Stand Hall var.), from Mr. Statter, is almost d(?sti-

tute of spots, but the flowers are remarkably fine.

From Baron Schra'der came a fine spike of Phaius

maculato-grandifolius (hybrid), with flowers of a

rich golden yellow colour, the lip of the same

shade with markings of a chestnut-brown ;
the

spike bore ten flowers, and it is a fine variety.

Messrs. Veitch and Sons had Cattleya Proserpine

(C. velutina x Lslia pumila Dayana). This has the

habit of the latter parent to a great extent, but

with flowers that are considerably paler, being

more of a rosy purple, occasionally spotted with

darker spots, the lip large in proportion.

Floral Committee.

Awards of merit^were given to the following:

—

Casna Star of 1891, one of the dwarf-growing

varieties, with orange-scarlet flowers. From Mr.

C. Allen, Floral Nursery, New York.

Gladioli Ndma and PoETis.the former having

flowers with a light centre, laced and edged with

deep rosy crimson, spike extra; the latter a light

flower with a trace of yellow, resembling some of

the Lemoinei race. Both from Messrs. Kelway

and Son.
Cactus Dahlias Kaiserin, a sulphur-yellow,

beautiful shade of colour; Countess of Radnor,

charming harmonies of pink, tending to pale sal-

mon; Beitha Mawley, cochineal colour, with a

paler shading, and Mrs. Basham, a salmon-pink

suffused with magenta. The foregoing are all

decided acquisitions to the useful Cactus type.

From Messrs. Keynes, Williams and Co,, Salisbury.

Messrs, Kelway and Son had another of their

excellent exhibits of Gladioli, the spikes remark-

ably fine and very fresh, some ten dozen in all

being shown ; the best were those certificated and

Duchess of Edinburgh, Millais, Prince Henry, and

Frith, the last a pale blush-pink, each being in fine

form (silver Flora medal). Messrs. Pitcher and

Manda had cut specimens of hardy plants, which

included the best things in season, with forms

of Lilium auratum, both of the rubro-vittatum

and the pale kind quite destitute of spots. Of the

herbaceous plants there were good examples of I'o-

terium canadcnse, Boltonia asteroides and Asclepias

incarnata pulchra (silver Banksian). Messrs. Hugh

Low and Co. sent a superb group of Lilium Wal-

lichianum superbum (L. sulphureum) the plants

bearing in some instances five and six immense

trumpet-shaped flowers of a pale sulphur colour

with lighter edges. This Himalayan Lily is a most

decided acquisition for the conservatory at this

season of the year. Compared with the large

flowers, the foliage is particularly small, whilst the

stem is hard and wiry looking, small bulbils being

formed upon the stems at the axils of the leaves

(silver Banksian). Messrs. W. Cut bush and Son had

cut herbaceous flowers, Michaelmas Daisies in va-

riety being prominent, also Erigeron speciosus su-

perbus, which has a long season of blooming(bronze

medal). Mr. Richard Dean, seed grower, Ealing

and Bedfont, sent choice strains of hardy border

flowers, including fine blooms of the orange and

lemon African Marigolds, also of the French

Marigold, the jellow, the brown and other kinds

being well represented. Excellent quilled A'ters
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and piant Zinnias with Malva moschata alba were
also exhibited (bronze medal).

Messrs. Cnnncll atid Sons had a beautiful boxful
of cut blooms of two of their finest tuberous Be-
gonias, Rosebud and Octavie, both of which are
gems in their colours

; the former is most perfect
in form with no semblance of coarseness ; the latter
as a white has similar good properties. From the
Eoyal Horticultural Society's Garden?, Chiswick,
was sent an excellent assortment of species and
varieties of Hebanthus ; multiflorus, maximus,
rigidus (Jlelhuish's var), and Maximilianus (pale
yellow) were some of the best of these fine her-
baceous varieties. Messrs. Pearson and Sons, Chil-
well, showed flowers of a deep orange-coloured
form of Calendula, called Piince of Ojange. Mr,
Salter, Woodhatch Lodge Gardens, Reigate, showed
a seedling Passiflcra (racemosa x quadrangularis)
which had more of the appearance of ccerulea in
it than racemosa as one source of its parentage.
It is a distinct hybrid and will probably be shown
again.

Messrs. Veitch and Sons showed their hardy
species of Clerodendron, C. trichotomum, in fine
condition

; this, one of their introductions from
Japan, bids fnir to be a decided acquisition as a
flowering shrub for this season when all such are
much too scarce. The example shown bore evi-
dence of its free-flowering character. With it was
shown a basketful of Biononia grandiflora, the
trusses of which bore a profusion of flowers of a
deep orange shade with a lighter throat ; the
quantity of buds indicates a continuous blooming
character. Retinospora squarrosa sulphurea is a
pale sulphur-coloured form of the type, with a
close habit as compared with R. squarrosa shown
for contrast ; this came from the same source as
the foregoing.

Fruit Committee.
There was on this occasion a fine display of

fruit, the exhibits taking uji much space. Some
splendid Peaches and Nectarines were shown, also
excellent Apphs, Pears, and Plums, together with
a fine collection of runner Beans from the society's
gardens, Chiswick. A first-class certificate was
awarded to

Pea Success, a splendid new wrinkled marrow
with dark green pods slightly curved and tightly
packed with Peas of a dark green colour and
splendid flavour, an excellent late Pea, doing
well in dry seasons on light soil. It is a heavy
and c intinuous cropper. It was tried at Chiswick
this year and received the highest award. From
Mr. Wythes, Syon House.
A seedling Melon of no merit was sent by Mr. W-

Palmer, Junction Road, Andover. Lady Sudeley Ap-
ples were sent by Mr. G. Bunyard, The Old Nur-
series, Maidstone. Seedling Apples were sent by
Mr. J. Bowerman, Hackwood Park, and Mrs. Cooper,
Brighton. Mr. K. Dean, Ealing, sent Apple Lord
Grosvenor and a fine bunch of Conference Tomato.
A new Tomato nimed Ponderosa from Mr. Owen,
the Floral Nurseries, Castle Hill, Maidenhead, was
very similar to a large one shown earlier by Mr.
Gilbert. A seedling Tomato from Mr. E. Burnand,
Woodcote Road, Wallington, named Sabin's Choice,
very much resembled the Peach Tomato. Apples
were sent by Mr. Harrison Weir to show the effects
of double grafting on some kinds. In this case the
results were not good. A very fine lot of Pond's
t-'eedling Plums grown on standards came from
Mr. G. Wythes, Syon House. Some large, well-
finished fruit of Sea Eagle Peach was sent by
Mr. Wright, Langley Court, Beckenham. A new
Grape under the name of Cape Muscat was shown
by Mr. W. Weir, The Gardens, Acton Park,
Wrexham. The fruit was not sufficiently ripe
to test its qualities, and the committee asked
it to be sent later when fully ripened. A nice
collection of ornamental Crabs came from
Messrs. Cheal, Crawley. Mr. J. Miller, Ruxley
Lodge, Esher, contributed twenty dishes of fruit,
comprising Melons, Figs, Grapes, Nectarines and
Apples; the Violette Hative, Rivers' Orange and
Pitmaston Orange Nectarines were specially good,
also the Royal George and Grosse Mignonne
Peaches (silver Knightian medal). Mr. W. H.

Divers, Ketton Hall, Stamford, had eight large
boxes of Peaches and Nectarines; amongst them
there were fine Rivers' Orange, Spenser, Pine-apple,
Large Elruge, Lord Napier and Drydcn Nectarines,
and A Bee, Dymond, Harrington, Princess of

Wales, Bellegaide, Violette Hdtive and Sea Eagle
Peaches (silver medal). Messrs. Veitch, Chelsea,
staged a very fine collection of Apples, Plums,
Crabs and other fruits. Warner's King, Lord Gros-
venor, Seaton House (a grand dish), Cellini, Pott's
Seedling, The Queen, Worcester Pearmain, Kerry,
Pippin, Early Strawberry, Yellow Ingestre, Duchess
Favourite, Paradise and Quarrenden were remark-
ably fine. In the collection, Warrington Goose-
berry, Transparent Gage, Bryanston Gage and Coe's
Golden Drop Plums, with Farleigh and Frogmore
Damsons were also good (silver-gilt medal). Mr.
G. Bunyard sent over 100 lots— seventy-five dishes
of Apples and Pears, some' of immense size, twelve
large flat baskets of Apples, with some dishes of

Pears, Peaches, Crabs and Damsons, the whole
occupying a large space. Among the Apples, Lady
Sudeley, Emperor Alexander and Peasgcod's Non-
such were very large and beautifully coloured.
There were also very fine Mme. Treyve, Doyenn^
Boussoch, Dr. Jules Guyot, Beurr^ Capiaumont and
Pitmaston Duchess Pears, with fine dishes of Nec-
tarine Peach (silver-gilt medal). From the Society's

gardens came a most interesting collection of

runner and dwarf Beans (forty dishes), among
them being the blue-podded Wonder, lately ex-

hibited.

Mr. Bunyard, in the course of his lecture on
root-pruning, said that much depended upon
the age of the trees, the soil and the stock.

For young Apple trees in a restricted condition
the Paradise stock was the most suitable ; for

Pears, the Quince. With young trees there was
less danger than with older ones, as the removal of

a young tree was just the pruning necessary to

check ftrorg growth. In the case of wall

trees, root-pruning of large old trees should be
done piecemeal, say one half one season, and
the other half the next. It was also neces-

sary to keep some distance (not less than 3 feet

to 1 feet) from the stem, and then to excavate
under till the tap-root was reached. This was
often difticult lo get at, but it must be done and a
clean sharp cut made. He advised a very sharp
strong parrot-bill shears with a short handle. This
gave the operator far more power than usinga knife.

The work should be done as early in October as

possible, and in all cases before the leaves fall. If

the roots are few, the cutting must not be severe.

After the root-pruning, the trench should be filled

in with light soil or loam, road-scrapings, mortar
rubble and such like to encourage the formation

of new fibrous roots, giving the roots a thorough
watering if at all dry and cutting the top of the

tree, that is, pruning all loose growths to prevent

excessive evaporation. Some recommended the

surface after root-pruning to be covered with a

good thickness of litter or manure. He preferred

fresh loam, as this was soon warmed by the sun's

rays and new roots encouraged. A heavy mulch
kept out the sun and the roots in a cold state.

Cropping a border close up to the trees with vege-

tables was very objectionable, as thus the trees

were robbed of their sustenance and the roots

forced deeper into the subsoil. Espalier trees were
often much neglected also. Pyramids required to

be root-pruned in much the same way. First he
would lighten the top by the removal of uselfss

wood. In replacing the roots, care must be taken
to keep them well up to the surface. In some cases

in very poor soil, or with too deeply-planted trees,

entire lifting must take place to be of any benefit.

Of course, this means loss of fruit for one year.

Such extreme measures may not often be neces-

sary, but must be undertaken at times, and in that

case root-pruning must precede lifting if success

is to be attained, doing the root-prunirg the pre-

ceding season. He also advised resting the old

tap root on bricks, tiles, or such like, to prevent it

going down and to encourage new fibrous roots.

He advised lifting young trees or root-pruning

I every three or four years ; this made a lot of work

for the gardener often now overtaxed, but it was
work that gave good results, and if some portion is

done yearly, it was not so long on hand. The
root-pruning of indoor trees was often very neces-

sary ; this could be done in wet weather. Figs
were much benefited by root-pruning. Apricots
and Plums often grew too much in a young state

if not checked, and were at the top of the wall

when they should not be. Cherries required more
care than many trees. He advised abundant sup-

plies of moisture ; indeed more than they often get

in the growing season, and to give a heavy mulch
in May. All orchard or indoor trees should be
pruned before the leaves fell, no matter when
started, and good soil with little manure given
to get fertility without grossness.

THE NATIONAL DAHLIA SOCIETY.

This society still holds an annual exhibition and
maintains a fairly prosperous career despite the
fact that its supporters are now mainly confined

to southern growers. Time was when collections

of flowf rs came from the north, but for some reason
the northern growers have fallen away from it.

Still, it holds a good representative exhibition, and
in doing so keeps alive the interest in the Dahlia
and its various types. The Dahlia cultivators rally

to it sufficiently to enable it to pay its way, and
we should be sorry to see the annual Dahlia show
discontinued. Its annual occurrence has done
much to popularise the Dahlia as a decorative

flower, and it has given a great impetus to the
production of types other than the show varieties

which now form such important features at the
annual exhibition. As usual, the exhibition took
place at the Crystal Palace, and covered a con-
siderable space of tables. These were flanked at

the sides by contributions of cut Dahlias and other
flowers from some of the leading nurserymen.
The practice of showing together what are

known as the self, edged, and fancy varieties in

the nurserymen's classes is still continued. The
striped and tipped fancy flowers impart a very
plcHsing character to the stands, lighting up the

sombreness which largely prevails when there is a
preponderance of the dark-coloured self varieties.

The general public cannot understand why a
flower with a lighter ground and a heaner edging
of ci'lour should be an edged flower, as, for in-

stance, in the case of Miss Cannell, which has
a creamy-white ground edged with purplish-crim-

son ; but when these colours are reversed, when,
as in the case of Peacock, the ground col-

our is deep purple, the tips of the petals

being white, then it is a fancy flower; and
all tri -coloured flowers, and particularly so

those which are striped, are fancy flowers also.

These are points of difference understood only by
experts, and they are not particularly clear to some
of these. Objectionable as the practice is to

many, and despite much that is said to the con-

trary, our Dahlia growers will go on exhibiting
their Dahlias on boards. It is not easy to suggest
another method that would show off the high
qualities of the flowers to the best advantage. A
good deal of variation is now brought into Dahlia
exhibitions by the improved methods of showing
the Cactus, decorative, pompon, and single varie-

ties, and the monotony of the old method is broken
up to a considerable extent. In this respect our
traditional Dahlia exhibitions show substantial im-
provement.
The leading class at the recent exhibition was

for sixty blooms of Dahlias, show and fancy mixed.
The first prize was awarded to Messrs. Keynes,
Williams and Co . Salisbury, who had of self-col-

oured flowers Harrison Weir, Imperial, J. C.

Vaughan, a fine yellow; Alice Emily, delicate buff-

yellow ; and Mrs. Gladstone, a lovely flower, deli-

cate soft blush, and so constant as to find a place

on every stand : of edged flowers, J. T. West, Mrs.
Langtry, cream edged with crimson, Mrs. Stan-

comb, &c, ; of striped fancies, Matthew Campbell,
Dandy, Comedian, orange ground, tipped with white,

Chorister, and Frank Pearce, rose striped with crim-

son, Mr, Charles Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough,
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was awarded second prize. With forty-eight va-

rieties, Messrs Keynes ;in(l Co. were again first,

having, of self llowers, Mr. Ghisscock, (!olonist,

Kicharii Dean, the neatest approach to a purph\
kc; of edged flowers, Hon. Mrs. P. Wyndhani,
Miss liarber, Mrs. Lan^try, J. T. West and Miss

Fox ; of fancy flowers, Diic-liess of Albany, Rev. J.

B. M. C'amm, Matthew Campbell, Frank Pearce and
Comedian. Second, Mr. Charles Turner, who had
fine blooms also. Mr. A. Kawlings was a good
tliird. The best twenty-four blooms came from
Messrs. Saltmarsh and "s-in, nurserymen, Chelms-
ford, who had fine blooms of tlie following selfs

:

Perfection, William Hawlings, Harrison Weir,
James Cocker, i;c. ; edged, Mrs. Langtry, Henry
Widton, Mrs. D. Saunders, J. T. West, Mrs. Lang-
try and Lady G. Herbert ; fancies, Frank Pearce
and Matthew Campbell. Secot)d, Mr. G. Humphries,
nurseryman, Chippenham. With twenty-four varie-

ties, Mr. G. Humpliries took tlie first prize, showing
flowers already named. With twelve blooms,
Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, nurserymen, Crawley,
were first.

In the amateurs' division for twenty-four blooms,
show and fancy, a silver cup was offered by the

Turner Memorial Trustees in addition to the first

prize ; this was won by Mr. J. T.West, Brentwood. In

the class for twelve blooms of show Dahlias only,

Mr. S. Cooper, Hamlet, Chippenham, was first. With
six blooms, Mr. Couzens, Langley Burrell, Chippen-
ham, was first.

With twelve fancy Dahlias, Mr. S. Cooper was
first, having Rebecca, Mrs. J. Downie, Prince
Henry, Salamander, Lottie Eckford, Mrs. Saunders,
Duchess of Albany, John Cooper, Mandarin, Come-
dian, Dorothy, and Peacock. With six blooms, Mr.
G. Boothroyde was first with Matthew Campbell,
Rev. J. B. M. Camm, Dorothy.Mrs. Saunders, Frank
Pearce, and Comedian.
Cactus and decorative Dahlias were a very fine

feature indee I, and most effective. In the nur-
serymen's division the best eighteen varieties, six

blooms forming a bunch, came from Messrs. J.

Cheal and Sons, who had perhaps the finest stand
ever before staged. The varieties were Lancelot,
reddish salmon ; Robert Maher, Josephine, new,
maroon-crimson ; St. Catherine, Black Prince,
Araphion, Lady Marsham, Charming Bride, Beauty
of Arundel, Harry Fieeman, Juarezi, Mrs. J.

Douglas, Marchioness of Bute, Edith Cheal, new,
maroon-crimson, very bright and fine; Mrs. Haw-
kins, Duke of Clarence, Rayon d'Or, bright orange,
each petal banded with white, and Honoria

;

second, Mr. C. Turner. With twelve varieties,
Messrs. Keynes and Co. were first with a stand
containing some very fine novelties. The sorts
were Juarezi, Amphion, Beauty of Brentwood, Miss
Violet Morgan, white, flushed with delicate lilac-

pink
; Countess of Pembroke, delicate lilac

;

Lancelot, Countess of Radnor, yellow base, and
deep reddish salmon ; Apollo, deep scarlet ; Coun-
tess of Gosford, yellow, cinnamon and gold ; Bertha
Mawley, orange-crimson, very fine and bright ; Mrs.
Basham, deep mauve and salmon, and Duke of Clar-
ence. The next class was for true Cactus Dahlia*
only. Messrs. Keynes and Co. were again first with
Duke of Clarence, Kniserin, pale yellow ; Baron
Schroeder, St. Catherine, Apollo, Delicata, Kynerith,
Daphne, orange-salmon sufltused with mauve, very
distil. ct; Wiltshire Lass, deep salmon; Countess of
Gosford, Bertha Mawley, and Countess of Radnor.
In the amateurs' division Mr. J. T. West was

first with twelve varieties, having, distinct from
the foregoing, Joseph Chamberlain, bright scarlet;
Stebbing Wheeler, yellow, flaked with pale red

;

Nellie Scupham, Mrs. Keith and some seedlings.
With six varieties Mr. W. Hopkins, Bristol, was
first. Messrs. Cannell and Sons oSfered prizes for
six varieties sent out by themselves, the first prize
going to Mr. C. Osman, Sutton, Surrey, the va-
rieties Lord Lyndhurst, Constance, Mrs. J. Doug-
las, Juarezi, Germania nova, and Lady Marsham.
Equally striking were the pompon Dahlias.

With twenty-four varieties, ten blooms of each,
Mr. C. Turner was firjt with a fine lot of great
merit, the varieties Marion, Lady Blanche, Isabel,
Mabel, Fairy Tales, Darkness, H. E. Searle, Little
Lady, Pboebe, Favourite, Golden Gem, Admira-

tion, Mars, White Aster, Boule d'Or, Ringdove.

Whisper, Cupid, E. F. Jungker, Ariel, Gipsy

Queen, Amber and seedlings. With twelve

varieties, Mr. M. V. Scale was first and Mr
G. IhuDphiies second, mainly with varieties al-

ready named. In the amateurs' division Mr. J. T.

West had the best twelve bunches, staging Tommy
Keith, white and cerise-crimson; Sunshine, Mary
Kirk, Eva, Little Sweetheart, Gipsy and some al-

ready named. With six varieties Mr. S. Cooper was
first."

Single Dahlias made another remarkable feature,

and here Mes-rs. J. Cheal and Sons were first with

superb bunches of flowers, noticeable being Annie
Hughes, Miss Roberts, Lady Whitehead, rich rosy

purple; Duchess of Fife; Cleopatra, deep velvety

crimson; Duke uf York, bright orange-scarlet,

very distinct; Northern Star, bright red, margined
with deep golden-yellow ; Duchess of Anhalt,

creamy white, with broad margin of deep rose
;

and Little Snow-white, pure white, very fine form.

With twelve varieties Mr. G. Humphries was first,

having, among others, Maude, white, with side

edgings of crimson purple; Mrs. Barker, Northern

Star, Duchess of Fife, Miss Roberts, Amos Perry,

and Victoria.

In the amateurs' division the best six bunches,

twelve blooms of each, c.ime from Mr. T. Girdle-

stone, Sunningdile, who had Annie Hughes, Jack,

Yellow Satin, Kitty, Little Snow-white and Flor-

ence. Mr. E. Mawley, Berkhamstfd, had the

best six bunches, six blooms of each. Messrs.

J. Cheal and Sons otTered special prizes for

twelve varieries, six lilooms of each, the first

prize being taken by Mr. T. W. Girdlestone, who
had Marion Terry, Evelyn, Sunningdale White,

Mikado, Bessie Hatton, Yellow Satin, Sunningdale

Scarlet, Audrey, Fred Leslie, Dearest, Marion
Hoorl and Leila, most of them of his own raising.

The best six blooms of any dark Dahlia were the

Rev. J. Godday, shown by Mr. A. Ocock. Of any
light, not yellow, John Walker, from Mr. John
Walker. Of any yellow. R. T. Rawlings, from Mr.

Scdle. The best tipped, Mrs. Saunders, from
Messrs. Saltmarsh and Son. The best striped, Mrs.

J. Downie, from Mr. G. Humphries. The best

edged, Henry Walton, from Mr. S. Mortimer
Several certificates of merit were awarded. The
flowers will be noticed later on.

Contributions of plants and cut flowers came
from Messrs. Paul and Son, J. Cheal and Son,

Reid and Bornemann, B. Peed and Co.,T. S.Ware,
H. Cannell and Sons, E. F. Such and Pitcher and
Manda, and they made fine side groups of a very

attractive character.

A complete list of awards will be found in our

advertising columns.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY'.

A MEETING of the general committee of this

society was held at Anderton's Hotel on the

2nd inst., Mr. R. Ballantine presiding. After the
minutes of the former meeting had been confirmed,

the chairman announced that he had twice seen

the frozen Chrysanthemums from New Zealand,

and that they were keeping in good condition and
would be exhibited at the forthcoming show. The
secretary reported on the annual outing of the

society to Redleaf and Penshurst Place, which took
place on July 22 last, and described it as one of

the most enjoyable that the society had had. The
cricket matcii played with the local society had
resulted in an excellent win for the National Chry-
santhemum Society, and it was hoped that the
match would become an annual institution where-
evcr the outing took place. It was gratifying to

record that, besides the many members and friends

present, they were honoured on that occasion by
the presence of a very old member of the society,

Mr. Arthur Wortley, who many years ago occupied
the position of secretar-y when the society was
known by its original name of theStoke Newington
Chrysanthemum Society. Application from several

societies was received for assistance towards their

prize funds, but as they were non-affiliated societies

it was felt thnt the funds at the disposal of the

National Chrysanthemum Society were not in such

a state as to allow of any grant being ma^e to

them. Some di>cus.^ion thereupon ensued as to

the right of members to purchase the National

medal for the purpose of offering them for com-

petition at such societies, but after hearing several

representatives of affiliated societies on the subject,

the question was allowed to drop. New members
were then elected, and the secretary informed the

meeting that Lord de Lisle and Dudley had very

kindly consented to become a patron of the society.

The following societies applied for affiliation and

were admitted : the Stockport, South Shields,

Borough of Longinn, and the Lizard Chrysanthe-

mum Societies. The cash statement was submitted

showing a balance in hand of over £100, which was

considered satisfactory at so early a period in the

season.

Steam or hot water for greenhouse heat-

ing.—In order to determine whether steam or hot

water were the best for heating greenhouses, a

series of experiments have been made at the

Agricultural Experiment Station in connection

with the Cornell University (New York, U.S.A.),

in which the following conclusions were arrived

at: 1. The temperatures of steam pipes ave aged

higher than those of hot-water p'pes throughout

the entire circuit for the entire period of test. 2.

The higher the inside temperature in steam pipes

the less is the proportionate warming power of the

pipes at a given point. The heat is distributed

over a greater length of pipe, and as steam is

ordinarily carried at a higher temperature than

hot water, it has a distinct advantage f^r beating

long runs. 3. When no pressure is indicated by

the steam gauge, the difference between the tem-

peratures of the riser and the return is greater

with steam thiin with hot water. 4. Under pres-

sure the difference is less with steam than with

hot water. 5. There is less loss of heat in the

steam risers than in the hot-water risers, and this

means that more heat in the steam system is

carried to the farther end of the house and^ mor-e

is spent in the returns as bottom bent. (J. This

relation is more uniform in the steam risers than

in the hot-water risers, giving much more even

results with steam than with hot water. 7. When
the fires are operative, the fluctuation in the tem-

perature of the risers at any given point is much

greater with hot water than with steam. 8. An
increase in steam pressure raises the temperature

in the entire circuit, but the temperature does not

rise uniformly with the pressure. 9. The first ap-

plication of the pressure increases the temperature

of the returns much more than that of the risers.

10. Steam is better than hot water for long

and crooked circuits. 11. Pressure is of greater

utility in increasing the rapidity of circulation of

steam and in forcing it through hmg circuits and

over obstacles. 12. Unfavourable conditions can

be more reailily overcome with steam than with

hot water. 13. Hot water consumed mce coil

than steam and was at the same time less efficient.

This result would proba'ly be modified in a shorter

andst.raighteroircuitwithgreaterfall. 14. Underthe

condirions here present steam is more economical

than hot water and more satisfactory in every way,

and this result is not modified to any extent by

the style of heaters used.

Clary wine.—Can any readertell me if wine made

from the Clary is injuridus to drink? It is much

drunk, I beliere, iu Northumberland, and is made

from the wild Clary. I made some from Clary

.seed obtained from a seedsman. It is very pleasant.

How can I find out what efiect it has on the system,

and if wholesome or otherwise Y—S. P. L.

Names of plants.—^. HaV.—Vfe ehould think

it is Crinum amabile. G. Tomliiisun.—I Dcndro-

hiiim Phala-nopsis Sehreederianum ; 2. Phalanopsis

tetraspis; 3, Cattleya Aclandiiv H. B II .—1

,

Osmunda cinnamomea ; 2, Anemia collina ; 3, Lon-

cViitis pubescens ; 4, Leptogramma totta ; 5, Diplazium

Cf'Hchaitum. J. Bain— I, Colutea arhoreseens ; 2,

all forms of the common Mallow-wort (Hibiscus syria-

cus) ; 3, Atriplex hortensis. T. J.— Vi'larsia eapi-

tata. J. Howard.—l, Paragramma, longifoha; 2,

Plcopeltis escavata ; 3, Gymnopteris nicotiana?foha.
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WOODS AND FORESTS.

WORK IN THE WOODLAND.
With the unusually heavy rainfall and thunder-
storms of the past month much damage to trees
has been done by the breaking and twisting
of branches, and in a few instances whole stems
have been rent asunder, the trees presenting a
very shattered and unsightly appearance. Such
trees should receive immediate attention, the
branches being neatly pruned off and the
splintered and riven stems cleaned and made
as smooth as possible, after which an applica-
tion of tar or paint will assist in keeping out
the damp. Before doing so, however, it is

well to dress neatly, with a sharp pruning knife,

the edges of the wounds where the branches
were broken off, as this greatly assists the pro-
cess of healing and covering of the wound
with bark. Dead branches, which are now
most readily seen, .should, for neatness and ap-
pearance sake, be pruned from at least the
park trees and such as are visible from rides
and drives, they being either carted away or
collected in heaps and burned. Thinning of

Fir plantations will now be going on, but those
composed mainly of hard-wooded trees had
best be left until the fall of the leaf. Wood-
land drains should be frequently examined, as,

with the very wet and unsettled weather, they
are apt to get choked up with twigs, leaves, and
debris. Ditches should now be scoured out
by dressing down the edges with a hook', re-

moving this and all bottom accumulations with
a spade. The present warm weather is best
for the work, as the drainers feel less discom-
fort and can do more work than in winter.
All ditch scourings should be thrown well back
and spread out, so as to prevent the possibility,

when dry, of their being blown or otherwise
conveyed to their former place.

Where the nature of the ground and mossy
appearance of the trees indicate that there is

excessive moisture present, a few drains should
be cut in the worst places and headed into any of
the main ditches of lower altitudethan themselves.
Shooting and bridle paths in the woodlands will
require attention in the way of pruning back
the branches of encroaching trees, the cutting
of weeds and grass, and the making safe of all

bridges, this work being performed at once
before shooting commences. See that no young
trees recently planted in the woods are getting
suffocated by rank-growing weeds, and that
their stays and ties are firm to prevent wind-
swaying and rocking.

Nursery Work.

The propagation of trees and shrubs by
cuttings will be the principal work of the
nurseryman for the next fortnight. It is well
to remember that the best time to insert cut-
tings out of doors is when the earth and air

temperatures are about equal, and this is

generally the case during the latter half of
August and first week of September. Increas-
ing trees and shrubs from cuttings and by
layering are to be recommended, as the methods
are simple and cheap, and the results unusually
good. The first matter, and one of the greatest
importance, is the choice of ground in which
the cuttings are to be inserted, and which
should be light, dry, and not too exposed. A
wide border sheltered from the midday sun,
and with good drainage, should be set aside,
and some time during the previous winter if

the ground can at all be spared, it is well to
have it trenched or dug deeply over and left ex-
posed to the atmosphere for some time before

being wanted for use. Should the soil be
thought too stiff and heavy, the addition of a
few loads of sand or road drift will bring about
that lightness and freedom which are essential

in soil that is intended for the reception of cut-

tings. The cuttings will next require attention,
and two or three important points if duly at-

tended to will bring about the best results. In
the first place, the cuttings should in all cases
be taken from the sunny side of the tree or
shrub, and never from specimens that are grow-
ing entirely in the shade. Fill a basket or
hamper with the most promising shoots of the
present season, with a small portion of last

year's growth at the base, and convey them to
some suitable place for being finally finished off

before planting, as it is a waste of time to make
the cuttings at each tree as they are removed.
Cut with a sharp knife at every eye or bud if

possible clean through the twig, and at a point
2 inches beyond the termination of last year's

growth, shorten or remove some of the leaves,

and place in sand until a sufficient number for

planting out has been got.

A great point in the making of cuttings is to
use a sharp knife, and so permit of no haggling
or sawing of the bark, as the le.ss injury in this

way the sooner will the cutting callus over and
emit roots. When a sufficient number of

cuttings has been got ready, stretch a line

along the ground intended to receive them,
cut out with a spade a narrow notch along
the line, and sprinkle a small quantity of

sand or grit into the notch. The cuttings may
then be placed rather thickly together and
about 4 inches deep in the notch, and, being
regulated with the hand, a small quantity of

soil will hold them in position until the trench
has been filled up and the soil firmly tramped.
Firm tramping should be insisted upon, and a
sprinkling of sand along the surface will finish

the operation of planting the cuttings.

Privet, Laurel, Box, Euonymus, Bay, Ivy,
and such like plants may readily and cheaply
be jn-opagated by the method just described.
Conifers, the Cypresses, Wellingtonias,.Tunipers,
itc. , may also be propagated in the same way,
but if the protection of a frame can be aft'orded

for these it will be all the better. In the
raising of many of the rarer trees and shrubs
either from cuttings or seed, a great ad-
vantage will be found in having a large un-
heated frame in the nursery ground. Boxes
of sizes suitable for the frames should be
used, and the cuttings inserted in these and
placed side by side under the lights and well
shaded from direct sun.shine. The boxes I find

most suitable are 2-4 in. long, 14 in. wide, and
7 inches deep, with six holes bored in the
bottom of each to allow of drainage. Propa-
gation by layering the outer shoots of trees and
shrubs is occasionally resorted to, but as the
plants so procured are rarely well shaped, it is

always preferable to adopt the perhaps less

speedy, but infinitely more desirable means of

raising from cuttings.

There are several shrubs and trees that are
very difficult to raise from cuttings, and yet
these are grown without much trouble from
layers. Instances of this kind will be found in

the Rhododendron, Azalea, and many of the
North American So-called peat plants.

A. D. W.

ftuality of timber.—The quality of all timber
is better, and its value per foot is tlierefore higher
when grown on soil suited to it than when raised
on unsuitable soil. Thus Oak grown on clay is

more valuable than that grown on sand or any other
soil. The wood is tougher, harder and more dur-
able, and the bark is thicker and has more tannin

in it. On sand the wood of the Oak is brittle and
soft, probably owing to its containing a portion of

silica. The value of timber will depend also on a
variety of local circumstances. It will vary accord-
ing to its distance from the market and also with
the nature of the demand. If near a manufactory
or a seaport town the demand will raise its price.

In valuing trees for sale, we must take into ac-

count the proportion which the head of the tree

bears to the trunk, for not only are the limbs of

less value than the trunk, but they injure that part

which is valuable by forming knotsat their junction
with the trunk. Generally speaking, the timber of

the trunk of the tree, however large the limbs may
be, is double the value per foot of the wood of the
branches.

The poisonous principle of the 'X'ew.—So
far as cattle are concerned, Yew is popularly sup-

posed to be a dangerous tree to have within their

leach, but it is certain that deer, and probably
also cows and horses, eat it with impunity when in

the fresh and growing state, while the latter, at all

events, are fatally injured by devouring the half-

diied cuttings. An exactly similar action is attri-

buted to the common Laurel, cattle browsing upon
the living leaves apparently without any injurious

results, but being poisoned when they consume the
half-dry and partially decomposed trimmings.
The fact I hat the cuttings of Yew trees exercise

more powerful toxic effects than the fresh leaves

is well known, but no explanation of the extraordi-

nary diiference when consumed by cattle has been
forthcoming. There is, of course, the obvious ex-

planation that in the fresh leaves the toxic prin-

ciple is more largely diluted with water, while in

the half-dry state of Yew trimmings the poison is

of sufBcientr strength to produce disastrous results.

That explanation is not altogether satisfactory,

and it would be of service it someone would deter-

mine whetlier cattle may be allowed to eat Yew
leaves fresh from the tree, and explain why the
half-dry cuttings exercise so fatal an influence

upon them.

Grouping' of trees.—The natural grouping of

trees is almost entirely neglected, although this

does not arise from lack of material, but simply
from want of taste and knowledge. We have
ample materials for forming groups in infinite

variety and of the most charming character.

With the wealth of ornamental deciduous trees

alone now at our command we can produce most
beautiful effects, and these may be heightened by
a discreet choice of the hosts of evergreen trees,

including the numerous exotic conifers.—X.

The Austrian Pine (P. austriaca).—Perhaps
few of the Pine tribe possess the many good
qualities which can be attributed to this species,

as for effect, shelter, adaptation to different soils

and situations, or seaside planting it is invaluable.

The timber is also of fair quality, tough, and resin-

ous, and well fitted for withstanding the evil effects

attending the change from moisture to dryness.

With this end in view it has been used in some
quantity for river embanking. As an ornamental
tree the Austrian Pine is valuable, the dark,

glossy green foliage presenting a striking effect

when viewed from a distance. For shelter and
planting in maritime situations it is exceedingly
useful, as it not only withstands the rough sea

breezes with impunity, but by its thick and strong

foliage renders a great amount of shelter to other

less hardy kinds. The poorest soil seems to suit

it best.

"The Garden" Monthly V&rts.— This jcunal is fvl-
lished in niatly bound Mcnlhly Parts. In this fcim the

coloured plates are btst prestrrtd, and it is n.ost svitotle lor

reference previoiis to the istue of the half-yearly xol'uriHS. FiUe
Is. 6d. ; post free, Is. 9d. Complete set of rolvwes of The
Garden from its eonimtncement to end of 1891, forty vol.'.,

price, cloth, £29 8s.

"Gardenlrg Illustrated" Monthly Farts. — r*u
journal is published in neatly bound Mcnihly Ports, in vhich

form it is most suitable for reference previcvs to the issue of tht

yearly lelumes. Price bd.', post free, Sd.

"Farm ar.d Home" Monthly Farts.-IMs jiumalit
published in neatly bound Monthly Parts, in vhich form it i<

most suitable for reference previous to the issue of the yearly

volumes. Price 5d.
;
post free, 8d.
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" This is iui Art
Which docs mend Nature : i-hungo it rather ; but
The Art itsblk is Natike."— 6Aatt«;ii:arc.

Rose Garden.

THE ROSE SEASON AND EXHIBITIONS
OF l,s9l'.

TilK year 18'.)2 will be iiccuuntetl by rosarians

as above the average. The season, for a

wonder, not having been a wet one, enabled

many varieties usually afl'ected by a damp at-

mosphere to develop their beauty under fairly

favourable circumstances, which is more than
our climate usually allows. The year has not
been without its vexations and trials, and those
who grow Roses for exhibition must have had
numy difficulties in the earlier part of the sum-
mer by the extraordinary vicissitudes exjieri-

enced in the changes from exceptional warmth
to unseasonable chills, frost coming unex-
])ectedly at night-time and followed frequently,

even the day after, by a burning sun. By the
end of June many thought the zenith of the
Rose season was past as far as e.xhibiting was
concerned, and in some few cases these fears

were realised. Especially was this so in light

soils and exceptionally warm localities, as

many whose exhibits in 1891 were of the
highest class were unable to exhibit in their

best form even in the first week of July. For
instance, Mr. R. L. Knight, of Sittingbourne,
who last year showed Roses of a class that our
champion amateur, Mr. Lindsell, could not
excel, or, as at the Crystal Palace in 1891,
could even equal, this year only took a lower
position as an exhibitor, his be.st blooms having
developed in the month of June. Notwith-
standing, however, that the flowers of many
growers in warm localities, as in the instance
named, were past their best by the end
of June, the changes of temperature ap-
parently had not favourably influenced the
growth on heavy land, and those so situated
consider that they have some cause for

complaint in the date of our National Rose
Society's metropolitan exhibition. But taking
.into account the fact of the wonderful num-
ber of individual blooms set up for exhibition
at the Crystal Palace this year, in numlier
over 7000 (constituting a record) and coming
from forty-six districts in sixteen counties, the
season and date of our N.R. S. show may be said
to have generally suited the greater majority of

growers who also exhibit Roses. From the
time in May this year that Rose plants had
fairly begun their growth, the wood and foliage

seemed to develop with unusual rapidity and
strength, and the plants in conseijuence suflered
less from pests like green-fly than in most years.
The caterpillar also when taken in time did not
give as much trouble as in 189], and the ear-
wigs delayed their annual visitation till a later
period, the result being that, with the exception
of the before-mentioned unusual variations in
temperature, rosarians were able to look for-

ward without fear to a good harvest of blooms,
and finally gathered many specimens of the
highest class.

The Roses which gave the best promise in
the early part of the season were those which
ultimately were the most useful for the exhilji-
tion tent, and in most cases also,-it is satisfactory
to note, were old and well-tried favourites, the
best in the H.P. division being A. K. Williams,

Charles Lefcbvre, Victor Hugo, Marie Bau-
mann, jSIrs. John Laing,, Gustavo Piganeau,

Horace Vcrnet and Her Slajesty, the last three

varieties being exceptionally fine early in the

season. In the Tea class, those which j)romised

well and fuUillod expectation were Edith Gitl'ord

early and late in the season, but not during the

exhibition period ; ]\lme. Cusin, very prolific

andhighly coloured this year; Innocente Pirola,

the best and most frequently exhibited Rose in

boxes of Teas of one variety : Souvenir d'Elise,

which was most frequently awarded the N. R. S.

medal ; Comtesse de Nadailhic, hardly as fine

as in some years ; Francisca Kruger, Mariichal

Niel, Mme. Hoste, exceptionally fine in size and
deptli of colour ; Climbing Niphetos, very well

shown by Messrs. Keynes, Williams & Co. on
several occasions ; Souvenir de S. A. Prince,

Mme. de Watteville, Ernest Metz, The Bride,

Marie van Houtte, and Cleopatra.

Although it is usually expected that in a fairly

dry season the light-coloured Roses will show to

advantage, my personal experience as a grower
and my observations as a judge at many Rose
shows rather make me think that this theory is

not always to be relied on unless there be other

concurrent circumstances. This year we have
hardly seen good examjiles of our most noted

light H.P. Roses, unless we except Her Majesty,

which has been exceptionally good throughout

this season, and I would also mention specially

two exhibits, viz., one of twelve Mrs. John
Laing, the prize box shown by Mr. Waterlow's

gardener at the Crystal Palace, and another of

twelve La France, which took the premier prize

at Chester for Messrs. Dickson, of Newtown-
ards, Ireland. Although Mme. Gabriel Luizet

has at times been well staged, we have seen

nothing like the beautiful blooms of this Rose
which were so frequent in 1891, and in the

same way Baroness Rothschild, Duchesse de
Vallombrosa and Captain Christy have been

fairly conspicuous by their absence ; also Henry
Bennett's most exquisite flower Viscountess

Folkestone has hardly been staged anywhere
;

this flower, however, still takes precedence in

many ways for its exquisite colouring, delight-

ful scent, and wonderful habit of perpetual

blooming. Since early in June my garden has

never been without flowers from a bed of some
eighteen plants. Viscountess Folkestone is un-

doubtedly one of the most beautiful and sweetest

of garden Roses and a universal favourite, well

bearing out Mr. Bennett's opinion that it was
the best Rose he had ever raised.

The dark red Roses have been beau-

tiful throughout the summer, more espe-

cially Charles Lefebvre, Victor Hugo, and
Comte Raimbaud ; also that best Rose of all for

perfect form, A. K. Williams, has been unsur-

passed. I have neither seen nor cut a good
Xavier Olibo or Prince Camille de Rohan. The
Rose which is the fashion for the moment and
po.ssibly for all time is Gustave Piganeau, and
it may bear out all its admirers think of it, but

bearing in mind bow Ulrich Brunner was also

idolised and is now comparatively seldom staged,

I am not ready to swear liy the latest fashion

in Rose culture.

The Rose which should have been more to

the front this year, but unaccountably failed

to make its appearance frequently, was Mar-
garet Dickson. There can be no question as to

the beauty of this Rose when it is at its best.

On June 29 in my garden were some half-dozen

blooms which were visions of beauty, but
neither before nor since have I had any fit for

exhibition. A report is in circulation that we
cannot grow this Rose properly in England. I

assume that the meaning of this assertion is

that the Rose requires a damp atmosphere.

such as in its native climate. It would be a

great pity and a disappointment if this be cor-

rect, as Margaret Dickson is far superior in

form to Merveillede Lyon, with which it princi-

pally competes.

No new Rose of surpassing excellence has

been shown, but several candidates for hoiiours

have been staged, and in one case the Natioiial

Rose Society's gold medal was awarded, viz.,

to Mrs. VV. J. (irant, a Rose rai.sed by Mes.srs.

Dickson, of Newtownards. Messrs. Dickson

seem to be taking the position which the late

Mr. Henry Bennett, of Shepperton, long held

as a raiser of good Roses, and one can only

hope they may succeed to the utmost in equal-

ling his Roses. We caniujt have too many of

such a class as Mrs. John Laing and Viscountess

Folkestone, which possess almost every desirable

(luality. The exhibitions of 1892 were not re-

markable for producing any prominent new can-

didates for the highest hoiKjurs in Rose culture.

The amateurs were in the best form at the Crystal

Palace, and the professionals at the Horticul-

tural Exhibition at Earl's Court, and amongst

these comiietitors Mr. Lindsell still stands at

the head of the amateurs, being closely pressed

by the Rev. J. H. Pemberton and Dr. Budd, of

Bath, these three competitors being .slightly

ahead of Mr. Tate, of Leatherhead. In the

Tea classes, Rev. F. R. Burnside, Rev. H. A.

Berners, and Mr. Hill Gray, of Bath, are still

at the top of the tree, the most likely promi-

nent amateurs who are coming forward in this

division being Mr. Fowler, of Taunton, Mr.

Colin Romaine, of Windsor, and Mr. Orpen,

of Colchester, whom one hopes in future years

to see competing in the highest classes, to which

they should n'ow aspire. The professionals

must still acknowledge Mr. Benjamin Cant and

Mr. Frank Cant to be the leaders and champions

in their divisions, but this year two other

trade growers showed a marked advance in

their exhibits, vif., Mr. Merryweather, of

Southwell, Notts, and Messrs. Prior, of Col-

chester, the former taking honours at Chester,

and the latter defeating bis great Colchester

opponents in several classes at Croydon with

superb exhibits- -one of twelve Horace Vemet
lieing probably the best box of red Roses

shown in 1892.

Single garden Roses now form an interest-

ing department of Rose growing in large

gardens, and the National Rose Society is

encouraging the taste for them, special prizes

being awarded at the meetings of the society

The two best amateur growers hitherto have

been Mr. T. W. Girdlestone and Mr. Cuthill.

This year Mr. Tate, of Leatherhead, has also

competed, and no doubt this division will be

reinforced by others who have seen these

gentlemen's taste and success in staging these

fascinatinj flowers. Without a garden of some

considerable size rosarians can hardly grow

both single and double exhibition Roses. I

am unable to grow both classes, and therefore

hope some practical grower will supplement

these remarks by a detailed description of

those most desirable to grow. There must be

ditticulties in growing some kinds which only

practical knowledge can surmount or guard

against, and I have little faith in theoretical

advice in gardening. C. J. Gkah.\me.

Cnnjdon.

Climbing Roses under glass.— It is impos-

sible to give these too much air or light at the pre-

sent time. If the plants have been looked att(r

and treated as frequently recommended in these

p.iges, there should be a fine lot of long and vigor-

ous shoots by now. I do not care for a quantity

of what I will style half-length shoots, my prefer-
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ence being for a few of good length and stout
substance. Seeing that the future bloom is practi-
cally stored up in ihese shoots, it stands to reason
tbat you will get a heavier and better qualily flower
from a well-grown shoot than from one of only
half-strength, so to speak. There is another gain
in having a few strong shoots, and that is the liitle
shade they give to any plants growing beneath,
iheyare also much less crowded, this all con-
ducing to better bloom in the spring. If the
growths have been somewhat neglected, lose no
time in separating them while still only paitially
ripe, as not only will they bear shitting much
better now, but they will also ripen better when
isolated The whole secret of a good crop of
Howers_ from these extra vigorous and climbin<^
Koses IS in getting plenty of well-matured wood
each autumn. You will then be rewarded with a
grand show of bloom throughout the entire length
of each growth. In order to assist to this desir-
able end, It is well to cut away all growth that has
flowered. The sooner this is done after blooming
i-i past, the more strength and vigour will the young
growth that is to form flowering shoots tor ne.xt
season have. I would advise that all Koses under
glass be kept rather dry at present, so as to check
and mature these growths. Any shading which
was put upon the glass during summer and which
has not been washed off by the rains should be a.*
once removed.—R.

STOCKS FOR ROSES.
Stocks and soils have a great deal in common • in
tact, I do not think one ought to be spoken of
without due stress being laid upon the other I
have seen it stated and repeatedly heard the opinion
expressed that the Manetti stock throws far more
suckers than any other stock that Roses are worl-ed
upon. I do not believe this, for if these stocks are
well and carefully prepared and the Rose bud is
put into them close upon the roots, I have not
touDd the Manetti produce any more suckers than
do the seedling or cutting Briers, the De la
Crrefferaie, and the Polyantha stocks. It is simply
a question of careful and close working when bud-
ding. There is a distance of several inches upon
struck stwks of either of these kinds where the
bud can be inserted, and if it is worked any height
from the crown of the root suckers are certain to
follow. In the case of seedlings, there is but a
space of 2 inches or thereabouts in which you can
possibly work a bud without getting away from
the base of the roots

; consequently plants upon
these stocks are more often worked well down.
The relative values of different stocks are some-

what local, much more so than a novice would
gather from perusing some articles upon this sub-
ject. In one district and on a certain class of
soil, a different stock should be used to that thriv-
ing well in other localities. Generally speaking
however, we may take it that both the "cutting and
seedling Brier are suitable for all Roses and.jilmost
all soils. Still, there are some few place/where
the Manetti or the De la Grefferaie stocks are by
far the best. Then, again, we find that a certain
stock will produce better results one season than
at another. For example, I heard a noted amateur
grower remark a few days ago that this year was a
grand Manetti year with him. This grower affects
the Brier stock very much, but he was obliged to
admit that the past season had suited his plants
on the Manetti much better than those on the
Brier or De la Grefferaie stocks.

It is said by some that the life of a Rose bush ismuch shorter when grown upon the Manetti thanwhen upon either of the other Rose stocks. I am
not prepared to admit this, because I have, andmany more growers whom I could mention, also
have a lot of plants on this stock tl.at have grown
well for the past ten or fifteen years. It may be
that much of such data is derived from the be-
haviour of some varieties that are naturally by nomeans long-lived. There are a few Roses thatseem to deteriorate very rapidly after the first three
or four seasons, no matter what stock or what kind
of treattnsnt you afford them. Such Roses must

not be taken as any guide to the long-lived
qualities or otherwii-e of plants worked upon the
Brier.

I am quite ready to admit that the Brier is the
most useful of all stocks, suiting as it does both
the Tea-scented and Hybrid Perpetual classfs
equally well. It is, in fact, the best of all stocks
for the first-named section of Roses grown in
two forms, either as cutting or seedling dwarfs
and as standards or hedge Briers. But as long as
we find such quantities of Roses worked upon the
Manetti each year, and also know that many of
our most successful growers cultivate this stock
largely, I feel that practice and not theory is the
finest recommendation this much-abused stock can
have. I trust it will not be taken that I am
an ardent upholder of the Manetti over other
stocks. Such is not the case

; I am simply desirous
of seeing an old and very useful friend fairly
treated. Had it not been for this stock, lam firmly
convinced that the Rose would not be such a
decided queen among flowers as it is at present.

Its introduction and the vigour it imparted to
our older varieties, as well as the much quicker
and cheaper method it opened of obtaining good-
sized and healthy plants, had a great deal to do
with the immense strides in the improvement of
Ro.ses. I also think that much of the strength and
vitality possessed by some of the Roses introduced
soon after its general use was due to the fresh life
imparted to their parents by the introduction of
the Manetti stock. If I were tied to the use of one
stock only, I should certainly choose the Brier cut-
ting, as this will thrive well upon any soil and will
also suit all Roses. The fault of this stock is
that it does not transplant quite so safely as the
Manetti or De la Grefferaie. There are a few va-
rieties of Roses in the three chief sections (Hybrid
Perpetuals, Teas and Noisettes) that will thrive
much better upon one stock than on another. For
example, although no one can complain of the be-
haviour of such Hybiid Perpetuals as General
Jacqueminot, Mrs. John Laing, Baroness Roth-
schild, and others when growing on the Manetti,
there are a few of equally strong and vigorous con-
stitution that will seldom do well upon this stock.
I allude to Reynolds Hole, Her Majesty, Captain
Christy, and others. There are several varieties
of Roses that possess peculiarities in that they
have a great objection to the same class of stcck
as others of apparently exactly the same constitu-
tion and characteristics We have La France and
others, for example, that will do excellently upon
the Manetti, and yet they are as pure Teas in
general appearance as many more which refuse to
prosper on this stock.

My advice to Rose growers is to have a few of
the more vigorous kinds upon both the Brier and
Manetti, whether they be the majority of the
Hybrid Perpetuals or the more vigorous of the
Teas and Noisettes. No rule can be laid down
without exceptions, because we have Reve d'Or
and one or two more that are extra strong growers
and yet refuse to do well on the Manetti stock.
Why I would have a few on each is because you
thus prolong your season of flowering, as the Ma-
netti is fully a fortnight earlier than the Brier,
which is far the better for late autumn blooms!
The Manetti is not so generally suitable for a stiff
and heavy soli as the Brier. Ridgewood.

CHINESE OR MONTHLY ROSES.
Most old-fashioned rosarians will gladly agree
with all that "R." says of these (p. 223), but if
you want to have Monthly Roses from the open
almost every day in the year, we have few or none
more deserving of a warm niche or corner against
a wall. Walls of from 8 feet to 4 feet are ample
for China Koses. But on walls a sort of free and
easy method is the best for cutting sackfuls of
buds, and that is the best condition in which to
enjoy China Roses. The common pink and crim-
son are the best. The first yields more blossom or
buds with less culture than any other Rose. There
IS also a white variety (Ducher) described as a

fair bloomer, but seldom coming up to the level of
the pink or common China. The crimson is some-
what different and more tender than the pink, its

almost crimson foliage, however, being much in
demand for decoration. Mrs. Bosanquet is per-
haps the most chaste, beautiful, and, on the whole,
the best outside the pink and crimson ChinaRoses of
any of its class. The flowers are of a most deli-

cate fawn or flesh colour, small in size, and freely

produced. In bud it is simply exquisite either by
itself or in contrast with the buds of the crimson
China. Cramoisi Supfrieur is, however, as good as
the crimson China, and is a match in continuity
of blossoming and brilliancy for Gloire des Roso-
manes. The latter, however, is more of a semi-
double than the former, and perhaps more of a
Bourbon than a China. These two mixed, flanked
with the white, or without the latter, planted in
good soil and liberally fed throughout the growing
season form ore of the most brilliant Rose hedges
throughout the season. This also deserves a wall,

and is most useful in contrast with Gloire de
Dijon. Like Lamarque, these Chinese Roses are
tender and easily injured in the open air. But
on walls with or without a slight protection or
under the warm eaves or roof-overhung walls of
cottages and outbuildings I have seen them covered
with half-expanded buds at Christmas, and again
in bloom before Marechal Niel in the same cosy
quarters in May. Therefore the more China Roses
that can be grownon walls, in beds, borders, or shel-

tered shrubberies, the better. The Teas, while so
much more sweet and beautiful than the Chinas,
need not supersede them, for there is room enough
and to spare for all. Do not forget to plant a
green Rose with the other varieties of Chinas. In
leaf, habit, and growth it is the counterpart of the
pink China, only its flowers are green like the leaves
instead of pink, and it proves a constant source of
interest to all visitors.—D. T. F.

In the note (p. 223) on these Roses no
mention is made of their adaptability for covering
walls. On the south gable end of a cottage in this

village there is a splendid specimen of the old
crimson fully 12 feet high and which flowers freely
every year. In another garden close by is a large
specimen of the same variety. The head is quite
6 feet across and about the same in height. It is

apparently growing on its own roots, as several
stems come up from the soil. No pruning of any
sort is ever done to it. This treatment it appa-
rently enjojs, judging by the wealth of bloom it

annually produces.—E. M., Hants.

Olearia Haasti.—During the last few weeks
no hardy shrub has contributed more to the
general outdoor effect than this, that is to say, in.

those gardens which are fortunate enough to
possess plants of any size, for although there are
probably only few gardens now, in the south at
any rate, where it is not planted, it has only
been comparatively recently that its merits have
become widely known. No better illustration of

its value as a hardy shrub could be found than in

the famous Duchess's garden at Belvoir Castle,

where several specimens have lately been profusely

in flower. They are shapely rounded bushes, per-

haps 5 feet high and as much through, standing
sinely. The flowers are white and produced in

dense corymbs ; so thickly, indeed, do these occur,

that on a well-floweied plant they almost entirely

hide the foliage. This species belongs to the com-
posite family and is a native of New Zealand,

where it is found growing naturally at altitudes of

from 4000 feet to uOOO feet. It is described by
Sir Joseph Hooker in his "Flora of New Zealand "

as forming a small shrubby tree with stout

branches. Its dark green leaves are each from
1 inch to U inches in length, and quite leathery

in texture, "its hardiness in the south of England
has long been proved, but in the north, except in

specially favoured localities. It will perhaps need
slight protection in severe weather. At Belvoir it

enjoys a fine position, the Duchess's garden being

in the form of a huge amphitheatre opening to

the south.
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Orchard AND Fruit Garden

APPLE COX'S ORANHK PIPPIN.

On the grent merit-i of tlii.s Apple there is little

need to enlarge, for the simple reason that it is

one of the most popular varieties in cultivation

—in fact it may be said to be the best praised

dessert variety that exists. What also is most
satisfactory, it fully deserves all that has ever

been written in its favour, and if all wo hear

and read of it is true, the time is not far dis-

tant when this excellent Ajiple will be plentiful

in the markets throughout the late autumn and
winter months. Partial failures will happen
with this as well as any other variety of Apple,

but aci>miiUte failure 1 have never known—at

any rate where one ov two trees are not solely

depended upon. I have five good-sized trees
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weigh them down to the ground. The illus-

tration acconipaiiying tlicse notes was from a

photogra]ih of ] .irt of a branch of a freely

grown tiee fnumd out in the nianiu'r just de-

scribed, and the fruit on sucli branches being
well exposed colours beautifully. Tliis plan of

training suits my purpose better than any other,

but it does not follow that it is the best under
all conditions. ( )n the contrary, the variety

succeeds admirably on dwarfing stocks, and
either grown as a bush, cordon, or horizontally

trained, and on a variety of soils. Very good
fruit is sometimes obtained from orchard
trees, but much the best samples are gathered
from those more highly cultivated, and which
also are less liable to be disfigured by gales of

wind. Not only is Cox's Orange Pippin of ex-

cellent (juality, or second to none in this re-

spect, its appearance also being greatly in its

favour, but it possesses the great merit of re-

i- lulling iiiMiicli or Appie L'ljx's Orange Pii^piu.

growing in difl'erent parts of the garden, thin

crops being produced by the majority. All

flowered well in spite, too, of bearing freely

during the two preceding seasons, but the buds
are not sufticiently self-protecting, and the
fructifying parts of the flowers sutl'ered from
frost accordingly. Tliat is the one weakness of

Cox's Orange Pippin, Init, luckily, it is not
often that the trees are subjected to such severe
tests as they were this season. According to
ray experience, particularly good pyrami<ls are
not easily grown, the habit of the tree being
somewhat straggling, and I hold that the most
profitable trees are those on the Crab stock
and f;rown either as large bushes or half-

standards. A'ery good trees can ([uickly be
had by simply cutting out the leader of a pyra-
mid as received from a nursery, the side
branches being shortened Ijack at each winter
pruning till enough shoots are obtained to make
a well-furnished tree, after which thinning out
and foreshortening are all the pruning necessary
or advisable. In some cases it is needful to
stake up some of the principal branches, or
otherwi.se the heavy crops they produce will

maining in season from November to March in-

clu.sive. It is the favourite exhibition variety,

especially for showing in single classes, none
but the very best samples of Ribston Pippin
standing any chance against it. The variety

was raised by Mr. Cox at Colnbiook Lawn,
Slough, Bucks, somewhere about the year 1830,

and is said to owe its parentage to Ribston Pip-

pin, though it bears little or no resemblance to

that good old Apple. VV. Iouulden.

Apple Pott's Seedling.—Generally tliis Apple
is looked upon as a free-bearing kind and suitable

for all soils. The spotted appearance of the fruit

borne on trees here ttie last two s«-asons, however,
proves that the kind of soil in which it is grown
has a decided effect upon the fruit. It cannot be
said that the defect is this year caused by too

much moisture, because this has perhaps been the
driest year we have experienced for the last dozen
seasons. To my mind it is a proof that the joil

contiiins some con.stituent which does not agree
with the .'kin of Pott's Seedling Apple. The soil

here is heavy, though not actually clay. To grow
this good Apple really well it will be necessary to
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lift the trees and replace the natural soil with arli-

ficial largely composed of road grit and dcca3cd
vegetahle manure, at the same time planting llic

trees on slightly raised mound,«, coveiing the roots
with fresh soil as thry appear, and mulching
heavily (luring dry weather. P^y taking this trou-

ble I liope to have this really tine kitchen Apple in

its true character.—E. M.

Renovating' an old orchard.—At Ruxhy
Lod>_'e, K;-her, there is an extensive and very old
orchard. Tlie trees now in it are perhaps 200
years old. Some are still very vigorous and cropping
well

; others are past recovery. Wheit Mr. Miller,

the present gardener, went there he found this

orchard in a very bad condition and the ground
linrd and poor. He resolved to ti'y and renovate it,

and removing all trees then impossible of recovei'y,

planted young ones and heavily surface-dressed
the soil with old Mushroom bed, leaf soil, or any
possible form of manure. That dressing has been
added to every year so far as could be furnished,
so that now, althougli the surface is rough Grass,
it is spongy and full of vegetable food. The result

is that the young trees are now in free bearing
and making strong clean growth. They could not
possibly be looking better if planted in alrsolutely

fresh soil. The result shows how possible it is to

make a very oM orchard literally into a new one
by proper treatment.—A.

APRICOTS FAILING.

Taken altogether, the Apricot is probably the
most disappointing of wall fruits grown in this

country. That the trees will grow satisfactorily

and produce healthy foliage is no criterion that
the fruits will ripen up as they should do, and this

is where the failure with many lies, especially in

the more northern parts and on cold soils. Given
a warm sandy or loamy soil and taking care that
the requisite aiuount of moisture is applied during
the summer months, also growing the trees on a
suitable aspect for the district—as even in some
parts they succeed better on a west than a south
wall—then Apricots may be ripened up well with
the ordinary attention generally bestowed upon
them. This, however, is very different to that
which obtains on cold clay soils situated at high
e'evaiions, even when given a southern aspect, as,

unless for cooking, it is almost useless to attempt
to grow them. The Apricot, taking the fruits

individually, grows in this garden to as large a
size as I have ever seen any, and this on a western
aspect ; but the soil being cold and the garden at

a comparatively high altitude, the fruits ripen up
very indifferently. Thinking to overcome the diffi-

culty, the trees were all lifted four years since

and replanted on slightly raised moun(ls, the bor-

der being also well dra'ned and the greater part
given up to the roots. Anyone would think that the
Apricot would thrive almost anywhere, seeing (hat

reference is often made to the trees that used to be
seen against cottage walls and outbuildings. Certain

it is that the branches and the roots of such trees

had but little attention, butyet weareledtosuppce
they throve amazingly. In those cases where they
did succeed, and the aspect they were planted on
was right, it was entirely owing to the soil beirg
suitable for them. Given a suitable soil and a
good aspect, then Apricots may succeed well when
given the requisite attention. Certain it is that

on light soils the trees undoubtedly collapse from
the want of sufiicient moisture. The roots of Apri-

cots being naturally of a fibrous description, it is

not in their nature to ramble far to seek nutriment,

and with the borders, as they often are, cropped up
to within 2 feet of the wall, and this space trodden
as hard as a road, little moisture naturally can Le
expected to reach them. Not only is water needrd
up to the gathering of the fruit, but also during the

month of September. The dying off suddenly of

the brarches is difficult to account for, for even
under the best treatment a branch will suddenly
collapse. In some cases it is attributed to want of

moisture, the action of the frost rupturing the sap-

vessels. Hard pruning of gross shoots which pre-

disposes them to gun ming is also given as a rea-
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son. I am also oE the opinion that in the case of

young trees t4e evil is laid in th?ir earliest exist-

ence, as it is generally at the parts where the
stronsj; shoots are cut baclj to form additional
branches (hat the lirst symptoms of decay are
seen. Y. A. H.

Ahierleij Hall, Stoiirjmrt.

TRANSPL.4.NTING PE.iCH TRESS.

The present is the best time in the year to trans-

plant Peach and Nectarine trees. Every autumn
I order a few young fruit trees of the lealing
kinds and most approved varieties, and plant them
wherever wall space permits between the esta-

blished trees, to grow on for a year or two prepara-
tory to taking tlie place of other trees which
indicate decline of vigour and fruitfulness. In
this way good tree< are always at hand to take the
place of exhausted ones. As soon as the crops
have been taken, root out the condemned trees and
open good-sized holes representing a semi-circle of

5 feet or G feet in diameter and about "i feet deep
;

place in the bottom of each hole a')0ut 9 inches of

clinkers, brick-bats, or stones, broken line on tlie

top, for drainage, following this with a layer of

turf, grass side down, to ensure good drainage
;

then deposit therein a few bavrowfuls of the best

loam at command, adding where obtainable one-
fourth of old mortar or lime rubble, the whole
being mixed before being placed in the holes,

which will then be ready for the trees. The day
previous to lifting the young trees give them a good
watering at the roots, to ensure their being taken
up with good balls of soil adhering tliereto. In
lifting the tree-, open a trench at from 18 inches
to 3 feet from the stems of the individual trees,

according to their size, and then carefully work
the soil aw.iy from underneath and around the
roots witli a four or five-tined fork until two or

more men can lift the tree bodily (the branches
having been previously loosened) to enable a good
strong mat to be drawn underneath the ball of

earth and roots and the tree to be carried to the
hole already prep:ired for its reception with as
much soil as possible attached to the roots, thereby
preventing the trees experiencing any material
check in the process of being transplanted. The
trees should be planted the same depth in the soil

as they were before, assuming that they were tiien

set the pr^iper depth, allowing at the same time
for the soil subsidinj; a couple of inches in the
course of as miny montlis. All straggling and
damaged roots should be cut clean away in platit-

ing, working the new soil in well among and
around the roots, so t'lat every cavity may be
filled up. Then tread tlie new soil (assuming it

to bo fairly dry) to m.nke it moderately firm,

afterwards laving on a surface-dressing of short
manure over the roots to the thickness of about
li inches, and gieing the whole a good watering-
the branches of the trees being in the meantime
secured loosely to the wall, so as to admit of soil

and tree settling down together. If bright

weather prevails at the time, it will be advisable
to hang a mat or two over the individual trees,

and to syringe the latter overhead every afternoon
for about a week, the object being to retain the
leaves on the trees as long as possible, thereby
enabling the trees to push their roots into the
new soil before they shed their leaves. This is the
advantage—and a very important and decided one
it is, too—claimed for early autumn planting over
winter or early spring planting—that is, transplant-
ing while the tiees are in full leaf in preference to
transplanting them after the fall of the leaf. Now
thot the time for ordering fruit trees is at hand,
a brief list of varieties that are found to give
general satisfaction in districts favourable to

Peach culture out of doors may prove useful to

those who may be in doubt as to the most suitable
varieties to order. They are as follows : Waterloo,
Early Alexander, Amsden June, Hale's Early.
These four virieties give a succession of highly
coloured and good quality fruits during ordinary
summers, and in early districts from the middle of

July to the end of the lirst or second week in

August. Dr. Hogg, Early Grosse Mignonne, Stirling
Castle, Dymonil, Crimson Galande, and Violette
Hiitive continue the supply to the end of August
or the first week in September, all under good
cultivation producing well-coloured, handsome
fruits of fine quality. Then Bellegarde, Chancellor,
Princess of Wales, Barrington, and Sea Eagle con-
tinue the supply throughout the month of Sep-
tember. The S.^lway is the latest of all Peaches
that I am acquainted with, and a fine handsome
Peach it is, too, when grown under glass with suffi-

cient artificial heat at command to ripen the crop
early in October. Fruits thus grown and thinned
out to 1 foot apart on the trees attain to

a fine size, lake on a beautiful golden colour,
and are of rich flavour. Thus it will be
seen that by forcing the early and mid-season
varieties, and giving only sullicient fire-heat to
ripen the crop of Salway, the Peach season
might be extended over a period of nearly seven
months, the crop obtained from the trees on walls
outside filling up the blank that would or might
otherwise occur in the supply secured from trees
under glass.

As the above cultural remarks apply equally to

Nectarine trees, a short list of varieties will be
opportune. First on the list comes Lord Napier,
followed by Elruge, Pitmaston Orange, Pine-
apple, Dryden, Spenser, Plumboldt, and Victoria.
The varieties Dryden and Spenser are not so well
known as they deserve to be. The fruits when not
left too closely together on the trees attain to a
fine size, are richly coloured, juicy, and full of
flavour. H. W. Wabd.

LoiKiford Castle, Salisluri/.

Raspberries.—If these fruits have repugnance
for chalk, they have none for clay. Both at Swan-
more Park and Oakley Hall, in Hants, where chalk
abounds, it is very difficult to induce Raspberries
to grow at all. At the latter place only common
local varieties will thrive, whikt good known sorts

will not grow at. all. When in the garden at Maiden
Erleigh, Heading, recently, I noticed that on the
stiff soil the Raspberries were growing luxuriantly.
Everything about the stools, with the exception of

from four to five canes, and not more, had been
cleared away, and amjile light and air were being
let in upon the plantation. The rows were G feet

apart—rather, as it seemed, undue liberality of space,
but still apparently none too much—and the stools

in the rows 4 feet from each other. No wonder
the canes towered up to a great height, or that
they were cut back only to from 5 feet to G feet in

the winter and broke freely, fruiting profusely.

Thus it is seen that, given ample space. Raspberries
repay the liberality shown.— D.

Filberts.—Whatsoever may be the special

merit of the cup-shaped form of pruning to which
Filberts and Cobs are subjected in Kent. I cannot
conceive that such pruning can be productive of

finer crops of superior nuts than may just now be
seen on the free-growing buslus at Maiden Erleigh.

The crop is really a splendid one. The bushes are
about eight years planted,.and are of Webb's Prize,

Cosford, Red Filbert, Kentish Cob, &c. They are
planted on a bro.ad border on the west side of ii

belt (if t.all trees, and it is assumed that the
shelter from the east winds thus afforded is help-

ful to the setting of the bloom in the early spring.

For the first two or three years the plants were
shortened back to secure proper breaking. Since
then they have been allowed free play, the branches
being kept fairly thinned, and no suckers .are al-

lowed. The soil is of a stiff cliiyey nature, some-
what cold, but it seems to suit the nufs wonderfully
well. The bushes bear a good crop every year,

but the present crop is an exception.ally fine one.

—A. D.

Pruning Apple trees.— I was not at all- sur-

prised to read in the note by " A. D." (p. 204) that

certiiin sorts of Apple trees which received but
little, if any, pruning either summer or winter
fruifed freely. Far too much time is spent on this

part of fruit culture in some gardens. Of course,

it must be understood that I am alluding to or-

chard-grown trees, or trees which can have ample
space for development. We have instances here
of standard trees—for instance, Warner's King,
Ecklinville, .and Worcester Pearmain—wbich have
not been touched with a knife in the way of prun-
ing since the year following planting—thirteen
years ago. For the last ten years these trees have
not missed a crop once, while I can point to in-

stances where trees closely primed both summer
and winter only bear during alternate years. These
closelycuttreesoftenm.akeabundanceof wood if the
roots are not seen to. Non-pruned trees are not
nearly so troublesome in this respect. If strong
shoots are allowed to develop into branches, the
same trees do not require root-pruning, and instead
of a crop of fruit once in two years, .an annual one
may be looked for with toler.able certainty. Pyra-
mid trees may serve the purpose of showing what
can be done in the way of training, but for full

and regular crops of fruit I prefer bushes and
standards. In the case of bushes planted between
the regular standards to economise space, the main
branches of these may with adv.antage be allowed
free growth. iVIore freedom in the matter of ex-

tension would result in fuller crops of fruit than is

sometimes the case.—P.

OLD STRAWBERRY BEDS.

Although occasionally one hears of Strawberry
plants remaining in bearing condition for several

years, it is very seldom that they are worth relain-

ing longer than three or four years .at the most.
By many people Strawberries are expected to keep
on bearing for the time stated, and whatever may
be said to the contrary as to the plants f.ailing to

prove remunerative after the second crop has been
taken these old plants are relied on still. To,a certain

extent of course it depends grea'ly upon the
condition of the soil whether the plants will do
well or not, and the soil must be good indeed which
will enable it to be done. Wherever I have seen

these old plants succeeding fairly we'd is where
they have been grown on what I may term the lazy-

bed STstem ; that is, runners from the parent plant

are allowed to remain—at least, <a selection of the

stronge-t, and which on becoming Citablishcd may
fruit fairly well. But this stUe of Strawberry
growing does not suit present-day gardeners. As a
rule, on most soils good fruit may be h<ad for two
yeais with little, if any other manuiial assistance

beyond tlie preparation the ground received at the
outset. After this time, however, support must be
afforded if the plants are expected to produce good
fruit, and this in plenty. It will have been observed
in the case of these old plants that they become
very much crowded up with crowns, each struggling

for supicmacy with the others, with the resuU
that they are paitially ousted from the soil. Fresh
roots start from the.-e crowns but very sparsely,

unle.-s, however, manurial assistance is within

their reach, whin of course they strike ahead and
ripen up good crowns with strong trusses of bloom
in embryo. This is in marked contrast to where no
such support is afforded, fnr lacking .as they do
fresh root force, they not only very quickly collap?e

upon a dry time occurring, but mildew al.-o attacks

them, and very few fruit arrive at maturity, and
what there is is of poor quality. Taking the above
observations into consideration, the aivisabihty

of affording the plants such support as %viU enable

them to form strong crowns during the season pre-

ceding fruiting is obvious. It depends entirely upjon

the satisfactory condition of the plants during the

autumn whether they will fruit well or not, and it

behoves these who m,ay have such plants in hand
to treat them so that the most may be secured

from them.
The runners, of course, will have been removed

ere this, but if not, there should be no further

delay, for runners not only act as robbers to the

parent plant, but deprive it of that free exposure

to light and circulation of air which are so essen-

tial for their well-doing. The Strawberry being a
surface rooter, < f course any attempt at digging

between the rows would end disastrously. Besides,

a loose root - run is very inimical to its well-
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doinfc. Al( hough this niny be the case, a light

pointing over will he found very ailvantageous,

especially as the surface is trodden often very

tirinly dining the picking season. If the soil be

allowed to remiiin undisliirhcd tlie jilants are apl

to siilTer from the want nf moisture, the toil being

also apt to crack- badlv if of a clayey nature. For
the ahove reason I therefi re recommend that the

surface be lightly pointed over, to be followed by a

good dusting of soot, or, failing this, lime ; but I

prefer the soot. This not only acts as a stimulant,

but assists in clearing the soil of .slugs. If the.'e are

not destroyed now, they hibernate amongst the

crowns during winter and come out the next season

to recommence their depredations. Nut only soot,

but .a, ib'cssing of biirncil refuse will be found of

marked advantage. A dressing of fresh soil is

also beneficial, and where fresh soil is lacking, the

old surfacing which is often removed from Vine
borders would he very suitable. A dressing of this

to the de|itli of an inch, t.aking care to pack it well

around the base of the crowns, would prove of (lie

utmost benefit and well repay for the trouble.

There need not be any fear of the plants growing
too strongly, and on tliote soils where Strawberries
do not grow very freely and appear as if lacking
support, a dressing of .seme good artificial manure
is of advantage, this producing a strorg and healthy,
yet fruitful growth. Y. A. H.

GRAPE MUSCAT OF ALEXANDRIA

SHRIVELLING.
Can you tell me the cause of my Muscat of Alex-
andria Grape shrivelling ? The fruit is nearly
ripe. On some of the bunches nearly all the
beriies have shrivelled, while on others they aie
quite plump. I have been very careful not to let

the roots get dry. I have never used the water
cold, but have always made it a degree or two
warmer than the temporal ure of the house, and
have also been very careful in giving air. A great
many of the bunches shanked very badly when
they commenced to get lipe. I cannot find any
roots near the surface. I think they must have
got down into the drainage. The border is part
inside and part out. The Vines have been planted
about six years,— C. W.

*(,* Def olive root aciion, insufficiency of mois-
ture at a critical period, and overcropping are all

collectively or separately the cause of many par-
tial failures, and there are other causes, as shank-
ing is more prevalent than usual this season. What
brings about premature shrivelling is not so easily
determined; in fact, no two authorities agree in
the mat'er. It is the later crops that are most
addicted to this shrivelling, this pointing to the
necessity for starting the Vines earber in order
that they may have the full benefit of strong sun-
shine and warm air in abundance throughout the
ripening peiiod. The Vines under the charge of
'• C. \V." are evidently in a bad plight at the roots,
this bting another instance indicating that it is

possible to be too liberal in the matter of provid-
ing borders. AVhen there are both inside and out-
side borders, the former is usually deserted or al-
most unoccupied by roots, the bulk of the latter
being outside and in most instances at the mercy
of all weathers. Either the roots should be wholly
confined inside or else be enlirely outside, and not
neglected or allowed to roam for a long distance
into the surrounding g.arden. If confined to an
inside border they must have abundance of mois-
ture, or at any rate never be allowed to suffer for
want of it, and that is the principal objection to
the practice, careless cultivators not being suffi-

ciently attentive to them. The Muscat of Alex-
andria really requires more liberal treatment at
the roots than most other varieties, and if "C. W."
failed to water the outside border several times
during the early part of the comparatively dry
summer just passed through, the A'ines must have
suffered from want of moisture at the roots. His
inability to ward off heavy cold rains also tells
heavily against him, as there were times during
July and August when too much rain fell for the

good of the borders, that is, if they had been pre-
viously kept in a properly moistened state. No
variety better repays for partial or even wholly
lifting and replanting in fresh soil than the
.Muscat of Alexandria, and '•('. W." will do well
to take the Vines in liand ,as soon as ilie crop is

cleared off and before the leaves turn yellow and
drop. I would advise him to dig a deep trench
through the centre of the border from one end
of the house to the other, any roots come across
being cut thiough. The next proceeding .should
be to gradually fork away the soil from the roots
till nearly or qiiite up to the stems, taking good
care of them in the way of syringing and covering
with mats till tliey can be relaid in fresh soil. If

only a few roots are found, a border from 3 feet to
-I feet across will be ample to start afresh with,
more being added in later years according as re-

quired, Imt if abundant and .strong, allow a greater
widlh or not less than (i feet. The border being
comparatively new and fresh turfy loam scarce, use
equal parts of each fur the new border, adding
half-inch bnres, wood-ashes, and well charred
garden rubbish and old mortar rubbish freely.

Build this up firmly, distributing the roots (pre-
viously cleanly cut over where broken or bruised)
nearer the surface than formerly. A few fresh
roots ought to form in the new border this autumn,
and very freely next summer and autumn, or sufli-

ciently so to nearly or quite support the Vines
should it be decided to do away with the outside
border. If both borders must be retained, then I

would .advise that the outside one also be over-
hauled this autumn. Skilful gardeners have wholly
lifted and replanted Vines of tl;e Muscat of Alex-
andria without the loss of a crop, but "C. W." had
better run no risks, the safer plan being to break
up the outside border to within a third of its

width from the front wall, the roots found being
freely shoitened and relaid nearer the suiface in
fresh soil or a mixture, as previous!}' recommended.
A width of about 3 feet would be sufficient, espe-
cially if the roots are bared near to the wall and
given a top dn s.^ing of fre.sh compost. If only one
of the two borders can be taken in hand this au-
tumn it would be a good plan early next spring to
he<avily dress the outside border with p.artiallyde-
cayed Oak leaves, the.«e having the eflfcct of attract-
ing the roots to the surface more quickly and
surely than any other material. Over-iich or sour
borders are greatly improved by exposure to frosts,

and a good coating of newly-slaked lime forked
into the surface also acts most beneficially.

—

W.I.

Plums.—The wisdom of having good desseit
Plums planted as bushes in sheltered positions as
well as on walls is very apparent this year, for very
few of our wall Plun:s escaped the frost, while the
bush trees in the orchard and elsewhere have an
enormous crop, the difference of a week or ten
days in their flowering having saved the late ones
and prevented a break down. For such precocious
things as riums ihe protection of a wall is likely
to prove a snare, unless some means are taken to
retard the flowers as long as possible, and even
then it is not possible to keep them back long or to
pro:ect them in every case. The planting of Plums
on north w.alls is often recommended, but in most
cases the walls could be put to far better use by
filling them with Morello, Gooseberry, and Cur-
rant trees, for most Plums so grown are comp.ara-
lively flavourless, and not equal to the same kinds
grown on low bushes, while the form cf the bush
trees makes them self-protecting in a great
measure.— J. C. Tall.\ck.

Apricot failures.—Why does the Apricot so
often lose branches and in many eases the trees
die entirely .' was a question asked by a member
of the audience at the Plum conference. Want of
chalk or lime in the soil w<as given as one reason.
Another was that the soil about the roots was often
cropped with vegetables, keeping it far too light
and loose, when it should be bard. Third, it

was said that whilst the Moorpark was tender
and most susceptible to injury from frost, which
by rupturing the sap vessels caused canker and

gumming, leading to the destruction of branches,
it w.as also shown on good authority that the lilen-

heiui and Shipley were much hardier and less
liable to canker and disease. Though not .so stated,
it is a fact 1 hat seedling Apricot trees if of good
qualify will endure for many years where olliers

on Plum stocks will soon die.— 1).

FRUIT TREE BORDERS.
UKDEltthis head may be classed borders within
doors ai d borders out of doors, thus giving rather
a wide range. These thoughts were suggested to
me a week or two since when visiting a flower and
fruit show, and the expressions were dropped
while admiring two splendid bunches of Plack
Hamburgh Grapes. The words were, "I can do
nothing with Grapes at my place unless I keep
renewing the borders at somewhat short intervals,
and haying their roots into new soil." I have
long been of opinion that far too much reluctance
is shown amorg gardeners generally to disturb Ihe
roots of Vines or other fruit trees. No doubt when
Vines or fruit trees get into a bad state before they
are taken in hand, a magic change cannot be
wrought— at least, not for a season. It is not
always necessary to procure new soil to carry out
successfully this work of renovation. Some years
ago I almost entirely lifted the roots of the early
and mid-sea-on house of Vines, the roots of which
are .all out of doors, and not a spadeful of
new soil was given them. The greatest failing
with these was, that under the piecemeal system
of border making— th<at is, adding a strip of new
border every few years, and using mainly turfy
loam with little of anything ehe to keep it open

;

the loam being of a cliiyey nature, after the grass
and root fibres had decomposed, the whole went
together in a compact mass, and during veiy wtt
seasons was almost unmanageable. To reduce a
bo:der20 feet in widlh and to go back to within
5 feet of the steins of the Vines was not a veiy
small matter, and it was one that many wou'd have
shrunk from rather than carry it out. But I lave
never regretted that it was done, relaying the
roots into half that width of border, rsing no
new soil, but simply adding ingredients to the old
that I thought would make it more favourable to
the Vine roots. These consisted of burnt garden
refuse and old mortar rubble. It should not be under-
stood that I under-estimate the value of new soil, for
in the case above referred to it was not a quest ion of
exhausted soil. When fruit trees of any kind have
occupied the soil from fifteen to twenty years, even
when they receive every attention as to feeding,
it is only natural that it should become im-
poverished for that p.articular kind of tree, or
tather that the trees should become .^ick of it, and
in such cases it becomes necessary to rephace the
same. The question as to why certain kinds of
fruit trees in certain soils should require renovat-
ing so much oftener than others is a question
that I am not prepared to answer. To make my
meaning the more clear, I may .say that here tlie

Vines will grow and thrive for a great number of
yeais, as some of ours h.ave done, without any
root-disturbance; while Peaches and Nectarines
require to be lifted ar.d relaid in new soil at least
every three years, or they become sickly, and would
finally die were they not taken in hand. I may
here state that I am row of opinion that the
Peach border referred to is too shallow, it being
in places not more th.an 12 inches deep, and it is

my intention this autumn, as scon as the frnit is

gathered, to make it more than double th.at depth;
the roots and trees will be entirely lifted, and from
past experience of lifting these I shall confidently
look for a better crop the following year. With
me nothing seems to add to the health of the
Peach trees or the improvemint of the crop like
root-liftirg ; of course this is always done early in
the autuiLn and before Ihe leaves fall. To all

growers who are troubled with sickly Vines rr
Peach trees under glass, my advice is to lift fhem,
and no season is better than the month of Sep-
tember for that operation. Of course in the
case of late Vines the woik should always be
deferred till Ihe spiing.
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September is also the best month to deal with
Peach, Plum, and Pear trees out o£ doors. Where
the trees are carrying crops of fruit, of course the

work of root-lifiing must be delayed, but the

sooner trees that are not in a satisfactory condi-

tion and are bearing no fruit are taken in hand
now the better, for although they may look a
little rough when taken in hand thus early, the

demand for sap for their wants is the best healer

of wounds, and it also fosters immediate root

action, and a number of root fibres will be formed
which will aid the tree immensely during the fol-

lowing year. Well-ripened and compict-bearing
wo id, free from those gross sappy growths which
neither bear fruit nor assist in building up the

tree, but more often lead the way to canker and
decay, will be obtained. Apricots with me posi-

tively refuse to bear unless the trees are lifted in

the same manner as Peaches and Nectarines.

There is no doubt we know but far too little of the

chemical constituents of the soils we have to deal

with. Lime is generally present among clay, but

from e.xperience I am of opinion that the quan-
tity here is insufficient. Two years ago I treated

a tree of Barrington Peach to a good dressing

of lime mixed up with water and poured over

the surface of the border, and this tree is now the

most satisfactory of any in the same house, al-

though it was sickly and seldom sec any fruit pre-

vi JUS to that dressing. C. Warden.

Clarendo)i Park, Salislinrii.

QUALITY IN GRAPES.

As each season comes round cimments are gene-

rally made as to the judging of Grapes. In many
instances no doubt it is very difficult how to de-

cide. We may have a variety which is of known
good quality, but yet in general outward appear-

ance very inferior, or at least in comparison with
others which are of poor quality, but yet in ex-

ternal appearance much handsomer'. Happily,

we have varieties which are both handsome in

appearance as well as good in quality, and it is

with such kinds as these that poor judgment
would be shown if they had to succumb to others

of known poor quality, if only slightly better in

.appearance. Madreslield Court, as is well known,
is of very handsome appearance when well grown,
but even this when only ab^ut half-coloured, as it

is very often seen, should not be placed before

good Black Hamburgh. Certain it is that grown
in the same structure Madresfield Court is the

easier Grape to colour, and, taking this into con-

sideration, prizes should not be aw.arded to it over

good Hamburghs unless the berries are perfectly

cMoured and fully up to the m.ark in every re-

spect. Rarely indeed is really good Bl.ack Haui-
biirgh seen now-.a-days, but when up to its highest

standard there is more credit due to the grower
for its production than for that of any other

black Gr.ape. The three Gr.apes which can be

most easily coloured .are Alnwick Seedling, Bl.ack

Alicante, and Gros Maroc, the last perh,aps being
the coarsest as well as having the worst flavour.

As regards the quality of Alnwick Seedling .and

Black Alicante, there can be no denying the fact

that from December to the latter end of J.anuary

they are most refreshing, .and as far as appearance
is concerned second to no other black Grapes.
The best black Grapes in season during the
months of August and September are Bl.ack Ham-
burgh, Muscat Hamburgh, and Madresfield Couit,

nnd when well grown no other black Grapes can
.approach them for gener.al quality. The first and
last are very handsome wdien up to their highest
standard. A Grape seldom seen on the exhibition

table is Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat. When well

grown it is of handsome appearance and also of

excellent quality : in fact, it is a Griipe which
should be more generally grown, as it is excellent

in every way. For either exhibition or m.aking

a show on the dinner table, the aim should be to

procure Gr,apes which are of good quality as wo'l

.as h,andsome in appe.ar.anc^. and we have these
suitable for each par. icular season.

Coming to white Grapes, of course the Muscat
of Alexandria is best of all, and requires to be well

grown to bring out its highest standard of excel-

lence. This being the case, badly-grown Muscat
of Alexandria should not stand before well-:2rown

Buckl.and Sweetwater and Foster's Seedling. When
all happen to be poor samples of their kind, then

the Muscats should stand first. The large white
kinds of Grapes .appe.ar to drop more quickly out

of cultivation than the purple or black, as rarely

now are such kinds exhibited as Trebbiano, White
Tok.ay, Wiilth.am Cross, Syrian, .and White Nice

—Trebbiano, perh<aps, being the exception. The
quality of these was found so inferior, that gar-

deners generally receive 1 the edict from their em-
ployers to grow them no more, the Muscat of Alex-

anclria having the preference, as indeed it s-hould

do, as when well grown and ripened it is un-

doubtedly the h;mdsomest white Grape in cultiva-

tion, .as well as the best in fl,avour. Y. A. H.

Apricots.—In your issue for August 13 (p. ISii)

" M. 11." in his article on Apricots gives Cornwall
among other counties where Apricots in m,any

parts thrive admirably. Knowing Cornwall fairly

well, and also knowing that the Apricot cannot
possibly be grown outside throughout the gre.ater

part of the county, this came as a surprise to me,
as a'so, doubtless, to many gardeners who know
the county and its capabilities in that way, and
who would be only too gl.ad to find that such was
the case. I feel sure that there are very few
counties in England where Apricots .are less grown
or do so badly as in Cornwall, and this f.ailure

has, I am sure, not been from want of intelligent

planting, but from some climatic influence which
is a boon to many things, but quite the reverse to

Apricots. I should be gl.ad if " M. H." or anyone
else will tell us in what parts of Cornwall Apricots

do well or even p.assably. As far as my knowledge
goes, no other hardy cultivated fruit is so little

grown in the county.—CORNUBIAX.

Ferns.

ALSOPHIL.\S.

This genus contains a large number of .species,

the great majority of which are tropical and
require stove temperature. There are, however,
many kinds that will thrive in a temperature

as low as 40° in the winter without receiving

any injury. Alsophilas require to be frequently

sprinkled with the syringe, and the atmosphere
kept moist through the summer season, in

order to ensure the full development of their

heads of fronds. In the winter much less

water must be given in every way. Alsophilas

should be potted in about half and half loam and
peat made sandy, .and the pots or tubs should

be well drained in order to carry away any
surplus water that otherwise would accumulate.

The following are some of the greenhouse kinds

which I would recommend :
—

A. AUSTEALIS makes a noble head of fronds,

which spring from a stout stem. The fronds usually

attain to some 5 feet or U feet in length under
cultiv.ation, but they reach quite double this size

in a state of nature. The fronds .are twice-divided

and light green, the crown is clothed with dark

brown chaffy scales, and the base of the rachis of

the fronds is thickly covered with short prickles.

Stems of this plant frequently come home with

those of Dicksonia antarctica from Tasmania^and
from the mainland of Australia.

A. EXCELSA.—This is often found under the

name of A. australis, but it is quite distinct. It grows
very quickly, and this has caused it to become
somewh.at disliked. As, however, it comes from
spores very freely, its place can soon be supplied

with another specimen of smaller s'ze It is a
somewhat erect growing plant with light green

fronds which have the main rachis densely clothed
with large light brown chaffy scales. This plant

appe.ars to be peculiar to Norfolk Island.

A, COOPEKI.—This as a young plant very mach
resemblesA excelsa, but as it grows older it .assumes

characters which render it very distinct, and it

forms a beautiful ornament in the cool fernery. It

has a more spreading head than A. excelsa, and
the head and stems are clothed with dark brow.i

chaffy scales. It comes from Queensland.

A c.APENSis.—This fine plant rises upon a stem
from 10 feet to 15 feet in height and makes ,a

spreading head (5 feet or more .across. This species

may be easily recognised by the numerous sm.all

abortive vinnic which are situated at the base of

the fronds, and which form a mass like some spe-

cies of Filmy Fern. It does well in the cool fernery
during the summer season, but it requires a little

more warmth through the winter.

A. Leichaedtiana.—This is a very slender and
beautiful species. Well do I remember the fine

specimen of this Fern which I used to see every
season when I paid a visit to Mr. Bewley's garden
at Blackrook, near Dublin. Its stem is very slender

and it forms a crown some 12 feet to 24 feetacross.

The stems are armed with short b!ack spines at

the base. This is called the Whip-stick Fern by
the residents in that part of the world where it is

found. It is a native of Queensland and New
South Wales.

A. Rebecc.e.—Tliis is a small growing plant in-

troduced to cultivation by Mr. Wm. Bull, of Chel-

sea. It produces a slender stem and the spreading
fronds are somewhat coriaceous in texture, the
surface smooth and deep green, whilst the ra-

chises are reddish brown, slightly covered with
black chaffy sc.iles. It comes from the north of

Queensland.

A. LUNDLATA.—About twelve years ago this

pl.ant was introduced to cultivation by the Messrs.

Williams, of Holloway. It is a common ) lant in

the Fiji IsLands, where it is known as the"Bala-
bnla." It forms a fairly stout stem, bearing a go d
head of spreading fronds, deep green on both sides,

smooth, the crown densely scaly. It forms a beau-
tiful ornament to a cjol house fernery.

Wm. Hugh Gowek.

Yucca fllamentosa.—A group of this p'an' is

one of the most striking features in the flower gar-

den. There .are six strong flower-spikes, ranging
from 5 feet to fi feet in height and bearing hun-
dreds of large, drooping, creamy-white blossoms.

Yuccas generally are uncertain bloomers, but this

kind and another named flaccida are welcome ex-

ceptions. If one has a group of pl.ants, hardly a
se.ison passes without a few flower-spikes appe.nr-

ing, whilst occasion.ally they burst out into .a special

display. This kind is so named by reason of the
peculiar thread-like att.achments that adorn the
sides of its deep green broad leaves. It is a plant

of the highest merit, and if planted in association

with such things as the Torch Lilies, Cape Hya-
cinths, Tiger Lilies .and other hate snmmer .nnd

autumn plants, some noble effects may be simply
and easily produced.—A. H.

The late rainfall.—The heavy fall of rain on
Sundiiy morning, August 28, has to us in this

district oeen most beneficial. The effects are

already apparent upon the turf, which was in a
most p.arched state in places, looking miserable in

fact. It is, however, in the kitchen garden .and

.amongst the fruit trees, particularly the late kinds

of Pears and Apples, where the most real advan-

t.age will accrue. These .also appear to have great ly

benefited already. The accumuLations of du>t upon
the fruit trees up to that time were deplorable to

look at ; now they are quite clean. Sufficient rain

has now fallen to aid the fruit trees to finish their

crops to perfection, p.artieularly those of tlie Ap-
ples, which are bearing very heavy loads of fruit.

Vegetables .also .are greatly refreshed and will

now go ahe.ad apace, and that without much fear

of an over-luxuriant growth, so as to suffer in the
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event of a severe winter. Vines in outside borders

will also have received timely assistance, particu-

larly where the mcars U<r aiiplication in an artifi-

cial manner are liniittd. Witli a line growing time

thtnrigh this rrionlli onr {gardens will soon revive.

— Wl;sT JIlllDLDSli.X.

Chrysanthemums.

EARLY-FL0>VER1NG CHRYSANTHE-
MIMS.

TiiKKE are naturally early kinds and the ordi-

nary autumn varieties, which are, by choosing

early flower-bud.s, bronght into bloom in time

for the September flower shows. This latter

process may not be at all desirable for the larger

number of cultivators, who, perhaps, like to see

Chry.'^Hnthemums in the (>|jen border, for which
pui"po.se there are many i>retty sorts particu-

larly well adapted, and which come under the

yellow of the last, are jiroduccd by a spe-

cial mode of culture- disbudded to ficin

half-a dozen to one bloom i n a plant. A
capital C(ini]iaiii()n to these is M. fiiistave

Grunerwald, a light pink flower resembling
Mme. Desgrange in habit of growth as well as

shape of liloonr. I hear, too, of a genuine sport

with a pink shade from this popular type. Sou-

venir de M. Meiiier is a very beautiful early

Japanese kind. 1 have it in bloom now under
glass. The height, grown for lar-ge flowers and
severely disbudded, is only 3 feet. Three or

four blooms on a plant are each about 5 inches

across and proportionately deep, the shape re-

flexed and tire colour a rich eriurson. 1 have
not yet tried it as a bush or planted out, but 1

think it will prove excellent for these purposes

and assume a dwarf habit. It gained a firi-.t-

class certificate at the National Society a cou])le

of years ago, but still seems to be but little

known. Grace Attick is a gem in its way. The
flower is pure white and composed of a large

number of thread-like florets. It is very early

and free- blooming, and the plant does not grow

Cbr-ysarrtliernum ^hin'. L

heading of this note. INIme Defgrange is very
well known, but to get it early out of doors, the
old stools should be used after having flowered
in pots in preference to plants rooted the cur-
rent year. A good plan to have pure white
blooms of this is to set out newly-struck plants
in the open in the spring, pinch the shoots
back during the summer to make them bushy,
and ju.st before flowering to take them up with
a good ball of earth and put them into pots.
They should be sprirrkled overhead daily and
placed in a shady corirer. In a few days they
will have recovered from the check aitd make
excellent sirbjeets for decoration. This variety
well repays the extra trouble, as it is only
under glass that the blooms are quite white,
which makes it so valuable for wreaths, bou-
quets, and such like purposes. The large
blooms, each about G inches across and almost
as deep, that no doubt were admired by a
large number of visitors to the early Chrysan-
mum exhibition, of Mme. De.sgrange and the
sports (Mrs. Burr-ell, G. Wermig, Mr.s.
Hawkins), of precisely the .same habit of
growth and size, but difieriug in colour from
the cream of the tirtt named to the deep

to a height of more than 1 foot or 2 feet. It is,

however, not one of the easiest to propagate,

and rather less hardy than some, so that the old

stools should be taken up in the autumtr after

flowering and be placed in a cold frame for the

winter. This also makes a very nice pot plant.

La Perle and La Vierge are both pretty white

early kinds with medium-sized flowers. La Perle

has incurved flowers, atrd both are exceedingly

dwarf and bu.shy in habit. Roi des Precoces,

bright crimson, is very free and efiective, and

one of the best earlies yet introduced. Mile.

Leoni Lassali is always admired, the colour,

a rich creamy white, being a favourite one. It

is of medium size atrd capital growth. Dis-

budded and jrlaced under gla.ss, it prodtrces

blooms really large and handsome. Early

Blush is arrother choice kind that blooms

splendidly in the open border ; so also is Golden

Shah, deep yellow, very dwarf indeed and

early ; it forms an excellent bush and responds

to the lifting recommended in the case of Mme.
Desgrange. The flowers are .small, but freely

produced. Piercy's Seedling has flowers of a

bronzy yellow colour, and Ls as useful as the

last-named. L'Aini Conderchet is dvvarf and

remarkably free-flowering. It makes an ex-

cellent plant both outside and in pots ; creamy
yellow and mtdiunrsized flowers. Blushing

Bride is a nice full small flower of a blush

colour. Lyon is about the best early rosy-

purple, and an orange-shaded red K]>ort fronr

it, Alice Ihrtchcr, is eciually useful. These two

are of the pomiion class. Sydenham White
may be called a Septerirber-ilowering Avalatrche,

for it resembles that beautiful kind in habit of

growth, colour, forrrr of flower, and if grown
in pots for large blooms will develop to almost

its size. It was raised .some few years ago by
Reid and Bornemann at Sydenham. Feu de

Bengale, a large flower of Japanese form, docs

not bloonr quite so early as those that have been

already named, but it flowers outside in October,

and generally early enough to escape frosts.

Its shade of colour is rich or.ango, red tinted.

The pojrular William Holmes, which is cul-

tivated so largely for market, is worth giving

a little protection to save its flowers. I

have seen plants of it, after having grown in

the open ground during the summer, ])otted up

and placed under glass with excellent results.

Its liclr crimson flowers are acceptable and come
at a time when Dahlias are mostly over and the

bulk of Chrysanthemums not yet in flower.

In this it appears to me the special value of

medium early-flowering kinds lies. But there

are also a lightness and elegance in the shape

Chrysanthemums that makes them preferable

to the best of the decorative Dahlias.

Bouquet des Dames is a new October kind

mirch like Elaine. It is very much dwarfer,

and for that reason alone is better. The white

is pure and it is of easy growth. For culture

out of doors it is not needful to .strike fresh

plants each year ; only to replace stools that are

becoming old and worn out, or that may have

srrccumbed to a hard winter. The old clumps

may be protected after being cut down by a good
mound of ashes or cocoa fibre and left alone.

To judge by the nunrber of new sorts

sent out "during the last year or two, the

French raisers are anticipating the taste for

early-flowering Chrysanthenlurrrs. I saw a col-

lection of over 100 sorts in flower last year, and

hope soon to see them after another year's ti'ial.

They are certainly early and are mostly of Japan-

ese form, posses.sing all the shades of colour to

be found in this autumn plant. They have

been freely distributed in dift'erent parts

of the country, and it will be odd if

something extra good does not come anrong

them. One good quality is their general

dwarfness, not requiring the long sticks which

have beerr in the past somewhat ridiculed.

The following I rroted as worthy : Souvenir

de Louis Fcrire, yellow fimbriated pompon
;

Vice-President Hardy, large bloom, red, edged

yellow ; M. Lcrrraille, claret-red ;
President

Rene de St. Foix, fine Japanese form, carmine,

reverse yellow ; M. Dupuis, dark yellow ; M.
Bournisien, dull white ; J. B. Duvoir, lilac ;

Mme. Edouard Lefort, fimbriated pompon,
bronze ; Ami Mezard, white, shaded yellow

;

Albert Chausson, dark crimson.

The October exhibition of the National C'lrry-

sarrthemum Society should succeed in its object

to assist in preventing the loss of many beauti-

tifnl fornrs which were passing out of cultiva-

tion because they were too early for the shows

of a month later. One may expect here, the

same as in September, to see the later kinds so

manipulated in bud-taking that they will appear

in a presentable form. At the same time. Mile.

Lacroix and such as Maigot, Elaine, Comte de

Germiny, Hamlet, M. Freeman, and Val d'An-

dorre should be .•.een in numbers and great

beauty. H Siioesmith.
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FEEDING THE PLANTS.
Chrysanthemums are the most voracious feeders
of any class of plants that I know. It is not
possible to so cha'ge the soil with food at pot-
ting time to enable them to grow satisfactorily
for the five months they are in their flower-
ing-pots before the blooms are dereloped fully ; the
c intinual watering these plants receive robs the soil.

The Chrysanthemum makes roots in such quan-
ti'ies, tliat the soil is almost exhausted even in
balk by the time the plants are cut down at the
end of the flowering season. That the question of
fe3ding requires some thought as well as knowledge
n )_one, I think, will dispute. There is a variety of

jinions amongst the older growers as to the best
time to commence applying stimulants. Some say
t lit feeding should not commence until the plants
liave set their buds. This argument I do not agree
with; the Chrysanthemum is such a gros5 feeder
and makes roots so freely, that all the nourishing
matter in the soil will have been absorbed long
before the buds will have been formed. Some
clieck, therefore, to the plants must necessarily
ensue if manure in some form orotlier is not given.
The plants ought to be fed long before the time
arrives for the buds to form, so that they may be
strong at a critical period. If a check to the free
growth of the plants through a loss of sustaining
matter in the soil takes place, how can they be
espected to form strong and healthy flower-buds ?

Weakly-grown plants never produce flower-buds
of the same quality as stronger plant^ of the same
variety, and if the buds are not produced in pro-
portion to the necessary quality of each variety,
how can the flowers be properly developed .' When
the plants are growing well, do not let them
deteriorate through lack of attention, but keep
them advancing. Another reason why feeding
should not be deferred until the buds are set is

that some sorts do not set their buds until the
midole of September, and some even later than
that. The time from then until the plants are in
bloom, say the middle of November, is much too
short to allow them to derive much benefit from
the application of artificial support. When the
pots are suftioiently tilled with roots is the proper
time to commence feeding the plants. Strong
growing kinds, as, for instance, the Queen family,
Piince Alfred, P. Bahaunt, and Princess of Wales
among.^t the incurved, Etoile de Lyon, Condor,
Mile. Marie Hoste, E. Molyneux, Avalanche, Stan-
stead White, and W. H. I.inciln in the Japanese
section, quickly make roots, while such delicate
growing sorts as Princess Beatrice, Lady Hardinge,
and Barbara (incurved varieties) not being such
free rooters will not require stimulants so
soon. In no case should plants be given
stimulants until the pots are full of rcots. Posi-
tive harm is rendered to plants by supphing
them with manure when the roots are not in a
fit state t-i assimilate it, as thus the soil is ren-
dered sour and the roots make no progress in it.

The time the plants received their last shift and
the manner in which they have grown all tend to
hasten or retard the necessity or otherwise of
stimulants. When the buds are forming in the
point of the shoot, growth is for a few days at a
standstill, and it is not wise in that case to excite
the p'ant with stimulants. As many of the plants,
especially of the Queen section, are just now setting
late buds, the-e should not have any stimulant
given them until the buds are seen to be swelling
freely. Plants the buds of which have already set
and are swelling freely are in need of assistance at
the roots to push out the petals to their fullest
capacity.

It is not wise to give the plants the same kind of
food always. The kind of stimulant depends very
much upon circumstances. Where animal manure
can be obtained, nothing could possibly be better.
It is wise to err on the i-ide of weaknes^. The best
way to manage any animal manure is to place a
quantity in a bag sufHciently fine that the water
can pass through it, but so that the manure cannot
be washed out into the water. Place the bag in a
tank of water, and by continually moving th'e bag
about, good liquid manure can be easily and cheaply
obtained. Soot is one of the best stimulants Chry-

santhemums can have ; it imparts a healthy tone to
the plants, rendering the foliage of a good colour
where otherwise pale. Soot should be managed in
the same manner as recommended for the manure

;

it is also a goo'l plan to place the two kinds in the
same tank. Guano, where it can be obtained of
good quality, is a powerful stimulant. A 4 inch pot-
ful to 'Mi gallons of clear water is a safe quantity
to use. Then there are the various kinds of arti-
ficial manure recommended, all no doubt of some
value. Certainly, where animal manure cannot
readily be obtained, artificial manure supplies the
want. There is one advantage about artificial ma-
nures

: the plants can receive stimulants even in
continuous wet weather by using them. A little
of either sprinkled on the surface when raining will
have its effect on the plants when it would be
positively hurtful to give a liquid stimulant at the
time when the roots are in an excessively wet state
through long-continued wet weather. Even when
animal manures are employed, a change to artificial
stimulants will be an advantage. Whatever is used
should not be continued for more than a week at a
time. When the plants are healthy and the buds
swelling freely, stimulants may be given every
time they need water, but they should be weak.
Continue to feed the plants until the blooms are
three parts e.xpanded. E. Molyn-edx.

Mildew on Chrysanthemuins is the worst
pest Chrysanthemum growers have to contend
with. It makes its appearance in small spots on
the leaves at all stages of growth, especially in
damp, sunless weather towards the erd of sum-
mer. I have, however, been more troubled with
mildew on the leaves during a hot, dry summer
than at any other period. My reason for this was
the necessity of using water for the roots of the
plants which was too cold, thus causing a chill
which exhibited itself in a bad attack of mildew.
It is a well-known fact that Vines have suffered
from the same pest and for the same reason. It
very often occurs that the leaves of Chrysan-
themums are affected on their underneath side
long before the pest is apparent. In cases of this
kind the plants suffer before the mildew is de-
tected, and what is more the parasite is difficult to
eradicate when once firmly established by the
usual remedies of sulphur, &c. By far the best
cure for mildew is one made up in the following
way

:
Place 2 lbs. of sulphur and 2 lbs. of lime

which has not been slaked in 10 quarts of water
and boil for twenty minutes. For syringing on
the plants use two wineglassfuls of the mixture to
four gallons of clean cold water. A syringe with
the jet aftixed, causing a single stream, is the best
method of applying the liquid. By placing the
forefinger over the orifice the liquid can be directed
upwards and spread over the plant where required.
In very bad cases the best way is to lay the plants on
their sides and thoroughly drench them all over.
If a slight discoloration of the leaves follows from
the sediment it will not be injurious, and it will
come off in time. Prevention is always better than
cure, and instead of waiting for the presence of
the pest, once a week syringe the plants thoroughly
with the mixture at half the strength.- E
Molyneux.

Chrysanthemum Golden Shah.—As with
the varieties of the ordinary Chry.santhemum, the
summer-flowered forms are now almost endless

;

still, there are some, and those by no means the
very newest, that stand out among the best in
their respective colours. Golden Shah I consider
one of the best of those with yellow flowers
and a first-rate subject for the open border,
as it blooms continuously from the early part of
•July onward. It is of a good sturdy habit of
growth, needs little if any tying, while, owing to
the somewhat spare leafage, the flowers are more
noticeab'e than in the case of many varieties,
which are apt when planted out to grow rather
rank, especially during a wet season. This Chry-
smthemum is usually spoken of as a pompon, biit
It do3S not produce the pretty little button-hole
flowers which in the early days of the Chrysanthe-
mum were looked upon as representing the true

pompon. This must be regarded rather as a small
reflexed flower, from 2 inches to ij inches in dia-
meter, if it is not disbudded in any way. Planted
in the open border, it will reach a height of a
couple of feet or thereabouts, and its value for
cutting is enhanced by the fact that the flowers
are borne on long, stout stems. The colour of the
bloom is a rich golden yellow, which tint is not
affected either by sun or rain.—T.

Early-flowering' Chrysanthemvims.— It is

indeed difficult now to know what constitutes an
early-flowei ed Chrysanthemum, as frequently good
blooms of the varieties that flower at the ordinary
season are to be met with before summer has
fairly left us. Still, it undoubtedly came as a
surprise to many to see such fine flowers as were
shown at themeeiingof the Royal Horticultural
Society, held at Chiswick on August 23, and again
three days later at the Horticultural Exhibition,
Earl's Court. They were sjjlendid flowers in good
condition, though sent all the way from Edinburgh.
Of course Mme. C. Desgrange and G. Wermig
were represented, but the surprising part was that
fine blooms of Edwin Molyneux, Puritan, Mrs.
Irving Clarke, Stanstead White and Boule d'Or
were also shown in a condition that would have
passed well at a November show.—T.

Although, as a rule, the summer and early

autumn-flowering Chrysanthemums are not so

much appreciated as the later blooming kinds,

they are of value for the garden. Chrysanthe-
mums are, of course, hardy plants, and should be
more generally treated as such. There are many
places in the flower garden where the early flower-

ing varieties may be planted. When established in

masses on the mixed border, around the margins
of shrubberies or in beds, they are very effective.

They grow and flower freely, too, in suburban gar-

dens. There is. in fact, no better plant for town
gardens. In Hyde Park and other public places in

the metropolis they are planted somewhat largely

in beds and on the borders, and these instances

alone aft'ord ample proof of their value for such
purposes. Then, again, nnder good management
they produce much bloom, which may be cut for

the house. But it is with difficulty that the aver-

age gardener can be persuaded that Chrysanthe-

mums are of any value in the flower garden. With
him the only attraction in Chrysanthemums seems
to be the big exhibition blooms. Let him once
realise, however, the worth of Chrysanthemums as

hardy subjects, and we should then find the early

flowering kinds more freely grown. The blooms of

the early kinds may not be individually so good as

those of the later varieties, but that counts for

little. They should, like all hardy flowers, be

grown in masses, and then their beauty is seen to

advantage.

Dwarf plants.—Where many plants are culti-

vated for the production of large blooms it very

often happens that the points of the shoots get

broken off. Instead of wasting such pieces of

growth dwarf plants can be made from them of

various heights from (i inches to 1 foot. These
will give one large bloom, each plant requiring

but a small pot, and being extremely useful for

decoration in a variety of ways. Attractive

flowers can be had from plants growirg in pots 2^
inches in diameter, but where larger blooms are

desired, pots 4.\ inches across are better. So useful

are such plants found for indoor decoration in

vases, that means are annually provided to secure

a lot of such Ijy cultivating an extra number cf

the large plants for the express purpose of pro-

viding cuttings. Another method of providing

a stock is by growing an extra shoot to the

plants beyond the orthodox three. If this plan

is followed, no harm is done to the plant

and material is provided at but little trouble.

From the first to the last week in August is the

best time to insert the cuttings; if taken earlier they

are apt to become too tall to be so useful, and if

taken much later the flowers are necessarily much
smaller. Dibble the cuttings firmly into sandy soil,

using 2J-inch pots, one cutting in each. Plunge
the potsin a gentle bottom-heat ; a partly spent
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hotbed answers very well. Shade carefully from

the sun and sninge the fnliaRO every afternoon.

The be-st position for theni after they have rooted

is on a shelf close to the t;lass in a cool house ;
the

strongest plants ought to be shifted into larger

pots, using rich soil and potting firmly. While

growing in these small i)Ots abundance of moisture

will be required at the roots to prevent the loss of

the lower leaves. Almost any variety is amenable to

this treatment, but the Japanese kinds are perhaps

thebest, preference being given to those that are not

wealv in the peduncle. While the buds are swelling

abundance of liquid manure .should be given them

to assist the development of the florets to their

fullest extent.—E. Mch.yneu.x.

Kitchen Garden.

THE AUTUMN VEGETABLE SUPPLY.

The month uf September reminds us of the

approach of autumn. Certain it is that in many
gardens where a little forethought has not

been brought to bear tliere is often a very

serious falling off of seasonable vegetables

at a time when they can be ill spared,

audit is very difficult to keep up an ordinary

supply without encroaching upon those reserved

for the colder season. With a tine autumn it

is well known how long some of the ordinary

summer vegetables will keep in good condition

and jirox'e very welcome. Amongst these ser-

viceable late crops may be mentioned French
and runner Beans, Globe Artichokes, late Peas,

Caulirtowers, and Vegetable Marrows. All

these are useful autumn vegetables, and when
they fail suddenly they are much missed.

The runner Bean is a most useful vegetable

for autumn, and as h>ng as frosts keep off or

can be kept off a supply can be had. Runner
Beans are also naturally late this season,

and even where a late sowing did not take

place to
.
prolong the season, the earliest

give every promise of standing well, that

is, when not allowed to be overburdened
by old pods, as the closer these can be picked
off the better for the well-doing of successional

produce. In smaller gardens where a supply
has to be maintained, this close picking off of

the pods as they become large enough is of the
utmo.st importance, as even if not required for

immediate use they may be salted down in

earthenware jars for winter use. Knowing how
quickly runner Beans show the effects of frost,

a slight covering thrown over a portion of the
crop upon the likelihood of a sudden frost occur-

ing may perhaps be the means of their

being saved for perhaps three or four weeks
longer. Although these early frosts ofteir come
upon us suddenly, there is generally sufficient

warning to enable a covering to be placed over.

A heavy covering is not nec<lfcd, a piece of

tiffany being sufficient to ward off a moderate
frost. Certainly this may not occur until the
end of the mouth, if even then, but it is always
best to be prejjarcd. In the case of French
Beans, frames are the best protectors, as these
are easily placed in position, and the glass

covering affords additional warmth, that i.s,

where the rows have been arranged for the pur-
pose. Covering with mats, or even water-
proof canvas, will ward off a lot of frost, and
should certainly be practised where a suppjly has
to be maintained as long as possible. With
late French Beans it is also very advantageous,
if the earliest opportunity is taken, to place
small spray sticks along each side of the
rows, .so as to allow as much direct light

and sunshine as possible. By doing this

and keeping the pods closely picked off,

a good supply may be maintained until

comparatively lato in the season. Very

often the latter part of September and the

early days of October are very warm and

bright, but in the ease of French Beans it is

not safe to leave them uncovered after the

end of the month, and very often they need

it earlier. ^'cgetablo Marrows succumb to

even a moderate frost;, and although it would

be a difficult matter to protect plants covering

a large svirface, it is often easy enough to

protect the best part of a plant or two

either liy mats, to be kept off the tops

with suitable .supports, or, what is better,

a spare frame. At any rate, it is much the

wisest if it can he so arranged to protect even

a plant or two, so as to be prepared against an

emergency. In many gardens, especially those

of a small size, such crops as runner and

French Beans with Vegetable Marrows are

about all there is to rely upon, so in these cases

it will be most advantageous to have some means

of protection, or at any rate to be prejiared in

case of a sudden visitation. Globe Artichokes

also well repay for a little extra attention at

this season. At this time there is generally a

quantity of .smaller late heads showing, besides

those from this season's planted suckers. If,

these can be secured from injury, they will be

fouiifl very acceptable. All that is needed is to

place a few strong sticks around those it is in-

tended to protect, so that a mat can be thrown

over tliem upon the likelihood of a frost occur-

ring. Old heads and stems which are still

attached t(.i the plants should be removed, as

these, if allowed to remain, only draw the sup-

])ort from the later and succession heads. Cauli-

flowers are now both abundant and fine, and

these will be quickly followed by Veitch's Au-

tumn Broccoli. These are generally tolerably

safe up) till the end of the month, but after that

it is best to either draw the tops together and tie

them with a piece of matting or have leaves

laid over them, at least those that are showing

heads. This is generally sufficient to ward off

a moderate frost. A. \. A.

vessel to give a dense volume through the house,

while six pots will be ample for a house 100 feet

by 20 feet. Prop the larger pot a little on one

side to assist burning, and see that all chances of

escape are cut off ; especially is this important

where side ventilators cxi^t and with other houses

in close proximity. It is also well to'throw down
a barrowful of sand or ashes at the doorway, for

frequently a volume csca|)es at the sill, and in this

way I have known weeds killed outright for a dis-

tance of 30 feet or more where the breeze has

carried the fumes quickly along. By adopting

this simple and inexpensive means growers will at

least have the satisfaction of knowing that they

are doing what tlicy ran to check the spread of

diseases which in many cases are often very disas-

trous.— E. J.

Tomatoes for market.—As so many persons

who are engaged in the cultivation of Tomatoes
now send their superfluous produce to market or

ofier for sale to the nearest greengrocers, some
interest may be by them attached to the exhibition

of market Tomatoes made at Earl's Court lately,

where so many baskets of these fruits were

seen just as gathered for sale, and of which no-

thing was so apparent as the even size of the

fruits and their comparatively moderate dimen-

sions. There were very few such medium-sized

fruits shown in any of the competing classes as

were seen in the market sieves. It is very evident

that the best sorts for sale are those which pro-

duce handsome, smooth, rich-coloured, medium-
sized fruits, and in abundance. It is about time

we brought our judgments of Tomatoes at shows

into accord with the requirements of trade, for the

culture of Tomatoes is a great industry now, and
will greatly increase no doubt. We have yet to

learn" that even for private consumption large

fruits are in more demand than are those of medium
size.—A. D.

Veitch's Giant "White runner Bean.—
In addition to heius of vfry large size, tlu.s runner

Bean promises to he of first-class constitution, stauding

the dry weather reranrkably well and bearing freely.

A few rmv3 have been the admiration of all who have

seen them. The flowers of this variety are ivhite, as

are also the Beans. Some of the best of the pods when

measured excodud W!. inches in length.—C. W.

Cauliflower Magnum Bonum.—To the four

varieties named by "A. Y. A." (p. 209) the above

should be added, for in my opinion it is one of the

best for standing through the winter. For years

I depended upon Early London, but now find

.Magnum Bonum superior to it, the colour is purer.

The heads are also larger, not that this is to be

particularly desired ; still it is a gain in some re-

spects, as some persons preftr rather large Cauli-

flowers,—E. M.

Clearing Tomato houses.—At this time of

year, jiarticularly where Tomatoes are merely

grown for a summer crop, mary people will be

making a clearance and preparing the houses for

other plants. It generally happens, too, that the

clearance has to be effected in a very short time,

so that under these circumstances the pLants are

either cut or pulled out in a very haphazard sort

of way, and thoughtlessly carted to the rubbish

heap or to a suitable spot for burning at some

other time. In some cases there may have been

no disease, but to avoid any risk it will be well (o

adopt the following plan : Before disturbing a

single plant, thoroii.ghly fill the house with sulphur

fumes, A broken Sinch pot or several, according

to the size of the house, with a few red-hot coals

in each answer the purpose well, so jdaced in

readiness that the coals maybe dropptd in and

covered with the sulphur at the same moment. A
4-inch potful of sulphur will be ample in each

Orchids.

MILTUNIAS.
This is a genus of the ( )rchid family which con-

tains many very beautiful kinds. The plants

which have been removed from Odontoglossum

to the present family by some authors are not

included in the present enumeration. I allude

to such kinds as Phahenop.sis, vexillaria, Eoezli,

and .some others. Miltonias are all evergreen

plants. They all like the light, but all of thfm

are very easily affected by the full .sun shining

upon their foliage. In my early days amongst

Orchids I have seen specimen plants of this

genus literally of a deep yellow, through lieing

exposed to the full sunshine, so that the plants

when in Hower did not by any means have

a pleasing appearance. Perhaps the plants

flowered best when so treated, but I found

from experience that when they were given

a little thin shading during the hottest part

of the day, the leaves retained their nice

green colour, and though they did not

flower so freely, they presented a vei-y much
better appearance. These plants require plenty

of heat when growing, and I have frequently

grown them in the East India house with an

abundance of moisture in the atmosphere. At

this time, too, they like a liberal quantity of

water over their roots and foliage. 'The

majority thrive best under pot culture. The

pots should be well drained, and for soil use

good brown peat fibre and chopped Sphagnum

Moss in about eiiual parts, the whole made

firm, placing the plants upon the surface. Mil-

tonias may be rested in a cool house, keeping

them rather dry, but never letting them remain

without water even at this season. The fol-

lowing species and varieties are all deserving

every attention :
—

M. CUNEATA used to be somewhat scarce in our

collections, but it has become more plentiful dur-
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ing the past few years. It grows nearly a foot in
height, and tlie scape bears six or e'ght flowers,
which are each some 3 inches or 4 inches across

;

the sepals and petals are about equal, recurved at
the tips, bright brown lipped with pale yellow, and
sometimes also slightly streaked with yellow in
various ways ; the lip is large and white, sometimes
spotted with rose or rosy-purple at the base. It
blooms in the early spring months and is a very
beautiful kind.

M. CANDID.V is a'so very beautiful. The pe-
duncle is erect, bearing some five or six flowers,
each being about 3 inches across ; the sepals and
petals spreading, chestnut-brown wiih yellow tips

;

the lip is crisp on the edge, white, stained with
violet at the base. There are several reji gnised
varieties, such as grandiflora, Jenischiana. It
comes from the mountains about Rio Janeiro, in
Brazil.

M. Clowesi isasimilT plant to the preceding
and comes from the same locality ; the peduncle in

much longer, bearing from five to ten flowers, each
Fome 3 inches across

; sepals and petals chestnut-
brown, transversely streaked with yellow

; the
fiidle-shaped lip is broad, white in front, stained
at the base with rich deep purple. There are
several forms, the variety known as major being
the best

; its flowers are produced in the autumn,
and they last a very long time in good condition.

M. Pbetbesi in habit is somewhat similar to
the last named, having the sepals and petals deep
rich purple

;
lip large and Hat, deep violet-purple

as far as the centre, becoming paler towards the
front, and bearing on the disc several raised
plates, the central one being yellow. This is a
valuable and showy species, which still remains
rare. It fljwers in August and September.

M. Regnelli has flowers of great beauty. The
best variety, known as purpurea, I first saw in Mr.
Rucker's garden at Wandsworth

; indeed it was
known for some years as Rucker's variety. I first
brought this species from M. Schiller's collection
in Altona to the Royal Gardens at Kew in 18U2.
Its flowers, borne upon an upright scape, are each
about 3 inches across

; the sepals an :1 petals white

:

the lip white, suffused with soft rose, and having
lines of deep rosy purple. In Rucker's variety the
sepals and petals are soft rosy purple, the marginal
borders being white and the lip rich magenta-
purple.

M. Blunti,—In growth this plant somewhat
resembles M. spectabilis

; indeed by many it is
considered to be a natural cross between that
species and M. Chiwesi ; the sepals and petals are
nearly equal, yellowish, barred with purplish
brown

;
the lip white in front, stained at the base

with deep crimson tinged with purple. A variety
called subversiana differs somewhat in colour, and
both are valuable acquisitions to the autumn-
flowering Orchids. It was originally sent home bv
Blunt from Brazil.

^

M. SPECTABILIS—This is a dwarf plant, seldom
attaining more than a foot in height, and its scape
bears one flower, which is some 3 inches or 4 inches
across

; the sepals and petals are white, lip broad
and of a deep claret colour with deeper veins'
Numerous varieties of this species occur, all of
which are extremely beautiful, but the best and
most distinct is that known as M. spectabilis
Morehana, which resembles the species in habit of
growth, and differs from it only in the colour of its
flowers, which are of a deep bright purple, the
broad lip being lighter and veined with deep vinous
purple. Several varieties of this occur, differing
only in the intensity of colour. It, like the typical
plant, IS very liable to become vellow when ex
posed to the sun's rays fiome others are in culti-
vation, but the principal and the best are named
''^re. Wm. High Gower.

Flowers from Lypiatt Park._Mr, G. Cypher,
gardener to bir J. E. Dorrington, Bart., M P sendssome line flowers of Djadrobium Pnahc'iiopsis
Schrcederianum. The bait form, I am told by

flowers, whxh are very beautiful seen in this
state, but when seen in the raceme upon the plant
they must be superb. The flower in question mea-
sures fully 3 inches across the petals, which are
round and full ; the colour of both sepals and
petals is a lovely soft rosy purple; the broad lip
is curved upwards over the column, where it is
deep maroon-pur|ile, the front lobe three-quar-
ters of an inch wide and rich purple with deep
maroon veins, Tlie second form, which appears
to be the typical plant, is from a spike of twelve
blooms. It, tco, is a lovely flower, and has the
sepals white, tinged with soft rosy mauve

;
petals

very broad, making quite a round full fl jwer. These
are soft rosy purple with deeper veins; lip shorter
and smaller than t lie last. This, too, is very elegant. D.
Phalajnopsis Statterianum, again, is very charming,
but its beauties are far eclipstd by the othtr two,'
the sepals and petals not being so rounded and the
Up being smaller

; whilst D. bigibbum is an ex-
quisite flower, which carries its distinctive mark
with it, having a while papillose crest on the disc
of the lip, the colour being richer and brighter
than either of the D. Pliakenopsis. This is a very
nice set of flowers, which only wanted D. super-
biens to make them complete. These plants thrive
best in a very warm house having plenty of mois-
ture in the atmosphere, fully e.xposed to the influ-
ence of the sun, and they always flower at this
season, lasting a very long time in full beauty —
W. H. G.

'

Awards of the R.H.S. Orchid committee —
On Tuesday last tlieie were .-hown before this body
sjme well-grown examples of Orchids

; in fact
several were very superior. To Habenaria raili-
taris, shown by Sir Trevor Lawrence, a cultural
commendation was most deservedly awarded To
Dendrobium Ph daimopsis vars. Schrccderianum and
Statterianum, exhibited by Rev. E. Handley, the
same award was made, and that rightly so.

'

But
why should other equally meritorious exhibits be
passed over ? Vanda Sanderiana, shown by Messrs
Sander, was well worthy of the same award so
also were the splendid examples of Dendrobium
formosum grown by Mr. Earnham. Then there
were the remarkably fine plants, not large, but
freely flowered, of Oncidium incurvum from Messrs
Pitcher and Manda. These were, I consider all of
equal merit in their way. Is the standard 'set so
remarkably high in some cases and not so in
others ; These seeming incon>istencies have oc-
curred before, but should it do so ? The award is
a cheap one, and where it is found worthy it should
be given. I am not on any account going to advise
that it be given indiscriminately

; but I think in
the cases quoted, as well as in others previously
under observation, it should have been awarded.
Have the three Orchids referred to above ever been
shown much better ? Certainly in these cases the
Orchid committee has not erred on the side of
liberality in the slightest degree.—Orchis.

Cattleya aurea.-I was pleased to see this
plant growing so well and blooming so freely in
the garden of Mrs. Howard, The Grove, Tedding-
ton. Mr. Osborne, the gardener, tells me it grows
and flowers as freely with him as the well-known
C. Mossiaj, and more freely than C. 'Warscewiczi
(gigas). John Castleton, who sends me a good
form of this plant, asks wliich is the best way
to grow it. It requires abundance of air, plenty
of heat, and a moist atmosphere when growing.
Keep the plants oool and sufBciently dry through
the winter to prevent them making a fresh start,
for I am of opinion that growths starting at this
time cannot ripen properly.—W. H. G.

is a charming little species, having small com-
pressed bulbs, bearing; rich green, somewhat coria-

ceous leaves, from the base of which the spikes
appear ; these are pendent and many-flowered. The
flowers all face the same way, and are of a very
bright rich rosy-scarlet, which sparkle as iffroste '.

—W. H. G.

SHORT NOTES.—ORCHIDS.

Oncidium isopterum (J. Biidd).-This is your
plant. In i^rowth it resembles 0. Barcodes in miniature.
The flowers are densely set and of" a rich clear yellow,
the sepals and petals being thickly freckled with crim-
son, the crest prominent and dotted with crimson.

—

VV. H. G.

Masdevallia TToezli.—A flower of this plai.t

comes to me from George Shepherd, asking what it is.

It is the plant which rightly or wrongly the Germau
professor made specifically distinct. Itis nearly allied

to M. Chiracera, but tlie flowers are much deeper in

colour. I do not, however, detect the entire edge to tho
lip which Reichenhach gives as a distiuguishiug mark
to the plant.— W. H, G.

Cypripedium euryale.—J. Chapman sends
me a flower of this hybrid, but does not send it

with a name. He says it is a cross between C.

Lawrenceanura and C. superbiens. It very much
resembles the above-named hybrid, raised by Mr.
Seden at the nursery of Messrs. Veitch at Chelsea.

It is a fine, bold, well-marked flower, and blooming
too at this season is very acceptable.— G.

Garden Flora.

Mr. Cypher, is from spi've bsaring thirteen

Rodriguezia secunda.— I am in receipt of
a spike of bloom of this from East Keswick, near
Leeds. Although an old and well-known species,
it is one of the most beautiful and showy kinds
of small-growing Orchids. The specimen now
before me is from a plant that is flowering
for the first time since it was sent from British
Guiana. Some few years ago when I had large
masses of this species under my care I used to
grow them upon good-sized blocks of wood with
only a little Sphagnum Moss about the roots. It

PLATE 875.

BIGNONIAS.

(with a coloured plate op b. speciosa.*)

The Bignonias are not nearly so much culti-

vated in our Briti.sh gardens as they should bo.

They are met with, it is true, at Kew Gardens,
at Syoii Hou.se and a few other places where
several good things find a congenial home. The
reason, or one at least, why they are not more
often seen lies, I think, in the fact of their re-

quiring more of an intermediate temperature
than in the case of many plants, omitting, of

course, from this category the few tliat are ac-

cepted as hardy or moderately so. Given what
may be termed a warm greenhouse or a cool

stove, with a border in which they can be
planted; they are certainly grand plants. Some
few will grow well in a cool conservatory, but I

do not find them flower so well as where a
little more warmth is maintained. B. Cherere,

for instance, will thrive luxuriantly in a coul

house, but I find it shy-blooming ; wliereas,

with a trifling amount of heat I have seen it

flowering most profusely at this season of tlie

year. B. venusta is another lovely species

which is occasionally exhibited in a cut state.

This variety flowers best as it gains age and size
;

then it is a splendid sight. Both of the

foregoing are scandent growing varieties, look-

ing best if trained overhead in a lofty house,

their flowering growths being allowed to

hang down in a free manner. B. speciosa,

the subject of the coloured plate, does not par-

take so much of this character, but may be
termed a semi- climber, doing best wlien treated

as a climber, but taking some little time to

attain a good height as compared with either of

the others. It is a beautiful species, flowering

in the early summer months, its colour render-

ing it even more attractive then. Bignonia

• Drawn for TnE G4KDEN by Champion Jones
in the Royal Gardens, Kew, April 9, 1892. Litho-

graphed and printed by Gnillaume Severeyns.
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niagnitica is a later iutroiluction with largor

tlmvers, partaking more of the appearance of a

I>i[ila(leiiia ; llower nf moJium size. This va-

riety has yet to make itself a name, foralthough

introduced almut thirteen years ago it is not

often seen in good conditiim. (iiven a warmth
as derived from a wall facing south or from that

to west, I?, radieans and li. grandiHora may be

grown with every success, flowering well during
the summer months. An open border is better

than pot culture ; in the preparation, however,
every care should be taken. To connnence
with, good drainage should be secured, other-

wise the soil will much sooner become ex-

hausted. The compost should be rougher than

for pot culture, being mainly composed of

rough, but hbrous peat and good turfy loam
;

some lime rubble and charcoal will also be good
additions. It is better to grow a plant on for a

year or two before planting it out if it is not of

e.\tra size when first obtained. A full account
of the genus will he found in The Garden of

Dec. 20, 1884 (p. 520). H. J.

Flower Garden.

THE TALL FLOWERS OF AUTUMN.
Each season of the year has its own peculiari-

ties in the outdoor garden, and it is the
speciality of autumn to have tall plants, which,
having liad two or three months of warm
weather in which to make their growth, begin
in July and August to exhibit the full beauty
of their flowers. Spring is gay with Crocuses,
Hyacinth.s, Tulips, and Anemones, and, gene-
rally speaking, low-growing flowers, but now
we are gathering from jjlants of our own height
with flowers on a level with the eye. This
gives no small amount of additional labour to
the gardener, for unless our tall-growing bor-
der plants are well staked and secured, their
beauty may easily be spoiled in one stormy
night. Some things it is almost impossible to
tie up properly

; for instance, a bed of Asters,
P;eony-flowered, which was gay and beautiful
before the recent rains and wind, is now laid

low. I do not know of any method of prevent-
ing such a mishap. It is simply impo.ssible to
tie hundreds of stems, and the great heads of
bloom are so heavy, that the rain quickly makes
them nod and Ijend, and then fall low upon the
ground. They will do still to gather, but the
display of ricli colour coming from hundreds of
Asters of various shades from fine lilac to rich
red and purest white is a thing of the past; al-

ready.

I have been much pleased with Lupines this

year. Their great seeds grow readily without
any trouble in the sjiring, and now the tall

branching stems have lovely spikes of bloom,
which have the additional advantage of bein"
very sweet. The perennial kinds (L. poly-
phyllus) are over with me, though their long
spikes of lilue flowers lasted for some weeks, but
L. niutabilis Cruickshanki is just in full beauty.
Lupines are amongst our most common cottage
garden plants, and therefore scarcely receive
the attention they deserve. The variety of
colour on a spike of Cruickshanki is exceedingly
pleasing to the eye. Why .should it have such
a dreadful name .' The tall growth of this
Lupine only adds to its beauty when in a suit-

able place, for the spikes are brought well up
to the level of the eye.

Amongst the numerous varieties of yellow
composite thjwers whicli come out in autumn, I

think Rudbeckia Newmauni is still the best of
all. It is crowded with its fine deep yellow

blossoms, and the dark convex centre of the

flower gives it gre.at beauty. This Kudbeckia
will grow almost anywhere, provided always that

it has plenty of water. It droops quickly

under a blazing sun, but well watered it will

do best in an open spot, and it is well worthy

of it. Another beautiful flower of this kind,

totally dilferent in its mode of growth because

it grows tall and branching, whereas the Rud-
beckia spreads itself about never more th.m

2 feet from the ground, is the so-called " minia-

ture Sunflower."' It grows with me about

feet high, and goes im flowering thro\ighout the

autumn months. The centre of the flower is

nearly black and the leaves are small. For an

autunni flower of this kind it is to be strongly

reconnnended, it lasts so long when cut for

the house, and has none of the coarseness

which rather distigures larger Sunflowers. Now
that Harpaliums and Heleniums are nearly

gone, other flowers of the same type and form
and colour are most useful, both for the beauty

of the border and also for making up large

nosegays for the decoration of our rooms. On
this account both R. Newmanni and the minia-

ture Sunflower are invaluable. Tlie dark eye

is always a pleasing feature in flowers of this

kind. Unfortunately, the perennial Coreopsis,

C. lanceolata, has not got it, and on this account

it is far inferior to the annual plants of the

same genus. Annuals give so much trouble in

spring, that, all other things being equal, we
should naturally give the preference to the

perennial si)ecies. But in this case, though C.

lanceolata is well worthy of a place in the

border because it is so prolific in producing its

flowers, it will not bear comparison for a

moment with Coreopsis (or Calliopsis, as it is

more generally called) tiuctoria or other annual

kinds. As the latter are exceedingly hardy

and easily grown, it is a pity not to find a

place for them somewhere. The rich maroon-
brown of the petals of this plant is scarcely to

be found elsewhere.

Galtonias do not seem to find much favour

as we become more acquainted with them, and
yet as autumnal flowers they are certaiidy hand-

some. The bulbs I bought last year are flower-

ing well, but they have been constantly watered.

Like many other bulbous-rooted plants, these

things rec[uire to be attended to in the hot

and dry months and to be well watered
; and,

after all, they are worth it. Their tall spikes

of white bells contrast beautifully with the

scarlet (iladioli, which are in flower at the

same time. This Galtonia orHyacinthus candi-

cans (I suppose some authority will settle indue
time what its name ought to be) is said to be

a shy bloomer; but with a little care, I do not

think there need be much fear of not getting

flowers.

Anemone Honoriue Jobert is just now one of

the most beautiful things in the border. It

is a terrible weed, but one can forgive its

weedy habit, which the poor call " wrastling,"

for the sake of its lovely white flowers, which

are produced in such pnjfusion. The earliest

are the best, but for weeks this tine Anemone
is extremely beautiful. The red variety of Ane-
mone japonica is not nearly so pretty as the

Honoriue Jobert, and its weedy habit is even

more pertinacious, so that it becomes a trouble-

some thing when once admitted into the border.

The "tub garden'' at this season is resplen-

dent with magnificent Agapanthus blooms. 1

have not got the white variety ; it is not easy

to find a good form of it. I saw it ([uite early

this year at a Bath show, apparently a good
variety, but not eipial to the blue in length of

tube. That may have been because it was so

early.

I have been most pleased with Ricinus cam-

bodgensis this year. Ju.st now its dark imrplo

foliage is very striking, and contrasts well with

the pale green leaves of large-foliaged Cannas.

These Cannas never flower with me, but the

peculiar way in which their leaves unroll and

the large soft green of their foliage when fully

expanded make them interesting jilants for

the lawn. The flowering kinds, Cro/.y's hylirids,

are also beautiful, but they have not done so

well here out of doors as the large-foliaged

Cannas ; still, their dark red leaves look well

in the border and their flowers are very pretty.

S.alpiglossis sliould not be forgotten among
the tall-growing plants of this period of the

year. Their marbled flowers are wonderfully

varied in colour and most beautiful, and by

their side one good plant of the white Tobacco

(Nicotiana aftinis) will scent a large space in the

evening. Its scent is delicious out of doors,

though almost too heavy for a room.

I do not believe that the old Cactus Dahlia

Juarezi has ever been equalled, much less ex-

celled, by any more recent varieties. What I

want to find is a white Cactus Dahlia equally

good. I have not found one yet. Dahlias are

no great favourites, but for many jun-po.scs

they are useful and almost necessary at this

time of the year. Gladioli are so soon over,

and then .some strong red flower is wanted.

A pure white Cactus Dahlia would be almost

e(inally useful if one could only come across a

really good variety.

I think Eryngium amethyistinum is one of

the most beautiful of our autumn flowers. The

colour is uni(iue and its habit lasting. The

wild Sea Holly (Eryngium maritimum) is very

pretty growing on sand-hills by the seashore,

l)ut this garden species is undoubtedly one of

the most be;iutif ul of the plants which are to be

found in our outdoor gardens.

A Gloucestershire Parson.

Lilium Henryi.—This beautiful Chinese Lily

improves at Kew year by yeir, and it gains such

additional vigour, that there is little doubt it will

turn out to be a thorough good garden species, and

not one of those curiosities that, though pretty

when in bloom, are so seUom seen in that stage

that they will never become popular. On the other

hand, L. Henr.'ji, which at a superficial glance

reminds one in some respect of L. tigrinum and

also of L. speciosura, appears likely in constitution

to be the equal of either of them, while its colour

is different from that of any other Lily, being a

deep orange-yellow. In general appearance an

individual bloom when fully expanded bears a

deal of resemblance, except in colour, to the wl.ite

(iovverel Japanese form of L. speciosum Kraetzeri.

As L. Henryi is such a promising Lily, it is sure to

be much sought after when it gets into the hands

of the trade, and no doubt some of our enterpris-

ing firms are on the look out to get some impor-

tations of it it pissible.—T.

Lilium sulphureum.—After a considerable

lapse of time and a good deal of correspondence

on the subject, the Lily knoivn as L. Wallichia-

nuui super'bum has at last been recogniseil .as a

distinct species under the name of L. sulphureum,

and it is to be lioped that the confusion in i's

nomenclature will be ended now that Mr. Baker

has reconsidered his decision with regard to this

Lily being a variety of L. Wallichianum, and
assigned it the specific rank that should have

belonged to it from" the first. Two or three notes

of mine have from time to time appeared in The
G.VRDEN pointing out the inconsistency of retain-

ing it as a variety of L. AVallichianum, and refor-

riny to the fuct that Wallich purposed naming a

Lily L. ochroleucum, a vei-y appropriate title indeed

for the present species, but a most unsuitable one

for L. uepalense, which is regarded by our Lily

authorities as synonymous with L. ochroleucum of
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Wallich. I have not had the advantage of referring

to Walhch's notes on the subject, so that my sug-

gestion as to the Lily then Isnown as L. Wallichia-

num superbiim being renlly ochroleucum (which was

first given in The Gaeden over a couple of years

ago) was simply founded on the supposition that

a person of Wallich's experience would never for

one moment contemplate giving that name to L.

nepalense, for which as well as for L. sulphureum

we are indebted to Messrs. Low. Having now
stated my reasons for sugge.sting that the Lily in

qviestion might be L. ochroleucum, I gladly welcome

the name of L. sulphureum, as by that one of the

finest and most 'distinct of Lilies has at last been

raised to specific rank.—H. P.

The Mexican Daisy (Erigeron mucronatus).

—This very pretty little bushy Daisy is so con-

spicuous in many parts of my garden where it is

almost naturalised as to excite much inquiry

amongst my visitors. Its history has been tuld

before. I recollect first seeing it thiity years ago

in Turner's nurseries at Slough, where it passed by
the name of A'ittadenia triloba, and was referred

to Australia. A few years ago it was found to

have been wrongly named, as it is really Erigeron

mucronatus from Mexico, described by De Can-

doUe -in " Prodromus," vol. v., p. 285. The other

name is not a synonym, as sometimes stated, but

the name of a different plant, a native of Australia,

also described by De Candolle (" Prodromus,"

vol. v., p. 2.S1). My object in writing this is to say

that I have found it pprfectly hardy during the

last two severe winters, though many of my friends

say they have lost it. Where the old stumpy
plants die of old age, as they are sure to do,

abundance of self-sown seedlings are ready to take

their place. It flowers from May to November,
and is excellent to hang over raised edgings. It is

raturalised amongst the Italian lakes and in Sicily,

as eye-witnesses have told me, and the late Mr.

Nevile Reid said he had seen it in other pilaces in

Central Italy growing as a wild plant, so it will

soon have a right to a place in the European flora.

— C. WoLLEY DOD, Edije Hall.

If this good state of things obtains in future, we
shall see grand displays of this stately old-

fashioned flower in our borders and by cottages

where they have been sadly missed of Inte years.

I have lately seen seme very fine spikes of a beau-

tiful clear lemon-coloured double kind whith I do

not remember having seen before. Madonna Lilies

we have had better than for years past; in fact

the disease has served us so badly of late as to rob

us of all flowers, though the j^lants always started

strongly and grew well up to within a week or two

of the flowering season. Last year when matters

could not be worse I acted on a hint given in The
Garden by "E. J ," I think, and lifted the whole

stock (about three barrowfuls) of bulbs just after

they should have finished flowering ; they were

then placed thinly under glass and had a good

roasting till late in the autumn, when they were

replanted, but not on the old site. This year we
had but little sign of disease and there was

plenty of good flowers. There may not have been

quite so many blooms from each bulb as may be

sometimes seen, but many of the spikes carried

from ten to twelve spotless flowers. As change of

soil with immediate replanting had been tried

before with a portion of the stock and had failed

to prevent disease, I can but think that either the

roasting or the length of time they were out of the

ground (preventing the usual autumn growth) was

the antidote. J. C. TallACK.

FLOWERS AND FUNGI.

The common annual Sunflowers have -this year

been attacked by a fungus which has killed the

plants off wholesale. The parasite attacks the

plants just above the surface of the soil, and the

first noticeable effect is spottiness of the leaves
;

shortly after this is seen the whole plant withers.

An examination shows the whole of the stem for

about inches from the ground to be dead, while

congregated about this part of the stem are kidney-

shaped white fungoid growths, smaller, but much
like the growths sometimes seen on decaying
trees, and varying in size from a pea to a filbert.

The first I saw of this was in a neighbouring gar-

den where the plants were real giants from 10 feet

to 12 feet high, and I was inclined to think it was
due to an excessive use of rank manure, but since

then it has visited us, attacking plants grown rn
ground which hns had no manure of any kind.

We have so far only lost two plants out of as many
hundreds, but in the case first mentioned many
have been lost, the disease spreading along a row
in both directions from the plant first attacked,

which was near the middle of the row, and taking

every pilant before it, the row of fine plants being

gradually killed out. It may be that change of

site another year may prevent its recurrence, for

in each case I have seen Sunfiowers have occupied
the same position for the past two or three years

Against this, which may be only a temporary dis-

ease, one is glad to be able to record a much better

state of things than usual with Hollyhocks and
Lilies. Fewer Hollyhocks have been grown of

late years, as they have been so eaten up by the

fungus, which affects them as to make them un-

sightly, but what we have grown this year are

quite clean, healthy, and strong, and it is pleasant

to see in the cottaf e gardens of the district grand
healthy spikes of flowers and foliage, reminding
one of what used to be seen in their best days
when the disease was little known, if known at all.

CARNATION NOTES.

The blooming season is now past, and we look

'.)ack upon it witli a sense of gratitude. If the

plants have been well provided for at the root,

they will withstand a great amount of heat and

drought without suffering aiiparently in the

slightest degree. So it was in the past nronth.

It is very evident that August is the outdoor

Carnation .season, and therefore the holding

of a Carnation show in July reduces to a mini-

mum the good that miglit be done. Shows de-

voted to other flowers are recognised as potent

factors for good, even though the methods are

nott exactly ideal. Thedate of the Carnation show

can hardly have been fixed in accordance with

the season of the flower, taking the average of

years. The methods of culture pursued prevent

the cultivators who chiefly exhibit from realising

fully the difficulties existing because they have

their plants under absolute control, so that they

can be hastened or retarded for a few days.

In some previous notes, written early in July,

I remarked (hat the season promised to be an

early one. At that time the weather was

bright and hot, and the plants were progressing

rapidly. Then came a wave of cold, and for

ten days it was hardly possible to see that any

further progress had been made. The season,

retarded at the outset, was hastened to a close,

at any rate in the eastern counties, by such

deluges of rain that literally rotted tlie blossoms

in a single night. The rainfall for the month

exceeded 4 inches, and, besides being in itself a

record, this volume of water nearly all des-

cended during the last half of the month.

Seed- SAVING.

Almost all cultivators like to raise some seed-

lings. The work is full of pleasure and in-

terest, even though it is not rewarded by any-

thing new, novel, and startling. The flowering

this year of many seedlings at any rate led up

to the desire to have more. The quantity of

flowers is exceedingly great, and in part atones

for lack of quality. During the fine weather

some of the best kinds were crossed, and

the rapid fading of the flowers afterwards

betokened success. But a number of contin-

gencies have to be calculated with, as seed-saving

in the open air is not so simple a mat' er as it is

upon plants sheltered and in pots. The petals

as they wither must be removed, lest by the

moisture they hold from dew as well as rain the

young seed-pod should rot prematurely. An
additional precaution against this happening

even after the petals have been removed consists

in slitting the calyx so that it does not hold

water. Lastly, we have to reckon with a treacher-

ous and destructive foe in the earwig. Unob-

served he will be comfortably quartered inside

the calyx, and will lose no time in eating a hole

through the base of the seed-pod and devour-

inw the seeds. The bf.st way of all is to look

round and catch the culprits. Once in

position they rarely leave, and therefore are

easily taken. If very numerous— happily they

have not beeir so with me—recourse must be

had to the method that the Dahlia growers adopt

of putting a little litter in a pot and inverting

it on a stick. Seed takes several weeks to

ripen, but a sharp look-out must be kept

and the pods gathered as they begin to burst

at the apex, otherwise many of the best seeds

may be lost. Seed-saving, as here roughly de-

tailed, is a systematic operation, but it repays.

No ardent cultivator will long rely upon chanco-

.saved seed. If a quantity is obtained, the pro-

duce will as a rule be only second-rate, with a

large percentage of single-flowered kinds.

Layers and Plaktino.

These are now the most important matters for

consideration. Those who were able to layer

early are now in a position to plant correspond-

ingly, and thus have a good start towards an-

other year. It will not always do to wait till

particular kinds are going out of flower before

layering them. For example, with me Raby is

always later than any other, and this year the

shoots were layered even before a bud was

showing colour. If the plants are grown on

purpose for stock, as I have previously sug-

gested some should be, then layering is com-

pleted in July and plants ready for planting

out in September are assured. If the plants

are to occupy fresh ground, this should have

been first well prepared by thorough digging.

Loam is one of the best additions that can be

made to the soil. Manure should be used in

moderation, and should be thoroughly rotted,

but burnt refuse and soot may be liberally

applied. The weather is sometimes dry at

planting time, and when such is the case it is

well to give the layers that are to be lifted and

transplanted a good watering. This facilitates

liftnig, helps to preserve the ball of roots

throu'gh the moist soil adhering, and lastly, the

plants feel the disturbance less, and need no

extra watering after transplanting. Above all

things it is important to plant firmly, as Car-

nations naturally recjuire a firm root- run and

refuse to grow well in loose soil. Plant early

and firmly strong plants with good roots, reject

weak, ill-rooted ones, and unless foes beneath

the surface work destruction, the following

spring will not manifest many gaps needing to

be refilled.

Marguerite Carnations.

The peculiar value of these lies in the season

at which they come. True, the flowers are not

quite so fine as the rich bold selfs of summer,

but haiipily the two do not come into compe-

tition for favour, as when the selfs are wan-

ing these burst forth in brilliancy and profusion.

At present a noteworthy and pleasing feature is

the predominance of self colours, and it is to

be hoped this will remain so. Some of the

flesh colour and pink shades are lovely. The

form is perfection, the type of flower a stand-

ing protest against the rules of the florist as

regards smoothness of edge and regularity of

outline. Last, but far from least, the flowers
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are very fragrant. If winter or autumn storms

set in befure tho plants have exhausted their

energies tliey repiiy for potting up, and in a

warm liouse will ^'ivo blossoms more or less

througliuut the winter. Is the actual origin

of this race known and the source from which it

inherited the chief characteristic feature of

flowering in five months from seed ? A. H.

NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.

Actsea spicata.— I never saw this species in

greater beauty than it has been this summer.
There are four varieties ; the distinctions are chiciiy

in the colour of the beiries. The black-berried

sort is the earliest to ripen; the berries are large

and of a deep coal-black. The scarlet berries are

e.xtremely showy, glittering like glass. The
white and blue berries arc smaller than tho^e of

the other two. It has been frequently asked
why the plants, which are very strong and
flower freely, do not set their berries. For n. time
this seemed puzzling, but the reason was after-

wards explained. Specimens which have been
submitted proved to be something else, and the

same plant came under notice twice in one week
under the erroneous name of Actsea : it proved to

be Ciiuicifuga raoemosa. A fortnight ago I saw
the same Bugwort doing duty for the Baneberry in

a nursery, and I was told that other tradespeople
sold it as such. It therefore seems that a con-
siderable quantity of the Cimicifuga may have been
distributed in error, and it might be as well for us

to verify our plants at the earliest opportunity,
and that at any rate before questioning the pro-

duction of berries. The two plants are very simi-

lar in foliage and foliar habit, but the Aetata is

much the dvvarfer in the flowering state, and its

spikes of white flowers are only 2 inches to 5 inches
long; whereas those of the Cimicifuga, besides being
a month later, are much lousfer and thinner, and
they have a branched habit. Each spike has also

a bend or twist never seen in the Aetata Both
belong to the same order, but are botanically quite
distinct. The Actsea is a native plant, and occurs
wild near here. The Cimicifuga is an American spe-

cies. It is true the Cimicifuga has a synonym (Actsea
racemosa), but. the Actsea, so far as I know, has
never by any either modern or ancient authority
been called a Cimicifuga, and even were it so, we
could not afford to retrogress in these matters.
The berries are said to be poisonous, but the larger
birds take them greedily.

Gentiana pyrenaica.—This very dwarf spe-
cies is a fairly good subject in light, but gritty
loam. It affects situations where the finer Fescue
Grasses grow, and therefore the moist conditions
needful for the Bavarian Gentian might not be the
most suitable. Still one frequently finds that when
the whole set of conditions is changed, as when
wildings are brought from their mountain homes
into lowland gardens of another climate, it does
not matter much either way as to a more or less

degree of moisture or a precise quality of soil.

For my own part I attach more importance to
density of the rooting medium of many things
and to the mechanical character otherwise, espe-
cially for the kinds that have the habit of spread-
ing by means of root stems, as in the case of this

species. I wonder this very beautiful kind has
not received more attention from growers of the
choicer European alpines. It most cloFely re-

sembles the exquisite Indian species (ornata) of
any I know, and certainly it is better adapted for
our climate. Flowering period, latter end of May
to July.

Acsena Novse-Zelandiae and A. micro-
phylla.—These are almost the be»t and most use-
fid of rock garden plants at present; their pecu-
liar fruits make them quite conspicuous, though
the plants are amongst the humblest. Rain does
not hurt, but seems to make them shine all the
moie. In all respects these differ from the general
run of other things. The leaden-hued and Fern-
like foliage of the former is unique, and pretty

!

well may be reckoned as evergreen, if a plant

totally without the green colour may be so termed.

Microphylla has dark greenish brown foliage,

which forms a dense mat. Its spiny fruits are of

a pleasing biiglit rose, and produced in such

abundance as to quite cover the foliage. Both are

close surface creepers, and may be classed among
the best rockery sul)jects.

Campanula Waldsteiniana.—This lovely

species is yet in a leafy state, and may with safety

be divided, and .should the earliest frost keep off

pretty well, the divisions, it not made too small

(though in tliis case they must essentially be little

bits) will do well. Do not, however, hurt the roots,

and retain also every scrap of leaf and stem as

long as you can. Guard against the lifting action

of frost ; the low temperature alone can do no
harm

.

Spiraea crispifolia.— I believe it is usual for

this to continue flowering from May to November.
It is true the old flowers, which are very persistent,

detract from the beauty and brightness of the

new ; still, th's sturdy and arborescent shrub of

the stature of a foot or less has other good quali-

ties to lit it for the rock garden. It is quaint, dis-

tinct and pre-eminently in harmony with rugged,

stony surroundings. The sombre dark colour of

its rigidly crisp leaves, which resemble bits of

crimpied green sandpaper, has no match for tint,

if we except, perhaps, one or two varieties of Erica
vidgaris or tetralix, and these give no idea of the

stout and rigid habit of this ever-blooming pigmy
tree, otherwise known In' the name of S. bullata.

Ericas.—Speaking of these, it is at once re

markable how well many do near big towns, and
regrettable that they are not made more extensive

use of in places where they could not do otherwise

than thrive, and add the special feature which we
can only by the employment of Heaths. A very

great deal could be said for the individuals of the

various groups.were they to be noticed separately,

so good in habit and both blossom and foliage are

they almost without exception. Their hardiness,

too, is a good recommendation. Even in districts

not quite suited for these, you may keep them going
for years by liberal top-dressings of sand and pow-
dery peat applied after they have done flowering.

Of course, you may not grow the Ericas in some
parts, as, fay, on the lime, or in some areas of

Cheshire. But then we can say as much about
many other and less worthy things which we per-

sistently plant and which as constantly fail. The
tufted varieties of vulgaris are specially adapted
for rockery use, where they form a warm and cosy
setting for bright bulbous plants.

Cardamine pratensis pi.—This favourite

flower frequently dies out in gardens. It is not,

however, because it is difincult to grow, but just

the opposite. The stronger it grows the sooner
the root-knobs reach the surface, and crop up in

such a way that frost soon severs the soft and
short fibrous roots, when they may often be ob-

served loose on the surface. To keep the plantgoing,

either top-dress heavily in the autumn or in early

summer as soon as the plants have done flowering

;

dig up the old roots, divide the knobs, and set

them 2 inches or 3 inches deeper. This operation

may be done every second or third season accord-
ing to circumstances, for in some soils the plant

will succeed better than in others. This is pre-

cisely the way we treat the Primroses. But there

is another way to deal with this prett}' double
Bitter Cress. As if to make up for the loss of its

chance of increase by means of seed, it often with-

out aid multiplies by developing plantlets on divi-

sions of the leaves. Those who care to assist it

may do so, making the larger lie down flat on the
surface of the soil in early summer, where there

will soon be a crop of little plants. The plant

afl'ects a moist situation. .1. VVoou.

WoddriUc, Kirtisiall.

the Chelsea nurseries of Messrs. Vc-itch. The effect

was eonsiderahly improved by tho plants of Acacia

lopliantha wliicli were dotted amongst the Begonias.

—

K. .M.

Maize or Indian Corn.—For years I have

employed tlie variegated forms of Maize in our

flower garden arrangements, and with pleasing

results. For a long time tlie variegated, form of

japotiica was the most appreciated, but owing to

\
the few plants which were really variegated, I now

I

grow only Zea gracillima, which is probably the

best of nil. The habit is semi-drooping, giving it

a graceful appearance. To make sure of planting

none but the best variegated foims I sow rather

early, grow on the plants in a cool house or frame

until the leaves develop their true character and
the plants are of a good size. By giving an extra

shift into 5|-inch pots the leaves are i-etained in

good condition. The manner in which this Maize

is employed here this year is in conjunction with

an extra" dark-leaved Castor-oil (Ricinus cambodg-
ensis), which has darker coloured leaves and is

not so robust in growth asR. Gibsoni. Intermixed

also is a quantity of Gladiolus brenchleyensis, the

three colours harmonising well. The plants under-

neath grown as a carpet are Harrison's Musk and
Swanley Giant Heliotrope.—E. M.

The FJame Flower (Tropajolum speciosum).

—

My experience with this Flame Flower differs

slightly from that of "J. C. B." in the matter of

autumn and spring planting. I have found that

those roots put in the ground at the end of October,

for instance, succeed quite well. The most impor-

tant point to observe is to avoid draughts of cold

air in the spring when new growth is just vi^ible

above the soil. For instance, roots planted with

the intention of covering a portion of a north

wall would be much improved by placing slates

or tiles on edge "J inches high and projecting as

much from the wall. Such shelter affords great

assistance when the growth is commencing. I find

after it reaches 1 foot or so high that it does not

suffer to the same extent as previously. A striking

instance of the want of shelter occurred here last

year. I planted many roots at the foot of a Holly

hedge on the northern side. One end of the hedge

was imperfect at its base, the Hollies being much
more irregular in their bottom branches. Gaps of

this kind provided ready access for strong winds,

which have materially affected the progress of the

tender shoots. At the opposite end the plants grew

fast, until the shoots are now fully (I feet high,

many having flowered freely. Although this plant

is supposed to die down every year, it sometimes
happens that the wiry-like growths do not quite

perish. In such cases it is well to examine them
carefully, as I have come across instances where

the wiry-like growths have been quite fresh. From
such as these a full crop of early blossoms is ob-

tained. I find this Tropffiolum grows equally well

in a variety of soils, but perhaps best when planted

in that which is rather inclined to be light than

otherwise. It enjoys abundance of water when
growing freely.— S.

Begonia roFea floribunda. — This dwarf
growing' varii^ty hfl<iiigs to the semperflurells oi-

shrubby eectioii. 'I lie growth is very compact and the

flowers abundantly produced. 1 lately saw this

Begonia growing iii u mass in one of the small beds in

SOLANUM TORREYI.

I HAVK read with interest " I. M.'s " appreciative

little notice of .Solanum Torreyi. In one point,

howe%'er, I am quite unable to follow him, and the

plant itself would suffer in the esteem of many
from his way of describing it. My eyes may de-

ceive me, but I certainly should never say that the
" flower's are purple, becoming lighter with age."

Ncitlier does Mr. Nicholson say it in his invaluable

dictionary, which I have just now been consulting

about this matter. He writes, " The corolla is

violet, rarely white." That is just what I should

think, and I cannot subscribe to purple at all. I

brought the question before a committee of ladies

this morning, and their opinions were atuusing and
instructive in the highest degree. Not one of them
mentioned purple as the ccilour. Lilac, lilac and
slate, mauve, blucy mauve, blue, violet, heliotrope

colour—these were the returns. Alas! only for

purple : it had no place with them on this head. I

am told it is to be admitted that some years age.
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Bay forty or fifty, purple covered a good deal. It

was a sort of generic name, which had a great
many species and sub-s( ecies under it. But I am
not refeiring to what happened in the davs of our
forefathers, but to what obtains now. To call such
a colour as that of Solanum Torreyi purple in

Ibis year of our Lord 1S93 would throw any
milliner in liyde into fits on the spot. This
rafiy seem like finessing to thrsewho only live in

the past, but I can assure you it is not so at pre-
sent. The greatest authoiity about colours with
whom I have ever had to do, and to whom I am
immensely indebted for some advice she once gave
n^e about tlicdiapeiingof the chancel walls and roof
of my church—I allude of course to Miss Jeliyll

—

will not tolerate purple in her garden or house.
Only say to her that such and such a flower is

1 urple, and she discards it at orce. Calandrinia
1 mbellata has no interest for her. Exogonum
jnrga has made a great mistake about the hue
\^ilh \\hich it is coveied. I submit, therefore
(oud the ladies to whom I have referred are my
a.'sesfors in judgment), that in this sense Solanum
Torieyi is not purple at all. Call it mauve or

violet, or anything else of the soit, but I be-
.tcch M. MoJy to drop purple with regard to it

for ever. As to its being tomentose, ojiinions may
] erl'ajs also differ a little. Mr. Nicholson writes
that "it las piickles small and subulate, scanty,
and sometimes nearly wanting." 1 prefer this
description myself, but tcmentose as well as purple
nay cover a good deal. J. Moly is certainly quite
light in the estimate which he puts on the Sola-
racfa? in general and on Solanum Torreyi in par-
ticular ; but it must not be taken for gianted that
b< cau.se it does so well in the Isle of Wight it will
do equally v\ell in other localities. It hails from
Texas and can only be called half-hardy, though
1 ere I have no anxiety about it at ail beyond
throwing seme coal aehes oytr its head during
winter. Henry Ewbanic.

Trees and Shrubs.

and soon grow away afterwards. When a close case
exists for tlieir reception the best time to take
the cuttings is during the growing season, when
they should be formed of the 1 alf-ripened shoots
and dibbled into pots of tandy soil. They will root

in a couple of months or so, when they .should be
hardened off for a few days and then polled,

using for the purpose loam and leaf mould with
a good dash of sand. If kept in a gentle heat
and where a growing temperature is maintained
duiing their earlier stages, they will make much
more rapid headway than if kept cool from the
start. T.

DWARF POMEGRANATES.
There are several forms of Pomegranate in culti-

vation, most of which, however, need to attain the
dimensions of fair-sized bushes before they can be
depended on to flower freely ; but there is a dwarf
form (nana) very amenable to pot culture, and so
treated it produces great numbers of its bright-
coloured blossoms when less than a couple of feet

high. The flowers cf this variety are of a glowing
orange-scarlet colour and single, as in the case of

ihe ordin.ary Pomegranate (Punica granatum), of
which, in fact, it is a eoui.tejpart, except in size.

This dwarf foim is very seldom seen, though said
to have been introduced into this country as long
ago as 172;i. As wall plants the other Pomegranates
are well worth a place, but my favourite of all of

them is the ccmmon kind, for not only are the
blooms less lumpy than in the case of the double-
flowered varieties, but they are also borne in far
greater profusion. On a waim south wall I have had
this Pomegranate flower throughout the months of
September and October, v\hile even in November
some blossoms are produced. When the wood is

well ripened nearly every shoot is teiminated by
its bright-coloured blossoms, which even before
they open are wonderfully pretty, hanging as
they do like great drops of sealing-wax, for
the entire flower is of a thick wax-like tex-
ture. On a sunny wall the foliage usually dies
off richly tinted v\'ith yellow, 'the neat style of
growth fits the Pomegranate for training to a wall,

and the fact that it does not flower till the end
of the summer is also an additional merit, at all

events in many cases. The different double-flowered
varieties produce large and showy blossoms, but
not nearly so numerous as on the single forms.
The Pomegranates may be increased in various
ways, firstly by seed, which cannot, however, be
depended upon to pi opagate any individual pecu-
liarity; then by grafting on to seedling stocks; and
lastly by cuttings, which are not difficult to root,

Clelhra alnifolia. — This North American
shrub has in many places this year floweretl with
very great freedom, and, taken altogether, it is a

very useful subject and one well worth a place in

many gardens, for hardy shrubs that bloom in

August or even later are by no means numerous.
Tlie blooms are white, boine in dense' spikes,

and distributee! nearly over the entire plant.

They are also very sweetly scented. This is

the commonest kind, but I here is another (acu-
minata) well worth attention. This differs not
only in the leaves being more pointed, from
whence its varietal name is derived, but also in

the blossi ms, v\ hicb are of a purer white, r.'dher

larger, and borne in longer spikes. These t'lethras

delight in a cool moist soil, and, in common with
many of the Eiicacea; to which they belong, that
composed to a certain extent of vegetable matter
will just meet their requirements. Flowering sprays
of these Clethras are veiy pretty indoors when in

a cut state, and in this way they dift'use a veiy
pleasant fragrance. Messrs. Veitch, too, have at

different times shown us well-flowered examples
in pots a good deal earlier than they bloom
naturally in the open ground, and very attractive

they were.— T.

Ligustrum Q,uihoui.—The finest of all the
Privets from a flowering point of view is L. sinensis

or B^ortunei, which Ijlooms in August, while the
present species now rapidly unfolding its blooms
is also very pretty and well worth attention,

more particularly as all the others are past. L.

Quihoui forms a much-brancheel spreading bush
about 5 feet or (j feet high, clothed with small

deep green oblong-shaped leaves and a great pro-

fusion of large, loose terminal panicles of pure
white blossoms. As it will grow and flower freely in

almost any soil, this Privet may in most gardens liave

a place found for it ; still, the heavy overpoweiing
smell of the Privet family clings to it, anrl conse-
quently it must be banished from the neighbouihocd
of the elwelling-house. Another Piivet very attrac-

tive just now from a foliage point of view is

the golden-leaved variety of Ligustrum ovalifolium,

whose colouring has been greatly intensified by
exposure to the summer's sun.—H. P.

Euonymus alatus.— By the end of August it

seems somewhat premature to speak of autumn
tints, but this Euonymus has changed to an in-

tense crimson colour, owing to which it stands out
conspicuous from any otlier fhrub. It is by no
means particularly ornamental at any other seasen
of the .^ear, as it forms a somewhat loose growing
bush clothed with oblong-shaped leaves, which are,

however, not very numerous. The specific name
of alatus is derived from the corky ridges which
run along tlie bark of the young shoots, in the
same way, hut to a much less extent than in the
case of the Wingeel Elm (Ulmus alata).—T.

Cytisus capitatus.—This shrub, which is

found wilel throughout a considerab'e tract of

country in Central and Southern Europe, is worthy
of note here by reason of its late-flowering quali-

ties, for thougli yellow flowers are very numerous
among our.hardy Leguminosas, yet by the end of

August very few of them remain, anel of the
limited number tlie freshest of all is this Cytisus,

which has numerous buds yet to expand. It forms
a neat compact growing shrub about a yard high,

clothed with trifoliate leaves, which in common
with the stems and uropened flower-buds are so

thickly covered with hairs, as to give the entire

plant quite a hoaiy appearance. The flowers,

which are borne in teimiral heads, are of a light

yellow colour, and the plant is so free- flowering, that

every shoot contributes its share to the floral dis-

play. I noticed flowering brarrches of it shown in

gooeS condition by Messrs. Veitch at the fruit

show at Earl's Couit on August 26.—H. P.

Hibiscus syriacus.— This hardy shrub, repre-

sented by numerous varieties, succeeds best with a

fair an-ount of moisture, and where this has been
accorded it during the past summer, the bushes of

it are in most cases flowering with great freedom,

while, on the other hand, if it has been at all

parcheel up the foliage quickly becomes yellow pnd
drops prematurely, while many of the flowers do

not open kindly. There are several forms both of

the double anei single varieties, but these last are

my favourites, the blossoms being less lumpy than

those of the double-flowered kinds. The variety

ccelesti^, a bluish-tinted flower, and albus, the

petals of which are white with a reddish base, are

two very pretty varieties. In luaking a selection

of flowering shrubs, some of these forms of Hibiscus

should, from their autumn-blooming qualities, have

a place assigned them, while they also succeed

better than many other shrubs in the immediate
neighbourhood of London.—T.

Horse Chestnut not flowering.— I shall

feel obliged if the editor of The Garden vyill

fay why a Horse Chestnut grown from a pink

Horse Chestnut seed seventeen years ago has

never flowered. It is now a fine tall young tree.

—

M. R.
*,* Several circumstances ; nature of soil, being

grown in too exposed or in too confined a position,

and being of too tender years may account for the

pink Horse Chestnut of seventeen years' growth
not yet having flowered. Even when it does bloom,

the flowers may be of the normal colour, if we sup-

pose that the scarlet-flowered Horse Chestnut is but

a garden form of the common tree.—A.

Moving a Cedar tree.—At what season

should a young Cedar tree be moved? It is about

seven years old. What precautions should be

taken with it this winter ?—M. R.

*^* Dig a trench now around the young Cedar

at say 3 feet from the stem, cutting back all

roots met with, and refill the trench with goed

fresh soil. Transplant early next spring by le-

moving with as large a ball as possible —A. D. W.

Costus igneus.— No particular period can le

assigned for the flowering cf this Costus, as

blossoms are produced at all seasons, and right

welcome they are at any time, for they supply a

colour very little represented among stove plants.

In common with several other members of the

genus, the roots of this are thick and fleshy, and

it forms a strong crown, from whence are pushed

up stout erect stems, and if planted out in a damp,

free soil it soon foims a large mass, but if con-

fined to pots of moderate dimensions it reaches a

height of a couple of feet or thereabouts. The
stems are terminated by a flattened cone-like ar-

rangement, from whence the blossoms are pro-

duced. The individual blooms are about 1 J inches

across and of a bright orange-red colour—a tint

that is particularly noticeable among flowering

plants. This Costus was introduced about ten

years ago from Bahia by M. Linden, and though it

has been often noted in the various horticultural

publications as a most desirable plant, it has never

become even in the least popular. There is certain,

however, to be some day a far greater demand
than there is at present,—T.

Self-coloured Antirrhinums. — I referred

recently to a very pure white Sn.apdragon largely

grown at Swanmore. I have seen this in some
other gardens, but not used so libeially. I can

hardly conceive of a finer variety than a rich crim-

son mouthed form named Brilliant tobea companion

plant to the white one. 1 saw this growing oi

)H«.w at the Bedfont .=eed grounds recently, and the

constancy of the vaiiety from seed was wonderful.

Brilliant has not only a mouth of the rarest crim-
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son colour, but a pure white throat, which greatly

enhances tlie beauty of the Bowers. As an elective

bonier or bedding sort it is worth all the fines-t

striped varieties ever raised. As the several

tinuclrcd plants now lilanminfr have shown fully

iduety-live per cent, absolutely true, it looks as il

it would not be needful to propagate by cuttings to

secure a true .stock.

—

A. 1).

Stove and Greenhouse.

DRAC.ENA GOLDIEANA.
This fire species stands out quite unique from

the rest of the members of this extensive genus

when well grown. Compared with most kinds

it is of a slower growth, but more lasting in

its character, the foliage being stouter and of

greater substance. It is not a diihcult plant

to cultivate when a healthy jilant is once ob-

tained. If purchased in a small state, it takes

some little tinw before it i.s tit for use other

than as an object of interest and l)eauty in

th<! stove itself. When a plant i.s large enough

to use upon the dinner-table, it makes (juite

a change, being seen to the best advantage, 1

think, as a central object upon a round table.

I have used it thus, and tliat repeatedly with-

out injury, but being a rather tender species, it

is more susceptible to injury than most kind.s

frotn being in a cold room or liouse. In order to

Driictena GoKliL'ami.

of fine foliaged plants. It w.is introduced

into this country about twenty years ago and
first put into commerce by Mr. Wm. Bull, of

Chtlsea. It is a native of Western I'ropical

Africa. Some doubts were expre.ssed by bota-

nists after its introduction as to whether it

would prove to be a true Dracama, but this

was settled as soon as the plant Howered. Al-

though it has reached tlie flowering stage, I do
not think any attempts have been made to

intercross it with another .species ; if so, the

fact has entirely escaped my notice. Being so

distinct from any other species, it is mo.st valu-

able, making .a beautiful vase or table plant

propagate it succes-f .ill y, a differ^u': mode of pro-

cedure to that usually adopted has to be pursued
It does not propagate so kindly from eyes as most
kinds, coming in this respect under the same
category as D. gracilis or D. marginata. My
plan has been to cut ofl'the top when a plant

becomes too tall or leggy at a convenient

height, inserting it in a 2.i-iuch pot and plung

ing in a brisk heat in the propagating pit. Thus
far the plan adojjted does not vary from that at

times followed with other .sorts as to striking,

but after the top has been taken, every care is

needed to preserve the old stool intact. This

will break forth afresh at the top, generally one

shoot, which in its turn when largo enough
may be taken oil' f<ir striking. It is these lateral

shoots which make the most compact [ilants,

whilst tliey strike as readily, or even more so,

than the top has done previously. Other shoots

will follow 111 due course if the old stool is kept

in good health, and by this means a stock can

be .steadily wnrked up. For my own part, I

have found it best to use a rather more peaty

soil than for the stronger growers, the roots

being much finer, which of itself .seems to indi-

cate this variation, whil.st it does not need quite

so liberal a treatment as to watering. Care

must be taken not to overpot it, otherwise the

roots will be liable to suUer. It docs not appear

to sutler from the attacks of the thrips pecu-

liar to Drac-cnas nearly so much as other sorts,

but occasional spongings will add inucli to its

appearance. Its novel maikin/, banded and
marbled in an irregular manner with dark

green and silvery grey, gives it when in good

character a decidedly handsome appearance,

whilst the back of the unfolded leaves is of a

pale reddish purple, which further adds to it.s

beauty. The illustration gives an excellent idea

of its eflect when seen grouped together, for

this must not be taken as that of one plant, but

of several together, dwarf plants surrounding

the taller one. H. G. A.

Thunbergia laurifolia. — There are many
beiutiful stove climbers now in cultivation, but

th re are few that can surpass the Thunbergia'.

Wnen calling at Inwood House, Dorset, in early

summer, I noticed Thunbergia la\nifolia a mass of

bloom growing up a pillar in the stove. Thun-
barg'ias look best when not trained closely, but
allowed a little freedom, as was the case with thj

plants i-eferred to.— J. CT F.

Hymenocallis macrostephana.—This hand-
some varieiy of tlio PaiuTatuuii family is a valuable

addition to the list of stove summer flowerii g
|)lants, and, what is of still greater value, it will

thrive in a much loAer temperature than does the

Pancratium proper. We have a lumiber of strong

bulb.^ which never fail to flower every year, rinil

they are always much admired. Like tlieEucharis,

this fine Lily thrives in a mi.xtureof loam and peat

with a good portion of coarse sand intermi.xed, and
In a moderately warm stove it grows freely, pro-

ducing plenty of ofl'sets. All who are intoresti d
in the Ptincratium family should include the above
plant.— C. W.

Celosia pyramidalis.—Although at flower

sh>ws and in gardens I see many Celosias during

the summer, yet none have that perfect pyramidal

form and pointed spikes of florescence allied toiicli

crimson colour so admirably combined as in the

strain which Mr. Turlon has at Maiden Erleigh.

Plants in 4J-inch pots are 2 feet in height and of per-

fect form ; others in SJ-inch pots will reach 4 feet

in height. They are usually grown for indoor de-

coration during the shooting season—A. D.

Fuchsias.— For house decoration where the

roams are at a'l dark Fuchsias are of but little

v'.alue, the blooms dropping so quickly. As pillar

plants in the greenhouse or conservatory Fuchsias

are admirable, while as specimens to ba plunge 1

on gently raised Grass mounds they are extremely

useful. Standards or half-standards might be em-
ploj'ed with good effect for bedding. Forinstance,

plants wiih 4 feet of clear stem could be utilised

with advantage, and thus afford much scope for

other plants below to give a good contrast in

colour besides being somewhat novel. In the Be-

gonia house in Messrs. Veilch's nursery at Chelsea,

Kuchsias are employed with splendid elTect trained

to the rafters fi-om both sides of a low S])an-roofcd

house, the drooping branches being heavily clad

with dense green foliage and richly coloured

flowers. For fllling vases out of doors Fueh.sias

are undeniably \aluable, especially such varieties
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as the old Rose o£ Castile. We have a mass of a

variety called Charming with purple corolla and
red sepals in a large bed, the soil carpeted with

Geranium Manglesi kept pegged down, but not too

close. Now is a very good time to strike cuttings

for the i^ame purpose next year, except, of course,

where large specimens are needed. Fuchsiiis also

make good window plants. Given a sunny spot,

plenty of water, and not too much pot room, many
a bright display can be assured even in a cottage

window.—E. M,

Bessera elegans.—Though this is h.ardy in

some distiicts, it is .ilso a lirst-rate subject for

flowering in pots, and in this way it is very strik-

ing at the present time. For this purpose pots

5 inches in diameter are most suitable, as then

sufficient bulbs can be put in each pot to form an
eflEective mass or clump, fc!r in this way the bright

coloured blossoms, suspended by their slender

stems, are seen to the best advantage. The leaves

of the Bessira are narrow and not particularly

numerous, while the flower-stems which run up to

a height of a foot or so are quite erect, slender,

and terminated by an umbel of blossoms. The
flowers are supported on quite hair-like stalks and
are drooping in character. They are of a pleasing

bright red colour, and, what is more, remain "in

perfection a consideralale time. The blooms are

by no means of a uniform tint, for in some indi-

viduals they are to a certain extent marked with

white. It was introduced in 18.jO, but was soon

lost to cultivation, or nearly so, till re-introduced

about ten years ago, when from the quantities

sent here it became quite common for a time, but

I have not seen nearly so much of it for the last

two or three years.—H. P.

general way it is found that s.itisfaotory progress

is made without it. If the house be well jirovided

with piping, there is no dilHculty in maintaining a
temperature sufficiently high to thoroughly warm
the foil through. For Roman Hyacinths I like the

compost ralher lighter than what is in favour for

Hyacinths generally. As Ihey have to be brought

along at the dullest time of the year, it is of im-

portance that root-action should be encouraged as

much as possible. With a liberal adilition of leaf-

mould and river sand, there will be less danger of

the roots becoming torpid, and water may be more
freely applied without fear of bringing the com-
post into a close condition. Plenty of moisture

must be given when the flower-spikes are pushing

up, but in the depth of winter heavy waterings

should be avoided. J. C.

S II fleet.

ROMAN HYACINTHS.

It would be interesting to know how many tons

of these are annually disjiosed of in the markets

of our large towns and florists' shops generally.

They have given us just what we need, a plentiful

supply of white flowers, at a season when Chry-
santhemums are going past .-md other while flowers

are still scarce. One has only to look at the

church decorations and wi-eaths and crosses made
during the lirst two months in the year to realise

what an imporlant position the Roman Hyacinth
occnp es among white flowers at that season. It

may truly be regarded as a benefactor to florists

and others, for it enables them to supply white

bloom in the dead of winter at much lower prices

than they could othersvise do, thus inducing many
to buy flowers who could or would not puixhase

more costly tliings. Frequently in February I have

known a fair sized bunch of Roman Hyacinths to

be sold for twopence, and not so many years ago

the same amount of white bloom would have cost

more than six times that amount. It is, of course,

tl'.e imported flowers that biing down prices to

such a low point, and the home grower has no

chance of profitable returns unless he forestalls

the season of imported bloom. In the Chrysan-

themum season there is such an abundance of

white bloom, and as this now lasts quite a month
longer than formerly, the need for other things

is but little felt until the new year is well

in. From the middle of January to the end

of Feljruary flowers of all kinds are scarce

in the London markets, and during that period

Roman Hyacinths make fair prices, especially if

the weather is not very favourable where they are

grown largely in the open for export to this coun-

try. For an early supply of bloom it is desirable

to get the bulbs potted as soon as they can

be obtained, and if a succession of flowers is

desired through the early months of the year,

more bulbs must be potted at intervals of a fort-

night up to October. Half a dozen brdbs may be

put in a (i-inch pot, but where any quantity of

bloom is desired boxes are best, this being the

method generally adopted in market gardens. The
boxes, when filled, are placed in the open air and
covered with several inches of ashes or cocoa fibre,

being put into warmth in batches as required.

Sometimes bottom -heat is employed, but in a

Campanula isophylla alba.—Last siason I

sent you a note respecting the above. This year it

is even more conspicuous in this neighbourhood
than last. It seems to do best in windows which
face the north. In Angel Road there are about

170 houses, and in fully the half a plant of this

will be found in the window. Most of the plants

are suspended, and the drooping masses of pure

white blossoms completely hide the foliage. It

seems essentially a window plant and requires

little skill to have it in fine condition. It w ill grow
well in any ordinary loamy compost and requires

to be kept fairly moist. It is easily propagated

from cuttings or division in the spring-time, and
cuttings struck early in the season make fine plants

for flowering the same season. LTnlike most soft-

leaved plants, it is not much troubled with insects

It certainly deserves to be well known, and I am
surprised at the number of visitors we have who,

although in the trade, do not know it. I find that

its culture has extended considerably beyond here

this season, and no doubt it will continue to extend

until it is as well known throughout the country as

a scarlet Geranium is at the present time. —A. H.,

London, N.

THE WEEK'S WOBK.

HARDY FRUITS.

Apples.—Birds are very troublesome among soft

Apples such as the Codlins, Lord Suftield, Fcklin-

ville, Cellini, and Feasgood's Nonsuch, and this not

unfrequently has the eiiect of inducing those re-

sponsible for the preservation of the fruit to gather

before it is really fit for storing. No Apples ought

to be gathered and stored before the pips have

changed from a greenish-white to brown, and any

dragged from the trees never attain their full

llavour, premature shrivelling inevitably resulting.

In the case of pyramids, bushes, and horizontally-

trained trees birds can be kept off by the aid of

nets. Premature dropping of a few fruit also mis-

leads. If these are examined, most of them will

be found unsound, the ripening being brought

about by some check to the swelling. Take no

heed of a few di'opping fruit, but be guided as to

when to gather and store by the state of the bulk

of the fruit on the trees. There should be no gene-

ral clearance, but some few varieties may be Kt for

storing now, others a fortnight hence, and the

remainder, these being late sorts, ought to be left

much later, a little frost not hurting them. When
the fruit either parts readily from the trees, or a

fair sample fruit when cut open shows browned pips,

no time should be lost in gathering. Duchess of

Oldenburg will in most cases have been gathered

ere this, and the Keswick Codlin is also an early

lipener, the fruit, however, keeping fairly well

after it is gathered, but the first named is dis-

appointing in that respect.

The fruit eoom.—If not ah-eady done, the fruit

room or store should be got ready for the Apples,

and of which there are more on the trees than

at first anticipated. Apples beirg soft and
porous are easily tainted, contact with anything

strong-smelling or musty, or confinement in an

impur'e atmosphere invariably communicating an
objectionable taste to them. A hot, dry, or airy

room is unsuitable for keeping Apples in, a compara-
tively cool and somewhat close and dark place better

suiting them. Thatched sheds are particularly to

be recommended. In any case the walls, floors,

and benches or shelves should all be thoroughly

clean, a coat of limewash not being wasted on the

former. Especially ought straw or hay to be kept

clear of Apples. Such ruaterial soon becomes damp
and musty, and contact with it is the cause of

large quaniities of Apples being practically spoilt.

Even newspapers for covering the boards are ob-

jectfd to by some lovers of Apples, nothirg but

clean kitchen paper being tolerated. Nor ought
unsound fruit to be left among that which is sound,

as the former soon decays and spoils all the rest

surrounding it.

I'BArs.— It is not much room that the crops of

these will require this autumn, but with so few to

gather it becomes imperative that the greatest

care be taken of all there are. If small biids are

liable to peck holes in the fruit near the stems,

this completely spoiling them as far as keeping is

concerned, their attacks ought to be anticipated.

A single light small-meshed fi?h net hung or set

out clear of the trees will usually keep off small

birds, but coarser mesh netting has in some cases

to be doubled, or the tits will find their way
through. Blackbirds are the most troublesome
among the trees in the open garden, and are some-
times to be caught gorging themselves with soft

fruit on wall trees. The gun is the best remedy
for these, that is, if in expert hands, novices fre-

quently doing more dimage to the trees than to

the birds. Netting over large pyramids is a difli-

cult undertaking, but it has to be done in the
neighbourhood of woods, shrubberies, and game
preserves, where birds are always numerous.
Horizontally -trained tiees and bushes can be
readily netted over, but in each and every case the
rets must be strongly supported with poles, stakes,

and tar twine, so as to swing them clear of the

trees, or otherwise the fruit will not be saved from
the voracious blackliirds, and strong winds may
also do mischief. The same rule as to when to

gather and store Pears holds good as in the case

of Applies. Dragging them from the trees will not
do. If on being lifted slightly out of their natuial

position the stalks part freely from the socket,

they are ready for storing, and brown pips is an-

other sure indication of fitness. The crops ar-e

very partial, some few trees being heavily cropped
and only loo many of the rest compiletely bare of

fruit. This points to the necessity of lengthening
out the season of bad-keeping varieties as long as

possible. Most sorts can be forwarded consideraVily

in a gentle dry heat, some of them being consider-

ably improved thereby. Louise Bonne of Jersey,

Marie Louise, Beurre Clairgeau, Doyenne Bous-
soch are among the few vaiieties that are carrying
good crops in different gardens this year, and if

some of either or all of them are gathered just

when the pips are on the point of turning brown
and placed in heat, they will ripen early. If others

be gathered a fortnight later to succeed ihem,
the r-em.-iinder being left on the trees till they are
commencing to diop, a long succession will be
maintained and every fruit turned to good account.
Pears are colouring more than is usually the case,

and will continue to do if well exposed to the light

and air.

Plums.—In many gardens the bulk of these have
been gathered, but those who can keep them for

some time longer will finel them very serviceable.

Not unfrecjuently the fruit keeps much better off

the trees than on, this being especially the case

where slugs and wasps are troublesome. Coe's

Golden Drop on trees against cool walls is not yet
fully ripe, and Guthrie's Late Green, Ickworth Im-
pfratrice, and Bine Imp^ratrice also ripen late and
keep well. Gather all other sorts that are ripe and
store thinly in trays, a cnol, dry fruit room from
which wasps are excluded being the best place for

them. Perfectly sound fruit of late varieties,

notably Coe's Golden Drop, will keep even better if

wrapped separately in small squares of tissue

paper.
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Late Straw herries. -Wasps, slugs and birds

are all very dcstnictivo among late Strawberries,

or tliote obtainiil by planting ont fureed i>lants of

Viconitessc llericart de Tliury, La Grosse >?ucree

and N<il)le. Shigs may tci a certain extent be de-

fied and the ripening be facilitated by propping

up the ehisters of fruit with liirch or Hazel twigs,

and lish nets will keep oil' the birds. Wasps are

the most diHicidt to de.al with. If garden frames

or handlights could be placed over the beds, and

a little of the alvertij-ed wasp-killer pUced on

some partly-eaten fruit in a saucer, it is not many
wasps that will be seen afterwards, and the same
remedy sometimes answers fairly well in the open

air. btrawberrifs in full bearing will lift readily,

and if some of the later plants are placed in .S-

inch or rather Larger pots now, the crops can be

ripened on shelves in comparatively cool houses

as rc.|uired. Any that have been kept in pots,

tliese iK'ing plunged rather deeply so as to

allow them to root out freely, should now be

transferred to cool Peach house shelves, saucers

being used for setting tljem in, or otherwise it will

scarcely be possible to keep them moist enough,
owing to the pots being so full of soil and roots.

W. IGGULDEN.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

Making ttp Mushrihim beds.—With abundance
of suitable material, the formation of the beds
may now be proceeded with. The preparation of

the material being of the greatest imporiance,

care must be taken that it is now in good condi-

tion for the purpose. This miy soon be noted, as

if not in a good state it would be wet .and rank to

the smell and also generate a lot of steam when
lying together in a heap. Beds which are made
up with improperly prepared material rapidly be-

come very hut and al>o as quickly cool on account
of the over-heating drying the mass. To ensure
success it is advisable not to make the beds too
small, as these rapidly lose heat, especially if the
position where they are to be made up in is not
confined. A fair depth would be 2il inches, width
4 feet, and length not less than 8 feet, which
would be sullicient to maintain a genial waimth
for the support of the crop. The material should
be placed together in layers of about 3 inches,

each being well beaten as the work proceeds ; in

fact, the firmer the bed the more regular and last-

ing the heat. Afttr being made up, wait for a
few days for the heat to rise, and if it does not
rise above 100^, all will be safe, but if above this,

holes had better be ma'le to let out the heat. A
stick thrust into the bed, or, better, a bottoui-heat
thermometer, is the surest guide, as very often
when only an ordinary thermometer is used and
inserted just beneath the surface only the suiface-

heat is obtainable, whilst the centre of the bed
may be too hot for the safe inserting of the spawn.
With a receding thermometer 85^ is not any too
hot, although 80° is the usual temperature at which
spawning is usually done. Use good-sized pieces
of spawn, inserting them 9 inches apart and just
beneath the surface. After spawning, and if the
temperature is not likely to rise above 80°, the
beds must be soiled over. Good fertile loam should
be preferred. This should be laid on fo the depth
of 2 inches and beaten firmly with the back of a
clean spade. It will be necessary to cover beds
over in sheds and other such places with a layer
of hay to conserve both moisture and the requisite
surface temperature. In Mushroom houses or
cellars, mats form the best covering, keeping them
off the surface with strips of wood.

Beds in the open air.—Where the formation
of open air bed^ i-i contemplated, the work should
now be gone on with, as .'success is the more likely
to accrue with beds at this season than later on.

A sheltered site must be selected. The beds should
be from 3 feet to 4 feet wide at the base, and
built up sharply to 12 inches at the top. The
material must be jilaced in thin layers and well
beaten as the work jiroceeds, as, like flat beds
under cover, they cannot be too firm. Overheating
is not likely to happen with well-prepared material.

After .spawning, ;ind if the heat shows no tendency
to lise, the bed must be soile<i over, so that when
it is well beaten if will be if an even thickness of

IJ inches. After the work is finished, the bed
should have the .npiiearanco of a solid mass. A
covering of lorg litter must now be provided, the

quantity neces.sary being judged according to the

weather and temperature of the bed. What is

actually needed is to maintain a genial heat about
the surface of the bed. Too heavy a covering and
mild weather would be liable to raise the

temperature of the bed too high, besides having
a tendency to dr.iw the mycelium through the

surface. At these times an inch or two would
be sufHcient, whilst later on when colder weather
arrives, a foot would not be too much, to be further

protected with a tarpaulin stretched along the ridge

during wet and stormy weather.

COLLBrTINi: CAKDEN REFUSE.—At this season

garden refuse is apt to accumulate very rapidly,

tiuch material forms a harbour for slugs and other

insects which attack vegetables, and instead of

allowing it to remain to be dug in, it is best re-

moved. Not merely for slugs and insects need the

refuse be removed, but also for exposing the soil

to the influence of the sun and air. Whether it

should be burned or allowed to remain in a heap
to decay is to a certain extent a matter of ways
and means, as very often it has to be depended
upon to do duty for manure. Such may certainly

benefit some soils, but as a rule it is best

burned, as the ashes will be found a greater fer-

tilising agent than when used in a decayed state.

Where slugs or root-eating insects are troublesome,

it is best to burn it. The burned refuse will be

found of gi-eat advantage in the early spring

months for dressing over plots previous to the re-

ception of small seeds.

Winter Spinach.—A sowing of winter Spinach
made now will be valuable, coming in at a time when
it is generally scarce. 15y sowing now it will just

have sufticient time to appear above the ground
and grow about an inch. With the return of genial

weather in the spring, it starts into growth and
comes in very acceptable at the time stated.

A. Young.

ORCHIDS.

The changing weather warns us to be on the alert

to see that the temperatures do not run down too
low. In our neighbourhood on the morning of

September ,') the thermome'er fell to the freezing

point, and the Gra-s was crisp under foot in the
early morning. Of course there is generally a feel-

ing in the air at 10 p.m. that gives fair warning of

what is likely to be at daylight next morning, and
the watchful cultivator will see that the hot-water
pipes are nicely warmed and the fires banked up
to rather more tlian maintain the same warmth
until well towards the morning, and if because of

this extra heat in the pipes the atmosphere is

also drier than usual, this can be rectified by
sprinkling water about in the house. If the

sun shows out well, the day temperature even of

the warmest house at this season can be easily

maintained without the use of the hot-water pipes.

No shading will he needed after this date for the

Cattlcya house, unless it; might be lo save the
flowers from being scorched at the hottest part of

the day. The sweetly-scented Cattleya Eldorado
is now in flower in most collections; although it is

one of the species requiring considerable heat,

there is no need to keep the plants in a very high
temperature when in bloom, and the flowers seem
to last rather longer when the plants are kept
comparatively dry at the roots. This is true of

most Orchids, bjt it would be unsafe to try the
experiment with cool house Orchids, such as Odon-
toglossurris, Masdexallias, &c. Catileyas, on the

other hand, are generally about or in the resting

period when in flower, and a rather dry state of

the roots is what the plants need. Cattleya
maxima is now a feature in some collections. I

saw a handsome specimen this week in a collec-

tion, and with it several pietty forms of C. Eldo-

rado, C. Gaskelliana, C. Harrisi, and two beauti-

ful forms of Ltclia elegans, the very dark vafiety

Turneri, and the ligliter tintd and, I think,

more elegant [rrasiati. All these should be grown
by those who want theses licautiful flowers at this

season. 1 advised the re|iotting of L. elegans and
its varieties when they pass out of bloom ; the
roots which push out freely from the base of the
last-formed pseudo-bulbs will lay liold of the
new fibrous peat .'ind become establi-hed before
the winter. All the garden hybrids flowering in

September are doubly valuable, and I made a note
of a. distinct and pretty bi-generic hybrid in Messrs.
Veitch's nursery at Chelsi-a early in the present
month. Sophro-CattleyaVeitchi has bright reddish
sepals and petals ; the lip is a crimson-red with a
rich yellow throat. The colour of the pretty
Sophronitis grandiflora has gone well into this

flower, and seedling Orchids when carefully treated
do not get readily into bad condition. It is

remai'kable that this branch of Orchiil culture has
so long been neglected. For years it was well known
that hybrid Orchids could be easily raised, and yet
very few made any attempt to produce them until

within the last ten or fifteen yeirs. We may now
expect m:iny distinct and beautiful varieties every
year, and those attempting the production of
hybrids would be well .advised to try for those
likely to flower at the present time. There can be
no difficulty in obtaining very beautiful specific
forms of Cattleyas and Laslias to work upon. I

saw the day before writing this calemLirin Messrs.
Veitch's nursery at Chelsea a group of Cattleyas
and Liclias, comprising C maxima, C. Eldorarln, C.
Dowiana, C. Gaskelliana, two forms of Laj'ia
elpgans, C. Harrisi, and conspicuous amongst
them the dainty form of Sophro-Cattleya Veitchi
sufficient mateii;)l truly to produce an abundant
harvest of Orchid seed. There is no particular
time of the year for hybridising Orchid flowers, and
the seed pods ripen in any month of the year ; t here-
fore it is well to have a seed-bed ready for them.
The best place to sow the seeds of Cattleyas upon is

the surface of the peat and Sphagnum, in which
worthless forms of the common species of Cattleyas
are growing in. The best fibrous pe.it ought
to be used, and patches of short growing Sphag-
num here and there amongst the potsherds and
pieces of charcoal. It requires much paiience to
wait for the flowering of hybrid Cattleyas and
La;lias —from six to very nearly twenty years The
long period of nineteen years has elapsed between
the sowing of the seeds and flowering of the
plants. A much easier genus of Orchids to deal
with is the Cj'pripediums. They are also amongst
^the mcst valuable of winter flowering plants. The
following is a selection from a group of garden
varieties and seedlings 1 noticed in Messrs. Veitch's
nursery on September 7, and an equal number may
be counted at any time during this and next
month ; C. Ilarrisianum sujierbum, a fine dark
form as much superior to the ordinary varieties as
it is possible to be

; C. tonsum superbum, a, pale
delicate greeirish variety; T. B. Ilaynocd, Henry
Ballantine, C callosirm, ('. Spicerianum, C. Perseus
C, cenantbum superbum, C. Alector, C. t hamber-
lainianum, C. Seleni candiduluni, and a still more
delicately tinted, more elegant and nearly allied
form, C. cleola. I merely noted the above as
being the mo^t distirct ar.d valuable forms,
but it wid be readily seen at a glance
how easy it would bo lo obtain crosses that
would go far to produce a wealth of gai'den
hybrids, varying infinitely in form and colour
beyond anything that has yet been obtained. It
does not take such a vei-y long time either to obtain
the seedling plants or to get them into flower •

less than half of the time required for Cattleyas.
Their quaint and beautiful forms are most useful
for decoration; thr^ flowers last so long in
goo^ condition either as cut flowers for rooms
or for the Orchid houses in winter. We have
this week been repotting Cattleya and Lfelia
hybrids ; they had well filled the small pots in
which they were growing with roots, and an active
state of root growth h,ad commenced ; we there-
fore chipped the small pots to pieces and carefully
repotted them in the best peat and Sphagnum
that could be obtained. Cypripcdiums needing re-
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polting will also be seen to, as any plants put into

new material will readily become established before

the winter sets in. The temperatures may be
kept up to nearly the summer heat until the plants

are seen to be making roots freely into the new
material ; also shade them from bright sunshine

;

they may need it when established plants do not.

J. Douglas.

PLANT HOUSES.

Newly - purchased plants. — This being a

time of the year when it is customary in many
establishments to get in a stock of plants, either

to replace these that may be past doing good
service or to further add to the stock, a few
remarks thereon will not be out of place. I will

first draw attention to such as are now being dis-

posed of by thousands at the large trade sales,

particularly around London. These include Ericas,

Epacris, and many more hard-wooded plants, also

those which are grown up more quickly, usually

termed soft-wooded. Besides these there are many
of the hardier fine foliaged plants, as Palms,

Ferns and Ficus in variety, all of which are useful

and valuable from a decorative point of view. It

will be noticed that this class of plant is not in

any case over-potted ; this, whilst the plants are

cnrefully attended to, is quite in order, but it

often hapnens that non-attention to watering is

the fore-runner to future failures in many
cases. Take, for instance, the Ericas and
Epacris ; the former of these are frequently

quite pot-bourd, as in the case of E. hyemalis and
(j'her free-growing kinds. In all such cases the

plants must be looked after sharply as to watering;

if not dry in the morning when a general overhaul

is given, they must be looked to again and again.

Do not on any account allow them to get suffi-

ciently dry to suffer ; if for a few times the plants

suffer and th j points of the shoots droop, the result

will be a partial failure of the crop of flower. No
doubt many have noticed this, the buds in tlie

earlier stage turning yellow and refusing to ad-

vance, and further, the partially-developed flowers

either opening in quite a crippled condition or very

small if the plants suffer m^ny times at the roots.

In dealing with this class of Ericas, I would
rather anticipate their need of water than ;dlow

them to suffer in the slightest degree. The Epa-

cris will not, on the whole, require quite so much
water, but they must not suffer; otherwise the plants

if they have b( en grown freely will at times die off

completely. The dark green that is oftentimes seen

in such Ericas as E, hyemalis is mainly brought

about by the careful use of sulphate of ammoiiia,

an active stimulating agent. When plants thus

treated change hands and do not get even enough
clear water, it is not surprising that they suffer.

I should not like it to be inferred that I advocate
I he use of this chemical stimulant ; far from it ; for

if not used with the greatest caution the effects

will be quite the opposite to what was intended. I

am acquainted with a good plant grower whenever
us-s any stimulants at all in the case of these

plants. This grower's stock would, as far as ap-

pearsnce goes, be considered inferior, simply be-

cause not of so deep a green colour, but the

growth by exposure has been well ripened and is

tlius rendered more capable of producing the finest

flovyeis, and that in profusion, as I have repeatedly

noted in comparison with other instances where
stimulants are used.

Soft-wooded plants, where grown by the trade in

quantity, are quickly grown, and that to a great

extent, by the means of stimulating agencies. Now,
in de.'ling with these when changing hands, some-
what of a similar course must be adopted, other-

wi.-e they must inevitably suffer. It would not in

any sense be fair to blame the original growers of

these plants. They have grown their plants as

well as possible, which where they are grown in

bidk is always an easier matter than when dealing

only with a few of a kind. When the plants

change hands the crucial test comes in. If then
good attention is not given to their requirements
the plants will show symptoms of decline. As in

the case of hard-wooded subjects, it is essential tf

look closely after the watering, using in these

cases weak stimulants pretty frequently. For in-

stance, the berried Solanums will require such
treatment to fully develop their fruits. Winter-
blcoming Tree Carnations will take occasional

doses of manure water ; so also \\ill the

Persian Cjclamen where fairly well advanced.
The Chinese Piimulas (both single and double)

will be all the better if given weak manure water
rather than aiming at further improvement
by repotting. Genista fragrans or Cytisus race-

mosus, on the other hand, will be improved by
having a shift at once if in very small pots in pro-

portion to the head ; there is plenty of time for

this class of plant to become well established be-

fore flowering in the spring. The potting should
be done thoroughly well, in a firm manner, using

good loamy soil, giving only a bare shift so long as

the soil can be well worked around the 1 .all.

These plants may then stand out of doors still for

another three weeks or a month, a little frost not

injuring them in the slightest degree. If not

potted it is more than probable that the plants

will be starved out before flowering, resulting in

small spikes of bloom. Where it is not deemed ad-

visable to pot afresh, the plants must be kept well

watered and be fed up freely later on. Bouvardias
as usually purchased of a medium size should not

now be potted afresh, but where the plants are

well furnished a moderate supply of weak manure
water will assist them. These plants should not

be kept too cool ; a pit or house with a night

temperature of 55° will suit Ihem very well. In a
cool house the foliage at times is disposed

to damp off. Of fine-foli^ged plants it should

be remarked that a careful sponging with at

least soft soap acd water will do no harm ; there

may be in the case of plants grown under glass

some trace of insect pests which should be checked
in time. This class of plants, particularly Palms,

must not be kept too dry a* the roots ; such a coui se

would be most injuiious to them. They may not

show signs of disi ress for a time, but yellow and
faded foliage will in time be apparent. A dry

atmosphere is also injiuious ; so also is a too free

circulation of air. High temperatures are not

advisable, so as to force growth thus late in the

season, particularly if the plants be intended for

immediate decorative use. J. Hudson.

The Fruit Crops.

MIDLAND.

Gaynes Hall, St. Neots.—Apples a very thin

poor crop. Pears thin poor crop. Plums very light

crop. Peaches about half crop. Apricots very thin

crop, scarcely any. Curiants a iairly good crop.

Gooseberries fair crop. Raspberries a good crop.

—

R. MOULTON.

Worden Hall, Preston.—The fruit crop here

is the worst I have ever seen, with the exception

of Cherries, Currants, Damsons, a few varieties of

Pears on standaid trees, Nuts, and Strawberries,

which have been plentiful and of good flavour.— R.

Frisby.

Kenyon Hall, Kenyon.—As a whole we have

the worst en p of fruit we have had for the last

twenty years. Applies, Pears, Plums are light

crops. Cherries average crop. Raspberries, Red,

White, and Black Currants good crops. Goose-

berries moderate crop. Strawberries, the early

varieties, light crop. Midseason and late varieties

heavy crops.—W. Webster.

Calderstone, Liverpool. — Apples showed
abundance of strong bloom and looked promising,

but owing to the cold eastwind that prevailed at the

time they were in flower most of them failed to set.

We have not more than a third of a crop. I think

this is about the average for this neighbourhood.

The following varieties are carrying the most fruit

wiihus; Annie Elizabeth, Jolly Beggar, Tower of

Glamis, Small's Admirable, Keswick Codlin, Loid

Suffield, Warner's King, Cox's Orange Pippin, Lord
Grosveror. The lather shy Ptasgocd's Nonsu( h

fruits fieely when ke[ t well root-pri ncd. Ptars

fruited so freely last year that the trees exhausted
themselves, and only showed a small quantity of

bloom, so that they are a very light crop in all.

cases. This is general in this distiict. (If Chei-

lies we had an abundant crop on all the early

varieties; the same may be said of the Morello.

Peaches and Nectaiines are a very good crop on
the open wall. Of course we had substantial

screens for protection whilst the trees were in

bloom. We have gathered good fruit from Early

Beatrice and also from Hale's Early. Lord Najnier

Nectarine is a full crop. I consider this crop well

worth all the trouble we bestow upon it, as we
never fail to get a fair return. Apricots, Plums
and Damsons are a failure here and in this district

generally. Gooseberries have been a very light

crop, owing to the late spring frosts. Currants,

Red, White, and Black, are an average crop.

Raspberries a very good crop. Strawberries we
look upon as rather an important crop, and I may
say we have had a good one this year.—W. TuN-
NINGTON.

Ossing'toii Hall, Newark.—The Apricots are

grown on a south and east wall, and this season the

trees are heavily laden with fine fruit ; varieties

Moorpark, Royal, and Turkey. Apples are very light

indeed, with the exception of two or three varie-

ties, and among these I cannot speak too highly of

Bramley's Seedling, which in my opinion ought to

be in every orchard. It is a splendid keeper, and
an excellent Apple for all kitchen purposes. Of
Pears there is a fair crop, more especially on the

walls, Marie Louise and Winter Nelis beirg well

repiesented.—A. Wagg.

Crewe Hall.—Most of the fruit crops in this

district, I regret to say, are below the average,

especially the important ones of Apples, Pears, ai d
Gooseberiies, the last laving a smaller crop than

for many years previously. A few kinds of Apples,

such as Irish Peach, Lord Suffield, Keswick, Pear^

main, and Grenadier, are bearing average crops,

but the most of the others have little or none.

Pears the same. Peaches and Nectarines are good,

but Apiico's urder average. Black Currants are

also under, ard Raspberries and Red Currants

about an average. Plums and Cherries scarcely

up to average. Strawberries were an average crop,

but ripened" irregularly owing to the intermittent

rain and absence of sunshine.—W. WHtTTAKER.

Heysham Hall, Lancaster.- -These gardens

are siiuated on Morecambe Bay, five milesdue west

of Lancaster, and are exposed to the south-west

gales, which sometimes do considerable damage to

the fruit crops. Apples under average. Pears

good. Currants average. Gooseberries very heavy.

Plums under average. Cherries under average.

Raspberries good. Strawberries average. Damsons
very poor.— S. LoMAS.

Knowsley Gardens, Prescot.— Apples and

Pears are a thin crop generally in this locality.

Plums ai-e all but nil. Apricots a thin cr-op of

under sized fruit. Ptachesaml Nectarines model ale.

Cherries have done well, and so have Strawberries,

Raspbenies, Gooseberiies, and Red and Wl ite

Currants, but Black Currants are little better than

a failure.—F. Haerisos.

Glossop Hall, North Derbyshire. —The
crops in these gardens and the surrounding dis-

trict are by far the worst I have seen during tie

seven years I have been here. Apples, Pears, and

Plums may be described as a total failure, attribut-

able in great measure to the exceptionally severe

frost we— like many others in more favoured dis-

tricts generally—had while the trees were in full

blossom. Moi"ello Cherries are a fair average crop.

All soft fruits have been a good average crop, and,

with the exception ef Raspberries, very fine, these

latter hav'ngbeen very maggotty.— B. ASHTON.

Thrumptcn Hall, Derby.— Fruit crops rre

very much under average with the exception of

Red, White, and Black Currants. There was a

jjocd show of bloom, but the late frosts were very

destructive, although I am of opinion that the

dry state of tte roots had more to do with it when
the blocm was telling, as the riiinfall for^Ianuary,

Fibivary, March, and April was very much under
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the average. Apples are very scarce in the

orchards. Lord Suftield lias a fair crop in the

garden. Pears are almost a failure ; on south walls

we have a fair crop. Apricots very few
;

this 1

consider is for want of moisture, as on a tree that

had plenty of water we have a big crop.—W. M-
Geddes.

Hopton Gardens, Wirksworth.—Fruit crops

are generally thin. Morrllo and Late Duke Cherries

pood on walls. Early Prolilic and Golden Drop
Plums good. Stirling Castle and Irish Peach
Apples lirst-rflte. Piars a failure. Damsons
poor here ; five miles away out of the Peak district

splendid crops. Rasplierrics, Red, White, and Black

Currants .abundant and of tine quality, very clean.

Gooseberries grand ; unpruned standards were
wreaths of fine fruit. President Strawberry heavy
crops, most certain variety for this place. Yicom-
tesse H6ricart de Thury fine crop. Laxton's Noble,

first time of growing, has cropped well for young
plants, and of fiir better flavour than I expected,

tjcveral of Laxton's varieties grown for first I ime are

turning out well and of very robust habit. Shall
be .able to lest them well by next year.

Karly Potatoes have been splendid ; second
earlies are very fine and clean, but in cutting
through, disease is starting in the centre.— G.
Bo I. AS.

Waterdale, St. Helens.—Peaches, Nectar-
ines, and Apricots are not grown outside in this

neighbourhood. Plums promised well with a good
show of bloom, but la'e frosts and stormy winds
reduced the better class to a mere sprinkling.

Damsons in sheltered situations are plentiful, but
where exposed, scarcely any. Cherries are a, fine

crop. Morellos very good. Pears were not very
promising, as the quaUty of the bloom was not
good, and the late frosts left the trees almost fruit-

less. Apples set an average crop, but the last

stormy wind in June brought two-thirds of the
fruit to the ground. Red and White Currants were
fairly good, but Black were thin, and Gooseberries
the same. A few of the earliest blooms of Straw-
berries suffered from the late frosts, but, taking
them all round, the crops were very good. I find

the three followirg varieties very suitable for our
cold, deep clay subsoil: Vicomtesse Hericart de
Thury, President, and Sir Joseph Paxton. All crop
well, and are good in quality according to season.
We have found none so suit.able as the three named.
Raspberries are late, but a good crop ; Fastolf is

our best.

Large breadths of Potatoes are grown in this
vicinity. I never saw the haulm looking more
healthy or the tubers more abundant and free from
disease so far.—J. Smith.

Orton Hall, Hunts.— Although there was a
good show of blossom in the spring, the fruit crops
in this neighbourhood are below the average, with
the exception perhaps of Strawberries and Black
and Red Currants. Pears are a good crop generally,
but some kinds of Apples are good, notably Lord
SufBeld, Dutch Codlin, Ecklinville, Hawthornden,
Yellow Ingestre, Old Golden Pippin, and Norfolk
Beaufin. Some of the Plums on walls are good,
but on bushes thin. Peaches and Nectarines are
a middling crop, but Apricots poor. Gooseberries
were a fair crop. There is a good crop of Quinces,
but nuts are not so plentiful as was anticipated.

—

A. Harding.

Roby Hall, Liverpool. — Fruit crops in this
di.stiict are much ULder the average. Apples and
Pears are exceptionally so. Of the former the
Codlins have the heaviest crop ; Stirling Castle,
Alfriston, Dumelow's Seedling, and all the dessert
varieties are almost a failure. Pears in the open
are also scarce ; a few varieties against the wall
are carrying a thin crop. Plums are also a very
poor crop except Damsons, which are a moderate
crop. Cherries have been very good. Small bush
fruit has also been very good with the exception
of Gooseberries, which the frost destroyed early in
the season. Raspberries have been an abundant
crop, although many of the canes were killed
during the winter. The Strawberry crop has been
abundant, but many were destroyed by the wet

weallier. I only grow Black Prince, Vicomtesse

II. de Thury, and Pi-esident. 1 usually force about

CiOO plants and I can manage 1 1 get Vicomtesse

ripe by March 11, and President folio a'S until fruit

of Black Prince is ready outside. I generally plant

on the early Potato ground, and no plants are left

in the ground more than three years.

—

Llewellyn
Jones,

Trafiford Park, Manchester. — The fruit

crops have been very disappointing this season.

Apples, Plums, Pears, "Gooseberries, Currants being

complete failures. Morello Cherries have been very

good, also Strawberries. 1 have tried a great

number of varieties of Strawberries, but the only

kinds that are suitable for our climate and soil are

Vicomtesse Hdricart de Thury for early use, with

James Veitch and Piesidcnt for succession. We
are giving John Ruskin a trial outside ; 1 shall be

able to report on it at some future time. We do

not allow any longer a period than three years for

a bed. If there are three plots it can readily be

arranged to plant a new one every year, at the

same time destroying the oldest one, thus always

ensuring a regular supply.—J. Addicott.

Cole Orton Gardens.—Apples in this neigh-

bourhoud aie very scarce. Pears liardly any.

Peaches and Nectarines good crops where pro-

tected and trees very healihy. Morello Cherries

are a heavy crop, also Victoria Plums on a north

wall ; other Plums very scarce ; when in flower we
ha<i 15° ot frost. Gooseberries were about half a

crop. Black Currants g< od. Red Currants a very

heavy crop. Raspberries a thin crop round aliout

;

my ownve:y good, especially Baumforth's Seedling.

Strawberries were only a middling crop, in some
places nearly a failure, season for them soon over.

The kind that is most grown and does best round

here is Sir Joseph Paxton. Laxton's Noble does well

as an early kind ; this year it was of fair flavour.

Vicomtesse Hi^ricart de Thury is not much grown,

as it has a habit of dying off suddenly. President

is very subject to mildew, not grown much ; the

best kicd 1 find for late use is MacMaton. I

usually plant in August and sow Tripfili Onions

between for pulling young, and in three years chop

them up,—G. Maynaud.

Newnham Paddox, Lutterworth.—Apples'

Pears, and Plums are quite a failure in these gar-

dens and in the neighbourhood generally. I have

never known such a scarcity for several years. The

late frosts played sad havoc when the trees were

in bloom, and a great many of the flowers were

weak owing to the wood not having been thoroughly

ripened through the cold, wet, sunless season we
experienced last year. Peaches a good crop.

Apricots light. Cherries a fair crop. Strawberries

good, but a great many of the first flowers were

destroyed by the late frosts. Gooseberries under

average, having suffered vtry much from the same
cause? Currants and Raspberries a fair crop.

Damsons not half a crop. Filberts a failure ; they

promised well, but were destroyed by the frosts.

On June 10 the thermometer here registered 4°

of frost, which cut down French Beans, Potatoei

Dahlias, and tuberous-rooted Begonias. Some of

the allotment holders in this district suffered badly,

while their neighbours only a few yards distant

had scarcely anything touched,—W. Harman.

Bosworth Park, Market Bosworth.
The fruit crops in this and immediate neighbour-

hood are of a somewhat variable character ; the

continued low temperature with successive frosty

during the flowering period of most stone fruits

told heavily against their future well-being. At the

same time" we must look back to the previous

autumn with the wet, sunless weather as really the

cause in great part of so much loss amongst fruit

crops, the immature wood, the precursor of weakly

blossoms, teaching a lesson (slow to be learnt) to

cherish every available ray of sunshine, and so

assist Nature as far as possible by the removal "of

superfluous growths, so that all necessary wood may
be thoroughly ripened, and able to withstand the

rapid alternations of temperature so prevalent in

these islands. Taking the Apple crop first, the

prospects are much below average, although such

an old and trusty friend as Keswick Codhn seems

this season to be carrying good crops, as also Lord

Sutiield, Worcester Pearinain and a few others.

The Pear crop is much below average, and no fine

table fruit, we fear, need be expected. Sweet

Cherries have been scarce, but Morellos are plenti

ful. By the way, the demand for the latter in

private establi>"hments has of late years been

much on the increase, and rightly too. Plums are

somewhat \ariable, and I should say crop below

average ; our crop on north wall is good, especially

Victorias. Apricots make a poor show, while

Peaches on the whole are a fair crop. Early

Rivers', Early Galande, and Royal George are this

season our best sorts. Unless assisted by a very

fine autumn, it is doubtful if Bellegarde, Walburton

Admirable, and Barrington will ripen. Strawberries

have been a plentiful crop. Raspberries moderate.

Gooseberries below average. Black and Red Cur-

rants very plenlifuL—R. Blackstock.

Coddington Hall, Newark -on- Trent.—
The fruit crops in this district (South Notts) are

much under average. Strawberries were the best

yield, but the severe winter crippled the more

tender varieties. Gooseberries half a crop, owing

to the severe frosty nights when in flower. Cur-

rants of all sorts are abundant and good. Rasp-

berries medium. Plums very scarce, owing to

frost destroying bloom. Apricots are a good crop,

thanks to extra protection of frigi domo. The

fish-netting protection would have been of no avail

with us. Peaches and Nectarines on walls are a

good crop, and the wood is clean and healthy,

but only early and midseason sorts are grown here.

Amsden June does well, f. Honed by Hale's Early,

Stirling Castle, and Dymond. Lord Napier is our

only outdoor Nectarine. This swells to a good size

iind colours well. Apples are the worst crop known

hereabouts for manr years, and Pears half a crop.

I am still of opinion that better Apple crops

cannot be expected until not only our autumns,

but summers generally are finer and sunnier, in

order that the wood may become well ripened.—

J. CitAWFORI).

Ingestre Hall, Stafford.—Apples an average

crop. Pears very poor crop. Plums under the

average. Cherries an excellent crop, above the

average. Peaches and Nectarines fair crop. Ap-

ricots under the average. Small fruit very good

crop, above the average.— E. GiLMAN.

Wrottesley, Wolverhampton—Apples very

mm h below the average, in fact the worst crop I

have had for years. Apricots are very good, better

than they have been tor some years both as re-

gards quality and quantity ; I had to take off a

considerable quantity in the early stage of their

growth. Sweet Cherries I have discontinued

growing, not having been satisfactory; Morellos

do well ; I have a good crop this year as usual.

Currants very good crop and clean. Gooseberries

not a heavy crop, owing to the very abundant

crop last year ; the best are on espaliers, which

I find a very nice way to grow them, being very

convenient for netting. Nectarines and Peaches

both in the cases (without artificial heat) and on

the open wall are very good. Pears are a very

thin crop and swelling badly. Plums are a good

average and doing well, considering the heavy

crop of last year. As to Damsons (this is the

centre of the great Damson district), they are

below the average. Raspberries are not so good

as usual, fruit small.—Edwin Simpson.

Thoresby Park, OUerton, Notts. —The
prospects of crops here wore good when the trees

were in flower, as everything had an abundance

of bloom, but the cold east winds and fros's set in

when the trees were in bloom. We bad such a long

time of cold harsh weather with frosts, that very

little of the bloom set. Small fruits of all sorts

were plentiful. Strawberries were plentiful, but

did not ripen nor had the flavour they usually

have ; so little sun,—A. Henderson.

Keythorpe Hall, Leicester — Speaking of the

fruit crops in this neighbourhood, I should say

Apples are very much below an average. In our

own orchard, which is only a small one, I have not
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seen a single Apple. True, the trees are old
;

the site is a bad one and enclosed with trees.
In the garden we have only a very light crop
on a few trees. Pears an average crop on walls.
Morello Cherries average. Plums under average.
Gooseberries under average, owing to late frosts.
Currants of all kinds very heavy ciop, also Rasp-
berries, Strawberries the heaviest crop I have
ever seen in the garden here, though there are
complaints in the district that they are poor, the
bloom having suffered from the fiost.— H. Cl.4EK.

Alton Towers, Cheadle.—Fruit crops though
late, are generally excellent. All stone fruits are
good. Damsons are a marvellous crop. Goose-
berries large and a remarkable crop ; Whinhara's
Industry is first rale with me. I consider this the
best Gooseberry in cultivation, fine in flavour here
for such a sunless season. Currants and Raspber-
lies are fine. Nuts, Apples and Pears good crops.

Vegetables are also very good. Potatoes are a
wonderful crop and free from disease. Sharpe's
Victor is our best early and a fine cooking Potato
Sutton's Maincrop and" Sutton's Abundance are very
heavy crops and good with us.—T. H. Rabonb.

Societies and Exhibitions.

INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBI-
TION, EARL'S COURT.

Sept. 9 and 10.

There is no falling-off either in the e.xient or the
quality of this series of exhibitions. This one was
exceedingly bright and effective, and Dahlias being
a leading feature, they were seen here in greater
perfection than at the Crystal Palace or Aquarium.
The colkclions of cut Dahlias arranged for effect,
the Cactus and pompon Dahlias, and the Gladioli
and other cut flowers in bulk were arranged round
the sides of the two annexes ; the stands of show
flowers, &c., down the centre tables; centre and
end groups were very effeciive and the general
arrangements perfect. Collections of stoie and
greenhouse cut flowers made a charming display.
The best came from Mr. Gibson, Sevenoaks, and
comprised fine bunches of Dipladenia, Pancra-
tium, Allamanda, Eucharis, Bougainvillea, &c.
Mr. J. Prewitt, Swiss Nursery, Hammersmith, was
second with a similar collection. The finest col-
lections of Gladioli ever seen were staged on this
occasion. Messrs. J. Burrell and Co., Howe House
Nursery, Cambridge, who were also placed first
with a very fine collection at the Roval Aquarium
two days previously, staged on this' occasion 200
spikes, many of them very fine seedlings of their
own raising. Of established varietie-s theie were
marvellous examples of Flambeau, Abricote, Mr.
W. H. Fowler, Mons. A. Brogniart, Crepuscule,
Grande Rouge, Enchantress, lolanthe, Amitie,
Florence, Cygnet, a beautiful white variety.
Baroness Burdett Coutts, Carnation, &c. ; second,
Messrs. Harkness and Sons, nurserymen, Bedale,
who are pushing the Gladiolus in the norlh, as Mr.
Burrell is in the east and Mr. Kelway in the west,
had a smaller, but a remarkably fine collection
grown so far north, comprising splendid examples
of Shakespeare, Enchantress (perhaps the best
spike in the whole show). Baroness Burdett
Coutts, Delila (very fine), Formosa, Orpheus, &c. In
the amateurs' class for a collection, Mr. E. B. Lind-
sell, Hitchin, was the only exhibitor, with a very
fine collection of seventy-two spikes unnamed.
Messrs. Burrell and Harkness also had varieties
of the Lemoinei type, and altogether about 400
spikes were staged, forming a magnificent show
in itself.

Dahlias were very fine indeed ; the blooms ap-
peared to have greatly improved in finish since the
Palace show. The best sixty came from Messrs.
Keynes, Williams and Co., Salisbury, who had
very fine blooms of Agnes Emily, Rebecca, Duke
of Fife, Royal Queen, Mrs. J. Downie, Willie Gar-
ratt, R. T. Rawlings, Crimson Globe, Frank
Pearce, Henry Bond, John Hiekling, Duchess of

Albany, Colonist, Rev. J. B. M. Camm, John
Walker and Mrs. Langtry. Second, Mr. C. Turner,
Royal Nursery, Slough, with a fine collection also.

Mr. G. Humphries, Chippenham, was third. With
twenty-four show varieties Mr. S. Mortimer, Farn-
ham, was first with a remarkably good stand

;

among the flowers a bright crimson self, not often
seen, viz , W. H. Williams, perhaps the best bloom
in the show, all things considered. Mr. John
Walker, nurseryman, Thame, was a veiy close
second, and Messrs. Saltmarsh and Son, Chelms-
ford, third. Mr. Thomas Hobbs, Lower Easton,
Bri-tol, had the best twenty-four varieties, and
during the many years this veteran has exhibited
(nearly fifty) he has never before put up a better
stand. He had very finely-finished blooms of John
Hiekling, Henriette, William Rawlings, Mrs.
Langtry, Mr. G.Harris, Coronet, Prince of Denmark,
Glowworm, and Mrs. Gladstone. Second, Mr. J. T.

West, Brentwood. Third Mr. A. Ocock, Romford.
The best twelve blooms came from Mr. S. Cooper,
Chippenham, very fine indeed ; Mr. J. T. West was
second, and Mr. T. Vagg, Romford, third.

The collections of Dahlias arranged for effect
filled neaily one side of an annexe, and were re-

markably good. Messrs. Keynes, Williams and Co.
took the first prize, having cones formed of Cactus
Dahlias and screens of pompnn varieties, with
boards of very fine show ar.d Cactus types form-
ing the front line ; this was highly effective.

Mes'rs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, were second,
having in the centre a crown of single Dahlias
resting upon a cushion of the same, with banks of

pompon varieties and wings of Cactus types.
Third, Mr. T. S. Ware, nurseryman, Tottenham,
whose design was somewhat flat and stiff.

The class for eighteen bunches of Cactus and
decorative Dahlias was a superb feature. Mr. C.

Turner was placed first with bold and striking

bunches of flowers of high quality, having Honoria,
Lancelot, Blushing Bride, Maid of Kent, H. E.
Milner, Panthea, Robert Maher, &c.; second, Messrs.
Keynes and Co., showing theirnew Cactus varieties

somewhat largely; third, Messrs. J. Cheal and
Sons. Mr. C. Turner was also first with twenty-four
bunches of superb pompons, having in very fine

condition Darkness, H. E. Searle, Mars, Boule
d'Or, Lady Blanche, Janet, Amber, Ringdove, White
Aster, E. F. Jungker, &c. ; second, Messrs. Keynes
and Co. : third, Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons.

Quilled German Asters were finely shown by
Messrs. Saltmai'sh and Son and S. Cooper, and
French Asters of the Preony type by Messrs. Walker
and Saltmarsh. Mr. P. Blair, Trentham Gardens,
was the only exhibitor of twelve blooms of Chry-
santhemums, having the white and yellow varie-

ties of Mme. C. Desgrange. The best group of

Chrysanthemums in pots came from Mr. E. Vince,
of Highgate ; Mr. Norman Davis, of Camberwell,
took the second prize. Collections of cut blooms
of Sunflowers were numerous and good. Mr. G. H.
Sage, of Richmond, was first, and Messrs. J. Burrell

and Co. second. Michaelmas Daisies were also

shown, but not so well as was expected
In the way of table decorations, Mr. J. R. Chard,

Stoke Newington, was first with atable decoration,

and Mr. M. V. Scale, of Sevenoaks, second. With
a floral design of a funereal character, Mr. Chard
was first with an admirably executed anchor, and
Miss Baines, Kensington, second, with a wreath.
The best vase of flowers also came from Mr. Chard,
Miss Lilian Hudson, The Gardens, Gunnel sbury
House, Acton, being second.

Fruit was somewhat sparingly represented. The
three best dishes of dessert Plums came from Mr.
Carr, Croydon, who had Bryanston Gage, Kirke's

and Jefferson's. Second, Jlr. P. Blair, with un-

named fruit. Mr. J. Mclndoe had the best three
dishes of cooking Plums, having Magnum Bonum,
Pond's Seedling and Monarch. Mr. Carr was
second with Kirke's, White Magnum Bonum, and
Pond's Seedling. Mr. Mclndoe was the only ex-

hibitor of throe dishes of Apricots, having excel-

lent fruit of Large Early, Moorpark, and the Peach
Apricot.

Miscellaneous collections consisted of nine re-

markably fine Pine-apples, Smooth Cayenne and
Charlotte Rothschild, from Mr. R. Nicholas, South

Molton (silver medal) ; four dishes of Peaches from
Mr. J. Mclndoe, viz.. Princess of Wales, Bellegarde,

Exquisite and Golden Eagle (bronze medal) ; from
Mr. Geo. Garner, a collection of excellent fruit

(silver medal) ; from Mr. W. Wells, Earlswood, a

colled ion of Chrysanthemums (silver medal);
from Messrs. Pitcher and Manda, nurserymen,
Swanley, a collection of cut Lilies and other

flowers (silver medal) ; from Mr. E. F. Such, nur-

seryman, JIaidenhead, a collection of cut flowers

(silver medal); from Messrs. W. Cutbush and Sons,

Highgate Nurseries, a collection of hardy flowers,

&c. (^ilver medal) ; from Messrs. Shuttleworth and
Co., nurserymen, Peckham, a large and noble group
of plants, filling one end of the southern annexe
(gold medal) : from Mr. W. Welsfield, nurseryman,
Ijrixton, cut flowers (bronze medal) ; from Mr. J. R.

Chard, Stoke Newington, a table laid for ten per-

sons with arcadian floral designs (silver medal);
from Messrs. Reid and Bornemann, nursery-

men, Sydenham, a group of Chrysanthemums, &c.

(silver medal) ; from Mr. M. V. Scale, a bouquet
and basket of flowers (bronze medal) ; from Messrs.

B. S. Williams and Son, nurserymen, Holloway, a
fine collection of Crotons (silver-gilt medal);
from Mr. S. Mortimer, a collection of Dahlias;

from Mr. J. Walker, the same, and from Mr. A.

Rawlings the same (each awarded a silver medal)
;

from M. H. Vrede, Luneberg, Germany, a collec-

tion of Pansies (silver medal) ; from Messrs. Jar-

man and Co., Chard, a collection of cut flowers

and fruits (silver medal) ; from Messrs. H. Lane
and Son, nurserymen, Berkhamsted, a collection

of Plums and other fruits (silver-gilt medal)

;

from Messrs. C. Lee and Sons, nurserymen. Ham-
mersmith, a collection of bunches of foliage,

hardy flowers, &c. (silver-gilt medal) ; from Messrs.

J. Laing and Sons, Stanstead Park Nurseriif,

Forest Hill, a large collection of cut flowers, fruit-

ing trees and dishes of fruit (silver-gilt medal) ;

fromMr. C.Turner and Mr. G. Humphries, collections

of Dahlias (each awarded a bronze medal) ;
from

Mr. R. Dean, Ranelagh Road, Ealing, a collection

of French Beans (bronze medal); from Mr. Salmon,

Elder Roail, Norwood, a collection of Asters in pots,

hardy flowers, &c. (bronze medal); and from Messrs.

Paul and Son, Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, a collection

tion of cut flowers (silver-gilt medal).

The National Clirysanthenium Society.—
At the recent meeting of the above society first-

class certificates were awarded to Mr. J. Agate
for Chrysanthemum Lady Fitzwigram, white-

flowered, as an early decorative variety ; Sydenham
White, an early-flowering white Japanese, from
Messrs. Reid and Bornemann, said to be identical

with an American variety named Mrs. Phelps. An
alleged sport from Mme. C. Desgrange sent by Mr.

J. R. Chaid, Stoke Newington, was not regarded as

a true sport. First-class certificates were awarded
to Gladiolus Grand Vainqueur and Mont Blanc,

two very fine varieties from Mr. W. H. Fowler,

Taunton ; to Messrs. Keynes, Williams and Co. for

Cactus Dahlias Kaiserin, Countess of Gosford, Coun-
tess of Radnor, and Bertha Mawley, all very fine

and distinct ; and to Mr. Charles Turner, Royal
Nursery, Slough, for pompon Dahlias Amber and
Hilda, and Cactus Dahha H. E. Milner. An im-
proved Chrysanthemum board and tube from Dr.

G. Walktr, of Wimbledon, was commended.

Grass walks.—A gardener told me the other
day that by using weed-killer freely on gravel

walks and roads, he saved at least the labour of one
man all the year round. But then this was at a
place where good gravel is very scarce ; indeed, it

is little better than shingle ; and, of course, being
so loose, offers a free seed bed for weeds. At Hack-
wood, where the very extensive kitchen garden has
not an inch of gravel path in it, but broad Grass foot-

paths, the labour of keeping them in firm, neat con-
dition is, through the agency of the horse mower,
really trifling, and even the edging of the margins
does not take very long to accomplish, although a
mile at least in length. I walked over those Grass
walks several times during the most continuous
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wet day of the summer, and again next day
after there had been a drenching rain all night,

and found them to be lirm and dry, whilst the

garden soil, a stiff, tenacious clay, was very wet
and adhesive. No doubt a good "deal of credit is

due to the way in which they were originally

formed ; still it is evident that Grass walks in

kitchen gardens are not only very possible, but ex-

ceedingly satisfactory. The introduction of the

mowing machine made so much possible that was
not so before, that I tliink there are few, if they
will either obtain plenty of turf and make walks,
or will form them properly and sow Grass seed,

but will bo more than gratified with the result.—
A. D.

NOTBS OP THE WEEK.

Crocus Sharojani.—With reference to the
statement on page 221, I beg to observe that there
is another early autumnal yellow Crocus under
cultivation here. It is C. Suwarowi from O.-setia,

in the Caucasus. The colour is a deep citron-yel-
low, and the very acute-pointed segments, in com-
bination with the uncommon colour, make it a
very striking plant. It flowers from the middle of
August onward. In company with this comes C.

vallicola, the snow-white flowers of which are very
pretty.—M.\x Leichtlin, Baden-lladcn.

A note from Edge Hall.—I have sent you
to-day some flowers of llelianthus occidentalis
which has come on slowly. Its character is to grow
3 feet high with upright stalks, naked the upper
half and black ; stalks in a dense forest. I send
it because it is not known in the trade true. I

have also sent you Eryngium amethystinum. I
have never seen alpinum sent for this, or indeed
sent out from nurseries at all. I send an old head.
Sedum trifidum (Himalayan) has an excellent
habit. Malva Munroana " (Western America) is

rare in cultivation. It grows prostrate or hanging.
—C. WOLLEY DOD.

A note from Florida.—Mr. W. Downs, in a
letter to us from Winter Park, Florida, says : We
have a hot trying climate here during the summer
months, the thermometer ranging from 70° to 103°
in the shade. In winter it is, as a rule, all we
could wish for as to climate, ranging from 45° to
70°. Sometimes we get a little frost—generally
once or twice in a season. Chief products are
Oranges, Lemons, Grapes, Pine-apples and vege-
tables. The country, at least in this section, is

rather disappointing to the new-comer, as the land
of flowers is certainly a misnomer. Flowers under
cultivation do fairly well, especially the sub-tropi-
cal Lilies, while such plants as AUamandas, Gar-
denias, Roses, Jessamines and such like grow re-
markably well.

Pea Chelsea Gem.— It is always pleasant to
answer such friendly criticism as that from Mr.
Wythes at p. 171 on early Peas. My seed of
Chelsea Gem Pea was obtained direct from the
firm who sent it out, and I have not the slightest
doubt as to it being the true stock. This year I
obtained part of my supply direct from the firm
in question and part I saved myself. The first
year it was sent out I obtained a supply, and have
every year saved a few from the original stock. The
crop from both lots of seed came alike as to height,
namely, 30 inches, when sown side by side. My soil
is loam resting on gravel, and I always treat the Pea
crops liberally in the way of food. On the ground
the Peas in question grew 1 at the present time
have a batch of Cauliflowers for late work. These
were put in without doing anything to the ground
beyond clearing off the weeds, &c. I intend trying
Chelsea Gem largely for autumn sowing, as it can
be so well protected against birds, frost, &c J
Crook, Fordt- Abhey.

The Yerba Manse (Anemopsis californica)
—In the issue of The Garden for August 6 appear
a figure and description of this remarkable plant
known to American botanists as Anemopsis cali-
fornica, but placed by some Old World botanists

in the Asiatic genus Houttuynia. Anemopsis (as

recognised) is a monotypic genus, and this plant

liears the Spnni-h vernacular name of Yerba
Manse. It is in grent repute for medicinal use

among the In lians and Mexicans. In the above-

mentioned description it is stated that the inner

three of the six large spreading floral bracts are

"spotted with red, the others white." This is

erroneous, as all these bracts are normally white,

tinged with apple-green beneath at times, and
never red. But the jjlant is frequently affected by

a peculiar disease of doubtful character, by which
means these bracts become spotted and blotched
freely with crimson, deepening to a rich maroon-
purple, forming a beautiful contrast with the waxy
whiteness that is the normal colour. The foliage

is likewise affected, sometimes changing from the

beautiful normal green until the whole leaf is of a
dull red colour. This disease is common, and does
not seem to affect the vitality of the plant natur-

ally. In the sketch the uppermost flower is of

normal whiteness, while the older flower cone has
the bracts strongly marked.—C. R. Okcutt, C^ll-

forn'ia.

SPANISH TERRACES.

The following interesting remarks on necessary
terraces are from a lady iu the south of Ireland.

With them we heartily agree :

—

I like what you say about necessary terraces, &c.
In Spain I much liked the gardens in and about
the Alhambra and the Palace of the Generalife.

Terraces in such precipitous places are needful, and
can be made most exquisitely piicturesque. I remem-
ber (in the month of December) the?e terraces with
tall Orange trees laden with ripe fruit lireaking the
lines of the terraces, and red Monthly Roses climb-
ing about everywliere and Violets on the ground,
and Maiden-hair Fern by the streams. Since I

saw the Maiden-hair growing in Morocco, always by
water and hinging down, I cannot bear to see it in

a pot upright. Sometimes, too, in the little Spanish
homes, where space was small, by a cunning use of

baby terraces and pots, a delightful effect and
crowd of flowers are obtained. I never saw more
paintable " bits " than these—just like our own
little cottagers' gardens in England. One may
walk through many a five-acre gentleman's garden
and not find a spot one would care to pitch an
easel before, and get half-a-dozen excellent points
of view in a cottager's garden.
Even the wretched Anglo-Italianhouses would not

be so miserable and bleak if their so-called Italian

gardens were let grow a bit wild, as the real Italian

ones are. Banksian Roses half strangling the
stonework of a fountain, and big trees with climb-
ing plants and Orange trees, &c., about the terraces
are very different affairs from terraces with endless
dabs of tidied Geraniums and—save the mark

—

carpet beds. None of those lovely floral chances

—

it were a shame to call accidents—no freedom, no
Nature; everything petty and restricted and stupid
—an offence to Nature and the sun.

I never cease reviling inwardly at the race ot
architects who have aided in covering Ireland with
the ugliest buildings in Christendom.

the park at Chatsworth, did not like the terr.ice

but found, notwithstiinding some b.ad anomalies, the

results of Pa.xton's work in the pleasure grounds

more agreeably interesting than 1 had in some
way been led to suppose or th;in I remembered
them. I suppose this is the result of growth.

Justice can often not be done a landscape gar-

dcmer's design in less than fifty years after the

work has been initiated. Nor then or ever, unless

it has been in the hands of one in sympathy with

Nature.

Reviewing all that I have seen in England, it

appears to me that the .selection and disposition of

trees and plants, the modelling of surfaces and tl.e

arrangement of roads and walks and architectural

conveniences, with a view to pleasing general

effects of .scenery, have been of late much confused

and often lost sight of in efforts to provide bril-

liant local spectacles, to display rarities, curiosities

and luxuries of vegetation, and to exhibit master-

pieces of horticultural craft andcostly garden /'r/f-rt-

hroc. Vast numbers of trees have been planted with-

out knowledge or soundly formed anticipations of

what they will become. Many of them are failing,

and many that are not failing are conspicuously

offensive, because of their unfitness to combine

with the native elements of English scenery. Since

my earlier visits the country ha5 lost something of

picturesque interest, mainly, I think, through agri-

cultural and economical improvements, but a little,

I am inclined to think, because of some slight and

probably temporary turn of public sentiment

toward prosaic neatness and formality.

Since my last visit there has been a de:ided

abatement of the bedding-out nuisance and of all

the garish and childish fashions that came in with

it. The gardeners and others with whom I have

talked have been generally conceding— some vvith

evident regret—that it was going out of fashion.

Any who think that with it their occupation will

be gone had better come quickly to America, where

all the beauty that I have been aiming to provide

on various grounds is wholly put out of countenance

by it. There has never been a square yard of bed-

ding out on any ground under my direction.

Chrysanthemums from -Japan.-At what
time and iu whit way should Chrysanthemums be

sent from a distance ? My Lilies, Irises, and Pivonies

which were eeut to me this year direct from growers

iu Japan arrived in excellent condition, hut the Chry-

sauthemums were all dead.—H,

United Horticultural Benefit and Pro-
vident Society.—We are asked to state that the

annual dinner of this institution will take place at

the Cannon Street Hotel ou Wednesday, October .J,

at G p.m. Mr. John Fraser, of Lea Bridge, has

consented to take the chair.

ENGLISH GARDENS.
Mr. F. L. Olmsteii, the distinguished Ameri-
can landscape gardener, has been staying in
England during the .summer. The following
extracts from a letter to us will, no doubt, in-

terest our readers ;

—

The villages in the Cotswold region to which I

referred as well built were Camden, Broadway,and
Middle Hill. I do not remember if I wrote you about
our little tour in the Sherwood Forest, the Dukeries,
Chatsworth, and Haddon Hall. Briefly, I en-
joyed the remains of the forest and the villages on
its borders very much ; was much pleased with
Thoresby ; enjoyed Haddon Hall ; enjoyed the
more unsophisticated scenery of Derbyshire greatly,
including the bleak heathery moorland ; enjoyed

Names of plants.

—

A. Chalmers.—Looks like

a lledycliium ; send better specimen with leaves.

li. L.—We only undertake to name four sp.'ci-

mens at one time. F.—Impossible to name from
such a scrap. D. M. B.—Liuum catharticum.

0. F. Wilson.—Cyrtanthus hybridus. J. A. Porch.

—Poppy fallen to pieoes ; impossible to determiue.

W.A.O.—Bifrenaria vitellina, as far as we can
make it out. T. Hnddiiij — 1, Stenorrhynthus spe-

ciosus ; 2, Rodriguezia recurva ; 3, Pholidota imbri-

cata ; 4, Xylohium squalens. Greenleaf.— 1, Cyr-
tomium caryotideum ; 1, Cheilaiithes alabamensis

;

.5, Doodia aspera ; 8, Gymuogramma trifoliata ; 12,

Adiantum niacrophyUuni ; IG, Asplenium alatuni
;

the others wUl be named when you send fertile fronds.

J. Harding.— 1, Trichomanes membranaceum ; 2,

Hymenophyllum polyanthus.

—

T. Rubiiisfii.—Cannot
name tuberous Begonias ; try Laing, of Forest Hill,

or Cannell, of Swanley. H. Schwartz.—1, Lastrea
triangulata; 2, Asplenium salicifohum; 3, Odontosoria
aculeata. G. Turiicr.— 1, Plumbago cajiensis alba;

2, Goniophlebium suhauriculatum. 2'. Former.
1, Fuchsia excoiticata; 2, Antirrhiimm glandu-

looum ; .3, Leptosiphon luteus.

—

G. Burton.—Cattleya
aurea, good form. /. McP,—Cypripedium Fitchij-
num. J. K. K. ('.—The Bladder Senna (Colutea
arborescens). ./. H.—Next week. H. F. K,— 1,

Jlercurialis pereuuis ; 2, Scrophularia vernahs ; 3,
Atriplex portulacoides ; 4, Atriplex littoralis (?) ; 5,

Lonicera sylosteum ; G, Mercuriahs annua. Henri/
Buniaij — 1, Vaccinium Vitis Ida3i 2. Ve-on!e:i elli-

cina'is. Re.t.- Sap'^naria officinalis fl -pi-
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WOODS AND FORESTS.

' FORESTRY NOTES.

The Nuesery.

Layering consists in bending down the de-
sired shoots to the gi-ound, pegging them there,

and placing a spadeful of soil atop to aid the
quick formation of roots. After being rooted,

the branches are severed from the parent plant
and the rooted layers lifted and planted out in

the nursery border, where by sfrict atten-

tion an upright habit of growth may be brought
about. By layering, larger plants can at first

be procured than from seed or cuttings, but the
plants usually lack in rapidity of growth.
The warm and damp weather will still render

it imperative that the hoe and rake be kept
going amongst the young trees in the nur.sery,

and cutting off weeds before seeds are produced
must be attended to at all hazard. Weeds thus
collected should be conveyed to the debris heap
to assist in the making of nursery compost, and
if at the time of .stacking a small quantity of

unslaked lime is added, the decomposition
will go on more quickly, and the seeds of

the weeds be deprived of their germinative pro-

perties. As seeds of trees and shrubs become
ripe, they should be collected and spread out
thinly to get dried by the sun and wind. Keep
a sharp lookout amongst the nursery occupants
for any of the numerous hordes of insect pests

that seem to be unusually prevalent this sea.son.

Infested trees should be collected gently and de-

sk 'oyed by fire. In the case of large trees

and such as are rare and valuable, hand-picking
or the application of some of the recommended
mixtures may be resorted to—measures that
can never be adopted in the forest and wood-
land.

Fencing.

Hay and other crops having been removed
from fields to which farm stock will have access

later on, the overhauling of all fences and tree

guards should be a preparatory movement. Tree
guards for the welfare of single specimen trees

may be quickly and cheaply erected as follows :

Drive three, or four if the tree is large, stout
posts into thegroundand as nearthe main stem as
the roots will allow, joining these together by
nieans of other pieces of wood at 2 feet and 5
feet from the ground, nailed horizontally from
one to the other. Uprights are then nailed to

these at 3 inches apart, the tops, which should
be pointed, projecting above the top horizontal
bar for 6 inches or so. This, when made of

fquared timber, makes a neat and efficient fence,

and one that prevents even horses from injur-

ing the trees. Of course, it will be understood
that such a fence is only practicable with clean-

htemmed trees, those that are branched to the
ground requiring the enclosure to be of much
greater capacity. Tarring or painting of iron

and wood fences .should be pushed forward when
the weather is dry, and previous to painting a
washing or scouring of the surface is to be re-

commended. Tar varnish is a cheap and excel-

lent application for both iron and wooden fences,

and does not require to be applied in a heated
state. It should be borne in mind that it is

" very unwise, and productive of sudden collapse

and rottenness or decay, to apply a coating of

tither paint, tar or varnish to newly-erected
fences, particularly those of only partially sea-

soned home timber. Should it, for appear-
ance sake, be found necessary to colour the
fence, paint may be applied on the most con-
spicuous aide, leaving at least two faces of the
post untouched, this allowing seijsoning to go

on, a process that is completely at an end ferred until late in the winter. Planting should
when the whole sufrace is coated with paint
or tar.

General Work.

Rank-growing weeds act unfavourably to-
wards recently planted trees and shrubs by
depriving them of air, and by retaining too
great a quantity of moisture around the stems
and branches. In view of this it is well, once
at least every year, to have these cut away until
the trees are sufficiently large to take care of
themselves. Weeds, such as Thi.stles, Docks,
ttc, that produce seeds freely and that are a
pest to the neighbourhood .should, whether they
interfere with the health of adjoining plants or
not, be cut over before the seeds are ripe.
A great amount of attention will be required

to keep paths and roads in a passable condition,
the late heavy rains having washed the gravel
and stones into heaps, and left the roads with
ruts and inequalities that it will require some
time to put right. The mouths of gratings and
culverts, too, have got choked up by the accumu-
lations of drift and sand, and should be cleared
out and put in good working order. By passing
a heavy roller over the roads at least once each
week, much good will be brought about by con-
.solidaiing the surface and so rendering it less
liable to get washed up by the rain.

Faggots and firewood may now be carted
home and stored for winter use, and good
weather, when they are dry, should be chosen
for the work. The brushing of woodland paths
and roads should be concluded at once, so that
the game driven in when harvesting may be
unmolested. Charcoal-making will soon be at
an end for the season, but as chance permits
cart in all the rouglier pieces of timber that
cannot otherwise be readily disposed of, and
have it stacked ready for next year's work.

See to the stakes of trees that have lately
been planted, as the rough winds that we are
now and have been experiencing are sure to
have loosened the ties, and so allowed the
stems to rock about, and thus do much damage
to the roots. The completion of all ground-
work preparations where planting will soon be
engaged in should be pushed on quickly, so
that as many trees may be planted during the
late autumn as possible. A. D. W.

MANAGEMENT OF QUICK HEDGES.
For a cattle-proot fence in parks or anywhere on
an estate tliere is nothing equal to Quick, and in

such situations it is worth while to bestow a little

extra labour on the preparation and planting, so as

to obtain a fence that will be a protection in every
sense of the word. With a thorough preparation
of the ground and good Quick, well planted at the
proper season and well cared for afterwards, in a
few years a fence more formidable to either biped
or quadruped than any ordinary wall will be had.
Quick must have a dry bed in which to grow ; it

is perfectly useless to plant it where there is any-
thing approaching stagnant water in the soil ; con-
sequently, if the land is not dry enough, it must
be made so either by an open ditch or covered
drain. Next, it is a plant that will bear any reason-
able quantity of manure. If the soil is shallow
and wet, I should recommend a ditch to be formed
on the outside of the hedge. It should be made 8

feet wide, sloped out to nothing, and 1 foot deep
at the side next the hedge. The soil taken out
goes to raise the bed on which the herlge is

planted, elevating it in a way that precludes its

suffering from stagnant water. The ground should
be trenched 18 inches deep and 4 feet wide, with
t) inches of rotten manure worked into it. This
work should be done in autumn, if possible, before

the land gets saturated with rain ; it will thus be
in a much better state for plan'ing than if de-

never be delayed, as is often done, unlil the buds
have begun to swell ; the sooner after Christmas it

is completed the better.

In selecting Quick, mere size should never be
the first consideration ; on the contrary, choose
robust stocky plants that have been twice trans-
planted, and the last time not too long before the
final planting. Large old Quicks that have stood
for years without being moved are all very well to
tempt the inexperienced planter, but he afterwards
finds out that they are some time before tbeymake
much progress, smaller plants, in proper condition
for planting, far outstripping them. For such
situations as those under consideration, I should
recommend a double row of Quick, 1 foot apart in

the row and a similar distance betwixt tbe rows.
In planting angle the plants thus :*,>***.
The practice of heading down to about G inches

from tlie collar at the time of planting is still car-

ried out by some, but it is a bad plan. Plants so
treated m«ke wretched growth the first year, and
correspondingly little root progress to enable them
to mnke more than half the growth they should do
even the second year. Heading the plants down
to within fi inches of the ground is a most essen-
tial operation, but they should never be so treated
until they have had a year's growth after planting,
and then it should be done in the winter, before
the buds begin to push, using a good sharp prun-
ing knife for the purpose, always cutting upwards,
so as to leave the stools smooth and clean. This
cutting back is to cause each plant to produce
a number of shoots, instead of forming one leader,

thus leavirg the heilge thin at the bottom. To the
non-initiated it often seems a pity to cut Quick
back in this way and appears a waste of time,
but the omission is fatal to the liedge ever
forming a thick, close bottom. When headed
down as described, this double-row fence will

break back so thickly as to be almost fowl proof,

and by the autumn of the second year after plant-

ing will be at least half a .'eason's growth ahead
of the fence that was beheaded at the time of
planting. In the autumn of the second season
after planting, any time after the leaves have
fallen, the growth should he cut back to within a
foot of where it was headed back to the previous
winter, always using the switch hook in prefer-

ence to the shears. If all goes on well, the fence
will each season make rapid progress, branching
out and getting strong. Every autunjn go over it

with the hook, cutting back within a foot of the
preceding year's cutting, always preserving the
hedge widest at the bottom, gradually tapering up
to a point at the top. No other form of cutting
will keep a fence full and thick at the bottom,
which this does by counteracting the natural ten-

dency of the plnnts to run too much to a head.
Local circumstances will regulate the height. A
G-feet fence for such situations as those under
consideration is a good height ; but there is no ob-
jection to one even higher than this. But it must
be borne in mind that the higher the fence is al-

lowed to glow, the wider it mu.'^t be at the bottom,
othei'wise it will get weak and thin. A hedge
7 feet high must not be under 4 feet 3 inches wide
at the base. When full size has been attained,

it must, at every pruning, be cut right back as

near as possible to where the hook went at the
preceding cutting, otherwise it will soon get too

large, which would necessitate its being cut back
into the old wood, giving it for some time an un-

sightly appearance. F.

"The Garden" Monthly F&Fts.—Thii journal is pub-
lUhed in -neatly bound Monthly Farts. In this form the

coloured plates are best preserved, and it is most suitable for

reference previous to the issue o/ the half-yearly volumes. Price

\s. &d. ; post free, Is. 9d. Complete set of volumes of Tbk
Gabden from its commencement to end of 1891, forty voll.f

price, cloth, £29 Ss.

"Gardening Illustrated" Monthly Parts. — Thit

journal is published in neatly bound Monthly Parts, in vhich

form it is most suitable for reference previous to the issue of tht

yearly volumes. Price 5d.; post free, 8d.

"Farm and Home" Monthly Parts.- 7Jis ;<>iir»io;

«

published in neatly bound Monthly Parts, in uhichjorm it u
most suitable for reference previous lo the issue of the yearly

volumes. Price 5d.
;
post free, Sd.
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" Tliiw is .111 Art
Wliicli does mend Nature : ehniigc it rutliur ; but
TiiK AiiT ITSKI.K IS Nati'iu:."- *At'XtJ';'tMrc.

Orchard and Fruit Garden.

RIPENING AND KEEPING LATE
GRAPES.

Seeing how often Lite Grapes have been ex-

hibited (liirinf:; tlie past few weeks, the infer-

ence might 1)0 tlr.iwu that they are in a more
forward eondition than n.^ual, at least as far as

colouring is concerned. Being ripe is another
njatter, as these at the time of being exliibited

instead of being tit ior table will reciuire an-
other few weeks to make them suitable for eat-

ing. I have invariably noticed that where
these late Grapes are fully coloured or well ad-

vanced towards such, by the closing days of

August or the first few days of September they
may be considered in good condition for keep-
ing. Instead, however, of the Ijulk of the late

Grapes being in a forward state, I daresay it is

just the reverse, they being much in the rear,

as even where they were started early enough
the lack of fuel has kept them in a backward
state. Wlien fully coloured, of course, the
greater part of the gardener's anxiety is over,
but his exertions even at this stage must not be
relaxed, as it will depend greatly upon the
treatment received during the next few weeks
as to the flavour they will develop, it being no
infrequent occurrence for the Grapes, although
well coloured, to be comparatively sour, or at
any rate very indifferently flavoured, simply
from the want of finishing.

I am very much of the opinion that in far

too many instances artificial heat is diminished
too suddenly, the growers being under the im-
pression that very little is needed after colour-
ing, merely just sutticient to dispel damp and
no more. Heat must be looked upon as the
primary factor in ripening or developing the
flavour of the fruit, and although we take all

due advantage of solar influence, yet this is not
sufficient to impart flavour to late Grapes.
What is needed is a continual flow of warm air

circulatnig about the bunches. This can only be
provided by using artificial heat more or less ac-
cording to the weather. When the artificial

heat is checked, it also acts prejudicially upon
the foliage, causing this to decay much sooner
than it should do, and also preventing the
ripening of the wood. The flavour of late

white Grapes, excepting, of course, the Muscat
of Alexandria, is never extra good at the
best of times, and when artificial heat is

suddenly withdrawn or only just sufficient

given to dispel damp, although this latter
is seldom the case, they are insipid in the
extreme. With a circulation of warm air con-
tinually playing about them, they take on
a better colour, while the quality is also much
imjiroved. Muscats, if the Vines are in "ood
health and the roots working in a suitable me-
dium, keep on improving with the warm treat-
ment afforded. Even when fully ripe and the
flavour well developed, a continual flow of warm
air is the best preventive of damp or decay,
which not infrequently occurs in the heavy
moisture-holding months of October and No-
vember. In some instances this decay of the
berries sets in so rapidly, that the bunches are
soon reduced to mere skeletons. At one time
the best mode of keeping late Grapes upon the

Vines after being fully ripe was to only allow

the artificial heat to circulate during tlie day-

time, tliis being taken ofl' in the afternoon, say

at about 4 )>. m., and closing the structure for

the night. Under this treatment the tempera-

ture either drops too low, or l)econies too mois-

ture-laden during the night and early morning,
with the result that moisture conden.scs on the

berries. At this stage not much heat in the

pipes is needed, but just a gentle circulation,

with a little ventilation continually on both the

front and top ventilators, increasing it in the

morning and during the early part of the day
as the natural temperature li.ses. A .strong

heat, of course, would act prejudicially by
shrivelling the berries, especially so in the case

of Muscats after these are well ripened.

Amongst black (Jrapes, Gros Colman is never
.so presentable— at least as far as its edible

qualities are concerned— unless given a good
amount of heat right up to the last, or as long

as the foliage can perform its functions. It is

also the same with Lady Downe's. Alnwick
Seedling, to develop anything like edible quali-

ties, requires to be finished up in a fair amount
of lieat, even if it shrivels slightly. This, I

daresay, is the easiest Grape to colour up to a

jet black and even long before it is ripe, and if

cut at this stage the flavour is sour in the ex-

treme. Black Alicante and Mrs. Pince are

never so good or refreshing in flavour when
the heat is withdrawn. One and all are de-

cidedly improved in flavour by hanging when
the temperature is tempered with a little heat
and judicious ventilation given. Y. A. H.

FRUIT TREES IN THE GARDEN LAND-
SCAPE.

Some thirty or more years ago, and often since,

some of us made considerable tffo ts lo awaken
landscape artists and decorators to the value of

fruit trees in the landscape. It was therefore

with special pleasure I read Mr. Iggulden's ni tes

on the subject in The G.iRDEN(pp. 203 and 204).

We may not quite agree as to the order of merit
in which he marshals the more common fru'.t trees,

Cherries, Apples, Pears and Peaches. For exam-
ple, I would place Apples and Crabs in advance of

all other fruit trees and bushes, alike for tfieir

stature, form, fol iage, fruit and flowers. What else in

the vegetation of temperate or tropical climes can
match their rich buds of pink and white? True,

Cherries and Pears are like them in the profusion

and purity of their white blossoms; Peaches, match-
less as pinks, but the blending of the two in the
bloom of the Apple gives it an easy victory over
all the others. But our aim is less to pick out the

best fruits named for our purpose, but raiher to see

that all named and many other har.ly fruits are

employed for the highest decorative purposes.

For years we have been compassing seas and
scouring foreign lands for decorative materials for

our purpose while the entire mass of hardy fruits

has been neglected, or wasting their beauty in

our gardens and orchards at our own doors. It

seems almost impossible to account fortius follr,

which seems of comparatively modern growth
among us. In the olden time it was common to tack
on at least the orchard or fruit garden to the land-
scape. But this we know, thatwhereasfruittrees, and
especially Apples, once enriched our ancient land-

scapes, now they have almost totally disappeared.
And perhaps this is enough for our present purpose,
which is the free use of fruit trees, bushes and
shrubs in the formation of our modern gardens and
pleasure grounds. We want back all that is richest

and most beautiful of the old material as well as

the new ; all that is rich and striking in stature,

habit, leaf, flower, fruit, berry, and seed among our
common hardy plants on new and more picturesque
lines. Few or none of us would care to see

in our pleasure grounds the old orchards
and fruit gardens in their formal lines. Fruit

trees can be moulded into as giaceful arti.-tic

groups as any others. No cultivator will contend

ihat they cannot be fruited or cultivated in flow-

ing masses as successfully as in geometrical lir.es.

'Ihe latter ha\e betn the more common in the past

and have their conveniences. But so far as shelter

and escape from chilling winds that so cjltcn

blight and blast our fruit in the spring are con-

cerned, grouping would have it for safety as well

as for beauty. Croups ef App'e trees artistically

planted, flanked if desired with Morello C heriies—

what is there among any of our so-called orna-

mental trees to match this 2 But the combinations

are endles=, and 1 stay not to give examples, but

only to enforcu the freer use of our hardy fruit

trees for forming groups in our modern landscapes.

As for the usefulness and extreme suitability of

the blossoms and leaves for decoration, a single tiial

will convince most people that we have hardly at.y

richer, better mateiial. Single blossoms or rosettes

of Apple and other blooms are also invaluable for

some sorts of bouquet work, and impart a charm

often greatly in excess of that derived froiii some

of the richest tropical flowers. ^^ '^ ^"
D. T. F.

THE JUDGING OF GRAPES.

"W. I." (page 2:{.'J) again calls attention to this

subject, which has given rise to more crit'cism

and heart-burning than possibly any other feature

of fruit shows. Perhaps the easiest way to a satis-

factory solution wouU be through an entire re-

arrangement of our Grape schedules at fruit shows.

I do not propose finding a remedy for existing

difficulties through breaking down existing di\i-

sions, but by having more varieties of Grapes

exhibited. The first objection likely to be made
by exhibitors will be as to the number oE

Grapes needful to show in every division of the

show. Simply show one bunch in each class in-

stead of two, three, or more. For the purpose of

determining the highest quality, one bunch is as

good, or better, than three or a dozen. The better

is used here advisedly, fcr all twos are by no means

pairs, and trios are yet more rarely of uniform

excellence. Let each exliibitor stage his best

single bunch of any given sort against his

ne-ghbour"s unit, and the whole quality of the

show of Grapes would be sensibly raised, the

work of judging made easier, and the chances of

error or mistake reduced to a minimum.
By having a class for each leading variety of

Grape one of the chief d;stracting forces in judg-

ing, viz., the prejudice or predilection of jurors in

favour of particular varieties, would be entirely

got rid of. At present one juror swears by Ham-
buigh as the king of black Grapes, another by

Lady Downe's, a third by Madrestield Court, a

fourth by Gros Maroc, and so on, and thus it hap-

pens that so few Grapes are judged on their own
individual merits, but rather and very largely rela-

tively as to the merits of others, real or assumed.

One can hardly help usiug the latter phrase when

we see Gros Maroc taking first over Hamburgh
perfect in bunch, berry, colour and flavour. And
yet these seU-saiue Gros Maroc were as sour as Sloes.

Almost any experienced Grape grower could

determine which of a dizen or score of single

bunches of Hamburgh was the best. Though

believing Ihat such glaring errors as the one

pointed out by " W. I." are rare, it must yet be

admitted that not a few mistakes are often made
in the judging of fruit, and, so far as Grapes arc

concerned, these might be avoided tlirough each

leading variety competing against itself. As of

course each variety would have a space to itself,

the general effect would be more striking than at

present, and the relative merits of particular sorts

for special seasons be made more apparent. One

more word, and that as to the exaggeiatcd im-

portance that not a few jurors attribute to

colour or bloom on Grapes. Colour and bloom

are all very well in themselves and as fair proofs

of good culture, but they are worth little as a

test of flavour, and are not seldom most often

present when the Grapes are as sour as Sloes.

Some exhibitors will answer they cannot show in

each class. If not strong enough to show separately
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in each class, let them keep their weak ones at
home. Grape shows thus protected from mediocrity
or hiving it weeded out of them would be far
more attractive than now. The public are only
interesied in seeing and knowing how to grow the
best, an 1 little or not at all as to how many
prizes the great growers got, or how much money
one exhibitor netted at such and such a show.

Caledosicus.

THINNING THE CROWNS Oi'

STRAWBERRIES.
I CAX remember the time when the thinning of the
crowns of forced Strawberries was looked upon as
quite unnecessary. I couLl give various reasons
for thinning the crowns, tlie stronge.st being that
one or two strong crowns are ample for pot plants
and will gi\e stronger sjiike-i of bloom than several
weak ones. I consider the thinning of the crowns
of forced Strawberries important, and one that
should aUays be practised whether the quantity
forced be large or small. To get early Strawberries
say in February or March, it is necessary to throw
all the energies of the plant into the crowns, a'^

even with the best managed plants the spikes are
none too robust so early in the year. With some
kinds, such as Vicomtesse Hi^ricart de Thury and
e irly kinds espcciallv, the crowns have a bad habit
of splitting up, this taking place just as the pots
get filled with roots, and often when liquid manure
or feeding commences, so that at this s'ate no
time should be lost in reducing the sm:dl or side
crowns as soon as they appear. To do this requires
a little care fo as not to injure the larger crowns
left, which is sometimes done when the thinning is

too long delayed. If the thinning is done early
there will be less troub'e, as the strongest crown is
then readily seen and the weiker ones can be more
easily removed. I would advise going over the
plants as early in September as possible so as to
throw all the strength into the crown or crowns
left. As the plants do not all grow equally strong
and some are earlier than others, it will be necessary
to repeat the operation weekly till each plant has
been attended to; this is readily done, as runners
and useless crowns can be removed at the same
time. I have previously stated that the crowns
should be reduced to one" or two, and in this matter
the cultivator must use a certain amount of discre-
tion, as some varieties grow more strongly than
others, and those th;it grow freely do better with
one large firm crown than two medium sized ones.
The size and strength of the plants, size of pot,
and other details must be thought of. I prefer one
crown in most cases to more. The thinning or
removal of weak crowns will also induce a quicker
growth when hard forced, as in some varieties it is

difficult to get the flower-stalk well above the
foliage. When there are numerous crowns with a
lot of leafage, it often occurs that the leaves shade
the bloom and a free set cannot be secured. With
single crowns there are fewer leaves, and the flower
truss is sooner pushed up. Being very robust,
there is less difficulty in securing an even set of
fruit early in the year. This thinning of the crowns
recommende 1 for forced plants is to some extent
practised by growers who now grow this fruit by
plinting annually, as though thinning does not
actually take place, the plants being planted yearly
are not allowed to split up into so many crowns.
The ripening of the crowns is also equally im-

portant, and though I have touched on this point
in the course of my remarks, I would point out
the necessity of thorongh ripening, so as to get a
hard firm growth by the end of October. To do
this, frequent removal of plants is necessary, as
this prevents the p'ants rooting through the bot-
tom, allows the moisture to escape readily, and
affords an opportunity for feeding the plants when
they are swelling up their crowns. There is much
gained by allowing plenty of room and a iree cir-
culation of air, so that if t'le pots can be shifted
at least once a fortnight and placed the reverse
way they previously stood, a short sturdy growth
is induced. The placing together rather thickly
when first potted is often pr.io'ised for the sake of

economy in watering, but it is a mistake to allow
them to remain too long in the same position. The
system of placing the pots down the sides of walks
is a good one in many respects if the ingress of
worms is prevented, as the plants standing singly
in rows get abundance of sun and air. The mere
covering of ilie walks with a slight depth of ashes
is not sufficient to prevent worms doing injury. I

prefer a narrow thin strip of board to ashes when
stood on walks, as then there is no danger and
the walks are not disfigured. The cost of Larch or
Scotch Fir boards cut roughly is very trifling and
they last some time. Roughly-made racks may also
be used to advantage and with good results if only a
few plants are forced. Whenever any doubts exist
as to worms or bad drainage, a good watering with
S30t water will do much good in dislodging the
former, and if the plants are frequently moved the
latter rarely exists. 1 would also add that much
of the splitting of crowns maybe avoided at pot-
ting time by rejecting plants with double crowns,
also by using good sound loam of a heavy texture
in preference to that which is light with a lot of ma-
nure in it. Manure can readily be given in a liquid
state if required. Short, sturdy-grown plants with
hard plump crowns are secured by using sound
loam

; whilst a gross growth and a quantity of
weak crowns and long foliage are often the result
of too rich soil at the start. Dryness at the roots
should v\ all cases be avoided. G. Wythes.

STRAY NOTES ON APPLES.
EcKLiNviLLE Seedling is a very hand.some
fruit and the tree is a good grower and free
bearer, and on the Paradise begins to fruit
almost as soon as planted, but it is not a fa-
vourite with the cook, as it wa.stes so much in
cooking. No matter how full the pie-dish may
be filled, there is not much in it when the
baking is completed. To a certain extent
this is a fault of the Codlin race gene-
rally. Lord Suffield is, I think, the best of
tlie Codlin family, but the tree is a bad grower,
chiefly in consequence of its prolific habit.
Thinning the fruit severely might perhaps aid
its growth. Alfriston is one of the best late-
keeping Apples, and I think fruit growers
would do well to turn their attention more to
late than early sorts if they wish to make a
profit. The rusli now among planters is for
the large early kinds, and in a few years the
markets will be glutted. Good Apples after
Christmas will be scarce for some years yet,
at least so far as regards home produce. Al-
friston is not only a good cooking fruit, but is

fairly good when eaten raw, though it is rather
too large for dessert. Lord Burleigh is one of
the best late dessert Apples. I have had it

good in May, the flesh as firm as when first

gathered. It is a rich bronzy red next the sun
;

should be worked on the Paradise to get size
and fertility. Sturmer Pippin is a well-known
late dessert Apple of great excellence, that does
well in most soils which are capable of produc-
ing good fruits. For weight of crop, taking one
year with another, it would scarcely be possible
to match Stirling Castle. I have had trees on
the Paradise literally hanging to the ground
with the weight of the crop, not in isolated
ca.ses, but year after year. Cox's Orange Pippin,
if it could be relied upon in iill soils, would be
an ideal Apple, but unfortunately it requires a
special soil, and will do best in the southern
counties. What a beautiful Apple the Worces-
ter Pearmain is to look at, especially on the
Paradise, though as regards flavour there are
Pearmains I like better. Claygate Pearmain is

a better Apjile for eating than the Worcester.
For late kitchen use Wellington cannot be sur-
passed where the tree does well. Like that
other old favourite the Blenheim Orange, it

takes time to make bearing trees, though it is

possible the Paradise stock will help us to

shorten the probationary period. But the

Wellington and Blenheim are such grand trees

when they are grafted on the Crab and have

room to strike out, that the orchard is the best

place for them. 1 saw down in Berkshire the

other day a magnificent tree o the Blenheim
Orange which I was told was not twenty years

planted ; it was growing with otlier Apple trees

in the hedgerow which separated two meadows,
and the thought occurred that anyone with a

few acres of such trees might rest and be thank-

ful. Peasgood's Nonsuch is a beautiful Apple,

especially good on the Paradise, but will it be

anything more than an exhibition fruit I If it

bears freely always, its ap[)earance will un-

doubtedly sell it, and the fruits are .so large

that it will not take many to fill the measure.

I confess at present I am rather disappointed

with Bismarck. It is neither so large nor so

handsome as I expected from the glowing descrip-

tion given. Beauty of Bath is a very hand-

some little fruit, and on seeing it for the first

time at the show at Earl's Court the other day,

I ordered half a dozen trees of it. Two good

Apples which everybody should plant are

Cellini and Prince Albert ; they will be useful

both for home use and also for market, as they

are not only good, but they look good, and the

latter point is as necessary as the former in any-

thing grown for sale. E. H.

Late Grapes at summer shows. — The
great point of objection to these is the placing of

such varieties as Alicante, Gros Maroc, or Alnwick
Seedling before fairly good samples of either Black

Hamburgh or Madrtsfield Court, even when the

three former named are tolerably well coloured

about the middle of August. \'ery few examples

of these kinds are really fit for table in August,

while the other two are certainly to be preferred

for fiavour. Judges with a thorough knowledge
of the varieties and a firmness of purpose have

the remedy in their own hands, and if they would

exercise this more than at present, it would do

much toward checking the cutting and exhibition

of late Grapes in summer.— S.

Apricots on gables of houses.—I cannot

speak for Cornwall, but over a considerable extent

of country from Yorkshire to Devon, and from

East Anglia to Oxford I have seen promising Apri-

cots on the gable ends of houses, and can testify

that the free and easy growth mostly incident to

such trees is more or less the cause of their health

and fertility. By giving the trees their heads, they

lose fewer limbs and keep on with their proper

business of fruit bearing. The finest gable-end

Apricots ever seen by me were between Oxford and
Woodstock, or in the village of Woodstock. The
ends and sides of the cottages were literally golden

with fruit, which was said to have paid the rent of

houses and gardens for many years. The next

finest tree was in Suffolk, which covered the whole

gable end of a stable, the centre of the gable being

20 feet or more high. Tlie span was wide in propor-

tion, and a single tree covered the whole area, seldom

missing a crop. It was named the Royal Apricot, the

fruit beirg small, of good flavour, and of a rich mix-

ture of gold and bronze. It very seldom missed

a crop, though the site was nearly east, the soil

strong, almost a clay, 4 feet thick. It looked mo'e

like a stumpy half-standard backed up to the wall,

and received but little pruning and less training.

It is to be hoped that " Cornubian " and others

will furnish more particulars as to the failures of

Apricots in Cornw:ill. May it not be the mildness

and moisture of the climate, the former making

the flowers open too soon ? But the overhanging

gable-ends with the merest modicum of protection

would prove the surest protection against failure.

Can the fault be in the soil, or does the fact of so

few Apricots being grown in the county explain

why they are so badly grown ? -Caledonicus.
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DUKE OF ALBANY POTATO.

Of Jill the Americfin Potntoesintroiliictd to tliis

country, iiml they have heeu niaiiy, none have
retained so stronj; a hohl on pulilic estimation

as tlic pretty [linkskiniiod Beauty of Hebron.
Its great eropiiint; quaUties, excellent quality,

and tarline.ss have l)een it.s .saving grace. The
first, and perhajis in it.s day the most popular of

the American section, was the Early Rose.

That i.s .still with us, but not so widely grown,
having been largely displaced by Beauty of

Hebron. Now this popular sort is undergoing
the same process of elbowing out through the

greater popularity of the White Duke of Albany,
otherwise White Beauty of Hebron, really the

original in everything e.Kcept in colour of

skin. There is in the London market, and
probably it abounds, a ]ivejudice in favour of

white-skinned I'otatoes.and thus the Pink Beauty
is less in favour now than is the White Beauty.
That this variety is a true sport there can be
no doubt, and also that the sport occurred in

n:ore than cne place. The Duke of Albany
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rendering in the case of large sets, if planted,
disbudding needful. But these early varieties

should, in the matter of sce<l tubers, be repre-

sented only by those of very moderate size, in

which the crown eyes only are active ; these
break with one or two buds only, and are
the very best for planting. All large tubers
sliould be consumed by the end of the year.

Where sets of the si/.o mentioned are properly
prepared by sprouting in sliallow bo.\es

and are planted early on warm borders, lifting

the crop may begin very early in the summer,
and the l)orders be cleared and cropped in

ample time to secure a second summer piro-

duce of something else. Although the old
Beauty of Hebron has such a pale ]iink skin,

still that colour suffices to discolour the Potatoes
wlien cooked so long as the skins are thin and
tender. Then it is that the white-skinned form
is both more useful and popular. There can
be no doubt but that it will have a long run,
for our ablest raisers of Potatoes find it very
difficult to produce any very first class early
varieties. A. D.

Mushrooms in the fields.— It is astonishing
what an enormous quantity of Mushrooms Ins been

Potato Dake of Albany.

stock was, I believe, first put into commerce
by Mr. Sharpe, of Sleaford. The White Beauty
came from no one knows where ; hence it is

just po.ssible that Pink Beauty broke into the
white forjn in many places. It is now Ijeing

grown very largely for market, and is also to

lie found in many private gardens, cottagers
and allotment holders .specially taking to

it as a favourite variety. We had a few
years since from America Early Puritan, which
is practically a white Early Kose in appear-
ance, but of better (juality. Still I do not

'

see that it will di.splace the White Beauty
variety, as it is neither earlier, more jiro-

lific, nor of better quality, whil.st the latter
'

has become to some extent acclimatised, a
i

very important feature in American varieties.

The Duke of Albany, or White Beauty, may be
recognised by its broadish form whilst still long,
and the Puritan, like the Rose, is roundish
long. It is worthy of note that White
Elephant, really a later and larger form of
Beauty of Hebron, liaving the .same pink skin,
has also sported to a wliite form, and is, Ijy

those who have tried it, very highly esteemed.
The general characteristic of the long American
Potatoes is the abundance of eyes, and if kept
over till the end of the winter, almost every
eye will push, thus [jroducing rapid exhaustion
of the starchy properties of the tubers, and

in the fields this summer and autumn. Some
fields have been almost white with them. This is

not confined to pastures where stock lias been graz-

ing. In one field here in which corn was grown
i

three or four years ago Mushrooms have been
gathered by the sackful, while on the lawn at

Cricket St. Thomas they have been equally abun-
'

dant.— John C'kook, Forde Abhei/.

Peas failing {J. U S., Sitiffordshire') —Now
that fuller particulars liave been supplied and
samples of hauhii in full bearing received, there

!

is a greater likelihood of a true solution of the
difficulty being arrived at. Evidently no blame
can be attaclitd to I he cultivation, the liaulm being
strong and perfectly free from mildew, that great

,

bugbear in ^o many cases. A disease of a fungoid :

nature attacks both the leaves and pods, and most
|

probably it is one of the Cladisporiums that has
done the mischief in this instance. Wherever the '

spores effect a lodgment, they soon eat their way
|

through the tissues, and what at first was only a
tiny spot soon spreads to a more plainly discernible '

size. Decay does not take place and spread so
|

rapidly in the case of the leaves as it does where
the pods .are affected. A single disease spot on
each was the cause of the rapid loi-s of the whole
decaying pcds received, and why only one in a pair
decayed is simply because only one was touched
by disease. It is very doubtful if a good remedy
can he recommended, the Pea haulm, haves and
p- ds being of a glos.sy nature and not easily coated
with anti-fungus powder, Bordeaux mixture or

other so-called preventives of fungoid diseases.
Luckily, (he Cladisporium, IVronospora and other
diseases that attack Peas are not so persistent as
mildew, and it may be next season they will not
lie seen. At tlic same lime it is advisable to burn
all the haulm as it is c'circd off, also to avoid seed-
saving, as some authorities are tf opinion that
such diseases are introduced by the seed. A
change of site is also advisable.—W. I.

The James' Keeping: Onion.— I should like
growers' opinion of this tine Onion, lieing more
globular it weif;hs heavier than the best strains of
the Spanish Whits or liroAU. By the way, what
difference is there in the latter excepting in the
colour 7 Some growers contend that the Brown
Spanish keeps better than the White, but I have
not fourd it so, while the James' Keeping keeps
much longer than either— in fact still deserves its

name. I have, however, no intention of disparag-
ing the Spanish Onion. On the contrary, I have
long felt that good selected strains of it are diffi-

cult, majhap impossible, to beat. Still personally
I prefer James' Keeping, and should like to hear
the opinion of other growers on this point. I
should, however, say that my James' Keeping
strain was the product of a picked selection for a
good many years. Frequent failure in the Onion
crop induced me to save niy own Onion seed for a

good many years. I had no
more failures, and the fi.ir

strain of James' Keeping
stalled with was rrgued into

a very supeiior strain, .so much
fo, that a high price was
offered for (he lot by one of
our most enterprising seeds-
men. Theie is no doubt the
plan of sowing Onions in
February is rapidly extending,
and results in Larger Onions.
But not a few cultivators com-
plain that the bulbs so treated
are se'dom of such sound
quality and seldom keep so
well. In judging a very large
exhibition of Onions recently
it was found in most cases the
spring-sown in the open can ied
off the first prizes for quality.

They were not the largest, but
the quality was highest. And
even wiih ^uch hardy crops as
Onions and the comparatively
short time it reeds to reach
maturity, there seems no good

reason why all (his nursing and transplanting
should be indulged in with the chief result of
making them bigger and weaker. And in such
tests of quality and fcr specific gravity the James'
Keeping is far ahead of the White or Brown
Spanish and most other sorts.

—

Caledonicus.

POTATOES AT CllISWTCK.

Amongst the duties of the fruit committee of the
Royal Horticultural Society is the occasional meet-
ing during the summer ,at C'hiswick Gardens for

the purpose of examining the various prcdncts
grown there for trial. Of these Potatoes have ever
been prominent, and this year, thanks to the com-
parative lightness of the disease attacks, the lift-

ing of roots was much more pleasant than usual.

There were nearly ninety sorts of Potatoes to be
examined when the committee met there on the
13th inst. Of these some wereold.includingvarious
Asbleafsandothers, but the majority were new. The
committee had of each variety some two or three
roots lifted in each case. In some instances,
though but few, disease was found to be very bad,
but generally the tubers were free from attack and
very good. In some cases the root produce showed
marked irregularity in size, some being small, some
large, so that a goodmarket size was hard to find. In
others there was marked evenness with comparative
smallness, .and in some few cases remarkable even-
ness i nd good size. This feature was spccia'ly
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found in Boston No. 22 (Johnson), a white round

main cropper, wonderfully productive, turning out

a beautitul even sample of flattish round Kegent-

like tubers that would make it one of the best

market varieties ever put into commerce. Verygood

also in the matter of evenness of sample was

White Russet (Harris), also of round form and a

heavy cropper. The Canon (Dean), white flattish

kidney, also showed admirable evenness in the

tubers and a capital crop. A red round that wa.s

exceedingly taking in appearance, Berkshire Rose

(Maher), also had this feature, and was a very

heavy cropper, but it needed more maturing ere fit

for table. Crawley Piizetaker (Cheal), a long

flatti.-h white round, gave a fine crop ; so also did

Success (Applin), an oval white form, sample even

and very prolific. Radcliffe Kidney (Selby), flat-

t ish with rough skin, had a fine crop. Paul's White

Round was very good in crop and appearance. So

t03 were Laxton's Victorious, flattish white round,

and Victory (Cannell), also white skinned of medium
size, and prolilic. Tbe Times (Ross), a very robust

grower, gave a heavy crop of white round tubers,

and Mary Anderson, a strange name for a Potato,

resembled Reading Giant in strong growth and

heavy crop. Monarch (Lclts) was of the same

type. One of the best for early work was King of

the Earlies (Ridgewell), fvideutly a first-class

Ashleaf. Appleby's Early Nonsuch gave a great

crop of medium-sized, roundish, oval white tubers.

Ultimately, after tasting twenty sorts of capitally

cooked samples, the committee gave three marks

to Boston No. 22, King of the Karlies, The Canon,

Laxton's Early Short-top, also grown last year,

and to Readirg Giant, an old variety. Two
marks were awarded to White Russet, Paul's

White Round, and Crawley Prizetaker. So far

as relates to the tasting, whilst every sort

cooked was served up with all possible skill, it is

very evident that much depends upon the condi-

tinn of the tubers as to ripeness at the moment
lifted, and the effect of the soil in producing that

condition of goodness without which there is no

hope of getting an award. There is no vegetable

upon which soil exercises so much effect as upon

Potatoes. A variety will be first-class in some

soils and poor in others. If some of the varieties

that failed to secure the highest awards after being

grown at Chiswick were tested from diverse, espe-

cially field soils, the result may have been dif-

ferent. Of course, the committee must liave the

tubers cooked before granting certificates or marks

of merit. A. D.

THE TOMATO SEASON.

I TlliNic tins will be generally admitted a good

season for Tomatoes, both under glass as well

as in the open air. As regards outdoor crops,

it is now some five years since they were so

generally jileutiful. The season no doubt has

been greatly in their favour as regards being

free from disease, but it will depend upon a

fine and dry autumn whether the bunches of

green fruit now hanging will ripen up satisfac-

torily or not. Plants growing against walls can

be assisted greatly by having any spare lights

reared up in front of them, this being prefer-

able to cutting the fruits in a green state and

ripening them up in heat. Certainly they

change colour by such a course of treatment,

but the flavour is nothing to be compared with

that of fruits allowed to ripen on Wie plants.

Nor in any case is it advisable to cut the fruits

hanging on the plants unless fro.st should be

imminent, as if this should keep off they will

keep on ripening up on the plants to quite the

middle of October or later. If there are any

leaves or surplus shoots crowding up the fruits,

these should be removed forthwith, as nothing

impedes so much the ripening up and colouring

of the fruit as shade. The present .season also

shows the necessity of putting out strong and
well-prepared plants, as where only small or

weakly plants were put out, these are very back-

ward and will do but little good. This season

I have grown a quantity of Tomatoes in cold

frames, so as to further test the system, and I

may say it has turned out a great success, the

plants being very healthy and covered with

fruit. The plants were put out along the front

in a prepared rooting space, the growths being

trained on a trellis fixed over the whole body of

the frame. The lights were never kept close, a

free circulation of air being allowed to play

over the plants night and day. This was done
to keep away the disease, as I have always been
of the opinion that it is through keeping un-

heated structures too close that disease is

brought on. In small gardens especially, frame

culture of Tomatoes is a great help in

securing a supply of this now favourite

esculent. Two varieties I have found ex-

cellent for the purpose are Conference and
Early Ruby, the latter being an American in-

troduction. It is very prolific, the fruits being

of just the size needed. These medium-sized

kinds are the most appreciated, whether for

home or market use. A Tomato weighing two
or three ounces is much to be preferred to

that weighing nearly a pound. Another excel-

lent little Tomato is the Pear-shaped. It is

small, but what it lacks in size it makes up in

quantity, as it is the most free-setting variety

I have ever met with, the fruit hanging in

bunches of six or seven. I find it a most use-

ful Tomato for preserving whole in a green

state. For garnishing, the fruits used in bunches

as cut have a very pleasing and novel appear-

ance. Those who favour the appearance of

Tomatoes on the table for dessert will find the

Pear-shaped an ideal variety for the purpose,

being pretty in shape, small in size, and also

considered by those who prefer Tomatoes in an

uncooked state of excellent flavour.

The golden or rather yellow-fruited varieties

do not appear to make much headway, al-

though in Golden Queen we have a fairly good

setter with fruit of a bright golden colour. At
one time we were led to suppose that the yel-

low-fruited sorts would command a better price

on account of iiuality than the red sorts, but at

present it does not appear so. A particular

fault of these yellow-fruited Tomatoes is their

liability to crack, even when grown in the same
.structure as the red ones. The first yellow

variety ever sent out—Carter's Green Gage

—

now some seventeen or eighteen years since,

but for this fault of cracking, I liked better

than the later raised kinds, as when grown in

pots it was very prolific and of a pleasing colour.

To stop the cracking at that time, the pots

were removed to a very light and airy, well-

heated pit, and the roots allowed to ramble

through into a soil bed beneath. At any rate

they were good enough for the gardener to take

first prize, or at least the special prize given

by Messrs. Carter for the best box of fruit at

that time.

The season for Tomatoes under glass has

been particularly favourable, there being fewer

complaints of disease than I ever remember.

Certainly there may be a few isolated cases, but

when grown under glass and the structure effi-

ciently or otherwise rationally managed as re-

gards ventilation, no disease will afi'ect them.

Growers are now beginning to find out the

wisdom of not allowing the tires to go out dur-

ing the night-time at any rate, even if a spell of

warm weather .should set in. Many large

growers even have found this out to their cost,

and instead of letting out the fires upon the

approach of waim weather a little heat is kept

continually in the pipes, and thi^, combined
with judicious ventilation so as to promote a

warm, buoyant atmasphere, is sufficient in it-

self to .ward oft' fungoid diseases. When To-
matoes have to be grown in structures entirely

unheated, then a free circulation of air is neces-

sary night as well as by day. Closing up the

structure, thinking to hasten the ripening, will

end in failure sooner or later. At this season

all fruits must be well exposed to the sun even
if some of the leavf s have to be removed. At
any rate a half of each leaf may be removed
with advantage. A. Y. A.

POTATOES FOR EXHIBITION.

At the co-operative exhibition at the Crystal

Palace, where Potatoes were exhibited in great

quantities, probably not more than 10 per cent,

were other than good class sorts. Really there

is no reason whatever why poor quality should
be found in exhibition tubers, for even of the
coloured kidneys, I have seen the most perfect

samples of Ruby and Prizetaker, red varieties

of great excellence ; Bedfont Purjjle, a high-

class variety ; Lord Raglan, a real Lapstone,
having blotched purplish streaks ; Beauty of

Hebron and Crimson Perfection are all really

good eating sorts. These make a capital sliow

half-dozen. Then of coloured rounds we have
really first-class sorts—Reading Russet, King of

the Russets, both red ; Vicar of Laleham and The
Dean, purple ; Lord Tennyson, white streaked

purple, and Conference, streaked carmine. All

these are of the very best quality, and
well grown are very handsome. Then of

white kidneys there are Puritan, Snowdrop,
Magnum Bonum, Chancellor, Reading Giant,

Cosmopolitan, and The Canon, all good ; and
of white rounds, Sutton's Seedling, Satisfac-

tion, Windsor Castle, Schoolmaster, London
Hero, and Victory— all, too, of the very best.

These would make up a first-class twenty- four

varieties, so far as table qualify allied to good
form and colour is concerned, which could

hardly be excelled. Hence it is evident that

there is no need whatever why we should grow
inferior varieties when so many good ones are

to be had. Of course, it would be very pos.sible

largely to extend this selection, especially in

the white varieties, but each grower for show
doubtless has his favourites. 1 have written .so

nuich with respect to show Potatoes because it

is now made known that the proposed Potato
show at Earl's Court early next month will

really come oft', and growers may not only be
selecting their tubers, but also be desirous of

knowing what are the best varieties. Few
vegetables are more amenable to soil variation

than are Potatoes, and whilst some soils will

produce fine crops of Peas or of Cabbages, no
one can extract from them good show Potatoes.

Really handsome samples can only be got from
fine sandy .soils that are of a soft texture.

These give a brightness and cleanness to the

skins which no artificial rubbing or friction can

produce. On such soils many varieties that

give coarse tubers, otherwise turn out the

handsomest of samples. Then the grower, in

addition to having good soil, must have a good
eye for selection. Many a dish of otherwise

excellent tubers has been spoiled because

they were so uneven or so large. Size is not at

all an essential feature in show Potatoes. There
is a good medium form which is far better. It

is very rare that large tubers have the same re-

lative beauty as well as evenness that somewhat
smaller ones have. A good deal of care should

also be exercised in treating tubers when
lifted. The careful grower, so fast as the crop is
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being lifted — and very often ho prefers to lift

the roots himself— picks out the best tubers as

fast as lifted, and places theni carefully into a

broad shallow basket in which has been placed

a layer of soft hay. liefore the air has hardened
the soil or discoloured the skins the tubers are

at once carefully washed in soft w.ater, dried

with a cloth, then w<'ll wrapped in jiaper, ami
put away in a daik place until needed for exhi-

bition. It not unfreipiently happens that when
newly-lifted tubers are expo.sed to the light and
air for a few hours before washing, or are jiut

away in a dark place and washed when wanted
for show, the skins have become brownish or

discoloured, and have lost their natural gloss

and freshness. It is by careful attention to

these things that prizes are won, and yet with

precisely the .same sorts that other growers
have. It is solely because of the brightness and
beauty secured that critics cynically refer to

handsome tubers as of only show varieties.

There is hardly a variety cultivated which may
not be .so termed when sjiecial care is taken with
cultivation and in selecting and caring for the
best tubers. A. D.

Trees and Shrubs.

AUTUMN-FLOWERING SHRUBS.
By the first week of September outdoor
flowers are getting .=carce, so the few that are

still expanding are consequently of particular

value.

Bi<;xoNi.\ RADic.\xs is just now at its best, the
big trumpet-shaped flowers of the brightest orange
and scarlet causing quite a glow of beauty to the
position in which it is planted, these being all the
better shown off by the pleading green of the Ash-
like foliage. It is a handsome and distinct climb-
ing shrub, an] one that we could wish was far more
common than it is. I^ike the Ivy, it does not seem
to require any peculiarity of soil, for an unusually
large specimen that I examined a day or two ago
had grown in its present position—against a wail,
and where the hard gravel path came almost up to
its stem—for fully thirly vears.and yet is fresh and
healthy and bearing quantities of its conspicuous
and pretty flowers, 'ilje habit is loo.-e and grace-
ful, I he pendent twigs hanging neatly down in easy
curving masses, and the floweis are produced for a
long time and in quick succession.

HiBiscu.ssYRiAcus is distinct from almost every
other shrub in the size and beauty of the flowers,
these being fully 2 inches across, and with the base
of each petal distinctly marked with a darker col-
oured spot than that of the flowers. It would seem
to vary very much, some plants being rosy, others
purple, and others again almost pure white, e.\cept
the blotch at tliebase of the petal. It is a plant
of neat growth, witli evenly toothed dark green
leaves, the flowers be-ng produced at the end of the
shoot. This is the generally grown form, although
the herbaceous H. roseus is well worthy of atten-
tion. The very large flowers of this species render
it one of the most conspicuous of August-flowering
pbnts. They arc purple or pink with the usual
marking at the petal base. Hibiscuses are easily
grown and hardy enough for any garden, succeed-
ing well here in light ]ieaty loam.

The Buckeye (Pavii macrostnchya), now
well in flower, has a use that may almost be said
to be all its own. I refer to the way in which an
established plant spreads about from root suckers
and soon forms a clump of great size and unusual
beauty, this latter being brought about by the
neat distinct-like leaves and long spikes of pinkish
white good-substanced flowers. To the habit of
forming a neat, but natural mass when left alone,
with only plenty of room for development, we owe
a great deal to this shrub, for it is not a rampant
grower, nor does it become too shapely andstitf of

growth. Then it will grow in almost pure clay-
clay of the stirt ami unctuous nature-as I noticed
with a largo bush a il.iy or two ago, and wh'ch
hail plenty of healthy leaves and numberless
spikes of its faintly fragrant flowers. But what 1

wisli most p.irticuiarly to draw attention to is the
great use that may be made of this shrub or small-
growing tree as a lawn specimen, the spreading
habit and not too ranqiant growth being all that
could be desired. Flowering in autumn, too, is a
great recommendation.

1Ivi)r.\ni::ea paniculata c;nA.\DiFLOHA has
certainly few equals for wealth and beauty of
flowers, and coming into bloom in late August and
the early part of September is an additional point
of value. This season the flowers are so heavy and
borne in such nundjcrs that the plants are suffer-
ing in consequence, many of the branches, which
at the best are lithe and rather brittle, being
snapped ofl: by reason of the weight of the great
panicles of flowers. It is a highly ornamental
shrub, and one of the brightfst occupants of the
nursery border at present. Unlike not a few of
the Hydrangeas, this plant perfects its flowers in
series, the whole panicle being in full beauty at
the same time. About its hardiness I feel con-
vinced that it can stand a very severe fro,-t with-
out rec^eiving harm, and that it would be able to
.stand without protection in almost any jart of
these isles. In Kent it has received no harm for
the past five years, altlmugh the frost has been
more intense and the %vinters longer than has been
known for nearly fifty years. I would recommend
it as one of the most beautiful of autumn-flowc--
ing shrubs, as a plant that requires no unusual
soil or site, ani one that can be easily propa-
gated.

Spiij.ea Dour.LAsi still continues to throw out
spikes of its pretty pinkish flowers, although it com-
menced flowering nearly a couple of months ago.
It is a useful shrub, inasmuch as throwing out
young .shoots from the base of the stem and being
so hardy and free-growing, renders it of great value
for mass planting along the sides of woodland
drives and paths. There is a white, or nearly
white, form, and it is worthy of culture, associat-
ing as it does so well with the normal pink. By
lifting and dividing a plant, great numbers of
stout young specimens may readily be obtained.
Even for covert planting this shrubby Spiraea
answers admirably, it soon forming gocd wide
breadths when planted at, say, li feet from plant
to plant.

Clethka alnifolia, if only for its spikes of
deliciously sweet flowers, should be a welcome ad-
dition to every garden. Of neat, perhaps rather
rigid growth and with delightfully green leaves,
this autumn-flowering shrub is sure when better
known to attract a good share of attention. The
flowers are produced in fair quantities at the ex-
tremities of the shoots, and are of a pale yellow or
dirty white colour, but flagrant to a large degree.
From suckers, which are thickly produced around
the stems of plants growing in )i.;ht soil, it is

readily increased, and as these grow away vigor-
ously in a young state, the juvenile specimens soon
attain to the height of :i feet or 4 feet and bushy
in proportion. It would appear to thrive best in
light, rich soil, and abo does well in that of a
peaty nature if partially reclaimed.

Ule.x nana, one of the most brilliant-flowered
of our native shrubs, I 1 ave always been inclined
to favour with specific identity, and that if only
for the difference in time of flowering between
it and the so-called major form, Just now
ihi< pigmy Gorse is one bhize of colour, the
slender, procumbent, or almost so, branches being
clothed for fully three-fourths their length with
their beautiful golden flowers, which are of ex-
cellent substance and remain in perfect beauty
for a long time. Many of the Kentish commons
are a blaze of beauty with this pretty wilding, and
as a plant for covering bare patches of garden
ground, few procumbent shrubs are equal to this
tiny Gorse. From cuttings it is readily enough
grown, and even rooted branches mav be cut from
the parent plants; while pegging down an old

specimen will ensure a quantity of stout young
plants. It would be a decided acquisition if we
had a double-flowered form of this pretty dwarf
Whin.

UosA iu'i;o.sA AM> H. itftjiisA ALBA have a
double value at present in that they are liolh orna-
mental with flowers and fruit at cjne and the same
lime. 'J'he white-flowered form is a jilant of great
beauty, the plump buds of the purest white and
folded away so neatly amongst the rough and
jagged stems and leaves, being comparable at that
particular stage with those of any .single-flowered
plant I know of. Here at least the white-flowered
plant does not produce so largo nor so highly-
colotired fruit as docs the normal type ; but for all
t hat it is well worth cuUivating. The i)inkish-floweicd
plant is at present with us not only thickly studded
wi'h its conspicuous flowers, but the big ruddy
fruit renders the plant of easy di-tinction for a
long way off. Both are distinctly beautiful and
readily grown Roses, and from either seed or cut-
tings may be increased to almost any extent.

Ceanothus azuueus (?) is just now well in
flower, and being one of the few members of this
family that is hardy outdoors is worthy of note.
Cert.dnly in th's respect C. americanus is of great
value, as it has stood alone and unprotected for
live years past. Both are in'eresting plants with
neat foliage and hal it, and remarkable for the
abundance of unusually coloured flowers with
which for fully two months the branch tips are
adorned. I'sually one sees the Ceanothus naih d
to the wall, and it dees well there, but I consider
that a fully grown plant standing by itself in a
shady corner is not to be despised.

HAMAMEt^ia vinciNiOA is remarkable in that
it does not begin flowering until the leaves com-
mence falling in autumn, but the flowers are more
curious than ornamentnl, consisting of four long
petals of a fa'rly bright yellow. It seems strange
among^t the dying-off foliage of a shrub to see
these CHiious flowers, but they are bright enough
to attiact attention, all the more so in the autuiiin
months. The flowers being produced in quantity
cause (he plant to be by no means unattraclive,
and for this very reason it is to be found widely
distributed, particularly in old-fashioned gardens.
Generally one sees the Witch Hazel, as this
curious shrub is styled, a bush of (J feet high, not
of compact habit, but rather loose and inclined to
become wayward and untidy. It does well every-
where, and has been known in this countiy for
upwards of a century and a half, and hails from
North America.

Rnu.s CoTiNPS (the Wig tree or Venetian Sum-
ach) is at once one of the most curious and
remarkable shrubby plants that are hardy in this
country. At present the transformation of the
pedicels into silky, feathery awns attracts every-
one's notice, it being in this respect a near ally of
our equally curious Old Man's Beard (Clematis
Vitalba), and which at present drapes many an
English hedge on the chalky reefs. The flowers
are small and of themselves not at all conspicuous.
A fine example of this shrub may be seen in
Darwin's garden at Donne. A. D. W.

Berberis vulgaris purpurea.— In poor soil

and a posi'ion fidly exposed to the sun this Bar-
berry has acquired a depth of colouring far supe-
rior to that which the leaves assume when the
plant is growing in a partially shaded spot. Just
now it is in some pl.aces heavily laden with fruit,

which, though wanting in the bn'ght colours of
the common Barberry when ripe, is still very no-
ticeable. The fruit is of a purplish hue, somewhat
the same tint as the leaves. This Barberry is valu-
able from the fact that its ornamental features are
at their best in a sandy or stony soil, for pl.ints

that thrive under such conditions are by no means
particularly numerous.—T.

Dabcecia polifolia.—From early in the sum-
mer till the present time this member of the Heath
family has been continuously in bloom, and (n this

account, combined with the beauty of its blossoms.
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it must find a place among the best of dwarf
flowering shirnbs. It readies a height of a foot or

a little more, with the comparatively large, bell-

shaped blossoms borne in erect spikes well above
the foliage. The flowers are of a pleasing shade
of purple, but there is a variety in which they are

pure white, and a second very singular form pro-

duces both purple and white blossoms on the same
plant, occasionally arranged on different spikes,

but more frequently both white, red, and parti-

coloured blossoms are to be found even on the

same spike. When in a flourishing state, a bed
planted with (his Dabcecia will be an object of

great beauty for a much longer period than if

ocouDied by many of the tender bedding plants.

—T.

THE WESTERN SERVICE BERRY.

(amelanchiee alnifolia.)

In the year 1804 a party of United States

soldiers, under the leadership of Captains Lewis
and Clarke, commenced the first overland

journey from tlie shores of the Atlantic to

those of the Pacific Ocean. On the waters of

the Upper Missouri River tliey were able to

eke out their scanty diet with the large and
delicious Service Berries, which they found in

great profusion along their route. This was
the fruit of the western Shad Bush or Service

Tree (Amelanchier alnifolia), which first ap-

pears in literature in the history of this famou.s

and important expedition. The specific cha-

racter of the ijlant, which was confounded with

the species of tlie Eastern States, was not re-

cognised in these early days, and although it

was introduced from Oregon into English gar-

dens by David Douglas in 182(1, it was not

until some years later that Thomas Nuttall,

who had found it in the Northern Rocky Moun-
tains, gave the western Shad Bush the rather

inappropriate name still used to designate it.

Amelanchier alnifolia is usually a low shrub
with spreading stems only a few feet high

;

sometimes it sends up from the ground a cluster

( f tall thin stems, or occasionally, under excep-

tionally favourable conditions, it forms a slender

tree 30 feet to 40 feet in height, with one
straight trunk 8 inches to 10 inches in diameter.

In different parts of the country Amelanchier
alnifolia varies in a striking manner in the size

and colour of the leaves and in the amount and
colour of the pubescence which covers their

under surface while young, as well as the slioots.

The leaves vary from 1 inch to Ij inches in

length and Ijreadtli ; they are rather incon-

spicuously veined, and are borne on short slen-

der stalk.s. The flowers, like those of all the
A-.nelanchiers, are produced in short erect ra-

cemes, and are smaller than those of the Shad
Bush of the Eastern States, the pure white petals

varying from a quarter to 1 inch in length. The
fruit ripens in difl'erent parts of the country
from June to September ; it is dark blue, or

sometimes nearly black, covered with a beautiful

glaucous bloom, and very sweet and juicy.

The western Shad Bush grows over an im-

mense territory. At the north it is found in the
valley of the Yukon River in latitude 62° 45';

it extends .south over nearly all the mountain
ranges of Western America, ranging eastward to

Colorado and Nebraska and through the Sas-

katchewan and Manitoba to the western shores

of Lake Superior and to the northern peninsula

of Michigan, where forms occur which are not
always easy to distinguish from varieties of the
eastern Amelanchier canadensis.

In the interior of the continent Amelanchier
alnifolia is confined to high elevations, some-
times ascending to 10,000 feet above the level

of theo^ean, where it occurs near the borders

of alpine meadows or covers dry hill-sides with

thickets not infrequently hundreds of acres in

extent. It is in the valley of the Lower Colum-
bia River in rich bottom-land often inundated,

or on the small prairies which are common in

Washington near the shores of Puget Sound,

that the western Shad Bush grows to its

greatest size. In such situations it occupies the

ground to the exclusion of other .shrubs, or is

associated with the Oregon Crab Apple, the

Hawthorn and the Choke Cherry in dense

masses about the margins of the forests of

larger trees.

The fruit of the western Shad Bush, like that

of all the plants of the genus, is sweet and of

excellent quality, as many travellers through

the western wilds of North America can bear

testimony. Many a party of half-starved ex-

plorers and prospectors has been kept alive by
Service Berries, which have been always an im-

portant source of food-supply to the Indians of

the west, who visit every year the localities

where the plants are abundant, and gather the

fruit for winter use, first cru.shing it, and then,

liaving dried it spread out on .stones or bark,

pack it into sacks.— <Ji-nlrii mul Firest.

CLERODENDRON TRICHOTOMUM.
The rather warm dry summer through which we
have just passed would seem to have been favour-

able for this hardy species of Clerodendron, which
is flowering very freely. Some branches of it were
shown in good condition by Messrs. Veitch at the

meeting of the Royal H'>rticultural Society on
September 20, and attracted a good deal of atten-

tion, not only from the fact that it is one of the few
autumn-flowered hardy shrubs that we possess, but
also from its distinct character. This Cleroden-

dron is of quick growth, and forms a good-sized

bush clothed with heart-shaped leaves, while the

flowers are borne in loose terminal panicles. The
most conspicuous part of the inflore-cence is, as in

some nf the other Clerodendrons, the red inflated

calyx from which the white blossoms protrude but

a little way. Even when out of flower the ample
foliage renders it a very ornamental shrub, that is

during the summer months, for it is not an Ever-

green. It will grow in light sandy soils better than
many subjects, but of course under such conditions

its rate of growth is slower than would be the case

where more favourably situated. This Cleroden-

dron is said to have been introduced from Japan
in the year 1800, but it must have been lost to

cultivation after that time. In any case it was
.'carcely known till a few years ago Messrs. Veitch

began to show us what a distinct .'hrub it was.

Few hardy shrubs can be propagated without seeds

as readily as this Clerodendron can, for root cuttings

soon strike and form plants. It can also be struck

from cuttings of the branches, but the roots give

an opportunity for more rapid propagation. All

that is needed is to take pieces of the roots at any
time during the winter or early spring months,
cut them up into lengths of 3 inches to 4 inches,

and dibble them into some sandy compost. These
root cuttings should be kept upright, and at such

a depth that the upper part of the cutting is just

below the surface of the soil. If they are put into

a cold frame, the young shoots quickly make their

appearance and grow away freely. In the case of

a specimen being transplanted, an opportunity

occurs for taking plenty of cuttings; indeed, if

broken pieces of the roots are left in the ground,

they often grow and finally form pl.ants.

While most of the Clerodendrons require the

temperature of a stove, or at all events of an in-

termediate house, there is a second species which
is hardy in some districts, and will around London
pass through most winters against a wall. This is

C. fcctidum, a native of China, which reaches a
height of 4 feet to 5 feet, with large, cordate, pu-

bescent leaves of a deep green tint, while the rosy

red blossoms are borne in terminal clusters, which
are on strong plants IJ inches or nearly so across.

In the south of Englmd it will grow and flower

well as a shrub in the open ground, though it is

very seldom met with. It was first introduced into

this country about seventy years ago. H. P.

TREE AND SHRUB LIFE ON A KENTISH
COMMON.

The common or commons to which I more directly

refer are those bounding the beautiful and historic

estate of Holwood, one of the Kentish properties of

Eail Derby. No one would expect to find trees of

an unusual fize or slirubs of the most vigorous
groifth on any of our common lands, these being
tor the greater part composed of land that would
only come under the heading of third-rate for agri-

cultural J.
urposes. Where, however, will the Broom

and Furze, the Heath and Clematis grow with
greater freedom and more persistently, and the

Birch and Scotch Fir seem more at home than on
these usually gravelly and chalky commons and
wastes ? A treat it is at present on the rural little

common of Farnborough to see the wide stretches

of conspicuous golden flowers of the dwarf Gorse
(Ulex nana), a plant that the more you cut and
try to exterminate it the more persistent is it to

hold on to the soil that has claimed it its own for

centuries back. If we exceptthe major specifsoE

the Gorse, no other native shrub of equal size is half

so lavishly covered with flowers as this dwarf form,

and the length of lime occupied by a single speci-

men in expanding all its succeeding flowers is more
readily counted by months than by weeks. The
poorest, driest, and stoniest parts of the common
come all alike to this pretty wilding, and it even

wages war with the Heath for supremacy of cer-

tain tracts of ground. The Green-weed (Genista

tinctoria) from July to September acts as a com-
panion to the latter shrub, both growing in com-
pany in many instances, but in distinct patches

on other occasions. Bearing some resemblance

in flower to the dwarf Gorse, the Green - weed
is a small-growing shrub of some interett, the

pretty and showy yellow flowers being borne in

great plenty. On Keston Common it occurs in

great patches, and adds during the late summer
quite a charm to this favoured spot. Of Heaths,

three species at least are common enough,

and in these dull September days they come
as welcome harbingers of the pretty autumn tints

and coral berries of the Rowan tree and wild

Guelder Rose, both of which occur in plenty by
our waysides and commons. To deal consecu-

tively with the various shrubs and trees of one
hedgerow— one of the old-fashioned 20-feet wide

fences of our forefathers—on a common hard by
would form quite a paper of itself, so I will con-

tent myself with the names of those as jotted

down one evening last week. Thorns were abun-

dant mixed up with the Dogwood (Rhamnus),
Privet (Ligustrum), Guelder Rose (Viburnum),

Beam tree (Pyrus), the Spindle tree (Euonymus),
Buckthorn (Rhamnus catharticus). Wayfaring Tree

(Viburnum Lantana), common Honeysuckle (Loni-

cera), Elder (Sambucus), Holly and wild Maple, the

latter with its pretty starry leaves bringing about

a combination that is rarely seen far from the

Southern English counties. Then the creeping

Roses, the Bittersweet (Solanum), the Bella-

donna (Atropa), and Old Man's Beard (Clematis

Vitalba) all help to lend a charm that it is hard

to pass unheeded. Willows, too, are abundant,

from the tiny Salix repens to the majestic white

and fragile species S. alba and S. fragilis. But
the Birches and Pines are full of beauty, and
lend quite a charm to that prettiest and most

frequented of spots on Keston Common—the fish

ponds. The full dark green foliage of the Scotch

Pine, enlivened here and there by the chocolate-

coloured bark when lit up by the setting sun,

and silvery tints of the pendent Birches forms a
peculiarly suitable background for these capacious

ponds. Occasionally one may detect a fine old

Yew or unmutilated Juniper hidden half away in (he

giant growth of scrub Oak and Beech (hat now
and then occup'esa considerable space of the com-

mon land. Seedings, (oo, of the Clusfer Pine

(Pinus Pinaster) and the Weymouth Pine (P.
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Strobus) are also to be found, the seeds having
been transported from some neighbouring park
tree to tliese more inliospit:ible surroundings. To
distribute trees in so natural a manner as one
finds them on these Kentish wilds would be a

matter of almost impossibility, the easy outline of

the larger masses and clumps and graceful un-

fettered spread of the single specimens being
the envy of every lover of natural beauty. No
pruning and distorting are here allowed, the speci-

men or clump growing upward and outward as it

listeth, and tlius on our commons and downs will

be seen some of the most natural and unmutilated
of trees and shrubs. By the fence side one often

comes across fine Uowering p'ants of the Tutsan or

Sweet Amber (Hypericum androsKmum), a pretty

shrub of 2 feet and ;! feet high, having pale green
leaves and abundance of golden flowers. It is a
pretty wilding, that helps to lend a charm to

for procuring water to moisten the soil around
his trees, planted, as many were, by lampdighl
and after a hard day's work at Westminster, on

the rampions of the British camp within his

grounds of Holwood. This Sycamore is now a

noble tree with far-sproadmg branches, and is called, but

quite an ornament to that jiart of the common any means
almost oversliadowing the spring. A. D. W.

Stove and Greenhouse.

THE SCARBOROUGH LILY.

(v.W.UtTX I'URPUliE.4.)

No more apiiro[>riate season tliau the present

could he chdseu for drawing attention to

The Scarborough Lily (Vallota purpurea).

the hedge-s-idcs and open woods. Many introduced
trees have taken hold of these commons, as, for
instance, by C:v?ar's Well at the entrance to Hol-
wood, where the False Acacia (Acacia Pseudacacia)
has appeared as a little forest, the underground
stem or roots having made their way beneath the
oaken fence—the estate boundary—and .shot up
stout and strong on the gras.^^y sward by the road- i

side. In another place and not far distant one
may find a sturdy seedling of the Evergreen Oak
(Quercus Hex), or some other of the less common
trees of our wcodlands. Along the bank above
the Roman villa at the extremity of Keston Com-
mon are to be found not a few rather rare repre-
sentatives of our native flora, in the shrub line
particularly, but the dread of extinction makes
one silent about names and places. Just above
the fish ponds and within sight of Caesar's Well
grows a beautiful .Sycamore, which in all proba-
bility was planted at the instigation of the great
statesman, William Pitt, who, according to letters
preserved at Holwood, used this famous well

bility better adajjted to its requirements. I

know, however, that many plants of it -indeed,

all the stock in some instance.s—have been lost

by Ijeiiig attacked with the Eucharis mite (.so-

which does not confine itself by

to this valuable plant). Having

been a sufferer myself from this scourge, and

that severely, before it was much heard of

amongst the Eucharis, I think that it is quite

possible that others have also been the losers

by the same pest. Want of attention, and that

at the proper time, will also act materially

against its well-being. It is a plant that will

put up with a fair amount of rough treat-

ment, but this must not be carried too far.

This arises, I think, in some cases throvigh

a misconception of the plant and its require-

ments. It is by some authorities

classed with the Amaryllis proper,

but this is a mistake, or at any rate

wants qualifying, for whereas the

Amaryllis Howers in advance of the

leaf-growth (with the exception of a

few species), the Vallota flcjwers at

or nearly about the completion of

the same, which makes all the dif-

ference in treatment. As soon as

the jjlants have flowered, less water is

required, as nearly all active growth

is then at a standstill until the follow-

ing season's leaf-growth commences.

Plants of the Vallota, methinks, often

suffer from oversight when this Cfini-

niences, from the first signs of which

until it is complete they should be

kept well in view, for if this growth

be not what it should be, the ill effects

will be apparent in weakly flowei-

spikes, or probably none at all.

If the young growth be drawn up

weakly through the plants standing

in some out-of-the-way place, or when

in bad condition at the roots, flower-

spikes ought not to bo expected. For

my own part I have succeeded best

when growing the Vallota upon shelves

in the greenhouse, and that in one

place where the old-fashioned flues

were in use, subject, as a matter of

course, to either over heating or escape

of smoke. Why I prefer and think

shelves a good place is because of the

exposure to and the beneficial eftects

from the sun's rays. In its native

country the Vallota would undoubtedly

at certain seasons receive a consider-

able amount of warmth, although a

few degrees of frost will not actually

do any harm when at rest, as I have

proved. A cool greenhouse with a

shelf well exposed to the light will suit it ad-

mirably. At no time should it be kept quite

dry at the roots, for being an evergreen jjlant

there is always the need of sustenance from

this direction, sufticient water being given whilst

no active growth is apparent to prevent it from

sufl'ering, more being, of course, required when

the new leaf growth commences and until the

flower-spikes are removed.

Some plants of the Vallota are without doubt

lost through carelessness in or non-attention

to potting. Over-potting is a decided mistake,

beiu" one of the worst of evils. Rather than

the extreme usefulness of this Cape bulbous

plant. It is not found nearly enough in our

greenhou.ses, for where choice flowers are

recjuired from the beginning of August to the

end of September it would pay to grow this

plant in quantity. I have met with it, singu-

lar to say, in the best condition in somewhat
out-of-the-way situations. I remember once

having seen a few very fine plants in a

small greenhouse, the oiily house apparently

on the place, and that far too much crowded.

In some parts, particularly along the south

coast, it is grown V)y cottagers as a window ^
plant, and that remarkably well. I saw it thus pursue this course, I would prefer to see the

in a cottage window in Dorsetshire a few bulbs crowding one another out of the pots,

years ago, the plant flowering profusely. When Firm potting is essential, good fibmus yellow

grown under these somewhat disadvantageous ! loam with alittle leaf-mould or peat being the

conditions, surely there should not be any great staple compost, sand of course being added,

difficulty in getting it to thrive well where the also charcoal if the soil be not of the best

convenience is more extended, and in all proba-
'

quality. Potting should be attended t,o when
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there are sigiis of growtli commencing, after

which a slight amount of warmth for a week
or two would be beneficial. This potting,

when well done, need not by any means
be a yearly operation ; I would prefer to leave
the plants for two or three seasons. Increase
can bo easily effected by removing the bulblets
clustering around the base of the parent bulb
when the potting is being seen to. It caii also

be readily performed by raising seedlings,

sowing the seed as soon as it is ripe. By this

latter means I have raised a clean stock in

good quantity, my direct object having been
the attempt to obtain a cress which did not
take place, but failed, as I find others have
also done. Imported bulbs are now being
offered, these being sent direct from the Cape,
where they are grown specially for exportation.
My stock of these is just now commencing to

grow. Whether I shall flower them the first

season yet remains to be proved. I am watch-
ing this result with some interest.

—

Plantsman.

This Cape bulb is not often fecn as a spe-
cimen, but when so grown it is an exceedingly
handsome and showy plant, well repaying the
extra trouble and patience required to reach that
stage. The illustration given is not in any sense
an unaccomplished fact, for only a week or two
back I saw at the Brighton (New) Horticultural
Society's exhibition a larger example than this
which was thfn making a pood di.-play, yet not
nearly in full tlower. This .size of plant can only
be had by careful treatment, and it speaks well
for the cultivator who can accomplish it. Those
will succeed the best, and with a greater degree of
certainty, who have been accustomed to cultivate
specimen greenhouse plants, for the .'imple reason
that they take every care with respect to wateiing
iind other necessary matters that are not brought
out so prominently in the ordinary culture of
greenhouse plants as used for decoration. Large
plants must not, of course, be trifled with, for if

once they become unhealthy there is trouble ahead,
and with this a good plant grower is thoroughly
conversant. The increased advantage in large
plants lies in the fact of the larger and stronger
spikes that are hereby secured upon the best bulbs.
—P.

The white Hoop-petticoat Narcissus in
pots.— It may bo well to draw the attenlion of
I hose who are not acquainted with this little

winter-blooming gem, and who are desirous of
having some choice Ihings to bloom in tlic dull
winter months, to its value. If the bulbs are
potted by the end of SepI ember they will bloom
well about Christmas, and this without putting
them into a warm house. All that is necessary is

to pot some eight or ten bulbs into a -lA-inch pot,
using a light sandy soil and giving a good drain-
age. When potted, place the pots in I he open air,

covering them with cocoa-nut fibre or ashes till

the bulbs begin to start. Then remove them into
a cold pit or house where the frost can be kept
from them. Here they will bloom about Christmas.
The blooms are most useful, and they last a long
lime when cut.— J. CROOK.

Campanula pyramidalis at Syon House.
— Un visiting Syon House lately it was a pleasing
surpri'^e to find the above old favouiite taking a
prominent part with the temperate and tropical
vegetation of mo.-t of the world in the furnishing
of the magnificent conservatory. Perfect speci-
mens, ranging from 4 feet to 6 feet or more high,
were i-anged in groups and lines in all directions,
and neither Ferns, Palms, Camellias, Acacias nor
the choicest greenhouse or stove plants suffei'ed
loss through the soft colouring and stately presence
of the Campanulas. The while was well repre-
sented, as well as the blue. The plants seemed
mostly grown in Kl-inch or 12-inch pots, and the
leaves were very healthy, the spikes of marvellous
strength and length, and the individual flowers of
full size. Mr. Wythes has made a speciality of
his plant for some years to such good orna-

mental purpose, that one can but wonder this fine

old Campanula is not; more generally grown in

masses, especially for large glasshouses. By care-

fully forwarding the earlier batches and letardiug
the later ones, as well as from the peculiar mode
of their blooming, the plants may also be bad in

beauty for a long time. Mr. Wythes would confer

a great favour on the readers of The Garden by
telling us how he manages to grow these plants
so uniformlv well in such enormous quantities.

—

D. T. F.

Dianella aspera.—Some two or three species
of Dianella are every year very attractive at Kew

;

firstly when in bloom, as at that time the mass
of dark green Sedge-like leaves is crowned with
several large branching panicles of blossoms. The
individual flowers are blue, rgainst which the
yellow anthei's stand out very conspicuous. Pretty
though the Dianellas may be in the flowering
stage, they are more so when laden with berries,

wh-ch vary somewhat in the different species,

those of D. aspera being larger than full-sized

Peas and of a beautiful violet-blue colour. They
are freely borne, and from their weight cause the
large vatiicles to partially droop. Though this

Dianella has for years been very attractive in

the temperate house at Kew, it is almost if not
quite unknown outside of a few botanic gardens,
and that not from any difficulty attending its

culture, for It is easify increased by seed or

division, and will grow in any ordinary potting
soil. The Dianellas are all natives of Australia
and New Zealand, and consequenily need green-
house treatment in this country.—H. P.

Dipladenia boliviensis.—Compjared with the
many garden hybrids of the Brearleyana class, the
blooms of this Dipladenia are small, yet they are
remarkably pretty ; in fact, I look upon it as one
of the most beautiful members of the genus, for

the flowers are in colour of the purest white,
relieved by a bright orange-yellow throat, while
other desirable qualities possessed by it are, firstly,

the fact that it is moie robust in constitution than
most of the bright-coloured Dipladenias, and,
secondly, its blooming season extends over a con-
siderable period during the summer and autumn
months, and at times well on into the winter.
The individual blooms are about a couple of inches
in diameter, while they are 'often borne three or
four in a cluster, freely distributed over the plant.
It makes a good rafter plant in the stove, and may
also be trained in other positions, for it grows
freely. If secured to a wall that is somewhat
damp, the stouter stems often push out roots and
fasten themselves to the bricks after the manner
of Ivy. It is easily propagated by cuttings of the
growing shoots put in at any time during the spring
and summer months. This Dipladenia was in-

troduced from Bolivia in 18(iG.

—

H. P.

Eranthemum albiflorum.—This is quite dis-

tinct from any of the other Eranthemums, and a
pretty little .species it is. It blooms freely when
not more than a foot high, and in this stage the
upright stems, which are clothed with deep green
ovate leaves, are terminated by erect panicles of

white blossoms, which remind one somewhat of a
cluster of wliite Lilac. It flowers generally towards
the end of the summer and in the autumn, but still

blooms are often produced at other seasons. A
second species now in bloom must on no account
be omitted from any list of Eranthemums valuable
for their flowering qualities. This is E. Ander-
soni, whose blooms are so beautifully marked,
that did they but belong to the Orchid family, we
should hear far more about them. The individual
blooms are about an inch across and pure white,
except the lower lobe, which is heavily blotched
with a rich purple colour.—T.

Scillas in pots.—As this is the season when
one's thoughts naturally turn to bulbs for the
spring display, whether out of doors or in the
greenhouse, it is a very appropriate time to call
attention to the suitability of Scilla sibirica for
growing and flowering in pots, either forced or
brought on in an ordinary greenhouse tempera-
ture. They may be had in bloom soon after

Christmas, but the flowers do not open so kindly

at that time as they do two or three weeks later,

and little masses in pots 5 inches in diameter are

by most persons much admired, more especially as

at that season the Lily of ihe 'Valley is also in

blrom, and its pure white bells contrast in a
striking manner with the rich blue flowers of

the Scilla. The length of time the Scilla remains
in bloom is another point in its favour. The
Chionodoxa will also bloom well in pots, but is

not so amenable to forcing as the Scilla, one
prominent reason being that the flower-stem is

naturally weak, and consequently it is much more
so if brought on in the forcing house.—H. P.

Crossandra undulsefolia.—This is a pretty

free-flowering stove plant of easy culture, a pro-

minent featur-e of which is the rather uncommon
hue of the blossoms. In general appearance and
style of flowering it beais a certain resemblance to

the Af helandras, and like them is most satisfaclory

in the shape of young plants, as older specimens
run up tall and naked at the base. It is of upright

growth, furnii-hed with deep green leaves, ovate in

shape, and with the edges wavv'. The flowers are

arranged in a terminal spike, as in the Aphelan-
dras, but the individual blooms are larger than in

any of the members of this last-named genus and
of a bright salmon hue, suffused more or less with
orange, for individual plants vary somewhat in

depth of colouring. It was introduced into this

country about a dozen years ago, and figured in

The Garden December 15, 1883. Cuttings strike

readily enough, and if good shoots are taken in

the spring or early in the summer they soon root,

and will form effective little flowering plants by
the autumn. If larger specimens are needed,

several of these small plants may be grouped to-

gether in a pot or pan, and in th's way they make
a goodly show.— H. G.

SOME GOOD SALVIAS.

All who are acquainted with the various kinds of

Salvias will agree that in the-e we have colours

quite distinct from those of most other cultivated

plants. I am not acquainted with a plant whose
Bowers are of just the same colour as those

of Salvia patens, and yet one seldom sees it

grown to any extent. A large mass of it when
well placed is a distinct feature in the garden for

many weeks in the summer. I have a large patch

of it by my cottage door-, and it is quite a picture,

the blue showing off grandly against a stone wall

at the back. This Salvia dees well when grown in

pots and will keep blooming well into the autumn.
I find it most useful for mixing with early-bloom-

ing Chrysanthemums for conservatory decoration.

In Salvia splendens, again, we have a plant that it

is difficult to match in point of colour, the flowers

being bright scarlet. This Salvia grows very freely.

Cuttings rooted at any titre during the spring and
early summer will bloom freely through the last

four months of the year. My method is to root

the cuttings in April, potting them off, and when
the weather is warm enough, planting them out. I

give the plants liberal treatment thr-ough the sum-
mer and then take them up, potting them into a
good soil. S. splendens Bruanti is an improvement
on the type, being a stronger grower. Beautiful as

the two foregoing kinds are, they cannot sirrpass

S. Pitcheri, the deep azure-blue flowers being most
attractive. This is most telling arranged with

groups of Chrysanthemums. This will stand out

in the ground during the winter if a little mate-

rial is used to keep the roots from severe frost.

Roots have lived out here the last two .years. Some
years ago a discussion was raised in TriE Garden
as to whether old or young plants were the best

for blooming. According to my observation, the

old plants bloom infinitely better. Nor must Salvia

Belheli be omitted. Although not quite so free-

blooming, it is none the less beautiful. It natur-

ally grows stronger, throwing up strong spikes of

rosy-coloured flowers, which last a long time. S.

ccccinea grandiflora is a useful kind and very

bright in colour, continuing in bloom a long time.

Other good kinds either for the open garden or for
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growing in pots are n.tilans, the Apple-scented

kind ; Mons. Issaiichiin a striped form of splen-

dens; gesnerjefoli:!, Ilccri, farinacea, &c. All are

more or less bcavitifiil and of easy culture.

DonsBT.

Chrysanthemums.

FROZEN CHUYSANrHEMUMS.
At (he annual meetint,' of tl:c National Clirysan-

tliemum Society lield last March I made the first

announcement of Mr. J. Karland's de.-ire tosubiLit,

(frozen in blocks of ice, certain varieties of Chry-

santhemums which he liad raised in New Zealand

from colonial faved seed. Ever since that time

there has been so mucli curiosity aroused in this

novel method of preservinj; Chrysanthemums, that

I feel convinced a few words on the subject may be
acceptable not only to those who saw them on
Wednesday week, but also to those to whom the

opportunity did not occur. There were in all eight

flowers in six varieties, and they were frozen at the

Meat-freezing Works at Wellington as far back as

the month of April last, and shipped to England
early in May by the s.s. Mamari. They reached
this country the last week in July, and until the

date of our early-flowering show at the Aquarium
last week, the flowers were kept in the Cold Storage

at Blackfiiars. It will be seen therefore that they
were in their ice-bound condition nearly five months,
and indeed there seems to be no reason why they

should not have remained in that slate for as many
years had it been deemed necessary. Colonial special-

ists in Chrysanthemum matters bad very favourably

pronounced upon Mr, Earland's seedlings, but it

appears that before imreserved judgment could be
passed upon them in New Zealand, it was felt

that it would be more satisfactory to submit them
to the floral committee of the Nationnl Chrysan-
themum Society, and obtain by this means an
authoritative decision on thtir merits. Of course

transit in an ordinary way was out of the question,

and Mr. Earland is to be congratulated upon the

very unique method he selected to bring his flowers

before our notice, and also to be congratulated

upon the successful outcome of an idea which pro-

bably he alone thought of.

Mr. Earland's jilan of preserving his seedlings

was to place them in a perpendicular position in

cylinders of tin filled with water, which were
then placed in a refrigerator, the water in each
tin being quickly converted into a solid block of

ice, each containing a single bloom. The tins were
then stored in a cold chamber on board the
steamer that conveyed them to this country, and
after their arrival placed in the company's cold

storage until the time arrived for the flowers to be
shown, when they were sufficiently thawed to

allow of the contents being turned out. The
whole experiment was unmarred by any mishap,
and when on exhibition the flowers were perfectly

visible in their solid cylindrical blocks of trans-
parent ice. In one or two cases a few air bubbles
were clinging to the petals, but they were of so
little significance as to be almost unworthy of
mention. The colours of these Antipodean Chry-
santhemums seemed to suffer but little by the
process, except that here and there a slight brown-
ish tinge appeared on the outside of some of the
petals, no doubt the result of their first contact
with the icy temperature to which they were sub-
mitted. In form there was no fault to find at all,

although I learn from the exhibitor that long-
petalled flowers like Fair Maid of Guernsey are diffi-

cult to fix naturally, because when immersed in the
water it causes the florets to float together in an
unshapely bunch. Nearly all the blooms were in-
curved or Japanese incurved ; they were very full

and solid, and out of the six varieties two received
commendations and two were awarded first-class
certificates. Rimutaka, an incurved in the way of
Lord Wolseley. but of a deeper purple and broader
florets, would probably have received a certificate,
but only one bloom was sent, Tarawera, a yellow
Japanese incurved, and Zelandia of the same sec-

tion, but a silvery lilac flower, were both certifi-

cated bccau.'e two blooms of each were staged

J. J. Kerslake, a large white Japanese incurved,

received a corrrmendation. Lady liell of the same
cla.ss, considered to resemble Lady Trevor Law-

rence, was much admired, but the last of this in-

teresting collection, Tongarero, a medium-sized

lilac-coloured Japanese, did not find much favour

in the eyes of the committee. Besides the distinc-

tions above mentioned, it was felt that the exhibit

as a whole, on .account of its great novelty, was

worthy of a special award, and the floral com-

mittee unaninrously decided to recommend the

society to gi-ant Mr. Earland a silvtr-gilt med d

commemorative of his interesting and instructive

experiment.
The following extracts from a recent letter from

Mr. Earland may usefully supplement the fore-

going observations, and show sotuething of the

interet that attaches to Chrysanthemum cultiva-

tion in New Zealand :
—

lam Bonding eight blooms. I had foui-toeu frnzen.

birt thorrght sueli a nurubLT would be cumbersoire. 1

hope the coiuuiitteo wdl mt judge of the ^size of

blooms by tlio horuo standard, as we in N. Z, [ire a

long wuy beliind in the cultivation of the Chrysauthe-

mum. Another thing 1 should like to point out is, the

flowers seut were growir in the open border without

auy protection whatever I find that seedlings

do not show their true character the first yo.ir— at

least the way 1 grow them, which is to put thorn in

small pots, and auy that are promising plarit^ out in

the open border 1 ho foUowiug year For the

future 1 iuteud pl.mting out the first year. I am con-

vinced that N. Z. w 11 produce plerity of good seed-

lings after a tiuic when others go in for it

Several people in N, Z. have imported seed from

Europe aud America, but with poor result.a. One
man got 5IIII seeJlings from American seed,

and not a good variety amongst them, hut with New
Zealand saved seed one is almost certain to get from

30 to 41) per ceut. of double well-formed flowers.

In conclusion, it is only necessary forme to ob-

serve, as I have never failed to do with seedling

raisers who correspond with me on Chrysanthe-

mum matters, pay attention to the raising of good

incurved varieties, try to import into that section

some of the higher tones of colour to be to\inil in

the Japanese varieties, and you will find thai-

Chrysanthemum raising will be a far more re-

munerative business than your most sanguine

expectations ever led you to dream of.

C. Hakman-Payse.

CHRYSANTHEMUM NOTES.

One of the most remarkable features of the fancy

of the day is found in the enormous number of

Chry.'anthemums in pots grown now in private

gardens irrespective of those places where

plants are grown almost exclusively to produce

exhibition blooms. I found the other day at

Maiden Erleigh about 1000 p'ants of many

sorts ar.d heights in pots, and nearly as many

at Heckfield Place. In the former case they are

grown for the production of blooms for cutting,

for home use, and for conservatory decor-ation ;

in the other chiefly for market sale. I have no

doubt bnt that both gardens will be able to show

splendiil blooms in due course. It setms, how-

ever, to be the case that whilst private persons

call for the finest blooms hard thinning and pinch-

ing- can produce, the market purchaser also much
prefers the big flowers, and the grower finds that

they pay best, fetching nearly double the money

that smaller bunched flowers produce. Very soon

will it be needful to house these armies of plants,

and very often the grower finds that he has hardly

roam for one half that he has raised. Hapjiy is he

who, like Mr. Turton at Maiden Erleigh, has

several hundreds of dwarf plants in ti-inch pots

struck in May for giving useful material for house

decoration and the furnishing of later flowers.

Very fine blooms indeed will these later struck

plants produce, especially when fed at the right

time with some good aitificial manure. Such

plants as these when the large ones have been

housed will stand between their often somewhat

naked stems, and thus occupy space not available

for plants in large pots. A great necessity for pot

Chrysanthemums is full exposure to sun and air;

without such exposure good blooms are impossible.

Wood must be as firm as possible ere now, even

though it may seem very stout indecil. In the

case of highly fell plants and coarse growth, this

full exposure is all the more needful. A. D.

CHRYSANTHEMIMS FOR THE FLOWER
GARDEN.

For the embellishment of the flower beds in

Augu.st and September, Chrysanthemums are ex-

tremely useful, providing the planter with subjects

quite distinct from the ordinary run of summer
bedders. Planted in a mass of one colour only,

they are much more effective than when several

kinds of distinct colours are einployed. The sorts

now obtainable are all of compact growth with-

out being too tall. The present is the time to

take note of suitatle varieties for various purposes

and sites, so that a stock of plants can be pre-

pared in good time for next season. X can re-

commend the undermentioned as being well suited

for this form of cultivation :

—
L.v PETrxE JiAlUE.—Flowers wdiite, of rnediura size,

tho tips of petals recurved ;
Ihe habit is free and

hr.auehing, not more than 1 foot high ;
fiowers eai-ly ru

August, some imes in July.

MiGXON.—Rich orauge-yellow, neat round flowers,

very free, growing 18 inches high.

Nanum.—Silvery blush, very free floworingvariety, m
perfection early in August.

La Nymphe.—Pure white, compact growth, tree

bloomer, height 1 foot.

jAttDiN DES Plantes. — Rich ycllow, very like

Precoeite, compact habit, free ttowcrmg.

Scarlet Gem.—This name does uot correspond with

the colour of the flower, which is really orange with a

deep bronze suffusion, very showy and ileserving ot

cultivation in a mass ; height about 1,5 inelies.

Lyon,—Deep rosy-purple, one of the best of ita

colour, 2 feet. ,.,,..,-, -^i

Mrs. Cullingford,—White, slightly tmtei witli

pink in the centre, a good variety.

No list of early outdoor flowering varieties would

be complete without Mme. Desgrange and its sports,

Mrs. Hawkins, golden-yellow, and G. Wermig,

primrose-yellow. E. M.

Orchids.

ANGULOAS.

I AM asked to say a few words upon this genus

by a reader of The Garden signing him-selt

H. Carmichael, who has but one plant house.

It has plenty of sunshine, he says, but he cannot

get on with Anguloas. Auguloas like plenty of

shade ; in fact,l used to grow them most suc-

cessfully upwards of thirty years ago quite cool

and in constant shade. In this position they

used to make pseudo-bulbs larger than the im-

ported ones. Anguloas are all terrestrial and

natives of Colombia at considerable elevations.

The genus is nearly allied to Lycaste, from

which it differs in some few points. The first

.species was, I think, found by M. Linden, of

Brussels, about fifty years ago, and Dr. Lindley

named the species to commemorate the Rev. J.

Clowes, who first flowered it. Anguloas do best

in pots and reciuire thorough drainage. Some-

what large pots are necessary fiu- tlieir accom-

modation, and they should be potted in good

rough brown peat and Sphagnum Moss. During

tlie°growiug season they rccpiire an abundant

supply of water, but after the flowers are past

and the growths fini.shed up, less .should be

given, until the supply is stopped altogether,

giving only just enough from time to time to

keep'lhe bulbs from shrivelling. In the winter

months all the leaves fall off, and thus the plants
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can be easily seen and a little water given
them from time to time. The following kinds
aio all highly deserving the attention of Orchid
growers, and the blooms last a considerable time
in full beauty :

—

A. Clowesi.—This appears to differ considei ably
in the colour of its lip. The pseudo-bulbs are
stout and Ileshy, attaining a height of G inches or

7 inches, and they bear thin much-plaited leavfs,

which are 2 feet or more in length and bright green.
It, commences to grow towards the end of March.
The flowers are produced from the base of the
young growth soon afterwards and are fully

de\eloped in about two months. They last a
long time in full beauty, and if the starting of

the plants is regulated in a proper manner, a
good succession of blooms can be secured. The
scape is about 1 foot long and bears a single large
cup-shaped flower, which is thick and fleshy in tex-

ture and of a bright, yet deep clear yellow. Its

perfume I cannot recommend as being agreeable.

A. F.BUENEA.—In this the flowers are as large as
those of an ordinary form of the last-mentioned
plant, but they differ in colour, being of a pure
white. The plant is still rare in cultivation, as it

dees not appear to be plentiful in its native haunts.

A. RUCKBEI.—This plant is nearly equal to
Clowesi in stature, but yet is less robust ; the
flowers, which are very freely produced, are large
and Tulip-shaped ; sepals and petals yellow with-
out, the ground colour on the inside brightly
spotted with deep crimson, the lip itself being rich
crimson. It is a beautiful flower, and destitute of
the odour which renders that of Clowesi so objec-
tionable.

A. RuCKERi ALBA.—This is a fine plant which I

have only seen once, viz , in the collection of Mr.
D^'man, of Sydenham. The flowers are as large
as those of the typical plant, and of a uniform
pure ivory-white throughout.

A. RucKEEi SANGUINEA.—This, the true va-
riety, appears to be veiy rare. It is figured in
the Untanical Magazine, t. 5384, the plant there
shown having been flowered by myself. The out-
side of the flower is greenish and the intide of a
very deep blood colour, the column being white,
dotted with crimson.

A. RucKEKi PURPUREA is somewhat less strong
in growth, but the flowers are large, the outside of
the sepals and petals being tawny yellow and
within of a uniform purple. This plant I have
frequently seen in collections under the name of
sanguinea, but the two appear to me to be quite
distinct garden plants.

A. MEDIA.—This, which is supposed to have
been raised between A. Clowesi and A. Ruckeri, I

saw recently blooming with Mr. Measures from
some plants imported by Mr. Sander, of St.
Albans. The sepals and petals are tawny yellow on
the outside, purplish within, stained ,with orange
at the base.

A. UNIFLORA is smaller in growth and in the size
of its flowers, which are more pointed in the sepals
and petals, and in some instances pure white, and
in others freely spotted on the inside with pink or
dark brown. These plants are sometimes known
by the names of virginalis and Turneri. A, uni-
flora as I know it is figured in the Botanical
Mai/azini; t. 4807, and there it has flowers freely
spotted with pink. Wm. Hugh Gowee.

Cypripedium philippinense.— J. Chapman
sands me a nice form of this. It has leaves 1 foot
in length, leathery in te.xture, and with a rich
glossy green surface It has proved a good grower,
and has been largely employed by hybridisers.
The result has been seen in some hybrids that
have flowered, amongst these being C. selligerum,
C. Peetersianum, C. burfordiense, C. Finetianum,
C. priapus, and others.—G.

The Swan Orchid (Cycnoches chlorochiloc).
—J. Jesmonde, Newca-itle, sends me a deforrutd
flower of this fine species, which m;tkes me think
it his been developed upon anewly-impoitcd plai t

The large flowers are greenish yellow or ivory-
white; lip tinged with yellow. It lasts a con-
siderable time in good condition if duly cared for.

The plant should be grown in strong heat and a
moist atmosphere, and ^hould be kept cool and
dry in the winter. Other species of this genus
which used to be popular are C. ventricosum,
C. aureum, C. pentadactjlon, C.Loddigesi, &c.—W.
Barkeria melanocaulon (IT. J. Z*).—This is

a very piretty flower and also very rare. I am glad
you get on so well with the Barkerias. They
do not do well in many places ; and this, I think,
is the reason why the genus is not more popular.
The fact is these plants require full exposure to

the sun in the daytime, a large amount of water
over them and no soil to their roots, and the heat
of the Cattleya house. The species in question is

very similar to B. Lindleyana, from which it

appears to differ principally in colour and the time
of its flowering.—W. H. G.

cream when cold. I use one gallon of this to ten

gallons of water, and spray trees with young tender
growth on them in a hot sun without damagirg a
leaf.—W. Downs, Jiii/Hutc Grure, Hi.dcr J'ark,

Florida.

SHORT NOTES.—ORCHIDS.

CattUya Gaskelliana alba.—The pure while
flowers of this beautiful gem are now to bo seen in the

Garden Flora.

PLATE 876.

VAN DAS.

(with A COLOURED PLATE OF VANDA TERIS.*)

The genus Vanda has a wide distribution in

the East Indies. Such kind.s as V. tricolor, V.
suavis and many others are beautiful even when
not in flower, whilst they do not require so

much heat in the winter as used to be imagined.

I have had a large mixed collection of Vaudas
and Aerides flower well after being kept in a

night temperature of C0°, which used to rise 5°

or 8'^ in the daytime. In the summer-time the

glass may run up to 80° or 85° with sun-heat,

shading lightly during the very warmest part

of the day, giving plenty of air, but no draughts,

and keeping the atmosphere duly sup-

plied with moisture. Treated in this

manner, Vandas are easily managed.
Vandas must have exceptional drain-

age, and upon this the plants should

.stand, having the pot tilled in with

good clean and living Sphagnum. In
the spring-time this should be looked

over, and any portion decayed or not
in a fresh sweet condition removed,
replacing it with fresh. Do not fumi-

gate Vandas, as I have observed in

them a tendency to cast their lower

leaves after it.

V. Amesiana is a free-flowering plar.t

of small growth, native of the Southern
Shan States. It grows on rocks and on
trees, but the latter plants I have observed

appear to be the better nourished, and
these are the plants which appear to

carry the most leaves. It makes strong,

stout roots in great abundance. The
leaves are each 1 foot in length and light

green in colour ; scape erect, many-
flowered; the sepals and petals white,

more or less flushed with lose; the lip

establishment of Messrs. Charlesworth and Shuttle- I rich rosy purple in the first plant that was flowerfd,

Flower of Vanda Cathcarti.

worth, Clapham Park Nursery. The sepals and petals

are broad and the lip prettily fringed.— ti.

Odontoglossum Tnaleayi pantherinum
(J. B.).—This appears to be the name of your variety,

it has broad sepals and petals, which are brown, be-
coming paler towards the edges, the whole of the yel-

low lip marked with reddish brown. I have seen this

variety on several occasions, and consider it a very
pretty flowiu-.—G.

So.bralia xantholeuca.—A Cue variety of this

comes from Mr. Cypher, Queen's Road Nursery, Chel-
tenhanu The plant has seven flowering shoots. A
plant of this size will make a splendid show for a very
long time. The flowers last fully four or five days
after they expand, so that SobraJias should not he
east on one side so much as they have been.—W.

Paraffin emulsion.—Whilst in England I

often had difficulty in using paraffin amongst
plants from the fact of not being able to mix it

with water. Since I have been here 1 have learnt
how to thoroughly mix it so that it can be
used with absolute safety both for spraying and
sponging. Take one gallon of water and 1 lb. of
soft soap and boil until the soap is well dissolved

;

then throw in about two tablespoonfuls of dry
soap ; stir well. After taking off the fire, add one
gallon of paraHin ; then take a syringe and pump
it thoroughly to mix it. In about ten minutes it

will be a thorough emulsion, which will keep and
can be used as lequired. If properly mixed it will

be of a consistency and much the colour of good

but usually paler. A variety called alba in gardi ns

has the flowers nearly white. It blooms in the

winter months.

V. Batemanni.—It is now fifty years since th's

noble plant was sent home in a living state by
Hugh Cuming, and nearly that time has elapsed

since it first flowered in Mr. Bateman's collection.

For many years it remained a scarce plant, but Mr.

John Veitch found it in abundance in the Philip-

pines, since which time it has been more frequeni ly

seen. The stem is stout, and the thick fleshy

leaves reach to about 2 feet in length and are pale

green. The spike is 2 feet to u feet in length,

bearing a raceme of many flowers, which are each

some 3 inches across, thick and fleshy in texture,

rich rosy purple at the back and tinted with violet,

whilst in front they are mellow, spotted and dotted

with deep red. The lip is of a purplish crimson.

It blooms at the end of summer and beginning of

autumn, and the flowers last for three months in

good condition.

V. Bensoni.—This is another plant of small

growth and requires an abundance of heat and

moisture. The sepals and petals are yellowish

green, netted with brown in front, china-white at

the back ; lip rosy pink, deeper coloured in front.

V. Cathcarti.— This is a plant which Reichen-

bach moved from Yanda, and established a new

* Drawn for TuE Gabden by Gertrude namilton

in the gardens at Guunersbury House, April S, 1S'J2.

Lithographed and piiuted by Guillanme Severeyns.
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genus which he called Esmeralda. Others have re-

moved it to the pemis of lilurue (Araclinanlhe),

and to this latter I agi-ee. I here adopt the
Liiidleyan name on purpose to include it in the list

of Vandas worth growing. The plant first (lowered

with Messrs. Vcitch and Sons, of Chelsea, twenty-
two years ago. It is a dithcult plant to get home
alive, as I know from experience, having imported
it largely. In its native home it is always kept in

a moist state the whole seison, and hence arises

the ditlioulty of getting it home alive. It is a
scrambling, loose liabited plant, which should not
be grown in an erect manner, as it does best when
allowed to hang down. The raceme is axillary,

bearing sexer.il flowers, which are each about 1^

inches across, the sepals and petals nearly equal,
making a full round llower, the ground colour of

which is .soft yellow, transversely streaked with
wavy bands of reddish-brown ; lip large, the si.te

lobes small, white, streaked at the base with red
;

middle lobe lai'f;e. yellow, with the edges dentate,
anl the centre tluL'k and lleshy. It comes from
Assam, and requires to be kept; moist the whole
season.

v. Clarkei (Arachnanthe).—This is a beautiful
plant, introduced some seven years ago by Messrs.
Low, of Clapton. 1 saw it flowering two years
ago in Sir Trevor Lawrence's garden The flowers
arc upwards of 8 inches across, the sepals and
pelals light brown with transverse bands of yellow:
the lateral lobes small, erect, whitish, more or less

marked and streaked with brown; middle lobe rich
brown, with numerous radiating streaks of yellow.
The plant appears to be a poor grower, and I think
it has hitherto been kept too warm. The warm
end of the Odontoglossum house would appear to be
hot enough for it in the winter, and it might be
shifted to the East India house in the growing
season. It blooms during the autumn months and
comes from Sikkim. It belongs to the same genus
as V. Cathcarti.

V. CfERULEA.—This is the finest variety of the
genus, and the finest forms of it I have ever seen
came to me last season from Mr. Woodall, of
Scarborough. The scape bears seven to fourteen
flowers, each about 4 inches across, the sepals and
petals being soft blue, netted w^ith a deeper blue,
the small lip being of an intense deep bright
blue. This blooms during the autumn, lasting a
long time in perfection. It requires an abundance
of air and water duiing the growing season.

V. (.ii:RI'LESCEKS is a small growing kind bear-
ing smaller flowers than V. cneruUa; the blooms
each measure from 1 inch to IJ inches across, the
colour being about the same as in V. cterulea.
There are several named varieties of the plant
which differ in colour. It usually flowers early in
the season. Native of Burmah.

V. CRISTATA.—A small distinct plant, which
appears to be widely distributed in Northern India
The flowers measure some 2 inches across, the
sepals and petals light yellow, sometimes tinged
with green, the lip large and curious, velvety, the
surface yellow streaked with blackish-purple ; it

flowers in the spiing months. Native of Sikkim
A;c.

V. Den'isomian'A.—This is a very pretty white-
flowered form, but I have seen many plants which
lial the blooms badly tinged with green. It flowers
in spring. Native of Burmah.

V. GIGASTEA deserves to be grown for its noble,
mas.-ive appearance. It has very broad and flo,-hy
leaves which are each some 2 feet long, and a
drooping raceme beaiing usually about si.x flowers,
each about 3 inches across, thick and fleshy in
texture. The flowers are rich yellow, spotted and
dotted with dark brown

; lip very small, white. It
blooms in spring and comes from Burmah.

V. GOWER.B.—This has only flowered upon one
or two occasions. It is very slender, producing
a spike about a foot in length bearing many
flowers

: sepals slighMy broader than the petals, ail
pure white

;
lip small, white, yellow at the apex,

green at the bnse, with a few streaks of rrd- It
comes from Upper Assam, and should be kept in
the Odontoglossum house, as in the winter season

it frequently has snow upon it. I believe it belongs
to the genus Arachnanthe.

V. IIoiiKEHiANA. — The flowers of this each
measure some 2 inches or ;i inches across, the
dorsal sepal and the petals bein.g white, dotted
with purple ; the lower sepals while, usually un-
spotted, somewhat triangular and of a rich purple,
marked with darker spots and dots. It comes from
Borneo.

V. INSIONIS.—This fine species was figured in The
GARDENofMarthI,l,S81(p lf>.'<). It was int reduced

one plant only having been imported. This is now
in the famous collection of Baron Schncder. The
flowers are of the same shape as those of the

typical p'ant. It was founil with it, and it flowers

at the same time, but tlie sepals and petals are

clear yellow and tli(! lip is jiure white. It is

figured in The Garde.n of March 1, bssl (p. ICS).

V. Kimiialliana is a fine species introduced

from the Shan State.-!. It seems to be thoroughly

distinct from every other Vanda yet known ; the

leaves are narrow and deep green, scape nodding,
hearing sometimes twelve flowers.

The .sepals and petals are pure

while, the la'cral sepals much the

larger, falcate. The lip is upwards
of an inch across, rich bright

glowing purple ; it blooms in the

autumn. A figure of this plant

will be found in The Garden of

April ,'), 18110 (p. 324).

V. la.mbllata.—This is an old

species, although not often teen.

The variely known as Box:dli,

figured in The Garde.v of June 4,

18H1 (p. 574), is much the brighter

coloured. It was introduced by
the Messrs. Low, of Clapton. The
upper sepal and the petals are of

a creamy white, the lateral sepals

larger.the upper half creamy white,

the lower half reddish-brown, the

lip rosy purple. It is a small grow-
ing plant, found in the hot, moist
valleys of the Isle of Luzon. A
plant which I found flowering in

Williams' nursery in January last

had been in bloom since the be-

ginning of November of the year

previous.

V. LIMBATA.—This plant is a
native of Java, but it is very scarce

in cultivation. The spike is erect

and manj-llowered. The flowers

are each about 2 inches across,

the sepals .and petals china-white

at the back, cinnamon-brown in

front, with a yellow border, and
netted with darker lines; lip ro~y-

lilac in front. It blooms in June
and Julv.

V. peduncularis (Cottonia).

—

I have seen this plant once only,

in the collection of Consul Schiller

at Altona in lsi;2. I recently saw
some plants which much resembled

it in Sir Trevor Lawrence's collec-

tion at Burford Lodge. The plant,

although included here, diffeis

from the trvie Vandas in several

details. The flowers, although not

showy, are very pretty ; the sepals

and petals are yellowish green,

the lip deep blackish purple, with

a marginal border of pale yellowish

green. It comes from Ceylon.

V. Parisiii is a stout growing
variety, having broad, short fleshy

leaves; scape erect, beaiing a ra-

ceme of showy flowers, which are

each upwards of 2 inches across ;

sepals and petals greenish yellow,

fieely spotted with brown ; lip

magenta-purple, paler at the mar-

gins. This blooms in the summer
luonths and comes from Burmah.

inlsdGby the Messrs. VeitchandSons through Hut- V. Parlshi Markiottiana.—This is a much
ton, their collector. Although the naniewas common finer form than the typical plant. It floweredfirst

enough in our gardens years before tlie living plunt with Sir William Marriott, Bnrt. The finest form
was seen, the name was usurped by a form of V. of the variety I have seen was flowering in Mr.
tricolor. Though having the growth somewhat ef Tautz's collection when at Shepherd's Bu>h ; the
V. tricolor, its flowers are very distinct; the sepals flowers were very round and wholly rich magenta,
and petals soft brown with darker spots; the lip white at the base and the lip bright puri>lish-

is white at the ba^e, expanding into a concave magenta.
limb, which is rosy-purple. It flowers during the y. parviflciRA is perhaps better kr.o«n by the
end of summer and beginning of autumn. Nativ e i ^anie of Aerides Wightianum. It appears to be a
of the Meluccis.

! native of Madras ai.d Bombay, and is a small
V. IKSIGNIS SciiRiEDERlAXA.—This variety ap- growing plant. It bears an erect spike cf many-

pears to be exceedingly rare io its native country, flowers, which are comparatively small ; sepals and

VimJa peJuucularis.
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petals spreading, orange- yellow; lip bluish-purple

in the middle, with a yellowish marginal border.

It seems to be very scarce in cultivation. I used to

find it rather difficult to grow in pots, but I suc-

ceeded well with it in small hanging baskets.

V. R0XBUUC4HI.—This plant first flowered about

seventy years ago, and though looked down upon

by many, it is a very beautiful species. It is a

somewhat small-growing and stiff plant of a very

deep green, the spike being eiect, bearing lets than

a dozen flowers, which are each about 2 inches

across ; the sepals and petals china-white on the

outside, the face greenish, netted with brown, and

the lip bright blue with a white ba=e. I have seen

a variety with a reddish lip. It blooms in the

spring months.

V. Sandeuiana.—This was found by one of Mr.

Sander's collectors about ten years ago in the

island of Mindanao. It appears to be a difficult

plant to establish upon arriving home from its

native country. It was named in honour of its

introducer by Reichenbaeh, and lately I have

heard of its bearing a dozen flowers upon a scape,

each flower being between i inches and 5 inches

across ; the upper sepal and the petals are rosy

pink, the lateral ones very much larger, tawny
yellow, netted with ciirason; lip small, reddish

purple. It blooms during the autumn months,

lasting long in perfection if kept from damp. It

was figured in The Garden, Feb. 9, 1881, p. 104.

V. TERES is widely distributed thiough North-

ern India, about Sylhet, Khasia, and As.'am. It is

an old inhabitant of our gardens, having been in-

troduced in a living state more than si.xty years ago.

Some five or six years afterwards it first flowered

at Syon House. Vanda teres remained a shy-

fiowering plant for many years ; indeed it seemed

to be a plant which every grower tried to shun. I

suppose most of the plants then existing in the

country had been propagated from one stock, and
that not by any means a free-flowering one. The
species got a bad name, and it was not until the

plant came to be imjjorted from the liurmese terri-

tories, over which it is likewise wi^iely spread, that

we began to know what a magnificent plant

we had nursed so reluctantly for so many
years. With the late Mr. 1'.. 'S. Williams the

first of these free-flowering varieties used to

bloom every year. This was a plant about 18

inches or 2 feet high. Mr. Patch when in charge of

the Mauley Hall Gardens at Manchester used to

flower this variety splendidly, but the finest plant

I have ever seen was a specimen the property of Mr.

Broome, then of Didsbury, but now of Llandudno,

in North Wales. This gentleman had a fine plant

which bore upwards of 250 flowers at one time.

This has a richer colour in the individual flowers,

and it bears more flowers on the raceme. Several

recognised forms are now to be found in collec-

tions, the most distinct of which are Ander-
soni, aurorea, and Candida. This is not, like the

great majority of the Vandas, a handsome plant

when out of bloom. The leaves are some 4 inches

or 5 inches long, the spike of bloom
from the stem opposite to the leaves and bearing

from three to seven flowers, each of which is from
S inches to 4 inches across, the broad sepals and
petals being of a deep rose colour with a lighter

border, the lip rose coloured, streaked with darker

lines, the disc and I he side lobes more or less

yellow. In the variety Candida the sepals a"nd

petals are pure white, the lip also white, faintly

tinged with rose, the interior of the side lobes pale

yellow. Vanda teres enjoys plenty of heat and
moisture during the growing season. During the

winter, its resting season, it may be kept cooler

and drier.

V. TRICOLOE has a great number of colour va-

rietie.=, scarcely two plants being alike. This I saw
flowering freely from a fine lot of imported plants

in the Orchid nurseries of Mr. Seeger at Lordship
Lane, Dulwich.
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The flowers of most of the species and varieties

named above, in a'.ldition to being very beauti-

ful, are also sweet scented.

Wm. Hugh Gower.

ORCHIDS.

I ALWAYS feel less anxiety for the plants from the

middle of September until December. They are

not likely to be overshadcd, for the shading is

seldom used ; nor are they likely, at least during

October, to be injured by cold cutting winds

driving through the ventilators. It used to be a

very dull period of the year; few Orchid blooms

were to be had, and the interest in the plants

would sink to the very lowest point. I am now
speaking of from twenty to twenty-five years ago.

At that time how eagerly we looked forward to

the flowering of Cattleya exoniensis and the

autumn-flowering C. labiata ; now we have a

constant succession of Cattleyas, and the autumn-

flowering C. labiata is plentiful in every good

collectio'n. Cattleyas in flower need little atten-

tion ; they may be kept rather dry at the roots,

as the flowers last rather longer, or at least it is

supposed they do in that condition. The Dendro-

biums have not yet all ripened off; even the late-

flowering growths of D. nobile have not yet become

fully matured. I keep some of them very late, and

could cut flowers of D. nobile about the end of

June, and if a succession has to be kept up of this

good old species from January to midsummer,

there must also be late and early periods of

ripening the growths, and as these arc matured,

place the plants in a cool house, but not in

currents of air. D. nobile is comparatively hardy,

but not so some other species that may be placed

with such as D. Wardianum, D. crassinode, D.

Falconeri, 1). Ainsworthi, D. Leechianum, and any

hybrids that may claim parentage with the above,

D. I'ierardi, D. chrysotoxum, D. primulinum, D.

cretaeeum, and some others. I have always been

satisfied when the tempjerature of the house where

these and kindred species are during the resting

period in winter does not fall below 45°, and I

have always made it a point to place them where

the air did not circulate freely upon them. They

can be placed in a warmer house as it is seen

that they are needed for successional bloom. The

best are D. Wardianum, D. nobile, and the hybrid

varieties of which D. Ainsworthi may be named
as the type. All the above have very beautiful

flowers which are excellent for cutting. The great

point in the culture of all these Dendrobiums,

including the evergreen species, is to get a good

strong, well-ripened growth during summer. I

believe the treatment during the resting period is

of the utmost importance. The handsome Sobralia

macrantha and other new and old species, some of

them even more beautiful, have a tendency to make
considerable root growth at this season. I find

tha-t good yellow fibrous loam and peat are what

the plants'like, and if they really need repotting,

this should be seen to at once. Although the

plants are not making any growth above ground,

it is certain that the active periodical root-action

which commences at this time of the year must be
issuing

I

p{ m^r.h. importance to the plants, and even large-
u

sized flower-pots soon become firmly packed with

these thick fleshy roots. The old useless growths

of these Sobralias may be cut off. We may soon

expect the pretty little I'leiones to be showing

their flowers. My plants were this year suspended

near the glass roof, where they were freely supplied

with water when in growth, and the bulbs being

early well developed, they are now in capital condi-

tion for flowering. The dying off of the leaves should

not alarm young beginners, as it is the natural habit

of the plarit to lose its leaves. The more common
varieties are perhaps the prettiest, and the bulbs

may now be purchased at a very cheap rate. We
grow for flowering in the late autumn and early

winter P. maculata, P. lagenaria, and V. Wallich-

iana. Because the plants have lost their leaves,

some growers may take it for granted that the

bulbs do not need any water. I acted upon

this assumption at one time, and found that

it was a mistake in culture to allow them

to go without water altogether. The flowers

come with the young growth, and both sufl:'er

it the bulbs are allowed to shrivel. P. humilis

and P. Ilookeiiana flower in the spring. They

do best in the cool house ; in fact I have tried

P. humilis in the Cattleya house and tailed with

it. Evidently it does not like to be exposed to sun-

light and heat, as the others do. As soon as the

I'leiones pass out of flowerthey should be repotted.

Some persons repot them every year, but this is

not necessary ; it will be sufficient to do so every

second year. Remove the old decayed bulbs, and

part the last-formed ones out carefully without

injuring the rootlets, which also push out at this

time. Fill the clean pots half full of drainage,

and pot tlie bulbs, from nine to a dozen, in 5-inch

and G-inch pots, u.'ing good peat and Sphagnum
Moss with a mixture of charcoal and drainage

material. If the repotting of these plants is

delayed long after the flowering period is over,

the new rootlets rapidly forming will be much
injured. The Odontoglossums and a few of the

Masdevallias that are wintered in the Cattleya

house, and which have been since May in the cool

house, must again be placed in their winter quar-

ters. The following are treated in that way

:

Odontoglossum vexillarium, 0. Harryanum, 0.

blandum, O. na:vium majus, f.nd O. Warsce-

wiczi. Amongst the Masdevallias may be

named M. tovarensis, M, bella, M. Backhousiana,

JI. Wallisi, and all this type. The pretty and

distinct M. ionocharis is also included amongst

them. I do not know whether the Masdevallias

or the Odontoglossums are more linble to be

attacked by thiips. This troublesome pest does

a great deal of mischief to all of them unless

precautions are taken to keep the thrips from

the leaves. They mostly appear when the plants

are in growth, and thrive amazingly unnoticed

well down amongst the leaves. The best plan is

to dip them in tobacco and soft soapy water.

We make our tobacco water by boiling a certain

quantity of tobacco paper. It there is some soft

soap with the water it seems to extract every trace

of tobacco from the paper. It is well to take the

chance of moving the plants from ore house to

another to give them a dip. J. Douglas.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

DiGGiNC Potatoes.—There will evidently be a

heavy crop of Potatoes this season, the wtather

having been much in their favour-. Now that the

majority of the kinds has stopped growing and also

commenced to ripen off, no time should be lost in

getting them out of the ground. There is also

the likelihood of our having fine weather, which is

an advantage, especially on heavy soils, in getting

the tubers lifted clean. By leaving the Potatoes

in the ground, if a wet time should set ui, the

quality is apt, on clay soils especially, to deterio-

rate, the tubers becoming attacked by grubs. The

old practice of allowing Potatoes to remain in the

ground until the haulm has died down has now, it

is hoped, become obsolete. With the exception of

the latest, such as Magnum Bonum, and which is

best allowed to remain until the haulm changes tor

ripening before being dug, all Potatoes might now

be taken up. The disease has not been very rife

this season, not even among (he first earlies, al-

though I lately saw a large plot completely spoiled

through not taking the precaution to dig them di-

rectly the haulm had changed.

STOEiNft Potatoes.—The storing of Potatoes

after being dug must receive prompt attention, for

even if dug in a i^erfectly sound state, it will de-

pend greatly upon the storing whether the quality

is maintained or not. A dry and cool shed from

which light is perfectly excluded, and where they

may also be efliectively protected in case of frost,

is the best place for storing. The tubers are also

better if thev can be laid in a comvaratively

shallow layer after being first dug— 1 toot or 18

inches, for instance. At this stage freshly-dug

Potatoes are apt to sweat considerably, and it

means are not taken to dissipate this moisture, the

quality of the tubers is liable to be affected by

becoming soapy when cooked. This is very likely

to happen if huddled together in large heaps ;
and

if these should be closely covered to exclude light,
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(he evil is aggravated even more. If it can pos-

sibly he manasc'l. it is best, to exclude light by

darkening the window, and if it i^hoidd be found
necessary to further cover up, this must bo dune
afterwards. It covering is a necessity fiom the

iirst, let this bo done liglitly by throwing an old

mat or two over tlicni so as to allow the moisture
to escape. Liglit, of course, must be cft'cctively

excluded, this quickly greenirg the tubers, when
of couise they would be spoiled for eating. If

(here should be I he least suspicion of disease, look

(licm w'cll over in (he course of a week.

Seed Potatoes.— Unless in the case of the
later kinds, it is much belter at this season to look
over the s(ock of l'o(a(ocs and no(e what are re-

([uired for seed. This is especially necessary with
the lirst or second earlics, or any other variety

which may be short and of which it is wished to

further increase the stock. By taking note now
and rc-erving those intended for seed, there is not
tlie likelihood of their being used up in mistake,
as often happens when seed-selecting is deferred.

Another advantage is that the seed tubers may be
laid out thinly from the tir.st, and by arranging
tliem in a perfectly cool store the primary shoots
are not apt to be forced before their time. 'Warm
and close places must be avoided. With the first

earlies this early seed-selecting and stoiing are of
pi imary importance, these of all ott'ers being apt
to start away if kept too warm and close. Dark-
ness is not essential for seed tubers, and they are
certainly (he better for being slightly greened.
Where there is not a proper seed store and rcom is

not very plentiful, the tubers may be packed
closely together on end in shallow cutting boxes,
the^e having strips of wood between when stood on
each other, as tfey often have to be to economise
space. Medium-sized tubers should be selected,
these being jireferablc to small ones.

Leeks.—In ordinary cases wl ere Leeks are
planted on the level, little can be done now to in-

crease the size of the stems, although frequent
surface hoeings when the soil is in fit condition
are the best aid to fuither their progress, and
should be practised not only to stimulate growth,
but also to keep down weeds. Leeks which are
growing in prepared trenches may, if extra size in

the stems is desired, be further assisted with liquid
manure, pouring it down along each side of the
trenches iu sufficient quantities to reach the roots.

Liquid manure made from fresh cow droppings and
soot is the best. Wheie planted with the idea of
earthing as the plants advance, this may also now
be done, taking care to gather up the leaves of
each plant previous to drawing up (he soil, so that
the hearts of the plants do not become smothered
up. Folds of brown paper are also often used.
In these cases take care not to bind (he paper too
tightly, afterwards banking up with soil. The
little-and-often practice of earthing up Leeks is

not at all neces.eary, once or at (lie most twice
being ample; (his la((er only where (he plants
were planted with the roots near the surface, as in
these cases extra earthing is necessary to get a
sufficient length of blanched stem.

A. Youxo.

FRUIT HOUSES.

UNiiE.VLTHy Vines.- -When theVir.es give signs
of failing health, (his following probably a series
of produclive seasons, (lie cause is usuallv a(tri-
buted to a defective root-action. In some instances
the borders may have been too rich at the outset,
and this, coupled with repeated rich top-dressings,
mulchings, and heavy supplies of liquid manure,
ends in the soil becoming inert and sour. No roots
will long survive in such a border, and nothing
short of a complete change of soil will restore the
Vines to a healthy free-rooting state. The other
extreme, or a completely exhausted border, is an-
other even more frequent cause of the Vines failing
to do so well as desirable. Seme borders naturally
support the roots very much longer than others,
those largely composed of a rather strong loam,
being of a more retentive character, are naturally
the last to become exhausted, as well as the (irst

to become over-rich and sour. No rule can there-

fore bo laid down as to how long a border will re-

main in a fertile s(ate or capable of maintaining

the Vines in a thoroughly healthy state, so much
depending upon circumstances. In any case, if

the Vines fail to produce and well lipen a good
crop of medium-sized to large bunches, then the

olVects of a breadth of fresh soil in the place of

some that is exhausted should be tried. Much
may always be done towards keeping the roots in

(he requisite .active state by means of fresh top-

diessings of loam, manure, and other materials
;

but this in the cour.-e of time ought always where
possible to be supplemented by the renewal of the

fronts of the border.

Over-rich borders.— It is these that require

(he most drastic renovating or restoring measures.

Vines doubtless need plenty of moisture and a fair

amount of rich food, but anydiing in the shape of

stagnation and sourness is most repugnant to the

roots, and must be corrected before a healthier

state of affairs prevails. The roots will travel any-

where but in an over-iich or manure-sick border,

and this is soon discovered when the latter is

broken up. Now is (he best time to commence
this important work in the case of all early and
second early Vines. After the crops are cleared

oil' and while yet the leaves remain in a green state

root-action is most brisk, and any operated upon
now would have gcod time to form fresh roots

before the foliage f.alls. Borders th.at are in a
close inert state, and also any very old and nearl.T

or quite exhausted of all feriility, contain com-
paratively few roots, and may well be broken up to

within a yard of the stems. Unliesitatingly fork the

soil away from (ho roo(s and wheel it clean away,
as it is of no further value as far as the Vines are

concerned. Any long naked roots come across are

scarcely worth taking much care of, and they may
well be freely shortened back to a length t f 7 feet

from the stems, the reserved p.arts being kept
matted over and frequently moistened with a
syringe. Add a width of new border about 4 feet

wide, this being composed principally of turfy

loam roughly chopped up, adding bone-meal, half

-

inch bones, old mortar rubbish and wood ashes freely.

Loam being somewhat scarce, u.se equal parts of

this and the best garden soil procurable. Vine roots

delighting in this rather than otherwise. The
mateiials ought to be well mixed and )iut together

rather fiimly, the Vine roots, after the damaged
ends have been ele.anly cut over, being evenly dis-

tributed throughout the soil, giving those previous

deeply running a more upward tendency. In some
few ca'es it may be necessary to examine and make
good the drains and drainage, but if these were
well put together in the first instance thoy do not

reiidily clog. More often than not no water ever

passes through tliem other than light diainings.

Exhausted noKDERS —Fresh soil invariably

promotes a healthier root-action, very few active

root fibres being fnund in stale or badly exhausted

soil. It may not in very many cases be absolutely

necessary or even desirable to break up the greater

part of an exhausted border, as it is possible to

enrich it considerably from the surface. All the

same, a new width of border will greatly benefit

the Vines, some of the most successful cultivators

renewing the fronts of their borders every second

or third year, this keeping the Vines in admirable

health and vigour. A width of 3 feet may be
unhesitatingly cut clean away from the front of a
fairly large border, and in the case of ver}' old

borders another :'. feet, only taking care of the roots

in this case, may well be forked cleanly away. If the

narrower width only is removed, a .similar breadth

of fresh compost, such as I have already described,

should replace it ; but in the case of larger widths

it would be a good plan to extend the addition

over two or more seasons, or according as the roots

take possession of the new compost. The fronts

may be built up with turves, though a loose stone

or brick wall would answer as well, perhaps better.

It is also advisable to well bare the surface roots

and to top-dress with a richer compost than that

already described. Exhausted borders cannot al-

ways be treated on the lines laid down, but they

ought not to be neglected. After a heavy crop of

fruit is cleared off the Vines, recuperation of

strtnglh may be greatly assisted by means of two
or throe good soiikings of fairly strong liquid ma-
nure, diainings from mixed farmyards well diluted

and the oveillow of cesspools being as good or

better than anything else that can be recom-
mended.

Treatment oe the eoi.iage.— If the Vines

are very roughly treated at the roots, they are cer-

tain to fiag somewhat when the sun shines on them.

Tlioy ought therefore to be shaded duiin;.; the hot-

test part of the day and very frequently syiinged

overhead. For two (U- three weeks the house ought
also to be kept radier close, a forcing (cmperature,

however, being avoided. If the portion of reserved

old border is at all dry, give this a goi d w.atering,

and the fresh soil may also be watered if dry when
put together. Pinch back all young shoots that

form, as it is rod, and net top-growth (hat

wanted. Tractical.

PLANT HOUSES.

Plants and siiruus for forcinc;.—Where any
additions to the stock of this class of plants have

to be made, it is better to set about it in good time

so as to get the pl.-ints well setthd in tluir pots

before winter sets in. The advantages of early

potting are obvious if note be taken of the plants.

The check given to them in lifting and jiotting is

not much when proper care is taken, but this is

soon overcome by early potting, fresh root-action

to a small extent taking place prior to forcing

being commenced. The potting of hardy shrubs

is oftentimes performed in too careless a manner.

It pays to do this work well not only for the more
immediate flowering stage, but forthegoodof the

plants afterwards. For instance, when potted

loosely or in an indifferent manner, there comes a
pinch when the sun gains power in the spiing, with

watering required much more frequently. When
done well with soil suitable to each particular kind,

it is also much better for the plants afterwards,

whether they be grown en in their pots or planted

out for a season or two. Azalea mollis can be re-

tained for several years in the same pots by giving

the plants the average amount of care, flowering

well at least every alternate year. Some growers

prefer to plant them out. This is a good plan when
the soil and (he aspect are both suitable for securing

the best of growth, so as to recuperate the plants

as speedily as possible ; otherwise I decidedly

prefer to keep them in pots and add a few each

year to the stock as may be necessary. These re-

marks apply with equal propriety to A. sinensis and
the double and semi-double varieties of each. The
1,-itter are worthy of much more extended culture,

being more satisfactory as cut flowers through

their better keeping properties. Azalea amocna is

frequently grown in open quarters in nurseries.

Plants chosen from such positions are better than

those which have been a few years in pots when
the latter have not had the best of treatment.

Imported Lilacs, as represented by Charles X ,

should be potted up immediately they are received.

If allowed to remain exposed, the roots must in-

evitably suffer. These should be put into pots as

small as possible consistent with preserving the

ball intact, ramming the soil (a loamy one) quite

firmly. Homegrown plants that are larger and
mainly required for cutting will do very well in

baskets or boxes. Old bushel baskets or boxes

nearly square will suit thera well. These

plants are sometimes lifted and placed in heat

without either of these processes, the roots being

merely covered wiih leaves or maLure. This may
an.swer fairly well, but the plants suflfer much
more, the pinch coming when all the bloom is cut

and the plants have to be put aside to make room
for others. It is (bus nothing less than a sacrifice

for the sake of a little more labour at the outset.

Deutzi.as (bat have been grown on in the open

ground ought also to be potted up, as in the case of

Lilacs, keeping to small pots as much as possible.

Those that have previously flowered in pots should

have a good surface dressing, fresh potting only

bfcing resorted to in cases where it is deemed abso-
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lutely necessary. Guelder Roses as sold by the
trade should have been in pots throughout the
past season ; these are much the best to secure a
piod crop of flower. The pots may appear small,

but repotting: is not at all desirable. The double-
blossomed Plum (Prunus sinensis flore-pleno) does
well under the .'ame treatment as the Deutzias

;

so aI.so does Spiiaia confusa. Both of these if

well cared for after flowering will continue to do
well from year to year. If fresh stock of these
is purchased to be potted up for forcing, it should
be seen to without de'ay, keeping to small pots.

In the case of Roses it is never advisable to force
them the first season after potting ; it really means
failure as a tolerable ceitainty. Get them potted
up as soon as possible, but let them have one sea-

son wherein lo get established.

Of Evergreens, Rhododendrons, Kalmias, atd
Andromeda floribunda are the chief sources of

supply; these should all be secured and potted up
as soon as pos-ible. If large sized plants are to

be lifted from home sources, the same advice
holds good. It is never aivisable to leave this worls
in such cases until the plants have to be started

;

frosty or otherwise unfavourable weather may then
fnsue to render the work unpleasant as well as
detrimental to the plants. In the potting of these
Evergreens (also other shrubs), allow sufficient

room for watering. I have seen shrubs in pots
with the soil nearly level with the top of the pots.

This is not rational, to say the least, as far as con-
cerns the good of the plants, whilst it involves a
deal more labour. Christmas Roses, herbaceous
SpiiEeas, and similar plants (Lilies of the Valley
included) should all be potted up in good time,
btill leaving them in the open.

In the case of shrubs for forcing, all the sun-
shine thst they can now receive will be most
b^neRciil to them. It is a mistake to let them
it ltd in shady corners, where the wood does not
btcume well ripened. Protection at the roots by
plunging is most beneficial. All freshly potted-up
stoci should be plunged immediately after potting
v/hen cne thorough good watering has been given.
This should be done not merely to the rims of the
pots, but quite over them, and in sufficient thick-
ness to be a protection when sharp frosts ensue,
111 ter being added in severe weather. The supply
can thus be drawn upon at all times, whilst the
protection is decidedly important as far as the
well-being of the plants themselves is concerned.
This matter of plunging in the case of hardy plants
in I ots for forcing is not sufticiently adopted, not
only in the case of freshly potted stock, but also
as it concerns older stock kept in v'ols from year
to year for repeated forcing. Jas. Hudson.

Flower Garden.

AUTUMN FLOWERS.
Is it not delightful to go into a well-planted
and well-kept garden on a bright sunshiny morn-
ing in September with the air crisp and invigor-
ating, and the autumn flowers, especially per-
ennials, in their .splendour ? This is the time
at which Lilies are most captivating : the various
kinds of auratum are nearly over, platyphylluni
being the latest and best. The lancifolium
varieties are now opening their buds rapidly,
and there are so many .shades of colour amongst
them, that if planted in groups you have masses
of lovely tints, from the white frost-petalled
Knetzeri to the carmine Melpomene. Of the
Tiger Lilies, the flowers of the variety t.

splendens are now at their best, and from the
height that their stems grow, form an interest-
ing and indeed remarkable feature, especially
when grown in masses of twenty- five or fifty

bulbs in one spot. The contrast between these
Lilies and the wlute Anemone japonica, now also
in full bloom,' is delightful ; the latter when
planted around the Lilies forms a dark green

carpet with the foliage rising from the base of

the plants, and relieves the otherwise rather

monotonous and uninteresting appearance of

the Lily stems. The numerous varieties of

Helianthus placed here and there and inter-

spersed in shrubberies throw a golden halo over
the green, red, and white of the other plants
in our gardens, the variety of Harpalium named
seraiplenum being just now specially effective.

Eryngiums are now dying off, but still the lovely

amethyst-blue can be seen here and there on
the fading stems.

The flowers that, alas 1 are now becoming few
and far between are Roses, the loveliest of all

our garden favourites, but we have had a
delightful harvest this year ; in fact, from
the fir.st week in June. The season has

been so propitious, that blooms have been
of a high standard up till now ; but we
must be resigned to soon seeing the last

Roses of summer and to being content with
what else is left to us. Pansies are still plen-

tiful, and nothing is prettier than numbers of

these lovely flowers, which are of such varied

hues and never seem out of bloom. Dahlias
have been beautiful, but the frosts which have
prematurely come upon us will soon destroy their

beauty. The Clematis still lingers, and that which
I consider in many ways the most effective of all

the species of this plant is blooming profusely.

I refer to the sweet-scented flammula, which
when grown over old trees and .shrubs, such as

Arbor-vitie, makes a delightful picture. I think
that although in many respects the garden in

autumn may be said to be at the height of its

glory and is more taking to the eye than at any
other time, yet there is a drawback in the re-

flection that we are approacliing the cheerless

months of ( )ctober and November and winter

with all its drearine-ss ; consequently the spring-

time is that which we all love best, as although
the flowers of spring have not grandeur, there

is no arrieie pcusec in their enjoyment ; but, on
the contrary, an addition to the delight of their

sweetness in the knowledge that we have all the

succeeding months with the hope, if not the

certainty, of other lovely flowers to follow in

rapid succession, each one giving pleasure in

its turn. Charles J. Grahame.
Crijijildii.

Zauschneria californica.—Complaints are
often heard that this does not succeed so well in
gaidens as could be wished. This is a surprise to

me, considering that here it grows like a weed on
the rockery. I have it planted in several places,

in all cases where the root-run is deep, at the back
of a large stone where its roots can obtain ample
moisture. The soil is inclined to be heavy with
plenty of old lime rubble in it. Propagation is

easily effected ; any piece taken off with the smallest
piece of root attached grows freely. At the time
I write (Sept. 6) a patch of this plant over a yard
square is covered with its flaming scarlet blossoms.
—South Hants.

Hollyhocks.—A former neighbour of mine at
Feltham, Middlesex, who grows Hollyhocks for the
barrow trade, and really has a capital double
strain of crimson, red, pink, white, yellow, and
other colours, has a drastic way of dealing with
his young plants which are raised from seed by
thousands every year. The seed is sown in drills

early in May ; the seedlings are dibbled out into

rows 15 inches apart when they are large enough,
and by the autumn are a perfect mass of fine

leafage some 14 inches to 15 inches in height. But
this would cause the crowns to become weak, and
perhaps start flower-stems it left ; hence it is the
rule to cut all the leaves off within 4 inches of

the soil just about now. These are raked off and
carted away where they can be burned, so that any
fungoid spores on them may be destroyed. The
crowns then send up new leafage, which keeps

fairly green all the winter, because, being well ex-

posed to the light, it is well hardened. It is really

a matter for wonder to find in some gardens plants

so eaten up by fungus that they can hardly open a
bloom, whilst in other places, and where Holly-

bocks have been grown for years, the plants are

clean, bloom finely, and produce a good crop of

seed. I cou!d very well understand the force of

my friend's remarks when he said that his old

plants when in full bloom had been greatly ad-

mired. Really good spikes of Hollyhocks are worth
seeing, but single blooms shown in boxes, as some-
times teen, are poDr apologies.—A. D.

FLOWERS AT THE ZOO.

The Zoo as a public resort has long been oce of

the most popular and interesting in the neighbour-
hood of London. It will be to many, as it was to

me, a pleasant surprise to see the magnificent and
varied groups of flower beds at the Zoo, all more
or less of a sub-tropical character, and filled in

quite a uni'jue way with plants of various heights

and habits, and selected so as to keep up a succes-

sion of bloom. Lender the management of Mr.
Young, the gardener there, nearly the entire place

has been turned upside down, and from an unin-

teresting appendage to the Zoo, it has been ma'le

one of the finest summer gardens in London. With
lion houses, monkey houses, bear dens, &c., the
difficulty of giving anything like good landscape
effects will be quite apparent, but all this is fully

compensated for by the beauty of the flower btds
and the interest of the mixed hardy flower borders.

This latter is a phase of gardening which, I aui

glad to see, is being strongly taken up by other

London parks, and here at the Zoo showy hardy
flowers are being used with much effect and com-
plete success, where a few years ago we would
have had the inevitable Geranium. The terrace

walk, 3IJ0 feet long, has a border of hardy flowers

on each side, amongst which may be mentiontd
Erigeron .speciosus splendens, one of the finest

hardy flowers. Aster Amellus, Helenium pumi-
lum, and dwarf Chrysanthemums, while in

groups amongst the evergreen shrubs we find

Dahlias, the giant Nicotiana colossea, and other

plants of a like nature. The beds in front of the
saloon are very simple and beautiful, the yellow
and purple Celosias being particularly good. One
of the beds here has a groundwork of tufted

Pansies, peeping above which are Cockscombs and
Ivy-leaved Geraniums, while towering above all

are well-flowered specimens of Fuchsias. The
groups of Nicotiana affinis on the surrounding bor-

der with here and there bunches of Sunflowers,

Gladioli, Phloxes, Michaelmas Daisies, and Pent-

stemons are very bright, while the Cannas and Be-

gonias in close groups with dwarf edging make a
brilliant display. The bedding in front of the

monkey house is also very fine, the main idea being

a carpet with tier upon tier of the most beautiful

flowering or fine-foliaged plants. The old ribbon

bedding with the Geranium and Lobelia is a thing

of the past, and Mr. Young believes in Begonias, of

which he has now many thousands. Ageratum
The Zoo, raised here, is of a fine dark colour, dwarf
and compact, and is in many of the beds used
with telling effect. It is almost useless describing

in detail all that is to be seen at the Zoo, and I

would recommend all gardeners visiting Lomlon
to spend an afternoon there. I am sure that

the style of bedding, which is both lasting and
effective, has a future before it, and with a judi-

cious use of hardy perennials, as seen there,

it will recommend itself to everyone. The Lo-

belia, especially a dark blue, also raised here,

does extremely well, and it is largely used

for edging the beds of dwarf-growing plants.

An elaborate carpet bed, with grotesque succu-

lents towering above it, shows what can be done

to relieve and make effective even this stiff

mode of covering beds. The Carnations are

even yet beautiful, and the healthy grass on

all the plants speaks wtU as to what they have

been. A very effective bfd is made up of the

new Begonia Vernon mixed with Acacia lophantha,
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eiliie I wi'h Cliamscpeuce Ca'abonm and golden

Ly'simachia. It would he tedious to describe every-

thing I saw at the Zoo in the short time 1 was

there, and I would recommend everyone to see for

himself. A Visitok.

EVENING PRIMROSES.

The G<2iuitheras or Evening Primroses form a

large and very imixirtant section of our summer
and autumn-bluoming jilants. They are mostly

confined to North America, the chief exception

being (K. taraxacifolia, which is Chilian. All

are perfectly hardy and as a rule easily grown.

From early April until tlie autumn frosts set

in some few of the species will be found in

tlower, almost dazzling the eye with their

masses of rich goKlcn-yellow, white, or rose-

tinted blossom.s. Their fault, if fault it be, is,

as their name implies, that of opening their

beautiful flowers chiefly in the evening. This,

however, is by no means general, and some of

them will be found that open their dazzling

flowers during the day. The annual species,

with the exception of iJE. odorata and its varie-

ties, may well be dispen.sed with from the

flower garden. They are often troublesome

from self-sown seeds, and none of them can be

compared with the perennials and biennials for

beauty of form or colour. The place for the

robust growers will be the wild garden and the

shrubbery border. IE. Lamarckiana is perhaps

the most useful for this purpose. The only

thing to guard against is the numerous seed-

lings, which should be thinned out regularly

during late autumn or spring to 2 feet or li feet

apart. Those like speciosa, linearis, and fruti-

cosa will be found admirably adapted for the

mixed borders, and those of the marginata

section make an interesting and charming dis-

play on the rockery, for which, indeed, they are

peculiarly adapted.

Amongst the species not detailed below, and
which will be found valuable either for the rock

garden or mixed border, the following may be

noted : (E. chrysantha, yellow ; (E. rosea, rose

;

QE. pumila, yellow ; (E. riparia, yellow ; (E.

sinuata, i)ale yellow, turning to rose ; (E. Drum-
mondi, white and yellow ; (E. tenella (an an-

nual), purple ; (E. densiflora (annual), purple
;

bistorta, &c.

(E. ALBic.vuLis.—This is little more than a
bi( nninl ; at any rate it has proved with us a very

short-lived plant, though well worth the trouble of

propagating annually by seeds. Dr. Gray says it

is perennial, which we much doubt. The stems are

erect, about 1 foot or Ij feet high, branched on the

upper portion of the stem, smooth, shining, and
u-ually of a greyish-wliite. The leaves are narrow,

entire or irregularly toothed. The flowers are pro-

duced in the axils of the upper leaves, white,

bEcnming pink with ago. It is a nntive of tlie

barrens along the PLittp, Saskatchewan, &c , and
is a useful species for the rockery, where it flowers

in early summer.

(E BIENNIS is not much grown as a garden
plant, although few biennials are better suited for

naturalising in woods and shrubberie.=. Its variety
gianditiora, better known perhaps as Lamarckiana,
is the one usually seen in flower in our borders.

The whole p'ant is more robust, and the flowers

are larger and much flner than those of the type.
It is an excellent border plant, singularly beautiful
in large masses, and well adapted for the wild
garden or shrubbery, as it seeds itself in the
greatest abundance. It is easily increased by seed,

which should be sown annually to keep up the
stock. Throughout North America, flowering June
to August or September.

CE. C-EsriTOs.i, an illustration of which accom-
panies these notes, belongs to the acaulescent
group. It is perfectly hardy, very easily managed,
and a remarkably beautiful free flowering spe-

cies. The flowers are large, white, turning to a

delicate rose colour with age. It is found on the

clayey calcareous slopes of the slate hills of Upper
I'latio, but rare. It is most abundant on the Mis-

souri along with Astragalus g.-degoides, flowering

in July. It is a very di.-tinct arid beautiful species

nearly allied to (E, acaulis, and about which there

seems to be some confusion. It is well figured in

the Jiiifii/iiciil Mdijazine, tab. l.'itCi, under this

n.ame. It is the (Jv scapigera of Pursh Kl. and
I'achylophis Ntittidli of Spach. In the " Botany of

California " it i-i described as above, but (K mar-

ginata (Jlofniiirii/ Iif(i<ia:ine, tab. 5.S28) is given as

a synonym, to us a totally distinct plant in every

way, as may readily be seen by a comparison of

living plants or plates.

(E. FBUTicos.v.—This species and its two or

three varieties are among the very finest of our

hardy herbaceous perennials. They rarely exceed

2\ feet or 8 feet in height, and all through the

summer and auluirn bear a profusion of the most
delightful golden yellow blos.^oms. OO. glauca,

often given as occurring in gardens, is said to be

nearly allied to the above. It is so near that I

CEnothera csespitosa

have never been able to make it out. Taking the

character laid down by Dr. Asa Giay, GO. fruticosa

is hairy, white, and (E, glauca is glabrous. The
lariety Fraseti which belongs to glauca is repre-

sented in gardens by a taller form of LE. frutico.'-a.

So hardy is (E. fruticosa and its varieties, that

they go on flowering after the first frosts in

autumn, and even our hardest winter leaves them"
untouched. It well repays cultivation, and the

clumps should be divided every second year and
planted into good rich soil. It may also be raised

from seeds, which ripen freely. It is a native of

dry barren soil throughout North America, and
flowers with us from June until the frosts appear
in autumn.

CE. LINEARIS.—A slender growing perennial,

found abundantly in dry, sandy places from Vir-

ginia to Florida, North Carolina, &c., Howering in

our borders from April until July. It rarely ex-

ceeds a foot or .so in height. The flowers, which
are comparatively large, are of a soft pale yellow

and fragrant, more so than in any ot the other

species we have grown. This will be found a use-

ful plant for the rock garden, where in rich free

soil it forms fine tufts.

OO. MAKGINATA, known also in gardens as (E.

eximia, belongs to the acaulescent section, and is

admirably suited for (he rockery or the front row

of the mixed border. Even when luxuriant it

rarely exceeds (! inchps to 10 inches in height, and

when in free, rich soil it will in one season cover a

Large extent of ground. It is an extremely free

bloomer, the individual flowers measuring \ inches

to 5 inches in diameter, white, changing to rose or

pink as they become oliier, and in tin; evening

emitting a most delicious Magnolia-like scent. It,

increases rapiiUy by suckers or underground stems

;

thf se often travel a long distrince and form tufts

ot large, toothed cr jagged leaves. All through

June, July, and August this plant is charming in

the evening. Cuttings root readily if taken with a

piece of the root. Native of the Kocky Mountains

of Upper California, Missouri, &c.

G<;. MlssouRiENSis.—A trailing or decumbent
low-growirg perennial from the dry hills through-

out Missouri and cm the Canadian Kiver. It is

quite different from the above, though resembling

it in its acaulescent habit; the flowers are large

and of a soft sulphur-yellow ; the leaves thirk an I

leathery, narrow, and of a light shining green. It

is readily increased by division or cuttings, and
rarely ripens seed in this country—at any rate it

never has done so with us. It thtives lest

_ in a rich sandy soil, and if growing on Ihe

border will be all the better of a few stones

bulled round the neck of the plant. Its

flowers, produced from June to August, al-

though best in the evening, are often open

in the daytime. GO macrocarf a is asynonym.
There is .also a broad-leaved form known as

O'j. m. var. latifolia.

(E. OVATA, a charming species, is new to

cultivation, the seeds having been introduced

last year by Mr. Thompson, of Ipswich.

Oi. ovata is found in moi-t plains in the im-

mediate vicinity of Monterey, California, ami
is said to flower in JIarch. The flowers aie

described as each over an inch in diameter,

of a rich bright yellow. The k aves are ovate

or oblong, and exactly resemble (hose of

Viola primuliefolia. It is an acaulescent

species, atd will doubtless be a very useful

plant.

(R. SPECIOSA.—A charming species, pro-

ducing an abundance of large white blossoms

from April until September. It is an ex-

cellent rock garden plant, whtre on diy

sunny places it makes quite a feature. 'J he

flowers, at first white, change with age (o

a delicate rose. The stems are erect, grow-

ing from 1 foot to 2 feet in height. It is a
native of Red River, Arkansas, Texas, &c.

(E.TANACETII'OLIA.—A Comparatively rare

Californian species, belonging to the acau-

lescent section and perhaps most nearly

allied to the Chilian (E taraxacifolia, which

it resembles very much in habit and leafage,

with the exception of the toothing being canicd

out to the point instead of only two-thitds, as in

IE. taraxacifolia. It rarely exceeds 4 inches in

height and does not run like (E. marginata. The
flowers are golden yellow and borne profusely

throughout early summer on short stems from the

rosette of leaves. It is a neat species, well adapted

for the rock garden.

(E. TARAXACIFOLIA is well named, as it is readily

recognised by its Dandelion-like leaves. Like d e

last, it belongs to the acaulescent section and
makes a very effective rock plant when given a

rich, free soil and where its trailing stems can over-

hang a ledge. The flowers are large, varying from

2 inches to 4 inches in diameter, white when first

open, but becoming pink with age. It is a native

of Chili, and may tie readily increased by division

or by cuttings. tE. acaulis is only a variety of the

above with smaller flowers.

(E. TRILOBA is usually said to be an annual, but

with us under cultivation for many ye,ars it h: s

not only proved perennial, but perfectly hardy and

one of the most free-flowering of the genus. It

has a dense, caispitose habit of growth, the stems

short, the rosette of leaves lying on the soil in

most cases. The flowers are larger than in (E.

fruticosa, yellow, very fragrant and produced frcm

early April until the frosts come. The flowers ex-
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pand rrostly in the evening, but they are often
open and the plant quite attractive at midday. It
is a native of Arkansas, and is readily increased
by seed, which it ripens freely. D. K.

[SEflEMBER 24, 1892,

AUTUMN TKEATMENT OF VIOLETS.
On light soils Violets have suffered badly from
red Sfjider, the foIias:e being feeble and the crowns
small accordingly. Where, however, the soil is of
a cooler or more retentive character, abundance of
sunshine and a comparatively light rainfall have
not injured the plants, but, on the contrary, they
are clean, vigorous, and already flowering freely.
Last winter proved most destructive among
Violets, those in tlie open being cut down to the
ground in a wholesale manner, while those in
frames suffered through being shut up so long at a
stretch. In reality Russian Violets, including the
ever-popular Czar, are very little, if any, hardier
than the Neapolitan section, notably Marie
Louise and C'omte de Brazza's White. Those who
are anxious to have both in profusion throughout
the late autumn and winter months must, in the
case of either section, afford some kind of protec-
tion. Nothing answers better than cold glazed
pits in a light airy position, anything in the shape
of fire-heat or a close, moist heat being most detri-
mental to them. These pits or any frames that
may be substituted ought not to be at a low
angle, but should have a fall from the back to the
front of fully 18 inches, plenty of light as well as
air being indispensable. I fail to see the necessity
for affording any bottom heat, having found from
experience that the plants produce flowers nearly
as abundantly, and certainly over a much longer
period, when no hotbed is placed under them.
Properly prepared, they ought to be showing plenty
of flowers early in September, and they should be
transferied from the open ground to their winter
quarters long before Oak or other leaves for
making into hotbeds are available.
Too often the plants are coddled too much when

first placed in pits and frames. A very rich com-
post is not suitable, this promoting the growth of
leaves rather than flowers, while, on the other hand,
poverty at the roots is obJFctionable, the flowers in
this case not being so iirge as desirable. Any
common soil, or, better stilC stone-, clinkers, ashes
and such like, answers well for filling in the
bottoms of the pits, the last il inches or rather more
being of a fairly fresh loam with well-decayed ma-
nure to the extent of onepart in four, and fine char-
red garden refuse added. This should be well mixed
and raised to within 8 inches of the lights. The
plants ought to be in a moist state at the roots
when moved, and lifted with a moderately large
hall of soil and roots. All straggling runners should
be cut away, leaving only two or three, already
rooted probably and showing flowers, close up to
the old plants. These reserved runners or offsets
it not already rooted should be pegged down, and
in addition to flowering freely will be just what is
wanted for planting out next spring. 'There must
be no crowding of the plants, as unless they are
kept perfectly clear of each other, damping off is

likely to take place in a wholesale manner, espe-
cially if the ventilation is faulty. Plant them
firmly and deeply, or sufliciently so to just bury
the stems, but keeping th<! crowns well out of the
soil. M ike all level, and if the weather is dry give
a good watering. Not till frosts are threatened
should the lights be jnit on, early and, it may be,
clo.sely covering up Violets having a most enfee-
bling effect upon them. If the flowers do not come
on quite so fast as desired, then may the lights be
put on soon, but on no account keep them closely
shut other than during frosty nights. Merely
blocking up the lights at the back is not suflicient.
They ought to be drawn clear off during fairly
mild and dry days not only during the autumn, but
throughout the winter. By all means protect
them well from frosts, a good covering of mats and
strawy litter being sometimes needed, but though
this is the case, it does not follow that Violets
ought to be treated so much like delicate exotics,
as they too often are. Avoid crowding and

coddling, keep the plants uniformly moist st the
roots, and save them from field mice or voles, these
little torments being very fond of the crowns, and
the flowers will be abundantly produced till warm
weather sets in. There is such a demand for
the Neapolitan or double forms, that they are
gathered far more closely at times than they
ought to be, the blooms being scarcely half ex-
panded when picked. Let them attain their full
size, and one bloom would be equal to and give
more pleasure than three of those half-open ones
very often seen worn by ladies and gentlemen.
Not many gardeners are in a position to devote

much pit or frame room to the Russian or single
Violets, but they sometimes pay well for protection.
This section is even more impatient of coddling
than the Neapolitan forms, and if strong plant's
are moved now to where they will have the
benefit of glazed lights and other covering in
frosty weather, there must be no crowding, all
being kept perfectly clear of each other. Only
in very wintry wea'her should the lights be kept
closed, abundance of air being given at all other
times. When planted among fruit trees alongside
pathways a certa-n amount of protection is
afforded by the branches of these, or sufficient
during most winters. In many instances there
must be no failures, Violets perhaps being in
greater and constant demand than any other flower
that can be named. This being so, no risks should
be run, and frames and pits being unavailable, the
next best thing is to either arrange the plants in
narrow beds when they are first put out or else
to re-arrange a poition at least of them now. The
latter proceeding does not greatly check their
progress, especially if the roots are surrounded
with either a little fresh or ordinary well-worked
soil, and a liberal watering given. Over these beds
can be fixed a temporary framework, or, if pre-
ferred, bent rods can be substituted in readiness for
mats whenever it is necessary to fix these over
the plants. Plants thus protected from severe
frosts jield a profusion of extra fine flowers with
long stems, these being far superior to any grown
on the s'arved plants on banks or other exposed
positions.

Violets generally are not well adapted for
hou'e culture, the only positions where they will
do well being along the fronts of Peach houses
and wall cases, plenty of light and air and little
or no fire-heat reaching them when thus disposed.
Nor do they often behave very satisfactorily in pots.
If strong plants are placed in pots now and kept
in light airy pits and only protected from severe
frosts, they will flower fairly well, but in a dry
heat and rather close atmosphere they cut but a
sorry figure. M. H.

Dianthus Heddewigi albus plenus.— In
this Dianthus we have a double white equal in
beauty to Pink Mrs. Sinkins except in scent. The
value of such a lovely hardy Dianthus cannot be
over-estimated by those who want good white
flowers through the autumn. It is true the flowers
are not quite so double as those of Mrs. Sinkins,
but this is a gain rather than otherwise, seeing this
is minus the pod-splitting, a fault often seen in
this Pink. It is a kind that everyone should grow
either for garden decoration or for cutting from.
It is most useful for wreaths and crosses.

—

Don-
.SET.

The Flame Flower (Tropseolum speciosum).
—Recently I noticed some remarks from " J. C. B."
on this lovely climber. His experience with this
in the matter of potting the roots at the beginning
of winter and finding them all rotten in spring is

quite the reverse of my experience. Some two
years since I took up some roots and potted them,
plunging them in the open air. In spring they all
started, and made a good growth during the sum-
mer. I allowed them to remnin in the pots plunged
in the oppn till last April, when I removed them,
t urning them out of the pots into a bed of prepared
soil on an east aspect. In this position they have
made splendid growth, from 8 feet to 10 feet high.
Aga,in, last ytar a lady wishing to have some roots
of it, I took some long thick ones out of some

cocoa fibre to which they had travelled from the
plant. These, too, have thriven well this summer.
I cannot get the seed to grow, it matters not when
nor where I sow it. Tfopa;-olum speciosum grons
very freely in these gardens both on north and
west aspects. In the former it does the best. At
the present time (September-) it isqui'e a sight

—

many yards of growth, and this full of" bloom. I

have it planted at the foot of the wall against a
Pear tree, which was planted just before the Tro-
pasolum. It has covered the tree and almost killed
it. On the west wall it does not grow so strong.

—

J. Crook, Ibrdc Abbcij.

ARRANGEMENT OF PLANTS IN BORDERS.
There is much truth in the remarks made by "R.D,"
on this subject on p. 227, for borders of hardyplants
in the majority of gardens are very much mixed.
The first and real cause of the evil is want of se-

lection of proper plants. In the borders nothing
that is weedy, coarse, or comrnon should be tole-
rated. The place for such things is tl;e wild gar-
den, and if one has not that, then they should be
banished altogether. With the hosts of fine hardy
plants there is no difliculfy in making sever-al bor-
ders, each dissimilar, but the principle of selection
must be rigidly enforced. We want fewer things,
and these in quantity in fine broad groups ; then
the merits they possess are plainly sren. I am
quite content to have Hyacinthus candicans coming
up fr-om a mass of thinly-planted hardy Fuchsias
and just running into the Torch Lilies. The effect
is inlinitely better than would result from planting
them in threes at equal distances. We should
take each plant, consider it on its own merits, and
plant enough of it in an informal group to be effec-
tive, and tiren have no more of it in that border.
We may arrange it for particular seasons, or for all

seasons as desired, but to do this properly one
must have a thorough knowledge of the plants to
be dealt with. By all means we should try and
cover the ground. Upon this point I mustdisngree
with " R. D.'' We should prepare our beds and
borders before the ]>lants are put into them, and
then plant to produce good results. There is no
need to have the bare earth continrra ly be'ore our
eyes.

Many plants that are grown as single tufts and
need tying and such attention are self-supporting
to the extent that the shoots support one another
when many plants go to make up a group. We
can sacrifice too much to primness. Tiie old way
of growing the lovely Starworts that are now
lighting up the garden landscape was to tie them
up like faggots at the back of the border. But if

we plant them in a group the shoots support one
another, and if the outer ones are bent even to the
ground, then they turn their flowers upwards and
command admiration. I find, too, that some of
the (Enotheras if allowed to have their own way
fall over, and in consequence send out lateral
shoots which carry on tlie blooming season many
weeks longer than woirld have bten the case had
they been tied up. By selection and bold group-
ing we can make borders I'eally beautiful, and the
more we follow natural examples the better the
result. I often see a border with good things in it,

as, for example, the white Japan Anemone, dotted
at r-egulation distancfs throughout its length. I

have this, about thirty tufts in a group, and not an
inch of bare ground can be seen, but only a bold
mass of flowers 4 feet high. This mer-ges into that
lovely Slarwort, Aster elegans, which being tall

and graceful is interspersed through a group of

Aster longifolius formosus, which is dwaif and
very erect in habit. Though the effect is ever so
good, there is no need to keep repeating it and no
lack of plants for the largest border.—A. H.

The remarks mrde by "R. D." respecting
the arrangement of plants in borders are very
seu'ilile, and if acted on will lead to a better state
of things than what one usually sees, as people in

a general way seem to try and crowil as many in
as possible, with the result, as " R. D." states,

of having the whole running into each other
and making a jumble. To see the beauty of a
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plant of whatever kind, il should show the whole
of its outline, and lie independent of any other.

Of course, in beds or nia-ses the case is different,

but even then no undue crowding should be
allowed, but plenty of room given for all to c!e-

velop.— S. D.

SOME HARDY FLOWERS AT EDINluriiGlI.

I WAS much please<l with tlie rock garden in the
Botanic Gardens, Edinl)urgh. By means of la'-ge

raised mounds which are tlireaded by niiineroiis

little walks the plants in that rock garden can
have any aspect required—shade or sunshine, ex-

posure or shelter under some projecting rock. I

missed some of our beautiful rock plants, notably
the well-known Ramondia pyrenaic:), which grows
so well in the rock garden at Kew, nestling in a
sort of broken wall. I wanted to see the white
form of this plant, but neither the old purple nor
the more recent white were to be found. A noble
plant of Meconopsis Wallichiana occupied a very
prominent position on the top of one of the
mounds. I have never seen a finer specimen of

this beautiful hardy pl^nt. There were many
other plants of the same species, but none so well
grown as this. It is a grtat pity that such an
exquisitely beautiful plant should be somewhat
difficult to grow, and at all events require two, if

not three years before it flowers, and then its life is

over. I believe tliere are gardeners who arc so
truly enthusiastic about their hobby, that the more
difficult a plant is to grow the more they love it.

So alpines are petted and cared for with wonderful
perseverance, and the more difficult some forms
of Iris are to grow, the greater the efforts made
to succeed with them. Alas, it is sometimes with
our pet plants, as with other pets, the more they
are humoured the more they seem to show their
temper and to resist our efforts to please them.
A blue I'oppy is certainly a most beautiful objf ct,

and it is not only the flower, but the gracefulness
of every part of the plant, as in so many other
Poppiep, which makes the whole of this Me-
c inopsis so plea.sing to the eye. Whenever I

have come ac oss tliis jlant, the colour of the
flower has been a fine clear blue, but I see that
a writer in The Garden cautions us against
imported seed, as tlie colour of the seedlings
may be a poor purple. Gentiana septemfida cordi-
folia is also a fine rock plant. It flowers profusely,
and the colour is the rich gentian blue with which
we are all familiar in the more common acaulis.
This Gentian (sejitemfida) abounds in the Edin-
burgh Gardens, where no doubt the climate suits
it well. It does not seem to be particular about
locality, but limestone grit suits the whole family, so
far as I know them. It is evidently hard to succeed
with Gentiana verna; I have lost mine. It looked
lovely one year, and the next year it was gone.
The same thing happened to my little Soldanella
alpina, which, notwithstanding the very small size
of its flowers, is a great favourite with me. It is

easy to put down the loss to climatic influences,
but in reality I know it is simply want of care.
But care means time, and time cannot be had.
An ordinary gardener can scarcely be expected
to grow, or at any rate to take much pa'ns
in growing such things. Gentians are a
large family, and one, the field Gentian, is not
an uncommon plant on open piastures. It grows,
for instance, on the downs near Alum Bay, in
the Isle of Wight, but most people woidd pass
it by, as it has no special attraction, and the
flower does not exhibit that fine deep blue which
is common to many members of this family. G.
lutea was in seed when I was at the rock garden
in Edinburgh in August, but it had evidently done
well, and was bearing a plentiful crop of seed.
This, so far as I know, is a solitary exception in
the Gentian family; all the other species are either
blue or purple. Among the many interesting
plants which grow best and are seen best on our
rockeries, Dodecatheon integrifolium splendidam,
or the large American Cowslip, certainly has a
place. There is something piquant about it, the
shape of the flower being Cyclamen-like and the
colouring very pretty and bright. It likes a shady

or moderately shady corner, but that is chiefly
because it likes to be damp. Shade and damp go
together more or less. Ciiven the damp, and many
so-called .shade-loving plants would do well in the
sun.

At this time of the year wo are once more greeted
with the bright flowers of the hardy Cycl .men. It

is woiideiful how little known this plant is, and
how many people express the greatest surprise when
they see mine, which are just now in full beauty
among the gnarled roots of some huge ohl Plane
trees. They are lovely flowers certainly, and all

the attention they require is plenty of water at all

times. Guano water makes them strong and
vigorous. These Cyclamens make pretty plants
for the rockery also, and their white or pink
heads coming up among green mossy stones look
singularly well. The hardy white vaiiely of this
Cyclamen (C. hedern^folium) is not so ci mmou as
the pink, and none of mine are, 1 am sorry to say,
scented. I am not sure, but I think I once had a
pink C. hedera^foHum which was scented. No
doubt many of the readers of The Garden know
whether there is a scented variety or not. If so,

it would be valuable. C. persicum is, of course,
often deliciously scented. Possibly this hardy
species might by cultivation be increased in size
of flower and depth of colouring, in which case it

would become a still better ornament for the rock
garden than it now is. But, as it is, there are few
plants more universally admired or more valued
for their beauty mt of doors at this season than
Cyclamen liedeMffolium. I believe it comes from
Russia

; at any rate, it will stand any amount of
frost and snow. The one thing it most di^likes is

drought. This Cyclamen must be well watered if

it is to have fine flowers and a good head of its

beautiful marbled leaves in winter. On this ac-
count it will always do best on the west and south
sides of the trunk of a tree, where it is sure of get-
ting more rain than on the north and east.
The common autumn Crocus is just now in full

beauty. It is extremely pretty pushing up by mossy
stones. It would no doubt be much more grown
than it is were it not for the large leaves, which
take up so much room in spring. In this respect
C. speciosus has a decided advantage. It is just
peeping up with me, coming a month later than
the wild species. Its foliage is never in the way,
and so late a Crocus is, I consider, a great gain. It
seems to do well and increase rapidly in good
Iramy toil. I like the whole family, and to me
the best part of spring-time is when the Crocuses
are just in full flower. An autumn yellow would
be a treasure. Sternbergia lutea is the nearest
thing to it, and is exquisitely beautiful. But can
the Sternbergia be made to come so certainly into
Dower as our Crocuses / I have never tried it.

I remember seeing it in full beauty a year or
two ago in Cornwall in the first week of Novem-
ber. At that time of the }-ear, so late in autumn,
a plant in full flower out of doors and possessing
great attractions on account of its fine yellow
flowers is a great treasure.

A Gloucesteeshire Parson.

Hundreds of flowers have appeared during the
season. Most of those who see it for the first time
haully believe that it is a Clematis. Hlugs are
very fond of the young shoots when they come up
in April. The sunnier the position chosen for the
plant, the brighter the (colour of the flowers. C.
Davidiana never fails to bloom freely, and at the
present tim(! the shoots are thickly clustered with
whnrls of flowers. A single (lower almost resembles
a Hyacinth bell, but the blooms crowd one another
to such an extent that they lose their individuality.
A charm more delightful still is its sweet odour,
which pervades the air all round the jilant. This
Clematis is the very thing for little window bor-
ders against the wall of the house. It dies down
eveiy winter, but the roots are quite hardy in well
drained soil. C. Uamniula has tremendous vigour,
and arches, arbours, and porches can be perleclly
clothed with it. C. Viticella and its varieties, of
which there are several, are free, hardy, vigorous,
and continuous blooming, and merit a spot where
they can have their own way to some extent.

—

A. H.

8B0RT NOTES.—FLOWER.

Begonia ae mperflorens atro-purpurea.—
What a great aciiuisiti.jn the above is durinj; lire sum-
iner months ! Planted out almut the middl? of June,
it is now one mass of flower, and stands the wet
weather exceeaingly well.— K.\ST Devon,
A good mixture.—Anemone Honorinc Johert

and Lobelia Qneen Victoria prove a good conibination
if planted thinly in a large bed, both being quit^' hardy
here.

—

East Devon.

The Fruit Crops.

Pretty Clematises.—Clematis Sieboldi is a
very pretty Japanese variety. I do not know an-
other kind that lasts so long in beauty. Its sea-
son is prolonged through several months, each
flower taking a week or two to open to perfection,
and when this stage is reached it remains fresh
and bright for a long time. The flower consists of
six broad petals, which as the bud expands are of
a decided greenish hue, but ultimately become
creamy-white, whilst a green band down the
centre of the petals on the reverse side shows
pirettily when the flower is held up to the light.

The centre consists of a thick cluster or tuft of
small narrow petals which are of a violet-purple
shade. The habit of growth is very slender, so
that no position could be too choice for so charm-
ing a variety as this. C. coccinea is now on the
wane, but it has done well. When the plants were
about 2 feet high at the beginning of the summer
they commenced to bloom, and have continued as
they grew, reaching at least 10 feet in height.

NORTHERN.
Thorpe Perrow.—The fruit crop in the north

of Yorkshire is very partial. In some places Apples
escaped the frost ; here anel there a few trees are
loaded with fruit, yet for all that the crop is thin.
In some gardens there are none. Pears in most
places are scarce—in fact everywhere below the
average. Plums in .some places are scarce, in others
they are plentiful

; generally in this part they are
below the average. Apricots, I hear, are turning
out better than was expected : here we have a fair
crop. Gooseberries suffered very much from frost
in the early part of June; consequently the crop
was short Black and Red Currants were abundant
and very fine. Strawberries suffered much in the
winter from long frost and no snow for protection.
Herbaceous plants in the flower garden suffered
very much from the same cause. Nuts are almost
a failure.—W. Cui.verwell.

Elmet Hall, Leeds.- Crops as a rule are light
in this neighbourhood. Apples below average.
Pears very scarce. Plums below average, but
Victorias in some places a nice average crop.
Apricots scarce. Gooseberries, Red, White, and
Black Currants very good crops, also Raspberries,
the heaviest we ever had. Season late. Straw-
berries good. —T. BONSALL.

Chillingham Castle, Belford. — The fruit
crops here this season, such as A])ples, Pears, and
Plums, are very scarce, and Apricots a complete
failure. Morello Cherries very good, the others
rather light. Gooseberries, some sorts very good.
Red, White 'and Black Currants splendid crops,
likewise Raspberries. I have twenty-four beds tf
Strawberries on a sloping bank, and in dry wea'her
turn the water along the alleys. Some of them
have been planted over twenty years, and .as a rule
always bear a splendid crop. Vicomtesse Hericart
de Thury, President, Keens' Seedling, .James Veitch,
and Elton Pine for a late crop do best here. I find
the above have the best flavour out of all the sorts
here. In March I mulch all the beds with Mush-
room manure or short litter from the stables. As a
rule the fruit is finer on the single plants, but the
quantity is not so large. On February 1!) we had
a severe frost, which did a great deal of damage to
trees and Roses.—R. Hesdee-SON.
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Harbottle Castle, Northumberland.—The
Apple crop in this neighbourhood is only a very

nioilcrate one, King of the Pippins being the only

variety carrying a full crop. Keswick C'odlin,

Lord Suffield, Whorle Pippin and Sam Young
have a fair lot on them. The last variety never

fails to perfect a nice lot of fruit. Warner's

King, which has hitherto carriid heavy crops of

fine fruit, is this year a failure. Ribston Pippin,

grafted on Warnei's King, succeeds well, but is

this year much below the average. Pears are a

complete failure. Gooseberries, Currants, Rasp-

berries, Cherries and Plums are very heavy; Plums

I hive never seen more plentiful in this neighbour-

hood. Strawberries have been a fairly {.otd crop,

but the flavour has been very infeiior, owing to

so much rain and little sunshine. The best results

are obtained from two to thiee years after plant-

ing. I have grown them in single rows and in beds,

but the former plan is preferable, especially in such

a cold wet season as we have experienced in this

district. Black Prince is our best early kind, and

does remarkably well on our liiiht soil. I also find

this variety meets with most favour from cooks

for preserving. Other kinds that do well here are

Amateur. President, Garibaldi, Sir Joseph Pii.xton,

Elton Pine and Eleanor.— RoBT. Elliott.

Abney Hall, Cheadle. -Apples, Pears and

Cherries have been very poor here. Red and

Black Currants are fair crops. The same may be

said of Raspberries and Gooseberries. The latter,

however, in this district vary, as I hear .some

have but p;or crops. I generally at pruning

time leave a good deal of young wood on the

bushes, and am seldom wi'hout plenty of fruit,

except when the spirrows pick out the buds in

winter. As regards Strawberries, I do not think

for a private gaiden there is a betier kind than

President, c 'nsidering line fruit, flavour and cro])-

ping qualities. In this gardtn it is much better

than Sir Joseph Paxton and others. The best kind

for produce I have seen in this part is Myatt's Pro-

lific, but it is not equal to President for fine

smooth-looking fruit and flavour. Of the newer

kinds, I have tried I,ate>t of All It gives a useful

late dish, but it is not Fnything like equal to

President as a free fruiter. 'J'o secure good crops I

find it bfst to plant a fresh ta'ch eveiy year, and

if good plants are put in carefully with the trowel,

splendid results are re.tli-ed the following year.

— RoBT. Mackei.leii.

Brantingbam Thorpe, Brough.-In the

spiing we had an abundant show of bloom on all

kinds of fruit trees, as well as wild fruits and
shrubs, but the fruit crop is very

i
oor. Apples I

can report as a partial crop. Codlin and early

kitchen kinds are fairly pleniiful ; most of the late

kinds ai-e a very light crop. Pears of all kinds are

very light. Plums (Rivers' Early, Victoria, and Or-

leans) and Damsons have a fair sprinkling ; other

kinds scarce. Gooseberries, Currants, and Straw-

berries fairly abundant. None of the new varie-

ties of Strawberries I have tried equal the old ones

—Sir Joseph Paxton, Dr. Hogg, President, Lucas,

and Vicomtesse Heticart de Thury. Nuts are a
general failure. Wild fruits are abundant. Haw-
thorn, Mountain Ash, llahonia. Holly, Viburnum,
Crab and Sloes are laden with fruit.—RoBT. C.

Kingston.

Broughton Hall, Skipton.—Again I have

to chrorjicle complete fadure of Pears. Plums and
Apples under the average. Early Cherries none

;

late kinds a good crop. Gooseberries suffered

severely with the May frosts, that also ruined the

Pear crop, &c. All kinds of fruit showed plenty

of blossom. Strawberries, Black and Red Cur-

rants, and Raspberries have been most abundant.

Four degrees of frost were registered the first week
in August that cut hard both French Beans
and Marrows. A very late spring, with frequent

low niglit temperatures, has told much against the

progress of fruit and flowers. The Strawberry

crop has been the most abundant I have had for

years. The weather being favourable, I had a very

long season of excellent fruit — J. R.^inbow.

Wythenshawe, Northenden, Cheshire.—
Apples and Pears in this district are a complete

failure. Owing probably to the unfavourable con-

ditions of the wtather last autumn there were very

few flower-buds, and nearly all of them failed to

set tlieir fruit. The only exceptions are lord

Grosvenor and Lord Suflie:d. These have a thin

spiinkling of fruit, and are, in fact, the only sorts

that are bearing what might reasonably be termed

a crop. Cherries both sweet and Morello, have

had about half a crop. Damsons and Plums are a

light crop. Gooseberry bloom in exposed situa-

tions was destroyed by a ^harp frost, but where

sheltered there is a Pght crop. Red Currants

have had good crops generally, but Black ones

have partially failed in s-ome instances, and in

01 hers have fruited abund.antly. Raspberries were

plentiful, but in situations near plantations they

were devoured wholesale by birds, and the same

remark applies to all kinds of fruit that was net

protected by netting. Strawberries were an average

crop. Owing to the heavy rainfall when the frr.it

was ripening, a good many of them decayed ;
this

occurred more particularly in walled-in ^.ardens

where the air could not circula'e frtely amongst

the plants. Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury still

holds its pi, ce as one of the best flavoured and

most prolific varieties that we possfss. The only

obiection to its more extended cultivation is on

account of the sraallness of the later fruits, and

for thi-i reason it is not grown for maiket.

Elton Pine and Wa'erloo are two of the best for

affording a late supply. Myatt's Prolific and

Chares I.— locally known as Geggie's—arc most in

favour with maiket gioweis. They are good

beaters and the fruit of both is firm, which enables

it to be taken to market in good condition. The

flavour of both varieties, however, is somewhat

poor.—W. Neild.

Tedsmore Hall, West Felton, Oswestry.

Speaking generally, the fruit crops in this dis-

trict are fair-ly good. Here we have but a thin crop

of Apricots, Pears and Plums. Apples a moderate

crop. Gooseberries, Raspberiies and Currants are

exceedingly heavy crops.—J Langley.

Tatton Park, Knutsford—The f.uit crops

with me areveiy scarce. Pears almost a failure

with the exception of Marie Loui-e, Glou Morceau,

Beurrfe Diel, and Catillac, ar d those only a par-

tial crop. Apple.=i very thin ; such sorts as Pott's

Seedling, Suffield, Alfiiston, and Cellini have a tew

good fruits, but even those very thin. Plums

none. Damscns a few on some trees, while others

have none owing to the severe frosts and cold cut-

ting winds about the time they were in bloom.

Morel'o Cherries a very good even crop and good

fruits. Bush fruits very good. Black Currants

especially fine, even better than I have ever seen

them both as to crop and size. Strawberries La

GroEse Sucree, Sir Harry, Sir Charles Napier, Presi-

dent and Waterloo very good with nie. Loxford

Hall Seedling planted under a north wall is useful

for late fruiting.— C. Teeby.

Naworth Castle, Carlisle.-The Apple crop

varies in this district this season. Here, the crop

is above the average. In some gardens within a

short distance the crop is ^ery thin. Pears aie a

complete failure. Plums are very poor ;
Green Gage

and Victoiia are carrying a fair crop. Cherries

are also very thin. Gooseberries are an average

crop. Currants, both Black and Red, are carrying

enormous crops. Raspberries are an average crop.

Sirawbeiries have been very good, but owing to

the dull sunless weather the flavour was poor. The

best kinds for flavour and bearing in this district

are James Veitch, Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury,

President, Sir Joseph Paxton, Garibaldi, Elton

Pine, and Eh anor.—A. E. Sftton.

Cholmondeley Castle, Nantwich. — The

fruit in this part of Cheshire taken as a whole is

an unsatisfactory one. Apples are a light crop

in most parts ; although we have a fair crop of

Pears on the walls, we have but very few on

standard trees in the open. Apricots are under

averpgc. Plums we have none on w.all or open

owing to having had 15° of frost when in full

blooru after a showery evening. Peaches are a

fair crop and of good size. Currants, Black and

Red, about an average. Gooseberries nearly a

failure. Raspberiies gcod. Morello Cherries a

little under average. Quantities of black Damsina
are grown in this neighbourhood on the small

holdings, and several labourers made large sums of

these last year-, but very few fatisf^ctory crops are

to be seen this season — C. Flack.

Grimston Park, Tadcaster.—Apricots are

nearly, if not quite an average crop ; trees healthy,

and have not suffered so much from branch dying

as in some years. St. Ambrose is a good variety

to grow here ; the flavour is not up to Moorpark,
but the tree is longer-lived. The fruits come
fine in size and it generally bears well. Apples

are a partial crop ; Keswick Codlin, Warner's

King, Hawthornden, and a local Apple named
Cockpit are the best cropping kinds. There is a
sprinkling of fruit on several other kinds, but no-

thing like full crops ; though the individual fruits

promise to be fine if we get a sunny autumn to

warm up the soil around their roots. Pears are

also a very partial crop; Louise Bonne of Jersey,

Doyenne d'Ete, Benrrc d'Amanlis, Summer Franc
Real, .and Jargonelle have fairly good crops. The
trees generally are healthy, though both last si a-

son and this we had for the first time for twenty

years one or two trees attacked by the Pear sawfly,

which before it was noticed had cleared ofli the

green portion of the foliage, leaving nothing but

the framework, so to speak, which turning brown
was what drew atttntion to it A ducting of

quicklime and soot in equal portions early in the

moriing for two or thrte days soon settled, the

post Plums, too, are a partial crop. Victoiia

grovv-n as a bush is with me the only variety that

has a full crop. There is a fi-.ir crop of Dam-
sons on standard trees in the ore' ard. In the

cottage and farm orchards round about, a local

dark Plum called Cobblers' Balls is very abun-

dant; it is only (f moderate quality, however.

Cherries are a fair crop. I picked a quantiiy

of fine Morellos lately from sotre bush-shaped

trees growing in the kitchen garden borders.

Singular to say, this Cherry is longer-lived and
more healthy and fruitful in this shape than others

grown in the usual way on north Whlls. Nuts of

kinds are under average on the whole, though on

sometrces there is a full civ p of Walnuts. Filbeits

but seldom rip n properly here. Currants of

all kinds have been a splendid crop ; of Black ones

1 he heaviest for the past twenty years I usually

have g' od cro; s of these useful fruits, and at-

tribute much of the success to giving the trees an

annual dressing in the winter of charred lefuse.

Years ago I proved the benefit of this dressing

by leaving a number of trees on the flat undressed

with it. Houghton Castle is the best Red Cur-

rant I grow. Raspberiies were not a heavy

crop, the late severe winter appeared to have

damaged the tops of the shoots, which, owing to

the du'l, wet autumn, were probably not so fully

ripened as they might have been. Superlative pro-

mises to be a good useful kind. Gooseberries were

a very heavy crop, the trees in some ca^es being

quite borne down to the ground with the weight of

the fruit. As showing the uncertainty of this crop

I may mention that" in a neighbouring garden

about two miles away the Goosebeiry crop was

nearly a failure, the spring frosts having damaged
the embryo fruits sadly. It is a irrisiake to over-

prune Gooseberry trees in the winter. 1 never

spur back the young wood, merely thin out the

branches sufficiently for the hands of the pickers

to get at the fruit fairly well, leaving the wood in

most cases, if fully ripe, its whole length. I

have a really good crop of Peaches on walls, and

yet the only covering in spring was a hei-ring net

doubled, and hung from top to bottom of wall,

kept therefrom by Larch piles about 8 feet

apart. Condor, Royal George, Crimson G.alande,

Dr. Hogg, Dymond, Grosse Mignonne, and Bar-

rington have each good crops this year. Condor

is a really good eirly Peach for walls, and in-

v.ariably crops well w'ith me. Nectarines seldom

fruit really well with me on walls; Violette Hritive

is the best in this respect.—Henky J. Clayton.

Levens, Westmoreland.—Apples in this

district are a very poor crop, worst for many
^

years. Pears very little better. Cherries medium.
'
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Plums very goorl, ospecially Damsons. Rasp"
berries poor. Black Currants variable ; some gar"

dens good, others ]ioor. lied and 'Wliite good
G.ioseberries genenilly full crop. Strawberries
inferior over all. Garilialdi and Tresident. are the
two leading v.irieties in this district, cspecia'ly

smongst the amateur class, and it is questionable
if the selection could be better. On nearly all fruit,

trees bloom was abundant, but suffered from late

frosts.— S. KiovAN.

liOwther, Penrith. — .Vpplcs very scarce in-

deed. I'ears a failure with the exception of two or

three sort=. Cherries average crop. Small frui's

average crop. I'hnns below average. Aprii-ots a
failuie. Strawberries below average ; fruit suffered

very much from frost on June 14.—K. Cl.\kivB.

Burton Constable, Hull.—We have a very
poor Applr crop in this locality. I'liims very few,
and Pears scarcely any except the old He-sle.
Small fruit has been a f.iiily good crop, especially
Strawberries. President, Sir J. Paxton and British
Queen a e chieUy depended on for quality and
main crops. Noble (inds much favour for its great
cropping and earliness, but lacks flavour. I

prefer Eleanor for l;rtc crops. The only recent
introductions that I have found deserving of special
mention are John Ruskin and Victory.—T. Lam-
BEUT.

Wynyard Park, Stockton-on-Tees.—With
the exception of the Apple crop, which, by the
way, is the worst we have had for years, I am able
to give a more favoui-able report than for some
three or four years ])ast. The best of our Apples
ar-e Ecklinville, Tower of Glamis—two kinds that
never fail here —Kerry Pippin, Scarlet Nonpareil,
Dutch Mignonne, Beau'ly of Kent and Keswick Cod-
li 1. Pears are a very nice crop, Williams' Bon
Chretien particularly' heavy, while the best of a
number of otf.ers are Clapp's Favourite, Flemish
Beauty, Duchesse d'AngonUJme, Marie Louise,
Hes^le, Beurri? Die], Fondarrte deCuerne, Souvenir
du Congres and Beurrc d'Amanlis, all of which are
very good. Plums a good crop. Victoria very
heavily laden, obliged to support all branches.
Kirke's, Jefferson and Washington are a'so very
fine. Apricots above a luedium crop of very fine
fruits ; Jloorpark much the best. Morello Cherries
also good, especially on bush trees. Gooseberries
have been good, but I cannot say as much for other
bush fruits, which have not been up to the average.
Hispberries have been good and plentiful, and the
same with Strawberries. All trees and bushes are
very clean and healthy and only require plenty of
sunshine to perfect them for a good prospect an-
other year, and also to finish and ripen the fi'uits

now growing. We have sadly lacked this desidera-
tum here this year, especially so of late ; very little
else but cold north-east winds and too much rain.—H E. Geibble.

I

NOTES FROM NANCY.
L-ATELV when passirrg tlirough France I stayed
at Nancy and paid a plea.sant visit to the nur.sery
of M.\I. Lenioine et fils. I almost wished I
bad been a [jigmy for ;v short time, so that I
could have walked througli the miniature fore.sts

of Gladioli and looked up at their gorceous
spikes, some of intensely vivid and others of
most delicately colour-ed bloom. One of the
finest red ones was Le Grand Carnot (named
after an ancestor of the present President,
who also lias another tine variety called after
him). There were al.so a few of a rather new
strain, a very pretty lavender. Nuce Bleue
was the name of an attractive one of this tiirt.

The now well-known rijso-coloured, salmon,
primrose, and chocolate (iladioli were on the
whole perhajis the most attractive, and each
year adds some new interesting feature to
the collection. Happening to notice also
an uncommon aquatic in his pond, M. Le-
rnoine told me it had been given him
only recently by his neighbour, M. Oallfe.

I asked if he meant the well-known producer

of some of the most artistic and original of

modern French foii'nce. He rcjilied that it

was tlie same, aiid ho added. Do you know
that he now makes the most beautiful s]ieeimen.s

of woodwork inlaid with flowers and foliage all

taken from life, aird that M. Gall6 is also an
ardent horticulturist \ Of this furniture I had
never heard, so M. Lemoine showed me speci-

mens in his own house. Being much struck by
them, he introduced me to M. Galle's own home,
where 1 saw many lovely artistic productions in

the way of tables, cabinets, il'c. All the flowers

appeared to be drawn by a sincere lover of

flower form, as well as by an artist. An umbel-
liferous plant, after the manirer of Angelica,

spi-ead over a small table was cli.rrming, and the

Thi.stle of Lorraine, which figures much in its

armorial bearings. Iris, Magnolia, Sweet Peas,

Tulips, Anemones, Buttercups, itc, were all

truly rendered, and I feel sure many people

would be deliglited to possess specimens of use-

ful articles on which in cold wintry days they
would have their favourite perennials still un-

faded wherewith to rejoice their eyes. I should

add that the sprays are all inlaid in real col-

oured woods—not merely painted. A largo

assortment at the atelier of M. Galle in the Rue
St. Dizier at Nancy is to be seen, and I think
many fond of hardy plants would not regret

going to inspect them if they break their jour-

ney from the south at Nancy. Other Gladioli

I noticed at M. Lemoine's were Liberte, Mar-
ceau, Charles Joli, Keteleer, Admiral Gervais,

Jeanne d'Arc, Etoile d'Or, J. M. Krelage,

and Kleber. MM. Lemoine have also an in-

teresting collection of uncommon shrubs.

Among the latter the following arrested my
attention : Spinea Bumalda var. ruberrima,
Celastrus articulatus, Rhamnus grandiflorus,

Sambucus racemosa arborescens, a fresh variety,

but M. Lemoine thought not rightly named ;

Catalpa hybrida japonica, flowers twice in the

year ; Syringa, a seedling not yet named with
double white flowers and a remarkable leaf

;

Symphoricarpus acutus, S. Heyeri, Mespjilus

Dzuugarica, with fitie dark berries ; Hibiscus
californicus in beautiful bloom (Sept. 1), Cle-

matis orientalis, Ulmus parvifolia. M. Lemoine
also praised much a jjretty Begonia which he
finds jh:\ir'i' tinijours. The pretty and nice

little Strawberry Belle de Meaux was in fruit,

and refreshing in the hot days of late August
and early September. M. A. R.

Lijihook.

SCCIET ES AND EXHIBITIONS.

KOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Septembee 20.

At this meeting the exhibits of fruit were the
chief featirres of interest besides the Dahlias and
a few Orchids. Some of the fruit shown was re-

markably fine. The meeting was not well at-

tended, owing no doubt to the Fellows and other
supporters being still out of town. Although not

a large meeting, there were many interesting things

exhibited.
Orchid Committee.

A first-class certificate was awarded to

—

Cattley.\ Statteriana.—A variety with the

rich colours of the ;iurea type ; the sepals and
petals of a straw colour and somewhat refiexed

;

the lip very large and much expanded even into

the throat, having a deep golden yellow centre,

with a narrow margin of rosy purple and deep
blotches at the extremity, of a deeper shade, the
throat richly veined in the same colours. A su-

perb variety. Frona IJr. Thosr Staffer, Stand Hqll,

Manchester.

An award of merit was made to

—

Cattlhya MiNi;ciA (C. Loddigesi x C. labrata).

—A hybrid which bears a nearer resemblance

to C. Loddigesi than to C. labiata, with the

colours somewh.at intermediate, of a rose colour

suffused with \iolet, the lip having the yellow

ruarkings as in C. Lodiiigesi, and a vinorrs purple

blotch. From Messrs. Veitch and Sons, Chelsea.

These were the only awards made at this table

on this occasion, but a few other good things were

shown. Th;rt, perhaps, which created the most

interest was a plant of Catasetum Bungerothi with

one female blossom upon the spike, the rest being

male blooms. The flowers were large, waxy-white

and of great substance. It was exhibited by Mr.

Foster Alcock, Berkhamsted. M. Linden, Brussels,

sent two kinds of Cyrtopodiurus, both vigorous

growers, C. macr-anthum having yellowish flowers,

and C. Alicca; with greenish white ones spotted

with a golden co'our; neither kind had the spikes

fully developed. Mr. T. Stutter sent another

remarkable plant in Cattleya aurea Statteriana,

to which a first-class certificate was awarded

in 1S90. It is a very fine, handsorire form,

the sepals and petals pale citron, the labellum

miissive and very striking, reticulated with

pure purple down the centre, with broad bands

of pure gold at the sides, the margins reticu-

lated with bright purple. Messrs. Sander and Co.

had a small group, consisting of a few plants of

Dendrobium Phalsnopsis Schi-cederianum, dark as

well as light forms. The continuous exhibit of this

Orchid clearly indicates that its season is a most

prolonged one. Odontoglossum crispum, one plant

with a long arching spike of fourteen flowers,

pure white in colour with pale brown marks on the

lip, the individual blooms rather small ; 0. Harrja-

num, one plant with a remarkably fine spike of

ten flowers of extra size and deep colour ;
Cypri-

pedium Chamberlainianum and several; hybrids,

and C. hybridum Maynardi, of which C. Spiceria-

num is one of the pirents, the offspring possessing

larger flowers, were also shown. Of Vanrla cierulea

two plants were shown, also one of Cattleya aurea,

with its distinct and rich markings. Messrs. B. S.

Williams and Son showed Oncidium incurvum al-

bum, a very pretty variety of the species with

white flowers, having a faint touch of yellow in

the lip. Me-srs. Low and Sons showed a pleasing

little group chiefly of Vandas. V. coerulea was in

good form, one variety possessing a deep violet-

coloured lip. V. Kimballiana was also shown, in

which there was also marked variation. Others

consisted of Cypripedium Parishi, Saccol.'ibium

Blumei majus, Dendrobium formosura giganteutn,

and Cattleya bicolor Wrigleyana, in which the lip

is of an intensely deep crimson-purple. From

Mr. Walker, Brettargh Holt, Kendal, came two

large masses in baskets of Saccolaliium Blumei

with sixteen spikes in all, some being of extra

length and well developed.

Florjil Committee.

First-class certificates were awarded to the fol-

lowing:—
Aetstolochia gigas var. Stubtevanti, of

which one pliint with a remarkably large flower

was shown. This bloom measured fully 4 feet

from the base of the flower to the extremity of the

tail-like appendage. The ground colour is lighter

than in the species, being reticulated with rich

purple ; the tube is of a dark velvety maroon col-

our— a most remarkable flower. From Messrs. F.

Ross & Co., Merstham, Surrey.

Pteris xivAi.is.—A very decided acquisition to

the variegated forms, the silvery markings greatly

predominating, the fronds in some in.stances being

almost suffused with it; the bright silver variega-

tion is much more distinct than in many kinds yet

raised. The plant appears to be of a compact

growth, and has apparently an affinity to P. tre-

mula. From Mr. H. B. May, Edmonton.

Awards of merit were given to

—

Dahlia Tommy Keith. — A very compact

flower (a true pompon), with the petals of a deep

red tipped with white; as shown in bunches it was

very striking.
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Dahlia Akthuk West, the flowers of which
are of fine form and full, the colour a rich dark
claret. Both from Mr. Keiih, Brentwood.
Dahlia Matchles,? (Cactus).—A very dark

coloured variely of irue Cactus type, the colour
much the same as in Empress of India ; an acquisi-
tion to its class. Messrs. Perkins, Coventry.
Dahlia Kathleen (,how).—A light-coloured

seedling, pale soft lilac tipped with a darker
shade of the same colour

; a very striking and dis-
tinct flower. Mr. C. Turner, Slough.
Silver Elder.—A profusely variegated form of

the common Elder, the tips of the shoots shown
being almost devoid of any green. This should
be a most effective hardy shrub in ma.sses ; as the
growtli progi esses it evidently increases in etfective-
ness. ]<rom Mi=s Alice de Rothschild, Eythrope,
Aylesbury.
The strain of French Miirigolds, shown by

Messrs. Dobbie and Co., Rothesay, receivtd an
award of meiit, and that most deservedly; the
flowers are very rich and true in colour and of
line form and size.

Messrs. Dobbie and Co. had a fine collection of
Dahlias, shows, fancies. Cactus and pompons being
represented in good variety. African Marigolds
Lemon Queen and Prince of Orange were of fine
size and pure in colour. Tufted Pansies were well
represented by the best kinds, the following being
the most effective : Countess of Hopetoun, white

;

Duchess of Sutherland, pale lilac ; Ariel, pale blue;
W. Niel, rosy lilac ; Max Kolb, dark purple ; and
Bridesmaid, pale yellow. Several kinds of Fuch-
sias were also staged in a cut state, but the elfect
•was entirely spoilt by the arrangement, all the
floweis being arranged in an erect manner in
bunches quite out of all character (silver-gilt Flora
medal). Messrs. J. Laing and Sons, Forest Hill, sent
a miscellaneous group of we'l grown plants of a
decorative character, consisting of Caladiums,
Palms, Crotons, Begoniis (foliage). Ferns, and
Dracaenas, with Nepenthes Mastersiana, and Berl o-
lonias Souvenir de Gand, Coaite de Kerohove, and
Mme. Auguste van Geert, three of the best kinds.
Some very fine blooms of their strain of double
Begonias were also shown (silver Banksian medal).
Messrs. B. S. Williams and Son, Upper Ho'loway,
had a fine group of Crotons, the plants in the best
of health and well coloured. C. Warreni, C. Coun-
tess, C. Williams!, and C. Queen Victoiia were
amongst the most handsome. The plants were
semi-specimens, and when thus seen so well col-
oured they are most effective (silver Banksian
medal). Mr. A. Rawlings, Romford, st.Tged a very
fine lot of Dahlias (shows and fancies). Two of the
most striking of all were Colonist and Queen of
the Belgians. The flowers were not over large,
but bright in colour (silver Banksian medal). Mr!
S. Mortimer, Swiss Nursery, Rowledge, Farnham.
also staged a fine assortment of show and fancy
Dahlias. Two excellent ones here were Maud Fei-
lowes and Mrs. Theobald (bronze Banksian medal).
The same award was made to a small group of
decorative plants in season from Mr. Chas. Holden,
Ealing, comprising well-grown examples for small
houses. Messrs. Paul and Son had a showy
collection in large bunches of hardy herbaceous
plants in season, Asters being well represented by
A. Shorti and A. bessarabicus, and the Helianthuses
by H. decapetalus, H. multiflorus major, and H.
laetifolius (bronze Banksian medal).

Other exhibits consisted of a fine boxful of
hybrid Streptocarpi from Messrs. J. Veitch and
Sons. These were conspicuous by the well-defined
markings of the flowers, whilst a wide range in
colour was afforded from the pure whites to blues
and crimsons

; the plants well grown and the foli-
age very healthy. M. H. B. May had several of his
newer variegated forms of Ferns, as represented
by Pteris Regina; and P. Regina; cristata, P.
Victoriic and P. tremula variegata, all useful and
distinct decorative Ferns. Adiantums were re-
presented by A. diversiforme, of light and
very elegant growth, and A. decorum varium,
quite a distinct form of this well-known Fern.
Nephrolepis davallioides multiceps and Pteris serru-
lata gracilis were both shown, each being acquisi-
tions to their respective classes. Mr. Thos. Ware

had Helianthus Bouquet d'Or, which has narrow
petals, the flowers being almost too compact, the
colour a deep golden shade. Other Dahlias were
exhibited by Mr. Chas. Turner, who had several
promising new kinds. Oscar (Cactus) is a very full

flower, deep red in colour ; White Lady (pompon) is

an excellent white, pure in colour; and Ringdove,
(another pompon), a pale salmon-red, are both ac-
quisitions to their class. Mr. Keith, Brentwood,
also staged several blooms of shows and fancies
besides those certificated. Stebbing Wheeler (de-
corative class), yellow splashed with bronzy-red, is

a novelty. The Chrysanthemum season may now
be consdered as commenced. Mr. Owen, Maiden-
head, had two varieties. Princess May, a pure white
seedling from Mme. Desgrange, with broad petal.-,

should be a useful decorative variety ; Harve-t Home,
a bronzy or chestnut shade of colour with the
reverse of the petals golden, has a good appearance,
assisted by the reflexed petals. Messrs. Reid and
Bornemann, Sydenham, showed a variety ^called

George Jones, having large flowers with the petals
slightly bearded at the tips. From Mr. E. C. Smith,
Silvermere, Cobham, came fifteen varieties of
Pines in cone ; they were fine vigorous examples of
their kind, the soil and locality evidently suiting
them well. Messrs. Laing and Sons showed cut
blooms of tuberous Begonia William Allen Richard-
son, a pale apricot colour. The flowers were
arranged as sprays and button-holes, being very
suitable for the purpose.

Fruit Committee.

There was a number of exhibits before this com-
mittee, the fine collection of 120 dishes of fruit

from the Royal Gardens, Windsor, including twelve
magnificent Pines. Messrs. Rivers also contributed
largely. The question of giving awards t) the
grower or raiser of new fruits or vegetables was
discussed, Mr. Wjthes contending that these
awards should be given to the variety and to the
person who sends the exhibit, objection having
been raiseil to his getting a first-class certificate

for Yeitch's Success Pea. The chairman agreed
that it was best to give the award to the tilings

staged if worthy, but thit the various exhibits

when tried at Chiswick should come to Westmin-
ster for confirmation. Mr. Wilks, the hon tec,

said in future the awards would be given to both
raiser and grower.

First-class certificates were awarded to the fol-

lowing :

—

Runner Bean Hill's Prize.—A variety with
a large straight dark green pod of beautiful shnpe.

It is stated to be most prolific and of good flavour.

Messrs. Bunyard & Co.

Runner Bean Prize-winner.—A new variety

of large size and good shape, and a great bearer
;

pod bright green, very smooth, and with peculiarly

coloured seed. Sutton and Sons.

Potato Reading Giant.—A kidney variety,

rather large and irregular in shape, but of excel-

lent flavour when cooked ; a very heavy cropper.
Messrs. Fidler, Reading.
Potato Mary Anderson. —A medium-sized

white kidney, with one end much smaller than
the other; good cropper and of good flavour. Mr.
Fletcher.

Potato Quantity and Quality.—A large

kidney with few eyes, not deep, and of excellent

flavour. It is a very heavy cropper. Messrs. John-
son, Boston.
Potato The Canon.—A beautiful looking kid-

ney, and one that will he useful for exhibition ;

of fine shape and clear skin, with shallow eyes, and
of good flavour

; also very prolific. Mr. R. Dean,
Ealing.

Awards of merit were given to

—

Potato Kinc4 of the Earlies.—A kidney with
russet skin ; a good cropper. Mr. Ridgewell,

Notts.

Potato Crawley Prizetaker.—A large kid-

ney with russet skin, white flesh, and of nice
shape. It is of excellent flavour, and a great

cropper. Messrs. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, Sussex.

Potato White Round.—A very nice shaped
white Potato, with shallow eyes, roughish skin,

heavy cropper, and good when cooked. Messrs.

Paul and S.m, Cheshunt.

Potato White Russet.—A white round of

good shape and a heavy cropper, with fiist-class

flavour. Mr. Harris.

Tomato Blenheim Orange.—A new variety

with yellow flesh and crimson markings. It is, I

should say, a cross between a pale red and a yellow

variety. It is of line davour and of medium size.

Messrs. Carter', High Holborn.
Seedling Melon.—A fine looking fruit with

deep scarlet flesh and of excellent flavour, the

skin netted, and of a bright golden colour. Shown
by Mr. Tegg, Bearwood.
From the Royal Gardens, Windsor, came 120

dishes of fruits of various kinds, including twelve

grand Smuotlr Cayenne Pines, good Lady Downe's,
Alicante, Strawberry and Raisin de Calabre Grapes,

with samples from the celebrated old Vines at

Hampton Court and Cumberland Lodge, fourteen

seedling Melons; a great quantity of Peaches and
Nectarines from open walls, the best of the Peaches
being Sea Eagle, Bari'ington, Walburton Admir-
able, and Princess of Wales, Crimson Galande,
and Dymond, with Spenser, Pine-apple, Prince of

Wales, Violette Hative, and Victoria Nectarines;

a fine collection of Plums, the best being White
Mngnum Bonum, Pond's Seedling, Autumn Com-
pote, Archduke, Dymond, Reine Claude de Bavay,
Goliath, Guthrie's Late Gage, Frogmore Late Gage
and several dishes of Pears and Apples, with Mul-
berries, Medlars, and Quinces (silver-gilt Kiiightian

medal). A gold medal would have been a suitable

award. From Messrs. Rivers and Son, Sawbridge-
worth, came a very fine lot of seedling Peaches,

also Sea Eagle, Princess of Wales, Albatross, Nec-
tarine Peach, and Gladstone, all of great siz°, also

Monarch, Late Transparent, and Pond's Seedlirg

Plums, with some very fine Ribston Pi|ipin Apples

(silver Banksian medal) Some forty dishes of

Potatoes that h.ave been on trial were sent from
Chiswick. Seedling Apples were sent by Mr.

Calver, Ludlow, Messrs. Kimberley, Stoke Nursery,

Coventry, Messrs. Laing and Sons, Fcrest Hill,

and Messrs. Low, Clapton. Mr. Wilkins, Inwood,
Dorset, sent a fine dish of Mangoes. A fine dish

of Doyenn6 Boussoch Pears was sent by Mr. H. St.

Vincent Ame-, Westbury-on-Tiym, Bristol. Several

seedling Tomatoes were also shown. Mr. Ltach,

Albury Park, sent his Tomato LadyViird, a useful

winter variety. Mr. Jesse Willard, Holly Lodge,

Highgate, sent some very fine Barrington Peaches.

Fruit of Ribes sanguineum, resembling Black Cur-

rants in colour, was sent by Mr. Moi timer, Farn-

ham. A box of a large growing Cress came from
Messrs. Carter. Messrs. Dobbie, Rothesay, stagid

a nice collection of vegetables, comprising Leeks,

Turnips, Carrots, Onions, and a beautifully curled

Parsley.

In the absence of Mr. Wolley Dod, the hon. sec.

(Mr. Wilks) read the lecture on "The Variation

of Hardy Plants under Cultivation." Mr. Dod
stated that some kinds of flowers in the garden do
not take reiulily to cultivation, doing best in their

native habitats. In many cases free development
above and below the ground did much to cause

variation in these plants. If we notice closely

what variations of growth take place in plants

under good cultivation, a clue may be obtained as

to the method of cultivation. o"f late there has

been rapid development in the cultivation of hardy
plants, and in many of the species spontaneous

hybrids closely allied to neighbouring .species have
been secured. It was most interesting to watch
the growth, size, colour, seed-bearing, and produc-

tion of double flowers in t^'ese plants, and to note

their behaviour under cultivation. He would men-
tion the great increase of late years in the Chry-

santhemum. This was securtd by culture. Again,

sports in these plants were most numerous. The
cultivation of some of our mountain or hardy
plants did not assi>t in getting more colour or size

into the flowers, but often the reverse. He had in

his garden poor soil and little sun, and so far he

had been able to detect only slight variation in

colour. In such soil and position the colours were
fainter or inclined to be more faded, but no dis-
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tinct change took place. Twenty years ago he in-

troduced a wliite Marsh Mallow into his garden.

These plants bore seed, all the seedliiit,'s havin,c:

white flowers till he introduced a pink form, and

afterwards he had to weed out the pink flowers

for years. In some eases plants revert at once.

White Harebells r.arelv give white seedlings; the

Fo.\glove is similar; whilst the Welsh Foppy S'^'^^-"*

abundance of yellow flowers. Many plants cross

so readily, that it is almost impossible to keep them

true. For instance, the Columbine rarely comes

true from seed, but in its native home on the

Pyrenees it is more constant; also in Ameiica.

Campanulas and Linum llavuin come freely from

seed ; indeed, are profuse seed-bearers. 8cilla

nutans seeds freely, as also the hardy Geraniums.

Narcissi and Crocuses come in thousands, but he

had never seen a hybrid Crocus. He did not think

culture increased seed-bearing. He sent some nice

flowers of Michaelmas Daisies to show variation

in hybrids.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Zausehneria eal fomiea.—In a ganlen on the

west clilV at West iriit e ..u- Sim I hitely snw several

miisso.s of this iu full bl.iuin. They wore finer than

auy I luive ever set-U.— .\. K.

Autumn Crocuses.—The last few days of

bright sunshine have brought out C. speciosus, C.

nudiBorus, C. medius, C. iridiflorus and C. zonatus.

This last is by far the best autumn Crocus we
have. It seems to come up everywhere in the

most mysterious way, and delights in getting

amongst the spring species, whether by seeds or

carms we know not. We find C. zonatus one of the

best for turf in autumn, and if the grass is kept

fairly short, it toon makes a mass of its lilac

flowers, which may be readily recognised by the

golden zone at the base. C. medius, with its large

deep purple flowers and deep orange styles, is a

charming species and should be in every garden.

A beautiful bed we noticed a few days ago in

the gardens of the Zoological Society at Regent's

Park. The groundwork was formed of a pale

bluish-flowered Ageratum, from which rose a pro-

fusion of spikes of LobeliafulgensQueenVictoria

—

a delightful contrast. There is no finer late August
or early September flowering perennial than this

deep crimson form of L. fulgens, the leafage of

which is almost of a chocolate colour. The edging

to the bed was of tufted Pansy Skylark. Those
who wish for a rich mass of colour late in the

summer should make note of this arrangement.

It is of no use to have a few spikes of the Lobelia

;

it must be used freely if a distinct and line effect

is sought for.

Colcliicuin Sibthorpi.—This is the most beau-

tiful of the late autumn Colchicums we have yet

seen. It is now flowering on the rockery at Kew
and is very interesting, as being remarkably like a
large form of C. speciosum, with the tessellations

of C. variegatum. It produces large bold flowers,

and was first described as C. latifolium, from its

fine broad, bright green foliage. A native of Asia
Minor and perfectly hardy, it is certain to be a
favourite with lovers of hardy flowers. C. byzan-
linum, next to C. speciosum, we like best of the
unchequered autumn species. It produces its

flowers more freely and abundantly than C. specio-

sum and they last longer. The double forms of

autumnale, both purple and white, are grand
autumn flowers. Small groups on the rockery are

delightful just now and they never disappoint one.

The Tiger Lily at Kew.—The Tiger Lily in

variety is planted in a Ijol 1, free way in the Royal
Gardens at Kew. Bulbs are planted thickly
amongst dwarf shrubs, and a crowd of flower-
stems rises from the base of dark green leafage.

This gives a distinct and rich contrast, but it is

the bold way in which the Lily is used that charms
most, providing a glorious mass of brilliant colour
throughout September. The dwarf shrubs give
the necessary shelter to the rising shoots in spring,
and the soil that suits the one is also suitable for

the other. The garden may be made as gay in

September as in July by the use of the proper

things. We have .'ehlom seen a finer effect than

from the Tiger Lilies at Kew, and those who have

large gardens where free and bold effects are re-

quired, should i>lant tliem thus for autumn display.

Solanum Torreyi.— I must apologise to the

Rev. H. Ewbank for shocking his senfe of colour.

Tlie flowers of Solanum Torreyi are certainly not

artist's or Tyrian purple, yet they are of that hue

which in horti<-ultural parlance is denominated

purple. D.ep lilac would perhaps better cypress

it. I could see but two tiny lunjeclions on the

stems of the plant, unworiliy of the name of spine.s,

and which I thought accidental, not i haracteri.stic.

They certa'nly are not conspicuous enough for at

all interfering with the free handling of it. I have

over a dozen species of Solanum ;
two-thirds of

these are spiny. One, whose name I do not know,

has its .'talks almrst hidden by dark purple (purple

again, this time really purple), long needle like re-

flexed spines. I never trust repuied, but question-

ably hardy plants in the open until I have a dupli-

cate to experiment with. Comirg from Texas, the

one in question can scarcely be expected to be safe

unprotected. I have another from the Stale, S.

texanum, which is a stove plant, and will not pro-

duce its hand.some fruits except in a high tempe-

rature. S. Torreyi will be gr.jwn under glass, at

present at any rate.—J. M., Charmouth, Dorsi't.

Plum Jefferson.—I think if any variety of

Plum deserves special notice it is Jefferson. As
is well known, there are many excellent varieties of

American fruit which, although succeeding admir-

ably in America and proving of flrstclass flavour,

will not do so in this country. But this Plum has

proved itself one of our most reliable varieties in

growth and bearing, and above all is of most exqui-

site flavour, besides being a most handsome fruit.

It also succeeds admirably as a bush in the open,

as a standard, and for walls in any aspect, includ-

ing north. For this latter purpose it is a most re-

liable variety, the trees fruiting well; in fact, 1

have now two trees growing in such a position and

carrying good crops, the flavour also being excel-

lent. 1 herewith send a few fruits. This is in

answer to Mr. J. C. Tallack's adverse comments at

p. 249 against growing Plums in that position. I

was also called to task early in the year by a

correspondent for recommending the culture of

choice Plums in such positions. It is not in all

gardens or soils that the old Green Gage will thrive

to perfection, and in these instances I say give

Jeft'erson a trial. In this year of scarcity of Plums

on walls, Jefferson on a northern aspect is a

notable exception.— Y. A. H.
*^* Handsome fruit of excellent flavour.—Ed.

Zinnias.—Gardeners do not, as a rule, appear

to appreciate Zinnias as showy, free-flowering sub-

jects. My plan is to purchase seed of six distinct

colours and mix all together. I lately saw a cir-

cular bed, fully 15 feet in diameter, wholly filled

with Zinnias.
' The bed was situated in a valley,

and the view from the hill above was charming.

The great mistake made by cultivators is that of

sowing the seed in too much heat and growing the

plants afterwards in it, thereby drawing thi m up

weakly. My plan is to sow the seeds in boxes of

sandy soil the first week in March, standing the

boxes in a cold frame which is kept shaded from

bright sun until the seedlings appear above the

soil, when plenty of air is admitted to the plants.

When the plants are large enough to handle, they

are pricked out into another frame in light soil.

The hghts are kept close for a few days until new
growth commences, when the plants are gradually

inured to full exposure. Before pricking them into

the frame, a layer of spent Mushroom-bed manure

2 inches thick is spread on the ash bottom, over

wliich the soil is laid. Into this the roots run,

enabling the plants to be lifted with a good ball of

soil at planting t'me. I peg the plants down once

when C inches high.—E. M.

Dwarf herbaceous Phloxes.—The dwarf

race of Phlox is of great use in the garden, and

the beauty of the plant is not siicrificed, as in the

case of the Antirrhinum. The newer varieties,

chiefly of French origin, are remarkable for their

compactness, the growth vigorous, and the sturdy

shoots forming a dense mass, just above which rise

the large heads of finely-formed and vari-coloured

flowers. Many of them grow only about 2\ feet in

height, but it is necessary to be careful in the se- •

lection of varieties, rejecting those with nuauvy-

purple flowers, a colour that one sees too nnich of

in the garden ; it is dead and ineffective, very dif-

ferent from the liright decided shades tliat are

essential to gain rich effects. The most noteworthy

are Henri Murger, white, the centre of the flower

crimson ; F.-iust, white, excellent haljit, dwarf and

compact; Lugene n.iugainvilliers, pinkish- white

;

Boule de Feu, brilliant crimson ; Jeanne d'Arc,

white, very dwarf; La Ville de I'Air, white, crim-

son eye ; Bayard, a good purple colour : Pluto,

crimson : Delicata, white and rose-purple ;
Eclaireur,

similar and very rich, the leafage excellent
;
Wm.

Robinson, salmon-rose, good habit; Massenet, rose,

centre deep crimson; Avalanche, white ;
Neptune,

rose-pink; Paul Bert, lilac; and Eugene Schott,

very dwarf, the flowers white, pink in the centre.

These are the names of a few of the most striking.

A bed of white-flowered Phlox with Lobelia fulgens

mixed with it is very beautiful.

PUBLIC Gardens.

The churchyard of All Hallows, Barking, of which

church Canon A. J. Mason, D.D., is vicar, is to he laid

oi.t as a recreation ground at the estimated cost ot

f.snio.

A new park for Eamsgite—All arrange-

ments have now been practically completed for the

purchase of the ElUugtou estate, extending to over 12

acres, for the purpose of a public park for liarasgate.

Lately a local government inquiry was held by Mr.

Arnold Taylor, when no oppositi(m was offered t3

the scheme for borrowing £13,5(10 f(U- the purchase

money and laying out of the park.

Another open space for London.- Ken-

sington, Fulham, Hammersmith and Chelsea are

arranging a conference with a view to discussing

the question whether it is desirable to take steps

to acquire the land now occupied by "Buffalo

Bill's" Wild West E.xhibition at Earl's Court as

an open space or park for the benefit of the in-

habitants of the district The area is something

over six acres. In 18.^3 it was re-purchased by the

present owners for £19,252. The site of the Hor-

ticultural Exhibition adjoining has also been hit

upon as a valuable spot for the same purpose, as

the want ot breathing space has long been fe t by

the large and poor population ot the neighbourhood.

It is estimated that the entire cost of the site and

laying it out would be some £25.000. This would

have to be shared bv the parishes benefited, aided,

it is hoped and believed, by the London County

Council.

Names of plants.—.r /f.—Retiuospora filifera.

Cnnstiint Render.- 1, Sniilas aspera. S. E.—
Pavia rubra. AlUui J. J. .l?';!/.—Uehauthus rigi-

Jhs J Kid Jell.
— "Rims Cotiuus. ./. Carter.

Salvia BetheUi. A. A'.-Rubus austrahs ;
quite

hardy in south J. JL— Oestrum aurantiacum.-

—

Ji (|"',_\Ve do not name florist's flowers. i. C—
Chrysauthemum .Madame Desjrauge ; flowers very good.

Names of fruit.—K. ilfcii/.—Apple VvVUiu^ou

,/. K.—Pear Beurre de Capiauniont. We should

say the roots have gone down :n;o the subsoil

liion.- Plum not recognised. A. Cliiilmeiy.—

Plums: purple, Prince of Wales; large yellow, ^\ ash-

ington; small yellow, OuUin's Golden. In seudms

fruit for name, adding numbers would much simplify

matters. F.J. l'ulkin:ilwrne.—\. Claygate Pear-

main ; 2, Kerry Pippin; 3, Grange's Pearmain ; 4,

Pino Golden Pippin ; 5, not reeogni.sed ;
(i. Calvdic

St. Sauvcur. liec.—\. Small's Admirable; 2, ( o.m s

Pomona; 3, Manks Codlin ; 4, Wadhurst Pippin; o

and (i, King uf the Pippins ; 7, Emperor Alexander ;

8 not known: 9, Fearn's Pippin; 10, Dnraelow s

Seedling; 11, French Crab. .l?i.oi.—1, not recog-

nised ; 2, Cox's Pomona.

BOOK RECEIVED.
"The Gentlewoman's Book of Gardening." By

Mrs. Chamberlain and Mrs. Douglas. Henry & Co.

Bouverie Street, London, E.C.
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WOODS AND FORESTS.

NATURAL WOODLANDS.
Southern England is certainly favoured with
respect to the natural reproduction of many
trees and shrubs, and some of these rare and
uncommon species. Whole woodlands of in

some instances from 80 acres to 100 acres can

be pointed out that have become self-planted

by such trees as the Birch, Scotch Fir, Beech
and Sycamore, the seeds having fallen in
pleasant quarters, and the ground fenced in
and made secure against the incursions of farm
stock. When timber of no great value is

wanted, or when a clothed and wooded appear-
ance is a matter of great importance, this
method of bringing about the result is worthy
of every commendation. There are only two
species of trees that can be relied upon with
pel feet safety to bring about a tree-clad state
of the ground, these being the Birch and
Scotch Fir, two or three other kinds being of
less value in the same way and not to be solely
depended on. Fence in a tract of ground (the
more worthless the better if it be not a quag-
mire), and year after year the fact will dawn
all the more clearly on you that the aspect of
the country around is becoming changed by the
very operation of fencing. Tliere is a thick
,and pretty wood of perhaps 50 acres that I oft
inspect, and which fourteen years ago was un-
cared-for and overrun by sheep and horses. A
fence was erected around it, and gradually the
Birch, Beech, and a few other trees have taken
possession of the ground and converted the
place into a natural woodland of exquisite
beauty. Three years ago the Birches had to
be thinned out, they at that date being fully
10 feet high, and .so quickly are they
pushing upwards and laterally, that further
thinning will require to be taken in hand
next winter or early spring. This is only
given to show what can be done in clothing
a worthless piece of ground with healthy
trees, of perhaps no great value economically,
and at no expense whatever except the cost
of fencing. Such work could not, of course,
be done evei^where, but n.atural reproduction
goes on so steadily and quickly in Kent, Surrey,
Sussex, and many of the other southern coun-
ties, that witli the trees specified one has only
to fence and wait.

Away down on the moors and flats by
Woking, in Surrey, one may see from the rail-

way acres of self-sown Scotch Fir trees growing
healthy and strong on naught but a peaty-
surfaced land of gravel or sand. By attention,
well directed and at the right time, such seed-
ling trees may be trained into fine hand.some
specimens that will— as they are in many in-

stances—be a pride to the neighbourhood and
assist materially towards an imjjroved sanitary
state of the district being gradually brought
about. The land that does best for the Scotch
and Birch is that of a sandy nature with just a
few inches of vegetable matter atop, while the
Sycamore and Beech want stronger and damper
soil and not so wind-swept a position as the
common or down.

The trees that spring naturally from seed are
of more rapid growth and attain to quite as
large a size as those that have been planted.
The above instances are given to show that a
whole tract of ground may be covered with
thriving plantations in certain districts, and
at no expense save that of fencing.

A. D. W.

The Butter-nut (Juglans cinerea) is a hand-
some Walnut from the Eastern United States with
grey bark and widely spreading branches. In stature
it is less than its ally the Black Walnut from the
same country, the latter attaining a height of from
GO feet to 80 feet, whilst the Butter-nnt or White
Walnut ranges from about 30 feet to 50 feet high.
The wood, too (principally employed in cabinet-
making), is of a lighter brown than that of the Black
Walnut ; it is very durable, light, soft, easily worked
and susceptible of a beautiful polish. The inner
bark yields a valuable dye, and a tincture used as a
cathartic is also prepared from it. The Butter-nut
is quite hardy in this country, and as an orna-
mental tree is well worth the attention of planter--.

Whether it will ever pay from a strictly commercial
standpoint I cannot say.—N.

Trees for different soils.—The Larch is not
to be relied upon as a crop by itself, and in plant-
ing a tract of moorland ground that contains a
variety of soils, it is advisable to plant a mixture
of trees, so that should the Larch fail there will
still be a crop left upon the ground, by which
means there will be no risk of having the whole
or any part of the ground to replant should
a failure occur. Such a mixture should be regu-
lated in a great measure by the class and texture
of the soil—that is to say, Ash should be planted
on good sound loam, in rather a sheltered situation

;

Oak upon stiff plastic clay; Alder upon damp
boggy ground ; Beech upon siliceous soils ; Birch
upon high, rocky, exposed situation^, where the
soil is thin and poor in texture, as well as damp
peaty soils that cannot be well drained. Sallow
and Poplar mny likewise be planted upon the latter
class of soil ; Elm upon good sound loam of
average depth

; Sycamore on a great variety of
soils if well prepared, including boggy ground
thoroughly drained; Silver Fir on good sound
loam well mixed with organic matter. Scotch Fir,
Austrian Pine, and the common Spruce are all

adapted tor hill planting on exposed situations, as
well as deep peat bog. On the latter class of soil
they pump up the moisture and prepare the bog
for the Larch, and upon the exposed situations
they are invaluable in the way of affording shade
and shelter to the Larch from cold cutting winds
in spring, as well as the protection which they
yield from late spring frosts and the burning heat
of the sun after a frosty night when the buds are
bursting.

The Ash, from the straightness of its grain
and its consequent liability to split, requires a
considerable amount of care in cutting, and, when
cut, in the way it is seasoned. It very often
happens that this tendency to split manifests
itself before the wood leaves the saw-bench or
the saw-pit, as the case may be. When this
occurs, the rending may to some extent be pre-
vented, either by nailing strips of wood by means
of strong nails (which can be drawn out when
the wood is used) across the line of rupture,
or by driving short lengths of hoop iron, bent
into the form of an S. edgewise into the end of
the plank across the incipient rent. If a rupture
of the grain does not take place, so much the
better ; but whether it does or not, sawn Ash
should be carefully stacked under cover, where
only a moderate current of air has access, im-
mediately it leaves the saw.

Charcoal burning.— I am anxious for a little

information as to the mode of making charcoal. I

require only a small quantify as a supply during
the winter. Any advice on the subject will be
welcome.—D. A.

*,* The readiest way of making charcoal is to
cut up the wood into lengths of about 2 feet (i

inches or so, and if large, split it into quarters, and
lay it somewl ere to dry, after which it will be in a
fit condition for burning. In stacking it preparatory
to this, a stake should be driven into the ground,
around which a heap of shavings and small sticks
should be piled, and against this the wood for the
charcoal should be placed close on end in a regular
circle, allowing just sufficient room between each
piece for the fire to travel freely. The stack may
consist of one layer or two, according to the quantity

to be burned, but it is better to build it in the latter
way than to have the circumference large, as it is

not only easier for covering up, but can then be
charred with greater regularity. As soon as the
stack is formed, it should be covered in with a good
thickness of straw, except just 2 feet or so of the
middle left open to light it and set the fire going.
The straw on, the next thing is to cover it with
from it inches to 1 font thick with soil or sand

;

when all is ready, apply the match and set the fire

blazing. When once the fire gets a fair hold of
the wond, the middle must be co%-ered in, and holes
pierced with a stake through the soil to let out the
smoke and draw the fire to the sides till it gets
hold of the mass, when smaller holes should be
made and the others stopped, the object being to
prevent any flame or a too rapid combustion. It
often happens that the wind will drive all the fire to
one side, to obviate which the holes there should be
closed, and encouragement given by opening others
in the opposite direction to draw it there, that the
charring may be regular throughout. To prevent
waste by over-burning, much watchfulness is ne-
cessary, as if the fire gets too free vent anywhere,
the wood is soon consumed to ashes, instead of
being simply blackened through without losing
much of it.5 bulk. When the char-ring is complete,
the fire may easily be smothered out by patting
the soil close with the back of a shovel, so as to
prevent all escape of smoke, when, after a day or
two, the heap may be uncovered and the charcoal
withdrawn.— S.

Quick hedges.—When young Quicks are
planted where they will be liable to injury from
cattle, a paling must be put up before they are
planted. One of the principal things to be kept
in view is to get the young hedge on so that it

will be a sufficient fence before the paling is worn
out and requires renewal. A Quick hedge must
be kept free from weeds, especially during the
first two years, as where this is not attended
to, it is useless to expect it to thrive. If, after
the second year, the hedge does not make satis-

factory progress, being at all weak, before growth
commences in the spring, give it a good top-
dressing of farmyard manure ; this, unless there
is something wrong with the soil through its being
too wet or other local cause, will push it on.—F.

Foliage effects in autumn.—At the present
time some valuable suggestions as to planting for

foliage effect may be obtained in passing through
any well-wooded part of the country. Tall Elms
are changing from green to yellow, whilst giant
Oaks are softening into tints of crimson and brown.
Chestnuts, so beautiful in spring when studded
with flowers and young foliage, are now getting
rusty, and Limes will soon be denuded of foliage

by chilly frosts. Forest scenery is never seen to

better advantage than in the autumn, when the
fresh greens blend softly into browns, crimsons,

and yellows, and when the whole face of Nature
seems ripening into a ruddier glow under an
autumnal sky. Our foliage effects are not limited

to ornamental trees alone, for just now the Vir-

ginian Creeper—one of the finest of all our hardy
climbers— is hanging in wreaths of bright criirrson,

in some cases backed by masses of fresh green
Ivy. Very pleasing effects may be obtained at

this time of the year by associating pold and
silver-coloured varieties of Ivy with Virginian
Creepers, either over ruins, rockwork, or in front

of dwellings. What effects may we not produce
when we get our Negundos up to 20 feet or 30 feet

high, and contrast their snowy foliage with the
crimsons and purples of the waning year.

"The Garden" Monthly P&rts.— This journal it pub-
lished in neatli/ bound Mmithly Parts. Jn this form the

coloured plates are best preserved, and it is most suitable for

reference previous to the issue of the half-yearly voluntes. Price

Is. 6d. ; post free, Is. 9d. Complete set of volumes of The
Garden from its comnuncement to end oj 1891, forty vols.,

pi-ice, cloth, £29 8s.

"Gardenlrg Illustrated" Monthly Parts. — Ws
journal is published m neatly bound Mc7iihly Farts, in vhich
form it is most suitable for reference previous to the issue of the

yearly volumes. Price 5d.; post free, 8d.

"Farm ard Home" Monthly Parts.— JA" joumalis
published in neatly bound Monthly Parts, in which form it w
reiost suitable Jor reference previous to the issue of the yearly

volumes. Price 5rf.
; post free, 8d
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" This is an Art
Which d j;:3 m ::ii Xatui'i! : cUtinjo it rithor ; hut
The Art itself is Nature."— itVioX-txyjearc.

Rose Garden.

HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES.

This i.s the largest section of our Rcse.s and to

many the most desirable, their colours beinj; the

brightest, and in most case.s they are delightfully

scented. Most Hybrid Perpetuals are quite

frcst-proof ; they also grow well, are usually

be.st as dwarf plants, and their growth being

strong and erect, the blooms do not sutler in wet

weather so much as do those of the Teas when
cultivated in this way from the weaker growth

of their wood. I would not, however, wish to

convey the impression that Hybrid Perpetuals

are for these reasons to be grown to the ex-

clusion of Tea Roses. I am quite of a different

opinion, and think that the Tea class is the most
desirable of all.

The Hybrid Perpetual Roses as we now have

them are the result of much crossing, hybridis-

ing, sporting and other developments and me-

thods of raising Roses, and originated in the

first instance from the crossing of the China

with Bourbon Roses. The general name "Per-
petual " to all of this class I consider to be

a misnomer, as many are not at all perpetual

;

but some varieties, more especially some of our

oldest Roses, keep on blooming up to the month
of November. Amongst the old H.P. kinds I

may instance especially La France and Charles

Lefebvre, and amongst newer varieties, Viscoun-

tess Folkestone and Victor Hugo as true per-

petuals ;
whereas Mrs. John Laing, Margaret

Dickson, Gabriel Luizet, General Jac(iueminot,

and many other H.P. 's do not usually bloom
after the month of August— at all events, it is

quite the exception when they do so. This au-

tumn I think wo have been unusually fortunate

in the number of our late blooms of dark red

H.P. Roses, and they have been frequently quite

up to exhibition form. There is one advantage

which H.P. Roses possess over their more aris-

tocratic relatives the Teas, and that is they

appear to have no marked preference for

locality or position. Give them a fair start by
good planting, and they will do equally well on

heavy or light land, in warm or cold positions,

on the side of a hill or on a dead level.

Naturally, they will bloom earlier when they

have every advantage, and they will be heavier

in petal off heavy land, but, taking them all

round, H. P. 's will do well in almost all localities

and situations where the air is pure and where
they have been properly planted. This is not

an essay on the best modes of planting, but it

is a most important point to be observed in

Rose culture, -as if you do not start a Rose pro-

perly, how can you expect it to grow away freely

!

There is still great divergence of opinion as

to what is the best stock on which to grow
Hybrid Perpetual Roses, although it is usually

allowed that Teas grow best on the Brier. I

confess I am not learned on the question of

stocks, but I will give my own jiractical ex-

perience (better than theory), and that is in

favour of the Brier as the best of all stocks.

Some consider that maidens on Briers develop

their first blooms too late in the season, and
therefore those rosarians who use this stock

are handicapped when they grow maidens ex-

tensively for exhibition purposes. I have no
personal experience of sufficient value to give

an opinion on this point, but I do know that

my friend Mr. Edward Mawley, Secretary

N. K. S. , a successful and experienced exhibitor,

who has been experimenting on stocks at Uork-

hamsted for some years, lias finally decided

that he will give up growing his Hybrid Per-

petuals on the Manetti. This decision from a

man of svich experience, and who never arrives

at conclusiiins in a haphazard way, or gives an

opinion without thoroughly weighing both sides

of the question, is, to my mind, conclusive in

favour of the exclusion of the Manetti. I

formed this opinion myself some years ago.

Since then 1 have grown my Roses only on Brier

stocks, and I find them quite satisfactory enough
for my wants.

Now, which are the be.st Hybrid Perpetual

Roses to grow I That is a question which might
lead to controversy, as our Rose lists alter an-

nually. Each year a few (very few) good, ap-

parently new, Hybrid Perpetuals are brought

out. Some last in favour a year or two, some
even longer, but the great majority are relegated

to the dust heap or given to friends who grow
Roses in a casual sort of way. I am firmly of

opinion that few Hybrid Perpetual Roses have

been brought out of recent years which can be

said to equal and none to excel our oldest

favourites. No doubt many good ones have

been produced, notably Mrs. John Laing, Gus-

tavo Piganeau, Jeannie Dickson, Sir Rowland
Hill, Viscountess Folkestone (best of all).

Her Majesty, and Margaret Dickson, most
of which will permanently hold their posi-

tions, but are they better or more reliable, or

will they supplant as exhibition varieties A. K.

Williams, Baroness Rothschild, Charles Le-

febvre, La France, Marie Baumann, Comte
de Raimbaud, Mme. Gabriel Luizet, Alfred

Colomb, Dupuy Jamain, and General Jacijue-

minot I Certainly not ! But there is a marked
peculiarity in regard to the new Roses brought

out ; we .seldom see a really first-class new dark

and distinct red Rose. In the year 18'J0, the

late Henry Bennett exhibited a new red Rose
called Captain Hay ward. He died before he could

distribute it. It was again shown this year at

the Crystal Palace. I think it is one of the few

good dark Roses brought out of recent years,

the others being Gu.stave Piganeau, Lady Helen
Stewart, Salamander, and Sir Rowland Hill,

the last being the most distinct of all, and on

its day a glorious velvety Rose of the darkest

class. Previous to these we must go back to

Victor Hugo, also of the highest class. There

are too many new Hybrid Perpetuals of various

shades of light and dark pink, and too much
alike, such as Jeannie Dickson and Mrs. W. J.

Grant and others exhibited at Chester, but if

we really want new Roses rapidly introduced,

which I doubt, we do not want them of these

uncertain lighter colours, but of decided .shades

of red, as the brilliant scarlet of Duke of Teck

or Cheshunt Scarlet, or such whites as Margaret

Dickson. We already have too many pink

Hybrid Perpetuals similar in shade and .shape,

and between which at times even experts can

hardly discriminate. Another quality which of

late years has not been considered a sine qua

Hint in producing new Hybrid Perpetual Roses

is that of scent. "Surely of all qualities the Rose
should not be scentless / It is the crowning

point in a good Rose, and the greatest defect

of two such good Hybrid Perpetuals as Baroness

Rothschild and Her Majesty. Who would

prefer either of these even in their greatest

glory to a really good La France or ISIme.

(!abrielLuizet,sweetestof all Hybrid Perpetuals?

I think almost without exception the dark red

Hybrid Perpetual Roses are sweet-scented, the

want thereof being confined principally to some

of the pink varieties, to Merveille de Lyon,

Susannu Rudocanachi, and Duke of Edinburgh.

I have mentioned that Hybrid Perpetuals

can be well grown as dwarf plants- in fact most

rosarians who grow for exhibition have practi-

cally discarded standard Hybrid I'erpetuals,

but there are many varieties which do eijually

well on standard Briers ; for instance, La
France, Victor Hugo, Mme. (Jabriel Luizet,

A. K. Williams, Marie Baumann, Her Majesty,

Charles Lefebvre, Merveille de Lyon, Le Havre,

Mrs. John Laing, and several others do exceed-

ingly well and produce blooms of exhibition

standard. Some short time ago it became the

fashion to decry standards, but there is a ten-

dency to revert to them ; and although the ad-

vantage to the flowers is not as great in Hybrid

Perpetuals as in Teas, yet there are times and

places, such as clo.sely fenced-in gardens, where

dwarf plants will not succeed as well as stan-

dards. The one point to avoid is the plan of

planting them in single trees at long distances

apart on the borders of walks, as they look stiff"

in that way. If, however, they be grown in

large beds with dwarfs amongst them, the in-

elegant appearance of the standard stocks is

hidden by the growth of the dwarfs, and when
they bloom the combination is most effective.

Ci-oijdon. Ch.ables J. Okaha.me.

LATE-FLOWERING ROSES.

Now that the bulk >£ the Hybiid Perpetuals are

over, and many of the plants ripe enough for

transplanting, we see the exceeding value of the

Tea-scented and Noisette clas.ses for late bloom.

Almost all of these are now grandly in flower, and
the recent rains have evidently assisted them very

much. Fortunately, these came while the bulk of

the plants were making their growth for the present

flowers. I am certain there are veiy few beds

of Tea KoFes but would yield grand bunches of

flowers at the present time. Anna Olivier, Mme.
Lambard, Marie van Houtte, Xiphetos, ^X. Allen

Richardson, and many more sterling varieties are

simply one mass of bloom, and will probably

continue so if hard weather does not come. The
autumn show of blossom may be much improved

and assisted if one would take the slight trouLle of

removing all stale summer blooms as soon as past

their best. Another liiaterial assistance lies in

affording the plants copious waterings with weak
liquid manure as soon as the later growth has

well started. With a little assistance in this way
it is not difficult to have a few autumn Roses of

superior size and form.

A close soil and one that remains cool and
moist during the summer is far more conducive to

a good supply of autumn Roses than a dry and
warm soil, unless the latter can be fiequently and
copiously watered. Late-growing stocks, like the

De la Grefferaie and seedling Brier, will also have

a material influence over the production of late

flowers. The Manetti ripens so much eai-licr in

a natural state, that most Roses worked upon
this stock are already practically over for this

season. Some few of the strong-growing Teas and
Noisettes also produce a good show of flowers now,

although asageneral rule this type of Rose is only

well clothed with blooms once during the season,

and that early in the summer. Mme. B^r.-ird, for

example, will sometimes bear a truss of good

blooms at the end of the long growths that have

been growing all the summer. This variety has far

greater depth of colour in its fioweis wh(n pro-

duced late in the autumn, and is then a most dis-

tinct and superb Rose. We also find W. Allen

Richardson and Gloire de Dijon pr-oducing a full

crop of autumn flowers upon those long growths

that were made early, and which got partially

ripened late in the summer. At such times they

are exceptionally valuable, and may be gathered

until severe frosts set in. The first named of these

varieties is sometimes styled a shy bloomer, but I
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have always found that sooner or later each long
shoot is covered with the orange-coloured blossoms.
The secret of growing this variety is high culti-
vation and very little pruning, when it is one of
the most profuse bloomers we have. W. Allen
Richardson and Marie van Houtle are probably
our two best autumn - flowering Roses. The
charming beauty of the latter is beyond descrip-
tion. It flowers profusely all through the seison,
never being out of bloom from the middle of June
until real winter weather is upon us. Towards
autumn the blooms are most beautifully suffused
with soft magenta-rose shades, which are deeper
on the edges of the petals and melt away into pure
and soft yellow towards the centre of the flowers.
These are borne in trusses, and the buds expand
in suc-ession and with great freedom.
To obtain dark Roses it is necessary to have

them on the seedling Brier. When so grown, and
partly cut back as soon as their first summer
flowers are over, we may often obtain a fairly good
autumn crop of such good dark reds as General
Jacqueminot, Duke of Wellington, Abel Carriere,
Duke of Edinburgh, Charles Lefebvre, &c.
But after all the old Chinas are the best Ro.'es

for producing exceptionally late blooms, and their
flowers stand for a long time at this period. I find
t hose of the Tea-scented class that possess a taint
of China blood are the best autumnal bloomers.
Mme. des Tartas may be named as an example of
tbi'- A. P.

PLANTING ROSES.
By the time these notes are in print it will be well
to decide upon what ground you are going to plant
or transplant any Roses. Deep digging and a
thorough incorporation of a fair amount of manure
are two great essentials in cultivating the Rose. I
do not approve of a large quantity of manure
being placed too near the roots of newly-planted
Roses, nor do I advise the placing of any
stimulating material in direct contact with the
roots. Too often we find this done, and with
a little thought we shall see that this is detri-
mental to the welfare of newly-plnnted Roses
instead of assisting them, as was intended. Take a
few plants and lay them in by their heels in a com-
post of strong soil or manure, and you will find
they do not commence the same healthy root-action
as when placed in ordinary soil, especially if this
be of a light and somewhat porous character. I
suppose almost all of my readers have noticed this
more or less, and yet several of them would put
manure close around the roots of a newly-planted
Rose or other tree. It is astonishing how freely a
Rose will commence fresh root-action when laid
in porous and sweet soil. This is what we want
to encourage. After these have g,-Hined a start they
can easily find and assimilate the out-lying manures
at their own will and according to their require-
ments, but to force them, so to speak, to live upon
nothing else while under the strain of transplant-
ing is undoubtedly the wrong way to obtain an
early or healthy root-action with its attendant
benefits upon the future growth and bloom.

Personally, I much prefer to have a little light
loam and leaf-mould with a dash of sand when
planting Rose trees

; this is placed in .-mall quan-
tities into direct contact with the roots. New
growth is quickly made into this compost, and the
stronger and surroundhig soil is utilised as the
plants require it. When a newly-planted Rose
commences fresh root-action, the young root-
lets are stout, white, and of good substance.
Now if the soil be too strong for them to feed
upon, these young roots will turn brown at the
points and soon rot away. Needless to say, this
takes a lot of the recuperative powers out of a
plant, and unless you can secure a free growth of
new roots the plants cinnot possibly thrive in a
satisfactory manner. Another caution in planting
dwarf Roses, whether they be on the Brier, the
Manetti, or any other stock, is to take care they
are planted at least a couple of inches below the
junction of stock and Rose. I was lately called in
to inspect a bed of dwarf Roses that bad done badly.
The only reason of this was that they had b;en

planted with quite an inch of the lower portion of
the stock out of the ground. They were nice
plants when purchased, and from an examination
of the soil, I have no doubt would have done well
if they had been properly planted. There are three
distinct ndvantages to be derived from this deep
planting of dwarf Roses. First, the stock can swell
more freely to meet thegrowing Rose shoot^, as owing
to the moisture derived from the soil the bark
does not become so hard ard bound as when fully
exposed to the light and air. Secondly, there is a
far greater tendency towards the production of

suckers, or the growth of %vhat would otiierwise be
dormant eyes, and these are the main support of
most dwarf Roses. Thirdly, you can draw a little

soil up towards their base, and so protect this vital

part of the plants in the easiest and most effectual
manner.

It is also well to trim off all coarse roots and the
jagged ends of mutilated ones. I would also re-

commend the slight reduction of wood upon those
of the strong growers that may be carrying a
quantity of growth. There will be much less strain
upon the stored-up sap in ihe cell vessels of the
plant, as there will thus be less wood to supply and
keep plump and firm against drying air and winds,
i'oii may remove such wood without fear, as it

would be of little or no service during the coming
season, strong growers requiring that their roots
should be well established to make due use of the
long growths made the previous year.

Standards should not be planted so deeply in the
soil as dwarfs, and should always be made firm
and secured in some way until well established.
There are few things so injurious to newly-planted
Roses of this form as the whipping, twisting, and
sagging they go through duriig the winter unless
firmly secured against the influences of wind and
rain. As fast rs new roots form they are wrenched
ofl: by such swaying about. It is easy to manure
the surface soil after the Roses have partially per-
meated it with their roots

; in fact, my experience
points to many advantages of such treatment. In
the first place you make the soil too rich for the
new roots, and also lose a great deal of the fertilis-

ing properties of your manure before the roots are
able to assimilate it if added at the time of plant-
ing. Eaily planting if properly cariied out is a
great advantage, and I would strongly recommend
it, as in that case you secure a plant that becomes
partially established and with the soil well set

around its roots before hard weather sets in.

R.

The double Macartney Rose does not ap-
pear to be worth much. The leaves are very
ornamental, being so smooth and green. In
other respects it is very disappointing, always
promising a great display of bloom, and as regu-
larly failing to bring one flower in a hundred to

perfection. The buds show their creamy white
colour, but let the sun shine ever so bright and
hot they never expand. This happens, too, under
the most favourable conditions, for the plants have
the sun nearly the whole day. They are trained
against a wall, and they have but a moderate root-

run.— A. H.

Moss Roses.— It would be interesting to know
if anyone has ever had rrany autumn blooms of
these, and if so, from what kinds. In some of the
Rose lists I have by me I find quite a number of

Moss Roses, and they are divided into two distinct

classes—summer and perpetual, that is, summer
and autumn bloomers. 1 do not know many of

the kinds, but from the descriptions they must be
very much alike, and some that I have seen with
dreary purple and violet tints are certainly not
first - rate. Among the perpietual kinds ap-
pears the name of Blarche Moreau. This I grow,
regarding it as one of the best of white Moss
Roses, perhaps the best, but so far as its perpetual
character is coucerneel, not a single secondary
bloom has ever appeared, nor has it shown the
slightest tendency towards that desirable end. It

has always been grown on the pegging-down
system, so perhaps with bush treatment and some
amount of pruning different results are obtained.

In any case a truly perpetual Rose would show its

character, and I imagine that we may put all the
Moss Roses in one class and then proceed to re-

duce their numbers. With the old common pink,
Blanche Monau for a white, and Paul's Little Gem,
which is ciimson and nil that the name implies,
the majoiity may content themselves. One or two
of the newer kinds have round or globular floweis,

shaped like those of the great red Boses and ap-
proaching them in size. These are hardly wanted,
because a Moss Rose to be pretty and show off its

mossy characteristic must have a long pointed
bud. A globular Moss Rose is a poor subs' itute
for the good o'd type, which has been in our gar-
dens longer tl an we can remember.

—

Growee.

Variations of some climbing Roses.

—

A few days ago my attention was called to several
plants of Climbing Niphetos that were in aU re-

spects similar to the normal type of Ibis grand
white Rose. The person who purchased the plants

was under the impression that the old form of this

variety bad been sent out under the new name. In
case some others have plants of this Rose that
have been somewhat disappoinlingduiing the early
stages, I may inform them that no blame attaches
to the growers, because all of the climbing forms
of olr'er Roses, and wh'ch originated from a sport,

are more or less liable to these vagaries. Climb-
ing Niphetos has been worked from a long ai.d

vigorous shoot, the plants were carefully maikcd
and watched, and among them I have found several

which for some time had every characteiistic of

the normal variety. Most of these, however, have
resulted in strong climbers later on. Amorg a
batch of plants that were budded last year I have
several that lave made growtlis of lOfeetandlo
feet, while their neighbouring plants may perbaps
be no more than 2 feet high and with all the

bushy habit of the o'd variety. This is also the
case whsn all of the buds have been taken from
the same plant. Several spiing-grafied plantsthat
were turned out in the summer have shown lie

same variations. Some of them are now thr&wii g
up the long growths so characteristic of the climl-

inglype. We see the same differences in almost
:dl new Rr'ses cr plants that are produced from
spoits. While one shows it in the giowtb, another
does so in the colocr of its flowers. Piide of

Reigate, for example, will come more or less varie-

gated in form, and it will also produce blooms of

the exact colour of those of Countess of Oxford,
Ihe variety it sported from. The climbing foimsof
Jules Margoltin, Captain Christy, Victor Verdier
and Devoi.iensis will all exhibit the same pecu-
liarities in growth as those spoken of at the

beginning of this note. I am induced to record
these facts because more than once these vaiieties

have been the cause of an amateur complaining
of being served with the wrong type by the grower.

In the case of climbers, it is always best to choose
wood that possesses the climbing characteristic in

the fullest degree.- li.

Scarcity of Roses — I am rather surprised to
read in Mr. Giahame's article (p. 2;<0) that the
flowers that are becoming few and far between are
Roses. The very opposite is true—at lea-t, such is

my experience. Such a statement is misleading,
and might do harm. True, among the so-called

Hybrid Perpetuals flowers are few and far between,
but Mr. Grahame cannot have groups of such Roses
as the Hon. Edith Gifford, Mme. Lambard, Dr.
Giill, Marie van Houtte, Innocente Pirola, and
others in his garden, or he would never have made
such a statement. Certainly on my groups the
buds are more numerous than they were in June.
Although unpropitious and variable weather may
lessen the number that reaches perfection, still

even in the last week of September Tea Roses are
among the most delightful of our autumn flowers.

Souvenir de David d'Angers is a perfect glow of col-

our. Add to these the Monthlies and the growing
family of Polyanthas and the wealth of autumn
Roses is materially increased. Gloire des Roso-
manes is always finer in autumn, because in the
cooler shorter days its flowers last longer. I have
cut this in quantity when the weather kept open
until Christmas.—A. H.
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GRAPE GROS GU1LLA.UME.

Not much is ever written in favour of tliis

variety, but detractors of its merits are by no
means limited in nuiid)ers. As gener.dly seen

it is poor, the l)unelies l)eing so many huge
skeletons, the berries beiuj; either very small

or most irregular, and the colour decidedly

bad. If it cainiot be grown any better than

that, then by all means cut out the rods, the

room being better occuijied by other more
reliable varieties. When, however, it is seen

at its best it is a noble looking Grape, and
properly ripened the ([ualitv gives great satis-

faction, the palate not easily being cloyed

by it. Gros Guillaume I would term a mid-

winter v.iriety, though it can be had perfectly

lit for the table from September onwards. It

enjoys the distinction of being capable cf pro-

ducing heavier bunches than any other black

variety, the late Mr. Roberts, of Charleville

Forest, Ireland, having once shown a cluster

weighing '215 lbs. 5 oz. , while other very heavy
bunches of this variety have also been grown
in various parts of the country. The average

weight is more probably nearer 4 lbs., and
this is a far more serviceable size, though I see

no good reason why t)ne or two sensational

bunches should not be grown where possible in

most large vineries. When hanging they in-

varialily attract much attention—in fact, are a

nine days' wonder in some cases, and if too

large to cut at one time, there is nothing to

prevent their being sent to the table piece-

meal, the shoulilers in many cases resembling
small bunches. I have never given the variety

a fair trial on its own roots, but have met with
several in.stances of own-root Vines of it failing

miserably. With me it is worked on the Black
Hamburgh stock, and not allowed to wholly
monopolise the stem and roots, the Hamburgh
stock thus retaining its individuality. The
variety is of extra vigorous growth, and appears
to re(|uire some restraining influenc?, or snch as

the Hamburgh stock with a rod or rods retained

and fruited alongside the Gros Guillaume or

in the ne.xt division, as with me, affords. In my
case the bunches are very freely produced, or
much more so than is the rule, and I can easily

select them of any size, or, say, so as to eventually

vary in weight from 3 lbs. to !) lbs., and this

satisfactory state of affairs I attribute to the
Hamburgh stock and to starting the Vines not
later than Feliruary 1."). Late started Vines do
not, as a rule, ripen their wood properly, and a

paucity of bunches is the inevitable result.

Badly matured wood also produces the ugliest

and most uselefs bunches, and I have long since

given up trying to grow the variety under notice
in a late house where Gros Colman, Alicante,
and snch like succeed well.

Gros (luillanme has long been considered
synonymous with the \ariety known as Bar-
barossa, and though at one time holding a dif-

ferent opinion, I am beginning to think there is

no difference in them. Mr. Robeits was also

snpposed to have a superior form, and my cut-

tings were obtained indirectly from him—that
is to say, they came from Mr. Ward at Long-
ford Castle, who has long been very successful
in producing tine, well-tiuished bunches of the
variety, and his stock originally came from
Charleville. During the past two years, how-
ever, I have met with instances of the same
stock having faileil badly, not a presentable
bunch out of a dozen being seen in one noted
vinery. It would really apjiear that it is all a
matter of cultivation. If the Vines do well

and produce large well-finished bunches, then '

it is a "good stock " of (iros (!uillaume, but if

the bundles are s[)aringly ])roduccil, are large,

ugly, badly set, and the berries when rii)e as

red as a fox, then it is either an inferior form
or else the true Barbaro.ssa. 1 cut bunches
this season as compact as could bo wished, and
the berries reseuibled extra good Black Ham-
burgh, with this important failing, the bloom
was much thinner, Gros Guillaume berries

U3uall3' j)resenting a rather polislied appearance.

Before I ever heard of the (!liarleville stock

I grew two line handsome bunches on a

double-grafted Vine in a 8hrop.shirc garden.

After a rod of l/uly Downe's luid been well

established on tlu^ Black Hamburgh stock, a

graft of Gros Guillaume, or Barbarossa as it

was then teruit^d, was inserted in the bend
where the Vine first reached the trellis. This

graft was never allowed to extend, but from
two or three spurs bunches were regularly

bunches annually, these weighing each about
8 lbs. The woodcut accompanying these re-

marks was pre|]ared from a photogr;i]ili taken
of one of the clusters I grew last year, and it

was a fairly typical bunch. I find two mode-
rately large l)unches and two weighing about
•t Ib.s. each (piite crop enmigh for a .strong rod.

If more arc left they do not finish satisfac-

torily. Large bunches being desirable, there
must be no reduction of shoulders and very
little thinning out of berries resorted to, but
the shortened and trimmed bunches, in addi-
tion to being the most handsome, also usually
jn-oduce the finest and best finished lierries.

In order that there sh;dl be no mi.stake

about the setting, I invariably fertilise the
flowers with Black Hamburgh pollen, and
later on thin very cautiously in(le<-d till it

is seen which berries are best furnished with
stones. Where many err is in thinning out
early and severely, or much as they would the

Black Hamburgh. Instead of taking
out two-thirdsof the berries, one-third,

and those the smallest, are enough to

remove, the bunches lengthening out
surprisingly for some time after the
berries are set. The large bunches
must be very freely shouldered up,

and then they need not be much
thinned, objectionable looseness being
avoided. Gros Guillaume succeeds
well with moderately early Muscats,
but requires more air than these

usually get from the time colouring

commences. W. iGuirLDEN.

Grape Gros Guillaume.

produced, and the finish and quality were all

that could be desii'ed. I have read of very

similar practice having answered equally as

well, and I would recommend its adoption by
all who failed to grow the Grape under notice

to their satisfaction in any other way.

In addition to grafting or inarching Gros
Guillaume on to the Hamburgh stock, there

are a few other details that should be observed

by those who wish to grow it properly. I have
already pointed out that the wood nnist be well

ripened, but this is not enough. Hard prun-

ing should be avoided, bunches being more
surely produced when the laterals are cut

back to about the third bud, while if extra

large bunches are desired, it is advisable, though
not always necessary, to adopt the long-rod

sy.stem of pruning, or, in other words, to pre-

pare young rods in one season for fruiting dur-

ing the next 3ear, and then cut them out to

make room for other canes. I experience no
difficulty in procuring at least two fairly large

AUTUMN PRUNING OF PEACH
TREES.

There can be no two opinions in the
minds of practical gardeners as to the
wisdom of thinning; out the branches
of Peach and Nectarine trees as soon
as the crops have been gatliered. I have
done the trees in two houses to-day
(September 17), and shall continue the
operation on trees in other houses and
out of doors until all are done. The
advantage of thinning out the shoots
early instead of wailing until the trees

have shed their leaves must be obvious,

as by cutting out all superfluous shoots
in September or early in October, the
wood retained for producing next year's

crop of fruit is enabled to get better

ripened than if puning were deferred
till the end of November or December.
Moreover, the forces of the individual

trees are not wasted in m.aturing wood
which we know will have to be cut out a

coup'e of months later. Bearing this fact in mind
we might very properly, and with every ceitaioty

of satisfactory results being secured, reduce even
autumn pruning to a minimum by following a
more severe, but still judicious course of disbudding

the trees in spring than that hitherto practised.

In writing thus, the question that naturally sug-

gests itself to tlie mind is this : Is the quantity of

wood—individualsho~jts— that is actually necessary

for the production of a full crop of fruit another

year quite sufficient for the due flow and circula-

tion of the sap and the building up of a vijrorous,

healthy and fruitful tree .' The only difference

between the autumn and winter methods of pruning

is that there is no shortening back in the autumn
of the shoots of the current year's growth, which
are retained for the production of next year's

fruit. This is done, where necessary, when the

trees are being rearrangedon the trellises a couple

of months later. AH the old growth—that made
last and previous years—that can be dispensed with

should be cut out, together with any superfluous

shoots which the trees may have been permitted to

make during the prrsent year, thereby materially
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assisting in the plumping up and ripening of the
fruit-buds as well as in the building up ;ind main-
taining of the trees in a healthy and fruiiful con-
dition. H. W. Wakd.

PEACHES ON OPEN WALLS.
This season'.s experience with Peaches on open
walls generally will evidently cause their cul-

ture to be further extended. Of cour.se it will

depend greatly upon the district whether or not
they will succeed, but it is certain that in the
majority of instances where tliey have been
tried and failed, it has been more from tlie

want of timely attention than the unsuitability
of the district. There is no other class of

fruit which resents indifferent treatment so
much as Peaches on walls, and if they are to

succeed, the closest attention is necessary, espe-
cially as regards keeping clean, timely disbud-
ding, and securing the growing shoots to the
wall. By attending to the above details of cul-

ture Peaches may be grown successfully in

many gardens where during the month of Sep-
tember and the early part of October they are
unknown. It is not so much the early varieties

as the midseason or later varieties that are es-

teemed, as in those gardens where Peaches are
grown under glass these very early kinds are
not so much needed on account of the better
quality varieties which are timed to come in

towards the end of July and the beginning of

August. These early fruits are of the greatest
importance when there is no aid to further the
ripening of better kinds. Even in these cases
too much stress is placed upon these early-

fruited varieties at the expense perhaps of later

and better fruits. Coining in as these do to-

wards the latter end of July and beginning of

August, there is a [lerioil of quite another two
months in which good Peaches may be enjoyed,
and this of the better flavoured kinds. Ear-
line.ss is a good point, but in the case of
Peaches this is not combined with very good
quality ; hence the danger of planting too
many. Another good point in these mid-
season and later varieties when well grown is

the readiness with which they can be sold. At
this season house-grown fruit is over, and
eciually as good prices or even better may be
obtained for outdoor fruit. Given a good site

with suitable soil for them to grow in, there is

no other class of fruit which pays better. The
varieties to be selected for open-air culture must
be above all healthy growers, for, as is well
known, a few of the best flavoured kinds are
not adapted for growing in the open, such, for
instance, as Royal George and Noblesse, the
two best flavoured varieties perhaps in cultiva-
tion. I must, however, say a good word for
Noblesse this season, the fruits growing to a
large size and with better colour than I have
ever seen them. What few fruits I have
gathered have been of excellent flavour.

But still it is not constant, and cannot
be relied up(m to do well in .successive
seasons, so .should only be grown under
the most favourable circumstances as regards
climate. I also grow the hardier Alexandra
Noblesse, and although it does not quite come
up to Noblesse in point of quality, yet it is one
of the best for open-air culture. During the
past six years it has never missed a crop. An
old favourite of mine is the variety Dr. Hogg,
this also being one of the most con.stant. This
season it has again been very good, the fruit
growirg to a larger size and colouring splendidly,
the flavour also being excellent. I consider this
variety one of the hardiest. Crimson Galande
has also been excellent. This is really a splen-
did Peach for open-air culture, the growth being

moderately strong and very healthy. It also

commands a good price, the fruits taking on a
very rich colour, the flavour also being excel-

lent. Another good Peach is Dymond. To
show its value, I once cleared £b from a
single tree, but the fruits were remarkably good
and beautifully coloured. This is also a good
grower and very constant. With Peaches in

the open air, this latter trait is what is needed,
and tliose varieties I have named, other than
Royal George and Noblesse, maybe relied upon.
Stirling Castle will take the place of Royal
George, a variety it somewhat resembles except
in growth. Sea Eagle grows to an enormous
siz-', and although in point of quality not equal
to those named, it is valuable for the open air.

It always realises a good price in the market.
In point of qualitj', the best late Peach we have
is Walburton Admirable. In some gardens this

is .said to be a .shy bearer, but with me it is just
the reverse, there always being abundance of

fruits to select from. To get it in perfection
in our elevated position, it needs a fine Sep-
tember. Barrington is also a good late Peach.
Bellegarde, of course, should be tried, it being
excellent both in flavour and appearance.
There are also a few others I have tried,

but enough have been mentioned to show that
there are plenty of good midseason and late

Peaches suitable for growing in the open air.

The essentials f<jr success are, first, a good south
wall ; second, a well-drained border formed with
suitable soil. After the trees are planted, give
up at least .5 feet or feet of sj)ace to be
held sacred to the roots. The trees may be kept
well supplied with water, kept free from insect
attacks, and be well attended to in every way ;

but if the borders are allowed to be cropped
up to within a foot or two of the stems, as they
very often are, the trees cannot be expected to
grow and bear well.—Y. A. H., Ahbcrleij Hull,
Stourport.

In addition to the varieties given by Mr.
Ward (p. 248) I would add Early Louise to the
early section. Fruit of this variety ripens between
Early Alexander and Hale's Early when growing
against a south wall. The fruit is not largo, but of
good quality, and with me in calcareous foil of
excellent colour. To the second batch I woulil
;d?o add Royal George, a tree of which against an
east wall gives us a capital crop every year.
Bellegarde ripens its fruit against a south wall the
second and third weeks in August—Mr. Ward
recommending thi-i for September. In any case it

is a ca|iital sort for outdoor growth, putting on an
almost black-red colour here, while the llavour
leaves nothing to be desired. With me Walburton
Admirable is the latest, although I have full crop.s

of Princess of Wales from an east wall. I find the
former needs more attention to its roots than any
other, as the wood grows too strongly if the fibre-

Ie?s roots are not occasionally checked by root-
pruning. I look upon the outdoor Peach crop as
the most certain of any of the hardy fruit crops,
the trees being so much more under control. Where
so many persons make a mistake in outdoor Peach
cultivation is in allowing the branches and shoots
to grow too th'ckly together, and to leave the
pruning until the month of March. Directly the
fruit is gathered the trees should receive whatever
pruning is needed. Outdoor Peach trees do not
receive nearly sufHcient water at the roots while
they are growing freely ; the surface soil may
apparently be wet enough, jet the roots 1 foot deep
may be quite dry, especially close to the wall.
Overhead washing of the leaves is not attended
to so much as it ought to be during dry weather.
The foliage very often is attacked to such an ex-
tent by red spider, as to cripiple the prospect of
next year's fruit crop, when timely svringings OTCr-
head of the leaves and copious supplies of water to

the roots would have obviated this. Nightly
syringing of the trees is also very beneficial. Refer

time (September ID) is ripe on a tree growing
against a west wall. I like this Peach much ; it

has all the cliaracterist'cs of a good outdo:)r sort.

The late Mr. Wildsmith recompiended it to me
strongly, and no better judge of this method of
Peach culture have I known. Grosse Mignonne
from the same wall is not yet ripe. Some persons
think that only a wall facing south will grow
I'eaches out of doors. This is a mistake ; they grow
here in both cast and west situations. A variety
of aspects is an advantage rather than otherwise,
as thus the season is prolonged, which is a point
worth consideration.—E. MoLYNEUX, Swanmore
Pari;, Jlanis.

Strawberry Keens' Seedling.—At p. 1.37

Mr. Crook calls attention to this good old variety
and fears it is being ousted by the newer kinds.
I am sure that those who have the true variety
will retain it, as it cannot be beaten either for
cropping, flavour, or good colour. Unfortunately,
there are several varieties of Keens', and thos i who
get the inferior kinds soon condemn them, and
righily so. The true Keens' is one of the mo,-t re-
liable Strawberries for pot culture, and with me
sets so freely, that unless thinned early the fruits

come small. I have bad several varieties of Keens',
but the true one was raised in this neighbourhoo 1,

and is quite distinct from the ordinary type. For
forcing it is all that can be desired, and the plants
growing in pots at this date are distinct in habit
of growth fiom all others. I found the stock here,
and I must admit its superiority to that I had
hithc! to grown under the same name. Our soil is

not a good one for Strawberries, but the trus
Keens' does remarkably well, hearing very heavy
crops, whilst the other so-called Keens' runs to
leaf with little fruit. This is doubtless the same
variety Mr. Crook saw at Cjombe, as I find it is

carefully preserved in a few places, and wiih the
system now practised of annual planting it gets
the treatment required to produce heavy crops.

—

G. Wythes, -S'^()« House.

CROPPING FRUIT TREE BORDERS.
With regard to the cropping of I orders cccupird
by fruit trees there ai'e dilft-rent opinions, but all

will agree as to the evil corsequences of cropping
right up to the stems of such surface-rooting
subjects as Peaches, Nectarinfs, Apricots and such
like. At a recent meeting of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society at Westminster, Mr. Bunyard, in
the course of his remarks, called attention to this
close cropping, which often necessitated root
pruning in consequence of the roots going down
into the subsoil in search of food, which should
be supplied to thenr from the surfa' e. I am fully
alive to the difficulties many gardeners labour
under in having to provide a large supply, and
with none too much ground, so that close cropping
is imperative. Nothing, however, is gained, as
the trees do not last long. In no case should
fruit borders be cropped within M feet of the
trees, and even then shallow-rooting crops used. I

have seen Strawberries used tor fruit borders, and
when the plants remained on the ground for
years and were heavily manured from the top, they
answered admirably, Init I do not advise them
when grown on the yearly system, as the deep
cultivation necessary would injure the trees.

There are numerous subjects suitable for this
work, for instance, salads, temporary crops ar.d
small seeds, but such things as Cauliflowers, Broc-
coli, Sprouts, ard crops that draw all the nutri-
ment froirr the soil and cast a heavy shade are not
suitable. The best trees and most easily managed
I ever had were those planted against a wall with
a hard earth path within 18 inches of the wall

;

the roots used to force their way to the surface,

and I frequently gave them soakings of liquiel

manure anel a good mulch in the autumn.
The small space neaV the wall was kept mulched
with cow manure and well supplied with moisture
in dry summers. I have great faith in giving fruit

trees jjlfnty of moisture when swelling their fruih.

ring once more to varieties, Dymond at 1 he present |
as in diy seasons they often suffer, especially in
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lifjlit soils or on raised borders. Apricots, Cherries,

Teaclies, and Nectarines alisorb a lot of moisture,

lience the advanta'^c vf a niuloh of decayed manure. 1

have some Cherry and Pear trees the roots of whicli

are frequently Ihioded owinjj to high tides. These

trees give us"the l.est fruits. On the other hand,

there is a free drain.ige, and the water does not lie

stagnant at the roots. I merely mention the fact

to show the amount of moisture fruit trees will

absorb. G. Wvnius.

liLOOM ON ORAPES.

CdLorii is a desirability in the case of ripe

O rapes generally, but a gocid bloom on the ber-

ries i.s eiiually indispensable, or even more so.

When the berries present a polished appear-

ance, nnieh as those do that have been sent

from the Grape-growing districts to our

markets packed in cork or other dust, their

value is depreciated Vij per cent., and that

from a consuintr's as well as a market salcs-

ni.-ui's jiuint of view. Tliere is, therefore, no
disputing the value if this thin, cloudy cover-

ing, and it should be the aim of every grower
to produce it as much as po.ssible on his Grapes,

and to take every care to preserve it after it is

there. It is not so certain of being present

on the berries as many hitherto successful cul-

tivators may imagine, as I have this .season met
with failures for which those responsible would
be only too glad to learn the cause. In two
noteworthy instances the bunches and berries

of Madresheld Court and Black Hamburgh
were perfect in all other respects than their

want of a good coat of bloom. Some of the

latter was certainly present, but it was very
thin indeed, and although premier prizes were
won liy them at the Earl's Court show, this

would not have hapjicncd had other ei)ually

good launches only carrying more bloom been
shown. Some of the latter were actually forth-

coming at Bath a week later, and the contrast

in favour of those bearing a good bloom was
most striking. Especially was this the case

with Madresfield Court, the winner of the first

prize in London being only a good second at

Bath, with bunches too much resembling those

he had previously shown. Other really fine

Madresfield Court were shown at Bath, where
all the classes for (Srapes, let me add, were
nearly as well filled as at Earl's Court, but
owing to their polished appearance no prizes

were awarded them. Btitli cultivators are well

known to me, and we fully discussed the
question as to why bloom was present in some
cases and nearly absent in others.

What actually causes the formation of Ijloom

I am unable to .say, and do not ever remem-
ber to have read any information bearing upcm
the matter. It is evidently present on the
berries when these are in quite a small state,

but becomes more palpable or bluer when the
Grapes are ripening. ( )n some varieties it is

naturally much thinner tlian others, noteworthy
inst.ances of this being found in Mrs. Pearson
and tiros (iuillaume, while the varieties that
with me carry the thickest bloom are Madres-
field t'ourt, Gros Maroc, and Black Alicante.

.\ccording to my exjjerienco, what favours
])erfect colouring, more especially in tlie case
of black Grapes, viz., a brisk circulation of

warm, dry air, also either promotes the for-

mation or the preservation of a good bloom.
By a dry atmosphere I do not mean a con-
stantly and extremely dry one, that being
injurious to the Vines in several ways :

but what I do mean is the maintenance of a
constantly moist atmosphere, the walls and
floors being damped down as often as they are
seen to be a little on the dry side. As an

assistance 1 have had to <lamp down vineries

every night and very frei|uently during the d.ay-

time, but never countenance the former pro-

ceeding nowa days, and two or three times
daily is considered ample. Pr'jbably if I had
either a metal- roofed house or one of those

modern constructions with great squares of

glass and only a very small amount of wood-
work to deal nitli, more moisture would be dis-

tributed in the house to counteract the extra

amount of evaporation from the leaves and also

to keep down red spider, but the chances are

the (trapes produced would carry a thinner coat

of bloom accordingly. It was in one of these

modern houses th;it some of the "polished''
Grapes previously alluded to were grown, and
it is my belief nothing short of very lightly

shading the roof and distributing less moisture

will remedy the evil.

There is yet another cau.se of the loss of

bloom, or what I believe to be such. In the

Grape grower's anxiety to swell the berries to

their full or more than their average size, early

closing is resorted to with a view to consider-

ably raising the temperature, plenty of atmo-
spheric moisture being invariably created. This
proceeding may easily be overdone, the exces-

sive heat and moisture combined either greatly

weakening or else preventing the formation of

bloom. Any way I prefer to be content with

moderate-sized benies rather than risk the loss

of bloom, and believe others would do well to

also avoid unduly raising the temperature of a

vinery early in the afternoon. I do not object

to a temperature of 85° for a short time, but if

'}b'^ and occasionally 100^ are reached, harm is

worked. It is surprising how cool the berries

of Grapes are even during quite hot weather,

and if moi.sture condenses on them, as it cer-

tainly does when the atmosphere is unduly
heated on a sunny day, the bloom is certain to

suffer. Occasional overhead syringing may do
no harm, always provided clear water without a

trace of lime in it is used, but if persevered in

the bloom iaevitably thins down. When there

happens to be any dust, sulphur, or, worse than
all, mealy bug on the bunches, this can be
readily got rid of, the two former by dijiping

the bunches into clear water and drawing out

quickly, while the mealy bug can be wa.slied out

under a tap and a good pressure of clear water,

the bloom seldom being injured by the water
in cither case.

During the autumn and early winter months
the weather varies greatly in a few hours. If a

frost is anticipated, the hou.ses are nearly or

quite closed, but if ne.xt day they are not ven-

tilated before the sun shines on them, conden-
sation of moisture takes place on the berries,

more especially along the highe.st or hottest part

of the roof. Then, again, vineries with running
sash ventilators may be nearly clo.sed while it

is raining, but unless opened again before the

sun reaches them, it may be too late to prevent
the " sweating," or, as I prefer to put it, con-

densation of moisture on the berries from tak-

ing place. Anything over the ventilators that

will exclude wasps also effectually checks the

requisite circulation of cool dry air on a muggy
day, and many a house of Grapes has beoii

spoilt from this cause alone. An injury to the

bloom, and it is greatly weakened if once covered

with moisture, even if the trickling down of the

•same is prevented, also renders the .skins rotten,

or what amounts to the same thing, and it is

not long the berries will keep after this takes

place.

There ought to be no ruV)bed berries in the

case of the bulk of Grajies used on the place

where grown, but when they have to be sent to

a distance, it is scarcely po.ssible to pack them

so as to wholly prevent rubbing. This remaik
apjilies more espcci.-illy to |irivate gaideners,«ho
only send small ([Uantitics at a time and cannot
use baskets or other contrivances of the m.'iiket

grower. It is not my intention to discuss the
dillerent methods of packing, aiid I allude to the

matter now, principally with a view to rc]ieat a
most remarkable assertion ni.ade by an expert in

[lacking at the E.-ul's Court fruit show. This
gentleman strongly advised keeping ])acking

material of any kind as much as possible from
contact with tlio berries. Binings to either

baskets or boxes, and whether largo or small

quantities of Grapes are sent, are needed ; but
the bunches should fix and keep each (jther in

position. With this dictum I fully agree, but
must exjiress uniiualified di.ssent from the

opinion that the berries actually communicate
their bloom to each other. According to this

view of the .case, it is po.ssible to lub (jIV the

bhjom from one berry to another, friction not
destroying it, as I had hitherto, and still suppo^o
does take place. Who among us would not

gladly take advantage (sujiposing there was any
truth in the assertion) of this di.scovery of rub-

bing some bloom fnmi odd berries on to rubbed
spots on the best bunches ? Many a fine bunch
has lost a point at a fruit show owing to pio-

minent berries being rubbed and the bloom
gone, and such will continue to be the case, as

there is no possibility of restoring the damage.
The berries preserve each other in the packagi s

simply because the point of contact is neces-

sarily minute. AV. Iogulden.

Apple Cox's Orange Pippin —My exfciicr.ce

of this Apple both as IjusliEs and half-standards is

that it is the most sure cropper of any vaiiety I

grow, either kitchen or dessert. My method of

pruning is very much on the principle mentioned

(p. 247) by Mr. Iggulden, preferiirg to allow the
branches to extend to almost any length rather

than to check them by close pruning. lean get

much more fruit from trees so managed than by
any other means. The branches are kept thin and
the young shoots kept closely pinched in summtr,
so as to prevent their excluding light from the in-

side of the tree. I'erhaps the best of all ways to

grow Ibis vaiiety is to plant wide apart half-stan-

dards and allow them to grow at will, and beyond
the thinning out to ensure maturation of the
branches, not to restrict them in any way until the

allotted space is filled. In this way a perfect tree

is obtained, the lower branches sweeping the

ground. Some persons say this variety dues not
succeed in any soil but that which is warm and
light in character, but this is n'.,t the case, as the

siil here is retentive of moisture and consequently
cold in the spiing. The fruit sometimes cracks

rather badly when about the size of Walnuts. This
generally ocouis after a continuation of wet acd
cold weather.— E. M.

*if* 'Ihe let-alone system, only thinning out the
branches when loo thick, is well shown in the
magnificent crop of fruit of this Apple now to be
seen in the Horticultural Society's Gardens at

Chiswick —Ed.

French. Apricot trees f nd fruits.— Is it

true that the majoiity of 1^'ret eh Apricots are seed-

lings, also that bianeh-perishing is hardly known
in France? Though I have been several times in

France, I am not able to .answer these questions, as

thfre seem but few Apricots grown near I'aiis or

close to the Large towns. No doubt they are grown
further south as standards, and this alone would
explain most of the immunity from branch-perish-

ing, assuming it to be enjoyed. There are three

other mysteries about French Apricots that need
explan.ation—their small size, delicate colour, and
comparatively poor llavour. I have seen quanti-

ties in the Halles Centrales and other markets
very often, and ("o not remember to have setn

ore wliich we should call in England ;i line Ajiricot.

This even applies to Apricots at the great exlibi-
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tions in Paris. The colour is exquisite in its semi-

transparent tinge of pale orange rather than gold.

B.iskfts of these sent ont with purple papers or

without are most captivating, .and form a delicate

d'sh on the table, but the flavour, as a rule, is very

inferior. Tliere is h.arJly a suspicion of that full-

mouthed, satisfying aroma of true Apricots that

distinguishes British grown fruit. The colour of

the French Apricot is most delicate, the (lesli more
or less soft and juicy. If we have to sacrifice so

much to escape branch-perishing, then I for one
would rather keep it and tight it, as we have done
in the past. Better a thousand times lose a few
branches of Apricot trees than lose the deli-

cious aroma and matchless flavour of this queen
of stone fruits. No doubt many prefer Peaches,

others the Gage or Golden Drop Plum, but I place

the Apricot at the head of our stone fruits for

flavour. There is one other thing about it that

may throw floods of light on the flavourless comli-

tion of most, if not all foreign Apricots. This

luscious fruit must be finished and filled with
flavour on the tree, or not at all. Gathered before it

is ripe, you arrest the process of luscious maturity,

which cannot be resumed afterwards. Is this early

gathering the chief cause of the insipidity of

French Apricots ? Probably so much is certain,

that we can match theirs at times with the prema-
ture Apricots that drop days or a week before

finishing.—D. T. F.

Flower Garden.

MICHAELMAS DAISIES.

The large collection of garden forms of these

lovely autumn ilower.s now in bloom in the

Chiswick Gardens is perhaps the finest ever

brought together in one garden. Many of the

old gardens, and notably Chiswick itself, have
contributed to make the collection as complete

as possible, and the group of wild types from
America growing side by side with the produc-

tions of English gardens affords a ready means
of comparison, invariably in favour of our home-
raised plants. This genus, as is well known, is

one of the nrost puzzling amongst hardy flowers

to the botanist as well as the gardener.

Hardly two collections are named alike, and
something like uniformity is very desirable,

seeing that new seedlings are being raised an-

nually by our growers, and there is now little

doubt that Asters hybridise as freely as Aqui-

legias. When the greater part of our autumn
flowers begins to .show the sere and yellow leaf,

Michaelmas Daisies are looking their very best,

and even long after the early frosts have black-

ened the Japanese Windtlowers and the Dahlia,

Asters stand out almost alone bright and cheer-

ful, with their varied starry flowers and graceful

arcliing stems, beginning to bloom as they do
early in July, they carry us well into Novem-
ber. It is very remarkable that comparatively

little notice is taken of the rapid advance
Asters are making in size and colour of flower.

In many old gardens you still see the very worst
and poorest of the A. Novi-Belgii forms, with
which onr later acquisitions are not to be com-
pared. Planted in groups amongst Rhododen-
drons and other dwarf shrubs is no doubt the
way to see Asters at their best. Under such
conditions they require no stakes and little

care ; they take up no space that is otherwise
wanted, and all through the autumn and early

winter they are very refreshing. AVhat could

be better than masses of .such species as A.
cordifolius, Shorti, Druniraondi, and sagitti-

folius in our woodlands, or even amongst our
choice shrubs, while the stronger varieties of

Novi-Belgii, such as Robert Parker, Archer-
Hind, Harpur Crewe, Apollo, formosissimus,
Purity and floribundus, might be grouped with

effect amongst our Rhododendrons and coarser

growing shrubs ? Their habits are so varied

and their flowers su beautiful and changing,

that there is hardly a limit to what may be
done in the autumn garden with Michaelmas
Daisies, while the deiicately elegant branches

of the varieties of A. cordifolius Photograph,
Diana and elegans remind one more of a cloud

than a bunch of Daisies. Amongst the Hima-
layan sjiecies two stand out prominently, the

one an early flowerer(A. diplostephioides) and
the other late (.A. Thomsoni). This latter Ls one
of the most distinct and, to me, most beautiful

and useful of the Himalayan Asters in cultiva-

tion. It rarely exceeds a couple of feet in

height, is of a neat compact habit, the large pale

lilac flowers being produced in great abund-
ance on strong plants. The stems are very leafy,

the leaves broad and distinctly toothed, and of

a pale green. It begins flowering early in

August and continues until October. It is one
of the few Asters that will not stand division.

tremely graceful species, of which there are two
or three distinct varieties. To Novi-Belgii
belong the named varieties known as Robert
Parker, Andromeda, Harj)ur Crewe, Calliope,

densus. Flora, itc. ; indeed there are no less

than between forty and fifty distinct garden
varieties, among which are some of our loveliest

autumn flowers. A. Novie.-Augli;e, with its

robust habit and large rose and purple flowers,

stands head and shoulders above all the other
species, a grand border plant and a free

bloomer. A. patens, patulus, polyphyllus,

salicifolius, turbinellus, paniculatus, tataricus,

umbellatus, multiflorus, Ac, arc all worth a

place in the garden, while amongst the
dwarfer kinds, A. acuminatus, ericoides, Lind-
leyanus, versicolor, vimineus, spectabilis, corym-
bosus, diflusus var. horizontalis, hevigatus,

nanus, etc., .stand out prominently. There is

plenty of scope for selection, and as they are

all easily grown in any good garden soil, they
will be found most desirable additions to the

^^^m.

Aster elegans.

The best way to increase it is from seeds or

cuttings of the young shoots in spring. A.
diplostephioides, re-introduced by Kew last year,

is a giant amongst Asters. The flowers are

solitary on long straggling fctems, 4 inches in

diameter, rich bright lilac-purple, with a golden
disc. A. Sfracheyi is a dwarf trailing species

more suitable for the rockery, and readily in-

creased by stolons.

Of the European species, Amellus and acris

are by far the most useful in the garden. This
latter species is a most variable Aster. A.

Amellus is also variable, the varieties in the

garden being called major, bessarabicus, and
amelloides ; but I confess to seeing little more
varietal difference than might be readily got

from a packet of seed. Be this as it may, :

Amellus is a fine Aster, and so bright and neat,

that we can hardly have too much of it.

The great centre of the Michaelmas Daisies

is North America, and to this group belong

most of those grown in the garden. Perhaps
no less than two-thirds of our cultivated Asters

may be traced to Novi-Belgii pure and simple,

or to hybrids between that sjjecies and A.

tevis, another remarkably beautiful and ex-

autumn flower garden. All the species may be

raised from seed ; the majority are readily

divided in autumn or spring, and most of them
may be increased from cuttings taken off as

growth begins in spring. D. K.

The Torch Lily. —Among plants now in

flower the Tritoma is one of the most showy, but
it is not so much planted or cultivated as its great
merits deserve, for wherever seen it is a striking

object .and always commands notice and excites

admiration. The best way, perhaps, of growing it

is on a lawn or grass plot in large single clumps,
and it also looks well in the foreground of shrubs,

where it produces a fine effect while it. is in bloom,
as it gives a glow or warmth of colouring con-
trasting with .^uch things as Dahlias, Sunflowers,

(Knotheras, and others of this class, and helping

to produce a line and pleasing effect. Although
hardy in ordinary winters, the Tritoma or Knipho-
fia cannot be regarded as safe in severe frosts, and
should be protec'e 1 before very b.ad weather sets

in, a good w,ay of doing this being by means of

half-rotten leaves laid round the crown and kept
in position there by sticking in a few branches of

Evergreens to prevent the wind from blowing the

leaves away and exposing the vital pait of the
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]il\nt.. The ordinary way of increasing the Tri-

toiua is by division, the proper time for tlie worlc

being tlio spring; just as growth commences, wlien

tlio plants may be taken up and have tlie soil got

out from among the big lleshy roots, then cut

throngb or pulled apart into small or large pieces,

according to the number rcipiircd. To grow Tri-

tonias sirong and well they require loose open

gro-.ind. Deep trenching should therefore be carried

out before planting, and if the soil is at all poor, it

will be necessary to work in a good dress-ing of

rotten manure.—S. D.

NICOTIANA AKFINIS.

At p. 172, Mr. Whitworth Shaw reminds me that

this plant is not an annual. No doubt, strictly

speaking, it will exist through two seasons, but 1

am of opinion the best results are secured when it

is treated as a half-hardy annual. I have never

been fortunate to have good plants the second year
after sowing. I am well aware that the root has

been kept alive and will send up numerous o£E^ets

or shoots and seedlings in abundance, but I have
always got the best results when I have treated the

Nicotiana as an annual. I now have plants a yard
through sown early in the spring and planted out

in June. The roots if protected will give a good
return the following season, but is it advisable in

these days of getting plants and flowers in the

shortest time pos.sible to winter plants like the

Nicotiana attinis when such e.xcellent results may be
secured from seed and with so little difficulty? My
note (p. Iliil) was intended to point out the ready
way this plant may be grown and at as little cost as

pissible, its use as a decorative plant and for plant-

ing out. If we are to treat it like the Dahlia, as

advised at p. ISil, then we give ourselves unneces-
sary trouble. As Mr. Shaw states, the seed is very
haidy, as often the plants come up very thickly

in the summer. If plants are secured from seed
sown indoors in March, they make rapid pro-

gress and form quite as good specimens as seed-

lings from the open ground. Those who require
plants in quantity and of good size would do well

to treat them as annuals. For late blooming the
seedlings from the op^n ground often come in

handy. To do the plant justice, abundance of

moisture and feeding are necessary to sfcure large
.specimens, and plenty of root space when grown
in pots. I am cot of the same opinion as Mr, Shaw
as to its utility as a plant for cutting. I have tried

it for rooms, and the flowers do not stand up well.

It may be useful in va.ses for night work for its

fragrance, but there are many more subjects that
do better, and where there aie large masses of

Howers required, the Nicotiana will not be used in

quantity. I admit a vase filled with this alone
may be good, but it is dithcult to arrange the
flowers quickly on account of their gummy nature.
For sending a long distance when cut the flowers
are of no value whatever. I do not know whether
those who have grown the plant from root cuttings
have observed any difference in the habit. I have
noticed it is often dwarfer and more spreading,
but this may not be the case always, as soils may
have something to do with the habit.

G. 'Wytiies.

Viola cornuta.—The notes which have recently
appeared in the pages of The Garden in praise
of this old plant are not a whit too strongly
worded. Especially is it valuable in a summer
like the one now closing, when the sunshine is

under average and the nights generally cool

—

weather that suits I'ansies and Violas exactly.
No doubt Violas, like other pilants, have a longer
flowering season when the seed-pods are picked off

as soon as formed, b\it this is apt to be neglected
at times, and the plants in any case get somewhat
straggling and ycllow-lea%'ed. Where it is not ab-
solutely imperative that the bedding shall be as
gay as possible all the summer, an excellent plan
is to cut the i)lants down as soon as convenient
after the ailvent of June; they will then make new
and clean growth that will soon bloom and con-
tinue flowering throughout the autumn ; the plants.

too, will be neater than those which have been
growing on without a check all the summer. All

the Viola tribe have done remarkably well this

year, and 1 have been especially pleased with a
stock of V. Snowll.-ike propagal'cd last autumn
from seedling plants, which came very true.

These cuttings were taken late and did not flower

very early this year, but they have been very con-

stant since, and they are now looking very well. A
capitid Pnnsy for massing, and one which comes
very true from seeil, is Kaiser Wilheltn ; the colour

is very elTective and the plants of good habit.

Another pleasing kind, also very true from seed, is

Earl of Beaconslield. I think it is a matter for

congratulation not oidy in the case of Pansie?, but

with many hardy plants, that special attention is

now p;iid to get tlie seed true and in separate

colours, as this makes the plants doubly useful,

and encourages the use of hardy jilants in place of

things which require house room in winter.— J. C.

Tm.lavk.

Scarlet I.obelias (L. cardinalis).- -The more I

see of the new Lobelia Firefly the better I like it.

B'or massing in beds or elsewhere it is a really grand
plant, L. Queen Victoria has hitherto been con-

sii!crcd the bei-t of its class, but I feel sure that

may remain all winter, with some protection in

the case of severe weather. By the end of March
nice little pl.-ints will be available. My pltin at

that time is to make up a temporary frame with

turf, over whi- h some old pitdights are laid. This

is filled with .'andy soil about Z inches deep, under

which is ))laceii a layer of the materials from a

spent Mushroom bed into which the roots of the

Leucophyton run, thus enabling them to be lifted

with extra good roots. Here stocky plants i.io

obtained with little trouble.— E. M.

THE FLOWERING SEASON OF CARNATIONS.

When " A. H." says (p. 25G) that " August is evident ly

the outdoor Carnation season," he must refer to bis

own locality. "The date of the Carnation show,"

he says, " can hardly have been fixed in accord-

ance with the season of the flower, taking an aveiafje

of years." " A. H.'s " lot as a grower has so far lici n

cast among late seasons, such as we have had of

recent years, or he would not think the 2(>th July,

on which the London show was held, other than a

fully late date for southern exhibitors, for whom
the southern section of the National Carnation

Society has to provide, and, as a matter

of fact, the exhibition was a large one

both of flowers cut from pot plants and

from those grown in the borders. There

is no difference in the time of blooming cf

plants grown in pots on the open staje

and those grown in the borders. Often

enough I have found the latter earlier.

Last year, which will be remembered as a

very late season, I showed at the Drill

Hall on the 11th of August stands of

twenty - four blooms each of the three

classes of selfs, bizarres, and flakes, and

Picotees all cut from pot plants, and which

were just as young and as fresh as the

blooms that were shown from border plant s.

If "A. H 's" plants were not in full bloom

this J ear till August, there were the exhi-

bitions of the Carnation and Picotee Union

at Oxford on the 2nd, that of the Midland

Carnation Society at Birmingham on the

Gth, and the National Society's (northern

section) at Manchester on the i:'.th August,

at any or all of which he would have been

welcome. It would be vei-y unjust to the

exhibitors who come to the London show
from southern places like Bath, Southamp-

ton, and the districts south of London to

have their chance of showing in good for m
taken away to accommodate exhibitors

from northerly localities, who, it will le

seen, are amply provided for.

"A. H," referring to the Marguerite

Carnations, says they are "a standing pro-

test against the rrdes of the florist as re-

gards smoothness of edge and regularity

of outline," from which I take it they are fringed,

just as are many of the selfs and fancies raised

and exhibited by florists and certificated by

florists' societies, like Florence, Mrs. Page, and

many others. As Mr. Dodwell once remarked in

reference to this question, "No flower, self or

fancy, has been refused notice because of a fringed

edge
;'

on the contrary, such a property has been

regarded as an adornment, as in the case of some

selfs or fancies it unquestionably is."

The florist's rule as to the fringed edge is the

simple one, that while it may be an ornament in

one set of conditions, it may be just as unsuitable

in others, as in those exemplified by the btzarres

and flakes and Picotees. If " A. H." were a grower

well this season, that I must increase it largely for i of these, he would have no difficulty in recognising

another year. Tl.e colour, a kind of silvery white, (he truth of this. For the scientific reasons under-

is capital for forming dividing lines when asso- '

lying this and other points connected with florists'

ciated with such plants as Coleus A'erschaffelti,
|
dowers I would refer him to the masterly papers on

bright-coloured Alternantheras, or Iresines. It ! (he " Philosophy of Florists' Flowers," which ap-

should be encouraged to grow dense by repeatedly I peered first in the Flori/t for l.'<4'.i, and were re-

nipping out the points. Now is the proper time to • p,intcd two years ago in the GnuUttnu] 11 orhl.

.set about preparing the stock for next year. All M. Ro\v.\N.

that is needed is to take olT cuttings about 2 ; T .. . \ , f

Inches long, insert them thickly in boxts of sandy
I

Harpalium
^'^'^^"^^-^^^^"^^.(^Vt^aK

soil, and place them in a cold frame where they ,
this perennial rs .-een in gardens, ^\hat a lovely

Aster Thomsoni. Engraved for The Garden from a

photogi-aph sent by Miss WoUey Dod.

Fir-efly will oust that \ariety from its position and

take i's place. Though the stems of the newer

kind are red, the leaves have net the beet red

colour of the other, but are more of a bronze-

green ; they arc, however, much longer, somewhat

narrower, more arching, and far more graceful in

form ; the foliage effect alone when massed would

make it quite an attractive plant. Another great

adv.nntage it has is that side shoots are quickly

and freely formed, and are now coming into full

bloom, though the main spikes are not neaidy oyer.

Altogether we have no grander autumn-flowering

plant than this.— J. C. Tallacic.

Ijeucopliyton Browni.—This 1 as done so
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contrast It makes during the moath of September
alon^ with some of tlie Micliielmas D lisies ! I

lately saw a fine batch of it growing at the foot of

a wall which was covered with Ih^ Virginian
Creeper, at the time changing colour, at Shirbiirn

Railway Station, on the Exeter line, and thought
nothing could be more seasonable and attractive.

What a difference there isin the growth of this plant
in gardens, owing possibly to cultivation. Here it

grows fully (i feet high, while I have seen it not
more than 8 feet.—E. M., J/iiiils.

Lilium neilgherrense —The Neilgherry Lily

may be regarded as a fitting close to the Lily sea-

son, as it continues to bloom long after the diffe-

rent forms of L. speciosum are over, and the only

other one of which a lio;ver is to be obtained is

an occasional secondary bloom of L. Harris!. L.

neilgherrense will flower at any height from a foot

to a yard, while the flowers are tube-shaped and of

a massive character. They (as in the forms of L.

longiflorum) vary somewhat in shape, some flowers

having a much narrower tube than others. To the

narrowest the name of L. tubiflorum has been before

now applied. The flowers of L. neilgherrense are
for the most part of a primrose hue, but occasion-
ally specimens are met with in which they are
almost white, and still more rarely slightly tinged
with purple on the exterior.—H. P.

Lilium speciosum.—The fine weather and
warm sunsliino experienced during the month of

September have been very favourable for the dif-

ferent forms of this Lily in the^open ground, as

the flowers have expanded beautifully without
any check whatever, and remained in perfection
much longer than would be tlie case in wet weather.
With regard to the coloured forms, each recurring
season shows the great superiority of t hose imported
from Japan over the forms sent here by the Dutch,
which, as a rule, whether under the name of roscum
or rubrum, represent but a very pde-coloured
flower. These coloured varieties from Japan mainly
consist of two very distinct forms, viz., one that
maybe regarded as a very good type of the variety
rubrum, and the other which is the darkest form
of L. speciosum that 1 am acquainted with. It is

iilentical or nearly so with the form figured in The
Garde>j November '.), 18.S!I. In all stages of
growth this can be identified by the leaves being
much broader than in any of the others and of a
far deeper green, while the stems, leaf-stalks, and
exterior of the flower-buds are tinged with choco-
late. There are individual differences to be found
among the various members of this type, but given
a good form I should be inclined to place it before
any other coloured L. speciosum, while as a white-
flowered companion my choice would be the \aiiety
Krojlzeii, another Japanese form, though in tliis

respect opinions differ, as among my Lily-loving
friends there is one that gives the first place to the
variety album, which is grown largely by the Dutch,
and never, as far as I know, docs it crop up among
the importations from Japan. This variety album
has the leaves dark coloured, and the leaf-stalks,

stems, and unexpandedbuiis tinged with chocolate,
as in the red-flowered form mentioned above, but
when fully expanded the blossoms are pure white.
—H. P.

Dwarf Asters.— So very varied ,and beautiful
arc the dwarf forms of annual Asters now, that it

is a matter for surprise so few of them should be
grown in gardens, the taller sorts still being pre-
ferred. Perhaps that is because they give larger
stems. I have rarely ever seen a more etf'ective

show of Asters of the dwarf section than a few
days since in the Messrs. Sutton and Sons' seed
grounds, Reading, where in bread breadths they had
been sown in drills. But after all it is only when
Asters are seen in such masses as these that
their real beauty is seen. Those who, trusting to
tender bedding plants, have seen the destruction
wrought amongst them by recent frosts may well
wish they had breadths of these beautiful dwarf
Asters to fall back upon. There were of one colour
perh^ips 10,(lOl3 plants just as sown, in very long rows,
as perfect in form and colour throughout as it was
possible for any one variety to be. There were rich
scarlet, rose, pink, whi'o, blue, and pale blue or
mauve, and I do not know whether less beautiful

was a big breadth of all these colours intermixed,
but, of course, they were not so effective in the
distance. Now, if seed of these Asters were sown
in spare quarters thinly about the middle of May,
they would be coming into bloom finely in Sep-
tember, and then would transplant admir.ably into
flower beds where early frosts had settled tender
stuff. I observed at Maiden Erleigh that Mr.
Turton, who grows the scarlet and white dwarf
varieties for fronting his taller flowers, had lifted

soiue of the best into pots and employed them with
rare elfect for church decoration at the recent local
harvest festival.—A. D.

SBOUT NOTES.—FLOWEIi.

Carnation Winter Cheer.—For bedding or
for borders, this Carn;ition deserves extended use. It
is one of the best of the self-coloured section, bright
red iu colour. The growth is compact and very dwarf.
The flowers are produced in quantity and do not split.—E. M.

Tritoma caulescens at Torquay.— I lately
saw a row of this growing on a raised bank in
front of a fence at Torquay, the front of the
mound being rocks, over which the leaves of the
Tritomas hung gracefully. The bright colour of
the massive flower-spikes was very much admired
by the visitors to the hotel, near the entrance of

which these plants were growing—quite .an ideal
spot for an early .autumn display ; but still not so
good as when planted on Grass where the surround-
ings are all that is necessary to show off these
Tritomas to oerfection.— S.

Trees and Shrubs.

TREE NOTES.

The Columbia Maple (Acer macrophyllum) has,
in so far as size and beauty of leaves are concerned,
only two ecpials in this country—Paulownia impe-
rialis and Magnolia tripetala. It is rarely seen,
although it was first brought to this country in

181MJ, but the big foli.age may be against its spread-
ing widely, for it is only the heart of a forest or
very sheltered position that will suit its flaunting
leaves and keep them preserved from every breath
of wind that blows. The long riicemes of yellow
flowers render the tree when these are fully deve-
loped one of great beauty, especially as they are
produced just about the period when the leaves are
unfolding. These are succeeded, by dull brown
keys that h.ave a curious appearance from the
rather long hairs with which the basal hiilf of each
is thickly covered. That it is a desirable tree

everyone who has seen even a half-develojied spe-

cimen frankly admits.

The Lenth'US-leaved A,sn (Fraxinus lentisci-

folia) is certainly the most graceful and elegant
of .all the Ashes. Growing in this country to fully
to feet in height, and with a ne,at habit and un-
usu.ally distinct .and effective foliage, it is only to

be wondered that it is not more commonly seen, for

the specimens that 1 h.ave been able to hear .about or

see are certainly few and scattered. The branches
are long and slender, and the leaves long .and com-
posed of narrow and f.ar-distant leaflets. It is well
worthy of being introduced to any paik, for at a
great disf.ance it is sure to attract attention from
its peculiaily distinct appearance.

The Siiell-uakk Hickory (C.arya .alba) is per-
haps one of the most curious of h.ardy trees in

so far as its rough shaggy bark is concerned, this
being so pronounced, that strangers seem taken
ab.ack when the tree is pointed out. The bark is

in long flakes and by no means.of tidy appearance,
and when the stem of the tree is destitute of
branches the effect produced is unusual .and

curious. It makes a good park specimen, that
thrives, as far as I can see, in good deep loam ; but
I fear it is not hardy in every district, for it is one
of the least common of those trees tb.at have been
introduced tor an equal number of years. To those

who have a sheltered, warm corner I would say
plant a specimen of this tree, if only for its rough
and shaggy bark, though the general aspect of the
tree is far from uniniiting. It would be very in-

teresting to know the whereabouts of specimens of

the Shell-barked Hickory, but particularly whether
it has been found h.ardy in Scotland, and under
what conditions it succeeds best.

The Amook Yellow-wood (Cladrastis amur-
ensis) ninst certainly be ranked with the
most beautiful of our hardy flowering trees. The
r.acemes of pretty white flowers are very conspicu-
ous and freely produced even by young specimens
of the tree, and further still they are of good
quality .and last well. Even the curious appear-
ance produced by the soft fine hairs on the leaves

is so distinct from that of any other tree, that this

alone should be sufficient reason for its extended
cultiv.ation, being, as it is, perfectly hardy and of

free and f.airly quick growth. In Kent it is quite

h.ardy, and I have little doubt that even in less

favoured parts of our clime it would stand equ.ally

well.

DlMORPMANTHUS MAND.SC'HURICU.S waS spoken
of a ye.ar or two ago in The Garden .as not doing
well in many phaces, but in England, as .a whole, it

m.ay be relied upon to stand any ordinary winter
without receiving harm. It is now in full flower in

the lake wood at Holwood, and has been in its

present position for five years, though a larger, but
not so well-shaped specimen has stood uninjured

for fully fourteen years by the lawn at Holwood
House. There is no great beauty about the tree,

but its sub-tropical appearance causes it to be
brought under notice and planted more as a
curiosity than for its general beauty of either out-

line or flowers. Certainly the bold prickly bi-pin-

nate leaves render the tree distinct from everyone
else around, and for this reason a specimen or two
in suitable pl.aces is not to be despised. The
greatest dr.awback to the tree is the ugly habit it

has of only bearing a few whorls of its conspicuous
leaves at the top of the stem, .and should the latter

be at .all crooked or deformed, the unsightly ap-

pearance is still further increased. A straight-

stemmed specimen is, on the other hand, worthy
of a conspicuous spot at any time. The flowers

are small, but produced in great abundance, are

greenish yellow or white in colour and die off

almost a repulsive black. It does well in good
loam.
The Sibeei.-vn Cr.-vb (Prunus prunifolia) cer-

t.ainly merits the palm as an ornamental berry-

bearing tree, at le.ast during the month of Sep-

tember. The fruit is of gooseberry size, beautifully

red-cheeked, and with a bloom that quite equals that

on our best class of Grapes. If only for these

highly coloured fruit and the wealth with which
they are borne, the tree is worthy of extensive

culture. By a stream-side in the garden at Holly-

dale there is a full-grown tree, which at present is

so densely covered with fruit and these of so bright

a tint, that at a short distance aw.ay the appearance

is quite rem.arkable. It would be well were there a

few more specimens of this distinct Crab t.aking

the place of some of the less useful of half-hardy

conifers.

The Montpelier Maple (Acer monspessu-

lanum) for neatness of growth and distinctness of

foliage is one of the very best of the extensive

fjimiiy to which it belongs. The shining dark

green leaves have a very neat appe.arance, being

cord.ate and Ihree-lobed, and set on long foot-

stalks. Fully a century and a half ago this hand-

some M.aple was brought to this country, .and yet

it is not very plentiful, prob.ably because its value

in an ornamental sense is not sufficiently well

known. Like many of the al'ied species of M.aple,

the flowers of that in question are produced in

long drooping racemes, and .are of the usual greenish

yellow colour, and produced just .as the leaves are

unfolding. I have noticed repeatedly that Maples,

more perh.aps than any other trees, require plenty

of room for development, they soon becoming thin

of foliage and unsightly it crowded or cramped to-

gether or with other trees.

The s.\i.4llleaved Lime (filia parvifolia) is

so distinct, that at a distance away it is a matter
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of some (lifficulty to say wliat family it belongs to.

Planted liy Luuduii alun;.' the fjroeii drive at IIit,'li

Elms, Sir John Lubbock's lovely country seat,

there i.'^ one of I lie neatest and prettiest fpeeirnens

cf this l.inic tluit 1 have seen, and wliicli might
have been handsomer still did not until lately the

branches of other trees interfere with its full de-

velopment liut not for the foliage is this l.inie

di?tinct, as long after the flowers of our common
Lime have passed away those of this distinct

small growing tree are at their best. The large

and conspicuous llowcr-braets are, too, of interest.

In the specimen referied to the habit of growth
is unu.-ually neat, the well-roundeil head and
twiggy branches being neat and compact. Of
the "shameful negligence" of not planting the

common Lime, Evelyn long ago complained, but

now-a-days 1 would lie inclined to apply the same
words to the ])retty smalMeavcd and abundantly-

flowered form, f.ir it must be admitted that unless

in a bolaiiic garden or nursery it is rarely seen.

Tiiti Mountain M.\iiog.\nv (T.etula lenta) is

quite hardy in almost every pait of Britain, and
yet how seldom one sees it, probably because it is

not well known and a stranger lo most forest-tree

catalogues. It may rot be generally known that

it i-! the wood of this tree that is so extensively

used by furniture makers under the name of

American Biichnood Resembling the common
Birch to some extent in its graceful easy outline,

the Mountain Mahogany is yet suthcicntly distinct,

from its large, cordate, somewhat woolly leaves, to

merit attention as a wooiUand tree of a style of

beauty tiiat is rather uncommon and almost quite

its own. By the end of May or beginning
of June the llowers are produced, these being

not only larger than those of our native spe-

cies, but distinctly and pleasantly aromatic.

There are some fine old trees of it along the
banks of the Menai Straits, in North Wale*, and
which I have often admired for their distinct

aspect from the m;.ny kinds which surround them.

Being prone to start rather early into gro.vtli,

and before our Ireacl.erous fros's are at an end,

some judgment is required as to the position in

which it is to be plinted.

Thk M.MiALEB Cherrv (Cerasus Mahaleb), or

what I know under that name, is without question
one of the most valuable of the whole Cherry
family. Not only are the flowers deliciously fra-

grant, but even the pretty pale green leaves when
pulled quite scent the hands. It is not at all com-
mon, but deserves to be, and is, I am told, used for

grafting other species on so as to bring about a
dwarf and neat habit. There is a very distinct

weeping variety that is propagated by grafting on
a stock of the wild Chciry, but the branches of

any of the tribe are not sufficiently lithe and
bending to look well as a weeping tree. The species

I can well recommend for planting, it being both
distinct and effective, and capable of growing on
gravelly retfs or on rocky mounds, where it is

useful for clothing with a drapery of pleasant

green.

The Tan.sy-i.eavid Thorn (Crataegus tana-
cetifolia) shows well out from every other member
of the family, the distinct leaves being the prin-

cipal point of difference. Thtse are large and
much divided, covered with shoit hairs, ard have
a light grey appearance. 1 he fruit is likewise very
distinct, being larger or as large as that of any
known species, of a yellowish-green colour, and
with conspicuous adherent bracts. There are
many fine old specimens to be found in various
parts of the country, and in the Glasgow Botanic
Gardens I saw lately probably f ne of the largest

trees of this Thorn that is to be found. It deserves
extensive culture, and it is generally the case that
when a specimen has been brought under the
notice of anyone, it attracts attention, and usually

rcsulta in a plant being added to the colltclion.

A. D. \V.

The Sea Buckthorn ( Hippophre rhamnoides).
— Of shrubs remarkable for the beauty of their
berries this is surpassed by none and equalled by
few, while in the colour of its fruits it stands
out conspicuous from anything else, for they are

of a beautiful biight orange tint. It is one of our
common shrubs, being native of some districts of

this country ; si ill its grc:.t beauty from a fruiting

point of view is not sulliciently recognised. It

forms a loo.se growing bush, whose long slender
shoots are clothed willi narrow Willow-like leaves
of a silvery hue. The berries, which are about the
size of large peas, are borne in densely-packed
clusters for a foot or more along the upper parts of
the branches, while a rather singular elTeet is pro-

duced by the eunent season's shoots, which are
clothed with leaves jjrotruding l>eyond the clusters

of berries. From its name of the Sea Buckthorn,
there seems to be a wide-spread i'iea that prox-
imity to the sea is necessary to its well-doing, but
such is really by no means the case, as it will suc-

ceed equally well inland. Still a cool, damp soil

suits it best, and in such a position on the edge of

the pnnd at Kew a colony of it has for some years
past been one of the mo.~t attractive autumn fea-

tures to be there met with. The Sea Buckthorn
is direcious ; therefore when raised from seeds
there is sure to be a certain number of males on
which berries will in vain be looked for. Cuttings
are, however, easily struck, so that either sex may
be increased in this way. For jilanting near the
sea where little else will thrive it is, next to the
Tam.arisk, one of the most useful shrubs we have,
while it is also in some districts employed for

covert i^Ianting.- T.

Stove and Greenhouse.

DAFFODILS FOR POTS AND FORCING.

The subject is a seasonable one at the present

time, so that a few remarks nray be of .service,

more particularly perhaps to tlioso who may be
engaging in the work for the first time. If we
take those intended for forcing first, the chief

error is that of trying to drive them into flower

early by subjecting them to au e,\ce.s.s of artifi-

cial heat. The general result of this i.s blind-

ness, and this only becomes apparent when the
mischief is done and the plants beyond all hope
of recovery. Another error quite a.s bad as

that just named is want of proper pire-

paration, that is, a sufficiently long sea.son in

the pots before being placed into lieat. Timely
and proper preparation is indeed one of the

chief essentials to success in forcing these flowers;

this accomplished, they are far better able to

endure the artificial heat to which they will be
presently subjected.

Narcissi intended for early forcing should be
planted during the month of Seiitember. It is

an excellent time, as it afl'ords abundant oppor-

tunity for the production of a maximum of roots

in due season—a most important point. Depend-
ing to some extent on the quantity intended to

be grown, it will be a matter for consideration

whether pots or boxes should be u.sed. If a long

season of flower is preferred to a cjuantity at

one time, then V-inch or 8-inch pots will be
large enough. Boxes are very well in their

way for growing (|uantities and for utilising a

limited area t(j the best advantage. The soil

need be no special mixture for these bulbs.

Always carefully avoid a soil over-rich in humus.
In potting the bulbs fill the pots two-thirds their

depth with .soil and make it firm, after which
press the bull)s into it and cover in, leav-

ing sufficient space at the surface for a plen-

tii^ul sujiply of water later on. As regards

the number of bulbs to each jxit, this mu.st be
guided by circumstances, and may be few
or many, but n<i harm will ensue should neces-

sity ari.se if the bulbs nearly touch each other.

When all are potted, stand theui on a hard
bottom of ashes and cover 3 inches deep with

the same material. No water will be necessary

at potting time, as the autumn rains fully

supply tlieir needs. TTnder this covering the
bulbs will bo quite .safe till nearly the end of

the year, or should severe frost set in they may
bo transferred to a [lit or frame or be deejrly

covered with any long litter, so as to be avail-

able at any time. Tow.-irds the end of the year,
or earlier sluudd very early blooms be needed,
"omo may be introduced into heat, which at

first should be nuiderate and regulated to a
certain extent by the external conditions of tbo
weather. A mean temperature of 45' to olT

will suit them well, but in the event of severe
weather ensuing, it is not needful or even de-
sirable to attempt to maintain this heat to a
nicety ; in fact, it is in any department under
gla.ss a serious mistake to attempt to keep up
the usual temperatures during severe frost,

for a great waste of fuel only results with no
counterbalancing good. Once in the houses,
water slmuld be freely given and a moisture-
laden atmospliere maintained.
For early work tlie best kinds are obval-

laris ; Telamonius jilcnus, or Double van
Syon ; (Jolden Spur, by far the grandest of all

tlie trumpets for this jnirpose, and possessing

an excellent constitution
;

[irinceps, a most
graceful and useful kind : Single van Syon,
which is somewhat earlier than Golden
Spur, or, in other words, answers to arti-

ficial heat more quickly than that kind, and
the pure white indispen.sablc and fragrant or-

natus. The la.st, if jjrepared in pits or frames
with sufficient warmth to exclude frost, makes
an excellent succession to some of those firtt

named. This variety, it .should be stated, is

even more impatient of a high temperature at

first than any others yet named, and frequently

remains immovable for weeks when thrust in-

to a warm house too suddenly. On the other

hand, with proper treatment and careful pre-

paration, with a temperature at no time ex-

ceeding .55°, it comes along the most rapidly

of all, and in this way I have frequently had
it in perfection in the la.st week of January.
For later work the more valuable kinds, such
as Horsfieldi, Empress, Emperor, Grandee,
albicans, niaximus, Santa Maria, rugilobus.

Sir Watkin and many others, will make a grand
display, while little harm will ensue to the

bulbs. Then, again, we must not overlook the

cha.ste and beautiful kinds which we have in

Leedsi, Leedsi superbus, and aniabilis. These
have a beauty all their own, and while perhaps

a bit too fragile and delicate to be of connner-

cial value in a cut state, lack nothing in point

of beauty when required only for liome u.se,

and for this purpose one cannot too strongly

recommend them. The forms of Nelsoni are

simply exquisite for this purpose, the purity of

the flowers being much enhanced when grown
under glass. Tht.se are rather late flowering,

and would suit a cold house well. Other kinds

which may be grown with advantage in pots

are Stella, Cyno.sure, odorus and odorus rugu-

losus, a very richly-coloured flower ; indeed, if

projierly treated there is (juite a host of kinds

suited to pot culture or where only a green-

house temperature is aimed at, and in this way
their season of flowering may be considerably

extended. E. J.

Aristolochia elegans.—In making a selection

of climbers suitable for an intermediate house or

for the cool end of the stove, this Aristolochia

must on no account be forgotten, for it possesses

many desirable features, among which are its con-

tinuous blooming qualities, for a thriving specimen,

and that not a particularly large one, will flower

for months together. A coloured plate of it was
given in The Garden, June 10, 18.'St>, and since

that time it has been pretty generally distributed,

so that it is now fairlv well known. .\s a roof or
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rafter plant in not too lofty a structure it is eeen

to very great advantage, for the peculiar glaucous
green foliage is not particularly dense, and the

shell-like blo-soms, which hang suspended by
means of slender stems, are so quaintly and deli-

cately marked, that a close inspection is necessary
in order to view their charms, and this can only be
effected where the structure is at most of medium
height. While many of the Aiistolochias have a
very unpleasant, smell, the blooms or this are

scentless, which is a very desirable feature in a
flower that must be closely examined. As with
many climbers.the most satisfactory way to 1 reat this

Aristolochia is to plant it out, for the flowers are

borne on the young growing shoots, and the mire
freely they are produced, the greater will be the

display of blossoms. Still, such treatment is not
absolutely necessary for its well-doing, as it may be
grown in pots ; indeed, it blooms so freely, that I

have had it flower well when twisted around a
few sticks and in pots only C inches in diameter

;

but even then the blooms are not seen to such an
advantage as when hanging suspended from the
roof. Cuttings of the young shoots strike root very

readily during the growing season, all that is ne-

cessary being to put them in sandy soil and keep
close and shaded till rooted, which will not take
long.—H. P.

the syringe durin? the growing season is of great
benefit to the dilTereiit kinds of jKschynanthus.
They are all readily struck from cuttings of the
young growing shoots put in at any time during the
spring and summer months. All that is necessary
is to put them in pots of sandy peat and to keep
in a close case in the stove till rooted. T.

.ESCHYNANTHUSES IN BLOOM.
Many beautiful flowering plants have been greatly
neglected of late years, and included in the num-
ber are the different forms of ^Eschynanthus, which
when in a flowering condition serve to enliven the
stove with their bright-coloured blossoms at a time
when plants in bloom are not particularly numer-
ous. Not only do the individual blooms remain in

perfection for a considerable time, but in many
cases a succession is kept up for a lengthened
period. There are several species in cultivation,

througli all of whicli runs a strong family like-

ness. Two good and distinct kinds are Ai. grandi-
florus and JE. Lobbianus, and where there is but
space for a couple, these two will be sure to give
satisfaction. Al. grandifiorus is more compact in

growth than most of the others, and will form
quite a bushy plant fro.n Ls inches to 2 feet in

height, every branch of which bears a large cluster

of peculiarly curved tubular-shnped blossoms of a
bright orange-scarlet colour. The second species,

JE. Lobbianus, is more of a trailer than the pre-
ceding, and in this case the long slender branches
are clothed in a regular manner with small deep
green leaves, and terminated by clusters of bright
red blossoms much darker in colour than those of
the first named. All the members cf the genus
are first-rate subjects fir growing in suspended
baskets, as in this way they will both grow and
flower well, while, owing to the procumbent habit
of most of them, the blooms are then seen to the
best advantage. "When in baskets they need but
little attention provided they are kept in a moist
stove, for the sycinge will, as a rule, keep them
sufticiently damp. The roots are not numerous
and need some light compost to run in, such as a
mixture of fibrous peat and Sphajnum, which will
suittliem perfectly. This method of suspending
the different species of ,Kschynanthus is not the
only way they can be successfully grown, for with
the aid of a few sticks they can be kept in bush
form, though, of course, those in the way of jE.
grandiflorus are more amenable to this mode of
treatment than the procumbent-habited kinds.
Another method by means of which the difl'erect

species form very attractive specimens is to put
them in a pot with a portion of a dead Tree Fern
stem 2 feet or 3 feet high, and secure the shoots
thereto with a few pegs and a little live Sphagnum.
In a moist stove the shoots will quickly root at the
joints, and soon completely furnis'i the Fern stem,
the whole forming, especially when in bloom, a very
beautiful object. If in pots, the Fern stem must
be allowed to go to the bottom, or nearly so, other-
wise it is apt to be top-heavy, but the lower
portion of the pot must be I horoughly drained with
broken crocks, on which the compnst the plants
are to grow in should be place!. A liberal use of

Bignonias.—There can be no question as to

the usefulness of several of the I5ignonias for
greenhouse or conservatory decoration, as they
make excellent roof climbers and are very showy
when in flower. An additional recommendation
is that they are not subject to insects, and there-
fore give little trouble in that way to keep clean.

I have a fine old plant of B. veniista growing in

the conservatory where it runs up a pillar 15 feet

with a clear stem before reaching the roof, under
and across which it is carried close beneath the
girder, and from the main rod branches depend at
regular intervals and hang down in their own na-
tural manner, flowering freely every year, and when
so doing the plant commands admiration. As it

is a little cramped at the root and the house is

a dry sunny one, its growth is moderate, and all it

needs or has is a little annual thinning of the
shoots, the long straggling ones being cut out and
the small short-jointed ones left, as they produce
the blossoms. I have a good specimen of B.
radicans groning outside at the end of a shed and
greenhouse, wheie it has been for upwards of

thirty- five years. It covers a space of about 150
square feet, and would easily have spread consider-
ably further if 1 could give it the room. In very
hard winters it gets killed back a bit, but I

never protect it further than giving a heavy
mulching over the narrow border where the roots
are and just round the collar of the plant. The
situation where it is growing is a sheltered sunny
one, the aspect being south-south-west. Bignonia
radicans flowers on the young wood, and the
way to treat it is to carry or train up a suflicient

number of branches to fun.ish the wall, laying
them in a foot or so apart, and each spring
spurring all the previous summer growth back,
just as one would a Pear. I started with the
plant I have from seeing and admiiing one at
Bowood, which used to be on the front of the oftice

used by Mr. Spencer.—J. Sheppaed.
Callas.— In cases where these are planted out,

and it is unquestionably, I think, by far the best
way of growing them, they should be taken up
earlier than is usually done, as it is not advisable
to lot the leaves get too forward before lifting, for
when they become advanced the stems supporting
them are apt to break or bend, and the plants flag

more than they otherwise would. To prevent this

latter happening as far as possible, the lifting

should be carried out during a dull, damp time,
and only a few plants got up at once in order that
they may be dealt with and potted up quickly.
The most suitable place for them after potting is

close along the foot of a north or shady wall or
fence, where they can he kept sprinkled or syringed
frequently during the d.ay till they get fresh hold
of the soil, after which they maybe drawn out and
stood more in the open, and have liquid manure to

strengthen them and help them along.—S. D.

Notes on Camellias.—As a constant reader
of Thk Garden, I take particular interest in your
articles on Roses and Camellias, as I find that be-
tween the two I can get flowers to please myself
the year thrnigh. Before obtaining my first

stock of Camellias I visited the most noteworthy
collections both in England and on the Continent,
and as a result I made the following selection of
plants ;

—
TF/iiYe.-!.— All}a plena, iinihriata, MatUotiana alba,

Ducbessc de Berri. Pinks and mis. — Chandleri
elogans, Cotnniendatore Betti, Coradiuo, Dricle.IIcuri
Favro,iiubrieata, Mme. de Strelaloff, Reiue des Beiges,
Roi Leopold, Rubeus, Storvi, Valtavai-edn, Wilderi,
Mm". A. Vcr.schaffelt. Criii/.s-iiHs.— C. U. llovcy,
t'. Jl. Uovcy, Jlatliotiaua, ]\Ime. Leboia. ,S7r//nJ (I

prefer self-iioloured flowers).—PanuyBollisauJ.lubileo.

I grow them in sindy loam with plenty
of leaf mould and give several applications of

Standen's manure during the period of growth.
Success in cultivation, where the plants are kept
in pots or tubs, is to be obtained only by perfect

root drainage, by exposure in the shade in the
open air during summer, by constant syringing
and sponging, and by keeping the plants well

supplied with water. Plants should not be put
out before the end of June, and should be re-

turned to the house by October 15. If plants in

health do not flower, it is because they are too

vigorous or too young. The flower buds are

usually completely formed six weeks after the

plant has started into fresh growth in spiring.

The ordinary time of flowering is from December
to the end of M.arch. Flower buds will fail if

sufficient water be not given, and also if exces.sive

variations of temperature be allowed in the plant

house ; :-:ii° will be sufficient duiing frosty weather.

Many degrees of frost will not kill the plant, but
will cause the buds to drop—H. W. P.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 87 7.

SOFT-WOODED HEATHS.
(with a coloured plate of ekica

propendens. *)

As may be seen by the accompanying plate, this

species is one of great beauty, and it brings

back to my memory the days when 1 used to

grow Ericas by the thou.sand. The growing

of Ericas is generally considered ditticult,

but it is a task whicli the gardeners of no
other country have been able to so completely

master as did tlie English growers of the olden

times. Nearly all the Heath-growing of the pre-

sent day is confined to the Messrs. Low and
Co. , of Enfield, Mr. John Mailer, of the same dis-

trict, Messrs. Mailer and Son, Mr. John Eraser,

of Lea Bridge, and some few others in the Lon-

don district. E. propendens is one to wliich

the attention of growers is now given. The
hard-wooded Heaths do not find favour now-a-

days with anyone ; at any rate they are not to

be found in collections ; not but that there is as

much beauty in an Erica Massoniana, an E.

McNabiana, E. ampullacea, E. Hartwelli, and
such like as ever there was, but employers will

not wait for this class of plants to grow. In-

deed, the foulness of the atmosphere round

London is one of the chief reasons why hard-

wooded Heaths are not grown, but there is no
reason why they should not be done as well in

country places as ever. Soft- wooded Heaths
like E. propendens, however, may be more
readily grown. These plants require a liberal

allowance of water when growing ; therefore see

that the pots are well and properly drained.

The soil for Ericas should consist of good fibrous

peat chopped up with a spade ; the coarseness

nuist be regulated l)y the size of pots which are

being used. If small pots, chop the soil finer,

but never use .sifted peat for Heaths after they

have roots. Firm potting is absolutely neces-

sary. When the plants have done Howering

they should have a judicious pruning, and the

kinds under consideration should have the shoots

cut back with a sharp knife below the lowest

blooms, and any laterals which have not

flowered .should receive attention at the

same time. The shoots .should be allowed

to grow a few inches and then have all the

points taken out. After this I like to let them
go, because by this system much finer spikes

of bloom can be secured in the summer months.

Ericas like to stand in the open air, but now

* Drawn fur The Gauden by Miss Hamilton :n

Messrs. Veitch's nursery at Chelsea, April 30, 1892.

Lithographed and piinted by Guillaume Severeyns.
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the time is drawing near when they are best

uiuU'r I'over. \\'ln'ii iiiiloors, care should be

taken that l]v plants stand on a cool bottom.

Heaths should never stand upon a stage above
}iot-water pipes; neitlur shoidd the ]iipes be
warmed mueli in the winter months. 1 would
much rather that the thermometer recorded a

degree or two of frost, t'areful watei-ing is

necessary in winter, and it shoidd be performed
in a thorough manner : giving it by driblets

should always be avoided. After the watering

is finished, if any apprehension exists that too

much moisture exists in the air for the welfare

of the ]ilants, light the tire and give air freely,

.so that the house may become dry before night.

. In this way mildew, the great pest of Heaths,
will be avoided. Should the leaves begin to

turn brown and to fall away, sulphur sliould at

once be dust.id over the affected parts. Dur-
ing this operation the plants should lie laid

upon their sides in order to prevent the sul-

phur falling u])on the soil and thus killing the

roots of the plant. If you do get a plant that

has fallen a prey to this i)est, and this may bo
easily discerned by its rusty leaves and bare

stems, my advice is to burn it, for it cannot be
made presentable. The following dozen kinds
may be grown together, and they will make a

nice display :
—

E. BoRGiANA,—Free-flowering ; flowers cam-
panulate, purple.

E. GRACILIS.— Flowers globose, of a redili-h

puiple. This plant will show if it has been stinted

wilh water, for the spikes of bloom come very

.hort it that has been the case. It flowers in

autumn.
E. GKANDINOSA.—Similar in habit to the last-

named, but taller. Flowers globose and pure white.

Spring.

E. HyEM.\i,is.— One of the mo.st beautiful for

winter blooming, producing long spikes of bell-

shaped flowers. These are white at the mouth of

the bell, reddi.-h pink at the base.

E. nYBRiiJA,—This plant is liable to the attacks
of mildew. The flowers are tubular and of a bright
red. Spring.

E. Parmhsteriasa rosea.—Flowers tubular,

swollen at the base, purple in colour ; a free bloomer.
Summer.

E. RERSOLUTA.—Flowers small, globose, either

pink or white, and freely produced. Spring.

E. rRorENDENS.— Free grower and bloomer:
flowers campanulate, soft purple in colour. Spring
and summer.

E. TYRAMiDALis makes many free-flowering

shoots, the flowers tubular, rosy-pink. Winter and
spiing.

E. KUBENS —A small-growing plant, willi an
abundance of red, bell-shaped flowers. Summer.

E. SiKDRVANA.—Very much in the way of
liyemalis, but the flowers are somewhat shorter.

Spring.

E. Spenceriana.—A free-growing plant, pro-

ducing tubular flowers of a purplish lilac. Summer.
Wm. Hugh Gower.

give place to next year's wood. This has been a
good reason for I'cichfs and Ne<'taiines, and
abundance has been secured in most gardens, so

that the removal nf useless wood will go far to-

wards ne.xt season's success.—S, H.

THE WEEK'S "WORK.

Ripening Peach and Nectarine wood
When the crop has l)een gathered the trees often

go for a lime without further attention, but much
good will be done if the useless wood is removed,
thus allowing that required for next season's crop
to ripen and get matured before severe weather
.sets in. Much is gained by removing useless wood,
as often insect pests are disturbed, and the heavy
rains we get in the autumn are better able to

cleanse the leaves. It is also time well spent, as
there is le.ss pruning early in the year. This wood,
when well browned by exposure, will resist severe
weather. It is the soft sappy growth that suc-

cumbs to our winters, and by free exposure later

blooming is ensured, as the weak soft wood is al-

ways rtrst to bloom and is not strong enough to

stand severe cold or mature fruit. Much of the
wood which has borne fruit may be removed to

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Lettuce —The season now coming on reminds us
th.-rt we must take great care of all Lettuces which
are bkely to beoiune available for future use, as
even now the supply need not be rimn'ng short
if the opportunity has been taken to prick out
relays of young plants, a course I have frequently
arlvised. To a cerlain extent it will depend upon
the weathiT how long good Lettuces may be cut
from the open, as, of course, frosts have to be
reckoned with, and, unlike fmaller pkints, full-

hearted Lettuces are soon spoiled when once they
become touched with frost, decay rapidly setting
in afterwards. To guard against such emergencies
is what we have to guard against, and with this in
view we must act accordingly. It is astonishing how
long full-hearted Lettuces will keep in good condi-
tion when ctticiontly stored and protected ; in fact,

with plants now almost fully grown, the supply
may be kept up till Christmas. Not that it is ad-
visable to lift all the plants that are in a forward
stage, unless, however, they should be scarce, when
it would not be wise to risk any, as a portion should
be reserved for cutting as long as it is possible, so
that those which are to be placed in frames m.ay
be held over. All that is nece-sary with full-

hearted Lettuces is to select a dry day, whilst the
foliage is dry, and lift each plant carefully with a
a ball of earth. To prevent the leaves becoming
broken, each plant should be tied tightly with
a piece of matting. Place the Lettuce in shallow
boxes and carry direct to the frames and plant
them carefully, pressing the soil weU about llie

roots. A watering might also be given, but take
care not to let the wet fall on the foliage. The frames
must be kept well ventilated and also protected in

case of frost. The lights should only be removed
on fine days.

Succession Lettuce.—Plants which are about
half grown may also be lifted and planted in

fr.nmes, taking care to place them well up to the
light. It is very necessary that these be well

watered when first planted so as to assist them in

becoming establishtd. In my own case the plants
are pricked out on south raised borders, in beds
the size of the framf s intended to place over them.
At this season the frames are placed in position,

the lights being removed during the day, but re-

placed at night until inclement weather really sets

in. When frame space is scarce, sooner than run
short of Lettuces any rough protection is better than
nothing. A framework of wood that can be pro-
tected with mats, and in case of severe frost also
litter, will be found very useful. There is yet the
latest supply to deal with and the time has now
arrived for this to be taken in hand also. 'J'his

should now be young plants just ready for prick-
ing out, and should consist of the Cabbage forms.
Deep fi-ames or, what is better, brick pits are the
best. The frames must be first filled up with open
material, and if they are deep, a layer of faggot-
wood should be placed in first, then a layer of litter,

afterwards adding a foot of fairly rich and light

soil. The plants should now be pricked out and
the lights kept ofi:' until bad weather arrives.

Sowing Lettuce seed.—For an early supply of
plants for plantintr out in the spring, seeds may
also ba sown now if desired of both the Cabbage
and Cos forms. Of late j'ears the practice of

sowing in heat at the turn of lire year, afterwards
pricking out, is more adopted, but where room or
labour is scarce the above old method is well worth
trying.

Cardoon.s. These have grown better than
usual, and the bl.iuching of the plants must now
be attended to. Little and often, or at intervals of

three times is not at ;dl necessary, once earthing
l)eing quite su(li<-ient. lu the first pla<^e, it is very
essential that the |ilants be thoroughly dry before
commencing operations, for if at all wet or damp
decay is not long in setting in. In the first place,
any small leaves and suckei'S which niiiy be cluster-

ing about the base should be pulled aw.-iy, aftei"-

wards gathering up the leaves and making about
two strong ties to keep them from bursting out.

The next point is to get soitre well-twisted hay-
bands, taking care to wind these closely round,
commencing ,at the bottom, finishing about a foot
from the top. The si il must now be banked
around theui, bringing it up sharply as if for
Celery, taking particular care to make a clean,
firm, and sloping surface, so as to throw olT wet.

Ch.vrd.s.—These are the strong growths fnmi
Globe Artichokes and which have not produced
heads. If the.se have be( n cleared of old leaves
and superfluous sucker growth, as I have pre-
viously advised, for the purpose of being blanched,
they will now be ready. Tie up the leaves and
wind round wilh haybands, and bank uj) with soil

as advised for Cardoons. A. Young.

HARDY FRUITS.

Root-pruning Apricots.—The wood of Apricots
matures early, or considei'ably in ailvance of that of
Peaches and Nectarines. It it fails to do so, the
probability is the trees are either in a too rich soil,

or else are rooting far more deeply than is good for
them. The most profitable trees are tho'se with
abundance of surface roots, a slightly raised bor-
der and which ought to be wholly given up to
them suiting Apricots well. Supposing the wood
is well ripened and the buds plumped up, as a
matter of course there is no necessity to wait till

the leaves fall before conrmencing wholly raising
moderately large tries, while partial root-pruning
may safely be resorted to in the case of the less

well-matured trees. Extra large trees should not
be wholly root-pruned at one time, but one half
may be done now and the other next autumn. Com-
mence 4 feet from the front of the tree and open
a deep circular trench round to the wall, cutting
through any roots come across. Next undermine
and bare the roots up, say, to within bs inches of
the stem, and undermine the rest so as to cut
through any deep-running roots there may be in.-

mediately under the stem. Wheel away all but
the very best or least exhausted of the o'd soil

thrown out, and replace with a compost consiiitiDg
principally of r.ather strong turfy loam, to which
lime or old morlar rubbish, burnt earth and ashes
from a garden " smother," and half-inch bones have
been freely added. Pack this firmly under and
about the roots, bringing the latter much nearer
the surface than heretofore and distributing them
evenly throughout the soil. In all such cases the
roots where broken or bruised should have the
damaged ends cut cleanly over prior to returning
them to fresh soil, or otherwise tbc-y will fail to
heal properly. Next autumn the other half of Ihe
roots may be safely and advantageously treated
similarl}', and sunken or much-buried stems should
then be raised considerably. Thus treated, the
trees quickly at'ain to a better state of health, their
productiveness being greatly enhanced.

Young Apricot tree.s.—These are ajittogrow
too strongly, espfcially if planted in a rich border.
All the while rank growth takes place few fruits
will form, and what do set are usually undersized
when ripe. If the wood is still very green and
comparatively soft, violent remedies must be de-
ferred till the leaves have nearly all fallen, or else
shrivelling of the wood is likely to take place. In
favourable positions, that is to say, on slightly
raised borders against the hottest walls in the gar-
den, the wood ought now to be quite firm or ripe
enough to admit of the roots being rather severely
root-pruned with jafety. Open a circular trench
clean round and .'i feet from the stem of the tree,

and then undermine and bare the roots up to within
12 inches of the stem, in particukir searching
out and cleanly severing deep-running roots.

It will really be a case of replanting, and in very
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many cases it will be a'lvisable to raise the tree
with the small and carefully prei^erved ball of soil

about the roots several inches higher, this being
most often necessary where the borders are new
or deep holes were made for the trees and loosely
filled in, sinking inevitably taking place under
such conditions. The trees can easily be raised
when properly undermined with the "aid of two
digging forks, and be kept up by means of fresh
or old soil firmly rammed under them. Fresh soil
will scarcely be needed by strong-growing young
trees, though it will not be thrown away on them
if the roots are kept well up to the suiface. If
no old mortar rubbish, burnt earth, or ashes were
mixed with the original compost, add some now.
Should the foliage of newly-moved or severely
root- pruned trees flag badly, resort at once to fre-
quent overhead syringing, also watering the old
ball of soil and roots if at all dry when moved. In
some few ca«es it may be necessary to sbade I he
trees from bright sunshine, garden mats being
suspended over them temporaiily.

Fe.\rs,—No cla.^s of fruit trees pays better for
good attenlion at (he roots than do these. If,

owing to the roots being driven down to a cold
subsoil, frequently digging and heavily cropping
the borders soon having this effect, a rank un-
fruitful growth usually results. Should the sub-
soil be of a hungry gravelly natuic, not much top-
growth is made, while the quality of the fruit is
very inferior. Nothing short of lifting, piuning,
and relaying the roots in good loamy soil much
nearer the surface will restore the trees to such a
state of health and growth as to ensure productive-
ness and the formation of superior fruit, but in the
case of large old trees the process must be gradual.
Wholly lifting or very severely root-pruning all
round administers a check from which they areyeais
in recovering, some never really wholly regaining
good health. Therefore lift one half of the roots
and otherwise treat them much as advised in the
case of large Apricot trees, and complete the
operation either next autumn or in the following
year. Most probably some very large deep-running
roots will be found, and these should unhesitat-
ingly be sawn through, even if they are li inches
or more in diameter. Such do more harm than
good, and the undi.sturbed half of the roots, or if

the trees were half root-pruned in a previous sea-
son, the new roots, will support the trees next
season. In very many cases trees in the open are
not sufficiently matured in growl h to be operated
upon, the middle of October being quite soon
enough to take these in hand. It is yet too early
to transplant Pear trees, the better p'lan being to
do this directly after the leaves have fallen, or any
time before November is out. W. Iggulden.

OECHIDS.

It does not seem very long since I was warning
readers to be careful lest the sharp frosts in the
late spring months would come upon tliem un-
awares and the plants might be injured. We had
our first experience of the autumn frosts on the
evening of September 17. The thermometer fell
to 2.S° Fahr., or 4° of frost—enough to considerably
injure the Dahlias, Scarlet Runners, &c. The signs
of a frosty night were very apirarent soon after
.sunset, and it was easy enough to get up the heat
in the hot-water pipes, and in a calm night a few
degrees of frost make very little difference. It is
when wind is accompanied by frost that the tem-
perature suddenly drops, unless a good fire is kept
up. I mentioned a few of the choicer Cattleyas,
Cypripediums, &c . that usually flower in Septem-
ber in last week's calendar. We have now entered
the month of October, and a few more may be
added to the list. Vanda cierulea is opening its
lovely delicate pale blue flowers. How to maintain
1he vigour of this fine Orchid after the fourth or
fifth year from the time of importation is a pro-
blem many good cultivators have tried to .-olve
and have not succeeded. The plants will do ad-
mirably in the Cattleya house, but they will grow
quite as freely in the warmest house until the
native vigour is exhausted, and the plants either

do not flower or produce spikes not half so h ng as
they used to do at first. I have in previous calen-

dars recommended growing this Yar.da in the Cat-
tleya house, but I believe it is better in a warmer
temperature. The plants seem to do best near the
glass roof, and they will stand a gooi supply of
water during the summer when making their
growth. After floweiing, they should be kept well
on the dry side and in a lov/er temperature. Frost
is not unknown at certain seasons where this
Vanda is plentiful, growing at the top of isolated
Oak trees. Zvgopetalum maxillare, a very hand-
some free-flowering species, is generally in bloom
at this season, and produces bluish or bluish-
purple flowers. The drooping spikes have a dis-
tinct effect in the Orchid houses, and the flowers
will with care remain in good condition for two
months, which is a strong point in their favour. Give
the jjlants plenty of pot room and they will soon
develop into large specimens. Other species will
flower later and keep up the supply of bloom
through the winter. All the varieties are peculiarly
distinct in the colour of the flowers, the formation
and growth of the plants. Some of them may be
grown successfully upon the stems, or rather trunks,
of Tree Ferns ; indeed, this very species (Z. maxil-
lare), when it was first discovered by Gardner on
the Organ Mountains, was always growing upon
the stems of Tree Ferns, and it is desciibed in the
llotanical Maijiizinc, tab. atlHi;, as the Tree Fern
Zygopetalum. The plants need waler every day
when established upon Tree Ferns, but if grown in
pots of fibrous peat soil, once a week may be often
enough. A truly useful Orchid for flowering in
October is Oncidium varicosum ; its branch-ng
panicles of large bright yellow flowers are very
striking. It is one of the Orchids which blooms
abundantly when the plant has not long been
introduced, but the spikes of flowers have a
tendency to exhaust the plants after a time, and
weakly specimens might be so much debilitated by
being allowed to flower annually, that the plant's
might die out altogether; therelore, weak plants
may have the flower-spikes picked out as soon as
they show. This, of course, gives the plant a
chance to grow and form good flowering bulbs for
the following season. It will grow well either in
teak baskets oron blocks,but the rafts made of teak
rods and suspended in an upright position are
better than blocks. As a matter of fact, we are
doing away with blocks, because of the danger the
plants are in of being injured, owing to the care-
lessness or neglect of the cultiv-Ttor'to water them.
It is very important, now that the season is so far
advanced, to keep the leaves perfectly clean. They
should always be clean, but they have more diffi-

culty in performing their functions in winter than
in summer, the want of light in the short days
being much to the disadvantage of any Orchids,
especially those in growth. The Cattleya house
should be fumigated, the plants in this house being
less liable to be injured by the fumes of tobacco
than those in the other divisions. If thrips are
suspected of being in the axils of the leaves well
down out of the reach of the smoke, a pinch of
flour of sulphur dropped into them will turn the
thrips out where they are likely to be destroyed by
it. After two or three fumigations, sponge the
leaves over with aweak solution of soft soapy water,
and this may keep them oflf for the winter. Dip the
plants in a solution of tobacco water when they are
supposed not to stand fumigation with tobacco
smoke. The handsome Miltonia vexillaria which
has just been placed in the Cattleya house must
be dipped, for tobacco fmoke is injurious to it.

Cypripediums, Cymbidiums, Dendiobiums, and
such plants are not at all injured by smoke any
more than Cattleyas. There are a fewDendrobiums
which require special treatment. I), formosum
gignnteum,for instance, does not always lend itself
to the artificial treatment it receives in the Orchid
houses. I have always been successful with this
species by growing it in the warmest house sus-
pended from the roof-glass in teak baskets. When
the plants aie in growl h they require plentiful
supplies of water at the roots. When growth is com-
pleted they succeed best in the intermediate house
and should not hfive much water. It is easy enough

togrow them well for the first twoor three years after
they are imported, but when decline sets in after
the native vigour is exhausted they seldom recover
again. It is a handsome Dendrobium ; the flowers
last long in good condition also. The fine varieties
of Di ndrobium Phalaenopsis recently introduced
promise so far to make good growth, and tliis when
well ripened is sure to produce flowers freely. I
ought to remark here that care must be taken with
some Cattleyas to prevent their starting into
growth again. Vigorous plants of C. Trianas will
stait a new growth from thai ase of the last formed
pseudo-bulbs if they get too much water; keep
them well on the dry side at this season. Up till now
there has not been much reduction in the minimum
temperatures, but there will be afler this, especially
wlen cold dull weal her sets in. The cool house
will drop to -1")°, the Cattleya house to 55°, the
warm house to (j<;i°, but 65° sometimes. There is

no need to trouble about a degree or two. I am
satisfied if the temperature runs 2° or 3° below
and as niueh above those temperatures, according
to the weather. J. Douglas.

PLANT HOl'SES.
Plant protection.—The period of the year has
now arriveel when frosts may reasonably be ex-
pected

;
therefoie to be forewarned is to be fore-

armed against any contingency that may happen
from this source. There are, of course, great
variations as to situations and localities with re-

spect to ihe effects of these early frosts, but it is

not advisable to risk any plants outside that are
at all susceptible to its injurious effects later than
the first week in October. Some plants, it is true,
which are usually termed greenhouse subjects will

withst^r.rl a few degrees without injury, but there
is no policy in running this slight risk even if it

can be avoided. For a few weeks to come, in many
instances it will tax the ingenuity of the gardener
to the ulnicst to sufficiently protect his plants.
Chrysanthemums aie now grown in such numbers
and require so much room to accommodate thsm,
that other plants have to be crowded together or
otherwise housed in such a manner as not to be
beneficial to them, but rather quite the reverse.
In extreme cases the fi it ndly shelter of a tree is

better than nothing, or if .-tood near to a wall it is

a comparatively easy m-itter to afford protect'on at
night by means of stakes (long Bamboo rods in
particular being \e\y useful) with light shading
mateiial thrown over them. Skeleton structures
of a light character are exceedingly useful ; these
where made in the form of a span-rcofed house
can be very easily covered with the dressed tar-
piulings which are now oftentimes used in the
winter in place of mats. These dressed covers
are extremely useful, being very readily applied in
any needful case against frost. Under such covers
and framework many of the hardier plants usually
kept in cold houses will be quite safe against 7°

or .s° of frost. Light, of course, must be given in
Ihe daytime to Ihe fullest extent; non - atten-
tion to this is a careless omission. Under un-
favourable circumstances as to housing greater
caution is needful with the watering. What is

needful in this way should be attended to early
in the day. When plants are now, or soon will be,
crowded together much too closely in houses the
ventilation must be carefully attended to, whilst
if a slight waimth is allowed in the pipes during
the diy with a free circulation of air, there will
not be the same susceptibilily to damping oft
amongst both flowers and foliage. Cold frames
and pits will afford abundant shelter for several
weeks longer to many plants. These places should
in all cases be now u^ed to their fullest extent,
but do not close down at night unless quite neces-
sary. The regular system of closing at nightfall
just to save trouble later on in the evening when
treating plants that have hitherto been freely ex-
posed in the open is a gieat mistake. Even with
air left on, a few degrees of frost will not do
any harm provided the plants are dry overhead ; in
fact, I would prefer it in many instances.

Tempekatuees, &c.—Due regard should be paid
to these matters in all departments, although
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there is sometimes a laxily at this season of (he
year. In the stove the night temperalnre abont
now is at times kept loo low. Tliis is a mislake,
in that it nuikes too groat adifferjnce from what
it was (inly a few weeks liack, willi lilllc or no
warmth in tlie pipes, leiig al-o an incentive to

(lamping olT amongst Loth (lowers and foliage.

Where Iho night lemiera'nre hilhcrlo has been
averaging ahoiit 70", it may be droppe 1 about 2°,

liut not more; this will siillice for another moiilli.

S) much atmospheric moisture i< not, of coarse,
need((l now

;
l.y the withdrawal of this to a certain

extent, the ripening process will, in a great mea-
sure, be fac'litateil. W,-irmth during the day
!-hoid(l be f.airiy well maintained, but closing, so

as to run up the tempertilure as eailier in the sea-
son when growth needed all the encouragement
possible, should not now be attempted. In the
tempcr.ite house orcoolstove the night temperature
may range from CO' to do" with less moisture,
as in the other case. In many instances it

is advisable to leave a little top-iiir on at night
with a gentle heat in the pipes. Thi-i contribu'e^
to a hardening process and checks a late growth.
In greenhouses it will rot be necessary to u'e fire-

heat to maintain the nijjht temperature forsome few
weeks to come. 'J'he longer this cun be dispfnsed
with the better, if the thermometer decs not f^dl

below 10°. During dull wc-iiher a little warndh
in the daytime is desirable ; it should be applied
early and be taken off .again in gco;l time. Ven-
tilation in I he case of greenhouse plants should be
freely applied, particularly wheie the plants have
been cnly recently housed, and it should not be
taken off entirely at night unless a few degrees of
frost are apprehended. Do not even in such cases
leave the houses closed any longer than is abso-
lutely necessary, ventilating again soon after day-
break. During wet weathe'r, of course, damp must
be guarded against as much as possible, more par-
ticularly where the plants are overcrowded and
wliere Chry.santhemums in quantity are being
housed, these still requiring a good supply of water.
As f.ir as possible, all the watering should be
attended to early in the day.

Blinds AND other .shading.—In all ordinary
cases the use of blinds .-hould now be entirely dis-
pensed with

; more harm by far is done by shading
now than it would be possible to accomplish from
the opposite extreme. The sooner all fixed blinds
are t.aken off when thoroughly well dried the better
will it be for both plants and blinds. In cases
where the glass has been shaded permanently for
the summer months, that too should be cleaned off.

There will be quite enough scum upon the inner
side to act as sh.ading for a little longer, but that
even should be removed as soon as possible.
Shading is, of course, needful, but its application
in a thoughtless manner is a source of harm rather
than of benefit. J. Hudson.

Kitchen Garden.

SIZE V£l!SUS (.lU.ALITY IN VEGE-
TABLES.

As a rule we are sui)posed to look to exhibi-
tions as a guide to what should constitute the
ideal in any cla.ss of horticultural product, but
however this may he, a change appears to
have taken place with regard to vegetable.s.
Let anyone pay a visit to one or more of
the principal exhibitions at which vegetables
are niade a speciality and note the size of the
dillerent exhibits staged; he will plainly see that
size is the niaui object aimed at. .Ml gardeners
who have to keep up a supply of the best pro-
duce which the kitchen garden can all'ord know
that size in the majority of kinds at any rate is

n(jt looked upon with favour by the cook, and
still le.ss by those who may have to partake of
them. True, we may admire extraordinary
productions, such as the fine Onions we some-

times see, and which show tho skill which has

been brought to bear upon them, but arc they

any the better for being so large, and as far as

their keeping (|ualities arc concerned they are

of little value ? I'ut then these are grown as ;i

means to an end. .\t one timo this inordinate

size of vegetables would have been looked upon
with extreme disfavour, and this certainly should
be the case now. .\ dozen or fifteen years ago
when we used to look upon the collections as

exhibited by such well-known growers as

Messrs. ISlilts, .Vustin, Pnignell, and a few
others, large vegetables a.s shown now would
have been simply nowhere. Tako Caulitlowers

amongst others. At that time if these were
shown much larger than breakfast cups they
would be passed ; whereas now a peck rneasin'e

is nearer the mark, and even above this. But
then, I suppose, these are for "show" only,

and if they are not fit to go on the table, what
is the use of producing them of this large size?

Besides beir.g coarse they are strong in flavour

in the extreme. Autumn Oiant and other

selections of the same type are useful pro-

ducts, we must admit, but to force them on
to as large a size as possible is a step in the

wrong direction. The VValcheren Cauliflower,

if placed in competition now a days with these

huge productions, would be simply nowhere,
but when C(.ioked and placed upon the table, the

verdict would be the other w.ay. Walcheren
has in many gardens been discarded, but where
high quality is desired, no better Cauliflower

can be grown f(n' coming in during the waning
summer months and the early autumn. 1

think it must be admitted that autumn Cauli-

flowers of the larger types are not much apjire-

ciated on the table, there often being complaints

as to their strong tlavour and so forth, nie-

diumsized heads being much the best. Celery,

too, is iuvarialily exhibited too large. The ex-

cu.se that is generally made is that these large

heads are only for exhibition, just as if they

were not to be eaten. If not suitable to send

to table, what is the use in producing them of

such large size t To make Celery grow to this

large size it has to be forced on with high

feeding, and the result is that the texture is

coarse in the extreme, the stems being hollow

and decaying (juickly. If not suitable for

table, it should not be for exhibition, and yet

these huge heads are supposed to illustrate

what we should aim to produce. Large early

Unions may be used up, as the quality in itself

is invariably very good, even if they do not

keep very well. Although I have mentioned
these large Onions as being good in quality, it

does not follow that all should be the same, for,

as is well known, the medium-sized are both the

best keepers and most useful for every-day

use.

Large Tomatoes appear to be going completely

out of favour both for market as well as home
use, medium-sized shapely fruits being pre-

ferred. Individual fruits of 4 oz. weight each

are much to be jireferred to those which range

from ' lb. to 1 lb. in weight each. The days

of large Tomatoes for home and market use are

over, and it is to be hoped some other vegetables

will quickly follow suit, and annmgst these Po-
tatoes as well as Caulitlowers and Celery. I

do not know whether this may be through the

capriciousness of fashion, but certain it is that

Potatoes are exhibited much larger than for-

merly, and I (piite agree with the remarks on
these by " M. H." '(p. 22!)). To these, even,

medium-sized shapely tubers are much to be

preferred, and such as should lie encouraged.

Quality is what is wanted, and the larger in

size the tubers are, so does their (juality de-

crease. Medium- sized and shapely roots of

such as Beetroot, Carrots and Turnips are the
most appreciated, and these we should aim to

.seciire. A. Y. A.

Late-sown Carrots.— Carrots oflener fail in

old gardens than when grown in the open field.

Gardeners should not despair of obtaining a fair

crop if the early-sown ones fail, as Carrots are
very accommodating. They grow freely at the fnll

of the year, and though the root ( may not be large,

they aie sweeter and far more valuable for cook-

ing. I lind it a great advantage to sow the Eirly
Nantes in the early autumn or late summer, and
again for standing the winter. This last sowing,
if made early in September, or even earlier in cold
districts, and merely protected in very severe
weather witli litter or Bracken, will come in use-

ful. If this practice is followed out, Ukjsc who
have a large demand for early spring Carrots,

which must get frame protection to get them early,

would find a late sowing of grfat advantage in

eking out the earlier supply, and the quality, if

protected in the beds from severe frosis, will be
little inferior to that of frame Carrots. It is not
necessary that only the .above v.iriety should be
sown, as there are others of the Short Horn sec-

tion equally good for the purpose. I find Early
Nantes one of the best, so have advised it for au-
tumn sowing. For sowing in case of failiu'e of

spring crops in the late summer, a short Carrot is

preferable to the longer type. I have found Scarlet

Model excellent for the purpose, being of quick
growth, with roots U inches long, and beautifully

Havoured. This variety grows in poor light soils.

-W. S. H.

The Aubergine, or 'Egg Plant. —Most
English gardeners have been accustomed to grow
a few white-fruited Egg Plants with a purple-

fruited one or two for contrast. The enormous
(juantities grown and consumed in France, and the
high esteem in which they are said to be held
there and in other parts of the Continent for eat-

ing, may well suggest the inquiry wdrether it ndght
lie worth while to grow them in quantity at home.
Any fostering treatment that suits ridge Cucumbers,
Marrows and Tomatoes will suit Egg Plants. The
plants, like other members of the Tomato family,

are rather liable to the attacks of white fly and
scale, but in the open air and with cool treatment
under glass there is no difficulty in growing them.
Few plants yield more fruit for their size than Egg
Plants. The most ornamental with the closest re-

semblance to a pure white, smallish hen's egg is

the original common white, Init an immense num-
ber of varieties may be seen in Paris and in other
parts of the Continent, .and the rich-looking purple-

coloured fruits seen in Covent Garden the other day
were each over inches long and !i inches or more
in circumference. They are eaten when quite or

nearly ripe— stewed, fried, or baked, or u«ed for

thavouring and thickening soup. Another and origi-

nal way of cooking the white is to open the fruit

at one end, scoop out the pulp or ffoury-like sub-

stance, add bread - crumbs, forcemeat, gravy,

stock, or butter
;
partly cook, then return to the

shells, bake slightly, so as not to destroy the form,

and serve hot. We were years before we took to

Tomatoes, and now we eat more than any other

lualion. It will be singular indeed if we follow

suit with the Aubergine and take to growing Egg
Plants by the acre.

—

Caledonicis.

A cure for the Turnip fly.—Recently Mr.
Samuel Barlow, of Slakehill, Manchester, stated

that, having a field (jf Turnips badly infested with

lly, he tried the experiment of dusting a fev.' of

the plants with superpho-phate of lime, and
found it (juite (lestroye(i tho pest. He then had
the wdiole of the field dusted with superphosphate,
with the result th.at there was an entire annihila-

tion of the fly. This is worth bearing in mind.
In addition to getting rid of the fiy, the dressing

was also of great value to tho plants. Encouraged
by this result, Mr. Barlow also dusted with the

phosphate some large plants of Pansies that were
badly infested with slugs. Attempts were made
at first to pick off the slugs, but with little avail,

though hundreds were gathered in this way, but a
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dressing around the roots and on the soil under
the branches resulted in the slugs almost entirely

disappearing. Mr. Barlow also tried the effect of

the superphosphate on woodlice with the best re-

sults, and he recommends its application to all

garden crops attacked by slugs and other gar-

den vermin. The application is sure to be much
more effective than dusting with jjowdered quick-

lime, which changes to carbonate of lime on ex-

posure to the .itmosphere for a few minutes, and
is then harmless to slugs. In making some ex-

periments Mr. Barlow found that where this super-

phosphate had been ap[)lied for tf n hours it was
still powerful enough to destroy slugs.— R. D.

NOTES ON TURNIPS.

Three quartees of a century ago only three or

four garden varieties were known, the principal be-

ing the Early Dutch and the Garden Stone, but
now we have many, and tlie gaidener is able to

make a selection from .several types. Up to recent

years our earliest Turnip was the Early White
Dutch, which, being a quick-growing variety, was
much used for an early crop in frames. It was
usual to import the seed from some warm country,

fuch as the south of France, in order to maintain
its precocious character. Snce then some early

varieties which have been introduced from the
Continent have taken the place of the Early White
Dutch, and are now largely giown in this country
for early crips. We now have the early purple-

topped Munich and its strap-leaved variety, the

Milan, purple topped, which has a deeper colour

on the top than the Munich ; and the Extra Early
Milan, which is reported to be even quicker in

turning in than those above-named. The roots

grow remarkably fast, and when sown in a suitable

soil will be fit for table twelve to fifteen days earlier

than our ordinary garden Turnips. It is an ad-
mirable type for forcing, and is best for table

when half grown, or at least when very young,
as when fully grown the rOLjts have an unplea-

santly strong and bitter taste.

Of our ordinary white garden Turnips, the type
known as the Mousetail is the best. It is named
Mousetail because of the fine root stem which
issues from the bottom ; a good type of it is globu-
lar, but some sele'tions are flatter in thape than
others. Some of tl;e best known are Snowball,
Silver Ball, Improved Snowball (a selection of this

knownas Beck's appears to be aperfect white garden
Turni].). Dobbie's New Model, Model White Globe,
kc. The I ivalry among seedsmen acts advantage-
ously in keeping stocks of garden Turnips well up
to the mark. With these should be included the
American Strap-leaved, which has its leaves en-

tire and not lobed, as in the case of the ordinary
garden Turnips ; at one time this was \ery popular
with gardeners. Our two leading winter Turnips
are the Green-top Stone and the Red American
Stone, the former generally preferred, as its hardi-

ness is undoubted. Covent Garden White Globe
appears to be a globular form of the foregoing, and
Stratton's Green Round seems identical with the
Covent Garden White Globe. Vilmorin's Early Stone
appears to be the same as the Green-top Stone. A fine

form of the Red American Stone is seen in Veitch's

Red Globe, which is more globular in shape, and
having been well selected can be had very superior
in character. In some pnrts of the country—in

northern localities especially—yellow-fleshed Tur-
nips are greatly esteemed. In the south the pre-

judice is in favour of white and against yellow-
fieshed Turnips, and it is generally assumed, though
not always correctly so, that the yellow-fleshed
varieties are stronger in flavour. One of our best
selections is that known as Golden Ball cr Golden
Stone. The Yellow Altringham used to be much
esteemed in Lancashire years ago. Other yellow
garden Turnips are the Yellow Malta, the Yellow
Finland and the Yellow Dutch, the two first flat

in shape, the last more globular, and all more or

less coloured on the top. The long white and yel-

low Turnips of the French do not find favour in

this country and are not grown, or if so, only to

a very limited extent.

It must not be forgotten that Turnip-tops are a fa-

vourite spring or early summer veget^ible with some.
Turnips left in the ground all the winter throw up
flowering stems in spring the following year, and if

these are picked young and succulent and boiled,

they make a wholesome vegetable. A mistaken
idea connects vulgarity with the tops of the Tur-

nip, but it is more a matter of prejudice than of

opinion. The secret of Turnip-growing—if there

is one— is rapid and good cultivation. One must
not expect to rear succulent roots on poor soil. A
good loam well manured will produce Turnips of

higli quality, provided the seed sown is of a good
stock. I'm nip seeds may be sown in the open
from M.arch until the end of August. Previous to

March the seeds should be sown on a prepared bed
in a frame. It is not easy to force good Turnips

;

it is a root that does not readily lend itself to this

method of cidiivation. Hard forcing wid cause
the plants lo run to leaf instead of to bulbs. It is

rec mmtnded that a very gentle hotbed be made
up in February or March ; a frame should be placed

on this and the seed sown thinly. An abundance
of air is necessary as soon as the young plants are

well through the soil. There should be no coddling,

and covering of the frame is necessary only if

shari3 frost should .set in. The plants shouM be
thinned out to a few inches apart, and pulled for

use as soon as they are lirge enough. R. D.

The Potato crop in the Fen district

—

The exce-sive rainfall of the past few days has
caused seiious anxiety with regard to the safety of

the Potato crop in the fen distiicts of Lincolnshire
and Cambridgeshire. The disease has already
been detected in several places, though at present

it has not spread to any alarnjing extent. Prior to

the wet the crops gave promise of being the
heaviest and best expeiienced for some years.

Orchids.

PAPHINIAS.

The plants which belong to this genus have by

some been placed with Maxillaria, and again

they have been placed under the genus Lycaste.

A few species only are known, and these come
from warm districts in Trinidad, Demerara,

and New Grenada. I have found them succeed

best in the East India house with plenty of

heat and moisture. They are small-growing

plants, and do not occupy much space. I

have always found them do best wlien growti

in small hanging earthenware pans nearly

filled with drainage material. It is far best

not to overburden the roots with soil, using

just a little peat fibre and chojjped Sphagnum.
The i)lants must be elevated upon a mound of

crock.s, so as to allow the flower-scape to have

a clear and open space to grow in a downward
direction. Paphinias do not reijuire any dry-

ing through the resting season, although, as a

matter of course, less water is necessary, and a

lower temperature must be maintained. The
following kinds are most commonly seen in

cultivation, but a few other species are known :

—

P. CRISTATA is a small plant, seldom exceeding
inches or 8 inches in height ; the pseudo-bulbs

are small, the leaves stroni;iy ribbed, thin in tex-
ture, and bright green, the scape, which pro-
ceeds from the base of the pseudo-bulb at the
side, is pendent, and bears three flowers, which
each measure as much as SJ inches across. The
sepals and petals are nearly equal, spieading,
thick and fleshy in texture

;
ground colour creamy

white, thickly covered with transverse lines of dark
chocolate; lip smaller than the petals, of a deep
blackish purple ; column large, yellow. This plant

used to be common in the island of Trinidad, and
it also occurs in British Guiana.

P. CRISTATA Randi.— Tills plant resembles the

type in its colour, but the streaks are not trans-

verse, being in broad bands of purplish chocolate
and cream colour, which are continued along the

length of the sepals and petals. This plant ap-

pears to have been found in British Guiana.

P. GEANDis.—Never perhaps has a specific name
been better applied than to this plant. The man-
ner of growth is similar to that of the last named,
but rather more robust ; the scape liears two and
three flowers, each of which measures 7 inches

across ; the sepals and petals are not so much ex-

panded as in cristata, but they are luuch broader,

the upper half being %vholly chocolate-purple, the

lower half streaked with broad transverse lines of

creamy white, the margin bordered with the same
colour ; the side lobes of the lip ire of a reddish

brown, blackish purple at the base, parsing into a

cream-coloured disc, and terminating in a tuft of

cream-coloured hairs. From the warm parts of

Brazil.

P. RUOOSA.—This is a very rare species, which
sometimes bears the name of its importer, Sanderi-

ana. It resembles P. cristata in the habit of

growth ; the scape bears two flowers, each about

3 inches across; the sepals and petals are rich

creamy white, marked with dots arranged in longi-

tudinal lines of reddish purple. The lip is some-

what deficient in shape, reddish purple in colour,

with a white tuft of hairs at the point. It likes

shade from the direct rays of the sun. It comes
from Colombia. Wm. Hugh GciVBR.

Catasetum fimbriatum.—A fine spike of this

plant comes from Mr. Davidson, Blandford. He
says the plants were gathered by Lord Wolverton in

Mexico, and they flower very freely on lilocks of

wood in the plant stove. I do not th'nk it is quite

the same plant as I used to know by the name of

fimbriatum, the sepals and petals being green

spotted with dull purple; the broad lip is also green

tinged with pink at its base, the edge prettily

fringed or toothed. I should think it comes near

to the variety called fimbriatum viridulum. I have

one or two other species of these plants to hand
from other readers, and I am glad to find Catase-

tums are again exciting interest.—W. H. G.

Dendrobium Phalsenopsis and its variety

Schrcederianum —A magnificent display of these

flowers comes from Mr. Cypher, of Cheltenham.

This is really a very grand Orchid, some of the rich

deeply coloured flowers measuring upwards of

:i inches across, the sepals and petals being broad,

the lip laige and very dark. Among the flowers

sent are some quite pale forms, some appearing to

be the typical plant, and others much )ialer. I do

not find the fine form shown by Mr. Sander this

season under the name of dellense. This fine plant

has fulfilled everything its introducer claimed for

it, but I do not think that even he dreamt it could

be either so easily grown or flowered so freely.

-G.
Phalsenopsis Luddemanniana.—C. Jamie-

son sends me a Uower of a very fine variety of this

plant, which was introduced by the Messrs. Low
nearly thirty years ago from the island of Luzon,

where it was found growing very abundantly.

There are many varieties, but they differ only in the

colours and markings. The flower now before me
is nearly 3 inches across, thick and fleshy in texture,

the petals slightly smaller than the sepals, the

ground colour white, tina-ed with purple, but be-

coming quite white at the margin, with numerous

dark wine-coloured transverse bars and blotches.

The lip is very dark violet.—W. H. G.

Catasetum Gnomus (/' Bhhoj)) —The two

flowers you tend of this species are quite enough

for me to identify it, and I by no means require
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the spike. It is a very ciirioas an.1 exceedingly

pretty kimi, tlie ILnvers b'iii'f reversed on tlie

spike"; tlie petals, which arc of a dull brown,

spread out like wings, the sepals all standing

IKirallel with the column w.iich points downwards
;

these are green with transverse blotches anil spots

of dull brown ; the column is green and the lip is

helmet-sha|>ed, yclknvis'i white, dotte 1 with red,

the outer lobe pure whit.', fringed. It is a very

weird-like plant. Jly friend says his plant has two

spikes, each bearing a dozan dowers. The treat-

ment has been quite right —W. H. G.

Ferns.

CHOICE DAVALLIAS.

Davallus have always been great favourites of

mine. The species comprising this genus are

widely distributeu ; consecjuently there are

many that are very ornamental in the warm
fernery as well as in the temperate house.

All are beautiful whether treated as basket

plants, or as pot specimens, or when planted

out on the rockwork of a naturally arranged

fernery. The rhizomes must always be on the

surface of the soil. I call attention to this,

which I should have thought unnecessary,

through having visited a place a week or two

ago where the gardener had potted two plants

of D. canarieusis, covering up the chaffy rhi-

zomes with soil. He said they caused him a

lot of trouble because they had been left so

long out of the soil Davallias may also be used

for the ornamentation of a Wardian case for

room decoration, and in this position form

beautiful objects if properly attended to during

their growing season. The fronds of many of

the Davallias are also very useful for cutting.

To grow these jilants into specimens is a matter

of the greatest ease, provided the pots or pans

are well drained and the jilants raised up a

little above the jiot's rim The soil should

consist of turfy loain and fibrous peat broken
or chopped up roughly, giving an abundance of

water wlien growing and keeping the atmo
sphere tolerably moist, with an abundance of

fresh air. The following are some of the most
beautiful kinds :

—

D. nuLLATA.—When planted at the base of a
branching stump this makes a beautiful object

Its slender rhizomes climb over and about it, and
during the spring and summer season clothe it

with beauty. The numerous fronds are each some
18 inches or 2 feet long, 6 inches or 7 inches

broad at the base, and Ijright green in colour.

These may be used for cutting. This species is

deciduous, losing all its fronds in winter. During
the time it is at rest it should be kept moist. It

is a native of the East Indies.

D. CAN'AKUO.NSis.—Th's has beer, in our gardens
nearly 21)0 years, its bright green fronds finding

admirers even in the^e days. It makes an admir-
able plant for planting in a rockery in the conser-

vatory, while it also does well in a basket. The
fronds are finely divided, about ISinches in length
and some S inches or 9 icnhes wide, deep gre^n on
the upper side, the lower covered with dark red
sori. Native of Spain, Portugal, the island of

Madeira, the Canaries, &c.

D. uissEL'TA.— A plant that would appear to be
very near to D. bullata, which it resembles in

general hal>it. It is not, however, a deciduous
plant; the scales on the rhizomes, too, are different,

being of an ashy grey. The fronds are usually

longer and not of such a lively green as those of

bullata. The fronds of the form of this plant known
as decora are broader and the stem is shorter.

This useful and ornaiuental plant is a native of

Java.
D. Div.VRiCATA.—This is a large-growing, hand-

some species, making fronds from 2 feet to 5 feet in

length ; thrsa in the young state are deep pnr|ili^h-

red, changing as they get older to bright shining

green. It h;is a st.oul scaly rhizome, and presents

a beautiful .ippc;iranco when growing. It comes
from Java, &c.

D. I.INDLEVI is a beautiful Fern seldom seen in

our gardens. It is a strong-growing plant, makiiig

rich shining green fronds each atiout M feet in

length ; these are smooth anil shining. The creep-

ing rhiznmc is stout and densely scaly. It is a

beautifid and ornamental plant, which has been

much misunderstood. Native of the Fiji Islands.

D. FiJiEXSis.— Some few years ago we were in-

debted to Mr. Bull, of Chelsea, for the introduc-

tion into cultivation of this tine Fern and the

variety plumosa. Dried specimens of both these

plants, collected by my friend Milne, had been in

my possession for many years. They certainly are

amongst the most handsome Ferns at the present

moment. The fronds attain a length of some is

inches or 2 feet, and are very finely divided.

B'iji Islands.

D. ORNATA.—The fronds of this are bright

shining greea in colour, varying from 18 inches

0. SOLTDA is said t> merge iat > D. ornata. Its

fronds are each fi-om 1 foot to l.l feet lo.ng, varying

much in width, colour dark green. It seems to

bj widely ili-^trilntL'l in the .Malay Archioelago.

W. II. GowKit.

Diivallia tijieusis.

to 2 feet in length. The lower pinnre each

measure upwards of a foot long, whilst the ulti-

mate pinnules are about 2 inchts in length and
about three-quarters of an inch in width. This

is a noble and majestic form, a great ornament to

the stove fernery. It comes from Borneo and
Singapore.

1). pyxiDAT.v.—This plant is a special favourite

of mine. Its rhizome^, whi3h are stout and erect,

so that the plant has quite a shrubby habit, are

very scaly, ai.d rise to the height of some I! feet

or more. The fronds are smooth, of a light green

colour. It is one of the most distinct of the

family. Native of New South Wales.

D. PESTAPIIYLLA.—Th's plant was introduced

about forty years ago by iny late employers, the

Messrs. Kollisson, of Tooting, from Java, through

Henshall, who was then collecting for them. It is

a very distinct and pi-etty Fern, growing about

a foot high. Usually two pairs of pinna; and a
terminal one are developed, but I have seen an
occasional frond with three pairs. These pinnae

are each some 4 inches or '> inches long, the colour

very dark green above, pale green beneath.

Chrysanthemums.

CULTURAL NOTE.--.

Bush plants intended to produce a quintity of

bloom in preference to individual quality are now
growing apace. In the case of l^ady Selborne,

one of the 1i:st varieties for the purpose, buds are

now forming at the points of the shoots. The
plants, having been topped twice from the cutting

stage, now average a yard in height. The flower-

buds should be promptly removed, allowing the

growths which are now pushing from th^; nodes

below the buds to extend at will. These in time

on each shoot will give numerous flowers, which

are extremely useful for cutting and filling va'es.

The long stems come in so handy, that a much
better efliect in arrangement is obtained

than where the stems are so short, as is

the case when the shoots are continually

topped to induce a dwarf habit combined
with a quantity of Mowers. Where the

bushes have from ten to twenty shoots

each, some support will be necessary to

prevent the branches breaking off at their

axils. Four stakes thrust into each pot,

leaning them outwards arjil fasiening bast

around them, is the easiest method of

supporting the branches. Pompons, Ane-

mone pouqjons, and single varieties grow-

ing in 7-inch andS-inch pots intended to

produce both a quantity of flowers and
some few for quality only, the whole

having been allowed to grow with one

stem from the cutting until the first

natural break occuired, have now made
their second break, the plants averaging

4 feet high, and promising an abundant
display later on. This is one of the best

methods of cultivating Chrysanthemums
to produce a full display of useful flowers

either for cutting or the decoration of

the greenhouse or conservatory. Growing
in such small pots, the plants are easily

arranged in a mass, which is perhaps the

best way of disposing of them when in

bloom. Where such small pots are em-
ployed it is necessary to pay rather more
attention to watering and feeding than

where larger pots are used.

Plants on walls are now growing freely

and need attention in securing the shoots

before they become crooked, in which

state they never look so well after-

wards. Many sorts are nowfoiming their

crown buls. Quantity rather than quality should

always be considered in those plants groAii

against a wall, not only because they make a

brighter display, but because small flowers are

not^ffected nearly so much by the weather as are

larger on"s. The recent dry weather is now having

its°effect on plants which dil not receive a free

supply of water. Mildew on the leaves is now ap-

parent as the result of dryness. If those affe -ted

are promply dealt with by the aid of the mildew

mixture described frequently by me, they will not

suffer much from the attack of this parasite.

In many collections of plants grown mainly for

large blooms I not'ce a good many plants are

already unfolding their flowers much too early if

thev are needed for exhibition at any date in

November. No doubt the extra dry and warm

I
weather experienced at various times during the

year is ansiverable for this premature develop-

ment more than any defect in culture. It is per-

fectly useless to attempt to retard such flowers as

these by leaving the plants out of doors loiiger

without some protection from night dews or rains
;

i
much better place all such plants under cover in

the greenhouse or vinery and encourage the blooms
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to develop in the natural manner. As I previously

stated, directly the florets commence to unfold,

the plants should be taken inside. To retard any
before they reach that stage a good plan is to pro-

cure strips of stifiE brown paper 2 inches wide and
9 inches long. Bend these paper protections over
the e.^panding buds in the form of a loop, secur-

ing both ends to the stake which supports the
peduncle. The south-weslerly gales e.xperienced

last week have wrought sad havoc with the points
of many plants grown to give large blooms. Especia lly

has the Princess of Wales family sufiered in this

respect. One gaider.er of my acrjuaintance com-
plains of Inving lost over si.xty poii.ts from this

family alone. This must be very serious to an
exhibitor, because every point means the loss

of a flower-bud. I cannot but say much of this

loss is due to neglect in securing the points
to their supports as fast as growtli is made. I

know that some growers are averse to so tightly

fastening the points ; they prefer to have them
loose 6 inches or I) inches. Now surely this is an
error, as the leaves when banging downwards not
only collect a weight of water, but are easily

blown about, the extra weight very often
proving too much for the succulent slate of the
stem. My plan is to make them fast to the slakes
as they grow, and as a result from the 800 plants
I am growing, I have not lost ten shoots from the
effects of the gales as compared with that urifor-

tunate man who lost sixty from one family.
In the case of any of the Princess of Wales

family, which have longer peduncles than any
other sort in the incurved section that 1 am ac-
quainted with, I advise that when the flower-buds
are of the size of small Hazel nuts, a j/iece of

builders' lathaquarterof anincli wide and (i inches
long be used as a support to the peduncle ; secure
one end to the branch, the other being made fast

immediately under the flower-bud. In this way
every one thus treated will be saved from the fury
of any gale of wind which, if it did not actually
snap off the shoots, might injure the peduncle
or the bud by chaflng the bark in such a manner
as to check the swelling of the buds. To some
this may appear of little moment, but having
gained experifnce in this paiticular phase of
culture, I have no hesitation in advising others
how to avoid such casualties. Some kinds are not
yet showing their crown buds, owing to the plants
being in a somewhat backward state. With a view
to push thf ra on a little, a few doses of sulphate
of ammonia would be a gain. Di-solve one table-
spoonful in four gallons of liquid manure, and
apply it to tlie plants once a week.

In the case of new or scarce varieties, it is very
often a diflicult matter to procure stock enough
fiom cuttings at the oidinary time—December.
Anything that can be done at this period to lessen
the difliculty will be time well spent. Many of
the new kinds are now throwing up stout suckers
from the base of the plant; from these if taken
off and rooted, afterwards shifted into 4-inch
pots, restricting the growth to one stem, many
extra cuttings would be available. Take that
new incurved variety Mrs. Kobinson King, for
instance. There is certain to bo a run on this
in the coming season, and so there will be on Mile.
Marie Hoste and J. Stanborough Dibbens, two most
promisinu' Japanese varieties for the coming sea-
son. Any preparation made in this way would be
of advantage. Pay attention to the correct naming
of the new varieties, especially to avoid confusion
in nomenclature, as if any sort is wrongly named
on the exhibition table, the name is copied and
plants are ordered from the description ; but when
they flower in the following year, the eiror is de-
tected, but not early enough to avoid disappoint-
ment. The correct naming of the plants is of more
importance than many seem to think it is.

E. MOLYNEUX.

on single stems in the air. It is refreshing to find

in these times tli.at a reaction seems setting in in

favour of bush Chrysanthemums. Enormous
quantiliesof very fine plants are grown at Syon
House, and tlie Chrysanthemum of all heights and
sizes is an important factor in the furnishing of
the huge conservatory. It was gratifying, how-
ever, to note among the plants that lined the
walks in the kitchen garden such a large pro-
portion of bush specimens. All the plants were
chaiacterised by .great vigour and the most robust
health, and will certainly give a good account of
themselves through the November fogs.

—

D. T. F.

Chrysanthemum Lady Fitzwigram.—Al-
though the early flowering section is not so highly
favoured as the November or lafe-floweiing kinds,
such a sterling novelty as the one above named is

sure to be sought after and appreciated. I know
of no sort which is deserving of attention as an
early flowering variety more I ban thi--, as it pos-
sesses all the essentials required. It is a seedling
raised by Mr. Agate, liavant, and partakes of the
character of Avalanche in I he flower, with perhaps
a trifle more looseness in the petals, which are
snowy white Fully developed flowers measure from
4 inches to 5 inches in riameter. The habit ofgrowth
is everythingto be desired, plants not more than 1.5

inches high flowering freely in pots.— E. M.

The Fruit Crops.

Bush Chrysanthemums.— In these days when
one needs a ladder to get up to disbud these p'ants
in the open, and a platform to see them in fi.iwer
in November, it is pleasing to find someihing like
a protest and reaction set in against single blooms

NORTHERN.
Aldin Grange, Durham.—In answer to your

inquiries, I beg to say that Gooseberries, Currants,
and Raspberries are an unusually good crop with
us this year. Apples and Pears almost a failure

in some gardens, in others fairly good. Straw-
berries have bet n perhaps a trifle below Ihe average
for flavour and bearing. Garibaldi is still the best;
in fae't after trying over thirty kinds, I shall grow
nothing but Garibaldi, President and Loxford Hall
Seeelling. I find nothing equal to President for a
mid-season dessert fruit, while for a late v.-iriety

there is nothing I ha%'e found in all points equal
to Loxford Hall. I make a fresh bed annually
in August for fruiting the following year, while
at the same time a plantation is made for the
purpose of procuring runners ; this is most important
where a good supply is w.mted annually. I should
have said the flowers are pinched off as soon as they
appear.—W. A. Junkiks.

Chetwynd Park, Newport, Salop. — As
regards Ihe fruit crop in the gardens here, I am
soiry to say it is the worst we have had for thelast
nine years. Apples are very thin, not half a crop.
Pears and Plums almost a "total failure. Apricots
very pcor. Gooseberries veiy poor. Currants
very good. Damsons scarcely any. We hael a fine

show of blossom, but the lale frosts did a 'lot of
injury. Strawberries have been a good average
crop.— N. Sherwood.

Alnwick Castle.—The crop of Apples is veiy
irregidar this season. Of Pears the crop is very
light : last year we had a very heavy crop, but this
spring the trees did not bloom well. Plums on
walls are splendid, and Victoria in strong land is

bearing a heavy crop. Cherries on walls are very
fine; May Duke is the best here; in fact it never
fails to bear a crop. Peaches are a full crop anel

looking well ; Royal George is thoroughly reliable
outside. Apricots are a full crop, trees b.ealthy.

Black Currants are very tine. Gooseberries, too,
are very heavy crops. The crops on several
varieties, such .as Sulphur Yellow, Glenton Green,
Alma, Warrington, Whitesmith, Leader, Crown
Bob, and others, are quite exceptional in quantity
and quality. Raspberries are a good crop. Straw-
berries under average and of poor flavour.— G.
Haehis.

Hummers Knott, Darlington. —Apples much
under average b;-th in quantity and quality. Eaily
Pears goo 1 crops, late varieties very thin. \'ictoria
Plums heavy, other varieties average. Small fruits
abundant and of fine quality — J. StlouT.

EASTERN.
Livermere Park, Bury St. Edmunds.—

Spring frosts agam h.ad a bad influence on the
fruit crops. Apricots under three-fold fish net and
in still tlry weather succumbed to 13° of frost on
the morning of April l.'J (Good Frielay). We had a
splendid set and the fruits were then largir than
Peas, but most of them were blackeneel right
through and the bigger ones were split to the
embryo kernel on one side. Gooseberries in the
open were badly cut ; those in sheltered positions,
however, have carried extra heavy croi:>5. Currants,
too, lost the flowers on the points of the bunches.
Plums on walls were already set ; consequently they
were nearly all killed. Apples are slightly "under
average, and the crop is very irregular; many trees
are heavily laden with fruit, others h.ave mne at
all. Manks Codlin is good, ,as usual, and I take
this to be by far the best and most reliable early
kitchen Apple, and one to be strongly recom-
mended for planting by cottagers and .all who want
a quick return for outlay. L.arge-fruiting kinds,
such as Blenheim Orange, Wellington, New Haw-
thornden, &c., are rather sparsely fruited, Welling-
ton beirg the best. Pears are under average ard
irregular, but better than last year. The best
crops of dessert fruit are on Louise Bonne of Jersey,
Beurre d'Amanlis, Williams' Bon Chretien, and
Thompson's. Marie Louise and Fondante d'Au-
tomne are .almost complete failures. Apricots
much under avei.age, only a few escaping the frost.

Pliuns on bush trees are over average; many trees
require thinning ; but this heavy crop is by m
means gener.al in the neighbourhood, where I hear
complaints of a comp'ete failure. Strawberries
average, and the season was extended over a longer
pericei than usual. Cherries (sweet and Morello)
over aveiage and fine. Figs are very pocr outeloors,

as the wood diel not ripen at all well last autumn.
Red anil White Currants slightly under average.
Black Currants a heavy crop of fine fruit.

Medlars over average. Peaches and Nectarines
good, and I find these far more reliable than
Plums or Apricots on outside walls. Grapes under
average, poor and late outside; no crop worth men-
tioning since 1887. J'ilberts much under average.
Waluuts a heavy crop. Quinces over average.
Tomatoes under average, very few having set
since the plai.ts were put out ; those set previ-
ously have swelled to an enormous size and many
have lipeneel. As usual, out of many kinels the
best are Conference and Horsford's Prelude, and
with these I have no reason to complain. I intend
discarding the latter and growing very few others
but Conference in future, as th'se of the Perfec-
tion, Hackwood, anel Ham Green types are not free
enough for such summers .as we have had lately.

Conference comes midw.ay between Horsford's and
these in size ; Ihe fruits are well shaped and of the
most useful size of any.

Potatoes are good ; the haulm is now becoming
badly affected bv disease, the first to suffer being
Snowdrop ; but the quality of this is so good and
the haulm-giowth so suitable for garden crops,
that it must not be discarded. Sharpe's Victor
proves to be a splendid first early kind. The Gen-
tleman appears to hrive much of the Magnum
blood in it, and is not yet afl'ected by disease.
Onions are generally poor in the neighbouihocd,
but over the .average with me. Many beds were
ruined with the maggot e.arlv in the season. Peas
have been very good, but mildew is now very pre-
valent. Latest of All looks promising.— J. C.
Tallack.

Brandeston Hall, "Wickham Market.— In
.answer to your inquiry as to the prospect of the
fruit crop, wall fruit with me is very thin ; many
dropped off after the late frosts in the spring.
Pears are quite a f.ailure with me, ard I think
generally so in this neighbourhood. Plums very
thin. Apples thin ; a few trees with fair crops
upon them. RaspVjenies not a good i rop Straw-
berries abundant, very fine and good buih in size
and flavour. I grow Dr. Hogg, which I think one
of the best for flavour. I likewise grow Sir Joseph
Paxton, John Powell, President, and Waterloo, but
Dr. Hogg and Sir Joseph Paxton form my piincipal
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crop, as they are the best liked bere. This year
my Strawberries have been very larfje and fine

from the plants which I planted out last summer
on land deeply trenched and well manured with

good rotten manure from old Cucumber beds.—
Geo. Cooper.

Bayfield Hall, Hjlt, Norfolk —The fruit

crops in this dislriet a-j \ery fair in some p'aces.

Apples are al)un<lanl. I have got an excellent crop

of Pears; in some gardens they arc very plentiful
;

others have very few. I'l urns are scaicc. Cherries

good, especially Morellos. Apricots arc bad.

Peaches and Nectarines very good outdoors. Cur-

rants and Gooseberries are a good crop.—John
CnASTNEV.

Culford Gardens, Bury St. Edmunds —
Apples are very partial, some trees beinf^' lieavily

laden, while others are entirely without ; the Iste

kinds are best, but on the whole the crop is under
average. The same may be said of Pears, and
Plums are almost a failure. Apricots are not

a heavy crop, but very fine fruit. Peiches and
Nectarines are very good ; indeed only require a
fair amount of sun to ensure success. Morello

Cherries are al.so very abundant. Strawberries

and bush fruits in general hive also been good.

Nuts rather thin.—W. Hai;\vooi).

Shrubland, Needham Market.—The fruit

crops here are pel Imps the worst that we have had
for the last thirty years. Only a few Apples and
Pears have halt a crop. Plums are a failure both
in the orchard house and the open air. Small
fruits were plentiful, especially Strawberries,

which were large and line, but the he ivy rains we
had spoiled a large portion of the later .sort'', which
were soon over, liiilish Queen is the best flavoured

Strawberry that I have tasted. It always bears
wfU here. I have none of the newer sorts and can-
not speak of their merits. Vicomtesse H. de Thury
is the best general cropper, and Dr. Hogg a good
late. I force 500 or UDI.I plants every year, which 1

plant out in July for the succeeding year's crop.

I only take two crop? from the turned-out plants.

The fruit crops in this neighbourhood are partial
;

some trees have a fair crop, but most of them are
without any. The Apple crop being so scarce is

a loss to the country, and is felt by every one, es-

pecially l)y the working classes.—Tiios. Clair.

Ashby Hall, Lincoln.—Of Apples and Pears I

do n(^t remember to ha\e seen such a poor crop.

This I attribute to the wood not having been well

ripened last autumn. Plams are a medium ci'op.

Apricots and Peaches a failure. Cherries a

medium crop. Gooseberries, owing to the birds

and late frjst, about half a crop. Ked, While and
Black Currants and Raspberries very good. Straw-
berries very good.- D. JIcIntosh.

Riddlesworth Hall, TUotford.—The Apple
crop in this district is generally light, but some
trees have a fair c. op. Pears are much be'ow the
average. Phtms are very scarce ; some trees have
none on. Apricots none .and shoots dying off. Des-
sert Cherries good ; Morellos very good. Peaches
and Nectarines above the average and very good.
Kispberries plentiful. Currants, Black, Red and
White, are a very good crop, and Gooseberries very
abundant. Strawberries have been very goo 1 and
fine. Of early kinds we grow Noble. Captain,
Pauline and G.rribaldi; main crop, Keens' Seedling,
Sir Harry, President and Sir Joseph I'axton

; late
sorts, British Q leen and Loxfurd Hall Seedling.
I always p'ant Str.awberries after Potatoes, and they
dj well.— J. HEN'DIiRSON.

Bloxholm Hall, Lincoln—The fruit crops
altogether are the wor.-t I have seen for many
years. Apples, Pears, an 1 Plums are not one
quarter crop, ah hough we had an abundance of
bloom, but the severe frosts coming on when the
blossom was just fxpxnding the greater part was
destroyed. Of Gooseberries we had an excellent
set of fruit, but we had 20° of frost when they
were just forming, which brought part to the
ground and only about one quarter of a crop
remained. Peaches and Apricots on walls where
protected with frigi domo are a good crop and

quality good ; where not protected the crop is very
poor. Strawberries were an excellent crop and of

good quality.- D. Llmsdkn.

Babraham Hall, Cambridge.—The fruit crop
in this district is \cry poor- in irrost cases. Apples,
Pears, Plums, arrd Aprieols rrre not half crops; in

fact, only tlio-c trees (except Apples) I bat were
well protectid carry any fruit at a'l. There was
plenty of bloom, but the severe frost was too
much for it. Some Pears set well, but got frozen
thr'ough. Apricots as large as nuts were frozen
quite through. Peacdres having been jirotccted are
carrying good cr'ops, although the wood ripened
badly last year. Currants, Ked and White, are fair,

but very much thinned; Gooseberries the same.
Black Currants and Raspberries were good. Nuts
a gooil crop. Strawber'ries were a heavy crop, al-

though sorrre sorts got killed irr the winter. Janres
Veitch suffered severely. I had a large plot of

two-ye.ir-ol I plants qui'e destroyed. Vicomtesse
Hericart de Thury and Sir Joseph Paxton seem to

stand well.

The Potatoes are turning cirt well and clearr,

free fi'onr disease as yet.--J. Hill.

Woolverstone Park, Ipswich —Pears and
Apples are very thin indeed in this district ; some
trees are entire'y without fruit, wlrile others have
only a few, but here and there a tree may be met
with that is carrying a full crop, the sorts being
mostly of the Keswick or other Codlins, wdiicli

seem to have escaped the frosts better than most
others have done. Currants, Goost berries and
Raspberries have been abundant and .good,

especially the last mentioned, v.diich were particrr-

larly fine. Hornet and Superlative bear remark^
ably large fruit and succeed each other, thus
prolonging the season greatly and giving a supply
much later than irsed to be the case.—J. Siiep-
PAED.

Hunstanton Hal', Lynn.— .Apples and Pears
a failure. I'lums very few. Cherries a good crop.

Gooseberries above a\erage. Raspberries above
average; very good. All sorts of Currants heavy
crops ar.d very good. Apricots very few. Nuts
average croi>s. .Strawberries have been plerdiful
and very good. The best variety for general crop
in this neighbourhood is President. For early
produce I find Laxton's Noble as good as any. Sir
Jo-seph Paxton does well here.—G. Nl^bet.

Sudbourn Hall.'Wickbam Market, Suffolk.
— I cannot speak very favourably of the fruit crops,
especially Apples. I have only a few varieties
really good this year, viz., Cox's Orange Pippin,
Worcester Pearmain, Keswick Codlin, Lord Gros-
venor. Lord Sullield, Ecklinville Seedling, Ale.x-

ander and Maltster. Pears on walls are a fine crop,
but very indifferent on standards or bushes. Plutrrs

under average. Cherries fairly good, especially
Morellos. Peaches and NectaHnes vei'y good. Bush
fruit very good, especially Currants, Gooseberries,
and Raspberries. Strawberries quite an average.
—W. C'OLLETT.

Hardwick Hall, Bury St. Edmunds.—
Apples a failitre witli the exception of Pyke's Pear-
main. Pears a failure Plums very thin except
Damsons, of which we have a moder-ate crop, and
which are very extensively grown in this ])irt.

Cherries very thin. Nuts very thin. Raspberries
plentifrrl and good Gooseberries fair crop. Red
Currants thin. Black Currants heavy. Straw-
berries a fair crop. The varieties that do the best
here are, for early, John Pusk'n ; miilsea^on, Vi-
Gimtesse H. de Thury, Sir J. Paxton, Helena
Gloedc, followed by Waterloo, which does remark-
ably well. Our soil is a brown clayey loam resting
on the magnesian limestone.—E. Wilson.

Euston Hall, Thetford.— Apples, with the
exception of Lord Sirllield, Keswick Codlin, Wor-
cester Pearnrain .anil one or t>vo other early sorts,

are much under the average; notably amongst the
later kinds Court Pendu Plat is bearing afirll crop.

Pears are much under the average. Apricots are
a failure, as well as Plums on walls, and the crop
of Ihe latter on standards is a rrrcdium one.
Peaches and Nectarines are good and the trees are

in excellent health. Currants of sorls and Rrsp-
berries have been very good, hut Gooseberries ae
scarcely up to the average.—W. Low.

Melton Constable, Norfolk.—Apples, Pears
anil riunis rire irml'i the averrrge in tlris district.
Hush fruits a full cr()|i anil good. Strawberries
irot i(uite irp to the average. Pr-esident, Keens'
Seedling, Vicomtesse H. de Thury, and Sir J. Pax-
ton have done best.—W.\i. Siiinclim.

Kimberley, "Wymondham, Norfolk.- Fruit
crops are variable irr this district. With mo A|)-
ples are very good

;
Pear-s good on walls ; Pluars a

few on walls; Apricots a very thin crop. The
trees were full of bloom, but the late frosts des-
ti-oyed all chance of a crop of fruit. Peaches and
Nectarines abundant; Figs abundant ; Raspberaies
a good crop ; (jooseberries abundant ; all kinds of
Curr-ants abundant ; Str-awbcrries alurndant ; Nuts
scarce; Walnuts abirrnlairt ; Medlars a good crop
—W. Wainwkicht.

Drinkstone Park, Bury St. Edmunds-
Apples about half a (-rop, liiit vari.abli- and scarce
in general. Apricots very few. Pears one third of
crop, generally scar-ce. Pe.nches and Nectarines
fairly good. Plums very few of any kind. Cher-
ries poor here, but good in places. Figs half a
crop, late. Strawberries poor-, good in places.
Raspberries very good. Currants, Red, Black and
White, good crops of fine clean fruit. Gooseber-
ries heavy cro|). Walnuts heavy crop, in enormous
clusters.— G. Palmeu.

Harkstead Rectory, Ipswich.—Pears below
average; Apples very poor crop : Peaches and Nec-
tarines average crop

; Chen iei above average and
good ; Plums below average ; bush fruit average

;

Strawberries heavy crop. S ^rts mist favoured are'
Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury, Laxton's Noble,
Br-itish Queen and Keens' Seedling.—G. JoRUAN.

WALES.
Margam Park, Glamorganshire.- Ou Ihe

whole, the fruit season is a good one here, and I
regard it as being above the average. Strawberries
were plentiful and good ; Laxton's varieties are
favourites in Wales. Curr-ants, Gooseberries, and
Raspberries were abundant, ar.d all secured in fine
condition. Morello Cherries never f.iil, birt other
varieties rarely succeed. I do not know of one
instance where Apricots grow well in this county.
I have given them up. Plums have been excel-
lent. The Victoria, Magnum Bonum, Kirke's, and
Jefferson are all bearing freely. Penrs bloomed most
freely, but wore caught by a severe fr-ost, the re-
sult being that they are a'ver-y poor crop both on
wall and standard trees. Apples are a remarkably
fine crop, but they are hardly irp to the average in
size, and as we are now experiencing rather^cold
weather, I fear they will not improve mrrch during
September. King of the Pippins is one of our
best sorts on old trees. Peaches and Nectarines
in the open are very good. We began gathering
the Alexander Peach on a south wall in July, and
will have Sea Eagle into October. Early Silver, a
'.:ind recommended to me by a noted grower in the
north, is prolific, but somewhat deficient in llavour.
—J. Muiu.

Powis Castle, Montgomeryshire. — Al-
tlrough all fruit trees bloomed very late, yet we
have but very poor crops. Apples and Pe.irs alike
are failures. Pluirrs partial

; good in some places,
but as a rule a failure. Apricots killed after get-
ting a gocd size. Peaches and Nectarines lair
crops. Strawberries good; in early part of season
rather small owing to drought, but late sorts very
good. Red Currants very heavy ; Black, light crop.
Gooseberries h.alf a crop. Cherries under average.
Raspberries very good.— John Lambert.

Castle Gardens, Cardiff—The Apple crops in
this district arc vei-y good. The trees e.scaped
the early spring frosts when in llower, and set an
abundant crop. Ecklinville Seedling, Lord Sulheld,
Lord Grosvenor, Keswick Codlin, Emperor Alex-
ander, Pott's Seedling, Cox's Orange Pippin, and
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Blenheim Orange are so heavily laden as to require

props to support the branches to keep them from
breaking. The fruits are clean ami free from
blemish of any kind, but great quantities of the

heaviest fruit have been blown off the trees by
recent storms. Pear trees trained on walls and in

the open (juarters of the gardens never promised
better for an abundant crop than they did in the

early part of the season. The trees were literally

covered with strong heallhy (lowers, which to all

appearance would have set well had it not been
for the sharp frost we experienced on the morning
of Apiil 15 when they were in full b!oom. It de-

btroye I the organs of fructification, and the crop

with a few exceptions is a complete failure.—A.

PfiTTHiREW.

Pen-y-wern, Aberystwith.— The fruit crop

in this district is a very fair one. Apples are

very poor as a whole. Some kinds a'e very good,

especially Wadhurst Pippin, Juneating, Golden

Noble, Keswick C'odlin, Lord Suffield, and a
few local kinds. Pears are poor ; Nouvelle Fulvie

ij an exception, it having a very good crop. Rasp-

berries have been a grand crop. Currants, botb

Black and Red, have been a good crop. Goose-

berries were a fair average crop, but not so good

as usual. Damsons are very light. Plums arc

very partial.—G. Griffith.

Slebeck Park, Pembrokeshire.— Apples are

not an average crop this season. Tlie trees bloomed
fairly well, but strong winds, cold weather, and
slight frosts at night destroyed the crop. The best

variety to stand the adverse weather was, as usual,

the King of the Pippins ; of this sort we have a

full crop. It is not a large variety, neither is it

very good for dessert, but owing to its cooking
qualities, pretty appearance, and productiveness, it

is one of the most useful sorts we have ; it is also

very hardy. Other varieties of which we have a

partial crop are Alfriston, Hawthornden, Keswick
Codlin, and Wellington. We have scores of others

in the o-chards with not a fruit on them. Apples

on walls are a good crop, every variety fruiting

well. Pears are also below average ; we had verj

severe frosts when they were in bloom. We have

a few fruit on the earlier blooming varieties, which
were set when the frosts came ; the hardiest

appear to be Josephine de Malines, Nouvelle Fulvie,

Louise Bonne of Jersey, and Pitmaston Duchess.

Plums area complete failure ; they bloomed splen-

didly, never better, but we had heavy falls of snow
and 10° of frost when they were in flower and tirese

finislied them, every variety alike. Damsons which
bloomed lale this season ar-e a light crop.

Curr-ants were a heavy crop. Gooseberries were
destroyed by the caterpillar all over the county.

Peaches, Nectarines and Apricots are not grown
to any extent worth mentionirrg in th'S county.

Nuts are an average crop. Strawberries were an

average crop this season in this district.—G.

Griffin.

Bodnant Gardens, Eglwysbach, Denbigh-
shire.—Peai"s total failure. Apples under average;

fair quality. Plums vcr'v poor ; moderate crop

on south-west wall. Apricots f.ailure. Currants

heavy crops. Gooseberries under average. The
Raspberry canes were nearly all destr-oyed in

the winter. Strawberries fair crop. A frost on

April 13 of 14° after sleet and rain destroyed

the fruit prospects.— J. Saunderson.

Taa-y-bwlch, N. Wales.—Fruit, taken alto-

gether, is a very light crop in this distrct. Of
Apples, had it not been for such as Keswick
Codlin, we world have had none. Sever'al kinds

cropped heavily, but owing to high winds and
stormy weather they wer-e severely thinned before

arriving at a serviceable and useful size. Pears are

also much under the average, and the same remarks
apply to these as to Apples, but further, they are

rather small and scabby, while what few Apples
we have are good samples. Plums a very light

crop. Raspberries the same. Gooseberries about
half a crop, with caterpillars innumerable. On the

other hand. Black, White, and Red Currants were a
splendid crop of superb quality. Of Strawberries
•owing to injury to the blossom caused by the late

frosts and easterly winds, early varieties, such as

Sharpless, Pauline, La Grosse Sucr^e, &c., carried I fruit crop taken as a whole can be described as a
hardly any fruit, while midseason varieties, includ-

ing Auguste Nicaise, Marshal MacMalion, Cliailes

Napier, Unser Fritz, &c., were but a trifle better;

but the later varieties, Eleanor (.sjn., Oxonian) and
Loxford Hall Seedling, had fairly good crops, and

{ood one. Old trees have almost invariably failed,

while, on the other hand, .Toung trees of a bearing
size are the ones which are carrying fair crops,

and, as a matter of course, in all sorts of fruit the
clostly selected collections are again exbibiting

prolonged the season to an unusual extent.— J.
i

the advantage of cultivating alone the best sorts.

Roberts.

Penrhos Gardens, Holyhead. — Peaches
under glass excellent. Apples iire a, very fair crop,

rather above the average. Pears are a very good
crop on young trees, especially Williams' Bon
Chretien and Bou\enir du Congres. Plums are a

fair crop. Gooseberries, Currants and Raspberries
abundant. Strawberries a very good crop. My
mode of treatment is to pJant n fresh lot evei'y

year and not allow them to fruit after the third

season. The kinds which do best here are Presi-

dent and Keens' Seedling for earlieit, and Frog-
more Late Pine for the latest supply. It is an ex-

cellent cropper ,ind splendid in colour.—F. W.
Everett.

SCOTLAND.
Broxmouth Park, Dunbar.—The very cold

and changeable weather in i-pring during the

With regard to the Strawberry crop, it has been
30 to 50 per cent, below the average. A sharp
frost while the earlier flowers were open did much
harm, and a spell of dry weather following had an
injurious effect on the later-set fruit ; so that in

addition to the crop being short in quantity, it

has at the same time been poor in quality and of

short duration.—R. P. Brothbrston.
Terregles Gardens, Dumfries.—The fruit

crops in ttiis district are variable, and on the whole
rather disappointing. Apples are a very good crop
and the fruit is swelling and colouring well. Pears
are very poor .and the fruit small. Plums over the
average. Cherries average. Gooseberries and Cur-
rants very good. Raspberries tlrin and very late.

The Strawberry crop has been a very unsatisfactory

one ; early varietif s were very small and soon over;

later sorts were much better in size and quality.

The best kinds for flavour and bearing here are

The Countess, Sir Joseph Paxton, Elton Pine,

Davaiha cauariensis (see p- 30j).

flowering period has been very trying to our fruit Eclipse and Helena Gloede ; the two last-named

crops, more especially to Pears .and Apples, which .are well worthy of extended cultivation, being of

over all are under average. Apricots are a heavy

crop and look well, though hater than usual.

Peaches and Nectarines on open walls are fine

upon young trees. Early Cherries were good, but

Moiello and late sorts are not so promising.

Plums, except Victoria, are very light. Goose-

berries are not quite so heavy as usual, but fine in

quality, and all the other sm.all fruits are in great

abundance. The Strawberry crop b.as been the

heaviest I remember. Nothing suits our w.arm,

porous soil and dry climate better than Vicomtesse

Hcric.art de Thury and Elton for dessert, and

Grove End Scarlet for preserving. The two forurer

are grown singly in rows, and the latter in beds

about 4 feet wide.—Wm. McKelvie

large size and splendid flavour. To secure aregu'ar

supply of good fruit, I make a fresh plantation

every year, destroying it after the third season.—A.

Chalmers.
Blair Drummond, Perth.—The fruit crops

here, especially small fruits, are under an average.

Apples almost .a failure. Pears fair on walls where
the trees are young. Plums rather under average,

but good. Apricots very scarce. Morello Cherries

good. Strawberries (early varieties) were very

poor, but later varieties did very well as a whole.

Fruit crops in the district are all under average.

—

J. King.
Ardoe House, Kincardine.—The fruit crop

n this district has turned out better tlr<an was ex-

Tyninghame, East Lothian.—The fruit crop
i

pected at one time, owing to the cold andungenial

of the present year, speaking in general terms, can

be only truly described as a poor one. There are

occasion.al heavy crops of some particular fruit,

such as in one garden a large set of Apricots, in

another of Pear.-, and in another of some other

fruit ; but as a rule there is no garden whe e the

sprmg and sumnrer we have had. Early Straw-

berries are an average crop ; late kinds are not

half a crop and very late. The varieties grown
are Black Prince, "Garibaldi, Eclipse, Aberdeen
Favourite and Myatt's Improved. Eclipse I find

bears best ; Black Prince for early, Myatt's for
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late. I find planting a certain portion every year,
and not havins,' tliem more than four year.-s, answers
best in the light soil in this district. Currants,
Red and Black, and Gooseberries and Kispberries
are abundant. Apples, Plums and Pears are a
failure.—J. Hav.

Mount Stuart, Bute.—The fruit crops in
this neii.dilMMirlidod :irv. much under the average.
Apples and I'c.iis a very tliin crop, riurus much
under averag''. Raspberries and Cnrrarts good.
Gooseberries t he woi-st we have had for years.
Cherries are r.ither light, but the fruit ii good
Strawberries only half a ciop.—M. lliilWN.

Gordon Castle, Fochabers. -The fridt crop
in this district is under the average, with the ex-
ception of Plums, which are a full crop, especially
on standard trees. Apricots are about half a crop,
but the fruits are extra large and fine. Peaches are
about an average, and the fruit also swelling fine,

with the foliage clean and healthy. Pears are al-

most a failure, and Apples not much better. Small
fruits are a fine crop except Gooseberries, which
are only about lialf a crop. Strawberries have
been a good crop. Our standard sorts are Gari-
baldi, President, and Elton Pine. We plant afresh
batch every autumn, and only fruit them two sea-
sons, as I find it is more prolitable, and we get
fine fruit from the young plants.— C. Webster.

Drumlanrig, Dumfries.— Owing to the un-
usually low temperature which prevailed throughout
the whole spring and summer the crop of all outdoor
fruits has been less plentiful than usual and very
deficient in quality in this district. Apples and
Pears never do well here, but are less sal i?factory
this season than ever I have seen them. Small
fruits, with the exception of Black Currants and
Gooseberries, have been abundant. Strawberries
were very late in ripening and lacked flavour. The
sorts most grown in f'is garden are the old Grove
End Strawberry (the finest of all preserving Straw-
berries), and Vicouite.sse Hericart de Thury ; Lax-
ton's Noble crops well, but is not worth growing
owing to its utter want of flavour. Plums are
thin on wall trees and very late ; under glass very
abund.int and fine, as are also Pears, Peache*, Nec-
tarines, and Figs.— D. Tiidmson.

Balcarres, Fifeshire.—The Apple crop is
below average and very lale. The best varieties
we have for kitchen u.-e are Stirling Castle, Lord
Grosvenor, Worcester Pearmain, Lord NeLson, and
Northern Dumpling, a new variety that, I think,
will become very popular-; dessert varieties, Irish
Peach, Redstreak, Golden Pippin, Ribston, Devon-
shire Quarrenden, and King of Pippins. Pears
half a crop. Plums unrler average. Peaches fair
but very late. Apricots good. Cherries (late va-
rieties) very heavy crop Small fruits are all good,
particularly Goo-eberries and Black Currants!
Strawberries under average and ten days later.
Our first ripe was Laxton's Noble, a grand crop,
poor in flavour, but being early and the berries large!
it takes in the market and will be largely grown
in this district. Garibaldi and Keens' Seedling I
grow for preserving ; a very poor crop and very
small berries. President and Duke of Edinburgh
fair. Elton I'ine has been very heavy and of good
size and fine flavour. I plant the Strawberries on
deeply-trenched, well-manured ground, and fruit
them for five seasons.—E. Tate.

parts. Rivers' Early Prolific, Goliath, and The
Czar are also very good. Peaches are good, and
promise to ripen well. Hale's Early, Gros Mig-
noiine, and Royal George are the best here. Nec-
tarines very gond. Lord Napier and Elruge being
the best. Apricots a fair crop for this district,

where they do not UMia'ly succeed well. Dessert
Cherries were a thin crop, many fruits failing to
swell properly. Morellos good. Strawberries were
below the average and deficient in flavour. Cur-
rants, Raspberries, and Gooseberries good crops
generally; the latter were damaged in exposed
places by the late spring frosts. -J. DAY'.

Drummond Castle, Perthshire.—Apples on
walls are a very good crop, but on standards
there is none. Pears the same. Sweet Cherries a
very fair crop; Morellos under the average. All
the varieties of Plums are poor with the exception
of Kirke's and Jefferson, which are good. Red,
White, and Black Currants, and Raspberiies are
abundant. Gooseberries in some gardens around
here are good crops

; with me here very poor, as
they alwajs are. Strawberries in some places
abundant. Here we only grow Elton Pine. We
have a very abundant crop, and on plants ten
years planted. This year they are as good as ever
they have been.

—

John Robb.

Arden House, Alexandria, Dumbarton-
shire.—The cold, l.ate, and changeable spring^was
very trying to fruit crops during the flowering
period. Apples and Plums are very poor. Cherries
average. Red, White and Black Currants and
Raspberries are very good. Gooseberries under the
average. Strawbeiries were an extra good cr.ip.

—T. Dingwall.

Destroyers.

THE PREVENTION OF POTATO DISEASE.

Galloway House, Wigtonshire.—The crops
in this district are the worst we have had since
the year 18sii. Apples are very scarce, many trees
fruitless. Those carrying a fair crop are Manks
C'odlin, Cellini, Early Harvest, Thorpe Pippin, and
Worcester Pearmain. Pears are very poor.' Of
the choice dessert kinds on walls, Marie Louise is
the only one bearing a fair crop. Pyramids and
espaliers of Louise Bonne of Jersey, Hessle, Swan's
Egg, and Catillac have very good crops'; these
blooming later escaped the severe frosts in
April, which destroyed the prospects of a
crop on those that flowered earlier. Figs a
failure, much of the fruiting wood having been
killed. Plums are good crops, especiallv Victoria
and Lawson's Golden Gage, which is probably the
most useful Plum for dessert in these northern

For six years past the French Government has
been making expeiiments, under the direction of
Dr. Aiine Girard, in order to test the value of the
EouiU'e Bordelaise as a preventive of the dreaded
Potato disease (Pbytopthora infestans), and in

the early part of last year that distinguished
chemist was able to report that the results year
after year had been so satisfactory, that the mixl ure
might with confidence be recommended as a pre-
ventive of the disease. Since then a number of
experiments have been made not only in other
countries of Continental Europe, but also in the
United Kingdom, with varied results, and this year
Messrs. James Carter and Co., the well-known seed
firm, of 237 and 2:;k, High Holborn, London, W.C,
decided to devote an acre of land on one of their
seed farms at Bromley, in Kent, and further, that
the experiment should be conducted on identically
the same lines as those on the French Government
farm at Joinville-le-Pont. The direction was put
in the hands of Mr. Henry F. Moore, the well-
known agrii'ultural writer, who consulted M. Girard,
in order that the chemicals used might be of
the same strength and quality as those used in
France.
The experiment was made on a field of a little

less than an acre of Potatoes, which were planted in
ten long double rows on April 8, the drills being 36
inches apart, a distance which Messrs. Carter
believe will be found more remunerative than if

planted more thickly, as it permits the rays of the
sun to penetrate the bed, an important factor in the
development of this crop. The varieties planted
were as follows :

—

Row No. 1.—Jlyatt's Ashleaf.

,, ,, 2.— Snowdrop.
,, ,, 3.— Beauty of Hebron.
,, ,, 4.—White Elephant.

,, ,, 5.—Carter's King of the Russets.

,, ,, 6.— Carter's Cosmopolitan.

„ „ 7.— Carter's Impr-oved Magntun Bonura.
,, „ 8.—Bruce.

,, ,, !*.— Carter's Surprise.

,, ,, It).— Iiuper-ator.

The whole piece was divided into four equal
parts, of which the first and third were dressed

with the Bouillie Bordelaise, and the secoml and
fourth left undressed. The strength of the mixture
was as follows :

—
22 lb. of Kulplmte of copper,

22 ib. of uu.slaked lime, and
100 gallons of water

;

this being the quantity necessary for an acre of

Potatoes. The sulphate of copper is of 9K per
cent, purity, and is the Macclesfield patent sul-

phate of copper, this being the same as that used
by M. AimS Girard in his experiments. For the
purposes of the experiment the first and third

quarters were diesscd with the Bouillie B rdelaise

on July 11 and August 2, and the second and
fourth left undressed. The mixture was applied
by the Ant-pest, the new knapsack ditiibutor,

invented by Mr. G. F. Strawson, which did the
work admirably. On the second occasion a
German machine was also tried, this ahso doing
good work.

During the period of experiment the weather
has been as follows :^

Aphil 8th to 30th.—Raiufall I'SO inches (on ten
days). The rain fell ora continuous days from
2-l,-25th to 28-20th (0-55 inches).

Frost was registered on thirteen occasions from
April 10th to 3Uth, in intensity ranging from
1 to 7 deg.

Severe snowstornr 1 a.m. to 8 a.m. April Kith.

May.—Rainfall l-4(! inches (on ten days). Very little

rain (1)21 inches on eight days) until after

the 24 2.5th ; and on the 25-2i)tli there was
registered 0')7 inches.

Frost registered on May 1st (5 dog.), May 7th
(4 deg.).

June.—Rainfall 2 04 inches (on fourteen days).

Thunderstorm 28th 8 30 p m. to 11 p m.
Thermometer, lowest, 35, highest, 98.

July.—Rainfall 2'53 inches (on eight days). Very ec-

vere thunderstorm on the 14tli, lO.l.'i a.m.
and 12. ."lO midday, when 00 iueh s of rain

fell. Thermometer, lowest, 30, highest, '.HI.

August.—Rainfall 3-35 inches (on sixteen dajs) : tho

heaviest fall was 27-28th, 0-98 inches. Ther-
mometer, lowest, 38, highest, 98.

September 1st to I4th.— Rainfall 0-57 inches (on

severr days). Thermometer, lowest, 35,

highest, 83.

Early in this month (September) it was clear

that disease had appeared in the undressed | or-

tions, and on September 6th one root was du^
from the centre of one row of each va'iety in the
first three sections, and with results that, should
the whole experiment support them, will conclu-
sively prove that (when properly applied) the mix-
ture is clearly a preventive of this dreaded malai'y.

In the following table the results are given of the
state of each root dug in each row of two dreseed
sections and one undressed section :

—
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be noticed) was the produce found to be all

sound. In other word?, 90 per cent, in one of (he
dressed sections and 100 per cent, in the other

dressed section was found to be all sound and
good produce, and in the case of the undressed
section only 30 per cent, were sound.

On September lu ar.d Ki the crops were dug,
when the following were found to be the condition
and weights of the different varieties of I'olatoes

on the four quarter plots ;

—

FiBST QUAET£R PlOT.— DRESfcED.

The following table gives the totals of the two
duplicate experiments :

—

Row and v.iticty.

Dressed
Plots.

Undressed
Plots.

In favour
cf dressed

plots.

Weifihtof sound tubers
Weight of unbound
tubers..

To'.aljield

lb. ewt.
! £9

11

11

cwt.
IS

1. Myatfs ..

2. Sncwdvop
3. Beauty of Hebron
4. White Elephant ..

5. King of the Rus
Eets .. ,

,

6. Cosmopolitin
V. Magnum Bjnum .

.

8. The Bruce.:
'9. Carter's Surprise

.

.

to. Imperator .

.

Totals

Row and variety.

1. Myatt'a
2. Snowdrop
3. B aiitv of Hebron
4. White' Elephant ..

5. King of the Rus
seti

6. Cosnaopolitan
7. MagDTim Bonum
8. The Bniee..
9. Carter's Sur| rise

.

10. Imperator ...'

It will thus be seen that from whatever aspect the

experiment is looked at, it is in favour of the

dressing by the ' Bouillie Bordelaise. So far as

sound tubers are concerned, the yield is over two
tons per acre more than in the undressed portion

(the two plots being less than half an acre), while

the quality of the tubers is better.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Second- Qu.\rter Plot

Ti,tals ;. 9 3 2 11' 29 20

Third Qu.rteb Plot. -D e eed.

Row and Variety.
Vtight of

,
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the disease that sometimes ciirries off the old

stock wliolosalu need not check the plant's culture.

It is easily raised from scei, and there were
bitches of "seedlings at Blieklinfj from seed sown
this season. l?y raisin;? a batch annually from

seed, we reduce materially (he risks of loss.

Papers read at the Drill Hall.—A corre-

pondent wriliiig lo us from Hants says: " Wh;it a
pity it is we cannot have tl e papers read at the

Drill Hall much earlier than is now the case. Take,

for instance, Mr. Bunyard's prac'ical paperin which
he dealt witli rout-pruning. How valuable would
i' have been had it been issued at once, seeing that

this very subject is now demanding the attention

of all fruit growers. By tlie time the paper is made
public all interest in the subject will have vanished

and the season for root-pruning will be over. Not
ordy does this hold good in the ease of the paper
referred to, but all are alike. When the paper is

read the matter is seasonable, but by the time it

appears no one can put the advice contained in it

into practice until perhaps another twelve months
have elapsed."

Tritoma Leichtlini distacliya.—The Torch
Lilies have now no rivals for brill ancy and they
are producing grand effect.s. The one that has the
above rather formid.Tlile name is decidedly novel

and very beautiful. The plant not being thoroughly
established only thiew up one spike, but this

sufficed to draw atlention to it, although situated

among many more. At first there was a long
slender spike, hardly as thick as a man's finger,

terminated by a flower-head of a decided greenish
tinge. Its distinction from other kinds is that the
spike must be fully developed before the flowers ex-

pand, as they open from the apex downwards. As
the flowers open they assi me a soft yellow colour.

In form they are different, too, being shorter, more
open and more bell-shaped than those of other
species and varieties. The anthers, which are
thrust out and protrude some distance, giving the
whole spike a peculiarly graceful brush-like ap-
pearance, are quite double the length of the flowers

and of a crimson colour with black tips. The
flowers, too, at this stage become orange-yellow.

The Scarborough Lily (Vallota purpurea).

—

The interesting letter of " Plantsman " on the Val-
lota purpurea in your issue of 24th ult. induces
me to write a few lines on the subject. I have for
many years cultivated this handsome bulb, and
have raised a considerable number of seedlings in

the hope of obtaining a variety, but without suc-
cess till last year and this. Out of a batch of
seedlings the seed of which was sown. I think, in

1889, I had one plant last year of a different col-

our to the usual type, a flower of which I sent to
you for inspection. This year from the same batch
I have flowered four, whicli are more decidedly dis-

tinct in colour, besides some which are of a daiktr
shade of the ordinary colour. To obtain thi^ seed
I used the pollen of the Belladonna Lily, but i hough
the colour of the flowers suggests the cross, there is

no difference in the habit of the seedlings or in the
shape of their flowers from those of the Vallota, so
that I am reluctant to believe in the cross. I have
still a few bulbs which have not yet flowered.— A.
Nl.x, Moiiiif Cliiirles, Tniro.

Vanda teres at Gunnersbury Park.—The
specimen of this Vanda from which the coloured
plate in the last number was made was from one
of the many tinely-grown plants in the collection
under the cliarge of Mr. Geo. Reynolds at Gunners-
bury Park, and not at Gunnersbury House, as
stated inadvertently in the foot-note relating there-
to. Vanda teres is there cultivated in large num-
bers, it being no uncommon circumstance for Mr.
Reynolds to have as many as 100 spikes in flower
or developing at one time. A finer lot of plants or
in more vigorous health I have never seen. They
'have now about completed their growth and bid
fair to be finer than usual another season. This
Vanda is not grown in an Orchid liouse, but in two
.houses, one devoted to Ixoras and the other to
Eucharis. The places chosen for them are the two
outer ends of these houses, which are connected.
Those in the Ixora house have a western aspect,

whilst the others have the eastern side in the

house devoted to Eucharis. 'J hose in the latter

house have not yet had a fair trial as to their

blooming caiiabili'lies, but to all appearance they

will yitld ,-i goi.d return. In the western aspect of

the Ixora hmise the Vandas receive the full bene-

fit of the sun lor a considerable time; hence thfy

are perfectly matured in growth. The plants are

grown in snrdl pots and trained erect near the

glass in three rows, the pots stood nearly close to-

gether, lieing plunged in a narrow trough in grow-

ing Sph.-ignum Moss. Their growth in such a suc-

cessful manner i< an apt illu.'tralion of the fact

that houses need not be exclusively devoted to

Orchid culture.— JAS. HUDSON, (iiinncrshiirij J/oiisi-

Gardens.

A NOTK FROM JAPAN.

Mr. Alfbei) PAitsuNS, writing' from Nikko,

July 28, siiy.s :

—

We had five days in succession last week
with rain falling in torrent.s, road.s and bridges

washed away., and landslips on the mountains.

It is a great country for weather and for vege-

tation. Tlie hills are all green to the top-
light green of Haniboo Grass and .shrub.s, and

darker greens of Pines and the infinite varie-

ties of deciduous trees. I wish I knew them
and the shrubs as well as I know the herba-

ceous plants, there are so many species which

are quite strange to me. There are plenty of

flowers to be seen, but as a rule they are

isolated among the Bamboo Grass and do not

make masses like our wild flowers at home. I

crossed a very wet
moor yesterday
which was better,

covered with purple
Iris — a very red

purple — and a tall

white Thalictruni,

and I got a couple

of sketches of it.

The Funkias are very
lovely with their

spikes of pale or dark
mauve flowers, and
the auratum Lilies

are spotted about
on the rocks and under the densest trees. I saw a

Lily I admired very much this morning, greenish

white, with purple spots inside. I suppose

by the leaf , it is allied to giganteum (see

sketch). There were only a few plants of

it in a damp wood. It

was from 2 feet to 3

feet high. There are

many kinds of Hydran-
gea. The climbing one
is handsome, but, like

manyoftheotherthings.
grows among such
tangles of trees and foli-

age, that one cannot get

a chance to .sketch it.

I found a lovely little

wall plant this after-

noon growing by the

celebrated red lacquer

bridge, bright shaded purple, with a yellow

centre, rather larger than thi.s — a kind of

American Ciiwslip, I suppose (see sketch).

shrubby members of the order Labiata; that are

hardy in this country, for tliough very numerous,

nearly the whole of them are herbaceous subjects.

It forms a free-growing, much-branched bush

clothed with ovate leaves of a hoary character ;

while the flowers are borne in great profusion on

the upper part of the shoots and arranged in

closely-packed axillary cymes. The colour of the

flowers is a rich lavender-blue. In the case of a

thriving specimen, the succession of bloom is kept

up to such an extent, that the j.lant is for the

greater part of the time quite a mass of lilue.

Th-s Caryopteris is a native of China, from whence

it was introduced in 181 1 ; but it not entirely lost,

it was almost unknown till within the last few

years, when Messrs. Veitch directed attention to

its merits. It can be propagated by cutiings of

the young growing shoots put into sandy soil and

placed in a close frame at any time during the

summer months. In planting it permanently, cold

wet soils should be avoided, for it succeeds best in

a rather light, but deep soil that is by no means

parched up during the summer.—T.

Obituary.

Caryopteris mastacanthus.— Scarcely hardy
enough for the open border in the neighbourhood
of London, this forms a very satisfactory specimen
when treated as a wall plant, for it will bloom from
the early part of September or even before that

time till it is stopped by sharp frosts, often till the

end, or nearly so, of October. I( is one of the few

Mr. .Jaraes T. Pringle, a well-known Northum-

berland gardener, died suddenly, at the age of 42, on

the 8th ult. at Benton Hall, wlure he bad been gar-

dener for the past V, years. He was particularly sue-

eessful in the culture of the Clirysantheuium.

Mr. Samuel Farquhar, who had reache 1 the

ripe age of 815 years and was for the long period

of 52 years head gardener at Dunecht House, near

Aberdeen, died on September 12. During the long

period Mr. Farquhar was gardener at Dunecht he

enjoyed in a marked degree the esteem of the

former proprietors, Mr. Forbes and the late Eail

of Crawford and Baloaires. In all matters per-

taining to his profession he took great interest,

and he was ever ready to assist by sound advice

those who consulted him on horticultural matters.

On account of advancing years Mr. Farquhar re-

linquished his appointment at Dunecht Hi use

fifteen years ago.

Mr. George Bond, of Clematis Cottage, Lyd-

bury, North Shropshire, died, we regret to hear, on

August 16, aged 8li years. Mr. Bond was in his

youth employed in Kew Gardens, and his fir.-t

visit to Walcot, the Shropshire seat of the Fail

of Powis, was to paint a sketch of a very fine

specimen of the Mango tree. Subsequently he

accepted the position of head gardener, which

he retained for the long period of forty-seven

years, during which time he served three Earls

of Powis. By the last Earl, owing to his advanced

age, he was eight years ago pensioned off. A note

as to a very fine Douglas Fir which Mr. Borid

planted in the gardens at Walcot appeared in

The Garijen of September 10 (p. 224).

Building a forcing hou6€(.4" Old Hiihurilcr).

—Your best plau will be to consult a practical hot-

house builder.

International Horticultural Exhibition.
—We have received a list of awards that have been made

to the exhibitors at the above. We give it iu full in

our advertisement columns.

Names of plants.— 11. Jf.—Possibly a Pyrus ;

impossible to name from such a scrap ; send better

specimeu. .4. /. H.— Cornelian Cherry (Cornus

mas). S. Eellmanti.—Hicyca antrula^us. Anon.
- 1, Stanhopea oculata, good variety ; 2, VaniJa

ecerulea, poor form ; 3, Cattleya speciosissinia, poor

;

your other names are correct. Mrs. G. C, Giecn-

irell.— 1, Campanula pumila ; 2, C. p. alba; 3,

Veronica rupestris ; 4, Aster acris ; 5, Steuaetia fpo-

^.ioga. .4. C^io/iners.—Hedychium chrysoleu:um.

T. Saiinda-.i. — Kpidendrum xaulliinum.

M. J. M.—l, La;lia Perrini ; 2, Cattleya Loddigesi

;

3, Lajlia Dormaniana H. Bcaumniit.— l, Dendro-

biotn Phatenopsis Statterianum ; 2, D. superbien.s ;

3, Cattleya aurea, fair form ; 4, Lsclia elegana Sclnl-

leriana. Bessie Wiiram.— 1, Adiautum hispidu-

lum; 2, Blechuum occidentale ; 3, Pteris serndata,

a good crested form. T. B. .4.-1, Phlcbodmm
aureum ; 2, Cyitoinium caryotideum. J. B.—Neot-

topterie australasica, not N. uidus. T. B. F.— Pyrus

aria.
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WOODS AND FORESTS.

WHAT TO PLANT.
By injudicious planting^planting the wrong
kind of trees on the wrong class of soil—more
trees are killed every year than from all other

causes combined. This death-rate in the case

of a plantation may occur immediately after

planting, may go on for years, or may come
about at a certain period of the tree's existence.

Examine a piece of damp, low-lying ground

where Alder, Willow, and such like trees should

have been planted, but which instead was tilled up

with Sycamore, Oak, and other trees that can-

not bear stagnant moisture, and the pitiable

sight of dead and dying stems will testify to the

fact that in order to be successful in tree plant-

ing no haphazard work should be engaged in.

Then, again, a large plantation of Larch alone

had been formed on a deep gravelly soil, and
at the age of hardly twenty years every tree

was found to be pumped, this peculiar class of

soil being far more suitable for the Scotch and
Corsican Pines (Pinus sylvestria and P. Laricio)

and the Douglas Fir (Pseudotsuga Douglasi),

any of which would have made rapid headway
and remained perfectly sound. Take a chalky
soil as another example, and where the Beech
and Beam tree thrive to perfection, and it is

well known, at least to those who have studied
trees in relation to soil, that a calcareous ftr-

mation is very unsuitable for many of our forest

specimens. But this is the ca.se with almost
every class of soil, and in a mixed plantation
where varieties of soils occur, wherever a tree is

growing vigorously it will be found on examina-
tion that the soil is of the particular kind that
is most suitable for the particular species of

tree. To the haphazard system of tree plant-

ing that is far from uncommon on many small
estates, a good deal of the apathy of the land-
owners to engage in planting is entirely due.
Failure after failure has too often been the ex-

cuse of the landowner for putting a stop to
planting on certain parts of his property, and
rightly too, for it is not to be expected that a

series of experiments irrespective of cost can
now-a-days be tolerated in the clothing of a
certain tract of ground with wood.
Not long ago on a medium-sized English

estate a young plantation of between 30 and
40 acres in extent was formed, but as the trees

were unsuitable for the most part for the class

of soil, nearly every plant died out in two
years, and the proprietor, with the man who
formed the plantation, came to the conclusion
that the ground was unsuitable for being
planted with trees. In answer to an inquiry
as to why the ground should lie idle, more
particularly as it was an eyesore from the
dwelling-house and lawn, the owner truthfully

remarked that already it had been twice planted
and twice had failed, and as the cost was con-
siderable he had made up his mind to let the
piece of ground run wild, adding that he had
also come to the conclusion that it was unsuit-
able for growing trees upon." I may add that
now there is a thriving crop of trees on this

same piece of ground, thanks to the advice of

one who had devoted considerable attention to
the affinity of trees and soil.

But this is only one instance of many
that could be given, and clearly shows that
unskilfully planned work in tree planting has
often a raost prejudicial effect on the owpers

of land. I have seen a line of a half-hardy

tree planted on an exposed mound as a screen,

with the result that in less than two years

all were either dead or so disfigured that they
had to be pulled out. Now a line of Scotch
and Austrian Pines looks happy and contented
in their stead.

Wrongly- planted trees, trees placed in posi-

tions where they can never become half deve-

loped, three trees growing where one was
ample, and such-like cases are, unfortunately,

the order of the day in almost every part of

our country, but particularly in Southern Eng-
land. The system of mixed planting mini-

mises the evil somewhat, for as the unknowing
cautiously remark, if one does not do, another

may. This is bad work, and only worthy of

being censured and condemned, especially as it

is well known to those who have studied their

work what kind of tree or trees will do best

on certain soils, and all without wasting money
needlessly on experimenting. A. D. W.

case for the health of the plantations it is to be

recommended that every particle of branch and
stem be removed from the woodland.

A. D. W.

THINNING WOODS AND PLANTATIONS.

The general thinning and pruning of woods and
plantations will soon be ia full swing, coniferous

kinds being first taken in hand, and afterwards,

when the leaves are down, the hard-wooded spe-

cies. At the outset in regard to thinning planta-

tions, two important points will require to be kept
in mind, and these are whether the plantations are

meant to be, in the strictest sense of the word, for

economic value or for purely ornamental purposes.

To maintain an unbroken leaf canopy in a wood-
land where clean, straight timber is of first con-

.sideration should first be aimed at, and this is

particularly the case with Pine plantations. If

each tree is allowed so much room that the lower
branches remain green and intact, the value of the

timber is considerablv. from its becoming rough
and knotty, decreased in consequence ; whereas if

grown so thickly that when forty years old the

branches on each tree only start out at, say, from
20 feet to 25 feet from the ground, the timber will

in consequence be clean and free from knots, and
of the greatest value for building, &c. Larch tim-

ber grown purely for economic purposes should,

when of the height of, say, 60 feet, not stand fur-

ther apart than 12 feet, and this applies to most
trees of the Fir tribe. In this way the stem-

branches as the trees grow are killed off gradually

from the ground upwards, and at the age .and

height specified above, about three-fourths of the

tree's height of stem should be destitute of

branches. On the other hand, where purely

ornamental trees, be they of whatever kind,

are of first consideration, the individual speci-

mens should not stand clo.=er at any time
than will allow of the full spread of the lower
branches, the maintaining of these in a healthy
growing state being what is first wanted. In ex-

posed woodlands and at high elevations great care

is necessary to keep the outer line or lines of trees

rather thick, just cutting away such specimens or

even branches as will cause but little gap for the

entrance of wind. Towards the middle of the

plantations the trees may stand further apart, and
in thinning out be careful to remove all unhealthy
trees, or should it be noticed that a particular kind
is doing well, retain as many of these as possible.

Crooked, or cankered, or wind-sw;iyed trees should,

of course, be removed first, and then regulating of

the remainder will be easy.

As thinning proceeds it is well to prune off rival

leading shoots and shorten back such branches as

are interfering with other specimens ; but, gene-
rally speaking, pruning need not receive much
attention unless where the individual specimens
are grown far apart and valued principally for

their foliage outline. The branches should be tied

into faggots, excepting those of the Pine tribe,

which may either be reduced to ashes on the ground
or conveyed out'ide to meet the sime fate. In any

Decay in timber.—The chief causes of decay in

timber are known as wet rotand dry rot ,both of which

are indirectly due to the action of moisture—in the

former by assisting the decomposition of the tis-

sues of the wood, particularly the alburnum or

sapwood, and in the latter by aiding the growth

of certain cryptogams which obtain their nutri-

ment from the substance of the wood. The re-

duction of the natural moisture in the wood itself

by proper seasoning, and the prevention of the

access of external moisture, is to some extent

accomplished by a coating of some impervious

substance, such as tar. Paint sometimes prevents

wet rot, but for the reasons noted above, this is

not always successful. The same means are gener-

ally supposed to destroy, or at least to retard dry rot,

but with the same unsatisfactory results. Thei-e

is this peculiarity, that an excess of moisture is

unfavourable to the growth of fungus which feeds

on the woo 1 ; a'so, when the circumstances are

favourable, such as a moderate degree of moisture,

which raost woods pofsess in themselves, and the

existence of a warm stagnant atmosphere, no mere

coating of paint will prevent the mycelium of the

dry-rot fungus from penetrating to the interior of

the wood. Once this gets effected, its destruction

is rapid.

Removing ornamental trees.—In lifting

and removing large ornamental trees, great caie

is requisite not to cut, bark, or otherwise injure

the roots in course of the operation ;
and in order

to guard against such a contingency, I have been

in the habit of using digging forks for this purpose

in preference to spades, by which means the risk

of damage is lessened to a considerable extent. In

planting the trees, should the soil be poor and ex-

hausted, some rich friable loam should be brough

and mixed with the soil. This will have a benefi-

cial effect in promoting the growth of the trees.

The roots should be well spread out in all flirece

tions from the base of the stem, and care should

be taken to see that they do not cross or in any

way overlap each other. Stake, lie, and fence the

trees according to their requirements, and apply

a good mulching to prevent a too sudden evapora-

tion ; and if thought necessary, fini>h by erecting

a screen cage of branches around the tree to shelter

•ind break the force of the wind until such tin",e as

the roots take to the soil and get established. A
very efficient shelter may be erected for this pur-

pose by placing four upright posts in (he ground

at right angles and at a reasonable distance from

the tree ; then, by nailing on say three or four

horizontal rails, and warping in a few branches, a

useful screen can be formed at small cost, and

on exposed situations will be found highly benefi-

cial to the trees.— A.

Wood for rustic work.—The Oak and Birch

lioth occasionally produce fine gnarled knots upon

their stems and branches, both of which are valu-

able, when properly selected, for constructing

bridges over small streams, seats, beneath fees,

summer-houses, and such like structures which

have a place in woodlands. Select suitable pieces

of the branches with proper bends, and, when dry,

store them away in a well-ventilated shed to season

and be ready when wanted.— J.

"The Garden" Monthly Parts— Tht» journal u
po-

lished in nmtlv bound Monthly Farts. In this forvi tht

coloured plates are best preserved, and xt m most suitable for

reference prerious to the issue of the half-yearly volumes trice

U id. ;
post free, Is. 9d. Complete set of I'olumes oj The

Garden from its commencement to end of 1891, forty vo«.,

price, cloth, £29 8».

"Gardenlrg Illustrated ' Monthly Parts. - ">;«

journal is published in neatly bound Monthly Parts, m which

form it is most suitable for reference previous to the issue of tht

yearly volumes. Price bd.; post free, M.

"Farm and Home" Monthly Parts.-I*« journal it

published in neatly bound Monthly Parts in
•«''«J(f"" '' "

ko8( suitable for reference previous to the usue of the yearly

volumet. Price M.; post free, id.
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" Thifl is an Art
Whii-h ciios mend Nature : change it r.itlior ; but
ThK AllT ITSELF 18 NATrRE."-i7l<ul-.«;)«ar£.

Chrysanthemums.

CHRYSANTHEMUM NOTES.
Thf. past few weeks have been especially fa-

vourable til the growth of Ohrysaiitheuiums, and
I Jo not remember a season when the flower-
buds havi; appeared to swell so rapidly. I

should ima4,'ine, too, that those cultivators who
have selected the later buds will be the better
rewarded at flowering time. I take this view
after having seen several collections just lately
where many buds were taken ([uite early in
August, ai d indeed some in July, such cases
after a spell of fine weather resulting in un-
gainly and ill-formed blooms. The autumn
dews are so natural to the proper growth of the
Chrysanthemum, that the plants may be left in
the open quite as long as is consistent with
safety from frosts. Of course, it is not easy to
say when the fir.st is likely to occur ; but by
observation each year a grower can form some
idea in regard to the particular locality he is in,

and can again follow the rule that in low, damp
.situations the enemy is likely to do harm ear-
lier in the season than on breezy hillsides
The first week in October is a time that suits
most people, and by all means let the plants
be outside till then, e.xcept in the case of any
sort the buds of which may be showing colour.
Take such under glass forthwith, at least dur-
ing the night-time, for it must be our care to
keep away moisture from the flowers. The
glass structures may be got ready by cleaning
the glass inside, and thereby gain all the light
possible, .so essential in giving good colour to
the blooms. The plants should not be placed
under glass with the leaves in their mildewed
state, which cannot be properly kept at bay
during the damp and cold nights of September.
Housing time gives an opportunity to tho-
roughly dust lioth under and upper sides with
flour of sulphur—after all the surest way of
checking or killing this pest. Another enemy
to plant life, and perhaps the worst, namely,
aphides, cannot be properly dealt with until
the Chrysantliemums are inside. When once
allowed to get a hold there is some difficulty,

especially in the ca^e of Japane.se forms, .some
of which are so laced and interlaced, in entirely
freeing the florets from their grasp. It is ad-
visable to fumigate three or four times, say on
alternate evenings, and I would advise that
proper, that is, not cheap, tobacco-paper be
used. Then no damage will .accrue, even if the
flowers are unfolding or, for that matter, fully
out. Care, however, must be taken that a
little ventilation is given before the sun's rays
reach the glass in the morning.

In regard to arrangement, some effect must
be sought when the [dants are placed in con-
servatories proper, but where e.xhibiting the
flowers at shows is the ol)ject desired, then I
fancy very little thought should bo centred upon
eff"ect. The plants which are backward shoidd
be placed in the sunniest or warmest end of a
greenhouse, ami those that want retarding will
be in the coolest part. Unless the house be a
lean-to facing .i sunny aspect, I do not believe in
shading whilst the flowers are expanding, not
even those of the incurved section. Enough
may be done by just covering with sheets "of

papir to ward off the sun from the pure white

flowers and the very dark colours, the.se being
the more (iasily spoiled. Any jiarticular flowers
nuiy be kept some days in a fresh state by placing
the plant in a dry outliouse or shed. Tliis is better
than cutting the Idooms and keeping them in

water. I remember some blooms of the variety
Elaine had been preserved in such a m.annerfor
over three weeks, and then gained a prize at one
of our great shows. The details of watering
and air-giving are most important in the case of
Chrysanthemums under gla.ss. When first put
inside be very sparing with the former and give
plenty of tlie latter.

" For a few days, if at all

sunny, damji the floors among the ]dants, be-
cause the cheek from tlie humid atmo.sphere out-
side is somewhat severe. Do this in preference
to watering at the roots, as the action of the.se

seems for a time stopped as well. Afterwards,
when water is given, let a good soaking suffice

till the plant is again on the dry side. The
fact of the plants being placed clo.se together
is enough to show us that their wants as to
water are lessened. Apply now and then a
slight dusting of some fertilising manure to en-
courage surface roots and thus assist in giving
finish to the blooms. Too much air in fair

weather cannot be given, but close the venti-
lators and just warm the hot-water pipes at the
a[)proach of fogs, which, haiJijily for our country
brethren, do not cause such anxiety as with
those within a measurable distance of London
and other large towns. When raining, again,
ic is not wi.se to have much ventilation. For
incurved Chrysanthemums, fire-heat is not re-

quired, only for the above-named purpcses and
to expel moisture after watering, although in

some ca.ses here it may be needed to bring on
flowers to time. For instance, the Prince.ss
of Teck family respond capitally to a hot
temperature, and I have often allowed them
to expand from a bud state in a stove
heat near the glass and without air. But,
generally speaking, it is the Japanese kinds
(and of these those sorts like Golden Dragon,
Mrs. Wheeler, which may be called fan-
tastic in form) that require a moderate amount
of continual fire-heat to unfold their florets.

Complaints of damping are very plentiful each
year, and I do not suppose this season will be
different in this resjiect from others that have
passed. I am certain overfeeding with stimu-
lants during summer is the first great cause
of this trouble, and one of the minor causes is

want of jjroper attention to air-giving. But
there is one cause of decay in the flowers for
which damping is often blamed, and that is

tli.eir becoming scorched in the same way that
(Jrapes are if air or fire-heat be not given in
early morning to dry up accumulated moisture
before the sun has reached them. If there is

any fear of this through the ventilators being
closed to keep out damp, by all means shade
the blooms in some way for an hour or two till

the inside of the house has become dry and
pure. H. Shiiksmith.

Chrysanthemum Mme. Edouard Lefort.

—

This Chrysanthemum, which last year received a
first-class certificate from the National Chrysanthe-
mum Society and an award of merit at Chiswick,
is a first-rate variety for blooming in the open bor-
der during the months of September ;ind October.
It is of a good sturdy habit, and forms quite a bush
that reaches a height of la inches to 2 feet. Two
desirable features are, first, the fact that it does not
require any artificial support ; and secondly, the
blooms are borne on good i^tout stems, so that they
retain their position in spite of wind and rain, and
do not hang over and hide their beauty as many do.
The individual flower,^ are about a couple of inches
in diameter, with reflexed petals that are divided
at the points, thus giving to the bloom a lighter

appearance than is to be found in some Chrysanthe-
mums. In colour the llov/eis are of a deep golden
or orange-.vellow, shaded with red in the centre.

It is usually classed as a pompon, though in

(ommon with many others the blooms are a good
deal longer than those of the pompons on which this

section was originally founded. Its greatest charm,
however, consists in tlie fact that it supplies a
grand mass of colour in the open ground for a long
time in spite of unfavourable weather.—T.

Tender Chrysanthemuins.— It is clear that

some kinds of Chrysanthemums are far more ten-

der than others. Of this I bad a most striking

illustration after the severe frost here on Saturday
night, September 17, when the thermometer, 'A feet

from the ground, registered 10^ of frost. Such se-

vere frost had a bad effect on our Chrysanthe-
mums. Many of the tall plants suffered in a re-

markable way. Of some kinds the greater portion

of the leaves is blackened and a large number of

the best kinds killed. It is odd how some kinds
suffer compared vnth others, and all growing side

by side. The following kinds suffered the most-.

Peter the Great, Mrs. Charles Carey, Ralph Brockk-
bank, Mr. Bunn, John Sharpe, and Mrs. Freeman.
—J. Ceook, Forde Abbey.

CULTURAL NOTES.

No time should be lost now in getting under cover
all plants except those grown for producing late

blooms in quantity ; even these should have protec-

tion from frost by placing the plants rather closer

together, so that a temporary covering of tiffany

or any light material could be quickly thrown over

them in case of need. I'lants that are grown to

produce large blooms and which have large buds,

are quickly injured by frost after a shower ; there-

fore it is a pity to allow them to remain outside

for even a day longer than is necessary.

Arranging the plants after housing is worthy of

some consideration, but the manner in which this

can be done depends very much upon local circum-
stances. Where practicable, an effective manner
of grouping them is the best ; in this way consider-

able pleasure is derived in examining them and
comparing varieties. No position suits them better

thanvineriesor Peach houses after the fruit has been
gathered ; the leaves about the time the Chrysan-
themums are placed under cover will be falling,

thus admitting more light to the plants. Wliere
possible a span-roofed greenhouse is the best place

of all to flower the plants in. A long sloping bank
arrangement is the best in vineries or Peach
houses, placing the colours according to taste. If

exhibiting is the chief point in cultivation, the
Japanese varieties should be placed at the warmest
end of the house, or, what is better, in a house by
themselves if possible, as they will stand more heat
than the incurved when opening their blossoms,

and indeed they are improved by the assistance of

heat.

In all cases place the plants as near to the glass

as possible, as they will then have the benefit of

all the light available. The colours of each are by
this means brought out more in their true charac-

ters than they can be where the light is at all dif-

fused. The flower-stems do not become drawn up
weakly as they do when the plants are far from the

glass. The strength of the flower-stem is a good
indication of what is to follow in the shape of large

blooms. Generally, the number of plants cultiva'fd

for the production of large blooms exceeds the

space to flower them in to allow each separate

standing room without overcrowding. Mildew
very soon makes it appearance upon the leaves

inside the group, and if not checker', rjuickly

spoils the plants by the premature loss of

their leaves. It is al.so a good plan to dust
over the leaves inside of the group with flour

of sulphur as soon as the plants are arranged

with a view to keeping the mildew in check. Sul-

phur of a brown colour is best, for the reason that

it is not so conspicuous. The best means of applj"-

ing it is by the aid of the Malbeck bellows distri-

butor, inserting the nozzle of the bellows among
the plants ; the sulphur is then puffed over the
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leaves thinly, which is quite as efifeotive as cover-
ing them thickly and rendering them unsightly.
All the air possible should be given the plants
after housing both night and day ; a close atmo-
sphere will only incite the elongation of the pe-
duncles and induce any late plants to make ex-
tended growth, which may be at the expense of
the strength. In the case of continued or foggy
weather for several days, it will be an advantage
to the plants to make the hot-water pipes warm,
thus maintaining a buoyant atmosphere, which is
a means of checking the spread of mildew and the
damping of the blooms, which under deficient at-
mospheric influence will quickly do much injury to
opening blooms. Wiiatever watering is required
should be done in the morning

; it is seldom that
tlie plants will require water more than once a day,
and not always that. The pots being placed closer
together, air does not pass among them so freely,
and the sun does not so readily reach them

; there-
fore the soil does not dry so quicklv as when the
plants are outside. Continue to feed the plants as
advised previously. About this time of the year it
is often noticed that the plants show signs of a
lack of vigour, the foliage is not so bright and
green nor so crisp to the feel as a few weeks since

;

this is owing to their being gorged, as I might
term it, by the free use of stimulants, such as
animal manures and various kinds of chemical
mixtures. The best means of giving the plants the
required healthy tone is to give them sulphate of
ammonia only for a week or two at the rate of one
tablespoonful in 4 gallons of clear water twice a
week, the intermediate waterings to consist only
of clear water. After a few applications the veins
will gradually assume a deeper tint of green,
spreading over the entire leaf, thus recuperating
the plants. Plants which are late in the develop-
ment of their buds will be benefited by a dose or
two of sulphate of ammonia, Jirst giving them one
dose of nitrate of soda, half a teaspoonful to each
.t-inch pot, powdering it fine and sprinkling it oyer
the surface, afterwards watering it in with clear
^*'^*'=''-

E. MOLYNEUX.

NEW EARLY CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
A PINE collection of these may now be seen in
flower at Ryecroft Nursery, Lewisham. Last year
Mr. Jones collected new Chrysanthemums from
every available source, and among them it was
thought that the earlies from France would be
likely to awaken fresh interest. The plants of new
Chrysanthemums are sometimes received in any-
thing but a happy condition from the raisers and
it often takes a year or two to thoroughly brinjr
out their latent beauties. The latter may be said
of the set, as it is termed, of 125 from Delaux of
last season. All those kinds named below possess
qualitiessuch as should ensure their wide cultiva-
tion :

—

Mme. Marie Constans helonga to the present yearand IS a beautiful variety. Opening lemon-ivhite, itbecomes pure when fully out, and its florets a,re of
great length, like those of the well-knowu Fair Maid
of Guernsey. It is a full flower aud very graceful

(tLoire de Mezin is another introduction of this
year, winch gamed the eertifloate of the NationalChrysanthemum Society at its last meeting. It is atuU reflexed Japanese form of a rich amber colour.ine plant is of medium height.
Secretaire Alfred Bleu.-A large Japanese

flower whicli may bo called an early Carew Under-wood, so much does it resemble that kind in shapeand colour.
=w^,,^

Mme. Bagaric is a pretty rose-coloured bloom oftliedroopmg Japaueso form. It is dwarf in growthand free flowering. "

r^r.^;
^°"«'"S"?>'. ^'hite, with shades of purple, is apretty Japanese form. '

Mme. Gabus is a small pompon of excellent form

pfnk
free-flowermg habit. The colour is soft

iJi/''? ^™°"'fr~'^'i'' '^ " '•'^''''^''d flower withlong florets of a pretty amber colour. 1 1 may 1 e likeued
to that super!) kind Criterion
Alfred Werle.-A la.-g,. Jap.mese sort with droop-

Th^e cn?r,!;
-""^ °"«°*

'i^'" ^r^'^
""'^ ki^ds Jet raised,the colour is a soft aud taking shade of rose.

Mlle. Eugenie Klein.—A pompon with toothed or

fimbriated edges, blush-white in colour and very neat.

It has also the dwiuf habit of growth so desirable.

Mme. Greard is a very pure white .Japanese flower,

in many respect? a rival to Mme. Desgrange.
M. Albert Galv struck me as an exceedingly

dwarf Japanese kind of tine quality. Tlie colour is a

rich shade of bronzy red.

Alfred de Montbello, an extra largo graceful

flower of a silky mauve colour, was also very conspicu-

ous.

Mme. Eulalie Morel is a ceiise-ooloured 'bloom

with a salmon shade. It is a loose Japanese form aud
is a canital grower.
M. Pierre Cassagneaii Is a reflexed flower of good

size aud the colour raaroon-crimsou, tipped yellow.

Zelmire.—This is a small pompon of a distinct

form. It has here and there a tioret sent out beyond
the rest which gives it the appearance of a miniature

Japauese. The colour is bright yellow.

A'eove Cliquot is another pompon with toothed
edges ; colour re J and very neat.

M. A. Herlaut is also a pompon. It is fimbriated,

the colour dark crimsou with yellow tip?.

Mme. Gabrielle Fontaine will be admired for its

colour, which is a light terra-cotta. It is a loose

reflexed flower of medium size.

M.me. ZeI'IIIR LioNNET is a splendid gain to the
early Chrysanthemums for cutting. The colour is

rich audKn'-yellow and the flower of medium size.

The special value of this kind is its extraordinary
freedom. The plant grows to about 18 inches in height
and is really all bloom. Were it not for the rule that
certificates of the National Society are not given to

decorative sorts unless shown in a growing state,

that honour would have been accorded this variety the
other day.
Lady Fitzwioram is another excellent kind, so

dwarf as to make it a perfect gem as a pot plant.

Pure white, and not unlike the variety Avalanche in

form, but smaller. A dozen blooms, each about 4
inches across, may be had on a plant no more than a

foot in lieight.

tiENEUAL Hawkes is, I Consider, the best early kind
of its colour, a deep rich purple-crimson. It is a
Japanese variety, and was ^raised by Mv. Owen,
Maidenhead.

NOTES OFj THE WEEK.

Chrysanthemums at Pinsbury Park
The twelfth annual display of Chrysanthemums in this

park is now open tu the pulilic daily from ten o'clock.

New H.P. Rose Marchioness of London-
derry.—This is a very fine Rose, and about the
largest bloom I have ever seen, being in fact nearly
as large as a Magnolia. The description given by
the raisers, Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons, of

Newtownards, seems quite correct. It is as fol-

lows :
" One of the largest Roses yet introduced,

the colour ivory-white, petals of great substance,

shell-shaped and reflexed, highly perfumed, and
free-flowering, especially in cut-backs ; a most
valuable addition to the white-coloured section."

Messrs. Dickson have sent me two blooms, which if

equalled when exhibited in a box of twelve next
year at the National Rose Society's metropolitan
show will most undoubtedly cause a sensation.

—

Charles J. Geahame, Croydon.

Surplus bedding' plants. — The Commis-
sioners of Her Majesty's Works and Public Build-

ings intend to distribute this autumn, among the

working classes and the poor inhabitants of Lon-
don, the surplus bedding-out plants in Hyde and
the Regent's Parks and in the pleasure gardens,
Hampton Court. If the clergy, school committees,
and others interested will make application to the

superintendent of the park nearest to their respec-

tive parishes, or to the superintendent of Hampton
Court Gardens, they will receive eaily intimation
of the number of plants that can be allotted to

each applicant, and of the time and manner of

their distribution. Any cost of carriage must be
borne by the recipients.

• It is officially announced that the surplus

bedding plants at Battersea, Finsbury, Victoria,

Southwark, Dulwich, Ravenscouit, Clissold, Water-
low, and Kennington Parks, Victoria Embankment
Gardens, and Myatt's Fields will be ready for dis-

tribution on or about Oct. 21. Applications for

the same, which will be dealt with in the order
they are received, should be made early to the
superintendents at the respective parks.

Habrothamnus carminata rubra out of
doors.— I was iimcli surprised a fortniglit since to

come across a plant of this generally recognised
greenhouse climber growing out of doors without
any protection whatever in the wild garden at

The Court, Cockington, Torquay. The plant bad
evidently suffered a little fiora the frost of last

March, but it was said to have been growing there
some years. Certainly the place is much s-heltered

by high trees. Ferns, and undergrowth, a clear

space having been kept for this and some conifers

growing near.—E. M.

Vanda Sanderiana.—There are two species

of Vanda flowering during the present season
which may in many respects be . ccounttd the
finest in the genus. The older ore of these is V.
ccerulea, whose beauty of colour and wealth of

blossom do so much to brighten the Orchid house
during the autumn months. Its rival, the subject

of the present note, is a much later addition to

our collections. It was found by one of Messrs.
Sander and Co.'s travellers on the island of Min-
danao (one ot the Philippine group) in 1881. In
size, its Howers may be said to take the first place
among tlie Vandas, some having been found to

measure 5 inches across. From four or five to a
dozen of these are produced on a raceme. The
two petals and the upper sepal are broadly oval

and of a pale, rosy lilac, crimson dots occurring at

the base. The lower sepals are fawn coloured and
netted conspicuously with brownish crimson ; they
are considerably larger than the petals, sometimes
measuring 2 inches across. The lip, in proportion
to the other part of the flower, is small, and in

colour a dull crimson. On the whole, the flower is

veiy striking, and the species is one that every
warm collection of Orchids should possess.

Tecoma capensis.—Treated as a greenhouse
climber, this plant has, except in a very few
instances, proved a failure. Although it grows
with the greatest freedom, the amount of sunshine
it obtains, even near the roof glass of an unshaded
conservatory, is not suflicient of itself to induce it

to bloom satisfactorily. A method of culture has,

however, been pursued during the last three or

four years at Kew which proves the plant to be
of the greatest value for autumn flowerine, as a
batch of plants in the conservatory there (No. 4)
plainly testify. These plants are irom li feet to

2 feet high, each consisling of a single stem sur-

mounted by a large raceme of flowers. The leaves

are of a deep rich green and are pinnate ; the
raceme is composed of several scores of flowers,

the latter having a tube 2 inches in length, divid-

ing at the mouth into five segments, and thus
making the corolla nearly 2 inches across. In
colour it is a bright orange-scarlet with a slight

tinge of purple on the petals. To obtain jilants of

this description it is necessary to take cuttings as

early in spring as possible from the new growth
;

these should be struck in bottom heat singly in

3-inch pots. When the pots are fairly full of roots

the plants should be given a shift, using a rich

loamy soil. Up to June or July they must I

be given the ordinary treatment of greenhouse 1

plants, but after that time should be stood out of '

doors in a warm, sunny position. If tlie plants
have grown well they may be again shifted, this

time into 7-iiich pots. The flower-spike as a rule

shows in August, and shortly after two shoots

appear in the axils of the uppermost pair of leaves
;

these shoots must be removed at once, thus giving
the flower-spike a free hand. The plants may now
be taken indoors again, placing them in the cool

greenhouse or frame. By giving a little manure
water a few times and an occasional spi inkling of

some fertiliser, both the size of the racemes and
the colour of the foliage are improved. My ex-

perience is that with this treatment nine plants

out of ten flower, and it would be difficult to find

anything giving a brighter effect in tlie greenhouse
than they do during the months of September and
October.
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Flower Garden.

SUNFLOWERS.
(UELIANTlirs.)

Pkopi.k are very apt tn plant SunHnwers in

out-of-the-way ])lact;.s, wlicro the soil is poor and
uncongenial, ami then the flowers are small and
spare, disaiipoiiiting the grower. The Sun-
flower deserves to he well cultivated, and then
the blossoms of some kinds, wliether single or

double, are of giant .size and development.
Wherever planted they should have good soil,

and while there is much in the ([uality of the
variety, it is also eert.'iiu that a good soil has a
great deal to do with the production of fine

tlower.s. Someone has styled tlie Sunflower
" the king of the flower garden," and there is a
kind of regal aspect about it. It is common to

see llijwers more than a foot f crojs, and the dark

rigidum. In Mexico, from whence the commcm
annual Suntliiwer was introduced, it is said to

attain a great height, with (lowers large in pro-
portion. The Sunflower i.s, indeed, a plant of

some importance in several ways. In the United
States whole acres of land are sown with Sun-
flowers for the purpose of preparing oil from
the seed.s. This oil is very pure, and little in-

ferior to that of the ( )live for domestic pur-
poses : it also burns well. In Portugal the seeds
are made into liread, and also into a kind of

meal, in whicli form they are found to be an
excellent substitute for cottee, while they are
utilised for other purposes.

add to the beauty of g;udcn5 we have now the
fiery tints of many coloured autumn foliage. Con-
spicuous on ahnost every house is Ampelopsis
Veitchi, certainly one of the most deservedly
popular plants in the whole list of climbers.— J.
GUdO.M, Uosport.

Lobelia Paxtoni.— It is worthy of notice how
after a few years a plant goes out of cultivation to
a great extent, and after a time it is again taken
up. This has happened in the case of this fine

L'jbelia. Many of us well remember when it was

NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.

Veratrums.—These have been extremely showy
in the past summer, and though all the three
varieties producing green, white, and black-brown
flowers are by no means showy, they are capable
of producing an excellent effect, especially when
grown into strong groups. These plants are very
vigorous growers, and yet one hears complaints that
they do not thrive after they have been divided. I
have noticed that this fault is attributable more
to the operator than the plants. In the first place,
they should have the soil deeply prepared, adding
at the same time a quantity of light stutV. But it

centre stands out conspicuously when margined
with its broad zone of golden-yellow petals.

There are dwarf and tall furms of the single and
also of the double varieties. The last-named,
when of a fine double character, are very impos-
ing subjects

; but the current taste certainly
runs in the direction of the single in preference
to the dorrble varieties. There are many varie-
tie.s of perennial as well as annual Sunflowers
that are of great value as border plants, and
many grow them for cutting from at the end of
the summer and in autumn. They are best in-

creased by partiirg the roots about the middle
cf October, or later, according to the season,
soon after the flowering period is over and
planting out in good soil. The perennial varie-
ties are generally of free growth, throwing up
many stems and producing large quantities of
flowers. Some are double and some single.
Some of the best are Helianthus atro-rubens,
angustifolius, decapetalus, doronicoides, gigan-
teus, multiflorus fl.-pl, orgyalis, and rigidus,
the last perhaps better known as Harpralium

Sunflowers in vases.

seen in almost every garden. It is a mist desirable
kind, although not as dwarf as some, but it is none
the worse for this in many types of garden decora-
tion.— J. C. F.

Autumn flowers.—Seldom have we had such
a wealth of outdoor flowers. The reason of this
unusual display Is, that the latter end of summer
has been as remarkable for its gtnial rains and
fine still sunny weather as the early part of the
year was for drought and fi-osty nights with drying
easterly winds. Although frost has already touched
the Dahlias and all sorts of tender flowers, a few
miles inland here, where the sea breeze protects
us from these very early visitations of frost.

Dahlias are now at their best. Sweet Peas, that
have been flowering all the season, are now if any-
thing fuller of bloom than ever; the pure white
one, a perfect gem for cutting, is really flowering
as freely as at midsummer, only that the stalks
are shorter. Asters of the Victoria kinds and
Stocks of the Queen and Ten-week forms continue
to branch out and flo.ver splendidly ; and what a
splendid sight is a good bed of Chrysanthemum
uliginosum and the less majestic, but not less

beautiful, Anemone Honorine Jobert ! Then to

is not so much the planling that I have seen to
be at fault. We too often overlook the other
half of the operation of transplanting. It does
not matter how carefully you plant if you have
given the roots their death-stroke during the pro-
cess of lifting them. Of cour.-e this apjilies ruore
to some plants than others, and to no genus more
than that of Veratrum. For instance, if you do
not cut sliar-p and clean all round, but lift the
roots without having first cut them, ycu simply
stretch and lacerate them in such a manner that
the outer covering is torn from the inner strings,

and otherwise the whole length of the stronfr at d
long twine-like roots becomes ruptured. When
the loots are replanted in the teeth of winter,

and with wet wtather coming on, they rlecay

instead of sending out new fibres, as would cer-

tainly be the case had they been cleanly cut and
not torn. There is little doubt; that the indif-

ferent growth which some apparently strong roots
make for a year or more is largely due to the
rupturing of the roots which takes place from b.\d

workmansliip in the process of liftin?.

Lilituns.— It is important that the base roots
should be retiincd, that is in the process of trans-
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planting. It is true we receive nuny o! t'lem

from tlie tra-le as bire as a ball, Ixit that doe^

not prove that such a condiion is the best. If

you are dealing with bulbs freshly liftei, retain

all the basal roots yoa possibly can, an! plant as

soon as possible, in order to reap the full advan-

tage which surely exists in the case of rooted

bulbs. A rootless bulb miy not grow well the

first year however carefully planted, especially in

the case of some Liliums of the semi-rhi?,omatous

species. But it you deal with freshly-dug well-

rooted bulbs with ordinary care, you are pretty

sure to have vigorous growth afterwards.

Daffodil bulbs.—The mouldy species some-

times to be observed on bulbs that have been out

of the ground for a month or more may be due to

various causes. If badly harvested or badly stored,

they may turn mouldy in such a way ; but I

have also seen them in such condition when appa-

rently well dried. The thing I most abhor as a

producer of fungus on bulbs is the pacliing mate-

rial largely employed, especially by the Dutch
people. I mean the Buckwheat chaff. The par-

ticles of meal settle on the roots and bulbs, and it

S3ems as if the inherent moisture of the roots

themselves is sufficient to moisten the meal for the

production of mould. Of course, such bulbs as

Tulips that have dry smooth tunics may better be

able to resist mould or fungus from this cause. In

all cases it is better to clear the bulbs of the

speckiness by well airing them and afterwards

placing them in a liox covered with very dry

powdered charcoal. So treated for a few days,

they may be planted at once with a bitter chance
of success.

Campanula pyramidalis.—The fine pot spe-

cimens seen in many conservatories at this period

of the year are the result of pot culture under
hardy conditions, as being plunged in the open in

summer and plunged in ashes in cold frames close

to the glass in winter. The present is a good time

tD pot up small stools or offsets, which may or may
n^t have fibres, as they are pretty sure to grow. It

i-5 rather important to do this whilst the offsets

are leafy ; then immediate root-action takes place.

It is safer, however, after cutting the offsets,

whether the cut has been sectional or vertical, to

place the roots to dry for a few hours. The roots

are extremely full of a milky juice, and it is desir-

able that the cut parts should be quite dry and
healed up or contracted before they go into the

moist soil. This drying process also facilitates

another matter. The leaves and stalks then become
slightly soft and bend without breakin?, which, as

already stated, should be preserved. If you handle
this plant much when the roots and foliage are

quite fresh, they snap off at almost every turn.

The softness from the drying process soon disap-

paars after the cuttings are placed in the pots, and
if placed in a cold closed frame they plump up
and grow away freely. There is, of course, the
system of raising from seed, but I alw;iys get

quicker results from root-cuttings and offsets in

the above way. This tall Campanula, which flowers

in pots for six weeks nearly all the length of its

stems, from 4 feet to 6 feet high, is not only a
good plant for corridors, conservatories, and occa-

sional groups, but in the hardy border all its

shades, from white through puce to bright blue,

are extremely effective amongst Dahlias and Holly-

hocks, and similar tall things which do not include
blues.

Kosa Wichuraiana.—Through the kindness
of an American friend I have been put in possession

of a picture of this as well as living plants. It is

described as a rampant grower with a creeping
habit, suitable for rockeries. I have been growing
it now for six or eight months, working it from
slips, and it is evidently a species that may be
grown to advantage on its own roots. It may be
described as a very small dark evergreen -leaved
firm with slender trailing stems, producing from
the lateral shoots clusters more or less large of

large white flowers, much resembling the autumn
Anemone (A. japonica). It is quite distinct from
all the small species that I know.
Primula Munroi.— It is delightful to see the

flowers of these in the latter half of September,

when it is all but alone in the opan garden as the

representative of the genus. The flowers aie fra-

grant, and the stout little scapes are just of that

character to withstand wind and rain, which seem
to serve only to make the plants flourish and flower

more. Raised from seed, this species, like nea'ly

all of its family, proves variable. I know many
lose this plant, but it is from no want of hardiness

on the plant's part. It simply grows itself out of

the surface, and then in summer its groit-like

corms become dried up and perish. It should be

grown in a moist, cool place and have an annual
top-dressing of sandy peat. Not only will that

suit it perfectly, but it might be grown like a
weed in company with the hardy Cypripediums
and other Primulas, such as sikkimensis, farinosa,

scotica, and a few of the Gentians. It does not

object to sunshine if you secure for it plenty of

moisture and a fair covering for i's roots.

Geranium Wallicliianum. — My remarks
apply to a variety known to me as Mr. Buxton's, of

which I have several times before spoken. I am
induced to do so again fr.im the fact that my
original plant from Mr. Buxton is now in grand
form in its original place on a dry quickly sloping

bank. lam told that the plant is short-lived, and that

it should be grown in a very moist part. Also that

this sturdy-growing variety with its grand Nemo-
phila-blue flowers with an almost white eye is but
the ordinary ortypical form. All I can say is that

the plant sent to me by General Lowther-liisown
introduction from India - is a very different thing ;

certainly similarin form to the Buxton variety, but
with an extravagant bounding habit, the growths
rushing out all around -1 feet to 8 feet long in the

stem. Tlie Buxton variety rarely exceeds a^ length

of stem of Ih feet. My present plant is four years

old and yet vigorous. Not only is the situation

dry, but the .soil is light. These facts are directly

opposite to the experience of some of my corre-

spondents who have tried the plant. I can only ex-

plain the difference by stating that my climate is

humid ; I am in the river valley and on sandstone.

So much for the conditions of culture, but as to the

worth of the plant itself too much cannot be said ;

it flowers for months in succession, and the blooms
of the end of the season seem the brightest and
most beautiful. J. Wood.

WoodtuUe, KirlistaU.

NOTES ON BULBS.
Want of space is a common complaint with
those who, from a real love of flowers, are

trying year after year to increase their stock

of hardy plants, while they cannot at the same
time increase their borders or enlarge the size of

their premises. This is the case with a great many,
including the country clergy, whose gardens are

often very small, but who yet like to make the

most of the little they have. t)n this account the

advantage of making use of the Grass on the

lawn for bulbs at this time of the year is at

once evident. For while well-kept Grass is in

itself very pleasant to walk on and always

pleasing, in early spring before mowing time

flowers studded about with care and in

proper places look well in it. The only

flowers suitable for the purpose are those

produced by bulbous plants, which early

in the year send up their beautiful blossoms,

then die down, and speedily get out of

the way of the mowing machine. In spring,

after the dreary waste of winter, we appre-

ciate flowers out of doors more, perhaps, than

at any other time, and the flowers which greet

us then are apparently, if not really, more
beautiful than at any other season of the year.

It is then that the hedgerows abound with

Primroses, and teach us by the loveliness and
the prolific abundance of their flowers on some
mossy bank that one element of lieauty in

flowers is to have a mass of bloom of one sort

of plant occupying a corner or a portion of

the garden. The same thing is taught us by

another of the wild flowers of the spring-time—

the wood Anemone. In open glades of our woods,

ju,st before the leaves come out on some warm
April day, few things are more beautiful than

the great masses of bloom of this Anemone,

which must rank among the most delicately

tinted of all the wild flowers of the year.

Bluebells almost lose their individual attrac-

tions by the way in which they crowd together

in sunny glades, but the great sheets of blue

produced by their numberless flowers and the

faint perfume which in hot, still weather fills

the air make the woods delightful, and their

colour often forms one of the characteristic beau-

ties of landscape scenery as painted by our great

artists. The same may be said of another of

our most lovely wild fli)wers, the single Daftbdil

or Lent Lily. Where it does grow, it grows in

great abundance, and it is hard to gather the

flowers without treading down others and spoil-

ing the buds, which spread themselves so thickly

on the ground. Those who have space in the

garden or shrubbery should certainly imitate

this display of natural beauty in our woods.

A dry moat is often nothing more than a deep

dry ditch with a scattered Laurel or Rhododen-

dron trying to grow on its .sides. It is in

reality an opportunity for a display of sheets of

the golden blossoms of the common yellow Cro-

cus, or for the early blue Squill, or the pale

flowers of the Star of Bethlehem. Some of our

hardiest bulbs which flower early are cheap

enough now-a-days to be bought by the thou-

isand and jjlanted in the Grass or round about the

trees. Sods of the common Scilla sibirica are

most beautiful grown in this way and they last

a long time in flower, much longer than the

Chionodoxa, which perhaps is in some re-

spects more beautiful and certainly equally

hardy ; indeed, if Chionodoxa Lucilise is once

planted in any place where it can grow at

all, it will remain there and flourish for years, if

not increase. But the bulbs of this are .still

dearer than those of the common blue Squill,

which is therefore the best for putting out in

large quantities. Another blue flower of spring,

the Grape Hyacinth (Muscari botryoides), is

pretty placed round stumps of trees, and the

same may be said of racemosum and monstro-

sum. They will all of them give plenty of

flowers in May, and the fragrance of one or two

species is delightful. Now is the time to put

them in ; hence tlie importance of looking over

the bulb catalogue, not merely to choose diff"e-

rent .sorts of Hyacinths and Tulips, but for the

purpose of making the whole aspect of the gar-

den gay in the early spring months. For that

purpose these cheap and common bulbs must

be bought in large quantities. Ornithogalum

uinbellatum is another bulb not so often seen as

it deserves to be, for it gives no trouble and

will bloom anywhere, just where it may be

planted to cover some empty space, or espe-

cially in the Grass, for it will become a weed if

let alone, and a very pretty one too, as many of

our so-called weeds are, and worthy of admira-

tion. But this Star of Bethlehem is indeed

worth growing and can be had at a cheap rate,

so that it can be introduced into any garden

where there is room for it, or pushed into the

Grass with a little light soil put into the hole

with it. But even that is not necessary, for

this pretty starry flower will in reality take care

of itself after being once established.

But Crocuses are the real glory of the spring,

each bulb gives so many flowers and the variety

of colours is so very striking. They will go on

for years in the same place. I have had them

on the south side of the house against the wall

in the gravel of the walk for fully fifteen years,
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and still every year they conic up. but only the

yelluw one. .Tiie pui'iilo and wliito have all

but ilisaiipeared. Snowdnips are almost enually

beautiful and are more useful in one way, tlial

they can be gathered for a spring nosegay,

though for that matter I have seen a dinner-

table' decorated with golden Crocuses which

opened their throats well in the light and heat

of the dining room. Snowdrops grow and in-

crease rapidly even in shady aspects. When
growing wild, the finest specimens arc often

fimnd under the shade of a great Blackberry

bush, and in the garden they will do well on

the shady margin of the shrubbery. (Juano

water has a wonderful t tl'ect upon them if given

in the growing season after they have flowered.

In a damp sunny corner Gladiolus Colvillei

albus The Bride will go on increasing from

year to year in the west. Here I find it better

to take it up, but that may be as much owing

to the nature of the soil as to the climate, for

in a light saiuly .soil many things which would

quickly perish in a heavy clay soil will bear

the winter's cold and wet. Mine is not that,

but it is to a certain extent stitf, and therefore

against l)ulbs which are at all delicate.

I tind the common Martagon Lily—that is,

the purple one-- grows semi-wild in my shrub-

bery and back borders. It seems to sow itself

casually, and then it comes up with great luxu-

riance, and its tine flowers send up a tall

pyramid of dark-coloured reflexed blossoms. I

wish I could say the same of album and daliua-

ticum, but they are both dear and scarce. Perhaps

with care they will become as common as the

purple L. Martagon.

A Glovcestebshire Parson.

NOTES FROM SYON HOUSE.

It is only in such gardens as those of Syon that

one can enjoy the complete seclusion of the country

and moft of its pleasures within touch and sound

of the tlirobbing. restless life of London. Though
these charming gardens are bounded by the high-

way on 01. e side and fl mked by the Thames on the

other, with glimpses c-f Kew Gardens in the further

distance, yet so far as any signs of traffic or

symbo's of outer life are concerned, one might

as well be in Northun.beiland or Scollard. No
doubt this feeling of seclu.sion, wiih the intrinsic

beauties of the demesrc, its many fine trees and
shrubs, some of i hem of great antiquity, its long

lake richly furnished, broad glades of turf, and
brilliant flower-beds, endears it to the present

duke, whose patromge of horticulture, as well

as that of several of his predecessors in the peerage,

is well known and gratefully remembered by
most lovers of the gentle art. The pleasure grounds
cover a wide area of between (JO to 70 ficres, and
are intercepted in various directions by about .5

miles of walks in ca[iital condition. The lake,

which forms a striking feature, is spanned by two or

more bridges, and forms a very striking, pleasing

feature, thou.;h it is one of the many gifts of

Capability Brown ti Syon. But mellowed through
age and judicious planting and softened through
oc<: isional curves, there is a gocd deal to be said

in favour of Brown's canals, as they were jeeringly

called almost before his fame as a landscapist began
to wane. One of the most obvious charms of Syon
is its happy linking of ihe new on to the old. For
instance, just recently many new shrubs and trees

have been planted, notably a collection of about
forty Oaks, and these virtually join hands, ns it

were, with the venerable Mulberry Irees that
were probrdily planted by the monks here in

1.J18, when Syon was a monastery, or at some
later or earlier date, when it was supposed to

have been the site of a botanic garden. The
Lebanon Cedars are more notable for their clean-

ness, length and size of bole than for their wide
sweep of boughs. One hundred feet spread of

branches and 1.") feet girth of stem are not uncom-

mon. The clear height of several Cedar boles

without break or bough suggests great timber pos-

sibilities, which seem to have been seldom realise I

except on its native Lebanon Mountiins. Some
very line specimens of I'avia llava and P. rulirn,

and the beautifcd Liquidambar, far beyond the
size it is generally met with, form notable objects

at Syon. Common and Spanish Chestnuts, the
Walnut, and the seldom-seen Judas tree are also

well represented in these beautiful grounds. The
black Poplar runs up with line boles over 100 feet

high, and Limes to 100 feet or more, while cut-

leaved Alders, ('retan Maples, and Sophora japo-

nioa are from ,'!0 feet to 100 feet in height. Here
Ihiiving plants of Stuartia virginica 20 feet or

more, Halesia tetraptera and other novelties were
seen. There were also fine specimens of Pinus
Pinaster, macrooirpa, and others, and many fine

Yews, though Syon is not a very genial home
for conifers, which may partly account for its not
being overplanted witli these to thetacrifice of its

deciduous trees and shrubs. And yet, singularly

enough, the lions of Syon are conifers, albeit, deci-

duous ones, viz., the Taxodium distichum, of which
there are several striking specimenii,the finest of them
all being over 100 feet in height, and the root ex-

crescences or knees shooting up over more than 100

feet of turf to heights of 2 feet or '.i feet in Ihe
most grotesque manner at the most erratic dis-

tances. Such a tree would form a striking object

pny where, even in its native swamps of Florida, and
the effect is, if possible, greater at Syon from its

close proximity to a fine example of the cut-leaved
Alder oveihanaing the lake, and near to Weeping
Willows and other semi-pendent shrubs or Grasses.

The extensive pleasure grounds at Syon are set

in green and crowned with verdure, and here in

the flower garden we find the rich chaste blending
of co'our of sufticient area or mass as a set-off to

the former as well as a relief to the massive
grandeur of the noble conservatory that forms
the background.

The conservatory is 40C feet long, and forms a
perpetual garden under glass of great extent
and beauty. The place of honour, the centre

dome, is furnished with an enormous mass of

the gigantic Bamboo (Bambusa arundinacea), the
shoots of this Y'lant rushing up at times at

the rate of a foot a day. Near here, too, are

some fine Date Palms, 65 feet high and 4 feet

through, and other stately giants ; also fine

pieces of Encephalartos CafEeri, Phcenix farinifera,

Psidium chinense, Eugenia Jambos, and the

.':eldora seen Iron- wood tree (Sideroxylon inerme),

with hosts of Caryota«, Latanias, Chamairops,
Livistonas and other Palms, masses of Sugar
Cane, Orange trees, &c. But the.'e are mere
samples of a few pickings of the plants of the
world that find a spacious home in this great con-

servatory. In other parts of the gardens whole
houses will be found devoted to the culture of

Vanilla, Bananas, and other special purposes, as

well as to large supplies of stove and greenhouse
plants for decoration and adding to the permanent
plants in the conservatory at their special seasons.

Mr. Wythes also grows large quantities of the fra-

grant Nicotiana affini«, large collections of Be-
gonias, quantities of Lilies, Draca;nas, Crotons,

Eupatoriums, Arum Lilies, &c. Bouvardias are

also grown in quantity, mostly planted out in sum-
mer and potted up early. Quantities of Heaths,
Epacrises, Azalea.', &c., were being prepared for

useful service by making or ripening fine growths
in the open air, while hosts of Primulas, Cinerarias,

Cyclamens, and Chrysanthemums in all sizes and
styles of growth, from huge natural bushes to

thousands of dwarf bushy plants, with the tall

single-bloom-to-astem form, the smallest of the
three groups, all forming magnificent material for

their various purposes. Quantities of Pancratium
were in bloom, and a whole houseful of the finest

variety of Hymenocallis macrostephana coming on
for future use. Close to the conservatory are five

or more useful houses for growing choice Crotons,
Draca;nas,Ixoras,Gardenias, and oi her choice plants.

Ferns, small Palms, and other foliage plants for

house decoration. Syon has long been famous
for its culture of tropical and rare fruit. My first

visit was to see Ihe Mangosteen, not,. however,
then in a stite of mtitnrily. It still luaintains, or
has raiher gre.-itly extended, its old fame. It will

prove a surprise to many to find how well Mr.
Wythes cultivates the Banana, and how freely the
two sorts Cavendi^hi and Paradisiaca fruit. The
Vanilla also grows like a weed, ard fruit.s, or shall

we say pods, freely. As for Grapes, Peaches,
Apricots, Tomatoes, Melons, their merits are often
in evidence in the jiapers. Besides other houses
and pits devoted to special purposes there are
twelve in one range, nine of which are devoted to

Grapes and Figs and three to Peaches and Necta-
rines. These houses are hardly .uch as modern
Grape growers would choo.se today; they are

large and lofty, the range being mostly built b r

the culture of rare trojjical fruits, and it speaks
well for the skill of the cultivator that such ad-

mirable Grapes are grown, four or more of the
houses being Muscat of Alexandria and four of

Hamburghs. To add to the difiiculty of these
lofty houses, supplies of fruit and all garden pro-

duced must be provided early. Hence pot Vines
are used for the earliest crops of Grapes and
several low close pits are employed for this pur-

pose, the growth of Cucumbers, Melons, Figs,

and other purposes, several pits being devoted to

these purposes. For the second crop of Grapes to

ri[)en in May, Mr. Wythes trusts to young Vires
planted yearly in a house and removed when the
crop is finished—a plan that seems to answer ad-
mirably. He then pulls up some of the larger

houses in succession, and so maintains the supply.

He has one great point in his favour : most of the
Grapes are cut as soon as ripe, so that the Vines
soon get rid of their burdens.
Peaches and Nectarines are largely grown and in

fine condition, the Victoria Lily house being con-
vetted into another Peach house at the time of

my visit. Figs are specially well grown in pots
and planted out, St. John's being reckoned one of

the earliest and best for pots, the White Marseilles

the second best for early forcing. It was pleasing

to find two very old friends—the Brown Turkey
and White I.'chia— the two chief favourites at
Syon. About 4000 pots of Strawberries were
being prepared for their winter and early spring

work, the sorts being VicomI esse Hericart de Thury,
Keens' Seedling, La Grosse Sucree, Auguste Nicaise
and Sir Joseph Paxton. Among plant houses in

the kitchen garden are several Orchid houses filled

with a good useful collection. Others are devoted
to Begonias, Eucharis, Heaths, double Primroses,
Tuberoses, the Pearl being preferred ; Ihe latter

are kept perfectly cool, so as to bring them in for

bloooiing in the late autumn, when they are most
in demand here.

The kitchen garden, which contains about six
acres, was crowded with a full supjily of vegetables
of all sorts in the highest condition. The walls

are exceptionally lofty, from 13 feet to 1.5 feet, and
remarkab'y well clothed with Peaches, Nectarines,

Plums, Cherries, Pears. The Apricots, mostly on
west walls, have been already noticed. Peaches
and Nectaiines were pictures of health and full of

fruit on Ihe south. C< rdon Pears and Plums are also

good on the west, and the north is fully furnished
with Cherries, chiefly Morellos. I). T. F.

Iiilium Maximowiczi.—This is a very pretty
member of the Tiger Lily group, by some re-

garded as a distinct species under the names of

L. Maximowiczi, L. jucundum and L. pseudo-tigri-

num, while by others it is considered a variety of

L tigrinum, in which case the varietal names em-
ployed are Maximowiczi and jucundum. One fact

in connection with it is that as a rule the other
members of the tigrinum group are past their best

before this is in Hower, so that it stands out as

the last to bloom of the numerous Lilies whose
colour is more or less of an orange-red. L. Maxi-
mowiczi has a smaller bulb than any of the Tiger
Lilies, and forms altogether a far more slender

plant, while the most marked feature of all is the
total absence of any bulbils in the axils of the
leaves, as in L. tigrinum and its varietif s they form
a very distinct fiature and a very ready means of
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propagation, for should the weather be rather

damp about the time of flowering, these small

bulbils will often produce roots while still on the
stem. Some of the bulbs of L. Maximowiczi bear
a considerable resemblance to those of L. Leicht-

lini; in fact, it lias before now been put forward as

a red form of this last-named species, but the two
differ from each other in so many ways, that such
a suggestion is scarcely probable. Another theory
i-i that it is a hybrid between a Tiger Lily (perhaps
Fortunei) and L. Leichtlini. This is put forward
by Dr. Wallace in his publ cation " Notes on
Lilies," and such might indeed be its origin. It is a
native of Japan and is sent from there during the
winter in company with several other species,

headed, as far as numbsrs are concerned, by L.

auratum, most of which find their way to the
various auction sales of these bulbs held during
the winter months.—H. P.

THE AURICULA.
Thts is an important period in the life history of

th:i Auricula. It is the time of preparation for the

season of rest, and at such a time the ordinary

gardener, who does not think anything more of

Auriculas than he does of zonal Pelargoniums, may
find that some choice plant has damped off be-

cause a leaf has been left too long in a state of

de'ay, or a flower-stem has been allowed to decay
and rot the plant at its centre. Amateurs must
learn that no plant is more impatient of neglect

than the show Auricula. I use the word " show "

because it has become the recognised term
to distinguish the Auricula of the old florists

from the alpine Auricula, a very different plant

altogether, different in its origination and its pro-

perties as a garden plant. The alpine Auricula

stands the vicissitudes of an English winter out of

doors much better than the Auricula does, and it sel-

dom suffers from a little inattention. At this time of

the year the fancier knowing exactly what atten-

tion is needed will see to it that the plants are

duly cared for. When frosty nights set in the

outer leaves decay, and when they are quite limp

should be removed. The established plants should be

now in frames, with the lights drawn off whenever
the weather is favourab'e. The glass lights should

also be made water-proof to prevent drip from in-

juring the plants by soaking them with water at

this season, even if the drip does not go into the

centre of the plants and kill them right off. Every
good cultivator of Auriculas is a raiser of seed-

lings, and his plants at the present time are of

vario'-'s sizes, from the tiny seedlings pushing their

.seed leaves out of the ground to the full-grown

robust specimens, which will throw up their flower-

trusses in the autumn, to the chagrin of the experi-

enced cultivator, who is well aware that no well-

defeloped trusses will be obtained from such plants

in the spring. A correspondent, who finds his

choicer specimens pushing out their flower trusses

one after another, wishes to know what he had
better do with them. What I do in that case is to

pick the flower-buds off as Foon as they can be laid

hold of with the fingers. If this is done, the stem
gradually dries up and can be pulled out by the

fingers; whereas if the stem is snapped oft', most
likely it. will become a mass of rottenness, and
might die down in this state and cause the centre

of the plant to decay. When the flower-buds are

removed the plant will form a new centre, and
may not flower again until the spring, but the

trusses are seldom so good as in the case of

those plants which did not produce flower -

trusses. The flower-pots in which the plants

are growing should be kept quite clean and the sur-

face of the soil free from weeds. Green-fly must also

be kept from the plants, and the troublesome

Auricula aphis (Trama Auricidrx;) should at least

be kept from the neck of the plants ; it may work
undergr-ound without doing much injury, but if

allowed to cluster round their necks it goes some
way towards strangling them. Cleanliness, plenty

of air, and attention to the quantity of water given

tD the plants will be the means of keeping them
in good condition during the winter. Full-grown

unbloomed seedlings require e.xictly the same

treatment as the named varieties. Offsets put; in

at intervals during the summer and autumn may
also be wintered in the cold frames. As the
winter season closes in upon them, the outer leaves

decay snd mu.--t be carefully removed without
pulling up the plants with them. I have generally

kept the smaller offsets in hand-lights ; they get

abundance of air and light I here. The tin v seed-

lings which have been produced from seeds sown
in July, that is as soon as they were gathered f I'om

the plants and dried, may also be kept in the

frames or handdights until sharp frosts set in,

when they are better in a house from which frost

is excluded. If they are put in such a house the
seeds continue to germinate all throirgh the
winter months : the larger number will vegetate in

the month of February, and as soon as the first

leaf is formed, other than the seed leaves, prick
them out in .'t-inch pots, using the ordinary
potting soil underneath and a little fine fandy
soil on the surface in which to prick out the very
tiny plants ; they would be lost in roirgh, unsifted

soil. Correspondents are constantly wriiing about
Auriculas, and very few of them have any idea
about the distinctive characlers of the show and
alpine varieties. I have b=en writing entirely

about the show section, which comprises the
green, grey and white-edged varieties, and also

the selfs. They are all known by their white
centres densely coated with farina. The leaves

of many varieties are also thickly coa*ed
with farina in the form of a dense fine white
powder, but some varieties have quite green
leaves. There is no powder on the leaves or

flowers of the alpines, and yet the leaves ara so

different from the quite green leaves of the show
varieties, that a fancier could tell which was show
and which alpine at a glmce. Information is also

sought as to the treatment of al(jines. My experi-

ence with them is that they are quite hardy if

planted in the open garden and well established,

and they seldom require to be disturbed. The
plants will grow freely and spread widely, forming
dense clumps of flowering growlhs. They should
have a surface dressing of good rich compost
around the stems once a year either in the autumn
or the spring. I tried experiments with the al-

pines out of doors thirty year's ago, and prored
them to be most excellent border and rock garden
plants. I had some plants that were eighteen
years old and had never been removed, but they
had a little fre^h material put around them every

year. They were left in the old garden. Some
I planted where I am now, and they have con-

tinued to do well for about ten years without re-

moval. We grow a two-light frameful of plants

in pots, which also give very great satisfaction in

their way. They are principally for exhibition,

and for that purpose the very best varieties must
be grown, and they are repotted every year, the

plants being reduced to single crowns at the time
of repotling them. Sometimes varieties with very

perfect flowers are not of vigorous constitution.

The.-e require care in their culture, and would not

do for planting out. Only the vigorous growing
varieties should be planted out, and they ought to

be in such a position that water does not stand
about their rocts in the winter. They like good
deep soil. Heavy loam is much improved by the

addiiion of mortar rubbish, sand and lea'-mould.

As far as regards pot culture, alpines require the

same treatment as the show varietie.-^.

J. DOUKLAS.

Modiola. geranioid'^S has been very biautiful

in marry plirces in the neighbourhood of Londnir. The
plant is well fitted for hanging over ledges in the rock-

work, arrd thiivt s in light lonirry, well-drairred soil. It

should be plauted irr the full sun. The large saucer-

shaped flowers ai-e of a deep rosy crirrrson.—W. Gr.

Malva lateritia.—This will be found useful

for a warm sunny rockery. The flowers are pro-

duced singly upon long peduncles It grows about
a foot or rather more in height and spreads con-

siderably. It makes neat three-lobed leaves, and
is very showy when allowed to grow upon the

rockwork fully exposed to the sun. It is one of

the olfl-fashioned plants which should again be-

come Dopular, and appears to be a n.ative of Monte
Video'—W.
Mirabilis miiltifiora ( Cr. Iloc?ieti).—1he plant

of which you send me flowers was introduced some
few years ago from Califurnia by Mr. Thompson,
of Ipswich. The flowers are borne in great profu-
sion in terminal panicles, and are large and spread-
ing, bell-shaped, rich purple in about two shade*.

I have seen this plant only once, and I do not know
irs habit. Perhaps Mr. Thompson will kindly tell

me and other readers of The Gakden something
of its requirements.—W. H. G.

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.
The early September frost was this year strongly
in evidence, and 12" were registered on the morn-
ing of the 18th ult. in one or two places in the
immeeliate neighbourhood. With only 6* and aU
foliage very dr-y, we have as yet escaped compara-
tively unscathed. With the exception of the big-

leaved Tobaccos, nothing is injured. Nicotiana
colossea I can recommend as a grand sub-tropical

plant. It does its work very qinckly from the
seed-pan, the habit is goorl, and the individual
leaves of immense size and fine form. It is, un-
fortunately, like all the family except affini-, very
tender and its season consequently shcrt. The
frost has touched the Dahlias, but has not seri-

ously affected them. They have been very fine

this year, and are very effective both as single

isolated plants, in a mass, or in contrasts of colour

in blocks and lines. Beds of Fire King with Des-
grange Chrysanthemum and the free flowerirg

Marguerite are very bright through early autumn.
A very showy border is composed cf a front row of

white Marguerites backed with Dahlia Cochineal,
the latter backed with the white Constance. Con-
stance is wonderfully free, and although the finely

serrated and elegant Mr. A. W. Tait is perhaps
more in favour as an individual flower, nothing
can beat Constance for freedom of growth and
flower, anel for its value for bold massing. Another
very pret'y autumn bed is composed of alternate

plants of Chrysanthemum Mme Desgrange and
Aster acris. This Starwort does not as yet seem
generally known, but it is a gem—colour a
lovely shade of dark lavender, height from 30
inches to l!6 inches, and lasting a long time irr

flower. The particular section of annual Asters
known as bedders, seed of which can be procun d
wonderfirllylrue lioth as to height and colour from
most of our leading seedsmen, is now a special

feature in most flower gardens. To inquiries as to

how best to secure a bright and lengthened dis-

play for a small flower garden, to be produced at a
minimum of time and expense, I would suggest

that the above-named Asters in variety, together
wiih the dwarfest of the Phlox Drummondi, seed-

ling Verbenas, where these flourish kindly. Lobelias

and Petunias should follow Wallflowers, Polyan-
thus, Silene, and fome of the Daffodils. A mistiike

is often made in being too late with the sowing
of things for this second planting. The seed should
be sown by the end of March, and if house or

pit room is insufficient, a one or two-light frame,
or even hand-lights resting on a bed of leaves of

sufficient depth to produce a little warmth, will

answer the purpose admirably. If sown in this man-
ner, it is well to exercise a little special care with the

tiny seeds of Lobelia and Petunia. The advent of

fr-ost has made us glad to house not only all cut-

tings, but all lolants connected with summer flower

gardening, as specimen Ivy and scented Pelargo-

niums, Heliotropes and Margrrerites. I like to get

these in fairly early so that flower and foliage re-

main in tolerably good condition for some time.

A batch of good shapely Marguerites is, after

cutting round them twice at the interval of one
week, carefully lifted, potted, and consigned to a
shady corner tor a few dajs, when they t:ike their

place in an empty vinery or Peach house, and come
in ver-y handy for cutting through the dull months.

Mention of these Paris Daisies reminds one of the

similarly named Carnations, Marguerite oi Marga-
rit.a. I hope the correspondents who complained
last year of very poor flowers and a big proportion
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of singles liave been more fortunate this season. I ;
cut off by frost. I remember on one occasion we have not made strong growih, not lieing more than

suppose rather more than seventy-five per cent, of
|

had a sharp frost in the middle of September, which il inches high, but are remarkably hoaltby, and are
our batch had double, and some very fair flowers

among Ihem. The latest batch has been lifted and
potted, and will yield a very nice picking of button-

hole flowers for some time. Other plants Ib.at.

must soon be housed are those that have been used
for forming groups in dilYerent iiarts and positions

in the flower garden. I drew attention early in

made the outdoor garden quite bare of bright
,

just forming a mass of colour, the individual blooms
flowers. A bed ol Asters just coming into bloom
was protected with mats, and gave me an abund-
ance of fine flowers fora month afterwards. It is

well worth going to fhe trouble of protecting them,
for therein nothing that can equal the Aster for

cutting during the eaily autumn months. Xalur-

being smnl!, but just the thing for cutting

a time when most useful. J.

and at

C. B.

1 he season to the value of such arrangements for ally, for late blooming the seed must not be sown
securing a bit of brii;ht colour. Where there are quite so early as it is customary to do I make two
comparatively few Hower-beds much can be dime sowings, one in a cold frame early in April and
in this direction with common jilnnts, and I have another ten days later in the open ground. For
seen very efTcctive lawn groups i his year compo.'ed t lie first sowing I never ufe pans, but sow broad-
of the pyra'iiidal C'ampanulas[and Francoas, Fuch- cast in fine soil, and as soon as the plants appear
>ia«, Begonias, and zonal Pelargoniums in variety, they are exposed on all favourable occasions,

with such tine-foliaged plants as Palms, Dracaj- so that they ccme on slowly and are very
nas, and Aspidistras, and an occasional Grevillea hardy and robust by the tin^e they are large

and Eucalyptus. Thofc of the Pelargrniums used enough for jib-inting out. If sown rather thinly

for the above purpo-e which are good winter they may he faktn up with a ball of earth, and if

flowering varieties may, as soon as they are no well watered in they will experience but a s-light

longer required out of doors, get a little fresh soil check. I am now (the last week of September)

Impatiens Sultani.

Stove ano Greenhouse.

THE STOVE BALSAMS.
Some tweaty-five or thirty years ago, the most
noteworthy or only species to be met with in

gardcn.s was Impatiens Jerdona^ not including,

of course, those found in botanical collections.

This species was of more compact growth than

tile newer ones, but not so striking or showy,
whilst it requires a kind of semi-rest during
the winter season. I have grown it into com-
pact little specimens, but it is now seldom seen,

the newer varieties, I. Sul-

tani and I. Hawkeri, having

superseded it. The former
of these two is now to be
had in at least three dis-

tinct shades of colour, the
original with scarlet flowers,

others of carmine and sal-

mon shades. Besides these

there is a variegated form,
which, although a novelty,

has no otherparticular merit
to recommend it for general

cultivation. Impatiens
L Hookeriana is a winter -

flowering species, having
white flowers striped with
crimson, but is not much
cultivated, being a tall,

vigorous-growing plant. Im-
patiens Hawkeri is, when
well grown, the finest of

the genus, but it is some-
what a shy doer, being very
partial in its likes and dis-

likes. When not over-jjot-

ted, so as to encourage a
rank growth, I have found
it to thrive and flower well.

Young plants should, how-
ever, be always kept in

-,c stock, as older ones have an
unfortunate weakness in dy-
ing oft' prematurely. Im-
patiens platypetala has rose-

coloured flowers with broad
petals. This is a .stove

annual and not much cul-

tivated ; nor is I. flaccida
on the top of the pots (a bit of good loam with a cutting fine blooms from plants that have been alba, also met with under the name of I. Sult'ini
little artificial manure in it). These will then, if treated in this way, and others are opening from alba, thislatterbeincaraenable to Greenhouse cul-
placed on a light airy shelfin the structure devoted the open air sowing._ The easiest of all ways of

,
tu^e. Of these species and varieties, the best for

private gardens are I. Sultani (of which an
t) soft-wooded wintpr-fiowering stuff, give a capi
t.al lot of bloom until winter is well advanced.

Claremont. E. Buukell.

CHINA ASTERS IN AUTUMN.
I M.UCE a po'nt of having a good bed of Asters for

growing Asters, and one that can be followed
where the olijoct is a supply of cut blooms, is to

sow where the plants are to flower. Let the ground
be deeply dug, well manured, and shallow drills

drawn 9 inches apart. Partly fill these with line

sandy soil, fill with water before sowing and shade

excellent example is given in the accompanying
woodcut), both the type and its other colour.s,

and I. Hawkeri. Neither of these appear,
however, to be grown so much as a few years

withbranches till the young plants come through.
I

back. I attribute this to their being grown in

Fly seldom assails Asters rai.sed in this way, too much heat. This they do not certainly re-

""f r>'"^i5™™
'''^"^'^ ^^^^'^'"'^^"^'^'''^ ''^'^ ''^'''yP^''* P'"°'^'''^''y

''-'^''^"^'' ''^'^y SO away so freely from the quire; an intermediate or cool stove wilT suit
of October. I liketo have my show of Asters at time they come through the ground. When they them well for the greater part of the ye.ir, with
that season m preference to a fortnight or so ear- come into full growth, I give a dressing of concen
her, as the blooms last so much longer owing to the trated manure which is" well stirred'in, and an
cooler weather that usually prevails in early au- ' occasional watering is given during June and the
tumn If the plants come into flower in August early part of July, after which time they need no
and the weather h;ippens to be very hot, the blooms more assistance. Last spring, thinking I might
soon pass over, partly through the heat, but in a not have quite enough plants, I made a"sowing in
groat measure because thev are so quickly fertilised
When the autumn has been favourable I have often
cut Asters up to the mi.ldle of October, and by
protecting at night with mats have had good
blooms when all summer - blooming things were

no excessive amount of moisture. Under this

mode of treatment, with root limitation, they
will flower more profusely. In a stove, with

excessive moisture and a high teui])erature,

such as many plants delight in, these Balsams

the middle of May: The seed was sown rather "'" grow abnormally large, quite out of their

thickly, some of the plants were taken out, and the t'""" character in fact. Plants thus grown must
remainder allowed to remain. The ground was very "ft be accepted as correct indications of their

light and poor, the summer was dry, no water or
' special value as decorative subjects by any

food of any kind being given. The plants of course means. Whilst some amount of sh.ade is re-
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quisite to keep them fresh iu the foliage, on the
other liaiid, too much is worse than none at
all. Red spider is one of their chief in.sect

enemies, but with syringing this may be kept
iu chei^k. If the plants are infested with mealy
bug, the better way will be to consign them to
the nearest fire and start afresh with a clean
stock. A species of white fly will be found
troublesome at times. To remedy this, a weak
solution of any tried insecticide will be found
efiectiial. Ordinary potting soil as used for
quick-growing plaut.s will suit them, loam being
the chief constituent. Both of the species re-

commended for culture will strike readily enough
from cuttings. A good number of these should
be taken in the spring to make flowering plants,
whilst towards the autumn others should be
struck, so as to keep the stock without having
to retain all the older and larger plants.
Through the winter they should be kept mode-
rately dry in a warm house ; a shelf near to
the glass will be found a good place for them.
Impatiens Sultani can also be readily raised
from seed either directly it is ripe, which is the
better plan, or early in the spring. This variety
has in some places been tried for bedding out,
but I have never seen it a pronounced success.
It hardly pays to retain old stools from year to
year when a fresh stock can be raised so easily.
In a cut state the flowers are somewhat dis-
appointing, fading cjuickly, much too quickly,
to be of essential value other than for particular
purposes and occa.sions. Pl.vnt.sm.\n.

NERINE FOTHERGILLI.
This is one of the showiest members of a most
beautiful genus of South African bulbous plants,
whose mei its, as is the case with many others, are at
the present day so generally overlooked. They were
at one time more popular than now, and used then
to form quite a feature at the Wellington Nursery
when Messrs. Henderson had collected together
there a large and varied assortment of plants, many
of which would be very diiBcult to obtain now-a-
diys. M. Max Leichtlin, of Baden-Baden, appears to
be the principal person to interest himself in these
Nerines and in the raising of new varieties from
seed, but the grandest display of them that I
have ever seen are the huge masses that flower so
well year after year at Baron Schroeder's. The
Nerines push up their flower-spikes about Septem-
ber when totally devoid of foliage, but soon after
the leaves begin to push and the plants continue to
grow throughout the winter, ripening off as spring
advances. As they show traces of finishing their
growth the water supply must be diminished, and
ultimately quite stopped till the spikes make their
appearance. Full exposure to the sun in order to
make the ripening process complete will do a great
deal towards ensuring a good display of bloom. In
potting them thorough drainage must be given,
and a very suitable compost for the purpose is an
open, but not too light, loam with an admixture
of leaf-mould, well-decayed manure, and sand. If
the manure is not perfectly free from insects it
had better be omitted, for the great thing in the
successful culture of the Nerines is to disturb the
roots as little as possible, as they bloom best when
the bulbs are tightly wedged together, and conse-
quently the so 1 used should be such as will re-
main in good condition for years. When potting
is necessary, the roots should not be disturbed and
the new soil should be pressed down firmly. A
cool greenhouse suits Nerines perfectly, but it is
essential that it be in a Ii»ht position, as they grow
during the winter, at which season in many dis-
tricts a deal of dull weather prevails. N. Fother-
gilli is one of the largest members of the genus;
Its gorgeous vermilion- coloured blossoms are
covered with sparkling coruscations that give to
them the appearance of being frosted. Some indi-
viduals are a good deal superior to others, and upon
the best form the n^ime of Nerine Fothergilli major
has been bestowed. Nerine curvifolia is also

synonymous with N. Fothergilli. Two other
species, N. corusca and N. Planti, are some-
what in the same way, while there are several
others, most of them smaller, but all beautiful.
Four of them, consisting of N. pulchella, N.pudica,
N. humilis, and N. filifolia, with N. corusca and N.
Planti just mentioned, were illustrated by means of
a coloured plate in The Gahden, March 25, 1882.
Some of these smaller forms of Nerine flower every
year at Kew, and when several bulbs are grouped
together in one pot they are very attractive. The
hardiest and at the same time the commonest
member of the genus is the Guernsey Lily (N.
sarniensis), of which large numbers are sent to
this country every year just as the flower-spikes
make their appearance. They are grown in the
open ground and lifted early in the autumn,
when the flowering bidbs can be sent a long dis-
tance without injury. This Nerine is certainly a
very accommodating plant, for though the roots
are, of course, a good deal disturbed by lifting, the
blossoms will expand beautifully if the bulbs are
potted as soon as received and placed in the green-
house. After potting they need to be freely sup-
plied with water. In a dry atmosphere the blos-
soms will remain in beauty a considerable time.
If the bultis are potted singly, pots 4 inches in dia-
meter will, unless in exceptionable cases, suit them
well, or I hree bulbs may be placed in a 5-inch pot,
and in this way extremely useful little specimens
are obtained. Tl;e Belladonna Lily (Amaryllis
Belladonna) also blooms in the same way and at
about the same time, but it cannot be lifted and
flowered in as satisfactory a manner as the Nerine.
A narrow border on the sunny side of a hothouse
planted with this Belladonna, if allowed to remain
undisturbed, will be, as at Kew, an object of great
beauty during the autumn months. H. P.

Rose Garden.

TEA ROSES.
Te-\ RcisEs are iu nearly all respects the most
beautiful of their species ; they possess nearly
every desirable (juality which we look for in a
good Rose, having in all cases lovely tints, and
in most cases scent and form. They lack, how-
ever, in many varieties that which most of the
Hybrid Perpetuals possess, viz., stamina and
hardiness, but as a set-otfto this defect they have
when in full vigour the most wonderful power
of constant flowering, and in this respect are
far superior to the so-called perpetuals. The
Tea Rose frequently appears in the spring
unable for a time to recover the severe trials
of the winter, and the wood is found to be dead
almost to the very junction of the stock with
the Rose bud, yet it is wonderful how often
even from this little remaining atom of life a
strong bud breaks and grows into a fine .shoot,
subseqiiently forming a large head ; for this
reason it is well to warn the inexperienced not
to be too precipitate in taking up as dead
Tea Roses those which look hopeless in the
months of April and INIay. The Tea Roses
which are the strongest in vitality are those
which have been obtained by crossing others
with the Gloire de Dijon stock, such as Mme.
Berard and Bouquet d'Or, Belle Lyounaise,
another scion of the same race, not having,
however, quii;e the same vigour, although in
many other ways desirable, and resembling the
above-mentioned Roses in their good qualities.

Nearly all our best Tea Roses liave been
raised by French rosarians, the most notable of
these raisers (especially of those Teas which
are at the present time the most highly valued)
being MM. Guillot et fils, of Lyons; but
amongst our own rosarians at home there have
been many good varieties raised, notably
Cleopatra and Princess of Wales by the late
H. Bennett ; Ethel Browulow, by Messrs. Dick-

son, of Newtownards ; President, by Paul and
Son ; Sappho and others by Mr. \V. Paul, of

Waltham Cross. Even allowing for these Teas
and a few others raised by English growers,
the greater majority by far have been raised by
French houses. MM. Guillot I have already
mentioned, as I consider I hey are the leaders

and in the front rank of Continental rosarians

by their productions, and especially by having
sent out such Roses as Comtes.se de Nadaillac,

Catherine Mermet, Ernest Metz, Hon. Edith
Giflbrd, Mme. Bravy, Mme. Cusin, Mme. de
Watteville, Mme. Falcot, Mine. Hoste and other
Roses of the most desirable class, and, with the
exception of Mme. Falcot, of the best exhibition
form. Next to the firm of Guillot et fils I

place Ducher, to whom we are indebted for that

grand Rose Innocente Pircda, and also such
beautiful varieties as Jean Ducher, Marie van
Houtte, Anna Olivier, Bouquet d'Or, Reve
d'Or and William Allen Richardson. The
grandest yellow Rose of the day—Marechal Niel
— was raised in 1804 by a grower not now much
remembered, viz. ,M. Pradel ; buthisname.should
be immortali.sed by that great production alone.

1 would refer, however, anyone caring to learn

the history of many other Roses now famous,
and the French growers who were associated

with their production, to an interesting article

by the Rev. H. H. D'Ombrain in the Rose
number of the Ganloier's Magazine for July 2

of this year. Most people have their favourite

Tea and Noisette Roses, but I think everyone
gives the jflace of honour for distijictness of col-

our, growth, and sweetness to Marechal Niel,

the Roses usually held in the highest estimation

with the Marechal being Comtesse de Nadaillac,

Catherine Mermet, Souvenir d'Elise, Innocente
Pirola, Edith Giflbrd, and The Bride, all Roses
of the highest exhibition standard. A list of

the best Teas and Noisettes for all uses, includ-

ing exhibition, is not a very long one, and
after those already named I would place Anna
Olivier, Mme. Hoste, Mme. de Watteville, Mme.
Cusin, Ethel Brownlow, Marie van Houtte,

Princess of Wales, Sunset, Souvenir de Paul

Neyron, Slme. Bravy, Francisca Kruger, Mme.
Lambard, Erne.st Metz, Cleopatra, Jean Ducher,
Caroline Kuster, Bouquet d'(_)r, Mme. Berard,

Princess Beatrice, Niphetos, and Souvenir de

S. A. Prince. I have omitted a few Teas and
Noisettes which are generally known and held

in estimation for various purposes, such as

Homere, Celine Forestier, Madame Falcot,

Luciole, and I'ldeal, but they are not Roses of

exhibition standard, although very lovely and
sweet ; and certain others are also beautiful as

garden Roses, such as Fortune's Yellow, Ma
Capucine, an exquisite flower of Nasturtium
colour, lovely in the bud state, but very tran-

sient, as it has no substance whatever, and
Chedane Guinuisseau, which is also a desirable

flower in the bud, but nearly as fleeting as Capu-
cine after it opens. I confess to a preference

for those Roses which we can grow of good size

and lasting power, but no good gardtn collec-

tion should be without Ma Capucine and also

Fortune's Yellow ; the latter is a diflicult Rose
to grow. 1 have not myself succeeded in do-

ing so satisfactorily, but I believe Mr. Girdle-

stone has found out the secret. Sweet scent

is with many the first point in a Rose. Pos-

sibly no individual Tea or Noisette, except

probably Marechal Niel, is as sweetly scented

as some Hybrid Perpetuals, notably La France,

Mme. Gabriel Luizet, and Viscountess Folke-

stone, which in my opinion excel all others in

this advantage ; but I should say that many of

your readers have noticed the delightful fra-

grance from bloom-covered trees of Mme. de

Watteville or Mme. Cusin, the former especi-
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ally being easily recognisod at some distance by
its sweot-snielling tlowiTs. The varieties Lu-
ciole, Devoniensis, Conitesse de Nadaillac, and
the Dijon Roses are also remarkable for this

most desirable nuality in a Hose.

It is now generally conceded that the Brier
stock is the best for Tea Roses, and the most
satisfactory method of growing them is as half-

standards, the reason for thus growing them
being that the Tea Roses do not as a rule

throw out very strong wood, and the blooms
on dwarf trees sutler in consenuence when rain

and wind dash them abo\it, the flowers thereby
getting much damaged. The best soil for the
growth of Ti'a Roses is that where the red
sandstone abounds ; they .seem then to grow in

rampant form. But good Tea Roses can be
grown on any well-prepared loamy ground.
The trees should be protected in winter-time,
especially after recent planting, either by
Bracken in tlie branches of standards or in the
case of dwaif trees by earthing up, as in Potato
growing. Tlie protection -should be left on till

after the cold March winds be past. They
should be pruned late in April and quite as
hard as Hybrid Perpetoals. Tea Roses usually
require more central thinning out of weak wood
than the H.P.'s, and to obtain Roses of high
(|uality, disbudding mu.st be well attended to.

In planting Teas the first consideration is to give
them the sunniest aspect possible, and also plant
where water will not lie stagnant ; therefore the
plan of planting on two sides of .sloping beds is

a good one to adopt.

Some of our btst Teas of former days seem
to have almost died out. Especially would I

note Devoniensis and Cloth of Gold, which are
hardly ever seen in gardens, not to speak of
exhibitions. This is much to be regretted, but
the severe winters of 1878-T'J and 1880-81 caused
great havoc amongst Teas generally, and may
be one cause of several Roses once of note
having almost disappeared from our gardens.
It is a pity that Teas are not more generally
cultivated. In most cases, amateurs, althou»h
usually exjiressing the greatest admiration for
them and Noisettes, seem to be afraid of grow-
ing anything but H.P.'s to any extent, the
reason being the somewhat natural fear of what
the frosts may do for them

; but I think with
the precautions already named of planting in a
sunny position, if possible somewhat sheltered
from north and east winds by wall, fence or
protecting shrubs, and if a little Bracken be
used or earthing up adojited, the results will be
encouraging. Such winters as those I have
quoted and more recently that of 1800-91 are
infrequent.

In my small collection of some 800 trees I
grow about an equal number of Teas and H.P.'s,
and although I lose each winter about six Teas
for each H.P. which dies, yet I would not give
up Teas, even if the ju-oportion were more un-
fortunate, and I certainly would prefer to sacri-
fice growing H.P.'s to Teas if I had no other
alternative. . Ch.\kles J. (Jkah.\me.

plants tliat are least ripe when pruning early in

1 he spring; these are stood on the nortli side of

a hedge, ])lungeil in ashes and kept as backward
as possible. \Vlien treated in this way, the plants

are not nearly so exhausted by the tnd of autumn
as those grown on more freely. They h;ivc, in fact,

a fine lot of young growth upon them. Now, by
introducing these plants into the house, and only
giving the m a temperature of oj" until these young
growths have bloomed, and then encouraging them
in every way possible, both with a gentle rise in

the tempcniture and a little guano water, I have
ULver hail much dirticulty in obtaining a good
secnnd bloom about Christmas and the early part
of the year. These plants will commence to grow
directly they are housed, and it is these growths
which produce such u.seful blooms in close succes-

sion to those abeady forming upon the young
shoots made out of doors in the autumn. These
flower in November .and the early part of Decem-
ber, and are in their way equally as useful as
those coMiing later, especially if we have an early

winter, and one which cuts off the late autumn
flowers that are sometimes found in warm and
sheltered corners. By adopting this plan and then
staitinga Ijatch of the ripest plants as soon as

the days have turned, 1 have had much better and
more uniform success than when trying to start

some in September or October.—R.

Eoses in November and December. -All
growers of Roses know how difficult it is to secure
a good crop of flowers during December and the
followmg month. After that time Roses grow
apace, but from the fall of the year until the com-
mencement of a new year it is often a hard matter
to secure a paying or fatisfactory crop. There
are two ways of doing this, either by hard forcing
of early summer-ripened plants, or by continuino-
to grow a few which were kept back as late as
po.ssible. I have frequently tried both methods,
and have come to the conclusion that the latter is
the easier and more certain. I leave those pot

ROSES FROM CUTTINGS.

Undoubtedly there are many good Roses that

will I hi ire very well upon their own roots, espe-

cially if sufficient time be allowed them to become
well estiiblislied. It is only after this has taken
place that they have strength enough to be profit-

able. I am not in favour of own-root Roses, except
in a few cases, as I am firmly convinced that all of

the abuse that has been delivered ag.ainst the
plants worked upon various stocks is due to their

having been carelessly or cheaply done either in

the way of ucdisbudded stocks, or in being
worked too high or far away from the roots.

There is yet another cause of these complaints,
and that is in the planting. All dwarf Roses,
whatever stock they maybe upon, must be planted
deep enough to cover the junction of stock and
Rose. If this is neglected the Rose seldom does
well, and much more encouragement is given to

suckers forming. A great deal depends upon
whether you are growing your Roses for indoor or

outdoor cultivation, and whether you can afford

them the protection of a close frame or not during
the process of rooting. The most certain way is

I he following: Procure some wood of the desired

variety that is about three-parts ripened ; that still

with leaves on is preferred. Prepare some 25-inch

pots of sandy soil—leaf soil, loam, and sand in

equal proportions is a good compost. Cut up the
wood into lengths of two or three eyes, according
to the width between them. Do not remove any
of the foliage, and then insert the cuttings about
half of the depth of the small pots. Give a
thorough watering, and stand in a cool and per-

fectly close box or pit. Shade must be given dur-

ing bright weather, and if properly attended to in

this respect they will need very little sprinkling to

keep the leaves and wood plump and fresh. Under
such conditions they will soon callus and emit
healthy roots, when they be looked over and the

forwardest removed to another place and be still

kept cool and tolerably close for a while longer.

Very soon the young eyes will commence grow-
ing, and they may then be either potted on and
treated the same as other Roses (affording them
a gentle bottom heat at this time is a great help)

or they may be allowed to winter in the cool pit,

and then be started with gentle heat when the
days turn. At any rate, now is the best time for

striking them, but I have little, if any, choice as

to growing them on from now or a, little later.

Three weeks to a month will be quite long enough
to decide which are going to strike or not, and
strong or free-growing Teas, Noisettes, Chinas,

Hybrid Perpetuals, &c , may be rapidly increased

in this manner. If you cannot afford them a pit

or a frame, a close box covered with sheets of

glass will answer the same purpose. The other
plan is to choose wood that is a little riper than
that recommended above, and to cut it into lengths
of 4 inches to tj inches. These arc tljcn inserted
thickly in sandy soil, and, if possible, under the
cover of a wall or fence, liy | aying a little at-

tention to covering wilh rough litter during frosty
weather, and pressing them down if at all lifted by
the frost, a fair propoitiim of the cuttings will
strike. They should be inserted deep enough to
cover all but the top eye, and wood should be used
that has lost all its leaves, or in the open air these
would tend to ab.cjrb .and throw olT the sap still

in the cuttings. When kept close in a frame or
pit, the leaves are an assistance, but not otherwise.
There is yet another very simple way of increas-
ing own-root Roses. This is to choose vigorous
wood and cut out tie buds or eyes somewhat the
same as when prepaiing them for budding. Cut
rather deeper, and do it as clean as possible, not
removing the small portion of wood remaining
over the seat of the eye, as you would in budding.
Prepare pots the same as before, place a layer of
sand on top, and rather more than three-parts
bury the eye in this, leaving the whole of the leaf

intact if not too large and weighty. By using a
very fine rose in the final watering, and taking
care, you can set the sand around them sufBciently

to keep in position until struck. Exactly the
same treatment may be accorded them as that
reoommeLded for the other small cuttings.

R.

ROSE NOTES.

Improving Ros-i ruoosa.—I do not think there
is much to alarm " D. T. F." in my notes on p.

201. Rosa rugosa is very beautiful, and I hope
that it may long remain a valuable and cherished
shrub in our gardens : but this does not justify

an objection to improving it. Perhaps this

sentence, however, needs qualifying, for in some
respectsitcannotbeiniproved. Surely "D.T. F.,"

knowing the shortcomings of many present-day
Roses, will recognise that a race having Rosa
rugosa for a parent may be characterised by all

that parent's good qualities. I started on the

assumption that such would be the case, and the
after-publication of the letter concerning ex-

periments in America seemed to me to aflbrd

ample proof of the possibilities I had suggested.

At least a double R. rugosa can be but a variety,

and all who prefer the single can do so. Our
best Roses of to-day that are the outcome of

high cultivation and hybridisation are kept up
to the mark by a standard of cultivation ap-
proximating to their needs. Their original

parents, if we happen to have them, will hold
their own in the shrub plantations, producing
their profusion of single ficjwers and fruits in

succession. In the same way, if R. rugosa is

improved, nothing alarming will happen. We
may have to root out from our borders some of

those Roses that are vaiidy suppo.sed to be per-

petual bloomers and are atHicted with divers

diseases to make room for others of a hardier

and more vigorous constitution,

AvTUMN Roses — It is well that in reviewing
the season as far as it has gone mention should
be made of the all-imiiortant fact that several

weeks of Rose enjoyment remain. After read-

ing the partial reviews that appeared on pp.
201 and 223, I examined my Roses, The
writers were amply justified as far as they had
gone, for the aspect of the bolder of Hybrid
Perpetuals was a very naked one. Even La
France, one of the best of them, is not quite so

good as generally supposed. I thought at one
time my experience was singular as regards this

variety, but some others tell the same tale of

rich promises not half fulfilled. With me a
group of plants has only been really good once
during three years, and that was this year.

Then of the many buds produced and half-
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developed, only a moderate number expanded
into perfect flowers. On the other hand, some
of those "D. T. F." mentions on pige 223 as
appearing in the streets at Id. a-])iece are
grand in tlieir season and most reliable. Peg
their long shoots down to the ground, and
what a return they give. One pleasant re-
membrance of the past Rose season is the
lovely and long-lasting efl'ect of a pe'gged-down
group of Fisher Holmes. For weeks it was
gay with perfect flowers, fine in form and hue,
favoured, of course, by such weather as dark
Roses love. To turn from the Hybrid Perpetual
border to the Tea Rose garden," how marked is

the contrast ! Such vigour, health, profusion
of rich foliage and amazing promise of bloom
only dependent upon fine weather. The quan-
tity of foliage alone places the autumn blooms
in a setting more dense and more eftective
than that which accompanies the first and
summer flowers. Individually the enjoyment
of the blooms is prolonged several days, and
one cannot help noticing the gradual expan.sion
of the perfect bud into the full and perfect
flower. In this state, too, it is more lasting,
shorter days and less heat having diminished
power

; therefore, they do not speedily hasten
the flower on to its fall. A group of Catherme
Mermet had many flowers, and a noteworthy
feature of this kind is that the autumn flowers
are borne on stronger wood. As a Rose for
grouping, this kind is not quite so useful as the
majority. It has a thin look, the leaves being
naturally small and few. With a grey carpet,
however, it makes a pretty picture at any time,
and the loss in one respect leads up to a gain
in another way. Safrano, a Rose of fifty years
ago, has made a bold eS'ort for this present sea-
son, as if to try and sustain our interest in it,

by sending up shoots 4 feet high, proportion-
ately thick, and terminating in branched clus-
ters of more than fifty buds. In summer its
flowers are but of one day's duration, but now
visit it on any day and there are buds in plenty
to admire and cut and come again. Mnie.
Lambard, as usual, is covered with many-tinted
blossoms. The autunm charms of this Rose
are many. One flower I specially noticed was
of the palest blush tint, with a distinct margin
of rich rose round the edges of the petals, and
altogether unlike the kind as we usually see it.

Anna Olivier has deeper coloured flowers than
usual, for with me, as rule, the late blooms are
very pale. Luciole is producing its third crop
of flowers this year. Comtesse Riza du Pare
and Jeanne Abel are both Roses that have no
merit to recommend them to exhibitors, but
grouped in gardens make perfect pictures.
The first named promises to give a far better
autumn display than in summer. Strong shoots
from the base of the plants have branched at
the top, each promising from twenty to forty
blooms. Jeanne Abel lias an open and rather
loose flower, but with a bright suflusion of
pink and rose on a white ground. Rubens,
Mme. Charles, Marie van Houtte, and Dr.
Grill may be dismissed with the remark that
they are contesting as to which shall make the
best display, but Hon. Edith Gifl'ord will even
surpass them if weather permits. I began to count
the buds on a group of plants, but having counted
200 on three plants, I left the rest, for they were
quite as numerous. All things considered,
there is no better Tea Rosa in existence for
making a handsome group than this. It can-
not be over-praised. These kinds here men-
tioned were selected as being the most con-
spicuous, but what is true of them applies to
all the other good kinds not alluded to. The
only Rose among these not a true Tea is Grace
Darhng, but happily it is equally as beautiful

and the plants are covered with clusters of
fine flowers. This group was planted three years
ago, the ground was surfaced with the mossy
Saxifrage, and nothing has been done to it

since in the way of digging or forking in
manure.
Other .autumnal Roses include the Month-

lies, and those who cannot succeed with the
Teas will be well repaid by getting all the
good kinds in this section and planting them
in bold groups. Few indeed are the pests
that ever plague them, for in the large bed
of them that I have it has never been
necessary to adopt any remedial measures
against the usual foes of Roses. I treat them
exactly the same as the Teas. They are hard
pruned in spring, and this induces an extra
vigorous successional growth upon which flowers
keep coming till the hard frosts put an end
to them. There are many really first-rate

kinds in existence, but only one or two growers
oS'er them in any quantity. A good way
to popularise them would be through the
medium of the flower shows, if a collection of
the best was brought together and the flowers
were shown, as they might easily be, several
times during the summer and autumn. Last,
but not least in our public parks and gardens
groups of Monthly Roses would be a delightful
feature. A. H.

Stocks for grafting.— It often happens that
when the grafting season comes round one finds
that he has neglected to prepare any stocks, or
that those potted up for that purpose have not
(lone so well as he wished. Now that the struck
cuttings of both Brier and Manetti are partially
ripe I hey may be lifted and potted. If plunged
again at once and afforded the shelter of a hedge
or an old frame, they will commence root -action
and be almost as good for grafting as well-esta-
blished stocks that have been growing in pots all

the spring and summer. I use quite as many stocks
that are grown in this way as of those potted up
in the spring, and with about equal success.— R.

Kose Belle Lyonnaise.—This is one of the
best of Roses for autumn flowering, and as the
flowers genei ally bans their heads slightly, they
do not suffer so much from rain as many other
Rises do. The colour is a soft yellow without any
of the warm tints found in its parent Gloire de
Dijon, to which, however, it bears a strong resem-
blance in habit, while the blooms are rather larger.
One of its peculiarities is that though rather
tender generally, it is much hardier when grown as
a standard on the Brier than it is when grown as
a dwarf either on its own or on foster roots. On
its own roots it will not live through a severe
winter, though standards come through unharmed.
—J. C. TALL.iCK.

Rose Lamarque —I was glad to see this Rose
receiving such favourable notice as has lately been
accorded it, for it is one of the most useful. It is

quite deserving of all that "D, T. F." and "E. M "

say of it, and if it were only hardy enough to be
depended on for ordinary positions and planting,
it would be the garden Rose, as we have so few
that are white and none of the merits of La-
marque. It is beautiful in the bud, and what a
number it affords, as they come in great clusters
and have good long stalks—just the thing for
button-holes and working up into bouquets. It

they are wanted for other purposes, such as the
embellishment of rooms in vases or for church de-
coration, one has only to leave them to expand
a little, and to choose the smaller bunches with
one or two blooms, and then they are perfect for
the uses mentioned, as they stand up boldly in-
stead of drooping or bending in the stems, like
Niphetos and most Teas. I quite agree with
'• D. T. F." that Lamarque should be on its own
roots, and the place to grow it is against a sunny
wall or fence where it can have plenty of scope, as
it is a strong-habited kind, making shoots of great

length every season. Our plant is indoors, where
it covers the back of a house 30 feet long by 10
feet l)i;jh, and does us great service. The shoots
are kept thin and are laid in about 6 inches apart,
the house being thrown open and the plant
syringed fi-eelj to keep the foliage fresh and
healthy and ward off red spider.—S. D.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 878.

YUNNAN EHODODENDRONS.
(with a coloured plate of R. RiCHMO.S75I.*)

Yunnan Rhododendrons are not unlikely to

prove as useful in tiie garden as the Hima-
layan and the Mahxyan kinds. Tlie dis-

covery of over thirty new species in the pro-

vince of Yunnan by the French missionary

Delavay about ten years ago was soon
afterwards followed by the introduclion of

some of them by means of seeils. The first

to flower in hJnglanJ was R. scabrifolium, of

which a figure was published in the Botanical

Maijozinp, t. 71.59, prepared from a plant

which flowered in a greenhouse at Kew in

1891. The second was the species re-

presented in the accompanying plate, and
which was exhibited in flower last May at a

meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society

by Messrs. J. Veitcli and Sous, who called it

R. raceinosum. It was awarded a first-class

certificate. A comparison of this plant with
the type specimen of R. racemosum in the

Kew Herbarium threw suspicion on the

name given to Messrs. Veitch's plant, which
agreed mucli more closely with some of the

forms of R. parvifolium represented at Kew,
although this latter species as known in gar-

dens differs in habit, flowers, and behaviour

under cultivation from that shown by Messrs.

Yeitch. Whatever the name be, this new
introduction is a charming little plant, and
should it prove to be quite hardy, as ]Messr.-=.

Veitch believe it to be, it will be a first-ra*e

plant for the rock garden. None of the

plants exceeded 9 inches in height, and their

loaves, which were leather}', blight green,

and an inch long, clothed the erect brown
stems from base to apex. The flowers wore
in terminal and axillary clusters nearly an
inch across, pale pink margined with rose,

and .slightly fragrant. The plants exhibited

had been growing in the open ground all the

winter in Messrs. Yeitch's Coombe ^Yood
Nursery, but weie lifted a few days before

they were shown and placed under glass to

open their flowers. I believe there arc many
plants of this Rhododendron in cultivation

now, and, so far as I know, all from the

same batch of seeds, so that whether the name
bo wrong or riglit, we may safely assume that

they are all the same as that here figured.

The seeds were certainly sent lo Paris by

IJelavay. There are seedlings under the

name of E. racemosum at Kew which are

identical with Messrs. Veitch's ]ilant.

There are no less than sixty-live species of

* Drawn tor The Garde.v by Marie Low, in

Messrs. Veitch's nursery at Chelsea, April 20. 181)2.

Lithographed and proited by Gniltiume Se''e»'eyns.
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IMiododciiilrdu in China, acoordin;^' In tl r

latest ao(M)nnt of thoni. Of courso the old

well-known species, such m li. Fortunei, K.

daiiricuni, K. ovatuni, E. sinonse, and the so-

called Inilian Azalea are inekuleil in this

number. Of the new specie? 1 know of

six in euUivation, viz., K. seabrifolinni, P.

rareniosnni, H. decornni, R. Delavayi, I!.

ciliicaly.x, and K. lacleiini. Jiid.^'cd liy

the dried specimen', these Chinese Rho-
dodendrons are generally suHiciently or-

namental to be clas.se I among good garden

}ilauts. 'J'hey are not so niagniKcent as the

giants of the Himalaya, but at the same time

they have a'ltlie charm of habit, flower and
eolonr of tlie smaller species. Indeed, after

a study of the whole of tlie hundred and
thirty or so species of Rhodoilendron known,
one may say of them what has b.'cn truth

fully said of their livals, the Roses, that

whilst they show gre.tt variety in the size,

form and colour of their flowers, there is,not

one which iloes not merit a place in the

garden. 1 ijuestion if in the whole range of

garden plants there is another genus to equal

Rhododendron (including Azalea) in all round
value. It is curious that in the ordinary

ginlen the .species of Rhododendron are

scarcely known, and this is equally true of

the Rose. "' "'W. AV

THE WEEK'S WORK

FRUIT HOUSES.

Tbansplantixg Peach tkees.—Peach and Nec-
tarine trees can safely be transplanted any time
from now till the? are ciniincj into flower, but the
best crops during the following year are borne by
I hose moved when in full leaf. Root-action is

most brisk after the wood is hard and the buds
well plumped up, and when the trees are moved
early they are almost certain to form a consider-
able number of fresh roots before sap movement
wholly ceases. Trees in early houses might well
have been moved during the first or second week
in September, the exceptions being any young
trees that have formed a second series of shoots.
If t'lese are interfered with before the young
wood i-i become firm, the latter is liable to shrivel
b idly. Where any of these, therefore, have to be
shified from one house to another or from the
outer %valls, it is advisable to delay the process till

some of the older leaves are falling. Regulating
the trees is a most desirable proceeding in many
cases, good-sized trees of new, superior, or good
old varieties being given the place of either ex-
hausted trees or worthless old varieties. It should
be borne in mind that wholly lifting and moving
good-sized trees is almost certain to impair their
serviceability during the following season. At any
rate they ougb* : >t to be heavily cropped during
the next sum,..er, otherwise the fruit will be
con-iderably below the average. Crop in mode-
ration, and the trees will form moderately strong
healthy growth and produce very superior crops in
due course. For this reason it is not always wise
to move many trees in one season, a few only being
taken in hand each autumn, and there will then be
no appreciable falling off in the weight or quality
of the crops generally, but rather the reverse.
There is nothing in most cases to 'prevent the
transferring of trees from early houses into later
ones and //(( /•i/-.(ff, but it is not a good prac-
tice to bring young trees straight from an open
wall into an early house, the better plan being to
first prepare them in successional houses.

The process described —In each and every
case good pains should be taken with the re-

moval. Kirst detach all the branches and shoots

flora the walls or trellises, and bundle these

up together carefully, next open a deep cir-

cular trench midway between the other trees, or if

a single row solely ocv-upies the border, cut about

I feet froiu the stems and gradually undermine
;md separate the soil from the roots up to within
1") inches of the stems. Fork aw.ay the surface

soil of this reserved ball and undermine, taking

c ire to cleanly cut through all deep running roots,

and to work a short, wide and stout board well

underneath before the mass settles down. A
mo lerately large rlat ball of soil and roots slid on

to and well balanced on such a board, can be

readily lifted out and carried elsewhere by two or

four men and be slid oft on to a well-prepared bed
of fiesh soil. The site intended for the trees

shouhl be made quite solid, or otherwise sinking

will take place and the collar of the trees soon be
to ) low. Better p'ant rather high than too low, as

should the roots be buried far below the surface,

h(althy top-growth will not long be made. The
roots ought, to be taken good care of both during

the lifting and moving, and after having all bruised

ends elf anly cut over to facilitate healing, should

be relaid evenly and well up to the surface in

fresh loamy cojupost. Give the old ball of soil and
roots a good soaking of water if at all dry, and
syringe overhead frequently till such times as the

leaves are fallen. Fasten up the trees lightly at

first, as there may be some settlement of the soil

in spite of the ramming given.

Paktially Lir-iiNG trees.—Fresh soil about

therootsof Peacnes andNectarines hasamarkedly
good effect on the top growth, and, as a matter of

fact, the crops also. Especially is root-lifting and
fresh soil desirable in the case of trees that are

not growing healthily, the tops of the branches, it

may be, presenting a sickly, yellow appearance.

When the roots are principally cleep-rnnning, they

form but few fibres, and are out of the reach of

warmth, air, and much of the good food that may
be applied to the surface of the border. When the

trees have been shifted or wholly lifted and re-

planted two or three times, and everything

po.-sible done to attract and keep the roots

near the surface, there is seldom any necss-

siiy to completely undermine them. All that

is necessary is to open a trench at a good
distance from the trees, and to further fork away
the exhausted soil from the roots up to within 30

inches, or rather more in the case of large trees, of

the stems, replacing the old soil with fresh turfy

loam to which old mortar-rubbish, charred soil,

ashes, and half - inch bones have been freely

added. Lightly prune the roots and distribute

among the new soil. Also bare the surface-roots

in the reserved part of the border and top-dre.'S

with fresh compost. In some instances nothing

short of completely undermining, raising, and re-

planting in fresh soil will cure trees of a bad attack

of yellows. When, however, the trees are not

roofing unduly deep and yet have the " yellows," a

course of lime is the simplest and, it may be, the

only remedy. Apply enough of this to quite cover

the' border now and again in the spring, well

washing it down to the roots with water. The
least that can be done in the case of exhausted
borders is to give them a good soaking of liquid

manure this autumn and once or twice during the

winter.

j'lGS.—When the roofs are confined to large

pots, tubs, or narrow brick pits and boiders, ihey

are not long before they thoroughly exhaust the

soil of all fertility. Now is a good time to fork

away a good portion of the soil from the roots,

many of the latter also being freely shortened

back. Substitute a compost very similar to that

advised in the case of Peaches for the old soil, add-

ing a little good short manure and more mortar

rubbish and chalk. Those in comparatively sujall

pots may have a shift given, but all the rest will

thrive very well if they only have a moderate
amount of fresh soil to support the roots next
sea.son. Make the soil very firm about the roots.

Where trees grow too strongly and are not produc-

tive, this often happening when the borders are

rather large, considerably reduce the root-run, a.nd

keep them restricted by means of a brick wa'l. A
rather poor border in which mortar-rubbish or

chalk is freely mixed, .say at the rate of one part

in four, will usually cause a short-jointed produc-

tive habit of growth, especially if it is made very

firm. PlJACTlCAL.

ORCHIDS.

L.VST year during this month and the previous one
we repotted nearly the Whole of the Odontoglos-

sums in the c lol house, and this year it is not

necessary to do more than surface-dress them.
The material used for repotting these Odontoglos-

sums is a mixture of good fibrous brown peat and
freshly gathered Sphagnum Moss, with a due pio-

portiun of clean pntsherds and nodules of ciiar-

coal. The Sphagnum is encouraged to grow on the

surface, and it does this for a time, but occasionally

a different species of Moss of slender, wiry growth
gets the better of the Sphagnum, especially in the

summer months, and the surface gets into a c^n-

dii ion not at all conducive to the healthy growth
of the plants. Under these conditions I find it

answers well to remove the pmtly decayed peat

and any mossy growth other than Sphagnum, and
replace with fresh material similar to that used for

repotting. The work ought to be done in a careful

manner. Have the material mixed together in a
sieve, so that the finer particles may drop through.

Carefully pack the mixture around the base of the

bulbs evenly distributed. Masdevallias may be

repotted and surface-dressed in the same way as

the Odontoglossums. I do nnt disturb the pretty

white-flowered species M. tovarensisat this season,

as I find it answers better to repot and, if necessary,

divide this species in the spring after the flower-

ing period is over. When Masdevallias have grown
into very large specimens, it may be thought de-

sirable to break them up into several smaller por-

tions. This is necessary sometimes, and the

Masdevallias thrive with this treatment if the

plants are divided without injuring the roots. The
right way to do it is to clear away the old spent

and decayed potting material. After the plants

have been turned out of their pots, carefully break

the plants up either with the fingers or by thrust-

ing a wooden skewer into the plant where it is to

be divided, and gently forcing it asimder. It is

necessary to be very careful not to injure the roots.

A knife should on no account be used. The Mas-
devallias, including M. tovarensis, have been
placed in the Cattleya house. The careful culti-

vator will see that the plants are made quite clean

and free from insects before surface-dressing cr

repotting them. We have removed the blinds

from all the Orchid houses now and put them
away in a dry place for the winter ; we take rollers

and blinds together. It is necessary, of course, to

see that the shading is quite dry before it is put;

away ; if it is in the least damp it will rot and be

entirely useless when the time comes to put it up
in the spring again. The glass has been washed, or

is being done, for it takes a long time to get over it

all. Woodwork and glass should be made quite clean

for the winter, and all the plants ought to be gone
over carefully as well, so that the entire collection

may face the winter in the best possible condition.

By persistent hunting and trapping there is now no
trace of slugs amongst the plants, but those who
have not yet got into this fortunate state must
watch well over such choice and valuable cool Or-

chids as Oncidium macranthum, for the ynung
rootlets and the spikes of bloom in course of de-

velopment are more sought after by slugs than
anything else in the house. I have now about half

a dozen large plants of Maxillaria venusta grandi-

flora flowering freely, and I find them very valu-

able indeed. I do not know any cool Orchid that

grows so freely as this with but little trouble. Jr.

is the most valuable cool house Orchid we have for

this month and the next. In the warmest house

the Cypripediums are at present the most free

flowering plants we have ; the greater portion of

the bloom is obtained from garden varieties. I

have never been without blooms of the very beau-

tiful rose - scented Odontoglossum Roezli all

through the sum.iner nj,on,th^. It is one of the
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plants grown in this house which is very liable to

be attacked by thrips, and requires quite as much
attenliiin to destroy them or keep them off as 0.
vexillarium does. I cut off all the blooms that
weie open ar,d dipped the plants in tobacco water
very much diluted; they were afterwards sponged
over with clean water, and by dipping a^ain twice
during the winter they will pa's through it safely
as far as insect pests are concerned, for green-fly
and red spider are killed as readily as thrips.

I have been told more than once that the old-

fashioned houses with small glass panes are better
for such plants as the Moth Orchids (PhaUenopsis)
than the best modern constructions. Certain it is

(hat we do not see the plants doing so well in

the new houses, and in houses, too, where every
attention has been paid to ventilating, heating,
&c. I know that Mr. Lee when at Down-
side, Leatherhead, built most superior Orchid
houses, and I thought the house intended
for Phalasnopsids was as perfect in its way as
it was possible for such a house to be. The
plants would grow freely for a time, but when
the hot days of summer set in the large succulent
leaves did not seem lo have substance enough to
stand the heat. Most gardeners can grow the
recently imported plants into fairly good specimens,
but the difficulty is to keep the back leaves from
dying off, and thus checking the plants. It so
happened that after visiting Mr. Lee's Orchid
houses, I had an opportunity to visit the gardens
of the late Mr. Partington at Cheshunt. There I

saw perhaps the best grown collection of Phalse-

nopsis that ever was seen in England, and tte
gardener did not claim to have any special know-
ledge of Orchids, nor did the house commend
itself to one as being specially adapted to the
culture of such plants. It was an old lean-to
vinery, and the plants were all over the house

;

some of tliem on the front stage, others upon a
stage at the back of the house, others suspended
in teak baskets from the roof glass, but all of them
vigorous and in robust health, with the back leaves
perfect, some of the plants having about a dozen
leaves upon I hem. I could not ascertain that any
special treatment had been bestowed upon them,
except that the atmosphere of the house had been
kept drier than most growers would like ; in winter
the atmosphere was always well on the dry side.

Salt was sprinkled freely on the paths (which were
of coarse (travel) and under the side stages twice a
year. In hot weather in summer when the sun
shone very brightly, mats were thrown over the
roof glass as well as the ordinary scrim canvas.

J. Douglas.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Late Potatoes. — These have now finisheo
f,rowing and should be lifted. Those people who
still cling to the old notion that every vestige of
green must disappear before the tubers are taken
up should have no scruples upon this point. On
heivy and cold soils it is of the greatest impoitance
that they should be out of the ground, for
not only is wet soil very detrimental to the
quality of the tubers, but grubs also are apt
to bore into them and injure them. Dig the
tubers up wilh all possible dispatch, leaving them
open to the atmosphere for an hour or two to
become dry. Those of an eritable size should alone
be selected, the smaller being rejected. When
suitable storage room under cover is scarce, late
Potatoes may be pitted. Select a dry spot and
mark out a width 4 feet or thereabouts. The soil

need only be taken out about 10 inches, just
merely to form a base, as the higher the bulk of
the Potatoes are out of the ground the better.
Line the sides and cover over with a layer of
clean and sweet straw, afterwards banking over
with soil, bringing the sides up sharply and
beating .smooth with the back of a clean sp.-ide to
throw off the rain. It is also well to form a
chimney in the ridge to draw off moisture. For
this purpose drain-tiles are the best, these being
inserted at intervals of B feet. The tiles should
not be placed upright, but horizontrlly just beneath
the ridge.

Stobing Onions.—Many OnioDs are spoiled

annually through being badly stored, and although
thorough ripening is of the greatest importance,
this will not ensure their keeping well if not well
stored. Too close, warm, and also damp positions
must be avoided, the two former evils causing pre-

mature growth, and the latter decay. What is

wanted is a position where the air can freely cir-

culate, and where damp and frost can be kept off.

In many gardens there are well-constructed Onion
stores, these having open lattice stages, on which
to spread the bulbs thinly. Where time can be
spared the best should le roped, as in this man-
ner they keep well and last longer witliout sprout-
ing, on account of the freer circulation of air that
this method affords. Piling them in heaps must
be avoided.

Protecting Endive.—In some districts early
frosts have been exjerienced, and these must put
growers on the alert in protecting the Endive. A
moderate frost even will quickly disfigure fully

grown Endive by injuring the t^ps of the leaves,

and when this takes place, decay afterwaids
rapidly sets in. For the very earliest supply it is

not necessary to take up the plants from the open
ground, that is, if they can be protected where they
are growing, either by placing spare lights over
them, or by a wooelen framework as a support for

mats or oiled canva«. The plants which are to be
taken up may either be planted in frames, on the
floors of vineries and Peach houses, or sheds where
a fair amount of light can be admitted.

Young Carrots —Where Carrots have been
sown in frames to provide a supply during the
winter months, the lights should now be replaced,
as cold rains and early frosts are detrimental (o

them. The roots are more tender than when left

exposed. Upon the approach of severe frosts a
furtlier protection will be necessary. Carrots
which may be growing in the open for the same
purpose will not need protecting until frosty

weather really does set in, when the whole should
be covered over with a sufficient thickness of

dry B.'acken to keep out frost. A. Young.

MAKKET GARDEN NOTES.

Favoured by exceptionallv fine weather, the woik
in maiket gardens has of late been pushed on
vigorously, and storing or maikeling of root and
other crops is well advanced for the season. The
crops as a rule are above tlie average. The most
important woik at present on liaml is

Cabbage planting for early spring crops. As
fast as land is cleared of root crops of any kind it

is ploughed over, harrowed elown, and the plants
set out in rows about 2 feet apart for all the
earliest small kinds, and 3 feet apart for the large
kind.s. The sorts in most f.avour here are Eirly
York, Wheeler's Imperial, E iily Rainham and Non-
pareil.

Cauliflower Autumn Giant is now plentiful,

and for the next two months will be the most
conspicuous vegetable in the market. No other
variety has any chance with it when in its season.

Celery.—The digging and marketing of early
crops is now being pushed on, but the main work
lie-i with the mid-season and late crops, and, judg-
ing by the present appearance. Celery will be good,
the season having been very favourable.

Lettuce and Endive.—Large quantities of

these have been pl.anted for winter use, and now
planting out for spring crops will demand atten-
tion. The Hardy Brown and Hicks' White Cos and
the hardiest of the Cabbage Lettuces are employeii,
a large stock of the smallest plants being kept in

reserve in case of a severe winter.

Onions are now being pulled up and stored away
in dry airy lofts. The long keeping sorts are
mostly grown. James's Long Keeping and Bed-
fordshire Champion are the best.

Potatoes.—The lifting and sloiing of this im-
portant crop now must be attended to, and where
growers have many acres to store, every fine day
has lo be inade the most of. The crop is excep-

tionally fine in this locality and the quality ex-
cellent. As a natural result prices are very low,
so that it will pay to store them carefully rather
than sell at piesent. If there is any fault heard
about Potatoes this year, it is the rather novel one
that the tubers are too large, and cannot be re-

tailed in small measures with satisfaction to either

buyers or sellers. The prospects at present are
that root crops of all kinds will be abundant and
cheap for some time.

Tomatoes.—Thanks to fine September weather-
we are cutting splendid fiuit of Tomatoes from
open walls and plants trained to wire trellises and
single stakes. Tlie great thing is to pet strong
early plants put out in May and protected at night
from frost. Very rich soil is not needed, as I find

our best crops are where the soil was rich enough
to ensure fit.e healthy growth, but not large gross
shoots, as the fruit eloes not set well on these, at

least early in the season.

Turnips of white kinds are now in good condi-
tion for ma iketino-, and the late crops are being
hoed and thinned out to get them as large as pos-

sible while growing weather lasts.

Vegetable Marrows are still cropping well

where they escaped the early frosts ahout the
middleof September, when the majority of beds were
blackened tiy frosts. The growth has again pushed
out so vigorously, that they promise good crops

yet if the present favourable weather continues.

Mushroom beds are being made up in quantity
for the main winter supply, the present being the
best lime for ensuring a good supply from Christ-

mas onwards, when the prices are usually most re-

munerai ive.

Apples.—Gathering and marketing all the early
sorts liave been done under much more favourable
conditions this year than last, as the weather has
been fine r.nd free from rough gales of wind. The
Apple crop in this locality is good ; certainly not
so abundant in quantity, but much superior in

quality to the crop of 18'.)1, and prices have been
better, owing to the smaller crop of other kinds
of fruits. Late sorts for storing will now need
attention, as after October has set in we can scarcely

expect to have such still weather.

Pe.^rs are by no means abundant, especially on
the large orchaid trees of the commoner kinds

that were so heavily ladm last year, but the
smaller trees of the best kinds are bearing very
good crops, and have swelled up to a large size.

In this loo tlity many Pears that require walls in

the midlands can be grown to great perfection as

bushes, Pitmaston Duchess, Beurre Superfin,

BeurrS Bosc, Beurre Diel, Beurre Clairgeau and
many others being fit for exhibition, and certainly

of better flavour than from wa'l trees.

Damsons have been a good crop, but nearly

over. The idea that they do not want good culti-

vation and will grow and fruit as well in hedges
as anywhere is entirely erroneous.

Oosjiort. J. Groom.

'Viola cornuta.— I was pleased to see in a late

number of The Gaiidbn that the old Viola cor-

nuta is still considered as worthy of a place in

some gardens. Although so much inferior in

colour and size of bloom to the varieties which it

has given birth to, it still remains one of the

prettiest and most useful hardy flowers we have.

A pleasing feature of this Viola is that one is

never in danger of losing it through neglect—that

is, if some seed-pods are every season allowed to

form. It reproduces itself as fr.'ely from seed as

the common wood Violet, and if a few plants are

allowed to seed, young plants will sjiring up
here and there every year. I obtained this Viola

a good many years ago, and after the first two or

three seasons did not propagate it in any way, for

I found enough self-sown young plants come up
without my taking any pains in the matter. This

Viola is of such a hardy, enduring nature, that it

will live and bloom freely in places where there is

much ditliculty in getting hardy flowers generally

to do well. It stands drought and poverty in the

soil better than most things.— J. 0, Byfleet.

\
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Trees and Shrubs.

THE SEED HARVEST OF 18!I2.

Exceptional may well bo applietl to the

present season in so far as the production of

fruit by our trees and shrubs is cjucerncd,

there being few instances in which the crops

are not far above the average for many years

back. TheCik, Beech, Holly, Thorn, Sycamore,

Sivcet Cheshuit, ]\Inunt:iin Ash, Hazel, «ikl

Rose, Bramble, anil Liburuum may be cited as

examples, for, as far as I have had an oj)por-

tunity of judging, in the majority of instances

these are literally weighed down with the

great quantity of fruit. It was no uncommon
sight a month back to see branches of the

Mountain Ash that liad snapped asunder from

the very unusual weight of the fruit, and the

same thing 1 not'ced only lately in the case

of that i)rettiest of autunni fruit, the Siberian

Crab. Berry or fruit-bearing trees and shrubs

are often brought under the notice of the

readers of The Garden during the leaf-fall in

autumn, but I have rarely seen this Siberian

Crab noticed—a pity, for in my opinion there

is no fruit grown commonly in this country

that is nearly so ornamental as this little-known

Crab. At present the tree is literally loaded

with bunches of the red-checked fruit, the
size and colour of these being .something re-

markable when seen in our gold-n September
sunsets. The bloom on the Crabs is worthy
of remark, it resembling that of the Peach or
Orape, and imparting quite a finished touch to

the fruit. Acorns are unu.sually plentiful, the
trees assuming quite an unusual appearance,
and the same may be said of Beech mast,
while the Chestnuts, both Horse and Spanish,
are weighed down with their loads of fruit.

The Spanish iu particular is most notice-
able, and the fruit, if well filled, will

afford an unusual amount of food to the
animals of the woodland. Laurel berries

are also aVjundant, and so are those of the
Holly and Yew. while the white Thorn is

rendered conspicuous for a long way off by
reason of the pretty haws. Wild and neglected
hedges on the chalk formation ati'ord many a
pleasing scene at present, and which would be
worthy of imitating in our wild gardens, such
as the tangled masses of t)ld Man's I5eard
(Clematis Vitalba) and the good old single-

flowered Guelder Hose (Viburnum Opulus), the
berries of the latter of the brightest shining
scarlet affording such a contrast to the flulfy

heads of the Clematis. Then the Wayfaring
Tree (Viburnum Lantani) is unusually rich in

fruit, but these are soon spoiled by the thrush
and blackbird.

Solanum Dulcamara (the Bitter-sweet) hand's

its lithe branches of showy fruit from every
stronger neighbouring branch and presents (piite

a feature of the woodside and fence. Probably
one of the showiest berries of our woodland is

that of the Ddadly Nightshade (Atropa Bella-
donna), but they are always sparsely produced,
although this season an old plant I went out
of my way to look for had a fair sprinkling of
fruit. These are as big as a marble and of a
shining jet black, but they are very poisonous,
so it is perhaps just as well that the plant is

rather scarce and locally distributed. The
(^>uince, the IMedlar, and the Almond are all

fruiting readily this season, and this is per-
haps rather remarkable, as fruit generaDy

—

Apples, Pears, and Plums—arc scarcer than

usual in our gardens and orchards. Hazel Nuts
are everywhere abundant, and some of our
live-year-uld coppice woods are bearing un-

usually heavy crops.

Several very rare fruits are being jiroduced

this season, such as at Holwood Hou.se, where
the Umbrella Magnolia (M. tripetala) and the

Cucumber Tree (M. acuminata) are setting their

curious fruit, not jilfntifully, but in small (|uan-

tities. The fruit of M. acuminata certainly re-

sembles small Cucumbfrs, while that of M.
tripetala is altogether more impo.sing, being

larger and more conspicuous. But our native

liarberry (Berberis vulgaris) can well hold its

own with any of the shrubby species this sea-

scm, for every branch seems pendent with the

long ruddy-tinted fruit, and no more ornamental

berried shrub could be thought of than this

native wilding. Elder berries, too, are very

plentiful, l)ut they are rarely allowed to remain
long on the trees afber becoming ripe. Coni-

ferous trees are heavily cropped, speaking gene-

rally. The various species of Abies, but par-

ticularly A. nobilis, A. Nordmanniana and A.

cephalonica, have fine well-developed cones

and in quantity, while Lawson's Cypress (Cu-

pressus Lawsoni) and the various species of

Pinus are all nmre or less aliundantly furnished

with cones. The Yew and Juniper cannot be

excluded from our list, for both are np to their

usual in the matter of seed-production. Syca-

more and Ash keys hang in great fe.stoons

from the branches, while Birch seed may at

present be collected in unusual quantity. Even
the Alder is rendered conspicuous by the

curiously-formed fruit, and which would seem
to be very freely produced. A spike of Privet

berries might do good service for decoration if

thoughtfully mixed up with other fruit, and
they are rendering many a hedge conspicuous

by their abundance.
Altogether, forest trees and slirubs are un-

usually well supplied with fruit, and the harvest

of 1S!)2 should be chronicled as one of the best

that has been known for many years.

A. D. W.

Autumn-flowering slirubs.—Permit me to

add an additional word of commendation to

.-everal ot tbose highly spoken of by ' A. D. W."
(page 271). It is surprising that the Buckeye
(Pavia macrostachya) is so little grown. There is

nothing of similar character in bloom in the au-

tumn season, nor indeed at any season, the habit,

foliage and fiowers being exceptionally showy and
beautiful, while its natural habit of multiplying

itself lapi'lly from root-suckers not only enlarges

the general mass, but provides unlimited supplies

for planting, as well as for establishing fresh

groups. The leaves die off to a sort of light

lemon and other shades, that a-id a distinctive

richness to the landscape. Yet one may enter

a score of rather famous gardens without meet-

ing with a single Buckeye. The same holds

good of the well-named Wig Tree or Venetian

Sumach (Khus C'otinus), the flowers of which
are cliarming on the plant and almost in-

valuable for table decoration and other pur-

po.^es. The leaves, too, often die off ot an exquisite

blend ot purple and gold. It is a slow-growing

plant, flowering too profusely to occupy a wide

area. Where the Ceanothus azureus thrives as a
standard, groups of this striking plant would con-

trast well with groups of the Rhu^, while the

panicle-flowered Hydrangea would form a good
third for a trio of autumnal beauties. —Cale-
DONICUS.

Limonia trifoliata.—The decaying foliage of

this distinct and uncommon shrub is of a clear

yellow colour, and though the leaves soon drop, a
bush of it is very noticeable till that takes place.

It is a near ally of the Orange family, and is in

fact by some authorities included in the genus
Citrus. This Limonia usually forms a freely-

branched, sturdy bush, tliickly studded with stout

spines, that present a most formid ible appearance.

The bark of the shoots, spines, and luanches,

except the very oldest, is of a rich deep green

colour, and as the loaves are, generally speaking,

somewhat sparingly proiluced, this feature stand*

it in gooil slead, for even in the winter when
tDtally devoid of foliage it is almost as effective as

an Evergreen. When in the flowering stage it is

very striking, for the blossoms, which under favour-

able conditions are fieely borne, are as much as a
couple of inches in diameter, composed of five

pure white petals arranged in a star-like fashion.

Its .-liowy blossoais have been many times noted

in The Gakden, but little if any reference has

been made to the beauty ot the decaying foliage.

This Limonia is a native of Japan, and has the

reputation of being somewhat tender, but fuch

does not appear to be the case. Although a hard

and unpromi.-ing looV.ing subject, it is not difficult

to strike from cuttings taken during the summer
or early autumn months and kept in a close frame
till rooted.—H. P.

Acorns and Beech-mast.—The heavy crops

of ac rns and Beech-mast are having a very

noticeable effect on the trees in this (the east)

part of England, as the growth is not nearly so

strong as usual. The Beeches especially appear

to be stunted and suffering. I never remember
seeing such a fine lot of catkins on the Oaks, and
the effect they gave was so beautiful, that branches

were cut for indoor decoration and were greatly

admired.— J. C. T.

The Tansy-leaved Thorn (Cratajgus tanace-

tifolia).—A very handsome tree of this variety

stands upon the lawn at Livermere Park. It has a
peculiar, but con.stant habit of flowering and fruit-

ing, one year upon three branches alone and the

following year upon the other portion of the tree.

Distinct in leaf and in blossom, it is a'so very

handsome in fruit, the haws being double the siz3

of those of the common Hawthorn and of a bright

glowing colour. Its finely-cut greyish foliage con-

tributes materially to its distinctive character, and
mark it as a fine tree worthy of being more freely

planted.—A. II.

Magnolia stellata (,/., Iliuits)-— It is .s.iid lo

bloom naturally in the open air in March and April,

so that if you have plants likely to flower they

should be taken up carefully and potted as soon as

the leaves have fallen and the plants quile at rest.

If kept in a greenhouse in an airy situation they

will get established. About the end of November
or beginning of December some of the m may be

placed in warmth ; in this manner you may suc-

ceed in having flowers from the beginning of the

year until the tree blooms naturally in the open

air. The flowers, which are produced in great

abundance, are some 15 inches or more across, re-

fle.xed, pure white, and deliciously fragrant.—G.

Ampelopsis Veitchi in autumn.—There are

two or more quite distinct forms of Ampelopsis
Veitchi in cultivation, and this is p.articularly

noticealile in the autumn, for the foliage of some
individuals die off very richly tinted, and, on the

other ban i, there is one form whose leaves change
to a dull brown before they drop, and never by
any chance du they become red. A very desirable

type of this Ampelopsis has had the name of pur-

purea bestowed upon it by some, and this chai'ac-

ter is particularly noticeable in the spring and
early summer when growth recommences, and
again in the autumn before the leaves drop. In

the spring the freshly expanded leaves are of a
peculiar, yet beautiful bronzy hue, which colour

also extends to the leaf-stalks and bark of the

young shoots, and when grown in proximity to the

common kind its distinctive features are then very

noticeable. The form whose leaves do not die off

tinged with red, but simply turn brown, is of more
rapid growth, and when trained to a wall it will if

the soil is good push out large lobed leaves on

long stalks, so that it does not set so c'ose to the

wall as the others. In the spring this last-men-
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tioned form has the young foliage green, which
tint is retained throughout the summer, for it

never becomes bronzed, while various intermeiiiate
forms between these two extremes are to be met
with— in fact most of the plants one sees belong
to this group. Ad interesting feature in connec-
tion with Ampelop^is Veitchi is its rapid rate of
growth towards the end of August and in Septem-
ber compared with that which takes place earlier
in the season.—T.

Orchids.

THE DOVE PLANT.
(PERISTERIA ELATA

)

Thi.s beautiful plant, which has of late been much
neglected, again appears to be attracting atten-
tion, and is becoming more popular, inasmuch
as one more frequently sees it in Oi-chid collec-

tions. I was the more struck with this plant
on seeing a fine spike of it in Messrs. Laing's
nursery at Forest Hill bearing a raceme of
thirty or more flowers. The plant now under
consideration comes from about Panama and
various other parts of Central America, and
likes a great amount of heat during the growing
season. I have always succeeded best with it

when it lias Ijeen placed in a warm, shady part
of the East India liouse, and where the atmo-
sphere was always kept moist. In the early
stages of its growth care should be taken not to

syringe it, as oftentimes this causes the bulbs
to decay. To compensate for non-.syringing,

the air must be kept well charged with mois-
ture. After the growth is completed it may be
removed to a cooler and dry part of the same
house or to the Cattleya house. The latter

position I like the best, because the plant be-
comes more hardened and better rested. I do
not agree with those who recommend a severe
drying for the plant. I would rather keep it

just sufficiently moist to prevent any injury
happening to its foliage. The soil .should con-
sist of good turfy loam with some of the fine

soil shaken out, to which may be added a small
portion of old and well-rotted .sheep's manure.
The Peristeria being naturally terrestrial, it can
assimilate this better than the strictly epiphytal
kinds can. The pots for this plant must be of
good size, and the drainage must be good if

success in its cultivation is to be looked for.

The plant should not be elevated above the rim
of the pot, but be potted in the same manner
as an ordinary stove plant ; indeed it thrives
well mixed with other plants iu an ordinar-y
warm stove. Various plants have been as-

signed to this genus, but they have from time
to time been removed to Acineta or some allied
genus. Among these are P. Barkeri, P. cerina,
P. guttata, P. Humboldti, and P. pendula.

P. ELATA.— It is between sixty and seventy years
s-ince this was first introduced in a living state to
this country. Its pseudo-bulbs are usually as large
as a swan's egg. The bulbs of a plant of it I had
in the Kingston collection, and which belonged to
Mrs. Lawrence, of Ealing, were quite as large as an
ostrich's egg. Tliey are ovate, bearing on their
summit several broad, strongly-nerved or plicate
leaves, which attain a length of some S feet or
more. They are rich green in colour if the sun
has not been allowed to shine upon them during
the hottest pari; of the day. The scape, which is

erect, ifsuing from the side of the pseudo-bulb
near its base, rises to a height of from 4 feet to
l> feet or more, and bears from twenty to thirty
flowers, which are cup-shaped, thick and waxv in
texture, and very fragrant. The whole flower is

of a waxy-white, saving a few crimson-purple dots
at its base. The plant blooms sometimes during
the months of June and July, but the usual time
for it to flower is duiing the months of August

and September. The blooms remain a month or
two in full beauty. Some of my readers may think
that the flower-stem is too high to see its beauties,
and when placed upon a 4-feet or 5-feet stage it

would be, but there is always to be found some
convenient corner in a stove where the plant can
stand upon the floor, and the flowers thus be
brought more on a level with the eje, the leaves
only requiring to be tied in such a way as not to
injure them. When in bloom it will require an
abundance of water, and after the flowers are

purplish crimson, which run from the bottom of
the lip to the ba^e of the front lobe, and the large
side lobes are plentifully freckled with very small
dots of the same colour. How can I say that
either name is right ? Each implies that the flower
should be of one uniform tint, whilst here are two
specimens having at le.TSt four shades of colour.

—

W. H. G.

Cattleya Vedasti (J. 0.).—The flower you
send is very poor. I know of nothing in any way
like it. The flower of the plant named as above

over the plant may be stood upon the stage, and
j

^^,^ fig„,g^ , M. Godetroy-Lebeuf, of Argenteuil,
less wa'er given it until its growth is fimshed j^ ..L.o.cidophile," is verV handsome and pretty,when It may be removed to a cooler place and Vn,, c-,, fi,o r,oro„to w^.o 'n.,tt\^^r, t ^aawJI; »„'^pi;

rested until the spring. Wm. Hugh Gower.

Sobralia Beyeriana.—This is a pretty dwarf
plant now flowering with Mr. Seeger at his Orchid
nursery in Dulwich. It is about 18 inches in
height, the slender stems having broad, plaited
dark green leaves. The flowers are each nearly 5
inches across, the petals much broader than the

The Dovf- Orchid (Peristeria elata).

sepals, white slightly tinged with a flush of rosy

pink ; lip large, th^ front lobe large and full, beau-
tifully undulated. This and the side lobes, which
form a continuous fringe round the tube, are of a
beautiful rosy lilac with numerous small white
veins running through it, the whole having a some-
what velvety appearance. Throat at the mouth
has a zone of white, and behind this it is rich

golden yellow. This charming novelty is named
in honour of M. Emile Beyer, a great lover of Or-

chids in Leipzig. It is an elegant and chaste

flower, and will be a grand companion plant for

such species as S. leucoxantha, S. xantholeuca.
Its dwarf habit will be an additional charm.

—

W. II. G.

Vanda Roxburghi unicolor. — J. Meeks
sends me a flower Ijearing this name. The flower

is about 2 inches across, the sepals and petals being
French white behind, the front greenish brown tes-

sellated with deep Irrown. The side lobes are large,

and with the whole basal part and the spur, to-

gether with the column, are pure white; the front

lobe is pale green. A flower I obtained from Mr.
Williams under the name of concolor is exactly the
same, with the addition of several rows of dots of

You say the parents were Cattleya Loddigesi and
Cattleya marginata, and of these sppcies the two
worst varieties, I should think, had been selected
for the cross. The parents of the plant figured in
" L'Orchidophile " were C. Loddigesi and C. Pinelli.

—W. H. G.

Vanda spathulata (11".).— I am glad to find

there is so much interest taken in Vandas. The
article in TnK Garden of September 24 was not
intendfd to include all the species, but only such as
were known to be worthy of cultivation. This does
not infer that V. spathulata is not, as I have not
seen it in flower. It appears to be a common plant
in Ceylon. Several of my friends who know plants
well have spoken to me about it. The plant is in

Sir T. Lawrence's collection, and soon I hope to be
able to report it in flower. Lindley says the flowers

are golden-yellow. " A'anda " apparently
onlv knows V. helvola from Blume's or

Lindley's description. It has never, so

far as I am aware, been in cultivation.

~._ It is said to be found in the mountain
-..^^ woods of Western Java, and the true

/
plant would be a welcome addition to

I our collections. Whilst speaking of

Vandas I may mention one that 1 had
growing thirty or more years ago named

^ V.Jenkinsi. ]t passed into the hands of

M, Linden, of Brussels, and I have
neither seen nor heard of it since. Does
any reader know the species ?— W.

Catasetum sanguineum. — " M."
sends me a flower which is of a soft

green, spotted with red in most of its parts, which
I think is Catasetum sanguineum. I am told that

the flowers, which are small and not at all showy,

are thickly set, making a somewhat dense raceme.

It is a curious plant, deserving care and attention

in its cultivation.—G.

Kitchen Garden.

STORING AND BLANCHING ENDIVE.

It is an easy matter, comparatively speaking, to

secure good full-hearted plants of Endive. Most
people can manage this part of its culture well

enough, but fail to store and blanch it properly.

The blanching in itself is a simple att'air, and
the difficulty generally arises from the want of

good sound plants at different times throughout

the winter. Early in the season good plants

are plentiful enough, as with a little ordinary

protection they may he kept sound, but not so

later on and when the Endive is looked for.

At these times Lettuce is getting short, but

with plenty of good sound plants of Endive to

fall back upon the want of Lettuce may be sur-

mounted. Not that Endive can be expected to

take the place of good Lettuce, as it is a poor

substitute at the be.st of times ; but one can help

out the other, and with other material which

is generally availaljle at such times a good salad

is obtainable.

Frost and damp are the greatest enemies to

Endive, and the larger the plants the more
likely are they to become injured. A moderately

dry frost may not injure them, but although in-

j ury may not be seen for a time, decay gi'adually

creeps over the edges of the leaves, and when

I
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this takes pliico it is impossible to stoj) its pro-

gress. The protfction of tlio plants is tlie first

consideration. I'pon a sucWen frost occurring;

before the plants have been taken up and housed,

or otherwise adecjuately pn.tected, sooner than

allow them to remain uncovered, some light

protection should bo provided. Oiled canvas is

a capital jirotective agent, this keeping out both

frost and damp ; and although this may be

looked u])on as a luxury obtainable only by a

few, yet it is cheap in the end. At this season

of tlie year there is generally suitable .storing

space available in vineries and Peach houses,

these havhii; only heat ajiplied to keep out

sharp frosts. 1 like the.se positions better even

than cold frames, as the air is drier ; conse-

quently the plants are not likely to sutler from
damp in any way. Frames, of course, arc gene-

rally used for storing, but in a dry and frost-

proof shed which can be kept free from severe

frosts and where light can reach the plants.

Endive will keep sound for a long time. If

I^acked in moderately damp soil, no water will

be needed.

Lifting the plants whilst the foliage is in a

perfectly dry state is very essential. To
facilitate the removal, if the plants of the Round-
leaved Batavian are of good size, each plant

should be drawn carefully together and tied

with a piece of matting. Lift carefully with a
good ball, placing in shallow boxes and carrying

on a hand-barrow so that the soil is disturbed

as little as possilile. This may appear a very
unimportant point, but it often makes all the
difference between success and failure. By
digging up and carrying roughly, the ball of

soil becomes broken ; consequently the plants

wither instead of remaining fresh and plump.
When the plants are to be packed on the floors

of vineries and Ptach houses, some fresh soil is

needed for packing about the balls. The plants

must be arranged far enough apart, eo that
when they are untied and opened out there is

f-pace to allow of air to circulate. A watering
will settle the soil about the roots, and will

be sufBcient to carry them through unless the
soil should become iniduly dry. When the
plants are to be stored in frames they must be
well elevated to the light, as otherwise damp
is apt to afl'ect them. Beep frames should not
be wholly filled up with soil, these being the
better for being partially filled with .some open
material before placing in the soil. A layer of

faggot-wood, if available, forms a good founda-
tion and lessens the evil of damp. If the soil

is fairly moist, as it should be, no water will be
needed after planting. All that is nece.ssary

is to keep the frames freely ventilated, and
also protected with mats or litter in the case

of frost. The evil that must be guarded
against is deep planting, this very quickly
causing the under leaves to decay ; consequently
the hearts of the plants soon collapse. Cer-
tainly it is natural for the leaves to rest on
the soil, but in transplanting to frames, if they
are slightly elevated the less likely is damjj to

settle about them. For a very late supply,
the smaller plants should be kept in a frame
by themselves, as these would grow and form
a very useful late batch.

The storing having been assured, it now re-

mains to give a few details on blanching. With
this part of the routine cleanliness is of the
greatest importance, and no method should be
adopted other than will allow of this beinc
assured. Wliere an early supply is needed
blanching may take place in the open air, the
best course being to reserve a batch for the
purpose ; but to prevent any possible injury
from early frosts a temporary covering should
be erected, so that mats or oiled canvas cover-

ing may be i)laced over them on the shortest

notice. Tieing tlie plants together with matting
and earthing up with soil is a dirty method.
Clean flower-pots are .as good as anything,

taking care to clo.sely stop the hole to exclude

light, perfect darkness being essential, a little

•soil l)eiug also dr.awn u]i about the rim to make
tliis complete. Perfectly clean tiles or slates

may ahso be used ; also clean boards. When
lioards are used and the plants are in rows, as

they should Ije, long lengths shovdd not be
used, as when only one or two heads are all

that is necessary for daily use, the covering

and uncovering are apt to injure or bruise the

tips, when decay soon commences. Pieces

that will cover from six to ten plants will

suffice. To perfectly exclude light, a little dry
soil may be drawn up along each side. Later
on in the season blanching is a much slower

process, and although when in glass structures

the plants may be covered over with pots, and
in the case of the Broad-leaved Batavian be
tied up, yet it is quicker to lift the plants and
place them in a warmer and [lerfectly dark
structure. For instance, they may be placed

in the Mushroom house or even a warm and
dark cellar, when the blanching will take place

rapidly. A dozen or two dozen plants, as the

case may be, should be put in weekly. These
should be lifted and packed in boxts with a

sufficiency of fairly moist soil to sustain growth
without the necessity of applying water.

A. Y. A.

Runner Beans.—Whenever the meteorological
history of ihe present century is written, few facts

will have more importance than this, that in the
year 1H',)2 we h.ad so sharp a frost on June IS,

that in many places runm r Beans, Potatces, and
A'egetable Marrows were quite killed or materially
injured, and that on September 18 we again expe-
riencid just as sharp a frost, which again in ex-

posed or low-lying peaces did great harm amongst
tender plant?, in some cases to their entire destruc-

tion. Runner Beans specially suffered again, as is

usually the c.ise when early autumn frosts prevail,

especially breadths growing without sticks close to

the ground. But it was somewhat of a surprise to
see how much rows of runners that had been
staked and had thus been .able to grow to a great
height had escaped. There seemed to be no doubt
that the frost was severest, or at any rate the
most destructive, near the ground, arising doubtless
from the greater humidity of the atmosphere there
th.an higher up. I observed that where runner
Beans had been supported by ordinary I'ea sticks,

and the strong growth had borne down the tops so

as to present ii broad surface to the frost,

these surfaces were quite blackened. The higher
the Beans had gone up tall and nar.'ow lines of

stnkes, the more had they escaped. It would be
interesting to learn the experience of others on I hat
point. The granting of two first cl.ass certificates

to runner Beans recently shows that, so far as va-
rieties are concerned, we have some undoubted im-
provements. Not only have the two sorts Hill's Prize
and Sutton's Prize-winner, a selection from the
popular Oxonian, ard having very distinctive seed,

proved to be the best in gardens and on show
tables, but these two were the finest and most
prolific of all the section of Scarlet Runners grown
at Chiswick th's year, where they readily received
the full number of marks.—A. D.

Potatoes.—The granting by the fruit com-
mittee of the Roy.al Horticultural Society of four
first class certificates to Potatoes grown at Chis-
wick, and four certificates of merit will, no doubt,
excite some surprise that it shouM be possible to

find in these days of goi d Potatoes so many new
ones that merit such distinction. The awards,
however, are moderated by tlie fact that one v.ariety,

Re.ading Giant, has long been in commerce, but
never received the honour it meiited ; and anotlier.

The Cannn, has been in commerce two years

at least. One of the finest round white varie-

ties ever grown at Chiswick, Boston Quality

and Quantity (.lohnson), and certificated un.ani-

moiisly, is of a Higtnt-like character, and remark-
able not only for its good cropping qualities, but

also because it turns out all its tubers of one
even table size. As it is of the best table quality,

it will be a surprise if this variety does not

become pofiular in market circles. The other

variety so honoured, M.ary Anderson (Fletcher), is

of excellent c)uality, a heavy cropper and hand-
some. It is a somewhat largish white pointed

kidney. Laxion's Early Short-top, certificated

last year, again this season fully justiliei its

previous award The other four varieties which
received leaser aw.ards were all very fine croppers.

Thus it will be seen that njt only are there several

line new I'otatoes coming into the market, but
that they have been regarded as worthy of all

praise. There are so many really good Potatoes

m commerce, that no inferior forms r.eed now
be shown. It would have been a good thing
could a conference on Potatoes, especially in rela-

lion to the checking of the disease, either by
chemical applications or by the raising of va-

rieties that aie practically disease-re-isting, have
been organised in connection with the recent show
at Eiirl's Court There seems to be so much to

lament when a large gathering of those specially

interested in Potato culture is brought together,

that nothing is done to secure the benefit of

their united knowledge and experience. All hough
it has not been a seasnn of severe di.=ease visita-

tion, yet there has been quite enough of it to

enable growers to testify on the points nfer.cd
to.—A. D.

CELERY EARTHING UP AND MOISTURE.

The early part of September is a critical time for

Celery. The mid-season and late lots are apt to

suffer more than the earliest. As pointed out at

p 233 in the calendar notes. Celery requires

almost unlimited supplies of moisture ; indeed, I

often think the want of it causes the running or

bolting we often hear of. In rainy weather it is

often thought the plants are getting ample sup-

plies of moisture ; indeed, I have seen it noticed

that, owing to excessive rains. Celery is not so good
as usual, when doubtless, if the rows were
examined and the plants large or with dense
foliage, they were dry at the roots. I have fre-

quently noticed that when Celery for autumn and
winter use is moulded up when dry, bolting occur.s.

Large growing forms of Celery are worse in this

respect than the medium growers. Now is a good
time to apply moisture and a liberal amount of

liquid manure to the plants for late autumn and
winter use. If plenty of moisture is given now,
there will be less bolting and the growth will be
much firmer. The value of li juid manure frcm
the cow-yard during this month cannot be over-

estimated. This may be given mixed with water to

save time, or it may be poured in the trenches in

a pure state and a man follow with the
hose and flood the trenches afterwards. Those
who cannot apply liquid manure would do well ti

apply a dressing of smU previous to watering. So )t

is also a good fertiliser, and should be applied

where slugs abounel. One of the best stimulants

at this season is fish manure. The effect is very

marked if a little is applied every two or three

weeks, well washing it into the soil and giving .a

linal dressing before earthing up. In all cases

dryness at the root previous to earthing up should

be guarded against ; indeed, it is best to err on the

safe side and to give a heavy soaking, especially

on light soils. On the other hand, late Celery does

not require so much manure in the trenches as

eaily Celery; hence the necessity of more mois-

ture, as if given too much manure it does not

stand severe weather like i)lants grown moresturdy
and of firmer texture. In light soil there is no
better manure than cow and sheep droppings in a
decayed state and given in moderate qnanti'ies.

When much animal manure is .applied at one time,

the Celeiy has a tendency to boh just at the time
the plants should be thickening or forming a solid
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centre. Early eartliing is also a serious evil witli

late Celery, as the longer this operation is delayed
the better. I am well aware it is necessaty to

earth up before se%'ere frcst, bat it need not take

place till it is really necessary. We often get very

line weather during October, so that the late plants

can get the attrition required, as if a few degrees

of frost cccur early in the month, this does no great

harm to plants in robust health. It is an easy

matter to add a little foil occasionally in prefer-

ence to building up laige masses to check growth
and make the plants tender. G. Wythes.

The Fruit Crops.

SCOTLAND.

Scone Palace, Perth.—The fruit crops in

this cli-trict, with a few e.xceptions, are this season

much under the average. Gooseberries, Black and
Red Currants are a fair crop. Strawberries pro-

mised to be an abundant crop, hut the blooms
were destroyed by frost early in June. The varie-

ties which give the best results here are Vicom-
tesse Hericart de Thury, Sir Joseph Paxton,

President, Bothwell Bank, James Veitch, and Elton

Pine. Apples and Pears are almost a failure.

Apricots and Plums are very thin, but the quality

is good. Early Cherries generally a failure. Mo-
rellos good.— A. McKinnon.

Tlie Glen, Innerleithen, Peeblesshire.—
Apples in some districts are an average crop; in

the gardens here a good crop. Cherries a poor

crop. Gooseberries below average. Currants and
Raspberries an abundant crop. .Strawberries good
in some gardens, but below average genei'ally.

The best sorts of Strawberries to grow in this

district, and the ones that give the most satisfac-

tory results, are Keens' Seedling, President and
Garibaldi. Elton Pine does very well. I have
tried the following and found them almost useless :

Noble, The Captain, A. F. Barron, Commander and
Latest of All. Waterloo is a good late. Garibaldi

is our earliest, but the berries are small compared
with Keens' Seedling and President, which are the

two to be most depended on in this district.

—

Malcolm McIstyrp;.

CuUen House, Banffshire.—The fruit crop

in this district is very poor on the whole, with the
exception of small fruit. The spring frost and cold

winds feemedtocutofftheblossom. Pears andPlums
are very thin, as also Peaches and Apricots. The
wood of the Figs suffered vei-y much during the

winter. Strawberries have been extra good, as all

small fruit with me, but not generally.—J. Smith.

Cawdor Castle, Nairnshire.—Strawberries,

Raspberiies, Goo-eberries, and Currants abundant
and good. Victoria Plums on standards abundant,

so much so, that the branches are borne to the

ground with tlie weight of crop. On walls, Orleans
and Jefi:erson fair. Pears very poor. Apples on
old trees abundant ; on young trees poor. Straw-
berries grown here are Noble, Garibaldi, Duke of

Edinburgh and Elton Pine.— J. Maitland.

Alloa House, Clackmarnan.—Taken as a

whole, the fruit crops are much under the average.

Small fruits (Currants) are agood crop, but in the case

of everything else the cr'op is very poor, in many
cases almost a failure. Apples and Gooseberries es-

pecially. Strawberries are very poor, owing to un-

favourable weather when the plants were in

ilower. The following varieties amongst others I

have found to do remarkably well : James Veitch,

Dr. Hogg, President, Laxton's Noble, Vicomtesse
Hericart de Thury, and Sir J. Paxton.

—

Thomas
Ormiston.

IKELAND.
Vice - Regal Gardens, Phoenix Park,

DuVjlin.— Afiples and Pears are most di.snp-

pointing this year ; about one tree in ten has a

fairly good crop. Other varieties alonijside with
frui'ful vigorous constitutions have nothing but

leaves. Plums are a fair crop on walls
;
standard

trees have dropped much of their fruif. Apricots

and Peaches are both under average. Continuous
e.TSt winds and low night temperatures have done all

the harm. Good natural shelter and moderately
good soil are irrdispensable to make fruit growing
a profitable investment. Small fruits are good
average crops. Currants and Raspberries heavy.
Gooseberries moderate

; Warrington thin. Straw-
berries an average crop. To secure regular good
crops, I find it necessary to replant every third or
fourth year and to thoroughly trench and manure
the ground before doing so. Mulchings of manure
put on either late in autumn or early spring are of
special importance in the productioti of large fruit.

For very early fruiting, King of the Earlies and
Black Prince take the lead ; they colour well, but
a'e small in size. Vicomtesse H. de Thuiy and
Market F'avourite do well here as second earlies.

Bothwell Bank Prolific, a variety that dots not
appear to be much grown, does well here. It is a
good cropper, with large firm fruit, of good flavour.

I have used it a good deal for pot work, and it

does well for general croppirg. James Veitch,
Keens' Seedling, President, and Sir J. Paxton are a
few good sure croppers. For flavour, British Qrreen
and Dr. Hogg take first place here. Filbert Pine,
Eleanor, and Elton Pine are the most reliable for
late work.—G. Smith.

Hillsboro' Castle, Co. Down.—Gooseberries,
Raspberries, Currants in variety, and Strawberries
have been abundant. The Strawberries I find

that do best here after a few years' trial are Presi-
dent, British Queen, and Sir .Joseph Paxton. Noble
has been excellent in pots, but does not do well in

the open. A. F. Barron is also a shy fruiter with
me, the fruit hard and of poor flavour. Wizard of
the North is very prolific and our best late

Strawberry
; it is a much better cropper and later

than Oxoniiin, and is well worthy of a place in

every garden. Our mode of cultiv.ation is to layer

the runners in pots from the middle to the end of

July, and plant them out of the pots on heavily
manured ground as soon as they are well rooted.

Tliey produce good fruit the following season.
Cherries were a good crop. Plums, Apples, and
Pears on standard and wall trees are very light.

A great many of the trees have not a fruit on them ;

the continual spring frosts and east winds destroyed
the blossoms as fast .as they opened, particularly

so on the Pear-s and Plums on the south walls.

—

T. Bbadsh.wv.

Ballywalter Park, Co. Down.—The Apple
criqj here is very good, notnbly Irish Peach, Sam
Young, Keswick Codlin and King of the Pippins all

heavy crops. Young standards of Warner's King.
Stirling Castle, Cox's Pomona and Orange Pippin
with several others have a quantity of fine fruit.

Pears are below the average with me, but in some
other gardens in the neighbourhood are well up to

avera-je. Plums abundant, also Black and Red
Currants ; the Red are gi'owing side by side with
Black and are never touched by caterpillars, but
on the walls the Red have been destroyed by this

pest. Gas-lime is of no use. I am going to try

sea-weed, which, I believe, saved my Gooseberries

this year. Raspberries a failure. Cherries a good
crop. Keens' Seedling the best early Strawberry
here outdoors ; Fri^gmore the latest ; President one
of the best here ; Paxton is also good ; Noble and
Dr. Hojg not so good.— J. Ward.

Powerscourt, Bray.—Strawberries fair crop,

many of the early blooms destroyed by May frost.

Varieties grown. Keens' Seedling for flavour and
preserving ; Garibaldi and Noble for early pick-

ing ; Presidtnt and Bothwell Bank mid-ci'op

;

Janres Veitch latest variety grown here. Frog-
more Pine is grown in this district, and succeeds
fairly well. My treatment of the Strawberry is

well-prepared ground for planting, keeping clean

with the hoe. A mulching of solid manure is

given in February or March. I plant at 32 inches

between the rows and 18 inches from plant to

plant ; even wider planting is desirable, specially

for such kinds as President and James Veitch.

For fresh plantations I secure my runners in the

early autumn, putting them in nursery lines on
good ground till the middle of March, when they are

moved to their permanent quarters. Raspberries

a most abundant crop here and of capital size. I

cannot speak too highly of Baumforth Seedling
;

fur flavour arrd size no better. Superlative is also
first-rate and of good size. Gooseberries full crop
and large ;

in some gardens in this district crop
extremely light. All other small fruit, such as
Black, Red, and White Currants, abundant.
Cherries average crop. Plums most plentiful, and
of full size both in the open and on walls. Apricots
thin crop. Pears very scarce, except Bon Chre-
tien. Apples average crop. I find East Lothian
Seedling a most abundant bearer and good. Such
kinds as Lord Suflield, Keswick, Quarrenden, Cox's
Pomona, and Golden Noble are our best. Medlars
and Nuts are plentiful. Damsons average crop.

On the whole fruit crops have turned out very
much better than was expected, considering the
very severe weather we experienced at the bloom-
ing period.—D. Crombie.

Straffan House, Co. Kildare.—The Apple
crop irr this neighbourhood is the wor.-t we liave

had for twelve years, although the promise in early

spring was all that could be wislied for, but the
severe frost (17°) on the nights of April 15 and 17

killed the unopened flower-buds. Of Pears the

only kinds bearing any fruit are Marie Louise,

Passe Colm.ar, Winter Nelis, and Glou Morceau,
and these only on south walls. Plirms on wnlls

are a failure, while standards of Victoria, Prince

of Wales, Winesour, and Damsons ar-e fairly gond.

Cherries thin, but of good quality. Strawberries

were a splend'd crop and lasted well. All bush
fruits much below the average.—F. Bedford.

LiUrgan.—The fruit crop in this district is con-

siderably below the average. App'es and Pears

are about half a crop. Plums, especially Victoria,

are abundant ; indeed it is the only Plum worth
growing in this locality. Peaches are seldom
grown out of doors here. I may say the same of

Apricots. Small fruit, such as Gooseberries, Cur-

rants, &c., have been plentiful. Strawberries have
been a very good crop this season, but fi.avour in

most cases deficient. Sorts most frequently grown
for main crops are President, Sir J. Paxton, Dirke

of Edinburgh, and J. Veitch ; late kinds, Elton
Pine and Eleanor ; early sorts, Vicomtesse H. de
Thury and King of the Earlies. Laxton's Noble
has been a d .sappointraent here.—W. Alian.

Kylemore Gardens, Kylemore, Galway.
—The fruit crops here were considerably above
the average. Apples both on wall and standard
trees are a very heavy crop, and promise to be of

average quality. Pears are an average crop, the

samples being good. Plums, which showed a
great profusion of blossom, are but a thin crop,

and small fruits were an unusually heavy crop.

Raspberries being especially good. Strawberries

are not fruited in the open here, but we force ex-

tensively. Tire var-ieties most in favour are Vicom-
tesse H. de Thury and Noble.

—

William L.

Farmer.

Fota, Cork.— The prospects of a good all-

round fruit I rop were never better than in the

eai-ly part of this jear'. Fruit trees generally

looked healthy and flowered profusely, but we were
visited by severe spring frosts, which destroyed our

hopes of a full crop. Apples under average ; Wor-
cester Peirmain and W. E. Gladstone are bearing

a fair crop; Pott's Seedling, Lord Sutfiekl, Lady
Henniker, Waltham Abbey Seedling, Dutch Mig-
nonne, Golden Nob'e, Sturmer Pippin and our

never- failing Sma'l's Admirable are the best

croppers we have this season, with a few on other

well-known kinds. Pears much under average and
fruit generally poor in size and quality. Peaches

under glass copings a good average crop and well

coloured. Nectarines the same. Small fruits

variable, especially Gooseberries. Here we have
hardly any, as the bloom was destroyed by frost.

At a short distance from here at the same altitude

and the same distance from the sea the bushes

were laden to the groirnd. Currants of all kinds

full crops and good. Strawberries very full crop.

Laxton's Noble is now much gi'own for early local

market work; the district suits it well, qirality

second-rate. Marshal McMahon is the general fa-
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vourite bath for market ami private parJcns ;
it

comes in after Sir Joseph I'axton, President an.l

otti°rs, and ontinues in liearin;,' longer than most

kinds. It is tlie Strawberry for this district. I

mention this district, becau.se I know locality has

60 much to do, not cmly with Strawberries, but other

kinds of fruits, that it is impossible to give a

limited list of varieties that will do equally well

in every place. A friend who tries almost every

variety of Strawberry that is brought out has just

called" upon me from Unckinghamshire. Marshal

McMation is worthless with hin\, refuses to fruit

at all ; here it is the best. Keens' Seedling I con-

sider the best for early crop and forcing. Sir

Joseph I'a.xtm and I'residenl are favourites. Sweet

Cherries and Plums under average ;
Morellos a full

crop and very fine -W. OsiiOUNE.

Bessborough Park.— .\p:-les here and through-

out the distriit are not more than half a crop.

We had a sharp frost here on June 14 and IC.

Pears are a'jout half a crop. I'Uims, although

more plentiful, are mt abundant. The best with me
are Victoria and Prince Englebert. Victoria Plum
deserves ex'ensive cultivation for its cropping

qualities. Peaches and Nectarines under glass are

an average crop. The trees have not made so

much wool as usual. Raspberries, Red, White,

and Black Currants abundant. Gooseberries abun-

dant, but small and deficient in flavour. Morello

Cherrries a very thin crop. Apricots none. Straw-

berries a faUure ; whereas in gardens about two
miles distant they are abundant, but small and
very delici'nt in flavour. The varieties tliat suc-

ceed best with me are Vicomtesse H. de Thury
and Keens" Seedling. To succeed with Straw-

berries, plant every year; the third year is the best

after planting.—Wm. Cl.vekb.

Orchard AND Fruit Garden.

ROOT-PRUNING.
There is considerable difference of opinion as

to the results obtained from root -pruning,

many objecting to what they terra mutilation of

the roots and advising letting the tree have

free play. I believe in root-pruning provided

it is done carefully and at the right time. There
is no better time t^haii the month of September

;

the earlier in tlie month the better for .such

early fruits as Cherries, Apricots, and Plums.
Apples and Pears may be operated on early in

October, and not only root-pruned, but in many
cases lifted and replanted if necessary. One of

the chief objections to root-pruning is that trees

left alone, for instance those in orchards, fruit

freely witliout the roots being cut. Such is the

case, but then the top is left alone also, so that

the top-growt!i bdinces the root-growth and
the trees are fruitful. If old orchard trees are

severely cut in at the top, the next season there

is a forest of small twigs and no fruit. Careful

thinning may take place, but sufficient wood
must be allowed to absorb the supply of food

from the roots. Root-pruning in every case

would be radically wrong Where it is required

is with trees pruned severely or not allowed to

became large, as this cutting in of the top with-

out restricting the rojts produces unfruitful

trees. This pruning has been practised in

orchard an'l fruit houses for years with success,

as fruit trees in pots must be root-pruned at

least once in two years to keep them from grow-
ing too much and to induce them to bear
freely. It is much the same with various fruits.

For instance, Figs to be profitable must haveare-
stricted root-run, whichis akiud of root-pruning.

In many gardens pyramids or bush trees are
planted near walks ; these are most ornamental
in the garden, but in a short time till the al-

lotted sp.ace allowed them. The result is that

severe annual pruning is necessary, and every
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year a stnmg growth with few fruits is produced.

These are the trees that benefit by root -prun-

ing, doing away with the severe top cutting for a

time. Of com-se tliure ar;^ diti'erent ways to go to

work, .as if extreme measures are taken at once

the trees are injured; indeed, root-pruning re-

quires a certain amount of skill, and with

large old trees with coarse roots only a

portion of the roots should be cut, say a

third or half, doing the work in two or

three seasons instead of one. With small

trees there is less danger, provided the cutting

takes place at a fair distance from the .stem

of the trees. Fruit trees, such as jjyramids,

would often be better if lifted oftener when in

a young state, say every two or three years
;

then root-pruning would be out of the ques-

tion, as a sturdy growth would result. We see

how well trees in nur.series grow wit'.i frequent

removal, ami how late it is often practised, and

with no evil results, simply because the roots are

a mass of fibre that soon takes to the soil. It is

the large coarse roots that succumb to lifting ;

hence the advantage of root-pruning to induce

better root action by the formation of fibrous

roots. Of course stocks have much to answer

for, as these are not all suited for the scion,

but of late more attention has been given to

these and to grafting or double-grafting. Apples

on the Paradise stock and Pearson the tjuince

rarely fail to give heavy crops of fruit. The
Quince stock fails in .some soils ; for instance,

on chalk or gravel the Pear stock often does

best.—G. Wythes.

This is a very important matter, and

should be well considered by all who make
hardy fruit culture a study. It is pitiable to

see .so many fruit trees of all kinds in gardens

growing freely and never bearing any fruit,

when a few hours' well-conducted labour would

make them not only profitable, but also interest-

ing. A properly nursery- prepared tree when
sent out will not have a single tap root, pre-

suming, of course, that all nursery trees are fre-

quently moved after they have been grafted. I

also presume that nurserymen, in planting their

fruit trees as maidens or otherwise, carefully

cut the roots. The tap root would in that case

be cut off, and I have yet to learn that when
once the tap root is severed a few inches from

its base a second is made ; therefore, I fail to

see how the tap root is responsible for all the

superfluous growth which some trees make.

Many fruit trees, Apples for instance, would

not require root-pruning nearly as much as

some persons appear to think if the top

growth was managed in a more rational

manner than is very often the case. The
proper manipulation of exuberant shoots

will generally bring a tree into fruit-bear-

ing witli much less trouble and consider-

ably less check to the tree itself than root-

pvuning. I am aware that there ard instances

which do not admit of the branches being

managed in the manner I wdl indicate.

In these cases the only remedy to render

a tree fruitful is to root - prune with a

view to check exuberant top - growth and
bring the tree into subjection, so that it will

give some return for the space it occupies.

The merest novice can determine whether it is

necessary to root-prune a tree or not when I

.say that if sp.ace will allow for the branches to

extend both in width and height it is not

necessary to do this. In the case of pyramid

trees growing in a limited sjjace, say beside a

path or otherwise, the question is difierent.

The continual jiruning of strong .shoots into

trt'o or three eyes every year without curtailing

the run of the tibreless roots only tends to in-

crease the evil. Allow the leading branches
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to remain with the exception of removing the
tip, and the result with most varieties would be
the formation the following .seasim of bloom-
buds the whole length of the shoot and a re-

duced growth in the length of shoot. Even
the year after the previous practice of hard
pruning was abolished, each year afterwards
less length of new growth will be produced,

but a much larger increased area of fruiting

space, and absolutely without touching the

roots in the sh'vi)o of pruning. Standard Apple
trees in orchards are living evidence of the
utility of this plan of dealing with trees with-

out the necessity of root-pruning. Very seldom
indeed do we hear of anyone root-pruning this

class of tree ; neither is it the plan to annu-
ally cut back the .shoots, and why should it be
done in the ca.se of bushes ? Pyramid-trained
trees I hold to be totally useless where a

full crop of fruit is the first consideration. If

Apple tree roots were paid more attention to

on the surface than is often the cise, we should

hear less complaint of trees wanting root-prun-

ing than at present. How often do we see

young trees of all shapes carrying giod crops of

fruit in the kitchen garden with many of the
roots quite bare on th? surface, and in the

driest weather, too, and not the faintest sigri

of a particle of mulching having been given
them with ,". view to conserving the moisture in

the soil ? It is not to be wondered at if the
roots of such trees d^iscend deeply in quest of

that moisture which is denied them in the

projier (juarter. After a few years of such
treatment the.se siine trees are often found
making a lot of gross growth and lacking in

fruit-production, caused in a great measure
also by the annual digging in of manure to the

roots during the winter months with a view
to making the trees grow well. All these

points need some consideration when discussing

the great question of root-pruning.

In planting Apple trees I do not mi.x manure
with the soil, but add a few shovelfuls of vege-

table refuse, wood ashes, &c I, however, Eonie-

tinics find it aljsolutely necessary to fork in a
quantity of partly decayed manure about the

roots the following autumn. In some soils trees

will grow fast enough without the aid of

manure, except that employed for mulching,
but in others even in the same field the growtli

of the same kinds of Apple trees is as different

as possible. The colour of the leaves, too, is

quite distinct ; instead of the deep green colour

and leathery feel of the foliage, a jialeness and
flimsiness are much too evident. Now it would
be folly to allow trees such as these to struggle

on without the aid of some food to give them
their proper colour and necessary growth. This
is an instance where the rule of not manuring
trees for a certain number of years after plant-

ing must be put on one side, and the circum-

stances of the case thoroughly taken into

consideration. In planting an orchard on a
newly -broken-up field instances like this are

almost sure to crop up, as seldom indeed can a
single field beyond an acre in extent be found
of exactly the same kind of soil. Where the
newly-planted trees do not make rjitisf.actory

progress the first year, it would be folly to

allow them to stand still when a dose of manure
of some kind would be of great advantage
The longer the trees remain in this unsatis-

factory state, the longer will they be before

they come into bearing. Apple trees, with

the exception of standards, if well attended to

when first planted ought to bear fruit the
second year after the shift. In th-) case of

standards growth is of more importance than
fruit. The first two .seasons after planting I

pick off all bloom buds from the standard
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trees, aud by the increased length of shoot

the plan is justifiable.—E. M.

Tlie value and necessity of root-pruning

are not nnderstood and recognised in the way they

i-hould be, and few people are aware of the good

effects it hss on trees, e-pecially such as are on

heavy land and full of gross growl h. The

reason of this is that they keep running to wood
and make timber instead of flower-buds ; but once

( heck that gross tendency i'. is easy to restrain

after, for Nature then rights herself, and one crop

Fig. I.

.;'a«»s.<'^-.«-rc*«<?5?»"!'*^****?*'^

le.ids on to another. It must be borne in mind,

however, that root-pruning must not be carried out

in a rough-and-ready fashion, as otherwise harm
in-tead of good will result, for if roots are hacked

and mutilated and severed too near lo the tree, a

hm? time will elapse before the tree will recover.

This being so, great care should be exerci>eil in

the operation. The w,ty to set about it is first to

open out atrench of a workable width, say 18 inches

or so, according to the size of the tree, and it the

tree is a large one, the treiich ought not to be

nearer than 4 feet to the stem, and even then it

will be better if it is not carried entirely lound.

The reason of thi< is that the cluck would

be too great, and to guard against ihat, half

should be done one year and the other half

next. In dealing with the loots, all the small

fibrous ones met with should be taken great care

of and saved, but all those that are big cut through,

but not, of coarse, with a spade. The proper tool

for that purpose is a keen-edged knife, as it; is im-

portant that the cut be made perfectly suiooth, for

it is only such wounds that heal freely, others

causing a dying back through decay of the parts.

With all the roots severed in the way referred to,

the next thing is to cover them up as quickly as

possible by returning the soil and filling in the

trench, and if the soil is close and tenacious, road

scrapings will do much good. Not only is root-

pruning desirable and beneficial for over robust

fruit trees, but it is the proper thing to do by way
of preparation for any of an ornamental character,

or shrubs of large size that are to be moved. Al-

th nigh root-pruning may be carried out from now
on through the winter, it is better to do it early

while the leaves are still on, as then the healing

process goes on more quickly and fresh fibres a'

e

more .speedily formed.—S. D.

ESPALIER FRUIT TREE3.

Esp.iLlER TR.\iXEii fruit tree.s are not, I believe,

so much in favour now as they were formerly
;

nevertheless, there may be some whom the

Fig. IT.

history of a tree so trained may interest. Eleven
years ago I planted a dwarf Apple tree—Oox's
Pomona—designing it fur an espalier, but at

the end of two years it had got into so hojjeless

a form, that I resolved to train it anew, and
with this object I cut off all the branches and

left it a bare .stem 21 inches high. The space

allotted to the tree was in length 8 yards,

the height 5 feet inches. Its appearance at

the commencement of the present year will

be understood by a reference to fig. 1.

In the year which followed the deprivation

of its branches and its reduction to 21 inches

from the ground level, a plentiful supply of

shoots issued from the stem about a foot from
the ground where the thickest branches had
been cut away, and .several more were pro-

duced at the top ; from these a selection was
made at the end of the year wherewith to

commence the training of the tree. ()n re-

ferring again to fig. 1 it will be seen that it

now had three branches on either side and
one to form a leader. My three tiers of

branches having been established, I liad to

get them to grow in such a way that, as the

tree advanced, a proper gradation of thick-

ness should be maintained in each tier. This
could not be efl'ected in one year. The lowest

branch, though trained horizontally at first,

was always curved in an upward direction at

the extremity, and this nrnde of training it is,

as fig. 1 shows, .still maintained. One tier only

of branches and a leader was suffered to grow
in the course of one year, and the proportionate

difference in the length of each tier was in-

creased each year at the winter pruning. At
the present time, although there are no Apples
on the highest tier, there are thirty-four f;iirly

distributed over the other six, the lower tier

alone having seven on it ; but there are very

few portions of the tree tliat did not carry

blossoms in the spring, and if the usual (juau-

tity had set, ten times that number of Apjjles

would have been produced.

Fig. 2 gives the form which I hope my tree

will eventually assume, as being that which, by
judicious training and pruning, would be the

most convenient to keep in order ; but a form
which in theory would be more correct is shown
in fig. 3 for the benefit of those wdio prefer

more methodical training.

The chief tendencies which we have to

covmteract in espalier training are excess of

vigour in the upper br.anches, in the top one
especially, causing them to outgrow the lower,

and the producing of all the fruit at the e.x-

trenuties only, leaving the middle of the tree

bare, an evil which, though it cannot be cured

in trees that have long been neglected, may
always be avoided by a judicious course of

training from the very first. Begin with

as many branches as you can get, with two, or

even three on each side, with a leader to carry

on the growth ; but as the tree advances, take

care to increase the proportionate difference in

the length of the lower branch and the branch

above it, laying in only one tier each year till

the intended height has been obtained. All

the shoots except the terminal have to be
shortened as they advance, beginning with

those on the highest tier. The end of each

should be pinched off' when about 4 inches long.

Great attention should be given to this, and
if any are afterwards found to have been over-

looked, they .should be reduced to the same
length. Any shoots that are produced on these

shortened portions later on in the year should

be treated in the same way. The terminal

shoots should be looked at occasionally, and if

any appear to be more vigorous than their

neighbours on the opposite side of the tree,

their points should be pinched off. A reduc-

tion of their length should commence early in

August, beginning with those of the highest

tier and proceeding downwards as the season

advances. The tree should be measured at the

end of the year, and the branches on the right

side of the tree made to correspond in length
with those on the other side

In the event of an accident happening to one
of the branches necessitating the removal of a

portion of it, a new shoot proceeding from it

may be made to overtake the others and acquire
its proper length in the course of a few years
by allowing the terminal slioot to remain always
unshortened, and to be trained in an upward
direction across the other branches, as .shown
in fig. 4, which gives the arrangement of the

Fig. III.

branches of uiy present tree in the year 1885.

The laterals also might be allowed to remain on

longer than those on the other branches, and

be reduced to G inches instead of 4 inches.

At the winter pruning all the laterals should

be reduced to about 2 niches in length from the

main branches in the usual way. These, I think,

are the chief points that rt quire attention in

the cultivation of an espalier fruit tree in the

early stages of its growth.

An espalier that has for some years filled the

space hitherto allotted to it may be profitably

treated by having new terminal shoots trained

horizontally at right angles to the main branches

across the boi'der in which it stands, taking care

to keep the lower branchlet well in advance of

the one above it. This can be done effectually in

the .second or third year of their growth. Little

available space on the border for the growing of

crops is lost by this arrangement. There is no-

thing to hinder vegetablesfrom being grown close

to the new branches on either side. I have one so

treated, the lowest branch of which has attained

the length of more than 15 feet. B. S.

Grape Alnwick Seedling.—On page 250

this variety is rather highly spoken of by
" Y. A. H.," and he appears to have been more
successful with it than any other gardener of my
acquaintance. That it is very easily coloured there

can be no disputing, and, in fact, it is the only

black variety that will colour well in the high

temperature and comparatively moist atmosphere

that are supposed to be necessary to grow and
ripen Muscats properly. What 1 do not agree with

is the remark thnt Alnwick SeedUng, in common
with the Black Alicante, is of good quality or

"very refreshing" from December to the latter

end of January. I have my doubts about its ever

being of really good quality, though it may be re-

freshing; while as to its keeping good till late in
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January, I nlso am doubtful. If " Y. A. H." cnn
keep it plump and f;ood till the end of November,
that is more than I can accomplish, and a period
of another two months is not to lie thoufjlit of.

Grown under precisely lliesame conditions as Gros
Colman, Alicante, and i,ady Downe's, Alnwick
Seedling is the lirst to colour and commences tu

shrivel long before the end of October. This sea-
son I have good bunches on a rod in a Fig house
and near to another Vine of Foster's Seedling, and
if the latter does not keep as well as Alnwick
Seedling I sliall be agreeably surprised, as the
latter might do me good service in tlie"any other
black "class at more than one t'hrysanthcmum and
fruit show. " Y. A. H." is a more than ordinary
successful grower of Mrs. Pince's lilack Musc.it.
and, it may be, is equally so with respect to Aln-
wick Seedling.—I.

Grape Foster's Seedling.—In the favourable
notice of tliis Grape (p. 2:i7) nothing is said about
the first-rate qualities for pot culture which it un-
doubtedly possesses. By far the finest crop of
fridt growing on pot Vines of any kind that has
come under my notice was of this variety in one of
the vineries at Frogmore in May of this year.
Foster's Seedling is an excellent Grape to plant
as a supernumerary in a new vinery. A greater
crop can be taken with impunity off canes of this
Grape than off any other variety that I know.
-E. M.

Societies and Exhibitions.

ROYAL HOKTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

October 4.

This was not such an extensive meeting as on
some former occasions this season in respect to
variety, but the hall was very well filled by large
collections of Apiples and Pears, Michaelmas
Daisies in large variety, and a few good groups of
Orchids.

Fruit Committee.

A grand lot of fruit was staged at this meeting,
.some of the large collections taking up much space!
Messrs. Cheat and Smee staging some finely col-
oured Apples and Pears. There were also many
seedling Apples.

The following first - class certificates were
awarded to

—

Apple Rivbr-s' Codhn.—A large conical fruit,
streaked with red on the sunny .side, yellow on the
opposite, flesh firm, flavour brisk, keeping good till
April. A valuable addition to our list of cooking
Apples. Messrs. Rivers and Sou.
Grape White Gro.s Coi..man.—Similar in shape

to Black Gros Colman with a thickish skin, but
much superior in flavour. It should prove a valu-
able late white kind. R.H.S., Chiswick.

Awards of merit were given to

—

Apple King Harry.—A medium-sized hand-
some fruit of fine flavour, with firm flesh. A va-
riety of great merit and good keeper. R.H.S.
Chiswick.

''

Grape Chas.selas A'ibert.—A white Grape
with transparent skin, flavour good. One of the
best for outside or cool house culture. The bunch
shown was grown in a cool house. R.H.S. Chis-
wick. ' ''

Maize Adams' Early.—This was shown in the
husk and cooked, it being a useful autumn vege-
table

;
sown in April or May, and may be had fit for

table for autumn use. From Mr. Willard, Holly
Lodge, Highgate.
Tomato Mistake.-Grown against a wall in

ashes without manure of any kind, fruits large
of Ham Green shape, but more robust and larger
than that variety. Mr. Hudson, Gunnersbury
House, Acton.
A Grape named Chasselas Rose was also sent

from the Society's gardens. Seedling Apples were
sent by Mr. Ross, Welford Park, Newbury One of
great merit was asked to be sent again when riper

Messrs. Spooner, llounslow, and Mr. Crook, Forde
Abbey, Cliard, also sent seedling Apples of little

merit. A Tcmato named Owen's Perfection, much
like Conference, but flatter, was sent by Mr. R.

Owen, Maidenliead. Mr. J. Siinjison, DoUis Hill,

Kilburn, sent a Tdinato of good shape and colour.

A good basket of Lettuce named Autumn Queen,
a cross between Hicks' and Brown Hardy Cos, was
sent by Mr. Leach. A large collection of fine fruits

(forty dishes of Pears and UK) dishes of Apples)
was sent by Messrs. ('heal. The best were Beurrfi

Superfin, I'itmaston Duchess, very fine; Belle de
Uruxcllcs, Passe CJolmar, King Edward, Glou Mor-
ceau, General Todtleben ; and in Apples, Wealthy,
Emperor Alexander (very fine), Peasgood's Non-
such, Stirling Castle, Lady Henniker, Akera,
Domino, The Queen, Adams' Pearmain, Worcester
Pearmain, Bismarck, Lane's Prince Albert (large
silver-gilt Kuightian medal). From Mr. A. H.
Smee, Wallingford, a very line lot of fruit was
staged, some sixty dishes being exhibited. Among
them Emperor Alexander, Pea.sgood's Nonsuch,
Lane's Prince Albert, Tyler's Kernel, Dutch Codlin,
Yorkshire Beauty, Bismarck, Melon, Ramborough
(very fine), Annie Elizabeth, Gascoigne's Scarlet,
Brownlee's Russet and Court Pendu Plat were very
fine (silver Knightian medal). The Dowager Lady
Freak sent thirty-six dishes of Pears and Apples.
Among the Pears, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Beurrc
Clairgeau, Pitmaston Duchess and Gratioli of .Jer-

sey were good. Amongst Apples, Pott's Seedling,
Alfriston, Lord Sufheld, Cox's Orange and Frog-
more Prolilic were excellent (silver Banksian
medal). Twelve dishes of fruit, chiefly Apples
from cordon trees planted in llsllO, were sent by
Mr. A. J. Brown from the School of Handicraft,
Chertsey. Dr. Frankland, Reigate Hill, sent a seed-
ling Melon. It is a scarlet-fleshed variety with
very thick skin and rather over-ripe. The com-
mittee wished to see it again.

Orchid Committee.

No aw,ards to new Orchids were made on this

occasion, a most unusual circumstance, but a few
good groups were staged. That from Messrs. B. S.

Williams and Son was the largest, containing
several well -grown plants. The best of these
were two capital specimens freely flowered of Cy-
pripedium insigne ; another of Miltonia Candida
grandiflora, its rich brown flowers with the distinct

white lip, was very attractive. Odontoglossum
grande was also well represented ; so also Wiis

Dendrobium Phatenopsis Schra?derianum by seve-
ral plants in excellent varieties. Both Dendrobium
Dearei and D. superbiens were also shown, and Cy-
pripediura Ashburtonias with sever.al twin floweis
upon the spikes. C. Morganife was in good form

;

also that remarkably distinct variety C. logrande
(award a silver Flora medal).

Messrs. Sander and Co , as usual, contributed a
group of choice things, not so many as on some
former occasions, but very interesting. Phaltenop-
sis Lowi (seldom seen), a beautiful minor variety
of quite small growth; the flowers are flushed with
rose, the lip a ro.sy purple. Oncidium Burbidge-
anum bore an erect spike of flowers of a pale yel-

low shade. Cypripedium Spicerianum magnificum
bore several twin blooms upon the spikes of extra
size. Cattleya labiata was represented by two
plants bearing richly coloured flowers. Houlletia
Brocklehurstiana has dark cinnamon-coloured se-

pals and petals with lighter spotting towards the
base, an Orchid of remarkable colouring. Sarcan-
thus teretifolius with quite minute flowers more
curious than beautiful, Zygopetalum rostratum, a
species seldom seen, and good examples of Den-
drobium Phalaenopsis Schroederianum, and one Pa-
phinia grandis were also shown (award a silver

Banksian medal).

Messrs. H. Low & Co., had a bright little group
containing good varieties of Vanda ccerulea and
of V. Kimballiana in various forms (an exceedingly
useful and very bright autumn flowering species).
Cypripedium Schra-deras w,as well represented, also
Dendrobium formosum and other Cypripediums.
This group was finished off effectively with Maiden-
hair i^'erns (award silver Bank.-ian medal).

Messrs. Pitcher and Manda had a group consist

ing chiefly of hybrid Cypripediums, as ('. Arthuria
niini.C. onanthum superbum, and C. tonsum (very
distinct) ; also Oncidium tijirinum and a small
|)lant of Lielia pumila, with ;i ni<X' piece of

Cattley.a labiata. A cultural commcmiation was
most deservedly awarded to Onciriium ornitho-

rhynchum, of which a most profusely flowered
example w<as exhibited by Mr. W. Bryant, Stoke
Park, Slough. One flower of Cattleya Hardyana
M.assaiana of aurea alliiiity w.as sent by Mr. W.
Wells, Bromlicid, Sale, A finely executed paint-

ing of the same Orchid (^arac from the same source.

Mr. .Statler on this occasion showed Licl'a elegans
chelschensis with the lip of a deep vinous purple,

the sepals and petals also lich in colour. C.

granulos.a splendens, with yellowish green sepals

and petals, the lip veined with ])urple, and C. tri-

color crjeruleii with the lip of a clouded \ ale blue,

a striking contrast to the greenish-yellow of the
other parts of the flower, were also shown. Stan-
hope.a aurea bearing one fine spike came from Mr.
C. K. Wild, of Hampstcad.

Floral Committee.

A few good things were duly recognised by this

body on this occasion.

First-class certificates were given to the fol-

lowing :

—

Tacsonia Smythiana.—A hybrid variety with
flowers of the ordinary size, but in colour a bright
scarlet, a pleasing and most distinct shade.
From Mr. Smythe, Basing Park, Alton.
Drac.exa australis var. rubra.—An extia

dark form of D. Veitchi with more robu.st habit,

a very promising addition to its class. From Mr.
Elliott, Stour Valley Nursery, Christchurch, Hants.
Rhododendron multicolor Neptune.— One

of the dwarf forms of the javanico-jasmini-
florum hybrids, quite distinct from the older types,
being of very compact growth and most profuse
in flowering. The plant shown bore some eight or
more trusses, the flowers pure scarlet. From
Messrs. Veitch and Sons.
Hymenantiiera crassifolia.—A hardy shrub

of the style of growth of Coloneaster microphylla,
profusely laden with pearly white berries, which
have a slaty blotch of colour on one .side. The
plants shown were from the open ground. Frr m
Messrs. Veitch and Sons.

Awards of merit were given to the following :

—

Dahlia Mrs. VAC.r; (show var.).—The colour a
lilac-mauve, novel and distinct, also of good
form. From Mr. A. Rawlings, Romford.
Chrysanthemum General Hawkins (English

seedling).—A dark purplish-claret alter the style

of M. D^laux in character. From Mr. R. Owen,
Maidenhead.
Chrysanthemum Lady Brooke. — Another

English seedling, with broad reflexed petals, the
outer ones of a straw colour, the central portion of

the flower of a deep golden shade. From Mr. R.
Owen.

Messrs. Barr and Son sent an excellent collec-

tion of the best kinds of Michaelmas Daisies, A.
Amellus in its best varieties, A. Novi-Belgi Robert
Parker, A. Novaj-Anglia; roseus, A. hrjvis, A. vimineu.s,

and A. cordifolius elegans being the best. Pentste-
mon Newbury Gem, a bright scarlet of medium
size was also included (silver Banksian medal).

Mr. Anthony Waterer sent two basketfuls of Per-
nettyas in profuse berry, with excellent variety in

the colours (silver Banksian medal).
Mr. Waterer also had two beautiful e.xamples,

finely grown, of the Colorado Blue Spruce of a deep
glaucous tint, the habit of growth close, sturdy and
compact.
Mr. Wells, Redhill and Earlswood, had a large

assortment of early- flowering decorative Japanese
and single-flowered Chrysanthemums, the best of
which were Miss Lilian Cope (flowers large), Gor-
geous (after Sunflower), Louis Boehmer and Wm.
Wells (yellow) of Japanese : also of singles, Kate
Wells, a decor.ative bronzy-coloured variety of much
promise, and Jane Wells, a pure white of large size.

A bronze Banksian was awarded. The same award
was made to another collection of Michaelmas
Daisies, these being from Messrs. Shuttleworth
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and Co., including as the best most of the kinds
previously named. Keports of other exhibits must
stand over till next issue.

The attention of the Council having been drawn
to a difficulty in the awarding of certificates, &c.,
to plants which have received x x x at Chiswick,
they passed the following minute :—
The Council request that in future whenever any

plant (fi-uit, flower, seed, vegetable, &c.) shall have
liaii XXX Kiven it by a committee meeting at Chiswick,
the supernitendent of the Gartlens will (if it be possi-
ble) briugit forward at tlie next (or nearest possible)
general meetmg of the Society at Westminster or else-
where, m order tliat it mav if still thought deserving
receive a more definite award.
The Council also passed the following minute :—

f

Thedefiiiite award made under the above minute o
Council will be given (as all the Society's nnords are
made) (o the plant in question, and the custody of the
certihcute or other award will vest in the person send-
ing the plant, *c , to Chiswick for trial.—W. WiLKS, Sec: 11.H.S.

INTERNATIONAL FRUIT AND POTATO
EXHIBITION, EARL'S COURT.

Oct. 5, 6, and 7.

At this show were staged some of the finest
dishes of fruit ever seen. Apples were truly mag-
nificent and Pears very fine indeed. In the large
collection or open class of 100 dishes, no less than
800 dishes were staged. Pears, though less numer-
ous, were grand as regards colour, size, and finish

;

indeed, there was scarcely a poor lot in either the
Apple or Pear classes, and so numerous were the
entries, that many exhibits could not be staged at
the last moment in the miscellaneous classes.
Groups of plants were numerous, and Messrs.
Laing's Begonias formed a grand bank of double
and single varieties. Messrs. Veitch showed a
choice collection of the various hardy fruits in
cultivation. Messrs. Rivers had choice fruit treesm pots, and Messrs. W. Paul and Son, Waltham
Cross, hid a splendid collection of choice conifers.
Potatoes occupied a great space, so did vegetable^.
In all over 5000 dishes of fruit and vegetables
were staged.

In the open class for collections of Apples,
dessert and culinary, not to exceed 100 dishes,
orchard house fruit excluded, there was much
competition, no less than eight entries. First,
Messrs. G. Bunyard and Co., Maidstone, with regal
fruit, the back row of dishes being superb. There
were splendid dishes of Alexander, Cox's Pomona,
Bismarck, Gloria Mundi, New Hawthornden,
Golden Spire, Gascoigne's Seedling (very fine),
Hollandbury Pippin, Dutch Codlin, Lady Sudeley,
a fine lot, grandly coloured, and Ribston Pippin.
Second, the English Fruit and Rose Co., Hereford,
with smaller fruit, but of grand colour, the dishes
of The Queen, Emperor Alexander, Golden Spire,
Bramley's Seedling, Ringer, Bismarck, Worcester
Pearmain,and Crown Apple being very fine. Third,
Mr. J. Scott, Crewkerne, Somerset, with fruits little
inferior to the second lot.

Collection of Pears not to exceed fifty dishes

:

first, Mr. H. Becker, Beresford St., Jersey, with
very heavy fruits, some being of great size, but
chiefly culinary varieties ; indeed, as far as excel-
lence of culture was concerned, the second lot was
superior, having chiefly dessert kinds. The dishes
of Catillac, Grosse Calebasse, and King Edward
were of great weight. Van Mons Leon Leclerc,
Beurre d'Aremberg, Louise Bonne of Jersey, and
Forelle were very large and well coloured. Second,
Mr. G. Woodward, Barham Court, Maidstone, with
a splendid collection, chiefly dessert kinds of great
size and very clear skins. His dishes of Glou Mor-
ceau. Doyenne Boussoch, Pitmaston Duchess,
Duchesse d'Angoulome, Triomphe de Vienne,
Louise Bonne of Jersey, Beurrg Diel, Easter Beurre,
and Superfin were excellent. Third, Mr. A. Thomas,
Rodmersham, Sittingbourne, with a nice collection
of choice varieties well grown. There was no
entry for orchard-house fruit, but from the ap-
pearance of some of the varieties staged in the

fruit classes, we should say some fruits had been
certainly grown under glass. For class four or
trophy of vegetables there were only two exhibi-
tors, but these were good—Mr. Pope, Newbury,
first, with grand Wroxton and Lord Keeper Onions,
grand Celery, Leeks, Cauliflowers, Beans, very fine

lot of Tomatoes and Artichokes. Second, Mr.
Gibson, Carshalton, with good Potatoes, Turnips
in variety. Beans, Beet, Cauliflowers, Sprouts, and
Carrots.

In the classes for amateurs there was a very
lar^e number of dishes of hardy fruit. For the
collection of fifiy dishes of Apples, Mr. G. Wood-
ward, Barham Court, Maidstone, was a gool first,

having splendid fruit, highly coloured. Second, Mr.
Tuiton, wit h very large fruit of good colourand very
even, much admired. Third, Mr. George Goldsmith,
Horsham, wiih a pood collection. For twenty-four
dishes of Apples, Mr. J. Mackenzie, Linton Park,
Maidstone, was first, with grandly finished
fruit. Second, Mr. F. Smith, Loddington, Maid-
stone. Third, Mr. Turton, Ma'den Erlei^h, Read-
ing. Collection of twelve dishes of Apples : first,

Mr. George Woodward with large fruit. Second,
Mr. A. T. Killick, Maidstone, with an even, lot of
grand finish. Third, Mr. G. Chambers, Maidstone,
with fruit of gre:it merit—these Kent collections
being remarkable for high colour and size. Collec-
tion of Pears, twelve dishes : Mr. G. Goldsmith was
a good first, with grand examples of General
Todtleben, Pitmaston Duchess, Glou Morceau,
Louise Bonne of Jersey, and others. Second, Mr.
A. OHIer, Crawley, with fruit of great size and well
finished. Third, Mr. G. Nicholson, Chingford, with
a fine dish of Princess, Louise Bonne of Jersey,
and others. Collection of six dishes of Pears:
first, Mr. R. Smith, Yalding, Kent, with six grand
dishes of exquisite fini.~h. Second, Mr. C. West,
Salisbury. Tliird, Mr. T. G. Dean, Lirapsfield.

Collection of vegetables, twelve di»hes : Mr. J.

Wilkins, Inwood House, Dorset, first, with a superb
collection, having grand dishes of Sutton's Solid
White Celery, Intermediate Carrot, Autumn Mam-
moth Cauliflower, Globe Artichoke, Lyon Leek,
Student Parsnip, Maincrop Onions, and fine

Tomatoes and Potatoes. Second, Mr. R. Lye, New-
bury, with line Leeks, Sprouts, Onions, Potatoes,
Turnips. Cauliflower, Celery, &3. Third, Mr. T.

Friend, Godstone, with very fine dishes of choice
varieties. In the classes for vegetables and fruit,

with such an immense competition, the committee
woulil have done well to award a few extra prizes,

as there were fome splendid examples worthy of
notice. In the competition for Asters only one lot

was staged, of no merit. Of Michaelmas Darbies,

Mr. N. Davis, Camberwell, had a good lot of
bloom of best varieties well put up, securing the
premier award. Second, Messrs. IJarr and Son,
Covent Garden, with a nice collection. Third, Mr.
G. Sage, Richmond. Messrs. Barrhad a very fine

lot of Sunflowers, and of great variety with their

names, and received first prize. Second, Mr. Sage,
with a smaller, but good lot of blooms.

Gold medals were awarded to Messrs. Veitch
and Sons, Chelsea, for a very large collection of

Ajiples. Pears, Plums, and other fruit, twelve
large baskets of Apples of great merit, notably
Peasgood's Nonsuch, Lane's Prince Albert, Welling-
t(m, Melon Apple, Sandringham, Bismarck, Seaton
House, The Queen, Mr^. IJarron, Dr. H.irvey, and
Gold Medal. Messrs. Wm. Paul and Son, Wal-
tham Cro.ss, for a very fine lot of conifers in

pots, hardy shrubs, and trees, some rare and of

great beauty. To Messrs. J. Laing and Sons for a
very fine group of Begonias ; some of the newer
kinds were of immense size and brilliant colours.

The Begonias formed a solid bank with a ground
work of Palms and other decorative plants, flanked
n))on each side by a very fine collection of

Potatoes and Apples. To. Messrs. Rivers for fruit

trees in pot and in dishes, the Pears being very fine,

and the trees carrying a heavy crop of large fruit.

Silver-gilt medals were awarded to Messrs. Cheal
and Sons, Crawley, for very fine collection of Apples,
Grapes, Muscats and Black Hamburgh and Lady
Downe's, the fruit being of great excellence.
Messrs. G. Bunyard and Co. for a great number of

dishes of Apples and Pears : this collection had

twelve large baskets of Apples of great size and
fine colour, the culinary varieties of immense size.

Messrs. Deveriil, Banbury, for a very fine lot of

Onions of their Ailsa Craig, Wroxtrn, Rousham
Park, Lord Keeper, Jubilee, Anglo-Spanish, and
other varieties. Messrs. C. Lee and Son, Hammer-
smith, for a very good lot of Apples, their dishes

of the newer varieties being very fine. Messrs.

W. Paul and Son, Waltham Cross, for very large

group of cut Roses, fruit, plants, and foliage. Mr.
B. S. Williams, Holloway, for a grand lot of Crotons
splendidly coloured, and of choice varieties, well

grown plants, forming a pleasing feature in the

centre of the hall. Mr. E. D. Shuttleworth, Peck-
ham Rye, for Palms and other decorative plants

with cut blooms of choice flowers. Messrs. H. P.

Vilmorin, Paris, for a choice lot of salads. Endives
in variety, Celery, Celeiiac, ani Dandelions.

Silver medals were awarded to Messrs. E. Ryder,
Orpington, for thirty dishes of well-grown fruit of

Tomatoes. Mr. Woodward for Peaches, a collection

of varieties of great merit. Mr. Wright, Glewston
Court, Ross, for collection of Grapes (very good
bunches), Pears, Apples, and Peaches. Messrs.

Jarman & Co., Chard, for vegetables and fruit,

their Onions being of great weight and very solid.

Mr. G. Wylhes, Syon House, Brentford, for group
of decorative plants and Chrysanthemums taste-

fully arranged. Mr. J. R. Chard, Stoke Newington,
for his improved table decorations. Mr. Trotter,

Ledbury, for dried fruits and vegetables. Messrs.

Spoonei', Hounslow, for collection of Apples and
Pears. Mr. H. Becker, Jersey, for very large Pears.

Mr. G. Reynolds for a very fine collection of Hero
of Lockinge Melons. Mr. H. Wrede, Germany, for

cut Pansies in collection of twenty varieties

Messrs. Barron & Sons, Derby, for cut foliage.

Messrs. Barr & Son, Covent Garden, for cut hardy
flowers. Mr, H. Rickwood, Twickenham, for very

fine colled ion of Pears. Mr. W. Iceton, Putney,
for a grand lot of Gros Maroc Grapes, the collec-

tion, being most meritorious ; and to Messrs. Lane
k. Son, Berkhamsted, for very fine Prince Albert

and other Apples, fruits and Nuts in variety.

Bronze medals were given to Mr. C. Holden
Ealing, for decorative plants grouped. Messrs
Peed & Son, Norwood, for Apples and Pears. Mr
Bythway, Llanelly, for collection of Apples. Mr. W
Wells, Crawley, Apples. Mr. G. A. Loveday, Pears

of large size. Mr. Wallis, Keele Hall, Peaches. Mr.
R. Dean, Ealing, Beans and Potatoes. Messrs.

Waterer for fine plants of Blue Spruce (Picea

pungens glauca). Messrs. Wells, ;Redhill, for a
very fine lot of cut Chrysanthemums.
For the Covent Garden prizes there was not much

competition. Messrs. W. Poupart, Twickenham,
for Apples shown in half-bushel baskets, were first,

with fruit of good quality ; second, Mr. J ickson,

Gunnersbury House, Acton. Pears ; First, Mr.
Becker, Jersey ; and second for smaller collection

of Apples, Mr. Wyatt, Hatton, Middlesex.

First class certificates were granted to Messrs.

Laing for a very fine double Begonia of large size

and Ijrilliant colours named Lady Dunsany ; to

Messrs. Pcr'sins and Sons for anew Cactus Dahlia,

named Matchless; to Messrs. Jarman and Co.,

Chard, for their new Onion, named Hero, a cross

between Rousham Park and Ailsa Craig, an im-
mense variety, weighing nearly 2 lb. each ; for

Laing's Mammoth Red Celery, a variety of great

excellence, tinged with pink, and of a beautiful

flavour, an excellent autumn variety.

Messrs. Waterer, Knap Hill, Woking, exhibited

some fine baskets of Pernettyas, covered with their

bright berries ; also shrubs, including the recently

certificated Picea pungens glauca. Messrs. Lane,
Berkhamsted, had a fine collection of Nuts with
their collection of Apples. Messrs. Sutton staged
a very fine collection of vegetables, their Onions,

Cabbages, Knles, Kohl Rabi, and Carrots having
been grown under ordinary field culture.

Whilst the display of Apples may well be re-

garded as one of the finest seen in London, the

Potato exhibits, though presented in a very large

way, could hardly merit the same compliment.
Mcst certainly to many the Potatoes were a sort of

revelation, but those who still remember the later

exhibits of the International Potato Society at the
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Crystal Paljice will hold that there was then a
higher average of merit than now exists. That
one or two sucli exhibitions as that of the present
week would soon make the Potato what it was at

the Crystal Palace there can be no doubt. In very
many cases tlu' tubers were loo large ;

many indeed
were rather coarse. Still, of the best there were
many very liigh-cla.ss dishes, and perhaps about as

good as they well could be. The competition
throughout was good, and the large and reuiark-
ably interesting colleciions staged by seed firms
and others enabled all the best sorts in cultivation
to be adequately represented. The chief competi-
tive class was one for twelve varieties, nine tubers
being shown in all cases. The prizes were also

good, and gave those successful a liberal reward.
Mr. Kidgewell, who took the first prize in this
class, is an old competitor and knows what consti-
tutes quality in Potatoes. Amongst his and
other exiiibils in this class, specially fine were
Snowdrop, Heading Giant, t'iiancel'lor. Prime
Minister, CosmopoHtan, Sati^faetion, Triumph,
Advancer, Windsor Castle, Come to Stay, of whites

;

and Mr. Bresee, Edgecote Purjile, The Dean, Lord
Tennyson, white blotched purple; Purple Perfec-
tion, Prize-taker, Heading Kusset, Heading Ruby,
and a pretty pale red variety named Pink Perfec-
tion. There were nine collections in a class fur nine
dishes. Mr. Simkins who came fiis' had jvery fine

handsome tubers
; of his and others best in the

class were Heading Husset, gatisfaotion.The Dean,
ruby coloured, and of white varieties, Stourbridge
Glory, Abundance, Chancellor, and Snowdrop.
There were twelve collections in the class. Then
in the class for six sorts Mr. Simkins was again
the best, and in his half-dozen was a dish of superb
Reading Giant, which took the silver medal for
the besh dish of Potatoes in the show. The sorts
already mentioned come over again and again here,
and need hardly be now referred to. There were
seventeen competitors in this class, pretty good
evidence of its popularity with exhibitors. Then
came the re.'pective classes for three dishes of the
diverse sections. Of white kidneys, Mr. Ridgewell
was again to the front, having very handsome
samples of Heading Giant, Snowdrop and Purity.
Also in the class, Marvel, Chancellor and the
Bruce were good; there were twelve entries, and
in the class for white rounds there were ten
entries. The best three dishes were London
Hero, Abundance, and Satisfaction. Schoolmaster,
Monarch, Windsor Castle, Best of All, Universal,
Nonsuch, and Lady Francis were excellent. In
the class for coloured kidneys, usually a weak
one, the best are Mr. Bresee, Edgecote Purple,
Reading Ruby, and Mottled Beauty. Then of
coloured rounds, a good competition, the lead-
ing tubers were Pink Perfection, The Dean
Yicar of Laleham, Reading Russet, and Lord
Tennyson. 'I he best single disli of white rounds
was a grand sample of London Hero ; Satisfaction
coming second, third, and fourth. In the single
dish coloured round class the best was The Dean

;

Reading Russet, second and fourth ; and Purple
Perfection, third. The handsomest dish of a white
kidney was Snowdrop, first and third

; Chancellor,
very good second ; and Reading Giant, fourth. Of
the coloured kidney class, Mr. Bresee came first

;

Edgecote Purple, second and third; and Beauty of
Hebron, fourth. Then came clas.5es for Potatoes
put into commerce since January 1, 18.86. For the
six dishes fourteen lots were shown, Mr. Simkins
taking first pl.ace with Daniels' Reliance, Abun-
dance, Windsor Castle, Re.ading Giant, Sutton's
Seerlling, and Satisfaction. Of other sorts shown
in this class very good were Rural New Yorker,
Victory, Pink Perfection, Puritan, and Come to
St.ay. The duplicate class for three sorts brought
good samples of Triumph, Lord Tennyson, Monarch,
and others already named. There were thirteen
lots in this class. There were also classes for
seedling, or not in commerce, of white round and
kidney and coloured round and kidney. To these
various medals and certificates were "awarded, the
medal in each cla=s representing the highest
award. In the while round class, Mr. Jas. Lye
was awarded the medal for Advance, a fine hand-
some Potato out of Heading Russet and School-

master ; Mr. Wiles had a certificate awarded
to Oxford Surprise ; Mr. C. Ross to Recruit

;

Mr. Laxton for Murphy ; and Messrs. .John-

son and Sons, Boston, for Quantity and (Juality,

a fine Hegent-like round. Of coloured rounds
the best sample came from Mr. W. Kerr, Dum-
fries, in a purple seedling, line and li.andsome,

out of Abundance, and it w.as .awarded the medal.
Mr. Wiles got a certificate for Pink-eyed Perfection,

and Mr. H. Fletcher for Lillie Langtry. Of white
kidneys the medal was taken by Mr. Ridgewell,
with New International, not a happy name, a fine

handsome sort. Certificates were granted to Mr.
Wiles for Oxford Giant, very fine ; Mr. Howard
for Lord Wolseley, and Mr. C.Ross for Rising Star.

In the coloured kidney class the best was a fine

Lapstone-Iil<e tuber, deeply blotched purple, and
n.amed Lord Raglan. This was from Mr. Chopping,
and took the medal. Mr. Kerr had a certificate

for a fine flattish red kidney unnamed. The gold
medal for the most meritorious collection of Pota-
toes was awarded to Messrs. Sutton and Sons, of

Reading, who m.ade a splendid display, having
literally hundreds of dishes of sorts, including
some eighty seedlings, and also huge heaps of

Satisfaction, Magnum Bonum, Abundance, Best of

All, Windsor Castle, Ringleader, Reading Russet,

&c. Mr. C. Fidler, Reading, who had a fine collec-

tion, including a grand sample of Reading Giant,
hiid a silver medal for a beautiful collection.

Awards were also made to Messrs. W. Johnson and
Sons, Harrison .and Sons, Leicester, Mr. W. Kerr,

&c., for good collections. Messrs. Veitch .and

Sons, Exeter, showed their large white variety.

Prodigious, both cookedand uncooked. Mr. Laxton,
Mr. H. Fenn, Mr. R, Dean and some other raisers

also exhibited collections of seedlings.

A list of awards will be found in our advertising
columns.

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution.
—The fifty-third anniversary festival dinner of this
institution will be held on November 15 at the
Hotel Metropole, when the chair will be occupied
by Lord Brassey, K.C.B. Gentlemen desirous of
being present should make early application for
tickets to the secretary at 50, Parliament Street,

S.W. The secretary also desires us to say that he
will be obliged if friends who have not already
done so will kindly send in their collecting cards
before that date.

Royal Horticultural Benefit and Provi-
dent Society.—The sixth annual dinner of this

most deserving institution took place on Wednes-
day evening, October 5, in the Cannon Street
Hotel, Mr. John Fraser, of Lea Bridge, in the chair,
Mr. Marsh.all, vice-ch;iirman. A numerous com-
pany of members and friends was present to the
number of 130. Mr. John Fraser, in proposing the
toast of "The Society," mentioned that at the pre-
sent time there are on the boobs close on 500 mem-
bers, with over 50 honorary members, and upwards
of £7000 invested. In dr.awing attention to the
benefits of the society, special attention was called
to the convalescent fund which was started a few
years ago by Mr. Sherwood. It is very pleasing to
be able to chronicle that a great addition was
made to the convalescent fund, a sum of close on £.30
having been subscribed. A very interesting item
in the meeting was the presentation by members
and friends of the society of a hiindsome gold
watch .and chain with an illuminated address to
Mr. Hudson, who has been treasurer of the society
for the past ten years. Donations of fruit and
flowers were sent in quantity by members and their
friends, and the tables were beautifully decorated
by Mr. Chan! with his arcadian decoration now so
well known.

Stevensonia grandifolia.—The flowering of
this Palm at Kew is an event of some interest,
seeing that it is the first time it has occurred with
a plant under cull ivation in this country. Although
the species is by no means a common one in gar-
den-', it has always been well known—at least by
name— on account of its immense fronds and
gener,ally striking character. A specimen in the

Palm house at Kew has for many years been an
imposing object. It is now 25 feet or more in

lieight, its leaves being 12 feet long and 5 feet

bro.ad. It belongs to neither the palmate nor
pinnate-le.aved sections of the family, ils le.aves

being simple, but with the margin cut into teeth

several inches deep. It is this plant which is now
in bloom, and it shows that the species may be
added to the numerous Palms whose flowers m.a-

terially increase their value from a decorative

point of view. The main axis of the inflorescence

is a little under a yard long, with the secondary
br.anches confined to about a foot at the top. The
flowers occur in long pendulous, cylindric;al spikes,

a foot or 15 inches long, the whole of the inflores-

cence being a soft yellow. Like the famous
double Cocoa-nut Palm (Lodoicea seychellarum),

the Stevensonia is a native of the Scychelle

Islands.

Public Gardens.

Public park at Colchester.—Captain Naylor
Leyland, M.P., has undertaken to give a handsome
pair of entrance gates for the new public park at

Colchester. Mr. Horace Egerton Green, J.P., will

give another pair, and Mr. H. Laver has promised
to erect a monument in the park to the memory of

the Royalist generals who were executed after the

siege of Colchester.

Handsome gift to St. Albans.—Some time

since Sir J. B. Maple, M.P., whose country resi-

dence (Cbildwickbury) is about two miles from
St. Albans, intimated that it was his intention to

present to that city, in whose welfare he has

always evinced the greatest possible interest, a
public recreation ground and park, and he has

now form.ally made the offer in a letter to the

corporation. The land in question comprises 24

acres, and is conveniently situated, occupying a

valuable site not very far from the centre of the

town. Sir J. 15. Maple has already presented I he

town at a cost of about £4000 with a large isolation

hospital for infectious disease^, which is shortly

to be opened.

New park at Ramsgate.—There was an
imposing public ceremony last week at Ramsgate
in connection with the taking possession of the

new public park. The Mayor and Corporation and
various public bodies went in procession from the

pier yard to the park, which is situated in the

Ellington suburb. Together with the mansion
house, the finely-wooded i)ark has been purchased

for the sum of £12,400. The keys were handed to

the Mayor at the entrance by Mr. Sydney Young,

and the public were afterwards admitted. From
a platform erected in the ground addresses were
given by the Mayor, the Rev. N. Bartram, the Rev.

Benson Evans, and Mr. Gripper Banks. Elaborate

arrangements were made for the illumination of

the town and park, but they were somewhat in-

terfered with by the state of the weather.

Winter-flowrering Orchids. —I .should be glad

of a list of the best Caltlejas to Howcr in November,
December, January, February, and March. Can
Lycastes be had to flower successively in those

months? If so, which and by what treatineut ? ily

l..ycastes are coming into flower now. I like winter-

flowering Orchids—handsome flowers and hutton-hole

varieties. In the summer I care less to flower Orchids,

having a preference for Roses and choice Carnations.

—n.

Names of fruit.—CmyrfoH.— 2, Emperor Alex-

ander ; 3, Blenheim Orange; 5, Reinette du Canada;
fi, Conite de Lamy ; ."^j Duchesse d'Augoulcme ; 0,

Passe Colmar ; U, Glou Morceau ; 12, Duinc-low's

.Seedling. T. R.— 1, Deux .'Jo'urs ; 2, Beurre Diel ;

•3, Beurre Bachelier ; 4, not known; 5, Doyenne du
Cornice; (!, Duchesse d'Anpoulcme. 11'. 6'.^1, not

known ; 2, King of the Pippins ; 3. Beurre d'Anianlis

;

4, Celhni; 5, Rib.^ton Pippin. W. E.B^•tlnl,^Voking.

—2, Scek-no-further; 3 and 4. probably Mere Je Men-
age ; others next week. J. 0.—Wellington (Dane-
low's Seedling).
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WOODS AND FORESTS.

OCTOBER WORK IN THE WOODLAND.
Where a great extent of planting has to be

engaged in, the present and following months
should be utilised to their fullest extent, so

that the greatest bulk of the work may be well

in hand before the winter sets in. There are

very few soils or situations that may not be

more successfully dealt with in autumn or early

winter than by postponing the work to spring,

and everyone who has noted the results of

planting at both these times has by practical

experience become convinced that the earlier

the work is completed the more likely is suc-

cess to crown the efi'orts of extensive planting

operations.

Peat bog should not be planted in autumn,

neither is it advisable to insert young trees at

tliat time either by the seaside or on exposed

and wind-swept hillsides, but these are about

the only instances that can be quoted where

early spring planting is decidedly preferable to

the work being completed in autumn. On ex-

posed gi'ound it must be quite evident to every-
one who has studied tree life that plants in-

serted in autumn and allowed to be tossed
about for fully six months before growth com-
mences and they get firmly established, cannot
be in so fit a state to start away into growth as

those freshly jiut in just as active circulation

of the sap is coming about. Again, the diffe-

rence between the winter period on most of our
exposed grounds and the more genial tempera-
ture of the summer season, and during which
time the plants get firndy rooted and gradually
acclimatised before the stormy weather sets in,

has a decided effect in settling either for the
benefit or otlierwise of the newly - inserted

trees. The rocking and loosening of the trees

before they have laid hold of the new situation

has a decidedly injurious effect in that it

strains and barks the tender rootlets, and so

an unhealthy state of the plants is brought
about. By the seaside I have repeatedly
noticed that almost similar effects are produced,
indeed even worse, as the saline blasts add to
the original evil of wind-shaking. Peaty soil,

too, acts injuriously from its autiseptic quali-

ties on inactive roots, so that it is advisable to

insert the plants in such a soil just as they are
starting into growth.

These three instances are about the only ones
that can be adduced in which spring planting
is to be recommended in preference to that
taken in hand during the late autumn and
early springtime. Quagmires might form an
exception to the rule, but it being possible to

partially reclaim these, they can be hardly in-

cluded, while very stiff clays might come under
the same heading.

From instructions given during the past two
months, ground for planting should now be all

but ready, the fencing and draining being long
ago completed, and the burning of rough surface
herbage and pitting of the ground being well in

hand. Attention will first have to be directed
to the lifting of the plants in the nursery, and
nere it may be well to state that a well-managed,
well-stocked home nursery has so many ad-

vantages, that on every estate where planting is

engaged at all extensively in the establishing
and keeping of such is to be recommended.
The lifting of young nursery stock is, however,

so frequently gone about in a slipshod fashion,

that it may be well to direct special attention

to the lifting and transmitting of the trees, in

fact to their entire management until they

are re-established in the woodland. To keep the

roots in an uninjured condition slioukl be

the great aim of the nurseryman, and to do this

special care in lifting is the point of first and
greatest import. Do not, as is too often the

case, by inserting and loosening the .soil on one
side, and by tugging and pulling on the other,

take a plant from its position in the nursery

border. It is mistaken policy to think that

rapidity in lifting will compensate for root in-

jury so enacted. Dig out a trench at fully a

foot from the tree stems, or midway between
the rows of trees and on each side, the trench

being about 15 inches deep, and undermine the

soil from beneath the stool of the trees. This

should so disestablish the plant, that by carefully

catching hold of it and gently pulling it may be

taken out without the least injury to the roots.

Should the trees not have to be removed to a

great distance, do not shake any of the soil away,

for the act of loading and disloadiug will of it-

self be sufficient to take away any surplus soil

that may be adhering, while the rattling of the

cart or van in the act of transit will greatly

tend towards the same end being accomplished.

The next matter, and one of much moment, is

the care of the plants from the time they are

lifted in the nursery until they are again in-

serted in the woodland ; and here I would sug-

gest that if at all practicable, no more plants

should be lifted on any day than will suflice for

the following day's planting, as the shorter time

that elapses between lifting and replanting will

tell all the more markedly on the growth of the

trees. Where, however, the commonly prac-

tised method of "benching'' must, from dis-

tance or other cause, be resorted to, tlie plants

should not be tied in bundles, but placed

thinly in line and the roots carefully covered

with soil. Between the time of lifting and
planting, the drying and injurious effects of

the wind should be sedulously guarded against,

as by leaving the plants exposed and as they

are taken from the cart, much damage may be

brought about in a short time, particularly if

the wind is dry and blowing from the east. A
small quantity of damp litter placed around the

roots of the outer circle of trees will even help

wonderfully in retaining the amount of mois-

ture that is so necessary for their after welfare,

and this even though the trees are only to

remain implanted for a coujile of hours.

These instructions may seem to many to be
almost unnecessary, but with a large experience

in extensive planting, my notes, collected at

various times on various methods of procedure

and their results, tend to point that the more
carefully the roots of young trees are preserved

during the time that elapses between lifting

and plantnig, the more likely are they to suc-

ceed, and as the cost of so doing is as nothing,

by all means see that the work is gone about

in a practical and common-sense way. There

can be no question, indeed it has been con-

clusively proved on numerous occasions that

negligence both in lifting and storing plants has

been the death of more than any other cause,

if, perhaps, we except bad planting and plant-

ing the wrong kind of trees on the wrong class

of soil. In any case the value of the plants

and the cost of planting renders it imperative

that everyone in charge of such should do his

utmost to have it carried out in the most
satisfactory manner, and certainly a great deal

of success lies in the projier lifting and manage-
ment of the trees before being again reinstated

in the ground. A. D. W.

MANAGEMENT OF QUICK HEDGES.

On page 2GG there is some excellent advice upoil

the above subject, but there are also one or two
things that I cannot agree with. First, I am not

a believer in the planting of Quicks angle fashicm

1 foot apart, both in the row and the plants also ;

the distance is too great ; cot only as a waste of

space, but as an increase in the labour in clean-

ing the bottom of the hedge. Weeds are not so

easily cleaned from amony; the Quicks when in

that 'form, and it is absolutely necessary to keep

the ground about the plants quite free from weeds.

Planted at this distance, a hedge 7 feet high takes

up far too much space ; 4 feet 3 inches wide at the

base is the width mentioned. I have here a liedge

growing at the north side of an orchard 10 feel;

high and but 2 feet wide in any part of it, and no

better fence could be found. It would almost

puzzle a rabbit to get through, and certainly a hare

would have to go round. The hedge in question

has been planted thirl een years. I do not think I

should have allowed it to get up so quick from

choice, but shelter for the fruit trees was required.

However, now that it has reached its limit, we
shall, by clipping the growth at least three times a

>car, have no trouble m making it a trifle stronger

than at present ; it gives a little with the force of

strong winds. The ground was well trenched ;

some partly decayed manure was mixed wiih the

surface soil. The Quicks, a little thicker than an

ordinary cedar pencil, were planted 4 inches apart

in a single row and on the fiat early in November.

The soil was made quite firm about them, a

mulching of half-rolted manure was given, and

early in'the following February the plants were

cut down to within 4 inches of the soil. The

plants from the first grew vigorously, were

often trimmed, with the result that we have a

hedge which anyone might justly be proud of.

Growing on the farm here is a Quick liedge 300

yards long that has been planted forty years ;
it is

now not more tlian 5 feet high, quite impenetrable

to cattle or biped either. This hedge is a single

row of Quicks. The bottom is not quite so good

as it might be. The lower branches are rather weak,

owing to the fashion hereabouts in trimming the

hedges with a much wider top than bottom ;
by

this means the base of the hedge is deprived of

light and a certain amount of moisture, owing to

its being thrown off by the oveihanging branches

—a form of hedge cutting to be deprecated for

these reasons. My other point of objection to the

practice detailed by " F." was on the subject of

waiting till the following year after planting be-

fore pruning the plants back. This, like the non-

pruning of fruit trees for a year, is a waste of time

—at least my experience leads me to say so. The

wedge form of hedge is undoubtedly the best to

adopt for Quicks, which can be kept narrower than

perhaps any other plant, and still answer the pur-

pose as a cattle fence also. In the case of young

hedges it pays to take some trouble to cleanse the

shoots of green-fly, which during a hot and dry

spring sometimes attacks them and cripples their

growth for that season at least. A thorough

washing with the garden engine with tobacco

water, soft soa]i, and clearwateris the best remedy

that I know for the extermination of gieen-fly—

2 lbs. of tobacco paper soaked in G gallons of hot

water, add iig 2 lbs. soft soap and 40 gallons of

clear water. E. M.

"The Garden" MontMy PsFls—Th s puma' is ytib

lished in neat!;/ bojnd Mo.iMj Parts. In Viis farm the

coloured plates are best presented, and it is rfO-:.t suitatt: for

reference previous tothe issue of the halfifexrly v)lum:s. Pf^-^

Is. 6rf. ; post free, Is. 9d. Comphte set of volumes of Tan
Garden from its commencement to end oj 1891, fovty vols.,

price, cloth, £29 8»

••Gardenirg Illustrated" Monthly Parts. - TO s

journal is published in neatly hound Monthly Parts, m which

form it is most suitable for reference previous to the issue of the

yearly volumes. Price bd.', post free, Sd.

"Farm and Home" Monthly Parts.— Ihis joumalii
published in neatly bound Monthly Parti, in vhichform il u
most suitable for reference previous to the issue of the yearly

volumes. Price 5d.; post free, 8d.

NOTICE.— All inlcrtst.d in Cottofic Ilomis are inri cd to

ass'si inmuHyu, i„oun Cottsge Gardening. 3Ae Pvbli hns

will bepleostd'lojorita d jor this purpose spuim:n cn%,iis, free

of charge, on opjilicalion.
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" This is an Art
Which tioos memi Nature : chaugo it rather ; but
The Art itself is Nature."— *Aoi(.v>t:o«.

Orchids.

ORCHIDS FOR ROOM DECORATION.
Undoirtei>i,y the artistic arrangement of
flowers in uur sitting-rooms adds in no small
degree to the comfort of life. When weary with
work which must have much in it to harass
the mind,and perhaps to bring with it more than
the ordinary share of disappointment, it is re-

freshing and delightful to be greeted with bright
flowers and to find the room pleasantly filled

with their fragrance. We have learned now-a-
days to cover the walls with pictures, china and
other beautiful things, bvit all these want the
life and change and delicacy of varied colour-
ing, which growing plants and Ferns and cut
flowers can be made to produce so readily with
a little care and management. Orchids are the
very best things for the purpose, and as years
go on they will be so much more grown, and the
flowers couseiiuently so much more plentiful,

that there will be no ditticulty in having cool
Orchids in our rooms for their ordinary adorn-
ment. Two things have been hitherto in the
way of the large use of Orchids for making our
sitting-rooms beautiful with their lovely flowers
—their price in the market and the supposed
difliculty of growing them. Both these diffi-

culties are rapidly disappearing. Cool Orchids
can now be picked up at a low price, and we are
beginning to find out that they are not much
more difticult to cultivate than a Geraniiim.
One reason for specially choosing Orchids for
room decoration is that many of them last so
long after they are cut, and it is well known to
anyone who grows them that it is good for the
Orchid itself to have the bloom cut soon after
it is well developed on the plant. It wears out
an Orchid to leave the flower on for many weeks
until it naturally withers away. It was very
many years ago when a well-known horticul-
turist, who used to write under the initial "D.

,

of Deal," suggested the use of Lycaste Skinneri
as a plant to grow in the house. Since that
day L. Skinneri alba has made its (Jrhut in the
gardening world, and for some time fetched
an extraordinary price, and is .still an expen-
sive plant. I believe it is as easily grown
as the old and familiar L. Skinneri itself.

My plants of the latter are just coming into
bloom, and have not liad any more care and at-

tention than any common greenhouse plant.
The one thing they have had is abundance of
water, and in the growing season a good deal of
guano water, and hence the flowers now pro-
duced are on tall stalks and stand up boldly
under the long pale-coloured leaves of this
Orchid. The flowers now coming will be suc-
ceeded by others until the winter is over ; some-
times they go on into April or even later.

Whether cut or left on the plant, it is well
known that the flowers will last for a very long
time, and in the room there is a certain amount
of novelty about thein which, added to their
beauty, makes then attractive objects and well
fitted for indoor decoration.
But Orchids in pretty teak baskets 5 inches

or 4 inches sijuare would look exceedingly well
suspended on some of those artistic stands
which are made either for placing against the
wall or standing on the table. Some of the
smiller Orchids which are so very pretty could

be utilised in this way, and would then lie

more constantly seen and more pleasantly

brought before our eyes than in the dripping
houses in whicli they are to be found. Perhaps
it may be thought almost too wasteful to men-
tion such a class of plants as the Miltonias for

this purpose, and yet Miltonia vexillaria with
its lovely ]iink flowers, or Miltonia lioezli with
its .sparkling little racemes, would thus be much
more appreciated than they now are. But if

these are considered too delicate or too costly

for the purjiose, the Odontoglots could be sus-

pended in the same way, and no objection can
be brought again,st them on the ground either

of costliness or delicacy. I think (). Alex-
andrie likes a certain amount of warmth, and
I am sure it ought to have cool stove treat-

ment (if I may use such a contradiction) at

certain times, but that it will grow and flower

well after exposure to the cold of an ordinary
greenhouse there can be no doubt. I have
a plant now coming into bloom, with a stalk

18 inches long, which has not yet had any fire

heat, but is in a house with Chrysanthemums
where the bottom and top lights are open all

day long. Such a plant will endure while it is

in flower the necessary ventUation of the sitting-

room and its dry atmosphere, but possilily not
gas ; of that I have no experience. I turned
gas out of my house long ago, or the flowers

would not last in the sitting-rooms as they do.

Odontoglossum Rossi majus is still more amen-
able to this sort of treatment, and what a beau-
tiful plant it is, and just coming into flower
as the winter draws on. This is one of the
cheapest of cheap Orchids, and only reijuires

care to keep it always damp and the Sphagnum
Moss always growing, and it will reward us
with its exceedingly pretty flowers very freely

produced. Guano water is good for this also.

I have seen it stated lately by a writer on
Orchids that guano water will make Orchids
seemingly flourish for a while, but later on
they will begin to show signs of the mischief
it has done, for the plants will go back even
more quickly than they have advanced. All I

can say is, such is not my experience. It seems
to me that guano water given cautiously and
in a weak solution when the plants are growing
undoubtedly does them both present and perma-
nent good. Of course, when resting, no one
would tliink of stimulating with such strong food

;

but, when growing rapidly and coming into

flower. Orchids will profit by guano as much as

a Geranium or other growing plant. The
great difficulty to be contended with in placing
growing Orchids in the sitting-room is the
necessity for keeping them sufficiently damp.
This difficulty is, of course, specially against
bringing in Odontoglots. But after all it is no
greater difficulty in their case than in that of

Palms, or but little more .so, and tho.se who
manage to keep their Palms healthy when grown
for months together in the sitting-room, can do
the same with Orchids, which are more tender
certainly, but whUe they are in the house will

submit to its normal conditions without much
lo.ss.

Orchids prove what they will endure by their
long-suftering patience of alternate stifling heat
and draught in our shows. Some beautiful
banks of Cattleyas, Lielias, Odontoglots and
Cypripediums are often placed on the ground
by the tent door. A cold wind may be driving
in upon them while the atmosphere is hot and
close within. I often wonder how Orchid
growers can be so kind as to send their best
plants to be exhibited, considering how much
they must necessarily have to endure even when
treated with every precaution ; but at all

events it shows how much patient Orchids will

stand when they go forth to exhibit their love-

liness to an a<lmiring public. Another Orchid

not mentioneil above, but specially useful for

taking indoors just at the present time, is the

Cypripedium insigne. It is true it must be

grown, so far as I know, in pots, but it throws

up plenty of its beautifully spotted flowers, and

when put into a basket with Moss around it, few

things can look more attractive in the room.

This Cypripedium is hardy enough to bear such

treatment well. 1 wonder it is not more often

seen in rooms, for it might be grown by anyone

who has a greenhouse from which frost is ex-

cluded in winter.

A Gloucestershire Parson.

Dendrobium Phalsenopsis dellerse.— From
W. Bennett, gardener to Mr. (_'. W. MacKillop, of

the Royal Crescent, liatb, comes a lovely s| ike of

this superb variety with ten flowers, each measur-

ing nearly 4 inches across, the blooms being ex-

quisite. Also one bloom of tl.e rich dark-coloured

form of the variety Schncderianum, but tlie two

spikes of bloom marked D. Plialicnopsis look like

fine forms of the variety Statterianum. Mr. Ben-

nett says he sends this variety to show what a free

blooming plant this is; it was in bloom in the

month of June, and now again it has two spikes.

This is a wonderful plant ; there are so many va-

rieties, and all are beautiful, dellense bein^' one of

the most chaste and charming. Mr. Cyi'her, of

Cheltenham, writing to me by the same pjst, says:

" D. Phalajnopsis is a splendid plant ; we have

now about 120 spikes open, which present a lovely

sight."—W. H. G.

Thunia Marshalliana —G. Williams sends

me a fine form of this plant, which was received

from a son of his employer, who is serving with

the army in Burmah, asking its name and my
opinion of it. The name is given above, and my
opinion of it is that it is one of the best varieties

I have ever seen. There are several fine kinds of

this genus, and the stems die the second year, so

that you must be careful to preserve the plant

sound through the winter months, and when you
have got the young growth about half grown, cut

the old stem up into pieces having about two joints

and put these in as cuttings, keeping them in a

warm frame until they have grown some little piece,

when they will be quite safe. These plants will

secure you a stock of this grand variety. The plant

is flowering very late.—W. H. G.

The Dove plant (Peristeria elata).—Referring

to the figure .nnd the remarks of W. H. Gower,

which jOH published in Tite Gauden for October

S, page 324, allow me to say that there is a magni-

ficent specimen of this plant in flower at the

present time in the collection of Orchids at Norton

Manor, Taunton, the residence of Mr W. G.

Marshall. I have been acquainted with this

particular specimen for some years past, and it

appears to me that it improves considerably the

older it gets. Last year a little earlier than this

I counted as many as eight spikes of flowers upon

it, each spike having numerous blossoms. It is

probably the largest plant in the country, .and is

now in perfect health. A plant of the new Cypri-

pedium Chamberlainianum is also in flower at the

present time in this collection, and it proves to

be a very desirable and distinct variety.—J. C.

Clarke.
Cypripedium insigne.—To many amateurs

the name Orchid inv,ariably carries with it the

impression that costly structures, skilled labour,

and abundance of fire-heat are very essential items

in their successful cultivation. In a great many
cases this is undoubtedly the fact. But I think

when we come to a group or even a single species or

variety that may be grown with only ordinary care,

and such as may be grown in a cold frame in the

open during many weeks in the summer, the fact

cannot be too widely known. Just such an in-

stance as this have I seen to-day in Mr. Cypher's

nurseries at Cheltenham, where the forms of the

above useful and well-known plant are grown dur-

ing the summer months in cold frames. Th«
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system is by no means new in these nurseries,
havmg been practised for years past, and the
plan's were still in the frames when I saw them
on September 30. The e.xceeding vigour of the
plants amply testifies to the correctness of the
treatment. Thus grown they are but little trouble,
and the plants in question are certainly more
robust and healthy-looking than are those kept in
the greenhouse all the year round. This group of
Cypripediums is now an important one, and, being
easily grown as well as free-flowering, should be
exceedingly popular with all those whose accom-
modation for Orchid growing is limited. Not the
least worthy feature of this group is the length of
time the flowers remain fresh after they are fully
expanded.—E. J.

Flowers from Lypiatt Park, Stroud.—
Mr. Cypher, the gardener, sends me some excellent
varieties of good things, amongst them being an
extraordinarily fine form of Dendrobium Lowi, a
fine rich golden yellow—by far the brightest-col-
oured form I have ever seen, and Sir J. E. Dorring-
ton must be proud of possessing so fine a variety.
This plant was discovered by Mr. Hngh Low in
Borneo upwards of thirty years ago. He sent it
home to his brother, then the head of the Clapton
firm. It has always been a rare plant, but during
the past year or two I have had flowers from
various readers. There also come flowers of Vanda
Kimballiana, which are very beautiful, white sepals
and petals and rich magenta-crimson lip. These,
however, are not so fine as the variety sent me a
year or two ago by the same correspondent when
he had charge of the choice collection of Mrs.
Studd in Bath. A figure of a very nice form of
this plant appeared in The Garden, April 5, 1890
(p. 322)

;
also a fine and very highly-coloured form of

Vanda Sanderiana. Curiously enough, whilst this
plant has been figured in the Botaiiind Maqazine,
t. 6983, Sander's " Reichenbachia," ii., t. 62, Wil-
liams' "Orchid Album," iii„ t. 124, and 'other
works under the name of Vanda, I am inclined to
think It IS no Vanda at all. Its lip is not furnished
with a spur, and other reasons incline me to put
this plant into Blume's genus Arachnanthe. With
this comes a very dark-coloured variety of Lajlia
Dayana. which I have noted in another place —
W. H. G.

SHORT NOTES.—ORCHIDS.

Mormodes macranthum —Has anyone grow-
ing plants of this, of which such a lot was im-
ported in 1885 from Central America under the
name of M. Colossus 7 If so, I should like to see
a bloom

; its season of blooming is spring and
early summer.—W.
Cypripedium Saundersianum.—This fine

hybrid IS uow m flower at Jlr. VYm. Bull's establish-
ment. It is .1 very rare and choice form, and was pur-
chased by Mr. Bull when the Downside collection was
dispersed. It still remains as scarce as ever
Cypripedium Sedeni.-"G. H. B." sends a

flower oi this species which is perfect saving in want-
ing the petals. Such a freak I cannot say is usual
but 1 have uoted it before both in the true Cypripe
diums and also in the Seleuipediums, with the latter
most frequently. I cannot off'er an opinion respecting
it.—W. It. G.

r s

Oneidlum incurvum alblflorum.—What a
pretty thing this la when it flowers

; it is still how-
ever rare in collections. I noted this plant flowering
in JNlr. Williams' nursery when looking round for
novelties. The first time I had seen the variety wasm the nursery of Mr. Garden at Argenteuil near
I'aris, some four years ago, where many novelties were
gathered together.—W. II. G.
Dendroblums growing from root —" S G

L. scuds asking for reply through The Gakd'en,'
but he so entwined my address with Woodbine that
the letter went astray. No, I cannot say that I everhad a similar plant, but wait and see it it really does
t^rn out to be a growth. However. I do not see why
Deudrubiums, as well as other plants, should not be
allowed to throw up suckers.—W. H. G.
Cattleya Warocqoeana.-This "plant is now

flowering in Mr. John Laing's collection at Forest
HlU, and It proves to be a very line form of Lindley's
I/. lab;ata,weU deservnng of its name, for U. Warocque

is a great and enthusiastic lover of Orchids. Why do
people, in speaking of the true labiata of Liudley,
designate it C. labiata autumnalis? This is not
Lindley's name for the grand old species.—W. H. G.

Brassavola acaulis.—" D. M." sends a flower
of this species for a name. One seldom sees it

now-a-days, but it always was a great favourite of
mine

; the leaves are erect and deep green, the
flowers being solitary, large, the sepals and petals
narrow and about 3 inches long, greenish white.
The lip is large and creamy-white, with a few
spots of rose at the base. The flowers will remain
for some time ia good condition.—H.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.
Aplopappus pulehelluB.—Mr. T. Smith, Daisy

Hill Nursery, Newry, sends us flowers and leaves of
Aplopappus pulchellus, which he terms a ttriking com-
posite from North America.
Vine roots (C. £.).—We can see no insects ; the

roots are apparently cankered and need lifting into
better soil. The other plants seem to have been in-
fested with red spider and thrips, but there were no
insects on tbem when received. The red oolom- of the
Sedum is natural.

Nemesla strumosa Suttonl.—We have plea-
sure 111 sending you by this post a box containing a
small bunch of flowers of the above plant, which, we
thiuk, jou will he interested to see. These flowers
were picked in our trial grounds this morning, and
have been ia bloom now for more than four months.
You will remember that we exhibited this annual at
the Royal Horticultural Society's show on July 2(i

last, and obtained a first-class certificate, and we
think it will interest your readers to know that the
plant is still flowering freely so late in the autumn.

—

Sutton and Sons.

Crocuses and Colchicums.— I send you Col-
chicum Sibthorpi, a new kind, varying a good deal
in^ brightness, yet handsome and good, but I
think quite eclipsed by C. speciosum ma.ximum,
fine in colour, large in size, and of great substance

;

Crocus iridiflorus majus, the most distinct, per-
haps, of all autumn-flowering species, and C. specio-
sus Aitchisoni, probably the largest of all the in-
troduced species. The segments of the specimen
sent are more than 2^ inches long, giving a very
large flower when fully open; the delicate blue
colour vvith deeper lines is very beautiful.—T. Smith.

*^* The Crocuses are charming, especially the
purple one. The Colchicums are very fine, but there
is something very unpleasant in the colourof these,
and we think they are not nearly so pleasing as
the autumn Crocuses. M. Max Leichtlin also sends
blooms of Colchicum Sibthorjji.—Ed.
Royal Horticultural Society.—The ne.xt

meeting of the society will be held in the DriU
Hall, Westminster, on Tuesday, October 18. In the
afternoon at 3 o'clock, Mr. W. Curruthers, F.R.S.,
chief of the Botanical Department at South Ken-
siogton Museum, will deliver a lecture on " Cycads,"
to which interesting class of plants he has devoted
special attention. Growers of Apples, Pears, and
Grapes who intend to compete for the prizes oflfered
in the society's schedule are requested to commu-
nicate the nature of their exhibit to the superin-
tendent. Royal Horticultural Society Gardens,
Chiswick.

n.H.S. Gardens, Chiswick A number of
the later species and varieties of perennial Asters
are now blooming in the R.H.S. Gardens, Chiswick,
where there is to be found probably one of the
most complete collections of these plants in the
world. They are worth a visit from all lovers of
the Starwort family. The collection of Apples has
been stored in the fruit room, and as each variety
is correctly named, the attention of Fellows and
others interested in the cultivation of the best
kinds suitable for particular purposes is called to
the fact. The Grapes in the large conservatory are
now ripe, and the hanging clusters present a re-
markably fine appearance.

Nerine sarniensis.—A very constellation of
flower beauty comes to us from Messrs. van
Tubergen, who send a box of six beautiful and
briliant autumn-flowering bulbs called Nerine.

The colours are delightfully varied and soft, as

well as most intense and splendid. One of the
scarlets has a wonderful metallic appearance.

Single Dahlia.—We beg to submit for your
approval and opinion a few blooms of our new
decorative single Dahlia.

—

Dobbie & Co.
"'.,''' These are really very pretty single Dahlias,

and we hope the words beautiful and pretty and
others of the kind wiU be considered sufticient for

the purjioses of our gardening language. The word
" decorative" in the sense of beautiful is not at all

necessary or correct, and, moreover, false in its

teaching, as it implies that decorative and beau-
tiful are difllerent. These Dahlias are more star-like

and open than the old Dahlia, and a.s such we think
certainly worthy of attention.

—

Ed.

Hedychium Gardnerianum.—This fine plant
is usually more associated with the greenhouse than
the outdoor garden, but in the milder districts of

England it will remain out unharmed with a little

protection, such as afforded by a small heap of
cinder ashes piled over the crowns of the plants.

Where it is thought advisable to lift them, treat

the roots in the same way as those of the Cannaor
Dahlia, the great point being to store them in a
dry place away from frost. We saw a few days
ago a very charming bed of it in the Royal Horti-
cultural Society's gardens at Chiswick. The
plants each carried a free display of the regular
spikes of pale lemon - coloured, sweet-scented
flowers, conspicuous for the protruding style.

Their fragrance is delicious, and the beautiful
Canna-like leaves clasp the stems, which grow
from 3 feet to 5 feet in height. It forms a very
handsome bed, and may be used by itself or in
association with other sub-tropical plants. The
month to plant it out is May, and use a rich loamy
soil, with which a good quantity of manure has
been incorporated; in fact, the plant needs similar
treatment to the Dahlia. Although introduced
from East India as far back as 1819, it is not often
that the plant is used in summer gardening.

Notes from Baden-Baden.—Vallota pur-
purea can, quite as well as other plants, by selec-
tion and evolution, change the form, size, and
colour of its flowers. It is, moreover, not possible
to fertilise it by pollen from Amaryllis Bella-
donna, because the pollen grains are too difi'erently

shaped. Had Mr. Nix considered the enormous
difference in the form of the seeds of these plants,
he would at once have been convinced that the
attempt was in vain. For ten years I have been
working scarlet Lobelias, and have now obtained
splendid varieties. In some the colour of the
flowers surpasses that of Firefly in brilliancy, and in
others the flowers are nearly double the size of the
tjrpical plant. I hope within a year's time to get
plants with more compact spikes, showing at once
a large number of flowers just at their best. Aga-
panthus maximus Krelagei is freely flowering now.
It is late to do so, but this is a valuable property.
The flowers are very large, of perfect shape, and
of a deeper blue colour than any other. Laden with
its crimson-scarlet fruits, Crataegus tatarica majiis
(syn., Crataegus Korolkowi) is very striking. The
fruits, in clusters of from six to sixteen, each of
large Cob-nut size, show off in great beauty from
the massive dark green foliage. It is an introduc-
tion of Messrs. Jas. Veitch and Sons. Now that
autumnal dews and rains have come, Colchicum
Sibthorpi is at its best. Strong bulbs that have
been left undisturbed for two years throw off six
to eight flowers, making a massive bouquet 8
inches across. The bright deep purple flowers are
now highly coloured. In colour and size it is

superior to C. speciosum ; at least, the strain here
is so. In some parts of Greece inferior varieties
occur. Half an hour's sunshine is sufficient to
unfold the massive flowers of Romulea rosea var.

Leichtlini. They are the size of a half-crown-
piece and deep satiny rose coloured.

—

Max Leicht-
lin, Baden-Baden.

All ri our readers who are interested in the itnprorement of
cnttarje homes arc ivvitt^d to h'fp us to make Cottage Gar-
denlngr ^'i^own. It is yuhlished at tht^ very lowest prve to

mctt the irants of those /or whom it is intended, and copies will
be sent for distribution, free, by the publishers, Messrs. Cassell
end Company, La Belle Sauvage, Ludgate Hill, B.C.
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Flower Garden.

FLORAL DECORATIONS.
A Vase of DAFFoniL.s.

For tho spring .season, nothing in the way of

hardy ttowors lunds itsulf so roailily to, or is .so

amenable to, varied forms of floral arrange-

ments as the extensive family of Dati'odils.

From the time tho earlier kinds e.xpand their

flowers whilst snow and frost are still occasion-

ally seen, onwards until the spring has consider-

ably a.lvanced, they may be had, thus saving

choicer flowers from under glass, or dispensing

with them entirely. The intrinsic value of the

Dafl'odil should recommend itself more and more
for u.se in a cut state. Not only is the season

a long one, but the diversity in form, colour .and

size ati'ords such a varied scope for one's in-

genuity in arranging the blossoms in a cut state.

nanus, somewhat after N. minor, but distinct

therefrom. Without entering into the Poly-
anthus section as suited to pot culture, mention
should be made of the .Jonquils, which are well

suited to accompany the foregoing. Tlie large

single Campernclle, the single sweet-scented
and the Silver .Foniiuil are all excellent for cut-

ting. In the cutting of Dall'odils note should
be taken of the fact that the flowers will de-

velop well after they are cut. They ni.aj',

therefore, be taken as the blossoms are expanel-

ing ; this in some instances is an advantage,
particularly where more than one bloom comes
from the .same l)ulb, for it thus relieves the
same in good time. For arranging with Dafl'o-

dil flowers as a foliage accompaniment there is

nothing to surpass or even equal their own
leaves, some of which can easily be spared from
the commoner kinds. Fresh green Moss is a
good addition in some cases, as, for instance,

when sand is used in rather broad receptacles.

Grecu gl;i3s vase of Daffodils.

The choicer kinds. r.H thoy become better known
and more extensively grown, will undoubtedly
be nudi .sought after. For instance, there is

that comparatively new vaiiety sent out by
Messrs. Barr and Son, and called Queen of
Spain, of a graceful form of growth, with dis-
tinct sulphur-coluured flowers. Bicolor Hors-
fieldi is another beautiful sort, with itsimmen.se
golden-yellow trumpet and white perianth, one
of the linest and most .stately of its section.
This fine variety may be fairly called the king
of Dart'odils. I'.oth Kmperor and Empress are
noble kinds, with their bro.ad, strap-like foliage.

Other choice kinds are Nelsoni major, Barri I

conspicuus. Princess Mary, with its immense
I

silvery white perianth and spreading yellow
crowns

; Poeticus ornatus and the varieties of
Leedsi. The list could be lengthened out al-
most indefinitely, but jiarticular care should
be taken so as to exclude the small or minor
forms. Narcissus cyclamineus and N. minor
are both little gems in their way ; then there
are N. Bulbocodium (in various shades) and N.

or in smallui- ones when the minor varieties a;e
to be arranged, as they at all times should be,

l)y themselves. Beware of overcrowding the
flowers in any case ; this, besides spoiling the
ell'ect, is utter waste. By changing the w.iter

every few days they will last nmch longer.

G. n.

Tritoma R. C. AfFw(Urtit —Tliis is a compara-
tively new kind which I believe originated in

Holland. It is said to be a highly coloiued seed-

ling of T. corallina, and a glance at the ilower-

spiice suftices to convince one of its parentaje, for

the form of the spike, size, shape and colour of
blossom resemble those of that species. It differs,

however, in this respect that it is a much stronger
grower. The little coraliin.-i must be kept in sight
and away from its vigorous kindred, or it would
soon be smothered and lost. The kind under notice,

although only planted this season, h.is shown its

vigour, ar.d the flower-spikes are a yard or more
in height. It h.-is already become very popular
willi some of the Dutch growers, who describe it

as the most free flowering of all, blooming con-

tiiiuou.--Iy from sumuu'r till late autumn. Its
parent h;is this desirable habit of sending up its
sjiikes in succession, and therefore it is not im-
probable I liat the characteristic may have been
lianded on to its oflfspiing. Our ]ilants will need
1 be more cstablislied before thcv give confirma-
tory evidence of the fact. It is very cheap, and
therefore can be had l;y all who desire it, which is
more than can bo .'iaid of some of the new hybrids,
whose price is so high as to be quoted only on ap-
plication.—A. H.

Ivy-leaf Geraniums as window - box
plants. -^(Jver the front porch entrance to The
Court, Ccckington, Torquay, the residence of Mr.
Mallock, M.]'., is the finest exanqile of Ivy-leaf
Geraniums that I ever saw. The variety was Marie
Crousse, growing in a large box on the Hat roof of
the porch. The shoots were trained upwards and
allowed to hang downwards also, presenting a mass
of bright pink on the green background of its
leaves -a truly striking tight when viewed from
the carriage drive. Being in an open situation,
abundance of sun was obtained and an ample
water supply was given. The result was a fair
quantity of foliage, but a iirofusion of flower.

—

E. M.

THE FLOWERING SEASON OF CAR-
NATIONS.

If the date of the London Carnation Show is fixed
to suit Eouthe-n growers, as Mr. Rowan informs us
on page 2i)5, it is a remarkable fact that not a
single southern grower appeared in the competi-
tion for the prizes offered for outdoor kinds. Math
is in the west of England, and the other competing
lots came from the eastern counties. Either there
are few growers of outdoor Carnations in the south,
or else they had no flowers to show. If the sea-
sons fiave been late, and this Mr. Rowan admits,
why has the usual date of the show been adhered
to ? Mr. Rowan will doubtless remember that last
year, through the postponement of the Martin
Smith competition a fortnight, the result was a
magnificent display of outdoor Carnations the
second week in August. Certainly in Suffolk, on
a warm light soil, I have flowers earlier than they
appear in a Su^sex garden, with which we are
both acquainted, where the soil is heavy. The re-

marks I made, therefore, do not apply merely to
my own locality, nor do I see any need to modify
the opinions I previously expressed. Mi-. Rowan
even says that he has had plants in the borders
bloom earlier than those in pots, but his experi-
ence in Clapham would be totally dilferent from
that of growers in the country. A small town
garden would be warmer. Even this yekr a friend
in Chiswick had Countess of Paris in full flower
before the buds upon my plants were showing
colour. Another thing must be taken into con-
sideration. I was writing of Carnations that are
permitted to bfar and open every bud that they
produce, and I have not the least doubt some of
my jilants would have thirty; whereas upon Mr.
Rowan's, grown for show, even if in the border,
there would be found only three or four, or a small
number in any case.

As regards fringed edges, some of our present-
d.iy florists are a little more tolerant, but, all the
same, I noticed both this year and last that in

awarding the prizes in the class for the best bor-

der Carnations the judges had singled out and
made their awards to varieties with smooth-edged
petals. Why was it done ? Last year Mr. Turner's
Queen of the Bedders was admittedly the best
g.arden Carnation in the show, but it had no
award. This year a charming kind named G. H.
Sage was shown perfect in form, most distinct in

colour, but with flowers as much fringed as those
of the old Raby Castle. It was a perfect garden
Carnation, but it fad no recognition from the
judges. Some of the flat smooth-petalled varieties

that the judges have selected during the past two
years would, if grown in the exposed terrace gar-

den where I grow Carnations, present a sorry spec-

tacle after a windy Hay. If the fringed edge was
not regarded unfavourably, why should such
marked preference be shown for varieties of an
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opposite character? I can understand and appre-
ciate what Mr. Rowan calls the "scientific reasons
underlying it," say in regard to tlie bizarres, be-
cause he would wish to study such a flower in all

its varied markings. I love the Carnation for its

line effect in the garden, and when garden kinds
are concerned I do not like to see them judged
from a false standard, or according to presupposed
ideas with which they must conform. A. H.

PLANTING DAFFODILS.
Ik the hardy plant department at the present time
there is nothing so important as the planting of
Daffodils ; therefore no time should be lost in
getting them into the soil. Many kinds are already
exhibiting that ever-welcome sign to growers of
Daffodils, namely, the widening week by week of
the clear whitering at the base of perfectly healthy
bulbs, than which there is no truer sign existing.
It is from this point that (he new roots issue year
by year, and if all is well here, the bulbs can
hardly fail to produce satisfactory results here-
after. Amateurs, and beginners in particular, may
accept this as an unerring guide when selecting
the bulbs, for having a good crop of roots at the
commencement is one of the most important
aids to success. This excellent sign will almost
sure to be accompanied by bulbs firm in texture;
and if to these be added weight in proportion to
size, then you have all that could possibly be de-
sired. Where bulbs are large and light in propor-
tion to their size, it may be taken for granted that
they have been over-fed—treated, in fact, to too
much manure—which always results in a certain
amount of flabby tissue, a grossness of growth at
once unnatural and undesirable. Purchasers of
fresh supplies of bulbs should be on the alert and
sea tliat their bulbs are quite free from a scabby
base, a brown rusty excrescence which impairs root
action in a greater or less degree—in fact is one of
the worst forms of basal disease. Badly affected
bulbs seldom do any good, and unless it may be a
valuable kind, it is better to discard them alto-

. gether. On the other hand, if the bulbs are only
slightly affected, something may be done to assist
recovery if taken in time, thoroughly clearing
away the diseased portions every year. Where
many kinds have to be planted I would recom-
mend a start being made with the poeticus section,
as these perhaps more than any other group
stand less in need of drying or lifting, though, of
course, for commercial purposes this latter must
be done. At the present moment I have a large
quantity of the ornatus variety awaiting replant-
ing, and which were lifted as soon as the foliage
exhibited signs of^ maturing. Many of the bulbs
have still upon them the tuft of roots as lifted,

but what strikes me most is the vitality that many
roots still retain, while the roots of all other kinds
lifted about the same time and dried under pre-
cisely similar conditions quickly shrivelled upon
being exposed to external influences. Left in the
soil year by year, this variety, I believe, never
loses its roots entirely, as do many kinds, but con-
tinues to produce them in successional batches as
it were, and for these reasons I maintain that such
kinds should only be disturbed when necessity
compels. I draw attention to this fact now because
to such as may be left in the soil undisturbed
for several years, more room may be given when
planting, so as to allow for future increase and de-
velopment. Generally speaking, the whole of the
Poet's section may be regarded in this light, unless
the soil be very heavy or badly drained. In either
of these instances I would suggest setting a bed
apart for the general collection, treating it in a
special manner with a view to accommodate as
many varieties as possible, though it must not
for a moment be supposed, however elaborate
the preparation of the bed may be, that
anyone in any given garden can hope to
cater with an equal amount of success for
all the varieties of this great and vaiied family.
Some there will be of a surety a decided and
complete success, and others—though these, hap-
pily, are comparatively few in number—are just

as sure to fail. Nor can these failing ones be
coaxed into good health by supplying them with
this or that soil, because if such was the case the
difficulty would be easy to overcome ; but it is not
so, for there is an all-powerful influence hovering
round ; it may be locality or position, or atmo-
sphere, or all these combined, or, what is equally
difficult to surmount, an inherent weakness in par-

ticular kinds. But, as I have said, the failures are
so few and the number of varieties so numerous,
that one is almost tempted to advise putting the
weakly ones aside and making a beginning with
those whose vigorous constitution and bold, hand-
some flowers appear fitted to give general satisfac-

tion. Some of those kinds which appear generally
to fail in English gardens are Mary Anderson,
Henry Irving, spurius, Ard-Righ, pallidus prrecox.

Orange Phrenix, obvallaris, and others ; indeed it

would be difficult to meet an instance of those
named being all successfully grown in any one
garden

;
yet, notwithstanding, in certain localities

some of these varieties give no trouble whatever.
That last named is a case in point, and in this por-

tion of Middlesex its cultivation is a complete suc-

cess, while three or four miles off it cannot be
grown at all. The soil of this district in fact is

suited to many kinds, or, to put it another way
and possibly in its more correct light, it should
read that the atmosphere of this locality is suited

to the requirements of many kinds. One variety,

however, that fails hereabout is the double white
I'oet's Narcissus, that is to say, we fail to flower

it satisfactorily, yet are able at the same time to

produce bulbs apparently of the finest quality—

a

peculiarity which is, so far as I am aware, con-

fined to this particular kind. The plant produces
its flower-spike and bud, and these bear every evi-

dence of proper maturation by their robust cha-
racter and development to a certain point, but be-

yond this, instead of any further development of

petals and swelling of buds, the bud shrivels and
withers, while if examined the petals will be found
to have decayed also. Now all this is extremely
disappointing, especially to those who may have
purchased this variety for the first time, and, hav-

ing obtained flowering bulbs, would no doubt
blame the source from whence the bulbs came
rather than attribute the cause, as I fully believe

it to be, to some local influence. From time to

time a variety of suggestions have been offered as

probable remedies, but I have tried them all with
no better results than formerly in so far as my own
case is concerned. I know also that the failure is

more or less general, though I have found by in-

quiries that this blindness is much less frequent in

the cooler northern districts, and particularly

where a heavy moisture-holding soil obtains, and
a soil capable of growing and producing first-class

crops of Raspberries seems well suited to this use-

ful and fragrant Narcissus. The failure coming
at the very moment when the flowers should
be expanding leads one to suspect that atmo-
spheric conditions are to be blamed, for I think

had it more to do with the soil or the food
supplied, that the bulbs would not perfect the

buds they do. Sickness in the Narcissus family is

generally indicated very early in the season by
their leaves, the points of which appear to be

scorched or dried, but in (he double white Poet's

Narcissus we have none of these signs. I strongly

recommend planting this one in heavy soils and
about (5 inches deep as one of the most probable

means of overcoming blindness, to a certain extent

at least.

Another plan which may assist in the same di-

rection is that of planting the bulbs in slightly

sunken beds, and, from the time the flower-spathe

is visible in spring, give the bed frequent delugings

with water till the flowers are fairly well towards
expansion. It may also be worth while where this

kind is grown in quantity for its flowers alone to

place frame lights over the beds or a portion of

them when the flower-spike appears, to see if any
benefit resulted. Sometimes I have thought that

the cold withering winds of spring may have to do
with this failure, though I confess that after much
thought and many years of watching, it is to me
at least as great a puzzle as ever. I once grew

some in pots in a cold pit, but these were even
worse than those in exposed beds, notwithstanding
they were selected bulbs. The most vexing part

of the whole business is the fact that the spathe
attains its maximum, and up to this point every-

thing appears healthy and well, and frequently
even the base of the scape seems tolerably firm, as

if to indicate all was well within, and indeed this

is so, for I have at this stage opened many, only to

find every indication of health. It is from th's

stage that no progress is made, and presently the
petals will be found quite brown, withered and
useless—" blind," as they are frequently called. It

is therefore some absent or present condition of

soil or atmosphere, something within the narrow
limits of a few days, that renders void the whole
work of a year, and if this difficulty could be sur-

mounted, we have left to us a variety of consider-

able worth, the pure white and fragrant flower.^

with long natural stems being well suited for

decorative purposes.

In my opening remarks I have hinted that for

gardens with heavy or wet soil a special bed shoul I

be set apart for Daffodils, and in this particular

instance a bed raised a foot above the surface

would suit many kinds. Thus placed, the naturally

wet surroundings would not interfere with their

free growth, or what would meet the case equally

well would be a thorough drainage below of brick-

bats and the like. Many years sgo I had just such
a soil to contend with—an adhesive water-holding
clay—a very difficult soil to deal with for mary
hardy bulbs; but by adopting the drained bed,

that is, excavating the whole of the original soil

18 inches deep, filling in first with a 6-inch drain-

age and covering with rough material to render its

purpose perfect, and filling in with lighter soil

mixed with a portion of the old and plenty of

leaf-soil and sand, the bulbs were a perfect suc-

cess. It is, of course, more expensive to deal thus

with them ; but if properly done it needs doing only
once, and certainly saves a great amount of disap-

pointment year after year, when no return is forth-

coming for the outlay. Where a free-working
loamy soil exists, so much the better, for here a
host of varieties may be grown with only ordinary
care. In all such as this let the soil be well

trenched, and if manure is needed, let it be tho-

roughly decomposed and buried nearly a foot deep,

or so placed that it is 6 inches or 8 inches from
the bulbs, the object being rather to enrich the

soil below for the future sustenance of the bulbs,

the roots of which in well-tilled ground descend
to a considerable depth. Where a bed is set apait

specially for these, the bulbs may be planted at

from 3 inches to 5 inches deep, so that they may
have as great a depth to root in as possible ; the

greater depth for the largest bulbs, as Emperor,
Empress, Sir Watkin, princeps, and the like, while
the lesser depth will be suitable for ornatus, obval-

laris and many of those producing medium-sized
bulbs. Some cultivators object to shallow plant-

ing, as being calculated to excite an unnaturally
early growth, but I have never observed that shal-

low-planted bulbs appear above the surface any ear-

lier than deep-planted ones; indeed, I had an oppor-

tunity of witnessing this very thing some year or

two ago with some of the Tenby Daffodil that a
predecessor had planted fully 1 foot deep in the

earth, with the result that they appeared above
ground just about the same time as those only
planted a third their depth. When lifted, the

deeper planted ones were inferior in appearance,

and instead of the well-formed, short-necked bulb
so characteristic of this kind as usually seen, the

bulbs were considerably elongated. I remember a
large grower of Daffodils informing me that he
had produced precisely similar results by heavily

mulching with manure in winter, and he abandoned
it in future. We find wild Daffodils often deeply
imbedded in the earth, but it really appears to me
that by shallow planting, a more thorough ripening

of the bulbs must ensue by reason of their near-

ness to the surface, while to the specialist in

Daffodil culture, shallow planting means a great

saving of labour in lifting or planting. But there

is one phase of gardening where I often urge the

more frequent use of these flowers, and this is the
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(lower or terrace Raiden siirrouncing the cUvellinp.

Here, however, thoy should be regarded as perma-
nent siilijerts, and for this purpose deejier planting

than that usually prescribed should be induli,'ed in.

Supposing, for instance, a series of such beds

existed ; nothinf; would constitute a more pleasinfr

change than tiy planting good distinct kinds of

DafTodils instead of the usual arrangement of

Tulips and Hyacinths, giving a bed a separate

variety. In such a case the following varieties

should be prominent, viz., Emperor, Empress,

Grandee, Horslicldi, Golden Spiir, obvallaris, Sir

Watkin, ornatus, Leedsi, Burbidgei, incomparabilis.

Cynosure, Santa Maria, a tine golden trumpet,

princeps, and such like. Plant these 8 inches

deep in early autumn and cover in as usual. The
surfaces of such beds m;iy be thinly planted with

tufted Pansies of various colours, taking care th.at

ihcse latter do not clash with the colours of the

N.arcissus. lieynnd the effect which the Pansies

vsid in themselves produce in spring, they will also

prevent the flowers of the Daffodils being splashed

by lieavy rains, and the latter appearing abore
them should produce good results. Pnit Daffodils

are seen best when established, and a few beds

such as this left to themselves for three or four

years should be a picture, as each bulb would by
that time be capable of producing three or four

(lowers. Then it is tl at one begins to realise how
cheap are those bulbs that can be grown year after

year, increasing the while in strength and numbers,
and producing more flowers each succeeding year.

At the end of the third or fourth year these bulbs

•sbould be lifted, when a decided increase will be
noticeable, and these when divided will ali'ord

material for more extended operations in the same
direction. During the summer months these

DafTodil beds may have a cirpet design on the

surface, or be planted with tuberous Begonias,
Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums pegged down, or many
other things which if carefully done need not inter-

fere in the slightest with the DafTodils, while if

any fear arose of impoverishing the soil, such may
be remedied by a few doses of liquid manure in

winter-time when the DafTodils would be roofing

freely, but where the soil is in good heart at the
commt»ncement, liitle assisfance will be needed
during their stay. E. J.

Polygonum sachalinense. — Few persons
who have not seen this Knotweed growing by the
side of a partly-shaded lake can form any idea of

its great beauty. As a waterside plant, where it

can have full scope to develop its growth and thus
produce a full crop of blos.soms, it is seen at its

1 est. Such a clump can be seen growing by the
lake in Mr. Mallock's wild garden. The Court,
Cockington, Torquay: it measures fully ],5 feet

across and about .s feet high, or perhaps more, and
it is profusely flowered as well. The soil and site

appear to suit this pl.Tnt to perfection. I have
many times seen it growing in less suitable spots
ii which its beauty was not brought out so strik-

ingly as here.—E, M.

Covering tree stems.—That the trunks of
many trees form a caj ital site for introducing cer-
tain climbing plants with good effect no one, I

think, will dispute. Many a single tree growing
on our lawns niiL:ht be beautified in this way. Two
e.vamplcs of this have lately come under my
notice. Both were Plane trees, branchless for
fully :ifl feet up the stem. One was covered with
the Virginian Creeper and Clematis Jackmanni

;

the other with Aristolochia Sipho. The former
two subjects hnrmonised exceedingly well, espe-
cially at the time when the cree|ier changed the
colour of its leaves to a bright red. The ma.'sive-
ness of the Aristolochia leaves gave quite a
tropical appearance to the whole surroundings
EM.
Tree Carnations.— It is important where not

already done that these plants should be placed in
their winter quarters at once, as at any time frost
may be experienced sufficiently severe to injure the
buds, and so mar the prospect of their flowering
in due season. Those rooted in the autumn of last
year will have required attention earlier, while

those rooted in the early part of the present year
will be pushing forth spikes very freely. See that
the jjots are clean and free from slugs before put-
ting in the plants, otherwise much damage may
be done to young growth and buds af'tcr they arc
housed before tliey may be noliced. Where a con-
tinual suiiply of Carnation bloom is required, it

will not be advisable'to rely on one l>atch of plants,
I ut to grow plants from autumn and spring cut-
tings also. By the adoption of this system the
latter will be coming into bloom about the time
the others have produced their first crop of flowers,
and thus there will be no break. After the plants are
housed air should be freely admitted them day
and night, except in case of frost, keeping them
well supplied with water at the root. Any cuttings
that can be olitained should le now inserted in
sandy soil and kept in a close frame or pit. If de-
tached witli a heel, these will root quite freely
without any fire-licat whatever, ard if heat of any
kind be employed, let it be that from a gentle hot-
bed, such as a manure frame. I mucli prefer a
cold frame, however, at this season of the year.—
E. J.

•^

VIOLETS.
If hopes for plenty of flower can be based on
the luxuriance of i)lants, then are we likely to
sooie this season, for I never remember to have
had a better lot of plants. This may be partially
accounted for from the fact that the runners re-
ceived no check, but went away quickly. It was
rather dry when they were inserted in the border,
but a mulching of short manure, followed by a
good watering, settled them in their quarter.^, and
they were thoroughly well established by mid-
summer. Of the various sites suitable for a batch
of Violets that arc to be lifted commend me to a
south-west border; other ."southerly aspects are a
little too hot in the majority of summers, and I do
not find them satisfactory. On borders ranging
fast or west from north here there is insuflicient
sun. The third week in September is a good time
for housing. The plants, having been previously cut
round with a spade, should be lifted with a good ball
and transferred immediately to their new quarters.
Nine inches square is a good distance to plant
unless they are extra large. To keep them well up
to the glass, to give plenty of air, and a little

warmth in the pipes in dull foggy weather are
three essentials to success. A thorough watering
must be given as soon as the planting is finished
suflicient to find its way to the base of the plants.
For soil there is nothing better than a heap of
road sidings packed closely around that forming
the ball of eaith lifted with the plant. If a few
are required for pot work they can be potted as
lifted and stood for a time in the Violet pit on
pieces of slate. The chief enemy is red spider,
and if this is troublesome at lifting time, the plants
must be dipped in a weak solution of insecticide
before they are consigned to the pit. Of the
winter enemy, mildew, it may be safely asserted
that, given heated pits, its presence is due to wrnt
of judgment in giving air and neglecting to dry
the glass by warming the pipes.

1 said that plenty of air is an essential feature,
but it must be remembered that sound judgment
should be exercised even in this simple matter.
For instance, it would be folly to ventilate very
freely in heavy foggy weather; just enough to
cause a nice circulation and a little dry warmth is

the point to be aimed at in such a case. Marie
Louise is decidedly the most usefid Violet. A white
as free and as early would be a decided acquisi-
tion. I have grown Venice and Patria, but they
are no improvement on Marie Louise. I had a few
rows last year of Wellsiana (single), and found it

an excellent variety, of good constitution and very
free. E. Bueeell.

Clarrmont.

Lilium cordifolium.—The Japanese Lily of
which a sketch by Mr. Parsons occurs on p. WW is

L. cordifolium, one of the two species belonging
to the sub-genus Cardiocrinum, the other being the
Himalayan L. giganteum, which is a much larger

and hetter-kr.own p'ant (ban its JapaneEC relativ.?.
L. cordifolium is an uncon men, I)ui by no means
a rare Lily, for importations of it usu.-illy reach this
country from Japan during the winter months in
company with numerous other species. The bulbs
travel well when hermetically sc;ded in balls of
clay, as is done in tlie case of all of the Lilies from
Japan. There is, however, very little demand for
L. cordifolium, as the blooms are not sufliciently
showy to please the average flower dealer, and con-
sequently it is rarely met with outi-ide the gardens
of some Lily specialist or lover of uncommon
plants. In addition to beinga much smaller grow( r
than L. giganteum, this Japanese foiin difTers from
it in several other distinctive features, the leaves
being of a much deeper green, and in their young
stages more or less tinged with led, while in L.
cordifolium the flower-stem is quite bare for some
distance; th( n t here is a whorl of six or eight leaves
foiming a kind of rosette, and above that is an-
other length of stem on which the rather large leaf
bracts remain attached for some time (as may be
seen in the above-mentioned illustration). After
floweiing the bulb dies, as in L. giganteum, the
plant being perpetuated by offsels that Ere formed
around the parent bulb. This .'pecies first flow-
ered in this country at Kew in 1.S77. It succeeds
best in a moderately shady position and where
the soil is fairly moist. The flowtrs emit an un-
common, but pleasing fragrance.—H. P.

TALL FLOWEES OF AUTUMN.
ALTiiouon agreeing with "A Gloucestershire Par-
son" in the main, I must differ from himasti
annuals being .»o much trouble. It may be he is
thinking of the more tender kinds. According to
my observation and experience, some of the very
best annuals take but little trouble to raise. Hav-
ing a large garden to manage and needing a quan-
tity of material for filling beds, borders, &c., for
decoration and culting from, I grow .=ome of the
lest annuals, with a large quantity of hardy bor-
der plants. For years past I liave given up relying
en tender plants for the supply for such work, as
many of them are far too tender and not .satisfac-
tory in our uncertain climate. What can surpass
f.-r filling vases, &c., the many beautiful kinds oE
Dianthus, continidng as they do for many months
in bloom, or Phlox Dnimmondi? Scabious, Corn-
flowers and such fine Stocks as East Lothian and
Princess Alice are most welcome. I quite ."gree
wilh"A Gh)uccsteishire Parson" as to Dahlia
Juarezi being Ihe very best Cactus form. It is a
farce to call many cf these sent out Cactus Dah-
lias. I, too, should he glad to know of a while
kind a? good as Juarezi. I find no difliculfy in
blooming Galtonias. I have them growing in a va-
riety of situations, as also in pots, and in every
case they bloom most profusely. I counted on ore
bulb three spikes, and many are from 3 feet to 4
feet high. This plant looks well growing up
amongst a bed of dwarf red Fuchsias, and the
covering that the latter need in winter to jrolect
the stems appears to suit the former. This p'ant,
although tall-growing, needs nothing in the shape
of stakes, which is a great recommendation.
Stakes in the garden when seen are alwajs an eye-
sore, and to grow tall-growing plants and keep
them together and upright without the stakes
being seen is not an easy task. But even this can
be accomplished if proper positions are selected
and due thought brought lo bear in providing the
material for the work during tlie winter. I have a
long border here from feet to 8 feet wide in which
1 grow a great selection of hardy plants, including
many tall-growing plants, such as Michaelmas
Daisies, perennial Sunflowers, Delphiniums, and the
valuable Chrysanthemum latifolium, and yet jou
could not see a stake of any kind. J, C. F.

Phlox Drummondi.—The autumnal valre of
Drummond's Phlox is so great, that it is difScult
to appraise it too highly. Only a few days ago, at
the trial grounds of Messrs. Hurst and Sons, the
wholesale seedsmen of Houndsditch, there was to
be seen a great breadth of Phlox Drummondi that
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wai remarkably ertoct.ve, and in the wealUi of its

lioral beauty contrasted most favourably with

many things about it disfigured by frost and

storm. This Phlox, lilce the Verbena, is among

the few subjects that go on blooming through the

late summer and autumn till cut down by frost.

The Phlox Drummondi excels the Verbena in what

may be termed the recuperation of its floral ener-

gies. Anyone instituting a comparison between

the Verbena and Phlox Drummondi will find that

a bed of the latter will renew itself much more

quickly than one of the former. Then the flowers

are larger, more striking and varied in colour, the

mass of bloom being denser also. It is enough to

sow the seeds in spring and transplant to the

flower-beds, planting out in good soil. Peg down

the leading shoots at the outset, so as to form a

good foundation, and then when the bed is in full

bloom pick off the decaying trusses of bloom, and

so assist the plants to produce an abundance of

bloom, and relieve them of the task of maturing

seeds. Some of the varieties of Phlox Drummondi

—the maroon, the rich vermillion-crimson spkn-

dens grandiflora, which is far ahead of any Ver-

bena ever raised ; the purple, the rose, the pink,

and the white-all these are admirable bedders.

There are parti-coloured varieties as well as those

which are striped, but the latter are so far somewhat

dull-coloured and capable of improvement, though

they impart variety in a collection.—R. D.

Trees and Shrubs.

CONIFERS AS HEDGE PLANTS.

When in Perthshire and other counties in the

eastern parts of Scotland I was much struck by I he

use to which the common Spruce was put in the

forming of big hedges or wind-breaks, particularly

around farms and stock-yards, and to shut out un-

sightly views from the lawn and garden. Probably

few other trees could fulfil all the requirements of

a screen or shelter fence as well as the common

Spruce, the thickly-produced branches, loaded as

they are with foliage, and neat twiggy nature be-

ing all points of first importance. Then for with-

s'anding wind and giving a great amount of shelter

the tree is certainly one of the best, it forming

great banks of the thickest of foliage through

which even the hardest hitting storms have great

difficulty in gaining access. Another point of great

importance in a screen tree is that it should bear

trimming and pruning, beheading and hard cutting

back, and in none of these is the Spruce in question

wanting. You may cut over the head and trim in

the side branches of an isolated Spruce tree and

you will only make it all the more twiggy and all

the thicker. Now, as to how to plant a Spruce

hedge for the special purpose of shelter-giving, no

great amount of cunning is required. Simply

give the individual plants plenty of room— side

room and top room—until a uniform height

of 10 feet or so has been attained, when they

may be allowed to encronch upon each other

with their side branches, and s^, by meeting, form

the foliage bair'er that is required. In other

words, the Spruce plants should not stand closer

than 8 feet or 9 feet ; they may be planted at half

that distance at first, but every alternate one

should be removed as the encroachment of branch

tips commences. By so doing a far more lasting

hedge will be produced than if the young trees were

planted and left at the usual hedge di>tance of 2

feet or 3 feet.

Let the fence thicken out well, and allow of no

side pruning until a thickness or branch-spread of

about 9 feet has been attained, after which the

tips may ha shortened back as they get beyond the

prescribed dimensions. This will be found in about

eight years as good and lasting a screen and shelter

"fence of the common Spruce as could well be

desired.

But the Spruce is not the only conifer that may
be used in this way, for I have formed equally

good hedges, in the way of shelter and far

more ornamental, with the Lawson's C.^pres-

(Cuprcsius Lawsoni) and the giant Arbor-vitse

(Thuja gigantea). Both, owing to their close

twiggy habit of growth, but particularly when
brought under the pruning hook, soon form banks

of almost impenetrable foliage and of the richest

tint that we find in any of our woodland trees.

Clipping and trimming the side branches of these

two only tend to thicken the growth, for a branch

wherever cat back forks out into a number of

shoots, all of which have the desired effect of mass-

ing the foliage and preserving the densest growth.

But the Lawson's Cypres?, if left to its own free

o-rowth, soon develops into a fence of the most

graceful and easy style, the long whipcorddike

shoots hanging limp and lithe, imparting an effect

that is simply charming. Indeed, it would be better,

for appearance sake and if room could be spared, to

leave the unmutilated Cypress alone, for the bark of

glaucous blue and the very opposite of rigid foliage

and shoots are thus seen in their natural beauty.

By patience such a screen fence could easily and

very inexpensively be brought about, for one would

only need to watch for the first few years of their

growth that the trees were kept far enough apart

so as to prevent maiming the lower side branches,

and this could be done by taking out every other

specimen until those in the permanent line stood,

say, at the average distance of 12 feet apart. Then

ttie side branches could be allowed to run into each

other and so form a line of unbroken verdure. I

have seen such a fence, and proud the owner was

of it. For rapidity of growth the giant Arbor-

vita; will beat the Cypress, but it is far more harsh

and stiff of growth,' and wanting in the soft shade

of green that has made the latter so popular.

Nevertheless, for a barrier fence anywhere the

Aibor-vitai is of the greatest value, and neither is

brittle or readily affected by the wind.

For a neat garden hedge of small height the

va;ious kinds of Retinospora have perhaps no

rivals, the growth being thick and stiff and the

foliage tint simply remarkable. What amongst

conifers at the present time, or at any time for

that matter, can compare with the green and gold

of R. plumosa aurea or the lovely metallic sheen

of R pisifera and the typical R. plumosa? Of

course, these are only suitable for lawn and gardtn

hedges and where no access can be obtained to

them by farm stock. They should be planted 3

feet apart and left so. I have seen a fairly neat

and efiicient hedge of the American Arbor-vitre,

but it must be clipped, and clipped carefully, or

the shear marks are anything but pleasant to look

at. Pruning out the longest shoots with a pocket

knife is the preferable way.

Formal growing fastigiate conifers will not do

for hedges, the foliage of the neighbouring plants

never blending as ono could like. I thought that

EUvvanger's Thuja would have done; but no, it is

too stiff and upright of growth, although other-

wise a desirable acquisition. I saw not long ago

a rather enviable hedge of the common Larch, but

the specimens were "young, about twenty years'

growth, and how they wojlil look at forty years or

fifty years I can only imagine. Both Thujopsis

borealis and T. dolabrata do well as hedge plants,

the former in particular, it growing away rapidly

and forming dense banks of foliage. Junipers are

to be recommended for the purpose in question, at

least such dense growing kinds as Juniperus vir-

giniana, J. chinensis, and J. spha?rica, all of which

bear trimming and look neat and pretty. The

adaptability of the common Yew as a hedge

plant is well known, and there are several other

conifers that I have seen used successfully, such

as Cupressus macrocarpa, Biota elegantlssima, and

the black Spruce (Abie.s nigra).

Where evergreen hedges and wind screens arc

wanted, we cannot do better than plant some

of the tried conifers, they succeeding well in

greatly diversified soils and c.ituations, and bear-

Tng pruning or shearing as well as could be ex-

pected. A. D. W.

The Siberian Crab.—With us the fruit of

this Crab is distinctly yellow. Although the tree

obtains an ample quantity of sun, there is not a

tinge of red about one single fruit which our tree

bore this year, and that could not be less than ten

bushels, so heavily was it laden. There was really

too much fruit, several branches giving way under

the weight. The tree is fully 30 feet in diameter

and as much in height, and as it stands alone on

the lawn it is a .splendid object either in bloom or

fruit. As I saw (p. 290) " A. D. W.'s " remark that

it has a beautiful red cheek, I was wondering why
our tree has not the same characteristic mark.

—

E. M.

Aralia canescens.—At the present time this

is one of the most showy subjects of the slirubbery,

and certainly much too scarce in private gardens.

As a rule the plants run up with a single stem for

at least (1 feet in height, when numerous side

growths push forth. These every year are sur-

mounted with i's peculiar panicles of flower,

generally ten in number on fach shoot ; the indi-

vidual panicles range from 1 foot to 2 feet in length,

according to the luxuriance of growth which

characterises the trees. The colour is white with

a slight tinge of grey in it. The finest inflorescence

I have ever seen of this Chinese Aralia was in the

public garden in Torquay, net more than .lO feet

from the sea.— E. M.

Blue Hydrangeas. — The finest group of

Hydrangea hortensis with blue flowers it has been

my privilege to see is now growing in the wild

garden at The Court, Cockington, Torquay. Tl c

bushes, of which there are several, are not less

than 8 feet in diameter, some possibly more, the

flower-heads large and intensely blue, some with a

distinct purple shade. The soil in which they

grow is red loam, overlying rock of that colour.

The .'Situation is a moist one, among large forest

trees. The colouring of the flower heads of this

Hydrangea when growing in pots is a simple

matter, but to see them growing as they are here

is truly a wonderful sight, showing plainly that

some chemical action in the soil is having a

decided effect on the flower trusses.—E. M.

Tansy-leaved Thorn (Cr.itosgus tanaceti-

folia).— I was interested by " A. D. W.'s" remarks

on the Tansy-leaved Thorn as being worth cultiva-

tion. There is a large specimen growing here

which is considered by nurserymen and gardeners

as remarkable for its .'ize. Its dimensions are

33 feet high, 39 feet broad, 8-feet stem ; at 1 foot,

from the ground its circumference is (i feet G

inches. My object in wiiting is to ask what is the

size of the one named by " A. D. W " as growing in

the Glasgow Botai.ic Gardens. Perhaps some cor-

respondent will favour The Garden with the

size of any trees that may be known liy them.

The tree here is almost yearly covered with

blossom, which is a conspicuous object, and every

other year it fruits freely.—R. Drapeii, Scaham
Hall Gardens, Snnihrland.

Leycesteria formosa.—In selections of au-

tumn-flowering shrubs this Leycesteria is apt to be

passed over, yet it is very ornamental, and besides

that quite distinct from anything else in our

gnrdens. It is a native of the mountainous districts

of Northern India, where it occurs at considerable

elevations, and in this country it may be regarded

as quite hardy, for if cut during exceptionally

severe winters even to the ground, it quickly

rv covers, and pushes up numerous shoots from the

base as a herbaceous plant does. The shoots are

clothed with bright green bark, and terminated as

well as all the minor branchlets by drooping

racemes of blossoms. The showiest part of tlie

inflorescence is not the flowers themselves, which

are white, but the large reddish-purple bracts, that

subtend the flowers and partially hide them.

Ornamental as these bracts are, they never in this

country acquire the richness of colouring natural

to them when in their Himalayan home, and it is

perhaps owing to the fact that its early anticipa-

tions have not been quite realised that the Leyces-

teria is not more generally grown for ornament.

The flowers are succeeded by berries, which when
ripe are of much the same tint as the bracts. It

has been often recommended as a covert plant,

and it certainly possesses several features that

stand it in good stead for such a purpose. In the

first place it is easily increased by seeds, layers or
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cuttings, wliilo frequently a plant can be split up

into several after tlie manner of a herbaceous

sulijcct ; next, the lierries afford food to i;aine,

while it is of quick growth, and will succeed under

the sliade of trees belter than ninny shrubs. Be-

sides all this it does not form to > dense an under-

growth so as to interfere with the free passage of

game.—T.

Kitchen Garden.

SPRING CABBAGE.
Not till wo have a bad failure do we fully ap-

preciate the value of some of our winter and
.'pring vegetables at lea.st such would appear
to lie the case. Last s]iring good Cabbage was
remarkably scarce, only a few well-sheltered

plants surviving the winter, and in all pro-

bability this complete failure— for that is what
it amounted to in most gardens—will have had
theetl'ect of detcrniiuingthoseresponsibleto take

greater precautions against a repetition of last

season's experience. We cannot, it is true,

c< ntrol the v eather—thrt i.sto say, we are very

alrea<ly nanu'd, but there are other medium
sized and small varieties that have done good
service in former years and ought not to bo too

readily discarded. Anuing these I would include

the old Cocoa-nut (.see illustration). Early

Etanipes, ^Yheeler^s Imperial, Heading All

Heart, Early York, Nonpareil, and Hill's

Dwarf Incomparable. Niuio of these require

to be pl.-inted more than IT) inches apart each

way, and on good firm undug ground they may
be disposed nearer together by about 15 inches.

The smaller forms are, or ought to be, most
generally [ireferred, but those who like larger

hearts will find Early Heartwell, Mammoth
Beef-heart, Entiel<l Market, Early Kainham,
and Matchless all hardy and fairly reliable.

Anyone or two of both small and large forms

are usually to be had from those who raise and
advertise Cabbage plants laigely for sale, and it

i.s far better to purchase and put out plants now
than to lie without Cabbages of any description

next spring.

Whether or not the hearts are tender and
mild in flavour is largely determined by the

cultivati( n given. They may be grown too

Cocoa-nut Cabbage.

much at the mercy of the elements, but if

failures are unavoidable owing to unfavourable
weather, those who have done their best to

sacceed with their crops have the satisfaction

of feeling they are in no way to blame. What
I would term doing my best to succeed with
Cabbages, consists of making at least two good
sowings of seed, one being either during the
second or third week in .July, the earlier date
answering well in the case of that very superior
form, Ellam's Early Dwarf, and another a fort-

night or three weeks later. Both sowings
turning out well, and an equal number of

I
lants put out from each, the chances are, one if

not both of the batche.s will do good service.
Sometimes the earliest .sown either heart in or
run to seed prematurely, while not unfrequently
the latest raised plants behave tlie worst in this
respect.

It is too late to sow seed now, and what my
readers who may need advice have now to do
is to put out plenty of jdants, whether these
be raised early or late, on the jjlace or elsewhere.
The variety that ought to be the most exten-
sively planted, as being the most reliable, and
also of veiy .'.upericr quality, is that I have

rankly, the hearts being objectionably coarse,

and, on the other hand, the ground may be too

poor, slow growth and ' adly cooking hearts

being the inevitable rctt It .Ground heavily and
fre.shly manured and then dug deeply and
roughly is not the best preparation, though it

may answer well if the precaution is taken to

break down the lumps to a good depth, and
to trample all tirm prior to planting. Where
the hardiest, neatest plants and the best hearts

are grown is on ground just jireviousiy cleared

of spring-sown Onions. The latter ought now
to be ijuite tit for removal and harvesting, and

if not, it is doubtful if they ever will be.

After the (Jnions are cleared off, all that is

necessary is to well hoe the surface of the

ground and rake off all weeds and rubbish,

the Cabbage plants being then drawn direct

from the seed-beds if such exist and replanted

with a dibber. I prefer to raise the plants

thirdy in the .seed-bed, so as to obviate the

necessity for jn-icking out in nursery beds till

such times as the plants are strong enough to

tru.st in the open. Those that of necessity

have been pricked out must be transplanted

with a trowel, as should they be drawn a

.secortd time and put out with a diliber, they

are very slow indeed in iccovering from the

check. Novices are warned against "hanging"
('abbage plants. If deep holes are made with

the dibber, the roots of the jjlants not touch-

ing the bottom, and the stems bo fixed about

the collars oidy, their roots are hung, and very

rarely do plants thus treated ever make any
progress. This is no unnecessary caution, as I

have seen numerous instances of Cabbage jilants

being bung, the biueneSK of the leaves being

an almost sure indication of what has taken

place. Let the roots touch the bottom of the

hole, and be further fixed by having the soil

pressed down on to them with the [loint of the

dibber. If the weather is at .-dl dry give them
a watering, a second supply (f water being

given in a few days. A strong autumn growth

is most undesirable, but it sometimes takes

place, and if a succtssional batch has not been

put out, it is advi.sable, rather than run any
risks, to jiartially lift and replant, this giving

the desired check. In the spring, growth may
be hastened by freely loosening the ground

between the rows, and a liberal surfacing of soot

or some other kind of quick-acting nitrogenous

manure washed down by rains will promote a

still more active growth. In much exposed

positions it is a good plan to mould up the

plants, this steadying them, and also saving a

ao(id many fr(nn being twisted out of the ground.

E.specially ought tho.se with long stems to have

some soil drawn up to them from both sides.

Ambury or club-root is very dilticult to eon-

tend with in some gardens, and on some soils,

but is the least likely to be troublesome when
the plants are put out on ground previously

well sooted for Onions. Any excrescences or

galls containing a maggot found on the under-

ground stems of young plants when drawn from

the seed-beds should be cut cleaidy oil', and
well coating the roots with a thick puddle

made of clayey .soil, soot and water is one of

the best preventive measures that can be tried.

A coni]ilete change of site is absolutely neces-

sary, and a free use of soot, charred rullbi^h

and ashes most desirable. M. H.

FRENCH BEANS IN AUTUMN AND WINTER.

To get Beans during November and December re-

ijuires skilful cultivation. Undoubtedly the best

method is from seed sown in pots and planted out,

or sown in boxes and transplanted. This, how-

ever, is not necessary if a good command of bot-

tom-heat can be secured. Much can be done to

eke out the supply by sowing in pits during August

or rally in September, and if the piits are heated

they will give a long supply and damp can be got

rid of. When in cold frames they give a nice

supply for a time, but as the sun's rays decrease

the danger from damp increases. For this late

supply a large Bean is not suitable. Excellent va-

lieties are Fulnet's Forcing, Syon He use and Wil-

liams' Prolific, to which may be r.ddcd Osborn's

Forcing— all good and leliable for winter woik,

and, though ihey do not give a heavy crop in De-

cember, a few dishes of Benns at that period are

welcome. It is well known that French Beans re-

quire light and sun to secure a free set, but even

then the jilants must be fairly strong, and there is

less difficulty in getting strorg plants if sowing is

done early in the autumn and the plants are en-

couraged to grow freely before the dark .-liort

da\s. Sowing lale and forcing bard with little

light usually end in a poor crop ;
indeed, it will not

pay for the room taken up. It is surprising how
good a crop may be secured by sowing in good

loam. I prefer to sow in pots and plant out in a

shallow border, not too rich, facing full south,

and to get a strong growth and the Beans

set by the time those protected by frames or

mats aie over. French Beans at that late
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period of the year, of course, do not mature
so quickly, and they last locger, and with care-
ful management are fairly prolific, paying well
for room occupied, especially if a good top-growth
is secured before it is necessary to force hard. One
advantage of early sowing is that less fire-heat is

required, therefore less trouble with red spider,
but this pest is sure to attack weakly growths
before robust ones ; therefore a few days gained in
the early autumn are important to the crop. It is
also necessary, to continue the supply, to make an-
other sowing at ihe end of September or early in
October in small pots, and to reserve the lightest
place for this late lot; and th lugh thesewilln tgive
so rnuch weight as those sown earlier, they wiil
provide a few dii-hes in December, one of the va-
rieties named being used for the purpose. More
care will be required in watering, planting, and
airing than with those giving a supply through
October and grown more hardily. Planting out
will give the best results, provided there is bottom-
lieat and an equable temperature at top and
bottom (a night temperature of CiO" or 5° lower on
cold nights with 10° rise by day) and the plants
near the glass, keeping the glass as clean as pos-
sible to admit ;dl the light; but as there is always
danger of red spider in heated pits, syringing with
tepid wafer and placing weak liquid manure in the
hot-water troughs will do good in all cases. Keep
(he_ plants free from insects up to the flowering
period, when less atmospheric moisture will be re-
quired. Good crops may also be grown in pots
and shallow bo.xes provided they get room, as
crowding means weak foliage and few roots. In
all cases grow near the glass, use good loam and
not too much manure, make the soil firm at plant-
ing, and do not over-water in dull weather. Winter
Beans may often be grown in much smaller pots
than are fiequently used. I have seen fair crops
when grown in G-inch and 7-inch pots, three Eeans
i° a pot. G. Wytiies.

OUTDOOn TOMATOES.
>\'I1ILST in many directions the sharp white frost
which occurred on the morning of the 18th inst.
denuded outdoor Tomato plants of their leaves and
practically destroyed the crop, I found on calling
upon Mr. Richard Clarke, of Twickenham, a few
days later that of his thousands of plants, all of
which are bearing freely, hardly one seemed in-
jured. His plan is to have Strawberry rows 3 feet
apart, and the Tomatoes, having been pushed on
either singly in .'i-inch or else in pairs in 4,;-inch
pots, are planted out in couples at about 2 feet
apart in the rows. They are kept hard pinched
and finally stopped at 2i feet, so that the free head-
growth so constantly permitted, and which seems
to be productive only of roots and leaves, is firmly
checked. Whether the practice will please all or
not, certainly it would be impossible for anyone,
and I have seen many breadths of Tomatoes "from
time to time, to secure a heavier crop than Mr.
Clarke has. The earliest gathering took place on
August 30, and ever since there have been heavy
ones. So soon as the fruits are of full size and
show the least evidence of colour they are gathered
in half-sieves, that is, baskets which hold 12 >hs.
of fruit, and in these are stood in a warm sunny
greenhouse for a few days to finish. If the
weather becomes dull and cold, a little fire-heat
can be given after the fruits have coloured.
Other baskets are lined with blue paper. The
fruits are then sampled into best, seconds, and
small, covered down, and in that way sent
to market, and although prices are not hii^h
they are remunerative. As the plants come between
every second pair of rows of Strawberry plants,
the following year the planting comes into the now
vacant rows, so that the soil is to some extent
changed. A heavy dressing of manure is during
the winter forked into the soil which has carried
the Tomato crop, and really fine crops of Straw-
berries are also taken from the ground. The soil
is not mulched, although it would have helped
to some extent to save the huge clusters of fruits
from being spla.-hed, as thev Come so near to

the soil. Not only are the best fruits large, but
many clusters before any are gathered average
from 2 lbs. to 3 lbs. in weight. Mr. Clarke has long
since given up the old market red. Earliest of All
is found to bo the best for early work because it

ripens its fruits fully ten days before any other
form. Magnum Bonum is an immense cropper,
carrying large fruits. As seen at Twickenham it

would seem practically impossible for plants to
produce heavier crops. A. D.

TOMATOES IN WINTER AND SPRING.
TiiEi'.E is no difSculfy in keeping up a good
supply of these fruits till the end of the year
if a good number of plants are grown, as even
with ordinary frame or pit culture they will
last soine weeks after gathered if kept on
shelves in a dry, cool house. I grow a number
planted out in frames during the late summer
months and trained as single cordons, sui)-
ported 2 feet above the soil by Bamboo canes.
As the frames are required in November for
Strawberries, the Tomatoes are then picked
and give us plenty of fruit till the end (.f the
year, as though green when cut if full-sized
they ripen up well on shelves. To get To-
matoes through January, February, and March
is more difficult. To succeed the late lot in
frames, tliat is, to keep up the supply early in
the year, I have found it best to rely upon
plants in pots, as these if raised early in
August are nice plants 3 feet to 5 feet high by
the end of October, and .should have been
grown as hardy as possible after the second
or final potting. I prefer 8-inch pots, though
10-inch ones would be none too large for ro-
bust plants. If 10-inch pots are used, three
shifts will be necessary, but in the smaller I
prick the seedlings into 5-inch, and when ready
shift into 8-inch, using good sound loam with
some half-inch bones for draiirage, and a
sprinkling of Thomson's Vine manure in the
compost. Too much manure causes leaf
growth, but it must be borne in mind that
the plants have to make their growth at the
time of year many plants are going to rest, so
that a quick sturdy growth must be made till a
good set of fruit has been secured. I keep
the plants as hardy as possible till a good set
has been obtained, a low pit or small house
just suiting them with plenty of air. When
grown in more lieat with me, tliere are few
plants left after a severe fog. By having a
good quantity of fruit set in October there is

no difficulty in getting it to swell, as the roots
being in a confined space may be liberally fed,
but it often is most difficult to get a crop of
fruit by artificial fertili.sation late, that is, in
November and December, especially near large
towns. Crowding should be avoided, and I pre-
fer the single cordon system to any other, keep-
ing the side laterals closely pinched out. In
case the flowers do not set freely, they should
be gone oyer every day with a camel's-hair
brush, as if a good set is .secured in October
there will be a succession of fruit for some
tirne. Conference is an excellent variety for
this work, also Acquisition, a dwarf growing
variety of stout growth and a free setter. Un-
like other varieties, it makes fewer laterals

;

thus there are less stopping and training, the
fruit being bright red, smooth, and nearly
round, and of good flavour. The old red or
ribbed variety is one of the best for winter if

sowing has been delayed or the plants are small
As soon as the weatlier gets cold care should be
taken to keep up the nigdit temperature to 55°
with air on the top ventilators, as there is no-
thing gained by starving. When the plants
are a good size and funiLshed with bloom, a
free circulation of air witli warmth will assist

in getting the bloom set for the late fruiting.
To continue the supply through the spring till

those sown early in the year commence to
fruit, more care is required, as the plants must
be kept growing through the winter. I prefer
cuttings struck in August or early in September
and potted on into (j-inch pots. Should the
pots get fidl of roots before the end of Novem-
ber, another shift into 8-inch pots should be
given. Early in January the pLiut.s, if not
grown in too high a temperature, say 50' at
night and 10° higher by day, will commence
to show bloom, and should get all the light

possible. The fruits set freely during February,
and Ijy plunging the pots in a mild heat and
liberally top-dres.sing, a good succession can be
kept up. I like the old red, being a freer
setter than the smooth kinds. Horsford's Pre-
lude is also good, as it ripens up more quickly
than any v:uiety I have tried. It is not a large
fruit, but useful on account of its earliness and
free-setting

(J
ualities. These plants, if plunged

in soil and the stems built up round with good
loam and horse droppings, will give a heavy
crop all through the summer— indeed, may l)e

had in fruit from March to August if extensive
feeding and stopping are attended to after the
first crop has been cleared. The plants may be
a little bare at the base, but this is soon reme-
died, as another cordon or two may be trained
up from the bottom, and this will in time
take the place of the one that has borne fruit,

in all cases allowing ample space for extension.
It is necessary to plunge the fruiting pots in

good soil as the spring advances, as they soon
sutler from drought, being in smallisli jsots and
full of roots. The greatest trouble with these
plants during the winter is damp and in.^ect

pests ; they often damp at the collar, and white-
fly is most troublesome. If attacked by damp,
powdered charcoal with a little sulphur will do
good. A dressing of fresh wood ashes is also

beneficial, and may with advantage be given
frequently as a fertiliser. For white-fly,

dustings with flour of sulphur is sometimes
eftective, but if allowed to increase, syringing
with tobacco water on a fine day, allowing the
plants to dry before dark, will soon destroy it.

Of course, syringing should be avoided when
in bloom. G. Wythe.s.

Tomatoes.—An experience this year with out-

door Tomatoes, corroborated in a remarkable man-
ner during a recent hurried inspection of the
grounds and gardens of Gunnersbury House, leads

to the suggestion whether the Tomato might not
be far more successfully grown out of doors if tfce

plants were at the outset inserted in the poorest of

soil. In my case this year a bit of poor leaf-soil

some 15 inches wide by 4 inches deep was placed
on a hard path in the front of some I'each houses
for a few early Potatoes, and when the latter were
lifted, the Tomatoes were put out in the same com-
post, the base of the ball resting on the haril

ground. Very little strong growth was made, but
they have fruited capitally, and we have been pick-

ing for some time. The secret of outdoor Tomato-
growing would seem to point to the encourage-
ment of early flowering and setting as opposed t

)

rank growth, and so soon as a set is obtained, to

push them along as rapidly as possible. Some-
thing of the kind is absolutely necessary, when we
consider the little time they have from the first

planting until the advent of early autumn frost in

which to do their work. At Gunnersbury House,
Mr. Hudson's pilants were even more than mine
apparently flourishing in poverty, as they were
planted in nothing but a bed of ashes that rested

on a solid bottom and were quite covered with very
fine even fruit in tlie various stages of ripening.

There is one point connected with outdoor Tomato
culture that needs looking to — the acquisition of

earlier varieties, and there is no reason why care-
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ful sclrctiim and liyl'iiilising slionld not give us as

much dilTtrince in 'J'oniatoes fioiii a season stand-
point as we find lietwcon, say, A^ldeaf and Bruco
Potatoes, or Karly Beatrice and Lato Admirable
Peaches.—K. i'.uituioi.i., Chinviont.

Orchard and Fruit Garden.

AIDS TO COI^OURING FItUIT.

Thkbb is no need to enlarge upon the superior

value of fruit that is well coloured over that
which lacks colour, this part of my subject having
been very frequently discussed in (he pages of

Tub Garden. What I am most concerned about
is whether or not anything, other than measures
usually in vogue, can be discovered or recommended
that will materially aid the cultivator in producing
highly-coloured fruit of varieties which are rarely

if ever seen with any or much colour on them. My
remarks have special reference to Apples and
Pears, and what can be done in the way of im-
proving the appearance, and it may be the quality
also, of these. Plenty of highly-coloured dishes
of the former in particular are to be seen at most
aulumn fruit shows, but these far from represent
the state of the crops generally. Those very superior
samples may either have been specially cultivated,
perhaps under glass, or may have been the pick of
hundreds of fruits. As far as my e.xperience goes,
in spite also of the great increase in the number
of growers, the principal markets are still far from
being well supplied with a class of fruit that will
readily find purchasers. Some few varieties of
Apples there are that are naturally prone to colour
very freely, among these being included Red
Quarrenden, Astrachan, Worcester Pearmain, Bau-
mann's Red Reinette, May Queen, and the old
Tom Putt; but the bulk of other sorts usually fail

to colour unless fully exposed to all the light and
air going. It is much the same with Pears. Of
the choicer varieties, Louise Bonne of Jersey col-
ours the most surely and beautifully, pyramids and
bushes heavily laden with fruit last year present-
ing quite a blaze of colour—the Trout Pear also
being very showy. The second-rate Beurr^ Clair-
geau frequently colours in a most attractive man-
ner ; so also does Beurro de Capiaumont, and
doubtless this list might be slightly augmented.

In how many instances, liowever, can it be said
that Doyenne Boussoch colours even better than
Louise Bonne of Jersey? Or, again, how many
growers can aver that they have either grown or
seen Pitmaston Duchess other than grass-green
till the time arrives for the colour to change
to a pale yellow ? With me the first-named
rarely fails to produce good crops of large well-
formed fruit, but the most exposed only lay on
a few faint stripes of colour, while Pitmaston
Duchess never de|iarts from the typical green
and yellow. At Cote House, Westbury-on-Trym,
near Bristol, Mr. W. Bannister has succeeded not
only in colouring Doyenne Boussoch to perfection
—a fruit that has been in my possession several
weeks now being nearly covered with a bright red
colour—but Pitmaston Duchess has also coloured
cheeks to such an extent as to defy recognition by
those not in the secret. If such handsome fruit of
Doyenne Boussoch could be more generally pro-
duced, they would more than hold their own in the
markets against all comers, and I have no doubt
Pitmaston coloured would also please both sales-
men and buyers who attach the greatest importance
to a showy exterior. Double grafting would appear
to be the secret of Mr. Bannister's success, but to
me it is not quite clear how it comes about. I have
frequently contended that, as far as either quality
or appearance is concerned, it is physiologically
irupos.sible to impart the good qualities of a supe-
rior variety to an inferior sort by means of graft-
ing, and this I maintain, Mr. Bannister's experi-
ments notwithstanding. Mr. Bannister is an en-
thusiast in hardy fruit culture and more than
ordinarily successful in winning prizes, the highly-
coloured Doyenne P.oussoch being a strong dish in
some of his collections shown of late jeais. These

are obtained from a bush tree originally of Knighl's

Monarch, this being headed down and grafted with
l)oyenn6 Boussoch and Pitmaston Duchess. The
tree is one of a row located at the foot of a well-

<lrained north border, and therefore, to quote Mr.
Bannister, not ,a very favourable position. The soil

is heavy, the subsoil being yellow clay. Now
Knight's Monarch is not remarkable for colour,

\ery little of it being traceable in any that I h;ive

seen, and yet this is the undoubted cause of the
Doyenne Boussoch colouring richly. The latter is

suppo.sed by Mr, Bannister to have communicated
some of its blood or, I should say, colour to the
Pitmaston; but this I do not consider the right

solution. Knight's Monarch I have always found
to be only a moderately strong grower, being, in

fact, more prone to productiveness than vigorous
growth. But for its unfortunate trick of cast-

ing its fruit prematurely, it would be one of

the most valuable Pears in cultivation. As it

is, the best use that it can be put to is to

regraft with such naturally vigorous growers as

Doyenne Boussoch, Pilmaston Duchess, and I

would add Doyenne du Comice. It would give a
wholesome check to the vigour of these, this

inevitably resulting in the production of abundance
of fruit, smaller it may be than the type, but
certainly more highly coloured .and of good quality.

By way of corroboration, I may add that the most
highly coloured fruit of Doyenni? du Comice I have
ever seen were grown on a comparatively stunted
tree on the Quince stock. With me a healthy tree

on the Pear stock yields finer fruit, but it is only
during the more favourable seasons, with which I

would include that of 1892, that these lay on colour
to any appreciable extent. Double grafting has
long been practised by certain of our leading
nurserymen, presumably with a view to give some
varieties the benefit of the restrictive action of the
dwarfing stocks, and which fail to unite properly

without the aid of an intermediary variety. Now
if it could be proved that this double grafting has
the direct effect of causing the fruit to colour more
freely, then ought the practice to be more freely

resorted to. My contention, as before hinted, is

that the dwarfing of certain varieties, in addition
to making them more productive, results in the
crops being much more exposed to the natural

colouring effects of the wind and sunshine, and
that there is nothing in the short length of inter-

meitiate stem of some other variety to affect either

the quality of or colouring process in the fruit

borne by the scion. Mr. Bannister's experience
points to a different conclusion, and it would be of

interest to many readers of The Garden if more
facts bearing upon the effects of double grafting

could be forthcoming. Surely those who have ex-

perimented largely in the direction of regrafting

fruit trees ought to be able to tell us something
that should be of some benefit to fruit growers
generally, and if it can be shown that Mr. Ban-
nister's views are right and mine wrong, those who
prove this will have my best thanks.

W. IGGULDEN.

FRUIT-PACKING COMPETITION AT EARL'S
COURT.

To THE Editor op The Garden.

Sir,—"A. D." in his article on fruit-packing

conipEtitions in the issue of September 10, p. 238,

implies that competitors in the class for a basket

of Grapes of 12 lbs. ought to have known what
the executive mtant when framing the schedule.

I was under the impression, and am so still, that

competitors in exhibiting were to exhibit accord-

ing to the schedule as printed. I mu.st beg to

differ from " A. D." It is all very well for an
exhibitor who has previously shown in such a
class to know what was meant, but I maintain
that a new exhibitor would be led to believe by
the schedule if his basket travelled by rail the

stipulated distance, and was delivered by railway
ollicials as passenger's luggage, he would be ex-

hibiting according to the schedule. I exhibited a
basket and was disijualificd, as no way-bill came
with ndi e, allhci'gh lalels frcm hticidl am to

Croydon and Croydon to Earl's Court were on the
b.isket when openeil by the judge. My basket was
delivered by a railw.ay porter from Earl's Court
Station to the executive, which I maintain w;ib

comi)lyiiig with the terms of the schedule. It is

very obvious that there was something wrong in

the framing of that class for six competitors to

be disqualified out of nine or ten who exhibited,

some for one cause and some for another. I pro-

tested against my basket being disqualified at the

time, but was told it was not exhibited according
to the schedule. I should be glad if some of the

other exhibitors in that class who were as unfor-

tunate as myself would answer " A. D." as to Iheir

reading of the class in question, and why they
were disqualified.—W. Howe, Park Hill (iardeni,

Strt'athain Cowwoil.

*tf* We consider that the disqualifying in your
ca=e was quite correct. The schedule was never
meant to imply that an exhibitor, living at the

stipulated distance (10 mil s), could ])ack his

Grapes, take them into the railway carriage with
him, and at his destination hand tliem over to a
porter for delivery to the managers of the show.

The schedule required that the Grapes be sent

as merchandise, and be delivered by the railway

company in the usual way.— Ed.

FRUIT TREES IN THE LANDSCAPE.

Fruit trees in the landscape are of no uncommon
occurrence in the west of England, and especially

in the counties of Herefordshire and Worcester-
shire, particularly the former, where for the last

century or two Apple trees for cider and Pear trees

for perry have been extensively phmted. Even
before the time of Thomas Andrew Knight, an old

pomologist, a name all fruitgrowers should honour,

trees were being extensively planted of all the

best kinds for the purpose for which they were in-

tended, ic, the manufacture of cider and perry.

Now it is these old kinds which have such a fine

effect in the landscape, growing, as some of them
do, to a large size. Many of the Pear trees are more
like timber trees. Of course it takes years for them
to grow to this size, but then the varieties them-
selves are ideal for the purpose. Autumn now
coming on reveals untold beauty among the ripen-

ing fruit, changing as it does from green to red

and glowing crimson ; also the yellows and rus-

sets—colours which very few other varieties grown
for edible purposes possess. What can have a finer

effect than the brilliant colour of the old Fox-
whelp, Forest Styre, Cherry Norman, Skyrme's

Kernel, and Strawberry Norman ? True, they are

only cider Apples, but then for beauty of effect in

the landscape, quality of fruit for edible purposes

should not take precedence. Another advantage

is their pleasing natural contour and also their

very pretty effect when in bloom, as this is as

beautiful and diversified as the fruit itself. There-

fore from the time of the unfolding of the buds
until the fruit is all gathered in there are beauties

for the lover of Nature to behold. There is no
period of special gathering, as they are allowed to

hang until they fall readily from the branches,

which is very often not until late in the autumn.

Not being gathered until this time, it is astonish-

ing what brilliant colours the different kinds will

take on.

I expect originally these trees were not planted

for effect, as they are the remains of old orchards.

It was also the practice to plant in hedgerows, as

numbers of trees are seen growing in such posi-

tions. With these it has been the survival of the

fittest, until now they stand out in the landscape

and give picturesque effect through the different

periods of the year. Talking of picturesque effect,

there is an old Pear tree in the vicarage garden at

Holme Lacey which is truly one of the vegetable

wonders of the world. This tree, although now
shorn of much of its former effect, still stands out

as a relic worthy of notice. It has been described

as the travelling Pear tree,as,quoting from memory,

it has travelled considerably over an acre of ground.

Incredible as it may appear, this is nevertheless a
fact, as the stems are plainly in evidence, or were

a few years since, Poitious of the tree could be
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seen in diflerent parts of the grounds standing
erect, the underground stems, or rather above-
ground stems, reaching from one to the other, ex-
cept here and there where removed. The manner
of growth taken on by this remarkable tree wa'*

that the stems grew in a sloping direction, and
after it had become top-heavy it would topple
over, there take root like a layer, and tlje

stem grew up again and formed another tree
until its time came to topple over. In the
above manner it went on until it had travelled
ojer the space above-mentioned, and will no
doubt keep on travelling until its career is ruth-
lessly cut short. This remarkable tree was at one
time—I forget the date, but upwards of a century
since—found so worthy of note as to have a refer-
ence in the parish register. The above notice may
be excused in an article on landscape effect of fruit
trees ; tlie fact referred to is worthy of being
placed on record in the pages of The Gauden.

I quite agree with the observations of Mr. Iggul-
den and " D. T. F." as to the planting of fruit trees
for effect in the garden landscape. What we want
are varieties that are free fruiters and have effect
whilst in bloom. The bloom, however worthy, is

only fleeting, but the fruit hangs for months, and
the higher the colour the better. Large-fruited
kinds are not needed, but small brilliantly coloured
sorts, as these give the most effect. Standards
are also the best to plant, be they Apples, Pears,
or Cherries. These are what arc seen in the coun-
ties above-mentioned, and when in bloom during
the month of May they are a sight to behold.
These counties are extremely undulating, and the
effect when viewed from an eminence is very strik-
ing, for as far as the eye can reach it is a wealth of
floral beauty. Of course, isolated specimens, too,
are very plea.sing. The Quince must not be for-
gotten, nor the Medlar, the latter having a very
fine effect while in bloom. The Cherry Apple, com-
monly known as the Siberian Crab, is a charming
tree for the pleasure grounds. We have several
young trees, and no other hardy flowering tree
oould possibly have a more pleasing effect while in
bloom than this subject. The pretty rose-tinted
petals wreathe t he slender shoots with floral beauty,
and are followed by the small Cherry-like fruit!
Of course, there are other pretty subjects, although
they cannot very well be termed fruit trees in the
true sense. Y. A. H.

A good Apple.—There is at Claremont an
old standard tree which, when I recently saw it,

was carrying a heavy crop of good medium-sized
Apples, generally about one-third larger average
size than is Cox's Orange Pippin, and which Mr.
Burrell regards as either Golden Russet or Egre-
mont Russet. The fruits aie very firm and will
keep well till March. The eye is small and closed,
the stalk short, stout, and rather deeply inserted';
the skin is rough and russetty in patches, and on
the sunny side carries streaks of bright rerl. Some
I'f the mo.st exposed fruits are very handsome
This is one of the varieties of Apples that is not
generally found mentioned in select lisLs, but at
Claremont has the reputation of being a constant
and ofttimes a heavy bearer. It would seem,
judging by appearances, that it deserves to rank
amongst the best-grown late-keeping de.'.sert An-
ples.—A. D. 1 = r

Spot on Grapes {T. B. i-!).—Defective root-
action is most probably the cause of the bad
state of tlie berries. When Vines have been
rather roughly handled at the roots, that is to
say, have been nearly or quite replanted, as in
your ca?e, they ought to be very lightly cropped
during the following season. If the average num-
ber of bunches is left on the rods to mature, these
completely paralyse the ro3taction of the Vines,
the latter as a consequence not being equal to f he-
strain put upon them at the most critical period.
Both the crops and the wood suffer from the want
of sustenance, and I should say the spotted berries
are one of the signs of this. Tho crops ought to
be lightened as quickly as possible in order to give
the Vines a better chance to form fret-li roots and
par iilly recoup their strength. Also use r-pait

frame or jjit lights, shutters or corrugated iron
for warding oft' heavy rains. Next season it will
be advisable to lay in a fresh cane from each rod,
and also to allow more foliage to form generally,
with a view to substitute fresh rods for the old
ones, and also to promote an early and ttrong
root-action.—W. I.

PLANTING AND SELECTION OF HARDY
FRUIT TREES.

There is no better time than the end of Septem-
ber to visit well-known fruit nurseries and make a
selection of the fruit trees required for the coming
planting season. Objection may be raised to this
early planting on the score that growth is not
complete, and that no trees should be lifted till

the leaves have fallen, but I have never seen any
bad results follow. Of course, the flow of sap if

stopped by early removal is injurious to the trees,
but the grower will not send the trees out till they
are ready, and in the case of Peaches or other
trees which at times hold their leaves, no harm
will result if they are not kept out of the soil too
long. This last remark is often overlooked, as it

and situation. It is always advisable to grow
those that are known to do in certain localities, as
fruit, like other things, vary much in different lo-

calities. In small gardens Apples are best on the
Paradise stock and produce fine fruits. Again,
some varieties are best double-worked. Pears in

limited areas are best on the Quince slock, and in-

variably give the finest fruits and regular crops.

In the case of Plums much defends upon the
stock. G. Wythes.

Full-growu leaves of Cereis Siliquastrum.

which wlien

uf 6 inches

is of the greatest importance that trees should be
planted and staked as soon after they recover as
possible. Much time can be saved by the prepara-
tion of soils, trenching, or removal of useless or
worn-out trees in advance of the planting, as when
this is done the new body of soil gets settled and
the roots of the trees when planted do not gel
below their proper level, as is sometimes the case
in newly-trenched ground. In the preparation of
soils I have purposely omitted manures, as if these
are given in quantity, a rank and unfruitful growth
is the result. I am well aware that poor soils

must have some manure, but excess of this rueans
rank growth, little fruit, and other evils. I have
?een Peaches and Nectarines, Cherries and Plums
make so much wood fi-om this cause that the trees
never did well. Good loam with such materials as
mortar rubble, charcoal refuse, wood ashes are
very valuable. Bones or such materials as are
rich in phosphates and ammonia given in modera-
tion will also produce good results. I often think
that when early planting is objected to we have '

only to look at the Peach or other stone fruits and
see how well they do when lifted or transplanted account of one at l!atli wliich he believed to
as soon as the fruit is gathered. Could this be

j
bo 300 veare ohl, the trunk ojrtliin'' upwards

done with young trees from the nursery, there I „f (. s.A
would be a saving of time to raiser and planter. :

I do not give a list of trees suitalile, as the planter ' * Drawn for Tiik Gardkn by (iL-rti-udc Hamilton
can decide fur himself if he sees the trees in a from Sowers seut from Gumiersbury House, May 81,
fruiting state. Besides, much depends upon soil, Wdi. Lithographed and printed by G. Severejne.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 879.

TUK JUDAS TREE.
(with a Oin.OURED PLATE OF CERCIS

SlLlQaASTUDM.'*)

The genu.s Ccrcis comprises four or five spe-

cies, three of which are in cultivation in

Englisli gardens ; the one represented in the

coloured plate is Cere's Siliquastrum, the so-

called Judas Tree. According
to Loudon, this 'was introduced

to J<>ngland in 1596. Gerard
(Johnson's edition, 1428) says

it; may be called in English

Judas Tree, for it is thought to

be that on which Judas hanged
himself, and not upon the Elder

tree, as it is vulgarly said. It

is a native of Southern Europe,

and extends from Asia Minor
to Afghanistan. In an old

state it makes a low tree with

a Hat, spreading head, and
planted under suitable cond'i-

tions a single specimen or a

group may be turned to e.xcel-

lent account by the landscape

gardener, as the tree is both

beautiful and picturesque. The
deep rose - coloured blossoms

appear in May before the leaves

are developed, and are produced
in profusion from the twigs

and even large branches and
truid^. Later on, the pods,

fully grown attain a lenglh

and are coloured a deejj ret),

form a striking contrast to the smooth,

roundish, heart-shaped leaves, 'which are

a pale bluisli green on the upper surface

and sea-green below. When the leaves have
fallen, the pods remain on the trees and give

them a singular appearance during the winter

season. There are varieties of Cereis fili-

quastrum with flowers varying from whitish

to deep rose, and one with variegated leaves.

The Judas Tree is not so frequently grown
as it should be. It is perfectly luxrdy and is

readily raised from imported seeds {seed.s are

rarely ripened in this country). Aow and
then veiy fine specimens are met with in old-

fashioned gardens. The late Mr. George

Bisrry (The Garden, Feb. 10, 1878) gives an
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Dr. Aitrliison, in his " Botany of the

Aff^liau Dolimitation Commission," remarks

as follows: "The shoots, which arc a ilcep

imrplo or almost black in colour, are cmploycil

lar>,'('ly in tlio manufacture of baskets, sieves

anil strainers, especially in Persia, where the

plant is also very common.
'

Cerci.s canadensis is not, as its specilic

name would imply, a native of Canada, but

of the Central and Soutliern Uniteil States, '

where it is known under the appriii)iiate

name of " Ked ISud." It is hardy in Eng-
j

land, but the flowers—with us at any rate—
j

are hardly so showy ; s those of C. SiliijuaE-

trum. ^fr. Jack, in GanJcn and Furcst

(188i)), thus writes of this tree :

—

The Hed Bud is in bloom (May IN). It is one

of the most beautiful flowering trees of the North
American forest, iiiid there are few more beautiful

objects than the great masses of this tree in some
parts of the south or south-west, notab'y along the

portions, but in some parts of China it

makes a valuable tiudmr tree 50 feet high,

with a trunk sometimes 12 feet in girth. In

gonoral aspect it very nearly approaches C.

Siliquastrum. It is sometimes met with in

gardens nnde'r the name of Cercis japonica.

N.

THE WEEK'S WORK.

HARDY FRUITS.

Gathbrinoj Ai'i'i.ES.—There are heavier crops of

Apples in many localities than at first antieipatcd,

and, what is equally satisfactory, the quality of

the fruit is decidedly superior. It cannot be loo

often pointed out that there ought to be no whole-

sale clearance of the trees, but, instead of this, due

regard to the early maturing cliaracter or other-

wise of the respective varieties. According as the

fruit is found to part freely from the trees or the

s-ieds have changed to a brown colour—wholesale

Flowering and fruiting hrauohes of Cercis Siliijuastrum.

eistern borders of the Indian Territory and in

Eastern Texas, when they are covered with their

purple flowers in very early spring. There the
Red Bud becomes a tall tree with a stout trunk

;

further north, although nearly always arborescent,
it never attains the size developed in the more
favourable climate and more generous soil of the
south. It is remarkable that so fine a plant should
be neglected by our horticultuiists, who hunt the
remotest corners of the earth for novelties to

embellish their gardens, and pass native species

which cannot be matched anywhere. Cercis cana-
densis is rarely planted in gardens in these days,
and yet a plant in flower standing out alone be-
fore a dark background of Hemlocks or of Pines,

or where it can cintrast its purple flowers with the
white floral leaves (the two plants flower here to-

gether) of the Flowering Dogwood (Cornus Horida),
is an object which fully sa'isfies the imagination,
and one which is not easily forgotten. The Ked
Bull, although not a native of Eastern New Eng-
land, is perfectly hardy here. It grows rapidly,
and is an object of beauty from the time the abun-
dint flowers cover the naked branches until the
late autumn, when the red-brown pods are ripe.

C. chinensis, a native of China and .lapaii,

is also a beautiful plant. In this countiy it

has not yet had time to attain its full pro-

dropping, however, being forestalled—gather care-

fully and store. About the 21st of this month
very strong equinoctial gales are usually experi-

enced, and where it can be done without actually

dragging the fruit off the trees gathering should

be carried out before tlie winds have an oppor-
I tunity of damaging the bulk of the crops. At the

same time it is better to run a few risks of storms

than to gather immature fruit, which will inevit-

ably shrink or shrivel badly, or to such an extent as

to be quite spoiled. Some that are among the latest

to mature are Golden Knob, Court Pendu Plat,

Cockle Pippin, Sturmer Pippin, Brownlee's Husset,

Lord Burghley, Winter Greening, and Besspool.

Storinu Apples.—Pears being generally scarce,

it is more than proliable that very many gardeners

who have well-fltted-up fruit rooms will be tempted

to store their choicest Apples in a single layer on

the latticed shelves where Pears are usually placed;

but these are far from being well adapted for the

purpose. The surroundings of stored Apples ought

certainly to be both clean and sweet, but those

dry airy shelves to be found in the majority of

fruit rooms are not condr.cive to long keeping,

the fruit ripening earlier than it is wanted and
shrivelling prematurely. Apples ought to be kept

nearly or quite as cool as store Potatoes, and if the

light and currents of air are well excluded, so much
the better. Thatched structures on the north side

of a wall are well suited for storing Apples in, an

equable and rathrr low tenqierature short of

frosts answering well. They also keep better

stored in heaps than in single layers. Those with-

out the convenience of a cool room or shed might

well adoi)t the plan of storing Apples in boxes,

barrels, lub.s and paperdined hampers, these being

left open for a few days in order that what little

moisture is evaporated may escape readily, and

then kei)t closely covered and arranged one abu%c

another if need be in a cool lift or spare room. In

each and every case the gathering should be ilor.e

carefully on dry dajs if possible, and none but Iho

sound, uninjured fruit should be stored. Neglecting

to sort them over usually ends in the early dtcay

of all that are in the least bit unsound or bruised,

and, it may be, the loss of much sound fruit that

comes into contact with it. On no account place

either straw or hay under Apples, nor should it

come into immediate contact with them as a pro-

tecting material. It u.sed, it quickly becom.-s

damp and musty, and the Apples will be tainted

quickly and surely. Litticed shelves and floors of

rooms can be lined with clean paper only.

Pears.— There being so few of these, the

chances are that over-anxiety to preserve all there

are will have led many growers to gather before

they are really fit. By all means anticipate drop-

ping, but do not spoil the late varieties by drag-

ging them from the trees. If they are not pro-

perly matured when gathered, many of them^ will

refuse to ripen either with or without the aid of

artificial heat, shrivelling taking place prematurely.

When these hints were being penned (October 4),

Marie Louise, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Vicar of

Winkfield, Beurrc Hardy and Doyenn^ Boussoch

had already been gathered and stored ; but

Doyenne du Cornice, Passe Colmar, Beurie Diel,

Conseiller de la Cour and Beurre Clairgeau were

still ungathered, for the simple reason that they

still clung hard to the trees. As soon as they part

more readily when raised out of the perpendicular,

the fruit will be gathered and stored. Josephine

de Mallnes, Winter Nelis, Chaumontel, Beurr6

Ranee, Ne Plus Meuris, Glou Morceau, Easter

Beurru, Bergamote d'Esperen, Mine. Millet ail 1

Olivier des Serres are still later in maturing, and in

all probability will not be fit to gather in most

places before the third or last week in October.

Cold and damp have a most deleterious effect upon

Pears, impairing both their flavour and keep-

ing properties. Therefore store them in a rather

dry, warm room, where, if possible, a little lire-

heat can be given whenever cold frosty weather

prevails. Some may not ripen at all unless sub-

jected to a little extra warmth. Store in a single

layer, stalk end uppermost, either on shelves or in

drawers. Those damaged by birds rarely keep long

after they are gathered, and these, therefore, should

soon be sent to the kitchen for the purpose of being

stewed. Properly treated they will keep well after

being stewed.

PEAcnKS AND Nectarines.—The crops generally

have ripened earlier than usual this season, but

there are still good samples of Peaches that would

pay well for being taken extra care of. Sea Eagle,

Walburton Admirable, Lady Palmerston, and

Salway are among the latest to ripen, the last

named not unfrequently keeping good till the

middle o£ November. None of them are of

particularly good quality when ripened so late,

but they assist to form a good variety on the

dessert table. The fruit ought not to be any longer

exposed to all weathers, and if there are no cop-

ings and blinds to protect them with in bad
weather, frame or pit lights should be lirmly lixed

over the trees. The fruit, if gathered before it is

damaged in any way.and placed in a cool dry room
on cotton wool faced over with soft paper, will

frequently keep a fortnight or longer, and if drop-

ping commences, the more forward fruit should be

kept gathered and so stored till required for use.

The weather of late has been very favourable for

the work of partially lifting, root-pruning and

the renovation of borders, and open-air Peaches

and Nectarines pay well for this timely attention.

Avoid overdoing the process. The young trees are

still very greeii at the tips, ard wholly moving
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these is not yet advisable, thougli there is nothing
to prevent carrying out the process of root-pruning
if this is considered desirable.

W. Igguldkn.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

WiNTEn rAliSLEY.—Parsley being in daily demand
care must be taken that the supply does not fall

off when greatly needed. This is very likely
when the ground is covered with snow, and at
such times Parsley is very difficult to procure when
precautions have not been taken beforehand.
Whether there will be a supply of Parsley at all

times throughout the winter will depend greatly
upon the treatment adopted through the late sum-
mer months, by late sowing, culting over strong
plants, so that the after growth will be of a sturdy
description, and also by atl'ording suitable protec-
tion. Protection need not commence too early, as,

if the weather keeps mild and open, the longer it is

kept off the better. Besides frosts and snow, cold
rains have also to be reckoned with, and they very
quickly cause the leaves to rot away wholesale.
Glass lights, of course, form the best covering and
should be had in readiness, but a wooden frame-
work erected, to be covered wi(h mats or oiled
canvas, will ward off a lot of frost, damp, and
snow. Snow is a bad enemy to Parsley, as when
once the plants become battered down decay is not
long in setting in afterwards.

Storing Carrots. — Carrots if left in the
ground much after this run risk from frost,
and are besides apt to split and become badly
eaten by grubs, when, of course, the quality is de-
teriorated. A dry day having been selected for
the work, fork them up carefully, as Carrots are
easily bruised and broken. A cool shed is the best
place for storing

; if at all warm and arid, the tops
would start into growth or shrivel. Small mounds
rathf r than large heaps are the best, and the pre-
caution should be taken to sprinkle sand among
the roots to keep them plump and fresh. Carrots
may also be stored like Potatoes in pits in the open
air, a few being taken out at weekly intervals for
the supply.

TuENirs.—Unless these are taken up when large
enough, they are apt to split and become spongy,
as well as liable to injury from frosts. There are
exceptions to this rule where the roots are of
small size through late sowing, and especially with
the varieties Orange Jelly and Chirk Castle Black
Stone. Medium-sized roots of the lalter are vei-y
hardy, and the quality is better when they are left
in the open ground. Where the supply is not likely
to meet the demand, and where I he majority of
the roots are fit for pulling, the smaller should be
allowed to remain, as they will grow larger and
come in very useful in the early spring months.
Turnips should bo stored like Carrots, and they
also keep well when placed in a cool shed and
covered over with straw.

Beetroot.—Upon t he proper storing of Beet will
depend its quality, and extra care must be taken, as
the least injury will cause the Beet to bleed, when
of course the colour is extracted. There are various
methods adopted for preserving Beet. It is some-
times allowed to remain in the ground where
growing and merely earthed up well, mounding the
.'Oil sufficiently to ward off frost. The best course
is to take up the roots and store in a perfectly cool
shed. Here the quality is ]ireserved and the roots
are easily procured when wanted. Warm and dry
sheds are the worst storage place of any. Failing
any suitable position under cover, they may be
stored in the open air. Lift the roots carefully,
taking care that they are not broken in the If ast,
the tops being screwed off by the hand 2 inches
from the crown. Arrange them in layers, the tops
pointing outwards, and also take the precaution of
sprinkling a little sand or fine earth between the
layers. Whenever severe frost is imminent, a
covering of dry straw or a few old mats will keep
all secure. In the open air select a position under
trees for choice. Small mounds are the best, the
crowns poinling outwards, these being further pro-

tected by a layer of ."-traw, to be well mounded
over with soil to throw off wet, and to act as a
safeguard from frost.

WiTLOOP.— Witloof or Chicory is quite hardy,
and may be left in the ground until wanted for
forcing, although the best course is to anticipate
the supply by taking up a portion, lest the ground
should be frost-bound at a time when roots are
wanted. A layer of leaves or clean litter is, how-
ever, generally sufficient to enable one to get at
them at any time. They are safe for some time
longer, and .so need not be even protected with
litter, the tops being still quite green. Moreover,
Witloof forces better when left in the ground, so
as to receive a thorough rest preparatory to forcing.
When taken up, store between layers of sand, as
in the case of Beet, so as to prevent shrivelling.

Parsnips, &c. — Parsnips, Salsafy, Scorzonera,
and Jerusalem Artichokes, being perfectly hardy,
are of better quality when Uft in the ground and
dug as wanted for use. Later on, when the soil
is likely to become frost-bound, a layer of litter
will make digging possible. Of course a few roots
may be taken up to last for a week or two, but
they must be carefidly stored in sand, so as to
prevent them from shrivelling, which would
happen if they were left exposed in a dry shed.

A. YouNQ.

ORCHIDS.

I WROTE last week about removing the shading
from all the houses. Every bit of it has been
removed from our own houses, all three divisions,
but I am reminded that some growers do not
remove the shading. They leave the blinds and
the rollers, so that they may be let down on
frosty nights and rolled up again in the morning.
We had a difficulty in very cold frosty nights to
keep up the temperature of the warmest house in
one garden where I had charge of the Orchids, and
as an aid to the hot water we left up the blinds for
the winter, but it was so much trouble to get them
up and down, owing to their being constantly soak-
ing wet either with rain or hoar-frost, that I gave
it up, and would never use them again unless it was
absolutely necessary to save the plants. It is also
very expensive, as the strongest blinds get worn out
by wet and friction. As an amateur, the Rev.
F. D. Horner is very successful in growing the
warm house Orchids, and, further, the house in
which he grows them is not over much heated, and
he finds that it is a great advantage to use
a rather thick covering on unpromising nights
when severe frosts may be expected before the
morning. He believes the plants thrive better
with a covering over the roof on very cold nights,
and in that cold northern district it jis doubtless
an aid to the hot-water pipes. I feel that Thk
Garden is likely to find its way into districts far
removed from the county where my lot is cast at
present ; therefore my experience north of the
Frith of Forth is quite as useful to me in this
respect as that gained near London. As an illus-

tration of the difference of climate in the north of
England, the post has just delivered me a letter
from near Morpeth, in Northumberland, from a
good gardener there, in which he says :

" We have
had a most bitterly cold and wet summer. The
ground is now (October 5) soaking wet ; an inch
of rain fell yesterday. The rainfall for August was
5-52 inches. A\'e have not gathered a French Bean
out of doors this j-ear ; they are nearly perished.
Fields of corn are standing out yet ; so you may
judge what a climate we have to battle against."
I do know well Vv'hat it is, and am quite ready to
admit that it may not only te worth while, but
be quite necessary to use some .sort of pro-
tecting material over the glass roofs of Orchid
houses in such a bleak climate; but, independent of
the trouble and wear and tear, we must also take
into account the loss of light, for the shading
has to be down sometimes an hour or two
after daylight comes in, and the plants get all too
little in winter, even if not a ray is intercepted.
A good grower in the .^oulh of England objected
to use shading at night, because "it reversed the

day and night temperature, or at any rate caused
the latter to rise too much." He evidently over-
looked the fact that it was easy enough to have
less artificial heat. The point with most good
growers who use protecting material in winter i-i

that it saves fuel and causes a better and more con-
genial atmosphere for the plants. One point of
vital importance is that the plants need all the
light they can get in winter, and near London I
believe that they are better without any covering
at night, that is, if everything is considered. At
this season the Orchid cultivator must ever have
in his mind the fact that his plants need prepara-
tion to pass through the winter well and come out
in good condition on the other side ; and where such
plants as Lielia purpurata are grown in the Cai-
tleya house, we must not allow the temperature to
get too low, because the growths of these fine
plants are not yet made up, and, on the other band,
the flower-spikes of Cattleya labiata (syn., War-
ocqueana) are pushing out of their peculiar double
sheaths, and they both need 55° to GO" at night.
C. Bowringiana is also about pushing up its

flower-sheaths, needing the same temperature, and
nearly the entire group of summer-flowering Cat-
tleyas are better with this temperature as yet. By
and by, when we are well into November, an
alteration will be necessary. This is a good time
of the year to repot such plants as Cymbidium
Lowianum. Some growers who really ought to
know better still continue to cultivate this and
kindred species as if they were Cattleyas, when
they would be much more successful with them if

they would grow them in soil that might well be
adapted for soft-wooded greenhouse plants. There
is no need to grow them in a house warmer than
that in which the Cattleyas do well, say in a mini-
mum winter temperature of 55°. I have frequently
found the thermometer down to 50° on cold morn-
ings in the house where our plants are, and they
grow so vigorously, that in a little while we have
no room for them. We have two plants now in
12-inch pots which will be repotted into 15 inch.
The flower-pots are well drained by placing clean
potsherds with the convex side undermost and
layiiig each piece in separately, so that the
maximunr amount of drainage may be obtained
from the quantity of crocks used. In a 15-inch
flower-pot there ought to be .S inches of drainage.
Over the drainage place the fibrous portion of
partly decayed yellow loam from which the greater
portion of the clay particles has been shaken out.
About 2 inches of the prepared compost should be
put over this and pressed in rather firmly, and the
remainder of the potting soil should be put in
firmly around the ball of roots, which are usually
a solid mass of healthy white fibres. The potting
compost that we use for this species, and also for
C. eburneum, C. Mastersi, &c., is one of two parts
good yellow fibrous loam, one part brown fibrous
peat, and almost as much quite decayed stable
manure as peat ; some coarse sand and clean pot-
sherds are mixed with the whole to keep it open.
The plants should be potted in the .same way as a
Fuchsia or Pelargonium is repotted, leaving a spare
depth of about an inch between the surface of the
compost and the top of the rim to allow for water-
ing. It is an error to m.ike a raised and rounded
surface, as is done in the case of Laelias and
Cattleyas. J. Douglas.

Caryopteris mastacantlius.—The note by
" T." on p. ;iOi) calls attention to a pretty shrub
that is sometimes very charming, but which can-
not be generally recommended for the majority of
gardens. I first made its acquaintance in a
favoured garden on the south coast, whf re I saw it

in full blossom on a warm autumn day, and its

effect was lovely. It was a large bush, and the
shoots of that season's growth had a spike of
flowers clustering in the axil of every leaf, the
mnss of blue relieved by the grey-green foliage.
" T." omitted to mention one of its charms, the
fragr.ince of its leaves resembling that'of Laven-
der. Here in Suffolk, however, it has disappointed
me. I thought it might succeed in a sunny raised
border of warm, well-dra'ned soil where Eurybias
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nnd Cist uses were prowinfT fifi'ly, so I p.avc it a
trial. It has vvitlistciod tlie two past winters with-
out any ]irotcclion, Vnit both tliis year and last

towards tlie (•lo.'^o of siimuiur the edf,'es of the
leaves have turned brown and dead, whilst the
flowers, which are only luiw openinj;, will be too
late to make nuieh disiilay, unless October iscxcep-
liocally line.— A. II.

Rose Garden.

IIYIUUD PERPETUAL ROSES IN POTS
Aftek perusing Mr. Grahame's most interest-

ing article upon this clas.s of Roses, I was led to
Ihe tlnuiglit that a few hints upon their culture
in pots niiglit be of service, and would certainly
be seasonable at the present time. " If you do
not plant a Rose properly, how can ycni expect
it to grow away freely ( " is one of Mr. (ira-

hame's remarks, and 1 may echo this with the
alteration of "j)t.t" for the word plant. The
very l)e3t Roses are spoilt by bad planting and
potting. Hybrid Perpetual Roses are not so
suitable for turning out into a border in the
greenhouse as are those of tlie Tea-scented and
Noi-sette cla.sses. But they are so exquisitely
scented, and produce blooms of sucli dazzling
colour and contrast to tlie more delicate Teas,
that few can afl'ord to be without some flowers,
if only as a set off and improvement to the
lighter colours of Niphctos, Catherine Mermet,
Mine. Falcot, &c. By cultivating these so-
called perpetual Roses in pots, you can readily
remove them to the open air and to some shel-
tered spot as soon as their crop of bloom is

secured. It is of little, if any, use keeping this
section of Rose under cover with the view of a
second crop of blooms, as by the time these
are produced there will be ample supply from
the open ground, anil generally of far better
quality. Nor does this class produce secondary
crops to anything like the same extent and
quality as the Teas and Noisettes. Probably
there could not be a more seasonable time fcjr a
few remarks on pot Roses than the present, as
whether they be plants already established or
those from the open ground ready to be potted
up for future use, a considerable amount of
work may bo done to great advantage now.
To deal with the established plants first. These
will be much better now if removed to some
jiit or frame for a time. Too much wet with
the risk eif hard frosts at any time are not ad-
visable, and the .slight protection of an old light
and mat will soon be needed if you are to have
satisfactory and early forced flowers. Remove
any dirt from the drainage holes with a small
stick, and, if the holes cannot be cleared out
satisfactorily in this manner, turn the plant
completely out of the pot and re-crock it.

Take off a little of the surface soil, if it can be
done without injuring the roots (not otherwise),
and replace with a rich compost of loam and
well- decayed manure. A few of the rijiest
plants may be pruned at the .same time. This
should be done a little harder than you would
for the same jilant and variety if growing in the
open border. I do not like the very strong-
growing Pcrpetuals in pots, because they re-
quire so much room. These kinds must have
the whole of their long wood left intact if you
are to realise their fuM crop of bloom. Even if

you tie them around sticks in the same way as
many climbers are done you do not secure so
satisfactory a pot plant of these varieties as of
the climbing Teas and Noisettes. Therefore I
prefer such free-flowering and uniform growing
Roses as General Jacqueminot, Fisher Holmes,
A. K. Williams, La Rosicre, &c , when culti-
vating this section in pots.

The only reason I would grow Hybrid Pcr-
petuals in pots is for their lirilliant and dark
rod colours, so thoroughly in contrast with the

Tois. Baroness Rothschild, Mine. Gabriel Lui/.ct,

La France, and other grand Roses of this

section I would discard from jiot work alto-

gether, because we can obtain much the same
shades of colour and with a much better selec-

tion and perfume from among the Teas, and
these latter will produce treble the quantity of

bloom. Provided you grow the plants on
steadily during the earliest stages, there is no
more diliiculty in forcing Hylirid Porpetua!
Roses than in forcing the bulk of other hardy
flowering shrubs. You must work on exactly

the same principle <as if you were forcing

Spineas, Deutzias, Azaleas, &c. , and all growers
of these know how very sujierior they bloom if

brought on steadily and in a more natural

manner.

After pruning I would still allow the plants
to remain in the frame or pit for at least a

month or six weeks, .shutting them up during
cold or inclement weather only. Gradually in-

crease this care and they will soon respond by
filling out their nio.st fu-oniinent eyes and
starting steadily into growth. They may now
be removed to the greenhouse with advantage
and given a temperature of 50^ to 55°. I

would not increase upon this until the plants

were fairly into growth, when it might rise

another 5° to 10° according to the weather. At
this stage the plants will benefit very much
from a rather liberal application of liquid ma-
nure. Of course, due care must be taken to

keep down all insect pests, and a slight .syringe

occasionally will do much towards this end.

Upon all bright or even fairlj' fine mornings
the plants sliould have a slight .syringing with
soft water of about 70°. It is well if this

always contains a slight amount of soft soap or

other simple and safe insecticide. The atmo-
sphere that Roses are growing in should never
be dry and hot, nor should it be too moist.

What I like to see of a morning upon going
into the house is a few deckles of moisture
upon the serrated edges of the foliage. But
this must not be too prevalent, nor should the

moisture hang on them after about ten o'clock.

If it does not disperse naturally, I would increase

the fire-heat slightly and afford a little ventila-

tion. When the spring is advanced, such night

moisture may be induced by damping down the

walls and walks at night, but a watchful eye

must always be kept to guard against overdoing

it, anil causing damping or decay of buds and
extra double blossoms. There is no flower

more pleasing early in the year, and while
winter is still witli us, than a good bloom of

some dark Rose, such as A. K. Williams or

General Jacqueminot, with glowing colours and
exquisite scent. With a few words about the

proper potting of these sweet Roses I will

close.

Pot early ; in fact, there could not be a

better time than the present. Choose plants

that lia\-e a good base and are worked well down
upon the roots of the stock. Unless you get

these two good points you cannot possibly have
the most satisfactory success. It is also very
essential that they be carefully lifted—not so

many of their most valualjle and fibrous roots

either mutilated or left in the ground. Al-

though a strong turfy loam is by far the best

compost you can pot in, it is by no means
absolutely necessary. It is difficult to pro-

cure, and fortunately a mixture of fairly good
garden loam, leaf-soil, sand, and well-decayed

manure will answer the purpose admirably.
ThorouLjlily decayed matter from the refuse

heap, with a little loam and sand, is also a grand I

coinpo.st for pot Roses, and almost equal to

turfy loam. There is one point I cannot warn
growers against too earnestly, and that is not to

mix the comjiost too strong and rich. Roses,
more especially freshly potted plants, cannot get

a successful start in the excessively rich com-
posts that many use. I admit that the Rose
likes a rich soil and generous treatment, but
this is often overdone at first, and is the cause
of the plants making weak and puny growth.
To confirm this, let my readers pot a plant

into very rich .soil, and one into a compost of

more ordinary (pi.'dity, and then com|)are the

roots of the two ])lants after an interv.ul of six

weeks. They will find those of the first have
scarcely made any growth, and that this growth
is not of the .same strong and healthy character

produced upon the roots of the plant jiotted

into a more porous and rather poorer soil.

Pot the plants deep enough to have the collar

well covered. I prefer to use as small a j)ot

as possible without undue cramping of the

roots, as they benefit very much from a shift

into slightly richer soil later on. Plunge the

pots at once after potting, and pay attention to

keeping the wood of the Roses in a plump and
moist condition. Protection must be afforded

them against hard frost, but I would not

attempt to force them the first season if it can

be avoided. LTnder no consideration should

they be started until February or March, as

these newly-potted plants cannot possibly have
gained sutHcient strength to stand the strain

of early forcing. There is another point in

their culture that is not sufficiently borne in

mind. That is, not to turn them out of doors

prematurely after their crop of flowers has been
.secured. As a general rule, especially with

these later plants, the weather will be favour-

able for standing them out if a sheltered

position be chosen. But the plants forced

early will often require the slight protection

of a covered pit or frame for a few weeks
after flowering. To grow a plant on in what
is equivalent to a summer temperature, and
then to suddenly turn it out into the cold winds

and nights of March and April, is so wrong that

one might well imagine there was no need to

warn against such treatment. Still it is so often

done, that I repeat this warning. These latter

remarks apjjly with eipial force to many things

besides Roses. Riih:ewood.

Rose classes.—On p. 2.s;i Mr. Grahame en-

dorses an opinion of mine, and one which is

>teadily growing stronger with me, when lie .'ays

lliat the name "perpetual "is a misnomer applied to

that section of Roses known as Hybrid Perpetuals.

,Somo twelve months ago I suggested that all of

these, together witli the Hybrid Bourbons, Hybild
Teas and Hybrid China«, shoidd be classed under

the name of Hybrids of Koses. The word " per-

petaal "
I would leave out entirely, as it is so unsuit-

able to the former of these clas.ses as a whole.

Certainly there are a few varieties that deserve

tlie name, notably La France, liaroness Rothschild,

.and other.s. Augustine Guinoifseau, Viscountess

Folkestone, Souvenir de la Malaiaison, &c , are far

more entitled to this distinctive name, and really

should come under the same heading as L.a France
and others. It is very confusing and difficult to

decide to which class many Roses really belong
;

and now that they have been so crossed and inter-

crossed, I think Hybrids of Roses would be a much
more applicable term than any they at present

po.ssess. Mr. Grahame mentions Mrs, John Laing

and General Jacqueminot among Itoses that aie

not perpetual, and that " do not usually bloom after

the month of August." Of course he is speaking

from his own experience, but 1 feel the remark
must not go unchallenged, becau.se with me and
with many others Mrs. John Laing and General

Jacqueminot arc among the tiDe.--t of all autumn
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Koses, anJ fully equal to those be luentionsas true
perpetuals. With this one exception, I fully agree
with Mr. Grabame's remarks, and have much
enjoyed a perusal of them.—R.

Roses amongst autumn flowers.—I am
sorry I have hurt " A. H.'s " feelings by the inci-

dental reference to Koses in my short article on
"Autumn Flowers." Roses hardly come properly
under that category, as when we speak of flowers of
a particular time of year we refer to those more es-

pecially connected with and in their full glory at
that season. Most things are comparative in this
world, and when I wrote of Koses "being few and
far between," I wrote in the sense of their quan-
tity, and quality too, as compared with the wealth
of bloom at an earlier period properly called the
time of Koses. My standard of what a Rose
should be is that of an exhibitor, and many of the
Roses which we gather at this period can hardly
be recognised as representative of their class or
variety ; many of the buds, of which " A. H." has
(and I have also) large quantities, never develop
properly, but in the uncertain autumn weather be-
come pulp, not Roses.— C'HAS. J. Gbahamb, Crotj-

dm,.

CONSTRUCTING A ROCKERY.
In the case of an oblong structure, the ends point-
ing north and south (other conditions presenting
no objection) will affoid the best aspects. In con-
structing a rockery there may be said to be the
essential features and the ornamental or fanciful
ones. The latter are entirely a matter of taste,

and of course a deal can be done in a tasteful
manner to in no way intrude upon the essential
conditions, which in the end will contribute much
to the beauty or effectiveness of the structure
when grown over. At the same time I will leave
out much that might be said_'otherwise than on the
essentials. To begin with, the form of the pro-
posed rockery should be roughly outlined or shaped
by the mound of earth ; then the building, by means
of stones and a better class of soil for the more
immediate surface and interstices of the stones,
should proceed from the base upwards, until the
stony part reaches the various levels or peaks in-

tended.
All stone should be laid on its natural bed, and

rach stone should be so fixed that it cannot well
catch upon another, otherwise the soil settles

underneath that point and leaves a vacuum, such
air holes being deadly to plants. Further, each
stone should be so fixed that artificial watering
will be rendered quite unnecessary. This is done
by giving the stones a pitch inwards, just the re-

verse of the pitch of tiles on a roof; then we
throw the water in. I!y this system of fixing
stones it will be found that each strip of soil

between the stones on the surface will be a con-
tinuous seam of soil connected with the main or
inner body. This should be effected at all costs.
The soil should be of various qualities, according

to the sections of plants intended to be grown.
For instance, it would be well to have one slope
and the opposite slope prepared for lime-lovers,
such as the Pink family and the Crucifers, and
that part might be mixed with limestone chips or
chalk nodules. Another fection might be made of
strong loam to accommodate the Ranunculads at
the lower parts of the rockeries or the dips of
t he upper parts. Another section might be formed
of sandy loam or silky loam, and yet another
with boggy peat and sand, and running out
to drier peat and sand, with some loam for
the accommodation of ericaceous species. Of
course, all this trouble need not be gone to
if a more rule-of-thumb style would be more
convenient, and subsequent chances of success
or non-success were taken into account. All this,
too, may seem a deal of detail, but it is really
very simple in practice to one who knows the way
about it, and in any case the thing .should be well
f tudied out. Let me further hint that it would be
desirable to avoid the too-heaped-up form of
rockery; it is much belter for the plants, and in
better taste following Nature, to keep a rockery
somewhat broadly based, and for my own part I

would not care to pitch higher than a proportion
of one in height to three of base. It would also be
desirable in some parts of the rockery to form a
slight dip on the very top with a little surrounding
flatness. The miniature watersheds like this at

such points have the effect of collecting rainwater
and conducting it naturally into the very heart of

the structure. Unless you look well after the matter
of catching moisture naturally, you may afterwards
have a deal of trouble in watering plants, which
is both a very injurious and tiresome process in

summer, for then the water rnns o£E as from a
duck's back, and carries down the soil from the
upper part, exposing some plants and burying others

at the bottom.
The planting of a rockery is hardly less impor-

tant than its structure. Each plant should be set

on a firm bed of either soil or stone. This is easily

done by sending down the trowel at a sharp angle
of 45°, and it will also bo found to be the easiest

way of planting. Throw the soil upwards, bed the
plant firmly, then fetch down the soil, leaving it

somewhat flat ; then the rain coming from the upper
part will naturally find its way down to the deeper
roots. If you do not have a contrivance with this

end in view, you will often find your plants to sit

very uncomfortably, with the extreme points of

their roots actually higher than the crowns of the
plants. Thousands of alpine plants have been
" droughted " to death by such a thoughtless mode
of planting. J. WOOD.

\Vuo(Jcille, Kirl;staU.

Ferns.

PTBKISES.

M.VN'v of these plants, commonly known as
Ribbon Feru.s, are extremely handsome, easily

grown, and the majority of the kind.s are suffi-

ciently hardy to allow of their being used
successfully for the decoration of apartments or
for any purpose where gieen fronds are admis-
.sible. It is in this genus, too, that most of the
variegated Ferns are to be found, and in most
iir.stances these variegated forms are higlily

decorative, such plants as P. argyrea, P.
cretica albolineata, P. cretica Mayi, P. nemo-
ralis variegata, and the new kind sent out by
Mr. Bull, called P. Victoria, l)eiDg extremely
beautiful. P. aspericaulis and P. tricolor are
more difficult to grow, but whim the last-named
is nicely done it forms a lovely picture, to which
no one can do complete justice with either pencil

or pen. I have even found a variegated variety
of our common P. aquilina. This, however,
proved a difficult plant to remove, and it did
not survive. They are strong-rooting plants,

,and good pot-room shcuild be accorded the
large-growing kinds. These should be potted
in aliout equal parts of loam and jjeat made
tolerably sandy, whilst for the more delicate
kinds about one-third light turfy loam should
be used, the other portion being peat and
sharp sand. Tlie pots nnist be well drained, as
they require an abundant supply of water, and
they should be well shaded from the sun's rays,

or the fronds, which should be green, turn
yellow and have a sickly appearance. The
following are all handsome kinds :

—

P. ARGliTA.—Although this is a broad-froncTed,
tall-growing plant, it is seldom seen in our plant
houses. Being a native of the i.-land of Madeira,
the Azores, and the Canaries, it stands admirably
in our greenhouses. The fronds are from 1 foot to
5 feet or (! feet high, and half of this is bare stem,
the colour being bright light green. It is a fine
plant for corridors or any large place, and as it

comes readily from spores it may always be kept
in stock. Care must be taken that it does not
grow up away from the soil, as if it does this it is

apt to catch its fronds in another plant and re-
ceive a wrench, which is generally fatal.

P. CRETICA produces fronds from a foot to IS
inches long; these are piimate and bright green.
This is a plant that is very widely distributed, and
it will withstand any .imount of rough treatmei t

with impunity. When well grown it forms a very
handsome specimen.

P. CRETICA ALBO-LINEATA is a charming form
of the species, having the centre of each pinna
broadly streaked with white, which renders it veiy
ornamental. The plant is almost hardy.

P. CRETICA Mayi.—A much handsomer plant
than the last named, raised by Mr. May, of Totten-
ham. The fronds are all banded in the centre of

the segments with white, bordered with dark
green. A lovely plant and highly decorative.

P. KiNClANA.—This plant has some resemblance
to P. arguta, but its broader pinra; render it very
distinct, and another distinguishing character is

its short sori. It makes broad fronds some 4 feet

long, and it forms a very handsome large speci-

men.
P. LONGiFOLiAmakesa specimen of great beauty

;

the fronds are from 1 foot to 2 feet long, pinnate,

and deep green. This plant grows far prettier in

the cool house than it does in warmth, and it

forms a beautiful ornament in any position.

P. QUADRIAURITA.—A common Fern throughout
India. It grows some 3 feet high. The pinnae

lengthen out into tail-like points, ard their colour is

ricli bright green. Although a native of India it

will succeed admirably in the cool house or the

sitting room.
P. QUADRIAURITA ARcyRBA.—This is a fine bold

plant, having the centre of its fronds all of a bright

metallic white, and the margins of a deep lich

green. It is a most conspicuous and striking

|ilant in the fernery ; it is more telling and effective

in the warm house, but it thrives and does well in

the temperate house.

P. SERRULATA AND ITS VARIETIES.—The typical

plant is well known in gardens, the varieties being
all of garden origin. Some of them are very fine

;

all are of dwarf habit, seldom exceeding a foot in

the length of the fronds, some of which are pen-
dent and beautifully crested and tasselled, and
others erect in habit ; indeed, plants of this species

may be found suitable for any positicn where a
plant may stand, and the varieties form beautiful

objects in a Wardian case.

P. SEMiriNNATA is a fine erect-growing plant,

making fronds 2 feet or more in length, the lower
side of the pinna; only being pinnate ; the colour

is rich green. This plant is more beautiful in the

stove than in the cool house.

P. scAitEKULA.— In this we have a very fine

dwarf plant suitable for the Wardian case, or it

makes a beautiful specimen for the cool house. It

is best grown in a shallow pan. well drained, as it

then has a better opportunity of getting nutri-

ment for its creeping rhizomes. The fronds are a
foot or more long, cut into veiy fire and delicate

segments, the colour being a cheerful green.

P. TREMULA.—This is a most common Fein,
which makes spreading fronds some .3 feet or 4

feet in length. The colour is a bright and pleasing

green. It will thrive under the most adverse c'r-

cumstances, but is very apt to go off suddenly
through getting strangled, as before mentioned,
unless kept down close to the soil.

P. TREMULA SmithianA is a very great improve-

Tiient upon the typical plant, and I look forward to

itsmakirgone of the most ber.ntiful decorative

Feins and first class market kinds. The fronds

are more erect than in the typo, and all are crested.

This docs not, however, make a ccnfujed mass cf

the plant, but a handsome and sjmn etrical sf eci-

men. W. H. GowER.

The Honey Locust (Gleditschia) is a capilal

town tree, and thrives even in the most smoky
districts. I have .seen it do well in London and in

Manchester in places where the number of things

that will do well is not large. The pretty flowers

and the curious seed-pods add to its value. It is

very hardy, thiives in almost every soil ; it isiathcr

toospreading, but this is nota serious fault when its

other good points are taken into consideration.—W.
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LIST OF ZPLA-TIBS IlSi " TSIE O-^I^IDElSr"
TO THE END OF 1891.

The following is a list of M tlic colouroil

drawiii^is that have been imblislied in Thk
Garhkn up to the end of the fortieth voluuie

ending December 2(J, 18!tl :—

Abelia floribunda.

isrs, May 18 ; Vol. XUt., p. 4(18.

— tritiora.

18711, duly 15; Vol. X., p. 58.

Abutilon ianeuni.

1880, Dec. 18; Vol. XVIII., p. 024.

— vexillarium.
18'I0, IMar. '22; Vol. XXXVII , p. 274.

— vitifolium.

I8,s:!, aiarch Id ; Vol. XXIII., p. 224.

Abutilons, group of seedling.

1881, May 21 ; Vol. XIX., p. 524.

Acacia leprosa and A. lineata.

188.5, Nov. 21 ; Vol. XXVIII., p. 540.

Acantholimon glumacenni.

1887, April 10; Vol. XXXI., p. .^50.

— venustum.
1878, March 2 ; Vol. XIII

, p. 180.

AcUllea rupestris.

1880, Sept. 25 ; Vol XVIII
, p. 300.

Adenocarpus decorticans.

1880, Nov. 27 ;
Vol. XXX., p. 408.

Adonis vernalis.

1891,Mar.21 ;Yol. XXXIX., p. 208.

Aerides Lawrence.u.

1889, May £5 ; Vol. XXXV. , p. 485

.ffithionema grauditlorura.

1870, January 29; Vol. IX
,
p. 108,

— pulchoUum.
1884, April 19 ; Vol. XXV., p. 320.

Agalmyla lougistyla.

1877, June 23 ; Vol. XL, p. 524.

Ag^onis flexuos.a.

1880, March G ; Vol. XXIX., p. 214.

Allamanda granditlora.

1891, Feb. 28; Vol. XXXIX., p. 192.

— Hendersoni.
1880, May 1 ; Vol. XXIX., p. 400.

— violacea.

1890, Mar. 8 ; Vol. XXXVII
, p 224.

— Willianisi.

1891, Nov. 21 ; Vol. XL., p. 408.

Allium pedemontanum.
1879, Oct. 18 ; Vol. XVI., p. 350.

Alstroemeria aurantiaca and vars.

1884, Dec. 27 ; VoL XXA'L, p. 540
Alstroemerias, hybrid.

1880, April 3 ; Vol. XXIX., p. 304.

Amaryllis Belladonna.

1888, Mar. 24 ; Vol. XXXIII
, p. 2C8— Hcnder.soni coccinea.

1875, April 24; Vol. VIL, p. 340.
— Mrs. Garfield.

188;'., Aprd 7 ; Vol. XXIII.
, p. 312.— Nestor and Sidendent.

1887, Sept. 17 ; Vol. XXXII., p. 250.— O'Brieni.

1879, July 12 ; Vol. XVI., p. 80.— varieties of.

1878, October 12; Vol. XIV., p. .332.

Amasonia puuicea.

1885, Feb. 14 ; Vol. XXVIL, p. 130.
Andromeda fastigiata.

1885,Sept. 19; Vol. XXVIII.,p. 292.— japoLica.

1877, Nov. 3 ; Vol XII., p. 424.
AndroBace foliosa.

1883, October G ; Vol. XXIV., p. 294.

AndrosacG Lanuginosa.
ISSii, .Inly 31 ; Vol. XXX., p. 100.

Anemone alpina var. sidphurca.

1889, Jan. 5; Vol. KXXV., p. 10.

— blanda.
1878, August 31 ; Vol. XVI

, p. 200.

— F.innini.

1888, Sept. 1 ; Vol. XXXIV., p. 202.

— fulgens.

1877, March 17 ; Vol. XL, p 214.

— japonica.

188ti, August 21 ; Vol. XXX., p. 172.

— nemorosa, large white, and H)biu3)n'a

blue.

1887, Oct. 15 ; VoL XXXII , p. 344.

— pahnata alba.

1882, Nov. 25 ; Vol. XXII.
, p. 400.

— Pulsatilla.

1887, Nov. 19; Vol.XXXII.,p. 400.

— ranunculoides and A. thalictroides.

1889, May 4; Vol. XXXV., p. 408.

— vernalis.

1884, April 19 ; Vol. XXV., p. 320.

Anemones, Chrysantliemnni-tlowurud.

1880, Oct. 2 ; Vol XXX., p. 310.

Angrsecum oaudatuni.

1891, May 9 ; VoL XXXIX , p. 430.

Annuals, two new.
' 1877, December 15 ; Vol. XII ,

p. .508.

Anoiganthus breviflorus.

1891, July 18 ; Vol. XL., p. .54.

Anthemis Aizoon.

1883, Oct. 20 ; Vol. XXIV., p. 342.

Anthericum liliastruin var.

1870, January 1 ; Vol. IX
, p. 12.

Anthurium Andreanuni.
1880, July 31 ; Vol. XVIII., p. 108.

— Rothschildiauum and var.s.

1S80, Nov. L! ; Vol. XXX
, p. 454.

— Scherzerianum Wardi.

1878, January 5; VoLXIII.,p. 12.

Antirrhinums, grouj) of.

18S9, Feb. 2; Vol. XXXV., p. 100.

Aphelandra fascinatt^r.

1S78, Sept. 7 ; Vol. XIV., p. 222.

Apple, Cornish Gilliflowor.

1870, November 4 ; V.l. X., p. 440,

— Cox's Orange Pippin.

1870, May 27 ; Vol. IX,, p. 500.

— Stone's.

1882, March 18 ; Vol. XXL, p. 180

Aquilegia alpina.

1870, April 22 ; Vol. IX., p, 384.

— cccruloa,

1.S77, February 3 ; Vol. XL, p. 90.

— coruk-a and hybrids.

1879, Sept. 20 ; Vol. XVI., p. 204.

— glandulosa.

1879, April 5 ; VoL XV., p. 278.

— Stuarti.

1888, Oct. 13 ; Vol. XXXIV., p. 344.

Araucaria at Dropmore.
1870, January 22 ; Vol. IX,, p. 84.

Arctotis acaulis.

!

1889, Nov. 23 ; Vol.XXXVL, p. 480.

- aureola.

1882, Oct. U ; Vol. XXII,
, p. 330.

Arenaria b.alearica.

1880, Jan. 10 ; Vol. XXIX., p. 60.

Arissema .speciosa.

1890, June 21: Vol. XXX VII. .]! 570.

Aristolochia elegans.

1880, June 19 ; Vol. XXIX,, p. 570.

Armeria .setacea.

1878, Sept. 21 ; Vol. XIV., p. 2CC.

Arnebia ocliioidcs.

1880, Aug. 28; VoL XVlIL,p. 201,

Arum triphyllum.

1883, July 14 ; Vol. XXIV., p. 24.

Aster aeris.

1890, Mar. 15; Vol. XXXVII. p. 248.

— Amellus and A. liiiarifolius.

1889, Feb. 23 ; Vol. XXXV., p, 172.

— Stracheyi.

1889, March UJ ; Vol. XXXV., p. 210.

— Townshi'udi and A. liispidus.

188(», April 17 ; Vol. XVIL, p. 310.

Asters, a group of perennial.

1881, May 14 ; Vol. XIX, p. 40^.

— new China.

1878, April 2ii
; VoL XIIL, p. 30L

Auricula, forms of the florist's.

1878, Nov. 2 ; Vol. XIV., p. 398.

— Golden (jueen.

1890,Aug. 2 ; Vol. XXXVIlI.,p. 108.

Auriculas Chas. Perry, Mrs. Moore and Prime
of Greens.

1887, Oct. 1 ; Vol. XXXII., p. 290.

Azalea crispiflora.

1880, Sept. 18 ; Vol. XVITL, p, 280.

— Deutsche Perle.

1888, May 19 ; VoL XXXII 1
, p. 400.

— mollis.

1877, May 20 ; Vol. XL, p. 428.

— Rolli.ssoni.

1880, Sept. 11 ; Vol. XVIIL, p, 254.

Azaleas, a group of hardy.

1879, April 19 ; Vol. XV., p. 318.

— group of new Indian.

1879, Sept. 13 ; Vol. XVI., p. 242.

— new hybrid.

1880, June 12 ; Vol. XXIX., p .5.59.

— occidental is vars.

1888, Nov. 3; Vol. XXXIV,, p. 410.

B
Barkeria Lindleyana v.ar. Ceriter.iB.

1885, May 2 ; Vol. XXVIL, p. 390.

Batatas pan'culata.

1881, Deo. 24 ; Vol, XX., ji, (110,

Beaufortia splendens.

1883, May 5 ; Vol. XX 111., p. 40L
Beaumontia granditlora.

1887, Sept. 24 ; Vol. XXXIL, p. 272.

Begonia Frcebeli.

1877, Oct. 20 ;
Vol. XII., p. 370.

— John Heal.

1889, March 9 ; Vol. XXXV., p. 218.

— Roezli.

1883, Aug. 25 ; Vol. XXIV., p, U12.

— socotrana.

1882, March 11 ; Vol. XXL, p. 102,

— Winter Gem.
1891, May ,30; Vol. XXXIX, p, 504.

Begonias, a group of new.

1879, April 20 ; Vol. XV., p. 3:;8.

— double-flowered.

1880, June 12 ; Vol XVIL, p. 518.
— two tuberous-rooted,

1888, Feb. 18 ; Vol. XXXIII , p. 140.

Benthamia fragifera.

1890, Nov. 1; Vol. XXXVIIL, p.

410.

Eerberis vulgaris aspernia.

1889, Mar, 23; Vol. XXXV., p. 2C4.

Bessera ele.gans.

1884, Jan. 19 ; Vol. XXV., p. 42.

Bignonia Cherere.

1884, Dec. 20 ; Vol. XXVI., p. 520.
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Bignonia purpurea.

1880, Oct. 23 ; Vol. XXX., p. 388.

— Tweediana.
1891, July 4; Vol. XL., p. 10.

— veniista.

1882, April 22 ; Vol. XXL, p. 270.

Billbergia vittata.

1887, Aug. G ; Vol. XXXII., p. lOC.

Elandfordia CuDiiingli.inni splendeus.

1883, Oct. 27 ; Vil. XXIV., p. 3GG

B etia Lyacinthina.

1879, Nov. 8 ; Vol. XVI., p. 410.

Bomarea Caldasiana.

1881, Aug. G ; Vol. XX., p. 138.

— conftita.

1883, Jan. 27 ; Vol. XXIII., p. 84.

— oculata.

1880, March 20 ; Vol. XXIX
, p. 200.

Soronia clatior.

1870, Sept. 23 ; Vol. X., p. 312.

— heterophylla.

1887, Nov. 12;V(.l. XXXlI.,p. 442.

Bouvardia President Garfield and B. Alfred

Neuuer.
1883, May 19 ; Vol. XXIII., p. 448.

Bouvardias, a group of.

1879, June 21 ; Vol. XV., p. 498.

— President Cleveland and Mrs. K. Green.

1889, Mar. 30 ; Vol. , XXXV.
, p. 288

.

Brier, Copper Austrian.

1890, Dec. 27; Vol. XXXVIIL, p.

000.

Briers, Scotch.

1880, May 15 ; Vol. XXIX., p. 448.

Brodisea coccinea.

1877, Feb. 10 ; Vol. XI., p. 110.

— laxa and vars.

1882, June 10 ; Vol. XXT., p. 400.

Browallia (Streptosolen) Jamesoni.

1884, July 6 ; Vol. XXVI., p. G.

Brownea niacrophylla.

1879, May 31; Vol. XV., p. 430.

Burtonia scabra and B. villosa.

1880, Feb. 13 ; Vol. XXIX., p. 142.

CEo;alpinia japonica.

1891, Dec. 20 ; Vol. XL., p. 588.

Calandrinia ^randiflora.

1881, April 9 ; Vol. XIX., p. 370.

Calanthe Regnieri.

1883, July 21 ; V, 1. XXIV., p. 40.

— Vcitchi.

1887, July 9 ; Vol. XXXII., p. 12.

Calceolaria fuchsiiefnlia.

1879, March 29 ; Vol. XV., p. 258.

Calcaolarias, a new race of.

1888, Oct. 27 ; Vol. XXXIV., p. 392.

Callicarpa purpurea.

1883, June 10 ; Vol. XXIII,, p. 540.

Callirhoe papaver.

1891, Dec. 12 ; Vol. XL., p. 540.

Calochorti, a group of.

1884, April 20 ; Vol. XXV., p. 342.

Calochortus vonustus.

1870, February 5 ; Vol. IX., p. 132.

Caltba Icptosepala.

1880, Oct. 9 ; Vol. XXX., p. 340.

Camassia osculenta.

1881, Sept. 17 ; \'ol. XX., p. 302.

Camellia C. M. Hovey.
1883, Sept. 22 ; Vol. XXIV., p. 248.

— reticulata.

1890, June 14 ; Vol. XXXVII., p. 652.

Camellias, group of new.

1878, Oct. 19 ; Vol. XIV., p. 354.

^- eronp of single.

1885, Aug. 22 ; Vol. XXVIII. , p. 202.

— two new Japanese.

1889, Sept. 14 ; Vol. XXXVI., p. 2-:G.

Campanula Allioni.

1882, May 27 ; Vol. XXL, p. 3CG.

— isophvlla nnd var. allia.

1887, January 1 ; Vol. XXXI., p. 8.— iracro.styla.

1879, May 3 ; Vol. XV., p. 3J0.— puUa.

1891, Nov. 14; Vol. XL., p. 444.— turbinata.

1880, Aug. 28 ; Vol. XXX., p. 190.

Canna iridiflora.

1870, October 21 ; Vol. X., p. 4C0.— iiidiflora Ehemanni.
1882, Jan. 21 ; Vol. XXL, p. 42.

— Louis Thibaut and C. Victor Hugo.
1889, March 2 ; Vol. XXXV., p. 196.

Cantua dependens.
1885, Sept. 12; Vol. XXVIII., p.

270.

Csrnation Apricot.

1888, March 17 ; Vol. XXXITI
, p.

244.
— Belle Halliday.

1885, Jan. 10 ; Vol. XXVII., p. 20.
— Conitesse de Paris.

1888, Feb. 11 ; Vol. XXXIII., p. 122.— Harmony.
1889, Dec. 21; Vol. XXXVI, p.

578.
— Queen.

1891, Nov. 28; Vol. XL,, p. 492.

Carnations, a group of Tree.

1880^ May 22 ; Vol. XVII.
, p. 450.

— a grouji of yellow.

1878, Dec. 28 ; Vol. XIV., p. 580.
— and Picotees.

1878, March 10 ; Vol. XIII., p. 234.

— group of Clove.

1884, Jan. 20 ; Vol. XXV., p. 02.

M. Bergendi and Mile. Rousselj.

1889, April 13 ; Vol. XXXV., p. 338.

— three new Tree varieties.

1884, May 10 ; Vol. XXV., p. 388.

Carpenteria californica.

1887, Jan. 29 ; Vol. XXXI.
, p. 100.

Cassiope (Andromeda) fastigiata.

1885, Sept. 19 ; V,,l. XXVII., p. 292.

CatasetuTn Bungerothi.
1888, April 28 ; Vol. XXXIII

, p
588.

Cattleya aurea.

1882, Feb. 4; Vol. XXL, p. 80.

— citrina.

1882, Sept. 23; VJ. XXII., p. 274.

— Dowiana.
1877, Nov. 10; Vol. XII., p. 448.

— gigap.

1882, May 20; Vol. XXL, p. 348.

— Mtndeli superbifsima.

1881, Oct. 1; Vol. XX., p. 352.

— Pcroivaliana.

1889, June 8; Vol. XXXV., p. 632.

— Schrtedene.

1891, July 11 ; Vol. XL., p. 30.

— Triana^, varieties of.

1882, July 22; Vol. XXII., p. 70.

Celsia cretica.

1882, Oct. 7; Vol. XXIL, p. 314.

Cerasus Juliana floribus-rosei?.

1870, Nov. 18 ; Vol. X., p. 480.
— pseudo-Cerasus.

1890, Sept. 20; Vol. XXXVIIL, p.

270.

Cercus C. M. Hovey.
1881, Aug. 13; Vol. XX., p. 102.

Chevalliera Veitchi.

1881, June 25; Vol. XIX., p. C54.

Chionodoxa Luciliaj.

1880, July 3; Vol. XVIII., p. 12.

— sardenfis.

1885, Aug. 15 ; Vol. XXVIII.
,
p. 178

Choisya ternata.

1877, Sept. 8; Vol. XII., p. 232.

Christmas Rose, Giant.

1878, Aug. 24; Vol. XIV., p. 178.
Cbrj santhemum, a single.

1889, April 27; Vol. XXXV., p. 384.— coionarium.

1884, Nov. 22 ; Vol. XXVL, p. 440.
— coroEarium var.

1882, Jan. 14; Vol. XXL, p. 22.— Jane and its yellow variety.

1890, May 24; Vol. XXXVII.
, p.

484.

ChryGfinthemums Elaine and Soleil d'Or.

1891, April 25; Vol. XXXIX., p.

390.

— Japanese.

1878, Aug. 17 ; Vol. XIV., p. 150.
— Japanese, Anemone-flowered.

1887, June 18 ; Vol. XXXL, p. 558.
— new va) ieties of.

1883, June 23 ; Vol. XXIII.
, p. 504.

— single, America and Lady Brooke.
1890, June 7 ; Vol. XXXVIIL, p.

532.

— three new.
1884, April 12; Vol. XXV., p. 298.

— two hardy.

1891, Feb. 7; Vol. XXXIX., p. 122.

Cienkowskia Kirki.

1881, Nov. 19 ; Vol. XX., p. 604.

Cineraria aurita.

1890, Sept. 13; Vol. XXXVIIL,
p. 252.

Cinerarias, a group of double.

1882, May ; Vol. XXL, p. 312.

Ciotus crispus.

1888, Sept. 15 ; Vol. XXXIV., p.

252.
— elegans fl -p\.

1889, Juno 15 ; Vol. XXXV., p. EEC.
— florentinus.

188.5, June 20 ; Vol. XXVIL, p 570.
— formosus.

1884, Nov. 15 ; Vol. XXVL, p. 420.

— ladaniferus var. iiiaculaiu.s.

1880, July 10 ; Vol. XXX., p CO.

— jurpureus.

1887, April 9 ; Vol. XXXL, p. 320.

ClEikia elegans 11. -pi.

1889, June 15 ; Vol. XXXV., p. 550.

Clematis coccinea.

1881, March 12 ; Vol XIX
, p. 284.

— indivisa lobata.

18.87, Oct 27; Vol. XII., p. 4C0.
— Jackmauni alba.

1884, Feb. 10; Vol.XXV, p. 120.

— Sieboldi ard C. Jackmaniii.

1882, Aug. 12; Vo'. XXIL, p. 142.

— Stanleyi.

1891, J.an. 24; Vol. XXXIX., p. 70.

1870, April 29 ; Vol. IX., p. 4(8.

— Viticella var.

1891, Jan. 3; Vol. XXXIX., p. 10.

Clematises, a group of new.
1879, Aug. 2 ; Vol. XVI., p. 128.

Clerodendron nutans.

1888, May 5 ; Vol. XXXIIL, p. 412.

— .'pcciosuro.

1877, May 19 ; Vol. XI
, p. 4C4.

Clelhra alnifula and C. Michauxi.
1881, Feb. 19 ; Vol. XIX., p. 208.

Clianthus Dampieri.
1881, July 23 ; Vol. XX., p. 80.

— Dampieii niarginatus.

1890, March 29; Vol. XXXVII.
, p.

299.

Clitoi'ia ternatea.

1890, Aug. 9; Vol. XXXVIIL, p.

132.
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Cjburgia triclnonia.

ISWt, July 13; Vol. XXXV., p. :!l*.

Coelogyne criatata maxima.
1S87, Feb. 2(; ; V.il. XXXL, p. I'.IO.

Colchicum sjiocicisum.

1877, Juuo -M ; Vol. XI., p. 548.

Columbines, a group of bv^rid.

1884, Oct. U ; Vol. XXVI , p. 320.

Comparettia raacroplectron.

1883, April '-'1
; Vol. XXIII., p. 35(1.

Convolvulus .\tkiiisoiii ami 0. Drummoudi.
188t;, May 2!) ; Vol. XXIX., p. 4!)3.

— luauritanicus.

1801,.I.in. 17; Vol. XXXTX., p. .03.

Coreopsis l.anceolata.

1884, Nov. 2i» ; Vol. XXVI., p. 400.

— tinctoria (d.irk var. ).

18!t0, March 1 ; Vol. XXXVII., p, 202.

Cowslip, the Vir»iiiian.

1885, Dec. 2(i ; Vol. XXVlII.,p. (552.

Crataegus tanaoetifolia.

1885, Dec. 1!> ; Vol. XXVII 1
, p. (132.

Crinodendron Hookeiianum.
1880, Nov. 27 ; Vol. XVIIT., p. 542.

Crinum Moorei.
1881, March 5 ; Vol. XIX., p. 2G0.

— Powelli.
18'.I0, Jan. 25; V..1. XXXVII., p. .«0.

Crocus luijierati.

1875, March 20 ; V, 1. VII., p. 242.

Crocuses, autumn.
188ii, Nov. 20 ; Vol. XXX., p. 47<!.

— new.
1878

I
Nov. 9 ; Vol XIV., p. 420.

Crossandra unduhufolii,.

1883, Sept. 15 ; Vol. XXIV., p. 530.

Cupressus Lawsoiiiana.

1875, June 19 ; Vol. VII.. p. .508.

Cyclamen cyjirium.

1870, Aug. 19 ; Vol. X,, p. 190.

— repandum.
1885, June 13 ; Vol. XXVII.

,
p. 514.

Cyclamens, a group of.

1879, Aug. 2 ; Vol. XVI., p. 100.

— Coum and Atkiusi.

1880, Nov. ; Vol. XXX.,
i>.

432.

Cydonia japonica var. alba grai.diflora.

1878, Feb. 10 ; Vol. XIII., p. 144.
— japonica alba and pink var.

1891, Aug. 8; Vol. XL, p. 120.

— Moerloosei.

1891, Juno 29; Vol. XXXV., p. G02.

Cymbidium Masters!.

1884, May 24 ; Vol. XXV., p. 432.

Cypripedium cardinale.

1885, June ; Vol. XXVII., p. 520.
— Dominianuni.

1891, May 2; Vol. XXXIX., p. 42.

— Godefroyaj.

1885, May 10; Vol. XXVII., p. 444,— iasigne Maulei and C. iuaigne var. punc-
tatura violaceum.

1882, June 24 ; Vol. XXI., p. 444.
— macranthum.

1877, Jan. 13; Vol. XI., p. 30.

— Morgaui;e.

1883, Jan. 20 ; Vol. XXIII.
, p. 58.— Niobe.

1891, May 23 ; Vol. XXXIX.
, p. 482.— niveum.

1870, June 3 ; Vol. IX., p. 524.
— spcct.abile.

1877, March 31 ; Vol. XI., p. 254.— Spicerianum.

1883, March 3; Vol. XXIII., p. 202,— villosum.

1891 ,.Tune 20; Vol. XXXIX.
, p. 508.

Cyrtanthus .sanguineus.

1890, Apr. 12; Vol. XXXVII,
, p. 344.

Cytisus nigricans.

1887, Aug. 27 ; Vol. XXXII., p. 170.

D,

Daffodil, the W.dsh Peerless.
1SS5, Oct.31; Vol. XXVIII., p 458.

Daffodils, a group of white.

1890, .luly 20; Vol. XXXVIH., p.

82.

— Bome new varieties of.

1879, Aug. 23 ; Vol. XVI,, p. 174,

Dahlia imperialis.

1877, Oct. 13; Vol. XII
, p 352.

— Juarezi.

1881, May 7 ; Vol. XIX,, p. 472.

Dahlias, bouquet.

1878, Aug. 3 ; Vol. XIV,, p. 110.

— single.

1881, Feb. 5 ; Vol. XIX., p. 154
— group of single.

1881, Dec. 31 ;
Vol. XX., p. (i30.

Tais cotinifolia.

1891, Oct. 31 ; Vol. XL
, p. 308.

Daphne autuninalis.

1889, June 29; Vol. XXXV., p. 002,

— Blagayana.
1878, Aug. 31 ; Vol. XIV., p. 200.

— indica and white variety.

1885, July 4 ; Vol. XXVIII., p. 8.

— Mezereum vara.

1880, Juno 20 ; Vol, XXIX., p 002.

— odorata var.

1878, Nov. 10; Vol. XIV., p. 442.

Delphinium cardinal.".

1881, Feb. 20; Vol. XIX., p. 234.

— cashmerianum.
1880, Dec. 4 ; Vol. XVIII., p. 508.

Delphiniums, two.

1878, July 27 ; Vol XIV., p. 80.

Dandrobium bigibbum.
1883, March 31 ; Vol. XXIII., p, 290,

— Boxalli.

1870, April 8 ; Vol. IX
, p. 330.

— Goldiei.

1878, Sept. 14; Vol. XIV
, p. 244

— iiifundibulum.

1882, Dec. 23; Vol. XXII., p. 552
— Leecliianum.

1883, July 7 ;
Vol. XXIV,, p. 0.

— nobilo nobilius and D. n. Wallichianum
1883, Sept. 8 ; Vol. XXIV,, p. 200.

— suavissimum.
1878, Feb. 23 ; Vol. XIII., p. 100.

— thyrsiflorum.

1880, Dec. 11 ; Vol. XXX., p. 544.

Desmodium peuduliflorum.

187(5, Aug. 20 ; Vol. X,, p. 210.

Dianthus alpinu^.

1884, Aug. 30; Vol. XX VI,, "p. 184,

— Atkinsoni.

1884, Jan. 12 ; Vol. XXV., p. 22.

— callizonus.

1891, Oct. 10; Vol. XL., p. o32.
— neglectus.

1890, .Jan. 4 ; Vol. XXXVII., p. 8.

Dicctjtra spectabilis.

1801, Aug. 29; Vol. XL, p. 108.

Dictamnus Fra.xinella and var. alba.

18.80, May 18; Vol. XXXV., p. 458.

DieteB Huttoni.

1880,Aug. 24; Vol. XXXVI., p. 174,

Digitalis, spotted variety.

1888, Nov. 24; Vol. XXXI V, p.

488.

Dimorphotheca graminifolia.

1890, Aug. 23; Vol. XXXVIII., p.

180.

Dipladenia Brearley.ana.

1875, July 3 ; Vol. VIII,, p. 8.— profusa.

1881, Nov. 5 ; Vol. XX,, p. 404.

Disa grandiflora var, super ba and Barrelli.

1882, Feb. 18
;
Vol. XXI,, p, 114.

Disa niacraiilha,

1883, June 5 ; Vol. XVII., p. 4!ll.

r.aocnio.sa,

1891, Jan. 10; Vol. XXXIX., p. 3J.

Dodecatheon integrifolium.

1870, Oct. 7 ; Vol. X., p. ,300.

Dodecatheons, a group of.

18S0, Nov. 17 ; Vol. XXIV., p. 433.
Doronicum plantagineum Harpur Crewe,

1885, Nov, 14; Vol. XXVI II., p.

512.

E,

Echinocactus Sinipsoni.

1877, April 7 ; Vol. XI., p. 274.
Echinocereus gonacanthus.

1882, Nov. 18 ; Vol. XXII., p. 411.
Echium fastuosum.

1870, Dec. 9 ; Vol. X,,p. 540.
Edraianthus Pumilio.

1877, April 21
; Vol. XI., p. 314.

Edwardsia grandidora.

1877, Aug. 18; Vol. XII., p. KiO.
Elasocarpus cyaneus.

1883, Sept. 1 ; Vol. XXIV,, p, 182
Embothrium coccineum.

187(>, Dec. 10 ; Vol. X,, p, 500.
Eomecon chionanthus.

1889, Jan. 20; Vol. XXXV., p. 70.
Epacris, new varieties of.

1884, July 20 ; Vol. XXVI., p. 08.
Epidendrum m.acrochilum album.

1887, Oct. 22; Vol. XXXII., p. .370.— rhizophoruni.

1883, Nov. 3 ; Vol. XXIV., p. 390.
Epigsea repens.

1882, July 15 ; Vol. XXII., p. 40.
Epilobium obcordatuni.

1885, Sept. 5 ; Vol. XXVIII.
, p. 251

.

Epiphyllums, group of.

1878, Aug. 10 ; Vol. XIV., p. 131.
Eranthemum cinnabarinum.

1880, Sept. 4 ; Vol. XVIII., p. 230.
Eremurus Bungei.

18S(i, March 13 ; Vol. XXIX r
230.

'
'

^'

— robustus.

1880, Jan. So
; Vol. XXIX., p. 90.

Ericas, group of new.
1879, Feb. 1; Vol. XV., p. 102.

Erigeron aurantiacu.s.

1884, Sept. 20 ; Vol. XX\'I.,p. 254.
Eritrichium nanum.

1879, May 24; Vol. XV., p. 41G.
Erodium macradenum.

1884, Aug. 30; Vol. XXVI., p. 180.
Eryngium Oliverianum.

1885, Mar. 21 ; Vol. XXVII., p. 2.38.
Erysimum pumilum.

1883, Nov. 24 ; Vol. XXIV., p. 402
Erythrina crista-galli.

1891, Dec. 3; Vol XL, p. 510.
Erythronium dens-canis.

1886, Dec. 4 ; Vol. XXX., p. 520.— giganteum, E. revolutum, and E. gran ii-

florum.

1881, August 20 ; Vol. XX., p. ISC.
Eschscholtzia californica var.

1^77, Dec. 15 ; Vol. XII., p. 508.
Eucalyptus leuco.xylon.

1891, April 4 ; Vol. XXXIX., p. 3ir.
Eucharidium Breweri.

1881,.JulyO; Vol. XX., p. 34.
Eucharis amazocica.

1888, August 11 ; Vol. XXXIV
, r

130. '
'

— Candida.

187(;, April 15; Vol. IX., p. 300.— Sanderian.a.

1884, March 29 ; \o]. XXV., p. 252.
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Eucryphia p'linatifulia.

1S77, Dec. 8 ; Vol. XII., p. 544.

Eulopbia guineensis.

1881, March 16 ; Vol. XIX
, p. 332.

Euphorbia jacquiniiiiflora.

1888, May 20 ; Vol. XXXIII
, p. 480.

Eurycles australasica.

1877, Nov. 17 ; Vol. XII., p. 472.

Exacum maoranthum.
J 882, Nov. 11 ; Vol. XXII., p. 422.

Exochorda fjrandiSora.

1877, Feb. 24 ; Vol. XI., p. 152.

F.

Fig Negro Largo.

1877, Sept. 29 ; Vol. XII., p. 304.

Foreythia susiien.sa.

18!)(), June28; Vol. XXXVII., p. 000.

Franciscea calycina grauditiora.

18'.ll, July 25 ; Vol. XL., p. 78.

_

Freesia refracta alba and F. Leiclitliiii major.

1882, July 29 ; Vol. XXII., p. 94.

Fremontia californica.

1880, Jan. 2 ; Vol. XXIX., p. 8.

Fritillaria kaiutschatcensis.

1884, March 22 ; Vol. XXV., p. 232.

— Meleagris var.

1887, Dec. 10; Vol. XXXII., p. 530.

— Moggridgei.

1880, Aug. 7 ; Vol. XVIII., p. 132.

— pudica.

1878, June 22 ; Vol. XIII
, p. 598.

— recurva.

1880, Nov. ; Vol. XVIII.
, p. 458.

Fuchsia boliviana.

1837, Jan. 27; Vol. XI., p. 70.

— dependens.
1891, May 10 ; Vol. XXXIX. , p. 458.

Fuchsias, a group of new.
1880, April 10 ; Vol. XVII

, p. 326.

G.

Gaillardia aristata grandiflora.

1884, Deo. 13 ; Vol XXVI., p. 500.

Galanthus, new kinds of.

1880, Jan. 23; Vol. XXIX., p. 74.

Garden, an Oxfordshire cottage.

1883, Aug. 18; Vol. XXIV., p. 138.

Gardenia Stanleyana.

1890, Oct. 4; Vol. XXXVIII., p.

322.^

Gentiana Andrewsi.
1885, Jan. 31 ; Vol. XXVI I., p. 86.

— bavarica.

1879, April 5 ; Vol. XV., p. 276.

— Kurroo.
1880, March 20; Vol. XVII , p. 2G4.

Geranium armenum.
1877, June 9; Vol. XI., p. 478.

Gerbera Jamesoni.
1889, Oct. 12; Vol. XXXVI., p. 340.

Gesnera longiflora.

1888, April 14 ; Vol.XXXIlI , p .040.

Geum coccineum fl.-pl.

1878, Dec. 21; Vol. XIV., p. 5G2.

— miniatum.
1890, Sept. 27; Vol. XXXVIIL, p.

298.

Gladioli Blu-shing Bride, Rosy Gem, General
Scott, Rosea maculata.

1888, Dec. 22 ; Vol. XXXIV.
, p. 580.

— early-flowering.

1880, Feb. 14; Vol. XVII., p. 150.

— La France, TALsace, Masque de Fer.

1880, July 24; Vol. XXX., p. 70.

— new hybrid.

1880, April 3; Vol. XVII., p. 300.

Gladiolus The Bride and G. cardinalis.

1885, Nov. 28 ; Vol. XX VI II., p. ,500.

— Mrs. Bates.

1879, March 22; Vol. XV., p. 240.

— Saundersi.

1877, July 21 ; Vol. XII., p. 04.

— sulphurous.

1890, July 19; Vol. XXXVIII.,p. 58.

Glcriosa superba.

1890,Dec. 20; Vol. XXXVIIL
,
p. 570.

Gloxinia maculata.

1891, April 18 ; Vol. XXXIX., p. 304.

Gloxinias, new viirieties of.

1879, Feb. 22 ; Vol. XV., p. 102.

Grape Early Ascot Frontignan.

1870, Feb. 19 ; Vol. IX., p. 180.

— Pe.irson's Golden Queen.
1877, Dec. 22 ; Vol. XII., p. COO.

Griffinia hyacinthina.

1889, Oct. 20 ; Vol. XXXVL, p. 380.

H.

Haberlea rhodopensLs.

1880, Aug. 28 ; Vol. XXX., p. 196.

Habranthus piateusis fulgens.

1878, Dec. 7 ; Vol. XIV., p. 514.

Habrothamnus Newelli.
18.S8, Aug. 4 ; Vol. XXXIV., p. 100.

Hsemanthus Kalbreyeri.

1879, Nov. 15 ; Vol. XVI., p. 438.

Hamamelis arborea.

1891, June 13; Vol. XXXIX., p. 540.

Helenium autumnale]iumilun).

1886, Feb. 27; Vol. XXIX., p. 190.

Helianthemum algarvense.

1887, M.arch 12 ; Vol. XXXI., p. 234.

Helianthus multiflorus major.

1885, Jan. 24 : Vol XXVII.
, p. 06.

Hellebores, a group of sjiring-flowering.

1879, July 19 ; Vol. XVI., p. 60.

Hemerocallis Dumortieii.

1887, March 20; Vol. XXXI.,p. 280.

Hepaticas, a group of.

1884, July 12; Vol. XXVL, p. 24.

Heuchera sanguinea.

1884, Oct. 25 ; Vol. XXVL, p. 300.

Hibbertia dentata.

1888, July 28; Vol. XXXIV., p. 82.

Hibiscus grandiflorus.

1885, Feb, 7 ; Vol. XXVII.
,
p. 108.

— rosa sinensis fulgens.

1888, Feb. 4 ; Vol. XXXIII., p. 90.

~ rosa-sinensis var.

1891, Mar. 7 ; Vol. XXXIX.
, p. 210.

— schizoiJetalus.

1879, Nov. 29 ; Vol. XVL, p. 480.

— Trionum (the Venice Mallow).

1889, Jan. 12; Vol. XXXV., p. 32.

Hunnemannia fumariiefolia.

1887, June 11 ; Vol. XXXI., p. 530.

Hyacinthus azureus.

1889, Aug. 10; Vol. XXXVL, p. 120.

— (Galtonia) candieans.

1881, Jan. 15 ; Vol. XIX., p. 70.

Hydrangea paniculata grandiflora.

1870, Sept. 9 ; Vol. X., p. 264.

— the new white.

1879, J.an. 18 ; Vol. XV., p. 58.

Hymenocallis macrostcphana.
1880, July 10 ; Vol. XVIII., p. 30.

Hypericum oblongifolium.

1880, Sept. 4 ; Vol. XXX., p. 220.

— olymjiicum.

1887, April 2 ; Vol. XXXI., p. 302.

— patulum.
1877, Sept. 22 ; Vol. XIL, p. 280.

— triflorum.

1883, Feb. 17 ; Vol. XXIII.
, p. 1!;8.

Hypocalymna robustuni.

1882, Sept. 9 ; Vol. XXIL, p. 230.

Iberis gibraltarica.

1870, Sept. 10 ; Vol. X., p. 288.

lUicium floridanum.

1889, Aug. 17; Vol. XXXVL, p. 150.

Imantophyllum miniatum Marl ha Reimers.
1882, Oct. 21 ; Vol. XXIL, p. 358.

Impatiers Hawkeri.
1887, March 19 ; Vol. XXXL, p. 250.

— Sultaiii.

1882, Sept. 2; Vol. XXIL, p. 208.
Ipoinsea Horsfallife.

1887, Aug. 20 ; Vol. XXXIl., p. 512.

— rubro-citrulf a.

1885, May 23 ; Vol. XXVII.
, p. 472.

Ipsea speciosa.

1882, Aug. 20; Vol. XXIL, p. 188
Iris aurea.

1887, Jan. 15 ; Vol. XXXI
, p. 52.

— Bakeriana and I. Bornmiilleri.

1890, May 17 ; Vol. XXXVIL, p.

402.

— Darius and I. florentina var.

1879, July 20; Vol. XVL, p. 82.

— Euglish.

1887, March 5 ; Vol. XXXL, p. 212.

— fimbriata.

1885, Aug. 1 ; Vol. XXVIIL, p. 120.

— Histrio.

1888, June 10; Vol. XXXIIf., p.

558.
— iberica.

1876, Dec. 2; Vol. X., p. 526.
— Kiempferi var.

1870, May 20 ; Vol. IX., p. 470.
— K;empferi vars.

1882, June 17; Vol. XXL, p. 424.

— Kolpakonskiana.
1888, June 16 ; Vol. XXXm.,p. 558

— Korolkowi.
1885, Nov. 7 ; Vol. XXVIIL, p. 48L

— ochroleuca and I. Monspur.
1890, Nov. 15 ; Vol. XXXVIIL, p.

402.
— orientalis.

1881, Sept. 10 ; Vol. XX., p. 272.
— pallida.

1888, Jan. 14 ; Vol. XXXIII
, p 32.

— paradoxa.

1887, Dec. 24 ; Vol. XXX I P., p. 584.

" Pavonia and P. cierulea.

1890, Dec. 0; Vol. XXXVIIL, p.

530.
— pt rs'ca.

1888, June IC ; Vol. XXXIIL, p 558.

— reticulata.

1881, July 30 ; Vol. XX., p. 112.

— Robinsoniana.
1891, Oct. 3; Vol. XL., p. .312.

— ttylosa.

1883, July 28 ; Vol. XXIV, p. 08.

— susiana.

1891, April 11 ; Vol. XXXIX.
, p. 340.

— tin git ana.

1889, Sept. 28; Vol. XXXVL, p. 294.
— Victorine.

1878, Jan. 20; Vol XIIL, p. 80.

Irises, a grou]> of beardless.

1879, Dec. 20 ; Vol. XVL, p. 558.
— a group of haidy.

1878, July ; Vol. XIV., p. 12.

— a group of winter-flowerinff.

1878, Nov. .30; Vol. XIV., p. 490.

— a group of Spanish.

1881, Oct. 29 ; Vol. XX., p. 442.

Tsmene Andreana.
1884, May 31 ; Vol. XXV., p. 454.

Ixias, a group of.

1884, Oct. 18 ; Vol, XXVL, p. 340.
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Ixiolirion P.illasi.

J«SO, Oel-. ](>; Vol. XVIir., p. 3S2.
Ixora I) iffi.

1878, April (1
; Vol. Xlll., p. 312.

J.

Jasminum pubesoeiis (aracilUmiim).
l.S-!I, June 18 ; Val. XIX., 028.

Jolinsoaia liuuilio.-v.

18SJ, Fob. l:) ; VJ. XXIX
, p. 142.

K.
Ksempf ria rnlunda.

I.sss, Aug. 18 ; Vol. XXXTV., p. 154.
Kalmia hilifolia.

1882, July 1 ; Vol. XXIL, p. <i.

Kennedy i cocciiuH.

IS'^O, March (! ; Vol. XXIX., p. 214.— Marryattiana.

1885, July 18; Vol. XXVIII.,!'. GO.
Kniphofla aluides var. glaucesceii.s

188:», Nov. lU ; Xi)]. XXXVI
, p. 458.— carnoi>a.

18S1, May 23 ; Vol. XIX., p. 518.

Lachenalias, a group of

1880, July 17; Vol. XVIIL, p. GO.

188!1, April (1; Vol. XXXV., p. 314.— anct-ps, Aaiieties of.

1884, June 28 ; Vol. XX\-., p. 534.— au'.umnalis atroniheno.

1880, April 24; Vol. XVII., p. 308— autunmalis veuusia
1884, May 3; Vol. XXV., p. 360.— elegaus alba.

1880, Feb. 7 ; Vol. XVII
, p. 13^— harpophylla.

1883, Aug. 11 ; Vol. XXIV., p. 115.
Lapagena rosea, variHties of.

1878, Oct. 20; Vol. XIV., p. 376
Lathyrus latifolius vars.

1878, June 8 ; Vol. XIII., p. 546.— odoratus var.

1878, Jan. 12; Vol XIII., p. 44
Leonotis L onurua

1885, April 25
; Vol. XXA'L, p 308

Lieptospermum lauigerum.
1881, Jan. 8 ; Vol. XIX., p 42

Leschenaultia biloba major.
1884, Oct. 4 ; Vol. XXVI., p. 208

Leucojum vernum.
1875, Feb. 20 ; -S-ol. VII

, p. 156.
I-ewisia rediviva.

1887, Feb. 5 ; Vol. XXL, p. 124.
Lihes, three new: 1, L. maritimum

; 2, Bo-
landeri

; 3, pardalinuiii luteuni
]S00,Oct.25: Vol.XXXVIII.,p.3CMi'

J-ilmm auraium cruentum
l870,De=. 27; Vol X VI., p. 576.— iSateuianuiie.

1870, May 17; Vol. XV., p. 456.— canadeti.se vars.

1880, May 8; Vol, XXIX
, p 426— gi^anteum.

1875, Dec. 11 ; Vol. VIII., p. 504— Hanson'.

1880, Jan. 31 ; Vol. XVII., p iu8— Henryi.

1801, Nov. 7; Vol. XL., p 402— Humboldti and var.

.
1881, Dec. 10; Vol XX., p. 568— jiponicum.

Lilium longiflorum Harrisi.

1886, August 7 ; Vol. XXX
, p. 124.— Marlagon album and L. dalmaticum.

1883, Jan. 13; Vol. XXIII , p. 32.— neilgherrenso.

1885, April 18, \'ol. XXVII
, p. 312

- nepalen.so.

1880, Jan. 10; Vol. XXXV., p. 54,— nepalen.se var. ochrolencuni.

1800, April 10; Vol. XXXVII., p
308.

— pardalinum and ita varietie.s.

1881, Nov. 20 ; Vol. XX
, p. 526.— pardalinum var. Warei.

1880, June 5 ; Vol XXIX
,
p. 524.— Parknianui.

1870, June 7 ; Vol. XV., p. 450.— Parryi.

1880, Dec. 25 ; Vol. XVIII
, p. 052.— polyphylluni.

1881, Feb. 12 ; Vol. XIX., p. 180.— pomponium verum.
1881, Oct. 22 ; Vol. XX., p. 420.— speciosum var. Melpomene.
1884, Feb. 2 ; Vol XXV., p. 82.— speciosum rubrum.
1880, Nov. ; Vol. XXXVI., p. 434.— superbum.
1886, July 3 ; V..1. XXX., p. 8 ; and

1800, Nov. 20; Vol. XXXVIII
p. 510.

— Szjvilzianum.

1870, Feb. 26 ; Vol IX., p. 204 ; and
1801, Mar, 14; Vol. XXXIX.
p. 242.

— Thomp^onianum.
1877, Aug. 11 ; Vol. XII., p. 136.— Thunbergianuni var. Alice Wilson and

L. van Houttei.

1800, Nov. 8; Vol. XXXVIII,, p.
440.

— tigrinum cplendens.

1885, Feb. 21 ; Vol. XXVII., p. 152.— Wallichianum.

1876, Oct. 28 ; Vol. X
, p. 426.— Wasbingtouianum and L. rnbeacens.

1881, Nov. 12 ; Vol. XX., p. 484.
Limnocliaris Humboldti.

1887, May 21 ; Vol. XXXI., p. 468.
Linaria alpina.

1885, July 25 ; Vol. XXVIII., p. 90.
Linum arboreum.

1880, March 27 ; Vol . XXIX.
, p. 28?.— viscosum.

1878, March 23 ; Vol. XIII., p. 260,
Lisianthus aIaucifoliu.=.

1881, April 23 ; Vol. XIX., p. 424.
Lonicera sempeivirens minor.

1888. Sept. 20; Vol. XXXIV., p.
300.

Lycaste Skinnori and var. »lba.

1884, May 17 ; Vol. XXV., p. 410.
Lychnis Haageana.

1880, June 1 ; Vol. XXXV., p. .508,— Lagasra?.

1884, June 21 ; Vol. XXV., p. .514.

Malus floribunda.

1870, Oct. 14
I
V,l. X., p. 384.

Malva lateritia.

1880, July 17 ; Vol. XXX., p. 52.

Maranta Warpcewiiz'.

1880, June 20 ; Vol XVII., p. 560.
Marica orerulea,

1888, .Jan. 21; Vol XXXIII
, p. 58

Mascarenhasia ('urnowiana.
1882. Feb. 11 ; Vol. XXI., p. 98.

iSIasdevallia Lindeni.

1870, Sept. 2 ; Vol. X., p. 240.
Masdevallias, a gn up of.

1878, Feb. 2 ; Vol. XIII,, p. 102.
Maxillaria Sanderiana.

1887, July 23 ; Vol. XXXIL, p. 00.

Meconopsis Wallichiana.

1881, March 10; V. 1. XIX., p. 303.
Megasea purpurascens.

1881, Sept. 3 ; Vol. XX., p. 242.
Mertensia siViirica.

1880, Nov. 20 ; Vol. XVIII., p. 514.

Mesospinidium vulcanicum.
1882, April 29 ; V>..1. XXI., p. 292.

Micromeria Pipprella.

1887, Feb. 5 ; V.I. XXXI., p. 124.
Milla lixa and var.

1881, Jan. 22 ; V. 1. XIX., p. 98.
Miltonia spectabilis and var. Mnri-Iiana.

1887, A|ril 23 ; Vol. XXXI., p. 374.
Mina lobata.

1801, Feb. 14; Vol. XXXIX., p. 144.

Modiola geranioidt?.

1882, Jan. 28 ; Vol XXI
, p. 00.

Montbretia Poitsi.

1880, Jan. 24 ; Vol. XVII
, p. 84.

Montbretias, new hybrid.

1887, May 28 ; Vol. XXXI., p. 400.
Hfforisia hypog;ea.

180i,Sept. 12; Vol. XL,, p, 244.
Moss Roses, bouquet of.

1880, July 24 ; Vol. XVIIL, p. 84.

Muscari ne^lectum, M. Heldre'chi, M. conta-
niinatum, andM botryoides album.

1884, Aug. 16 ; Vol. XXVI., p. 136.
Mut sia Clematis.

1880, July 27; Vol. XXXVI.
, p. 78— deciirrenp.

1883, Dtc. 22 ; V.l. XXIV., p. 552.— ilicifolia.

1870, Aug. 5 ; Vol. X., p. 134.
Myosotidium uobile.

1880, Dec. 18 ; Vol. XXX
, p. 566.

Myosotis dissitiHora grandiflora.

1885, 0>;t. 24 ; Vol XXVIIL, p 430.— rupicnla.

1877, Feb. 17; Vol XL, p. 130.

N.

1880, April 17 ; Vol. XXIX., p 350— Kramen.
1870, August 12 ; Vol. X., p 426— Leichtlini.

1882, Aprils
; Vol. XXL, p. 236.

M,
Mackaya bella.

1870, An,'. 16; Vol. XVL, p. 150
Magnolia c n<-picua.

1888, Sept. 22 ; Vol. XXXIV., p. 2ro— Halleana.

1878, June 15 ; Vol. XIIL, p. 572.— Lennei.

1876, .June 10 ; Vol. I.X
, p. 548.— parviflora.

1883, Dec. 8 ; Vol. XXIV., p. 508.— Soulangeana nigra.

1884, April 5 ; Vol. XXY., p. 276.

Narcissi, a group of.

1870, March 8 ; Vol. XV., p. 202.
— 1, Gloria Mundi ; 2, Princess Mary of

Cambridge ; 3, Leedsi Beatrice.
1880, Sept. 7 ; Vol. XXXVL, p. 222.— new hybrid.

1883, Oct. 13; Vol XXIV., p. 318.— of the posticus group.

1880, March 27 ; Vol XVII., p. 286.
Narcissus bicolor Horsfieldi.

1888, Sept. 8 ; Vol. XXXIV., p. 226.— Broussoneti.

1888, June 30 ; Vol. XXXII I., p. 610.— cyclamineu'".

1888, Aug. 25 ; Vol. XXXIV., p. 178.— inconiparabilis var. Sir Watkin.
1885, Oct. 31 ; Vol. XXVIIL, p. 458.— maximus, N. Empr. s^, and N. Emperor.
1883. Sept. 15 ; Vol. XXIV., p. 220.— odoms and N. Jonquilla.

1887, Oct. 29 ; Vol. XXXIL, p. 394.
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Nercissus Tazetta vars.

1887, Nov. 2G ; Vol. XXXII., p. 488.— triandiU3 var. albus and N. tyclamineup.
1888, Aug. 25 ; Vol. XXXIV., p. 178.

Nectarines, three new.
1876, Marcb 11 ; Vol. IX., p. 246.

Nepenthes Dorinanniana, N. Williams), and
N. Uenryana.

1S85, May 30 ; Vol. XXVII., p. 496.— Mastersiana, N. Chelsoni, and N. Mor-
ganiiB.

1883, June 2 ; Vol. XXIII., p. 492.— Veitchi, N. bicalcarata, aad N. albo-
max-ginata.

1880, June 19 ; Vol. XVII., p. 542.
Nerines, group of.

1882, Maich 25 ; Vol. XXI., p. 200.
Nig-ella hi.spanica.

1890, Feb. 8 ; Vol. XXXVII.
, p. 130.

Nympliaea alba var. rosea.

1879, June 28 ; Vol. XV., p. 516.— gigantea and N. flava.

1883, April 14; Vol. XXIII., p. 334.— Marliacea.

18S8,Marcli31 ; Vol.XXXIII.,p.292.— tuberosa.

1882, Feb. 25 ; Vol. XXI., p. 130.— zanzibarensis.

1884, March 15; Vol. XXV., p. 210.

o.
Ochna multiflora.

1882, Dec. 30 ; Vol. XXII., p. 574.
Odontoglossum Cervantesi decorum.

1887, Oct. 8 ; Vol. XXXII., p. 322.— citroamum album and roseum.
1883, Nov. 10 ; Vol. XXIV., p. 414.— cordatum vars.

1885, Jan. 17 ; Vol. XXVII., p. 46.— crispuin.

1881, July 2 ; Vol. XX., p. 12.— elegans.

1884, Sept. 27 ; Vol. XXVI., p. 276.— excellens and O. Pescatorei.

1882, April 1 ; Vol. XXL, p. 216.— Harryanuin.
1888, Jan. 28 ; Vol. XXXIII., p. 76.— hebraicum.

1882, June 3 ; Vol. XXL, p. 380.— Insleayi splendens.

1884, Feb. 24 ; Vol. XXV., p. 148.— OErstedi.

1884, Aug. 23 ; Vol. XXVI., p. 160.— Pescatorei Veitchianum.
1884, Aug. 9 ; Vol. XXVI., p. 112.— Roezli.

1876, July 29 ; Vol. X., p. 106.— Roezli and variety album.
1884, Sept. 13 ; Vol. XXVI.,p. 232.— Rossi majus.
] 885, Aug. 29 ; Vol. XXVIII., p. 226.— vexillarium.

1880, May 29 ; Vol. XVII., p. 474.— Wattianum.
1890, May 3 ; Vol XXXVII., p. 416.

(Enothera marginata.
1884, Dec. 6 ; Vol. XXVI.

, p. 480.
Olearia insigni.').

1888, Dec. 8 ; Vol. XXXIV., p. 534.
Omphalodes Lucilia?.

1885, March 7; Vol. XXVII.
, p.

194.
— vema.

1891, Aug. 15; Vol. XL., p. 150.

Oncidium concolor.

1878, Jan. 19 ; Vol. XIII.
, p. 58.— Crresus.

1889, June 22 ; Vol. XXXV., p. 680.
— cucullatum giganteum.

1882, Aug. 19
I
Vol. XXII., p. 166.

Oncidium Jonesianum.
1887, Feb. 12 ; Vol. XXXI., p. 148.— Lanceanum.
1886, April 10 ; Vol. XXIX., p. 328.— macranthum.
1883, Dec. 1 ; Vol. XXIV., p. 486.

Opuntia Rafiuesquei.

1881, Dec. 3 ; Vol. XX., p. 548.
Orchis foliosa, varieties of.

1882, Dec. 10 ; Vol. XXII., p. 530.
Ornithogalum nu'an.';.

1887, Nov. 5 ; Vol. XXXII., p. 418.
Orobus cinesccDs.

1885, Dec. 12 ; Vol. XXVIIL, p. 610.
Ostrowskya maguitica.

1888, Dec. 29 ; Vol. XXXIV., p. 604
Oxalis Bowieana.

1890, May 31 ; Vol. XXXVII.
, p. 508.

Oxera pulchella,

1888, June 2; Vol. XXXIII
, p. 510.

Oxytropis Lamberti.
1887, April 16 ; Vol. XXXL, p. 350.

P.

Pseonia albiflora Adrian.

1886, Dec. 25 ; Vol. XXX., p. 588.
— decora elatior, P. lobata, P. anemonfe-

fli-)ra.

1887, June 4 ; Vol. XXXL, p. 512.
— Moutan Reine Elizabeth.

1887, Jan. 22 ; Vol. XXXI., p. 76.
— single white Moutan.

1890, Oct. 20; Vol. XXXVIIL, p.

370.
— Venus.

1888, Nov. 17 ; Vol. XXXIV, p. 404.
— Whitley i.

1889, July 6; Vol. XXXVI.
, p. 8.

Pseonies, two herbaceous.

1881, Jan. 1 ; Vol. XIX., p. 14.

Pancratium illyricum.

1890, Sept. 0; Vol. XXXVIIL, p.

228.

Pansies Abercorn Gem and Mrs. Kinnear.
1887, April 30 ; Vol. XXXL, p. 396.

— a group of.

1885, March 28; Vol. XXVII.
, p.

262.

— as they are.

1878, May 4 ; Vol. XIIL, p. 416.
— (fancy) as they are.

1878, Feb. 9 ; Vol. XIIL, p. 122.

— (tutted) 1, Duchess of Fife; 2, Hartree.
1890, Dec. 13 ; Vol. XXXVIIL, p.

552.
— (tufted) Quaker Maid and Jackanapes.

1888, Dec. 1; Vol. XXXIV, p.

512.

Pansy (tufted) Ariel.

1889, Nov. 2; Vol. XXXVL, p. 412.

— (tufted) Violetta.

1891, Dec. 19 ; Vol. XL,, p. 564.

Papaver alpinuni.

1883, Oct. 20 ; Vol. XXIV., p. 342.
— nudicaule, varieties of.

1884, Nov. 1 ; Vol. XXVI.
, p. 380.

Passiflora cterulea Constance Eliott.

1887, May 7 ; Vol. XXXL, p. 420.
— insignia.

1876, July 1; Vol. X., p. 12.

— racemosa.

1891, Feb. 21 ; Vol. XXXIX., p. 168.

— vitifolia.

1880, March 13; Vol. XVIL, p. 242.

— Watsoniana.
1 888, March 3 ; Vol. XXXIIL, p. 194.

Pavonia Wioti.

1883, Aug. 4; Vol. XXIII.
, p. 92.

Pear Beurr^ Eurondeau.
1876, Dec. 23 ; Vol. X,

, p. 594,

Pear Doyenn6 du Cornice.

1877, Sept. 1 ; Vol. XII
,
p. 208.

— Pitmaston Duchess.

1877, March 24; Vol. XL, p. 234.

Pelargonium Leamington Lassie

1877, April 28 ; Vol. XL, p. 334.
— Queen Victoria.

1875, June 5 ; Vol. VII., p. 4C6.

Pelargoniums, a bunch of zonal.

1878, June 1 ; Vol. XIIL, p. 520.
— fancy.

1878, July 20 ; Vol. XIV,
, p. 64.

— Ivy-leaved.

1882, January 7 ; Vol. XXL, p. 6.

— Swan'ey White, singU-.

1888, July 7 ; Vol. XXXIV., p. 10.

— two new.
1878, June 29; Vol. XIIL, p. 622.

Pentstemon diffusus.

1876, July 22; Vol. X., p. 80.

— humilis.

1879, May 24 ; Vol. XV., p. 416.

Pernettya mucronata, new varieties of.

1883, May 26 ; Vol. XXIII,
, p. 470.

Pescatorea Klabochoruni.

1882, July 8 ; Vol. XXIL, p. 24.

Petrsea volubilis.

1877, July 14 ; Vol. XII., p. 40.

Phsedranassa chloracea.

1879, Sept. 27; Vol. XVI., p. 286.

Phaius tuberculosus.

1884, July 19 ; Vol. XXVI.
, p. 46.

Phalsenopsis gloriosa.

1889, April 20 ; Vol. XXXV.
, p. 362.

— Harriettaj.

1890, Aug. 16, Vol. XXXVIIL, p.

156.

— intermedia Portei.

1882, March 4 ; Vol. XXL, p. 146.

— Lowi.

1876, April 1 ; Vol. IX., p. 312.
— Sanderiana.

1883, Sept. 29 ; Vol. XXIV., p. 270.

— Stuartiana nobilia and P. Schilleriana.

1882, August 5 ; Vol. XXIL, p. 118.

Philadelphus, a group of.

1879, June 14 ; Vol. XV., p. 476.
— microphyllus.

1891, Sept. 26; Vol. XL., p. 288.

Philesia buxifolia.

1883, April 28 ; Vol. XXIIL, p. 380.

Phlox Beauty of Edinburgh.
1877, August 25 ; Vol. XII., p. 184.

— divaricata.

1883, July 14 ; Vol. XXIV., p. 24.

— Drummondi, some good varieties of.

1891,Mar. 28 ; Vol. XXXIX., p. 292.

— subulata var.

1877, June 16 ; Vol. XL, p. 602.

— subulata vars.

1880, January 3 ; Vol. XVIL, p. 12.

Phyllo cactus delicatus.

1889, Sept. 21; Vol. XXXVL, p. 272.

Phyteuma humile.

1885, July 25; Vol. XXVIIL, p. 90.

Pinguicula caudata.

1881, August 22 ; Vol, XX., p. 212.

— grandiflora.

1887, Feb. 19 ; Vol. XXXL, p. 168.
— vallisnerirefolia.

1878, April 13 ; Vol. XIIL, p. 338.

Pink Her Majesty.

1890, Oct. 11 ; Vol. XXXVIlL, p.

340.

Pinks, a group of.

1879, Dec. 6 ; Vol. XVI., p. 510.

— (Chinese) Eastern Queen and Crimson
Belle.

1877, Dec. 1 ; Vol. XII., p. 520.

Pitcher plants, a group of.

1880, June 19 ; Vol. XVIL, p. 642.
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Platycodon urandifloruni Marieai.

ISSf), March 14; Vol. XXVII., p.

21(i.

Pleione tricolor and P. huuiilis.

],n8(), AiiL,nist -21
; Vol. XVIII., p.

18(1.

Plum, Transparent Gage.
187(;, I^larch 4 ; Vol. IS., p. 226.

Plumbago capousis and I', capensi.s alba.

1888, AprU 21 ; Vol. XXXIII., p. 364.

Podalyria sericea.

188."), Oct 17 ; Vol. XXVIII., p. 402.

Poinsettia pulcherrima plenissiiiia.

l8T(i, March 25 ; Vol. IX., p. 288.

Polemonium confertinn.

187(), November 25 ; Vol. X., p. 506

Polygala Chama'buxus purjmrea.

1878, .laniiary 12 ; Vol. XIII., p. 3(1

:

and 1886, Aiis^'ust 14 ;
Vol.

XXX., p. 148.

Pontederia azurea.

1880, March 6 ; Vol. XVII., p. 220.

Potentilla nitida.

1884, .Imie 21 ; Vol. XXV., p. 514.

Potentillas, a group of.

1S7'J, Nov. 22 ; Vol. XVI , p. 462.

Primrose College Garden seedling.

1880, August 31; Vol. XXXVI., p.

108.

— new forms of Japan.
1878, Nov. 23 ; Vol. XIV., p. 466.

— Oakwood Blue.

1801, June 27 ; Vol. XXXIX., p. 502.

— old double crimson.

1888, Oct. 20; Vol. XXXIV., p. 308.

Primroses, new double Chinese.

1880, Feb. 21 ; Vol. XVII., p. 176.

— yellow.

1885, Oct. 10 ; Vol. XXVIII., p. 374.

Primula capitata.

1879, Dec. 13 ; Vol. XVI., p. 534.

— iraperialis.

1801, Sept. 19 ; Vol. XL , p. 266.

— intermedia.

1876, July 8 ; Vol. X., p. 36.

— luteola.

1880, Nov. 13 ; Vol. XVIII., p. 486.

— minima.
1885, Sept. 5 ; Vol. XXVIII., p. 2.50.

— obconica.

1884, Sept. 6 ; Vol. XXVI., p. 206.

— Poissoni.

1801, Oct. 17 ; Vol. XL
, p. 354.

— purjiurea.

1887, May 14 ; Vol. XXXI., p. 444.

— rosea.

1879, July 5 ; Vol. XVI., p. 12.

— Sieboldi, white and light vars.

1889, Oct. 5; Vol. XXXVI., p. 318.

- vulgaris var.

1877, Nov. 24 ; Vol. XII., p. 496.

Primulas, new single Chinese.

188,5, Augu.st 8; Vol. XXVIII., p.

100.

— Chinese semi-double.

1886, Oct. 30; VoL XXX., p. 410.

Prunus Pissardi.

1887, Sept. 10 ; Vol. XXXII., p. 224.

— triloba.

1885, Oct. 3 ; Vol. XXVIII., p. 346.

Pulmonaria virginica.*1885, Dec. 26; Vol. XXVIII., p.

.562.

Puschkinia scilloides (Chionodoxa nana).

1878, Sept. 28 ; Vol. XIV., p. 283.

— scilloides.

1881, January 29; Vol. XIX., p. 126.

Pyrethrums, a group of hardy.

1879, Oct. 25 ; Vol. XVI., p. 370.

Pyrus coronaria.

1881, April 16 ; Vol. XIX., p. 400.

P) ru8 Hosii.

1881, October 8 ; Vol. XX., p. 376.

— Maulei.

1878, April 27 ; Vol. XIII., p. 390.

R.

Bamondia pyrenaica.

ISS.5, March 7; Vol. XXVIL,p.l94.
— pyrenaica alba.

1890, .Fan. 11 ; Vol. XXXVII., p. 30.

Ranunculus anenionoides.

1882, Sept. 16 ; Vol. XXII., p. 252.

— Lyalli.

1S87, Dec. 31 ; Vol. XXXIL, p. 606.

Raphiolepis silicifolia.

1876, June 24 ; Vol. IX., p. 596.

Rein-wardtia tetragyna.
]s87, Sept. 3; Vol. XXXII., p. 200.

Rheum nobUe.
1880, Oct. 23 ; Vol. XVIII., p. 406.

Rhexia virginica.

1877, April 14 ; Vol. XL. p. 294.

Rhododendron Auckland!.
issl, Sept. 24 ; Vol. XX., p. 328.

— Aucklandi liybridum.

1877, June 2 ; Vol. XL, p. 452.

— cinnabarinura.
1879, March 1 ; Vol. XV., p. 182.

— Dalliousianum.

1885, Sept. 26 ; Vol. XXVIIL.p. 318.

— Dennisoni.
1885, Sept. 26 ; Vol. XXVIIL, p. 318.

— Kate Waterer.
1879, October 4 ; Vol. XVI., p. 308,

— le]iidotum.

1879, January 11 ; Vol. XV., p. 36.

— nilagiricum.

1889, July 20; Vol. XXXVI.
, p. 54.

— Novelty.

1877, Dec. 22 ; Vol. XII., p. 592.

— pnecox rubrum.
1 890, July 12 ; Vol. XXXVIIL

, p. 32.

— Veitchi.

1880, Sept. 18; VoLXVIIL.p. 280.

Rhododendrons, new Javanese.
1879, Nov. 1 ; Vol. XVI., p. 394.

Richardia a?thiopica.

1888, June 23; Vol. XXX III., p. 584.

1880, Dec. 11 ; Vol. XVIII.
, p. 596.

Robinia Pseudacacia Decaisneana.

1876, January 8 ; Vol. IX., p. 36.

Romneya Coulter!.

ISrS, May 25 ; Vol. XIII.
,
p, 494

;

and 1884, Nov. 8 ; Vol. XXVL,
p. 400.

Rosa alpina pyrenaica.

1885, June 13 ; Vol. XXVIL, p. 544.

— indica var.

1887, Aug. 13; Vol. XXXIL, p. 128.

— rugosa alba.

1876, May 13 ; VoL IX., p. 4.52.

Rose Alfred K. Williams.

1882, Sept. 30 ; Vol. XXIL, p. 290.
— Anna Olivier.

1891,.Ian. 31; Vol. XXXIX., p. 98.

— Bouquet d'Or.

1890, Feb. 22; Vol. XXXVII.
, p. 180.

— Catherine BelL
ls76, March 18 ; VoL IX., p. 200.

— Catherine Mermet.
18.S3, March 24 ; Vol. XXIIL, p. 268.

— Ch.irlcs Lefebvre.

1883, Feb. 13 ; VoL XXIIL, p. 110.

— Comtesse de Nad.-ullac.

1889, Oct. 19; Vol. XXXVL, ],. 362.

— Comtesse de Serenye.

1877, January 20 ; Vol. XL, p. 50.

— Docteur Grill.

1890, Jan. 18; Vol. XXXVIL, p. 56.

Rose Duchess of Edinburgh.
1876, Januaiy 15 ; Vol. IX., p. 00.

— Edith Oiirunl.

1888, Ajiril 7 ; Vol. XXX III., p. 316.

— Emilie Dujiuy.

]KOO,MaylO; Vol. XXXVIL, p. 438.

— Innoconte Pirola.

1889, Nov. 30; Vol. XXXVL, p. 505.

— .Jean Ducher.
1879, Sept. 6 ; Vol. XVI

, p. 220.

— .lean Pernet.

1889, Dec. 14 ; Vol. XXXVL , p. 554.

— La France.
1883, Feb. 24 ; VoL XXIIL, p. 180.

— Laurette Me.ssiniy.

1801, Oct. 24 ; Vol. XL , p. .378.

- Madame de Watteville.

1888, March 10; Vol. XXXUL. p.

220 ; and July 14 ; Vol.

XXXIV., p. 34.

— Marechal Niil.

1883, May 12 ; VoL XXIIL, p. 426.

— Marie Baumann.
1883, June ; Vol. XXIIL, p. 516.

— Marie van Houtte.
1889, Dec. 28 ; Vol. XXXVL, p. 000.

— Marquise de Vivens.

1889, Feb. 16; Vol. XXXV., p. 146.

— Mrs. Paul.

1890, Nov. 22 ; Vol. XXXVIIL, p.

484.

— Sultan of Zanzibar.

1876, Feb. 12 ; Vol. IX., p. 156.

— Wni. Allen Richardson.

1886, April 24; VoL XXIX., p. 374.

Roses Duke of Connaught, Pearl, and Beauty
of Stapleford.

1880, May 15 ; Vol. XVII.
, p. 430.

— La France and Mme. Lacharme.

1870, Dec. 23 ; VoL X., p. 586.

— Marie Van Houtte and ComtesEO de

Nadaillac.

1879, Jan. 25 ; Vol. XV., p. 80.

— May Quennell, Duchesse de Vallombroaa,

and La Rosiere.

1878, March 30 ; Vol. XIII.
, p. 286.

— Mignonette and Paquerette.

1880, Feb. 6 ; Vol. XXIX., p. 118.

— Mods. E. Y. Teas and Jean Liabaud.

1879, March 8 ; VoL XV., p. 298.

— Moss.
1880, July 24; Vol. XVIII.

, p. 84.

— New single and semi-double.

1886, Jan. 9 ; Vol. XXIX
, p. 28.

— Reynolds Hole and Frar(;ois Michelon.

1877, May 5 ; Vol. XL, p. 356.

— Souvenir d'Elise Vardon and Marie van

Houtte.

1879, Oct. 11 ; Vol. XVI., p. 330.

— three new English.

1880, Feb. 28 ; Vol. XVIL, p. 198.

Rubus deliciosus.

1880, Oct. 9 ; VoL XVIIL, p. 358.

Ruellia m.acrantha.

1887, July 2 ; Vol. XXXI., p. 604.

Saccolabium bellinum.

1889, Jlay 11 ; Vol. XXXV., p. 434.

Sagittaria montevidenais.

1885, Jan. 3 ; Vol. XXVIL, p. 8.

Salpiglossis, a group of.

1886, Feb. 20 ; Vol. XXIX., p. 160.

Salvia farinacea.

1870, May ; Vol. IX., p. 430.

— Pitcheri.

1881, June 11 ; Vol. XIX., p. 000.

Salvias, a group of winter-blooming.

1882, May 13; Vol. XXL, p. 328.'
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Sarracenia Moorei.

1886, Oct. 16 ; Vol. XXX., p. 366.

— Popei.

1886, Oct. 16 ; Vol. XXX
, p. 366.

Caxifraga Boydi.

1800, July .5 ; Vol. XXXVIII.. p. 10.

-- Burseriana.

1877, Sept. 15 ; Vol. XII., p. 2f 6.

— cassia.

1885, July 11 ; Vol. XXVIII., p. 30.

— Fortnnei.

1887, July 16 ; Vol. XXXIL, p. 36.

— oppositifulia pyrenaica maxima.
1878, Oct. 5 ; Vol. XIV., p. 310.

— peltata.

1876, Sept. 30 ; Vol. X., p. 336.

Scabicsa caiicasica.

1880, Feb. 0; Vol. XXXV., p. 120.

Schizostylis coccinea.

1884, March 8 ; Vol. XXV., p. 188.

Scliubertia granditlora.

1887, July 30 ; Vol. XXXIL, p. 84.

f cilia bLfolia, varieties of.

1885, April 4 ; Vol. XXVII., p. 286.

Scotch Briers.

1886, May 15 ; Vol. XXIX., p. 474.

Scutellaria Mocciniana.

1876, Dec. 30 ; Vol. X., p. 606.

Sedum corsicum.

1885, Ap.il 11 ; Vol. XXVII., p. 315.

— sempervivoide.".

1881, April 2 ; Vol. XIX., p. 354.

— spathulifolium.

1883, Nov. 24 ; Vol. XXIV., p. 462.

Sempervivum araclmoideum.
1884, Marcli 22 ; Vol. XXV., p. 232.

Senecio macroglossus.

1884, Aug. 2 ; Vol. XXVI., p. 90.

— pulcher.

1876, June 17 ; Vol. IX
, p. 572.

— speciosus.

1880, Aug. 14 ; Vol. XVIIL, p. 156.

Shortia galacifolia.

1890, Aug. 30; Vul. XXXVIII.
, p.

204.

Ehruts, two winter-flowering.

1880, June 29 ; \(A. XXXV., j). 602.

Sibthorpia eumpasa vnriepata.

1875, Jiu. 23 ; Vol. VII., p. 70.

Silene Pumilio.

1877, Jan. 6 ; Vol. IX., p. 10.

Sisyrinchium grandiflorum and white variety.

1883, June 30 ; Vol. XXI [I., p. 58'*.

Snowdrops.
1877, March 10 ; Vol. Xf

, p. 194.

— and winter Aconite.

1888, July 21; Vol. XXXIV., p. 58
— light kinds of.

1886, Jan. 23 ; Vol. XXIX., p. 74.

Sobralia sintholeuca.

1882, Dec. 9 ; Vol. XXLI., p. 508.

Sclanum Wendlaudi.
1890, Feb. 1 ; Vol. XXXVII., p. 104

Soiiierila margaritacea var. argentfa.

1885, May 9 ; Vol. XXVII., p. 420.

Sophronitis granditlora rosea.

1884, June 7 ; Vol. XXV., p. 474.

Sparaxis pulcherrima
1881, Dec. 17 ; Vol. XX., p. 588.

Spathoglottis Lobbi.

1882, Aug. 26 ;
Vol. XXII

, p. 188.

Speedwell, New Zealand.

1885, Sept. 19 ; Vol. XXVIII., p. 292.

Spigelia marilandica.

1877, March 3; Vol. XI., p 174.

Spiraea Douglasi.

1883, March 17 ; Vol. XXIII
, p. 246.

— palmata.

1880, Jan. 10 ; Vol. XVII
, p. 36.

Squills, two new.

1878, Dec. 14 ; Vol. XIV
, p. 538.

Stanhopea platyceras.

1888, June 9; Vol. XXXllL, p. 634.

Stenorrhynchus speciosus.

1884, June 14 ; Vol. XXV., p. 494.

Sternbergia lutea and S. angustifolia.

1887, June 25 ; Vol. XXXI
, p 582.

St'gmaphyllon ciliatum.

1888, Feb. 25 ; Vol. XXX II I., p. 170.

Stobaea purpurea.

1879, Jan. 4; Vol. XV
, p. 12.

Streptocarpus, vars. of.

1886, May 22 ; Vol. XXIX., p. 474.

Stuartia virginica.

1878, July 13; Vol. XIV., p. 38.

Sweet Pea Violet Quefn.

1877, Dec. 15 ; Vol. XII., p. 568.

Tecophyleea cyanocrocua.

1881, July 16 ; Vol. XX., p. 62.

Telopea speeiosissima

1882, Nov. 4 ; Vol XX 11., p. 400.
Thalictrum anemonoides.

1883, July 14; Vol XXI V., p. 24;and
1885, July 11; Vol. XXVII[,p.31.

Thunbergia laurifolia.

1886, Sept. 25 ; Vol. XXX., p. 292.

Tigridia Pavonia alba.

1884, Jan. 5; Vol. XXV., p. 6.— Pavonia grandiflura.

1879, Feb. 15; Vol. XV., p. 142.
Tillandsia Lindeni (vera).

1876, Nov. 11 ; Vol. X., p. 466.— Lindeni.

18S0, Jan. 17 ; Vol. XVIL, p. 60.

Toad-flax, Alpine.

1885, July 25 ; Vol. XXVIIL,p.90.
Torenia Bailloni.

1879, Ftb. 8 ; Vol. XV., p. 122.
— Fournieri.

1877, Dec. 29 ; Vol. XIL, p. 616.
Toxicophlsea spcctabilis.

1877, July 7; Vol. XII, p. 14.

Tritoma Macowani.
1877, Aug. 4 ; Vol. XIL, p. 112.

Trillium grandifloium.

1883, July 14 ; Vol. XXIV., p. 24
;

and 1891, Sept. 5 ; Vol. XL., p. 222.
Triteleia uniflora.

1885, Dec. 5 ; Vol XXVIIL,p. 588
Trollius europteus and T. e. aurantiacus

1801, Aug. 1; Vol. XL., p. 102.

TropSBolum Hermine Grashoff.

1881, Oct. 15 ; Vol. XX., p. 398.— polyphyllum and T. speciosum.
1878, May 11 ; Vol. XIIL, p. 442.

Tulipa australis.

18S7, Dec. 17 ; Vol. XXXIL, p. 561.— elegans, T. retroflexa, and T. viridiliora.

1887, Dec. 3 ; Vol. XXXIL, p. 514.— Greigi.

1877, May 12 ; Vol. XL, p. 380.— Kolpakowskiana and T. Leichtlini.

1891, Aug. 22; Vol. XL., p. 174.— vitellina.

1889, Dec. 7 ; Vol. XXXVI.
, p. 530.

Tulips, old garden.

1888, Oct. 6; Vol. XXXIV, p. 324
Tydaea Madame Heine.

1888, Nov. 10; Vol. XXXIV., p. 440.— Robert le Diable
1879, May 10 ; Vol. XV., p. 376.

u.
Crceolina pendula.

1888, May 12; VoL XXX II L, p. 436.
TJrsinia pulohra var. aurea.

1800, April 26 ; Vol. XXXVII
, p.

392.

TJtricularia EndresL
1880, Oct. 30 ; Vol. XVIIL, p. 432.

— montana.
1882, Dec. 2 ; Vol. XXIL, p. 486.

Uvularia seasilifolia.

1883, July 14 ; Vol. XXIV., p. 1i.

V.

Vallota purpurea magniBca.

1886, Sept. 11 ; Vol. XXX., p. 244.

Vanda cocrulea.

ly82, April 15; VoL XXL, p. 254.

— Hookeriana.
1883, Jan. 6 ; Vol. XXIIL, p. 10.

— insignis and var. Sohi lederiana.

1884, March 1 ; Vol. XXV., p. 168.

— Kimballiana.

1890, Apr. 5 ; Vol. XXXVII. , p. 322.

— lamella) a Boxalli.

1881, June 4 ; Vol. XIX., p. 574
— Sanderiaua.

1884, Feb. 9; Vol. XXV., p. 104.

— tricolor Patersoni.

1883, Feb. 10 ; Vol. XXIIL, p. 134.

Verbascum phlomoides.

1885, Feb. 28 ; Vol. XXVII
, p. 172.

Verbenas, new.
1879, March 15 ; Vol. XV., p. 222.

Veronica longifolia subsessilis.

1881, April 30 ; Vol. XIX., p. 448.

— pinguifolia.

18,s5, Sept. 19; VoL XXVIIL, p.

292.

Vesicaria araeca.

1880, Oct. 2 ; Vol. XVIII
, p. 332.

Viola bicolor.

1882, Oct. 28 ; Vol. XXIL, p. 378.

— pedata.

1887, Feb. 19 ; Vol. XXXL, p. 168.

Violets, double.

1885, Juno 27 ; Vol. XXVII., p. 598.

w.
Wahlenbergia saxicola.

1888, Dtc. 15 ; Vol. XXXIV., p. 558.

Waldsteinia trifolia.

1889, Aug. 3 ; Vol. XXXVI. , p. 102.

Watsonias, a group of.

1880, May 1 ; Vol. XVIL, p. 330.

Weigelas, aroup of.

1880, May 8 ; Vol. XVIL, p. 410.

X.

Xanthoccras sorbifolia.

1875, Dec. 18 ; Vol. VIII.
, p. 524.

Xeropbyllum asphodeloides.

1801, June 6 ; Vol. XXXIX., p. 526.

Y.

Yucca Trcculeana.

1877, Oc\ 6; Vol. XIL, p. .328.

Zauschneria califoinica.

1887, Jan. 8 ; Vol. XXXI , p. 28.

Zenobia speeiosa pulverulenta.

1883, Dec. 20 ; Vol. XXIV., p. 572.

Zephyranthes carinata.

1888, Jan. 7 ; Vol. XXXIIL, p. 10.

— Candida.

1890, Feb. 8 ; Vol. XXXVII.,p. 154.

— rosea and Z. tubispatha.

1877, July 28; Vol. XIL, p. 88.

Zinnias, French Pompon.
1886, Sept. 18; Vol. XXX., p. 270.
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" This is an Art
Which dnos mend Nature : change it rather ; but
Thk Akt itself is Katl'kk."— iiAoi-es>i€ur<!.

PURPLE IN FLOWERS.
I AM unable to understand or approve of Mr.
Ewh.iiik'.s use of tlio adjective " purple " as ap-

plied til lldwi'rs in his note on Solauuin Ti>rri-yi

(p. 257). I am nnicli interested in this cpie.stion of

flower colours, liavin;^ for some years ni.'ide it

something; of a study. Mr. Ewhank reports

that he submitted Solanum Torreyi to a com-
mittee of ladies to name its precise colour,

and that "not one of them mentioned purple

as the colour," but that their several verdicts

were for "lilac, mauve, bluey mauve, violet,

itc." He also speaks of the use of purple as

"a .sort of generic name, which has a great

many species and sub-.species under it,'' as an
old-fashioned and exploded use. This I cannot
at all accept. Surely purple is, as it always
has been, a generic colour-term, denoting blue
with a mi.xture of red, or red with a mi.Kture

of blue, and embraces all intermediate degrees
of this uiixture, from tlie bluest of reds to the
reddest of blues. Does Mr. Ewbank seriously

mean that it is incorrect and out of date to

speak of purple Violets or purple Plums ? In
the former case the blue outweighs the red ; in

the latter, at least in many Plums, the red out-

weighs the blue, but I maintain that it is not
only a jiopular, but a perfectly right use of the
Engli.sh language to call both purple. Mr.
Ewbank would draw a distinction not only of

degree, but of kind of colour between purple
and violet. " Call the Solanum," he says,
" mauve or violet, or anything else of the sort,

but drop ])urple with regard to it." AVithout
attempting to find words to define the precise
shade, tone, tint or degree of purple, I assert
that the Solanum is a jiurple flower, and that
the term violet is but a narrowing and limitation
of the more general term purple adopted from
the "N'iolet blo.s.som, because this is a familiar
example of a full blue-purple colour, just as we
adopt the term sulphur from a familiar mineral
to limit the generic term yellow to a particular
kind of yellow. Let me take, as an instance,
some flower whose several varieties run through
this scale which begins with blue and ends with
red, or rice versa. The raee of well-known,
large-flowering Clemati.ses may quite legiti-

mately be called all purple, if they are not
white, and they range froui the blue-purple of
the common Jackmanni to the red-purple of
rubella or Prince of Wales, while there are
many intermediates of lilac or mauve. Un-
doubtedly these colour-terms are difficult to use
so as to give a quite jirecise idea of the degree
or quality of the colour of particular oljjects.

Thus the resulting intermediates are wholly
affected by the character or tone of the red and
blue which are iiitermi.\ed. Magenta, f(jr ex-
ample, is a red-purple resulting from the mix-
ture of blue and red of impure and grating tone.
Some of the paler Clemati.se.s, which are described
in catalogues as lilac or mauve, seem to be slightly
toned with black, but I should still assign
them to the genus jiurple, and call them pale
grey-purple, <tc. From my knowledge of the
lady whose name Mr. Ewbank mentions and
her garden, I think he mu.st misunderstand her
dislike to and intolerance of purple, for surely
I have seen in her garden Clematis Jackmanni
and many another flower of uncompromising
purple, and has .she not in my time of dearth
bupplied me bountifully with Violets ? If

Violets be not jiurple, perish the tcmgue of our

forefathers ' Wliat Miss .Jckyll does abominate
and exclude from her lovely domain(if I may take

upon myself to speak for her) is purple as it is

used and hiileously abused by so many of our
nur.ferymen and florists. I am sure she would
never iidmit inside her gates a Phlox catalogued

as ])urple, nor a Hose described as crimson
.shaded with |iur|ile, for both would only too

surely throw all the pure colour of the garden
into confusion by their loud or leaden hues of

coal-tar magenta or slate. There are folks who
can look with pleasure upon Cheshunt Hybrid
Rose, or upon the new Phlox Mr. Jabez Bug-
gins, of quite a newand charming colour, magenta
with slate .stripes, I do agree with Mr. Ewbank
that Calandrinia umbellata is purple, and that

it can have charms for no one with any sense

of colour, being of a peculiarly livid and grue-

some quality. It is true that those who are

blessed or cursed with a sensitive colour-nerve

have to be more on their guard in this purple
dejiartment than anywhere else in the whole
realm of colour. To speak of a flower already

instanced, I have not once, but often had
Phloxes—great favourites of mine—from France
and elsewhere, which have bloomed into such
odious " purples " as to cause acute sufl'ering,

even in the carrying of them from the border
upon the opening of their first flower to the

rubbish heap or Gehenna of my garden. By
the way, I was taught in my childhood, and
rightly, to avoid criticism of the form or colour

of flowers, as being all perfect in their way and
direct from the Creator's hand. It is well to

teach children such reverence ; but with man's
estate, alas ! comes the conviction that plants,

like men, are fallen from their prinueval perfec-

tion in Eden, and that there are plants of bad
habit and flowers of evil scent and immoral col-

our. Rut I have digressed. Let me end by re-

turning to my point and maintaining, notwith-

standing my friend Mr. Ewbank's contrary

thesis that, though purple need not be violet,

yet violet always was and always will be purple.

G. H. ENOLEnEART.

Chrysanthemums.

PROSPECTS OF THE COMING SEASON.

I THINK there is every reason to look forward to

very good results from the plants cultivated this

season. Taking the present season of growth as a
whole, I think it must be regarded as havinoj been
a fairly good one in most localities, although the
continued showery weather is not favourable to

the development of the blooms. A continuance of

moisture in the air is all in favour of the spread of

mildew and damping of the blooms. Plants the
foliage of which was not cleansed of the germs of

mildew before being housed are very likely to lose

many more of their leaves in the somewhat con-
fined atmosphere of the house, huddled together,

as is generally the case where more plants are
grown than can be really well accommodated.
Only the prompt use of anti-mildew compositions
and a proper arrangement of the temperature of

the inside of the house can save the plants from
loss of their foliage should the present showery
weather continue. Taken as a whole, the plants
are looking well, having made free, but not too
sappy growth. The expanding flowers are clean
and free from the deformed petals which some-
times characterise the early blooms. This is

largely owing to their not being taken too early.

Indeed, many buds that I have come across are
what exhibitors would term late, but where home
decoration is all that is thought about these
late-formed buds will he prized, as the flowering
season will be extended over a longer period. The
plants have retained their foliage remarkably wel'.

which is all in their favour, being a great assist-

ance to the production of high-cla^s blooms. The
present somewhat dry season is no doubt account-
able for the greater retention of tlie leaves, as

where plants are regularly and projierly supplied
with moisture the foliage is more ejisily retained

than in the case of long-continued cold and wet
weather. In some wet seasons there is a preva-

lence of what I term a disease in the foliage of

many plants ; some sorts appear much more sus-

ceptible to it than others. The leaves from the
soil upwards, for abuut three parts of the length

of stem, of those plants th.at are grown to produce
large bloom.s, and confined to a few branchrs,

turn black, generally commencing on one side of

the leaf farthest away from the miilriband extend-

ing up to the leaf-stalk. This generally appears
after three or four successive wet days, during the

months of August and September more especially.

Princess of Wales and its sports appear to be more
aEEected in this way than any other sort, although
the Queen family is not free from it by any means.
I am inclined to the opinion that it is mainly
owing to the sluggish root-action of the plants, as

I have also noticed that where the soil is heavy
and retentive of moisture the disease is the worst.

I am pleased to note that this year the plant s are

fairly free from this trouble. The dry and warm
weather of May and June was just the right kind
to encourage free growth of the plants after they
were transferred to their flowering pots. It very

often happens that at that time of t he year we ex-

perience cold easterly winds which chill the plants

out of doors, but this year a maximum heat of '.11°

in the sha<le was registered on June 111. Some few
persons had the misfortune, howeviT, to have the

points of the shoots nipped with the frost of June
Hi in low-lying districts, and where they were fully

exposed. This, no doubt, checked tliem somewhat,
but the cases of real injury were few. The height

of the plants is not great, which is a fortunate cir-

cumstance, although in some few instances they

have run up owing to some local influence or other.

The present leaning towards the raising of varie-

ties of a dwarf character has a tendency to limit

the height of the whole collection, as with the

introduction of sorts like Mme. Marie Hoste and J.

Stanborough Dibbens, such varieties as Mme. C.

Audiguier and Belle Paule will gradually vanish

from the show table, which is as it should be.

These tall-growing sorts do much towards render-

ing the cuUivntion of Chry.santhemums for large

blooms unpopular, but, in the absence of equally

good blooms from plants of a naturally dwarf
habit, cultivators were compelled to include the

tall-growing sorts in their collection if success was
to be gained. Happily, now there is but little

excuse for their inclusion. There is a growing
tendency to have fewer trained specimen plants,

which are more remarkable for the space they

occupy and the excessive number of flowers they

carry "than for the individual quality of the blooms
of each plant, and more dwarf plants in (i inch pots,

which are suitable for flowering in the dwelling

houses of those who cannot afford a large display

in their conservatories.

The number of societies which make Chrysan-
themums a specialty have in no way diminished

in point of numbers, but rather increased. Son:e

few may have dropped out of the ranks owing to

local difficulties of a financial character. About
a hundred exhibitions have to be crowded into

the short space of four weeks, commencing with

Gosport, October 27, and concluding with Dack-

ley, November 22, which, as far as I can
learn, aie the dates of the first and last. There

is apparently a great increase in the number of

plants for flowering in the open, of which the

Desgrange type is the most u>eful. The white

blooms of the type are especially prized for har-

vest festivals. The bright yellow o£ Mrs. Hawkins
and the paler shade of G. Wermig are also useful,

brightening up many a herbaceous border at a time

when most of the ordinary occupants are flower-

less. E. MOLYNEUX.

Chrysanthemum Miss Lily Measures.

—

This varittv is better known by tiie iiame of Yellow
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Avalanche, which is appropriate. It is a pro-
raisingr kind now opening. Really good early-
llowering yellow sorts are not over-plentiful, and
this may be a useful addition. The colour is very
pleasing (clear golden yellow) and it is likely to
tike the place of Frederick Marrouch, a somewhat
early-ilowering yellow, but of much too tall growth.
'J'he newer variety averages 5 feet, which i< reason-
able. Frederick Marrouch often attains 8 feet

—

E. M.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

A curiou3 Grape.—Sir J. Trevolvan senOs us
from Nettleeumlia Court a peculiar Grape, which is
very like a small purple Tomato, flat and ribbed. It
is probably a m.iustrou.'i form of Gros C'olmau. We
should like to hear more about it.

^^
Aster diploBtephioides.— The statement by

" D.K. ," that Aster diplostephioides was re-int roduced
by Kevv last year, is barely correct. I do Dot know how
niauy more may have had it, but I grew it sis years
ago, and it has never required a re-iotroduction.

—

G. H C.

1 he Fern-leaved Mountain Ash.—We seud
you by thi.s pist a branch of what we call Pyrus Aucu-
paria asplenifolia, also a branch of P. Aucuparia, to
show the difference between the two. It has been
raised in thet^e nurseries, and we shall be very mnch
obliged if you will kindly gire yonr opinion of it.—
J. SsHTH AND Sons, Unrleij Dale Nurseriex.

*»* A very interesting and excellent tree, which
might well he called the Fern-leaved Mountain Ash.—
Ed.

Mirabilis multiflora.—In reply to the appeal
of • W. H. G." (p. Hli;), I have to state that this
plant reqinres a warm suoamer for the develnp-
ment of its flowers in perfection. It is perfectly
hardy and likes a light deep soil. Young plants,
not more than two or three years old, appear to
ilower most freely. 1 liave always grown it in the
border or ordinaiy level bed, but it might be worth
trying on a mound or the rockery, for which its
somewhat trailing habit seems to adapt it.—W.
Thompson, Ipiwich.

The Plumed Hydrangea and the Cardinal
Flower.—The Marchioness of Headfort kindly
sends us a photograph of a bed of Plumed Hy-
drangea mixed with a form of the Cardinal Lo-
belia, which Lady Headfort says was very beauti-
ful. The scarlet Lobelia, unfortunately, is one of
those flowers that do not show well in a photo-
graph, although we see how fine it must have
been. The mild, moist climate of Ireland seems to
favour in an unusual degree these Cardinal
Flowers, and we have not seen them do quite so
well elsewhere.

October Sweet Peas.— Herewith I send vou
a selection of Sweet Pea blooms. These are from
plants that have been continually in bloom for
nearly four month.«. They are from 8 feet to 12
feet high, and had the weather continued fine they
would have bloomed for several weeks longer. The
value of Sweet Peas cannot be over-estimated for
garden decoration or to fill the flower basket. 1
have a row in the same situation every year, and
they always grow and bloom most satisfactorily.
Few flowers are more appreciated in a cut state
than Sweet Peas.—J. C. F.

Viola Goldelse.—In the colled ion of Pansies
and Violas shown by Messrs. M. and H. Wreidie, of
Luxembourg, was a remarkably pretty Viola named
Goldelse. The flowers were medium-sized and al-
most without a mark, of a clear deep yellow, shad-
ing to a bright orange in the centre. The upper
petals were rather broad in proportion to the depth
of flower, which gave the blooms a rounder look
than usual. If the constitution of this variety is
on a par with the colour and beauty of the flowers,
it should prove valuable for massing or for a car-
peting to other plants.—Cornubian.

Ampelopsis Veitchi.—I sent you by yester-
day's post a few leaves of Ampelopsis" Veitchi.
taken from a plant growing on the house of
Lord Brougham's agent in the village of Eatront,

near to Brougham Hall, Penrith. It covers the
entire front, also a portion of one end. Though
not so good in colour as in previous years, owing
to early frosts (we had 13° here on the 18th), it is

still very lovely, tl e shades so varied from
bronze, thro igh ciimson, to intense scirlet in the
smaller leaves. It is by far the best variety that
I have met with —T. K. CuCKNEY, The Gardens,
Eden Hall.

Anemone japonica alba var. Lady Ardi-
laun.—Having had numcious inquiries about the
new Anemone japonica alba var. Lady Ardilaun,
which has been raised here, I beg to state that six
year.-i ago I observed a head of seed on a plant
of Anemote japonica alba. This had an enlarge-
ment on one side like a wart. This I sowed when
ripe and got three seedlings from it. One of those
I found much finer than the other two. From this
plant the stock has been raised. I will this autumn
dispose of the surplus stock of this fine hardy
plant (see advertising columns).—A. Campbell,
Ashjord, Cong, Co. Galn-aij, Ireland.

Plum Monarch.—At the time when Plums
were ripening, ttie weather was very wet and sun-
less here. The rainfall of August was much above
the average ; in thirty-six consecutive hours over
3 inches of rain fell. The result of the wet weather
on the Plum crop was most disastrous, fruit rotting
on the trees in large quantities befoie it was half
ripe. Prince of Wales, Pershore ard Prince Engle-
bert were, perhaps, the worst, but other varieties
suffered more or less. The Monarch Plum, although
a late vaiiely, was not injured, and I think this
large purple roundish sort cannot be too highly
recommended for wet, sunless situations.—W. O.,
Fold; Ciirk.

Apple Bismftrck.— In The Garden, Septem-
ber '1\. p. 2i;.s, " E. H." confes.ses he is disappointed
with ijismarck Apple. Th's is contrary to our
customers' experience; with us it grows in favour
each year. The trees on Crab stock are in many
cases carrying six to nine fine large fruits (three'-
year-old-trees), while on the Paradise stock the
little two-yenr-old cut-back trees are and have
been the pride of the nursery. It is the heaviest
bearer we have, and of fine quality as a kitchen
Apple. Herewith are six fruits, the produce of
two trees not 2 feet high (three each), two years
old, to point our remarks. It bids fair to make a
good orchard tree, and there is fruit on the two,
three, and four-year plants all over our nursery.—
Geo. Bunyaru & Co.

*„'* A very hand.'^ome Apple, regidar in form.
We will try its quality, without which there can be
no want for any new Apjile.—En.

Salvia splendens var. compacta.—There
are several species of Salvia which jjrove extremely
usfful for flowering in the greenhouse during the
autumn months. Some of them, however, are occa-
sionally found inconvenient in small houses on
account of the size they attain when liberally
grown, and it is in such instances that this dwarfer
variety of the old Salvia splendens will be found
e>peci illy valuable, lam not aware that it is as
yet widely known in England, but I first saw it in
Mr. Hanbury's garden at La Mortola, near Men-
tone, three years ago. It is evidently a natural
variety, as it comes true from seed. It difl'ers from
the typical S .'plendens in no essential particular
except that of a dwarf compact habit. Its flower-
spikes are as large and quite as alinndantly pro-
duced. The value of this Salvia, both as regards
species and variety, lies greatly in the fact that
Its bracts being of as brilliant a scarlet as the
flowers themselves, and as they remain some weeks
after the flowers have fallen, the beauty of the
plants is maintained so much the longer. The
three best Salvias for autumn blooming are this
species, S. involucrata Bethelli (bright rose), and
S. azurea (blue).—B.

Slitting- flower-stems.—Not long ago a friend
—a well-known contributor to these columns-
gave me "a tip," which, I think, is not as well
known as it deserves. Many flowers when gathered
fade so rapidly that they are practically useless
for cutting. This is due to the fact that in the

comparatively dry air of a room the petals trans-
fer more watery vapour than can be replaced by
the water sucked up by the stem ; hence the deli-

cate cells of which the petals are composed be-

come partially empty and a flaccid condition en-
sues. Anyone who has tried to use in the house
such things as Hellebores, the larger Clematis, &c.,

will be familiar with this. The "tip "is to slit

the stem up for 1 inch or 2 inches, so as to divide

it into two or four, something like what is done
with Celery. The effect is to greatly increase the
surface by which the water is absorbed, and thus
to enable the supply to the petals to 1 e kept up,

and so fading is prevented. I have kept Helle-

bores for many days anel Clematises for consider-

ably over a week in Ibis way. Whether it would
have as useful an effect on flowers which are apt
to drop their petals like Pelargoniums, single

Roses, &c., I cannot say, but the experiment would
be worth trying.

—

Greenwood Pim.

AngrsBOum bilobum.—This charming little

Orchid belongs to the smaller-growing section of

Angia^cum, a group which has been largely added
to by collectors during the last few years. This
is, however, a plant long introduced, probably about
sixty years ago, being a native of Cape Coast
Castle. As the name implies, the leaves are

characterised by a divi-i^n of their tips into two
lobes, which are of unequal size; they are dark
green and somewhat coriaceous. The flower-spike

is pendent and bcai's half a dozen or more flowers,

which are each 1 inch in diameter and pure white.

As in several others of these smaller Angra:cums,
the flower has an almost regular form, the lip being
but little different in size and outline from the
petals and sepals. The spur is very slender and
tinged with green towards the base. A variety of

this species was discovered by Sir John Kirk in

Zanzibar ten years ago and named after him ; it is

of smaller growth than the type ; the spur of the
lip, too, is proportionately longer. A. bilobum is

now in flower at Kew. Both it and the variety

Kirki shoidd be grown in small teak baskets, giving

them Sphagnum to root in. They should be sus-

pended near the glass in the warmest and moistest

house.

Bouvardia Humboldti var. corymbiflora.

—

Bouvardias are a class of greenhouse plants which
it is no rare thing to see in an unsatisfactory state.

There is no doubt, however, of their great value

when properly grown. Just previous to the Chry-
santhemum season, in fact, there is nothing better

for producing a bright effect on the greenhouse
shelves. Of all the kinds in cultivation, B. Hum-
boldti is the one which is, perhaps, least often seen

in good condition ; it is, nevertheless, one of the

most beautiful and distinct, more especially the

var. corymbiflora. In the lar-ge temperate house

at Kew it is along with other varieties represented

by some finely flowered specimens. The largest of

these is 2 feet d inches high and as much through,

and thoroughly furnished with deep green foliage.

The flowers occur in loose corymbs at the ends of

the shoots, as well as on the strongest side branches.

Individually the flowers are reirjarkable for their

size and length of tube; they are also of the purest

white and scented like Jasmine. The tube of the

corolla is 3 inches long, and the expanding portion,

which is upwards of I5 inches across, consists of

four ovate petals. The cultivaiion of Bouvardias
is a matter on which srrae difference of opinion

exists. The plants at Kew were planted out in

the open on a spent hot-bed from June until

September, being kept close and shaded, and given

a little bottom-heat after potting up. There can
be no doubt of the success of the planting-out

system if it be properly done, but, judging from the

remarks of a corresiiondent in The Garden for

November 28, 1801, who writes on the cultiva'ion

of these plants, this does not often happen. My
experience is, however', that it occurs still le.'s

frequently with exclusive pot culture, ard 1 advise

anyone who has not succeeded as well as he could
wish with them in pots to give the oi her system

a trial. Other kinds which have succeeded equally

well' are President Cleveland (the best of the

scarlets). Vreelandi, Bridal Wreath, Maiden's Blush,

&c.—W, J. B.
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APPLE BRADDICKS NONPAREIL.
Really good dessert Apples in season during
the winter are none too plentiful, and it is

equally certain there are a few varieties not so

well known as their merits entitle tlieni to lie.

Among these latter I would give BraddicK's

Nonpareil a prominent place, believing it to be
one of the best dessert varieties that can be

grown in a jirivate garden. The fruit is

medium-sized, Hattish round in shape, skin

pale yellciw on the shaded side and brownish
red where exposed, there being patches of

russet about the eye and other exposed parts.

The tlesh is yellow, moderately firm, richly

flavoured and aromatic. It remains fit for

table longer than most other Ap]iles, as it can
be had good from November till the end of

April. The habit of growth is somewhat slen-

der, the variety not being well adapted for

the specimen of l!ra<ldi(k's Nonpareil. This
variety would ;ippear to be liel.ti'r ai>])reeiated

in the south-western counties than in other
parts of the country, and is lo lie seen at its

best at the Exeter late autumn slmws.

Sdiiuniii. W. L

Notes on Apple stocks.— I think that too
much faith is tieiii^' put upon the nieiits of the
Paradise stock bir Apples. That it is a precocious
stock for the majority of varieties 1 must admit,
.and also tliat some sons do admirably upon it, but
I cannot see what benefit can arise from working
varieties upon it that fruit equally as well on the
Crali, and on which they remain much healthier.

This question of stocks .'liould be fully considered
Ijy intending pkintcrs, as there is the danger of

treating all varieties alike. The EckUnville Pippin
is a case in point. To grow this variety on other
than the Crab stock would be to court failure, or

rather to treat it otherwise would not be doing it

justice, as on this stock it is most prolific. Although
this vaiiety may be termed a strong grower in its

Fruiting branch of Apple Braddick's Nonpareil.

growing in a pyramidal form, but succeeding well
either as a half-standard or large bush—in

either case on the Crab stock—and it is also
strongly recommended for growing on the
broad-leaved Paradise stock. I have a large
freely-griiwn bush tree on the Crab stock, and
it was part of a fruiting branch of this from
which the photograph was taken and repro-
duced. For several seasons in succession good
crops have been gathered, and the tree How-
ered more abundantly this year than ever pre-
viously, but, unfortunately, the l)uds had Ijeen
badly injmed by severe late frosts, the result
being a complete failure. Cur soil is a strong
loam resting on a very retentive clayey subsoil,
and only Apples with a good constitution will
long remain in a healthy, productive state un-
less lifted and replanted occasionally. This has
not been done in the case of Braddick's Non-
pareil and several other trees owing to their
great size, and because I consider tampering
with them likely to do more harm than good.
Allowing comparatively .stunted old trees to
form a limited number of fresh branches to re-
place the older ones will frequently put new
life into them, and is the only renovating
measure that has been adopted in the case of

earlier stages, yet after two or three years' growth,
on account of producing fruit buds so freely, it

does not form a large tree, so people with little

space at their disposal need not fear that by plant-

ing the Ecklinville worked on the Crab stock it

will outgrow its bounds. Another variety which
it is unwise to work on the Paradise is Stirling

Castle. No variety is more free and early
bearing than is this on the Crab. The diffi-

culty I generally find with Stirling Castle on the
Crab is its comjiaratively spare growth. Wor-
cester Pearmain is yet another notable exception,
and the Crab is its ideal slock. The fruits grow
to a good size and are of brilliant colour, and
in addition to being borne freely, they are of
better quality. Lane's Prince Albert, Krogmore
Prolific, Small's Admirable, Duchess of Oldenburg,
and Cox's Pomona are also well-known prolific va-
rieties on the Crab.— Y. A. H.

Transplanting Peach trees.— So early as the
last ('ay of September I noticed when looking
through a Peach liouse at Longford Castle that Mr.
Ward had already transplanted .«onie large flat-

trained trees from outside to fill vacancies created.
The trees when I saw them were full of foliage,

but had mats hung over them during sunshine to
prevent any undue flagging of the leafage, as it

was desireM to retain that on the trees as long as
possible. The reason for this apparent iiremature

transplanting is that the more foliage on tbe tree
the quicker the root-acti and, therefore, tlie
more fully does the tree become established befoie
the wint('r sets in. That U good plant physiology,
for the saj) descent which bads to the leaf-fall in
the autumn at the same time serves to promote
root-development, although not so largely when
the leaves have fallen as when they are in process
ot ripening. Where there is somewhat gross top-
growth, early transjilanting serves to check that
form of development, and at the same time leads
to early rooting. Of course, in such a case as the
one under notice it is easy to have boles prepared
in the Peach house and to lift the trees, moisten
the roots, and have them replanted in soil in a few
minutes. It would hardly be a .safe experiment to
conduct in the case of nursery tree.s. Still, no
great harm would result. Mr. R. D. Blackmoie
told me some time since of receiving a large num-
ber of standard Peach trees fiom America which
arrived in a fairly driedup condition, so that he
had little hope of their living. However, they
were pitched into a pond and allowed to soak for
several days, then planted, with the result that
every tree grew. No gardener wishes to trust to
trees on such terms. Probably for the supply of
his Peach trees it is best to keep a stock of four or
live year-old trees on outside walls where they can
1)6 fruited, but still be available to transplant into
houses at any time.—A. D.

APUICOTS FAILING.
I WAS pleased to see " Y. A. H.'s " opinion ^p. 247)
as to the failure of this fruit.and when he refers to
the collapse of the trees on light soil from want of
moisture, I thoroughly agree wilh him. We have
such a soil with a gravel bottom, and to keep our
trees healthy it is necessary to mulch heavily twice
a year, and to apply water with a hose twice weekly
duiing the growing season, and sometimes in June
and July the trees are hosed daily, and if this is
omitted the leaves droop and the fruit ceases to
swell. On such soils it is difficult to apply too
much moisture when the trees are in robu.st health,
and even after the fruit is gathered, if the supplies
of moisture cease, the branches die and there is a
want of vigour about the trees. I admit that, given
a suitable soil and abundance of feeding or mulch-
ing to retain the moisture, the trees give the best
results, and I am glad to see Mr. Young advocates
liberal supplies of moisture after the fruit is ga-
thered, as at that time there is often loss of branches,
and if the trees can be kept in full vigour there is

less loss. The Apricot, being a surface-rooting
fruit, gets dry sooner than a t ree with roots a greater
depth, hence the advantage of liberal supplies of
moisture to encourage these fibrous roots, and a
liberal mulch in the early summer months. For
this purpose I employ decayed cow manure, and
I have great faith in it for dry thin soils, as there
is no better material to retain moisture and
for keeping the roots cool. I think there is

less loss of branches if the trees are allowed
more freedom of growth, and, of course, they
require moi-e moisture [ind feeding. I have
been interested of late seeing the different modes
of culture sometimes advised for this fruit, but I
think much of the mischief arises when the trees
are not liberally supplied with moisture when in
dry soils ; of course in heavy soils there is much
greater difficulty. I had such a soil once in the
west of England, and I could not glow a fruit
till I got the roots neai-er the surface and mi.xed
a large quantity of mortar rubble and burnt soil

with the natural soil, and even then I only suc-
ceeded with one or two varieties. As I do not
remember t! at " M. H.," in his interesting note on
p. 137, mentioned the variety, it may be well to do
so. It was the Large Early, and though this
variety is inferior to Moorpark, it is appreciated
where others fail. This variety is an early kind,
large atd very hardy, rich oranf e flesh, a gootl
bearer, and a strong grower, making a pocd tree in
a short time. I found it advis.able to lift about
every three years in jireference to severe pruning,
and by this means I did not lose many biarches.
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L%r^e R^d al33 did wall, bit do33 mt rm\ 'les

-

criMnj, except th\t t'le de^h is of a deepsr colon r,

flesh rich and juicy. Where these trees fail I

think it advisable to b3gin with fair s'z^d tress in

preference to miiden;, so as t-> get a gold start

and to use the knife as little as possible, as when

a good baUncei tree is planted, free play may h3

allowed in the cxse of these trees, as one is not so

fasti lious ab Kit every inch of wall spriea be'ng

covered if the trees can be kept in a robust state

and fruit freely. G- WrTHB?.

GRA.1'E ALNWICK SEEDLIXG.

I CANNOT see how anyone who has sucsessfully

grown this Grape can find cause to complain of its

flavour, or doubt the possibility of keeping it good

till well into .January, and yet this is what is done

by " I." (p. :'-'38). During the six years I served my
last employer I was obliged to have Grapes all the

year round, and Alnwick Seedling was the black

variety supplied to the table from the middle of

December to about the middle of January. The

bn-des of the last bunches to be cut were as

plump and sound as those of the first lot, and the

flavour during the time stated was as like that of

a Black Hamburgh as it was possible for any Grape

to be. In fact, not a few who were more familiar

with' flivours than charaoleristics of varieties

mistiok it for this sort, and I must own that had

I not known it I would unhesitatingly have called

it a Hamburgh, judsing from llavour. The liouse I

grew it in was started on March 1 every year, and

we had all finished by the beginning of September.

Amon" the other varieties grown in the same

house were Alicante, Lady Downe's Seedling, and

Madresfield Court, so that a dry atmosphere had

to be maintained for the ripening of the last

without split berries. Bat altlough a dry atmo-

sphere was mainlained, yet dryness at the root was

strictly i^uarded against, and under these condi-

tions we'never experienced any difficulty in having

the fruit in their sound and plump form at the

time stated. Perhaps " I." miy have erred on the

side of dryness at the root when he has faded to

keep the ben-ies in their natur,il condition so late.

Be that as it may, there is not the least doubt

about the possibility of kuepin? Alnwick Seedling

Grape sound until well into .January, a id if any-

one fails to do so, there must be a flaw in the

mana'^ement somewhere, which he should make it

his endeavour to find out. I would have promised

" I
" a bunch in the middle of next J.muary, but

all the Vines in the house they are in were only

propat^ated and planted a yeir ago last summer, so

it wiU°not cay me to keep up fire-heat for the crop

KO lono-. if, however, he should still have his

doubts^a year later, I shall hope to be able to give

him practical proof of what I have said.

R. C. H.

Apple Cornisli Aromatic—This very excel-

lent Apple does not appear to be grown so exten-

sively as it deserves to be, seeing that it is a good

grower and a free bearer of good-sized, clean,

hanlsome fruits of first-rate quility. In point of

size shape and colour this Apple is very much

like the goo 1 old Ribston Pippin, but with this

diSerence-the fruit shows no tendency to spot or

blemish of any kind.—H. W. W.

Pear Duroadeau.—This is one of the few

Peirs that bore anything like a crop where the

blossom was not protected this year. My tree is a

young one, and, owing to building operations, it

was shifted from one west wall to another last

autumn, being transplanted with a good ball of

s il and roots into a properly prepared hole, into

which 9 inches of clinkers broken fine on the top

were placsd for drainage. A mixture consisting of

four parts soind loam and one of old mortar was

used in planting. The fruit is large, handsome in

shap'^, richly flavoured, and finely coloured.—

H. W.
Plum Traasparent Gage.—This is one of

the finest as well as the largest of the Green Gage

class of Flam, and it was shown well at Earl's

Court on the 2Gth of August list. It is a very

distinct and excellent variety, and pays well, as

all approved kinds and varieties do, for generous

and skilful treatment in the matter of pruning and

giving copious supplies of water at the roots from

FebriTary to the end of September, more especially

durinT the summer months, and keeping the foli-

age clean. What a boon it is for gardeners who
have a good supply of water laid on in the gardens,

with hydrants fixed" at convenient points, so that

a man with a short length of inch india-rubber

piping attached can thoroughly wash the foliage

of the individual trees .and water them at the

roots at the same time —H. W. W.

Apricots in Cornwall.— " Caledonicus" may
rest assured that no pains have been spare i

to grow Apricots successfully in the parts of

Cornwall about which I wrote. The fault must be

in the climate—probably the mildness and hu-

midity—for I well remember that sta,ndards in

pots, grown with spscial treatment in the orchard

house, used to do well ; but this was rather an ex-

pensive form of amusement. Clever fruit-growers

have done their best to succeed, and in the garden

where most extensive trials of Apricots took place

some years ago the examples of trained fruit

trees of all other kinds were of the best. The

suggestion by " Caledonicus " as to planting on

gable-ends might be of some use, but even if it

were, Cornwall is not, and especially Cornish

gardens are not, so rich in overhanging gables as

is East Anglia or other p.arts of England. The

fruit report's for this year bear me out, for no

report from south-west of Exeter has anything to

say about Apricots ; and, again, in Wales, where

the surrounding conditions are for the most part

similar to those in Cornwall, Apricots are barely

mentioned. So far as my knowledge goes. Apri-

cots do badly anywhere within easy reach of the

Atlmtic or the west coast of England.—Cornu-

MI3DIRE0TED ZEAL.

Tree-lifiixo and root-pruning are details in

fruit culture the value of which can hardly be

over-estimated, always provided the work is

rationally and well done. At the s.anie time it

is possible to overdo either the one or the other,

more harm than good not iinfrequently resulting

from the abuse of the practice. If the truth

could be arrived at, it would most probably be

found that there are large numbers of Apple

and Pear trees, more especially in various

parts of the country, tliat are not worthy of

the space they occupy, owing to their non-

recovery from the very severe shock of being

lifted to check strong growth and thereby

cause productiveness. In the garden under my
charge there are several fairly large old trees

that were wholly lifted about 20 years ago, and

which are only just regaining a moderate

amount of vigour. They have neither formed

good growth nor yielded crops of any value, and

have been retained in order to see what could

be done with these " wretched cripples." Had
they been kept closely pruned as in former

years, they never would have dona any good,

but by leaving the strongest of the lateral

growtli all over the principal branches, both

vigour and fruitfulness have been gradually

brought about. These trees were before being

operated on rooting strongly and deeply into

a strong clay subsoil, and many of the roots

sawn through must have been upwards of 4

iinches in circumference. Before I fully realised

the situation, I very nearly made as big a

blunder with some very fine old wall trees of

Pears. These also were more noted for the

amount of young wood they formed than for

the fruit pr.oduced, and in my zeal what we did

amounted very nearly to a case of kill or cure.

Before the leaves had lost their greenness

root-pruning w.as started upon, a deep circular

trench being cat 5 feet away from the stems of

each, and the soil gradually forked away till we
had worked to within 2 feet of the stems. Next,

undermining took place, and all deeprunning
roots found were cut cleanly through. As it

happened, there were few other than large,

deep-running roots, and few comp.aratively

young roots well furnished with fibres any-

where near the surface to take early possession

of the liberal quantity of fresh loamy com-

post substituted for the old soil. Now,
such severe treatment would not have been

blameworthy in the case of comparatively young
trees, but when large old specimens, say that

occupy a wall space 12 feet high and 18 feet

wide, are thus treated, there is no mistaking the

fact of this being an instance of misdirected

zeal. Those trees flagged badly soon after they

were operated upon, and although they broke

fairly well the following season, flagging again

took place whenever the weather was hot and

dry. Had they not been well supplied with

water at the roots and very frequently syringed

overhead, they must have nearly all come to

grief. As it was, one only failed, this tree,

though still alive, not forming any young shoots

more than 6 inches long, while the old wood
seems to get smaller instead of larger. All the

rest recovered well, and for the past six years

have rarely failed to bear heavy crops of excel-

lent fruit. Such large old trees, and any of

much the same age in the open, ought not to

be so roughly used at one time. The proper

course to pursue in all such cases is to extend

the work of lifting and root-pruning—and by
lifting, I mean the bringing up of many of the

most flexible of the deep running roots to much
nearer the surface—over a period of two, or,

better still, three seasons. If one half of the

tree's roots has to be very severely handlej,

not till these have formed abundance of root

fibres, the new soil being well occupied by
them, should the other half be similarly treated.

Whit is more conducive than anything else to

a fruitful habit of growth is the formation of

abundance of surface-roots, and these are more
likely to ba forthcoming when the check to the

tree is only moderately severe than when ex-

treme measures have been resorted to. What
applies to Apples and Pears is equally applicable

to Apricots, Peaches, Plums, and Cherries, none

of which should be more roughly handled than

can be avoided.

Young or comparatively young trees of

Peaches and Nectarines — any not exceeding ten

years of age coming under this c.itegory—are

less likely to be injured by being wholly lifted

at one time, but unless it is desirable to shift

any of these from one position to another,

I fail to see the wisdom of constmtly dis-

turbing them. Of the advisability of lift-

ing when it is found the principal roots

are deep running, there can be no two
opinions, partial or completely lifting not un-

frequently restoring trees to a healthy, produc-

tive state ; but when this has been done, where

is the sense in repeating the operation annually,

or even biennially I Yet this is what is done

in several good gardens that I could name. No
doubt trees thus often operated upon will

behave very similarly to Apples and Pears

grown on the Rivers' system of dwarfing and
root-pruning, their having a thicket of roots in

the immediate neighbourhood of the stems,

preventing a severe check being given, but all

this, notwithstanding, I maintain to be another

example of misdirected zeal. The change of

soil and the loosening of the same may be bene-

ficial, the latter in particular greatly facilitating

watering operations, but is there anyone pre-

pared to maintain that these much-lifted, much-
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root-rnined trees arc cajable of piocUiciiig sucli

heavy erops as do tlioso less often interfoicil

with :it the roots >. 1 have liad too many in-

stances to the contrary under my notice to

admit Iho wisdom of this treatment. Strong

JO nig trees do certainly bear all tlio better for

being severely root-pruned, this class of trees

Appearing to grow fo fast as to dislocate the

fruit, but in not a few cases severely root-prun-

ing even these has resulted in eventual loss.

]f the roots are, by good attention in the way
of watering and mulching, kept active near the

suiface, rank growth will give place to that

which is hardtr and more productive, and ser-

viceable trees soon re.'iult. It is not stunted

trees that all should strive to have, but rather

those of a more free-growing character, pro-

ductiveness following in due course if only the

knife is sparingly used. Trees with a good ex-

panse of wood and foliage nuist have plenty of

r.ctive roots, the nearer the surface the better,

to sustain them, or otherwise the crops will be

unsatisfactory. In the case of newly-lifted or

Ecverely root-pruned Peaches and Nectarines

under gla.ss. the fruit fails to attain its proper
size at the first swelling, and although subse-

c\U(Mit progress, owing to new roots having taken
possession of the fresh soil, may be more satis-

factory, full-sized or extra tine fruit is rarely

obtained. Doubtless exceptions to this rule

might be made in favour of very freely-thinned

crops, but with an ever-increasing demand for

choice fruit, few of us now-a-days canafford to

be content with light crops. I would on no ac-

count discourage the inexperienced in their

attempts to improve the character of the trees

they own or are in charge of, but the object of

this paper is to warn them against being over-

zealous. W. I.

PLUMS GROWING AGAINST WALLS.
Eeike Claude de Bavay is a fine late Plum.
It is a good grower and a free cropper. The
fruit is very large, after the style of Kirke's,

only it is green instead of blue-purple. It is a

grcd September and eavly October dessert Plum.
Tl.e best results are secured from trees growing
on walls having south and west aspects. Thus
grown the flavour is greatly improved.

In Blue Iruperatrice we have a good October
cooking and desseit Plum. Tlje fruit attains ;to a
good size when grown under favourable conditions
iind a judicious manipulation of the young growth
I'uring the summer and autumn months, esf eci-

ally the months of May and June, as more is done
ihtnby following a skilful course of disbudding
and pinchirg of the yourg growths than is accom-
plished by judicious autumn and winter pruning

;

still, both operations are necessary to maintain the
trees in the condition indicated. The summer and
autumn pinching, thinning, and shortening back
of the shoots promote the formation and consoli-
dation of fruit-buds, without a pretty plentiful
supply of which a good crop of fruit carnot
reasonably be looked for. Diamond is a fine dark
purple Plum, large and handsome in appearance,
and excellent in every way for cooking. It
irakes a fine preserve. Moreover, the tree is a
good grower ard a free bearer, ripening its fruit
towards the end of .Vugust and early in September.
A dish of this Plum staged by the writer at
Earl's Court the end of last August was accorded
premier position in a good competition. Sultan
is another fir>t-rate kitchen Plum. The fruit is

very large, globular in shape, and of a reddish-
purple colour. The tree is a strong grower and a
good cropper, and should find a place in every
collection. Grand Duke is a fine late Plum of
recent introduction, ripening its large, oval-shaped
purple fruit late in September. The quality of
the fruit when ripened on a west wall is such as
to render it fit for table use as well as for kitchen
purposes. This variety is sate to become popular

in gnrdens as it becomes bilttr known. Other
gooil new vaiicties are Monarch, Archduke, lielgian

Purple, and The Czar. H. W. Wahd.

BELLE DE FONTENAV RASPBERRY.
It is nearly twenty years since I received a few
dozen canes of the above excellent autumn-
bearing Raspberry from a g;irdeniug fiiend tlicn

living in the neighbourhood of Christchurch,

Hants, and during the time that has elapsed

since then I have secured fairly good supplies of

lino fruit daily throughout the autumn until

the frost .stopped them. The 5*^ of frost which
we had here on the night of September 17 did

not in the least interfere with the crop, as we
have been gathering large bright red well-

flavoured fruits for dessert every day since, and
the canes are still (October 8) well furnislied

with fruit in various stages of development.
Belle de Fontenay, unlike the summer-bearing
Raspberry, bears on the wood of the current

year's making. When I obtained my canes I

planted them in ground which had been trenched
between 2 feet and 3 feet deep, a liberal dress-

ing of well-rotted manure having been incorpo-

rated with the soil in the process of trenching.

Having only had enough canes to make one
row, I put them at 12 inches in the row, making
the soil moderately firm about them in plant-

ing, which was done late in November. To-
wards the end of the following February the
canes were cut down to within a couple of

inches of the ground, and as soon as the young
grow'ths pushed away from the old stools they
were thinned out to inches in the row, the
thinnings being transplanted in adjoining rows
4 feet apart and at 1 foot in the rows. The
earth was pressed well about the roots with the

hands, water given to settle the soil about
them, and afterwards a Spruce bough stuck in

front of each plant as a protection from the sun
until the roots had pushed into the soil, when
the shade was dispensed with. A surface-dress-

ing of short manure to the thickness of about
2 inches was laid on between the rows and
plants. The chief points to be observed in the

successful culture of both summer and autumn-
bearing Raspberries are to keep the young
growths thinned out to at least inches in the
row (9 inches will be none too much if that

space can be afforded them, all superfluous

growths being cither pulled up or cut ofl" to the
ground-line), and to keep the plants well sup-

plied with water at the roots during hot, dry
weather. It is al.so essential to success that the
growths which are retained to produce ripe

fruit from the middle or end of August until

cut down by autumn frost.s should not experi-

ence any previous check, and that plenty of

light and air should reach them for the purpose
of consolidating and maturing the wood.

H. W. Wakd.

Plums.—" Y. A. H." will have seen that I made
some res^ervation in writing of Plums on north
walls. It was only extensive and indiscriminate
planting and the occupation of space that might
be better emploved that I condemned. I know well

that tliereare a few kinds, JelTerson being amongst
them, that will do well in such positions in soiue,

but not all, gardens, and it would be well to prove
their adaptability before planting too extensively.

For instance, here the Washington Plum on a north
wall was a mere bag of water, while Peine Claude
de Bavay never ripened at all. In tlie open and on
a south wall the former is very fine and good,
while the latter on a south wall is quite our latest

Plum— late enough for all practical purposes. I

notice that "Y. A. H." speaks of Jefferson as

doing well as a bush in the ojien, and I agree with

that, as it is hete our mcst useful dessert I'lum,

.'.i.d we grow it for successive crops on walls of
Muith and east aspects, as well as on bush trees.

I should like to hear, however, whether trees on
tHuth walls produce later fruit than those frrm
the bush trees. In our ca.'^c they ripened at the
same time,and those from the bitshcs were the best
Ihivourcd. To show that the diirercnce in flavour

of fruit taken from walls of north and south
aspects was not a matter of cultivation, I may say
that trees of the best kinds of Plums were planted
directly opposite each other on opposite sides of a
wall running about E.N.E. and W.S.W. ; they were
treated alike, and those on the south side gave
grand fruit, while the others were quite inferior

and very rarely lit for dessert.— J. C. T'ALLACK.

Bush Plum trees- For the first time in a
dozen years I have a crop on a few trees growing
here as free bushes. The sort* are Victoria,

Bryanston Green Gage and Dymond. In former
3 ears the bullfinches and sparrows have been
troublesome, eating all the buds, but this year
they escaped, and as the wall trees almost failed,

the crop on the bushes came in very useful. In
consequence of past experience, I could not re-

commend Plum-growing on bushes in preference
to walls. My favourite wall aspect is cast for

this crop.—E. M.

APPLES FOR ORNAMENT.
I HAVE more than orce referred to this subject,
and quite agree with all that has been said in its

favour, and wherever I have had an opportunity I

have acted upon it. There is really no place too
small for a good-sized Apple tree. From the palace
to the cottage there is scope for Apple tree plant-
ng merely for the sake of ornament. No cottages
are so pleasing to the traveller as those with Apple
and Cherry trees shading the entrance and whose
gable ends are covered with Apricot or Pear trees.

Such sights are more common in the far-away
country districts than near the great centres of
population. Let the cottager continue to plant
his Codlins and Blenheims, the former for early
bearing, and the latter for the future.

Whilst thinking over the matter as to suitable
varietie.^, especially as regards beautiful coloured
fruit, the following list has occurred tome as being
worth planting for ornamental purposes as well as
for the fruit : Blenheim Orange, Peasgood's Non-
such, Bismarck, Worcester Pearmain, Beauty of

Bath, Wellington, Norfolk Beaufin, Court Pendu
Plat, Gascoyne's Scarlet, Hollandbury, King of the
Pippins (I should plant this because, though its

fruit may not be highly coloured, the tree is of rapid
and free growth and bears so freely and will

always pays its way). Lady Sudeley, Lord Burgh-
ley, Fearn's Pippin, Nanny (a bright coloured
Sussex Apple), Prince Albert, Yorkshire Beauty.
The above list includes several Apples of recent
introduction, about the growth of which mere
experience is required before anyone plants

largely, as for ornamental purposes we want free

and vigorous growth. A stunted Thorn may
pass muster, but a sickly, cankered Apple
would have to be removed. Some of the large-

growing Apple trees, such as the Blenheim, Peas-

good's, the VVellington, Beaufins, and others, might
be planted round the margins of the home planta-

tions, or even to a limited extent might take the
place of some of the Thorns in the park or in the
dressed grounds which surround the mansion.
Only in planting have the site properly prepared,
so that the trees may have a chance of growing
away freely from the first. Some protection shoulil

be given to the stems for a few years. In the

park or open grounds, cattle and sheep would
soon destroy them unless protected, and in the

enclosures hares and rabbits are also very de-

structive. Wire netting would sulUce against

ground game and sheep, but where cattle have
access, something more substantial will be re-

cessaiy. My idea is that for purposes of orna-

ment, only tall standards grafted on the Crab
and capable of developing a large head should
be planted. I am sure anyone who has the
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means of planting suc'.i trees will only have to
think the matter over a little to see how much
beauty and usefulness may be created thereby at

a very small expen-e. It is perfectly true the
result may not be seen at once. Like many other
g)3d and desirable things, io must be waited for ;

but of one thing we may be certain, that Apples
planted within the friendly shelter of the home
plantations or as a foreground to some of the
groups of trees in the park, will, in consequence
of their sheltered position, bear better crops of

fruit than can bs obtained from the trees planted in

straight lines in an exposed orchard. Therefore,
those who have utilitarian views may do worse
than plant Apple trees. E. H.

SHORT NOTES.—FRUIT.

Apple Nelson's Glory.—I t;atherod the other
day three specimens of this Apple. The weight
an I eircumfereuce of each were ;r-5 follows: No.
1, weight 12^ ozs., circumference ll.]j inches; No. 2,

weight 13 ozs., circumference 12^ inches; No. 3,weight
13.V ozs., circumference 13 inches.—E., Sunninghilt,
Berks.

Stra'wrberry La Grosse Suerae.—This kind
13 valued by many for forcinj*, and after this is done it

would appear t:) be one of the best of all to plant out
for late summer and autumn fruiting. When at

fiuuton recently, Mr. Allan informed me that thronLj:h

August he was gathering fruits in quantity weighing
from a quarter of an ounce up to an ounce, and even
in the third week in September there was quite a
crop of ripe fruits visible. This kind was altogether
finer in truit and more profuse and constant than
Vicomtesse Heric.irt de Thury treated in the same way.
—A. H.

Rose Garden.

A CHAT ABOUT ROSES.

Spring and autumn are the two seasons when
there is much work to be done among the

Roses, and very much depends upon how and
when such work is carried out. Late blooms
are very plentiful and pleasing this season, some
varieties being literally covered with fairly good
blossoms at the time of writing (October 3).

Marie van Houtte, Madante Larabard, Anna
Olivier, and Sunset are the best among the

Teas with me at present ; W. A. Richardson
and Celine Forestier among the Noisettes,

with General Jacqueminot, Victor Hugo, and
Gloire de Margottin from the Hybrid Perpetual

section running them rather liard for freedom
and quality. Among the finest of all autumn
Roses are the Chinas and Souvenir de la Mal-
maison (LSourbon). Season after sea.son these

are among the very liest for late flowering.

While upon late flowers, what a vast difference it

makes which stock the plants are growing on.

My "Generals" on the Manetti are quite leafless

and ripe, those on the seedling Brier being still

in foliage and flower. And how exquisitely

sweet some of these autumn blooms are, with

the deepest and most intense shades of colour

and delicate perfume. Le Havre and A. K.
Williams have been giving me some grand
flowers recently, and, with the dark maroon
found in Abel Carriere and Victor Hugo, have
greatly enhanced the pleasing qualities of the
Teas and Noisettes. The darkest Roses are

always superb in autumn, as the sun does not

burn them and produce the dull shading over
their purple, scarlet, and maroon shades in the

same way that many summer blooms are spoilt.

Besides, they last fully twice as long. The
Brier stock continues in growth longer than the

Manetti, and this is very suitable for autumn
blooming ; in fact, very few autumn flowers are

found upon the Manetti during tlie first two
seasons. After this, and when tlie plants are

more upon their own roots, those upon the
Minetti will frequently produce some good late

blossoms. I have a bed of plants tlrat were
set up together some ten years ago. These were
the cullings or leavings from other beds during
transplanting. Each season some of the bast

are lifted out and their places filled with other
cullings. After the second year all of them are

on their own roots to a great extent, and
then produce some splendid late blooms.
Planted deeply, and being virtually upon their

own roots, these plants send up shoots from
their base late in the summer, and generally

produce a fine flower. I have frequently been
surprised at the way many of these continue to

grow and bloom long after the same varieties on
maiden plants have ceased and are practically

ripened ott'.

Budded stocks are looking particularly well
;

I have seldom seen them better. On the Ma-
netti, Brier, and standard stocks they are al-

ready putting on the ripe and red colour that

indicates that they ai'e well set, healthy, and
ready to stand any ordinary winter. Speaking
of my own buds, I have seldom had a better

take ; nor have I heard of complaints from
others. With the exception of a few varieties

of Teas, Bourbons, and Hybrid Perpetuals,

that are naturally late growing, the bulk of

the plants in my neighbourhood are commenc-
ing to ripen satisfactorily. All of those on the

Manetti, and many on the seedling and cutting

Brier stocks, are already fit for transplanting.

After the wet weather we have had, these will

lift well and lo.se very few of their fibrous roots.

The sooner planting is done the Ijetter, except

with those still in growth. I have invariably

had better results from plants that were lifted

early. Of course, much depends upon the

class of soil you are planting in. When freshly

dug it should not be trodden upon too soon
after wet weather, or it becomes pasty and hard,

especially around the roots of the plants where
it has been trodden a little to set the soil about
their roots. Nor would I plant very heavy
and stifl" land early. Tills is much best if

thrown up to the winter frosts until February,
so as to get it more pulverised and in better

condition for the roots.

While upon this point, let me once more re-

commend that more care be taken as to what
class of manure is used. Always use light ma-
nures for stift' land and the reverse for light

land of a porous nature. With a little atten-

tion to this detail, Roses will grow anywhere.
Heavy manures are usually recommended for

Roses, but due care sliould be taken to apply

them more or less according to the staple of your
soil in a natural state. A middle course is much
the best for Roses, i c, neither extreme in light

or stift' soil, nor yet a very rich or poor compost.

It is so generally imagined that the Rose reijuires

an exceedingly rich compost, that more often

than not they are overfed, and with le.ss satis-

factory results than if they had been treated as

ordinary flowering shrubs. It will pay to give

the Rose more generous treatment than you
would accord such flowering shrubs as Deutzias,

Spine.as, Weigelas, &c., but avoid going to ex-

tremes. This only encourages late growth

—

generally far too late to be of full service. It

is late, because the plants cannot grow well

until the coarser part of the manurial strength

is expended. Nor do I advise the use of ma-
nures at the time of planting any stocks for

Roses. Ordinary soil will grow the stocks

quite strong enough, and I am convinced that

the buds will unite to the stock better when
the growth is not .so vigorous, as we often see

the Manetti grown. All of this growth is prac-

tically wasted, as it is cut away again in the

spring when pruning. The necessarily strong
and somewhat coarse body of roots made by
stocks when so grown is of little value, and
only serves to produce a coarse and often sappy
maiden growth. Fork in some well-decayed
manure among the budded stocks during the
pre.sent time, and so secure that what nourish-
ment is taken from the soil goes direct to the

benefit of the Rose, or, better still, lift all

maidens and plant in well-prepared soil. Per-
sonally, I do not like strong and " fat ''-grown

maiden Roses. The wood does not mature, nor
do they usuallj turn out so satisfactory as

smaller and better finished plants.

No time ought to be lost in planting out
hedge Briers for standard or half- standard
Rose.s. These will strike root well now, and
the earlier they are planted the less gaps will

there be among them. Trim the roots ofl' close,

much closer than is generally the case, and
plant about 9 inches deep. After the stock

has been successfully converted into a Rosa
they .should be lifted, any suckers cut off,

and be replanted in better soil, and not
deeper than 4 inches. Planted deeper in the
first case, they will strike root more freely,

but after this, such deep planting greatly en-

courages suckers, and is not so suitable for

these stocks. I would not plant out Manetti,
nor struck Brier stocks yet. These are pro-

pagated on much the same lines as Currants,

Gooseberries, &c., and are planted deep in the
soil. During the past summer the bark of these

must necessarily have become somewhat more
tender than if it had remained fully exposed to

the air ; therefore, I would leave the trans-

planting of Manetti and cutting Brier stocks

until the spring. They are much safer where
they are. Although very hardy and seldom
killed by frost, their bark is not so able to

resist severe weather as if it had not been
partially bleached by being covered with soil

for fully twelve months. This is the best time
of all for striking a few of these useful stocks,

also the De la Grefferaie, Polyantha, and in fact

any strong-growing varieties that may be wanted
for stocks or as Roses on their own roots.

Where the more vigorous of the Hybrid Per-
petuals and Teas are cultivated as climbers or
as pegged-down Roses, there is no time to lose

in securing the strong shoots from rough winds.
In the case of dwarfs in the open, it is a good
plan to drive in a stout stake and secure
several branches to this. Care must be taken,
howevei', not to tie them too loosely nor too
tightly. If too loose, they will sway about and
rub one another, and chafe against the tying
material. On walls or fences, I would jirefer

to nail them in their places at once, trimming
out the older wood as the work progressed. A.

few words must be given to pot plants, as there
is much to do in this department at present.

Unless I was favoured with an exceptionally
sheltered position, I would house all pot Roses
as far as possible. An old frame, pit, or quite
a cool house will answer the purpose admirably.
Let them still have all the air possible, except
those that you intend to force on at once. This I

have already treated upon in a previous article,

so will merely say here that the excessive wet
from autumn rains at the roots of pot Roses
does not conduce to so efficient a ripening as is

desirable. Therefore I would from now on-
wards have them in such a position that a slight

shelter could be afl'orded if necessary. See that
their drainage is in proper order, and by no
means allow the roots to get too dry. The roots

of all pot Roses will commence new growth al-

most as soon as they are afl'orded this slight

attention, and I need not dwell upon the very
injurious efl'ects of constantly crippling or
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checking sucli root action. Pot iilants will move

on into a wanner structure with far greater ail-

\antage than if started direct from the open

air, and, as a ^'cncral rule, the more steadily they

are grown, jiarticularly during the early stages

of forcing, the better results will bo secured,

lioth Hybrid Perpetuals and Teas maybe potted

at once if lifted from the open ground, but 1

MUich prefer (ilants that were worked (either

budded or grafted) in pots from the tirst. In

the latter ca.se, every inch of sound wood is re-

tained in all its value ; but plants lifted from

the open are certain to lose a portion of theii

wood . I w ill close these notes with a brief allu-

.'-ion to the p.ist season. Tnall ways I think the

Rose year of 18!"2 may be looked upon a.'s

having bee.i of (|uite average quality. Almost

all lujses have been good as a whole, and we
have liad a fairly good season for the more de-

licate petalled Teas, and been favoured with

some most intense colours among the deep red

and velvet Hybrid Perpetuals. While not such

a typical Rcse season as the .lubilee year, IS'.tli

is in my estimation as good as any we have had

since 1887. RinuEWoou.

TEA ROSES.

TiiiniK could be no bolter evidence that these are

becoming more popular every year than that

MiYorded by the interesting article by Mr, C. J.

Grabame on p. ;iI8. It has taken a long time to

r.%ise Tea Hoses into popular estimation. Even
those who made a specialty of them and grew
them for sale actually, perhaps unconsciously,

checked their advance in Ihis direction. For ex-

.ample, in Rose catalogues of less than a decade
ago I read such remarks as these ^ " Tea Roses are

so tender that they cannot be properly grown in

the open air. They must have winter protection.

Only under glass are their flowers properly de-

veloped or brought to full perfection of form and
colour, &c." Now it is quite different, and we .are

making rapid strides along the path of progress,

thanks chiefly to accessions to the ranks of rosa-

rians of men who think and work out new ideas,

A trade grower, reputed for his Tea Roses, de-

clares in his catalogue that they .are hardy and
need no protection. When first he made that de-

claration and his catalogue had been distributed,

tliere came to him a letter from a distinguished
amateur Rose grower accusing him of misleading
the public. Sites and localities, of course, deter-

mine a great deal, but still I believe a certain

amount of doirbt exists, especially among ama-
teurs, and doubtless Tea Roses are prottcted in

places where they do not need prottction. I tuust

confess to having felt something of the sort my-
self till proof beyond doubt was forthcoming that
in my case 2C^ of frost and even a little more did
no leal harm, and since then winter has not given
rise to anxieties about the Tea Roses in their pre-

sent situation. If others will make all possible
provision for the speedy draining away of heavy
winter rains and will not m.anure excessively, they
will find that these details of culture promote the
hardiness of the plants to a considerable degree.

It is true th.at some varieties have not the
staudna of the Hybrid Perpetuals, as Mr. Grahame
remarks, but there are many weak kinds among
Ihis latter section, and there are a goodly number
of Teas as strong-growing ,as the majority of Hy-
brid Perpetuals. I cannot help thinking that Mr.
Grahame writes to some extent from an exhibitor's
standpoint. He confesses to preference for the
finer-flowered, that is, the full double Teas, and
further advocates half- stand.ards as the best
method of growing them. This may be so. I be-
lieve it is so with exhibitors, as some of the finest

Tea Rose blooms I ever saw were upon standard
plants. But for profusion of bloom and for garden
effect dwarf plants are not to be beaten. I can
assure Mr. Grahame that the majority of Tea
Koses with me, though bard pruned every year,
carry their flowers as high upon shoots jiropor-

tionatcly as strong and keep tbcm as clean and

free from splashing .as do the Hjbrid Perpetu.als.

When the i>hintsare established from their secoird

year onwards they do throw out strong wood, and
the only single exception that 1 have found to this

among till the best Tea Roses is Primrose Dame.
It (lowers profusely every year, liut I have never

mrn.aged to induce vigour. Dwarf plants groupfd

protect one another from sjilasbing, and if they

ire not grown so closely, then a better and more
artistic remedy than elevating the bushes is to

carpet the ground beneath them. The merits of

this 1 have on several occasions set forth in these

ooluurns. What we grow Hoses for, however, must
always decide this point. It is possible to add
considerably to the list of kinds Mr. Grahame
j;ives. There are numbers pretty in the bud state

ind most reliable, especially in unfavourable sea-

sons, as they open their flowers more readily.

I'here are one or two kinds, however, that I

would particularly recommend to Mr. Grahame
and all who love Tea Ro-cs. They should not be

breeze. It always opens well, and is second to

none for profu.se and persistent blooming. Of its

exhibition qu.alities 1 cannot speak, as I never

disbud, liut I tbink, grown for that ]iurpose, it

would throw some fine flowers. Dr. Grill was
raised by Bonnairc, a raiser, by the way, who has

not given us many striking kinds, and perhaps to

this and to the fact that sevtr.al other fine Roses,

such as Ethel Brownlow, Luciole, and Princess

Beatrice, were put in commerce at the same time,

we mayattributc the reason of its f.ailing to attract

gener.al attention. It should now be olitainable in

English nurseries. I supplied buds for budding to

two trade growers. Mme. Charles I should include

among the best dozen, and th<at surely is good

testimony of its worth. It is not new, but it cer-

tairdy is neglected. One of our largest and best

groups is one of this kind, consisting of twenty-

five plants. It is really surprising what a large

collection of Tea Roses can be grown even ill a

comparatively small garden by massing each kind

closely in a simple natural group. No other Roses

lend themselves to this form

of arrangement quite so

readily or are so lastingly

pretty as the Teas, and next

to them the Monthlies.

A. H.

Tea Rose Marie van Houtte.

omitted from the most exclusive selections. The

first is Dr. Grill. I cannot understand why this

Rose has been overlooked. A coloured plate of it

appeared in The Gahden for Janimry IS, IsflO,

and at the time of its publication the Rose was

unknown by most of our leading trade growers.

The notes that accompanied the plate were written

upon one season's experience of the kind, and there

is not the slightest need to qualify anything there

said in its praise. Something m.ay be added,

however. In the first place it makes a splendid

group, and although I have a border of the best

Hybrid Perpetuals, not a kind in it is quite so

vigorous as Dr. Grill ; it has such strong shoots,

arid the bushes are over a yard high. To ade-

quately elescribe its many-tinted flowers is no easy

m.atter. Lastlv, its fragrance altogether surpasses

that of Mme. "de Watteville and others. I have

been able to distinctly appreciate it some yards

away from the group borne upon the air in a gentle

TEA ROSE MARIE
VAN HOUTTE.

This is one of those Roses

that everyone must grow

and that nobody can ever

fan to admire. Exquisite

in form and cedour, vigor-

ous in growth, hardly

less free-flowering than the

common China, this Rose

is invaluable tei every rosa-

rian. For exhibition, for

brttton-holes, for bouquets,

for general cut- flower pur-

poses, or for making a

display in the garden (see

illustration) it is alike

admirable, and the plant

thrives well whether grown
on dwarf Brier stocks in

the open, as a climber on

a wall, or as a standard.

The so-called Rosa Poly-

antha, which in reality is

nothing more nor less than

Rosa multitlora, also makes

an excellent stock for Marie

van Houtte, which grows

and flourishes upon it es-

peciiiily well in very light

and sandy .soils. Marie

van Houtte was the first

Tea-scented Rose sent out

by the late M. Ducher,

of Lyons, having been first distributed in

1871, and, as is so often the case, has not

yet been surpassed by any subsequent produc-

tions of the firm, although these have included

such beautiful varieties as Amazoue, Anna

Olivier, and Bouquet el'Or(all sent out in 1872),

Jean Ducher (1^7'4), and Innocente Pirola

(1878). Considering the length of time that

Marie van Houtte has been in general cultiva-

tion, it is, perhaps, surprising that there should

not have been raised more varieties following

it in habit and character. The colouring of

the flowers is so exquisite in its combination

of lemon, yellow, and peach, and the beauty of

the plant itself is such, that it would have been

thought probable that raisers would have made

every effort to obtain freun it other varieties

of similar habit and with distinctly-margined
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flowers of dift'ereut shades ; but whether the
attempt has been made or not, there has not
yet been raised any Tea-scented Rose with dis-

tinctly-margined flowers whose sum of good
qualities at all approaches that of the best of

all the Maries, so in the meanwhile her many
admirers will continue to worship undisturbed
at the shrine of Mario van Houtte. G.

THE LEADING EXHIBITION ROSES.

From an analysis I lately made out of the Roses
which took the most prominent positions at Rose
shows this year (in regard to the medals and first

prizes won by individual varieties thereat), I found
1 hat nearly all such prizes were won by Roses we
have had in cultivation for a considerable period

of time. One Rose made the exception necessary
to prove the otherwise invariable rule, viz., the
new Rose Gustavo Piganeau. My analysis has
been confirmed in some respects by another of a
different character which Mr. Edward Mawley, the
secretary of our National Rose Society, has just

issued, and which gives the number of positions

taken by the various Roses of note in the prize

boxes at our society's metropolitan exhibitions

this year, and the average for seven years past.

The two analyses can hardly be adjusted, as mine
is made out solely from the Roses which took the
first positions and medals. I did not confine my-
self to one exhibition, but investigated the results

of some sixteen Rose meetings. Mr. Mawley's
analysis is of the N.R.S. metropolitan exhibition

alone, and takes into account the first, second,
third, and fourth prizes given. My figures came
out with the following results : thirty-three Roses
obtained medals and first prizes, against others of

similar colour H.P. or Tea, for their special varie-

ties, or as being the most distinguished Rose at
certain shows, and of these thirty-three Roses
the following came out first in regard to the
number of times they obtained these recognitions
from the judges :

—
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tiums are nnt to be despised. In a town parden

virible fnim the street, I annually admire a

pretty feature. A blank wall is cluthed en-

tirely with one variety of Nasturtium having

dark leaves and lich erimson-scailet flowers of

glowing brilliancy. The old Canary Creeper

is delightful always. 1 never saw such quan-

tities of it as 1 recently did in Norfolk cottage

gardens, where the cottagers had made sum-

mer hedges and screens. With me it adapts itself

to peculiar circumstances by climbing up the face of

a high liox hedge and hanging in graceful festoons

of flower. Nasturtiums were tried for the same
purpose, but they failed, as they grew into the

hedge and disappeared entirely, as the hedge is

thick and wide.
Sweet I'cas, of course, are indispensable, how-

ever few annuals are grown. Their value for cut-

ting is equal to that for ornament, and they should

be grown in gardens great or small. But it is

among the dwarfer things that we find so many
serviceable for adorning the garden and filling

beds and borders. Stocks and Asters are so well

known anil generally appreciated, that it is necd-

les.s to say much conceining them here, beyond re-

marking upon the wisdom of our nurserymen in

supplying particular types and strains so true to

colour and name. For example, I grow a lovely

Slock called Mauve Beauty. 1 have never seen any-

thing else like it in colour among Stocks, and every

year it comes true, the only variation being in the

percentage of single- flowered plants. There are

many others equally as good. Among Asters it

seemed as if pei lection was reached, but now we
have another welcome break in the Comet strain,

with flowers more nearly approaching Japanese
Chry.santhemums, and therefore likely to be much
appreciated.

Zinnias are perhaps not quite so popular as they
deserve to be. 1 would strongly recommend them to

those who want a bright bed during summer and
autumn. They appear to want rather more warmth
in spring than the preceding things ; at least, such
is my experience. After pricking off into boxes
this year, the plants were kept in gentle heat till

well established, then hardened off, and they made
good plants, whilst the flowers have never been
finer tuan this year. They want good soil and plenty
of room, and then they will furnish any q\)antity

of flowers. These, too, are now offered in distinct

colours. Petunias, especially single - floweied
strains, are of great value to the flower gardener

;

thev are so profuse, lasting, and constant, espe-
cially upon light, hot soils and during dry seasons.
I generally favour self colours, but a bed of a good
striped strain seen on a sunny day and in full

blossom commands admiration. Verbenasare veiy
charming when treated as annuals. They come
absolutely true to colour, and there is no difficulty

in securing a large and healihy stock. It is very
seldom that disease appears among the seedlings,
and thus we can enjoy the flower and not concern
ourselves about its perpetuation during the most
trying time of the year. For the flower garden
seedling strains answer all the purposes for which
the named kinds of old used to be grown. Love-
lies-bleeding is a magnificent plant for large beds
and borders, producing a fine effect. If allowed
room it develops into considerable size, and lasts
far on into the autumn. Phlox Drummondi can-
not be too highly praised, especially the grandi-
flora strain in self colours. A very fine ciimson
kind planted this year as a band around two large
beds of Marguerite Daisies has lasted in flower the
longest, and now looks much the brightest. It is
also very good for cutting. The same may be said
of the Sweet Scabious, which is a lc%-ely flower and
very fragrant. The flowers with their long stalks
arrange well and prettily and the colours are vari-
able, but showy, being mostly of one shade.
Hitherto I have always grown this in mixture, but,
struck by the richness of some of the dark kinds
and the soft salmon-pink shade of others, I intend
to have beds of one kind, a^ seed in separate
colours can now be obtained. It is deligbttul to
pass by or stand near a bed of Sweet Scabious on
a sunny day when the air is full of their odour.
Lir.um grandiflorum rubrum will make a bed of

the richest crimson at small cost and with little

labour. It is to a certain extent a line weather

flower as it opens fully only on tine days, but, sstn

in the sun either close by or at a distance, its shin-

ing biilliancy is fully appreciated. Everlasting

Flowers (Heiichrysums), too, must be seen on a

bright day to enjoy them, when their flowers open

to the sun and the breeze causes a gentle rustling

among tliem. In rich ground they arc apt to grow
tall and ungainly, but dwarfer strains are being

olVereil which jjossess all the free-flowering and
other good qualities of theolder types. Sphenogyne
speciosa has been tried this year for the first time

in beds by itself, and it proves to be one of the very

best of dwarf annuals. It requires some patienese

to sow it, for the seed is almost like wool. It is

sure to come up too thickly, and must be freely

thinned, for the habit of the plant is dense, com-

pact, but spreadirg. In leaf alone it is elegant,

making a cushion of finely-cut grey-green foliage

about ',) inches high, and for three months two beds

have been gay with abundance of bloom, while

buds are still showing. The flowers are nearly 2

inches across, and borne singly on slender stalks.

They are mostly of an orange-yellow colour witli a

circular black bard around the inner base cf the

petals next the disc, which is also dark. It varies

slightly, however, some few plants having flowers

of a lemon yellow colour and others are minus the

dark band. It is certainly an annual whose meiits

cannot be too widely made known. Its flowers

only open, however, in sunshine, and therefore a

sunny spot must be chosen. Annual Lupines are

numerous and good, especially L. nanus, which is

very constant and profuse, continually branching

and sending up successional flower-spikes. Its blue

and white flowers are exceedingly pretty and the

spikes would be charming for cutting, but the

scent of the flowers is peculiar and rather offen-

sive.

Under the name of L. ranus albo-coccineus, I

purchased a p cket of seed this year, thinking it

was what the name implied it to be. It proved,

however, to be of a decidedly different type from

the blue and white nanus, and in habit more nearly

resembles L. mutabilis. It is dwarf, however, and

does not grow so high as the oiigiLal nanus. Its

habit is very busby and spreading, and it blooms

continuously, the flowers being first white, passing

to rose. It is a charming little Lupine, but I should

like it better it it had the growth acd characteris-

tics of the blue nanus. Its leaves are of a yellow-

ish-green hue, and do not in consequence contribute

so much to the beauty of the flowers as the greener

leaves of the other kind. Hibiscus africanus

major, another annual tried this season, was a con-

spicuous failure, but fortunately placed where not

much seen. It looked well when growing, with its

deep dark green leaves, and the first blossom which

openeel aroused anticipations that were never

realised. It was of a lovely pale primrose-yellow,

large and open, clustering in the axil of the leaf,

antl displaying a rich velvet-looking crimson stain

on the inner base of the petals. The flowers

appeared to open in the early morning, and lasted

but a short time. I visited the bed on many
occasions, but never saw a score of flowers out at

one time. If the flowers appeared in number at

any one time, it would be a splendid thing and
quite first-rate among annua's. Godetias are

rather disappointing, chiefly in their colours, which
have too much of the dull purple or magenta about

them. We want clear, bright, distinct coloured

kinds as good as the Duchess of Albany, which is

so pure in colour, free and continuous in bloom,

and decidedly the best kind in existence. Coreop-

sis tinctoria, although rather tall, makes a fine bed

and a showy ma«s of brown and yellow. If tall,

however, it is .self-supporting when placed where
not exposcel to strong winds. The variety atrrsan-

guinea is very rich in colour. C. Drummondi, al-

though dwarfer, is rather straggling, and does not

make quite such a pretty mass, but its flow^ers

individually are larger and borne singly on long

stalks. Those here mentioned by no means lejire-

sent all the annuals suitable for the flower garden.

They are simply those that I have used arid found

satisfactory, and whirh have enabled me to con-

siderably reduce the stock of plants needing
winter care and [irotection. Moreover, justice can
hardly be done in one garden to the many good
annuals, unless it be of immense area and planted

or sown solely with them. A. H.

THE CARNATION AND PICOTEE.

We have been workirg amongst the CarnatioDB,

taking off the layers princijially and potting them
up for the winter'. The work, will be continued

until the out-of-door plar.ts have been planted

where they are to flower next year. The best time

to plant is of some importance. In the north of

England the growers seldom grow Carnations in

flower-pots. They fjlant them out in the open gar-

den well exposed to the weather, and one of the

best growers— a gofd florist and aninlelligert gar-

dener—told me he liked to plant out bis Carnations

early in November. Another good grower, and
one of my own pupils, Mr. Robert Elliot, of Har-

bottle Castle, near Rothbury, who lives in one of

the wettest and coldest districts of Northumber-
land, told me that he liked to get his plants out in

September, and thus ensure their being frdrly well

establishecl before winter sets in with undue se-

verity. I have always thought that there is a

great deal in this, because the frosts with alternate

thaws have a tendency to throw the plants out of

the ground. We can seldom find an opportunity

to get our plants out before November, anti they

generally do well. The best lot of plants we ever

had were grown on a very exposed piece of ground

during the present season, and they were not

planted out until the second week in November
last year. We shall certainly not be able to get

our plants out until the last week in October cr

ear-ly in Novcruber this year. Some gardeners may
say. Why plant them out so late as this ? Would
it not be better to plant the layers closely together

in frames for the winter and plant them out in the

spring where they are to flower 1 My experience

leads me to say emphatically, no. You may trans-

plant Carnations as much as you like in the early

or late autumn, well into November-, in fact ; but

if any freedom is taken with them in spring, it is

very seldom that they do well until they have had
a season to recover themselves. I found this out

when I was an urder-gardener in Scotland some
forty years ago. At that time I was a mere lad,

but the Pansy, the Pink and the Carnation weie

my favourites. I go in for autumn planting, even

if it is late in the season. I need not say that the

Carnation likes good deep soil m^de rich by work-

ing in decayed stable manure and some leaf-mould

with sand and mortar rubbish if the loam is what
may be termed heavy. Presstheplantsin quite firmly.

This is, I am sure, one essential to successful culture.

I thought our plants were not put in quite so firmly

as they ought to have been last winter, and a man
went over them again, treading the ground in quite

firmly close to the plants. They had to be pressed

in after this two or three times, at least a few of

them which were loosened and throw-n out by the

frosts. The seedlings make a brave show this

year. The plants were attacked by the maggot in

the spring wdien first planted out, but by persistent

hunting of them every day, they were prevented

fr-om doing damage, and the plants are now clean

and very healthy. They have been kept quite free

from weeds, and good soil in which they are planted

has done the rest. The seeds have been a long

time in ripening this year and the pods are few in

number, and many of them contain few or no

seeds. The last seed-pods were not gathered until

the second week in October. Growers for exhibi-

tion will not need to be told that they must grow
a selection of the best plants of the best varieties

in pots. As I write these lines we are putting

our layers in ;'>-inch flower-pots, two plants in

one pot unless the plants are very large, when one

plant only is grown in a flower-pot. The plants

are arranged carefully in frames on a hard bottom

of coal ashes. I have never used ashes from coke

for this purpose, but I have beeir told that they

are injurious to the plants; therefore, it would be

safer not to use this material. We use cocoa-fibre

refuse, and sometimes spent tan after it has been
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reduced to a fine powder by being used in the
forcing houses as a healing medium. The plants
are placed close to the glass, and the glass lights,

though kept close for a few days until the plants

become established, are drawn off whenever the
weather is fine all through the winter months.
Carnations are impatient of confined air. They
must also l>e kept quite free from that troublesome
pest to the Carnation grower, green-fly, which will

increase in numbers and vigour whenever the
weather is mild. Watering must bo seen to. The
plants should get a good watering after being
potted to settle the soil about the roots, but when
it is seen that they are well esttablished much
water is not needed, though it is well to .see that
the plants are not allowed lo become dust dry.

I ought to say that great care should be taken to

see that the soil is free from wireworms ; if one of
these troublesome pests gets into a flower-pot con-
taining Cat nations, the plants are sure to be killed.

J. Douglas.

Exhibiting autumn flowers.— It is strange
that many of the most beautiful flowers of the
autumn should be shown in a grotesque and
ridiculous way at the exhibitions. We saw lately
large collections of China Asters, French and
African Marigolds, and Fuchsias shown with the
individual blooms cut off with little stem, and
placed singly on a board, simply the pclals appear-
ing, not a vestige of leaf visible. The Fuchsias
werR pi actically upside down, their graceful pen-
dent, characteristic expression utterly lost by this
foolish style. It is impossible to get flower shows
with any pretence to beauty when this style of ex-
hibiting the flowers is adopted. Many of the
\arieties in the instance referred to were of
splendid colours, the French Marigolds in par-
ticular, the ground colour rich yellow, the seg-
ments edged wiih velvety maroon—a splendid
contrast. But all beauty was removed by the
false method of displaying them, giving visitors

merely an idea of the individual bloom. But the
Marigolds, the African type in particular, are very
graceful plants ; the leaves are quite feathery, and
the flowers appear above them in rich profusion.
At many of the southern exhibitians in particular,
long rows of boxes are filled with Asters, Mari-
golds, Carnal ions, and Pansies, the individual
flowers placed flat on the board, and not a leaf to
be seen. This kind of show pleases only the
florist who thinks more of a single bloom with a
set number of stripes than of a beautiful garden
plant.

Sunflowers.— It has been a glorious season for
Sunflowers, and what a splendid selection we have
now, and the great advantage of them is that they
do not all bloom at the same time. What can be
more chaste and lovely than the dwarf bush annual
Sunflower (cucumerifolius), llie flower of which
is about the size of a crown-piece, and has an
intensely black eye ? Next in beauty to this is

Helianthus lajtiflorus, so grand and so smothered
with flowers just now. I highly recommend every-
one to grow this superb semi-double golden Sun-
flower. Again, there is Helianthus orgyalis, flower-
ing all up the stem. H. Maximilianus is also an
acquisition, and has a tulier like an Artichoke, but
it grows to such a colossal height that it is only fit

for a shrubbery. Hartland's Soleil d'Or is also one
that everybody should grow for cutting. The palest
of them all is H. giganteus, but this, again, is

unduly tall.—W. H. C.

Iris alata.—This is an interesting Iris, flowering
in the late autumn and winter months, and beautiful
either in jiots or at the foot of a warm sunny wall
where it is in a measure protected from heavy
rains and cold winds. A clump of this species in
the rock garden or on a sunny border is of remark-
able beauty, the flowers very large and the Leek-
like sheathing growth is distinctly char.acteristic.
When out of bloom it has the appearance of a
miniature Leek, the leafage silvery green, a beau-
tiful contrast to the flowers. These differ in colour,
but the prevailing tone is blue, the falls blue,
undulating, and marked with deeper veins, whilst
there is a sweet Lilac fragrance. It does not

usually bloom until January or February in the
open, but may be had in flower in pots in October
or November, and it is simply necessary to put five

bulbs in a pot filled with moderately wet soil in
the summer, jilace them in a cold frame, and give
water cautiously. The result is a pleasing display
at this season. I. alata has long been introduced,
having been sent from Algiers in the year 1801,
and it is found in the Mediterranean region. Its
other name is I. scorpioides.

Ferns.

HEMITELIAS.
This is a genus which stands in very close
relationship with Cyathea and Alsophila, but
yet the species which I include are all distinct
enough, and all are, moreover, beautiful sjiecies

for the decoration of the stove fernery. They
are Tree Ferns, but they make large, broad,
and handsome fronds long before they get
upon a stem, so that no time is lost in wait-
ing for them to become ornamental. The vari-

ous kinds of Hemiteha I have observed appear
to iind more favour with plant growers on
the Continent than with English growers,
and I have found them especially cared for at
Herrenhausen, in Hanover, by my friend Herr
Wendland, tlie director, wliere, mixed with other
Ferns, they have a splendid and magnificent
appearance, their broad fronds lending quite a
distinct charm to the finer fronds of more
delicate species. These plants do not require
very large pots, at least not until they have
attained a considerable size ; they should be
potted in a mixture composed of half and half
peat and loam, and this sliould be made sandy.
The pots should also be well drained, because
they require at all times a liberal supply of
moisture to their roots, and especially during
the summer months, their growing season. Dur-
ing the winter they must be kept in a nice
moist condition, and at all .seasons require a
liberal supply of moisture in the atmosphere
and a good strong stove heat. The following
kinds are all beautiful and distinct, and well
deserving the attention of Fern growers :

—

H. HOEBIDA.—This is a beautiful species of large
size, having broad, smooth, bipinnate fronds, which
have the pinnules from a foot to 18 inches in
length. The ultimate segments are inclined to
be falcate, the under side pale green, beautifully
ornamented with its sori, and on the upper side
they are rich shining green in colour. The rachis
and the stipes are both armed with prickles. This
plant is the most frequently seen in English gar-
dens. It comes from various West Indian Islands.

H. GRANDIFOLIA is another West Indian plant,
and, like the preceding, is armed with prickles.
The fronds are large and broad, pinn<ate, but the
ultimate segments are much shorter and obtuse.
The colour is rich shining green.

H. Kaestbniana.—This is a noble Fern which
I have seen in the Hanover Gardens. The fronds
are pinnate, the pinns being nearly a foot long,
broad, obtusely lobed and deep shining green in
colour. It is a native of Venezuela.

H. SPBCiosA is a less handsome plant. It is

simply a pinnate plant, with the pinnae undivided
and of a rich deep green.

H. SPEf'TABiLl.s.—This is another plant which I

have only seen in the Hanover Gardens. It is

truly a noble plant, with long and broad fronds,
the pinnas being upwards of a foot long ; the seg-
ments are sickle-shaped and obtuse, and the colour
is a bright pale green. It comes from Venezuela.

Wm. Hugh Goweu.

Nothochlaena Eckloniana (.If. Hunt).—The
fronds you send are of this species, but you are
wrong when you say you cannot grow it, having

only a greenhouse fernery, for this is a plant col-

lected at some elevation in the Cape district, and
it will not grow for any length of time except in

a cool fernery, although it is usually called a stove
plant. If the plant is just received from its native

home, I should advise that it be put into a well-

drained pot, using for soil about two parts of good
turfy yellow loam, one part peat and one part rough
sand. Let the whole be thoroughly mixed ; do not
overload its roots ; let the plant be kept nicely

moist. It may be placed under a hand-glass, and
be well exposed to the light, but not to the sun-

shine. The fronds when young are clothed on
the under side with long white hairs, which be-

come brown as the fronds get older, like those

sent me. Do not keep the plant without air, and
when the spring-time comes round it may stand
upon a shelf near the glass, and during the

summertime it should be kept nicely moist.

—

W. H. G.

Rhipidopteris peltata.—James Dixon sends
me a sterile frond ot this plant for a name, and it

is so long since I have seen it, that I feel constrained

to offer a few remarks upon it. It is an exceed-
ingly interesting plant, which seldom or never
exceeds G inches in height. The sterile frond
sent is about 4 inches in length, fan-shaped,

and deep green, the segments being narrow, and it

presents the ajipearance of a miniature Fan Palm.
When fertile, the fronds which bear the spores are

small, sub-rotund and entire. This kind and two
others are known, but I have only seen one other

growing in cultivation—R. foeniculacea. This was
in a garden in Leipzig some years ago. They all

have creeping rhizomes and succeed best grown on
rough fibrous peat.—AV. H. G.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 880.

BULBOUS IRISES.

(with a coloured plate of I. HISTRIOIDES.*)

The section Xiphion, to which this Iris belongs,

includes the English and Spanish Irises, the Afri-

can Irises (which were figured and described in

The GakiiEN a short time ago), I. Boissieri from
Southern Portugal, and the beautiful I. Kolpa-

kowskyana from the mountains of Turkestan.

These bulbous Irises, especially those belonging

to the reticulata group, are valuable in tlie early

spring, and, notwithstanding the difficulty of

growing them in some districts, tliey are as much
sought after now as ever they were. They are

perfectly hardy in the sense that all these

bulbous species are hardy, but all of them pay
for lifting and drying, and however short a

time they may be kept out of the ground, they

will be found to have benefited. I have
alluded to the difficulty of keeping tliem healthy

in some districts. Unfortunately, this difficulty

is too general, and some few growers known
to me who could a few years .ago grow them
well now find it almost impossible to grow them
at all. It is evidently owing to some disease

or weakness, and however careful and intelli-

gent the grower may be, there are seasons when
it will be next to impossible to keep the bulbs

in good health. So far as I have experienced,

this does not apply to the beautiful variety

cyanea nor to the subject of the coloured plate,

which has this year produced large clean bulbs

without the slightest sign of disease. They
may all be grown in the open border, although

a warm and sheltered situation, where the soil

is light and rich and free as far as possible

from decaying vegetable or animal matter, is

preferable. The Ijulbs should be planted in

* Drawn for The Gaedrn by Gertrude Hamilton
in the Royal Gardens, Ke». Lithographed and
printed by GuilUume Severeyus.
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Septenitjor or October quite 3 inches below ' flower beds, it is wortli wliile to save seed from all

tliu surface, and a covering of oocoa fibre or I

dpsiralile shades of colour, so that if boils of one
otlier loose material jilacod over thorn at the '•"''>'"'>'"« "'esirod it will be possible to have them,

approach of hard weather. When lifted, wliich ,

''''"•^ """"fl f™"! seed sown in January llower

should not be done until after the leaves have '"^'ly well the fir.t year if they are thoroughly well

•lied <lown, all the small bulbs should be sorted '

i'l',!'.!'^:!',,'"' ^fKT''^^^
'^"""^ ">''' '^'"'^"'^^ ^'^S'^"

out and sown in drills in a cool frame, where
they can be protected in winter and spring from
lieavy rains and frost. Most of the reticulata

group stand gentle forcing, and are found ex-
tremely u.seful for greenhouse and conservatory
work in winter or early spring. The bulbs are
l)lanted from si.x to twelve in a pot and placed
in cold frames till about tlie beginning of De-
cjinber, when they should be removed to a
warm house or pit, their time of flowering being
regulated by the amount of heat given. When
done flowering, the bulbs should bo shaken
out and, witliout breaking the balls, be planted
ni rich soil and covered over with cocoa fibre.

This will ensure larger and finer bulbs than if

kept in the pots. I. Yartani, Kolpakowskyana,
liois.sieri, juncea, and the African .species are
all worth a place in the spriug garden.

I. Bakeeiana, named in honour of G. Baker
and figured in the JJvtaiiical Maga:inc,t?Lh.imi,
is one ot the loveliest of this group. It is a native
of the mountains of Armenia, near Mardin, and
was introduced into cultivation by the Rev. G. F.
Gates. It has also been found in Kurdistan and
on the Anti-Lebanon range, near the Euphrates.
Tlie blooms, which are produced towards the end
of February, smell like Violets. The plant is from
inches to !l inches high ; the leaves, three or four

to a bulb, are hollow, glaucous green, and with
eight conspicuous ribs or lidges, which render it

distinct from all others of the group. The flowers
are large, bright violet on the edge, white in the
centre with violet spots, and with a yellow streak
down the claw. The standards are lilac. This is

a most useful and lovely species and easily
ui.'inaged.

1. HisTRio, figured in The Garden, tab. 653,
and in the Botanical Magazitw, tab. (;033, under the
name of Xiphion Histrio, is a native of the moun-
tains of Palestine, from whence it was introduced
in 1873. It is nearly allied to I. reticulata, and
flowers with us in February. Each bulb lias about
two leaves. The flowers, which are scentless, are
lilac, bordered with white and spotted with dark
lilac.

I. HisTEioiDE.s is one of the most charming of
this beautiful group of spring Irises. It has a
much stronger constitution than any of the reticu-
lata forms, and so far (it has only been in cultiva-
tion a few years) it has proved of easy culture.
The flowers are larger than those of any of the
group, the falls mottled with white and rich lilac
both on the claw and on the broad rounded blade.
It is a native of Eastern Anatolia, and flowers with
us in early March. It requires the same treatment
as I. reticulata.

I. RBTiciii.AT.\, with its fragrant flowers, is a
great favourite io the early spring garden. It is
one of the oldest of the group and is always wel-
come. The variety Krelagei, nearly allied to the
above, has rel-purple flowers, with "little scent. It
is the common form found in the Caucasus. I. r.

cyanea, a beautiful dwarf variety with bright
slaty blue flowers, is a gem, and very desirable.
Sophonensis, with red-purple flowers and a wavy
yellow creit, is a native of Asia Minor, and flowers
in early February. I. r. purpurea, a small variety
with deep purple flowers, is a decided acquisition.

D. K.

Saving tuberous Begonia seed.— It is not
too late yet to save a goodly quantity of seed from
the best forms of these Begonias. The seed-pods
if picked when green and laid in some warm and
dry !place soon become siifliciently ripe to leave
the husks. The only point to observe is not tr.

gather the pods until they are really full grown, or
the seed cannot be fully matured. Now that
tuberous Begonias are so largely employed in the

of growth.— E. M.

THE WEEK'S WORK.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Pine.?.—In the house where plants are fast swell-
ing off their fruit a night temperature of from 70°
to lh° according to external conditions should be
maintained, increasing the figures from ,'i° to 10°
in the daytime, giving air during the hottest part
ot the day, and closing early enough to raise the
temperature to 85° for a short time. On closing
the house lightly syringe the plants overhead,
avoiding as much as possible damping the crowns.
Also keep the atmosphere well charged with mois-
ture by sprinkling the paths and walls. The
bottom-heat ought to be brisk or not much below
yO°. Keep the soil in the pots uniformly moist, but
be careful toavoid over-watering. When the fruits
are colouring it would be greatly to the advantage
of quality to keep them in a drier heat and more
airy house, water also being gradually withheld
from the roots. Any ripe fruit it is desired to keep
for some time longer may well be transferred,
plant and all, to a dry fruit room or a vinery that
is being kept cool and dry. The season has been
in favour of the production of strong, sturdy, well-
rooted plants for forcing early next season. Any
Queens that are to be started late in December or
early in January ought now to be given a rest. A
night temperature of from (50° to 05° is quite high
enough, the bottom-heat ranging from 75° to 80°.
Give sufticient air on bright days to prevent the
temperature exceeding 70", and do not unduly in-
crease these figures by closing very early. Keep
the pots firmly plunged and water very carefully
indeed, giving only enough to prevent the soil be-
coming quite dry and hard. When the suckers of
Smooth Cayenne and other late varieties are of
good size, detach them from the old plants and
place them singly in (j-inch or slightly larger pots,
according to their size, and plunge them in a
lirisk bottom-heat. Keep them quite close and
the air moist, also carefully avoid saturating and
s luring the soil till the roots are becoming plenti-
ful. Those potted in August and early in Septem-
ber ought now to be growing strongly, and in order
to prevent them forming weakly growth give them
plenty of room, also ventilating freely. The night
temperature for these should be about 05°, and the
bottom-heat SO". Some of the very strongest may
need a shift ; this in order to prevent them from
becoming root-bound and stunted before the time
arrives for repotting the bulk of early-struck
plants.

^'INES FOR EARLY FORCING.—Permanent Vines
from which Grapes are to be cut early next season
ought now to be ready for pruning, the operation
being performed accordingly. It is not advisable
to prune or spur back very hard, as should by any
chance the first breaks fail to produce bunches,
what ought to develop into bunches running to
tendrils, moderate long spurs, or any shortened to
the second or third plump bud will break well a
second time, bunches being had from the shoots
thus obtained soon after the first formed are pulled
off. Avoid skinning the rods ; all that should be
done is to remove all loose bark and then to well
scrub them, using hot soapy water. As a further
precaution against red spider, thrips, mealy bug
and mildew, dress the rods with Gishurst com-
pound dissolved in hot soft water at the rate of
12 ozs. to the gallon, stirring in flour of sulphur
freely if mildew has previously been troublesome.
The glass should be cleaned, the woodwork tho-
roughly scrubbed with hot soapy water, and the
walls given a dressing of hot lime water. The
borders, which it is to be hoped are inside, should
next be attended to. First lightly fork away the
hard dry surface soil, removing this and rubbish

generally so as to well bare the surface roots, and
then give it a good soaking of liquid manure, soon
after following with a good top-dressing. For the
latter purposi- the compost may consist of turfy
loam and short half-decayed horse manure, adding
bone-meal freely. A depth of it inches of this
tempting surfacing is none too much. Keep the
Vines as cool as possible, sulijec;ing them to a
moderately severe frost greatly favouring a strong
early break when forcing commences in the next
or following month.
Late Melons.—High temperatures must be

maintained for these, or the plants will eitbi^r

collapse or the fruit fail to arrive at perfection.
From 70° to 75° by night is none too high, a
slight increase being made on these figures during
warm days. Keep the atmos|ihere and also the
roots a little on the dry side, though not to such
an extent as to cause them to flag for want of
water.

Figs.—A gentle he it and a circulation of dry air

are indispensable for the perfect ripening of lai e

crops, anrl fire-heat with plenty of air is also neces-
sary in the case of young trees with sappy wood,
the latter failing to mature properly without such
aids. Freely thinning out young wood will favour
ripening in the case of those reserved. Trees from
which the crops are cleared and the leaves falling
rapidly should now be kept quite cool and freely

ventilated. Keep them somewhat dry at the
roots. PiijVCTIC'AL.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Earthing up Celery.—This has been a good
season for Celery, the plants having made a clean
and healthy growth, and with the favourable
weather for earthing that we have had, there should
be good Celery this coming winter. The earthing,
except for the latest crop, should now be well ad-
vanced, as by the end of the month the latest
addition of soil should have been made. On the
way this is finished off will depend successful
keeping throughout the winter. Do not be sparing
with the soil

; pack it well about the stems, and if

slugs are likely to prove troublesome, a little soot
and lime should be dusted about the soil. The soil

should be brought up sharply, beating it well with
the back of the spade, as a smooth firm surface
turns off wet. If the whole is covered to within
I'l inches of the tops of the leaves, there need be
but little fear of injury from frost, which does but
little harm to well-earthed Celery. If the soil and
leaves are in a fairly dry state, soil is the best
earthing medium, as a^hes or sand may be dis-

jiensed with on the heaviest land. The latest
supply should also have the earthing finished by
the middle of November, or even earlier if severe
frosts should threaten. On heavy land, and espe-
cially in low-lying positions, moisture gathers be-
tween the rows if they are not satisfactorily

drained, and therefore if the ground will allow,
drips should be cut to carry off the superfluous
water.
Winter Tomatoes.—There should now be a

sufficient set of fruit, for although there is a pos-
sibility of the flowers sli 1 setting, ir, depends
greatly upon the weather, and in low-lying districts

where fogs occur very little fruit will set after this
month is out. If fruits are scarce and the blooms
are he-iltby, every endeavour should be made to in-

duce them to set by maintaining a buoyant atmo-
sphere with a little ventilation and keeping the
night temperature at 55° to 1)0°. The growths
must be well exposed to the light near the roof,

and all the superfluous shoots kept rubbed out, as
these rob both the flowers and fruit. But with a
set now secured there should be ample fruits

throughout the winter. The night temperature
should be kept at about 1)0°, with suflicient ventila-
tion to cause a buoyant atmosphere, and the atmo-
sphere must also be kept dry ; therefore, as little

water must be spilled about the house as possible,

as throughout the winter months too much mois-
ture in the atmosphere is very inimical to the free
progress of the plants, or rather to the ripening of
the fruit, besides predisposing them Io the attacks
of disease. Moisture, too, at the roots must also
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be carefully applied, not that the plants derive
benefit from I he starving process, hut any attempt
at gorging them will only result in failure, the
folinge quickly turning to a sickly yellow. Plants
(hat deri%-e their support from soil confined in pots
must have tepid water applied whenever the soil

approaches the dry i-ide, and to encourage surface
roots, a little artificial manure of some kind
is a capital aid. A little liquid manure may also
be applied advantageously, but it should be in
a perfectly clarified state, thick manure water
clogging up the surface. Plants that are growing
in pots, but have the advantage of the roots ram-
bling into hillocks of old Melon soil, derive a deal of
support from this, and much moisture need not
be applied. Care must be taken that the soil does
not become too dry before water is given. In
either ca^e the fruits must be kept well exposed to
light, and what sunshine wo are likely to have dur-
ing the dull months of the year by keeping super-
fluous growths well pinchfil back. The white- fly

is sometimes troublesome during the winter, but a
slight fumigation occasionally will keep it in
check, or heating the pipes to a good heat after
being coated with liquid sulphur will also destroy it.

French Beans.— French Beans which have
been prepared in pots, and which up till recently
have been in comparatively cool quarters, or at
least in slightly heated pits, should now be re-
moved to warmer quarters, at least where the
night temperature ranges about (10°, the best p-si-
li'in being on shelves near the glass. The sudden
removal to houses (hat are too warm and moist
causes the leaves and flowers to drop off. Keep them
anaply supplied with water, and if the pots are
fairly filled with roots, each watering should be
alternated with clarified liquid manure, taking
care, however, not to gorge them. A large supply
of pods from this late crop cannot be e.xpectcd,
but if kept closely looked over every morning
directly any are procurable, several dishes may be
secured. In gathering, cut them o9: with scissors,
tying them up in bundles of twenty-five with the
ends one way, so that (hey may be" kept in water
until sufficient are secured for a dish.

Spring Cabbage.—Those earlier planted are
now taking well to the soil ; therefore timely hoe-
ing must not be neglected, this closing tlie soil
well about the necks of the plants. It is not jet
too late to plant, but the best plan will be to draw
all the smaller plants from the seed-beds and
prick them out into nursery beds 4 inches or G
inches apart on a sheltered border. If the winter
should turn out severe and the main planting
should become injured, these small plants would
prove very useful either for filling up gaps or for
making a fresh plantation in the spring.

A. YODNG.

ORCHIDS.
Last week some observations were made on shading
and its removal in winter, and on culture in early
winter. It may be well to say somethirg further
en the flowering of some Orchids at this season
and later. Take the case of the Odontoglossums,
for instance, and some Oncidiums in the cool
house. The flowers at this season remain in good
condition for a very long period, and a vigorous
spike of O. crispum, O. Pescatorei, 0. triumphans,
O- Halli, O. luteo-purpureum, &c., soon begins to
tell upon the bulbs, and they gradually become
wrinkled as the flowers take the substance out of
them. Owners of such plants may wish the
flowers to remain for a long period upon them, but
it is obvious that great injury would be done to
the plants by allowicg the spikes to remain while
they were gradually causing the bulbs to shrink.
I cut them off and place them in water, either in
the house or in the dwelling house. The bulbs
gradually plump up again after the flower-spikes
have been cut, but when they have shrunk con-
siderably they rarely make good bulbs the ne.xt
season, and they throw very poor flower-spikes;
and in the case of some species, allowing the
plants to get into this state of debility means
starting them on a downward course, from which

no skill in culture can rescue them ; they get

weaker and weaker, until the cultivator, for his

own credit, is glad to see the last of them in the
stokehole furnace. This ought not to happen, nor
would it if we could but hit the climatic and other
conditions under which the plants ought to be
grown, or weie we fully acquainted with the sus-

taining power they po.-sess to produce flowers.

Many Oichids, when they come to England direct
from (heir native home just as they have been
collected, are quite laden with seed-pods, showing
how freely they have flowered, and the evidence is

conclusive that they have produced masses of

flowers annually, which in turn have produced
seeds with no detriment ti the plants. We place
such plants on rafts, plant them in teak baskets,
shallow pans or flower-pots, and while the native
vigour lasts they will flower freely and strongly
for a few years ; they will bear no seeds, and at
last gradually decline in vigour. Doubtless, if we
knew exactly what the plants needed, and could
supply them with the food and climatic conditions
of their native habitat, they might do well. We do
not want seeds from ordinary plants, but we want
theannualdisplay of beautiful flowers, and this can-
not be obtained except bygetiingtheplantsto make
a good annua! growth, and this must also be suc-
ceeded hy a season of rest. Many Orchids when first

imported grow much stronger under the artificial

conditions of our Orchid houses than they had
done previously in their native homes, and so
exuberant are they, that they will, if not carefully
handled, start into growth again as vigorously
as heretofore without taking time to rest from
their previous effort. This throws the entire Or-
chid machinery out of gear. The cutting away of
flower-spikes shoultl not be done without consider-
ing its bearing upon the plants for good. Weakly
plants that have fallen considerably behind the
usual time of flowering should have the spikes cut
oft' as soon as they show out of their sheaths. The
pseudo-bulbs will form earlier again, and the plant
will sometimes—not always—regain its vigour.
Cutting the spikes on their first appearance from a
plant of any Orchid in full vigour would be a very
grave error indeed. It is the nature of an Orchid
plant to produce flowers, and if it is prevented from
flowering under ordinary conditions, mischief may
be done by causing the plants to make their growth
at a time and under conditions not the most suit-

able for their permanent well-doing. What I am
anxious to point out is this, that removing the
flower-spikes may sometimes be necessary to main-
tain a plant in health ; nay, its very existence may
be imperilled by allowing it to flower ; whereas,
under other conditions, cutting off the flower-

spikes may be injurious. These remarks apply to

certain Orchids in all the departments. Imported
Orchids are now sold at all seasons, suitable and
unsuitable ; but the skill of the importers, by their

careful packing and speedy transit, combined with
the latest improvements in culture, makes the task
of establishing the plants much easier than it used
to be. Odontoglossums, the more free-growing
Cattleyas, and other easily established Orchids
may be potted at once in peat, Sphagnum, and
a liberal allowance of potsherds and charcoal.
Other plants may be placed in clean potsherds
until fresh roots are formed, when the usual pot-
ting material may be added. It is also important
not only for fresh importations, but also for the
general run of Orchids, that the temperatures in

this month of October and well into November
should not run down too low. The outside tempe-
rature has been very changeable during the last

week or ten days. The wind has been for a time
in the west with rain and dull weather

;
suddenly

it has veered round east by north with a dry, cold
wind, followed by a shaip frost, especially in the
early morning. The cultivator anxious about his

plants will make it a point to study the weather,
especially about ten o'clock at night when he is

making up his fires to last until six o'clock or day-
light in the morning. Many a night I have stood
for five or ten minutes in an anxious mood con-
sidering whether the fires ought to be made up for

a frost or not, and one very soon becomes an adept
at finding out the right thing to do, and at this

time of the year it is better to err on the side of a
few degrees too high than too low. Let the cool

house be between J5° and 50°. the Cattleya house
55° to 60°, and the East India house should range
a degree or two below or above 65°. Now comes
the treatment of the houses, which must be varied

a little according to the state of the atmosphere
and temperature in the morning. When the tem-
perature is quite up to the highest allowable point
and the air feels dry, the houses should be damped
down the first thing in the morning, and the top
ventilators should be opened very slightly. When
the temperatures are down to the lowest point, no
watering, damping down, or filling of evaporating
troughs should be thought of until the temperature
rises to the higher minimum allowed at night.

The ventilators should also be left alone. The drier

the atmosphere can be kept, the better when the

temperatures are too low, and, of course, the venti-

lators must be kept shut until there is a sufficient

rise. J. Douglas.

PLANT HOrSES.

Now that plant houses are being put in order for

the winter season there are several preliminaiy

matters associated therewith that should not be
passed over on any account. It is one thing to

crowd ]>lant3 together indiscriminately as to their

special needs, but quite another to keep them in

good condition throughout the winter months.
More plants are in my opinion spoiled from now
onwards to the end of next February than during
all the rest of the year part together, and that more
through bad management than anything else. At
this period of the year, when plants are being
arranged in their winter quarter.*, every possible

attention should be attached to thorough cleanli-

ness. If this be not done they will all the sooner
fall a prey to insect pests of various kinds. All

the light possible is also needed, whilst wood-
work and walls should have a thorough cleans-

ing. This cleaning down of all houses, whether
for fruits or flowers, should be attended to more
often than it is; more often than not it is post-

poned for a more convenient time, which it is

almost needless to say does not in some cases ever

offer itself. It is far better to do it at once, and that

effectually. The glass should all be washed down
carefully, not with hard scrubbing-brushes, but
soft ones. For the woodwork a spoke brush as used
in the cleaning of carriages will be found a capital

tool—much better in fact than a scrubbing-brush.

The walls will be done more satisfactorily with this

latter kind of brush. The garden engine should be
brought into requisition at such tirues ; it is much
better than a syringe. A weak solution of soft

soap, or, better still, Bentley's soluble paraffin oil

insecticide at about half strength, will make an
excellent cleansing medium, much better thhn
using soda for the purpose. When this work is

done, the inner putties should be examined to see

if there be any need of stopping. If (his kind of

Tvoik be followed up closely, it will be much
better in all respects, saving a deal of drip,

| ar-

tlcularly in houses with the roof tending too much
towards flatness; those with sharper angles even
will pay fir the same attention. The walls will

pay for attention as to colouring where the same
are not covered wiih climbers so as to make it

somewhat awkward work. Freshly slaked lime

with some size added to it will make a good
wash, at the same time destroying many insect

pests. Any deficient jointing in brickwork or re-

pairs to cement work should previously he seen to;

otherwise if loft, it will go from bad to worse.

When all this work is done, then attention should

be turned to the plants themselves for a thoroirgh

cleansing where it is necessary. This will of course

depend largely upon previous treatment as to the

amount of work needed, but I would impress the

fact of keeping all plants as clean as possible

upon all gardeners, particularly the younger ones

who may not fairly ha%'e realised the great

importance that is attached thereto as pertains

to successful plant culture. Take, for instance,

the Ind'an Azalea; what miserable objects these

look from now onwards through the winter
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wliere they have been attackc:! with the black
thri|)s, cnising the phints to he ahiiost denuilel o(

their leaves, thereby seriously impairing their

vitality, more partioiilarly if the watering be not

very carefully atteiu'.ed to. In s\ich a c ise it is

impossil)Ie to remedy the condition of I lie plants

a< to their foliage, but by fumigating at least tliree

nights in succession, and then after an interval

repealing it, there need not be much fear of future

attacks when carofnlly looked after. Camellias
will particularly well pay for a good cle.Tn^ing;

brightdooking healthy foliige greatly adds to

their beauty. Where there arc signs of scale,

every care should be taken to prevent its spreading
iiny further, aiming at the .same time at its entire

cxterniination by unremitting attention. If it be
while scale, the strength of the chosen insecticide

may have to be e.xceeiled over and above that

which is recommended, but this, when in careful

hands, need not give any apprehension as to its

effect upon the plants. 1 have myself used
Chelsea blight composition about one - fourth
beyond the prescribed strength without any harm
being done, cleansing afterwards with clear water
as a safeguard. This will also apjjly to the white
scale upon other plants, Lapagerias included.
Where sponging is nut possible, nor syringing
over a trough to calch the liquid, a moderately
hard brush can be used: then, however, the usual
strength will suffice, the brush itself upon hird
wooil making up for the rest. As to the aphis
family, it is not necessary to say mucli, but the
wonder is that any headway is allowed at all.

There cannot be any sense in even letting the plants
be attacked by a moderate number of these insects

;

it i< better to fumigate just to kill a few than to
kill the many, being really cheaper in the end.
The mealy bug is admitted on all sides to be one
of the greatest pesis a gardener has to contend
against, but this insect is not invulnerable to
repeated and determined attacks to exterminate it.

Where it now exists upon plants a most determined
effort should be made to get rid of it. In doing
this I would rather run risks as to injury to the
plants than still endure the constant annoyance
created by it. It is better to take extreme measures
at once by consigning all scrubby plants to the
lire whether they be bushes or climbers and start
afresh in the case of the latter than still to have
it hanging like a millstone around the neck, crip-

pling all efforts at successful plant culture. What
between the use of hot water (as hot as one can
use it through a syringe) upon all well-hardened
foliage and the insecticide just alluded to, it may
be overcome, as I have conclusively proved upon
two distinct occasions. Clean pots of course should
be ainied at, although this matter sometimes
escapes notice. The drainage also should be
examined, particularly in the case of plants which
have been planted during the summer in hot beds
or standing out of doors upon beds of coal ashes.
Water logged plants are bad at all times, but more
particularly so during the winter months.

Another essential point to observe at this sea-
son is the condition of the hot-water pipes. Where
there is the least susceptibility to a leak it is much
better to attend to it at once than postpone what
must be done sooner or later when we h.ave sharp
frosts upon us, with a greater strain conserjuently
upon the joints as well as the pipes themselves. In
doing this work, where it is not po-sible to substi-
tute the india-rubber ring joint (than which no
joint is so good or so durable with reliibility upon
ils action), then yarn and red lead are about the
best materials to employ. On no account would I

use iron cement (so-called) ; this has been the
cause of more split sockets than anything else.

The yarn and red lead will answer very well where
it is not desirable to pull any of the pipes to pieces.
In the case, however, of split sockets it is much
the better plan to at once take them out and re-
connect with sound material and .sliding collars.

In such cases ths india-rubber rings are especially
valuable, being unsurpassable either as to effec-
tive work or for the dispatcli with which the re-

jointing can be accomplished. A stock of these
rings for 2, 3, and 4-inch pipr s with sliding collars

for any case of emergency wliere far removed from
the tradesman who stocks them. I!y doing this,

any unforeseen breakdoA-n can be readily repaired
without the loa.'-t obligation to anyone out -

side of the garden itself. The rings when in

hand should be kept under water so as to exclurle

them from the air, otherwise they become some-
what hardened, and are not then so pliable when
brought into use. Those who have not hitherto
tried the ring j lints should take note thereof, and
act thereon in good lime; they will thereby save
themselves a considerable amount of annoyance
and trouble should an unforeseen breakdown
occur. What refers to piping is equally ap|)licable

to boilers. Why put off any longer a doubtful case
as to the stability of the boiler to carry one safely
through the winter .' To this question, I take it, no
satisfactory answer can be reasonably given other
than by replacing with a new one. Ltaky boilers

are bad at all times, but with all the worst weather
to face they are doubly so. Boilers that are not at
present leaking, but which are considered some-
what doubtful, should be tested by a strong fire, as
in the case of a sharp frost or by letting out the
fire and emptying the boiler, then testing with a
hammer (particularly in the case of saddle bnilers)

will give some idea as to their true condition.
Thorough cleaning of and any necessary repairs to

flues and chimneys should hardly need attention
being called to ; in some cases it may in either one
case or the other have escaped notice. See also
that feed cisterns and the conned ing jiipes are
both in good working order. Sometimes just when
most is expected from this source, there is a stop-
page from sediment in the feed cistern escapirg
into the small service pipe, a matter which can be
easily avoided if ta^en note of. J. Hudson.

The Fruit Crops.

SUPPLEMENTARY.
Langley Court, Beckenham.—Apples in

this district are a very poor crop, on old standard
trees especially. Bush trees on the Pa'adise stock
of such varieties as Lord Suffield, The Queen,
Manks Codlin, Pott's Seedling, Blenheim Orange,
Cellini Pippin, Baumann's Red Reinetle and Dume-
low's Seedling are heavily laden. Peaches very
good. Pears and Plums a failure. Bush fruits

average crop. Strawberiies very light and soon
over.

Potato crops good, with traces of disease.—W.
WRifinT.

Wentworth. Castle.—Pears and Apples in this
district are under average. There was a plentiful
supply of blossom on the trees, which su fleered

from the cold, frosty weather at the time of bloom-
ing. Apricots thin, but good. Plums scarcely any.
Morello Cherries very good. Strawberries heavy
crop and very good. I find James Veitch and Vi-
comtesse H. de Thury best. Raspberries good.
Red and Black Currants very good. Gooseberries
good, but sufl'ered much from frost when in flower.
— Jas. Batley.

Saumarez Hall, Castel, Guernsey.—The
fruit crop is very good in Guernsey this year.
Apples and Pears very fair ; early Apples rather
small owing to dry weather. Stone fruit is plenti-

ful, especially Peaches, Apricots, Nectarines, and
Plums. Of bush fruits there has been an abund-
ance. Grapes are fine and have coloured well.
Tomatoes have yielded good crops. Strawberries
have done pretty well where they have not felt the
dry weather too much. Some of the best kinds
for open-air culture are Laxton's Noble, Alpha, Sir
Joseph I'axton, Vicomtesse H. de Thury, British
Queen, Caroline, Dr. Hogg, President, Frogmore
Late Pine, and Bonny Lass.—H. Carre.

Barkby Hall, TiCicester.—The fruit crop in
this neighbourhood is the worst I have ever known.
When the thermometer registered G° below zero on

wards all the fruit-buds and many wood-buds
dropped off the Plum trees both on the walls and
in the open. Apricots liad to break back on the
old wood, and the greater part of the young wood
of the Peach trees was killed. Apple and Pear
trees bloomed, but were too much injured to set.

Gooseberries and Black Currants were a fair crop.

Red Currants gold. Strawberries have been a
good crop, but flavour not so good as usual.— J.

Lansdell.

Feb. 1(1 but little fruit was expected, but we were
hardly prepared to expect so much damage to the

and short pieces of pijong should be kept on hand
|
fruit trees themselves. In about a month after-

Childwall Hall, Liverpool.—The fruit crops
in this neiglihourhond are by no means fatis-

factory. Apples in general are very scarce, the
varieties carrying anything like a crop being
Cellini, Golden S|iire, Duchess of Oldenburg, Haw-
thornden. Lord Derby, Lord Suflield, Queen C.iro-

line, Ribston Pippin, and Warner's King. Pears
in the open have practically no fruit on them, the
best of those on walls being Beurrfi Die!, Easter
Beurr^, and Thompson's. Peaches, Nectarines,
Apricots, and Figs are now grown only in the
most sheltered gardens hereabout, and are seldom
met with even there. Plums have only a sprink-
ling of fruit, this remark applying even to Vict'ri.i

on walls. This dearth of fruit is probably due to

a succession of severe frosts which we experienced
here just at the time the trees were in full bloom.
In our garden we registered 10° of frost on two or
three successive nights. Cherries, both sweet and
Morello, were about a three-quarter crop. D^ra-
sons are similar to Plums. Gooseberries were
about a third of a crop. Currants of all sorts were
a fair, but not a full crop. Raspberries were plen-
tiful, Baumforth's Seedling being very free and
fine. Strawberries were very good in the neigh-
bourhood, but ours were very poor. This was
owing to a severe visitation of caterpillars last

summer and autumn. These made such havoc of
the foliage (folding and sealing, as it were, neaily
all the leaves they could not devour), that the con-
stitution of the plants became weak and unable to
defy, as they otherwise would have done, the se-

vere winter. For general purposes I find Presi-

dent a good and reliable kind both in pots and
outside. Noble is early and free-bearing, but not
of the finest flavour. Due de Malakoff finds

favour for preserving, it being of good colour,
hardy, and free-bearing.—T. Winkworth.
Clumber Gardens, Wo ksop.—Apples ave-

rage, good. Pears and Plums under average.
Cherries very good. Peaches and Nectarines, ave-
rage, good. Small fruits abundant. Strawberries
very good.—C. Slade.

Winchcomb, Cheltenham.—There are ftiir

crops of Apples in favourable localities. Pears very
few. Plums rather more than half a crop. Goose-
berries and Red Currants fair. Black Currants
very good. Peaches under average. Apricots none.
Nuts and Walnuts none. Cherries fair. Tlie Straw-
berry crop has been a short one, owing to drought.
The only kinds grown are Noble, A'icomtesse H de
Thury, and Sir J. Paxton. Noble is large and early

;

fl.avour very poor ; too soft for packing. A'icom-
tesse HiSricart de Thury much better, of good size

when well grown, colour and flavour good : travels
well. Sir J. Paxton is the best with us for general
purposes.— J. Cleark.

Holker, Carnforth.—Apples, with one or two
exceptions, are a failure here. This may be attri-

buted to the severe frosts during the blossoming
period in April, 10° and 12" occurring with snow
on four succ=s-ive nights at that time. Early
.Julien and Duchess of Oldenburg have full crops.
Pears very thin, excepting Bon Chretien, which is

bearing well both as a standard and on walls.
Peaches on open walls are a good crop, trees
clean and healthy. The Alexander Peach has
ripened a nice crop early. This is a very u.seful

kind, coming in here the first week in August.
Apricots good ; kinds, Turkey and Moorpark.
Strawberries fairly good, but not as good as in

preceding years, owing to the cold dry season
when in bloom, frosts occurring .several times.
President and Sir Joseph Paxton are the only kinds
grown, the latter the better cropper, the former the
better fir flavour. Gooseberries suffered much from
the April frosts, and being thinned aie much finer
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fruit. Currants and Raspberries plentiful. May
Duke Cherries an abundant crop ; also Morellos.
Plums scarcely any.

—

W. Fox.

Clewer Park, Windsor.—The Apple crop is

a good average. Pears are thin. Apricots a fair

crop. Peaches and Nectarines very fair. Plums
above the average, Victoria very abundant. Cher-
ries (both sweet and Morello) excellent. Currants,
Eed and Black, go"d. Strawberries and Kasp-
berries average. Walnuts over average. — W.
Skekt.

Chatsworth, Derbyshire. — Gooseberries,
Currants, and Uaspberries fair crops. Apples a
failure, with the exception of a few early varietie>.

Pears, Plums and Damsons a poor crop. Cherries
a failure, with the exception of Morellos, which are
a very fair crop.—W. Chester.

Cowdray Park, Midhurst.—Apples with me
are a very partial crop. In the open orchards
blooms were destroyed while still in the bud
stage. In the more sheltered garden there is a

_ faircrop,the fruitswellingwell and very clean. Pears
almost a total failure. Plums in the enclosed gar-
den, even on walls, a failure ; in the orchards, later
in bloom, a good crop. Apricots a failure; although
shaded with cloth and net, the fruits, when the
size of Beans, were blackened. Peaches more than
a crop, although some were destroyed when just
swelling; fruit now very plentiful; trees clean.
Cherries very poor. Small fruits poor generally.
Raspberry canes suffered in the winter badly. Nuts
fair crop. Walnuts none. Quinces killed in the
bud stage. Figs very thin ; trees suffered from
rost badly.—F. Geeso.n'.

Aldenham Park, Bridgnorth.—The fruit
crops in this district are a fair average with t!ie

exception of Pears, which are generally scarce

;

Jargonelle, Williams' Bon Chretien, and Fondante
d'Automne are fairly good. The Apple crop is

much better than last year, and on the whole a
good average. Apricots rather lighter than usual,
but the tr-ees look healthy for another year.
Peaches on the open walls are abundant, Alexandra
Noblesse still holding the front position. Necta-
rines, too, are bearing good crops, Elruge and Lord
Napier takirrg the lead. Plums are heavily laden,
especially White Magnum Bonum, Rivers' Early
Prolific, and Orleans as kitchen varieties; Reine
Claude de Bavay, Jefferson, Cox's Golden Drop,
and Green G.age as dessert varieties. The Wash-
ington, though generally a shy bearer, by keeping
it lifted and supplied with plenty of old lime
rubble does very well here, and is, I consider, the
handsomest Plum we have got. Cherries, espe-
cially the Morello, are very plentiful. Currants,
Black, White, and Red, carried good crops. All
who have not grown tlrat red variety La Fertile
should give it a trial. Gooseberries were severely
attacked by red spidfr, this causing them to
droplheir fruit early in the season. Raspberries
plentiful, but small. Strawberries abundant and
of splendid quality.—T. Canning.

Osterley Park, Isleworth, Middlesex.—
Apples are a very heavy crop. Pears none excepting
(in the walls, where there is some good fruit.

Plums half crop. Bush fruits not up to the aver-
age. Peaches in the open heavy crop and of good
colour and flavour. Strawber-ries sood crop, but
rather small, as thoy had a dry time after they
•were set and did not last long. The kinds that
do best here are La Grosse Sucree, Sir Joseph Pax-
ton, President, and Waterloo. Our ground being
poor and stony, it has to be made up with burnt
biick earth and loam. I hate just planted a large
bed with Laxton's Noble, Competitor, Sir Joseph
Paxton, President, and Oxonian.
The Potato crop is a good one, early sorts turning

out clean and well, but the disease is prevalent
among the late ones.—A. Wadds.

Goodrich Court Gardens, Boss.—Of Apples
we have a good crup all round and the fruits are
very clean and healthy. Pears are scarce, but the
fruit i-i clean. Plums are scarce in this district,

Victoria being the best. Cherries have bf en agood
crop and the fruit very good indeed ; Morellos are
ver-y good. Peaches and Nectarines are an average

crop and the trees very clean and healthy. Apri-
cots are not very plentiful, but the fruit is of good
size and ripening well. Small fruits are about an
average crop, and Nuts are a full crop. Strawber-
ries have been very good this season. Laxton's
Noble was the first to ripen wilh us, followed by
La Grosse Sucree (a variety that cannot be too
strongly recommended) and Sir J. Paxton. Loxford
Hall Seedling and Oxonian are two good late

varieties. A. F. Barron, Commander, John Rus-
kin and Auguste Nicaise I have only in small
quantities and not sufficiently strong to warrant
passing an opinion on them this season.—TllOS.

Spencer.

Sulhampstead Rectory, Berks.—The Apple
crojrs this ,^ear are far abuve the average, e-pe-
cially in the case of Blenheim Orange, King of
the Pippins and Flanders Pippin ; Golden Spire and
Cox's Orange Pippin are good. Pears are below
the average, also Plums; but Chfriies, Currants,
Gooseberries and Raspberries are good. Filberts
and Cob Nuts a good crop, but Walnuts scarce.

I have lifted all my Potatoes, and they turned
out far better than expected.

—

J. Palmer.

Iiathom Gardens, Ormskirk.— The fruit

crops as a whole are under the averiige in this dis-

trict, Apples and Pears especially being nearly a
total failure. Gooseberries, Currants, Cherries and
Raspberries were a good crop. Strawberries were
plentiful and of good quality. The best kinds for
bearing and flavour here are President and James
Veitch. Noble is large and prolific, but deficient

in fl.avour. John Ruskin is a good cropper and of

good flavour and will prove a good forcer, being
one of the earliest outside. Wizard of the North
I find a good late sort. I plant a few good layered
runners every August and cut up a corresponding
nunrber every season, so that my plants are never
more than three years old, and thi-s I find the best
plan in this part. I plant 1.5 inches asunder in

rows 30 inches apart. After the first year's growth
I cut out every alternate plant.—J. Hathaway.

Allerton Priory, near Liverpool.—Apples,
Pears and Plums very light, owing principally, I

think, to the wet sunless season of last year. We
have one exception in the way of Plums, a kind
locally known as the Halewood Plum, a small red
fruit, which is carrying a heavy crop. Sweet Cher-
ries and also Strawberries have been very satisfac-

tory. Raspberries have been very fine, while bush
fruits have done well.— J. J. Craven.

Knole Gardens, Sevenoaks. — The fruit

crops in this neighbourhood are generally below
average. In our garden we have had heavy crops

of all small fruits. Peaches and Nectarines good.
Cherries good, both Morello and Sweet. Plums
very scarce, except on a few standard trees which are
carrying heavy crops. Apples and Pears are very
poor, but trees are healthy and clean. The Straw-
berry season was short, fruit plentiful and of good
flavour. The following do well here : V. Hericart
de Thury, Keens' Seedling, Sir Charles Napier,

President and British Queen. Waterloo has been
very good this season. Best early for flavour is

Keens', first week in June ; best late, British Queen.
Although we get good results from old forced

plarrts, young ones are preferred.—E. Stubbs.

Pakenham Hall, "West Meath -Respecting
the fruit crop in this district, Apjiles none and
Pe.ars a failure. Plums very few. Cherries rrrediurn

crop. Strawberries good. Cur'rants and Goose-
berries average crop. I find the best Strawberries
are Oscar, Black Prince, Sir Charles Napier, and
Frogmore Late Pine. These are all I grow ; the soil

is very heavy and strong. I always top-dress well

in autumn and mulch well in the summer. I never
fork or dig Iretween tlierr, only weed and clean

well. This summer was the worst for many
years, over Hl'TO inches of rain from January 1

till August 2t.—H. Clark.

King's Road House, Guernsey.—The fruit

crop in Girernsey for 1S1I2 may be considered fairly

good. Strawberries were ligiit owing to the dry
weather, a great many of the fruits not swelling

to any size. Gooseberries very heavy. Currants
very good. Raspberries light. Peaches good crop,

but small. Apples very good crop, some of the
early sorts very fine, but generally much smaller
than usual. Pears fairly good, but also small.

The smallness of the fruit is, no doubt, owing to

the very dry season we have had in Guernsey.
With the exception of a few very slight showers
we have had very little rain since the beginning of

April. We had a very late spring, and a sharp
frost on Good Friday, followed by heavy snow, did
great damage to early Potatoes. The main crop
is very good, very few bad ones.—E. PETERS.

Trentham, Stoke-on-Trent. — Apples and
Pears here quite a failure, and the same applies

to this neighbourhood, with one or two exceptitns
where there is a small sprinkling of some varieties

on trees that did not bear last year. Apricots are

also a complete failure, and a good many of the
trees are dying. Plums also a failure, but very few
grown out of doors in this part of the countiy.

Peaches and Nectarines are not grown out of doo)S

here. Morello Cherries are abundant and fine, and
trees very clean and healthy. Bush fruits abundant
and good. Strawberries here have been remarkably
good, and carried a very heavy crop. Early varie-

ties suffered very much throrrgh having so much
wet. I gathered large quantities of Waterloo
up to Airgust 25; this variety I consider one
of the very finest late Strawberries in cidliva-

lion. The old true variety of Sir Harry is largely

grown here, and for flavour it is one of the very

best ; it is an excellent variety for forcing, a very
heavy cropper, and also does well out of doors.

I force a few Noble for early use ; it is a fine-

looking Strawberry, but deficient in flavour. La
Grosse Sucri5e is another good Strawberry. It also

forces well ar.d is a capital cropper. These are the

only varieties that are grown here; many of the

good varieties will not thrive here. I have tried

British Queen both outside and in, and find it is

utterly useless for this distiict. The rainfaU at

Trentham, I may add, from January 1 to August 25

has been 20 inches.

—

P. BlAIE.

Orchids.

L.BLIA DAYANA AND ITS ALLIES.

A remakkaijly fine variety of this plant comes
to me from ]Mr. Cypher, and it affords me an
opportunity to say a few words concerning this

plant and L:elia puirrila, of which Dayana is by
many considered only a variety. It appears to

me, however, to be quite distinct. The plant

was first found by my friend Boxall while col-

lecting for his employers, the Messrs. Low, in

Brazil, some si.xteen years ago, and it was first

flowered by the late Mr. John Day at the end

of the same year, which puts me in mind of

the fact that Mr. Cypher's plant is flowering

very early. I have seen this plant flowering

usually a "month later than tliis, and, if a few
plants are grown, the show of this species may
be maintained until after Christmas, by which

time Cattleya Triame will be commencing
to display its beauties, and if not spoilt by
the fogs so prevalent in London will make the

house as gay as at nridsummer. But why Orchid

growers will go on year after year haviirg their

flowers destroyed and their plairts injured when
by a sinrple contrivance, which has lately

been introduced, all this may be easily avoided

I cannot understand. It is not that a house

must be put up for this purpose, for the system

can be ajiplied to any existing house. To return

to the beautiful L. Dayana. This is a plant

that comes fronr the same district as L. pumila,

and as it grows to about the same size and the

flowers, too, are somewhat similar, this is, I

think, the cause of its being thought by some
to be of only varietal diflerence. However, the

lip of the plant now under consideration differs

in one or two essential characteristics. The
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IiUnt thrives best in the conl house, and it may
1)! !,'rown ti) the best adviintnge in a sm:Ul

wooden basket or in a ]i:vn hunjj up close to tlie

glass cxposeil to the full lis^ht and sun, for in a

go<id Odontoi^lossum house with a northern as-

pect the sun cannot harm it. Tlie IiasUet must

be small and well drained ; the plant must by

no means be overburdened with soil, and that

which is about its roots must be kep': in a sweet

and wholesome condition. Nothing sour or

rotten should be allowed to lie near its roots, or

they will die. For this reason I have grown

this plant upon blocks of wood, having a little

Sphagnum only about its roots, but under

these conditions it takes more time to regulate

the water supply to its roots, and so I recom-

mend some good brown peat fibre and Sphag-

num Moss to bo packed tirmly, and the plant

when growing to be liberally supplied with

water. After llowering,at whatever time this is,

its growth must be made up carefully, and to

this end I usually removed the plant to a house

some few degrees warmer and reduced the water

supply, removing it back_again as soon as it

(lowers are nearly t inches across, the sepals and
petals rather stilVer llian in tlie last-named i>lant,

rosy-lilac or rosy-pnrple in colotn', the petals being

broadly ovate, much larger than the sepa's. Up
roller! over the cahiinn with a rcflcxed e Ige, the

whole front being of a deep rich magenla-purple,
having mostly a pale purple blotch in front, and
oftenlimes a while marginal border, which has led

to the plant being freiiuently known by the name
of Cattleya marginata, the genus under which it

was first figured.

L. ru.E5TAN.s.—As a plant this is very near the

two previously named kinds, by imny considered
only a variety of L. pumila, which it resembles very

much, but it has a much stouter llower, the lip of

which is trumpet shaped and alniost devoid ol

the r.aised lines; the throat is ricli deep yellow.

The true plant is rare in collections to this day.

L. MIR.\BII,I9.—This is a beautiful member of

the small-growing type now under consideration
but it is a rare plant, not differing in any way in

the growth from biplia Dayana. Its flowers ai''

large, the sepals and the large ovate petals being
rosy-purple, front lobe of lip large, and with the

side lobes rich crimson-carmine. It is some five

A forceu plant of Azalea mollid.

shows 1 signs of being finished, for I think pre-

mature growth is a very bad thing for the plant,

leading to its decay through want of strength.

It grows only li inches in height ; its pseudo-
bulbs are somewhat clavate, some 3 inches high,

|

light green, bearing a single oblong leaf about
the same length, which is thick and leathery in

texture. The flowers are produced from the
top of the young bulb before it has finished its

growth, one flower only upon the pedmicle
;

this is some 4 inches across ; the sejials and
petals are rosy lilac, the petals being slightly

the darker ; the lip rolled over the column,
the front edge recurved, the whole front of the
lip being deep maroon-purple in the flower be-
fore me, this dark colour forming a dark band
round the mouth of the tube, which is white,
having seven deep purple raised lines travers-

ing it. The flowers will remain in full beauty
for a month without injury to the plant.

L. rUMlLA is another of the?o small growing

species, e.xactly the same in growth and flowering

in t':e sTme way at this season of the year ; the

years or more sines I saw this form, but it is one
of the very best of the L. pumila section,

VVm. Hugh Goweu.

SHORT N0TM8.—ORCHIDS.

Cattleya Warooqu^ana.—G. B.iins sands me
threa forms of tlii.s plant, all of them esceedinjrly
pretty, hut yet a lou^ way infeiior to tli? plant iianied

by Lindley C. 1 ibiatu. It is an exceetliugly beautiful

Cattleya, but I have seen finer flowers and richer-col-

oured variotie.^ of it.— VV. H. G.

Dendrobium ciliatutn.—This is not a gay
and attractive Orchid, but as a curious plant it is

very welcome, and, moreover, its blooms a^e de-
veloped during tlie month of November, when gay
flowers either in the stove or Orchid house are
somewhat scarce. The plant was found by Mr. I'arish

in the land of the genus Dendrobium—Burmah

—

some thirty years since. The plant here figured

flowered in the collection of M. Finet, of Argen-
teuil, near Paris.

—

Orchid Album, t. 454.

Cypripedium orphanum.—A very handsome
and brigut-coloured flower and one that will long
continue to be a favourite on that very account. It

is a garden hybri I wltli )ut a history, its paren tage
tiein.; hut; but, nevertheless, it is a showy and
brightly tinted one, the dorsal sepal being large,
ovate, white tinged with emerald-green, the siiles

more or less stained with rosy purple and a strong,
vvell-detined central ban-l of brownish purple, and
the petals marked in a similar manner; the bluntly
ov.ite, pouch-like lip is deep rosy purple.

Cypripedium Pitcherianutn (Williams' var.).

—This is a very tine flower and a highly-coloure I

one. The original plant was raised between C
Harrisianum supcrbiim and C. Spicerianum, and
named by Reichenliach in honour of Mr. I'ltchcr,

of New York, now the head of the nursery business
of I'itcher and Manda in New Jersey. The plan",

wh'ch Mr. Williams figures was raised in his es-

tablishment between C. Harrisianum superbum and
C. .Spicerianum mignificiim, and it shoiv* well th3
value of selecting the bait varieties as parents.
— Orchid Album, t. 43.i.

Stove and Greenhouse.

AZALEA MOLLIS AND ITS VARIETIES.
When these showy, free-blooming plants first

made their appearance, they were expected to
become a leading feature amongst hardy out-
door spring - flowering shrubs. Their large
attractive flowers, produced as they are in sucli

profusion as to be equalled by few things,
possess tlie colours and the shades of colour
that have now for some years been fashion-
able. But the plants have failed to realise in
the open air that wdiich was looked for,

through the fact that they come into bloom too
early, and before the time wdien frosty nights
are past, even in the southern counties. Yet,
if they have thus failed out of doors to turn
out as well as desirable, they have done some-
thing towards making \\\) for it by the way
they answer in pots for winter and early
spring flowering. So treated, their natural
disposition to bloom early is an advantage, as
on account of this tendency they require less

forcing. There is one thing connected with
the forcing of the.se Azaleas that should be
borne in mind, wdiich is that they should nc.t

be hurried into bloom by subjecting tliem to a
high temperature, as, if so treated, the flowers
do not last half the time either n hen cut or on
the plants that they will if brought on slowly.
This is what occurs with the flowers of most
things when hard forced, but more so with the
mollis Azaleas than the generality of plants.
Large numbers are raised from seed, but tliey

can be also readily propagated from cuttings.
Plants that have been forced early, if kept in a
little warmth after their flowering is over, soon
break into growth that afl'ords cuttings early in

the season, so that there is time for them to

root and get established during the summer.
When tlie wood of the young shoots has got firm
enough— that is, in a similar state to that
which is used for cuttings of the Indian
varieties of Azalea—they will strike in a few
weeks, if kept close and moist in an intermediate
temperature. As .soon ,as the cuttings begin to

grow, the points must be pinched out. It is

essential to attend to this in good time when
the plants are reiiuired for flowering in pots, as
they should be as close and compact in growth
as they can be got ; for on this depends their
ability to jiroduce the most flowers on small
plants. Directly the little plants have got
well rooted, move them into 3-inch or4inchpots,
and transfer them to a cold frame or pit, wdiere

they must be encouraged, by keeping them
moderately close and moist, to make all the
growth po.ssible. Those I raised in the way
described from cuttings produced by early
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forced stock made nice little plants, with several
shoots each before autumn ; the pots were
plunged in ashes during the winter in the frame
they occupied in summer, covering to keep
out frost. In March they were turned out of
the pots and planted in a bed made up of peat,
sand, leaf-mould and a little rotten manure,
the points of all the strongest shoots being cut
away before they began to move, the efl'ect of
which was that they were as full and compact
in growth as possible. Some flower-buds were
set in autumn, but another season's growth was
given them before the plants were taken up and
potted, at which time they were so full of buds
that when they came into bloom the flowers all

but hid the wood. The treatment described
may seem to entail a good deal of labour to
bestow on a hardy shrub, but there are few
things that give a better return for the attention
they receive.

AV'hen these Azaleas are forced, like most
other hardy shrubs, the plants are often very
badly treated afterwards

; when the flowers
are off them they are crammed into any out-of-
the-way corner, not unusually out of doors,
exposed to the cold cutting winds and frosty
nights, and this after having been subjected to
the exciting influence of a temperature higher
than they like. The plants forced are mostly
not larger than will admit of their being grown
on and prepared for doing duty in the same
way a second time. To prepare them for this,
as soon as they are out of bloom all the slioots
should be cut well back, after which the plants
ought to be placed in a cold pit or frame,
giving them air in the daytime when the
weather is suitable, with as much water as will
keep the soil in a healthy state. So managed,
they will be in a condition for planting out as
soon as the colil weather is past. A suitable
bed should bo prei)ared if the natural soil is not
such as will suit them. They are fond of peat,
but they will thrive iu good free loam, if not
too sandy. As a matter of course, plants that
have been forced will not move nearly so freely
the summer following as others that have not
been so treated

; but the second season, if all

goes well, will see them quite recovered, so that
they will make plenty of growth, and mature
flower-buds in quantity, that will make a dis-
))lay much exceeding that which is obtainable
from smaller examples. One great advantage
which these Azaleas possess is that they are
equally adapted for pot culture, by those who
have no place where a higher temperature than
that of a greenhouse is kept up, as they are for
forcing, as if the plants are potted in autumn
and at once moved to a greenhouse, they will
bloom to perfection at the end of winter and
beginning of .spring. So managed, the flowers
naturally have more substance in them, lasting
proportionately longer, whilst the much-prized
pink tint which many fbrms of the plants pos-
sess is more intense. T.

Dracaena Goldieana.— I rend with greit in-
terest the article by your correspondent " H. G. A."
in your issue of .September 17 (p. 25!l) on the
worth and propag.ation of this liandsome and
highly orcamental Dracfena. A few remarks on
our mode of propagation might be acceptable.
It was at one time considered to be a plant ralher
difficult to propagate. We find no difficuUv what-
ever in raising a quantity of it from " eyes." When
a plant has become too tall, or injured 'in the
smallest degree through having been in a cold
room too long (' H. G. A." alludes to its very
tender nature), we strip it of all its leaves to
within about i inches of the top, cut the stem
into short lenglhs, leaving two or three clear
j^ints

; these, it placed in cocoa-nut fibre in
slight bottom-heat, will in the course of a short

time show signs of growth. They are a long
time in making much progress without the aid
of bittom-heat, even after placed in small pots.
We have raised, I may sny, a dozen or two at a
time by this mode. Care must be taken (hat the
fibre does not get too wet, otherwiie the eyes are
sure to decay before they have time to start into
giowth. The top that was left will soon emit
roots if inserted in a small pot and plunged in
bottom-heat. From this mode nice useful table
plants may be procured in less than two years.
Care must; be taken not to over-pot, 4-inch or
5-inch pots being a useful size for ordinary work.
The mode of propagation set forth by " H. G. A."
is too slow a process where a quantity of it is

needed, unless a good stock of old plants is at
hand to work from. If the "eye" .system is

carried out annually, a good supply of useful
table plants will be the result if other points
in their cultivation are carefully attented to. I

enclose a small plant for your inspection as an
illustration of plants produced from eyes.— J. S.,
(jrhiistoii.

*,s* A very healthy-looking young plant.—Ed.

Acacia platyptera.—This Swan River species
of Acacia is a particularly noteworthy one, firstly,

from the fact that it is the earliest to bloom of all
the members of that extensive genus (some of its

blossoms being already expanded), and secondly,
the s'ems ate so curiously winged by means of a
thin fattened expansion on either side, which is of
a bright green colour and takes the place of leaves,
as there are none produced. This Acacia is apt to
run up thin unless stopped freely during its earlier
stages, but if this is done it forms a loose open
bush that readily lends itself to grouping, being
so totally devoid of any stiffness or formality.
It generally flowers freely, and as the blooms
do not open all at once, the blooming ,'ea-

son of this Acacia is spread over two or three
months of the dullest season of the year. If
needed to be kept from growing too large, this
Acacia may be cut back hard alter flowering and
repotted as soon as it has again started into
growth. In making a selection of half a dozen or
so of the best Acacias for flowering in the green-
house, I should certainly give a place to this one.
—H. P.

Tecoma capensis.—The first time I ever saw
this beautiful, but shy -blooming climber flowering
in a satisfactory manner in a small state was at
Messrs. Low's nursery, but since that time others
h.ave followed the same lead, and it is now far
more often seen in a flowering condition than was
formerly the case. A few plants of it in bloom
will form one of the brightest autumn features in

the greenhouse, as the blossoms, which are about
a couple of inches lorg, are of a brilliant orange-
scarlet colour, and borne in a many-flowered erect
raceme. To obtain small plants that will flower
well, cuttings of the young growing shoots .'hould

be taken as early in the spring as they can be ob-
tained, when with the treatment given to the
general run of soft-wooded cuttings they will
quickly strike, and after hardening off must be
potted as soon as possible into small pots. If kept
in a greenhouse temperature and a growing atmo-
sphere maintained, they will soon be ready for
shifting into pots 5 inches in diameter, then to-

wards the end of June they should be stood out of
doors in a position where they will be fully ex-
posed to the sunshine and a good circulation of

air. They must not be stopped in any way, as the
racemes of blossoms are terminal, but as the buds
form there is a great tendency to push out shoots
just below, which must be removed in order to

concentrate the vigour of the plant into the
blooms, as if these shoots are allowed to remain
undisturbed they will grow so freely that the re-

sult will be a very meagre display of blossoms.
As the flower-buds form the plants muft be re-

moved into the greenhouse, where without any
trouble other than that of watering when neces-
sary they will bloom well. This ripening process
is very essential to the flowering of some Tecomas,
among others the allied Tecoma jasminoides, of
which a large platt came under my observation,

th.at though covering a good expanse of roof failed
to flower in a satisfactory manner till the struc-
ture in which it was growing was under repair
and the plant fully exposed to the sun and
weather of all kinds during .an eit re summer,
after which it bloomed well.—T.

NERINES.
Takinc, a great interest in and being in posses-
sion of a very complete collection of these most
beautiful autumn-flowering Cape bulbs, I was very
much pleased to read " H. P.'s " remarks on N.
Fothergilli. The major form of this is, as regards
size of the flower-hesds and brilliant colour of the
blossoms, certainly one of the best of Nerines, al-
though many of the newer varieties are also very
remaikable for their beautiful colouring and free-
flowerins qualities. Among the newer hybrid va-
rieties, N. excel'ens, a cross between M. flexuosa
and humilis, ranks foremost. I find this the freest
flowering of all Nerines, each full-sized bulb pro-
ducing in the autumn a very fine and large head
of carmine-rosy flowers, with a dark crimson rib
down the centre of each segment. To Max
Leichtlin, who for many j-ears has been devoting
his skill to them, we owe that fine seedling Novelty;
the individual flowers of this grand acquisition are
the largest I have seen among Nerines, having the
shape and almost the size of the flowers of An
thericum liliastrum. The colour is a deep carmine
rose, and the heads are also of an immense size.

This- variety also possesses the advantage of being
of a very free-flowerirg character. Each bulb can
be reckoned upon to flower in the autumn without
its being necessary to resort to the roasting pro-
cess, without which many of the other varieties,
like the old N. sarniensis, so often refuse to bloom.
From the same source come also the splendid va-
rieties N. sarniensis insignis and carnr.sa, both
improvements on the common Guernsey Lily,
with very large flowers and of lovely shades of
colour. N. humilis splendens is remarkable for
its very biightly coloured deep carmine - red
flowers, which are very much larger than
those of the typical N. humilis. A fine va-
riety of the old N. corusca is pallida, with
flowers of a very brilliant pale scarlet colour. In
point of size of the flower-heads and brilliancy of
colour, this stands on a par with the best varieties
of N. Fothergilli. N. corusca compacta is, as its

name implies, remarkable for the compactness of
the flower-heads. Another fine hybrid is N. ama-
bibs, a cress between N. pudica and humilis, with
flowers of a pale rose colour and dark rib down the
centre of the flower segments. Of this I have
some fine varieties with flowers nearly double the
size. Other rare varieties and hybrids now in
flower here are N. elegans (N. flexuosa x rosea)

;

N. O'Crieni (N. pudica x Planti), with its bluish
variety li'acina

; N. Moorei, scarlet flowered ; N.
pulchella, very pale pii k ; N. pudica, funnel shaped,
white flowers with pink at the back ; N. Planti, a
variety of sarniensis with deep crimson blossoms

;

N. flexuosa in two varieties; N. filifolia, a minia-
ture species from the Orange Free State ; N. humi-
lis

;
N. undida'a; N. atiosanguinea, a very brilliant

scarlet ; N. Rosita, a new seedling with pale rosy
flowers and a deeper coloured strijie.

C. G. Van Tubergen, Jtjn.

Witsenia corymbosa.—Whether in bloom or
not, there is no danger of confounding this pretty
little South African plant with any other occupant
of the greenhouse, lor while it is quite a shrub the
leaves are arranged in tufts just like these of the
Iris ; in fact it belongs to the order to which this
last-named genus has given its name, viz, Iiideas.

Its flowering season is, as a rule, during the latter
part of the autunm months, and the beautiful blue
blossoms render it at that time especially notice-
able, for the greater portion of the occupants of
the greenhouse are Chrysanthemums, Cyclamen,
and others of this class. True, the Witsenia needs
far more careful culture than such plants as these
just mentioned, and that is undoubtedly the reason
that it is so seldom seen. It is a native of South
Afiica, and was intiodcced into tl is country in
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IS ):> -till' i-i, n^i'-lv' nin3^y yairs a^o. Whsn the

so-c;iUeil New Holliuitl plants were suoh general

favourites, it was much nnre otcen cuUivated, for

th2 cjnclilion^ under which Heaths, Epicris, and
the numerous other things of this cla^s were

gr )-.vn just met the requirements of this Witscnia—
t'lat is to say, as little lire-heat as possible consis-

tent with a good circulation of air at all seasons,

but especially during the winter months. In pot-

ting, liberal drainage should be ensured, and the

cimpoitbest suited to the plant is goxl sandy

p»it, which must be pres.se 1 d)wn pretty firmly.

A liberal supply of water is necessary during the

growing seison, and at no tiuie must the soil be

all )wed to become too dry. Propagation is eft'ecteil

by cuttings put into sandy pa it and covered with a
b^U-gla^s, but thoy tike 'a Ion? time to strike.—

H. P.

^

Kitchen Garden.

THE STORTNG OF ROOT CROPS.

Tua storing of the variom root cropi (other

than Potatoes) forwinterandearlysprlng use now
demiuJs attention. The kinds which I have in

view are such as Beet, Carrots, Parsnips, Tur-
ni[)s, .rernsaleni Artichokes, Salsafy, Scorzonera,

and also Witloof. Not that e;ioh requires stor-

ing in the true sense, although this is often

done, undoubtedly to the detriment of the

quality of the roots. Some of these, such as

Artichokes, Salsafy, Parsnips, and Scorzonera,

are never of good quality when taken from tlie

ground and stored before they are required for

uie. It is with such as these that mistakes are

mide, as frost, instead of being injurious to

them, improves their quality. Of course, severe

frosts hive to be reckoned with where these are

likely to interfere with the getting up of the

roots for use. In anticipxtion of very severe

woither, a layer of litter would either have to

bo spre:*d over the surface to prevent the frost

from penetrating, or a supply would have to be
taken up to last for some time. In either case the

qualityof the roots whencooked must bathe fir.st

consideration. As regards a suitable store for the

various subjects, it is noi every garden that can

c immand such, and other m ikeshifts have to be
resorted t o with more or less success. Warm
and arid sheds are the worst joossible places, for

not only is top growth encouraged, but the
juices are extracted to such an extent, that the

quility is poor in the extreme. In such
places it mitters little what raxterial is picked
a'lout them to counteract any drying influence

;

the evil cannot be removed. Sooner than place

in such positions, I would much rather store in

the open air, whatever may be its drawbacks.
In fact, some people often adopt this practice

where other means are present, the belief being
that the quality is better than cin possibly be
the case under cover. But in a well-constructed

root store or any shei which is adapted for the

purpose the quility is not imp.iired, and, what
is better, the roots are under control whatever
the weather niiy be. The root store I hive is

a lean-to behind a north wall, the floor, which
is of brick, being sunk 2 feel bslow the level.

This is cool and slightly damp, but not so much
so as to cause decay or mildew. Of course, any
other cool shed or cellar may be used where the
surroundings arc not too arid.

Carrots are the first which demand attention,

and although slight frosts may not be injurious

to these where amply protected by their own
foliage, yet it is not wise to leave them in the

grouud much longer, for where insects abound
—and they quickly find out Carrots — they
bore into the roots, and not only is their ap-

pearance spoiled, but, what is more, the quality

also, as the flivour will most surely be tainted.

When left too long an 1 heivy r.vins sot in,

splitting also takes place, and when this is so

Carrots are of little value. When being lifted

care must lie taken not to break them. Tiio

tops should also bo cut off about an inch from
the crown. In storing thcni place them in

layers with the croivn pointing outwards, and
between tno layers spreil some sand. River

sand is good, or, failing this, fine earth, but sand
is much better, this being slightly moist. Wiien
Carrots arc stored in the open air, pit them
similarly to Potatoes, and in this w.iy they keep
perfectly sound and fresh, the weekly supidy
being tiiken out as required. Beetroot requires

more than ordin.iry attention, as on the way
the roots are preserved will depend the quality.

The roots may have been grown well, be also

of the right size appreciated by cooks, but

through being badly stored the juices are ex-

tracted to such an extent that they are poor in

the extreme. Some people affirm that Beetroot

is best when left in the ground, the crowns being
simply moulded over with soil. On some soils

this niiy be so, but it would certainly have to

be sandy and in a favourable district. Others
lay the Beetroot in bohind a north wall, the

foliage being left intact.

Beet may also be stored in the same way as

Potatoes, or in a cone-like mound under trees.

In this latter case the roots are built up in

layers, the crowns just pointing outwards, be-

tween the layers placing a little sand or fine

earth. Over the whole would have to be thrown
a layer of litter, the sides being combed down
so as to throw off wet and as a further protec-

tion from frost. Bat whatever merits the

above methods possess, they do not equal a

good root .store under cover. In taking up the

roots extreme care must be taken not to bruise

them or injure the tip-root, for if so, they will

bleed, and the colour and also quality be lost.

The tops should be screwed oft' with the hand
about 2 inches from the crown. In storing

Beet take particular cire to arrange the roots

so that the crown points outwards.

Wliether Turnips should be tikea up will de-

pend entirely on circumstances Small roots

of Orange Jelly or Chirk Castle Blackstone
will remain sound if left out in the open
throughout the winter. With large roots the

case is different, as a moderately .severe frost

would soon injure them. Daring mild winters

even the ordinary White Stone or Veitch's

Red Globe would not be injured, but where
these are of a fair size they are bast taken up
and stored. In any case it is best to leave the

small roots, as these would come in at a time
when they would be very useful, and by being

left in the grouud the quality is decidedly

better. As previously mentioned. Parsnips,

Silsafy, and Scorzonera should be left in the
ground and dug as required for use—at least

until just previous to their starting into

growth in the spring, when they must be taken
up. A. Y. A.

Three good dwarf late Peas.—It being part

of my duty to provide Pe.as in plenty up to the

end of October, I naturally experiment in divers

w.iys and on various kinds, thus endeavouring to

select the best for the special purpose of late pro-

duction combined with good quality. Owing to

exposure to westerly winds and equinoctial gales,

tall varieties of lite Peas are useless to me ; hence
my reliance is placed on dwarf kinds absolutely,

and the following three are what I grow largely,

viz., Gladiator, Sturdy, and Omega. I have re-

peatedly written in favour of the fir,-t as a
worthy dw.avf v.ariety for main crop, but have also

been trying it sparingly and cautiously as a late

kind for some years, until I have now come to re-

gard it as esicntial for that purpose. This year I

had a large quarter of the.se varieties sown on
June 13. The crop of Gladiator is now cleared,

for, as is well known, the pods of this are ready for

picking almost all at one time ; hence it has proved
.a great boon as ;i late September Pea. It is now
closely followed by Surdy, whicli will keep up the
supply for a considerable tine yet ; .and lastly

comes Omega, carrying on .an unbroken supply un-
til the end of the month or later, should no severe
frosts intervene. To those who mny not as yet
have given these .a trial, I can confidently recom-
mend them .as reliable late kinds, producing even
thus late good crops—not lean pods, nor, on the
other hand, wind bags, but well filled with fine

Peas of good quality. Being dw.arf, they can, of

course, be sown rather closely, .are easily protected
from the ravages of birds with nets if necessary,

and are also better adapted to withstand the au-
tumnal gales than taller varieties. Here, e.irly kinds
sown thus late were a failure, being more subject

to mildew and rust and lacking quality, so ttieir

cultivation has been discontinued for years past.

I have not had the opportunity of trying Success,

but from all I learn it is an acquisition, and I hope
to give it an impartial trial next season, trusting

it will be worthy of being added to the above
three, or perhaps replace some of them.—J. R.,

Tan-ij-h)vlch

.

N0IE.5 ON CELERV.
Of .all crops grown in the kitchen garden, .and
which are in use during tha autumn and wint-jr

month-, Celerv must be considered the most im-
port.ant. Unlike the ra.ajority of other things, it

has .also to be used in an uncooked st.a'e, and this

makes it all the more desirable that the growth
should be .assisted, so .as to bring out its highest
i]ualities, at le.ast to such an extent as to make
it .appreciated when sent to table. This is of the
utmost importance, as, being used up in an un-
cooked st.ate, the Celery h.as t o stan 1 on its merits
.aloie. It mu^t bo well grown, solid, and of a
sweet nutly flavour. Celery when sent to table,

if lio'.low ill the st.alks, or tough and stringy, or
even not cleanly grown, will certairdy not be
looked upon with favour, and the groiver wi'l have
a not very dcsir.able time of it. There are now
som'o splendid types of what should constitute
good Celery in the market, so that it depends upon
the grower emirely whether the produce will turn
out s.atislactorily or not. It must not ba imagined
that those large heads which are often seen win-
ning prizes at exhibitions are what the grower for
table use should imitate ; if he does, disappoint-
ment will surely result. The large beads are a'l

very well to look .at, but it must be remembered
that size is gained through very high fee ling, and
with such <a delicately flavoured veget.able ai
Celery, this must be at the expense of good
ipi dity. The flavour is forced out of them and
the texture is coarse in the extreme, and the
Celery is of little use except for soups or cooking.
Celery which is highly fed also keeps badly, audit
quickly becomes .a prey to slugs, .andalsosuccumbs
to frost a deal sooner th.an other produce fed
sutliciently to maintain a healthy growth. The
extent to which the plmts may be fed will, no
doubt, depend principally upon the condition of
the soil tlint ihe pLants are growing in, but with
well-prepared trenches, little other manurial as.»ist-

ance is needed. Moisture at the roots now is

what Celery really does require, as being, corap.ara-

tively speaking, a ditch plant, frequent supplies
are needed, .and it will make use of large quanti-
ties on dry soils. It is frequently stated that
Celery cannot ba too freely supplied with
liquid manure, but with this I cannot agree.

With b.adly prepared trenches moie feeding ni.ay

be needed, but with amply enriched pulverised

soil for the p'ants to root in, they grow aw,ay freely

enough, witli moisture sufficient to maintain a
steady growth. There cannot be .any d jubt about
the trenches being often formed much deeper tlian

there is any occasion for, and as in muny gardens
the wor-t soil is 15 inches or IS inches beneath
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the saiface, \i can hardly be expected that a plant

like Celery, which requires a rich root run, should
thrive in such circumstances. In the tirst place,

they are too deep for the welfare of the plants,

being aw.ay from the direct influence of sun and
light, which are so essential to build up a healthy
and matured growth. It is not so much deep
trenches that are needed as a good depth of good
soil for the roots to woik in. The soil I have to

deal with is a very cold clay, but a good depth of

jiulverisedsoil for the plants to root in being given,

the growth made is of the most satisfactory des-

( ription, and this without the application of liquid

manure. With a poor root run some icanurial

assistance must be afforded, but Eot to such an
( xtent ,as to make the pl.ants assume a gross habit.

The aim must be to build up a sturdy plant capable

of witbsianditig inclement weather later on
when fully earthed up for winter. Moisture at

the roots being of the greatest importance, this

part of the routine must have close attention. The
closing days of July were very dry indeed, and
after the spell of dull weather previously ex-

perienced, the plants would be apt to suffer more
or less from want of moisture. The dull weather
favoured a good planting time, and with a good
medium for the roots to work in, root-action would
be rapid. It is at such times as these that the
grower is apt to be deceived by appcaiances,

e-pecially if a dull, showery time should follow,

anil this seems likely to be the case. The showers
will nioi.-ten the tops and surface, but underneath
may be almost as dry as dust if watering has not

received attention. Trenches which have been cut

out of hard soil, with a dry and impoverished sub-

so 1 beneath, are those which are the most certain

to suffer if at all neglected with water. Water in

these cases must be given with no unstinted hand,

the trenches being well flooded to thoroughly
moisten the soil. With plants growing under
such conditions as these, a soaking of liquid

manure will prove of the utmost benefit. This

should not be given to a dry soil, but should follow

immediately after a soaking of clear water, which
by well moistening the soil prepares it for the food

that follows. Large quantities of the liquid ma-
nure on a dry soil would be lost, and would not

prove of more assistance than a smaller quantity

on a previously moistened soil. The liquid should

also be applied direct to the soil, not, however, by
letting it fall over the foliage and into the hearts

of the plants. The stimulant which I am greatly

in favour of to encourage a healthy and free

growth of Celery is common salt, and it is as-

tonishing how well Celery thrives with its assi^t-

ance At one time Asparagus was about the only

crop to which common salt was applied, but in the

future I am of the opinion that it will enter largely

into use with many other crops. It must not be
applied indiscriminately, or probably there may be
more injury than benefit. At the first top-dress-

ing a little is sprinkled along the outer edges of

the rows, it being worked down with the soil and
again at the first earthing.

The first top-dressing is a very needful opera-
tinn, assisting the plants greatly by adding to the

rooting medium. This must not be confounded with
e.xrthing, which operation is not needed until later

on, or at least not until a vigorous plant has been
built up, as where early earthing is practised it

checks the free development of the head. First

secure a good strong plant and then the blanching
process may be carried out with dispatch, and
with the certainty of the hearts coming well up.

There is probably more Celery spoilt through too

early earthing than from any other cause, and
besides, it tends greatly to early decay. In

those cases where Celery decays early in the
winter it must be mainly attributed to early

earthing. The blanched stems will withstand a
certain amount of darkness and confinement with-

out injury, but after a time decay sets in, and no
amount of covering and protection will check it.

The top-dressing consists in first looking over the
plants and removing any small suckers and short

leaves clustering about the base ; but nn indL-cri-

minate removi^l of leaves must be resorted to, as

this is apt to considerably weaken the plants.

The soil should be worked down from the sides
and levelled about the base of the plants, taking
care not to allow it to settle amongst the leaves.
One inch or 2 inches at the outside will be ample,
and will form an effective top-dressing, into which
the roots will work freely. The top-dressing also
prevents the leaves from spreading out, as when
nothing is done until the first earthing, these
spread out to such an extent that there is a diffi-

culty in drawing them up together without injury
from breakage. With this top-dressing the growth
will not be interrupted, and water may he applied
as plentifully as before, or rather according to the
condition of the weather. Tlie weather this sea-
son seems greatly in favour of good Celery, which
is remarkably healthy and quite free from the
ravages of the larvse of the Celery fly.

A. H. S.

ASPARAGU,S IN AUTUMN.

The treatment of the beds in the dormant season

is very important, for large quantities of roots are

annually spoiled through the treatment afforded

during the autumn and early winter months. On
cold and heavy soils there is often unmistakable

evidence of this, as the shoots do not appear at

their proper time, and this through decay of the

roots. The very nature of Asparagus roots tells

us plainly the conditions under which they thrive,

being very fleshy, and the least injury through
unduly injuring the roots by disturbance or being
located in a wet medium very quickly tends to

their decay, it being no infrequent occurrence
to see gappy rows on account of the roots dying
away. To a certain extent Asparagus likes mois-
ture at the roots at all times, but during the
winter months, when the temperature of the soil

is at its lowest, this can easily be over-done.
Growth is then at a standstill, and the roots, being
fleshy, will resent indifferent treatment. In a
state of Nature, Asparagus grows in a sandy or
well-drained alluvial deposit and thrives surpris-

ingly well, rarely if ever dying away. The soil is

naturally warm, and, being well drained, the roots

are well preserved. At this season of the year it

is the practice in some gardens to apply a surfac-

ing of manure irrespective of the soil and the con-
ditions under which the Asparagus is grow ing, and
the results are not satisfactory. Sometimes very
little, if any, harm accrues, but this is where the
soil is very sandy or well adapted for the success-
ful growth of Asparagus. Manure, when applied
to the surface, should act as a fertiliser or invigo-

rator, but this cannot take place while the roots
are dormant. From frost Asparagus needs no pro-

tection, and if the soil should be of a cold nature,
protection adds further to the evil by making the
soil cold and sodden. At one time the mulching
was placed on in the early autumn months, in

the belief that such protection was needed, but
this has been found to be a mistake. On some
soils of a very gravelly or sandy description, in

which the roots are comparatixely warm, very
little harm is done by such mulching or top-dress-

ing of manure, and if pretty well decayed it would
crumble down by the early spring ; but the roots

would derive no benefit from the manure w.as^hed

down, as this could only take place when growth
commences in the spring. Heavy dressings of

manure,whether applied in the autumn or spring, are

apt after a series of years to raise t he soil too much
above the crowns, and here again heavy manuring
is at fault. In those cases where the beds are
raised and it is decided to mulch or rather top-

dress in the autumn, the best course would be,

after the tops are removed, to lightly loosen the
surface soil and work it off with the back of the
fork into the space between the beds, taking care
not to go too deeply for fear of injuring the crowns
or roots, as these certainly must not be exposed.
The manure may now be applied, the best for the
purpose being good solid manure, faiily well

decayed, and decayed garden refuse in equal paits.

This is belter than manure alone, and it will not
lie too close, but allow a passage of air. Beds on

the level being now more usual, of course dealing
away any surface soil is out of the ijuestion, and
in these cases particularly whatever is applied
must be in small quantities, but full of fertilising
properties. The burnt refuse also counteracts the
tendency which manure alone has of, after a series
of years, lying in a close and sodden state, imper-
vious to air. Jn beds that are in a good state of
fertility the tops remain green much longer than
when fertility is at a low ebb ; consequently there
must be no hurry to remove them until the tops
have quite ripened off, or there will be danger of
the crowns starting if the weather keeps fine and
open. Allowing the tops to remain on throughout
the winter is a slovenly method, and besides it

prevents the frost and air having free access
to sweeten the surface soil. After the tops are
thoroughly ripened, cut them off closely with a
scythe, clear them away, and also any weeds, so
that all will be tidy for the winter; also take care
to close in the soil about the stems if there should
be any space caused by wind-waving. Neglect of
this simple precaution is often the source of much
injury. The rain is enabled to trickle down right
on to the crowns, and oftentimes causes their
decay. A. A.

HORSE RADISH.

Tins will to a certain extent grow and take care
of itself, and is therefore generally neglected. How
riilhcult. however, it often is to secure roots Worthy
the name of Horse Radish, the majority of gar-
deners are well aware. The difference between
well-cultivated roots and those which have been
grown well is very marked indeed, so that one
wonders why Horse Radish should be so generally
neglected. But even our markets are supplied with
imported roots. During the winter months, when
Horse Radish is not wanted daily, the roots

should be at hand to be secured in the daik
if necessary without trouble. There are vari-

ous methods adopted in the securing of good
roots. The first operation will consist of tak-

ing up the roots about the middle of November.
A trench should be taken out at one end as deep as
the roots, the soil forked over and every piece of

root carefully lemoved, as every piece, however
small, will bud out and grow. The larger roots as
they are taken up should be taken care of and laid

in sand or fine earth behind a north wall in the open
.air. They will there be .secure and easily procur-
able at any time. The roots not large enough for

use must be reserved for future stock, rejecting the
very smallest unless stock is very scarce. Any por-

tion of root will vegetate and grow, but very small
pieces are of little use for our purpose, as they will

take three or four years to grow to a size fit for

use. If by chance crown roots are scarce, sufficient

may be had in twelve months by cutting up poi-
tions of the roots into 3-inch lengths and insett-

ing them in rows 6 inches in depth and a foot or

more between the rows. By this method an abund-
ance of suitable crown cuttings may be secured.
If there are sufficient, pieces from !l inches to a foot

in length surmounted with jv crown should bo
chosen, as roots of this length swell out evenly the
whole length in a season. When taken up, aiiy

side root fibres should be scraped off with a blunt,

knife to within 2 inches of the bottom, and then
rubbed with a coarse cloth, this removing the pof-

sibility of side thong-roots, and all the strength
will go to swell the main root. If not ready for

planting, these roots should be laid in, just leaving
the crowns exposed. Planting may either take
place in the autumn or during fine weather in Fel-
ruary. The soil must be fertile to quite 18 inches
in depth, shallow soil with a hard subsoil of gravel
often being the cause of the roots spreading out
instead of penetrating straight downwaids. Ihe
best results are obtained when the groucd is

worked over to the depth of 18 inches, the manure
placed at the bottom of the trench, as it is at tbi-i

depth that the principal roots will deiive their

support. When ready for planting, holes should
be made with a crowbar a foot apart in the rows
.and 18 inches between the rows, and a cutting

root should be dropped into each, so that the topa
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of the crowns are about 2 inches beneath the sur-

face. Another method is to save the top portion

of the roots with the crown attached, and drop

these into holes to the depth of 12 inches, but the

long roots are the best, ^ome people place tlie

roots at tlip bottom of the trenches as the.'Je are

being turned over, but this is not a good system to

pursue. There is jet another method wiih which

1 have had goo 1 results, and it may be practised

in shallow soils; this is by growing the roots in

slightly rai.-ed beds. The beds are marked out

to the width of :', feet, and will accommodate two

rows of roots. In ]ilanting, a line is stretched

(') inches fr m the eilge, the soil being takfn out

with a spade in a slanting direction, and along

this the roots are laid a foot apart; the soil is

afterwards tilled in, and the remaining row treated

in the same way. Planteil in this manner the

roots are grown more under the influence of sun

heat, and consequently swell out to a good size.

A. Y. A.

Really we have a right to ask whether these big

prize Onions have any meiit other than their

capacity to win piizes. They will do very well for

stewing and baking perhaps, but then so ;ibo will

any other fair-sized bulbs, which would look far less

ungainly when served at table. I very much doubt

whether these lig bulbs ever are applied even to

that use. Na'urally, in gardening we have to ask of

everything, or of cverv methoil of culture, in what

does its goodness consist? If not specially profit-

able or more productive of good things, of what

use is it? A. D.

Societies and Exhibitions.

ONIONS.

It .seems rather late in the day to ask any grower's

opinion as to the merits of James' Keeping Onion,
because it seems to be universally admitted that it

is one of the very best maincrop Onions we have.

Of course it does not form a large bulb, and to

some extent that tells against its wide cul-

ture. This variety is selected by M. Vilmnrin as

the type of what he terms Pearsliaped Onions.

This type has always given to us the best keeping
Onions, and there may be found in the internal

formation cf the bulb very good reasons perhaps
for that characteristic. The harder the bulb the
better it keeps. We have in Bedfordshire Cham-
pion, Cranston's Excelsior, Cocoa-nut, the Globe,

and some others line selections and more or less

distinctive sorts, just as tliey are the production
of artificial crosses. I saw the Globe growing on
a seed farm recently, and it presented a really

superb sample of the globular or egg-shaped sorts.

It was noticeable also that whilst every bulb
through large breadths was fully ripe, very many
of the flat-bull ed sorts were still in full growth,
and thjre was little hope that they would ripen at

all to keep. Thus it is ihat early autumn matura-
tion sigtiities a very hard keeping bulb, and it does
keep longer than others that are hard in appear-
ance, but are never fully ripened One of the re-

sults of growing such huge bulbed strains as are
attempted to be popularised just now is that they
are very difficult to mature, especially when we
have wet seasons, and the consequence is that one
half the crop is comparatively wasted. Such huge
bulbs as these never can be useful. The
very best bulbs to preserve for any ordinary pur-

po--e, whether for seed-production or for domestic
use, are those about 4 vzs. in weight. Bulbs of

that description in rows 12 inches apart and set

close together in the rows will give a far greater
weight per rod than will ihe biggest of bulbs, even
if weighing 2 lbs. each, which are in rows 18

inches apart and are l.") inches apart in the rows.
Of course, in a trial ground it is but right that
every chance should be given to any variety to

show its best properties by ample thinning and
good cultivation. On the other hand, when grown
for profit or domestic use, it is well to remember
that in days when maggot and fungus .so often
thin breadths disastrously, too severely thinned
crops may prove an evil.

I remember when I started in gardening that
almost the sole varieties in orilinary cultivation
were White .Spanish and James's Keeping. Now
we have probably fifty at least, and it would be
very interesting did the Royal Horticultural So-
ciety have a good trial of every known variety next
year, that we may know just where we stand in

relation to general culture and keeping properties
of the sorts now so noted for their dimensions.
The keeping test is a very important one, and a re-

port as to the dates of comparative uselessness of
any variety would merit publication. It would be
very interesting to have every variety sown both in
spring and in the autumn, so as to submit them to
the severest as well as most instructive tests.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

October 18.

The practical value of these meetings was most

clearly demonstrated on the present occasion.

If not one of the showiest gatherings as far as

the display of llowers was concerned, it was one

of the best from an horticultural standpoint that

has been held during the present season, or in

fact in any previous year. The display of fruit

was one of the best ever held in tlie Drill Hall
;

notably was this the case as it pertains to the

Apples and Pears, of which some splendid examples

in large variety were shown Of the Pears, one

collection of magnificent produce fairly eclipsed

the Jersey-grown fruit at Earl's Court a few weeks

back. Of these, one example of Uvedale's St.

Germain Pear weighed within half an ounce of

2 lbs , whilst others, chiefly dessert varieties, were

wonderfully fine. Of Grapes, a few good collec-

tions were staged in competition for the piizes

otfered. Those of Lady Downe's. Black Alicante,

and Mrs. Pearson were the best finished examples

seen in London this season, the bunches not of the

very largest, but in all other respects excellent.

The dried fruits from Chiswick were a most in-

structive feature of the meeting, touching as it

does upon the commercial aspects of fruit culiure

in this country. Some well-grown C,\ cads, chiefly

Cycas revoluta, newly imported, with one fresh

growth since being under cultivation, served in a

measure to illustrate the lecture on Cycads.

Orchid Committee.

No certificates were awarded at this meeting,

being the second in succession whereat no such

award has been made. There will not, however,

be any harm in this ; a lull in the newer kinds will

probably cause a diversion to the older and well-

proven species. Messrs. B. S. Williams and Son

staged a fine group on this occasion, rich in choice

kinds in season. Amongst these were Cypripedium

Morgania;, with fine flowers ; C. selligerum rubrnra,

a fine form bearing twin flowers ; C. Harrisianum

superbiens, well coloured ; C. Ashburtonia?, C.

Spicerianum, C. cardinale, C. Hartwegi,C. Domini-

anum and two fine examples of C. insigne. On-

cidium Papilio, not often seen, was shown well
;
0.

Krameri and O. Eckhardt', two distinct forms,

being also staged. These Butterfly Orchids are

well worthy of more notice. Dendrobium Phala>-

nopsi-i, D. superbiens and D. Dearei were likewise

shown, and a few good examples of the Indian

Crocus in Pleione lagenaria and I'. Wallichi.

Award silver Banksian medal. Mr. Philip Crowley,

of Waddon House, Croydon, staged a small group

of remarkably w^ell-grown plants. These con-

sisted of several examples of Olontoglossum

grande, finely flowered and in vigorous health, as

many as six flowers to a spike in some instances
;

it is a treat to see this grand old Orchid in so fine

condition. Other good things here consisted of

Vanda Kimballiana, of which four plants with as

many sjiikes of extra size were shown ; this is

prjving to be a most valuable autumn-flowering

species. Vanda tricolor was represented by a fine

plant with two vigorous spikes. Cymbidium gigan-

teum was also shown. Award bronze Banksian

medal.
Messrs. Sander and Co. staged a few good things

in Dendrochilum Cobbianum, of which a fine speci-

men was shown bearing eighteen spikes, each

about !l inches in length, colour a pale straw shade

with a golden lip. Amongst the Dendrobium

Phala'nopsis Schncderianum shown on this occa-

sion was an almost pure white variety; Cattleya

Hiymeriana, coming after C. Perrini in form and

colour ; C. chrysotoxa, a fine form of C. aurea,

was also shown in this group. From Mr. George

Hudy, Pickering Lodge, Timperley, came some

m ire'splendid varieties of C. aurea in C. Massaiana,

cjrtificated August 26, IHfti) (see Gaiides for

August :!0 of that year), and C. aurea, deeper m
colour somewhat than usual. Some cut blooms of

a hybrid Cypriptdium called Uardvanum, stated

to have lieen raised between C. caudatum and C.

Ainsworthi, the latter itself also a hybrid, were

also sent from this source, the taildike appendages

being of considerable length.

Floral Committee.

Awards of merit were voted to the following

florists' flowers

—

Chrysanthemum Beauty of Exmouth —

A

white variety of the Japanese type, with curled and

incurved florets, a very full flower of much promise

for the exhibition board. From Mr. J. Godfrey,

Rolle Street, Exmouth.
Chkysanthemum Mns. Mteks (English .'eed-

ling).-An Oc'ober-flowering decorative variety

wiTh straw-white flowers reflexed in shape, a veiy

handsome flower. From Mr. R. Owen, Maiden-

head.
Chrysanthemum Baron Hiusch. — An in-

curved English seedling, the flowers of extra size

and full, the colour deep bright bronzy-red. From

Mr. Owen.
Chry.?ant]temum William Seward, cf the

origin of which no record was given. It is proba-

bly a sport ; the flowers were very handsome, after

Sunflower in,shape, but larger; the colour a dark

rich crimsen'or maroon shade ; a decided acpdsi-

tion to the Japanese section. From Mr. Shrimp-

ton, The Firs, Boston Boad, llanwell.

Pelargonium Raspail Improveu.—This is

best described as a marked advance en the old

Ra=pail, with finer trusses ard larger flowers, and

a very dwarf habit. From Messrs. H. Canrell atd

Sons.
Pelargonium Mme. Bondeville. — A pale

cerise coloured variety, the edges of the petals of

a deeper shade, whilst the centre of the flower

was almost white
;
quite a novelty. From Messrs.

H. Cannell and Sons.

Mr. H. B. May had an extra large group of beau-

tifully grown plants with ornamental foli-oge.

These were finely developed examples, greatly add-

ing to the features of the meeting. Crotons were

largely represented, the best being C. volutus, C.

Johannis, C. Princess of Waldeck, C. mortfon-

tainensis, C. Bergmanni, C. Thompson!, C. elegant-

i«simus, and C. aigbuithensis, all of which were

finely coloured ; Phrynium variegatum, a seldom

seen plant, shown in first-rate order. Cyperus aUer-

nifolius variegatus, Alocasias in variety, Aralias,

Ficus elastiea variegata, P.-indanads, and Ferns in

variety made up a splendid group (silver-gilt Flora

medal).
The large groups of Cycas revoluta were quite a

feature in their way, the plants well established in

quite small pots, with stems of various heights,

the foliage, of a deep green colour, betokening

good health. These were exhibited by Messrs.

E. D. Shuttleworth and Co., Peckham Rye, and

were also awarded a silver-gilt Flora medal.

Mr. Leach, Albury Paik Gardens, Guildford,

staged a quantity of very brilliant autumn-tinted

foliage in cut specimens. These included varieties

of Maples, as Acer palmatum purpureum, Rhus

Cotinus (the Sumach), Magnolia (deciduous sp.),

with large foliage of a rich brown shade, Berbeiis

vulgaris (the common Barberry) in fruit, Andro-

meda arborea (very bright), Cornus sanguinea,

Pavia macrostachva, and Viburnum Opulus (.awaid

silver Banks'an meilal). Messrs. H. Cannell and

Sons had a superb displ.ay of tuberous Begonias.

Those chosen for this show were a choice selection

of a deep crimson-scarlet shade, the flowers cf

extra large s'ze and great substance, the plants
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profusely laden with bloom on stout foot-.stalks-
This was a very fine exhibit (award silver Bnnk-
sian medal). Dr. Frankland, The Yew.s Eeigate
Hill, had tliirty-six cut blooms of Japanese Chry-
fanthfmums equal to those seen in November,
many, in fact, being very superior examples. The
best were Stanstead Surprise, Edwin Molyneux,
Mrs. E. Clark, Avalanche, extra fine ; L'Adorable,
and Criterion (bronze Ranksian medal).

Mr. A. Waterer, Knapbill, sent cut examples
of Berbeiis Thunbergi and Qnercus americana
splendens, both valuable for Iheir very brilliant
aulumn tints, these shown being of an intensely
high colour. Mr. Owen had two more promising
new Chrysanthemums, one named Edith Owen
being of a lovely shade of pale pink, the flowers
of medium size; the other a true Japanese variety of
irregular outline, but unpardonable in the eye of
the floiists is the conspicuous eye ; as a decorative
flower, however, it is decidedly beautiful. It is an
English seedling namedj Majestic. Mr. Wells,
Earlswood, had also several good lilooras, Elaine,
Miss Gorton, ai.d W. Wells all being first-rate.
Singles and ijompons were also shown, likewise two
plants, one Viviand Morel, the other a white sport
from it called Mrs. W. R. Wells ; this lutter wlun
seen later should be a good, thing. Mr. Hudson
sent from Gunnersbury House cut specimens of
Ixora Westi (the second time of flowerine) to show
its usefulness in a cut state. Rev. W. Wilks had a
cut e.\araple of Aster John Wood to show its
snpeiiority and distinctiveness as compared with
Harpur Crewe, another and older variety of the
Michaelmas Daisy, both with white flowers.

Messrs. B. S. Williams and Son showed the seldom
seen bulbous plant with blue and white flowers,
Griffinia hyacinthiflora (figured in Garden, Oct.
2G, 1H89, p, 886) ; also Amaryllis Mrs. W. Lee, a
valuable autumn-flowering variety. From Messrs.
H Low and Co. came Amaryllis equestiis, some-
what resembling the Vallota.but much inferior to
it. Messrs. Cannell had some showy fruiting
spikes of Physalis Alkekengi of a deep orange
colour. Mr. Bones, Tower House, Chiswick, had
three fine pols of Nerine crispa, a lovely variety
when seen in a mass. From the Royal Gardens,
Windsor, Mr. Thomas brought some finely grown
examples of Margharita Carnations grown from
seed sown in February last, the flowers very double
and sweetly scented. From the Royal Botanic
Gardens, Kew, were sent some grandly grown ex-
amples of Cyrads (fruiting cones) in a cut state

;

these included many kinds not often seen. An-
other break in the Streptocarpi was also exhibited
from the same source, and Satyrium sphaerocar-
pum, an interesting terrestrial Orchid.

Fruit Committee.
This was one of the best meetings of the year

as far as fruit was concerned, more than one half
of the hall being filled with hardy fruits, several
collections having over l(-0 dishes, all of superior
quality. There was a great number of seedling
Api'les. Some good lots of Apples and Pears and
some fine stands of well-fini-hed Grapes were
staged for the piizes c ffered. Vegetables, though
less numerous, were excellent in quality.

First-class certificates were awarded to

—

Melon Beauty op Syon.—This is a seedling
Melon of great meiit. The fruit is of medium size,
with bright golden skin, .'carlet flesh, and very thin
rind, slightly netted and ribbed. The flavour is
excellent. It is a cross between Heio of Lockinge
and an unnamed seedling. From Mr. Wythes, Syon
House Gardens, Brentford.

Tomato I adybied.—Immense cropper, with
nice-shaped fruit abo\e medium size, colour bright
crimson, flesh very solid, having scarcely any
seeds. From Mr. Leach, Albury Bark.

An award of merit was given to

—

Apple; Monstrous Ikcompaeable.—A vaiiety
supposed to have leen imported into the island
from France. It is a very large, evenly-shaped
fruit, somewhat like a large Golden Noble, the flesh
firm and briskly flavoured. From Mr. Becker,
Jeri ey

.

From Messrs. Veitch and Sons, Royal Exotic
Nurseries, Chelsea, came a magnificent collection
of fruit, over 200 dishes being staged besides large
baskets ; I he Apples included some very fine dishes.
The Peasgood's Nonsuch, Bismarck, Cox's Orange,
King Harry, Mother Apple, and Bramley's Seed-
ling were very fine ; whilst it would be difficult to
stage better fruits than those of Gold Medal,
Winter Hawthornden. Barker's Seedling, Cellini,

Warnei's King, Stirling Castle, Golden Noble,
Seaton House, Ribston, Washington, Court Pendu
Plat, Sandringham, and Baumann's Red Reinelte.

There were also some good Pears and some dishes
of Plums. A siher-gilt Knightian medal was
awarded. The Mayfarth Evaporating Co. was
awardeel a silver-gilt Knightian medal for the
excellence of their evaporator. This has been
working at Chiswick, and dried fruits were
staged in gla=s jars in syiup, this retainirg the
richness of soft fruits, such as Plums, &c. From
Syon House Gardens (gardener, Mr. Wylhes) was
sent a large collection of fruit, fifty dishes of

Apples and thirty of Pears; also fourteen large
baskets. There were some excellent fruits of Blen-
heim Orange, Ribston, Cellini, Bismarck, Warner's
King, Annie Elizabeth, Lane's Prince Albert, Cox's
Orange Pippin, Duchess' Favourite, Royal Russet,
Lord Suttield, Nelson Codlin, Norfeilk Beaufin, and
others ; with very fine Pitmaston Duchess, Duchesse
d'Angouleme, Beurr^ Diel, Beurre Bachelier, Marie
Louise, and Glou Morceau Pears. A silver Knightian
medal was awarded. Messrs. Paul and Son, Ches-
hunt, staged over ICO dishes and baskets of very

fine Apples. This collection was much admired
on account of the bright colours of the fruit,

the Loddington Seedling, Lane's Prince Albert,

Beauty of Bath, Beauty of Kent, Frogmore Prolific,

Tom Putt, Ribston, Mere de Menage, and Worcester
Pearmainbeing very line (silver Knightian medal).

Mr. Martin Smith, Beckenham, sent twelve
dishes of Pears grown mostly indoors. One fruit

of Pitmaston Duchess weighed 2.15 ozs., Doyenne
du Comice wiis 21 ozs, the other samples of

Princess, Conseiller de la Cour, General Todtleben,
Magnate, and others being very large and of a
beautiful shape and colour (silver Banksian medal).
Messrs. J. Peed anel Son, Norwood, staged over

100 dishes of Apples and Pears, having some good
examples of Emperor Alexander, Ribston Pippin,

The Queen, Warner's King, Peasgood's Nonsuch,
and others (silver Banksian medal). Messrs. J.

Laing and Sons, Forest Hill, staged sixty dishes of

fruit of great merit, Alfriston, Cellini, Melon
Apple, Lord Derby, Bismarck, and Tower of

Glamis being very nolicealile (silver Banksian
medal). Mr. S. Mortimer, Farnham, staged twenty-
one bunches of Alicante Grapes of beautiful finish

and a good collection of Apples, the varieties being
Barchard Seedling, Warnei's King, Wellington,

Golden Noble, King of Pippins, Blenheim Pippin,

and Hanwell Souring (silver Banksian medal). Mr.

J. Melles, Chingfoid, staged ihirty dishes of Pears.

A bronze Banksian medal was awarded. Seedling

Apples were also shown in great numbers. Several

dishes came from Mr. Becker, .Jersey, one re-

ceiving an award of merit. Single di.-hes from
Messis. Longley, Faversham ; Smith, Lavineton;
Dicksons, Edinburgh: Bowerman, Hackword Paik;

Morrow, Leominster; Noble, Bagshot ; Ball, Rams-
den; and Taylor, Isleworth. Apples from Mr.

G. F. Bodly. Loughborough Pf.rk, a seedling

Melon from Messrs. Salt marsh, Chelmsford, but

over-ripe, and a small collection of Melons from
.Syon House were also shown. From the R H. S.

Gardens, Grapes grown in the opin were shown.
These were most merilorious and of good flavour.

Mr. H. Baldersen, Ilemel Hempstead, sent very

nice examples of Muscat of Alexandria, Alicante

Lady Df.wne's, and Madresfield Court Grapes.

Messrs. Veitch contributed some good branches of

Superlative Raspberries. Dr. Hogg also sent Rasp-
berry C.atawisia, a variety of bright colour and
good flavour. Mr. J. Willard, Holly Lodge, High-
gale, h<ad nice heads of Silver or Seakale Beet
well grown. Messrs. Jarman, Chard, staged a col-

lection of very large Onions, the %'arielies being

Somerset Hero, Rcusham Paik, Ailsa Cra'g, and
PiizewicEtr.

The competition for the prizes given by the
society was better than usual, especially in hardy
fruit. For six bunches of Grapes not less than
three varieties, Mr. Hudson was first with fine

Muscat of Alexandrha, Alicante, and Lady Downe'.''.

Second, Mr. F. O.-man, Ottershaw Park, Chertsey.

Si.x bunches for fla^ our : First, Mr. Osman with
Muscat of Alexandria, Mrs. Pearson, very good, and
Mrs. Pince, the last of a poor colour. Forsix dishes

of cooking Apples and four dessert, there was a
good competirion. First, Mr. A. W. Porteous wi h
a nice lot of large, well-finished fruit. Second,
Mr. J. W. Melles, Chingford. There was fruit

staged here certainly grown under glass. There
were also more cooking varieties than wasalloweel.

For six dishes of Pears, first. Mi". Melles, wi'h Inrge

fruit, well coloured. Second, Mr. G. Wythes,
Syon House, with fine fruit of well-known early

kinds.

Fruit drying.—Mr. Ludwig, the agent of

Messrs. Maylarlh and Co., IG, Mincing Lane, E.C.,

fometime ago gave a practical illustration of fruit

evaporation in the Royal Horticultural Society's

Gardens, Chiswick, and the following is Mr. Bar-
ron's report submitted to the fruit committee last

Tuesday.
During the operation a temperature of from

175° to 200° is required for Apples, and the time
occupied is about three hours.

Ib.s. lb. oz.

10 of Cclli' i .. .. give 1 aj when dried.

10 of New Hawthorndea ,, 1 '1
,, „

10 of lilerjheim Orange ,, 1 li ,, ,,

10 of Frogmore Prolific ,,1 f* ,, ,,

10 o' Lord .SuBield .. „ 1 2 ,, „
10 of .Snmll's Admiratjle „ 1 3 „
10 of Beauty of Hants ,,2 4 „ ,,

The parings and cores have to be added to the
weight of the dried fruit when calculating the
exact reeluction by evaponation. For Plums (he

temperature required is about 230°, and the time
taken is from eight to ten hours. The committee
marked their approval of the success of the ex-

periments by recommending a silver-gilt medal to

Messrs. Mayfarth and Company for the apparatus,

with the expression of their great satisfaction at

the results achieved.

Mr. Carrulhers, in the course of his lecture on
Cycads, stated that he did not intend to treat on
the management of the plants, but would divide

them into three classes and ende.avour to explain

their habits. He went at length into the various

genera and the formation of the plants, their dis-

tinguishing features and the way they flowered,

the formation of cones and the way they increased.

A choice collection of cones of various species was
sent from Kew to illustrate the lecture ; some of

these were large and most interesting. Leaves of

a great number of varieties were also sent, and the

leaf formation was specially pointed out. He
explained that those with little knowledge of these

plants often looked upon them as belonging to

Ferns and Palms, but they were quite distinct and
formed a small group, although a widely scattered

one. Cycads were found in most tropical regions,

some in North America and others in Australia.

They were found in numbers on the borders of the

Indian Ocean, in the Malay Peninsula, and he
knew of no plants more simple in structure or

leaf-growth. Encephahaitcs are closely allied to

Cycads, and form a useful group. He showed
cones and explained that these cones vary greatly.

Zamias are also allied, but not so widely distri-

buted ; some are found in Mexico and much re-

semble Palms. In the case of the several species,

many of them assume the same habit of growth
;

they also require a resting pet iod, and even when
their curious pinnate leaves fall and the trunks
present a diy appearance, they have been known
to break into a new existenee after two or three

years of inactivity. At times the trunk decays at

the base, but by cutting away the decayed portion

and placing in a warm moist atmcsphere a new
growth soon starts. At times (hey do not make
new growth for years, and, of course, will require

less moisture. He also referred to the dried spe-

cimens of trunks staged in the building, and to

their method of growth and their beauty when in
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good health. Cycads require less care than many
plants. They ari' invaluable for decoration. Mr.
Watson said all Ihe species were readily cidtivated,

and though some did fairly well in a cool house, a
stove temperature was much best; indeed, they
were at home in such houses and were readily
started into giovvih. He likewise named a few of

Ihe best varieties Mr. Wills spoke of their ^alue
for decoration.

At the meetinfj held en October 4. Mr.
Elliott, Stourvale Nurseries, Christchurch, Hants,
exhibited several forms of Dracajras (Cordyline
section), including; D. austi'alis nobilis, a robust
growirg form, ji.-irtakirg nearest of the charac-
ter of D. a. liniata, but as shown both pakr in

colour and shorter in Ihe leaf; D. austral's aurea
striata is another addition 1o the variegated sec-

tion, with rather shoi'ter leaf-growth than in 1),

Doucetti, the leaves having a disposition to twist
themselves in corkscrew fashion ; it should be a
distinct variety as growth proceeds; D. austialis

compacta nana is quite a dwarf and compact va-

rieiy, bidding fair to be a useful decorative plant

;

D. australis lu.>-ifoimis as shown has not any par-

ticular merit ; 1). australis elegans is, however, an
acquisition, with long, nairow and arching leaves

;

D. Doucetti was also included, and that in good
condition. Additional collections of Michaelmas
Daisies were sent from Chiswick and elsewhere.
'J he Chiswick collection embraced the greater por-
tion of the be.sit varieties for general cultivation,

the most striking being A. Novi-Belgii Robert
Parker, A. Novi-Belgii densus, A. Nova'-Anglia:
roseus, A. No\a;-AngliiE prsecox, A. arcturus, A.
Amellus bessarabicus, A. A. major, A. Amellusand
A. versicolor var. Antigone. Another collection,
but much the worse for travel, being also past their
best, came fr-oiri Mr. Henry Soul hill, The Craig,
Ross. From Mr. T. Ware, Tottenham, came some
lovely flowfrsof Iris alala, a dwarf variety of much
promise; also of Carnations several good varieties,
of which Iriua, a (hep

i
ir.k, very free; Lucifer, a

bright scirlef, and Marie Foiest, a pure white,
were tl e most promisirg, all being of good habit.
Mr. Ware had also several sjecies of Nerines
(Guernsey Lilies), the best of which were N.
sarniensis, N. coruscars major (extra fine and
Tery bright in colour), N. e.'^cellens and N. amabilis.
Messrs. J. Veitch and Sens, of Chelsea, exhi-
bited that beautiful, but all too scarce autumn-
flowering stove shrub Amasonia punicea from
British Guiana, the inflorescence of which is par-
ticularly striking, having a series of the richest
vermilion-crimson bracts in racemes a fcot long
with pendulous tubular flowers of a creamy-white
colour. Of this plant several finely grown examples
were shown. Kn m Ihe same fource also came
C.iryopteris mastacanthus, of dwarf growth, wilh
blue Veronica-like spikes of bloom, and a box-
ful of hybrid Streptocarpi, which are con-
tinuously increasing in beauty. New shades of
colour with well-defined markings and a profusion
of bloom are the chief features ; nore the less
valuable, however, is the dwarf ard compact
growl h. Mr. Leach, Albury Park Gardens, ex-
hibited his new Mignonette Her Majesty in
first-rate condition from seed sown on June 17.
The growth is dwarf, but erect ; the spikes of
flower large enough for any purpose, but not club-
headed, as in the Machet type, making it all Ihe
more effective. Mr. Leach also exhibited Ihe Sea
Buckthorn (Hippopha- rhamnoidts) in profuse
berry-bearing condition— a very effective autumn
decorative shrub. Rev. W. Wilks exhibited a few
rare forms of Michaelmas Daisies, A. decorus being
a decidedly fine variety. Another addition to the
yellow Carnations was to be seen in one called
Button-hole, shown by Mr. Fry, Lewisham. It is

a pale yellow of medium size. Messrs. Cannell
and Sons had another boxful of cut blooms of
tuberous Begonia Rosebud, one of the prettiest of
all, and a trayful of winter-flowering zonal Gera-
niums, of which Hyacinth, a deep scarlet; Mauei
of Wales, a bright pink ; A. W. Wootton, a rich
salmon

; and Beauty of Kent, a pale salmon-pink,
were among the best. Messrs. J. Laing ard Sons
shewed a beautiful let of Saxifraga saimcntosa

tricolor superba well set up in green Moss, giving

the pl.ints an effective appearance. A small col-

lection of hardy llowers was sent by Mr. Crook,

Forde Abbey Gardens, Chard, coi.sisting cf things

in .season.

The competitive c'asses for hardy herbaceous
pererrnials and bulbous plants made an excellent

display. For eighteen varieties, Mr. Sage, Ham
House, was first wiih large bunches, the best of

which were Aster Amellus, A. N<i\a>Angliie roseus,

Lilium auratum, Pyrethrum uliginosum, and Rud-
beckia Newmanni, wilh good herbaceous Phloxes.

For twelve varieties, Mr. Kidler, Coker Court,

Veovil, was first with an excellent assortment;
I'liygelius capensis, I.ilium tigrinum splendens, and
Gladiohrs ramosus var-. I'rii:cefs Clothilde were in

fine condition. Mr. Hudson, Gunnersbury House,

Acton, was first for eight \arielies, showing large

bunches of Aster Amellus bessarabicus, Pyielhruni

uliginosum, and Helianthus multiflorus maximus.

Public Gardens.

tures was presented by residents in Islington,

be-gging Ihe assejeialicin to use its influence with
Lord Callhorpe to ineluce him to sell at as Iowa
rate as possible a piece of lanil adjoinirg Cole-

brooke Row to the Islington \'estry as an open
space instead of disposing of it for building pur-

poses. It WES decided to comply wilh this request.

Kecreation grounds at Oldbury.—At a
recent meeting of the Oldbury Local Board three

recreation grounds were presented to the town by
members of the firm of Messrs. Allbright and
Wilson, chemical manufacturers. Mr. Arthur A 1-

bright presented a park for Largley, and £10(10

to ]iiovide for its maintenance ; his son, Mr. W. A.
AlUiright, gave a recreation ground for the centre

of the town ; and Messrs. Wilson £1000 to provide

a recreation ground for Rounds Green.

Chrysanthemums at the Inner Temple.
—Clirysanthemnms are now being shown in the

Inner Temple, by permission of the Master of the
Garden (Mr-. Bulwer, Q.C.) and the benchers. Mr.
Newton, the heael gardener, Iras over liOO of these

pretty winter plaris on view, of wh'ch seventy-

seven are new specimens of the Japanese anel

incurved varieties. The exhibition will be held
in the new conservatory near Ihe Thames Em-
bankment.

The Peckham Rye extension.—The Press
Association states the Parks Committee of the
London County Coirncil has decided to deal with
the Peckham Rye extension as a place to be closed

at night-time, but not as a park. The architect of

the County Council has been requested to bring up
an estimate to provide for the erection of a suit-

able open iron boundary fence. The decision of

the Council is in accordance with resolutions

pas?ed by the committee which negotiated the
scheme, and also by the Camberwell Vestiy.

Open spaces.—At the rnonthly meeting of the
Metropolitan Public Gardens Af.sociation, held at

83, Lancaster Gate, the Earl of Meath in the chair,

the secretary stated that the association had re-

ceived a legacy amounting to £75, and also special
donations amounting to £110 for a drinking foun-
tain, the provision of seats in thoroughfares, and
for other purposes. It was agreeel to grant seats

forSouthgate Recreation Grounds, N., condition-
ally on the local authority defraying half Ihe cost,

and for a chapel ground in West Feiry Read, E.,

to offer to lay out the churchyard of All Saints,

Poplar, E., and a triangle in Caledonian Road, N.,

provided the local authorities agreed to maintain
them, and to approach the London School Board
with a view of inducing that bcdy to complete the
work of opening Ihe playgrounds on the Saturday
whole holiday. The completion and opening to

the public of Spitalfields Churchyard, E., ard
Great Chrrredr Lane recreation ground, W., were
announced, and it was stated that the association
had begun the laying out of Goldsmith Square, E.,

and that similar work was in pirospect at Duncan
Terrace, N., Victoria Park Cemetery, E., Marigold
Street, E C. By the k ndness of theDuke of West-
minster the association had been able to take
charge of and open to the public Tjower Grcsvenor
Gardens, S.W., during the smm r months, and
about £5000 was needed for carrying out the work
in hanel or in prospect, I owards which conti ibutions

were solicitecl. A petition with nearly lOtO signa-

Parcel Post regulations.—Tin boxes should

always 111- iind fur Darusons, Bullaces, Blackberries

&c , which are largely sent by parcel post at this

lime of the year. Chrysanthemums should in-

variably be enclosed in a box or basket, as by this

means all risk of damage is pre\ented. Shrrrbs and
ilwarf trees sli<urld have lire roots encaseil in bass

matting, and Ihe branches and twigs tieil together

with bass or .string. Dwarf standard Rose trees siiould

have bands of I ay, or of bass nratting, wound round
their enlire length, so as to prevent all risk of in-

jury to the young shoots. Wooden boxes should
le used for flowers and soft or tender plants.

The address label attached to such jiarcels should

bear the words "By Parcel Post," "Fruit," "Plant,"
&e., as the case may be. < r " Perishable," and every

effort will be made in the Post Oftice to deal with

parcels so marked as speedily and carefully as

possible.

Death of Mr. R Bullen.—We very much regret

to hear of Dip sudden death of Mr. K. RuUeu, curator

of the Glasgow Butariic Giirdeus. Mr. Bullen was
especially successful in the cultivation of Ore-hid.^. We
understand that the appnintnient will rept with the

tilasgow Town Council who recently took over the

management of the garden.

Book on kitchen gardens (A Subscriher).—
" The Vegetable Gar-Jeu." Jolru Murray, Albemarle
Street, London, W.C.

Grafting HOEes.—Can Rosea be grafted on Thorn
or Crab tree P audit so. are the results as regarels

flowering good ?

—

Lady Mahgaket Cecil.

Streptccaipus.— I should he jrreatl.v obliged if

some grower ot th s plant would kindly n'lve uie a

little information as to wintering it. Should it have

the same temperature, or should it be inured to a

cooler house ? I have mine at present in the stove.

—

T. R.

A garden account hook.— Can any of your

readers put rue in the way of f>htaining a book in

whielr my gardener can enter the work done day hy
day by himself and four assistants, also wherein may
be entered the ciuantity of fruit and vcgetab'es ga-

thered day hy day, and how it has been disposed of,

whether in the house, or sold, or otherwise, or any
other informatiou useful to an amateur not well

enough to look minutely irrto matters?—M.

Seeds for New Zealand.—I ha\o a relative

living near Auckland, New- Zealand, and I wifh to

rceommcnd hirii the heat seeds to grow. What wiil be

most worth while for the general niarketsy Bei-t Peas,

Cauliflower teed. Cucumbers or Sweet Peas, Stocks,

Zinnias amongst the flower, or, if otberthings, wl at?

And particularly, what U Ihe climate best suited to

bring to perfection!'' The situation is cm a ci-eek out

of the harbour. Frosts are ijriite uukuonn on the

upper portion of the estate.—A. U., Godiitiniinj.

Npmes of fruit.— G. S.— Fondaute d'Autumue.
]V. -!•:. ISiiini.— 1, Blenheim Orange; n. Striped

IleautJu. 1 kiirii]ictuL— 1, Berg.»irH.te d'Esperen ;

2, Hsurre Hardy. Jfi.«;,r?-.— 1, IIawth<u-nderr ; 2,

Diaddick's Nunijareil.- r)(.i-.--c/.— Loral sort; im-

possible lo ruiuie. ir. Ri'-hanhnii.— 1, Duroiuleau
;

2, lieurreClairgeau. It'. A'm.;.— 1, Warner's King;

2, Thompson's ; 3, Mere de Menage.

Names of plants— />. B. G.— l, Lockbartia
robusta; 2, l/issncliilus Krehsr; 3, Anp-iecurn tSi-ot-

tiauuui. G. Web^tcf.— If you reverse the riuudiers,

you will he i-ight ; J is Vanda suavis and 2 is V.
Uoxhurghi, blue-lippe-d form. T. O.—It is Anguloa
uniflora ; the ti(pwer of the fr>rm called ehurnea is

three times as large as that sent T. Wilki7is.—
Leases shrivelled up; impossitde to name from such
specimens. G. T. F-initt'.— Utterly impossible to

rrarue from such po r apeciinens : send th.iracteristic

sje iriicns and fertile. i/. 11. ('.— 1 and 2, varieties

of Helianthus multiflorus.—— 11'. Hurdnnj.—Farfu-
gium grande. A. J. W.—Magnolia purpurea.
\(irfh Bute.— Please send better specimens ; Ihe labels

had tccon-e dttached.
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WOODS AND FORESTS.

ORNAMENTAL WOODLANDS.
The barenes.s and cold-looking appearance that

are characteristic of not a few English woodlands
should not now be allowed, as we have quite a

host of well-tritd shrubs and shrubby trees

that succeed admirably beneath the shade and
drip of our general forest occupants. This
clothing of the ground beneath our large forest

trees, when these are not grown in too confined

spaces, is, perhaps, most to be recommended
where the woodlands are situated in the park,

or made accessible by drives and roads, those at

a considerable distance off and difficult of access

receiving only minor attention in this way.
But in almost any case, whether for ornament
or utility in the way of game covert or both
combined, it is wise policy to have open spaces

in old woodlands planted up, the underwood
at certain periods coming in for firewood and
faggot-wood, which iiow-a days realise a fair

price per load or hundred.

Where ornamentation of the woodlands is a

point of first consideration, the proper distribu-

tion and arranging of the clumps should not
be lost sight of, for it is just as easy and not
at all expensive to lay out the shrubs in a
natural way as it is to plant in the homogeneous
misses that unfortunately too often mar many
of our public and private woods. The whole
ground planted up closely as we sometimes see

it is inartistic, unnecessary, and far more ex-

pensive than judiciously laid out clumps and
ma.sses. What is wanted is clumps of diverse

sizes and shapes planted at varying distances

apart, and in the more open and bare portions

of the woodland. Formality should be studiously

avoided, this and stiffness of arrangement being
unfortunately rather characteristic of our pre-

sent style of shrub planting, and imparting to

our woodlands an unnatural and disagreeable ap-

pearance. The size and shape of the ground will

to a very great extent decide the distribution and
arrangement of the clumps, but, generally

speaking, the most open positions should be
chosen, and the masses so arranged that in

viewing the wood from any point the eye may
not pass along a straight bare line, but become
arrested by the clumps in passing to the opposite

side.

There are many shrubs suitable for such
planting, and by careful selection and arrange-

ment great diversity may be obtained. Where
the shade is not too dense, the common Laurel
succeeds very well, and soon forms wide masses
of the richest green. Its too luxuriant growth
is the one drawback, but this can be rectified

by stopping and layering, for few shrubs suc-

ceed better under such treatment than the
Laurel. The growth is then greatly thickened,
and by pegging down the outer shoots the
ohimps may be greatly increased. lu the com-
mon Box, too, will be found a shrub of delight-

ful foliage tint for planting along the margins
and in the more open parts of the woodland, it

growing away freely, and by reason of its dark
green leaves affording quite a marked contrast

to the generality of our shrubs. It, too, bears
cutting back with impunity, and if the branches
do not come downward on the stem for, say, a
score of feet from the ground, it will succeed
beneath our larger forest trees. The Mahonia
and Barberry are other subjects that will grow
vigorously where the shade is not too dense,

and, being highly ornamental, are peculiarly

suitable for the purpo.se under consideration

Giultheria Shallon and the St. John's Wort
(Hypericum calycinum) do well in similar situa-

tions, the latter growing and flowering freely

from year to year in an old Oak wood I know,
and where there is an almo.st unbroken leaf

canopy.
Should larger growing subjects be desirable,

we have the Yew, the Holly and the Ever-

green Oak, all of which remain as green and
hejlthy within the woodland as in more open
and exposed situations. But there are hosts of

other shrubs and small-growing evergreen trees

that will, if wanted, succeed perfectly well in

the shade, and therefore there is small reason

for the neglect generally experienced of the

want of a bit of green in our winter landscape.

A. D. W.

ornamental. Sow the nuts in drills in a similar

way to that given above for the Sweet Chestnut,

and cover them with 2 inches of fine soil. Sharp
sandy soil is most suitable. When the soil is of a
soft texture and rich in organic matter the plants

never ripen their wood sutficiently in autumn, and
are apt to be cut down by frost.

J. B. Webster.

SEASONABLE WORK FOR OCTOBER.

Some of the best of our forest and ornamental
trees mature their seeds at this season, includirg
the British Oak (Quercus robur). There are,

however, several varieties of this tree in cul-

tivation, two of which by some botanists are

considered distinct species. Be this as it may,
the most approved tree i? Q. robur peduncu-
lata, which produces its acorns on footstalks,

while the other, which is named Q. r. sessiliflora,

has its acorns sessile or without footstalks. The
p'anter should preferthe acorns of the former tree,

and in gathering the seeds tlie largest nuts should
be selected. The nuts may be so»n at once or at

any time during dry favourable weather up to the
month of March. Sow the seed broadcast on well-

worked nursery ground formed into beds 4 feet

wide, press down the nuts with the back of a
^pade or roller, an 1 finish by covering them with
about half an inch of soil. One bushel of acorns should
be allowed for 25 lineal yards of a bed the above
size. In some parts of the country the joung
seedling planis are apt to be sered by late spring

frost*, and in order to guard against this the seed-

bed should be protected in spring by sticking into

the ground here and there a few evergreen branches

and twigs as a screen and shade until the danger
is past.

The TtTRKBY Oak ripens its seed at the same
time as the common Oak and requires the same
treatment, with this difference, that the young
plants are generally of a larger siz3 the first year

than those of the native species, so (hat they had
better be planted out into nursery rows when one
year old. The plants of the native species are

generally allowed to remain two years in the

seed-bed before being planted out into nursery

lines.

Thk common Beech combines the useful and
ornnmental to a Krge extent, and when planted on
suitable soil and allowed plenty of space it always
commands attention. It prefers a loose friable com-
post of a calcareous nature, but will grow on any
ordinary soil provided it is dry and well broken up
previous to planting. The Beech seed when ripe

generally drops to the ground, and may be gathered

up with little trouble and sown at once or kept in

a dry place during winter and sown in spring. The
seed should be sown broadcast in a regular and
uniform manner on loose sandy soil formed into

seed-heds 4 feet wide. One Ijushel of mast should

be allowed for 40 lineal yards of a bed the above
size.

The Sweet or Spanish Chestnut (Castanea
vesca) is both useful and ornamental. It likes a
dry, gravelly soil of a free open nature When
planted in proximity to other trees the side

branches lose their vitality, so that the stem pre-

sents the appearance of a fine clean shaft free of

knots, and of a pretty uniform thickness for about
three-fourths the length of the trunk. The seed

may either be sown in drills about 18 inches wide
from centre to centre, the seed 3 inches apart

in the rows, or in beds 4 feet wide and covered
aith 1 inch of fine sandy soil. One bushel of

sound seed should be allowed for thirty lineal

yards of a bed the above size.

The Walnut when planted on dry, friable soil

attp,ins a large size, and is very valuable as well as

The Tansy-leaved Thorn (Crat^gus tanace-

tifolia).— In answer to Mr. R. Draper's inquiry in

The Garden, October l!i, p. 338, regarding the

size of this tree in the Botanic Gardens, Gla-gow,
the following measurements were taken by me
some time ago : Girth of stem 1 yard from the

ground, 3 feet 2 inches. At 5 feet from the
ground the stem bifurcates and forms a round
spreading head 10 yards in diameter, one side

of which is well furnished with branches and
spray of a pendent character, while the other is

rather bare, which de'racts from its appearance
as a specimen. The estimated height of the tree

is about 2,"i feet.— J. B. Webster.

The Holly will thrive in any ordinarily

good soil that is free from stagnant water. The
finest Hollies usually occur on deep, fertile, sandy
soils, and in districts where the yearly rainfall

exceeds 2.5 inches. It is accounted a slow-growing

tree, but its reputed slowness should never be
allowed to stand in the way of its adoption where
a substantial fence or noble undergrowth is wanted,

and a reasonable time can be allowed for the trees

to become established. The average growth may
be reckoned at 6 inches per annum. In a cool

showery summer a hedge that has not been cut

or interfered with will increase in height as much
as 18 inches, but in a dry hot season the increase

will be scarcely appreciable, the growth of the

mnst vigorous shoots amounting to only 2 inches or

3 inches. It is certainly the finest tree we possess

for a protective fence, whether to give a fine finish

to the boundaries of a property or to screen oflt

keen winds or exclude trespassers. As a specimen

tree, even in its common green-leaved form, it is

altogether superb, but there a'e so many charming
varieties, that the Holly must rank as the very first

in importance amongst the ornamental evergreen

trees adapted for general use in Great Britain.

British woodlands.— It appears from a recent

return that ten years ago the woodland surface of

Great Britain was computed at 2,458,000 acres. By
the year 1888 the acreage thus occupied had risen

to 2.561,000 acres, and the measurements taken in

1891 show a further advance to 2,6!)5,000 acres. Of
the 184,000 acres thus added to the approximate

woodland area of Great Britain, 90,000 acres are

assigned to England, 31,000 acres to Scotland, and
7000 acres to Wales. The largest woodland area

to be foimd in England is the county of Hampshire,

with 122,574 acres ; Sussex, with 122,073 acres

comes second, while the four counties of Hants,

Sussex, Surrey, and Kent possess between them
nearly a fourth of the English woods and planta-

tions. These four counties have upwards of 11

per cent, of their surface thus occupied. In Scot-

land, Inverness-shire has no less than 160,000 acres

of woodland, this being the largest area of wood
land in Great Britain.

"Th9 Cardan" Monthly Parts.— Tom joumai m pu -

lished in neatly bound Monthlu Parts. In this form, t'

e

coloured plates are beat preserved, and it is most suit ible for

reference previous to the is^ue of the half-yearly volumei. Pri^e

\s. M. ;
post free, Is. 9i. Complete set of volumes of Thk

Garden from its comtmncement to end oj 1891, forty volf.^

price, cloth, £29 8j.

"Gardenlpg Illustrated' Monthly Parts. — TTis

journal is published in neatly bowixd Monthly Parts, in which

form it is most suitable for reference previous to the issue of tJu

yearly volumes. Price 5d.; post free, Sd.

"Farm and Home" Monthly Parts.— Ihis joumaZ it

published in neatly bound Monthly Parts, in which form it u
most suitable for reference previous to the issue of thi yearly

volumes. Price 5d.; post free, Sd.

All of our readers who ere interested in the iiiiproren,eni oj

cr.ttaqe homes are invited to h'lp us to moke Cottage Gar-
dening known. It it published at Ike nry loircst jri e to

nte t the iravts of those for iihom it is intended, and copies wilt

h' lent for distnbuuon, fur by the pub'ishirs, M'isrs. Caise I

t nd Company, La, Pelle Savvage, Ludgate Hill, B.C,
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" Tliis is jin Art
Which dncB mend X:ituro : chanKO it mther ; but
TUE Akt iTsFiK IS NAiviir.."—iihal:isp€ure,

Rose' Garden.

ROSE JOTTINCS.

I FKAK I must plead guilty to "A. H.'s" in-

dictment in TnK Gahdkn last week (p. 3151) in

regard to my apparent neglect of the single va-

rieties of the Rose, but I may set oil' in justifi-

cation of my ort'enco that I have induced

"A. H." to in part carry out, and I hope he
will go further with the question, as he no
doubt can from his experience and advantages,

my suggestion in your issue of September 17,

p. 245, that some practical grower should sup-

plement my remarks on the Rose season of

18'.>2 by an article on the desirable single va-

rieties of the Rose. I have no good oppor-

tunity of testing any Roses but those which,

as an exhibitor, I must grow, and although
only one of the smaller growers, it is remark-
able how many varieties one must keep in

order to be able to show in varying seasons,

and also to be in touch with those who are

in the front rank in the Rose world. No one
who has a love for Roses would willingly ex-

clude any variety of merit from his collection,

whether that variety were single or double, but
necessity obliges many of us to confine ourselves

to what we can manage with advantage and
grow successfully. I have never seen Dr. Grill

at any Rose show, and I think that if it were of

sufiicient size and substance, it would ere this

have appeared in one of the professionals'

boxes, as they are not backward in staging

novelties, nor do I blame them for doing so,

even if they turn out unsatisfactory to the ma-
jority. There can be no question of this Rose
(Dr. Grill) being in colour most desirable ; so

also are other Roses which I either now grow
or have grown, but only to be disappointed
either by their ephemeral character as Roses, or

by their delicacy of growth. I may instance

Luciole, L'Ideal, Ma Capucine, and Fortune's
Yellow ; these are all very beautiful and desir-

able to most people who can grow them success-

fully. I have met with disappointment by
losing them each winter, so year by year I am
falling back more and more on what I feel are

more certain and enduring varieties. I am told

that this district where I live is reputed one of

the coldest in England, and last winter on
the grass the thermometer twice registered

below zero. I myself do not keep such
a register, but at 5 feet above the ground
I twice noted 2= Fahr. , or 30° of frost. I find

that such low readings are very trying to Tea
Roses. I have no doubt they might stand 20°

unprotected, but in recent winters we have had
much lower temperature. 1 therefore never
dream of leaving my Teas unprotected. I be-

lieve both Mr. li. R. Cant and Mr. Frank
Cant protect their Teas, and so do many other
rosarians of great reputation.

I may be mistaken in my reading of "A. H.'s
"

remarks on another point, but it is one of the
very greatest imjiortance to me, and on which
from my very limited space I am induced to

make further Lni[uiry—that is, the point of close

planting. I infer from what "A. H." writes

that he approves, at all events does not dis-

approve, of close planting. Now with me com-
paratively close planting is a necessity, but I

should like to have " A. H.'s '" opinion and that

of other experts on how closely dwarf Tea Roses

can be planteil without disadvantage to their

proper development as producers of good Roses

of exhibition standard ( My own view is that

many people who have ample space give far too

much of it to their iJoses, and where they are

exposed it is by no means an advantage to plant

Roses so widely apart. This is a question I

have never seen di.scus.sed, and it would help

many who are keen on taking advantage of

every good point to have the opinion of good

judges who are numerous amongst your readers.

Another (piestion I will ask " A. H.," and that

is, with what would you carpet your dwarf

Teas ? If they are to have manure or manure

water, you can hardly grow close-growing plants

of any kind, although I acknowledge the ap-

pearance of tlie ground and garden generally

would be much improved by such a base to the

Rose bushes.

There can be no doubt that "A. H.'s'' pre-

fatory remarks are quite correct, that the

love of Roses and gardening generally is vastly

on the increase, for one person who took an in-

telligent interest in a garden ten or twenty

years ago fully a dozen do so now. This in-

terest is greatly fostered and increased by the

admirable manner in which the garden press is

placing before the general public subjects not

generally understood in a way at once pleasant

to read and easy to comprehend : thus also the

practical knowledge of experienced men is given

to younger gardeners, which enables them more

thoroughly to appreciate their work, and in the

case of amateurs adds zest to their pleasure in a

garden. Taken altogether, the attention now
given to gardening is one of the most interest-

ing phases of life in the present day.

Civiiilun. Charles J. Grahajie.

STANDARD EOSES.

The season for jilanting Roses is at hand, and the

mention of a few kinds which do exceptionally

well on the standard Brier may not be out of

place. To mention those that succeed on the

standard would be legion, but out of these a few
can be pointed out that seem to be quite happy in

that position and grow and form large bushy heads,

their health and vigour showing that they are

thoroughly at home.
In a cottage garden not far from here there

were about twenty fine standards of Jules Mar-

gottin, and finer heads I never saw. The stems of

the Briers on which they were growing were half

as thick as a man's wrist, and the heads were

nearly a yard through. They were seldom out of

flower, and the efliect when in full bloom was not

easily forgotten. This is one of the best Roses

that can be found for standards, as the Brier

seems to grow with the head. Mme. Isaac Periere

is another Rose tliat is perfectly at home on the

standard Brier; the heads of a few we have about

here are outstripping all the others for size and
vigour, and where large vigorous headsare favoured,

this Rose is sure to please. Souvenir de la Mai maison

is another good old Rose that thrives and lives for

a long time on the standard Brier, and in the

latter part of the summer the flowers are excep-

tionally good. Auguste Rigotard does splendidly

with me; it is both vigorous and free-flowering

and in every way a desirable variety for standards.

La France is one of the very best Roses for growing

on standard I5rier, and though it may not make a

very fine head during the first season or two, it con-

tinues to improve for many years. Most of the

Tea and Noisette varieties do well on the standard

Brier, and the firm growth made by them in that

position seems to enable them to withstand the

frost better than dwarf plants of these kinds.

Some here withstood the severity of the frost two
years ago with impunity.

For covering high walls the three following will

be found most useful : Gloire de Dijon is a little

too rambling in growth for standards on walls, but

when trained to the side of a building few Roses

thrive better, and in such a position it goes on

growing and (lowering for a great number of years.

Marc'^chal Niel is one of the most admired of all

climbing Roses, and when a good warm, simny

aspect can be gisen it, a great space of wall may
be covered by it, and it will go on thriving and
extending for years. During the sununer months

it is seldom that a few blooms cannot be cut. But

the main blooming is during the latter part of

June. Celine Forestier is also a most beautiful

Rose for covering bare walls. To see it at its best

it re(iuires plenty of freedom of growth and no

pruning, and when the long flowing branches are

in full bloom it is very beautiful. Cheshunt Hy-

brid is another free -growing variety and well

adapted for covering bare walls and fences.

Clarendon Parli, Salhhtry. C. WAEDBN,

Roses from cuttings.— I read with some in-

terest "A H.'s" remarks on the above subject.

With me it has proved a perplexing one, especially

as regards Tea Rose cuttings, as from nry own ex-

perience they have proved more or less complete

failures. Some time ago I unde up my mind to

give them a fair trial in the o|ien side by side with

uiy other Teas on the Biier, .and, curiously enough,

I had twenty-four exhibition varieties very kindly

sent rue by Mr. Bury, of Mellor, Lancashire, to try

how they would grow in my favoured garden. They

were all in pots and were nice young plants, but

of very weak growth. However, I di'termined to

give them every advantage, and planted them by

the side of their respective sisters on the Brier

cutting and seedling Brier. The result after two

seasons was disappointing, and their respective

growths might have been well compared to the

growth of a Mushroom and that of al'alm tree! It

was simplv ridiculous, for they had all the advan-

tages of position that the others enjoyed, the otrly

oneof the twenty-four which made any growth worth
speaking about being Maiie van lloutte. "A. H.

says that "the great pot Rose growers in America

grow chiefly own -root Roses, especially Teas.'

This means, of course, that they are grown under

i,dass, and not for exhil>ition jiurposes, as I fail to

see how a decent sized bloom is oljtainable froui a

Tea Rose on its own roots in the open. I can quite

understand (as " A. H." says) there being a d.-mand

for (hem, but I am afraid those who attempt

to grow them in the open will be grievously

disappointed, as I have been. Although, per

haps, some of the strong- growing Dijon Teas

might succeed, it would be very interesting to

rec'eive the opinions of other large growers of Tea

Roses on the subject.—F. R. B., Birch ^.icara^|e,

Hereford.

Among- the Roses in October.—Although
we have bad several sharp frosts and much rough

weather, there are still sutficient blooms of Roses

to merit the above title. To commence with, I

have a plant of Climbing Niphetos on a warm
wall that has put fortb large quantities of

flowers, from almost every eye in fact, and

which is now a very pretty feature indeed. How
long King Frost will allow this to remain so is very

doubtful. Many of our strong growers like the

preceding variety, Gloire de Dijon, William Allen

Richardson and others often give us a good crop

of very late flowers. Of course, if you have them

now, you cannot have them from the same shoots

next spring. But I would always like to see a few

shoots ripen early in the autumn and then throw

out late flowers, as plants of Climbing Niphetos

and also of L'Ideal have done with me this month.

I have a quantity of Gloire de Dijon that has

been carrying flowers all this month, and I have

cut some dozens of blooms d,iily. Augustine

Guinoissfau, Viscountess Folkestone and other

Hybrid Teas are also very showy in the case of

some few plants. The Chinas and bulk of the Tea-

scented varieties are still in full growth, but many
of the buds will not open. When frost cut.s back

this young growth severely, it cannot but injure

and cripple the plant somewhat ; therefore, I am
inclined to afford some slight protection during
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first frosts as much as durinpf the more severe
weather of mid-winter. By this means you will
assist your plants to ripen more gradually, which
must be to their material benefit. I have fre-
quently noticed how much better a small plant
that was well ripened before hard frosts set in has
thrived compared to one which was double or treble
the size when the latter did not get its late growth
properly matured. Teas and Noisettes continue to
grow so late that they almost invariably get cut
with the first frosts of any severity. Most of the
Hybrid Perpetuals, on the other hand, are much
earlier in ripening, and I think it is a further proof
of the hardiness of the Teas that they survive such
severe checks aswe frequently knowthem to receive.
October and November are undoubtedly the two
best months for planting Roses, and no time should
be lost in getting the work done, provided the
plants are fairly ripe before lifting them. The check
to growth given through lifting will assist them to
mature more thoroughly. Lift early if your plants
are ripe, or else they are apt to start into late
growth more or less. This cannot possibly be
beneficial to them, as they must be cut back by
frost sooner or later.—R.

SIX GOOD WHITE ROSES.
White flowers are always welcome, and a white
Rose is doubly so. The Camellia has no scent

;

the Tuberose, Gardenia, Eucharis, and others, al-
though white and sweet-scented, are apt to be bruised
so very much more than a Rose, that although they
are indispensable flowers when making up any
floral designs, they are not so generally preferred
as a good white Rose. There are many of these
now, and as the planting season is with us, I fancy
a list of half a dozen or so may be of service to in-
tending planters. I will not attempt to place them
in order of merit, because that would hardly meet
with universal approval, each having their own
favourites.

. NiPHETOS was brought out by Bougere in 1843
almost fifty years ago. It is still one of the finest
white Roses we have, and should be in every collec-
tion, whether for indoor or outdoor culture. Of free
growth and flower, and alwavs opening well, Niphetos
will .always be a graud white Rose. The buds are
long and pointed, and as the flower .ages it clianges to
the purest white colour imaginable. A Rose that has
more than held its own through fifty years of improve-
ment among Roses is indeed a good flower. There is
now a climbing variety of this kind, and which is also
extra good. In every respect except growth it is the
exact counterpart of the normal variety. The growth
IS very rapid indeed, and it will cover a large space as
quickly as any Rose, while the flowers are borne in
t-lie greatest profusion throughout the whole length of
the shoots.
Souvenir de S. A. Prince is probably the next

best white Rose. This is, comparativelv speaking a
new variety, having been sent out by Mr. Prince, of Ox-
ford, in 1889. For general usefulness it runs Niphetos
closer than any other white Rose I know. It is of
good growth, free blooming, exquisitely sweet-scented
and altogether first-class. Like Niphetos, it invari-
ably opens well, and is also grand indoors or out. This
IS a sport from another very good and popular old
Rose, bouvenir d'un Ami, and originated both in this
country and in America. The American production is
named The Queen, and in every way resembles the one
introduced by Mr. Prince.
Tbe Bride is alsoa sport from awell-known old Rose,

ibis was sent out in 1S85 by May, of America, and is
a sport from Catherine Mermet. Souvenir d'un Ami
was sent out in 18i6, C. Mermet in 18C9, Niphetos in
l»4d, so that we owe our three best white Roses to
very old varieties. The;flower of The Bride is large and
tail, besides being very sweetly scented. When young
tbis grand Rose is pale lemon in colour, but gradually
gets white with age. I only know of one Rose that
Will last longer in a cut state than this, i.e.. Comtesse

f adaillac. To anyone who knows Catherine Mer-
met, Ihe Bride may be briefly described as a white
type ot it, with a trifle stronger constitution.

Tftai"'^^' P"^
^'^"^'^ '''" distributed by Laeharmc in

It IS a grand grower and bloomer, pure white
except for a touch of pink on the edges of youi gblooms. This, however, is lost with age, because as
tne flower opens, its petals reflexand this charaaeristic
" fliddBn, leaving a perfectly shaped a'ld very l-ardy

pure white blossom. Baron de Maynard is very much
like this exquisite little Rose, but Boule de Neige Eeems
to ine the better type of the two.
Hon. Euith Giffard, sent out by Guillot in 1882,

cannot be described as a pure white Rose. It is a
tlpsh-white, getting purer as it ages ; a wonderful
httle Rose to stand when cut or upon the plant,
and of medium size. This is a very useful Rose for
the open border or m pots. It is rather more sub-
ject to mildew than the majority of Ros s, but when
well established, it will grow away very freely and
bloom from every shoot.
Devoniensis is the oldest of the lot, and I will

tmish my list with it. Tins Rose was sent Out by
Foster in 1840, and is still one of the best. It is,
like E. Gift'ard, flesh-white in its younger stages,
getting less so with age. It is grandly built up, very
large and full, and possesses a perfume peculiarly its
own. The old variety is short and stout ia habit, but,
like the first Rose on my list, it has produced a very
stroiig climbing sport, which is grown under the name
ot Chmbmg Devoniensis. This is indeed a grand
Rose when allowed to grow at will. I am acquainted
with one on an old Sussex rectory that is an enormous
plant. The lower stems are as thick as an ordinary
man s wrist, and the plant covers a very large space
with Its grand and sweetly-scented blossoms each
year. Many complain of this variety growing too
strongly and flowering in a scanty manner. So did
this plant until it got neglected for a couple of seasons,
when the result was that it grew to its present dimen-
sions, and has been very satisfactory ever since. If one
is growing a strong Rose, he must provide room for it.

Cutting away any of the wood is only waste, and
never has the desired effect, the plant simply expend-
ing its strength in producing more of the same class
of wood. Give this variety room, and only remove a
little of the wood that has flowered to leave more
space for the remainder, and there will be no need to
complain of its shy blooming. A warm and some-
what dry wall and border are best for this Rose. Any
position that suits the Banksians is admirable.

RiDGEWOOD.

DO ROSES DETERIORATE?
The same question has been asked regardin<? other
things such as fruits and vegetables, and Mr. Gra-
hame's iiUusion on p. 3111 to the fact of Devoniensis
and Cloth of Go'd Roses not being so good as in
former days would seem to furnish partial proof
that it is true of some Roses. Once when in the
company of Mr. B. R. Cant after a ramble round
his nursery, he brought up tbis subject, particu-
larly alluding to Devoniensis, ot which he said at
one time he had not the slightest ditBcully in
growing great flowers like saucers. It is nothing
like so free or constant now. This, then, surely is

deterioration, but how and whence it arises it may
not be so easy to determine. Adam and Safrano
are both older than Devoniensis, and yet these two
kinds have all their original character and leave
nothing to be desired in them after fifty years' ex-
perience. Again, let us contrast Cloth of Gold
with Lamarque, this latter being the older by about
thirteen years, yet we were lately reading in these
pages notes from several cultivators showing the
high esteem in which the variety is held, and this
not from sentimental associations with the past,
but because of its sterling merits. I have h,-id no
actual e.xperience of Cloth of Gold, but I believe
from observ.ation that it is among climbing kinds
what Devoniensis has proved with me among all

the best dwarf Teas, that is, the tenderest and
most uncertiiin of all. Mr. Graliame hints at
severe winters being a likely cause for the actual
or partial disappearance of certain kinds. Herein,
I believe, lies the cause of such deterioration as
at present e.'sists.

Another thing to be borne in mind when dis-
cussing deterioration is that our present-day stan-
dards of comparison are considerably in adviince
of what they formerly were. We find Cloth of
Gold uncertain and inconstant compared with the
gnand Dijon Teas, that will clothe the highest walls
in leaf and flower. Now that Roses are going to
rest and do not engage our attention so fully, an
interchange of ideas and opinions on this matter
would be interesting and profitable. Perhaps some
of our veteran growers like Mr. B. R. Cant or Mr.
W. Paul would contribute some results of their

experience, which would be instructive, as it ex-

tends over such a long period. A Rose must have
many good points if it is to stand the test of fifty

years. A. H.

THE NEW FLOWER GARDEN AT
SHRUBL.A.ND PARK.

The plan here given is that of the new flower
garden at Shrubland Park, which is situated
exactly iu front of the house, and tells its own
.story to anybody who cares to look into it. It

shows the simple form of beds adopted, planned
to suit their places, in lieu of the complex pat-

tern beds for carpet bedding, sand, coloured
brick, and also one alternative to such gar-

dening. The names of the plants used are
printed in position. The actual way of group-
ing cannot well be shown in .such a plan, but the
plants are not in little dots, but in easy, bold
groups here and there running together. The
flower gardening adopted is permanent, i.e.,

there is no moving of things in the usual whole-
sale way in spring and autumn. The beds are

planted to stay, and that excludes spring gar-

dening of the ordinary kind. But many early

spring flowers are used in the garden, the
mainstay of which, however, is summer and
autumn flowers (as those are the seasons when
the house is most occupied). Roses in the most
beautiful forms of the Teas, in free groups,
and Carnations, the finest selfs, are the principal

plant.s used. No plans are repeated, and each
bed of tbe garden difl'ers.

Grubs in garden (^Aimii').—The grubs which
you sent are certainly not wireworms, nor are they
all of the same kind. Some of the whitish ones are,

as you imagine, the grubs of a fly, the Carrot fly

(Psila rosse) ; the longer ones which have a row of

reddish spots on either side belong to the snake
millipedes (Julus guttatus). Both kinds are very
injurious to plants, the former to Carrots, the

latter to most plants. To prevent the parent flies

laying their eggs on the Carrots, the chief point

to be observed is to keep the ground round the

roots smooth and unbroken. After hoeing, the

earth should be trodden firmly round the roots and
dressed with fine ashes, sand or sawdust soaked
in paraffin oil. When the roots are attacked water
the plants thoroughly at the roots with the ex-

tract of 5 lbs. of Quassia chips in 100 gallons of

water. The snake millipedes may be caught by
laying pieces of Potato, ^"egetable Marrow, Man-
gold Wurtzel, Carrots, or Turnips round the plants,

and examining them frequently.—G. S. S.

Slitting flower-stems.—Mr. Greenwood Pirn

draws attention (p. :-i5(>) to the advantage gained
by slitting the stems of many flowers. Hellebores

especially, to keep them fresh in water for a longer

time than they would without doing this. As far

back as December 20, 1890 (p. 576), I wrote of this

in your pages, and since that time I have paid

further attention to the matter, and increased ex-

perience only helps to confirm my suggestion made
then, that fleshy-stemmed flowers were more
benefited by this process than any other, though
it will be found that many other things are helped

in this way to live longer in water ; and to those

who wish to make the most of their flowers, I

should suggest a trial of most things that they use.

A very good rule to go by, though there are ex-

ceptions, is that stems on which the flowers

naturally shrivel should be so slit, but that no
benefit accrues from slitting the stems of those

which drop their petals. For example, Gera-

niums, Pelargoniums, Begonias, and the like are

in no way affected by the process. As I said in the

note referred to above, I made the discovery of

the value of split stems by accident, having used

pointed sticks, which split the stems, for adding

height to some of the Christmas Roses in a deep

vase. The difference in the staying powers of the

flowers was so great as to lead me to find out the

cH,use.—J. C. Tallack;
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Stove and Greenhouse.

THE PALMYRA PALM.
(BORA.S.srs FLABELUFORSILS.

)

Some little time ago it was officiiilly stated

that a he.althy younj; specimen of the Palmyra
Palm(Bi)rassus tl.ilielliformis)had been received

at the Royal (iardeiis, Kew, from India as a

gift from Uis Highness the Gaekwar <if B.v-

roda, and also tliat all previous attempts to

grow this Palm to any size iu the gardens had
resulted in failure. Being anxious to see this

very interesting plant, I paid a visit to Kew
on the 28th of September, but was sorry

to be informed that the plant had perished.

This result is the more to be regretted,

has a bulgcd-out a|ipearance, suiKlenly baoom-
ing much smaller a few feet from the ground ;

the whole stem has a dark and rougli apjiear-

ance, which is crowned with a cluster of leaves

of an exceedingly s!ifl" and formal char.acter.

True, like the Date Palm, it rejoices in a stem
as straight as a dart, unlike the Cocoa-nut
Palm, the stum of which takes all kinds of fan-
tastic bends and turns.

There is a small plant some 2 feet high to be
seen in the Victoria Lily house at Kew. Tliis,

I presume, has been raised from .seed on the
establishment. It has, in cummon with some
other Palms of a small size in the same house,
its pot immersed in the tepid water of the
tank to a depth of about 1', inche.s. The pliint

looks healthy enough at the present time, but,

with all due deference to the able cultivators at

tliesan 1, watering and covering theni over. After
germination takes place, these seedlings are

planted out at intervals on thi' sandy tracts dur-

ing what may be called the fpring months and
afterwards left to take care of themselves. Thty
are never v/atered after planting i ut, for the

simple reason that no water is av.ailable for

such a purpose, this valuable necessity being in

many localities only procurable from very deej)

wells, and is barely sufficient for the domestic
u.ses and gardens of the villagers. The average
rainfall in these desert portions of Tinnevelly
does not exceed '20 inches annually, and yet

under such ciuiditinns it is indisputable that the

Palmyra Palm flourishes. That it might llourish

and reach its greatest maturity und-r a totally

ditl'erent mode of treatment, such, for instance,

as the one at present obtaining with the little

~r

Hydrangea
Thomas Hogg

Tu/ud
.Vf/if. Prn-.y

A'ose

rcrU de
1-VOU CharUs

Zinn

Cjiivtjlviiltis

Carnations
Cy/<sopkila. -^

^ocoiie-tsur

Carnations

Rose Carnations O-'""""-

\nr. GriU I.<r.'fl.

\. Lobt-lia

Marif I'ati

Jlouttt

Tritoma Fuchsia

n'ltite I'ca

Fuchsias

Tn/te.l Pamic.
g-' StKks

Domt "=!>*

Jenn reritet^tccks =-

mntlliaeinlhs =_

Plan uf the new fiowi.r garjen in front of house at Shrubl.md Park, showing simple forms of beds fiUecl with the most beautiful hardy flowers in groupi and
colonies, and many Tea Roses and Carnations.

as the Pahn in question is one of the
most useful of the grmip cultivated in India,
and plays a very important part in the produc-
tion of necessities for the natives in the more
arid and rainless tracts of that empire, so that
a typical specimen at Kew cnuld not fail to be
extremely interesting to many. I understand
that the plant received from Baroda was some
it feet in height ; too large, I fancy, to be
lifted and sent on a journey of some TOGO miles
with any great chance of success. This Palm
is, I believe, a native of Africa, but must liave
been introduced into India at a very early date,
where it is now grown in immense numbers in

the drier districts, as stated above. It is any-
thing but what may be called a handsome tree,
and hcas no pretensions to the grace and beauty
if the Areca, Cocnanut, and other Pahns seen
in India. The stem at the base is thick and

Kew, I venture to think that this mode of

treatment, if long continued, will not conduce
to the plant's longevity.

In the collectorate of Tinnevelly, in South
India, the Borassus flourishes, .att.aining a great

height and producing an abundance of fruit.

The tree is seen in inmiense numbers on wdiat

may be termed the desert portion of the

country, where nothing but drift sand is to be
seen for square miles at a stretch with barely a

vestige of vegetation save the Palmyra Palm,
and where the dried droppings of cattle are

almost the only fuel obtainable by the villagers.

I have seen an exciting race between a bevy of

women and children for the possession of the

dead leaf of a Palmyra Palm whicli had just

dropped from the tree. These groves of the
Palmyra Palm are produced by placing a large

quantity of the seeds or nuts in holes dug in

plant at Kew, T ,im not prepared to dispute,

but I woidd mostcertainly tike leave to doubt it.

That the requirements of the Bora.ssus are dif-

ferent from those of the Cocoa-nut and one or tn o

other Palms (jccasionally seen on tlie arid plains

of South India is plainly demonstrated by the fact

that in Tinnevelly the Palmyra flourishes under
tin conditions dei-cribed above. The Cocoa-nut
Palm, on the contrary, which is sometimes used

for roadside planting, requires the greatest care

in watering, kc. , for many years after planting,

and the attempt to cultivate it is never under-

taken except in the neighbourhood of tanks or

where abundance of water is availalde.

The channel of the Tamburapurny River is

supplied with water from the heavy r.dns which
fall in the Western Ghauts, where the river has

its rise. During certain seasons, and throughout
'he whole of its course through the province of
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Tinnevelly, it overflows its banks, the floods

covering a considerable area of ground on both

its banks. On these, luxuriant Rice fields

abound, and huge forest trees of various kinds,

but the Palmyra Palm is exclusively confined to

localities far removed from the influence of

these floods. Tinnevelly has been called the

land of Palmyras, and possibly it might be said

with truth that there is not another tree in exist-

ence that could supply its place in usefulness

to the inhabitants.

In addition to the many uses to which its

stem and leaves are put and tlie quantity of

toddy it produces, in which it almost rivals the

Cocoa-nut Palm itself, the seeds or nuts are fre-

(juently buried in pits, after the manner des-

cribed above, and the shoots allowed to grow to

some considerable length, and which, of course,

are beautifully blanched and tender. They are

then dug up and used as a vegetable, salad, or

in the manufacture of curry.

I noticed in the same house at Kew that the

two double Cocoa-nut Palms and a few other

species, such as the Doum Palm (Hyphiene
thebaica), Bismarckia nobilis, from Madagascar,

Licuala grandis, and some others had their pots

immersed to the sa'-ne depth as the Palmyra
Palm. T do not know under what circum-

stances these Palms are found growing in their

foreign homes, but one or two of them at least

do not look over-healthy in the Victoria house

at Kew, and it is sincerely to be hoped that the

mode of warm-water treatment they are at the

present moment subjected to may not in time

prove an erroneous and fatal one.

I noticed that on the day of my visit (Sep-

tember 28) the thermomster iu th3 Victoria

house stood at 7<'>^ at 1 p.m., the day being very

bright and sunny. This temperature differs

very considerably from the dry, fervid Iieat of

the Tinnevelly plains, so congenial to the exist'

euce of the Palmyra Palm. J. Lowbie.

CLEANING THE OUTSIDE OF GLASS-
HOUSES.

Thls may in some cases be considered as of little

importance, but it is not so, however, where a good
and well-ordered state of things is aimed at. The
paint itself if kept free from secretions of dirt in

various forms will be all the better preserved,

being necessarily kept drier, particularly the lower

ends of the top lights. The putty where still

employed will also be preserved in a sounder slate

it kept clean, whilst in any case ot faulty putty

repairs should at once be resorted to before matters

go from bad to worse. Cracked panes of glass be-

sides being an eyesore are also a nuisance, whether
it be in fruit or plant houses ; these may hold on
for a time, but olten give out in frosty weather,

when the replacement is neither desirable nor an
enviable matter. The glass itself should also be

well cleaned down even where no shading has
been smeared upon it in lieu of blinds. This

work should be done every few weeks in the

vicinity of towns and cities where deposits from
the consumption of coal are plainly evident.

Where, however, fogs are at all prevalent the case

is more aggravated still, frequent cleansing being

a most essential matter. The guttering where of

lead should undergo a close examination as to its

soundness. Cracks may not be eviilent to a casual

observer, but be existing all the same, letting

the water through to the wood ; hence causing

decay at a mo-t vital part of the structure.

Even where sound the gutters should be kppt

clean, so as to afford a free channel for the

water, whilst all down pipes ought also to

be quite open. If these latter empty into a re-

ciiver near at hand, it is an easier matter to ac-

complish this. Whilst writing I am thinking of

some which are buried in a Vine border, which is a

most undesirable p'an where it can be avoided.

These gutters, as well as the lower sash bars,

should be painted every season as a preserf ative,

more particularly where the first-named is of iron

rather than of lead. Although not outside, yet it

in a measure has to be seen to therefrom in the

case of a contingency, is the condition ot the

ropes wiiich hold running lights in their position.

These, if of chain gearing, will be moderately safe

in any case, but then if that goes all the lights go

after it ; therefore that system even needs some
examination. Where running separately, the wire

rope or sash lines ought to be looked to closely, for

the time is now upon us when the lights may have

to be pulled up in a hurry, which is the time when
they are most likely to give out. Tliose who have
houses ventilated by lifting lights rather than

running ones, have nothing to fear from these con-

tingencies. In these latter cases, however, a Utile

more oil to the bearings will make ihe work of

ventilation much easier. The hinges of front

lighls rarely get oiled, yet this is just what they

want to keep them in good working order, thereby

saving many a breakdown in this direction.

N. B.

Saxifraga Fortunei.—la Roing Ibrough the

greeuUouse at Kew the other Jay I noted a batch of

the above. It was certainly one of the most attractive

objects jiist now in flower. I have not yet gi'own it,

bat hope to do so, and I feel sure it may be recom-

raended as a most valuable autumn-floweiing plant.

—

F. U.

Lapageria rosea (Nash Court variety).—This

is by tar the finest form of this plant which ha*

yet appeared, both in the size of the individua'

blooms and their colour, whilst the number of

flowers which grow together is quite marvellous.

This variety is now very beautiful in Messrs. Laing
and Sons' conservatory at Forest Hill. There are

also some improved seedlings. One in flower just

now particularly struck me, being of a deep rich

red without the white dappling of the common
form of rosea, and having the segments well re-

flexed, which is a great improvement upon the old

type.—W. H. G.

Lasiandra macrantha.—This old plant is

not so oflen seen in collections of plants as it

should be. It is one of our most useful blooming
^ilants in the autumn and winter months. It is

also known as Pleroma macranthura, and does well

in an intermediate or warm greenhouse tempera-

ture. It is usually classed as a pillar plant or

used for covering bare walls or trellises, and is

well adapted for the purpose, provided it is kept

stopped occasionally to prevent the growth all

being at the top. The flowers of this species are

very showy, and being borne at this season, when
there is less choice of brilliant colour.--, it is doubly

valuable. The deep rich purple, large, solitary

blooms are produced freely at the ends of the

shoots or branches. These com inue to bloom for

a long time, and when a large plant is grown
there is scarcely a day through the winter but one

or more blooms will be fully expnnded. It thrives

well in a compost of equal parts loam and peat,

with a fair quantity of sharp sand, aud is readily

propagated by cuttings in the early part of the

year, care being taken to get them a little matured,

as if too soft they damp badly. They strike freely

in a light sandy compost in a frame or propagat-

ing house. Of late years I have grown these plants

in quantity for winter furnishing. Struck early

and potted on into G-inch pots, they make charming
plants for the warm conservatory. The plants are

easily grown in a cold frame through the summer
months, tr^insferring them to their winter quarters

in September.—G Wythes.

Ixoras in bloom.—The different Ixoras form
a class of beautiful flowering shrubs that contri-

bute greatly towards the embellishment ot our

stoves for a considerable period ot the year, but

especially so at this season. The list of garden
varieties is a long one; still, when a number of

them are in flower together it is at once evident

that the range in colour is not great, and in most
gai'dens a few varieties will suffice. Such forms
as Pilgrimi, with its handsome foliage and bright

orange-red flowers ; Fraseri, bright orange-salmon

;

coccinea, gloKing red; ard Prince of Orange,
cinnabar-red, are all good, even if in some cases

they pretty nearly approach each other. Quite a
distinct colour is furnished by Ixora Colei, whose
blossoms are pure white, and for which a place

should if possible be found. It is of a good, freely-

branched habit of growth, well furnished with deep
green foliage, while the flowers are freely borne.

This can be grown and flowered well in pots not
more than 6 inches in diameter. The last to

mention is one totally distinct from ary other
Ixora that I am acquainted with. This is I. ma-
crothyrsa or Dufli, a much stronger grower than
the forms in common cultivation. It does not lend
itself to be trained into a symmetrical-shaped spe-

cimen, as many of them do, but usually produces a
few strong shoots, that grow in an erect manner,
and are clothed with long deep green leaves. The
flowers, which are borne in terminal heads, are ot a
rich scarlet crimson colour, and in the case of a
vigorous specimen each head will be from inches to

inches in diameter. This Ixoraisanative of Sumatra,
and when first introduced about a dozen years ago
was distributed under the name of I. Dufti, having
been named after Mr. Duff, of the Sydney Botanic
Gardens, but after a time the name was changed
to I. macrothyrsa. Although well known in gardens,
and a really magnificent plant when in bloom, it

was only last year that this Ixora was awarded a
first-class certificate by the Royal Horticultural

Society.—H. P.

Begonia Haageana.—Begonias of the tuber-

ous-rooted section are now so popular, that little

attention seems to be bestowed upon any of the
others ; still, there are many beautiful forms among
those with fibrous root«, both hybrid varieties and
typical species. Of these last one of the more re-

cent introductions is B. Haageana, which first

flowered at Kew about four years ago, and at that

time was particularly noticed. It is a fine bold-

growing species, somewhat in the way of the old B,

metallica, but is quite distinct, B. Haageana forms
quite a sturdy bush, a yard high or thereabouts,

whose stout stems are clothed with bronzy-green
leaves veined with red. The blossoms are borne in

large, closely packed clusters, aud from their weight
are quite drooping. The individual blooms are of

a pale pink colour, thickly clothed towards the
base with large reddish hairs, which present a
somewhat singular appear.ince. This Begonia
has also been known under the name of B. S.diarff-

iana.— H. P,

TUBEROUS BEGONIAS AT STANSTEAD
PARK NURSERIES, FOREST HILL,

The frost of September 17 had cut ofi' the

greater part of the blooms at the time of my
visit, and in the case of many of tlie doubles,

which were smaller plants and appear to be of

a more tender constitution, had robbed them of

all their beauty, as not a flower was to be seen.

The whole of the plants had been picked over,

however ; they had made new growth and fresh

flowers, and if one had not seen them earlier

in the season he might have thought they

were simply passing over consequent upon
the time of year. I have been into many
gardens within the last week, and many of the

Geraniums and the majority of the plants which
I saw used were over, whilst the Begonias at

Mr, Laing's were full of life and colour, crim-

son, scarlet, pink, and yellow in various shades

being in great force, whilst of the less decided

colours, rose, salmon, pure white, and other

tints were in great numbers. Mr. Laing has

this season cleared away all obstructions and
greatly extended his space for the accommoda
tion of these plants, and he now has 400,000

seedling plants in the open air, which is con-

siderably over 100,000 more than he had last

season. The Begonias of Mr. Laing's strain

are notable for the following characteristics

—

vigour and robustness in their constitution,

wonderfully free- flowering habit, the flowers
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too, l)oiiii! of i^rciit siza find good substance,

whilst although so large, they stand np and
look one in the faee, whicli is a decided advan-
tage. When planted in beds and borders,

upon rockeries, and other positions in a gentle-

man's garden these 15egonias have a much better

chance of withstanding the early frosts of the

season than do Mr. Laing's plants, which all

all stand in the open upon a dead level.

The p(jt plants, although growing somewhat
lanky and re((uiring tying up, are still producing
beautiful llowers, some of them being of a pro-

digious si/.e. I was told these plants had been
blooming indoors for over seven months, and
they certainly look as if they would last well

through the jiresent mimth. There is no same-
ness, iu> lack of variation, for here are doubles
of every shade and tint, saving blue. What is

iu)ticeable about these doubles is, that they are

perfect flowers ; there is none of that confusion
which used to he the great failing of double Be-
gonias arising from there being several centres.

The .single tiowers are remarkable for their size

and great substance. Indeed, size now has
had its day. Mr. Laiug has succeeded in

that direction, and he is now devoting his

energies to the production of new colours.

There are some flaked and bizarre tiowers.

Here, too, is a rare combinatifin, rich pure
yellow tipped with scarlet. There also are va-

rieties the flowers of which are fringed, as in

Camellia imbricata. Small pots are now used
for growing them in, tine plants laden with
flowers in a 0-inch pot being quite the order of

the day. These contrast wonderfully with the
enormous pots which used to be the fashion
here. Some few dozen bulbs which I saved
through the last winter have been blooming
with me in an unheated hou.se for nearly five

months and are good yet. This will show how
very useful they are for those having such a
structure. My plants are in (i-inch pots, but 1

have given them about once a month a little

stimulant, which starts them afresh, causing
them to make new growth and to throw up
fresh flowers. W. H. Gower.

Fuchsia dependens.—When a coloured plate
of this Fuchsia was given in The Garden daring
the spring of last year its striking features attracted
a considerable amount of attention, as it was then
almost unknown, though its beauty at Kew and at
Pendell Court had been previously noted. As a
roof plant it possesses many desirable features, one
of which is the fact that its growth is not suffi-

ciently dense to injure the plants underneath to
the extent that some climbers do, while the long
pendulous clusters of flowers of which a succession
is kept up for a lengthened peiiod are especially
striking when hangirio-from the roof. This Fuchsia
was found by thi; late Dr. .lamieson near Quito, and
in a native state its rambling branches were sup-
ported by neiphliouring trees. It is somewhat in
the way of the better-known F. cor.vmbifiora, but
ii more of a rambler and not so robust in growth.
As it is, like the other members of the genus, of
easy culture, there is no reason why it should not
become far more generally grown.—H. P.

Camellias.—Despite the fact that the Camellia
has fallen somewhat into neglect, the flower has
yet an iiulividuality of its own so marked that the
gardener is bound to recognise it. Its blossoms
are most acceptable through the late winter and
early spring mcniths. They are perfect in outline,
massive in petal, and can be employed in many
ways with great effect. Many amateurs, having no
convenience for planting out, grow a few Camellias
in pots. We may assume they have been standing
out in the open all the summer, which is the usual
custom, and now has come the season of the
year when they should be housed. A considerable
amount of care is required when the plants are

taken within doors, as undue watering may c.iuse
the buds to drop. P,ut, it may be asked, what con-
ditiiui of M)il should lie maintained that will carry
the plants thronL;h the winter in .safet_v .' One writer
iccommcnds a happy medium, / c, keeping tlie soil

in such condition that it shall be neitlier too dry
nor too wet, so that tin- roots may not be surrounded
by a wet, clammy soil, nor, on the other hand, be
kept too dry. Too much wet and too much dryness
both operate to cause buds to fall. A close, dry
atmosphere should also be avoided. On warm,
sunny, drying daj's a little syringing may be re-

sorted to, with a free circulation of air at all times
when the wind is not frosty. Disbudding is some-
times necessary where the buds aie formed in
clusters. It is a good plan so to thin the buds that
each individual liowcr can freely expand and as-
sume its rightful proiiortions. Should any grower
require blooms of large size and full, say for ex-
hibition purposes, it will be necessary to thin
out to one bud. Anyone requiring a list of good
varieties will find it "in the following : Mathotiana,
maroon-crimson

; C. M. Hovey, rich crimson ; Mor-
torini, clear, deep rosy-pink ; Princess Charlotte,
white, fine shell petal

; Reine des Fleurs, pale
salmon-red

; imbricata, white ; centifolia and its

white variety; L'Amour, pale pinkish-red, very fine;
alba plena; Countess, soft pink, flaked with red,
sometimes pure white in the ground ; Benvenuti,
delicate blush

; Donkelaari, semi-double, very dis-
tinct

;
and Comtes.-e de Hainault, delicate pink,

margined with white. —R. D.

Bouvardia Purity.—The above is certainly a
grand variety and the perfection' of a white Bou-
vardia, and when better known will be a special
favourite. It is of recent introduction, and one
of Mr. May's best novelties of late years. I have
this summer found this plant thrive admirably
planted out, and for pot culture its compact habit
and free-flowering qualities make it an esppcinl
favourite. I may describe it as a compact B. Huni-
boldti with a much shorter tube, but equally fra-
grant. This is a decided gain, as it was often
difhcult to use B. Humboldti on account of its
weak long tube. When planted out it assumes a
dwarf habit and requires little care to get good
plants well studded with bloom. This is not the
case with some of the weaker growing varieties,
and those who can only grow a few kinds sliould
include B. Purity in their selection.—G. Wvthes.

XJrceolina pendula.—This is a very beautiful
bulLious plant, though perhaps not quite showy
enough to become popular for market purposes, or
anything in that way. Given favourable treat-
ment, however, it will be sure to please the lover
of uncommon plants, A coloured plate of it, ac-
companied by full cultural details, was given in
The Garden, May 12, bSS8, and a glance at that
illustration will convey more than a column of
description. In a few words, it may, however, be
noted as a bulbous plant, with foliage a good deal
like that of the Eucharis, but instead of being
evergreen it is deciduous, or nearly so, while the
blossoms, which are borne in a cluster on the sum-
mit of a naked spike, are urn-shaped, pendulous,
and supported by long slender peduncles. The
body of the flower is of a rich golden-yellow
colour, while the contracted portion is bright
green, with a narrow edging of white. The pe-
duncle supporting the blossom, which is an inch
or more in length, is also bright green. With a
few healthy plants flowers can be obtained through-
out the autumn and well on into the winter
months. This Urceolina, which is often met with
under the specific name of aurea, was discovered
by Mr. Pearce while travelling in Peru for Messrs.
Veitch, and it first flowered in their establishment
in istu. Jlr. Peaice about that time was respon-
sible for the introduction of many other notable
plants, prominent among them being the first
tuberous Begonias, represented bv B. boliviensis,
B. Pcarcti, P.. Veitcbi, and B. ro"sa^fiora, a small
beginning, which, in the hands of the hybridist,
has pro<luced such miglity results. Returning to
the Urceolina, a very interesting feature may be
noted, viz, that a distinct hybrid between it and
Eucharis grandifiora has been raised by Messrs.

(-'libian, of Alliii.cliam, wl.o cxhibiled a few blooms
at one of the meetings of the Royal Horticultural
Society during the past summer. It was shown,
I belie\e, under the name of Eucharis Clil)raui,

but, following the principle laid down with other
hybrids between dilTercnt genera, a title foimcd
from the names of Ijoth ]iarents has been sugfjestcd,
and it is now to be known as I'rceocharis Clibrani.
This remarkable hybrid produces numerous blos-
soms just intermediate in shape between those of
its parents, but in colour they are white, as in
Eucharis. In structural arrangement the fiowers
show a combination of both parents. When dis-
tributed, it will no doubt be much sought after.

—

H. I'.

SEASONABLE NOTES.
Bui.BS.—Late Liuums.—Where newly-imported
bulbs of varieties of L. lancifoliura are not yet in
flower, save an occasional bloom here and there,
Ibey should have a slight warmth to assist in the
development of the flowers. A late batch of these
Ijilies in pots for the present month is very useful,
carrying on the fiower season well up to the Chry-
santhemums. They may thus be had without any
difBcuIty by potting late and keeping cool during
their growth up to the time of the llower-buds
showing, when a sunny spot will be better for
them. Grown in G-inch pots, one bulb to a pot,
they make useful decorative plants. Other Lilies
that are past their best, such as varieties of lanci-
folium and auratum, should not be overlooked.
If still out of doors, it will be advisable to lay the
pots on their sides to avoid any excess of mois-
ture. Do not cut down the stems until the leaves
turn yellow and drop, all their functions having
then been performed. On the other hand, as re-

gards water, do not let them get unduly dry; if

well cared for, having been carefully potted and
given proper attention throughout the stages of
growth, the roots will still be alive and on the
move. For this reason I prefer to wafer occasion-
ally during the resting season when in small pots

;

bulbs in a cluster in larger pots with a mass of
soil around them will not be so liable to suffer
even if not watered.
Early Liliums.— This has more particular

reference to L. Harrisi (so called), but in reality
nothing but L. longifolium sent to Bermuda as such,
and returned thence to this country as L. Harrisi, or
the Bermuda Lily. This useful Lily can now be
had nearly all the year round by successional pot-
ting and careful management. Those for the early
batch should have been potted some few weeks
ago, but the present is a very good time to start.
Extra large bulbs should have Ginch pots, others a
size smaller. A good soil for them is two-thirds
yellow loam with some turfy peat, with a free use
of river sand and road-scrapings or silver sand, an
extra dash being given for the base of the bulb to
rest upon. Potting should be done fairly firm,
but forcing ought not to be attfmjjted until the
roots are well advanced. For some time to come
no water should be given, the moisture in the scil
being retained by a surface mulching of cocca
fibre. It pays to take pains with this u.seful Lily,
a second and third crop of flowers being thus
obtainable before it degenerates to the ordinary
type of longifolium again. AVhere a later batch of
bulbs is desirable, they may be retarded after
potting or be covered with fibre and then be potted
later on.

Fueesias, i:c.—Freesias should all be potted up
within a few weeks

; it is a mistake to postpone
this work, resulting in a weakening of the bulbs.
In my own case they are some 'A inches or more
above the soil, but still in a quite cold pit, where
they will remain until frost sufficiently hard to
penetrate to them comes. These bulbs should not
be covered as in the case of Hyacinths, but merely
have a light surface dressing to save watering.
If Lachcnalias have not yet been shaken out
and repotted, no time ought to be lost. Where
the growth of roots is found too much advanced
it will be better to let them alone, merely remov-
ing the surface soil and replacing it with good rich
compost. Thus treated, they will do very well
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especially if tliey were shiken out and repotted
after having beea assorted twelve months back.
When attended to, the pi's should be st.o^d upon
or plunged in a bed of ashes in a cold frame, as
near to the glass as possible, with but little water
until growth is well aivanced. Suifisient protec-
tion to exclude frost is all that will be needed for

several weeks to come. Triteleia uniflora, although
a hardy bulb, makes nn excellent variety in pots,

so unlike anything else. It .'hould be treated the
same as the Lachenalias, its special use as a
flower being upon the plnnts for the show house or

vases. Pots of Agapanthus umbellatus if still out
of doors should not be risked much longer; it is

true that they may be left out in the more favoured
spots, but at the best it is a risk. "When taken
under cover no water should be given through the
winter, otherwise the risk of a scarcity of bloom
another season may be run. Christmas Roses for

flowering in pots should be potted up soon even if

left exposed afterwards ; it is never desirable to

postpone potting until the flowers commence to

show themselves. Do not divide or otherwise
disturb the crowns now, but rather leave this

work till after the flowering. AVhere much use is

marie of plants for decoration in somewhat un-

favourable positions, theFunkias or Plantain Lilies

are worthy of notice ; they are hardy, itis true, but,

nevertheless, extremely useful in pots, remaining
in good condition for two or more seasons ; even if

not in bloom, the foliage itself is quite suflicient to

recommend them.
Early forcixg bulbs.—Of these the Roman

Hyacinth is, of course, one of the first to come
into use, as it is also one of the most desirable. If

potted up early, as advised for autumn flowering,

the growth will now be well advanced. In my
own case the forwardest, which look remarkably
promisin?, are now :i inches and 4 inches high

;

these will come into flower without any or but
little warmth, although some are already in warmth
merely to hasten them on. The most useful sea-
son for this bulb is from the end of October to the
end of January ; a succession through that period
can be had without any great difficulty. The
chief point to observe is not to place too many in

heat at any one time ; a few pots or pans every
week according to the demand is far better than a
larger number once in three weeks or so. The
Roman and the large-flowered Paper-white Nar-
cissi are fitting companions, and are well suited to

open up the long season of the Daffodil family.

The latter kind with me is just about showing
flower in the cold pits. For the present these
should constitute the kinds of bulbs for the earliest

flowering. They may flower at the same time as
the Chrysanthemums are in full force, but these
latter need not entirely monopolise the attention
of fljwer-lovers. James Hudson.

Chrysanthemums.

PREPARING THE BLOOMS.
MtTcn may be done towards improving the blooms
before they are fully developed when growing on
the plant. Those of the incurved section especially

can be improved by timely attention in this way.
Of course, the great point to study is the perfect in-

curving of all petals. Plants which have been grown
freely throughout the season without a check of

any kind and which set their buds exactly when
required will develop their flowers perfectly, but
where all these conditions have not been fulfilled,

perhaps through no fault of the cultivator, the
blooms do not unfold properly. Where the buds
were taken at too early a stage, or the wood h.ns

been prematurely ripened through lack of mois-
ture during dry weather in the summer months, or,

it may be, the roots of the plants were crippled by
an excessive dnse of manure of some particular
kind, blooms often develop crooked centres, that
is, all the petal* do not promise to incurve toward
the centre, as should be the case. Instead of this,

some of the petals point outwards, or, it may be,

some of them are much shorter than the rest, or

they show a tendency to reflex instead of incurve.

To make the b?st of defective blooms like those

described is what must now be con-idered. This
more often occurs in blooms of the Queen family
than any other. If the plants can be so arranged
that the stems can be trained in such a mannpr as

to admit of the bloom -i being hung downwa'ds, so

much the better. Where vineries or Peach hou-es
are available this can be accomplished. In the
former case the pots can be stood on the border at

the front of the house, the stems trained up the
wires among the Vines, and the blooms easily liung

downwards, which induces the petals to incline in

the same direction towards the centre. Much may
be done towards improving such blooms by the
aid of a pair of medium-sized steel tweezers and a
steady hand. First pull carefully out all seed
vessels which will be found at the base of the
petals ; more space then will be given to the de-

velopment of the best formed petals. All those to

which I referred just now that are short should
be promptly removed ; any of those mis-shapen also

are cf no use and only crowd others. Badly
formed flowers should lie gone over several times
at diflierent stages of their development, and by re-

moving several petals each time it is surprising

how much the blooms can be improved. Where
the flowers in the centre appear perfect, do not
interfere with them. Some persons are under
the impression that so much of the centre must
be taken out to admit of the remainder developing
properly ; such is not the case.

Keetixg the blooms is a phase in the culture

of Chrysanthemums which needs much attention.

This is one strong point in this flower that it will

keep fresh a lonj time either on the plant or

in a cut state. In some seasons a large num-
ber of fine blooms are rendered useless through
the too early development of some of the varieties

for a (articular date, but now that we have so

many exhibitions taking place in October, there
need not be so many tjlooms lost. By judicious

management, blooms can be kept in good condi-

tion a considerable time. Those possessing the

darkest shades of colour—namely, the chestnuts,

bronzes, violets, and the deepe-t shades of lilac

—

retain their freshness the shorte-t period ; while
the white and yellow flowers continue the longest

in good condition. Some growers cut the blooms
when expanded and strive to keep them a long
time by placing them in dark closets or rooms,
but I have not found that they will keep fresh

longer than about six days. To have blooms in

the best possible condition on any given date, four

days previous is quite soon enough to cut them.
If cut too early, the florets lose their necessary
solidity and freshness. When the centre of a
bloom is fully developed and the lower florets

fresh, the bloom is in the right stage for cutting.

Nine inches or 12 inches of stem should be cut

with the bloom to admit of a small portion being

cut off the end each day, which will assist in the
keeping of the flower. A little salt in the water,

say three-quarters of a teaspoonful in three half-

pints of water, will keep the flowers fresh a longer

time than clear water only. A small portion of

sulphate of ammonia is beneficial also in this re-

spect, but not mixed with the salt and water.

Place the blooms in a cool dry room partly dark-

ened, but where possible I prefjr to keep them on
the plant until required, or at least a duple of

days before, when they may safely be cut.

E. MOLYNEUX.

Chrysanthemum Avalanche.— It will be a
long time before we either get or want a better

variety than this ; not only does it produce the

finest white blooms during October, bat a full crop

of late blooms can be had from plants grown on
the bush system. Under any form of cu'tivation

it never loses its great charm, purity of colour,

combined with the entire absence of coarseness ot

petal. Another strong point in its fav.mr is the
fulne-s which the blooms po--ses.s, not the slightest

sign of a hol'ow eye either in large or small flowers

As an exhibition bloom, Avalanche will hold its

own against any other sort, and for conservatory

decoration it has no equal as a, white v.ariety. Its

habit of growth is all that could be desired, being
strong, yet sturdy.— E. M.

Chrysanthemum Beauty of Exmouth.

—

Every year sees the introduction of some few
sterling novelties to swi-11 the already long list of

Japanese varieties, but if we are to have many as
meritorious as the above, some of the older kinds
will have to be di-carded This is an English-
raised seedling, the flower of large size, about
8 inches in diameter, the colour ivory-white, the
petals narrow. As they unfold the flower reminds
one of Thunberg somewhat, owing to its incurv-
ing toward, the centre, but as it expands the petals

open outwards, although they still retain the curl

at the tip, some in an upward .and others reverse,

giving it a novel appearance. Altogether this must
be classed as one ot our leading varieties, being a
full, massive flower.—E. Moltxeux.

TYPES OF BLOOMS FOR EXHIBITION.

Cultivators who have been assiduously attending
to the wants of their plants for the last ten months
will now be anxi lusly lo king f.irwaid to the time
when they may reap reward for their labour in the
winning of prizes. Beginners in competition will

be partly at a loss in selecting the blooms be.t

suited for the shows now that the lists of the dif-

ferent sectiims are so long and the form of the
flowers so bewildering. The main poii.t to study
is the type of blooin in each section which is likely

to have the most weight with the judges when de-
termining the relative p isitions of each competitor.
Although there are judges who have most decided
preferences for some particular type of flower, they
should not wholly shut out o'her types of flowers
which may be quite as meritorious, though not of
the same formation. Unfortunately for exhibitors,

perhaps, there is no definition of a strict show
bloom to guide the judges ; it is very much a mat-
ter of individual taste when the competing stands
are very close in order of merit. Of course, there
are some clear lines to work upon which cannot be
ignored, such as size when in proportion with the
depih of the bloom. What exhibitors ought to

avoid more than anything is extreme width of the
flower in compaiison with depth. A large spread-
ing bloom, but very thin in its florets, so that the
boards underneal h are display ed, should be ignored.

Blooms are wanted of the style of Avalanche, W.
W. Coles, Viviand Morel, Mme. Marie Hoste, Miss
LilyMeasuresand A. H. Neve among Japanese. In all

the cases named the florets are horizontally formed
with a slight drooping at the points which gives

grace to the bloom ; all idea of coarseness of the
florets of such as those is dispelled. Varieties

such as Meg Merrilies, Baron de Prailly and Etoile

de Lyon when develops d from early foimed buds
are not to be chosen as a standard to i-et up.

Referring again to the last-named when the
buds are not taken before the middle of August,
the flowers exhibit none of that coarseness so
common in this variety when the buds form earlier

;

the colour, too, in the late buds is quite distinct

from that of the early buds. It is because of

examples of too early bud-select'on that this

variety has become disliked, and it is also due to

inferior examples of many sorts that the large

bloom method of cultivating Chrysanthemums is

decried. Exliibitors are to blame lor setting these
inferior examples be 'ore adverse critics of the
most popular system of growing the plants. Colour
is a decided point to study in exhibition blooms;
ascertain the correct colour of each variety, and
stage none other, is a wi-e plan to follow. A
medium-sized, deep, fully developed bl 'om bright

in colour is much to be preferred to one that is

large in diameter, but thin in its florets, and of

bad colour also. The same rule apphes equally to

the incurved section. Blooms of the type of Loid
Alcpster are to be preferred to airy other. Medium
sized flowers, yet deep and solid in the build, are
more to be admired tlian those that are larger in

width, but have large, loose petals which are

flabby and do not incurve at all nicely. If the
formation of the petals is not correct, incurving
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toward the cpiitrp, all such slionld be avoided as I

reprcsemative blooms. Jiiilt;(>< arc (luite ri^'hf in

Itaiiinff towards the smaller if neat, solid, and of

good colour. Froshnc-s is a point to which much
altention should be paid. Very often upon a close

examination the bottom row of florets is found to

be (lull in colour and llabby, denolint; age. Blooms
of this character lose points in competition.

THE GARDEN.
in preference to siicli as is of a heavier nature.

But few gardens exist where appropriate situa-

tions for one or more of tlie species may not be
found, and in most tlicre is abundance of room
for all those liere named. Most of the Daturas
tlirive well in the neighbourhood of the sea.
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FLOWER GARDEN DATURAS.
Amonc the nunicrous plants available for gar-

den decoration, but which are mostly consjiicu-

ous by their absence, several species of annual
Daturas occupy a prominent place. The genus
includes five or six species, possessing some
claim to notice ; liut those which more especially

merit attention are

D. CERATOCAUi.A, probably (ne of the best

known. It grows from '2 feet to 3 feet high. Its

sweet-scen'cd, trumpet-like flowers are [iroduced
from the axils, the corolla beirg often G inches in

lergth .ind I inches or 5 inches across the limb,

NOTES FROM CLAKEMONT, TAUNTON.
Very different in character from the two gardens
of which I li.ave reci nlly given some notes is th.at

of Mr. W. Herbert Fowler at the above residence,

within .a couple of miles of the county town of

Somerset, and jet 1 think equally well worthy of

notice, for althougli our tastes may differ, we
ought all to be atile to recognise energy, intelli-

gence and skill when they are brought to bear on
every branch of our favourite pursuit.

Mr. Fowler's special favouiites are the Hose,

the Carnation and Picotee, the Begonia, and the

Chry.-anthemum, and in each of these he has in a
short time achieved signal success. It is now
tl.ree or four years since I first saw Mr. Fowler's

name amongst the exhibitors of Roses at the

Taunton show ; the flowers were not very grand,

but evidently showed the direction in which his

Flon-eriug shoot of Datura meteluiJes.

which is white, tinged with violet-purple externally
and at the angles. The flowers, both of this and
the following species, expand towards the close of
the afternoon and close the following morning.

D. METi;i.oti)ES, a native of Texas, of which a
figure is here given, dift'ers from the preceding in

its broader foliage, as well as in its somewhat large
flowers, in its calyx-tube not being split on one
side, and in the caps'de being spiny

; the limb of
the corolla is usually more completely suffused
with pale violet.

D. i-'ASTUOSA, if less remarkable for the size of
its flowers than the species already referred to, has,
nevertheless, merits peculiar to itself. Even the
fingle form of this plant, which in the type is

creamy white on both surfaces, yields a very effec-
tive variety with the corolla of a deep violet ex-
ternally, the interior being white, as in the tvpe.
The most striking forms of this species are
those bearing double flowers, the pi imary corolla
having a second, and sometimes a third arising
from its tutie, all perfectly regular in form, and
often parti-coloured, as in the single variety with
violet flowers.

The culture of these Daturas ofTers no espe-
cial difliculty. Fresh seeds are readily raised in
an ordinary hotbed, and the young plants
.should be pricked out singly into pots wjiile small
and finally ]]lanted out where they are to stand.
They need ample space for their full develop-
ment, and should be grown in light sandy soil

thoughts were running. When I first visited his

garden, it was, among other things, to convince
myself how far the statement was correct that he
had failed in tlie cubivation of Teas. His garden
tlien contained a few beds of Tea Roses and a
Large number of Hybrid Perpetuals. He is one of

that numerous class which has arisen of late

years amongst r sarians who almost ignore the

splendidly coloured flowers of the Hybrid Perpetuals

and cling to the lovely and refined blooms of the

Teas. He has been gradually weeding out the

former and replacing them with Teas. He is

making a still further change ; he is convinced, as

are a good many ro-arians, that the best stock for

the Tea is the half standard Brier, and so he is

substituting Rotes on that stock for dwarfs. The
cultivation here is of the most generous kind;

heavy mulchings of manure are given and w<ater

is plentifully supplied. Among his greatest suc-

cesses are Comtessc de Nadaillac, Souvenir d'Elise,

and Cleopatra, of all of which he exhibited grand
blooms at the Taunton show. These are not by
any means the easiest varieties to grow among
the Teas, and one seldom sees them in August in

such style as at Mr. Fowler's at Taunton, and yet

although these seldom so display their charms,

he has found it impossible to bloom successfully

two very much more e:i.sily grown varieties—Rubens
and Anna Olivier. The plants grow well, as I can

testify, vigorous and healthy with fine foliage, but

it is found impossible to get anything like satis-

factory blooms. They are thin and flaccid. Mr.

Burnside in the county of Hereford grows the two
varielies to perfection, and his blooms of Anna
Olivier have a colour in them that I see nowhere
el.-e. Why here in tire same garden and under the
same conditions these two varielies shoulil not
equal the oti ers is certainly a puzzle. Jlr. Fowler
Miiirks highly of a comparatively new Rose, Mme.
Elic Lambert, which has a pale flesh-coloured

centre and the exterior petals white. I find that
Mr. Prince also highly commends it, and says that
it is a good exhibition flower. Another flower

with which Mr. Fowler b.as achieved signal success

is the Gladiolus. It has always struck me as a
very curious thing that in the neighbourhood of our
most successful r.aiser and grower, Mr. Kelway, of

Langport, so few amateurs should have set to work
to grow and exhibit Gladioli. I have now judged
at Taunton for many years, and I remember only
two amateurs whose exhibits were at all up to the

mark— Mr. Doliree, of Wellington, who long since

rctiied from the field, and Mr. Fowler during the

last three or four years. Tl e others were and
alwa.vs have been of the most inferior character,

the blooms exhibited without names, and far in-

ferior to those of the two gentlemen whose names
I have just mentioned. Mr. Fowler has now
entered upon the cidture with great enthusiasm.

Last year he not only carried all before him at the

provincial shows in the west, but he came up to

London, and there took the first prizes both at the

Crystal Palace and Aquarium. This year he has

not done quite so well. His plants have been
strong and healthy, but the difference of climate

and seasons must be taken into account. Taunton
is mild ; the bulbs are in bloom much earlier than
with us in the east of England, and on August 12,

whi n I had not a single spike out, Mr. Fowler was
enabled to show exceedingly well. His soil Is

good, but not so good as Mr. Lindsell's, and he
treats his bulbs as he does everything else that he
grows generously. The beds are well manured and
are heavily mulched when the plants are coming
into bloom, and it does not appear to affect the

healthiness of the bulbs, for he loses but few. Per-

haps his time is yet to come, for I know well how
often they are disappointing.

Some of the early-flowering sorts had fine spikes,

and the later ones promised well. They are mostly
French varieties, such as Pollux, Baroness Burdett

Coutts, Horace Vernet and Enchantress ; one, in-

deed, of Mr. Kelway's, named Mr. Fowler, was con-

spicuous for its novelty and beauty. Enchantress

was very beautiful, and a spike of Mont Blanc

which I saw stagtd in his stand in the Aquarium
was magnificent. Mr, Fowler speaks highly of an-

otherwhite variety, Alb.atross, v(hichl havenotseen,

but which he staged, he says, in fine form at Exeter.

He had besides the full-grown bulbs a bed of spawn
in which were many t hat were showing flower

;

while that of the present year was like a piece of

wheat, so fresh ard green was it. This is, I am sure,

the only way in which we can make way against

the losses which tire continually occurring among
I he full-grown bulbs.

Another flower with which Mr. Fowler has

obtained a remarkable success is the Chry-

santhemum. He has adopted a plan of growing
the-e plants for single blooms that I believe

to be perfectly unique. Everyone who grows
Chrysanthemunis knows what plagues earwigs

are, and how they will eat into the shoots

and destroy the hopes of the season. Of course,

there is the usual remedy of trapping them, but

prevention is better than cure, so Mr. Fowler has

had a series of zinc troughs made. These are

about G inches deep and wide enough to hold the

flower-pot and leave a .space for water all round it.

Each trough holds five pots ; these are not allowed

to stand in the water, but a G-ir.ch drain-pipe is

stood on end and on it the pots rest, and each plant

is secured in its place by a long piece of stout

wire which stretcdies from end to end overhead,

and to which each plant is tied by the stake. The
plants are thus secure, and as earwigs and wood-

lice are bad sailors, it is hoped that Ibis plan

may effectually circumvent them. As this is the

first season Mr. Fowler has tried it, I shall be

anxious to know how it succeeds. Of course, it is
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somewhat expensive, and it is not everyone who
can indulge in such experiments.

There are two other classes of plants grown here
and with which Mr, Fowler has secured the first

place at the local exhibitions—Begonias and Car-
nations. His plants of the former at the Taunton
show were models of what such plants ought to

be. They are grown in a low span-roofed house
which was filled with well-grown plants of the best
varieties. In Carnations and Picotees also Mr.
Fowler has made steady progress. The system of

exhibiting them is different to that in London
;

the florist and border varieties are shown together,
and the pr.ictice of dressing has not assumed the
character of a fine art. To some this is a decided
advantage, as the flowers are seen in a more
natural condition. Mr. Fowler has some good
beds of these, for he does not grow in pots, and
those I saw were strong and healthy.

Delta.

CARNATION NOTES.
All who grow Carnations to any extent in the
open ground are now agreed as to the advisa-

bility of autumn planting. There is practically

no better time than from the middle of Septem-
ber to the middle of October, and a special

eflbrt should be made to get all planting done
during that period. The weather that we have
experienced of late, however, must have con-
siderably delayed planting. In my own case,

having a soil to deal with that is naturally well
drained and workable a few hours after the
heaviest rain, planting was finished after many
hindrances on October 12, but doubtless many
have been quite unable to get upon the ground.
The plants of necessity want considerable press-

ing or trending to make them as firm as is essen-

tial to their ultimate welfare, and this cannot
be done—at least, harm would result from tread-

ing the soil firm when soddened with excessive
moisture. Advice is often given to get beds
and borders ready before general planting com-
mences, but in such a season as this it is neces-
sary to modify usual practice according to cir-

cumstances. By doing so, the most cau be
made cf a fine day, and ground may be got
ready and plantsd at once. As I plant Carna-
tions in rotation to early summer hardy flowers,

such as Qilnotheras, and in succession to Antirr-
hinums, Zinnias, itc. , this has greatly facilitated

operations. Beds so occupied are not unduly
wet, and if cleared and deeply dug they are in

a very good state for immediate planting. By
this means alone was planting commenced
and completed, and even then a week's work,
given tine dry weather, was this year prolonged
over three weeks as opportunities occurred.
Now the plants are in position, there is little

more to be done among them for several months,
and the cultivator who has all or nearly all his
plants in the open ground and well established
by winter has little cause for anxiety. One
simple detail only has to be observed through-
out the winter months, and that is to press
back into their places any plants loosened and
partially or entirely upheaved by the soil's ex-
pansion during frost, this, of course, being done
during a thaw.
The layers this year have done remarkably

well. One can never tell till planting time, for
it sometimes happens that though the shoots
look promising enough, it is chiefly through sus-
tenance derived from the parent plant, and on
taking them up they are found to be indifferently
or poorly rooted. The season, I believe, has
often much to do with this, for with all Mre in
putting the shoots down, experience extending
over a number of seasons gives varying results.

This refers more especially to plants flowering
in the beds and borders, and I believe the ex-
tent to which they flower is a factor to be

reckoned with. It is a great tax upon the plant
allowed to develop all the spikes that appear
and to expand all its buds to further give an
abundant stock of early well-rooted layers. I

am convinced that to have Carnations in full

perfection in the flower garden and to keep
up a vigorous stock of the best kinds we
must have a duplicate stock grown on pur-
pose for layering in accordance with the
nursery plan that I have previously advocated
in these pages. So far as some kinds are con-
cerned, the nursery is an absolute necessity.
Certain French selfs that I grow send up suc-
cessional spikes from the current season's
growth to such an extent that layers fit for
planting are practically unobtainable from
flowering plants. A letter just received from a
friend contains this remark, " I find I shall

have to put some of my kinds into stock in a
nursery as you do in order to ensure as far as
possible a strong, healthy lot for autumn plant-
ing." But what is of first importance for some
is really better for all, and my ultimate aim is

to treat the Carnations in the flower garden
solely as flowering plants, destroying them en-
tirely at the end of the season. The gain from
such a practice would be great and beneficial
from whatever point we regard it. Towards
this end I have this season managed, with one
or two slight exceptions, to plant some rows,
more or less according to merit, of every kind in
a nursery. At planting time the superiority of
nursery stock was clearly demonstrated by the
same kinds grown in one case solely for layer-
ing, and also layered in the usual way upon the
flowering plants in the flower garden. The
strength and vigour of the former were double
those of the latter. The dift'erence will be even
more apparent when another flowering season
comes, for these strong layers produce three
and four spikes of bloom to one upon plants
obtained in the usual way. If we have not to
consider the necessity of providing stock for
the future from the plants that we take to
adorn the flower garden, it follows that we can
plant them in a variety of ways either alone and
closely massed, or in association with equally
choice and charming things. There is no doubt
that the very need of summer layering has de-
terred some from jjlanting Carnations to the
extent that they otherwise would have done.
Although what I here advocate looks like so
much extra, and some may think needless, work,
it is much more profitable than that involved in

keeping up a stock of tender things whose ulti-

mate sacrifice we do not regi-et from the very fact

that they are useless when they liave served their
purpose.

Last, but far from least, such diseases
as Carnations are prone to are certainly
engendered when layers arc crowded between
flowering shoots. Especially have I noticed
this with the Countess of Paris. In the flower
garden it has all through manifested a tendency
to what we commonly call gout. The plants
flower all right at the first part of the season,
but do not go on in the same way that I have
seen the kind elsewhere. The old stem rots
entirely in the centre, and, further, the evil is

communicated to the layers. Recently when
a quantity that were put down upon flowering
plants were lifted, many of them, though having
abundant roots and otherwise looking in perfect
health, had to be thrown away, because close
examination revealed the fact that the heart
of the shoots was quite decayed. They were
as useless as if they had been bored clean and
hollow by wireworni. The plants so aflected
were grown in sweet, well-drained, unmanured
maiden loam. There was nothing to induce
r.ink growth, nor were an.y conditions or sur-

roundings calculated to produce the disease.

The experience of three years here with this

kind proves that only by nursery stock could

I manage to keep it. This may be only a local

peculiarity, but such things are embarrassing
till one has found out a means of meeting
them. A large group of Marguerite Carnations
full of flowers and buds will soon be black
with spot. I recently saw healthy batches in

several gardens and many plants potted up for

winter flowering. Last year about this time

disease came among these, as it has done now,
and for this very reason I purposely made
this year's plantation upon a spot where Car-

nations had never before been grown. Had
the disease been prevalent amongst the selfs,

there would have been apparent reasons for

its attacking these under notice, but the .selfs

never were healthier nor freer from it, .and in

their present state they promise well for the

coming winter. A. H.

PLANTING DAFFODILS.

The article under this heading in your issue of the

15th inst. (page :i36) signed "E. J." is exactly

what is required by many amateurs to save them
the trouble, annoyance and great expense or waste
of money such as I have personally experienced

in past ye.ars. If I had had the good fortune some
ten years ago to read such advice as " E. J." now
gives your readers, I should never have attempted
the growing of Mary Anderson, pallidus prfecox,

Orange Phcjcnix, Le.la, obvallaris, poeticus llore-

pleno, and some other varieties, more especially

the delicate kinds, usually shown to be so by
the smallness of their bulbs, although thi? does

not apply as nn invariable rule, Orange PhcEnix

having a large bulb.

At one time I was under the influence of the

Daffodil mania, but through growing many v,arieties

(those ab')ve mentioned included) thiit did badly

after the first year, my admiration was tempered
with prudence, and I adopted the more common
sense and practical plan of only planting those

varieties which experience showed .also grew
satisfactorily. I am thereby now saved annoy-

ance and disappointment as well as exijenditure,

and I have such good kinds as Emperor, Empress,

Horsfieldi, Grandee, Sir Watkin, Leedsi, Barri

conspicuus. Cynosure, Stella, maximus, princeps,

and a few others which never fail to bloom well

and do not deteriorate. Poeticus flore-pleno (the

Gardenia-flowered D.afEodil, as some call it) is very

eccentric in its fancies as to where it will or will

not grow. With me in my garden in Kent on sandy
soil it grew like a weed ; in my present garden in

sandy loam it does nothing but develop blind

flower-spikes. The Daffodil is such a lovely flower,

and there are so many varieties and combinations

of white, lemon, yellow, orange, and almost scarlet

(in some of the cups this c ilour exists), th.at it is

most desirable for the garden in spring, and for

cutting hardly any flower is so lasting, but I have

found it useless to plant the varieties of which
" E. J." specially writes in depreci.ation, and I con-

sider that your readers who are about to pl.ant

Daffodils will find his hints invaluable, as they are

most practical and correct.

Croydon. CHARLES J. Geahamb.

Spot in Carnations.—It is very disheiirfening

to look on a fine bed of Carnations and see them all

going off with this troublesome pest. Three years

ago I had a grand stock of border kinds. At tlie end
of the summer and in the autumn they showed
signs of a yellow cast in the leaves ;

this increased

in the course of a few weeks, and by the spring the

greater portion of the plants had gone oft'. These
plants grew in open borders, and some were potted

and kept in frames during the winter with the same
results. In the autumn of 1890 I obtained a fresh

stock from sever.d different sources. Feeling I would

be sure the soil and situation should not be at
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fault, I resolved to use every means to prepare a
good site for this lot of plants. These were filanted

out in tlie ^priiif; of Lsill. It was on a toulh bor-

der in front of our gkiss lumsrs. Here tlii-y f,'rew

away well and iiia'le good ]i1ants lliat summer, and
last autumn and winler tliey did not sliow (lie

sl'glitest signs of disease. This summer they
bloomed well, but this autumn they are goinjj tlio

same way again. In the spring I rojtid a line

liatih of Tree Carnations, polling tliem on. When
the we:ithpr got wa'm these were removed to cnld

frames. Here they grew awiiy well till July,

when I thought 1 would harden them by leav-

ing off Iho hijhts for a few line night.«. In the
course of a few days tl'e platits showed the brown
spot in the leaves, and although the lights were
put on at once, they have (continued to go badly,
till row many are worthless. Will other growers
kindly .say what they think is the cause and advise
a remedy .'—DoKSKT.

THE GLADIOLUS.
This grand autumn flower still holds its position
as one of the most chatining of its season; but
we still hear complaints of its habit of dying off

when in full growth, or the bulbs becoming so badly
diseased that they never flower again. The leaves
seem to start away fairly well at first from such
bulbs as are not quite healihy, but as the summer
advances they become tinged with yellow, next
streaked and spotted with brown.the tint of decay,
and at last they disappear. From such diseased
varieties I have taken the small bulblets which to
all appearance were perfectly healthy. These have
been planted out of doors and grown in the best
part of the garden, and also in flowerpots where
the greatest care has been taken to keep them in
the healthiest condition, but the results have not
been at all such as would lead one to recommend
the practice. When a Gladiolus gets into bad
condition, the best thing to do with it is to destroy
it. Having been a very large culti-sator of the
Gladiolus for many years, I have come to the con-
clusion that nmch depends upon the perfect ripen-
ing of the bulbs. Probably this is not possible in
this country, but the better we can ripen them, the
better will the bulbs do the following season. It
follows, therefore, that a fine dry autumn suits the
Gladiolus best. In August of this year, when the
Gladiolus should have been at its best, the rainfall
in some districts was between 5 inches and 6 inches
for the month. The gardener in such districts
cannot possibly grow the Gladiolus successfully.
Even under ordinary conditions much depends
upon the skill of the cultivatorand the opportunity
he has had to prepare the soil. Anything like
stagnant water, even at a considerable depth, must
be avoided by draining the ground, and the free
)iassage of the surface water to the drains is pro-
vided by trenching the ground to the depth of
IS inches at least. Heavy soils must also have
dressings of light decayed manure, leaf-mould,
coarse .'and, or all of them together. Wood ashes
form an excellent material to keep the soil open.
A great point is to have the soil in good condition

;

see that it is trenched in August or September to'

be exposed to the weal her. The plants like rich
as well as deep soil, and the manure should be at
least 11 inches below. When the surface of the
ground which is in preparation for the bulbs be-
comes caked on the surface by rains, lightly fork
it over when the surface is dry. Of course, I am
taking it for granted that the ground is changed at
least in alternate seasons, for if one has to plant
the Gladiolus out on the same ground year after
year, it is unlikely that good results can be ob-
tained. By free exposure to the weather in
autumn, winter and early spring, the ground gets
into good condition for planting after the middle
of March, which is early enough. Choose a dry
day for the purpose and when the soil is in good
condition. If it is not so dry as it ought to be a
good plan is to draw deep drills for the bulbs 'as
for Peas. Place a little dry sand under each
bulb, putting a little more over the top of
each, and fill the drills in with dry sandy soil

THE GARDEN.
Siftings from the potting shed answer as well

as anything, the objc('t being to give the bulbs a
start, as the roots |uish out more healthily in dry
soil. The time of ]ilanting may vary. 1 have
planted tliem out from the lirst week in February
until the middle of Ajiril. The one-year-old bulbs,

although not mucli larger than Marrow Peas, if

planted in gooil soil and well cared for, will jiro-

duoe good spikes by the end of the senson. I have
knoAn bulbs not larger than small Filberts pro-

duce plants 1 feet and 5 feet in height furnished
with handsome exhibition sjjikes. When hot, dry
weather sets in during growth, give the jilants a
thorough good watering and mulch over the sur-

face around the jilants and between the rows with
decayed manure. Miinure water not too strong,

applied twice a week, is excellent. If the weather
continues wet, so that no manure water or water
of any kind can be applied, artificial manure in

powder may be thinly sprinkled upon the surface.

Guano is the best manure of this kind. When the
flowers begin to open, no manure water is needed.
Each spike must be tied to a stick and shaded when
the flowers open.
When I used to exhibit the Gladiolus, I merely

put down three sticks around a plant at the dis-

tance ol a foot or more from it and bent the sticks

together, tying them together at the top, and
fastened a paper shade to these. Thi? is suffi-

cient to keep out rain and protect from sunshine.

I noticed a much more elaborate a'rangement in

the nurseries of Messr.-i. Stuart and Mein, the great

growers and exhibitors at Kelso, N.B. They had
two boards fixed together to form an angle, and
the third side of the angle was a square of glass.

This was the best way I had ever seen of bringing
the spikes up to good form. The flowers all turn

naturally to the glass in front. They are also

kept clean and altogether in capital condition.

The spikes of the different varieties do not come
into flower all at one time, but at irregular in-

tervals during a period of six weeks or so in the
months of August and September, the greater irre-

gularity being found amongst the seedlings of

the previous year. Bulbs ranging in size from a

Pea to a Filbert will continue to flower until frost

comes ; but the crucial point in their culture also

comes in here. In many districts wet and cold

weather sets in before the plants are ready to be
taken up, and to drain the water away from the

roots, it is a good plan to draw the soil up to the
stems with a hoe or a fork, which throws it into

the trench or drill between the rows. The best

varieties ought to be crossed for seed-saving, and
if distinct and good species are grown, there is a
good field open to the hybridist. About twenty or

twenty-five years ago Mr. John Standish, of Ascot,

raised some very line hybrids between G. brench-

leyensis and G. cruentus. One of them named Alice

Wilson is figured in the Florid and Ponmldgist.

Gladiolus purpureo-auratus has been used with
excellent efliect to hybridise with varieties of G.

gandavensis. The well-known and strikingly dis-

tinct G. Lemoinei varieties were produced from
this cross. J. DouGL.\S.
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southern sections of the National Society holding
their exhibitions at appropriate dates in Man-
chester and London, and the two midland societies

meeting at about a week's interval of each other
at Oxford and Birmingham, so that practically
every exhibitor can find his billet now-a-daysin the
matter of date.

"A II." asks why, in spite of late seasons, the
usual date has been adhered to in London. Our
date has to be arranged with the Royal Horticul-
tural Society nearly a twelvemonth beforehand.
We have to show at one of their fortnightly exhi-
bitions, at which, of course, ours forms only a part.

At the advanced period when we are able to say
with any certainty that our bloom will be unusu-
a'ly late or early, it would be impossible to alter a
date for which the growers of things under glass
had long Ijefore arranged.

As to the judging of the border Carnations last

year, I do not see that any question of fringed
edges entered into it. I am not in the secrets of

the judges on that occasion, but it seems to me
that sorts like Ketton Kose and Aline Newman,
beautiful in form and colour as they were vigorous
in growth, were rightly preferred to Queen of the
Bedders, meritorious as the latter undoubtedly
was. The lover of Carnations, whether growing
for stage or border display, wants something be-

yond the "bedder" in his favourite flower. Besides
strong growth, he looks for excellence of form and
colour and for character in his flowers, and I pre-

sume those features told last year just as they did
three years before in the competition at Gravetye,
where among many meritorious competitors first

prizes were justly awarded to Ketton Hose, Emma
Lakin and Htrmony, because in addition to vigor-

ous habit they possessed in a high degree the
refined qualities we desire in a good Carnation.
Amply have they since justified the decision.

Ketton Rose last year scored once more, and Emma
Lakin and Harmony have become fast favourites,

as will also Aline Newman when it gets to be more
known. M. KowAN.

THE FLOWERING SEASON OF CARNA-
TIONS.

That the exhibition of the National Carnation So-

ciety (southern section) is, as the title implies,

primarily designed for the exhibits of southern

growers seems self-evident, and I am surprised that
" A. H." should apparently only learn it now from

a chance observation of my own. In speaking of

"southern" exhibitors, I did so in the sense well

understood among Carnation growers as meaning
those from the districts which include the south

midland counties and everything south of them.

The exhibitors of open-ground Carnations on July

26 from Somersetshire, Kent and Middlesex are in

our view purely southern growers, and my friend

Mr. Douglas, who hails from Ilford, in Essex, would
be very much surprised if he were described as

anything else. In former years, "north" and
"south "meant for us simply north and south of

the Trent. Since then we have the northern and

MICHAELMAS DAISIES.

The large number of Michaelmas Daisies shown
at the Drill Hall on Oct. 4 and a collection exhi-

bited the next day at Earl's Court were educa-

tional, first, to the student botanically inclined
;

and seconrily, to the gardener who is seeking not

mere botanical knowledge, but more light in de-

ciding what to select for effective planting and for

use in the cut-flower bowl at a season when even

the majority of hardy plants are getting shabby,

and it is difficult to get effective groups of flowers

in the outdoor garden. With the former class of

student this note has nothing to do, but having

taken some interest in MichTclma;; Daisies from a
gardeners point of view for some years past, and
having spent some little time in studying and
taking notes of the most effective kinds, a few
words may be helpful to others who are similarly

placed. It is generally conceded that there are

far too many kinds at present in cultivation, and a
dozen of the best will be quite as many as the

ordinary gardener will want. The nomenclature

of these Asters has been in such a confused state

for so lorg a time, that it is gratifying to see

something like uniformity arrived at, though even

now there is much to be done in this way. It

matters little what a plant is called so that one

knows what he is ordering and does not get nur-

serymen's scraps of the saiue thing over and over

again under different names. One of the exhibits

at the Drill Hall was an excellent example of
" how not to do it," for the flowers were shabby in

the extreme, and were set up in horrid looking

jars with no uniformity of size or shape. Surely

in these days of cheap ware such an eyesore should

be made impossible ; such things bring anything in

connection with them into discredit.

The best of these Asters for general purposes

would include those mentioned below, and there

would not be too many for a moderate-sized gar-

den. For use indoors as cut flowers they are valu-

able, and a great thing in their favour is the im-
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provement in colour and delicacy that takes p'ace
after having been in water for a few days, as the
tiower.s gain a more chaste appearanoe'day after
day, and will contijiue to open for a long while

;

the stems do not taint the water in any way,
A. Amellns bessirabiciis is a dwarf form with

large purplish blue flowers, and a fine showy va-
liety for a bed or group. A. grandiflorus has'very
large bright purple flowers, with small neat dis-
tinct foliage. A. Nova:-AngUre roseus is a most
beautiful kind, flowers bright rose colour with
orange centres, very free and showy. A. Novi-
rif-lgii Robert Parker is about the best variety of
this, and one of the most useful Asters in cultiva-
tion. A. cnrdifolius elegans has small pale blue
flowers which are very elegant, and excellent for
cutting or in a group. A. versicolor Antigone I

hRve not grown, but it was beautiful as seen at
the Drill Hall, and the variously coloured flowers
were very striking. A. vimineus is a pretty little
white-flowered kind, .ami though not very effec-
tive in the garden is excellent for cutting. A. eri-
coides is very useful in the same way as the last
mentioned. A. laivigatus is of a deep flesh colour,
medium-sized, fine for garden effect or for cutting,
very beautiful and delicate when seen by artificial
light.

A few other hybrids might be added as ap-
proved, but anything like a collection should be
avoided, as this only leads to confusion.

C'ORXUBIAN.

diy, and by its aid we generally manage to secure

plenty of outdoor flowers until November is well

advanced. The plantation, by the way, should be
renewed annually, and the free hardy varieties in

the Japanese section are most acceptable for cut-

ting. E. EUHBELL.
Claremont.

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.
In many place§ no sharp spell of fro.-t has de-
stroyed the more tender inmates of the flower gar-
den up to the present date (October 10), but the
majority of beds are shabby and flowerless, and it

is as well to clear them by degrees, leaving any
bright spots until the last moment. The late

bright spots in the summer bedding are again the
Begonias, which have held their own weil in the
summer of 18'J3. A special note for another sea-
sm in connection with Begonias is carpet plants
for the different colours Let me recommend
Jeanne d'Arc double Ivy-leaved Pelargonium, Me-
sembryantheraum variegatum, and Cannell's dwarf
Ageratum for respectively the crimson, pink, and
light shades of Begonias. There is a future before
the double Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums for summer
flower gardening; they are admirable as specimens,
as cariet plants (pegged), or as a mixture with
any other plant that may form a pleasing contrast
to their respective colours. The large flowering
Begonias which in the e.irly part of the season
had to give way to Worthiana are now better than
that variety. It will be necessary to stake isolated
plants of Worthiana another year; it makes a lot
of strong rather weedy growth, and wind and
heavy rain in late summer are answerable for its
downfall. As to thi< staking, it is sometimes re-
commended to group Starworis as an absolute se-
curity against partial prostiation, but this recom-
mendation must be qualified so as to draw a line
between the tall and the dwarf varieties, those of
stiff and compact and those of thin, somewhat
weedy habit. The lattfr, of whic'i vimineus may
b > t .iien as a type, are certainly all the better for
Slaking, whether plantel as single stools or in
griups; anything in the way of "huddling up"
in the tying must naturally be avoided. One or
two correspondents are noting the nipping of buds
of pot Chrysanthemums by early autumn frost
May I suggest fnr another year a shelter that I
find very serviceable for the outdoor plantation '

This consists cf a skeleton frame made of any
fairly stout wood (Fir poles answer the purpose
admirably). It should be high enough to allow
t'.ie covering to clear the plants and stron<^ enough
t J bear the weight. The top and a poition of the
sides, say about 18 inches down, will be all it is
necessary to cover, and an occa-ional tie at the
sides will keep the covering tight in case of wind
Stout titTany is the material used : it will keep cut
anything under 12= of f.-os', more if vegetition i.

Marguerite Carnations.— 1 have fecu these in

several differeut gardens. As autumn flowering pot
plants they are certainly valuable, dwarf in habit,

free flowenug, and with a great variety uf bright and
distinct colours. The flowers are rather small and
cannot he specially recommended for cutting. Yet, in

a inas9 they are very elfective for the conservatory and
come in very useful at a time when flowering plants are

not over-abundaut.—F. H.

Aster ericoides.—This is one of the best of

the Michaelmas Daisy tribe. The habit is all that

Flower of Cypripedlum macranthum.

could b3 desired, being stout, yet fairly tall ; in
good soil the plants grow 5 feet high. This va-
riety is capital for cutting; the flowers are thickly
produced on stout stems. In arranging Michael-
mas Daisies in a cut state in vases, a mass of any
one variety is suflSc'ent in itself without other
flowers.—E. M.

Carnation Winter Cheer.—I have previously
recommended this fine winter-flowering Carnation
for outdoors, and I find it comes quite up to my
expectations. In Messrs. Veitch and Sons' Chelsea
nurseiy a bed is planted with if, and although
all the other varieties have long been past, Winter
Cheer is still flowering, and when I saw it the
other day there were some really good blooms,
and a quantity of flowering stems with buds well
advanced. With favourable weather the plants
would keep up a succe-sion of b'oom fully up to
Christmas. A great recommendalion is its dwarf
habit and vigorous growth.— F. H.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 881.

HABDY LADY'S SLIPPERS.
(with a coloured plate of 1, CYPRIPEDIUM

ACAULE ; 2, C. PUBESCEKS.*)

This section is .scarcely less beautiful than that
containing the tro])ical species, from which the J
hardy kinds are readily distinguished by their 1
herbaceous habit. One of the freest and most
vigorous of the whole group is the white-flow-
ered rosy-lipped C. spectabile ; and C. pubes-
cens and C. humile seem to do much better than
any of the others, if we except 0. Calccolus.

The majority succeed tolerably well for a year
or two in a cool, moist peaty compost ; and, if

grown in pots, they should be plunged in a cold

frame with -a northern aspect, and protected
from the mid-day sun. C. spectabile may be
planted out in a border of peat and leaf-mould,

where it will flower sevei'al years in succession
if kept regularly moist and cool at the root.

C. Calceolus, on the other hand, prefers a
strong chalky loam with an eastern aspect,

sheltered on all sides from rough winds and

Flower of Cypripedium guttatum.

sun. If these hardy Lady's Slippers are grown
in pots, they should be well drained, aj has

just been recommended ; and, if syringed every
morning, so much the better. The pots should

be surfaced with fresh green Sphaguum to pre-

vent undue evaporation from the soil, such sur-

facing also keeping the soil cool by acting as a
non-conductor. The roots .should never be
allowed to become dry, even in winter—an evil

to which may be attributed the loss of many of

these interesting plants. A collection of these

hardy species, planted in a peat border outside

at the back of a Heath house, used to grow well

in Messrs. Rollisson's nursery at Tooting. Dur-
ing winter and spring they were protected by a

layer of Sphagnum 2 in. to 3 in. in thickness.

The following are the kinds usually grown :
—

C. Calceolus (common hardy Lady's Slipper).

—This is one of the rarest, and also one of the

mo.st beautiful, of our native Orchids. It gniws

about a foot in height and bears one or two showy
flowers at the apex of the strongest leafy stems.

The sepa's nre of a deep purple tint, the petals

being narrow and tapering with wavy margins. These
are also of a purple colour tipped with yellow at

their apices. The lip is rounded or swollen, and,

being of a clear golden-yellow colour, contrasts

well with the dark sepals and petals. It is found
in woods in Russia, Asia, and Eastern Europe and

* Drawn for The Garden by Gertrude Hamilton

in the Royal Gardens, Ke'v, Juue 1-i, 1S*J2. Litho-

graphed and printed by Guillaume Sevei-eyns.
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the Arctic Circle, but is more sparingly ilistributed

over Western Europe; in liritviin il is alfiiost, if

not quite extinct. One of the best-known liabit:its

of this plant w,)s Cistlo Kden, Dean, nurli:im, an'l

it lias also been f'luid in Yorkshire. According to

Thunberg, it is also a niiive of Jipan.

C. PARVii'LOKiM (small-tlowercd Lady's Slipper).

—This has been more tlian once referred to the

last-named species, from which, however, it is

readily distinguished when both are seen >ide by
!

side. The plant is similar in size and habit, but

the lip is larger and distindly flattened or even

depressed in front, and the flowers are aNo celi-

c-.itely perfumed. The sepals are of a rich choco-

late-brown colour, while the slender, wavy, or

twisted petals are green at the base and streaked

and spotted with dirk brown. The lip is of a

clear yellow colour-, with a row of crimson or red-

dish dots around the mouth. The leaves are of a
fresh apple-green. It is a native of Canada and
probably of Nortli America.

C. rUBKSCENS (hairy Lady's Slipper).—This is

a free-growing species, both stem and foliage being

covered with whitish ha'rs. It is very distinct

from both the last-named kinds, and grows well

the apices of the stems. The petals are stripe',

and the lip, which is inflated, is distinctly nettnl

with dark veins. It is a native of [Siberia, and is

well worth general culture.

C. VENTUicosuJi (inflated L-.dy's Slipper).—

This is another rosy purple-flowered species, much
resembling the last in general appearance, but

easily distingui>!i.d froiu it by the petiils beiiig

shorter than the lip, a very unusual occurrence in

this genus. The lip itself is shaped like that of C.

macianthiini, but it is of a much deeper colour. It

is a native of .Silieiia.

('. srECTAiilLE (showy Lady's Slipper).—This is

one of the most beautif'ul of the liardy species, and

one which succeeds perfectly well planted out in a

cool peafv compost, sheltered from the midday

sun. It also makes a splendid pot plant plunged

in a cool ai d partia'ly shiided frame. The stems

rise from 1 foot to 18 inches in lieight, and bear

from one to three large flowers at their apices;

both leaves and stem are covered with short white

silky hairs. The flowers, which each measure

aboiit S inches across, are of pearly whiteness, the

rounded lip being suffused with bright rose around

its mouth. It is a native of the United States and

The Mocassin Flower (Cypripedinm Epectiibile)_iu the rock garden

treated as a pot plant in a shady cold frame. The
sepals are of a creamy yellow colour, striped with
bright red

;
petals narrow, very much twisted, also

yellow streaked wi'h red, while the lip is of a clear

golden tint In shape the flower reminds ' ne of

tliat of C. Ca'ceolu'', but it is rtadily distinguished
from that species by the yellow sepals and twisted
petals, and also by the flower being scentless. It

is a native of North America.

C. lUAPEANV.M (Pelican-flowered Lady's Slipper),

—This is a very fine large-flowered species. In
shape the flowers resemble those of C. spectabile.
They are fully 4 inches or .5 inches across the
fully-e.Tjpanded seiments, and are borne one and
two together on the leafy stems. The colour is a
blight golden yellow throughout, and the lip is

blotched witliin with bright reddish crimson, and
in shape reminds one of some of the large flowered
Calceolarias. It is a tender species. It requires
plenty of water at the rcot when growing, and
an airy atmosphere suits it better than a close
one. It is a native of the Savannahs, or great
natural meadows of I'pp r Mexico, where it is

found at an elevation of from 2000 feet to 5000
feet.

C. MACRANTiir.M (large flowered Lady's Slip-
per).—This grows from ij inches to 12 inches in

height, and bears one or two rosy purple flowers at

North America, and should be grown in every

collection of moisture-loving hardy plants.

C. GUTTATUM (spotted Lady's Slipper).—This

charming little plant resembles C. acaule in habit,

but has snowy flowers blotched with purple. The

j

whole plant is cdy :'. few inches high, its short

I stems being two-leaved. It is a native of Siberia,

North America, and Northern Russia, where it

grows in swamps and spongy bogs.

C. CANDIDUM (milk-white Lady's Slipper).—

A

pretty little species, similar in habit to C. specta-

bile, gi'owing about a foot high, and t'earing a
solitary flower at the apicfs of its leafy stems Its

sepals and petals are while or greenish white, more
or less streaked and shaded with pale brown. The
lip, which is inflated, is pui-e white. A native of

bojgy marshes, and extending into Canada to tlie

northward, and to the Platte and Rocky Moun-
tains to the west.

C. AKiETixuM (Ram's-head Lady's Slipper).

—

Bntanica'ly, this is remarkable as being the only
species witli free lateral sepals, and this charac'er

serves to distinguish it from all the other species

at present introduced. The lip tapers from the

mouth to a blunt point, the colour being white,

curiously chequered with bright rose, like srme of

the Fritillaries. The upper sepil i-i ovate, the

lower sepals and petals being nearly linear, of a

dull green colour streaked with reddish brown.

The flowers, which are solitary, scarcely measure

an inch across and a^e not showy, altliough the

plant is worth culture where variety and boranical

intere-t are apprecinted. Native of Canada.

C. ACAUI.E (stemle-s Lady's Slipper).—This is

one of the coniiiionest of haidy Lady's Slippers,

and is frequeully met with in good collections of

hardy plants. Treated as a pot plmt in a cool

frame, it does remarkalily well, and blooms freely

every sjirinic .along with C. Calceolus, C. spectabile

andC. pube^cens It grows well in an open com-

po.-t of SiiOngy peat, and, like its congeners, must
h ive a copious supply of water at the root. The
whole plant is I! inches or 7 inches higli, having

two broad green leaves at the base and a solitary

nodding flower borne on a slender scape. The lip

is ros> purple, netted with darker veins and curi-

ously folded inwards in front. It is sometimes

known as C. humile.

The Week's Work,

HARDY TRUITS.

StEjVwberries — It is doubtful whether mulchings

of manure do not do strong young plantations more

harm than good. Quite fresh strawy litter in a dry

state would afford a certain amount of protection.

This keeps the ground about the plants warmer,

but manure well advanced in decay has quite the

opposite effect, unniulchei plants frequently flower-

ing earlier and more strongly than those mulched.

When, however. Strawberries have occupied the

same site for two or three clear seasons, they

greatly impoverish the ground, and would, as a

rule, start more strongly next siason if given a

liberal dressing of unexhfiusted manure now. On
no account should manure be dug in between the

rows, this process inevitably destronng the best

of the roots. Instead of doing this, the plants

should be fed from the surface, and everything

done to keep the roots active near the top of the

ground. If old beds are retained, and there are

still numerous cultivators who are in the habit of

saving Strawberry plant-! for many years, a

thorough soaking of sewage water or liquid manure
would do these good. All plants shouM be kept

cleared of runners and the ground free of weeds.

Raspberiuks.—Now, or before the whole of the

leiives have fallen, is a very good time to trans-

plant fairly large clumps of Raspberries, and

should the plantations have become sickly-looking,

removing the rows to a fresh site may be the

means of greatly improving their health and

vigour without the loss of a crop. Young canes

also move admirably at this period of the year,

and in many ca-es, or when transplanted while

yet many of the leaves are green, will form fresh

roots quickly, starting all the more strongly next

spring ace .rdingly. They ought to be either

moved now or not till next sprii g just when the

sucker growth at tl eir base is 2 inches long. The
most profitable plantations are those that are

never dug among, and which also are kept

rooting near the surface by means of summer
mulchings. If once their roots are allowed or

caused to strike down deeply into a cold clayey

subsoil, weakly growth and liglit crops are the

outcome. What they require is warmth as well as

moi-ture and fail ly rich food, and for this reason

the c ddest and lowest pans of the garden are only

suitable for them when other sites have been found

too hot and dry. If the ground is trenched for

Raspberries, and in many cases they pay well for

this attention, see that "the manure is not deeply

buried. It should be applied in moderation to the

top spit, burying solid ruanuie deeply having the

efltect of attracting too mmy nots downwards.

Cold clayey soils would be greatly improved by

having fresh loam, lime-rubbish, and burnt earth

freely added to the top spit. Avoid burying the

collars to 5 deeply. These ought only to be just

below the surface, and the ground should- be la^ida

firm about them.
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GoosEBEBRlES AND CuEEANTS.—The present is
a good time to transplant these. Being remark-
ably fibrous rooted, quite large bushes move readily,
and, seeing how necessary it is that some sort of
protection be afforded from birds, both buds and
fruit being greedily preyed upon, it is very advis-
able that they be grouped together. Permanent
wire-netting-covered structures are the most eco-
nomical in the long run, and these may be formed
either in the open or in the form of a lean-to
against a cool wall, which should be covered with
Plum trees, and the borders with Gooseberry and
Red and White Currant bushes disposed not less
than 4 feet apart each way. In order to utilise
these structures to their full extent they ought to
be filled at once wilh moderately strong bushes
from other parts of the garden. Let them have
the benefit of deeply worked fairly riph soil, Ihat
of a somewhat retentive character best suiting
them. Permanent " Gooseberry houses '' should be
so constructed as to admit of portions of the front
being taken down with a view to admitting insect-
eating birds whenever there is no likelihood of in-
jury being done to the bushes or fruit by other
birds. Large netting-covered shutters answer well.
All the while the bushes generally grow very vigor-
ously they scarcely require manuiing, but it is a
great mistake to neglect any that give signs of
being impoverished at the roots. Let these have
either good soakings of .'^trong liquid manure dur-
ing the winter, or a surfacing of manure, but do
not dig among them. W. Igguldkn.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Mushrooms.—At tliis period care is needed in
the cultivation of Mushrooms, especially if they
are growing in structures %vhich are heated with
hot water, as in these there is the danger of their
being kept too hot for the well-doing of the Mush-
rooms. The temperature requires "to be kept as
near 55° as possible. When kept much above this
temperature the air becomes too arid, and instead
of the young Mushrooms developing, they either
spindle or wither up before coming to any size
Beds which are in bearing in the above-named
temperature must not be kept closely covered up,
as this has a tendency to draw the spawn to the
surface, and so prevent young Mushrooms appear-
ing. In those structures where the temperature
has to be kept up artificially, mats are the best
covering, thefe being kept off the direct surface of
the beds by strips of wood resting on bricks. The
floor and walls should also be damped daily
through a syringe if at all arid. Beds which have
been prepared in sheds or other similar unbeated
structures will need closer covering, and in these
cases dry hay should be used, this being turned as
often as occasion requires if the surface should ap-
pear too damp, and the thickness varied accord-
ing to the weather, the aim being to keep the tem-
perature of the beds from dropping too low. Beds
in the open air must also be kept covered accord-
ing to the weather.

Watering Mushroom beds.—Mushrooms will
not grow on dust-dry beds any more than other
crops, and if they are to be productive the beds
will have to be kept in a genial state of moisture.
Too wet beds would have the opposite effect;
therefore watering must be looked upon as a neces-
sary evil, and be varied according to the structures
the Mushrooms are growing in. In sheds, cellars, or
other unbeated structures the beds do not di-y so
quickly. In the former, as long as the Mushrooms
grow freely and the surface is not dry, water
should not be given, the covering in these cases
being .sufficient to conserve the moisture in the
bed. Water must not be given in large quantities,
but gradually over the bed through a fine rosed
watering-can, so that the material will become pro-
perly moistened. Beds that are in the heated Mush-
room house must have a gentle watering just as
the Mushrooms commence to appear, and if covered
up with mats afterwards the moisture will become
conserved until the crop is on the wane, when an-
other may be necessary. It, however, depends
greatly upon the state of the atmo.sphere. Soft

water should be used at a temperature of 90°, a
pinch of salt to a canful also being valuable.
Ridge-shaped beds in the open air are also apt to
become dry at this season if the weather should be
bright and dry. If so, give a gentle watering in
the morning of a fine day, applyicg it through a
6-inch coveiing of litter, afterwards covering with
mats.

Asparagus.—The tops of Asparagus must not
be too hurriedly cut off, or not until they are quite
yellow. There cannot be any set time for such
work, as in some soils and situations the tons
change much more quickly than in others. In cut-
ting off the tops cut them over within an inch or
so of the surface, afterwards clearing off all rubbish
and weeds. Where the precaution has not been
taken to stake the growths so as to prevent
wind-waving, there are often spaces around the
stems caused by friction, these if not filled in
often causing the crowns to decay. The beds are
the better for being left exposed throughout the
winter, and not top-dressed with manure till the
spring. On light and sandy soils, and which are
consequently warm, injury may not follow the
practice of winter mulching, but on cold soils it
most undoubtedly does. Tlie roots cannot take up
nourishment whilst ir a dormant state, and this is
best applied just previous to growth starting in the
spring.

Clearing vacant ground.—At this season the
remnants of the summer crops are often allowed
to remain on the ground untd such quaiters are
dug over, even if this latter does not take place
until spring, or rather the turn of the year. Such
IS a very unwise proceeding, for not only are
slugs and other insects harboured, but the air
and frost .are prevented from acting upon the
surface. Whether it is decided to dig the
ground over in the autumn or not, the surface
should be perfectly clear. The value of such
material when burned is of the utmost benefit to
all soils and crops. I have commenced alre.idy to
burn all such refuse for future spring crops as well
as a portion for the fruit borders, and for mi.xing
with the soil in all reliftii,g operations. The
ground after being cleared should be hoed over so
as to leave all tidy for the winter.

A. Young.

ORCHIDS.

We have just finished surface dressing and repot-
ting the cool house Odontoglossums, and a few
other plants needing similar treatment in the cool
house. The plants will go on all right if we merely
keep the surface moist in the winter ; heavy water-
ings cannot be desirable in winter, and in many
instances are injurious. Any plants with large
spikes of flowers upon them would, of course,
require more water than those with no fpikes at
all. For this house we still keep up the tempera-
ture rather over than under the minimum of 45°.

We seldom allow the temperature to fall below
5C°. By and by, when the plants have taken firm
hold of the new material, and we are at mid-
winter, a lower temperature may be desirable, but
this depends a good deal upon the state of the
atmosjjhere outside. Sometimes a steady severe
frost sets in about Christmas, and it is well rathtr
to let the minimum temperature range between
40° and 45° than to over-heat the pipes to get it

up to 45° and 50°. In milder weather the higher
average may be maintained with advantage. The
management of the cool Orchid house in
winter is very easy. The temperature can
easily be maintained, and the plants need but
little attention if perfect ventilation is provided
night and day. By perfect ventilation I mean that
a current of air should continually filter through
amongst the hot-water pipes from what is termed
hit-and-miss ventilators in the front wall. The
colder the night the warmer the pipes need to be,
of course; therefore it dees not much matter if

the ventilators are open, even on frosty nights, for
the air must be heated before it reaches the plants,
however cold it may be when it pa.-ses through the
ventilators. Moreover, it is well known that the

cold air passing into the house will not pass up-
wards in the warmer atmosphere until it is

sufficiently heated. We close the top ventilators
whenever there arc signs of frost, but on mild nights
at present they are not shut quite close ; but it is

not desirable to run any risk of injury from cold
draughts, and the an.xiety of cultivators to obtain
constant ventilation may sometimes be un-
necessary.

We are now looking carefully after all plants
coming into bloom, and are placing those openirg
their flowers in the temperature where they will

develop most perfectly ; and when the flowers

have opened out in good condition, the plants need
to be placed in a house where they will remain in

good condition for as long a period as possible.

The Cattleya house is kept rather dry at this

season to suit the flowering plants, and as yet
the temperature does not fall much below a mini-

mum of about 55°. We are getting some nice

flowers from plants in the warmest house, especi-

ally such as Cypripediums, which never fail all

through the winter. C. Sedeni and varieties of

that .'ection have been in bloom since August, and
we will not be without flowers of them until the
new year. C. Spicerianum and C. Leeanum are

now in. The best varieties of the last-named are
exceedingly beautiful, and they last long in good
condition. We have not been without flowers of

Miltonia Roezli since midsummer, but the plants

are never taken out of the warmest house. In this

respect it is far superior to the allied M. ve,xil-

laria, which generally flowers in May and June,
and no flowers are seen of it at this season. We
have a solitary spike in our collection, but the

flowers fade so soon after being cut from the plants,

that they are not worth anything for room decora-

tion ; whereas M. Roezli has very sweet-scented
flowers, reminding one of some Roses. They are

not only more beautiful as cut flowers, but last

well in a cool room. The deciduous Calanthes of

the vestita type are now pushing up very strong
spikes, because of the judicious waterings with
weak liquid manure, and what a useful class of

plants these are! During recent years the gai den
hybrids have been introduced plentifully. In the
early years of my garden experience C. vestita in

three forms was grown— the original species with
a yellow blotch on the lip, one with a red-purple
blotch, and the pure white form grown as Turneri,

which was always later to flower. C. Veitchi

created quite a sensation when it came out. These
are all grown now, with the addition of C. Regnieri
and many exquisite gard en varieties, some with large

pure white flowers with long spikes like C. Veitchi,

others with rose, rosy blush, and rose-carmine
flowers. The best are C. Aurora, C. Barkeriana, C.

bella, C. Halli, C. lentiginosa, C. porphyrea, C.

Sandhurstiam, C. Sedeni, &c. ; they carry the
flowering period well into the spring. The plants
are kept in the warmest house until the spikes
have grown up so far that the first flowers are
opened. When they are arranged in the Cattleya
house they come into flower in succession, and
last long in beauty either on the plants or cut and
used for room decoration. I have known spikes of
these Calanthes remain in good condition in a cut
state for two weeks. A few Cattleyas are in bloom
to give brightness to this house, and from hence-
forth there need not be any lack of flowers. Lajlia

autumnalis has an excellent effect at a little dis-

tance
; the flowers have a disagreeable smell

when too nigh. Ij. albida is, I think, even prettier.

Cattleya Bowringiana and C. labiata in variety are
also making a good display of their rich purplish
crimson flowers. The Barkerias when well managed,
which is not often, are charming at this season

;

the plants grown on blocks or in teak baskets and
placed near the glass roof. The little Pleiones,

too, in their modest beauty seem to please every-
body. The leaves are gone, of course, before the
flowers open, but we arrange the flower-pots

or shallow garden pans containing the plants
amongst nice plants of Maiden-hair Ferns, and
the effect is very good. We have now in flower P.

maculata, P. Wallichiana, and P. lagenaria. An
iropoitatt point in the culture of these plants is

this : Even before tie flowers pass away roots are
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pushing out, and as soon as the flowers are re-

moved repot for next year. They need only be re-

potted once in two years. If the llowers are

wanted do not out them, but gently pull them out

of their sockets. J. DouCiLAS.

PLANT norsE.s.

Stoves — I'LANTS coixc out of flower.—Many
of these, it not partially pruned or tied into closer

compass, will occupy nioie room than it is desir-

able that they shouki do from now onwards through

the winter months. Sumo, in order to overcome
this dithcultv, remove their plants to other houses

where probalily the temper.iture is not sulHciently

high to preserve them in safety. Many have found
out their mistalio in respect to this after their

plants have come to grief, lieing either killed out-

right or so weakened as to require a season wherein

to recover them.selves. This is notably the case

when dealing with Clerodcndron lialfourianuni, C.

splendens, and C". t'allax, also with Allamandas,
Vincas, and llondeletias. The better way to over-

come the difficulty of storing these and kindred

plants when resting or partially so is to place them
together in a heated pit where a temperature in

the coldest weather of at least 55° as a minimum
can be maintained ; a lower temperature than this

is not safe. This description of plant whilst at

rest will not require much water. Now and then
a little should be given to save the wood fioiii suf-

fering through the nnin roots getting too dry. In

this minner the stove house itself can be more par-

ticularly devoted to plants now in season or those

which are of permanent interest. Thus the house
can be made far more effective, whilst the others

not requiiing much water are just as well in pits,

to say nothing of the advantage as to tidiness.

Allamandas on trellises will mostly be over now
as regards flower; the weakly wood may be

thinned out of these and the stronger shoots
shortened, then the remainder can be tied into

much closer compass. Steplianotis fioribunda

should merely have the weakly tips nipped oil and
barren-looking wood cut away, and then be treated

like the Allamandas. Bougainvilleas may have the
same treatment as the Ailamand?s, saving, how-
ever, a good length of the stronger wood ; this

refers more particul.arly to B. glabra. The stove
Vincas will have proved useful for cutting from

;

hardly any further u?e of the knife in their case
will be neeJocl. Take care, however, to remove all

decaying leaves, otherwise these will affect the
wood and cause that also to decay. These plants
would no doubt be grown more if they were but
managed more carefully in the winter season.
Hondeletias will only require thinning out of the
weakly wood. Climbing Clerodendrons require

the same treitment, preserving the strong wood
;

bush Clerodendrons may be about half pruned.
The varieties of Hibiscus also take up too much
room ; these also should be pruned, and then be
treated as advised for Allamandas and other plants
ruentioned. If they happen to be too tall to

stand upright in a pit, they can be laid on their

sides. The shrubby Begonias should not now be
allowed to take up too much space

;
partial prun-

ing is advised where past their flowering stage
;

most of these will be safe in a temperate house of

about 50° minimum when kept dry at tlie root.

Of plants which it is more advisable to retain in

the stove, so that they can be the more closely in-

spected, are the Ixoras, which should be treated as
Evergreens and not as deciduous stove plants.
They do not, it is true, require nearly so much
water from now onwards

; but if kept, on the oiher
hand, too dry, they will suffer considerably, falling
an easier prev to thrips. For my own part, I prefer
to continue the use of the syringe all the winter
through upon Ixoras and other evergreen plants,

as Gardenias, Francisceas, Medinilias, an 1 the
Stephanotis, where it retains its foliage to any
extent. Dipladenias, even if kept without water,
will retain a fair amount of foliage. The ex-
treme of excessive dryness is not, however, com-
mendable, although it is much safer to err on this
bide than to allow the least possible excess. By

continuing to ply the syringe, watering at the

root is, to some extent at least, obviated, particu-

larly in the ca^e of plants in large pots. This is

the season when evergreen stove plants should

undergo a thorough cleansing. If passed oyer

now and young growth again commences with

insect pests rife, more troulile is in store for an-

other season. A close investigation now, followed

by another before the end of the year, will greatly

help to set matters right.

Climbing plants upon the roof should not now
be allowed to obstruct the light from plants under-

neath. By a moderate thinning out, this can be

done without any detriment to the climbers them-

selves. Scrubby-looking or useless plants should

not on any account be retained. It is far belter

to grow on young plants year by year than to place

too nmch reliance on older ones, which may in

their prime have done good service
;

pensioners,

however, in the form of plants, cannot be recom-

mended in the slightest degree. Where the room
is all too limited, those plants which yield the

least return should, if not quite done away with,

be at least not kept in duplicate. Again, too many
plants of one given kind, whilst they may for a

time give a good display, will afterwards leave to

some extent a blank. This, too, also leads to over-

crowding, which is bad enough at any time of the

year, but infinitely more so during the winter, with

less of light to impart vigour to them. It may
happen that too many plants have been propagated

and grown on ; then, not being desirous to throw
any aside, they are packed together in some
fashion, suffering consequently thereby with more
labour expended in doing it than in growing a
less number of plants in a healthy state. In

some cases plants will have far exceeded the size

which it is advisable to have them ; thus they

occupy too much room, at the same time detract-

ing from the merits of others. Rather than let

this continue, it is better to dispose of them in

one way or another, scope being thereby given for

variety in the arrangements. This latter subject

is one which should receive more attention than it

often does ; fresh interest is thereby created in the

contents of the house; whereas, if one line is

always followed, the inference is that there is no-

thing fresh to see. J. Hudson.

Kitchen Garden.

CUCUMBERS IN WINTER.

In some establishments Cuoumher.s must be

had during the winter, and in unsuitable houses

it is difficult to maintain the plants in a free

fruiting healthy state. I know of no better

system than pot culture, as there is less fear of

canker, and tlie plants may be grown as near

the light as possible without the danger of

sinking of the bed, as is the case with plants

planted out. Growers who furnish the markets

with these fruits are often better able to grow
them than gardeners with large airy houses

often badly heated. I have tried both systems

and prefer pot culture, but even then care must
be taken not to over-crop at the start so as to

unduly strain the plants. If allowed to carry

a heavy crop they are often permanently in-

jured at the start, becoming a ready prey to

insect pest.s. I do not think tlie variety is of

so much consequence as keeping the plants in a

healthy condition, but I would certainly advise

a medium growing kind, as a large kind is not

so useful. Telegraph and Syon House are

difficult to beat for winter cropping, and if

raised from seed in August and placed in their

fruiting pots the following month, the plants will

now be strong for winter work. At this date

this note refers to cropping more than the c.irly

preparation of the plants, as so many plants are

crippled at the start by allowing the tirst lot of

fruits to mature, when all the energies of the

plants should be devoted to furnishing the

house witli good healthy foliage. For winter I

prefer li; inch or 18-inch pots, and if these

stand on inverted jiots or bricks there is free

drainage and no sinking, this latter often caus-

ing injury to the plants trained to the trellis

when manure is the heating agency. Some
fresh warm litter can frequently be aiided to

the bed tlie jiots are plunged in when pots are

used, and this sy.stem is most serviceable, as

the atmo!S])here is charged with ammonia
and a steady heat to enoour.ago new roots is

kept up. 'I'lie tops of the pots may be surfaced

with good turf round the rims and a rich top-

dressing given every two or three weeks. By
thus getting new roots from tlie stem canker is

less troublesome, and a short sturdy growth is

secured. It is wonderful what crops Cucum-
bers grown in this way will produce, and it may
often be accomplished in pots where a bed

could not be utilised. Good crops can be bad

from plants grown on shelves if the roots are

not soddened or exposed to a strong heat from

hot-water pipes. Plants may also be secured

from cuttings struck from a good kind early in

August and potted on, but the plants from

autumn sowings give such good returns that few

plants are raised from cuttings.

It is also important to grow the plants as

hard as possible for winter use, that is, not to

keep too high a temperature at the start, as

often in severe weather the plants snffpr if kept

very warm at the beginning. I consider 70^

quite sufficient for young plants, and .5^ to 10°

higher during the day by sun heat, airing care-

fully. The night temperature .should bo 05' to

70°, and on cold nights the minimum tempera-

ture will be a safe one. Much may be done to

maintain a steady heat without driving the fire

by covering the outside of the glass with mats

or dressed canvas. By keeping a low tempera-

ture at this time of year the plants start off

into fresh growth early in the year, when 5° to

10° more heat is given, and with liberal top-

dressings plenty of fruit will be secured in Feb-

ruary and March from the new growths. The
plants should through the autumn be regularly

stopped. Every means should be taken to get

the bottom of the trellis furnished and to keep

a lot of bearing wood at the base, as there is no

difficulty in getting a free growth at the top of

the trellis. For winter Cucumbers I prefer to

begin pinching back at the first joint as the

laterals form, and to follow the same course as

these increase. By this means a mass of

strong healthy foliage is secured. When left

too long in the winter they do not do so well, as

the shoots all push to the top of the trellis.

Feeding is essential to success, and this may be

done with liquid manures or a good fertiliser.

When liquid is given it should be in a tepid

state. Care must be taken not to over-heat

the pipes. Stable litter to which has been

added plenty of fresh leaves is a sweet heating

material. This should be placed in a heap to

ferment before placing indoors. Good light

fibrous loam with some decayed manure should

be emi)loyed for surface dressings, adding a

small quantity of bone-meal. Even fre.sh drop-

pings may be used for top-dressing early in the

year. " "' ""G. Wythes.

Beets.—Those who purchase seeds, especially

of vegetables, not unfrequenlly have to complain

of the imperfect nature of the stocks from which
these seeds are saved, but, on the whole, there

seems to be a great deal more reason to be pleased

with the high quality found than to be disj^eased

with indifferent quality. Beets present admirable

evidence of the care shown in securing the finest

and purest stocks. Happily, these roots have little

tendency to degenerate or vary, except when grown
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for seed-production in too close aUiance. There
oiielit now never to be seen a bad or irregular
brpadth of Beetroots. Those who have been privi-
leged to look over any extensive seed trial grounds
hnve had ample reason to be pleased with the care
shown to have stocks pure and up to the stmdard.
When I was in the gardens at Longford Castle Mr.
Ward showe I me his stock of Pine-apple Beet, one
of the most perfect to be found, but then he grows
no other. At Sherborne CasHe Mr. Pragneil had
his old selection of Pragnell's Exhibition Beet in
perfect form, and it is one of the very best. At
Heading recently I saw a stock of the Blond Red,
the mi'St perfect form of the Dell's Crimson type I
have seen. At Bedfont I saw a capital pure stock
of Cheltenham Green-top, and all devoid of coarse-
ness of growth. These four varieties probably can
hardly be excelled for general excellence, whether
for ordinary garden culture and use or for exhibi-
tion. We must not on it reference to the Turnip-
rooted, of which there is a fine deep-coloured selec-
tion also, though it may sometimes happen that
soils affec^ the texture and colour of this section,
as at many summer shows when judging Beeis I

found roots f xteinally handsome that had coarse
pale flesh, and others that had flesh the colour of
a Mulberry and of fine texture. Beets often suffer
by being sown too early, and very often coar.'^e
roots and leafage follow from what are otherwise
good strains. It is better to sow towards the end
of April or even early in May than at an earlier
date. The soil should not be too rich, for no
one wants big roots, but those which are smooth,
even, and handsome.—A. D.

TOMATO ROOTS DISEASED.
Hedewith please find diseased root of Tomato
brought in by a customer who states he has a house
full of same, this being a fair specimen. He has
manured them with ordinarr stable manure, and
till now had not noticed anything the matter 'with
them. C:in you explain what is the matter with
them? We may add I hnt the plant", have borne
a medium crop in spite of the disease affectin"
them.—Hubert & Mauger, Guernsey.

*** This is one of the worst ca?es of Tomato
roots being rendc red useless that has e\er come
under my notice, and it i^^ most surprising that the
grower should have obtained a medium crop irom
such ciippled plants. The roots were badly swollen,
many of them being near the thickness of a man's
little finser, and all in various stages of decay. I
had no doubt as to the cause of all this mischief,
and found, as I fullv expected, numerous tiny eel-
worms (Anguillulre) in an active state, and also
many transparent eggs from which other eel-worms
wouhl shortly have emerged. These insects, when
seen with the aid of an ordinary pocket lens, have
a marked resemblance to an eel about the head,
and wriggle about in a similar manner to eels when
exposed. It is their operations inside the roots
that cause the abnormal swelling and a cnmp'ete
check to the functions of the roots. As a rule,
badly affected plants flag in tlie sunshine and'
soon cnllapse, and it is mo^t astonishing that the
Guernsey grower's plants did not do so. It may be
they were largely supported by the salt-laden at-
mosphere of that island, and the rich food supplied
them mav have also caused the formation of many
fresh roots. Once the roots are attacked there i's

no remedy, as the worms cannot be got at with-
out also destroyi'g the roots. Sha'ing during
the hottest part of the day and causing the plants
to strike root in a rich top-dressing have in some
eases prolor ged their life long enough to mature
a moderately pood crop, but I have also known
instances of complete failure. These troublesome
pests appear to be introduced into the soil by
means of decayed or decaying animal manure,
and the less of this there is used in the compost
mi.xed for Tomatiies, t\\- pre.ater the likelihood of
the avoidance of any attack from eel-wcms.
Where the latter have been present this season,
the precaution shoidd be taken of clearing out all
the soil, and none of it should be used again unless
previously charred. Nothing like virgin loam for

Tomatoes. I ought, perhaps, to add that I found
numbers of small millipedes in the decan'ng roots,
but these were not the cause of the trouble.—W. I.

THE POTATO CROP.

I WAS glad to see in The Garden prominent
notice of that most excellent of the Hebron
type of Potato Duke of Albany. It may rot be
suitable for all soils, but in anylihing approaching
our West Sun-ey sandy loam it is the licau idenl of
a Potato either for the mansion or cottage garden
.V grand cropper, the average per acre for several
years past would be between 10 and U tons, with
very few small sets. It is excellent for table, and
specially valuable for its earliness. I planted it

side by side with good types of Ashleaf for two
seasons, and it finished quite as quickly and was
ready for lifting almost before disease had made
its appearance. Besides the above, thesortsgrown
in quantity this year were Sutton's Seedling, White
Elephant (the true white type), and my special
favourite for late work, the Bruce. The Elephant
is a tremendous cropper, but rather too coarse,
and gave a much larger percentage of diseased
tubers than either of the other three varieties.
Having to supply a continuous and laree demand,
and not a great amount of ground to do it with, I

am always inclined rather to hold fast by esta-
blished favourites than to try new varieties, and
see no reason for planting next year anything but
plenty of Duke of Albany and the Bruce, although
one or two of those on tiial this year at Chiswick,
notably Boston Q. Q. and the Cation, were of such
all round excellencp, that I am tempted to grow a
few of each. Writing of the Chiswick tiial reminds
one to ask. what of Bouillie Bordelaise ? Those
who send Potatoes to the Gardens for trial are
doubtless, as a rule, anxious that everything pos-
sible should be done to secure a good crop of sound
tubers. In the face of the statement that a very
large proportion of tubers in the above trial were
diseased, it would be interesting to know ir the
new remedy was tried and, if so, the proportion
used at each spraying, and at what stage or stages
in the growth of the Po'ato the mixture was ap-
plied. Personally I am inclined to think that free-
dom from disease is not likely to rest so much
with any bother about mixtures, double earthing,
or anything of this description, as in the planting
of those vatieties which combine the useful quali-
ties of good keeping and doing their work so
quickly as to be ready for lifting before tie 'is-
ease makes any headway. It is the combination
of those qualities that tends to make Potatoes of
the type of Duke of Albany and Puritan so valu-
able. What one w. luld iisk of the hybridiser in the
way of new sorts would be the earliness and crop-
ping properties of the abnve combined with a
dwarfer and more compact haulm and a more even
and regular tuber. From the latter standpoint
manv of the varieties on trial at Chiswick left no-
thing to be desired ; they were a beautifully level,
eveti sample, but then they were so diseased that
no just criterion could be formed as to their
merits. E. Burkell.

Claremont.

Disease-resisting Potatoes. — A late re-

mov;il caused me to plant a patch of Potatoes in
the first week of July. Of course no proper seed
could be got at so late a season, so I put in some
sort out of a shop such as I could get. It tun ed
out a kind of hard yellow second-rate kidney,
mixed with just a few of a better kidney or h;ilf

kidney variety. I also was much taken with some
pretty shaped roots, of which boxes were coming
from Malta along with the Cliannel Island earlies.
These Maltese Potatoes were all sprouted for some
unknown reason. This it was which suggested
the idea of planting them. All grew alike and
came on well, and five weeks after planting there
were Potatoes. These Potatoes grew for three
more weeks, when the wet first week of September
came, and the disease along with it all ovrr the
patch in one night, and then the interesting fact

was apparent that a certain small number, all one
sort, had resi.sted .and stood up like vetei'ans in
the field. On digging them it appeared that the
hard, inferior kidney forming the main bulk had
all taken the disease ; there was hardly a root
free. But these others, somewhat like Beauty of
Hebron, but with a stronger h'lulm, were quite
bright and free, bearing double the crop ami all

clean. The Maltese Potatoes were not ready until
now (October 14) and they were perfectly free, and
without exception made good tubers. Thus there
are varieties which really resist the disease. Of
course next year I can try these two sorts again,
and I shall probably also send a few to be tried on
the chalk soil of Kent.—A. D., Goclalming.

PROTECTION OF EARLY BROCCOLI.
Quantities of early Broccoli are annually

planted for u.se during the closing months of

the year. In some seasons good heads may
be cut from the open until quite the end of

November or even later, but the weather is so

uncertain, that if means are not taken to give
some protection, a single night's frost may
spoil heads sufficient to have lasted for several
weeks. About now I take the precaution to

place leaves taken from others which are cut
over those heads which are forming. This,
however, is not enough now that the season is

so advanced, for oftentimes during the early
days of November, frosts of such severity are
apt to come upon us and spoil the whole crop
if left ex])Osed, whether heads have formed
or not. To a certain extent, of course, it

depends upon the means at command as to what
protection may be afforded. If we could ensure
the weather keeping open, it is much better to

allow the heads to form to a fair size before re-

moving them, as, of course, the re-lifting will

check them. Now that the heads of the latest

plants are already formed, they will be sure to

grow to a size suitable for use if care is taken
in the removal. Planting them in deep brick
pits, on floors of vineries and Peach houses, or
even in a narrow border at the base of a wall

in the open air, where they may be covered
with mats, &.C., answers very well. It is not
all vineries or Peach houses, however, that are
adapted for protecting Broccoli, or, at least,

it is not wise to avail one's .self of their

use, that is, where the floor is mainly
taken up with borders for the roots of

the Vines or Peach trees. But otherwise
these structures are admirably adapted fcr

afl'ording protection to those plants where the
heads are not very far advanced, as here, with
some fairly rich soil for the roots to work
in, and this kept sufficiently moist to afford

support to the plants, the heads grow to a
size large enough to be appreciated. Fairly

deep brick pits are the most suitable, as in

these there is sufficient depth to accommodate
the plants. They may be planted in thickly, it

being more a matter of protection, or rather

preservation, taking care, however, to protect

them sufficiently in frosty weather, as with the

least touch of frost the heads would become
discoloured or, in fact, spoiled. It is also

advisable to keep them wholly covered in frosty

weather, as at these times, as a rule, the sun

.shines brightly for a few hours, this quickly

having the efl'ect of turning the curds to a dirty

white. In the case of those plants where the

heads are not sufficiently developed, wholly or

even partially divesting them of tlieir leaves

would stop their growth ; therefoi-e the main
leaves must be preserved. These plants must
be taken up carefully with a jjortion of soil

attached to the roots, as if wholly divested of

this, the plants would wither and be afterwards
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useless. Wherever tlm pl;i;its aro to 1)9 stood,

Buflicient fairly ricli soil imist ba placed before-

hand, as if at all dry anil poor the plants would
fail to root, as obviously nutriment is necessary

for the support of the ])lants to enable them to

develop tlio embryo heads. In planting, press

the soil well about the roots, and although

it is necessary to pl.-ice the plants rather

thickly, yet not sulticiently so to prevent

a circulation of air and direct light. After
planting, and on a tine day, give a thorough
watering, taking care not to pour it on the

heads, or rather over the foliage, also taking

the precaution to apply it early in the day. By
affording ventilation on all favourable occasiona

and also giving sutlicient protection in case of

severe frost, u.seful heads will be forthcoming

for a lengthened period, or at least for special

i THE TREE OH BITLB-BE.\RING ONION.
I FoilMRRLY this cmious pl.mt, which is generally

tegardud as a vivipimus variety of our common
Onion, was much grown for pickling. Irjtro-

dciced from t'.inada about three-iiuvrters of a
century ago, it was at one time much cultivated

though now mainly as a curiosity. How it is that

[

the stalks instead of producing a ball-like inllores-

cenne that develiif;s seed does nothing of the kind,

but, instead, a cluster of bulblets, is a matter iio

doubt of a puzzling character. Thirty years ago
an attempt wts made t ) encourage a larger ;irea

of cultivation, auii it succeeded for a time ; but it

was. p!_'rhaps, n')t found so profitable as was pre-

(1 ct-d. Hut that it is of great valu ? for pickling

there can be no doubt. 'I he small bulbs should
be scaliled and cleansed of their skins, then put
into glass jars with plenty of spices, the jars

filled up with vinegar, and placed in an oven

A bu.h IVmi- tree (Duchesse d'Angooleme).

occasions, as anything like a full supply could
not be expected, especially as positions for

wintering broccoli under glass in large (juanti-

ties are rarely, if ever found in any g irden.

Broccoli may also hd protected sufficiently in

the open air, and although it is not like a glass

roof, yet if carefully taken up and planted
rather thickly on a narrow sheltered border and
there further protected with mats and any ad-

ditional covering which may be needed, useful

produce may be stcured. I once wintered a
lot in the open air in the severe winter of 1879
and 188U by taking up the plants and placing

them in a narrow border at the back of a heated
lean-to pit. A slight warmth came through the
wall, and by covering with mats useful heads
formed until the end of January. A. Y. A.

heated only to the degree that they be thorongbly
heated through, but not to boiling pnint.

The Tree Onion is an accommodating plant,

doing well in any soil rich or poor. Anyoi.e grow-
ing it and having a crop of balblets to plant out is

independent of seed-sowing; indeed, this plant
dies not produce seeds. The ground to be
planted should be well dug, liberally manured,
an 1 trodden firm. It is best; to plant the
largest-siz d bulblets ; those are an inch or
so in diameter. Lines should be drawn and
the bulbs be about 9 inches ajiart each way,
the bulb^ be pressed firmly into the ground, aiid

then covered with 3 inches or 4 inches of charred
rubbish, turf, light rich soil, or sandy road->cr,ip-

iiigs; a mi.xture of these is best. Like the ordi-

nary Onion, good soakings of water should be
given in dry weather. The stalks should be sup-

ported and ke|.t from being blown about by the
wind. Treated in this way tile produce is heavy,
and it is found a valuable plant to grow. It is a
goo I plan to have n single row along the side of a
piere of groimd, and by placing a few stakes a
yard apart along by the side of the Onions and
tung sume string from one to the other, the stalks

can lie made secure and safe from damage. The
Tree Onion is also known as the Egyptian or bulb-
bearing Onion. K. D.

Orchard AND Fruit Garden.

BUSH FRUIT TREES.
Theee are many ways of growing fruit trees,

and as the planting season is now with us, it is

a htting time to call attention to the advantages
of the bu.sh method of training now largely on
the increase. It would be absurd, however, to

lay down any hard and fast rules, as it is not
in every garden that bush trees can be grown
successfully. A good e.xample of the bush
training of A])ple trees may lie seen in the
Royal Horticultural Society's Garden at Cliis-

wick. On these trees we have seen this year
some of the finest fruits it is pos.sible to

have. There is also the great advantage in

bush trees that there is no necessity for ladders

and very little occasion for pruning, as the

heavy crops prevent too luxuriant growth.
The main point is to attend to the trees while
carrying their crop, at this time feeding them
well, and seeing that the branches do not snap
oil" with the heavy crop of fruit. An amateur
in Kent, who grew the tree from which our
illustration was made, thus describes his mode
of culture :

—

Two years since I took possession of my presei.t

dwe ling, situat'd on the crtst of a gravelly hill of
no great elevation. The back faces south, and
from it ."lopes a narrow strip of garden 150 feet by
20 feet. Two-thirds of the lower (lortion, wMch
only produced .a luxuriant crop of weeds. I have
converted into a miniature orcliard of dwarf fruit

trees—viz., pyramid and bush Pear, Plum, and
Apple. The snil is a shallnw stony loam, in no
part exceeding 18 inches in depth, with gravel
subsoil resting on sand, below which is chalk. In
selecting my trees, I was careful to choose such as
were of sturdy, c'ose habif of growth, well fur-

nished with fruit-buds, and, so far as could be
ascertained, best adapti d for the locality. My
neighbours unanimously agreed that in so dry and
poor a soil nothing could be successfully trrown save
weeds. In no way discouraged, 1 bad the ground
well dug and my trees, fifty in number, planted
from 4 feet to (i feet apart, acconUng to their

habit and growth. Before planting, all injured
roots were trimmed off and gross ones shortened
back, care being taken not. to plant them tco
deeply, and to see that the roots were well spread
out before tilling in the pi's. The trees were se-

curely staked and liberally mulched with rotten

farmyard manure, with the twofold object of sup-
plying nourishment and aflfording protection from
frost. Every tree was well watered when planted,

a top-dressing of manure lightly forked into the
ground between, then left undisturbed till the en-

suing spring. All blossomed freely, some of the
more robust lieing allowed to set and mature a,

little fruit. The old mulching was replaced by
fresh, the former being spread over the soil and
lightly forked in as before. With the advnnce of

summer the little plantation made healthy snl
vigoriius growtli, which was easily k-pt within

bounds by timely pinching. Wcfds were kept
under with the hoe, and during exceptionally dry
wea her water was fr> ely given once, and in a few
cases t'vice a-week. By the c'ose of autumn the

trees were abumlantly supplied with s'out spurs

well •urni>hed with iruit buds. They wee again

mulched as in the spring. Wl at slight pruning

was requisite was dor.e in winter when the weathtr
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was favourable. Hardy Plums, especially Victoria,

have also done well, but the Gage varieties in-

differently as to quantity, though above the ave-

rage in size and quality.

TOP-DRESSING FRUIT TREES AND BUSHES.

This work is often left undone owing to a variety

of circumstance.s, want of suitable materials being

one great difficulty. In country districts where
loam can be had at small cost the trees would
often be greatly benefited by the addition of new
loam without a great quantity of manure. Of
course, manure when obtainable for surface-diess-

ino' is invaluable, but there are garden.s where it

cannot be obtained in quantity, so that resource

must be had to other materials to assist in retain-

in" the roots on the surface and feeding them. I

once had some very old trees of Pears that were
given a good surface-dressing every two years with

good loam to which was added a fair portion of a

good fertiliser, and these trees produced wonderful

crops. Apricots and Cherries are much benefited

by an annual dressing of good loam to which has

been added some bone-meal ; in heavy .soils such
well-known materials as burnt garden refuse,

mortar rubble, and wood ashes are excellent ferti-

lisers and greatly encourage surface-rooting. I

have a great liking for autumn surface-dressing of

fruit trees and bushes. I include bushes because

such trees as Currants and Gooseberries require

food quite as much as other fruits, and if placed

on the surface early in the spring with a season of

drought or dry easterly winds, the surface food is

dried up and does not do as much good as when it

is washed into the soil by winter rains. In the

case of bush fruits infested with caterpi'lar I have

found autumn manuring beneficial, as if the loose

surface soil is raked awny and burnt to destroy

insect pests and a top-dressing of manure placed

over the surface, there are a vigorous growth in

the spring and few caterpillars. Top-dressing wet
borders with a north aspect may not be always the

best system. In these cases much would depend

upon the state of the soil and if drainage was
efficient ; also if the soil was light or heavy. If

the last named, I would prefer top-dressing in the

spring. For shallow or surface-rooting trees in

light soils, I advise top-dressing in the autumn
giving another dressing in May to act as a mulch
and to feed and assist in swelling up the fruit.

Some may think two dressings yearly unnecessary,

but in poor light soils they are absolutely neces-

sary. If it is not intended to root-prune or remove

fruit trees of any kind and growth is bad, a top-

dressing will often do much good, especially when
good loam is employed. Pyramid trees that are

large and in the summer months much covered

with leaves would often be benefited by a rich top-

dressing applied now, presuming the roots are in a

proper state to benefit by the new soil or manure.

If root-pruning has been tried and the fruits are

not so good as expected, richer soil and manures

are needeil, and I think no plan is better than to

apply them on the surface. Raspberries on light

soils are often in need of assistance, and to get

first-rate fruit it is necessary to apply heavy top-

dressings of manure at this season. When top-

dressing impoverished borders it is well to re-

move a large portion of the old surface soil, pre-

serving the roots carefully, and spreading out in

the new compost. After the new material has

been made firm it is well to give the roots a cover-

ing of shoit litter. This will greatly assist new
roots to push into the new soil.

G. Wythes.

Keeping qualities of Plums.—Everyone will

agree that a long and continued supply of Plums

is° most valuable. In a season like the present

one, when there are, comparatively speaking, no

Pears, dessert Plums are doubly valuable. It is

true Plums were not abundant in many places;

consequen'ly where there were only a few kinds

that would keep a long time they pioved useful, as

there is no denying the fact that some kinds will

keep much better than others. This year I liad

but few Plums on the open walls ; consequonHy I

was obliged to use great caution in using them, so
as to keep up the supply as long as possible.

Everjone who has had much to do with Plums
must have noliced that tliey, like most other kinds
of fruit, vary in the thickness of their skins. It

is those kinds that have thick, tough skins that
keep the best. During this autumn I found that
Victorias would not keep half as long after being
gathered as Jefferson, although they were gathered
equally ripe. Notice what a bad keeper Pond's
Siedling is. Magnum Bonum is not good and
many others I could name. Compare the above
with such kinds as Golden Drop, Ickworth Impera-
trice, Reine Claude do Bavay, and many other
pi|ually good kinds. I have kept the two former
kinds from four to five weeks on dry shelves, and
at the end they were none the worse.—J. C. F.

EARLY GRAPES FROM POT VINES.
CoNSiiiERiN<i the vast riuantities of pot Vines
produced Ijy the trade annually, besides tho.se

in private gardens, it is evident that they are

still relied on for the earlie.st supply of Grapes,
and they are certainly to be preferred for this

purpose where Grapes are retjuircd from the
latter part of April until the middle of May.
The most is not made of them, however, and
it will depend upon the subsequent treatment
whether they will prove worthy of tlie trouble

bestowed upon them. To grow good Grapes
from pot Vines requires very close attention, at

least as regards supplying them with food.

The roots are confined to a small space, and
the Grape.s as well as the foliage will very
quickly feel the want of moisture, tliough dur-
ing the early stages watering can easily be
overdone. In fact, over-watering in the early

stages, or before fresh roots are formed, is very
apt to cause the roots to decay, and is perhaps
the primary cause of many failures. The best

structures for early forcing are snug lean-to's,

or span roofs well exposed to the .sun, or such
as are used for Melon and Cucumber growing.
These being well heated, a suitable temperature
is easily maintained by night as well as by day.

We must make due allowance for cold weather,
when the wisest course is to allow the tempera-
ture to fall a few degrees ratlier than to try

to maintain it to a set degree by over heating
the pipes, yet when forcing as it were against

time, the temperature sliould not be allowed
to drop too low. Tlie day temperature,
when it is not being raised by sun-lieat,

should be well advanced or up to the set

degree by a.m. Therefore, right through-
out the forcing operations the above details

must be taken into account. The question of

bottom-heat must also have due consideration.

That good Grapes may be grown without such
assistance there cannot be any doubt, but it

assists in a regular break of the buds and helps

the Vines through the early stages by keeping
the roots on the move. Later on io the sea-

son or from the turn of Christmas it is not so

much needed, and should be very slightly ap-

plied, if at all. Some of the best pot Vines I

ever grew were standing over hot-water pipes,

not directly on tliem, but on an ordinary cut-

ting box, tilled with rough turfy loam inter-

mixed with a little charcoal and old lime
rubbish, into which the roots worked. But
where the Vines are to be started throughout
November and December, a little bottom-heat
through the aid of Oak or Beech leaves will

prove of great assistance, being much better

than that derived from hot-water pipes covered
with a plunging medium. Another advantage
(jf a little buttom-heat when derived from leaves

is that the soil is kept in a more equable state

of moisture without frequent deluging of the

.soil, which has the effect of causing the roots to

decay. Watering requires tlie closest atten-

tion. In preparing the Vines for forcing, if

not shortened two or three weeks befiirehaud
where nece.ssary to fit the trellis, no cutting
back should be done as the Vines are put in to

force, or the result may be a bad attack of

bleeding, a state of things which cannot but be
injurious to the Vines in the dull days of

winter, when the buds are longer in starting

than at the turn of the year. If it should be
found necessary to curtail their length, let it be
by disbudding after the buds have started.

The leaves to supply bottom-heat would have
to be confined in a pit, and as these would be
found to settle down in time, however firm they
may have been trodden in, the pots if stood
on the leaves would settle down as the leave s

ferment ; therefore, some means must ba
adopted for keeping the pots in position. This
is managed by building up pedestals with loose

bricks for each pot to stand on, with a good
turf placed upon the top which the roots of the
Vine would penetrate. ItwouliI be found ne-
cessary to enlarge the drainage holes for the
free pa.ssage of water as well as for tlie

egress for the roots. Any loose soil shoulel

also be pricked out from amongst the surface-

roots and replaced with a little fresh loam
and .some artificial manure, pressing it down
firmly. The Vine should now be placed in

position, giving the canes a rounded position or
incliue so as to ensure the back buds starting.

The leaves should now be placed in the pit,

pressing them in firmly anel about half-way up
the pots. A watering of tepid water given
through a can with a rose will moisten the
soil sutticiently for a start. No more should bo
given until the .soil actually needs it, as the
moisture arising from the leaves with the
syringing overhead twice a day will keep the
soil in a genial state for perhaps two or three
weeks. A night temperature of 50" with the
heat derived from the leaves around the roots

will be .sufficient until the buds commence to

swell, when an extra 5° may be allowed, and
as the shoots lengthen increase to 00° or even
65".

With all the buds starting there would ob-

viously be too many shoots, and these would
have to lie reduced—nqj; by removing them,
but by pinching every alternate one to three
leaves. This will be much better than rubbing
them oft" altogether, as that would check the
swelling of the canes, while by retaining them,
or rather pinching them to three leaves, the
Vines are greatly assisted. The after-stopping
of the slioots, also the sub-laterals, is familiar

to all who have had experience of Vine
culture. I will only dwell on the desirability

of maintaining the temperatures as before
mentioned early in the day, that is where forc-

ing has to be carried out against time, as failure

or neglect in this respect would cause the ripen-
ing of the fruit to bs much behind the time
intended.

The application of water and also feeding
may need notice, as on these depends the
degree of perfection the fruit will eventually
attain. As my Vines are partially plunged in

leaves, the sujjply of water is lessened at the
time when the Vines are first started, and as

root-action with Grape Vines does not com-
mence until the growing shoots are somewhat
advanced, it shows bad treatment to keep the
soil in a saturated state when there are no
growing roots to take up the moisture. Keep-
ing the roots, as it were, slightlj' on the dry
sicle will cause the ball of soil to be filled with
small active feeders. The test of rapping with
the knuckles is the be.st to go by, at hast
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durint,' tlio first stages of the Vine's pro-^'i-oss,

as later «n one can" tell by the vigour of the

Vine and also by remembering when water was

last given. With pot Vines just started under

my charge it has been three weeks before water

was needful after the first watering, bub later

on, and while the crop was in full progress, 1

have found it necessary to water three times a

day and even oftener on a drying day with the

pots exposed over liot water pipes. The least

ciieck when the Vines are in full progress and

carrying a fair weiglit of Grapes will very

quickly show its etlects, as the pots are a mass

of feeders and these must not be allowed to

feel a check. As the vigour of the Vine in-

creases, so will feeding become necessary, as

something more than clear water will be need-

ful to support them. The stimulants used should

be varied. At one time Thomson's Vine manure
should be given, at another Standen's manure,

each to be alternated with clear liquid made
from fresli cow manure and soot. That made
from fresh hor.se droppings I do not care about.

Licpiid made from the best Peruvian guano is

also a capital stiuudant. One and all I have

given to a set of pot Mnes throughout a sea-

son. The fertilisers should be given weekly.

The licpiid should be in a perfectly clarified

state, or the soil might become soured. When
applying the fertilisers, wash them in with

water througli a rosed pot. Top-dressings will also

prove of great assistance by keeping surface-

feeders well on the work. Loam, cow manure
rubbed through a sieve and intermixed with wood
ashes and a sprinkling of Thomson's Vine ma-
nure, will suit the Vines well. It should be
pressed upon the surface in a thin layer, with
pieces of turf built around the sides to form
space for the water. When pot Vines are

treated in this way, the weight of crop they

will produce is marvellous. Black Hamburgh,
Foster's White Seedling, Madresfield Court,

and Muscat of Alexandria are the best for

growing in pot.s. Y, A. II.

Cox's Orange Apple.—According to my ex-

perience, this Apple: always blooms well, but I find

the flowers more tender than those of many kinds.

This year some trees of Cox's Orange, King of

Pippins, and Maunington's Pearmain were in

bloom at the same time. ^Cox's were all destroyed,

while the other two liad fine crops. Some large

trees in our orclnrd were in a sheltere 1 spot.

These were more forward and were all destroyed,

while a third in a more exposed ;-ite, and conse-

quently later, escaped, and produced a good crop
of highly coloured fruit. The trees with me, both
in orchard and in garden, were goo 1 healthy
growers. This is, I think, the best dessert Apple
grown. It does not bear well in an early state

with me.— J. C. F.

CROPPING FRUIT TREE BORDERS.

Til'S subject deserves much more attention than
it frequently receives, and Mr, Wythe^'s note at p.

29.3 is well timed. It is to be regretted that in so

many gardens the system of cropping fruit tree

bordtrs is compulsory. I venture to say thnt the
majority of cultivators would be only too glad to
give it up had they the chance. In these days,
when there is an ever-increasing demand in most
places for early vegetables and cut flowers, in

not a few gardens tl.'ose in charge are often put to

their wit's en 1 to know how to meet it. This most
forcibly applies to small gardens, or where the
garden is small in proportion to the e5tabli>hment.
I can speak from experience on this point, seeing
the kitchen garden of winch I have charge is very
small in proportion to the demand made upon it.

If I (lid not crop every inch of ground to the full

extent, the supply wouhl be a short one. In my
case it would be out of the question to think of

.allowing 3 feet at the foot of the trees to he un-

cropped. In this garden I have an Apricut border

with south aspect, and the trees have a glass

coping over them. This is the most sheltered

border I have, and I am compelled to crop this in

order to get choice vegetables. Early in the year

I sow dwarf Peas at the foot of the trees ; in front

of these I grow early Potatoe.'', Cauliflowers, Beans,

iVc, in spring. When these are cleared ofT, I am
obliged to sow dwarf lieans where the Pea^ grew,
and Tomatoes are planted in every space between
the trees where one can be trained.

,\L the present lime (October s) I am gathering

a continued supply of dwarf Beans, and have a

good crop of Tomatoes on these walls. I find this

valuable, seeing our rimner Beans and dwarfs in

the open were .all destroyed three weeks ago. To
meet the demand of the roots for moisture, I

deluge the border frequently with manure
water during the summer-time. I do not at-

tempt to dig close to the stem^, but every winter

I remove the greater portion of the top soil and
aild an equal quantity of fresh soil. I quite agree

with Mr. Wythes as to the trees needing a lot of

moisture. I believe the lack of moisture is the

main cause of the roots going into the subsoil, and
wherever cropping is resorted to, moisture and
feeding should be applied accordingly.

Like Mr. Wythes, 1 do not think the trees last

as long as they would could tlie borders be devoted
to them and these borders be liberally treated to a
mulching of manure and plenty of water through
the growing time.

In dry soils the cropping of fruit tree borders is

more detrimental than in heavy soils. Hard, non-
cropped borders nre well illustrated at Farnboro'

Hill, H-mts. The Lite Mr. D. McLaurin made
walks over all the roots of the wall trees, .and I

have never seen better Pears, Peaches, Cherries

(Morellos) than he used to grow in these gardens
some twelve or thirteen years ago.

—

Dorset.

My experience of this is decidedly against

the practice of allowing vejetable crops to

come within 4 feet at least of the wall against

which fruit trees are growing, but of course

there are some gardens which do not admit
of so much space being given up to the fruit

trees. Here this space has been held sacred for

ihe fruit trees for at least ten yrars, and h.as not

been broken up for that time, except when a new
tree was planted ; therefore, it can easily be guessed
how hard it is about the Peach trees from constant

treading on Ihe soil in attending to the wants of

the trees and the plants in front. It is not often

one hears of the planting of Broccoli right up to

the stems of the trees with the express purpose of

robbing the trees of the richness of the soil, but

such was my experience a fortnight ago in looking

over an okl-fashioned garden not far from Torquay,
which contained the finest wall of young cordon
trained Pear trees I ever saw. The soil is naturally

well suited to tree growth, and in addition the

borders had been heavily manured for the vegetable

crop for some years; no doubt the result was that

the trees had made extraordinary growth. In ad-

dition to the suggested root-pruning the trees are

to receive this month, this crop of Broccoli was
employed to impoverish the soil also, with wh.at

rosrdt I shall be curious to learn in a year or two.

— E. MOLYNEDX.

Ornamental Crab trees.—Of late years more
attention has been given to the raising of the

above, and rightly so, for Ihey are fine objects in a
well-kept garden, invaluable for laml-cape work,

and not at all unprofitable, as some of the fruiting

kinds make delicious preserves. When used for

shrubberies they may often be kept in closer quar-

ters by judicious pruning or spurring in, and wdicn

so treated they make lovely bushes, and as they

usually fruit freely they are much admired. Some
of the kinds are more drooping than others; these

are useful as standard trees growing above the

lower growing shrubs, their bright fruits making
I hem very effective. In addition to their fruit and
handsome appearance what is more beautiful in

May than their blooms, so that for Ihe la-t good
quality alone the trees should receive more atten-

tion. One of the best varieties I have seen of late

is .lohn Downie, with beautifully coloured yellow
fruits Hushed with crimson on tiie sunny side and
produced freely in clusters. The Dartmouth, with
deep crimson fruit, is also very har.dsome. Paid's

Imperial Scarlet-fruited is very beautiful, whilst
the Siberian varieties are very effective for growing
as standar Is. Now is a good time to plant the-e
trees in gardens to ad 1 to the beauty of the land-
scape in the spring and autumn.—G. Wythes.

YELLOW-FLESHED NECTAUINES.

Of the Iwp sections of Nectarines, the white and
yellow-fleshed, the latter are preferred by many
people. The yellow-fleshed varieties are Hum-
boldt, Pine - ap|)le. Rivers' Orange, Pitmaston
Orange, and Goldoni, all excellent and, when well

developed, very handsome, as well as good in

qii.ality. Before commenting on their individual
merits, I wish to draw attention to other character-
istics connected with them, and amongst these
their adaptability for cultivation against open
walls. It has been said that yellow-fleshed Nec-
tarines are not suited to this form of culture, but
as grown in this garden I have a good opinion of

them. It is remarkable, however, that the quality
was best in Ihe wet season of 1888 and the past
one. In both the fruits swelled to a good size and
were biilliant in colour, more so in tins respect
than in other seasons when there w.as far more
sunshine. In quality they also were better than
the nhite-fle-hed. In 1888 the trees receivel

plenty of w.iter, and the roots were re-lifted two
seasons a^o, an operation which has left its mark
—and this for the better — on all our Nectarines
growing in the open. Yellow-fleshed Nectarines
evidently require p'enty of water. I have also

noticed this particularly with trees growing under
glas", ,as if these should lack a sufficiency of

water, the fruits part from the trees before they
have become fully developed ; they also require to

be ripened more gradually.

The first variety of this section was raised in

Worcestershire, at Pitmaston House, Worcester,
early in the present century. For the other varie-

ties we are indebted to Mr. Rivers. Of these, Hum-
boldt ami Pine-apple are the best, Rivers' Orange
partaking more of the appeirance of its parent,
Pitmaston Orange. Humboldt is really a splendid
Nectarine, and well worthy of extended cu'ture.

With me the Pineapple grows to a very large

size, bein? good both indoors and in the open air.

Goldoni I have not grown. All the yellow-fleslied

Nectarines are handsome and realise a good price

in the market. In this season of plenty, bot'u the
Pine-apple and Pitmaston Orange from open walls

have realised sixpence apiece in the market.
Being firm in the skin they carry well, as the
fruits may be left on the trees until they are per-

fectly ripe. Nectarines if gathered before they
are ripe are apt to be bitter. Y. A. H.

COLOUR IN FRUIT.

That some Apples colour well in one garden and
fail in another is owing very much to some chemi-
cal aolinn in the soil as well as to the difference in

position and method of managing tlie trees. In
the garden here, the soil of which is of a heavy re-

tentive nature, but not actually clay, there is much
chalk, owing to the fashion of "chalking" the

land during the winter-time for agricidtural crops.

Chalk, I am told, contains 75 per c-^nt. of lime.

The mixing of lime wiih the soil in this manner
may account for the high colour which all the

sorts that are recognised as highly coloured inva-

riably carry. In all cases the trees are managed
on the extension system of pruning, which allows

more light, air, sunshine, and wind to get to the

fruit than any other method. Some sorts are

hardly recognisable as compared with the washy
coloured varieties of the same kind which we
sometimes see. All sorts remarkable for high col-

our (as pointed out by Mr. Iggulden), colour here,
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I miy say safely, as well as it is prss-ible, and
some sorts which are not generally remarkable in

thnt respec are exceptionally so. I allude now to

Warner V King, Lane's Prime Albert, and Yorkshire
Greening, for instance. The first is generaby
looked upon as a green Apple changing to yellow
as it ri| ens, but we have had plenty of fruit which
carried a biight cheek, so much so that some ppr-

sons at first sight doubted its being Warner's King
at all. Lane's is recognised as being at times
striped with colour, but here at the present time
we have fruit, quiie crimson on the side next the

sun. I have not, however, been able to gather
fruit cf Lord Grosvenor or any C'odlin with the
faintest tinge of colour, even on the sunny side

Al'hou^h I am of opinion that the soil has some-
thing to do with the manner in which certain

Apples colour, I am also of opinion that along with

the soil exposure mnst be combined. Fruit whicli

has one half richly coloured and the remainder

green or yellow, as the ca^e may be, owing to that

part being covered with a leaf fully proves this. It

is not a case of soil alone, but a combination of

circumstances. Another striking instance I had of

this last year. A tree of Cellini growing against a

wall had to be protfCted by netting from the birr's.

One Apple stood out mnie prominently than the

others, the net lying cpiite on this particular fruit

This bore the exact shap^' of the meshes of the net

in its skin colouring ; where the net touched the

colour was green, but el-ewhere it was bright red.

Whether double grafting has anything to do with

the colouring I cannot sny, but even with this

additiin it is hardly po.-sible to have more highly

coloured fruit of certain sorts than we have here

without its aid. E. Molynbux.

ESPALIER FRUIT TREES.

The branches of the espalier Apjile tree which is

noticed at p. 328 of The Gaeden have now re-

ceived their final shortening for the present year.

Their respective lengths are as follows: The top

branch is 2 feet 6J inches long; second, 4 feet 10

inches ; third, 5 feet 7 inches ; fourth, G feet 4^
inches ; fifth, 7 feet 3 inches ; sixth, 8 feet 2j

inches; seventh, 11 feet 4 inches. The lower

branches remain almost unaltered, and even the

higher ones have not been much curtailed ly the

shortening process. The formation eif fruit-buds

varies somewhat in different species ef Apples and
Pears. In some these buds abound in the main
branches, having been oriiiinally developed in the

terminal shoots. In o'hers they seem to prefer the

lattral slioots. and that is why these shoots are

shortened to about 4 inches, that any fruit found

on them may be as near as possible to the main
branch, and the length cf 4 inches is chosen, be-

cause if made shorter they might lack the power
of drawing to thems' Ives a supply oi sap suflSeient

to invigorate the buds that were farmed on them,

and as it is desirable that these fhouid be kept in

a dormant state, one of them, usually the terminal,

is allowed to grow, and is itself stopped if it ex-

ceeds the length of 4 inches. This second stopping

visually privet sufficient, and reducing their length

to 2 inches at the winter pruning usually ensures

the retention of at least oiie vigorous bud which
may prove t be a fruit-bud ; whereas, to leave it

le.^s than 2 inches might cause it to die. in which
case it would have to be removed from the bianch
by a clean cut to prevent the branch from cankering.

Hit be objected that this universal and indiscrimi-

nate shortening mightcause the possible removal of

some fruit buds, I reply by saying that in the ca?e

of a rarher young tree this would be an advantage,

especially in the first or second vear when a few
fruit buds are found to be maturerl. Ma' y years

ago I planted a stamlard numelow's Seedlrnir, and
itws not until th" third year after it had pro-

duced a few lilosS' ms tliat I allowed anv to remain
on it. and I wa-* th' n able to sti re more than a

hur dred Apples, the produce of this orif tree. To
gr-rw an espal er to mosr advantige, the plan I

recommend i- this: About the beginning of No-

vember get a dwarf maiMerttrre well ronteii and
with plenty of top ; Plant it if possible in the

plare where you intend it to remain. Let it grow
unrestrained the first year. At the commence-
ment of the following year cut away all atlenuated
shouts no matter how conveniently they may be
jilaced ; lea>e only the stumps of the heaith.v,
vigorous branches as points from «hic.h the per-
manent branches are to commence their growth,
retaining those only which seem be^t suited for
the purpose. It woulri prove an advantage if a
little attention were given in the preceding year to
the most promi-ing branches to prreserve them in
the same plane and in the direction wanted. Keep
a watch'ul eye over the tree during the month of
June when the laterals are growing, for on their
regulation the success in the years that follow
will mainly depend.

It is obviously an advantage for all the branches
of an espalier to start from the main stem at right
angles to it, but this cannot always be done when
it is desired that the tree should commence its

growth with more than one parr of branche--. The
fliagrams at page 328 will show why a curve was
necessary in starting the branches immediately
over the lowest. B. S.

Orchids.

ONCIDIUM VARICOSUM.
Gay sprays of this beautiful bright yellow-
flowered kind come froni C. Harold, and one
Hower is marked Rogersi, but to this name it

has no right, and there are a great many plants
in various collections in the .same predicament.
The true Rogersi i.s about the rare.st variety of
this the typical plant that I know of. The first

plant I saw flowering in Messrs. Veitcli's nur-
sery, I think, in 1808, and the same plant was
afterwards figured in "Select Orchidaceous
Plants," ii., t. 31. A year or two ago 1 again
saw the true plant in flower in the possession of

Mr. Woodall, of Scarborough. When I was at
the Messrs. Rollisson's at Tooting this plant
was sent to us in great numbers, and nrany of

them exactly resembled the variety Rogersi in

growth, but none ever made their appearance
in flower. Of the true Rogersi, larger-flowered
varieties, it is true, came like the bloom marked
and received from "C. H.," but this is not of

the true kind. Oncidium varicosum flr.st flow-

ered in this country about forty years ago, and
I suppose the plant was lost afterwards, for we
heard little and saw less of it until about the
time that the variety Rogersi first appeared in

the collection of Dr. Rogers at East Grinstead.
But since then it has come here from the pro-
vince of San Paulo, in Brazil, in large quanti-
ties, and from this di-strict also came the con-
signments of plants which were imported from
time to time by the Messrs. Rollisson, of Toot-
ing. It does not appear to be found in any
other locality. I have heard it remarked that
the plant does not last long in cultivation.

Perhaps this is so, and may be the reason that
it disappeared for so long after it was first

brought to this country, but I think this is just
a matter of treatment. In the early days of

this plant we had nothing but .steaming Orchid
houses, just the places in which this plant
would melt away like the snow before the sun

;

but now we have cooler places where Orchids
from the mountains of Colombia and Ecua-
dor thrive, and in such a structure should
the Oncidium varicosum be placed, for I

liave found from experience that it does
well under the same conditions as tho.se in
which the Odontrrglossum crispum and Onci-
dium crispum thrive best. This latter plant
was at one time most elitiicult to manage, but
now it apjiears to be one that many amateurs
anil gardeners can be said to grow and flower
annually. I think, however, that this and many

others that come fioiri various parts of Brazil
require more sun and light than the Odonto-
glossums do, and in such positions I have al-

ways placed thenr. They may be grown either
in hanging baskets or in pots, but I prefer the
baskets, as in these the plants can be suspended
so that they are continually in the sunshine,
and in a noith house—the proper one forOdon-
toglossum.s—this will never be too powerful for
them. Another .sy.stem which used to be the
prevailing fashion in wintering this class of
plants was that of thoroughly resting them,
by which many of the leaves and pseudo-
bulbs were much weakened and shrivelled ; so
much so, that they never got over it. But now
more sensible rules are followed, and it is found
best to keep the ]ilants cooler in the winter,
which will allow them to remain quietly at rest,

and to just give enough water to enable the
bulbs and leaves to remain in a plump and
healthy condition. In this manner the rest of
Orchids is far better accomplished than by
shrivelling them up. I do not say for a mo-
ment that in a state of nature many of the
Orchids are not rested, dried, and shrivelled
up beyond recovery, but this occurs to plants
which lie exposed to the rigours of the dry sea-

son. A friend who resided in the Madras
Hills, where Aerides crispum grows, told me
that some little plants that grew on the bare
rocks exposed to the full sun for half the day
had very few leaves, but they used to flower
in a marvellous way. Some plants of the same
species which grew close to a cascade grew
rapidly, some of them being 4 feet and G feet

high. These had plenty of fine large leaves,
but the plants never had a flower-spike on
them, old or new. These plants succeeded in

getting so much moisture during the dry season,
that they kept growing and did not rest at all ;

hence, they never flowered. The same thing
will occur with cultivated plants, with this

difl'erence, that if the plants are kept growing
during the resting season, they are sure to be
very weak from the lack of heat and light, and
consequently the plants decrease in strength.

0. VARICOSUM is a robust growing plant, having
deep green pseudo-bulbs, more or less tinged with
black towards the upper part, which bear usually
a pair of lanceolate leaves on the top;fcape mostly
erect, branching towards tl e upper part and many-
flowered; the sepals an^ petals are small, pale
yellow, spotted and barred with chestnut -brown

;

lip large, three-lobed, the side lobes small, but the
anterior lobe large, of a rich gi'lden-yellow, and
deeply bilobed in tront. It usually flowers at this
season, and ci'urinues in bloom some two months
if care ull_v managed.

0. VARICOSUM RoGEESt.—The name liere used
is applied to the true plant, and not to the plants
which are usually to be found under this designa-
tion. It is similar in growth to the typical plant,
but it is stronger and more robust ; the scape is

nodding, much-branched quite from the base,
bearing in the case of the plant which I saw at
Messrs. Veitch's nursery 170 flowers of a rich, clear
golden-ytllow, the small sepals and petals being
dirtted with reddish-brown, and the base of the
lip transversely barred with reddish-brown. The
peculiarity of the large front lobe, which is some
2 inches or 2^ inches across, is that it becomes
four-lobed, through having three indentations in
place of the one, as in the typical plant. I do not
know if this featrrre is peculiar to the variety; if

so, I must acknowledge ih.at there are some very
inferior types of the plant to be four d in cultiia-

tion. W. Hugh GowhE.

Lselia crispa (J. W?iiteJiead). — The flowers
you send are ot a remarkably fine form of this
plant, having a fine open lip, well co'oured, and tl e
white sepals ard petals tinged with flesh colour
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But if you have purchased it for Cattleya exonien-
sis, you have been grossly swindled, for it has
nothing in common with th.at plant, which was one
of llr. Dominy's best achievements in crossing

Orchids. From the records of its parentage
being lost, we are at a loss to know its real origin,

but it is a m;igni(icent flower ; the scape is erect,

bearing four or five large blooms, which have the
sepals and petals white, tinged wilh blush, the
l.-ittor prettily frilled and dentate on the margin

;

the lip is large, much frilled; the throat deep
orange-yellow, and in front is a zone of white.

The whole anterior ]iart is of a deep, rich purplish-

crimson, with a narrow white marginal border—

a

totally different llower from that received from
you, which is mt worth a twentieth part of the
plant whose name it has usurped.—W. H. G.

Cattleya Gaskelliana alba.- " S. W." sends
me a flower of the above variety, calling it a
white labiata, which it undoubtedly is, but jit is

not a white form of the true labiata; the very fact

of it having been in flower for a month is enough
to condemn it. The true C. labiata always flowered
with me at the end of November and during De-
cember, and I used to have a piece that was taken
off Mr. Cattley's plant, so that I consider I know
the true form. I have not seen a white variety yet.
('. Gaskelliana was imported through Roezl and
named by Mr. Sander, but it was not a new plant,
.as I had bought some large pieces of it under the
name of the summer-flowering labiata some years
before when travelling for Mr. B. S. Williams.

—

W. H. G.

Xiselia elegans Morreniana {J. Keeling) —
This is undoubtedly one of the finest of the dark
forms of elegans. It is a curious feature of these
dark-flowered forms that they bloom in autumn,
whilst the varieties having white sepals and petals
mostly flower in the spring months. In the flower
before me, which measures upwards of 6 inches
across, the sepals are of a rich rosy magenta, the
side lobes white on the outside, inside of a rich
glowing crimson, which is the colour of the large
front lobe, with a marginal border of rosy lilac.

These forms of La^lia elegans require to be potted
in the same manner as the other Cattleyas, and
they also like to be kept at the warmest end of
the house.—W. H. G.

Promenaea xanthina (C. Bri/ant). — This
appeals to be yoi.r plant, so named'by Lindley in
1M43. I do not agree with those who seem to cast
these little gems away by merging them into other
genera to which they would appear to have but
little affinity. There would seem to have been
some little doubt in the minds of our great Orchid
authorities about this plant. It was found by
Gardner on the Organ Mountains in Brazil in 1837,
and two years later was named by Lindley Maxil-
laria xanthina, which he afterwards changed to
the name given above. Into this genus several
very beautiful miniature plants came, all having a
close affinity. P. .xanthina in a year or two came to
be called citrina, and so it continued to be known
for many years, and under this name it has been
figured. It does best upon a block of wood, as in
this condition its roots do not become over-loaded
with moisture. It should be grown in the cool
house in the summer months, but during the
autumn and winter it will require to be moved
into a house with about 5^ more heat, and here
be allowed to rest. A similar plant with a dark
blackish-purple lip which you say you have is
doubtless one of the same genus, P. stapelioides,
and it succeeds under the same treatment.—

SHORT NOTES.—OROHIDS.

Cattleya bioolor Measuresiana.—" S. W."
sends a very line form of this old species, which
I have no hesitation in saying is this variety. The
flowers are large, each measuring about \ inches
across. The sepals and petals are broader thau u.sual
and of a rich bronzy green ; the lip large and Hat,
deep rich purple, broadly bordered with white, ser-
rated on the edge, the broad column being white tinged
with purple.—G.

Catasetum long-ifolium.—This genus, which
during the jiast few years has not been popular,

is beginning to lind fresh lovers. The plant
figured represents a somewhat fine variety, which
flowered in the Koyal Gardens, Kew. This species,

like all the other members of this genus, requires

strong heat when growing, with an abundant
supply of water to the roots and in the atmosphere,
but when at rest it should be kept cool and dry.

—

Orchid A/hum, f. 4.''i(;.

Oncidium prsetextum.—"C. D." sends some
good flowers of this plant, asking if it is 0.
crispum. It belongs to the same group of plants

;

indeed, it is found in the same region and is sent
home with O. crispum. It is a veiy beautiful
plant, and its flowers are valuable at the present
time. This plant should be grown in the cool
house in the summer-lime, where, of course, it will

be kept in a nice moist condition, and care must
be taken that it never becomes dry.— G.

Dendrobium Plialsenopsis Schrcederia-
num.— I am in receipt of sundry boxes containing
flowers of this species and its variety; all are
beautiful. There appeajs to be a good deal of
variation in the colours of the flowers, yet very
little in the size, none of the blooms now before
me being exceptionally large. Having mixed the
flowers from Scotland and Wales together, I am
unable to di'itinguish them. I find the two flowers
that came from Mr. F. W. Burton, Highfield,
Gainsborough, to be the most lichly coloured of
the whole set.—W. H. G.

Notes of the Week.

Apple Bismarck.—We find this Apple sent by
Jlr. Bunyard of very good quality when cooked. It is

a large nud very tine fruit.

Gardeners' Hoyal Benevolent Institu-
tion.—Intending candidates for the next election of
pensioners on the funds of this institution should at
once apply for the necessary forms of application,
which must be returned to the secretary on or before
November 25 next, after which date they cannot be
received.'—G. J. Ingram, Secretani, 50, rarlianient
Street. London. S.W.

Scabiosa caucasica alba.—Herewith I send
flowers of the above, and I think jou will fay
that it is a decided acquisition, and likely to
become popular. The colour is a delightful creamy
white ; an abundance of bloom is now showing as
the first flower-spikes were pinched out, the plants
having been divided into small pieces. They have
made strong growth, and there is every indication
that they possess the vigour and persistent bloom-
ing quality of the typical kind.—A. H.

The Mexican Thistle at Harrow Weald.
I thought it might interest you to see the enclosed
photograph of a plant of Erythrola^na conspicua,
or Mexican Thistle. Its height is nearly 12 feet,

and it has been covered nearly all the summer with
most lovely bright carmine-coloured flowers. I

grew two plants from a packet of seed sent me in
the spring of 1890 by W. Thompson, of Ipswich.
They weie grown in pots the first year and kept
through the winter in a cold pit.

—

If. Formby
Back.
,* A very fine plant, but difficult to photograph

well.—Ed.

Pleroma macranthum.—There are very few
indoor plants with blue or purple flowers which can
compare in richness and brilliancy of colour wilh
those of Pleroma macranthum, and at this season
there is certainly nothing to rival it. When to
this advantage are added its quick growth and
easy culture, it may be inferred that the species
can claim a place in the first rank of indoor flower-
ing plants. Grown as a pot plant it proves useful
for the conservatory shelves, but it is only when
planted out that its full capabilities can be judged.
Two or three plants in the conservatory at Kew are
now flowering freely ; they are treated as climbers,
a method of culture to which the slender growth
well adapts itself. It may, however, be grown as

a specimen if given some support. The chief

points are to place it in a warm, sunny position and
to give it an open, well-drained compost, preferably
of fibrous peat, loam, and sand. The flowers are
usually about 4 inches in diameter, but we have
seen them quite G inches.

The Hop-leaved Vine (Vitis hctcrophylla
humulifolia).— Jlr. (i. F. Wilson has just brought
us some fruiting branches of this graceful Vine.
As its name implies, the foliage resembles that of

the Hop in size and .shape. The most striking

feature, however, belonging to this variety is the
clusters of bright sky-blue berries which it bears
plentifully in autumn, .and which, contrasted with
the rich green of the leaves, produce a pretty
effect. It was illustrated in TnK Gaeden of Nov.
4, 1S7G.

Berlin's Pampas Grass.— Perhaps the most
graceful variety of this is the one called Bertini.

L'nhap[)ily, owing to the cold of our winters, this

wonderful Grass has not fulfilled the promise of its

early years. One seldom indeed sees plants of it

.=0 fine as were seen after its first introduction,
when it was then so wonderful, that everyone took
pleasure in giving it the best possible treatment.
It certainly fails in exposed and cold places, espe-

cially in wet years. Its best place is in rich and
warm vallejs and soils, and even then it should get
the best position and shelter if we are to enjoy its

finest charms. Recently we saw the variety here
mentioned, and admired it very much. We have
no doubt it can be got easily through nurserymen.

The Gladstone Peach.—This excellent late

Peach is not nearly so well known as its merits
deserve. Grown as Mr. Speed grows it at Penrhyn
Castle, it was truly a grand sight. The Gladstone
and the Princess of Wales Peaches occupied
the entire front trellis of a large house. There
was a splendid crop, and every Peach was brought
to the upper side of the trellis; thus being fully

exposed to sun and light, the colour and quality
were superb. The fruits were large, and the fle.sh

has crimson stains near the stone— in short a very
desirable late kind. Mr. Speed believes in exten-
sion training, and the frequent liftins of the trees

so as to produce an abundance of fibrous surface
roots He said that many gardeners are too timid
to take the necessary liberties w th the roots, and
that no fruit tree is more benefited by such rat'onal

treatment. With this I fully concur.—W. Ceump,
Madrcstield Court.

Fuchsia Riccartoni. — At Penrhyn Castle

this old favourite has been utilised in a very novel

and pleasing way. An iron trellis has been erected

over one of the paths bordering the flower garden,
and huge branches of the Fuchsia have been trained

to the trellis, thus forming n, charming floral bower
some 30 yards or 40 yards in length of lovely coral

bells. Of course, this Fuchsia at Penrhyn does
not get cut down yearly by frost, as in the mid-
lands. Fuchsia bushes 20 feet over by 10 feet in

he'ght are not uncommon near the sea and shel-

tered from rough wind. There were also near by
a number of plants flourishing, which we in the
midlands find require a greenhouse in winter. I

took no notes, but I recollect Lapageria rosea,

Arundinaria falcata, Agapanthus undjellatus, Cba-
masrops Fortunei, Ficus repens, &;c. Lilium gigan-

teum was flowering well, also a variety of Japanese
shrubs, very choice and rare, in sheltered nooks.

—

W. Crump, Madresjield Court Gardens.

Crataegus tanacetifolia.—The notes which
have appeared on the Tansy-leaved Thorn having

created some interest, I send measurements and a
few particulars of a good specimen growing on the

lawn here. The tree is about the size of the one
in the Glasgow Botanic Garden, but would seem
to be a better specimen, as the head is well

balanced. Girth at 1 foot from the ground, 3 feet

(i inches ; at 5 feet, where it commences to branch,

3 feet 4 inches
;
probable height, 22 feet ; spread

of branches, 2t) feet. The stem divides into four

main branches. Each of the specimens noted has

its peculiarity, and the one here is not without a

special characteristic, as two of the branches only

frnit in the same year, the others following suit
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'° "je succeeding year. This has gone on with-
out tail tor years past, so that, though never with-
out a heavy crop on the branches whose turn it is
to bear, the others are just as certain to be quite
barren The tree at Seaham Hall, Mr. Draper tells
us, only fruits m alternate years, though it flowers
freely every year. The Glasgow tree is bare at
one side and well furnished on the other It
would be interesting to know whether similar
vagaries are noticed in other specimens wherever
growing.—J. C. Tallack, Llvtrmere Park.

Fuchsia dependens.—The value of this Fuch-
sia as a greenhouse climber is never more apparent
than at this season of the year, for whilst many of
the varieties with the rounded type of flower are
past their best, this i.s now in its grea'est beauty
Ihe best idea of the individuRl flower and inflores-
cence can be obtained by turning to p. 458 of Vol.aXXIX. of The Garden, where a coloured plate
IS given. It will be seen that it differs greatly
trom the commoner type of Fuchsia as known in
gar.Jens. The flower is from 2 inches to a inches
long, the petals and calyx being both rose coloured,
but of different shades. The racemes carry numer-
ous flowers, and as they are pendent, the plant is
admirably suited for clothing the rafters of the
greenhouse. A plant growing in the conserva-
tory (No. 4) at Kew trained in this way is just now
remarkably pretty, carrying many scores of ra-
cemes. To obtain the best results, it is necessary
to plant this species out in lich, open, loamy soil.
It should be given an abundance of water during
the summer, but in mid-winter requires very little
\Vhen, however, as often occurs, it is necessary to
plant it near (he hot-water pipes, it will require
more attention in this respect than pot plants
stored away in a cool place. It was discovered by
the late Dr. Jamieson, near Quito, on the slopes of
the Pichincha Mountain. Although its introduc-
tion dates back many years, it has never beenmuch grown, probably because it is not so well
adapted to pot culture as Fuchsias in general are.
J* or the purpose above mentioned, it may, never-
theless, be classed amongst the most elfective of
greenhouse subjects.

Herr Max Leichtlin's garden.—The beau-
titully situated garden of Herr Mas Leichtlin is,
ot course, well known to many interested in hor-
ticulture, but after visitors have studied themany treasures with which his terraces are brim-
ming over, they should not leave without noticing
a beautiful specimen of Larix Ka;mpferi, a tree
not too often seen and very graceful as it grows
in Baden-Baden. There is also a nice specimen
ot Cedrela smensis near it. Herr Max Leicht-
lin tias also some healthy specimens of Catalpa
ppfciosa, and he spoke of the wonderful dura-
bility of the timber of this tree. A fencem America male of it is known to have
lasted more than a hundred years, and may
be yet older. The untrodden eastern parts of Eu-
rope yield many treasures to this garden through
the zeal of the owners collectors. Colchicum Sib-
thorpi was in blossom in several shades at the end
ot .^ugust, Also noticeable were Cotoneaster hori-
zontalis and Polygonum capitatum, an annual
which sows itself freely. Herr Max Leichtlin also
pointed out as newa plant with the unpronounceable
name of Tschichatcheftia, a white Linaria, Funkia
J (lomas Hogg (from Japan rid America), Onosma
a bo-roseum, Morina longiflora purpurea. Inula
glandulosa grandiflora, Arnebia cornuta (annual).
Anemone sylvestris fl.-pl , Clematis coccinea ma-
lor, bobolewskia clavata. Hibiscus palustris, Aqui-
legia Stuarti, Verbascum pannosum from Bulgaria,
Crataegus Korolkowi, Trachelium Romalianum, an
umbelliferous plant from Persia not yet named,
Liriope graminifolia, Androsace lanuginosa Leicht-
lini, and several striking Tritomas not yet named.

Pueraria Thunbergiana.—We have received
trom a correspondent a flower and a leaf of this
plant which he has growing in a stove, but it
probably might do better in a greenhouse. Pueraria
IS a genus of Leguminoss with the habit, foliage,
and flowers of a Phaseolus. There are nine species,
all of them Asiatic. P. Thunbergiana was intro
duced many years ago from Japan, and used to be

called Neustanthus chinensis. More recently we
have met with it in gardens under the name of
Dolichos japonica. It is a tall, vigorous climber
with very large trifoliate leaves, which are slightly
hairy on the underside. The flowers are on stiff
axillary racemes 6 inches long, clustered as in the
Scarlet Kunner, and coloured bluish-purple. A
plant in the temperate house at Kew grew to a
height of about 30 feet in a summer and formed a
rich green curtain with its large leaves, some of
the leaflets being 8 inches long and wide. Accord-
ing to M. E. Carri^re, it grows with exceptional
vigour in Paris. It used to be grown on a wall
out of doors at Kew. For covering verandahs,
walls, &c., in the open air in summer it might be
made useful in the same way as Hop, Aiistolcchia
Sipho and similar plants are. There are specimens
of the stem, fibres, and cloth made from this plant
in the museum at Kew, where it is called the
Ko of China, and Kuzu of Japan, where it was
formerly largely used in the manufacture of sum-
mer clothing, not getting limp, nor clinging when
wetted, as cotton does. It is now nearly super-
seded by paper-cloth male from the libro of Brous-
sonelia.

alone prevented him from being present at the
conference. The schedule sub-committee was then
elected, consisting of the same members as the
last, but with the addition of Mr. Fowler, of
Taunton. It was also resolved that the annual
dinner be held in December, and that a smoking
concert .'imilar to the last be also held somewhat
later in the season.

Societies and Exhibitions.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.
A MEETING of the general committee of this
society was held at Anderton's Hotel on Monday
evening last, Mr. R. Ballantine occupying the
chair. After a few preliminary business details
had been settled, a motion was made to confirm
Ihe award of a silver-gilt medal to Mr. J. Earland
for his exhibit of frozen Chrysanthemums from
New Zealand. A vote of sympathy and condolence
with the Dowager Duchess of Sutherland and the
family of the late duke was passed, he having been
at the time of his decease one of the vice-presidents
of the society. An interesting letter from Mr.
Briscoe Ironside was read relating to his garden
and horticultural operations in his new home in
Italy, and some amusement caused by his account
of the Italian methods of classifying the Chry-
santhemum and of the exhibitions there. Accord-
ing to Mr. Ironside's experience, he is more than
ever persuaded that over-feeding has little or
nothing to do with damping. His new collection
comprises eighty varieties ^of all sections, and he
hopes very shortly to do something in the way of
seeding his plants. In reference to a proposal by
Mr. N. Davis to encourage miscellaneous exhibits
at the floral meetings, and thus render them more
attractive, it was recommended by Ihe chairman
that the proposal be deferred until another year,
when an opportunity of studying the financial
prospects could be afforded. The question was
therefore referred to Ihe schedule sub-committee.
A letter from the Ancient Society of York Florists
was laid before the meeting as to the National
Society taking the initiative in arranging the
dates of local exhibitions to prevent them clashing.
As the same matter has several times been brought
before the committee without any successful
result ensuing, it was felt that the society could
not attempt to legislate upon such a matter. The
secretary announced that the great November
show of the society will be opened by Lady
Saunders, who will be attended by the president.
Sir Edwin Saunders. It was resolved that all the
members of the floral committee be invited to the
judges' luncheon on that occasion in recognition of
their labours duiing Ihe year. The resolution
concerning the compulsory enlargement and adop-
tion of the new show boards for Japanese blooms
was ne.i;t brought forward, when the chairman
said that nothing could be done at the forthcom-
ing show, and he would move, therefore, that the
whole subject be left in the hands of the schedule
sub-committee, and be brought forward for debate
when they presented their report and draft sche-
dule for 1893. Mr. E. C. Jukes intimated that he
would offer the most strenuous opjiosition to the
proposed change, and regretted that ill-health

Floral Committee (Oct. 26).—A good display
of novelties was made at this meeting,_there being
many interesting seedlings, besides sports of equal
merit. Amongst the most noteworthy were the
following: W. H. 'Veale, a deep purple self-

coloured Japanese Anemone, a sport from Soeur
Dorothi^e Souille ; F. H. Tiaiks, a large crimson
Japanese ; Bey of Algiers, large bloom, deep ciim-
son, semi-double Japanese, with petals something
like those of Edwin Molyneux

; Utopia, a loose-
petalled J.ipanese incurved, flesh colour, tinted
yellow

; George W. Childs, very deep crimscn
Japanese, reverse golden, rather broad petals

;

Standard, a Japanese variety of deep amaranth,
with silveiy reverse ; Mrs. Nishet, deep crimscn-
amaranth Japanese, large bloom, silvery reverse.

First-class certificates were awarded to the fol-

lowing :
—

CoL. W. B. Smith.—A very large-sized incurved
Japanese ; petals rather broad, of a deep yellow
colour, shaded bronze. Exhibited by Mr. H. J.

Jones.

Ryecroft GLort.—A seedling raised by Mr.
H. J. Jones ; an early dwarf variety, blooms deep
yellow and of medium size.

Mr.s. Herbert Fowler.—Very deep solid

flowers of Japanese form ; colour bright amaranth
with silvery pink reverse. Exhibited by Mr. W. H.
Fowler.

Baron Hir.sch.—A splendid old-fashioned in-

curved bloom of massive build and perfect form.
The colour is yellow, shaded cinnamon, with inside

of petals crimson-brown—a wonderful acquisition
to the florist's section of incurved Chrysanthemums.
Exhibited by Mr. R. Owen.

John Shrimpton.—A deep velvety crimson
Japanese of the type of Jeanne Delaux, but not so

dark in colour, with golden reverse.

William Seward.—Another dark velvety crim-

son Japanese bloom of great size and substance,
with reverse of deep golden yellow. This and the
preceding variety were staged by Mr. W. Seward.

W. H. Atkinson.—A large spreading Japanese
of a peculiar coral-red shaded cerise, with pale
golden reverse. Shown by Mr. Blick.

Other varieties not awarded certificates, but
which attracted considerable attention were Liz-

zie Seward, which the committee wished to see

again ; Sylphide and Gaetan Guelphi, sent up by
Mr. C. Shea ; Enfant des deux Mondes, a white hairy
sport from Louis Boehmer ; La Belle d'Alger, a
seedling raised by Mr. C. Sibson, and several others

from Mr. H. J. Jones, Mr. R. Owen, and Messrs.
Pitcher and Manda. M. Ernest Calvat also staged
some new seedlings. Mr. W. Wells had a collec-

tion of novelties, comprising several semi-double
and single-flowering decorative varieties.

STAGING CHRYSANTHEMUM BLOOMS.

We are just on the eve of the Chrysanthemum
exhibitions, and no doubt at various shows there
will be adverse criticism as well as favourable
comments made upon the awards of the judges
chosen by the vaiious societies for this important
work. As an adjudicator at a goodly number of
shows in various parts of the country, 1 would like

to give the exhibitors a few seasonable words of

advice by which they will greatly facilitate the
work the judges have to do. This work I would
say is oftentimes more than it is leally reasonable
to expect to be completed at the proper time by
either a pair or a trio of the best practical experts

at the work, so as to fa'isfy themsflves as well as

to do full justice to the exhibitors. This latter
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body would greatly assist the judges by paying

more attention to the rules of the re p>ctive socie-

ties at whii'h they are staging their
|
ro luce. One

most impoitant rule is far more hcnoiredin the

breach than in the observance. It is that of the

clearing time tor the judges to commence opera-

tions. Some sociclies'lix it at lO.HO, an excellent

time where much ha.s to be doni', so that tlu' show

may be opened to subscribers and others at the

proper lime, mostly 1 o'clock, when of course the ex-

hibitors expect to be admitled themselves. Others

fix the time at 11 o'clock; this will do where

the-e is a good stait' of judges to get through

the work. These times, however, wilh the ex-

hibitors mean at the very least halt an hour

later, sometimes nearly one hour. In very many
instances they do not even make an attempt

to clear out at the proper time, but lather seem to

put obstacles in the way by staging late, waiting

at limes to see what Mr. So-and-So is going to

show, so that they can play their own cards to the

best advantage ; this shuffling about all takes

time. Now, time is valuable at any season, but

more so in the short days, for if the first of the

company be not admitted at the proper hour, they

will not be disposed to wait about outside at this

season of the year ; hence sul.iscriptions may be

withdrawn, ultimately to the financial loss of the

society. Why some exhibitors are so short-sighted

as not to facilitate the operations of staging so as

to comply wit h the rules I cannot imagine. They
are not backward in finding fault afterwards if the

verdict has gone against them, but do not consider

that they themselves have cut short the period all

lotted for judging. It is utterly impossible to do full

justice if time be not allowed, and it is further-

more most unpleasant to have to judge anything

with either the company or the exhibitors around
you. Consequently the executive in many in-

stances, as I have personally experienced, wil-

come along and inquire, " how much more there is

to do," stating also that the company must be ad-

mitted at a certain time, and so on. The result in

such cases is that of hurrying over the work, especi-

ally the latter part of the schedule,ending in dissatis-

faction to all concerned. In making these remarks
it is hoped that some exhibitors at least will take

note of them and act accordingly. By thus doing

and using every effort to be in readiness at the ap-

pointed time, they stand a far better chance of

having justice done to their exhibits. I have just

taken up the first schedule that came to my hand.

In this particular instance I find there are twenty-

six classes for Chrysanthemums, most of which I

have no doubt will be well filled. The judging in

this case is supposed to commence at 10.30, and
the public admitted (as advertised) at 1 o'clock.

That gives a period of six minutes as near as pos-

sible on an average to each class, but, considering

that five of those classes will absorb in all proba-

bility quite half of the time, there is none too much
left wherein to complete the schedule, in which
there is no sub-division of the labour. Now if the
exhibitors are half an hour late in staging through
their own fault, they will only have themselves to

thank for thus detaining the judges ; these worthies
cannot do impossibilities any more tlian other

mortals. In conclusion, it is only fair to say that

it is not always the fault of the exhibitors, but
rather that of the executive, particularly when this

latter body is not practically conversant with their

work. They may possibly be enthusiasts and
lovers of flowers, but this does not qualify in

itself for the responsible work of arrangement. It

is an all-important matter that this work should be
controlled by gentlemen whose experience is equal
to the occasion. Do all, 1 say, that you possibly

can both to exhibitors and committee to be in

readiness for your judges by the time stated in

each respective schedule. The work of the men
selected will thus be made much easier, resulting

in all things working more pleasantly.

Judex.

Royal Horticultural Society. —The next
meeting uf the soeiely will be held as usual in

the Drill Hall, Westminster, on Tuesday next,

November 1, at d o'clock. A paper on "Fruit

Trees in Pots " will be read by the Rev. W. A\ ilks,

M.A., secretary of the society. Among llie exhibits

Chrysanthemums will doubtless form a conspicuous

item, espteially as the council have ottered prizes

for cempetitioii in three dill'erent classes. Growers

wishing to enter the lists .•hould communicate

with the superintendent of the shows as to space,

&c., required.

COMPETITIONS AND PRIZES.

Fob some time in various ways I have been

endeavouring to bring about a reform in the

method which at present prevails of awarding

prizes at horticultural shows, but .so far without

being able to make any impression. I fear it will

be a very difiicult matter to move from out of our

present rut, chiclly, perhaps, because it is one as

easy as it is unjust. There seldom is a case where

the subjects in competition are at all on equal

terms with the ditTerences in the value of the

prizes, for whilst these often show great diver-

gences, as, for instance, variations of from 20 to 30

per cent, in value, the dift'eiences between the

quality of the respective exhibits are perhaps not

more than 1 or 2 per cent. At the recent show

at Earl's Court I was asked to point the collections

of twelve dishes of vegetables, as there was some

dissatisfaction with the judging, and found, on the

most careful scrutiny being made, that with a total

of fifty-seven points by which the first prize lot

gained its position, it exceeded the second prize

collection by half a point only, and yet the

difference in the prize was 10s., or practically a

fall of 25 per cent. The collection which should

have been third, and was not, through hasty judg-

ing, came next with lilty-four and a half points,

and the one that was placed third had fifty-one

and a half points. Thus it will be seen that it

was throughout veiy close running, and yet the

difference in the value of the piizes marks great

distinctions, and in no way corresponds with the

relative merits of the exhibits. Take, again, the

classes for Apples and Potatoes. In these the

distinctions were so trifling, that it was hard to

find them. Thus in the class for twenty-four

dishes of Apples, the first, second and third prize

lots ran so close, that allowing three points to

a dish as the maximum, only two points practic-

ally divided the second from the first out of a

possible total of seventy-two, and yet the pi izes were

£3, £2, and £1, a fall in each case of 30 per cent.

This kind of anomaly is constantly cropping up

everywhere at shows, and always leads to the

creation of much injustice. The exhibitor who

is fortunate enough to win first place by a small

majority of points, yet takes the biggest lot of

the prize money ; in fact, as shown in the case of the

Apples just referred to, his seventy-two points get

as much cash as do the second and third com-

petitors, who between them make up perhaps

135 to HO points. Now, my remedv for this

exceeding discrepancy in money awards as com-

pared with the differences that may exist in the

respective exhilnts is to arrange the classes in this

way, as, for instance, twenty-four dishes of Apples,

£6 in three prizes to be awarded according to merit

points ;
[thus if one collection obtained seventy

points, another sixty-eight, and a third sixty-six,

the money should be divided in this way : first, 12s.

;

second, 46s. ; third, 38s. That would be an equable

distribution according to merit. The judges should

in all cases return the number of points given to

each collection, and the committee or officers of

the show should apportion the amount of the prizes

accordingly. Another advantage of the point sys-

tem would be that judges would have to take more

pains over their work than is now often the case,

and they would have to institute defined standards

of pointing or judging. At present in so many
things, an exhibitor is never sure as to whether his

exhibits, vegetables especially, will be judged on

this or that basis. It is of all things important

that inherent quality should have the highest con-

sideration, and this" feature is relatively of more

importance than is size. Far too much weight

is given by judges to size, and huge exhibits too

often receive awards that are not justifiable

Quality and beauty or finish should always dominate

size, for this latter element is almost always asso-

ciated with inferior quality. In the Apple classes

at Earl's Court the huge kitchen fruits were placed

before the smaller but far, more delicious dessert

varieties. A- D.

Diseased Cherry trees.— I should be glad to

have your opinion on a disease which has affected

most of my wild Clierry trees, both young and

old, for some years past. In .July or August

the leaves begin to wither and turn brown, but

remain on the branches long after the autumn,

often till May of the following yf.ar. The trees

blossom but sparingly, and nearly all their beauty

is spoilt. Enclosed is a specimen showing both

healthy and diseaseil leaves. I cannot attribute

the disease to the soil (oolitic stone brash and

clay), as up to a few years ago all the Cherries

were flourishing and beautiful. Even now only_ a

portion of my grounds is infected, but the dis-

ease has spread, and I am anxious to check it.

—

H. HoBHorsE.

Grease bands for Apple trees.—The WiUes-

den Paper and Canvas Company inform me that

they have many applications for their canvas and

prepared brown iiaper for use on fruit trees against

the winter moth, and ask for particulars as to

mode of use. We use their ' Brown Canvas D.l).

extra " cut into strips 4 inches wide, and prepared

brown paper of the same width. The paper is

put round the stem of the trees about 1 foot from

the ground and kept in its place by tarred twine ;

the canvas is then placed over it and secured in

the same way. Common cart grease, without tar,

is then spread over ; this catches many females

(wingless) of the winter moth, and some other

moths. More cart grease should be added from

time to time when it dries. Our Ajiple, Quince,

and Damson trees were much injured till we

adopted the above remedy, but they have been all

right since. The bands should be on before the

end of October.—Geoegb F. Wilsox.

Book on Orchids (.4/i)7ia).—The most corapre-

hensiie work on this subject is Williams' Orchid

Manual." Published by the author at his nursery

Upper Htilloway, London, N.

The London French Horticultural So-

eiety.—Young men wishing to improve their garJenmg

knowledge by making a stay in France can iuMUire at

the office of this society, 27. Gerrard Street, W., on

the first Saturday of each month at 8 p.m.

Sikkim Ehododendrons.—Will any reader

kindly tell me where 1 can get some of the half-hardy

Sikkira lihododendrons, such as R. campanulatum, K.

fulgens, R. glaucum, E. lepidotura, &c. ? 1 can hnd

none of them in any catalogues of trees and thruhs I

have.—A. R. W.
" Self-help in onAlarm of Fire,"by R.W.Boyd,

Associate of tie Sanitary Institute of .Great Britain.

Alex. Boyd & Son, 1U5, New Bond Street. The book

has reference chiefly to middle-class houses, which,

while continually in danger of fire from various causes,

in many cases are not provided with the means of

efficient protection. Suggestions and rules are laid

down by the carrying out of which it is hoped the risk

of fire and the dangers consequent on an alarm of fire

may be minimised.

Names of plants.— T. Cropper.— 1, Nerine

Fothergilli ; 2, N. crispa. J. W. A'.-Probably Ena
floribunda, of no value. C. B. T.-1, Adiantumfor-

nioBum ; 2, Clematis coecinea ; 3, Mesemhrjanthemum

acinaciforme.— ('. Bny«(i(.—Promeua?a xanthina.--

<i ir— Cattleya Gaskelliana alba, C. hicolor Mea-

suresiaua. ./. iu'C^ie/.-Ladia elcgans Morreniana.

J. F. B.— Oneidium sphacelal um. ('- T>.—On-

cidium prajtextum. G., Bcrl;shire.—\, Solaunm

capsicastrum ; 2, Erica gracilis; 3. Alocasia Lowi

;

cannot name Caladiums ; try Mr. Laing, of !• orest

Hill. A. H.—The White Li£am(Pyrus ana).

Names offruit.—.4?ii.h.—1, New Hawthornden ;

2, Rosemary Russet. 11'. B.—1, Dunielow's Seed-

ling; 2, Longville's Kernel; 3, Cockle Pippin; 4,

Royal Somerset ; 5, Tibbett's Incomparable ; G, Hor-

meiid's Pearmain; 7. Ribston Pippin. U. R.—2,

Hacnn's Incomparable : 3. .losephine de Malines ;
-1,

French Crab ; 5, Longville's Kernel : others not re-

cognised.
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Woods and Forests.

WHAT TO PLANT.
The first points of consideration should be the
quality of the soil, the exposure of the ground,
and the particular object aimed at in forming a

plantation, whether for ornament or utility, or
both combined. Larch is the tree that is gene-
rally recommended for forest planting, that is,

where economic value is of first consideration,

and rightly so, for certainly no other tree that
has been at all extensively cultivated in this

country can compare with that under con-
sideration. Of cour.se, it is understood that

the soil is suitable for the growth of the tree,

for Larch will no more turn out profitable

either in gravelly or water-logged .soils than
the Alder and Willow can in dry, arid situa-

tions. There are many soils, indeed, the ma-
jority of those utnially met with in this country,
that are well adapted for the culture of the
Larch, the exceptions being those of a gravelly

nature, where the tree usually gets pumped,
and in too stiff, wet, and cold situations. In
most other soils the tree grows away rapidly,

and produces timber of excellent quality.

Generally speaking, it is to be recommended
that the Larch should find a place in every
woodland where the value of the produce is

at all to be taken into consideration. No
other tree—conifer at least—can bear compari-
son with the Larch for the value of timber
produced, and that, too, at any age from the
sapling of 10 feet or 12 feet in height to the
full grown and perfectly developed tree. No
other timber is equally durable, and it has
stood the test of nearly a century, and in that

time been compared with not a few other
trees that were thought to supersede it. The
growth of the Larch is by no means slow, trees

of, say, twenty years' growth if favourably
situated being from 25 feet to 35 feet in height
and from inches to 9 inches in diameter of

stem. The value of the Larch in economic
planting, too, is that the first thinnings, poles

of from feet to 10 feet long, can be
utilised in many ways, or, in other words, the
lasting qualities of the timber even in that

young state are such that it is well worthy of

being worked up for light fencing or other pur-
poses. No other timber (coniferous) sells at an
equally high price with that of the Larch, trees

of fair size and clean bringing from Is. 3d. to

Is. Od. per foot, without the worry and trouble

that usually attend the disposing of most other
kinds of home-grown wood. Another point

that should not be lost sight of in the culture

of the Larch, and which, too, tends to increase

its value commercially, is that a greater quan-
tity of timber can be grown per acre than of any
other of our general forest occupants. To grow
the Larch well, that is, to produce clean work-
able timber, it is necessary that the trees be
grown thickly together ; in fact, that at all

times an unbroken branch canopy be maintained
throughout the wood, for the Larch, like most
other trees, if grown widely apart retains its

branches far down to the detriment of the stem
and consequent value of the timber.

I have more than once seen plantations en-
tirely of Larch, where the individual trees, that
contained on an average 25 feet of wood each,
were standing at from feet to 10 feet apart,

the stems being clean and branchless for fully

three-fourths their length. This is the way to

getjgood clean Larch timber, and for which at

present there is good demand and at higher
figures than can be obtained for any other
coniferous wood grown in this country.

Where the ground is suitable for Larch
culture no other tree should be planted with it,

the old and now generally adopted practice of

mixing half-a-dozen distinct kinds of trees

throughout a plantation being productive of

little good and a great amount of harm. The
affinity of certain trees to particidar soils is

now so well known to those who have studied

the matter, that haphazard planting, or plant-

ing a number of species under the exploded
idea that if one does not succeed another will,

is quite out of the question, and untenable in

now-a-days forest management.
If variety and efl'ect are wanted in con-

junction with profit, a few clumps of Scotch,

Austrian, and Corsican Pines (Pinus sylves-

tris, P. austriaca, and P. Laricio) could be
planted around the margin of the Larch plan-

tation, but no using of these generally through
the woodland should be permitted. The Corsi-

can Pine is a valuable tree in many ways, and
the timber is of fairly good quality, but is not
half well known a^ present. From experiments
made with wood of fully thirty years' growth,
it would appear that in so far as lasting

properties are concerned, it will yet find a

place amongst our useful timber. Where
shelter is wanted or a decided effect produced,
plant the Austrian, as it is of wonderfully

strong growth, and peculiarly adapted for with-

standing storms. The timber is of fan- quality,

very resinous and weighty, but, like that of the

Corsican tree, very little known at present.

Regarding the Scotch Pine, its qualities, both
tor effect and in an economic way, are already

well known, but the timber cannot be readily

disposed of even at the low price of Td. per

foot. A. D. W.

kept headed down to any required height, fhojld
be formed.

In rearing plantations upon very exposed sites,

an admixture of scrub or underwood with the
standard trees is of the greatest importance. This
checks evaporation, and at the same time fixes thfi

f.-illen lejivf s, so that they decay where they fall

instead of drifting. Upon the higher ground and
upon chalk ridges the Larch and Scotch Pine may
be mixed with Birch and Beech. The Alder, also,

though best adapted to moist and even wet sitna-

tions, grows freely to a great height. The serrated
outlines of spiral- topped trees, such .ns the Larch,
are so harsh whenthey vceet the horizon, that these
trees require to be planted in large masses. In
mountain districts they harmonise with the peaks.
The lower rocky slopes and the sides of dells are
generally suitable for the Ash, the Silver and
Spruce Firs, and various kinds of Pine; thin and
sandy soils suit the Stone Pine, the Scotch Pine,

and the Spanish Chestnut. Where rabbits abound,
plant the Corsican Pine (Pinus Laricio), as they
will seldom touch this while other focd can be
found. The pliiins and valleys with a m'^'lerately

diy soil will be found well adapted to h^ Elm,
Lime, Plane, Horse Chestnut, and Durmast Oak
(Quercus sessiliflora), while most situations suit

the common Briti?h Oak (Q. pedunculata), the
Spruce, Willow, Poplar, and Alder. To obtain the
maximum of profit from his woods, the planter
must exercise great judgment in selecting bis
trees and in preparing the land. J.

PLANTING FOREST TREES.

Though, as a rule, the principal aim of every
planter on a large sca!e is profit, yet by a judicious

selection and distribution of his trees he may at

the same time afford the necessary shelter to the

homestead, the pasture .and stock, as well as to his

crops. The ultimate benefits of such planting are

nowhere more perceptible than in the woods them-
selves, where the vigorous growth of the trees in

the interior often presents a striking contrast to

that of the stunted and weather beaten trees upon
the windward margins of the plantations. Many
.attempts to clothe with trees the summits and
sides of hills h.ave failed from the planting having
been confined to the most exposed parts. The
proprietor has not unfrequently been guided more
by his map and his rule and compass than by con-

sider.ation of the important conditions of soil and
situations, and the adaptability of the land to the

operation of |the spade and mattock. By allowing

the planter to obtain a footing upon the more
fertile soil below, he would by dpgrees have been
able to push upwards until he had reached the

limits of profitable cultiv.ation, and this in situa-

tions where the planting of the higher grounds
first would have failed, for in most cases where a
few inches of soil can be found, a combination of

planting and layering will enable him to grow re-

munerative coppicing, even where standards of

large size cannot be reared. Almost every selected

site of any considerable extent will present great

varieties of soil and surface, and it should be the
duty of the planter to distribule his species so

that each may occupy the spot best adapted to its

habits and requirements. In order, too, that they
may present no harsh outlines, the various kinrls

of trees in the same plantation should so gradu,aUy
appro.ach anrl intermix with each other as to make
it appear that each species was gaining pronnd and
taking possession of the soil. As a barrier agivin't

the prevalent winds, the Mountain Ash, Wych
Elm, Sycamore, Beech and Hornbeam may be
planted ; and to ensure a compact and dense front,

a belt of Norway Spruce, which may afterwards be

The Birch, has been neglected on account of a
supposed want of beautj', but when old it is one
of the most graceful of trees, changing its stiff,

upright growth to just the reverse. It cannot te
included amongst the largest park trees as single
specimens, but in widely-spaced groups it is quite
distinct and beautiful, its beauty being enhanced
by its silvery white bole shining through the
branches. It is one of those trees which quickly
get spoiled if thinning has been neglected. As
its branches are slender and impatient of shade,
the bottom ones soon die off and leave the tree

a bare pole.

Constricted bark.—Thi-! disease is occasioned
either through the action cf the roots becoming
too feeble for the proper support of the tree, or
through very dry cold air playing upon the trunk
and branches of a tree which h.as become exposed.
It is occasionally shown by the bark becoming in-

durated and losing its elastic properties, whereby
the sap vessels get confined and their proper func-
tions suspended. In the Plfine tree the outer
layers of bark peel off ; in the Oak they become
torn longitudinnlly ; and in the Beech stretched
horizontally. AVhen in this hide-bound state the
trunks often become covered with Messes and
Lichens, and are preyed upon by insects. The only
sure remedy is scoring the trunk, and perhaps the
main branches, right through the bark from the
top to near the roots. The operation may be safely

performed about midsummer, and the relief given
to the tree will at once become apparent. I have
seen old Apple trees renovated by scraping or
stripping oft a considerable portion of the rough
old tiark, and bide-bound young ones instantly
revive .after scoring. By leaving the inner layers

of bark uninjured, considerable liberties may be
taken with the rough external coating.—A.

"The Garden" Monthly T&Fts—Thu journal U pvl-
lished in neatly bound Monthly Parts. In this form tie
coloured plates are best preserved^ and it is most suita'jle ttr
reference previous to the issue of the half-yearly volumes, Pna
\s. 6d. ; post free, Is, 9d, Complete set of volurms of Thu
Garden from its commenctvient to end oj 1891, forty voh.,
price, cloth, £29 8».

"Gardening Illustrated" Monthly Parts. — T*;»
journal is published in neatly bound ^lovthiy Puri^, in vniih
form it is most suitable for reference previfius to the issv,e of he
yearly volumes. Price f>d,; post free. Hd.

-Farm and Home" Monthly Parts.^lhis journal U
publishea in neatly bound Monthly Parts, in rctiich joint xt tt

most suitable for reference previous to the issue of tM j carll/
volumes. Prirf hd.. ; 7.os( (re£, Rfi.

All of our rtndei^ uho are itttercsted in the in'preriji.ent oj

cctiaffe homes are inrtlcd to help us to wake Coitage Gar-
dening known. It is published at the verii Icirest pri>e to

meet the vartis of those for vhom it is intendtd, ai/.d coiirs leill

be ient for dist>\buriov, f-ae by tie pubiilurs, Jile:srs, Caaell
t nd Con,pnvy, la Belle Savvage, Ludgc.te Hill, F.C
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*' Tliirt is ail Art
Wliieli ri..ofl imnii N'Htviro : elmnRO it nither ; but
Thk AitT nsBLK IS a ATVHE."— Shu Ltfyeure.

Chrysanthemums.

EXHIBITING CHRYSANTHEMUM
BLOOMS.

HdWF.VEK well the blcioiii.s of Chrysanthemums,
incurved in i':uticulai', may be cultivated, if

they be placcil u|i<iu the exhibition stands a.s

grown there will be but little chance of their

owners gainins; premier position.s in the leading

contests. The would-be prize-winner, then,

should become the possessor of a pair of strong

steel forceps with a good grip to pull out ill-

formed andsupertluous florets, also bone tweezers

for placing the latter in an even manner. These,

with a supply of cups and tubes, can be pur-

chased from any s|)ecialist in this popular au-

tumn flower. A good time to make a start is

when the bloom is about a quarter open, for

even at this stage a floret may decay or come
in form like a quill ; others may reflex instead

of incurve. Promptly remove all such, and it

may be necessary to just look over all of the

show flowers every second or third day until

fully out. The largest kinds— Queen of Eng-
land being a good example— require the most
work. These sometimes form a far greater

number of petals than can j^ossibly develop.

Thin them out as the bloom is expanding on

the pilant. When about three paits open,

the centre may be a confused mass of embryo
florets. It is well here to quite clear these out

(also the yellow disc which forms in some)
carefully, but leaving a hollow part half an
inch or so in diameter. Room is thus given

for the rest to fully extend, and the centre of

the bloom is built up with petals large and of

fine texture. Finish in this part of a bloom
is impoitant, the top or point being the

first to arrest the eye. The variety Princess

of Wales is a capital type of another class.

The defect most noticed here is a tendency to

produce petals shorter than the bulk ; remove
these with the forceps as the flower opens.

The Japanese sorts need veiy little of this

pulling-out process, but the opening of many of

them is improved by an occasional tap, which
is generally enough to loosen the entwined
florets and make room for others that may be
pushing forward. Tie the blooms in an upright
position if inclined to be top-heavy, and do not
cut a flower thinking it will open and keep
better in water, but, in.stead, when fully out,

remove plant and all to a semi-dark and dry
room until a day or two j)revious to the show.
Begin the final operation of arranging the
petals in good time, so that it may be done if

]iossible by daylight, and so that it may not be
hurried. I am ijuite satisfied of this (provided,
of course, the flowers have been well grown, for

a bad specimen cannot be manipulated into a
good one), that the more time one .spends on the
incurved blooms the longer will the judges, as

well as the public, linger around them. I am
told that a very skilful exhibitor of the incurved
Chrysanthenmm occasionally gives from three
to four hours to a single bloom. If a stand of
twenty-four were each to require this amount
of time, .simple arithmetic will show how many
days before a show we are to commence. I

think, however, the above is a little wide of
the mark. There are well-known cups and
tubes, such as Beckett's, Jameson's, Walker's,

and so on. But the fault of these, at least

for incurved blooms, is that the hole where
the stem goes through is so large that it is very

difticult to fasten the blooms in tightly. For
this reason I prefer the old wooden cup, similar

in shape to an egg cup. It is vexing after a

journey to find the blooms loosened, and the

work of placing the ]ietals obliged to be done
again. Whichever appliance is used, cut the

flower with a long stem, so that it may be con-

veniently handled, and after passing it through

the hole of the cup, fix the same, but not

too tightly at first. Then holding the bloom as

near as possible upside down in one hand, place

each petal, starting at the centre, in a position

running to this latter point. Steel or bone in-

struments can be used, but what is most de-

sirable is a light touch, damage to the tender

petals being easily accompli.shtd. If the egg-

sh.iped cup be used, other appendages are the

tube to hold water and a piece of zinc, called

a telescope, to take the cup at one end and the

tube at the other, so that the bloom may be
raised or lowered at will. The Japanese varie-

ties with long drooping flowers require very
little preparation, and in nearly all cases look

best shown as grown. Do not use wires, cards,

or the like to make the blooms appear larger,

thus getting diameter at the expense of depth,
this last being an important point in a good
flower. Freshness and brightness of the colours

are often lost sight of by those who start exhi-

biting. They too often choose only those blooms
which possess extra size, and wonder why
smaller ones have gained the prize. Stands
well painted of a deep green colour and nicely

varnished tend to give a rich appearance to the
blooms. The present standard size is 24 inches
by 18 inches, (J inches high at the back and 3
inches in front, to hold a dozen bkioms. The
same size is used for all classes. This season,

however, will see the last of such small boards
in the case of the Japanese flowers, it being
settled, I think, by all the more important so-

cieties that the new size for these giants shall

be 28 inches in length, 21 inches wide, 8
inches high at back, and 3 inches in front.

The change will give 1 inch more between each
bloom, and the extra height at the back of the
stand will throw the flowers forward and make
it easier to see those in the back lines.

Whatever kind of box is employed to convey
these .stands of blooms to the exhibitions, a

detail worth remembering is the necessity of

fixing everything, tubes, stands and so on, as

firmly as possible ; then a little shaking will not
do the blooms any harm. Blooms of incurved.
Anemone-flowered, or true reflexed all look
well, arranged about 2 inches clear of the
stand.s. This position assists the judges, who
can thus see every part of a bloom. The blend-
ing of colours will be done according to indi-

vidual taste, but in this, as in other details, not
a point should be lost. H. S.

Developing Japanese blooms.—While un-
folding tljeir florets this section will stand much
more lieat than the majority of persons imagine

;

in fact, tlicy are much improved by a judicious
amount of artificial warmth. Some of the varieties

appear to need some aid in this direction, especially
when the weather is dull and cold. The broad-
petalled kinds appear to require assistance more
than any other; for instance, Mile. Marie Hostc,
Boule d'Or, and E. Molyneux unfold their florets

much more kindly in a warm buoyant atmosphere
than in a old one. When the atmosphere is

moist and cold as well the florets are rendered
soft and easily injured by the sun'srays. Many of
the lower florets decay in such an almofpbere
before the centre of the blorm is fully developed

;

whereas, if a moderate amount of warmth is main-

tained, combined with a iudieinus admission of

air without creating a draught, the florets would

develop more riuicklv and the flowers be much more

perfect. When a lo'w temperature is maintained

such varieties as mentioned idiove exhibit many

crooked florets ; many of them in the centre of the

blooms fail to grow and remain stunted until the

outer florets have decayed with age. Condor is an

instance of the want of rapid development after

the llorcts commence to unfold. The colour, too,

is much improved by tlie florets opening quickly

and regularly. Colour is, perhaps, the most irnpor-

tant feature of some kinds, e.-iccially the pinks,

lilacs, and those of deeper hues. The wrong way

to apply heat to Chryi-anthemuiiis unfolding their

florets is to make the hot-water i.ipcs warm and

keep the house closed, creating a moist air, which

is certain to cause premature decay. When arti-

ficial heat is applied a sufticiency of air must be

admitted.—E. M.

Dwarf Chrysanthemums. -The finest lot of

plants grown on the cut-down principle, with the idea

of having specimens in pots smaller than those

usually seen, were those that I lately saw growing in

the nursery grounds of Messrs. Curtis, Sandford &

Co Torquay. There could not have been less than

2000 of them. Hardly a plant was above 2 feet

high at the time of my visit (September), whUe the

foliage in many cases almost covered the pots, so

dense was it. The plants were carrying from tliree

to five shoots, it being intended to have that num-

ber of blooms to each, disbudding them to one

on a shoot. The plants were cut down to within

6 inches of the soil in May, and have been well at-

tended to since in the matter of watering, with

the result that a fire display of flowers must follow

in due course.—S. P.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS IN THE PAEKS.

The displays of Chrysanthemums in the London

parks are of more than usual interest this year, as

the flowers appear to be in better character than

was the case last season, when a fair proportion

damped off, or at least soon lost their freshness.

It is worthy of note that the London County

Council seem to take an interest in these annual

shows, and in Victoria Park the new structure

huilt to show off their varied charms is well suited

for the purpose. The majority of the displays

opened last week, and in the course of the next

tew days will be in their fullest beauty.

The display in the Inner Temple Gardens is

fully up to the average, and Mr. Newton may be

corgratulated upon the interesting exhibition, the

flowers finely developed, and comprising those of

well-tried and new varieties, running through the

several sections into which the Chrysanthemum is

now split up. Amongst the Japanese kinds were

excellent blooms of Edwin Molyneux, conspicuous

always for its superb crimson colour against the

golden reveise; Bouquet des Dames, a beautiful

flower of great puiity, not unlike in general cha-

racter the snow-white Elaine; Viviand Morel,

Etoile de Lvon, Alberic Lunden, the flowers crini-

son-amaranth, shaded with carmine ;
Annie Cli-

bran, Val d'Andorre, Gloire de Rocher. and such

universal favourites as Stanstead White and

the deep crimson Cesare Costa. A few of the

more recent varieties comprise W. Trick er, an

American introduction of the Japanese incurved

class, the flowers soft rose and of bold shape;

Puritan is also of the same section, the flowers

very large, white touched with lilac; Countess of

Ljtton, a sport from Meg Merrilies, the colour of

the pleasing flowers, creamy sulphur, being also of

note. Another novelty in the Japanese class is

Mrs J. S. Fogg, which Chrysanthemum enthusiasts

will remember was shown so finely by Mr. Shea

last year at the exhibition of the National Chry-

santhemum Society. The flower is of fine form

and rich chrome-yellow in colour. Lilian S. Bird,

althoegh a Japanese variety, is of a different

complexion. The flower is very double and the

florets are quilled, while the colour may be

Lest desciibed as shrimp - pink. It is an in-

teresting flower. We saw excellent blooms of
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Elaine, W. H. Lincoln, very rich yellow ; Shasta,
the tubular florets pine white ; Mr. A. H. Neve,
and Volunteer, a large-flowered variety, (he petals
long, drooping, and of a soft rose-peach colour.
The incurved section are not so forward as the
Japanese, and it will require a few days yet to
bring them into full b?auty. The golden yellow
Mr. Bunn is, of course, in evidence

; it h the
brightest and most striking of the early incurved
kinds. Although one ot the oldest, John Lambert,
the sport from Lord Alcester, is a good kind, the
flower of e.xcellent form, the colour pale buff, in
which we may detect a shade of rose. One of the
most striking novelties in this section is M. R.
Bahuant, which is an ac'eptable addition to this
class. The flowers are large, finely incurved, and
carmine-rose in colour shaded with cerise, the
petals smooth and of great breadth. Robert Can-
nell resembles Avalanche in habit, and it is worthy
of remark that during I he past few years the habit
of Ihe Chry.-anthemum has been undergoing an
alteration. It is not so tall and leggy as of yore,
but more compact, the plants well clothed with
leafage to the top of the pots. The flowers are
bronzy-red in colour, the under-surface of the
florets golden-yellow. Louis Boehmer, like Mrs.
Alpheus Hardy, improves on acquaintance ; of the
two we prefer the latter, the colour of the former
being somewhat dead, too purplish, and insutti-
ciently defined.

The finest display is unquestionably in Victoria
Park, where there is a fine house in which to
show them. All the varieties mentioned above are
well represented. A very conspicuous variety is
the Anemone-flowered Delaware, which is very
double, a full bold centre, white with a suspicion
of pale yellow. A dense mass of colour is presented
by the close arrangement of the plants, such noble
kinds as Etoile de Lyon being in evidence, and
Sunflower gives a ghmmering of refined yellow with
its long, charmingly irregular florets. Elaine, Ed-
win Molyneu.x, Avalanche, a fluffy mass of white,
like a ball of white wool ; William Clark, salmon^
flushed with rose; Florence Davis, a beautiful
Japanese variety, the flowers greenish white on
first opening, but passing with age to clear
white; and Miss A. Hartshorn, the flowers large,
very double, and white, were also good. Comte de
Germiny is always a feature here, and some of the
flowers were ot great size. The incurved Robert
Cannell and M. R. Bahuant, and such kinds as
Jeanne Marty, Louis Boehmer, the old, but still
useful Peter the Great, Mile. Lacroix, W. Holmes,
Lady Selborne, and Stanstead Surprise were finely
grown and fiowered.
On the bree?y hill at Finsbury Park the Chry-

santhemum seems to attain gre.iter perfection, and
the reason is that the air is purer. The Anemone
variety Delaware, previously de.scribed, is in flower,
and another very notable kind is Comte de Ger-
miny. The finest blooms of Ed-sin Molyneux we
have seen this season are in this collection, and
noticeable for their beauty are Avalanche, which
IS remarkably early, the crimson W. Holmes,
Elaine, Stanstead Surprise, Sunflower, M. R. Ba-
huant, Sabine, and Lord Alcester. It serves no
good purpose to record merely the names of varie-
ties that are well known, and it is sufficient to
know that the best kinds are represented.
The display in the frame ground at Battersea

Park IS of more than usual interest, and the collec-
tion is large. The plants are well grown and
staged in one of the plant houses, a few Palms
being used as a background for the flowers. It is a
good sign to see that the Chrvsanthemum is grown
so well in such places. A healthy love for flowers
IS promoted, and very often many try and do like-
wise in their own London gardens.

Chrysanthemum William Seward.—In this
Eiglish seedling Japanese variety we have a
colour which has long been wanted, vi?., prrple-
erimson. This flower reminds en:; of Cu lingfordi,
with perhaps a deeper tinge of pirple in it^ The
reverse of the florets is gold, allliough but little
of this is seen in ful'y d iveloped l)loimp. When
the florets are unfolding the gr'ld is visible. This

variety will do much towards brightening up the
many stands which at times lack colour, the
white, yellow, and lilac tints predominating so
very much in some cases. Another point in favour
of this new arrival is the entire absence of any
semblance to coarseness of its florets, which are
narrow and semi-drooping, the flower being quite
full in the centre. Well-developed blooms measure
from 7 inches to 8 inches in diameter. The habit
of growth is said to be of the right sort— from 4

feet to 5 feet high.—E. Molyneu.x.

Chrysanthemum Comte F. Lurani. — The
present season so far seems productive of many
fine new varieties, especially in the Japanese
.section to which the above named belongs. I

know of no variety that is more pleasing in the
manner in which its fioiets are displayed ; they are
of medium even width and of a pleading drooping
character. The centre of the flower is very full

The colour is rose, mottled and edged white. Al-
together this variety must take a high position as
an e.xhibition flower both in a cut state and upon
the plant. Full-sized blossoms can be had from
plants but 2 feet high.— M.

Chrysanthemum Viviand Morel. — This
handsome Japanese variety, which was so highly
thought of last year, is giving cause for com-
plaint by the manner in which its blooms are
developing. So far 1 have seen but few that can
be termed characteristic flowers. They exhibit
such a want of colour and massiveness as to
render them uninteresting. In addition to this,

many so-called sports are being found upon the
plant. This variety is only another instance of
what hard propagation will do. Where every
scrap of growth is needed to complete orders, and
that growth produced under conditions not quite
in accordance wilh hardy plants, small wonder
need be expressed at the quality of many blooms
now developing. I expect much better results
from this sort during 1S03.— S. P. H.

forked at the poinls. Where white flowers ara in

demand this should find a plac3.

Chryeanthemum TVIrj. Horril. — Strange
though it may appear, this is a refiexed sport from
George Glenny, possessing in an increased degree if

passible the free - flowering characteristics of its

parent. The colour is identical, therefore .iust suited
for decoration in almost any form. When cultivated

in a free and natural way, allowing the shoots to

grow without topping, spikes of bloom 2 feet long can
be had

.

Notes of the Week.

SHORT NOTES.—CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

Chrysanthemum Mr. A. Q. Hubbuck is

a flower of excellent size, full and massive. The colo ur
is deep carmine, the hack of the florets being sil-

very. The tips of some of the latter incurve, thus ex-
hibiting two shades.

Chrysanthemum Hetty Dean —Does any-
one know aught of the origin of this variety, which to
rue appears like a badly-grown flower of Emma
Stevens P The blooms which I saw were of the
purest white and measured not more than 4 inches in
diameter.—E. M.

Chrysanthemum Beauty ofExmouth, an
English seedling raised from the variety Avalanche, is

a noble form of the Japanese Chrysanthemum. The
blooms, of a clear ivory-wh'te, are of extra size and
exceedingly massive. The florets are long and droop
in a graceful manner.

Chryfanthemum Felix CasFagnrau is a
Japanese of a singularly jiretty type. Its petals recurve
in an arching form, and the colour is a nice shade of
buff faintly streaked with red. The flower is not of
extra large size, but large enough. It is early, has
rather an ungainly habit, but is very free flowering.

Chrysanthemum Emma Stevens.—This re-
flexcd Japanese variety, owing possibly to its not being
one of the largest of its kind, is not to often seen as it

deserves. It belongs to a not over-popular cla^s, is of
the purest white, the florets being intermediate in
lenglh between those of Elaine and Bouquet des
Dames.—E. M.

Chrysanthemum M. H. Bahuant —After
another season's growth this fully hears out the charac-
ter most people gave it last year, namely, a very fine
introduction. The blooms are of large proportions,
each being nearly G inches across and about 4 inches
deep. The petals are wide and of good substance, the
habit of the plant strong.

Chrysanthemum Mile Louise Leroy.—
For flowering iu Octuhcr this Japanese variety de-
serves extended cultivation The blooms are rather
undersized as Chrysanthenmms go now-a-days, but it

has all the characteristics of a good flower, being full in
the centre, the florets narrow, some slightly split or

Chryfanthemum season in BelEium.

—

Owing to the lateness of the Chrysanthemum season
in Belgium, the Royal Agricultural and Botanical So-
ciety of Ghent have decided to postpone their inter-

national Chrysanthemum exhibit! n until Nov. 20.

Disa in open air in Ireland.—1 send you a
blossom of Disa granditlora flowered in the open. It

has been out now for eighteen months. Owing to the
absence of autumnal heat this season the blossoms did
not develop well.—H. C. Hart.

*^* A very interesting thing ; the flowers bv no
means badly developed either, and very pretty.

—

Ed.

The Mexican Thistle (Erythrolienaconspii ua).

—I saw this tine plant mentioned in yours of the 20th
ult. 1 have successfolly grown it for some time.

All who wish to flower it should sow very early in

autumn, protect from frost, and plant out the fol-

lowing May fully exposed to sun. It is a biennial.

—

J. R. Hall, Fox- iracrcn Gardens.

The Maltese Potato.—It may be interes'ing to

the readers of the remarks on the filaltese Potato by
" A. ]l. " last Aveek to know that for two years I have
had very fine crops from Potatoes sent me from Jlalta.

They have been almost entirely free from disease. On
light land here from half a bushel planted, a crop of

sixteen bushels of fine healthy Potatoes was gathered
this ye.ir —A. JI. T. A., llrandon, Korfclk.

African Marigolds.— It is worthy of notice

that while my French Marigolds aie completely de-

stroyed, the African varieties are still growing and
blooming, untouched by the frost which laid tlie

others low. I think the African type is hardier and
more robust in habit. If tine open sunny weather
were to continue and frost keep away, I could cut

dozens of fine blooms uf these Marigolds. I never
before have seen them flowering so freely at this late

season of the year.—R. D.

The Palmyra Palm.—Mr. Lowrie's remarks
in the last issue of Thk Garden about Ihe Pal-

myra Palm, and the information which he gives as

to the conditions under which this Palm thrives in

Tinnevelly are most interesting, especially to those,

of whom I am one, who have hitherto failed to

induce it even to exist under cultivation in our
climate. I cannot, however, agree with Mr.
Lowiie's suggestions as to the methods adopted in

growing it and other Palms at Kew. The Palmyra
Palm is one of many plants which have been im-
ported into this country or which have been raised

from seed sent home, and with which cultivators

have hitherto been highly unsuccessful. Details as to

climate and soil have been furnished by experts,

and suggestions as to how the plants should be
grown have come with them or with the seeds.

These suggestions have received every attention,

and in some cases many occupants of the hot-

houses in which these cantankerous plants were
have suffered greatly from the unnatural atmo-
sphere produced in the endeavour to imitate

Nature. The result has hiiherto been failure.

The authorities at Kew, disregarding all precon-

ceived ideas .and warned by repeated failuies, have
at last hit on a method which has so far proved to

be successful. In its very infancy they are warnr

d

to desist. In the interest of horticulture I would
take the liberty of s'lying "Go on." There must
be something sound in a method which has brought
plants, such as the magnificent specimen of Pholi-

docarpus Ihur, the double Cocoa-nut Palm, the

Doum Palm, further than they have ever been
brought before in the British Isles. I think

that these experiments .are a move in the right

direction, and that all gardeners may learn a Us
son from them.—F. W. MoOEB, Olasiicrin.
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Trees and Shrubs.

CLIMBERS ON TREES.
Some people say cliiril)ers on trees are injurious

and slioukl never be allowed. In the ease of

young trees this remark holds good, V)uton those

trees that have seen Iheir best days climbers arc

admissible. At Syon on a recent visit we
noticed that many of the old trees are so

treated, and they are lovely objects in the spring

and summer months when covered with Ainieo

Vibert Roses and other old, yet valued climbers.

In the autumn tliecontrast of colour of the foliage

of Ivy and ^'irginian Creejier is beautiful.

Aristoloehia Sipho makes a charming plant for

clind)ing over trees when a heavy covering is

wanted, while the Jasmine is suitable for dwarf

and Persian Yellow do well on trees that have
not too much head or top covering. Many of the
Hybrid Perpetuals do well and cover a large space

quickly. The phmts reijuire moisture in dry sea-

sons, and if this eaniiot be attended to, climbers

should not be planted on trees, as unless they
grow freely and dci well they fail in the object

they are planted for, and a bare stump is pre-

ferable to a miserable cree|)er. In dry seasons
freijuent supplies nf li<[uid manure will be found
beneficial. It is also important to give the

roots some new material when planting, as

often the soil around old trees is much im-
poverished and will not support the creepers.

As little training should be done as possible,

only small iron tacks, not wall nails, or a little

dark-coloured copper wire placed round the

trees to support the growths being used. The

the others, e.xccpting aurca. Its branches, too,
grow at a wide angle with the stem and attain
considerable lengtli. Upon all points it must be
reckoned as une of tlie best.--A. H.

Laurustinus in bloom.—The open weather
tint wr liave to a great extent e.xpi'rii'nced during
the present autumn has been very favouiable to
this beautiful ttowering shrub, for it is in many
cases completely s'uddid witli clusters of blos-
soms that are either expanded or rapi lly ap-
proaching that stage. Htill, the proliability is

that in some placed at least the blooms will
soon be checked more or less by frosts, but even
tlien unless exceptionally severe it soon recovers
and the Moral disjilay continui'S. With just the
piolection of a greenhouse good-sized bu.'.hes will
(lower throughout the winter, and an- especially
valuable for structures in wliich the temperature
at that season is apt to get too low for some of

OIJ Elder tree covered with Ivy and climbing Rases. From a pliotograph sent by Mr. John Brier, Jun., Oak Bank, Bollington, near Macclosfieli

trees. One of the most effective is the old Cle-

matis Vitalba. At Syon it in some cases reaches
a height of 40 feet or 60 feet, and during the
autumn months the effect is charming. Cle-

matis montana is also useful in sheltered places,

and when others of a different colour are mixed
with it they produce a pretty effect. Many of

the hardier Clematises, such as Viticella, flam-
mula and others, may be used for the work.
Honeysuckles will also be found suitaVde, but
they require a heavy .soil to grow in. Some of

tlie varieties of Ceanothus are valuable, and for

dwarf trees or poles they are charming. Vitis
hederacea and V. heterophylla variegata are
good for the purpose, while Passiflora cterulea
and the Hop have a pretty effect in the autumn
months. The most effective plants are Roses,
of which there are many that can be used. The
Boursault Roses and many of the Noisette sec-

tion are the best. The copper Austrian Brier

illustration we here give shows an old Elder tree,

over and among the branches of which have been
allowed to ramble Ivy and climbing Roses.

Bambusa ftuilioi.—This during the past sea-

son has raanifesiei exceeding vigour and proved
itself a good companion for other tall-growing

kinds, such as raitis, aurea and viridls glaucescens.

Several plants originally of moderate dimensions,

but healthy and handsome, have exceeded, in fact

doubled, their previou'i stature, and now have well

matured canes 1.5 feet in height. Several seasons,

apparently, must elapse before Bamboos show defi-

nitely what they can do. At first it appeared as

though this kind would send up new canes too late

for them to ripen sufficiently to withstand the

winter. But this year it was one of the earliest in

this respect, and the new canes are fully grown
and branched and clothed with leaves. It is a
bold kind, having a more erect habit than most of

the more tende greenhouse subjects. A variety

(lucidum), characterised by rounder leaves of a
deeper green and whiter blossoms, is largely grown
on the Continent in the shape of standards, pyra-
mid-", and bushes for flowering under glass.—T.

The Cockspur Thorn (Cratoe^us crus galli).

—Between the spring and fnll of the leaf this

Thorn and its varieties pass through several dis-

tinct phases of beauty, for in the first place the
foliage is of a bright sinning green, then with such
a setting the flat corymbs of large white blossoms
are seen to great advantage. The foliage retains

its brightness throughout the summer, and ES
autumn advances the leaves change to various
shades of scarlet and yellow before they drop. In
this stage a specimen growing in a sunny spot is

very effective, while the berries supply an addi-
tional feature. They are rather large and of a
deep red when rijie. The usual habit of the Cock-
spur Thorn is to form a somewhat spreading tree

about 10 feet or 12 feet high, but where ipiantities
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are raised from seed there is a good deal of indi-

vidual difference to be found among them, liesides

which til ere are a few very distinct varieties in

cultivation. A couple of forms known as oialifolia

and prunifolia represent the largest and boldest c f

all, while salicifolia has long narrow leaves, an

almost horizontal style of growth, and is wanting

in the long formidable spines from whence the

name of Cockspur Thorn is derived. In addition

to the above features this Thorn is also notable

from the fact that it is later in flowering than

many of the Thorns.—H. P.

Sophora japonica.—A large tree of this So-

phora, with its wide-spreading head of branches,

stands forth as very distinct, while the elegant

pinnate foliage is of a deep green colour, which is

retained later than many trees. In September,

when laden with clusters of white blossoms, it is

particularly attiactive, being rendered more fo by

the fact that it is the latest to flower of all our

larger trees. It has this season in many places

flowered with remarkable freedom, and the blos-

soms appear to be very attractive to bees. While

an old tree forms a very picturesque object, a

young and thrivir? specimen, with its wealth of

elegant foliage, is sure to be much admired. There

are a couple of forms in cultivation, one a very

pronounced weeping variety, and the other with

variegated leaves.but this latter has at best a sickly

appearance.—T.

better to strip the roots entirely of soil, and in re-

planting to spread them out carefully and fill in

among them a fine hel| ful soil, such as a

sweet, gritty leaf mould. Hollies, Portugal

Laurel*, common Laurel, and Sweet Bay are con-

sidered subjects tVat suffer severely by removal,

oven if moved with the greatest care. It is at

this sea'ion of the year they can be moved with

the best chance of success. They should not be

kept out of the ground a moment longer than

is necessary. There should be adequate diain-

age, suitable soil, proper planting, ard necessary

attention, and then succe-s need not be a matter

for doubt. R- ^''

TREE AND SHRUB PLANTING.

An authority on jjlanting states, "Plant at once

anything and everything in the way of haidy trees

and shrubs." There is no real occasion to wait

until the fall of the leaf where it is possible to get

plants quickly from the nurseries, or where they

have only to be removed from one part of the

garden to another. October is generally fairly dry

and fine, when the ground and atmosphere alike

are favourable to transplanting; with November

often come wet, fog, and severe frost, when days

are short and outdoor operations practically come

to a standstill. Even if the days are warm and dry.

ing in October, jet the degrees of heat or dryness

arc not so pronounced as to cause danger to the

newly-planted subjects ; the nights are gcner.nlly

misty, and help the plants to recover from the

exhaustion experienced by day. So far, then I

have dealt with plants that are again replanted

almost as soon as lifted. But many trees and

shrubs have to be lifted, packed and sent for a

considerable distance. In such cases it is best on

the whole to wait for the fall of the leaf because

having to travel long distances and likely to remain

out of the ground for some days, it is well the

trees should fall away to their winter s rest or in-

activity before being disturbed by removal.

The universal canon observed by planters is to

plant as much as possible during nroist, c ondy

weather, and to refrain in times of drought and

frost But in the case of a dull, moist summer,

planting can be done at almost any time. It is

sometimes necessary to plant at what might be

considered unseasonable times, but it can be

done with safety if the work be gone about

in the right way. I have known standard

and dwarf Roses planted at the end of March

to grow and bloom well. American Azaleas

lifted as soon as they had done flowering advan-

tage being taken of a showery time, made an ex-

traordinary growth. On the last day of July, a

long row of evergreen shrubs, including vanou.s

species of Berberis, were moved, and some small

deciduous trees also, and they did_ remarkably

well. Transplanting, if necessity arises, may be

done at almost any time, proviried advantage is

taken of dull weather and proper precautions are

observed to preserve' the roots from exhaus^tion,

and to syringe the plants until rain falls. More

Evergreens move with good balls of roots and soil

and there is no need to at all injure the roots. But

good balls are not always essential, for it is olten

A KENTISH HEDGEROW.

Modern hedges are shorn of more than half their

beauty by the too frequent and indiscriminate use

of the pruning-hook. Compare one of our old-

fashioned Kentish hedges where the individual

plants that compose it have been allowed to grow

and flower at will, and where the Clematis and

Honeysuckle have unfettered scrambling room, with

a stiffly clipped fence, the sides of which are as

perfect and straight as if the square and ride had

been employed, and the difference, in so far at

least as natural beauty is concerned, is marked

indeed. I suppose we must admit that fences or

hedges, like our woods and plantati ns, may be

either for the purpose of ornament or utility, and

that a hardly clipped-back hedge serves the

purpose of a fence much better than that left to

its own resources and in a natural manner. Then

the extent of ground was'ed by having these

herlges of our forefathers will no doubt be another

poweiful argument in favour of their demolition,

for the farmer tells us that he cannot afford to

have a fence occupying 20 feet of ground when

one taking up not much more than one-tenth

that space would serve the purpose equally well,

indeed innnitely better. These arguments are

good and true enough, and it is an unfortunate

truth that the British farmers, more than any

other class of the community, are those that

utterly neglect both the culture of flowers and

rendering of their homes beautiful Vy a little

judicious thought in the matter of attention to

planting and natural beauty of arrangement.

Neatly-kept hedges that are for the sole purpose

of field divisions and to keep farm stock in

check are right enough in their place, but no

amount of argument can do away wrth the

fact that the untrammelled and unkempt fence, with

its loads of flowers and fruit, and its graceful,

easy outline in the landscape, is far preferable,

whether for the great amount of shelter it imparts,

or for the clothed and natural appearance bestowed

on the adjoining country-side. In Southern Eng-

land, where the natuial reproduction of trees and

shrubs goes on more quickly than at any other

part of the country, perhaps, it is a sight at

present to walk along some of these old-fashroned

hedges and note the number of distinct trees and

shrubs of which thev are composed, and the wealth

of beauty in the quickly-changing foliage and

showy fruit with which many species are unusually

well supplied this season.

But Kentish hedges on the chalk formation beat

all other.s, whether for the distinct numbers of

plants of which they are composed or the great

wealth of floral and fruit beauty and exquisite

tints of the now dying-off loves. The Field

Maple, with ils neatly-divided miniature foliage

and beauty of colour-tint, is found abundantly in

most hedges : indeed I have several times noted

whole breaks entirely composed of this handsome

sraall-grovfing tree, and which on the chalk would

seem to maintain a stunted growth, though the

foliage in size and colouring seems enhanced.

Evei-y here and there crop up handsome specimens

of the Spindle tree (Euonymus europaius), and

which just now, with its curiously formed coral

bcriies.'is very att:activc and conspicuous. But at

any season it is a taking shiub, the curious,

smooth, shining green of the bark and pretty

deep gieen leaves being alone points of special

study, and that are sure to attract notice. In

the commcn Guelder Rose (Viburnum Opulus)

we have a ver-y neritorious native shrub of

free growth and that produces flowers and fruit

in great abundance. The berries of this s-hrub are

particularly attractive, not only from their deep
tint of colour, but from their almost superabund-

ance, for the trees this season, at least, are literally

leaded and weighed down with the big clusters

that hang at almost every branch tip. The Way-
faring Tree (Viburnum Lanlara) helps greatly to

add beauty and change to the hedges, and the

common Privet is a good neighbour, with its spikes

of shining black berries. Clematis Vitalba (the

Old Man's Beard) is certainly one of the most con-

spicuous hedge plants of the chalky downs and
reefs, and the pictures of grace and beauty pro-

duced by this curious scrambling, twining shrub

are almost inconceivable. It mounts up to the

highest twig of the wild Slough or Thorn, and then

throws down great festoons of the most delicate

coloured leaves and masses of its curious and
pretty fluffy inflorescence, which latter have
gained for the plant the popular name of the Old
Man's Beard. When in full leaf, or even Inter when
the fruit renders the plant conspicuous for a lorg

way off, the Bryony (Bryonia dioica), although only

of annu.al duration, is one of the most charming
and effective of wild plants. Great festoons of

the berries hang from every branch and are fresh

and plump until destroyed by the first frosts of

autumn or early winter. The Bitter-sweet (Sola-

num Dulcamara) is another very attractive plant

of our hedgerows. These are a few of the

commonly seen shrubs of our southern hedges,

but many others might "

still be added, such

as the Dogwood (Cornus), the White Beam Tree

(Pyrus aria), the Belladonna (Atropa Belladonna),

with its shining black berries and greyish green

leaves, the Elder (Sambucus), and hosts of others.

Wlipn in full flower, the May is worthy of all

that has been written in its favour, but as seen

here jutting up and out of the hedges and half

suffocated by the Bryony and Clematis, its beauty

in a wild natural way is greatly enhanced. It is

this assembling together of our native trees and
shrubs I hat makes Uie hedgerows what they are,

and being left pretty much to Nature and un-

checked by the hand of man in the way of prun-

ing and clipping, they form fine cosy masses of

commingled branches, flowers and fruit that one

rarely meets elsewhere, and which would tend lo

mar the fair landscape of such counties ns Kent,

Suri-ey and Sussex were they removed or subjected

to the ojeration of "hedging," so commonly prac-

tised now-a-days in most parts of the country.

A. D. W.

Hymenanthera crassifolia. — This pretty

little New Zealand shrub was awarded a first class

certificate by the Royal Horticultural Society on
October 4, and the specimens there shown by
Messrs. Veitch were quite distinct from anything
else that we have among hardy shrubs. It forms
a dense-growing bush, whose stiff branches are dis-

posed in an almost horizontal manner, the lower

ones extending a good deal further than those

above. From this is usually formed a specimen of

a flattened hemispherical shape that will reach a
height of 2 feet to 3 feet. The little leaves are so

thick in texture as to well merit the specific name
of crassifolia. This shrub is in no way remarkable
from a flowering point of view, for though the

blossoms are freely borne, they are so small as to

be scarcely seen, especially as most of them are

produced on the undersides of the branches. To-

wards autumn this Hymenanthera enters upon its

most conspicuous stage, as the berries which suc-

ceed the flowers are by this time ripe, and in this

condition they are white, a tint but little represented

among hardy shrubs, the principal being the North
American Snowberry. From the habit of crowding
along the under-sides of the branches, the fruits of

this Hymenanthera are not so conspicuous as they
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would be if borne on the nppcT parts of the shools.

It is a native of New /,. 'aland, but is hardier in

thi^ coiuitrv than most natives of that refi;ion,

thonsh a few others are so little alTectcd by our

winters that they can also be regarded as hardy

!-hrubs. I'roininc'nt anioiiL' them are t lie now popular

Olearii llaasli, whose while D.iisy like blossoms

are so oonspieuous towards the latter part of the

summer, Notospartinm C.irmichaeliie (the pink

Broom of Xew Zealand), and some of the Veroni-

cis. The Hymi'naiithera is not at all diflicult to

striki' from cuttings, while seeds, when they can

be obtained, supply a re idy nieins of increasing

it. The shrub in ijuestion was introduced into tliis

country in IST.'j.—T.

Cornus sibirica Spathi.—This, which is one

of the newest of the variegated Dogwoods, is

lliroughout the growing season very showy, owing
to its' richly tinted foliage. The gre.iter ) art of

the haf is of a bright golden-yellow colour, with

an irr.-gularly shaped blotch of green in the centre.

Ill this Cornus the variegation is very constant,

while the golden portion does not burn at all by

exposure to the summer's sun as some variegated

shrubs do ; indeed, the brighter the sunshir.e, the

brighter will be the golden hue. Just now, how-
ever, my object was to direct attention to the rich

tints assumed by the decaying leaves in the autumn,
just before they drop. Then many of the leaves

change to bright scarlet, while others are more of

,a crimson hue, and with some retaining their

original golden colour. A bush of this Dogwood
is, especially if the weather is fine and bright,

wonderfully effective in the autumn.—H. P.

The Week's Work.

ORCHIDS.

I ALLUDED last week to the Mexican La;lias, Bar-

kerias, &c., remarking on the elegance and beauty

of some of them at this season of the year. Liclia

autumnalis is very useful for flowering in October
and November. L. majalis is even a more difficult

plant to manage, and produces its large, distinct,

and lovely flowers in June. I have been very suc-

cesslul with them by simply growing the plants in

a good heat close up to the glass, scarcely shading
at all in summer, and keeping quite cool with
plenty of light and air in winter. Even with the

best treatment we are able to give them, the re-

sults come tar short of what are to be seen upon
plants newly imported ; such strong spikes and
well-developed pseudo-bulbs are never seen in cul-

tivation in England after the first ye.ar or two. It

is some .aid to us when we know the circumstances

and conditions under which tl.e pl.ints are found
in Ibeir native country. L. autumnalis has been
long in cultivation, and the fine variety atrorubens
not so long. Messrs. Veitch in their "Manual of

Orchidaceous Plants" state "that it is spread
over a considerable part of the Mexican highlands,

where it affects a variety of situations, being founil

on the bare rocks, stunted trees, &c., often in im-
mense masses, but alw.ays exposed to the full force

of the sun and rain." Tliestatemcntof the same au-
thority is to the effect that L. majalis was found by
"Hartweg at San Bartolo in a situation so ele-

vated, that the temperature sometimes falls below
the freezing point : and Gbiesbreght in tbeMorelia
district (Guerrero) growing on Oaks, and espe-
cially in places where the wind is constantly blow-
ing." Nearly all these Mexican Lajlias are found
in high and bleak situations. L. furfuracea has
been found by many cultivators, but always at a
very high elevation, 7500 feet to 8500 feet. L.

albida the same. E. anceps also grows on trees

pnd rocks, alternately exposed to drenching rains,

burning sun, and " sharp fresh winds coming from
the highest peaks of the Cordilleras, many of

which are capped with perpetual snow." It is but
reasonable that mountain plants like these would
fail in the close atmosphere even of a Cattleya house.
The fact is they require a house to.themselves,and
they are well worth it, and all the shading they

need is for an hour or two daily during (he very

hottest weather in summer, and the lightest tiffany

only should be used. When they are in growth give

them a fair supply nf water, ami when growth is

completed, scarcely any at all. In fac^t, lliey need
quite a decided rest, and many of them are

now in the resting period; this begins >as soon

as the pseudo-bulbs are perfectly developed. I

grow all of them in flower-pots or shallow pans,

and they must not be over-potted. Use for putting

material two parts of the best librous peat to one
of iSpbagnum Moss, and the repotting should be
seen to as soon as the roots show signs of active

growth. The Dendrobiums have now .all been re-

moved out of the house where they were pl.aced to

make their growth ; even the very latest of them,
D. Dalhousianum, has completed its growth.
Some of them have been removed to the Cattleya
house, where the temperature is from 55° to about
(iU^ in winter according to the weather. Olheis,

such as D. nobile, I). Ainsworthi, and .allied

hybrids, I), crassinode, D. Wardianum, and D. Fal-

coneri—the fine variety of this last-named species,

giganteum, requires similar treatment—all of them
have been placed in the late vinery, where enough
artiiicial htat is kept up to give a dry atmo.sphere

for the preservation of the Grapes and to keep out

frost. The plants get scarcely any water at the

roots, and of course none at all upon the leaves,

but it is necessary to see that they do not

suffer too much from over-dryness. I do not mind
the old back bulbs shrivelling a good bit, but when
the bulbs formed during the past season show too

evident signs of shrinkage, I water rather than
allow this to occur to .a serious extent. All the

evergreen spec'es of the D. Earmeri, D. thyrsi-

florum, and 1). I'axtoni type are kept in the Cat-

tleya house, but they are also kept practically

without water, and only receive it to prevent the

bulbs shiinking too much. The winter season is

not so well suited to the multiplication of insect

pesis as the warmer summer and autumn, but the

tiresome thrips can only be kept down by still

attending to the plants most .attractive to them.
The Miltonias should be dipped in the soft soapy
and tobacco liquor solution I h.ave frequently re-

commended ; while Cattleyas, La'lias, kc, should be

looked over carefully also to destroy thrips and
scale upon them. Woodlice, I fancy, must be kept

well under by the exertions of the green frogs.

They seem to thiive admirably when once they
become established in the houses, but when first

introduced many of them find their way outside

and travel a considerable distance. Slugs may be

kept down by constant supervision, especially

watching them feeding at night. The Eolleas,

Pescatoreas, and plants of this type, at least such

of them as are in growth, will require a moist,

warm atmosphere. They do best in a house where
the sun does not shine upon them at the warmest
part of the day, even in winter, but the plants do
best all the same suspended near the glass-roof

in baskets rather than planted in flower-pots and
standing upon the stage. The atmosphere should,

even at this season, be quite moist, and the plants

must on no account be allowed to become at all

dry at the roots. I h.ave always had much diffi-

culty in keeping the foliage with the green hue of

health upon it, .and for no other reason except that

the house wheie the plants had to be placed was
not quite suitable for them. Red spider will

attack the under sides of the leaves, but this

can easily be removed liy sponging. If the plants

are kept quite clean and in .a uniform moist atmo-
sphere of about tiO", there is no reason why they
should not do well. The healthiest and best col-

lection of them I ever saw was in the town nursery

of Messrs. Sander and Co., of St. Albans, where
they weie growing luxurijintly, not only in liaskets

suspended from the roof-glass, but on the stage

underneath. Many fine species of the newer So-

bralias were in magnificent health in the same
house—a lean-to with a nortli aspect. The earthen

floor was always damp, and the atmosphere,
though moist, was never unpleasant. The cool

house temperature falls to 15° now on frosty

nights, but is about 50°. The Caltleya house
ranges from 55° to C0°, and the East India house

05° to 70°. I would repeat again at the beginning

of the winter that it is better to allow a ninge of

5° or so r.ather than over-heat the houses to keep
I hem up to one figure in cold and very cold weather
alike. J. Douglas.

FRUIT HOUSES.

Pe.vciies and NiiCTAiiixES.—To all appearances

the trees generally are ripenin.,' their wooil remark-

ably well. Those kept projierly supplied with

water at the roots and given plenty of air have

])lumpcd up their buds very satisfactoiily, and the

leaves are parting from the trees with perfect free-

dom. Not a little depends upon .all having .a

thorough I est, those that are subjected to moderately

severe frosts rarely if ever failing to start strongly

.and to flower abundantly. If the hou.ses must be

utilised for Chrysanthemums, clear the latter out

as quickly as possible after the best blooms are

over, and then admit air freely both by night and
day. Kept too long nearly or quite close, a little

warmth being provided for the benefit of the other

occupants of the house, the buds may become
active, only to be checked again later on, premature
casting of buds being the very likely result. It is

not yet tcolate to triinsplant trees from one house

to acotlier or from one position to another, and any
from outside walls may now be safely brought into

the later houses. Where the leaves on well-

established trees are fast changing from a green

to yellow colour, there is nothing to prevent their

being shaken or swept off wholesale. AH fallen

leaves should be cleared out frequentl}', and with

them a consider.able number of insect pests will

probably be got rid of.

Preparinc; tub trees for forcing.— The
earliest house ought now to be got ready for being

started towards the end of November or early in

December. The first proceeding should be to com-
plete the pruning, unloosening the rest of the tree

as the work of pruning goes on in preference to

reversing these proceedings. If bud dropping is

apt to take place, and it is the earliest forced trees

that are frequently the greatest offenders in this

respect, be particularly careful of all the small

wood or spray, saving as much of this as possible

all overthe trees. 'J'his is advisable for the simple

reason that when all the stronger shoots bave
cast their buds wholesale, enough have re-

mained on the spray to s.ave the credit of the

grower. Those small hard shoots are particularly

needed on the trees of Nectarine Lcrd Napier,

and nearly as much so in the case of Peaches
Waterloo, Alexander, and Hale"s Early, these all

being noted offenders in the matter of bud-shed-

ding. It is to be hoped no gross shoots have been
allowed to form on the trees, but if they have, un-

hesitatingly cut these robbers off closely and neatly,

or otherwise they will scon make the tree lopsided.

Thin out the branches in some cases and the

shoots in others freely, nothing being gained by
leaving them to crowd each other, and foreshoiten

either if branches are taking too strong a lead or

the trees have reached their limit, the aim being

to keep the centre and not merely the confines of

the trees well furnished with joung beating wood.
Well-ripened shoots of about the thickness cf a
lead pencil should be left fully 2 feet long, the cut

being made at a well-placed triple bud. Those
somewhat smaller in size anel which are furnished

with triple buds, the centre of these being a
v\-ood bud, should be more freely shortened, but

spindly growths, few of which have wood-buds
at other than the points, must not be short-

ened in the least, or otherwise they will be useless.

Ciive the woodwork and glass a thorough cleaning,

and dress the walls with hot lime water. Before

finally training and re-tying the trees give them a
good syringing with petroleum .and hot water.

Heat the latter to .about ICU^, and to eveiy gallon

of it add 2 ozs. or a wineglassful of petroleum. In

order to keep the latter from floating on the sur-

face of the water, either return every second

syringeful forcibly back into the can or else keep

two sytinf cs at work, one constantly discharging

its contents back into the can and the other

syiirg'rg the trees. Every branch and shoot
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ought lo be thorough!)' mji^teneil, a;id if souio of

the mixture runs down into the soil so much the

better, there being then a greater likelihood of the

eggs of black-fly and other insect pests being de-

stroyed. The nervous cultivator may syringe the

trees forcibly with clear water ten minutes after

the petroleum was used, but this precaution is

scarcely necessary if proper pains are taken in

applying the insecticide. It is the simplest

and best remedy for scale, mealy bug, thrip=,

black-fly, and red spider. It the fir^t named are

not all destroyed by a single application, repeat

the dose at any time before the buds become active.

After the roots have been bared, watered if at all

dry, and a fairly rich top-dressin? given, keep the

ho'ife perfectly cool till it is finally shut up for

starting.

Resting trees in pots.—There is no necessity

whatever to house fruit trees in pots long before

it is intended to start them ; in fact, a few weeks

longer in the open is the be^t place for them.

They must not be neglected, however, but the

strawy litter in which they are plunged should be

renewed, so as to well cover the pots, or severe

frosts may cause the soil to expand and crack the

latter. In some localities biids are apt to inter-

fere with the buds before they are expected to do

80, and in all such cases netting over the trees is

the surest preventive, soot and lime water being

lery quickly washed off during moist weather.

Pot Vines that are to be started might well be

placed under cover at once, as these probably will

hive to be pruned, and bleed badly if in a cold

wet state at the roots. Directly they are mode-

rately dry at the roots, do what little pruning is

necessary, this consisting of cutting out the laterals,

and at once dress the wounds with styptic or

painter's knotting.

Plunging pot Strawberries.—When stored

under glass, Strawberries are frequently allowed

to become too dry at the roots, and green-fly also

takes possession' of them. It is important that

a thorough rest be enforced, but this is scarcely

possible when the plants are protected by glazed

frames. Strav»berry plants are quite hardy, but if

the frost does not injure these, it may easily lead

to the loss of many pots from cracking. All,

therefore, should b; plunged to their full depth

either in leaves or ashes enclosed by rough or

temporary frames, where they can be drawn from

as required. The older plan of building them up

in cone-shnped heaps or in stacks against walls

is not much practised now-a-days, and has nothing

to recommend it. Practical.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

Laving Broccoli.—Whether any check need

be given Broccoli will depend emlrely upon the

condition of the plants. Plants that have been

grown in exposed positions rarely need any check,

as these generally best stand the rigours of the

winter. Those growing in low-lying positions and

in close proximity to garden walls, the soil also betng

perhaps too heavily manured, will need a check. Un-

less the plants have long stems and are rank, a check

by thrusting a spade under each plant and gently

raising it, afterwards fixing the soil firmly about

the roots, will result in a hardier plant being pro-

duced, and as a rule will be quite as beneficial as

the more laborious plan of laying. Plants with

long stems should be laid, as it is these exposed

parts which collapse. Before commencing laying,

a trench should be taken out at the north end and

the plants heeled over, so that the heads point to

the north, the other rows following on in the same

direction until the whole is finished.

Autumn digging.-That all soils are not

benefited by being turned up in the autumn I have

ample proof ; therefore the rule so often laid down

to dig in the autumn all soil that is vacant

is not good advice. Some soils, however, are

benefited by being dug over at this season. The

soils which are not benefited are those which

merely have an inch or so of pulverised soil on

the surface, whilst underneath is tough and

sticky. Such soils are best left with a firm surface

until February, as in this way the winter rains

drain away without being held in suspension.

Very I'ght soils are also the better for being left

undug. In digging at this season the soil should

be thrown up roughly, no attempt being made to

level the surface. Digging forks should also be

used in preference to spades, these latter only

being necessary where the soil is so fine that it

will not hold together on the forks. The benefits

of using forks only on heavy land cannot be over-

estimated.

Trenching.—This workcan also be carried out at

the least busy season of the year, that is if the cha-

racter of the ground will permit. To bury the top

surface soil and to place the crude, inert soil on

the top cannot be too strongly condemned. Soils

with just the surface loose and the subsoil a

hard pan are those likely to collapse under the

strain of drought. Other soils which are fertile

to a good depth are benefited by the extra

loosening of the under soil and by the bring-

ing of a little of this latter to the surface.

Old garden soils, over-rich with humus through

vears of manuring, are amongst those so improved.

Where trenching is thought to be beneficial, what

is termed bastard-trenching will be the most likely

to prove beneficial.

Applying manure.—Early manuring is not

advisable, as the good qualities of the manure

would surely be washed away by the winter's

rains. Before digging commences, such must be

borne in mind, and if the soil should be of such a

description as to "eat '' away the manure, the dig-

ging had better be deferred, or if dug, forking in

the manure just previous to cropping.

Grub-infested soils.—On thrse soils where

the Onion and Carrot grubs are troublesome and

also what is termed club, the work of clearance

should now commence. These soils are generally

those of a light description. In these cases the

soil should be either deeply dug or bastard-

trenched, as the case may be, and as a pre-

liminary antidote, the surface should be dressed

over with gas-lime, sufiicient being applied to

colour the surface, afterwards pointing it in. This

will assist in clearing the soil of the pupaj, the

stage in which the grubs hybernate. Soot, wood

ashes, birrnt refuse and such like are also valuable,

but these are best applied in the spring previous to

cropping. A. YoUNG.

PLANT HOUSES.

Conservatories.—In these structures the Chry-

santhemums will now be the leading feature ;
the

chief aim, therefore, should be to prolong the

flowering period as much as possible. This can be

facilitated in several ways without any extra

amount of trouble. In alluding to this I would

first draw attention to the pernicious system of

overcrowding, done with a view to effect, making

a blaze of bloom just for a time. This overcrowd-

ing causes the foliage to die off much too soon,

oftentimes before the flowers are thoroughly de-

veloped, giving undue trouble in the way of pick-

ing, whilst it creates damp which cannot be tho-

roughly expelled. The watering, too, is attended

with some difiiculty when the plants are in tliick

masses. This all tends towards causing the flowers

to fade before their time, for when once damp
starts in a flower it will want looking after all the

more closely. For my own part, I prefer to see

the plants much less crowded; a less number, but

of well-grown plants would be much the better

method to pursue. The aim should be to ex-

tend the season as much as possible rather than

to have a mass of bloom and then have a break in

the supply. The watering should be done e.^rly in

the day, and a little fire-heat applied when it is

damp or foggv weather. Some night air will be

advisable in mild weather provided it can bs left

on without risk of letting in the rain should any

fall. As regards the watering, it is now in-

advisable to employ any manure water at all
;
any-

thing to leave a disagreeable smell should be

avoided. When the plants are in bloom, clear

water is all that is needed. B.ackward plants, if

with the rest, had better receive some inodorous

artificial manure if any is needed at all. Where
an interest is taken in the names, they should be

attached in a convenient and accessible manner.

Small Ubels made of green cardboard, tied below

the flowers, would not make a conspicuous dis-

play. Where the Chrysanthemums are grouped

collectively and not with other plants, see that the

front is well finished off. for pot«, bare stems, and

sticks are all most unsightly objects.

The climbers in the conservatory should now in

every available instance be reduced, as it perta'ns

to their top-growth in some measure, bearing in

mind, of course, the fiowering proclivities of each

individual kind. Passion Flowers, for instance, can

very well be thinned out, whilst in other cases

some slight pruning will be benefic'al. Every

opportunity should be taken to do any necessary

cleansing of insect pests. If this be per.-isled in

now until the spring, it will place the plants on a

better fooling for another year. In some cases

the climbers may be what are termed warm green-

house or temperate house plants. These should

be kept drier at the roots than the rest ; this will

tend to preserve them from injury. When this is

done, even if the night temperature does fall a

little below 4il° for a few times, no harm will

come to them. The glass and woodwork should

all be kept as clean as possible both outside and

in. If the shading duiing the summer was by

means of whitening or any other compound, it

sliould all be thoroughly cleaned off. This can

be done better in damp weather than in dry.

Successions op flower for the conserva-

tory.—The latest of the Chrysanthemums will, if

kept as cool as possible, carry on the supply until

nearly Christmas by ordinary means of culture.

In the meanwhile, however, due attention should

be given to such as Chinese Primroses, Roman
Hyacinths, and the early kinds of Narcissus.

^

Late

Bouvardias, Cyclamens, and Poinsettias will all

prove useful from the middle of December onwards,

so also will the winter- flowering Heaths and Epa-

crises. The Chrysanthemums make such a display,

that if there be not some good show to follow, the

deficiency is all the more discernible. It is not

advisable yet to start forcing Azaleas or other

material for the conservatory ; the first of these

should onlv be used for cutting, otherwise the

plants when in a much cooler atmosphere will re-

ceive a considerable check. Plants of Solanum

capsicastrum would also add to the effect ; these

should now be ripening their berries. Those grown

in pots throughout will in this respect be for-

warder than others planted out in the summer

;

these latter will still have a tendency to grow to 3

much if not stopped. Do not keep these lifted

plants close and damp, otherwise there may be a

fungoid development upon the leaves.

Cold frames and pits.—As far as possible

these should now be arranged for the winter, so

adjusting things as they may require protection

against frost. Campanula pyramidalis will be

s.afe enough here all the winter, but it is better to

plunge the pots in coal ashes up to the rims; this

will prevent the roots from being frozen to such a

degree in very severe weather and also save water-

ing. Watch should be kept against injury from

damping off in the foliage ; this can be done in

mild weather, when the ventilation should be

liberal. Stocks in pots require to be kept quite

dry at the roots now; no water will be needed

before next March ; for better safety these also

may be plunged, giving ventilation freely when

the weather is at all favourable. The early potted

bulbs of such as Roman Hyacinths and Narcissi

where in frames should be kept as much as pos-

sible together, as these will require rather more

protection than the foregoing. Bedding Calceo-

larias will be quite safe in a frame with ordinary

protection, but it is needful to watch for mice.

I have found these work considerable injury

whilst the glass was covered up during frost.

Foiling room in the cold greenhouse, Francoa

racemosa may be kept in frames, but the plants

must not be on the wet side. What is essential
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in the main for frames antl cold pits is close at-

tention to ventilntion and less watering, at the

same time avoiding the overcrowding of the

plants. James Hudson.

Stove and Greenhouse.

GARL.\ND FLOWERS.
(HEDYl'inUM.S.)

Hepychhms, with perhaps the exception of the

species liere figureil, are not so popular as the

beauty and fragrance of their tiowers and free-

dom of growth render them worthy of being :

uiid, therefore, I would here call attention to

some of the most beautiful of the species now in

cultivation. The value of Hedychiuma for

tropical, temperate, and even out of door

aiiuaria and other moist-; situations is well illus-

trated by the niagniticence that some of them
attain when grown in such places. Planted in

pots half submerged in, or in riounds raised

above the surface of the water, the vigorous

the lip being almost 2 inches in width. This spe-

cies, a native of China, &c., was cultivated in this

country before 1711 1.

I

H. rnuvsoLEucuM grows to a height of 5 feet.

' Its freely produced flowers are of the purest white

Willi a bright orange-coloured lilotch on the lip,

and are deliciously fragrant. The long filament

which encloses the" stylo is of the deepest orargc

colour. A native of the East Inflies.

[

H. FLAVU.M is a very strong-growing species

with leavfs from 12 inches to H inches long.

j
The flowers .are large, fragrant, and in colour the

brightest of orange. A native of the Himalayas
' about Sylhct. Z. B.

Maranta arundinacea variegata, perhaps

lictler known a-i I'hrynium variegatum, is a useful

plant for decor,it;on. Like many more of the

irregularly ma'ked variegated plants, it is inclined

to run out. This may be avoided to a certain

extent by frequently dividing the plants and dis-

carding the suckers or shoots produced from the

base which have most green in them. This plant

should be grown in a light peaty compost and
pittod loosi-ly, using plenty of drainage. It is

^'t^''/^

Hedychiam Gardnerianuin.

growth such plants make is astonishing, and,

therefore, this moile of culture cannot be too

strongly recommended. Hedychiums may be
grown well if planted in a bed in a cool conser-

vatory, and in summer some of them may be
planted in pots or pans and stood in tanks or

other moist places out of doors. The following

are the varieties generally found in cultiva-

tion :

—

H. Gardnekianum is a native of the temperate
regions of the Himalayan Mount.ains, especially

about Xepaul. It was grown in this country as
early as the year 1820. It produces a thick sturdy
rhizome from which annually spring the thick her-
baceous leafy stems which grow to a height of

4 feet, and bear spikes of bright yellow flowers.

The structure of these flowers is singular, andbe.irs
some resemblance to that of Orchids. The co-
rolla is divided into six segments, three of which
are narrow and pendent and of a deep green
colour, while the other three are broad, the lower
one being much the broadest, and standing out
like the lip of <an Orchid.

H. coROXAniUM is similar in habit to the above,
but has snow-wbiie, sweet-scented flowers. These
flowers are in arrargement similar to tliose of the
above, but the three larger segments are broader,

also better to canfine the plants to rather small

pots. This plant likes plenty of moisture at the

root and may be syringed occasionally, but if too

much water is used overhead, the white parts of

I
the leaves die off prematurely. It will grow freely

in a moderate stove temperature. Ked spider and
thrips are apt to be troublesome, but if the plants

are grown on freely, they will not have a chance

of doing much harm. Although ordinarily it will

I

lose most of its foliage during the winter, by fre-

quently dividing or t.aking off the young suckers

plants m."iy be had in good condition throughout

the year.—F. H.

Hybrid Streptocarpi.—The exhibit of hybrid

Streptocarpi by Messrs. Veitch at the Drill H.nll on

October i was evidently the outcome of a desire

to prove that these plants may be got into flower

within a few months of siwwg the seed, for a

label was attached giving the d.ate of sowing. I

doubt whether .anybody was much impressed with

the results, for the plants were sm.all <ind ineffec-

tive, and gave but a meagre idea of their value

from a decorative point of view or of their worth

as a class. I feel sure that the majority of growers

i will do well to sow later in the spring, keeping

the plivnts gently moving along during the first

winter, and being content to get their first crop of

flowers in the spring, summer and autumn of the

following year. This w.as the plan I adopted more
from necessity than chtjice, for after raising the

plants in an early vinery I grew them on in a
greenhouse, and though this treatment suited do
plants admirably, I got no flowers last year. This

year, however, the plants h.ave bloomed splendidlr,

starting early in the spring and continuing all

sunuuer, so that I have even now many lloweis

open and the [jlanls in good health. Many of the

scapes have carried from eight to ten, and in one
case twelve flowers. This latter was a white
ground variety, with faint blue rays .and a lemon-
coloured throat. Several plants, this amongst
them, carried their flowers on good long stems,

which made them very useful for cutting. For the

latter purpose they should be gummed, and then

the flowers last well. Out of over six dozen plants I

had only to throw away about 7 per cent., and evtn

these would have passed muster fairly well. All

the others were good, and the white grounds— tie
most useful—predominated. Curiously, I had not

one plant with a tinge of red in it, but all the

other colours shown on the coloured plate issued

with the catalogue of the above firm last year

were reproduced, and many of the flowers were
much superior to those shown, so that I was well

satisfied with the result. The seed was sown on
February 27 ; the seedlings remained in a small

state for a very long time, not being big enough
for pricking off till June. After that, however,

they grew more rapidly, and were allowed to get

fairly big before being potted off early in Septem-

ber. In March some of the plants were put into

5-inch pots and others left in a size smaller, and
in these they have flowered well and been much
admired.

—

Coesubian.

CLERODENDRON BALFOURIANUM.

I PURCHASED a specimen plant of Clerodendron
Balfourianum, which flowered and w.as exhibited

this year. I find it has not made any leading

shoots this year, and I am at a loss how to manage
to get it to bloom next autumn. All the flowering

growths of this season are from 8 inches to 10

inches long. If I ripen the plant off, I suppose it

would show a sm.all quantity of small flowers very

early next summer. If I were to cut it hard into

some of the old leaders after ripening it off, say in

the latter p.art of February next, I daresay I might
get some more growth on the plant suitable for

Large trusses of bloom ; but even then I would
require to finish i's growth and ripen the wood by
the month of June so as to make it throw out
flowers. -J. G. H. C.

*^* Your better way will be to start your plant

into growth in the spring tolerably early, say the

middle of February, and aim at securing a good
wood growth. If any flowers show I would advise

yo'i to pick them off, and so accelerate the develop-

ment of the TOUDg shoots in good time. This
growth should be steadily ripened off by the end
of May by gradually withdrawing the water sup-

ply, in doing this do not, however, put the plant

into a cold house, otherwise the roots would suffer

more than the top by the sudden change. By keep-

ing the plant, when drying off, in a vinery where
the Grapes are ripening, or in a pit, or any place

in which the atmosphere is fairly dry, the wood
should soon become hardened. The leaves may
not p-issibly fall to such an extent as in the autumr,
but that would not altogether matter. When the

planfis re-started into growth, say towards I he end
of June, place it into a racist atmosphere with a
brisk heat. The sudden change, with a frequent use

of the syringe, will soon result in a fresh lireak, No
sh.ading" should at any time be used until the plant is

nearly in flower ; then a light shading is necessary.-

If the plant requires to be repotted this should ho

done in February. The best way is to pot firmi;

,

de[ieniling chiefly uj-on good reat and loam rath> r

than lo.o much of any mauuiial stimulant. When
starting do what prunirg is nccess.ary, aiming at

securing a fair number of strong growths rather

than a larger numVier of weaker ones. This will

be best elTccted by cutting in the spurs pretty

clo=ely. The young shoots as they increase ii»
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length shouW be trained upwards to the glass by
means of strings. This is infinitely better than
tying them down upon the trellis, which will only
result in back breaks over and over again, time
being thus lost. By leading the shoots erect each
one has a far better chance of ripening its wood,
whilst it will also be shorter jointed. If disposed
to make growth when sufficient has been made, the
extreme points of the shoots should be palled out

;

this will help to swell up the back buds. I have
not kept this Clerodendron from spring growth
(when aiming at flowering) later than the end of

June in good condition. It might be kept a
few weeks longer, no doubt, with the best

of con%-enience. One thing is of the utmost
importance from now onwards in the treat-

ment of this Clerodendron ; it is that of keeping
tlie plant in a stove or pit where the temperature
never falls below 55°

; even a few degrees higher
is better, say tiO° for safety. By withholding water
to a considerable extent, but not altogether, there
will not be any fear of early growth commencing.
A low winter temperature means loss of roots and
top as well. Plants that are kept cool will often die

off at the collar, looki ng still green and fresh at the
top. This latter advice is given to avert any
pos-ible disaster. Geowee.

Amasonia punicea.—This beautiful winter-
flowering stove plant is now one of the most attrac-

tive objects in Messrs. Veitch and Sons' Chelsea
nursery. Arranged in a group with an undergrowth
of Maiden-hair Fern, the long racemes of bloom
with the rich crimson bracts are shown off to great
advantage, and it would be difficult to find any-
thing more effective. We are indebted to the
above.named firm. for the re-introdnction of this

beautiful plant, which was fii'st introduced in 1825,

but appears to have been lost. It belongs to the
order Verbenacere, and is closely allied to the
Clerodendrons.—F. H.

Begonia Froebeli.— It is just twenty years
ago since this species was introduced from I?cuador
by the Messrs. Frcebel, nurserymen, of Zurich,
after whom it was named, and five years later a
coloured plate of it was given in The Garden,
viz., on October 20, 1877. It is a very beautiful
Begonia, and of additional service from the fact
that, as a rule, it continues to flower later in the
season than the numerous class of tuberous Be-
gonias DOW so popular. B. Frcebeli does not form
so decided a tuber as the members of this last-

mentioned group, for in some individuals it is

little more than a mass of fibres, while in
others a tuber is formed, but always with a
good many fibrous roots attached to it, which
cause the tuber at a first glance to appear much
larger than it really is. The leaves of this Be-
gonia are densely hairy, while both leaves and
flowers spring direct from the tuber, and are not
borne on a stont fleshy stem, as in the garden va-
rieties. This Begonia does not hybridise with the
other forms, but will seed freely if fertilised with
its own pollen. The progeny varies a good deal in

thecolourof the blossoms, the deepest tinted being
of a bright crimson colour, while many are a good
deal paler, some which are more of a scarlet hue
being: very striking. If seed is sown early in the
year, the plants will flower well during the forth-
coming autumn.—T.

Kochea falcata.—A great many succulent
plants are remarkable for their showy blossoms,
and among them must be included this Rcchea,
which flowers, too, at a time when its blooms are
especially valuable. By the latest authorities it is

included in the genus Crassula, but it is widely re-

.moved from the old Crassula or Kalosanthes coc-
cinea, which is the only member of the genus
usually met with, and besides this the jjlant in
question is so generally known under the name of
Eochea, that such it will remain to most people.
B. falcata is a stout growing plant, that when old
will run up to a height of (J feet or 8 feet, but it is

feen to the best advantage in the shape of neat
little plants in pots G inches in diameter, clothed
to the base with foliage and producing large ter-

minal heads of blossoms. Even out of bloom it is

noticeable, as the leaves are large and fleshy, of a
peculiar greyish tint and curiously twisted. The
bright scarlet-crimson coloured flowers are indi-

vidually small, but borne hundreds together in

closely packed heads, and under favourable condi-

tions will retain their beauty for a considerable
time. This Kochea flowers during the latter

half of the summer and early in the autumn. In

common with many succulents, its cultural require-

ments are not particularly exacting ; a soil com-
posed of yellow loam, sand, and broken brickbats
will suit it well. A very necessary feature in the
cultivation of the Rochea is to give it all the light

and sunshine possible, and for this reason a sunny
shelf in the greenhouse is a good place for it.

The flowers, however, last longer if, after expansion,
they are shaded from the brightest sunshine.

—

H. i'.

New zonal Pelargoniums.—Among those
who are striving to improve the zonal Pelargonium,
Messrs. Reid and Bornemann, Sydenham, may be
mentioned. About two years ago they began by
obtaining all the best kinds in commerce, and Mr.
Keid set about crossing the Continental varieties,

many of which (Souvenir de Mirande, for instance)
have new shades of colour, but lack the fine form,
size and substance of those most esteemed in Eng-
land. A week or two since we saw the first batch
of seedlings in flower, which made a bright and
beautiful di.splay. In crimsons and scarlets there
is little room for improvement, although in these
shades there are here some good things ; but we
noted two deep rose-coloured flowers of great ex-
cellence. In the class of flower which has two
well-defined shades, there are also some capital

soits. The varieties named below are all of good
size, the pips of circular form, trusses large, and
I he plants of first-rate habit of growth, sturdy and
free ; The Emperor, crimson, wliite eye ; Auguste
Eberius, blush-pink ; Miss Madge Clarke, soft sal-

mon ; Ludwig Moeller, very deep rose ; Miss Louisa
Reed, clear rose ; Mrs. H. Shoesmith, rich dark
salmon ; Sydenham White, very fine

; Gertrude
Bornemann, white, with central ring of red

;

Peasant Girl, colour of Apple blossom.

TREE CARNATIONS.
Our plants are in better health and we have lost

fewer this season than usual ; tliis is entirely owing
to the more favourable weather experienced during
the early part of the summer. For several .seasons
past we have had very heavy rains soon after the
plants were stood out in the open and before they
were well established in their flowering pots. The
plants make better growth when fully exposed dur-
ing the summer, yet it is desirable to provide
means to protect I hem from heavy rains. Where
there is only a limited number of plants itisnotso
difficult to make some arrangement. Of course,
all plants for winter flowering are now under glass.
I find that it is desirable to take them in quite
early, say in August, especially those that are in
bud, for if rough weather comes upon us the blooms
get damaged while quite backward in bud, and this
is not seen until the flowers begin to open. After
the plants are first taken indoors the syringe may
be used, otherwise they will miss the dewy nights,
but later on, particularly those coming into bloom,
should not be syringed. Although at no period
should water be used too liberally, yet care must
be taken that the plants do not get dry at the roots,
for this is one cause of the flowers not filling out
well. Winter-flowering Carnations frequently pro-
duce imperfectly developed blooms, and the cause
may be traced to the roots being in bad condition

;

perhaps they have been too dry, and then over-
watered while the roots are crippled, and conse-
quently cannot take up the water, the result being
that the soil becomes soured. It not unfrequently
happens that plants in an unhealthy condition are
found to be too wet, and this is put down as
the cause of the mischief, while the real harm has
been done through drought. These remarks apply
not only to Carnations, but to many other plants
with delicate roots. In the treatment of Carna-

tions, it should be remembered that they cannot
be forced into bloom. Fire-heat may be apjilied

when the weather is bright and plenty of air can
be given, but in dull, damp weather only sufficient

heat should be given to keep a dry atmosphere in

the house. One bright sunny day will do more
towards advancing the blooms than a week of dull

weather with a lot of artificial heat, besides which
the plants are weakened by being kept too hot,

and the succession blooms will be very poor. An-
other important point in the culture of Carnations
is to keep them free from insects. Even if the

plants were quite clean when housed, it is advis-

able to fumigate at regular intervals, for it is

easier to keep plants clean than it is to cleanse

them after they get over-run with green-fly or

other insects. Green-fly is the most annoying
pest, but sometimes red spider will give trouble,

especially when the plants are grown on a dry
stage. Where the plants have been grown in the

open during the summer and been kept well syringed
with clear soot water until the buds are well

advanced, there will not be much chance of spider

doing any great harm. Soot water is also one of

the best remedies for the maggot which has given

Carnation [growers so much trouble during the

past few years. Soot water, which should be made
some time before it is required, so that it may
become quite clear before being used for syringing,

cannot be too strongly recommended as a stimu-

lant for Carnations. F. H.

Hybrid Streptocarpi.—Almost everywhere

in gardens this season a batch of these has been

raised from seed. Out of such enormous quanti-

fies it will be possible presently to make a special

selection of superior varieties. When at Coombe
Wood recently Mr. Woodgate showed me a few
which he had selected, amongst them being one of

the richest hued and finest blues I have seen; also

a good wliite and a very nice pale red. The blue

was decidedly the best. Perhaps in scores of

gardens as good may have come, but if so, growers

should save and seed only from these improved

forms. Mr. Woodgate had pvit his selected plants

away from the common stock, and he hopes to

seed them this autumn. As to the usefulness of

the flowers for vase or ordinary decoration, those

of the Streptocarpus were spoken very highly of.

Streptocarpi are such inveterate bloomers, that

the more the flowers are pulled the better do they

seem to like it.—A. D.

Lonicera sempervirens.—Though hardy in

some districts, this is well worth the protection of

a greenhouse, and as a climber in a light and airy

structure it is very attractive ;
while what is also

greatly in its favour is the continual succession

of liloom that is often kept up from spring till

late in the autumn. It is a very old garden plant,

having been introduced into this country abcut a

couple of centuries ago, but yet it is by no means

common, the reason probably being that it is

rather particular in :ts requirements and not very

hardy, while its merits as a roof or rafter plant

for the cool greenhouse are not surticiently recog-

nised. The flowers of Lonicera sempervirens are

very brightly coloured, being of a glowing scarlet

outside and yellow within, and when borne pro-

fusely, as they generally are, the plant presents a

very attractive appearance.—H. P.

Torenias.—The Torenias form a pretty class of

procumbent-habited free-flowering p'ants of a soft-

wooded character, and during the summer months

they will do well in the greenhouse and flower

profusely, but at this period of the year they

succeed best in a stove temperature. The most

commonly cultivated forius are T. Fournieri and

T. Bailloni, also known under the specific name
of flava, while T. asiatica, a stronger grower than

the others, is also occasionally met with. These

plants may be grown in various ways ; for instance,

T. asiatica is seen to the best advantage when
treated as a basket plant, for the long shoots will

hang down for some considerable distance, and

when studded with its violet-blue blossoms it

forms a very pretty object. This may be readily
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propagated by means of cuttings, but the most
satisfactory way of increasing the two others,
T. Foiirnievi and T. liailloni, is by seeds, wliicli

ripen readily enough, and soon germinate .'ifter

being sown. If seed is sown early in the spring
the plants will llowor l)crore niidsunimer, while
two or throe sowings will give a snccessinn of

blossoms throughout a lengthened period. In the
case of seed sown about the end of June, the
plants will lie now nicely in flower, and very
bright and cheerful they look. Little plants in

pots 1 inches in diameter are very useful for an
eiiging to the stage or in some similar position,

their pretty flowers, which well repay close in-

spection, being thus brought near the eye. It must
be bourne in mind that T. Fournieriand 'I'. Bailloni
are both more coVnpact in habit than T. asiatica.
They are in no way

i
articular as to soil, for they

succeed well in any fairly open compost, and as
the pots got full of roots, a little additional
stimulant will be of service.—H. P.

SOFT-WOODED WINTER-FLOWERING
PLANTS.

I DO not suppose there are more useful houses from
the present time until, say, early in February than
those structures devoted to soft-wooded winter-
flowering jilants. Such houses must be light and
air>', with staging that will allow the plants to be
well up to the glass and suflncient piping to keep
them up to between 5(.)° and R'i°, the aim being to
preserve this temperature with a dry atmosphere.
The favourite type of house for the purpose is a
span with a pathway down the centre, and staging
some 3 feet (1 inches in width on either side, the
height from the pathway to the top of the span
being about 7 feet. Provision should be made for
ventilation both at the apex and sides, and given
these essentials a very good display of bloom on
be maintained through the dull months, and the
houses serve as grand feeders for the side staging
of show house or conservatory. The majority of
the' plants for such houses are" struck early in the
season, grown on through the summer in cold pits,
and transferred to the houses early in September.
It is not advisable to overpot, most of them doing
well in "j-inch pots. They want looking after well
in the matter of water through the hottest of the
weather and after the beginning of September, by
which time the pots will be full of roots and plenty
of flower allowed to come freely ; a small pinch of
artificial manure once a fortnight will prove bene-
ficial. This is particularly applicable to all hungry
feeders, as Salvias, Sparmannias, and others that
may be in rather small pots. For nearly all it is

best to err a little on the hard side in potting, short
stocky growth being very desirable. A collection
of Salvias will prove useful if space permits, but if
houses are small and only one variety is grown,
there is nothing much better than splendens
Bruanti. This plant is very subject to red spider,
and will generally require syringing with some
weak insecticide two or three times during the
summer. Of winter-flowering Begonias, too, the
cultivator must select varieties most atlapte'd to
his requirements. Fuchsioides, Carrieri and metal-
lica are three good sorts. The last named has a
shade of colour not often met with, and nice
trusses associated with some feathery f.iliage work
up beauMfully in tall vases. Writing of a particu-
lar shade of colour reminds me to say a good
word for Lasiandra macrantha. Plants in Siuch
pots are now showing several of their beautiful
flowers, the deep blue being something different
from anything else we have at this season.
Eupatorium agcratoides is a useful winter flower-
ing plant, the individual flowers certainly not
much to look at, but it is a hardy, very free plant,
handy for what is known as rough cutting. Other
plants adapted for houses under consideration to
be used in large or small quantities as space
permits are Cypripcdium insigne, Bouvardias,
Epiphyllums, Sparmannia afi-icana. Cyclamens, Li-
bonias, and others. A nice batch of Marguerite
Carnation will also give rn abundance of flowers
and associate well with other things. Of the winter

flowering zonal I'elargoniums, both single and
double, it is ditlicult to make a small selection out
of the many really good things. To combine free

flowering properties with the greatest and nro.st

enduring service in a cut state, one nrust, however',

stick to the doubles, and in selecting three in

ditfer-ent shades of colour one would not be far

wrong in deciding on Raspail, Turtle's Surprise,

and Swanley Double White. If there are pillars

or iron uprights of any description running through
the house, they can be clothed with such foliage

as Asparagus plumosus and the trailing Smilax,
while an occasional plant of Tropa^olurn liall of

Fire will always give abundance of flower. If a

little foliage is required through the house to nii.x

with the flowering plants, it can be supplied by a
few greenhouse Palms, by a plant ortwoof Grevillea,

or the best of the Acicias. E. Buiirell.

Claremonf.

Dichorisandra thyrsiflora.— Of .stove plants
that flower at this season there is nothing likely

to be confounded with this Dichorisandra, as it is

not only very distinct, but also one of the most
beautiful plants now in bloom. In some members
of the genus the foliage is very handsomely
marked, but in this the leaves are of a uniform
deep green tint. The Dichorisandra in question
forms a mass of tliick fleshy roots, from whence
stout stems are pushed up that reach a height of a
yard or thereabouts. Each stem is terminated by
a dense - flowered thyrse of rich violet-purple

coloured blossoms. The plant is an object of

beauty for a considerable time, as a succession of

blossoms even on the same cluster is maintained
for a lengthened period, and a few well-grown
plants will serve to enliven our stoves throughout
the entire autumn months. This Dichorisandra is of

very easy culture, requiring moderately rich soil of

a loamy nature—say two parts of loam to one of

leaf mould, or leaf mould and manure, with a
liberal dash of coar-se'sand. Propagation is effected

by cuttings of the weaker shoots, or in spring,

when repotting, a plant can often be found that
admits of ready division into several pieces. It is

a native of Brazil, and was introduced into this

country about seventy years ago.—H. P.

Kyllingia monocephala.—At the present

day, when plants of a Grass-like character are
so popular for various purposes, this may be con-

sidered worthy of attention, for it is at least quite
distinct from anything else so employed. It is

a native of India, and consequently requires the
temperature of a stove, or at all events of an in-

termediate house in this country. The Kyllingia,

which is nearly allied to the Sedges, for-ms a tuft

of bright green. Grass-like leaves a few inches
high, which is just overtopped by the inflorescence.

The flower-stenrs rise to a height of 8 inches to 10
inches, and are terminated by three leaves of un-
equal length, the heads of blossoms being situated
just at the spot whence these three leaves radiate.

The blossoms are closely packed together and re-

semble little white balls about the size of large

Peas, and when in quantity they cause the plant

to have a very distinct appearance. In conjunc-
tion with other plants of a like character, it may
be employed as an edging to stages or for similar

purposes. Pots 4 inches or 5 inches in diameter
are sufticiently large for effective little specimens,
while of allied plants that maybe noted as suit-

able for associating with it may be especially men-
tioned the popular Isolepis gracilis, which, though
widely known under the above name, is by our
botanical authorities regarded as a Scirpus under
the specific title of rivularis. Another is that pretty

little variegated-Ieavrd Carex for which Messrs.
Veitch were awarder! a certificate by the Royal
Horticultural Society two or three years since.

Bouvardias.—The American variety President
Cleveland, which attracted such a lar'ge share of

attention four or five years ago, becomes more
popular every season, and it is certainly by far the
best bright-coloured Bouvardia we have, and in all

probability it will continue a general favourite for

many years. The salmon-pink sport from it— Mrs.

Robert Green, which together with President
Cleveland was illustrated by a coloured plate in

TitK G.\nuiiN, March :iO, l.S8'.i—is also one of the
best in its class. These two Bouvardias are charac-
terised by such freedom of growth and flower as

to be in this respect surpassed by none of the
others. Among whites, Vreelandi is largely grown,
and it is a very useful variety of good constitution,

birt where fully exposed the flowers acquire ii

pinkish tinge. The blooms arc of good substance
and stand well in a cut state. Of pure while
flowers esirccial mention nrust be made of Hum-
boldti corymbifioia, avigorous growing phrnt more
upright in habit than the others. The leaves of

this, too, are quite smooth and bright green, while
the long-tubed Jasmine-like blossoms are deliciously

fragrant. Of double-flowered varieties the only
one grown to any extent is the white Alfred
Neuner, for of the others the pink colour in Pre-

sident Garfield is not suflii-icnfly decided to make
it popular', while the brighter-tinted kinds are not
free-blooraing'. Bouvardias are by some cultiva-

tors planted out during the summer, and by others

confined altogel her in pots, each mode of treatment
having its supporters. These plants are far more
diflicult to maintain in a flourishing condition in

the imnrediate neighbourhood of London tharr was
the case a few years ago, as the fogs experienced
during the winter greatly injure them, the foliage

shrivelling up as if it had been exposed to a fire.

The smoother-leaved forms, such as Humboldti
corymbi flora, are not so easily injured in this way
as those with rough hairy foliage.— H. P.

GRIFFINIA HYACIXTHINA.
This autumn-flowering bulbousplant,of which three

examples were shown in bloom at a recent meet-
ing of the R H.S. by Messrs. B. S.Williams and Sop,
deserves more than a passing notice. It is a really

beautiful plant belonging to the order Amarylli-
dea^, having much the appear.ince of a Pancratium
in its habit of growth and foliage, but the foot-

stalks of the leaves are of a purplish shade, as in

Vallota purpurea, in.stead of being green as in the
case of most of the Pancratiums. Its flowers are

borne upon large trusse-, five and six and even
more upon strong bulbs being in perfection at one
time with several more to open. The upper seg-

ments of the flowers, which are blue, are more dis-

tinctive than the others, whiclr are white with a
slight trace of colour. In the best form of this

plant, which is designated maxima, the flowers

are much larger ; some I now have are fully 5
inches across. For this season of the year this

Griffinia is a valuable plant in the stove. I have
not yet tried it with the Pancratiums, but I think
it will succeed well with them, having so much in

common with them as to its character of growth.

It may probably not be quite so much of an Ever-

green, although ours have the leaves still fresh in

some instances, with spikes also in full bloom.

In any case, however', where the leaves did
die ofi I would not keep the bulbs abso-

lutely dry. I consider it to be a mi-take, as in

such instances the flow er - spike will quickly

succeed the last of the leaves. I very well re-

member a large plant of this Griffinia being sold

at the sale of plants when Mr. Baines relinquished

exhibiting, now some nineteen or twenty years back.

I do not, however, recollect that he ever showed
it. Since that time it does not apjjear to have
made rrruch headway, although within the last

few years there has been one, if not more importa-

tions. I do not see why it should not be used for

purposes of cross-fertilisation with either the Pan-
cratium, the Hymenocallis, the Eucbaiis, or the

Urceolina. At any rate there cannot be any harm
in making the attemjit. Upon reference to one
well-known plant catalogue I find that G. hyacin-

thina and G. Blumenavia are the only two species

therein quoted, but there are at least two or three

others known to be in cultivation. I think the

species now under notice is well worthy of the
attention of lovers of bulbous plants, more
especially from its flowering at this season of the

year, soon to be followed by I'rceolina pendula.
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G. hyacinlhina was the subject of a coloured
plate in The Gakden of October 2(!, 1880. In a
cut slate it is a beautiful companion to either the
Eucharis or Pancratium, each individual bloom
being just as easily detached from the spike. Be-
sides the suggestion as to hybridisation afore-
mentionEd, the autumn-flowering Amaryllis might
he also included, Mrs. W. Loe for instance, which
is now in b.'rom. I ; m now trying to hybridise
it with both the EucharJs < nd Panciatium, being
hopei^ul of the results. H. G.

NOTES ON THE PAST SEASON.
TilEpast summer for wet has certainly " beaten the
record," for even in this humid spot wet days and
nights have been in the proportion of about six to
one to dry ones, and although lolerab y moist sea-
sons suit our hot dry soil, .'till tliC absence of
summer heat—of whicli we had but little, being
cold throughout—has proved prejudicial to many
thing.s. In the first place, winler prolonged to the
middle of Jut e destroyed our hopes of a plentiful
fruit crop, for never had we a fairer promise. As
a consequence, Apples, Pears, Cherries and Plums
have been scant. Kaspberries were crippled by the
severity of the jirevious winter. Gooseberries but
half a crop

;
but Currants, Red, White and Black,

abundant. Early blooming Strawberries were
blackened in the setting, but, fortunately, the later
ones escaped, and afforded us a fair supply.
Such is the dreary record of onroutdoor fruits, and

this everlasting rain bodes ill for the next season,
as it is not conducive to the proper ripening of
the wood or plumping up of buds and crowns.
Happily, indoors it has been better. Grapes
finished up well considering the heavy cropping,
no scalding or sl)anking and free of insect pests.
Peaches and Nectarines have carried full crops of
fine fruit, excellent in quality. Melons also have
done well, free of canker and rust, and, taken as a
whole, well flavoured. No fault could be found
with Cucumbers and Tomatoes, the latter freer
from disease than usual. No Figs are grown in-
doors, and those on walls in the open are a failure.
Passiflora edulis, of which we grow large quantities,
as the demand for this luscious fruit is immense,
has again carried splendid crops of well-ripened
fruit. It has proved of great service for the dessert
through this season of scarcity of other fruits.
We commenced gathering in June, and an unin-
terrupted daily supply has been continued up to
the present time, and will yet be prolonged for
some time. I believe this fruit certainly deserves
far more extended cultivation.

Of vegetables generally I can write a more
favourable account. Still, there are important ex-
ceptions, for of Vegetable Marrows we had little
but leaves. Runner Beans have not been as luxu-
riant as usual, tie pods being smaller and more
crinkled than I like to see them. Fordwarf Beans
we utilise sunken pits used for Violets in winter.
These being cccasionally protected with glazed
lights have done well, while those in the open were
the reverse. Broad Beans, on the other hand,
have cropped splendidly. Pea=. although they did
not fill last, gave us a large and unbroken supply
throughout the season, which, in fact, is still con-
tinued. Cauliflowers and all the Brassica tribe
have revelled in the excessive moisture. Carrots
we cannot grow owing to the ravages of grub and
wireworm. Turnips have been of excellent quality
throughout. Beet is also good, the only fault being
that some varieties have grown rather too large.
Parsnips are poor. Salsafy, Scorzonera, &c., are
very good Spring-sown Onions badly grub-eaten,
but Tnpolis clean and of large size. Globe Arti-
chokes, though terribly cut by the easterly winds
of winter and spring, have turned out far better
than expected. Celery fair in size, but too hollow
in the stalk to please me, and the quality hitherto
IS not first-class. Potatoes are a grand crop,
Sharpe's Victor, Myatt's Prolific, an 1 oth^r earlie.s,'
notably so as to evenness and general high quality',
with no trace of disease, but late varieties are
heavily smitten, a large pjrcsntage bein? useless.
All salading has been good. Lettuce New York

is a grand acquisition for summer use— fine hearts
of superb quality. I would impress on those who
have not hitherto given it a trial to do so the
coming season.

Herbaceous and flowering plants generally have
made luxuriant growth and flowered freely ; still,

our borders throughout the summer presented a
bedraggled appearance, excepting on the rare oc-
casions of a bright sunshiny day. Tuberous Bego-
nias, which usually do so well here, are this year
a failure; they made puny growth, and, as a
natural consequence, the blooms were poor.
Hitherto I believed ample moisture essential to
their well-f^oing, but evidently such must be ac-
companied with summer heat to produce satisfac-
tory results. Of shrubs we have to deplore the
loss of some choice plants, for the two previous
winters and the intervening sunless summerproved
too much for their delicate constitutions. The
last pair of Eucalyptus globulus—over GO feet high—have succumbed. So have our finest specimen of
Benthamia fragifera, and several Arbutuses, Cordy-
line australis, and various other plants which we
were led to consider hardy have again been cut
down to the ground, while two or three varieties of
Palms, Bamboos, Aralia Sieboldi, &c., are still in
rude health and vigour. The lalter. together with
the autumn- flowering Laburnum, Dimorphanthus
mandschuricus, Leycesteria formosa, Laurustinus,
Ceanothus azureus, Hydrangeas in variety, Jasmi-
num nudiflorum, &c., endeavour to brighten our
shrubberies, and make the dreary month of October
gay with their profuse bloom. Our walls, except-
ing for Roses, Clematises, and the indispensable
Tropajolum speciosum, have been dull and almost
elevoid of flowers; Wistarias cut off in the bud,
and not a single bloom of Magnolia grandiflora
this season—a dismal contrast to the masses of
puiity and fragrance annually seen on them.
Roses on the whole have done tolerably well, though
some of the unopened blooms of Teas rotted on
the plants. The growths generally are strong
and clean. Rhododendrons, Azaleas and all
American plants did their part nobly in the early
summer, and promise fair for another. The same
applies to most other flowering shrubs, deciduous
and evergreen, but a month of dry weather even
now would be of vast advantage to all, and would
probably prove to be the salvation of some of the
tenderest amongst them. The Larch in the dis-
trict had a sickly, half-dead appearance through
the greater pait of the summer, owing, no doubt,
to the June frosts crippling the tender growths. I
fear it will take a considerable time for many of
the trees to recover.
Such is the retrospect of Ihe past season here-

dismal enough, but happily not general throughout
the I'nited Kingdom. j. r,

T/ie Gardens, Tan-y-birMi, IV. WaliS.

NOTES FROM KEW.
On a recent visit (September 28) to the Royal
Gardens, Kew, the plants outdoors were showing
decided signs of approaching winter. The mixed
borders and beds of Dahlias were, however, still
making a brave show, but the glory of both the
flower garden and the herbaceous ground had de-
parted. Almost the only plants in the latter inte-
resting portion of the gardens nt all attractive
were those m two round beds filled with Aster
Amellus of dwarf habit, with a profusion of
blooms of a very pleasing shade. One could
not help thinking of what wonderful things will
yet be done with Asters of this habit and of
various shades of colouring in the way of autumnal
flower gardening. A plant of taller growth, about
2^ feet, growing on a border under a wall is an-
other beautiful object at the present time. I found
on the label, "Aster var. J. Wood." The flowers
are produced in rare profusion, of a pure white
colour, and about the size of a shilling. The diffe-
rent species of Colchicum or autumn Crocus were
making a fine show, some on Grass and some in
beds and borders

; but, being entirely destitute of
leaves, the flowers decidedly show to greater
advantage nestling amongst the Grass than on

beds and borders of bare earth. The Belladonna
Lily (Amaryllis Belladonna var. blanda) was
also making a brave show on a narrow border
outside one of the greenhouses, but being, like

the Colchicum, destitute of leaves, it would doubt-
less figure better if mixed with plants with foliage

or on certain positions on Grass. Lilium auratum
was still making a fine display in various parts of

the grounds. I noticed two splendid spikes of

twenty-three flowers each, and all fully expanded.
A round bed of Pampas Grass, not far from the
Palm house, was also a beautiful object, with an
abundance of flower-spikes, large, clean, and white,

with the exception of one plant, which bore spikes

of a charming shade of pink. A bed of dark-

leaved Beet on tlie parterre in front of the Palm
house is a truly wonderful patch of colouring,

leaves almost black with quite a metallic lustre,

but perhaps too pronounced in its present position

among the flower beds.

In the intermediate house, amid the wealth of

fronds from Tree and dwarf Ferns of various and
beautiful forms, I noticeel two fine plants of the

beautiful Tree Fern, Alsophila crinita, with its

pale green leaves and curious hirsute appendages.
These plants reminded me of a very curious

instance of the position of some Ferns. I can re-

member one small nullah or ravine not far from
Ootacamund, on the Neilgherry Hills, where about
half a dozen plants, little and big, were to be found
growing, and not a single plant more of the stm;
species within a radius of twenty miles. It would
be interesting to know how these plants came to be
placed there originally. J. LOWBIE.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 882.

DISAS.

(with a coloured plate of disa veitchi.*)

This genus of terre.strial Orcliids is peculiar

to Africa and the African Islands. A large

number of species is known, but very few have
yet been introduced in a living state, although

we hope to see some others come from such a

collection as Mr. Smee has in his garden at

Wallington. The finest species of the genus
which the younger Linnfeus named D. grandi-

flora first flowered in this country in 1825,

and it is called at the Cape the Pride of

Table Mountain, where it grows in great

abundance. Many attempts have been made
to grow this plant. The most successful instance

that has come under my observation in this

country has been in the Duke of Devonshire's

garden at Chatsworth, where perhaps, too, the

greatest number of flowers upon a raceme
have been produced by a cultivated plant,

viz., twelve flowers, each measuring upwards
of 3i inches across. These flowers last so

well, that all are in perfection at the same
time, the colour being of a rich vermilion-

scarlet. The finest display of this plant wliich

I have ever seen was a year or two ago when
I visited the garelen of the Comte de Uerminy
at Gouville, in Normandy. Here were upwards

of 400 expanded blooms, besides many o h >rs

in bud, all upon clean, healthy, well-deve'opid

specimens. I have been informed that since

that time the display has been considerably

increased ; there were various shades of colour

from scarlet to vermilion- scarlet, and crimson

and orange-scarlet. Such varieties, liowever,

might be well expected, as all seedlings have

a slight variation in colour from the parent.

Mr. Vincent, the gardener at Gouville, said

Lisas were easily managed, and the way he

treated them was as fe)llows ; The plants after

* Drawn for The Garden at Jlessrs. Veitch's by
Gertrude Hamilton, June 14, 1892. Lithographed aad
printed by Guillaume Severeyna.
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flowering are romovod to a cool pit or house
ami kejit drier than usual, but not dust-dry'

Tliey are wintered in this jiit or house with

Geraniums and other greenhouse plants. They
are potted soon after the new year, jieat, leaf

mould and a little loam y)eing used, to which
is added a little chopped Sphagnum Moss and
some sharp silver sand. Here they are set

growing, and later in the .season they are

taken out of this house and |)lunged into .some

leaf-mould in another pit, where they remain
until they llower. The leaf-mould being kept
damp not only keeps the roots and tubers in

a nice healthy condition, but it also drives

away the red spider and black thrips which I

have seen work much havoc amongst Disas.

This plant has been known to us since 1704,

but it was not till 18l'5 that the plant first

flowered.

Some smaller-flowered species have appeared
in our collections. These, although not so

large and showy, are still very beautiful. There
is the tine azure-blue

D. ORAMINIFOLIA, wliich flowered wiih Mr.
Cowley when he liad charge of the collection of

Orchids belongirg to Mr. ¥. G. Tautz before he re-

moved from Shepherd's Bush. T!iis plant flowers
afler the leaves have fallen away, so that the long
raceme of bloom is left without any background,
a fault which may be easily remedied by pricking
in some seedling Ferns to take tlieir place. The
leaves even if tliey were persistent would be in-

sufficient to form a contrast, they being so small
and thread-like. It was discovered by Masson at
the Cape in the early part of the century.

D. RACEMOSA. — This beautiful little plant,
which was known for many years, has been
brought home from tlie Cdpe in a living state
within the last decade by Mr. Watson, of tlie Royal
Gardens, Kew. I have seen it flowering in many
collections. It is a small-growing variety, throwing
up racemes of flowers a foot or 18 inches high,
bearing from three to seven blcoais of a rosy
purple hue.

D. INCAEXATA.—This very pretty species was
shown before the Orcliid committee of the Royal
Horticultural Society in March last, when it re-
ceived a botanical certificate, by Messrs. Lewis, of
Southgate, they bavin? imported it from Madagas-
car. It is a distinct and showy plant with orange
and yellow flowers.

D. Veitchi, when shown before the Orchid com-
rniltee of the Royal Horticultural Society on June 9,

ISSM, by the Me.-srs. Veitch, received a first-class
certificate. It is the result of a cross between
D. racemosa and D. grandiQora. The plant was
shown in flower just twenty-one months from the
time of sowing the seed. It is a very desirable
and showy hybrid with large rosy pink flowers,
which our figure well represents.

W. Hugh Gower.

not allowed to he planted in streets of less width
than I,") feet, and Streatham is restricted in this

regard to not less tlian 40 feel street width.

Trees in London.—From an inquiry recently
made in seventeen London districts it has been
found that three only are now absolutely treeless
while in the otiier fourteen the number of trees in
the pulic highways in 14,7lll>. Of these 5158 have
liien planted l_>y the boards and vestries, and 5323
returned as planted by builders and others. Hamp-
stead returns 2712, included in the first total, and
adds, "Very small number planted at cost of
vestry, and cannot st.ate number planted by
builders or properly holders." Besides the expense
of purchasing and planting, the average cost of
maintenance is about Is. S'd. each tree per annum.
In some instances, in the case of new streets, the
trees have to be protected in the first instance
with guards at the cost of the owners. In one
district they are properly guarded and staked, and
the cost included in the apportionments. In eicht
districts wooden guards are used, and in one ex-
pansion metal guards. In Hammersmith trees are

Orchard AND Fruit Garden.

AIDS TO COLOURING FRUIT.

The article by Mr. W. Iggulden on " Aids to Col-

ouring Fruit " is a further addition to those

which appcai-ed in The Gakiien during the

early month.s of the present year. The view

founded ou close observation I then took as to

the primary cause of colour in Apples was that

it was principally due to soil influence, coupled,

of course, with the advantages derived from the

direct action of the sun and other cultural de-

tails. This same view I still hold. Wind coupled

with sunshine may have its share in the changes

which take place, but without soil influence

colouring cannot take place. Of sunshine we

get our normal share, and wind in abundance—
in fact, more than our share of this latter ele-

ment than in the majority of gardens ; but yet

it does not aft'ect the colouring of the fruit to

such an extent as one would be led to expect

if Mr. W. Iggulden's theory was the correct

one. In low-lying positions, but favoured with

a better soil, I have seen the fruit more highly

coloured. The ])Osition of another garden I

could mention where colour is abnormally good
is also particularly low-lying, and according to

my opinion soil in this place is the primary cause

of colour. It is of that fat and greasy nature,

very similar indeed to what is seen in Hereford-

shire, where colour in Apples is invariably very

good. The influence also of the debris of the

neighbouring limestone hills must also have

had its share in the work of colouring. The
vigorous Elm trees— being in this re.spect

veritable moiiarchs— also show this, for, as

Mr. Bunyard has truly said, where these giants

thrive there also will Apples grow to perfection.

With such evidence as this, Mr. Iggulden's

theory of wind and sunshine being the normal

cause of colour will not, I think, stand good.

Any evidence which may be brought forward

that will assist us in getting the true solution

will be only too welcome.

But Pears are the fruits now under notice, and

to which I will now refer. The first question

is, does abnormally high colour denote superior

quality! Emphatically, no. This does not add

one iota, however much it does in appearance.

If a high colour could be brought to the cheeks

of our best quality Pears, no one would hail

it with pleasure more than myself. Another

question is, do these highly-coloured Pears real-

ise better returns than the better quality ones ?

I should .say, no. Mr. Iggulden alludes par-

ticularly to Doyenne Boussoch, as grown by

Mr. W. Bannister at Cote House, Westbury-on-

Trym. It used to colour very similarly at

Holme Lacy. As regards it holding its own
against all comers in the market, I am not so

certain. It is a very handsome Pear, very free

fruiting, and if caught to the day, a fine (piality

Pear. But in this latter respect, how tlisap-

pointing I The late Earl of Chesterfield used

to say that one wanted to sit up all night, and

directly it was ripe, eat it, as it would surely

be "ofl'" by the morning. The stock it is grafted

on is worthy of notice, however. Knight's

Monarch is a Pear the leaves of which fall

rather (juickly, and this being worked on the

Crab, and the Doyenn6 Boussoch and Pitmas-

ton Duchess on the Monarch, may bring about
the hitdi colour. The foli.age of Pitmaston
Duchess with me is now (October 20) com-
paratively green, and that of Doyenne IJous-

,
soch a bronzy red. I have also noticed that

I comparatively stunted trees give high colour in

some instances. Sometimes a branch will receive

sonro injury, when the foliage and fruit above it

will be of a much higher cohmr and earlier in

coming to maturity. These instances must be
put down to accident. Y. A. H.

Protecting the stems of 'Vines.—Many
people whose \'inps are growin;^ in outside borders

and taken into the vinery under the sill or wall

plate have cause to remember the fact of finding

some of the sai 1 Vines flngfjiiig the first sunny day
following a sharp frost through the exposed stems
having been frozen at the point where they are

taken into the house. The stems of all such Vinej
should, therefore, be bound round with small hay-

bands, stufting the ends well into the space cut out

of the wall or sill, and surrounding the stems of

the Vine, thereby making secure from injury by
fro.'t.—H. W.

The Apple crop.—A more careful inspection

of pyramids, bushes, and standai'ds, es[)ccially the

last, gave promise of a better return than I at first

bargained for ; there is hardly an average crop,

but still enough to carry us through the season
both of dessert and kitchen fruit. Early dessert

varieties are quite a failure, not a dozen fruit hav-
ing been gathered from either Quarrenden, Mr.
Gladstone, or Irish Peach. In one sense this is no
great loss ; early dessert Apples are not in great
request, nor do I think it advisable to multiply

varieties having a season of say August and Sep-

tember. Few people care much for Apples, save to

make occasionally an additional dish, when there

is plenty of stone fruit and a fair supply of Grapes
and Melons. Indeed, it is a question if planters

do not, as a rule, multiply varieties for all seasons

to their disadvantage. A dozen or at most a score

of thoroughly reliable sorts are nearly all that

would be needed for home consumption in the
majority of places. King of Pippins comes early

enough for most requirements. If earlier fruit is

demanded, Irish Peach, Lady Sudeley, and Quar-
renden can be planted. Our best to follow King
of the Pippins in the order of ripening are Cox's

Orange, Adam's Pearraain (a hardy and prolific

variety of excellent flavour), Claygate Pearmain
(better than usual this year), Egremont Russet (an

excellent late Apple, a regular and heavy cropper),

and Cockle Pippin. I saw the other day a very

fine sample of Gravenstein which was used for

dessert, and if there is a continuous demand for

this kind of fruit.probably the variety above-named
would always prove useful through the greater

part of September. Kitchen Apples are so nu-
merous, that it is almost impossible to make a se-

lection. A superabundance of varieties with a season

from the present time to say the early part of No-
vember renders the picking out of any two or three

as absolutely superior to others a difficult matter.

Personally, I should be content to rely on Manks
Codlin, Stirling Castle, Frogmore Prolific, Blenheim,
Hambledon Deux Ans, with E.ister Pippin as the

latest.— E. BuRRELL, Clarcmont.

The 'Wise Apple.— Court Pendu I'lat has this

season certainly merited the proud distinction of

being termed the " Wise Apple." This variety is

supposed to flower after all danger from severe

frosts is past ; but, as it sometimes happens, the

latest to flower have suffered from frost when those

openin? earlier have escajied. This year Court
Pendu Plat pave no signs of being alive when most
other varieties were in full flower, and conse-

quently it did escape the frosts that proved so fatal

in mnny cases. As a consequence the trees are

heavily laden with fruit, and being rather more
highly coloured than usual a very beautiful s'ghr.

is presented. This variety I consider a very model
of what a good dessert Apple should be as far as

appearance goes, the fruit being of medium, size.
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Eomewhat flattened, perfectly round and smooth,
and usually very prettily coloured. It keeps well,
heitig in season from December to May, but unfor-
tunately the quality is not first-rate. The fruit, if

gathered when the bulk of other sorts is, becomes
very tough and dry, and the least that can be done
is lo leave it on the trees as long as possible con-
sistent with safely— severe frrsts being liable lo

damnge it. The tree is of stiff, erect growth, and
rilmirably adajjted for garden culture grown bush
fashion.— W. I.

THE EARL'S COURT APPLE SHOW.
It was unfortunate that it seemed to be no one's
busir.es to publish how or on what form of trees
or soils the splendid fruits shown so largely at
this show were produced. We may take it for
granted that it was the finest display of Apples
ever seen in this country, the great show of the
Guildhall not being, of course, excelled in numbers,
but certainly in the size, colour, and finish of the
fruits. It is very doubtful whether we shall ever
see Apples in finer form. To the general public an
Apple is an Apple and nothing more. That is

hatdly the case, however, with fruit growers, who,
being desirous of learning all thnt can be taught
respecting Apple culture, naturally wish to learn
how samples that are so grand are produced. Veiy
much of instruction in this direction would be
furnished could we have, beyond c'asses for house-
grown samples, also classes for wall, espalier, or
cordon trees ; also for bu-h trees on the Paradise
stock, and, finally, for orchard trees on the Crab
stock. Could it be made certain the fruits pro-
duced on these diverse trees were shown only in

the classes to which they belonged, we should
make a good start in furnishing the information
which is so much needed. As it is, no one other
than the exhibitor can tell or know anj thing about
it. Of course, we all know pretty well how the
fruits shown by the trade are grown ; on what
sorts of trees they are produced. These collections,
though valuable as showing varieties in good form
and exceedingly useful for naming or comparison,
all the same have none of the interest attached to
them which attends upon fruit produced on trees
permanently planted, and which, whatever may be
their form of training, yet have been so planted
from five to perhaps twenty years. With only one
prominent exhibitor's fruit trees was I familiar
those of Mr. Turton, of Maiden Erleigh, who
certainly sh.owed splendid fruit, and these are
nearly all of bush form on the Paradise stock,
and have been growing on the strong clay
soil there for periods ranging from five to fifteen
years at least. Some few of the fruits came from
standard trees of ten or twelve years' grov7th, but
not very many. One result of the information
afforded, could it be obtained, would be to show
first what forms of training seemed to give the
finest fruits, al-o what kinds of soil, although it

would not be a rcatter for surpiise to findlhat
almost any description of soil where the atmo-
spheric surroundings are good gave fine, clean and
well-coloured fruits. Growers like Messrs. Wood-
ward, Mackenzie, Killick, Chambers and Goldsmith,
however, could, if they would, tell us all about
their trers and soils in these pages, and thus
let some light in upon their remarkable suc-
cess at the show. It is also worthy of note
that out of the nine collections which took
prizes in the three Apple classes for fifty,

twenty-four and twelve dishes, six lots were
from Kent, one from Horsham, Sussex, and two
from Reading—all from south of the Thames,
whilst Kent got by far the lion's share. Hence,
perhaps, it will be said that situation has all to do
with it, but Mr. Turton's soil and situation at
Reading are far from being good, and his trees are,
as before said, nearly all free-grown bushes on
the Paradise stock. We should like to know as
much about the trees, soil and situation of the
other successful competitors. One thin? resulting
from the show is certain : we have made the stan-
dard of Apples higher, if possible, than it was be-
fore, and if it should lead to the keeping at home
of inferior samples in the future, so much the

better. Shows of this kind fail very much
if they do not educate gardeners r.s well as
the general public in what constitutes exhibition
quality in Apples. Perhaps the most noticeable
feature of the show was the worship of size in
preference to actual quality, which seemed to
be very manifest. That is due to the exhibitors
to some extent and to the judoing also. In
the collections, the proportion of large or kitchen
varieties to the dessert sorts was mo-t marked

;

in fact there were relatively from three to four
dishes of the big fruits to one of dessert kinds.
This fact shows how essential it is that not only
in classes should the numbers of kitchen and des-
sert varieties to be shown be definitely stated, but
also that in all proper Apple competitions dessert
varieties should have classes to themselves, inde-
pendent of the kitchen sorts, so far as is pos-
sible. One great danger from favouring size

in preference to high flavour and table quality
is that growers, especially new ones, are likely
to plant only the large soft-fleshed and early
cropping varieties, while the superior flavoured and
long-keeping soits are in danger of being ignored.
In one of the collections of twenty-four varieties,

the dessert sort-!, such as American Mother, Cox's
Orange Pippin, Ribston Pippin, Rosemary Russet,
Blenheim Pippin, King of the Pippins, and some
others, were leally perfect in every respect, and a
half-dozen dishes could have been selected from
them that in any class for dessert varieties would
have been liaid to beat. Still, these were in but com-
paratively small proportion, because the exhibitor
knows that, unless he sets up large fruits, his col-

lection will, let the sorts be ever so meritorious
otherwise, look dwarfed and not receive the atten-
tion it deserves. In all large classes it should be
required that at least one-third of the sorts should
be lioiui lidn' dessert, and in smaller classes dessert
varieties shouid be placed on entirely the fame
footing as are the large, soft-fleshed kitchen sorts.

A. D.

JUDGING GRAPES.

I FBAE the proposal largely to increase Grape
classes at shows will neither be practicable nor
help to get rid of the anomalous judging of Grapes
sometimes seen. In most cases it is not possible
to afford more than two or perhaps four Grape
cl.asses, and it is in these that the judging com-
plained of generally crops up. Is it not possible
to establish some sort of standard of judging in

relation to diverse sorts of Grapes by which so

many marks shall be given for flavour, for a berry
or two from ;i bunch can always be tasted, and
when there are disputed points should be? Then
some marks shovdd be given to finish of berry,

including size ; also size and form of bunch, al-

though it is not to be supposed that bigness in a
bunch at all outweighs absence of finish or good
form. Each Grape has in the form of the bunch
certain typical characteristics. These should al-

ways have special attention and marks. Surely it

is not beyond the power of the contributors to Tub
Gakden to devise some kind of standard. Thus,
if we take such Grapes as Muscat of Alexandria
and Madresfield Court, without exception two of

the very best flavoured and finest Grapes in gene-
ral cultivation, we cannot, well do less than give
to each the maximum of three marks for flavour

If the berries be fine, richly coloured, or fully

ripened, and not too hard thinned, three marks
should be given, and only two marks or less if size,

colour and ripeness be deficient, such as may be
not infrequently found in the case of greenish
Muscats and of reddish Madresfields. Then three
marks should be given for contour or character of

bunch when that feature is of the best and
truest, and that method of marking should
be applied to each bunch if there be two
or more exhibited in a clas=. Then when
Hambnrghs, Alicantes, Mrs. Pince, Gros Colman,
Gros Maroc, or Alnwick Seedling of blacks, or

Mrs. Pearson, Foster's Seedling, IBuckland Sweet-
water-, or other whites, were showrr in the same
class, each one should be fully appraised on the
same basis, vix., flavour, .'ize, and finish of berry, I

contour of bunch, and in all cases those which re-

ceived the highest number of marks must win. Of
course, it is absolutely impossible, when judging is

remitted to men of very diverse and fallible con-
ceptions, to have every award equally satisfactory,

but at least the laying down of certain standards
by which Grapes should be judged, especially if

show committees adopted those standards and re-

qui)-ed their judges to act upon them, would lead
to very much more of equality in awards than now
exists. I am not sure whether it wouhl not be a
good thing if we could create a sort of manual of

judging of everything at horticultural shows.
There are many points of difference between judges
in relation to commoner things than Grapes, and
the astounding awards sometimes so exceedingly
inconsistent have often greatly surprised me.
These are to be excused only on the ground that
even flower show judges are so very mortal. How-
ever, it would be a good thing lo start with Grapes,
our premier fruit, and then stone fruits—Peaches,
Nectarines, Apricots, Plums, &c.—might follow.

After that Apples and Pears, and so in time we
may secure some standard of judging for every
thing. I commend this suggestion to " W. I,"

"A. Y. H.,"and others who know all about Grapes.

A. D.

GRAPE GROS GUILLAUME.

I HAVi; been successful with this Grape for a num-
berof ytars until the prf sent; thisyearthe bunches

are not colouring as I should like to see them,

which is attributable to rather an over-crop. The
one cane I have is on its own roots; the eyes

were taken from a Vine that produced the first

prize bunches of black Grapes for six consecutive

years I think it was, at the Liverpool autumn
show—by no means an easy task. If I remember
aright, that Vine was growing on its own roots

also. I have had bunches weighing up to 12 lbs,,

but I cannot fay they were of good quality: the

berries were not large, nor was the colour quite like

that of smaller bunches. At no time has this Vine

produced ugly-shaped bunches ; the largest were
symmetrical, smaller ones especially so. Bunches
weighing from 3 lbs. to 5 Uis. I found the best in

every respiect. Huge bunches take too much time

and troirble in thinning, but, for a novelty, one or

two are very well in their way. For some years I

was able to get large bunches and plenty of them
by close spur-pruning, but latterly have had to

adopt longer spurs, say four or six buds from the

Vine. After the bunches are removed, these shoots

are cut close back to the main rod ; the growth re-

sulting gives other bunches in due course, and so

on. It this method of pruning is followed, no dilfi-

culty need be experienced in obtaining a full crop

of fruit every year. When Gros Guillaume is re-

presented in perfect condition, no variety that I

know has the same dense black which its ber-

ries assume; other sorts may carry more bloom,

but this is very striking. As to its flavour, it is

certainly not ruore than second-rate. I have tasted

it at various times from September to April, and
found it was the same. I have seen small bunches

of this Grape exhibited under the name of Black

Hamburgh, and as such carry off prizes, which was
anything but creditable to those responsible, when
Hamburgbs were stipulated for. It was in the

late vinery among other late sorts, such as Ali-

cante, Mrs. Pince, and Lady Downe's, that I had
the best results from this "\'ine, but our vinery was
always started on March 1, which is tolerably early

for a late house. I found this Grape required

more water after the berries commenced to colour

th.in did any other sort in the same house and also

to swell the berries to their fullest extent. They
coniruence to colour when smaller than any other

variety ; the extra moisture assists them very much
in obtaining a full growth. The foliage in autumn
is remarkable for its rich colouring, tinted so

prettily with red, that the leaves are much in re-

quest for the decor-ation of dessert dishes, &c. In

another garden of my acquaintance the best

Grapes in point of bunch, berry, and colour were

of this variety, and were produced in a housa
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whioh is einplovcd also :is a stokehole and pottin^r

shed combined', which appears remark;ible. The

house in question had, of course, a glass roof, and

was part of a conneotiou between two ran^'es.

E. M.

NOTES ON STRAWBERRIES.
In reply to the following questions concerning

Strawberries

—

1, Best kiiuh for jUiwnr (inJ /ifiicio;/ in

your dkifrii-f

;

2, rSest ctirlii and late Liiuh for openait

cidfiirc

;

3, New or littk-hnoirn sorts yau luuv fomul
worthy of (.itltiration

;

4, Mode of treatment to secure the bed and
most reipdar crops;

we have to thank correspondents in all parts

of the kingdom for replies.

Willi regard to Strawberries, in point of

flavour Due de llalakoff and President are the two
best, considering their cropping qualities. The
Countess also does well, and Waterloo is a very

useful late kind and promises to succeed in this

district. The best early and late kinds for open-
air culture here are Due de Malakoff and Waterloo.
Noble 1 have given up, it not being appreciated here.

In the way of new or little-known sorts, I find

Luc.is a fair cropper, of excellent flavour. Com-
mander, a handsome Strawberry in the way of Pre-

sident, also very good. Jubilee, of fine flavour and
very late, but not showy enough, does not set very
well. Stirling Casile good and late. Our mode of

culture here is to plant in the early autumn in well-

manured and deeply-trenched ground, incorporat-

ing plenty of clay marl, the soil being of a light

description on the red sandstone, otherwise we
get more foliage than fruit. We plant in rows 2

feet f) inches apart and the plants about 2 feet

asunder in the rows, destroying them after the
third season of bearing.—J. J. Craven, Allerlon

Priortj Gardens, near Liverpool.

Strawberries have been moderately good,
the best being Vicomtesse Heiicart de Thury,
President, and Auguste Nicaise, the last producing
some very fine fruit. The varieties mentioned
above, with the addition of La Grosse Sucrte, are
the best for flavour and bearing in this district,

the earliest being Vicomtesse H^ricart de Thury
and Laxton's Noble ; but for late use the best are
British Queen and O.xonian. To secure the most
regular crop I plant the runners on ground that
has been well manured the previous winter, and
from which a crop of Potatoes or early Cauliflowers

has been gattiered. I plant them in rows 3 feet

apart and 18 inches from plant to plnnf, but in-

stead of planting the runners singly, I plant them
in clumps of threes.—W. CllESTEE, Chaturortk.

The kinds that do best here are Auguste
Nicaise, Bicton Pine, Helena Gloede, James Veitch,
John Ruskin, La Grosse Sucree, Oxonian, Pre-i-

dent. Sir J. Paxton, and Vicomtesse Hericart de
Thury. For my late crop I depend on Helena
Gloede and Oxonian, and for early crop on John
Ruskin and La Grosse Sucr6e. My treatment for

outside is as follows : I use my forced plants,

planting them 2 feet in the row and 2| feet be-

tween the rows, and give them a heavy mulching
of manure in autumn, but d > not fork between the
rows. As a rule I take three crops and then dig
up. This treatment I find best on our light land.

— C. Slade, Ciitmber Gardens, Worksop.

President was the best kind we had this

season, and next to this came Sir Charles Napier.
Helene Gloede produced a good crop, but the fruit

was worthless. Most of the newer kinds did but
poorly, although we usually grow Strawberries
well and have fine heavy fruit. The plan we
adopt is to secure some of the earliest runners

;

these are layered into l-inch pots, and as soon as
rooted are planted on well-prepared ground in

rows 2 feet G inches apart, allowing 2 feet between
the plants. Treated libeially, they usually make

strong plants by autumn, and as the crowns are

plump, they throw up good spikes of flowers the

following season, 'i'o grow tirst-class fruit they

shoidd be planted etirly in August, or the plants

have not time to make their growth. If treated as

liberally as those intended for forcing, there is no

reason why a full crop of fine fruit should not be

produced the first eeason.—H. C. Prinsep, liaHcd

Park, I'elticld.

We depend on President, Sir ,T. Paxton, and

Vicimtesse Hericart de Thury, the last being

useful for preserving. Amongst the newer varie-

ties Noble is an acquisition on account of its

earliness, being of good constitution, a first-rate

cropper, and of medium flavour. Auguste Nicaise

is of good con.stitution, a fairly good cropper, and

good flavour. Amongst the newer varieties

Waterloo does well here, but the flavour is not

first-rate. British tjueen, Dr. Hogg, Mr. Radcliffe,

and La Grosse Sucree will not do here at all, and I

find with all the varieties planted from pots aftfr

forcing, we get the most satisfactory returns the

first season, never leaving them more than two

seasons.—R. C. Sandehs, JIalton Gardens, Xrinij.

. With regaid to Strawbenies, I have reduced

my stock to the following varieties, which do best

on our soil : First Early, Keens' Seedling and Lax-

ton's Noble. The latter variety has been good
;
the

hot dry weather we had just as it was ripening

gave ii some flavour, which in a wet season would

have been wanting. President next, good crop and

a most useful one here for preserving ; but the best

of all the Strawberries we grow is The Countess,

which is much admired for its fine flavour and

size. Dr. Hogg and Loxford Hall are my latest

We plant three beds every year and always break

up those which have carried their third crop. Our

plants are all layered into o-inch pots, taken from

the youngest beds and they are planted 1\ feet

from row to row and 18 inche? in the rows.—P. M.

MoBSBY, Yate House, Gloucester.

We grow seven sorts here which we find to

suit our soil and situation, viz., President, Sir

Joseph Paxton, Sir Charles Napier, Countess, Dr.

Hogg, La Grosse Sucree, and Laxton's Noble. We
find President the most useful all-round sort for

either forcing or general culture. La Grosse Sucree

and Countess the most reliable for early forcing

and also good outdoor varieties. Laxton's Noble

is a large, free-be aring and also a good forcing

sort, deficient in flavour. New sorts I must fairly

prove before I report upon them.— P. Davidson,

In-crnc Minster, Blaiidford, Dorset.

In this district the favourite Strawberries

of the market gardener seem to be Alice Maud for

early and Sir Joseph Paxton for main crop. I grow

these two sorts and find they answer remarkably

well, their flavour and colour being excebent.

These are the only two I force. The be-t early

kinds are Laxton's Noble and Alice Maud; they

lipen about the same time, and answer better than

other kinds in our soil. Of late varieties I find

Latest of All far the best. Besides those men-

tioned the foUowirg sorts do very well; President,

Sir C. Napier, Commander, and A. F. Barron. The

best mode of treatment is to deeply dig and heavily

manure the ground and plant as early as possible,

say August. I plant in rows 2 feet apart and 2

feet in the row. I mulch them well, say, early in

December, and find that a good protection from

frost. The beds are worthless after the third sea-

son, so it is necessary to plant and destroy a piece

every year.— S. J. Richaed.s, Mount Kdiicciinibc.

The best early sorts we grow are King of

the Earlies (small, but of good flavour and colour),

Vicomtesse, Hericart de Thury, Laxton's Noble

(not first-class in flavour, heavy cropper). Sir Joseph

Paxton (it I was confined to one kind, this would

be the one ; it is a first-class bearer and of good

hardy constitution). Best late kinds are Frogmore

Late Pine, good cropper and first-class for preserv-

ing ; Elton Pine, also good for preserving and good

bearer. I forgot to mention Pauline ; this is a

very early sort, but not of first-class flavour, rather

mealy. The Countess is a midseason variety and

one that I can thoroughly recommend, and little

known in this neighbourhood. It has a brisk, but

pleasant flavour, and if a little attent'on can be

given by way of turning the points of the fruits to

the sun', it colours splendidly and makes one of the

finest dishes of the seas.m. With regard to the

best mode of culture, each individual has his par-

ticular way. Speaking U>r myself, I find after the

third jear'of bearing, new beds should be made, or

rather, 1 should have said, new beds shoulil be in

waiting to succeed these ; but such varieties as Sir

.). i'axlon if liberally treated will bear well the

fourth season, while the British Queen (which I

omitted to mention above) will only bear one good

crop in this garden, Him|>lv dying the following

winter. We plant a small bed of this every spring.

I plant the rows :iO inches from row to row, 24

inches froir. plant to plant, the ground having been

previously well manured and trenched deeiily. I

prefer sp'ring for planting, as if deferred till late

autumn (which is often the case), the frost lifts

many of the plants out of the soil. I make the

soil very firm round the plants after they have been

turned out of the pots in which they have been

wintered. After the fruit has been gathered the

beds are thoroughly cleaned, all runners are cut

awav, as well as dead and dying leaves, after

which the beds receive a heavy dressing of rotten

farm manure. I find the sooner it is completed

afterthefiuit is gatherei the better. The dress-

ing keeps the drought out from the surface roots.

Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury is the best and

most reliable early Strawberry we have coming

into use ten days before Sir J. Paxton. I have

tried most of the newer kinds, but have found

them wanting in many respects.—Thos. Arnold,

Cirencester House, Cirencester.

Strawberries that do best with me are

Vicomtesse, Noble, Sir J. Paxton and President.

The following sorts I have triel and given up

growing : Dr. Hogsr, James Veitch, Latest of All, La

Grosse Sucr(5e, aSd Auguste Nicaise I have grown

for the last time outside. My plan for outdoor

Strawberries is to plant out plants that have been

forced on well-manured and deeply-trenched foil,

leaving them for two years only, having proved to

leave them the third year is a mistake. Ihe crop

has not been more than half as heavy as in the two

previous years.-J. BowERMAN, llachrood Park,

Hants. , . .J

I found Noble gave the best crop, but it

is not of good flavour here, but very hardy. 1 hnH

nothing better for early work outside or in pots

than Keens' Seedling. President, Sir J. Paxton,

and James Veitch I find the best for forcing, com-

ing in in the order named. Sir C. Napier, Dr.

Ho-g, and Vicomtesse H. de Thury do well.

Eleanor is very late, but does nut do we 1. Jubilee

was not satisfactory. My mode of cidture is to

renew the iilantations every three years. I plant

out those I force as soon as I can get ground

ready tor them about July ; they give a good

crop the following vear. But those I do not force

and plant out fro'm runners do not give a cvrop

worth anvthing till the second year, so that tliey

are on the ground four years My f";«ed plants

give the best results when planted out. The soil

is very stiif on the blue lias.-WM. Keen, VomUn

Hall,' near Gloucester.

The sort most generally grown for main

crop is Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury Laxtons

Noble is being fast rooted out, though noble in

appearance. The flavour is not at all good. 1 he

soits I am going to grow next year ar^ Black

Prince Vicomtesse, James Veitch. President, Sir

Joseph Paxton, and Dr. Hogg. I find on my soil

the plants are at their best the second season

after planting. Some gardeners do best with them

the fir-t year. The piece of land I intend for

Strawberries I bastard trench early in autumn,

affording plenty of farmyard manuie ;
then 'ake a

crop of Peas. When these are cleared 1 lightly

fork over the ground and plant out the young

plants.— A. J. SandRRS, Cohham, &iirriy.

Sir Joseph Paxton and President are the sorts

chiefly grown by the cottagers. In these gardens

Noble, although the earliest and fine in appear-

ance, has no flavour. The best maincrop varieties

are Sir Joseph Paxton, President and Dr. Hogg,

with Elton Fine for late work. I find we get the

bBst fruit both in quality and quantity on plants
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from one to three years old, so we discard them
after the third year. Cherries are an average crop.
Raspberries have also borne well. Bush fruits very
good, especially Black Currants, which were excep-
tionally fine in quality. Gooseberry bushes have
been iiadly attacked with the Gooseberry sawfly in
this neighbourhood ; in fact, in some of the cot-
tagers' and farmers' gardens the bushes were quite
naked, not a green leaf to be seen, although loaded
wilh fruit. Walnuts are a good crop with us this
season, and Nuts are an average crop— Isaac
MiLSOM, Claydoa Park Gardens, Winslow.

Laxton's Noble was a failure this season
outside

; the best we had inside. It is large, good-
looking, no complaint about flavour, and packs
well. We sent Nohle to a London house three
times a week all through April. La Grosse Sucr^e
we use only for early forcing ; the best I have
tried for use through February and March. John
Ruskin is a good early, ten days earlier than Noble
Vicomtesse H. de Thury is good for all purposes.
Sir J. Paxton forces well, but not early. Presi-
dent good always. Dr. Hogg does well, but does
not colour in bad weather. We had a small patch
on north border which lasted a fortnight later than
the main crop. Helena Gloede does well ; very
large fruit of good flavour, heavy cropper, hardy
kind. Loxford Hall we grow only on north border,
which extends our season a week or two longer. It

is the best late variety we have tried here. The
Captain and King of the Eirlies we have done
with. One is too small, the other is not worth
eating. Many of the newer kinds we have planted
for the first time for trial.— F. J. Thorne, Smi-
ningdale Parlt, Berlts.

I find Laxton's Noble the best early fruit-
ing both inside and out ; it is a larger and heavier
cropper than the old Keens' Seedling, and the
flavour fairly good. Vicomtesse Hericart de
Thury, heavy cropper and good flavour. James
Veitch, a vcy large kind. Sir Joseph Paxton,
one of the best old kinds. Waterloo I find a
good late variety.—W. Head, Huijlienden Manor,
BiicUs.

The Strawberry crop good and fruit fine,

and most kinds extra good flavoured where they
have been watered and mulched with clean litttr.

—W. Smythb, Alton, Herts.

Strawberries good. I grow about twelve
sorts of Strawberries here. I seldom keep them
more than two years in the ground, but plant
as early as I can to secure a crop the first year.
The soil is very light, but by trenching and plenty
of manure I get fair results. The following are
the sorts I have grown this year, the earliest
being mentioned first, the others in succession :

Black Prince, early, crop and flavour good. Noble,
early, very large, crop and flavour fair. Vicomtesse
Hericart de Thury is the most reliable sort we
grow. Crops heavily, flavour good. President,
fruit large, crop good, but with me subject to mil-
dew. Sir C. Napier, heavy cropper, but flavour
rather sharp. Bicton White Pine, free bearer,
large fruit, flavour not generally liked, but a useful
Strawberry here. Waterloo, late, large fruit,

flavour not good with me, as it was grown in a
shady place to prolong the season. Jubilee, a very
late sort. I have only a few plants put in late, but
one of my neighbours gathered some nice fruit on
August 15, which is very late here, so I consider
it a useful sort. Dr. Hogg has not fruited freely
here this year. A. F, Barron I have tried for
the first time this year. I think it will do very
well another year.—E. Beery, Itoeliamptoii.

Laxton's Noble was the first to ripen on
June 9 in a very open and exposed situation, fol-

lowed by A. F. Barron, James Veitch and Laxton's
Commander. This variety throws the flower-
trusses well above the foliage. Finished gathering
the first week in August with Oxonian and Latest
of All (Laxton's). Thisisa very good variety of the
British Queen type and flavour. I have no outside
experience of John Huskin, but it is a good forcer.
The plan I generally adopt in cultivating the Straw-
berry is to prepare a piecs of ground bv either
trenching or'deep digging first, adding good farm-

yard manure. I make it a rule to plant my forced
Strawberries eaily in the autumn; by this plan I

get good crops of fine fruit every year. By plant-
ing a breadth annually I can destroy old beds
every year, not allowing them to remain more than
two seasons, I grow a variety named Amateur
(Bradley's) ; this seems to be but very little

giown, but I consider it a very good mid-season
Strawberry with a Queen flavour.—G. R. Allis,
Old Warden Park, Bir/if/ean-ade.

Our early kinds are Noble, Vicomtesse
Hericart de Thury, Keens' Seedling, La Grosse
Sucree and James Veitch, which are all good. Sir
Joseph Paxton is a good one with us, flavour good
and travels well. British Queen does remarkably
well. Sir Charles Napier always crops heavily with
us. Lucas is a nice bright fruit and crops well.

Jubilee did not crop so well with us this year, and
it was a little inclined to mildew ; in other years it

has done well. I make fresh beds every thitd year
on deeply-dug and heavily-manured ground about
2 feet 6 inches, and keep to single crowns. —T.
OSMAN, OttcrsJian Pari!. Chertsey.

The kinds of Strawberries generally grown
in this district are President, Keens' Seedling, Sir

of the very best flavour ; this, however, is counter-
balanced by its many other good qualities. It did
equally well with me outside, and was quite a week
in advance of Black Prince. The best variety for

J

flavour I have yet found is unquestionably British
Queen, hut if allowed to remain on thesame ground
more than two years it dots not bear very freely
with me, and the same remark is applicable to
Keens' Seedling. All others I allow to stand for a
third year with fairly satisfactory results. I an-
nually renew about a third of our quarters, and by
this method manage to secure the best results,

planting the young runners as early in the season

I

as I can secure them.—B. AsHTON, Glossoj) Hall,
! Manchester.

Tlie best kinds for flavour are Keens' Seed-
ling, British Queen, President, Frogmore Late

! Pine, Sir Charles Napier. Best kinds for bearing :

i

Frogmore Late Pine, Vicomtesse H. de Thury,
Sir Charles Napier, President, British Queen

;

Keens' Seedling also bears well. Best early kinds

I

for open air culture are Vicomtesse H. de Thury,
Keens' Seedling and President. Best late kinds
for open air culture are I'rogmore Late Pine and
Sir Charles Napier. My mode of treatment to

Savoy Long Dwart I liu.

Joseph Paxton, Hericart de Thury, British Queen,
and Elton Pine. The liest early kinds are Keens'
Seedling and Hericart de Thuiy, and the best late

kinds British Queen and Elton Pine. We have
tried several of the new sorts which have from time
to time bepn sent out with a high character, but
have failed to find any to surpass the above-named
in any respect, and after giving them a fair trial all

have been discarded. Our method of growing the
Strawberry is, with the exception of Elton Pine,

which we always devote a special border to, and
which we leave for three or four seasons, is not to

leave any of the sorts longer than the second
season. The ground for them is always trenched
and well manured the previous winter. It is then
planted wilh early Potatoes, which are all cleared
off in time to plant the Strawberries, which are
always layered in pots by the end of July or early

in August, the ground only requiring to be made
firm and level for them.—T. TuRTON, Maiden £r-
leirjli, lleadinu.

Our best Strawberries have been Sir Joseph
Paxton and James Veitch, 1 have formed a very
good opinion of Strawberry John Ruskin ; especially
is this variety valuable for early forcing, being
much earlier than any variety I have hitherto
grown, a free cropper, of good colour, though not

secure the best and most regular crops is to make
fresh beds every year from the earliest runners,

which are always very strong, from tlie previous
year's beds. Referring to dates, I find one bed
last year was planted July 29 with well-rooted

plants from 3-inch pots, layered same time as the

ones for forcing. Gardeners that have visited

here could scarcely believe that they were last

year's runners. I hare never seen so fine a crop

from plants of any age as from these one-year-old

beds. In previous years I have cut away the
bloom from young beds, not having made extra

provision for putting down the forcing pots, as it

is no use unless the beds are netted from birds,

which makes itdiflicult. The first dish of Frogmore
Late Pine was gathered July 8, splendid fruit

many weighing quite an ounce each ; so much for

size. For flavour it stands second only to Keens'

Seedling, British Queen and President. These
four, with Vicomtesse, are suflicient for all

the requirements needed here. Frogmore Late
Pine also stands our wet climate well, a great con-

sideration'; foliage also very robust, protecting the

fruit azainst heavy thunderstorms. Were I tied

to one kind of Strawberry, I should without hesi-

tation select Frogmore Late Pine. I have

gathered every day from J\ily 8 till present date,
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August 18, which is proof sufficient of produolife-

ness. President too and Sir Charles Napier have
been nio«t abundant and good. 'J'o have ihe best

of Strawberries, m;ike fiesh beds every jear in well-

worked ground that has lain fallow the whole
summer, plant with the strongest runners not later

than tlie middle of August, and success is certain.

— J. HaiXUOW, llroii'jhtoH Hall, Shipton.

J. Tlio latter promise to be bottar than to cooler, m sister weather prevented bolting,

il, aiul the old Cabbage plants left on the
]

and a very serviceable lot of Spinach, it being

Kitchen Garden.

VEGETABLES ON HEAVY LAND.
DuiiiNii wet sunless summers, those who plant
or sow several kinds of vegetables on heavy
or clayey ground gtt altogether the worst of it,

the progress in numerous instances being very

fc'avoy Tom Tiiuuib.

unsati.'-factory indeed compared with what is

obtained where the soil is of a lighter, warmer
nature. Last year tlie progress made by various

winter green vegetables throughout the growing
season was, in my case, most disappointing,

Brussels Sprouts being the principal exception
to the rule. The subsoil is largely solid clay,

and the ground wants plenty of sunshine or a
comparatively hot and dry summer to bring out
its liest c|ualities. To a certain extent these
conditions were realised during the past sum-
mer, and the pnigress made by the autumn and
winter crops has been more rapid and stronger
than desirable. For instance, not a seed of any
variety of Savoy was sown till May 9, and yet
numbers of large, close hearts have already
been sjioilt. Most of the rows of Tom Thumb,
Early Ulm and Dwarf Green Curled planted on
a north-east bcirder have hearted earlier than
required, and even the Drumhead is unusu-
ally forward. No remedy for this state of
atl'airs has occurred to me, and another ser-

viceable winter crop is also in a fair way to

be spoilt. I refer to the Chou de Burghley or
Cabbage Broccoli. The plants were purposely
raised late, or at the same time as the Savoys,
and they were put out rather thickly on firm
ground with a view to keeping them from grow-
ing too rankly. In spite of this precaution, not
a few of the hearts are a foot in length and
quite hard ; but, luckily, they promise to keep
better than the Savoys, and later on I shall

take the precaution of bedding a number of

plants closely where they can be covered with
mats. It is very acceptable in the servants'
hall, but Chou de Burghley does not often tind
its way to the dining-room, the preference being
given to small Colevvorts and May-soivn Cab-

bage
U3U:

ground all tlie summer are producing a super-

abundance of good hearts.

Brussels Sprouts are strong, but, being

allowed abundance of room, the plants being

30 inches asunder in rows 4'J inches apart,

they iire beautifully furnished with close, neat

sprouts. Those wlio luvve planted more thickly

complain of the quality of the crops, there

being far too many great loose sprouts. An
early removal of some of the lower leaves

woidd have done good in such cases, a freer

circulation of air hardening the stems and im-

proving the (juality of the crops accordingly.

The tops or crowning heart of Brussels Sprouts

are by many preferred to the sprouts, being

very tender and mildly flavoured when cooked.

An early removal of these is apt to

shorten tlie duration of the crops,

but in very many cases there is every

likelihood of severe frosts spoiling

these topmost hearts, and if the latter

are particularly wanted, there is no
good reason why the action of frost

should not be anticipated and a few

tempting dishes sent to the table.

Instead, however, of cutting ofi" the

tops recklessly, the better course to

pursue would be to cut out tlie hearts

neatly, or much as they are after

being trimmed by cooks. The older

leaves being left, would serve to foster

and jirotect the later or topmost
sprouts.

After losing the bulk of Broccoli

growing in the middle and lower part

of the garden by frosts during severe

winters, it has been my practice of

late years to plant the bulk of this

crop on the highest ground available.

Well exposed it grows more sturdily,

and is far less liable to be injured

by frosts than is the case with

that on lower ground. This

season the plants are coarser

than I care to see them, but

the stems are fairly short and
were also well moulded up be-

fore the leaves covered the

ground, and the bulk, or all

that should heart in after

January and February, will be
left to take their chance. I

may yet regret not having
either checked their growth or

laid the stems (the most vital

part) so as to quite cover them
with soil, but shall risk it. All

the later plants of Veitch's

Autumn Protecting will shortly

be lifted and replanted closely

in deep pits, some also being

placed in a cold vinery. This

tender variety is far too valuable

to be left in the open, and the

roots being firmly surrounded
with rich moist soil, good ser-

viceable hearts will be obtained

when most wanted, viz., during

part of November and Decem-
ber.

On heavy land, late sown
Spinach—and by late-sown I

mean any got in towards the

end of August—is little better

wanted now as much as, if not moro so, than
during any otiier time of the year, is the result.

Victoria has not made such go )d progress as
the coininon round-seeded form, but in all pro-
baliility it will be the most productive of fine

le.ives next spring. That Spinach must have
some warmth as well as fertilit;y in the soil to
grow it well is plainly demonstrated once more,
but it is seldom that cultivators of heavy soils

see such a great difference in the value of two
crops, that sown a fortnight later than the other
being a comparative failure. I have met with
.several such instances this season, .and tho.se
who failed to .sow the bulk of their winter crops
well before cold rainy weather set in have good
cause to regret the delay. As further showing
what an important part sunshine and warmth
play in the production of vegetables on heavy
soils, I might also add my experience with Bore-
cole this season. During the summer of 1801,
all that was planted in tlie cooler parts of the
garden made very poor progress indeed—did not
nearly cover the ground, in fact. This season
the seed was sown .about the same time as usual,
that is, during the first week in May, .and the
plants put out before they became crowded in
the seed bed. By way of experiment, several
long rows were planted exactly where the com-
p.arative failures were last year, and that, too,
without any more manure being added or
digging done. These rows are now some of the
best in the garden, the Scotch or Green Curled
forms being particularly sturdy and strong.
Whether or not Borecoles generally will pas-j

uninjured through the winter remains to be
seen, but I should have more faith in them if

the stems were harder. W. I.

Parsley in wiater. — Growing Parsley in
frames for winter use has been often advocate I, and
a good plan it is, for under such conditions good

?>avuy (J reuii Curled.

than a failure. Luckily, I had
a rather large breadth of ground specially le.aves can alw.ays be easily got without being

prepared for winter Spinach, the .seed being grubbed after in the snow and picking whatever

sown during the first week in August. At one first comes to hand. The advantages are cleanli-

timo this promised to be too early, but a change ness, saving of labour, and comfort to the gatherer
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My practice is somewhat diOferent to that of most
people, as instead of making a special late sowing
for tlie purpose, I leave a portion of the spring
sown rather thickly in the rows, and when the
f arliest frame Cucumbers are over they are cleared
out, ihe frame levelled, and the Parsley carefully
lifted, not necessarily with balls of soil attached,
but with the main roots intact, and planted at

once ami watered in heavily as planting proceeds.
About the middle or end of September nearly all

the leaves are picked off, with the rtsult that a
fresh crop of good substantial leaves soon grows,
and we get a bigger bulk of finer produce than
young plants would carry.— J. C. Tallack.

Two good late Peas.—Recently, when calling

at Cricket St. 'i'homns, the value of good late kinds
of Peas was brought to my notice. At the time of ray
visit (early in October) some plants of Ne ^liis Ultra
and Walker's Perpetual were full of pods, and the
plants were bloomiirg freely, looking as fresh as in

July. Judging from their appeal ance then, Mr'.

Lyon will be able to gather Peas well into Novem-
ber should the weather not come too severe to in-

jure them. No doubt the liberal treatment Peas
receive at the hands of Mr. Lyon helps them in a
large degree. He prepares the ground for them
feveial months beforehand by digging in a good
quantily of manure, and it gets well decayed by
towing time.

—

Dorset.

NOTES ON TOMATOES.
To jvidge by what one read.s, the season now
nearly over has been an excellent one for

Tomatoe.s both under gla.ss and out of doors.

My own personal observation leads to a some-
what diti'erent conclusion, and from facts that
have come under my own immediate notice,

I should say that there has been a rather
larger proportion of failures than usual. In
this district (Sussex) this is undoubtedly the
case, and I have received so many complaints
and inquiries as to various diseases and fail-

ures from almost all parts of the country,
that I believe this state of things is, or was,
tolerably general. I have never seen so many
cases of disease (Cladisporium) as during the
past summer and autumn, and know for a
fact that an immense amount of damage and
loss has been sustained from this cause alone,

while examples of fruit affected by the black
spot (Sporocybe lycopersicum) have reached
me from nearly all parts of the country, and-
camplaints of the flowers failing to set, during
the first half of the season in particular, have
certainly been more numerous than usual.

This was doubtless attributable throughout
the north to the unusual absence of sunshine ex-

perienced up to about "lidsummer in that dis-

trict ; but here in the south we had nothing
to complain of on that score, and indeed up
to August, at any rate, were favoured with an
exceptional amount of bright sun from quite
early in the year and a corresponding scarcity

of rain.

How else can the almost remarkably high
prices that have rided during the greater
part of the season for well-grown English pro
duce be accounted for ? Tomatoes are now
more extensively grown than ever, and yet up
to about July quite high figures were readily
obtained for any decent samples. In August,
as usual, the wholesale price dropped for a
short time to about .'W. per lb., but it soon re-

covered, and now good house-grown fruit is

again worth 8d. to lOJ. per lb , if not more.
For the open-air crop, the season has cer-

tainly been the most favourable experienced
since that of 1887. Even on our heavy and
cold clay land there was no trace of disease on
plants in the open until the early part of Sep-
tember, and even then only a trace here and
there ;

while, where the soil is lighter and drier,

they in many places escaped altogether, and
with very few exceptions all plants outside .seem

to have thriven and set unusually well. The
sharp frosts of the 15th and 10th of June, how-
ever, played sad havoc in exposed or naturally

cold districts, and a pretty severe touch on the
5th of September checked the plants in this

neighbourhood for the season. Still, I have
seen some few excellent crops in the open and
have heard of several riuite remarkable ones.

I put out far fewer plants than usual, and I

fancy that many others did the same. Strong,
forward plants that were put out in good time
and escaped injury from the late frosts did
wonderfully well. More than one grower of

my acquaintance began gathering ripe fruits

from the open about the middle of July, and
the yield was very heavy. In order that the
plants may do any good, it is, however, im-
perative that the soil be of a comparatively light

and dry or well-drained description ; on heavy
land the damp hangs about them so, in spite of

all precaution, and then not only do they fall an
easy prey to the disease ( Peronospora), but the
setting also is very defective.

Referring again to Tomatoes under glass, for

my own part, though as usual I have had not the

least trace of Cladisporium on any of my plants,

I always hold it to be the grower's own fault if

any real trouble is txperienced from this cause.

I have lost a good deal of fruit from black spot,

though this is doubtless due to a great extent

to a somewhat damp house and heavy cold

8oil. But what has caused me far more trouble

and loss than anything else is a peculiar dis-

ease for which, as far as I know, thei'e is no
name. The plants, ajjjiarently healthy in every
respect, begin to flag slightly, especially when
one or more days of bright sun succeei.l a dull

or wet period, and this increases until they die.

I had a few cases of it last season, but nothing
like this year, when dozens or scores have
failed in this way. Only one here and there

is, as a rule, att'ected at any one time, but
week by week it continued, some failing when
quite young, and others not until they had
grown to some size and were carrying several

pounds' weight of fruit apiece. I had several

inquiries concerning an exactly similar affection

from various parts of the country last season,

and several of the large growers in and near
Worthing told me they sull'ered great loss from
this cause last year also. How they have fared

this summer I know not, though I hope to

have a look round that district shortly ; but
when there in the spring I saw a number of

large and healthy plants already showing signs

of giving way under the influence of a few
days' bright sunshine. No description of treat-

ment seems to be of any avail. In some few
cases I have managed to pull them through by
heaping up some light sandy soil round the

stem, into which, if done in time, they some-
times push fresh roots and in time pull round,
but the majority fail sooner or later.

The cause is decidedly obscure, and any light

thrown on the subject would be valuable. In
several cases it has occurred when the plants

were grown in soil that had recently been
cropped with Potatoes, but though decidedly

probable, this will not account for it alto-

gether. On the whole, I am inclined to attri-

bute it to heavy soil and want of drainage. The
soil around Worthing is for the most part de-

cidedly stift'. At any rate I intend to take

out all my beds next year, drain them tho-

roughly, and set out the plants in not more
than 9 inches in depth of specially prepared
soil of a light and sandy character. I should
have stated that the formation of incipient air-

roots above the surface of the soil invariably

accompanies, or rather precedes, this peculiar
disease.

Tomatoes succeed remarkably well when grown
in low pits or frames with or without a little

artificial heat. A few years ago I used to grow
them in this way with excellent results, and
this year I have met with and heard of several

cases that have been remarkably successful.

The growth of the plants is unusually sturdy,

free ventilation being given, of course ; the
blooms set well, and the fruit is abundant and
fine. The plants should be set out in a ridge
of soil placed along the front of the pit or
frame, and the stems be trained to rods or wires
fixed from the front to the back (larallel with
the glass and about !> inches from it. Keep all

laterals removed, and pinch out the points of

each bearing shoot jirst before it reaches the
back of the frame. For frames, small or low
houses, as well as for open-air culture, I find

Conference one of the very best varieties,

and it is wonderfully prrxluctive. The growth
is remarkably compact and short-jointed, the
plants are excellent and indeed sure setters,

and the perfectly smooth round fruit, which is

of a bright crimson colour and excellent quality,

is produced in numerous clusters of seven or
nine to fifteen on each tru.ss. I have seen some
very inferior strains of this fine variety, but of

the one I have each fruit averages about 3 ozs.

in weight, and many of them reach 5 ozs. or C
ozs., quite large enough for any purpose. I

have been crossing this with some of the larger-

fruited varieties, and already one of the seed-

lings is the best " doer " and heaviest cropper I

have yet seen, while the fruit is exceptionally

solid and well flavoured.

It is a great mistake to starve Tomatoes. The
soil should not be made very rich in the first

place, but once get two or three pounds of fruit

set on a plant, and, with good drainage and
plenty of air, the amount of moisture and
nourishment, liquid and solid, it will take and
turn to good account is quite astonishing.

B. C. R.

THREE BOLD SWEET-SMELLING WILD
PLANTS.

Foe the wild or woodland garden, where the inte-

resting and o'herwise pleasurable forms of vege-

tation are preferred to those that present a gay
effect by reason of their large or high-coloured
flowers, 1 know nothing better than the following

trio : Salvia glutinosa, Angelica Archangelica and
Agrimonia odorata, known as the fragrant Agri-

mony. The Salvia is not a British plant, but I

class it as a wiMing merely on the piinciple that

with other strong plants, as for ins-tance the wild
vegetation of woods, it is capable of holding its

own. It grows a yard high and .sends up a thicket

of stems, though it is not a wandering plant. The
flowers are not showy, being a green-yellow, but
they are of good size for a Salvia and numerous,
forming long spikes, which last for many weeks.

The flowers and calyces are sticky to almost the
birdlime degree, hence the specific name. The
calyces are large and persistent, and with the
foliage in the autumn exhale a pleasant odour.

This, indeed, I take to be its chief recommenda-
tion. The Angelica is otherwise known as the gar-

den Angelica, also as the one whoso succulent leaf-

stalks are made into a rich confection. At all times

when visitjie it gives off a pleasant perfume;
moreover, though iiruch cannot be said for the

beauty of its umbelliferous floi'escence, it is a noble
plant, with bold leaves a yard and a half long and
nearly as wide and of a pale apple-green colour.

A bold group of this plant could not but win ap-

preciation by these two features alone, i.e., sweet
smell and lively green colour, lis roots are large

.and thick, and when pulled and sliced and taktn
indoors are most fragrant.
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Tho Agrimony I but recently spDke of. It is a
Willi plant Willi" plenty of character about it, but
lis cliief and lisst <|iiality for onr ])rcsent purpose
i-! tliat of its most rel'ieshing spicy odour. Tlio

flowers especially are doliciously perfumed, and as

tliey are freely produced all the summer, afford

capital nuiteiial for picking where fragrance is es-

teemed without irayness in the flowers. I know
that tlie peculiar aromatic scent of this (lower

ii jileasant to many, inasmuch as they would
possess it, notwiihstanding the otherwise coaise

cliar.acter of the plant.

As already stated, these three plants are capable
of taking crire of themselves, but they grow with

e.ttra vigour in soil fairly good and positions fairly

open to both direct and at least one good side

light. It must not be taken that these plants are

advi-ed for tlio more dressy p.arts of a garden ;

tliey are simply reconmiended for the semi-wild

garden or wjoiUands. J. Wool).

W'oiiiJi'ilU', Kirhstall.

Flower Garden.

PURPLE IN FLOWERS.
Mr. E.Mii.KiiEART's letter of October 22 does
not, I think, touch what I said about the colour
of Solanum Torreyi in the least. I hope to

prove that in the following remarks. But first

of all lot me say I do not agree with his iii-

structor.s at .ill. It is better to teach children
about things as they are rather than to give

impressions which are to be revised after-

wards. Tlie sentence to which I allude is the
following: " By the way, I was taught in my
childliood, and rightly, to avoid criticism of the
form or colour of Hower.s, as being all perfect
in their way, and direct from the Creator's
h.anil. It is well to teach children such re-

verence," &.C., and this it should be explained
because of some after discovery that might
be made. I beg leave to say that I doubt
that very much indeed, for while I believe
what Professor Balfour says in his book on
botany and rcligicm ([>. 203), " How exquisitely
are the colours of flowers diversified, and by
whit a masterly skill are their varied hues
arr.iyed ! Whether blended or separated, they
are evidently under the control of a taste which
never falls short of the perfection of elegance.
The Creator has added to them the charms of an
endless novelty to please the eye and contribute
to the enjoyment of man.

Not a flower

But shows some touch in freckle, streak or stain
Of his unrivalled pencil.

I think it is very much batter to lead a child
on by unceasing comparison from the very
first, and not to leave him open to a gre.at

shock when Mr. Kiigleheart's after-discoveries
.are made. Nor do I think that there ever
can be a di.scovery which would impeach Mr.
Balfours words.
And now about the colour of Solanum Tor-

reyi. I was manifestly speaking of the terms
which are in common use at the present time,
and I made no reference to anything else, and
I reassert what I said before, that it is much
better to call its colour violet than to say it

is purple. Tliat was all which my observations
on this head amounted to, but I did not like to
seem rude towards "J. M.'' by anything which
could bear the appearance of a point blank con-
tradiction of what ho wrote, and so 1 purposely
added a word wliich was intended to say that
according to an old-fashioned use of the word
purple, he could still be quite right—only I

pleaded for violet now-.a-days, so that no one
might suppose I had given him the wrong thing.

and there is nothing which I wish to alter in

all that. I am sure it is true that tho word
" purple " was used .some years ago in a much
wider sense than at present ol)tains, and I am
also sure that for ninety-nine ))er.sons out of a
hundred, violet would now give a better de-

scription of this particular plant than anything
el.se would do it. Of course, it is tho case that

purple now, as ever, denotes a mixture of blue
with red, or red with blue. No one has
doubted it, and in a sense we all know that
" though purple need not be violet, yet violet

was ,and always will be purple"; but I submit
that I am more than justified in my contention by
this sentence alone; "Purj)leneed not bo violet."

For why, if it is so, should the word "purple " be
used for a distinctly violet flower .' They are

manifestly not convertible terms, and if you
take the larger and fuller exi)res3ion, you may
give an idea which is entirely outside of th.-it

which you were anxious to convey, and while
technically a mixture of red and blue applies to

both colours, the red is so much hidden in

violet and the blue so immensely preponderate.s,

that this .should always be made clear, and it is

treating a violet flower very badly indeed to

speak of it as though it were merely jiurple,

which ia not nearly so pretty. I almost wonder
that Mr. Engleheart does not fall back on the
three primary colours themselves—red, yellow
and blue. It would be quite as true and quite
as wise to say that Solanum Torreyi is of a
colour which is jiartly blue and partly red as

to insist that it must be called purple, only he
should be careful to add to it a foot-note to ex-

plain that the Vjlue is largely in the ascendant,
and I, for my part, should prefer to cut the
whole matter short by speaking of it as violet.

For if purple will stand for violet in the com-
nu.in acceptation of the word, as he seems to sug-

gest, why would Mrs. Engleheart be sure to get
the wrong ribbons for her bonnet if she were to

order purple ones in a shop, while she meant
violet all the time I Or, if I were to be told
that a new family had come into this place and
that the meml)ers of it had appeared at a cer-

tain garden party and were arrayed in purple
more than anything else, I should i)ut down
their taste at zero in my own mind, and if I

may speak what I really think, I should have a
.suspicion of vulg.arity about them at once which
would not have been raised by violet, or lavender
or mauve. Purple and violet are really quite
different things in etlect, and it is nonsense to

try to get rid of this fact by asserting that all

violet is purple.

But I may put it even more strongly than this.

If purple may do duty for violet in the way which
Mr. Engleheart .suggests (and I see no point in

his letter if this be not the case), why does
Mr. Nicholson in his dictionary, which is now
considered a final authority on m.atters of this

sort, give botli colours, and thereby draw a dis-

tinction between them ; If my friend is correct
in his view, then Mr. Nicholson should have
spared himself tho pains ; and so also it is the
case with Mr. Thompson, of Ipswich, in his

seed catalogue, which is so accurately drawn up.
He thinks it worth his while to distinguish be-
tween purple and violet, and everybody holds
him to be right.

The truth is, that in one sense it is a far

greater honour for a flower to be violet than it

is to be purple. In the most interesting book I

have ever read on the colour of flowers— I refer
to that by Mr. Grant .Allen (see p. 21) -the writer
makes it evident that violet is a more specialised,

a more advanced colour than purple, in the
sense, of course, of being evolved from it

;

anil whereas yellow is thecommonest colourof aU,
and then white and then red or purple, the various

shades of lilac, mauve, violet and blue are the
most uncommon, and on the most liighly deve-
lojied lines of descent. But if this be the case, it

foMoH's th.at a violet flower is much less seldom
to be met with than a purple one, and is the
more precious acquisition of the two, and
therefore it should be described aright. I do
not know what Sir. Engleheart is driving at

when he .asks, "Does Mr. Ewbank seriously

mem that it is incorrect and out of date to

speak of purple Violets and purple Plums?"
My answer is that it all depends on what Plums
and what Violets are alluded to. Tlie .American
poet Bryant has sung of the yellow Violet in

these words ;

—

When beechen buds liegin to swell,

And woods the bluebird's warble know,
The yellow Violet's modest bell

Peeps from the hist year's leaves below.

But I have no idea that Mr. Engleheart is

referring to this, whatever the flower may be.

If he means the sweet-scented Violet, the
Viola odorata of our native woods, I should say
it may be either blue, white or purple, .and

generally it is purjjle, the word being u.sed in

its present narrow and restricted sense, which
exactly comports with what I have said all

along. But I do not for a moment aupjiose

that A'^iolets are loved and admired for their

purple colour, but rather for their fragrance

and their early appearance in the year. Has
Mr. Engleheart ever come across these lines ;

—
You Violets that first appear

By your purple mantles known,
L'ke the proud virgins of the year.

As if the spring were all your own,
W^here are you when th3 Rose appears I

Manifestly the writer of these words did not
like the Violets because they are purple. I

notice the sentence, "Mr. Ewbank would di-aw

a distinction not only of degree, but of kind
between purple and violet." I .should be very
much obliged if Mr. Engleheart would point
out where he finds this in my letter, for it is

entirely precluded by the words "in this

sense" which were intentionally put in to bar
such an aiticle as he has written from the first

word to the last. Such an expression as "in
this sense" has no meaning at all, unless there
may be a wider range within which Sol.mum
Torreyi can of course be called purple, but
which was manifestly outside of the observa-
tions I made. If I am wrong in calling it violet,

then every other description I have met with
of ]^the plant, excepting that of "J. M.," is

wrimg also.

1 am surprised that Mr. Engleheart can think
it right to say that the colour of Calandrinia
umbellata is of a peculiarly livid and grue-
some character. Tlie shades of his pieceptors
must feel considerably hurt by it, I should say,

and by his inattention to their requests, for

they would have called such criticism wicked,
nor do I ever remember to have seen a single

gruesome flower in my life. The nearest
approach to it was Atropa Belladonna in seed,

and which once I have met with. It was grue-
some not because of its appearance, but because
of tho deadly jjroperties of which I knew it was
possessed.

For myself, I cannot lay claim to any such
cultivated taste as really to dislike purple
flowers. I have never done it. Even the
despised Calandrinia umbellata finds a place
in my garden and grows freely enough. Exo-
gonium purga is in my humble opinion very
pretty indeed. It flouiishes on a southern
exposure and grows up to the top uf my
drawing-room window ; but that has nothing
to do with the question in hand. I only think
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that when a flower is violet it should be called

violet, aud when it is purple in its present

restricted sense, and only then, it should be

called purple, aud I asserted in your columns

that the colour of Solanum Torreyi is violet

rather than purple because I did not wish it

to be supposed that I had given to "J. M."

quite the wrong thing.

If my benefactor—Mr. Falconer, of Harvard

University, U.S.A.—who very kindly gave me
the plant some twelve or fifteen years ago, had

seen "J. M.'s" de.scription of it as being

purple and tomentose also, he might well have

said to himself, " That is not what I sent over

for Solanum Torreyi at all. Mr. Ewbank
has terribly muddled it, and he puts up with

something very inferior in its stead. He might

ju.st as well take a negress for a fairy ! I gave

him a beautiful plant, at once large and hand-

some ; its corolla is beyond all suspicion violet
;

the leaves are large, from 4 inches to C inches

in length ; their lobes are undulated, and it has

just a few prickles here and there which are

sometimes wanting. But I know nothing about

a purple Solanum, and nothing about its being

tomentose at all." But if he did by chance see

this description, and if he did think that his

plant had come to grief, I wish to assure him

that it is not so at .all. Summer after summer
it has gladdened me for nearly fifteen years, I

should think, and though I should not dislike it

if it were purple, I can most confidently state

that it is of a far more beautiful colour than

that. And while violet flowers are among the

rarest of the rare, this is quite one of the best

of them all.—Henry Ewb.ink, <S'(. John's, Ri/de.

The remarks of Mr. Engleheart in The
Garden, October 22 (p. 355), will be read with

more than passing interest. The importation by

the hybridist of purple and magenta into new
ilowers is becoming more pronounced each year,

and is in a fair way to destroy the brilliant and re-

fined shades that distinguish many races, as the

herbaceous Phlox, which is mentioned by Mr. En-

gleheart, and the Persian Cyclamen, besides many
more that could be named. The Rose itself is not

free from this blemish, not a few of the most recent

acquirements possessing this undesirable trait, and

the so-called blue Rose is a horrible colour, magenta

and ashy hue intermixed, a fearful combination,

ihat is praised merely for the reason that it is

novel. Perhaps the herbaceous Phlox, as much as

any flower, has suffered from the present-day de-

sire to make everything as purple as possible, not

a royal purple, as the sweet Violet, properly de-

scribed thus by Mr Engleheart, but a nondescript

tone which is perhaps best described as mauve-

magenta, a dead, weak, ineffective colour, offensive

to the eye of the true artist. We live, it is true,

in an age of severe competition in everything that

conceins flowers, but that is no reason wliy novel-

ties should be acquired that are no true gain to

our gardens ; rather the reverse. A more rigid se-

lection would ensure the rejection of undesirable

colours which it permitted to remain seem to per-

meate the whole race, destroying the clearness of

the self types. In the large collection of herba-

ceous Phloxes in the Chiswick garden of the Royal

Horticultural Society it is safe to say that a lair

proportion of Ihe varieties was worthless for the

reason the colours were dead purple, a kind of

slaty shade, imparting neither beauty nor dis-

tinctness to bed or border. All who care for

flowers, and are actuated by the desire to make
English gardens bright and pleasant to look upon,

will agree with Miss Jekyll in her denunciation of,

as Mr. Engleheart expresses it, " purple as it is

used and hideously abused by so many cf

our nurserymen and florists." The beauty of

the Munstead Piimroses is now well known,

and no slaty, mauvy, or purple colours will be

discovered in that charming race. The crimsons

are clear and distinct, and in no allied tone is there

a trace of mauve or magenta. All strains, how-

ever, do not possess this great merit, and one col-

lection of vaiieties exhibited early in the year in

the Drill Hall, Westminster, was absolutely spoilt

by a mauve-purple and magenta shading running

through almost Ihe whole strain, deadening the

crimson colours and rendering the flowers practi-

cally useless for the adornment of the garden. It

is strange that much valuable time is devoted to

the acquisition of such novelties, praised for their

departure from the ordinary lut, but worthless to

all who love beautiful garden flowers. The craze

for mauve and purple, not forgetting the hideous

florists' magenta, shows no signs of abatement,

although a remark not uncommonly heard at

shows is that magenta is ruining more than one

race of gai den plants. There is no want of illus-

tration when considering this important matter.

The Cyclamen suffers in the same way, and many
of Ihe newer varieties are positively hideous—

a

bluish purple or magenta, which, whether bright

or deep, is equally objectionable. It is rare to see

a good crimson Cyclamen, as the majority of the

new additions present th s fusion of mauve and
purple. A fresh flower of this colour is sufficiently

odious, but when it commences to fade a little,

even the dead uninteresting shade fades to almost

an ashy hue, very unlike a clear rich crimson.

One sees the same feature in the Tulip, a slaty

type of colour being too often present in some of

the much-lauded florists' varieties. It is far from

my wish to condemn the florist or the raiser of

new flowers, as he accomplishes much useful work,

but it is time to protest when he, through injudi-

cious crossing and selecti' n, promotes a series of

colours utterly unlovely and likely to wreck in a

series of years beautiful classes of garden plants.

The Carnation exhibits this same undesirable

trait, and it is painful to find awards given to

flowers that are neither mauve nor purple, but

of a dead ashy grey co'our, relieved perhaps by

a few crimson stripes.- A. G.

tained are the chief points sought for. The out-

door plants are somewhat thickly planted in a re-

serve garden in beds some 2 feet in width and of

varying lengths. Nearly all are from the present

season's layers. These are put down early ant
root freely in the Coombe Wood soil. Of the

plants in pots, there are many in 8-inch ones that

have been lifted from the open ground. Stand-

ing on an ash floor in a cool span frame, they seem

none the worse for the shifting, and are fast

making roots.—A. D.

Primroses in pots.—Although it is undesir-

able to lift Primiose plants from beds or borders,

or indeed from any place that is specially planted

to give spring effects, it is all the same well to

have some at disposal for lifting into pots now ami

up to the end of the year. For this purpose it is

a good plan in raising a quantiiy from seed to

select all the strongest, because these will

probably begin to bloom the earliest in the winter,

and to dibble them out into some out-of-the-way

piece of ground where they can be lifted into pots

as desired towards the end of the year without

interfering with those plants put out to bloom in

more public parts of the garden. To bloom during

the winter it is of no special moment that flowers

of such fine quality should be found in the earliest

and premature bloomers as in the latest which

will flower at the proper season, that is, during

March and April. It commonly happens that ihe

latest blooms give the finest; quality, probably

because quality in flowers is seldom allied to

coarseness of habit. Many of the finest flowers

amongst garden Primroses ultimately develop into

what have been called hybrids, that is, forms which

begin as Primroses and end as Polyanthuses. These

are specially useful because so very quick to flower,

but their irregular appearance later renders them
less attractive than are Primroses or Polyanthuses

that are true. Plants in pots flowering early need

a little warmth when in greenhouses or frames,

or otherwise the flowers will damp off.—A. D.

Carnations at Coombe Wood—'Very ample

evidence of the high favour in which Carnations

are held at this place is evidenced by the numbers

grown. Lady 'Wolverton puts border Carnations

before any tender plants; indeed almost before

everything else. To meet these requirements, Mr.

Woodgate, the gardener, raises a quantity of plants

from seed every year, and when seasons are favour-

able saves from the best of his own Then the

best of these seedlings are layered, and thus every

year considerable additions are being made to the

stock. Not much of concern is shown for florists'

varieties ; rather pleasing colours, free blooming

qualities, and as much of perfume as can be ob-

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.

With rispect to the recent remarks as to the

hardiness of Gaultonia and the Sweet Tobacco, it

is well to note that unless in well sheltered posi-

tions it is advisable to give them a little protection

through the winter; a slight mound, or rather a

thick layer of rough le.af soil about 3 inches in

depth will generally be found sufficient. The Cape
Hyacinth has been a pleasing feature this autumn
in a bed of hardy Azaleas ; late spikes have formed

a striking contrast to their changing foliage. An-

other large bed in which it has also done good

service was formed with fine clumps of Hydrangea
paniculala, the groundwork being filled in with

pink arid crimson China Roses and a fair sprinkling

of Gaultonias planted among the Roses. Another

good autumn bed has the above-named Hydrangea

as one of the tenants, the centre being filled with

Aster formosissimus. A very fine autumn display

can be obtained from Staiworts if colours are

judiciously contrasted and the ditferent varieties

are planted with due regard to their respective

heights. A very effective clump in a large border

is composed of blocks of A. ruber Juno and Astrea,

with a good batch of vimineus in tl;e foreground.

Here we have at any rate thiee very distirct

colours that blend well together. Astrea is not so

decided in colour, but it is a capital variety, some-

thing in the way of spectabilis, but a very much
finer flower. One notices with pleasure that Star-

worts together with other autumn flowers, espe-

cially Pyrethrum uliginosum, and Ihe Japanese

Anemones are now oftea to be found in cottage

gardens. I saw a very fine lot of the above-named

Pyrethrum the other day in such a situation,

and it was evidenily decidedly at home; the

flowers must have been quite 7 feet from the

ground. Michaelmas Daisies can be increased

readily and to almost any extent when they are

once acquired, so we shall doubtless soon see a

very good collection in many cottage gardens.

October has, on the whole, been very favourable

for flower garelen operations, and the work of re-

moval, cleaning, and replanting where this is re-

quired proceeded without let or hindrance. The

last of the summer bedding stuff to be lifted and

bosed is Begonias, bo'h the large flowering section

and Wortliiana, small Fuchsia- and Echeveiias, and

with them we have also lilted for potting an extra

batch of Marguerite Carnation. Flowers of this

came in so handy last autumn, that we shall cer-

tainly not be wrong in adding to the stock. If the

present bright open weather continues, it will he

advisable to push on flower garden work if time

permits, and in addition to the planting that

may be necessary for a spring display, any

filling in required for another season may be done

with safety. Not only will the accomplishment of

such work'be welcomed in spring when one is extra

busy, but plants get well established and an ear-

lierflowering season is secured. Take, for instance,

any gaps that may exist along the front of mixed

borders. If these" are broken up, they can be filled

with several hardy things calculated to furnish a

splendid display in spring and summer. Clumps

of Violas in variety, also border Carnations, onei r

two of the dwarfer Campanulas, Spirajas, Veronica

Spicant, V. incana and Ajuga reptans are a few

things adapted for such situations. These can le

grouped in a mass or planted thinly, that other

subjects may be dotted in as occasion permits. All

vases, either large or small, that may have betn

cleared of flowering plants should be filled wrth

small shrubs or conifera;. They are often left

i

empty for six months of the year, but there is no
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necessity for this when there are so many things
which can be u(iliso(l for sli^'htly relieving the
otlierwise bare and stilT appearance always asso-
ciated witli c.'iiply vases. Aucubas in slinibs, and
small lietinuspoias in conifera.', are about the best
and most reliable things. Outer edges may be
planted witli tlie small or vaiiegate<l Periwinkle
as the contrast is ici|inred, with a coating of Stone-
crop to hide any bare spots of soil. Onceac.piired
by [iropagation or purchase, all winter vase plants
can be retained for several years if strong roots
and straggling shoots are kept within bounds by
the judicious use of the knife. I like to dot
early - flowering Daffodils, such as obvallaris.
in some of the vasi'S. They come up well
tlirougli till! Periwinkle, and the flowers are a
plcMsing relief tollie lictinospora foliage. Excep-
tion may be taken, perhaps, to the ttilTness ot
Aucubas as vase plants, hut, as I said above, Ihey
aie about the mo>t reliable, and that is naturally a
special feature. Very few Evergreens suitable for
such work can be thoroughly depended on to pass
comparatively unscathed through a severe winter.

Claremont. E. BUEEELL.

Orchids.

CYPRIPEDIUM STONEI.
This j)lant was sent home from Borneo to the
Messrs. Low, of Clapton, in the year 1800, and
iu the following year it flowered in the collec-

tion of the late Mr. John Day. J. Blclntcsh
send.s me a spike of thi.s plant, the flowers on
which he says have been open since the la.st

week in August, and they are still very little

the worse. I have no doubt the plant will be
greatly relieved by having tlie spike cut oft'. I

am told this plant has two other spikes, each
bearing three blooms, and I would strongly
urge the sender to cut the others off, so that
the plant may get a thorough rest. The flowers
sent appear to be those of the form, having
dark lines running through both the upper and
lower sepals. In tlie flrst plant that flowered
and was figured the face or upper side of both
sepals was pure white (see the Botanical Mmja-
zine, t. 534!l). One or two varietal names are
recorded, but the only one worthy of notice is

the variety platytwnium, imported some three
years later from Borneo by the Messrs. Low.
It was imported unwittingly, and by chance
came into the hands of Mr. Day. After it had
been grown for four years it flowered and re-
vealed its great charms, which consist mostly
in the great width of the petals, which are
nearly an inch across, creamy-white in the
ground colour, profusely spotted and dotted
with crimson, the spots and dots fusing together
towards the ends. This plant I once saw blooming
beautifully in Sir Trevor Lawrence's collection
at Burford Lodge, Dorking, once. My friend
" J. M." says he has just received a few plants
which have been recently imported and sold for
the true Stonei. Perhaps the plants just sold
will be the true type without any markings on
the sepals, and which a friend of mine recently
called Stonei album. I told him it was the
typical Stonei. C. Stonei would appear to be a
very difficult plant to establish after being im-
ported

;
the length of time taken in tran.°port-

ing it from its native home seems to exhaust
it. I have not seen what eft'ect the passage
through the Suez Canal ha.s upon it, but I should
think this would help to bring the plants to
hand in a less exhausted condition. I should
take it that tlie present month is not the most
favourable time of the year to invest in newly-
imported plants, and I should advise ",T. M."
to set his plants into well-drained pots, and to
keep up the temperature of the house in which

they are placed to about 70" in the daytime,
and thus induce tlio plants to push out roots.

As these appear, the pot may be carefully filled

up with rough peat and chopped Sphagnum, and
by this means he may succeed in establishing

the plants. In a general way, when the plants

are established, they do not require much
cliange

; indeed they dislike it. Care should,

however, be taken that the plant does not
become sour at tlie root, and that it never
becomes dry. I think, too, that it is one of

those Cypripcdiums which likes a brisk heat all

the year round, but, of cour.se, less in our
winter season when it is resting.

Wm. Hugh Gower.

SHORT NOTES.—ORCHIDS.

Calanthe "Veitthi. — " H. M." sends Fome
flowers of a very d.iik form of this plant, saying it

has a spike over 2 feet long. The bulb lias no neck.

The forms wirh the itraight bulbs ba'C usually the

darkest and fiuost flowers.—G.

Miltonia Moreliana (T. jU.). —^Your flower

is 110 doulit a very tine variety of this plant. It

measures ahout ;i iuL'hes across, the sepils and petals

being rich purple, tlie fliit lip de^p rose, veined and
streaked with rosy red. This section rtf the genus, I

find, likes a high teuipera'ure when growing and to be

well exposed to tiie bud.—W, H. G.

Lycaste Skinneri purpurata (.T. ila.iun).—

Vi)u have this specie-s flowering early. The sepilsare

largo and full, white, tlio smaller petal-', which form a

hood over the colanin, being fluslied with flesli, and
the lip ricli deep purple. This plant will succeed
well in the sitting-room, and if caretully tended will

continue to produce fresh flowers through the winter.
— \V.

Lselia elegans Broomeana.— " C. W." sends
a flower under this name. It certainly is a very fine

dark-flowered form, but 1 cainiot say it is the same as

the one named after Mr. Broome, of Llandudno. It

seems to agree better with the kind named afier M.
ilorren. It is a beautiful and dark-flowered kind, and
" C W." may congratulate himself upon having such
a fine form appear from a chance importation.

—

W. H. G.

Societies and Exhibitions.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

NOVE.MBER 1.

The meeting in the Drill Hall, James Street,

Westmin.i'ter, on Tuesday last was very interesting,

and the exhibits comprised several Orchids of rare

beauty, as will be .seen from the subjoined list.

Orchids were the chief feature, but stove and
greenhouse plants were also exhibited, notably
Nepenthes, of which a splendid collection, compris-

ing thirty-one species and hybrids, came from
Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons. Shrubs remark ible

for the brilliant colouring of their foliage in

autumn and miscellaneous displays of fruit and
vegetables made up the leading items in an interest-

ing meeting.

Orchid Committee.

First-class certificates were awarded to the fol-

lowing :
—

Cymbidh'M hybridum Winnianum.—a beau-
tiful hybrid Cymbidium, and one of the most
noteworthy Orchids of the present year. It is the
result of a cross between C. eburneum and C. gi-

ganteum, and raised by Mr. C. Winn, The Uplands,
Selby Hill, Birmingham. The specimen exhibited
bore six spikes, with flowers ot great delicacy of

colouring and refined form. There were from ten to

fifteen on each spike. The sepals and petals have
not a spreading character, as in C. giganteum, but
there is an absence of formality in the flower,

whilst the colour is creamy yellow, a soft, delicate,

and delightful shade, relieved by spots of crimson
or reddish brown on the bold lip, reminding one in

this particular of C. giganteurn. The general ex-

pression of the flower is more like that of C. ebur-

neum. This is not the first hybrid Cymbidium,
but unquestionably one of the most beautiful of

hybrid Orchids, strong in growth, taking after C.

giganteum in this respect. From Messrs. Sander

and Co., St. Albans.
C.\TTLt;v.\ i.Etrcoc.LOSSA.—This is another hy-

bi-id Orchid of much intere-t and beauty. It is a
cross betwc'pii ('. fausta and C. Loddigesi, the

former parent itself being a hybrid between C.

exoniensisand C. Loddigesi. In the hybrid before

us we get a combination of both parents ; the

sepals and petals ai'e finely shaped, spreading, the

colour being clearer than in C. Loddigesi, whilst

the lip is of a delicate rosy .shade set off by a suffu-

sion of yellow in the throat. It is a handsome ac-

quisition and an interesting cross. Shown by
Messrs. Veitch and Sons.

Spathoglottis Viellaedi btibea.—Here we
have a delightful variety. It is deeper in colour

than the type, but otherwise of similar character.

The flowers appear in succession, and thus the

plants remain in beauty for several months. The
specimen exhibited had fifteen expanded blooms

with a number of buds, each with a long peduncle

that imparts to it a delightfully graceful as-

pect by reason of its drooping character. The
spike rises about 1| feet in height, and a jlant in

full bloom is distinctly effective. The sepals and
broader petals are ot a beautiful purple shade,

deeper in the latter than the former, whilst the

three-lobed lip is intense jiurple, the crest yellow.

Its brightness of colour and long continuance in

beauty should ensure its popul.arity. The indivi-

dual flowers should be valuable for cutting. Exhi-

bited by Mr. White, gardener to Sir Trevor Law-
rence, iSart., Burford Lodge, Dorking.

Awards of merit were given to the following :

—
Cattleya labiata Sandebje.—a very beauti-

ful variety, the flowers of bold, handsome form and
refined colouring. It is one of the most interest-

ing Orchids from the St. Albans collection, but

must not be confounded with C. Sanderiana, which

is also of the labiata group and a superb form.

One variety that we saw some time ago in the col-

lection of Mr. Dorman at Sydenham boie flowers

about 9 inches across, of fine shape and rose-mauve

in colour, except the lip, which was distinguished

by a strikingly trilled margin, the other portion

rich crimson-purple, whilst on either side of the

throat appeared two bold eye-like blotches ot rich

yellow. Both C. labiata Sanderaa and C. 1. San-

deiiana rank amongst the finest Orchids in culti-

vation. Exhibited by Messrs. Sander and Co.

L.ELIA I'ERRINI NIVEA.— In this there is no
trace of the I'ght purple colouring seen in the

type. The flower is of the purest white, exquisite

in shape and one of the most charm'ng Orchids in

cultivation. It was finely shown on the present

occnsion, and thoroughly deserved the award
given. From Messrs. B. S. Williams and So",

Upper Holloway.
L.HLIA ELEGANS E.XCELI.ENS.— This is well

named. It is a lovely form of the well-known L.

elegans, the flowers of massive character, broad,

robust and splendidly coloured. The sepals and
petals are of a purplish tone, in which there seems

a trace of rose, whilst the lip is crimson-purple.

Exhibited by Mr. T. Statter, Stand Hall, Man-
chester.

CYPRIPEDIUM ARTHURIANUM PTtLCHELLUM.—
A charming variety, the flowers more deeply

spotted ard betraying closer fifinity to C. Fairrie-

anum than those of the parent. C. Artliurianum,

it wiQ be remembered, is a hybrid between C. in-

signe and C. Fairrieanuiu, dwarf in habit and with

leafage like that of the former species. The flower,

as in the variety pulchellnm, bears strong traces of

the influence of the dainty C. Fairrieanum, the
dor.sal sepal veined and spotted with purple on an
apple-green ground, the petals deflexed, yellowish-

green, with veins of purple-brown, the lip of simi-

lar colouring. The hybrids of C. Fairrieanum form
a charming group. Exhibited by Messrs. J. Veitch
and Sons.

A very interesting group of Orchids came from

Messrs. Sander and Co., St. Albans, iu which
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were rcany rare species and varieties. Several
Cypripediums were shown, including C. Adonis
and the beautiful C. Leeanum giganteum ; whilst
pIso exhibited were Catlleya granulosa, Oncidium
St. Legerianum, Brassia Sanderiana, and Angrfe-
cum caudatum. The last-mentioned is by no
means new, but it is an interes'ing Orcliid, and
the form shown was exceedingly fine. Mes.'rs.

B. S. Williams and Son al<o sent Orchids, among
which were Cypripedium Iris, a very distinct and
atiraclive flower; C. Pitcherianum (Williams' va-

riety), C. Wallaerlianum, Cattleya Warocqueara
delicata, the flowers of beautiful and delicate col-

our, whilst they are of bold handsome form ;
tlie

pretty Dendrobium album, and the lovely La;lia

Perrini alba, described above (.-ilver medal),
Messrs. H. Low and Co., Upper Clapton, exhibited
a very charming L.Tlia named L. claptoniensis. It

is a hybrid, and has L. elegans for one of its

parents, the other being the Brazilian L. Dormani-
ana. The flowers show a resemblance to both
parents, the sepals and petals of a paler colour
than in L. elegans. A specimen of the rare Mil-

tonia Blunti Lubbersiana was shown by Messrs.
Charlesworth, Shuttleworth and Co., Clapham.
The plant was in vigorous health and bore two
strong spikes, each carrying three expanded
flowers besides buds, the sepals and petals pointed
and of a delicate mauve, upon which appear
deeper- coloured blotches, whilst the base of the
lip is of even a more intense shade. It is a charm-
ing form both for the bold shape and distinctive

colouring of the flowers.

Floral Committee.

A first-class certificate was given to

HoT.\ iMPERi.^Lis.—This is by no means a new
plant, but a splendid form of it was shown by Mr.
Moore, of the Glasnevin Botanic Gardens, Dublin.

There are several plants of this fine species in gar-

dens, but none, so far as we are aware, with the same
bold, handsome character as in the present in-

stance. The specimen exhibited had an umbel of

fifteen flowers, each of fine proportions, pendulous'
waxy, and rii h purple in colour, whilst they are

polisbfd as if varnished. The deep colouring is

intersilied by the prominent raised carpels of a
whitish colour.

Awards of merit were given to the following :

—

CiioTON Be.-vtrtce Horsfall.—A very attrac-

tive variety of the C. interruptum type, from
which, we believe, it is a sport. It is of dwarf
habit, the leaves narrow, slightly dreoping. The
leaves are lii h yellow in the ba'al portion, the

upper half yellow and crimson— a fine association

of colour. It is a showy form, and will doubtless

become very popular. Exhibited by Mrs. Horsfall,

Rugeley, Staffs.

Chrysanthemum A^bsuvius.—This belongs 'to

the Japanese section, and is, we believe, an Erglish

raised sefdlirg. The flowers are large, full, and
of a charming orange colour. From Mr. R. Owen,
Castle Hill, Maidenhead.
ChryS-Anthemum GoIjDEn Ball.—This is a re-

flexed variety, and delightful for decoration. The
flowers are of beautiful shafe, distinct, and bright

yellow. An attractive and tellirg plant. From
Messrs. H. Cannell and Sons, Swanley.
Chry'santhemum W. H. Atkinson.—Another

splendid addition to the Japanese class The
flowers are large, spreading, and of distinct colour,

the florets being of a coralred shade, in which
there is a trace of cerise, the reverse yellow—a fine

contrast. From Mr. H. J. Jones, Ryecroft Nur-

sery, Lewisham.
Chrysanthemum Emily Doone.—A lovely

Japanese vaiiety, the florets pink, the centre of

the flower yellow, whilst outside this there is white,

which melts into the pink shac'.e. Certainly one of

the most promising of this season's novelties. Ex-

hibited by Messrs. J. R. Pearson & Sons, Chilwell

Nurseries, Notts.

The chief feature of interest before this com-
mittee was the splendid collection of thirty-one

kinds of Nepenthes from Messrs. J. 'Veitch and
Sons. The plants were splendidly grown and
carried a profusion of pitchers. It included many

hybrids besides species, and one of the most

interesting was a hybrid named N. Northisi. a

cross between N. Northiana and N. Curtisi ; it has

five pitchers, the colouring not quite so heavv as

in N. Curlisi, but distinctly attractive. N. Ratties-

iana was exhibited, also N. Hookeriana, N.

Morgania;, a beautiful hjhrid of bold distinct

character; N. intermedii, the hybrid N. Chelsoni,

one of the most interesting in the collection, and
N. Mastersiana, represented by both light .and dark

varieties. This is perhaps the most useful of the

family. Woithy also of note were N. Buikei, N.

Curlisi superba, a very fine form; N. Domini, N.

cincta, N. Dicksoniana, a splendid hybrid ; N.

sanguinea, N. stenophylla, N. ampuUaria vittata

major, a curious form ; N. distillatoria, N. Burkei

exceliens, a fine type for pitcher and colouring;

N. Veitchi striata, N. Hookeri. N. Wrigleji, a note-

worthy hybrid ; N. albo-ranrginata, and N. Sedeni

(gold medal). The same firm also hr.d fine plants

of the beautiful Pandanus Baptist i, the habit gr.ice-

ful and ihe leaves coloured with green and yellow.

It is a fine subject for decoration. Another very

good feature was the group of Bouvardias from

Mr. J. McLeod, gardener to Mr. J. Morgan, Dover
House, Roehampton. The plants were excellent

examples of skilful culture and in fine flower,

the varieties comprising all the best in culti-

vation. A silver mtdal was deservedly given.

Mr. Anthony Waterer, Knaphill, Woking, brought

several things to show the beauty of their au-

tumn foliage. Very conspicuous was Quercus

coccinea splcndens, the leaves of a glorious crim-

son colour. Then of interest were Acer palmatum,

Vaccinium pennsylvanicum, V. corymbomm, An-

dromeda Mariana and A. arborea.^one of the

most noteworlhy shrubs for its autumn colour-

ing, the leaves of a brilliant self crimson colour.

Chrysanthemums were not shown largely, but the

varieties were of interest. Messrs. J. R. Pearson

& Sons, Chilwell Nurseries, had sever-d novelties,

amongst them the Anemone-flowered Delaware,

the flowers yellow in the centre, the other portion

white ; whilst from Messrs. H. Cannell and Sons

came splendid blooms of Viviand Morel, the

flowers fully 8 inches across, and of a rich cerise

colour-one of tie finest exhibits of this variety

we have seen. The same firm also had the variety

Colonel W. B. Smith, which belongs to the in-

curved Japanese class, the flowers 5 ellow, shaded

with bronze, besides such novehies as Miss Watson

and others. Not the least interesting featu'C was

a collection of Begonias from the R.II.S.'s Gar

dens, Chiswick, the varieties comprising Duchess

of Connaught, white with a pink edge; Crimson

Gem, crimson; Readng Snowflakc, white, ar,d the

tufted Princess Beati ice. The plants had made a

gay show planted out in beds in the summer, and

were on the approach of winter lifted and put into

pots. New growths were made which commenced
flowering freely, so that this type is of value for

both summer bedding and winter blooming. Other

exhibits compiistd splendid heads of the rich crim-

son Ixora Dnfii from Mr. M. R. McKellar, Abney

Hall Gardens, Cheadle, and anew jDerpetual flower-

ing Carnation named Baton Rothschild, from the

Tring I'^nk Gardens, Ihe flowers of a pale yellow

colour, barred with lake.

Prizes for Chrysanthemums.
Excellent flowers were to be seen in the follow-

ing classes. In one class dressing was prohibited,

and the first pi ize was awarded to Mr. T. Osman,

gardener to Mr. L. J. Baker, Ottershaw Park,

Chertsey, who showed Lord Wolseley, Avalanche,

Jardin des Flan'tes, White Beverley, Golden Bever-

ley, Ciiterion, Peter the Great, Curiosity, and

Jeanne d'Aic, the second award being made in favour

of Mr. Wythes, gardener to the Duke of Northum-

berland, Syon House, the flowers excellent, those

of Curiosity, Source d'Or, and Edouard Audiguier in

particular. The first prize for twelve new Chry-

santhemums was taken by Mr. J. Douglas, the

Gardens, Great Gearies. Ilford, who had the vane-

ties Edwin Beckett, W. Tricker, D. B. Crane,

Viviand Morel, Alberic Lunden, Florence Davis,

Mile. M. Hoste, W. H. Lincoln, Gloire du Rocher,

"Violet Rore, Bouquet des Dames, and Louis

Boehmer.

Fruit Committee.

There were not many e.xhibits before the com-
mittee on this occasion.

A first-class certificate was awarded to

Plum Rivers' Or.vnge, a round medium-sized
fruit of great merit, an excellent late variety ;

it is

of a rich orange colour with fine flavour. From
Messrs. Rivers, Sawbridgeworth.

Mr. T. H. Crasp, The Gardens, Canford Manor
Dorset, staged a small collection of Apples
(fourteen dishes), the most meritorious being

Mere de Menage, Hollandbury, Wa^nei's King,

Rihston, and Fearn's Pippin (bronze Banksian
medal). Mr. W. Iceton, Putney Park Lane, Roe-

hampton, sent two fine baskets of Grapes Gros
Colman, ni'ely finished, the berries of good size.

Mr. J. 'VVatkins, Pomona Farm, Hereford, sent three

dishes of Apples, the varieties being Tom Putt,

Red Devonshire, and Pickering's Seedling. From
the Society's gardens were sent five vaiielies of

Grapes, viz , Royal Ascot, Allan's Seedling, Cannon
Hall, Mrs. Pearson, and Black Monukka. Several of

I hese varieties possess much merit on account of their

high flavour. From the IMI.S. gardens came an

interesting collection of Turnips, well grown and
solid bulbs, including the newer kinds. The lirse

While Globe and White Flat Dutch of M. A'ilmorin

were good. Messrs. Dubbie's Golden Ball, a yellow

variety, is a valuable winter k'nd, an excellent

keeper, and hardier than the white variety. Model
is also a lieautiful white Turnip,

i
erfert in shape.

Messrs. Il.nrrison's Exliibition and New Marble

were excellent, and valuable additions to the list

of good keeping varieties. Mr. Ba'ron also sent

an interesting collection of Savoys, the varieties

being Golden Globe, Winter Drumhead, Early

Beckfield, Dwarf Green Curled, Groot's Favourite,

and Victoiia, the last a veiy nice kind, much
curled and solid. Mr. A. Milner, Penrice Castle

Gardens, Swansea, sent two dishe-! of Ailsa Craig

Onions ; the bulbs were large and well ripened.

The Rev. Mr. Wilkes, in the course of his

lecture on " Fruit Trees in Pots," stated that

many people were at a great disadvantage in

growing wall fruit, not always having the con-

venience to grow such as Peaches, Nectarines,

Pears and Plums. With trees grown in pots

to a great extent this could often be remedied;

indeed, many could grow fruit trees in pots

who otherwise could not give them the protection

nece.'sary to get the best results. He stated

that at one time he laboured under great disad-

vantagi s ns far as fruit cultuie was ccnceined;

he, like many others, had no suitable p'acetogrow
choice fruits, so at last he made up his mind to

build an orchard house. The dimensions of his

house were 48 feet by 12 feet and 12 feet high in

centre, running east and west, he thinking that

position the most suitable for the trees when in

bloom. He also bad a 4 inch flow and return pipe

fixed round the house to protect the trefs from

the seveie March winds which usually prevail

at that date. Such protection was also most

useful for Chrysanthemums in winter. He thought

the be-t time to pot the fruit trees was in Septem-

ber, the best compost being five parts loam, wilh

some bones, bone-meal, or other fertiliser. He
thought it best to repot orchard-house trees yearly,

to carefully shake out the old soil, and to cut back

strong roots. Great care should be taken when re-

polling to ram the soil firmly, and not allow any
cavity at the side of the pots. The size of pot

depended upon the strength of the trees ; he used

all sizes from 8 inches to IC inches. After potlirg,

he plunged his trees in the open in coal ashes to

protect the roots from frost, and to encourage the

formation of new roots. He also advocated over-

hauling and thoroughly c'eansing the inside

of the house at that season when tie trees

are outside. The trees should be syringed twice

daily when started, giving a little warmth from

the pipes in cold, dull weather. Watering

was one of Ihe chief points in the culture

of orchard-house trees and required much care

at the start. He watered with spring water,

thinking it beneficial in assisting the stoning of
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Peaches and Nectarines. He had used rain water

with soot mixed with good results, but the snot

must settle before applying it to the trees. He
advocated smoking the house before the flowers

opened, and also when necessary afterwards with a

a free use of the syringe twice d;tily. If this be

done, tlie trees will be clean all through the sea-

sin. When the trees were in bloom, he went over

them and freely shook them. Such varieties as

did not set freely, he fertilised with pollen from

the small-tloweiing varieties. Plums he found

always set freely, but not Pears. In tliinning

the fruits le usually went over them live or

si.K limes. Plums did not need nearly so much
attention as Pears. Disbudding the trees was.

he considered, an important point and should

have special care, doing the work at frequent,

intervals. Pinching and stopping needed e(|ual

attention to get evenly-grown trees and to i)ro-

perly distribute the sap. Feeding fruit trees

in pots when in full bearing was equally ne-

cessary. He usually top-die?sed with a compost

of loam, manure, and bones or bone-meal, making

the surface on top of the pot like a saucer, so as

to prevent the water from running away. By this

s.tstem of cultivation he had been enabled to se-

cure a good supply of choice fruit from .Tune to

September. His orchard house contained about

twenty Peaches and Nectarines, the same number
of Pears, and a dozen Plums. When potting up

Pears and I'lums, he usually potted a double quan-

tity. One half he kept outside until those inside

liad finished fruiting, and they were then brought

inside, taking the place of the others to give a

later supply of fruit. The only Plums he grew
were the Gage«. He had been given to understand

that fruit could not he grown for any length of

time under gla^s in tlie way he had described, but

his had not failed him for four or five years.

In the course of the discussion, Mr. Rivers said

he could not agree wiih the lecturer's method of

exposing his trees after repotting ; bethought they

would be best inside. He quite agreed with Mr.

AVilks as to rejiotting yearly shaking out the old

soil and root-pruning. He also advocated the

encouragement of roots at the bottom or through

the pot, which was a great saving in watering in

hot weather and a support to trees full of fruit.

He built his orchard house in 1S52, and from that

time he had never failed to have a crop. Mr,
Punyard thought Mr. Wilks had omitted one im-

port.-int point, viz., the beiuty of the orchard house
trees when in bloom. He thoroughly agreed with
him as to the jisefulness of such a house and its

value when well managed.

Public Gardens.

Beereation ground for Long Sutton.

—

The local board of this Linculnshire town have just

become possosseJ of a recreation ground, which is to

be u.^ed tor the childrcu. It is three acres in extent

ami has been presented to the town by the Winfrey
fan ilv, who h;i\o loug resided here.

Park for St. Helens.—Mr. Samuel Tayl. r,

Lord of the Manor of Kcelestnn, has intimated that

he will baud over as a gift to the town, for a public
park, an estate of forty-seven acres, known as Eccles-
lon Park lOstato, containing a large boating and
fishing lake, splendid Rhododendrons and drives. It

is well laid out and of an estimated value of £7000.

A new park for Northampton.— Lnrd and
Lady Wantage, of (Jverstouo Park, have c'tFered to the
Northampton Town Council, as a free gift, .\biiigton

Abbey and twenty acres of land, for use as a people's
park. The abbey is a very ancient building, and the
adjoining grounds, bounded on one tide by a large
lake, will make a magnificent park. The grjunds are
picturesque and well piaTited with tine trees.

Opening of School Board playgrounds.

—

At ihe last meeting of the Metropolitan Public
Gardens Association letters were read stating that
the Local Government Board had reversed, on
appeal, the decision of the auditor, who had di---

allowed the expenditure irrcurred by the London
School Board in the opening to children on Satur-
days of some of its playgrounds. A resolution was

forwarded to the Board recognising with great

sati-faclion Ihe im.iortant service which has been

rendered to the physical education and he;illh of

the yourrg of the metropolis by the opening orr

Saturdays of Ihe playgrounds attachtd to the Hili

Board schools by the action of Ihe late School

Boar-d, and cvpressirg a hope that lire present

Hoard will complete the work of its predecessor

l)y opening on Satur'days the playgrounds attached

to the remainder of its schools, some 2511 in num-
ber.

West 'Wickham Common —The purchase of

this common by the City of London and a body of

subscribers has now been eiTecterl, and the Lor'd

Mayor elect. Alderman Knill, has consented to

vi.-it the common and declare it open to the public

on the 12' h in.st. The lord of the manor, Sir

J. F. Lennaid, required £2000 for his rights. A
body of sub.scribers r'aised £1C00, to which the

city added £."j00, and also undertook tl e co-t of

maintaining and protecling the common in Ihe

futuie. Mr. Altman, chairman of the Finance
Comndltee, and Mr. Pellett, of the Common
Council, took great interest in the negotiations,

while it is due to the Bromley Footpaths and Com-
mons Protection Society and to its hon. secretary,

Mr. li, Ritherdon, that the agitation has at length

been brought to a successful issue. The common
is a wooded hillside in Kent, near Hajes, marked
by some earthworks of archajological interest, and
with some very ancient Oak trees.

Hilly Fields, Brockley.—There is now a pros-

pect of completing the purchase of this forthepur-
po.se of a public park and recreation ground. As far

back as February last the London County Council
promised a contribution of £22,000 towards the cost,

estimated at £10,350. In addition, the Greenwich
District Board of Works have proud-ed £7000, the

City Parochial Charity Trustees £1000, the Lewis-
ham Charity Trustees £1000, the City Companies
and ]irivate persons £8707. The Lewisham Board
of Works refused to contribute anything, although
the land is in their parish. It is now proposed to

(lurchase immediately the interests ;of Mr. Lee's

trustees and of the Land Development Company, at

an expenditure of £3(5,350, leaving a balance ot

£3357 for the further liability of purchasing from
the Ecclesiastical Commissioners their 4 acres of

land for £4000. It is feared that if the two claims

mentioned are not settled quickly the land may
be sold for building, and the whole scheme fall

through. The Parks and Open Spaces Com-
mittee of the County Council approve of immediate
action.

PRUNING THE PINE TRIBE.
Mk. Watson, of Kew, writes as below in Garth n

and Farest:—
Pruning CoNrFEK.t:.—In many gardens coniferous

trees become thin and scraggy owing to the excessive

and uneven growth of the lateral hi'anches. This, we
tind, can he rectified by pruning, the long, thin branches
being shortened, in early spring preferat)ly. It is sur-

prising bow soon the trees right themselves under this

treatment, the "back " growth produced by the cut

br-anches and the better development of the shorter

ones tilling up and furnishing the tree in a seasorr or

two. All conifers are improved in this way.

This que.stion may interest our readers, some
of whom nray be able to tell us how the best

existing plantations of Pines have been treated,

say the Larches at Dunkeld, the Cedars at

Goodwood, and any of the Scotch or English
plantations of conifers where they are grown in

fiuantity enough to judge, and not merely stuck

out iu the pleasure-grounds, shaped like extin-

gui.slrers, whether the tree likes it or nut.

We know tliat the forests ot Pines in America
and Europe get on without pruning or pinching,

and that nothing so far seen is nobler or more
stately in the way of trees.

an P.inch pot. The umbel of flowers was over 30

ini'hi's aiTo.ss, Instciui of the flower's bein? a very

bright crimson or red, they were of a poor washed-out

pink colour.—J. R. Hall, Fox Warren aardeno, Cob-

liiitii,

Books.

Brunsvigia Josephirse.- 1 shall he glad if

anyorrc who has flowered this plarrt will kirrdly give

h*3 expcrienc '. A few years ago I purchased a bulb
•f this so-called \ariety. 1 successfidly flowertd it iu

"The Horticulturist " is a new, and, so far

as we are aware, the only gardening jiaper pub-

lished in Australia. It is a monthly periodical,

and is the official journal of the Horticultural

Society of New Sorrth Wales. From a few nirm-

bers just to hand from a friendly correspondent

in Sydney it appears to have been started iri .Janu-

ary of the present year, and besides containing the

proceedings of the society, it has directions for

the month in the kitchen garden, the orchard, the

flower garden, and plant houses. Original papers

on various subjects of interest connected with hor-

ticulture are given ; reviews of new books, general

notes and instructions in agriculture and poultry

rearing also find a place.— CllKYSANTll.

The Story of my House.*—A small volume

of charming essays, covering a wide range of sub-

ject. Whether discoursing of books or bronzes, plant

life or bird-notes, signs of weather or oriental

fabrics, the author is equally at home, and handles

his varied subjects in a way that betokens a keen

observation of Nature, combined with ailvanced

artistic cultivation, while Ihe writing is at once

scholarly and poetical without alTection. The

book is well printed on a remarkably light, though

strong paper.

*"The Story of my House." By George n.EUwan-

ger. London : G. Bell & Sons, York Street, Covent

Garden.

Names of plants.— II'. C. Bou'i-n.-l, Astran-

tia major ; 2, Aster Novi-Belgii var. ; 3, A. florrbundus ;

4 A. lawigatus nanus; 5, A. Nova3-Arigha; pulcliellus;

g' A, Novi-Belgii densus ; 7, A. Isvigatus; S, A Arueilns

bessarabicus ; U, A. Aruellus ; 10, Berberis Neuberti

;

U, Abies grandis ; 12, Anemone japonrca ; 1-1, A. j.

alba; 14, Finns Cembra. 11'. A'.r.sk-Phaseolus

Caracalla (the Snail flower). Arrhd.Sfth .S»i,(;..-

Cymbidium giganteum. Croydorr.—Boussirrgaultra

basscloides. H'. T.—1, Crataegus coccmea ; 2, Pjrus

aria; 3, Euonymus europ'eus. i. t fr.stfc —riease

send better specimens, ^V. H. il/.,x;,cH.- Looks

like a variety of the Kgg plant. ,S,-o(m':/.-Rhu3

toxicodendron (the Poison Ivy), but we caunot be

sure unless you send us stems wrth the leaves on.

It has poisonous properties, some people sutlermg

very rrruch from hauling it.

BOOK RECEIVED.
" British Fungus Flora," a classified text-book of

mycology. By G. Massee. G. Bell & Sons, York

Street, Covent Garden, and New York.

"The Garden" Monthly Pa.rts.-T/iui journal u pub-

Ihhed in neatly bound ilonlUy Paris. In this form thf

coloured plates are best preserved, and it ts most suilaUe for

reference prei'ious to tht issue o/ the half-yearly volumes. Price

Is id. \
post free, Is. M. Complete set of voluma of Thk

Garden from its commencevient to end oj 1891, forty vols.,

price, cloth, £'29 8«.

" Gardening Illustrated • Monthly Parts. - This

jovrnal is published in neatly bound Monthly Parts, \n Khieh

form it is most suitable for reference prenoiu to the issue of ths

yearly volumes. Price id. ;
post free, Sd.

"Farm and Home" Monthly PaPts.-3Au journal. U
published in neatly bound Monthly Parts,%n vhxchform if u
most suitable for reference previous lo the usue of the yearly

voluma. Price id.; post free, Sd.

"Hardy Flowers."—(?"•">!' dacriptioni of upwards o,

thirteen hundrai of the most ornamental species, mth direclanl

/or their arrangement, cv.lture, ikc. t'fth and Popular

Edition, Is.; post free, Ij. 8<1

All of our rtiulns trho are interested in the iii,proren,ent of

cotlMie' homes are inriUd to help us to 7nak> Coitage Gar-

dening knairn. It is published at Ihe very loinst priee to

mat Ihe uanis of those for irhom it is intended, and copies inll

b: tent .for d,.^liibulion, free, by the publishers, Meisrs. CasseU

and Compiny, La Belle Sauvaffe, Indicate Hill, B.C.

Garden Design and Architects Gardens Ulm-
trate-'l, lo ^/ruc by lutual i.ran.ides from lirilnh i/ard >ts,

thi't iti'oing and ali'/untg r,es lo mike then *h'umoni e

,rtth archilecln e ar< b rh'^ovs, ^cttllist, and in"lUslic. lo..-

don: .ohn Murrjy, .1lbii„ur e itniU
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FLORISTS' FLOWERS
D & Co. were among the first to raise Tufted Panties by croEsing the Alpine species with the Show and Fancy Pansie?, and they thus succeeded in raising varieties

pofsefting the hardy tutted or branching habit of tlic wild Vinlet, but with greater size of flower and purer and simpler colours. They have a stock which cannot bo

lufpassed fi>r qua'i'y or variety of colour. For bedding purposes or for supplying cut flowers for glasses or t.able dec iration they are une'|uilled. No other class

o' p'ants will give a longer season of flower, or produce a more interesting and beautiful effect with so little trouble or expense.

Purchaser's Selection, 4s. to 9s. per drz.

r. & Co.'s Selection, 2s. 6i?. per doz.; 12s. 6d. per 100; £5 per 1(M)0.

smooth

Golden Gem, liright yellow, free.

Golden Gem (Dean), yellow, dwarf.
Golden Queen of Spring, dwarf yellow.
Glcw. carmine self, free, compact
Goldfinch, yellow, distinctly edged pale purple.
Goldfinder deep golden yellow.
Gaiety, yellow and, bronze.
George Corbet, lemon-yellow, dwarf.
Gipsy's Bride, very light lilac, streaked violet.

Her Majesty, pale yellow.
H. M. Stanley, deep mauve, striped dark purpl •, larje,

extra.
BColyrood, dark blue, large and fine.

Joy, top petals lavender laced purple, under petals whito
edged lavender.

John Burns, velvety purple, marbled light peach.
Jeffi'cy's White, piirc- white.
Jackanapes, yellow and dark purple, very striking.
Jubilee, white.
King of Yellows, yellow, large blotch.
Lady Dundonald, clear white, pencilled purple.

I

Le Grand, dark blue.
' Lilacina, rich li'ac, dark blotch, free,

t Lord Fitzgerald, pure white, yellow eye, fine.

I

Lottie, mauve.
!

Ladykia-k, yellow, very fine.

Lady Diana, puri)lish crimson, free.
Mrs. Gray, white,

i Mrs. Kood, white, top petals edged blue.
Mrs. Nisbet, bronzy yellow.
Mrs. Holmes, crimson, shaded white.
Mi-s. Pierce, white, flushed lilac.

Mrs. Thomeon, fine white.
Mrs. M'Mayters, purple, tipped white.
Mrs. Kinncar, pure white, close tabit.
Mrs. Grant, crimson, shaded yellow.
Mrs. Ferguson, white.
Mrs. Frater (1892), white, ftnp3d daik nurn'e.
Mrs. Clark, silvery white, free.
Mrs. Dranfield, pale lavender, shaded white edges.
Mauve Queen, deep mauve, large.

Archie Gi ant, dark purple large.

Aias, white, upper petals light blue.

Ariel, white, shaded blue, fine. Figured in The Gard-n.

Ardwell Gem, sulphur-yellow, dwarf, free.

Afcercom Beauty, primrose, free grower.

Alba Odorata, i-ure white, sweet scented.

Alba Hybrid a, pure white, fine.

Astrea, bhiish puce.

Aigle d'Or, yellow, large blotch.

Bessie Clark, light rnauve, dwarf, close habit.

Beauty, white, dwarf.

Blue Cloud, white, heavily edged ultramarine blue.

Blue Stone, Prusbian-bhie, free.

Bronze Queen, bronze, tinged lilac.

Buccleuch Gem, pure white, violet markings.

Bullion, bright golden yellow, first-rate.

Brilliant, rich yellow, fine.

Beauty of Norton, light purple, free.

Chelsea Belle, vink-t, shaded blue.

Countes3 of Hopetoun. the best white variety.

Counters of Wharucliffe, pure white, fine.

Cloth of Gold, golden yellow.

Cro-wn Jewel, clear pale yellow, dwarf.

Criterion, pale blue, large.

Chaim*^r, purple, top petals whit".

Di^tinction, pale blue, violet blotch, distinct, fre?.

Daldowie Yellow, clear yellow, dwarf.

Diana, white, top petals lavender-blue.

Dawn of Day, white, shaded b ue, distinct.

Dorothy Tcuuant, light peach, very free and large,

and dis'inct.

Duchess of Fife, light primrose, distinctly edged lilac.

Duchess of Sutherland, bluish mauve and white.

Eva, fine white, compact habit.

Emperor, dark blue, large.

Eynsford Yellow, yellow.
Eynsforcl Gem, yellow.
Exquisite, Itluish violet.

Formoea, lavender self, black blotch.
Favoiu'ite, bronzy purple.

Flag of Truce, large white.

Mrs. W, M, Welsh, large pure white, very free and vigorous, useful for pot culture and bouijuet work, should be grown exttns'.vJy where
cut flowers are in demand. The bait white in cultivation.

6s. per doz. ; ;iOs. per 100.
r. & Co. h:;ve a full collection of the finest Show and Border Pink?, both fcr exhibition and cutting purposes.

Os. per doz. ; 30«^. per KM).

Modesty, pali lilac.

Minnie G. Clark, white, fine.

Multiflora, lavender, centre purple, fre^.

Mary Gilbert, yellow, very free, best yelloT out,

Marchione-s of Tweeddale, waxy white, fine.

Mont Blanc, white.
Nabob, lem n yellow.

Neatness, creamy white.
Perfection, white, style of Pilrig Park.
Pantaloon, plum and white.

Peach Blossom, soft peach.
Pilrig Park, large pure wliite, peocilled violet frre.

Princess Beatrice, light lilac, shaded rosy purple.

Pallida, pale yel'nw.

Queen of Crimsons, crimson, distinct.

E-inimie Donaldson, fine white.
Roydltv, brignt yellow.

Skylark, whit^, edged blue, free blooming.
Sportsman, dark purple, tipped white.

Stricta Aur="a, small yellow, dwa»-f.

Striata Azurea, pale Idue, free and distioct.

Stricta Cve net, yellow, fine.

Spiing Beauty, dark b!ue.

Sovereign, golden yellow, dwarf.
Souveuip, lavender, large and free.

Sweet Pea, peach.
Toi'y. indigo blue, best of its class.

The Mearns, lich plum, top petals edged white.
The M'Masters, yellow, very frea.

The Bride, wliife.

True Blue, fine blue, free.

Virginalis, f-ilvcry white, very dwarf.
Vestal, wliite.

Venus, waxy white.

Violet King, bronze purple, large.

Violetta, small white yellow centre, free, ttiongly Ecented.
WemysB Gold, fine golden yellow.
Wonder, light yellow.
William Niel, rosy lilac, dlttinct.

YtUow Boy, fine yellow.

Yellow Gem, primrose, compact.

D. & Co. have every confidence in recommendiag the following Border Carnations. They are seedling's of Redbraes Plcotee, which is the best grower and the m^xit

useful Border Carnation in cuHivation. They are all ( f the moat robust and hardy constitution. The coh>urs are so varied and pleasing, that they are quite lodispecsable

for border decoration, and fcr cut flowers and exhibit'oE. The following are selected from 2000 seedlings. Plants tow leady at

2s. 6d each ; 24s. per doz.
Very distinct, and ovig'at to be in everyCastle Craig, white, edged and spotted crimson, very fine.

Dunkeld, while ground, spotted and stiiped scarlet, very
free and distinct.

Honiburg, golden yellow edged with scarlet, one of the most
hardy and free flowering Picotecs. (Th's is not a Seedling

of Redbrats
)

collection.

Miss Gili'oy, white, str.ped and blotched with rose, large
and very fine.

Miss Annie Currie, peach coloured self, large, free, and
vigorous; tbebestof the colour ever offered. First-Class

Certificata at the Royal Caledonian Horticultural Society's

Show. September, 189i.

Mrs. Wm. Christie, vivid scarlet self, very effective colour,

large aod fioe.

Mrs. Tom Wilson, salmon, very distinct and free, quite a

new shade of colour, very attractive.

ti.g.This Collection is composed ef tlie best border varieties in cultivation. For gtneral decoration they are indispeuaable, to say nothing of their great value for civ

Many are very sweet scented, and all are great favourites. The plants are hardy, well r.ioted, and fit to plant out at any time,

D. & Go's Selection, 6s. per doz. ; 30s. per 100.
Per doz.-

A lice AjTes, pure white, striped carmine
Amber, soft amber self

Belle Halliday, sulphur yellow, one of the finest

yellow selfs .

.

Boston Pink, fine pink self

Brigadier, clear scat-let. g< t>d for citting
Oeledonia, the finest purple ca^-natiou, extra.

.

Countess of Ellesmere, white, shaded pink and
spotted crimson

Dorothy, buff ground, edged reddish crimt^on..
Dr. Parke, deep pink, shaded rose.
Effie Welsh, white gi-oiuid, light rose edge, extra fine
Klsie, pale yellow, marbled ri>3e-pink

Fedora, clear rose, fi ec. .

.

-B.
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" This is an Art
Which does moiid Nature ; i Inngo it rather ; but
The Art itsklk is Nati'kk."— A'/ioi't.'(;»ear£.

Trees and Shrubs.

AUTUMNAL FOLIAGE.

The season of 1892 will long be remembered for

the wealth of beauty shown by all our forest

trees and shrubs in the matter of autumnal

leafage tints. Too often in this country wo get,

instead of brilliantly coloured leaves, those of

a seared and rusty a]i[icarauce, that rather

detract from tluvn enhance our autunuial forest

beauty, and this season is certainly an excep-

tion, for the rich tints of many of our woodland

and park trees and shrubs recall what in all

probability we have not seen, and will not again

see for a number of years. A walk into the

country anywhere anmnd London fills one with

delight at the marvellous colours donned l)y our

trees and shrubs. The hedgerows are at present

(October 23) very beautiful, the deep scarlet of

the Dogwood and Wayfaring Tree contrasting so

well with the golden- yellow of the Maples and
Limes. But the Ampelopsis Veitchi almost
bears the palm for beauty of leafage tint, some
of the buildings in Southern England being
decked with scarlet or rather the deepest of

crimson. The deciduous Cypress is a marvel
in the way of autumn leaf tints, the changes
from day to day being ()uick and more and more
beautiful, but I think I can remember some
years ago noting how remarkable of tint the
leaves of this tree were when they had been
subjected to rather intense frost early in the
season. To-day the trees are of an agreeable
russety-brow^l, but to-morrow, should a few
degrees of frost be registered in the night, they
may be of quite a distinct and even more pleas-

ing tint. Some of the Maples are truly gor-
geous, probably the best of all just now being
Acer polymorphum. A. Negundo, too, is charm-
ing, but there are very few of the family that

are not well worthy of notice in the way of leaf

colouring. The Sumachs are agreeably mixed,
some leaves being bright crimson, while others
are of a bright shade of yellow. Curious that
some of the purple 1'eeches turn green or almost
so before the leaves are shed, but this does not
happen with Prunus Pissardi. Vacciniums are
lovely, some leaves being of the dark normal
green, while others are bronzy-purple, thus pro-
ducing a a;riking contrast in the .same plant
Mahouias and Barberries have a wealth of

leafage colouring that it is hard to beat, and the
best of it is that the leaves of most lieing

l)ersistent we enjuy their beauty for a long
time. A pretty picture is at present to be
seen in the lake wood at Holwood Park,
where the long vista is charmingly lit up by the
bronzy Beeches, the golden-yellow Chestnuts,
the chocolate of the Medlar and Quince, and
lots of other equally showy and attractive
autumn-tinted trees. The big Beeches inter-

spersed with Oaks and Chestnuts are, however,
the main attraction, owing probably to the
great masses of the variously coloured leaves.

The scarlet Oak is hardly worth growing in

this country for the .sake of its brilliantly

coloured leaves, for it is not one season in ten
that they turn out at all satisfactory, being

usually of a rusty brown and rather inclined

to mar the landscape than otherwise. But, as

1 have said before, there are scarlet Oaks and

scarlet Oaks, for the difl'erences in character

and leaf.ige are veiy marked, and in the colour-

ing of dying-oty foliage more marked still. The
Dogwood in a mass is showy for a 'ong way
ofl' just now. Not far from St. Paul's I

lately admired the wealth of beauty re-

vealed by a good sized wall |ilant of the

Virginian Creeper. As regards autumnal
leafage tints, Loudcmers need not grumble,

for a walk along the Embankment and in

some of the p.arks and squares makes one

almost forget the ince.ssant din of the streets

of the great metropolis, so lovely and diver-

sified are the trees at present in the way
of foliage colouring. The tints of red and
yellow in the Manna Ash are interesting, one
branch or twig being of a ruddy hue, while its

neighbour is a golden yellow. Liriodendron

tulipifera (the Tulip Tree) dies ofl' of the richest

yellow. The Licjuidambar makes a rich con-

trast to the latter, the leaves having all shades

of red, pink, and jiurple, and being of good
substance, tliey remain on the bushes for a

considerable length of time. Of the Haw-
thorns, .several die away of the richest shades of

red and yellow, to wit, Crattvgus cordata, C.

Aronia, C. coccinea, and others, while the

stately Quercus tinctoria is visible in the land-

scape for a long way ofl'. Other Oaks worthy
of note are Quercus aquatica and Q. prinoides,

both of which in dry seasons assume pretty

and distinct tints.

There are many other trees and shrubs that

change their foliage colouring before the leaves

drop ofl', but those just recorded have aft'orded

most pleasure and been most distinct during the

past fortnight. The frost of the night i if October

2(j hastened the downfall of many leaves with-

out the least change of colour being revealed,

this owing to the close, muggy day that we ex-

perienced on the 25th. On that evening the

leaves of the Tree of Heaven (Ailanthus glan-

lulosa) wei'e intact and beautiful in their palest

of green ; the following morning the ground
underneath was thickly strewn with the still

reen leaves. A. D. W.

Memorial trees.—The practice of planting

memorial trees has in many cases hopelessly dis-

figured otherwise fine landscapes, not necessarily

from the planting of the trees in prominent po-sitions,

but from the selection of undesirable subjects.

Wellingtonias are amongst the very worst tilings

for the purpose, as only rarely do they do well,

and when they do succeed, more often than not

their stiff and formal habit does not fit in with the

natural surroundings of the position. When they

both do badly and are b.idly placed they are po.si-

tive eyesores, and then the fault of selection is

strongly apparent, for their removal is generally

not to be suggested or thought of for an indefinite

period, during the whole of which time these me-
morials are not regarded as unmixed blessings.

Some little time ago I saw what might have been

a .splendid view, from perhaps one of the most im-

portant points in a fine old park, entirely spoilt by

a shabby specimen of Wellingtonia that had been

planted as a meiuorial, and though it was quite big

enough to be very conspicuous and nearly half the

tree was blighted, no question of removal could be

entertained. What other tree could be in England
so appropriate as our national tree, the Oak ! It is

sturdy, long-lived, with more beauty of form either

when clothed with foliage or with bare branches

than almost any other tree, and where there is

room for a tree to develop itself, it can seldom be

misplaced. There are other good trees, such as the

Sweet (Spanish) Chestnut, the Walnut, and the

Beech in various forms which might be used, and
all of them are superior to the oonifercc for the pur-

pose. If a conifer is desired and the position is

suitable, nothing is better than either the Cedar of

Lebanon or C. allantica. One thing against the

Cedar is the uncertainty of moving it successfully,

and another is its very slow progress after trans-

planting, though it makes up lor this by rapid

growth after it has started, and it is certainly far

less formal than many other things. One of the

boldest attempts I have ever met with in connec-

tion with memorial trees was the [ilanting ol ail

avenue of ('cedars ; tlie idea was a good one and

well carried out, plenty of scope being allowed for

spreading, and a fine site chosen. Many of the

trees have died or disappeared, while others have

grown well, so that others planted to fill the gapi

are small and destroy the uniformity of the avenue.

—COENUBIAN.

DIMOKPHANTHUS MANDSCHUIUCUS.

For quite fifteen years it has had its own way here

pretty well, witli the exception of the removal of

a sucker now and then. At the present lime it is

like a gigantic Spir;ea with compound clusters of

creamy white flowers as big as a man could grasp

with both arms. These are immediately sustained

by enormous leaves a yard long and a yard wide,

composed of 3-inch to 4-inch lanceolate leaflets

and carried on short leaf-stalks, which spring di-

rectly from the new wood of the thickest kind
;
in

other words, there are no small leaves carried on

short twigs. The bigger leaves, which would be

quite i feet in diameter, have already fallen. The

remaining ones just referred to take many bronzy

hues, varying from yellow to purplish. The effect

of a partial fall of f^^liage is rather pretty thaii

otherwise; inasmuch as the curiously contorted and

forked stems are to be distinctly seen in connec-

tion with the blossom. The woody put of the

tree, if it can be so called, for it only reaches 9

feet high here, is singular by reason of its rugged-

ness, cork-like bark and big prickles. .Mtogetlier,

it is a singular and beautiful tree, suited for gar-

dens especially where the tropical or sub-tropical

idea is aimed at. It is beyond doubt able to

withstand our severest winters without the least

protection, but lam sure it prefers a light and some-

what rich soil. I mention this because, though it

has never given me a moment's troulile, only to

remove growths when they have become too thick,

I know some of my friends could scarcely get it

to produce a leaf where the land happened to be

stiff. It should never have its wood shortened.

If you do that, you destroy two of its beautiful

features; you cut away the flowering points and

you interrupt the beautifully forking habit peculiar

to this species of Spikenard. J. Wouu.

WoodviUr, Kirhstall.

Hederi spectabilis aurea.—Tinted Ivy leaves

are now largely us.'.l, and vpry pretty some uf the

varieties are at this season of the year, the

leaves of the Irish Ivy are ffatliered and sold in

hunches, the colours aUays being brigVitest im the

chalk or limestone f.irination. The leaves are used

for placing with Violets. If anyone has not used

them for this purpose, he should give them a trial.

The i-pasou <if my calling attention to tuiWd Ivy

leaves is the chariiiiug appearance the iihove-nanied

Ivy has at the pre.-cnt time. In the first place it is

the most constant of the golden varieties, some ot

them being addicted to sportiug back to green, ihe

.-olden foliage, iiitennised with a pleasing green, has

now quite a pink or rc.sy tint spread over the surtace.

We have it growing in all aspects, and it is quite as

highly coloured on the north asauy other.—A. \ oUNG.

The Q,uince as an ornamental tree.—

Much of late has been written in Tiil^; Gakdbn
with reference to the beauty of fruit trees in the

landscape. Beautiful as Apples and Cherries are

when in bloom, I consider the Quince more suitable

than either for placing on the turf, where it is

desired that it should grow at will. The Quince

is more suited to this kind of situation than many

other deciduous trees. Its pendulous growth lits

it in a marked degree for such a situation. y,e

have a fine tree of the Portuguese kind growing
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in the abbey yard. It was planted upwards of
twenty years ago by the present owner. It has
made good growth, and is now a large tree. Its
not being very high is an advantage, seeing it
does not obstruct the light from the windows
which taller growing trees would. It has been
allowed to grow naturally, with the result that at
the present time it touches the turf all round. It
is astonishing how handsome some of our trees
and shrubs are when left to themselves, as has been
done in this ca=e. To see it at its best, it
must be seen, as now (end of October), full of
fine large golden-yellow fruit. Added to this the
leafage is ju-^t on the turn, and the yellow frnit
contrasts well with the yellowish-green leafage.
In a short time the leaves will have turned bright
yellow, and then it is highly ornamental. It is a
mistake to too quickly gather the fruit from
either these or Apples when planted for ornament.
The fruit of the Quince is most valuable in many
establishments. It is much sought after here for
making jam or preserving.—J. Ckook, Forde Abhey.

Orchids.

THE HELMET FLOWERS.
(CORYANTHES.)

I AM in receipt of a flower of one of these
plants from Mr. W. C. Leach, asking for its

name, he evidently mistaking it for one of its

near relatives, the Stanhopeas, but it is a more
wonderful flower than any member of that genus.
The bloom resembles a bucket, and it hangs
down in a perfectly steady manner. In a state
of nature the flowers contain a large amount of
sweet honey-like flnid, which is very attractive
to the ants, which build their nests about the
plants for the sake of the food which they
supply. Coryantlies grow in warm parts in
Brazil and Demerara upon the very tops of the
tallest trees exjiosed to the full sunlight, whil.st
the Stanhopeas grow in heavy shade and com
paratively cool, and this accounts for our failing
to grow these plants ; indeed, one seldom sees
Stanhopeas now, although at one time they used
to be grown and flowered well.

Coryantlies nuist be grown in a hanging posi-
tion, and I like to have them established upon
a good-sized block of wood, which may be
placed in a wire basket, thus admitting of a
little peat fibre and Spliagnum Moss being given
them. The plants must be well exposed to the
full sunshine without shading of any kind.
During the summer season they should be hung
up in a nice bright place iii the East India
house, and have a liberal supply of water both
to their roots and overhead. After growth is

finished and the plants have gone to rest, the
overhead supply may be stopped and just sufti

cient given to the roots to keep the bulbs in a
plump and liealthy condition : ;is the house will
be reduced in temperature at this season, the
plants may remain in the same position. The
spike would be erect, but the large size of the
flowers causes it to become nodding or pendu
lous, and thus bring the flowers into their
proper hanging position. T.eited in the above
manner I used to grow and flower these
plants some thirty years ago, when I used
to have always between twenty and thirty
plants under my charge; they do not like
cutting or dividing, which umst be done
with great care and before the bulbs have
started into growth in the spring. The follow-
ing are a few of the best kinds known to me :—

C. MACULATA PUNCTATA is the kind Sent me by
Mr. Leach. The flower is large and handsome, the
dimeni,ions are upwards of r, inches round, the
bucket some 2 inches deep, the stout arm, which
apparently keeps it sieady, beinj; :i inc'ies Joi'

with many rows of frills towards the upper part

;

this is surmounted with a cap or helmet, which is

reddish - brown ; the bucket is creamy - yellow,
speckled and mottled with vinous red, the inside
beautifully and regularly spotted with crimson-
purple. The sepals and petals are large, but very
much thinner, dull yellow, much spotted with
vinous red. The flowers, although thick and waxy
in te.xture, do not remain long in beauty. It usually
produces three or five flowers. It is said to be a
native of Demerara.

C. MACUL,A.TA.—These plants all resemble each
other very much both in their growth and in the
shape of their flowers, having strongly ribbed
bulbs and thin plicate leaves of a light green, the
flowers of this kind being of a light yellow, spotted
with purjjlish violet.

C. MACULATA Albeetin^.—Flowers bright
yellow, spotted with rich red in the sepals and
petals ; the hood white, with rose-coloured dots,

and the bucket reddish crimson, with lighter
spots.

C. SPECIOSA.—This species, although having
the same grotesque form, it not so marked a plant.
The flowers are pale yellow, without spots or
markings of any kind, and the variety alba pro-
duces flowers of a pure white quite destitute of
spits; whilst the variety known as vitellina is

likewise destitute of spots, but of a rich deep
yolk-of-egg colour.

C. MACRANTHA has flowers of a bright yellow,
spotted with red, and the helmet of a rich orange-
brown.

C. FiELDiNQi.—The flowers of this plant are of
a deep yellow, suffused with rich brown.

The above-named kinds have been known
for some time, and I have flowered them all. I

recently heard of a new species having flowered
with M. Linden, of Brussels.

Wm. Hugh Gower.

Lycaste cruenta (C. IF.) is the name of the
variety you send. The flowers are deep yellow,
having a deep blolch of bhickish purple at the base
of the lip. This is frequently found in collections
under the name of L. aromatica, from which it

differs in its very much larger flowers, which are
not sweet-scented, and in having the deep purple
blotch at the base of its lip, which aromatica is

destitute of. It frequently casts its leaves in the
winter season, and, like your plant, flowers without
them—W.
Cattleyas from Cheam Park.— Mr. May,

gardener to Mr. Jacomb, at the above-named place,
sends me a very nice lot of these flowers for an
opinion. The box contains sundry forms of C.
Warocqueana, which shows what a very prelty
Cattleya it is and how valuable it is, flowering
now. With the above also come some magnificent
flowers of C. maxima, measuring some U.i inches
across, the sepals and petals deep rose, the
petals broad and undulated on the upper margin.
The lip is large, prettily fiilled round the edge, of
a rich magenta-crimson, with a broad central band
of rich yellow. There are also some flowers of
Laslia pumila, these being the largest and most
richly coloured I have ever seen. Each measures
nearly (j inches across, the lip large and very highly
coloured. The whole front lobe is deep maroon,
saving the central part, the front of which is

white, the throat at the base being lich vellow.
W. H. G.

Satyriums.—These may be considered hardy
or not hardy, according to the manner of treat-
ment. I make this statement in relation to my
Yorkshire climate and at a low eleration, where I

experience the lowtst readings of temperature of
the surrounding district. Of all hardy Orchids I

think these are the most easily grown and esta-
blished in bold groups. Of course, something
might be said as to the selection of sorts ; as with
many other genera of the Orchid order, there are
species of but indifferent decorative qualities. S.

carneum and erectum have respectively soft rosy

flowers and bright orange. These attain a height
of from 1 foot to 3 feet. If you plant the big
tubers with a view to their staying out all winter,
do so about the month of April. See that the
tubers are in a sound and dormant condition, and
without any spots of decay. Another way is to
set out in May plants that have been startel in
pots and brought on very slowly in a cool green-
house. The thing to do is to plant deeply and
even, then the flr.-t year to cover the dormant
bulbs with coal ashes or cocoa-nut fibre. I say
the first year, because it is the habit of the tubers
to die .annually, and in dying to make offsets at
the ends of underground stems or stolons, which
go down deeper every year, and so they practically
go beyond ihe reach of frost. Hitherto I have
grown the Satyriums effectually in burnt loam in

a lumpy slate. In this they seem to reve', and
there can be no doubt that such stuff i'',by reason
of its texture, much warmer than the natural toil,

and certain it is that in such material you are not
likely to suffer a great deal from an extra low
temperature caused by an excess of wet. These
Orchids, therefore, are hardy in the sense that
they may be grown out of doors when set deeply
and in an artificial soil of the character just men-
tioned.—J. Wood, WoodviUe, KirkstaU.

Curious Cypripedium flowers. — I de-
scribeil some curious abnormal variations in the
form of the blossoms in certain species of the
genus Cypripedium which I had met with in the
course of the last two years in The Garden of
March 28. Since (hen I have had the opportunity
of examining two more very singular variations in

the flowers of C. superblens, one in which the
flower was to all appearance norrual, except that
one of the side petals was entirely wanting. No
trace of it was visible. The column also was not
well developed. In the other variation the upper
and lower sepals were joined together, and each
was so pulled out of its ordinary position, that the
joint sepal had its apex behind one of the side

petals. There was nothing to show where Ihe

two sepals were united, but one cnuld just dis-

tinguish the point of each sepal. The flowers of

this genus seem to be capable of almost any
amount of variation. I have now found them
wilh no lip; with two lips ; with a distorted and
rudimentary lip ; with no upper sepal, but with
the two side petals joined together and occupying
the position of the upper sepal ; the lip also was
wanting; with the side petals joined to the

lower sepal and without a lip ; with only one side

petal ; with the upper ar.d lower sepals joined

together ; also a blossom or blossoms of Cypri-

pedium Sedeni in which a fasciated stem termi-

nated in two blossoms enveloped in green bracts.

The two flowers were so contorted and mixed to-

gether, that it was impossible to make out what
parts, if any, were wanting. Several flowers on
the same plant were distorted much in the same
manner.—G. S. S.

SHOUT NOTES.—ORCHIDS.

C.vptioedium insigne variefie'.—J. John-
stone sends me fine forms of this old plant, which is

now flowering splendidly with him. Some of the

flowers are beautifully spotted, the doi'dal sepal of

some being heavrly bordered with white, which giv. s

them a very gi'aud appearance These flowers, al-

though fine, are not worthy of varietal names.

—

W. H. G.

Catt'eva Hairlsonise.—W. C. Leach sends

flowers of this for a name. It is an exceedingly pretty

old plant. The flowers now before me have the sepils

and petals soft satiny rose, the lip white, beautilully

fringed, the same colour as the petals orr the point,

and faintly tinged with pale yellow ou the disc. There
are eever'al varieties of this plant, llarrisorrire \iolacea

being a larger and handsomer kind.—W. H. G.

Garden Design and Architects Gardens )llu<;-

trated. to ^lioic Uy mhiut tjan/'lefi /rotti Bnti h qard ,(.«.^

th"t lij>i>inp and a'u/'ung j\ca lO liia/^i the a ' /taijnomf.e
"

tr.th arcliitfctu e ar( b'rb •louSt vudtt&n, end inoitutic. lo..-

don: ^ohn Mvrr ii/, AJtxmor'e ttreiU
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Eose W. A. Richardson on a bouse in lJovou.»liiro.

Rose Garden.

ROSE VVILTJAM ALLEN
RICHARDSON.

This has gained a foremost place very
rapiilly, and deservedly so, for 1 know
I f no l{ose more suitable for button-
holes or one that will produce a greater
i|uantity of blooms upon the same
space. Early, midseason and late,

William Allen Richardson is a grand
R()se. At pre.sent (( )ct(jber 1.5) I could
point out over a dozen gardens where
this Rose is in full Ijlossom. More
than one cottage in the neighbourhood
has a considerable [lortion of its front
covered with this Rose in almost as
much beauty as during midsummer.
W. A. Richard.son is very like Marc'-

chal Niei in .some respects. For in-
stance, it is quite as much .subject to
canker. It is also very varialde in
its growth, sometimes making pheno-
menally rapid progress, at others
seeming to .stand still, and even grow-
ing less. One may plant a couple
of each of these grand varieties and
treat them alike, when one will .some-
times grow away rapidly and the other
remain in a state of existence, and no
more. They also bloom most freely
upon the long growths made the pre-
vious season. Now and again a plant
will flower from the eyes of an early
and fairly ripened summer shoot, and
at such times we get the grand autum-
nal displays I was mentioning in the
early part of this note. Under glass
we get these successional crops in a
greater measure. Tlie wood starts
into growth sooner, and we can also
att'ord the plants the necessary aid
and protection in opening their later
blooms. Were I tied to two Roses
under glass, they would be William
Allen Richardson and Marcchal Niel,
and I should witliout hesitation give
the preference to the former.
Marcohal Niel varies very much in

the depth of colcuv of its flowers
;

so also does W. A. Richard.son. In-
deed, one may often cut at least three
distinct flowers oil' one truss of the
latter. I have observed carefully,

and could never discover any reason
for this Rose varying so much. At
one time I thought the late blooms
had the deepest colour, but this has
80 frequently been the case in the

spiing as well, that I abandoned that

idea. Again, I for a time found more
of the lighter blossoms upon the points

of long and strong growths, but this

did not continue. I have a plant

which last spring cirricd almost all

light-coloured tlowers, while at present

it is bearing a full crojxif deep orange
and apricot blooms. For covering an
arbour there is no Ro.se better than
this grand Noisette ; nor can j'ou

improve upon it for fences and walls.

I have tried it on a good many stocks

and also upon its own roots, and have
arrived at the conclusion that the De
la Gretferaie is t!ie best for my soil.

It also does well up(m the Brier, but
with me it is rather more subject to

canker than when (ui the De la Gref-

feraie. In connection with this disease,

I may say that I have found this stock

much the best tor the extra strong

growers ; it grows so rapidly and swells
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more equally with the Rose than other stocks.

I should not thick of uaiug it, however,
for any but the very strongest growers, and
even then it v.'ouId depend somewhat upon
the compost they were growing in. I have
a plant of this variety upon the De la Gref-

feraie growing at the end of my Rose
house. This has produced quite 1500 good
flowers during the past two seasons. Unfor-
tunately, it is now developing canker rapidly,

and I am afraid this was brought about by
cutting away so much of its wood for

propagating. To all who have room for

one more Rose, and do not already possess

this grand variety, I can recommend it with

every confidence, and if the first plant does

not thrive satisfactorily, let them try another.

The chief thing in growing this Rose is to keep
(he knife away from it as much as possible.

Never mind how strong it grows ; the more so

the better, as all matured growth will flower

freely the next year. I would never prune it

except to remove some of the growth, that has

already flowered, and so throw more strength

into the other wood that has not bloomed.
R.

CLIMBING ROSES UNDER GLASS.

The wood of these where they have been properly

treated dnrirg i he past summer and autumn should

now be perfectly ripe. However, the plants will

benefit consiileraMy if allowed a few weeks' com-
plete rest before being restarted into growth.

Roses and the majority of greenhouse climbers are

seldom allowed so much complete rest as is good
for them. This is to a certain extent unavoidable,

as in most cases the houses are required for otter

subjects which need to be housed and pro-

tected before I he Roses are really ready for such

close treatmfnt. In the case of a greenhouse set

apart entirely for Roses, amateurs often make the

mistake of starting their plan's into growth too

early. There is so very little gain in this as far as

the earliness of bloom is foi;cerned,tbat it is a) ity

to do so, unless one really requires early flowers.

Rcses started too early need a lot of attention to

keep Ihem up to the mark. You also get fewer

flowers from the same amount of wood than you

would it the plants were started, say, a month
to six weeks later. Get them in a state of rising

sap and buds just on the burst by the time the

dajs are well turned, and they will come on apace
and soon make up for any fancied backwardness.

If you are to get good Roses, the young wood must
grow away without the hast check of any kind, and
the flowers must be produced upon well-matured

growthof the previous season. I have alargenuniber

of Roses planted out, and although I have enough
piping to maintain a suitable temperature for early

forcing, I still prefer to leave tte house unheated

until the end of November. My earliest Roses are in

pots, and some climbers are grown and flowered

extra early in this form. Plants that are growing

in a greenhouse border, however, do not ripen so

early as those grown in pots. Nor can you secure

that the roots of such are in so forward a state as

those in pots would be imder the same tempera-

ture. The soil is much colder, and necessarily

not nearly so much under the influence of your

artificial heat as that in pols, the latter being en-

tirely surrounded with it, while the former re-

ceives a chill from being in closer contact with

the cold and wet soil of the open. Under these

circumstances Roses that are planted out are not

nearly so well situated frr early forcing. And as

climbers naturally do so much better when planted

out and allowed freer root-run than they would
enjiy in pets, I would advise that they be not

started or their tops excited in any way until we
get nearer the end of the year and can hope for a

steady increase of brighter weather. By waiting

thus Tou secure a much more uniform and joint

growth of both tops and roots. Nothing c:m pos-

sibly be prettier or more pleasing among Roses

than a strong climber well flowered. On the other

hand, it is very annoying to get a lot of wood and
few blooms. The latter is always caused by the

too early starting of immatured wood, while the

former desiraVile end is far from difficu't to ob-

tain. I h.ave Mrae. F.erard, Beaute de I'Europe,

Bouquet d'Or, Climbing Nipbetos, Mare chal Niel,

Reine Marie Henriette, and William Allen Richard-

son as climbers in this house, and all of them bear

well-ripened wood, and will be a great disappoint-

ment to me if they do not carry a good crop of bloom
through March and April as usual. Where a quan-

tity of Roses is required at any one time, there

are no better kinds than the c'imbers. These,

speaking comparatively, only produce one crop a
season. This is realised within two or three weeks,

and it is my aim to secure it at Easter. It is easy

to do this with such varieties, but with these of the

dwarfer type you cannot secure so many flowers

at any given time. True, for ordinary purposes
the dwarfer and most perpetual varieties are pre-

ferable. At the
J.
resent time, and while the weed

of my plants is nicely ripe and hard, tliey will be

subjected to a thorough cleansing. Where climb-

ing Rosfs are trained to a wall, it is well to un-

nail them and clean thoroughly. You should also

seize this opportunity to whitewash the wall and
so kill any enemies luiking in its crevices. It

would be impossible to use so strong a solution at

any other time of the year; nor could you apply

it with a syringe nearly so effectually. N. S.

Three grand yellow Roses for climbers.

—

Probably if a poll were taken, Mare'chal Niel would
still be considered the finest of all yellow Roses.

As a climber, it is without doubt the best of this

colour. Perle des Janlins is a grand yellow Rose,

and recently there has been introeiuced a sport

from this variety that climbs very freely. It flowers

f eely and the bljoms are an exact counterpart of

those of the normal variety. Perle des Jardins

often cracks out of doors, but under glass it is one
of our most reliable yellow Rcses, and the climbing

type produces many more bloorr s in the snme space

of house rocm. Henriette de Beauveau is another

grand yellow Rose for climbing, and will also con-

tinue to flower in a thoroughly perpetual manner.

It is a clear and pure yellow, of medium size and
perfect shape.—R.

Own-root Roses.— "A. II." is apparently under
the impression that I prefer the Manetii to all

other stocks. Such is not the case ; nor have I

ever witlirgly done so. My sole aim and object

have been to accord this stock its due, both frcm
my own experience and from that of many very

prominent growers. I am not so conservative in

my ideas of Ro-es and their stocks as to think

there can be no iiiq:)rovement. My experience

among Roses fully bears out all I have ever written

for or against the Manetti, and also of Roses on
their own roots. One of your contemporaries in

an article upon Roses, and during the same week
as " A. H.'s " genial criticisms appearcil, mentiors
having plants of Souvenir ele la Malmaison on the

Manetti that have been in his fosse'sien at least

forty years. He also mentions that the Manetti

is asserting itself again, and is in his opinion the

most desirable stock for light soils. I have always
qualified my praises of this stock, anel also my
objections to own-root Roses. Roses vary so much
in their behaviour, that one cannot lay down any
hard and fast lines as to what stock suits a variety

upon all soils. While in the company of several

rosatians (ad members of the N. R. Society's com-
mittee) a few days ago, the merits of Horace
Vet net were being discussed, when all but one
of us considered it a bael grower, seldom living

more than two or three seasons. This gentleman,
however, found it grow well with him, and speak-

ing from his own experience considered it a
permanent Ecse. I must repeat a former sentence

of mine, "that were there a demand for own-root

Roses, it would speedily create a supply," for surely

the trade growers could succeed in striking Roses
as well as amateurs. " A. H." would imply that

own-root Roses are not procurable in sufficient

quantity, and that consequently the amateur is

compelled to raise his own. My idea is that the
surest test one can have of the public opinion upon
own-root Rcses is the frequency with which they
are asked for-, and I must say that to the best of
my knowledge this is very seldom. Roses are very
readily struck, and have many advantages over
worked plants, as " A. H." justly claims, but there
are many of our finest varieties which would be
miserable failures if cultivated upon their own
roots alone. I have frequently recommended the
strong and free growers in this form. A.s time goes
on, Roses get more or less upon their own roots
whatever stock they may be worked upon, and so
gain additional strength, and all I maintain is that
a suitable stock is a great help towards securing a
strong and well-established plant.— P. N.

OV/N-ROOT TEA ROSES AS POT PLANTS.

Latterly thei'e have been several important com-
munications in the pages of The Garden as to
the advisability of growing Tea looses on their own
roots in the open border. In this .note I will
deal with own-root Hoses as pot plants. For
growing in pots for forcing, I find own-root plants
of Teas by lar the best. The seedling Brier, from
its nature, is not a good stock for pot Tea Roses.
On the Manetti they did not succeed very well, so
I trieel them from cuttings, and so far with suc-
cess. List spring I put in a number of cutt'nps
taken from the plants glowing in the Rose house.
These were the shoots which had just borne a
flower, and were taken off with a heel, also leav-

ing three or four leaves. Ninety per cent, of the
cuttings of th-s description may be relied on to
loot well. If these cuttings aie left too long after

the flowers have been cut, the eyes push info

growth. These buds when kept dormant push out
directly the cuttings are rooted, and so (oim an
early growth— no ruearr advantage when the mcst
is expected from the plants in the least possible

time, as in my case I wanted the plants to produce
suitable blooms for crrtting during the winte r

montl s, and by present appearance they are likely J
to do so, the plants pushing out vigorous shoots, 1
which in the case of Tea Roses are sure foierunners

of gncd buds. Another advantage of these owr-
loot Roses is the freedom with which they push up
vigorous shoots from the base. The cuttings must
be taken off with a sh.arp knife, one shoot to form
.a cutting on account of the heel attached. Cut-
ting up vigorous shoots into lengths will not
answer, these rot rooting so fi-eely. The cuttings
shoulel be inserted quickly after being detaehed
from the jilanis, fs when left exposed they socn
shrivel. 'J hey also root better in well-dra'ned
small pots, the soil being sandy and to which a
fair propoition of leaf soil has been added. Hav-
ing been well watered, the cuttings must be placed
in a close proragatirg case and be shaded frcm J
bright sun. They wil soon form roots. After I
they are sufficiently rooted, they must be potted
off and be placed in a warm pit. The aim must
be to keep the plants growing freely. After the
soil has become fairly filled with roots -epot into

G-inch pots, taking care that these are efficiently

drained. Tea Roses also like a more open or
sandier sell than the Hybrid Perpetuals. Loam
and leaf soil in equal parts, with some f ulveriscd

horse droppings rubbed through a sieve, with a
fair proportion of roarse sanel and crushed ihar-

coal, will lead to good results. Repot rather firmly

and relurrr them to the pit. If the pots cnuld be
plungeel in a gentle bottom-heat it woulel be an
advantage. Early in the afteincon of fine days
the plants should be lightly syringed with tepid
soft water, when the growth made will be free and
healthy. Three er feur sticks placed around the
siiles of the pots and the longer shoots trained
around them v\ ill cause the back buds to break.
Our plants are now irr a small house where the
night temperature ranges from 55° to G0°, and in

which the lovely buds are now unfolding. Eventu-
ally they will be plunged in warm leaves, treat-

ment that this class of Roses revels in during the
winter montl s. At this time button-hole fltwers

are in great reejuest, and a few pot Tea Roses can-
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rot hut prove of inestiinnMo value toany fardorer,

nnialeur or ollu-rwiso, during ihe dreary iiicnt lis

of tlio year. A. \.

PROTECTING ROSES.

The time is now at hand when Roses, especially

Teas, used to he protected as if they were half-

hardy plants. 1 can call to mind when these were

usually taken up, and either laid in under a hedge

or alT^rded cold frame protection. 1/irge plants

on walls used to be matted over or covered with

straw hurdles, &c. At the present time our

largest growers do not afford any more protection

to this class tlian to the lljhrid IVrpetuals.

Many of tic Teis and Noisettes are much
hardiei than several of the Hybrids. Over-pro-

tection ard ciddling only result in a more ten-

der constitution, and gener.illy cause the plants to

push into premature growth in the spring— a s'ate

of growth they are alreaily far loo liable to reach

even when growing without any protection what-

ever. Roses that grow so late, like the bulk of Ihe

Teas and Chinas, mostly get much of the young
wood caught by the first severe frost, and hence
the i'!ea that they are natura'ly more tender than
the other classes. As protection induces them to

grow even earlier than usual in the spring, they

are again caught by the late frosts, and the idea of

their tenderness is conlirnied. I donot advise that

protection be entiiely withheld, l>ut that it be uxd
in greater moderation. Very little protection is

sufficient. I have found tliat a few branches of

Fir, Beech, Birch, Gorse and any similarly light

boughs or twigs are excellent to stick into the soil

among the more tender dwarf Roses. Thefe will

afford ample shelter from wind. It is the keen
frosty winds which do so much damage, far moie
than many degrees of frost if the atmospheie is

still and quiet. Theie is another great advantage
in using such material over Bracken or litter of

any kind. The latter is very untidy and also

affiirds much less protection at the very time it is

most wanted. Wet weati er beats it down and it

remains in a sodden state around the base or mcst
vital part of the plants. Then it is far more
trouble-ome to collect in the spring. The branches
are tidier and do not retain wet, they answer
their purpose all through the season, are easily

removed, and, unlike the litter, are still in their

p'ace when most needed. For the standard Teas,
a few branches might be tifd around the heads of

the plants ; but for dwarfs, simply slicking them
among the lioses is quite sullirdent. All dwarf
plants should have the surrounding soil drawn up
towards their base to a depth of at least (J inches.

This is the grandest protection they can have, as

it secures the m"st vulnerable and valuable part.

Even should we be visited with such severe weather
as to kill tlie tops of the plants, the portion nnder
the soil will be unharmed anrl will produce many
useful bottom growths in the spring. With the
exception of this last jilan, I would avoid protec-
tion as much as possiVjle, unless Ihe plants are
growing in a very exposed [wsition. R.

GOOD WHITE ROSE?.

Allow me to add to " Ridgewood's" list of gcod
white Ko.'es tlie following which 1 grow and find

most satisfactory:

—

Inn'ocentb Pirol.v was raised by the great
French rosarian Ducher in IST.^. I consirier it the
finest of his productions, although many other
fir.-t-class Roses have been inlioducerl bv him • its
colour is a creairry white, sometimes vei'y slightly
and delicately tinted with pink. It is of large size
and most beautiful form, and where it grows well,
as it does usrially willi mo, it is a very free
bloomer. In my opinion it is by far ihe most
eflective white Rose for exhibition.

Alba ro.sea ou Mme. Biuvi", raised by Guillot
in ISIS, is a more uncertain Rose than Innocente
Pirola, but a desirable variety ; it is also a creamy
white with a slight rosy lint. Its form is good, and
its shape is most distinct ; it also lasts well, a most
desirable quality.

Margaubt DlflcsoN.—This is described by
MesM'.s. Uickson, Ihe raisers, as "a wliile ivilh

|iale llcsh centre, petals large and shell shaped,

of imrrrenso substance, and magnificent form,

growth vigorous, foliage large, and dark green

in colour — unquetlionably tlic greatest ac-

quisition made to Roses for the past ten years."

1 would fully agree with almost every word
written by Messrs. Dickson if they had put the
word ' white" before Roses. I have grown Mar-
garet Dickson for two years and find Ihe plant a

gocd grower and splendid in llower. It may take
lime to get established in our English clima'e.

In years when we h;ive a dam]>er atmosphere than
in lSil2, it will pr-ohably do best. No exhibitor

should be without it, as it is by far the best

white II. P. Rose in commerce. It is just possible

it may, however, be excelled by Messrs. Dickson's
newest Ro.'c, Marchioress of Londonderi'y.

Merveille de Lyon.—Raised by Peinet and
introduced in 1SS2. A white Baroness Kothi-child,

with which it is almost iilenlical in almost every par-

ticular hut colour, but M. de Lyon differs also in a
serious failing to wliich it is subject, viz., that of too

soon showing its eye. It is almost impossible to

get this Rise in the form usually consiiiered indis-

pensable by rosarinns. Its colour is china while
and its shape cupped. This Rose frequently reverts

to the original colour of Baroness Rothschild.

I am unable to grow Devoniensis beyond a sea-

son or two, as it soon dies, but Edith Gifford with
me is the best grower and most satisfactory Tea I

possess. Its size with me is Large, not medium,
and it is very free-flowering and oxoellent in every
way. Charles J. Graiiamb.

( 'rayilon

ROSES FROM CUTTING?.
If it is desired to secure Roses on their own roots,

now is the time to see about making cut;ings and
jiulting them into the ground. It is ver-y possible

that llie recommendation is not .a favourite one
with the Rose nurserymen, but they, at least, can.
adopt the same practice and secure plants forsend-
irg out with Ihe same facility as a^riateur growers
or gardeners. It is asserted that, do what we may
with own-root Roses, we shall have to come back to

worked plants after all. Th.it dictum may well be
contested by those who can and do raise Roses
freely from cuttings and have plenty of fine plants

on their own roots. No doubt the strong gr-owers

give the best wood to make cuttings, and doubtless

make the best plants on own roots. It is not so

easy to obtain from weak growers sho'jts that will

give the desired cutting wood. The great cha-
racteri>tic of the Rose, wild or cultivated, to re-

cuperate and increase through the instrumentality
of suckers or root giowlhs is in the case of culii-

valed plants possible only with own-root Roses.

Then they will send up very fine root shoots, and
whilst the strongest, either somewhat shortened
hack or somewhat bent over and pegged down, will

carry grand blooms, the weaker suckers, although
comparatively robi st. will, hard pruned back, make
fine cuttings. Wc have not to do with Rose cut-

tings, as with those of the Gooseberry or Currant,

remove all the lower buds, because root-growths
are the very things it is desired to secure, and
which wc are debarred from obtaining from woi ked
plants. Rose cuttings may be taken fi-om the
plants as soon as the leaves show evidence of ma-
turitv. Early in November is usually a capital time,

brrt it is jiossihle that this year the summer shoots

areiather later in maturing. The gre.at thing to aim
at is to induce the cuttirgs to callus as early as

possible. If the making and putting in of the
cuttings be deferred till spring, the increasing
warmth of the atmosphere induces quick leaf

action, and thus sap is abstracted from the cut-

tings ere any callus is formed, and frequent
failures ensue. These cuttings have sometimes to

pass through a severe winter ordeal, and then they
suffer appreciably, but, of course, in common with
Rose bushes generally. Still, very much more of

protection can be afforded to the cuttings than to

the plants. If the cuttings be plrnted in rows 12

inches apart and in 1 cds 4 feet in width, it is

ea.sy to scatter over ar.d ahorrt Ihem on Ihe ap-

proach of severe weather- a qu.antily of dry leaves,

which would give to the cuttings Ihe fullest

protection. Some branches of trees or I'ea sticks

may be laid over the beds to keep the leaves from

being blown irway. The shoots and cultings more
frequently suffer- from biting March winiis than

from winter frosts; indeed a trrihi winter succeeiled

by a keen, cold March is often proiluctive of great

harm ; hence it is well to allow any protection

afl'orded to Ihe cuttings to remain until April is in.

The bulk of the leaves may then he dr-awn from off

the beds, and what is left will do no harm to the

cuttings, which thus well cared for will soon push

growth. A. D.

OWN-ROOT ROSES.'

The Rev. F. R. Burnside's pilhy note upon these

(p. 'ill) is exactly in accorilance with my experi-

ence. I, too, Irave afforded them an equally fair

trial, and must say that own-root Roses cairnot

comp.are with those worked upon a suitable stock.

So long as some amateurs endeavour to grow all

varieties upon the same stock, they are certain to

meet with many disappointments. It is well known
that Mr. Burnside's garden is favourably situated

for Roses, and as thirt gentleman grows so many
Teas to such perfection, hfs confirmation of my
previous notes upon own-root plants is gratifying.

I also grow some thousands of Teas each year,

and at present have a considerable number of

struck plants in pits, but these will never make
such good plants as tie majority of my worked
Teas.'

On page 43S, W. XLT., "A. II.," in writing of

these, makes the following remark :
—

For the past three years I have been observinp; a

group of own-root plants of this kind (M. van Houtte)

growing side by side with worked plants to see if ariy

ibfference resrrited under conditions exactly alike. It

is true the own-root plants ha,ve grown freely arid

made nice little hushes, but they have not, and appa-

rently n ill not ever become so strong as the worked
plants," A'C.

I take it that Marie van Houtte is a fair type of

the Teas ; ceita'nly one of Ihe freest growers.

Yet we find " A. H." now upholding own-root Roses

over those upon foster roots. "A. H." asks why it

is that some Roses upon foster roots go back after

a few years. I have no hesitation in saying it is from

one of two causes—an unsuitable stock or Ihe

weak constitution of the variety. All rosarians

haveexperiencedthedisappoinlment of having such

varieties as Horace Vernet and Marquise de Morte-

marle die off ojtright or dwindle away in the

most tantal sing manner in spile of all attentions.

If a Rose will not thrive upon a suitable stock, it

will certainly not do so upon its own roots. I am
quite prepared to admit that some of our strongest

and freest growers prosper in this form, but for

general cultivation 1 think it will be a long time

be''ore own-root Roses are so extensively grown as

"A. II." would have us expect. P. N.

Failures in planting-.—Many ot the failures

in planting are due to unsuilableness of soil and
site, late removals, and the large size of llieplant.s

used. From the effects of wind-waving, which

disturbs the old roots and ruptures the rootlets,

arises the most fertile cause of the necessity for

replanting or filling up. Careful observation

shows that under ordinrriy circumstances of soil

and planting, small trees jdanted out under 3 feet

high will, even in moderately sheltered places, in a

few years outstrip these put out at a height of

from .5 feet to 8 feet, and where the exposure is

great the difference will be even more marked.

Where the system of notching-in is adopted, only

small plants can be used, and to this may be

attributed the great success which generally at-

tends this method, which is much practised upon

hilly districts and where Ihe lightness of the soil

renders prilling unadvisable on account of Ihe

small amount ot moisture which the land after
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wards retains. Better results may generally be

obtainel by using Firs un'ltr 2 feet G inches high

and deciduous trees under 5 feet than by trees of

a larger sizo.—A. J. 1!.

Stove and Greenhouse.

AMARYLLIS FROM SEED.

In using this terra, I mean more particularly those

that have been raised from seed this autumn from

seed saved this past summer. The sooner the seed

i^ sown after it is fully nntured the better will be

the results, provided means exist lo keep the young
seedlings growing all through Ihe winter without

a check. Not only does the seed germinate better

if sown as soon as it is ripe, but it is possible thereby

to gain one season as regards flowering. This

latter advantage is of it-elf no slight one, for

all who grow these very handsome bulbs always

look forward with some considernble e.xpectancy as

to the results. Some weeks back I advised the

sowing of the seed ; where this was done then the

young plants will, if grown in a stove heat, have

made good progress. Ours sown at that time

have now got three or four leaves each, some
of I hem being quite G inches in length. The
seed was shown in shallow pans and germinated

remarkably well, 'JO per crnt. being the result.

Although not yet potted off singly into 2i-inch

pots, this work may now be done at any time, and

will be before many da' s have passed, 1 trust.

These seedlings will be kep'; growing in a stove

temperatme all the winter where the thermometer
at night averages 05° in mild weather and G0° in

colder periods. By February they will be fit for

,3-inch pots and < arly in the summer for a size

larger; another shift then will bring thetn into

G-inch pots by this time next year, and the follow-

ing spring selections will be made for another

shift. It m->y be noted that by this pro-

cess no resting peiiod is given lor the first

two -winters, nor is it at all necessary. Plants

raised in this way two years ago are now still in

good leaf, never having lost their foliage nor

been rested in any way. They will now be kept

dry and rested prior to repotting in the early

spring before flowering. Hime of these have

bursted their pots wih the mass of roots made
during the past summer. For the first six months
or so of their life I do not plunge the young plants,

but after that I prefer to do it, as then I can,

when they are plunged, keep them fairly well near

the glass, but not when very young; hence my
reason for not doing it. Long attenuated foliage

is not desirable; sturdy leaves which are self-sup-

porting are a far better indication of good progress.

These young seedlings as soon as pDtted will be

k"pt on a shelf close up to the glass. When being

potted every rootlet will be carefully preserved to

avoid any check. Some of our large trade growers

pLxnt their seedlings out in heated pits ; this is

undoubtedly a good plan where the convenience is

t) be hal, and in such a c ise I would not hesitate

to adopt if, for by that mems the bulbs make
even better progress and finer leaf development

than in pots. By this method also, of course, no

test is given them until they approach the flower-

in' size. Ke-ting young plants is an absolute loss

of time, whilst it also weakens the bulbs.

There is undoubtedly a great advantage in being

able to grow Amaryllis from the seedling stage up

to the time they flower and ever afterwards by
themselves, but we cannot always do this in private

establijhments in a convenient manner. After

lh?yget to a certain size, I c^n, howevtr, in my
case keep them in a pit b/ themselves, where I

find they do remarkably well, although it is some-

what doubtful it I shall have quite head room
enough to flower them. This, however, will not

be any difficulty, as for that short time they can be

t,!iken into a house. I have plunged them during

the past soason (last and the previous year's bulbs)

in cocoa fibre in a heated pit with fermenting

material under the fibre. They have thus made
most satisfactory growth without the leaves being

in any way injured, a matter to which I attach

considerable importance as well as that of keeping

them clear of insect pests. Black thrips are bad
enough and give quite enough trouble in syringing,

but the mealy bug is ten times worse, being fre-

quently the ruin of the bulbs. Ours are, I am glad

to say, perfectly clean ; this should be the chief

aim of all who wish to succeed in their culture.

I find that when the bulbs are plunged, not

ne:irly so much water is needed; this is a gnat
advantage, for any excess of water is most
injurious to them. By making free use of the

syringe during the season of growth, watering

is furthermore avoided. It is cot a good plan to

attempt to grow them mi.xed up amongst other

plants in an indiscriminate manner. When forced

to cultivate them in houses or pits with other

things, the better way is to give them a corner to

themselves where they are not overshadowed by
other plants, so as to draw up Ihe foliage weakly
and unduly lengthened, which only results in its

breaking down. In some instances sufticient im-

portance is not attached to the after-treatment of

bulbs that have flowered, but they then want quite

as much attention as before flowtring, and that

up to the time the foliage fade^. When it is

found that they retain their foliage too long into

the autumn, it is best to lay the pois on their

sides ; this should have the desired effect, com-
bined with ventilation. As regards the ventila-

tion, I do not believe in too close treatment,

for although grown in a heated i>it, I do not

keep it close at any time, that is, in the sense

usually understood as such, air being left on day
and night all the summer, even up lo the present

time when not frosty. Whil-t the bulbs are quite

at rest, a night temperature of 45° or 50° will

suit them very well. I am of opinion that the

splendid strain of hybrid Am?iryllis rai ed by
Messr,-..Veitch and Sons at Chel.'^ea will be more
and more grown as their culture becomes better

understood. There are no finer flowers in their

season than these splendid productions of the

hybridiser. Plantsman.

Capsicum Little Gem.- The fruits of many
solanaceous plants are very ornamental, and for

this reason several of them are extensively grown
for decoration, the most common being Solanum
capsicastrum in its numerous fine forms. Still,

there are others that may be noted, among them
being the above-mentioned Capsicum Little Gem,
of which neat and efl'ective plants can be grown in

pots 5 inches or G inches in diameter. This Cap-

sicum usually forms a much-branched specimen of

a somewhat spreading character, while the small

oblong-shaped berries are borne in great profusion

in an erect manner on the upper part of the

branches, which, being arranged in a horizontal

fashion, or nearly so, serve to show off the fruits

to the best advantage.

—

H. P.

Oranges as decorative plants in small
pots.— At this season of the year these are some-

times to be obtained, the plants bearing several

fruits on each, yet in quite small pots, thee in

G-inch ones being oftentimes very beautiful. If any
readers should perchance buy any, they will do
well to keep them in a tolerably warm house, so as

to fully ripen the fruits, obtaining thereby that

deeper colour which makes them so attractive. As
table plants, these dwarf Oranges make a capital

change to the usual things in use, whilst in any
house they are decided ornaments, well repaying

for careful attention.

—

H.

Begonia corallina.—This is by no means a
new, but still it is an uncommon Begonia, though
a very ornamental one, and for some positions it is

surpassed by none of the members of this extensive

genus. It is one of the fibrous-rooted class, that

pishes up strong cane-like shoots, which reach a
height of 5 ff et or G feet, and become quite woody
in texture. These stems, which are less sparingly

branched than in most of the others, are clothed

with deep green leaves, tinged with purple on the

undersides. The flowers, which are borne in very

long pendent racemes, are of a bright coral-red

colour, while the seed vessels are also of the same

hue. These List, which remain some time, are a
notable feature of this Begonia. It succeeds best

when planted out in a warm greenhouse, and if

grown in pots needs pretty liberal treatment. The
strong vigorous shoots must not be stopped, as J
it is their boldness of character and the large I
pendent masses of blossoms that impart to this

Begonia its most distinctive features.—H. P.

HYMENOCALUS jMAt'ROSTEPHANA.

This beautiful bulbous plant still appears to be
somewhat scarce ; at any rate, it is still quoted at

a fairly high figure in plant catalogues. Since the

time when the late Mr. Woodbridge first flowered

it at Syon House (it may have been, for aight I

know, flowered elsewhere before then), it has been
continuously grown there. For several years now
Mr. Wvthes has flowered it profusely every year at

Syon, the plants yie'ding an immense number of

spikes. One great advantage of this Ilymenocallis

lies in the fact that where several plants are

grown there will be successional spikes for

several moi-.ths. This spiing, in my own
case, I commenced picking Ihe flowers early

in Febru;iry, and continued to do so up to

May an 1 June, hardly ever being without a
spike upon one or other of the stock of plants

under my charge. I have more than once tested

the keeping poperties of the flowcs when cut,

and I find that I can preserve them in capital con-

dition in w.iter for s x and seven day.-;. This in

itself is a great recommendation for cut-flower

supplies, the blossoms keeping decidedly better

than those of Pancratium fragrans, the flowers

altogether being of moi-e substance, whilst also

quite as many are produced upon the spike.

These spikes are thrown well above the foliage,

whilst Ihe flowers themselves are deliciously

scented ; the tubes of the flowers with me aie

usually 5 inches or more in length, ihus render-

ing the blooms more suitable for floral airange-

ments. Much as I dishke it, it is necessary lo

pull off the golden pollen m.asses if the flowers

have to be packed for sending a distance ; at home
with careful handling this mutilation may be
avoided. I find that the annual leaf-growth usunPy
begins about June; from then until the end of

August the plants will make quite a new set of

leaves, after which the old foliage if faded or dirty

or attacked by thiips maybe removed. There is

a disposition, I fiml, for the edges of the leaves to-

wards their extremities to turn yellow and eventu-

ally quite brown. This somewhat disfigures the

appearance of the plints when it occurs, but in no
case does it appear to fuither affect Ihe plants.

When the growth is being made, a high tem-
perature greatly assists the plants. In my case

they are in pits where the thermometer at

closing time would run up to 93° or 100°, the glass

of the lights being shaded; even up to the la'e

evening the thermometer would frequently indi-

cate as much as 80°. This treatment seems to suit

them well. I notice that the foliage this year is

broader and more vigorous than usual, whiLt fresh

bulbs are forming in the pots, to the danger in

some cases of the pots buisting. Pancratium fra-

grans (so known in gardens) is al-o grown in Ihe

same pit. The syringe and water-pot are both
freely used during the growing peiiod.

J. Hudson.

Canarina Campantila. — As long agi as 1G9B

this was introduced from tie Canary Islands, but

now-a-days, outside of a botanic garden or in

the collection of some lover of outof Ihe-way

plants, it is is quite unVnown, though far from

deserving the neglect into whxh it has fallen.

This Canarina forms a fleshy root-stock, from
whence spring stout succulent shoots, which are

branching towards the upper part and are

clothed with Uaves. The flowers, which are birne

towards the top of the plant, are drooping, bell-

shaped, and as large as those of an Abulilon.

Their colour is a kind of yellowish red, with

deeper veins, but individuals vary somewhat in
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the hue of the blossoms. In the neighbourhood

of London tlie leaves often suffer a good deal from

ti c fogs which frequently ox-ur about the season

of llowering. The Canarina will succeed in ordin-

ary pottintr compost, such as Innni, with an ad-

mixture of leaf-mould or peat and sand. Very few

of our nurserymen keep it in stock, though it is, I

see, offered at a verv cheap rale by some of our

Continental neigldxmrs who make a specialty of

bulbous, tuberous and llesl.y-rooted plants.— II. P.

Flower Garden.

NARCISSUS GLORY OF LEYDEN.
This seedling, raised by Messrs. De Graatt'

Bro.s., of Leyden, some time about 188H, is

uudoubtciUy line of the finest of all the yellow

trumpet Daffodils. It is robust in habit and

the flowers arc large, bold, and of good sub-

I know, has never yet been put into commerce.

Now th'it .so many amateurs are rearing seed-

ling Dallodils, we may expect to hear of many
more of these large and beautiful varieties ;

for

example, the Rev. W. Wilks has reared a chance

.seedling in his garden at Croydon front the

variety known as Trollius, and approi>riately

named Cressida, a large and robust Hower. It

is of a good clear yellow colour, having a much
widened trumpet, deeply gashed and frilled at

the mouth. In Holland some very handsome
seedlings are said to have been raised, and if

they surpass the kinds above alluded to, they

must be very tine indeed. F. W. B.

Abutilon vexillarium.—The fact that this

Aliuiilon will stand without protection through our

winters even if trained to the wall of a hothouse,

as may be seen at Kew, has doubtless surprised

many, for it has been always regarded as a green-

Karcissus GI017 of Lejden. From a photograph sent by Mr. J. D. Pearson,
Chilwell, Notts.

stance. Both leaves and flower-stalk are stout

and massive, a fact that in itself is indicative

(•f great vigour. The illustration shows an
average sized flower, but in such a position

that the length of the trumpet is foreshortened,

and so looks shorter than it really is. The
colour of the perianth is soft, clear yellow, and
the trumpet is pale golden yellow, while the

thick texture of the whole blossom renders this

variety one of the best for decoration, as when
cut in the bud stage a flower will last fresh

in water for from seven to ten days. The
three best seedling Daffodils of recent times
are N. Glory of Leyden, N. Mme. de Graaff,

having a white perianth with a delicately-

modelled sulphur trumpet, and a variety raised

by the late Mr. Backhouse, and now known as

Weardale. All the.se kinds are expen.sive.

Glory of Leyden costs from a guinea to Sos.

per bulb. AInie. de Graaff, another of the

Leyden seedlings, cannot be purchastd under
two to four guineas, while Weardale, so far as

house plant ; indeed, the variegated-leaved form is

usually brightest when in a temperature higher

than that of a greenhouse. Out of doors it will

bloom for months, and during the autumn when
laden with blossoms, few wall plants equal it in

beauty. The major portion of the flower is the

large, bright crimson-coloured calyx, while the

petals, which only partially protrude therefrom,

arc yellow, the contrast between the two colours

being very striking. This Abutilon is also well

worth attention as a greenhouse climber, for,

treated as a roof, rafter or screen plant, it is very

effective, the long flexible shoots disposing them-

selves in a graceful manner. Numerous hybrids

have been raised between it and some of the

garden varieties of Abutilon, but the typical spe-

cies as far as I have seen remains the prettiest of

all. Beside the specific name of vexillarium, this

is also known as A. megapotamicum.—H. P.

Begonias at Henbury Hill. — For several

years ].ast tin' gnnlens at Henbury Hill, West bury-

oii-Trjin, rear Bristol, have been fan:ed for the

excellence of the beds of tuberous Be^on-.as

there to be seen. Mr. T. Smith, who has charge of

these gardens, commenced saving seed from some
of the best-named varieties, more of these being

liought in, as it was thought; they would improve

the s:raiu. Only the best varieties have been pre-

.s( rved, and by carefully fertilising and saving seed

under gla-^s, Mr. Smith hns succeeded in perfect-

ing a strain of bedding Begonias that would be

hard to surpass anywhere. All are of sturdy

habit, the foliage being particularly good, while

the flowers are erect, of excellent form and the

colours beautifully diversified, the very dark shades

and pure whites being most noteworthy. Two
grand beds are annually principally filUd with

these Begonias, hundreds of strong two-year-old

plants being put out. The centre of one bed was
this .season occupied by a fine plant of Dracaena

indivi.^a, 9 feet high, Pabns, Cannas, Acacias,

Gievilleas, Ferdinandias, Dracajnas, variegated

Maize, and other fine-foliaged plants being dotted

all over the rest of the bed, all intervening spaces

being filled in with tuberous Begonias put out

15 inches apart. In the corresponding bed,

standard Fuchsias, the finest being G feet high,

wore largely used, and in each case the surfaces

were made undulating, to further avoid any possi-

bility of stiffness.— I.

NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.

Michaelmas Daisies. — I lately saw these

used successfully as pot plants. They had been

lifted and carefuUy potted, and are now doing

splendid service under glass. The hint may be

useful to those who do not grow much stuff in-

doors, or who may be partial to the Slarworts

during the Michaelmas season. Grown out of

doors, and presumably perfectly free from insects,

they might be safely taken in quantity into such

a structure as a vinery, where the attuosphere in

autumn is cool and airy, and where they might be

allowed to develop their flowers in their purity and

abundance for either cutting or for decoration in

the conservatory. I had long known and proved

the value as pot plants cf the dwarfer Michaelmas

Daisies, such as the Amelhis group, but I had

never ventured to pot up in August and September

the taller kinds. No doubt much will depend on

the character cf the land in which they have been

grown. The stiffer the better perhaps, at least for

lifting and potting. Imagine a clump of A. cordi-

folius with its myriads of heads spread out and

forming a specimen 4 feet or 5 feet through, or a

strong clump of the splendid blue Archer-Hind

of similar dimensions, though not quite so tall. The

latter kind is also, by reason of its rich colour and

lateness, entitled to some such consideration as

this indoor treatment.

Colcliicum autumnale album plenum.—
This is sufficiently scarce to be deemed as yet rare.

It is the best by far of the genus so far as we

know the varieties at present. I believe that more

Colchicums are lost by being chopped iip in the

ground, owing to their defoliated condition from

July till early spring, than from all other causes

combined. As already hinted, the flowers are

so showy, pure, and beautiful, even when grown

out'of doors, as to be invaluable about the present

period. Thev make up well in wreaths. They are

also of a type not too common, and being each

2i inches to 3 inches across, they fill up and give

a°good effect. Though they have practically no

stems, the tubular parts of the flowers are long

and tough. At the present time, when we are

having s^ and 9= of frost at night, floweis of this

are unharmed.

Polygonum complexum.—As the frosts shut

out of view the hundreds of garden favouritep,

this becomes all the more conspicuous from its

more persistent character until well into spring,

till which time it is never quite bare of its former

season's pretty foliage. It is otherwise very unlike

the general run of Knotwceds. for it is practically

a shrub with thread-like stems, more woody of

course, nearer the base on old plants and it never.
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dies down, but, in fact, retains all its stems, at
least when in a normal or healthy condition. It
is also known as Muhlcnbeckia complexa, and
many will recognise it better under this name.
Practically, the treatment makes or mars it as a
decorative object. I have one plant th^t has taken
care of itself for at least fifteen years growing
among Periwinkles and Kose Blairi No. 2, It
rarely blooms in the open air ; indeed, I never saw
it do so in these parts, but I have seen it flower in
a cold vinery, and I have a'so seen it in the same
place in fruit. Its little beiries are like big polished
pearls and nearly transparent. Tliere are scores
of less worthy basket plants giovvn in greenhouses
and conservatories. I do think thnt if favoured
with the protection of glass, it would in all pro-
bability fruit.

Polygonum Brunonis.-The thick mats of
lanceolate folinge of this are now assuming their
warm winter colour. The foliage of this plant
never seems to come off, and that of the last sum-
mer, which up to about the month of September
remained apple green, is now fast assuming terra-
cotta and njahogany hues. It hardly need be said
that such warm-coloured pieces of foliage aie most
welcome in any garden in winter.

Polygonum sphserostachyum. -- Just to
show the continuous habit or succession of flower
home by this f-pecies, I have never been witliout
the brilliant coloured spikes since May until two
nights ago when 10° of fiost drew the line. Though
tills belongs to a family noted for its rampant
growth eitter by surface or underground stems, it
does not belong to that section, and never runs at
the root. Its root is formed of a knob of ver? pe-
culiar form and habit, pot-hook shape at bottom,
with the growth springing from such lower part.
The fibre is very soft, thin, and dies annually. It
enjoys plenty of water in the growing season, but
dishkes the wet of our winters when dormant-
Uence (he difficulty of accommodating such a
plant. The readiest way i know is to give it
springy peat in the ordinary border when plantinc^
theq It may remain with a glass shelter in winter'
Ip IS not cold that hurts it, but winter wet, which
causes decay to set in at the softer vital part of
the knob when dormant. It i.s said that it likes to
he treated as a bog plant. This is true so far
as It goes; it prospers there amazingly during
the summer, but I have known many to die
under boggy conditions in winter. It is not easy
to describe the intense and singular colour of the
spikes of flower. They are of a carmine hue
w.ith nielallio shades, and the protruding anthers
of dark colour further beautify the spikes It
never grows more than 1 foot high here. I in-
variably leave it out all winter. J. Wood.

WuodoiUc, Kirkstall.

BEGOXIAS IN THE FLUWEK GAllDEN.
All things considered, (he season of is:i2 has not
been quito satisfactory as far as tuberous Beo-onias
in the flower garden are concerned. What" suits
their only rivals, zonal Pelargoniums, wel' viz a
hot and dry summer, does not agree so well with
Begonias, these delighting in dull, moist weatherWhen hot and dry weither prevails. Begonias do
not always grow so strongly as desirable, the male
lowers also dropping prematurely. In spite of
these drawbacks, they are yet very attractive,
especially those improved strairs, the female
blooms of which equal in size and form the male
flowers of the best of the older forms. As soon
however, as rainy, cooler weatlier sets in, the Be-
gonias improve in appearance wonderfully thevbecome quite gorgeous in fact, while the Pelargo-
n;ams present a woe-begone appearance. All
through September our Begonias have been re-
markably showy, many of them in low-lying posi-
tions even rallying from the effects of a severe
trost. Now, in ver^ many instances it is during
the late sum-ner and early autumn months that Igay flower garden is most desirable

; but those who
still depend largely upon Pelargoniums, Calceo-
lana.s and similar things cannot in many cases be
eomplimented upon the late effect of this class of

plants, and they will do well in the future to bed
out Begonias by the thousand, and Pelargoniums
and Calceolarias by the hundred.

Unfortunately, the idea still prevails that the
beds and borders should be quite lilled with plants
at the outset, and the gardeners in charse are not
always the offenders in this respect. AH the while
geometrical (that is to say, set) designs of flower
gardens are tolerated, these, though not necessarily
so, will, I am afraid, be planted in a formal fashion.
Masses of colour have to be produced, and the in-
dividual beauty of the materials used is not taken
cognizance of. The favourite po-itions for view-
ing these arrangements of colour are terraces, high
windows, parapets, or even roofs of the mansions
or houses overlooking these gardens, and the plea-
sure thus derived must be of a very fleeting de-
scription. I hold that each bed should contain
plants of an attractive or interesting character,
these inviting closer inspection and more fully sus-
taining the pleasure in the beds than is often the
case when misses of common plants are arranged.
Nothing better for illustrating my ideas as to how
beds shou'd be filled than tuberous Begonias, pro-
perly plinted, can well be ramed. Not only do
they, when viewed from a distance, pre-ent a very
showy appearance, but a cl.i.ser inspection brings
to View the beauties of the flowers and the highly
ornamental character of the foliage. It is true,
the strains sold by the trade vary surprisingly, few
of them equalling what a few private growers have
managed to select and improve for themselves.
There is really no excuse for thi^, as it is possible
to save seed that will produce nothing but superior
varieties. For instance, out of 2000 Begonias I
raised this season not an inferior variety has
shown itself, and it is to be hoped that the time is
not far distant when the trade will supply packets
of seeds equally as reliable. What are wanted are
varieties with moderately strong, prettily veined
leaves, the flowers being of medium size, good
form and substance, and, above all things, borne
on stout erect footstalks. Drooping flowers are
the least affected by thunderstorms or scalding
sunshine, but they do not show up sufticiently, and
their proper place is either along or overhanging
the margins of raised beds, or in vases and hang-
ing baskets.

_
Begonias arc neglected, or their decorative valuen overlooked by the majority of flower gardeners,

but in how many cases are they projjerly ar-
ranged ? It seems next to impossible to get away
from the old order of things—I mean the wretched
plan of planting thickly with the view of having a
m;iss of colour. Directy the plants run into each
other, their individuality and much of their beauty
are lost. A (-onfnsed mass of leaves is anything
but attractive, and, but for the^r being rain-proof
crowded Begonias count for little more than zonal
Pelargoniums. In very many instances the plans
of flower beds are " coloured," that is to say, it is
decided how to plant the bulk of them the au-
tumn previous; and before it is too late, I would
especially urge that Begonias should occupy a
very prominent part in the arrangements, and that
their planting should also be decided upon. Beds
raised or otherwise, filled with nothing but Bego-
nias and a few elegant Palms, Dracrenas, Cannas
Grevilleas, Acacias, variegated Maize, and such
things dotted thinly among them are bound to
be an attractive feature in any flower garden
Large central beds and isolated beds, the larger
the better, arrange I with such materials give the
artistic planter good opportunity, and, in addition,
will be found far cheaper and infinitely more
beautiful than masses of any one or two showy
coloors. A few score in a small garden, and a few
hundred Begonias in a large garden, will well fill
more space than is usually devoted to four times
that number of commoner plants, their planting
as I have tried to show, being most desirable!
Thus if comparatively strong plants, or any more
than one year old, are put out in good, well-
prepared soil (and they delight in a fairly rich
retentive ground), these may safely and ad\an-
tageously be disposed 18 inches apart each wav
The strongest of (he ,'eedlings raised early tlie
same season and kept growing vigorously may

be put out 15 inches and the rest 12 inches
apart each way. At the outset the beds do
certainly present a rather thinly clothed appear-
ance ; but this ditKculty may ea-ily be obviated by
planting Mesembryanthemum cordifolium variega-
tum among the Begonias, a carpeting of that free-
growing succulent keeping the ground cool and
moist, thereby greatly benefiting the other occu-
pants, as well as enhancing their beauty. With
this trailing plant in free use, strong Begonias may
be even more thinly planted with advanta.;e. Sur-
facing the soil with fresh cocoa-nut fibre is an im-
provement on the bare ground, and, as it happens,
a mulch of this—or some substitute, such as leaf
soil, rotten tanner's bark, or well-decayed manure—

•

is considered absolutely necessary in many posi-
tions. Showy edgings, or any in (he way of
Lobelias, golden Pyrethrums, Violas and dwarf
Ageratums, ought not to be used for Begonia beds,
as they look far better without them. If the beds
are raised, the edges of these may well be thinly
covered with lumps of bright spar, sandstone,
clinkers, or other substitutes, letting the Begonias
hang naturally over the'e. This would be another
step towards getting rid of the undesirable for-

mality and painful neatness in (he flower garden.
—I. M. H., in Fklil.

Tropseolum speciosum. — Many are the
failures recorded in comparison with the successes
in establishing this, one of the most beautiful of our
hardy climbers. For twelve years I have tried to

establish it here, and utterly failed until the last

two years. Now it luxuriates on walls and rambles
over bushes to such an extent, (hat at last I am
inclined to hope that I h ive scored a success.

After so many repeated failures I felt disheartened,
the idea gaining on me that something was un-
suitable in the soil or climate to the well-being of
my favourite climber ; however, two years ago I

procured more roots and tried yet another move
as follows: The Couch-like roots were sent me in
November and on receipt I cut them into about
2-inch lengths, laid them flat anrl evenly in bo.xes
of light soil, and covered them with a thin layer of

the same. The boxes were then stood in a cold
frame, where they remained until the following
spring. As the young slender growths appea'ed
through the soil they were carefully transplanted
to their permanent position.?, where they made
vigorous growth and flowered profusely, followed
by splendid strings of pretty berries. .Judging the
results justified the means, I again last year got
mr-re roots and treated them in the same way with
precisely similar results. My success I attribute
solely to cutting up the roo's and starting into
growth previous to planting out.—J. R.

Nicotiana affinis.—Several noles have recently
appeared in The Gakden concerning the above.
In our warm light soil it is a veritable weed, for

the roots survive the winter and ramble freely in
the borders, and each spring throw up plentiful

tufts of flower. Plants thus produced are much
dwarfer than seedlings, hence are preferable for

some positions. I find them useful in the borders
under our terrace walls, for their sweet and grate-
ful scent is much appreciated in the evening. I

also grow annually many seedlings in pots. These
are chiefly utilised for corridors and staircases in

the house, for which purpose they are eminently
adapted, lasting well, while their pleasant perfume
pervades the whole. Like Mr, Wjthes, I find N.
aftinis comparatively useless for cutting.— J. It.,

Mcrioni tit.

Aralia Sieboldi.— I wonder sometimes this is

not more grown for the decoratioa of cold con-
servatories and greenhouses at this season of the
year. In tlia open—and it will grow freely in

many parts of the country, though liable to be
damaged by severe frost—it blooms at the end of

October and early in November. The branching
spikes, which are very ornamental, are much
spoiled by bad weather. When grown in a cold
house in pots, the balls ot white blossoms, which
are freely jiroduced by strong )>lai ts, are
veiy line and escape the damage which mars
their beauty in the open. I have several .'pe-
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cimens that are flowering well, and though
not showy, they are yet very interesting and
valuable, in the dull season of the year. 'I'he

(lowers exude a kind of forretion, which seems
to attract every lly thai has not disappeared,

especinlly the big b!o\v-llics. Only let the sun
shine out wariuly, and one can then see several

blow-flies app:irently feiis'ing on a ball of blos-

soms. The varif gated varie'y is a good companion
plant. Tlie leaves are margined with wliito,

tliongh they by no moans equal the white Ily-

dranL'oa in beauty, though tlial is now declining.

—K. 1).

Sowing Sweet Peas in autumn.—Of late

years more atientiiin lias been paid to the raising

of lhc>e bsautifu! flowers, and when they can be
had in quantity tlw y are luuch valued. The
system of raising early in tlie spiiiigin pots is too

well known to need any remarks, but 1 would .ask

those who can give the plants good treatment or

shelter to sow in the autumn if early bloom is re-

quired the following season. This may be done in

various way.? on a warm sheltered border by sow-
ing in the same way as other autumn annuals,
merely protecting with a few branches in severe
weather. Of course, on wet. heavy land it is use-
less to attempt autumn sowing, but in warm light

soils well drained, .Sweet Peas often succeed, and
if a few plants are lost by slugs or wireworra
or mice, those left amply repay for the trouble
by blooming early. .Sowing in boxes or pots in

October in a cold fr.ime and exposing as much as
possible througli the winter, planting out early in
the spring and protecting will give very early
bloora. When sown as advi.sed, the plants are
much dwarfer in habit and flower freely. They
may also be grown in pots by potting on" early in
the year, but I do not advise "this, as they then re-
quire more attention. Princess Beatrice I con-ider
a valuable variety.—G. Wythes.

Ferns.

FERNS FOR BASKETS.
The culture of Ferns in su.speiuled baskets
might well be considerably extended. Either
in the fernery or in the ordinary stove or green-
liouse few objects are more attractive than
hanging baskets filled with suitable Ferns.
Many of the most beautiful species are only
seen to advantage when grown in elevated posi-
tions where the long drooping fronds can ma-
ture tlieir growth without coming in contact
with other subjects or being smothered up with
their own foliage. Either wire or wooden
baskets may be used, but I prefer tliose made
of wire, as they are more durable. The size of
baskets should be regulated according to the re-
quirements of the various Ferns, and also the
accommodation that can be given them. AVhere
space is limited the larger growing .sorts should
be avoided. In large conservatories where
plenty of space can be given, the larger baskets
may be filled with a mixture of suitable
sorts, but I prefer to use only one variety for
each basket, for where several sorts are used
the strong-growing ones soon cripple the weaker
ones. The following li.st includes a good selec-
tion of useful sorts for basket work. It might
however, be considerably extended :—

'

Adiantcms.—Many of these are very effective
as basket plants, those with the spreadim:' rhi-
zomes being the most desirable. A. amabil^, also
known as A. Moorei, is one of the best ; the
rhizomes spread through the soil, young fronds
soon appear and cover the whole of the basket
A. assimile is of similar habit, with very slender
fronds of a deeper shade of green

; this also grows
freely on a moist wall, and will soon cover a good
space.

Davallias are essentially basket Ferns, most of
them doing better than when grown in pots. Of

the larger growing sorts, D. ornata, D. polyantha,

and D. Mooreana may lie recommended. 1). elegans,

D, Grillithiana, D. Mariesi, I). Tycrniani, and others

with the cons|>icuous rliizomes should all be grown
ia baskets. D. retusa and D. tenuifolia Veitchi

are very distinct and beautiful, but require a little

more care than the otiiers named, and appear to

do best when grown in nearly idl peat, which
should have plenty of sharp sand and some broken
crocks mixed with it to keep it from getting too

close. A little Sphagnum Moss may also be mixed
with the compost and the baskets bo lined with
fresh green Moss.
NEPititoLEns.— This is another genus, most of

which are seen to better advantage when sus-

pended. For large baskets N. d.avallioides and N.

cnsifolia .should be used, but they cannot be grown
where space is limited. Under favourable condi-

tions the fronds will attain to from 4 feet to li feet

in length. D. exaltata is of more moderate growth,

and one of the finest of all Ferns for baskets. N.
pectinata is the best for small baskets. N. davalli-

oides furcans is a most beautiful Fern either for

pots or baskets. For filling baskets it is better to

use young plants with single crowns, as they make
longer fronds than those with a tuft of crowns.

As the Nephrolepis do not cover the under surface

of the baskets so soon as some Feins, a few young
plants of Ficus repens if pegged round will

soon cover the baskets and look very pretty.

This may also be recommended for other Ferns
which have long drooping fronds produced from a
single crown, such as Asplenium longissimum, A.

fiaccidum, both of which do well, but they should
be grown in the most shady position that can be
given them.
Gymkuoramma schizophylla globiosa, a

most elegant Fern, requires careful attention and
a stove temperature. It is remarkable that this

Fern absorbs a great quantity of water, and will

quickly .'-hrivel up if neglected. The same remark
applies to some of the other Gymnogrammas.
GONIOPIILEBIUM .SUBAURICDLATDM, which has

very long drooping pinnate fronds produced from
spreading rhizomes, is not excelled as a basket Fern
for the stove. It cannot be taken outside, how-
ever, except at the risk of losing the fronds. I

have known the fronds to bo discoloured from tak-

ing a plant from one house to another, even though
the weather has been mild.

Stenochl.-exa scandens is a fine sort for large

baskets, which should be deeper than those used
for most Ferns. The long spreading rhizomes
should be pegged round the outer surface of the
baskets, and when well covered with the bright

fresh green pinnate fronds it is most effective.

WooDWARDiA RADICANS Succeeds well in a
cool house. The long drooping fronds are only seen

to advantage wlien in an elevated position.

Platyceuiuh alcicorne, — Wooden baskets

filled with rough peaty compost should be used

for this. If nice healthy plants are used they will

root through and young plants will make their

appearance from the underground rhizomes and
soon cover the whole surface of the basket.

Pteris.—Not many of these can be recommended
as basket Ferns. P. moluccana is an exception

;

this has spreading rhizomes and long recurved pin-

nate fronds, and makes a very effective specimen,

but requires a moderate stove temperature. Some
of the heavily crested varieties of P. serruUta may
be used. 1'. s. der.sa is one of the be.'it. This remark-

ably dense form, the fronds of which are borne

down by the heavy tufts of multifid growths, shows

to advantage when suspended.

Of smaller growing Ferns which are pretty

for baskets, several of the Polypodiums may be

recommended, as P. phymatodes cristatum, P.

pustulatum, and P. glaucophyllum. NiphoboUis

heteractis, N. lingua coryndiiferura, and Dry-

naria diversifolia are all distinct and useful,

though not often met with. I must also include

Leucostegia immersa, one of the prettiest of

basket Ferns for summer, but it is deciduous.

In the treatment of basket Ferns the greatest

difficulty is in the watering. They are apt to

bo left until they get too dry, and then when
watered the water runs througli without wetting

the whole of the soil. The best way to treat

theui is to liave a large pail or bath aiul immerso
the baskets ; this will ensure wetting the whole
surface. It is possible to get the b.iskets too

wet, but ,as the soil is more exjiosed to the air,

there is less chance of its getting sour than in

pots ; therefore, water may be used liberally.

With proper attention many of the Ferns re-

ferred to above will bear full exposure to the

sun except during the hottest part of the day.

Ferns are often heavily shaded; tlie consequence

is that they grow weakly, and if taken out for

any purpose they soon suffer. When started

and grown on throughout in a light open posi-

tion they last considerably longer, besides which
they are more beautiful. A. H.

TREE FERNS.
THESEoftentimessufferfromwant of waterbetween
now and the following spring. It is sometimes
considered that not much water is required when
no active growth is apparent, but this is far from
being the case. To allow Tree Ferns to flag or

droop for want of water is simply ruinous if per-

sisted in for a few times ; more plants, in fact, are

spoiled through want of sufKcient r.ourishmtnt than
from any other cause. In theT native habitats

they are cot found thriving in dry positions, but in

shady spots in ravines and in moisture-laden lo-

calities, taking the majority of kinds as usually

grown in this country. Plants whicli have been
imported with stems of good size will, of course,

have a large amount of moisture conserved in the

stems. These do not suffer so soon as younger
plants, but in all cases moisture is necessary to

secure healthy growth. In the case of these plants,

it is a good plan to pour water down the stem from
the top with a water-pot and fine rose, using the

syringe also to the same end. Plants which have

been grown on to a la'ge size in this country

require a deal of water at the roots. In fact, when
they are in a healthy state, it is hardly possible to

overdo them in a reasonable way. When pot-bound

they will bear to be stood in pans of water, even in

the winter season. This is a good safeguard against

any possible contingency from drought. One of the

grossest feeders of all is Cyathea medullaris ; this,

the Black Tree Ftrn of New Zealand, is a truly

noble plant when well grown. Another splendid

kind is the Silver Tree Fern (Cyathea dealbata), a
beautiful contrast to the foregoing ; this also takes

a large supply of water. Dioksonia squarrosa is

very susceptible to drought, being one of tlie first

to suffer, showing the results in a curling upwards

of the segments of the fronds. In any case when
this is observed, the plants should be thoroughly

syringed at once, the stem and soil also being

thoroughly soaked with water. By this means,

and by keeping the house close for a time, they

will soon recover, except where the pinna? are

already curled up ; these it will not be possible to

recuperate. Tree Ferns, when jilanted out, are not

so likely to suffer; in their case it results more in a

general weakening if persisted in. Young ])lsnt*

in small pots should receive close attention ; they

dry up very quickly, even in the winter season. If

these are at all pot-bound, the safer plan will be to

stand them as afore suggested in pans of water.

FlLICES.

Gymnogramma chserophylla.—Lucy writes

me in great alarm, and encloses specimens of this

plar;t, riviu:,', " It is a Fern which came up spon-

taneously in some Fern pots which I bought in

the spring, and now they are all dead. Wliat is

the cause of this ? Kinnly tell me." The above is

the name of this plant, and if Lucy had a-kcd its

name earlier, she would then have learned that

the plant is an annual, dying every year. It casts

its spores about and comes up promiscuously in

the si.ring, as did this. It is a beautiful plant,

and should be grown more than it is. Some thirty-

five ye;\rs ago I used to grow it largely, and it was
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a great favourite with ladies. I found the plant
prew best in yellow loam and kept very moist. It

does not require a large pot by any means, and
looks best when grown singly. I ara much obliged
to "Lucy" for putting me in possession of a good
crop of spores.—\V. H. G.

DAVALLIAS.
Taken as a whole, these Ferns are amongst the
most useful of any for general decoration. They
cin be selected for either the cool greenhouse,
the temperate house or the stove, and with
suitable sorts for either temperature, the best
results should follow. Amongst evergreen Ferns
the Davallias should be classed as the most endur-
ing of any, i.e., those of the family which are
evergreen. A good few are deciduous, but none
the less valuable in that respect. For cutiing
there are no Ferns to surpass such as I),

bullata, D. elegans, D. dissecta, or D. Tyermanni,
their durability exceeding that of the greater
number of flowers—in fact, often lasting out
two lots, and then being in good condition. By
the selection of various species, fronds of one
or the other may be had [all the year round for
cutting. There arc several, too, that are ex-
cellent subjects for decoration as plants, lasting
remarkably well even under disadvantageous con-
ditions. In the case of these also there is another
point or two to consider ; they do not so quickly
suffer from want of water at the roots as many
other Ferns, whilst they will stand better in a dry
atmosphere or where exposed to draughts. The
Davallias are also amenabl? to various modes
of culture, which in itself is a great advantage.
Whilst most, if not all, may be grown in flower-
pots in the usual way, and thus be used to advan-
tage, they may likewise be cultivated in shallow
pans. In fact this latter method is, I consider,
much the better of the two, for, taken as a family,
they are either shallow or surface-rooting Ferns,
none being disposed to root deeply. Then they are
peculiarly adapted for rustic pottery of various
forms, likewise for growing in baskets, whether
these be made of wood (teak being the best fiom
which to make them, as in the case of Orchids), of
wire (galvanised, of course), or of rustic w.ire,

which is the most durable of all. Their uses do
not end even at this, for in the fernery itself or in
other suitable places the columns supporting the
roof may be covered with them. I have seen them
thus used in a most effective manner. The trunks
of dead Tree Ferns can be covered with the scan-
dent varieties without much difficulty, whilst for
covering walls upon which wirework and a little

soil have been fixed, they are particularly well
suited. There never need be any bare places either
in a fernery or any other house suited to their cul-
ture ; in fact, there never should be. For planting
out upon rockwork (natural stone, of course, being
preferable) they come again to the fore, being
most at home on ledges where the soil is shallow.
Various designs made out of the bark of the Coik
Tree (usually termed rustic cork) can be turned to
a good account also. Some kinds when grown in
pots are seen to best advantage if made up in the
form of pyramids, wliilst others may be extended
a considerable distance over the sides of the pots
by aflixing wirework thereto, particularly when
large specimens are desirable. In this way I have
seen excellent specimens of D. bullata quite 5 feet
across one mass of pale green and healthy fronds.
None of the Davallias can be considered of

difficult cultivation, but rather the reverse. A
few kinds are, it is true, of somewhat slow growth,
D. pyxidata, for instance, D. alpina from Java, D.
parvula, a species of minute growth, and D. Novre-
Zelandire, all very beautiful kinds. For growing
into large specimens, the best is D. Mooreana, a
well-known kind, but one that requires a warm
stove to have it in the best possible condi-
tion. In a cooler house, even where it will
grow fairly well, it does not assume such
fine proportions. D. polyantha is another strong-
growing variely, and rne that i^ worthy of
more extended cultivation

; this also requires
warmth to develop its full beauty. D. fijiensis is

a lovely plant and one which when well grown
makes a splendid specimen without occupying too
much space or overshadowing other things. D.
bullata, D. elegans and D. canaiiensis also make
fine specimens. The first-named has been already
alluded to, the second is seen at its best in the
winter and .spring, whilst the last is good at al-

most any time. As basket plants, the following
may be all depended upon for a good effect, viz.,

D. affinis, a beautiful Fern with finely divided
fronds and one that is none too well known. D.
dissecta is another capital variety; both of these
require warmth. D. bullata is another good basket
Fern

; also D. elegans, both of which may be grown
in a cool stove. D. canariensis is a grand basket
Fern for the cool fernery or conservatory, thriving
better even in pots than when suspended in

basket?. D. Tyermanni should also be included here
as a desirable species. A later introduction, but
one of the best of all as a basket Fern, is D.
tenuifolia Veitchiana of exceedingly elegant
growth. For growing in small rustic baskets in

cool and moist places, D. Nova3-Zelandia3 and D
Mariesi should be selected; the last-named will

endure frost, a few degrees not injuring it in

the least. This latter Fern may also with good at-

tention be successfully grown in a window. For
planting out the best are D. elegans, D. bullata, D.
hemiptera, and D. Tyermanni ; this work should
be done just before growth in either instance com-
mences, the rhizomes being pegged close upon the
surface. For use in pots for pur|3oses of decora-
tion, note should be taken especially of D. elegans,
D. dissecta, D. canariensis, and D. solida. D.
tenuifolia is a very beautiful species of slender
and elegant growth. D. Griflithiana appears to be
a species that is not sufficiently well known ; it is

one well suited to basket or rustic ware culture.

The Davallias are not at all particular as to
soil

;
what has most to be guarded against is fine

soil when dealing with other than small plants.
Coarse fibrous peat and turfy loam will suit them
well ; failing either of these of good quality, some
bits of charcoal or of sandstone should be used.
During growth a liberal supply of water is re-

quired ; when resting a less quantity '.in the
case of the evergreen kinds, with hardly any for a
few weeks to the deciduous varieties whilst these
are entirely destitute of fronds. Whilst these
latter are at rest, however, do not let them escape
notice or be kept in too cool a place, according to
the requirements of species. FlLlCES.

GLEICHENIAS.
U>LKBmary Ferns, during the winter months the
Gleichenias require a liberal supply of water, not
so much, of course, as when growth is more active.
They are very shallow-rooting Ferns ; hence they
suffer sooner than one might be led to expect.
The majority of the roots are to be found near the
surface; therefore it is much the best to grow
the plants in pans. It is never advisable to let the
plants suffer from the want of water. In this re-

spect they are almost as sensitive as the Tree
Ferns. When watering them I prefer to use a fine
rose upon the can, so as to ensure all the soil being
thoroughly well moistened. In cases where the
rhizomes and surface roots are somewhat bare and
too much exposed, a sprinkling of sand and peat or
leaf soil will protect them. These parts of the
plants need to be kept moist; if the rhizomes
suffer, the future crop of young fronds therefrom
will be correspondingly weak. "There will not, as
a rule, be much active growth now, although some
few kinds rarely take much rest. The first oppor-
trrnity should be taken to thoroughly examine the
plants for insect pests. In some instances the
brown scale is troublesome

; this should be dis-
lodged by the careful use of a small pointed stick.
It is a tedious process, but as insecticides are out
of the question in a liquid state for fear of injury,
it must be done. Fumigation will remove the
thrips where these are found troublesome, and
that without injury to the plants. The young and
tender foims of the brown scale will also be killed
by about three fumigHtions with Campbell's fumi-
gating insecticide, which is a fact worth knowing.

I do not, however, think the old brown ones would
be much affected.

Whilst most of the Gleichenias prefer a dry at-

mosphere, there are two notable exceptions ;
these

are G. flabellata (quite a cool species) and G. di-

chotoma, which thrives best in warmth. Both of

these may be syringed freely; thus in their case

the thrips can be kept down. In most instances

the growths will now be very dense. Where any
are fading or already turned brown, they should be
carefully cut away, taking care not to injure the

leading growths in so doing, as these will extend

from year to year almost indefinitely. This work
is better done with a pair of Grape scissors than
with a knife. In any case where the fronds are

over-tlrick and they can be regulated, this also

should be done; whilst if re-tying and staking are

essential, these, too, should be seen to whilst there

is time to spare to do it carefully and well. For
the winter, a night temperature of from 40° to 45°

will suit them well, .=ave in the case of G. dicho-

toma, which 1 prefer to grow in an ordinary stove,

by which treatment it develops much finer fronds.

It often makes good growth during the winter-

time, and at all times looks thriring if well cared

for. The others cannot be hurried in their

growth. FiLiCES.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 883.

ROSE MALLOWS.
(with a coloueed plate of hibiscus

HUGELI.*)

The genus Hibiscus is a very extensive one,

numbering no less than 1.50 .species of stove,

greenhouse, and hardy shrubs and trees, dis-

tributed for the most part in the tropics, but

also occurring in temperate regions. With these

last we are now specially concerned. Europe, M
America, and Australia all contribute to our ^
Mallows, and although so few of the American
species can be managed well in the open, the

protection of a cool greenhouse or pit is found

sufficient to do them well. They are found

chiefly in swampy or marshy ground, and would

doubtless do much better if they could be

planted out in a warm, rich border near the

light and where they could get plenty of sun

heat in late summer.

H. MOSCHEUTOS, from the borders of salt marshes

in Canada and generally throughout the United •

States, is one of the showiest of the hardier pc-

rennial species. Its flowers are quite as large as m

those of the single Hollyhock, of a bright rose

colour with a brilliant crimson centre.

H. COOCINEUS, from Georgia and Florida, is also

a showy species. The flowers, which are produced

from July to September, are bright red and very

showy when the plants are well done. It is rather

more tender than the above, and should be planted

out in the conservatory.

H. GRAXDiFLORus, with its large flesh-coloured

flowers, red at the base, is one of the easiest to

manage north of London in the open air. With
the protection of a low wall we have had blooms

freely in July, but it should be liberally supplied

with water when growing and flowering.

H. MtLlTARls is nn extremely variable species,

and in its best forms a very showy and valuable

plant. It is found chiefly on the banks of rivers in

Fennsylvanis, Georgia, and Ohio, flowering from

July to August. The river-sides are ablaze where

H. militaris forms a thicket, which it often does,

its stems from :i feet to 4 feet high being sur-

mounted by numerous large, pale rose-coloured

flowers with a deeper centre.

H. INCANUS has very large sulphur-coloured

flowers, purplish at the base.

» Di-awii for The Garpkn in Mr. G. F. WiI-?on's

garden at Wejbridge.May I'J, 1S'J2, by Champion Jones.

Lithographed and printed by Guillaume Severeyns.
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H. CAnoLixiANUS, with much the same hiibit,

has bright purple (lowers.

H. HutJELi, from Australia, is one of (lie most
variable species, distinct ami very beautiful varie-

ties of which arc ligurcil in the Botanical Mnijiizinc

and Boliinical Jtri/isfn; the one as quinquevulnera,

and the other as Wiayim, in compliment to Mrs,

Wrav. of Oakfield, t'liclt.iiham, who first (lowered

it in Ent;land. It (lowered shordy after in the

Royal HorticuUural Society's gardens, from seeds

sent by Jlr. Drummond from Swan River. It is

given as a greenhouse shrub of easy ouUivation,

but it does well aijainst a soutli wall with a little

protection dining the severe part of the winter.

Its nat\Ha\ time of (lowering throughout winter

and spring, however, p;.ints to the cool greenhouse

or conservatory as the best place in which to grow
this variety. Its flowers are very large, pale

purple and showy. H. Ilugeli var. quinquevulnera
is a less showy form than either that represented

on our plate or Wrayas. It was introduced by Mr.

Thompson, of Ipswich, and (irst (lowered in

August, Is.":.!, The How-ers are purplish - violet.

That figured is nearer the form Wrayse than any
of the other forms we know. It is a valuable

greenhouse plant, and in the south may be grown
with considerable success in the open air against

a south wall,

U. SPLKSDENS, also from Australia, is a beauti-

ful greenhouse shrub, producing an abundance of

very large bright rose-coloured flowers,

H. MAXinoT, aculeatus, Collinsonianus, and
virginicus are all well worth an effort to obtain ;

they would make excellent greenhouse plants, and
are easily managed if supplied liberally with water
and v/ell ripened off in autumn. D.

in sand in a frost-proof and cool shed, whei^e (he

roots will keep sound for several weeks. Those

wbiih may be left in the ground and efhciently pro-

tected will keep longer and form a succession.

Cl(lNi:su AitnciioKKS.—This vegetalile will, no

doubt, be more plentiful this season on account of

the prominence accorded it. The tubers inay be

left in the ground and dug as wanted. In digging,

c-ire should lie taken that all are foiked out. This

comes in as a variety to other vegetables, but is

also used in salads.

GitowiNG ('(iOi'.s.—There will be little oppor-

tunity after this to hoe amongst growing crops. I

refer generally to such crops as young Lettuce re-

cently planted, also (Jabbage, winter Spinach,

Onions and such like. Deca.ying leaves should not

hnd a place amongst any of the crops. Directly

the leaves are all down, they should be collected

together and burnt. Very often, however, they are

left to lie throughout the winter, especially along

the sides of Box edging and under walls. This

is a very unwise course, as they harbour slugs, &c.

A. Young.

The Week's Work.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Globe Artichokes. — Last spring complaints
were very rife as to the destruction of Globe Arti-

chokes by frost, but this probably was on account
of their not being efhciently protected. Artichokes
of this section are far from being perfectly hardy,
hut yet they will wiihstand a tolerable amount of

slight and dry frosts without any covering what-
ever beyond that afforded by their own foliage.

When protected too heavily as well as too early,

the tops rapidly decay. Taking the above into
consideration, the best course is to allow the sea-

son to advance before applying the covering, or not
until frosts are likely to be severe. When protec-
tion is found to be necessary, surround each clump
with dry litter, also sprinkling a little over the
tops.

Brusset.s Sprouts,—These are likely to be both
plentiful and of the -ight size for the dining-table,
not being too large. Where the planting, how-
ever, has been too close, tlie under leaves decay
rapidly at this season, and if not promptly removed
they speedily impart a strong flavour to the sprouts.
If possible, select a dry day for the work, clearing
away every decayed leaf, thus allowing of a freer
circulation of air. The benefits arising from allow-
ing ample space between the plants are now plainly
seen by the foliage keeping fresh and the sprouts
being close and sound. The practice of pulling
away these sound leaves is bad in the extreme, and
should not be countenanced. The tops of the plants
should not be cut off at any time for use through-
out the winter, or not until the sprouts are all se-

cured, when, of course, they should he cut before
they commence to run. Thinking that removing
the tops will favour the growth of sprouts is a
fallacy, the free show of these depending upon the
growth made during the summer and early autumn
months,

Cfii.ERiAC,—It is not wise to allow this crop to
remain uncovered any longer, or frost will injure
the roots. They may be protected where growing
by drawing the soil from between the rows well
over the roots, and in the case of severe frost a
further coveting of litter may be given. The best
course, however, will be to lift a portion and store

PLANT HOUSES.

Greenhouses, —Ventilation, temperatures,
ARRANGKMKNTS, &c.—During the past week or

two we have experienced some considerable varia-

tion in the atmosphere, sometimes cold and frosty,

at others very mild and humid. Cold and frosty

weather is better than that which is mild and

huQ^id, particularly when the latter is further

aggravated by fogs". The ventilation must be regu-

lated according to the state of the weather. Dur-

ing fine and fairly bright weather, with an absence

ot°keen or easterly winds, a liberal amount of air

should be kept on all day. When the thermometer

outside only indicates a few degrees above freezing

point, then the ventilation should be at the top

chiefly; air bricks at such times will admit suffi-

cient bottom air without opening side lights. As
the outside conditions become more favourable,

then side lights can be opened. With mild, but

clear weather both top and front air should be

freely applied, turning on a little heat if required

to keep up a buoyant state of the atmosphere.

When the weather is close and damp, then warmth
in the pipes, even if it raises the temperature a few

degrees higher than usual, is decidedly beneficial.

Nothing is worse for greenhouse plants, on the

whole, than a damp atmosphere during mild

weather ; it is not then so easily dispelled as when
more heat is maintained in the pipes. There is, of

course, a considerable amount of difference in the

construction of houses as it pertains to injury from

damp. For instance, where the roofs are flat with

no side lights at all, there is more liability to in-

jury. For private gardens, light airy houses with

side lights are much to be preferred as compared

with those usually built for trade purposes. In the

former, mixed collections of plants have to be

grown, and in order to keep them all in a good slate

of health, a considerable amount of tact and fore-

thought is necessary. In the latter, a house is

often devoted to one kind of plant, or to such as

are known to succeed well together. The tem-

perature of the greenhouse should be looked after

as much as the stove, although it is more fre-

quently allowed to take its chance at night when
no frost is apprehended. In very mild weather I

would not close the top lights at all, whilst if a

little frost is expected, so long as it is not severe,

the same practice may be followed, but with a

slight warmth in the pipes. I daresay many have

noted that when frost has been apprehended

and fire-heat applied at night, the house has been

too warm in the morning; with a little top air

this would be avoided. From 40° to 45° is a very

good standard for night temperature, but in very

mild weather it will range higher without the

possibility of avoiding it. It is when in this latter

state that plants which are excessively crowded

together suffer most, much harm being often done

to soft-wooded subjects. A dash of sulphur on the

pipes will not do any harm ; it will rather lend

to the keeping down of mildew as well as par-

tially checking the injury from the damping

of the foliage in such plants as PrimuLu

and Cinerarias. These should be frequently ex-

amined for the removal of any d -caying leaves,

whilst the Piimulas (singles) wid also require close

attention to see that flowers are pinche 1 off before

they decay, otherwise the entire truss will in time

follow suit.

Late Cinerarias will still be safe enough in pits

without any (ire-heat by good coverings upon the

glass when"frosty, taking care to ventilate freely

in line and favourable weather. In lean-to houses

if (he plants be stood pretty thickly together, they

should be often turned about and rearranged,

every advantage at the same time being taken of

shelves. These may, it is true, impart a little

shade, but that is not nearly so bad as excessive

crowding together upon stages. On the s-helves

the Pelargoniums (show ai.d fancy in jiarticular)

wdl thrive well, it being about the 1 est position

they can have until the spiing. Lachenalias also

are quite at home on shelves, the foliage being

thus kept shorter and sturdier. Where hard-

wooded plants, as Cape Heaths and New Hol-

land subjects, are grown either as specimens or

half specimens, they should be well elevated above

other plants, so as to secure a free circulation of

air around fach individual one. Upon these,

where susceptible to mildew, a watch must he kept,

all the more so if not safeguarded by sulphur on

the pipes as afore suggested. No room should

now be taken up with what may be termed useless

plants at this season of the year. Fuchsias, for

instance, should be semi-pruned and put away
where they are just safe from frost. Old and
scrubby plants of any kind should be cast aside at

once if young ones are growing on to take their

place.. Where the Chrysanthemums are in the

greenhouse, there will be more room to spare in a

few weeks ; meanwhile, every attention should be

given by the means suggested, and by any other

available source to keep the other plants as

healthy as possible. Azaleas will want looking

afcer rather closely still where thrips have been

troublesome, another stock of which may be thriv-

ing before one is aware of it. Climbers such as

Roses should be pruned or thinned out moderately.

Fuchsias that have been trained up rafters can be

pruned in hard. Other things should be treated

according to their requirements. Evergreens must

be dealt with cautiously, for upon the present

wood will depend the next season's supply of flower,

Bougainvillea spectabilis is another instance in

which pruning should be avoided, as this species

produces its flowers largely from the terminals.

By keeping the climbers as thin as possible now it

will be much better for the plants underneath

them. It is not possible to have too much light

during the wintfr season even in the most favoured

localities. Where this is secured in a large de-

gree the plants will thrive much better; those of

them which are partially resting even will .start off

into fresh growth all the more satisfactorily in the

spring, the bright davs being congenial rather than

trying to them;
"

J- Hudson.

ORCHIDS.

Since writing the last calendar of operations we
have had a severe touch of the London fogs.

Country gardeners have no idea of the difficulties

their metropolitan brethren labour under to pre-

serve their Orchid Vilooms in winter. The lovely

Moth Orchids (PhaUrnopsis') are destroyed in the

bud state ; Angrajcum sesijuipedale the same, and

many other flowers of species ard varieties of

Orchids either die ofl:' or open of such a poor

faded colour, that they can scarcely be recognised.

I observed this first in the winter-flowering Ca-

lanthe Veitchi in our own garden about eight

miles from the centre of London. I never could get

colour into the flowers, and I noticed the same thing

in other gardens near London where the culture

was of the best, and one and all informed me that

they could not get colour into the flowers in the

London atmosphere, but that the same varieties

would come of a lovely clear blight colour in pure

country air. The same remark applies to other
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fl-twers, though not to all by any means. Still, we

know enough of the effects of the London atnao-

spherc in winter to freely assert that Orcliid

fanciers ought not to expect anything like the

same results within, say, a ten or twelve-mile

rKlhis that might be exi3ccted in the country.

We shut up our houses in dense fogs night and

day, bat s-till it penetrates, lilters through the

cracks and crannies. Another thing which is

very trying in winter is the drip either from con-

densed water or leakage in the roof ; this, owing

to the superabundant moisture in the atmosphere,

is much worse near London and other large cities

than it is elsewhere. In old houses the leakage is

considerable sometime>-, but in the new houses

there is a groove running from top to bottom of the

rafters, made in such a way that the wet trickles

into it find finds its way to the bottom and outside

the house into the gutters. Our houses have be-

sides this the glass rounded off at the bottom

of each pane, the top being cut in a convex form

to iit into the next one above it, &o. This caufes

the rain water to be directed to the centre of the

glass where it seldom leaks. In fact these houses

i find are practically free from leakage either

from raio drifiing or melting snow. Those

who have not the sash -bars male in the first

place with a groove to conduct conrlensed water

to the water troughs may adopt a plan I have

seen in use, that is to cut out strips of zinc

an inch or more in width, for they must be

about 1 inch wider than the sash-bars. Nail

them on to the bars, ar.d turn the zinc up at

each side to form a drain for the water. I have

seen it stated even by good growers that certain

Orchids have been benefited b/ being under a

drip. I would not doubt their word that this was

so, but would at the same time warn Orchid

cultivators that it would be mere foolishness to

place similar plants under a drip thinking that

they would recover from a sickly state or remain

healthy if placed there in a healthy condition.

The drip from rafiers is usually colder than the

atmosphere of the house, and as it drips steadily

on one p.irt of th3 compost only, it is likely to be

injurious fifty times for once that it is likely to be

beneficial. A good Orchid grower would prefer

to water his Orchids in winter with the rose ot a

water-pot rather than trust to drip from the roof

glass. It is generally admitted that drip is very

injurious to some Orchids, especially so to those

that ought to be in a state of re.-t, c\using them
. to start into growth prematurely, and throwing

the plant entirely out of gear.

The summer flowering Catileyas are all in a

quiescent state, and must h.ave enough water

only to prevent the bulhs from unduly shrivel-

ling. Even the autumn-flowering Cattleya labiata

will do better to be kept well on the dry

side, but as the flowers are taking a good deal

out of the bulbs, enough water must be applied to

the roots to make it good, but avoid constant wet-

ness. Thfse lovely Cattleyas are a great feature in

the Orchid houses at this season, beautiful varie-

ties turning up from last year's importations. We
have the pretty little Cattleya marginata in flower

with them, and a very charming plant it is. These

Cattleyas a' e valuable in this respect, that fogs

have very little effect upon them. We h-rve not

been repotting any pl.ants, and will do but little in

thit w.iy during the next two months
;
but some

surf.ice-dressing has been done, for the Sphagnum
had died off where we wanted a good gi-ovvth of it,

and in other cases it had grown too much to the

evident injury of young growths which had been

completely hidden by it as they pushed out from

underneath the bulbs of the last growth. All these

wanted seeing to, and at the same time the flower-

pots were washed and the old Moss-grown inverted

empty ones on which the individual .specimens

were pi reed have either been removed and replaced

with clean ones, or the old ones were washed. The
roof-glass and ratters have all been made clean

;

slimy green growth will collect at the laps of the

glass and should be removed, as it obstructs the

water from getting out at the lap?. During the

process of looking over the plants, all such

as are likely to have insect pests upon them

should be dipped in the solution that I have

frequently recommended. The above remarks

.npply to the week's work in the cool house, princi-

pally amongst Odontoglossums. The few Odonto-

glossums in the Cattleya houses do not need much

water in winter. O. citrosmum is now kept quite

as dry at the roots as the Cattleyas, or more so.

We keep them so dry that the bulbs frequently

.shrink a little, and do not apply much water until

it is seen the flower-spike and new growths arc ap-

pearing together in the spring. 0. grande .and 0.

Insleayi are also kept near the glass and compara-

tively dry at the roots when they pass out of

bloom, this being the period of rest for them. Very

different is the treatment of O. vexillarium (Mil-

tonia), which must always be kept in a moist con-

dition. Suspended from the roof-glass are the

tcakba.skets holding Dendrobiumformosum, which

is kept quite dry. The evergreen growths should

not be allowed to shrink up too much. The very

earliest fioweiing plants of Dendrobium noV.ile

may be put into heat and watered to pi'oduce

flowers soon after Christmas. J. DOUGLAS.

HARDY FRUITS.

ArKlOOTS.—Young trees are now being received

from the nurseries, and advantage should be taken

of mild fine weather to get these planted and

larger trees shifted if need be. Nothing in the

sh.ape of lifting and transplanting will arrest the

spread oE de^ay in either comparatively young or

old trees. The best course to adopt with these is

to cut out all the dead and dying limbs, and to

bring the rest more closely together, with a view

to getting all the fruit possible from these without

monopolising all the wall space. Between these

decaying trees should be planted other young ones,

and these, if all goes on well, should arrive at a

productive state by the time the older tree^ are no

longer worth retaining. Where glazed copings are

fixed over a portion of the walls the best crops are

usually had, and it is these sites that ought to be

kept mo--t closely furnished with trees, even if

other walls have to be robbed for the purpose.

Qaite large trees can be safely transplanted with-

out the loss of a crop. Care should be taken to

save a good-sized ball of soil and roots, well under-

mining these so as to work under a strong flat

board with which to lift and carry the tree from

one site to another. The process of lifting neces-

sarily administers a severe check to the vigour of

a tree, and if it is dra.gged out of a hole to save a

little extra undermining and root searching, the

chances are the check will be more than the tree

will recover from in one season. A fresh, but tot

very rich compost is desiralile for Apricots. Rough

fibrous loam and the top spit of good g,arden soil in

equal quantitieii, with old mortar rubbish, charred

garden refuse, and ashes will suit them well. Form
good-sized holes and plant high, especi.ally in

moist localities.

Peaches and Nectakines.—No time should be

lo.^t in doing what planting and rearranging are

necessary among these. .Several successful sea-

sons in succession have been the means of stimu-

lating the cultivation of both kinds, and Peaches

in pa'i-ticular among all classes of growers. This

revival may and ought also to revive the demand

for standard trees, or riders as they are termed.

These are especially valuable where the walls are

from 10 feet to 12 feet in height, as they quickly

clothe the upper half with good bearing wood,

while the dwarf trees between them are eft'ectively

clothing the lower half. If there are no riders

available, plant the dwarf trained not more than

12 feet .apart and let them run up quickly, but if

the former can be had, plant the dwarfs 15 feet

apart and dispose the standards midway between

them. The only reliable sites for Peach and Nec-

tarine trees in most gardens are south and south-

west walls, but they will do well against south-east

walls provided they are well sheltered from e.asterly

winds in the spring. Any trees that have been

left undisturbed at the roots more than four or

five years will move fairly well now, but, naturally,

[those that have been more recently partially or

wholly lifted will experience much the least check

in removal. Completely change the soil where

young trees are to be planted where old ones have

long existed, the compost recommended for Apri-

cots also suiting these well. Animal manures are

not recommended at the outset, because they are

apt to promote a too rank growth. These or other

fertilisers can be supplied from the surface later on,

or when most wanted.
Plums.—These are not fastidious as to site, at

any rate in the more southern parts of our islands.

Several varieties, including Coe's GoldfU Drop,

succeed well against walls with nearly or quite a

northern aspect, a very acceptable supply ot late

fruit being frequently had from trees growing in

such site.=. They will succeed admirably against

walls with an east or south-east aspect, while west

v,'alls also suit them well. Trees that have been

planted from two to six years will, if proper

pains be taken with the work, transplant readily,

and seeing that Plums require or pay well for pro-

tection during the flowering period, it is advisable

to group them together as much as possible. In

these days of cheap glass there is much to be said

in favour of giving Plum trees the benefit of glazed

copings and blinds. Now is the time to take steps

towards carrying out such a scheme, the old trees

wheie not too large to move safely being brought

together against a moderately warm wall, and

young trees planted where required, with a view

to placing a coping over them during the next two

or three seasons, or at once.

Cherries.— Very hot walls are not the best lor

Cherries, finer and more luscious fruit being

usually had from trees against walls with either

a west or east aspect. The trees of dessert varie-

ties also bear well a.^ainst outside northern walls,

but the fruit i< usually somewhat acid in flavour.

As far as productiveness and usefulness go, none

pay so well as Morellos, these succeeding better

than any other fruit against either inside or out-

side north walls. They must have a cool site to

do them well. In order to clothe a high wall

quickly, plant both dwarf-traineii and standard

trained trees as advised in the case of Peaches and

Nectarines. In the cjurse of a few years jt may

be necessary to move either the dwarf trees or

standards, and these will be available for furnish-

ing another wall if need be. Where Cherries

generally and Morellos in particular fail most

quickly, is in soils devoid of lime. When planting,

therefore, use a compost much as advised for other

wall fruits, the lime rubbish being ceitainlynot

omitted. Trees being transplanted or parnally

lifted should also have lime rubbish or chalk added

to the soil distributed about the roots, while if any

trees presented a somewhat sickly appearanc3

during the past season, try the effect of a liberal

surfacing of fresh lime now, and also just prior to

active growth commencing next spring. Lightly

fork this into the suiface and le.ave it to the rains

to wash down. Large old Clierry trees and

Morellos sometimes cover a large area of wall

space and require to be somewhat liberally treated

at the roots. It is advisable to open a deep trench

from 4 feet to 6 feet clear of the stems of the trees,

sulostituting a fairly rich compost, not forgetiing

the lime rubbish or clnlk for the old soil thrown

out All the roots come across should be cleanly

shortened and relaid in the fresh soil. The next

best thing is to loosen the surface soil as far as

the roots extend in quantity and to give two or

three good soakings of rather strong liquid manure

during the winter. W. KlGULDEN.

Carnation Mrs. A. Hemsley.—T his is a

grand Carnation for winter blooming, and not tor

winter alone, as it may be had in flower at almost

any season of the year, in proof of which it may

be mentioned that though beautifully in flower at

the present time, it was shown in good condition

and an award of merit bestowed upon it at a

meeting of the Roy.al Horticultural Society on

July 21 of the present year. It is of good habit

witii ample foliage, while the flowers are large a,na

well formed, with bro.^d regidar petals of a ncn

deep crimson colour and clove scented. Ihis tra-

grance is a very pleasing feature, as so many ot
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(he Tree Carnations are devoid of scent or nearly
so, and llie pcrfuins of the Clove is admired by
almost, everyone. It is al>o much sturdier than
many of the Tree Carnations, some of which are
apt to run up very tall ami thin. This variety was
raistd in the nursery of Mr. 1[. B. May, of Kdinon-
ton, where Carnations in general ate well done. A
coloured p'ate of the Carnation in question w.is
given in Thi; Gai!DKn for March 'Jlj of the present
year.— a. P.

Orchard AND Fruit Garden.

ON SELECTING FRUIT TREES.
When au intending planter knows exactly what
he wants, it i.s advi.s;il>le where possible to pay
a personal visit to a nnrscry ,-uid .si-leet for him-
self. It i.s true there are nurserymen who will
send trees answering very nearly to what is

ordered, but, judging from my own experience,
there are not many wlio can thus be depended
U[ion. The question is, which are the best de-
scriptions of trees (I am referring to the trees,
not the varieties that should be grown) to plant
in diflerent positions ! Some prefer plenty for
their money, while others would rather start
with trees more remarkable for their clean, well-
matured growth, the line, however, being drawn
,at any that, owing to bad usage when they were
last transplanted, are badly stunted in growth.
Ihe first mentioned may easily be and not un-
frequently are converted into stunted trees, the
check in removing having this effect, and for a
few seasons at any rate will make anything but
satisfactory progress. Where solid uuiuure can
bs had cheaply it is far too freely used in the
nurseries, this causing a vigorous growth, and
is the means of growing the trees to a very
" taking " size in a comparatively short space of
time, but the purchasers usually .suffer for this.
I am a believer in a free growth of young fruit
trees wherever they arc finally planted, and it

i.s those that are reared on moderately good
ground only that take the mos-; (luickly^and
snrely to the quarters prepared for them by
t'leir purchasers.

Of late years fewer large trained trees of
Peaches and Nectarines have been bought by
private gardeners and far more maidens or those
which have not been cut back by the nursery-
men. Trees grown in the open and trained
with the aid of .stakes seldom ripen their youny
shoots properly, and only against sunny walls
can they be really well prepared. Those
great sappy growths are not of the right de-
scription for laying the foundation of large ser-
viceable trees, but if nurserymen can supplv
trained trees, say with eight or nine growths of
near about the .same thickness, then there is
something to be .said in favour of planting these.
It is surprising, however, how quickly niaideu
trees can be brought into a productive state,
especially if they are not planted in a strong or
rich compost. The start ought to be nuide
with moderately strong, well-rij)ened principal
growth in preference to any much stronger, the
former being cut back well below where the
lateral growths .spring from, or, say to within
5 inches of the stock. It ought to be an easy
matter to secure four well-jilaced shoots during
the following summer, and one more rather
severe winter pruning would be the means of
'aying the foundation of a good tree, or one
Ih it would yield a few fruit during the succeed-
n^ summer. Apricots aj.poar to form harder,
sturdier growth in the open than do Peaches
and Nectarines, but being even more liable to
gumming, I yet prefer to plant maidens.

Cherries and Plums usually ripen their
young wood suthciently well in the open to

admit of the shoots of trained trees being re-

serveil to tlicir full length. Hard or even only
lightly pruned, these trained trees may be
three or more sea.sons before they reach a
.serviceable state ; wherea.s if tlio growths are
laiil in to their full length and in the form in
which thi y were previously trained, fruit s])urs

will form during the following summer and
enough young wood be also obtained to con-
siderably increase the size of the trees. Pear
trees for plaiting .against walls should not be
verj old or very strong. I ])refer those with a
few medium. sized, long, str.aight shoots, as
these, in addition to moving well, are also
amenable to any form of training. For instance,
four or six-branclied cordons, or Palmetto
Verriers, an excellent class of trees for walls,
can easily be formed from horizontally-trained
trees with one or two pairs of side branches,
but not if the latter ;ire very stout and stiff.

Even if horizLmtally-traincd trees are to be con-
tinued in that form, it is yet advisable to fight

shy of those with three or more pairs of
branches, as they are likely to make very slow
progress for some time after being planted,
much smaller trees or even maidens not unfre-
(juently surp.i.ssing them. Some of the best
wall trees in the country are to be seen in the
Cardiff Castle Gardens, and these Mr. Petti-
grow originally jilanted as maidens, their pro-
gress being remarkably rapid. Vig<jrous trees
are not long in reaching a productive state if

only the knife is sparingly used. For clothing
walls quickly with productive trees, two or three-
branched cordons are to be preferred, and these,

unless there is a wall nearly or quite 12 feet
high to furnish, ought as a rule to be on the
Quince stock. The Palmette Verriers, already
alluded to, are also well adapted for cloth-

ing walls (piickly and completely with pro-
fitable trees. In very many instances hori-
zontally trained trees fail to cover all the
space allotted to them, especially if they happen
to be on the dwarfing stock. The Pear stock
is undoubtedly the best in all cases where
large trees are desired, but it is good practice
to dispose cordons midway between them and
also to plant some among old trees where
these failed to meet each other. Some of the
finest Pears we have had during this and pre-
ceding seasons have been gathered from fan-
shaped trees, and there is much that might
be urged in favour of this form of tree. They
are the most easily trained of all, leading
branches being simply laid in wherever there
is good room for them.

Pears, and this season they would appear to
1)0 exceptionally prolific. I do not consider
Apples are well adapted for cultivation as
pyramids. Oiily the most skilful growers suc-
ceed in forming handsome trees, and theae if

kept restricted seldom produce very profitable
crops. Freely-grown Inish trees and half-

standards are the liest for garden culture, the
forme!- on the broad-leaved Paradise stock, and
formed out of what were originally bought
as pyramids quickly attaining and long remain-
ing in a productive state. Pigmies are all very
well by way of hobbies, but they do not till

the fruit room, and it is the largo bushes in
the gardtn and standards in the orchards that
are by far of the greatest service. W. I.

Currants.—The judicious pinching of the young
growths of Ked and White Currants at the end
of summer is of much advantage in ensuring com-
pact bushes, rendering them fiuitful and assisting
the colouring and flavour of the fruit. The stop-
ping and thinning of the shoots cause the buds at
the base to become fruitful, also large and plump.
Some vigorous bushe.s which yearly produce heavy
crops of e.xtra large fruit are shortened lo allow
nets to be placed over them for the preservation of
the fruit for late supplies. These are in better
condition than those alongside of them. Some
lidicule the idea of thinning Currant bushes, but
what is suitable for Vines anil other fruits in this
way is also suitable for Currants. The lifting of
and replanting them are veiy conducive to fruitful-

ucss,—NonTHEiiN.

Very many varieties of Pears are naturally
of a jiyramidal habit, and pyramids produce
good crops of frnit, especially if they are not
unduly restricted in growth. Pears also trans-
plant readily, and if properly lifted and packed,
fairly large trees may be had from nurseries
with every prospect of their well repayinc
for the trouble taken with them. If room
is limited, it is advisable to plant trees worked
on the Quince stock, but if bushels of fruit

instead of a few dozen are required, then give
the preference to pyramids on the Pear stock,
letting these grow to something like their full

size, and if the branches are sometimes so
heavily weighed down with fruit as to need
propping up, .so much the better. Some of our
freely grown pyramids have borne good crops
this season even, and they rarely fail altogether.

Horizontal or espalier-trained Pears succeed
admirably in many gardens, and this old-

fashioned form of training is yet worthy of
being perpetuated, the trees taking up so little

space, forming in many instances good back-
grounds for herbaceous border-'. Espalier-

trained Apples are even more pr ductiy^ than

Apples for the north. —The practice of plant-
ing large collections of Ajiples, whelliersuitable to
the locality or not, is still too common. In cold
districts, such as the exposed parts of Yorkshire,
and some localities in Scotland, many of the finest
sorts of Apples are of little value even when the
crop is abundant and seasons geni.al. The past
season has been such as to give tangible proof of
what Apples are worthy of cultivation on a large
scale. I give half a dozen names of varieties
which are seldom known to fail in the south and
midland districts of Scotland, and su 'h as give a
supply from September to the end of M.arch. They
are Lord Grosvenor, Northern Greening, Cellini,

Seaton House, Stirling Castle, and Golden Spire.

.Sandringh.am has done well and is ,a useful sort,

but I am not sufficiently acquainted with its luf-rits

to pronounce a verdict. King of Pippins always
bears well, but it does not often attain high qualify.
Worcestershire Pearmain is generally a good crop-
per, and its quality is not to be despised —
XORrilERX.

Apple trees and wind.—Whatever objec-
tion there may be by many cultivators to curtail-
ing th3 growth of fruit trees, there is mucli to be
said in favour of the practice of growing them on
strong, short, clean stems, with heads bristling
with fruit-buds, but not crowded with wood to
prevent sun and air reaching every portion of the
fruit-bearing wood. Duiing the month of Sep-
tember there was an unusual amount of wind and
r.Tin in the northern counties, and much fruit was
blown off and injured, rendering it worthless for
keeping. On trees which have for years made
iitt!e growt'i, except fruit spurs followed by
la;ge stout leaves and abundance of fruit, the
dimage by wind has been almost 7iil; while in
orchaids of the ordinary type, with loose growth,
the destruction of fruit has been immense. The
practice of cutting annually back strong growths
to two or three buds is in every w.ay very objec-
tionable, and to avoid this, ,it planting time—the
present time is the best—a good floor of brick
and lime rubbish should be made, siy, 15 inches
from the surf.ace, circular, and 1 yard wide. Above
this the roots are laid out in the o:dinary way,
and are induced to grow outwards instead of
downwards. If any shoots get into a state of
(crossness, cutting back early in the autumn should
hive attention. In due lime the trees become
: t il in habit, and the extra facilities afforded by
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imlucing the roots to become a mass of fibre in-

stead of " moisture -pumping" tbongs renders
fruit-bearing inevitable, prevents canker, and the
fruit is (.roof against wind. A great misialie in
tree-plinting is pl.cing ilie roots into licti and
loose soil; to leave them in their gross habit of
growth too long, and then cut back tlie strong
roots in a ruthle,-s manner is barbarous. I removed
the roots of a number of Plums and Cherries cut-
ting them well back, from cold damp soil last
sea-on, and now they are in capital condition.

—

Northern.

PEACHES AND NECTARINES IN THE R.II.S.

GARDENS, CHISWICK.
There are two walls of considerable length, and
both facing south, devoted to the cultivation of
Peaches nnd Nectarines. Tl^e trees are mostly
young healthy specimens, trained with a central
leader, the branches running out obliquely on
both sides. The old trees ai.d some few of the
younger ones are trained as oblique cordons, but
ibcy do not look so happy as the otheis. A large
collection of varieties is grown, consisting of fifti-

five Peaches and twenty Nectarines, including all

the best in cultivation, and as they all carried a
good crop of fruit during the past season, a
splendid oppirtunity was afforded of comparing
and determining the be,t varieties for cultivation
in the open air. The trees are kept to moderate
dimensions to secure accommodation for the col-
lection. They prove admirably what can be done
with young trees in a few years and the quan-
tity of fruit such will carry. The collection has
proved of considerable interest to many Fellows
and visitors to the gardens during the past season,
and as the suitability of the different varieties for
cultivation in the open air greatly depends upon
their season of ripening, a few statistics as to
this point may prove of service to intending
planters. Waterloo, an American Peach, was the
first to ripen, coming in on July 12. The fruits
were above medium size, bright red where exposed
to the sun, and of exce'lent flavour, the flesh ad-
hering slightly to the stone. It was followed very
closely by Alexander, also an 'American sorf, on the
nth of the month. The fruits were large, bright
scarlet where exposed to the sun, and the flesh
very white. This is also a clingstone. The next
to ripen was Early Beatrice on the 20th, with a
heavy crop of small brisrht-coloured fruit. This
was followed by Early Rivers on the 2jth, fruits
large, pale yellow, with a slight tinge where exposed
to the sun. The first in August was Hnle's Early,
ripening on the 12th, a very fine Peach of American
origin ; fruits medium sized, dark crimson and
with pale yellow flesh and delicious flavour. Acton
Scott came into use on the 1,5th, ripening a good
crop of bright red fruit. The Scarlet Nectarine
was ready for use on the 20th, carrying a heavy
crop of deeply-coloured fruit. On the 22nd two
very good Peaches came into use, namely. Early
Alfred and Errly Albert, the former with large
yellow fruits, bright ci-imson where exposed to the
sun, and of rich flavour, the latter with medium-
sized very dark red fruits. Hardwick's Elruge
Nectarine was fit to gather on the 23rd, the crop
being heavy, the fruits blight red where exposed,
and of good flavour. Crawford's Early came in on
the 24th with large bright-coloured fruits, dotted
with crimson next the sun. On the 25th several
were rea'ly to gather, namely, Early Louise with
medium-sized bright red fruit, flesh adhering
slightly to the .stone; Dr. Hogg, fruit lar^e and
round, skin thin, dotted with crimson on the side
exposed to the sun, a very fine Peach ; Red Mag-
dala, which carried a heavy crop of da'k red fruit

;

"White Nectarine with large white fruits, tinged
with red next the sun

; and Cricket Nectarine, a
small dark purple-fruited variety. Vanguard came
in on the 26th with fruit above medium size, and a
sharp nipple on the apex. Frogmore Golden is a
fine Pfaoli, with yellow flesh tinged with red at

the stone. French Miijnonne also ripened on the
same date a heavy crop of pale greenish yellow
fruits striped with red next the sun. Stanwick

Elruge was also fit at the same time. On the 30th
there were several ready to gather, namely, George
the Fourth, an excellent midseason Peach ; Royal
Charlotte, a deep crimson-fruited variety ; Stirling
Castle, and Goshawk, with large bright crimson
fruits. There were three Nectarines came in on
the same date—Early Murray, with a fair crop of
very dark (almost black) fruit ; Grosse Violette
Haiive, with deep crimson fruit ; and the old Red
Roman. On September 1 there were three more
ready to gather—Galande, with very large dark red
fruit ; Bellegarde, very similar to the last named

;

and Violette Hative. The first lipe fruits of
Magdala were gathered on the 2nd ; the crop was
an excellent one. Early Admirable came next
with splendid medium-sized fruit of a light yel-
low colour, and where fully (xposerl brigtit red.
Malta came in on the 3rd with light-coloured,
medium-sized fruit, and two Nectarines were fit

on the 4th, namely. Due de Telliers and Pitrnaslon
Orange, the latter a very fine Nectarine. Dymond
came next ; it is a very handsome Peach and of
excellent flavour. Barringtnn, another very fine

Peach, was ready on (he 10th; also Grimwood's
Royal George, 'i'he fir-st fruirs of Prince of Wnles
were gatherfd on the 12th, being large even sam-
ples ; and Princess of Wales came in on the lath
with very lai-ge light-coloured fruits.

We now come to tlie late varieties, commencing
with that grand Peach Sea Eagle, which ripened
on the 2r)th ; the fruit was large, round and even
in outline, and of a pale yellow colour, with a red
cheek on the side next the sun. Lord Palmerston
ripened a good crop of large, light- coloured fruit

on the same date, and Radcliffe was also fit. Ex-
quisite, with large yellow fruits, was gathered on
the 2Sth. This is a grand Peach of good flavour
and immense size. In October there were four
varieties gathered; on the 3rd, Gregoi-y's Late,
Stump the World, and Late Admirable ; and on
the 15fh Salway. These are of no value for out-
door cultivation, as they seldom ripen properly.

N. Z.

NOTES ON STRAWBERRIES.
Is reply to tlie following questions concerning
Strawberries

—

1, Best kiiich for flavour and bearing in

your distriet •

2, Best early and late kinds for open-air
culture •

3, New or littleknoivn sorts you hace found
worthy of eultivation

;

4, Mode of treatment to secure the best and
most regular crojis

;

we have to thank correspondents in all parts
of the kingdom for replies.

Strawberries have been a good average
crop. President has been very goorl, and Noble
did very well. I find President the best Straw-
berry both for flavour and free bearing. The best
variety for outdoor early work is Noble, it being
much better than Black Prince. I find that Straw-
berries do best here when they are planted every
three years. I trench the ground and plant the
runners in the autumn as early as possible. After
I have gathered the third crop, I c it off the
old crowns and plant spring and summer Broccoli,
which I find to do better tlian that planted after
Potatoes or on prepared ground. I make the
new Strawberry plantation the year before I

cut up the old one.—G. Griffith, I^en-y-n-crn,

Abcrysttritli.

In this county the success of any par-
ticular variety depends upon soil and situation. A
variety that succeerls well in one garden is a
failure in another, gardens varying so much in

character. The best and most useful sorts, and
that seem to do fairly well everywhere, are Keens'
Seedling and its types and King of the Earlies
for first crop, with Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury
and President for later. In some districts in this
county, Noble, James Veitch, and similar sorts do
very well, especially on good fresh loam. Old garden

ground does not appear to suit them alw.ny^. The
only mode I know to fini the best sorts for any
district is to give all the leading varieties a trial

and then make a selection.— G. Griffin, Slebcck
Park, Penibrolicshire.

As far as cropping and quality go, I may
redrrce the Strawberries to two varieties, Garibaldi
and Elton Pine. The former is an enormous
cropper and of good flavour

; the second a grand
cropper and of splendid colour, firm in texture,
although a little acid ; when well ripened nothing
can beat it for a late crop. I plant them in lines,

Garilwldi 2^ feet and Elton 3 feet. The ground is

trenched and manured the year before, then ma-
nured and dug before planting, making the ground
firm.—.1. Maitland, Cawdor Castle, Nainisliirc.

As to flavour, personally I prefer Pauline,
La Grosse Suciee, JIaishal McMahon, Auguste Ni-
caise, and Loxford Hall Seedling, but my employers
consider Sharpless the test flavoured "Strawberry.
All the above usually bear well here in most
seasons. As to early and late kinds for open-
air culture, it will be seen from the foregoing re-

marks that we grow several varieties and in con-
siderable numbers, but Sharpless is the Al early
kind, earliest of all and a heavy cropper, while
Loxford Hall Seedling is the mainstay for late use,

and a most excellent variety of superb quality.
Eleanor (syn., Oxonian), a moie rcbust prowrr, is

almost equally as late, a heavy cropper, but lack-
ing in flavour as compared with Loxford Hall. As to
new sorts worthy of cultivation, I am as yet un-
able to pass a final verdict on several, so shall ex-
tend 1 heir trial another season; but of older and
little-known sorts I would certainly confidently
commend Sharpless, Marshal McMahon, and Lox-
ford Hall Seedling as three vaiieties well worthy
of fair and impartial trial, and believe they surpass
in quality many newer and much-lauded varieties

—

the first, very early ; the second, medium ; the third,

late. The treatment which I find satisfactory is to

plant a fresh quarter every August, one that has
gone through a thorough course of cultivation, at

the same time clearing an exhausted one. Thus
I take three crops olf the plants, and find it long
enough to leave the plants to be profitable on our
light shaly soil. I plant 2 feet G inches from row
to row and 18 inches between the plants. After
three years' trial I am more than half a believer in

growing the Strawberry as an annual (or biennial,

which is perhaps the most correct term), as is

strongly advocated by Messrs. Level, Driffield, and
others, for I find the fruit much finer on plants
thus grown as well as being produced in greater

abundance— so much so, that I have planted a
large quarter on this principle. I am already a
believer to this extent, and if this quarter turns
out as satisfactory as I am led to expect from
previous trials on a smaller scale, I shall adopt
it to the exclrrsion of the orthodox doctrine and
practice —J. Roberts, Tan-y-tnlr/i, Merionelli.

There is no doubt that the most popular
sorts are still Keens' Sredling, which succeeds well

on Strawberry soils; Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury,
which is good on all soils ; President ; and Elton

Pine, which continues to be the only good late

kind for Scotland. Noble is fast gaii iig ground ?s

an early kind, and seems as if it were destined,

notwithstanding its poor flavour, to become as

popular as an early sort as Elton Pine is for late

work. As to new sorts, I have not tried any for a
few years past save Noble and Waterloo. We are

at a disadvantage with many sorts, as those of the

British Queen type do not ripen up to the point

of the fruit. I found the same drawback with

Loxford Hall Seedling, La Constant, Helena
Gloede, and others. James Vf itch is still grown
in some gardens as a desirable sort, but it is too

soft and wanting in flavour. Duke of Edinburgh
(Moffat) is also much grown, but it degenerates

very rapidly and the flavour is always too acid.

With regard to the last query, for some years I

fried the English method of preparing young
plants in pots and cultivating on the annual sys-

tem ; but, unless the season was an exceptionally

good one, the first year's crop was so poor as not

to pay for the extra trouble. Perhaps there is no

better system for this district than that of plant-
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ing out tho rooted runners about Aiipust in nur-

sery bids, and thence transplanting; them into

the fruitinf; ijuarlers in tlic followin;; llarch. I

plant at a foot apart in the line^ and have the

rows :i feet apirt. Some allow only li.' feet. The
first year the Onion or Carrot crop can be, and is,

taken oU' the space between the rows without any
detriment to the plants. The years following

there is a large crop of fruit—weather permitting

of course—and the two next crops are also good,

bu' afterwards there is great deterioration. The
one s^rttliat appears to go on year after year without

decrease in size of fruit or of crop appears to be

Elton I'ine. lint this sort does not make much
growth and the crop is never very 1 irge. These
remarks :.pply to garden culture, but field culture

has been tor some years becoming quite common,
Midlothian farmers and some in E.ist Lothian as

well having followed the example of the men of

Kent, thou>:h with less success as regards the

appear.ince and (]uality of the fruit. October
ap;jears to be the month mo.st in f.ivour for plant-

them by being trencheil and well manured, and the

plants are put out 2 feet asunder in the rows and
2 feet between the rows. In order that the plants

may have every clianee to grow to their fu 1 size

belure the end of the sea>on, I plant carefaUy
and see that they do not suffer from want of

water. As to the Lest vaieties, after a long ex-

per^ecce of trying and testing i.ew ones, 1 have
generally to come back to the old sorts. IS'ack

Prince is the earliest and best in the open garden.
King of the Earlies beside it is not such a good
variety; the tlavour is better, liut the urowth is

poor and it is not so good for forcing. I'auline is

excellent on an e triy Ijorder, and two, or even three-

year-old plants are better than one-year-old ; it is

not adapted for forcing. Keens' Seedling is the
best yet for forcing. I grow a few of Black
I'rince for the earliest, but Keens" soon follows.

President comes next, folio .ved by British Queen
;

\

Sir Joseph Paxton, Frogmore Late Pine and Lox-
ford Hall Seedling for the latest. All the above
are grown in our garden, and the be-it for forcing

A winter posy. From a photograph sent by Mr. J. McWalters, Armagh, Ireland.

ing in field*.—R. P. BrotheESTOS, Ti/niin/Iiame,

£'ast Loth'fin.

British Qaeen is our best dessert variety.
Laxton'-* Noble, early and large, where fully exposed
to the sun and air, is of moderate quality ; if thelfast
shaded, not lit for dessert. I have m ist of the
newer varieties on trial, but not yet in condition
to report on them; they require another year's
growth. The best results are obtained by planting
out strong runners early every season. As a rule
these produce our first and earliest fruits.—J.

Smith, Mnilmore, Lfhjhton Buzzard.
I rely on Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury,

President and Sir Charles Napier. These kinds
a^e good growers, distinct in fltvour and appear-
ance, and heavy croppers. I plant out the forced
pUnts 2 feet apart e ich way in well-manured and
dieply-dug g:oimd, and allow them to remain two
Q- three years. Alice Maud is the favourite variety
f jr early market in this neighbourhood. Sir Joseph
Paxton and the varieties mentioned previously are
g'own for a succession principally.— S. Pullman,
Miiiithain Cmirt, Worthinr/.

I never fail to obtain a good crop of
Strawberries, mainly, I believe, berau-e I annu-
ally pi int a bed of early-rooted layers every year.
The layers are pegged down into small pots as soon
as th»-y are ready. The ground is prepared for

are Black Prince, Keens' Seedling and President,

in the order of their names.— J. Douglas, Gnat
Gearics, llfuril.

With regard to the Strawberries, the best

early kinds for flavour and bearing are Vicomte-se
H. de Thury, Noble, and La Grosse Sucree. For
midseason crop I find none better than President.

For late crops I grow Eleanor, Laxton's Latest of

All, Elton Pine ; the last named is decidedly the

best.— S. LoMAS, llei/sham Uall, Morecnmhe, Lanes.
• The best kinds for general use are Presi-

dent, and next Sir J. Paxton and Laxton's Jubilee.

For early outdoor and forcing I find Pauline, La
Grosse Sucree, and Laxton's Noble (leaving flavour

out) the best, but from a small row of John Raskin
I had some early well-coloured and good flavoured

fruit, although not very large. The best late ones
here are Sir J. Paxton and Waterloo. I have
some newer kinds this year, but cannot yet give a
decided opinion of them. I generally jilant the
plants previously forced, as they bear a full crop
the next year. They are planted in rows 2 feet to

'Ih feet from row to row, mulched heavily witli

manure in the autumn, which protects the plants

in winter as well as feeds them, watered with a
hose-pipe when the fruit is swelling if the weather
is dry, and straw or litter is put under the fruit to

s.nve it from dirt and ins:cts. I leave the plan's

only three or four years in bearing, and by piac-
tisingthis system I generally have plentiful crops
of good fruit.—W. WniTTAtvBR, Creive Jlall,
Cren-e.

WINTER POSIES.

I.s gatlioring a few flowci-.s at any season of the
year for presentation to a friend, it is not at all

times convenient or essential to use a ba.sket
;

nor is it in any case desirable to adhere to the
orthodox boviquet or bunch of flowers, whicli,

to say the least, is .somewhat stale. To avoid
any formality in the arrangement, rather let the
flowers be left just as they were gatliercd in the
hand when taken from the plants. This, how-
ever, is not oftentimes done, but is left to be
pei formed in what is deemed (but not rightly
so) a better or more effective manner. A few
flowers culled here and there and left loosely,

but securely tied, produce a far better effect

than any methcdical arrangement,
in which more often tlian not there
is some trace of geometrical design,
by trianguhir grouping or otherwise,
according to the size of the bouquet.
It is not this repetition in a set design
which gives true beauty. It makes a
display, it is true, but this is not in
the least artistic. I am pleased to
note that there is a decided improve-
ment evident in the grouping of cut
flowers ; still, however, there is a
wide range for further advance, the
result of which will be, wlien carried
out as it should be, a considerable
saving in the quantity of flowers used.

It is not in many instances the
mere quantity of flowers which gives
the most satisfaction to our friends;
it is rather the number so arratifed
as to produce a happy condjination.
The mere pleasure of giving is thus
further enhanced by the opportunity
thus art'orded of being able to distri-
bute to various sources what for want
of thought or discretion might have
been sent through one channel. We
need not in any case desire to emulate
the arrangements of some of our Con-
tinental friends, who endeavour to
concentrate their efforts on huge
bouquets or other emblematicdevices.
Bouquet papers or cups, I am pleased
to note, are also being discarded.
This kind of artificial millinery is not

required ; it rather detracts from than adds
to the eti'ect produced by the flowers. It is

true it holds the flowers together better
when badly tirranged. I would much rather
prefer the real thing in the use of ribbon
in various shades to harmonise with the flowers,
but even this is not essential. Another thintr

in floral arrangements I would take this oppor-
tunity to condemn most emi^hatically is the
absurd practice which some florists have of
imitating ribbon by doubling back the foliage
of such things as suit the purpose. This sea-
sou, now drawing to a close, has also been one
in which flowers have been artificially dyed, a
most hideous and unnatural process, wliich, I

trust, is nearer even its end than tlie prese'i

year. Si.mi'lex.

Triteleia uniflora — In this we have one of
the prett est and earliest fli.wering spring bulbs.
It is very usefid and showy when planted in large
masses, and when sun in company with Snow-
drops, Crocuses, and otter spr ng fl -wering bulbs
the effect is good. For growing in pots it is very
useful, and the more so to those who have not
much heat, a^ it wi 1 bloom abundantly and early
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in a cold houie. Last spiing I roticed a fine

batch of this in pots at Inwocd House, Dorset.
Mr. Wilkins tliiiiks highly of it, and finds it most
useful grown in this way.

—

Dobset.

Kitchen Garden.

TEMPERATURES FOR MUSHROOMS.
The question is often asked, What is the most
suitable temperature to secure tlie free growth
of Mushrooms both in the structure in which
they are growing and also in the bed which pro-

duces them I In the first place, it is quite evi-

dent that a suitable temperature in the struc-

ture in which the Mushrooms are being grown
and also in the bed itself tends greatly to suc-

cess. The material may be of the best procur-

able and also suitably jirepared, but yet without

the proper heat, the whole may turn out a fail-

ure. Cold will not kill Mushroom spawn un-

less it should be in conjunction with an over-

excess of moisture, whilst, on the other hand,

too much heat will mo.st undoubtedly cause its

collapse. Beds often remain <piite unproduc-
tive throughout the winter months on account

of the temperature being too low, but on the

approach of genial weather in the spring Mush-
rooms have commenced to appear. Keeping
the tempei-ature of the structure too high

through artilicial means is a well-known source

of failure, and many beds are brought annually

into an unproductive state through this cau.se

alone. If we could command a suitable tempe-
rature without having recourse to artificial heat

it would be better for the Mushrooms, as

witness the enormous crops which are produced
in underground caves or cellars. It is often

stated that what we term Mushroom houses

proper would be better without any attidcial

heat whatever, but with this 1 cannot agree.

Unless Slime means are ]irovided to kf ep up a

given temperature during cold weather the

Mushrooms fail to appear. The temperature

of underground cellars or caves is sometimes
given as evidence in fivour of a higher tempera-

ture being provided for the growth of this crop

than that usually recommended, but it must be

remembered that in such positions the tempera-

ture is considerably augmented by the material

of the beds themselves. Some of the be.st crops

of Mushrooms I have ever seen were produced
in an underground shed, if it may be so called,

where the temperature maintained for the free

growth of the crop was entirely kept up during

the coldest of weather by fermenting horse

droppings. A ridge sufficient for this purpose
was formed along one side of the structure, the

material for the same being brought in after the

first strong heat had passed away. This ridge

was turned over every other day, a little fre.sh

material being added from time to time to

assist in maintaining the waimth. Artificial

heating is that generally in vogue, and this

demands attention, as the temperature is very

often kept high to force on the crops of Rhu-
barb and Seakale. Of course, later in the

season these force readily enough without un-

duly raising the temperature above that needed
for the Mushroom.s. A .safe temperature is 55^,

but even higher than this is easily reached in

milder weather without increasing the artificial

heat, and this higher temperature will not have
any injurious eti'ect upon the growth of the

Mushroom. But any attempt to keep up a high
temperature through the over-heating of the

pipes, drie.s the atmosphere to such an extent

that the Mushrooms cannot grow. Thick and
fleshy, rather than lanky and attenuated Mush-
rooms are what we should endeavour to secure,

and which are only obtainable where botli the
temperature of the bed and atmosphere is

equably maintained. The temperature of the
bed should always be higher than that of the
atmosphere, at least din-ing the winter months.
I have noticed that the beds are most produc-
tive when the temperature as registered by the
bottom-heat thermometer is about 70° until

the beds commence bearing. With suitable

material well prepared, and the bed made
firmly, there is little difficulty in thi.s being
maintained when the inside temperature of

the structure is about 55°. During very cold

weather in the winter the best policy is to

allow a drop of 5° sooner than have recourse to

over-heating the |)ipes.

In unheated structures, such as .cheds, stables,

and such like, the temperature of the beds has
to be kept up by covering with dry hay, more
or less as the case may be. For instance, when
the beds are first made up and spawned, there
sometimes is a tendency of the temperature of

the bed to keep unduly high. The best guide
in these cases is to spread a thin layer of hay or
straw over it, and as the temperature falls to

increase the covering. With good spawn and
good material suitablj' prepared, and the tem-
peratures kept as near a,s possible to those I

have given, there should not be any difficulty in

securing a fair supply of Mushrooms.— A. Y. A.

There is no season of the year better than
the antimmfor the amateur, or those who fail with
Mn.shrooms, to make a new stait and try again.

When giving advice on Musliroorn growing one is

often asked some curious questions, and it is difficult

to make oneself nmlerstoi d by ihi-e with little

knowledge of the subject, as often the bed i~ too
hot or too cold, the temperal nre in tlie same condi-
tion, and the mateiial used not at all suitable.

Good spawn is also essential to success. The con-
struction of the house is of less importance than
is often thought, as excellent crops of Mush-
rooms arc olten ob'ained in very unlikely places.

I do not recommend a costly Mushroom house
built at the back of forcing or hothouses, as

frequently they suffer from dryness in the atmo-
phere. I prefer an outhouse, cellar or shed to such
a building. The best and heaviest crop of Mu-h-
rooms I ever grew was in a disused ice house with-

out heat of any kind, but far enough from the
surface to keep the temptrature at .50° in severe

weather. Those who have cellars or sheds removed
from the dwelling-house may grow plenty of good
Mushrooms in sucli buildings. Many good growers
get their crops from beds in the open covered with
litter, &c., to throw off rains an(i letain warmth,
l)Ut it is not the most ready fy.stem when only

limited means are .at command, as to grow in the

open needs special care. The preparation of

manures rtquiies attention. A great mistake is

often made in rejecting the short litter, as if this

is incorporated with the droppings there is a saving

of material, the beds do not heat so rapidly and
time is saved; tlie whole mafs after being partially

dried, laid in aheapand turnedseveral times, should

be placed in the hou.-e or shed and a bed of from 12

inches to IG inches in dei'th formed and made
tirm. Incases where the maker has had no pre-

vious expel ience I would de'er the final treading for

twenty-four hours to see if the manui'eis too w.arm.

Tf not, the bed should be trodden or rammed as

hard as possible, and when the temperature is below
S5°, spawning should take p'ace, and the surface

of the bed, c ivered with some loam rather clayey

than otherwise, made firm, the loam having been
placed in the building to get warmed a few days
previous to spawning, as it brought direct into the

house and placed on the bed it often chills the

beil, causing the heat to be at the bottom and cold

where the spawn is inserted. Should the heat de-

cline too rapidly a'tcr i-pawning, some warm litter

over the surface will prevent it. getting beluw 75°.

In placing the loam m the bed, if at all dry, it

should be moistened and made smooth with the

back of a spade, as the firmer the soil the stronger

the Mushrooms. 'Water is n .t ofnn required in a
cool moi.st house ; when it is necessary, tepid water
i-houl I be used, adding a little salt. Cow manure
in a liquid form diluted with warm water is also a
good fertiliser. In case of severe weather in out-
buildings some warm litter placed against the en-
trance inside will keep an even temiierature and a
moist atmosphere.—G. Wythes.

SOWING PEAS IN NOVEMBER.
In years gone by it was usual to make a
sowing of Peas during the month of November
and the early part of December for the earliest

supply the following season, and no doubt there

are still some who follow the practice. There
can be no doidjt about good crops having been
secured in tliis manner, a? I have both seen
them and had them, but to ensure success, the
soil and situatiim must be favourable and the

weather not unduly severe. In sheltered dis-

tricts in the midlands where Peas are grown
largely for market, the weather being favour-

able and the soil also in good condition for the
reception of the seed, the growers generally

sow in November, knowing that by so doing if

the season turns out favourable they will be
well repaid f(jr their trouble by being able to

send Peas early into the market.
Private growers are situated differently, the

majority being able to forward the earliest Peas
at the turn of the year by the aid of glass.

For the market grower other aids than sowing
direct into the open would be impossible.

Given a favourable sowing time on warm .soil

and a sunny site and the winter also favour-

able fi>r the free progress of the plant, then the

market grower cm gather Peas earlier than
the private grower who sows at the turn of the
year under glass. Slugs, again, are more
trouble.some in private walled-in gardens than
in open fields. In some gardens, if Peas
were sown in November, the plants would
have a poor time with the slugs and mice, and
many gardeners know the trouble they have
been put to on this account. After all, for

private growers the game is hardly worth
the candle, for as a rule the .system can-

not bo thoroughly relied upon, (iardeners,

as a rule, when they meet with a success-

ful instance wish to make a like effort.

Thi.s occurred to me two or three years since

when in a large ju'ivate g.arden a breadth of

William the Fir.st turned out a grand success,

and all around where the market growers had
also taken the opportunity. 1 hese were send-

ing early Peas into the mirktt before ours,

which had been raised under glass, were ready.

The last year or two, however, the elements
have not been favourable to November sowing.
Peas forwarded uuder glass and planted on
sunny borders have been the earliest.

As regards the best varieties to grow, the
better (juality dwarf early I'eas are not so

well adapted for sowing in November as the

more inferior rounds. Of these William the
First and Veitch's Selected Early are as good a.s

any. I have, however, sown the new clwaif

earlies at the latter part of November, but a

warm and raised sunny border was selected and
they did well. William Hur.st and American
Wonder were the varieties. But whatever it' i

intended to sow, a warm soil, comparatively
speaking, must be chosen, as it would be use

less to sow on clay land however open it may
be to the sun. Where the market growers
succeed in this district the soil is a sandy loam
and well drained, also well up to the influence

of the sun. Peas follow very well after Po-
tatoes, and if the ground is in good condition

manuring would not be necessary. A fork is
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the best tool to work tlie groimil over with, as

willi this the soil gets more dividocl and not

likely to lie in lunip.H. Wood ashes is also a

capital stimulant for Peas on account of the

potasli it contains. On Pea-sick soils or where

the haulm grows weakly and has a yellow cast,

a sprinliliug of steamed bone flour will bo a

capital aid to tlieir better i)rogrcKS. Karly

Peas will not succeed on ground of a poor cha-

racter, so means must he taken to bring it into

a fertile stute, as something is needed to sup-

port the Pias when the pods arc swelling.

Drills should be drawn -t feet apart, taking care

to draw thenv with a fat bottom, so that the

young Peas as tliey grow stand clear of each

other. The seeds must also be scattered more
thickly thun at ordinary times to make up for

loss by vermin. As a precaution, however, the

seeds should be either coated with red lead or

petroleum. A sprinkling of coarse sawdust laid

along the lines also prevents slugs travelliug

freely. A. Y. A.

Pea Ne Plus Ultra— Among the finest crop,

ping ami l)est-tlavi)ured Peas which have come
under my nutice none can .surpass this good o!d

sort. I have seen it line in Scotland tliis ye;ir

where many other favourite sorts were almost
worthless through the damp wenther. In England
I have seen it in the finest po>sible condition, and
heard it well spoken of. A friend, writing from a

cold district in Yorkshire, Sfcnks of its excellence

and hardiness, llany sorts of much excellence in

some ]>arts of the country are almost useless in

ether districts. Some Peas which offered to grow
too luxuriantly were cut over to a certain lieight,

and have done well. This cutting over caused
them to set thfir flowers when they otherwise

would not. Dr. McLean and Autocrat have been
good, though not equal to what they are in some
seasons.

—

Northern.

DE.ATH FROM JIUSHROOMS.

Mushrooms have been so exceedingly abundant
in the soutliern counties, at least, this season as

to call foil h the remarks from many ehlerly
i
ersons

that they had never before seen them in such
qunntities. Fortunalely, no other fungus is so

common, indee 1 the deleterious kinds are com-
paratively rare. Yet several fatal cases of poison-

ing from eating fungi have been recorded during
the present auluinn; in no case, however, have
we been able lo asceitain what particular kind of

fungus had caused, or was supposed lo have caused,

the fatal result. ^Ve repeat what we have so often

sai i before, that very few fungi are really poisinous
in a young state, and even Miisfirooms in an ad-
vanced stage will cause irritation and diarrhiea,

and may even beociue poisonous. Violent purging
miy follow the eating of Mushrooms, the gills of
which are ntarly bl.ick, though sliU firm and un-
decayed. Another thing to be considered is the
cooking. There is no doubt that the more
thoroughly furgi are cooked the less likely they
are to produce unpleasant effects. In view of the
deaths that have occurred in consequence, as has
been assumed, of eating poisonous fungi, a cn-
temporary laiely sugge.-tel that even the true
Mushroom should be avoded, because the risk

of being poisoned is too great. Considering the
enormous quauiities of Mushrooms now consumed,
both wild and cultivated, the number of casualties
through mistakes is very small, and as it is clearl.v

impossible to prevent people from eating them, it

would be more to the purpose to teach the Toung
to discriminate bftween the good and the bad in

fungi. As a matter of fact, eoanlry-bred persons,
of the labouiing class especially, are able to dis-

tinguish a Mu-hroom from a Toadstool, and they
are also able to distinguish the Horse JIushroom
(Agaticus nrvensis) from the more delicateAgaricus
campestiis, or true ifu>hroora. As arule they dis-

card everything ehe in the shape of a fungus,
whether it be a Toadstool, an Agaric of any kind.

or a Devil's Snulf-box, a PulTball, or Lycoperdon.

Yet many of the species of Agaiieus an- equally as

good as A. eampestris,and the gitiut PulTbidl (Lt-

coperdon giganteum) is delicious when young and
solid. At the same lime we should advise all

persons who have not liad practical instruct ion in

the matter to avciid any ar.d every fungus that

they are not sure about. In nine cases out

of ten the only person in a country village

pos^essini;: any botanical knowledge is the

"doctor," but his knowledge is rarely of the

practical kind. In this connection wo have a

few remarks to make on the kind of botanical

teaching fostered by the science and art depart-

ment, to say nothing of the universities and medical

schools. Take the examination p.apers of the

science and art department for example, and we
find not a solitary question on economic botany,

the only branch of the science of any real utility

to the "iiOOO or so candidates that present them-

selves annually. They are examined in the physi-

ology and anatomy of plants from a text-book

standpoint, and are asked questions on obscure

phenomena of plant life that they have no possible

chance of verifying or observing, or often even of

understanding; but the kind of knowledge that

would be most useful, and most easily learnt from

competent teachers, is wholly ignored. The teach-

ing is commenced at the wrong end ; instead of

demanding a practical acquaintance with plants

and their properties, queslions on tissues and vital

functions are given, even in the first or elementaiy

stage. It is true that the answers are often intel-

ligent and good, but the fact remains that few of

the candidates could distinguish a Lime tree from

an Elm, Hemlock from Chervil, the Dropwort
from a Parsnip, Fool's Parsley from the genuine

plant, or Barley from Rye or bearded Wheat. We
should much like to see the eletnentary stage, at

least, almost limited to the discrimination of plants

and their products, reserving questions on the

nnnute structure, growth, and nutrition of plants

for the advanced stage. A knowledge of the berry-

yielding plants of the hedges and woods would he

far more useful than the phenomena of root-pires-

sure, or the supposed sources of the carbon and
nitrogen of plants. What is most deplorable is

that few of the teachern possess sufficient know-
ledge of fiehl and economic botany to teach it, so

they must first be taught. But if the department
insisted on real knowledge instead of book learn-

ing, it would soon be forthcoming.— i^/vY/s/i Medi-

cal JournaK

Chrysanthemums.

SO-CALLED SPORT,?.

Now that we are in another flowering season,

I would caution the uninitiated as to the pro-

duction of sports on their j.)!ants. Under the

present method of cultivation so many changes

take place in the colour of the blooms of

certain varieties, that the inexperienced are apt

to imagine they are in the possession of a new
variety when some flower varying from the

type is found. The raising of new sorts and
the craving for obtaining them liavo reached

such a pitch, that many of the blooms now
obtained are rushed to the front in the fond

hope of being entitled to bo classed as new
;

whereas, by the adoption of a v/rong method
of cultivation, mainly in the selection of the

buds, the blooms are quite difi'erent to what
they ought to be not only in colour, but also in

form. When both of these points are absent,

no wonder that beginners are mi.sleil. So far

this season there are many cases of tlii^ kind.

Viviand Morel this year appears to vary

both in the form of its florets and cfilour also.

I have seen Idooms this season the formation

and colfiur of the florets of which were so

altered, that the variety was quite unrecognis-

able. In one cise the florets were split at the

end, many incurved towards the centre, while

the colour was a pleasing shade of silvery pink

or a deep blush. Mnie. C. Andiguier is note-

wortliy for producing a variety of f(jrms and
colours. I have seen blooms of this with quite

narrow florets, and which assumed a semi-

drooping character without the .slightest sus-

picion of the curling florets which this hand-

some variety has when seen in its true cha-

racter. With these productions the colour is

always paler than it ought to be in the true

character of the flower. So differently do the

blooms develop from wi-ongly selected buds at

times, that I have known Anemone varieties so

deficient in their proper centre or disc as to

render them unrecognisable by the judges, the

.same having been staged as retiexcd blooms

and won prizes as such. Alfred Salter has

more than onco been staged as a refiexed

bloom, nhicli it tiuly was, but owing to the

abortive char.icter only. 15y a too early bud
.selection, tlie blooms of Alfred Salter do reflex

their florets. Jii-lle Paule is another instance

of a remarkable change in colour in this re-

spect, and so are Volunteer, Val d'Andorre,

Puritan, and many others. This variation is

not confined to one section only. All are

affected by it more or less. Even the pompons
are susceptible to a change in the formation

and colour of their florets.

Single varieties are the only exception that I

know of at present in the form of their florets.

The colour changes a little perhaps under early

bud-selection in the case of single varieties.

No one can be certain of being the possessor of

a real sport until the second year's growth has

verified the promise ; even then the sportive

character of some varieties is so peculiar that

they cannot be depended upon. Miss Lilian

Cope, a white .sport from Etoile de Lyon, is an

examjde of this. I saw plants of this flowering

during the season of 1890 which were as true as

possible in character ; even .small late buds
opened quite white upon the plant which was
raised from the previous year's sported branch.

Unfortunately, too many of the plants sent out

as Miss Lilian Cope are developing exactly tho

flowers of its parent in colour. No sport ought

to be admitted as genuine until several plants

exhibit the same feature.

Now that we obtain so many new varieties of

.Japanese Chrysanthemums from seed, there is

less reason for troubling about .spoits. A quiet,

yet exhaustive trial of any .sport would com-

mand confidence and reduce the disappoint-

ment felt to a minimum. E. Molykeux.

October - flo-wering Chrysanthemums. —
De-pite the magnificent t>lo ms of many varieties

of Japanese Chrysanthemums that were exhibited

at tho Aquarium on October 12 and two following

da\s, the result was to a certain extent dis-

appointing, for the greater pirt of those shown
consi-ted of varieties that, given ordinary treat-

ment, will bloom about the same time as the bulk

of Chrysanthemums, and as such they can scarcely

be regaided in the light of October-flowe ing varie-

ties.
" Some of the lilooms had doubtless been

pushed on in heat, and it is a well-known fact

that many of the Japanese varieties luay be

assisted in this way ; while the incurved forms,

which do not respond to this mode of treatment,

were scarcely represented. The specimen plants,

it will be noticed, consisted almost entirely of

Mme. C. Desgrange and its sports, though in the

groups, of course, other varieties w-ere to be seen.

In visiting the exhibitiin I hoped to pick up a
few good varieties to be .added to those wliich

form, as it were, the advance guard of the Chry-

santhemum season, that is, some which might be

induced to flower during October without any
special treatment. As tin illustratie.n of sucli I

may mention M. William Ilolmis, that betiutiful

rich ciimson coloured flow-er which is now such a
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general favourite ; Mile. Lacroix, white, with bo'h

its sports (J. K. Pearson, pink, and Mr. Charles E.

Shea, yellow) ;
Alexanrlre Diitonr-, amaranth; Feu

de Bengale, redrlish orange ;
Souvenir de M. Menier,

chestnut-red ; James Sa'ter, pale pink, with its

pure white sport. Lady 8ell)orne ; Mme. Leon

Collin, bronzy red ; Bouquet des Dames, pearl-

white, sometimes tinged pink ; and Comtesse

Foucher de Careil, a kind of orange-cinnamon.

One great point in favour of such varieties as

these just mentioned is that, given a sheltered

spot, many of them will often bloom beautifully

out of doors ; while, even if removed under glass,

simple protection is all that is necessary, and by

the time they lose their freshness we have the

bulk of the November varieties coming in. With

the immense number of new (?) early varieties

sent here every year from the Continent we
should get a few good things in this class.

—

T.

Exhibiting Japanese Chrysanthemums.
Should the propo-ed enlarged show boards for

Japanese Chrysanthemums be generally adopted,

necessitating the occupation of materially in-

creased space, I trust committees of shows will

promote a class or cl.-isses for blooms on fairly

lono- stems, the blooms to be judged from the point

of quality rather than of size. We have seen at

some exhibitions somewhat similar classes, but it

has not been specially held that quality of bloom

should be the dominating feature. A class for

twelve trebles, the blooms of medium size, but

of the fiijest quality, would be a popular one, and

it would be a very attractive one for the public,

who tire very much of seeing such exceeding num-

bers of big blooms repeated stand after stand, and

in the most monotonous order. With these b'g

show boards in common use we are in danger of

seeing a dozen or so of the largest flowered va-

rieties constantly repe.ated, because sm.nller blooms

will look on big boards smaller than ever; hence

growers will hesitate to exhibit them. The pro-

posed class for trebles of the more refined flowers

will enable those otherwise ostr.acised flowers to

still have a good innings.—A. D.

Chrysanthemum Mrs. W. R. Wells—At

the last meeting of the flor.al committee of the

National Chrvsanthemum Society the white sport,

Mrs. W. R. Wells, from Viviand Morel, was staged

for a certificate. The question arose as to whether

it could properly be described as a sport, and Mr.

Norman Davis brought forward two plants of

Yiviand Morel on which two of the blooms were of

a p'lre white and the other of the proper mauve

colour, which distinguishes the parent from the

supposed sport. Mr.^Davis did not regard the new

flower as a legitimate sport, and from what I saw

at his nursery some days ago it would appear that

his view is correct. Almost every plant of Viviand

Morel at Camberwell that was in bloom had the

first and oldest blooms pure white or very slightly

tinged with mauve, and the later blooms of the

orthorlox colour. This hardly, therefore, seems to

be a case which can consistently be termed a sport,

because anyone can grow the two flowers on the

same plant.—Cheysanth.

Chrysanthemum Baron Hirsch, an in-

curved Chrysanthemum exhibited at the last floral

meeting at "the Aquarium, is the finest and most

striking variety of that section ever raised since I

have been connected with the Chrysanthemum, and

it is destined to occupy a foremost place on the

show boards of the future exhibitions. It is a

massive, large bloom of perfect form, well built

and of great solidity and substance. The colour

is a very pleasing shade of deep yellow, flushed

with dark amber or cinnamon. I believe it is one

of Mr. Owen's seedlings, but it would be interest-

ing to learn something of its origin and parentage.

Sports from old-established good varieties we are

always likely to have, hut in seedlings, nothing like

Baron Hirsch has appeared in modern times since

Jeanne d'Arc was sent out.

—

C. H. P.

New Chrysanthemums. —There have been

several meetings of the floral committee at the

Aquarium this season, but only at the one held on

made. Some of the novelties are very fine and
show, so far as seedlings are concerned, a very dis-

tinct advance upon the work of former ytars.

There seems this season to be quite a lun on cither

amaranth or crimson flowers. The former when of

a deep deci'led tone arc welcome ad<iitions to our

li-t, but many of them are positively ugly by the

dirty, washed-out tone of colour that they present.

The crimsons, on the other hand, are strikingly

beautiful and clear. George W. Cliilds, Bey of

Algiers, William Seward and John Shrimpton, all

Japanese varieties described in a recent issue, are

likely to be sought alter for their brilliant shades

of crimson.

—

Chrtsanth.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS AT SYDENHAM.
During the pa^t three or four years Messrs. Reid

and Bornemann have been closely identified with

the cidture of the Chrysanthemum, more particu-

larly with regard to groups for exhibition. Last

season, besides winning several important prizes

at the Crystal Palace and at the Aquarium, the

firm sent over to the Continent some interesting

collections for competition, securing medals at

Berlin, Hanover, Vienna, and St. Petersburg.

Messrs. Reid and Bornemann, like the majority of

the Continental cultivators, sefm to pay greater

attention to the Japanese varieties, leaving the

incurved. Anemone and pompon sections almost

alone. There is good ground for this, because

the taste of foreign growers is deciiiedly in favour

of the curious, fantastic, brilliantly coloured sec-

tion of Japanese. On entering the nursery, I

was first conducted to a darkened structure con-

taining some excellent specimens of culture, the

principal of which were William Tricker, a large

deep pink incurved Japanese of good form, that is

now fairly well known. Sime plants of Sunflower,

with its rich yellow colouring, were very attrac-

tive, and close by were several huge blooms of the

crimson and gold Edwin Molyneux. Mrs. J. P.

Ryder, a very dwarf plant with crimson and yellow

ilorets and blooms of medium size, is an attractive

variety, as also is a new French flower, Mme.
Eugene Labat, a large, while, tubular-petalled

Japanese of rather loose appearance. The favour il;e

Avalanche was plentiful and in first-rate condi-

tion, but striving hard for supremacy by its side

was Mile. Marie Iloste, a very fine white Japanese

of incirved fi<rra, <.\ith curly "petals and a slightly

gresnish tinge in the centre. Another new seed-

ling from the Continent is Louis Voi-az, a tubular

bloom of large size ; colour pretty mauve. M.

Mulnard, from the same source, is a refiexed

Japanese with fluted petals of a pretty shade of

pink. Ferdinand Ponci, another Continental va-

riety, deep (rimson with golden reveise, of medium
size, and Alberic Lunden, an effective bloom of

deep amaranth and well bitilt, were also notewor-

thy flowers in this house. A'iviand Morel, both true

and with the white variety growing on the same

plant, was plentifully represented, as also was the

American yellow seedling Japanese W. H. Lincoln.

The deep almost vermilion-red of Gloire du

Rocher, one of the best English seedlings yet

raised, formed a striking contrast to the more

sober colours of the plants by which it was sur-

rounded.
There was a curious collection of dwarf plants

in 4J-inch pots carrying one large show bloom,

each of which will be used for the front rows of

the exhibition groups. The varieties used for this

purpose were Avalanche, Val d'Andorre, M. Free-

man, M. Berard, Ulrich Brunner, Sunflower, W. H.

Lincoln, Viviand Morel. Mo;t of these plants

were 12 inches in height or less.

In another building I saw a choice lot of

very dwarf plants of Avalanche, some more excel-

lent Gloire du Rocher, and one of the firm's new
seedlings called Hofgartner Rosenberg. This is a

large Japanese incirrved variety, the colonr being

a creamy white ground flushed and striped mauve,

tipped with white. Professor Wittmack. one of

the firm's seedlings sent out last year, is a very

large incurved Japanese, deep rosy mauve with a

petals, of Japanese form, very full bloom, colour

pure white. Alfred Lee is another Japa.nese seed-

ling of good size, the colour pink. W. Roessing,

also one of the firm's new seedlings, has a promis-

ing appearance ; it has broad, flat petals loofely

arranged, colour white, faintly tinged blush. Pass-

ing on to varieties not raised at Sydenham, I

noticed George .Savage, a beautiful pure white in-

curved Japanese of Aiuerican origin, with grooved

petals, rather a tall grower. Another popular

American sort, Col. W. B. Smith, of the same type,

but of a golden bronze, most distinct in colour, is

also here in good form. Comte F. Lurani, a very

pretty dwarf Japanese, most distinct in its white

and mauve markings, was, as it always is, in

capital form. H. P.

Snon T NOTES.—CHR YSANTnEMVMS.

Chrysanthemum G. "W. Childs.—This is

apparently a seedling from Edwin Molyneux, which

it mur-h reseiidiles iu form and colour except that

t here is a sufi'usiou of plum colour on the surface iu

its young state.

Chrysanthemum Mis. A. G. Ramsay is

a Japanese variety with broad, flat, reflexed florets,

brick-red in colour, with a warmer suffusion on the

surface. It is of good size and fornr, full in the centre,

and without any tigu of coarseness.

Chrysanthemum W. K. "Woodcock he-

longs to the hroaJ-petalled reflexed Japanese section,

the eo'our briok-red with gold tips. The flower when
well grown baa good substance, and is likely to he

much sought atter as a middle and front-row bloom

by exhibitors.

Chiysanthemum The TribunP.—This he-

longs to the Japanese reflexed class. The colour is

a Slit primrose-yellow. There are few of this colour

which really possess other necessary characteristics

to (utitle tbera to the first rank now that exhibition

varieties are so numerous.

Chrysanthemum George Savage.—A seed-

ling from Mrs. Alplifus Hardy, but without the hairs.

The florets, which are narrow, incurve closely, giving

it a neat appearance—perhaps too much so for effect

as a true type ff Japarese, but its purity of colour

should commend it to all lovers of this interesting

section.

Chrysanthtmum I e Sceptre Toulousain.
— Seldom uow-a-days do we see this Japanese variety,

which was introduced eo long ago as ISSIt by Delaux.

At the Brigliton fxhihition on the first of the rrouth

I saw a lovely bloom of it in a winning stand. There

is something about the twist of the floret rrot seen

in any other variety that I am acquainted wdh, while

the bronzy crimson jellow-tinted colour is always de-

serving of admiration. The chief point a^out its cul-

tivation for exhibition is not to "take " the buds too

kite ; those formed about the middle of August de-

velop the tiuest blooms in every way.-E. M.

Chrysanthemum M. A. releau. — This

snowy whit..- Japanese variety was a few years since

thought highly of by exhibitors, but, presumably

because it was not considered large enough to wm
prizes, its cultivation was given up, ahhough one occa-

sionally finds it still in the stind of some grower

who appears to admire the purity of its colour and

even outline of floret. The bl.ionis when seen in good

condition never fad to gain admirers, esp cially « hen

associated with such highly coloured kinds as Gulling-

fordi, Mons. W. Holmes and the like, with which the

Japanese section is now plentifully supplied.

Chrysanthtmum C. H. Simmons.—This

Japanese variety is a sport from the somewhat ne-

Hected La Triomphante. The new arrnal opens up

quite a distinct break in the matter of colour
;
each

fl..ret is striped once, and in some cases twice, its whole

length with soft primrose-yellow, rendering it not

only novel, but interesting. In other respects the

flower is identical with that of its parent, which is

looked upon favourably for grouping. The peduncles

are stout, thus dispensing with the necessity ot em-

ploying such a quantity of stakes as some sorts re-

quire to keep the bl.;.onis in anything like a present-

able condition.

Chrysanthemum Col. "W. B. Smith. —
This is a Japanese kind of the first rank. The blooms

are each 8 inches in diameter and 5 inches deep,

without any sign of coarseness. The florets have

paler reverse. Duchess of Anhalt, another seed- a semi-drooping tendency, the centre quite tun. iue

October 2G was 'anything like a large display ling, is a promi^iDg variety with long narrow [colour is quite new a golden bronze, with a terra-
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cotta suiTnsiim. Tlio florets ns they unfold iiioiirvo

slightly will] a twist, Init on tlovolopment thiG graJii-
ally passes a\v:iy. A point in favour of this variftv
is the tine Inibit of K>'outli it possesses. It grows
froiii I feet tr, 5 feet hi^'h witlinut beins toppeJ.
Kxhibitora of lai'ge blooms would do well to add
tliis to their oollection, as it is sure to become
popular.

Notes of the Week.

The Asiatic Barberry.—I am bringing you a
buueh of Horberis asiatioa to show wliiit an intej-ost-
in^' and brilliant, and at the same time strong and
thorny hcd^'e it makes. The r ch orange and red
colouring shows itself conspieuously in the landscape
at this .season. This year it lias giiren me none of its
lovely berries, which are lir.st of all pearl-white like
Inrgo grains of rice, and then later take ..n their
pnri>]o bloom, from whirh it get its name of Kaieiu
liarherry.— M. A. 1!., Liph, •,,!:.

Gymnogramma peruviana argyrophylla.—At the Brixton show I noted this variety thriv-
ing- exceedingly well in small pots. It is very rarely
seen in such good condition, many making the mi.s-
take of overpotting it, whilst some do not pot
firmly enough. ]t does much better in a tolerably
dry atmosphere, being predisposed to damping olt
from the large amount of farinose powder upon its
fronds. Whtn seen in such excellent condition
as these examples were, this Fern is a beautiful
addition to the list of plants for vases either upon
the dinner-table or in the drawing-room. ^11.

Platycerium grande.—This Fern when well
grown IS a truly nuble object in the warm fernery.
At the recent Brixton show it was shown in
splendid condition, being at least 5 feet across the
head and in the best possible health. The barren
fronds were much larger than usual and in a good
state of preservation, adding thereby very greatly
to the effectiveness as a whole. This and other
species of the same family ought to receive more
notice at the hands of cultivators, cool house as
weU as stove species being available. As ornaments
in any house they are distinct from other Ferns.
Gymnogramma schizopliylla gloriosa.—

At the Brixton Chrysanthemum show this beautiful
Fern was shown remarkably well by several growers
Compared with the species, it is of more vigorous
habit, with fronds of a deeper shade of green,
whdst they are also longer. The droopin.^ style
of growth gives the plants a peculiarly graceful
appearance, whilst the fronds are produced in the
greatest profusion from single crowns even. It seems
somewhat fitting that this variety shoul i be so
worthily acknowledged and so well cultivated in
this locality, considering that it originated in the
neighbourhood, although I believe it was also
brought into notice about the same time on the
Continent.—H.

Begonia Froebeli.-" T." says this Begonia
does not hybridise with other forms. About five
yeirs ago out of a number of seedlings from it I
oStainecl undoubtedly a cross, but as I applied the
pollen of many kinds to the female flower I am un-
certain which impregnated it. The plant was much
taller than the species

; the leaves were smaller
but the colour of the blooms diflfered but little •

unfortunately, it perished the second winter My'
e.xperience of hybrid Begonias, of which I have
raised many, is that they are as a rule much
more constitutionally delicate than the types al-
though It IS obviously not without exceptions as
1.. weltoniensis, for instance, is one of the freest of
all Begonias.— J. M., ('Iiarmtidli, Dorset.

Hybrid Streptocarpi.-.Myexperienceof these
accords with that of •• Cornubian." Out o' two
packets of seed obtained from different sources Ihave not a flower with any tinge of red ; most ofthem are of various shades of lilac, the rest white,io get a reddish one appears to be quite the e.x-

'^fP i""'.,., ''"^''"'''''P"^ Wen.llandi is a remarkable
plant. The seed I got from Mr. W. Thompson, of
Jpswicli. but I only succeeded in raising one plantfrom it. It has but one leaf, richly coloured under-
neath, very large, deeply wrinkled and pendent

The flowers, which will soon appear, were described
as green. From present appearance these seem to
be numerous. It is well worth cultivating as a
curiosity.— J. M., Charmouth, Dorset.

Apple Summer or Crimson Queening.—
This is a very distinct-looking, highly-coloured and
good-flavoured Apple of rather more than average
size. In sh.-ipe it is not unlike Adam's Penrmain,
save that the outline is not so uniform as in that
better-known variety, being in this instance more
angular and possibly more pointed also at the
apex. The flesh is firm and fairly juicy, in this
respect about equal to Cox's Orange Pippin. By
its appearance it should be a good keeper. I had
the opportunity of lasting it early in the month of
October, and it was shown in lirst-rate condition
at lirixtoii on November 1 by Mr. W. Collins of
Balhara, who states that it is a regular and free-
cropping variety, also a good grower.- H.

Angrasoum caudatum.—One of the rarest
species of Orchid exhibited at the Drill Hall, West-
minster, on November 1 was a plant of Angra^cum
caudatum, shown by Messrs. Sander. It was in-
troduced first to this country about 1.S32, having
been found near Sierra Leone ; it has, however,
always been a rare plant, although not unfrequently
imported. It does not as a rule appear to be a long-
lived plant, and perhaps does not exist in large
quantities, even in a native state. Next to A. ses-
quipedale it has apparently the longest spur, this
in some instances attaining a length of i» inches.
The sepals and petals are of a greenish-yellow
tinged with brown, the lip being nearly pure white.
The plant shown by Messrs. Sander was a healthy
specimen carrying seven flowers, which is the
average number produced on one scape, although
as many as a dozen have been borne. The leaves
are strap-shaped and of a deep green, the raceme
being slightly pendent.

Calceolaria Burbidgei.—This, a greenhouse
variety of Calceolaria, is said to be of hybrid
origin, its parents being the Peruvian species
C. fuchsiivfolia and C. Pavoni. Some plants
have been flowering for several months in the
conservatory at Ivew (No. 4), and, judging from
them, this plant is evidently of considerable value
for greenhouse cultivation. So far as its general
appearance goes, it is very much like C. Pavoni,
especially in leaf and habit. The plants at Kew
are U feet high, the leaves being downy and having
winged petioles. The flowers, boi-ne in loose
corymbs, are of a clear light yellow. C. fuch-
si:cfolia is a charming little species very much
like a Fuchsia in leaf and style of growth. Plants
grown on from cuttings make nice specimens in
one or two seasons, and may be used on the green-
house shelf, flowering as winter comes on. The
lilossoms are of a bright yellow and the foliage i-i

of the deepest green. C. luchsiiefolia is of sliglitly
woody growth, but both C. Burbidgei and C.
Pavoni are herbaceous.

Pleione lagenaria.—This is the first of the
charming little Indian Crocuses to open its flowers,
although it is closely followed in point of time by
P. Wallichiana. Of the several species now in cul-
tivation, these two, I consider, are the ones most
deserving of cultivation. The popularity of Pleiones
has, I think, increased a good deal in recent years,
and their cultivation is better understood now
than formerly. The greatest mistake made was in
treating them as stove plants. They are as a
matter of fact cool Orchids, and except for a short
time—in March and April, when they should be in
the Cattleya house—the Odontoglossum house will
best suit them. They come from considerable al-
titudes on the mountains of Northern India. P.
lagenaria has the typical flask-shaped pseudo-
bulbs of this genus, and its flowers are produced
at the base from scale-like buds. The sepals and
petals are cf a bright rosy lilac, the lip somewhat
paler, but blotched with yellow and crimson

;

down the centre of the latter run five crested lines.'

It is necessary tn repot Pleiones as soon as the
flowers have faded, as they commence to root im-
mediately after. I am certainly of opinion that
they should be shaken out every year and repotted.
They are free-rooting plants, and the soil gets too

exhausted to carry ,a second year's growth as luxu-
riant as it should be. By giving them fresh com-
post every year a better drainage is secured to

them, .and the best of the pseudo-bulbs can be se-

lected. As a rule, they double in number each
season, and if left for two yeirs become too
crowded. The compost should be of fibrous peat
and loam in equal proportions, with an addition of

coarse sand and cliojiped Sphagnum. No water
should be given them for some time after potting,

not in fact until the roots are seen to have pushed
into the new conqiost.—B.

Salvia azurea.—There are three species of

Salvia which for flowering in the greenhouse
during the autuinn months cannot be surpassed.
They are S. lietheli, S. splendens, and S. a/.urea,

witli flowers rose coloured, scarlet ami blue respec-
tively. Two or three groups of the last named are
now making a very pretty show in No 4 green-

house at Kew, the bright blue of the blooms fur-

nishing a welcome contrast to the red, yellow
and white flowers of the Chrysanthemums.
The plants are of slender, graceful habit and
about 5 feet high, the leaves being linear and
each 2 inches to 3 inches long. The flowers aie
thickly produced in slender spikes nearly I foot
long, each bloom three-quarters of an inch across
and entirely blue, except in the centre, which is

white. A good method of growing Salvias is

to raise them from cuttings each season, striking

them early in spring, and treating them liberally

right up to flowering. During the summer they
should be plunged out of doors, taking them
inside during September. They should be fed
abundantly with manure water after tho pots are
fairly well filled with roots.

Societies and Exhibitions.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

NOVKMBBR 8, 9 AND 10.

One of the principal shows of the Chrysanthemum
season is that held at the Koyal Aquarium, West-
minster, under the auspices of this society, and
the display on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday
last was fully up to the average, although in a sense
spoilt by the characteristic yellow London fog that

filled the building during the earlier part of the
opening day. The Royal Aquarium is not a good
place for such an exhibition. There is no space to

get good effects : the plants are crowded up to-

gether, and the tiible decorations and many beau-
tiful groups placed in the dark galleries where a
gleam of sunlight never seems to penetrate. But
in spite of these drawbacks, the annual exhibition

of this society was worth a long journey to see,

and those responsilile for its management may be
congratulaterl upon the excellent results obtained.

The greatest interest naturally centres upon the

classes for cut blooms, and although in .a few in-

stances the competition was not very keen, there

was a brisk contest for the awards in the majority

of the sections. This was noticeable in the two
chief classes in the exhibition, those for thirty-six

incurved flowers distinct and forty-eight Japanese
blooms, also distinct, in each case the first prize

being £10 and the Holmes' Memorial challenge

cup, to be retained during the year by the success-

ful competitor. The first jn-ize in the class for in-

curved blooms was won by Messrs. W. and G
Drover, of Fareham, who are amongst the most
succe.ssful cultivators of the Chrysanthemum at

the present day. It will doubtless be interesting

to our readers to give the n-nnifs of the vaiietics

shown, and they were displayed in faultles-i cha-

racter, a remark, however, which mi;iht be applied

to many other stands of flowers in the exhibition,

although they would be nearer to perfection in a

few more days. Abbott's White was in Messrs.

Drover's stand ; it is a pure white flower, the petals

broad and the bloom somewhat thin; whilst also

of note were the comparatively new M.R Bahuant,
Mrs.- S. Coleman, Lady Carey, GoMen Empress of

India, Lady Hardinge, Mme. Barrier, a very beautiful
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incurved flower, very neat and shapely; Prince
Alfred, Mrs. F. Mistral, Alfred Salter, Mrs. W.
Shipman, Novelty, Robert. Cannell, a variety tliat
is becoming very popular; Princess of Teck.
Beauty, I^ord Alcester, John Salter, Miss A. Haggas,
Guernsey Nugget, Princess of Wales, White Venus,
John Doughty, Mrs. Heale, Cherub, Jlrs. Robin-
son King, rich yellow, a telling flower; Nil
Desperandum, Mrs. N. Davis, Lord Wolseley,
Jeanne d'Arc, Alfred Lyne, John Lambert, Empre.ss
Eugenie and Lady Dorothy. We noticed excellent
blooms of Mme. Darrier and M. R. Bahuant in the
second prize stand of Mr. W. G. Ray, Teynham,
Kent. There were several entries in the great
class for forty-eight blooms of Japanese varieties,
and a comparatively new grower, Mr. W. H.
Fowler, of Claremont, Taunton, was a good first.

We ha\e seen better collections, but the flowers
from this grower were fre.sh, full, and of fine colour.
As the majority of the varieties represented in the
sliow were in this winning lot, we may gfve the
names. Conspicuous amongst them was Viviand
Morel, whilst also of note were Sunflower, Lord
Brooke, Carew Underwood, Avalanche, Puritan,
Mr. D. B. Crane, Mrs. Alpheus Hardy, Louis
Boehmcr, Beauty of Castlewood, Mrs. J. S. Fogg, a
rich yellow flower, finely shown by the first prize-
winner last year in this class (Mr. C. E. Shea);
Ralph Brocklebank, Mons. Bernard, Eynsford
White, Baronne de Prailly, Mile. M.arie Hoste, Mr.
E. Beckett, Boule d'Or, Hamlet, Mons. Freeman,
W. Tricker, W. H. Lincoln, Mr. H. B. Ironside,
CoL W. Smith, Mr. W. Herbert Fowler, Lady
T. Lawrence, Mrs. J. Clarke, Japonais Condor,
W. W. Coles, Gloriosum, Mr. R. Williams, Slanstead
White, Gloire du Rocher, Lilian Bird, Etoile de
Lyon, Miss Anna Harlzhorn, Mme. Baco, Mr.
E. D. Adams, Mrs. Falconer Jameson, Ethel Paule,
Edwin Molyneux, Mr. A. H. Neve, Mr. John Laing,
I'lorenoe Davis, Mr. G. Bryceson, and Coronel,.
Many of the above-named varieties might also be
seen in the second prize stand from Mr. IMyers,
Hincliingbrooke, Hunts.
The awards, we are pleased to sav, were, as a

rale, well distributed. It was in no sense of the
word a one-man show, and the twenty-four incurved
flowers from that celebrated grower of this section,
Mr. H. Shoesmith, Shirley, Croydon, were excellent
examj.les of his skill, but wanted a few days to
bring them to full perfection. We noticed a lovely
bloom of the new French variety Mme. Darrier,
which seems to have become a favourite, and cer-
tainly approaches more to the true type of this
section than any of the more recent novelties. It
has the great merit of not being coarse. Another
very successful grower, Mr.Ritchings, Redhill, was
second. The amateur growers, that is, those that
do not pay for assistance of any kind in '.Chrysan-
themum culture, were present in strong force, and
a very successful exhibitor was Mr. John Horrill,
Havant, Hants, as he was first for twelve blooms
and also for six, winning in each case with excel-
lent flowers. The glory of the exhibition consisted,
howevar, in the Japanese varieties, and one could
see the necessity of enlarging the boards, the
blooms being crammed on the stands in such a
way as to deprive them of much beauty both in
form and colour. It is impossible to see them thus
displayed. This was most noticeable, of course,
in the first prize collections, in which were natur-
ally represented blooms of the highest culture.
This condition of things may, we hope, be altered
next season if tlie proposition on foot for the en-
largement of the boards is carried out by the com-
mittee. There was very little, if any, difference
between the blooms in the first two prize stands in
the class for twenty-four varieties. The premier
award went to Mr. Fowler, and the second to Mr.
Ritching,«, both exhibiting extremely well. The
strongest competition was in the class for twelve
Japanese varielie.s, no less than thirteen competing.
Mr. Arthur Ocock, Havering Park, Romford, came
first with exceedingly good flowers, and Mr.
Trinder, Dogmersfield Pnrk, second. The twelve
incurved blooms from Mr. Ocock were amongst the
finest in the show and deserve special mention.

In the class in which Chrysanthemum and hor-
ticultural societies compete there were only two

entries, and the winner of the first prize, consist-
ing of a challenge trophy and £10, was the St.

Neots Horticultural Society, the flowers being
contributed' by those two well-known growers,
Mr. J, Myers and Mr. R. Petfield, Didlington
Hall Gardens, Hunts, the second place being
taken by the Havant Chrysanlhemum Society.
The classes for six blooms of one colour only
always make an attractive feature. The superb
flowers of Stanstead White from Mr. John Hewett,
Halstcad House, Hythe, would be difficult to sur-
pass for size and purity, and the snow-white Ava-
lanche was well .-hown by Mr. Charles Cox, Hert-
ford. A very interesting class was for six Japanese
incurved flowers, such as Edwin Molyneux, and in
which Mr. R. Petfield was first.

Although the great features at such shows as
this are always the classes for Japanese and in-
curved varieties, it must not be forgotten that
such charming sections as the refiexed, pompon,
and Anemone pompon deserve more than passing
notice. E.>:cept in the class for Anemone pompon
flowers, there were several competitors, and few
evidences of that forcing of the blooms so conspi-
cuous at some shows. The fact is beginning to be
recognised that bigness is not a speci.al virtue of,

for instance, a pompon flower. A good grower of
the refiexed class is Mr. Geo. Carpenter, and he
was first for twelve blooms; and some splendid
blooms were to be seen in the class for twenty-
four large-flowered Anemone varieties, the finest
being from Mr. Ives, Hadley Lodge, Barnet, such
very beautiful kinds as Mrs. Judge Benedict,
B'leur do Marie, Mons. Charles Lebocqz, Miss
Annie Low, Mile. Cabrol, Nelson, Gliick, Jeanne
Marty, Empress and Thorpe Junior being in fine

character. The sime grower was also first for
twelve, whilst the best twelve pjmpons were from
Mr. Chas. Brown, and the finest Anemone pompons
from Mr. James Myers. We hope that the latter
section will receive more attention. There is a
danger, in giving so much attention to the Japan-
ese and incurved kinds, of overshadowing such
charming varieties as Antonius, Mme. Sautier,
Astrea, and Mr. Astie. Referring again to the
Japanese class, a passing note must be made of
the six blooms of Viviand Morel from Mr. James
Douglas, of Ilford.

Plants were much crowded for want of adequate
space. Thegroups had thebest position and the chief
class was that for an arrangement 100 feet square,
the first prize £10 and a silver-gilt medal, whilst it

was stipulated that quality in the blooms was to be
thought more of than general effect. The first

prize-winner was Mr. Norman Davis, Lilford Road
Nursery, Camberwell, who had one of the finest

groups seen at the Royal Aquarium of recent years,
whilst Messrs. Reid and Bornemann, Sydenham,
were second, and Mr. G. Stevens, of Putney, third.
There were, of course, the usual classes for trained
specimens, but they were not so formal as is gene-
rally the ca.se. A very successful competitor was Mr.
D. Donald, Leyton, who won the first prize for six

trained plants of large-flowered varieties, the plants
covered with bloom, the varieties being Christine,
Margot, Gloire du Rocher, Elsie, Mme. Bertier
Rendatler, Dr. Sharpe, and White Christine. Mr.
Donald also had the best six standards, and in the
few other classes for plants occurred the names of
such well-known specimen growers as Mr. Robert
Clark, Streatham

; Mr. F. Gilks, Elm House, W.al-
thamstow ; Mr. W. Wesker, Tooting Bee ; and Mr.
Davey, Cedar House, Stamford Hill.

If the table decorations could have been better
displayed they would not only have filled a larger
space than on the present occasion, but added still

further to the beauty of the show. The competi-
tion was very keen, the chief class being for a
table of bouquets, wreaths, sprays, &c., showing
the beauty of the Chrysanthemum for decoration.
Very light and elegant were the arrangements of
Mr. J. Chard, of Stoke Newington, who was a good
first, beating Messrs. Perkins and Son, Coventry,
who were second, whilst Mr, 0. Garford, Stoke
Newington, was third. The entries were also very
numerous in the class for three vases or epergnes,
the winner of the premier prize being Mr. F. W.
Seale, Sevenoaks, Kent who did not commit the

error so frequently seen of crowding the flowers

together or making the stands top-heavy. A good
balance was preserved, and the same remark ap-
plies to the stands from Mr. W. Mole, who was
third, whilst Mr. R. Potter, Sevenoaks. was third.

The bouquets of Chrysanthemums were not remark-
able.

A very fine feature of the exhibition was the
fruit. There were few classes, but these were well

filled. The first six dishes of Pears for the table

were those from Mr. G. Goldsmith, the fruits

large, and of such kinds as Beurie Diel and Pit-

maston Duchess, Mr. Allan, Gunton Park Gardens,
Norwich, being a good second. Two classes were
provided for Apples, one for dessert kinds and
the other for cooking fruit. In the former class

the first prize-winner was Mr. Turton, Maiden
Erleigh, who showed Cox's Orange Pippin and
Blenheim Orange in good character ; Mr. T. Beltes-

worth second ; whilst for cooking varieties Mr.
Turton was also first, having very highly coloured
fruit of Mere de Menage, Bismarck, and Warner's
King. We must not omit mention of the Grapes,
which were very fine. The finest three bunches of

JIuscat of Alexandria were those from Mr. W.
Harman, the bunches large, well shaped, and the
berries of a fine colour, whilst the bunches from
Mr. C. Griffin, Coombe Bank Gardens, Kingston-
on-Thames, were also noteworthy. Mr. Allan,

of Gunton Park Gardens, showed three splendid

bunches of Alicante, and was placed first, Mr.
A. Ocock being second. In the classes for vege-

tables we noticed such well-known names as Mr.
T. Mills, Mr. S Haines, Mr. J. H. Ridgewell, Mr.

W. Po]ie, Mr. K. Lye, and Mr. Waite in the list of

prize-winners. Messrs. Sutton and Sons, of Read-
ing, and Messrs. Webb and Sons, Stourbridge,

offered special prizes for vegetables. The finest

collection that we have seen for a long time was
shown by Mr. James Gibson, The Oaks Gardens,
Carsh.'ilton.

The autumn exhibition of this society is always
helfjed by the large collections of flowers, plants,

or fruit from the leading trade growers, and there

was no exception to the general rule on the present

occasion. We must commend the collections of

Apples and Pears from such well-known growers as

Messrs. Cheal and Sons, Lowfield Nurseries, Craw-
ley, Messrs. Wm. Cutbush and Son, Highgate, and
Messrs. Laing and Sons, Forest Hill. In each case

the fruit was highly coloured and consisted of lead-

ing varieties. Messrs. T. Rivers & Son, Sawbridge-
worth, showed some very fine Cox's Orange Pippin

and Rivers' Codlin Apples. Mr. Gayner, of Norfolk,

had cider Apples. Chrysanthemums were shown
by Mr. H. J. Jones, Hither Gieen, Lewisham, Mr.

Robert Owen. Maidenhead, Messrs. Pitcher and
Manda, Ilextable, Swanley, and Mr. Wm. Wells,

Redhil'. In each case the collections contained

many novelties of the greatest promise. A fine

group of Orchids came from Messrs. B. S. Williams

and Son, Upper HoUoway, hard-wooded plants from
Messrs. Wm. Cutbush & Son, and a fine assortment

of Chrysanthemums, zonal Pelargoniums and other

things from Messrs. H. Cannell and Sons. A
very pretty group of plants, principally Capsi-

cums in fruit, was exhibited by Mr. Newell, Fair-

lawn, Wimbledon ; and Mr. J. McLeod, Dover House
Gardens, Roehampton, had a representative collec-

tion of Bouvardias. Mr. Godfrey, Exmouth, Devon,

had beautiful flowers of his new Chrysanthemum
Beauty of Exmouth, which has been previously

described. Mr. Iceton, Putney, had fine black

Grapes.
Several special prizes were offered by leading

growers, and the first prize of £20, offered by
Messrs. Pitcher and Manda for the best seedling

grown from Feeds supplied by them, was won by
Mr. W. G. Gilbert, Sennowe Hall, Norfolk. The
variety is of the Japanese class, large and promis-

ing.

On the second night of the show Sir Edwin
Saunders entertained a select company of thirty

friends and members of the society to dinner in the

walnut rooms of the Grand Hotel. Sir Edwin took

the chair. Among those present were Sir John
Llewelyn, Bt,, Sir Hy. Peek, Bt., Sir Trevor

Lawrence, Bt., R. Ballantine, J. R. Starling, E. C.
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Jukes, R. Dean, C. Hfrman Payne (olticeis of
tlic society), Dr. Wiilkir, Dr. Hare, 11. Falconpr
Jameson, Uev. Mr. lierncrs, Arlliiir Veitch, John
Laing, Senr., &i:. Tlio usual loyal toasts were
honoured ar ci the dinner was a great success in
every way.

CRYSTAL PALACE.

Nov. 3 AND I.

The lateness of the Chrysanthemum season was
visible at this show, more ]iarticularly in tlie in-

curved blooms and claj-ses. The Jajianese section
was quite up to the average in ([ualiiy, if not su-

perior in the finest exhibits. Tlic competition was
not, however, quite so keen as we have seen it,

save in the larger classes where the prize money
was as liljeral as anyone could wish.

Groups and specimens —The groups were not
so plentiful as usual, but t lie finest of these were up
to the standard. Particularly was this the case in

the class for Japanese varieties only (nurserymen).
in which Messrs. Keidand Bonicmann, .Sydenham,
were worthily placed first with a group such as
might be made a pattern of by many who in ar-

ranaing groups utterly fail in the desired purpose
of obtaining elTect with good finish. The front of
this group was brought down as low as it would be
possible to have it with small plants bearing one
good bloom each, and in su;>ie instances not 1 foot
in height. The selection of colour was excellent,
the be.st known effective kinds being judiciously
employed. Messrs. James Carter and Co., Forest
Hill, were a good second, the plants very healthy
and bearing fine blooms, the lighter colours being
at the back and the browns and chestnuts more in
the front.

The corresponding class for incurved varieties
was comparatively poor, calling for no further
comment; but the amateurs' class for Japanese
varieties was again particularly bright and good in
both the first and second groups, the former
coming from Mr. C. lialph, Cranbrook Villa, Upper
Norwood, who had decidedly the best, but not so
well finished as it might have bsen. Mr. Astie,
Hill House, Streatham Common, came second.

Specimen or trained plants —In a few in-
stances these were very good, the best lot being
the six pompons, shown by Mr. Higgins, Ea.st-
lands, Dulwich ; although rather too flat, they
were beautifully - grown jilants, the various
shades of Cedo NuUi being prominent. The
next best came from Jlrs. Stephenson Clarke's
garden, Croydon. The best six in the incurved
class were those shown by Jfrs. Gabriel, Norfolk
House, Streatham, consisting of old and well-
known kinds. Of the Japanese six the best by far
were those staged by Mr. W. Weaker, Upper Toot-
ing, Sarah Owen, Stanstead Surprise and Margot
being the best plants.

Cut blooms.— In the class for forty-eight Ja-
panese and incurved there was a first-rate com-
petition. The best, however, were those staged by
Messrs. Drover, Fareham, Hants, in whose stand of
incurved were some remarkably good flowers, the
finest being John Lambert, .M. Bahuant, Alfred
Salter, Lord Alcester, Queen of England, Mrae.
Barrier, John Doughty and Prince Alfred. Of the
Japanese, the finest blooms were found in Mrs.
E. ^V. Clarke, Puritan, Viviand Morel, Mrs. ,S.
Dibbins, Edwin Molyncux, Sunflower, and Mrs. C.
Wheeler. Mr. Salter, Heigate, was a capital second,
only wanting more weight in his incurved flowers,'
the best of which were Empress of India and
Golden Empress, John Lambert, Baron Beust, and
Queen of England

; and of his Japanese, W. H.
Lincoln, Gloire de Hocher, Viviand Morel and
Edwin Beckett.

Mr. Douglas, Great Gearies, Ilford, was worthily
first for eighteen incurved varieties with a very
even lot. The Queen and Empress very strong, with
fine flowers of Mrs. S. Coleman and M. Bahuant

;

also of Miss Haggas. Messrs. W. and G. Drover
were second with good blooms, having amongst
ethers Abbot's White, Lady Hardinge and Novelty,
with John Lambert, all in excellent form. With
twelve incurved, Mr. Tate, Park Hill, Streatham

(Mr. Howe, gardener), was first with very even,

tliough not over-large blooms ; Alfred Salter, Em-
press of India and Kolicrt ('.•iiinell all deserve men-
tion. Major Collis-Browne, Byfleet (Mr. Carpenter,
gardener), was second, l,ord Wolsclcy, M. Bahuant
and K'efulgens being excellent. The last-named
exhibitor staged six splendid Dowers of llefulgens,

very rich in colour, full and large for the variety in

the one variety class, easily winning the first prize,

the next best b;-ing Empress of India, of splendid
ijuxbtyand purity from Mr. H" Shoesmith, Shirley
Cottaye, Croydon.

For eighteen Japanese in vars., Mr. Trotter,

Brickendon Grange, Hertford (Mr. Cox, gardener),
took the first prize with lirst-class flowers rather
over the average in size, Etoile de Lyon, Viviand
Morel, Louis Boehraer, Avalanche, Vice-Presi-

dent Audiguier, Stanstead White and Sunllower
being the finest. Mr. Douglas followed with
an excellent stand, in which Violet Rose,
Viviand Morel, Mrs. Falconer Jameson and Cii-

terion were prominent flowers. For twelve varie-

ties, Mr. Felgale, I'u^h Hall, Walton-on-Thames,
was first, staging fresh flowers of Condor, Puritan,
and W. II Lincoln. Mr. Ilowe was second, his

blooms being upon the old size of board, conse-
quently too close to be seen well. Mrs. E. W.
Clarke ar.d Mrs. Falconer Jameson were two of his

finest. Mr. Howe exhibited [grand blooms of

Sunflower intheone variety class ; these were really

beautiful examples, long in the petal and rich in

colour. Avalanche from Mr. Cox was second, the
flowers extra large, full and bright in colour, and
Viviand Morel from Mr. W. Collins, Ponsborne Park,
Hertford, third in this a very strong class.

Mr. Salter was extra strong in reflexed vars.,

showing the best eighteen, the reflexed Japanese
adding size and efl'ect. The finest were Edwin
Beckett, Cullingfordi, and Elaine. Mr. Felgate,
who was second, had La Triomphante and
Kirg of Crimsons in fine form. In pom-
pons, Mr. Amsden, Croydon (Mr. Knapp, gar-
dener), was first, the flowers of true pompon
character, Mr. Salter following with larger blooms
both fresh and good. For pompon Anemones the
position of these two competitors was reversed,
Mr. Salter having by far the best stand of
blooms, Margueiite de Coi and Sidonie being
most noteworthy. Although the singles were
not a strong class, there was evidently a deal
of interest taken in them by the visitors; this

they fully deserved. The best came from Mr. Car-
penter, who was very strong with Lady Churchill,
Miss Mary Anderson, White Jane, and Rev. W. E.
Hemfrey, a distinct rich coloured dark variety.

Mr. Wells, a raiser of singles at Earlswood, was
second. In the large-flowered Anemone class Mr.
Glen, Worth Park, Crawley, was placed first with
an excellent stand, Mons. Charles Lebocqz, Dame
Blanche, Mrs. Judge Benedict, Gladys Spaulding,
and Nelson, no other exhibitor competing.

Of the new varieties note should be made of
Col. W. B. Smith, a lovely pale bronzy-brown

;

G. W. Childs, of an extra dark, but rich colour;
and Mme. M. Ho^te, a pale broad-petalled variety,

all of the Japanese section, and each when fully
developed of reflexed character. Another variety
called Lord Brook, an incurved Japanese, deserves
especial notice ; the petals are broad, being deep
brown in colour, with crimson veining ; it should
prove a decided acquisition. Messrs. H. Cannell
and Sons also showed some fine flowers of Viviand
Morel and Col. W. B. Smith, the latter in this
instance being more of an incurve'l form ; this, how-
ever, appears to disappear as the flowers gain
age.

Of miscellaneous exhibits there were several
collections of Apples and Pears. Messrs. J. Laing
and Sons had a large and varied assortment. Mere
de JJ^nage, Lady Henniker and Bismarck being
most noteworthy. Messrs. J. Cheat and Sons had
another large collection of sound, well-grown fruit.

Messrs. J. Peed and Sons also staged some excel-
lent fruit. Messrs. Shuttleworth and Co. made a
fine display of fine-foliaged plants, chiefly Palms
and Crotons. Mr. W. Head had arranged the
specimen jjlants upon the floor, an excellent plan,
saving labour in erecting staging, whilst the plants

looked infinitely better, making as a grou[) a much
finer display.

A full prize list will Ije found in our advertising

columns.

Public Gardens.

The churchyards of London.—The Parks

and Open Spaces Committee reported that in April,

IKIH), the council decided to maintain eleven small

spaces which had been laid out by the Metropolitan

Public Gardens Associ.-dion at a cost of £1127,

but which that body had no funds ti maintain.

Application was made by the council to the various

parishes in which the eleven places were situated,

but only in two cases, viz.. Red l^ion Square Garden

and Winthrop Street Playground, were the local

authorities prepared to assist at all, and in no case

would they undertake the entire cost of mainten-

ance. The council therefore decided to maintain

the places until October :il, 18112, it being supposed

at the time that before that date district councils

would have been established in London. This had

not, however, taken place, and it was now

necessary to deal with the question, as otherwise

the places must be closed. The council limited

the expenditure for maintenance to H'.vm a-year,

and in addition to this amount the Holborn Dis-

trict Board agreed to contribute £52 a year towards

the maintenance of Red Lion Square Garden, and

the WLilechapel Distrii't Board £.-)0 towards that

of Winthrop Street Playground. As regarded

supervision there was no ditticulty, as the council's

parks and open spaces were scattered all over

London, and the addition of a few to the number

would not in any way affect the organisition. The

matter was, therefore, solely one of cost, and if

he council determined to take over these places

permanently it would be necessary to increase the

amount allowed for maintenance, which was based

in LS'.tO on wages varying from I2s. to 22s. a week,

so that all able-bodied men might receive 24s. per

week. The maintenance of these grounds must be

looked upon as a tentative measure only, and with

this observation the committee recommended,

"That, subject to an estimate for £U20 being

submitted to it by the Finance Committee as

required by the statute, the council do undertake

the maintenance of Carlton Square Garden Holy

Tiinily Churchyard, Bow ;
LimeUouse Churchyard,

Red Lion Square Garden, St. P.aul's Churchyarrl,

Rotherhithe ;
Russell Court Playground, St. Paul s

Churchyard, Shadwell ; Spa Fields Playground,

St. Baitholomew's Churchyard, Betbnnl Green;

Stepney Churchyr.rd, and Winthrop Street Play-

ground until October 31. is'.li. and that previously

to that date the council do further consider the

question." Mr. Westacott moved an amendment,

limiting the time to twelve months, which on a

show of hands was carried by thirty-three to

thirty-two votes.

Rcyal Horticultural Society. — The next

meeling will be hold ou Tuesday next, November lo,

at 3 p.m. A lecture on " Zunal Pelargoniuius tor

autumn flowering " will be given by Jtr. C. Pe.xrson.

Book on Englieh gardenicg— We learn

Ihatthe Hon. Alicia M. T. Amherst and Mr. Percy L.

Newberry have in prpp.iratioii a work oo the ' History

of lOnglish (lardeiiing." The book will be elaborately

illuBtKited and will deal very fully with the early lirstory

of gardening in this country. 1 1 will appear early next

year aud will be published by Mr. Quaritch.

Names of plants.— lU. C. Leach—\, Cattleyi

Harriscuiia? ; 2, Corjarithes maculata punctata.

.7. ^tincll.—The Parsley-leaved Bramble (Rubus la-

ciniatus),

Names of fruit.— (?. R.—1, Waltham Abbey
Seeillin','; 2, Norfolk Beaulin ;

.'5. Yorkshire Greening;

4, Ege, or White Paradise; .5, Golden Noble ; 7, Pear

Marie Louise; others not known. A. C. Fuuutaiii..

— Lai-gu Apple, Striped Beauiin. Couiilni Doctor.

— Apple not known, a poor thing. C. H. Ridding.
— 1 aud 2, Blenheim Orange j 3, not rejognised.
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Woods and Forests.

FELLING TIMBER.
The general thinning of plantations may now
be engaged in, paying first attention to the

coniferous section, and afterwards to those com-
posed for the greater ]3art of hard-wooded or

deciduous kinds. At the outset it is well to

clearly understand wliat the object of thinning

is and whether the plantiition, wood or clump,

is meant solely for ornamental purposes, for the

economic value of the timber, or as far as possi-

ble for both combined. Generally speaking,

in this country the woods and plantations are

made to serve botli for ornament and utility,

and the j)roper mau.agement of such is fraught

with mucli greater responsibility than when the

trees are solely intended for one or other of these

purposes. Where a handsome, well-developed,

ornamental specimen is required it must at all

times from infancy upwards be allowed plenty

of room for the growth and spread of the lower

branches, and usually to attain such an end a

clear space of several yards should be granted

outside the widest spread of branches, .so that

they may never become cramped or sufl'er from
confinement. Exactly the opposite of this is

the case where the trees are grown solely for

the value of the timber produced, for it is a

well-known fact, at least to those who have to

do with timber conversion, that in order to pro-

duce this clean and as free from knots as possi-

ble, the individual trees must of necessity be

grown thickly together, and so that the lower

branches are killed gradually otfas the tree in-

creases in height. This is, perhaps, more the

case with coniferous trees, to wit, the Larch,

Scotch and .Spru(;e Firs, but it applies to hard-

wooded trees. Oak, A.sh, and Elm as well, and
is a matter of paramount importance where
economic value of the woodlands is to be

a point of first consideration. Even where
it is stipulated that ornamental woodlands
are to be first thought of, it is compara-

tively easy to thin well out the outer lines

of trees and to keep tho.se in the interior

thicker. This answers very well whore too

many drives do not intersect the plantation

and where the plantations are not visible or

readily accessible from drives and roads. But
I am not sure that a wood com|)oaed of tall

columnar tree-stems, with the variety of light

and shade falling on the bark and the ground
beneath, though perhaps rather monotonous,
has not for certain persons charms that can

never be appreciated in an open and airy

woodland.
It is a matter of extreme difficulty to lay

down any hard-and-fast line as to the distance

at which trees, if grown solely for profit,

should stand apart, for the soil and exposure,

as also kind of trees grown, will ,ill have to be
considered. I saw a plantation of Larch a few
days ago in which the OO feet-high trees were
standing at about 10 foet apart all through the

wood, and the stems were without a branch for

30 feet or more, and contained on an average

35 feet of timber. This I consider about the

finest plot, of Larch trees that could anywhere
be pointed out, for on summing up it will be
found that the yield of timber per acre was
very high, and this, when computed even at

the low figure for sucli class of clean straight

trees as Is. 3d. per foot, made the wood one
of unusual value. Certainly the soil was good,

and the management of the trees must have
been worthy of commendation. This example
in connection with the operation of thinning is

simply given to show that in almost every case,

if good clean timber, free from knots and

blemishes, is required, do not fear to grow the

trees thickly together, but rather re'am at all

times an unbroken leaf canopy throughout the

whole extent of the woodland.

Plantations on hilly exposed ground may at

all times be left fairly thick around the margins,

just sufficient to allow of the branches of the

various trees meeting together so as to form a

wind barrier. Inwards from this the trees may
be left much thicker and so that the lower

branches become killed oft' as the trees increase

in height. Where game covert is a point of al-

most first consideration, as, unfortunately, it

too often is the case, the woods and plan-

tations must be kept well and regularly

thinned out, for the first necessities of under-

wood are air and light, and without which it is

impossible to get up good covert throughout a

wood. Game-rearing and profitable wood-man-
agement cannot well go hand in hand, for the

distances at which the individual trees must be

grown apart, so as to allow of the growth of

underwood, preclude the possibility in most
cases, at least, of clean, knotless timber being

produced. In thinning, be careful that the fall-

ing trees do not injure the standing or perma-

nent crop, as is too often the case when some of

the longer branches are not first removed.

Little pruning is necessary in a plantation

where the trees are grown at all thickly to-

gether, but it is just as well when thinning

out young woods of hardwooded trees particu-

larly to keep a sharp look-out and remove any
rival leading shoots, broken, dead or twisted

branches, or such as are ungainly and interfer-

ing with their neighbouring tree. The trees

removed in the course of thinning should be

lotted together either along the clearance roads,

or, better stdl, without the woodland, and in

places where the roads are good for transit pur-

poses. In lotting, keep the various kinds to-

gether, or. at least, such as are of about equal

value, as this will greatly assist the measuring

and valuing of the various lots and suit pur-

chasers better should the timber be sold by
auction.

Trees of specified sizes should also be kept

together, or, in other words, do not place a tree

containing, say, 5 feet of timber with that con-

taining 50 feet or more, for the value per foot

of the latter is nearly three times as much as

is that of the smaller log. Poles that are not

intended for cubic measurement should be
lotted together, and it is not a matter of much
importance how the various kinds of these are

placed, although Oak and Ash would be all

the better to be kept apart from the others.

The firewood and faggots should also be stacked,

but not immediately they are cut, as a few days

of good weather will help drying greatly before

they are placed together for the winter. -

A. D. W.
It. would be of great advantage to the

consumers of timber if the producers would make
it .1 rule to cut as much timber a=i possible

during the winter months— say from the end of

October to the end of February. Timber is more
durable, and also less liable to decay and drj-rot,

if it be cut when the sap is comparatively at rest

than when cut when the trees are in leaf, and
therefore with the sap in active circulation. The
subsequent management of timber, too, afler it is

cut, by preventing it from being exposed to ex-

treme moisture and dryness before it is thoroflghly

seasoned, is scarcely of less importance than the

proper sea'^on .at which to cut it. As a rule, the

producer of timber has little or no interest in it

.after it passes into the hands of the timber mer-
chant, and the latter has, perhaps, si ill less regard

for durability so long as he can effect sales with
profit ; indeed, the less durable timber is the

greater the demand, and, of course, the result is in

favour of the timber merchant. It is, Iherefore,

hardly likely that he will trouble himself to in-

quire whether the timber is cut in winter or sum-
mer. The consumer, being the sufferer and mos*-

interested party, s-hould buy, so far as is practic-

able, limber only that has been cut in winter and
seasoned.—L.

Pinus austriaca.—The Black Austrian Pine

is too well known to require much recommenda-
tion. It is ;in excellent sea-coast tree, and the

lich massive foliage preserves its somewhat sombre,

but healthy green in all situations. It should be

planted in masse.=, as when isolated as a specimen

or standing singly among deciduous trees, it is

apt to be overturned by storms, because the roots

are rather spreading than descending, and the

head of the tree becomes very heavy and branch-

ing.

Shelter and shade.— Shelter in winter and
shade in summer are important points for con-

sideration. Evergreen trees and such deciduous

ones as retain their foliage until a late period of

the year—the Hornbeam, Beech, and some varie-

ties of the Oak—afford much greater shelter in

the winter and the early spring (when it is most re-

quired) than those which lose their leaves early in

autumn. Shade is best afforded by trees which

rise with naked stems to a considerable height

and then send out a profusion of branches, as the

Oak, Beech, Chestnut and Elm. Their spreading

branches and umbrageous foliage are greatly supe-

rior for this purpose to those of the Ash, Sycamore
and Plane.

Planting trees on mounds.—It is somewhat
remark.able that even practical men of experience

advocate the method of planting trees on mounds.

I maintain that it is altogether unnecessary as f.-ir

as sucoe.-s in planting is concerned. Although it

may with advantage be carried out on a modified

scale on naturally wet, stiff, clay soils, on dry,

light soils mounds are wholly unnecessary, par-

ticularly abrupt, high mounds, which would be

detrimental rather than otherwise by enccuragirg

the evaporation of moisture from the roots, which
probably, during an extremely dry, burning sum-

mer, would suffer so much from drought that the

trees would be found to die outright. There is

no better plan for planting ornamental trees and
shrubs than digging up the soil and subsoil to a

depth of at least from 18 inches to 24 inches, and

a yard or two more in diameter than is required

for the roots when planting, turning out stones,

roots, any very liad subsoil, and replacing them with

fresh soil or turf, well chopped up and stirred in

with the original soil. On stiff clayey ground

inclined to be wet, the trees should be planted on

the surface, covering the roots wiih fresh soil so

as to form a slightly raised mound over the roet.'',

and outside or beyond the latter, not less than a

yard or so. The method of surface-dressing tiees

every few years with turf, leaf-mould, or other

enriching material and gr.ndually forming easy

mounds is preferable to planting on mounds at the

outset.—0. F.

"The Garden" Monthly Pa.Fts.—ThU journal u pwh-

lished in neatli/ bound Monthly Farti. In Ihis form the

coloured plates are best preserved, and it is most suitable for

reference previous to the issue of the half-yearly voluvies. Price

Is. 6d. ; post free, Is. 9d. Complete set of volumes of Thk
Garden from its commencement to end oj 1891, fm-ty voU.,

price, cloth, £29 8s.

"Gapdenlrg Illustpated" Monthly Parts. — r*i»

journal is published in neatly bound Monthly Parts, m which

form it is most suitable for reference previous to the issue oftht

yearly volumes. Price 5d.', post free, 8rf.

"Farm and Home" Monthly Parts.—3A« journal it

published in neatly bound Monthly Parts, in which form it it

most suitable for reference previous to the issue of Vie yearly

volumes. Price 5d.; post free, Hd.

** Hardy Flowers."—Giving descriptions of uprcardio)

thirteen hundred of the most ornamental species, with directont

for their arrangement, culture, dec. hijth and PcpuloT

Edition, Is.; post free. Is. Zd

All of our readers 7cho ere inlerfstcd in Ike improviment of

coliaqe' homes are invited toh-lp us to moU Coitage Gar-

dening knoicn. It is published at the r<r« Unnst priie to

meet the wants of those for uhom it is intended, and copies trill

be sent for distribution, fne. by the publishirs, Messrs. Cassell •

( nd Cov<pavy, La Eelle Savvage, Ludgate Hill, B.C.
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" This is an Art
Which does mend Nature ; change it rather ; but
The Art itbelf is tiivvnE."— Shakespeare.

Orchids.

CATTLEYA SUPERBA.
I am iu receipt of ,i spike of bloom of this

beautiful species from " W. J. T.," who says

he bought it as an imported plant during the
spring "lonths for C. superba splendens. The
flower now before me looks wonderfully like

that of the typical plant which I first saw, now
many years ago. I should say it is a very good
variety of the typical superba. " VV. J. T.

"

asks how he .should treat it now it is going out
of flower. It is very late in the season to .see

this species in bloom, but coming from the iir.st

growth made after its importation there cannot
be any accounting for it. You do not .say

whether your plant has .shown any fresh growth,
which it does not infrequently do, before the
flowers have faded. If any growth has appeared
the plant should be kept in a nice warm house,
in which a moist atmo.sphere is maintained, so
that the growth shall not be checked. If the
eyes are dormant, and appear likely to remain
BO, I would advi.se its being removed to the
Cattleya house and kept comparatively dry. C.

superba must not, however, be kept too dry, for
in its native home it is subjected to si.x"or seven
months of wet weather. The plants always
grow upon trees on the sides of rivers, so
that they are always within the reach of the
mists and dews that rise from the streams at
night or early morning, and where the heat of

the day is frequently tempered with a very low
night temperature. I have had a great deal to do
with this species, and much regret that we so
seldom see it in a good healthy condition iu
our many collections. I used to see this plant
well done in Ireland iu the establishment of
Mr. Bewley at Blackrock, near Dublin. There
the plants grew on large bare blocks and
flowered annually. Tliis was before the double-
roofed houses were in vogue, but when these
were adopted, in spite of what had been said in
their favour, Cattleya su[)erba and many other
plants began to decline and soon died. In-
deed, the collection was ruined simply through
the introduction of double roofs. Cattleya su-
perba usually blooms in the months of July and
August, but I have seen it flower earlier, viz.,

in May and June, and now I have it sent to me
in the last week in October. There is little

difticulty in getting the plants to flower ; indeed,
I u.sed frequently to pick out the buds from
freshly imported examples, retaining only^a single
bloom on the .spike to show the variety. I
found the plants w-ere much strengthened by
this, and I used to keep them for many years.
These plants were grown on blocks of wood and
had no soil saving a little Sphagnum, which had
been put on at first in order to attract and hold
a little moisture. I do not think the blocks
used now are so good as the old ones. Those
of the present day are thin and flat, and the
plant has to grow up. Moreover, being so thin,
they cannot retain moisture for any length of
time, so that the blocks of the olden times, I
think, were far preferable.

C.\TTLEYA SUPERBA would appear to have been
foimd in British .Guiara early in the present
century, and it is now about fifty years since
.Schomburgk sent living plants to the ^ e.ssrs. Lod-
diges, of Hackney. Ever since that time it has
been more or less cultivated in this country, atd

when seen, the extreme beauty of its flowers has

rendered it a first favourite. The exquisite colour

of its Ifowers and tlicir .lelightf ul fragrance have
endeared it to all. The flowers, varying from two
to .six in number, are borne upon a terminal ra-

ceme. Eacli flower measures .I inches or more
across, the 'sepals and petals .spreading (in good
varieties they fill up and form a good round flower),

of a rich deep rose colour; the lip is tliree-lobed,

the middle lobe flat and toothed on the margin.

The whole is of a deep rose-magenta or very deep
crimson, with a yellow bar on the disc, and white
at the base. The flowers last upw.-irds of three

weeks in beauty, but at this time I would advise

them to be cut off. The plant has a very wide
range in the warm parts of South America.

C. SUPEEBA si'LENDENS is found in the district

of the Rio Negro of Brazil. It differs from the

typical plant in making longer leaves, the flowers,

too, while being as broad, have the sepals and
petals narrower, fo that the bloom is more starry.

They are of a bright rosy-purple ; the lip, too, is

longer, not so fan sh.tped nor so deeply cut. The
front lobe and tlie .'•ide lobes are rich deep crimson,

except the disc and the inside of the tube, which
are of a rich yellow. It blooms at the same time

as the typical plant, and lasts in perfection as long.

I would strongly advise my readers not to let the

flowers remain too long on the plant, as they tend

to weaken it. Wm. Hugh Gower.

Cattleya Harrisonise (T. A. ./.) —This is the

flower sent, and no wonder it does not accord with

the plant figured in the " Orchid Album," because

that is the variety violacea, having the sepals and
petals and the side lobes of the lip dark rosy-

purple, and the disc of the lip stained with

rich yellow. The variety violacea is a much
larger and finer flower than that of the typical

plant, which the one you send is.^H.

Cattleya labiata.—The Hon. Miss Winu, of

Nostell Triory. Wakefield, sends me a flower of

this, asking if it is the true labiata. It is a mag-
nificent Cattleya, very much in the way of the one
named by Lindley, but it wants size to make it quite

like it, and the sepals and petals should be of a
brighter colour. It is, however, a very fine form,

much superior to many now flowering. Another
year I should like to see a flower from the same
plant, as then the blooms may come larger.—G.

Calanthe furcata.—John Anderson sends me
a spike which I consider to be this, and which by a
number of growers is passed over with the remark
that it is C. veratrifolia. Independent of the

flower being larger in all its parts, especially in the

lateral lobes of the lip, there are other differences

which I have noted. The sepals and petals are

pure white and reflexed, the lobes of the lip are

creamy-white, the crest of the lip also white, while

the spur is recurved and deeply forked at the

point, from which comes its name. In C. veratri-

folia the sepals and petals are not reflexed; the

crest of the lip, instead of being white, is yellow,

and the spur is straight, thickest at the point and
not forked. You may therefore rest assured that

your plant is not C. veratrifolia, but C. furcata.

The Messrs. RoHisson introduced it, I believe, from
Java for C. veratrifolia, but its flowers proved
quite distii:ct.—W.

Duration of Orchid flowers.—People who
have had a tolerable acquaintance with Orchids
know the length of time that many of the

species will retain their flowers in good con-

dition, and also know ttat to leave them on the

plants until thev completely fade would be ruinous

to many. I think it was Mr. F. W. Burbidge, when
speaking of this very question, attributed the

superb health of a celebrated collection of Orchids

to the owner cutting off the spikes soon after they
were fully expanded. It does not do to cut the
spikes too early or before tie flowers are fully f.x-

panded, as if so they quickly fade when cut and
placed in the house : whereas, when left for, say, a
week or a fortnight, they keep longer when cut. Of
course, there are some species which are not suit-

able for cutting, but yet remain fiesli on the plant

for a fairly long time and without doing any in-

jury. I refer to Millonia Roezli and M. vexillaria.

This question suggested itself to me after reading

Mr. Gower's answer to a correspondent »v; cutting

off the spikes of Cypripedium Stonei where they

had been open since the last week in August.

Often when reading the account of the length of

time such and such flowers of Orchids have been

on the phint, I wonder if the owners of them are

aware of the injury they are doing. Hecently Mr.

Douglas, in his calendar notes when commentmg
on the same subject, referred to the benefit sickly

Orchids received from remoiing the incipient

flower-spikes, and also to the danger which is likely

to accrue by removing the spikes from healthy

plants before they opened, by causing them to grow

out of their season.—A. Y.

Cypripedium japonicum.—In your excellent

article upon the hardy species of this genus, which

are not by any means excelled by the numerous

hybrids of garden origin, C. japonicum is omitted,

and I think it is now becoming scarce. When I

had charge of the Messrs. RoUisson's collection at

Tooting I imported some hundreds of this plant,

which I found exceedirgly easy to grow and flower.

It has a stout underground creeiiing rhizome, and

grows about a foot high, bearirg a pair of nearly

opposite leaves, which resemble enlarged ones of

the Salisburia adiantifolia. The flowers are soli-

tary, the sepals and petals being of a soft greenish

hue, spotted with red, the large lip open in front,

white, suffused with pink. It is a bold-growing

plant, and requires a somewhat sandy yellow loam.

The plants should be kept in a nice moist condi-

tion during the winter, not allowing them to be-

come dried up. During the growing season it likes

an abundant supply of water. If in the open

border it should have a rather shady position.—

W. H. G.

SACCOLABIUM GIGANTEUM.

What a beautiful sweet-scented species this is,

and how freely it grows. I first saw it just

thirty years ago in the Bishop of \Yinchester'_8

garden, where it was known as Vanda densi-

flora. At that time it was a remarkably rare

plant. Some few years later I noted some

grand specimens of it in Mr. John Day's collec-

tion at Tottenham. I have seen it from time to

time since in many collections. The spike of

bloom of this species recently received from

J. Mcintosh was a very well-marked variety,

although the spike was short, as I have often

seen it quite a foot long. The individual

flowers are situated upon somewhat long pedi-

cels, so that the raceme appears very stout.

Saccolabiums recpiire strong heat to grow them

well. They do not like cold in thtir rest-

ing season. On one occasion 1 subjected them

to a low temperature, and I found when the

spring days came and the plants began to grow

again that they cast nearly all their leaves. This

w°as a serious matter, for in those days a plant

with so many pairs of leaves was worth a cer-

tain number of guineas. The temperature dur-

ing the resting season should not fall lower than

05°, and in the daytime it should rise a little

higher. The pots or baskets in which these

plants are grown mu.st be exceptionally well

drained, and the material used should be clean

living Sphagnum Moss, which should be packed

in firmly, and the surface covered with the se-

lected growing tops of the Moss cut up short.

Saccolabiums should have an abundant sup-

ply of water to their roots, and the atmosphere

must also be kept well charged with moisture.

Do not use the syringe freely, because the im-

bricating leaves, I have found, retain more

moisture than is good for them. The plants

should be grown in a sunny spot, but not in

the full sun. as the leaves will become of a

dirty yellow hue. Through the hottest part of
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the day a thin shading should be used to break
the sun's rays. During the winter the watering-
pot musjt not be used too freely, but a little

moisture in the atmosphere at times will greatly
assist them.

S. GIGANTEUM is a bold-growing plant with
broad, strap-shaped, distichous leaves, deep green,
w'.th paler green streaks on both sides. Theyareeach
about a foot long and 8 inches wide. The racemes
are about a foot in length and pendent, covered
with rather small, waxy, fragrant flowers. The
sepals and petals are white, sparingly spotted with
bright purple ; the lip a soft shade of violet, tinged
with mauve. This description applies to the typical

plant, but there are one or two well-marked varie-

ties ; for instance,

S. GIGANTEUM ILLUSTRE, Originally introduced
by M. Linden about ten years since. It is cha-
racterised by having longer and broader leaves
than the typical plant and by its longer raceme,
by the flowers being set upon the spike somewhat
more loosely, and by their brighter and more rich

colouring. This form comes from Cochin China,
the typical plant from the hot parts of Burmah.
There is also another form of this plant introduced
to cultivation by Godefroy-Lebeuf, of Argenteuil,
from Cochin China. The sepals and petals and the
lip are pure white. It was named Pitotianum by
Reichenbaoh fils.

William Hugh Goweb,

house, and likes the same treatment in regard to

light and mo'sture as the Cymbidiums. One third

of the compost should be fibrous loam, the remain-

der peat and Sphagnum,

SHORT NOTES.—ORCHIDS.

Vanda suavis Gottsehalekei.—J. Meredith

sends me a fine flower of this. I consider V. suavis as

only a variety of V. tricolor, and therefore the name
of suavis is not necfispary. The sepals and petals of

tue form sent are white, profusely spotted with rich

bright purple, and the lip is rosv-purple, white at the

tip of the front lobe.—W. H. G.

Odontoglossum Uro-8kinneri (.7. i?.).—The
tlower you send is a very fine form of this species.

In the flower iigared by J. Batenian the lip is

spotted with lijlit blue, while in the bloom sent

the lip is deep rose colour. Mr. Skinner himself

brought home with him drawings of three distinct

colours of the plant, and he said that the plant in a

state of nature was very variable in the colour of its

Up, nearly every plant presenting some difference.

—

W. H. G.

Books.

Tricliosma suavis. — Although this plant

comes very near the Cuelogynes, especially in the
outline and colour of its flowers, it is quite distinct

from any member of that genus in its erect, some-
what Lily-of-the-Valley-like growth. The slender
tapering stems are about 8 inches high, and bear a
pair of bright green oblong leaves. The flowers

number four to eight in the raceme, which is pro-

duced at the -top. The sepals and petals are

creamy white and curved inwards, the lip having
three lobes, the lateral ones of which are white,

marked with brownish crimson stripes, whilst the
central one is yellow edged with crimson. The
species was first brought to this country in 1840,

having been discovered on the Khasya Mountains.
It is not very frequently seen now-a-days, although
sometimes included in importations of Orchids
from Northern India. Where it is grown it is

mostly treated to either a stove or intermediate
temperature, the latter of which even is too hot.

The Odontoglossum house will be found more
suitable, the " spot," which cannot be avoided in

warmer houses, being rarely present if treatment
in other respects is correct. It likes abundance of

water in summer, and even at this season (Novem-
ber) ought to be kept fairly mnist, by which the
necessity of perfect drainage is implied. A com-
post of peat fibre and Sphagnum is the best. It

blooms during October and November, the flowers

being not only pretty, but delightfully fragrant.—B.

Cyperorciiis elegans. — More frequently
known :is a Cyiiibiiaum than under the name here
given, this Orchid has now bei-n in cultivation

over fifty years. It has at no time, however, teei'

anvthmg other than an u' conim'in plant, although
the time of year at which it blooms as well as the
elegance and beauty of its inflorescence ouglit to

recommend it to every cultivator of Orchids. It

is a native of Nepaul, and was introduced to this

country probably in 1840. lu habit it is like a
Cymbidium, in wldch gerus it was ori^iinally

placed by Lindley. The leaves are each 2 feet long,

linear, somewhat coriaceous, and of a deep grei n.

The blossoms are borne on a gracefully arching
scape IJ feet lonir, on the terminal portion of

which thirty or more of them are gathered in a
dense pendent raceme. The flowers are never
more than half expanded, scarcely so much as that
even, until past their best. The sepals and pet^ils

are each IJ inches long, similar in shape, and of a
slightly green-tinged, but pleasing yellow, the lip

being of a deeper and more pronounced yellow. This
Cyperorchis remains in full beauty for feveial

weeks, extending over what i-i perhaps the dullest

period of the year so far as Oich:d flowers are con-

cerned. It should be grown i-. an interme'^iate

MEMORIES OF DEAN HOLE.*
Hebe is a charming book of memories of Dean
Hole, to whom we garden folk are much in-

debted for many pleasant pages. His has been
a long and happy life among pleasant people.

Many conditions of men he has been familiir

with, and though of late years the Church has

absorbed all his best endeavours, he has many
memories of old friends among archers, authors,

artists, cricketers, clergy, gardeners, hunting

and shooting men, and last, though not least,

working men. The book is full of amusing
stories. Among the things that seem oo us

most fresh and delightful in the book is his

view of the pre.sent, and, we think, ugly and
noisy way of driving game. The followiDg is

a good sketch of

TARTRIDGE SHOOTING.
I am not surpii^ed that the young men of our

present day do not enjoy partridge-shooting as it

was enjoyed in the days of my youth. I am not

surprised that they go forth some two or three

hours later, and return some two or three hours

earlier; that they dawdle over their elaborate

luncheons, pipes, and cigarettes, and may be found
in the billiard-room, or the morning-room, or the

easy-chair in the drawing-room, when they might
have been, as we were, still in the fields. I am
not surprised, because though they have some
advantages, tliough they no longer need the para-

phernalia with which we were encumbered—the

powder-flask, the shot-belt, the ramrod, the wans,

and the caps—though they have more birds to

shoot at, artificially reared, and driven in the

earlier hours of the morning into the Turnips, the

sport itself is comparatively uninteresting, dull,

form-d, monotonous. When the sickle was t-uper-

seded by the scythe and the mowing machine, an
the face of the e.irtb was clean-shaved, when the

high hedges were cut down and the broad dykes
filled in, when fields were added to fields, or only

separated by the light iron fence, when the old

order changed and gave place to the new, there

were manifest gains in facilities of cultivation

and in the increase of produce; but to the

artist and to the sportsman, to those who loved

the picturesque, and to those who followed the

partridge, the transformation was indeed deplorable.

In those days, when we had no breech-loaders,

and when we followed and found the game, in-

stead of its being driven to us, we considered
twenty brace a .satisfactory "bag" for two guns,

and it required good walking and good shooting to

accomplish such a result. Under the present

system of driving the coveys into Turnips before

the shooters go out, and then walking them up

with a long line of beaters, much larger quantities

are easily secured ; but this process cannot be

compared for a moment with the diversity of en-

joyment which we had in the olden time, and
hardly deserves to be described as sport. The
rearing of tame birds by the hundred in itself in-

validates any claim to the title, and my memory
su2gests an illustration in support of my argument.

There was a numerous assemblage of shooters-

keepers, loaders, and beaters on the estate of

a great breeder and preserver of game in my neigh-

bourhood, and a multitude of partridges were con-

gregated in two vast fields of Turnips. Iherawas
a piece of Grass land between these two fields,

and on it stood the house and premises, kennels,

and coops of the head keeper. As the company
passed from one piece of Turnips to the other,

some scores of young birds, late hatched and little

more than half-grown, gathered themselves around

the keeper, and affectionately insisted, to his in-

tense disgust, in following him across the field 1

We hope the old way will long stay with us,

and we believe it will, as the expense of driving

these creatures with a number of men is as re-

markable as the ugliness of the resulting pic-

ture.
" POULTRY SHOWS."

Similar exhibitions may be witnessed in the

coverts as well as in the field—young pheasants

following the man who has reared them as he

passes the place where they have been fed ;
and I

protest against these poultry shows, this excessive

and artificial multiplication of game, not only as

detracting from the manliness of the spoit and

converting healthful, vigorous, sustained exertion

into the brief battue, half luncheon and half

lounge ; as creating a spirit of jealous compe-

tition, which induces the competitors to appraise

the merits of a day's shooting rather from the

quantity which has been shot than from their

enjojment of the diversion; as interfering in

many cases with another recreation, which, being

offered to all who can avail themselves of it, gives

a much more extensive pleasure—I mean hunting,

sometimes forbidden, and sometimes only per-

mitted, because there is nothing to hunt; but, in

addition to these objections, I denounce this ex-

travagant display as an additional tempialion,

which allures men to disobey the law of trespass,

to disregard the rights of property, and to defy

those who defend them.

No doubt there may be great skill shown and

necessary for success in such shooting, but, Sir

R. P. Gallwey notwithstanding, nothing can get

over the ugliness of covert shooting as at present

practised ; whereas men finding their own game

with dogs is often a pretty incident in the country

landscape. Here is a story of the poacher.

He watches not only the game, but the keeper,

and rejoices to elude and deceive him. Guns are

fired bv one or two of his company far away from

the covert in which the re-t are engaged with their

nets. Nor does he confii e hi^ devices to the keeper.

A ilealer in yame at Nottinaham came to the police

office to state that a man had driven to h's house

early that morning, bringing two large sacks con-

taining hares in his cart. Each sack, he said, held

iwenty-five hare-^, and he opened one and took out

three or four specimens to show that they were

fiesh and good. The bags were old and worn, and

the legs protruded and the skins were visible here

and there where a rent had been made. The seller

was in a very great hurry, as he " thought the

bobbies were after him," and the dealer agreed to

take the sacks as they were and to give £3 for

the lot. On emptying them, he found himself the

proprietor of the four sound hares which had been

shown to him as a sample, seven hares' feet, several

pieces of fur, which had been deftly sown on the

sacks, and a various collection of old rags, grass,

papers, and other rubbish I

* "Memories of Dean Hole." London;
Arnold, 37, Bedford Street, Strand, W.C.

Edward

Garden Design and Architects Gardens Illus-

trated, to show, by actual txawples from British yard-ns,^

Ihot lipmnp and aliqmvg lne$ w niakt then ' haimom^e
icith archiUciiL-e are birb 'rovt^ "nttdusi, end inpjtiitic. Lon-

don: ..ohn Murray, Albcmar'e itretU
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Flower Garden.

nOCK GARDEN AT GllEENWAY, SOUTH
DEVON.

Greenway, the residence of Mr. T. B. Bolitho,

M.P., is situated on that part of the river

Dart which more than any other justilies the

name of "the Englisli Rhine" oft'Ui apjilied

to it. Charming woods surround this pic-

turesque country residence, sheltering it from

cold winds, tliereby favouring the cultivation

of plants which would not be hardy under less

favoural)le c^inditions. Eucalypti, Himalayan
Khododendrons, Einbothrium coccineum, Dra-

cisna australis, Aralia Sieboldi and other sub-

tropical plants may here be seen quite at home
and withst^indingthe winter without protection.

Last yeara rock garden was added, and a portion

of this is shown in our illustration. The rock

were quite as fine as those lately illustrated in

The (iARDKN. Saxifraga longifolia, S. Boydi,
S. aretioides, S. Iturseriana, and others have
done remarkably well ; likewise several choice

Gentians, Campanulas, and Androsaces. The
driest and sunniest part of this rock garden has
been devoted to a group of Opuntia Kafines-
i|uiaua, O. vulgaris, Umbilicus chryaanthus,
Mcsembryauthcmum uncinatum, and several

kinds of pretty Sedums and Sempervivums. In
the background is a small cave lined with suit-

able plants, and the upright fissures on the
shady side of the rocks have been tilled with
Ramondia pyrenaica, Saxifraga Fortunei, and
other moisture loving plants.

Among the larger plants used are two varie-

gated American Aloes, each measuring about 6
feet or ti feet in diameter, several Dracienas,
Phormium tenax var. , and others. In the
background a few choice varieties of dwarf
flowering shrubs have been used, amongst which

oftentimes get neglected during the spiing pol-

tinfj. ]f now allowed to s'and over again, tliere

is in many cases a great danger of the plants suf-
fering from want cf water. The soil in the pots will

be full of roots up to the rim where ]i\ui ging has
been re.^orteil to. In such cases it i.s not, po.ssible

to su|iply thcin with siillicient water; most of that
wliich is given will run off outside of the pots. Re-
potting, theiefore, in every necessary iiistance

must he decidedly beneficial, and it should at once be
attended to before the tails become dry. For .'•uch

plants loam sliould be the chief compost. A light soil

is not advisable ;tl;e better results will be found with
a rather heavv .soil than the reverse, because it will

be more lasting in character. In repotting I would
only give a fair shift, making the soil as firm as
possiole. When thus dealing with Draca;nas, the
strong fleshy roots to be found at the bottom of

the pots should be cut ofl for a future stock of
young plants, this being a capital means of in

crease. In two years or leSs they will make capital
plants for furt.ishing purposes or for the flower

beds the year after next. When plunged in beds

garden was designed and carried out by Mr.

F. W. Meyer, landscape gardener to Messrs.

Robert Yeitch and Sons, E.xeter. The position

is a somewhat steep slope facing south-west, and
visible from the principal windows of the

mansion. The rock garden was intended princi-

pally for choice alpines from the higher moun-
tain regions, but a few large Aloes, Dracionas,

and other sub-tropical plants, which flourish so

well in this place, add greatly to the effect.

Although it may not be strictly correct and
natural to grow plants from the glacial parts of

the Alps within a few yards of those from the

sunny climes of tbe southern hemisphere, yet

the effect is striking, and all the plants are

doing well. The stone u.sed is limestone, which

has been so arranged as to resemble natural

rock, but providing at the same time deep and
narrow fissures for the cultivation of choice

alpines.

The latter have been a complete Kucce,ss.

Dianthus neglectus has now flowered abundantly

for two summers. The blooms of the Edelweiss

Portion of rock garden at Greeuway, Tauutou.

Grevillea alpina may be mentioned as doing ex-

ceedingly well.

FINEFOLIAGED PLANTS IN THE FLOWER
GARDEN.

1 Plants which have during the summer months
been made use of to ornament the out-ide garden,
and which now, for fear of injuiy from frost, have
been again brought under cover should have some
consideration shown them, so as to keep them in

good condition for another season. Dracaenas of
the Cordyline type where they have been plunged
during the summer will have sent forth a lot. of
fresh roots around the stems, over the sides of the
pots and even through the drainage holes. The.'e
plants in many instances will now be greatly bene-
fited by frf'sh po'ting. Although potting at this
season is not, on the whole, to he advised, I would
make an exrepii^n in the case of such plants. It

is preferable, I think, to do it at once before these
i your e roots suffer, which they must do if exposed.
In all probability this kind of plant,actually stands
in need of a shi''t, for it is such as these whi-h

whilst still in small pots, they make good progress
if kept well watered. For the fiist six months
until growth has fairly started these fleshy roots
should be kef.t in heat, as with other Dracainas
When the old plants are repotted, they will be
found much betier in appearance for any purpose
for which they may be required in the conservatory
or show hou>e during the winter season. No

i ivarmth need ever be given them after potting,
s.ave what they will get in the average greenhouse
or conserv.atory. I am led more particularly to
take note now of the Dracfenas, having just taken
up my own, being more struck than ever by the
fine henlthy roots the plants have ma'^'e whilst thev
were plunged in the flower beds this year. If
these roots can be preserved in a hea'thy state, it

must be far better than letting them die off

through the winter for want of a sufhcient water
supply, thereby injuiing the plants.

GRiiViLLEA ROBUSTA, which makes fine mate-
rial for flower beds, should also be looked a'ter in
the same way as the DracTnas. A shift will do the
plants good, ahhoush in their case the roots will
not be making such a display upon the surface.

For the.-e I would use a little peat or leaf-mould,
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t.l-e roots, beins: much liner, siiffeiing if in too

luavy a s-oil. The stock o£ these plants thould all

he supported by sticks whec they are in the least

top-heary. Young plants (quite dwarfs) when
plunged early in the summer will have made good

progress if not allowed to suffer from want of nater.

These will make very useful plants for decorative

.use dur ng the winter season. Where well ex-

posed the grow h will have assumed a bron^.v

hue, makintr the ]ilants quite attractive and
dstinct. This Grevillea will stand a fair amount
of rough usage without incuning much lisk ol

injury.

Palms.—The hardier of these which for the

seison have been plimgfd should also be carefully

looked to. It will be just po-sib!e that the <.ld

ball of roots in the pots has become too dry. This

d les happen in tlie case of Palms sufficiently to

cause them in.piry through the rainfall being in a

measure warded off by the foliage. Where any

suspicion of this fxi>ts the plants should be stood

-in tubs of water to thoroughly soak the balls.

If the pot-5 are small in proportion to the h'ad

of the plant, I would rather pot them fifre^h a*

once than have it urtil the spring. They will thus

becime well established again before be'iig re-

quiied another seas n. These, like the Dracenas,

will throw out a lot of fresh roots if plunged

over the rims of (lie po's. When repotting, use

soil as advised for the Dracaenas. Most of the

variet'es used in this way being cool house kinds,

ro extra warmth will be required.

Ficrs ELASTic.\, if outside during the summer
for similar purposes, should also be carefully at-

tended to; having a disposition to increase in height

rather quickly, . some of the fullest may liave

become tor) t;dl. These will make good material

for propagation, fir-st striking the top and ilien the

lateral slioo's as they push forth. These plants

will be a'l th.e better in a little warmth for propa-

gating purposes. Younger ores will do very well

in a cool house, provide! it is not too damp.
Potting, if nece-sary, maybe done also, but pro-

bably tlicse will not so much stnnd in need of it,

as they thrive remarkably well in quite small pot*.

SuccuLlSNT PL.-VNTS.—These in various forms,

some large, some small, some of medium tize, are

each and all very useful and ornamental, but,

being mostly of slow growth, they require some
cireful hinriling, at least such as I am now
thinking of. 'I he Agaves, for ii stance, make
grand vase p'ant^, but if their foliage is in.iured,

it greatly spoils their appearance for the lime.

Now that they are not any longer safe out of doors,

the.v should at least be well cared for under glass.

If they can be stood where they are not likely to

be moved again through the winter, so much the

better, whilst if out of the wav f f those who may
not have experienced their rcedle-like pricks, that,

too, will be an advantaj-O. Large plants, when in

a healthy state, with the foliage intact are very

hindsorae, yet they are not unfrequently seen witli

broken leaves and ollier^ise disfigured. These

Agaves, also the Aloes and Yucca^, will remain for

years in good condition without repotting. Atop
dres-irg of good h an.y soil and a litile bone meal
will assist ; this will percolate duwnwanls amongst

the roots when the plants arc watered. But liit'e

water, however, will now be required, in fact

hardly any between now and the turn of days,

unless mucli fire-heat is maintained to keep out

sharp frosts. Suckers which are lai'ge enough to

take oft for insertion in small pots may now be

rut frmn the parent plants. Wh 1st the plants are

kept dry at the root is the best time to do this.

Phormiums —These are far safer when kept in

pets and
i
lung'd during the season in the beds, if

turned out of pots Ihere is a check when li'led

again. These in all probability will have grown
considerably during the summer. If this le the

case and repotting be required, it had much better

be done at once than run the risk of the plants

becoming over-dry, which they will do, and conse-

quently suffer, bei-g moisture-loving plants. A
).eHty soil suits thf m well, but it should be made
firm. When potting, any increase by mears of

suckers can be attended to. Although tolerably

hardy, the better plan is to keep them just clear

of frost if possible, although I have s'e:i P.

Colensoi quite safe after several degrees of frost

upon it.

ARAUCAKl.iS.—Of these, the greenhouse species,

I would only allude to A. excelsa, which makes a
fine plant for plunging out of doors in the summer-
time. When plants grov/ somewhat too large for

ordinary use insirte, yet can still be wintered, it

pays to keep them for this purpo'e. Placed in a
shady spot, they do not get bronzed or browned by
the sun ; all that is needed is to keep them well

watered and safely secured by a stake, as they

offer much resistance to the wind.
Aealias and Abutilons.—These are another

useful class of pilants, bc'ng tolerab'y hardy, yet

rather than risk all the plants out I would take the

troub'e to house them where safe from frost. 1

am now alluding to A. Sieboldi and i's varieeated

forms. If they have been plunged through the

summer it is more than likely that pots one size

larger will be beneficial. Abutilons should be
potted up, being mostly planted out. Old plants are

frequently useful for back rows. The leaves should,

however, be cut off as a corresponding check to

I hat given to the roots. Note shoidd be taken of

A. Darwini tessellalum, which is much better than
the older .\. Thompsonianum, colouring better and
being also of more compact habit. In the more
favoured .'out hern conntips many of these plants

will stand out all the winter. G. H.

ROOT-WORK.
To THE Editor of The Garden.

Sir,— If a number of first-class gardeners,

amateur and professional, were asked their

opinion n{ root-work, the majority would say,

Have nothing to do with it ; it liarbours fungus
and plant vermin, and will give great trouble.

More than fifteen years ago we had a fence in

sight of tlie drawing-room which it was desir-

able to hide by a pretty object. I then con-

sulted many friends, amateur and professional,

as to the formation of a root-work. Jlost ad-

vised against, and one lady told me her root-

work had to be pulled down on account of a

troublesome fungus. Two good authorities, one
professional, the other Mr. Berkeley, told me
that they had seen quite successful root-work,

so I decided to form one. A number of good-

sized Spanish Chestnut and Oak trees had been
cut down near us .some years ago ; we had the

roots of them grubbed up, and found that the

softer parts had perished, leaving the hard
cores. With these the root-work was built, and
was, with its bank, about 104 feet long, 23 feet

broad in its widest part, 9 feet in its narrowest,

and feet high at its highest. The fungus did
trouble, but we dug it out carefully, and after a

time saw no more of it. Slugs and snails were
rather trouble.sorae, but that they sometimes
are where there is no root-work. A good many
Laurels had been planted to grow up and hide

the fence, and also Euonynius, Box and .small

trees. Owing to other more pressing gardening
work, the rootwork was neglected, and many
Ferns took possession, to the injury of the other

plants. Some of the earlier imiiorted Azalea
mollis, Abelia rupestris, Berberis .steno-

phylla. Azalea anntna, and other small shrubs
made the root-work pretty in spite of its being
overgrown. Taking the hint from the success

of the shrubs, we next made a small root-work
at our cottage garden near, planting Osman-
thus of all sorts, Skimmias, the more tender
Spirans, Clematis, climbing Roses, &c. This
has a pretty effect, and the shrubs have thriven

wonderfully.
Our old root- work was next taken in

hand. We grubbed up the Laurels, all but a
few of the ornamental trees and all the Ferns,

put in fresh soil among the roots, made a large

bed of good soil on the level at the top, and

planted all manner (f alpine.s, herbaceous

plants, and small shrubs, one object being to

show what a great number of plants can be grown
in a small space—an answer to friends who say

that their gardens are too small to do much in.

So far the remodelled root-work is a complete
success, and much prettier (looking like a wild

bank) than any rockwork of the same size that

I have seen, the black old roots, most of them
.still quite sound, setting off the plants. At the

bottom of the root-work there is a bed of good
loam full of fine Primroses, and in the bottom
bays such plants as Ramondia pyrenaica,

Shortia galacifolia, Cyclamens, Colchicum spe-

ciosum. Hellebores, Meconopsis Wallichi, Galax
aphylla, Pulsatilla patens, itc. At one end of

the root-work is a bed in which slabs of stone

are sunk with plants against and amongst them,

and at the east end a quantity of burr-work,

to as to try the diflerent shelters close to each

other. G. F. Wilson.

THE HOLLYHOCK AS A GARDEN FLOWER.
Almost every cultivator of the Hollyhock could

speak or write about the difficulties he has had to

contend with in dealing with this, the mcst
stately of the hardy flowers that adorn the garden
in autumn. Some timid arra'cais are overcome
with the first signs of disease on the jil^nts, and
have not energy enough to make anyttiing like a
strenuous effort to ove:come it. I find a great

deal depends upon the weather Lsst year the

disrase was very troublesome. I had to give a
lecture on this flower that year in August, and at

the time some of the plaiits were quite covered

with the fungus, many of the leaves being totally

destroyed, others far gone, and the entire collec-

tion diseased to a great extent. 1 have grown some
of these plants this year, others were added to

them, and they have flowered splendidly. Althoi'gh

the disease appeared in the spring, it did not

spread after May, and the plaiits are practically

free from it. I made no attempt to destroy the

fungus, and yet. ov^irg to wl at I may fairiy term
the incidence of the season, a good bloom wps ob-

tained, and the plants now seem as if they might
be propagated freely for next se ison's flowering. I

have not'yet touched the plants : they still remain
in the open border, but in October or November
they ought to be lifted and planted in flower-pots

of a suitable size, or what answers as well, plant

them out closely together in an ordinary garden
frame, and give them sufEeient attention in the

winter to prevent the lea\cs from damping ctf. I

cannot securely winter my Hollyhock plants un'ess

I get them under alass in some way. I find even

in frames, with the continued fogs near Lor don,

the leaves are constantly dying off, owing to

mould getting upon them through their being

almost constantly damp. If the plants are rotbd
up and the flower-pots pla'cd on shelves near the

glass roof of a house from which tn st is merely
excluded by artilicial heat, they ai-e not injured in

the le.ast ; but here again we have to face the readi-

ness with which the plant is attacked by the

disease under these somewhat artificial condi-

tions, anel again comes the time of propaga-

tion, when the plants, or rather the cuttings,

have to be placed in a forcmg house, and
the chances ai'e that even if there were no
traces of fungus before it will appear now. We
cannot help ourselves ; the cuttings must be put

into heat, and the addition of bottom-heat with a
rather close atmosphere is nece-sajv'. We may
expect the appear-ance of the fungus, and I fancy

a good specific for it is sulphur stirred up in soft

soapy water, about 2 ozs. of soft soap to the gallon

of water; too much soft soap injures the leaves

;

4 ozs. of the sulj.hur maybe useii. The sulphur

has a tendency to sink rapidly to the bott. m cf

the water, and must be constantly stirred when
the leaves are being dipped. Another pjlan which
has been found quite as effectual in removing the

parasite is to dress the affected parts withCondy's

fluid, using a soft brush to apply the liquid. When .1
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the cutlings are rooted lliey must be tiikcn ovit of

the hotbed and be placed iwi a shelf neai- the slass

ill the same house; this causes the leaves to be-

come inore ciisp, and if the cuttinffs have been in-

serted in 2^-inc,li [xils thev may be repotted inio

3-incli pots, "and when t]i<> ].l,-ints have taken hold

finuly of the new pottinij soil, they may be re-

moved to a much cooler house and subsequently

to a cold frame. The propagation of the plants

and preparation for plant ini; out arc important

parts of their calture, and tlie point to attend to

as of most imp-rlance is to keep the leaves clean,

free from the fungus, red spider, and thrips, as it is

only by thiis earing for the plants that they can be

kept steadily growing. Care must also be taken

not to allow theiu to receive any check at the time
of their removal from the warm house to a green-

house temperature or from the greenhouse to an
oriiinary gard' n frame.

Some culliv.ators of hardy plants may wonder that

it is neces-ary that so luuih pains should be taken

with a ]>lant comparatively hardy. To this I reply

that although the HollyliH-k is a much haulier

plant than the Dahlia, it cannot be so freely pro-

p^agat^d. 'I he cuttings take longer to form roots

and growth is i-lower afterwards, and unless the

sprint: cuttings are propagated as advised, they
would n' t form roots in lime to give good Cower-
ing plant-', or they might not bloom at all. The
preparation of the ground is also of much im-

portance, and this should be seen to in the autumn.
The Hollyhock is a gro.'-s feeder and requires a
deeply worked soil with a good dressing of farm-

yard manure, and when the ground is trenclud up
in the iiutumn, tie winter weather prepares it for

plaming in April or early in May. The young
Hollyhock plants should hiive been well inured to

the open air before planting: them out, and the
operation of plantitg should be performed when
the weather i- mild and the ground dry. The
permanent sticks must also be placed to the plants

at the time of )ilanting out ; indeed, it is much
better to drive the slicks fiiraly into the ground
before p'anting, and dig out a hole at the front of

the sticks into which should be placed some pre-

pared soil, such as is used to pot Pelargoniums, to

give the plants a start. The plants must be tied

to the slicks rs so n as they have grown a little,

and it is a good plan to mulch around the roots

with a little decayed manure : this keeps the soil

moist, preserves a more equable temperature over
I he ro its, and the plants will make a much better

growth. As the season advances, dry weather will

set in and water at the roots will be needed, but

it wid also be desirable to syringe well underneath
the leaves to keep off red spider. The first ap-
pearance of the fungus is the signal for an attack
upim it ; if it is taken in time some good may be
done, but when it has spread widely over the entire

collection of plants, the case is hoptless. It

requires a good stout stick to hold a well-grown
Hollyhock plant in position, and as the spikes
advance in growth, they must be securely fastened
to prevent their being snapped over in a high
wind. A good strong plant will throw out many
side growths, and ir, is usual to remove these
so that all the strength of the plants may be
thrown into the centre spike. Upon the side

growths there are also numerous flower-buds, but
at the base of each there are a few leaves with leaf

growths at thtir axils ; all these may be taken and
cut out as Vine eyes are treated for propagation, and
if inserted iiingly in a small flower-pot, they will

soon form plants in a very mild heat if covered
with a garilen frame. The de.nd and decaying
flowers should be removed from the plants, as they
not only have an untidy appearance, but they also

cause the seed-pods to decay. Seedling raising is

also an important and interesting part of the
cultivator's work. I sow the seeds in May, and
they form strong plants for flowering the following
season. They may be sown out of doors, or, what
is better, in a frame over a hot-bed. The seeds are
more likely to vegetate well in that po-ition, and
the seedlings can easily be pricked out into bo.xes

to be transferred to the open borders as soon
as they are large enough. They ought to be
planted where they are to flower in good time so

that they are well eslablished before the winter.
Seedlings are seldom injured by frosts.

J. Douglas.

IIAKDY LILIES.

We are now apj)roaching the lime of year when it

is advisable that the hardie.st Lilies should be
planteil in their permanent outdoor quarters, and
it is also a good time to buy them at a moderate
expense, as many varieties reach this country in

November from our pirincipal Lily exporters, the
Japanese. It seems wonderful to those who recol-

lect how comparatively recently the aui-atum was
first intr-.)duced into this country, to lind them sold

in hundreds and thousands at prices within the
reach of everyone— even the humhlest cottager
From my own experience of this very I andsome
Lily I should not ore to recommend growing it

extensively unless the person planting the bulbs be
prepared in a few years, and quite likely in a
shorter time, to find tht m becoming small by de-
grees and beautifully less, and then disappearing.
The only reliable exception to this general deteri-

oration of the auratum family is mainly confined
to the varieties platyph\ Hum and macranthum. I

do not know the exact difference between these
varieties ; I have bought them under both names,
but they seem similar and are also satisfactory
Those I have longest in my possession, for some six

years, and which never have deteriorated, I believe

to be platyphyllum. To people to whom expense is

no object I also recoinmend growing the variety
virgiiiale and the red-banded L. a. rubro-vittatuni.

Virginale is a beautilul Lily, having a pale gold
band and no spots ; it is well named. Besides the
auratum and its varieties, there are many other
Lilies which grow well out of doors. To everyone,

L. candidum, theMadonnaLily, and L.croceum, the
orange Lily, are known, but everyone cannot
glow them succes^fully, as L. candidum especially

is most tantali-ing, growing freely and well in the

gardens of cottageis, hut with every apparent
advantage doing very indifferently in msny good
gardens. I do not think that even experts have
accounted satisfactorily for these vagaries : at all

events I have read numerous reasons and remedies
given, and have tried the latter when mine have
done badly, but cannot say with very good
results. It grows where it likes. Lilium chal-

cedordcum is one of our best known varie-

ties, having been grown in this country for cen-
turies, but it is not very frequently seen. Why
this is I cannot understand, but it may be in part
accounted for in the fact that it is not imported
largely, as many other Lilies are. It is a very re-

markable kind, its scarlet reflexed flowers showing
most prominently amongst other flowers. I be-

lieve this Lily comes from the Grec'an Archi-
pelago, and its oriental magnificence of colouring
is quite in keeping with the surroundings of its

native habitat. One of the hardiest as also one of

the handsomest of Lilies is L. Szovitzianum, but it

has a vile scent, and is therefore only bearable in

the open. It i?, however, exceedingly effective,

and is an early variety ; therefore well worth cul-

tivating. L. testaceum or excelsnm is a strong
and easily grown variety ; its colour is very dis-

tinct, being, in fact, exactly what it is named by
some, the Nankeen Lily, which is a sort of light
yellow. The growth of testaceum is very similar
to that of candidum, and these Lilies might easily

be mistaken in the foliage .state the one for the
other, but when testaceum arrives at the bud stage
and subsequently in blossom, there is a deciiled

difference ; the flower of testaceum when fully

open is curled back somewhat like others of the
Turk's-cap or Martagon varieties, to which group
this Lily belongs. Testaceum and candidum
flower about the same time. L. Humboldt i is a
fairly hardy grower, but I have found it requires a
second year in the ground before it grows or
flowers properly. It is of an orange colour with
black spots. Of the earliest Lilies I think the L.

Krameri to be the loveliest of all as regards its

delicate colouring, and it has a most agreeable
scent, but it is somewhat delicate and very difficult

to grow in or out of doors. Taking this latter fact

into consideration, as also its price, as cmpared
with the size and growth of the bulb, I can hardly
recommend it for general or i>npular cultivation.

1 do not believe, wilh every advantage of skill and
careful cultivation, you can command success with
this Lily. At one lime I thought I had found out
the secret, having been very successful, growing
them with as many as seven flowers on a stem, the
more usual number being from one to three or
four; but out of snme 130 bulbs I once posses.sed

I have hardly six lift, the reason for ray loss

being quite incomprehensible ti me. Commei t

on any possible remedy is almost unnecessary. 1

may say, however', thai 1 envy those who can grtw
L. Krameri with anything like success, as there is

a delicate refinement about it which few Lilies

possess, the beauty of Lilies being more usually cf

a very pronounced type. L. Browni and its a'-

most identical variety Colchesteri are worth grcw-
ing for I heir remarkable size and distinctive color r

—creamy yellow inside the trumpet and a brown
linge outside. They are handsome and effecli\e

in the Lily garden and not objectionable indoor;,

the scent being agreeable and not overpowerinf

.

It is an expensive bulb, but 1 think worth havirg
and necessary in a good collection. Of the long;-

florum species—one of our oldest kinds, havirg
been imported about 1S20— the original type and
Lilium Harrisi are probably the best. In Bermuca
these Lilies are grown by the hundred thousand.
The Americans are great admirers of the Ber-
muda Lily. It is very effective in pots, and when
you can grow longiflorura successfully out of doors
it is a very desirable acquisition in the garden. 1

have found onerather common defect in the flower;
the trumpet frequently, when developed, splits,

and is of little use then for specimen table decora-
tion, although no doubt it can be otherwise used
effectively where faultless growth is not an absolute
necessity.

Of the later varieties, those which are most
generally useful are L. tigiinum splendens, L.

speciosum rubrum (variety Melpomene), and L.

speciosum album (variety Kra;tzeri). These three
kinds of Lily, if planted in a fairly suitable posi-

tion, will bloom till October, and Kra^tzeri until

late in October. I have quite recently (this being
November 7) cut a large number of flowering
stems of L. speciosum Krnetz^ri, but have had to

open most of the buds indoors. As they were
planted in a somewhat shaded position in a clump
of some loO Lilies near my house, they were un-
able to properly develop their flowers from want
of morning sunshine and after the recent cold and
frost, but in a sunny position they will properly
develop and be .'a^isfactory all the late autumn.
These are but a few of the best Lilies which can
be grown in most cases with the greatest ease and
with marked success in the open. They should
now or shortly be p'anted before severe frcsis

overtake us. C. J. Grahajie.

Croydon.

PURPLE IN FLOWERS.
A GEEATLY distinguished artist and Acade-
mician to whom, as a .suitable authority, I have
submitted thi.s question, without in any way
seeking to prejudice his opinion, writes :

—

I am not aware that the word purple is now
used by artists or good writers, or indeed in ordi-

nary speech, in a more restricted or specific sense
than that which it has always borne in English,
narrrely, the commixture of red and blue in any
proportions. Purple ranges from violet, which is blue
with a very small infusion of red, to almrst crim-
son. Indeed crimson may not incorrectly be called

a purple, .since it is red with a small infusion of

blue. If milliners use purple in a more limited

sense, their language may be convenient, but is in-

correct. I doubt, however, whether in a shop with
any pretensions of colourknonledse a lady could
be served at all if she simply asked for purple
An "educated" shopman would surely ask her
what kind of purple she desired. Violet is un-
doubtedly only a kind of purple, standing to purple
as species to genus.
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I <iuote thise words at leiigtli because I am
naturally glad to strengthen my opinion, already

exfiressed, by the judgment of one who is pro-

fessionally and eminently conversant with all

questions of colour.

Now as to Mr. Ewbank's reply to what I

wrote, I fear my best praise must be r'e.H wwi-
nifitpie, mais cc nest pm: la guerre. His article

is full of interest, as his articles always are, and
his quotations from the poets are graceful, the

only drawback being that he does not touch my
position, which he altogether misunderstands,

while he shifts his own ground and contradicts

himself. The position I took was simply in

opposition to Mr. Ewbank's plain denial that

purple is now a generic colour term. " I am
told," he says, "it is to be admitted that some
years ago, say forty or fifty, purple covered a

good deal. It was a sort of generic name, which
had a good many species and sub-species under
it. But I am not referring to what happened
in the days of our forefathers, but to what ob-

tains now." His application of this negation

was that Solanum Torreyi " in this sense is not

purple at all Call it mauve or violet or any-

thing else of the .sort, but drop purple with re-

gard to it for ever." By the expression " in this

sense," I can only understand Mr. Ewbank to

mean that purple is no longer a generic terra

which includes mauve, violet, ito. This state-

ment I questioned, and contended that purple

is a generic term and applicable as such to the

flower mentioned. But obviously there is here

no contention on my part that the Solanum is

not violet or mauve, and may not be far more
accurately described by some such specific ad-

jective. Why, Mr. Ewbank knows as well as I

do that all logical definition proceeds by employ-

ment of first genus, and then species. He asserts

that the Solanum is not purple, but, say, violet.

My reply is that it is both, belonging to the col-

our-genus purple and to the colour-species

violet. All I wrote was to this efl'ect, yet Mr.
Ewbank says of me, " It is treating a violet

flower very badly indeed to speak of it as though

it was merely purple," and s.iys I "suggest that

purple will stand for violet in the common ac-

ceptation of the word," and that I " try to get

rid of the fact that purple and violet are dif-

ferent things by asserting that all violet is

purple."- Suppose someone had described Tro-

pajolum speciosum as red, and Mr. Ewbank
wrote that it is not red, but vermilion, where-

upon I criticised his statement by asserting that

red is a generic term which includes vermilion,

and that therefore T. speciosum is rightly called

red, should I be calling a vermilion flower

merely red, or saying that red will stand for

vermilion, or trying to get rid of the fact that

red and vermilion are diflerent things ! Mr.
Ewbank in his last article keeps harping on the

fact that violet is more accurately descriptive of

the colour of the Solanum than purple, as

though 1 had denied it ; whereas, I never even
implied any such denial.

But Mr. Ewbauk also seems to change his

ground and be self-contradictory. When he
first wrote, he denied that purple has in the

present day a generic sense, and seemed to

maintain that if a purple ribbon were demanded
of a shopman he would produce an article of

specific colour, just as he would if asked for

violet or mauve. Yet on p. 435 he allows that

"there is a sense in which though purple need
not be violet, yet violtt was and always will be
purple." I cannot harmonise these two state-

ments.
Most certainly Mr. Nicholson and IMr.

Thompson are right in " distinguishing between
purple and violet." Every good dictionary or

catalogue dealing with colours would give both

Tdd and vermilion, though they stand in the

relation of genus and species. Besides, a

flower can often only be described by the

generic term purple when it is of some peculiar

tone of purple not easy to specify further.

The ]-as9age from Mr. Grant Allen makes
for my contention. "The writer makes it

evident," says Mr. Ewbank, "that violet is a

more specialised, a more advanced colour than

purple." Quite so ; violet is a species of that

colour-genus of blue-red which we call purple,

and is in process of evolution towards blue.

I do not comprehend the import of the

quotation about the Violets, and the commen-
tary that the author liked them for their scent

and not for their colour. The question why
they are prized is foreign to the discussion

But I have a bone to pick with Mr. Ewbank
about these same Violets. When I ask whether

it is correct to call ^'iolets purple, he replies

that it all depends upon what Violets are

alluded to, and observes that in America there

are yellow Violets, and in England blue, white,

and purple. No one knows better than him-

self that I was speaking of the typical Violet,

the (if he prefers it) violet Violet, and no other.

When I say rose colour, " couleur de rose," do

I ever mean white or yellow, because there are

white Roses and yellow Roses 1

As to the question of teaching our children

that in Nature " whatever is best," we must be

content to difl'er. But we may agree in rejoic-

ing that children have an optimism which the

most healthy mind can scarcely keep impaired

after many years' sojourn in the world—a world,

I take it, notwithstanding the good Professor

Balfour, in which flowers as well as mankind
have fallen from their first perfection.

G. H. Engleheart.

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.

IP any alterations are contemplated in the flower

garden and shrubbery, it is well to commence

operations as soon as possible. Certainly, if one

could depend upon a mild open winter such work

might stand over till after Christmas, but with the

earth frost-bound for five or six weeks through

December and January, it is, if not started until

the break-up of frost, liable to extend farther into

the spring than is convenient. November, too, is

about the best month in the year for transplant-

ing deciduous and evergreen shrubs and also

small conifers, especially if the soil is of a dry,

sandy nature. I do not wish to imply that such

things may not be shifted with an equal certainty

of success in the two succeeding months, but in

November operations are not so likely to be

arrested by a sudden visitation of frost and snow,

and March is certainly a little late if the soil be

of the nature described above. This is especially

applicable to those Evergreens and coniferns of

rather large, or, more strictly speaking, of inter-

mediate size, too large to be carried by a couple

of men and not large enough to require the ser-

vices of a tree-lifter. I remember moving in

iHarch some Atlas and Deodar Cedars and Abies

Morinda, young trees about 15 feet high that had
not been previously prepared, and to the roots of

which the soil absolutely refused to adhere. It

proved hot and dry during the early summer, and
che said trees lost all I heir foliage, looking from a
• libtance bare and deai. The buds, however, kept

green and plump. We gave a good surface mulch-

ing and an occasional thorough overhead wetting

in the evening frnm the garden engine. They
broke out well (he following spring and hav.

continued in good health since. The above may
not seem on the surface to have much lo do with

flower garJen notes, but small coniferae and the best

of the deciduous flowering shrubs make a capital

background for wide borders of which a portion is

to be devoted to hardy herbaceous flowers, and it

was this description of border that ran in my
thoughts when referring to proposed alterations,

for it is pleasing to hear from so many places

news of the formation of new borders of this

character both on a large and small scale. Evpn
if the formal flower garden remain as it is,

there are signs of increased interest in hardy
flowers, and places are presided for them. There
are few better sites than that portion of the plea-

sure ground formerly used and still existing in

many places of avernge size as a shrubbery walk
connecting the lawn and flower garden in the im-

mediate neighbourhood of the mansion with the

useful and more practical kitchen garden. Shrub-

bery and herbaceous border can be combined on
either side such a walk, the background of the

border being filled with the best of the flowering

shrubs and with conife'se of compara'ively dwarf,

but elegant habit, sufficient width being left to do
justice to the flowers. Care must be taken to keep
the shrubs andconiferse wiihin bounds, and to this

end they must be annually pruned, and that with

as much di-crimination as would be given a fruit

tree. With respect to the first formation of such

borders very much depends on the natural soil,

but a general rule is to bastard trench, working in

a goorily supply of rough manure with and on the

top of the first spit, and to lightly tread befiwe

planting if the .soil is at all on the dry side. When
the border is once well made and satisfactorily

planted, an annual heavy surface mulching is

preferable to any forking or turning in. This mulch-

ing can be wheeled on in frosty weather finrl levelled

as time and weather will permit. The .system of

planting will depend greatly on the width of the

border and the tastes of the planter. Personally,

I rather object to planting any one given variety

in bulk in a given place ; it leaves rather an un-

sightly gap at c?rtain seasons of the year, espe-

cially if some of the subjects happen to be stiort-

lived from a flowering standpoint. In such a case

we have a large hire pntch for at any ra'e ten

months out of twelve. I would rather plant just

enough in a mass to show the true character of

each flower—a nice clump of Spiraja flimked with

Pyrethrums and Columbines, batches of a Starwort

and Japanese Anemone at the bfuk, and a nice

clump of a good purple Viola in the foreground.

Here in a space perhaps 6 feet square one would
get a bit of colour for the greater part of the year.

This i- merely an illustration of what can be done
;

the idea may be worked out again and again with

the many good things obtainable. If an early

summer display is required in any particular part

of the flower garden, it is hardly advisable to T'lant

this portion with such spring flowering stuff as

may be likely to last well into June. One never

likes to remove these flowers when just at their

best. If, however, the appearance of bare beds

and borders all through the winter months is

objected to, they can be fiUe'i with a variety of

hardy things, and a really pleising effect

produced. The easiest and quickest method is

to insert a certain number of dot plants at inter-

vals over the ber), filling in with a dwarf carpet.

Nicely grown symmetrical plants of Retino-

spora plumosa and Cupressus L. erecta viridis

in variety are about the best of the conifer te;

little pyramidal plants of the silvery Euonymus and
Alaternus will give a bit of colour, and Veronica

j

Traversi, Andromeda floribunda and the small-"

leaved Aucubas, some nice bushy heads. If there

is plenty of time to spare the carpet may be com-
posed oif Euonymus radicans, the silvery Veronica,

or for green. Chamomile. An equally good carpet

can be secured with a good batch of the small-

leaved Periwinkle in 4-inch pots. These can be

plunged sufficiently close to fairly cover the soil,

and in May may be lifted with 'he other things

and plunged anew on a north border to be again

used when the bedding plants are once more re-

moved. One of the best spring beds of this kind

I remember to have seen was composed of alter-

nate plants of Retinospcra and Alaternus and the
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carpet of the abovenaiued Periwinkle, over the
folirige of which tho blooiii-i of the Scotch Garhind
Lily DalTodil were waving in j refusion.

Clart'iiiuiil. E. BuRUELi..

Rose Garden.

LAMARQDE ROSE IN MADEIRA..
Prouaui.v every beautiful Rose has some place

where it is best. Rose lovers, no doubt, see

charming in.stances of where their favourites do
well. Of all the Roses 1 have ever seeu the one
tliat hiis struck mo as the most wonderful in its

graceful luxuriance is Lamarque in Madeira.
Other Roses do well in the same favoured is-

land, particuhvrly Cloth of (iold, of which I re-

member a wonderful covered way in an English
lady's garden, with the blue Kennedya run-

ning up through it, and such flowers as I have
never seen in England. But Lamarque, which
I think the Rose of all white Roses, was every-

where in the island, running over cottage walls

and houses. Great baskets full of its flowers

Manetti, that it ripens its wood a fortnight earlier

than the lirier. It is also admitted that success

mainly depends on having well-ripened wood.
.Surely, then, it is evident that where the climate is

cold and wet and the summer .short that stock

must be I he best which ripens its wood the earlie.-t.

Then again, in order to have autumn blooms, when
the summer is shortened at both enda, it is of the

greatest importance to have the first blooms as

early as possible ; otherwise, though a second crop
of buds may be produced, there is neither time nor

heat to bring them to maturity. I will not touch

on other particulars respecting this stock, as they
have been so fully discussed, but I think the point

I have mentioned above has not received the

attention it deserves —M, E. C.

ROSE NOTES.
Single Roses. —These are veryinterestingand like-

wise very attractive in the early days of summer.
There is little need to hesitate in growing the

single Roses, because they accommodate themselves

to a variety of conditions. On light hot soils

where the double Roses can only be creditably

grown at cjnsiderable e-xpense, these single kincs

Rose Lamarque iu Madeira. Engi-aved for The G.iuDEN_from a pliotosraph sent by Mr.s. BriJson.

were brought to the markets. Some bushes
were pruned hard, while others were in full

bearing. One might see a fountain of lovely

blooms coming out of a Pepper tree, and in

some neighbouring tree a lot of black stems
pruned hard, looking like Vines, which on in-

quiry were found to be Lam.arque pruned and
at rest, while other bushes were in full luxuri-

ance of growth. Of cours", that could only happen
in Madeira and like countries. But it is strange
how seldom one sees this fine Rose well done in

England. Our country—at least, a large area
of it—is quite good enough for it. On south
walls of houses, on heavy soils at least, its great
heads of lovely flowers are delightful.

R.

The Manetti stock for late districts.—In
" Ridgewood's" very interesiing article in The
Garden September 17 on "Stocks for Roses " he
remarks that the Manetti stock succeeds better in

some situations than others, but he fails to men-
tion one for which it is particularly adapted, viz , a
cold and late district. Living, as I dn, in one of
the coldest and wettest parts of England, HOC feet
above the sea, and on a clay subsoil, I can say from
experience that there is no stock to compare with
it ; and the reason is not hard to find. It is gene-
rally admitted, even by those who do not love the

are very reli.ible and rarely fail to succeed. With
all the wealth of fine climbing double Roses we
still must find a place for the Himalayan and the

J.apanese kinds, R. Biunonis and R. polyantlia

Walls, fences, or arches do not afford the best

means for growing these two kinds. They must
be left to themselves with a tree for support,

preferably a dark Evergreen. A little care is

necessary to start them on their way, and when
they have got up among the branches tliey may be

left alone. The single Sc itch Rose in its several

forms with the yellow and so-called copper Austrian

Briers are among the early delights of the Rose
season. Give them a bank of loose light soil, and
though at first their progress seems slow they run

underground andsucker till eventually they become
a perfect mass. R. indica. the single type of the

Tea Rose, has an historical interest in addition to

its distinctive beauty. A reference to the coloured

plate that appeared in The Garden of August IB,

1887, wUl give a true idea of this handsome
species. It has that continuously blooming
quality which we appreciate so much in its pro-

geny, producing its many-flowered trusses in con-

stant succession till severe frost comes. There are

at least two distinct varieties in cultivation under

this name, one having pink flowers, and the other

above alluded to whose flowers are of a rich bright

crimson. R. macrantha, too, is very fine with large

wh'te flowers, the s'amens yellow. It is cer-

tainly one of the best. Lucida, too, is very
charming and distinct in foliage as well as flower,

the leaves being of a glistening glaucous tint and
later on turning to rich red, wliilst the flowers are
bright red. Rvibrifolia is distinguished by red
wooil.rfd leaves, and jiale red flowers; and pul-

verulenta, with jiure while flowers, is pretty. Caro-
lina is specially interesting, as it comes into bloom
during August and continues through September,
flowering when nearly all the true species are over.

Its flowers are pink. Another charming and free-

flowoting pink kind is Woodsi. The Apple-fruited
Rosa pomifera has blush flowers and very large

fruits. It is superfluous to praise the Japanefe
rugcsa, since everyone regards it as one of the
best single kinds, and it U by far the most popu-
lar, although in this respect its merits are not
greatl.v, if at all, in advance of some of the kinds
here mentioned. Hebe's Lip is, I believe, of hybrid
origin, but a lovely kind all the same, the floweis

large, single, white, with a distinct margin of pur-

plish pink round the edges of the petals. All of

the above I know to be good, for those that I

have not grown I have seen in other gardens in a
flourishing condition. Then there are one or two
recent introductions waiting to become better

known. R. Eci£. from Abyssinia, is said to have
yellow flowers, and R. gigantea, from India, is stated

to surpass all known kinds with its immense white
flowers.

Semi-double Teas.—There is one good point

about these, though ephemeral in real Rose
weather, that they give much pleasure in the long

run, as they quickly re'pond to bright intervals

between storms. It may be that Dr. Grill is not
up to exhibition standard ; nevertheless if Mr.
Grahame gives it a trial he will find that it has
vigour to recommend it. This desirable quality is

to some extent lacking in Luciole, Ma Capucine,
L'Elegante' and others ; but even these with me
are free and I may say really strong in proportion

to their natural stature. I think they like a little

lighter soil than the stronger kinds. A group of

L'Elegante points to the fact, for in a lighter soil

than that of most of the beds it throws shoots nearly

asthickas one's little finger. It is always in flower

from the middle of June onwards, and now (Nov.

S) is covered with buds and perfect flowers.

Close planting.—So far as producing exhibi-

tion blooms is concerned, I cannot help Mr. Gra-

hame in the solution of his problem. This much I

can say, the most profuse-blooming group of Tea
Roses for the past three years has been one of

Hon. Edith Giffard, and the plants of this group

are a^out 1 foot apart. When in full growth it is

not possible to see the ground beneath them. I

see no reason why the exhibitor may not likewise

plant closely. If it does i.ot tend to reduce the

full crop, it would hardly affect the development

of a partial crop. Souvenir de Paul Neron, too, is

very closely planted, and all through the past yeir

the plants have been producing wonderful flowers,

quite up to exhibition standard. Certainly in

planting Roses for ornament I would advice th:it

they be planted more closely than they usually are.

The old type of Rose bed with fifty or 100 pliinis

in as many kinds cannot now be tolerated. The
way to make the most of the ground is shown in

the pl.an on p. ;i79. Some of those beds have fifty

or more plants in three or four kinds, and thm
there is abundant room for hardy and half-hardy

flowers to precede and succeed them. Some kinds,

however, have a natural thinness of habit, whilst

others have been purposely disposed at greater

distance to admit of

Carpet plants.—When I planted the Roses

originally in a good depth of maiden loam, as ex-

hibition flowers were not specially in request, I

knew they would not want any manurial assistance

for several years ; consequently the bare ground

was carpeted. At first all groups were so treated,

but those that were closely planted only needed it

for about two seasons. The plants I used at first

were Sedums and Saxifrages. A group of Grace

Darling has had a dense carpet of the mossy

Sixifrage for three years, and up to the pre-

sent there is not the slightest appearance of the

Rose having suffered. We change the carpet
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plants from time to time, and this affords

a means of giving manurial assistance to the

plants. From Mr. Grahame's standpoint, how-

ever, the difficulty lies in applying manure water

constantly, and also the heavy manure mulches

that are essenti d to the production of exhibition

blooms. Thinking that tlie Roses needed a little

assistance this spring, a dressing of artificial

manure was applied with beneficial results.

Where the carpet plants had covered the ground

entirely, they were reduced around the stems of

the Roses, and, where recently planted, it was

easy to sow the manure between the young tufts.

A few choice annuals, such as Linaria alpina or

the Leptosiphons, sown in spring give good results,

but even tlien I am not sure that the e.^cess of

manure might not cause them to altogether out-

grow their "usual habit, and thus defeat the very

object for which they were intended. Many
peop'e admire the carpets under the Roses. In

spring they contrast well with the many-tinted

leaves and shoots of the Roses in young growth,

and in autumn and winter, too, the carpets them-

selves, especially those of the mossy Saxifrage,

assume a variety of rich colours. A. H.

Chrysanthemums.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS AT THE LILFORD
NURSERIES.

There is always a good di>play of novelties at

this nursery, and this year is no exception to the

rule, for among the collection there is a thoroughly

representative lot of new seedlings of great pro-

mise and high degree of excellence from English,

American and Continental sources. At the time

of our visit the incurved were not numerous, al-

though many of the standard varieties were com-

ing on, and tlie chief interest really lies in the new
flowers of Jaianese form, whi'-h this year seem to

be in advance of those of the older and more formal

typ?. Viviand Morel, a deservedly popular Ja-

panese of considerable value from the exhibitor's

standpoint, is grown largely at Camberwell, and
on most of the plants both the rosy mauve col-

oured and the pure white flowers arc found. With
Etoile de Lyon, another of these gigantic sln.w

Japanese, the same peculiarity is to be observed
;

and the so-called sport Lilian Cope has entirely

reverted to its original colour.

Dealing first wiih the American novelties, we
notice Amos Perry, a flower closely resembling

Coronet, but of a slightly paler yellow. It is a

tall grower, rather freer in flowering, and belongs

to tiie incurved Japanese type. William Tricker

Is grown very plentifully, and in young flowers the

rosy mauve blooms are bright and attractive. This

variety appears to be known under several other

names, and we are informed that Charity and
Nineveh are its two principal synonyms. Miss
Watson is a tall-growing, light lemon-yellow Ja-

panese of good size and substance, The rich

golden bronze of Col. W. B. Smith, already de-

scribed in a recent report of the National Chry-
santhemum Society, is very attractive. Waban, a
big incurved- petalled Japanese flower, flushed and
stripe 1 light mauve, belongs to a class essentially

of Oriental origin. Mrs. E. D. Adams also belongs

to the same group, and is white, shaded ;^and striped

with mauve.
Amongst Continental novelties M. Ernest Cal-

vat's seedlings most nearly approach the same
style of flower as those mentioned in the preced-

ing paragraph. L'Ami Etienne, a Japanese in-

curved, reminding us of Mme. C. Audiguier in

build, but of a lighter and more delicate tint, is

one of the best of the set. Mme. Charles Capitant,

perhaps, comes next, being of the .same type, but

of a delicate shade of rosy white, with petals

curiously forked at the tips. Mrs. C. Harman
Payne is another of M. Calvat's seedlings, for

which a first-class certificate was awarded to him
last season by the National Chrysanthemum So-

ciety. It is rather a remarkable development of

the Chrysanthemum to find how rapidly the in-

curved Japanese section is increasing and how
steadily flowers of that type are gaining in public

favour.
Conspicuous among Continental varieties from

other sources are Aida, a very fine plant for group-

ing, of pure Japanese form, colour creamy buff

;

Le Versea.u, of the same class, a big massive flower

with enormous foliage, and blooms of very deep
purple-rose ; Andre Failliferes, a delicate light

lemon-coloured Japanese ; I'Ami Chretien, a dis-

tinct and striking shade of crimson-amaranth, also

of .Japanese form ; I'Enfant des deux Mondes, a
white hairy sport from Louis Loehmer, will proba-

bly replace the famous Mrs. Alpheus Hardy, for it

is of a far better constitution and more easily

grown ; Le Verrier, a stiff flat-petalled bloom of a
curious shade of bronzy cinnamon-buff ; and M.
Jules Toussaint, a decided novelty in colour, being

a crimson -bronze on a yellow ground with a golden
reverse, complete the list of the most noteworthy of

the Continental importations.
Upon inquiry for home - raised varieties, the

visitor will not fail to ba impressed with Florence
Davis, the best of the Camberwell seedlings, a

.Japanese of purest white with a very remarkable
shade of green in its early stages ; F. Dean, a pretty

yellow sport from Maiden's Blush, is a flower of

good form ,nnd rice tone ; Avalanche, too, is well

done ; and Gloire du Rocher, rich and warm in col-

our,sheds a brightness around it unequalled by any
othervariety we know of ;

Edwin Beckett, a novelty

of last season of a deep rich yellow, was just

breaking forth into full beauty, while here and
there, Mr. C. E. Shea, the yellow sport from our ;okl

favourite Mile, Lacroix, was all that could be de-

sired, although its size was far from being so great

as that of many already named. A large stock of

J. 8hrimpton,a deep, rich scarlet-crimson Japanese
flower recently certificated, and of William Seward,
a monster flower with long velvety crimson petals,

also recently certificated, has been acquired by Mr,
Davis, and he justly regards them as the two finest

Japanese flowers of the season raised either here or

abroad. Another gem likely to be heard of next
year is Charles Davis, a fine yellow sport from
Viviand Morel, and possessing all the characteris-

tics of its parent.

There are many of the older well-established

varieties at the Lilford Nurseries, and with just a
brief reference to Edouard AuMguier, the charm-
ingly pel feet little pompon Mile. Elise Dordans,
Hamlet, Val d'Andorre, &o., which are always in the

Camberwell collection, we must draw our notice to

a close.

colour, even in the case of blooms in «bout the
same stage of development. This is very notice-

able in many Chrysanthemums, for one cultivator

will produce flowers much brighter tinted than
another, which, beside the treatment given, is to

be accounted for by the situation, as with plenty

of light and good pure air, the flowers are, all

other things being equal, richer in colour than in

a more confined space. Florence Davis is an
English-raised seedling of good habit, while the

flowers are large and composed of a great number
of long drooping florets, occasionally slightly

twisted. While by no means a loose ragged flower,

it is at the same time totally devoid of any stiff-

ness or formality. It was exhibited a little last

year, but the present season is the first in which
it has been brought prominently before the public.

—T.

Chrysanthemum "W, H. Iiincoln.—This has

been very conspicuous on many of the exhibition

tab'es during the present autumn, its laige p.ile

yellow flowers of the Japanese incurved section

being shown in considerable numbers. An inspec-

tion of cut blooms, however attractive, does not

reveal one of the most desirable features possessed

by this variet}', and that is its dwarf sturdy habit,

so that for con-ervatory decoration it is very valu-

able. Good flowering plants a yard or a little more
in height carrying several large blossoms can be

readily obtained, and while so conspicuous during

the November shows, it may be had in flower early

in October. This variety is of Ameiican origin

and was first seen here in 1890, though it was, I

fancy, sent out the year previously. Chrysan-

themums that form sturdy bushes such as this

does ought certainly to be encouraged.—T.

Chrysanthemum Sunflower.—When this va-

riety was awarded a first-class certificate by the

Royal Horticultural Society on October 23, l.s,><8, it

was described in The Garden as " vastly superior

to the usual run of new vaiieties,'' and time has
proved that the estimate was a correct one, for it

is in the opinion of some the finest yellow-

flowered Japanese in cultivation. It is a full

flower, with long gracefully-disposed florets of a
deep rich golden-yellow colour, which is so effec-

tive either on the plant or in a stand of cut blooms.

This variety is one of the Swanley seedlings and
was sent out in 1888, in which year Mr. Cannell

also distributed that grand white-flowered Ava-
lanche, which quickly became so popular and still

remains so. Sunflower is of free growth, good
habit and carries its foliage well— all very desirable

features in a Chrysanthemum.—T.

Chrysanthemum Florence Davis.—This
variety has struck me during the present season

as much as any that have yet come under my
notice, for it possesses the merit of being quite

distinct from any other. It has been described as

a white flower with a tinge of green in the centre,

and many of the blooms that are seen just answer
to this description; but in some the flowers are

altogether tinged with green, and they are really

very beautiful, for the green is of an indescribable

shade, suggesting one of those tints in which
arsenic plays a part. A good deal depends upon
the mode of treatment, for at the Aquarium show,

for instance, there was a very great difference in

DAMPING OF THE BLOOMS.

Damping of the blooms appears to be conspicuous

by its absence this season so far. This I attribute

mainly to the less quantity of strong food which

the plants have been supfjlied wirh during the

growing season. Several decided instances of high

feeding came undnr my notice last year, and the

results were invariably the same— a bad attack of

damping followed. It is such lessims as these

that set people thinking. The same growers assure

me with some satisfaction that this year damp-
ing is almost unknown when the plants are left

out of doors a few days too long in the hope of

retarding for a particular date those blooms which

are developing their florets too soon. Such

blooms are as sure as possible to exhibit some

signs of damping. This is totally distinct from

what is known as constitutional damping of the

florets.

The next best preventives of damping after a

mild application of rich food are a buoyant atmo-

sphere and plenty of shade on the outside of the

glass on a fine day succeeding seveial didl ones.

The florets are rendered somewhat soft by develop-

ment in a dull lit;ht, and do not in consequence

withstand strong surdight. I am aware that son.e

cultivators think shade is not necessary, but the

finest blooms ever seen were grown unrier glass

that was continually shaded with lime, and there

damping was unknown. If the temperature of a

house which previously had 1 een kept in a genial

condition is accidentally allowed to fall to freezing

point, this being succeeded by a bright day and no

shading given, the partly expanded blooms are al-

most sure to be injured. Such delicate sorts as

Empress Eugenic, Lady Hardinge, and Princess

Beatrice are the first to be affected by this adverse

treatment. The surface of the petals becomes

quite cold; moisture condenses on them, rendering

them unable to withstand even a blink of strong

sunlight. Plants that have been highly fed during

the growing season are more liable to be affected

in the manner stated. The most favourable con-

ditions to perfect developn-.ent of the florets in all

sections is a buoyant atmosphere night and day,

rendered so by a" moderate admission of air, avoid-

ing direct draughts during windy weather. At |

the same time the hot-water pipes ought to be .
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warmed gently. All liiaiiiings from pots aftei

watering s'lOiiM be wiped up as quickly as pos-

sibk' where the floors are cemented or tiled.

E. M.

Chrysanthemum Marquis de Paris. —
Anioni;,>-t wliiicllowere 1 .lapanese varirtius this i.s

sure to lake a high position, as it has all the

characteristics of a stciling novelty. The llorett

are moderately broad, many of them split or

forked at tlie end. It is a full solid bloom, not too

large, but ju-t the kind exhiliitors should make a

note of. Owing to a misiake on the part of the

vendor, this variety was represented by me as

being a coloured T.ariety, a mistake which 1 take

the first opportunity to rectify.—E. JIOLYNEUX.

Disqualification at Brighton show.—

A

rather curious ci^cum^lanl• ; occiiried in judging

the class for retle.xed blooms at this autumn show.

This society, like all other affiliated ones, is bound
by the classification of varieties adopted by ihe

National Chrysanthemum Society. Every stand

entered for compel ition in the reflexed section was
found to contain blooms which are considered by
this authority to belong to the Japane.se section,

and consequently not eligible in a class for purely

reflexed flowers. The offending blooms were Amy
Furze, which was included in every stand, and one

named Charles llt-lmas, plainly classed as a Japan-

ese. What surprises me the most is the short-

sightedness of the exhibitors when the inclusion of

certain sorts is a matter of fact and not one of

opinion, as a reference to the catalogue would at

once disclose whether a varieiy was admissible or

not. In such a case the judges have but one duty

to perform—that of disqualifying. Such an occur-

rence is nnt pleasing to judges and must be annoy-
ing to exhinitors. Another instance of the same
kind occurred in the pompon class. One stand

—

an excellent one—contained Scapin, which belongs

to ihe fimbriated section. At anoi her show lliis

season, a variety named Mr M. Sullivan was in-

cluded in a reflexed class. This is, in my opinion,

decidedly a Japanese variety, but having been sent

out since the last issue of the N.C.S. catalogue,

we are compelled to pass the bloom in question.

Chrysanthemum groups at Brighton.—At
no other autumn exhilii i'ln do we see the groups
arranged in the same manner as here. Inst' ad of

encouraging the growl h and the massing ( f large

blooms in a certain sized space, plants which pro-

duce a quantity of fl"weis in a more natural
manner are here encouraged. The first piize group
was really a magnificent one. Not only was it

large, but the plants were al-o well grown, being
clothed with exceedingly dark colour' d leaves
which enhanced ihe appearance of the whole. The
fron' of the group, which was semi-circularin form,
was n"t more than 2 Sect fi inches or 8 feet high,
while the back ran up to fully 8 feet, giiii g a

wide ranee for arrangement with a view to dis-

pense with foroiali y. A mass of seventeen richly

coloured, medium-sizel bh'oms of Viviand Morel
f'lrmed th*^ <-entre. At the b '.ck, a niimVier of

blooms ol Fair Mai'l of Guernsey we:e c.Mispicu-

0':s. Such di-tinct kinds and colours as Peter the
Great, lemon; Jardin des Planies. rich orang'-;

Source d'Or, bronze, tipped gold ; Etoile du Midi,
rich crimson; Annie Cbbran, pale lilac; Lady
Se'b irne, whire, and E sic, cream-yellow, were used
with fine effe. t.— E. M.

Reflexed blooms at Ascot Nowhere prr-

haps does this section receive the same encourage-
ment as at Ascot. A silver cup is annually given
for the be-t twelve distinct blooms. This society
being affiliated to the N.C.S , exhibitors know that
varieties which are classed as ether than strictly

reflexed are not admissible here. The result in-

variably is several exceedingly bright stands,
making quite a pleasing change to the stiffer in-

curved stands of blooms. There is more variety of
form in refle.xed than in the incurved, although
perhaps they may be too formal for some persons,
A list of the winning flowers may be u-eful to
those about to form a collection or add to their

stock of this section. For that reason I ajipcnd

the names and their colours. King of Crimsons,

rich crimson ; Chevalier Domagc, deep golden yel-

low; Cullingfordi, brilliant crimson, reverse gol-

den; Distinction, golden yellow in the centre,

shidedred towards the outside; Emperor of China,

white, suffused with blush ; I'ink Christine, light

oink ; Temple of Solomon, bright yellow ;
Fred

Ha't, rose-peach, tipped white; William Neville,

deep orange, sufTused with red ; Dr. Sharpe, purple-

magenta; Mrs. Forsyth, creatuy white ; and Cloth

of Gold, light yellow,- E. M.

Fimbriated varieties — Very few societies

offer prizes for these. The best representative

blcoms of the fimbriated section are to be annually

seen at the autumn exhibition of the Portsmouth

Society, where prizes are offered specially for

bunchps of three blooms each. This method
admits of the blooms being cut with a sufficient

length of stem with foliage attached, enhancing

their appearance considerably. Cnrsus, blight

orange, shaded crimson ;
Chardonneret, bright

purple ; and Scai'in, rosy crimson, are three of the

most showy kinds in cultivation.

Two useful Chrysanthemums—Two of the

prettiest Chrysanthemums we have in bloom at

the present time are Roi des Pr^coces, colour lich

crimson, almost in this respect like Cullingfordi,

and Alex, Diifour, colour rosy purple. I grow a

few dozen of each for decoration and find them
useful. To disbud sunh as these would bo to take

away their beauty. The plants are bushy little

specimens with foliage down to the rim of the pot.

I am growing some of the new early kinds, and no

doubt some of them will prove worthy associates of

the above. Some of those with bronze shaded

flowers are extremely pretty, and just what are

needtd for a change.— A,

Chrysanthemum Miss Lilian Cope,—The
above variety 1 hail sent to me the first week in

llarch last, by a hading nurser.Muan as a white

~port from the well-known Etoile de Lyon, The

|ilant was rather weak, as is generally the case

with new varieties, but it made good progress and

was very strong by Ihe time the bud was laken

—on August 13, the same day as I to ik that of

Etoile de Lyon, I naturally expected to see some

very good flowers. These are very good, but tliey

are'quite as deep in colour as tho>e of the pirent,

T supposed parent, Etoile de Lyon. I think it is

a pity that nurseiymen should send out a sport

of any variety unlil it is thoroughly proved and

certificated by the National Chrysanthemum So-

inety. I am convinced that the variety I have is

not a sport, and shall propagate from it as Etoile

lie Lyon for iinotlier season. I shall be pleased to

hear if any pers n has got Miss Lilian Cope, and

how it h-s turned out.—T. PARKIN, J-'ern, Mill,

Slaclstauh.

Bouquets at Chrysanthemum shows.—
How seldom do we meet witli a really good bou-

quet of Chrysantliemums at the autumn exhibi-

tions. It is surprising how content some exhibi-

tors are to go on year after year in the luanner of

arrangerrrent of i he flowers. Nine out of every ten

f the bouquets ex! ibiied outside of the regular

trailer are simply a mass o'' Chrysantheiuums and

Ferns huddled together without aiiy regard to se-

lection of colours or taste in airangeniet.t. The

main aim appears to be to see how many blooms

'an be crammed into a la-inch space, that gene-

rally being the limit allowed for the diameter of

each bouquet. An-ifher aim appears to be that of

so placing the flowers that not a single floret shall

stand out>i'Ie of t lie line of its neighbour. Some

exhibitors arrange very carefully one large yellow

incurved bloom in the'centrc, making the next row

quite even all rnimd with perhaps a rose or lilac

colour. How often do we see blooms of the large

Anemone section employed for bouquet-making.

Not long since I saw some of Georges Sand, a veiy

dull bronze colour, arranged in a bouquet. Instead

of the lumpy incurved blooms and the stiff Ane-

mone flowers, why cannot exhibitors use more

freely such elegant varieties as Source dOr, M.

Garnier,Mme, Lemoine, Avalanche, M. W, Holmes,

Mrs, J. Wiight, and Bouquet Fait ? All the vaiie-

fies named give flowers of a semi drooping charac-

ter, are not heavy in build, but light and graceful

when arranged as they ought to be. A few blooms
of such bright colouied sorts as Cullingfordi, for

instance, when ell'tc ively phiccd do mucli towaids

brightening up a bouquet. No variety appeals 60

suitable as Source d'Or for either bouquets, vases,

or epergnes. The fault appears to lie mainly in

two tilings—wrong selection of blooms and the

want of method in prepaiing the flowers before

making up the hi. uqiiets. It is surjuising what a

difference is mtide by fixing a sn all piece of wire

to the peduncle of the flower. When the flowers

are treated in this way tl ey can be placed exactly

where wished. There should be no pretence to

forma'ity of arrangement ; the lighter and looser

the flowers are arranged the better they look. The

spaces between the flowers can easily be filled up

thinly with suitable greenery. Maidenhair Fern

and Asparagus plamosus are both suitable. Every

bouquet should have a base of greenery of some

sort, nothing being better than the Asparagus

named.

Chrysanthemum Mme. Barrier.—As I said

last year, this ii.curved Kiench-iaised seedling has

quite come up to expectations, many fine blooms

having already been seen in winnng stands.'

Several times has this been honoured with the

premier award for the best bloom in the incurved

section, beating such large-flowering kinds as the

Qaeen family, on account of its symmetry, solidity

and freshness. The colour is pleasing -nankeen-

yellow, later flowers being lightly striped with

purple. Being a late season, this variety has done

excellent service. Cultivators would do well to

add this to their collection.— E. M.

LEGGY CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

It is time something was done to protect buyers

of new Chrysanthemums from the risks they

run of growing varieties for which they can

scarcely find house room. Last autumn I de-

cided to grow no more extra tall-growing sorts,

and although in some respects a favouiite of mine,

Madame C. Audiguier w.as included in the con-

demned list. I never remember having it more than

'J feet high, but this season several .laparese no-

velties, or what might be classed as such, grew

mirch taller. It is true the plants grown to pro-

duce large blooms hr.ve attained a greater height

than usuil, the extra growth taking place after the

first crown buds were pinched out, this also having

the effect of throwing the buds that were eventu-

ally "taken" veiy much later than desirable. All

things considered, the worst offender in the matter

of growing too tall wa- the much-pi aiscl Miss Marion

Thrower, but whether or not the blooms produced

pay for ihe trouble taken, and the unsightliness of

the plants I cannot say, mine having cracked before

the buds were hardly taken. Volunteer, another

wretchedly tall and weedy grower, although fully

11 feet high, was preserved and will le till the

blooms are cut, and no Ioniser; it is not worth

keepii g, Thunberg is from 2 feet to 3 ftet higher

than usual, and this beautiful variety, beautiful I

mean as far as the blooms are concerned, will be

discarded in the future. Nor is it wanted, as Co-

ronet is an equally good yellow and does not grow

much more than 5 feet high. Zillah is 10 feet,and

Miss L. Bird !l feet high, and they will not be grown

a^ain. M. E. A. Cairiere I suppose I s' all have

to grow again, but with me it is 9 feet high, and

so also is Stanstead Surprise, late buds being taken

in this case, but this variety can be very well

dispensed with. Condor is naturally somewhat

sturdier, though not if terminal buds, or si.ch as give

the most perfect blooms, are laken. Our plants are

•I feet high. Gloire de Hocher all through the early

part of the growin- season was very sturdy, but

after pinching out the July bud, the growths made

were far too lengthened out to bo satisfactory.

Much the same remarks apply lo A. H. Neve,

thouoh bath are beautiful varieties, and must be

given one more tiial. Mr. H. Canned. Glonosum

ln'\ Cleopatra are all 8 feet high, but being very,
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sturdy, the height d53S not seem so objectionable

io these cases. Lady Lawrence and J. C. Price

have also run up to a height of 8 feet, and it is

doubtful if they will be grown again.

We have really so many good medium-height
varieties to seleit from, that there is Utile excuse

for cultivating those, once we know what they

are, that attain such ridiculously t;ill proportions.

Etoile de Lyon, Eynsford White, Louis Bothmer,
W. W. Coles, Puritan, and three or four others on
trial are all of such dwarf habit, the stems being

stout and well clothed with fine leaves, that their

height, 5 feet to G feet, i-s scarcely noticeable ; in fact

they fit in well with such sturdy varieties as Stan-

stead White, Mrs. E. W. Clarke, Madame Laing,

Sarah Owen, D. B. Crane, M. Bernard, Mrs. J.

Clark, J. Daniels, Beauty of Castlewood, Miss Es-

meralda, Mrs. C. Wheeler, Ce.sare Costa, Mrs. F.

Jameson, Mr. and Mrs. E. Beckett, Avalanche,
Golden Dragon and Miss A. Hartshorn, aU of

which are from 4 feet to 5 feet in height. For
the front rows, J. Stanborough Dibbens, F. A.
Spaulding, W. Tricker, and Bouquet des Dames are

model varieties, these being from 3 feet to 4 feet

in height, and it is to be hoped more of this s'amp
will soon be forthcoming. Will those who can add
to the list of sturdy-growing varieties kindly do so !

W. UiGULDEN.

ment of too many colours ; a few of those which
harmonise are much better than the kuleidoscope

method of using the blooms. They can also be
placed too thinly, which is also a mistake.—E. M.

SHOUT NO TES.— CIIRl 'HANTHEMVMS.

planting. In ornamental planting a knowledge of

the wind-resisting powers of the dififerent kinds of

trees is specially needful in order to arrange ttiem

so that the stronger m 'y shelter the weaker, and
prevent that one-sided appearance which, Hlthough

prized by aitists in depicting wind-beaten scenery,

is looked upon by tree admirers with feelings of

unpleasantne3s.

Chrysantlietnum M. L. Parli is one of the

few genuine incurved varieties received from the

Continent this year. It is rather an early bloomer,
which will probably tend to make it a favourite

amateur's flower. The colour is light amber, striped

and flushed rose, the form is perfect, the build

high, and the petals, although somewhat narrow,
fairly well shaped. It was raised by M. Sautel,

to whom we are indebted for Mnne. Darrier, also an
interesting addition to the incurved section.

Ch.rysantheinuin L'Enfant des deux
Mondes.—This name is unfortunately too long for

a good flower, and it is more than probable that in

England it will simply be called White Louis Boeh-
mer. As a sturdy gnwing, white hairy variety it

promises to displace Mrs. Alpheus Hardy. It is

quite as hairy, although the petals are narrow
and lack that delicate wax-like whiteness that
characterises the more renowned variety.

dLrysanthemum Charles Davis.—This, no
doulit, will prove to be a siartliig novelty when
distributed next year. At present it is in the
haiids of Mr. Davis, of Camberwell, who has se-

cured it as a sport from Viuand Morel. In every
re-pect resembling its parent save in colour, Charles
Davis is another of those mon-ter blooms that have
been the cause of the proposed enlargement of show
boards. The ground colour is a rich deep golden
yellow shaded ro>y-pink, which pales as the flower
advances in age.

Epergnes and baskets at Chrysanthe-
mum shews.— Ar the late autumn exhibition held
in the Pavilion, B'igliton, there was a good disp'ay
of these. Unfortunitely, some of the exhibitors ap-
peared to think that quantity of flowers rather than
the manner of arranging thfm was the more im-
portant. The difficulty of awarding tlie prizes was
in some cases increascl by some of the epergnes
having a good top and a bad base and i-ice versa.

Then, again, the stand itself sometimes handicaps
an exhibitor, as some lend themselves much more
readily to an effective arrangement than others
owing to the position of the water receptacles.
Those which have a narrow base and a wide top
are not so easily made effective as where the re-

verse is the case. A common fault with exhibitors
is to employ flowers which are too heavy for the
top of the epergne. If in the place of these a few
sprays or single blooms of the single-flowered sec-
tion were introduced instead of the incurved
blooms sometimes seen a much better effect would
be obtained. Some exhibitors use too few flowers
in the top; this gives a scant look to the epergne.
The aim should be to arrange the top in propor-
tion to the base, employing a reasonable quantity
of Grasses along with the flowers. The fauU mosi
common in arranging the ba-kets is the employ-

Chrysanthemtini Tje Veraeau is a massive
Japanese kind from the youth of France. Colour very
dee]) rose, shaded purplish claret.

Chry<-anthenium Mi83 Watson is a Japan-
ese variety raised iu the States. It is a fine flower of

a pleasing lemon-yellow colour, the petals long. It is

a rather tall grower.

ChrysantJienium WiU'am Kennedy.—One
of the few new pompons. It is hardly suitable for

decoration, but grown as a flower for the show board,
will be useful for its richness of colour. The style is

j-eflexed.

Chrysanthemum L'Ami Etlerne.—One of

Ernest Calvat's seedlings. A fine globular, deeply-
built Japanese incurved bloom, after the style of Mme.
C. Audiguier and a very tall grower, bat the colour is

light and more delicate.

Chryeant jemum M. Jules Touesaint.—
This Japanesi^ variety was raised in the neighbourhood
of Lyons. The blooms are of good size, vtry distinct

and eiTective. The colour is a peculiar shade of

crimson-bronze on a yellow ground with leverse of old
gold.

Chrys<!nthemum Excelsior.-This English-
raised seedling is likely to take a high position as an
exhibition flower. It is full in the centre, and the
formation of its florets is not too stiff. The colour is

bright rose-cerise, the under side of the florets, which
are flat, being silver.—E. M.

Chrysanthemum Viviand Morel.—At the
Hertford show held on Nov. 3 and i, Mr. Burbidge,
gardener to Mr. Robert Smith, Goldings, Hertford,
showed a plant of this, which attracted a great deal
of attention. It had three large flowers entirely dis-

tinct, one being pure white, one pale pink, and the
other a deep mauve.

Chrysanthemum Source d'Or.—It would be
difficult to find a more rrseful variety than this for de-
corj^tiou. As a plant for a vase in the house, for con-
servatory use, or for cutting, this variety, I believe, is

unequalled. What could be more handsome than a
bouquet or vase composed of no other va- iety but this
with snme greenery ? Outside of the eiihibitiiin room
we seldom see it, simply because, presumably, it is too
small.

Premier bl-oms —It is the fashion now-a-dajs
for nearly all societies to give prizes for the premier
bloom in botli the Japanese and incurved sections. I

am much iu favour or this method of rfcoguising the
best blooms. By singling out the best bloom in each
section, visitors can see what constitutes an ideal

flower. As a rule, the blooms selected are remarkable
for density of colour, depth and solidity of petal, a.d,
ot course, freshness.—K. i\I.

Two pretty pompon Chrysanthemums.—
Mile. Elise Dordan, rose-pink, and Snowdrop, pure
white, are two lovely little Chrysanthemums. In thn
hurry after larger-flowered varieties such gems are apt
to be cast on one side. To show their true characters
pompons must be grown a^ freely-bloomed bushes, but
very often we see them disbudded. This certaiuly is

a mistake. I recently saw some which had been dis-

budded ; true, the flowers were larger, but they lacked
that charm which tbey should possess, arrd which
they undoubtedly do possess when grown freely.—Y.

ChryaanthemuEQ W. Tricker.-In the ma-
jority of seasons this variety opens its flowers luuch
too early to be of much service to exhibitors of

large blooms, but m a season like the present, which
is admittedly a late one, this variety has proved one of
the best of the eirly Japanese varieties. By far the
best examples of it that I have seen were staged iu

the class for six blooms, auy one variety, a.t Brighton
on the first of this mouth. The colour was there most
striking, as the flowers were sufficiently developed to
show the delicate rose of the inside of the florets,

which incurve iu their young state. Those in ques-
tion were just past the incurving point.— E. M.

Garden Flora.

Soil and situation for trees -The choice
of soils and situations best suited f' r the healthy
development ot the different kinds of trees is even
more important in ornamental than in economic

PLATE 884
VIPER'S BUGLOSS.

(with a t'OLOUREIl PLATE OF ECHU'M CALLI-

TUYRSUH.'*)

Although one of the most beautiful of the

whole Forget-me-not family, not more than

eight or ten species are known in gardens, and
only half a dozen of those can be safely classed

amongst hardy plants. There are over twenty

species known to botanists, these being chiefly

confined to Southern Europe, the Canary Is-

lands, (tc. Only two species—E. vulgare and

E. violaceum—are found in the British Islands.

All the species have more or less panicled or

spiked flower-heads and brilliant blue or pur-

ple flowers. The South European species often

live out in England during the winter, but

unless well ripened the previous summer or

protected they can rarely be trusted out of

doors even i:i sheltered spots. A light and

sandy or dry soil suits them best, and they

should be planted where they can catch all the

sun possible. When the ground is rich they

grow coarse and scarcely flower, and never

have such richly coloured flowers as when the

plants are more or less starved. E. planta-

gineuni, violaceum, rubrum, vulgare, and creti-

cum are little more than biennials in duration,

but as they ripen seeds freely in ordinary sum-

mers they are readily kept going. The seeds

should be sown almost directly they are

gathered. The following are the best of the

shrubby species, to which E. callithyrsum, the

subject of this week's plate, belongs :

—
E. CALLITHYRSUM, a native of the Canarv

Islands, has been introduced many yeais, although

now ra-ely met with outside botanic gardens. It

is a greenhouse sbrub or small tree, and duiiig

summer produces hundierls of flower-heads such

as shown in the plate. When fl'>weiing is over all

ihe old stems or branches are cut tiack, when the

plant breaks away again, and in this way may be

had in bloom almost at w ill. Cuttings strike freely,

and as these begin to flower when quite young,

they make delightful pot plants for tlie conserva-

tory. Seedlings do not, however, bloom so quickly

and invariably attain a good size before showing

flower. Where space cm be affonled, E. callithyr-

sum should be phmted out in the greenhouse or

conservatory, as it then attains a good size and

makes a capital centre plant for a bed or border.

E. rASTU0.sUM. — Thi--, of which a coloured plate

was given in The Garden of December 9, 1876,

is the handsomest, though not the largest of the

shrubby Echiums, its flowers being of a peculiarly

brilliant, though deep blue. It forms a shrub from

2 feet to 4 Icet high, having long pale green

leaves, which are covered with soft while hairs,

and a branched stem, which is surmounted by a

large dense panicle of deep blue flowers.

E. GIGANTEU.M.—This is a striking and very

handsome plant, growing from (i feet to 10 feet

hi 'i, with a branched stem, smooth hoary

bra ches, and large thyreoid panicles of white

flowers, which become purplish as they fade.

E. CAKDICAJJS. — This, a native of Madeira,

is notable for i's generally hoary appea'ance

* Drawn for The O.^rdKN in the Royal Gardens,

Kew, by Champion Joues, April 11, 1892. Litho-

graphedand printed by Guillaume Severeyns.
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Ihroufrliout, which is owing to b ith leaves ami
8lc'm buinp; cuvered with ^iUe^y white hairs The
flowt-rs. which are ooiiipaiatively small, are blue

striptd with while, or wliite througlinut.

E. si.Mi'i.io.x —This, a native o( Teneiifi'e, i-: a

conip.-iriitively low growing;- species, not exceeding

3 feet in heiglit, and iisuilly less. It is a biennial

specie-, with large silky leaves and a very loi g
Cylindrical panicle of white Uowers. D. K.

The Week's Work.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
FOKCINT, VKGETABLIS — Forcing of the vaiious
sulijtcts which have been prepared for the purpose
will now have to be resorted to A plentiful

sufiply of Seakale cio.vns, considering th" ease
will whic'i thiy may be produced in a siiigle sea-

son, should be forihc.iriiing in the majority <if gar-

dens. Asparagus, of course, needs more time and
cire in its production so as to be in a lit condition
for forcing, but sufficient sh iuld be foithcoming
for ordinary requirenif nts, if not fur a regular
supply. For early forcing, crowns of not le-s than
four years' growth are the most likely to give satis-

faction, but the older the better. The forcing of

Khubarb should also now commence, sa tbat a
supply should be forthcoming by Christmas.

Seakale.—Seakale is the first which demands
attention; but as a thoroajjh re-t is necps.-ary be-

fore it is forced, too many ronts should not betaken
up. For the earliest supply it is advisable to take
u]) a portion f.nd lay it in a cool shed, merely cm er-

ing with an old mat. F.ir tarl? forcing, to j much
heat nviy even be appli- d to Seaka'e, the growth
being lorced too rapidly, with the result that the
stalks are puny anil the heait not properly deve-
loped. A companitively high tempera'ure is cer-
ta nly needed, but it i-hould be more in the form
of Loitom-heat. At this season of the year the
Mushroom ho ss is not the be.-t position, as
the temperature has to be kept too high for the
progress of the Mushrooms. To lessen the evil
from this cau.-e, where foicing is intended to be
carried out in the Mushroom house, good results
may lie obtaim d by forming a brick or sunk pit

with a lid, but no> too close, so that steam may be
able to escape. The pit shuuld be deep enough to
hold LS inches of fermcntiiig material tmdden very
lirmly, and over this a .'ufHcient depth of soil to
pack ihe roois iuto, leaving a foot of space for the
top growth. This arrangement may also be car-
ritd out in a dark shed. Other methods, such as
packing the roots in pots and covering over wich
others, may also be resoried to. In every case
pack the roots in moist soil, taking care to after-
wards keep it so, or the growth will be poor and
tough. It is early yei to resort to the old method
of forcing by a hotbed formed over the roots. If
this must be done, t:ike care that the lids of the
pots or boxes aie not too close, or the confined
s'eam would spoil the points.

Forcing Riiubaub.— The roots of Rhubarb
have bad a fairly good early rest this season on
account of the early frosts, so forcing will no
doubt be more rapid than usual, that is, if stront;
roots of the bf st forcing kinds are at hand for the
purpose. The best varieties are the Enrly Red and
Haftke's Cliampiigne. As a rule the Mushroom
house is also resorted to for the growth of early
forced Rhubarb, but the temperature is not suffi-

ciently high enough, the best results being had by
packing the roots together under a s'age in a
warm plant house. Take care to surround them
well with soil, which must be kept fairlv moist, or
the lateral buils will not; start. Layin<' the routs
together without surrounding well with soil, as
of. en dore, is not a good practice. Rhubarb may
also be forced in deep and darkened pits or frames,
that is if a sufficient dep'h of fermenting material—leaves and stable litter in erjual parts for pre-
ference—can Ve placed underneath to genera'e a
bottom heat of .S5°.

ASPAB.iGUS —How this will have to ba forced

will ilepend ui on lurcums'ances, as either heated

pits or hotbed-i mav be botli called into reipiisi-

tion. The former are the best. The forcing of

Asparagu* is a ^iulple alT.iir, it being n\ore a matter

of a supply of strong ciowns ami the requisite heat

to ensure its starting into growth. Where forcing

has to be carrieil out on hotbeds it is essential that

a good firm tied bo fm-med, and to ensure the heat

lasting, leaves arul ^t.able litter are better than the

litier by itself. After the bed is made up a layer

of soil shouhl be first spread over the bottom, after-

wards packing the roots together, surfacing the

whole over w.th another 2 inches of soil, and

w.itering with warm water at a temperature of

SIO°. If a length of blanched stem is needed, cover

up so as to exclude light, but this is a ca'ter of

fancy. In heated pits hottom-heat als i is needed.

The side beds of small Cucuuiber or Melon houses

are admirable positions for foridng Asjiaragu-i.

Where roots are phntiful a fre--h supply >houhl

be put in at intervals of three weeks. Woenever

the grass is long enough, ke-p it cut off, as it will

keepfiesh forthiee or four days by placing the

enrls in cool wat-r. I should have mentioned that

a top heal of 55° to 150=" is amiile.
A. Young.

ORCHIDS.

The Cattleya house is now well furnished with

brilliant coloured flowers, the most beautiful of

them being the autumn-flowering C. labiata. Some

of them have flowers of large size with deep richly-

colo\ired sepals and petals, the lip lich crimson-

purple. Oi lie) s are paler, and some of them will

produce as many as six flowers upon one spike.

The lovely Dendrobiura Phala3n"psis in variety

may also be arranged in the Cattleya house now

that the plants are in flower. This fine species

requires a waim temperature when making its

growth, but when in bloom the delicate beauty ol

I he flowers is longer retained in the Cattleya house.

The atmosphere must not be too moist, else this

may cause the petals to spot. All the Dendrobiums

of the D. bigibbum type require a light house

and but li'tle sha-le when making their growth,

plenty of heat and an ample supply of rain water

When growth is completed less water and not so

much moisture in the atmosphere are necessary.

The very distinct Cattleya Bowringiana is also in

bloom; the small flowers"are of a pretty rose-purple

colour,' and a large number are produced on a

spike. ' At the base of the stems there is a curious

protuberance from which the roots push out, and

I he nature of this and the roots pushing from it

seem to suggest that over-dryness at the roots

might be injurious even now. 1 he plants should

be in the warmest part of the Cattleya house when

the flower-spikes are being produced, else they are

not thrown up freely out of the sheaths. La;lia

auturanalis is yet in flower, many of the blossoms

being of the richest colour. Vatiety can be ob-

tained from an intermixture of the many species

and varieties of Cypripediums which flower through

the winter. The "beautiful C. Spicerianum is now

in full beauty. The earliest seedlings from it—C.

Leeanum and C. Leeanum superbum, now in bloom

-are the most beautiful of garden hybrids, and

Howerin"- in November and December they are all

the more valuable. Nearly all the Cypripediums

require to be kept moist at the roots at all times

Many of the Cymbi<liums are now in growth, and

some of them have begun to throw up their flower-

spikes. C. Lowianum is making the most exu-

berant growth in the Cattleya house, and weak

manure water occasionally to strengthen the spikes

which are just pushing out will be of great

benefit. 'Ihe plants of C eburneum, and indeed

most of the Cymbidiums, require to be kept

moist at the roots now as well as in sum-

mer. It is now well known amongst Orchid

cultivators that good fibrous yelow loam is the

best material in which to grow Cymbidiums, and

when well establishi d, the large fleshy roots require

considerable space to grow in. Fibrous loam is

very porous when first U5ed, but when the fibre

decays, it becomes a compact raa's, and to prevent

this "the loam should be mixed with a little liiht

well decayed manure and a small portion of li.dit

fibroas peat ; some coarse white sand should also

bo addeil and the pots must be well drained.

When the comp 'St is suitable, the thick fleshy

roo's rapiUy push through it in all directions.

Scale sometimes gets a foothold upon the plan's,

but it can readily be removid by handwashing
with soapv water. We h ive pi ic 'd Vanda teres iu

the lightest part of the Cattleya h mse. The

plants are close to the glass at the south end of

the house, and the tops almost touch the roof

glass. It is about a month since th^y were brought

in from the warmest house, whi re they made their

growth with the Demlrohiums, and with as little

shailing as possible. Thev alwais had a touch of

tlie sun in the afternoon, the house being shut up

early and the shading removed, si that Ihe tem-

perature would run up to from 1)0° to lOff, accord-

ing to the heat oat of doors. This high tempera-

ture is absolutely necessaiy to obtain a good growth

that will produce fl'.wers every year. The v.irieiy

Andersoni is the b-st and grog's like a Willow.
_

I

have had plants make sh lOts ab lut 18 in bos in

length in one year. Some Dendrobiums are now
starting to gr iw ; amongst them two good old

specie--, D. chrysanthum and D Cambiidgeinum,

fhey have been at rest in the Cattleya house ;
now

they require a warmer house and to be kept racist

at the roots. They require to make a good ste.idy

growth in the winter and near the glass roof. A
most useful plant to flower in the spring is Deii-

dr. chilum glumaceum. The perfume of this

species is deliihttul, and if sh-ndd always make its

growth in the warme-t Imuse ; in fact, I never iiut,

the plants in the Cattleya house, and they always

make the most exuberant giowth. Attention to

all the details of watering, damping down, venti-

lating, &c , must be seen to as previously advised.

The weather is so veiy changeable that, it is diffi-

cult to pay too much attention to the minor iletails

of the work at this season. J. DOUGLAS.

FRUIT HOUSES.

Late Grapes.—During the month of November

veiy many Grapes are annually spoilt, the we.ather

being so very changeable as to make it difficult to

maintain anything like the requisite equable

house temperature. On fairly bright days fire-

heat ought to be freely turned on and both front

and top air admitted freely, closing the houses,

with the exception of a few inches of top air, not

later than 4 p.m. During the nights and on ilull,

foggy, or wet d.ays, when very little air should be

ad'mitted, keep the hot-water pipes only mode-

rately warm, the temperature not exceeding 5(1°

or falling much below 45°. The houses ought to

be wbollv given up to the Grapes, the aim being

to keep the atmosphere as dry as possible. If there

are pot plants that must be watered, let th;s be

done on the mornings of clear days, and carefully.

It does not follow that the borders should be kept

very dry. Next season's crops as well as those on

the Vines must be studied. Therefore give tie

borders a good soaking of soft water whenever

approaching dryness, doing this important work

on the mornings when the houses can be ventilated

freely. Those who have a dread of losing berries

by damping consequent upon waterins the borders

may follow the latter operation with a surfacing

of clean straw, this greatly checking evaporation

of moisture. Collect the falling leaves daily. A
very close look-out should be kept for decaying

berries, the timely removal of one or more of the^e

frequently saving a whole bunch. It is now when

the value of comparatively small freely-thinned

bunches becomes most apparent, these invatiably

keeping better than the larger, more ^olid clusters.

Gros Maroc ami Alnwick Seedling are among the

worst keepers, and these .-hould be u>e I first, fol-

lowing with Gros Colman, Alicante, Gros Guil-

laume, Muscat of Alexandria, and Trebbiano. Mrs.

Pince's Muscat, I.ady Downe's, Mrs. Pearson, and

occasiorallv Golden Queen keep very late, the two

former being good in May and the others till March
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and April. In each and every case very much de-
pends upon whether the varieties were thoroughly
well ripened or not and the way in which tiny are
treated.

B0TTLINC4 Grapes.—It is much too early to
commence cutting and bottling the bulk of late
Grapes, the proper time for doing this being
when the leave.s have all fallen and pruning and
resting-time are near at hand. When, however, a
rod or rods of late or banging Grapes are grown in
the earlit-r houses, keeping the bunches on the
Vines entails the expenditure of extra fire-heat and
the necessity for keepini; the house dry. Being
thoroughly well ripened, there is no good reason
why the bunches should nnt be cut and bottled
at once. Suspend the requisite number of half-
pint or pint bottles in a cool and preferably dark
room and three parts fill with clear water. Cut
the bunches with a good length of lateral attached

;

trim off the shoots or excrescences and slip into the
bottle of water. The weight of the bunch ought
to be sufficient to give the desired slope to the
bottle, the former swingitig clear of the latter. No
water should be allowed to trickle down into the
bunch. If preferred, bottles may be fixed in racks
with their necks out clear, and zinc tubes in the
form of the letter V suspended to a rack answer,
these holding two bunches opposite each other.
There is no necessity whatever to place charcoal or
other substancps in the clear water used, nor for
changing the latter at any time. Keep the room
clo!^e, dry, and cool, extremes of temperature being
guarded against and also currents of either dry or
moist air. Admitting warm air through a window,
ventilitor, or door directly after a spell of cold
weather i-i a sure way of inviting decay in the
berries. Examine the bunches frequently for any
single decaying berries there may be in thi m.

Protecting Vine borders.—Where the bor-
ders are outside and yet early forcing has to be
resorted to, it is advisable to lose no tiiue in heavily
protecting the former, the aim being to prevent
their being unduly cooled by frosts and snow. A
heavy covering of fresh Oak or other leaves is the
best form of protection. Bracken also being
sometimes used effectively. Give the protective
material a good slope to the front so as to throw
off heavy rains as murh as possible, and the leaves
will further require to be roughly thatched with
strawy litter. If the Vines with the roots princi-
pally or solely outside will not be started much
before March, then there is no necessity for cover-
ing the borders. In very many instances coverinj^s,
especially of decaying manure, do more harm than
good, as they keep tiie borders in a soiiden, inert
state; whereas if they were exposed to the action
of fiosts and other pulverising influences in coaimon
with the borders supporting a variety of fruit trees
and bushes, they would be kept in a fresher, more
wholesome state such as the roots revel in. What
few roots are injured by the frost, and there is no
certainty about any being killed, will be more than
compenshted for in the generally improved con-
dition of the rest. PRACTiCiiL.

PLANT HOUSES.
Bulbs—STOVE .^nd temperate.- In (he stove,
the Caladiums above all shouhl be well cared for,

being kept in a warm dry place. Should the house
happen to be a somewhat cool one, the s-afer plan
will be to keep Caladium bulbs near to the hot-
wal er pipes. In such a case care must, however,
be taken not to allow them to become excessively
dry, a watering being occasionally given. If the
bulbs have been grown on to form large plants, the
safer way will be to shake them out of the soil, at
the same time removing any appearance of decay
at the l>a=e of Ihe bulbs ; then place in shallow
pans or boxes, covering them over completely after-
wards with sand. Room will thus be saved, for
large pots doing nothing are cumbrous, whilst it

is also safer for the bidhs than being surrounded
by a large mass of soil. Small pots can easily be
laid on their sides if it is not necessary to shake
them out; hut rather than have too many thus
being kept, I would rather shake them out, as in

the case of Caladium argyrites, for instance. Cala-
diums are frequently lost through being kept in
too cool a place whilst resting. It is an easy matter
thus to lose an entire stock. When getting shabby
in autumn,it is just possible they may have been
placed temporarily in a rather cooler hou^e,
a warm vinery, perhaps, where the heat would
soon be declining, but the Caladiums escaping
notice at the time maybe afterwards found unsound,
Alocasias, their clo.se allies, being in most cases
more of an evergreen cha- acter, should be kept
fairly moist at the roots, although they do not re-
quire nearly so much water as in the growing
season. Two cases may be quoted, however, where
even less is safer ; these should be kept almost as
dry as Caladiums. I am alluding to A. .Jenningsi
and A. macrorrhiza variegata. Achimenes will be
safely kept in a temperate house where the ther-
mometer does not fall below 50°. In no c.ise is it

advisable to store them near to hot-water pipes ;

being such small tubers, they would thus suffer if

allowed to get excessively dry. Gloxinias will do
under similar treatment, but these I would shake
out of their pots and place in shallow boxes or pans
in sand. Those of the Gesneras which have died
down I prefer to keep in the stove as they are,
taking care that they neither become too dry nor
receive too much water. Ty.lreas I always think
are kept best when not allowed to entirely lose
their foliage

; a little water will keep them thus
comfortably. The handsome hybrids of the
Amaryllis now grown are worth all the attention
that can be given them. Young plants should be
kept growing, so as to lose no time. Large-flower-
ing bulbs ought, however, now to be at rest, with
nearly or quite all of their leaves died down.
Do not let them get mixed up too much
with ordinary plants in growth, even if s'ill

in foliage. A dry atmosphere and no water
at the roots for the present will be the best plan
to adopt

; a minimum temperature of about 50" in
such a case will be safe. They can, I know, be
preserved in a c loler house, bur I would not advise
recourse to this if it is possible to avoid it.

Gloriosa superba is a bulb that should be well
looked after, especial care being taken to see that
a prominent label is in the pot to ensure it; from
being thrown awav, for when dried off there is no
trace of stem upon the surface to denote anything
below. No water will be needed, there being
sufficient stored up in the bulb with what is in the
soil surrounding it. The Curcumas are a family
not often seen in good condi' ion. 'J'hese will now
be dying down or nearly so; a little water oc-
casionally will help to keep them sounder, saving
the tubers from shrivelling. The Hsinanthus and
the Eurycles both should be kept fairly warm, but
dry at the roots until growth is again apparent,
guarding against drip falling upon the bulbs mean-
while, also in other cases as well. Urceolina aurea
(syn., pendiila) is for the winter season an exceed-
iuiily useful and interestinsr bulb for the stove
Having cast its leaves some few weeks, the plants
should have been kept dry until the flower spikes
appear, which they will now or soon be doing

;

then a little water, but not much, will assi-t them
This does not appear to be a bulb that requires
much moi-ture when flowering, but takes it readily
enough when the leaves are developing.

An intermediate house is, I consider, the safer
place for Clivias (Imantophi Hums), just sufl3cient
water being given them to keep the foliage fresh.
If in a cooler house even less water will be re-
quired. Young plants, either offsets or seedlings.
I would keep warm, so as to have them still

steadily growing. Tuberous Begonias can either
be kept as they are in pots or be shaken out. In
any case, a cool house will suit them well enough.
The Hedychiums, although they are l)y some
classed as stove plants, may be safely kept in the
greenhouse where an average temperature is main-
tained. The Cyrtodeiras or Episcias are not strictly
bulbous plants; nor do they always lose all of their
foliage, although closely related "to the Gesneras.
Tliey are kept much the be-t if in steady growth.
I have often wondered why these (particularly C.
fulgida) are not more generally grown in small
pots for the margins of beds in the stove, or they

may be planted out like Selag'nella. Such ever-
green bulbs as Pancratium Iragrans and Hymeno-
callis macrostephana should be kept sulhciently
watered to preserve the foliage fresh. Eucharis
amazonica, where a good growth has been made,
should now be showing another crop of spikes

;

such a stock would be extremely useful at Christ-

mas. Those that have recently flowered should
be encouraged to make fresh growth after a short
rest has been given them. J. Hudson.

Kitchen Garden.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS.
The Brussels Sprout is no doubt the best
winter green vegetable we have, and I always
have a good breadth, one of the best plots in

the garden being especially set apart for the
purpose. Why people will persist in setting

out their Brussels Sprouts between rows of

Potatoes I cannot imagine. Planted between
rows of Potatoes, the young plants become so

weak and attenuated, that they do little g(jod.

As a set-off to this, moulding up the stems is

resorted to to keep the plants erect, but when
planted by themselves and at a fair distance

apart the stems stand up erect, and, wholly
surrounded with soil, sprouts from base to

summit. Of course, moulding up the rows is a
good practice in itself, but this will not com-
pensate for other shortcomings. The seasons,

again, are so short, that if the plants do not
receive rational treatment from start to finish

they have not time to do their work, and
winter is upon us before they have fully com-
pleted their growth. Sowing in the open is of

little use except in the milder parts of the

country. Recognising the above, I always now
take the precaution to sow in a cold frame
about the third week in February. I do not

believe in sowing in a box and drawing up the

seedlings in heat. To get an early supply of

plants I have known the seeds to be sown in

the autumn, but it is a risky method, as the

seedlings are very apt to bolt.

Brussels Sprouts, like other Brassica crops,

.succeed a deal better on some soils than others.

It is quite evident that gravelly soils do not

often receive so much manure as they ought,

and although on very strong soils this can be
overdone, yet with the former it i." often the

rever.se, the stems being stunted and puny, and
the foliage taking on that bluish tinge so

plainly caused by poverty. Close planting is

also a very great evil, 3 feet on strong soils and
30 inches on light soils not being any too far

apart. Good Brussels Sprouts can never be se-

cured under the system of close planting. The
to])s in these cases meet almost together, if not

quite ; consequently with the loss of light the

lower leaves U|icm the approach of aut^umn

speedily turn yellow and decay, to the detri-

ment of tlie sprouts. Besides the loss of foliage

through the exclusion of light, the sprouts open
out and have the appearance of small Cole-

worts. I like to see the foliage retained until

the winter is far advanced, this affording pro-

tection largely from frost.

The selections of Brussels Sprouts which are

now obtainable from our best seedsmen are ex-

cellent, the plants being much smaller and com-
pact. Large sprouts are not cared for, as be-

sides being too large they are strong in flavour.

The Aigburth is a step in the wrong direction

for private consumption, however well adapted

it is for market. This type appear.s to be
favoured by exhibitors. I find Northaw Prize

a capital selection, the sprouts being of just the

size for table use. This season I am growing

Northaw Prize with Veitch's Paragon and also
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the Aigl)urtli, but tho two former are the best.

As far as lianlino.ss is concernocl, coupled with
a dwarf .sturdy habit, the Aii^burth is quite as

good, but on our stniui^ siiil the sprouts are too

large and also stronj; in Havour. The Imported
grows too tall and not sturdy enough. From a

good strain tho sprouts are of the right size.

A. Y. A.

PROTECTING BROCCOLI.

The advantage of a good breadth of Broccoli
through JIarch, April and May cnnnot be over-

estimated. I always think a small head of Ibis

vegetable at that dite of more delicate liavoiir

than at any time in the year. If cut small, there
is no strong taste or coarseness, and it is much
aptireciated in the spring; when other vegetables
are scarce. Of late years in many places we have
had severe winters which totally destroyed this

vegetable, so that means should be taken to secure
the crop against severe frost, as having had a very
moist autumn, the growth is very succulent and
more liable to injury. If the plants have been
early planted or the ground rich, there is but little

pro-ipect of saving the crop in severe weather if

the stem is not protected duiing this month. By
lifting or heeling over the plants in full vigour, I

am well aware tlieie is a consilerable decrease in

the size of the heads of flower, but this should
not deter cultivators from heeling over the plants,
as it is better to get small heads tlian none at nil,

and the small heads are just ttie size for the table.

Of course, with early kinds such as Veitch's Pro-
tecting, it is not necessary to lay the plants. I

would advise protecting by removal to a place
ju~t free of frost.

In gardens wbere this vegetable grows very large
it soon sutlers, as the frost destroys the stem at

the part that has been denuded of its early leaves
;

hence the necessity of covering this exposed part
of the plant. I would also adiise growing tlie

dwarfer kinds in fully exposed places. Prom close
ob-ervation I h ive found the dwarf kinds planted
in firm soil res'st severe weaiher much better than
faller k nds. Por instance, last season our dwarf
Kales were uninjured, whereas the tall variety wa'*
rained early in the year. The same remark app'ies
to the Broccolis. To preserve the crop, it is best
not to coddle or treat the plants too well. I have
of late years grown the latest lots on various
aspects, in all cases giving plenty of room between
the plants to get them as hardy as possible. When
planted as described, the crop has never failed. I

usually sow a good quantity of Model Broccoli the
first week in M^iy, and from these plants get nice
heads the following April and May, and though
they may not be as lirge as frmi plints sown
earlier, they are always serviceable. One great
advantage with this vegetable is the way the sea-
son may be prolonged, as if the heads come in too
quickly, by lifting with a ball and placing close
under a north wall they are retarded. The sun
does not di-colour the flowers and they last till the
early Cauliflowers cmie in. By heeling over the
plants this mon'h, theie is no riifiiculty in getting
a good supply in the spring. It is alsi advisable
to grow a few plants on a north border, as these
grow sturdily and are often .safe when others are
killed. Heeling over or laying should be done as
earlyas possible in cjld districts, placing the heads
to the north, covering the stems with earth well
up to the foliage, making the soil firm with the
back of the spade after covering the stems so as
to throw off rains, and taking care when laving to
get well under the roots so as to save thern from
injury. I have seen good heads cut from under a
covering of snow when the plants have been pro-
tected in this way, as the foliage preserves the head,
which is not the ca=e in an upright position. East
winds are also terribly destructive after frost to
plants fully exposed. " G. Wythes,

who have a good lot of the last named will soon

see which forces best. I have also heard that it

strong Kale is recpured, two seasons' growth must
be allowed before the crowns are lifted. Sucli is

not the case, as the finest Kale grown may be

secured from sets of one year old if the roots are

grown in good loamy soil. To get early Seakale

much depends ui)on the lipeningof the crowns. It

is not necessary to lift great quantiti>s at first, only

what is required for forcing first. This should be

placedin an exposed place, protecting the roots with

soil or litter. I woidd also point out the ailvantage

of lifting as soon as tlie foliage is ripe. When placed

together thickly in a sheltered corner, it is

necessary to save the root cuttings, tying them
up neatly in bundles, plunging in light soil and
covering over with litter to protect from frost.

—

G. Wythes.

Early Seakale.—I have heard it remarked
that plants from seed are preferable for forcing to
these raided from root cuttings. Those, however.

BEETROUT, EARLY AND LATE.

BliETliouT is so easily grown, that it is surprising

anyone should now cultiva'e inferior kinds, espe-

cially coarse varieties, as often the large roots are

of bad flavour, deficient in colour, and keep
badly. Only medium-sized, or even small roots

should be stored if required good in six months'

time. At p. 3'JO a list of reliable kinds was given,

and though I do not object to any of the varieties

mentionel,! think Nutting's Dwarf Red shoubl

have been included ; indeed, I would prefer it for

colour, quality, and flavour to Pme-apple, that is if

the stock of Pine-apple I have grown is true.

Pragnell's Exhibition and Dell's Crimson are ster-

ling varieties. Cheltenham Green-top, a variety

nmch grown in some parts by market gardeners,

should be added to the list. One occasionally sees

some roots anything but perfect in shape when the

soil is too rich or sowing titkes place too early. In

such cases it is nott'ie fault of the variety, but the

grower. I do not think any kind can equal Dell's

Crimson as far as keeping qualities are concerned.

It retains its deep crimsim colour and good flavour

to the end of May if kept in a cool store with

plenty of soil, sand or ashes between the roots.

When storing this crop more care is often re-

quired when late roots are desired, as if placed on

dry shelves the roots shrivel. On the other hand,

if kept moist they grow out badly: a cool store

just frost-proof is the most suitable place. I do
not think the Turnip-rooted kinds should be omitted

trom any garden where early roots are appreciated,

as they are most serviceable, coming into use just

as the winter store is exhausted, and filling up a
void between those and the spring sown. The
last-named roots grown in rich soils at times lack

colour. At one time I grew the Eclipse Turnip-

rooted, but at times it came of a pale colour, and I

find the Egyptian Dark Red superior in every way.

If I was confined to two varieties I should give the

preference to Dell's Crimson and the Dark Red
Turnip-rooted.

By growing a fair quantity of early Turnip-

roote 1 Beet the grower is less dependent upon the

main or late spring-sown crop, and in some gar-

dens there is a saving of time, as the early-sown

Turnip-rooted comes to maturity in a short time,

seldom runs, and may be lifted and laid in the soil

on a north or shady border, using it as requited.

It is not generally known that Beet may be lorced,

if I may use the term, and for this purpose the

Globe or Turnip-rooted section answers adminbly.
By sowing a few seeds in o-inch or 45-inch pots

in a temperature of G(5°, and, when the seeds have
germinated, placing in a cooler temperature, thin-

ning the seeiUings to one, leaving the strongest,

the plants grow rapidly and soon fill the pots with

roots, when they may be potted on and transferred

to cold frames or planted out and protected lor a
time till safe from frosts. This system of forcing

m ly not be reqinred often, but in cases where the

roots run short it is very useful. At one time I

grew some .WO Dell's Ciimson in 4.J-inch pots for

bedding. These I left three in a pot, and having a

few left, I planted them out on a warm border. The
roots came to maturity very early in the summer.
To get Beetroot good all through the year I grow

three kinds— an early medium-sized sort to give

the supply from November to March, a smaller or

Dell's f ir the latest (that is, April and May), and
the Globs variety for the supply from June.

S. H.

Trees and Shrubs.

PL.^NTING TREES AND SHRUBS.
With the fine open weather of October a good
deal of planting should have been completed.
Heavy .soils were, however, a drawback with the

rainy weather, but these can be worked later on
as opportunity offers. The transplanting of

large standard specimen trees aiul shrubs will

be all the more satisfactory if now taken in

hand, the work being performed in not too dry
weather. There ai e various reasons wliy autumn
or early winter planting is to Ije preferred to

that performed in spring, not the least import-

ant being that watering is not a necessity, as

would be the case if the shifting was performed
in spring or early summer. It is also well

known that large specimens moved in the

autumn just at the fall of the leaf get settled

down and ready for starting into growth in

spring ; whereas those left until growth has

commenced get a severe check, let the opera-

tion be performed ever so carefully. In mov-
ing large trees or shrubs from one position to

another great care should be taken so that the

roots and soil are kept intact, as on this depends
to a great extent the success or otherwise of the

work. By digging a deep trench around the

specimen and just without the range of the

roots and carefully undermining it, a mat may
be worked backwards and forwards until the

ball of earth rests on it. Then by gathering up
the corners of the mat and tying them to the

stem, the plant may be lifted and conveyed
with perfect safety to almost any distance.

This is one of the simplest, most inexpensive,

and eihcient of any method of transplanting

large trees and rhrubs.

\Vhere gaps in the plantations have been
formed by the wind or from other causes, large

standard trees may now be planted to take

the place of those that were removed. Dig
good big pits suitable in size or larger than
the roots of the trees to be planted, break up
the bottom and undermine the sides, and
should the soil be worked out and poor, a
cartload of that from the roadside or an old

ley field will go a long way in aiding a quick
start to growth. Staking to prevent wind-shak-

ing should never be forgotten with large trees

in exposed situations. There are several me-
thods of staking, all being more or less suc-

cessful, but driving a stout sharp-pointed stake

into the ground and as near to the tree's

stem as possible is about as good a method
as has yet been devised. The stem of the

tree must be made fast to the stake, and tight

binding to prevent chafing of the bark insisted

on. Very large specimens, say over 14 feet in

height, should be more .securely moored by
uniting three wires to the stem of tlie tree equi-

distant and at 7 feet from the ground, these

being made fast to stakes driven firmly into the

ground at regular distances around the tree

ard at, say, 10 feet or 12 feet from the stem.

By so doing a safe anchorage against storms
from any quarter is guaranteed.

A. D. W.

Berberis concinna.—This is one of the smaller

growing Baiberrie-, and though by no means new,

it Is certainly far less common than many of them,

1 robably owing to the fact that it is not nearly so
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robust as most members of tha genus, and conse-
quently will not hold its own under somewhat
adverse conditions. Just now in a sunny spot the
principal feature is the light scarlet tin's of the old

leaves, wlii h are particulnrly noticeable from the
fnct that the younger ones towards the points of

the shoots retain their green tint, or at all events
a good deal of it. Individual plants, however, vary
cnnsiderably in the autumn tints, and also in the
time the foliage is retained, for while some may
be looked upon as deciduous, others are quite sub-
evergreen in character. These features are, of
course, a good deal influenced by the weather ex-
perienced during that time. B. concinra forms a
much-branched bush from a foot to l.S inches high,
whose slpnder shoots are clothed with neat roundish
foliage, light green above and of a beautiful silvery

glaucous hue underneath Another noticeable
feature is its late season of blooming, as the pale
yellow blossoms do not make their appearance till

July or August, at which time most Barberries are
past. It is a native of the Himalayas, and seems
to be quite hardy. - T.

The Strawberry Tree in flower.—Of outdoor
trees and shrub.s there is scarcely anything in

bloom except the different forms of the Straw-
berry Tree. The common Strawberry Tree (Arbutus
Unedo) i-! well known as a very beautiful Ever-
green, whose dark green glossy foliage serves as an
admirable setting to the spikes of waxy blossoms.
The Strawberry-like fruits, from whence the
popular name is derived, are in many places not
freely b^rne, but when they do occur a very
showy feature is thereby adde). In the more
favoured districts of England and in Ireland, the
Strawberry Tree is in stature a real tree, but where
less f;ivourably situated it does not attain the
same dimensions. In the colour of the blossoms
there is a good deal of individual difference to be
found, and to some of the most distinct, varietal
names are applied. The variety that in colour
presents the greatest divergence from the normal
form i» C'roomei,in which the flowers are larger
and tinged with red. In this too the leaves are
larger than in the ordinary form, while the bark
of the Tourg shoots is redHith. From a foliage
point of view there are some well-marked forms,
notably salicifolia, with narrow leaves; querci-
folia, whose leaves are lobed somewhat like those
of an Oak ; myrtifolia, with neat Myrtle-like
foliage, and the crimped-leaved crispa, which is

also a dwarf-growing plant. There are two larger
species of Arbutus, viz., A. Andraohne, from the
Levant, and A. procera, a native of North America.—T.

Berberis Thunbergi—Now that Ihe flower-
ing feason of our hardy .hrubs is past, we must
look to those for our autumn display that possess
at the present time some especially attractive
features, either of fruit or leafage. A very notice-
able example just now is furnished by BerberisThun-
bergi, whose decaying leaves are of a rich, fiery
crimson colour, while the glowing sealing-wax-like
berries, which are retained long after the leaves
drop, serve to prolong its season of beauty. The
plant, however, in many localities does not berry
freely, but even then it is so attractive for such a
long period that it must find a place among the
best Barberries. It is by no me^ns a large-growing
species, but forms a somewhat spreading bush a
yard or so high, whose gracefully disposed shoots
are very p'easing. They are clothed with small
roundish oblong-shaped leRves, that are very pretty
in the spring when partially expanded, as they are
then disposed in little rosette-like tufts of tender
green along the branches. Even before the foliage
is fully matured the flowers make their appearance,
and though not particularly showy they are still

very pleas'ng. They lianir down in considerable
numbers from the under>ides of the twigs, and in
colour are sulphur-yellow insid», and a sort of
briiwnish-crim*on on the fxterior. The berries are
small, oblong in i-hape, and, as abnve mentioned, of
a V. ry bright crimson hue. They will often remain
attached to the branches nea'ly throughout the
winter, so that when I'lentiful, the plants are verv
attractive during the whole of that period. It is,

I believe, very popular in the United States, where

the berries are as a rule borne more freely than
with us. Like most of the deriduous members of

the genus, this Barberry will flourish even in dry
sandy soils, and in this way its autumn colouring
is more vivid than where liberally treated. It is

quite hardy in this country. B. Thunbergi, which
is also known under the specific name of sinen-
sis, was introduced during the early years of the
piesent century, but it is only of late that it has
become popu'ar. The greater part of its popular-
ity dates from two years since, when it was awarded
a first-class certificate by the lloyal Horticultural
Society,—H. P.

Pomegranate in flower.—Up to the end of
October a plant of Pomegranate trained to a south
wall liMS been a very attractive object, by reason
of its great profusion of bloom. True, it is, as a
rule, late in the season before Ihe flowers make
their app'arance, arid consequently but few of them
open

; but in the bud state they are very attractive,
being like large drops of bright-coloured sealing-
wax, which glisten in the sunshine of a clear
autumn day. A warm south wall is essential to
success in flowering the Pomegranate ; otherwise
the flower-buds, even if they are formed, do not
get sufficiently forward to make an autumn show.
In many cases the leaves die off brightly tinged
with yellow, but as a rule they quickly drop after
changing colour.

—

T.

Small conifers for a cold house.—Will any
rearier kindly recommend me one or more choice
evergreen pot shrubs or sm:dl conifers for the fol-

lowing pur['Ose, viz., to place at:, the end of a
low unheated alpine house, and to aid in con-
cealing its bareness ] Normal height should be
from 2 feet to 4 feet, as of low-growing subjects
(like the New Zealand Veronicas) I have pienty
for my purpose. It is the top that I find difficult
to furnish with Evergreen. If the plant is of a
kind to harmonise well with alpine plants, so
much the better ; that it should do so sufficiently,
is essential. The glass protection may enahle the
use of something choicer than would stand out-
side, but complete hardiness would be other-
wise an advantage. Something tall, even slim,
but not broad or bushy is what I seek, for
space is limited. I have seen once or twice in
London houses a delicately beautiful conifer of
the Larch tribe, which, if as hardy as it is said to
be, would suit exactly ; but I know not its name,
nor how therefore to oider it, though I believe it

is grown not infrequently for Covent Garden. Pos-
sibly a reader can oblige" me by naming it.—H. S.
Leonard, GniUlfurd.

*,;,* Norfolk Island Pine and some of the cool
house Araucarias, also many conifers of doubtful
hardiness in our country.

—

Ed.

Cotoneaster Simonsi—This is one of the
most effective and charming shrubs. We have
some hundreds scattered about in groups on steep
banks and other positions. These are growing on
the limestone formation, which I think is the best
for this class of shrub. The long slender branches
are now wreathed with brdliant scarlet berries,
the greater part of the foliage also being of a
glowing crimson. We use it largely at this season
for intermixing with some of the large Chrysanthe-
mums, cut with long stems in bokf vases in the
house. Something of this kind is needed for this
class of bloom, especially for Ihe yellows and the
deep crimsons with yellow or golden reverse. The
combination is very effective. We also use the
bronzy sprays of Berberis Aquifolium, which also
takes on a fine colour in our soil.

—

A. Y.

The Sea Buckthorn. -Hippophai rhamnoides
is a beautiful native Willow-like shrub, attractive
at this season and for several months to come for
its wealth of orange-yellow ben ies, crowded thickly
on the slender branches, clothed with rich green
leaves, but .Mlvery beneath. In the wind a
pret'y effect is gained by the leafage showing its

silvery under surface, and a large shrub of the Sea
Buckthorn by the waterside makes a charming
winter picture. Such a shrub as this, biautiful
in growth and a mass of orange colour through

the winter months, should be made good note of

by all who have bare stream-sides or lake margins
at present without vegetation. When once esta-

blished it grows freely, or if an increase of stock
is required, propagation may be done by layers or

suckers, tl e two best methods to follow. Ordinary
garden soil suffices, or by the water-side it makes
quick growth. It is a native of Europe, Asia, and
the Himalayas, and it is interesting to know that
the Himalayan form called H. salicifolia closely re-

sembles our ra'ive species. There are many bare
lake anrl pond sites in English gardens that the
Sea Buckthorn or Sallow Thorn might adorn.

Ornamental Crabs.—At this season of the
year, when many of our outdoor trees and shrubs
receive a great addition to their ornamental
features in the shape of bright coloured fruits, the
different Crabs stand out very conspicuous, for in

many cases the branches are quite laden with their

cherry-like fruits. The common Siberian Crab is

too well known to need more than a passing notice,

while one of the finest of all is John Downie, with
a great wealth of exceptionally bright fruits. To
these may be added the Transparent Crab, with
yellowish fruits of a peculiar transparent character,

and Dartmouth Crab, with larger Plum-like fruits

of a deep purple crimson, though occasionally

tinged with gold. There are but few gardens of

any extent where a place cnuld not be found for

some of these ornamental Crabs; for instance, on
small lawns an isolated specimen will display its

charms to the best advantage, or on a 1 irger ex-

panse of grass a group of half-a-dozen or so will be

an object of beauty for some time. Where a belt

of shrubs is planted rather thickly and in a some-
what formal manner to shut out some unsightly

object from view, a few of our ornamental trees

are often employed to break up the otherwise

formal appearance of the shrubs, and for such a
purpose the Crabs are well adapted, as, springing

from an undergrowth of shrubs, their floweis in

spring and fruits in autumn form quite a bright

picture in the garden.

—

T.

Laurels as undergrowth.—All the Laurels

may be used to form undergrowth beneath
trees of large size, but they should be kept

low by annual pruning. Where the groups of

trees are large, the wide breadths of Laurel are

very effective. Specially attractive are the groups
of Birch springing out of masses of dark-leaved

Laurel. But when Laurels are planted beneath
large old trees, the ground shoukl be well broken

up, even if a few of the roots of the trees have to

be sacrificed, and some olrl leaf-mould or charred

rubbish worked in round the roots to give Ihe

plants a start. I think the round-leaved Laurel

i-i better adapted for planting beneath trees than

the common variety. It is dwarfer and closer

in growth, th? leaves are smaller, and the plants

will not require so much cutting back. Once
tiet a plantation of Laurels established, and the

plants can be kept in good conrlition for many
years by layering a few of the young shoots annu-

ally. The shoots layered need not be tongued or

cut in any way. All thit is required is to bend

the shoot to the ground and throw two or three

spadefuls of earth upon the branches where they

touch the ground.. Treated in this way, these wide

breadths of Laurels are virtually indestructible, no

matter what the weather mav be if the annual

pruning is not neglected.— E. H.

Malformation in a Fir.—The Fir trees are

prone to develop strange excrescences or l.urrs

amongst other malformations The Silver Fir is

especially subject to this disease- 1 suppose I may
call it—on the large branches, resulting in great

tufts of stunted spray, giving at a distance the

impression of a number of large nests. About
thirty-five years ago I sent to Professor Lindley,

then editor of the Gardeners' Chronicle, a drawing

of an extraordinary example of it that came under

my notice on a Scotch Fir. It was engraved, and
a page illustration of it appeared in that paper.

I now send to you what seems to me as great a

cariosity. I noticed high up in one of the Scotch

Firs in the grounds here something which appeared

to be a bundle suspended by a piece of twine,
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which I thought h:id been thrown up and had
cauglit in the limb. On asoendine to it by ii\e.ins

of a Ion;; ladder, to my surprise I found it was an

abnormal f^rowth. From a large side l>ranch issued

a slender twig 18 inches in length and about the

size of a pack-thread. At the end of this was a

mass of congested, gouty spray starting around it,

something resembling the ribs of an inverted open
umbrella, then turning up and incurving. It re-

peatedly branched until it attained a compresserl

oblong shape, almost the size of a human head,

swinging and dangling by the wirjd. How so

slendf r a twig could sustain and support such a
woody mass seem< astonishing. What could have

conduced to such a result appears a poser. Per-

haps some of your readers can enlighten me.

—

J. M , C/ianiioitt/i, Dorset.

Ferns.

SM.\LL BASKET FERNS.
I AM asked by C. PenfulJ to name about a
dozen small basket Ferns that will succeed and
make handsome specimens in a stove, together
with some hints as to their management. The
baskets must be well drained, and the soil in

them must be solid and firm. The plants must
never be allowed to become dry at the roots, the

heat must never fall below t")0°, and there should
always be a slight moisture arising from below.
This will allow of a neat growth and prevent
the pinn;e of the older fronds from becoming
browned and disfigured. The baskets may be
of galvanised wire, and the soil should be com-
posed of good light, turfy yellow loam and
fibrous peat in about equal parts, the whole
made sandy. The drainage I should advise to

consist of charcoal, because of its lightness.

This should be covered with a layer of Sphag-
num Moss. The varieties I should recommend
are as follows :—
Gy.mnogramma gloeiosa is very handsome

when grown as a pot specimen, but when seen
as a basket p ant it is far bttter. The frond*,
which are very finely cut, are of a light green,
saving a little white farinose powder at the ba-e of
the stem.

Adiantum dolabrifor.me.—a plant with thin
dark i ro.\n or black stem--, which throw out young
p'ants from the ends of the fronds. Tie pinna;
are entire and somew' at in the form of those of
A. lunidatum. Thi- plant is superior lo lunulatum,
inasiuuch as its fronds remain green throughout
tlie year.

LornoLEria piloselloides.—This makes two
kinds of fronds

; both are entire, the fertile ones
beii g linear, pale green on the upper side, below
furnished with large re Idish-brown soii; the
sterile ones much broader, but, like them, pale soft
green in colour.

Drvnaria musj.folia. — This is a somewhat
la'ger grower than the other kinds, with entire
fronds, whicli are so e.xqui-itely beautiful in their
venation, that it must perforce find a place. The
fronds are p.^le green with dark green veins.

ASPLENILTM flabei.lifolium (see fig.). Al-
though this plant is a native of Australia, it will be
found to grow well in the stove. It has neat little

fiabellato fronds, which are dark green and the
.streaks of sori on the under side render it very
handsome.

NOTHOCL-ENA TRICHOMANOIDEg. — This plant
makes pendent frou'ls which a-e each from a foot
to 18 mches long. The pinoas are very deep green
on the ujper si 'e, below covered with white scales,
and ha\e a c jnlinuous row of jet black sori rounu
the margin.

Pleopkltis stiguatica deppnds for its beauty
upon lis exquisite venation, which is much added
to wh-n fertde.

Davallia Tybrmani. — A charming plant,
making stout rhizomes densely clothed with large

silvery scales and deep green fronds, which are
very thick and lleshy.

GoNlOPTKRis oitAciLlS.—AFern with pendent
fronds some 18 inches long, the pinnae being of a
rich deep green.

Drymoglossv.m riLOSELLOiDFS. — A singular
little Fern from J.ip.m and the East Indies, which

Asplenium flabellifuliuni.

is well adapted for this particular purpose. Its
f onds are of two kinds, tje fertile ones long and
narrow.

HypoLEPis DI3TANS. -The fronis of this an
each Iron U inches to a foot long. They are
finey divided and deep green in colour.

A.SPLENIUM MYRIOPHYI.LUM.—This is a splendid
plant for baskets, producing tripinnate fronds
some 18 inches or more long. These are prolifer-

ous at the apex. W. Hugh Guweb.

Orchard and Fruit Garden.

FRUIT KEEPING BADLY.
What few Pears were obtained this season have
kept or are keeping badly. They ripen out o
their natural season and decay quickly afterf

ward.s. Beu; rj d'Ainanlis was one of tlie fiitt-

to behave in tliis way, the fruit being worthl. .ss

within a fortnight of gathering. Autumn Ber-
gatnot, the next with us to ripen in quantity,
ripened in regular succession, or much as the
fruit were gathered, none being spoilt ; but pro-
bably, had all tlie crop been gathered at one
time, a portion would have been spoilt. Only
two gatherings were made of Louise Bonne of
Jersey, the best part of a peck being stored on
or about October 1. Of these fully one-half
suddenly became rotten, not a sound fruit beino-

left at the present time (November 1) ; while in
other years they have kept good fully a fort-
night longer. Marie Louise is even more dis-

appointing. One tree trained against a high
wall with a north-east aspect produced, for this
season, quite a heavy crop ; but before these
lines are in print, not a sound fruit will l)e left.

Already several have gone olf rotten
; whereas,

in other seasons they have kept good in the .same
rather cool room till near the end of November.
What few fruits of Conseiller de la Cour, Brown
Beurre and Huyshe's Prince Ccjnsort there were
have ripened earlier than usual, and the last-

named, instead (jf doing us good service late in
November, will be used durnig the second week
in that month. Doyenne du Cornice, Beurre
Diel, Beurre Clairgeau, Easter Beurre, Glou
Morceau, Vicar of Winkfield and Huyshe's Vic-
toria were left on the trees till they were com-
mencing to drop, or as long as it was safe to
leave them out, and this appears to have retarded
ripening considerably, though it remains to be
seen whether or not it has injuriously aUected
the quality. Not unfrequently delaying gather-
ing till the fruit drojjs oft' into the hand when
touched ends in the quality being inferior, the
Pears when ripe being too dry or mealy.

Apples are more disappointing even than
Pears. The crops in vei-y many instances were
far better than anticipated, the size and general
appearance of the fruit being also decidedly
above the average. Duchess of Oldenburg first

gave us a taste of what to expect, the fruit of
this variety keeping very badly indeed. Early
dessert varieties did not get a chance to spoil,
though what few fruits of Irish Peach were
stored, quickly went wrong. Lord Sufiield,
before it had been a week in the fruit room,
gave signs of keeping badly, what might be
termed disease spots showing Iroth outside and
inside the skins of some of the fruit. Keswick
Codliu was scarce, but a capital lot of Manks
Codlin was stored. During .some seasons this
variety has kept good till December, but already
a considerable number of fruit has become
spotted after the jirevailing fashion. Ecklin-
ville is supposed to be available from October
to mid-winter ; but, unless I am greatly de-
ceived, not a sound fruit of it will be seen in
our fruit room by the end of November. War-
ner's King Essex growers usually try to keep
for the markets late in December, this being
the favourite sauce Apple of those living in the
east end of London, and al.so much liked for
mixing with other mince meat ingredients. Al-
ready the dreaded spots are showing on the
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earliest gathered fruits in this neighbourhood,
some of the best samples being spoilt. Nor is

Lor'1 Derby behaving much better, though a fine

lot of fruit of Tower of (xlamis appears to be
all right. King of Pippins, the best dessert

Apple available in r|uantity at the present time,

will have to be used soon or not at all, yet it

ought to last well into December.

Naturally, fruit growers, or those interested

in the great fruit question, discuss the subject

of why fruit is keejiing so badly when they meet
and converse, and the theory most often pro-

pounded is that the short spell of very tropical-

like weather experienced during the summer
hastened maturation considerably, being, in

fact, the sole cause of the premature ripening.

Personally, I am of opinion that this was not
the sole cause, but contributed to it. If the

weather had reaiained comparatively dry for

another fortnight or three v/eeks longer, the

fruit would have kept better, even if it did ma-
ture earlier on the trees than usual. It was the

change to cold wet weather late in August and
early in September that did the mischief.

Soaking rains had the efl'ect in many cases of

swelling out the fruit to a much larger size than

at one time thought possible, and the excess of

moisture in the fruit has most injuriously

affected it, the chemical changes not getting rid

of it sufficiently. There is too little sugar

formed in the fruit and too little water evapo-

rated, hence the bad keeping properties of

Apples and Pears. If this is not the correct

solution of the difficulty, what is ?

In the meantime, or while experts are de-

ciding the cause of these two popular fruits

keeping so badly, it will not be out of place to

ask what steps have or are being taken to aid

fruit growers in getting rid of their very perish-

able produce at remunerative prices. Although
presumably a very bad year as far as Pears are

concerned, and below the average in the case of

Apples, comparatively poor prices have been
offered for orchard-grown fruit of the former,

while Apples will .scarcely sell, hereabouts at

any rate, at any price. This being so, what is

to become of all the abundance of fruit that

will be forthcoming in years of plenty I An
enormous number of trees have been planted

and well cared for during the past ten years,

and these will soon be either at their Ijest or in

a fairly productive state. Now the planters in

very many instances did not stop to take into

consideration whether or not the orchards were
located in districts favourable to getting rid of

the crops to the best advantage, and not a few
of them have already realised the mistake they

made. Were I to send samples of King of the

Pippins to the nearest town the price offered

would be 33. 6d. the basket of 3 pecks. More
might be obtained at Covent Garden or else-

where, but owing to the short-sighted policy

of railway directors, fully 2s. fid. per cwt.

would be charged for carriage, and in addi-

tion there would be market tolls, commis-
sion and other charges to meet, so that it

would pay best to accept the offer of the pro-

vincial fruiterer. Railway companies when com-
peting with one and another, can or do afford

to carry goods very much cheaper. Thus if I

ordered a few dozen hot-water pipes from
Stourbridge or elsewhere in that direction,

these would be charged for at the rate of

143. 6d. per ton, and yet be brought much
farther than the Apples could be sent at the

rate of ^2 10-i. per ton. What can be more
unfair than this I Or, again, what more cau be

done to handicap the poor British farmer and
fruit grower i The latter must, according to

present circumstances, sell much of his fast-

spoiling fruit locally ani at any price he can

get, or convert it into cider. Why, even good
Blenheims are being sold at the rate of IGs. to

18s. per sack simply because the growers are
afraid to keep them any longer, and yet very
few renlly good Apples are to be seen in Lon-
don or the larger towns whenever I happen to

pass through them. The best Apples on offer

in numerous west-end .shops late last August
were the Duchess of Oldenburg, which by no
stretch of imagination can be rightly termed a

good-class dessert variety.

Let the would-be benefactors take active

steps to bring producers and consumers into

closer contact and also agitate for a readjust-
ment of railway charges, leaving the more
showy and ambitious schemes till the fruit-

growing public are better prepared for them,
and they will then deserve all the honour that
will fall to their lot. Fruit growers are too
widely separated, and, if the truth must be
told, are not the class of men to form associa-

tions or t.ake steps to protect and promote
their own interests, but it might well be done
for them. Remember it is not the growers
alone that would be benefited by a good scheme
of distribution, but the great fruit-eating com-
munity—notably, the indu.strial classes—would
be the greatest gainers. W. Iggulden.

/Somerset.

A seedling' Apple.—Last year you asked me
fur fresli .samfiles of my seedling Apple, which I

was unable to send, but I now forward two, one
for immediate trial and one for keepincj a few days
—say a week or len days. This is the only Apple
ill my walled-in garden, an acre in extent, which has
anything like a crop, and I can well conceive tl:at,

with the wretched seasons we have had for the
last two years and the steep declination of the
garden, exposing it to all winds except the north,
these Apples arc but shadows of wliat they would
be under more favourable circumstances. These
Apples fall before they are ripe. The IHbston has
been good once in thirty years, and during the last

two years have rotted on the trees. British Queen,
Prince Albert, and Bergamote d'Esperen Pears
fall olT when the size of marbles, and a large pir-

tion of the Pear trees had their young shoots
killed by cold wind in July. Under such circum-
stances I feel proud of ray seedling Apple, and
believe that when fine seasons come it will be a
gem of the first water. I meet with none here so
tuU of flavour nor such sure bearers. The first

year it hrd only one flower, but that made an
Apple. The next year it had twelve bunches of

bluora, proUicing twenty Apples. Tliis jenr, when
all others failed, it had twenty-twobunches of bloom,
producing forty-three Apples. Another seed'ing
has produced one Apple, beautiful both in form
and colour (which cannot be said of those .=ent),

but not yet ripe. It had five blooms last year and
no Apples, 'I his year it had a dozen bunches of bloom,
most of which set, but all were destroyed except one
by the subsequent frosts.

—

Edwaed Williamson,
Conglclon,

*„* The Apples were not in good concliti"n, and
one of them was very much shrivelled. The other
was fresh and sharp, but we should not call it

good in flavour.

—

Ed.

Damsons.—Through the kindness of Mr. Smith,
of Mentmore Gardens, I was some time ago favoured
with samples of the varieties of Damsons he is

growing there largely, fi r there are at Mentmore
some twenty-seven acres of land ui.der Plum and
Damson culture, and on such a scale it is possil)le

not only to grow manv varieties, but also each one in

considerabln quantity. One variety without nnme
more resembles a small purple Plum than a true
Damson. It is an excel ent variety for maiket, as
it is an abundant bearer. It is roundish la'her
than oval, of purplish-red colour, and a frtestone,
the flesh soft and sweet, but with little flavour.

The best true Damson is the Shropshire, which
differs appreciably from what is grown at Ment-

more as the Prune, This Shropshire variety is

quite oval, almost longish oval, stem half an inch
long, the fruits for a Damson rather large, quite
black when ripe, and carrying a dense bluish-white
bloom. It is a partial, but not a firm clingstone, flesh

soft and of the true Damson flavour. Smaller and
distinctly rounder and of the same colour is the
popular Farleigh Prolific. This variety undoubtedly
hits the public taste by far the best, because,
although not so highly flavoured as the old or

common Damson, it comes nearest to it. This
variety needs no recommendation as to cropping.
The Worcester Damson is less oval than is the
Shropshire and later. It is also rather larger,

blackish-purple, and carries a good bloom. It has
s me of the old Damson flavour and is a freestone.

This is an excellent variety for orchard culture,

especially for successional purposes. Lastly comes
the Prune Damson, This is about the size of the
Worcester and has its blunted oval shape, but is

redder in colour. None of the fruits of the Prune
Damson were ripe enough to test the quality, but
the variety is specially valualjle for its late keep-
ing qualities.—A, D.

NECTARINES AND PEACHES ON WALLS.

I AM aware that it is not always possible to give

the trees the attention necessary for their future

welfare, but it is time well repaid. As soon as the

crop is cleared it is essential to go over the trained

tiees and remove the superfluous shoots, also those

that have borne fruit may in many cases be re-

movfd, thus giving the remaining liranches more
light to mature the wood. I am aware some good
cultivators o'ject to severe cutting at this s-eason,

as if a hard winter follows, some of the wood rlies

back and pruning is again necessary in the e.irly

spring. From close observation I find the best re-

sults are obtaioed by i binning out the gross or

useless shoots and o'd fruiting wood as soon as

the crop is seemed, I have practised the rarly

autumi: pruning foi some years and find it advan-

tageous in many way,-, as the trees may be left

mucli later before being nailed up in the early

spring.

Peach and Nectarine trees are often grown
too thickly. Some varieties do badly in wet sea-

sons, suffering much from mildew, Royal George
being one of tlie worst in this respect, but by
eaily removal of useless branches there is a better

chance of destroying the mildew. By cutting out the

useless wood, any lifting or rearranging ma.y readily

be undertaken, as often young trees planted in new
or rich soils grow too strongly. To cut the gn S3

woorl hard bark means canker in a few years' time.

I much jirefer lifting early, keeping the trees in a
growing state.

Many good growers keep a stock of young trees

coming on to fill up gaps and to replace old and
worn-out trees, so that planting early is readily

accomplished and a fresli supply of young trees

may be obtained later to take their places. Where
the ground can be prepared and the trees planted

quickly I believe there is much gain the following

s-eason. Trees having a mass of fibrous roots in a

voiing state lift readily, soon take to their new
quarters, and with due attention to thinning of the

crop good fruit ra»y be gathered the first season

after planting. When replanting young trees it is

advisable to leave the small shoots unnailed,

merely supporting the main branches. Of course,

it is not the neatest system, but I have found

the longer the trees can be kept from the

wall the later the bloom and less damage from

frost. In the case of small trees it is best not to

fasten to the wall for a short time, even the larger

branches, as this allows of the ground settling. In

places where Peaches and Nectarines do badly

muih may be done by having raised borders.

Other trees, snch as Cherries, Plums, and stone

fruits, may be lifted and replanted with equal

fuccess provided the trees get the necessary atten-

tion afterwards to prevent the leaves dropping pre-

maturely and the bark shrivelling. The cleaning

of old walls that have been covered with dirty
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t ees^llnukl bn altended to before rcii'.aniing, as

Ihe work can be done mtire readily when Ihe walls

are clear and a 6troiit>er insecticide used. In re-

pointing eld walls care should be taken not to use

cement in birge proportions, as I find it injurious

to the trees, causing them to blister. No time

should be lo.-t in selectiuj; the young trees of the

v„rio!is kinds so ax to get stroi'g clean he.dlhv

stock for growing on. Maiden trees may often

be secured at little cost and grown on for the pur-

po-e ; by this means a slock of good material is

always ready to hand. G. Wythes.

EARLY FORCED VINES.

Tnn.SK who have to force hard will know the diffi-

culties experienced in getting the Vines to start if

not well ripened. Tliose who are fortunate enough

to live where fo^s are not prevalent will peihap^

think I am looking on tlie dark side. I do not

think any Vine c;\n erptal the Black Hamburgh for

early forcing. Foster's Seedling for a while is also

one of the best. Those who have these two for

early use, either for pot culture or jilanted out,

will find them most reliable. With p it Vines more
care is required than is the case where planted out.

As the weekly calendar deals with the question of

forcing and temj eratures, I do not intend to go
into cultural notes, l>ut to point out the advantages

of forcing in small houses and the supsiiority of

growing Vines in a small border or limiTd space

to having them in larger houses rfqniring more
lieat. I do not ndv'se pot cidture where a small

house can be planted, especially if tie roots can

get a little warmth. Ir, must not be inferred I dis-

like pot culture, but I think the best results are

often secured from planied-out canes, :md I a'lvisf it

in cases where the sp:ice or appliances for forcing

are linnted. I use j ois and plant out yearly for

this early forcm?. The latter give double the

weight of the pot Vines, larger bunches and berries,

but are ten days lo a fortnight later when forced

the fir.-t year than those in pots. Vines planted

oat have advant iges over pot Vines, as they pay
for forcing a second year, and there is not the con-

stant water'ng required in the growing season, anel

when staried the second year they are quite as

early as pot, Vines, and often bear very heavy
crop*. Vines that have been forceel in previons

years start more readily than young canes,

they bnak more regularly, and the berries

colour well if the crop is rot too heavy. The
best system is to plant out a few stron/ canes
yearly, and after the second season's fruitis cleared

to destroy ami replant. This is not a co-tly pro-

cess, as the [>it can fie devoted to other uses, such
as forcing vtgetables and fiowers. For instance,

we plaf'e well-prciiared forcing plants in the pit

when started, and they get the tieatment desired,

as the syringing necessary for the Vines starts the
plants. A mi ch higher temperature is required

to start Vines in October or November, and this i<

more necessary in districts with smoke or little

sunstiine. 1 homjh I am nut an advocate of high
temperature-; to excite Vine's at the season of going
to rest, it is necessary. Another point must be taken
intn consideration, and that is the out.--ide tem-
perature. I liaveals'i n ticed that the planted-out
canes ripen earlier than those in pots, and 'here is

Ies« trouble in securing a regular break. This, no
doubt, is owing to the roots being in a warm bor-

der. I am aware that this system of ripening
Vines is often oVijected to, but in the case of such
shirt-lived canes the objection is not so serii us,

and any method which secures an early well-ripened
cane in places deficient in sunshine must not be
judged too har.-hly by thosein morefavoured situa-

tions. This rote wou'd be ihconiplrfe without a
few words as to the borders for early Vines, and
here I may remark very little space is allowed in

comparis n to that for perraareit Vines. Ours are
2 feet wide and 2 feet deep, even (5 inches less in

some instances. I do not think it ncces.sary to give
a wide root-run, the above being ample if the Vines
are renewed every two years. The borders I write
of are over a single fiow and return 4-inch pipe,

the c!eplh of tlie bed or border is 3 feet, and in

some cases only 2.\ feet. I usu.a'ly plac: tliick scds

on 3 inches of rulifOc and fill up with a well-pre-

pared mixture, using cnarse bone-meal in preference

to fjoncs, as the meal is more rapid in its action.

The advantage of these shallow borders is that the

routs can be kept on the surface, and in ligl^t soils

a liberal top-dressing of cow mi,nure at the final

swelling does much good and prevents dryness,

the roots go into it splendidly, the manure liecom-

iiig a mass of fibres. It is surprising what a great

weight of well-finished fruit can be cut from such

Vines. Of course, the Vines must not be overdone,

next season having to be taken into account. If

houses are jjlentiful, they may carry one heavy

crop and then be removed, others being [jlanted.

Planting the canes should be done as early in the

year as p^ssible to secure a long season of growth
and to rest the canes for early forcing. I prefer

to plant early in January if dormant canes are

planted, but with a warm border there is no check
by starting the canes at that period and planting

the following montli. A strong growth from the

base may be secured liy cutting donn the planting

canes earls in the autumn, or by planting the cane

full length and disbudding to tlie break required

to furnish the new cane. I like the cutting down.
If done early there is little bleeding, as is the case

with disbudcieil canes. Firm planting is essential

to short-jointed growth, avoiding crowding and
giving abundance of moisture and liquiel manure
during the growing season. S. H.

The fruit 'crop in Wales.— It may interest

some of your readers to know that this district

—

tliat of Gower, Glamorganshire—wheie I am now
staying for a short time, forms a notable exception

to the major part of the country in that there is

an excellent crop of Apples, tf ou^h comparatively

few Pears. I was qnve surprised to see the trees,

many of which are old and have been sadly ne-

glected, qi ite heavily laden, and in some cases

bnaking down with the weight cf fruit. It is

much the same with both early and late varieties,

but Lord Suflield, Cox's Orange Pippin, a Pear-

main (.Vlannington's, I think), and several other

kinds, some of which are Iccal anel unknown to

me, have produced or aie now carrying very heavy
crops indeed. Much the same state of things

exists in many other places in this and the neigh-

bouring districts, at d the Swansea market has
teen abundatjtly supplieel with Apples, though con-

signments are now fallinoi off consideral ly. The
tre?sal-o appear very healthy. Pears are not much
grown about here. Plums, 1 should say, were about
hnlf a crop, anel Imsh fruits below the avtrage.

The Gooseberry caterpillur has been busy in some
gardens, and there is some Orange fun^jus as will.

Potatcci are generally sound and a fair crop.

—

B. C. R.

Mulching' outside 'Vine borders. —Very
often serious injury is inflicted on Vine- growmg
in outside borilers by tl:e surface roots being
frozen. Therefore no time should be lost in lay-

ing on a covering of short manure to thethii'k-

ness of 3 inches < r 1 inches, fejllowing thi-^, in the

event of severe frost setting in, with a light cover-

ing of long stable manure; a fnot deep of dry
leaves, these being covered with long manure to

prevent them being blown about, will answer the
s imc purpo.-e.—H. W. W.

Cold positions for Plums.—In the gardens
here all kinds of fruit trees bloomed most abun-
dantly, anel this in all kinds of situations, but ihe
frost in April destroyed the major portion of the
bloom, and this on walls especially with warm
aspects. In fact, on west, east are! south walls
we had scarcely a Plum. From trees on north
walls and in the open we, however, gathered a
good supply. The kirds on north walls were
Orleans, Vi'toria, and Magnum Bonum. In thi-

orchard, which is close to the river, there a'e a

few trees of stub kinds as Orleans, Jefferson, and
Victoria. All of these gave tis a good supply. 1

quite agree with " A. Y. H." in The Gabden for

ihe 24th of Septrnter regarding Jefferson, where

he >ays this kind is mcc'i hardier than is generally
sujipo ed. 'ibis Plum has duiing the past season
quite maintained this character, as formerly I

thouglit it a tender kind.—J. C, I'lirde Ahltfi/.

Pears at the shows —Because there were but
two colli ctions of six dishes of Pears staged at the
Itoyaf Aquaiium show it was said at once that
Pears weie scarce, ("ompiicd with Apples, that is

81). Still, in some of the smaller shows there has
been very good comi etition, shoeing that there

are more Pears about than is ordinarily ailmitted.

At King- ton there were numer.us lots of four
dishes, the best of which were DoyennCdu Comice,
(haumontel, Easter I'eurri', BeuneSuperfin, Biuwn
Beurre, Beurre Diel, &c. Slill, the first prize col-

led ion comprised lieyund Doyenne du Comice, Pit-

maston Duchess, now getting past its fiest, Duron-
deau, and Beurre Clairgeau. At the Aquarium
such sorts as General Todtleben, Beuri^ Diel, and
Pitmaston Duchess were in the first priz-? lots,

ne tlier showing first-class quality, but probably
more regarded lor size than for flavour. It seems
a pity in the.se cnmpetitions for Pears that more
stress was not laid upon flavour. It does seem
geneially in relation to eating or dessert Apples
that flavour and quality are regarded as of the
first importacce. It appears lo be more than ever
needful that such considerations should weigh
with Pears, especially as these are mostly valued
for dessert. Exhibitors do not like to liave any of
their fruits cut and tasted, but if in relation to

Pears the practice were general, withont doubt it

woukl result in the prizes at exhibiiions going to

very diverse fruits than some which now c?rry off

the honours. A gocel di-h of Doyenne du Comice
is worth in points any two of Pitmaston Duchess
or Beurr^ Diel so far as flavour is concerned, yet,

as a rule, it gets no higher coi sideration than does
the poorest variety if the fruits be large and hand-
some. If jui'ges would even point Pears with re-

gard to known flavour without ia-.ting them, better

results would often follow. Still, the best solut on
would be found in tasting, and that should be the
universal rule where dessert Pears are concerned.
—A. D.

DRAINING LAND FOR FRUIT GRCWING.
Every year adds to the acreage of land devoted
to fruit culture. In very many instances the trees

are not properly planted, as merely digging holes
and thrustii g in the roots can hardly be called

good work. One ( f the most impoitant of what
may be called preliminary opera'ions is draining.

Where any extent of land is laid down for fruit

trees, if tlie soil is of an adhesive chaiacter, it

would pay to put in good drains 3 feet deep anel

ni.t more than 18 feet apart. After the drains are
in, if the steam cultivati r could go over the land
two or three times so as to break it up thoroi ghly
the work would be expe liiiously and ec momically
d ne. This breaking up would be of the greatest

po-sible benefit, the water wnuld pass away freely

to the drains, the air would follow, ai d the whole
mass of moved and aiirated soil would socn be
in splenriid condition for the roots to work in.

This of course could only ba done where
the planting was on a faiily large scale. But
many of the pre ent orch rds would be im-
prove d by a few i rains being dug through
them to earry.^off the surplus nater. Where Moss
form; in the brarc'ies of fruit trees, the land will

be benefited by draining, t'le trees afterwards re-

ceiving a good tcp elressicg tif manure. Bone-meal
used freely over tlie n ots of Apple, Pear, Plum,
and Cherry tices will be a great advantage, ard
where orchards are laid down in Grass the charac-
ter of the herbage will improve, and it is probable
thtt the improved value of the Grass would go a
t;o el way towards paying for the bnne manure,
and the benefit to the trees wo- Id be very con-
siderable. Foreign Apjiles are nnw being offered

for sale in almost ever, village shop. I liave piir-

ch.ased .samples en several • ccasions, and in n> arly

every instance wh-n C'e-ked they have been in-

ferior to good English grown fruit. Thnt in time
the situation will fje fairly grappled with I have
no doubt. It is useless making excuses

; bad culii-
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vatloa anl a f lulty selection of varieties are ilie

main causes of itie fmall and inferior forms which

the English orchardist proluces. There aie far

too many old useless trees, and the tliinnin< and

pruning are much iie^ilected. What can be expected

Irom worn out and Mos5-co%'ered trees ?

E. H.

AUTUMN PRUNING AND THINNING OF
APPLE AND PEAR TREES.

I AM inclined to think that this is a far more im-

portant item of fruit culture than some at least

amongst I'S are disposed lo gi^e credit to. One

thini'at least is quiie certain: the work needful

anion" orchsrl ti>cs can be done more e.xpedi-

tiously now and for a few week-5 than it can be

later on. 'Whilst there is still a little foliage left

upon the tree.->, a better idea is afforded as to

their d-nsity. Some produce larger leaves than

others, Bleniieim Orange and Golden Noble Apples

to wit ; these shiuld therefore be kept somewhat

thinner than most kinds. By doing what is

needful now, the wounds will have time to heal

over, to some degree at le ist, before sharp frosts

set in. This is no slight consideration where

much has to be done. In the case of thinning out

the h.rger b anches, I [irefer to use a little giee'i

paint to cover over the wounds. It should be the

aim of the operator to take out cross branches

where they too much intersect the main branches,

thinning these latter of the spray-like wood at the

same time. Some kinds are apt to extend

themselves too much over surrounding grouni.

this, if.it be cropped, being thereby too much
shaded. In these cases foie-hortening so as

to induce back -breaks should be the rule

When treating orclinrd trees, there will often be

found too much inner wood, which rarely ge's

sntficiently ripened to produce fruit of good

quality. Th-s should be removed for the future

well-being of the trres. In large orchard trees

there is frequently from year to year some dtad

wood which requires removal.

At no time can this work be seen to with greater

facility than the present; in fact, it may be done

in about half the time that it would take to do tt

later on and in colder, less congenial weather. It

has become, I consider, far too much the practice

to defer pruning, thinning out, and other requi-ite

attention to our fruit trees till too late in the autumn.

I well remember my own experience under a wed-

known gardener many > ears bark, being almost hall

frozen, so to speak. This need not he the case by

good management ; there are other kinds of work
that can be seen to with greater profit in the colder

we.ither than that of pruning, &c. Fnrthprmore,

as soon as the wood is well ripened I cannot see

what advantage there is to be gained by deferring

the work. In reality 1 think the advantage is

on the other side, if at all, in the better developing

of the fruit buds for another season, wall trees in-

cluded. Even in the case of Peaches and Nectarines

T prefer thinning out the wood in the autumn
rather than the spring; this leaves but little in this

way to be done save nailing or tying as the

case may be. I am quite certain that this method

is preferable to spring pruning for these fruits, as

it is also for Apricots and Plums. We should also,

I think, have some little consideration for those

who do the work, as by studying their comfort we
serve in a large measure our own ends. A.

out c.f season. At Kingston, wliere Apples were ex-

ceptionally good, the tour first-named were gener-

ally found with the addition of Claygate Pearmain,
Gravenstein, and Go'den Russet. Thus it is seen
that our selection of choice dessert Apples seems
to be a limited one for show, as colour and bright-

ness (if skin seem to be indispensable. However,
we have in the thirteen varieties named a dozen at

least that are first rate, though some are not at all

reliable croppers. As to kitchen Apple-, there are

not to be found in any competitions for six dishes

such constant repetition of cerain sorts as is

found in the dessert class. At the Aquarium in

the first and second prize lots were Mere de Menase,
Waltham Abbey Seedling, and Peas^ood's Nonsuch,
bat in none other of the coUertions was there the

same uniformity so far.—A. D.

Autumn Apples.—There are no three varie-

ties of dessert Apples which are more generally

found in all collections at autumn shows than Cox's

Orange Pippin, Blenheim Pippin, and King of the

Pippins. Next these comes Ribsion Pippin, never,

as a rule, found in such good form as are the pre-

ceding ones, and after these there are infinite va-

riety and no re'iable kinds. Thus at the recent

Royal Aquarium show Mr. Turton had in his six

dit-hes the above four with Northern Spy and Bau-

mann's Red Reinette. In the second prize lot were

Mabbot's Pearmain, Fearn's Pippin, American

Mother, and Worcester Pearmain, the latter quite

THE ORANGE AND CITRUS FAMILY.

The.sk are not apparently nearly .so much
grown now as they used to be for large plant

houses and conservatories. The time was when
they were frequently to be met with in gardens
both large and small. Palms of large growth
and Tree Ferns also mu.st be credited with
elbowing these plants out of their accustomed
places. These latter are of much nobler growth
it is true, as far as growth goes, but when the

Oranges, Lemons, and others of the tribe are

bearing good crops of their luscious-looking,

deep golden or pale yellow fruits, they are

worthy rivals to even these other princes of the

vegetable kingdom. Oranges and other fruits

of the same class have, I know, in some in-

stances—in others in all probability — become
unpopular through the plants for some reason

or other failing to bear good crops of fruit.

This may be caused through the ])Iants having
remained far too long without any attention

being given them at the roots. They do not,

it is true, require repotting or retubbing so

often as many plants do, but attention should

be given every year to top-dressing the plants

with good loam and some fine lime rubble ;

whilst in the summer, if there is a crop of

fruit which requires extra assistance, the plants

may be mulched with cow manure. When it

is seen that a change of soil would be beneficial,

it should be done thoroughly. This work where
necessary might be done at once, for none of

this family take much of a rest, particularly

where the trees are bearing fruit in their

various stages of development, some ripening,

others half grown, and others quite small. The
greatest care should be taken at such times with

the roots ; they should be treated as carefully

as those of orchard house trees when these

are repotted, merely removing the soil around
the sides by pricking it out, saving the roots as

mucli as possible. The very best loam obtain-

able should be given them, adding thereto

some fine lime rubble and road- scrapings if

found necessary, as in the case of rather close

loam. Firm potting should be insisted upon.

The common enemy of this class of plants i-s'the

.scale, one kind of which seems almost peculiar

to them. A thorough cleaning should be given

the plants where the scale is present ; if there

are not many, the advice holds good all the

same as if the plants are badly infe.sted. Labour
spent in clearing off the few is a decided gain.

Any ordinary, but well-proven insecticide will

answer for this purpose, taking care not to in-

jure the fruit where there are any. Plants

that are bearing heavy crops not yet matured
should .still have a little warmth given them,

say 55° at night with a corresponding rise

during the day. The de.ssert kinds are well

worth growing for fruiting as small plants.

In one place where I once served, the Orange
marmalade was made from home-grown pro-

duce, whilst the Lemons frequently came in

very useful when foreign-grown ones were
scarce or the stock run out. These were very
fine old plants groiving in square wooden tubs
and bearing heavy crops of fruit, although they
were annually stood out of doors in the summer,
and wintered in a greenhouse heated by the old-

fashioned flues. I have noted that the florists

cannot always find a stipply of Orange blossom
so easily as they u.sed to do. I have been asked
several times where it could be obtained, old

sources having run out. There may be in time
a return to older tastes again, Oranges, itc,

coming once more to the fore and finding favour.

I hope this may be so, for finely grown plants

of these are splendid objects f'lr our terraces,

infinitely better than many of the more weedy
plants so frequently used. It takes many years,

I know, to work up a good stock of large plants,

but methinks it would pay to do so as a change
to the present order of things. What is wanted
in the case of these fruits is more careful atten-

tion. H. G.

STRAWBERRIES IN POTS, RESTING AND
PROTECTING.

The growth of these will so in be c"implet», but
they are best left in the open as long trs pos.siiile,

so as to thoroughly mature the crowns. The
plants when standing on a hard, well drained
coal ash bed will take no harm. It is when they
stand in places flooded with water and worms are

allowed to get in-idt- the pots that the mischi-f is

caused. In wet seasons, such as the present autumn,
there is more difficulty with worms, but if the

d rail age is good and the po's stool as advised,

tiiere is little dinger. I do not like the sy-tem of

placing the plants along the sides of walks, as often

they get more water than is good; the sides of

walks being the lowest, the water is slower to run
off and the plant is soddened. I would advise the

use of strips of rough wood or racks when in .such

positions, as then feeding can be better attended
to. Worms do less mischief and the walks are

not disfigured. The resting or protection of these

fruits wlien in large numbers is often a difficult

matter. There is no better position for them tnan
cold frames, plunging th" pots in ashes or leaves,

as in such pi ices thn ligiits cm be removed in

suitable weather and extra covering given if

necessary. There is also another advantage
— the plants, when required for forcing, may
read !y be iransfeired to the houses, wnich is not

always possible with the roots and p-otecting

material in a frozen state. It often happens that

when plants are wanted, if stored in the open, they
cannot be removed without much daiua.;e. I do
not like st iring in f r at houses if at all dry or

warm, as the plants do not get the rest necessary

in such places. They have to be watered to keep
them in condition, and they s'art into a weakly
growth and do not throw up their flower-spikes

strongly. I prefer stacking in the open, as there

is less danger provided plenty of packing material

is employed. Many plunge the pots in cocoa fibre

or ashes up to the rim in an open place, but I do
not recommend it, as the heavy winter rains are

often very injurious, washing the nutriment out of

the soil and rendering it sodden. Many good
cultivators think the loss of foliage by frost does

not injure the plants, but I like to retain it. The
plants if stacked sh uild face south, so as to

escape east winds, which do more injury after

severe frost than at any other time. Stacking at

the fo'it of a south wall is a good system, pro-

vided the plants are not allowed to dry too much.
Early kinds neel not be stacked, as these will

throw up stronger flower-spikes if left to h'nlen.

A few degrees of frost do no hatm provided the

roots are not injured.—G. Wythes.
The time of year has arrived for putting

Strawlieriy pi mts in pots in their winter quarters.

At one time the po's were pla-ed on their side in

rows, two or three deep, in cold pits and frames,

out of the reach not only of frost, but of moisture
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also, removing the plants thence to the forcing

house as reqiiire<l. Other growers, having plenty

of cold pits and frames at command, were wont to

fill them to within a foot of the sashes, and then

plunge their pots to the rims therein. Both these

practices were inconsistent with the natural con-

ditions and requirements of the plants during the

winter months. Forcing the plants so as to obtain

ripe fruit from them in February, March, and
April is, we may be told, also inconsistent with

the natural habit and fruiting season of the

Strawberry. This is true so far as it refers to

the time of ripening the fruit, but the ripe fruit

is obtained under conditions, artificially sup-

plied, as near as possible to those under which
the plants naturally ripen their crop out of doors.

But in the matter" of wintering the plants, the

most natural as well as the most economical and
safe way of wintering Strawberry plants in pots

is to phinge them below the lim in sifted coal

ashes in a dry, sunny situation, where water is not

at any time likely to accumulate. Here we have
spaces set apart for this purpose, and which, when
not so occupied, are used for other purposes. The
ground is divided into several beds about 8 feet

wide each and 15 inches to 18 inches deep, with
a 2-feet space between for getting at the plants.

The depth is obtained by driving the necessary

number of short piles with the smooth side out-

ward, and to which 1-inch boards are nailedclosely

together to prevent the ashes falling. A layer of

coal-ashes is placed on the gravel bottom (clinkers

would answer the purpose quite as well) ; the pots

are then stood thereon in rows, working the coal-

ashes in between and 1 inch over the rims of the

pots as the work goes on, thereby making the

plants quite secure from harm by frost. In severe

weather they are, however, afforded a slight

covering of Fern, which is removed and replaced,

according to circumstances, morning and evening
when considered necessary. H. W. Ward.

Apple Cox's Orange.—That circumstances

do affect certain sorts of Apples, I think no one
will dispute. My expeiience with this Apple is

vastly different to that of " J. C. F.," both in the
matter of the terdei ness of its flowers and its crop-

ping quality in a young stale. I have trees of this

and King of Pippins growing side by side, both in

the garden and in an open field ; but I have not
noticed any difference in the hardine?s of the
blossom of one over the other, although they were
subjected to 5° of frost when in flower last spring.

Both kinds bore full crops— a proof that tlieVjlooms

were unhurt. I attribute my annual success with
this variety paitly to the fact of having its

branches quite thin, so that a free circulation of

air at all times is available for ripening the wood.
During November, 181)0.1 planted several trees of

this variety in an open field. All blcom buds were
picked off last senson, but this year I allowed the
trees to bear, which ihey did abundantly, so much
so that more than a reasonable crop wa-< taken
from tlie trees directly the Apples were about to

take their secou'l swelling. In spite of the crop of

fruit obtained from these young trees, the growl li

in the majority if in>tances has been allthatcould
be desired, and so is the prospect for next year's

crop, judging from the quantity of fruit buds.

—

E. M.

Pears on cold soils —What a difference there
is between the growth and the cropping quality of

Pears in the open on cold soils as com| ared with
Apples. Here but few sorts of Pears wid give us

even part of a crop, while from trees of the same
sorts growing against walls we annually get a
fairly good crop, in some seasons a heavy one, thus
proving the advantage of a wall over the open in

Pear culture. In many gardens, trees of Williams'
Bon Chretien grow to a large size and nearly every
year produce abundant crops of clean, well-col-

oured fruit of excellent flavour. Here we never
get a fruit devoid of scab or crack from the open,
but from cordons on a west wall we never mi.'^s a
crop of clean, desirable fruit. Jargonelle, Marie
Louise, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Winter Nelis and
Glou Morceau are all alike in this respect. Duchesse

I

d'Angouleme, although it bears freely, la con-

siderably below the average in point of quality,

l>uing decidedly gritty. When two or three sorts

can be relied upon to give a fair crop of fruit in

the open on a cold, heavy soil, it is well that these

should be known more fully, as I am certain it is

more of a question as to huw far the soil is chemi-
cally adapted to certain sorts than it is a matter

of cultivation, Doyenn6 du Comice, Comte de

Lamy and Conseiller de la Cour are the only sorts

we can get to succeed out of twenty of the leading

kinds tried at various times.—E. M., Snanmore.

Notes of the Week.

Chrysanthemum Beauty of Exmouth.
We have seen this variety in fine form several times

during the past few week?, and from close observa-

tion consider it a valuable addition to our list of

good valuable kinds. The flower of this, though

not quite so pure white as some varieties, is very

full, with curled incurved florets of great substance.

As an exhibition variety it will certainly be a

favourite flower. It is a seedling from Avalanche,

one of our best Japanese types, and promises to be

as great an acquisition as that variety.

Late-flowering Achimenes.—What an ac-

quii^ition to our autumn-flowering plants these are!

I have now flowering beautifully about thirty

plants. These commenced blooming early in Oc-

tober and will continue into December. The tubers

were started in May and have been grown on all

summer in an intermediate house near the glass.

They were moved into a houfC wilh a little fire-

heat towards the end of September, where they

soon commenced flowering. Achimenes are certainly

worth special culture to flower at this late season.

The varieties are grandiflora, Mauve Queen and
Verschafielti, of which I send you a few spra\s.

The earlier batch flowered equally as well, and were

most useful for conservatory, also for house and
table decoration ;

tiut the late-flowering ones seem
much more choice and efllective in the dull, daik

days of November.—G. W. E., Htnham.

Two good Melons.—Amongst several varie

ties of Melons grown here during the past season

I have had the best results from a green-fleshed

kind named The Countess, a photograph of which
I send you. It is a vigorous grower and a free

-etter, producing beautifully netted, medium-sized
fruits of excellent flavour. Best of All, an older

and better-known kind, has also given good returns

this season. It comes to maturity about a week
earlier than The Countess, but does not keep long

after it is ripe, uijlike The Countess, which keeps

sound and retains much of its good flavour for a
eonsiderable time after it has been cut from the

plant. From these two kinds I have had fruit al-

most continuously since the middle of May last till

now (November Iti)—a fairly long season for home-
grown Melons. Growers who have not already

done so should give these two kin''s a trial, as

Melons that do well in a late locality like this and
in a cold, moist and almost sunless season like the

past can be thoroughly relied upon.

—

Lanark-
shire.

Apple Dr. Harvey.—This fine Apple is not

grown so much as it deserves to be, probably be-

cau-e it is not well known. At the recent fruit

>how at Earl's Court I only noticed two di-hes of

it, though much worse Apples were well repre-

sented. In th s district it i^ rather largely grown,
and more of it is sold in the local markets at this

time of the year than of any other kind. It is in

season from mid-September to the end of Novem-
ber and sometimes later than this. Good samples
are about the size of well-grown Wellingtons,
rather more conical in shape and with a smaller

eye ; one side is generally higher and rounder than
the other, the flat side is often russetty and some-
times slightly cracked, but this latter defect rarely

interferes wiih its keeping qualities. The fruit is

heavy, average specimens weighing about half a
pound ; the colour is bright yellow with a crimson
flush, and the skin is sometimes spotted ; flavour

sharp and brisk, and the fruit contains plenty of

juice. It may be used for dessert, and for this

purpose many folks like it, but it is chiefly used

for cooking and bakes well. The tree is a good

bearer and seldom fails to give a crop.— J. C.

TallACK, Llvrrmere Park, liury St. Edmunds.

Notes from Almondsbury.—Have any of

your readers noticed that a Chrysanthemum
known to me by the name of DornmuUe produces

exquisitely coloured leaves 7 I send a few speci-

mens. No other of my Chrysanthemums have

coloured leaves, and theyallhavehadlhesame ti-eat-

ment. I have recently acquired seventy Calo-

chorti in nine sorts. I should be gratified if any

reader would say whether I had better keep them

out of the ground until January or plant now. I

am taking very great pains about the soil and bed

(raised) where they will stand, and I cannot, I

suppose, do btlt r than follow instructions given

by Van Tubergen ; but there must be some differ-

ence between his winters and mine. Have any

rosarians turned their attention to the green Rose

of Teneriffe I It is very ngly, but it blooms fo

freely and each bloom remains iti situ so long, that

it has virtues which might be considered worthy

o( tTunsmitting to jnildiriori filio!. Here we have

had a dry year and a dry October. Never have the

leaves been to my knowledge more gorgeous, and

we have had of late many bright sunny days^ fol-

lowing foggy mornings and frosty nights.—C. O,

Miles.

Societies and Exhibitions.

EOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

November 15.

Orchid Committee.

The meeting on this date was one of the smallest

held this season. This and the previous meeting

have undoubtedly suffered from the great number

of Chrysanthemum shows all over the country,

which attract both competing exhibitors and those

who stage miscellaneous productions. The small-

ne>s of the meeting this month must not on any

account be taken as an indication of declining

interest, for as a whole the meetings at the Drill

Hall, at Chiswick and the Temple have been fully

maintained with marked increase in many ways.

Chrysanthemums of course were shown in con-

siderable numbers, chiefly new varieties, whilst a

ew go>)d Orchids principally from trade growers

were also staged. The display of fruit was smaller

than usual ; this may also be attributed to counter-

attractions at the C'hrysanthemum shows.

First-class certifica'es were awarded to the

following :

—

C'YPRtPEDIUJI MORGANI.E BURPORDIENSE.—

A

remarkably fine form of this, one of the best of all

the hybrids in cultivation. The specimen shown

was a vigorous plant bearing two strong spikes,

each with two flowers ; the colourin(. throughout

is deeper and richer than in the type, the petals

being more den.-ely studded with dark spots of a

rich claret shade ; the lip is also of the two finer.

From Sir Trevor Lawrence's collection.

CypitiPEDlUM TiTYUS (C. oenanthum superbtm

X C. Spicerianum).—This hybrid is extremely

interesting, inasmuch as four distinct species

are concerned in its ancestry. The seed parent

is C. Spicerianum ; C. cenanthum superbum was

obtained from C. insigne var. Maulei and C.

Harrisianum superbum; and C. Harrisianum su-

perbum was obtained from C. barbatum and C.

villosum. In C. Tityus the growth is compact

the dorsal sepal white, wii h a few dark spots up

the centre, and green at the base ; the petals are

greenish and the lip also, showing traces of C.

insigne and C. Spicerianum more than any other

parentage. From Messrs. Veitch and Sons.

Awards of merit were made to

Cattlkya labiata albasensis, of which an

excellent example was shown. It is best described

as a somewhat pale form of C. labiata, the lip
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large and finely fringed and of a dark velvety
crimson, with lighter blotches in the throat. From
Messrs. Sander and Co.

Catasetum tubulaee var., with flowers of a
chocolate shade and freely spotted, more interest-
ing than beautiful, the sepals and petals reflexing
so much as to detract from the beauty of the
flower. From Mr. Wellbore Ellis, Dorking
Ctpmpedium Perseus (C. Sedeni porphyreum

X C. Lindleyanum).—The growth is very vigorous
more so than in C. Sedeni, which it also greatly
resembles in the flowers and general habit ; but
the colours are much richer, with more of a crim-
son shading, the lip very prettily spotted on the
inside on a light ground. From Messrs^ Veitch and
Sons.

L^lto-Cattlbta Auboea (Cattleya Loddigesi
X LjEha pumila Dayana), in which the growth and
habit are that of the latter parent, whilst the
colour of the sepals and petals is a pale rosy lilac,
(he lip much after L. pumila Dayana. It is an
acquisition to the dwarf hybrids. From Messrs.
Veitch and Sons.
Of other Orchid exhibits there were a few groups

of small plants, Mes,rs. Sander and Co. showing
amongst other things a remarkably fine Cypripe-
dium Leeanum superbum, finer probably than it
has been seen before. The plant bore some eight
or nine flowers of extra size and vigour, the dorsal
sepal in each being unusually large, and the colour
mainly a pure white ;• the lip and petals were also
finely developed. C. Leeanum excellens was also
shown. This has more colour, but not nearly so
large as the first named. C. G. S. Ball (C. Spiceri-
anum x C. Lawiencianum) has pale greenish yel-
low flowers with chocolate markings; the dorsal
sepal resembles that of the first named parent, with
^1'^°-%^ °f *he colour of tlie latter at the edges.
Aerides Bilfouri, a small-growing species with
greenish white flowers; Odontoglossum Rossi al-
bens, a white variety with very pale green spots;
Oncidium praetextum, a brownish-coloured species
after O. crispum in this respect, but with yellow in

l'^
"°"'^'''^- 'i"<^ 0- pra:textum pra;torum, which i-

best described as having flowers much darker in
colour—a rich bronze—were also sent

*'essrs. B. S^ Williams and Son showed a few
good Cypnpeduims, amongst which C. Pitcheri-
anum (Wiiliam.s' var.), with extra large and fine
flowers, C. Adonis snperbum, a distinct hybrid,
with traces of C. Spicerianum, and C. Wallaer-
tianum, which comes close to C. Harrisianum,
were noteworthy. Here was also a fine variety of
Cymbidium giganteum, the colouring richer than
usual. Messrs. H. Low and Co. showed Vanda
Amesiana, several plants of Oncidium tigrinum
(a fine autumn-flowering Orchid), Cvpripedium
Harrisianum superbum and C. H. nigrum, the for-
mer a splendid variety, the latter a darker form

;

L. Chamberlamianum, C. Bella, C. Hainaldianum,
and C. callosum.

Messrs. Veitch and Sons also had cut blooms of
C. macrochilum (C. caudatum Lindleyanum x C.
longiflorum), partaking much of the caudatum
type

;
also C. Leeanum superbum and a nice plant

of C. Niobe, one of the finest of the later acquisi-
tions, being also quite distinct; the upper edges of
the petals being undulated give the flowers addi-
tional attraction. Mr. Fitt, Panshanger Gardens,
Hertford, showed four well-grown plants of Cypri-
pedium insigne

; whilst from Sir Tievor Lawrence
came Cypripedium pavonium (C. Boxalli x C.
venustum), a distinct and promising hybrid witli
brownish flowers, very glossy in appearance, and a
cut spike of Calanthe sanguinaria, with dark crim-
son flowers. From Mr. Staffer, Stand Hnll Man-
chester, came Cattleya Harrisi (C. guttata Leopoldi
X C. Mendeh), the flowers having the form and
substance of the first-named parent, but quite
destitute of the spots upon the sepals and petals,
the colour of which is best described as that of
C. guttata suffused with pale pink, the lip a pale
crimson colour. From Mr. Lucas, Warnham Court,
Horsham (Mr. Duncan, gardener), came a very fine
variety of Cattleya in C. Massaiana, a rich form of
C. aurea, with the lip of an intense rich velvety
crimson, veined with orange in the throat, and two
plants in good flower of Angrajcum bilobum.

Floral Committee.
A first-class certificate was awarded to

Begsonia decora.—A dwarf-growing species
from Malaysia, with light bronzy foliage and pale
green venations. As a dwarf decorative plant it
is an acquisition, being decidedly distinct. From
Messrs. Veiti-h and Sons.

Awards of merit were made to the following :—
Chrysanthemum Mr. C. Blick.—A rich yellow

Japanese, which should be a marked improvement
on W. H. Lincoln, being intermediate between that
variety and Mr. H. Cannell in cliaracter, the flowers
of extra size. Shown by Mr. Martin Smith.
Cheysanthemum Mrs. DoeothbaShea, which

has much of the character of Val d'Andorte, but
paler, a fine flower. Shown by Mr. Shea, Foot's
Cray.

Chrysanthemum Lord Brooke, — One of
best incurved Japanese yet shown, and, no
doubt, the finest new kind seen this year; the
colour a bright golden shade, with rich crimson
veinings, petals broad and flowers full. From
Messrs. H. Canne'I and Sons.
CHRy.3ANTnEMUM AlDA.—A very pretty reflexed

Japanese, of medium size and beautiful shape, the
petals tipped with straw colour, the inner portions
more of a pale bronzy crimson. From Messrs.
H. Cannell and Sons.
Chuysanthrmum Princess A'ictoeia.—A full

deep flower of the Japanese section ; in colour not
a pure white, there being a faint trace of yellow,
evidently a vigorous variety. From Mr. Seward.
Chrysanthemum Mrs. Needs. — Another

Japanese with much of the character of Belle
Paule, but decidedly brighter in colour, the white
also quite pure, a delicately beautiful flower. From
Messrs J. K. Pearson and Snns, Chilwell.
Chrysanthemum Robeet Flowerday.—An

incurved Japanese, the reverse of the petals silvery,
the inner side deeper in colour than in N. W. Coles,
whilst the build of the flower is much better. From
Messrs. Pearson.

In the class for a group of Chrysanthemums, dis-
tinct, each plant to carry not less tlian twenty-four
flowers, no artificial training allowed other than
simply staking out the branr-hes to avoid crowd-
ing, pinching or cutting back, the plants in a young
stage optional, Mr. G. Wythes.Syon House Gardens,
was the only compel itor, being awarded the first

prize and silver-gilt Flora medal for well-grown
plants, carrying good flowers in a fresh condition—
Val d'Andorre, Elaine. Edwin Molyneux, Etoile de
Lyon, Mrs. Dixon, and Cullingfordi being the best
plants. From the same source also came a good
bank of cut blooms backed by fine-foliaged plants,
the blooms being inserted in flower-pots with from
a foot to 18 inches of stem, a very good way of
showing them, the front being finished off with
dwarf Maiden-hair Fern. Asilter Banksian medal
was awarded.

Mr. H. B. May had a most extensive display of
well-grown Ferns of small and medium size, suited
either to the greenhouse or the stove, either in pots
or for baskets, the whole of the plants being char-
acterised by a hardy growth, denoting endurance
under exposure. Gjmnogrammas were represented
by the best kinds, as G. peruviana argyrophylla, G.
Mayi, a sulphury variety, very distinct; G. Alstoni,
G. schizophylla gloriosa, G. grandiceps superba,
a deep golden crested form, and others, also the
bfst of the Adiantums, the new variegated forms
of Pteris, P. tremula variegata being conspicuous,
with several good healthy examples of Platycerium
grande, just the plants to start with ; Lastrea lepida
and L. patens, two of the most beautiful of the
genus, and the seldom seen Marattia Cooperi and
Aglaomorpha Meyeniana (silver-gilt Flora medal).
Messrs. H. Cannell and Sons, Swanley, had a beauti-
ful display of winter-flowering zonal Pelargoniums in
laree bunches, the best being Mine. Melba, a white
suffused with pale pink ; Maud of Wales, deep
pink

; Mme. de Bondeville, recently certificated
;

Beauty of Kent, Swanley White, and W. P.
Wright, a brilliant scarlet (silver Banksian medal).
From Mr. Miller, Ruxley Lodge Gardens, Esher,
came a charming basketful of double Violetsj
quite refreshing. Messrs. H. Cannell and Sons also

had several other good and promising Chrysanthe-
mums in Kentish Yellow, Lilian Russell, and others,
witli older kinds, as Louis Boehmer and F. W.
Flight. Messrs. Veitch and Sons also showed some
very fine blooms of Japanese, Robert Cannell, Mrs.
Falconer Jameson, R. C.Kingston, Violet Rose, and
Viviand Morel being particularly noteworthy.

Fruit Committee.

The exhibits before this committee were not
numerous, Apples to name and seedlings, with some
Melons and Tomatoes being the chief exhibits. Mr.
Wythes sent from Syon House a good collection
of Melons—some two dozen fruits—well finished
and of high colour (bronze Banksian me-ial).
Mr. Miller, Ruxley Lodge, Esher, sent a seed-
ling Melon named Golden Ball, a white-fleshed
variety. This the committee requested to see
earlier in the year. The same exhibitor staged a
nice dish of I?rown Turkey Figs of good flavour.
Messrs. R. Veitch and Son, txeter, sent a
new Pear, but too much resembling Pitmaston
Duchess to merit a distinct award. Seedling
Apples were sent by Mr. W. M. Rose, llfracombe ;

Mr. McDonald, Totteridge ; Mr. Carol, Edgware,
and others. Plums in a dried state were sent by
Mr. P. Crowley, Waddon House, Croydon, the va-
riety being Rivers' Early Prolific. They had been
dried in an ordinary kitchen oven, the fruit being
then placed in jars with a litile sugar or .syrup, the
result being very satisfaclory. A Tomato named
Satisfaction was sent by Mr. Gilbert, Burghley.
As it was said to be a good variety for forcing,
the committee desired fruit to be sent in March.
A very fine dish of Potatoes named Colossal was
sent by Mr. Fidler, Reading. Tliey were of great
weight, good shape, and had few eyes. The flesh

is jeliow. Mr. Barron was requested to have sam-
ples cooked and submitted to the next meeting.

Mr. C. Pearson, in the course of his remarks on
zonal Pelargoniums, said that these did not receive
the attention they deserved, as he considered there
were no more useful plants for winter decoration.
Many people considered the flowers too fragile
and of short duration in a cut state, but with
careful gumming and packing, the blooms lasted
longer than might be expected. Gumming re-

quired care to prevent the petals being spoiled.
Another objection was the use of inferior gum;
this should be good, and it could readily be made
at home if required. Only the smallest quantity
should be applied to the centre of each bloom. He
had prepared a list of the best kinds for winter
blooming, which will be found in the society's
journal. He thought a mistake was often made in
growing too many of H. Jacoby, as often the
colour failed quickly under glass. He preferred
Charles Smith. The old Vesuvius was often grown
in quantity when there were others far better and
with larger flowers. For table decoration in a
small state, Vesuvius, when struck late and grown
in small pots with two or three spikes of bloom,
was very useful. Having decided on the varieties

to grow, the number much depended upon the size

of plant required. He preferred to strike the
cuttings in the August of the previous year, but
plants rooted in April and potted on would give
good results. No stimulant was required during the
growing season, as a hard, short growth was essen-
tial to get good winter blooms. Cuttings struck
late would require to be in 5-inch pots for blooming,
and to be grown chiefly under glass at the start,

finally placing them in the open on a bed of ashes
to mature and harden the growths. The larger
plants would be placed in the open earlier, keeping
them as sturdy as possible. In all cases the plants
should get a covering in the autumn to throw off

heavy rains and prevent water-logging, as the ten-

der roots decay if too wet. Cold frames are useful
for this purpose, as the plants can be freely venti-

lated and kept cool till placed in their winter
quarters. The best form of house for these
winter-flowering Pelargoniums was a low sjjan-roof

running north-east to south-west, thus giving all

the sunshine possible. It should also be free

from drip, but with ample ventilation and proper
heating appliances ; indeed without the last and the
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glass kept scnipulously clean to admit all the light
possible, it was usiloss to attempt the growth of
th»se plant i. A warm, dry atmosphere is also
neccs ary in dull weather, with a temperature of

50_^ to 55° by night and 10° higher by day, water
being sparlnjly .-ipplied in dull weather, care also
bain^^ taken not to spill it over the floors and to
maintain a buoyant, atmosphere. Pinoliing or
stopping during growth was necessary to get large
trusses of bloom in winter. The soiffor the |ilants

is one of the first reriuiroments, and should consist
of goo^l turf of a light texture, stacked some
months before, mixing with it some cow manure,
and sharp sand. Leaf-mould, which is often em-
ployed, shiuld not be used, being too light and
porous. Pela'goniuras for winter flowering must
get special attention, with abundance of light
and sun. Mr. Cannell said Mr. Pearson bad
thoroughly gone into the matter, but there were a
few points he would like to call attention to, viz.,

the necessity of getting the liower-spikes in ad-
vance of the foliage, the proper amount of leaves
to each variety, and a suit.-ible temperature, with-
out which it was impossible to get good trusses.
The plants must be close to the light and get good
culture. Mr. Bunyard said Mr. Pearson had
omitted from his list West lirighton Gem, one of
the very best winter bloomers, but no doubt there
was more success when special attention was paid
to culture than to mere vaiieties.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHKMUM SOCIETY.
NUVEMBEK 8.

Floral Committee.
The floral committee meeting of the above society,
held on the first day of the groat November show,
is always the most interesting of the series oil
account of the large number of the exhibits which
comprise the best new seedlings and sports of the
season. That held on the above date was no ex-
ception to the rule. The following varieties were
awarded fir.-t-class certificates :

—

Kdwin Lonsdale.— A Japanese variety of
American introduction

; a large bloom of bright
pale red with a silvery reverse. Shown by Messrs.
Pearson.
Princess Victoria.—A large full flower of the

Japanese type, colour creamy blush. This was
staged by Mr. Wm. Seward.
Charles Shrimpton. — A reflexed form of

Japanese flower, very large in size, of a pale chest-
nut-ciimson. Also exhibited by Mr. 'Wm. Seward.
Le Deuil.—A good Anemone flowfrof large size,

deep purple-crimson with full high disc of same
shade, belonging to the Japanese Anemone section
Staged by Mr. Ives, gardener to Mr. E. C. Jukes.
Brookletgh Gem.—An incurved sport from an

old favourite (Jeanne d'Arc), pure white, and
identical with the parent form in other respects
Sent by Mr. R. Cawte.
Miss Dorothea Shea.—A grand bloom of pure

Japanese build. The florets are deep and spread-
ing, the colour rich crimson-cinnamon or buff, with
reverse of old gold. Shown by Mr. C. E. Shea
Rosy Morn.—A refle.xed Japanese, deep full

bloom of good size, colour soft shade of pinkish
rose. This variety was staged by Messrs. J. Carter
and Co., of Holborn.
Lucy Kendall.—A fine deeply built incurved

variety of crimson-purple colour, but rather narrow
florets. Shown by Mr. R. Owen.
Robert Petfield.—This is another incurved

seedling from the Maidenhead nursery. The form
is good, and the florets broad and of good texture
colour deep rose, being somewhat darker on the
outer florets. This, too, was shown by Mr. Owen.

C. Blick.—A large incurved Japanese, with very
long florets of deep golden yellow. This is an
English seedling, raised by Mr. Jones, of Lewis-
ham. The certificated bloom, however, was sub-
mitted to the committee by Mr, Blick.
Among other promising sorts staged at the

same meeting we noticed James Easton an in-
curved Japanese, colour light yellow, shaded rose •

Duke of York, a flower of the same tvpe, with
deeply coloured amaranth peta'ls and a

with quilled ray florets of blush white, and a high
disc shaded vellow ; Van der Heede, a Japanese
with flat, stiflisb florets, light crimson-buff.

THE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

The annual dinner of this charity w.as held on
Tuesday, November 15, in the Whitehall Rooms of

the Hotel Metropole, the Rt. Hon. Lord Brassey in

the chair. The postponement of this gathering
from June to the above date was caused through
the death of Lady Goldsmid occurr>ng in May last,

thus preventing Sir Julian Goldsmid from presid-

ing. The dinner was remarkably well attended,
his lordship being supported by Lord Addington,
Sir Trevor Lawrence, Rev. W. Wilks, Mr. H. J.

Veitch (treasurer) , Mr. H. E. Milner, Mr. Philip

Crowley, Mr. X. Sherwood, Mr. G. F. Wilson, and
other well-known patrons of horticulture, including
prominent nurserymen and gardeners. The noble
chairman strongly urged the claims of the institu-

tion, alluding to the fact that " many of our most
pleasing recollections are those in association with
the garden"; also that the weli-kept garden bears
the mark of care and skill throughout its length
and breadth.

His lordship alluded to the fact that there are
now 15(5 pensioners on the funds, the oldest being
91 years of age. At the last election, there were
19 unsuccessful candidates ; whilst this year there
are already :!2 candidates who are seeking election,

three-fourths of which number cannot possibly be
elected if there be not a liberal response to the
claims of the institution by its supporters and
others who have not hitherto assisted it. Lord
Addington and Sir Trevor Lawrence .also spoke on
behalf of the institution. Rev. W. Wilks also in

his remarks threw out .-.n excellent suggestion when
he urged that the collections at harvest thanks-
giving services might be occasionally devoted to

its support. The rev. gentleman in his own parish
Ibis year acted thus, the result being that a sum
of £30 was handed over to the institution. Mr. H. E.
Milner announced that the sum of £2,50 would be
handed over from the International Horticultuial
Exhibition for the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent
Institution.

The secretary (Mr, Geo, J. Ingram) announced
the welcome fact that he had received the names
of 53 new annual subscribers, whilst the response
to the appeals for donations had been most gener-
ous, including £50 from the Rt. Hon. Chairman,
£100 from Messrs, De Rothschild ; these and other
amounts, including the noble gift of £500 from Mr.
and Mrs. H. J. Veitch on the occasion of their
silver wedding, making up the handsome sum of
more than £2100. This will, there is good reason
to believe, be further augmented. The subscrip-
tions and donations should really reach £2500 to
enable the committee to deal with the most urgent
cases that will be certain to come before them at
the next election. The appeals made to them are
in many cases of a piteous nature, yet their h;inds
are in a measure tied for want of more funds.

called "mosaic cidlure" in this park—enormous
raised masses of ridiculous floral design, as if the

pastrycooks of the city had done their best to

make a show, and each had been allowed to

place his pie on a wide and pretty lawn. Nearly

every one of the fine lawns in the central part was

spoiled by these excrescences, so that repose was

impossible. If the people of Lyons like these

things—which is doubtful— surely ll'.c best way
would be to put them in a place aptirt, and not to

spoil a fine park with them. The idea that you

mu.st put showy and innrti.stic things of this kind

to give colour in a public park has not any truth

in it, because it is just as easy to have splendid

colour in an artistic way. For instance, there is

the lovely colour given in autumn by the Tri-

tomas. Asters, and many other autumn flowers of

which we saw few or none in the place. There

are various ways of giving fine colour of beautiful

plants without resorting to the pastrycook's idea

of a flower bed.

—

fUld.

Public Gardens.

Finsbury Park Chrysanthemums.—Fins-
bury Park was the first park under the control of

the council at which there was an autumn exhibi-

tion of Chrysanthemums ; but since the first exhibi-

tion, which was held in a wooden shed many years

ago, no suitable provision has been made for the

show. The Parks Committee have, therefore, con-

sidered it desirable to erect a Chrysanthemum
house, and the council so far approved of the idea

as to sanction an expenditure for that purpose in

the estimates for this year. They recommended
that the council do authorise the committee to in-

cur an expenditure of £1000 on capital account

for the erection of a Chrysanthemum house in

Fiusbury Park, in accordance with plans prepared

by the architect. This was agreed to.

An East London recreation ground.— In

Shandy Street, Mile End, a recreation ground w,a,s

some time ago laid out bv Captain Beaumont's

trus'ees on the site of the East London Cemetery,

which has long ceased to be used for interments.

As, however, no funds are forthcomi''g for the

maintenance of the ground, it has been offered to

the council at a nominal rent. The Parks Com-
mittee have visited the place and find that it would

be a valuable addition to the open spaces of Lon-

don, and that Captain Beaumont is prepared to let

it to the council at a nominal rent of 5s. per

annum, provided the council will maintain it for

the recreation of the public. The number of men
required would be two, at an annual cost of £145

12s , and with stores and material the maintenance

would probably cost about £200 a year. They re-

commended that the council do open and 'maintain

Shandy Street recreation ground and pay a rent of

5s. per annum for the same, subject to an estimate

for £200 being submitted to it by the Finance

Committee as required by the statute, and to the

form of agreement being settled by the solicitor.

This was agreed to.

broad.

The park at Lyons,—We have lately visited,

by the advice of a French friend, this park, and
were pleased at the bold, true way in which it is

laid out. Gentlemen who say there is no "design
"

in landscape would probably have cause to reflect

if they saw its fine broad w.ater, handsome lawns,
and picturesque and varied groups of trees. We
have rarely seen anything so good in its way, al-

though the necessity in such public places of
accommodating monkeys, tiger cats, and other
creatures, living very artificial lives, often strains

the resources of the landscape gardener It would
probably be better to put these and like animals
always by themselves in a special garden, and
leave the park with a simpler motive than is

usual in such places on the Continent. The multi-
plicity of structures, and not pleasant ones, is a
great drawback. The same remark applies to com-
plicated bitsof botanicgarden;buteven these things
have been very well done, i.e., the place has been
spoiled as little as need be by them. We have

Kose PrinceES Clementine.—Can any of

your readers tell lue where I could buy the above ?

I have written to several well-known Rose growers,

but without success.—H. E. G.

Pruning the Pin^ tribe.—M. Louis Kropatsch,

head gardener to the Emperor of Austria, writes to us

on the note on tliis subject in The (jaiiuen. " Refer-

ring to the note on pruuing the Piue tribe (p. •119),

allow me to state that iu the Imperial (jardens at

Laxenburg are extensive young and old plautations of

Abies excelsa, Pinus austriaca, P. sylvfstris, and Juni-

perus vir^iniana which are never pruned."

Names of plants.—./. J. S.—Please send better

opecinious.— IT. Morris.—The Spindle Tree (Euonymus
europjL'us). A.M'Lcniian,Porluhello.—l,.\spleQium

pp, ; 2, Doodia aspera ; 3, Adiantuni macrophyllum
;

4, Hetcrotonia lobelioides ; 5, Aster sikkimensia ; G,

Atractylis lancea. C. B. B.— 1, Agathaja ccelestis
;

2, Verouica \-ir^inica ; 3, cannot name from such
scraps. J. Riddell.—Platanus acerifolia.

Names ot fruit.

—

J. It'. S.—The Pears sent are

quite rotten. The black spots on your Pears are caused
Silvery reverse

;
Miss Nathalie Brun, an Anemone I

°ever, however, seen anything uglier than what is I by the fungus Cladisporium pjrorum
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Woods and Forests.

QUERCUS DENSIFLORA.
The Tan Bark Oak, as Quercus densiflora is

usually called in California, is morphologically
the most remarkable of all the North American
Oaks, and in some respects is almost as much
of a Chestnut as it is of an Oak, although its

fruit is a true acorn. The inflorescence re-

sembles that of the Chestnut. From those of

the Chestnut, however, the female flowers differ

in being solitary. This tree is particularly in-

teresting, therefore, as showing the near re-

lationship between the Oak and the Chestnut.
The Tan Bark Oak is one of the handsomest
and most useful Oaks of North America.
Large specimens, which are sometimes 100
feet high, develop a broadly conical to ob-
long head of unusual regularity and beauty.

Under the shadow or on the borders of the
forests of Redwood, the favourite situation

of this tree, it is forced upward in search

of light, and then forms a more or less

spire-like top, but in open situations where
light and space abound, the branches spread out
horizontally and form the broad head which
makes some specimens of this tree as hand-
some and symmetrical almost as it is possible

for any Oak tree to become. The leaves are

persistent through the year, large, leathery,

and lustrous, in shape and size not inferior to

those of a vigorous Chestnut tree, but much
thicker, and while young covered on the lower
surface with pale tomentum, which, in disap-

pearing, leaves them pale and smooth. Like all

California Oaks, individuals of Quercus densi-

flora difter remarkably when subjected to

diflerent conditions of climate and soil. Some-
times they are tall and stately trees, and some-
times little bushes with slender stems only a
few feet high. Sometimes the leaves are C
inches or 7 inches long, sharply and boldly

toothed, and very thick ; on other individuals

they are thin, entire or nearly .so, and barely

I5 inches long. The fruit, however, does not
vary except in size, so that when the trees are

in flower or are bearing fruit, it is easy to dis-

tinguish them in spite of the uncertain cha-

racters afi'orded by the foliage.

The wood of the Tan Bark Oak is hard and
heavy : it is too porous, however, for casks,

and, like that of all the California Oaks, is too
brittle to be of much use for the purposes for

which Oak timber is mostly esteemed, although
it makes good fuel. The great value of the
tree is in the character of its bark, which is

extremely rich in tannin. The bark of no other
tree of the PaciBc coast is so esteemed by
tanners, and for years its systematic destruction
has been going on in all the region it inhabits.

This, fortunately, is of considerable extent, as

the Tan Bark Oak is scattered over the coast-

ranges from the valley of the Yumqua River,
in Oregon, to the Santa Lucia Mountains,
in Southern California. Unlike some of our
eastern Oaks, however, it never forms a large

part of the forest, and although it was by no
means a rare tree thirty years ago, it was no-
where very abundant. Like other Oaks, it

reproduces itself freely if fire and browsing
animals do not destroy the young plants too
often, but natural reproduction is not keeping
pace with the annual destruction of the old
trees, and unless conditions of forest-manage-
ment in California are radically changed, in the
course of a few years the Tan Bark Oak, like

several other California trees, must become
extremely rare, and California tanners will have
to depend on the Hemlock forests of the far

north, or on the bark of Australian Acacia
trees, raised in the south, to supply their vats.

This is a state of affairs which they should not
contemplate with equanimity, as it will mean
that they will not be able to compete advantage-
ously with the product of eastern tanneries.

—

Garden and Forest.

THE WOODLAND IN AUTUMN.
In the dull days of late autumn when flowers
which adorned our hedgerows and copses earlier
in the year have, as a rule, disappeared, the lack
of floral beauty is supplied by the gorgeous and
varied hues of autumnal foliage or by the berries
which take the place of flowers. The sun now
only shines fitfully and hardy flowers are gone,
but Nature, ever loving to adorn herself, is fain to
make sunshine and colour in the rich golden, red,
and russet hues which she substitutes for the
earlier tints of green. What the heat of midsum-
mer sunshine has failed to eflject the gradually
lessenins flow of sap accomplishes, and the glossy
green disappears from the leaves, giving way to
orilliant tints which, though very lovely while
chey last, are yet sure signs of decay, as but a few
weeks at most elapse after leaves have changed
colour ere they fade and fall to the ground. In
the d.ark crimson of the Bramble leaf we find the
nearest approach to the gorgeous tint of the cling-
ing variety of the Virginian Creeper, a lovely au-
tumnal plant, but the Bramble has a great advan-
tage over its rival in colour in the fact that it also
has lovely scarlet and purplish black berries. The
wild K se also now carries berries of a deep scarlet
hue, and with the Bramble and Thorn, whose hips
are now abundant, give a lovely tinge of colour to
our countrv hedges.

Especially beautiful amongst the trees growing
in our woods is the Beech with its far-spreading
branches drooping gracefully almost to the ground,
its tints in autumn varying from pale gold to
dark chestnut-red, and when its leaves fall in
woods, as in Knole Park, famous for its Beech trees,
they form a most beautiful natural carpet, taking
the place of Grass, to which the Beerh seems inimi-
cal. Tlje Mountain Ash or Rowan Tree is another
lovely tree in autumn, easily distinguished at this
time of year by its pinnate leaves and bright red
berries, which grow in handsome bunches and
ripen early in October. Birds much appreciate
these attractive berries, and eat theoj with avidity.
Contrasting with the darker reds and browns of
other trees are the pale golden hues of the Elm
and Poplar, their leaves seldom assuming deeper
tones than pale orange, although they sometimes
have a ruddier tmt. Being tall and stately, they
appear to advantage in woodland scenery. As a
contrast to these deciduous trees arrayed in their
autumnal splendour and adding a soberinggrandeur
to the pi ture, the beauty being thereby somewhat
enhanced, we find the various kinds of Pine, Cedar,
and other trees of the Fir tribe, their blue-green
colours acting as a foil to the surrounding reds
and yellows of their more gorgeous neighbours.
The ' Lady of the Woods," with her glistening

white and gently bending stem, is also a refining
element in the general tone of autumn woodland
colouring, the slender branches and pendulous, deli-
cate, yet mo.st graceful shape assumed by the
weeping variety of the Birch being especially
beautiful.

These are but a few of the lovely trees to be
seen in our woods, and which at present are light-
ing up the country-side with their final and expiring
glow. c. J. Geahame.

Crot/don.

Forestry notes.—Transplanting in the nursery
will now be well in hand, but too young and small
seedlings should not be lined out till spring, the
frost having an injurious tendency by lifting the
plants wholesale from the soil. Seed-beds may be
prepared and sown, but the bulk of such work will
be all the better if left over till early spring. Mean-
time the feeds of our various forest trees may be
well dried and stored away in a cool, dry and airy

place, but not in too great bulk together, till

wanted for sowing. A few acorns, Horse and
Spanish Chestnutand such-like largehardy seed may
be sown at once. Pulpy fruit, Holly, Hawthorn,
&c., should be mixed up with sand and left till

the beginning of the year before being sown.
Roads and walks will require extra attention
during the present wet weather, while ditches,
gratings, and culverts should be kept free of
debris, so as not to prevent the flow of water.

—

A. D. W.
Spruce Fir timber.—The Norway Spruce will

thrive and produce useful timber on boggy ground,
where few other trees will succeed. In Scotland
and in Ireland the thinnings of Spruce sell as
readily as those of Larch for fencing and for pit

props. Fur roofing farm buildings Spruce has long
been used in Scotland.

Transplanting^ Oaks.—Differences of opinion
prevail respecting the advantages to be derived
from Oaks raised direct from the acorns in the
woods as compared with those which are trans-

^
planted from the nursery ; but there is every reason
to believe that as good timber can be obtained by

"

the one method as by the other. Where the young
plants are undercut in the nursery they generally

flourish more vigorously after removal, and the
process of heading down bark-bound and unhealthy-
looking plants often in a few years gives them the
lead of the uncut ones. Too much importance is

attached to an undisturbed tap-root by those who
forget that its main functions are lessened, or

cease altogether, when the tree gets well esta-

blished in the soil Thus, when the top of an Oak
assumes a rounded form, the tap-root ceases to des-

cend, even though the lateral roots may still ocn-

tinue active.—X.

The Elder as a nurse tree.—It is somewha
remarkable that the common Elder is not oftene'^

used as a nurse. In places where the strong

west wind blows for several months in the y<ar,

and where even common Gorse looks as if it

were rolled, the Elder will grow and thrive,

and anybody about to start a plantation in such
places would do well, as a preparatory step, to

plant the ground in the interior thinly over wi h
Elder bushes, but as thickly as possible along the

margin, especially on the windward side. This

skeleton plantation of Elder, filled in with timber
trees, will have a massive and telling effect. Elder
will also withstand sea breezes as well, and per-

haps better, than any other shrub or tree. No
other tree or shrub will grow in the shade or stand

the drip of trees better than the Elder. In woods,
the darkest and gloomiest spots may be made
cheerful and lively by means of the Elder planted

freely. As cover in woods and plantations, where
little else would live, the Elder is valuable. Lastly,

the Elder makes a good plant for filling up gaps

in hedges, especially where they pass under trees,

and for boundary fences, where nothing else will

grow. It will preserve the continuity of a hedge
right up to the trunks or stems of even Beech and
Horse Chestnut. Moreover, a well-developed, full-

grown Eider tree in full bloom when seen at a dis-

tance is a noble object.

"The Garden" Monthly Pafts.—Thii journal U pub-

lished in neatly bound Monthly Parts. In this form the

coloured plates are best preserved, and it is most suitable for

reference previous to the issue of the half-yearly volumes. Price

\s. 6d. ; post free. Is. 9d. Complete set of volumes of Thk
Garden from its commencement to end oj 1891, forty vols.,

price, cloth, £29 8«.

"Gapdenlrg Illustrated " Monthly Parts. — ™*
journal is published in neatly bound Monthly Parts, tn t flw;*

fortn it is most suitable for reference previous to the issue oj ifie

yearly volumes. Price bd.; post free, Sd.

"Fapm and Home" Monthly Parts.—3*« joumalis
published in neatly bound Monthly Parts, in which form it ^s

most suitable for reference previous to the issue of the yei r.y

volumes. Price 5d.', post free, 8d.

"Hardy Flowers."—Giving descriptions of upward' 01

thirteen hundred of the most ornanuntal species, with direc'ons

for their arrangement, culture, itc. Fifth and Popular
Edition, Is.; post free. Is. 3d

All of our readeis irho ere interested in the improvement or

cottage homes are invited to h^lp us to mole Cottage Gar-
dening knoicn. It is published at Ike very lovcst priie to

meet the wants of those for uhnm it is intended, avd copies will

be sent for distiibution, free by the publishtrs, Messrs. Cassell

and Conipany, La Belle Sauvage, Ludgate Hill, B.C.
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" Tliifl ifl an Art
Wliioh dues mend Nature : change it ruthor ; but
The Akt itbelf is Nature."— A'AaXo/jcartf.

Chrysanthemums.

THE CUT CHRYSANTHEMUM IN
EXHIBITIONS.

We have now reached the end of another Chry-
santhemum season, and nine-tenths of the exhibi-

tors who compete for prizes still hold the same
conservative ideas of arrangement upon flat

boards. It is only when now and then an exhibi-

tor stages "not for competition " that any fresh

idea in arrangement is to be seen. Before going
any further it is only just to add that those who
draw up the schedules of prizes are nearly all

to be found adhering to old lines. They seem
in many instances to be incapable of adopting
any new departure ; thus they are even more
conservative in their w^y than those who com-
pete for the prizes ofl'ered. If au exhibitor

were to adopt a fresh system of staging his

flowers, he would probably sutler for his temerity
and be pronounced eccentric. At most shows
the exhibitors are bound to certain sizes for

their boards so as to secure uniformity, just as

if uniformity, forsooth, added to the attractive-

ness or natural beauties of the flowers. Against
this it may be urged, I am fully aware, that if

no such rules as to sizes were laid down, the
exhibitors would probably occupy more space
than was needful. This might be so, but to ob-
viate any failure in this way, the largest classes

might easOy be reduced in numbers. In fact, as

regards the number of blooms, I think a reduction
might be made, for unless the collection be a

very large one, the cutting of a quantity makes
a considerable hole in the numbers grown. As
compared with the ordinary show board for

Chrysanthemums, I am inclined to favour the
boxes as used for Roses with Moss (fresh and
green) as a groundwork. For instance, contrast
two boxes of Roses in the summer-time, one
staged in the usual manner upon green Moss and
another upon a board as used for Chrysanthe-
mums. Which, may I ask, looks the better of

the two ? Is it not the box with Moss upon it

for the simple reason that the Moss itself adds
to the eflect as a whole ] Transfer the compari-
son to this the Chrysanthemum season, and I

maintain that the same argument holds good,
more particularly when the stems of the Chry-
santhemums are not denuded of their foliage.

Only recently I saw a lot of this the queen of

autumn flowers exhibited upon a Rose box with
Moss, the upper leaves being left on, and the
effect was in its way all that one could wish. If

the question were asked regarding the retention
of the upper foliage, the answer in most cases
would be that it detracts from the appearance of

the flowers. If this be the case, how is that it

does not do so in the case of the Rose ( In
one competing stand only have I noted the
foliage allowed to remain, and there it de-
cidedly added to, rather than deprived the
blooms of any eff'ect. The stripping away of the
leaves of the Chrysanthemum facilitates the
"cupping" of the Wooms, so as to make them ap-
pear upon the exhibition board what they are not
in reality when upon the plant in a natural state.

This no doubt is the real reason why the foli-

age is stripped off', the means adopted and the
ends arrived at both being in themselves
absurd. We hear nowadays of "patent" and
" improved " tubes for the flowers, ingenious

inventions reflecting credit upon the designers

as far as their construction goes. But instead

of using them, more particularly for the Ja-

panese section, a siiii])le [jiece of wire turned at

the top in the form of a circle and fixed to the

stem at the base would answer all purposes, the

stem being blocked for security in transit to

hold the flower firmly in its position. By this

arrangement the foliage can be retained. Or
such a tube as Beckett's could be useil without

making actual use of the cup portion or top,

merely blocking the .stem at the lower end, where
it enters the outer cup or water retainer. In

the majority of cases, it is the usual practice to

pull down the front row of flowers too close

upon the board. They are not thus seen to the

best advantage ; nor is the middle one in pro-

portion to it. I have noted with pleasure in more
than one instance the beautiful eff'ect produced

by staging the flowers with from 1 ft. to 18 ins.

of stem and the foliage intact, the blooms being

inserted into Hyacintli glasses, which with the

w.ater they contain are a sufhcient balance to

hold them erect. This is not an altogether

new mode of aiTangement, but it is one which

all the Chrysanthenunn societies might advan-

tageously adopt. Let those who have not given

it a trial do so another season and estimate the

value thereof by the additional attraction, the

public being no mean judges of the better

effect produced.

The system adopted in most cases now for

the pompon section and the singles also

of allowing the flowers to stand well above

the boards is in every way commendable. If

anyone doubts this, let him contrast it with an
exhibit on short stems. The clas.ses for one

variety, six blooms, are now much adopted, and
rightly so ; they are evidently popular classes

by the keen competition they create, but they

do not go far enough. Instead of one or two,

there should be at lea.st half-a-dozen. For
instance, the whites as represented by Ava-
lanche, the yellows by Sunflower, the crimsons

by Edwin Molyneux, the mauves by Viviand
Morel, the lilac- coloured by Etoile de Lyon,

and the reds by Val d'Andorre, could all have

classes to themselves. Of course, in each colour

other kinds could be admitted as well. This

would be infinitely better than lumping them
all into one class. I would almost guarantee

such classes would become popular. Another
capital system is that of showing three blooms
of a kind in four, six or more varieties.

This latter method is being taken up I note by
some societies, and a very pretty display it

makes. Such classes as these would widen the

field of competition and add keener interest

thereto. The decorative varieties of the

Japanese Chrysanthemums as distinguished

from what are known as show varieties hardly

ever find a place upon an exhibition table.

This re.sults probably from the flowers not

being sufficiently large for the usual stands of

Japanese as now i-hown. For instance, such

beautiful varieties asRoseumSuperbum, Source

d'Or, M. Gamier, Sunbeam, Elaine or Triomphe
du Nord are rarely seen in any .show, unless

it be in vase arrangements and bouquets.

Why not give this section a class to themselves

and let them be shown in trebles similar to

Roses ? They would tend no douljt to a more
lively interest being taken in them. That they

are popular no one can disjiute, for is it not

such as these that are seen in quantity in our
florists' shops, the colour, it is true for the

cime, being regulated in some measure by that

fickle goddess "Fashion?" Because the flowers

are not large enough ought not to constitute a

valid reason for their rejection. One object

surely of an exhibition is that of showing to the

public at largo what are the mosit suitable kinds

to grow. If this educating factor bo absent,

one of the advantages to be derived from visit-

ing these and other exhibitions is consecim-ntly

lo.st to the supporters. The uses of the Chry-

santhemum in a cut state for personal and

otherwise artistic decorations have made most

praiseworthy advancements during the piist

few seasons. These examples without doutt

enhance the popularity of the flower as niuch as

anything in the average run of our exhibitions

in that the Jap.anese section lends itself so

fittingly to this kind of work.

Personally I have my doubts as to the ad-

visabUity of continuing the bracketing together

of the Japanese and incurved sections, and I

have noted that others with whom I have con-

versed on the subject are of the same opinion.

It taxes many a grower, even if he be one who

cultivates a large number, to make up both

sections as he would like to see them. It would

be better to split them and the prizes as well.

As regards prizes also, I think that a modifica-

tion might well be made. The first prize is

often too much in comparison with what the

second and third ones are. This should be

altered so as to give a more equal distribution

of the prize money. What is wanted is not

that a fortunate few should sweep the boards,

but that the majority should have a fair pro-

portion as their share. I should like to see the

Japanese Anemones and the other Anemone-

flowered varieties better represented than they

usually are. If the numbers were restricted to

a dozen with trios of each as the pompons are

now shown, I consider that the attractiveness

of this section would be much further enhanced.

FOKW.VRU.

Reflexed Chrysanthemums.— If there is

one section of the Chrysanthemum that seems to

be less understood than another it is the rellexed.

Cases are constantly being brought to notice of

dispute and disqualification, the chief offender,

perhaps, being Amy Furze, about which variety

more h.as been written than almost any other.

Until the Japanese varieties were subdivided into

the three groups of Japanese, Japanese incurved,

and Japanese reflexed, there did not appear much

to complain of, but to my mind it seems so simple

to decide to what group a flower should belong,

that the constant references in the press to the

subject cause me much wonder. AU Japanese in-

curved and all Japanese reflexed flowers are merely

subdivisions of the great Japanese group. They

can all be shown as Japanese, unless specially

exempted by the wording of the schedule. No

one has yet tried to my knowledge to show Japanese

incurved in the old-fashioned incurved classes, and

there is just as much ground for doing so as in

showing Japanese reflexed in the ordinary reflexed

class. As I understand the Chrysantlemum, there

are three great families, viz., the Clunese, the

Japanese and the Indian. The first family in-

cludes the florist's incuived, the old reflexed, and

the old type of Anemone; the second family con-

sists of Japanese proper, Japanese reflexed, Ja-

panese incurved, and Japanese Anemone ;
tlie third

family comprises all the pompons and pompon

Anemones. Why some people willin.sist in stflgmg

Japanese flowers in the classes for Chinese varie-

ties I never could quite understand ;
but they will,

and so long as they do so their exhibits must be

disqualified.—Chuysanth.

American Chrysanthemums.—The way in

which American t'hrysanthemunis are puslnng

ahead is one of the most remarkable developments

of this famous flower. Three years ago if the lead-

ing prize-winning stands had been examined all

over the country, there would not have been found

half-a-dozen Chrysanthemums of American origin

among them. The best and most frequently ex-

hibited of them were no doubt Glonosum, Mrs. I

.

Thompscn, Mrs. C. W. 'Wheeler, Florence Percy,
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Moonlight, Mrs. W. K. Harris, and Volunteer. To-
day, how different is the case. In the leading col-
lections at the Crystal Palace, at Portsmouth, and
at the Aquarium were found Miss Anna Hartshorn,
Puritan, Louis Boehmer, W. H. I,incoln, Lord
Brooke, Miss F. Spaulding, W. Tricker, Gladys
Spaulding, Mrs. Judge Benedict, Mrs. E. W. Clarke,
Violet Rose, Coronet, Ruth Cleveland, Col. W. B.
Smith, W. W. Coles, Lilian Bird, Mrs. E. D. Adams,
Pelaware, and several others, besides some of those
mentioned as being of older introduction. Some of
these American sorts have massive incurved blooms
of great size and substance, and are almost in-
dispensable in the big classes. The contest between
the French and American raisers will be very keen,
for with flowers like Etoile de Lyon, Mile. Marie
Hoste, Viviand Morel, Bouquet des Dames, M. E. A.
Carriere, the French still have a claim upon our
attention for valuable exhibition blooms.—C. H. P.

MESSRS. VEITCH AND SONS' CHRYSAN-
THEMUMS.

At the Royal Exotic Nurseries, Chelsea, for many
years past the popular autumn flower has received
a large share of attention, and some of our older
readers will remember that it was from thence
that the seedlings of Mr. Alfred Salter used
at one time to be distributed. All the last and
present season's novelties are in the Chelsea col-
lection, and at the time of our visit there were
more of the incurved blooms open than at any
other place we have been to this season. Dealing
first with the more popular section, the Japanese,
•we found the hairy type well represented. Some
large blooms of Louis Boehmer were noteworthy
for their size, although this variety is in our opi-
nion a long way from being the prettiest of the set.

H. Ballantine, a companion flower, is a light lemon-
yellow hairy sort, and W. A. Manda has a deeper
tone of yellow, although a looser flower. Very at-
tractive are the blooms of Mrs. Falconer Jameson,
the colour being bright and clear. Mile. Marie
Hoste, a fine white Japanese, was in good form,
and Viviand Morel, although, as usual, very vari-
able in colour, was large and of good substance,
and evinced signs of careful cultivation. Sokoto,
a deep yellow Japanese raised in America a few
years ago, was promising, and near at hand we
observed some capital blooms of Robert Cannell,
whose richness of colour is remarkably telling
when surrounded by flowers of a more sober hue.
Florence Davis, the greenish white Japanese, was
in fair average condition, and Etoile de Lyon
varies at Chelsea, as elsewhere, from a pure white
to its orthodox deep rosy mauve. W. K. Wood-
cock, a semi-globular crimson Japanese, is a pro-
mising sort. Violet Rose is another of large
size belonging to the Japanese incurved sec-
tion, the colour being a very rich shade of vio-
let-rose with a lighter reverse. Several plants
of Colonel \V. E. Smith show here, as we noticed
at other places, that it has come to stay for a
time at least, and its beautiful shade of golden-
bronzy buff is very attractive and striking. Condor
for an older variety is rather largely grown, but
its centre is always a weak point in this once
promising white, large continental .Japanese flower.
Avalanche, Stanstead White, and Edwin Molyneux
need no description, and were all well done. Mr.
D. H. Neve, a reflexed Japanese with a pretty
shade of purple-blui-h, looks a promising flower,
and the deep crimson-purple ot R. C. Kingston
was showing its colour well in its early stages.
George Atkinson, a large pure white bloom, was
slightly shaded with cream towards the centre.
The deep crimson-coloured flowers of Mrs. C. W.
Wheeler, one of the earliest incurved Japanese of
the Molyneux type, raised in America, were par-
ticularly good.
The incurved comprised some good examples of

Mrs. Robinson King, Mrs. S. Coleman, Bronze Queen
of England, Alfred Salter, Lord Alcester, Queen of
England, John Lambert, &c. Among Anemones,
La Marguerite, a small, but deeply coloured purple
self, shows how constant it is, and Mrs. George
Benedict with flat ray florets and light yellow disc

was in good form. Two of our old favourites.
King of Crimsons and that valuable old variety
Julie Lagravore, still retain a place in Messrs.
Veitch's collection.

NOVELTIES AT THE AQUARIUM.
ALTHOtron the trade exhibitions offer a wide field

for the grower on the look-out for new Chrysanthe-
mums, nobody can fail to have noticed the enor-
mous numbers of quite new flowers that have been
staged at the N.C.S. Noveml)er shows of the past
few years, and a visit to one of them is almost as
prolific of good results as three or four journeys to
the nurseries of the firms who annually import the
new seedlings into this country. Last year, and
this year too, there was so much to see, that I could
find no time to look how the older varieties were
done by the prominent prize-winners, but passed by
everything except the current novelties of each sea-
son. There is so much to learn from them, that
anyone whose time is limited cannot afford to de-
vote his attention to the others, and it is almost
impossible after a little experience to predict in
what way the Chrysanthemum is likely to run for
a year or so to come. Out of the new introduc-
tions of last year and this the following appear to
be a few of the most striking and promising that
were staged at the recent Aquarium show :

—

Miss Dorothea Shea. — Large Japanese with
spreading florets, deep crimBon-chestnut and golden
rererse.

Charles Blick.—Japanese incurved, colour deep
golden yellow, petals very long.
Charles Shrimpion—Largo Japanese, chestnut-

crimson.
Mme. Lawton.—A Japanese Anemone, with fiat

guard petals, a good disc, white shaded rose.
RodolphoRagionieri.—A light blush self-coloured

Anemone, flat guard florets.

Lord Brooke.—Very grand incurved Japanese of
crimson-bronzo colour.

Le Deme.—Large purplieh-rose Anemone of Japan-
ese form with a high well-formed disc.

Beaute Toulocjsaine.—a Japanese incurved of
large size, colour very deep crimson with a golden re-
verse.

Mohawk.—A very large crimson buff • coloured
Japanese incurved.
Vice-President Calvat.—A hloom of the same

type with short, stiff, incurved petals, inside ot petals
crimson, reverse dull crimson gold.
Internatio.val.—A whorl-petalled Japanese ; the

petals are very long and pointed, colour pinkish rose.
Charles Bonstedt.—A whorl-petalled incurved

Japanese ; colour deep rosy mauve.
Co.nte Ottaviano da Porto is 'very globular

in shape, pure white with the faintest blush shade

;

some of the lower petals were rather loose.
Mrs. J. Eyerman.—A Japanese incurved of a deep

rose coloui and a silvery reverse.
Mrs. J. S. Fogg.—A Japanese flower with narrow

petals ; colour deep golden yellow.
Mlle. Marie Hoste.—A fme large white long-

petalled Japanese.
Mrs. G. W. Goolding.—A very broad -petalled in-

curved of a delicate shade of blush.
George Savage, a fine white Japanese, was one of

the best.

Pearl Beauty.—An incurved Japanese of capital
form and of an attractive blush tint was good ; and so,
too, was Miss M, Colgate, a white Japanese incurved.
Mrs. C. Harman Payne was one of the best of this
variety we have seen this season.
Thomas Hewitt.—A large blush-coloured Japanese

with incurved florets, the outer ones of a deeper
shade and a peculiar wax-like appearance on the
reverse.

Lucy Kendall and Robert Petfield, described in
our report of the floral committee meeting are useful
additions to the incurved section.
Baho.v Hihsch also maintained its newly-won repu-

Chhysanth.tation.

Chrysanthemum groups.—At most of the au-
tumnshowstherearegood prizes for groups, but how
often are they badly finished. At the recent show
at South Shields liberal prizes were offered for
groups. The competitors were allowed a free hand,
that is, they could use whatever decorative plants
they liked, provided the chief factor was Chrysan-

themums. The best group at the northern show
was composed as follows : A few tall graceful
Palms, each some 7 feet to feet high, made up
the background, with Crotons and Ferns freely in-

termixed at the sides, the base of Maiden-hair.
Indeed, so good was the group, that the judges
awarded it a silver medal in addition to the first

prize. I think it wouhl be of great assistance to

exhibitors if the use of other plants, in addition
to Chrysanthemums, were allowed, and commit-
tees in compiling next year's schedules should
encourage this.— G. W.
Chrysanthemum Miss Rose.—This is one

of the best of all the single Chrysanthemums for
growing in small pots, as it forms neat little

bushes very freely branched, and produces a great
profusion of pretty blossoms of a blush-pink tint.

In this the petals, which stand out straight or
nearly so, are quite pointed, thus imparting to it a
different appearance from many single Chrysan-
themums. If the cuttings are struck about May
and shifted on as they require it into pots 5 inches
or 6 inches in diameter, they will be found very

for many purposes at this season of the
year. It is by no means a novelty, having been
certificated by the National Chrysanthemum So-
ciety in 1884 and distributed by Mr. Cannell a year
later.—T.

Whilst in the exhibition room the single-

flowered varieties of Chrysanthemums have to

occupy a very subordinate position, their value
as decorative plants is every year becoming more
appreciated in the greenhouse. In the conserva-
tory at Kew there is an entire shelf occupied by
plants of Miss Rose grown in 7-inch pots, which
make a really charming display of delicate colour.

They form little bushes about 15 inches or so in

height, quite covered with the small delicately
rose-coloured flowers. Most of the flowers are
under 2 inches in diameter, but considering their

number and the size of the plants, they are quite

large enough. For flowering in 7-inch pots—a con-
venient size for the shelves—cuttings may be put
in in March. The variety, however, may be easily

grown to fill 10-inch pots when an earlier start is

preferable, or old stools may be used. The shoots
should be frequently pinched to obtain a bushy
habit, and the outside growths staked well over
the pot.—B.

SHORT NOTES—CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
ChryEanthemum Violet Rose.—This variety

has been shown at Wimbledon, Leatlierhead, and else-

where in remarkably good form. It is one of the

broad Japanese incurved varieties, of a distinct rosy

purplish hue. It makes a capital second row flower.

This will no doubt be seen in greater force another
year.

—

D.

Single Chrysanthemums for vases.-For
cutting or vase decoration single Chrysanthemums are

most useful, and last much longer than the larger

blooms. At the recent Palace show they were staged
very effectively iu groups, and a vase filled lightly with
flowers of one distinct colour wdth ample foliage is

very beautiful.

Chrysanthemum Mme. Darier.—This va-

riety should be spelt as above, and appears so in the

new N C.S. supplement recently issued. It is grati-

fying to find that " E. M." is so satisfied with his pre-

diction of last year, because it shows that the floral

committee in granting a certificate to it knew what
they were about.—C. H. P.

19 ew^ Chrysanthemums at !Ealing —At the

Ealing show Mr. W. Seward, The Firs, Hanwell, exhi-

bited two new varieticsof exceptional merit. Princess

Victoria is a Japanese flower of large size, creamy
blush, and should make a fine exhibition variety. Wm.
Seward is also of great merit, possessing the hue shape
and deep colour of CuUingfordi, with broader petals,

the hack of the florets being golden.

A crimson Louis Boehmer.—A Belgian ama-
teur Chrysanthemum grower has written to me to say

that among his new varieties raised from seed sent to

him from the collection grown in the gardens of the

Emperor of Japan he has obtained a dark carmine-red
hairy variety of the Louis Boehmer type. It is as yet

unnamed, and will probably not be seen even iu the

trade collections till next year or the autumn of 1891.

—C. H. P.
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HOGARTH HOUSE, CHISWIC'K.

William UociAiiTn's house is ono of the

many good examples of domestic iircliitec-

ture scattered over the liomo counties, jjir-

ticularly in South Middlesex, through the

old suburbs of Fulham, Mannuersmith, Oliis-

wick, Brentford, and Isleworth. They date

from the end of the 17th century. Some say

that Hogarth never owned the house, but the

Prebeiuial Court Hulls show that he acquired

the copyhold on Sejitember lo, 1 T-t", while he

was living in Leicester Snuare or Fields.

It was then th.at the Earl of Burlington built

old Ohiswick House. Hogarth House was also

planted in the fields about a quarter of a udle

northward, and midway stood Turret House,
long since pulled down. In Burlington Lane
stood The Cedars, Fairfax House and Boston

House, and between these and the Thames, Cor-

a young plant with untimely bloom-i, but bold

[licces cMch nearly as big as a man's hat. Tlie jjardcn

issituated very near the seashore, but in the genial

climate of the Kyles of liute. l'"rom what 1 have
also sten of pl.iius from the we>t of Ireland and
not far from the sea, I imagine that tliis mountain
plant appreciates a lowland home, where it will

get pleniy of sea .air, and possibly spray. The
plants referred to above as lining in llovver now
show iheir vigour also in the very large foliage and
thick underground .'•tenis. There can lie little

doubt lliat most of the Gentians, though requiring

perhaps ono or two essentials, can be easily ac-

commodated under cultivation. —J. \V,

Kitchen Garden.

FORCING ASPARAGUS.
THROuciHOiT the winter months Asparagus is

looked upon as a luxury amongst vegetables,

Ilogaith House, Cliis'.vicli. Eug.-aved for TuE GakI)..n i\-oiii a pLuL iULiL bj Ml. A. Ua.vsuu.

ney House, now pulled down, and which gave its

name to that part of the river. Like nearly all

that class of house, i> ft-et high walls were built

round the grounds, which were and still are

very tasteful and dignified old gardens. In
these places fine trees were much patronised,

Cedars of Lebanon and Mulberry trees being
favourites, and the Hue effect of the.se old speci-

mens is well seen at the present time. The
well-known Blulberry tree here shown from
which William Hogarth doul)tless often plucked
fruit is one of them, and with the necessary l)it

of lawn underneath it forms the best possible
set-ofl" for such a house.

The place has been recently acquired by Mr.
Alfred Dawson, who has carefully restored it

and repaired the injuries done to it during the
last twenty years of neglect.

Gentiana vorna.— I have just seen this in

flower (<o late as the first week in November), not

and where a supply of this can be maintained in

conjunction with other choice vegetables, the

grower has little to fear as regards the supply of

winter vegetatjles being appreciated. Rarely,

however, is this the case, as a sufficiency of

Asparagus roots suitable for forcing throughout

the winter is more the exception than the rule.

Some soils are naturally adapted to the growth

of Asparagus, being of a well-drained, sandy or

gravelly description, a heavy manuring previous

to .sowing and planting and a top-dressing of

the same annually being all that is needed to

bring the crowns to a condition suitable for

forcing. It takes from three to four years to

secure roots strong enough for forcing, and if

more time was allowed it would be all the

better. Sometimes I have forced younger roots,

but these had been grown well on good soil.

The reason, I believe, why this method of se-

curing good roots of Asparagus for forcing is

not generally carried out is the old-fashioned

belitf tl.at Lxpei:sive preparations are needed,

uch as raised beds and so forth. This is a very
erroneous opinion, as good roots suitable for

forcing may be prrxluced with no more trouble

than is bestowed upon Potatoes. Some people

break up an old l)ed .mnually and prepare a new
one, but this, I think, is not a very economic
method. On heavy, wet land a raised bed
would have to be made if the roots are to

thrive as they should do, but on light land this

is quite unnecessary.

Asparagus roots may be either forced on hot-

beds or by the aid of hot water, or the two
combined. Where forcing has to take place

entirely on hotbeds, a wellmade hotbed is of

the lir.st importance, as a steady and lasting

heat is what is necessary. At this season of the

year tree leaves are abundant, and these mixed
with the same bulk of stable 'itter and formed
into a bed will retain the heat much better

than when only manure is used. A bed at

the least 4 feet in depth should be formed
quite G inches larger all round than the frame
when placed in position, so that a lining

may be given to keep up the temperature.

After being made up and any violent heat ex-

pended, a layer of light soil should be first

placed over the manure, afterwards packing in

the roots closely together. A covering of light

.soil sufficient to cover the crowns to the depth
of 2 inches must also be put on. To think that

a heavy dressing of soil is needed to cause

blanching is an erroneous opinion. If blanched

produce is needed, cover up the top of the frame
so as to exclude light. I think blanching is

quite an unnecessary proceeding, but if so de-

sired it must be done. After the roots are

packed in, a good watering with tepid water will

be all that is necessary. A little ventilation at

the back of the frame will be needed on all

favourable occasions, and the frames should be

closely matted up during frosty nights.

Heated pits where the body of the pit can be

filled up with fermenting material are the most
suitable. Many such pits are used for growing
Cucumbers and Melons during the summer
months. Such pits generally allow of a depth

of 2 feet of well-worked fermenting material

being placed firmly in the bottom. Even where
bottom-heat pipes are provided, it is better for

the well-being of the roots to have a layer of

litter spread over the brick rubble which is

generally placed in heated pits where the

bottom-heat is derived from hot water. In

these heated pits a top temperature of 5.5° to

GO^ is ample, with a bottom-heat of 80°. A
succession of roots put in about every three

weeks would keep up the demand.

At the turn of the year, or from about the

middle of February, forcing permanent bed.s

has much to recommend it. This is by no
means a new system, as I remember it being

done quite twenty years ago by the late Mr.

.lames when at Redlees, Isleworth. Each bed

is 4 feet in width, with an alley between of .3

feet or 4 feet in depth and the same in width,

the sides being bricked up and pigeon-holed.

This space is for the reception of fermenting

material, the top of the bed being covered with

a length of low span-lights. The heat from the

fermenting material raises the temperature of

the bed and growth soon takes place, the lights

being further covered with mats or litter at

night, so as to assist in the retention of the

heat. Where blanched produce is needed, (he

beds are kept closely covered up. A flow 3-

inch pipe ail around the bed also assists in

keeping up the heat. It does not do to force

these ]>ermanent beds too hard, or there would

be danger of their being worn out. By careful

forcing the beds will remain productive for
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many years, the aim being to encourage a

strong early growth }iy surface feeding and the

application of liquid manure. If it could be

managed, a portion should be forced in alter-

nate seasons. As the season advances little

forcing is needed, the pits being tilled up with

leaves and the beds covered with a span-frame,

so as to conserve the natural warmth and as a

protection from late frosts. A. Y. A.

GOOD-FLAVOURED POTATOES.

Without suggesting Ihat it may be possible even-

tually to dispense with our present race of field

Potatoes as grown for market, yet it will prove

disappointing shouli the recent discovery of the

value of the Bouillie Bordelaise as protection to the

Potato plant from disease prove unable to protect

high-class varieties from disease as well as inferior,

but more robust sorts. It cannot be said that any

of our so-called diseasa-resisters give to us that

delicious flavour and quality which marked Pota-

toes many years ago. We have very few sorts

that at all compare with the Regents and Victorias

of other dnys, and all admit and lament it. It is

not that there has not been plenty of good sorts

raised ; that point never has been in question.

What we have had to deplore is the fact that we
have not been able to retain them when we have

had them for any appreciable time because of the

destructive effects of the disease. Let any variety

be ever so good, it would not be retained if found

very liable to disease attacks, and therefore it

had to go. Now it would seem as if the better the

quality of the Potato tuber, that is to say, the

higher its flavour, the greater its flakiness and
more starchy its nature, the more liable is it

to disease attacks. We found that to be so much
the case in years past in regard to our best varie-

ties, that they nearly became exterminated. Now
it this Bouillie Bordelaise mixture be unable to

preserve for us this high-class section of Potatoes,

it will not be of very much value. So far as relates

t-i the general bulk of field Potatoes, we have now
so ccnsiderable a quantity, that there is enough
and to spare. Potatoes are as cheap as they are

plentiful. Why it is that a variety that exhibits

the finest edible qualities should also be the more
tender in relation to disease attacks never has been
fully explained; indeed, I think it is rather beyond
the power of the scientists to tell why. Presumably
it is because the cellular tissue of these high-class

sorts, both in tuber and in stem growth, is ten-

derer than is either in the assumed oiseasc-resist-

ing varieties. Whatsoever may be the determin-

ing causes, the fact has been so conclusively proved

thitt it is beyond the pale of argument. I may be

told that it is not merely the disease that is to be

credited with this misfortune. Something, it will

be said, is due to the great craving for size that has
grown up since the introduction of American varie-

ties, for most of these gave very large tubers. Mr.

Fenn holds that opinion strongly, and no one has

raised so many varieties which had, or still pos-

sess, the highest table quality. Mr. Fenn,

however, knows and has fully realised the hope-

lessness of putting into commerce these high-

class sorts, because large tubers which soon

fill the bushel and are fairly disease-resisting

seem to be the fancy. Now it is hardly to be ex

pected that we shall ever find our vast Potato

breadths in fields ju>t under the influence of

Bouillie Bordelaise. The labour would be too con-

siderable, and the gain in relation to the common
field varieties much too tiiding'. It is not for these

S3 much that the aid of tids discovery is invoked.

It is for the benefit of the very finest sorts, that

is, varieties that give to us the highest flavour and
the most floury texture. Could we resuscitate the

Regent", Victorias, Kortyfolds and many others of

the old s^r's, Reet ir of Woodstojk, Early White
Kidney, Woodstock Kilney an 1 s ime others of

Mr. Fenn's produo ions, with many others not

easily remembsrad, plant them in good breadths

and experiment with them, some good might be

done. The old Lapstone seems practically to have

disappeared. I hear of it in some form in a place

here and there, but in how few. All the above were

regarded as garden Potatoes, and garden culture has

helped the disease to do much to exterminate them.

Nearly all garden soil is too rich in nitrates or

ammonia for Potatoes ; too deficient in phosphates

and potash for the production of good ones. These

rich soils, so admirable for leaf or pulse crops, do

but induce coarse succulent top growth and the

production of tubers that are of watery texture.

I'otatoes are always better if grown in an open

field that is deeply worked and has carried a crop

of corn. Then with the aid of some phosphates far

better and healthier tubers result than can ever be

found in garden soil. However, in mjriads of gar-

dens growers have to make the most of their

ground, and therefore grow Potatoes as best they

can. If they would avoid fresh manures, plaLt

ruore widely, and then when the proper season

comes use the Bordeaux mixture to save their Po-

tato breadths for a few weeks' longer growth than

results when disease prevails, they might do won-

ders in the way of preserving their Potato crops.

Of course I am relerring to the choicer varieties.

Why is it that a 1 our best Potatoes have in them

a tinge of yellow '! That is another importsnt fea-

ture in flavour production. What connection there

is between this colour and flavour cannot well be

described, but it exists. A stone-white Potato is,

when cooked, almost always flat and flavourless.

It is so with most, if not all, of our large disease-

resist ers. Possibly the perpetuation of their leafage

may help to enable tubers to manufacture higher

quality and some flavour, but the gain probably

would be lost in the greater size of the tube:s. If

the Bordeaux mixture will not save to us the

choicer Potatoes, it will prove of very little service

after all, I fear. A- D.

dicious treatment. To fell trees in March, April,

and even May, as is now often done, is absolute tolly.

Timber intended for builders, or for the use of

coopers and wheelwrights, should never be cut ex-

cept in December or January, when the circulatinn

of the s.ap is arrested. November, even, is too

early, and February too late to ensure its duia-

bility. Its subsequent treatment, too, greatly in-

fluences the quality of the wood. The tree should

be freed from all branches and shoots immediately

it is cut down, and sawn into planks as soon as

possible, so that these may at once be seasoned by

exposure to the air. In this way alone can we ob-

tain wood that will keep well, and every purchaser

of timber should insist upon its being prepared in

accordance with these directions.

Filling up plantations. — Upon exposed

sites much loss is occasioned and unnecessary ex-

pense incurred by using trees too large in size.

The wind-waving to which these are ciposed pre-

vents the formation of new roots. Plants from 3

feet to 5 feet in height have here a much better

chance of success than larger ones. Firs under

2^ feet, seedling Larches which have been two or

three years transplanted, two years' seedling Scotch,

Spruce .and Silver Firs which Lave had ample rorm
in the nursery, Ash, Birch, Sycamore and Elm, two

years' seedlings, two years transplanted, and Oak,

Horse and Spanish Chestnuts, and Beech of the

same age are to be preferred to larger plants. All

tap-rooted trees should be continually transplanted

or undercut in the nursery until the time of their

final removal. Such trees as are intended either

for I he park or avenue, and are to be placed in

well-prep.^red ground and to receive all the care in

stilling, fencinu-, mulching and wateiing, which

larger plants require, may be removed of any size,

provided the operation be performed w ith due care.

Improving llie Jerusalem Artichoke.—

I

confess to regarding the Jerusalem Artichoke as

an unduly neglected and badly used vegetable.

Even Cobbett, whose writings were generally cha-

racterised by sound common .sense and a sort of

innate knowledge of right principles, recommends

his readers, if they have a relish for what he terms

a " poor insipid vegetable," to throw some roots

into the corner of a field or worthless meadow,

where, he says, they will keep on bearing for ever,

in spite of Grass and weeds, the difficulty being,

not to get the plant to grow, but to get rid of it

when once it has taken to growing. It is needless

to say that Artichokes grown in this manner would

hardly be worth collecting. The tubers would be-

come small in size and irregular in shape, so that

they would take much trouble in peeling and cook-

ing, and consequently be rejected by the cook or

kitchen maid, and that very delightful 2>"ric known

as Palestine soup would be much rarer on English

tables than it ought to be. For some two or three

years I have been making experiments on the im-

provement of the character of this vegetable. The

orocess I have adopted is very simple, in place of

jjlanting the tubers indiscriminately, I have se-

lected those which have been regular and globul.ar

in character, planted them in fair soil about 18

inches apart in single rows, and I have found that

the tubers, instead of being in irregular masses,

have greatly improved in shape and size under this

practice. I have no doubt that a few years' more

careful selection will result in the production of

tubers nearly the whole of which are as globular or

as smooth-skinned as a Potato. When in this form

they do not give rise to any discontent in the

kitchen; they are readily peeled without trouble

or waste, and can either be utilised in the same

manner as mashed Turnips, or they can be made

into that very pleasant Palestine soup.— W. B.

Tegetmeier, in Field.

Flower Garden.

Time for timber-felling.—Often the inferi-

ority of timber, such as its tendency to decay and

dry-rot, are wholly duo to the trees having been

felled at improper seasons, and to subsequent inja-

DR. WALLACE ON JAPANESE LILIES.

The Speciositm Group.

My observations during this summer on the

speciosum group of Lilies confirm in the main
those made in 1801, and described in your

columns about this time last year. In difl'er-

entiating their forms, I am guided by the colour

of the early shoots when just above ground
;

by the tint and bloom of the stem ; the length,

thickness and tint of the pedicels ; the shape

of the bracts ; the colour, size, shape and fre-

quency of the foliage ; the substance, shape and

colour of the flowers ; lastly, by the dates of

their opening. There are four principal types

in the speciosum group, or five if we may
include the orange-tinted new L. Henryi.

1. The pure white forms Kra^tzeri and album
novum, the former with rich brown-tinted anthers,

the latter with yellow anthers, bearing a finer,

stouter flower than that of Kraitzeii, both very

valuable forms (I prefer the latter), especially for

forc'ng and cultivation under glass. 1 can add

nothing to my remarks of last year on these two

varieties, both universal favourites.

2. The light pink-spotted eaily form punot.atnm,

which as yet I have never seen in flower, ctming

direct from Japan.

3. The roseum group, early and late forms, which

are at once distinguished by (1) their green stems,

(2) when in flower by the pale-tinted central zone

of the flower immediately adjacent to the green

axis, (3) by a well-colouied zone of rose colour

suffusing the middle third of the flower with a pale

tip ; so that as regards colour, the flower may be

divided into three zones; the inner one has its

ground colour and processes nearly white, with a

few rose spots only ; the middle one well suffused

with rose, the outer three zones again coloured whit e.

The flowers in the rubrum group, on the contrary,
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are siifTnsed wi(h deep rose lUht up to the green
rays, witli a white tip and more or less white mar-
gins.

4. The rubriim group. (I) Here the stems and
pedicels are coloured with a rich chocolate bloom
or tint more or less all the waT up; (2) the
flowers are more or less siilTiiscd wii'h a rich rose
colour from the centre almost to the lip. In tliis

group are found the richest coloured forms, viz.,

Mi'lpumeno, niacr.inllium, cruentura, &c. I have
this year had some remarkably fine well-coloured
flowers of macranthum measuring «.} inches from
tip to tij) of tlie petals, which "were 2^ inches
broad. Tlie forms of llelpomene have also done
very well, and have been full of colour. These
appear lo flower later than macranthum, while
the variety described last year as Melpomene var.
(whiih I now propose lo call cruentum) is much
later in opening, quite distinct in lurbit, foliai^e
and^ flower, and valuable as a riclily-coloiired, late
variety, in liower under gh.ss during the months of
Noveml)er and December.
There is yet another variety observed this year

which I will term provisionally nanum (/), a rather
dwarf-growing plant 24 inches to 30 inches high,
now j'dst coming into flower, foliage dark green find
frpsh when macranthum and Melpomene have gone
off; stem daik, chocolate-tint, d, with purple bloom;
pedicels somewhat short, but not so stout as in
cruentum, highly cilourcd; brads narrow, pointed

;

foliage seven-nerved, narrow, crowded, dark green,
stout, acumirate, 5§ inches to G indies long, ]J
inchtsto 1} inches" wide; bud small, very richly
cohjured outside with red ; flower small, richly
coloured in the centre. Owing to the early frosts,
I have not seen these flowers in good condition
out of doors. I have this day (November 7) seen
this variety in bloom under glass. The flower is
much refle.xed, very symmetrical, about the same
s:ze and .-hape as that of cruentum

;
petals broad

and coloured very mur-h like those of macranthum,
but a little pa^er. It is evidently a very valuab'e
late variety, and being dwarf and of a very symme-
trical habit, makes a handsome pot plant for late
decorative indoor purposes right up to -Christmas.
The form dpscribed by me last year as a late variety
(.'rubrum) is, I th-nk, the triie rubrum. As re'-

gards the third group described in my paper last
J ear under the title of (I'ar. ?) roseum, observation
has convinced me of t'.e correctness of this name
also.

I have noticed this year besides the early
form alre.idy described a very fine late form which
I propose to call proiisionally roseum superbum.
This is a tall-growing plant, 3 feet G inches to 4
feet high, with stron?, stout spike, green or almost
entirely green up to its summit, with broad, dark
green foliage, G inches to 7 inches long. If inches
to 2 inches broad, five nerved

; upper foliage shorter
and somewhat spoon-shaped ; bracts broad and
rounded as in Melpomene

; pedicels long, stout,
scarcely at all coloured and wide apart ; flower-bud
highly coloured outside, very long and very slow in
opening; flower large, of great substance, lasts
very long, reflexes very slowly, 7 inches from tip to
tip, edges of petals straight, not wavy as in ma-
cranthum, breadth of [)efals U inches, centre pale,
processes hardly coloured, ceiTtral a.xcs of a very
deep green, middle zone of flower suflused with a
deep rosy blush, which is continued down the
petal nearly to the tip, which is pure white. This
is by far the finest form in the roseum group, and
valuable alike for the substance of the flower, its
size, pure colour, and the lateness of its open-
ing—later even than Melpomene. Owing to their
great substance and straight outlines, the.se flowers
stand out perhaps more boldly than those of any
other form in this group.

There is yet another f.rm, very late in opening
with a touch of rubrum blood in it, which I have
noticed this year in which the stem, green below,
with much bloom on it, is chocolate-tinted above!
with pedicels of medium thickness, also coloured

;

lower foliMge narrow, crowded, channelled, acu-
minnte, dark green

; upper foliage shorter, broader,
dark green and somewhat spoon-shaped

; bracts of
medh.m size. This is also a very late bloomer, with
a well-shaped flower of much substance and grca'lv
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re.sembling that of the former v.uiefv, only wiih a
broader white tip an.i white margin."
The cold, fro.sty nights of October and its

excessive rainf.ill liavo not Ireeii favourable to
the develoi)nient of the ont-ofdoor late flowers
in tins group

; foliage has died down nnicli earlier
than usual, and the bloom suil'ered in conse-
'l"<^"«e. Alexandek Wallace.

CukhcsUr, October 22, 1892.

TROP.KOLUM SPECIOSUM.
I HAVE been much interested in the various notes
on the cultivation of this plant, which is so lovelv
on an old grey wall or clinging to the bare bottorii
branches of a tree or shrub. Some of your cor-
respondents have planted it north and west, and
been successful with it. I have planted 'it east
and south, and have also been succe.-sful after a
failure or two. I have therefore come to the con-
clusion thht aspect has little or nothing to do with
success or the reverse. The first plant I bought
has lived through two winters at the base of a
wall in the open ground—aspect cast
The other plants I have were sent to me from

Scotland last autumn, and have lived through one
winter and grew and flowered wonderfully this
year, but it is a fact, and perhaps a curious one,
that they flowered earlier and died down earlier on
an east aspect than they did on a south one. I
have arriveii at the conclusion that the one thing
necessary for success with this plant is simply
suit.Tble sod. It wants something light that will
retain moisture. It requires to dr'ink freely and to
be able to run. I got this lesson from my two-
year-old plant in this wise. My soil here is stiff
retentive loam, not guiltless of yellow clay— as
unsuitable a .'oil for the Flame Flower as could
well be found. I should think at any rate it
objects to it. Last winter I put a quantity of
cocoa-nut fibre round my Rose trees at the foot of the
wall, and in the spring this fibre was incorporated
with the soil, and the Tropaiolum moved into the
cocoa-nut fibre, and from a wretched specimen
grew and prospered. I put light potting soil and
fibre to the other plants and they did likewise.

I fancy that in a light sandy, pea'v soil this
plant would grow like a weed. At liirnam, in
Scotland, it does so, and I understand covers the
cottages and often becomes a nui.sance in the
borders. What is the nature of the soil at Birnam ?

There it seems to flourish in perfection, and, pro-
vided we can get the proper soil, I cannot see why
a Chilian plant should flourish better in Scotland
than in the south of England. I am open to con-
viction, but I do not think anyone can do any good
with it in stiff, ^tenacious soil. I am now "trying
.some experiments with the seed, which I have an
idea ought to be sown as soon as ripe.

Lhirjjidd, Surrey. J. Whitworth Shaw.

manner, and a clump of .about a dczen bulbs will
torm an eflective-fized mass. The only other spe-
cies of Lilmm that I am aci'iuainted with of which
there is a variegated form is the Japanese L. longi-
Horum, and of this there are two difl'erent varie-
ties with variegated leaves. The best is that known
as variegatuni, in which every leaf is deenly edged
with white, and very pretty it is, while t"he other
roseo-marginatum, has a much narrower edging
of rose, which becomes even less pronounced as
the season advances. The foliage of L. longi-
Horum is, of cour.se, limited to tlie flower-slem
andconsequently it is not developed till the sum-
mer. A limited number of these variegated forms
of L. longiflorum frequently make their appear-
ance among the importations from Japan —H V

Polygonum sachalinense for colour.—This
stately perennial, the English name of which is
Japanese Knotweed, is very fine in the colour of its
leaves in autumn. We i)lanted earlv in the spiing
a group of it beside a lake, with its 'feet, so to say,
in Ihe water, and it is now a picture of soft brown-
yellow. Another group was planted in a wooded
valley, which was also very rough, cold soil, where
nothing else would grow. It showed rich and
splendid colour early in the autumn. As a her-
baceous plant of fine colour it is one of the
very best we have. Its true use, however, is in
rough places without the garden proper. The very
popular species which comes next to this in stature,
P. cuspidatum, is not nearly so fine in colour —
Field.

"Variegated Lilium candidum.—Very few
Lilies are ever regarded from a foliage point of
view, but this is one of the limited number, and a
bright little object it is in the garden during the
autumn and winter months if the weather is not
too severe. It is the large radical leaves that are
produced soon after the flower-stems die down
which show the variegation in the most marked

MICHAELMAS DAISIES.
It is true that there are more varieties of these
than have ever been counted, and though many
plants may hitherto have gone under several names
It can just as truly be said that the one and the-
same name has often been applied to various
plants. It only need be mentioned that where
these Asters are cultivated and their seed allowed
to fall naturally on ground that is not too much
dug or dres.sed, that garden will .soon pos.'ess a
number of seedlings more or less differing from
anything previously existent. It is all very well
for a person to say what he will or will not grow
but under the above conditions be will often finri
himself growing other than those he planted, and
sometimes even if he would pick out the chance
kinds he cannot do it. This alone constitutes a
flood-gate that will let in a deal lo cause bother
both as regards purity of selection and mainten-
ance of correct nomenclature, even supposing such
was the case. The natural changes owing to the
habits of Asters in this way and from variations of
n eather and soil are .so extreme and rapid, that you
cfinnot, only with very persistent care, keep pace
with them, and there is another Irving fact, the more
a grower knows about the habits of the better
coloured kinds the more doubt he will sometimes
feel as to what he should or should not do by way
of keeping his selection pure and up to a high
standard. It can occur in this way, to give just
one instance. Imagine a border of varieties

; if
that border has long been so occupied, there will
be seedlings either in the very heart of the old
plants or close around. The season may be late
and muggy, like the present, when the old plants
will be bearing heads of but indifferent colour, much
below their known qualities

; the seedlings may or
may not be known as such, but they, owing to the
usual rule of youthfulness and vig"our, may some-
times outdo their parents or neighbours for size
and colour of head, and so tempt us to take the
seedling as an improved form ; whereas the only
safe plan would be to divide, transplant, grow on
the seedling, and then compare. This shows how
a careful person can get wrong, and how careless
persons must go wrong with their plant identity
and consequently names. It is just as easy to
get wrong on the score of soil, at least with such
sorts whose identity chiefly has to be decided by
size and colour of beads, by misjudging such stocks
as have been grown, or are" growing in widely vary-
ing qualities of land. "Is it not so with all
flowers ?" has been asked. I think not, and cer-
tainly in nothing like I he f ame df gree as with Asters.
Those who have observed most can confirm this, I
believe. As regards a selection of the best from a
florist's point of view, numerous as the Michaelmas
Daisies are, they could be very considerably re-
duced in numbeis to advantage, in regard to'date
of flowering, habit colour and size qualities, say,
to twenty-four or thirty kinds, and did you raise
the standard lo its highest, you might not exceed
a round dozen, and then safely assert that you had
all the known kinds that were fairly distinct and
good. Where gardens are not very large, a dozen
sorts will doubtless be found ample, and of course
those should be of the best and most distinct. It
should be kept in mind that many of the strong
growers are vastly better for annual or biennial
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division anl trans;jlanling : but it is not so with

all, notably the Amelliis, aciis and ericoides groups,

as these only show their capabilities when left in

good soil for three or four years, or even longer.

]n all cases, however, it will be found an advantage

to mulch l)eavily in spring with good leaf-mould or

rotten stable manure. J. Wood.

JJ'oodville, Kirlistall.

NOTES ON LILIES IN 1892.

The Lily season commenced as u.sual with L. Har-

riri and L. candidiim under glass, and of those in

the open ground the first to unfold its blossoms

was L. pyrenaicum (often spoken of as the yellow

Martagon), whose blooms are of a greenish yellow

colourand among the least showy of the entire

genus, and though the individual blooms are pretty

when closely examined, they possess a heavy dis-

agreeable smell that detracts from their value in

this respect. Several of the Martagon group are

unpleasantly scented, notably the common Mar-

tagon and its very dark variety dalmaticum, L.

Szovitzianum and the bright red L. pomponium.
Following closely on the heels of L. pyrenaicum

came the various forms of L. davuricum, or, as

our Dutch friends always call it, L. umbellatnm.

There is not a very wide range of colour in the

different varieties of L. davuricum, the best per-

haps being grandiflorum, orange-red ;
incompara-

bile, deep crimson ; and erectum, the flowers of

which are more upright than the others, larger and

more decidedly cup-shaped. Another of these up-

right-flowered Lilies, rather later in blooming than

the preceding, is L. elegans or Thunbergianum,

among the different forms of which there is a good

deal more variety than in the case of L. davuri-

cum. Two well-marked forms were illustrated by

a coloured plate in The Garden, November H,

1890. They were Alice Wilson, bright yellow, and

Van Houttei, bright crimson ; while other notable

varieties are aUitaceum, which, in common with

Prince of Orange, grows but a few inches high.

The flrst of these has buff-yellow flowers, while in

Prince of Orange they are brighter coloured. In

fulgens the flowers are deep crimson
;
pictum,

yellow splashed with red ; biligulatum, reddish

brown ; and venustum, bright apricot. The indi-

vidual flowers of this last are a good deal like those

of the Japanese L. Batemannaa; but though the

variety venustum is later in flowering than any

other member of the elegans group, its Japanese

relative is later still. No mention of these upright-

flowered Lilies would be complete without the old

Orange Lily (L. croceum), which is a thorough

good garden Lily with a very distinct and pleasing

colour. In speaking of the Martagon group, espe-

cial mention must be made of Hansoni, a Japanese

species, whose orange-coloured flowers, though

small, have petals of unusual thickness. This Lily

is one of the first to appear above ground in the

spring, and even if the frost is severe afterwards,

the tender unfolding leaves are seldom affected

thereby. The bright sealing-wax-red-coloured L.

chalcedonicum, known as the scarlet Turk's-cap,

makes a grand show in some old-fashioned cottage

gardens, and that, too, in July, at which time many
of our Lilies are past their best. A supposed

hybrid between this last-named and the Madonna
Lily (L. candidum) is L. testaceum, a grand gar-

den Lily and one of the most distinct we have.

The blooms of this are of a beautiful nankeen tint.

A very noticeable difference between these two

groups of Lilies just mentioned, viz, the erect

cup-shaped section corresponding with the I- olirion

of Mr. Baker and the Martagon or Turk's-cap

group, is that whereas the first-mentioned can

all be thoroughly depended up3n to flower

well the first season after planting, the re-

verse holds good with regard to the Turk's-caps,

which in many cases flower very little it at all the

first season after removal, and are not seen at

their best for two or three years. Of this group one

of the least affected by removal is the Japanese

L. Hansoni just mentioned. In many places this

year the Uolden-rayed Lily (L. auratum) has

tcarcely been up to it's usual standard. It is cne

sti 1 largely grown in pots, though the perfume is

too powerful for a confined space. There are

several distinct forms among the ordinary L.

auratum, while of those to which varietal names
are applied may be especially mentioned platy-

phyllunj, whose huge blooms are more saucer-

shaped than in the common kind; rubro-vittatum,

in which the golden batd down the centre of each

petal is replaced b}' a deep crimson one ;
and vir-

ginale or Wittei, a flower of spotless purity, re-

lieved only by a golden stiipe on each petal The
allitd L. speciosum has in many cases flowered

beautifully out or doors, while in others it was so

late in blooming, that many of the flowers perished

in the bud state from the cold, wet weather we
experienced in September. This happened, I

noticed, among other places at Kew, where out-

door Lilies are as a rule well done. Though later

than usual in flowering out of doors, this Lily may
now be seen in pots in full bloom much earlier

in the season than was formerly the case. Splen-

did examples of it were shown at the horticultural

exhibition at Earl's Court as early as the first week
ii7 July, when they furnished a surprise to many

Iberis sempervirens.

people. The plants shown were not drawn up in

any way, but were only from ;i feet to 4 feet high,

clothed to the base with good foliage, and bearing

each a large number of flowers.

The varieties obtained thus early were the forms

sent here from Hollmd and not the Japanese ones,

which reach this country in such large numbers
every year. The pink-coloured roseum and the

white album were the two varieties shown at

Earl's Court. With regard to album, there is

often a certain amount of confusion, as the variety

to which this name belongs has the exterior of the

blooms, stems, and leaf-stalks tinged with choco-

late, while the inside of the flower is pure white,

becoming slightly suft'used with pink before the

petals drop. The Japanese Kraitzeri, a totally

different form, is, however, usually sold under the

name of album ; hence the confusion. In Kra;t-

zeri the prettily reflexed blossoms are white, with

a greenish stripe extending half-way down the

centre of each petal. Later on, the Japanese forms

of L. speciosum made their appearance at the

horticultural exhibition, being largely used for

various decorative purposes. Conspicuous among
the coloured kinds was MelpDmene, the richest

tinted of all, with a c'early-deSned margin of

white to each petal. This is a grand Lily, and
much greater numbers of it are sent here from
Japan than was formerly the case. The different

Tiger Lilies have been very flne, especially the va-
riety splendens or Leopoldi, certainly the finest of

them all. The double-flowertd form of the Tiger
Lily is admired by some, to whom double flowers
are always considered superior to single ones, but
to my mind it is certainly far less pleasing than
the single-floweret kinds. Last winter consider-
able numbers of very large bulbs of the Tijer LUy
section were sold at the London auction rooms
with the other Japanese Lilies, and they have
flowered magnificently. They turned out to be
the variety Fortunei,charaoteii«ed by a very woolly
stem and the blossoms arranged in a large pyra-
midal head. The individual blooms are rather p lie

in colour, but its tall stately habit and profusion
of bloom give to this Lily a very imposing appear-
ance.

The Eulirion, that is the tube or funnel-flowered
group of Lilies, is for flowering in pots grown to a
much greater extent than any other, and the most
numerous of all is undoubtedly Lilium longiSorum
and its varieties. We get them now from several

quarters of the globe ; thus, tt.e typ'cal L. longi-

Horum reaches here principally from Holland, the
Bermuda Lily (Harr.si) from Bermuda, well pre-

served bulbs of the same section from Japan, while
lastly, during the present year some of the finest

bulbs ever seen were consigned to the London auc-
tion rooms from South Africa. They flowered
magnificently, and as they represented a grand
form of L. longiflorum, we shall no doubt receive
them in greater quantities from the same region.

The bulbs imported from Japan flower finely in the
open ground, and the pa-t summer being a fairly

dry one, was very favourable to the retention of the
blossoms, as long- continued rains alternated by hot
suns cause many of the tubes to split, and a good
deal of the beauty of the flower is thereby lost.

Though at ore time L. Harrisi was regarded as if

not exactly a distinct species, yet a strongly marked
variety of L. longiflorum, it is now considered only
as a gegraphical form, for grown out of doors
under the same conditions as the others, its early
flowering qualities disappear. There is no Lily so
liable to the attacks of aphides as L. longiflorum,
and where grown under glass tliis must be espe-
cially guarded against, as they soon cripple the
young flower-burls. Nest to this, the Lily most in

demand for forcing is the Madonna Lily (Lilium
candidum), whic'i in some places behaves in a
rather erratic manner out of doors, falling, as it does,
a prey to some mysterious fungoid disease. Even
when this does not occur, the Lily in question often
fails to flower in a satisfactory manner the flr.-t

season after lemoval. This I am convinced is to

a great extent owing to the fact th.-it lifting is

carried out too late in the season, for it is practi-

cally an Evergreen, and should be moved if required
directly the flower-stems die down. Pretty funnel-
shaped Lilies are L. Krameri, L. odorum, and L.

Browni, of which the last-named is thegieatesti
favourite. This is a shorter and more open flower
than L. longiflorum, with the interior of the

|

blooms ivory white, and the exterior heavily suf- 1

fused with chocolate. This possesses a good con-
stitution, and in a sandy loam will do well. L.

Parryi, whose rhizomatou--like bulbs suggest an I

artinity to some of the North American species of

the Martagon group, is regarded as one of the tube-
flowered section, and from the golden yellow of its

flowers a most distinct one. L. neilgherrense,
|

which is sentjhere in considerable numbers from I

its Indian home, is remarkable as being the latest I

flowering of all the Lilies, for blooms of it may I

often be had till nearly Christmas. This is a very j

long tube-shaped flowei', usually more or li'ss of a I

primrose tint, though occasionally blossoms will be
j

met with both lighter and deeper in colour than
the average. This Lily can seldom be induced
to flower many years in succession, and the dis-

play of it as a rule depends upon annual importa-
tions.

Newer Lilies.—That Lilies are as a class popu-
lar is shown by the fact that during the pre-
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sent year nn less than fovir species have been

figurr-il in the Jiotnnicnl Mauozhie. They are

L. i-uliihiirciiiii, Lmvi, irimiilinum, and Grayi,

while last yfar tlie be.-uiliful L. llenryi was
fii;urp(l liolli" in tlie Botnnind .Vai/a:inr and in

The Gauden. Taking these newer forms a lidle

more in detail, L. sulphurciim will be remembered
as a most beautiful Lily, introduced by Messrs.

Low from li'per Buimah, and shown by Ihem in

flower in issii under the name of L. Wallichianum
Fuperbum. 'I'he fact of this I>ily being only re-

garded as a variety of L. Wallichianum aroused a

good deal of controversy, and during the present

year the position of a distinct species, which should

have been at lirst bestowed, was accorded it under

the name of L. sulphureum. L. Lowi is another of

Messrs. l,ow's introductions from the same region,

but it is not nearly so good a g.irdcn plant as the

preceding. The blooms of this are drooping, bell-

shaped, somewhat expanded at the mouth, about

M inches or so in length, and muchthe same across.

The colour is white, slightly tinged with green,

wMle the basal half of the three inner segments is

densely spotted with claret. The expanding mouth
of the Hower is whiter than the rest. The leaves

of this are mrrow, nbiut 1 inches or 5 inches long,

and of a glaucous green hue. The third of Messrs.

PERENNIAL CANDYTUFTS.
This is a beautiful and iisefu'. group of hardy
plants, both animal and perennial, and it is

with the latter as rock and sj)ring border i)lants

tliat wo are now de.iling. Evergreen plants,

such as the Iberises, dwarf Vacciniuins, and the

like, are indispensable to a rockery ; they
should 1)0 planted as much witli an eye to effect

in the dead of winter as when they arc in full

flower in spring. The hardy species are all

evergreen, and as tliey mostly form dense,

healthy green cushions, those take the baroness

ofl" the rockery in the dull months as well as

contribute to its beauty in spring and early

summer. They are, however, most eifective

where they can hang over ledge.s, such as down
the face of old walls, rocky bank.s, &c. , and
liere, too, the more tender sorts would be much
safer than if planted in the ordinary way or on
the border. As spring bedding plants they are

e.Ktremely useful, and they may be increased

from cuttings in any quantity.

iBEliis GiBRALTARiCA.—This,' here figured, is

a native of Gibralt.-ir, and was intrcduced to

Iberis gibraltaiica.

L'lw's L\lies,"figiired [this year in tlie Jlctauiral
jlfai/<i:i/ii\ is L. primulinum. which I have not seen
since it was shown by that firm last autumn at one
of the meetings of the Royal Horticultural Society
under the name of L claptonense. This Lily,

which is a native of the Shan States of Upper
Burmah, is in shape about midway between L.

neilgherrense and L. nepalense, while the colour
is a clear, pale, unspotted yellow. The last of
the four, L. Graii, was described in 1891 in The
Garden when it flowered at Kew. This is a
North American species, witii rhizomatous bulbs
much in the way of L. canadense, from which it

differs in the flowers being smaller, less pendulous,
and more open at the base, while the segments re-

curve very little, and are narrowed more suddenly
at the apex. Other newer Lilies are L. nepalense,
now pretty generally known, but a difficult one to
cultivate, and L. Henryi, which appears likely to
turn out a most decided acquisition, for it has
done well during the last two years planted out
in the open ground at Kew. This Lily shows an
affinity to both L. speciosum .and L. tigrinum,
while its colour, a warm orange, is quite distinct
from that of any other Lily. I am not aware of its

being at present in the trade, though one firm I

see announces that they hope to be able to offer a
few bulbs during the presi nt season. L Heniyi
is a native of China, and first flowered at Kew in
August, 1889. H. P.

this"'country about [1732. It is one of the most
popular of the genus, and with its variety hybrida

is in great demand for winter flowering. It grows
about a foot or so high, closely branched and
tufted, with leave? and flowers much larger and
more ornamental than those of any other species

It is, unfortunately, not perfectly hardy, unless the

plants when young are established in an old brick

or stone wall, and even here they are apt to suffer,

especially in wet seasons. It may, however, be

easily kept in a cnld frnme or greenhouse, where it

will continue in flower throughout the winter. As
greenhouse subjects both the species and variety

are invaluable, their compact habit, fresh green

[
leaves, and abundance of lilac and creamy white

flower-heads come at a lime when most required
;

indeed they may be utilised at almost any time, as

they are rarely out of bloom. Plants well hard-

ened might be tried in warm nooks of the rockery,

and with a small piece of glass to ward off exces-

sive moisture they might do well. It is as a cool

greenhouse or summer plant, however, that this spe-

cies proves mo?t useful, and as it is increased from

cuttings or layers with the greatest facility, no

fear of losing it need arise. The variety is more
compact in habit than the type, with larger

bunches of creamy white or rosy purple flowers.

The tvpe is figured in the liotainciil .Ifatjazhie, 1. 124.

I. Pkuiti is a native of Sicily, and one of the

most beautiful ao.d usefvil of the hardy kinds for

the rockery or border. It is little inferior indeed

to I. gibraliarica, with the advantage of standing

our severest winter. The flowers of a pure ivory-

white are produced in abundance in compact
corymbs, and continue from early May until July.

The stems are shrubby at the base, much branched

and rarely exceeding 9 inches in height. It is

nearest to I. Tenoreana, but the leaves are smooth,

not ciliated, and the flowers pure white, not pur-

plish, as in that species. It is a renlly useful species

for the rockery, where it should be planted in gritty

soil and facing east.

I. sa.xatilis, widely distributed in Southern

Europe, is the dwarfest of all the species in

cultivation. The stems are procumbent or trailing

not ascending, as stated in many books. It forms

dense tufrs of very dark green, narrow leaves,

quite entire with somewhat ciliated margins. It

is very free blooming, producing small bunches of

pure white flowers from early April until June. It

was introduced about 17-10.

I. s. var. corre.e1''OLIa is supposed to be a

hybrid between I. saxatilis and sempervirens cr

Garrexiana. It is a very neat shrubby plant, taller

and not so densely matted as the above, and pro-

ducing its flat heads of white flowers from May to

June. It is very easily propagated from cuttings

or layers, and is often used as an edging for walks,

&c. It is very neat and effective when in flower.

I. SEMPEEFLORENS is an autumn and winter

flowering species, and unless in southern counties

is not of much use as a hardy plant. The flower-

heads are large, the flowers pure white and

sweetly-scented; the leaves quite entire, smooth,

and dark green. It is a native of Sicily and Italy.

I. humilis is a synonym.
I. SEMPERVIRENS.—This fine species is the com-

mon perennial Candytuft of our gardens, and with

its vaiiety Garrexiana is the species commonly met
with in small places. It is quite as popular as the

yellow Alyssum, and deservedly so, as it requires

little attention and is attractive in winter as well

as summer. It is evergreen, half shrubby, spread-

ing, and will be found useful for old walls ai d

such-like places where plants can get a foothold.

It grows about a foot high, and seems to flower

more freely in a gritty soil than in any other.

There are several garden forms, the best of which

is superba, a really charming variety, free and

effective. Greece, &c.

I. s. Garre.xiana is a much dwarfer plant than

the above, with smaller heads of white flowers, and

a very useful rock plant. It flowers from April to

June, and is a native of the Pyrenees, &c.

I. Tenoreana.—A common species in Itdy,

Spain, and Portugal, and known in some gardens

under the name of I. petroia. It differs from all

the other species excepting gibraltarica in the col-

our of its flowers, which it produces in profusion

throughout the summer months. Like I. gibral-

tarica, it is not to be depended upon as a perfectly

hardy plant, and when left out some little protec-

tion should be given to it. In a well-sheltered

nook and in free well-drained soil it does well in

the south, where its mass of purple flowers is alwa) s

welcome, but in any case it can be easily treated as a

biennial or even as an annual by striking cuttings

in late summer and planting out in spring. It is

well worth the trouble and is really effective when

grown well. D' '^'

Saxifraga Fortune!. — This is peihaps the

latest species to come into bloom, but so beautiful

in both foliage and flower as to worthily claim

the special care it needs by way of protection from

the early frosts. It is no uncommon thing to see

this cut down in its beauty when grown in the

open garden, and for this reason, together with

the fact that the plant enjoys division every two

years, a stock might be grown in pots which would

be available for use in a cool greenhouse in Novem-

ber. I have seen plants so treated keep on flower-

ing for at least a month. The reason why so many

of these plants suddenly collapse may often bo

found at the root, where the big white grub of the

coal-Mack weevil eats i's way up and scoops out

the vi'al part of the crown. The best remedy fc;
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this is to repot or transplant a portion o£ the
stock annually, preferably about the month of

August, when, after the roots have been thoroughly
fhaken out, they are not only cleared of the pest,

but they have time to become established again
before winter.

The Week's Work.

PLANT HOUSES.
The propagating pit.—In well-ordered esta-

blishments with a good command of bottom-heat,

this highly essential adjunct to the production of

a plentiful supply of young plants for decoration
should always be kept going. It may seem
perhaps to some an unsuitable time for propa-
gation when yet there are several weeks of the
dreariest and coldest weather before us, but it is

not so. In many instances when treatin? with ever-

green stove plants I would prefer to strike a young
.stock about now. Crotons, for instance, strike

easily enough with a brisk bottom-heat. We are
now striking them in a pit in a house where the

night temperature ranges from 60° to G5° ; to this

temperature 5° mny be added for the close pit

We never trouble about rooting them off {i.e , the

tops) by first binding a little Moss around the

stem, finding they sirike freely enough without this

performance. Each cutting is chosen for its sym-
metry as far as possible and inserted into a 2i-inch

pit by itself. As soon as rooted well enough (some
roots po.ssibly showing Ihrough the bottom of the

pot), each cutting is given a shift either into a 3-inch

O-' 4^-inch pot, according to the size of the plant,

and then plunged in the open house in a gentle

b ttim-heat, from wliich in a few weeks it can be
1 fted for ordinary treatment to make room
for more. This use of bottom-heat being con-
tinued prevents the young plant from receiv-

ing a check by its removal from a close pit.

Those cuttings should be selected which are the

best coloured, particularly when the chief aim is

that of a decorative stock rather than for growing
i to specimens. In selecting cuttings for speci-

mens, I would take a branch that has several shoots

upon it, severing it from the parent stem just below
t le point where these side shoots have pushed
firth. Thus you have the groundwork of a speci-

men laiJ at once. When dealing wifi this descrip-

tion of cutting I have successfully struck them in

4.|-inch and 6-inch pots, according to their size.

The cuttings in any case should be examined for

thrips or scale before inserlion, for afterwards for

a time it is not possible to clean them for fear of
disturbing the young roots. Another accessory to

propagation is casting the cuttings for two or three
hours in the water-tank before insertion in pots.

This same course of treatment will hold good
with Ixoras, which as decorative plants do not re-

C3ive by any means that amount of attention
which they deserve. Give them warmth and they
will grow as freely as a Geranium. These we
are now striking in sufficient numbers to keep
up the stock specially grown for cutting. Alla-

mandas, Bougainvilleas, Clerodendrons, and such
like plants can also be raised from cuttings at this

season. Where these plants have not yet cast
their leaves or been foreshortened to admit more
li.;ht, there will be some short stubby wood which
can be taken off wit h a heel. These pieces will make
capital cut tings.and be a decided gain upon waiting
untilnext March or April for the young wood. By that
time these would be well rootet and in 3 inch pots
if well looked after. Gardenias are another class

of plants which are propagated now easily enough
in bottom-heat. There is one especial advantage
which I have noted in striking Gardenias at this

season. The wood now is in most instances fairly

well matured with the earliest flower-buds in an
embryo state. By selecting suitable shoots with
several offsets to them—little branches, in fact—it

is possible to strike them without the loss of a
leaf, so as to save these first buds. In this way I

have flowered them with four or five blooms whilst
still in 2', -inch or 3-inch pots. Where Gar-
denias are in favour, these small plants would be

an additional attraction ; whilst afterwards they

will be found useful, perhaps, to take the place of

other and older plants that have, so to speak, run

nearly the length of their tether. Instead of

keeping old, bare-looking stools of Dracscnas Until

the spring, it is much better to at once cut them
up for further increase, merely plunging the eyes

and succulent roots in cocoa fibre, where, if they

be kept moist, they will soon show signs of start-

ing into growth. In the case of Pandanus Veitchi

the email grassy growth should be pulled or cut

off. These little bits will be found clustering

around the base, amongst the roots sometimes,

and make the best of plants for use whilst

still of small size. Lirger and stronger cut-

tings are never so good ; they make plants quicker,

it is true, but are never so well developed,

the growth being more erect as compared with

that of the smaller cuttings or suckers, which in

their earliest stages assume a pendulous habit. A
mistake is frequently made in over-potting this

Pandanus ; the plants will not hurt so long as

the roots do not push out of the pots in the

course of their downward growth. Guard against

drip in this plant now ; 1 have known plants to be
killed by it in the winter. Other kinds of pro-

pagation should be looked after also. Kor instance,

instead of keeping old tufts of Panicum varie-

gatum, the tips should be taken for a young stock,

the older ones, where room is short and the plnnts

shabby, being put on the rubbish heap. Trades-

cantias should be similaily treated; old plants of

these frequently h^irbour the black thrips. Sela-

ginellas for decorative use, as in the case of

S. denticulata, should also be looked after to keep
up a good stock in small pots, the winter and early

spring being a time when these are very useful.

S. apoda does not often winter in a satisfactory

manner if allowed to remain in dense tufts, being
oftentimes carried off by damp. Little tufts of

this variety if dotted over small pots or pans in a
sandy soil will be found to keep better where any
trouble has hitherto been experienced in keeping
if. It will now be much safer also in a warm house
than a temperate one. J. Hudson.

nure for those soils where the haulm does not grow
strongly. Draw out rather wide drills 4 feet apart

and scatter the seeds rather thickly, h^ving pre-

viously coated them with red lead or petroleum as

an antidote against mice. After covering over the
seed spread over the surface a thin layer of sawdust
(which I consider better than ashes) as a safe-

guard against slugs. Directly the young points appear
keep a sharp look-out against injury from birds.

Wire Pea guards are the surest safeguard, but
lengths of black thread stretchel along the rows,

say three lengths to a row, will keep them off. For
sowing in November the early rounds of the William
I. type must be selected. The dwarf earlies are

not so well adapted for open-quarter sowing, but
will succetd on a raised and sunny border.

Broad Beans.—Where early Beans are looked

for, a sowing of Beck's Dwarf Green Gem should

now be marie, this variety being much in advance
of the old M:izagan. An extra row or two may well

be sown to fill up any gaps in the spring, as Broad
Beans transplant readily if taken up carefully with

a trowel.

Cardoons anio Guards —Where these are plen-

tiful the forwardest should now be taken up and
stored, as by leaving them in the soil after being

fully blanched, decay is apt to set in rapidly. After

being taken up, carefully remove thehay-bands with

which they were bound up for blariching, also

clearing away any decayed portions. They should

be stood upright wi h a little sand packed against

the roots. If Ihe later lot U not sufficiently

b'an:;hed, allow them to remain a little longer,

protecting the tops in case of frost.

A. Young.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
S.\LADING.—Up till now we have been able to cut

quite full-hearted Lettuce from the open, and if

the weather keeps favourable, will be able to do so

for some time longer. Lettuces growing in frames
must have free ventilation, and those which are

now full grown, especially it they have been lifted

and planted in frames, must be protected from
rains, however mild the weather may be, or rapid

decay will set in. Smaller plants of the Cabbage
varieties which may be growing in frames should

be w.atered if the soil should be approaching the

dry side, but not otherwise. The lights should be
kept over them, when the growth made will be
clean and almost every leaf fit for use. If the

supply is likely to be short, small plants of Early
Paris Market may be lifted carefully and planted
on a gentle hotbed. Endive is now in fine condi-

tion, the Round-leaved Batavian when well grown
requiring but very little blanching. Endive which
has been lifted with a good ball of soil and planted

in frames will not need any water at the roots, as

the soil will be sufficiently moist. That, however,
wh'ch is being wintered on the floors of vineries

or Peach houses may need watering, as Endive can-

not; be expected to turn out of good quality with
the roots in a dry state. Mustard and Cress should
be sown at weekly intervals. Use fresh and sweet
soil, as old potting soil is apt to engender mould.
Witloof must be forced similar to Seakale.

Sowing Peas.—Whether Peas will succeed when
sown at this season of the year will depend upon
circumstances, such as a sandy or gravelly soil and
whether the site i5 well open to the sun. Now that

the practice of sowing under glass at the turn of

the day is generally adopted, this old method has
to a great extent been given up. If the soil is in

a fertile state, a dressing of burned refuse should be
given, but if poor, some rotted manure may be
applied. Steamed bone-meal is also an excellent ma-

HARDY FRUITS,

very many localitiesFigs.—In very many localities and positions

these are far from being hardy, and unless roughly

protected most of the points of the young or fruit-

producing wood may be killed by frosts. The

hardiest trees are those that form the sturdiest

short-jointed wood, any that are of a rank habit

of growth, and in particular those trees that were

badly crippled last winter standing in iimch the

greatest need of protection. Any trained against

walls can be both cheaply and effectively pro-

tected by either mats, branches of Evergreens, or

Firs, or even Bracken. They ought to be loosened

from the walls, the branches bundled together and

supported by means of strong stakes and tar

twine, covering them with protecting material

being then a simple proceeding. Those who intend

planting Figs should defer this work till nest

spring, when they will be able to obtain strong pot

plants from the nurseries, this obviating the

necessity for protecting.

Planting trees on heavy land.—More than

ordinary pains ought to be taken in planting fruit

trees oii heavy ground. The roots do not readily

take possession of cold, lumpy soil, and later on

they are liable to stiike down into the clayey sub-

soil. For a few years they may grow very strongly,

too much so probably for the trees to be produc-

tive, and even when the most fruitful age is

reached, the fruit is apt to be disappointing,

nor are trees with their roots principally in

a clayey subsoil long-lived. Everything, there-

fore, should be done to obviate these difficulties.

Planting rather above instead of on the level,

which in very many cases means really planting

below the level, sinking of the ground not being

allowed for, is most advisable. When any kind of

fruit tree is planted rather hi^h, or, say, not more

than 6 inches above the level, flat mounds 3 feet to

4 feet across being formed, the roots get the full

benefit of warmth and air, and when they strike

out further they ramble into good surface soil,

abundance of root fibres and a sturdy, productive

habit of top-growth being the outcome. Planted

low these advantages are missed, ar.d nothing

short of occasional lifting and root-pruning will

bring the trees into a productive state and keep

them so. These high-planted trees do not suffer

from drought any more, if so much as do others

planted low, espeoiaUy if they are given a mulch of
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strawy manvire when first put out. If the ordi-

rary soil cinnot be got into a finely divided state,

then ought some fresh fine compost from the frame
ground to be freely used, the roots bping com-
pletely surrounded by this. Wheie old mortar

rubbish or clialk is available in sufficiently large

quantities, a thick l.-iyer of this disposed just

above the cl.iy subsoil will greatly check deep

root-action and otherwise benefit the trees. Paving

tiles or even broken bricks or rough stones do not

long act as ,a preventive of deep root-action, nor do

they serve to keeii the sites drier unless con-

nected v;ith the main drains by means of srnaller

pipe drains. High planting is recommended in

preference to this extra preparation of sites, though
fruit rpiarlers ought always to be well, but not ex-

cessively drained. In each and every case avoid

the u'e of solid or animal manures, but half-inch

l)ones freely distributed through the soil would act

beneficially.

Pl.\ntixg on light soils.—Where the subsoil

is of a gravelly or chalkj nature, the depth of sur-

face soil should be increased as much as possible,

or the chances are very hot and dry seasons will

q'lickly cause the trees to become stunted and un-

profitable. In many instances much might be done
by means of bastard trenching, all sorts of decay-
ing material, including road trimmings, sweepings,
and such like being freely forked into and mixed
with the bottom spit. In this instance good rather

than harm may result from the roots being en-

ticed downwards, and if the depth can further be
increased with the help of clayey loam or a sprink-

ling of pulverised clay, this should be done, liaised

mounds are not advisable, but the collars of the
trees must be kept just above the ordinary level,

and the soil also made quite firm underneath so as to

guard against the trees sinking. A tree ought
never to be planted so deep as not to require a
stake to steady it, and it will be found that many
of the most productive trees have some of the

uppermost roots quite bare at the point of union
of the stem.

Planting orchard trees.—All the while mild
open weather lasts the work of tree-planting

should be proceeded with, always provided the
ground is not in a badly saturated state. If the
trees cannot be planted properly, owing to either

frosts or he.avy rainfall, they ought to be care-

fully laid in by the heels and kept where they are
till a better state of affairs prevails. The advice
to soak the roots, if received in a very dry state,

for several hours in a tank or pond of water is

decidedly to be recommended. In some extreme
cases exposing the tiees wilh their roots bare for

days in a dry shed or cold winds causes the wood
to shrivel, and the surest way to recover these
somewhat is to bodily immerse them in water.

These remarks apply to all kinds of trees, or
whether they are intended for garden or orchard
planting. If an orchard is to be planted with bush
as well as standard trees, then the whole of the
ground ought to be either double dug or broken
up to a good dep'h by means of a subsoil plough
following close upon an ordinary plough, the sur-

frt.ce of the ground being subsequently cultivated
and not grassed over. The usual practice is to

plant standard trees of Apples, Pears, Plums, and
Cherries 24 feet apart each way, filling in the
fpaces between them either with Currant or

Gooseberry bushes disposed 4 feet apart. If pre-
ferred, dwarf or bush .\pples. Pears and Plums can
be grown between the standards, locating them 6

feet apart each way. Filberts also succeed well
on some soils, and these may be planted midway
between the standards each way, those in the
clear lines being 12 feet apart. Where the soil is

naturally poor in character, it is advisable to give
the trees the benefit of a little manure and also to

allow rather less distance between them. If stan-
dards only are to be grown and the orchard kept
grassed over, the latter should if possible be de-
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or say till the trees have att.ained a profitable size.

Dispose Apples, Pears and Plums not less than 21

feet apart, an extra 3 feet being desirable if the

ground is strong. Cherries should be nearer M
feet apart. In all cases cut o\er the roots, clean

cuts healing more surely than any broken, and

above all things avoid cramping them in small

deep holes. Spread them out llatly and very luuch

as they spring from the underground stems. Stake

strongly and carefully at once, the trees also being

well protected from animals of all kinds.

W. IGGULDBN.

ORCHIDS.

ferre;i for five or six years and the surface culli

vated. The least that can be done in the case of

trees planted on grass land is to open holes from
4 feet to] G feet across, well preparing these, as
advised in other paragraphs, and to further keep
the surface free of weeds or grass for several years,

As I write there is a steady downpour of rain, and

it has been much the same for the last forty-eight

hours. The Orchid Uowers keep very well, as we

have a moderate heat in the hot-water pipes even

in the cool Orchid house ; the temperature is kept

down by ventilation ; the west wind has scarcely

been felt, so that we have been able to ventilate

freely by night as well as in thedaytime, and I he outer

air being so excessively moist, but little water has

been needed in the cool house. We have up till

now continued to surface-dress the cool house Or-

chid*, repotting some of them that needed it, and

in some instances the entire mass of potting soil

has been removed, the roots washed, and the

plants given a fresh start in quite new material

and in smaller pots. When Orchids of any kind

go wrong at the roots, the reason is usually to be

found in unsuitable potting soil or overpotting.

In either case the greater proportion of the roots

will be dead or in a dying condition, and when re-

potted the plants should be put into as small pots

as possible. As a rule, it is better not to repot

Orchids at this season, for we are just entering

into the period when root-action is at its lowest

ebb and by repotting now the roots would cer-

tainly be injured and would not recover very

readily- Some Orchids, of course, should be re-

potted now, because this is the right season of the

year to do it. The Pleiones I have already alluded

to, and advised repotting them as soon as the

fiowers have been removed. I saw some recently

flowering admirably in small shallow pans from

t! inches to 10 inches in diameter. These would

contain from nine to eighteen bulbs in each.

These pans of the usual material flower-pots are

made of, are very light, and have each three

holes through the rims to suspend them with

copper wire, which is better than galvanised

wire for the purpose. Being light they can be

easily suspended from the glass roof, and have a

better efifect than flower-pots put into teak baskets

and hung up. Some persons repot Disa grandi-

flora at this season, and the best plants of this I have

yet seen were also grown in pans. Many are the

failures to grow this plant well. In some gardens it

may be seen growing with great freedom ;
in others

it refuses to make a healthy growth and seldom

flowers well. I believe a great deal depends upon the

time and manner of potting the plants; the roots

are very brittle and liable to injury from careless-

ness in parting out the plants and removing the

offsets from them. This should be done with the

greatest care, and the plants when parted out

should be sorted, keeping the largest ones together,

the medium sized by themselves, and also the

small ones, repotting them into pans of vary-

ing sizes according to the strength of the plants.

If there is a good stock of plants, those of the

largest size may be planted, a dozen or more in 12-

inch or 15-inch pans. They must be well drained,

for Disas need a deal of water, and unless it runs

freely away the .substance in which the plants are

growing will become sour. Peat with a little

Sphagnum and coarse sand should be used as pot-

ting material, and pieces of clean potsherds may

be mixed with it. Like most other plants, water

should be applied cautiously at first, but it may be

administered more freely afterwards. These plants,

when well established and doing well, may be im-

proved by having the pans watered with clear

liquid manure water ;1 fancy cow manure is the best

for the purpose.

I remarked on the treatment of Cymbidiums

last week, and gave instructions as to their cul-

tivation; allusion ought to have been made fo

C. giganteum. This is an old inhabitant of our

gardens, having been discovered in Nepaul by Dr.

Wallich so long ago as 1821. Mr. Gib.son, when

collecting plants in India for the Duke of Suther-

land, met with it in great abundance in the thick

umbrageous forests at the foot of the Khasya

Hills, growing on the trunks of trees, especially

on those which had begun to evince tokens of de-

cay, the specimens which occupied the hollows of

old trees partially filled up with decomposing vege-

table matter always presenting the most luxuriant

and healthy appearance. Gibson's plants were re-

ceived at Chatsworth in 1837 find flowered in 1814,

the spikes producing sixteen or eighteen blossoms.

The plant which flowered at Chatsworth is well

figured in Paxton's " Magazine of Botany," vol. xii.,

p 241. I had a blnom sent this week by an Orchid

amateur exactly like the variety figured ;
it had

been imported and sold as Cymbidium species. It

is not so well nor truly figured in Jiotanical Maga-

zine, t. 4844. Dr. Lindley's figure in the " Sertum

Orchidaceum " is from a drawing by Dr. Wallich's

draughtsman, and does not give the true character

of the plant. C. Hookerianura wa.s described

by Reichenbach in January, 1861'., and dedi-

cated to Dr. Hooker " with his best wishes "and

as a congratulation for the first New \ ear's

day of his Kew directorship." This plant was found

by Dr. Hooker on the Sikkim Himalayas, and also

by Mr. Lobb when collecting for Messrs. Veitch

Dr. Hooker believed this to be a mere form of

C. giganteum with flowers of large size. As

figured in Botanical Mafiazine. t. 5.574, the flowers

are twice as large as those of that species
;
the

sepals and petals 4 inches to 5 inches across, of a

uniform green colour; the lip yellowish white,

spotted round the margin with deep red ;
whereas

the lip of C. giganteum is deep yellow spotted on

the margin, the sepals and petals yellowish-green

streaked with dull red lines. C. Lowianum and

C. Hookerianum are probably both geographical

forms of C. giganteum. I have described them as

above in case some readers may have obtained one

or the other as Cymbidium species. They are

easily recognised, and both are quite distinct froin

the better-known C. Lowianum. 1 find they all

do better planted in a staple material of good

yellow, fibrous loam. Look well after the Dendro-

biums to see that none of them are injured by

bein'- in too cold a place. As the nodes swell

give" water gradually, place the plants in a

warmer house, and when they have advanced a

little more, place them in a warmer house still.

The flowers will open more freely and be of better

quality if the plants are not subjected to an

extreme of heat or cold. Those plants that made

up their growths later should be kept in a cool

house to flower in succession to those which have

flower-buds in course of development. At this

season Dendrobiums and Cattleyas may be occa-

sionally fumigated to destroy thrips or green-fly.

Watch the atmospheric conditions, for as the

wind changes from west to ea.st, or rice rersii, so

will the changes be felt in the atmosphere. A
cold dryinc' east wind necessitates of course a

much greaFer heat in the pipes; this again re-

quires more water sprinkled about on the paths

and on the stages underneath the plants. I

would warn cultivators against over-heating the

pipes at this season, as it might cause some of

the plants, especially Cattleyas, to start prema-

turely into growth. " J.DOUGLAS.

The Cockspur Thorn as a fence plant.—

We saw with pleasure Ciatsegus crus-galli used in

France as an effective hedge. Its strong growth

fits it well for this purpose. A hedge made of it

would be nearly impossible for man or beast to

break through. A strong Thorn like this is well

worth a trial. The best fence is a live one on a

eood bank, and we can imagine nothing better

than a fence formed of this, either alone or with

wild Rose ^nd Briers, and perhaps with Holly

where an Evergreen here and there was liked
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Tliis Thorn is well known in England, and is easily
rai-ed from seed. The increa-e of the iron fence is

one of the ugliest features of the limes, and all who
care about the be.ai'y of oiir country would do
well to get rid of it and to make always the more
beautiful, and in the end more economical and
naturally armed bank fence.- -Field.

Orchids.

CYMBIDIUMS.

These plants have come into great favour since

the advent of the fine species C. Traceyanum
from amongst an imported batch of C. Lowianum
and the yellow-flowered 0. Mandaianum. It is

too soon to see any members of the C. Lowi-
anum section flowering, but I have several con-

signments of C. giganteum, one in particular, a

very dark and richly-coloured form from Mr.
Seeger, of Dulwich, who tells me he has
had spikes bearing seventeen flowers. Another
remarkable variety from Mr. Howe has very
large flowers, which more resemble those of

the ordinary form, with a great deal of

green in the sepals and petals. I also

have flowers of the same species from Mr.
Brockhurst. These represent a good or-

dinary form of the plant. In addition, I have
some flowers of the beautiful C. Mastersi from
"C. T. K.," and of G. affine from Mr. Ransom.
These belong to quite another section of the

genus, but all are beautiful. The flowers con-
tinue in full beauty for a very long time, some
of the species some months even. It is not
well to allow the spike to remain on the plant
for too great a length of time. I have grown
Cymbidiums for forty years, but the finest
plants I have ever seen are those of Baron
Schrcederat The Del), and Mr. Measures at The
Woodlands, Streatham. Cymbidiums should
not be elevated above the rim of the pot. The
drainage, which must be well attended to,
should be placed in the bottom of the pot in a
permanent manner, as these plants do not like
being shifted or disturbed. The soil for them
should consist of about two parts of good and
rich turfy loam mixed with fibrous peat and
sharp sand. In potting the plants in this mix-
ture, some pieces of broken pots should be
mixed with the soil to keep it in an open con-
dition. The soil must be pressed down firmly,
and durin>< the growing season the plants should
have an abundant supply of water to their roots
and also overhead, but avoid getting the soil
soured.

During their growing season, which is the
summer months, they enjoy strong heat, plenty
of air at all times, and good exposure to the sun
and light, with a slight shading during the
hottest part of the day, and when tlie autumn
comes round and one has to depend upon the fire
for warmth, a temperature of from 50° to 55'
will be quite suflicient. During this time the
plants should have suflicient moisture given
them from time to time to preserve the leaves
in a healthy condition. I give below the names
of most of the species and varieties in cultiva-
tion, but it must be remembered the thin-
leaved section must be treated to more shade
than the others. In every other respect they
will thrive together, and they will not re |uire
any more heat, for I am told by those who have
seen them growing in a state of nature that
they have sometimes snow upon them in the
cool season.

Section 1, n-i/h thick

coriaceous hates.

C. aloifolium

cyp rifoHum
giganteum
Hook:rianum
Hultoni
Lowianum
Mandaianum
jendulum
p atropurpureum
Traceyanum
tigrinum

Section 2, with thin

tea res.

C. affine

Dayanum
Devoiiianura
eburneum
elegans
Mastersi
M. album
M. supfr'um
Parish i

Wm. Hugh Gov^'er.

Cypripedium Irapeanum.—John Brown say.*,
" I ihis spring received a box of roots of this plant
from a fiiend in Upper Mexico. I put these
into a box in the mould in which they came ; thev
grew, and now all have died down. \Vh,at shall I

do with them?" This is a deciduous species, and
the roots should bo kept fairly moist where they
are at present, in a cool temperal ure, say with the
Odontoglossums, or in a house that does not fall

below 45°. When you wish to tnke them out from
the box and to pot them, I would advise using
pots not less than 8 inches across ; drain these
well, using for drainage some burnt ballast, light
turfy loam, and good peat in about equal parts.
Potting should be performed early in February,
just before the roots begin to grow. The crowns
or roots should be planted some 3 ir)ches deep anil

subjected to more heat. When the stems have come
above ground, the plants should be removed to a
warmer house, be exposed to the full sun, and
plentifully supplied with moisture both at their
roots and in the atmosphere. Plenty of air must
•a'so be admitted. Treated in the above manner,
you may get some of them to flower next summer.
The plant was long ago introduced by Messrs.
Backhouse, of York, and I saw it blooming in their
nursery in ISGII nr 1870 for the lirst time. lis large
rich golden-yellow flowers, which are spotted on
the inside of the pouch with red, are very showv.
-W. H. G.

11
Cattleya Percivaliana.—T. Johnstone ser.d*

a superb flower of this variety, asking if it is the
true C. labiata. It is a variety of it which some
years ago was imported by Mr. Sander, and named
in honour of Mr. Perciva'l, who at that time had
a grand collection of Orchids at Southpoit. The
flower sent resembles in a striking manner a noted
form in that collection. It is not often one sees
so large a flower and one so richly coloured. The
blooms each measure 5 inches across, the sep.ils

and petals of a soft rosy lilac hue, the front lobe
of the lip prettily frilled and borderfd with a
distinct band of rosy lilac, the remainder wholly
deep crimson, the base and the throat being lined
with alternate stripes of crimson and rich tawny
yellow. I think this plant likes a slightly warmer
atmosphere when growing. It was figured in The
G.\EDE.N uf June 8, 1S8:» (p. 532).—W. H. G.

Dendrobium formosum.—In its native con-
dition this beiutiful Dendrobe is spread over a
wide area, being found in Norlhern India and
Upper Burmah, and thence southnards as far as
Tenasserim. It is also a native of the Andaman
Islands, whence indeed the finest varieties come.
Itisihe finest species of that section of Dendro-
bium known as the nigri-hirsute, which is charac-
terised by short black hairs on the young stems.
Its mature stems are a foot or more in height,
stout, and bear large, oblong leaves of a rich
shining green. The raceme is terminal and con-
sists of about four flowers, but on newly-imported
plants, especially of the strong growing variety
known as giganteum, a pair of racemes aie
frequently borne on one stem, forming a splendid
terminal cluster of eight or ten blooms. The
diameter of each one of these being 4 inches, or
even more, its wonderful beauty may be easily
conceived, especially as the flowers, with the
exception of a patch of bright yellow on the lip,

are of the purest white. The petals are very broad.

and stand up like two wings, being miich larger

than the sepals, as is also the scoop-shaped lip

This Dendrobium, unfortunately, is not one of the

most satisfactory to grow. The first jear after

impoitation, and in a less degree the second, it

grows admirably ; after that it declines rapidly.

It is no doubt to our fogs and dull skies that this

is primarily due. The be^t success with it under
cultivation has been obtained by growing it in the

hottest and moi>test hous", with little or no shad-
ing. It requires but a short re-^-tinj; pi riod. The
flowers are usually produced in late summer, but
this depends on the stage < f growth of the stems.

Several plants have been floweiing during October
and up to the present time at Kew.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 885.

RHODODENDRON KEWENSE.
(with a coloured plate.*)

This is a hybrid between two species of Sikkim
Rhododendrons, viz., R. Auckland! and R.
Hookeri. It was raised at Ivew, the cross

having been made in 1874, and the fii.st flower

developed fourteen years after in the temperate
house at Kew. It is at least as hardy as either

of its parents
;
possibly it may prove hardier.

At Kew it grows well and flowers most pro-

fusely in a screen house, that is, a bed which is

protected by a canvas screen in cold weather.

In the temperate house it does not do .so well.

Wherever the Sikkim Rhododendrons grow
well this hybrid should be planted, as it

has all the charms R. Aucklandi with the

freedom of flowering of R. ponticum. The
flowers shown in the plate are smaller than
the average size, which is 3 inches in diameter
and 2 inches in depth ; their colour is at first

rich rose, gradually changing to a pale flesli,

and the buds are rosy crimson. The plant is

a sturdy grower, much bushier than R. Auck-
landi, and the leaves, which are from inches

to 10 inches long, are shining green above,

paler beneath. Since 1888 the plants have
iiowered every year in May, some of the bushes
being magnificent, almost every branch to the

number of fifty or more bearing a head of

flowers. The young growths, which are pro-

duced at the same time as the flowers, add con-

sideral)ly to the effect, each young leaf being

subtended by a large crimson foliaceous bract.

I consider this to be one of the finest of all

true hybrid Rhododendrons. R. Aucklandi is

the parent of several other hybrids. The late

Mr. Mangles, of Haslemere, crossed it with R.
ponticum, and obtained what he called Alice

Mangles. He exhibited it in flower in .\pril of

1882. I have never seen this, l>ut it is described

as a very beautiful plant with bold oblanceolate

leaves and a magnificent, but rather loose coni-

cal truss of large, lilac, nodding bells about
•1 inches in diameter, six-lobed, each flower

supported on a long spreading stalk. This

hybrid ought to be nearly, if not quite hardy,

its one possible defect being the earliness of its

flowering. Another of these hybrids is R.
Manglesi,of which a figure and description will be

found in The GAraiEN, Vol. XXXVIII., p. 225.

For this hybrid we are indebted to Messrs. J.

Veitch and Sons, who raised it from R. Auck-
landi and a hardy garden kind named album
grandiflorum. It was awarded a first-class cer-

tificate by the Royal Horticultural Society in

1885. The flowers are 3 inches in diameter,

white, with a few red spots on the upper seg-

* Dra^vii for The Garden in the EiyaJ Gardens,

Kew, by Gertrude Hamilton, June 25, 1892. Litho-

graphed and printed by Guillaume Severeyns.
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ment of the corolla. The plant is quite hardy
at Coombo Wood, neither Howor-buds nor foli-

age beinj,' injured by frost, although the plants

are in an exposed position. Large plants of it

flower freely. I saw it in Hower in Mr. A.

Waterer's nursery at Knaphill in June last. I

believe the late Mr. I. Anderson-Henry made
the same cross as produced R. kewense, but I

c mnot trace the plants or ascertain if he named
them. There are i>lauts at Kew which are the

result of crossing R. Aucklandi with R. ar-

boreuin, but they have not yet Howered. I

have a note also of a hybrid which used to be
in the collection of Mr. Mangles, and which
was obtained from R. Aucklandi and the hardy
variety known as John Waterer. R. Aucklandi
now, according to botanists, synonymous with
R. Griththiauura, has very large saucer-shaped
flowers of the purest white. It grows into a

large tree 40 feet high. There are good ex-

amples of it in the temperate house at Kew,
where it flowers in April or May. R. Hookeri
is very similar to K. Thomsoni in leaf and
flower. It has compact heads of rich crimson
blooms. R. Thomsoni is hardy at Kew. R.
Hookeri has not been tried so far as I know.

W. W.

Orchard AND Fruit Garden,

THE BEST PEARS.
TuE Pear tree ranks amongst fruit trees of the
highest class. The beauty of its habit of growth
and the variety and fine quality of its produce
render it a pleasing subject to all planters and
all lovers of fruit. When it is mentioned, more-
over, that the period during whicii the fruit be-

comes ripe extends from midsummer to Whit-
suntide of the following year, it may be under-
stood how important it is to make a choice se-

lection from the very extensive list of good
varieties which are now in cultivation.

In the following selection the varieties are
enumerated successioually, in their order of

ripening :

—

Hoi/cniu' de Jiiillet.—With the shape and colour
of a llignonne Pear, this va>iety possesses a fine

ijiiality of tlesh, and is specially recommended by
it-i earliness of ripening. How different this from
the early Pears which are so plentiful in our fruit
markets!
Andre nesportes.—Of somewhat larger size, this

fruit has the pearly appearance of a Blanquet Pear.
The tree, being of large dimensions, is well ad ipted
for orchard planting.

Epiirijne.—May be grown either in the open
ground or on a wall. A scailet-skinnei Pear of
pleasing form.

lleiirri' (iift'nrd.—Equal to the preceding variety
in the fine qualify of its flesh and the attractive-
ness of its exterior, this has the advantage of being
amenable to any fu-m of training.

I'rccore de Trci'O'ix.—Fruit remarkable for its

fine appearance and flavour. The tree hardly re-
quires the pruning-knife, as it branches well
enough n^iturally to satisfy its cultivator.

)\'il/iam.s.—The most jirolitable, perhaps, of or
chard Pears ard a great favourite with the English
jind Americans. Do we not meet witli it on the
tables of the rich and on the stalls of the fruit-
sellers ? The tree brings in an assured return of
fruit .and money.

JJoctciir Jiile.t Guijot.—A. sister to the pre-
ceding variety, if one may judge from its abun-
dant productiveness and the line appearance and
good quality of its fruit. It would gain by a com-
parison if the palate of the tester were not preju-
diced in favour of aromas which have a strong
musliy flavour.

Mmo. Tri'i/re.—U any fault is to be found with
this variety, it is that it is prolific to excess, al-
though tlie feuit is quite .a .Etoce qf eau sur/re.e

flavoured with almonds. The excessive produc-
tiveness of the tree is detrimental to the branches
and also to the size of the fnnt.

Bcurri: d'Amiiiili.i.—A handsome and gnod
variety for household use and for market. The
brandies of the tiee are numerous and readily

pliable for any form of training. Bears well either

in exposed positions or as .a low standard.
Diiijcnne dc Mi'-rndc. —'V\\c tree grows well and

gives satisfaction to the cultivators in the valley

of Montmorency and elsewhere. The oboval form
of the fruit and the melting quality of i's flesh

have caused it to be classed by turns with the
Beurres and I he DoyonniSs—groups which have
now lost any signification that they ever pos-

sessed.

Trioiiqihe de Vicnne.—Put into commerce at the

same time as Marguerite Marillat, which it f quals
in size and in first-rate quality, the Triomphe de
A'ienno has the advantage of the tree being of

more vigorous growth, whether it be grafted on the

Quince or grown on its own roots.

Bcurre icir^w. —Branches slender, although the
bark appears disposed to peel off. The fruit, which
is oblong or almost cylindrical in form, seldom
contains any pips, a fact which was noted in the
Revue Ilortieule try M. Ed. Andre, who named the
fruit Beurre L'jbrun when it was first exhibited at

Troyes.
Beurre Jlardi/.—This, it is said, will supersede

the old Beurre Gris, the latter being rather tender
tor open-air cultivation. Beurre Hardy is a deli-

cious Pear, us is now well known, and its fine tree,

which is hardy and cold-resisting, is an ornament
to any garden in which it is planted.
Fundante des Boil.—What a pity that such a

handsome tree should be so sparingly productive of

its fruit, which are of superb appearance and ex-
quisite flavour ! Might not the s.ime remark be
applied to Beurre Superfin and Doyenne du Cornice?
Growth robust, habit very erect ; fruit faultless in

appearance and flavour. Should be grafted on the
Quince.

Louise B'Mtiic d'Ai'raiicJtes.—If one were to pro-
nounce judgment on a variety of Pear tree from
the number of fruit yielded by it, and the vigour
and liabit of the tree, and also the beauty and good
quality of the fruit, this one would have many
chances of b?ing adjudged a good first-rate.

Beurre G;^(y(»w()«^ — Cla'sed by turns amongst
the dessert and the preserving varieties, this Pear
makes a good figure on the dining-table served up
either in its natural state or as a pteserve. The
tree, of generous growth, alapts itself to any form
of training.

Be Tonijre.—In Belgium this is named Duron-
deau, r.nd is deserving of more extended cultiva-

tion. I:s bronzy skin covers a refresbinglv juicy

flesh. The tree is well adapted for any form of

training, including wall and trellis-work and re-

taining the spray gmwth.
Boi/eiine dAuinmne still maintains its ancient

reputation in spit" of the cryptogamous parasites

which stain the skin of the fruit, notwithstanding
widch tbis Pear preserves its fine quality and pro-

verbial flavour.

CuliiKir d'Arenher;).—As the preceding variety is

best alapted for open positions, and the one before

it for walls, so is the present variety best suited lor

borders in the garden, the stem of the tree being
of low growth. Its fruit is remarkable for its

abundance, size, anti full flavour, the latter being

sometimes astringent, but more frequently agreeable

to the ta^te.

Antvine Delfoase.—When this variety becomes
better known to the keepers of hotels, buft'ets, and
restaur.ints, more trees of it will be planted.

Every guest now accepts a whole Antoine Delfosse

anti asks for another one.

BueJiesse d'Ani/ouleme.—Along with Williams',

the Duchesse takes the lead of the varieties which
are most in request for the thop-nindow of the

fruiterer or the pantry of the purchaser. The tree

is such a favourite, that it is placed first on the list

of low-stemmed Pear trees, although we know of

other varieties the fruit of which has moie finely-

textured, more juicy ard more sugary flesh. Con-
trary to what wa^^at first anticipated, the Beurr6

Clairgeau has not supp'anted it, neither has the

Beuni5 Dumont. Extensively grown in Flanders

and in the Tournay distiict, this excellent Pear
does not seem to do so well in the neighbourhood
of Paris. The tree has a good appearance ; why
docs it bear so poorly there ?

President Afas.—The correct behaviour of the

tree and the fine appearance and valuable qualities

ot its fruit are very appropriately associated with

the nairie, which puts us in remembrance of our
great pomologist.

Jleurre Biwhelier.—Another variety of branch-

ing habit and very erect-growing, which has its

assigned place in orchards, and shoulil be trained

in pyramid or chandelier furin. The fruit is large,

green-skinned, and succulent-fleshed.

Charles- h'riiesf.—This continues the series of

short-branched, ramified, compact-foliaged varie-

ties, and is quite an ornament in fruit gardens or

in pleasure grounds. The fruit is large, pleasing

to the eye, and still more so to Ihe palate.

Beurre Die!. -Of more free-growing and less

stiff habit than the preceding, this variety yields a
good crop of laige and fine Pears, which become
yellow as they ripen, and in this condition will

continue for several weeks at the disposal of the

consumer.

Beurre Millet.—Lovers of small melting Pears

which ripen about the first of January should plant

either Beurre Millet, a branchy, erect-habited tree,

or Zephirin Grfigoire, a similar variety, but not

quite so erect-branched, or Colmar Nelis, which

has slightly twisted branches. The fruit is not of

large size, but is very abundantly produced.

Beurre d'Hardeiipunt.—Coald this be an illusion

which threatens to disappear ? Does it not threaten

to abandon exposed positions ^in Ihe open ground
and confine itself to walls, as the Crassane and
the Bon Chri?tien have done? Henceforward let

us graft on the Quince and shelter with a wall Ihe

best of our winter Pears.

I'a.<:se Cuhiiar.—Brought out about the year 1750,

like its Belgian sister, the last-mentioned variety.

Passe Colmar still maintains its verdant tint, its

generous growth, its delicate .aroma, and its

populaiity with good judges of fruit. One word of

advice : In planting it, avoid wind-swept positions.

iVoureile Fuhis.—A. variety with twisted branches

and lather strange-looking when grown as a tall

standard. It is very suitatde for espalier training.

The flower-clusters, being surrounded with a rosette

of leaves, withstand bad weather pretty well, and

its long stalk permits the fruit to sw.ay wdth the

winil, whereby it escapes being blown off.

ItuyaU Veiidie.—The fruitof this is quite a store

of eaio iverie. Keep it for your own use. Its

leaf-green skin offeis no attraction at the sale of

wares which are bought for their external appear-

ance.
fiaint-Gcrmaiii d'hirer. — An old acquaintance

which is ever young with its fine flavour. The

branches of the tree, however, do not stand bad

weather well. It requires good nourishment at the

root and good shelter above, and should be grafted

on the Quince.

Passe CVassnnc—What a rich gun this of Bois-

bunel's I At the exbibition held at Evreux, I

measured a splendid specimi'n of Passe Crassane,

grown in the fertile valley of the Seine, which was

U inches in circunifcience. It had a vinous

flavour and the branches ot the tree which pro-

duced it were as erect as the sh^ft of a column.

Olitier de Serres.— Branches compact; fruit

medium-sized; flesh of fine texture and not very

sugary. This and the prec-ding variety are sufli-

cient to render one raiser famous.

Josephine de .Valines.—Branches twisted. Ke-

tain the spray whether the tree is pruned long or

not at all. The depth of winter can glide over its

fine smooth bark without cracking it. Flesh of

fruit sa'.mon-coloured and perfumed like a Hya-

cinth.

Duchesse de Bordeauxl—'Formerly named Beurr<?

Perreau. Amazingly iroductive; quality of fruit

beyond comparison. What more would you have?

Well, more vigour of growth and a more branchy

habit -would be ciesirable.
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Doyenne lie Mimtjean.—Formerly named Doyenne
Prfrra'ilt. A greater amount of vigour would not
hurt this variety, inasmuch as the greater weight
of the fruit increases the vahie of the crop
Double-graft it on the supernumerary branches of
your pyramids or wall trees of autumn varieties
which show an excess of vt getation.
Boyenni d'hiecr.—A. queen of the fruit-room at

the close of the season who does not appear dis-
posed to relinquish her sceptre. Shall we con-
tinue still longer to strengthen the tissues of the
tree by means of fortifying hygienic ablutions?
In the meantime, let us give it a we'1-drained posi-
tion and graft it on the Quince, uther simply or
double-grafted.

Uuiienne d'Alcngon.—Ihe hardiness of this va-
riety in the open air has not yet secured for il^ the
popularity which it deserves. Large plan'injs of
Pear trees hive bnught out the good qualities of
this varii-ty in rel'ef.

Bergamote Esperen.—Yxmi produced in clusters
;

quality b -yond compirison, at least unless your
palate prefers very strong aromas. The tree, which
hMs a line appearance, does best when giafted on
the Quir C9. The upper growth which is not
pruned produces rather small-sized fruits.

When spring has nearly arrived, any hard-
fleshed Pears that remain on the fruiterer's
hands are consigned to those of the cook. Let
us wait till spring comes !—Charle.s Baltet,
in Heine I/orticole,

the watering-pot is the panacea for all the phan-
tom ills Strawberries are supposed to be heir to
when wintered under glass. Y. A. H.

SHOULD FORCING STRAWBERKIES BE
PROTECTED ?

This is a (jue>tion about which opinions differ.
One grower recommends their being stacked in
the open air, a system I am not a believer in

;

another recommends their being plunged in the
open air, the plunging being adopted merely to
prevent injury to the pots from frost. Again,
they are o'ten wintered in cold frames and also
on shelves in orchard houses. During a mild win-
ter the stacking might prove successful, as even
by being laid as it were on their sides, sufficient
moisture from the rnins is absorbed to keep the
soil about the roots fairly moist. But what if the
winter proves to be lon^ and severe, with spells of
frost perhaps of several weekc' duration ? In such
a case a layer of litter is recommended to be
thrown over them. This is unnatural, especially if
it has to remain on for a lengthened time, as it

iindoubtedly would have to if the frost were pro-
longed and' severe. Frost also extracts moisture
and leaves the soil in a dry and light condition.
Under the system adopted, moisture cannot be
applied, neither can the soil be pressed firmly in
the pot, unless, of course, the whole lot is taken
down, and which for obvious reasons is not very
likely to happen. In the end the flower trusses do
not push u]) freely and the main folinge is lost.

Consideiing the above, anyone might naturally
think that plunging on the level is the better mode.
I have done it myself and had success as well as
failure. The success attends if it should turnout
a mild winter and not too much rain. If a spell of
frost occurs, a layer of litter would be thrown over
them both for protection of the foliage and also to
prevent the pots from splitting. If the litter has
to remain on for a lengthened period the plants
suffer, not perceptibly at the time, but later on in
forcing.

I now come to what is supposed by some to be
the most unnatural, i.e., wintering in cold frames
or on shelves in orchard houses. Wintering in
cold frames I do believe in—not deep and dark pits
where light and sunshine cannot reach them, but
in low cold frames, where the plants may be freely
ventilated and the lights removed during favour-
able weather. If the plants need water, this can be
given when necessary. As regards Strawberries
being wintered on shelves in orchard houses, the
best forced Strawberries I ever saw, taking one
season with another, were from plant's so
protected. The structure was kept freelv venti-
lated in favourable weather and waterapplied when
needed. Free ventilation with a judicious use of

Dressing fruit trees —In the case of insects
on Vines, there is no better remedy than well wash-
ii g with soft soap mixed in tepid rain water, using
a soft brush in the crevices and spurs of the Vine.
Gishurst may also be used with safety, especially
by those who are afraid of strong mixtures. The
old remedy of using flour of sulphur and soft soap,
adding clay to make it as thitk as paint, is good
and preferable to strong do-es of paraffin in warm
water, as the oil does not mix readily with the
water and the tender bark is permanently injured.
ParalEn when used for trees, especially tho-e at
re>t, should be in a soluble state and applied in
strong doses. Figs and Cherries are often covered
more or less with scale, which is readily got rid of
by cleansing in the winter months. The old or
matured wood of the Fig will require a stronger
dressing than cTuld be applied to Peaches or Nec-
tarines, as scale holds firmly. Lime, soft soap,
and tobacco water mixed will soon eradicate scale.
Mealy bug, the most troublesome pes', needs the
greatest attention both now and at the time the
trees start into growth, as it is almost impossible
to reach every one. There is rarely any difticulty
in fruit houses kept thoroughly syringed in the
growing season ; it is when ttie pest is allowed to
winter in the old bark that the mischief is caused.
Now is a good time to cleanse the trees in the
open that^ are affected. Peaches, which often
suffer badly from mildew, should get a dressing of
sulphur and Gishurst compound. A thorough
cleansing of old walls with soluble paraffin is also
beneficial, well saturating the old nail holes with
the mixture. Apples infested with American
blight should be thoroughly cleansed and painted
over. Soluble paraffin is a sure preventive of
mildew on Roses if thoroughly applied at this
season —G. Wythes.

NECTARINES.
When the new Early Rivers Nectarine becomes
fairly well distributed it is likely to mark the
commencement of a new era in the cultivation of
this fruit, proving a real boon to the cultivator.
The appearance of the Early Royal Pearhes was
a sort of precedent to the welcome likely to be
accorded this new early Nectarine, although the
lat'er from its size wi'U doubtless hold its own
when Early Beatrice and Louise Pe.aches are
forgotten. Early Alfred is certainly a misnomer

;

on this soil it is a contemporary of Royal George.
To return, however, to the Nectarine; if the tree
bears out all that is claimed for it, of robust con-
tetitution and very free, the fruit extra large and
handsome, and nearly three weeks earlier than
Napier (which would make it a contempoiary from
a season standpoint of Early Beatrice Pe.ach).
Mr. Rivers has indeed scared a success, and it will
be invaluable both indoors and outdoors. The
description given both of tree and fruit would
almost answer for Lord Napier, except in point of
season, and it bears, I take it, a considerable
resemblance to th.at variety. Are the flowers
also large ? Touching this question of large
and small flowers, I should like to note an
observation recorded for I he last three seasons,
that large-flowered Nectarines are not quite so
satisfactory out of doors as the small-flowered
section. Whether the reason for this rests with
the flower or the tree I am not able to state de-
cisively, but am inclined to blame the flowers. It
is certain the larger flowers are more delicate, more
susceptible to, and more quickly damaged by
storms of .sleet and rain. The centre of the flower,
too, is more exposed

; pistil and .stamens have not
the close, short, sturdy appearance to be found in
the smaller flowers. Perhaps some correspondents
who have a fair variety of Nectarines outside will
say what their experience has been. Personally,
for reasons above stated, I should always prefer
Downton, Elruge, and Violette Ilative for outdoor

work to Stanwick, Humboldt, Hardwicke, or Lord
Napier.

Some seasonable notes in which maiden trees
were strongly recommended have recently appeared,
but I do not see that any great advantage is to be
gained, except, perhaps, on the score of cheapness,
and would quite as soon take a second season tree
with five or seven fair leads. If the growth is a
bit coarse and green, it will generally tone down
the first season if no manure in any shape
or form is used in the ij'anting and strong,
rank roots are cut back at the same time. The
excessive use of manure from the very start is, I
take it, answerable in the main for the very strong
unripe wood one usually gets in the Nectarine and
Peach far more than the position in which they
are grown, for a thoroughly exposed site, such
as [most nurseries afford, allows plenty of light
and air to play all round the trees, and they
certainly do not get this on a wall unless unnailed
in early autumn, a course of procedure I have
never found necessary. With re-pect to the merits
or demerits of clean c. bad-stemmed trees, by all

means get the former if possible, but it is not
absolutely essential either to ensure a prolonged
life for the tree or for the successful production of
fruit. There are some Nectarines here I know to
be over forty years ol I, with gnarled and twisted
stems, one of them girthing nearly H feet close to
the ground. Some of the big, old branches (where
portions had been cut away and the influence of
the weather had eaten away the centres to a con-
siderable depth) were, when I took ch.arge of them,
inclined to go to the bad, but the plastering up
of all holes and bad fissures in the bark with a
mixture of softeoed clay, the removal of weakly
growths, and the gradual laying in the healthiest of
the young wood have quite given the oil trees a
new lease of life. Some of the enemies to which
the fruit is subject when it is ripe—notably, wasps
and earwigs—seem to prefer the Nfctaiine to the
Peach. I do not know if they are attracted by the
stronger scent or find the skin more easily tapped,
but such is certainly the case. E. Bureell.

Ctaremont.

Oranges at Messrs. Rivers' nurseries,
Sawbridgeworth.—The large stock of fruit-bearing

plants in these nurseiies is now carrying excel-

lent crops of fruit. These when ripe promise to

be quite equal to the fine specimens that Mr. T. F.

Rivers has on previous occasions brought up to the
meetings of the R H.S. The trees are not large,

but just the material for getting a go d variety and
plenty of fruit from in a comparatively small com-
pass. Warmth is now being given them to pjerfect

the fruit. The plants themselves are particularly

healthy and clean, advantage being taken of wet
days to do any cleansing that is necessary.

—

A. H. J.

Apricots failing.— I have never seen a reason

for this given th.at seems to me conclusive. It is

certain that fifty years ago Apricots did better

generally than now. Why is this ? No theories as

to soil c.-in apply. Again, why is it that complaints

of Apricots failing are only heard of on this side

of the Channel? Everywhere else in Europe Apri-

cots fruit as freely as Peaches, quite irrespective of

soil. My own impression is that the cliui.ate of

this country is deteiiorating.

—

Wm. Wickiiam,
Blnsled-Wycli, Alton, Hants.

Standard fruit trees. — Standard Pluins,

Damsons, Cherries and Apples are the most suit-

able for orchards, but do not give the preference

to tho-c trees with much-trimmed or raked stems.

It should be understood that most stand.ard trees

are worked on dwarf stocks, a single stem from
these being run up to the required height and then

stopped, two or three prunings resulting in a good
head being foimed. Till the latter is formed, short

side shoots are allowed to grow on the stem, these

being " stem-swellers," and are duly trimmed off

when they have done their work. AVhat are known
as "feathered" trees, these being two years old

from the graft and unpruned, in addition to being

the cheapest, are also most certain to develop into
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good trees than is the cnse with the older and
more often planted orthodox i-tandirds. One or

two priininers are suflicicnt to lay the foundation
of a perfect heail. The f.-ath°red trees are much
preferred at Tocldin^ton, Lord Sudeloy's extensive

fruit farms. The si'le shoots, besides being a source

of strength to the stems, are retained for many
years lonjier than is oustomnry, or as long as they

produce good fruit, and what is obtained from tliem

soon pays for tlie tree. Tlicre is no necessity

wliatever to grow standards with clear stems, at

any rate in cultivated orchards, and the side

branches ought merely to lie checked from taking

a .^tron,' leid .-ind retained for fruiting till they are

heavdy shaded by overlianging branches.—W. 1.

MARKET FRUITGROWING.
TliK season for planting fruit trees or bushes has
again arrived, and there appears no slackening in

the demand for trees of all kinds. Although Hamp-
shire c.innot at present be termed a fruit-growing
county in the sense that Kent is, yet at the pre-
sent la'e of increase it will not take many yf-ars

before it his a very considerable area devoted to
fruit culture. At the jiresent time .Strawberries
form a very considerable loc.il indus'ry in South
Hants, the soil being especially favourable for verv
early crops. It is however, in the direction of

more permanent crops, sueli as Apples, Pears and
Plums, that the greatest activity is observable at

the present time. We are continually being toUl
that fruit tree planting is already overdone ; but
the fact remains that enormous importations of

foreign-grown fruit are sold in this locality, and if

it pays the foreigner to grow it, why should it not
pay us to produce it at a price that will make im-
porting less profitable tlian it appears to bs at pre-
sent ? It is of no use looking for fancy prices. At
present I am by no means inclined to give up plant-
ing hardy fruits from anv dread of foreign compe-
tition. Tlie fruit that I have most faith in for
extensive planting is

Apples, as I feel sure we can produce any
quantity and sell it in o\ir markets at from is to
lis. per bushel, according to variety. Purchasers
certainly prefer Engli-h-grown Apples to foreign
when they can get them. It is no use growing
worthless sorts like the Goff, expecting to get good
prices. Only really good sorts should be planted,
and if they a-'e choking Apples, they must be
large; it de-sert sorts, ordy such as Cox's Orange,
King of the Pippins, or Blenheim O.ange should
be erown. As regards cooking sorts, I can always
se'd Warner's King, New Hawthornden or any that
are exceptionally large at good prices when small
Apples can hardly be given away. Good fruit can
only be hnH from vigorous young trees, and it is

folly spending time and capital trying to improve
old trees when young ones are so cheap and come
so quickly into bearing. The best trees to plant
for profit are maidens. These will generally bear
some fruit the second year after planting, and
quickly develop into fine bushes. One of the most
c:immon mistakes made a few years ago was the
planting of too many soft early Apples, that must
be sold direct from the tree. I shall in future only
plant such kinds as give a good long season
wherein to dispose of the fruit. Splendid sorts,
that keep well until the spring, are abundant, and
market growers want a constant succession to
supply their customers quite as much as a private
gardener.

Pears are especially suited to the south of
England, as we can grow varieties on open bush
trees equal to those on walls in more inland coun-
ties. Really good dessert soits w-11 grown are a
safe crop, as good Pears sell well wlicn the old
orchard sorts can hardly find purchasers. The
selection of

Plums needs great care. Too many A'ictorias
and sorts that ripen at the same time have been
planted. Look out for very early and late sorts,
and do not forget Damsons and Bullaces, for if
grown well, they are as profitable as the very best
Plums.

Bi'sii FRUITS are safe crops, as they very rarely

fail and there is not much foriign competition to

dread.

Gooseberries are in my opinion the best bnsh

fruits to grow largely, as they are decidedly more
profitable when gathered green lh;in when allowed

to ripen on the hushes. In this i>ait we get good-

sized berries for Whitsuntide, and that is the time

to get good prices for green Gooseberries.

CfllUAKTS.— I should plant Black much more

freely than either Red or White, for if grown well,

they as a rule sell much more readily. They nf ed

very good culture to get the berries large. Small

Currants of any kind are not profitable.

Raspbeukiks are not suited to dry ground, but

where the soil is moist and deep they pay well,

proviifel customers are secured to purchase them
before they are over-ripe. J- Gkoom.

Oosjort.

CRACKED PEARS.

Whi;n at Oxted, on the Sussex side of Surrey, re-

cently, a gardener brought me samples of Van
MonsLeon Leclerc Pears taken from a large stan-

ilard tree on the Pear stock. The fruits wee all

more or less cracked, and in every case on the

under side. Of course, in this there is nothing

new, but in relation to a matter that has consider-

able interest to many whose Pears suffer in this

way, it would be well to discuss it just to see

whether it may be pnssible to arrive at some prac-

tical solution of the trouble and find a remedy. In

this particular instance I four.d that of certain

Pears worked on the Quince stock and planted and

trained as cordons against a wall in the same gar-

den, Van Mons and Easter Beurre both badly

cracked, while Beurre Diel, D ichesse d'Angoulume

and some others produced clean-skinned fruits. It

is thus seen that the disease is not due to stock,

but must in a large degree be associated with sort

It is possibly in this case very much as with some

Apples that canker very badly, whilst other varie-

ties on the same soil are quite sound and robust.

The Pears that crack presumably need in the soil

some constituent that others do not, and fail to find

it. On the other hand, we have seen cold, wet sea-

sons when P.ars have been very much cracked,

and yet in other years with ample warmth the

fruits have been sound. In this particular in-

stance the fruits have been cracked for the

past twenty years, let the seasons be what
they may. The subsoil where these Pears were

grown is clay. The trees in no w.iy exhibit

evidence of the jiresence of clay, because the

shoots every year are fully matured. On the other

hand, in relation to both Apples and Pears there is

no product so common when trees get into a sour

clay as shoots that are imperfectly formed, and in

winter die wholesa'e from lacking pioper matura-

tion. This is commonly termed canker, for it is

about the same thing. It has often been said that

cracking and canker are due to fungoid attacks.

It seems far more probable that the fungoid

attack follows upon the cracking of both fruit and

wood; mould or mildew always succeeds vegetable

decay, or practically accompanies it. There is

also in relation to these Pears referred to a fact

that should not be overlooked. There is no crack-

ing in the flesh on the upper exposed or sunny

side, but only on the under side. A. D.

Aids in colouring fruit.—Either stocks do

or do not influence the colcur and flavour of fruit.

I hold that they do, and if " Y. A. II." will pay me
a visit I will demonstrate the practice more clearly.

I maintain that the seedling highly-coloured Crab
stock, under the highest system of cultivation,

gives more highly-coloured fruit than any other

kind of stock. Soil, situation, root attention, and
skilful pruning are all important factors in con-

iunction therewith. I do not say well-coloured

fruit cannot be grown on trees on other stocks.

The highest coloured Apples I ever saw were

recently shown (la*t September) They had been

grown at Kerapley, Gloucestcshire, upon some of

the prepared Crab stocks worked in our home nur-

sery by an intelligent small holder of U acres.

I'easgood's Nonsuch and Worcester Pearmain were

much finer than we get at JIadrcsfield, quality,

size and col lur >uperb in the extreme— positive

evidence of what we may expect in a few year|.'

time, when the thousands of tress wo are distri-

buting gratis to tenants come into full bearing

The theory of colouring by wind will r.uf hold good

—W. CnuMP, MndreyU'Ui Cou t.

LIFTING PEACH TREES

When the fruit has all been gathered the grower

must neither think that his ti-sk is done for the

season, nor must his ell'orts be relaxed as regards

any detail which is likely to add to the future well-

doing of the trres. In ma'y instances Ihet'ees

become debilitate I or unhealthy, when a little

timely attention to the roots would have resul'cd

in a t etter state of things. On some soils ceit.drdy,

but these must be very suitable naturally for the

free developmei.t of the trees. Peaches will con-

tinue in a satisfactory condition with little soil or

root-disturbance If the tre;s tiike on an un-

healthy cast, are addicted to mildew, or the fruits fad

to stone properly, then it is evident that something

is wrong at the roots. Again, they mny be growing

too strongly. Tl.is is very ensily reel ilic'l, as gross

growth is generally the result of over-rich borders,

and possibly too loose, from the borders being

closely cropped with vegetables. The want of

calcareous matter in the toil also tc ds to a gross

habit, whilst if this is present in sufficient riuantity

and the borders kept firm, and not cropj ed with

vegetables up to within 5 feet or G feet of the

wall, the wood is firm and short-jointed. Annual

lifting either wholly or partially is not needed, this

giving the trees too much of a check. As far as

the setting of the fruit is concerned and its after

swelling off, there would not be any difficulty, but it

lacks siz?. Onheavy and calcareous soil 1 find lifting

necessary every three years. After this some of

the varieties at any rate take on a yellow cast, and

if not seen to the trees gradually die off. Last

year I had a tree of Lord Napier Nectarine which

suffered in this manner, but which had previously

been healthy. In the autumn it was partially

lifted, when the advantage was also taken ()f add-

ing a little fresh loam and v/ood ashes. This sea-

son it regained its former vigour and ripened off a

splendid crop. Trees which are now in a bad

state, or rather in a condition for lifting, may if

they have not. been disturbed at the roots for some

years and are somewhat old resent wholly lifting.

In these cases the difficulty is overcome by lifting,

one side one season and the other the next. The

best season for this work is just as the leaves are

falling, a' d if done with dispatch no possible harm

can accrue. A trench should be taken out about

i; feet from the bole of the tree, and then with

forks carefully work away the soil from the roots,

takin"- particular care not to injuie these, up to

within 30 inches of the bole. The roots should be

brought up, rela\ing them horizontally, adding

fresh soil, wood ashes, and also calcareous matter

if this should be deficient, either in the form of

lime rubbish or even fre.'h'y slaked lime, the latter

especially if the soil should be over-rich in humus.

In these latter cases a sprinkling of kainit and

superphosphate of lime worked into the border

would greatly assist in suppl.iing the elements

needed in these worst of Peach soils. Peach grow-

in^ in the open air is now being looked upon with

more favour, and to further stimulate it, it is

necessary that the roots have attention.
^
Y. A. H.

Late Red Currants.—Opinions differ as to

the best way of keeping th>-se for late use. Some
think they are best grown on north walls

;
others

believe in open bushes. Needing these as late as

possible, I try them both on walls and otherwise.

Both last year and this, mine kept best on open

bushes. I protect them with netting, and wlifn

the weather conies on rainy I then put mats over

and round them, and from "these bushes I generally

can gather fruit as la'.c as the first week in No-
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vember. I find that tliey do not suffer so much
from insects on open bushes. It is old that after
Currants have been hanging a long time birds do
not ca'e to eat them. This year I tooli oif some
nets in October, and the fruit was not touched by
the birds.— J. C. ¥.

LATE PLUMS UNDElt GLASS.
There are few fruils more appreciated than good
Plums. Frequently one hears people say after eat-
ing a good ripe Plum, that it has more flavour than
many of the Peaches. I prefer a good ripe Golden
Drop Plum toalmostany other kind of fruit. To those
who have to ktepup a good supply of high-class des-
sert during the hist three months of the year, late
Piums prove most valuable, seeing they may be had
in good condition till the end of November pro-
vided tliey arc well ripened and kept in a dry room
till wanttd. Plums pay better to grow in cold
houses than many cultivators think. When grown
under glass they can he allowed to hang till they
get quite shrivelled. In this slate tliey are deli-
cious. Plums are much hardier than Peaches and
better .niited for cold positions under glass. Some
cultivators think they are not so easily managed as
Peach and other trees and want more space. Such
is not the case. Few trees bear lilting better than
do Plums, (hat is, provided they are not too old
when operated on first. It is astonishing how quickly
they will commence beating when growing under
glass if they are kept pinched during the growing
season. Should they grow too strongly, they can
be lifted in part or altogether, according to cir-
cumslances. When lifting is necessary, it should
be done as soon as possible after the fruit is ripe,
and, if possible, while the leaves are on the trees.

'

When I took charge of these gardens some four
years since, I found here in a long, cold Peach
house some old worthless Peach trees. These were
on the front trellis. I re.-olved to remove these
and plant in th^ir place late Plums. Accordingly,
I oblained good-sized trees, planting them in fresh
soil. The second year after planting they began
bfaring. Last year and (h's I have had food
crops. The kinds I planted were Golden Drop, Coe's
Late Red and Reine Claude de Bavay. I have now
planted Ickworth Imperatrice and hope to add
Grand Diike during the pre^^ent planting season.
There are many other good kinds one could plant,
but they would not he of much valire to me, seping
I want them for shooting parties. Coe's Late Red
I find very usofirl for sending to the kitchen ; it
keeps so long and is such an abundant hearer.
Last year it kept us going till the end of November,
and will again this. Of all Plrims, I consider Golden
Drop the best. With me it crops abundantly. Last
ye^r quite a small tree gave us ten dozen ; these
were thinned to live dozen, and this year I left nine
dozen. Reine Claude de Bavay has cropped equally
well. I have sent a sample of each.

Dorset.
*..* Fruit of good size and remarkably fine fla-

vour.

—

Ed.

Crab John Downie.—I fnlly agree with the
ohsprvati.irs of Itr. Wvthes anent ornamental Crabs.A teature of tliis Crab is its comparatively pleasing
fl.avonr. Sunh a kinj a<! this as well as the nrore
lughly coloured cijer Apples should he p'anted largely
for effect in tlie pardeir. Tliese ornamental Crabs
make a very good jelly, and for this purpose I allow
tliein to hane on th- trees as long as they will. They
are best grown as standards.—A. Y.

Planting' Raspberries in autumn. — In
many gardens this fruit does not grow so vigor-
ously as could be wished, often owing to being''too
long in the ground. Now is a good time to renew
worn-out plantations. In the case of weakness or
disease means should Le taken to secure good
plants from a fiesh source. Autumn planting is
the safest to obtain a strong growth the ensuing
summer. Strong canes should be secured with good
roo's, and in places where Raspberries fail good
loam shoiiUl he placed round the roots lo give them
a start. If the subsoil is gravel this should be dug
out, the top soil placed on the bottom of the

trench, and some new loam used for the roots.

Early planting, mulching afterwards, and pruning
hard back the following March will secure a strong
growth that is out of the question when deferred
till B^ebruary or March.—G. Wythes.

Plums on north walls—Wa.shington is not
a good north wall Plum ; the best fruits I ever had
of this were from an east wall. The only Gages I

had this year worth eating wei'e from a north wall,

as the trees on an eastern aspect had no fruit.

Reine Claude de Bavay and the old Green Gage
were the varieties. The fruit of Reine Clattde de
Bavay and other Gages in the open was very in-

ferior to that of the same varieties growing on a

north wall. It is quite evident that a noith wall
is not such a bad aspect for Plums as STme people
imMgine. Districts, of course, have a deal of in-

fluence.—Y. A. H.

Rose Garden.

ROSE NOTES.

There are many Roses which vary so much in

the colour of their blooms and also in habit of
growth wh<n growing in different localities, that I

am often hearing from amateur friends who com-
plain of the way some of our very best Roses for
general cultivation thrive or behave with them. A
short time ago " A. H." gave some interesting notes
on tlie supposed deterioration of some Roses. May
it not be that many of these instances are due to
some of the same causes as those affecting varie-

ties in certain districts ? I suppose scarcely any
reparian of experience would consider that that
grand Tea Rose Comtesse de Nadaillac was deterio-
rating. Yet if he had been used to see this variety
growing in the extra vigorous and luxuriant man-
ner that I have recently received some wood both
from correspondents in Ireland and Scotland, and
then saw it as it generally grows, I have no doubt
he^would consider it was falling off. Horace Vernet
as grown by Mr, E. Mawley is a gi'and all-round
Rose. With me and many more it is of little use
except for exhibition, and from at the most a two-
year-old p'ant, dying after this age.

How very much some Roses vary may be noticed
by a visit to a few gardens whf re these are grown
largely. You will ,'eldom find the same variety
taking so prominent a position in all I know a

garden where Pierre Netting is considered the finest

of all. Did I not know the variety is true to name,
I should be inclined to the opinion it wf.s not this
Rose at all, so well do the plants grow and
flower compared to any of this Rose growing with
me or that I have seen elsewhere. In connection
with this subject I may mention the notes from
Mr Grahame upon Edith Giffard. That gentleman
says it is the best grower and most satisfactory Tea
Rose he has in his garden. He also st.iles the
flowers as large, not even mediutn sized. My ob-
servations go to prove that this is the exception in

other gardens. Edith Giffard with me is a grand
Rose, but not the most satisfactory in either of the
attributes Mr. Graharue claims for it. That grand
old Rose Dr. Andry used to be a great favourite of

mine when grown on a certain piece of ground
;

but where it is now grown, it, does not at all please
me. The same may be said of Sena'eur Vaisse
and Xavier Olibo, bo'h of which have never been
good with me except upon one piece of ground.
Marie Baumann and Alfred Cnlomb are by some
so neatly alike as to be almost, if not quite,

synonymous. Now with me there are not two more
distinct red Roses as a general rule ; but one may
occasionally cut blooms of each that can hardly
be distinguished. Charles Wood, an old Rose that
was a great favourite of mine, has now entirely

disappeared from my stock. It was sent out by
Portemer in 1805, and was one of the best growers
and freest bloomers among deep purplish-crimson
Roses. I do not find it in any Engli-h Rose cata-

logue now, but it will alwavs remain in my memory
as one of our best shaped Rose.=, and quite worthy
of continued cnltivation where it will grow as it

used to do with me. Jean Fernet in a former

garden was always good—in fact, I there con-
sidered it the best yellow Tea, but it is an indiffe-
rent Rose where now grown. I think we often look
upon a certain Rose as having deteriorated for
the reason that it does not thrive so well in fresh
quarters. Then we are constantly advancing in the
improvement of Roses through new varieties, and
when these happen to be of the same shade of
colour as an old favourite, we naturally look upon
it as somewhat eclipsed and fallen off.

On the other hand, there are many Roses which
certainly seem to improve. Take A. K. Williams,
for instance. When first introduced it was styled
a bad grower by almost all who saw it. Now, how-
ever, there would be few give it this character.
The Bride also was with many a very disappoint-
ing Rose during the first few years of its introduc-
tion to the public. W. A. Richardson, too, did not
take the Rose world by storm nearly so much as one
would imagine from its present and deservedly
popular position. Just as some varieties of fruits

do much better in certain districts, so, too, do many
of our Roses. General Jacqueminot, Mrs. John
Laing, and a few more are notable exceptions, and
probably we could count the soits on our fingers

that will do as well in all districts as these two
grand Roses. Ridgbwoou.

OWN-ROOT ROSES.

The fact that the remarks I recently made are

directly contradictory of others made eighteen

months ago shows that, like " i'. N.," I am not so

conservative in my ideas but that I admit im-
provements, and it was some of the very same
batch of plants of Marie van Iloutte that prompted
my recent note. It is true that they have been
much longer reaching that vigorous state natural

to the kind. Now that there are shoots a yard high

and as thick as my finger upon own-root plants, I

am justified in my remarks. It is, I grant, a ques-

tion of waiting longer, but it is better in the end.

It Marie van Houtte is a free grower, there is a
score of other first-rate kinds that with me grow
equally strong on the Brier, and no doubt will

succeed as well on their own roots. That there

may be a few delicate kinds needing some assist-

ance, such as a stock, I grant, and even thus bol-

stered up they are often short-lived. But just as

the strong growers succeed upon their own roots

simply by reason of their natural vigour, so I am
convinced will the stronger dwaif Teas. The com-
pensating advantage is that after we have grown
them their strength and vigour arB likely to be

permanent. We shall not suddenly find out that

the stock is unsuitable and the plant doomed to

shortly perish. My remarks as to Roses going back,

&c., after a few years were of a general character. I

will apply them to the actual kind, and show
" P. N." it was neither a case of unsuitable stock

nor of delicate constitution. The Rose in question

was Mme. Charles upon seedling Brier. It did very

well for a season or two, and the group was made
larger, but the ultimate result was that the plants

became weak. An appeal to the vendor of the

plants brought the response that he could not ac-

count for the |ilants going back, as the same thing

had happened with him. Therefoie, neither of the

causes that " P. N." gave without hesitation is at

the root of the evil. With me Mme. Charles

is an excellent Rose, vigorous, and most profuse

and persistent in bloom. Before we actually con-

dfmn, Int us try fairly. I am not sure that it is

fair to try own-root p"lants side by side under con-

ditions of culture the same as for worked plants

that have strong roots at the start. There must be

strong root growth before we can have strong

branches. A soil more open and altogether lighter

than is usually regarded as Rose soil will do much
to advance growth below ground and above during

the earlier stages of the plant's existence, and
perhaps as a permanency as well. 1 have observed

that plants struck from cuttings inserted in a soil

both light and open, a quantity < f sharp road grit

beirg incorporated with it, and left in the cutting

I e'l, make rapid progress and give good flowers

within a year. On p. 42-1: "A. Y." recommends
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own-root pLmts for pot culture, and I still bi-lieve

we shall do more with them in the open air when

we have tried them in more ways tlian one, and

found out the quickest and best way. Then I

think the process will not be found quite so slow.

We imi^t not make the comp.irison begin with the

rooted cutting as iigainst the bud in a crown of

strong roots. Let us start with a Brier cuttmg or

seedling and a rooted Rise cutting, and see what

can be done in a given time. To test the time

fairly, we must take into comparative account the

leriCd of the lirier's growth until it is strong

enough to be budded. Meanwhile our Rose cutting

will be makin; considerable progress, especially if

we have—ns I think it is quite essential we should

—planted it in a li'jht, free soil. Till " P. N." and

the Rev. F. R. Burnside give pnrticulai'S of I heir

trials, I will assume th.at they did somewhat as I

did, p'anted the young rooted cuttings, if not side

by side, certainly under the actual conditions ar.d

in a similar soil to that provided for the permanent

growth of worked plants. A. H.

Birch in a light black loam with a gravelly sub-

stratum ; and ;r Sptmish Chestnut in a dry loamy

soil upon gravel, alTord at once the finest specimen

trees and the most serviceable timber.—B.

Old Cabbage Rcse—Now that the planting

season is upon us, allow me to enter a plea for the

above, if only for its old associations. To show its

value it should be planted in a mass. We have it as a

dwarf heilge, and it neither receive) nor does it need

any prrniing. A dressing of manure applied annually

is all that it gets. The white Cabbage Rose is scarcer,

and I have not met with it now for some years.

—

A. Y.

Planting Roses A letter has recently

reached me in which were some leaves and wood of

Roses that were planted last season. My corre-

spondent claims that they were liberally treated

and very carefully planted, and asks the cause of

their not .-ucceeding. He had plantet them into

cow manure, having collected the cakes from the

meadow and used them in their entirety. Under
such circumstances, it is not to be wondered at

that the plants did not thrive. The leaves sent

were brown and yellow, and had evidently only

existed upon the sap in the plants at the time of

transplanting. No new roots could possibly have
been made into so strong a manure as crude cow
droppings. Under such treatment the plants only

linger on for a time and then die. The wood turns

yellow and puts on a sickly, frost-bitten appear-

ance. Had the same amount of manure been in-

corporated with the surrounding soil, taking care

not 10 place too strong a compost into direct con-

tact with the roots, I venture to say satisfactory

results would have followed. There is no greater

error in planting Roses than placing such powerful

fertilisers too closely around their roots. During
the past summer upwards of fifty correspon-

dents have sent me Ic aves and growth of

Roses, asking the cause of and remedy for their

unhealthy condition. Fully half of these were the

result of over-feeding. Give a Rose a good soil

by all means, but do not plant it in what is prac-

tically a manure heap. A rich and unctuous gar-

den loam needs very little further improvement
for Roses, especially at the time of planting. After

the plants have assimilated the greater part of the

food already in the soil is the proper time to add
more by way of manure of some kind.—R.

Ferns.

THE WALKING LEAF FERNS.

(antigr.imma.s.)

All the plants comprised in this genus have not

the properties of the old and well-known North
American Cainptosorus (Antigi'amina) rhi/.o-

phyllus, which .spreads by rooting at the apex

of each frond where it forms a new plant, and

from whicli it again sends out fronds which

produce other plants. Some few years ago

Influence of soil on trees.—In plantations
inlcndeil mainly lor prnlit, grouping according to

soil and situation will be found the surest method.
It is (.f(en asserted that (he finest Oak, Ash, Eliu

and Beech are to be seen as single specimens in

the midst of, or upon the m.argins of, other plant i-

tions. But wherever such an instance occurs, the
particular tree is generally upon its own soil, snd
is found to be flourishing at the expense of all

around it. An Oak in a ileep loamy soil resting
u[ion clay ; an Ash or an Elm in a loamy gravel;

a Beech upon a calcarei us gravel resting upon a
bed of chalk ; a Scotch Pine at a considerable ele-

vation, and in a gravelly soil which afloids it com-
plete drainage; a Horse Chestnut in a deep loam,
with a dry bottom; a Mountain Ash in a high
situation where it meets with light sandy land ; a

ii

Abtigramma Douglasi.

when I was with the late Messrs. Rollisson at

Tooting
AxTiGR.\MM.v RniznPHYLLA used to be imported

in large numbers every year from Canad,a and
found a ready sale. Many years ago when I had
chtrge of the outdoor ferneries at Hatchfoid Park

I had many a little cohmy of this ])lant, for it is

quite hardy. The leaves which fall fmm the trees

it allowed to remain will afford it ample protec-

tion through the winter months. The frords of A.

rhizophylla are simple, tapering to a point, where
they are proliferous, .and at the base are two large

ear-like lobes. Thefronds are each about 'J inches long

and bright green. It is found pretty freely in the

United States and in Canar'a. Linna2us also gives

Siberia as a locality for this species, but Hooker
makes the Siheiian plant a distinct species under
the name of A. sibirica. H appears to differ in

having a simple frond without any lobes at the

base. The same form was found upon one occasion

only by my fiieiid Wilford in the strait of Korea,

on the inland of T--u~ Siina. Any reader who has

a liardy fernery shcudd plant tids Antigramma in

some light turfy loam, choosing a nice shady place

and keeping it toler.ably damp.
A. DouGLA.si (the si!ibject of the illustration) is

a somewhat rare plant in Brazil, and at present

rare in cultivation. Tiie fronds grow to some 10

inches in length and are about 4 inches broad.

They are deep green in colour, but noa-vivip irons

at the f oint.

A. URASILIENSIS has fronds each fully a foot long

and about 2 inches or more wide.

Antigrammtis are near to Scolopendrluins, or

Hart's-tongue Fern.s, but they have netted

veins. The two last named kinds require a

stove temperature. Wm. Hlch Goweii.

ADIANTUM CUNE.VrUM.

For every-day use, whether in pots or for cutting,

it must be admitted that this fine old Fern is still

in the front rank. With a good stock of plants it

is always possible to have it in good condition. In

many cases this Brazilian Maiden hair i-i kept too

waim. This is a great mistake, resulting in a

general weakening of the plants, whilst the

fronds will not last nearly so long when cut.

For instance, during the summer I would much
prefer to keep my plants in a cold frame rather

than in a house with the least amount of warmth
in the pipes. Again, a moderately dry atmosphere

is far better than where it U moisture-laden.

This latter state of things is congenial to rapid and

free growth, but the fronds grow too large with

correspondingly large pinns, which are not in any

sense desirable, whilst they do not last nearly so

long when out. They may look all very well upon
the'plaDt. but the pi mt thus grown wi 1 not bear

a change to less congenial quarters, nor are the

fronds of much use when cut. Shading, again, is

a great mistake ; it used to be a popular notion in

some gardens that shading was really essential,

whereas quite the opposite is the case, except in

the very hottest weather When the shading is

di.-pensed with, the growth is much haider,

the pinn^ finer, and the fronds, too, somewhat
less in size, but supported upon foot-stalks

considerably stouter. The paler colour, too, of the

fronds when grown thoroughly well exposed is

much more desirable for arranging with cut

flowers. The darker green as seen upon plants

grown in the shade is not neatly so effective;

in fact, it is oftentimes a difficulty to use it taste-

fully when of this shade of colour, bearing in mind
also the larger pinnse. During at least six months

of the year no fire-heat need lie used, and only a

very light shading when the heat of the sun is in-

tense. A fi-ee circulation of air is indispensable

towards securing a good enduring growl li, whilst

an abundant supply of water is needed when the

plants are healthy and the pots well filled with

roots. When the latter is the case a weak solution

of guano (Peruvian) in water will greatly assist the

plants. This is often preferable to repotting twice

in one season. In fact, potting is frequently carried

too far. My best plants this past summer were

those which were not potted last spring; these have

continued in the bc.-t of health up to the present

time. Overcrowding of the plants should be

guarded against ; llicy should now have all the

light po-sible, not being overshadowed in the least

by other things. Where there is any dispo-sition to

(lamp crff in the cate of the older fronds, these

should be at once removid.

Plants which have been yielding a good supply

of fronds for cutting and have become destitute

of good material for the purpose should now be

rested. Water should largely be withdrawn from

such plants; but lifle will be required between

now and the end of the year. I would not hesitato

to lay plants of this description upon their sides

for a time, as long as they did not get exces-

sively dry, particularly if they are still disposed

to grow. It does not matter at all about the fronds

dying off; in fact, a little later on they nny be

cut off entirely, thus clearing the plants of scale

if there is any upon them. Take care that the
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plants whilst in this condition do not get any drip.

When thus cut down, a spare shelf would suit
them very well. The.se plants will make a capital
stock to start early in the new year in a stove
temperature, being meanwhile kept in a temperate
house averaging about 50° at night. When given
an increase of about 10° they nill soon start into
growth again, but the w.ttering mu-t be done
cautiously until the fronds are we'l advanced.
I'he best of those now in use will by that time be
probably fairly well used up. These plants will then
do with a rest, reslarling them later in (he spring
in less heat. Where there is a great demand for
cut fronds, it will be found better to have three
batches in various stages rather than to rely
upon two. In this way it is comparatively easy
to have a ready supply. Plants that are now
growing should have a fair amount of warmth, but
not too much moisture. A lif;ht airy house with a
night temperature of from 55° to G0° will suit

them well. The stove it.-elf is rather too warm
for them, even when they are growing freely ;

what some would term a cool stove would answer.
Where there is a good quantity of growth s-till

in hand, but f.iirly well hanlened, a night tempe-
rature of 5° less will sutKce. In this way, by having
phints in various stages, can successive supplies
be mainly kept up. Young plants, i c, seedlings,

should be carefully looked after. These frequently
come up in quantity ; if not, it is an easy matter
to sov.' the spores or to stand aside upon a
moist bottom a plant bearing fertile fronds, and
thus let the seedlings spring up spontaneously,
which, after all, is as good a way as any. I pre-

fer seedlings most decidedly to division of the
old stools. Tley make much better plants, whilst
if required whilst stiil in small pots, they are
far more useful Whi'n the older pjlants become
e.xhausted and there isasutficient stock of younger
ones, it is better to throw them away or use them
up for decorating. For general purposes, any pot
beyond 8 inches or 9 inches diameter becomes too
heavy and cumbersome. As to soil. I prefer all

loam, with sand or road scrapings. When the loam
needs modifying, a little leaf soil or a small quan-
tity of peit can be added, but not too much, as
both tend to a strong growth. P.itting is best

done in the spring-time. A Grower.

DECIDUOUS FERNS.
More attention might very advantageously be
given to this section ; most of them die off to-

wards the winter, thus allowing more room for

other things—in itself an advantage in many re-

spects. These Ferns are not probably so abun-
dant as they would otherwise he simply becau.se

they are deciduous. This may be attributed in

some instances no doubt to non-attention when
they become shabliy ; not that they want a great
amount of care, but they should not be allowed
to get too dry. If the soil be kept in a

happy medium the plants will be right enough,
and will after a rest start with renewed vigour.

Any attention that may be needed in the way of

potting should be seen to as soon as the young
fronds begin to make a move ; if, however, any
increase by division is necessary, that should be
done a little .sooner, so a.s not to cause any in-

juiy. As the growth begin.s to rise away from
the soil see that the plants are kept well up
to the light to prevent tlie stems drawing up
abnormally long and slender. When the first

fronds ai-e more fully developed the majority of

these Ferns will take water very freely, afford-

ing in this respect quite a contrast to the pre-

vious or dormant treatment,but as signs of fading
and disposition to cease growing are apparent,
then withdraw the water gradually. Tliese de-

ciduous Ferns are useful for all purposes to

which a Fern can be applied, whilst as regard.s

temperatures they can be had from those suited
to the stove downwards to the cool house and
cold pits.

Of all these Ferns there are none, I think, to
surpass
Leuccsteoia immep.s.\, which in appearance

very closely resembles D.ivallia Mooreana unless
it be minutely inspected, when the difference is

apparent. It is of smaller and more compact
growth, making beautiful little plants in 5-inch
and Ij-inch pots. If Larger plants are needed, then
I would advise pans in preference to pots. An-
other excellent way of growing this lovely Fein is

in baskets. These may be of wire, of rustic-work,
or of pottery-ware, in any of which they thrive
well and make a mass of roots. The best effect is

obtained, in my opinion, wiih this Fern when grown
well exposed to the light. The bronzy tints then
assumeti cause it to be most attractive, whilst this

kind of growth is also the most durable. It is a
variety easily increased by division, and there
should be no difficulty in obtaining a stock thus or
by spores. ' I note that it is now included amongst
the Davallias in the " Dictionary of Gardening."
Davalliaimraersa sounds quite as well, but one is

often accustomed to the older namfs and does not
readily relinquish them. It may be grown in a
cool i-tovc or temperate house with the greatest
success. Another good Fern of this class is

D.WALLIA BULLATA (the Sqnirrel's-foot Fern),
one of the prettiest of the dwarfer species, and
one which should lind a place in the smallest col-

lectiiins. This also makes a beauiiful basket Fern,
is easily grown and as easily increased by division.

It is also admirably suited to the fernery for grow-
ing upon walls or pillars, or it may be cultivated
with equal success in either pots or pans, flat or

mounded up as may be desired. This Fern will

with good attenlion in the way of top-dressing
remain in good health for some years with-
out making up. This, however, should be done
occasionally, doing away with the older rhizomes
in the process. In small pots it is a very suitable

Fern for decoration, whilst for supplying cut
fronds it is one of the best that can be grown, the
fronds lasting well in the young as well as in the
mature state. The smallest fronds make capital

material for backing up button-holes.

Davallia dissecta is another' good Fern of

this class, particularly as a decorative variety for

clothing walls, for baskets, and for cutting,

giving a good supply of fronds in the au-
tumn. Like the foregoirg, it may be grown in

the temperate house. D. buUata I have kept
safely enough when at rest in 45° with 10° or 15°

more when growth commences.
Amongst the Adiantums there are some which

come under this category also.

Aoiantum concinnum, a gem amongst the
Maiden-hairs when well grown, does best when
treated as a deciduous Fern. This species is not
nearly enough grown ; in fact, it seems to escape
notice almost entirely, whilst the larger form, A.

concinnum latum, comes in for a much larger share
of attention, although in my opinion it is not nearly
so beautiful ; it has size in its favour, that is all.

Both of these, but more particularly the type (A.

concinnum), do best in the warm stove, where this

species makes a beautiful basket plant.

A. .ETHIOPICUM ASSIMILE is another very
charming deciduous Ferr, casting its fronds in

November and starting into fresh growth again in

March. This is essentially a Maiden-hair f'ern for

the many, being easily cultivated in a ccol house
;

in fact, it has been known to live out of doors
through the winter. It mak^s a very pleasing
basket plant, the creeping rhizjmes appearing
around tlie sides and the bottom. The fronds are
pale green in colour, but do not last well in a cut
state.

A. AMABILE, also known under the name of A.

Moorei, makes a beautiful basket Fern, having in

this respect the properties of the foregoing spe-

cies, but po-sibly in a more marked degree. It is

a rapid-growing Fern, nearly or quite (according
to the temperature) lo>ing its fronds in the winter.

It can be kept in a temperature of 45°, but is

safer in 10° higher. In the stove it makes one of

the very finest of basket Ferns.
A. LUNDLATUM is another deciduous species

—

one also that is of very slender growth. It should

he grown as a basket plant, or at any rate su -

pendeJ if in a pot. Having the properly of re-

producing itself from the extremities of the
fronds, it soon makes a good growth when once it

is started. This is also one that requires a liberal

supply of water ; even when dormant it should not
be allowed to dry up. This list of Adiantums
would not be complete were it not to include

A. PBDATUM, one of the prettiest of all, parti-

cularly whilst the fronds are still young. This
species may be safely wintered in a cjld frame or
out of doors even in the more favoured localities.

In its wild state it is found in both hemispheres,
being widely distributed. For planting out in the
cool fernery it is strongly to be recommended. Its

hardiness has been well tested in some localities,

but I am disposed to think too much expo-
sure as a rule would not be beneficial. Shallow
planting in [larticular is not advisable, particularly
in cold situations. As a pot plant it can be strongly
recommended, lasting a long time in good condi-
tion.

Lygodium scandens does best when treated as

a deciduous Fern, thus affording a suitable oppor-
tunity for making a wholesale clearance of any in-

sect pests to which it is oftentimes piedisposed.
Scale and thrips are the enemies in this respect,
and these cannot always be cleared out of such
slender growth. As growth ceases in the autumn
the plants should be kept fairly dry, then after a
time as the frnnds become shabby they may all be
cut off. By this time, for instance, this may be
done, only pot room is tl'en required until young
fronds apf ear again. When required mainly for

cutting the better way is to train each frond up a
slender sljit g from the early growth, keeping each
one to itself, so that it can be readily taken off

when wanted. For twining round tall vases, rus-

tic arches, kc, these fronds arc extremely useful,

particularly when the fertile ones are fully

developed. I have seen it grown well upon the
back wall of a vinery. This was at Normanhur.-t
Court, the country residence of Lord Bra'sey.
This species is now more generally known under
the name of L. japonicum.

The list of deciduous Ferns might be further
extended, but sulKcient have been named to draw
attention to a class which does not receive in

very many instances that notice which they de-

serve. One would almost be inclined to think
that the opposite would be the case when so

many and varied plants are now wanted for de-
coration. Certainly they may be cultivated

much more, and that with advantage.

FiLICES.

Stove and Greenhouse.

PANCRATIUM I'. HYMENOCALLIS.
The genus Pancratium, as now defined by bo-
tanists, is limited to twelve species of Old
World plants, few of which are in gardens or,

so far as I know, worth growing. The best
of them is P. illyricuni, an old garden plant
which is hardy in the south of England. When
doing well it forms a tuft of glaucous, strap-

shaped leaves, suggestive of the foliage of Em-
peror Daffodil, and produces in summer
numerous long-tubed white flowers in crowded
umbels on stdks a foot long. It is a native of

Corsica, Sardinia, Malta, and South Italj', where
it grows in sand in the vicinity of the sea. It

was figured in The Garden of September ti,

1890, from a plant which has lived for several

years in a south border out of doors at Kew.
Next to this in interest comes P. maritimum,
the Sea Daffodil, a beautiful plant when in

flower, but rather dilficult to cultivate in the
garden. It resembles P. illyricuni in bulb,

leaf, and flowers, e.\cept that the last are pure
white, very fragrant, and larger. They are also

remarkable for the si*c of the staminal cup,

which is fully an inch long and bell-shaped, aa
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in tlie Hoop-petticoat Daftodil. I have 'seen it

several times in flower in a frame, and I believe

Mr. Ewbank grows and flower.s it in one of

those cosy coruer.s in his ^'arden at St. John'.s,

Hyde. Herbert reckoned that it re(]nired to be

baked, almost like a t'liestnut, for lialf a year
to make it flower. It grows abundantly in the

hot sand of the Mediterranean shores, a cir-

cumstance which no doubt led Herbert to adopt
the biking treatment. P. illyricum is fre-

(luently called P. niaritimum. Of the remain-
ing ten species 1 know nothing that would
justify me in roconunending them as garden
plants.

Horticulturi.sts generally make the genus
Pancratium much larger tlian this by including

in it the two dozen or so species which are now
cla.s.sed by botanists under Hymeuocallis, and it

is the.se plants, and not Pancratiunis proper,

which have made the name Pancratium familiar

in gardens. There are, as a matter of fact, very
good reasons for .separating the Hymenocallises
from Pancratiunis, the latter having many seeds
in the ovary, and the seeds are small, black and
angled, and not unlike those of the Onion

;

whereas in Hymenocallis the ovary contains
few seeds, these being large, fleshy, and green,

more like tubers than seeds. The genus Hy-
menocallis is only found in America.
Another good distinction between the two is

that whilst the Pancratiunis proper are, with
only two exceptions, poor, almost worthless in

the garden, nearly every one of the twenty-four
species of Hymenocallis is good enough to be
grown as a garden plant. They are easily kept
in health, and rarely fail to bloom freely ; their
flowers are usually pure white, often large, and
always fragrant. It may be useful to enumerate
here and briefly describe some of the best and
easiest to procure of the Hymenocallises. They
have all been known asPancratiums ; indeed, it

may be .said that with only one or two excejj-

tions the name Hymenocallis is scarcely used in

gardens. In this matter we are faultily behind.
There is just as much reason for calling a Cat-
tleyaan Epidendrum as there is for retaining the
name Pancratium for the plants which propferly
belong to Hymenocallis.

H. SPECI03A is not only the best of its genus, but
also one of the best, of stove bulbous plants. It
grows very freely if planted in a rich loamy soil

either in a large pot or in the border, and it is

not very particular as to light. Water it delights
in, and so far as my experience goes, it does not
care to go long without it. Its large, broad, curved,
rich green leases are ornamental all the year round,
:nd its perfect bouquets of large white fragrant
flowers, ten to fifteen in an umbel, borne on a com-
pressed stalk li feet to 2 feet long, are produced
two or three times a year. They last about a
fortnight, and are most useful for cutting for
vases, bjuquet:', Sec. The species, a native of
the West Indies, is an old garden favourite,
and in every sense a first-ra'e plant. Al-
though H. ovata is still kept up as a distinct
species, it is so very .'imilar to H. specio.sa, that
1 scarcely know how it may be.'aid to differ, ex-
cept perhaps in the leaves beii g a litile shorter and
the flowers not quite so 1 irge. It may be that the
plant we know in gardens as H. ovata is only H.
speciosa or a form of it. The plants in cultivation
under the names of fragrans, amana, and ovata
appear to me to be very near if not iilentical with H.
speciosa, of which Herbert recognised four varieties.
Mr. Baker, in his most valuable book,* which every-
one interested in bulbs should posse.'^s, kepps II.

ovata distinct from H. speciosa, although he says
they are nearly allied.

H. LiTTOR.iLis is another useful oldgarden plant
which is common in Tropical America, and of
which there appear to be numeruus varieties. It

* " Fandbonk of the Amaryllidese." Bell and Sons.
1S88. Price 5s.

has longer, narrower leaves th.tn H. fpeciosa,

broadest in the middle, narrowed to an inch in

width at the base. The llowcrs are borne in um-
bels on scnjies about l.l feet Ion;.', and they have a
tulie li inches long, very narrow, sprcauing seg-

racnls, l inches long ; a fuimel-shapcd cup, 1.^

inches long and wide, and filaments 'i inches long.

The segments are unilcd to the cup on the out-

side, a character which distinguishes this species

from all others. This plant grows and ffjwers

freely imder the same treatment as H. spEciosa,

and it may .also be grown in a warm greenhouse.
It likes plenty of moislure always; indeed, ller-

b?rt pays of it that it and its varieties are much
hardier tli^in the rest of the genus, and are de-

cidedly aqu.atic or swamp plants. He also says it

grew for some years outside against the front wall

of his stove. I have never seen it tried outside,

but it is certainly worth the experiiuent. Tliere

are numerous synonyms and garden names for

this species, viz., disticha, acutilolia, Staplesiana,
panamensis, in?ignis, adnata and americana. I

am disposed to believe from what I can learn thit
the plant which some nurserjmen are distributing
under the name of Pancratium fioribundum will

prove to be H. littoralis, or a form of it.

H. Haiuusiana is a pretty little species, which
I find can be grown well in a cold frame all the year
round. This year a quantity of it was planted on one
of the lawns at Kew, where it grew well and flowered
freely in the summer. The bulbs are to remain in

the ground for the winter to test their hardiness.
Tlie bed was planted partly with this Hymeno-
callis and partly with the rosy purple-flowered
Zephyrauthes carinata (grandiilora), the latter

provmg a succe.-s also, as far as the summer w,is
concerned. It will be interesting to see if these
two useful bulbs may be plante I permanently in

the open garden. II. Harrisiana has lanceolate
leaves a foot long, a slender peduncle of the same
length, and three to five flowers in an umbel. The
tube is 4 inches, the segments 3 inches, and the
funnel-shaped cup less than an inch in length.
The leaves all perish in the aulumn. The plant
was introduced from Mexico in bstlJ.

H. C.\EIB.EA.—A common plant in the West
Indies and a well-known stove plant here. It is

longer and broader in the leaf th:in H. littoralis,

strong plants producing le.aves 3 feet long and 3

inches broad ; they are, however, thinnerin texture
than those of the last-named species. The flower-
tube in H. cariba:a is less than 3 inches long,
whereas in H. littoralis it is inches or 7 inches
long. Otherwise there is little difference between
these two, except, of course, that of the un'on of

the segments witli the cup, pectiliar to H. littora-

lis. The synonyms of H. cariba;a are paten--, lati-

folia, angusta, declinata and amucna. It requires
stove treatment.

H. EXPANSA is a near ally of the last-named,
differing from it mainly in having narrower and
more erect leaves and a thinner flower-tube. Mr.
Baker fays it is intermediate between H. oaribasa
and H. littoralis. It has been known to produce
twenty-one flov/ers in an umbel. The flower seg-
ments are linear and 4 iiiches long, the funnel-
shaped cup an inch long, and the thin tube 4 inches
long. The Uowers are very fragrant. The plnnt is

a native of the West Indies.

H. M-VCROSTEPHANA.—The Origin of this beauti-
ful plant is not known. Mr. Baker suspects it is a
hybiid production, and suggests that it is the plant
which Herbert described in the Journal of the
Horticultural Society, vol. ii., p. 18, as having been
raised from H. speciosa and Israene calalhina. It

would be interesting to lest this theory by crossing
these two plants. I have never succeeded in get-
ting the two in flower at the .'ame time. Whether
a hybrid or a species, the "large-crowned" Hy-
menocallis is a most u-f ful and ornamental stove
plant. It is exceedingly well grown by Mr. Wylhes
ai Syon House. The bulbs are egg-sh:iped, 2 inches
through, brown-skinned; the leaves are about a
yard long, 3 inches wide in the broadest part and
rather thick. The flower-stalk is about 2 feet long,
stout, and it beiirs an umbel of from six to ten
flowers, the lube of which is greenish, 3 inches

long, the .segments lialf an inch wide by 4 inches
in bngtli, and the cup broadly fminel-shaped, lully

2 inches long and wiile, the free portion of the
filanienls being an inch long. The whole llowcr is

pure white, save a tinge of soft grien about the
tube and the yellow of the large antheis. The
phmls may be made to flower at various seasons of
the year.

H. i>Aci;nA, also called H. rotata, is a native of
the Southern United States, where, according to
Ilcrliert, il grows in bogs. It has narrow leaves
about a foot long and few-flowered umbels. The
flowers are white, tinged with green on the tulie,

and the cup is so shallow that it ought properly to
be called a saucer; it is 2 inches across, and the
narrow segments are of the same length as the

tube. \Y. W,

Gesneras and their allies.—J. Bailow, who
says he has a fine lot of these now in full bloom,
sends me flowers to name. I can name a few, but
many of the Tydaias being seedlings cannot be
accurately named. No. .5 I take to be Gcsnera
cinnabarina, which I used to have in good condi-
tion from now unfit after ('hristmas. It is one of
the old species, but I can with confirlence recom-
mend it for late autumn and winter blooming. No.
11 appears to be Naigelia raultiUora, a species with
beautiful pure white flowers, having the throat
stained with jcllow ; this I have also grown and
flowered in the autumn months. No. 13 is Sciado-
CMlyx Warscewiczi, with a long tubular red flower,
Ihe lobes somewhat reflexed, green with red^lish
brown markings. I have found this moie of a
summer bloomer. No. 14 appears to be Plertopoma
scintilla.ns. The tubes, which are large and richly
coloured, are on the outside of a deep htavy red,
the inside of a lighter hue and the throat orange-
yellow, more or less dotted with sparkling crimson.
No. 1.5 is Tyda;a Belzebuth or something verv near
to that plant. It has long tubular flowers, "which
are carmine, the segments of the limb beirg scar-
let, heavily spotted with blackish purple. M. van
Houtte, of Ghent, used to have a beautiful lot of
these charming plants. They are easily grown.
The soil should consist of light yellow loam and
good leaf-mould, peat and well-decomposed ma-
nure, the whole thoroughly incorporated and made
sandy, and the pots .<-hould be well drained. The
plants when growing should receive a liberal
supply of water to their roots, and occasionally a
little liquid manure. The atmosphere must also be
kept well charged with moisture, but do '.not ufe
the svringe to the plants, as I have seen very bad
results arise through this. As they begin to show
signs of decay, give less wafer, and when they
have sunk to lest, do not neglect them, but keep
them a little moist and cool until wanted for re-
potting.—W. H. GOWER.

Bignonia venusta (C. G. //.).—This climber
for a warm greenhouse I would strongly advise
.you to plant in the place you name, as you say
there is plenty of head room and a somewhat
narrow border, well drained and bricked off to
prevent the escape of roots. This should be filled

with soil, some two parts of yellow loam, the
turves being cut up roughly and mixed with sand

;

about half the quantity of peat will be necessary.
The flowers are laige, trunipet-shaped, and of a
rich crimson. The wood sluuild be kept properly
thinned, and it should be well ripened by e.xposure
to the sun.—W. H. G.

Freesise, prolonged resting of.—Having
grown these most charming and sweet-scented o'f

early spring-blooming ornaments of tlie conserva-
tory in considerable nunjbers ever since their first

introduction to this country, now many years ago,
and always with the most gratifying success till

the spring of this year, I was all the more sur-
prised and disappoimed when some twenty potfuls
of good-sized bulbs which h.ad bloomed abundantly
and well during the early spring of last year
utterly failed to do anything for me this year,
though treated in precisely a similar manm-r to
what they had always teen. They shut only in
the feeblest manner, and though placed on a high
shelf near the ghiss in a warm intermediate bouse
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(where they usually perfect their blooms before

being brought down to the conservatory), they

only produced two small and poor bloom-spikes
amongst them. Havin/, however, this autumn
been repotted at the usual time, they are now grow-
ing most vigorously and luxuriantly, and liave

already filled their pots with roots, giving all the

appearance of having been thorougtily refreshed

by their prolonged rest, during which the bulbs

seem to have imbibed a store of nourishment
which i-hould result in an abnormally abunflant

bloom next spring. The varielies I grow are F.

Lcichtlini, F. alba, to which is usually added the

name lefracta, but this, I believe, is an error, as

the true F. refracta is quite a different plant, which
is figure! in vol. vii. of Redoute's " Les LiliacScs"

on plate 419 under the name of Gladiolus refractus,

and which I have never succeeded in blooming,
though Professor Foster kindly sent me bulbs of it

some years ago ; F. Leichtlini major, usually sup-

posed to be a hybrid between the first two sorts,

raised by Messis. Smitli, of Guernsey, and the

scentless and altogether less interesting F. aurea,

which alone of all of them once failf d to grow for

an entire year. I have 1 his year added to my col-

lection Ihree more varieties, viz., F. xanthospica
sulphurca, F. xanthospica tricolor, and F. lilacina

odorata, which I hope may prove distinct ami
valuable acquisitions.—W. E. Gcmbleton.

Tea plants in England.— "J. B." asks if

these are hardy in this country. I cannot say

they are not hardy, for I recollect some years ago
feeing bushy specimens some .3 feet or 4 feet high

of Thea Bohea and T. viridis in the open air. These
plants were in a border in front of a greenhouse,

and I daresay they were protected with mats in

the winter. The cold in ISGO killed them, and
I have not seen aiy planted in the open air sinc^.

I have, however, had ibe two kinds and the Assam
Tea (T, assamica) under my charge since that liiue

as indoor plants, and as such I would advise you
to treat the plants you have of T. viridis.

—

W. H. G.

Nicotiana affinis.—What is the objection to

this as a cut Uower ? The perfume is delicious. It

will letain Its freshness more than a week. It is

wliite and pretty. You can cut and come again

long after the frosts have commenced. I have two
plants full of bloom in the open border looking

me in the face as 1 write. The flowers travel well if

gathered unopened, so I fail to see the objection to

it. Arranged with Maiden-hair my friends and I

find it very chaiming, and I can strongly recom-
mf 1 d it for a pot. plant for town use. I gave one

to a laily in the spiing, and she wiites me fioiu

Victoria Street, S.W , that it has neicr been with-

out flowers. As far as my poor exporience goes no
plant wants better soil, more generous feeding, and
less coddling than this one.—J. W. SnAW.

Ruellia macrantha.—Acanthaceous plants

are at the present day but very little grown, yet

many of them are of easy culture and flower freely

during the dull autumn and wint- r months. With
them must be included this Ruellia, the flowers of

which are the largest in the entire genus, and a.

very striliing feature it forms in the stove at the

present time. It is a free-growing subject, which
is very apt to run up tall an! sparely branched
unless stopped freely during its earlier stages. The
flowers, which are borne towards the po'nts of the

shoots, are somewhat trumpirt-shaped, slight'y

curved, and at the expanded mouth nearly 3 ini lies

across. The colour is very ditficult to describe,

but it is somewhat of a r.isy purple, veined with a
deeper hue. A c. 'loured plate of this Ruellia was
given in The Garden of July 2, 1.SS7, and
the picture then given conveys a far better

idea of I he flower than any written description.

In common with all the mpmbers of the genus, it

is of easy propagation and culture, for cuttings

strike root readily in the spiring, .and if grown on
throughout the summer, they will make ne.it little

flowering plants by the autumn. During the sum-
mer very little artificial heat is needed, but as the

season advances the plants must be removed to the
cool end of the stove or into the intermediate

house, where they will flower well. Ordinary pot'ing

compost—that is, loam lightened by an admix' ure rather arranged, .so as to allow the spikes to

of leaf-mould, peat, well-decayed manure and jj^n^ clear of everythincr over the ijathway in
peat—will suit I he Ruellias perfectly. Probably

the reason that tliis ai.d other beautiful flowering

Acanthads are not more grown at the present day
is the fact that the blooms are not a^lap'ed for

cutting, as if so treated they quickly drop.— H. P.

the stove. The Thyrsacanthus lasts a good
I
long time in flower, the spikes being so

continuous when .strong. For cutting even
I the flowers are not to be despised, lasting one

I
night and day very well. In this way I have

~
! found them extremely useful for suspending

THYRS\C \^NTHUS Rt^TIL^^S. over the sides of tall silver epergnes. After
flowering it is best to give the plants a little

(SYN., T. SCH0MEUB6HIANU,S.)
, J.g^^^^ keeping them dry at the roots ; whilst in

Now that there is such a demand for flowering this condition, what little pruning is necessary

plants which have as one of their chief charac- ! should be attended to. Potting is best done
teristics the property of lasting as well as j-wlwto growth is recommencing, the soil used

travelling in good condition, there is great ! being- turfy loam chiefly, with some good peat,

danger of losing sight of some of bur tine old
j

Too rich or manurial soils are conducive to rank
flowering plants, of which the subject of this ' growth, which is not essential. My plan has

been to strike a few young plants

for growing on each year to keep
up the stock. These should be
trained up on a single stem until

they are at least 2 feet or more
in height, when a head may be
formed. As soon as the warmer
weather comes round, say any
time in May, the plants can be
keptj in a house where the tem-
perature is less than in a stove.

Light and air will develop the

Eott of growth to flower well.

In favourable localities the plants

are quite safe out of doors from
June to September, keeping them
in a sunny place. Brown scale

is about the worst insest enemy
the Thyr.sacanthus has; this should

be kept down, otherwise it will

soon spoil its appearance.
Plantsman.

Spigelia splendens. — I am
asked by S. .Jacobs wh.at is tlie

matter with this pjlant, as it appears

to be dying off, when but a short

time ago it w,is wonderfully bright

and gay. The pl.ant is simply going

to rest, and should be kejit cool and
moist. When it begins to show
signs of growth it should be shaken
out of the old Foil, be repoited in

well-drained pots in a mixiuie of

loam, peat, leaf-mould and sand in

about equal paris and stood in a
warm gieenhouse or cool stove.

After a little while it wdl require

a liber.d supply of wnter. It grows
some 18 inches or 2 feet in height,

the shoots terminate! by numerous
one-sided spikes, thickly set with

tubular scarlet flowers, which last a

very long tiuje in perfection. I ob-

tained this plant some thirty years

ago from Mr. Wendhnd, of the

King's Garden, in Hanover, but

article may be taken as an example. I reniem-
i

have not seen it for some years.—W. II. G.

btr some twenty-tive years ago it used to be
j isoloma hirsuta.—By some authorities this

seen in neatly every garden' where there was a
^
jg included in the genus Tyrfsea, the members of

stove house. I h.ad charge of several plants in vvhich it much resembles, and like some of them it

(me establishment myself for some years where is wiien in a flourishing condition rarely without

in their S3ason they used annually to be one flowers. It is of rather a loose, rambling habit,

mass of flowers borne upon long pendulou more so than mostTyda;is, but if stopped fieely

These plants used to be stood out of vvhen young, this can be to a great extent obviated.

:ig the summer, being brought back i

'i'l^e flowers are tubular in shape about 2 inches

Thyrsacanthus rutilaus.

racemes
doors durin^
into warmth in Septembtr, when they soon

began to show signs of flowering. They were

grown in the form of standards from ." feet to

4 feet in height. Thus grown, the long branch-

long, and of a bright orange-scarlet colour. The
specific name of hirsuta is derived from the dark

brown hairs with which the entire plant, steins,

le.avfs, and blossoms are thickly covered. Owing
- to this the fl.iwets and young leaves especially

ing spikes of flowers were displayed to the very jj^^e a very pronounced velvety appearance. An
best advantage. Since then I have grown them intermediate house temperature during the winter,

more extensively, but still as st.indards (dwarf such as is favourable to the Gesnertis, Tydtcis,

plants possessing this habit being an absurdity), winter-flowering Begonias, tuhe-floweied Rhodo-

which whilst in flower have been trained, or der.dron^, and other subjects will suit this I-oloma
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perfectly. It strikes freely enough from cuttings
in the spring, or if an old plant is broken up it

will usually yield several of its underground
ihizomes, each of which will form a plant it

potted and placed under conditions favourable
to growth. The soil best suited for this, the
Tyd;o:is, ;ind in fact most gesneracoous plants is

about, ecpi.-d parts of well-decayed leaf-mould and
loam, with a liberal dash of sand, though when
put into their flowering pots a little good manure
will be of service.—T.

Books.

THE DEER PARKS OF ENGLAND.*
This book is on a subject very interesting, and
very beautiful too, but it is not approached from the
aesthetic side liy the author. It deals with the e.t-

tent, stock, and statistics of each park that interests
the author ratlicr than the artistic features and
landscape beauty, which are such important things
in the park-; of England. For many people it

will be an extremely useful and handy book of
reference. There is an introduction treating of
the habits of deer and the best ways of keeping
them in health. We cannot, perhaps, afford a better
example of the author's way of dealing with his
subject than by giving the following desciiptioa of
the paiks in

KENT.

Eastwell P.vrk.- Owner, the Earl of Win-
chilsea and Nottingham. Acreage, about 1460
acres. Fenc?, brick wall, continuous flat iron
fencing G feet high, and Oak palings. Water sup-
ply, a small stream, widened artificially into a
hirge lake. Number of fallow deer, 1000. Average
weight of bucks, paddock fed, 120 lbs.

;
park fed,

;iO lbs. Average weight of does, (10 lbs. Number
of red deer, used to be about 400; these are now
extinct, but it is proposed to introduce others.
The principal trees are Yew, Beech, Oak, Spanish
Chestnut, Ash, Elm, Hornbeam, and Thorn. Im-
parked by Sir Thomas Finch in the reign of Queen
Elizabeth.

Knole Park.—Owner, Lord Sackville. Acreage,
1000 acres. Fence, partly stone and partly Oak
pales. Water supply, natural. Number of fallow
deer, 070. Average weight of bucks, 63 lbs. to
<)5 lbs. Average weieht of does, 40 lbs. to 50 lbs.

Number of red deer, (10. Average weight of stags,
100 lbs. Average weight of hinds, 110 lbs. Great
variety of hill and dale, with high level land
thickly studded with fine Eeech trees, Oak, Ash,
&c. Subsoil s-and, gravel, and lower strata rook.
Very little water

; btrely sufficient in dry seasons.
Imparked in the 15th century.

LULLTXGSTONE Pariv.— Owner, Sir W. Hart
Dyke, Bart., MP. Acreage, 720 acres. Fence,
wood and some iron. Water supply, river Darenth.
Numl>er of fallow deer, 200. Other animals, stock
and sheep. There are some fine old pollard Oaks, the
largest 'M feet in girth. The park is very hilly and
well wooded—Elm, Birch, Ash, and Whitethorn.
Imparked in the 15th century.

CoBHAM Park.—Owner, the Earl of Darnley.
Acreage, 700 acres. Fence, fiat iron and wire.
Water supply, small pinds. Number of fallow
deer, about 00 l. Average weight of buckri, 130
lljs. Average weight of does, 50 to 55 lbs. The
weight of deer is given entire, not clean. There is

a heronry in the park. Tlie trees are Oak, Ash,
Hornbeam, Maple, Chestnut, &c. ; the Ash is parti-
cularly fine. The ground is undulating, with
much Bracken. Imparked in the 15th century.

Mote Park.—Owner, the Earl of Romney.
Acreage, about 000 acres. Fence, wall and paling'
Water supply, lake and many springs. Number
of fallow deer, under 100. Other animals or birds,
geese, ducks, and one rhea. A variety of trees of
good size.

* " A Descriptive List of Deer Parka and Paddocks
of England." By Joseph Whittaker, F.Z.S. London ;

Ballantyne, Hanson and Co.

Godmersham Paric— Owner, John C'unliife

Kay, Esq. Acreage, OOO acres. Fence, Oak paling.

Water supply, the liver Stour runs through the

park. Number of fallow deer, about 8.50. '1 he

surrounding.-) are lliOO acres of wood and 4000
acres of aralde and pasture land. The timber in

the park is of large growtli and old. The fallow

deer are all dark coloured, nearly black. Good
trout fishing in the river Stour. Imparked in 1742

—43.
Waldershare Park —Owner, the Earl of Guil-

ford. Acreage, 450 acres. Fence, iron deer fencing.

Water supply, artificial. Number of fallow drer

reduced to 40 ; there used to be about .500. No
red deer now, but formerly about 200. Very fine

Chestnuts, Beeches, and Oak trees. A wilderness

of 50 acres is not included in park. Imparked in

the reign of Queen Anne.
MuRSTiiAM Hatch Park.—Owner, SirWyndham

Knatchbull, Bart. Acreage, 404 acres. Fence,

Oak palings. Water supply, natural. Number of

fallow deer varies between 150-300. Average
weight of bucks, 100 lbs. Average weight of does,

50 lbs. Other animals and birds, rabbits, pheasants,

partridges, and wild ducks. About 50 acres of

very old pollard Hornbeams, and some fine speci-

mens of Weymouth Pine. Enclosed by a grant

from James 1. in 1018.

SrRRENDEN-DERiSG PARK.—Owner, Sir Edward
Cholmeley Dering, Bart. Acreage, 374 acres.

Fence, half wall, half Oak paling. Water supply,

both natural and artificial. Number of fallow

deer, 180. Average weight of bucks at six years,

114 lbs. Well timbered, and an ancient park.

Chilham Park.—Owner, C. S. Hardy, Esq.

Acreage, between 300 and 400 acres. Fence, Oak
paling. Water supply, chiefly artificial. Number
of f:dlow deer, about 100. Other animals and
birds, a great many rabbits and herons. Imparked
in the year 1010. The park is on a slope south-

west from the castle, thickly timbered with Oak,

Ash, Beech, Chestnut, &c , and largely covered

with Bracken ; overlooking the river Stour.

Hall Place Park.— Owner, Samuel Hope
Morley, Esq. Acreage, 270 acres. Fence, stone

and brick walls, wooden palings and iron wire

fence. Water supply, natural—small stream. Num-
ber of fallow deer, "'J5 to 100. Average weight of

bucks, 1 1 stone. Average weight of does, 9 ^tone

(10 in summer).
Greenwich Park —Owner, Her Majesty the

Queen. Acreage, 185 acres 24 perches. Fence,

iron railings and brick wall. Water supply, arti-

ficial and natural. Number of fallow deer, 31.

Average weight of bucks, 14 or 15 stone. Average
weight of does, about stone. A few swans. One of

the prettiest parks near London for its size, being

very undulating and thickly wooded, and com-
manding a fine view of the Thames. The park

wall of brick was built in tlie time of James I. At
the far end of the park, adjoining Blackheath, a

strip fenced ofl: from the main part of the park is

used as a sanctuary for the deer on Sundays and

holidays, when the park is crowded witli visitors

from London. The old trees, many of which are

Spanish Chestnuts, are chiefly planted in avenues,

for which the park is remarkable.

Mereworth Paric. — Owner, Viscount Fal-

mouth. Acreage of the deer park only, about 100

acres. Fence, wooden paling. Water supply,

natural. Number of fallow deer, 110. The ground
is undulating, and well wooried with timber trees.

This p:\rk was re-stocked about the year 1858.

BouGHTON Park.—Owner, George Carr Rider,

Esq. Acreage, 75 acres. Fence, partly wire,

partly picket. Water supply, natural, and unfail-

ing from a pifce of water and ponds. Number of

fallow deer, 75. Average weight of bucks, 140

lbs. Average weight of does, 120 lbs. Beautifully

wooded anfl very picturesque, with a lovely view

over the Weald of Kent. Old Tudor manor house

on high ground overlooking it. Tlie whole for its

size remarkable for beauty.

East Sutton Park.—Owner, Sir Robert Marcus
Filmer, Bart. Acreage, 70 acres. Fence, partly

wall and partly iron. Number of fallow deer, about
100. Average weight of bucks, 9 stone. Average
weight of does, about stone.

The information is very useful so far as it goes,

and if we have any olijection to make, it is that

the author tries to include too many things umler

the name of parks. Many of these so-called parks

have not any pretension to be parks at all. ' A
field with a few deer in it does not form a park.

These new and sma'l parks are among the least

desirable things in our country life. It is only

when parks liave some rlignity and extent and
beautiful, naturally-grouped old trees that they

are worth thinking about as an element of beauty

in our English landscape. For instance, there are

places put down here as parks that we know to

be merely fields with a few deer in ttiem, while

Lord Gerard's is described as a " small paddcck."

We think also that the small park-i, in addition to

being ugly and unmeaning, are very b,ad for the

deer, because there is so little variety of food in

them and scucely rcom for the deer to get about.

In many cases where deer are, a drove of hand-
some H'ghland rattle would be much better. Cattle

can be driven from pasture to pasture and
given a change of food and life; whereas the

poor deer are starved in the same spot. We
liisagrte with the author about iron being

the cheapest fence for a park, because we
have notice! that after some years iron becomes
fragile and wears away, especially where strong

animals are near. At least, if iron is used, it ought

to be concealed, and we think thatenough ingenuity

has rarely been used in forming natural fences

and in taking advantage of n-itural impeiliments.

We believe in a good fence of Holly and Quick on

a well-made bank as the best possible surrounding

for a park, and as the best means of concealing an
iron or other fence when necessary. For cattle, we
would certainly never use an iron fence, but the

jumping powers of deer would, no doubt, in many
cases make a good strong Oak fence desirable. One
of the ugliest things in connection with deer is the

use of iron fencing, and some means should be

found of concealing or modifying it by doing all

that is possible to form more natural and enduring

fences. The painting alone of iron on a large ssale

is most objectionable.

Handbook of the Iridese.*-For more than

twenty years past Mr. Baker has published excellent

monographs of the different families of the Mono-
cotyledons, and this volume concludes the seiies.

And while we congratulate Mr. Baker on having

brought his labours to such a successful conclusion,

we must also congratulate the many who cultivate

the beautiful family of the Iiids on having at

last got a handbook which in a small space will

tell them with authority very much that every

gardener will be glad to know. The book is a

strictly botanical work, and does not pretend to

give any cultural directions of the plants named,
but it brings into order the confused array of

synonyms. It gives, in English, short, but most
accurate descriptions of each species, and it tells

their native countries and geographical range. As
a specimen of the great value the work will bo

to all gardeners, we may mention that the order

includes the Iris proper, of which 101 species

are described ; the Crocus containing sixty-six spe-

cies, and the Gladiolus containing 132 species

;

while the whole number of genera described with

their several species is fifty-seven. When we say

further that the book is well printed and has an
excellent index, we shall have said all that is ne-

cessary to recommend the book to our readers.

Garden and home landscape pictures.

—

A very interesting collection of landscape and
garden pictures by Messrs. Moon and Norton are

exhibited during the present month at Mr. Gooden's

gallery, 57, Pall Mall.

* " Handbook of the Irideie." By J. G. Baker,

F.R S , F.L.S., lloval Gardens, Kew. Loudon : G.

Bell ct Son?, York Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Garden Desiiin and Architect's Gardens Illus-

trated, to 3ltou?, bt/ actual txari'pUe from Bntah t^anOnSt^

tfnit tipinug and al<'jning Ir.ei 10 ,itaL-f then ''/,rt)mon(;c

<ci(^ atcltittclu-e arc tr.rtnroui, nadlijis, and incttibtic. Lon-

don : John Murray, Atlxmarle itreit
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Societies and Exhibitions.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.
November 23.

Floral Committee.
A WELL-ATTENDED meeting of this committee was
held at the Aquarium on Wednesday last. There
were many cxliibils both from trade growers
and private e.xhibilors, but so large a quantity as
was then presented needs a considerable sorting
out, for there were many flowers .staged that the
exhibitors could rot reasonably expect to be favour-
ably noticed. The following were awarded first-

class ceri i Rentes:—
• Mrs. J. Mitchell.—An incurved flower of great
promise, the colour being a deep warm shade
of golden amber, tlie outer florets flushed with
rose. This is a sport from Empress Eugenie,
laised by a grower in New Zealand several yfars
ago an'l sent over to Mr. E. Molyneux for cultiva-
tion. The certificate was awarded to Mr. E. Moly-
neux as grower and exhibitor.
Kentish Yellow.—A Japanese reflexed bloom

of good dimensions with grooved petals, of a pleas-
ing shade of deep golden yellow. Staged by
Messrs. H. Cannell and Sons, Swanley.
Waban.—A Japanese incurved variety, raised in

Americx some few seasons ago and figured in
Garden and Forest. This is a very broad-petalled,
heavily-built flower of a pretty shade of light rosy
mauve. Mr. K. Owen.
Robert Owen—A deeply-built Japanese in-

curved flower staged last year in much better con-
diiion. The colour is a good golden bronzy yellow.
Mr. Owen.

Mrs. Bruce Findlay.—A Japanese oE distinct
character and colouring. It has deep and globular
blooms, with long, thin, flat petals, the colour
being a light delicate blush. Mr. Owen also staged
this variety.

Primrose League.—A large Japanese bloom
of good form, and a solid-looking variety. Colour
pure white with a creamy yellow tinge in the
centre. Exhibited by Messrs. Pitcher and Manda.
Among other flowers that received considerable

attention. Tribune, a good light yellow Japanese
with short, broad petals, and Mrs. Walter Cutting,
a large, rather loose-lookirg incurved Japanese of
a solt pinkish shade, both shown by Messrs. Pitcher
and Manda, were commended. Le Drac, a narrow-
petalled, yellow Japanese, was sent up in good
form, but was regarded as too closely resembling
W. H. Lincoln. Silver King, a large bloom belong-
ing to the incurved Japanese type, of a light pinky
mauve, and also several other excellent flowers
were staged by Mr. C. E. Shea. Duke of York,
staged at the last meeting, and described in that
report, was placed before the committee in much
better condition. Southern Beauty, a large, rosy
Japanese with light pink reverse, would no doubt
have received a certificate, but was considered to
be almost the same as Lizzie Cartledge. A few
others, such as Garnet, Mr. H. Broomhead, Snow-
don, T. W. Sanders, Gilbert Beale, may be heard
of next season. Several incurved varieties of
recent introduction were also presented fcr adjudi-
cation, showing that the old section so long
admired by the florists of the past generation is

not being quite forgotten in the great rush of
Japanese novelties.

The society has made arrangements for send-
ing out to New Zealand, by way of reciprocating the
enterprise of Mr. J. Earland, a number of the finest
Chrysanthemum blooms of home growth likewise
frozen in ice. From Mr. W. Herbert Fowler, Clare-
mont, Taunton, has been obtained a dozen of the
finest Japanese varieties with which he won one of
the Holmes' Memorial challenge cups on the occa-
sion of the great show at the Royal Aquarium
on the Kth inst. ; and Mr, W. Mease, Downside,
Lcatherhead, a noted grower of incurved varieties,
has sent a dozen of his best blooms with which he
scored such striking success at Kingston and else-
where. Instead of each bloom being frozen in a
separate cylinder of ice, as was the case with

those recently sent to this country, they have
been placed in ordinary show-boards in cups and
tubes as if prepared for exhibition, and then stood
in a zinc ca'e 15 inches in depth, this being suffi-

cient to admit of stand and flowers being com-
pletely submerged, and leave space for 3 inches
or so of water in each. There are two zinc cases,

one containing the incurved and the other the
Japanese blooms. The freezing process is gradual,
occupying, it is expected, about four days, and it

has been suggested distilled water should be em-
ployed, as the ice will be so much the more trans-

parent in consequence when the water about the
flowers has become a solid block of ice. Each zinc

case will be fastened down and placed within a
wooden one with sawdust round it, which in its

turn will be securely fastened and made ready for

shipment. The work of freezing and transmitting
the cases has been undertaken by Mr. Kaye, the
manager of the Cold Storage Company at Black-
friars, and so generously have the committee of

tlie National Chrysanthemum Society been met by
Mr. Kaye, that the cost of freezing will be pi'acti-

cally nil. The cases will be placed in the refriger-

ating chambers aboard ship, and they will reach
Wellington in time for the exhibition of the
Wellington Chrysanthemum Society in April next.

National Chrysanthemum Society's offi-

cial catalogue.—Those of our readers who are

cultivators of the Chrysanthemum may be inte-

rested in learning that the National Chrysanthe-
mum Society has just published a supplement to

the centenary edition of its catalogue, which
apperred two years ago. The new work brings

the former issue close up to date, as it contains
the flowers raised or distributed since that time,

and the.se, as we are informed in the preface,

number nearly a thousand varieties. The supple-

ment is modelled upon precisely the same plan as

its predecessor, and in the selected lists contains

additions to the incurved, Japanese, Japanese
incurved, Japanese reflexed, reflexed, large Ane-
mone, Japanese Anemone, and single-flowered

sections. English raisers, like Owen, Djughty,
Cannell, Gibson, N. Davis, Dibbens, H. J. Jones,

and Boyle, are well represented, besides the usual

French seedling growers, Delaux and Lacroix. It

is a point of some little interest to notice that in

the Japanese incurved section every variety save

one is the product of American raisers or an im-
portation from Japan riii America. The alpha-

betical list at the end seems to be very full, and
calls for no special remark. We believe the
supplement is included with the 1890 catalogue,

but may be had separately for Od.

Notes of the Week.

Chrysanthemums from Swanmore.—Mr.
Jlolyneux senJs us a most refreshirrg bouquet of Chry-
sauthemums which are exceedingly varied in colour

and shape. They range from single yellows and deli-

cately tinted pinks to bright terra-cotta, and include

Anemone-flowered, pompons, single and incurved varie-

ties. The plants had been allowed to grow naturally,

no disbudding taking place, and the result was very

pleasing, the sprajs when loosely arranged in a vase

being light and graceful.

R.H.S. Gardens, Chiswick.—The Chrysan-
themums in the great vinery are still very interest-

ing, filled as the house is from end to end with
plants grown much more naturally than is usually

the case. Disbudding has, it is true, been practised

to a certain extent, but the plants are many of

them regular bushes carrying twenty to thirty

blossoms, instead of the regulation two or three

at the most.

Winter-flowering zonal Pelargoniums.—
A class or two for these at the Chrysanthemum
shows would in many instances add to the attrac-

tiveness of the exhibition. We were particularly

struck with the well-grown plants in tl-inch pots

with from eight to twelve trusses on each which
we saw at one local show ; they were quite a fea-

ture in themselves. It is not Degesgarjf to give the

names of the sorts ; the best kinds for the purpose
are pretty well known. By encouraging these

Pelargoniums, we are adding to the home display

as a succession to the Chrysanthemums ; for after

the latter are much past their best, the former will

still be bright, making a good display up to and
even beyond Christmas. Being of easy culture,

these plants might be taken more note of by the

amateur gardener as a succession to his Chrysan-
themums.

Pears keeping badly.—I can quite confirm

Mr. Iggulden's experience re-pecting the bad keep-

ing qualities of many Pears this season. Of the

few varieties among our trees which bore any fruit

Marie Louise decayed directly they were ripe,

while Diirandeau, a very handsome lot, went
rotten before even half ripe, though gathered at

the usual time. Doyenniidu Cornice now threatens

similar misbehaviour. Beurre Diel, however,

ripened up well with a richer flavour and less

grittiness than I ever before remember. Your
correspondent's tirade against the railway com-
panies is well justified. I would, however, point

out that it is noc merely the home fruit trade, but

the whole agricultural and horticultural interest

which is languishing under the incubus of these

unrighteous and unpatriotic charges.—B. D. K.

Orchids at Chrysanthemum shows.—At
none of the exhibitions around London have I seen

such a number of Orchids as at the Brixton and
Streatham Society's annual gathering. At the last

show there were three classes provided for them,

and the competition was in each case very spirited.

A beautiful display of medium-sized or small spe-

cimens was thus to be seen, consisting of Vanda
coerulea, Cattleya labiata in variety, C. Bowringi-

ana, ancl others, with a number of Cypripediums,

as C. Harri-ianum, C. Spicerianum and C. insigne,

with Oncidium tigrinum and other good things in

season, such as Calanthe vestita vai's. and C.

Veitchi. A deal of interest was evinced in these

productions by the visitors. This suggested the

thought to me that it would be well for other

local shows to encourage Orchids.—G. H.

Pear Marie Louise d'Ucole.— I had some
fine fruits from a young tree of this kind both this

season and last year ; but although they appeared

to get ripe and assumed a rich yellow colour with a

russety skin, they were quite uneatable, hard and
flavourless, and decayed without ever becoming

soft and juicy. I thought last year it might have

been from gathering too eaily and keeping in a

warm cupboard, so this year they were left on the

tree till they parted freely from the twig, and then,

following the advice of some of jour correspon-

dents, they were kept in a dark dry cellar. The
result was just the same; they never got soft, but

assumed a fine colour, yet were quite uneatable and
decayed almost suddenly. Is this the normal con-

dition of this Pear ? as if so, I consider it perfectly

worthless, unless it may be for cooking. Other

Pears, such as Louise Bonne and Emile d'Heyst,

just now ripe from the same garden are simply

delicious.—K. J. G. Read, Ea.Ung.

Ccelogyne Massangeana.—With the single

exception of Cecl 'gyne cristata, there is, probably,

no other species in this tenus so well worthy of

the Orchid grower's attention as C. Massangeana.

Compared with most of the other species (which,

coming from thoroughly explored regions of the

East, are amongst the oldest of cultivated Orchids),

it is of comparatively recent introduction. It is a

native of Assam, and the first record of its flower-

ing in Europe was in ISTS. It is named in honour

ofMons. Massange, in whose collection at Baillon-

ville its first blooms appeared. Like most of the

Coelogynes, it is easily cultivated and flowers

freely. Just now its long pendent racemes are

conspicuous in the Orchid house. These hang per-

pendicularly downwards from the edge of the pot

to a length of from 1 foot to 2 feet, carrying from

a dozen to twenty flowers. The sepals and petals

are narrowly oblong and of a light ochre-yellow.

The lip is mainly of a rich crimson-brown, the side

lobes being prettily veined with yellow, and the

central one edged with creamy white ; three yellov7

keels ?ilso traverse the whole length. A compost
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of peat fibre and Sphagnum suils this species, and
it nny le grown in a hanging basket; when in

flower, at any rate, it is necessary to suspend it. It

requires an intermediate temperature.— B.

Cirrhopetalum Medusae.- Although several

of the t'irrhopetalums may be correctly described

as pretty, the lending characteristic of ihe genus is

the remarkalile form and structure of its (lowers.

This peculiarity readies its highest development

in C. Medu-a', a species which was to be seen

flowering during the past week at Kew. It is an

Orchid wh-ch is not very often seen, and its exist-

ence in a few collections is probably due to an ac-

ciden'al introduction along with showier and more
popular kinds. It was originally introduced by

Messrs. ],od liges in isll from Singapore. It has

sm.ill ovoid pseudo-bulbs an inch in diameter and

carrying a single oblong leaf 4 inches to tj inches

long. The flower-scape is erect and of about the

same length as the leaves, carrying the flowers in

a mop-shaped head. The flowers, which are of a

creamy white spotted with p.ale purple, owe their

strange appearance to the length of the lateral

fepals. Triangular at the base, these sepals are

drawn out into tails 4 inches or even more in

length, the upper or dorsal sepal being of similar

shape, but only half as long. The whole inflores-

cence looks very much like a mass of tangled

threads. Whilst this little Orchid is of no value

from a decorative point of view, it is capable of

adding much to the interest of the Orchid hou^e,

showing, as it docs, one of the most s-ingular

freaks in floral structure which even this family of

plants can produce.—B.

Datura suaveolens.—A plant of this species

about 10 feet in height, with the habit of a small

tree, is just now making a striking picture in the

centre bed of the conservatory at Kew. It shows
tlie value of the species for structures that are

large enough to allow it room to develop, especi-

ally as it flowers so freely during the dull month
of November. Individually, the flowers are, per-

haps, the most striking of any to be seen either

inside or out at this season. They are trumpet-

shaped, the tube of the corolla being 7 inches to

8 inches long, whilst across the moutli it measures
nearly 6 incties. The greater part of the corolla is

pure white, a tinge of green shading (he outside

of the tube. The flowers are borne in almost
every leaf axil near the ends of the shoots. The
foliage makes a suitable background to the large

flowers, the blades of the leaves being ovate and
1 foot long by about half as much in width. This

Datura is a plant of very easy culture, and, like

the other shrubby species, is a quick grower. After

flowering, it should be cut hard back (if the plant

is as large as is desirable ; otherwise the shoots

should be left ti inches or so long) and kept cool

and dry till spring. It may be grown either in

pots or planted out in the greenhouse, needing in

each case plenty of water when growing and
flowering. It is a native of Me.^ico, and is one of

the oldest e.xotic plants cultivated in the green-

house at the present day, having been introduced
to Britain in 1733.—B.

Mixed groups.— On more than one occasion I

have noted what pretty effects have been made
by these at Chrysanthemum exhibitions when
composed of other than Chrysanthemums only.

They afford such a contrast to groups consisting
exclusively of this latter flower. These are from
force of circumstances altrgether a rich mass of

flower; whereas the others are more toned down
by the use of foliage material, thus affording a
relief when contrasted with each other. Some
very pretty groups of medium size were thus ar-

ranged at the late exhibition at Stroud. Those to

which the first and second prizes were awarded
consisted chiefly of Orchids, Ferns, and Palms.
In the first prize group the lovely Dendrobinm
Phalsenopsis Schrrc ierianum was employed with
telling effect. This Orchid for such purposes is

most suitable, the drooping spikes upon the tops of
the slender growths standing out so well above
other things. Even if Orchids were excluded and
provided for separately, there is an abundant
choice from amongst other things, Koman Hya-

cinths, Chinese Primulas, Persian Cyclamen, Bou-

vardias, and winter-flowering Carnations, with

zonal Pelargoniums, for instance. All or each of

these could lie used with good effect in combina-

tion with liiie-fuliaged plants. It is not at all

necessary tluit these groups be la'ge. We would,

in fact, prefer them to be small, thus giving more

opportunity for competition, whiUt where it was

possible they could be alternated with the Chry-

santhemum groups. These lat'er would then look

better by bemg placed a little further apart, being

frequently to.i much crowded.

Phoenix Roebeleni.—There can be no ques-

tion that this little Phienix is the most interesting

addition to cultivated Palms which has been

made for many years. Not only is it of great

interest, but likely to be also of much value, pos-

sessing as it docs a singularly elegant habit, arid

being in a great measure distinct from any Phrcnix

hitherto known. It may, perhaps, be best des

cribed as a Date Palm in miniature. When fully

grown its stem attains no greater height than

2 feet, supporting a perfectly proportionate and

graceful head of a-ching leaves, which are pinnate,

and from 1 foot tj 18 inches long, with narrow,

linear pinna; G inches in length, in -shape and

colour comparable to those of Cocos Weddelliana,

Mr. J. O'Brien, who named this Palm after its col-

lector (in the Gardeners' Chronicle, October 20,

ISSD), purchased the first cultivated plant at the

auction rooms. This specimen is, I believe, the

one now growing in the stove at Kew. It has two

stems, one 18 inches high, the other 10 inches, and

several sucker-growths at the base. It is in the

best of health and growing freely, and, judging by

it, the species may be said to be as easily grown

as any cf the Phienixes. When it becomes more

common and better known, there is little doubt

that it will be greatly sought after. A drawback

to many Palms is the fact that if kept in a healthy

growing state, they become too large to suit many
gardens, and frequently have to be got rid of on

that account. There can never be any difficulty

of this kind with Phcenix Roebeleni however freely

cultivated it might be. Mr. Kcebelen discovered

it on the banks of the river Mekong, in Siam, on

whose rocky l)anks, he says, it grows in great

abundanre. He gives the minimum temperature

of this district in December and January as 41°

Fahr., so that it is likely a stove or, at the lowest,

an intermediate house will be necessary for it. It

is rather singular that not long after the discovery

of this pigmy Palm on the eastern hemisphere, one

of somewhat similar character should have been

found in the west. This is Thrinax Morrisi, dis-

covered by Mr. Morris, of Kew, on the island of

Anguilla, in the West Indies. It differs from the

Phienix in being a Fan Palm, but is of somewhat
similar dimensions, having the same slender stem,

which, with the crown of leaves, gives it a stature

of no more than 3 feet.—B.

Public Gardens.

Bostal Wood.—At a recent meeting of the

Plumstead District Board cf Works, Colonel

Hughes, M.P., L.C.C., reported that the London
County Council had completed the purchase of Bos-

tal Wood, and Plumstead parish could now arrange

to open it at any time.

Paddington Becreation Ground. — The
trustees of the London parochial charities have

made a further grant of £1000 towards the pur-

chase of Paddington Recreation Ground, in addi-

tion to the sum of £1000 already promised. The
grant is conditional on the remainder of the money
(£2480 out of a total of £50,880) being forthcom-

ing, and en the passing of the Bill which the

Paddington Vestry have resolved to promote in

the next session of Parliament if the money is

assured by the 21st of next month, the date for

depositing the Bill.

The control of the parks.—At a recent

meeting of the London County Council it was

agreed not to proceed further with the resolution

to appoint a superintendent of parks at a salary of

£700 a year, but that Mr. J. J. Sexby be made
chief officer of the parks and open spaces sub-

depaitmi-nt, and that as such he be responsible for

the due execution of all orders of the Parks Com-

mittee in relation to the parks, gardens, and open

spaces of the council, and for the management of

the whole stalf employed in the sub-department.

The council further agreed that Mr. Sexby 's s ilary

should be £500 a year, and that Mr. Nairn should

be appointed chief clerk of the parks sub-depart-

ment at a salary of £ 100 a year.

Open spaces.—At the monthly meeting of the

Metr.ipiilitan Public Gardens Assoc'ation, H3, Lan-

caster G.ite, W., the chairman, the Earl of Meath,

presiding, progre>s was reported with regard to the

laying out of the Duncan Terrace enclosure, N.,

and Goldsmith Square, E., for the children's

portion of which latter ground donations for the

provision of gymnastic apparatus would be gladly

welcomed. The usual arrangements being made
reganling future maintenance, it was decided to

undertake the laying-out of St. Mary's Churchyard,

Woolwich, S.E., St. Thomas's Squaie, Hackney, E ,

and a playground at Kentish Town, N.W., at a total

cost of about £1500, if only sufticient funds could

be secured for the purpose. A grant of gymnastic

apparatus was made to Latymer Road Mis-ion, W.,

and seats were given for a chapel ground in Mill-

wall, E., and Upper Richmond Road, S.W. Letters

were read from the Kensington Vestry consenting

to plant trees in Queen's Gate and Exhibition Road,

S.W., adjuining the Natural History Museum, and

from the Vestry of bt. Bjltolph's, Bishopsgate,

providing a sum of money for the improvement

of the parish churchyard. It was agreed that the

association should offer to take charge of the

Haberdashers' School playgrounds, Hoxton, N.,

during the school holidays if the governers per-

mitted the admission of the children of the general

public. Amongst other schemes under consideration

were the acquisiiion of the Copperus, Bromley-by-

liow, E., Buffalo Bill's site. Earl's Court, S.W., the

Eton and Middlesex Cricket Ground, N.W., the

Cross Bones Burial Ground, Union Street, S.E.,

advertised for sale by auction on the 15th inst., and

a jilayground in St. Matthew's Parish, Westminster,

S.W.

Osier groivins.—Can any reader give me an

idea of the weight per acre of Osiers cut from well-

estabUshed plants ?—L.

Evergreens fjr Dartmoor.—Will any reader

kindly say what are the best Evergreens and other

shrubs to plant ou an expose! spot on the_ fringe of

Dartrnoor, fo as to give rapid etfect and picturesque

growth ? Sandy soil with stones in ahuudance, also

one part of garden luam, but light.

—

Dry.

Presentation to the Rsv. I.. Blomefie'd.
—An event of some interest to naturalists took place

at the last meeting of the Linnean Society held at

Burl ngton House on the 17th inst., when a congratu-

latory address illuminated on vellum was presented to

the Rev. Leonard Blomefleld, M.A,, F.L.S. (formerly

Leonard Jenyns, Vicar of SwatTliain Bulbeck, Cam-
bridgeshire, but sometime resident in Bath), on the

occasion of the 70th anniversary of his election as a

Fellow of the society, and ia recognition of his con-

tinuous and useful labour as a zoologist. Mr. Blome-

tield was elected in November, 1822, and is now in his

tlSrd year.

Name of fruit.—H. i?. C—Pear Beurre Diel.

Names of plants.—E.F. T.— Cratsegussp.; send

better specimens. 7'. C. Melrose. -i, send again; 4,

Asplenium salicifoliam ; 5, A. furcatutn. G.

ilackclt.—l, Antigranima rhizophylla; 2, Asplenium
pinnatitidum ; 3, Bleehnum glindulosum J. 1' —
1, Vanda tricolor; 2, Cattleya Warocqueana ; 3, Cy-

priped.um insigne Maulei. ". IK.—1, Cattley,!.

VVaroc'iueana, vt ry gO"d variety; 2, Cymbidiuin

gigauteum.—./. B.— 1, Lselia aatumnalis ; 2, L. anceps,

dark form ; 3, L. anceps Hilli. C. C, Ihrmin-jham.
— 1, Cattleya Bowringiana; 2, Lajlia albida; 3, Lyeaste

costata. G. Brittrell.— l, Dendrobium album.

A. H — 1, Cjpripedium felligerum majus; 2, Epiden-

druni vitellinnm ; 3, Cymbidiurii gigantenm. J.

Simpson.—Please send flowers ; impossible to name
from a shoot only. John Cfe-.;rc/i.—Cotoneaster

afiiais.
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Woods and Forests.

REPLANTING WOODLAND.
Whatever diversity of opinion prevails among
foresters as to practical management, nearly all

are agreed as to the mistake of replanting with
the same description of trees, at any rate until
a certain period has elapsed. There must be
time for the soil to become sweetened, for fresh
mineral food to be prepared, and for the destruc-
tion of enemies, insect and fungoid. Unless
the soil is specially suitable, by the abundance
of requisite food, for a particular class of
trees, it is only natural to conclude that after
providing material for fifty or sixty years'
growth, there will be exhaustion, even though
much of the supplies is returned as decayed
leaves, branches, &c. This is what we gather
from our experience as regards the influence
of rotation, but it only explains one, and
perhaps the least important, reason of the
fact tliat immediate replanting with similar
kinds of trees seldom results in equally vigorous
growth.
A more potent reason for failure arises from

the poisonous nature of the excreta, which,
until sweetened by oxidation, are prejudicial
to the young plants. Of course, this applies
in some degree to whatever trees are planted,
but is more especially injurious when like
follows like. It is for this reason that all

experienced foresters strongly recommend that,
before replanting, the land should be tho-
roughly drained. None but aquatic plants can
flourish in a waterlogged soil. It is only by
the aeration of the soil, which follows the re-

moval of water, that a healthy condition is

induced, that acids are neutralised, and plant
food gradually set free. It is, in short, abso-
lutely essential to the healthy growth of timber
that the land should be thoroughly drained.
A third reason against replanting with similar
material is the injury to be anticipated from
insect and fungoid parasites. It is well known
that the eggs of the beetles—such as Hylobius
abietis, Hylurgus piniperda, the Pine beetle,
and Adelges iaricis, the Larch bug—are depo-
sited underground on old roots, and the grubs
live on dead wood. It is therefore important
that all dead wood should be removed and
all decaying matter burnt before replanting

;

also, if possible, that a period of three or four
years should elapse between cutting down and
replanting.

We have now to consider other causes of
failure. It must be understood that, as
a general rule, hard- wooded trees should be
followed by Larch and Pines. Even if we
plant a certain proportion of hard-wooded
trees to remain for the permanent crop,
these should be of a different nature. Thus,
if the previous crop were Oak, Ash or Syca-
more will be suitable to follow. It is better
that these should occupy difierent parts of the
same wood than that they should be mixed.
The Scotch Fir is useful as a shelter to the
more delicate Larch, which, notwithstanding
heavy loss from disease of late years, is, under
favourable conditions, the most profitable of
quick-growing woods. Opinions difl'er as to the
reasons for the great mortality, and in many
cases total destruction, of young L:irch wood of
late years. The causes are various—we may
allude to some of the more prominent. Climate
is an important element. The natural home of
the Larch is on the slopes of mountainous dis-
tricts

; it enjoys above everything a dry, porous
soil, in which air has free access to the roots.
Strong soils are not favourable, and stagnant
water is fatal ; and even where drainage is

good, low damp bottoms, subject to fogs, are
injurious to healthy growth. It is well known
that the severest frosts occur in low valleys,
and a great deal of the mortality which has
occurred of late years has, we believe, been
mainly due to severe frosts late in spring when
the sap was up, and which destroyed the
smaller cells. The comparative healthine.ss of
Larch on hill-sides sheltered from the colder
winds is a proof of this.

Failure may often be traced to want of care
in the preparation of the young plants, and
to change of soil from the nursery ground to
their permanent home. The seedlings are often
grown under the forcing conditions of highly-
manured soil, of a free, open nature, in shel-
tered situations ; and if at once transferred to
a soil of different character, where the circum-
stances are much less favourable, the change is

too sudden, and a severe check is experienced
;

necessary supplies of food are wanting, and the
vitality of the plant is weakened, rendering it

liable to fungoid attacks. F.

THE COMMON BIRCH.
(BBTULA ALBA.)

This is met with in all the countries of Europe,
and in the north of this continent, as well as in
Northern Asia and America, it forms extensive
forests. In Sweden, Norway and Lapland it

springs up in places where Fir, Pine and Beech
forests have been destroyed by fire. The size and
appearance of the Birch vary considerably, accord-
ing to the nature of the locality in which it grows.
Upon lofty mountaics it becomes comparatively
small and shrub-like, thiiving best upon slopes and
lilains. Its usual height is from 40 feet to 50 feet,

but it frequently attains 70 feet. The bark of
yourg trees is of a reddish brown hue, but with
increasing age it whitens until it assumes a beau-
tiful silvery colour; the larger branches also hecome
white, but the small twigs always retain their
original hue. The Birch throws off the outer
layers of its bark annually, and thus it generally
presents a smooth and shiny appearance. Upon
very old trees, however, the bark is sometimes
burst and rent in all directions. The branches are
slender, and at their extremities divided into nu-
merous small twigs and rods. The leaves droop
downward."*, and give a peculiar appearance to the
tree, by which it can readily be distinguished from
its forest companions.
The timber of the Birch is white, close-grained,

tough, light and pliant. It makes excellent fire-

wood and yields superior charcoal for smelting.
The sabots, or coarse shoes worn by the peasantry
in some parts of France, are made from the wood
of the Birch

;
in Germany, spokes, ladder-beams,

axe-handles and cattle-yokes are made from it

;

and .in Great Britain it is used for turnery, hoops
and fish-barrels. Almost every part of the tree is

utilised. Brooms and switches are made from the
small twigs and rods.

In Sweden and Norway the leaves are often
gathered while green, and given to sheep and
goats in place of fodder. Prepared with alum,
they yield an excellent dye, which imparts a
beautiful permanent yellow colour to linen and
woollen materials. The outer bark of the tree is

very tough, and contains valuable balsamic and
antiseptic qualities. In Sweden, Norway and Fin-
land the bark is u.sed instead of slates for roofing
houses. Along the Volga and in some parts of
North America canoes are constructed from the
bark, and fisliermen make their shoes of it. In
Siberia and Lapland ii is employed in the manu-
facture of boxes, baskets, hats, ropes, and drinking
vessels. In Russia a bright reddish-brown oil is

distilled from the bark of old trees ; it is used in

the preparation of Russian leather, to which it

imparts a peculiar odour. In Poland the inner
bark is highly esteemed by fanners. When holes
are bored in the trunk or branches in eprine, before
the leaves begin to expand, the sap readily flows
out, This liquid is clear as water, and has a

pleasant, though somewhat acid taste. Some trees

yield a large quantity of sap, and as much as
10 lb. of it may be obtained at once, especially if

a bright sunny day follows upon a cold night. The
sap contains a large amount of saccharine matter,
and, when fresh, forms an agreeable leverage. In
a fermented state it is known as Birch wine.
The common Birch is propagated by seeds,

layers, suckers, and cuttings. The seeds do not
retain the power of germinating for more than one
season. Sandy wastes may be reclaimed by being
planted with Birches ; but at the time of planting,

it should always be remembered that such principal

masses or trees as are to remain permanently must
be arranged first, and their future size aud cha-
racter taken into consideration, so tiiat the eifect

hereafter may not be left to chance. T.

SHOUT NOTES.— WOODS AND FORESTS.

The Sweet Chestnut.—The seeds of this

should never be sown in autumn, as the germinat-
ing power is apt to be destroyed by the frosts of

winter. The best course is to place the nuts in-

tended for seed in layers of sand in a dark cellar,

and then to sow them in spring, as soon as all

danger from frost is gone.

Beecll timber is especially adapted for sub-

aqueous structures, or for positions in which it is

not expo.sed to the action of the atmosphere. As
fuel, the Beech is very valuable, and is surpassed

in heat-giving qualities only by the Hornbeam
and Maple. The charcoal of the Beech is highly

esteemed on account of the equable heat which it

emits. The haik is useful to tanners, and from

the ashes of the wood excellent potash is obtained.

Firs in a northern aspect.—So much does a
cold situation influence the growth of the Fir, that

trees grown on the northern side of a hill are su-

perior to those grown on the southern side, as

those on a northern aspect grow less rapidly than

I hose on the sunny side of a hill. The timber on
the northern side will therefore be, as a rule, more
durable than that grown on the southern, and the

trees would not be so liable to injury from frosts

;

indeed, many diseases are induced, perhaps aggra-

vated, by the sap being checked during early

spring, on a south or south-eastern aspect.

The Red Birch (Betula nigra), although per-

haps hardly so quick a grower as our native species,

is well worth attention, if only for the picturesque

effect produced by the red bark during the winter

months. In the Bed or River Birch the red bark

hangs in thin broad flakes from the stem and
larger branches, and imparts a distinct and pecu-

liar appearance to the trees—an aspect as different

as can well be from that presented by the chalky-

white, smooth trunks and branches of the Silver

Birch. The Red Birch, in its native habitats along

the low river banks in the United States, forms a

medium, or rather large-sized tree; the wcod is

light-coloured, and does not seem to be so valuable

as that of some of the other North American

Birches.

"The Garden" Monthly ?&Tis.—Thit journal it fuh-

lUhed in niatly bound Monthly Parts. In this form the

coloured plates are best preserved, and it is most suitable for

reference previous to the issue of the half-yearly volumes. Price

Is. M. ; post free, \s. !ld. Complete set of volumes of Thk
Garden from its commencement to end oj 1891, forty vols.,

price, cloth, £29 8s.

•• Gardening Illustrated" Monthly Parts. — T7ii»

journal is published in neatly bound ilonihly Paits, m which

form it is most suiloble for rejertnce previous to the issue of 'he

yearly volumes. Price 5d.; post free, 8d.

"Farm and Kome" Monthly F&rts.—lhit journal is

published in neatly bound Monthly Parts, m vUchform tl n
most suitable ./or reference previous to the xssue of the yearly

volumes. Price bd. ; post free, Sd.

"Hardy Flowers."—Givitisr descriptions o; upwards ot

thirteen hundred of the most ornavuntal sp:cies, with divec'.i int

for their arrangement, cv.lture, <tc. f'fth and Popular

Bdiiicm, Is.; post free. Is. id.

All of our nadeisirho ore interested in the improrimeni or

cotiar/e homes are iiu-ited to hrlp us to male Coitage Gar-

dening \nown. It is published at llie viry Uvrest jmte to

meet the wants of those for ichom it is intended, and copies will

be sent for diatribulion, free, by the publishers, Messrs. Cassell

and Company, la Belle Sauvage, Lue'gate Bill, F.C.
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*' This is an Art
Which does mend Nature : t'liaiiRO it r.ither

;

TuE Art itsklf is Naturk."— MaAw/^eure.

Chrysanthemums.

but

TOO-MUCH-ALIKE CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
For several seasons past the National Rose
Society has found it necessary to issue a list of

too-niuch-alike Roses, no two of those bracketed
together being permitted in the same class, or
otherwise disqualification would follow. If

this precaution is advisable in the case of

Roses, how much more so is it among Chrysan-
themums. Already there is a considerable
number of very much alike \'arieties, besides
innumerable synonyms, and now that raising
seedlings has become so general, the lists of

too-much-aliko varieties will be [rapidly aug-
mented to a bewildering extent. Seed can be
bought very cheaply, and plants raised and
flowered quite as easily as any other greenhouse
flower, and as a consequence the numbers of
novelties, or what are thought to be such by
their raisers, are suljmittcd to the committees
of the Royal Horticultural Society and the
National Chrysanthemum Society, not by the
dozen, as heretofore, but by the hundred. Only
a very few of these seedlings are considered
worthy of certificates, but it is not to be sup-
posed that the raisers of the rejected candidates
for honours will accept the committee's decisions
as Knal, but will continue to cultivate their pets
and also contrive to get them grown by other
enthusiasts. The Continental raisers are evi-

dently "played out," but they have done their
part towards swelling the lists and adding to
the confusion. American raisers are now well
to the front, and they have a knack of describ-
ing and advertising their wares in such glowing
terms, that it is in that quarter more than any
other we are likely to get too many alike varie-
ties. There is yet another fertile source from
which much is to be feared, viz., the growing of
too many doubtful sports. It may be that, now
our authorities are fully alive to the peculiari-
ties of many varieties, more especially in the
matter of bud-variation, they will fight very
shy of sports, no awards being made to these
till they .are thoroughly tested. Recent events
seem to point to the conclusion that these sports
will be very carefully dealt with in the future,
and they need be, for it is very certain their
name will soon be legion.

Doubtless, the work of bracketing too-much-
alike Chrysanthemums together is anything but
a light undertaking, though it need not be so
very difficult if growers generally would give
their experience in the horticultural press.
Be.sides, the National Chrysanthemum Society
ought to do something more than sit in judg-
ment on what is placed before them by novelty
raisers. That and merely holding a good aver-
age exhibition are not doing much towards
furthering the "good cause." Byway, there-
fore, of setting the ball rolling, I propose to
give my own experience with, coupled with ob-
servation upon, too-much-alike Chrysanthe-
mums, and hope to see others also give theirs.
Taking the Japanese section somewhat in alpha-
betical order, Beauty of Castlewood is the tirst

to be commented upcm. This is really a very
beautiful incurved variety, the in.side of the
florets being a bright deep red, and the outside
or reverse a rich orange - yellow. Now this
exactly resembles We-Wa, and is also con-

sidered by some to be very similar to Mrs.

C. \V. Wheeler. In the latter dictum I do not

agree, the guard petals of the last-nanied being

of a greater length and more drooi>ing, while

the colours are duller. Ought they to be

bracketed together? Bouquet des Dames I

consider (piiti; distinct from Elaine, but all the

same I should not risk showing both in one

class. C'orcmet, Thuuberg, Kioto, and Mr. Can-

nell, as seen at their best on the show boards

—

and that is the only test that can be applied,

the habit of growth in all cases not being taken

cognisance of—do resemble each other some-

what, but they hardly deserve bracketing to-

gether. The hrst-named is the easiest grown,

and will probably outlive the rest, but Thun-

berg is the most taking flower. Countess of

Lytton is a very doubtful improvement on

Mr. Ralph Brocklebank. There is a slight

difference, the former being somewhat paler

in colour, but they ought to be bracketed to-

gether all the same. From what I remember
of Dormillion, Charlie Sharman should be

bracketed with it, but am open to correction.

The so-called sport from Etoile de Lyon, Miss

Lilian Cope, is now generally understood to be

no deviation at all, very early taken buds of

the former usually giving a nearly white flower,

and it was too hastily concluded that a valuable

new variety had been obtained. Some of the

seedlings raised by me, and doubtle.ss by numer-
ous other growers, bear a strong family like-

ness to Etoile de Lyon, and some bracketing

if some of these slight variations find their

way into catalogues. J. Stanborough Dibbens

has been very extensively grown, for the first

time, this year, and in several respects it

deserves to be eulogi.sed. At one time I thought

there was a slight difference between that

variety and F. A. Spaulding, the latter hav-

ing the broader petals and being the more
compact flower, but later blooming plants have
dispelled all doubts, and these two must un-

fortunately be bracketed together. Florence

Davis is so very distinct, that it would appear

scarcely possible to bracket this with any other

variety, yet I fail to see any difference between
that beautiful flower at its best, that is to say,

void of a green centre or a green tinge generally,

and the novelty exhibited as the Beauty of

Exmouth. I feel certain they will have to be

bracketed together, no matter how much they

may differ in their habit of growth. Sarah

Owen is a favourite of mine. It is a distinct

sport from the popular Mme. J. Laing, and
in its turn yielded a slight variation known as

D. B. Crane. The latter is now considered too

much like its parent, and although I can

separate them readily enough, D. B. Crane
having the most yellow in it, they will yet be
bracketed together if ever my suggestion is

adopted. Viel dOr, if I received the true form,

is only another name for Yellow Dragon,
though at first it appeared to have a distinct

bronze tinge in the flower. As yet all the

hairy varieties that I have seen are distinct

enough, but they are multiplying rather fast,

and as a consequence there will soon be some
bracketing necessary. Some of the very late

flowering varieties, more especially those of

American origin, bear a somewhat suspicious

resemblance to each other, but as yet I cannot
determine whether any of them ought to be
bracketed together.

Incurved varieties being far fewer in num-
ber can be more readily discussed, but the time

has arrived when some authorised lisl of too-

much-alike varieties ought to be published in

the prize schedules of all societies affiliated with

the National. There seems much uncertainty

about Emily Dale. Is it distinct from John

Lambert, and is the latter in its turn only ail^,

other name for Golden (,)ueen of England,

With me the first-named is the most refined

flower of the three, while .John Lambert, besides

being a fine flower, also incurves more surely

and consistently than Golden Queen. Doubt-

less this is a point that will never be wholly .set

at rest, but the case can simjily be met by
bobracketing all three. Nor will all growers

agreed as to the distinctness or otherwise of

Mrs. Robinson King from Golden Empress of

India. The former is with me of a richer yel-

low colour, but will it bo safe to show both va-

rieties in one stand, or is this to be another

case of bracketing \ The Princess of Wales

and Princess of Teck, as well as the Queen of

England fdmilies, are multiplying rather too

rapidly from sports, and sooner or later there

will be more need of bracketing. For instance,

is Mrs. Heale distinct from Princess of ^^ ales

not, or does all depend upon taking the right

lU I am unable to discuss the question of

bracketing any of the reflexed, Anemone-

flowered and pompon varieties, but have no

doubt there are too much alike forms among

these also. W. Iogulden,

or
bud

T,Chrysanthemum Miss Lilian Cope
Parkin (page 151) is in the same position as my^

self, and as far as I can learn everyone else with

reg.ird to this Chiy.-anlhemum, for it seems in a'l

cases to have reverted to the originid Etoile de

Lyon. Last year I saw some good pure white

blossoms which promised to he an acqui^ition, but

this season my blooms of Miss Lilian t'ope arc

quite as deep in colour as any of those of Etoile

de Lyon. The lesson to be learnt from such

behaviour is by no means to send out as new any

variety obtained from a sport till it has been

grown for a sufficient length of time to prove that

the change is permanent. Still, with all care cases

of reversion are by no means intrequenf, as an

instance of which I'may mention an experience of

my own. The variety was Annie Clibran or J. R.

Pearson, which originated as a spoit from the

white Mile. Lacroix, and owing to the colour of its

blossoms was often called the pink Mile. Lacroix.

I obtained it in the spring of ISHO, and giew half-

a-dozen plants, all of which flowered in a very

.satisfactory manner and quite true to name, but

the young ones propagated from these whch
bloomed the following year had white flowers, and

a few of them grown on during the present season

are still of tlie same tint. On the other hand, this

pink variety has with many of my friends remained

quite true to its character. Just another word

with regard to Miss Lihan t'ope, for I see one of

our principal Chrysanthemum nurserymen who I

believe sent out tins particular variety has issued

a circular in which he says; " Miss Lilian Cope :

I much regret to find that the whole stock of this

sport has reverted to its original colour, though

after every appearance of being properly fixed."

—T.

Disqualification at shows. — Your corre-

spondent, writing about the disqualifying at

Brighton show in The Gaiuien of November I'.i

(p. 451), says that he is surprised at the short-

sightedness of the exhibitors, as a reference to tte

catalogue would at once disclose whether a variety

was admissible or not. IE he will look through

any of the Chrysanthemum catalogues (Natioral

excepted, which hundreds know nothing about), he

will find nine out of every ten class Amy Furze as

a rcflexcd, and also Charles Delmas.—G. H.
* * I am well aware that the classification of

cerl*ain varieties in trade catalogues is misleading

to exhibitors, who ought to know that no trade

catalogue is binding on any scciety or judge. The

descriptions therein contained are no doubt the

honest opinion of the vendor, but unfortunately

for exhibitors they are cot always accepted by

iudgcp, and certainly never when they cla^h wiih

the' official catalogue of the N. C. S., recogcied by

all societies afliliated tbertto, ard of couisc bound
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b7 the rjles therein contained. If the schedule
of the society referred to had been carefully read,
those who were not aware might have known
there is such a thing as a catalogue published by
the N. C. S., and which is binding on the exhibitors
and judges alike. For any judge to disqualify a
bloom purely from individual opinion would set
up a precedent that I would not care to be respon-
sible for. If such were the case, I should disqualify
any stand of reflexed blooms that contained Mr.
M. Sullivan. It is a pity that all societies do not
recognise the N. C. S. catalogue as their authority
in the matter of nomenclature. This society
would then be compelled and able to publish an
annual list or an addendum of new varieties
for the guidance of exhibitors generally.—E.
MOLYNEUX.
Naming Chrysanthemums.—Many are the

devices for displaying the names of cut blooms of
Chrysanthemum?, but one of the best that has
come under our notice is that adopted by Mr.
Herbert Fowler. In Mr. Fowler's plan the wire
arrangement is fixed at the front of the flowers
instead of at the back, the name in this case not
interfering with the appearance of the blooms.
The cards used by Mr. Fowler are about an inch
wide and from 3 inclies to i inches long, with the
name printed in bold letters, the topmost name
of the three belonging to the bloom in the back
row, and so on. Visitors can see at a glance what
are the names of the blooms. Formerly the names
were pasted to the stand in front of each bloom,
but now with such huge flowers that plan is of
no use.

Chrysanthemum Mrs. Alpheus Hardy.-
In spite of additions to the class of which this is
the original, this variety is much superior to any
other when seen in proper condition, but how
smgular it is that so few really good blooms of
it are to be seen at shows. The petals gener-
ally lack solidity. Being loose and uninteresting,
in this way they lose the great charm which this
variety possesses—its peculiar hirsute character

1 the reverse of the florets. The best examples
1 have seen during the past season were at Wind-
sor, where a special prize was offered for six
blooms, and, strange to say, every one of the
twelve blooms exhibited was perfect. Here is an
instance of what the offering of prizes will do
towards the cultivation of any particular variety,
no matter how diflicult it may appear to be to
produce it.—E. M.

Single Chrysanthemums-A visit to the
principal C'hrysMnthemum exhiliitions north, east
S5uth, and west discloses the fact that this sec-
tion is sf:,eadily increasing in public favour, and
that cultivators now appear to appreciate them
at their proper value. Not only do many societies
now offer prizes for single Curysanthemums put
up in bunches in a cut state, but they are also
Itrgely employed in the making up of groups in
p >ts, whether in competition or for exhibition only
Visitors appear to admire the varieties of this
section, especially when the flowers are used for
filling epergnes for drawing-room or dinner-table
decoration. For either of the latter what could
be more appropriate than single Chrysanthemums
cut with tolerably long stems and arranged with
Fern, with a few light Grasses intermixed'—

E

MOLYNBUX.
Chrysanthemum Tokio.—Though it is'some

thirteen or fourteen years since this variety was
sent out it is in its way unsurpassed by any newer
forms, and to the lover of bush Chrysanthemums
it IS simply invaluable. It belongs to what is
called by many decorative Japanese, for the flowe s
are much too small tocompete with the huge speci-
mens one sees on the show boar Is now-a-days In
habit and build the flower of Tokio is somewhat in
the way of that popular market variety Source
d Or, though the colour is quite dilferent, that of
lokio being a light bright crimson, often tinned
with gold. Very effective plants of this vari°ety
can be grown in p^ts r, inches in diameter. When
grown in this way disbudding should not be prac-
tised, as allowed to open naturally each flower will
stand nearly clear of its neighbour, and as all of

them are borne on good straight stalks without any
i-igns of weakness, the branches are thus termi-
nated by large heads of flowers, a result vastly
more pleasing than a huge bloom crowning a naked
stem. The same remarks will also apply to Source
d'Or, e.xcept that the colour of the flowers is deep
gold, and it is also far more popu'ar than Tokio.

^eggy Chrysanthemums. — Few if any
Chrysanthemum notes during the present season
have interested me so much as that with the above
litle on page 451, for in common with W.
Iggulden and many others I have found that select-
ing varielies from the blooms as set up for exhibi-
tion leads to a good [percentage of leggv varieties,
of no use whatever where the one object aimed
at is effective plants. My experience of the varie-
ties named is about the same as that of W.
Iggulden, and the selection there given of good-
habited varieties should be made a note of by all
interested in the Chrysanthemum as a decorative
plant for the greenhouse at this season. T.

Chrysanthemum Mrs. F. A. Spaulding.—
One of our prominent Chrys.nnthemum nursery-
men gives this variety and J. S. Dibbens as synony-
mous with each other, and as far as my experience
extends, they certainly appear very much alike, if
not actually identical ; tlierefore I am induced to
ask the readers of The Garden their opinion on
the subject, feeling sure it will be valuable to many,
as we have now quite sufficient of " too-much-alike
varieties."—T.

Chrysanthemum Volunteer.—At p. 451 Mr.
W. Iggulden in his article on " Leggy Chrysanthe-
mums" refers to the above Chrysanthemum as
being a very tall grower. By some people A'olun-
teer and Miss Irving Clarke are supposed to be one
and the same thing

; this may be as regards form
and colour of bloom, but with me the variety I

have under the name of Volunteer is only 4 feet
high. I am told this is the true Volunteer. I see
Mr. Iggulden has omitted two of the very dwarfest
of Chrysanthemums, i.e., W. H. Lincoln and
Viviand Morel.—A. Yotjng.

SBORT NOTEH.—CIIRYSANTHEMUMS.

Chrysanthemum Mme. Leblanc is a full-
flowered, promising Japanese, with broad, flat and
pointed florets, snow-white in colour.

Chrysanthemum Mrs. FT. "W. Gouldan is
att iiicnrveJ Japanese of a most lovely peach colour-
always admired in a Chrysantliemuui.

Chryearithemum Eda Prats is very much
like A. il. Neve in colour and form with the one ex-
ceiption that the florets while unfolding curl at the
points.

Chrysanthemum C. Shrimpton.—This is
best described as a bri^jlit Gloire du Koclier, with
broader and longer florets. A very promising sort for
any purpose.

Chrysanthemum Pearl Beauty is another
of the incurved Japanese kinds, most promising as an
exhibition flower

; the colour, blush-white, cannot fail
to attract uotice.

Chrysanthemum Snow 'Wreath is one of
the finest single-flowered varieties we have. As its
name implies, it is of the purest white, the pomts of
the petals sUghtly I'eeurved.

Chrysanthemum Mrs. H. B. Ironside.—
This reminds ouo ver-y much of Comte do Germiuy in
its colour and formation, hut in this case the florets
are more curled and less formal.

Chryeanthemum Mme. Nathalie Brun
belongs to the Japanese Anemone section. The centre
or difc is fall, white ; the guard florets pale pink, very
thinly disposed, which is against it.

Chrysanthemum Barbarof sa.—The narrow
florets of this Japanese sort are semi-drooping, a form
which is generally pleasing, not being too stiff in ap-
pearance ; the colour is deep pink.

Chrysanthemum Rosy Morn belongs to the
reflexed Japanese seetioir. The flower is very corn-
pact, the colour deep peach. Pale Viviand Morel col-
our would uot he a bad descriptiou.

Chrysanthemum Ernest Asmils belongs to
the Triomphe du Nord style of bloom. The flower is

compact and full, and valuable for the front row of
an exhibition staud, the colour terra-cotta.

Chrysanthemum Harry Balsley is best de-
scribed as an improved Condor, the centre being
fuller than iu that variety. The points of this new
introduction also curl a httle while unfolding.

Chrysanthemum WabaT.- This belongs to
the incurved Japanese section, with thi.-k, fleshy
florets of a pleasing pink colour. It is a promising
variety of large size, and just the flower for exhibition.

Chrysanthemum W. P. Eouth is of the
Avalanche style of bloom, which is a sutiioient recom-
mendation, only the colour is yellow -a distinct gain,
as good yellows do not predominate at the present
moment.

Chrysanthemum Duke of York. — This
belongs to the incurved Japanese section. Well grown
blooms are very large, the reverse of the florets

silver, the inside purple-magenta. A promising ex-

hibition sort.

Chrysanthemum Madeline Davis is one cf

those Japanese flowers which are pleasing on account
of the loose manner iu which the florets incurve. When
they are folded up too tightly their beauty is lost. The
colour is blush white.

Chrysacthemum Mr». Lawton.—This Ja-
panese Anemone is uudoubtedly a novelty of the first

rank. The guard florets are broad, white, with blush
tips ; the centre or disc full, pale pink in colour. Alto-
gether a promising variety.

Chrysanthemum Princess Victoria.—This
may not be large enough for the exlribitiorr table, hut
as a decorative variety it is exceedingly useful. The
colour is blush-white, the florets reflexed, the whol-J

flower of great depth and solidity.

Chrysanthemum Professor'Whtmaek be-

longs to the same type of flower as M. Freeman, ex-

cept that it is larger ; the colour is a striking one

—

magenta or deep rose with silver reverse, which is con-

spicuous only on the tips of the florets.

Chrysanthemum Mme. Darquier. — This
belongs to the flat or strap-sliaped Japanese class. The
florets are narrow, evenly disposed, the ground cijlour

white edged with rose, the base of all the florets

much deeper in colour, gradually pahng towards the

tips.

Chrysanthemum Mr. W. H. AtkinEon.
—This Japanese kind reminds one of the now al-

most obsolete Triomphe du Nord both in colour and
manner of growth, with the exception that this is a

Larger bloom and more fitted for the present-day style

of exhibiting.

Chrysanthemum Mme. Mante.—This is a

French seedling of the incurved seetioir, novel in

colour, but, I fear, too thin in "build" to be of

much value as an exhibition variety. The colour is

yellow in the centre, deepening to an apricot shade

on the outside.

Chrysanthemum Lizzie Cartledge is cf

American origin, very striking in appearance when
caught at the right moment. The surface of the

medium-sized florets is magenta, the reverse silvery,

half-expanded blooms showing to perfection the com-
bination of colours.

Chrysanthemum Princess May. — From
American-saved seed, Mr. Agate, Havant, was for-

tunate enough to r.iise this exquisite Japanese variety,

which cannot fail to give satisfaction to all who grow
it well. In colour it is pure white, the florets long

and narrow ; some curl at the tips and are of a droop-

ing habit. It is a full, massive flower.

« hryeanthemum Mme. oetavie Mirbeau.
—This Japanes-' kind belongs to the class which nrost

persons admire. The florets droop gracefully at

the pomts. If it pi-oves distinct from Comte F.

Lurani, which it much resembles, it has a great future

before it. In the newer variety there is a greater warmth
of colour than iu Comte F. Lurani. The ground
colour is v^'hite, heavily mottled and edged rose.

Chrysanthemum Mr. Char es Blick.—
This Japanese reminds ons very much of Thunberg
both in colour and form, but it differs in several ways
from that old yet excellent variety. The florets are

less incurved, being informally twisted, narrower and

longer ; the colour, too, is of a more golden yellow.

It will surpr se me much if this does not turn out to

be one of the best yellow Japanese Chrysanthemums
we have.

Garden Design and Architect's Gardens Illus-

trated, to show, by actual examples from British gardns,^

that tipinng arid ali'jmng Irtes w make them ' haimonne
'

with architectit-e are btrbnovt, radtiss, and ino.Jtiilic. Lon-

don : John Mumy, Albemar'e Street,
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but though the flowers are somewhat in the same
!

way, tliere is a very great difTorence in the buUis.

m.» »,.^„„„ . -.^ 1 Till. .iiTT I>. auratuni is now later in reaching tliis country
THE EMPEROR DAFFODIL. „,,,,„ „as formerly the <^use, for last year the first

This, one of the best and boldest of all the yel- s^ale was held on November 8, while in l«ilO it was
low Dallbdils, was raised from seed by tlie late ' on October 7, and the year previous as early as I

Mr. W. B,vckhouse, of St.

John's, Wolsingham, many
years ago. To tlie same raiser

we also owe the Empress Daf-
fodil, and both were figured

in the old Flaral M<i(iif.ine.,

wherein wo are told that they
were the results of crosses be-

tween N. bicolor and other
forms of N. pseudo-Narcisstis.

Both N. Emperor and N. Em-
press,- (juite apart from the
sizeand beauty of theirHowers,
are robust in constitution, and
as a rule they thrive well on
nearly all soils, bearing flowers

at least a third larger than
those represented in the en-

graving. The perianth lobes

of N. Emperor are of a soft

pale yellow with a deeper
golden trumpet, the whole
Hower being of stout substance
and of the texture so well

illustrated by the accompany-
ing woodcut. Even although
this tine free - growing kind
has been in some points sur-

passetl of late years by such
tine seedling kinds as are Glory
of Leyden and Weardale, yet

for general garden culture it

still remains one of the most
distinct and efl'ective of all good
garden Daffodils. Althougli
now late in the year, buUis
may still be planted for flower-

ing next spring. Like most
other Daffodils, Emj)eror
grows best in pure, deeji

turfy loam resting on gravel
or other well-drained bottom

.

Nothing in the way of freshly

added or crude manures
should be given, but this va-

riety and some other garden
seedlings do well if planted in

succession to a crop for which
well-rotted manure was used.

F. W. B.

Imported Liilies. — The
golden-rayed I,ily is at the pre-
sent time such a i)cpular specie?,

.and the number of home-grown
bulbs for disposal so very few,
that the earlier importatioi.;-

from Japan are always invested
with a considerable amount of
interest, which was in no wajs
lacking on November 7, when
the first cDnsignment of the
present season was disposed of.

The bulbs were much smaller
than the average of precedinjf
jears

;
yet there seemed to be

a good demand for them, which
was not lessened on the 10th,
when the second consignment
was ofTerert for sale. There
seemed to be many larger bulbs
among these, and in very goo 1 condition they were,
which remark will also apply to the forms ofL, spe-
ciosum rubrum, Krictzeri and Melpomene, L. longi-
florum and L. Krameri ; while there were some of
the finest examples of L. odorum that I have ever
seen. These last were announced as L. Browni •

journey would be heavy. In any case, such i|uan-
til ies are sent here from .Japan, that Lily cultun)
must be a very important item in that country.
There is certainly more supervision brought to
bear on the plants when in flower previous to being
sent here than was formerly the ca.se ; for whereas

at one time an occasional ruhro-
vittatum or .some beautifully
marked form of pictum woulJl
crop up, they are now always
sold separately from the general
bulk. The same holds good
with regard to the coloure.l
varieties of L. speciosum, whi<di
used to be all .sold under the
collective name of rubrum

; but
now the richest coloured are
separated and disposed of as
Melpomene.

j£ p

Narcissus Empero . Engraved for The Garden from a photograiih sent liy

Mr. J. D. Pearson, Chihvoll, Notts.

October 1. Whether the last two years have been
more backward in J.ipan I cannot say, or whether,
as is probable in order to allow them to reach
this country as early as October 1, it was necessary
to take them up before they were thoroughly
ripeneil, and ci>nsequently the loss during the

LIFTING AND REPLANTING
HARDY PLANTS.

Fine weather without frost in
November gives the hardy plant
prower the chance of goin"
through the stock, liftinc. .if-

viding, and replanting whe.e
necessary, but it is not wise to
lift^ everything in the borders
and to manure and dig thi-
ground all alike, for some plants
are better left untouched i;i|
spiing; others resent frequeii'.
disturbance, while others again
do not need it, and all vary in
the amount or kind of mai.nre
they want; some will ass-imi-
late a large quantity and some
are better without any. When
this is borne in mind it will be
seen that any attempt to treat
all alike would be folly, and
that the better way will be
to decide on the proper site
for each plant. After Car-
nations are planted no time
should be lost before commenc-
ing the work, and in some cases
it would be even better to take
it in hand earlier if pcssible.
First attention should be given
to those things which are in-
tended for naturalising in ou:-
of-the-way places, which cannor.
be easily got at in bad weatlic,
as by leaving these till last a
season is often lost, or the plant s
have not a fair chance of estab-
lishing themselves. This que.-.-
tion of naturalisation requiies
much forethoi-ght, and if this
is not given, failures will be
more frequent than successes,
for there are many things to
look at in planting in places
which do not often come under
the eye, and there are many
enemies to contend %vith unless
one wishes to court failure.
There are not many effective
plants grown in the majority of
gardens which can be natura-
lised successfully and allowed
to take care of themselves for
any length of time, and if plants
outside the limit are chosen, the
grower must be prepared to de-
vote some time to keeping the
groups free from weeds at least.
Bulbs of most kinds should be

planted at once if this is not already done, for the
sooner they commence root action the finer the
flowers will be. Irises are all impatient of removal,
and must be left alone if possible ; but when planting
is imperative, early autumn is the best time to do it

;

this sometimes saves a year in the time of flowering.
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though little must be expected of them for the first

year. Some of the Hclianthus occasionally get

killed in a severe winter, but I find that divided

pieces often escape when established clumps suffer.

Aquilegias are best done soon after flowering.

Anemone j^iponica alba I have found grows better

when autumn-planted. This plant acts very differ-

ently in some soils to what it does in others, for

sometimes it becomes a troublesome weed, but in

light sandy soils increase is very slow and it never

gets out of bounds. Alliums, such as A. Moly and A.

neapolitanum, may be broken up and replanted now

if necessary. Asters (Michaelmas Daisies) and

Doronicums enjoy frequent division and plenty of

manure. Many of the Campanulas are better for

breaking up, replanting only the strongest crowns.

Chrysanthemum maximum, the perennial Cen-

taureas, Geums, Mertensias, perennial Poppies,

Monardas, and many other things well repay atten-

tion, and in our light soil I find that some plants

generally supposed to do best when divided in

spring, such as Delphiniums, Phloxes, Trades-

cantias and Plumbago LarpentiE, do equally well

when autumn planted, and are well out of hand

before the spring comes upon us.

J. C. Tallack.

imported are to be known distinctly by their shape

alone.

ChamEebatia foliolosa.—If you can get this

dwarf shrub fairly going it is neither tender in

the North Briti,-h climate nor of slow growth. 1

have seen it with its peculiar foliage rising from

stems running like the roots of a Raspberry, to

which botanically it belongs. Cuttings, how-

ever, are very difticult to deal with, I imagine it

likes a little summer shade. The foliage is at once

peculiar and beautiful ; indeed, though its flowers

;,re like those of the Bramble, the chief features

of the plant are confined to the leaves. It is called

the Tar Plant or the Tar Weed, because of its strong

tar-like smell when touched however slightly. If

not too closely examined the beautiful leaves have

some resemblance to old or the darker fronds of

the Filmy Fern (Todea superba). Though the

plant comes from the warm climate of California,

there can be no doubt that the peculiar oily pro-

perties of the foliage will in some degree enable it

to withstand our cold weather. It is a splendid

plant for rockwork, and it is in such a position that

I have seen it thriving to perfection. Its effect on

a rockery when not in flower is that of a dark green

Fern with minutely divided fronds.

^yoo(iviUe, Kirlistall. J- Wood.

NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.

Aster ericoides.—This is one of the most at-

tractive flowers of late autumn, and some I have

just seen from the favoured climate of Torquay are

so pure and beautiful as to vie with the most deli-

cate hot-house grown blossoms. There are two

others, or perhaps three, that resemble it in some

degree, that is, they have small white flowers,

prettily disposed in spray form, with a mingling of

small foliage. They are multiflorus, Tradescanti,

and a white variety of pendulus or horizontalis,

whichever mav prove to be the right name. This

Aster does not grow and spread so rapidly as some,

and it is not one of those that would be improved

by being transplanted every other year, but it

should remain until it makes strong clumps. It is

also better when seen in big specimens, for the

reason that in most gardens it becomes bare of

foliace in the lower part of the stems, which are

3 feet to 4 feet long. In October and Novem-

ber its attractive parts are confined to the

points where the flowers are crowded. As is the

rule, those Michaelmas Daisies which increase

slowly, and are better left alone for years, are the

kinds which rarely do themselves justice bythe

first season's bloom after transplanting. This is

one which might make what would seem a miser-

able show until grown strongly, and I have known

people cast it away because of what has been des-

cribed as its miserable little flowers. It would

indeed be a good plan to let all perennial plants

have their chance until the second year. The pe-

rennial Starworts enjoy a somewhat stiff loam,

deep and rich, say like that for Roses, and although

they will grow anyhow or anywhere, they well re-

pay for good culture.

Chionodoxa Allen i.— I have been told that the

flowers of this species are much larger than those

of C. gigantea, 2 inches across at lea^t. The object

of this note is to learn, if possible, on reliable au-

thority whether the species is really superior to

gigantea, whilst there is yet a little time perhaps

to^secure further supplies known, I believe, to be

fairly well obtainable at present. The bulbs I have

received fairly indicate (so far as we have learnt

of Chionodoxas by observation) that they may attain

11 considerable size, and presumably the foliar and

floral parts may correspond. 1 believe that a great

many of these "bulbs are collected, and necessarily

so, before they are quite in their best condition for

being dug; hence we find that a great deal of the

oater parts of the bulbs shrinks into filmy tunics

prematurely, and we know when they have done

this by the dispvoport.ionately large basal root

rino-s.
" Anyhow, we do not find such a prominence

of the root ring in bulbs that have been lifted in

our gar 'ens when quite ripe ; neither are they quite

so much cone - shaped, but well shouldered or

rounded bulbs. Indeed, the home-grown and the

CARNATIONS FROM SEED.

I WAS turning over the pages of an old volume of

The Garden lately and caught sight of a note

from someone who had purchased a packet of

Carnation seed, and was woefully disappointed be-

cause the seed did not produce plants exactly

like what the vendor of tie seed had promised.

The Carnation Society has given packets of seed

to the members this year who will promise to

raise plants from it under certain conditions, and

I have had something to do to answer queries on

the raising of plants from the seed and the re-

sults to be expected. Fortunately, those members

of the society who are entitled to seed are also

entitled to a copy of the Carnation Manual, and

there we find how much the seedlings vary from

the parent, also the percentage of quite single

varieties, and others inferior in the good qualities

that constitute a Picotce or Carration. One ex-

perienced raiser of seedlings states that 12 to 15

per cent, of single varieties may be expected from

the best named flakes or bizarres, and 70 or 80

per cent, not good enough to grow a second year.

There might be 5 or 6 per cent, good enough to set

apart for growing again. An amateur might also

purchase seed of Picotees and expect to get Pico-

tees from it ; doubtless he would, but there might

be a large proportion amongst the seedlings self

Carnations. One florist, it is stated, raised 300

seedlings from Pride of Penshurst yellow Carna-

tion and had but one yellow variety amongst them.

Amateurs must not expect exact reproductions

from the parent plant in any favourite garden

flower that has been propagated from seed. The

exact reproduction of the parent can be obtained

only by layering. Amateurs raise Carnations and

ol her garden flowers, such as the Pink, the Tulip,

the Hollyhock, Dalilia, Pansy, &c., for the purpose

of obtaining improved varieties, and they take in-

finite pains to fertilise certain high-class varieties

with ttie pollen of other fiist-class sorts, choosing

colours that will harmonise with each other. It

is necessary to raise a large number of plants be-

fore any good results may be expected. The flake

and bizarre Carnations, for instance, are not very

easily further improved, and seedlings from the

best varieties will give plenty of selfs and fanciful

types quite out of the class to which they ought to

belong, and I have also found that the flakes and

t.izarres produce the largest number of single va-

rieties. I believe hundreds of readers of The
Garden are likely to be laisers of seedling Carna-

tions next year, and it is well that they should know

that even from the best seed that it is possible to

save there will be by far the largest proportion of

plants not wort h growing again . This is stated not to

discourage amateurs, but to prepare them for what

they may expect. The seedsman can guarantee

that the seed has been saved from certain varie-

ties or strains, but he does not know his business

if he guarantees the seed to reproduce the parent

plant. I believe that if rose, red, or white selfs of

inferior varieties were grown by themselves

removed to a distance from other varieties, the

chances of exact reproduction would be very much
increased, but Carnations are so easily increased

by layers and pipings, that it is not worth while

to strive for the reproduction of varieties by seed.

I raise a large number of seedlings annually, and

have had many disappointments, but the greatest

delight of Carnation culture, to me at least, would

be gone when I could not anticipate the flowering

of seedling plants for the first time.

I hope, therefore, that no amateur will be dis-

couraged by the above remarks, but rather that

they will be to him an incentive to do his best to

grow the seedlings well, for be it known that

badly-grown plants will not produce good flowers,

whether they are seedlings or named varieties.

The Carnation certainly loves a generous soil

and the careful hand of the gardener. I am try-

ing an experiment by sowing Carnation seed at a

diflierent season of the year than I have hitheito

done, but can say nothing about results at present.

So far I have been very successful by sowing the

seed about the end of March or the first week in

April along wiih half-hardy annuals upon a hot-

bed. The young plants appear in a week or ten

days, according to the heat of the frame. They

are pricked out in boxes like Asters or Stocks, anrl

are generally ready to plant out in the open ground

about the end of May or early in June. They may
be planted after .spring-flowering plants, such is

Hyacinths and Tulips, but the soil should be deep,

moist and enriched with decayed manure. They

may be planted 15 inches asunder if there Is plenty

of ground to s-pare, for the plants will grow to .-r

large size by the end of the season, and the next

year each plant will produce a hundred or moio

flowers. J- Douglas.

Stove and Greenhouse.

PALMS FROM SEED.

At no time were Palms more popular than they

are at the present day, and consequently large

importations of seeds reach this country by

means of which the supply is kept up. Not

only do our nurserymen import seeds for their

own stock, but large numbers are frequently

oflfered for sale at the London auction rooms,

and as a considerable quantity has been an-

nounced for distribution in this way, a few

words as to their general treatment may not be

out of place.

The all-important consideration is to obtain

good seed, that is with the germ in a plump

state, and ready to start into growth when
placed under favourable conditions, for in the

case of many kinds if the seed has been kept

too dry or from other causes, the germ will

shrivel up, while the body of the seed remains

quite fresh and sound, and to anyone un-

acquainted with this peculiarity it appears to

be in very good condition. With the more

rapid means of transit and superior mode of

packing, the seed reaches here as a rule in

better condition than was formerly the case.

The usual way is to pack the seeds in dry earth,

that is a layer of fine earth, then a layer of

seeds till the box is filled, when of course the

seeds will be perfectly air-tight, and, generally

speaking, they reach this country in good con-

dition.

Raising the Plants.

In sowing the seeds, whether in pots, pans,

or boxes, the soil chosen should be a good

yellow loam, lightened by an admixture of

coarse sand. All mixtures of peat, manure,

or leaf mould should be avoided, unless the
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loam is of too heavy a consistency, when a little

well-dcayed leaf nioukl will he of service. It

is hettor to pass the soil throuj;!! a sieve with

half an incli me.sh, a.s the young routs are not

so liable to be injured when potting the seedlings.

In preparing the pots, pans, or boxes for sowing,

fair drainage should be ensured, but Palms do
not recjuire nearly so much drainage as some
subjects, all that is needed being to allow the

surplus water to drain away. The soil must be
pressed down moderately tirm and made level ;

then when the seeds are sown care must be taken
tliat they are not overcrowded, and they should

be covered with soil to abou' their own depth.

Until the young plants nutke their appearance
above ground light is of course not essential,

so that the boxes may l)e stood underneath the

stages or in any out-of- the-way place, provided
a good heat is maintained and the soil

not subjected to any great extremes either

of drought or moisture. The very best po.sition

is a bed of cocoa-nut refuse with a gentle

bottom heat, in which the pots or pans should
be plunged, when if the seed is fresh it may
be reasonably anticipated to soon germinate,
though in this respect many Palms behave in a

very erratic manner, for frequently a few will

make their appearance quickly after sowing,
while the bulk will not germinate till a long
time after. When the tirst leaf is well de-

veloped is a good time to pot off the young
plants, for which purpose the soil should be
tlie same as that above recommended in which
to sow the seed. For the first potting it will

be found an advantage to sift the soil as for sow-
ing. For most of the generally cultivated Palms
small pots known as thumbs are large enough,
and if one good piece of crock be placed in

the bottom of each pot, it will afford sufficient

drainage. As the seed remains for some time
attached to the young jjlant, a good general
guide as to the depth it should be placed in

the soil is thereby furnished, and that is in

potting to place tlie young plants at such
a depth that the seed just rests on the
surface of the soil. The compost employed
must be pressed down moderately firm. Should
the roots be at all matted together, they must
be carefully disentangled, as if broken or
bruised however slightly, the result is likely to

be the death of the plant. After potting and a
watering sufticient to settle the soil, the pots
should be plunged in a gentle bottom-heat,
when the after treatment will consist in water-
ing when necessary and in syringing more or
less frequently, according to the .season of the
year and the weather experienced. It should
be borne in mind that a humid atmosphere is

favourable for most Palms, being very condu-
cive to rapid growth.

As repotting is necessary, much the same
kind of soil may be used, except that a
little well decayed manure will in the case
of the stronger growing kinds be of service.

Palms, as a rule, very much resent being
over-potted, and to the uninitiated it is sur-
prising what effective specimens can be grown
in pots •") inches or G inches in diameter. Of
course, as the pots get full of roots an occa-
sional stimulant is necessary to maintain the
foliage in good condition, and the .soil must not
be allowed to get dry, as if this happens the
foliage is very apt to acquire a sickly hue.
When in small pots and they are full of roots,
it is almost impossible to over-water them,
provided the surplus water is able to drain
away. Wliere Palms are kept in the dwelling
house, a very important factor towards main-
taining them in good condition is to frequently
sponge the leaves with tepid water to remove
the dust, which quickly gathers on the foliage.

As the roots of most Palms are of a dcep-
de.scending nature, they, as a matter of course,
coil round the bottom of the pot, and when
repotting takes place, these roots should l)e

allowed to remain undisturbed, as if injured, it

may prove fatal to the plant.
The principal insect pests from which

Palms suffer are different forms of scale, some
of which are more troublesome than others;
but in the case of any of them the object aimed
at should be to clear them off directly they
make their appearance, as if allowed to tft'ect

a thorough lodgment on the leaves, they are
very diflieult to eradicate without injuring the
tender unfolding foliage.

Varietie.s.

Of Palms that are used for decoration
in a small state may be e.specially men-
tioned the different Kentias now so ex-
tensively grown by all our nurserymen,
Latania borbonica, Cocos Weddelliana, Geo-
noma gracilis, Seaforthia elegans, Areca lutes-
cens, A. aapida, A. Baueri, and A. Verschaf-
felti, Phcenix rupicola, several species of
Chanuerops, Rhapis tlal)elliformis, and Corypha
australis. As several of these wUl do well in a
greenhouse temperature, they are j ust the sub-
jects for a dwelling house ; but in raising them
from seed, even the hardiest are much better if

kept during their earlier stages in the stove, as
they make much more rapid progress, and con-
sequently form effective specimens in much le.ss

time than if they do not get the additional heat
when young. The hardiest of all the above are
ChanKorops excelsa and C. Fortunei, Corypha
australis, and Rhapis flabelliformis. This last

is an exception to the others in its method
of increase, for seeds are rarely obtained

;

but as a set-off", it pushes up suckers freely,

which when sufficiently advanced can be taken
off with their attendant roots and repotted.

H. P.

Protection of bulbs from wet.—The majority
of Dutch bulbs, such as Tulips and Hyacinths, espe-
cially the latter, are apt after being potted to be
allowed to remain uncovered. I refer to protection
from wet after being plunged. In the neighbour-
hood of London I know that some of the best
growers treat their bulbs so, and this without the
.shghtest injury accruing. But farther north I have
proved that if Hyacinths are to retain their roots
they mu>t be protected from heavy rain. Many
failures undoubtedly are caused through this, and
the grower often blames the vendor for supplying
inferior bulbs. My bulbs plunged in cocoa tibre
refuse are arranged in cold frames. The lights are
tilted as high as possible consistent with keeping
the wet out. Many people complain of their Hya-
cinth spikes being dumpy, but the want of roots is

the cause, as when the bulbs are well rooted the
.'pikes are sure to lengthen out under ordinary
treatment.—A. Y.

Massangea musaica.—This is one of the
many Bronieliads remarkable for their handsome
foliage, while in this case the flowers too are very
attractive. It is more frequently known by the
generic name of ^Til'andsia tl an that of Mas-
sangea, though this latter is now regarded as the
correct one. The leaves of this are long and broad
and arranged in a regular vasiforra manner. E.ich
leaf is marked in a curiously irregular fa.shion
with pale yellowish green and daik green, which
present a somewhat singular appearance. It is by
no means particularly free-flowering, but when
the blossoms are produced they are decidedly at-
tractive. The flowers are ananged in a close com-
pact head well above the foliage. They are yellow
at the base and white above—not a particularly
showy combination of colour, but the brightest
part of the inflorescence is the scarlet bracts from
whence the blooms protrude. Another of its class
remarkable for its handsome foliage is the old

Tillandsia splendens, also known as Vricsia splen-
dens. The recurved leaves of this plant, which
are arranged much as in the preceding, are of a
bright green above, while underneath they are of
a lighter tint, irregularly barred with blacki.-h
brown. From a flowering point of view, too, it is

one of the best, the blossoms being borne in an
erect, sword-shaped scape. They are whiti>h and
not particularly showy, but are almost hidden be-
neath the large sc.irlet-coloured bracts, which are
arranged in two rows and closely imbricated. A
Bromeliad with strictly v;iriegated foliage is Nidu-
larium striatum, whose numerous bright green
leaves, whi(!h are about a foot long, are longitudi-
nally striped with white. In this the margdns of
the leaves are freely toothed. The blooms are net
at all showy. The number of Bromeliads remark-
able for their handsome foliage might be con-
siderably extended, while those with showy floral

bracts are even more numerous.—H. P.

CAMELLIAS.
'We cut the first blooms from our Camellia hou.'^e

on November 20, rather earlier than I had expected
them, for although we had a larger percentage (

f

true summer weather in 1892 than 1801, there was
yet no spell of prolonged sunshine and steady htat
to cause a specially early development of bud and
fl'^wer. It is difticult to account for the way in
which planted-out Camellias vary as to their early
or late flowering season. The old French White
and Jellersoni are generally the first, but this year
the former will be two or three weeks later than
alba plena, and Jeffersoni will not be much earlier
than Woodsi and oonspicua. Most of these sorts with
several more have been in their present quartf i-s

nearly fourscore years, and though from a strictly
florists standpoint the flowers may not be able to
hold their own against those of more recent intro-
duction, we find them very useful for table and
small vase work after the Chrysnnthemums are
over, and indeed these semi-double flowers, of
which conspicua and Donkelaari are types, are not
so stiff and formal as the very double blooms. Two
useful old varieties for button-hole work are Lady
Hume's Blush and Cup of Beauty, the latter a
very delicate flower, with its pure white ground
and an occasional vein of pink. Apropos of the
early cutting mentioned above, I think it may be
partly traced to the correction of a little error in
cultural operations. Afterthe annual cutting back
and tying in about the beginning of June, it was
the practice (the house and a portion of the beds
in which the plants are growing being ex-
posed on all sides to the sun) to give a heavy
mulching to prevent the beds drying out and
to encourage back growth below the cutting.
Now, although these ends were served, I found
there was also a tendency to promote rank growth,
which was late in ripening, so for the last
two seasons I have been content with a Utile
loose litter in June and have put on the heavy
mulchings of farmyard (mostly cow) manure about
the end of September, when growth is nearly over
and the buds are swelling up. This change of
practice has been quite satisfactory. The ab-
sence of stimulants during the gi'owing season has
resulted in shorter, more stocky, quicker-ripening
wood and an earlier development of bud, and it is

surprising to note the very rapid plumping up of
the buds with the first heavy watering after the
application of the autumn mulching. As the
appearance and scent of the manure are objection-
able, a thin coating of soil sufticient to entirely
cover it is scattered over the surface. From the
presence of rollers, cords and pulleys on both top
and side lights, it is evident our Camellia house
was at one time shaded, and that rather heavi.'v,

with blinds. These, however, came to grief nearly
twenty years ago, and from that time uniil two or
three seasons ago no shade of any kind was u.'ed,

but, finding that after a heavy afternoon syringing
the foliage towards the top of the house did not
get thoroughly dry before the sun gained consider-
able power the following morning, and that conse-
quently there was a little tendency to scald, I have
for the last two summers t^km the precaution to
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syringe a little summer cloud over the lights some

time'early in May, and this has kept lis quite free

from scald. E. Burrbll.

Claremont

.

SHORT NOTES.—STOVE AND OREENHOUSE.

Double Primula White Lady has been seen

at several suburban shows this autumn blooming pro-

fusely and in very line form. Plants carrying some

five dozen fully expanded flowers, large and pnrc

wliite, certainly have great value just now.

Siphoeamoy'iUH HumboldtianuB.—" S.M."

also .sends this for a name, and says he has it in bush

form, between 2 feet and .'5 feet liigh, and now covered

witli its bright carmine flowers, the exserted antliers

being violet, tlie tube of the corolla about 2 inches

long? This plant, introduced by Mr. Wm. Bull

from Peru, is when well grown very handsome.—
W. H. G.

Asparagus plutnosua as a basltet plant.

—Tliis forms a splendid ba5l;et plant. To grow tins

plant well it must not be cramp?d at the roots, our

baskets being quite 2 feet over. The plants, as they

grow, climb up the chains by which the baskets arc

suspended, and also depend all around, forming

altogether beautiful objects. There are now some

magniticent baskets of this plant in the large winter

garden at Witley Court.—A. Y.

and be reasonable in their conditions. It is

not to be expected that exhil)itors will be

attracted from Scotland and from other parts

nearer town if the prizes are not worth going

so far to win. Why even the growers of some

of the best Grapes not fiu-ther away than the

Orchard and Fruit Garden.

PROPOSED INTERNATIONA.L FRUIT
SHOW.

Are we to have a fruit show ou a very large

scale in London or vicinity next autumn, or has

the project fallen through \ If the scheme is

still entertained, it is certainly time soraetliing

definite was arrived at. Unless this is done,

a considerable number of exhibitors will be at

a disadvantage, this being especially the case

with Grape growers. In some instances it

might be necessary to start the Vines earlier

than usual, while in others, retarding would

have to be resorted to. Even if such was

not the case, the uncertainty that prevails is

not advantageous to the undertaking, and if

a fruit exhibition on extraordinary lines is to

be held, the sooner the date is announced the

better. Want of funds, probably, is the cause.

We who in the country have to chronicle ex-

cellent results at a comparatively small outlay,

do not greatly sympathise with those at head-

quarters, that is to say, the metropolis, who
cannot, or fancy they cannot, do any good

unless so many thousands of pounds are ex-

pended. The proposal to erect a costly build-

int' on the Thames Embankment solely for the

purpose of holding a fruit show was little short

of ridiculous, and I feel certain will never be

carried into effect. It I have been rightly

informed, this structure and other extras not

always associated with fruit shows would have
swallowed up the greater part of the proposed

guaranteed fund, the prize list and expenditure

in the way of music and other attractions being

anything but excessive. In order to make the

undertaking a financial success it was proposed

to extend the exhibition over a period of ten or

more days, and this from an exhibitor's point

of view would have proved a huge mistake. It

may be the idea was to devote so many days

to certain kinds of fruit, none that was valuable

being kept long enough to spoil. Otherwise some
sort of compensation ought in such cases to be
given. It is bad enough to keep a fruit show
intact to late on a Saturday evening, but it

would be still more unfair to insist upon
perishable fruit remaining over Sunday.

If Londoners want to see a really fine show
of fruit, they have only to offer liberal prizes

Ferriere mode of fixing the bottles.

west of England would not compete at Earl's

Court simply because the value of the prizes

did not warrant them in cutting their beat

fruit, and there will have to be a considerable

advance in the liberality of those who frame

the prize lists before a really representative

meeting of growers takes place. Not being

sufficiently acquainted with the city of London,

I am not in a position to recommend any par-

Mr. Dodd's tube for Grapes.

ticular hall or site for a proposed fruit bhow,

but should have thought the Guildhall quite

good enougli for the purpose. In all proba-

bility it would hold a fine display of fruit (trade

growers' space being limited somewhat and with

advantage, too), and yet afford ample space for

all the visitors that would be likely to pay for

admittance. If the Guildhall is out ot the

question, then why not erect tents on the Em-

am greatly mistaken these are not the class of

people that would patronise a fruit show, or be
greatly instructed by anything they sec. Would
the Edinburgh .show have been a success finan-

cially if it had depended upon the inhabitants
of that city I I venture to think not. The
greater part of the visitors was attracted from
all parts of the country, every di.'itrict contri-

buting its quota. It would be much the same,
or fierhaps to a greater extent, if a really

grand show was held in London or vicinity,

and this being indisputable, whystudy Londoners
so much in the matter ? The first week in Sej)-

tember is about the best time that could pos-
sibly be named for holding a good all-rounl
show of fruit, and this for several reasons
other tlian the fact that tents would answer will
at that period. About that time there wouli
be abundance of non-keeping Grapes available,

while the later or more showy varieties could
also be ripened sufficiently for exhibition with-
out detriment to the crops. Then, again,
Peaches and Nectarines would still be plentiful

under glass, and most probably abundance Lc
ripe in the open. Plums would be at their
best, most Pears and Apples be sufficiently

matured to exhibit, and small fruits be still

available. It should also be remembered that
the thousands of gardeners and others inter-

ested in fruit culture who came up from the
country would want to .see something besides
the fruit show, and if the parks were in a
poor plight, as tliey usually are in (_)ctobci-,

what else in the horticultural line is there fur

them to see \

I am no lover of the Crystal Palace, and
never shall be till there is a more direct com-
munication with London, but, all the .same, [

fail to see why a great international fruit exhi-
bition should not be held there. No better
building could possibly be found, as there is

abundance of room for everything and every-
body. With this convenience free of cost, the
company, it may be, contributing handsomely
to the prize list, surely what further is needed
in the way of subscriptions ought easily to be
collected. By all means make it a civic affair,

though there ought to be no great difficulty in
giving the exhibition all the hint incidental to a
royal opening. That gardeners throughout the
lengtli and breadth of the land would fully aj)-

preciate and sujiport such a display of fruit as
would be brought together I can vouch for, and
such a gathering might be held as to faiidy

eclipse anything of the kind ever seen this side
of the Tweed at any rate. W. Iggulden.

Thoniei) mnV bottles.

bankment in lieu of the expensive wooden
structure as proposed ? Tents were thought

too cold for a late display of fruit, but why
hold the show so late in the season \ Doubtless,

if held before October, very many " city men "

will be away for their holidays ; but unless I

Peaclies in pots.— I observed a very appre i-

able failure last spring in pot Peaches, the blooms
falling early, leaving a very thin set of fruit.

This failure was ascribed to various causes, but
I am disposed to think that sufficient water
is not given to pot trees in tbe winter, the pre-
sumption being that with trees at rest water is

hardly essential to existence. And yet Peaches
go to rest just as much when planted out in the
open ground, and, as a rule, whilst so at rest ob-
tain naturally the chief of their water supply. It

that be so, is it not very probable that with the
roots comparatively dry in the pots for several
weeks the buds must materially suffer? To have
kept the roots moist would have kept (he bu-ls

plump.—A.

Vine snaes —It is difficult to find a more .np-

propria'e designation for the long, crooked, and
ugly spurs found so frequently on old Vines.
There seems to be no reason why these long
spurs should be left on rods, but it seems to

be a practice with many growers. In time the
product is small thin wood and very poor bunches.
If the process of pruning compels the formation of

these long spurs after a few years' fruiting, would
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it not be l)etter ere the evil gels too great to carry

up new rods from the l)ase of the old ones, more
frequently cutting away the whole of the spurs

one-half or one-third the length of the old rod

according to the run of the roof, tying the new rod

i'l to fruit where the spurs liave been taken off,

and so continuing to extend it the following years?

Thus instead of seeing, as is so often the cate now,
A'ines all >nags, these old rods would be replaced

every few years.

KEEPING GRAPES.
Will some reader kindly tell mo the best, kind
of house to put up for keeping Grapes as long

as possible, as I am afraid I shall not be able

Soetiou of Grape room at HecliiielJ,

to keep them long in my present room, which
is over a .stoke-hole, and generally stands at
00"? I have just taken out one row of glass

from the windows and put in perforated zinc

to cool it, but am afraid there will be too much
air, as a correspondent in a recent issue said

that a cool, dry, close room was necessary. My
Grapes are mostly Gros Colman and a few
Alicante. I suppose it is useless now to build
a proper room this season, being too late to get
dry. I want to keep (500 or 700 lbs. to market
about March if possible, prices being so low
now.-G. C. S.

*^* A room over a stoke-hole is anything but a
good position for storing Grapes in, especially if

the temperature stands so high as C0°. From 45°
to ')(P has been repeatedly proved to best meet the
case, and a room that keeps near these figures
without either the assistance of much fire-heat or
the admittance of air is most desirable. The best
place I have yet found for keeping Grapes in is a
sp.ire bedroom in a laige old house. This is on
the north side, has thick hollow walls, and is duly
ceiled. There is a fire-place in it, but this is only
used during the prevalence of very severe weather,
being blocked up at all other times. There is a
tight-fitting shutter to the window, and this is

seldom opened, while the door is also kept locked.
It will be found that Grapes in still warmer houses
or rooms are constantly cool, and which can be
most surely tested by placing a berry against the
cheek, and in the comparatively low temperature
of a fruit room they are still c jlder. If a room is

ventilated freely directly after a change from very
cold to quite warm weather, the warm air quickly
condenses on the cold walls, the moisture trickling
down in streams, and we are told that this is

simply the frost coming out of the walls. Much
the same thing is liable to happen if warm air
from the outside, and which is naturally highly
charged with moisture, comes into contact with the
Grapes, and once the skins have been damaged in
that way, decay of the berries is inevitable and rapid.
That is why Grapes keep so much better in a cool,
properly constructed room than in a vinery where
much greater fluctuations of temperature and free
ventilation at times are unavoidable. It is surpris-
ing what a great number of bunches may be hung

in a small room, a series of simple racks formed so

as to support half-pint bottles in a sloping direc-

tion being all that is necessary on each side of tlie

room. Mr. Kobinson in his work on the " Parks
and Gardens of I'aris " first drew attention to the
simplicity and effectiveness of this plan of keeping
Grapes, and the simple woodcuts here given will

do more towards instructing "G. C. S."than any
number of paragraphs from my pen. A bedroom
not being available, then ought "G. C. S." and
others who are anxious to keep a large quantity of

Gr.apes till the .spring, or, say, up to May, to con-

struct a building specially for the purpose. In
some instances it might be possible to convert a
leanto shed on the north side of a wall into a
Grape room, a wooden floor being formed, the walls

thatched, and the roof either ceiled

inside or thatched on the outside. If

necessary a room could be built against

a north wall preferably as being the

coolest site and least affected by fluctua-

tions of temperature, the side being
either a wall of hollow brick or stone,

or of wooden posts and match-board-
ing, a heavy thatch of either straw,

Keeds, or Heath being necessary in this

case. The roof should be either slated

and ceiled, or. better still, slated and
th,atched. What light is needed at

different times can best be admitted
by either a hinged top light or from
one end, this being covered up as a
rule. A single hot-water pipe carried

round the room might be serviceable

at times for the purpose of either ex-

pelling damp or for preventing very low
temperatures through the opening in

the roof. " G. C. S." can easily estimate

what length his room should be, the height being

regulated according to the wall against which it

is to be constructed, .and the length by the num-
ber of rails the room will hold and the average

width of bunches, every bunch being allowed to

swing just clear of its neighbours. 1 can only

advise " G. C. S." to place a layer of perfectly dry

aslies or some other non-conducting m.aterial be-

tween the brickwork of the stoke-hole and the

flooring of his room, and if the flue p.asses through
the room, to divert this if possible.—W. I.

ground rather th.in with vegetable crops. The
constant moving of the soil and heavy manur-
ing needful in the hitter case is too productive of

gross wood; hence the frequent need for root-

pruning. If trees were more properly root-pruned

before planting, so as to ensure the production of

numero\is fibrous roots, much hater trouble might
be saved. Trees are often planted too deeply.

The soil in the holes is, as it should be, deeply

broken up, the trees are pl.anted level with the

firm soil, and later down they go as the foil

settle*. It is better to err on the side of elevat-

ing, .as it is easy to feed the roots by top-drcfs-

ing if ne.ar the surface than when the roots are

several inches below the surface. We may not

expect to see any very appreciable effect of the

present fruit-planting efforts for several years, but

the large importations of American Apples already

in our markets show how gre.at is the home void in

hardy fruit we have to fill.— A. D.

Transplanting small Apple trees.—Those

who have a few strong growing varieties that fruit

sparingly should lift them with as many roots in-

tact as possible and with earth attached

and replant in good loam, manuring on the

surface after planting or in the early spring

months. I find that by this system much
finer fruits are secured from bush or small

trees if lifted every two years, growing a

sufficient number for some to crop each year.

I note this system is largely practised in our

fruit nurseries to get good samples, with the

result that nicely balanced trees always full

of spurs and fruiting wood are obtained.

Such trees the first year after lifting present

a nice appear.ance, and there is always a

certainty of a crop even when Apples are

scarce. There are many varieties, such as

King of Tompkins Co. .and Bramley's Seed-

ling, that require lifting to check strong

growth if large fruits are desired, and the

transpl.anting is good for the weaker growers,

as it forms fruit-buds, and with the roots a

mass of fibre they may be fed from the sur-

f<ace, and thus be in a better position to sup-

port large fruits and to impart high colour

and finish.— S. B.

Fruit planting.—There is nothing like

making absolutely new plantations, and
starting free from .all old associations with

worn-out soils and decrepit trees. It is

specially wise to get trees planted early. In

spite of the late heavy rains, soils gener-

ally are in good condition for planting, and
where sodden these ought to be avoiiled. It

would be far better if gardeners would pl.ant

their bush and pyramid hardy fruits in special

PROTECTING VINE ROOTS IN WINTER.

Of hate years I have not placed over the roots of

late Vines a heavy covering of short manure or

litter, as I found this did more harm than good,

and I see " Practical" is of the same opinion. It

will be found that a border covered with a great

thickness of manure or litter through the wintfr

months is kept in a very wet state, the air .and

whatever sun could have reached the roots having

been kept away and the surface roots killed. As
described at p. 4.51, it is necessary to cover the

roots of Vines that are being forced, but even then

there is no adv.antage in using too much manure
that soon decays, and, of course, gets into a solid

wet mass. The roots of Vines are much hardier

than is thought, as I h.ave seen them uninjured

with only a few inches of surface soil as a cover-

ing during severe weather. On the other hand, it

may be pointed out how quickly the frost injurs s

the roots of pot Vines not plunged or protected.

I do not say that covering of the roots is not neces-

sary, but it may be done with lighter and drier

material and at less cost, and present a neater ap-

pearance. For protecting early forced Vines there

is scarcely anything better than leaves in a dry,

fresh state, and I find there is no better coverirg

for these than corrugated zinc sheets, which are

not very expensive and are soon placed in position.

These corrugated sheets are useful for many other

purposes. I use them on the borders outside of the

Muscat house to prevent the berries cracking from

too much moisture at the roots. The corrugated

Interior of Grape room at Thomery.

sheets may often be found useful where late Gr.ape

are kept "hanging as long as possible, as when

placed over the roots they throw off the autumn

rains, When so employed "it is best to place pitce*
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ot 4-inch quartering boards or bricks under them;
this gives a free admission of air to the roots
thus allowing the Vines to finish their growth, the
loots alsT making progress. I do not think Vines
forced hard should ever be planted outside. With
midsea^on houses there is less difficulty, and here
the value of leaves is far greater than a mnss of
manure. In these borders warmth is not the thing
required, so that only a few inches of leaves aie
necessary. These should be used as dry as pos-

sible, covering as advised with the sheets after-

wards. When leaves are used for covering, they
may be applied as soon as they can be secure! I

prefer Oak or Beech, as they rlo not decay quickly,
I have also used spent Mushroom manure with ad-
vantage, this being light and porous, therefore
frost-resisting. A few inches of this over the roots
ot late Vines will be found beneficial, as it is ab-
sorbed by the roots during the winter.

G. Wythes.

GRAPE GROS GUILL.4UME.

As a reader of The Gabdex I have been much
interested in the remarks ot your correspomJents
in late issues on the culture of this Grape on its

own roots r.nd also worked on the Bluck Ham-
burgh. I have had a little e.xperience in grow-
ing it, but unler somewhat different conditions
from those of W. IggulJtn and " E. M." Twelve
years ago I had charge of a large Muscat house,
where I thought I could find room for an addi-
tional rod, and decided to try Gros Guillaume.
The varieties alrealy planted were Muscat of
Alexandria and Mrs. Pince. The Vines were about
ten years old and doing fairly well. I procured a
young cane of the Robert's variety of Gros Guil-
laume, as it was called, and inarched it on a young
rod of Muscat of Alexandria, which I had led up
from a side spur. The graft t lok well and grew
vigorously from the first, and always ripened its
wood well ; the stock also did well. I always cur-
tailed the shoulders of the bunches of Gros Guil-
laume at thinning time as a convenient way of
reducing the size of the bunches, so as to ensure
a better finish. I generally thinned out the
cantre of the bunch pretty well, as I found that
in swelling, a berry or two would burst if left
too thick, and if given plenty of water they
swelled to a good size. " E. M." says that his
Gros Guillaume on its own roots was only
second-ra'e in point of flavour, but I can as-
sure him that it is not so when worked on
the Musrat of Alexandria in a Muscat house.
Flavour was one of the main points which placed
the produce of this Vine at the top of large entries
in the " any black " class at the Liverpool Novem-
ber_ shows more than once. I sometimes had a
diflioulty in getting the colour well up, especiiilly
in those bunches furthest away from the ventila-
tors

;
but the fact of the garden being inside the

borough of Liverpool may explain the reluctance to
throw open the ventilators, I fully agree with
what "E M "savs as to Gro^ Gui'laum° never pro-
ducing ugly binche' ; indeed, I oft»n felt s-orry to
cut off such finely-shaped b mches when making a
selection for the crop. In the tea yea's during
which I had charge of this Vine, it never failed to
show plenty of fruit, and set so thickly, that the
thinning of tho-e large bunches required a deal of
patience. I aimed at growing the crop on alter-
nate spurs every year, and I generally left three
eyes on those spjrs which were to fruit the yenr
following. When grown under the above condi-
ti )ns, I think, all things C3nsidered, Gros Guillaume
is really a first-class Grape, noble in appearance, of
good flavour and keeps pretty well. As it requires
nothing special in the way of cnlture, I would
advise the introduction of at least one rod into
evsry Muscat vinery. Ste.vtii.vllan.

Staking fruit trees.— I have seen many
market plantations of trees which have been left
unstaked, and I have never found th.at any good
results followed. In most cases the stems become
unduly warptd. the heads lop-sided or injured, and

the whole plantation has worn a very wretched
aspect. The old notion of planting deeply to
secure for the roots a good grip of the ground,
trampling in on them several inches of soil, and
making it as heavy and hard as possible, is happily
an exploded one. It is far wiser to plant com-
paratively shallow and give the tree proper support
than to trust to such methods. Ha|ipy are those
planters who have at command a large quantity of

stout Ash, Hazel, or Larch stakes to make into
tree supports. These if sound and new should
endure at least two years, by which time trees will

have secured good root-hold of the soil. If these
be properly pointed ai:d smoothed off at the
bottoms, their forcing into the soil can hardly
be productive of harm to the roots. It is best to

have the stakes a couple of inches from the stems,
so that the ties may be rather loose, and have for
the first year, to wedge them slightly, a wad of
hay or grass. The heads in that way secure a
little play—indeed, quite enough for motion with-
out inducing friction.—A.

NOTES ON STRAWBERRIES.
I.v reply to the following questions concerning
Strawberries

—

1, Best kinds for flavour mid bearing in

your district
;

2, Best early and late hinds for open-air
culture

;

3, New or littlehiormi sorts you haoe found
worthy of enUivation

;

4, Mode of treatment to secure the best and
most regular crops;

we have to thank correspondents in all paits
of the kingdom for replies.

The Strawberry crop has been very fine,

and Presid-nt is the best Strawberry in our ndgh-
bourhood for main crop. It is of rather pale
colour, but of the richest Pine flavour. La Grosse
Sucree succeeds also very well as an early variety.
Strawberries grow very well in almost any good
garden ground, but succeed best in rather strong
loam of a good depth and in a somewhat moist
situation. Previous to planting, the ground should
be well trenched and plenty of good manure inter-

mixed. Planting is best performed about the
middle of August or as soon as well-rooted runners
can be secured. Sometimes I have layered Straw-
berries very successfully for planting on small
pieces of turf 1 inch or more thick ; the roots do
not then become twisted and interlaced as they do
in pots. The turves may be sunk a little into the
ground and kept watered ; in transplanting they
should be carefully lifted with a trowel. It is not
always convenient to prepare land for Strawberries
at the season above named, but it is of great iiu-

portance that the young plants should be put into
their permanent quarters early, and receive every
encouragement to get established before winte-.
Showery weather should be selected if possible.
Strawberry plants that have been forced are avail-
able for forming an outside plantation where the
fruit has been gathered, but the balls should be
thoroughly soaked in water and the leaves dipped
in a soft soap solution if they are infested with
red spider. When planting Strawberries, the soil,

which should be moderately moist, must be made
quite firm about their roots. The distance at
which to plant varies a little according to the
strength of soil and the varieties. Generally the
rows should lie about 2 feet, and the plants IJ
feet asunder in I he rows. The soil shoidd never
be dug between Strawberry plants, as "there are so
many roots near the surface which would be de-
stroyed. Fresh Strawberry plantations should be
made every year, as young plants produce larger
and in every way superior fruit to old ones. If

fruit of remarkable size and beauty is desired, the
trusses should be well thinned out as soon as the
fruit is set ; leave only the finest and most promi-
nent looking ben ies. The plants should be kept
clear of all useless runners. The vigour of the

plants and the quality of the fruit will be much
improved by copious applications of manure water.

Three, or at the most four, years is as long as a
plantation should be allowed to stand.— A. Wagg,
Ossiiigtoii Hall, Neirark.

In choice of ground for this crop I prefer

that which is moderately heavy to that which is

light or sandy. Anyone who can break grass land
that has not been turned up for a few years will

grow Strawberries to perfection. Old garden soil

we trench to the depth of 2 feet, and put some
well- rotted manure at the bottom, as well as mix it

through the whole of the soil. In preparing the

plants all are layered into small pot s early in July
;

by the first week in August they will have good
balls of roots, when they are planted 2 feet 6 inches

between the rows, and 2 feet in the row. Give
the soil a good treading in dry weather, as the
plants are more prolific in firm soil. When the
young plants are first planted they should be well

looked to with water, so that they do not receive a
check. At the end of September I give the plants a
mulching of old Mushroom-bed manure. I do not
keep the plants after three years. I make a fresh

plantation every year. It is very important that

the plants should be kept free from weeds and
superfluous runrers. They are too often neglected

after the fruit is gathered ; the crowns get choked
up and do not ripen. It they do not die during the

winter, they fail to produce a satisfactory crop the

following year. The kinds I grow are King of

Earlies, rather small, but of good flavour, and the

first to ripen ; this is followed in a few days by
Laxton's Noble, a large handsome fruit, but soft

and deficient in flavouc; this I shall not increase.

Vicomtesse de Thury is the ore I depend mainly
upon both for forcing and preserving, a first-rate

cropper and good in flavour. President and Sir

Joseph Paxton are known to all as being good.

Dr. Hogg is of splendid flavour and a good
cropper. A. F. Barron is a handsome fruit and of

good flavour, but does not bear so well with me.

Aberdeen Favourite and Captain are good hardy
kinds and fruit well. Laxton's Commander is very

prolific and holds up its fruit on a strong stalk,

but it does not swell off equally ; many remain
small and have the appearance of being scalded.

Of late kinds Waterloo is excellent, of good ap-

pearance and good flavour. It makes few runners

and does not crop well the first year after planting,

but does well the second and third years. Oxonian
and Stirling Castle are useful late sorts here.

—

W. TUNNINGTON, Caldcrstone, Liverpool.

Our crop of potted Strawberries being of

more importance to us than those grown in the

open ground, we pursue a system of cultivation

and grow the sorts which seem best adapted to our

requirements. We layer into fruiting pots annually

about 3300 plants, consisting chiefly of Keens',

Malakoff, Paxton, President, Napier, and Waterloo,

with perhaps a new sort or two for trial, and they

are brought forward in much the same order as

that in which they appear here. We take our crop

of outdoor fruit from the two-year-old bed, whi e

the bed planted last year is devoted entirely to the

raising of pot plants for next season's forcing.

Besides the six above named most of the leading

sorts have been tried and discarded because they

appeared to possess no advantage over these, and
an omnium gatherum of sorts is merely an interest-

ing nuisance.—F. Harrison, Knondcy Hardens,

Frescot.

We grow very few varieties—Black Prince,

Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury, La Grosse Sucree,

James Veitch, President, Sir Charles Napier, and
Loxford Hall ; they ripen in the order given. The
best for flavour are Black Prince, Vicomtesse
Hericart de Thury, President and Sir Charles

Napier; the three former are consistent bearerr.

Black Prince bciuj; the earliest and Loxford Hall

the latest. I have net tried any new kinds, but
have John Ruskin this year for the first season, so

cannot say much of it at present. We renew our

beds every three or four years at the latest, layer-

ing the runners in pots and planting out in August
if possible. Our soil being very light and sandy,

we trench in plenty of farmyard manure ; after

planting, mulching with the longest of the same. I
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do not find it advisable to dig between the estab-

lished plants, soil being so light. After cutting off

runners and decayed foliage and cleaning the beds

we top-dress or mulch with manure at once, and
with litter again in the spring ; by so doing we
generally manage to have good crop's, but we can-

not stand a lot of dry weather.—N. Suekwoou,
Chet)v>jnil I'arli, Xarjiort. Salop.

Of the newer kinds of Strawberries, Noble
has proved to be an acquisition as a general early

cropper; its colour and size are good, while Presi-

dent, Sir Joseph Paxton, and a few other older

kinds still hold their ground as good midseason
varieties. Eleanor or Oxonian is a good sort. One
of the best doers with me is James Veitch, a large

sort, and one of the best to till the basket, and if

left to ripen well the quality is good. Old beds of

three or four years' standing are best chopped up
or trenched in, and new ones formed of the earliest

runners in July,—A. Harding, Orion Hall, Hunts.

Best kinds for flavour here are La Grosse

Suoree, Sir Joseph Paxton, James Veitch and Presi-

dent. Best early and late sorts : La Grosse Sucr^e,

Keens' Seedling, early ; The Countess and l're.>-ident,

late. Mode of treatment to secure good crops:

Well trench the ground two spits deep, adding at

the same time a good dressing of half-rotten cow
manure, and in September sow on surface a fair

dressing of soot, well raking the same in, after-

wards planting strong runners (from pots) 2 feet (!

inches from row to row and 2 feet from plant to

plant ; then top-dress them with rotten manure for

the winter. With the above treatment we gene-
rally secure very fine fruit ; James Veitch and
Countess (5 inches to 7 inches in circumference,
and other sorts equally fine.

—

V. Clarke, Lon-iker,

Penrith.

We grow only a few varieties of Straw-
berries, and the one that I find to do best here is

Sir Joseph Paxton—undoubtedly one of the finest

and best flavoured Strawberries in cultivation. It

does remarkably well here on our light sandy soil,

never failing to yield a good crop. When six ber-

ries will take up halt a pound weight, there are
plenty of them, I think but few varieties will

equal it. Our mode of treatment is to prepare the
ground in the winter, say November, by deeply dig-
ging and giving it a heavy dressing of manure from
the farmyard the following summer as soon as the
runners are large enough, from maiden plants pre-
ferred. We lay them into small pots firmly filled

with good lonm ; they should be ready to plant out
in the first week in August. By such treatment we
have some of the finest of Strawberries.—J. Lang-
ley, Tidsniorr JIall, ]Vcst Felion, Osn'estry.

• The Strawberry crop has been a very good
one in these gardens, and I have not heard many
complaints from neighbouring places. We grow
Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury largely for forcing

;

the fruit is of a good colour outdoors for pre-
serving. Sir Joseph Paxton is a good one for pack-
ing when going long distances. Sir Harry is a
good-looking fruit on the table when well grown,
with just a few Laxton's Noble for early fruit.

President is our all-round favourite, it is a sure
cropper, of hardy constitution, fine large fruit, and
of good flavour. It should be liberally used,
given deep trenching, and plenty of good farmyard
manure, and in cases where the soil is light a good
coating of marl dug in is a great help ; mulching
in the spring greatly assists the plants to swell the
fruit, and if dry give liberal waterings.—C. Flack,
Cliolinontldi'ij Castle, Nantirich.

I do not go in for many varieties. Noble is
the earliest, but from what I have seen of John
Ruskin, that variety will take the place of Noble.
It is earlier, of better flavour, and seems as if it

would travel better. For main crop, Vicomtesse
Hericart de Thury is decidedly the best, though
President and Sir Joseph Paxton do very well. Fil-
bert Pine is the best late kind. My mode of cul-
ture is to plant out forced pl.ants 2^ feet between
the rows and 2 feet in the rows as soon as a piece
of vacant ground is available, digging deeply and
manuring heavily, the flowers being picked oft for
the first year to induce runners to come early for
forcing. Lite or any sorts not suitable for forcing

arc layered in iiinch pots and planted out as op-

portunity offers, taking a crop of winter Onions or

Lettuce between tli6 rows the first year. When
the ground is cleaned in the autumn, atop-dressing
of spent Mushroom manure is very beneficial. I

consider that mulching early with litter from the

stable goes a long way towards jjrolon^ing the

crop, especially if dry weather sets in before ripen-

ing begins. A good soaking with liquid manure
while the plants arc in bloom assists them greatly.

—D. MclNTOSll, Ashhi/ Hall, Lincoln.

With regard to Strawberries, our best and
main-crop kind is the British Queen, which does
well here, but this season it has not been so

good, nor have any of the others, as the cold

affected the setting or the swelling, for many were
pinched or deformed and did not attain the size

they ought or acquire the flavour. For a first early

we grow Noble on a sunny border, as though poor
in quality it is long before any other, and makes
a fine looking dish. To succeed it we depend on
Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury, which is rich and
good, and after this we depend on the Queen.
This we plant in rows a yard apart and 18 inches

from plant to plant, as to have the fruit colour

well the plants must have plenty of room. I tried

John Ruskin as a second early, but have destroyed
the bed on account of t' e fruit mil ie'sing, and
shall grow it no more. Litest o' All I am rather

pleased with, as though a weakly doer an 1 making
but little top, it i-i a gieat cro per and bears very

large fruit withsonietliingof the Queen flavour, and
as it ripens later is likely t-> be a valuable addition
in gardens. The favourite here for preserving is the

Elton, which is a free bearer and tins fine deep-

coloured fru't, sub ac'd and good for all kitchen

use=. John Powi 11 is the kind in most esteem with

market growers around here, as it is a good cropper
and hardy, and bears handling better than most
others, and is of fair flavour. Cherries have been
a heavy crop, especially on standards, and Morellos

were full of fruit. Plums were almost a total

failure both on walls and in the open. Peaches
and Nectarines had plenty of fruit, but they did

not swell kindly. Apricots were thin and small

too, as it was not warm enough for them, and
they ripened very slowly. Walnuts were a heavy
crop, but Filberts were thin.—J. SheppARD, Wool-

vcrstone I'arlt, I/isn'tdi.

The earliest and best was John Ruskin, of

excellent quality. Noble is a very showy, early fruit

and does well, but of poor flavour. Vicomtesse
Hericart de Thury is an excellent early Strawberry
for forcing. President succeeds the latter, and is

a sure cropper for late cropping. I have found

Wizard of the North, Filbert Pine, and Waterloo
are the best late sorts ; other sorts are grown, but

the above I consider the best. I frequently here

plant out a quantity that has been forced, and if

taken care of as regards watering and during sum-
mer good results follow, but for Strawberry plan-

tations I prefer to layer runners in small pots as

early as possible, and to plant out on well-prepared

and richly manured ground.—D. LuMSDEN, Jilox-

hiibn Hall, Lincoln.

This is not a good garden for Strawberry

cultivation, especially in dry seasons. The soil is

rather poor and close to the chalk. As a rule I

make a fre.sh plantation every year. I find the

best crops the second year. I do not cut the leaves

off. I used to do so, but find they do better if the

runners are carefully cut off and the leaves left on.

I give my beds a good mulching of farmyard ma-
nure every autumn, and find it very advantageous.

—G. NlSBET, Hunstanton Hall.

The best Strawberry for flavour of a fair sized

fruit I find is Sir Joseph Paxton. It bears well

and tiavels well also. President and Vicomtesse

Hericart de Thury also crop heavily. Noble is a

good early kind and a great bearer; although not so

good in flavour as later kinds, it is the best early

I know of, and most useful for forcing. I find by

planting Noble on a south border I can gather first

week in June from one-year-old plants, planting

,nbout 20 inches apart. Then follow Sir Joseph

Paxton, President, i:c., from open ground, which

are destroyed every two or three years ;
the.se last

to the end of July : then we have O.tonian on a

north border, which carries us well on through
August; consequently we have a long season of out-

door Strawberries. Our .'oil here is very light and
dry, and requires a lot of care and libour to keep
fruit trees and plants alive, much le.-s in a good
fruitful ccmdition.

Strawberries have been a very fine crop.

We only grow a few of the standaid kinds, viz.,

Vicomtesse Heiicart de Thury, President, Sir J.

Paxton, James Veitch, Dr. Hogg, La Grosse Sucrfe,
Elton Pine and Filbert Pine. Dr. Hogg I consider

the best flavoured. La Grosse Sucree is also of

very fine flavour. Elton Pine is much liked as

the best late sort ; it was this season commented
upon as being very sweet. I can strongly recom-
mend Filbert Pine as a most useful late kind for

light soils ; it is a heavy cropper. The plantations

are renewed every two or three years, and during
the autumn leceivea good mulching of long stable

litter, which remains on till after the fruit is

gathered, when runners and all loose material are

cleared off, the beds cleaned and slightly stirred

with a fork and kept freefrom weeds until mulched
again. With the above mode of treatment I have
secured regular crops for the past twenty years.

—

W. liOW, Huston Hall, Tlietford.

I find the best way to ensure a good crop
of fine Strawberries is to well manure and trench

the land. Make the rows 2 feet apart, plant a
foot apart from plant to plant in rows. Tlie second

year remove every alternate plant to allow more
room for established plants. Manure in autumn
and spring, and never dig amongst the plants.

Make fresh beds every three or four years. The
best early is Noble, though the flavour is not first

r.ite. The best all round is President, whether for

flavour, productiveness or size. Auguste Nicaise,

Due de Malakoff, Admiral Dundas also crop well.

Commander and Latest of All are the best of the

new ones I have yet tried.—W. WAINWEIGHT, Kim-
hcrlcy, M'ymondham, A'orfolk.

Strawberries, as a rule, do very well in this

district. They are planted in rows from 2 feet to

3 feet apart and from 18 inches to 20 inches in the

row on well-manured ground, and the plants are

allowed to stand and crop for two years or three

years at the most. The ground between the rows
is kept clean and free from weeds, but it is never

dug, nor the roots of the plants disturbed at any
time. It is heavily mulched early in February

with rough stable litter, which protects the plants

and acts as a manure to the roots. By the time

the Strawberries are ripe all the impurities have

been worked out of it, and it acts then as a pro-

tection in keeping the fruits clean. There are not

a great many varieties grown in this district. The
most reliable cropper is President, of which great

quantities are grown. Laxton's Notde I find to be

the earliest kind for open-air culture, and the

fruits are much earlier and larger from plants the

fir.st year after planting. I make it a rule to have

a fresh plantation made every year, as I find the

fruits ripen eight to ten davs before the old-

established plantations. It is not a first-rate

flavoured Strawberry, but it is a very useful one,

has a noble appearance, and answers either for

dessert or preserving. The other kinds we grow
here besides President and Noble that do well are

Vicomtesse H. de Thury, Sir Joseph Paxton, and

Black Prince. I have ordered several of the new
kinds to give them a trial, but I find from experi-

ence that a variety may do well in one place and

badly in another.—A. Pettigrew, Castle Gardens,

Card i If.

We find Strawberry beds best renewed

every third or fourth year. I generally add to my
beds by planting out the plants that have been

forced each year. After planting we mulch very

heavily, never digging the beds, simply hoeing to

keep down weeds. The plan generally adopted

round this neitihbourhood is to layer runners into

pieces of tuif or 3-inch pots and plant out in

September. Vicomtesse Hericart de Thuiy and

Briti.sh Queen are tlie most popular. Laxton's

Noble has its admirers, but it is rather acid.—G.

.ToUDAN, Harh.'tcad Hcctory, fjisn-ic!i.

Vicomtes.se Hericart de Thury stands at the

head of th; list here for general usefulness, and I
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question if tliere is a Strawberry in cultivation to
equal this variety as an all-round one, being equally
as useful for pot culture as it is for the open air,

the fruit beinp of the finest flavour. Sir Joseph
Paxton still holds its ovpn for pot culture and in
the open as well, high cultivi.tion being needed to
swell the fruit to its propersize. The same remark
applies to James Veitch, only it does not bear quite
so freely. Empress Eugenie is another e.xcellent
dessert fruit of fine flavour. President is a most
abundant bearer, here at any rate, thick straw
collars being needed round each plant to keep the
fruit from lying on the ground. Of newer sorts
that have been tried here, Wateiloo, Loxford
Hall, and Noble have been kept to see if they will
improve by good cultivation. Of the three, Loxford
Hall is the best flavoured ; Waterloo is next, with
beautiful dark coloured fruit ; and here, at any
rate, Noble's qualifications lie in its size of berry
and colour. Few of these highly recommended
new sorts will compare favourably with older ones
for general usefulness ; there may be places where
they do better than others, but that is the excep-
tion, not the rule. I specially prepare the
ground for Strawberries, as they deligbt in a deep
rich soil, not made so with rank manure that
would only create a great leafage at an e^^ense
of fruit. A knowledge of the soil to be dealt
with is most necessary. A light soil needs a heavy
moisture-holding manure such as cow's, and clayey
soil needs it of a lighter character to keep it open.
The plants are put out in the rows 2 feet apart.
Whether they be runners or forced p'ants they are
well mulched with the same material as the ground
is manured with. After the crop is taken the
plants are iuimediately cleared of all runners and
weeds, and if the spring mulching is much gone, a
fresh supply should be put on to enable the plants
to make strong healthy growth. Too much im-
portance cannot be attached to mulching ; apart
from it retaining the moisture, it keeps weeds in
almost entire check, so that the plants have the
fu'l benefit of the ground.— A. Kemp, CooUtiirst,

Horsham.
President and Vioomtesse Hericart de

Thury are most relied on ; the latter variety I sup-
pose is more grown in this neighbourhood than all

others combined, being a general favourite both
for flavour, productiveness, and continuity of bear-
ing. Noble has been tried in many of the sur-
rounding gardens, but the general complaint is

that of no flavour. Latest of All is spoken of in more
praiseworthy terms, and will, I think, become
largely grown. Dr. Hogg and Sir Joseph Paxton
are the varieties to be found hereabouts, but
President and Vioomtesse are the chief kinds,
and in my opinion will be hard to beat. The
best mode of treatment is to layer the runners into
small pots, planting out early 2 feet apart on deeply
dug well-manured ground. After fruiting allow
all the foliage to remain, only removing runners and
decayed leaves. It is a mistake to mow off what
is wanted to mature the crowns and act as a
protection during the coming winter. I do not
practise digging among the plants, but mulch well
with rotten manure in early spring. A few rows
planted annually and a like quantity removed as
exhausted will be found the best method to keep
healthy and fruitful beds.—A. Maxim, HtckJieU
Place, WincliJieUJ

.

The varieties grown here are Vicomtesse
H. de Thury, James Veitch, President, Noble, and
British Queen. The last is our best for flavour,
but a poor cropper. Noble is the earliest here.
For a good cropper and flavour combined I should
prefer President. Our mode of treatment is to dig
deep and manure well, planting 8 feet between
the rows and 18 inches from plant to plant. I
find that strong runners taken from one-year-old
]jlants in August and nursed during winter on a
well-prepared border and planted in their perma-
nent quarters the following April do best.—James
Jeffrey, Caversham Park Gardens, Heading.

I have tried several new sorts, but as yet
none of them come up to the old kinds of twenty
and thirty years ago. La Grosse Sucree is our
best here for early work, but the best all-round
S'raw':'erry is Sir Joseph Paxton. British Queen

for pot work is very fine, but grown outside here it

is considered too sweet and sickly. Our soil here
is nearly all sand, yet with mulching twice a year
Strawberries can be grown well. I water the
young plants twice or thrice, but never afterwards,
be the weather ever so hot. After the plants have
stood four years I destroy, trench, and plant Again,
the best crops being gathered in the second and
tlurd years. I plant 3 feet apart every way.

—

W. C. Leach, Alhurij Park.

British Queen is still the best, and in our
hea\'y, retentive soil this kind does very well. Best
earlyand late kinds foropen-aircultureareLaGrossc
Sucree, Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury. President, Sir
Joseph Paxton and British Queen. These are the
principal kinds we grow, and they ripen here in the
order I have placed them. I have ti led most of
the new kinds, but have found none equal to the
foregoing. The mode of treatment here to secure
good crops is to plant fresh beds annually on well-
trenched, heavily manured ground 2 feet ti inches
apart each way, never allowing them to fruit the
first season. From these plantations I always
take the young plants both for forcing and plant-
ing out. By this means I always obtain clean,
strong, healthy plants to commence with— a point
I consider of the utmost importance. As soon as
I have taken all that are required, I trim oft' all

the surplus runners and give the plants a good
mulching cf farmyard manure. Early in the
spring I just point this in, taking care not to
loosen the plants, after which I again mulch with
long stable litter, which I allow to remain until
after the fruit is picked, when I again clear off

and treat in the same manner as before stated. 1

never allow the beds to remain more than three
years, as the fruit becomes small and of poor
quality.—Edwin Beckett, Aldenham Park, Els-
trec.

The kinds I prefer for early work are Vi-
comtesse Hericart de Thury and Pauline ; the for-

mer one stands higher in my estimation, consider-
ing all points, than any other. It is of robust
habit, hardy, of excellent quality, whether grown
artificially or otherwise, and a grand sort for pre-
serving. Pauline comes in at about the .same
time, and being larger is an advantage in an
early season. As midsummer kinds, I grow British
Queen, Sir Joseph Paxton, Sir Charles Napier and
President, all sterling sorts of good quality.
As late sorts I select Oxonian and Elton Pine.
Among the new kinds which have come under my
notice are Laxton's Royal Sovereign, of good
quality, somewhat of the British Queen type, and
Gunton Park, a fine large Cockscomb-shaped fruit,

rather dark in colour and of excellent quality. In
the cultivation of Strawberries, a knowledge of
the circumstances under which they are to be
grown is essential, and must be duly considered.
We sometimes hear of places where the plants
will grow on year after year successively, and with
ordinary attention jield abundant crops of fine

fruit, but this is more often to be found an ex-
ception to the general rule—at least it is my ex-
perience. I find it necessary here, in order to
obtain both fine fruit and first-rate runners—the
latter most important at most places where forcing
is carried on—to plant a certain number of
plants annually. My practice is to plant as
many as I destroy every year. By theso rresns tie
plants get the benefit of a change of soil, which,
when it has been well manured, produces a vigor-
ous growth in the plants, which likewise yield
good crops of fine fruit and runners also, except-
ing for early work. In this case warm borders are
most essential, otherwise I prefer open quarters for
the general crop, and north borders are desirable
to prolong or retard the late kinds. It is customary
here to put out a certain portion of the forced
plants, because these in general yield a fine crop of
ordinary-sized fruit the following season. I have,
as a rule, abandoned the practice of taking any of
the plants that are layered the current year for
planting out. I find it better to keep these for
forcing, and when the runners intended for forc-
ing are removed from the plants, I select enough
of the small sturdy runners that remain to meet
all requirements. These are pricked out in open

quarters in rows 12 inches apart and the plants
put in firmly It inches asunder, where they remain
until about July following, when they are trans-
ferred with a ball of earth attached to the quarters
selected for them, and are placed in rows 3 fett

apart and 18 inches from each other in the rows.

—G. T. Miles, Wi/eombe Abieij.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 886.

IXORAS.
(with a CULOURED plate of I. WB.STI.'*)

Amongst all the shrubby flowering stove plants

there are none to surpass the Ixoras for beauty,
for freedom of flowering, or for their utility.

When well grown, they are gorgeous objects

whilst in bloom, and at other times their bright
lustrous foliage is of itself attractive. Refer-
ring to Paxton's " Botanical Dictionary,'' 1840,
1 find sixteen species are therein described,

but a very few of these are now to be found
in general cultivation, I. coccinea and I. cro-

cata being the two most prominent, these even
being now better represented by I. coccinea

superba and 1. crocata Prince of Orange. As
exhibition plants I can well remember them
as far back as 1857, but, of course, they were
shown as such long before that time. Thoso
which I can first call to mind, however, were
grown by a fine old gardener (Mr. Atkins) at

Firle Park, in Sussex, who could hold his own
in competition against the best London exhi-

bitors. In London I well remember a grand
plant of Ixora salicifolia l)eing shown by Mr.
May from Hawkesyard Park, Rugeley, Stall's,

at the Regent's Park. Mr. Tanton increased

their popularity whilst he was manager at the
Pine-apple Nurseries of Messrs. Henderson in

the sixties. Later on, we have many of us seen
those matchless specimens of I. coccinea superba
as shown by Mr. Baines, who fairly excelled all

others in this particular variety. When shown
as he used to stage it, this Ixora cannot hardly be
beaten. At the present time Ixoras are in several

varieties very finely grown by Mr. Cypher, of

Cheltenham, also by Mr. Chapman at Hawkes-
yard Park, and by Mr. Gibson at Halstead
Place, Sevenoaks, and Mr. Finch from Coventry,
who both last year and this has produced Ixora

macrothyrsa (1. Duih) in grand condition. Mr.
Lock, in the west of England, and other good
growers have also staged them remarkably fine.

This of itself is abundant proof that their cul-

tivation when thoroughly well understood is no
barrier to their more universal culture. Wliat

can be done with them from a decorative point

of view to supply cut flowers has been abun-

dantly displayed in the fine houseful of plants

first grown by Mr. Roberts, and now by Mr.
Reynolds at Gunnersbury Park, by Mr.
Wythes at Syon, and others also.

Culture.

For some reason or other Ixoras are not cultivate d
nearly so mucii as they deserve to be. There is, I

think, a popular notion that they are far more
diflicult to manage than they really are. If it is

thought that boltom-heat is essential, that may be

dispensed with, for I have grown them here very

well without it, and seen others do the same. Bjt-

tom-heat is, I am aware, an accessory, but not in-

dispensable. If the idea exists that growing
Ixoras means increased trouble with the mealy

bug, that also should be cast to the winds, for

there are worse plants than the Ixoras for this

* Drawn for The Garden by Gertrude Hamilton
iu the gardens at Gunnersbury House, April 10, 1802.

Lithographed and printed by Guillaume Severeyns.
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pest, the Dipladenias to wit. As regards other

insects, there is no extraordinary trouble, nor need

any fears lie apprehended from either one or

the other if a determined set be made against

tlieir increase. The best lime to commence the

culture of Ixoras is in the spring, with small

plants well furnished in nothing larger than (i-inch

or 7-incli pots. The best season for propagating

is from now onwards to the end of March—at least,

I find this to be the time when I can succeed best.

The additional warmth all through the winter in

the pipes gives a reliable bottom-heat for striking.

I prefer to take cuttings of the current year's

growth, wood that is semi-liardcned being prefer-

able to that fully matured. The cuttings should

be jilaced lirmly and singly in 2.^-inch pots. If

the room be short, the cuttings will be found to

strike very well in water, being potted when rooted.

The former plan is, however, preferable, as another
small shift can be given without any check at all.

The cuttings should not be allowed to droop by
exposure ; tliis they will not do in a close pit with

w:irmth. Forthefirstyearthe aim should be to secure

a good well-furnished base rather than attempting
to flower the young plants. By a few stoppings a
good groundwork will be formed ; the shoots

should also be drawn outwards in a semi-hoii-

zontal manner. This will encourage back breaks.

For whatever purpose the plants are intended, the
foregoing plan is a good one, as bushy plants are
in any case the best. After potting from the 8-

inch, pots must be regulated according to the pro-

gress that is being made. When this is satisfac-

tory, the plants should be good bushy ones in t>-inch

pots in twelve months from the time of striking.

If struck in the autumn or winter and kept grow-
ing, they would be fit for 4Jinch pots by April

and for ti-inch pots by July, in which pots I would
prefer to winter them, giving the next shift about
February. The following summer they would give

a good crop of flower—a dozen heads or trusses to

a pl.ant. They may be grown very well as decora-
tive plants in smaller pots. I have had them thus
in 4|-inch and li-inch pots with six and eight or
more trusses, thus making very attractive plants
whilst in flower. An excellent plan is to continue
striking a few plants fresh every year, so that a
successive supply is alw.nys on hand.

If it is wished to grow on the plants to half or
specimen size, I would not let them flower the two
first seasons at all, making the chief object that of

growth entirely. As to soil, there is a difference
of opinion. For my own part, I prefer the best
peat I can get, full of fibre and of lasting cha-
racter, such as one would choose for New Holland
plants or Cape Heaths. To this I would only add
silver sand in a liberal manner. If the peat is not
first-rate, then a good addition is some nutty char-
coal or crocks broken up finely. Good leaf-soil

from the Beech or Oak is very good, but if used to
any extent is not easily made so firm in the pots
as peat ; with this I would use good fibrous yellow
loam ; this would make a very good mixture with
sand. I have seen I. coccinea superba thriving
very well in nearly all loam, but the foliage is not
usually so deep in colour as when in peat, nor do
I think the plants would last so long in good con-
dition. Firm potting I firmly believe in; Iconsider
it one of the essentials to success, for if a plant is

to last well it must be potted we!l. When loosely
potted, the stem in time will become loose and the
soil far too porous. Over-potting is not desirable.
When the plants are pot-bound and showing for
flower, some weak liquid manure will assist
them, not, however, too frequently. In order to
flower plants at any given future time, the treat-
ment must be regulated accordingly. If they
are needed in bloom in May or earlier, the
growth must in a large measure have been
made the previous summer and autumn ; then
afler a short spring growth they will thus set for
flower. If I remember rightly, Mr. Eaines kept
his plants of I. coccinea growing in a brisk tem-
perature all the winter, showing them grandly in
May. For later flowering, early spring pruning
followed by fresh breaks will be the best plan to
pursue. In some cases, as when growing on young
specimens, merely topping the shoots would be all

that is necessary. The other plants that would
flower in May would, as far as any pruning is con-

cerned, have to receive attention the previous sum-
mer rather late. If [ilants are needed in flower in

August or September for any given purpose, they

should on .an average, taking one sort with another,

be stopped all over at one time about sixteen weeks

before they are wanted in bloom. Thus if stopped

at the middle of May, they would flower about the

middle of September, and .so on. In any case the

stopping is a safe plan to adopt if autumn flower-

ing is the main object desired.

As regards temperatures. I find that so long as

(')()° is the minimum at night during the winter,

preferring, however, that it should be nearer t',i',°

than t;0°, I can grow them most satisfactorily. By
the end of February 1 would aim at 70° at night in

fair weather ; less when severely cold, say 05°.

By the end of March or the early part of April,

"(>" at night ought to be maintained. The
day temperatures should range from 10° to 1.5°

higher according to the weather. Higher than

this even will do no harm ; even 90° and 11.5° at

closing time in the summer is only congenial to

them, especially the Javanese section, under which
most of them of them are included. The higher

temperatures cannot always be maintained in a

mixed house of | ilants without some detriment to

other plants. Where, however, all are calculated

to do well under it, rapid progress can be made.

In my own case I am growing them in a pit

formerly used for Pines with a fair command of

heat, to maintain 60" or 65° being comparatively

easy in the winter, whilst in the growing season

the day temperature would more often than not

touch t)0° at closing time with about 70° at night.

I have already alluded to bottom-heat. In the

spring when starting the plants into fresh

growth it accelerates root action, and thus

assists the top-growth. Young plants also can

be grown on more speedily when plunged in

a brisk heat or temperature of 80° or .'<5°,

which is high enough in any case. But rather

than have the plants plunged in any material

which has a tendency to become soddened, I would
infinitely prefer to let them stand over rather th.an

in fermenting material. I have grown them in

bottom- heat and out of it, and have been satisfied

with the results in both instances. In the for-

nrer, however, the plants will not take nearly

so much water ; in fact, as the season progresses

it must be given with some considerable cau-

tion. In the latter manner more water can be

given at the roots with safety. Taken all

ways, I think bottom-heat for starting into growth

and hastening on young stock is the best, but as

growth becomes well advanced I would prefer to

dispense with it. The syringe should be freely

plied at all times; this, whilst it assists the plants

greatly in making their growth (a humid atmo-

sphere being most congenial), at the same time

soddens the plunging material. By a free use of

the syringe also the in.=ects to which they are

subject can be better kept in subjection. Cleanli-

ness from all insects is most essential, mealy bug,

thrips, scale and fly all corping within the cate-

gory. We can control all the three last-named by

the syringe, the sponge, and occasional fumiga-

tions. The Ixoras, being evergreen plants, should

not be kept too dry during the winter, even if no
growth is in progress ; sufficient water must be

given to keep the foliage fresh. I well remember
an old plant grower who was fond of Ixoras, but

who erred in keeping the plants too dry in the

winter ; hence thrip.s were troublesome, whilst

some of the %vood would die and the plants be con-

siderably weakened, fresh growth coming away
weakly in the spring. Specimens do not, of course,

suffer "so soon as snraller plants by reason of the

larger amount of soil unless they happen to be pot-

bound.
Species.

IxoRA COCCINEA i5i"i'EHBA, from Java, is with-

out doubt the finest of all ; it is of free growth,

bearing immense trusses of flowers, .and thrives best

in a brisk heat whilst growing. In the case of this

kind I have found it at times to have a disposition

to scalding of the foliage. In one house where I

grew it I think the moisture was almost too much ;

in another it did well where the atmosphere was
not EC humid, although the gyringe was freely

used.

I. .SALICII'OI.TA, also from Java, is a very fine

species, with elegant, drooping, narrow leaves; the

trusses are large, the flowers of a clear orange-

scarlet. The growth is not so free as in some kinds
;

it thrives best when worked by grafting upon a
free-growing species. It makes a truly handsome
plant.

I. AMBOINICA, from Amboyna, is not so much
growrr now as a few years back ; the foliage is rather

tender, but it is both a free grower and a nrost

profuse flowering species ; the colour a dark

orange.

I. MACROTHYRSA, from the South Sea Islands, is

a remarkable species; the growth is straggling and
does not commend the plant to favourable notice,

but the flower trusses aregrand, in some instances

as much as IS inches across, the colour a deep

reddish crimson. This is best grown as a specimen.

I. .rAVANicA, from Java, is not now to be met
with in any quantity, but it is a beautiful variety,

particularly for spring blooming on the previous

year's wood ; the leaves are pale in colour, the

flowers of a delicate orange shade.

I. FORMOSA (taking its name probably from its

native habitat, not from its style of growth) is the

nearest approach to a yellow in the colour of its

flowers—a pale orange. It is not a free-growing

species.

I. PRiNCEPS,from Java, has pale-coloured flowers

which deepen with age. It is a free-flowering spe-

cies and makes a good specimen.

I. ODORATA, from Madagascar, opens its flowers

a pure white, shading oft soon to a creamy colour.

A strong-growing plant.

I. cnocATA (syn., stricta), from Moluccas and
China, is seen best in its improved garden form

Prince of Or.ange.

I. Gkiffithi is a .species now but rarely seen ;

its habit of growth is robust. This cannot be re-

commended.
Garden Hybrids.

Some of these are the very best kinds we h:;ve

both for habit and profusion of flowering.

I. .rAVANicA FLOKiiiUND.v is One of the oldest

of these. It has nothing in common wilh I. ja-

vanica, being totally different in foli.ageand flower.

It is a free grower and profuse bloomer, bearing

two crops in one season. A variety of this cil'ed

I. floribunda nana is of very close growth, flower-

ing almost too freely. It is a useful kind as a small

plant to flower in 4-inch pots.

I. Wii.i.iAMsi is probably one of the best known
of all the hybrids. It is of very free growth, mak-
ing a good specimen, the colour of its flowers a
reddish salmon, its trusses being produced free'y,

even on small plants.

I. Frasbri h.as much in common with the fore-

going in growth and profusion of bloom, be'ng

quite its equal, whilst the flower trusses are of a
brighter colour, having more of the salmon tint in

them. It is one of the best for cutting.

I. PiLGRlMl is a hybrid from I. Williamsi, wilh

more crimson in the flowers ; the trusses are re-

markably fine and the constitution of the plant

excellent.

I. Prince op Orange is a seedling from I.

crocata, and is, in my opinion, one of the very best

for growing to supply cut flowers. In growth it

is rather long-jointed, thus giving a good lenjjth

of stem when cut. It flowers most profusely an I

is a free-growing variety ; the trusses are medium
in size, small plants fielding a good number. It

has flowers of a bright orange-red— a very thowy
colour when seen in a mass upon the plant.

I. DIXIAN.\ is another hybrid which makes a

first-rate specimen, flowering profusely and simul-

taneously, the colour a dark orange, the trusses of

medium size, the growth and constitution excel-

lent.

I. CoLEl is the best of the white varieties. Its

habit is good, being also of free growth, the

trusses large, but the individual flowers rather

below the average in size, but very dense upon the

trusses of lar'ge plants.
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I. MoRSBl is a variety of which I have a high
opinion. I consider it an improved form even of

I. Prince of Orange, but have not sufficiently

tested its freedom of flowering. Tlie individual
flowers are larger and the trusses also.

I. EEGINA has much of the character of I.

Williams!, but with a dwarfer habit, the flowers
also a trifle darker in colour. This should be more
grown for use in a small state.

I. SANGUINEA bears large trusses of dark crimson
flowers, being a free-growing kind and in its colour
very distinct.

I. Westi, the subject of the coloured plate, is

one of the prettiest of all the hybrids now in cul-
tivation in its delicately tintei flowers ; it is also

a very free-blooming and equally free-growing
plant. The habit is not so compact as in most
kinds. The foliage is of extra size, being of itself

quite distinct and handsome. The trusses are
extra large, lasting well in flower on the pl.int,

with the same good qualification in a cut state.

When the flower trusses are in a partially advanced
state, they are somewhat of a tender character.
This I have noticed particularly when fumigation
has been performed ; the undeveloped buds, halt-

grown and 1 irger, w;ll drop after a strong applica-
tion ; hence in this respect caution is necessary.
With no recent fumigations, I find the present
crop of flower (the second since May) to stand
well. In its colour it is so distinct as to claim
attention, being particularly valuable in this respect
for cutting.

If I were limited to half a dozen kinds, I

would grow I. coccinea .superba, I. Fraseri, I.

Prince of Orange, I. We.sti, I. Williamsi, and I.

Pilgrimi, with I. macrothyraa as a special variety
for specimens. Jas. Hudson.

The Week's Work.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Protecting Celeet.—Much unnecessary work is

often entailed in the covering and uncovering of
Celery. A little protection is beneficial, as, for
instance, when a sharp and prolonged frost is

imminent and where it is not covered with snow.
But to cover up as some people do is not only un-
necessary, but injurious, as it often causes decay
to set in. Celery not forced on with heavy feeding
and also well earthed up will not require covering
up until very severe weather sets in. At this time
a layer of straw or Bracken should be laid along
each side to facilitate the getting up, a little of
the cleanest and longest being laid lightly along
the top. Heavy coverings must be avoided. Pro-
tection from wet is far more needed, especially in
those districts which are low-l^ing and in which
rainfall is heavy. The best protection in these
cases is to place a "cap" along the tops of the
rows. This is formed by fixing two 10-inch boards
together thus /\. These coverings must be laid
along the tops, so that light will enter freely, this
also allowing a circulation of air.

Forcing CAnnoTS.—These can never be bad
too early, and as they are sure to be appreciate! in
any establishment, means should be taken to pro-
vide one or more two-light frames or brick pits
for the purpose. For forcing Carrots nothing is

better than fresh leaves— Oak, Beech, or Sweet
Chestnut for preference— these keeping up a steady
and lasting heat. Where there is no choice, other
leaves may be used, with suflicient fresh stable
litter to generate heat. Deep brick pits are the
best. A depth of i feet trodden firmly is needed,
as if less than this, the heat would not last. A
depth of 8 inches or inches of rich and friable
soil must be spread over the surface. The seeds
should be sown thinly in shallow drills drawn 5
inches or 6 inches apart, the surface being made
rather firm. Tlie French Forcing is the best variety
for early forcing.

Preparation op manure.—The quality of the
manure for the various crops required to be grown
in the kitchen garden goes a long way towards
success, as there cannot be any doubt about the

inferiority of vegetables often being the result of t he
unsuitableness of the manure gardeners have to use.

Artificial manures can never wholly take the place
of good solid manure. This being the case, it be-
hoves those who have the management in their
own hanils to see that this is prepared and applied
in the best possible manner. Manure that is

brought from the stables should not be allowed to

remain in a heap, as it is very apt to become over-
heated, when its virtues would be lost. It should
be turned over at intervals of a week or two until

decay sets in, when it may be left. It is also a
good plan to have a cesspool for the drainings to

be run into. These may be occasionally thrown
over the ma^s. As the manure becomes ready it is

generally placed in small heaps over the plot in-

tended to be dug, but unless it is to be dug over at
once, it is much the best plan to wheel the ma-
nure into one or more plots according to the size

intended to be dug, afterwards spreading it about
when the time comes for manuring. By treating
it in this manner the virtues of the manure are
saved.

Mint and Tarragon.—Green Mint and Tarra-
gon are frequently needed throughout the winter
months, so means should be taken to keep up a sup-
ply. A few squares of Mint lifted and placed in

boxes and introduced to a fairly warm tempera-
ture will soon start into growth. It is the same
with Tarragon ; this grows more freely if already
established in pots. A sprig of Tarragon forms a
good adjunct to a salad during the winter.
Cauliflowers in frames.-These will now

need attention, t.iking care that they are not al-

lowed to become drawn. If mildew is likely to

attack them, keep the surface stirred occasionally
and dust the plants over with wood nshes. If

severe frost is likely to set in, the sides of the frames
should be banked round with litter, the sashes
being covered with m.ats or Bracken.
Paksley.—Now is the time to take particular

care of this. Gather from the open as long as pos-
sible. That growing in frames must be freely ven-
tilated, keeping all decaying portions cleared
awny, also protecting it more or less as occasion
may require by mats or litter. By keeping this in

reserve there will be a fine lot available at the
turn of the year, when it is generally scarce.

A. Young.

FRUIT HOUSES.

Early Grapes.— Since the value of Lady Down-i's
as a late Grape has been more generally appre-
ciated, and the adoption of more approved me-
thods of keeping that variety, Mrs. I'ince's Muscat
and Alicante much longer than formerly, there has
been far less necessity for hard forcing of eaidy
varielies in order to keep up an all-the-jear-round
supply of Grapes. If, however, Black Hamburgh
or other eirly varieties is wanted during April,
then must forcing commence early in December.
Permanent Vines wid not long stand being started
thus early, the first week in January being a better
time to commence forcing these. Either pot
Vines or a row of young Vines temporarily planted
or grown in a small forcing house should be
first forced. These, after being exhausted in the
production of one good extra early crop, are sel-

dom of any further value and should be thrown
away, other young Vines having been prepared to
take their place. Failing a supjily of home grown
canes, very good Vines can be bought for the pur-
pose. In each and every ca'e it i.s important
that the canes to be hard forced should be strongly
rooted, very few fresh root-fibres being formed in
time to benefit the current crop.

Forcino pot Vines.—If the advice previously
given as to pruning these has been followed, little

or no further preparation is needed beyond seeing
that the drainage holes in the pots are perfectly
free. Any that have not had their laterals cut
out ought not to be pruned now, as they are almost
certain to bleed badly when placed in heat. In-
stead of pruning, be content to rub out superfluous
shoots as fast as they show. Also be very careful
'not to cause wounds or partial breakages of any
kind. Top-dressings are very misleading. The

fresh soil may be dry and the old soil underneath
where the roots are be badly saturated, and ^^ce

cersa, and without a careful examination of the
olil soil, it is a diJttcult matter to decide whether
plunged plants want water or not. Therefore,
defer top-dressing till there is no likelihood of mis-
takes being made, too much moisture at the roots

at the outset being especially injurious to newly-
started Vines. A moderately brisk hotbed should
be formed in which to plunge the pots, this being
composed preferably of leaves and stable manure.
Plunge rather loosely at first, sinking the pots

deeply and firmly when the trial sticks can be borne
comfortably in the palm of the hand. Either de-

press the canes or else give them a sharp curve, so

as to cause them to break regularly. Avoid hard
forcing, a night temperature of from 50° to 55°,

increasing from 5° to 10° in the daytime, being
recommended. Syringe the Vines, walls and floors

whenever found at all dry, a moist atmosphere
being conducive to a strong, early break.

Forcing permanent Amines.—It is possible to

force permanently planted Vines sufficiently hard
to admit of the crops being ripened in time for a
wholesale clearance of Vines and the formation of

a fresh border for new canes next May or early

in June. The pruning, cleaning and dressing

ought to have been completed, and a thorough rest

given for a month in advance of shutting up the

house. Supposing that the Vines are to be fruited

heavily for the last time, do not prune hard, cut-

ting the laterals back to the third or fourth bud
answering best. Nor shoulel Vines not yet to

be destroyed be hard pruned. If the laterals are

shortened to the second or third plump bud, this

seldom fails to be followed by a strong break ; but

should the first bunches that show run to tendrils,

as they sometimes do, having left rather long
spurs admits of severe disbudding and a second
start being made. Especially ought Buckland
Sweetwater, Gros Maroc and Alicante to be lightly

pruned, these invariably breaking more satisfac-

torily when either r.ather long spurs or a good
length of young rod is left. Remove all loose

bark, but do not go to the length of skinning the

rods. A thorough scrubbing with hot soapy water

will get rid of a great many insect pests, notably

mealybug, and if this be followed by a dressing

of Gishurst compound, dissolved at the rate of

12 ozs. to the gallon of water, and duly thickened

to the consistency of thin paint by means of pul-

verised clay, not m.any insects will survive. If

mildew has been troublesome, add flour of sulphur

freely to the dressing. Woodwork and glass should

be thoroughly cleansed, and the walls dressed with

hot lime. Loosen the surface of inside borders

lightly, removing all rubbish and soil down to the

roots. Then give a thorough soaking of liquid

manure, and follow with a fairly rich top-dressing

of solid manure and loam, or, better still, loam, bone

meal, wood ashes and old mortar rubbish. Outside

borders are a mistake as far as very early forcing

is concerned, but these may be warmed up con-

siderably by means of mild hotbeds of leaves and
manure placed on them. Be cautious in this

matter, however, a fierce heat destroying all the

surface roots. When the Vines are first started

depress or curve the rods considerably, so as to

bring all the buds into much the same tempera-

ture, or otherwise the break will be most irregular.

Commence with temperatures as advised in the

case of pot Vines and syringe the rods and house

frequently, plenty of atmospheric moisture being

necessary to soften the bud scales. The moisture

and ammonia given off by a bed or ridge of leaves

and stable manure, or a hotbed formed for other

forcing purposes, greatly assists in causing a strong

break. Turn every day or two and renew with

fresh material occasionally.

Forcing Peaches and Nectarines. —Very
early or hard forcing is neither desirable nor

necessary now-a days, especially where the earliest

house is well stocked with good-sized trees of such

extra early varieties as Waterloo, Early Alexander,

and Hale's Early Peaches, with Lord Napier Nec-

tarine as a companion. Supposing the trees had

'been duly pruned, cleaned and rested, and the

borders wa'eied and dressed, there is no good
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reason why gentle forcing should not ooranience

at once, the desire being to liave lipe fruil in

April. Start with a night temperature of from
4.")° to 50^ increasing from .')" to 10° with sun-

shine in the daytime; syringe the trees every

morning; and again at midday, a moist atmosphere
bsing constantly maintained. Practical.

ORCHIDS.
December may be said to be the dreariest month
of the year for Orchids, and yet as I write there

are many plants in bloom with more showing
their fl jwer-spikes ani giving promise of good
things to come in the early months of the new
year. Immense spkes of ('ymbidium Lowianum
are pushing out with the new growths, and promise
soon to make a great show. Two Cattlej'as of

very distinct habit and time of growth are C.

lobata and C. M'arneri ; they start steadily into

growth some time in November, and continue
growing all through the winter. Although there
is some root growth, and much water is not
required as yet, I think much harm is done
by over-watering Cattleya Warneri at any time.
I had a remarkably handsome specimen of the
original variety which w.as over-watered at this

season, and later before I became aware of it the
plant suffered such a serious check, that I had to

break it up and repot each part separately into
small pots. C. lob.ita is a very distinct variety in

colour, and exceedingly shy in producing its flowers.

I had si.^ plants for a number of years, and the
only way I could get them to flower was by stint-

ing them for pot room, and even in that way two
plants only would flower in one season. Masses of
roots form outside of the pots, and the plants
would always do best when the roots could live on
air, there being at the same time plenty of live

back roots in the pots. Another plant in the
Catileya house that will soon be a mass of bloom is

Ma^devallia tovarensis. This charmirg little plant
does not seem to be valued so much by Orchid
fanciers now that it is cheap. When it was worth
a guinea a leaf, all the fanciers were eager to

possess it. It is the easiest to grow of all the
Masdevallias, and can be propagated very readily
by division. Odontoglossum citrosmum is now
quite at rest, and the plants may be kept so dry at
the roots, that the bulbs may be at the point of

shrivelling. This decided rest causes them to start

away all the better next season. The spikes come
with the new growths, and if they do not show
when 1 he growth has pushed out a couple of inches,

there will be no spike that senson. Miltonia
vexillaria is also growing vigorously ; the plants
are quite clean, and we will not dip them much as
long as they remain in that condition, but if there
i-j the least suspicion of thrips, dip the plants at
once in a tobacco liquor solution.

The flowers of Cattleya labiata are lasting well
notwithstanding the dense, moist atmo.sphere

; so
also a'e the Calanthes. Although there are so

many gocd new things in this genus in cultivation,

they are not eas ly obtained by the ordinary culti-

vator, and most of us have yet to be content with
the old C. vestita. The yellow and pink-eyed va-

rieties are both common, and the pure white
flowers are not the least beautiful of this section.

C. Veitchi is an excellent contrast to it. The spikes

will last two or three weeks when cut and placed
in a cool roi m. When the above are pist their

best the L;ielia anceps in variety succeeds them,
and Cattleya Percivaliana is a rich contrast to the
paler flowers of the Lnelia. The white forms are
very charming indeed. The Vandas of the V.
suavis and V. tricolor types are now in their

resting period, and should not have too much
water to excite them into growth. With-
holding water in the case of those Orchids
which have no pseudo bulbs to support them is

rather dangerous, and considerat'le caution is

necessary to give the plants enough without giving

them too much. They do not seem to stop growth
idtogether, even at midwinter, and this must be
taken into account. I mav in passing merely
remark that the plan's of Vanda terrs are kept
much drier at the roots, and even if the stems and

leaves shrink a little, it does not matter; the
plants seem to flower all the better for it next
season. The Fox-biush Aerides (Aerides Fieldingi)

also succeeds much better if not kept in too warm
a house. The Saccolabiums seem to require a
warmer temperature, and the pale blue Vanda cceru-

lea has also been placed in the warmest house. The
appearance of the roots upon these plants and
also on the Vandas and Aerides in the Cattleya
house is an excellent guide to the cultivator. When
they have passed through their state of active

growth, the roots change from their green, succu-

lent, moist condition at the tips (I menn the aerial

roots), the whitish appearance gradually creeping
down until the merest tip of the roots seems to be
in an active state. When the plants are in that state

they do not need water, and care must be taken
not to allow them to be e.xcited by either much
heat or moisture. I believe the best time to

repot the plants is just as they are passing through
this state of suspended animation. It is better

for the plants th.at they shou'd have fresh green
Moss to grow into at this time rather than the old

partly-decayed Mos.s, which has also got into a
much worse condition by its being kept in a dry
state when the pilants have been at rest. Here I

may remark about the tendency of the A'andas,

Saccolabiums and Aerides to lose their leaves.

The lower leaves are likely to die off at the period
of rest, and more so just at the time the plants are

about to start into growth again. Some growers
say this is merely the nature of the plants. I

have often admired the splendid Vandas in the

nurseries of Messrs. B. S. Williams and Son— tall

plants twenty years old at least, with plenty of

healthy deep green leaves from base to summit
I hive been told that Orchid amateurs have pur-

chnsed such plants, giving them as nearly as they
could the identical treatment ; but that in a
vear or two the leaves have decayed at the base,

sometimes as many as three pairs at one time.

Success can only be attained by very careful atten-

tion to all the details of the work.
J. D0UGLA3.

PLANT HOUSES.

Plant cleanixc.—Every effort should now be
made to get the entire stock of plants as clean as

possible. This work can be done more efficaciously

now in the case of plants of an evergreen charac-

ter, because the wood is hardened and the foliage

also. Insecticides of greater strength cnn thus be
used with safety and with better effect. It will

most likely be in the stove where the most of this

work will have to be done. Half-and-half measures
are not of much use, but rather a waste of time ; it

does not do to play with either the mealy bug or

the scale, or they will eventually be our masters.

In plant cleaning it is always well to corsider

beforehand if the plants in question are worth the

time and the liquid expended on them. If they be
old scrubby stools, of which there is a stock of

young ones advancing, then it is better unless par-

ticular value be set upon them to consign them to

the stoke-hole or rubbi.sh heap at onc% thus not

only saving the labour, but making ro^m for other

things. In most CTses some pruning cnn be done,

or at least a thinning out be given. For instance,

in dealing with the Stephanotis, all the useless

wood can now he very well taken out, and such as

Dipladenias may be pruned once for all, these in

particular requiring early pruning, because they
start into growth correspondingly early. Ixoras

and tiardenias can have the weakly wood taken
out, more in the case of the former than the

latter.

If Crotons of large size are infested wi'h bug
and they must be retained, a hard pruning, com-
pletely denuding the plants of leaves, is the best

remedy. Then it can be made pretty warm for

any insects which remain without any fear of in-

jury. I would give such as these the hot water
treatment as a start. This may be as warm as the

hands can bear it wdien drawn through the springe

.\fter this the insecticide used may be of extri

.strength. The cuttings it will be possible to clcn
in most cases if thcv be wanted for fresh stock.

Plants of free grow^th, as Allamandas, Bougain-

villeas, Clerodcndrons and the like, can be also

partially prune! and then bo treated in the same
fashion. In fact, in any case when making an

attempt to get rid of the bug, the knife should be

used wherever possible to save labour. All sticks

and ties should be removed, whilst any wire tiel-

li.ses must be closely inspected. It is all impor-

tant to look to this ; merely cutting the ties and

leaving the sticks still in use will not do. Fine-

foliaged plants that cannot well be pruned, and
which it is diflicult to syringe, should be carefully

sponged. I say carefully, because it is not always

so done. Some people are harder-handed than

others, whilst .sometimes it happens that tender

ycung foliage is severely treated. In order to

preserve the mixture when being used, a trough

should be provided where the plants are too large

to hold over a water-barrow for syjinging. Dip-

ping, I may as well .say, I do not believe in
;

it will do for fly, but not for bug. What with first

giving a thorough good syringing and then following

it up with a careful and clo.-e sponging in bad

cases, it c.Tn be made too warm for the mealy bug.

as before stated. What may be termed half-and-

half measures will not do, nor does it do to depend

upon one close cleansing. It should be followed

up again and again, never waiting till the case is a

bad one. The safer plan is to experiment with the

insecticide used before any given strength is

applied in any particular instance. One thing

should always be done ; it is that of thoroughly

shaking up all liquids before they are poured out

so as to re-incorporate all the ingredients which

are in some instances disposed to become sepa-

rated. .

White scale wants a lot of killing ; it is frequently

troublesome upon Palms either clustered around

the base of the stems or upon the leaves, a favourite

place bcino- the axils of the leaflets in such as

Areca lutescens. All Palms, whether large or

small, will amplv repay for a thorough cleaning by

sponging. Wlic're the syringe has been freely

usedlill along they will be fairly clean ;
it is rather

those which have escaped this implement which

will want the most looking after. This same white

scale will often give trouble upon the Lapagenas

and the Camellias also ; it is not a hard insect

to keep under as a rule, but if it gets aliead it is

then simply ruinous. I have noted that the ordi-

nary brown scale is killed by fumigating with

Campbells rolls ; this is a saving of labour if at-

tended to occasionally. Of course, thnps and fly

can be cleared off by the same method, or by the

use of tobacco paper. On no account shoulel the

green-fly be overlooked ;
whilst there are stdl but

a few insects to kill is a better time for fumigation

than stopping for the many. On Indian Azaleas

there may still be some thrips lurking about,

readv to increase rapidly as soon as the plants ('t

forced) are placed in warmth. The better plan will

be to fumigate these as a safeguard as well as a

remedy, even if the process ha I b:en gone through

when "the plants were housed. The plants may

have to go into an early vinery, where tlirips. like

red spider, are always a nuisance. Look sharply

after gre-n-fly in pits upon Cinerarias and herba-

ceous Calceolarias ; this i. sect in such places does

sometimes escape notice. Pelargoniums may also

be in the same position ; these also must not be

trifled with. It is an undoubted fact that our

plant pests in the form of insects are frequently

dealt with far too leniently. If more determined

measures were taken, many who now deplore the

ravages that have been made would then, on the

other hand, be able to rej -.ice at the more favour-

able condition of things, the labour at the same

time being diverted into those channels where yet

further improvement can be made.

Jambs HnDSON.

The double West Brighton Gem Pelar-

gonium.—When Mr. Pearson read his paper on the

cultivation of winter-blooming Pelargoniums at

the Drill Hall recentlv, he omitted to mention the

single West P.rigtton' Gem, and was reminded of

it later on. That variety, as is so olten the case,
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broke into double form in more than one place, It
is to the single form just what Wonderful is to
Vesuvius. Very recently Mr. Cannell showed a
finely improved sport from V. Ka.spail. That, oddly
enough, is just like the sport from the same variety
Messrs. Hawkins and Bennett have under the
name of Duke of Fife. It is a grand double.

Kitchen Garden.

NOTES ON TURNIPS.
There are now several more or less distinct varie-
ties of Turnips in the different sections. Take the
Snowball type, of which we have numbers of
supposed good selections. Quality in many
Turnips is more a matter of culture than any-
thing else, the nature of the soil making all the
difference. Of course age in the roots often
makes a difJerence, but not to such an extejit
as soil. The Turnip delights in what we may
term a calcareous soil, but this must not be
poor, or the roots will fail to make much head-
way. The best (juality Turnips I ever had were
in a garden near the sea. Tiie .soil was rather
deep and on the limestone formation. Where
Turnips do not succeed, a dressing of kainit
should be given, a little salt also being applied,
say half an ounce to the square yard. It was after
noting what beneticial effects the sea spray had
upon the Turnip crop that I was led to apply
the salt. Burnt soil is also admirably adapted
for the Turnip crop, it being a usual thing for
farmers to " soil-burn " for this crop, small
fires being kept going at intervals over the
luece intended for the crop, the ashes being
afterwards distributed over the land. Old
garden soils are often unsuitable for the growth
of Turnips, and in these cases a dressing of fresh
s'aked lime would prove of marked benefit, and
also help to destroy tlie disease termed ainbury,
or finger-and-toe. These soils are generally
over-rich in nitrogenous matter, and deficient
in those mineral elements needed for the crop.

Commencing with the early varieties, I find
the Early MQan is the best. This variety I con-
sider the most useful of what are known as the
strap-leaved. It is undoubtedly the most useful
for early sowing in the open air, and also for
forcing under glass. The Red American Stone
Strap-leaf forms a very good succession. The
Early Munich is not worth growing. Certainly
it was useful, as it was introduced before the
Early Milan, and was more to be depended
upon than the selections of early strap-leaved that
used to be recommended for this purpose. Tivo
or three years since I got together what supposed
e.irly varieties I could, both the English and
the I'aris market forms, but I found for open-
air culture in this country they could be very
well dispensed with in favour of the Early
Milan. If desired after this, the Early Red
American Stone may be sown, but I prefer
a good selection of the Mousetail, the selections
of Snowball coming under this head. So much
are the Snowball types liked by many people,
that no other is grown. If I was bound down
to three varieties, it would be the Snowball,
Early Milan and Orange Jelly, selections of the
last now being known as the Golden Ball.
This latter is a very hardy Turnip, keeping
well on to the early spring in the open ground,
and coming into use after the Snowballs are all
used up. Some people profess to have a liking for
yellow-fleshed Turnips, but 1 do not think tliey
will ever become popular. In the north of
England and Scotland they appear to have a
greater hold upon the public, but for table use
their colour is against them, however good they
may be for flavouring. A good early yellow-

fleshed variety will be found in Petrowski.
Veitch's Red Globe is a well-known red-topped
Turnip, good alike for summer and mo.st ex-
cellent for winter use. We now come to what
is termed the White-stone section. This is

flatter in form than the Mousetails and with
a coarser tap-root. I do not care for it for
summer use, but it is good for winter. It
is largely grown in Essex for the supply of
the London markets, and is a good form for
sowing late for the supply of Turnip-tops in
the early spring. The green-top Stone is also
liked by some people for winter, but it is more
favoured by cottagers. Last, but not least, is

Chirk Castle Black-.stone. This is certainly not
a very inv'iting variety, but it has a remarkably
white flesh and is very hardy, being, in fact,
the hardiest of all, although I must s'ay that I
have found Orange Jelly or Golden Ball equally
hardy. When not too large, any amount of
frost which we are likely to experience never
harms them. As a precaution, however, a little

soil drawn over them removes all risk, as the
quality is better when left in the ground.

A. Y. A.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS AND POTATOES.
On page 454 "A. Y. A." expresses wonderment at
people persisting in setting out their Brussels
Sprouts between rows of Potatoes, and condemns
tlie practice altogether. For the past sixteen
years 1 have both followed that system of double
cropping and also taken various opportimities
of strongly recommending others to do likewise. In
all probabilily if "A. Y. A." had ever given the
practice a fair trial, or say on the lines I have fre-
quently laid down in the pages of The Garden,
he would not have been quite so positive that it is
so faulty as he would have us believe. It may
be he has not been under the necessity of growing
.all the Potatoes wanted for a large establishment
all the year round in only a moderate sized kitchen
garden, otherwise I venture to think he would
pause before he devoted a quarter of ground wholly
to Brussels Sprouts for the best pnrt of a year. We
annually dig several sacks of good Potatoes from
between rows of Brussels Sprouts, and that, too,
without the .slightest detriment to the latter.
This season the Sprouts could not well be better,
.yet they have very little more space allowed them
than " A. Y. A." seems to consider the orthodox
distances. Experienced gardeners need no in-
struction as to how to arrange their crops, but
young hands and novices generally are frequently
in a dilemma with their arrangements, esp2ciaUy
when it is of great importance that the ground be
very closely cropped. Planting Brussels Sprouts
between Potatoes is a very simple and effective way
of double cropping a good breadth of ground, and
there are other good reasons for adopting the prac-
tice. Since the introduction of superior strains of
the lirst-named there has been less need than for-
merly to raise and get out the plants extra early in
the year, but it is yet most .advisable that they be
planted long before any ground can be cleared of
Potatoes. Too often the plants are raised much
earlier than the ground can be got ready for
them, and if kept thickly in seed-beds, boxes,
and pans, or if allowed to attain a great size where
pricked out, a severe check is given, from which
they rarely properly recover. If the seed is sown
in gentle heat about the first week in March and
the seedlings duly pricked out on sheltered bor-
ders, disposing them not less than 4 inches apart
each way, they will be fine stufiE for tr.ansplanting by
the time they touch each other. Thanks to h.aving
decided to plant between PotatoEs, the site is

ready for the plants, and no excuse offers itself for
any serious delay in transplanting. Where many
err is in planting between Potatoes that form
strong haulm. These certainly would smother
anything placed between them, unless indeed tlie

rows were arranged 4 feet or more apart. My
plan is to grow nothing but Ashleafs on the quarter
intended for Brussels Sprouts, the rows being dis-

posed 42 inches apart, and if any other short-
topped varieties are preferred, the same distance
should be allowed these. Directly after moulding
up the Potatoes, the Brussels Sprouts ought to bs
planted midway between them, a distance of :10

inches dividing them in the rows, though 2 feet is

enough for the dwarf strains, notably The Bullet,
Paragon and Ne Plus Ultra, or Northaw Prize, as
it is also termed. When the Potatoes are lifted—
and this is done before the plants between want
all the room—the soil is drawn up to the stems,
and all is then done in the way of cultivation.
When this practice is properly carried out, the
grower has the satisfaction of knowing that a
good crop of Potatoes has been gained and that a
fine breadth of Brussels Sprouts has be;n prepared
for the winter.
There is yet another point to be scored. Know-

ing that the ground must be we'l prepared for
Potatoes, heavy soils are, or ought to be, freely
manured now and roughly laid up for the winttv.
Before planting time arrives it will be well sweet-
ened and pulverised, and this preparation greatly
benefits Brussels Sprouts as well as Potatoes ; so
also would a dressing of quicklime applied now
or, better still, next spring, the Brassica tribe
never doing really well on manure-sick ground.

W. I.

Labrador Kales.—These are of the ordinary
curled type, and of a reddish or claret colour
Some .are very pleasing, but all have the merit of
being very hardy. At present all the Kales wear
such a vigorous aspect and seem so luxuriant, that
it is difficult to anticipate harm of any des-
cription. Still, this luxuriance, because of the
recent heavy rains, is the chief source of weakness,
and were very hard weather to set in, great mis-
chief might be wrought amongst all the Brassica
tribe. Now these Labrador Kales are so haidy,
that even where in very hard winters all other
green vegetables have coiue to grief, these have
remained unharmed. They are specially fitted for
heavy soils or any places where v. ater is apt to
give trouble —A.

Potato Renown.— It is amusing to find tha*;

there should be no less than three varieties of Po-
tatoes of this name in commerce. I think they are
sent out by Messrs. Webb, of Stourbridge, Fidler,

of Reading, and Dean, of Bedfont. It is odd
that one n.ime should have been thus selected by
diverse growers, but it is presumably an expressive
one. I know only the latter variety, a Victoria-
like tuber of great excellence ; indeed no sort has
brought Victoria to my mind with its yellowisli

flesh, starchy te.xture, and good flavour in the same
way that this Bedfont Renown has. We have
given numerous certificates this season to rew < r

seedling Potatoes, but in too few is the old hi^h
flavour still found. I am now using ore which
obtained a great reputation this past season, but
the tubers are devoid of quality or flavour. Some-
thing far better is needed to satisfy the connois-
seur.

—

A.

The

MARKET GARDEN NOTES.

season now drav/ing to a close has been ex-

ceptionally favourable to the growth of all green
crops. The only drawback is that prices in market
are low, and should we get very .severe frost it i-i

more than likely that a good deal of loss nill

ensue. The most important work at present occu-

pying attention is the planting of

Early Cabbages. Enormous quantities have
been got out and are growing freely ; in fact, too

luxurifintly should severe frost follow without a

covering of snow, the early planted crops being

quite lialf grown.

Cauliplowee Autumn Giant is being sent to

market in great abundance, and seldom have I

seen finer heads. Prices are low, but the ground
must be cleared, and it is useless keeping back a

crop that would be spoilt by the first severe frost

we get. Plants of the Early London and other

early summer varieties are being put out under
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hand-liglits or in cold frames, but at present they

are kept, fully exposed, as they are growing rather

too freely.

Celery is now being marketed in fine condition,

the season having; suited it. Tlie nnjority of

growers only plant white Celery for the very

earliest crop, all tlie mid^c.•lson and late crops

being of the red kinds, not only because of their

greater hardiness, but also because buyers favour

them when they arc carefully blanched.

Lettuces for spring crops are ftill being

planted, the Hardy Brown Cos and several of the

C.dibage kinds being used. Small plants are being

jiricked out on sheltered borders and in cold

frames for early spring planting.

Rhvtb.\rb.—Great quantities of clumps arc

being lifted and transferred to forcing houses or

Mushroom houses, so as to get a full supply at

Christmas. Most growers plant a large breadth

in the open field for lifting, and do not pull any of

the growth during the summer, but allow the

plants to mature early.

SivAKAi.B is treated in a very similar manner to

Rhubarb, a great quantity of crowns being packed
into a small space. The plin of forcing established

Bush frufts arc being planted extensively

Gooseberries for gathering green are in great re-

quest, the large berried sorts like Warrington and
Lancashire Lad being largely grown.

Bl,.\('K CURKANT.s on moist rich soil do well.

Tliev sell more readily than either Red or White
Currants. J. Groom.

Gosjmrt.

Ferns.

NEPHROLEPIS.
This useful genus does not receive tlie attention

it deserves, all the species being liaiidsome and
of free growth, soon making nice plants. They
may also be readily increased by division or

from the young plants which spring from the

long slender rhizomes wherever they find suit-

able material to root into. The fact that they

may be obtained in this way accounts for the

few garden varieties, as the raising of seedlings

being a slow process compared with dividing

the plants, it is not often that growers trouble

vf*-

.c^ii^V^^

^

Neplirolepis davallioides furcan?.

roots in the open ground is now a' most ob.=olete in

market gardens.

I'ltuiT GAEDEN.s and orchards are being better

dme every yeai- more attention being paid to prun-

ing, cleaning the trees and manuring. At present

planting is being pushed forward, as the weather
is very favourable. The greatest interest centres

in Apples, as they succeed exceptionally well in

this locality, the crops this year having been both
abundant and fine. At present our markets are
well supplied with home-grown fruit, some of the
old local sorts, such as Deux Ans, being very plen-

tiful. As a rule dwarf trees are taking the place

of the old-fashioned standards, and probably a few
years hence our home-grown supplies will exceed
not only in quantity, but also in quality anything
that has ever been known in England before.

Good keeping Apples for storing, such as Blen-
heim Orange, are realising from 7s. to 8s. per
bushel.

Pears are being planted pretty extensively as
dwarf trees, and really good sorts are a very pro-

fitable crop. Nearly all the old orchard trees are
of common stewing Tears or very eaily dessert

kinds, such as Windsor or Williams' Bon Chretien,

very good sorts in their way, but not so reliable as

kinds that give a longer season wherein to dispose

of them. When once established, dwarf Pear trees

are remarkably prolific.

about sowing spores. Yet where this is done
there will lie .some reward, for distinct varia-

tions will surely be found. I have seen some
very distinct and pretty seedling forma.

N. D.vv.VLLioiDES MULTiCEPS (to which a first-

class certificate was awarded by the Royal Horti-

cultural Society a few months ago) is a very ele-

gant variety. It is a seedling from N. d. furcans,

from which it differs in the pinnfe being narrower,

each one terminating in several long narrow
segments ; the fronds also terminate in a branch-

ing crest, some of the fronds being more divided

than others.

N. TLUMOSA is another seedling from the same
source, but when exhibited at a meeting of the

floral committee of the Royal Horticultural So-

ciety it was considered to belong to N. exalt.ata,

and certificated as a variety of that species. The
fronds are narrower than those of the ordinary form

of N. d. furcans, the side pinn:e being slightly fur-

cated and rather blunt, the fronds terminating in

heavy branching tufts of multifid growths, which
in well-developed plants hang down and com-
pletely hide the pot. It is hardly necessary to .'ay

that "this variety must be grown in suspended

pots to give the fronds a chance of proper de-

velopment. Besides the two distinct varieties al-

luded to above, I have found many other in-

termediate forms, some of which might prove

equally worthy of distinctive name?. I have a'so
found many distinct forms among seedlings of N.
philippinensis, which, by the way, is one of the nio.st

useful species.

N. uixtJHVATA, which has the appearance of
being a hybrid, is a most distinct vaiiety, of
similar habit to the parent, except that the fronds
are larger, the rather long, narrow^ pinna; deciily
serrated and recurved, and of a soft pale green,
suggesting some atlinity to N. pluma, thougli not
inclined to lose its fronds in winter.

N. Bausei is a fine variety of pluma, the pinrjc,

of a beautiful soft pale green and very feather-like
in appearance, being deeply lobed and overlap]iiiig

each other. Like the ]iarent, this is quite decidu-
ous, and the uninitiated may imagine the plants
are quite de.ad in winter : but if kept in a mode-
rately warm house and with just surticient moist uie
to keep the crowns from perishing, they will start
away again early in the spring.

N. RUl'ESCBNS TRIPINNATIFIDA, though not
quite deciduous, generally loses most of its fronds
during the winter. The best way to treat it is to
take care of the young plants which come from
the rhizomes. These, taken ofi" and potted ea:Iy
in the year, will grow away and make much finer

fronds than those from the old crowns. To raal.e

large specimens, several young plants may be
grown together. This Kern requires more care
than most of the Nephrolepises. It requires sto\e
treatment and likes a moist atmosphere, but the
fronds must not be wetted.

N. DUFPi, though not one of the most useful, i^

an interesting species or variety, whichever it may
be. I have never been able to find fertile frond.s,

although I have searched among many well-
developed plants. The absence of spores woul 1

suggest it is a hybrid, yet it is .so distinct, that i'

is difficult to form any idea of its parentage. 1

should be pleased to hear if anyone has found
fertile fronds of this Fern.

N. cordata compacta is another fine variety.
The fronds are producetl regularly from a crowii,
growing nearly erect, but sufficiently recurved t j

make a graceful p'ant of compact growth.

F. H.

SOME NOTEWORTHY FERNS.
Under this head I would draw attention to
some Ferns whicli are not often met with, or
which, if better attention were given to them,
would be seen to far greater advantage. We
have several kinds in cultivation which are
grown in their thousands. However good these
may be, and they are undoubtedly so, tliero
mn.st be in time a lack of interest in them.
When, therefore, other Ferns can be cultivatui,
more pleasure is derived in their culture. ];
happens in many cases that where there is a
demand there will in due course be a supply to
meet such demand. In most cases this is ap-
plicable to Ferns such as I will now draw
attention to.

BALAXTIU.M culcita. Or as it is row termed
Dicksonia culcita, is one of these uncommon Ferrs.
It is one of the most enduring of all, being at I ho
same time of slow growth, often only making thre(r

or four fronds in a season, but these will last well
into the second year. Although classed with whrit
are usually termed Tree Ferns, this species can
hardly be termed such, making no real stem, al-
though the crown increases in size, rarely rising
much above the pot. The fronds are more palm:.te
than in many of its class, their length rarely ex-
ceeding one-third more than the breadth ; they
are of dense growth, bright glossy green in colour,
and more coriaceous in character, being possess'

d

of more substance than the Dicksonias usually
grown. The soft and <lense light brown woollv
covering of the crowns is used for stuffing. It will
grow freely in a cool fernery, making in course of
time a fine specimen. The last really good plant of it

I saw was at Knott's Green, Leyton (Mr. Barclay's).
Some twenty years ago Messrs. Veitch ,.t Sons had
1 large importation of it, I he plants being beautiful
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examples in 6-inch pots. As an excellent lasting

Fern for decoration this variety may well be

added to any collection. I have grown it thus

myself also into specimen size, and always found

it attractive by its distinct character.

Maeattia Cooperi.— In alluding to this spe-

cies, one of the largest growing of all Ferns,

I am not going to recommend it when it has

attained its largest dimensions. It is rather as

a medium-sized plant, when the pot, for instance,

does not e.xceed 1 foot in diameter, that I wi.sh to

draw attention to it. When of this useful size it

is a worthy companion to our cycadaceous plants

which it in some respects resembles. I bad a small

plant of this Fern in a 4J-inch pot once given

me. This in due course made a beautiful plant by

the time it was potted into a 12-inch pot. It used

to be grown in a cool house, the temperature in

very cold weather falling below 40°. It and all

of the genus are moisture-loving plants, being al-

most semi-aquatics in this respect. For the fernery

it is particularly to be recommended for its distinct

and ornamental character. It was exhibited at

the last November meeting of the K.H.S. in the

large collection of Ferns shown by Mr. H. B. May,
where some readers may have noted it.

Aglaomorpha Meyeniana.—This Fern is not

at all common, but one that is most interesting by

reason of the diverse character of its fronds, the

lower portion being entire, whilst the extre-

mities or fertile parts are deeply serrated, some-

what resembling in this respect Nephrolepis da-

vallioides, only of much more compact growth, the

contrast between one part of the fronds and the

other being even more marked than in the Nephro-

lepis. This Fern was also shown in the collection

just alluded to.

ASPLESICM CICUTAEIUM.— This, although it

belongs to a well-known genus, is not in any sense

a common Fern. I think it is seen to the best ad-

vantage whilst still in small pots, say those of

from 5 inches to G inches in diameter. Not being a

vigorous growing plant, it does not appear to the

same advantage when an attempt is made to grow
it into a larger size. For the dinner table it is

a most pleasing change to the ordinal y run of

plants so used. The individual fronds have the

appearance of being inverted, a peculiarity not

common to Ferns in general. The colour of the

fronds is a pale pleasing shade of green ; they are

also much elongated in comparison with their

width. The roots I have noted have a woolly look

abiut them ; this, however, is, I surmise, but
smaller fibres. I have raised it readily from seed,

but have noted that it succeeds much better when
the pots are full of roots.

ASPLENIUM LONGissiMUM.—This variety should

be particularly noted by reason of its suitability

for basket culture. In this way I have grown it

with fronds quite 5 feet long, from the points of

which issue forth tiny plants, adding further to

their beauty. It is an evergreen stove Fern, not

to be considered safe in the winter in a house ever

below ."JO", and at that but very occasionally. It

makes good-sized plants whilst still in compara-
tively small baskets.

C'HEILANTIIES ELE0AN9 (the Lace Fern).—This,

one of the mojt beautful of all Fern«, should not
want recommending, for it is fairly well known.
In the cultivation, however, the mistake is often-

times made of keeping it in too warm a house;
rather than do this it is much better in a green-

house. In my own case I found it thrive very
well in baskets, although not what might be
termed a suitable basket Fern. Another es.sential

point in its culture is a plentiful supply of water
;

it should never be allowed to suffer in this respect.

The fronds are liable to get broken when in pots

amongst other plants, being of a stiff, but brittle

character.

Cheilanthes HiRT.i Elltstana.—This, on the
other hand, is a stove Fern; at least, that is the
temper.iture where it thrives best. Like the fore-

going, it is a moisture-loving plant, and needs also

the same precautions as regards its culture. A
ring of wire placer! around the plant a few inches

above the pot makes an excellent support for its

fronds.

CiBOTiUM regale.—In its genus this is one of

the best decorative Ferns we have, being well

suited to the cool fernery. It must not be con-

founded with C. princeps, a much stronger grow-
ing si^ecies. For general use C. regale makes a
fine specimen whilst still in 12-inch pots it kept

well supplied with water. Whilst somewhat
smaller, it is an excellent vase Fern, being thus

seen to decided advantage.
Davallia GniFFiTHiANA.—This is a very dis-

tinct species, and one well suited to basket cul-

ture, its long silvery grey rhizomes appearing in

this manner to the best advantage. It is of medium
growth, making if necessary nice compact speci-

mens in pots or pans. This Davallia is well worthy
of extended cultivation also for cutting.

GONIOPHLEBIUM SUB - AUEIOULATUM. — This

splendid Fern is seen to the best advantage as a
basket plant when suspended in a lofty house. It

is useless to grow it where there is not room to

.suspend it so that the fronds escape injury. It

will remain for years in the same basket without a

change being found necessary. As a wall Fern
where it has room to grow it is also well worthy of

notice, better, I consider, than many of the Ne-
phrolepises, which are more semi-erect in growth.

Hypolepis distass.—This New Zealand Fern
makes a beautiful dense mass of fronds, not unlike

in some respects a well-grown plant of a Gleich-

enia. Those who grow it must keep it well

supplied with water. It is most useful whilst in

G-inch or 8-inch pots, these being completely hidden
by the fronds. A good mode of culture is to stand

the pot in a pan as a safeguard against want of

water.
Pteeis scaberula.—This Fern may be grown

out of doors in damp, swampy places. I have thus

seen it thriving well. In pots it is most impatient

of water, for when once dry so as to suffer, there is

no resuscitating the fronds if they once curl up.

A shallow pan is the best for it, so that the creeping

rhizomes can be pegged down as they extend them-
selves. There have been no doubt more failures

in the growth of this Fern through want of water

than from any other cause.

Adiantum Williamsi.—None of the Adiantum
family ought to require recommendation, but I am
more impressed than ever with the utility of this,

the most beautiful of all greenhouse Ferns. It is

a mistake to grow it in warmth. The young fronds

are beautiful with the golden farinose powder
still upon them, whilst as they attain full size,

they are very useful for cutting. Only a few days

ago I tested their lasting properties against those

of A. cuneatum and found them keep better than
those of that well-known species. Filices.

Orchids.

L^LIA AUTDMNALIS.
I have received a beautiful lot of blooms of this

from "B. W. H." There are several varieties

of the typical plant which vary only in the

depth of colour, and can only be looked upon
as sub-varieties or colour forms ; of these I

would mention Nos. 3, 4, 7, and 8. No. 6 appears

to be the variety known as venusta, a bold and
large flower with a rosy pink tinge, the side

lobes of the lip white or creamy white. This

form was figured in The Gakden, Vol. XXV.
(p. 4.3S), and is distinct from anything else

that I have seen. It was introduced by the

Messrs. Backhouse, of York, about twelve

years ago. Nos. 1 and 2 appear to be forms of

the pure white variety known as L. a. alba, re-

cently figured in the " Orchid Album," t. 451.

The flower marked No. 2 has a tinge of rose

colour on the lip, and No. 1 is not quite pure

white. When it is, saving the stain of light

yellow at the base of the lip, it is a very chaste

and beautiful form. No. 5, a large and bold

flower, is the form introduced by the Messrs.

Backhouse, of York, and named by them atro-

I rubens. It has large flowers, the sepals and

petals of a bright crimson-purple, becomingpaler
towards the base, the middle lobe of the lip

deep crimson, and the side lobes white. This
was figured in The Garden, Vol. XVII. (p. 229).

The above are the forms sent by " B. W. H.,"
but there is yet another recorded variety in-

troduced by Mr. Sander, of St. Albans, and
figured by him in the " Reichenbachia," i., t.

10, under the name of L. a. xauthotropis with
smaller flowers, the .sepals and petals being
broad and of a soft rose tipped with rosy purple,

the lip rich rosy purple with a yellow base.

This is a great beauty.
Ljblia autumnalis has been known in England

nearly sixty years. In the early times its

culture was not understood, and consequently
it was not well done, but the way in which
"B. AV. H." and also others whom I could

mention grow it shows that Mexican Orchids

are now better understood. The plant natur-

ally grows in bare sunny spots at 7000 to 80()0

feet altitude, and even more. The wet season

lasts about five months at this altitude, and
during the dry season the plants are exposed
to the full sunshine ; therefore the treatment

under which the Mexican Lselias appear to

thrive best is one in which they are exposed to

the full sun and light. The plants should be
liberally supplied with water both at the roots

and overhead, and the temperature should be
allowed to fall quite low during the night ; in

fact I do not think it would be out of place at

all to let them be exposed to the open air

during the night. Some plants which I had
upon blocks were dipped in water and h'-ng up
out doors after 6 o'clock in the evening. In
the morning they were again exposed to the

sun's influence under glass. These made much
larger bulbs, and produced finer flowers than

the plants which were kept indoors. This I

find is in accordance with their natural con-

ditions, for I have been told the nights in

Mexico are very cold. Some plants which I

had, and which were left in the open air

entirely, did not make such fine bulbs, neither

did they flower in the autumn, whOst those

removed to the stove house in the morning and
returned to the outside in the evening grew
and bloomed well. After growth is completed
the spikes begin to appear, and whilst greatly

diminishing the supply of water, I like to keep
the air moist. A very little soil should be used,

the best for this plant being a mixture of good
peat fibre and Sphagnum Moss in about equal

parts. Wm. Hugh Gower.

Cattleya Warocqueana (!('.).—From this

gentleman I am in receipt of two flowers, the better

of which, he says, comes nearer to the old form of

labiata than any he has seen lately. One is a very

fine form of Cattleya Warocqueana, having a broad

light rose margin to the front lobe of the lip, which
is nicely frilled. It is of a somewhat brighter

colour in the sepals and petals than many of the

forms, but it is the same as many of the varieties

of this beautiful Cattleya. The other flower sent

is poor, and, but for the season of the year, not

worth growing now that we have so many fine

Cattleyas.—W.
Iiissoch.ilus giganteus.—This is a magnifi-

cent terrestrial Orchid from the river banks in

Western Africa, first found by Dr. Welwitch, but

I think it is to M. Linden, of Brussels, that we
are indebted for living plants of it. It first flow-

ered in Europe in Sir Trevor Lawrence's garden at

Bnrford Lodge in 1888, and it was exhibited at

the Temple show in May of that year. In the

same season, but later, a plant was exhibited in

flower at Glasgow. This had been grown by Mr.

D. Tod of that city and had a spike between
7 feet and 8 feet high. Growing in a wild state

it is said to attain some IG feet in height. The
p'ant flowered again in the fine collection grown
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by M. le Due de Massa in France, who says, re-

spectinn; its culture, " that tlic compost is made up
of sharp silver sand, loam, and leaf-mould, with
cow manure added. From the end of October till

May I keep it in the India house, then when I

begin to heat ray aquarium I place the plant in

this, plunging the pot in water. During the resting

season I always keep the compost a little moist.

It must he repotted every year towards IMarch or

April." It is a large and very beautiful flower,

measuring between 13 inches and 4 inches across,

the sepals being small and reflexed. The petals

broad, and forming iiuiteahood over the lip, are

bright rose colour without, but on the inner side

they are rosy lil.nc ; the large lip is rosy lilao with
darker veins.

—

Orchid A/bum, t. 457.

SHOUT NOTES.—ORCHIDS.

Dendrobium crassinode album. — Tliis

plant has all the characteristics of the species, hut the
flowers are (juito destitute of colour savini; the orange
blotch at the base of the lip,

—

Orcltid Album, t. 458.

Coelogyne laetea.—The flowers of this are
white, borne some twelve together on the raceme, and
the_ leaves are particularly noticeable from their thick
coriaceous texture. It blooms at the beginning of tlie

year, lasting long in beauty, and may he grown with
other Indian Orchids.

—

(hxliid Album, t. 45'J.

OdontoglosBum Sanderianum.—From Mr.
J. Crispin, of Bristol, comes a very tiue spik'» of this
plant, which is larger than any that I have seen. It
is very nearly related to O. constrictura. This species
was lirst flowered by Jlr. Rucker many years ago in
his celebrated garden at West Kill.

—

G.

Odontoglrssum triumphana aureum.

—

This is a distinct vaiiety, which flowered with Mr.
Smee, of The Grjnge, Carshalton. The sepals and
petals have blotches and marks of orange-yellow on a
light yellow ground, and the white lip has a l.irge

blotch of soft light yellow on the anterior part, with
a few smaller spots about the crest.— Oi-c/uVi Album,
t. 460.

Trees and Shrubs.

DECIDUOUS TREES IN WINTER.
No tree play.s a more conspicuous part in
woodland sceuery during the winter than the
Birch, as the trunk and principal branches
glisten in the sun like burnished silver, while
the slender drooping spray imparts to it such
grace and elegance, that it well merits the
popular title of Queen of the Woods. When
several are associated together, a great deal of
individual variation is to be seen, while in the
case of the recognised varieties that feature is

even more pronounced. That weeping form
Youngi, who.se thong-like branches hang down
abruptly, is very noticeable, but by far the
most pleasing is that usually known as pendula
which is simply a form of the common Birch,
with the nunor branches and delicate thread-
like spray more drooping than in tliat usually
met with. A well-balanced specimen of this is

charming, and on seeing it one can well under-
stand why the Birch is such a popular tree
with most artists. This will come fairly true
from seed, though, of course, a certain amount
of variation is to be found among the progeny.
The Upright Birch (fastigiata), as erect as the
Lombardy Poplar, is very noticeable among its
pendulous relatives, but of course it is very
stiff and formal compared with them. The
North American Red or River Birch (Betula
nigra) possesses many prominent winter fea-
ttires, but quite distinct from the common
kind. This forms a free, bold-growing speci-
nien, often divided into several brandies at a
little distance from the ground. The minor
branchlets are not so numerous as in the other,
neither are they so gracefully di.sposed. Indeed,'
it is in all respects a stifl'ergrowing tree.'

Its most noticeable feature is the bark, which
partially peels otf.-uul remains attached to the
stem and principal l)r.uiches in Hakes, which
impart a distinct; yet wild and picturcscjue ap-
pearance to the tree. Tlio oldandscnii-dctacliod
bark is of a reddish cinnamon colour, while the
new which is tlius exposed is a kind of brownish
butt'. This Birch succeeds best in a fairly moist
.spot, but it will .also hold its own well in dry
gravelly soils, though of course the rate of pro-
gress is much slower. The peculiar manner in

which the Plane tree sheds its bark is well
known, and especially conspicuous in the win-
ter, while many varieties of our common trees
wear a totally distinct aspect in the winter to
their normal form. Thus the cork-barked Elm
is very unlike our grand old English v.iriety,

as the corky excrescence along the branchlets
cause them to appear much thicker tlian they
really are, but the one with this feature most pro-
nounced is the North American Ulnius iilata,

which well deserves its name of the Winged
Elm. The striped Maple or Moose Wood (Acer
striatum or pennsylvanicum), a good sized,
somewhat round-headed tree, has the entire
bark from the liiain trunk to minor branches of
a greenish tint clearly striped with white, and
very noticeable it is at this season. There is

a form of the common Ash with golden bark
and another in which it is striped, while the
weeping Ash is very jjronounced in cliaracter
when devoid of foliage. Of this pendulous
variety there is also a form with golden bark.
The bold and rugged arrangement of tlie

branches in our old English Oaks can be well
.seen during the winter, when a good specimen
forms a highly picturesque object. Rhus ty-
phina (the Stag's-horn Sumach), with its sparely
branched head, loses a good deal of its beauty
when the large compound leaves drop in early
autumn ; still, in many cases the iiiHorescence
will remain attached to the leafless branches,
and a rather singular effect is produced thereby.
Sophora japonica, from the rich green bark of
its young shoots, is particularly noticeable
among the more uncommon trees, and in its

weeping variety, whose shoots hang down for
some distance, this feature is very striking. The
North American Honey Locust (Gleditschia
triacanthos) has the branches studded with
large formidable spines, which give it a very
uncommon appearance. No mention of trees
with strongly marked winter features would be
complete without the Golden Osier (Sali.x vitel-

lina), whose rich yellow shining bark causes it

to stand out as a most conspicuous object dur-
ing a sunny day in winter. Of .shrubs, the
Dogwood (Cornus alba) is the best known and
the brightest of all, unless it be its variety
sibirica, whose b.ark is of a somewhat lighter
and brighter tint. The Himalayan Bramble
(Rubus biflorus), whose stems present the ap-
pearance of having been whitewaslied, is very
striking ; while the warm, reddish brown bark
of the clean grown shoots of Berberis aristata
entitle it to a place in this list. T.

I used with very good results. Keens' Seedling
generally turns to a beautiful crimson and yellow,

with black spots on them. These I placed two or

three together with a single bloom of a Chrysan-
themum of the same shade of colour in the centre.

.1. C, 2'orilc Abhcij.

Coloured leaves for table decoration —
During the last two months I have found coloured
leaves most valuable for dinner-table decoration.
A few of the best I used were those of Rosa
rugosa, which were of a very rich yellow hue. On
some bushes in a i-h;idy situation they were far
better than in the sun. The leaves, again, from a
Maple we have in the pleasure grounds died off a
particular shade of crimson and yellow. Ampe-
lopsis Veitchi has been used with good effect. I

find the leaves of some plants of this are far
brighter than those of others, although growing
side by side. The foliage of Ampelopsis Hoggi
dies oflt bright yellow, and may be worth planting
beside A. Veitchi for contrast. Strawberry leaves

TREE AND SHRUB NOTES.

Calophacv wolgarica, with its pleasantly
tinted foliage and bright yellow, pear-shaped
flowers, is well worth a greater share of attention
as a shrubbery and border plant than would
appear to have hitherto been the ca«e. Intro-

duced in 17H0 from Siberia, it would, judging
from the very few specimens one meets with,
evidently appear to bo one of the neglected shrubs,
of which, unfortunately, we have far too many
already. This curiously named shrub is of low
growth,rarely more than a yard high, and deciduous.
Not many d.ays ago I saw a specimen of this C'alo-

pliaca grafted on a standard Laburnum, and the
effect was charming, the yellow racemes of flowers
showing well vfhcn thus exalted. It wants a diy
place in wh'ch to grow, and when established
shoots away freely till the height of 30 inches or 8
feet is attained, but this is about tbegreatest height
I have noted. It is known, I believe, under the
n.ame of Cytisus wolgaricus, and the C. pinnatus I

have e.xamined would seem likewise to be identical
with the above.

El.'EAQnus EOTtjyDiFOLlA is another far from
common shrub, and which, if only for the silvery-

tinted leaves, should certainly be found wherever
hardy ornamental shrubs are in demand. That it

is perfectly hardy has more than once been con-
clusively proved, and it has stood uninjured in a
by no means warm corner for several winteis past.

It is a shrub of free, neat growth, and one that
may readily enough be increased by layering. The
berries, which hang on long stalks, are very orna-
mental, but the beauty and value of the shrub lie

in its silvery foliage—silveiy on the under sides

at least- -and neat habit of growth.

The broad- leaved Spindle Tree (Euonymus
latifolius) is deservedly worthy of special com-
mendation, it being one of the showiest and most
valuable of big-gi owing shrubs. Of the dozen and
more species of Euonymus in cultivation, rot to
speak of the number of varieties, none can com-
pare with the one in question as a good all-round
useful shrub. Both grace and beauty in no small
degree are possessed by the broad-leaved Euony-
mus, the long and lithe branches bearing quantities
of the curious orange-red berries in the autumn
and early winter. Few shrubs or trees when leaf-

less in winter have a more attractive appearance
than this Euonymus, this being caused by the un-
usually clean and reddish green bark. It is well
adapted for planting by the margins of woodland
paths, as it will succeed even beneath the shade
and drip of large-growing trees.

Phillyrba Vilmoriniana may now be said to
be perfectly hardy, for it has received no appreci-
able damage from the past two or three winters'
frosts. The large, dark green, leathery leaves,
which at first appear of a bronzy or reddish tint,

render the shrub conspicuou.«, while the fragiant
flowers still further add to its distinctive beauty.
It makes good headway in light, friable, peaty
soil, the young shoots being strong and firm.

Where .a shrub of distinct appearance is required,
this Phillyrea will answer well, and may be used
for a great variety of useful purposes, such as
the front of the shrubbery or in groups on the
lawn.
The double - flowered Chinese Cherry

(Cerasus serrulata)grows to about 8 feet in height,
and is decidedly one of the most useful and orna-
mental of its tribe, and well worthy of being
brought under notice at present when pbanting
is now being carried out. Of somewhat erect,

but by no means still: outline, and with stout
branches, this Cherry, if only for it- conspicuous
and large double flowers, is well worthy of being
added to any collection of shrubs. Introduced
about 1822 from China, this particular form has
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hardly been well received if we judge from the few
specimens of it that are to be found in our parks
and gardens. The flowers are at first white, but
later on tinged with pink, and of unusual sub-
stance, lasting as they do for a great length of
time.
The red Birch (Betula nigra) is just now very

distinct from the reddish tint of the bark and
stems and branches of the trees. Planted side by
side with our native tree, the effect produced in

winter by the white or silvery bark of the one and
deep reddish purple of the other is remarkable, and
worthy of being repeated in any ornamental
grounds. Single specimens are not so effective as
clumps of three or five of each kind, a fact that
it is well to bear in mind with most trees. It does
not appear to be too exacting about soil, that of
very inferior quality having produced fairly goad
healthy specimens, while on gritty rock I have
known it to do well. A. D. W.

SMALL CONIFERS FOR A COLD HOUSE.

This is a difficult subject to advise upon, as there

a'e really few conifers of the size and habit de-

sired by your correspondent that are available for

such a purpose. The delicately beautiful conifer

of the Larch tribe alluded to puzzles me, as

tliere is really no conifer to which the description

would apply. Most conifers whose normal height

is from 2 feet to 4 feet are broad and bushy in

outline, while at the end of an unlieated structure

it will be necessary to have quite hardy .subjects.

Cupressus Lawsoniana erecta viridis will in pots

be some time before it gets too tall, but this is of

a dense columnar habit of growth. The little

narrow pyramidal-shaped Retinospora leptoclada

with its greyish green foliage is very pretty and
will retain its freshness for a long time in pots;

while the Huon Pine (Dacrydium Franklini), with

its slender partially pendulous branchlets, might, if

the winters were not too severe, serve for such a
purpose. If a slim habit of growth was not abso-

lutely necessary, I should be inclined to name
Prnmnopitys elegans, a pretty little Yew-like bush

that is fresh and cheerful at all seasons, and Thu-

jopsis dolabrata, a very chaste Japanese conifer.

A smaller form of this—hetevirens— like one of

the Selaginellas, but of a low, rather spreading

habit, is a very iDeautiful conifer for pot culture.

Of plants other than conifers may be mentioned

the Chilian Azara microphylla, whose regular

frond - like branchlets are clothed with small

roundish leaves of a deep green hue. The smallest

evergreen Cotoneasters, such as m'croph^l'a,

thymifolia and congesta, which in winter are lit up

by their little brightly-coloured berries, are very

pretty ; while some of the Jap.anese evergreen

iorms of Euonymus might be of service. The fame
may be said of that curious Privet (Ligustrum

coriaceum^ whose very thick leaves are of an in-

tense deep green hue. After all, perhaps the best

results would be attained by using some of the

choicer and more moderate growing Ivies, as

secured to a slight trellis they form very pretty

screen plants, while there is a considerable amount
of variety among them and aU are thoroughly

h.ardy. Unless in especially favoured districts,

the Norfolk Island Pine (Araucaria excelsa) would,

I am afraid, be too tender to winter in a satisfac-

t ry manner in an unhealed house. H. P.

Spiraea Bumalda.—This shares with the white

form of S. callosa the merit of being the latest to

flower of all the shrubby Spirroas, for a little bush

of it in a sheltered position has here (November
12) still a few clusters of its pretty pink blossoms.

Though probably but a variety of S. callosa, it is

certainly a very pretty Spiraji, of which there are

several forms, among them one with variegated

leaves ; but the gem of the whole of them is un-

doubtedly Mr. Anthony Waterer's Beauty of Knap
Hill, which was last year awarded a certilicate by

the Royal Horticultural Society, the blooms being

much brighter in colour than those of the type.

Besides this, M. Lemoine sent out last autumn a
Spirsea under I be name of S. B ima'da raberrima.

which was announced as a hybrid between this

last-named and the tiny S. crispifolia, or buUata,
as it is often called. At one of the horticultural
meetings held at Earl's Court during the summer
I noted several little bushes of the ordinary S.

Bumalda, whicii were grown in pots and full of blos-

som, and very pretty decorative objects they formed.
As a body, the flowering season of the shrubby
Spira3as is .spread over a lengthened period, com-
mencing with S. Thunbergi and the double-flowered
S. prunifolia flore-pleno quite early in the spring,
till in some cases autumn is well advanced. The
foliage of this last - mentioned often dies off

brightly tinted, and in this respect it differs from
most Spirseis, as they are not remarkable for ther
autumn tints.—T.

Rose Garden.

ROSA RUGOSA.
This vigorous, free-growing Rose may most
appropriately be considered to have two seasons.

nary run of Roses, as to create at once an
amount of distinctive interest in them. By refer-

ence to the engraving which accompanies this

article, the beautiful appearance of the foliage

I
will at once strike a close observer as being so
distinct and handsome ; this it really is in fact,

and of such a lasting character too. The foliage

is very useful during the summer-time to

accompany other Roses f(jr this very reason.

As to soil, it does not seem to be at all parti-

cular. In my case the plants were put into a

peaty mixture which previously formed an old

J

Rliododendron bed. In this they have always
done well, growing in fact too luxuriantly.

These plants were formerly dwarf bushes, but
finding they were encroaching too much on
other thing,s, I selected one straight strong
shoot from each, which was then turned into a
standard, all the rest of the branches being
cut away. I would only recommend this treat-

ment where the room was all-important, be-

cause of the two I think the bushes preferable.

Only recently I saw large masses of this Rose

Kosi rugosa flowers loosely arraugetl. From a phoLograph sent by Mr. J. McWalters, Armagh, Ireland.

First there is tlie flowering season, which of

itself is a long one, and then almost before the

last blooms have faded the first of its beautiful

waxy-like fruit will have assumed their brilliant

colouring, varying from orange-red to deep red.

These latter would last even longer than they
do if it were not for the partiality the small

birds have for them when ripe. For many
weeks past in my own case (nay, months, for

the fruits have been making a good show since

early in September) these Roses have been
most attractive. Having used some of the

fruits for decoration at harvest festivals, I

can testify to the good effect produced, whilst

the attraction they have created has been as

great. In home decorations also these may
very advantageou.sly be used, lasting so long in

good condition. Having grown both the white
and the crimson varieties of this Rose ever

since they were first brought into notice, I can
testify to their usefulness in a garden. The
flowers will not last so long when cut as the

double Roses, but this is n<jt everything when
flowers are so plentiful. The blossoms in a cut

state aQord such a pleasing change to the ordi-

in the woodland or wild garden at Mr. H. IT.

Gibbs, Aldenham Park, Elstree, where Mr. K.

Beckett drew my attention to them. I see no
reason whatever why this Rose should not be
extensively grown in this manner. I ha\e
noted in my own case that seedlings come up
spontaneously. H.

ROSE NOTES.
"Ridgewood's" remarks always interest me and
probably most rosarians. In reference to those
on page 478, I have never seen Comtesse
de Nadaillac growing very robustly anywhere.
Possibly in Mr. Burnside's garden at Birch Vicar-

age it grows better than at any place I have
visited, but all his Roses seem to h&,ve very strong

healthy wood. It s delightful to see his Marie van
Houtte and other Roses. I have never seen such
Teas anywhere. I believe the greatest exponents
of Nadaillac ore Mr. A. Hill Gray, of Bath, Mr.
Burnside, Mr. Prince, of Oxford, Mr. Girdlestone,

and I should think Mr. Berners. Of course Mr. B.

Cant and Mr. Frank Cant both show it excel-

lently well also. Horace Vernet is such a splendid

Rose, and I admire it so much, that "Ridgewood"
alarms me by his saying it dies in infancy. I have
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grown it for some years in a sort of trial way, but

this year, fire 1 by the extraordinary exhibit of

twelve Horace Vernet at our Croydon show by
Mr. Prior, of Colchester, and i\l>o bv the superb
specimens I have seen (jrown by Mr. Colin Roma'ne
(whose great Hose it is), I have pliinted a good
many (for me), and now I look forw.nrd to their

being consigned to an early grave in my dustbin,
that is if "Kidgewood " bj correct. He gives them
two years at the most

!

Pierre Netting used to grow splendidly with me,
but as it requires a comet or jubilee year to de-

velop its blooms, or a summer like ISS'.I, 1 gave it

up as a bad variety for a small grower. I agree
thorougldy with what " Ridgewood " says about
A. K. Williams. It seems to me also to be im-
proving; an.show I had the best specimens this year
which I have ever grown, and I have taken our

local N.K.S. medal in previous years for this va-

riety ; but my best show blooms of A. K. Williams
were all over by tlie end of June, in the short burst
of heat we had previous to the N.R.S. meeting at

the Crystal Palace. I think we shall find Mme.
Cusin and Mme. Hoste to be Roses which will give
increased satis''aclion as they are more generally
grown, and they are first-r^te for all purposes.

Although Mme. Cusin was introduced in 1881, it

seems comparatively a new Ro.se, its great merits
being slow to become appreciated. Mme. Hosle
wa^ simply glorious this year.

Croi/doii. C. J. Gbahame.

FORCIXG ROSES.
I c' is not often that we meet with Roses (hat are
b ing forced for early blooms growing in the same
nealthy and pleasing manner as plants that are
not started until February. And yet there is little

reasjn for thi*, provided one commences with pro-
perly matured plants and continues to treat tliem
on the right lines. Perhaps there are few plants
more disappointing than early forced Roses when
badly grown Partially rifened plants soon push
into new growth, but it is almost always of a weak
and puny character. Needle-s to say, it is impos-
sible for such to produce blooms of satisfactory
quality. To secure good Roses under the straiii

of early forcing, it is absolutely necessary to com-
mence with well-malured wood and establifhed
plants. When either of these essentials is wanting,
the results are certain to be disappointing. There
is a further essen'ial in forcing Roses successfullv

;

that is, to start them gradualli and with as little

unnatural excitement as possible. If started in
too hasty a manner, the sap in the wood is excited
and put into premature activity. This should not
be until the roots are able to produce a further
supply. If you exhau-t the sap in the wood by the
production of new leaf-growth, you mu~t expect
a check of greater or less severity according to
the state of the roots. Too much impatience in
Btartirg Roses and too high a tempernture in the
earlier stages are the chief causes of so many par-
tial failures. Nor should one attempt to force
weakly plants, as unless they have a good
constitution it is hardly possib'e for them
to produce blooms of any merit, especially
when under the strain of early forcing. There
is al-o a grear deal in making a judicious
selection of varieties, always choosing those that
are naturally free fl.iweriiig. It is also wisest to
select kinds that are not too double, as they will
expand more freely, and are much less liable to
damp in the centre or to produce what are styled
gummy buds. Many Ro.-es that are practically
useless during the summer, owing to their flying
open so rapidly and possessing few petals, make
the finest of all Roses for winter blooming. Dur-
ing this time they will not expand too freely, and
will retain a close and pleasing shape for a long
time. Of all flowers perhaps Roses in winter are
the most appreciated, and with a little care and
consider.ition it is by no means difficult to have
them. I will not give a selection of suitable varie-
ties, as they are now very numerous

; suffice it to
say that all free bloomers, of not too double and
globular character, are well adapted for early or

winter forcing. I have known many batches of

good pot R isrs spoilt for early forcing by being

pruned and then stood in the fori-iiig house at

once. A very little thought will show the folly and
unnalur.dncss of this. Summer does not burst

u]ion us in a day. And yet that is practically what
such treatment amounts to. All Roses intended
for early forcing should be [iruned without delay

if not already done, liy standing them in a close

pit for a month or six weeks previoi's to remov-
ing them to the forcing house, you get the eyes

plump and forward, and the sap about equally in

action with the roots. A very little artifirial he'it

is needed during the first month of forcing, letting

the temperature inr-rease gradually, and never ex-

ceeding (),'j° to 70°. The latter is quite high
enough for Roses under the most highly forced

conditions. Great care and attention will be
necessary in the application of water, and perfect

cleanliness must be secured. Drought at the roots, a
few insects, or a slight attack of mildew make great

havoc among early forced Roses. As the plants

attain a fair amount of leafage, liquid manure is

very beneficial and in many cases almost a neces-

sity. Much better results will be secured if Roses
are not forced until the days are well turned.

Those pos-essing only a few ordinary greenhouses
that are doing duty for a miscellaneous collection

I would not advise to force Rosps at all. Their
best plan would be to wait until they come on in a
more natural m;inner, simply affording them the

heat and protection accorded to ordinary green-

house plan's. R.

Societies and Exhibitions.

KOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
November 15.

Injury to plants by fog.—In accordance with
the proposal of the scientific committee made at

the last meetinjr, the council of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society have passed the foUowmg resolu-

tions in reference to the investigation of the nature

and injuries to pi mts by fogs.

1. 'J'hat the Royal Horticultural Sicietv, through
its scientific committee, having devoted consider-

able attention to the effects of London fogs on
cultivated plants, is of opinion that the increasintt

prevalence of these fogs is causing great incon-

venience and loss ti h'Tt'cultural interests within

the metropolitan area; and as these interes's are

associate 1 with one of the largest and most im-

p irtant enterprises of plant cultivation under glass

carried on in any part of the world, it is a matter
of the greatest importance tba' the circumstances

connected with the chemical compositinr s of these

fogs, thtir origin and extent, the amount of sul-

phurous acid contained in them, as well as the

diminution Cif light caused by them, should be

carefully and exhaustively investigated.

2. This society, being a'so of opinion that Lor-
don fogs are detrimental to public health, and a'e
calculated to render London an undesirable pla' e

of residence for many months of the year, as they
interfere with trade and public business, and cause

serious loss to th- community generally, invites

the co-operation and support of kindred SKjielies

and all organ sation^ interested in the subject, in a
representation to the London County Council to

institute an inquiry into the causes and circum-
stances of these fogs, with the view of reducing

their injurious chaiacter, or if possible removing
altogether the causes which have led up to them.
On the suggestion of the scientific committee

the council agree el to set apart ore of the propa-

gating pits at the Chi.-wick Gardens for the pur-

pose of carrying ODtexperimenlsduiirg the current

winter to niitigale the effects of fogs on cultivated

plant.s. It was also agreed to inform the Chiswick
Board of this arrangement, and to request the

superintendent to give what assistance he could in

carrving out the suggestions of the officers placed

in charge of the experiments.

Dr. Russell sta'ed that he thought it would be
of great imporlancs with regard to the fog ques-

tion if a comparative and simultaneous series of

determinations of the amount of light could be

carried out at once, both in the city and outside

London, in order to thus obtain a mr)re exact idea

of the enormous loss of light experienced in the

city during the winter months. With the object

of famili.-irising hiuiself with the methoil adopted

by the Manchester committee, he was e.xperiment-

ing with their process.

APPLES AT THE HEREFOHl) FRUIT SHOW.
If a.nything was wanting to dispel the idea that

good Apples could not be grown in Britain, a visit

to the late fruit and Chrysanthemum show held

in the Shire Hall would have dispelled thtit

illusion, as on all hands the exhibition under

notice was considereel ore of the finest ever held

both as regards quantity and quality. It also

showed that we could produce as good or better

quality Apples in this country than could ever

be imported. I well remember the fine shows
that used to be formerly held under the auspices

of the Woolhope Club, the leading sp'rit of which
was the late Dr. Henry Bull, a name all fruit

growers shoulel honour, as having done so much
to rescue some of the finest old fruits from obli-

vion. The show here noted was a worthy suc-

cessor, and showed the steady advane'.e which had
been made in the cultivation of the Apple, for

which the climate and soil of the county are so

eminently adapted.
The present depressed state of agriculture sug-

ges'ed to the p.itilic-minded citizens of Hereford

and prominent gentry and landowers of the county,

aided by a hard-working executive, that some-

thing should be done to arouse interest in the

cultivation of a fruit so eminently adapted for the

soil of the county, so as to bring more directly

under the eyes of the public the quality of fruit

that could "be produced, and also to stimulate

farmers to take up the cul ivation of the Apple in

a proper manner. Jlr. Coleman, who with Mr.

Barron acted as judge, said that the soil of Here-

ford was of the best possible, it being a deep

yellow loam, overlying the old red sandstone forma-

tion, conditions which gave c >lour and flavour to

the fruit. He also sta'el that even in the case cf

cider fruits the cider produced from Apples grow-

ing on the old red sandstone formation was vastly

superior to that from the limestone, this latter

being very thin and destitute of colour, and not

keeping so well. The late Thomas Andrew Knight's

theory was that it was not exactly the soil that

made Herefordshire so celebrated for its cider, but

the special varieties of fruit grown for the purpose.

This his been proved to be entiiely wrong, as the

soil, and that alone, produ' es those constituents

whi'h enter into the composition of the fruit for

the making of good cider.

One of the most interesting exhibits cmnerted
with the show was the fruit-packing competition,

the conditions be'ng th.at two pwkaMes in connec-

t'on with each exhibit, sliould be sent, one to be

opened by the judges, and the other left intact.

To show the extent of this portion of the exhibition,

it took upwards of two hours to judge. Every
point was taken into consideratirn— the kind of

package, manner of packing, quality of fruit, &c.

There were boxes, barrels, sieves, maiket flats with

lids, pot hampers, &c. The market flats founel the

most favour, as besides being easy to open to show
ihebujerthe quality of the fruit, the lids were
quickly and effectually refastened. The bottom
and top were paddeel with a thin layer of

clean straw and lined with blue paper. The pot

hampers were packed something similar, but hael

a straw cover emly, this being kept in its pbice

by wooeien splints. These also the judges were
particularly struck with, but on account of the

straw covering they felt they could not give them
the preference on account of the difficulty of re-

fastening the top after opening—at least, not
without some trouble. One lot I noticed was
packed in wooden boxes, the fruits being laid

sideways, anel on the top of the fruit was a sheet o£

blue tissue paper. I was also p.articuhirly struck

with the neat baskets set up by the English Fruit

and Rose Co. These were flat wicker trays and
showed the fruit off nicelv.
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The question of grading the fruit was brou-^ht
prominently forward. A gentleman stated that an
acquaintance of his. a large fruitgrower, received
double the money for his fruit now that he eare-
tully graded it. In fact, he often received the
same money for the smaller fruits as the larger,
simply from being an even sample. I may men-
tion that the varieties of Apples packed in the
liampeis, &c,, were principally Blenheim and King
ot the Pippins. The latter looked very pretty, and
tliere cannot beany question about its being a fine
market dessert Apple.
As regards the question whether there is a mar-

ket tor well-grown British Apples, it is the same old
tale. A gentleman who had made a special visit to
tovent Garden Market to note the condiiion of the
Apples, .«oas to give his views to the meetin?, said
at t^he luncheon that what he snw as English
Apples were simply a dhsgrace lo the country,
wliilst by their side was well packed and graded
American fruit of e.xcellent colour. The culture of
Apples IS in our own hands, but, as stated by Mr.
Cranston, there must be a readjustment of railway
rates so as to enable the grower to put his produce
in the market with profit. There should be also
an understanding between landlord and ten.-mt.
i he latter cannot be e.^jpected to incur any outlaywhen his tenure is so uncertain.
Amongst many others the f.illowing gentlemen

helped to make the Hereford .-how a succe.-s : Mr
J. U atkms, Pomona Farm, Withirgton

; English
Jru.t and Eose Co. ; Messrs. G. Bunyard and Co.,
Maidstone

;
Mr. C. Lee C:ampbell, Glewston Court!

Koss
;
Lady Emily Foley, Stoke Edith ; Mr. J.

Kankin, Lryngwyn
; Mr. J. Pulley, Lower Eaton

;

Mrs. Evans, Moreton Court, &c Y A II

Notes of the Week.

Crocus Seharcjari.-This vivid oMnge-Howered
species, now „, blo.unundera sunny wall, is one of
the most delightful of all the winter hlooning kinds
It .seems delicate i» ooiiftitution, however, even ouwarm, dry Eoik.—B., Dai',;,-,,.

The Tea tree in Shrrpshire.-One of your
correspondents asks iP the Te.i Tree is hardy iu Eng-
land. I have had one hero planted out in the open
garden snioe 1875 ; it stands the winter well. 1 bought
niy plart under the name of Tliea Pekoa3.—T. M
±>UI,KEI.EV.nwiiN.

The "Winter Jasmine (.Jasminura nudiflorum>— Ihis fs lightly placed is one of the best and
brightest of all winter- flowering shrubs. Growin>'
amongst Ivy of various kinds it is now most lovelv",
and a ma=s of it mixed with the so-called Purple
Ivy (Hedera atro-purpurea) would be a novelty inm my gardens. We have it mixed with Cotoneaster
hiiiionsi, and shall try and blend it with C. micro-
phylla also. It is so easily increased by layers
under stones, that a large stock is soon obtainable
and during dull wintry days ir.s golden flowers are
most desirable.-F. W. B., Diihlin.

Narcisus remopolensis —This variety of
the variable N. Tazetta has been fully in flower
tor several weeks on a warm and sli^htly heated
border in front of one of our hothou.ses. It is one
of Pamzzi's species near to N. italicus and grows
wild tear San Remo. The only fi<^ure of the
plant I know is in BicknelPs "Floweiing Plants ot
ttie Iliviera." As a hardy plant, it is the first to
bloom of all the bunch Narcissi, opening its flowers
outside just when N. papTraceus does so in a
w.arm greenhouse. It bears four or five starry
white flowers on a scape 12 inches to IS inches in
height. The cup is narrow and elongated or
cylindrical and of a soft pale yellow colour, and the
flower IS delicately scented.—F. W. B., Uiihliii.

• Pare Tete d'Or at Lyons.—Tliis park, as re-
cently alluded to in the Fic/t/ and in The Garden,
IS just what'is; there said of it, a bold and well-
planted space near one of the finest and most pic-
turesque of French towns, but artistically ruined
by ugly plant houses and by carpet beddin.', and
by the cages for wild beasts and birds. From a
purely botanical point of view it has splendid col-
lections of plants, and on a boulder stone in the

rockery, I saw a vigorous tuft of that alpine raritv,
Eritrichium nanum. In the Palm hou^e is a plant
of Acmtliorrhiza Warscewiczi, perhaps unique in
size ar.d health

; also a splendid specimen of Phoenix'
humilis.—B,

At Marseilles.—Here, in the region of the
Aleppo Pine and the flowery Oleander, there is
much good gardening. The Pare Borelli lies near
the sea, but gives from some elevated points
splendid views of the rocky Medterranean coast
and of the mountains behind. There were noble
masses ot a tall Canna (Geoffrey St. Hi aire) and
splendid groups of Anindo, Pampas and Eulalia
Gra.sses, but here, again, the carpet-bedding
mania, and some weak and ridiculous designs on
a grassy slope at the foot of a noble grove of
I'inus h;depensis worthy of a journey to see—noble
old trunks uphnlding light arid feathery heads of
grassy green foliage against a clear blue skv were
in evidence,—B.

Snowdrops. — Galanthm octobrensis opened
its lirjt flower during the last week of October
and has been in bloom ever since. Our little tuft
is stronger and healthier than ever this year, and
bore four fine flowers. Another Snowdrop now in
bloom is one from Corfu, kindly sent by Mr. J.
Allen in l.SS'J. It does not seem to be the true G.
corcyrensis, although flowering about the same
time, and it appears to be delicate, as only one of
three imported bulbs a^s sent here has survived. G.
Kachela; is just sending up its leaves, but of the
more re.bust G. Els a^ there are as yet no signs above
ground. None of these autumnal Snowdrops seem
to form clumps or masses as does the common G.
vernalis.— F. \V. B.

Apple Egremont Russet—The first time I
became acquainted with this Apple was at Messrs.
Cheal's nursery at Crawley. I have occasionally
met with it since, but never in better form than
exhibited by the English Fruit and Rose Co at
the late Hereford fruit show. Tliis Apple prefers
a warm and well-ilrained soil, the old red sand-
stone of Herefordshire appearing to suit it admir-
ably. Nowhere else have I seen Russets succeed
better than in that county. It should be a useful
Apple for Christmas, a time when it would un-
doubtedly fetch a good price. The Boston Kusset
is well known in our fruiterers' shops from Christ-
ma? onwards. The Egremont Russet should be
tried for the same purpose by our market growers.
—Y. A. H.

Pear Marie Louise d'TJccle.— I never liked
this Pear for dessert, as even if it came juicy,
which it does but seldom, it is of very poor flavour.
For stewing it is an excEllent Pear, and for this
purpose I have been using it largely this season.
I do not think that Mr. R, J. G. Read will ever
find it of use for dessert. It is a good
grower, enormously prolific, and when well
grown a very handsome Pear. If it was only
of as good quality as the old Marie Louise, it

would far out-distance this old favouiite. Marie
Louise is, I believe, one of its parents, but only
partakes of it partially in its outward appearance.
It is, however, not so long and the stalk is shorter.
On a cold soil even it bears most profusely. Last
year I allowed the fruits to remain on the trees
rather too long, with the result that they turned
like Mr. Read's. This season they were ga-
thered earlier, when those which I left over from
stewing have become quite juicy and melting, but
the less said about flavour the better.—Y. A. H.

Apple Golden Noble.— In the present age of
fruit tree planting some of our good old kinds are
apt to be thrust on one side, the variety in question
being one of those. Theie is supposed to be some
confusion concerning the nomenclature of Golden
Noble and Waltham Abbey Seedling, but the two
are quite distinct. The former is almost as round
as an Orange, although flatter, and perfectly even in
outline, the skin (i a clear golden colour. Waltham
Abbey Sfedling is more conical and not so clear
in the skin. The stalk of Golden Noble is shorter
and stouter than that of Waltham Abbey Seed-
ling. This latter point may seem of minor signifi-

cance to some people, but more fruits are determined
from the stalk end than the eye end. Golden

Noble is a splendid Apple either for market or
home use. It forms a very handsome and prolific

standard, a style it is almirably adapted for. It

should be worked on a rather low stem. No prun-
ing is necessary, as it bears freely on the ends of
the shoots. It is also remarkably prolific on the
English Paradise stock, and is in use from the time
of gathering until February.—Y. A. H.

Tritoma grandis.—Tritoma grandis has been
very fine this autumn. It commenced to flower a
fortnight late (October 15). Plants with twelve to

fifteen strong spikes of bloom have a very striking

appearance
;
the orange - scarlet, glowing in a

burst of sun-hine, makes one forget winter is so

near. Is it because, like the Chrysanthemum, it

comes when flowers are so scarce that one prizes

it so much.' Fuchsia Riccartoni and even Dahlia
Juarezi are still floweringhere.—Wii. Allan, 6fiin-

(on Pari;.

Acacia platyptera.—This species may cer-

tainly be included in the half-dozen Acacias best

adapted for cultivation in pots. Not only is it

quite different in style of growth from any other
species commonly cuUivated, but it is the first of

any note to flower ; the Acacia season may, in fact,

be said to commence with it. It is one of the com-
paratively few Acacias with winged stems ; the only
other species I can call to mind having this charac-
ter is A. alata. Most of the Acacias in an adult
state have no proper leaves, the functions of these

organs being performed by leaf-like phyllodes, but
in the species under notice the phyllodes them-
selves are almost entirely absent, their place being
taken by the flat, foliaoeous wings on the stems;
these are about an inch in width and covered with
short hairs. The flowers are bright yellow and
spherical. The plant is of somewhat loose, strag-

gling growth, but is easily brought into graceful

form by one or two supports. It has been in culti-

vation for over fifty years, coming, like so many
other beautiful Australian plants, from the Swan
River region.—B.

Mystacidium distichum.—The genus Mysta-
cidium, comprising about a score species, is very
nearly allied to Angrtecum, and, like the latter, is

of African origin. The species here noted has
indeed been known also as an Argra^cum. It is a
curious little plant, but is also a pretty one, flower-

ing very freely during the autumn months. The
leaves are very short and fleshy, scarcely half an
inch long, and are closely imbricated on the thin

wiry stems. These stems are from C inches to 8

inches long and produced in a tuft, the flowers

occurring singly iu the axils of the terminal leaves.

Each flower is a quarter of an inch across and pure
white, the large number compensating in a great

degree for their small size. This little Orchid is

a native of Sierra Leone, whence it w.as brought to

this country in 1S:U. About five years ago a species

of Mystacidium, M. filicorne, was introduced from
Natal. It was a very pretty plant, equalling some
of the smaller species of Angrfecum. A consider-

able number of plants was imported, but not many
seem to have survived— at least we have not

seen it for some time. It bore pendent spikes of

pure white and charmingly fragrant flowers.

Metrosideros buxifolia.—The genus Metrosi-

deros is scarcely known in gardens except by
name, the plant commonly grown as M. floribunda

—a Bottle-brush plant—belonging properly to the

allied genus Callistemon. It possesses a few spe-

cies of some horticultural value, and amongst
them may be included M. buxifolia, also known as

M. fcandens. In the temperate house at Kew a
specimen is growing up a tree stem, and is through-

out the whole year very pretty and elegant. This,

however, is due almost entirely to its small, dark

green, Box-like leaves and singularly graceful

manner of growth, its flowers being not at all

showy. The stem to which it is attached is about
12 feet high and it has almost covered this, but a
large proportion of its thin wiry branches hangs

free. The leaves, which are closely packed on the

stem, a-e half an inch long, elliptical and of

leathery texture. It blooms during the autumn,
the flowers being white and conspicuous chiefly

for the stamens, as is the case throughout this and
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allied genera. M. buxifolia is a native of New
Zealand, and is described as climbing to the tops

of the highest trees in tliat colony. An illustra-

tion of it appeared in the Botanical Magnzinc, t.

4515.

Autumn - flowering Carnations. — Being
much interested in Carnations that have a habit of

flowering in the autumn, I called at Mes-rs.

Yeitch's nursery partly to see the bed of Winter
Cheer Carnations referred to in the pages of

Thk Garden as being still in bloom in the

open bolder. Knowing this to be a fine winter
vaiiety for flowering in pots, I was greatly pleased

to lind it so good an autumnal one. It is of rathera
dwarf liabit, but sturdy and vigorous withal, and full

of flower and buds in various stages when I saw it

(November bs). I am looking out for border Car-
nations having this valuatde characteristic. I

have two in Celia and Pride of Penshurst, and
should be glad to add to the number provided
they are vi,'orous growers and sweet. A Carnation
without fragrance has no charms for ine. A
gentleman who saw Celia in flower here and learnt

it was so valuable for late flowers said, " You
should grow Pride of Penshurst. I have it in

flower from July to November in Suffolk in the
open border in my garden." We had an e-xcharge
of plants last year, and I have had an abundance
of flowers of tlie two varieties up to the present
time (November 2.S); there is plenty of buds still to

open. I should have had quite a wealth of bloom
through October had not the unusual rainfall for

that month rotted the flowers when opening.

—

Wm.
Allan, (I'unton Park.

Oestrum aurantiacum.—The value of this

plant for the greenhouse has on several occasions
been pointed out in these columns, yet its beauty
during the latter part of the year is so striking, and
it is so different from anything else in bloom at
the same time, that it well deserves further notice.

It is very dift'erent from its fellow species, C. fas-

cicularis, and is quite as well worth growing. It

bears dense panicles of orange-yellow flowers with
the greatest freedom from August up to Novem-
ber, and even then is only usually stoppel by fogs.

Individually the flowers are about an inch long,
tubular, and slightly contracted near the mouth,
as in C. fascicularis and C. Newelli. To obtain
this plant at its best it should be grown in an in-

side border of rich soil and trained up a pillar or
wall, or even a stake. It is a plant of dense yet
graceful habit, and may be grown to almost any
size up to 15 feet. It can be kept at the required size
byyearly pruning, choosing sometime between now
and the beginning of February for the operation.
The only other matter respecting its cultivation
which need be mentioned is that it should have
abundance of water during the summer. Itstrikes
very readily from cuttings, which if put in
early in spring may be used during the following
autumn for shelf plants, and also for a season or
two after. The plant is, however, too gross a
feeder to be satisfactorily grown In pots, and
should, if possible, be planted out. C. fascicu-
laris with bright rose-coloured flowers is well worth
growing, a remark which applies still more strongly
to C. Newelli (which is a variety of it), whose
flowers are almost scarlet in shade.—B.

Apples from Cornwall. —I herewith send you
some Apples for your opinion. No. 4 is Sops of Wine,
a great favourite here in Cornwall, the demand for
this exceeding the supply. Our trees of this variety
have borne remarkably good crops thi? season.
No. 5, Orde's Apple ; (5, King of the Pippins ; 7,

Cornish Gilliflower ; S, Cornish Aromatic ;
!t. Aro-

matic Russet ; 10, Margil. The flavour of the last
in my opinion very nearly approaches Cox's Orange.
I am glad to say we are not troubled here with the
spot and decay of Apples referred to by W. Iggul-
den in a recent issue of The Garden, bur orchard
is 4 acres in extent, and we have had a wonderfully
heavy crop, the fruit clean and coloured above the
average. I attribute part of our success here to
the mulching of the roots during summer. Ours is
a Grass orchard, and the Gra^s being .so coarse in
its texture is unfit for cattle feeding, so we cut
with the scythes twice during the season, and in-

stead of consigidng tliis to the rubbish heap we
place it round the roots of the trees, this naturally

helping to retain the moisture, and as it decays
serving as manure. All hough almost in the centre

of a large Apple-growing disliict, our fruit fetches

good prices, some of our Apples mnkingas much as

7s. per 100. Although we ha\c had such heavy
crops the demand for them exceeds the supply,

and that without sending any out of the town.

—

William Hicks, Caiuliume, Cornn-nU.
*,,* A most inleiesting series of well-flavoured

Apples, of which decidedly the best is Margil, as

sent to us. It is a much neglec'ed Apple, and we
believe if well done that Cox's would not sur-

pass it for table. Aromatic Russet is a handsome
Apple, but as sent to us the flavour is very poor.

Apples are so often sent not in their best condition,

that it is not idw:iys fair to judge them, and no ill-

flavoured Apple is worth growing for any purpose.

—Ed.
Dendrobium aureum.—Although the usual

floweiing season of this Dendrobe is the first

weeks of the new year, it may frequently be seen

blooming as early as November ; by treating plants

succe.-sionally, it may be had in flower for more than
three months. In mere showiness it is superseded
by several species of Dendrobium, but in regard to

fragrance it is certainly second to none. No plant

flowering in midwinter brings to mind so vividly

the thoughts of spring with its Primroses and
Violets as does this Orchid, whose blossoms have a
strong fragrance resembling both. The species is

spread over a good many degrees of latitude in a
wild state, being found as far south as the Philip-

pine Islands and Ceylon, and as far north as the

Khasya Mountains. It was from the latter district

that it was first introduced to cultivation by Gibson,

the Duke of Devonshire's collector, in 1837. The
flowers are each 2 inches across, the sepals and
petals of a pale creamy yellow, and the lip of a
deeper yellow, marked on the centre with brownish
purple streaks, where also it is covered with a vel-

vety pubescence. When well grown and ripened off,

the pseudo-bulbs, on the upper half at least, are

quite hidden by flowers. It may be grown the

same as D. nobile, but finishes growth earlier in

the season, and should therefore be removed to

drier, cooler quarters sooner than is advisable for

that species. A variety know as philippinense, not

very often seen in cultivation, is distinguished by
its much longer stems (perhaps 3 feet), but its

flowers have rot the fragrance of those of the

typical form, although they are somewhat larger.

THE EARLIER OPENING OF KEW
GARDENS.

A DEPUTATION from the Richmond Town Council

lately waited upon Mr. Shaw-Lefevre, M.P., First

Commissioner of Works, for the purpose of urging
upon him that Kew Gardens should be opened to

the public at 11 o'clock in the morning, instead of

12, as at present. Several members of the deputa-

tion having spoken, Mr. Shaw-Lefevre, in reply,

expresseil his sympathy with the general object of

the deputation—that of utilising to the utmost
such gardens and open spaces as that of Kew.
The question of the earlier opening of Kew Gardens
was an old story, but it was one that was not

altogether free from difficulty. In IS"'.) it was the

subject of a long discussion in the House of Com-
mons upon a motion by Sir Trevor Lawrence,
and it was then stated by the First Commissioner
that the opening of the gardens at II o'clock

throughout the year would entail an additional

cost upon the management of from £1.5(10 to £2000
a year. The Commissioner also alleged other

arguments against it, and was supported by a
considerable number of members of the House
in the interests of science, it being pointed out
that the use of the gardens in the early part of

the day for scientific investigation was most
important, and was a privilege that was highly
appreciated. In 1883 he himself, as Fir.^t Com-
missioner, went in'o the subject, and with some
diflaculty persuaded the Treasury to sanction an
expenditure of some £200 or £3C0 for the purpose

of opening the gardens at 12 o'clock instead of l,a8

hatl been thecuslom upto that time. The Treasury,

in giving that .sanction, especially warned the

Di'parlment that the ititere-ts of the public gener-

ally rather than local interests must be considered

in future. He had Lcen recently further considering

the matter and had referred the question of expense

to a coiumitlee, which was now considering the

labourers' wages at Kew and in the royal jiarks

generallv, and until ho knew accurately wl at the

real cost of the arrangement suggested by the

deputation would be, he could not come to a final

determination upon the matter. It was certain,

however, that the expense would not be incon-

siderable. It must also be borne in mind that

there was a great interest in the other direction—

namely, that of the scientific men who were allowed

the privilege of fierpienting the gardens in the

mornirg, and Sir Joseph Hooker, when director,

reported very strongly again.st that privilege being

witlidrawn. A large numberof persons nowavailed

themsehes of that regulation, and lie had received

letters from gentlemen interested in the gardens

objecting to the withdrawal of the privilege by the

general admission of the jjublic, and sta'ing that

it was of great importance in the interests of science

that scientists shfuild still have special opportuni-

ties of studying the plants. Amorg otheis he had

a letter from an eminent scientific man, Mr. Alfred

Wallace, a distinguished advocate of land na-

tionalisation, who no doubt would have special

views on the subject upon public grounds, and

who said that he had Irtquently gone into the

gardens for some days together for the purpose of

being allowed to handle the plants and to make
investigations of a minute characttr that would

be wholly impossib'e if the public generally were

admitted. He mentioned those facts to show that

there was something to be said on tlie other side.

He could ordy say that he would ca'efully consirier

the question after he had ascertained what the

cost would be. He believed that the present Chan-

cellor of the Excl eqncr had the same general

sympathy which he had with the public movement

in favour of open spaces. Both the public interest

and the interest of scientific men should be fully

considered.

The deputation then withdrew.

Garden labels.—Mr. Morri?, at a recent meet-

ing of the scientific committee of the Royal Hor-

ticultural Societv, remarked on the difiicully of

finding any material suitable for labels. They had

tried a great variety at Kew, but the best in being

most durable was a strip of lead with the narne

stamped upon it. He exhibited a sample from the

garden of Mr. A. Cushr.ey, Pains Hill Park, Cob-

ham, dated 1774, on which the name "White

Magdalen Peach" appeared to be as sharply

indented as at first. It is said, however, that the

lead of the present day, in consequence of its

being purer through desilverisation, would probably

not last so long.

Gardeners.' Orphan Furd.—We are a-^koJ

to state that the committee of thi.s deserving institution

have made arrangements with Mr. Imre Kiridly to take

a ticket benefit at (Jlympia during the fortnight com-

mencing December .5. We trust that the funds may
be substantially benefited.

Tea plants in England.—In reply to "J. B.'s"

question I beg to say there is a large pl.nt of Thea
viridis standing in a sheltered nook in tie pleasure

grounds here. It measurea over 6 feet through and 3

feet high.

—

James Mayne, The Gardens, Bicion, B.

SaJtertoit.

Names of plants— T Y. ff.— Quite impossible

to name, as owing to the bad packing the flowers were

quite spoiled. /•'. Norris.— l, Begonia mctalliea; 2,

B. myriostigma ; 3, send again ; 4, Selaginella sto-

lonifera formosa ; 5, Acalypha musaica ; G, Begonia

Dregei ; 7, Ncphrolepis exaltata; 8, Draciena fragrans

9, Selaginella caulescens; 10, Dracina rubra.

Names of fruit.— K. A'. 7?.—Apples: 1, Blenheim
Orange; 2, Cellini; 3, Minchall Crab. Mrs. Eason.

—Apples : 1. Tower of (damis ; ?, Blenheim Orange ;

3, Golden Pippin. i'. II. .1;.— Ajplcs: 1, Roil

Streak; 2, Noitlicru Greening; 3, Craveuslciu.
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Woods and Forests.

SEASONABLE FOREST WORK.
Forest work generally is in a forward state,

the weather having been mild and open
; but

in the case of planting no time should be lost

before hard weather sets in. With the late,

unusually wet weather, it may be well to warn
planters against the practice of proceeding with
the work while the soil is damp and sticky and
while the pits, as in most instances they are, are
full of water. No satisfactory work can thus
be accomplished, and it is wise policy under such
circumstances to refrain from planting until the
nature of the ground and weather permit of the
operation being properly performed. Not only
is the labour attached to planting in wet
sticky soil increased two-fold, but the work
cannot be satisfactorily done, and the results
are the opposite of encouraging. The soil should
be in a nice friable condition and fairly dry,
and the pits empty of water before a single
plant is inserted. By chopping the turf finely
and placing it in the bottom of each pit with
a covering of tine earth, the whole will be in
readiness when planting is engaged in, and the
work will be got through with expedition and
at the least possible expense. In planting place
the roots, the strongest and most fibrous, to
the windy side, this helping greatly to keep
the trees in position and from being uprooted
during stormy weather. Do not plant too deeply,
a safe guide being never to place the plant
deeper than where it stood when in the nursery
border. To deep planting many of the failures
in the formation of plantations may be put
down, and under the guise of holding the plants
steadi'y in the ground. There is a happy
medium that should be observed in planting
young trees with regard to the amount of soil
that should be placed on the roots, but the
safest guide, perhaps, is to follow the mark on
the stem that is indelibly enough stamped whilst
the trees are under nursery treatment. The
pits, too, should be made wide enough to
allow of the roots being spread out to° their
widest extent, for cramping and confining are
evils that must be zealously guarded against.
It is always well to have the pits larger than
they are required, as the loosening of the soil
gives the roots a chance of running more freely
than would be the case in hard and unturned
ground.
Timber felling and selling.—Where plan-

tations require thinning, the present is the
best season for the work being taken in hand.
But not only woods and plantations will re-
quire attention in this way, for hedgerows and
field timber, as well as clumps in the park,
will all need to be looked to and the trees
thinned out if necessary. Field trees should
be operated upon at once, so that the cultiva-
tion of the ground may not later on be inter-
rupted. Be careful in felling this class of tree,
the branches of wliich are usually widespread,'
that the remaining trees do not sufi"er in con-
sequence, and should such be at all probable,
the head and larger branches should be pruned
off before the tree is felled. This often pre-
vents serious damage and irreparable injury to
the neighbouring trees. Sometimes in the
case of field trees it may be necessary,
so as to allow of cultivation, to uproot
them, and in such cases the stem should
be allowed to remain intact with the roots,
so as to serve as a powerful lever. By
placing a stout rope around the stem and
as high up as possible, the tree can, after the

roots have been cut and the stump undermined,
be thrown in any required direction, and after
felling, the stem is sawn from the root. The
root can then either be split into firewood or
carted away to the rubbish corner. A cheap
and ready method of disposing of tree roots
IS to dig a deep pit immediately behind them
and into which they will fall when severed
from the trunk. The hole must be of sufli-
cient depth that at least 2 feet of soil
may be atop of the root, thus allowing of
freedom in ploughing. With hedgerow trees
uprooting will rarely be a necessity, but top
pruning must be attended to if the safety of
the neighbouring specimens is at all endangered.
Remove the trees from the fields as soon after
being felled as possible, and either have them
disposed of or conveyed to the home timber
yard, or lotted about the grounds for auction
purposes. This being the season at which
timber is generally felled, and consequently to
be offered for sale, the following prices that
have lately been realised may be of value to
those having such for disposal. The prices
given may be taken as the standard for the
south of England. Oak finds a ready market
if good at prices ranging from Is. 3d. to 2s.
per foot, but for unusually large trees, say,
containing upwards of 50 feet, I have been
ofiered as much as 2s. Od. per foot. Elm is
still hard to get rid of, and the price offered,
about 8d. per foot, is by no means a tempting
bait. Even large clean trees containing from
40 feet to 100 feet fetch little more than the
price here given. Beech at 7d. per foot is

considered well sold, but the greatest demand
for this class of timber is as firewood, and ex-
ceptionally good firewood it makes even when
green. Sycamore will not remain long on hand
at about Is. 8d. per foot, but higher prices
for the very finest trees will be got. Ash
can always be readily sold ; if not to the
merchant, local demand will always keep up
the price and allow of its free disposal at fair
prices, according to the size and quality. Pop-
lar and Willow may be classed together, the
value of the timber being about the same.
For that of fair quality, from 8d. to
Is. per foot is usually offered. Birch and
Alder are used for the same purposes and
realise about the same price per foot—from
!>d. to lOd. Lime, Hornbeam, Plane, Horse
Chestnut, and some other trees may be taken
together at prices ranging from 8d. to Is. per
foot, but they are rarely ofiered in quantity,
and the prices are fixed mainly in consideration
of the quality and quantity. Sweet or Spanish
Che.stnut sells at prices ranging from Is. 3d. to
Is. 8d. per foot, but the particular part of the
country has much to do with the demand for
this class of timber. Yew, Holly, Box, and
other special woods sell at special prices, no
fixed amount being given. Larch is still sought
eagerly after, and the prices hold good at from
Is. 3d. to Is. 6d. per foot. The timber of
Scotch, Austrian, and Corsican Pines is at
present of little value, and if it can be
disposed of, one is thankful to get the
meagre price of Gd. to 7d. per foot, but as
often as not it is cut up for firewood, and
that of an indift'erent quality. Firewood (mixed
kinds) we sell readily at bs. per single hor.se

cartload, not delivered, or sawn into logs ready
for the fire at 10s. per load. Faggots large
(bavins as they are called in Kent) fetch about
15s. per 1(10, and small faggots (pimps) can be
procured in quantity at the low price of 2s. 6d.
per 100. The prices of faggots have been
greatly reduced of late years by the manufac-
ture of the small bundles of split wood. These
split bundles of wood are fast ousting the faggots

from the market, the reduction in the quantity
of these latter now supplied being very con-
siderable, and that, too, even although the
prices have of late years been much reduced.

A. D. W.

The quality of timber is greatly dependent
upon the aspect in which the trees are grown.
Where this is northern, the wood is generally soft

;

consequently it is better arlapted for purposes of
manufacture than for building. In th's aspect the
young trees suffer less from frosts in the spring in
consequence of the vegetation being backward

;

but, owing to the tardiness of ripening, the summer
shoots are frequently caught by early autumn
frosts. An eastern aspect will grow trees of a
good medium quality, fitted for the greatest num-
ber of uses ; consequently this is considered the
best aspect for forests of Urge size. As the tem-
perature is moderate and the wind dry, vegetation
is here fairly rapid. Upon a southern aspect the
timber, though superior in lignificalion, is more
irregular in form. Upon a western aspect the heat
is generally considerable, but, owing to the fre-

quency, the strength, and the irregularity of the
winds the timber is often ill-shaped.—A.

PinuB Laricio for exposed poor land

—

This is one of the best conifers for planting on poor
land in exposed situations with a view to a perma-
nput crop of timber. We have a quantity of it

planted out on a bleak plain in a thin, poor
soil. This is growing away at a rapid rate, quite
overtopping the Larch and Scotch Fir, and it ap-
pears to shape itself so well for a timber- producing
tree, that I believe it will prove to be the best of all

the Pine family yet introduced. It has other good
qualities, too, for hares, rabbits, and boring beetles
rarely injure it. It has, however, one drawback

;

it transplants badly, but this may be overcome by
irrowing it on in a nursery and carefully shifting
it every autumn until it is ready to plant out —Y.

The Holly and Yew are two valuable trees.

They will grow tohrably well in the shade and in

almost any ordinary good soil ; but in a ra'her dry,

stronjj loam both do best, the Holly particularly.

Though a difficult subject to transplant, I never
rempiuber the Holly to have shown any signs of

distress from drought if the roots had had time
enough to get hold of the soil; but the Yew oc-

casionally suffers owing to the roots spreading out
close to the surface. Hence the benefit trees grow-
ing on lawns and other e.xpo.'^ed places receive
from top-dressings, which should be placed over
the roots as far as they extend. Still, though
there are trees that prefer a dry, and others a
moist situation, as a rule all timber trees prefer

a soil free from stagnant moisture ; hence the neces-
sity of drainage in plantations, which may be
carried out by means of open drains to a consider-

able extent, if the drains be cut in parallel lines

at regular distances apart and kept open by
periodical cleaning. I have known extensive

woods drained in this way, when doing it other-

wise would have entailed much expense.—S.

"The Garden" Monthly Pa.Hs.— This journal is pub-
licked in neatly bound Monthly Parts. In this form, the

coloured plates are best preserved, and it is most suitable for

reference previous to the issue of the half-yearly volumes. Price

Is. Gd. ; post free, Is. 9d. Complete set of volumes of Thk
Garden from its commenc intent to end oj 1891, forty vols.,

price, cloth, £29 8>.

"Gardenlrg lilustpated" Monthly Parts. — JTiis

journal is published in neatly bound monthly Parts, in which
form it is most suitable for reference }^revious to the issue of i lie

yearly volumes. Price bd.; post free, Sd.

"Fapm and Home" Monthly Pa.Tts.—ilhis journal is

published in neatly bound Monthly Parts, in which form it i»

most suitable for reference previous to the issue of the yearly

volumes. Price 5d.', post free, 8d.

"Hardy Flowers."—tSiving descriptions o] upwards oi

thirteen hundred of the most ornamental species, with directions

for their arrangement, culture, <kc, fifth and Popular
Edition, Is.; post free, Is. Sd

All of cur nadets who are interested in the irnprorimtnt oj

cottage homes are invited to help us to woke Cortage GaP-
deningr ^ncwn. it is published at the very lowest jirue to

meet the wants of those for ultoni it is intended, and ccjies will

be sent for dist7ibulion, free, by the publishirs, Mefsrs. CaBsell

and Con>'£iany, La Belle Sauvage, ludgate Hill, B.C.
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" This Is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rather ; but
The Aht itself is ^j^'rvRE."—Shak-espeare.

Rose Garden.

NATIONAL ROSE SOCIETY.

ExniBlTIiNt Roses from
Light Land.

Hkavy and

This is a subject of cousicleralile interest, and
it is one whicli is of great importance as bear-

ing on a c|iK'stic)n wliicli lias yearly arisen in our
National Rose Society's discussions, especially

at their general meetings, one of which is about
to be held on the 13th inst. The growth of

the Rose itself is not so much the question

which is discussed with us as the results in

regard to the date the Rose blooms develop,

that question being of great importance to our
members, more especially those of us who ex-

hibit at our metropolitan show ; but it also

affects the great majority of our members who
go merely as spectators to the Crystal Palace
meeting principally, and may have either good
or bad exhibits set before them, according as

the season has been propitious or otherwise.

Although all sorts of side issues are brought in

by the supporters of both parties, the main
question practically remains one and always the

same, viz., the best date for showing the Rose
in perfection. The growers on light soils and
in southern districts naturally wish the exhibi-

tions fixed at early dates, and those who grow
on heavy land and clay would like all Rose
shows to be later than at present.

The question is said to be further complicated
of recent years by the greater use of the Brier

as the stock now adopted by our great profes-

sionals for the final production (I say final, as

there are intermediate developments) of the

Roses sent out by sale to amateur growers. It

is said by some growers of great repute that

the Brier stock has revolutionised the date at

which Rose bloonis are developed, and that our

Ro.se seasons in consequence of this stock,

which some bless and others vilify, are a full

fortnight later than some ten years back.

There is something to be said on both sides,

and it is difficult to take the juste milieu and
say what is really incontrovertible out of a

number of statements set forth on either side.

There can be no question that our seasons

for some years past have been of the most per-

plexing character, and what such a great

authority as IMr. George Paul sets down (in

his remarks sent out in his annual Rose book)

as the fault of the stock now used may more
properly be placed to and accounted for by
these unusual and variable seasons, which have

blown hot and cold with a rapidity of changes

that would have .sadly perplexed the satyr so

well known in ^lilsop's Fables.

But let us assume that in any year, even in

1803 it may occur, we have a season such as

we had in 188" or 1889—known respectively as

the years of the Jul)ilee and the Shah's visit

—

where will the growers of the south of England
and on light soils be then ] I say, from the

view of a southern grower, quite over by the

end of June. Then I shall only be afraid, as

one deeply interested in our society's welfare,

that the expected triumph of the champions on
heavy land will be a sorry one, as the principal

exhibitors of the south will be unable to show
in their proper form, and it will be a question

whether those of our growers who come from

the north, or who grow their Roses on heavy

laud, will be able to make up for the gaps

in the ranks of the greater army of southern

growers.

This year was considered a late one, but

most exhibitors were in good form by the

end of June and beginning of July, and we
were in the full mid-season of the big southern

growers by the lirst week of .1 uly, and it can-

not be denied that the N. R. S. meeting at the

Crystal Palace on July 2 was the largest and

best ever held by the society. Every grower

of experience knows that there is a short pau.se

between the blooming of the two principal

crops of very big Rose gardens, and the second

crop of these great rosarians came on again

about the 12th. The later crop come.s usually

from maiden plants, and many exhibitors rely

mainly on these, but it seems to me that an

exhibitor who grows very large numbers should

so arrange his Rose garden that he be prepared

for a late or an early season. I only know two

small growers who support the theory of a

late date, and in one of these cases the amateur

has ample space to act in the way I suggest.

To show the extraordinary variations of

growth in the two most recent sea.sons in even

one locality, I think I am not exceeding the

limits of criticism when I state what occurred

to two of our great rosarians in the last two

years, and which is well known in the Rose

world. Last year Mr. B. Cant, of Colchester,

was the most successful rosarian in the early

part of the season and won the metropolitan

championship, but later on Mr. Frank Cant

won the majority of the great events. This year

exactly the opposite positions have been taken.

At the Crystal Palace and Earl's Court exhi-

bitions Mr. Frank Cant won the premiership

for seventy-two varieties, although Mr. B. Cant

took both the N. R. S. medals and other prizes,

but later on Mr. B. Cant won most of the great

events decisively. I believe both these gentle-

men favour early exhibitions of our society. I

mention thus pointedly an anomaly in Rose
culture which has occurred between two great

rosarians, whose nurseries lie in the same
locality, because it is one which might occur

elsewhere, and with amateurs also. I believe

we shall find similar anomalies, variations in

weather and eccentricity in the growth of Roses

cultivated for e.xhibitions of our National Rose

Society, in the future as we have had in the

past, and that a change of date for our shows

is not of such vital importance to growers in

late districts or heavy land as they alone seem

to think. In any case it is they who annually

brine forward the question for discussion. An
important matter for them is the fact, to which

they do not hitherto appear to have given suffi-

cient thought or consideration, that after next

year there will be a succession of late dates for

the Crystal Palace N. R. S. meeting, which no

doubt will gratify them, and also may help to

a solution of this very vexed question.

Croydon. C. J. Grahame.

this is in splendid condition for planting. In light

soils more food is required, and though I do not

agiee with placing a great mass of manure on the

surface early in the winter, a small quantity to old

Hoses is beneficial, as this is washed down to the

roots by the rains and the roots benefited, and they

are also encouraged to the surface. 1 have great

faith in mulching in the early part of the summer.

I am well aware of the dilticulty of mulching the

Rose in the kept grounds or in neat flower gardens,

but it can be done by removal of the loose soil

that is at the surface and then applying the ma-

nure, this latter being in a decayed state and

covering over with the soil. Of course, it is not

necessary to remove the surface soil if not requirea

or full of roots. In that case new soil may be used

for covering. I have also used a slight cover of

cocoa fibre. If mulching in the early summer

with decayed cow manure is objected to, much

may be done by using liquid manure. With Roses

on turf, such as standards, and in poor soils, the

turf should never come close up to the stem
;
a

space should be left for feeding and also to prevent

injury to the bark by mowing.—S. H.

Roses and manures.—The note on planting

Roses at p. 47'.) is important, pointing out the

serious consequences of giving the roots of these

plants too much manure. I would like to add a
short note as to the value of cow manure when
I)roperly applied, especially on light gravelly soils.

For years I have used cow manure in light soils at

planting, but not in direct contact with the roots,

as the manure is gathered into a heap the previous

winter or spring and at that date the turf is cut

and stacked, and being of a light nature I place a
good layer of cow manure between each layer of

turf, and by the following October or November

THE SO-CALLED HYBRID TEAS.

This is a section of Roses that is rapidly becoming

of great importance, and it is a pity that there

should be such a difference of opinion as to wl \:h.

belong to this group and which do not. How can

a cross between a pure Tea and one of the Hybrid

Perpetuals be a Hybrid Tea? Why not a Hybrid

Perpetual also ! As if a cross between these two

it belongs to both sections equally. I have en-

deavoured to open a discussion on this point with

the object of getting these charming Roses more

definitely classified, but hitherto no one has

replied.

The National Rose Society has decided that they

be shown among the Hybrid Perpetuals, and be

totally excluded from the Tea-scented and Noi-

settes. That very pretty new Rose Gustave Regis

is out of its class altogether when placed among

the Hybrid Perpetuals. To my mind there is no

variety which seems to possess the characteristics

of the Tea-scented section in a greater degree than

Gustave Regis. Its habit of growth, foliage, and

especially its charmingly long buds of canary-yel-

low with deep pink and carmine shades at the

edge of its petals, all stamp it as a Tea Rose. I

cannot help feeling that were one to exhibit this

variety among a stand of Teas and Noisettes it

would be a hard matter to disqualify the exhibit.

Then let us take Grace Darling. What is there in

this Rose less like a Tea than can be found in

Souvenir de T. Levet, Mme. Lambard, Alphonse

Karr, Aline Sisley, and others ? If Souvenir de T.

Levet is recognised as a Tea Rose, why is not

Triomphe de Pernet p6re ? It is a diflicult ques-

tion to answer if one is to be guided by appear-

ances at all. I do not know the pedigree of Sou-

venir de Therose Levet, but Triomphe de Pernet

pore is the result of crossing Monsieur Desir with

General Jacqueminot. I should be glad if some of

your readers could give me the parentage of

Gustave Regis ; it was sent out by Jos. Pernet-

Ducher in 1891, and is a charming [Rose for cut

flowers. Among this section of Roses we reckon

some of our finest all-round varieties. For ex-

ample, Viscountess Folkestone, Lady Mary litz-

william, Augustine Guinoisseau (why, I know not

seeing that La France is classed with the Hybrid

Perpetuals by all growers of note, and this variety

is simply a sport from it, and as there has been no

hybridising in this case, why should it be called a

Hybrid Tea?), Grace Darhng, Cheshunt Hjbrid,

Camoens,W. F. Bennett, and several more that are

really good. They are equally free-flowering as

the true Teas, but, unfortunately, they are not so

free from red rust. ,, , ,

Now there are several Roses that resulted from

crossing two Teas together, and it passes my
understardirg why any of these are classed with

the Hybrid Perpetuals by the National Rose So-

ciety Let us take Kaiserin Friednch for an

example. This is a cross between Gloire de Dijon
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and Perle des Jardins—two pure Tea-scented
Roses

; yet we find this variety barred from being
exhibited in a stand of Teas or Noisettes, and pro-
moted (?) to the Hybrid Tea (syn.. Hybrid Per-
petual class, jvV/e N.K.S.). Why is Kaiserin Fried-
rich a Hybrid Tea, and H. M. Stanley not ? Both
result from crossing two Tea-scented varieties, H.
M. Stanley coming from Mme. Lambard crossed
with Comtesse Riza du Pare. But the National
Eose Society call this one a Tea! Pearl Rivers
(Devoniensis x Mme. de Watteville) is another in-
stance. The question is, what are we to call a
Hybrid Tea? Cheshunt Hybrid, Bedford Belle and
others are no more Hybrid Teas than Hybrid Per-
petual^, and as long as La France, Lady Mary
Fitzwilliam and others are to be shown among the
last-named class, why should they not be styled
Hybrid Perpetuals in preference to Hybrid Teas,
seeing they have an equal right to either class ?

On looking down the list of new Roses at the
end of the National Rose Society's schedule for
1892, I am pleased to see that all that are crosses
between Teas are classed as such, and it would be
much better if our Rose growers could come to the
same opinion and class them among Teas in their
catalogues. Will some of your readers kindly tell
me the difference between a Tea-scented Rose and
a Noisette? How would they define the two
classes, and what is it that makes Caroline Kuster
and Triomphe des Rennes Noisettes, and not Mme.
de Watteville, Mme. Cusin and others? The pre-
cise distinction between these two classes has
often puzzled me somewhat. Marechal Niel and
R6ve d'Or are Noisettes, while Gloire de Dijon and
Mme. Berard are Teas. p. u.

ROSES INTRODUCED IN THE LAST
DECADE.

Recently, in taking a survey of the Roses of
old and established repute and those of more
recent introduction, I noticed the large number
of really first-rate Roses which we have acquired in
the last ten years. Although these varieties can-
not be said, if taken individually, to excel many
of the older kinds, yet collectively they are of
immense service to rosarians, and in the list I
have made out at foot it will he seen that hardly
without exception there is a reputation already
attached to every name there given. This list

also emphasises a fact, which in a more general
way I have recently stated in The G.^rden
and elsewhere, that our own hybridisers have
in the last ten years made marked strides as
contrasted with their position previous to 1882,
and it will doubtless also be noticed with re-
gret, because his loss to us is great, how fre-
quently the late Mr. H. Bennett's name comes
in as the raiser of varieties of great excellence.
Another statement of mine is also fairly proved
that continental rosarians are not progressing in
Rose culture pari passu with our own growers,
as the only great French professional growers
who seem of late to have kept up their reputa-
tion are M. Guillot fils, of Lyons, and M. Fer-
net and Ducher, more especially the former
firm of rosarians, and it is in the Tea Rose class
that they excel. The names of other English
rosarians of reputation besides the late H.
Bennett are more frequent than those of any
others of the French hybridisers, and I would
specially mention Messrs. Dickson and Son, of
Newtownards, Mr. Wm. Paul, and Mr. G.
Paul as having even up to the present year in-
troduced very high class Roses.
There are in all some forty-five Roses in the

list I annex of new and good Hybrid Per-
petuals, Hybrid Teas, Moss Roses, Bourbons,
Teas and Noisettes, but probably in the period
under review there were at least 150 so-
called novelties introiuced. From the large
number of first-class new Hybrid Perpetuals
and Hybrid Teas produced by English rosarians.

it may be assumed that our climate as a rule is

Itetter suited to the raijing of this class of

Rose than is that of France, but not bo suitable
to the hybridisation of Teas and Noisettes.

This view would seem to get partial confirma-
tion in the fact of MM. Guillot being still at

the head of producers of new Tea Roses, they
having given to the world the greatest number
of new Roses of the highest quality and form
in the Tea class, although their Hybrid Per-
petual productions are few and of no import-
ance.

Judging from the fact that the late Mr.
Bennett introduced several Teas of the finest

form, and also eight or more Hybrid Per-
petuals of the greatest merit, it seems natural
to think that if his life had been spared he
would ere this have eclipsed all other hybri-

disers. Messrs. Dickson, of Newtownards,
Ireland, seem likely before long to succeed in

rivalling, hardly in excelling, Mr. Bennett's
eflbrts in Rose culture, and as we are naturally
anxious to surpass, as we already rival, the
French in one of their most notable horticul-

tural successes, we must all wish Messrs. Dick-
son " good luck " in their experiments. Any
rosarian of experience will easily pick out the
Roses which have achieved the greatest name
in the list given, but I will select specially a
few which are of the greatest celebrity. I may
also say that a young rosarian who took the
shorter list as an experimental one for the
formation of a new Rose garden would have
a good basis on which to start a career of Rose
cultivation. I am aware that this is the oppo-
site to the usual practice, but there is no reason
why it should not be tried, as the varieties given
are reliable, and a novice could subsequently
add the Roses of the greatest reputation intro-

duced prior to 1882. I need hardly say these
are most numerous and contain amongst them
some of our very grandest flowers, even the
greatest of all ; to wit, in their respective

colours, such Roses as Marechal Niel, Comtesse
de Nadaillac, La France, Charles Lefebvre,
Souvenir d'Elise, and Innocente Pirola, which
I would dub one and all as the leaders of their

divisions, the Marechal taking the command in

chief.

The choicest and most celebrated of the new
varieties are the following :

—

Te.\s and Noi-
settes.

Cleopatra
Ethel Brownlow
Edith Gifford

Mme. de Watteville
Mme. Hoste
Princess of Wales
Souvenir de S. A.

Prince
The Bride

H. P., H. Te.\, and
BOURBOKS.

Earl of DufEerin
Gustave Piganeau
Her Majesty
Margaret Dickson
Mrs. Paul
Mrs. John Laing
Salamander
Sir Rowland Hill

Victor Hugo
Viscountess Folkestone

All the foregoing are Roses which may be
said to have already taken the highest rank,
and also to be superb varieties. They are what
we may call "medal" Roses, as I .should .say

most of them have already achieved the distinc-
tion of winning the National Rose Society's
medal, and in several cases of Roses raised by
English rosarians its gold medal, the latter
honour being the highest distinction which our
society can confer on a new Rose, although it

has happened, from the rules and difficulties

connected with the exhibition of new Roses,
that some of the best varieties now in existence
could not be exhibited so as to obtain the blue
riband of the N. R. S,

I may mention that in the subjoined specified
list several Roses of great reputation, which
have only of comparatively recent date come

prominently to the front, are not mentioned, as

they were introduced in the years 1880 and 1881,

and this article goes only critically into the last

decade. Such Roses as Mme. Cusin, one of

GuiUot's triumphs, Susanne Rodocanachi, Ul-

rich Brunner, Pride of Waltham, Mrs. Jowitt,

Mme. Isaac Periere, and Duke of Teck came
out in the years 1880 and 1881, and each on its

day is as grand a flower and as desirable a Rose
as any rosarian can wish to possess.

Name, year of distribution, and name of the

raiser of the best Roses introduced since the

year 1882 inclusive are given below :

—

H.P. AND H. Tea. Date.
Augustine Gninoisseau 1889
Caroline Testout . 1891

Danmark 1890

Duchess of Albany 1888
Eail of Dufferin 1887

Earl of Pembroke 1882
Eclair 1883

Gloire de Margottin 1887
Gloire Lyonnaise 1884
Grace Darling 1884
Gustave Piganeau 1889

H. Schultbeis 1882
Her Majesty 1886
Jeannie Dickson 1890

Lady Helen Stewart 1887

Lady Mary Fitzwilliam 1882
Marchioness of Dufferin 1891

Margaret Dickson 1891

Merveille de Lyon 1882

Mrs. Geo. Dickson 1884

Mrs. John Laing 1887
Reynolds Hole 1883
Salamander 1891

Sir Rowland HiU 1888
Victor Hugo 1884
Viscountess Folkestone 1886

BorEBON.
Mrs. Paul 1891

Mos.s Rose.
Zenobia 1892

Tea and Noisette.
Cleopatra 1889

Climbing Niphetos 1889

Ethel Brownlow 1887

Ernest Metz 1889

Hon. Edith Gifford 1882

Mme. de Watteville 1883

Mme. Hoste 1887

Mme. Moreau 1890

Mrs. James Wilson 1889

Princess Beatrice 1887

Princess of Wales 1882

Sappho 1889

J^ouvenir de S. A. Prince 1889

Souvenir de Ther&se Levet 1882

Sunset 1883

The Bride 1885

L'Ideal 1887

Raiseb.

Guino^sseau
Fernet and Du-

cher
Zeinier Lassen
and Dithmer

Wm. Paul
A. Dickson and
Son

H. Bennett
Lacharme
Margottin
Guillot

H. Bennett
Pernet and Du-

cher
H. Bennett
H. Bennett
A. Dickson and
Son

A. Dickson and
Son

H. Bennett
A. Dickson and
Son

A. Dickson and
Son

Pernet
H. Bennett
H. Bennett
Paul and Son
Wm. Paul
Mack
Schwartz
H. Bennett

Paul and Son

Wm. Paul

H. Bennett
Keynes, Wil-

liams and Co.

A. Dickson and
Son

Guillot

Guillot

Guillot

Guillot

Moreau
A. Dickson and
Son

H. Bennett
H. Bennett
Wm. Paul
G. Prince and
Sons

Levet
Hender-^on
May (U.S.A.)

Nabonnand

Croydon. Charles J. Geahame.

Carnations at Chrysanthemum shows.
— 1 have been struck, not by the presence, but by
the absence of these popular flowers. A class tor six

or twelve plants in one or more varieties would, no

doubt, bring out some frrow&ca. I am fully persuaded

that Caruations will be grown in larger quantities

than ever. With such splendid varieties as Miss

Joliffe Improved (pink), Winter Cheer (scarlet), and

Mrs. Moore (white), there should be no lack of com.

petition.—H. G.
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Trees and Shrubs.

CHERRIES AS ORNAMENTAL
FLOWERING TREES.

TilK present is a most aiipropriate season for

drawing attention to the great l)eauty of tlie

Cherries whilst in tlower. Now is the time for

planting them, and where any note has been
made of their usefulness it will be advisable to

secure the trees and plant at once. In my own
case I have observed that after the double varie-

ties attain a fairly good age, there is a tendency
towards canker, as in the fruiting Cherries.

Rather tlian allow a tree to remain when it has
in a manner become unsightly, it is much better

to cut it down and plant afresh, but not alto-

gether in the same place without an entire

change of soil. Wlien a tree is seen to be on
the wane it is just as well to plant afresh ; then
by the time the young tree is estaljlished, the
old one can bo removed without being greatly

missed. The illustration depicts a young tree

grown as a standard, which is by far the better
plan. It will be noted on reference to the en-
graving that there is au undergrowth of foliage ;

this is as it should be, and exemplifiea the ad-
vantage of the standards over dwarfer bushes.
It is not, of course, necessary to keep to the
double varieties, although whilst in flower they
last longer in good condition. The single and
fruiting kinds can also be planted for purposes
of oruameutation as well, although methinks
theyare not .so very often to be met with. For ex-
ample, why should not the Morello Cherry be so
cultivated ? I have seen it thus grown in a most
successful manner, forming beautiful heads. First
there is thehandsome display of bloom, then there
is the fruiting season. We do sometimes see the
weeping Ash on lawna ; why not the Morello
Cherry as well, and grown in the same way i In
all probability the fruits would escape the birds
more than when planted in the kitchen garden
in those gardens of medium size, because the
tree would stand by itself. The reason why
standard fruit trees of all kinds are not more
extensively planted in our shrubberies is not
that they are not beautiful, surely I I think
it is rather that because it has been so, so it

must still be. A well clothed, but not neces-
sarily a pruned tree of the Morello Cherry
would upon a lawn be a beautiful object. It is

easy enough to grow it thus. The sod need
not be in any case of a rich character. I would
rather have it otherwise. The following are
useful double varieties to plant in shrubberies,
viz. , Cerasus Avium multiplex (the double form
of the wild Cherry). C. domestica flore-pleno is

a strong growing variety, but probably not so
much so as the foregoing. C. serrulata (the double
white Chinese Cherry) is, I think, one of the
most useful of all; it flowers freely and is not so
strong a grower. Of the singles note should be
made of C. Juliana (St. Julian's Cherry) and
its rose-coloured variety ; also of C. Pad us (the
Bird Cherry) and its pendulous variety. Be-
sides these there are the single varieties of the
doubles first quoted, and last, but not least,
the Morello afore mentioned, which should be
chosen with clean well grown stems.

H. G.

The Laurustinus—Having regard to the
exrreme paucity of h.irdy plants that bloom natur-
ally in the winter, it is somewhat surprising that
Laurustinuse-! are not much more frequently
grown. How much more pleasing in form and
beautiful now would fine bushes be on lawns than
are so many of the dark, dingy, flowerless Pinuses
so .common in Muall gardens. I have seen several
fine bushes of the Laurustinus blooming most pro-

fusely ab,)ut Siirbit'.in, and in front of one garden necessary to plant with caution, but t! c well-

was an old hi'dge kept in place by annual known liardy ornamental trees and shrubs liave
pruning, almost the em ire top and front of which been left out of this category. Take the case ot

were full of bloom. It is really a wonder that small Young's variety of the weeping iiirch. It ought
Laurustincs are not conmionly grown in pots for to lie in every garden with a fairly pure atmo-
(^reenbinise decoration during the winter, esprcially sphere. What is desired in a Iiirch tree is one
in c'omparatively cool houses where tender plants tliat will rise up a reasonable beiglit and cast its

fail to -A. D.

Dimorphinthus mandschurieus. — Mr.
Wnoil docd well to call iittention to tliis, but ag
rotjards its not succeediui? ou a stiff soil, be is iu

errtn*. I'h"? soil iu the pleasure grounds here is a^

stittaud also cold as it is possible for it to be, yet this

drooping branches gracefully around. Some of the
trees get slunteil in the grafting and never rise to
the dignity of trees at all. The purple and Cut-
leaved Birches should also be freely planter!

where there is scope for variety. Then, again,
what a graceful tree is the common Beech. Plant

tree succeeds well. Two years siuce I had occasiou it on a knoll in the park in .some isolated position

to remove a specimen to another position, aud now I or in the grounds, if they are extensive enough to

justify the u.se of trees of

large size, and in the future

a noble structure of tree life

will be reared. I have only
referred to the conimon
Beech, but there are otl er

Beeches still more ciTectivc

as objects ot interest and
ornament. IL is pcssilile to

plant too many dark-foliaged
trees, but the jjurple or
Copper Beech and the
Fern-leaved Beech alwajs
attract attention when used
sparingly. Then among Pop-
lars there are noble trees.

I have in my mind's eve an
Aspen Poplar that I have
known for half a rentury.
In my earliest recollections

it was large in girth, and so
wide-spreading were its bran-
ches, that they had to bo
supported. It occupies that
best of all positions for tl e
Aspen Poplnr, the banks ot
a lake of considerable .'•ize

where the breeze causes
a perpetual motion amorg
the leaves. Other Poplais
there are of equal interest
to the planter who desires
to create pictorial effects.

The Abele and the new while
Populus Bolleacawith tlie free
growing cana'iensis nov.a and
i's golden variety are all wait-
ing for the platter's hand.
I never care much for the
Lombardy Poplar when it

gets large and old ; it has a
weird-like aspect in the land-
scape, and should, I think,
be used very sparingly. To
the planter of Oaks there is

much vaiiety in noble growth
and leafage. Besides the
scarlet Oak a'ready adverted
to there are others of nearly
equal interest : Quercus Con-
cordia, the golden nigra ped

-

iinculata, the Ijlack and others,
including Q. palustris and Q.
pannonica, a tree with large
glossy foliage. Large groups
ot the common Dogwood and

see there arc several plmts springing up from portions , the golden Willow are very effective when the
ofrciots no doubt left behind.—A. YovsG Abhcrleii
Hall.

Cherry tree in bloom. Engraved for The Garden from a photograph
sent by Mr. S. V. Harcourt, Malwood.

leaves are down in winter, and there is an
infinite variety in the tints of the bark and buds
of deciduous trees in winter which is exceedingly

OMmPV IMPROVVMrvT^ intere.^ting to those who observe closely. Among
UAKUi-.N lMlHU\l.Mi.Nld. [weeping trees, the weeping variety of the Mahv-

Thb present open weather should be made the leb Cherry is a very graceful tree, and in warm
most of for laying down turf and tree and shrub situations the Catalpa syringaifolia and the Tulip

planting. Where there is room for a good-sized tree are very desirable. Elms are noble trees, but
tree, I think no one will regret planting the scarlet their roots are very hungry, especially the roots < f

Oak. Not only is it effective when the leaves die the Wvch and tlie Huntingdon varieties, and should

off in autumn, but its large glos-y leaves are not, I think, be planted near atiylbing cb^ ice or

attractive in spring and summer. I cannot under- tender, as they are such fearful robbers. The
stand why there is such a reluctance among broad-leaved Weeping Elm looks well on the lawn,

planters generally to try noveltie.-. There are a but for the mo.st ]iart the Elms should be planted

ceria'n number of newly-introduce 1 things that in *be park, for which position theyare eminently
one does not know enough ab ut, and which it is suited. One of t! e purposes for wlii^h trees aie
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required is to give shade in summer, and I think

tlie Walnut is tlie most perfect shade tree ;
there is

jast sufficient foliage to temper the heat of the

>MD, but no', enough, as in tlie case of tlic Hjrse
Chestnut or Beech, to ma'ie the position dark and
sombre. Besides, under the Walnut trees there are

but few insects. There is something about the

exhalations from a Walnut tree which the insects

do not like, s j the reader may rest in peace.

E. H.

Kitchen Garden.

A GOOD EXAMPLE.
There is no disguising the fact that very many
of the schemes adopted by various technical

education committees have proved or are

proving comparative failures. Especially is this

the case in purely agricultural di.stricts. Too
often the subjects selected for lecturing upon
have been or are still far too high-class to be of

any real value or interest to the great majority

of either farmers or working-men, and they

failed to attend the lectures accordingly. The
study of geology, chemistry, and kindred sub-

jects is doubtless to be commended, but as far

as the average inhabitant of country villages and
small towns is concerned such studies have no
attraction or value. What is wanted is far less

theory and advanced science and more practical

instruction upon topics connected with the land

and what it can be made to produce. One
series of lectures upon the more advanced sub-

jects was quite enough for this district, and this

winter the most Vv-e hear about is dress-making

and cookery. At Warminster, in the adjoining

county (Wiltshire), the gentlemen who took up
the subject of technical education evidently

early realised the futility of employing lecturers

to discourse to scanty audiences, their idea

being to gain and disseminate more practical

information upon the cultivation of the Potato

and thereby confer a direct benefit upon the

locality. A series of experiments was conducted

to a very successful issue, and as this is to be

followed up by a course of lectures upon Po-

tato culture, it will not be the fault of the

committee if a great and lasting good is not

derived by all who are willing to be instructed.

In all probability a more exhaustive series of

experiments in Potato culture than those con-

ducted at Warminster and two villages witliin

driving distance was never carried out, and it

in to be hoped something similar will be

at- empted next season in various other parts of

the country. Naturally what answers well in

one district or even in a single parish may not

be equally satisfactory in others, soils varying

surprisingly within a very short radius. It is

only by local experiments that the best methods
of culture, and more especially the most suit-

able varieties and manures can be ascertained.

At Warminster the first proceeding was to se-

lect plots of ground within easy reach of all who
were disposed to watch the exjieriments, and
from these samjiles of soil were sent to Down-
ton College to be analysed. Professor Munro,
in addition to analysing the soils, also advised

upon the composition of manures and the che-

mical mixtures to be used by way of a disease

preventive, this advice being of the greatest

assistance to the cimimittee. Altogether forty-

three half perch plots were staked out at War-
minster, these repre.senting a similar number of

distinct experiments, some of which were re-

peated at Heytesbury and Horningsham. It is

not my intention, however, to attempt a de-

scriptio.1 of all these experiments, but I will give

a br'ef outline for the benefit of readers of

The Garden who may feel disposed to conduct

somewhat similar jirooeedings either privately or
publicly. Ten varieties of Potatoes were grown,
these consisting of White Elephant, School-
master, Reading Russet, Webber's Early Beauty,
Bruce, Reading Giant, Maiucrop, Magnum Bo-
num, and Imperator. Some were planted on un-
manured ground, these plots being compared
with plots dressed with farmyard manure, soot,

chemical manures as recomm(?nded by Professor
Munro, and in other cases with one constituent

omitted, and special mixtures as supplied by
the trade. Imported seed was tried against

that home-grown, moderately large sets against

small, and cut against uncut. Planting at the

usual time was compared with the recently

revived notion that planting in June is advis-

able as a disease preventive, w-hile wide plant-

ing was tested against medium distances and
the other extreme. So many plots in each trial

ground were duly dressed with sulphate of

copper and lime, " sucrated " and otherwise, as

a preventive of disease, the results being com-
pared with adjoining plots not dressed, but in

all other respects similarly treated. Each plot

was so labelled as to admit of all interested in

th(! experiments being able to watch what was be-

ing done, and from first to last the only impor-
tant omission that has occurred to me was the
non-trial of trenching or double-digging against

gi'ound ordinarily dug. It is to be hoped that
in the next series of experiments this omission
will be rectified. I do not assert that it

would pay particularly well in all cases to

trench ground for Potatoes, but I have lifted very
heavy crops from newly double-dug ground, and
consider that it is the best use to which it can
first be put. Both systems of trenching ought
to be tried. In many cases the plan of revers-

ing the ,spit, poor subsoil being brought to the
surface, would not answer well, but it would
prove an "object les.son" to many gardeners
and others who go to work in a reckless manner.
Bastard-trenching is most to be preferred, the
positions of the spits not bemg reversed in this

case, but only the shovellings or a small quan-
tity of fresh and, it may be, virgin subsoil being
mixed with the surface soil.

When the Warminster experiments came to

be tabulated, decidedly instructive, if not par-
ticularly unexpected, results came out. Of the
varieties grown, Imperator proved by far the
heaviest cropping, the weight of sound tubers
being at the rate of nearly 30 tons per acre.

Reading Giant came next, giving nearly 20 tons
per acre. Carter's Maincrop being a good third,

the weight in one instance 18j tons, and in an-
other 20 tons to the acre. Bruce and Magnum
Bonum also cropped heavily, the former lifting

at the rate of a little over 17 tons, and the
latter li tons to the acre. White Elephant
yielded at the rate of 15 tons. Schoolmaster 12
tons, Reading Russet 11 tons, Webber's Early
Beauty 11 tons, and Beauty of Hebron 11 tons
to the acre. It was found that somewhat close
planting answered well in the case of early va-
rieties, and also that the later varieties with
strong haulm must have good room allowed
them. Farmyard manure used at the rate of

32 tons to the acre (a rather heavy dressing, but
in all probability the ground was previously poor
and not very retentive) gave good results, the
gain over unmanured plots being at the rate of
nearly 3 tons per acre. Better results, how-
ever, attended the use of a mixture of super-
phosphate, kainitand nitrate of soda in equal pro-
portions, applied at the rate of 1 2cwt. per acreand
computed to cost about £2 16s. ; whereas the
farmyard manure was valued at the rate of bs.

per ton, or .£8 per acre. The combination of
superphosphate, kainit, and nitrate of soda
proved much superior to either Potato manures

as sold as such, dissolved guanoand soot,ibutthe
omission of any one of the three was attended
by a considerable decrease in the weight of crops.

Soot applied at the rate of IJ tons per acre and
costing £4 10s. was attended by disappointing
results, as it only causeel an increase in the
weight of crops of about 1 ton Si cwt. per acre
over the unmanured plots. Fairly large seta

gave the best returns, and it will be a surprise
to a good many, though it was not to me, to
learn that a change of seed was not attended by
any benefit, but rather the opposite. It was
also proved that June planting is a mistake; at
any rate it answered badly in 1802. Beauty of

Hebron was the variety selected for this par-
ticular experiment, and although the plot
planted in June produced the greater weight of

tubers, nearly one-third of the crop was diseased
;

whereas in the case of those planted early there
were scarcely any diseased. It may be that
these conditions would be reversed during some
seasons, but, as a rule, February, March, and
April are better months for planting than the
early part of June.

Dressing the haulm with disease-preventing
mLxtures was perhaps the most interesting and
instructive of all the experiments, and it is very
satisfactory to learn that the results were most
encouraging. In some instances the ordinary
Bouillie Bordelaise, 2 per cent, sulphate of cop-
per, and 1 per cent, lime was used, and in others
the later French notion of adding molasses to
make the mixture stick better was tried, the
results beiiig about equal. Sixty-eight perches
were dressed with these mixtures, and a similar
number were left undressed, and it was stated
at an exhiliition of the produce that the average
of the not dressed portion was at the rate of
12 tons lOj cwt. per acre ; whereas the dressed
portion was 15 tons 1;V cwt. per acre, or a clear
gain of 2 tons 11 cwt., but at what cost did
not transpire. It is only fair to add that
some of the disease resisting varieties, notably
Magnum Bonum, Bruce, and Maincrop, did
not show a great gain, but the difterence in the
case of Imperator, White Elephant, and Read-
ing Giant was very marked, amounting to about
5 tons per acre. Only one variety gave signs
of being injured by being dressed, and that
was Reading Russet, there being a decrease of
crop in this case amounting to about 18 cwt.
per acre.

It only remains to be stated that the whole
of the Potatoes grown in the experimental
j)lots were exhibited in the Warminster Town
Hall, all duly ticketed and labelled, with a viev/

to their being compared by visitors, the open-
ing ceremony being performed by the Marquis
of Bath attended by the Technical Education
Committee and various other gentlemen
interested in the matter. W. Iggulden.

Potato The Bruce.—This is really a fine Po-
tato. I planted 7 lbs. in the garden witliout any
manure, and when I dug them wo had 240 lbs. from
tho 7 lbs. Tliey were of good eize and hardly nny
disea.sod, although grown in a contined garden and
planted thielcly together. I had some cooked and
they were very dry and good flavoured.—J. C. F.

Jerusalem Artichokes.—Ahhoueh Mr. Teget-
meier may, as he is striving to, do something to-

wards obtaining higher excellence of form in the
Jerusalem Artichoke, as he intimates his process
of selection will lead to, it is to be feared that
there is little hope of any benefit resulting in tie
matter of improvement of quality of flesh. Some
years have elap>ed ^ince it was gravely proposed to
so far improve the hardy Artichoke that it wou'd
replace our disease-stricken Potatoes. The Potato
has practically outlived its threatened extirpation
and is plentiful enough, whilst the Articlioke has
remained where it then was. Still that is no reason
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why something may not be attempled if it be poj-

fiblo to improve the Articlioke and to render its

tubers more acceptable as an ordinary vegetable.

At present the tubers are exceedingly watery in

texture and have an earthy taste. I take it for

granted that the chief obstacle to the improvement
of the Articlioke has btcn found in the ditlicuUy

of inducing it to Mower and seed. Very rarely

does it llovvcr, and I have never heard of its seed-

ing in this country. Even if it did flower and seed

at all, M. Vilmorin mentions that some eiforts

made to improve the Artichoke from seed in France
led to poor results, only one diver.-e form resulting

ha\'ing yellow tubers, ttie flavour of which, as is so

commonly the case with yellow-flesh roots, was
better, but it was a very poor cropper. The difli-

culty found in getting variety from seed is doubt-

less due to the fact that there do not seem to be
any other forms that can be utilised for cross-fer-

tilisat on. The flavour of the tubers is said to be
superior if baked still they do not secure public

favour to any appreciable extent.— A. D.

Good Peas.—For several years I grew Tri-

umph in quantity, and found it to be one of the

very best of the medium height wrinkled marrow
Eection. TIic ripe Peas harden somewhat smaller

than do ordinary wrinkled seed, and thus more is

obtained per measure than is the case with larger

ones. The pods are of good size, slightly curved,
and carry nine and ten Peas, which are of ex-

cellent quality. A variety that has attracted very
much attention at exliibitions during the past ytar
is Queen, and wherever found it always took pre-

cedence, even of the laige handsome Duke of Al-

bany. The pods are long, green, close-fitting and
handsome, having a distinct straight base with a
gentle curve on the top. It is one of the best
shelling Peas I have met with, and is devoid of

that broad puftiness found in the Telephone sec-

tion. I do not know by whom these Peas were
raised, but they rank amongst the very best in

cultivation.- D.

Time for sowine Peas.—Whilst gardeners
can always make sowings of first early Peas under
glass cither on turf or in troughs, or in pots for

turning out into the open ground when convenient,
the market grower has to regard the general con-
dition of bis soil and the nature of the weather.
Few now care to risk a sowing so early as the
few weeks before Christmas, finding that on the
whole nothing has been gained and oftener much
is lost, for should early-sown breadths sutler appre-
ciably from weather or vermin, no later sowings
can fully recoup that loss. On the other hand, if

sowings be imde at the end of January the seed-

ling plants will be coming through early in March,
and will then have all aid from the greater sun-
shine and increasing warmth. It not infrequently
happens that the clumps or pots of Peas raised
under glass and planted out on warm borders are
overtaken by sowings made in January direct into

the open ground.—A. D.

Ferns.

VARIEGATED FERNS.
The Pteris Section.

Under this I heading there are now several

decidedly distinct and ornamental Ferns, recent
acquisitions having further added to the selec-

tion. Tlie lirst varieties which I grew were
Pteris quadriaurita argyrea (usually known as

P. argyrea) and P. quadriaurita tricolor (as P.
tricolor). In their way tliese two Ferns are not
now even surpassed. Jjctween the two there i.s,

however, a great dilierence as to growth. P.
argyrea (the silvery Pteris) is a free-growing
plant, thriving well in 10° less temperature than
P. tricolor ; it is readily increased from spores,

the young plants growing quickly into useful

material. As small plants in 4-inch and 5-inch
pots it is very ornamental, more so, perhaps,
than when larger with the foot-stalks of the

fronds considerably longer. I have used this
variety for several seasons in a conservatory,
where it is seen to good advantage, wintering
it in a cool house. It should, however, be
kept in a temperate liouso to succeed with it

in the best p(>s.sibIo way. Another suitable
mode of growth is to plant it out in a ferneiy
where 50^ is about the lowest range of the
thermometer

; when thus grown the increased
length of the fronds is an advantage rather
than otherwise. The brown scale is partial to
it

;
in this respect it should bo well looked

after. In its culture lo.am may be freely used
;

in fact, loam, leaf-mould, and smd are about the
best.

P. tricolor, as contrasted with the foregoing,
is a much more difhcult Fern to grow to per-
fection. As afore alluded to, it reiiuires more
warmth, at least that of the ordinary stove.
In this respect it may be classed with the best
of the Gymnogrammas. When this Fern is

seen at its best, it is one of the most beautiful
of its class. In its culture I have noted that it

was partial to more sliade than most varieties
;

if much exposed, the older fronds would be
disposed to turn brown. I used to grow it

best when partially shaded by other plants.
When first introduced I had it of fair .speci-

men size, but only by careful attention. My
experience of it was that it grew best in peaty
soil, quite in contrast to P. argyrea ; it must
also be potted firmly and not be given over-
large shifts. It is seen at its best when still

small or of medium size. I cannot altogether
agree with the authorities who class this
Pteris with the foregoing. It has decidedly
much closer affinity, in my opinion, with P.
aspericaulis, under which head it is found in
the " Illustrated Dictionary of Gardening." P.
aspericaulis is itself a rather shy-growing plant,
and has the fronds more rigid than in P.
argyrea ; in this respect P. tricolor is its

counterpart. Many have no doubt tried to
grow P. tricolor and failed. If they have not
tried it in more shade and in comparatively
small pots, I recommend them to do so. It
also requires a moist atmosphere and must not
be allowed to sutler from want of water at the
roots.

Pteris cketica albo-lineata is a hardier
Fern than either of the preceding, and, taken at
all points, more useful also, although it cannot be
considered so ornamental. It is grown in large
numbers for market supply, being of good consti-
tution, free growth, and very ornamental in a
small state. It is calculated to withstand the
temperature and atmosphere of living rooms as
well as almost any Fern. I like it best myself
before it throws up many of its fertile fronds,
which are so dissimilar from the barren ones ; in
this respect it differs entirely from either of the
two first named, these rising taller, it is true, but
of the two assuming larger proportions ; whereas
in P. cretica albo-lineata they are very much nar-
rower. When the spores of this Fern are ripe they
fall upon and disfigure the others; to remedy this
the plants should be freely syringed. It may be
grown well in a cool house, and does not require
much shade at any time. As to soil it is not at all

particular ; even if this be of only average quality
it will not materially matter.

P. Mayi is a crested form of the foregoing, and
a very beautiful variety. It is, I think, seen at its

very best when still in small pots. The prettiest
plants I have grown have been in -IJ-inch pots ; in
this size of pot the growth is compact and dense,
and it retains its fronds in a fresh condition veiy
well ; when larger the weight of the fronds is

almost too mucli for the stems. Quite tiny plants
of this Fern in 2|-inch and 3-inch pots are particu-
larly interesting. The variegation is quite equal
to that of the type, if not superior to it. It is

quite as hardy, and may be grown in cold frames
or pits during the summer months. In this mati-

ner when kept close to the glass the most compact
plants are to be had. I should advise all who are
fond of variegated Ferns to add this variety to
their collection if they have not yet done so. For
small jardinieres it is well suited, and would, I

think, do well in Fern cases.
P. NEMORALIS VAIilECATA is not SO much grown

as either of the foregoing ; it is distinct and of a
vigorous growth, the young fronds being suffused
through the centre ,of each pinna with a pinkish
shade. As the fronds mature, this fades away to
white, as in P. argyrea.

P. PALMATA NOBiLig (syn., Doryopteris nobilis)
does not appear to be much grown ; it is decidedly
distinct. Like P. Mayi, it is, I think, seen at its

best whilst still small. Its growth varies, the
fronds being at first almost entire (heart-shaped)

;

later on they partake more of a palmate form.

Besides the kinds alluded to already there
are the new introductions of this season shown
by Mr. H. B. May, of Dyson's Lane Nurseries,
Upper Edmonton. These new variegated forms
will, in my opinion, take their place in due
course as undoubted acquisitions. Of these,
I have myself been the most favourably im-
pressed with

P. TREMULA VARIEGATA.—I consider this to be
a valuable plant. AH Fern growers know what a
useful article is to be found in P. tremula itself.

If the new variegated form proves as hardy, it will
not take long to win its way. As noted thus far,
it appears to be rather more compact in its growth,
the fronds being of the two more erect ; the silvery
markings throughout are well defined, whilst it is in
this respect well contrasted by the deeper green of
the extremities. I shall watch this Fern with
interest, believing it has a bright future before it.

From the same source has been shown Pteris Re-
gina3, which in its habit comes near to P. serrulala,
but is of the two more elegant in growth, whilst
it appears to be quite as vigorous. The silvery
markings are decided, predominating above the
narrow green edges.

P. Kegin.e cristata, a crested form of the
preceding, was shown at the same time by Mr. May,
and save in that it is a beautifully tessellated va-
riety it is its counterpart, its crested character,
of course, making it somewhat more compact on
the whole. These three new Ferns were all shown
at the Fern conference at Chiswick on August 23
and 24 last, being duly awarded first-class certifi-
cates. Since then another form has been raised
at the same establishment in

P. nivalh, in which the silvery variegation is
even more marked, some of the fronds assuming an
entire silvery shading, being also brighter as con-
trasted with the foregoing varieties. I am dis-
posed to think, although it is of smaller growth,
that it has some of the characteristics of P. tremula
in it.

In all of the variegated forms of the Pteris
family, the variegation appears upon the nerves
or midribs, so to speak, and in band.s on either
side, the extremities being green. This seems
to me to be a wise provision of Nature, for
were the outer edges possessed of the silvery
markings they would without doubt soon turn
brown and cause a disfigurement to the fronds.
The edges being green do no doubt aid in re-
taining the vitality of the fronds to a marked
degree. Thus far, this genus has been the
most prolific of any in varieg.ited forms ; no
others can be said to approach it.

FiLICES.

The Bird's-nest Ferns.—These are markedly
distinct Ferns, and when well grown are splendid
ornaments either in the fernery or when seen
amongst other plants. There are two distinct
varieties of this Fern, one having comparatively
narrow fronds with the growth more spreading.
The other has much broader fronds and is of a
more erect growth. The first-named is catalogued
as Thamnopteris australasica, the other as T.
nidus, both being also found under the genus
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Asplenium, to wliich in all probabilily tlu-y belong,

one being a form of the other, but markedly dis-

tinct. Tlie last-named (T. nidus) is by far the

better kind to grow. It is whilst still in a small

state quite an ornamental plant with its broad,

massive-looking fronds. I have grown it as an
exhibition plant on from the small state until the

fronds measured quite G feet in length. It does

best in a warm house, a stove being much safer

in the winter than a greenhouse. Shade is also

needed, whil-t slugs and snails, as well as black

thrips, must be very closely watched for and de-

stroyed. A peaty soil and moderate potting suit

it best. The soil should be rough (as used for

Orchids), with some charcoal and broken crocks

when it is not full of fibre ; a liberal supply of

water is also ncertel.—FiLlCES.

Ferns for baskets.—To the varieties of Ferns

named by •' A. H." (p. 42'.l) as suitable for growing
in baskets I would also add Adiantura cune.atum.

I have now upwards of two dozen baskets filled

with this. The baskets should not be often dis-

turbed, once in two or three seasons being ample.

The baskets I use are of wire and ab^ut 8 inches

over. I also agree with " A. H." as to the value of

Nephrolepi< exaltata. We have in the conservatory

four baskets filled with this Fern, each being quite

5 feet through.—A. Young, Abberley Hall.

lifted with as much soil as possible and potted,

keeping to as small pots as possible. These young
ones will then wiih the turn of days start off into

growth more freely by a h nj way for this early

attention. Filices.

GOLD AND SILVER FERNS IN THE WINTER.

There is usually more harm done to these beau-

tiful Ferns during the autumn and winter than

during all the rest of the year put together. When
the weather is dull, damp, and foggy the Gymno-
grammas will require looking after closely to pre-

serve them from decay. Where the fronds are large

and the growth dense, this will be all the more

likely to occur. Such plants want close watch-

ing; all the more so if they happen to be in a

house that is predisposed to dampness. Tho.'e

will be liable to suffer most which carry the

heaviest coating of the farinn>e powder; for

instance, G. peruviana argyrophylla is very apt to

damp off, a small piece here and there. This in

any case should be stopped by frequent examina-

tion removing the decaying pieces with a pair of

Vine scissors, either a knife or the fingers not

.answering nearly so well. Old fronds turning

yellow should be at once cut out entirely, and the

t.thers will be all the better preserved if drawn
outwards in a careful manner. In houses which

are somewhat flat, thus being liable to drip, a

sharper watch still needs to be taken, or several

fronds at once will be injured. When the

weather is cold and frosty with an extra amount
of heat in the pipes, there is the liability of

the plants getting too dry at the roots.

They are extremely sensitive in this respect,

la the case of some of the Adi.antums and As-

pleniums it does not so very much matter if they be

dry at times. Not so in the case of the Gold and
Silver Ferns. The plants should, if the previous

culture has been good, have plenty of roots, the

pots not out of proportion to their size for winter-

ing. Then the plants will take a liberal supply of

water with no risk of an over-do.se when looked

after in a careful way. A good place for wintering

Gold and Silver Ferns is the narrow shelf often-

times to be found next the path on the front side

in lean-to plant houses ; under these narrow shelves

the pipes will in most cases be arranged. Thus the

position is a dry one, drier in fact than most plants

like it, but not too dry for those under notice. Of
course the watering in such a place i-i an all-im-

portant matter, but when so well within notice

there is no real excuse for any omissions. The
Gold and Silver Ferns, although they enjoy

warmth, may also be used freely in the winter as deco-

rative plants. They are not often seen shown in

collections of table plants, but, all the same, it

takes an exceedingly good plant of any other

family to beat them. They are, whether it be a

Gold or Silver variety, so very appropriate to the

dinner-table when the latter is well laid out. It is

possible that stray seedlings may in some cases be

now of fairly good si'.e ; these might at once be

ADIANTUM LUNULATUM AT HOME.
" Filices," writing on deciduous Ferns in The
Garden of November 2(;, states that Adiantum
lunulatum requires a liberal supply of water, and,
" even when dormant, it should not be allowed to

dry up." Reading the above remarks reminded
me forcibly of the conditions under which I have
seen this Fern flourishing in a wild state, and to

which I would wish to draw a little attention.

"Filices "has chosen, I venture to think, .a vpry
interesting subject, as doubtless very many of the
most lovely Ferns are deciduous and in conse-
quence extremely attractive and interesting. We
are apt to get tired of our groups of evergreen
Ferns, however delicate and beautiful may be
their frondage, but who can help being charmed
by the delicate tinted fronds of our deciduous
Ferns when they start again into life after a long
season of rest, and almost of forgetfulness on the
part of the cultivator.

Adiantum lunulatum holds a high place for

beauty and gracefulness amongst the large family
of Miiiden-hair Ferns, but for some unknown
reasons it is not often seen in collections. In the
province of Malabar, in South India, it is found in

great abundance at an elevation of liOOO feet above
sea level. It is found in the Bamboo forests,

where the annual r.ainfall does not exceed 80
inches, and where the hot and rainless season
frequently extends to six months of the year. The
plant is found in these forests in the richest pro-

fusion, appearing as if by magic on the approach
of the first spring showers and gradually dis-

appearing with the winding up of the south-west
monsoon. It is found everywhere, growing out of

the ground, clefts of rocks, amongst stones, and
on the stumps of decayed forert trees, in the
latter position its viviparous fronds showing to

great advantage. During the season of growth
the monsoon rains supply an abundance of mois-
ture, and the Fern luxuriates in the dripping
forests ; but what I wish to call special attention

to in connection with " Filice^' ' statement that
the plants, even when dormant, should not be
allowed to dry up, is the period of rest or hyberna-
tion the Fern undergoes, which is a climatic priva-

tion of an extraordinary kind, and one which, in-

stead of producing injury to the roots, would seem
only to invigorate them for future efforts in the
production of fronds.

During the period of rest the ground containing
the roots of the Fern is deprived of all moi.sture

by the burning sun and is literally baked. In ad-
dition to this the earth is licked Dy jungle fires,

which destroy every decayed leaf and scrap of

withered grass and other herbage, which if left

might afford protection to the roots of the Adian-
tum. In fact, the aspect of the Bamboo forest

tract for a considerable time before the advent of

the spring showers presents a blackened and deso-

late appearance, and it takes a considerable stretch

of imagination on the part of a stranger to picture

to himself the scene of exquisite verdure which
fellows so quickly after the fall of one or two
heavy thunder showers. It can easily be seen that

the roofs of the Adiantura lodging in such posi-

tions as clefts of rocks, forks of trees and decaying
stumps and roots fare no better in the way of mois-
ture or shelter than their companions in the earth,

and the marvel is that any survive the ordeal and
live to beautify the forests on each returning
springtide.

In the evergreen forests of Malabar, where the
annual rainfall reaches from 230 inches to 250
inches, and which merge into the Bamboo zone
without any abrupt barrier, such as .a range of hills,

and give shelter to innumerable evergreen Ferns
during the dry season, the Adiantum lunulatum is

never found. Its habitat is rigidly defined, and
although there is no apparent hindrance to its

crossing the clearly marked line, it seems to prefer

the confines of the drier Bamboo forest and its

long annual sleep. That a ditferent mode of
treatment may be adopted with advantage when
the pliint is cultivated in England I am not pre-

pared to dispute, but the above are the conditions
under which it is found wild in India, which are
suggestive at least.

Lyfiodium scandens is another Fern found at

the same elevation in Malabar, but under different,

circumstances. I agree with "Filices" in thinking
it best to treat this Fern as deciduous; while under
cultivation in England it is so extremely interest-

ing to watch the gradual development of the young
scandent fronds. In India, however, it is not de-

ciduous, but is mostly found growing amongst low-
growing shrubs on the outskirts of rice fields, wh'ch
it completely covers with its beautiful frondage.
These shrubs are evergreen, and although their

roots do not reach the water of the swampy rice

fields, they grow suthciently close to derive some
moisture from them. The roots of the Lygodium
are at all seasons well protected from the burning;

r.ays of the sun both by their own fronds and the
leaves of the shrubs which it so much adorns.

J. LOWRIE.

Orchard AND Fruit Garden.

NOTES ON PEARS.
The intere.st in the cultivation of Pears claimed

by M. Charles Baltet is by no means confined

to the growers of that excellent fniit in

France, but is largely shared by a considerable

number of both professional gardeners and ama-
teurs in England, who are con.stantly on the

look-out for new and reliable additions to the

somewhat circumscribed li.st meriting that cha-

racter. There are very few English growers
who have not met with disappointment in

growing Pears proved only on the Continent.

The high development obtained by good culti-

vation and the superior climate of France cin-

not invariably be confirmed when grown in this

country, except perhaps in its most favoured

parts. A few comments on the list you have

published may not be without interest to soni'!

of your readers interested in the cultivation of

Pears. I am so well aware of the influenc s of

soil, rainfall, and climate on the quality of

Pears, that it must be understood that my
remarks apply to north country localities. We
are 2° north of London, not far from the

centre of England, and at an elevation of 237

feet above sea level. Our natural soil is lower

lias, and our annual rainfall is 25 inches on the

average.

1 will notice the sorts successionally as they

are named in M. Baltet's list, beginning with

Doyenno de Juillet, which is probably a .syno-

nym of Doyenne d'Ete as the description

applies to it, and if so, the high opinion given

of it may be confirmed. The next four, named
Andre Desportes, Epargne, Beurre Gifl'ard and
Precoce de Trevoux, are unknown to me.

Williams' Bon L'hretien, it appears, preserves

its characteristics abroad as well as at home,
having the demerit of being too strongly per-

fumed to suit all tastes and being evanescent

after gathering. Dr. Jules Guyot I have not

grown. Mme. Treyve is a Pear of accepted

excellence in this country, as is also the next

named, Beurre d'Amanlis. Doyenn6 de Merode,
Triomphe de Yienne and Beurro Lebrun are

sorts not included in my collection. I am in a

position to confirm the good opinion expressed

of Beurre Hardy ; it is a fitting .souvenir of an
excellent pomologist. The next, named Fon-
dante des Bois and Louise Bonne d'Avranches,

are strangers to me ; not so Beurri; de Capiau-

mont, which has the merit of a productive

habit and colour, but it only ripens here in hot
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seasons and is generally used as a stewing

Pear. Do Toiigre or Diinmdeau is a good juicy

and refreshing Pear, and Doyenne d'Automne
is a handsome, well-tlavourod fruit of medium
size. Proli.ibly from the description given of

it, Colmar d'Areuberg is a synonym of Beurro

d'Aremberg ; if so, it is a Pear that may be

commended as a juicy, refreshing, and prolific

kind. Antoine Delfo.sse should claiui the notice

it has not yet obtained from us if the cliaracter

assigned it can be maintained in this climate.

Duchesse d'AngoulGine is a well-known Pear,

but with me has no claim to any merit but

size ; it is flavourless and I have discarded it.

President IMas should be a good Pear, but it

has not yet found a place in our gardens.

Beurrfi Bachelier has failed with me, producing

only green, flavourless fruit. Cliarles Ernest

is an utter stranger to me. Not so the next in

the .series, Beurrc Piel, which is occasionally

melting, but more often hard and fit only for

stewing, yet 1 have heard it eulogised grown in

Kent as a Pear of high character. Beurre or

Mme. Millet never fairly ripens even on an

It wid be seen that out of M. BiUet's list

of thirty-nine kinds I have only been able to

select fifteen as known to be reliable in this

part of England. I wish so much wo could

make an arrangement by which all tho.se un-

proved kinds could be tested, not indeed in

the " tJarden of England " (Kent) or Chiswick,

or oven in favoured Hertfordshire, but in this

north midland district and in the cold counties

north of us. — W. Inoram, /Irh-nii:

Jluiy of the names in M. Baltet'slist of best

Pears in last week's Garden sound strange to the

ears of the majority of English growers. Some
that we look on, and I think rightly, as among our

best are not mentioned, whilst many are included

whicli we certainly cannot place in the front rank.

Any hints on Pears, especially such as hinge on

the really good and the indiiierent sorts, are, how-

ever, well timed at the commencement of the

planting season and useful to intending planters,

for after securing a number of varieties, it is

annoying to find many of them of little use for the

purpose required. The selection of twelve of the

very best v.arieties persistently advocated some
. two or three seasons back in The Gakden was a
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large size, the quality also being far superior to
that of fruit gathered from heavily cropped
trees. Fully-developed, well-ripened Victoria
Plums are really quite good enough for dessert,
and will always sell readily. I. M, H.

BLACK CURRANTS.
When well grown, the Black Currant is not only
one of the most useful of fruit, but also one of the
most remunerative. Of late years gome growers
have had a serious evil to contend with, viz the
Currant bud mite. Bashes or burls affected are
easily noticed in the early spring, the buds having
a rounded or swollen appearance instead of burst-
ing out into leaf. The remedy for this is either to
pick off the swollen buds and burn them or cut off
the affected shoots. Syringing the bushes in the
autumn with some insecticide is also resorted to
as a safeguard. Happily, however, this pest is
only local, so that it is within the grower's power
to stamp it out. The Black Currant will succeed well
on almost any soil and situation

; it has also its
Jikes and dislikes in this respect. For instance, in
the west of England it may be seen thriving to
perfection in the valleys of the Severn and the
leme. I have often been struck with the growth
there made, the annual shoots from the bottom
partaking more of the character of Willows
Ihe above proves that the B!ack Currant is
a gross feeder, and where it does fail, it must be
t^ r the want of adequate supp-,rt or faulty pruning,
the worst sod to contend with is a stiff clay but
even on this the bushes will succeed well if at-
tf nded to as regards rich top-dressings.
As regards pruning, all that is necessary is to

thin out any old bearing wood to allow room for
tae younger, which should hi encouraged to grow
right from the bottom. In the case of the Black
Currant, all the lower buds are retained when the
cutting IS made, s-o that the future bu.'-h will par-
t^ike of the character of what is termed a " stoil "

To produce a good stool, the bushes afler plantinR
should be cut down to within 2 inches or 3 inches
of the ground level. I have renovated old bushes
by completely cutting them down to within a few
inchesof the ground-Kne, and with the assistance
of a good dressing of manure and burned garden
refuse the after-growth has been remarkably
strong. The burned refuse and manure form good
material for top-dressing, which is very impoitant
merely laying it on the surface to the depth of "
inches not forking it in in the least. It is not
often that time can be afforded to apply a soaking
of liquid manure or sewage, but where it can be
given, there cannot be any question as to its value
1 tiave often been struck with the heavy crops of
truit sometimes seen in cottage gardens where the
bu-hes are growing on the brink of a brook or
(btch. \\ here there is a choice of position, thatwhich is low and moist .and partially shaded is the
best, the varieties of Black Currants are notmany Lees Prolific being, perhaps, the best of
any. Carter's Black Champion is also good, it alsohaying the merit of not dropping so quickly after
being fully ripe. Black Naples is also a good
v.inety.

Y. A. H.

The Blenheim Pippin. _i have observedwhat are prominently marked as English Blen-
heims shown ma few shop windows at 3d. per lb.
Taking the bushel of sound fruits as contaiDing
40 lbs. of frmt, that would make the shop sample
ti be at tlH3 rate of 10s. per bushel. That is of
course, a first-rate price, and as Apples go they

tnl i^-^!
'?'^ '^^""P""- ^" the provincial

towns, and indeed anywhere it is rare to see Cox's

w''fl^^ iPP-'°' °'^'"'^'^ ^' '''" Tl^e^e fruits doubt-
less find their way to the best class dealers, who
reserve them for special customers and pricesVery recentfy an old Middlesex neighbour told methat he had obtained 30 bushels from five or six
old Llenheim trees in his garden, and was selling
tlie best at 6s and the smaller at 5s. per bushel Isaw the samples, and the price was comparatively
moderate a? compared with the ntail price at per

lb. If only forty such trees as this grower pos-
sessed were growing en an acre of ground the rela-
tive crop would have been upwards of 200 bushels,
and sold at 5s. per bushel would have given a re-
turn of £50. That certainly would be a very satis-
factary result, and few Apples could do better.
^Vhen it is remembered, too, that Blenheim Pip-
pins fruit perhaps more frequently than do other
varieties on large trees ; that the trees may bear
with some occasional thinning of the branches and
manuring of roots for some fiftv or sixty years,
and often longer, it is difficult after all to find any
other kind of fruit or indeed any product that
would in the end prove to be more profitable.
That we have not nearly enough of Cox's Orange
Pippin Apples grown is certain, and there is room
for the planting of thousands of trees. These, how-
ever, like a soil that is fairly deep, but not too
strong or retentive. The Blenheim will do very
well on a strong soil, but it will also do admirably
on chalk or gravel if the upper strata of soil be
fairly deep. Looked at from the point of view
that there is a strong need for more first-class
Apples in the market, and the demand for these,
even with Canadian fruits very plentiful, will cer-
tainly increase, I think there is good reason to
believe that many suitable sites planted with Blen-
heim Pippins as standards at the rate of forty to
the acre, and Cox's Orange Pippin as half stan-
dards planted in rows between the others and
rather more closely, would in time pay well. Of
course, the Cox's would begin to be productive first,
and by the time the Blenheims needed more room
would have fairly well repaid for themselves and
ground. That would be, perhaps, in fifteen years.
Then the Blenheims would begin to crop heavily
and would prove to be a profitable speculation.—'

Apple Baumann's Red Reinette.— Tliis
Apple is not so much known as it deserves its
high colour, firm flesh, and good keeping qualities
making it a general favourite. The first time I saw
this fruit staged was at the Apple congress at Chis-
wick in l.S'53 from fruit grown in the Royal Hor-
ticultural Society's Gardens; it was then shown in
fine condition, and since that date has proved
itself worthy of extended culture. On the exhibi-
tion table it is well known. It is above medium
size

;
indeed, when specially grown, it is a lar-^e

fruit withadeepcrimsonskin next the sun, very fi™
fle-h with a slight acid flavour. The tree is most pro-
lific, bearing in a small state, and is well adapted for
growmg either as a bush oras a pyramid. I have it
growing also as a single cordon "on the Paradise
stock, and in this way it bears very freely. To get
gocd-sized fruits thinning is necessary ; it is also
important to fully expose the fruit so as to get the
rich crimson colour well distributed round the
fruits. It is useful either for cooking or for dessert I
have never known this variety to fail to crop either
as a bush or a cordon.—G. Wythes.
Apple Dr. Harvey.—At page 4(11, Mr. J C

Tallack comments favourably on the above AppleMy reason for calling further attention to it is on
account of its resemblance to two other fine varie-
ties. I.e., Walthara Abbey Seedling and Wormsley
Pippin. My first acquaintance with Wormsley
Pippin was in Herefordshire. It is supposed to be
a seedling raised by Thomas Andrew Knight At
that time I showed it to, amorgst others, the late
Mr. Haycock, Mr. Bunyard and Mr. Lewis Killick,
all of whom I supplied with grafts. At the Apple
congress held at Chiswick 1 .^aw several dishes of
Dr. Harvey, which Mr. KUlick tol 1 me the com-
mittee cmsi.lcred synonymous with Wormsley
1 ippm. In the report of the Apple Congress Dr
Harvey is said to very much resemble Waltham
Abbey Seedling, a variety supposed to have been
raised early in the present century.—Y. A. H.
Highly-coloured Apples.—There is always

abundance of well-coloured Apples at various west
ct J!.ng]aud Chrysanthemum and fruit shows, but
1 never remember to have seen them so generallv
rich in colour as they were this season. Kibstou
Pippin was scarcely recognisable in some instances,
the colour being equal to what is sometimes seen
on selected fruit of American Mother The sprin..-

Ribston or D'Arcy Spice was also beautifully col-
oured, especially as shown at Bradford-on-Avon.
Cox's Orange Pippin was neither so plentiful nor
rich in colour as usual, though a few very good
dishes were seen. Neither did Adams' Pearmain
show up to the best advantage, but King of the
Pippins was very good, tfie fruit being of good
size, clear in the skin and prettily coloured. Kerry
Pippin was very highly coloured, and the Nanny
also almost equalled American Mother for richness
of colouring. Margil was well up to the average,
and I saw numerous showy dishes of Blenheim
Pippin, some fruits being so bright red in colour
as to convey the impression the iorm was distinct.
Court Pendu Plat was never better coloured than
it is this season, while Lord Burghley was richly
coloured, if somewhat didl in appearance. Sucli
russety varieties as Cornish Aromatic and Cornish
Gilliflower had but little colour, but there seemed
to be more of the russet about them than usual.
Kitchen Apples, including some few that are also
available for dessert, were also beautifidly shown,
and never before have I seen Warner's King witli
sufficient colour to make the fruit attractive. Hol-
landbury grown on a brashy soil was particularly
bright in colour, the Emperor Alexander being
also prettily striped, or rather more so than usual.
Bismarck at Weston-super-Mare attracted much
attention, and so also did a grand dish of Bau-
mann's Red Reinette. At Wells one of the finest
and handsomest dishes of Peasgood's Nonsuch ever
seen was exhibited, the fruit in this instance
being gathered from a wall tree in the Palace Gar-
dens. Mere de Menage was " all colour" at severa
places, and Beauty of Kent fully deserverl its nan-e

VINES FAILING.

About the month of July last my Grapjs, of

which th. re was an average crop, began to ripi n, the

wood and the leaves began to turn brown. Some
bunches have since ripened, and the remainder,
though I hey did not wither, have neither iipentd

nor fully coloured. The same thing happeneil

with me a few seasons ago, and thinking th:it it

arose from the border being soddened and wet, I

liad the A'ine? raised and the bottom of the border
laid with Portland cement with a sewer at th-3

outer edge to carry off the water. In your issue of

November 19 (p. 454) "Practical" arivises not to

mulch, as it tends to sodden the border, while in

the same issue (p. 459) "H. W. W." states that out-

side borders should be covered at once, as frost

does serious injury to roots of Vines when unpro-

tected. May I trouble you to say in an early issue

what you think is the cause of my Vines not ripen-

ing, and if I should now cover the border. I shou'd

mention the Vines are planted in an outside border

which is 15 feet wide. They are covered with about
2 feet of clay sloping off to about Ij feet at the

outer edge. They are Hamburgbs and Foster's

SeedUng.

—

Ikquireh.

*^* If Vines are covered by, or even planted on
the surface of 2 feet of clay, it matters little

whether the borders are protected or not, as they

will fail to do well in such an extraordinary rooting

medium. Loam of a clayey nature is certainly to

be preferred for Vines to any light, spongy soils

devoid of clay, but I never expected to hear that

anyone would be so unwise as to use clay pure and
simple. Even a strong clayey loam requires a free

admixture of old mortar rubbish, rough rather

than olherwise, small brick ends being left in,

burnt .soil, and ashes, and half-inch bones, or other-

wise it is almost certain to run together badly, all

warmth and air being soon efEectually shut out

from the roots. Clayey loam being of a very reten-

tive character is apt to become far too rich or

manure-sick, and in this sour state is anything but

congenial to Vine roots. That the roots do fail to

act properly in " Inquirer's " case is very evident,

and nothing short of again re-making the border

will restore the Vines to a healthy, profitable state.

This can be done now or at any time up to the

end of March, A'ines lifting readily just when
breaking afresh. All the clay must be forked away
from the roots right up to the stems, and after
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having all dead portions cut out and broken ends
cleanly cut o\-cr, the roots ought then to be re-laid

in a fresh border. Very ol<l roots will form fresh

fibres more rea<iily if scored or jiricked at places

with a knife. In all probability a border (> foot

wide would more than hold all the roots there now
are, .and would b;; ample to su|ipnrt the Vines for

the next three or four years. It only a strong
clayey loim is available, only a turf finches or

less in thickness should be skimmed olT this,

and the bulk may be greatly increased by the
addition of an equal proportion of good garden
soil. The latter alone will grow A'ines well, and if

good fibrous loam is not available, " Inquirer

"

liad better use thnt than .any chayey libreless loam.
Turf should be roughly chopped up prior to being
used, and to every si.K cart-lo.ids of this or mix-
ture of soils .add 2 cwt. of half-inrh bones and one
load made up of mortar rubbish, burnt soil, and
ashes from a garden smother or slow fire made of

garden rubbi-li, all being mixed well together.

The last-mentioned ingredient is peculiarly root-

inducing, anl should also be freely distributed
about the old roots as these are relaid in the fresh
compost. It is advis.able to make the border
moderately firm and to bring the roots well up to

the surface, Laking care, however, to distribute
them thinly, the topmost being covered with about
2 inches of .soil. If this important work is done
before March, severe frosts might penetrate the
new soil and further injure the already crippled
roots ; but this coidd be prevented by means of
either a covering of strawy litter or, better still, a
good tliickness of half-decayed leaves. Leaf-soil,
in addition to affording sufficient protection from
frosts, does not sour the surface of a border and
repel the roots, but, on the contrary, attracts the
Latter, abundance of root fibres soon taking posses-
sion of it. A mild hotbed formed on the border a
short time in advance of the top-growth of newly-
lifted Vines woidd most probably hasten root-
action considerably and a lo.-:s of crop be pre-
veated. Any unhealthy Vines tha^ have been
partially or wholly lifted ought to be lightly
cropped the following season, or otherwise the
recovery will be very slow.—W. I.

NOTES ON STRAWBERRIES.
In reply to the following (juestions concernirg
Strawberries—

1, Best kinds fur flavour and bearing in
your district

;

2, Best early and late kinds for opeii-air

culture
;

3, New or Uttle-knoim sorts you haoe found
worthy of cultimiion

;

4, Mode of treatment to secure the best and
most regular crops

;

we have to thank correspondent.s in all p.irts
of the kingdom for replies.

_ Sjme eighteen varieties in all have been
tiled, and without expressing any opinion as to
the merits of those sorts only introduced during
the last two years, I should pin my faith on our
soil for lond fide dessert purposes to La Grosse
Suer<i=', Green's President, Sir Joseph Paxton,
Waterloo and Filbert Pine, with Noble thrown in
as a fir.-t early, for whatever may be thought of
its lack of flavour, only those can ignore its chiims
who can afford to grow a plentiful supply of pot
fruit for late picking. Of the sorts that do not
succeed or are not appreciated here, I may men-
tion Britidi Queen, Dr. Hogg. Mr. Radclvffe, Frog-
more Late Pine, and Helena Gloede as not taking
kindly to oar soil ; whilst James: Vcilch and Au-
guste Nicaise have been discarded as flavourless
and insipid. Noble has a mark against it for a
similar cause, but at present we cannot afford to
dispense wirh its servicss. I hope the notes from
various quarters in response to the editori.al ap-
peal may tell us of a variety of good flavour that
will also eonip ire favour.ably with Noble in cnrli-
ne.ss, constitution and size. I grew Black Princ

•as a first early for several seasons, but unless a lot

of time and labour can bo bestowed on this va-

riety in thinning trusses and blooms, the fruit is

never of sufli-ient size to meet modern require-

ments. There seems a great demand from the

kitchen the last few seasons for Strawberries

to mix with some other fruit for cooking,

and I find \'icomtesfC a capit.a! variety to meet
these d.mands. It is one of the earliest, a pro-

digious cropper, of very fair flavour, and, if kept

hard pickecl, h.as a longer .season than any other

Strawberry 1 know. For preserving, there are few
better sorts tlian the old Elton Pine, unle.'s there

is a sp'cial request for the Grjve Ead Scailet. In

approaching the subject of the best ami most pro-

fitable system of culture, no one should lay down
hard-and-fa-t lines or express a too decided or

marked preference for either annual or three-year

beds, so much depends on soil and situation, and
still more on the requirements of respective varie-

ties. My experience of the sorts grown here may
be biiefiy summed up thus: By all means renew
annually Noble, La Grosse SucriJe, Filbert Pine

and Waterloo ; they are at their best the first year

after planting. But to practise the same treat-

ment with Vicomtesse, Paxton and President

would be folly. These are not at their best the

first year ; a far heavier crop both in size and
qu.antity is taken the second and third seasons.

I'hey might stand longer, but I have never tried

the experiment. Tliey a>-e cut up immediately
after frui ing the third time. For the group that

is to remain in the ground three seasons I use

old forced plants. For annuals, strong runners

are pegged on squares of turf as early as possible.

In both cases a border cleared of early Potatoes is

utilised. It is well dressed with for choice manure
from the cow-y.ard, th5 soil being naturally rather

light an 1 dry with a porous subsoil, and the cow
manure is at once cool and holding. A wide
trench, that the manure may be well buried, and
then deep spits are the rule for digging. So soon

as the surface is dry the border gets a light tread-

ing. Plants that are not to remain more than the

one feason go out at 18 inches, and old forced

stuff at 21 square inches; a ."surface mulching, and
the operation is complete. For after treatment I

never touch Strawberry beds with fork or hoe.

They are hand-weeded when necessary, and the

three-year plantations heavily mulched with good

half-rotten manure early in autumn.—E. BuERELL,
OAiTemont.

The most abundant cropper with me is

Hericart de Thury. Sabreur perhaps as good.

This is a most distinct sort ; it throws its trusses

out "as no other sort does, and the fruit lies in

heaps all along the sides of the foliage. President

is always good. Sir Charles Napier does not crop

regularly, from what cause I am unable to deter-

mine. Auguste Nicaise is a thoroughly good main

crop sort. I grow Noble, Harris's A 1, and Captain

as early sorts. Noble is the best cropper and the

earliest. Harris's A 1 lighter in colour, no better,

and not so good a cropper. The Captain is a good

showy, firm fruit, coming in close on the heels of

Noble. Waterloo is a fine late sort, but of rather a

poor constitution, certaiidy a valuable Strawberry

and so very distinct ; very showy on the table. My
mode of treatment is as follows : Lay first run-

ners
;
plant as early as possible in rows 3 feet

apart l«y 1 foot between the plants
;
pick off all

runners and blooms the first year. I get a crop of

Onions, two row.=, between the lines the first year
;

in the following season the crop is enormous. I

litter them down with anything I can get just as

they are coming into bloom. In the autumn the

line is stretched on each side of the rows, and the

spade run along to cut the runners oflr, when run-

ners and weeds are all dug in together, and the

ground kept clean after with the hoe. I never cut

off the old foliage, as I t'aink it detiimeatal to

the heilth of the|l>nts; it serves to protect t!ie

crowns during the winter. I make a new p'antalion

every year and destroy the three-year-old one.

B'or early fruit I lay the first runners, plant early

18 inches by 12 inches, and crop the first year. In

this way I gel Noble very e.arly on a south birder,

.and good crops ton. After fruiting I take out

every other row. But the.se rows, though bearing
enormous crops the next year, are not so early by
nearly a fortnight as the one-season plants. I have
always found this system of cultivation to answer
admirably.—K. Li.oYD, lirooknood Asi/lnm.

Sir Joseph Puxton I depend upon for the

main crop in the open air. It never fails to pro-

duce a luavy crop of large fruit, well flavoured

and highly coloured. It is .also, in my opinion, one
of the best for travelling. I have sent it long dis-

tances by parcels post and always hear of its ar-

rival in good condition. Our soil is a heavy loam
of about 18 inches deep, resting on a bed of clay.

Before planting I trench the ground about 2 feet

deep. 1 then give, in the following spring, a good
dressing of lime or burnt refuse, forking the ground
well over and sowing a crop of early Peas, Turnips,

or any crop that will come off early. After which
it receives a good dressing of well-deciyed manure,

which is dug in and the Strawberries planted ; by
this mode I have very good results. James
Veitch is the latest Strawberry here. Grown under

a north wall, and by propping up the fruit, I can
keep it in good condition far into August. Black

Prince is the earliest. La Grosse Sucree is the

earliest and best here for forcing.—T. C.VNXIXO,

Aldnihnm Park Bridgnorth, Siloj).

With regard to Strawberries, out of four-

teen or fifteen sorts which we grow the best kinds

for flavour are Keens' Seelling, Dr. Hogg, and Sir

Joseph Paxton. For be.aring. King of the Earlies,

Vioomtesse Hericart de Thury, and President.

Best earlies are John Ruskin, King of the Earlies,

Keens' Seedling, and Sir Joseph Paxton, ripening

in the order named. Best late. Dr. Hogg, Latest

of All, Loxford Hall, and Ele.anor. The latest in-

troductionsof merit .are John Ruskin, Loxford Hiil',

and Latest of All. Our mole of treatment is to

lay down and destroy .about one-third of the whole

crop every year, double digging and well manuring

the ground if not previously done, treading and

rolling to firm the soil, and planting in August.

By these means we have a full crop every year of

fiLC fruit for dessert or preserving.—W. AI. Alex-
.\NDER, T/tc Poles, Ware, Herts.

Our best Strawberries for flavour combined
with good bearing qualities are President and Vi-

comtesse Hericait de Thury; bad seasons affect

the flavour of these less than any others we grow.

British Qaeen does not do WdU wi!h us, though we
try a few every year in the hope of getting a sea-

son to suit it, but our soil is too light to do it well.

Our best bearers are the two first mentioned kinds,

added to Sir Joseph P.axton and Jubilee. The

best early we have is Noble, and the best late

Jubilee ; neither of these, however, is quite first-

rate for flavour with us, though Noble is far from

bad flavoured and a decided acquisition. It is of

far better quality here than Sir Joseph Paxton, the

litter being in my opinion very much overrated,

for though it is h.andsome, fre.>, and a good kind

for pricking, the flavour is decidedly poor and in-

ferior to that of many other midseason kinds. IE

Noble had never been used for forcing it would

bear a better character than it does to-day, and I

venture to predict that it will be extensively grown

wl:en newer and higher prai-ed kinds are forgotten.

Unfortunately, we have had to give up the good

old Keens' Seedling, as it is soft, and ail our

Str.iwberrles have to he sent away. As a late kind

Jubilee may probably be superseded, bi.t up to noT?

it is our best, being an enormous cropper, a good

traveller, and of passible, but not really good

flavour, though it is ,at least equal in this respect

to Eleanor or any other really lite kind I kcow.

O'hcrs have praised it for its good flavour, but I

cannot yet do so. It flavour is to be greatly con-

sidered, then our season closes with Sir Charles

Na'.ier, which is a grand kin 1 and gener.illy liked,

though' some object to its aci'Mty, while others pre-

fer it to any other. I have found that none of tic

newer kin'ls I have tried are likely to super-

sede older ones. John Ruskin has not yet >tiiick

me as likely to be much grown, but it may improve

with the advent of a b^f er season. WMicrlon abso-

lutely wdl net grow he'c. The C.iptain is tender,

and lost all its flowers by frost, so will not be tried

a"ain. Jubilee, as mentioned above, succeeds well,
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and must be eiowa until another combining: its

good points witli better flavour can be found. The
treatment the plants have here varies with the
liinds grown, but all appear to like heavily ma-
nured and well-trenched ground trodden very firm.
We prefer to follow early Potatoes if possible with
Strawberiies, but we also plant a good many on
the Onion ground, and this generally has been well
manured for Celery the year previous. The ground
is not dug after the Onions are cleared off, and the
plants are generally pot layers. Noble and most
of the eaily kinds we treat as annuals, planting
them thickly (1,') inches apart) on a south border.
Our general rule for main crops is to fruit the
plants for three years and then to clear them off,

but President often does well longer than this, as
also does Vicomtesse, the latter giving a lot of
medium-sized fruit excellent for preserving. The
plants are usually mulched twice a year, once early
in spring with good short manure, and again when
m dower, this time with almost clean litter, this
being placed high up round the plants, acting as a
i uppart as weil as keeping the fruit clean. As soon
as possible after the fruit is off, the plants are cut
lound and all the mulching removed, leaving the
ground quite bare for the autumn and winter

;

losses fr injury by frost are rare. The first year
after planting we occasionally take a light crop of
some kind from between the rows, whiA are 2 feet
<; inches apart, but if the crowns are extra strong
and good this is not done. Pot layers for forcing
and planting out are taken from young plant.=, and
the beds are planted in August. My'selection of
tie four most useful would be Xoble, Vicomtesse
H. de Thury, President, ar.d Sir Charles Napier,
and if for home use Keens' Seedling should be
added.—J. C. TallACK, Lii-ermere Pari;, Bury St.
Edmunds.

The earliest and most pioliRc varieties are
King of the Earlies and Vicomtesse H. de Thury, the
former well worth a warm sheltered border for
yielding an early supply, and the latter a well-
known and prodigious cropper which rarely ever
fails. As an early forcing variety it is at all times
trustworthy. The flavour, too, is good. President
1 oes equally well for later supply, yielding good,
I rm, solid fruit, and a sure bearer. Other sorts
Hat do well here are Sir Joseph Paxton, Sir
( harlei Napier, and Marguerite, but the flwour
I f the last do°s not encourage increasing the stock
1 f it, nor indeed that of Keens' Seedling, whose
fame is fast on the wane. I pi efer keeping to a
few good sorts and planting in different positions
for prolonged supply.— R. Blackstock, i/M«-«;-M
Park, Lek-L-sti-r.

The best kinds of Strawberries for fiavour
and bearing with me are the following : Sir Joseph
Paxton, British Queen, Dr. Hogg, Princess Alice,
Elton Pine, Vicomtesse Hericart" de Thury. Best
early and late kinds for open-air culture are
Black Prince, Princess Alice, Keens' Seedling, Sir
Joseph Paxton, British Queen, Dr. Hogg, Vicom-
tesse Hericart de Thury, Elton Pine, and Eleanor.
1 have not tried any varieties of recent introduc-
tion. As soon as the runners are ready in June, I

) lace the strongest and best in 3-inch pots pre-
viously filled with good fibrous loam; then when
the pots are full of roots I separate the runners
from the parent plants, and place them all on a
good bed of ashes as thickly as I can stand them,
which prevents them from getting scorched by the
sun, and they are more easily watered. Then about
the middle of August I plant them out in beds
2 feet apart each way in ground that has befn
previously prepared by beirg well manured and duo-
during the precedir g winter. Then about a month
before the plants are put out, the ground is just
pointed over about !) inches deep with a fork, when
nothing remains but to choose a fine day to put
the plants out. Then in the following spring about
the middle of Apiil the beds are hoed througli,
and a little salt is sprinkled between the
p'ants and long stable litter is afterwards placed
between the plants, rain washing any nourish-
ment out of the manure into the roots, and by the
tine the Strawberries are fit to gather the manure
has become white and chan for the fruit to rest

upon.—W. Shepherd, Grenehurst, Caj/el Dorldng,
Surrey.

We stick to our old standard varieties,
which include Keens' Seedling, Vicomtesse, James
Veitch, British Queen, Oxonian. Laxton's Cardinal
amongst new kinds I think will come to the tront
as a really good Strawberry. Although we get plenty
of new varieties giving size and appearance, we do
not get the mnst essential, that of flavour. We want
the old Queen's blood impregnated more into our
new kinds of Strawberries. Let us have a little

more quality and less quantity. My methoi of
culture is different to many cultivators. I

plant on unmanured ground and mulch heavily in
winter, and fork in lightly in February, and al-

though our soil is very light and sandy, we never
water, and yet we always get good crops.

—

G. Bloxham, Brickhill Manor, Jiletchleij.

There is no Strawberry in existence supe-
rior to Biitish Queen for flavour, but, unfortu-
na'ely, this kind is a shy bearer and does not
thrive or succeed everywhere. That enthusiastic
amateur, the late Mr. Archer, of Malvern, made
this kind a speciality with invariable success,
berries scaling an ounce each of the most perfect
flavour. This kind is useless for market, as the
purchasing public prefer being guided by the eye
in the matter of Strawberries, as with Grapes,
preferring Noble, Paxton, James Veitch, or some
other coarse, but showy variety. Noble and John
Ruskin are the earliest kinds, being a fortnight in
advance of older varieties, that is, those having
any pretensions to size and colour. Time is also
gained in ripening as well as quality improved by
layering the earliest runners in pots and planting
out as soon as fit on a thoroughly well prepared
and sheltered border. Amongst new kinds Water-
loo ranks high and flavour good. A. F. Barron is

a good midseason variety ; so is Commander, hav-
ing extra long foot-stalks, but subject to mildew
here. Latest of All is wrongly named ; otherwise
an excellent Strawberry, having apparently British
Queen blood in it. Oxonian cannot be discarded
for a late, although Jubilee has proved much
later and stands the damp weather ; really good
up to August 10 for dessert. Stirling Castle is a
kind grown largely for jam on account of colour
and firmness of flesh. We find Noble best for
early borders. La Grosse Sucree for forcing, Presi-
dent for midseason, with British Queen for choice
dessert, Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury for pre-
serving, with Oxonian and Jubilee for late gather-
ings. These are our sheet anchors out of a score
of varieties. A small quantity of plants is planted
yearly especially to give runners for propagating,
as by planting out early prepared runners quite a
year is saved and the best and finest fruit secured.
De,stroy everythird year, taking care to well ma-
nure the ground before planting. Half-inch bones
ground fine are found a guod holding stimulant,
with a little nitrate of soda at swelling time.—W.
Crump, Madrcstield Court.

The best kinds for flavour and bearing, I
find, are Garibaldi, President and Dr. Hogg. The
best early and late kinds for open-air are Noble,
Garibaldi, President, Market Favourite, Elton
Pine and Frogmore Late Pine. Of little-known
sorts, I have found John Ruskin, Competitor and
Waterloo useful sorts. Two useful varieties in
many places (Sir Joseph Paxton and Bothwell
Bank Seedling) I cannot get to fruit here. I have
a number of other varieties, some heavy croppers,
such as Newton Seedling, Duke of Edinburgh,
&c., but of only second-rate flavour. 1 generally
plant on newly-trenched ground heavily manured,
2 feet bet A-een plants, take all runners off imme-
diately crop is gathered, mulch with rotten ma-
nure, which 1 fork lightly in in autumn.— J. Sjiout,
Hu ui lucrxknott. Da rUrngton.

The best kinds for flavour and beaiing here
are Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury, LaGros.se Sucree,
Aromatic, Sir J. Paxton, Countess, Sir C. Napier,
Dr. Hogg, Sir Harry, and Frogmore Late Pine. The
best early kinds are Vicomtesse Heiicart de Thury,
La Grosse Sucree, and Noble. Owing to the dry
season the list-named has been firmer and of
better flavour than usual. The best late kimls here
are Lord Napier, Frogmore Late Pine, a- d Water-

loo ; this last is certainly the best and most dis-

tinct introduction during the last ten years, and
should be included in every collection. It is a
strong grower, fruit large and hanilsome, flesh firm,

flavour brisk and slightly acid ; the only objection
that can be taken to it is the colour, which is

rather too dark, and gives the fruit a dull metallic
appearance when dished up, especially under arti-

ficial light. Of new sorts, Latest of All has done
well here, and appears to be the most desirable
novelty." So far as I have been able to judge, the
others do not call for any comment.—0. Thomas,
lioi/al Gardens, ^]'ind.1or.

The best kinds for flavour are Vicomtesse
Hericart de Thury and President. The best crop-

pers are Vicomtesse Hi^ricart de Thury and Cocks-
comb. Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury and Noble
are the earliest, the latter being of better quality
than I had expected. Eleanor is the best late

kind. Our beds are planted in rows 2 feet apart,

andalwavs rooted out after the third year.—G. W.
Marsh, Arle Court, Cheltenliam.

The best kinds for flavour here are Vi-
comtesse Hericart de Thury and Presirlent. Sir J.

Paxton also does well, but not equal in flavour to

those mentioned. Noble and Vicomtesse Hericart
de Thury are our two earliest ; Oxonian and Elton
Pine the two we depend chiefly upon for a late

supply. Waterloo does fairly well, but is a weakly
grower. For our earliest supply we annually plant
a warm border with rooted runners in August or

September, and from these we gather nearly a fort-

night before the older plantations.—C. HerPvIN
Drupmore, Maidenliead.

Garden Flora.

(with

This

PLATE 887.

CLIMBING SOLANUMS.
A COLOURED PLATE OF S. SEA-

FORTHFANDM.*)

a useful stove climber, being easily

managed, a (juick grower, evergreen and fiue

flowering, and the flowers are very attractive,

as the accompanying illustration shows. Al-

though the jilant is scarcely, if at all known
in gardi-^ns excspt at Kew, where it has been

an attractive feature of the Begonia house

roof, it has been introduced into England
several times, as is shown by the figures of it

published at the beginning of the present cen-

tury, and again twenty-three years ago, when
it was known under the name of S. venust'jm

(see Botanical MaijQzine, t. 5823). The spe-

cies is a native of the West Indies, being

common in Trinidad, where it cliudjs buslies

and trees in the same way as our native spe-

cies, S. Dulcamara (the Bitter-sweet), docs

here. It is quite as useful in a warm house

as S. jasminoides is in the conservatory ; in

fact in its freedom of growth and flowering

tlicse two species are very similar to each

other. Ill 1870 there was a large plant of

S. Seafurthianum growing against the roof of

the large Palm house, where, according to

Sir Joseph Hooker, it flowered in November.

It had been grown at Kew for a considerable

period, but. unfortunately, all record of its

origin was lost. From the temperature at

which it flowered under cultivation, it was

then supposed to be a native of Brazil. So

far as is now known, it is limited in its dis-

tribution to the West Indies. For clothing

» Drawn for The Gardbn iu the Royal G.ardeus,

Kew, by Miss Hamilton, June 4, 181)2. Lithographed

auJ priuted by GuUlaume Severeyua.
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]iillars, iMl'trrs, or training against tbo siiU' of

!i liduse, S, Scafnrlhianum is a most valnablc

jilant. Cuttings of it strike root very freely.

S. Wmndlanih. of which a coloured plate was
published in Vul. .\.\X\1I. of TuhGaudkn, isthe

handsomest floweted of all Solanuius. It requires

liberal treatment in a stove and plenty of head

room, the shoots growing as rapidly and as Timor-

ously as Grape Vines. The flowers, which are lilac,

shaded with deep purple, are from 2 inche-; to 'i

ir.ches across, and borne in immense pendent ra-

cemes a foot or more in diameter. In the Water
Lily house at Kew this Solanum has flowered

freely, and produced a ma^^nilioent eiiect all

through the summer for the last three years. It

has also grown and flowered freely planted out at

the warm end of the succulent house (No. 5). This

species is piactically deciduous, and it appears to

like dry treatment during the resting period, that

is, in winter. The stems are thick and very succu-

lent when young.
S. PENSii.K, a climbing stove .species from South

America, was introduced to Kew in 1887 and
figured in the Jiotaniml Maf/aziiie, t. 7062. It

grows very freely, lias dark green leaves and loose

terminal pendulous racemes of bright purple

flowers, laiger Ihan those of S. Seaforthianum and
with considerably more red in them. The above
three species are lirst-class stove climbers.

S. JASMIN0IDE3 is a most useful plant in the
greenhouse, as it will grow almost anywhere and
produce its graceful bunches of milk-white elegant
flowers all the year round. It deserves a place in

every greenhouse. Vi\ \V.

The Week's Work.

HARDY FRUITS.

PUUNING Pears.—The weather having lately been
ndld and fairly fine, many doubtless have already
made good progress with the pruning and nailing

of wall trees. Tlioso who have not commenced
this work ought to do so and to persevere with
it whenever the weather permits, or otherwise
there will most probably be too much to do in the
spring for all to be properly performed. The start

suould be made with Pears, and if there is not a
mulching of ashes or strawy litter in front of the
trees, let boards be used for standing upon, unduly
trampling upon wet fruit borders having a most
injurious effect. In the case of strong, well-e-sta-

blished trees, and which, say, have covered nearly
or quite as much wad space as they will ever do,

pruning is a very simple operation. It is these
trees, however, that very often are too lightly
pruned. IE owing to a too sparing use of the knife
the spurs are allowel to project Ij inches or more
from the main branches, then much of the benefit

that ought to be derived from the walls is lost.

The fruit spurs ought to cluster round the
branches and spring out not more than 3 inches
from the wall, and in consequence be less liable to
injury from frost.s, the fruit also attaining a larger
size and ripening better. Trees largely furnished
with long, ugly spurs ought to either have these
gradually sawn off to within 1 inch of the
branches or else foreshortened to a back break
much nearer the wall. In most instances this

would be duly followed by a strong break of young
shoots and fruit spurs, and which the cultivator
should take good care to keep more within bounds
in the future. Supposing the trees were summer
pruned, spurs being left to a length of about 2 in.,

the latter ought now to be further reduced to a
length of 1 inch, in some instances, or where short
spurs already e.xist in goodly numbers, to be cut
quite hard back. Nothing is gained by crowding the
spurs ; therefore thin out where they smother each
other when in leaf. If fruit buds are scarce, leave
some of the short shoots there may be with a fruit
bud at the end intact, cutting these hack after the
fruit has been gathered from them ne.xt season.
Where there are any strong shoots available for
furnishing blank spice, lay these in to their full

length. Ordinary shrcils are of little service in

securing strdiig Pear branches to the walls, those

made of Bnlford cord, buckskin, leather, and

other trimmings being f;irmore durable. Wiought-

iron nails arc also to be preferred to the ordimiry

brittle cast-iron wall nails.

YouNtl I'KAit TitEFS.— More judgment has to be

exercised in the treatment of these. It is possible

to be too free with the knife when pruning these,

thougli not when the spurs are operated upon. For

leasons already given, all single growths not re-

quired for laying in should be freely cut back to a

bud within f inch of the branches, the aim being

to cause a good break ne.xt season. Where this was

done last winter, thin out the shoots resulting if at

all crowded, leaving any which promise to develop

fruit burls to their full length and the wood growths

1 inch long. Older spurs should be treated as

advised in the case of old trees, unhesitatingly

foreshortening any that come out too far from the

wall. All those horizontally trained should have

the leading growths laid in to their full length, the

only exception being the central growth. The
latter should be shortened to a well-placed bud

three courses of bricks from the last pair of side

blanches, and next summer it ought then to be

possible to select and lay in two more side shoots

and a central one for extending the lead upwards.

Also freely shorten the leaders of fan-shaped

trees wherever more branches are required for fur-

nishing blank space. It is a mistake to shorten

the leaders of cordons generally, unless very small

and one or two more growths are required for lay-

ing in. If the young shoots are pruned at all, it

must be clone rather severely or to about one-third

of their length, or the chances are the lower parts

will be naked. Not pruned, they will break regu-

larly throughout their entire length, and a fair

percentage "of the breaks may develop into fruit

buds. Young trees swell very rapidly ;
therefore

remove all old shreds that pinch or unduly press

against the bark. Horizontally trained trees in the

open and also cordons should be treated much as

advised in the case of wall trees. Pyramids and
standards should be pruned similarly to Apples as

desciibed below.

AprLErt.—More of these are grown ag-ainst walls

than formerly, especially where extra fine exhibi-

tion fruit is desired. Horizontally trained, fan-

shaped and cordon trees should be pruned as

recommended in the case of Pears, the advice to

k=ep the spurs well back to the branches in par-

ticular being acted upon. Very fine fruit is fre-

quently borne on the points of short shoots, and
all these, therefore, should be closely examined
before cutting them off. The topmost branches on
espalier-trained trees are very apt to become the

heaviest, a thicket of spurs quite smothering those

on lower blanches. Keep these within bounds on
the younger trees, and freely thin out the spurs on
older trees. Till the trees are well formed it is

advisable to keep pyramids carefully staked up-

right, the leader also being kept straight. Shorten

the latter to about one-third of its length ; this will

lead to the formation of more side shoots and a
fresh leader. Side branches should be also shortened

back if more shoots are required, otherwise they

had better be left to their full length, only those not

required for furnishing being cut back to a length

of about l.\ inches. Young trees kept hard pruned
require to be root-pruned rather severely in order

to bring them into a fruit-bearing state; whereas
those allowed to develop more naturally seldom
require this treatment. Pears are more easily

grown in a strict pyr.amidal form than are Apples,

but varieties dilTer considerably in their habit of

growth, pegs and tar twine being frequently used
for bringing some of the branches down to a more
horizontal position. Bush-shaped trees are the

most easily trained. Cut out the leader of a pyra-

mid as received from a nursery, and allow the side

branches to grow more upright. The latter would
soon commence bearing fruit if not pruned, but in

some instances would not be stiff enough to sup-

port a hinavy crop. This difliculty can be got over

by using a few stakes, or if preferred the branches
could be pruned to about half their length and
allowed to t.xtend more gradually, bcin;^ stouter

accordingly, but they would be much slower in

coming into bearing. Keep the centres of all the

trees, whether young or old, open, thinning out the

branches where they cross and unduly shade each

other, most of the lateral growths being freely cut

back. Trees that are large enough and in a fruitful

condition should have all leading branches cut hard

back, but where hard pruning is con.stantly followed

by thickets of wood growth, leave all the best placed

young shoots and early productiveness will be the

result. Leaving ycung shoots to their full length

thinly all over either unproductive or stunted old

trees will put new life into them, that is if there

is any such thing as accomplishing this. A con-

siderable number of large old trees there are of

varieties not worth growing, and these ought either

to make room for young trees of superior sorts, or

else be headed down and regrafted.

W. IGGULDEN.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

Winter Tomatoes.—What is wanted now to en-

sure the continuous ripening of Tomatoes where

they have been prepared for winter fruiting is a

steady heat. Where the night temperature ranges

about CO', a few degrees extra may be given by day,

especially if coupled with sun heat. Whenever the

weather is not actually cold and frosty a little ven-

tilation will be beneficial. The roofs of plants

that are both swelling off fruit and also ripening

others must be kept working freely by affording

weak supplies of liquid manure if they shouldbe

growing in pots, but any attempt at over-gorging

them with stimulating food will end disastrously

by the foliage turning a sickly yellow. Planis

that are not too confined at the roots may be al-

lowed to become much drier at the roots before

either water or stimulants is applied. Others in

comparatively small pots may have a surface-dress-

ing of loam, pulverised horse manure and wood

ashes to keep the surface roots working freely.

Seakale cuttings.—As the crowns are taken

up for forcing, it will be advisable to reserve all

the strong thong-like roots for forming stock for

forcing, as root cuttings are far better than seed-

lings for producing strong crowns for forcing. I

hare now grown the Lily White for supplying

the earliest produce after three years' experience

with it, and, moreover, find it as hardy as the oldir

variety' in our exposed garden. Every root of this

latter should be preserved that is likely to make a

cutting. All strong roots of the old kind should

also be retained, and although comparatively small

roots may be saved where the stock is likely to be

short, the larger ones are preferable. Pieces about

the thickness of the finger are the best.

Seed Potatoes.—Too much care cannot be be-

stowed on the preparation or storing of seed

Potatoes, especially the earlier Ashleaf varieties,

as on this depends whether they will turn out

satisfactory when planted. Now is the time to

retard the sets, for if these should be at all huddled

together in a mass or kept too warm and close,

early sprouting will take place to the detriment of

the first or primary sprout, and which must be

retained if satisfactory results are to be achieved.

If not already done, the tubers should be either

spread out in a single layer in shallow boxes or

wicker trays, and it room is scarce, stand them on

end thick end uppermost. The b>xes may also it

so desired be stood on top of each other, but with

striisof wood between to allow air to penetrate.

They are best stood in a semi-light place, which

must be dry and cool. It is when growth com-

mences that the boxes must be placed out thinly,

when the more light the better, also a free circula-

tion of air, when the resulting sprouts will be

sturdy and purple in colour.

Potatoe.s is pots.-a few early dishes of new

Potatoes often come in very acceptable early in the

season, for which purpose cidture in pots is the

best course. They do not take up much room, as

generally at the turn of the year spacj is available

in vineries or Peach houses about then being

started. Another advantage of growing these very

earliest Potatoes in pots is that it docs not interfere

with the pits and frames for the ordinary forcing
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of this and sundry otlier crops. Not that the seed-
tubers need be put direct into the pots at once, as
these are better for being started preparatory to
being potted. For instance, a sufficient number of
tubers (the best varieties for the purpose being
the invaluable Sharp's Victor and Mona's Pride)
should be placed in a shallow box, merely filling

in the interstices with sifted leaf-soil, afterwards
placing them in an intermediate temperature, also
keeping them fairly moist, when growth will not
be long in starting. Two sets should be placed
in a 9-inch or 10-inch pot, taking care that the pots
are well drained, the soil consisting of three parts
turfy loam to one of old Mushroom bed manure.
The pots maybe placed on the floor (if better space
is not available) until the growth appears, when
they must be stood well up to the light.

A. Young.

PLANT HOUSES.
Palms.—Notes on watering.—These princes of
the vegetable kingdom often suffer from one of
two causes. If it be not that of sufficient warmth,
it will possibly be that of insufficient moisture at
the roots. When the plants are well rooted, as
they should be at this season, they will still take
a liberal supply of water. To allow them to become
dry at the roots is simply a slow process either of
killing them or of rendering them so unsightly as
to be of but little use. It is in the stove where
the plants will dry up the quickest, and if so be
they are very mucb pot-bound, they must be
looked after daily, seeing at the same time that
they are thoroughly soaked. Once watering them
is not in many cases sufficient for this purpose, for
it may happen that the roots hnve forced up the soil,

so that no average amount of water can be given
at any one time. Palms, unlike Tree Ferns, do not
at once show the results of an oversight in watering,
but it will appear in due course all the same. There
need not be any fer.r of injury by keeping them
watered liberally so long as tliey are healthy at
the roots. Although in most cases any stimulat-
ing agent in the form of natural or artificial ma-
nures is not advisable whilst but little growth is

being made, in the case of Palms it will be found
an exception to the rule. These plants require it

to sustain them in health and vigour, more parti-
cularly when they have drawn out the chief
virtues of the soil. For this purpose I have used
" Standen's Gardeners' and Amateurs' Friend,"
an artificial manure of a highly concentrated
character. A dusting of this over the surface of
the soil about once a week will greatly assist them,
a pinch between the thumb and two "fingers being
enough for the largest plants at one time, others
that are smaller being treated in proportion.
When this is applied the next watering should be
done steadily through a pot with a fine rose upon it.

Greenhouse Palms may be treated in a similar
fashion, but these will not take quite so much
water

; nevertheless, do not let them suffer. Where
plants for special reasons are retained in extremely
small pots, then I would prefer to stand them in
pans as a safeguard against drouglit. Those who
may happen to have plants of Stevensonia grandi-
folia, Verschaffellia sjjlendida, or any other tropi-
cal Palms should look to it that they do not suft'er
by a low temperature; for these, 60° at night should
be the very lowest.
Nepenthes.—Growers of these handsome sub-

jects should eive their plants close attention still.

In the summer they may be watered very freely
indeed, whilst now with a comparatively di'ier at-
mosphere caused by additional heat in the pipes,
they will still take a good supply. If growing in
baskets, a light top-dressing of Moss (Sphagnum)
will benefit them

; frequent waterings having left

the roots in a measure exposed, a httle thrust
lightly between the sides of the baskets will also
be advisable. If up to now the plants have been
hanging near to the glass, it will be much safer to
lower them somewhat, or in the case of a sharp
and continuous frost they will feel the cold.
Other foliage plants— Of these, the Ma-

rantas will still take a liberal amount of water.
These are moisture-loving plants, feeling the effects

of drought at the roots very soon indeed. They
should not be stood in too dry a place, or the thrips

will be found troublesome. Where the plants are
of extra size with a dense growth, some of the
older leaves may be conveniently removed, as too
much shade is imparted to otlier things. The Pan-
danus family, on the other hand, will bear to be
kept fairly dry, large plants of the green-leaved
varieties taking the most ; in any case, however,
it is better not to overwater them, particularly the
variegated varieiies. The stove Aroids, as the
Alocasias, Anthuriums, Dieffenbaohias and Pepero-
mias, should be watered in a cautious manner. In
these instances there will be but little growth in

progress now, consequently less need of water. The
plants have a good amount of stored-up vitality in

them ; hence they may safely be kept fairly dry,

whilst, on the other hand, by the very nature of
the soil (and the roots also), too much water will

tend towards decay. Crotons should not be kept
dry by any means. If these have filled their pots
with roots, they will, like the Palms, bear a liberal

treatment. Of course, plants that have been cut
back, with not any or but little foliage on them,
must be treated more carefully. Crotons in full leaf

when allowed to suffer many times will cast
their foliage prematurely and be more exposed also

to the attendant evils of red spider, thrips, &o.
Dracaenas come under nearly the same category
as the Crotons ; of the two less water is needed in

the case of large plants. Plants of Cissus discolor
may now be tre.ited the same as Allamandas and
other such like deciduous plants, hardly any water
being giviu them. The Aralias will not require
any large amount of water, the stronger growers
taking the most ; in the case of any contemplated
cutting down a little later on even less should be
given. The stove and greenhouse forms of Aspara-
gus should be treated according to the temperature
in wlrich they are being grown. If in the stove
they will take a fairly good amount, in a temperate
house less, and if in the greenhouse, even less still.

By thus varying the treatment according to the
temperatures, tlie plants may be maintained in cor-

respondingly good health. Small plants of such
decorative material as Fittonias, Bertolonias,
Sonerilas, and Tradescantias should have a fairly

warm place, so as to retain them in as fresh a
condition as possible by the assistance of moisture,
nothing approaching drought being permitted.
Billbergias, Tillandsias and Vriesias with the varie-

gated Pine-ajiple (Ananassa sativa variegata)
should all be kept on the dry side at the roots,

whilst where one part of the stove is drier than
another, give them that place in preference. In
the case of these plants injury from drip should
be guarded against, turning the plants over when
any water is found lodging in the hearts of the
plants. J. Hudson.

Chrysanthemums.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS AS SHOWN.
On page 46.5 " Forward " start.s a subject; that

is to be hoped will be productive of some good.
There is no mistaking the fact that there is a
great sameness about the majority of Chrysan-
themum shows, and unless something is done
towards adding to the variety and attractive-

ness of these displays there must inevitably be
a falling off in the number of visitors to them.
Those long arrays of cut blooms are particularly

monotonous, and being brought so closely to-

gether the enjoyment of the crowds who try to

spend a few seconds looking at them is marred.
Wliy will tliose responsible for the arrangements
insist upon having all the cut blooms on one or

two tables ? Is it because it has never occurred
to tliem to do otherwise ? Why not engage
judges competent to judge by points and dis-

tribute the cut blooms among the classes for

small pot plants / If there is not enough of the
latter, eitlier borrow the requisite number from
an enterprising or interested nurseryman, or

provide more classes for small Palms, Ferns,
and table plants generally. Local exliibitors

would in many cases be only too pleased to

surround their stands, on three sides at any rate,

with Maiden-hair Fern in pots, and the eifect

would be most pleasing. Having to study
growers from a distance is one great liiudrance

to any radical reform, but in very many in-

stances local men are fully capable of providing

enough to make an attractive display. The ex-

hibits from local gardeners may not in all cases

be particularly high class, but they are far more
fully appreciated by the bulk of visitors who
do not as a rule profess to be good judges of

what they see. It is only by sustaining the en-

thusiasm of local owners of gardens and their

gardeners that the average society can long

keep afloat, and if the best prizes are to be
taken by professional exhibitors and strangers

to the neighbourhood, formality of arrangement
of cut blooms and discouragement to local

growers must prevail. I write "must" ad-

visedly, as some difl'erent method of staging

cut blooms may yet be genei-ally adopted.

Enlarging the boards is by some thought a

step in the right direction, but I doubt it.

Certainly the additional inch or so allowed to

each bloom does improve its appearance,

but has any exhibitor besides myself tried

what could be done in the way of confounding

the judges i At one show I staged what I

considered a really good lot of Japanese blooms

on boards measuring 28 inches by 21 inches.

The back rows were fully appreciated by the

judges, but not so the front row. In the latter

was a perfect and for the variety fairly large

bloom of Mrs. Alpheus Hardy, which I fondly

expected would receive the full number of

points. Instead of that, the judges (neither of

them present-day growers) considered the stand

greatly weakened by it. Sarah Owen, Mme.
Laing, Eynsford White, and Mme. Baco also

failed to fill up sufficient space to please the

judges. Next day the whole of the blooms

were again shown elsewhere, but on the old

or smaller boards. This time they won, beating

some of the premier prize-winning blooms

shown against them on the preceding day, and

yet the senior judge acted at both shows.

When going over the "ground" with him he

expressed surprise at the reversion of positions,

l)ut understood the case better when I pointed

out the size of the board. He was misled by
appearances, as doubtless several other judges

at other shows were who had not tested for

themselves that it was possible to make blooms

look smaller than they really are by giving

them too much room. Enlarging the boards

will simply have the effect, as Mr. Herbert

Fowler predicts, of encouraging the cultivation

of coarse varieties at the expense of more

refined forms, whose only fault is that they do

not sufficiently cover the boards to please in-

experienced judges.

I am all in favour of showing Chrysanthe-

mums with a good length of stem and foliage

somewhat on the lines laid down liy "Forward "

The boxes of Moss will not do, however. They

would have to be of far greater dimensions

than is the case with Rose boxes, and in not a

few instances Moss fit for the pur])0se cannot be

procured. If the larger-sized stands are ever

generally adopted, then ought a few leaves to

be insisted upon in all cases where the flower-

stems are not too long and naked to admit of

this being dime. It would be scarcely possible

to show any leaves with Kioto, for instance ;

though if that led to the discarding of that

most uncertain variety, no harm would be done.

'Showing the flowers with leaves attached would

bo the salvation of several front-row varieties
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which otherwise will be condemned by exhi-

bitors, and as an exhibitor not averse to long

journeys nni not against the projioscd change.

If larger boards and longer stems como into

vogue, then the days of those clum.sy cupboards

will bo num))ered, travelling boxes and loose

boards best meeting the case. What I would
suggest by way of a change is that framers of

prize schedules .sliould ofl'er good prizes for

tiie best display of cut blooms arranged

on a table and given space, quality and
general e fleet being the leading features.

If this did not lead to a free use of Hya-
cinth glasses or some other receptacles for

holding blooms with long stems and foliage in-

tact, with small Ferns and Palms interspersed,

then all I can say it ought to do. Local growers
would not have matters all their own way. If

the prizes were worth striving for, exhibitors

from a distance would try for them nearly as

much as they do under present circumstances.

It i.s astonishing what a number of neat Ferns,

Palms, and .such like can be packed in a case,

and these being supplemented with plenty of

fresh Moss, local growers would have all their

work cut out to win premier honours. Since

the shows were over, all our cut blooms have
been arranged both on stands and in glasses,

many of the former with long stems being
added, the whole being associated with Ferns
and other greenery, this private display being
open to the general public for about a fortnight.

The cflect of my proposal has, therefore, been
well proven, and there is no doubt about the
exhibition being fully appreciated, a local

charity benefiting cmsiderably by the money
collected. Cut blooms with from 12 inches to

18 inches of stems and foliage last remarkably
well, and, if need be, I would unhe.sitatingly

pack them flatly and closely in boxes for a long
journey. The Japanese especially would only
require a g)od shake up and to be placed in

water directly they are unpacked. I also fail

to see why blooms should not be shown in this

way in connection with groups of Chrysanthe-
mum plants, and which in far too many in-

stances j>resent a miserable appearance near the
front. They are occasionally smuggled in,

taking the form of make-believe plants in small
pots, but not being in water flag quickly and
disqualification follows.

West Country Exhibitor. .

Propagation of Chryganthemums (j: II. C.)
—It is not wise to have cuttings struck so early
as your correspondent app;ars to have done.
I do not approve of them being put in before the
mo.'ith of December, as plints raised earlier often
g ve trouble in April or earlier by producing bloom
bui!s instead of growth shoots. This U a serious
matter when the bulk of the plants showthese prc-
m .ture flower-burts, and little can be done besides
cutting them down to near the soil to induce them
to make a fiesh start. Often tlie growths made
after this give a lot of trouble. CuUings inserted
any time after the fir^^t of the present month until
the end are quite early enough, as if the pb.nts re-
ceive generuus treatment duiing all the stages of
their growth plenty of time is allowed. Commence
by inserting the weaker growing sorts first—that
is, it all cannot be put ia at the same time —
E. M.

Chryianthemum Mrs. James Carter.—
Another name by which this variety is kno.vn is
Thistle, and a very appropriate one it is, as the
flower resembles very mm h in shape some of the
Thistles, and even more the yellow Sweet Sultan.
It can, as far as I am aware, be classed with no par-
ticular group, but may perhaps be best described as
a very small-flowered variety of the Japanese sec-
tion wi:h narrow thread-like petals, In the cata-.
lo^ue of the National Chn s uith?mura Society it i.=,

I see, clas-(d as a Japanese, but this last is a mo.^t

convenient and elastic term that covers numerous
distinct forms. Mrs. James Carter is of good free

growth, with llowers of a clear straw tint, while

there is a i-ccdiul of the same class (Alice Carter)

in which (he lilooms are reddish-brown tipped with

gold. If not disbudded in any way, the clusters of

flowers have a very pleasing effect when cut.—T.

CHRYSANTHEMUM GROUPS.
One would be disposed to think that those who
compete in this class would really show some
signs of improvement. In only one instance

this season have I seen a marked advance in the

use of nuich dwarfer plants in the front, so as to

give a finish as well as to hide the pots of larger

plants. This was at the Crystal Palace in the

trade group for Japanese varieties. The ar-

rangement in this respect in this particular in-

s^ance was admirable on the whole ; the grada-

tion in sizes from the very dwarfest of not

more than 1 foot in height up to others of G

feet or more at the back was well carried out.

The blooms were of first-rate quality and very

fresh, two indispensable adjuncts to a group of

this kind. By quality I do not mean to infer

huge flowers as shown in a cut state, but rather

those of medium size. This group even would
have looked better if it had not been arranged
in such a uniform manner. Had one of those

arrangers of groups who so successfully coin-

jicte at the Brighton show had the handling of

these well- grown plants, he would undoubtedly
have improved it by breaking it up, so to

speak, into what might be termed smaller

groups, yet all forming one, or by massing
the colours, at the same time avoiding too

formal a facing. At the Brighton shows the

groups for years have been quite a pattern

of tasteful arrangemert and finish. Again, at

Hull tliey are well carried out, where I am
glad to see that the first prize-winner of the

two previous seasons has again been successful.

Two years ago I had the opportunity of view-

ing this group, and I thought then that he
would be a bad one to beat. At Hull plants of

fine foU.ige are introduced into the groups, and
that with marked ett'ect. What is done there

might be done at other shows also with decided

advantage. At Chrysanthemum shows there is

never too much foliage in proportion to the

flower ; in fact, it is altogether the other way as

a rule. Turning more particularly to badly
arranged groups, I am very much surprised to

still see the utter want of finish to the fronts

and sides. To see the pots so conspicuou.sly is

bad enough, but when these are dirty it is even
worse. Tlien there are the sticks, which often

show up as if competing with the blooms for

supremacy. There is really no excuse for this

utter want of taste on the part of the exhibi-

tors. Sometimes one actually sees plants in

the front stuck upon pots rather than making
any attempt to keep the facing as low as possible.

All classes for groups should have a proviso that

the front be finished ofl" with dwarf Ferns, green

MoiS, or other foliage material. As far as this

part of the work is concerned, the fault lies more
in the framing of the schedule perhaps, but even
then surely the exhibitors themselves could

suggest the alteration. Several times this sea-

son 1 have seen groups nearly as high at the

sides of the back of groups as in the centre, in-

stead of falling away from 2 feet to o feet. This
is often more a question of well thinking out

the arrangement beforehand, and then provid-

ing a sufficient number of pots for raising the

plants. The entire subject of grouping wants
duo considera ion for months beforehand, just

as the s]iocimen plants do. If this were done
more tlian it i.s and dwarf plants duly provided

in time, the result would be far more satisfactory.

Overcrowding the plants still in a large measure
prevails ; this seems to be a failing that is of the

greatest difiiculty to suppress. In some in-

stances a better selection of colours would be a

marked improvement. A good cultural test as

well as that of arrangement would be provided

by limiting the number of plants, according to

the size of the groups. A dozen plants well

grown would make a nice group, small, of

course ; in larger numbers up to three dozen the

effect would be better, it being understood that

the plants are not to be crowded, but provided

with an undergrowth of Ferns, itc. I have seen

this limitation of numbers carried out in a most
successful manner. It is not mere numbers
which are required, but a less quantity with

more quality and effect.

—

Plant.sMan.

Groups either entirely of Chrysanthemums
or in cotjnection with fine-fob'aged plants form

a conspicuous feature at all the autumn exhi-

bitions that I visit. Each place provides some
feature distinct from another, and not always an
improvement nor desirable. The great bulk of so-

cieties offer their principal prizes far groups com-
posed entirely of Chrysanthemums, but in such

cases tlie most effective arrangement is not alwajs

obtained. True, huge masses of flower are assured,

because in that ca^e the exhibitor who can pile

together the largest amount of bloom witli gO( d
qunlity is certain to win. It is questionable if this

is the best manner of utilising the amounts annu-

ally dispensed in prizes for groups. Where cut

blooms receive a large share of encouragement,

there seems less reason to ask for such a mass of

flower in the groups. It the plan adopted by the

Hull Chrys-anthemum Society wns more generally

followed, I think the autumn exhibitions would be

more interesting to visitors and give a much widir

range for variety. I do not mean that all .societies

should follow the example of the society quoted in

regard to the amount offered in prizes for groups

but they could imitate it in the style of the

group, Piizes of less value would biing repre-

sentative groups of Chrysanthemums and fineioli-

aged plants. The most interesting groups annually

seen at the November shows are those arranged for

the prizes offered liy this north countiy society

There are other reasons besides that of the question

of cost which militate against high-class groups

of the Hull standard at some shows, the main one

being the question of space ; very few societies are

so well off in this respect as the Hull executive.

Many societies have to be content with small

groups for this reason alone, and it is absolutely

necessary that a fair amount of space be allotted

to each group to provide an effective arrangement

on the mixed principle. If some societies were to

curtail the sp ,ce at the disposal of thtir visitors

for the purpose of enlarging their groups, they

would suft'er considerably. Even a leading society

like Kings'on would find it exceedingly difficult to

add a combination class to their schedule on

account cf space if they wished to do so. It is

therefore only fair in reviewing the shortcomings

of societies in the matter of grouping that all

these details should be taken into consileration.

The conditions which govern the Hull groups

are these : A challenge cup value twenty guineas is

offered, in addi ion to a cash prize of £0, for first,

which is a sufficient inducement to anyone to put

forth his utmost effort. The space to be filled is

100 square feet, the leading feature is to be effect

in arrangement. Chrysanthemums are the only

flowers used, these to be interspersed with finc-

foliaged plants. Perhaps the style of group is

chosen which affords the means of producing the

best effect—a semi-circle, the back of the group

being against a wall. Abundance of space is also

allowed between the groups, which enhances their

appearance. It will be admitted that allconiitions

are here favourable for pro'ucing a pleasing effect.

Uv. G, Wils)n, gardener to Mr. .James Keckitt,

Swanland Manor, Brough, the winner of this

btuidsome prize now for the third time, was, as

usual, distinctly ahead of all others. Some idea
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what the arrangement was might be of interest to

readers. The wall at the back of the group was
covered thinly with virgin cork, which was mainly
concealed by greenery of a dwarf character. From
these pockets of cork rose well-grown plants of

Eulalia japonica variegata as well as other Grasses,
tall and graceful. The few Chrysanthemums used
were of the Japanese section, not more than 4 feet

high, the blooms lully up to exhibition size, while
the foliage left nothing to be desired. Viviand
Morel and W. H. Lincoln were conspicuous varie-

ties. A really good C'ocos Weddelliana occupied
the central position. From a groundwork of Moss
and Ferns arose remarkably well-grown and highly
coloured Crotons on single stems, the varieties

having leaves of a weeping character ; they were
Fo disposed as to show oft to advantage every leaf.

Each of the remaining four groups exhibited
defects somewhere; some had too few, while others
had too many Chrysanthemums ; others had a weak
arrangement of foliage plants in the front—a too
free use of one kind of plant.

At York the groups this year were very ra uch too

crowded to be effective. The fine-foliaged plants
were so arranged that just the tops of the Crotons,
for instance, were peeping out of a mass of Chry-
santhemums. The groups here in the principal

class are circular in form and arranged on the
floor of the large hall. It is necessary, then, that all

s-ides should be alike ; the space is not large enough
to obtain an artistic effect. In such groups if the

plants are not placed fairly close together, it is

ditticult to hide the pots ; therefore the exhibitors

are not wholly to blame for defects arising out of

the unsuitable character of the group space. The
conditions here for a group of Chry.^anthemums
only to occupy a space not exceeding 80 square
feet may be accountable somewhat for the close

packing of the plants, cultural excellence only

being the basis of merit. The exhibitor who has
the greatest number of good blooms under such
a condition then really scores a point, because
apparently it is more trouble to produce double
the number of blooms than a limited few. The
first prize group really did contain magnificent
blooms, but they were so huddled together as to

render an inspection critically of each out of the
question. Beyond obtaining a good mass of bloom,
what other object is gained, I would ask, by such a
group ?

Perhaps the best effect as a whole is obtained
by the manner in which the groups are arranged
at the Torquay show. One large room in the bath
saloons is set apart for tliis section. Non-com-
peting groups of Chrysanthemums and miscellane-
ous plants are arranged at the sides of the room,
tlie middle beingdevoted tothe competitiveexliibits.

Circular groups limited in height as well as in

diameter are arranged ;n three rows the
whole length of the room except that in the
middle row. The circular groups are alternated
with square ones ; these are confined to miscel-
laneous plants. The plants are raised 1 foot
above the floor; instead of beii^g at right angles
with the room they were placed diagonally, which
varied the effect. The manner of arrangement
not only produced a good effect as a whole, but
provided an interesting promenade for the visitors.

The groups themselvts were not of a very high
order of merit, if I make one exception. In that
ea=e the plants were remarkably well grown, hav-
ing blooms that would have done credit to many
a first-prize stand of cut blooms. The f' 1 age was
leally remarkable, being large, beautifully green
and right down to the pot. What surprised me
very much was the extremely large pots the plants
were growing in ; the bulk of them were 12 inches
in diameter. The plants in this group were not
only a credit to the cultivator, but the manner in
which they were arranged was a feature to be
copied. Every bloom was aff jrded sufficient space
to. show itself.

It does seem strange that in a Chrysanthemum-
growing centre like Liverpool, better groups are
not there seen than is the case. I can only class
them as the worst that came under nrv notice dur-
ing a lengthened tour of Chrysantliemum shows
during the present season. Neither are the plants

well grown or disposed, points which go a long way
toward ensuring snccess or otherwise. How often

do we see plants much too tall for grouping em-
ployed ? When exhibitors will persist in using
plants fully 5 feet high for the front of a group,
such treatment cannot do other than make Chry-
santhemum groups of that character hideous to

persons of taste, and do much towards condemn-
ing the practice of grouping Chrysanthemums at

all.—E. M.

New Chrysanthemums.— Last .reason there
was one new Japanese flower (Viviand Morel) that
stood out far and away superior to the rest of its

year. This season that honour maybe given to the
variety Col. W. B. Smith. It has every good rjuality

of a Japanese Chrysanthemum— distinct and beau-
tiful in colour and form, a good grower and free

bloomer, not too tall, and at its best during the
proper time, November. A few kinds of last year
which have hardly reached expectations are Mrs.
Libbie Allen, J. S. Dibbens, President Harrison,
Harry E. Widener, Mr. E. Beckett. On the other
side, varieties not greatly esteemed at that time,
and which from further trial are extra good, in-

clude John Dyer, G. C. Schwabe, W. K. Woodcock,
Emma Dorner, Amos Perry.—S.

So-called sports in Chrysanthemums.—
Attention was very wi-ely directed to the above
subject in a recent issue, for certain it is, seeing
the craze now-a-days for new varieties, that all

such should be well considered before receiving
any special award. At the Teddington Chrysan-
themum show the other day, blooms of two colours
were shown by Mr. Coombs from plants of
Viviand Morel. The one set of blooms was nearly
white—blooms, so far as size is concerned, fit for any
exhibition. All were cut from one plant. In this

case crown buils had been selected. The other set

was from terminal buds, the colour deep mauve.
There are two very remarkable things here; first,

the great change of colour from distinctive buds,
and also the fact that both sets of blooms were
perfectly fresh and fit for exhibition on the same
day, as in the case of those flowers from teiminal
buds, growth some ISjinches long was made after
the crown buds appeared ; so that while the crown
buds must be almost at a standstill, a sort of ex-

press speed must be maintained with those plants
intended for the production of terminal blooms.
—E.J.
Chrysanthemum Mme. Pierre Louis Blan-

car d.—This French raised incurved variety is well
worth growing. To those who are not well ac-
quainted with varieties the blooms of Mme. Pierre
Louis Blancard may appear too much like poorly
coloured ones of Princess of Wales, which it some-
what resembles in colour. The petals of Princess
of Wales are decidedly pointed ; in this new sort

they are blunt. The build of this French .^ort is

good—in fact, more so than in Princess of Wales as
seen during the present day. The foliage and habit
of growth are also quite distinct. If an exhibitor
should by chance stage a poorly coloured bloom of

Princess of Wales and a good one of Blancard, and
the judges be not acquainted with the new variety,

he would certainly run a risk of I'isqualification.

There is another way of utilising this French va-

riety with a good pro-pect of success. It is natur-
ally rather late in flowering

;
grow it well and it

would then perhaps take the place of Princess
of Wales, which gets rather thin towards the end
of the exhibiting season.—E. M.

A well-arranged Chrysanthemum show.
—Any arrangement out of the ordmary way de-

serves to be taken note of, for in many cases— most,
in fact—it seems to be the greatest difticulty to

strike out a fresh course. It cannot, perhaps, he
always done as well as in the case now being
alluded to, because of want of space. At the
Twickenham show, the large hall was used mainly
for groups and other plants. The groups were
arranged on either side with sufficient space be-

tween each for them to be seen to advantage, these
intervening spaces being mostly taken up by bas-

kets of mixed p'ants, for which prizes were
offered. The platform at one end was faced w^th

cut-flower arrangements in va=cs, bouquets, &c.,

with plants to back these up, but so arranged as

to afford sufficient room for the musical per-

formers. At the opposite end were to be seen on
each side of the entrance, table plants. Primulas
and Bouvardias, with some fruit. The chief feature,

however, was the disposition of the remaining
space. In the centre was a tastefully arranged
circular group, the rest of the floor being utilised

for the comfort of the visitors, as in a concert with
chairs, there being plenty of room for promenad-
ing as well. The entire absence of tabling excel t

at the back end was a great improvement, the
straight lines of which give so much appearance
of formality, which cannot be easily remedied were
these tables are present. The effect in this large

hall was excellent, whilst I feel certain the visitors

would appreciate the comfort secured by less

crowding. The cut blooms we^e placed in a sepa-

rate room with some of the fruit ; thus, as regards

the former of these, around which would to a large

extent be gathered the experts discussing the

merits and demerits of each stand, there would
not be that likelihood of distraction otherwise

probable where the musical part of the entertain-

ment was being carried on. Another room was
given up to fruit and vegetables also. Thus, al-

though the effect as a whole would not be so good,

this breaking-up of the show affords far more com-
fort for the visitors, whilst the arrangement of the

productions is also facilitated.—H.

Staging Chrysanthemums. — "Forward "

displays some want of practical knowlerlge of the

varieties and their manner of growth when he says

"The stripping away of the leaves of the Chrysan-

themum facilitates the cupping of the blooms." He
evidently does not know that many varieties have
peduncles from 10 inches to 1 foot long, and some
nearly 2 feet ; how would he stage such as these

with foliage ? With the present size of blooms he

would require even bigger stands than are now sug-

gested to show off the foliage as well as the blooms.
—Observer.

SHORT NOTES—CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

Cbryaanthemum Miss Lilian Cope. —
As we detest the big coarse Etoile Je Lyon forms we
rejoice to learu that the so-called sport Miss Liliau

Cope is of no value. We hope the day is uot far di.i-

taiit when wp shall see Condor, Et ulo de Lyon, and
all its fiirms elbowed oat of cultivation and exhibitions

by more retiacd varieties.

Chrysanthemum Lilian E. Biri.—This is

one of the most distinct of Japanese Chrysanthe-

mums, and for that reason it slnnill be geueralU

crrowir. The petals are of a iino wiry character and

have a whorl-like habit or form, so that the_ hloonn

look as if they were in constant rotation. It is not a

larse-fiowered variety, but is rather refined, colour

flesh white and very pretty.

Chrysanthemum Lord Alc?ster.—One of

the handsomest and deepest blooms of this popul ir

incurved was that shown at Wimbledon on the 15th by

Mr. Mease, of Downside GarJens, Leatherhead. Not
f.nly was the flower jrerfeet in form according to the

Chrysanthemum ideal, hut it was frrlly 4^ inches in

depth, and was a Ion? way the premier bloom of the

show. There is a soft creamy hae .about this flower

that always makes it pleasing.

Chrysanthemum Gastano Guelphi.— In

spite of the number of white varieties rrow obt:ainal)le

in the Japanese section, this being so distinct in chir-

acter nrust take a prominent position even iu a sm ill

Collection. The florets are narrow, but the peculiar

manner in which they curl at the points renders it a

strikiug novelty. It is uot one of the huge coarse

flowered varieties which we ought not to encourage,

but the blooms on fairly well-grown plants are of me-

dium size and peculiarly interesting.

Chrysanthemum Hobert Petfleld.—Any
addition to the incurved section which possesses ster-

liu<' merit is sure to command attention, not only

amongst exhibitors, hut by the geueral public. What

the origin of this variety is I know not, hut it is a

decided acquisition, which I should advise exliihilnrs

to acciuirc without delay. The colour is lilac wiih a

faint purple stripe in the petals, which are slightly

pointed, but of much substance, incurving thoroughly.

-E. 51.
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Flower Garden.

GLOBE FLOWERS.
(tkoi.lu's.)

All tho species of (Jlolie Flowers, though vary-

ing coiisiilonibly in lioight, are of conipHCt habit,

aud with them siicli things as stakes, or other

modes of support, need never be resorted to.

They may be grown in beds, borders, on lawns,

by the side of ponds or streams, .and anyone

not possessing a garden may grow tliem well

enough in deep pots. All are of a dense habit

of growth, the foliage an-l flowers rising from an
underground crown, which docs not possess the

before the dry early summer sets in, the damages

unavoidable in the operation. When divided

in March, a few dry days, accompanied by sun-

shine, will cause the foliage to be uncomfort-
al)ly prostrate on the ground, and the blossoms
are equally coitain to l)0 puny and short-lived.

Tliey may also be propagated by seeds, which in

vigorous well-established plants are produced
freely, and generally retain, with marked per-

sistency, the specific characters. It is to be
noted, however, that the seeds rarely vegetate

the same j'ear that they are sown, Ijut come uj

vigorously the following spring, and, if care-

fully attended to, will make tine fioweriug

plants the second season after \egetating ; the

Trollius europaeas. Engraved from a photograph sent by Hiss WoUey Dod,
Edge Hall, Malpas.

rambling proclivities that m.ar the value of

many an otherwise good herljaceous plant. The
roots are numerous and deep-searching, espe-
cially in a border where perfect drainage re-

moves the water-level to a considerable depth.
The flowers present considerable variation in

colour, from a pale yellow to deep goldea, al-

most bordering on vermilion. All the species
are spring or sunnner bloomers, and are at

their best in April, May, and .June. Occasion-
ally in old-est-ablished plants a few autumnal
flowers are developed in September and Octo-
ber, but these depend alike on the season and
the strength of the plant it.self. They may be
most readily increased by division of the roots,

which operation should be performed either in

September or in March ; the former is to be i)re-

ferred, as the jjlants have tlien an opportunity,
during the remaining portion of the autumn, of

making fresh roots and thoroughly repairing,

plants will not, however, attain full develop-

ment until the fourth year or even later. They
grow freely in any soil, are partial to a good
.stifl'loam overlying a cool, moist subsoil, but,

if cultivated in a dry situation, should have a

good supply of manure, not only to act as a

stimulant, but as a mechanical and moisture-

retaining element in the soil ; for it .should be
remembered that the mountain meadows they
affect are almost invariably supplied with cool

water springs below, whicli enable the plants

to withstand the burning heat of an uninter-

rupted day's sunshine without showing by
flaccid leaves any indication of exhaustion.

The Mountain Globe Flower (T. europiuus)

(here figured) is the sjjecies with which we are

all familiar. Its height is about 15 inches ; the

blooms are of a lemon-yellow colour, forming a

perfectly globular flower from 1 inch to 2 inches

in diameter. This plant is of comnnn occur-

rence throughout the upland meadows of Eu-
rope, and is by no means an especial native of

Britain alone.

rURPLE IN FLOWERS.

I AM afraid that enough lias lieen said about
" Purple in Flowers," and if any of your readers

have gone through the correspondence, they
must be sick of it by this time. But I must
ask your permission to add just a few lines to

it, and I .shall then under any circumstances
leave the subject alone. I have followed Mr.
Engleheart's example in consulting a friend, and
I have shown the different letters to him. He
is the most scientific man in Hyde, though he
is not an Academician. He sees nothing to

object to at all in the first letter I wrote to

you on September 17, and says that it is

notoriously the case that colour is being
specialised more and more every day. That
is all that I expressed and all that my letter

amounted to. The purjiose for saying it was
that it showed at once how a Hower can now bo
called violet which used to be calle<l purple.

There was no occasion to add to this, and it

would have been very ped.antic if I had done
so. It would have been silly if I had said I wish
you all to understand that I quite take in tho
difference between genus and species, and this

violet Hower can stdl be called purple from a
generic point of view. We are never accus-
tomed to speak in that sort of way—at any
rate, I am glad to say I am not accustomed to

speak in it, and I characteri.se it as being bcith

unnecessary and absurd. I assert that Mr.
Engleheart first of all read into my letter a de-
claration which I never made that purple is no
longer a generic term in these days, and having
done that to his own satisfaction, he proceeded
to ground on it a homily upon colour. The
language I used bears naturally a very different

interpretation, and a different interpretation

was the only thing I was thinking of. I have
insisted on this before, and I think it would
have been more graceful of liim when he read
my words to this effect if he had said, " Oh !

then there is an end of the whole matter : if 1

have misread you on this point, there is nothing
more to be done. " It might perhaps have been
better if I had written more guardedly, and at

the outset I had made his construction per-
fectly impossible ; but I have not time for con-
sidering how any possible objector can find a
handle fur twisting and turning, and the whole
thing spoke for itself. Purjile from one point
of view is a specialised colour. Purple from an-
other point of view remains just where it was.
And now I must respectfully say a word to

" Academician." He writes from a very lofty

eminence and distinguishes between educated
(which he puts between inverted commas) and
uneducated persons. In that he is wrong, so
far as their part in this controversy is concerned,
for it is a very Commonplace one indeed. A dis-

tinct point should be borne in mind. The
ladies and the milliners were appealed to, not as
being judges about such dreadful things tt,H

genus and species or the usages of language, or
anything of the sort, but merely in tliis way

:

" Do your eyes agree' with mine about a par-
ticular flower, i.e., about Solanum Torreyi f

Do you see that it is violet, or is it something
else I" They were asked to .say nothing more
than that. If they had said it was not violet,

it would not have altered my views about .some

elementary principles of logic ; but I should
have thought myself defective in vision, and
while 1 continued to hold exactly the same
notions about genus and species which I do hold
it present, I should have replied to them. "Alas !
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alas ! I am losing my eyesight. I must say no
more about this matter, for I fear I am getting
blind." Your readers cannot fail to see that there
is a difterence here.

But I must revert to my friend Mr. Enale-
heart. The fact that he has so much travestied
my words deprived a great part of his last letter
of any interest for me. All he .says about
Trop:T3olum speciosum, red, vermilion, <fec., i.s,

of course, perfectly right, but it is apropos of
nothing which concerns me or what I have
written. The friend to whom 1 have referred
above very truly says that this question of
" Purple in Flowers " is a perfectly interminable
one. It is a tangle which at tliis present time
admits of no possible elucidation whatsoever.
The reason for this is that there are no data
to go upon and no fixed standard which can be
used. I felt the awkwardness of the whole
matter when I was writing the letter of No-
vember 5. I had the most perfect assurance of
what is and what is not correct in the busi-
ness, but it was far from being ea.sy to make that
clear to another person, and so I imagined that
I could take no better course with Mr. Enwle-
heart than to fling the poets at his head and to
bury him under them. I tried on purpose to
get through the business without the use of any
technical terms, so that no fresh controversy
might be raised

; but I conceive that Mr.
Engleheart's last letter has given me all that
could be desired. He says in one place, " Be-
sides, a flower can often only be described by
the generic term purple when it is of some
peculiar tone of purple not ea.sy to specify fur-
ther." In other words, it cannot be accurately
described at all, and what is more important to
me even than this is that the discussion is so
narrowed by this admission that I think it need
never have taken place. When Mr. Engleheart
tells us that a generic term purple does duty
for a specific term because there is oftentimes
none other to be found, he approaches so nearly
to, if he does not quite touch, what I have
said all along, that he leaves very little to
quarrel about.

A generic term used specifically ! I have only
said that purple is specialised

; he only says
that purple is used specifically. I think he'is
really on my side much more than' he is against
me. When he talks of contradictions on my
part he forgets that apparent contradictions
may be oftentimes cleared up if they are taken
in the right way. It would not be at all diflScult

to show that he contradicts himself if he were
to be judged with the same eagerness to con-
demn that he shows towards me. The other two
or three points that he notices are of extreme
triviality, and they do not touch the main con-
tention at all. I say one thing, and by conse-
quence he says another. I have now only to
apologise to you for the space I have occupied
about a matter which cannot have much interest
for anyone. I will promise you not to do it

again. I little thought when I oilly wanted to
show that I had given the right flower to
"J. M." that I should be led such a dance as
this ; but I know from what I remember of
old that the nearest mention of purple
in flowers is sure to agitate someone

; there
never fails to be a rise at it when the
subject is mentioned. I only thought I had
provided against it in this case by the distinct
limitation I put in. But, before I conclude, I
wish metaphorically to shake hands with Mr.
Engleheart, and to part in a friendly way with
him about this affair. He has taken up a lot of
my time, but if he has found any amusement
in it, I suppose it has done some good. He
may have the benefit of the last word if he
chooses to take it. I can only say that, though

I shall offer no written reply, I feel towards
him just as I did before, and if he likes at any
time to come and pay me a visit, I will, if he
cares for it, talk to him about " Purple in
Flowers " till we are both of us as purple in the
face as Calandrinia umbellata itself.

One more word about purple in flowers and I
have done. I only wish that those who speak
hardly of this particular colour could look out
of the window where I write. Mr. Elwes was
quite surprised by the vision wlien he paid me
a visit last week. Exogonium purga, which is

of the exact type of colour tliat causes all this
trouble, seems to have been put there just now
to speak a word in its own defence. A hundred
blossoms may yet be seen on it on a sunny day.
When the leaves are being scattered all over
the lawn and the trees are well-nigh bare, this
glorious climber does its best to hold the winter
at bay. Ought we to criticise it l Is the purple
generic, or is it specific according to the ideas
of the present day ? Is it gruesome ? I care
not one jot when I look at the beautiful flower
what others say regarding it, and I am really
thankful that my colour instincts are so poor,
that I can enjoy it heartily. Purple in flowers
is a troublesome thing when it wastes a lot of
time, but purple in flowers one may be thank-
ful for on the 21st of November when it keeps
the garden gay.—H. Ewbank, St. John's Vicar-
age, Ryde.

Your correspondents have struck a very
important note. Doubtless in most walks of life

the adjective "purple" will conveniently do duty
for any admixture of its two comiionent colours.
In dealing with flowers, however, every shade is

eagerly—I may say lovingly—seized upon and
stereotyped in the mind by attaching to it some
recognised Inie often taken from other flowers of
more persistent grade of colour. Thus insensibly
a standard is set up in our minds, and flowers
being in this respect a law unto themselves, assert
tlieir dominion by standing sponsors to the col-
ours, often calling them after their own names.
We must here, of course, except purple, now under
such a severe cross-examination. When, however,
any well-known authority in specialising the col-
ours of some twenty or thirty different species
deliberately puts one down as " purple," are we
to suppose that his genius suddenly fails him, and
that, bathed and perplexed, he falls back on a
mere generic term 1

Violet is the most energetic colour in Nature.
How is it caused 'I In the length of 1 inch of a
ray of violet light there are 57,500 distinct waves,
all travelling at the rate of 192,000 miles per second.
Reduce these miles to inches and multiply that figure
by the above number of waves per inch, and the
result revealed is that the retina of the eye re-

ceives the awful bombardment of 09!) million
million separate ethereal blows each second. This
alarming intelligence being at once telegraphed to
the brain by a private wire, called the optic nerve,
produces there, not instant death, but the harmless
and pleasing sensation of a violet colour.

Red, the most sluggish colour, gives us 474i
million million distinct impacts per second. Your
readers have doubtless noticed in this connection the
chromatic order in which their flowers fade from
recognition as regards colour when daylight is

failing. The lazy reds are the first to blacken in

the twilight ; the yellows keep up the struggle for
existence a little longer ; while the energetic blue
of the Gentian will nearly respond to the faint
light of the stars. Now, what " pitch " is to sound
striking the ear, colour is to light striking the eye.
The former in any combination and sequence can
be scored and every semi-tone is named. Why not
the latter? In both cases it is a simple question
of a given number of vibrations per second, one
conveyed by hundreds to the ear, the other by
millions of millions to the eye. We have some-
thing more than analogy here. A few false notes
will mar the sweetest harmony. Our flowers now

mutely tfach us many lessons, but when science
has done for colour what she has for sound, they
will become articulate.—H. B.

Christmas Roses.—These I note already
pushing up their flowers, and should the weather
prove mild for a week or two longer they will with
us be in bloom. The foliiige is stid fresh and
green. This will in some measure protect the
flowers, which I note are being produced very
freely on the common white variety. The weather
should be watched, and if it is found desirable
some little protection be given them. If there
are several plants near enough together, a light
will be a suitable covering, wiih a mat or two on
the top at night and boards for the sides. When
the plants are scattered, there is no better protec-
tion than the ordinary garden hand-light with the
movable top. These are extremely useful in this
and various ways amongst flowers, as well aa in
the kitchen garden. Where there is any contem-
plation of potting, the work should not be any
longer deferred. After potting, a cold frame is all

that they require; warmth, at any rate, is not
needed. I should hope that at the next meeting
of the Royal Horticultural Society there will be a
good display, prizes being offered for them on
December 13.-G. H.

Autumn-planted Pansies,&c.—The weather
during the past month has been favourable for
getting this work done, and whilst it is still open
no time should be lost in completing anything in
this way. Planting after a frost is not at all

desirable; it should most of it have been done a
month or so ago. The plants then have a good
chance of partially re-establishing themselves be-
fore severe weather ensues to try them. In plant-
ing, it is better to make the ground firm around
each plant ; when the soil is loose and light, the
frost acts upon the plants to a greater degree.
Both Pansies and Forget-me-nots stand the winter
well as compared with late-planted Wallflowers.
The latter, if planted at all late, do not so readily
recover their fresh-looking appearance. Rather
than rely too much on Wallflowers, I prefer Prim-
roses and Polyanthuses ; but, taken altogether, I

would plant Pansies the most extensively. They
have one marked advantage if planted at a fair

distance apart, in that the summer bedding plants
that grow taller than the Pansies can be doited
between them. In this way I have had very effec-

tive beds without the connecting link between
spring and summer bedding being broken. This
plan is not adopted so frequently as it might be.
—H. A.

Pulmonaria saccharata (the Lung-wort).

—

Those who are looking for a hardy plant with
handsome folinge the summer through, with the
advantage of an extremely early crop of flower in
the spring, will do well to turn their attention to
this variety. Its beautifully marked foliage (grey
spotting on a dark green ground) is very dis-

tinct, whilst its growth is also very compact. This
herb-like plant is worthy of more attention, thriving
well in dry and comparatively poor soil, being at
the same time readily increased. Here is a plant
that might well take the place of one or more
tender exotics for summer bedding.—G. H.

Muhlenbeckia complexa.—This must be
classed with the hardiest of New Zealand plants,
for though occasionally injured during the winter,
it recovers so quickly and grows so rapidly after-

wards that in a short time no trace of the injury is

to be seen. It is a near ally of the Polygonums,
and forms a half [trailer, half rambler, whose long
wiry brownish- coloured stems are clothed with
tiny pale green leaves. So numerous are the shoots
and slender twigs that they will soon form a dense
mass, which is very difficult to penetrate from the
interlacing of the thong-like shoots. Its ornamen-
tal qualities are far superior to those of many sub-
jects that are more generally grown, for on the
bolder arrangements of rockwork it has a fine

effect when draping a ledge or in some such a
position, while as a wall plant it is very satisfac-

tory, and when once established will need no fur-
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ther attention than the occasional trimming in of a

few of the principal sho .ts. I have also seen the

trunk of a rleail Uxe turncilinto .luite an attractive

object by mean-i of this Mnhlenb cUia. The flowers

are insiBnificant, while the berries which succeed

them are not at all showy. As wilh most of its

allies, this is readily propigated by means of cut-

tings, or where there are e>tablishe 1 specimens,

rooted suckers, or shoots can often be detached.

—T.

Orchids.

L.ELIA EXONIENSIS.

This, one of the earlier of the hybrids raised

by Mr. Dominy, is certainly one of Iiis great

suceesaos. L;«lia cxoniensis is a beautiful

hybrid, the exact origin of which is unknown.
Some writers assert that it is a cross between

Cattleya Mossiaj and L.-ulia purpurata, but I

cannot see what there is about the plant to

suggest Cattleya Mossiio as a parent. Others

give the parents as L;olia crispa and L. pur-

purata. With this I agree. In growth it is

about intermediate between L. crispa and L.

pur()urata, and the tlowers each measure some
5 inches or inches across, four and five of

tliese being Ijorne together on one scape.

The sepals are plain, the petals much
broader, beautifully frilled and lobed on the

edgis; both white, suliused with a tinge of

ro.sy blush, which is deeper in some varieties

than in others. The front lobe of the lip is

of a very deep shade of rich magenta-purple,

with a narrow border of pure white, and the

throat is golden yellow, veined with purple. I

am more convinced every day that the remark
made in a letter to me quite recently by Mr.
E. H. Woodall, of Scarborough, is quite cor-

rect. He says there is more in air and situa-

tion than is generally believed, and the least

taint of smoke is injurious to some Orchids
accustomed to such exquisite purity of air in

their native habitats. L. exoniensis will grow
well in a basket or in a pot, either of which
must be well drained. The soil should consist

of good brown peat fibre, from which nearly

all the fine soil h.as been shaken. To this

may be added a small quantity of chopped
Sphagnum Moss. The whole should be made
firm and the plant be placed upon the top of

the soil, elevated slightly above the pot, which
will ensure the safe and speedy running away
of the water. During the growing season the

plant requires a good quantity of water to its

roots, but this should not be overdone, and a

liberal amount of moLsture in the air. In the

winter, its resting time, much less is requisite,

but do not at any time allow the plant to

become so dry that its pseudo-bulbs and leaves

sufl'er. Rather keep it a trifle cooler than
usual instead of the extra drying. It likes at

all times an abtnidance of light and air, and
therefore I prefer basket culture for it, be-

cause when so treated it can be hung up near
the roof-glass, from which position I would
remove it in very severe weather.

Wm. Hugh Gowbr.

Dendrobium chrysanthum album (J. Mer-
ton).— It is quite po.-sible for a white variety of

this species to exist, more especially as now albino

forms of most of the ditferent species from time to

time appear, but I have no hesitation in faying
yours is not a white variety of the species here

named, and for which you send it, but the plant

named D. aqueura by Lindley some fifty yea's pgo,

and recently figured in the " Orchid Album," t.

407, as D. album. Whilst your flowers have lain

here I have received flowers of D. album from Mr.

Cypher, of Cheltenham. After mixing your flowers

with his it is impossible to linil any difference, the

fact of its being .'-imilar in habit and from its re-

taining its leaves whilst flowering has misled you.

Ii, thrives well under just tlie same sort of treat-

ment as D. chrvsanthum.—W. H. G.

Orchids from Bristol.—I am in receipt of

some be.uitiful Cattleya tlowers from Mr. J. Crispin

of this city. He sends mo a photograph of a plant

he has of C. labiata having twenty-one flowers open

upon it. Whether it is the true plant or not I can-

not judge from the picture, but some blooms sent

for the spet^ies appear to have the character of the

old form more distinctly marked than many which

I have recently had. With the above also come a

line spike and a good variety of Dendrobium
Phalsenopsis .Schrccderianum and also a flower of a

lovely Miltonia, which I should call bicolor su-

perba. The Lajlia I take to be L. pumila.—

W. H. G.

Dendrobium leucolophotum ((r.).—This is

the name of the Orchid which you send. The
flowers when they reached me were a dirty brown
through carelessness in packing. To put a flower

in a fetter and send it for name is not giving a

fair chance to arrive at a just conclusion. This

plant, introduced by the Mes.srs. Veitch, was
described by Reichenbach some ten years ago.

The flowers are pure white, slightly stained with

light green at the base of the lip.—G.

Orchid flowers from Cheltenham.—From
Mr. Cvpher, of the Queen's Road Nursery, I have
received soma flowers, among which were a very

nice form of 0. Alexandrse, a bold flower and
nicely spotted, some extra good forms of Oncidium
crispum, intensely dark in the sepals and petals,

to wbirh the yellow border afliords a striking con-

trast ; also th9 sweet and pretty Trichosma suavis,

which Jlr. Cypher says he has flowering in great

quantity. I wonder if he has observed the fine

form amongst his which I saw with Mr. Tautz when
he had liis collection at Shepherd's F.ush. In this

the petals were coloured the same as the lip, and
made a showy and pretty flower. Some flowers of

Epidendrum radicans from a plant that had been

in bloom since last March, Dendrobium album in

good form, and a good marked form of Odonto-
glossuni maculatum were also included. There
were also grand flowers of Cypripedium punc-

tatum violnceum (Chanlini Of the Continental

growers), C. ca'urura, and a good form of C. Lee-

anum superbum, also ('. Spicerianum, anl the old

and web-known Roczli, which, although not a

gay kind, is yet the parent or cne of the parents

of a good many highly prized garden hybrids.

—

W. H. G.

Ccelogyne Gardneriana (T.O).—This jilant

I used to grow nnd flower abundantly in the
Kingston collection in 18,55-58, Gibson used to

claim to be its introducer, but it was originally

discovered by AVallich. " T. O.'' offers an apology
for only sending two flowers, faying he could not

spare the whole spike. This I can well believe

for its nodding spikes with many pure white
flowers are very e'egant. The end of the lip is of

a lemon-yellow, all the other parts of the flower

being of the purest white. The pseudo-bulbs are

flasksli.nped, large, and furrowed with age, sup-

porting a pair of broad, strongly-nerved leaves,

which are dark green. I used to grow this plant

in the Cattleya house, but I found the warm end
of the cool house suit it better. It should be
sh.a'lcd from the strong sun and kept nicely moist
during the growing season. It should not be dried

in the resting season, for naturally it is constantly

in a moist state, so that drying it is sure to weaken
it and prevent; it from displaying its splendid

racemes at this, the dullest time of the year.

—

W. H. G.

This, one of the very prettiest of the family
when strong and vigorous, is, nevertheless, some-
what looked down upon by many Orchid growers,
perb.Mps because the distichous tlowers are each
furnifhcd with a large brown bract at the base,

and because the flowers do not open well. The

pendent raceme, some 9 inches or 10 inches long,

bears a two-ranked set of blooms some twelve or

fourteen together, each flower being 2.\ inches long

and of the purest snow-white, saving the lip, which
is bright lemon-yellow at the tip. .Sevcnil spikes

of this plant open together form an admirable
picture.

SHORT NOTES.—ORCHIDa.

Ontidium tigrinum is a fine old species. It

i.s quite a cuol house plant, too, thus enabling many
amateurs to grow it. It will yrow and bloom with
the coolest of the OJontoKlossums.—W. II. G.

Cattlfya Warocqueana. — Several of my
readers send me flowers of this variety, all saying what
a pretty Cattleya it is. The flowers show a pretty wide
ran^e in the varieties, some being very richly coloured,

whilst others are poor.—G.

A flower of this variety comes from Mr.
Woodall, of Scarborough. It is the richest and
darkest form I have seen. Mr. Woodall also tells

me that Cattleya aurea as well as Vanda crerulea

have been grand with him this season. Mr. Woodall's
forms of V. cosrulea are the finest I have ever seen.

—W. H. G.

Dendrobium Phaleenopsis.— J. Deacon sends
me some flowers of a fine form of this plant. Amongst
them are some erquisite varieties, one in particular

being very fine. It has the sepals and petals pure
white tipped with rosy purple ; the side lobes of the
lip are also pare white, whilst the middle lobe is bright

rosy purple.

O-'ontoglcssum gloriosum. — " T. A. J."
sends me this, asking if it is O. Pescatorei. You say
tbe plant is but a small one, but as it grows stronger
it will make a long branching panicle, bearing some
fifty or more flowers, which from their ilawthorn-like

fragrance are very pleasing. It is not so effective as
O. Pescatorei, nor so useful for button-holes, &a.—
—W. H. G.

I.»lia autumnalis alba.—This, which is very
rare, is now flowering with Mr. Williams at Ilolloway,

the fljivers large and of the purest white, saving the
yellow on the disc of the lip. The plants in flower

are from a hatch which was imported for the white-

flowered form, and thus far all have proved true. This
appears to he a stronger-growing form than is gene-
rally seen.—W.
Cattleya labiata.—The Hon. Miss Winn, Nos-

tell Priory, sends me a very fine flower of this species,

the lip being of a velvety raageuta-purple hue, with a
lilac border, the throat yellow veined with deep purple.

This form which I have received from Nostell Priory
quite Convinces me that we have the true plant again
in tmr gardens, and that it is quite different from
C. Warocqueana.

—

W. H. G.

Cattleya Bo'wringiana.—T am in receipt of

flowers of this species from Mr. P. M. Burton, Higli-

field, Gainsborough. Tbey arc of a very dark colour
and of good size for the species. Tbe sepals and
petals are of a rich bright rosy purple, and the lip s

much darker rose-purple, with a dark maroon band
in front of the white throat. It is an exceptionally

dark and bright form.—W. II. G.

Oncidium tigrinum •with white flowers.—"J. C. B." fends me blooms of thi^ plant. I

received from several correspondents last year the
same thing, some being purer white than others. This
has the lip pure white, I he sepals .and petals resembling
the typical plant, and it retains the perfmue of the
species. I do not thiuk it is any improvement upon
the old tigrinum, becaufe I consider the fine yellow hp
is a great feature.—W. H. G.

Oncidium splendidum.—J. Burrows sends me
a branch of this specii a hearing four flowers, lie

says, ' I have not got O. tigrinum in bloom yet ; a e

not the flowers sent very like those of that ])lant r
'

The flowers of the two kinds come very near, but the
growth is very different ; indeed, tliey have nothing iu

common. Tiiis being the case, I cannot understand
why some people make them only varieties of each
other. This plant thrives well iitjer basket culture

in the teirperature of the Cattleya house.—W. H. G.

ZygopatalumMackayi.— Severalof my readers

have sent flowers of this plaut for an opinion, but I

see nothing exceptional iu any of them. I lately saw
a, very fine form of this f)rchid in 31r. Bull's nursery.

It was hearing two spikes with many flowers. Its

large lip was white, profusely marked with short lines

of bluish purple. " J. II." sends flowers of what I
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have always seen called Z. Mackayi intermedium,
tlie flowers being of a paler colour and also smaller
than in the typical species. It is curiuus that none of
the flowers sent have any perfume. J. Gregory when
"writing to me some time ago mentioned that he liad a
plant the flowers of which were sweetly scented.

—

W. [i. G.

Stove and Greenhouse.

IVY-LEAVED PELARGONIUMS.
These ii.seful plants may be grown like other

Pelargoniums, with the support of four dark

green sticks, round which the long shoots are

trained, or used as trailers for window-boxes, or

even as basket plants (see illustration), in all of

which positions they do well. These Pelar-

goniums are also suitable for window culture,

and may be grown to great advantage placed ou

brackets in the woodwork of a bow-window,
from whence they trail downwards, showing

their beautiful blossoms to great advantage.

An old plant, slightly cut back and repotted in

spring will go on blossoming for many weeks,

only requiring another shift and the removal of

some of the lengthy sprays to start again later

on. They are thus almost continuous Howerers,

and they will bloom even in the depth of

winter when grown in slight heat with a

sunny aspect. The double and semi-double

varieties are considered the best, many of the

blossoms rivalling in beauty those of the French
varieties from which they derive their descent.

Those of a magenta tint are not so desir-

able as the clear rose and carmine shades,

which harmonise so much better with the

rest. Magenta is a singular colour in this,

that no other shade of red or blue looks well

with it. Unless a plant with flowers of

this tint can be grown alone, it is, therefore,

best avoided. Among Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums

the following will be found the best : Mme.
Crousae, pale rose and maroon ; Louis

Thibaut, clear bright rose colour ; Mignou, a

dwarf variety with salmon flowers ; Souvenir

de Charles Turner, brilliant pink and violet ;

Beauty of Castle Hill, salmon, shaded with

rose, very tine ; La Rosit-re, very double, soft

rose ; Liberty, bright ceri.se, with large flowers
;

Prince of ^^ales, shaded purple ; Murillo, vel-

vety purple, with large flowers ; Newton, fine

vermilion-red ; (Jalilee, large trusses of bright

pink flowers ; and Sarah Bernhardt, pure white,

with maroon veinings. Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums

are easily propagated by cuttings or slips dur-

ing the summer, and should be grown on into

large plants, repotting them in good ordinary

compost as necessary. As the flowers are borne

mostly at the terminal points, it is well to cut

these back after flowering to induce the .side

shoots to break freely. Liquid manure or soot-

water, during their flowering season, will benefit

the plants and keep the foliage handsoo e.

Directly the leaves begin to turn of a lighter

shade of green, the plants will require repot-

ting or a liberal top-dressing. R.

Torenias.—These are called by " H. P. ' in The
G.V.KDEN of Nov. o "a pretty class of procumbent-
h tbited free floii'ering plants," and adds that "T.
aiiatica is seen to tlie greatest advantage when
trea'ed as a basket plant." With this latter re-

mark I am inclined to disagree. I do not; think

that any plant of a natuially lowly trailing habit

can ever be teen to its greatest advantage wljen

suspended in. a wire or wooden basket from the

roof of a stove or greenhouse. To my mind, this is

a most outrageous position for the lovely T. asiatica

to be placed in. Can it be wrong to imitate Nature
in choosing a position in the cultivation of any

plar.t? I think not; and the T. asiatica being
never found in Nature in any other position save
trailing along the ground amongst Grass and other
herbage, I maintain that it cannot be seen to tlie

greatest advantage wlien hune; up to the lafter of
a hothouse. On the Neilgherry Hills, in India, I

have often been charmed and delighted by beds of
this plant in cool, damp positions sending out its

trailing shoots in all directions amongst the Grass
and studding the greensward with its beautiful
violet-blue blossoms. In the adjoining woods
might be seen clinging to the branches of trees
Ferns of many kinds suggestive of blocks and
baskets in a state of cultivation ; other plants, too,

dant supply of water, any failure in this direction
and consequent checking of luxuriant growtli hav-
ing an injurious effect upon the size and btauty of
the flowers.—J. LowRiE.

Ivy-leaved Pelargonium in a hanging basket.

including the splendid Impatiens Jerdonise, adorn
the limbs and trunks with their gay blc'soms far

from the ground, but the modest Torenia is con-

tent to abide by its more humble position. This is

its true habitat, and those who strive in its cultiva-

tion to imitate the plant's natural likings will, I

think, not fail to be amply satisfied with the re-

sults. A very effective way for its cultivation is to

grow it amongst a bed of Lycopod ; the leaves of

the Torenia and tlie Lycopod mingle with a good
effect, and the blooms of the former in goodly
numbers peering from amongst both yield a charm-
ing result. In its native habitat it Bowers during
the monsoon rains ; to have it in perfection, there-

fore, in a state of cullivalicn it requires an abnn-

WINTER-FLOWERIXG BEGONIAS,
These do not in some gardens find tliat favour
which tliey deserve. It is probably caused by the
rage existing for what may be termed cut material.
They are not the best, I readily admit, for -this
purpose, but they are not bad by a long way. They
do not travel so well as many things ; therefore,
that is also in a measure against them. When,

however, the flowers can be
arranged in water without
any delay, they will stand
very well. Grown as some
grow these Begonias in too
much beat and moisture is

also against them. Even
upon the plants then the
flowers will not last nearly
so long, this ensuing through
the susceptibility to damping
off; whilst if these plants
are used for cutting, the
flowers will not stand well.
These Begonias require a
drier atmosphere with some
warmth, it is true, but not
nearly so much as stove
plants receive on the aver-
age. Wliere Cyclamens, for
instance, are now flowering
well with a gentle warmth,
there these Begonias would
thrive far better than in

the stove itself. When the
plants cannot be accommo-
dated in a house to suit

them, then the better plan
is to grow them in pits with
a little air on all day in

mild weather, and even at
night also at such times
rather than excite them with
too much warmth. The roots
must not be allowed to suffer,

wliile, on the other hand, too
much water must not be
given them. The best srJe-

giiard is well-prepared plants
liy previous good treatment
in the summer, the plants
liaving filled their last shift

with roots. Late potting

and over-potting are two
decided mistakes, both tend-

ing towards a too sappy
fjrowth rather than flower.

Plants more than two years

old are not desirable unless

they be grown for special

purposes, as the covering of

the walls in lofty houses,

places for which many kinds

are admirably adapted, or

for training up pillars where
the tall - growing sorts are

quite at home.
As small plants to flower

well in 41-inch and G-inch

pots, or at the most in one size larger, the old-

fashioned B. insignis is still one of the very best.

In the smaller pots this variety will flower in

quite a dwarf state. In the larger the growth will

be somewhat stronger, throwing out laterals which
all flower profusely. Its colour, too, a pleasing

soft pink, is most attractive. B. Knowsleyana
makes a more compact plant in the larger pots,

being the more disposed of the two to branch out

at the base. The flowers are larger and more of a

pinkish white in colour, but the trusses are

generally smaller. This and B. insignis can be

readily rai-ed from seed, which should be saved

early, and be sown in the sprirg or from cittings

in the spring. B. sempernorens and B. s.
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rosea both make excellent plants for the winter,

either cuttings or seedlinjjs making good plants,

too luxuriant growth being especially guarded
against. Another capital kind is B. DigswcUiana,
of dwarf growth with its Hower trusses pro-

duced very freely and well above the foliage.

As a decorative plant, this is one of the best for

the winter season. 15. raanioata is one of the best

for flowering late in the winter or early in the

spring, when it makes a capital plant for the con-

servatory. Cuttings every spring after flowering

or old ones kept on for large plants for two or

three years give the most serviceable stock. This,

too, is a very useful kind for cutting to arrange in

slender trumpet-shaped vases. B. Moonlight is of

a pleasing cilour and makes a good addition to

the winter varieties ; under this name I am refer-

ring to one which was raised by Col. Trevor Clarke
and grown at Cliiswick some years ago. B. pres-

toniensis is more of an autumn variety than a
winter one. It is not much grown now. but some
few years ago I well remember nice bushy plants

of it being exhibited. Its flowers are a very bright
red, very distinct and sweetly scented.

Those beautiful varieties of the tuberous-rooted
section, embracing the species B. socotrana and
the hybrids raised therefrom, as B. John Heal, B.

Adonis and B. Winter Gem, are all extremely use-

ful, lasting so long in good condition. The dura-
tion of the individual flowers is also remarkable

;

in this latter respect they withstand the fogs
well. Of this section B Adonis is one of the
most profuse flowering and vigorous growers,
whilst as a dwarf plant B. Winter Gem is

simply what its name denotes. The culture
of these Begonias does not receive that attention
it should. As comparei with the usual run of
tuberous Begonias they require more warmth ; this

of itself is indicated by one of the parents, viz., the

I
species B. socotrana, which was introduced from
Socotra in LS'^O. What mav be termed a cool
stove will suit this section of Begonias very well.

I am quite of the opinion that it is only the ques-
tion of a little lime before these will be more ex-
tensively cultivated. To flower in the early spring
note should be made of B. nitida odorata, also
known under the name of B. suaveolens. This
variety may be safely kept in a moderately warm
greenhouse, when of course it flowers later. In
warmth it can be included with the winter-flower-
ing shrubby kinds. B. nitida itself will flower al-

most all the year round. I have seen it very fine in

the summer, the winter, and spring. B. incarnata
purpurea is more attractive, perhaps by reason of
its dark metallic-looking leaves ; the flower trusses,
however, last a very long time in good condition.
Besides these there are other kinds which may
be used for winter flowering; B. ascotensis, for
instance, where be:ided out in the summer will, if

lifted early, flower well after being repotted. This
variety being a tall grower is chiefly useful for
standing amongst other and dwarfer plants. There
is also B. Princess Beatrice, a semi-tuberous va-
riety, which can be had in flower in the winter
season. Growee.

Indian Azaleas for forcing.—The most pro-
mising-looking plants of the best kinds for early
forcing may now be placed in warmth. They can
thus be had in flower by the middle of January
without any undue haste. Tlie florists I know
have been cutting Azalea flowers for some little

lime past, but as far as this pertains to private
gardens, there is no practical utility in it. In
these latter a succession is mce what is wanted,
whilst in the former it is more a question of get-
ting the best price for the blooms. I do not favour
bottom-heat even of leave--, but have no objection
to standing the plants over fermenting material,
the moisture arising therefrom being decidedly
beneficial in encournging the buds to swell freely.
Too much water at the roots must be guarded
against, but the plants must not suffer from the
opposite extreme. By plying the .syringe freely,
thrips, &c., will be kept down, whilst it will also
save watering. When plants have been forced a
few seasons they will quickly respond to a little
warmth about now

; in fact, at times they will

flower almost without any additional warmth. I

have noted this in the case of Koi Leopold and
Deutsche Perle, particularly the latter. The old

white alba and Fielder's White with Deutsche
Perle are about the three best of their colour. Of
the striped varieties, Roi Leopold alba, punctata
rosea, and vitt.-ita elegans are all reliable, the two
latter hardly wanting any forcing. In the reds,

Roi Leopold is still one of the most reliable to

force early of the large-flowered type ; calyciflora,

a bright salmon-red, larger than, but somewhat
similar to amiena, is a free-growing and as free-

flowering a variety as that old kind, which shoidd

also be included. Another fine old kind is obtusa,

a variety that is, in spite of its age, not nearly

enough grown. The foregoing as the earliest are

about the best to choose, as expensive kinds are not
desirable.— H.

Polyanthus Primroses.—Recently I observed
" A. D." w.as speaking of the value of these for

placing under glass for early blooming. It is al-

most impossible to say too much in favour of this class

of early blooming plants. I have just lifted some
from the open ground, placing them in boxes. At
the beginning of the new year these will be placed

in a greenhouse or cold vinery, where I find they

come into bloom quite fast enough, the flowers

being little inferior to those from the open. Some
of the whites and bright yellows are charming for

cutting. To all who have limited glass accommo-
dation and amateurs these are strongly to be recom-

mended.—DousBT.

New Coleus from Chili.— In the last num-
ber of the lllnstraltoii Jlorticole of Brussels ap-

pears a beautifully executed coloured plate of four

new varieties of these handsome foliage plants,

which are interesting specially from the seed from
which they sprang having been sent to Messrs.

Linden from Chili, a portion of the globe from
which they say Coleus have never come before, as

they are usually supposed to be indigenous only to

the tropics, the original C. Blumei having come
from the island of Java. The leaves of these

South American varieties are of unusually large

size, and have had to be reduced by the artist to

less than half their natural size to enable him to

get even four of them into the area of his plate,

as one full-sized leaf would have almost occupied
the whole of it, as they are said to be 30 centi-

metres long by 12 centimetres broad. The four

sorts figured, selected out of a total of eighty-three

varieties, are named Dr. Alphonse Willems, which
is an exceedingly pretty variety in the way of Pom-
padour, but brighter towards the tip ; Paul Rodigas,

by far the handsomest Coleus I have ever seen, and
unlike any other variety known to me ; Mile. Alice

van der Berghe, a purplish black with green centre,

the poorest of the lot ; and Mile. Yvonne Linden,
a creamy white dappled with green, almost identi-

cal with, but not so distinctly marked as the

rariety Countess of Dudley.—W. E. GUMBLETON.
Aphelandra Leopoldi.—This Aphelandra does

not flower so freely as some of the others, yet it is

by no means shy blooming, and when in that stage

it is very efliective, more especially during the
autumn and winter months. It is one of the

largest growing forms, and is principally culti-

vated for the sake of its handsome foliage. The
leaves are large, oblong in shape, and of a deep
green colour, while the midrib and principal veins

are pale yellow. The flowers are of a bright golden
colour, while the large bracts which almost hide
the blossoms are of the same hue. The blooms do
not last long, but the large bracts which really

form the most conspicuous portion of the inflores-

cence remain fresh and bright for a long time.

Several other Aphelandras serve to enliven our
stoves during the winter months, notably A.
aurantiaca and its variety Roezli, A. fascinator,

A. nitens, A. cristata, and A. Chamissoniana.—H. P.

SBOR T NOTES.-STO VE AND QREENEO USE.

Bueselliajuncea.—In this we have quite a dis-

tinct and interesting stove plant, but it has, like many
other good plants, had to make way for other new
comers. Recently when looking through the plant

stoves at Inwood Houso, Dorset, mv attention waa
arrested by some fine plants of this Russollia. They
were prrowin^r in wire baskets, and their long thread-
like foliage (deep green) covered with bright scarlet

bliiomsall over the plants.

—

Dorset.

Anthuriutn atro-sanguineum is now flower-

ing in Mr. Williams' nursery. Upper Ilnlloway.
Slimding beside Huine of the Ijetter-knowu A. Andrca-
nurn, the intensity of its colouring is more plainly

evident than when not so contrjvsted. It really is a
grand plant, and the variety Iteine dea Beiges, which
has a light carmine epathe, affords a pleasing change.
-W. H. G.

Nidularium fulgens.—This is a robust grower,

being about 2 feet across at the base; the leaves, bright

green, speckled with a darker green, are some 2 inches

broad and armed at the margin with strong teeth. It

bears a central crown of bright scarlet leave', which
makes it a very showy plant at this time of the year.

Several examples are now very conspicuous in Mr,
Williams' nursery at Htjlhjway.—W. II. G.

Three eood double-flowrered Primulas.

—

t find the three following are the best, all points con-

sidered : rubra plena, old double white, and Mar-
cliioness of Exeter. Whfn well grown the spikes give

from three to five tiers of blooms and each bloom has

a foot-stalk 3 inches or 4 inches long. Some flowers

of Marchioness of Exeter I gathered lately had stems
4 inches long, which is quite long enough to allow of

their being placed in water. 1 he plants occupied a

cold frame during the summer and now are in a
vinery with ripe Grapes hanging.—J. C. F.

Books.

ABBEYS OF ENGLAND AND WALES.*

Tiii.s is a re-issue in a more complete and
popular form of a work already in existence.

The present edition is divided into three parts

(in three volumes), the counties being arranged

and grouped as nearly as possible into southern,

midland and northern divisions. In the com-

pilation tlie authors have included a large

amount of arch,'\;ological detail and of historical,

biographical and traditional matter. Many of

the places described are no longer in existence,

or only exist in ruins, but, happily, .some of

them are inhabited and still beautiful, as

Berkeley, Leeds and others, of which Sir

Edmund Sullivan gave us a list in The Garden
some time ago. Tlie following account of Leeds

Castle (p. 314) may be accepted as an example
of the method of the book. Leeds is one of the

most charming houses in England, still inha-

bited, and one of the most surprisingly beau-

tiful things in busy Kent.

Leeds Castle.

Near Maidstone, in the middle of the county of

Kent, rising out of a broad sheet of water, stands

a large castle that was once the property of good
Queen Eleanor. It was then called a Norman
building, or a Saxon fortress with Norman exten-

sions, but Eleanor's gallant husband's addition

gave it an Edwardian character. It first passed

into the hands of Eleanor's successor, Margaret,

the second queen of Edward I. William of Wyke-
ham possessed the castle. Froissart visited it

in company with Sir Thomas Percy and Sir

William de Lisle, and has recorded his stay

at the beautiful palace and his kind reception

by Richard II. Then we find Henry VIII.

building more accommodation for one of his wives

and her maids of honour. Next it was in posses-

sion of the famous Lord Colepepper, the friend of

Charles II., and Evelyn arranged for the keeping

here of some COO Dutch prisoners entrusted to his

care. Next it passed into the possession of the

Fairfax family, and finally George III. and Queen
Caroline visited the castle and recorded the event

in the family Bible.

The castle stands on two islands on a sheet of

water about fifteen acres in extent, these islands

being connected by a double drawbridge. It con-

' " Abbevs, Castles, and Ancient Halls of England
and Wales." By John Timbs and Alexander Gudd,
London : Frederick Wame and Co.
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sists, therefore, of two huge piles of buildings,
which, with a strong gatehouse and barbican, form
four distinct forts or divisions, capable of sepa-
rate defence after either fell into the hands of an
enemy, and the water was so managed as to pass
between these several buildings in three places.
The first outwoik or barbican contained the well,

then an outer ditch called the inner barbican.
These two taken together not only formed the
dam which kept the water in the moat, but (hey
were strengthened with a ditch round the inner bar-
bican, over and above the wide moat which yawned
between this outwork and the entrance to the
castle. At the end of the bridge giving access to
the main portion of the fortress stands the
gatehouse, which is attributed to the reign of
Henry III.

The area of the island was divided into an inner
and outer bailey. The massive inner wall has
disappeared, but the foundations remain ; the
outer bailey was surrounded by a lower wall
strengthened with bastions and towers, believed
to be the work of Edward I. There are traces of
several ancient buildings besides the residence of
the lord of the place on this island, but the only
one standing within the inner bailey is the Maiden's
Tower.
The entrance tower, called in old records the

Tower of the Gloriette, has a curious old bell with
the Virgin and Child, St. George and the Dragon,
and the Crucifixion depicted upon it, which is used
as a curfew, that custom having been maintained
from the days of the Creveccjeurs, the owners of
the castle before it became the property of Queen
Eleanor, and there is also a very ancient clock,
which strikes upon this bell, .supposed to be of the
same age. Then passing through the flat-headed
trefoiled archway of this tower, you come upon
the chapel built or improved by Edward I.

Most of the rest of the work forming the old
castle, save the outer shell, was the work of
Henry VII., and consisted of [timber and plaster,
with large Oak or Chestnut windows and halndsome
cornices. But the prisoners whom Evelyn lodged
here either accidentally or intentionally set fire to
the fabric. Lord Fairfax rebuilt some of the
injured parts, especially the banqueting hall, leav-
ing the oiiginal doorway and fireplace with the
royal arms and supporters of the House of York
on the spandrels and windows. The banqueting
hall is now a kitchen. In this kitchen wherein
the dinner for the banqueting hall was prepared
when King Harry feasted in it there is a fireplace
with its chimney divided into two flues, with a
window between them, that appears to have been
made by him. In the castle was found a pair of
fire-dogs which formerly belonged to Henry VIII.,
and bear the Tudor crown, &c. There were also a
butlery and pantry besides accommodation for the
storage of provisions in the event of a garrison
occupying it during a siege. There was a sally-
port, too, opening on to the moat from the foot of
a newel staircase, which is still there, with its

flight of steps descending below the present level
of the water.
The Maiden's Tower is built upon the wall of

the outer bailey, and thence projects into the
inner bailey. It is a large, quadrangular, three-
storied tower furnished with battlements, but a
drawing of it on an old plan of the estate shows
that the roof was once gabled. The ground floor
contains the brewhouse, in which is a very wide
chimney thought to have been required for the
heating of many large cauldrons of water at a
time before the introduction of coppers with flues.
There appear to have been two staircases and two
sets of rooms above, and two gardrobes still exist,
from wliich circumstance it is concluded it was
occupied by several iiersons, probably guests,
though not necessarily the maids of honour with
whom tradition has associated it.

There were vineyards attached to Leeds Castle
in the days of Queen Eleanor, and wine made from
them. The expense rolls of that lady's executors
mention various sums paid to a vine-dresser. No
Vines are now grown for wines, but at the cottages
in the locality are still to be seen Vines bearing
Black Cluster Grapes thought to be descendants

of those with which Queen Eleanor made wine in

12fiO. The expense rolls show that on the anni-
versary of the Queen's death a sum equal to

between £300 and £100 of our money was spent
in memorial ceremonies at the castle.

The present fortress was either built, or rebuilt,

by Sir Hugh or Hamo de Crevecoeur, one of the
eight captains of Dover Castle, in the year 1071.
His son forfeited the estate by siding with the re-

bellious barons. The castle was then bestowed by
King Henry III. on Robert de Leybourne in ex-

change for other lands. It was next granted by
King Edward II. to Bartholomew, Lord Badles-
mere, who had been at the wars in the Holy Land,
but who died on the scaffold at home. The cause
of his ruin is differently related. The following re-

lation is by a contemporary noble person :
" Queen

Isabel came to the castle at Leeds about Michael-
mas, 1321, where she had designed to lodge all

night, but was not suflfered to enter. The king
highly resenting this, as done in contempt of him,
called together some neighbouring inhabitants out
of Esse.x and gave them orders to besiege the cas-

tle. Bartholomew de Badlesmere, who had left

his wife and sons there, was gone, with other
barons, to spoil the estate of Hugh de Spenser.
The besieged in the meantime despairing of suc-

cour, the barons and their associates came as
far as Kingston, and with the mediation of the
Bishop of London and the Earl of Pembroke,
petitioned the king to raise the siege, promising
to surrender the castle into his hands after the
next Parliament. But the king, considering that
the besieged could not hold out long, and more-
over incensed at this their contumacy (and doubt-
less provoked at what was done against Spenser),
would not listen to the petition of the barons.

After they had dispersed themselves to other parts
he gained the castle (though with no small difli-

culty), and sending Badlesmere's wife and sons to

the Tower of London, hanged the rest that were in

the place." This lord being taken prisoner next
year was beheaded at Canterbury. But this is

told with a difference.

Among the memorable events at Leeds Castle

were the following: In 1321, Queen Isabella being
refused admission into the castle when on a pil-

grimage to Canterbury, the King (Edward II.)

took the place by siege, and hung the governor,

Thomas de Colepepper, by the chain of the castle

drawbridge. In 1406, Henry IV. retired here on
account of the plague in London ; and within
these walls Joan of Navarre, second consort of

Heni-y IV , was held in captivity for having con-

spired against her son-in-law's life, until conveyed
to Pevensey Castle. In 1411, at Leeds Castle,

Chichele, Archbishop of Canterbury, presided at

the process against Eleanor, wife of Humphrey,
the "good" Duke of Gloucester, for sorcery and
witchcraft.

As regards the photogravures, which begin

to be used very largely in books now-a-days, we
are not at all sure that they are right, because,

although in the finest forms they are often

delicate, it is very easy to get them out of tone

and inartistic. The old engraving was better

when fairly done. In its best form nothing
is so good as engraving.

Tropseolum speciosum.—This certainly is a
lovely creeper when once established. Like " J. R.,"

I for a number of years tried to establish it in

various positions, but to no purpose except in one

place ; this was on the racquet court. Here it has

run up 20 feet and borne wreaths of flowers. Seed

has also ripened. The position in which this plant

does so well is the south side of the building, but

well shaded by a large spreading Oak tree. The
soil is a deep, tandy, and moist blackish soil. The
sun does not strike this position until the after-

noon. It evidently enjoys moist surroundings.

—

J. R. Hai.L, Fax Warren Gardfiis, Cohliam.

Garden Design and Architect's Gardens Illus-

trated, to show by actual examples from British <jiird--ns.^

that liiyitinp and aliqntvg trfes to make them ' ka^n.oni^e"

with archiUctwe are btrbirous, needless, and inaytutic. Lon-

don: John Murray, Albemarle bireeU

Notes of the Week.

The Chrysanthemuin in Australia.—

A

correspondent, writing from New South Wales on
October .'i, says :

" We have formed a Chrysanthemum
Society here in Sydney called the Australian Chry-
santhemum Society." The flower really seems to be
wonderfully popular wherever it is introduced, and
only a few days ago we heard of the probability of

another Chrysanthemum Society being started at

the Cape of Good Hope.

Flowers in the open air in Guernsey. —
Lord de Saumarez writing this week says: "Our
Fuchsias are magnificent ; tall Cannas still in good
condition ; Sohizostylis cocciiiea and Cactus Dah-
lias very showy. Chrysanthemums to be seen
everywhere, Solanum jasminoides covered with
bloom, and Christmas Roses (niger maximus).
The bedding-out Geraniums have lost their blooms
from the recent heavy rains and show only a
few flowers. On the wall a white Lapageria is

still in flower. Abutilons, white and red, Habro-
thamnus and Sollya heterophylla are still blooming."

Chionodoxa AUeni.—I think your correspon-
dent hailing from Kirkstall is premature in his

note of inquiry concerning theabove-named novelty,

as no one has seen or knows anything about it as

yet save its discoverer and introducer into Euro-
pean gardens, namely, Mr. E. Whittall, of Smyrna.
I have already given in your issue of July 2 of

this year on pp. 1(5-17 all the information he con-

veyed to me about it when sending me bulbs of it

in June. When these bloom with me (as I quite

hope most of them will next spring, as they
reached me in excellent condition), I shall hope to

have some further information to convey to your
readers about this Chionodoxa.—W. E. Gumbleton.

The Chrysanthemum in Belgium.—This
flower appears to be making great progress in

Belgium, for shows are yearly becoming more nu-
merous in that country. We have just received a
circular stating that the Socii5te Nationale des
Chrysanth^mophiles has been started at Brussels,

and this, so far as we are aware, is the first society

of the kind on the Continent. From the circular

we learn that the society is composed of amateurs,
nurserymen, and corresponding members, and its

object is to hold meetings and lectures upon culti-

vation and the best means of dealing with the nu-

merous insect pests that affect the flower. The
president is Mons. B. de Lombaerde, and the secre-

tary, Mons. F. Peeters.

Phalaenopsis Stuartiana.—A small plant of

this Phaltcnopsis growing in one of the warm
houses in Trinity College Botanic Gardens, Dublin,

has produced a small plant on one of its aerial

roots. This is not an uncommnn occurrence, as

young plants have been detected from time to

time on roots of P. Schilleriana and one or two
other species. The production of these growing
points on the roots of endogenous plants is a pe-

culiarity not easy of explanation. Their occur-

rence, however, seems in some way due to injury

of the root apex or growing point, or to accidental

abrasion of some kind, and experiments are now
being made in order if possible to facilitate their

production.—B.

Freezing plants and flowers during tran-
sit.— Recent experiments with Chrysanthemum
blooms from and to the Antipodes have drawn at-

tention to the potentialities of the freezing process,

which, however, is far from being a new one.

Writing in 1S50, Dr. Hooker thus alludes to an ex-

periment of this kind :
—

During my stay in the gardens (in Calcutta) Dr.
Falconer received a box of living plants packed in

Moss, and transported in a frozen state by one of the

ice ships from North America ; they left in November,
and arriving in March I was present at the openiug of

the boxes, and saw 301 plants (the whole contents)

taken out in the most perfect state. The were chiefly

fruit trees. Apples, Pears, Peaches, Currants, and
Gooseberries, with beautiful plants of the Venue's
Fly-trap (Dioua'a muscipula). More perfect suecesa

never attended an experiment ; the plants were in

vigorous hud, and the day after teing released from
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their icy bonds the leaves sprouted and unfolded, and
they woio packed in Ward's cases for inimediate

transport to the llimahiyan Mountains.

The above passage is from the recent reprint of

the " Himalayan Journals," p. -UW, a work full of

valuable notes on Indian botany, and one that

every gardener should add to his library.—B.

Senecio pulcher.—This hardy flowerinff plant

is most attractive in autumn associated with the

white Anemone japonica, yellow perennial Sun-
fl.iwers, and a host of other good things that may
be found in our herbaceous borders. As I write

these notes on the last day of November, Senecio

pulcher is showing many of its large purple flowers

with the yellow disc in the open border when most
of our hardy plants are asleep. It seldom ripens

seeds here, but may be increased by dividing old

plants, and a large stock can easily be worked up by
root-cuttings. Take roots the size of a quill pen
and cut them into lengths of about 2 inches

plant them in sandy soil and give them a little

bottom-heat, when they will ^oon strike root. Any
good open garden soil will suit it.—W. O., I'hta.

Solanum jasminoides at Harrow Weald .

—With this I send you a few sprays of Solanum
jasminoides from a plant that has stood the last

t.vo very severe winters with only the protection of

a little Bracken. The flowers are, of course, few
and far between now, but were most profuse all

the summer and autumn. Mr. Walpole, of Mount
Usher, when here two or three months ago, said

that he considered my plant was an improved va-

riety
;
perhaps you can settle this point. The

plant is in a very .sheltered corner of the house
facing south-east, and we stand 500 feet up, which
I consider an advantage. I have added a bit of

Ceanothus Gloire de Vaite, which tries to go on
blooming notwithstanding frost.—A. Kinosmill.

*^* There are certainly more flowers and the
raceme larger than one often sees, but it may be
good cultivation.

—

Ed.

Yet another yellow - flowered Calla.—
While we are waiting as patiently as may be for

the multiplication and distribution of the two
beautiful plants already known to us under the
respective designations of Calla EUiotti and C.

Pentlandiana, news arrives quite unexpectedly
from Marseilles that the well-known nurseryman
hybridist, Monsieur J. B. A. Deleuil of that town,
has another fine yellow-flowered Calla of his own
raising ready for immediate distribution to those
wishing for it in tubers of three sizes, and at prices
varying according to size of tuber, commencing at
12s. The new hybrid is the result of a cross
effected some years ago between C. albo-maculata
and C. hastata, and has foliage marked with fewer,
but much larger white spots than its former
parent. It is also of comparatively dwarf habit
of growth, its height being from 60 centimetres to

70 centimetres, or about 2 feet, with well-developed
ppathes of a beautiful chrome-yellow. The plant
is to bear the name of Richardia aurata, as the
raiser believes this to be a more correct name from
a botanical point of view than that of Calla
usually used. The tubers of this novelty as de-
picted on back of circular sent out by the raiser
are exactly similar in form to those of a tuberous
Begonia -quite flat on upper surface with a dis-

tinctly convex or rounded under-surface and alto-

gether different from those of Calla asthiopica,
which are usually pyriform in shape. This plant
should be a great acquisition to our gardens.

—

W. E. GUMBLETON.
' Notes from Straffan, Co. Kildare.—The red
Dogwood beside the river is now lovely in the sun-
shine, as seen on a carpet of snow, and contrasted
with the ruddy fox-coloured brown of the Beech
and the feathery silver-stemmed Birches. In
the greenhouses Chinese Primroses, Cyclamens,
zonal Pelargoniums, and Chry.santhemums are
bright and gay, and the Orchids in flower are
Vandacocrulea, Calanthes of several kinds, Cattleya
labiata, Odontoglossum Ale.xandne, Oncidium
Rogersi, with Cypripediums and Masdevallias of
dfferent sorts One form of Cattleya labiata
closely approaches the fine old variety in depth and

richness of colouring ; others are paler and less

di'^tinct ; and it is-evident that the specific name
includes a wide range of variation. Liclia anceps

is showing freely for bloom ; one mass in a lt!-inch

pan has thirtyspikes, each bearing from two to

four flowers. Sophronitis grandiflora is strong

and jirofusely budded. A plant of the very distinct

Anthurium Veitchi growing in a 12-inch pot has

sixtef n leaves, the largest being .'i feet li inches in

length and is inches wide at the base, and as so

grown is one of the most beautiful of all Anthuria.

Just at present, however, one of the rarest and

most effective plants here is Drynaria diversi-

folia in a teak wood basket 2 feet square. The

plant hangs from the roof of a warm fernery and

is i; feet in diameter, its elegantly pinnate fertile

fronds falling on all sides to a depth of 5 feet or

G feet. The barren fronds, short and shell-like

in shape with undulated margins, are of a

warm Beech leaf-like brown colour. Another

distinct Fern here splendidly grown is Adiantum

palmatum, with pendent fronds 4 feet or more in

length, its pinna; being much larger than those of

A. Farleyense, though of much the same shape

and colour. The Chilian Bellflowers (Lapagerias),

both crimson and white, are still lovely, and there

is a very healthy batch of Eucharis in bloom.

—

F. W. B.

Chrysanthemum Volunteer. — A. Young

(p. 4S7) cannot possess the true vaiiely, which is a

very tall and ungainly grower. It must be Mrs.

Irving Clarke, a kind of dwarf habit, and which

was thought at one time synonymous. Volunteer,

I believe, received that name in this country, but

it is in reality an American seedling called White

Elephant. It was exhibited before the floral com-

mittee of the National Chrysanthemum Society a

few years back in first-rate form, and received a

first-class certificate, but has rarely been seen so

good since. The variety may be called a " comet

of the season," for 1 fancy very few cared to culti-

vate it after the first year. Besides being exceed-

ingly leggy, it is a most uncertain bloomer.—H. S.

be clear and precise enough to prevent misunder-

standing. Groups, dishes, stands, &c., should be

defined in both a positive and a negative manner.

Thus a group of " not less than thirty-six plants"

may be read as admitting more than thiriy-six

unless otherwise stated, and much dissatisfaction

to judges and exhibitors would be prevented if the

words " not more nor le.'s than thirty-six plants"

were used. The same should be done in the ca'e

of dishes and stands, &c. The definition of an

"amateur" or of a "gardener" is often a vexed

bone of contention, and there are so many other

doubtful points, that I think a committee should

be appointed to frame a clear and typical sche-

dule.—B.

Societies and Exhibitions.

Insects in soi?.—In r?ply to H. Evans, the

creatures you sent are not mites, but snake millipedes

and a few young earthworms. The latter will not

give you any trouble, but the snake millipedes are

very destructive to many different kinds of plants.

Your ground is evidently infested with two sorts—

the flattened snake millipede or gallery worm
(Polydesmus complanatus) and the spotted snake

millipede (Julus guttatus); the former are the

largest that you sent. Both kinds are very diffi-

cult to exterminate. I should think in your case

the best thing to do would be to fallow the ground

the infested crop was on and give it a good dress-

ing of gas-lime or trench it deeply, taking care

that the top part of the soil where the millipedes

are is placed at the bottom. Watering with strong

brine will kill them if it can be made to reach

them. These millipedes lay their eggs in the early

spring, so thatthe trenching;or gas-liming would be

specially useful at that time. They may be trapped

under pieces of slate, board, bricks, or turves, or by

burying pieces of Turnips, Potatoes, Mangold
Wurtzel, or Carrots just below the surface of the

soil. As regards the branches of Birch trees, if they

are infested with mites, which cause the tangled

mass of shoots, and look when grown to a con-

siderable size like birds' nests, you need not send

specimens, as they are well known. If the disease is

something different, please send a sample to the

editor.— G. S. S.

Wanted, a standard schedule. — Nothing

can be more irritating than to see a really good

exhibition stand of flowers, fruits, or vegetables

disqualified (page 4S7) owing to some misunder-

standing by the exhibitor of the schedule rules re-

lating to the same. Now, could we not have a

clearly arranged schedule framed by one of our

societies that would be taken as a general or typi-

cal one for reference? As it is, most local societies

frame their own rules or take them from the

schedules of other similar societif s, but very often

these rules are loosely framed and admit of several

readings. In a perfect schedule the rules should

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

December 7.

Floral Committee.

The last meeting of the floral committee for the

season was held at the Koyal Aquarium on the

above date. There was rather a thin attendance,

which seemed justified by the meagreness of the

exhibits. Messrs. Cannell and Sons, Messrs.

Pitcher and Manda, and Mr. K. Owen were the

principal exhibitors.

Only one award of a first-class certificate was

made, viz., to

—

Enterprise.—An attractive looking Anemone-

flowered variety with a light yellow disc and very

closely arranged, rosy quilled guard florets. Of

excellent form and likely to take a prominent place

for its distinctness. Staged by Mr. R. Owen.

One or two varieties were commended, and

several the committee expressed a wish to see again.

The best of those presented to the committee were

W. H. Lincoln Improved, an incurved Japanese,

with petals of medium width, deep golden yellow

of the purest shade, certificated at the R.H.S. last

season under the name of Thomas Selwood ;
Mrs.

B. Wynne, a very handsome massive Japanese in-

curved with big, broad, grooved petals, pure white

faintly flushed, was commended, and if we mistake

not, will get a certificate if staged again next sea-

son ;
Mrs. A. Rogers, a fimbriated Japanese of

light yellow, declared by several of the members

to be synonymous with H. E. Widener ; a purple

incurved called C. B. Withnall looked promising ;

Mrs. Lay, a Japanese incurved, white and rose

with pointed florets, was fairly good ;
so, too, was

Mile. Marie Recoura, a rather thin Japanese va-

riety with very long white quilled florets.

"The English Flower Garden."—The third

edition of this book, long out of print, will be pub-

lished immediately by Mr. Murray. The text has

been in great part revised and many additions

made, particularly in flowering trees and shrubs.

The type has been re-set and many new woodcuts

added. The illustrations are all from the finest

wood engravings, and the book is printed on a

pure rag-paper by Dickinson.

Cattle eating conifers.—Can any readers of

The Garden say if stock or sheep will eat Picea

Pinsapo, Abies polita, A. nigra, A. Pan-yana ^ Or

can they give the names of auy cornier which cattle

will not eat ?—P. R. S. Y.

Names of plants.-H. T/iom«s.-l, Cymbidium

giganteum ; 2, Odontoglossum Sauderianum ; 3, /jy-

gnpetalum rostratum ; 4, Vanda tricolor. /. H.

l!,;vr.—l, Odontoglossum constrictum ; 2, uext week;

.•!, apparently a variegated form of Agapanthus um-

bebatus ; 4, Fittonia Verschafi'oUi. G. Z.—1,

I'ella^a hastata ; 2, Asplenium furcatum ; 3, Phle-

boilirmi aureum ; 4, Adiantum glaucophyllum. •

./i(/i(( Simiiiiiiiil-<. — 1, Odontoglossum AlexandrsB,

finely spotted form ; 2, O. Pescatorei, fair variety;

3, Oncidium tigrinum, fine flower and colour good.

——C. J. C—Panax Eanibucifolius, IS. II'.—
1_,

Dendrobium Dearei ; 2, Odontoglossum Cervantesi

decorum ; 3, Ln^lia peuduBCularis ; 4, L. Dormaniana.

Namos of fruir.—C. £. Whittin^.—l. Golden

Xoble ; 2, not recognised. W. Hicks—I, Washiag-

ton ; 2, not recognised ; 3, Cellini.
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Woods and Forests.

FORESTRY NOTES.
Nursery -work. -This will be a busy time in
the nursery, for what with lifting and despatch-
ing stock to the planter, transplanting young
seedlings, sowing seed, (fee, the men employed
in this particular department should be actively
engaged. The collecting and storing of the
various tree and shrub seeds that ripen in this
country is a department that should not be ne-
glected, as often the seeds thus obtained are
quite equal, if not superior to those sent from
abroad. Seeds of our forest trees are remarkably
abundant this season, but owing to the mild
weather and absence of frost they are unusually
late in coming to perfection. Oak acorns are
everywhere plentiful, and should be collected
from the ground, dried in the sun and wind,
and stored away in kegs or barrels in a cool and
dry spot. Some may be sown at once, but the
bulk should be put in in early spring. Beech
mast is also plentiful, and may be treated as
recommended for the former. Sycamore, Maple,
and other seeds with a wing like appendage
should be collected and stored in sand, so that
the outer coating may rot away. Ash keys are
served in the same manner, double the quantity
of sand to seed being used. Holly, Thorn,
Yew, Euonymus, and all seeds enclosed in a
berry should be stored away in fine dry sand,
so as to remove the outer pulpy covering.
Coniferous tree seeds are, where it is possible
to do so, best stored in their cones in a dry
and airy loft, and spread thinly out until
wanted for sowing in spring. Such as those of
the Abies tribe fall apart from the cones and
must be carefully stored in shallow wooden
boxes made for the purpose or laid out thinly
on boards. All seeds will require more or
less attention in the way of turning and
examining during the winter, particularly if
the weather is damp and close. In trans-
planting young nursery stock, it should be
borne m mind that the frost exerts a wonder-
ful influence in lifting these wholesale from the
ground, and so doing irreparable damage to
those of small growth. Two years' seedlings
are small enough to live out in the autumn or
open weather in winter, although in spring and
after the chances of frost are at an end, those
of even smaller growth may safely be planted
out. By sticking a few Pine or Silver Fir
branches around and in a bed of seedlings,
great good may be accomplished, for even in
the case of perfectly hardy trees the tender
seedlings often get injured by the frost.
Turn compost heaps and collect together
heaps of weeds and other nursery refuse.
These when rotted and mixed with lime
make an excellent manure for dressing the
various breaks and beds. Empty ground and
such as is not intended for cropping till spring
will be much benefited by being deeply turned
up for the winter, the influence of the frost act-
ing powerfully and beneficially in cleaning and
ameliorating the loosely turned-up soU"! In
lifting plants for woodland work do not, if at all
possible, lift a greater number than can be
planted the same week. This is referring

- directly to small plants such as are used in the
formation of young plantations

; but in the
case of large trees that are to be used as stan-
dards, I would unhesitatingly say lift and plant
out the same day, a method of procedure that
is easy enough when the valuable adjunct of a
well-equipped home nursery is added to the
estate. Should it from any reason be compul-
sory to raise and "sheugh" plants for a time

before they are replanted, spread them out
thinly, but avoid the ruinous practice of tying
in bundles. A. D. \V.

Boadside planting.—In the suburban dis-

tricts of London there has already been far
too much roadside planfing without taking
first into consideration the size to which the trees
will ultimately attain. Planting large-growing
forest trees by the margin of a footpath (! feet

wide and private gardens without that boundary is

not wise. Before planting a tree that Is intended
to remRia permanently it would be well if first of

all the planter would sit down and consider the
size to which the specimen will attain. By so
doing, a great amount of unpleasant neighbourly
feeling and unnecessary hacking and hewing to
keep the trees afterwards in bounds would be pre-

vented.—A. D. W.

Abies orientalis.—The Eastern Spruce (Abies
orientalis), which is native of a considerable tract
of country in the Caucasian region, thrives well
in most parts of England and is well suited for
planting as a lawn tree, especially where I he soil

is somewhat dry and gravelly, as it succeeds belter
than most conifers under such conditions. It re-

sembles to a considerable extent the common Nor-
way Spruce (Abies excelsa), but differs p'incipally
therefrom in both the branches and branchlets
being more slender, while the minor ones are far
more numerous, so that it forms a denser speci-

men, but not so formal a one as t he Norway Spruce.
The mature foliage is of a rich bright green col-

our, against which the lighter tints of the young
shoots are very noticeable during the growing sea-

son. It is at no time a fast-growing species, and
in gravelly soils its rate of progress is slow, though
even then the foliage still retains its freshness. In
the Black Sea district the Spruce is very common
and forms dense forests. It was introduced into
this country in 1.S30. A valuable feature possessed
by the Eastern Spruce is its thorough hardiness,
for not only is it proof against our most severe
winters, hut late spring frosts (that bane of many
conifers) have no effect upon it. The fact that it

is very little met with in this country is probably
owing to its slow rate of growth, especially during
the earlier s'ages, and on this account it can
scarcely be regarded as a popular tree with nur-
serymen.—T.

that a strong seedling Scotch Pine have over others

planted of the same size have often made me yield

to the opinion that plants can, to a great extent at

least, adapt themselves to the particular condi-

tions under which thiy are placed if they are

placed there in the infant state.

In choosing plants for exposed ground there are

certain conditions that should be carefully ob-

'

served. First, the plants should be stiff, stout

and stocky, and this can only be brought about by
oft transplanting and giving plenty of room for

development of root and branch. Another very

important point to be studied is that the plants

are not grown in too sheltered situations. I

would prefer, and have oft seen it successfully

carried out, to trench over a bit of ground near
the site of the intended woodland a year or two
before and plant it with the kinds of trees that

are to be used in the formation of the plantation.

In planting make the pits, and pitting is infinitely

preferable to notch planting ; the distance apart on
the more exposed ground should never exceed 30

inches, but in more favoured situations the trees

of rather larger size may be planted .3 feet, but this

is the utmost limit for exposed land. Advantage
might be taken of any natural plants or grasses on
the ground for shelter, and these should never be
chopped over or destroyed by fire, but left as a
friendly wind barrier to the newly introduced tree'.

What is meant may best be explained by saying

that shrubs and grasses of natural growth should

be preferred to those about to be planted, and
should a Furze or Thorn or tuft of tussocky Grass

be met with in pitting, leave it alone.

About the time to plant exposed ground experi-

ence and common sense dictate spring planting.

To those dubious of such advice it may be pointed

out that plants placed in the ground during au-

tumn or early winter get so beaten about by the

wind that when the time for growth in spring comes
round the, probably, three months of hardship they
have experienced render them ill-fitted for making
a bold start to grow satisfactorily with such odds
laid against them. A. D. VV.

PLANTING EXPOSED GROUND.
Plant thickly and thin out early contains much
excellent a'ivice for those who have the rather
difficult undertaking of covering exposed or moun-
tain land with trees. The advantages of planting
trees closely together—at shorter distances apart
than is usually the case in lowland ground — can-
not be over-rated, the shelter given by one to
the other having a most beneficial effect in the
successful rearing of young trees. In mountain
ground, or indeed in any exposed situation, it is,

of course, impracticable to plant trees of larger
height than at the most say 15 inches or 18 inches,
much depending on the exposure and lie of the
ground, as also to a smaller extent on the quality of

the soil ; but this latter plays at first but a small
part in the clothing of exposed ground with forest
trees.

Where there is a dip or ravine in the ground to

be planted, a^lvantage may be taken of it for using
larger-sized plants than those above quoted, but,

generally speaking and unless under very excep-
tional circumstances, the smaller the plants that
are used the greater the success in the formation
of the plantation. It stands to reason that by
using small, stout and bushy plants, the surface
exposed to the storm—and lowlanders have but
little idea of a mountain storm and the long-con-
tinued and hard-hitting winds— is consequently
less than would be the case in larger specimens,
and the plants get gradually inured and acclima-
tised to the situation in which they are placed.
It is all very well for certain persons to argue
against the acclimatising of trees, but the chances

Pruning' hard-wooded trees.—Will some of

your correspondents say whether there is any ob-

jection to the branches of young deciduous trees

from 7 feet to 12 feet high, such as Sycamore,
Maple, Chestnut, Limes, &c., being cut during mild
weather in the winter when the trees are dormant,
or when is the best time for carrying on the opera-

tion ? Will it, in trees of the above fize, interfere

to any extent with the .'ap rising in the spring, and
will the wounds heal more rapidly if the work is

done in the summer ! Should the cut be close to

the tree, or is it better that it should be an inch or

more off from it ?—K.

*f* The pruning of young hard-wooded trees

may either be done during mild weather in winter

or in summer. Birch and some other trees " bleed"

badly if operated on in spring or about the time
the sap is rising. Cut off the branches close to

the stem with a saw, and dress the wound with a
sharp adze or pruning knife and apply a coating

either of lead-coloured paint or tar.—A. D. W.

"The Garden" Monthly Parts.—TkU journal it pvb-
listud in neatly bound Monthly ParU. In tkii form thi

coloured plates are best preserved, and it is most suitaole for

reference previous to the issue of thi half-yearly volumes. Price

Is. 6rf. ; post free, Is. 9d. Comp'ete set of volume* of The
Garden from its commencement to end oj 1891| forty vols.,

price, cloth, £29 8s.

"Gardening IllustFated" Monthly Parts. — T*«
journal is published in neatly bouixU Monmly tarts, in which
farm it is most suitable for reference vrevioiu to the issue of the

yearly volumes. Price bd.', post free, 8d.

•'Farm and Home" Monthly Parts.—3*m journal is

published in neatly bound Monthly Parts, in whichform it js

mcst suitable for reference previous to the iuue of the yearly
volumes. Price 5d.; post free, Sd.

** Hardy Flowers."

—

Giving descriptions of upwards ot

thirteen hundred of the most ornamental species, with direction*

for their arrangement, culture, <tc. Fifth and Foptlar
Edition, Is.; post free, Is. id

All of our readers uho are interested in the improvertttnt oj

rottage homes are invited to help us to make Coitage Gar-
dening known. H is published at the very lowest piiie to

meet the wants of those for whom it is intended, ard copies will

be sent for distribution, free, by the publishers, Messrs. Cassell

and Company, La Belle Sauvage, Ludgate Silt, B,C,
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" This is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change it mthor ; but
The Art itbelf is iijiX\:RS."~Shaktspeari.

Trees and Shrubs.

DIGGING AMONG SHRUBS.

Thai' there arc various opiniona upon tliis

jioiut of culture I am fully aware. Now, how-
over, that the time has arrived for cleaning

out (or digging in the leaves?), thinuing out

the plants where over-thick and cuttiug out the

dead wood, it is, in my opinion, a subject

which may bo discussed with profit and advan-

tage. Mj' object in raising the question is to

elicit the opinions of the various able prac-

titioners who read The Gakhen attentively

week by week. I have thought the matter

over year by year for some considerable time,

and am myself in favour of light digging

among the shrubs as soon as the leaves

have all fallen. I might, however, alter my
mind if I had to cultivate a clayey soil.

In my case it is a fairly light soil with a

gravelly subsoil ; hence, in only moderately

dry seasons the .shrubs sutler considerably. By
stirring the surface, not deeply, but sufficiently

so to bury the fallen leaves, facility is afl'orded

for all the rainfall to percolate the soil in an
* equable manner. With a smooth (or nearly so)

surface, the result of its being left alone for

some years, the water cannot penetrate the

ground in all parts, but consequently runs

away to the lowest parts. This, I think,

cannot but be prejudicial to the shrubs in

course of time. Besides, by raking out the

leaves and supplying no manure in its place,

we deprive the plants of a natural source of

food which must be of ultimate good to them.
Another point, too, I think, in favour of break-

ing up the suiface is that of the ground not
freezing so deeply there as where it is not

disturbed at all. This can be noted by any-

one during grt)und work in frosty weather. The
disturbing of the surface roots may be advanced
against the practice, but I do not think it is at

all material, but rather tends to their good,

more tibrous roots supplying the place of

grosser ones. If left undisturbed for a few
years, the surface becomes in a measure hard-

ened ; then in the summer-time, when copious

rainfalls— as in thunder-storms—take place,

much loss must ensue to those shrubs not

favourali'.y situated to receive the water. If

we have to water shrubs in dry weather and
the surface is hard, we immediately break it

up to direct the water to the required spot.

That some things do sutler through the surface

being hard is an undoubted fact. Take, for

instance, some of the coniferous trees planted

upon lawns, but elevated rather than kept
level. These in course of time get excessively

dry, ana thao to their detriment. They would
not do so if the surface were broken up. The
better plan would be to plant on the level and
provide for a contingency by means of drains.

In some cases the leaves in shrubberies are

not disturbed. This, I think, is much better

than the raking-out process after the fill of

the leaf, only it does not look so tidy at the

front. In my case I rarely rake out any
leaves, but merely turn the soil over lightly, so

as to bury them. This leaves all fresh and
tidy-looking, a walk round the shrubberies

afterwards being quite enjoyable, despite the

bareness of the deciduous shrubs. It may be
urged by some gardeners that the work takes

time. It does, like everything else, with respect

to garden culture, but I consider it is time well

spent. The let-alone policy with respect to

shrubs in general will in course of time leave

its mark. Whilst the digging is going on, any
neces.sary pruning can be attended to easily,

whereas otherwise it might possibly escape

notice. G. H.

Ivy edgings and carpetings —Where it

has been tovuid necessary to renew turf verges and
plots umler the shade of trees by reason of the

Grass dying oil jcar by year, the use of Ivy in the

form of edgings between the walks and shrubs will

1)6 found an excellent remedy, as it will also upon
bnre patehf sunder trees. To me it seems an utter

waste of labour eveiy autumn or spring to returf

such spots wiib the prospect later on, when dry
weatlier sets in, of having to water the turf to

make it even presentable. I am aware that to

the mowing machine must be attributed some of

the bad ;ippcarance where the Grass is weakly if

so be the mowing is thoughtlessly persisted in after

a rainfall and whilst still wet upon the surface

The Grass at such times will be smeared down and
the weakly plants further crippled. For such times

and places the scythe is still preferable. To revert,

however, to the Ivy as an edging I would say that

it is not neces.sary to purchase the plants in pots

for this purpo.se ; these, of course, make more show
for a little lime, but smaller ones well rooted, but

lifted wichout hardly any soil, answer quite as well.

I have in fact taken the shoots from plants trail-

ing on the ground with but a few roots to them
and dibbled these in as an edging, pegging lliem

down close to the soil, very few failing to grow.

One or two waterings after planting may be neces-

sary. The Irish Ivy makes the best broad edging,

but the smaller leaved forms of the common or

English Ivy are preferable for narrow margins.
This latter may be chosen from several varieties, as

Hedeia Helix digitata, H. H. lobata major, and H.
H. lucidn, or from the variegated kinds. For mass-
ing on bare patches, besides the Irish there is H.
H. dentata, a splendid Ivy with massive looking

fi'liage. The latter looks best, however, when
slightly elevated on old roots. One great advan-
tage with these Ivy edgings, &c., is the saving in

sweeping, the wind cannot blow out the leaves,

nor can the birds scratch them out on the walks,

in itself no small consideration.—A.

AUTUMN TINTS.

Mrcn has lately been written on the glory of

the autumnal leafage tints of our forest trees

and shrubs during the season just expired.

Truly, the autumn foliage of 1802 has been ex-

ceedingly rich. In a recent issue of The Gmx-
i>RN "A. D. W^." observes that the Ampelopsis
Veitchi almost bears the palm for beauty of

leafage tints, and doubtless many people will

agree with him. Were it not for this Ampelop-
sis, the walls of many a suburban residence

would be deprived of a covering of autumnal
foliage so attractive and beautiful, that hardly

any other hardy plant could supply its place.

Creeping, like the Ivy, " where no life is seen,"

it asks no help at the hands of the gardener to

assist it in its upward course from the ground
to the roof, covering as it goes the unsightly

bricks with a curtain of greenery so uniform
and yet so beautiful, and then dying oft' with a

flash of autumn glory, causing at once delight

to the eye and wonder to the mind.
In gardening, as in most other professions,

discoveries are frequently made by accident,

and the colour blending of flower and leaf some-
times seen so strikingly pleasing to the eye in

our parks and gardens is, perhaps, more fre-

quently the result of accident than design. Two

examples of this came under my notice during

the jiast autumn in the suburbs of London. On
the gable of a villa in Fulham were growing

together Irish Ivy and Ampelopsis Veitchi. The
foliage of the two commingling covered the entire

wall from the bottom to the top. The Ampelopsis

had just putonits bronzy scarlet tint, which, with

the polished leaves of the Ivy, made a st-iking

and very pleasing display. The plantei could

hardly have placed the plants in that position

with a view to after eft'ect, but rather with a

view to display the beauty of both separately,

which was doubtless the first result. In process

of time, however, the plants, so to speak, amal-

gamated, producing an eft'ect of the most charm-

ing description. The second cxamph; was that of

the front portion of a villa in Putney. A
square portion of the wall was occ\ipied by a

plant of the evergreen Thorn (Craliegus Pyra-

cantha) literally clad with fruit. Two plants of

Ampelopsis Veitchi filled a space on both sides

of the Thorn, meeting at the top, and thus

forming a framework of scarlet and bronze

leafage to the Cratiegus. The effect was

very beautiful and suggestive. Of course, the

effect would disappear with the fall of the

leaves of the Ampelopsis, the bare stems of

which detracting from the beauty of the splen-

did cymes of Crata-gus fruit during the

winter, which would not be the case in the first

combination, the glossy leaves of the Irish Ivy

appearing as the others disappeared, leaving

the wall fully clad with a pleasing winter

covering.

In cold and temperate countries, where as a

rule forest trees are deciduous, we have to

look to the season of autumn for the grandest

display of leafage tints— that beautiful and

wonderful exhibition of Nature's chemistry

which crowns the dying year. In tropical

climates, where the trees are mostly evergreen,

the case is dift'erent ; the monotonous greenery

of the forests remains unchanged with the ad-

vent of autumn ; but Nature, in compensation

for this, puts with a lavish hand into the young

leafage of spring tints of such exquisite beauty

as almost to defy description. I can well re-

member with what rapture I used to gaze on

the forests of Southern India as the spring-

time came round. Such masses of exquisite

colouring of all imaginable shades glistening

and flashing in the sunlight .seemed to be the

very acme of Nature's handiwork in this direc-

tion, leaving on the memory an impre.ssion

never to be erased. The small detached forests,

or sholahs as they are called, of the Neil-

gherries and other high mountain ranges ex-

hibit a splendid example of this tro|jical leafage

colouring in spring. These sholahs, which

occupy the ravines, may be viewed with great

advantage from the grassy slopes above. The

trees are of low stature, with here and there a

taller one rising above its fellows. The general

view is one level unbroken mass of leafage,

very beautiful even when green, but passing

beautiful when bearing the tints of spring. The

variety of hues is most wonderful, from black

through all the shades of colour up to pure

white. The denseness of the foliage, too, has

a very peculiar and pleasing appearance. No
hole or gap apparently exists for the entrance

or exit of even a bird amongst the wealth of

painted leaves, and each sholah looks like a

veritat)le roll of gorgeously tinted foliage, where

not a trunk or branch is visible.

,1. LllWHIE.

Erytbrina crista-galll in the open.—In
till' l<it.-lii?n Kiiril.'ii at Cant'ora Mamr. at the foot of

,1 linv wall at the eu.l of one of the glas-s-houscs, this

iino Brazilian shrub does well, judgin;; from the

(lowering stems, which are from 6 feet to 8 feet high.
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No doubt the plant under notice receives a covering
of cocoa libre, or somethiug of this kind to protect
tlie crowns in winter. When grown thus, it is best to
cut it down and protect the crowns every wioter.

—

J. F.

SHOUT NOTES.-TREES AND SIlltUBS.

Diplopappus ehrysophyllus is a very neat
liardy shrub, which has been flowering very abun-
dantly in the shrubbery borders of the new prome-
nade at Kingston ; the leaves are closely set and small,

deep green above, golden yellow beneath, and the
flowers are Aster-like and pure white. It- is a very
pretty shrub and but little known.—W. 11. G.

Fremontia californica.—In this we have a
shrub that is still rare in gardens. I recently noted a
tine specimen about 20 feet high planted against a
wall at Canford Manor. Thi^ is by no means an old

shrub, having been introduced in 1851 by Colonel
Fremont. It is deciduous, blooming from April on-
wards. At the time ot my visit (Nov. 10) there were
several blooms open.

—

Douse r.

Ijiquidambar styraeiflua. — To appreciate
this beautiful North American tree, it must bo seen
in its autumn dress, as I saw a line specimen of it in

the pleasure grounds at Canford Manor on a dull
November afternoon- The leaves had turned to a
bright red or crimson. Its beauty was enhanced by
its erowing close to some fine specimen conifers.

—

C. F. A.

Choisya ternata ia the open air.—This
beautiful plant will only succeed with any degree of

success in a few places in the open air. It is growing
at the foot of a south wall at Canford Manor, Dorset,
where it has attained to a considerable height. The
leaves are larger than ever 1 remember to have seen
them before, with shoots equally strong. I was told
it bloomed twice every year, thus showing how freely
it grows. I never knew it do so before.—D.

•#* On a recent visit to to Rood Ashton Park,
Trowbridge, Wilts, we saw a fine specimen in rude
health iu the srrubbery there, and which blooms freely
every year —Ed.

Ferns.

Although A. cuneatum still holds first place

among Maiden-liair Ferns for decoration, there

are several others which are for many purposes
preferable. A. elegans, which has large and more
spreading fronds, is now extensively grown. It

appears to be hardier than cuneatum. Young
plants are a little loose and straggling in growth,

but the second year they fill up and make fine

plants, growing taller than cuneatum. A.Williamsi
is also a valuable kind for cutting from when
grown under cool treatment, but in warmth the

fronds run out too long and thin. Of coarse, for

cutting from tlie fronds should be well matured,
but it too old, the pinnules drop off soon after the

fronds are cut. I often wonder that A. scutum
does not come more into use for cutting, the large

spreading fronds being very effective and also

lasting longer than those of most of the Maiden-
hairs. In the spring this makes a pretty plant for

decoration. Plants grown in a light open position

have a very pretty tint in the young fronds. There
are two varieties, one having a pale bronzy tint

with only the slightest shade of red, while the other

has a beautiful rosy red tint, and with age the
fronds change to a deeper green. Though this is

generally known as scutum roseum, I believe it is

identical with the true A. tenerum.

A. Lathomi, which is closely allied to the above,
but has more drooping fronds of a pale shade of

green, may be recommended, but is not so easily

propagated as most of the Adiantums. Of the

smaller growing Maiden-hairs, A. mundulum is the

most useful. It makes a very compact and pretty

plant, and the fronds are of a useful size for button-

hole bouquets or any other purpose where perfect

little fronds are desirable. Phis is sometimes con-

fused with A. Pacotti, but it is quite distinct, the
fronds having smaller pinnules, which do not over-

lap each other as in A. Pacotti, which is some-
times recommended, but is too dense and heavy
for most purposes, though it makes a very pretty

pot plant. In winter this requires some care, as it

is much inclined to damp off. The plants should
be stood up on pots and have sufficient room for

the air to circulate among them, and in watering
care should be taken not to wet the fronds.

F. H.

ADIANTUMS IN WINTER.

All Adiantums require a period of rest, and in

none is this more evident than in A. cuneatum.
Plants which have been growing freely during the
latter part of the summer and autumn should be
well exposed, and when the fronds are well ma-
tured, the cooler the plants can he kept the better.
If gradually hardened off and kept fairly dry in
the pots, they will keep well where the tempera-
ture does not fall below 4(1° Fahr., the fronds
changing to the pale green hue which is now so
essential, or, rather I should say, which florists

CDnsider essential. It is no doubt owing to the
fact that they have found the pale green so much
more durable than the deeper green fronds that
the change has been brought about. For early
spring use another batch ol plants should be
grown; these should be kept in cold pits and as
dry as possible without injury to the roots. They
may then be started in warmth late in the au-
tumn, and under fair conditions will make good
fronds, and either for cutting from or as pot plants
will come in for use about February and March.
Like those for autumn use, these should be hard-
ened off after the fronds are well matured. I find

it is of little use to try to get good re.niUs from
plants which have been kept in a growing state
throughout the year ; the growth these will make
during the last three months ot the year will be
weak and imperfect, and they will also have be-
came so exhausted, that it will be late in the
spring before they will make any good progress.
All Adiantums should be kept moderately cool and
dry at this season, and will then if given a little

more warmth start away and makegood growth as
soon as the days begin to lengthen. \Vhere the
pots are well filled with roots a little artificial ma-
nure may be given occasionally while they are
growing.

Notes of the Week.

AUamandas in •winter.—These are generally
considered to be summer-blooming plants. Most
people treat thera in this way, but it is a fact that
by proper management Allamandas may be had in

bloom at any season of the year. Not having a
demand for these flowers in summer, but needing
a large quantity in autumn and winter, I make it

a point to get the plants to bloom from September
onward. To-day (December i:i) I cut three dozen
blooms for the dinner table.—J. C, Forde Abbey.

Apple Waltham Abbey Seedling'.—From
the note (p. .Old) by " Y. A. H.,'' it is inferred that
the above and Wormsley Pippin are nearly alike, if

not identical. Such in my opinion is not the case.

The former is quite a cocical-shaped fruit, while
the latter is much flatter and with a different

shaped eje. Waltham Abbey Pippin is, I think,

a superior kind I o Wormsley Pippin. One point
against it is, perhaps, that it does not bear freely

in a young state. At the present time fruit of this

variety is beautifully golden in colour. Wormsley
Pippin is never so attractive.—E.

Arachnanthe Clarkei.—Of the three species
which constitute the genus Arachnanthe as at pre-

sent known, A. Clarkei is the latest introduced and
the least known in gardens. The other two are A.
Lowi and A. Cathcarti, both comparatively old

species, but usually placed under the genus Vanda.
The species under notice was first discovered by
the gentleman after whom it is named, Mr. C. B.

Clarke, in 1875. It is described as being of pen-
dulous habit in its native state, having slender
stems with dark green strap-shaped leaves about

8 inches long, and divided at the apex into two
unequally sized lobes. A plant now flowering at

Kew has a spike of four flowers. This appears to

be about the usual number on cultivated plants.

The flower is SJ inches across, the sepals and petals

of a reddish brown, marked with tranverse stripes

of yellow, whilst the lip is also reddish-brown, but

striped with white raised lines. The species is a

native of Sikkim, being found at an altitude of

6000 feet, where the temperature is said to range

between 30° to 45° in winter to 75" in summer.

Chilian Coleuses.—Mr. Gumbleton's note on

Chilian Coleuses is most interesting, and if these

varieties are of indigenous origin we may soon hope

to obtain a hardier strain capable of being wintered

in an ordinary greenhouse or even dwelling-room

window—a great desideratum. Although the Coleus

with plenty of heat is one of the easiest grown of

plants, yet it is only comparatively the few that

can winter it. Its popularity would be increased

a hundredfold if some fresh blood could be intro-

duced into it that would enable the progeny to

resist a lower temperature iu winter. I hope these

promising novelties will soon find a place in this

country.— J. M., Cliarmouth, Dorset.

Aphelandra nitens.—There is nothing in

bloom in the stove just now which exceeds in

brilliancy of colour this beautiful Aphelandra. Its

foliage, too, is very ornamental, the leaves being

ovate, about G inches long, and of a shining bronzy-

red above and vinous purple underneath. The
flowers are arranged on a stouf, erect spike, ter-

minating the season's growth. The base of each

flower is enclosed by a bracS these bracts being

so arranged as to give the spike a square four-

angled character, which, however, is common to

most or all Aphelandras. The corolla is ot a bril-

liant vermilion-scarlet, which contrasts vividly

with the bronzy metallic hue of the leaves. It

consists of two lips, the lower one divided into

three rounded lobes or petals. The most satisfac-

tory results with this plant are obtained by growing

it on from cuttings every year. Old plants are

always leggy and, except when in bloom, unsightly.

It requires moist stove treatment throughout the

year, growing it in a light compost of fibrous loam

and peat with a little leaf soil and silver sand

added.

Chamsedorea elatior. —There is a goodly

number of Palms belonging to the genus Chama}-

dorea which are eminently suitable for cultivation

in the indoor garden, their value consisting not only

in the striking elegance of growth, but also in the

difference of form and habit they display when
compared with the commoner type^ of Palms. They
are all characterised by tall slender stems, sur-

mounted by heads of graceful foliage. In some
instances the stems even in adult plants are scarcely

thicker than an ordinary wi-iting pencil, and in

the stoutest rarely thicker than a walking-stick.

In most species the plant consists of a single stem,

but in several the stems are clustered together in

considerable numbers. It is to the latter section

that C. elatior belongs. But what rendei;s this

species so worthy of notice is the fact that it suc-

ceeds perfectly in a cool greenhouse, and that it is

also (luite distinct from any species of Palm that

can be grown in as low a temperature. A specimen

has for about three years been grown in one of the

beds of the large temperate house at Kew, where

during severe weather the thermometer is fre-

quently below 40° Fahr. Here it thrives to per-

fection, and it would assuredly be difficult to find

a plant of similar character more charming and

elegant than it is. This specimen consists of about

a score stems, varying from 2 feet to 10 fett high,

these being added to continually by sucker growths

from the base. The fronds are pinnate and from

2 feet to 3 feet long, and confined to a small head

of about halt a dozen surmounting each steal.

They are gracefully arched and of a deep green.

The species appears to be better known in France

than in this country, several fine specimens having

been shown at the Paris E.xhibition of 188?. As a

permanent specimen plant for the conservatory it

certainly deserves to be generally known. It is a

native of Mexico.—W. B.
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Flower Garden.

STAR NARCISSUS SIR WATKIN.
One of tlie largest and best of all the hybrid
kinds, tills variety also deserves notiee as being
one of the best of growers, its i-ato of increase

being extremely rapid, wliile its tlowers are also

produced in greater profusion than are those of

most other kinds. It was first discovered in a

valley in Wales in 1882 or 188L!, and became
more generally known through its Howors having
found their way to the tlower- shops and markets
of Manchester. In 1884, Messrs. Dickson, of

Chester, exhibited blooms before the Royal
Horticultural Society, and eventually sent out
the bulbs at half-a-crown apiece. As shown by
our wood engraving, it bears large and shapely

star-like tlowers, with a widely expanded,

of what used to be sold in the market or
hawked aliout the streets. In thousands of private
gardens also they hive fouml a place, and it is the
rule to sow seed every spring. That is one of the
good results which have arisen from constanilv
urging the cultivation of hardy llowers of every good
kind.—D.

CARNATIONS KROAI SEED.
WnKNMr. Douglas tells readers that if they raise

C'arnations from seed, even of the best strains,
" by far the largest proportion of the plants will

not be worth growing again," he is, of course, refer-

ring solely to the quality of the llowers from a
florist's point of view. If readers generally were
to conclude that seedling Carnations were hardly
worth cultivation as border plants, they would fall

into a great error. It may be right that we should
lenrnto regard all flowers, and especially C'arna-
tions, with contempt if they do not come up to the

Narc:ssus Sir Watkiu. Engraved for The Garden from a photograph sent by
Mr. J. D. Pearson, Chilwell, Notts.

shortened chalice or cup, and although pre-
sumed to be a hybrid, its origin is really- un-
known, but as a reliable garden plant it is one
of the very best hitherto known, growing and
blooming well in any good well-drained soil.

F. W. B.

Border Polyanthuses.—I saw over in West
Middlesex recently in diverse gardens probably
10,000ot these harilyspringflowers in various stages
of growth,and wonderfuUyluxuriant theyseemed to
be. Hundreds of plants were blooming, and it was
evident thit if some had been lifted, potted, and
stood in a gentle warmth in a greenhouse, they
would soon flower finely. How much of beauty
might be obtained through the employment of
precocious hardy flowers of this description ! Since
the fine border varieties have become more widely
known the demand for th^^m in a'l directions has
been great and increases every year. The fine
Tolyanthuses of to-day are a long way ahead

rigid florist's standird, but I am sure that the
tens of thousands who love flowers would con-
test that dictum, and hold that eveiy flower, no
matter how poor, has its elements of beauty, whilst
va«t numbers of rejected seedling Carnations are
held to be by them exceedingly beautiful. Take
the Continental varieties, which cannot be termed
in any sense florists'flowers;what myriads of lovely
double flowers they give us ; fully 75 per cent, come
double from seed, and now we see them grown
specially for the production of flowers for cutting
from in hundreds of gardens. The gardener who
has once had a bed of these will nalonger do with-
out them. A packet of seed of Carnations is found
to be as important rs are Sweet Peas, Mignonette,
Asters, or any other flower. I think it is probable
that, on the whole, these Continental forms give
mcire %-ariety, more of average doubleness and of
bloom than do seedlings raised from the finest

florists' strains. Certainly many of these latttr
are very disappointing in the quantity of bloom
they produce; but then we have home raised

strains when wo can get seed—that is, of coursr,
the chief difficulty— that areas easy to raise as
Sweet Williams and almost more easily grown. I

remember many years ago havirg an unmarked
packet of seed given me lor Sweet William. This
was sown in May in the open ground, and the
produce was several hundreds of wliat proved to
be very fine doubIe-llow( rod Carnations. The fact
serves to show liow easily Carnation sred may be
induced to germinate. One feason I raised several
thousands of plants from feed saved in the open
and for an exi)eriment sown in the (arly winter
under glass. The plants were so soon as la'ge
enough dibbled out thinly into cool frames, !ind in
May 1 had fine young plants to put out. Many
came into bloom the following autumn, and if I hey
had been potted and put into warmth would have
flowered all the winter. The general flower pro-
duce the following year was immense ; still, I found
th.at when the bloom was so excessive there was
relatively little grass for layering, and hater I sowed
S3ed in the spring, as the plants the following year
bloomed and produced grass more eqrably. If

seed be obt.ained of Carnations, \ourg ph^nl.- may
be raised as easily .as Pansies or other hardy plants,

and if the flowers be double and cpecially per-

fumed, there are few amateurs or gardeners (ex-

cept they be of the liigh florist order) who will not
be more than satisfied with what they will sccuic.

A. D.

HARDY FLOWKRS.
Planting Liliums.—This work is, I tlnnk, often
deferred until too late in the season for the bulbs
to make satisfactory progress the first year after
planting. When the bulbs are newly-pvirrhased
ones this is more paiticularly the case. These are
often left too long exposed in a dry atmosphere,
causing them to lose thtir plumpness; oftentimes
towards the end of the season thcfe will become
quite shrivelled. In this latter condition it is not
possible for them to make a good growth the first

season. About a month back I received a few
additions to my collection. Directly I unpacked
them, they were laid out and covered with cocoa
fibre to keep them plump. These have now been
planted with others, and whilst handling them for

planting I noted that roots were already started.

This is, I think, a clear proof that hardy kinds at
least should be planted early. Some years ago I

had occasion to remove some old bushes of Rhodo-
dendrons to another part of the garden. The soil

in which they were growing was of a pe.aty cha-
rac'er, so I turned it to account for Liliums after-

wards, planting such hardy kinds as L. chalce-
donicura (the Tiirk's-cap Lily), wliich has thriven
remark,ably well, having greatly increased itself

;

also L. exoelsum (syn., L. testaceum) ; this likewise
1 as done well ; besides which note should be madi
I f L. pardalinum and L. cardidum. Thinking ii

change, or at hast replar.tirg, wouhi be bene-
ficial, I have taken them up, turned the bed over
deeply, and mixed therewith a good quantity or
spent Mushroom manure to mainta'n the ligbf

character of the soil as well as to act as a mnnuret
To the kinds already in the lied I have added L .

Szovitzianum (L. colchicum), L. t'grinum fl.-pl.,

and intend to plant L. ligrinum splendens. The
bed was dug up in the mornii g and made ready
for planting as soon as possib'e, all the bulbs
being in their places by nighifall. a handful of

sand being shaken over each bulb. Thus there
was no undue exposure, which I am fully persraded
is n.ot to the .advantage of the bulbs. The kinds
named will give a fair succession of flower, whilst

there will be nothing to fear .as to their hardi-

ness, except it be in the case of L. .Szovitzianum.

The position is not what may be termed over-

moist, so I do not fear even this variety. Of the
others named, I ofien wonc?er that L. excelsum
is not more cultivated th.an it is. Its beautiful

deep buft'-eoloured flowers are in their shade so

unlike any other Lily, whilst the ) Imt is also

quite hardy, gaining in strength Tear by year. I

hive notcei frequently how much Ihisvaiicty has
been adruired wl ilst in flower. L. chalce 'onicum
is also worthy of extended culture, its handscme
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umbels cf brilliant scarlet flowers being so showy.
I h.ive also a high opinion of L. pardalinum, L.

tigrinum splendens, and L. canadense, but have
not given the last-named a trial for want of a
moister position, which it requires. H. G.

THE TULIP.
We ought not to lose sight of the florist's Tulip as a
beautiful ornament in our spring gardens. It is one
of those old-fashioned flowers wiiioh has undergone
many vicissitudes of fortune, sometimes being es-

teemed beyond all other flowers of the hardy plant
garden, and at others scarcely tolerated

;
yet there

has always been a band of florists who cultivate

it through all seasons alike. There are too many
garden owners and presumed lovers of flowers who
care only for such as are popular and grow them
because they are the rage at the time. Others,
ngain, think of such flowers merely as specimens
which they can exhibit at a flower show, and per-

haps they would not cultivate them but for the
incident of a floral exhibition, and who become
disgusted with their flowers because they do not
hold the highest position on the prize list. I believe

in flower shows, as they tend to bring florists to-

gether and to a great extent to encourage the growth
of the flowers tliey were established to promote,
and if certain individuals care only to grow their

flowers for this special purpose, and would drop
their culture had we no exhibitions for them, we
cannot help it. For instance, tliere is a Tulip show
at Manchester every jear in May which brings
the Tulip fanciers together, and tends greatly to

encourage the culture of this famous old flower.

It may surprise many to be told that we are not
depending upon the old varieties of Tulips in the
various classes. The work brought to a high degree
of excellence by the Dutch florists and the early
English cultivators is still continued by many good
and true florists in the north, and some of them
would still continue to raise new kinds if there were
no exhibitions. Not that they do not welcome the
opportunity to exhibit their flowers, but they like

better to see them at home. A Tulip flower or
an Auricula plant is a more beautiful object
well placed in the garden than at any flower
show. Mr. Bentley, one of the northern Tulip
growers, writing in a contemporary, has two sug-
gestions to make for the purpose of further
spreading amongst lovers of their gardens an
interest in the Tulip. One is the compiling of a
catalogue of Tulips, describing the varieties
now in cultivation, as it does not seem that
any list exists at present. The other is to
form a Tulip society in the south of England,
with its headquarters in London, as the northern
one is in Manchester. I would not like to throw
cold water on the formation of such a society;
but it would, I fear, have to be supported at the
first almost entirely by the northern Tulip growers.
What is needed is an energetic secretary with
plenty of time and his heart in the work. The
compiling of a good catalogue is an excellent sug-
gestion, and seems to be the work of a Tulip
Sociely. I believe such special societies would
have far more outside support if tlipy turned their
attention to useful work of this kind. Subscribers
tire of providing money for flower shows they
never see and for prizes they never think of com-
peting for, but if such good work as printing
descriptive catalogues of the flowers and giving
a small pamphlet as to their culture, they might
then feel they were getting something for their
money.
The Tulip fanciers in the north do not plant their

bulbs out Fo early as we do in the south of England.
I believe Mr. Barlow told me that he did not plant
his bulbs until the end of December, as he fancied
when they were planted late they started to grow
away at once, and did not suffer injury from
exc3ssi\e wet, as they were apt to do if planted
early in November. I have sometimes planted
them out in the last week of October, the signal for
doir^g so being the swelling at the base of the
bulbs, showing that the roots are about to burst
io.'th in a mass. They will come out before they
are planted to the serious injury of the plants.

An old author somewhere says, " the Tulip asketh
a rich soil and the careful hand of the gardener."
If not already planted out, they should be seen to

at once. Plant the bulbs about 4 inches deep in

good soil, placing some sand over and under each.

The manure should always be placed G inches

under the surface. The soil for Tulips is- generally
deep, and trenched up to a depth of 2 feet or so.

This is not really necessary for the roots to work
into, but the water drains away more rapidly in

deep soils, and in this way trenching is beneficial.

In cold, wet districts it is usual to protect the
beds in winter by placing iron hoops and mats over
the beds. Near London we do not need to do this,

but the beds are always raised a little above the
level of the ground. When the plants come through
the ground, which they usually do in January, a
dressing of decayed stable manure is placed over
the surface. This is an excellent protection from
frost. The self-coloured Tulips—breeders, as the

fanciers term them—are very beautiful and much
esteemed as garden flowers. J. Douglas.

JAPANESE LILIUM SPECIOSUM.

Dn. Wallace's notes on the above Lily in The
Garden (page 4t)8) are very interesting, especially

as I have flowered those forms of roseum and
rubrum to which he refer^amongaquantity of bulbs

obtained at the winter auction sales. The variety

tor which Dr. Wallace suggests the name of roseum
superbum is a grand Lily and was very much
admired when in bloom, that is, when it was placed
under glass, for in the open ground it was too lite

to flower in a satisfactory manner. The one to

which your correspondent refers as having a touch
of rubrum blood in it was equally late, and conse-
quently where planted out it was, from this

circumstance, not seen to advantage, but a few
in pots proved very satisfactory. At one time
all the coloured varieties were disposed of at the
auction sales under the collective name of rubrum,
but for the last two or three years the form Mel-
pomene has been sold separately, and as a rule

proved to be perfectly true to name. There were
a few of the ordinary Japanese rubrum inter-

spersed with them, while, on the other hand,
among those sold as rubrum were several of the

richer coloured form. One feature I have parti-

cularly noticed with regard to the bulbs of Mel-
pomene, and that is, they are as a rule somewhat
looser and not so shapely as those of rubrum, while

each bulb will generally push up two, three, four

or even more flowering shoots ; while bulbs of equal

size of rubrum will only push up one strung shoot,

perhaps two, but few of them any more. With
regard to the early light-spotted variety known as

punctatum, I have flowered it from bulbs imjoorted

from Japan, but in very limited numbers. About
I en years ago (I have mislaid the actual date) I

purchased a box as rubrum just imported, the
bulbs being still hermetically enclosed in their

balls of clay. On removing it, a dozen bulbs or

so were noticed to be rather lighter in colour than
the others and were kept separate, the result being
the finest examples of punctatum that have ever

come under my notice. The foliage was so clean

and well developed, that the question arose

whether they belonged to a distinct variety, but
the next year the leaves had that cramped, par-

tially diseased appearance common to the Dutch-
grown punctatum, from which after the second
season it was impossible to separate them. Since
then I have flowered an occ.isional punctatum,
but none for the last three years. One striking

feature in connection with these Japan?se bulbs of

L. speciosum is that they represent altogether a
superior form to that sent here from Hol'and, a
remark that applies equally to Lilium longiflorum,

as anyone that saw Dr. Wallace's grand group of

this last from Japanese bulbs at the Temple show
in the summer can testify. H. P.

R. javanicum, with large heads of reddish orange-
coloured blossoms, and II. retusum, whose flowers

are small, somewhat Fuchsia-like, and vermilion-
red in colour. This hybrid is in general appear-
ance about midway between its parents. R. retu-

sum does not appear to have been much used by
the hybridist, for with the exception of this va-

riety and Messrs. Rollisson's Prince of Wales, sent
out over a quarter of a century ago, I know of no
other hybrid kinds claiming parentage from it, for

Messrs. Veitch do not appear to have employed R.

retusum in the creation of their magnificent group
of Javan hvbrid Rhododendrons.—H. P.

Rhododendron Daviesi.—The brightly col-

oured blossoms of this Rhododendron are quite as

welcome before Christmas as in the spiing, its

usual season of blooming. The parents of this are
|

Rose Garden.

THE WINTER CARE AND PROTECTION
OF ROSES.

It is somewhat peculiar that Roses vary greatly

in growth in many parts of England, and those
whicli we hear of growing luxuriantly in one
place seem to flag and dwindle in another.

There may be many causes for tliis cultural

variation and dissimilarity, and it is only when
Roses are cultivated in the same locality that

the fact of deterioration is really of importance
and ought to be easOy accounted for. In the
southern counties nearly all varieties, even
Teas, should thrive if protected, but, judging
from some recent writing in The Gabden, such
is not always the case. I can account for such
a kind as the old Rose Devoniensis not doing
well by our recent cold winters with a ther-

mometer registering zero, and also by the fact

that even our greatest professional rosarians

apparently have not a stock of strong plants of

this variety, but when I find such an experi-

enced rosarian as '

' Ridgewood '' saying that
the Tea Rose Hon. Edith Gifibrd grows com-
paratively weakly with him it does surprise me,
as it is with me quite robust. "Ridgewood"
has if anything a more genial climate than we
have in this district of Croydon, and, there-

fore, the weakness of this splendid Rose with
him must be sought in some other way. Now
what is the cause of the weakness of this and
other Teas, such, for instance, as Innocente
Pirola, in many places, and the strength of the
same varieties in other and similar places ? It

must lie either in their difl'erent treatment in

culture, or in neglect of winter protection,

which .some do not believe in, or in the plants

being grown on unsuitable stocks, or in their

being healthy or the reverse at the bud's start

off into life. The Tea Rose to grow and bloom
well should have its wood very thoroughly
ripened in the previous year, and it is one of

the unfortunate drawbacks of our climate that

we seldom get weather of the cla<!s which en-

ables the wood of the year to get thus fully

ripened, as frequently—in fact usually—more
wood is developed in the autumn than at an
earlier date in our short-lived summers, and
when the frosts of winter come it finds our
pithy, unripened plants in an unprepared con-
dition to resist the cold, the frequent re-

sult being utter annihilation, or else only a
weakly plant left to face later on the

piercing winds of March, which more often
than not finish off the destructive winter's work.
The only way we can endeavour to ward o&
these dangers is by early protection. Many wait
till it is too late, and when the mischief is done
put some protective covering on their trees, bub
in my opinion, in this, as in most cases, preven-
tion is better than cure, and it is far better to

meet the danger in advance—no*; half way—and
protect your Teas early i:i November when
you have done your planting. When we
have a winter such as that of 1890-91,
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even taking time by the forelock is of little

use. We certainly cannot comniand immunity
from the risks attrnd.'int on extremely severe

weather, as when the Ruses are budded on
various-.sizod standard Briers, the IJrier is fre-

quently killed by the rigour of the winter, and
in the winter of 1880-81 and 18!)0-!ll I believe

the grtiund was frozen to a depth of 18 inches.

When the ground is thus literally ice-bound to

a great depth the roots must often sutler, and
the protection which may then save the trees

will be either in the precaution of heavy nudch-
ing of manure or earthing up having been
promptly attended to early iu the season. A
friend of mine in this neighbourhood at one
time never protected or nmlched his Roses, and
in consequence in the winter before last lost

fully half his Tea Roses ; but then I heard that

the same winter two rosarians of great cele-

brity, Messrs. Foster- Alelliar and Page-Roberts,
lost nearly all their Tea Roses, and although 1

am not conversant with their inoihis operandi in

growing Tea Roses, I am quite sure that

men of such celebrity in the Rose world did not
neglect any ordinary jjrecaution, but the ab-

normal season was too much ior the power of

resistance of the Tea Rose except in the most
favoured localities and situations.

A question of importance, and also one which
would be worth having comment on, is this :

When should the protection placed on our
Tea Roses be taken off ? I have usually un-
covered the heads of Tea Roses and levelled

the beds, where ridged up, in March when I

, have pruned my Hybrid Perpetuals, ray reason
being that we often have very mild weather at

some time or other in the month of March, and
I have considered it well for the plants then to

benefit by the circulation of air and light after

the winter seclusion ; but I doubt the advis-

ability of too early removal of protection, as

the cold winds which very frequently follow
such a mild week or fortnight often do serious

damage, and therefore I purpose next spring to

try a new plan, by delaying the pruning of my
Tea Roses and removal of the Bracken, &c.,
from them till the month of April. The
natural objection to this late work is, that if

the weather be at all mild, there is a weak
growth encouraged under the covered Rose
head, but the remedy will then lie in that which
I know is looked on as an heretical proceeding by
some, that is e.\tra hard pruning. I am confi-

dent from my point of view of Rose culture
that there i? nothing like hard pruning. Not
only do you get better wood and Roses, but you
get a new tree. By leaving weakly growth and
not cutting hard, you may get more growth and
a greater quantity of bloom, but the class of

Rose is vastly different. The more trees a
rosarian grows, the harder he ought to cut them
in the spring. His treatment of the bushes or
heads later on in the summer and autumn is a
different question, for some will then allow them
to grow according to their own sweet will, and
others will continue to thin out. I acknowledge
1 am still open to conviction as to which method
is the more desirable in the autumn ; but it is

important to remember that, uidess in a very
sunny and open situation, the over-free growth
of wood in the autumn will act as a deterrent
to its complete ripening, and that which wo
specially require for the subsequent year should
be as ripe as possible, this being a matter of

supreme importance, at all events to exhi-
bitors.

Finally, I am convinced that in our recent
winters our Tea Roses have required protection,
unless they have been in the most favourable
localities, or in the warmest places and shel-

tered from the north and east, as I certainly

h.avo not so far been won over to the side of the
believers in the hardiness of Tea Roses in

general, although I .icknowledge that the Dijon
Teas are thoroughly hardy. Another winter
is now on us, and the .sooner we adopt these

precautions the better will the results be in the
Tea Rose garden next year, esjiecially if we are

are again subjected to very low temperatures
in the ensuing months.

Civydon. Charles J. Gkaiiaiik.

Own-root Roses.—I have had to deal with
Tea Koscs on nearly all kinds of stocks. On one
occasion I had a number o£ Teas budded on the
Manetti, but in a couple of years the JIauetti had
destroyed the Rose. Despite the continual sucker-
ing which was annually <lone I have .also had, and
have at the present time, those budded on the
seedling lirier, also those on the culling Brier, and
a splendid young batch on their own roots which
in my opinion will outlive those budded on the
various stocks. I have also a good lot on their own
roots in pots, these being far superior to any I have
ever had on any stock. The blooms are larger,

brighter, and produced quite as freely as on those
l)udded. Of course, as " A. H." correctly remarks
in a recent issue, one has to wait a little longer
for the plants to attain a good size when grown
from cuttings, but once they get a good hold tlicy

grow away very freely, breaking up from the
bottom and soon making splendid s])ecimens. I have
observed that Roses on their own roots are less

liable to injury by frost than those budded.
I am aware it is advised to plant deeply
in order to cover the point of union out
of the way of frost, but it is not always possi-

ble to do so. Only last week I planted several
beds of both Teas and Perpetuals, and iu the case
of not one plant in ten could I bury this owing to

the buds being in.serted too high up the stock.

When first planting Roses which are budded I plant
them where possible some considerable depth below
the point of union ; in two years later I lift them,
and in most cases I lind they have emitted a pro-

fusion of roots at this point, and immediately above
I then cut away the old stock up to this point, and
I have had first-rate results follow. Some three
years ago I treated a number of Perpetuals which
were budded on the Manetti in this way, and al-

though they did not make the progress the follow-
ing summer they otherwise would liave done, they
made up for lost time the two following seasons.
They threw up from the bottom large and splendid
growth and filled up the beds capitally, and during
the p.ast season have produced a grand crop of
blooms. I shall treat those beds I have referred

to in a similar way when the time comes round.
—A.

FORCING MARECHAL KIEL ROSE.

I EXPECT that there is fully double the space of

glass devoted to this grand old Rose that there is

to any other variety, and deservedly so, too, when
we take into consideration its grand qualities under
proper treatment. Where plants of Marechal Niel
are growing on the back wall or roof of ordinary
greenhouses, especially in such cases as that of

an amateur with only one house for his varied
collection of plants, no time should be lost in doirj,

what little pruning, Sec., may be necessary. First
of all, if on a wall, I would unfasten the growth
and whitewash the wall thoroughly. There is no-
thing else so easily applied and so effectual in kill-

ing insects that luay be, and almost always are, in

the crevices of walls. The greater body of light
that will be reflected from the clean wall is also of

material benefit. I would then remove what little

superfluous wood there was in the way of unripened
points of growth and the weaker lateral shoots.
Now tack up the lorg rods again firmly, but not so
as to constrict them, remembering that the wood
will swell considerably as the season advances. It

is a good plan to fix a few wires lengthwise of the
wall. If these are placed 2 feet apart and about (J

inches from the wall it will be much better than
tacking the growths so clo.sely to the bricks. In
1 he latter case several very promising eyes do not
get the chance to do themselves full justice. A
good plant of Marechal Niel will produce many
hundrcdsof blossoms if grown well from the first.

It sometimes happens that the young growths re-

ceive a check when they are from '1 inches to 3
inches long. This is more particularly the case
where the plants are turned out and the greater
parts of their roots have been made outside of the
house. Under these circumstances they are not
so much under the influence of the artificial

warmth, and the more backward roots do not supply
sap freely enough to continue the growth without
an appreciable and often very injurious check. The
same effect is sometimes caused by the border being
much drier than is imagined. Roses are naturally
deep-rooting subjects, and those of vigorous growth
are more so in proportion to their strength and
size. Now, an inside border is always drying more
or less all the year, and is entirely dependent upon
the gardener for water.

There can never be any harm in affording a good
supply of weak liquid manure at the time Roses
are breaking into growth, and a more thorough
soaking than is usually given would help them
materially. Another very fruitful cause of dis-

appointment with this grand Rose is canker and
its disastrous effects upon the plant at the time
the flowering shoots are in full growth and show-
ing for a good crop. It is my impression that
canker continues to grow even when the plant
itself may be described as ripe or dormant ; then,

when there is a much greater strain upon its feed-
ing supply, and with the naturally increased swell-

ing of the stem as a channel for this, the constrict-

ing nature of this disease is made prdnfully evident.

The young growths suddenly put on a sickly and
starved appearance, .as indeed they really are, be-
cause their food supiply is restricteJ. Under such
circumstances it is little wonder that the blooms
are poor and of small size. I may here st.ate that
I have known exactly the same appearances and
results from an over-strong dose of liquid m,anure.

This will invariably kill the points of young roots
and cause a very harmful check to the growth. I
have dwelt upon this matter rather fully because
in my experience more than half of the failures in

growing this Rose take place at this critical period
and are from the above causes.

Marechal Niel is very hasty to break into growth,
but when the shoots are long enough for the
bloom-buds to stand out prominently, they seem
to stand still for a time. It will be best not to

give .any extra heat nor to attempt to hurry them
in any way at this time. As long as the buds are
steadily increasing in size all will be right. You
must bear in mind that there is ,a great strain upon
the plant at this time in sustaining and perfecting

so much foli.age and such large numbers of bloom-
buds. If you attempt to hurry them at this

stage it is very probable that they will cast many
of the buds that would otherwise have made good
flowers. I need scarcely add that absolute cleanli-

ness from insect pests and mildew is necessary,

and that this desirable end should be attained
without using extreme measures. I have found
Marechal Niel and Niphetos more susceptible to

strong tobacco fumes than any other varieties of

Roses. R.

Saving seeds.—Many people, especially am.a-

leurs, save their own seeds, and they wonder why
the produce from such seeds deteriorates. The
reason is simple enough, as there is no attention

given to the selecting of them during the stages

of their growth. For example. Peas are picked
till only the poorest pods are left. The poorest

roots of some vegetables are often saved for seed.

Potatoes often are, and that is the reason why the
progeny is often so poor. Some time ago I saw a
member of a large seed firm selecting his stock of

Turnips ; he travelled through the immense breadths
of bulbs, examining carefully those which were to

supply the seed which has kept up for long the
fame of their establishment.

—

Nokthekn.
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Stove and Greenhouse.

FERN-LIKE FINE-FOLIAGED PLANTS.

Undek this heading maybe included several dis-

tinctly ornamental subjects embracing plants

which are very useful from a decorative point of

view. Most of them are of an enduring character

when subjected to somewhat adverse treatment,

more parli'^ularly when grown freely exposed
to the light. Some of these are pretty well

known, whilst others are not nearly enough
grown at the present time.

Cup.\NiA FiLiciFOLiA.—Anyone who has seen

a well developed example of this very elegant
plant cannot but be struck with its light appear-

ance. Unfortunately it is not at all common, al-

though those who catalogue it in the nursery
trade do not place an e.xorbitant price upon it.

It is feen to much the best advantage as a speci-

men when the leaves are of considerably liner

dimensions. I have grown it myself for both
exhibition and home decoration, the largest leaves

approaching 2^ feet in length by nearly 2 feet in

width, these being when of the larger size of a
moredroopi'g character and very finely divided.

To keep it at all within bounds, it should be cut

down nearly to the pot every second or third year,

keeping the plant dry previously to pr^Vtnt bleed-

ing as much as possible. It. is best propagated
from root, cuttings, which should he taken when
giving a shift a'tcr the plant has befn beheaded.
It makes much ti.e be t ^rowlh whilst in a warm
liou*e, bnt during the summer may be safely kept
in a conservatory. Its flowers are blue, but the
blooming is a rather rare occurrence. It was
introduced from the West Indies as far back as

ISOO {vide P.ixton's Bot. D'ct., where it maybe
found classed with the Jacarandas).

Grevillba noBU.STA.—This is by far a better-

known plant, one common enough in nurseries and
many gardens, doing a good turn in the latter for

subtropical bedding. When used in this way, I

much prefer to plunge the plants over the rim of

the pots to that of turning them out. By the
latter method they cannot be lifted so easily in

such a way as to retain the foliage for after use.

Many growers, I consider, make a mistake in over-

potting this Gievillea ;
the growth may be stronger,

but this i^i hardly what is wanted. When some-
what restricted, the leaves will come quite as large

when the watering-pot is freely used, and they will

be much finer in their parts. I noted this only
this past summer in one case, wherein the word
" filicifolia" might have been sui'ably added to

the name. I find it to be an excellent plant for

vases, &c., in rooms; it resists a diy atmosphere so

well and is not troiibled with insect pests. In
sowing the seed, bttter success will result by
t iking pains to plfice each seed in an upright
manner, as they are perfectly flat, hence more
liable to decay before germination ensues. A
beautiful form of this Grevillea, under the name
of Grevillea robusta elegantissima, a superior and
much improved variety, was shown on April 19
Hst at the Royal Horticultural Siciety's meeting
by Messrs. Jas. Veitch and Sons, to whom a first-

class certificate was awarded.

Jacaranda mi.mos.i:folia —I am much sur-

prised that this elegant plant is not to be met
with more frequently in gardens. It is an easy
plant to cultivate, making a good growth in one
season. I have one plant now which is more than
5 feet in height, having been cut down in the
spring nearly to the pot. When it is well grown
the foliage is quite is inches in length by G inches
or more in width. The colour, a pale green, is

very pleasing; this, combined with the light look-

ing foliage and small pinnK, give it a very attrac-

tive appearance. It is best grown upon the single
stem, although two or more shoots can be carried
up. Towards the end of January the plants should
be kept dry for a few days, when they may be cut
down to within a few inches of the pot. To induce
them to break freely, they should be placed in

warmtli, tlie shoots afterwards being thinned down
to the required number. If one takes the lead,

which it will often do, the others (if not thinned
down to the one) can be left for a time. These
latter when in a semi-hardened state will make
good cuttings ; the tips of the old growths will also

strike, but take longer. Root cuttings can also be
looked after when repotting. At the best the cut-

tings do not strike quickly, but with patience and
good attention they rarely fail. It is not at all

essential to use large pots ; the plant alluded to

above was only in a G-inch pot. Although this

plant comes from Brazil, it may be safely grown in

a warm greenhouse.

Paullinia thalictrifolia.—This stove ever-

green, climbing or scandent shrub is a bfauliful

addition to fine-foliaged plants, and when it is well

grown it can scarcely fail to be universally ad-

mired. It would be met with more often than it

is, no doubt, if it were not for its peculiar habit of

growth. The best position in which to see it is

either suspended from the roof or stood upon a
shelf wliere it can droop over the side of the pot.

It can also be grown as a specimen, training it in

somewhat of a pyramidal or fan-like fashion. The

ipliyllum iisparagoides.

young shoots will make quite a long growth in one
season if not stopped to make a more bushy plant.

For special occasions I have used it upon the
dinner-table, where, if drooping fiom tall epergnes
or trailing upon the white cluth, it will produce a
charming effect ; small leaflets are useful likewise
as backings to button-holes. When not too much
shaded, the bronzy tint upon the points of the
shoots and developing leaves is an additional at-

traction. Being a very fine-rooted plant, care must
be taken not to overpot in any case. Peat, as for

Cape Heaths, is the best soil, with silver sand. It

may be grown well in leaf soil and loam, but I

consider the p^at the most enduiing. Cuttings
taken in the growing season with a heel and about
4 inches or so in length will strike well enough in

nearly all sand, but not in too moist an atmosphere.
It flowers in the autumn, the small clusters being of

a pinkish white colour; these, although pretty
upon the plant, are of no further use.

LOMATIA PEmiuoiNEA.—This is an enduring
plant, much slower in growth than the Grevillea
afore alluded to, but after the same s'yle, although
quite distinct from it, the leaves being shorter,

tlie growth stiffer, the leaves a dark green, the
under sides of a rusty-looking appearance, which
latter characteristic is also traceable in the stems. It

will retain its foliage when well cared for through
two or three seasons, and yet not become too tall in

growth whilst on the single stem. As a decorative
plant, this and Lomatiaelegantissimaarebothtobe
recommended for their enduring character, both
resisting a dry atmosphere well, wi;h little suscep-
tibility to insect pests. The former is a Chilian
species, the latter coming from New Zealand. Cut-
tings should be taken when the wood is fairly well
hardener), striking in peat and sand in a fairly

warm house, but not in a damp atmosphere.
Whilst still in a dwarf state they make very
pretty dinner-table plants, being useful when those
more tender cannot very well be exposed.

AcAciA LOPHANTHA.—This well-known plant can-
not be quite passed over ; it is useful not only as a
bedding plant, but also in pots. A very giod mode
of culture is to sow the seed in the spring, growing
the plants well exposed the first season in pots.

By the autumn they wiil thus be probably in

G inch pots. These plants will then and through
the winter make capital decorative material to be
transferred to the flower beds the following season.

The seeds, being very hard (i.e , the shell) take a
considerable time to germinate. To facilitate this

the seeds can be stood in a pan of wafer in a
warm house, and as they swell transfer them to

the soil ; or the points can be filed to assist in the
same way; or, again, the entire shell can be care-

fully cr,-cked. 1 his Acacia will ripeu its seeds in

an ordinary greenhouse freely enough.

Myrsipuyllum asparagoides.—As a trailirg

plant in a cool stove or warm greenhouse this

is extremely useful. The greatest difficulty is to

find a place where it can be suit'bly accimmo-
dated. It requires to be within easy reach, and
each stem should be kept separately tied to or

entwined around a slender string so that when
required in a cut state it can be easdy defcu-hed.

Grown in this way, it also looks extremely hand-
some whilst on the plant, the lateral growths droop-
ing down adding to its b?auty. I have been
particularly struck with the faint, but grateful

psrfume emitted by its flowers, reminding me of

those of Dioscorea Batatas, or the Chinese Yam.
For the roof of the fernery this M.yrsiphyllum is

a very suitable plant. It is frequently termed or

called a Smilax, which is altogether wrong, the

two genera being quite distinct. The propagation
is best effected by the division of the larger crowns
and should be attended to early in the year before

fresh growth commences; where it flowers and after-

wards seeds, the raising of se;dlingscan also be
advantageously adopted.

This list would not be complete if a few of

the greenhouse or temperate house varieties of

Asparagus were not included therein. By some
growers they are classed as stove plants, but the

temperature of the stove is not at all necessary

to grow them, and that most successfully. It

should be borne in mind, therefore, by those

who have not yet attempted their culture for

this reason that they need not fear to do so

any longer. All that is required when growing
them in a temperate or cool house is to obtain a
well-established plant or plants ; by so doing

there will not with ordinary care be any fear of

the ultimate result. This winter even the house

in which we have three of the best known varie-

ties growing has already fallen below 40° at

night. Therein they have been located for

some years, yielding' yearly an extra amount of

cutting material for various purposes, from
button-hole bouquets up to large arrangements

in epergnes. The three best varieties in my
opinion are the following, viz. :

—
Asparagus plumosus nanus, which as a small

plant is undoubtedly the best of the trio. It some-

times puzzles me to know where A. plumosus nanus
leaves off and tlie type A. plumosus begins. I have

grown A. p. nanus tiue to its character in pots up
to G inches in diameter, then when this was
planted out it grew to as much as 10 feet in

height. Undoubtedly it makes a beautiful plant

in the dwarf state ; the best w ay to obtain it th^s
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is from seed, but in order to seed it freely it must
be grown in .-i warm house.

A. TUNrissiMis.—'i'liis does not appear to be

so much jrrown, but as a climber it is the best

variety to choose, all things considered. As com-
pared with the foregoing, it is of a lighter green

colour when under the same mode of culture. For

cutting to entwine around the stems of tall glass

vases, it is the best kind to employ, as it has not

the formal appearand' of A. p. nanus. It is a

variety which branches freely, usually breaking

out afresh below where it has been rut. In a cut

state it does not possibly last so well as the first-

named.
A. DEPLEXUS, between which and A. decumbens

there appears to be some confusion. Personally, I

am disposed to think they are different. I note

that A. decumbens was introduced from the Cape
in 17'.12, and that A. dependens came from the

same source in isi'.l. The latter does not now
appear to be trown, or at any rnte not much so, by
this name. Is it not possible that this is the A.

defle.xHS as now cultivated ! At any rate, whether
it be so or not, it is a beautiful variety, the bfst

of all for basket culture. Only this year it has

twice been awarded a first-class certificate, being
shown in its true character as a basket plant.

Since this recognition of its merits there has t>een

such a demand for it as to exhaust the stock in at

least one instance. The.se plants will grow in a
peaty soil, but I prefer yellow loam and silver

sand. When pot-bound, a weak dose of fish mnnure
is beneficial. Plantsman.

Billbergia nutans.—Far less showy than
some of the Bromeliads, yet at the same time pos-

sessing a quiet beauty of its own, is this Billbergia,

notable among other features by the curious com-
bination of colour in the blossoms. It is a free-

growing p'ant,wiih long, narrow, gracefully re-

curving leaves ; whi e the flower-stems, which over-

top the mass of foliage, are partially drooping and
produce a considerable number of somewhat
Fuchsia-like blossoms. They are of a pea-green
colour margined with blue—.a very uncommon tint.

It is of easy culture, flowers profusely, and the
blossoms retain their beauty a considerable time.
-H. P.

Agathaea ccelestis.—This is a pretty free-

flowering greenhouse plant, whose blue Daisy-like
blossoms are borne during the autumn and winter
if the plants are grown for this purpose in the
summer. It strikes root very freely from cuttings
in the spring, and if potted off as soon as rooted
and well pinched during their earlier staees, they
form neat little bushes, which before midsummer
may be shifted into pots 5 inches, (! inches or

more in diameter. As soon as the roots have taken
possession of the new soil, the plants should be
stood out of doors in a spot fully e.xposed to air
and sunshine, with the result that they will bristle

with flower-buds by the time autumn ariives or
sooner. If the flower-buds make their appearance
earlier than required, they mny be picked off. The
long wiry stems are of great service when the
blooms are cut.—T.

Tillandsia Lindeni.^It is diflicolt to under-
stand the unpopularity of bromel-aceous phints
in this country when one sees this Tillandsia,
Vriesia brachystachys and others enlivening the
stove with tluir showy blossoms at midwinter,
and, what is more, most of them retaining their
beauty for a considerable time. T. Lindeni is

represented in our gardens by more than one dis-
tinct form, that to which the suffix vera is applied
being a very beautiful one. The foliage of this
is narrow, dark green, and disposed in a very
regular manner on all sides, thus forming, if not
crowded in any way, a perfectly symmetrical spe-
cimen. The flower-spike, which springs from the
centre of the tuft of leaves, is from 8 inches to 10
inches high, the greater part being clothed with
two opposite, closely imbricated rows of bracts of
a clear deep pink colour. These bracts cause the
upper portion of the flower-stem to be thus flat-

tened out 3 inches or so in width, and from the
axils of thctc bracts the flowers are produced. The

blooms are a couple of inches, or nearly so, in dia-

meter and of the richest purple imaginable, thus

contrasting in a marked manner with the colour

of the bracts. These last retain their br'ghtness

long after the flowers are over. 'J'his Tillandsia is

of easy culture, but is not a vigorous-rooting sub-

ject, so that gocd specimens m;iy be had in pots

,5 inches in diameter. Thorough drainage is

essential, and in a compost consisting of fibrous

peat, Sphagnum and sand it will, with the treat-

ment given to the general run of stove plants,

grow and flower well. It was introduced in 18(J7,

and though now well distributed and represented

in most nurseries of importance, it still rcali.ses a
good price.—T.

Acorus gramineus variegatus in pots.—
Plants of a grass-like character are such general

favourites for decoration indoors, that many
hardy subjects are utilised for the purpose,

Grevillea rohusta.

among Ihcm beirg

gentle heat presents

to what it usually does out of doors. It, is in a

general way most useful when in small pots, and

wheie there are a few tufts in the open ground,

they mav be lifted and the soil .'haken to a great

extent from the roots, when the plants can be

readily divided into pieces suitable for pots 4 i Murrayi,

inches in diameter, smaller or larger, of course, if prices were,

required, but the s'zc mentioned is just suflicient

for the plant to form pretty little tufts, which will

be found useful for many "purposes. Under glass
,

was

and in a gentle heat they are very fresh and effec- guineas

tive,

de
gated
than - -

many other subjects with grass-like leaves, such

as two or three forms of Carex, some of the Ophio-

pogons, different kinds of Cypcrus, the Eulalias,

and others, is now Ihoioiighly cs'ablished as a

market plant. One gieat advantage possessed by
such subjects ,as this Acorus is tluit it may be used

in cool and draughty p'aces, where more tender

subjects would suffer severely.

—

T.

Pelargonium RoUisson's Unique.—Few
plan's exhibited during the past scravon attracted

more attention than did Mr. Huilton's grand speci-

mens of scented-leaved Pelargoniums, which years

ago were generally cultivated, but are now sel-

dom seen. The beautifully cut foliage of the

various forms with their pleasing fragrance caused

them to be necessary adjuncts to the old-fashioned

posy, but the superseding of this by the modern
bouquet has done much to destroy interest in many
good old-fashioned plants. Among the scented-

leaved Pelargoniums the I'nique class forms a group

by themselves, the members of \vhii:li are charac-

terised by less-divided foliage than many of the

others, a loose, rambling style of growth, and

above all by their beautiful brightly

coloured blossoms. The fine.-t of

this class is that known as Rollis-

.son's, with rich purple -coloured

flowers, while besides that we have

also the lilac and the scarlet Unique.

The long clear stems of these Pe-

largoniums serve them in good

stead when used for cutting. They
are very beautiful basket plants,

and for 'furnishing a pillar also well

suited, while secuied to a trellis or

supported by a few sticks they

form very effective specimens.

Like the zonal section, they are

rarely without blossoms, but to

flower them well at this season

the plants should be thoroughly

exposed during the summer and

the buf's removed. The result

will be good sturdy well-ripened

wood, which will produce an ample
supply of blossoms if the plants

are kept in a warm greenhouse

S^ throughout the winter.—T.

^ Coleusaquarter of a century
ago. — That diffeient classes of

plants have their season of popu-

larity and high prices, and then

quickly drop from the position

attained, is well shown in the case

of the Coleus, for I recently came
across particulars of a sale of

these plants which fetched prices

that at the jiresent day would be

regarded as astounding. The sale

took place at Stevens' rooms on

April 22, 1808, and the new varie-

ties then disposed of were ob-

tained in this way. In 18B5, C.

Gibsoni, and in 18G0, C. Vcitchi,

were imported from New Cale-

donia. These two, in conjunction

with C. Verschaffelti and the Javan

C. Blumei, were employed for hy-

bridising purposes at the gardens

of the Koyal Horticultural Society

dozen varieties thus obtained
this Hi tie Flag, which in a

;

at Chiswick, and a -

I totally different appearance 'were olfered at the above-me-nlioccd sale. Ihey
' - -

'

were Berkelevi, which realised forty guineas;

Saundersi, twen'ysix; Ruckeri, foity; Bausci,

fifty-nine; Scotti, thirty-six; Batemanni. forty-

nine; Di.Ni, forty-nine; Claikei, ten; W ilsoni

fourteen ; Keevesi, tive; Marsl.alli, twenty-five, and

twenty-five guineas respectively. Such

however, never again obtained, for

on December 10 of the same year a secorel lot

from Chiswick, much superior to the preceding,

sold as follows: Prince of Wales, four

Piincess of Wales, four and a half; Her

from the standpoint of to-day, even these last

fetched high prices, for now the lest of Coleus

can be purchased for a few prnre. At the time

of these sales the rage for high-pnccd tricolor
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Pelargoniums was not exhausted, while, contrasted
with to-day, Chrysanthemums were very little

grown.—H. P.

Psychotria cyanococca.—There is now a
considerable choice ot stove plants that are re-
markable for the beauty of their fruits during the
autumn and winter months, and among the most
select a place must be assigned this Psjchotria,
whose berries are of a deep indigo-blue colour, and
consequently very different in tint from anything
else in fruit. It may be described as a soft grow-
ing shrub, whose light green leaves are about 4
inches or 5 inches long and crisped at the edges.
The flowers are by no means attractive, but they
are succeeded by clusters of berries, which when
fully grown are about the size of Peas, and are
arranged in a densely-packed bunch, which from
the weight of the berries has a drooping tendency.
The plant in question is a native of Nicaragua,
from whence it was introduced in 1870. A second
species, P. chortalensis, was alsa sent at the same
time, but this appears to have now dropped out of
cultivation. P. cyanococca is of very easy propaga-
tion and culture, for cuttings strike root readily,
and it can also be raised from seeds, which ripen
well in a stove temperature. A valuable feature in
connection with the berries is that they retain
their freshness and brightness of colouring for a
longtime. Though the genus Psychotria consists
of about 500 species, there is only one other member
in cultivation that I am aware of at the present
time. This is P. jasminiflora, whose beauty con-
sists in the flowers. This is of a much hardier
texture than the other, and forms r, neat evergreen
bush, whose flowering season is limited to no par-
ticular period of the year, but is usually during
the winter or enrly spring months. The blooms are,
both in themselves and in the ma-ner in which
they are borne, very like a pure white-flowered
Bouvardia. This species needs far more care in
its cultivation than the other, the soil be-t suited
to it being good loam, lightened by an admi.xture
of leaf mould, peat and sand. The treatment
accorded the Ixoras is also suitable for this P.sy-
chotria. Besides this last-mentioned name it is
also sometimes known as Gloneria jasminiflora.
This can be increased by cuttings of the young
growing shoots put in during the spring months,
but they need very careful attention, otherwise
many will fail to root properly.

—

H. P.

Cyrtantheraclirysostephana.— "S.M."sends
me a nice head of bloom of this very elegant and
showy member of the Acanthacea;. lle'^ says he
finds it very useful, and that last season he had
it flowering all through the month of December;
this year he has some handsome plants on sinole
stems about a foot high. These plants are used
for decoration, and by night as well as in the day-
time they are very effective and the flowers stand
well. The plant was introduced from the warm
parts of Mexico by Mr. Wm. Bull, of Chelsea, about
twelve years ago.

—

W.

Protection for table and vase plants.—In
the winter-time when these are taken from the
stove out into a frosty air it must not be wondered
at if theygetinjured by the exposure. Thisisoften-
times the reason more than that of remaining in a
dry atmosphere, as that of a living room with a
large fire burning, not but that this^is bad enough,
but tlie other is, I consider of the two, the worse
if any great distance has to be traversed. Paper is
sometimes applied to protect the plants after they
have been tied up

; this in a measure is a protection,
but not a sutBcient one. What I would recommend,'
and what at the .same time I have found excellentm practice, is a box large enough to suit the case
For dinner-table plants a long narrow box (say i
feet by 1 foot and a foot deep) will answer well with
a close-filting lid. In this the plant can ba laid
on Its side on a bed of Moss covered by a sheet of
thm soft paper. A plant can thus be taken to its
destination without any harm on ordinary occa-
sions, and with but little fear of it when excessively
cold. Such a box would hold two plants if desir-
able. When dealing with a larger number, up to
about a dozen, I have turned out my Chrvsanthe-mum boards and tubes and used the box "for the

same purpose. This makes a capital contrivance
for the larger number, all of which can stand
upright, and that safely if blocked with a little dry
Moss or shavings. A mile or two in a cart if ne-
cessai-y will not do any harm in this fashion, being
far better than tying up and papering, as usually
done. I am convinced that for want of due care
in the way now indicated a goodly number of
plants are spoiled. It is not at all necessary that
the box first suggested should be a heavy one ; it

will be quite strong enough if made of half-inch
deal, or even less.

—

Plant.sman.

Richardia Little Gem.—This dwarf form of
the Nile Lily, like its larger and better-known
relative, flowers for three or four months during
the dullest period of the year. 1 am under the
impression that there is more than one form to be
met with under the name of Little Gem, as somehow-
ever cultivated seem tD have larger flowers than that
shown by Mr. Elliot, of Springfield Nursery, Jersey,
a couple of years ago. One prominent feature
possessed by Little Gem is the great profusion of
suckers that it produces, these affording a ready
means of propagating, or if sufficient root room is

allowed of forming quite a mass or clump.—H. P.

Amasonia punicea.—At a recent meeting of
the R.H.S. committees this truly handsome plant
was shown in remarkably good condition by its in-
troducers, the Messrs. Veitch and Sons. They have
frequently exhibited it in good form, but probably
never better than on this last occasion. Although
it has now been for some few years in cultivation,
it is not often met with in private gardens in such
good condition as to recommend it to more favour-
able notice. This is not the fault of the plant, for
that it can be grown well I have proved to my own
satisfaction on more than one occasion. Its in-
florescence lasts a long time in beauty ; this in a
measure weakens the plant no doubt. After this has
been removed a rest should be given it, but it ought
not to be allowed to escape notice and get too
dry at the roots. It will not probably start into
fresh growth for some little time. When it doe?
so, a fresh potting into most likely the same sized
pot. as the last shift will be found necessary,
using peat and loam as in the ordinary run of
stove plants. Coming from British Guiana indi-
cates warmth at once. The vermilion-crimson
bracts are arranged in pairs, the flowers being of a
creamy white colour, thus affording a striking con-
trast.

—

Plantsman.

Orchids.

CYPRIPEDIUMS.
It is only now that we are beginning to realise
the beauties of tliese Slijiper Orchids in spite
of the numerous hybrids which have been
raised. I liave from time to time urged upon
the hybridists the necessity of putting colour
into the .seedlings, and now it is evident this is

being done. I was struck with this when looking
at Williams' tine form of C. Pitcherianmn in
the Holloway nursery and the many fine seed-
lings now in bloom with Mr. Sander, who has
used C. Leeanum .-is one of tlie parents of many
seedlings now flowering. Tliis, crossed with
many of the fine varieties of C. insigne, which
have been introduced by Mr. Sander, and with
the beautiful C. Spicerianum, has resulted in
bright and cheerful flowers. C. Spicerianum,
if crossed with such fine things as C. Leeanum,
C. in.signe, C. Buxalli, I think invariably trans-
mits the central band of chocolate in the dorsal
sepal to its progeny, this being strikingly exem-
plified in a really superb plant of C. Calypso
now flowering in the collection. This has a
broad and laige dorsal sepal with a shining
broad stripe of chocolate-purple up the centre"
and at each side sundry flakes and strijies of
ro.sy pur|)le, plainly marking its one parent

Boxalli atratum. C. Calypso is really one of

the most handsome hybrids yet raised. C.
Fairrieanum also leaves its distinguishing mark
in the recurved petals, and Messrs. Pitcher and
Manda, of New York, I understand, have re-

cently flowered one of the handsomest in this

section. I have now been some years impress-
ing upon the minds of the raisers of seedling
Cypripediums that brightness and richness in

the colours of these plants are necessary. This
is only being realised in part, as the pouch or
slipper of the flower still appears to retain its

somewhat dull and sombre hue. I know full

well there are many in the Sedeni group that
have beautiful coloured lips, and I have looked
with admiration upon such plants as cardinale,

leucorrhodum, calurum, Schnt-dera?, and others,

but this brightness does not seem to pervade
many of the other groups. I think when we get
C'hamberlaini to mix with them we shall have
gained something. A plant having a fine Lee-
anum dorsal sepal and a large lip as bright as

that of Chamberlaiui would be a notable flower.

We want to have the large pouches of many
changed from a brownish hue tinged with green
to a bright rose colour or rosy carmine, but we
do not want to see them flaked or striped, as

this appears to me to detract from their beauty.

Wm. Hugh Gowee.

White Masdevallias. — Mr. Cypher sends
some spikes of M. tovarensis, and he says he has
now thousands of spikes of bloom such as those
sent, some plants in 4.i-inch pots having thirty
spikes. I recently saw M. Mcasuresiana flowering
with Mr. Sander. This, the result of a cross be-
tween M. tovarensis and M. amabilis, appears to be
a white flower of great beauty. There are two
forms flowering side by side, one with pure white
flowers, the other with creamy white and slightly

spotted blooms. M. tovarensis is very useful, and
now it is reasonable in price it is within the reach
of all.

Cattleya labiata, from Straffan House, Co.
Kildare, is a very beautiful form, but not the finest

which I have seeu this season. The sepals and
petals are of a rich bright colour, and the lip is

large and well marked, but I think I have received
one or two flowers superior to thi.s. Mr. Bedford,
the gardener, says his plants are small, and I have
no hesitation in saying this will make a splendid
variety when established and strong. I should
like to see a flower another year.—W. H. G.

Odontoglossums —These are now flowering in

abundince in sjiite of the dull, foggy weather we
have been experiencing about London. At Mr.
Wm. Bull's I observed a very fine form of O. scep-

trum, which many make merely a variety of O.

luteo purpureum, but I think its broad, regular

flowers, so much brighter in colour, entitle it to be
considered distinct from that plant. There was
also here associated with it a very fine form of O.

blandum. O. nebulosum was also in good form, as

was also O. Insleayi leopardinum.—W. H. G.

Cattleya luteola.—This species is not very
frequently seen in Orchid collections, probably
because of its small size, and the fact that it is a
long way behind the commoner species in showi-

ness. It has, however, a quiet beauty of its own,
and this, with its neat, although diminutive habit,

makes it well worth the little space it occupies.

It is described by Messrs. Veitch as the smallest

of all the Cattleyas. A plant now in flower at Kew
has pseudo-bulbs about 2 inches high, c:iriying a
single oblong leaf of about the same length. The
raceme is two or three-flowered, and the flowers

measure some 2 inches across. The sepals and
petals are narrow-oblong and pale yellow, the lip

(v?hich is three-lobed with the side lobes curling

above the column) being also yellow in part, but

streaked with purple, and dullish white at the

edges Lindley gave the plant its present name
The other parent was a fine variety of C. I in 1853, but it is as often known under the garden
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name of C. Ilolfordi. It is a native of Brazil, but

has also, according to Rcichenbach, been found in

Peru. A variety which he called Koezli, and

described as being superior to the best forms

previously introduced, was brought from Peru to

the Continent about twelve years ago.—B.

Cypripedium insigne for winter decora-

tion.—For the above purpose this is one of the

best winter llowers we have. The choicer kinds

that bloom at this season will not stand fogs, and

the leaves soon assume an unhealthy cast, but C.

insigne, provided it is in robust health, resists fog

better than many plants requiring more care. For

cutting, the llowers are useful on account of their

long-lasting properties, and though they may not

be termed graceful, yet when set up with some

light foliage they present a nice appearance. I

find the cooler the plants can be grown the better

;

indeed, when practicable, I like to grow them

in cold frames facing north during the summer
months, leaving the sashes oft' at night to allow

the plants to get the night dews. When this is

done the leaves are sturdier, shorter, and have

more substance, and the plants throw up a wealth

of bloom for autumn decoration. I do not care

for very large pots; from 7 inches to 10 inches are

the most serviceable, being more readily moved,

also more useful for house decoration.— G. Wythes.

Orchids for a stove.— " Kanger " asks for the

names of two dozen Orchids which may be grown
in a stove with other plants. The temperature of

the house is from 57° to GO^. This, I suppose, is

the heat at night through the winter months. The
following, I think, should answer the purpose and
do satisfactorily : Acineta Humboldti, Anguloa
Clowesi and A. Uuckeri, Brassia Lawrenceana, B.

maculata, Calanthe masuca, C. veratrifolia, Cat-

t tleya Triana;, C. Mendeli, C. Mossire, C. Gaskelli-

ana, Ciclo^yne cristata, C'ymbidiiim giganteum, C.

Lowianum, Cypripedium insigne, C. cardin.ale, C.

Sedeni, C. villosura, Lycaste Skinneri, Oncidiumin-
curvum, 0. sarcodes, O. splendidum, Zygopetalam
crinitum, and Z. Mackayi.—W. H. G.

LYCASTE SKINNERI.

above the lim of the pot, as the flower-scapes come

from the base and are often pushing up during the

darkest and dullest season of the year, when it is

always best to avoid the d.anger of moisture re-

maining about new growth and consequent decay.

Lyca^te Skinneri is one of those Orchids which

may be treated with an occasional dose of weak

manure water, but only during summer and when
in .active growth. Healthy growing plants re-

quire an abundance of water, and even when at

rest it is not advisable to let them remain dry for

long. As regards the temperature in which they

thrive best, I believe it to be interme<iiate between

that of the Gdontoglossum and the Cattleya

houses. Therefore I should select the coolest por-

tion of the hatter during the earlier stages of

growth—say from February to June—and the

former when ripening off and at rest. Of course,

the earliest flowering plants should be encouraged

by a little warmer temperature when the scapes

are pushing. W. J. B.

SHORT NOTES.—ORCHIDS.

Of the many himdred species of Orchids culti-

vated in gardens at the present time, there is cer-

tainly a considerable proportion which would dis-

appear altogether should such a change of fashion
occur as that which has relegated Australian
plants so much to the background. Lycaste
Skinneri is, however, one of those whose good
qualities are .=o marked, that no fluctuation of
taste would affect its popularity. One of the most
easily grown of Orchids, it is also one of the hand-
somest both in foliage and flower. Just now its

merits are conspicuous, as it has commenced its

long flowering season and has not so many rivals

as later on. It does not require a large batch of
p'ants for it to be had in bloom for five months of
the year, ;.( . from now up to May. The species is

remarkable for its great variability of colour ; even
in an imported batch, presumably from the same
few square yards, one may find some difi^erences in

almost every plant. Of the n:any named varieties
belonging to the species, it is only necessary to
mention two to show how great is its colour varia-
tion. Yar. alba is, with the exception of a faint
tinge of yellow on the lip, entirely pure white. Not
many years ago it was an Orchid of very great
rarity and value. It is even now uncommon and
much sought after, although every opportunity has
been taken to increase it by propagation. It is

one of the most beautiful of albino Orchids. In
contradistinction to it there is a variety called
nigro-rubra, whose sepals are deep mauve and the
petals and lip purple.

The species is a native of Guatemala and
has been in cultivation exactly fifty years. It
should be grown in pots, one third to one-half
of whose depth should ba occupied by drainage.
The compost I have found most suitable consists
of good fibrous peat, chopped Sphagnum, and a
sprinkling of silver sand. I consider it best to
elevate the base of the p=eudobulbs somewhat

which, however, are quite devoid of tie Honey-

suckle perfume exhaled by Canna liliflora. It has,

however, the great merit of being .almost
i
erpetual

blooming, the plant figured never haviig been

without llowers since the autumn of last yt:ir, and

affording most useful sprays for cutting even

through the entire winter. Another ap|aieutly

fine set of new seedling Cannas with very largo

flowers, which are not. however, hybrids, Ijut f< rms

of C. indica, will bo sent out next May by Mefsrs.

Yilraorin, having been raised by them at tl eir

southern garden at Empel, near Antibts. Tin so

are described and illustrated by a good wcodcut in

the number of the llciuic Jlortinilo for Novcmter
15 of this year.—W. K. Gumblkton.

Cattleya labiata.—This is truly a majestic spe-

cies when a good variety is found. I hear a pure

white form has flowered from amongst Mr. Sander's

importjition, but I have not heard who is fortunate

enough to possess this gem.—W. II. G.

Oneidium Bogersi.—This, the true plant, I the

other day saw in bloom. I am very glad to see this

plant again, its tlowors being so massive and of such a

rich colour. Noue of the plants that I have seen

about under this name have deserved it.—W. H. G.

Lselia autumnalis alba.—This is a gem, the

flowers being pure white, saving the tinge of yellow ou

the disc of the lip, and which to my mind gives life to

the flower. 1 always think there is a great want of

life in a pure white Orchid flower, and yellow is the

best colour to relieve it.—W. H. G.

Oneidlnm cheiroplioruin.—This, a very beau-

tiful sweot-smelliDg Orchid, blooms at a time of the

year when flowers are scarce. I noted a tine lot of it

in one of Mr. Bull's houses at Chelsea; these will be

welcome for cutting about Christmas. It thrives best

when grown quite cool.—W. H. G.

Odontoglossum mirandum (C. Croucher).—

Tliis is the nam." of the flower you send.
^
Reicheu-

bach named it specifically, but others think it to be a

variety of t). Liudleyanum. It is certainly much more

robust in gi-owth, and it also has larger flowers, which

are also much brighter in colour.—W. H. G.

Oneidium Phalaenopsis.- Some extra fine

forms of this beautiful plant recently flowering at St.

Albans recalled to my mind the fact that there is in

many gardens a plant passing by this name, which is

not true. The plants now flowering at St. Albans

are true, and no more beautiful Orchid exists.

—

W. H. G.

Calanthe Sanderiana.—This plant bids fair to

be a great acquisition to the evergreen members of

this genus. I saw it in bloom during the present

month at St. Albans, but whether this is its normal

time of flowering I cannot fay. The plant has no-

thing to render it distinct from C. masuca in its

grow^th, but the flowers are larger and richer in colour,

and the large lip is deep purple and very long spurred.

—\V. H. G.

Cattleya amethystoglosfa.—I recently ob-

served an extraordinary variety of this in bloom. The

flowers were of good size, the sepals and petals nearly

equ-il creamy yellow, spotted and dotted with rich

amethyst -purple ; the three-lobed lip has the incurved

side loLcs creamy yellow, the tips deep amethyst-

purple, and the middle lobe wholly of an intense deep

rich purple. I have seen many forn;s of this fine Cat-

tleya, but never such a fine one as this.—W. H. G.

A new hybrid Canna.—In the current num-

ber of the Paris Jtenic Jlurticoh' is figured the first

of a new race of hybrid Cannas under the name of

Mme. Joanni Sallier. It, has been raised by M. C.

Maron at St. Germain-les-Corbeil, and is the result

of a cross effected, after many futile efforts, be-

tween the pure white-flowered, exceedingly tall-

c'rowing and almost evergreen species. C. liliflora

and some of the fine hybrids of M. E. Crozy, of

Lyons. The new hybrid possesses the tall stature

of its mother, but has flowers of a deep vinous red

Kitchen Garden.

GOOD-FLAVOURED POTATOES.

I WAS very much interested in the article by
" A. D." on gooJ-Havoured Potatoes, as pro-

bably of all crops grown in the kitchen gaidcn

there are more complaints as to the flavour or

quality of the Potatoes sent to table than of

any other. I wonder how many of the varieties

that have been raised during the past twenty

years are still in commerce. It was on my re-

marking on this very question some time since

in the pages of The Garden that led to the

observation by "A. D." that there were more

in commerce than many people were aware of.

Many of them certainly may bo in evidence

somewhere or another, but as far as being cul-

tivated generally, they are a dead letter. Dis-

ease, no doubt, is answerable for this. A variety,

let the quality be what it may, is of little or no

use for cultivation if 00 per cent, of the crop in

ordinary seasons goes oft' by disease. Whatever

may be the reason, it is certainly a fact that the

higher the quality of a variety the more suscep-

tible it appears to be to attacks of disease. This

is certainly to be deplored, for our hybridists

have worked unceasingly to give us both high

quality and disease-resisting in one. On good

Potato soils the quality of what I may term

field Potatoes comes very good, but these .are

more the exception than the rule. It is quite

evident, again, that high garden culture has

done much to exterminate these, our best qua-

lity Potatoes, by predisposing them to disease.

It used to be the same with Tomatoes, people

being of the opinion that the soil could not be

made too rich, so as to cause a strong growth.

A hardier and more woody growth is what is

needed, and this may be secured by a judicious

use of kainit and superphosphate of lime, ele-

ments which go largely into the composition of

the tuberandwhich tend more to improve quality

than to add mere size. Large tubers do not find

favour on the dining-table, for even if the

quality should be very good. Potatoes cut into

parts have not a nice appearance, and for this

alone are found fault with. When the tubers

are of a large size, or too large for the

dining-table, it is supposed that this can

soon be remedied by paring them down to

the right size, but this, irrespective of its

being wasteful, takes away the flavour. The

early varieties we can save from disease by early

digging, but what are termed second earlies

ha\°e to remain longer, with the result that they

are very liable to be attacked by disease. The

best season we have had for quality in this

class of Potato—at least, of late years—was in

1887 ; the disease kept off, and although they

had a longer growing time, the tubers, on

account of the dry season, did not grow too

larce. Close planting, again, also has much to

:' answer for as regards the quality of the tubers

as well as predisposing them to diseasx-.
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True it is that disease has cleared off many of

our best quality Potatoes, and if the applica-

tion of Bouillie Bordelaise will not save these

I am of the same opinion as "A. D. ,'' that it

will be of little value. Enormous crops of late

Potatoes, of which I will take Magnum Bonum
as a type, and free from disease, have been
dug throughout Worcestershire this season, and
without the application of any preventives. It

is quite evident that the want of sunshine, an
element that has been terribly lacking of late

years, is the cause of the want of flavour in our
late or main -crop Potatoes, which above all

others require this more than the earlies or

second earlies, consequent upon their coarser

growth. Take this season, for instance ; ex-

C3ptingthe short spell of tropical weather which
we experienced in the middle of June, there has
been very little since. This brought on the
first earlies apace, and if anything they grew
too large—at least, for a gentleman's table,

where uniformity of size is a consideration. To
counteract this want of sunshine, wider planting
must be more adopted than it generally is, and
what I may term solid manure not so freely

applied, depending more on the phosphatic and
potash elements contained in those kinds I

have previously mentioned. On good Potato
soils situated on rising ground, and conse-

quently open to what sunshine we have, and
also a free circulation of .air, there is little to

find fault with in the quality of the main-crop
Potatoes, and people situated on such are not
aware of the difficulties those not so favourably
situated have to surmount. On clay soils in a sea-

son like the one we have passed through, late

Potatoes are very close and waxy in texture.

It is also my impression that bad storage
has much to answer for in the bad quality of
main-crop Potatoes, and if they should h.ave

happened to have been grown under not very
favourable circumstances, they will most
decidedly not be improved thereby. Over-
heating, or what is termed sweating, spoils the
quality of far more Potatoes after they have
been dug than many people are aware of.

Very often they are left in the ground much
longer than there is any need for, and then
upon the approach of bad weather they are
taken up in a hurry and stored perhaps with
wet soil adhering to them. This also again is

aagravated liy being stored in large heaps,
which are again covered with some close-

textured material. In the course of a few
days, it anyone was to jJace his hand into such
a heap, he would be surprised at its high
temperature, and also the reeking moisture
conserved in the mass. This is no imaginary
occurrence, but is more common than many
people are aware of—more so, in fact, in private
gardens than with the larger growers. In my
district where Potatoes are very largely grown
for market, the tubers as they are taken
up are stored, or rather placed in small heaps
at intervals over the field, when as they become
dry they are stored in the large " tumps " or
clamps. In private gardens, the Potatoes as
they are lifted are often placed in one large
heap in a shed and further covered, with the
result, as afore stated, that they become over-
heated ; consequently when cooked they are
waxy or soapy in texture. Why market Pota-
toes, or those which are bought in towns, are
often of indifferent quality is very often through
becoming over-heated in their going from the
grower to the market—at least when the carriage
is by water—as by being packed closely together
in the hold of the vessel over-heating takes
place. For storage of late Potatoes the sur-
r.rndingi mu-t b^ cool and dry, and as the
tu'jjrs are taken up, lay them in a layer of not

more than 18 inches in thickness. If the
structure admitted light, the tubers would
obviously require covering to prevent them
becoming green, but let the material used be
light and open. A thin layer of clean straw or
mats is as good as anything, to be uncovered
at night-time for a few days, so as to assist in

di.ssipating any moisture. In the course of a

fortnight the whole mass should be turned over,

when the tubers will speedily become dry, and
may then be stored in a closer compass.

A. Y, A.

Stachys tuberifera.—The other day I saw
a capital sample of tubers of this grown on the
Bagshot sand, and a couple of gardeners In that
district testified warmly to its excellence when pro-

perly cooked, either boiled or fried. It is to be
hoped that in time we may secure some larger and
more evenly tubered forms, as those of the present
strain are so odd shaped and irregular. Jerusalem
Artichokes have made so little advance since they
have been in cultivation, that not much hope is held
out as to any improvement on the Chinese variety.

—A. D.

rorcing Rhubarb.—A market gardener who
has a moderate sized span-roofed house in which
he grows in the winter some ordinary beddng
plants, and maintains a temperature of from
40° to 45° in severe weather, has in the centre a
broad, raised stage, beneath which he forces, if

the term may be so applied, a quantity of Rhu-
barb roots every winter. The present lot -the first

got in—is just pushing the leaves. When these
have 1: een done with they wid be got out and an-
other lot of roots placed in, and very likely a
lliird lot will follow. A good many large roots are

in that way utilised. When the roots are got out
they are placed close together beneath trees, some
soil is shaken in about them, and a little litter is

also thrown over for protection. Later these are
divided and replanted for stock, as also are the
other successional roots so treated. The grower
thinks that, treated in that way, his Rhubarb roots

give three times the return they otherwise would.
—A.
Seakale culture.— In his maiket garden notes,

Mr. Groom says at page 501, "The plan of forcing
Seakale roots in the open ground in market gardens
is now almost obsolete." That ij very true, an 1 I

hope it is so also in private gardens. There are few
garden vegetables the ordinary form of culture of
which has so much changed during thepasttwenty
ye:irs as that of Seakale. Formerly clumps of three
roots were planted in rows in some corner of the
garden, then in the early spring they were covered
up with Seakale pots, boxes, ashes, indeed with
all sorts of things, and finally with a thick coat-
ing of leaves and manure. It was hardly forcing,

as the covering soon lost its heat, and of course it

was not easy to induce very early growth. Now
in every good garden we see several rods of good
soil carrying in the summer a fine lot of Sea-
kale from cuttings, all to be lifted in due course,
and be forced as needed under simple conditions.
No good gardener could afford to dispense with
Seakale, and if, as very many have to do, he has to
purchase forcing roots, it is better to do that tlian to
be without any. All soils will not carry good Sea
kale, but still it is not always the largest roots that
carry the finest blanched heads. Mr. W. Poupart,
of Twickenham, mentioned last spring that in his
expsrience—and he forces annually the produce
of some 16 acres of land—the medium-sized hard
roots produced better, heavier heads than did very
large, gross, but softer stems.—A. D.

Tomatoss.—When I called upon a grower of
Tomatoes under glass the other day I found many
plants in pots still carrying late fruits that were
gradually ripening. He said, " We have a very
heavy crop of fruit from pot plants. The soil is

not at all rich, not much else but plain loam, but
we manure from the surface, and the crop seems
to bo .all the more abundant." 'J'hat is no doubt
whatever good pr.aotice, and what I then saw con-
vinced me that if plants were specially raided at

midsummer, grown on in pots under glass, and
kept in 10-inch pots to fruit, it should be veiy easy
to get a good lot of fruit set on them by the end
of October, and that these in gentle heat would
ripen well up to the end of January at least. It is

possible that by fertilising later flowers fruit would
result all through the winter. The large-fruited
sorts are ill-suited for winter work, but the smaller
fruiters of the Conference type will do so well if

the plants have begun to crop fairly before the
winter sets in. The plants seem to do best in
rather low span houses where a free circulation of
air right through can easily be given. For a suc-
cession, plants from cuttings put in during October
may be brought along and would be ready to take
the place of the old ones in March. Of course, it

is not at all easy to secure good Tomatoes in win-
ter, but the practice of putting them into rich soil

and feeding highly militates against cropping.
How well Tomatoes will crop, Mr. Hudson's plants
on a thin bed of ashes at Gunnersbury House last

summer showed. The best manures are found in

kainit, superphosphate, potash, or any that spe-
cially have the elements of fruit composition.
Coarse, strong manures are too productive of leaf-

age and also of somewhat flavourless fruits.

—

A. D.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 888.

THE JUNEBERRIES.
(with a coloured plate of amelanchiee

canadex.sis.*)

In April and May, when the different species

of Amelanchier are in flower, the garden con-

tains no more beautiful shrubs or trees. They
are perfectly hardy and thrive well under very
varied conditions as regards soil. Formerly all

the North American species were included

under A. canadensis, but now the plant from
the Western States is looked upon as a distinct

species, and is mentioned below under the name
of A. alnifolia ; a dwarf-growing one from the

eastern side of the continent is also accorded

specific rank. The Japanese Amelanchier is

regarded as a variety of A. canadensis, a col-

oured plate of which species accompanies these

notes. In nurseries A. canadensis is frequently

grafted, various stocks being used ; amongst
others the Hawthorn. It, however, does in-

finitely better on its own roots, and as it is a

quick grower and is readily raised from seeds or

layers, there is no necessity or even excuse for

grafting. That some of the Juneberries are

capable of being utilised for the sake of their

fruit is evident from the following extract from
seventh report of the Montreal Horticultural

Society, 1881 : "Professor John Macouu, of

Belleville, says that it is collected in immense
quantities on the Upper Peace River, and forms

quite an article of food and trade." He further

adds that " when he was at Dunvegan, the

Indian half-breeds were camped out collecting

the lierries, then in their prime (Aug. 0). It

is pressed by Indian women into square cakes,

and used (dried) by the Hudson Bay Company
in pemmican. Professor Budd, on the college

farm at Ames, Iowa, has been gathering a col-

lection of these J uneberries from China, from

Germany and from the Rocky Mountains, and
has varieties that bear fruit nearly as large as

Cherries and of good quality. This is a tree of

easy propagation. It grafts readily on Apple

roots. It is of higli northern habitat. Like

the high bush Cranberry, it is found north of

Manitoba in the regions of perpetually frozen

ground."

» Drawn for The Garden by Chamijiou Junes nt

GravL-tyo Manor, Sussex, Juue 11, lti!>2. Lithographed

and priuteJ by GuiUiiume Severeyns.
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111 ,1 recant volume of G(tr'h"i and Forest the

following remarks occur, and as they have a dis-

tinct beariui,' on the ([uestioii of the value of

the Juiieberry as an edible fruit, it seems worth

while to reproduce them. At one of the exhi-

bitions of the Massachusetts Horticultural So-

ciety, "Mr. B. W. Smith, of l'aml)riil,i;e, showed

a l)as]<et of the large fruit of a dw.arf Shadbush

(Amvlauchier canadensis oblongifolia), to the

cultivation of which he has for several years

devoted careful attention. This, on the whole,

is the most promising of all our wild fruits,

with the exception, of course, of that of some

species of Vacclnium and Gaylussacia, and only

requires time to develoj) it into a fir.st-class table

berry, although it must not bo called a berry,

being really a little Apple, or something very

much like it."

A. CANADENSIS.—The plant here figured not un-

frequently attains in this country a height of 30

feet or even 40 feet, with a stem from 6 inches to

8 inches or more in diameter. It has globose,

crimson or purplish re3 fruit, smiller than that of

the Western Jiineberry, and has hard, heavy, very

strong wood. In autumn the aec.aying leaves are

very attractive, sometimes assuming a rich red

colour. Amongst its other English names are

Shadbush, Service, Indian Pear, Sugar Plum, and
Snowy Mespihfs. Some of the Latin names con-

nected with this species in gardening books, nur-

serymen's lists, &c., are Amelanchier Botrjapium,
A. lanca^folia, Aronia Botrjapium, Mespilus cana-

densis, M. nivea, and Pynis Bitryapium. It is a

native of the eastern side of North America.

A. ACNIPOLIA differs from A. canadensis in its

much Larger fruits, in its shorter, denser racemes,

its more erect spreading habit, and in its dark

green broadly oval blunt leaves, the edges of

which are usually quite entire for more than half

their length and coarsely toothed near the tip.

No doubt the Juncberries, mentioned in the Mon-
treal report, which yielded such excellent fruit, be-

long to this species. The late Dr. Sereno Watson
thus wrote of A. alnifolia some years ago in

(iarden and Forest, vol. i.,'^. 1S5, where an excel-

lent figure of this species is given :
" Doubtless

hundreds have seen and admired the bloom of our
Eastern Shadbush among the bursting foliage of

the spring woods to one who has seen and tasted

its fruit. For some unexplained reason the ilowers

of this species, at least in certain sections of the
country, are rarely fertile, and in my boyhood the
Juneberry, as the fruit of the Shadbush was called,

was like a myth to me until a young tree well laden
with ripe berries was brought home by a neighbour
as .a curiosity. The peculiar flavour of the fruit

as then experienced lingers yet in memory. With
the western representative of the genus the case is

different. It fruits abundantly, and in the region
from the Rocky Mountains westward, where the
supply of berries and fruits is limited to a few
Raspberries, Buffalo Berries, Haws, scarcely edible

Currants, and the wild Cherry (of all of which the
last is really the only one deserving mention), the
abundance and excellence of this fruit go far in

its season to make up the deficiency." This shrub
grows only about G feet or S feet high, and is found
in the mountains from British America to Cali-

fornia, Utah, and Colorado, and from the Pacific to

the Rocky Mountains, Minnesota, and Lake Winni-
peg. The following are some of the names under
which this species is met with in gardens : A. cana-
densis piimila, A. florida, A. Ilorid.a parvifolia, A.
ovalis semi-integrifolia, Aronia alnifolia, &c.

A. OLIGOCARPA.—The only figure of this beau-
tiful little bush is the one in Garden, and Fore.it,

vol. ii. (188S), p. 245. Unlike A. canadensis, which
is usually found in dry woods, the species now
under consideration is an inhabitant of cold
swamps and mountain bogs, and, according to Dr.

Sereno Watson, is found only northward from
Labrador and Rupert's Land to Newfoundland,
New Brunswick, Northern New England and New
York, anil the shores of Lake Superior. It is a
low shrub, rarely more than 2 feet to 4 feet high,

and tlic smoolli and uio-tly oblong leaves are acute

at e.ach end and usually very finely serrulate. The

long-st.ilked flowers are solitary or in pairs, or

r.-irely three or four in a raceme. The largo sweet

fruit is dark blue-purple in colour, covered with a

heavy bloom, and is often twice as long as broad.

A. oligocarpa is in cultivation at Kew, where it

was received some two or three years ago from

Professor C. S. Sargent, of the Arnold Arboretum.

A. vCL(!A!tis, the only European species of the

genus, is a low tree with soft edible black fruit.

It attains a height of l.j feet or 20 feet, and is a

very desir.ablo acquisition to any garden on ac-

count of the profusion with whicli its white Howers

are pro luced. According to Loudon, it was intro-

duced into this country in IT)'.)!), but it is not

nearly so frequently grown as it deserves to be. It

is mentioned in some books and catalogues under

the names of Amelanchier rotundifolin, Aronia

Amelanchier, &c.

The variety cretica, from Crete, Dalmatia, &c.,

has the under surface of the leaves clothed wiih

white felted hairs. G. Nicholson.

The Week's Work.

FRUIT HOUSES.

Pruning Vines.—It is a mistake to delay pruning

the Vines generally much after the present time.

The sooner all are got in readiness for starting

afresh the less likelihood of the cleaning being

done hurriedly and imperfectly, and it is also of

importance that a thorough rest be given to the

Vines during the interval between pruning and
restarting. To all appearance the wood has ripened

well, and although the foliage remained fresh

longer than usual, this in reality being an advan-

tage rather than otherwise, it has come aw^y
cleanly and well. The pruning ought to be varied

somewhat, or in accordance wiih the known pecu-

liarities of the varieties operated upon, and also

with regard to either large or medium-sized

bunches being preferred. What is known as the

short-spur system is most generally adopted. In

this case so many rods—not necessarily all single

Vines—are trained up the roof, the bunches being

obtained from the laterals produced on both sides

of these. If these laterals are not annually cut

rather hard back, long unsightly spurs are formed

in the course of a few years, and which are also

objectionable on account of the great check to the

requisite free flow of sap which they must offer.

It is possible, however, to err in the other direc-

tion, viz., excessive neatness. If the Black Ham-
burgh, Mairesfleld Court, Foster's Seedling, Mus-

cat of Alexandria, Lady Downe's, and any other

naturally very free-bearing variety have their

laterals cut back to the first joint or bud, they will

usually produce sufficient bunches the following

season and the spurs will lengthen very slowly. It

sometimes happens, however, in the case of forced

Vines that the bunches on the first break run to

tendrils, and very often the embryo bunches on

the first break on the Muscat of Alexandria turn

brown and f.ul to grow, and there is then a likeli-

hood of a short crop, unless the laterals h.ad been

shortened to the second bud instead of the first.

Witli a view, therefore, to being more certain of a

good crop of medium-sized to large bunches avoid

very close pruning, and if in the course of time the

spurs get too long, lay in fresh rods and cut out

the old one?. New rods are also desirable in .all

cases where the old ones have been badly injured

owing to over much zeal in the matter of scraping

and dressing. If Gros Maroc, Buckland Sweet-

water, Gjlden Champion, Duke of Buccleuch, Gros

Guillaume, and any other somewhat rank-growing

shy-bearing varieties are hard pruned, few or no

bunches may result. These consequently should

either have their laterals shortened back to the

first plump bud, whether this be the third or

fourth from the rod. Spurs may be kept within

bounds by laying in two laterals at every fruiting

spur, every sea.son sliortening the old spur with

outside lateral alt.ached hark to that nearest the

rod at pruning time. The long-rod system answers

well in the case of the varieties last named, and

also with Gros (.'uhnan and Alicante, though

neither of the latter can rightly be said to be shy-

bearing. This method con-ists of laying in fresh

young canes every season to take the place of

I hose bearing bunches at the fame time, and

which are cut clean out at the winter pruning.

PRUNiNt! YOUNG Vi SES.- Inexperienced Grape

growers make the greatest mistakes in their treat-

ment of young Vines. They expect too much from

them, and in the end pay the penalty for not giv-

ing Ihem fair play. If Vines are to remain in a

profitable state for many years in succession, they

must not be overworked at the outset. Moderately

hard pruning, in addition to obviating the tempta-

tion to overcrop, also tends to strengthen the Vines

in other ways, as it causes a stronger break and

thickens the stems. Any that were planted last

season, grew stroni^ly, and were duly stopped when
from () feet to 9 feet in length need not be very

hard pruned. Any canes measuring about 2 inches

round at the thickest part may safely be left to a

length of 9 feet or thereabouts, those from old

rods recently cut back sometimes being left an-

other 2 feet or 3 feet longer. Strong canes mea-

suring U inches round near the lower part of cur-

rent yeaVs growth may be left 6 feet long, and,

what is perhaps nearer the average, a circumfer-

ence of IJ inches at the thickest part necessitates

leaving a length of about 4 feet. Any canes

smaller than these should be more severely shor-

tened accordingly. If it is desirable to cover a

roof or furnish several rafters with rods from one

Vine, prune the first season's growth of the latter

back to the lowest wire across the roof, and next

summer lay in two canes opposite along the lower

wire. If these grow extra strong, shorten both at the

next winter pruning to a length of (1 feet or there-

abouts, and the following season lay in four canes

4 feet, or, better still, 4.V feet apart, these to he

eventually stopped and pruned on the lines haid

down at the commencement of this paragraph.

Other Vines that are to be taken straight up the

roof should have their laterals on the older wood

cut back as advised in the case of older rods,

those on the reserved portion of the young canes

being cut clean out. If there is any likelihood of

the wounds on the Vines generally (and young ones

in particular) bleeding badly, this can be prevented

by a timely application of styptic or pamter's

knotting.

Clbanixg Vines.—a thorough cleaning given

now may be the means of saving much future

trouble. Insect pest's instinct warns many to hide

away in various nooks and crevices before the

leaves have fallen, and there are also eggs of others

and germs of disease to destroy if possible. The

old, but very bad practice of completely denuding

the rods of all outer bark ought not to be followed.

Better run risks from insect pests than rob the

Vine rods of their natural covering and protection,

the decadence of very many A'ines dating from the

time such rough, senseless methods commenced.

Be content to remove the loosest of the bark more

especially round the spurs, and take more pains in

scrubbing with hot water than formerly. The

water should be heated and kept to about 130 ,

enough soft soap being added to make it lather

freely. Give a thorough scrubbing and then dress

the rods with Gishurst^cnmpound dissolved at the

rate of 14 ozs. to the gallon of hot water, enough

dissolved clay freed from grit being added to give

it the consistency of moilcrately thick paint. ^\ ell

brush this mixture into all the crevices and bark

generally, and not many insects or many mildew

germs will survive this treatment. The glass and

woodwork of the house should have a thorough

cleaning, the walls being dressed wiih hot lime

water and the floors or borders also given a good

surface cleaning.

Mealy dug on Vines.-Oncemealybuggetswell

established on Vines it is very diflicult to extermi-

nate it. Of the need for making a determined at-

tempt to get rid of this nasty pest there can be no

twoopinions. Theysecrete thcmselvesvery closely in

the rods during the winter, lint (here U no neces-

sity for or wi.-doui in ripi^ing olT the lurk in ordi'r

to come to cbhcr quarters willi the bu^'. Only
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lightly clear off loose bark, and then give one or
even two good scrubbings vpith water heated to

130°, with enough soft soap added to make it even
more searching. What few bug escape this treat-

ment will perhaps be exterminated by means of a
dressing composed of half a gallon of clayey water,
into which is well stirred about half a pint of gas
tar. The mi.xture should not be heated, but ought
to be well brushed into the rods, so as to effectually
close all crevices. Daring the summer keep a close
look out for what few bugs may have escaped.

Practical.

ORCHIDS.
We may safely assume that one of the principal
difficulties we have to contend with in our Orchid
houses during winter is the chingeableness of

our climate. We are ankle deep in mud one day,
the next the ground is frozen quite hard, and the
changes withal come so suddenly, that there is no
time to prepare for them. We have had very cold
winds lately, and the frosts have been rather
intense, necessitating a considerable amount of
attention on the part of the cultivator in order
that the temperatures may not fluctuate too
much. It is when the atmosphere has that un-
pleasant feeling of over-dryness that the danger
exists of injury to Cattleyas, Vandas, &c., causing
the leaves to become ye'low, and the older leaves
to go to that point of yellowness from which there
is no recovery, and they have to be cut off. Of
course the temperatures must be kept up to nearly
their average, or it is possible tbat some injury
may be caused by an over-low temperature. There
ought to be an ample supply of hot-water pipes in
every Orchid house to avoid the veiy serious evil

of over heating them night afttr night in cold
winter weather, in order that the necessary tempera-
ture may be kept up. I have noticed that within
the last few days certain parasites have attacked
the plants, doubtless owing to their being in an
unduly heated atmosphere and the want of venti-
lation. We do what we can to give the Orchids
the right atmospherical conditions, but are not
always successful. We are carefully looking over
all the plants, washing the leaves as well as the
glass roof. Cleanliness is indispensable, especially
in winter ; the plants need all the light they can
get, and are only kept in a healthy condition by
being made quite clean. I hear the cold has set
in with undue severity in the northern districts, so
that the above remarks may be even more useful
for the growers in the north than for those more
favourably situated. Each one will have to act to
a considerable extent according to circumstances
over which he may have no control. The cool
house Orchids are probably more impatient of heat
than those in the other two divisions, and an
average minimum cf 4.j° will be the best for the
winter season, but in cold weather the mnximum
will not rise much above 50°. Of course a lower
temperature may be expected, and no harm
will be caused to any of the occupants of the
house, for those requiring a higher temperature
will have been placed in the Cattleya house.
Many of the occupants of the cool house are
in the midseason of their growth ; some have just
started to grow, others have nearly completed the
development of their pseudo-bulbs, and many are
in flower. Of course, if Odontoglossums of one
species, such as 0. crispum, made their growths at
one season and rested at another, it would not be
difficult to manage them, but they do not vege-
tate in this way ; they start to grow in any month
of the year, and even in a small collection varie-
ties of Odontoglossum crispum may be had in
flower all the year round. Some species of Odonto-
glossum, such as the distinct violet-purple 0. Ed-
wardi, make their growth together, and all of
them that will flower may be expected to do so
in the spring. Our plants were all surface-dressed
or repotted about two months ago with fresh
Sphagnum, good fibrous peat, a due admixture of
bits of charcoal and potsherds. At the same time
the leaves were sponged over, the Sphagnum is

growing nicely, and we will keep it in a growing
state through the winter. For two or three sea-

sons in winter the compost was kept rather dry
and the Sphagnum did not thrive, but I found it

was rather a mistake, for the unhealthy condition
of the Sphagnum was usually followed by a similar
state of sickness in the Orchids. We have learned a
good deal by experience of the nature of these Or-
chids. Their natural conditions of climate do not
give them a season of rest such as Dendrobiums
and other Indian Orchids need, and it is necessary
that they have considerable moisture at the roots
and growing Sphagnum in winter as well as in
summer, and this must be combined with a
moderately moist atmosphere. An over-moist atmo-
sphere in the cool house at this season is not best
for the plants, and it is disastrous to the open
flowers, causing the petals to become besprinkled
with decay spots, which are small at first, but
gradually increase in size until the flowers are un-
sightly beyond endurance. That the flowers can
be kept in good condition on the plants for eight
or ten weeks and the plants themselves in good
health under the same cultural conditions we have
proved again and again in our collection here, and
so have others all over the country.
We have been busy for the last three weeks con-

stantly in the Cattleya house washing and cleaning
the plants. Few collections are quite free from a
white scale which establishes itself first on the
pseudo-bulbs at the point where the skin covering
ceases ; after a time it spreads to the leaves, and
wherever a small scnle establishes itself there also
will be a'yellow spot. In time the whole collection
wordd be destroyed if this scale were not removed.
We manage it simply with .soft soapy water, and
now that time can be spared, every plant should be
gone over and the leaves and bulbs made scrupu-
lously clean. The Cymbidiums are also attacked
by another species of scale, which is even more
easily cleaned off when time can be spared, but a
plant with about a hundred leaves crowded to-
gether is not so easily managed as the Cattleyas
are. By keeping a minimum temperature of about
.55° the occupnnts of this house are kept generally
in a healthy condition, and the flowers remain long
in good condition. The best display now is made
with the Calanthes, the most useful of them being
C. A'eitchi ; its long graceful spikes intermixed
with other white and coloured varieties form an
excellent group. Up till now we have had a suc-
cession of bloom of the autumn flowering Cattleya
labiata. In the warmest house the temperature
seldom exceeds 60° as a minimum.

J. Douglas.

PLANT HOUSES.
SuccessionAl flowers.—Now that the Chrysan-
themum season, save in the case of a few specially
late varieties, is drawing to a close once more, it is

necessary to look well after the different kinds of
flowers as successions thereto. Whilst there is

such a wealth of Chrysanthemums it is not in the
majority of cases essential to have much of any-
thing else, all the mere so where the room for
bringing on flowers at this season is of a limited
extent. In any case there should now be Roman
Hyacinths and the earliest Narcissi either in

flower or advancing. These do not when potted
early really need any actual forcing. In our own
case the Roman Hyacinths actually have to be kept
as cool as possible to retard them from coming on
too fast, being now showing colour in a cold frame.
Those who may have them thus might with advan-
tage place them in a gentle heat, in a few days the
spikes will then be fully developed. Not requiring
them as plants in bloom but merely for cutting
purposes, the bulbs are placed en wasse in Celery
boxes, thus saving the labour necessitated in
removals, &c. They thrive very well indeed under
this method of culture, whilst by bringing a box
into a temperature of about G0° every few days a
regular succession of flower is maintained. In a
moist-growing atmosphere the spikes draw up of a
good useful length for cutting ; of course if it were
the plants themselves which were needed we should
guard against this by more air so as to keep them
dwarf and stocky.
The Roman and Paper-white Narcissi (the latter

best represented by Early Snowllake) will not bear

too much forcing
; grown thus the foliage is too

much elongated. More air will prevent this. The
early Tulips, of which the various colours of the
Due van Thols are the best to force as yet, should
also be brought on steadily. These when placed
in too much warmth, so as to hurry them, lose sub-
stance and fade all the sooner. The earliest of

the ordinary Hyacinths where potted in good time
will now be fit for forcing ; it is useless, however,
to anticipate fine spikes if not potted up early.

This all-important fact of early potting must not
be lost sight of in any case where forcing is car-

ried on. The best Hyacinths still for early use are
Grand Vedette and Princess Beatrice, single

whites ; L'Ami du Cceur and Homerus, single

whites ; William I. and Grand Vedette, single

blues. These for the present where they are being
grown (or either of them) will be found reliable

It is useless to select Hyacinths promiscuously
from a bulb catalogue for early flowering ; those
known to be the earliest kinds should be chosen.
As a kind of intermediate character between the
Roman Hyacinth and the ordinary varieties, there

are the early straw-coloured French Hyacinths.
These lam giving a trial this season for the first time.

The Christmas Roses are now in bloom outside ;

if so be there is a" scarcity of flower anticipated
during the next few weeks, I would not hesitate to

lift them as long as they are not frozen at the
time. A temperature of 40° or thereabouts will

bring them on splendidly. Lily of the Valley
(selected single crowns) may now be put into heat
at regular intervals with every prospect of success.

They may, of course, I am fully aware, have been
started a month ago, but these are specially early

instances. What has most to be guarded against

is exposure before potting. As these early crowns
arrive to hand, which they usually do in bunches,
I would untie them, spread them out thinly until

potted in cocoa fibre, keeping them quite oool

meanwhile. A dozen or fifteen crowns potted up
into 4i-inch pots will make a good show when in

bloom. When forced they should be plunged in a
fair bottom- heat (about 80°) and be covered either

with cocoa fibre or Moss, so as to keep the crowns
moist. IE this be not done, the crowns will not

start into growth in a regular manner. Do not

allow them to suffer for want of water nor subject

them to full light until fairly above the soil. This

may be done by covering with paper during the

daytime for a few days. Those started now will

flower in from a month to five weeks, and in less

time a little later on.

It is hardly advisable to start forcing Spirfea

japonica just yet unless for special reasons ; in a
month's time the result will be far more satisfac-

tory. The earliest of the Daffodils, however-, where
potted correspondingly early may be brought on

steadily. A vinery or Peach house just starting,

for instance, will suit them very well. For the

earliest I would advise a covering of Moss or

cocoa fibre so as to encourage the spikes as well

as the foliage. If the latter gets too much in ad-

vance it will not be so well for the flowers. The
best for early use are the common double Daffodil,

the Tenby, Golden Spur, bicolor Horsfieldi and poeti-

cus ornatus. These even must not be expected to

give the best return if not thoroughly well rooted.

CiiUas will advance all the better if they are given

a little amount of warmth; the danger is, how-

ever, in letting them remain in an advancing tem-

perature too long. For a few weeks after the

starting of a Peach house they will find congenial

quarters, the same place being also a good one

for winter-flowering Carnations now coming into

flower ; in the case of these, however, an undue

amount of moisture must be guarded against. Of

these Winter Cheer and Miss Joliffe, which are

two of the very best, will now be in bloom or

nearly so from spring- struck cuttings where once

stopped early in the summer, those not stopped

flowering even earlier. It is not everyone who can

devote an entire house to their special needs, the

best place, therefore, must be sought out for

them. They would with Persian Cyclamens, dou-

ble Chinese Primulas, and the winter-flowering

zonal Pelargoniums find very congenial quarters,

a little warmth in either case being beneficial.
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In the cool greenhouse there should not be a
scarcity of (lower, even this being supplied by-

single Primulas (Chinese) and P. ohconica, by Ca-

nicllias and Coronillas, l>y winlcr-blooming Heaths
(as E. hyenialis and E. gracilis), and the earliest

of the Epacris, and by sundry other plants, Christ-

mas Koses, to wit (already alludcJ to).

Ti;MPKUATUiiE8, *oc.—In any house of flowering

plants at this season a light, buoyant atmosphere
should be aimed at. If it be considered quite a
cool house, scune lire-heat is necessary even when
the wenther is not frosty, applying it early in

the day more particularly, so as to afford better
means of ventilation. With frost, however, accord-
ing to its intensity, so must be the amount of fire-

heat applied. Do not on any account err on the
side of high night temperatures; this only means
an undue .amount of heat in the pipes with the at-

mosphere not so congenial as it should be. I would
rather see the greenhousa in the early morning at
1^5° than at -1.5°, taking the medium at 40° as a
standard to be aimed at. The same applies to the
warm greenhouse or intermediate house, where the
night temperature should now only range from
15° up to 50°. In the ordinary stove, 60° may be
accepted as the average night temperature in a
frost ;a few degrees less when severe is better than
a few degrees higher. What may be termed the
warm stove may range 5° higher, but not more,
and this only with caution, otherwise it means un-
due excitement with greater liability to insect
pests. From 5° upwards as a rise during the day
is sufficient in the coldest weaiher, whilst if it

were gloomy, windy, or foggy, I would prefer to
be content with less. Any undue amount of fire-

heat only means so much fuel burneil to waste, the
u?c thereof in si.^c weeks or two months' time giving
far better results. JAS. Hudson.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
At this season of the year drainirg, trenching
where it may be carried out, the turning out of old
rubbish heaps, and burning coarse refuse may be
attended to. Burned refuse, of which there can-
not be too much in any garden, is a most valuable
fertiliser as well as a capital preventive against
insect pests, especially those of a root-eating nature.
Instead of allowing all such coarse refuse to lie in
a heap to decay, and perhaps be an eyesore as
well, the quickest and best method is to burn it,

not only to get it into a smaller compass, but for
its valuable properties when so reduced. For heavy
soils its value especially cannot be too h'ghly re-
commended for pointing into the surface im-
mediately preceding cropping.

Draining.— If the soil is to prove productive it
must be in an elliciently drained state, so that
aeration may follow, as without this the crops can-
not thrive. A badly drained soil on account of its
coldness attracts frost, especially late spring frosts,
which often prove so destructive to the tender
crops in lowdying positions. As a guide to go by,
trial holes should be dug 2 feet or 3 feet deep, and
if water collects in these, it is quite evident that
draining is necessary. Draining need not be a
costly undertaking, that is, if there is an outlet for
the water as it collects in the drains. To gauge
the number of drains required, it is better to lay
outacertnn number first, say Hi feet or 20 feet
apart, and upon the completion of these, other test
holes should be dug intermediate between them,
and if the water stands in these instead of draining
away, it is evident that more are needed. The drains
should be cut straight, taking out the soil with
proper draining tools, commencing wide at the
lop, at least in comparison with the depth of the
dr.ains, tapering down to there being just room to
lay the tiles. This narrowing down is very im-
portant, as if the bottom should be wider than the
tiles, these latter roll about and cannot be pro-
perly fi.xed in their places. All cross drains should
run into a main drain, which should be lower than
the rest .and have an outlet to drain the water
right away. The drains are best left open until
the whole are formed, so as to note more clearly
the drawing off of the water. When all is ready,

a layer of ballast or small clinkers should be first

placed over the tile before filling in the soil.

Soii.-iuniNlNii.—The benefit of burned soil is

well known. Of course, this has reference to

clay land, which often needs some such addi-

tion. Hard-I)urned material is of little value ex-

cepting for baUast. Do not attempt large heaps,

as these are the more likely to become hard burned.

Small heaps are the best. To proceed with the

work first prepare a fire with small coal, and when
well alight this will act as a feeder to the tmaller

fires. A ring of clay should be formed about 3 feet

over, and within which place the fire, taken from

the larger fire prepared for the purpose. When
a body of fire h.as been formed draw some lumps of

clay around, sprinkling small coal amongst them,

and as these become alight add other clay and small

coal until the heap is formed. This may be about

3 feet in height, which is quite large enough for

garden purposes on a small scale. If so desired the

heaps may stretch out to several feet in length.

No chimney is needed, as this would defeat the

end in view, but if at any time it should burn

through at the sides this must be promptly put

right again. Directly the heap is sufficiently

burned, it must be opened out.

Cl.E.MtlNG OUT RUBBISIi HE.\PS.—When the

ground is frost and snow-bound this is good work.

Not that rubbish-heap material forms very good
manure, but it is useful for heavy land, opening it

up and adding humus, which this class of soil is so

deficient in. It should be well worked over, forking

out all the coarser refuse and burning it, returning

the ash to the bulk. Some freshly slaked lime may
also be added, not merely for hastening decompo-

sition, but for the destruction of the pupas and
Iarsa3 of insects. After adding the lime allow it

to remain for a week or two, afterwards again turn-

ing it well over. This material comes in very well

for dressing ground intended for Potatoes.

A. Young.

NOTES ON STRAWBERRIES.

In reply to the following questions concerning

Strawberries

—

1, Best kinds for flavour and hearinij in

your district

;

2, Best early and late kinds for open-air

crdtnre

;

3, Nciv or little-knotm sorts yoii, haoe found
worthy of cultivation

;

4, Mode of treatment to secure the best and
most regular crops

;

we have to thank correspondents in all jiarts

of the kingdom for replies.

The best early] and late kinds for open-air

culture are Noble, Auguste Nicaise, Elton Pine,

Latest of All. The best kinds for flavour and liear-

ing in this district are President, Sir J. Paxton,

Au"»ste Nicaise. John Ruskin, Competitor, and

Latest of All are also well worth growing. The

earliest and strongest runners are secured by layer-

ing in 3-inch cubes of turf sunk in the ground as

early in the season as possible. When sufficienlly

rooted these are transplanted to deeply- dug, un-

manured ground in rows 3 feet by 18 inches apart,

the ground being first well rolled or trodden firm.

The reason for this as well as for planting in un-

manured ground is to prevent too exuberant

growth and also to secure well-ripened crowns.

They are mulched heavily with fresh stable manure

early in the spring and receive three or four heavy

waterings with liquid manure during the period of

swelling the fruit. The surface soil is kept fre-

quently hoed. Each plantation is allowed to remain

three years.—T. Chai.lis, ]yilfoii, Salisburtj.

Strawberries with us have not been a really

good crop, though fairly good, as a whole. Laxton's

Noble is the best sort for early outdoor crops so

far as size and appearance go. La Grosse Sucrfie

is about as early and better in flavour, but not such

a good cropper. President, Vicomtesse Hericart

de Thurv, Keens' Seedling and Sir Joseph Paxlon

are the varieties we grow for main crops, with
Newton Seedling where a specially good kind is

reipiired as to colour for preserving purposes.

Latest of All promises to be a valuable late va-

riety when fully established. Auguste Nicaise,

which does so well with many gardeners, is not

really good %vith us. As is well known, soils and
atmospheric conditions have much to do with the

success or otherwise of Strawberries and other

fruits. Our soil is a stiflish loam about 2 feet 6

inches in depth, resting on magnesian limestone.

For our earliest Strawberries outdoors we rely on
runners planted the previous August. We lay them
in small pots same as for growing on for forcing.

When our early Potatoes or Peas are cleared off

from the south border, we give the land a dressing

of good manure and dig as deeply as we can one
spit deep. We then tread it firmly and mark it

out in rows 2 feet apart, planting the young plants

about a foot apart in the rows with a trowel. If

the weather is at all dry, a small ring of earth is

dr.awn round each pUnt, say, it inches across it.

This is to hold the water, wliich we take care to

periodically give. After planting, we are careful

to make the ground firm round each plant. IJeyond

keeping down weeds with the Dutch hoo, iiothiug

more is needed until November, when a slight

sprinkling of half-rotten litter is carefully spread

on the whole surface of the border. As soon as the

bloom trusses are well out of the foliage in the

spring, we give a surfacing of the cleanest stable

litter we can get. About the end ot June or early in

July we are usually rewarded with good crops ot

fine fruits, much more so than we can hope to get

from older plants. We usually leave the plants

for two seasons, not more, planting a piece

each year, according to our requirements. For

general crops, our mole of culture is practically

the same, only we plant these after second-early

Peas or Potatoes, and if the land has not been

double-dug within the previous twelve months, we
double-dig it, giving a heavy dressing of half-rottjn

manure, fully one-half of which is leaves of the

previous winter. For these crops we give greater

distances between both the rows and the plants in

the row, viz., 2 feet 3 inches in the former case and

15 inches to 18 inches in the latter, according as

the variety being planted is a more or less gross

grower. We are not so particular as to getting the

young plants in so early as in the case of those for

early crops, the object "being to get them well esta-

blished before frosts come. These plants give us

a few fruits the following summer and very heavy

crops the second year. They are not allowed to

bear more than two full crops. Sometimes if

short of young layered plants, we use the ones

saved over from the latest fruiters in pots the pre-

vious spring. By turning them out of the pots

when done fruiting, reducing the balls and packing

them closely together behind a north wall, with

some light soil firmly pressed to their roots, they

make capital plants for late summer or autumn
planting. Excellent crops of fruit can be produced

from them the following year, so far as quantity is

concerned ; but our experience gees to prove that,

taking an average of the three crops the plants

are allowed in both cases to produce, the young

plants take the lead. If it is an objection to the

latter occupying the land a twelvemonth for little

return, light crops of Lettuces and winter Onions

can be taken from the centres of space between

each row without injury to the Strawberry plants.

Our treatment of plants to produce the latest crop

is practically the same as for the general crop, save

that we always get as many as we can on borders

facing north. Frogmore Late Pine is a splendid

late Strawberry on some soils.—H. J. Cl.VYTON,

(Irimston, Tadcastcr.

Black Prince dees very well here. I

gatliered my first dish under a south wall on the

2!»th of May. The fruit is small, but it is of good

flavour. Noble does exceedingly well ; also Sir

Joseph Paxton, President and '\Vaterloo. James

Veitch I shall discard for want of flavour. Keens'

.Seedling dees well. Waterloo I consider one of

the best late varieties. I gatherel up to August

I). It is large, of good flavour, and travels well,

which is a great consideration. The only thing
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against it is its long fruit-stalks, which, when
heavily laden, are apt to get cripjiiled. I grow the
Strawberries on the three-year system, viz., a new
bed every jear and destroy the oldest.—E. SPAUKS,
Pijnes, L'xeter.

Vicomtesse Hericart de Thiiry is early, good
in flavour, and a heavy cropper. President is the
best-flavoured Strawberry we grow and a great
cropper. British Queen does well here and is line

in flavour. Sir Charles Napier is also a good
cropper. Waterloo is a large handsome fruit and
promises to be a valuable late variety, cropping
well. The plan which I find to answer well is to
make a fresh plantation annually on deeply-dug
ground, mulch in the spring, and fruit for three
seasons.—T. C. MooRHOUSE, Leysivunl Gardens,
Groombridqe, Tunbridije Wells.

The kinds most grown are old favourites

—

Sir Joseph Paxton, Keens' Seedling, Sir C. Napier,
and Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury. The last is

yet, I believe, the best for earliness and good fla-

vour. La Grosse Sucree will not do with us at
all outside, though a good one in pots. Noble I

find very early and a grand cropper, and, given
good weather, its quality is passable, though under
any treatment the flavour, I fear, cannot be con-
sidered first-rate. Latest of All is very useful for
prolonging the season. I regret we cannot grow
British Queen satisfactorily. I find the best way
of securing good crops of fruit is to make a fresh
plantation every year from runners layered in
pots. The first year we get a crop of Lettuce off
the bed and p'en'y of runners for pot work, &c.
The two following seasons the crops are very heavy,
after which the beds are destroyed.—J. SllAwi
ScejMlene, Dorkbuj.

The kinds for flavour and free bearing are
Vicomtesse Hi^iioart de Thury, President, and Dr.
Hogg. The Vicomtesse from yeailing plants pro-
duces comparatively large fruit, and is but little
beliind other kinis as regards earliness. Dr. Hogg
succeeds well, the flavour being most e.xquisite.
It is of the British Queen race, and may well be
grown where that sterling old kind fails. The best
early and late kinds, taking them in their order of
ripening, are Noble, Vicomtesse Hdriciit deThury,
Sir Joseph Paxton, President, James A^eitch, Dr!
Hogg, with Elton and Oxonian for very 'late!
Waterloo will not succeed with us ; neither will
Loxford Hall Seedling. Of the newer kinds grown
I have not found any which will supersede the
above. AVe make a plantation annually from run-
ners layered in small pots, planting these out in
August as early as we can. After the second year
they are destroyed. The only exception is Elton,
which fruits most freely the third year. The soil
being a heavy limestone marl, all that is needed
as regards preparation for this biennial system of
culture is deep digging and manuring with farm-
yard manure and a gool dressing of burned
refuse. The soil being brought to a pulverised
state, the plants are set out in rows 2 feet apart,
the weaker growers 6 inches less. Between every
fourth row I leave a space of 3 feet. The plants
are turned out carefully and planted firmly, adding
a spadeful of good soil about the roots, tliis giving
the plants a vigorous start. By attending to the
plants and keeping all runners closely picked off,
good plants will be had before winter sets in —a'
Young, Abherlcy Ball, Stourpoit.

The kinds that generally are the most pro-
lific here are Vicomtesse Hi^ricart de Thury, Sir
Jose|ih Paxton, Sir Charles Napier, and Keens'
Seedling. The best late varieties here are Lax-
ton's Latest of All and Alexandra, both being good
croppers, hardy, and of very fair flavour. I have
tried several of the newer kinds, but as yet I can-
not find one of them in advance of the well-known
older varieties. Taking into consideration hardi-
ness, flavour and cropping, our soil being very thin
and of a gravelly nature. Strawberry beds do not
stand long. I never keep them more than two
years. I find we get the best crops and the finest
fruit from young plants, so I make fresh planta-
tions every other year on heavily-manured and
deeply-trenched ground.—R, F. SawI'-ouu, Banes-
hurij Gardens, M'elirijn.

Orchard AND Fruit Garden.

CORDONS RUN WILD.
Cordon-trained Apple and Pear trees where
they are grown against walls of any kind are not
often seen neglected or run wild. Not a few of

them are undoubtedly pruned in a faulty man-
ner, long ugly spurs being the order of the day,
but there are numerous noteworthy exceptions
to this rule, and if the trees are properly
managed, no fault can be found with the system
of training. By no other method can a given
space lie so quickly and surely covered with
productive trees, while the produce is equally
superior. In very many instances where cor-

dons liave proved failures it has been owing to

planting trees worked on the wrong stocks.

Particularly is this the case with the low single
or two-branched horizontally-trained Apple and
Pear trees planted alongside garden walks. If

the former happen to be on the Crab stock and
the latter on the Pear stock, tliey are liable to

grow so strongly as to be kept within bounds
with difficulty, nothing short of frequently root-

pruning liriuging them to and keeping them in

a productive state. Those who were among the
first to advocate this system of training trees
fully realised the difficulties attending the prac-

tice of planting cordons on the natural stock,

and it was no fault of theirs that mistakes were
made either before or after the French metliods
of training trees found imitators in this country.
In some places where cordons were allowed to

run wild this was mainly due to a change of

gardeners, the new men either not caring for

the system of training or else neglecting to take
the ordinary precautions to check a gross habit
of growth. Seeing how dispo.sed the trees were
to form strong lateral growths, some of these
near the centre were allowed to extend, with
the result that the horizontal branches were of

little further value, all the strength of the tree

being drawn upwards.

Quite recently I received a visit from a gar-

dener employed in these gardens as a labourer
about twenty-five years ago, or thirteen years
before I took charge. One of Iris first in-

quiries was about the cordon Apple and Pear
trees that, in his time, bordered most of the
kitchen garden walks. He told me, what I al-

ready knew, that a considerable number of cor-

dons had been received direct from France, one
long wall in addition to those planted along the
walks being covered by them. These wall cor-

dons, the majori'"y two-branched and obliquely
trained, are in existence and doing well ; but
not so those in the open and horizontally

trained, at any i-ate not in the form they were
originally. Vestiges of them were observable
when I undertook the management, but the
forms the trees had assumed rendered it impos-
sible to restore them to anything like cordons
again. They had not been root-pruned for

several years past, the stopping being also ne-

glected, and as a consequence they had run
wild. All were evidently worked on the natural
stocks, the growth, both then and now, being of

a very vigorous character. My first proceeding
was to cut what remained of the horizontal

branches well back to the strong growths that

sprang from near the centre, the latter also

being thinned out, foreshortened in some cases,

and allowed to extend in others, a good leader
being laid in where the Pears required this at-

tention. The latter in the majority of cases

soon developed into good pyramids, 10 feet to

12 feet high with lower branches in proportion,

and which of late years produce heavy cri)i>s of

fruit. Not so the Apples, only a few of these

attaining a presentable appearance and profit-

able state. All soon became too large to be so

near the walks, and shifting them back admit-
ted of a good opportunity for regulating them
so as to make good even lines, transplanting
also giving the requisite check to bring tlie more
vigorous of them into a productive state. The
only signs of their having ever been cordons are
two short straight lengths of lower branches.
(_)ne Pear tree developed a tendency to run up
with a straight stem, and this was not checked,
but, on the contrary, all the lower side branches
were cut away. Five winters ago this tree was
.shifted to an outside quarter, and has now a

clean straight stem feet high and a rather

erect-growing head extending not less than 20
feet beyond the clear stem. It is not a profit-

able tree, nor can I recognise the variety, for the
simple reason that each year birds have either

destroyed the buds or frosts the flowers, though
I should not be greatly surprised to discover

that it is simply a growth from the old Pear
stock. It is somewhat of a curiosity, being an
extraordinary example of what may ha[)pen if

cordons are allowed to run wild.

If Apples are worked on the broad-leaved
Paradise or other dwarfing stock and Pears on
the Quince, they are far less liable to grow so

vigorously as to necessitate root-pruning every
second year or so ; but if the roots spread out

into rich garden soil, they may yet grow more
strongly than desirable. In the latter case it

is possible to be too sparing with the knife.

Long strong shoots being lightly summer-
pruned or pinched back, it may be, must not
be left in the state they arrive at during the

rest of the growing season, or ungainly spurs
are the sure consequence. At the winter
pruning they ought to be further shortened
to the second or third joint, the summer
growths resulting from this severe shortening

being duly lightly pruned when sufficiently

matured and winter pruned as at the first. In
this manner good clusters of fruit-buds and
wood growths will eventually form where they

will derive the full benefit of the wall's warmth,
or, in the c.ise of the trees in the open, where
protecting either the flowers from frost or the

fruit from birds can be most surely and simply
accomplished. There is always a temptation to

leave the spurs too long, especially when there

are promising buds to cut out, but if this is

frequently given way to, branches rather than
spurs soon result. Pear Pitmaston Duchess
and Apple Cornish Gillyflower are both very

apt to produce flower-buds at the tips of

shoots C inches or rather more in length,

and the former has more of these shoots than

usual this season. On going over the trees and
finding that fruit-buds are none too plentiful, it

is advisable to leave all or most of the short

bud-furnished shoots to produce fruit if the

season favours it. Should frosts or birds de-

stroy these buds, then ought the shoots to be

cut back at once, while if fruit is formed on

them, defer shortening till the winter pruning is

done. Failing to keep the spurs within reason-

able bounds soon amounts to nothing more or

less than a mild form of coi'dons run wild. On
no account allow branches to extend beycnd the

walls or even strong thickets of wood to form
close under the coping, as these have a most
weakening eft'ect upon the rest of the tree be-

sides looking unsightly. Cordons with any
number of branches sometimes grow far more
vigorously than desirable, though the single

cordons are the worst oft'enders in this respect.

In all such cases root-pruning .should be re.sorted

to at once, complete lifting only being resorted

to when the trees are sunk too deeply. Those

trees with their collars above the level showing
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tlio union of uppermost routs with the atom are

usually the heiilthiest and most productive

trees, and ouce lifting or raising may bo suffi-

cient to keep them in a {)ro!itil)lo state for

several years to como. 1- M- H-

Staking fruit trees.— It is quite true, as " A."

Fays on p. I'M. that a lot of trees are planted and

not staked, llore is the pity, because it is not pos-

sible that standard trees can stand erect with but

a mere handful of roots in some cases to balance

the he.ad. I make a practice of staking all stan-

dard fruit trees the same day that they are planted.

Some persons, I know, leave theiu until a favourable

opportunity occurs. In the meantime most likely

a strong gale of wind sprim^s up, accompanied

wiih he.avy showers. No matter how carefully the

roots may have been spread out when planting, it

is impossible for them to remain so for any length

of time when the trees are being blown about by

the wind ; some, perhaps, are blown quite down.

The old fashioned plan of placing the s-take close

to the tree, or at least an inch or so away, then

binding a piece of sacking or straw around the

tree stem, to be after secured to the stake with the

familiar tar cord, is a plan not to be recommended
now-a-days. There is nothing to equal a withe

made from a sapling ; either Hazel or almost any
kind of coppice wood thit will twist will answer.

Nothingis better than the shoots of thec^nlmonwild
Guelder Hose, which many persons in the country

call Whitewood. The advantage of these withes

is that the stake can be kept at least G inches from

the tree, which effectively prevents the stake rub-

bing the tree, as in the case wlien tar cord is em-
ployed. The stake is driven firmly into the

ground, a thick wad of straw is placed on each

side of the fruit tree stem, to be made fast to the

tree by fastening the withe around it by means of

the loop which should be made at the end of each.

A turn is then taken round the stake, another round

the tree. The end of the withe is then made fast

half-way between the tree and the stake by wind-

ing it round the parts which stretch from tree to

stake ; the end of the withe is tucked through the

twi.sted parts and made frst. It is not possible

for the tree alone to be moved liy the wind ; there-

fore, if tlie stake is driven firmly into the ground,

the tree must be secure. These withes last a year,

the stake two, as a rule. Simply renew the withes

and the trees are again made secure. In all country

places these withes can be had without much
trouble, but, failing them. No. 8 galvanised wire

would answer very well. Sometimes the ties slip

down the stem of the tree and the stake, owing to

the constant pressure put on each ilurirg windy
weather. A tack into the stake will remedy this.

—S. H.

Protecting Strawberries for forcing.—

I

think much depends upon the resources of the

grower as to the best method of protection. It

rarely occurs that one in a hundred can give the

various fruits or vegetables the best system, as

often various shifts hwe to be made. At page 4C0

I stated that I did not care for storing in fruit

houses if at all dry or warm. On the other hand,

cool cases or unhea'ed houses are suitable if the
plants are kept well supplied with water. My
opinion is that cold frames are the best method of

protection, plunging the Strawberry plants in

ashes or cocoa fibre and removing the lights in

mild weather. Those who have cool fruit cases

have better means of protection, but even these I

c insider inferior to cold frames, as the atmosphere
is drier and often the plants are a long way from
the glass ; not that this last matter is so very im-
portant if the plants do not remain long. Stack-
ing, I almit, is not advantag.'ous when other
me.ms can be employed ; but in the case of several

thousands of plants for late forcing and with no
frames or houses, it possesses some advantages and
may be used with proper me ins taken to protect

the roots. I prefer it to plunging the pots in wet
ashes or badly-drained quarters. Provided the
pots are plunged on a sloping well-drained quarter

and somo materia's used to throw olf excessive

rains, plunging in the open is not a bad system.

When frames can be employed, I like movable

ones; These are shallow and not dark or deep—
just the kiiul " Y. A. II." recommends, and un
doubtedly the best. I have also adopte 1 turf pits

with equal success. I fear these latter are not

much used now, but if constructed with thick

walls of turf and some spare sashes placed on the

walls they answer admir.ably and come in service-

able after llic 8tra.vberries are taken indoors. I

find tlic plants suffer much when exposed to .severe

east winds after a thaw, and when freely exposed
some kinds collapse.—G. Wythes.

LOCAL APPLES.

The Apple Cockpit (here figured) is never seen

in the south of England, but it is a well-known
and a favourite kind in Yorkshire. We think

it would be well for growers if some of these

good local Apples were given a wider trial.

Apple Cockpit.

As the illustration shows, the fruit is of

medium size and . angular in outline. The
colour is green, changing to yellow as it ripens,

with a slight tinge of scarlet next the sun. The
tree is hardy and a free bearer. The Hosh is

tender and very juicy, with a pleasant acidity.

We should be glad to have a few notes as to

this Apple by those who have grown it.

Planting Apple trees high.—How seldom
do we see trees planted on the level of the natural

soil. If the ground was dug deeply, the tree placed
on the level surface, and a sufficient mound made
around it to cover deeply enoui;h the roots, how
much better it would be for the trees in heavy
soil. More attention would be needed during the

summer to keep the surface well mulched I admit,

but what of that if the progress of the trees and
the future crop of fruit compensated for the small
amount of extra labour. Very few gardens there

are where decayed vegetable refuse, wood ashes,

and old potting soil are not available. What could
be better than a mi.\ture of these ingredients to

lay around the tree for the extension of the sur-

face roots for the following year? Those who have
strong soil to deal with and delicate growing sorts

of Apples to manage, should try this plan and
note the dilVerence in the foliage even the first

year as compared with that wi.erc the roots are

deep in a similar soil.— S.

Good Melons.—At page -li'il "Lanarkshire"
calls attention to two varieties of Melons, which
he strongly recommends. I have nothing to say

against the varieties named ; indeed. The Countess
I have proved to be all he says. Has he tried some
of the older kinds, for instance. Read's Scarlet or

Wm. Tillery, by the sidc^ of these he recommends?
I think culture one of the important points in Melon
growing. I have seen fine examples of the best

varieties spoiled at the last moment by too much
manure or moisture. A few days' bright sunshine

at the finish and keeping the roots dry greatly

assist in finisbitig the fruits. I would also point

out the advantage of keeping the fruits in a warm,
dry house till sent to table, as this retains t he aroma,

which is soon lost in a cold house or fruit room.

—S. H.

ri.ujis.

WoEK in the fruit garden has to go on during the

greater part of the winter irrespective of weather,

and among the jobs at present in progress is a
thorough coating to a Plum wall 12 feet high by
170 yards long. Only those who have to deal with
very old walls with their tens of thousands of nail

holes know what a harbour there is here for insect

pests, and how very difficult it is to keep the trees

clean through the summer months. I sujipose the
majority of us give the lion's share in the way of

attention to Peaches, Nectarines, dessert Cherries,

and perhaps cordon Pears, leaving Plums and
Apricots to shift a bit for themselves. Personally,

I have managed in succe-sive years to "doctor"
the different walls devoted to the more favoured
fruits, and the result has been so satisfactory, that

the Plums will get their share of attention this

winter.

It is a long job when one tackles a big stretch of

wall. There are the trees to unnail, to tie up, and
afterwards to replace on the wall. The material to

be used has to be mixed thoroughly and applied

effectually, and two men will not get through the
work much before the end of J.inuary. I put about a
bushel of finely-sifted loamy soil into a tub, adding
thereto a small portion of lime and soot and enough
Venetian red to give a tinge of colour when the
wash is dried. Water is then added gradually until

we get a soft smooth paste. Two pounds of soft

soap are placed in a pail and thoroughly dissolved

with boiling water, a quart of paraffin oil is added,
and this goes into the tub with the other ingredients,

the last part of the mixing being to add sufficient

water, .stirring well the while until the whole is

about the consistency of cream. Armed with a
pail and whitewash brush (one half worn out is

best, as it avoids a lot of splashing), the operator

goes to work, the instructions being to do the job

thoroughly, to fill in as many nail holes as possible,

and to be careful of the buds. I do not use any
shreds when the trees go back to the wall either

for Plums, dessert Cherries, or cordon Pears, but
tie to the nails with a rather soft tar twine. There
is no harbour for insects with this twine, it lasts

sound two or three seasons, and can be easily re-

placed, the only thing to guard against being

tight tying, especially in the case of comparatively

young wood that is likely to swell up consideraVfiy

the following summer. 1 will not say this dressing

keeps the trees free from all pes's. Our Plum wall

is not far from some big old Limes, and we shall

doubtless get a fair share of the grey or Lime aphis,

but it is a wonderful deterient to red spider, thrips,

scale, and alsoearwigs. When a wall that has received

such a winter dressing gets a thorough wetting in

spring just before buds expand a healthy scent

arises therefrom which augurs well for the cleanli-

ness of the trees during the summer months. We
have been so pestered with insects on this Plum
wall that it has up to the present time been hardly

worth troubling about spring protection, and the

trees have taken their chance, but with a "clean
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bill of health." I shall give them the benefit next

spring of a double thickness of fish netting. A
goodly prospect often comes to naught without

protection on this wall. Storms of sleet and hail

from the N.E. with which we are often troubled

in April strike it obliquely (it has a S.E. by E.

aspect) and the chance of a crop for the current

season is all over in a few minutes. Of varieties

grown, Early Prolific and Early Favourite are about

contemporary, but I decidedly prefer the former.

Although ratlier small it bears out its name for

cropping qualities, and it is very acceptable for

its earliness. Dymond, Victoria, Pond's Seedling,

and Ickworth Imperatrice are four good cooking

Plums, the last named an October fruit, larger and
better flavoured than Coe's I-ate Red. For dessert

purposes to unite three good qualities, viz., a good
constitution, quality and freedom in cropping, I

should be inclined to favour Angelina Burdett,

Green Gage, Kirke's, Jefferson, and Golden Drop
;

the last named is about the best all-round dessert

Plum that I know. Transparent Gage, Deniston's

Superb and Washington leave little to be desired

in point of flavour, but they are not with me re-

liable croppers. The desirability of utilising

north walls for Plums is sometimes suggested, but

I doubt the wisdom of the idea and would never

for choice plant any variety of Plum on any aspect

ranging from N.E. to N.W. on the north side.

Clareiiwiit. E. BUEKBLL.

Mulching Strawberries in winter.—I am
aware mulching at this season is objected to by

some growers, but I would certainly advise it with

the tenderer varieties, such as Sir C. Napier and

Auguste Nicaise. Mulching at this date is service-

able in several ways, as it tends to cleanliness,

protects the roots, and causes a robust growth

early in the spring. If the mulching is done now
and the material used is well decayed manure, this

is washed down by winter rains. I have also

stated tliat the roots are protected, and this is

required on shallow light soils, as the roots get

exposed by weeding and cleaning, and the plants

are often lifted out of the ground by frost. I have

seen plants heavily manured in the spring grow

all to leaf, but mulching at this season assists

in forming strong crowns for next season's fruit.

Although many cultivators grow the Strawberry as

a biennial, the ground being manured and culti-

vated more frequently, jet a mulch of short manure

or litter will do much good, first of all firming or

treading the plants before mulching. I have found

that those fruits which get attention now in the

way of manures are more likely to succeed, as often

in the spring there is a press of work, manure is

not always to be had, and time to do the work

cannot be found. There is no question as to the

advantage of mulching or manuring older beds,

that is those from which fruit has been gathered,

and I prefer to do it at this season. Liquid manure

can often be applied in the growing season, so that

heavy manuring is not needed. In gardens where

the rows of Strawberries are planted wide apart

with other crops between, mulching can be much
better done during the winter, as there is better

access to the rows and the spent manure in the

spring when the plants are littered down can be

utilised for the other roots. Young plants that

were rooted in pots in July will have made fine

crowns ; these do not require manure to assist the

roots so much as a protection against frost ; as the

roots are very near the surface, only a light mulch

of short manure or litter need be given. On
exposed borders mulching checks severe winds

which wither up the tender foliage after a severe

frost. Plants from which a lot of runners has

been taken for stock are often exhausted and need

a good mulch ; likewise plants that have been forced

and planted out.—G. Wythes.

Pear Marie Louise d'Vccle.—Referring to a

note on this Pear in The Garden for Nov. 20

(p. 484), I have grown it as a pyramid for the

last five years, and the fruit is always excellent in

flavour ; moreover, I always get a crop. This sort

and Emile d'Heyst I regard as the most reliable

bearers and best flavoured in their season out of a

large number of sorts. Mr. G. Bunyard deserves

the thanks of all who like a good Pear for bringing

Emile d'Heyst so prominently before tlie public by
placing it in your list of the best Pears.—J. C.

Clarke. .

FRUIT KEEPING BADLY.

I AM sorry that I am in a position to agree with

much of what Mr. Iggulden states at page 457

concerning the bad keeping of Pears and Apples.

It must be six or seven years sines they kept so

badly. Pears are keeping worse than Apples, but

as I clear out the most of the early kinds of the

latter almost as soon as they are gathered, I can-

not speak so confidently of these. While looking

over the fruit store lately, I found a large number
of Cox's Pomona going in exactly the same manner
as Marie Louise is doing, that is, certain fruits are

a mass of rottenness. The peculiarity is that they

become rotten so quickly. Not a day passes with-

out an inspection of our hardy fruit, and each day
finds some which had previously exhibited no out-

ward appearance of decay to be quite rotten. I

have been attributing the cause to the abnormally

warm muggy weather we have experienced and to

the want of drying autumn winds. Then there

have been recurrent spells of sharp weather ac-

companied by frosty nights, which have had an

inimical effect on fruit trees, especially late sorts.

Of these it may be said that they have not ripened

so much, as they have had growth brought to a

termination. As a matter of course, all fruit hang-

ing on the trees during the period in question must

have suffered in the same degree as the trees them-

selves. We have had no spell of hot weather in

the north, so tliat can have had no effect on the

fruit crop. As already remarked, the most of

our early ripening fruit is not stored. Some
of Lord Suflield was kept, and all the fruit

has kept perfectly. So also a few specimen

large fruits of I\eswick Codlin. I notice a few

rotten fruits among Eoklinville, but no greater

number than is usual. Warner's King, Stirling

Castle, Loddington, The Queen, King of Pippins,

Nelson's Codlin, and Mfere de Mi^nage are all keep-

ing well. Cox's Pomona, Alfriston, Gascoigne's

Scarlet, Frogmore Prolific, all late harvested sorts,

are going very badly. I have noticed nothing

amiss with other late kinds. Among Pears, Marie

Louise, allowed to hang late, is very badly atfected.

Seckle was the same. 'Winter Nelis is approaching

ripeness, and several fruits are exhibiting the same
decay as Marie Louise. Knight's Monarch is

ripening well and all at the same time, which

is not usual with this fine sort. These are keeping

perfectly. Other bad keeping soi ts were Souvenir

du Congres and Beurre Bachelier. Louise Bonne
of Jersey, on the other hand, kept well. Some of

the trees have not been touched at the root for two
years back, ol hers have been cut in twice in the

same period, but no apparent difl^erence is notice-

able among fruit from either class of trees. In

some seasons that fine early Apple Duchess of

0:denburg rots off at the core in a manner
which renders the fruit quite worthless. The
present year it exhibited this tendency very early,

so I had all the fruit cleared off as soon as

possible. This is the only method of saving the

crop. R. P. Brotherston.

East Lothian.

most serviceable for a large and varied dessert. As
pointed out by " Dorset," lifting is necessary ; in-

deed, I may say the most important of all, as if

the trees are allowed to grow too vigorously they
fruit but little. Care should be taken to keep the
roots near the surface, but when lifted frequently
and mulched with good manure whilst in active

growth with a liberal supply of moisture, I feel sure

they give a better return than is often secured from
the Peach or Nectarine. There are often liouses

where if a tree or two of Golden Drop were planted
on a back wall it would soon repay for the
space occupied. There are no better late kinds than
Coe's Golden Drop and Reine Claude de Bavay.

—

S. H.
Apple trees and wind.—Reference is made

to this subject on page 433 of a recent issue. I am
perfectly convinced that orchard trees are allowed
to grow much too high. Some years ago 1 was
called upon to deal with old, thoroughly neglected
trees. 'The fruit had a scabby appearance, and
the lor!g sweeping branches wordd lose all the
Apples of any use witli the first high wind. These
trees were crowded with wood, some of a very

rank nature. This was thoroughly thinned out

and the long rank stems well shortened back

;

they were then cleared of mossy growth which
covered the butts and large stems. The soil on
the south side of these trees was opened down
under the butts, and there I found large tap-roots.

Those immediately under the trees were cut clean

off, and some coarse burnt material from a fire-

heap was placed round where these large tap-

roots had been severed. The trees were then tho-

roughly syringed with milk of lime, made with
newly slaked

^
lime and water passed through a

very fine sieve. All this work was done very early

in autumn. Some of these trees were flooded

with sewage, which was well diluted with water.

These trees, which have been gradually shortened
back and now hold on their fruit far better, have
since produced fruit, several Blenheim Oranges
weighing 1 lb. each. Apples, I think, are gathered
far too so,'jn in many instances, much to the detri-

ment of the ripening off.—J. R. HALL, Fux ^yarrcn

Gardens, Cohkam.

Plums in cold houses.— I was pleased to see

these fruits noticed at p. 478, as I do not think there

is a more valuable crop than Plums where a quantity

of dessert fruit is required. Some few years ago I

noticed some remarkably fine Plums at Dalkeith

Palace, each tree bearing very fine fruit and of

splendid quality. The trees were also in robust

health, free of canker or gumming, and covering

every inch of the space provided both on the back
wall and the front trellis. I once had the back wall of

a cool house planted with Early Transparent, Jef-

ferson, Golden Drop, Kirke's, and Reine Claude de

Bavay, and it was the most profitable in the whole

garden ; the fruits were of the highest quality and

PEAR DOYENNE DU COMICE.

On looking through the list of " Best Pears " given

on page 475, I was surprised to find that the above
variety had been omitted by Mons. Charles Baltet.

According to our authorities. Doyenne du Cornice

is of French origin, having been raised in the Gar-

den of Comice Horticole at Angers, and first

fruited in 1849. On this side of the English Chan-
nel it is frequently termed one of, if not the very

best variety in cultivation, and in any case would
be included in any election of a dozen sorts. Why,
then, was it passed over by Mons. Baltet, especially

seeing that his list was by no means limited in

numbers ? Readers of The Garden have for

several years past had the great raeiits of the va-

riety under notice pointed out I henr, but I shall

yet venture to repeat some of the well-worn

remarks in its favour. Evidently it delights in a
fairly warm situation. The tree that with me
rarely fails to produce a good crop is against a
sunny wall and in a sheltered corner facing south.

It scarcely ever yields any small fruit, or, say, any
weighing less than 10 ozs., while if they are early

and freely thinned out, the average is nearer 14

ozs. This year the tree flowered beautifully, but

only a very few fruits set, owing to the devastating

effects of severe spring frosts. When those fruits

were gathered, several of them weighed 20 ozs.,

this being the heaviest Doyenne du Comice that I

have ever handled. I have seen fine crops of large

and more highly- coloui'ed fruit produced on more
stunted trees also growing against a nearly south

wall, and good crops hanging on cordons, and in

every case the quality of the fruit has been first-

rate, the only rival that would have any chance

against this Doyenn4 being Marie Louise at its

best. "\'ery perfect pyramid and espalier-trained

trees are also to be met with in various parts of

the country, and if these do not produce fruit quite

so large and attractive in appearance as do the wall
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trees, no possible fault can bo found with the

quality. The tree is naturally of a stout, sturdy,

fruitful habit of growth, this and the foliiigebeint;

not unlike those of Williams' Bon Chretien. I lind

that the Quince stock does not very greatly influence

this habit of growth, and, all things consulcred,

it is perhaps the best stock that can be chosen

for it." Much the finest trees can certainly be had

on the Pear stock, and it is advisable, therefore, to

have trees on both Quince and Pear stocks. Ours

is a fairly strong clayey loam, or such as suits

most fruit trees, for a long time at any rate.— I.

*,* We quite agree with the above remarks

about this valuable Pear. They were certainly the

finest examples of it that we have ever seen, and

so good were they, that when exhibited at a west

of England Chrysanthemum show, many people

considered they were of foreign growth.—Eu.

SHORT NOTES.—FRXIIT.

Pear Beurre Bachelier.—Where large Pears

are in tleinaud this deserves to be planted. The largest

exiuuples I ever remember to have seen were at the

Uourneiuouth Chrysanthemum show. These were of

Rood colour and averaged about one pound each.

—

J. C. F.

Pear Louise Bonne of Jersey —These wore

also very fine at Bournemoutli. It is selJom that this

autumn Pear is seeo in suoh fine condition bo late

in the season, more especially in a season like this when
most kinds are e'ther keeping badly or coming into use

eeveral weeks before their time.— J. C. F.

Apple Golden I^' oble.—This handsome kitchen

variety well deserves the praise bestowed upon it

by " Y. A. H." (p. 506). Not far from here a market
gardener grows it very successfully on gravelly soil.

Intending planters should note this, because it is not

every sort that b ill succeed on gravel llereabnuts it

keeps quite firm until the end of February.—E. M.,

Chrysanthemums.

TOO-MUCH-ALIKE CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Mr. LicirLDEN has broached a .subject which
must before long present itself for solution in

a practical form, and unless, as he suggests,

the National Chrysanthemum Society shall

develop an initiative at present lacking and
will see its way to legislate upon the question,

we are likely to go from bad to worse, looking

at the immense number of new varieties which
eacli season brings to us.

Roses "too much alike" are bracketed ; why
not Chrysantliemums ] Mr. Iggulden asks, and
surely it is ditticult to say why not. In some
cases it may be due to identity of results con-
nected with raising new varieties from seed, at

others from a too hasty assent to a suggested
difference sufficient to create a sport on the
part of the authorities of the R.H.S. and
National Chrysanthemum Society, and, again,

sometimes because existing varieties are re-

named abroad and sent to us as new ones ; but
the fact certainly reimins that at the present time
we have several varieties which have for all

practical purposes a twin brother under another
name.

Great trouble and responsibility accrue to the
judges in consequence. Two blooms apparently
similar appear upon the same stand. It is

alleged, and may be perfectly true, that the
varieties are believed to be di.stinct, and, in-

deed, may be distinct in habit and foliage ; but
the judges have no possible means of verifying
these assertions. As Mr. Iggulden pertinently
points out, the appearance on the show board
"is the only test that can be applied." The
authoritative bracketing of the varieties in ques-
tion would remove the difficulty.

That the task of bracketing is not an easy
one may be admitted, but it is not an iiupos-

sible one to a body of experts, and if the Na-

tional Chrysanthemum Society can manage to

overcome a certain timidity which appears to

ojjpre.ss it and will venture to be really Na-
tional in character as well as name, we may
reasonably hope to see before long the task

attemptecl in a practical manner.
Mr. Iggulden gives a list of varieties which

he would desire to see bracketed. I see little

to find fault with in it, save that Dormillion

and C. Sharman can scarcely be considered so

similar that they cannot be distinguished, al-

though the latter is unquestionably identical

withOladiator. All three, however, have prac-

tically dropped out from the list of show varie-

ties. Mr. Iggulden can scarcely have obtained

the true Viel d'Or, which is very different both

in bloom and foliage from Golden Dragon.

To the list given may be added Annie Cli-

bran, J. R. Pearson, and Pink Lacroix ; also

Miss Haggas and Richard Parker (incurved),

and, in my opinion, Mrs. E. W. Clarke and
J. P. Kendall, that is, if the bloom of the latter

variety which was staged by one of the competi-

tors in the forty-eight Japanese class at the late

Aquarium show is to be taken as a fair speci-

men.
The so-called white sports of Etoile de Lyon

and Viviand Morel are, I think, by this time

appraised at their true value. I will not say

that such sports may not appear, or that they

may not even now be in actual existence, but

even if so, they are for show purposes practi-

cally useless, for who, knowing that both varie-

ties constantly, owing to improper timing of the

bud, give perfectly white blooms, would ever

risk disqualification by exhibiting either of

them in its true (coloured) form and also a white

sport. How could the judges possibly differen-

tiate between such a sport and a wrongly-timed
bud of the ordinary variety 1 So even should

the white sports be established, they must l)e

bracketed with the original variety in these and
otlier cases exhibiting similar characteristics.

The full extent of the results arising from the

different " timing'' of the buds would have to

be thoroughly understood by those undertaking

the task of bracketing. It might surprise some
to know that it is almost impossible to distin-

guish a late bloom of Mile. Marie Hoste from a

bloom from the latest buds of Condor. I mean
the blooms which succeed those which are tinged

blush.

There are, of course, a considerable number
of varieties which would have to be bracketed

iu addition to those indicated, but sufficient

grounds clearly exist for suggesting to the

N.C.S. that they should not allow Mr. Iggiil-

den's suggestion to fall to the ground.—C. E.

Shea, Fonta Craij, Kunt.

Mr. W. Iggulden's article on p. 487 is use-

ful in intent, but might be misleading in some
respects to the ordinary reader. He seems to

assert, although he must know better, that the

National Chrysanthemum Society's programme of

operations is covered by adjudicating upon new
varieties and holding shows. One might think
that the society had never held a confe:ence or

published a catalogue, or that if it had that the

work entirely ignored the subject wdiicli forms the

title of this article. Up to the date of publica-

tion the N.C.S. catalogue contains every known
synonym of importance, with a cross reference in

each case, so that exhibitors need be under no
apprehension of staging varieties that are not
allowable in the same stand. Although the names
of synonymous varieties are not bracketed, as in

the Rose Society's catalogue, it is not necessary,

becau.se of the plan of cross reference adopted by
the N.C.S. There is no fuller and more complete
list of synonymous or too-much- alike Chrysanthe-
mums obtainable than the N.C.S. catalogue, and
most of those which Mr. Iggulden points out have

only been proved since the National catalogue was
prepared. No doubt if others, but more especially

the trade importers who have earlier and better

opportunities of testing, would point out in the

public press cases of identity, they would be much
appreciated by the catalogue committee, and
proper consideration given to their remarks on the

occasion of a new issue. Mr. Iggulden's observa-

tion that Continental raisers are evidently played

cutis not warranted by actual facts. Their gains

of the past three years have numbered quite as

many first-class flowers as iu the days of old; the

only thing is that they are perhaps less readily

discovered among hundreds than they used to be
among scores, and that English and American
seedlings have entered into competition with them,
instead of the Continental growers having the

field to themselves. As far as the Jap.anese

novelties are concerned, I may say that the lead-

ing French growers buy up every year the finest

of the new importations into this country from
America and Japan for the purposes of cross-

fertilisation, and if Mr. Iggulden will turn to the

new supplement just issued by the National, he
will see that four new seedling incurved flowers con-

sidered to be worthy of a place on the show boards

of our exhibitions have been sent out in one year
by Continental raisers. That does not look like

being played out.

—

Chrysasth.

In his remarks upon too-much-alike t'hry-

santhemums, Mr. Iggulden, page 4«7, is hardly fair

to the National Chrysanthemum Society. When I

read his suggesi ion that its exhibitions are " a good
average," I certainly wondered where those of a
higher standard can be seen. Speaking of the last

show, I heard the opinion expressed by some that

it was the best of its kind ever held, not second
even to the centenary festival. With that (ipinion

I am inclined to agree. Groups, trained plants

(perhaps the best ever exhibited), cut flowers, de-

corations—all alike were good, and it would have
been extremely difficult to pick out an indifferent

exhibit. The fruit and vegetable classes, like the

above, were keenly contested by growers with first-

rate produce, this giving ample proof that the

Natitmal Chiysanthemum Society has attractions

tor exhibitors such as no other society of a similar

nature in the kingdom can hardly approach. Were
its catalogue used as an universal guide in the

matter of names, and the judgment of its com-
mittee in regard to new varieties followed, com-
plaints about too-much-alike Chrysanthemums
would become less frequent. Take the case of

Miss Lilian Cope. This was exhibited before the

floral committee, and although they saw a white

bloom before them, they hesitated to give a certifi-

cate because it was thought more time should elapse

for a fair trial, so that the sport be properly fixed.

The same with Sarah Owen and D. B. Crane. Mis-

takes that body undoubtedly make, and one bad
precedent was established when the incurved va-

riety John Lambert obtained a first-class certifi-

cate. It appears to me, in a case like this, the

new sport, although not distinct enough from its

type to be shown together, and yet possessing quali-

ties the parent lacked, might be recognised as an
improvement without altering the early name.
Thus John Lambert might be called Improved
Golden Queen of England. There is certainly

some confusion in regard to these particular sorts

and Emily Dale. A few days since I was chatting

with a grower who distinctly remembers the last-

named when it appeared with the late Mr. Dale.

He says the true variety is similar to that now
grown as Lord Alcester. But in changing hands
the stock must have become so mixed up as to be

lost, and cultivators are growing Golden Queen of

Englandinstead. Anyhowthismatterslittle, because

nine people out of ten prefer the stock John
Lambert, which came direct as a sport from Lord
Alcester. Another variety which may cause some
trouble is Richard Parker. This was introduced

as a sport from Miss M. A. Haggas, but of a deeper

hue of yellow. In comparing the two grown under

exactly the same treatment by the raiser, I am
forced to come to the same conclusion. Still, the

difference is not enough that they may be shown
as distinct kinds in the same stand without fear
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of disqualificalion, although I have noticed judges
have passed tliem once or twice this year. The
shades of yellow, for instance, are not "so distinct
as are those of Mrs. Robinson King and Gollen
Empress of India, mentioned by your correspondent,
and which ought surely to be admitted dissimilar.
There have probably been more exhibitors of in-
curved blooms disqualified for stag ng two flowers
of Princess of Wales than from any other cause.
Not, however, by taking certain buds, or that that
variety and Mrs. Hea'e are alike, but because a
great number of growers do not appear to have the
latter true. It is perfectly distinct and comes
white in colour from any bud, but the former it is

which comes light in colour through early bud-
taking. I think I can say that in every stand of
blooms, where a number of varieties have been
called for, which I have exhibited duiing the past
ten years, Princess of Wides and Mrs. Heale have
found a place.

As to bracketing together too-much-alike Chry-
santhemums, is it worth while when we consider
how fast changes take place, especially in the case
of the Japanese kinds ? The varieties of ten years
ago are scarcely known now, and who will say the
varieties most es'eemed to-day will not share the
s.ime fate a decade hence ? There appears to be
no limit to the capabilities of this won'^erful
flower. It is different with the Hose. Now to
the other varieties named by Mr. Ig^ulden. We-
Wa seems to me to be quite distinct from Beauty
of Castlewood ; the latter is a truly magnificent
sort, rather late, hence not frequently seen at ex-
hibitions, but there is a richness in its colouring
not seen in Mrs. C. W. Wheeler or We-Wa, a kind
which has long since, with myself, been cast away
with many another discarded beauty. There is little

risk about Bouquet des D.imes and Elaine, because
the latter has not held its position among the best
varieties, and is now seldom seen. Thunberg, Mr.
H. Cannell, Kioto, Coronet are a quartette whose
lights are in my opinion put out by the newer
Amos Perry. Coronet may survire a year or two,
but Kioto, although pretty, is uncertain and late

;

the four will not last long enough to be bracketed
together. Countess of Lytton, Mr. Ralph Brockle-
bank, Dormillion, Charlie Sharman, all are prac-
tically banished for ever from the show board of

the future. There need be little fear but that J.

Stanborough Dibbens will share the same fate un-
less it behaves better another sea-^on than it has
during the first. I cannot agree to calling Florence
Davis and Beauty of Exmouth one and the same
thing. I have heard many expressions against the
green tinge in the former flower, yet it is astonish-

ing what a large number of visitors to shows trike

to it because of its distinc ive mark, and as one of

the chief charms of the Japanese kinis is their
diversity, let us tolerate this green-eytd monster.
Again, Beauty of Exmouth is nevw pure white as
Florence Davis is, the flower being at all times
primro.se tinted, and different in its curl and
general build. .Sarah Owen is also a favourite of

mine : I cannot remember any trouble having oc-
curred with it and D. B. Crane. The last, like Miss
Lilian Cope, has reverted, and we must forgive this

sportive character in the Chry.santhemum, remem-
bering these two among our disappointing ones.

The proper cultivation of Golden Dragon—at least,

near London—is too difficult to master, so I have
given it up ; nor did Veil d'Or survive but a seison
with me.—H. Shoesmith.

Before adding to the list of these as a
supplement to those given by Mr. Iggulden (paje
487) I should like to make a few comments on
some of those he has named. Bouquet des Dames
and Elaine are quite distinct, as I have often seen
them shown this season together. There is not
the whiteness about the former th-it there is in

Elaine ; the flower is of a deeper build and there is

a difference in the points of the florets which is

sufficient to distinguish the two. With the intro-

duction of such varieties as Avalanche, Princess
May and Gae'ano Guelphi, for instance, veiy few
blooms of either of these named will be staged in

the future either together or singly. The next
quartette of yellows named are as distinct as it is

possible to get yellow flowers. Coronet, when well

developed, has flat florets, with just a curl at the
tips

;
the colour is a decided golden yellow. Six

magnificent blooms of this took first honours this
year at Brighton for any one varietv. Thunberg is
incurved in form, the florets pointed, the colour
orange-yellow. A bad fault this one has—exces-
sively tall growth. The last-named I have not
seen for some years in anything like its former
style. Countess of Lytton is supposed to be
paler than Ralph Brocklebank, but hardly ever
seen in an exhibition room ; certainly I have never
seen it along with the deep yellow Brocklebank. I
quite agree with Mr. Iggulden as to J. S. Dibhens
and Mrs. F. A. Spaulding. The question is, which
is the right name ? Referring to the hairy varie-
ties, I look upon the yellow W. A.Manda more as a
novelty than aught else ; certainly it has but little
pretensions to beauty, and so far is disapp anting.
The new white Louis Boehmer is said to have the
habit of its pnrent, and therefore is expected to
be superior to Mrs. A. Hardy, which I very much
doubt, there being a purity and massiveness about
this (the original) that will be diflicult to e.Ti:cel.

Mrs. Robinson King is decidedly distinct from
Golden Empress in colour, which is, of course, all
that can be expected in a sport. In nearly all in-
stances sports resemble the-parent in growth and
formation of bio 5m and florets .v'so. The past has
not been a good season for the Queen family, so
many blooms have reOexed their petals instead of
incurving them, and most likely the stock of the
former was hard worked, which cannot fail to
have its effect on the blooms. In all cases where
it has come under my adjudication I have had no
occasion to look a second time as to the distinct-
ness of each. It is true that the Princess of Wales
and Princess of Teck are increasing in numbers of
names rather fast, especially the former. To the
latter there has been but little addition of late
years. M;;y Tomlin, a sport from Mrs. Heale, is, so
far as I have seen it, too like Violet Tomlin, and
I should at pre-ent bracket them for safety.
Richard Parker, the latest addition (a sport from
Miss Haggas), is said to be deeper in shade
of yellow. There is a difference in them,
but very slight indeed. Certainly if an exhi-
bitor should stage a bloom developed from
an early bud of Richard Parker and one from a
later bud of its parent, it would be diflicult to dis-
tinguish the two ; for safety I should bracket these
two. I think there can be no question about
Princess of Wales being distinct from its progeny
when shown in proper condition, but there" are
many blooms of Princess of Wsles staged for Mrs.
Heale, but thnt is not because there is no differ-
ence; it is because peopl-j have the wro-^g stock of
Mrs, Heale, the flowers of which should be white
with a tinge of ivory; when there is any pink
on the lower petals it is owing to tlie a?e
of the bloom. '1 he original of the type is blush-
rose or white wiih deep rose stripes and suffusion.
Some persons will persist in developing blooms
from early formed buds, and these are certain to
give flowers with little or no colour. It would be
wrong then in such a case as that to stage such
a bloom and name it Mrs. Heale, but I am afraid
it is often done in ignorance perhaps. When such
flowers are staged under their right name they
lose points in judging, because they are not sutti-
ciently full of cdour. Referring again to the
Qaeen family, John Doughty and Mr. R. Mudie
should be bracketed to^^ether, as there is no differ-
ence. To these shoidd be added Bronze Queen of
England for safety, but as the latter is hardly
grown now it may be superfluous to add it. How-
ever, it is safest for the inexperienced to follow
the suggestion. Regarding Golden Queen of Eng-
land and its sports, I hive never met anyone with
courage sufficient to stage any two of them in one
stand of distinct so-ts. This, I take it, is the best
proof of their want of distinctness. My sugges-
tion is, grow from whichever stock is thought the
best, but give all, the original name of Golden
Queen of England. The "new French seedling
Mme. P. L. Blancard bears such a close resem-
blancein colour to Princess of Wales when the
latter is i ot in good form, that I would caulion
the inexperienced to be cireful in sfasing, al-

though I cannot bracket them knowing I hey are so
distinct in the formation of their floretsaud the build
of the flower. Beauty of Hull and H. Shoesmith are
so nearly alike in colour, that they might safely be
bracketed. Mrs. G. Rundle and Mrs. Naish are so
much alike, that it would be decidedly risky to
stage both together. Miss Mary Morgan and Pink
Perfection have caused some trouble in times gone
by, but they are one and the same thing without a
doubt. In the reflexed and the Anemone sections
there are many instances of a repetition of the
same variety under different names. The only two
occurring to my mind at present are Emperor of
China and Webb's Queen, which are undoubtedly
synonymous. The others are Alice Bird and
Buttercup. A mistake was no doubt made by the
revising committee of the N.C.S. catalogue in in-
cluding this as a reflexed, it beirg more like a
Japanese than Elaine for instance. In the lurge
or show Anemone section Fleur de Marie is some-
times confused with George Hock ; both are the
same. Nouvelle Alveole and M. Castex are identi-
cal —E. MOLYNKUX.

Chrysanthtmum Mr. M. Sullivan.—Since
writing my note Ipage 4H8) in reference to this
variety I find the National Chrysanthemum So-
ciety, in the supplement to the catalogue just
issued, classes this as a reflexed flower. I need
hardly s.iy that I disagree with the authorities on
this point. Often during the past season this va-
riety has come before me in stands for reflexeii

blooms, and in all cases I have passed it, but not
without grave doubts. In no case have the blooms
differed in their form ; not once have I seen any
approach near enough to a true reflexed to class it

as such. Charles Delmas they class as a Japanese.
This, I think, is much more a reflexed than Mr. M.
Sullivan. Blooms of it were staged at the Liver-
pool show so full in the centre and the florets so
imbricated, that it would have been hard to define
clearly the points of its exclusion from the re-

flexed section. The florets in blooms of Mr. M.
Sullivan are too long and pointed, and do not
overlap each other sutticiently to bring it under
the head of a true reflexed flower. I may be met
in this by the argument that it is a seedling from
Putney George, a recognised typical refle.xed ; but
we are not told from what other sort the pollen
was taken. This is important in deciding the
classification of any variety. There always will be
a difference of opinion as to what constitutes a
typical bloom in the reflexed section, but it is

much safer to reject doubtful sorts than to admit
them.— E. MoLYNEUX.

ChrysaTitlieinunis Florence Davis c Be a' ty
of Exmouth.—In my opinion these are quite dis-

tinct, although I am quite aware that under certain

conditions ot cultivation or other circumstances,
blooms of the one variety will develop very much
like those of the other in many points, and to the
inexperienced may appear identical. But how true

this is of many varieties, not only Japanese, but
incurved also. Blooms that are not recognised as

being perfect of any variety cannot be accepted as

being typical. The distinction in colour is to my
mind most convincing. Florence Davis is of the
purest white, or what I term snow white, whereas
Beauty of Exmouth is ivory, or a dull white.

With the exception of blooms developed from
terminal buds, Florence Davis invariably displays

a green centre, while the florets are unfolding,

necessitating a long time in expansion. In no
instance have I seen blooms of Beauty of Exmouth
with this accompaniment, and I have seen them
from the middle of October until the same time in

November. The florets in Florence Davis are

longer, irregularly tsvisted, but in spiral fashion

and droop considerably. In the case of Beauty
of Exmouth the florets are more uniformly disposed,

although some curl upwards at the tip, while some
are the reverse. Early blooms have narrower
florets than the later ones, which ate flatter and
display less ccrl. It has been suggested th-it the

position of Exmouth is favourable to the develop-

ment of blooms of Florence Davis without the

green centre, but when at the Torquay show,
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November 9, I saw many blooms from tliat neigh-

bourhood and from Teifjnmouth, both of whicli lire

further south than Exinouth, and in no case were
tliey devoid of tlie green linge except where the

blooms were fully expanded. The same remarks
apply to blooms staged at the various exhibitions
at which I was present during the month.

—

E. MOLYNEUX.

Societies and Exhibitions.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Decembkr i:!.

It was most gratifying to witness such a splendid
display as that to be seen in the Drill Hall on this

occasion. In all respects it was an excellent finale

to a year's work, and is in itself a further convinc-
ing proof of the great interest taken in and the
good done by the R.H.S. by holding these meet-
ings. Nowhere else could be seen such a gathering
of Orchids, for instance, as that on Tuesday last.

These embraced newly-imported species and some
fine hybrids, as well as a few remarkably well-
grown specimens of the older kinds in season.
Chrysanthemums, too, were en eviilcncc in a marked
degree, notably the Japanese section, which fully
justifies a special late exhibition in December an-
other year by the National Chrysanthemum So-
ciety. Fruit consisted mainly of Apples, whilst a
large collection of Beetroot came from the Chis-
wick Gardens. The lec'ure upon barry-bearing
p'ants and shrubs was for some reason postponed.

Orchid Committee.
First-class certificates were given to the follow-

ing :—

SornRO-CATTLEYA CALYP33 (Cattleva Loddi-
gesi X Sophronitis grandifiora).—This "is a most
lovely hybrid, showing distinctly its parentage as
quoted. In siz3 the fljwers are intermediate, so
also is the growth. The colour of the flowers is a
rich rose with a faint shading of violet suffusing
the sepals and petals, which have also darker veins
of the saaie shade ; these parts of the flowers are
broader than in the Sophroniiis, but shorter than
in the Cattleya ; the lip has the form of the last-
named parent, and of a pale golden yellow tipped
with deeper rose than the petals. This choice hy-
brid had previously flowered in the collection of
Baron Schncder. Exhibited now by the raisers,
Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons.
Cattleya labiata ai.b.v—This is evidently an

imported form, with pure white sepals and petals
of the size of the species ; the lip also pure white
with a blotch in the throat of lemon-yellow, and
also finely fringed. This is the first white form of
C. labiat;i that has been shown. Exhibited by Mr.
Wells, Broorafield, Sale.

Awards of merit were given to

—

L-Elia anceps Oweniana.—a distinct variety,
with darker flowers of a rich shade, with lines of
white upon the sepals and petals at the base, the
lip also darker, being more of a shade of ama-
ranth, veined as in the type. From Mr. Owen,
Selwood, Rotherham, Yorks.
Cattlhya amethystoglossa (Selwood var.),

in which the sepals and petals are of a creamy
white shade with purpli.sh spots, the lip a rosy
purple, the substance of the flowers as good as in
the species. From Mr. Owen.
Masdrvallia hybrida McVrTT.E (M. tovar-

ensis x M. Veitchi), in which the flowers are of
a pale pink with the habit of the last-nanied parent

:

it is apparently a distinct cross. Shown by Mr."
Thompson, Walton Grange, Stone.
Cypripbijium John-son Ia n-u.m (C. nitens majus

X C. Lawrenceanum), the whole flower being suf-
fused with a rich vinous purple, the dorsal sepal
having darker spottings, foliage after, but paler
than that of the last-named parent. From Messrs.
Sander and Co.

L.KLIA Finchesiana, which has pure white
sepals and petals, and the labellum of a purplish
violet and white ; the spike bore five flowers. It is

probably a distinct species, but in the way of L.

anceps. Shown by Mr. Finchen, Hoyland Hall,

Barnsley.

Botanical certificates were awarded to—
Denuuobium TiiKAciiERiANU.M, the flowers

of which are of a d irk maro.ui, shading off at the

extremities of the petals, which are reflexed.

Shown by Mr. Brymcr, I'uddletown, Dorchester.

Pleubotiiai,li.s punctulata, which has small,

somewhat insignificant flowers of a dark brown,

singular in form. Shown by Mr. R. J. Measures,

Camberwell.

Sir Tre%'or Lawrence, Bart., Burford Lodge,

Dorking, showed a magnificent mass of the fine

old Sophronitis grandiliora in most luxuriant

health, with forty fully developed and richly

coloured flowers; the plant, more than LS inches

across, was growing in a pan (silver Banksian
medal). Mr. C. E. Smith, Silvermere, Cobham,
had a grand specimen of Cypripedium insigne

(pale variety) in most profuse bloom, bearing in

all ninety-six flowers and measuring about 4 feet

across, being a fine e.xample of cultural skill (silver

Banksian medal). Mr. S. Lutwych, Beckenham,
showed two plants of /iygopetaluni Mackayi, each

with nine stout spikes of bloom, and two Cypri-

pedium insigne, each about i feet over with some
live dozen flowers upon each (bronz3 Banksian
medal).

Mr. Wythes, Syon House, sent a very fine lot of

freely- flowered examples of Cypripedium insigne

and C. insigne Maulei, the best of which had as

many as thirty flowers upon each plant (these

being grown in small pots relatively speaking)

;

also a number of Calanthe Veitchi, bearing strong

spikes of well-coloured flowers. Calanthe hybrids

in great variety came from Sir Trevor Lawrence's

collection, consisting of Calanthe Veitchi splen-

dens, with dense spikes, more drooping than in C.

Veitchi, but extremely rich in colour; C. Veitchi

lacte:i, a delicately be lUtiful white form, with an
entire absence of other colouring ; C. burfordien-

sis, with close spikes of deep crimson flowers, one

of the darkest, but most beautiful hybrids ; C.

rosea, a pale rosy colour, erect spikes ; C. bella,

wliich has dark crimson flowers and light maik-
ings on the lips ; C. versicolor, with almost white

flowers with pale rose shading, and Masdevallia

Hincksiana, with pale yellow flowers fading off to

nearly pure white with age ; also an attractive

hybrid Dendrobium (D. Linawianum x D. hetero-

ctrpum), having some resemblance to D. nobile

when pale in colour, but with the lip of D. Ains-

wort'ni. No award was apparently made to either

of these meritorious collet'tions, for what reason

we do not know. Mr. Welbore Ellis, Dorking,

sent a beautiful pale form of Dendrobium Phalic-

nopsis Schriederianum, in which the well known
deep colour was absent, with lighter veinings and
shadings at the edges of the petals in place there-

of. Mr. Crowley, Waddon House, Croydon, sent

Angrajcura pellucidum, a white, transparent-look-

ing species with small flowers and (irooping spikes.

Mr. Ingram, Elstead House, Godalming, sent seed-

ling Cypripediums, whilst Mr. Measures had also

several fine forms in a cut state, including C. Mor-
ganiKi and C. Mrs. C.inham. the latter with very

large and striking; flowers, also good varieties of

C. Leeanum. Mr. Statter, Stand Hall, Manches-
ter, showed cut spikes of Cattleyas and Cypripe-

diums, Mr. Bolton, of Warrington, having a some-
what similar exhibit.

Messrs. Veitch and Sons also showed several other

hybrid Orchids of their own raising. Of these,

note should be made of Cypripedium Cleola (0.

Boissieiianum x C. S.;hlimi albiflorum), which
has flowers almost white, with but a faint flush of

rosy pink, and much of the character of the last-

named parent ; also C Oeone (C. superbum x

Hookerianum). This may be fairly described as a
very line form of the last-named, with the superior

dorsal sepal of C. superbum. C I'heres (hirsu-

tissimum X insigne), a very beautiful pale hybrid
;

C. Arete (Spicerianum x concolor), with the

habit and form to a large extent of C concolor,

but the dorsal sepal after C. Spicerianum ; and
Epiphronitis Veitchi (Epidendrum radicans x So-

phronitis grandiflora), which has been previously

shown, having small, but brilliantly coloured

flowers, were also shown.

Messrs. Sander and Co. sent a number of very

superior seedling Cypripediums, including C. Sal-

lieri superbum, a fine form, with something of the

character of (,'. insigne, but much hirger and liner ;

C. Lathamianum (W. E. C:ark's var.), with mort

yellow in the blooms and the stripe dividing the

dorsal sepal better defincil ; ('. Leeanum (Arden-

shaw var.), in which the dorsal sepal is the finest

feature, being pure white except for the pale green

blotch at the base, the other parts of the flower

also darker; C. Alcides superbum (insigne x hirsu-

tissimum), wherein the character partakes to a

large extent of the latter, with some of the mark-

ings of the former pirent; C. I'oUettianum (calo-

phyllum X (cnanthum superbum), a fine dark

hybrid with bronzy purple flowers ; C. nitens (St.

Albans var.), having richly marked blooms with

a darker dorsal sepal ; and a small plant of

C. Chamberlainianum with two flowers. La^lia

Gouldiana, a dark form of L. anceps ;
Cattleya

O'Brieniana, with pole lilac-pink flowers, and

several forms of Masdevallias, with cut spikes of

Phalajnopsis Sanderi^na and P. amabilis were in

good condition.

Messrs. Pitcher and Manda showed several seed-

ling Cypripediums, mostly of the C. insigne type

and parentage. The finest of these were C. msigne

Eyermanni and C. insigne Dominianum, the former

paler than the latter, but both having the dorsal

sepals very finely spotted. C. Coulsoni is another

pale form with more spotting, and C. insigne

nitens, which has a more bronzy shade of colour.

C. Niobe (Short Hills var.) (Fairrieanum x Spiceri-

anum superbum) appears to closely resemble

Messrs. Veitch and Sons' hybrid, the offspring of

the same cross, but not superior to it. Cattleya

Alexandra: with one flower was shown by Mr.

Knox, Ardmillan, Caversham. To say the least,

this is a disappointing variety, not worthy of its

name, the colour dull and dingy with no merit in

it. A dried specimen, also a cut spike of the same

species, came from another exhibitor, whose name

did not appear. Messrs. Low and Co. also con-

tributed a group, chiefly of Orchids, consisting of

well -grown medium -sized plants, Cypripedium

insigne Wallacei, C. Leeanum, C. bellatulum,_ C.

Chamberlainianum and A'anda Amesiana being

well icpresented. Messrs. Williams also had a

siEiall, but interesting group in which Odonto-

glossum Rossi albens, Calanthe Oweniana.&o., were

well representeil.

Floral Committee.

A first-class certificate was awarded to

—

Camellia Sasanqua (single red)-—An introduc-

tion from Japan, being also hardy in this country.

The single flowers are of a soft rosy-pink shade

and of medium size. Unlike other Camellias, this

is of a scandent growth, and should prove ex-

tremely useful as a climbing evergreen for walls,

its value being further enhanced by the fact of its

flowering at this season of the year ; the foliage

also is small and lanceolate in shape. From Messrs.

J. Veitch and Sons.

From the same source was also sent C.imellia

Sasanqua (double white) with medium sized French-

white flowers.

Awards of merit were given to several Chrysan-

themums as follows :

—

Chrysanthemum Robert Owe.-j.—A splendid

addition to the incurved Japanese section with

extra large, full flowers of much substance, the

colour a deep golden shade with bronzy reverse.

The blooms shown were from late cuttings. From

Mr. R. Owen, Maidenhead.
Chrysanthemum Viscountess Hambledon.

—Another incurverl .Japanese with broad petals,

which in the case of one flower were of a pure

white, whilst in two there were traces of a pinkish

veining, a fine distinct variety. From Mr. Owen.

Chuysanthemu.m Waban, in which the mark-

ings are after Belle Paule, with the florets broad

as in Val d'Andorri', and reflexed also. A new

variety of much prom-se. From Mr. Owen.
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CnuTSANTHEMUM E^TEPPRISE.—A decided ac-
quisition to llie large flowered Anernone section.
Tlie flowers sbown left nolliing to be des-ired in
form. The florets are a silvery pink, tipped white,
with the cushion of a p.ile sulphur colour. From
Mr. Owen.
CHEYSANTHEMnM P'kedeeick Dokmer.—An-

other Japanese with globular and very fuU flowers,
the petnls refle.xed and somewhat short, the colour
a pale lemon, quite distinct. From lAIr. J. Pearson,
Chilwell, Notts.

C'HRYSANTHEMITM MeS. EOBINSON KlNG, best
known as the Hull sport of the Queen family. It
was somewhat late to see it in its best condition.
Ill colour it is not unlike Jardin des Plantes, but
with the Queen character. The flowers shown
V ere large aid full. From Jlr. Blair, Trentham
Gardens.

Chrysanthemum JIlle. Marie Eecouea.—A
Japanese with long, somewhat narrow, pure white
florets

;
the flowers of extra size, but borne on very

stout stems, denoting vigour. From Messrs. H.
Cannell and Sons and Messrs. Pitcher and Manda.

Mr. P. Blair, Trentham, sent cut blooms of Chry-
santhemums sliown upon the orthodox show boards,
embracing some very fine flowers of both Japanese
and incurved varieties, the former being of the
two the better lot, but both very fine for
fo late in the season (silver Banksian medal).
Mr. Robert Owen had another large di-play of
rut blooms on boards, being in this instance par-
ticularly strong in new Japanese varieties. Besides
those certificateil the following should be noted :

Mrs. Bruce Findlay, a pure white, large flowered
Japanese with reflexed petals, a promising exhibi-
tion variety

; Seedling 91, extra deep colour, deeper
than Sunflower, being more of an orange-jellow
with apricot shading

; Henry Perkins, another in-
curved Japanese, with flowers of a deeper colour

;

Lady Dorothy Improved, lighter in colour than the
type

;
J. P. Kendall, a Japanese with broad petals

of a rosy amaranth shade
; Seedling !)2. after Sun-

flowf r, but paler in colour ; and Elmer D. Smith, a
reddish crimson Japanese,a rich colour (silver Flora
medal).

Messrs. Pitcher and Manda had cut blooms set
up in an informal manner in glasses or bottles.
Amongst Ihem were Mrs. Libbie Allen, a rich
golden yellow Japanese with incurved petals, not
unl)ke Lord Brooke, which was also shown here,
but the former has its blooms some shades lighter

;

E. G. Hill, of a bronzy chestnut colour, the flowers
somewhat incurved

; John Dyer, after L'Adorable,
but of richer colour; and W. A. Manda, a hairy
variety, rich yellow in colour. Louis P.oehmer was
also in fair condition (silver Banksian medal).
Mr. tW. We'ls had another good lot, consisting
of several single and useful decorative varieties.
Of the former, one called Kudbcckia is not at all
unlike its name, the flowers of a dark chestnut
colour, and of the latter, Violet Rose, fairly defined
by its name as to colour (bronze 13anksian medal).
Messrs. Cannell and Sons had some exceedingly
well-grown examples of their superior strain of
Cyclamen, the whites being particularly pure in
colour and the flowers of good size. The dark
shades and mixed colours were also equal in these
respects (silver Banksian medal).

Mr. H. B. May had a fine group of weli-coloured
Crotons, the plnnts dwarf and well furnished, the
vaiielies the be.'-t for decorative purposes, espe-
cially noteworthy being Morti, elegantissimus, for-
mosus, volutus (extra fine), Hawkeri, Massange-
anus and undulatu?. Being set up with Ferns,
these plants were very attractive (silver Flora
medal). Messrs. Paul and Son sent a beautiful
assortment of cut examples of the best Hollies,
profusely berried, also of Ivies in berry and plants
of Pernettyas in variety, also in good berry-bearing
form. Very early forced Azalea mollis was also
shown here, the plants being home-grown (silver
Flora medal). Mr. Wythes was awarded the first
prize for Christmas Roses in flower, showing three
varieties grouped in a basket—a very good system
of exhibiting them. Mr. Wythes had also a large
group of his late-flowering decorative Japanese
Chrysanthemum named Duchess of Northumber-
land, the flowers of which are freely produced, the

colour a pure white, with narrow, quill-like florets.
From Mr. T. Ware, Tottenliain, came two beautiful
panfuls each of Iris Histrio and Narcissus Bulbo-
codium var. monophyllus, two particularly valuable
winter-flowering varieties, which, when belter
known, should be extensively grown by those who
can afford cold frame or pit accommodation for
them

; the Narcissus has the free-fiowering cha-
racteristics of the type.

Fruit Committee.

There was a large number of seedling Apples
before the cotnmittee, some of fair merit, the
larger number being inferior to existing varieties.
The great ditiiculty in testing new varieties is the
lack of information from the exhibitors as to their
cropping and free growing qualities.

A first-class certificate was awarded to

Potato CoLos.iiAL —A kidney-shaped variety of
large size and great weight with shallow eyes and
yellow flesh. This had been tested at Chiswick for
its cooking qualities, and Mr. Barron judgtd it first-

class. It is stated to be an immense cropper and
free from disease. Sliown by Mr. Fidler, Reading.

Messrs. Cooper, Taber and Co., Wall ham, Essex,
sent a new kidney Potato of nice shape named
Duke of York. This the commitlee desired to be
sent to Chiswick for trial. A very large colled ion
of Beet CTme from the R.H.S. Gardens, sixty va-
rieties being staged, but from close observation
many were synonymous with well-known varieties.
The best were Pragnell's Exhibition, Covent Gai'den,
Dell's Crimson, Cheltenham Green Top, Omega
Green Top, White's Blood Rod, Veitch's Red, Erfurt
Black, and the Egyptian Turnip rooted kinds, of
which Eclipse and Early Turnip were good exam-
ples. Several varieties of Chilian Beet were staged,
including the Perpeturtl Spinach and Brazilian.
From the society's gardens also were sent t(n
varieties of dessert Apples of great merit to
show the best kinds for use at this date.
The varieties were Beauty of Kent, Wagener,
Braddick's Nonpareil, King of Pippins, Rosemary
Russet, Dutch Mignonne, American Mother, Cogs-
well, Cox's Orange, and Baumann's AVinter Rein-
ette. From Mr. Hudson, Gunnersbury House,
Acton, came a dish each of Golden Noble and
Waltham Abbey Seedling for comparison to show
the distinct qualities of the two varieties, the
Golden Noble being specially fine and of good
flavour. Mr. C. Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough,
staged a fine di-h of Knight's Monarch Pear, the
flavour being first-rate. The committee were of

opinion that this old variety, despite its erratic

behaviour in some gardens, is worth extended cul-

tivation. Mi^. Smee, Carshalton, sent seedling
Apples, one named Ramborough being of great
merit, somewhat like King of Pippins, but of brisk

flavour. The award wa^ deferred till furl her
particulars of its cropping qualities wero sent.

Seedling Apples also came from Messrs. Princep,
Buxted Park, Uckfidd; Corkey, Frome ; Toogood,
I'eterborough, and Bannister, Westbury-on-Trym.
This being the last meeting of the year, the coun-
cil, through the chairman, thanked the committee
for their attendance and the attention they had
given the various exhibits placed before them, and
expressed a wish that n«-xt year they would kindly
give the socitty their valued assistance. Mr. Cheal
proposed a hearty vote of thanks to the chairman.
This was seconded by Mr. Hudson and carried
unanimously.

THE NATIONAL ROSE SOCIETY.

The annual meeting of the National Rose Society

was held on Tuesday, Kith inst,, at the Hotel
Windsor, Victoria Street, and was largely attended.

The chair was taken at i! o'clock by the Rev. W^
Wilks, secrttary of the R.H.S. , in the absence
of the president, the Dean of Rochester. The
report of the society was read by Mi'. Edward
Mawley, and was considered to be in every way
satisfactory. In accordance with a resolution

passed at the last annual general meeting of the
society, requiring amateur exhibitors to show
according to the r.urabtr of p'ants of exhibition

varieties grown by them, the committee drew up
schedules early in the year in order to meet these
altered requirements. The new system appears to
have worked admirably, and greatly to the satis-

faction of all classes of exhibiiors. Several of the
affiliated societies have already shown their
approval of the new classification by framing their
own schedules on similar lines, and it is to be
hoped that another year other Kuse societies may
fo'low their example.
Three exhibitions have again been held. That

which took place a'-, the Royal Horticultural
Society's Exhibiiion Hall at We.stminster, owing
to the backwardness of the season, again proved a
small one. On the other hand, the Crystal Palace
show was the largest one which the society has
ever held, the number of blooms staged in com-
petition, not including garden Roses, amounting
to over 7100. The pr-ovincial exhibition held at
Chester was also a remarkably fine and extensive
one. Unfortunately, the show day proved wet
throughout, and consequently the attendance of
visitors was very limited. A sub-committee has
been appointed to prepare a new catalogue of
exhibition and gaiden Roses, the old one being
now somewhat out of date, having been issued in

18yi. Several meetings have been already held
by this committee, and it is expected that the new
catalogue will be ready for distribution to
members during the course of the ensuing spring.
The treasurer is again enabled to report favourably
upon the society's financial position, notwith-
standing the lar-ge sum it was found necessary to
offer in prizes in order to carry out satisfactorily

the new classification in the schedules. The in-

come from all sources, including a balance of
£40 Os. lid. from last year, was £719 7s. lid.
The total expenditure amounted to £(187 lis. 4d ,

leaving £41 Kis. 7d. to be carried forward to the
next account. The corumittee have mr.de the fol-

lowing arrangements for the coining year: An
early show of Tea and Noisette Roses will be held
in conjunction with the Royrd Horticultural Society
on Tuesday, June 20. The metropolitan exhibition
will take place as usual at the Crystal Palace on
Saturday, July 1. Applications have been received
from three different affiliated societies requesting
the society to hold the provincial show next year in

their neighbourhood. After due consideration the
committee have decided to accept the application
of the Worksop Rose and Horticultural Society.
Arrangements have accordingly been made to hold
the provincial or northern show in connection
with that society at Worksop on Thursday,
July 20.

The committee have. to acknowledge the kind-
ness and liberality qf Lord Penzance, who has not
only presented the sociely with a donation of £15,
a portion of which will be expended next j'ear in a
cup for garden Roses, but who has also promised
to give a five-guinea cup each year for the same
class of Roses in future years.

After the routine work had been completed, the
most important question brought before this meet-
ing was discussed, this being brought forward by
the Rev. J. H. Pemberton, and was to the effect

that the following words be fidded to Regu-
lation 1 :

" The metropolitan show shall be held
on the Saturday nearest to the IJth of July." Our
readers may recollect that this question was dis-

cussed in our columns on the 10th inst. under the
heading " National Rose Society." Mr. Pemberton
contended that July G represented the date
which, if it fell on a Saturday, would in most
years suit all growers who exhibited at the
Crystal Palace, whether from the north, mid-
lands, or the south; that he had received a
large number of letters from growers in north-

ern districts in response to a circular which had
been sent out by Mr. H. V. Machin, a northern
amateur grower, and that these letters were unani-
mous in favour of the date of the metropolitan
meeting being held en the second Saturday
in July. Mr. Pemberton's motion was seconded
by Mr. Lindsell. Mr. Foster Melliar, Mr. Mawley
and Mr. Bateman also supported the motion. In
opposition to it, the Rev. H. B. Biron spoke as to

the difficulty the southern growers found in exhi-
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biting after the end of June or beginnir^r of July,

except in tlie very rare case of extremely b.nck-

ward seasons. Mr. liiron was followed liy Mr.

J. D. I'awle, who stated that the great Keigate
growers could seldom show well after the first

week in July, and by Mr. Grahame, who explained
that he had analysed the districts of the winning
exhibitors of la^t Crystal Palace show, and that

these exhibitors at the metropolitan meeting came
from sixteen counties and were well distributed,

instead of being oonlined merely or principally to

four counties, as stated by Mr. Bateman. Mr.
Grahame also read a humorous letter received by
him from Dean Hole, of Kochr.ster, the president

of the society, in which he stated that

—

Until wo can definitely :irianjjp the weather, which
is not within the range of practical iiolitics, it would
be impossible to fix the best day for the Crystal
Palace Rose show, I am inclined for the first Satur-
day iu July; hut in this mat tor, as in all others, I am
for the greatest happiness to the greatest number.

Mr. D'Ombrain, Mr. Berners and Mr. Orpcn also

spoke, the latter gentleman explaining that the
southerners had a right to consideration, as they
represented 70 per cent, of the members of the
society. On a divi.^ion being taken, there were
nineteen in favour of Mr. PemVierton's proposal,

and twenty-six against it, so that the motion was
lost, a result that was received with great applause
by the opponents of the me.isure. As the discus-

sion has been an annual event which has caused
much heart-burning, and as after next year the
meetings for four consecutive years will fall in

their natural course on the dates which Mr. Pem-
berton wished made permanent fixtures, the ques-
tion will probably now lie finaily shelved.

Public Gardens.

Slanchest r.— At the meeting of the City
Council recently, a recommendation of the Parks
Committee that application be made to the
Local Government Board for I heir sanction to the
borrowing by the council of £60,000 for the pur-
pose of open spaces in the city was adopted, hut
several members expressed the opinion that, in
view of the increase in the rates of the city, the
Parks Committee were spending money too lavishly.

Paddington Becreatioa Ground.—For the
purpose of .acquiring this as an open space and
playing fields for the public, £l!t,300 has now been
forthcoming out of a tot.al of £50,880 required to
complete the purchase, leaving a balance of £1500
stid to be raised. At a meeting of subscribers,
under the presidency of Mr. Aird, M.P., it was,
however, stated that the Paddington Vestry, who
had voted £l'5,OlO, had to obtain parliamentary
powers for such grant, and that the Vestry had to
deposit the Bill by the 21st inst. A resolution was
u -animously carried urging the Vestry to proceed
with the measure upon the understanding that the
executive committee would use their utmost en-
deavours to raise the comparatively small balance
wiibout delay.

Open spaces.—At the monthly meeting of the
Metropolitan Public Gardens Association, held
lately— Sir William Vincent, vice-chairman, pre-
siding—it was announced that Her Royal High-
ness Princess Louise h.ad been pleased to send a
contribution of £10 towards the general expenses.
It was stated that funds were needed for the
acquisition of the Cross Bones disused burial ground.
Red Cross Street, Borough, which the owners now
seemed willing to sell, and for the laying out of
Woolwich Churchyard, the estimate produced show-
ing that the cost would be about £1100. It was
agreed to offer seats for Maida Vale, to lay out a
portion of St. John's Churchyard, Stratford, at a
cost of £300, if money for the payment of wages,
abort half the estimated cost, was locally provided,
and to make a grant for tree planting in thorough-
fares in St. Luke's. A letter was read from a
member generously offeiing a sum of £5000 for
the laying out and permanent maintenance of Soho
Squai-e as a public garden if transferred to the
local authority, which offer the association had

placed before the committee of management, who
h.ad it under consideration. It was reported th.at

the association had during the month taken part

in a deputation to the City Corporal ion, soliciting

a grant of £:!000, being the balance required to

comjilrte the £75,01)0 needed for the purchase of

Hackney Miirshes, 310 acres in extent, a scheme
set on foot by the association early in l.silO. Tlie

secretary st.ated that the L'lndou County Council

had agreed to purchase 41 acres of the Hilly Fields

for £ I0,:!50, upon the joint committee of the open

space societies and residents handing over the

money they had collected, amounting, with the

.£7000 subscrited by the Greenwich District

Board, to over £17,000, .and that £700 was urgently

needed before the 21st inst., the last day for de-

positing the Bill for the purchase of Paddington
Recreation Ground at a cost of £."ii)OiiO. A dona-

tion was received from a member for tree planting

in Pancras Square, and the Haekney District

Board agreed to pay h.alf tlie cost of similar work
at Stamford Hill. Another member. Lord St.

Germans, kindly expressed his willingness to

transfer his rights o\er Kidbrooke Green to the

London County Council, which would ensure its

preservation as an open space.

Obituary.

F. W. Bedford.—We regret to announce the

death on Saturday, December 10, at Straffan, Co.

Kildare, of Mr. F. W. Bedford, aged 20. He was
the eldest son of Mr. F. Bedloid and a young
gardener of gre.at promise. His early death is

deeply regretted by all who knew him.

William Pratt.—It is witli regret that we
record the death of Mr. W. Pratt, at the age of 42,

after a few days' illness. He died on Monday
night l.ast at the Southgate Hotel, Soutbgate
Street, Bath. Mr. Piatt was well known in con-

nection with Longlc.at Gardens, and the grand
examples of Muscat of Alexamiiia Gr.ape which
he annually produced iu the famous Longltat
vineries during the nine or ten years he was
head gardener there. He was for several years

gardener to Lord Hill, at Hawkestone, Shiews-
bury, prior to undertaking the superintendence of

the extensive gardens at Longltat. Mr. Pralt has
left a wife and young family to mourn his loss.

The decease.1 was very jjopular with all with whom
he came in contact.

Mixed planting r. grouping of trees.—The
following motives in managing ornamental woods
may be worth consideration by those who are

engaged in planting, or, as not unfrecjueutly occurs,

who succeett to long-neglected and extensive wood-
lands. By mixed planting, we ascertain what
trees thrive best in var-ying soils and exposures,

and having practically acquired this knowledge it

should be acted on intelligently and decisively.

Given 100 acres of p.ark with undulating varying

soil, pUatited with mixed trees for shelter and
orn.ament, probably the highest degi'ee of beauty
and ch iracter would ultimately be obt.ained in the

following w.ay : When the fir»t thinning is under-

taken, the improver should go all over t'le wood.
He will find unmistakable differences in the uses

which the trees have made of the time since they
were planted. Where the -soil is deep and heavy,

the Oaks will look unusually clean ami healthy.

He will not err if he sacrifices everything else to

make this a grove of Oak-i. Here, perhaps, is a
ble.ak hillside, exposed to prevailing winds, the

soil light and shallow. In .^-uch a place, the most
promising p'ants are probably Silver Fir, Pinus
Pinaster, or P. austri.aca. On the crown of the

hill, the Scotch Firs will be masters of the situ.a-

lion. Let him look 100 uards a-head, and see

here materials for a striking picture—gloomy
depths of the heavy Pinasters; further on, the

stately Silvers, in naok after rank. Here he wdll

be encouraged to establish a dell of Beech trees;

there a company of A'^hes. Then, some trees lend
themselves to tlie formation of avenues; indeed.

Lime trees, Yew, and Beech seem to attain the'r

highest character when so employed. Thoughtfiil

design will bring a higher leward than indiscri-

minate p'anting of any kind.— H. M.

"Cottage Gardening" monthly part.—
Readers interested in cottage gardens may like to

be remindeel of the monthly parts of this little

p.aper. Copies for distribution will be sent en
application to the publishers, Messrs. Casscll,

Ludgate Hill, London, EC.

Terrestrial and small epiphytal Orchids.
Having made arrangements to have some of the

more interesting small Orchids of South Africa

and Australia tent by post, I shall be glad to

supply them to any persons wishing to obtain

specimens and who are willing to pay a moderate
price to encourage the collectors. 'Jhe-e things

are rarely to be had from the dealers, and com-
plaint is often made that they cannot be obtained.

I h.ave just received a few plants of the curious

liltle Dendroliiiim linguaiforme from New South

W.ales.—Alfred R. Wallack, I'arlistune, Donet.

Wanted, a colour chart.— If anything w.is

proved by a recent discussion in Tub Gardisn' as

to the tint called "purple," I should say it is the

w.int of a general colour or tint ch.art to which we
could all refer in case of doubt or of difficulty.

Sirndry dealers in paints and colour do send out

such charts to their customers, but what we want
is something more definite and scientific, i.e , true

to Nature, even although these trade charts give a
useful common ground of reference. Give us a
chart on which the primary, secondary and ter-

tiary colours (whether optical or artisticit does not

much matter) are set down, and we shall at least

possess a common standard of comparison, and so

be able to check each other's exuberance when the

colour, or tint, or hue of a flower is mentioned.

Not only gardeners and nurserymen, but everyone

interested in the riuestion of colour would be bene-

fited by the publication of such a chart, and I for

one would most willingly subscribe for its produc-

tion on the chance of it paying its own way. I

hope "H. B." (page 521) will help my appeal. Let

us all stand on a common ground or footing as to

this problem, and a colour chart wou'd at least put

us on a common footing. That it is difiicult to do is

only an .additional proof of its necessity.—F. W. B.

Roses for forcing.—Would " R.," whose note

on forcing Roses appeared in the issue of De-

cember 3, kindly give best selection of Teas and
a few Hybrid Perpetuals for foi'cing—such, for

instance, as are grown by the growers for Covent
Garden Market, as these would be the best for

private work also .'—SuBSCBlBEll.
•'•,,* The following varieties are extensively cul-

tiv.ated liy our market growers, and for the benefit

of "Subscriber" I give their chief or predoaiinating

colours. All .are of good ar-.d free growth and
fiower very freely. Teas .and Noisetti:S- Am a
Olivier (buff, yellow, and flesh), Catherine Mermet
(flesh-pink), Fr.ancisca Kriiger (coppery yellow),

Isab.^Ua Sprunt (canary-yellow), Madame Charles

(light salmon yellow), Mme. Falcot and Safi'ano

(apricot-yellow), Mme. Lambard (red and salmon),
Marie van Houtte (yidlow), Niphetos (pure white),

I'erle des Jardins (clear yellow), Reine JI. Hen-
riette (red), Souvenir d'un Ami (pink). Sunset
(orange-saffron). The Bride (white), I'Meil (red-

dish copper), Mari?ch.al Niel (deep yellow), and
W. A. Richardson (orange). Hybrid Pe'petuals:

General Jacqueminot (dark red), A. K. Williams

(deep red), Fisher Holmes (dark scarlet), Prince

C.de Rohan (deep maroon), Jules Margotlin (bright

pink), and Mme. Lacharme (white). —R.

Names of plants.— 7'. C. Jl.—l, Caluithe Tex-

tori ; 2, Maxillaria gr-andiHoni. .1. li. C.— Liiinid-

arnbar. A. S. S.— Catasetuui luridurn. G. li.—
Dianella intermedia. /. H. Reeic.—i, Pittosporum

pp. A.Hildifch.— 1, Trichomiinos rigiduni ; 2, Uy-
iiienophyllum hirtellum ; 3, Pell la geran asfolia ; 4,

Polypodium suspensum ; 5, Sonlopendrium vulgare

multitidum : 0, Lomaria fluviatilis. /. Cooksoti.—
1, Sojihronitis cernua ; 2. Epideudrum ciliare ; 3, E.
raiUcans. TV. DoJd.—Odontogloss'ni Samlerianum.

H. B.—Ptrnettya belongs to the Heath family.
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Woods and Forests.

PLANTING EXPOSED GROUND.
Ceoic'E of teeis. -Ne.xt to the best method of
planting e.xposed and hillside ground, the kinds
of trees best suited for withstanding prolonged
storms and the greatest amount of cold will be
a matter of first importance. What should be
aimed at first is to have the outer boundaries
of the plantation composed of trees that have
jiroved most suitable for doing battle with
the wind. The southerly and south-western
boundaries are usually in this country those
that suffer most, but the particular lie of the
t'round and adjacent hills may have much to do
in deciding this important point. However, in
any case it is just as well to ensure partial
safety by guarding the woodland from every
side, and the best means of so doing will now
be considered. The outer line or lines should
be composed mainly, if not wholly, of such
well-tried and valuable subjects as the Scotch,
Austrian, Corsican and mountain Pines (P.
sylvestris, P. austriaca, P. Laricio, and P. mon-
taca or P. Purailio), interspersed with the
common Sycamore (Acer pseudo-Platanus), the
winged Elm (Ulmus alata), the shaggy Horn-
beam, Elder and such like trees ; while amongst
these, and so as to make the ground thick with
vegetation, the common Gorse, Broom, and
native Juniper will all help and succeed if the
so'l is at all good. How these jjarticular trees
have succeeded in a plantation that I formed
on the flanks of an English hillside, and at
nearly 1000 feet altitude, might now profitably
be discmssed, for the old adage that experience
teaches .still hold.s good in our own time and
particularly in tree planting.

Amongat the three Pines— sylvestris, aus-
triaca, and Laricio—there is little choice ; in-
deed, they are all e.xcellent trees for the work
under consideration. I tried to make a choice
of one over the other two, but here the Laricio
seemed to stand best, while a little further on
a fine green-leaved bushy Austrian asserted its

right to supremacy for planting on the wild
mountain-side. Then the Scotch stood so well
out even when in the very face of theworststorm,
that I felt an injustice would be done to place
any foreign species ahead of our own native
and well-tried tree. There is something in the
fact of one tree of a particular species- say the
Austrian—growing better than another of the
same kind not a dozen yards away, and where
both soil and atmospheric conditions must be
exactly similar. To account for such a differ-
ence is indeed puzzling, and one might stand
at the base of that wild craggy bill and look long
and wistfully in trying to solve the mystery why
f?uch should be the case. No doubt the pecu-
liar constitution of the particular tree has much
to do with it, and this may be jjlaced as a first

reason, but there is a second that may not have
occurred to everyone, and which, for a few years
at any rate, would materially affect the growth
of a particular tree—that is, injury to the roots
before being planted, and which under ordinary
circumstances it must take a long time to put
right. There is still another suppo-sition, or
perhaps I should use the word aflirmation in-
stead, and that is that trees moved under pecu-
liar circumstances, shelter being a prime mover
in the matter, must and will be affected some-
what by a change to a totally dift'erent altitude
probably so much apart as nearly 1000 feet.
This may be illustrated by a rather curious fact
that came under my own observation in laying
out the particular plantation to which I have
referred. On the ground, or rather growing

on a hillock at some little distance away, were
severa plants of the mountain Ash, Birch,
Gorse, and Broom. Just as an experiment I
had these carefully lifted and replanted in the
plantation, whilst alongside these, others from
lowland ground were inserted. To-day the
difference in the two is very marked, the
mountain forms having kept ahead of the low-
land trees, until now they have almost ousted
them from the situation. There can be no
doubt that acclimatisation has a great deal more
to do with plant life than we give it credit for.
The sceptical may say that the conveying of the
lowland plants for such a distance would materi-
ally affect them by loosening and shaking the
soil from the roots, but I may just say that the
trouble and value of the experiment were such
as to ensure full ju.stice being done on all sides.
But everyone who has had hillside planting to
do must have noticed the differences of growth
between plants raised at high altitudes and
tho.se brought from lowland sheltertd situations.
The difference in growth between a strong
seedling Scotch Fir and one that has been
planted on the same high ground is truly re-
markable, and leads one to the belief that were
it otherwise practicable, seed-.sow ing would be
preferable to planting out. The Austrian Pine
is a finst class tree for imparting shelter on ex-
posed ground, its big massive branches thickly
furnished with wind-defying, shaggy foliage,
and adaptability to soil of a very poor descrip-
tion rendering it a most useful and valuable
subject. There is an evil which I have heard
sometimes spoken about, and that is that
the tree is easily uprooted. This I have
only found the case wheie big—too big-
specimens have been planted out, but where
the tree is used when only 2 feet or IS inches
high, the evil is considerably minimised, if not,
indeed, got rid of altogether. There are few
trcES, coniferous at least, that do not sufler
when planted at say the height of G feet to 8
feet, and this practice is, unfortunately, too
common in small gardens and little properties.
The Austrian roots shallow, we will grant, but
so does the Scotch, and so does every Pine for
that matter

; but the root- spread is of the
wide.st to compensate for the surface par-
tiality. Then it may be argued that the timber
of this Pine is not of such value as to ensure
our planting the tree in question in any
great quantity, and this is an unfortunate mis-
take that many fall into. A tree that will grow
and live in jiositions where at times one can
hardly keep his feet owing to the keen fury of
the wind must not be condemned, for the very
fact of its living and thriving on the windward
side allows us to plant other trees that are less
valuable in the same way to the leeward of it.

Once a screen of the better trees has been got
up, the interior of the wood may be planted
with almost what you like. There can be no
(juestion that the Austrian Pine is one of the
most valuable trees for shelter-giving with which
we are at present acquainted, but that it is either
equal to, or superior to, the Scotch or Laricio 1
do not feel inclined to say. A. D. W.

Effect of wind on trees.—Trees wliicli grow
in exposed situations have tlieir tops always lean-
ing away in the opposite direction from the pre-
vailing winds, and the casual observer concludes
that tlie branches have been bent by the constant
pressure of the wind and retained their position.
Now, although such trees have the appearance
exactly of trees bending under a gale, still it is not
pressure in that way which has given them their
shape. The fact is, they have grown away from
the blast and not been bent by it after they grew.
Examination of the branches and twigs will show

this. We hardly realise the repressive effects of
cold wind upon tree growth, which it partially or
altogether arrests, just according to its prevalence.
Conifers show the effects of tliis more distinctly
than other trees. Owing to the horizontal habit
of growth of the branclies, they point directly in
the teeth of the gale from whatever direction it

comes, and cannot, like the Oak, lean over and
grow in the opposite direction ; hence coniferous
trees growing in exposed situations produce good
long branches on their lee side, while on the windy
side the branches retain their rigid horizontal
position, but make comparatively little growth,
which is simply suppressed. Example : I measured
the branches of a Nordmann's Spruce growing in
a position fuKy exposed to the north and south.
One branch on the noith side of the tree had
fifteen annual nodes or growths and was 7 feet
Ions', and its opposite had the same number of
nodes, being of I he same age, but was nearly 2 J feet
longer, or Oi feet, and all the lateral branches were
proportionally long and well furnished.—X.

Nurses for trees.—With good nursing almost
any shrubs or trees may be made to grow any-
where. Without it there are hundreds of places
where it is hopeless to attempt to grow rare coni-
ferous or common trees, such as Oaks, for ins'ance.
Whatever does best in tlie neighbourhood

—

whether it be Larch, Spruce, Scotch Fir, Eirch, or
even Broom—that is the be^t plant to use for
nursing and sheltering the trees or shrubs we wish
to ultimately prcdcminate. Plant chiice ticcsin
the positions and at the distances we wish them
to occupy, but plant the nurses everywhere. Let
them fill all the intervening spaces, almost em-
bracing the permanent plants on all sides, without
actually touching them. The function of these
nurses is to help the other trees to grow, ju.st as
ours taught us to walk. But in arboreal matters
the nurse is often allowed to grow over and smother
the tree it was meant to help ; and so there has
been a rebound against the whole system of nurs-
irg, and we constantly see trees of rare form and
surpassing beauty set down in the open tetth of
the wind. Is it any wonder that, thus exposed,
they refuse to grow, become stunted, or die 1 Good
nursing is the secret of tree as of animal
health, but when the tree or man is once vigorous
enough to grow or walk alone, nurses must be dis-

pensed with.— F.

Alder for hedges.—As a hedge plant, the
Alder is not so good as the Poplar. It delights in

wet, swampy lands, and will ^tow tolerably even
in the water. The plants for fences should be four
years old, not more, because when older they are
geneially devoid of branches at the bottom. They
may be set at a foot apart, and treated in evejy
respect like the Poplar, trimming the fence with a
hedge-bill, and keeping it at the height of 5 feet.

The Alder will make a strong, branching fence,
though not very close, and if pruned regularly as
directed, it has a neatness much beyond what is

Kcnerally believed of it. l^ew have the courage to

keep it in subjection, being a tree of extraordinary
exuberance.—B. W.

"The Gapdsn " Mon'hly Parts —Tkis journal is pub-
lisfud m neatly bound J)Jonlhly Parts. In this form the

coloured plates are best preserved, and it is most suitable for

reference previci'^s to the issue of the half-yearly volumes. Price

la. &d. ; post free, Is. 9d. Complete set of volumes of Th«
Garden p-om its comvmncevient to end oj 1891, forty vols.,

price, cloth, £29 8j.

" Gardentr g Illustrated " Monthly Parts. — This
journal is published in n-zathj bound Monihly Parts, in which
form it is most suitable for reference previous to the issue of the

yearly volumes. Price 5d.; post free, Sd.

"Farm ard Home" Monthly Parts.— 3*« joumalis
published in neatly bound Monthly Parts, m which form it u
most iuiialle Jor rejertnce privii^vs to the issue of the yeaity
volumes. Price 5rf. ; post free. J-d.

•* Kardy 7\awGTS,"— Giving descriptions oJ uptcardr o)

thirteen hundred of the most ornamental species, with directions

for their arrangement, culture, <tc. ^^Jth and Popular
Edition, Is.; post free. Is. Sd

AV of our readersicho ore interested in the i^iiprorement oj

c ittage homes are invtted to lulp us to male Coitage Gar-
dening l^noicn. It is published at the veiy lowest priie to

hieet the wants of those for uhom it is intended, and copies iriil

be sent for distribution, free, by the publishers, Messrs. Cassell

and Corii'^any, La £eiU Sauvage, Ludgate Bill, E.C,
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"This Is an Art
Which doep mend Nature : chnnffe it rather ; but
The Art itsilLK is Nature."— HfMkespeare.

Rose Garden.

THE GROWTH OF ROSES IN VARIOUS
SOILS.

The advantage and need for contrasting a

heavy growth with a light, Init not necessarily

weak one are of some importance, especially to

younger rosarians, who may lie discouraged by

the seeming inferior quality and appearance of

their Rose plants compared with those culti-

vated by others in their neighbourhood. Under

proper culture tin.' diffon-noe is fully accounted

for by the class of subsoil oue's Rose garden is

placed in. I have a light soil, and friends who
come to see my small Rose garden generally

interest, but do not alarm me if they come in

early summer by their friendly and candid
criticism, to which I do not object. If they
come from a district where Roses are grown
on heavy loam or clay, they at once notice

that my Rose shoots are somewhat thin, and
they come to the conclusion that in the current

season good Roses can liardly grow on such

light wood. Their conclusions are based on
erroneous ideas of the value of the splendid

thick growth which is quite common on heavy
land, but most unusual where it is light. I

have proved practically and conclusively in this

neighbourhood, which has a very varied geo-

logical formation, abounding in different places

with subsoils of clay, gravel, chalk, .sand, &c.,

that a grower on light land can hold his own
with one growing on heavy clay or the finest

loam, and I have come to what seems a natural

and proper conclusion, that a very strong or

gross growth is of but slight advantage, and is

not more likely to produce flowers of higher
quality than those from the light wood of Rose
plants grown in sandy or chalky districts. I

have frequently noticed that these splendid

thick stems, although they usually produce
large blooms, very frequently also develop them
of coarse and inditi'erent form, and experienced
judges know that a well set up Ro.se of good
quality, if even only of medium size, will, as

long as it is of good colour and first-rate form,

get more points than a coarse bloom without
form.
To get the best Roses, you require the wood to

be well ripened, and medium-sized growth can
ripen more easily and quickly than coarse wood
with a superfluity of sap. The Tea Rose plants
sent to this country from French professional

growers are seldom large, but the wood seems
to be thoroughly ripened, the natural advan-
tage of a sunny clime hastening the ripening
before the winter frosts come, and the great
heat and drought which are common to many
parts of France (and which much inconveni-
enced the neighbourhood of Lyons this year)
are correctives to coarse-growing tendencies and
also preventives of sappiness—another name
for immaturity.

It is especially important to have the growth
of Tea Roses well ripened. From my own ob-
servation, I believe most of the beautiful wood
grown in this country on Tea Rose bushes and
standards from August to October is seldom of

ultimate value, as in few seasons do we get suf-

ficient sun to thoroughly ripen that growth, the

consei[Ucnce usually being destructi(m when
severe weather comes, and in the spring we have

most frequently to cut away the lovely autumnal

shoots, ruined by winter's chills and harsh

winds, and to seek for a renewal of life clo.se to

the original bud. The question of the retention

of the full autumnal growth and also the cul-

tivation and care of Rose plants at (hat period

of year are all of the greatest importance, more

especially as regards the maintenance or other-

wise of superfluous shoots usually freely de-

veloped after the first and principal bloom of

summer is over. Some consider that for the

sake of root-action it is wise to leave all growths,

and others say that too much wood prevents

the ripening of those more desirable shoots

required for next year's developments. With

these latter authorities 1 <iuite agree, and it has

been my practice to use the knife freely in late

August and September ; but when you cut out,

as I do, the weaker growths, a precautionary

measure must be adopted, viz., to stake care-

fully the more freely growing shoots, which

seem when relieved from valueless companion-

ship to grow very rapidly, and form on even

light land excellent wood which would not be

discreditable amongst Roses on heavy soils. If

these Rose stems be not staked, I find that the

longer ones get top-heavy, and in a stiff breeze

they will snap at the base ; then the growth of

the season will be lost.

A rosarian who makes up his mind to adopt

this thinning-out system for getting thoroughly

ripened wood must also be content with less au-

tumnal bloom than if he allowed his plants to

grow anyhow or in a semi-wild state. I no-

ticed recently in one of your contemporaries a

very pertinent remark from an experienced

rosarian about autumn Rose culture, and which

may with advantage be repeated here, that we
most usually neglect the precaution of disbud-

ding in the autumn, and those who would be

ashamed to see the shoots of their Rose trees

interlacing and the buds growing in threes and

fours early in the season neglect this care of, and

attention to their plants later in the year, with

the result of getting inferior blooms and also

injuring much of the wood, which is of value

for the coming year's bloom.

I acknowledge that I felt the remarks to be

generally appropriate, and I have no doubt with

the majority this neglect is common, but

one reply would be that it is really difficult with

some Roses to keep pace with their autumnal

bud formation. Such a Rose as my favourite

Viscountess Folkestone is distracting in its pro-

lific growth of flower-buds, and as it is not one

of the very freest growing kinds, I do not thin

it out so freely as is my habit with other

varieties.

To sum up the points discussed, I may say

that those who grow their Roses on light soils

will, if they carefully carry out the instructions

available through the garden press, be able to

iret blooms of high standard from apparently

weak wood. That the fact of their neighbours

on heavy soil having very big bushes and im-

mense shoots is no superior advantage if good

form be the primary object. That if they want

a profusion of bloom they should not tliin out

the autumn growth, but if they consider the

ripening of the wood to be of the first import-

ance, they will do so. C. J. Grahame.

Croycluti.

December in the Rose garden.—This is a

month when we may reasonably expect severe

frosts, and one of the chief precautions to be talsen

in growing s.uch climbers as Margchal Niel under

glass, by simply introducing their long growths to

the greenhouse, is to see that from this time on-

wards their roots and stems are protected from

frost. It will not be wise to leave these uncovered

any longer, as if you allow frost to affect thcmat

the most vital parts, especially when they are being

somewhat excited at the tops by tlie heat of the

greenhouse, however low the temperature may be,

mischief is sure to follow. It is very easy to mulch

the ground in which the roots are with some light

stable manure ; tliis will atTord protection and

nourishment at the same time. Tlie stems them-

selves, at least as much as miiy be out of doors,

should have a few hay-bands wound around them

in much the same way that one sees pumps and

water pipes protected. It is so unreasonable not

to do this, that one might well wonder at any hints

being given. But I h.ave more than once seen cases

where even such simple and necessary protection

was not given. There is not much to be done in the

way of actual work among Hoses during December

and January, except to rough dig any portions of

ground where stocks or plants are intended to be

planted in the spring, and to prepare sticks ready

for tying the shoots to next season. Manure may

be wheeled on to the ground during frosty weather

and spread among the plants. Of course, where

any protection was considered necessary, it has

been done before these notes will appear ; if not,

then lose no more time. In the northern counties

and midlands it is well to afford a little protection,

but I would warn my readers against giving too

much. Some short time ago I gave a few notes

upon this subject, and will refer anyone to them

who has not already prepared for King Frost. I

am aware Roses are hardier than the majority of

amateurs used to consider, but that is no reason

why a little thoughtful protection should not be

beneficial. Harm is done when they are over-

protected, and thus rendered more susceptible to

frosts that come late in the season, and when the

sap is on the rise a little more freely tlian it would

have been if the plants had been left unprotected.

— R.

TOO-MUCH-ALIKE ROSES.

Many of our best varieties have been redistributed

under another name a few years after their grand

merits had caused them to be extensively grown,

with the natural result that the majority of gar-

dens possessed them under the original and true

name The National Rose Society have done thoir

best to check such proceedings by bracketing them

together as being synonymous with older vanelies,

while at the same time they very fairly state that

some of them may be different in habit of growth

and foliage. At present there are forty names in

this list representing only seventeen genuine va-

rieties, two of them having no less than four

names and the same number possessing three

each I do not think this list is quite complete ;

certainly there are many more which come far too

close to be called distinct. Still, on the whole,

it is well to be quite sure before placing any ot tte

recent introductions upon this list. Soil and dis-

trict also have some influence upon Roses.

We will take the varieties that are bracketed to-

frether in the National Rose Society's catalogue,

viz ,
Exposition de Brie, Ferdinand de Lesseps,

Maurice Bernard in, and Sir Garnet Wolseley. The

above is the order in which they are given in the

National Rose Society's schedule, but I will now

r,lace them in the order in which they were intro-

duced. Maurice Bernardin was sent out by

Grainger in ISfil ; this was followed by Exposition

de Brie, by the same raiser, in m;5 ;
lerdinand

de Lesseps was sent out by E. Verdier in 18b.t,

and Sir Garnet Wolseley by Cranston in 18
1
o. 'This

is a very good example of what I allude to when

saving that it is the good Roses which get sent out

a Second and even a fourth time. To my mind the

first three are identical in every way, but I do not

call Sir Garnet Wolseley so large a flower or quite

so good a grower as the three otliers. It will be

noted from the dates of introduction that are

given above that there are from four to six years

between the sending out of each. It is certainly

very peculiar that the three first (which are un-
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doubtedly syncnymous) should have bean sent out
at intervals of four years.

Then, again, I will take the other instance of
four synonyms that are bracketed by the National
Rose Society, with a parenthetical remark that
this variety might well have five. The National
Rose Society gives it Alba rosea, Josephine Mai-
ton, Mme. Bravy and Mme.de Sertot, but if the best
foreign Rose list is to be depended upon, it was
known previou.sly as Danzile. Later on it was sent
out by Guillot as Mme. Bravy in 1848, by Fernet
as Mme. de Sertot in 1859, by Lartey as Alba
rosea in 1862, and later still as Josephine Malton.
I do not know the introducer of it bv the last
name, but believe it was sent out in 1.S70 or 1871,
that being about the date it first came under my
notice. I think we may take it that both Mme.
Bravy and Maurice Bernardin are among the very
best of their respective classes, and hence the in-
ducement to send them out among other new ( ?

)

varieties. The whole list might be gone through
in the same manner and would yield very similar
results.

In the schedule for 181)3 the National Rose So-
ciety have not got Duke of Wellington and
Rosieriste Jacobs among their synonymous Roses,
but on reference to the supplement of their cata-
logue published in 1890, I find these two varieties
are bracketed. I presume it was an oversight its

not getting put into their schedules as such during
the following years, otherwise it is not very con-
sistent, seeing they have added others of the new
synonymous Roses which were decided upon as
such when drawing up this supplement tj their
very interesting and remarkably accurate cata-
logue. A new catalogue is being drawn up now,
and when the new schedules are prepared 1 trust
this omission will be rectified.

All of the bracketed Roses are very similar in
all ways, if not i ientioal with one another. There
are also many Roses that as a general rule are
quite distinct, but from which it is often possible
to cut blooms that would puzzle anyone to decide
as to which variety they really belonged. Thomas
Mills and General Jacqueminot may be given as
examples. Ordinarily these two varieties are very
distinct, but one may often select a deep-coloured
Thomas Mills that would seem identical with a
pale or light-coloured General Jacqueminot. Yet
as a general rule they a^e quite different. General
Jacqueminot having a deep velvety shade and most
exquisite scent, neither of which is found in
Thomas Mills. Gener,i,l Jacqueminot also flowers
far more freely than Thomas Mills, and is in every
way far superior to it.

Mabel Morrison and White Baroness are not
bracketed, but I would like to be sure of the
dilference. Mme. Berard and Beaute de I'Europe
I have grown side by side, both inloors and out,
and fail to distinguish the slightest difference.
Of those that are very changeable in colour, such
as W. A. Richardson, Jean Ducher, Anna Ollivier,
Mme. Lambird, &c , it is often easy to cut blooms
from them (and at the same time) which would
seem distinct varieties. One may cut blooms of
three or four different colours from these, and in
some instances they would seem more like another
variety. Anna Ollivier, for e.xample, often produces
a flower that would pass as Mme. Hoste, while at
the same time there are blooms on the plant that
are as distinct as it is possible for two Roses to
be.

The following is a list oi Roses not mentioned
by the National Rose Society, and which are very
much alike, if not irlentical in my soil, although
they may come distinct with other groweS :

America and Isabella Sprunt, Mme. Dennis and
Marie Opoix, Mme. Berard and Beaute de I'Europe
RSve d'Or an 1 Tour Bertrand, Reine du Midi, La
Reme and Reine des Frangds. AVhile this further
list may often be had alike when growing on
different soils: Mrs. Baker and Countess of Oxford
Paul's Reynolds Hole and Sultan of Zanzibar',
Mme. Rival and Auguste Mie, and occasionally
Auguste Rigotard and Dupny Jamain. Then,
again, Roses have their peculiarities. I cannot
grow Dr. Andry in my presjnt grouni nearly so

fine as in a former soil. Nor can 1 grow Counte-s
of Oxford, Senateur Vaisse, Marquise de Castel-
lane, Jean Fernet, and Rubens with such heavy
blooms as formerly. R.

Orchids.

L.ELIA ANCEPS ALBA.

I HAVE during the last month received a lot of

inquiries from readers of The G.\rden as to

why these plants do not flower. They grow well

enough, most people say, but they do not show
any disposition to bloom. I am afraid these

white varieties are not sufficiently cared for

during their growing season. They are kept in

too low a temperature for one thing, and this

is the principal cause why failure comes in, I

think. The white varieties are found in warmer
places in Mexico, more on the Pacific side of the
country ; they therefore require a greater
amount of heat to grow them sufficiently strong
to induce them to throw up their spikes. They
will bear all the exposure to the sun it is pos-
sible to give them, always bearing in mind that
the plants are under glass ; consequently, shad-
ing must be resorted to to prevent them from
burning when the sun is very strong. A fine

lot of these plants was showing the flower-spikes

when last I was at St. Albans. One or two
readers have sent in some flowers for names, so

that I must necessarily say something about
these now. Taking the three flowers from
"C. C," No. 1 is L. a. Hilliana, a plant that
has been known and introduced for some years.

It is a compact-growing plant, and a variety that

has now become established. I frequently see

it about in collections. In its growth it more
resembles the typical plant than do many
of the white forms. The flower now before me
measures about 4 inches across; the sepals and
petals are white, the lip white stained with
blush, the throat yellow, with forked lines on
the side lobes. No. 2 is Stella, a variety which
has also been introduced for some years. It is

a much stronger grower than the typical plant.

The flowers now before me are thick and waxy
in texture, and measure nearly 5 inches across.

They are of the purest white, saving the throat
and disc of the lip, which are golden yellow,

the side lobes being marked with deep purple
lines. From " G. B." also come some flowers
of the white varieties. No. 1 being the very
beautiful kind known by the name of Per-
civaliana, one of the earliest of the white
forms after Dawsoni, a superb variety intro-

duced by the Messrs. Low, of Clapton, and the
flr.st white form known. The true Dawsoni is

at the present time exceedingly rare, and many
of the white kinds are from time to time oft'ered

under this name.
Percivaliana resembles the typical plant in

its growth, the flowers being between 4 inches
and 5 inches across, the sepals and petals white
suft'used with a shade of soft rosy-blush ; the
lip has the tips of the side lobes recurved, the
margins marked with deep rich purple with
a few spots or dots of the same colour on the
lower margin, the upper part of the central
lobe also deep purple, the disc creamy-
white, the throat pale yellow streaked with
crimson. No. 2 is Stella, already named, and
No. 3 is alba, having no marks of colour upon
the lip whatever. George Methven sends a
flower which he says is a splendid variety, and
asks if it is not Schrosderiana. It is only a
somewhat inferior form of Stella, but it is not
one whit the less beautiful. The last which I here
wish to draw attention to is the rare and beau-
tiful variety known as Williamsi, sent by David

McCullura. This is the first time it has flowered
with him, through not giving it warmth enough
during the growing season, 1 have little doubt.
It is compact in growth, much resembling the
type species in its habit and build, but of a less

decided shade of green, the flowers being of

good size, not above the average, pure white
saving the throat, which is yellow streaked with
reddish purple on the side lobes of the lip on
the inside. Wm. Hugh Gower.

Cattleya 'Warocqueana.—From Mr. Apple-
ton come some fine varieties of this beautiful

Cattleya. No. 1 is a very fine form, much resem-
bling C. labiataPescatorei. No. 2 is also a fine flower

with a great deal of white around the uppar pirt

of the lip, but it is quite past its best. Nos. 4 and
5 are ordinary forms of the same variety, but No.
3 1 look upon as quite distinct from any of the

above. It is distinct both in sh^pe and colour.

Does its appearance as a plant lead to any marked
difference ? The sepals are plain at the edges, the

petals larger, waved at the edges, brth being ro.sy

purple, side lobes of the same colour as the petals,

front lobe beautifully frilled and undulated ; the

front having a large blotch of bright rosy crimson,

marked wiih broad radiating lines of rich velvety

magenta, leaving a broad marginal border of rosy

lilac ; the throat is marked with lines of orange-

yellow. This belongs to the C. labiata section, al-

though very distinct in its colours and shapa.—

•

W. H. G.
From Brussels I [have received numerous

beautiful flowers of this variety of C. labiata

from M. Linden, and he says he has enclosed

with them a form of the old true labiata, but

I fail to find it. There are certainly two flowers

which very much resemble M. Pescitore's variety

of labiata, but I fail to find Lindley's true plant

in either of the flowers. The flowers sent without

exception are very fine.—W. H. G.

Koellensteinia graminea.—" J. H." sends me
a leaf and spike of this, asking if it is a Cymbi-
dium, and saving it is a very elegant, though not

a very showy Orchid. The latter statement I quite

agree with, and I am glad to find these very pretty

Orchids again finding favour with growers. The
flowers are almost campanulate, the sepals and
petals nearly equal, less than 1 inch across, white

tinged with straw colour, the basal half marked
with narrow transverse bands of reddish brown.

The lip is creamy white, having a few reddish

streaks on the disc. The plant was found in Guiana
bySchomburgk nearly sixty years ago.—W. H. G.

SHORT NOTES.—ORCBIDS.

Dendrobium nobile nobiliue.—.Tolin Bennett

sends a flower of this variety asking if it is true. I

should not think there is the slightest doubt about tha

name. It is a magnitioent plant, but I am surprised to

have the flower so soon, or so late in the season. The
flower sent for D. Leeohiaaum was too crushed to

identify.—W. H. G.

Cymbidium sinense.—This is a fine old plant.

The flower has a lovely perfume, although it is dull-col-

oured. This old plant has now been introduced to

this country 1011 years, and it has been set on one side

by most growers ou account of its want of showy

flowers. The plant is now flowering in Mr. Sander's

nursery, where its perfume is highly appreciated.

—

W. H. G.

Oncidium erispum.—A very good form of this

comes from Mr. Appleton. This is mirked No. 1, but

the flowers marked 2 and 3 are, I think, those of the

variety O. pnetextum, known as proclorum. Your O.

Forbesi are also very fine. A very richly coloured

dark flower of this species came to hand recently from

Mr. Cypher, of Cheltenham. It was perhaps the finest

which has come under my notice.—W. H. G.

Cattleya speciosissima. — John Edwards

sends me a fine flower of this variety. It Is very

large, measuring upwards of 8 inches across ;
but

a much finer-coloured one came to me from Mr.

Hardy, Timperley Lodge, Cheshire, last season. I

do not think that the lip will become of a deeper

or richer colour.—W. H. G.
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EDGE HALL.

Edge Hall has no family history. Tlie

family of Doil, which has owned the estate

at least ever since the days of Saxon kings,

claims descent from llwfa Dut, supposed to

have been tlie grandson of Edwin Dot, who
at till' time of tlie Korman Conijuest was

lord of six teen manors, from all of wliicli he

was ejected, except part of Edge, to make room

for the new comers, and the estate dwindled to

its present modest dimensions of 1000 acres.

During twice fourteen generations only two

of the direct male line, which became ex-

tinct in 1827, appear to have attained dis-

tinction, one (Sir Anthony) having been

knighted on the field of Agincourt, and an-

other (Sir Edw;ird) liaving been Baron of the

Exchequer of Chester in the reign of James

or family mysteries which would justify the

tenancy of a glio.st. Hcnco it hapjiens that,

greatly no doubt to the credit of so long an
ownership, the ]iast history of tlie house is an
uninteresting blaid<.

The surroundings of Edge Hall are rural

in the extreme. A mile to the east tho well-

wooded and well-heathered range of tho

Broxton Hills give ornamental shelter, whilst

from the south-west to the north-west the

horizon is formed by Welsh mountain ranges,

some of the points being forty miles distant,

and aflbrding by their visibility most un-

erring forecasts of weather. A sunk fence

of sandstone, easily jumped liy a fox or a

hare, and in other parts a line of movable
hurdles, well wired against rabbits, separate '

3 acres for house and garden from the sur-

rounding grass fields and from a small park

large breadths of Polygonum euspidatum,
which has been successfully planted to super-

sede Nettles. Overhead is abundance of

Hawthorn, Crab, and wild Cherry. Wild
birds of all kinds, including liawks and
herons, are welcomed, and consequently

abound; jays and rjoks, corncrakes and moor-
hens, wood pigeons, stock-doves and turtle-

doves, woodpeckers, pijewits, cuckoos, and
tawny owls, to say nothing of smaller song-

sters, are some of them delightfully noisy

round the house day and night, summer and
winter. To pass on to quadrupeds, twenty-

one foxes were counted the first time the

hounds visited Edge this season ; squirrels

abound, so that not a nut, wild or tame, is

ever left to form a kernel, and short-tailed

field mice would soon grow into a jilague if

weasels were not encouracred to follow them

Edge Hall, Malpas, Cheshire. Engraved for The Garden from a photograph sent by Rev. C. Wolley Dod.

the First. This last was probably the builder

of the older part of the present hall, which,

from certain evidence afl'orded by the wains-

coting and flooring, is referred by experts to

the first or second decade of the seventeenth

century. A large and elaborately carved oak

chest in the entrance hall bears the inscrip-

tion E.D. 1612 inlaid on the lid ; another is

marked 1614 ; whilst the dinner-bell, a later

addition, has the date 1666 cast upon it.

There is no trace of an older house on the

present moated site, and it is said that the

hall anciently stood a mile away on a spot

still marked by a mound and a dried-up

moat. But neither the ancient hall, where-

ever it stood, nor the present building, with

its thick hollow walls and obsolete doors in

the wainscoting, leading to nowhere and
affording a tempting habitation to ghosts,

appears to have had any legend of murders

of 80 acre.s, evergreen except in snow, all

the land being well timbered with Oaks
about three centuries old. About 200 yards

from the house tlie sand rock comes through,

forming a long terrace with an escarpment

!

—or scar, as it is locally called—towards the

west. This edge, or " egge," gave tlie name
to the township. As there is no main road

within half a mile, the approaches to the

;

hall are by lanes, not easy for strangers to
j

Hud. The park is bounded by a deep dingle
]

with steep sides, covered with wood for a

length of a mile. At the bottom runs a

small brook full of trout ; this turns a turbine

for the house supply and fills a large and
ornamental mill-pond of 4 acres. The woods
in spring are carpeted first with Primroses

and wood Anemones, then with wild Hya-
cinths and pink Campion, wliilst later tliero

is a tall growth of Campanula latifolia and

in their migrations and warn them constantly

to move on. There is also a flourishing colony

of badgers, which came ten years ago from

their old home at Broxton—that is, " the

town of badgers," where they had been perse-

cuted. They are too nocturnal to be seen

often, but they dig up and eat many wasps'

nests in summer and leave many tracks of

their wanderings in the snow a mile from

their burrows. Cats are strongly discouraged
;

they neglect their legitimate pursuits, and

prefer to destroy fly-catchers and water wag-

tails on their nests.

The garden of Edge has so often been de-

scribed, that little need be said of it here.

The hall stands on the side of a hollow

watercourse worn in the stiff clay, which in

Cheshire often lies over the sand rock. Down
this watercourse runs a torrent in heavy rains,

but it is quite dry in summer, unless dammed
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up. On the sloping banks of thi^, clcse

above the ]iou3e,tliere fc)rmerly stood ranges of

cow-bouses and pig-styes, wbicli drained into

a stagnant pond in the bed of the water-

course within twenty yards of the be<l-

rooni windows. No better arrangements

for poisoning the pumps and polluting the

air could easily have been invented. This

hollow was formerly known as the Broad

Lake, and until the moat was emptied a cen-

tury ago had been used as a reservoir to fill

it. Perhaps this partly accounts for the

record, which appears, from the pedigrees of

the family, that a very large proportion of

the younger members used to die before

reaching their teens.

This Broad Lake retains its name, which

will perhaps puzzle posterity. Twenty-five

years ago it was drained, and the watercourse

confined within a covered culvert ; all source

of pollution has been cleared away from the

slopes above the hall and the old farmyard

levelled. The whole space is now covered all

summer with a dense forest of herbaceous

plants—every ornamental kind which will

thrive in the cold and damp soil on which

the house stands being cultivated there. As
for the rest of the garden and the many little

rockeries on which choice alpines get un-

remitting attention, enough information about

them has from time to time been given both

by the owner and his visitors.

Stove and Greenhouse,

GREENHOUSE FLOWERHSTG PL.^NTS
IN AUTUMN.

A GREAT many plants, such as Fuchsias, Pelar-

goniums, Petunias, and various other subjects

that are commonly employed for the decoration

of the greenhouse throughout the summer
months, lose their beauty by the time autumn
sets in, when the Chrysanthemum season begins

in earnest, and owing to the number of these

latter that are now grown, many pretty autumn-
flowering subjects are not seen so frequently as

would otherwise be the case. The choice of

autumn-flowering plants for the greenhouse ex-

clusive of Chrysanthemums is not particularly

limited, as the following list of subjects noted

iu flower within the last few days will show :
—

Salvias.—The pretty little Salvia cQccinea lia^

been in flower some time, anil is still bright and
cheerful, but the showiest display of all the

greenhouse Sages at this lime of the year is fur-

nished by tlie compict form of Salvia splendens

known as compacta, whi'h is, I fancy, the same as

that sent here from the Continent a tew years since

un ler the varietal name of Bruanti. T Ids variety

ii characteri-ed by a more compact habit than the

old Salvia splendens, and aserery shoot bears a pro

fusion of bloom, a thriving plant is, owing to its free

flowering character, quite a mass of glowing scarlet

blossoms. The genus Salvia is an extensive one,

but among the showiest next to those just men-
tioned is a form of S. splendens known as M.
Issanchou, in which the flower and large calyx are

both striped with white, which gives to a plant a
somewhat singu'ar appearance, though to my mind
less pleasing thra the self-coloured blossoms.

Salvia Bethelli, whi.-h is apparently a form of S.

involu^rata, produces numerous flowers of a ro-iy

crimson colour. Before the blossoms open they
form quite a roun Ish knob at the points of the

shoot-i, and being surrounded by large bright-col-

oured bracts, they are even then very noticeable.

S. azurea grandiflora, which about ten years ago

attracted a lirge amount of attention under the

name of S. Pitcheri, has long slender spikes of

beautiful blue blossoms, a tint that is but little re-

presented among greenliouse plants. The small,

but bright red flowers of S. rutilans are also freely

borne, while a notable feature of this Sage is the

faot that if the foliage is slightly agitated, it has

just the fragrance of ripe Apples, but if bruised it

is not so agreeable. S. leucantha is much less

showy than the others, but its curious woolly spikes

of mauve and white blossoms will be sure to arrest

attention.

Cannas.—Few classes of plants have so rapidly

advanced in popularity as the d warf large-flowered

class of Cannas, whicli oiiginated with M. Crozy

ain(5, of Lyons, in France. True, their flowering

period is by no means limited to the autumn
months, but it is at this season that they are more
particularly noticeable, and in the gree:,house their

bright-coloured blossoms serve as well as those of

the Salvia to supply a colour w.inting among Chry-

santhemums, numerous as they are. In any selec-

tion of these Cannas, Mme. Crozy must have a

place assigned it, for the blooms are large, with

fine broad petals of a rich scarlet colour, edged

with a narrow, but clearly defined b.and of gold.

It is a green-leaved form, but some of this clnss

have in addition to their showy blossoms richly-

tinted foliage. When treated liberally these Cannas
soon form good-sized masses, and in this way
the same plants will bloom for months to-

gether, new shoots and fresh flowers being con-

tinuously produced. The individual blooms do not

remain long in perfection, but still a succession is

kept up for a considerable period from the same
panicle, as the laterals develop a^ter the expansion

of the earlier blossoms, so that the spikes should

not be cut off till it is ascertained that all the

flowers are over.

Abutiloxs.—The Abutilons that we have now
in cultivation are much dwarfer, brighter-col-

oured, and bloom with greater freedom than was
formerly the case, so .that now plants that will

yield a considerable number of blossoms may be

grown in pots '> inches or G inches in diameter.

In the various catalogues a very long list of garden

varieties of Abutilon is to be met with, but there

is really not a very wide range in colour, so that a

dozen varieties will, as a rule, be sutHcient for all

ordinary purposes. Though Boule de Neige is one

of the oldest of this class, it still remains the best

white-flowered variety that we have. Many of

these Abutilons are almost perpetual flowering, for

they will bloom throughout the summer, and given

a somewhat higher temperature than an ordinary

greenhouse they will flower during the entire

winter ruonlhs.

A'ALLOTA rURPUEEA.—This showy Cape bulb

blooms, as a rule, during the early part of the au-

tumn, but still examples of it may often be had in

flower up to November.
Nerines are another class of beautiful flowering

bulbous plants whose merits are too often over-

looked.
Acacia tlatyptera, as the harbinger of the

Acacia season, is also noteworthy, while not ctly

are the golden blossoms very pretty, but the curi-

ously winged stems cause it to be most conspicuous

among the other members of the genus, even if it

is out of flower. A thriving plmt of this will

bloom for two or three months during the dull

period of the year.

Ltlium neilgiibrbense. — The Lily season

may be said to commence with Lilium Harrisi,

which, when forced, can be had in bloom during

the first months of the year ; while it closes with
Ij. neilgherrense, which in the greechouse will

flower from the latter part of September till nearly

Chiivtmas. Of course, this does not refer to a
single plant, but where a quantity is grown, the

flowering season usunl'y extends over the period

just named. The blossoms are of a primrose hue,

though occasionally some individuals are deeper
tinted, and others, again, almost white. The
flowers are thick in texture, and in the greenhouse
will remain in perfection for a fortnight or more.

A good many of this Lily are sent here every yenr,

and the first season they flower beautifidly, but,

as a rule, not so well afterwards. In the case of

imported bulbs, which usually reach this country
about Christmas, they should be potted as socn as
possible and kept in tlie greenhouse. Tliey are
late in starting into growth, for many of them will

rot appear above ground till May. When all

danger from frost is over, they may be stool out
of doors and allowed to remain there till the flower-

buds show, when the plants must be again taken
into the greenhouse.
Lasiasdba macrastiia and its variety flori-

bunda will bloom in a greenhouse tempeiature in

a far more satisfactory manner than is generally
supposed. The typical species, from its rambling
habit, is well suited either ns a wall, pillar or roof
plant in the greenhouse, where just at this season
its rich purple blossoms will be much admired,
though in the case of a flourishing specimen, its

period of blooming is by no means limiied to the
autumn months.
Chorozemas.—The earliest b'ossoms of some

of these are just expanding.and a few plants will for
six months or nearly so keep up a supply of bloom.
The variety Lowi is the newest and one of the
best, the floxers being very richly coloured. A
spray or two of this forms a very preHy button-
hole flo.ver, quite distinct from most plants em-
ployed for such a purpose.
Geevillea Tuelemansiana.—This is another

New Holland plant that flowers from row onwards,
and it must be regarded as one of the prettiest
of the Grevilleas. This species needs to be pinched
fieely in a young state to ensure a bushy plant,
when it forms a graceful specimen clothed with
bright green Southernwood -like leaves. The
flower-clusters, which are borre on the points of
the shoots, are drooping and consist of a great
number of blossoms. The individual blooms are
of that curved shnpe common to most Grevilleas
and reddish in colour, while the long protruding
style, which is such a notable feature of the inflor-

escence, is bright red.

WiTSENiA CORYMBOSA, a pretty little Iris-like

plant, but of a shrubby character, produces Its

charming blue blos-oms at this season of the year.

Veronicas.— In a cool house a fewofthebrst
Veronicas are of great service, as they will flower
well throughout the winter in a temperature
lower than that needed for most greenhouse
plants.

Tecoma capensis gi-own in the shape of small
plants is about September or October very bright
and showy.
Cassia corvmbosA.—This old-fashioned sub-

ject will, if planted out during the summer,
flower profusely till checked by the frost, and in
the greenhouse it will often continue till well on
into the autumn. Its somewhat rambling habit
fits it for use as a pillar plant, while if pruned
back hard after flowering it may be kept in bush
form.

ScnizosTTLls COCCINBA.—The bright Gladiolus-
like spikes of blossom render this a very conspicu-
ous object when at its bcst, but where it can be
p'anted out it is seen to far greater advantage than
who ' gv3.v:i in pots.

BouvAEDiAS.—Included in the garden variefes
of Bouvardias are some of the most beautiful
greenhouse plants we have for autumn and winter
blooming, and e-pecially valuable where cut flowers
are required. The varieties now in cultivat'on are
numerous, hut in making a selection, one or two
kinds especially must have a place assigned them.
They are President Cleveland, whose bright col-

oured blossoms are borne in the greatest freedom,
and Humboldti corymbiflora, notable from the fact
that its large pure white flower's are most agree-
ably scented. A small bright scarlet- flowered kind
grown by Mr. Cannell under the name of Scarlet
Prince is very telling. It may be one of the origi-

nal species or a seedling therefrom, perhaps from
1!. lei ntha.

LucuLiA GRATI93IMA is usuilly Seen at its best
towar.ls the litter part of the autumn, antl so
showy are its large Hydrangea-like heads of sweet-
scented blossoms, that it would doubtless be more
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often met with if it was r.itlnr lass particular in

ils requiieiuents. It should be planted out under
much the same comtitions as a Camellia.

Gei!Bi;r.\ J.\mi«oni.—Tliis South African Com-
posite forms a bright and showy object in the
greenhouse during tlie autumn, for though the
fioweiing season is by no means limited to that
particular period of the year, it m.ay be safely in-

cluded .among plants lliat bloom at tlie present

time. It forms .a rosette of darl< green leaves a
foot or nearly so in leugtli, wliilethe llowers, which
are borne on hmg clear stems, are as much as -1

inches in diameter. They are of the single Chry-
santhemum or Marigold rharaf.ter, while each ray
floret stands clear of its neighbour. The colour of

the flower is a bri^lit gh)wing scarlet of quite a
distinct hue. an i this causes it to be particularly

noticeable when a-sociated with other plants. It

is fairly hardy in a sheltered spot, and is just suited

for ordin.ary greenhouse treatment.

Tii-^cnEi.iu.M ccERULBUM is more often seen
outdoors than in the greenhouse, though for au-
tumn flowering under glass it is very useful. It

forms a branching specimen from IS inches to 2

feet high, eai-h shoot, being terminated by a large

head of small pale blue tt' iwers. In the greenhouse
a group of this Tracheliiiiu forms a very pretty fea-

ture, while it llowers for a considerable time, as

after the principal he.ads of bbssoms are over,

a.\illary ones are often produced

PUIMUL.4. OBCONICA AND P. FLOEIBUNDA are

two pretty members of the Primrose family, the
former being by far the more generally culti-

vated. It m ly be regarded as perpetu.al blooming,

for it is rarely without flowers, which are of a kind
of deep mauve tint. Ordinary greenhouse treatment
will suit it perfectly, and even underthe b.aneful in-

fluence of London fogs it suffers less than many
subjects. On the other hand, the second men-
tioned species—floribunda—will frequently perish

during the winter if in a smoke-laden atmo-phere.
The blooms of this are small, but of a bright golden
colour, which renders it very attraotive when in

flower.

EuPAToniUMS.—Of the members of this genus
E. riparium and E. od iratissiinum are commotdy
employed for autumn an 1 winter blooming, but
there is also a third species, perhaps the prettiest

of all, and certainly equal to any of the otheis.

Thi-; is E. probum. a dushy growing plant with
heart-shaped leaves and great profusion of blos-

soms, which are borne in fl ittened corymbs 4 inches

or so across. Each flower or rather flower-head is

about three-quaiters of an inch in diameter, and at

a little diitance not unlike a double Pink. The
Eupatoriums are all popular by reason of their

simple cultural requirements, e=ipecially wliere cut
flowers are in demand, as there is a good deal
of the cut-and-come-again about them.

EpiniYLLUMS.—The<e succulent plants are very
pretty when in bloom, while, what is more, in the
warmest part of the greenhouse they can be
depended up m to flower freely. They are seen to

very great advantage when treated as basket plants,

as then the blooms are brought more fully under
notice than is the case when the plants are con-
fined in pots.

Spaemannia .\i?ricana.—This old greenhouse
shrub is not only wonderfully pretty when in

bloom, but it is also very distinct from any-
thing else. It is a free-growing plant that will
seldom flower in a satisfactory manner till it is

5 feet or 6 feet high. The flowers, which are borne
in good-sized terminal clusters, have pure white
petals, while the brush-like mass of long pro; ruding
stamens is of a bright orange-red colour, and
presents a maiked contrast to the rest of the
flower.

ECHEVERIA KETUS.V.—Not Only does this bloom
in the autumn, but often throughout the winter,
and I have frequently noted it on the stands in

Covent Garden Marketatthat .reason. The bloora?,

which are red and yellow, are much show er than
th'.se of most Echeverias. It is of very easy
culture.

Plumb.vgo capbxsi.s.—Though it has been in

flower since the early part of the summer, this
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IMumbngo is still in bloom, and the beautiful little
blossoms are as popular as ever.
Knoi)ni)ENi)it()x.s.—The various tube-flowereri

Khododetidrons (lower freely during the autumn
montlis, liut in their case the best results are ob-
tained when they are kept at this season in a
temperature rather above that of an ordinary
greenhouse, thougli this diflicuUy may be often
overcome by keeping them at tlie warmest end
of tlie structure. It is not, however, absolutely
necessary even to do this, for I have a bush of
the pink Princess Koyal which up to October 20
had been in a house without any fire-heat wliat-
evcr, and it has flowered and is still flowering
freely, but the blossoms are not so brightly coloured
as those on a plant which is in a somewhat warmer
structure. The different Rhododendrons of this
class must certainly be included among the very
best of autumn-flowering plants for the green
house.

There are many other .subjects available for
blooming at this sea.son, but enough has been
mentioned to show that outside of tlio.se com-
monly met with there are many others that
merit extended cultivation and tend to relieve
the monotony that too often exists in our
greenhouses. fj. P.

L.iPAGERIAS.
The culture of Lapagerias is better understood
than a few years ago, but, judging from what has
come under my observation, the simple needs of
these glorious climbers do not in all ca'es appear to
be fully realised. A mistake frequently made is
that of giving them too much artificial warmth.
I have seen some few plants both in pots and
planted out; these were kept through the winter
in an average temperature of 55°, but not one of
I hem looked thoroughly happy. Lapagerias are
like Camellias, cool house Orchids, and many other
things

; the rich healthy leaf tint natural to them
soon disappears if a certain temperature is ex-
ceeded during the winter months. They are in-
deed so hardy, that in all but exceptionally cold
winters I am convinced they will come through as
well without artificial heat as with it. I have a
plant in a large pot which for some years has
stood at the east end of a lean-to house. As all
know, last winter wns marked by periods of severe
frost, and during one of these the heating appa-
ratus gave way, so that the soil in the pot was
frozen as hard as a brick and remained thus for
quite a week. Not a leaf was injured ; even the
young shoots that are annually pushed up from
the crowns, and which were then quite succulent,
sustained no damage. The plant is now in perfect
health, bearing a quantity of well-developed blooms
and having a number of unexpanded buds. When
any plant sustains such hard freezing with un-
diminished vigour, it is worse than useless to give
it much artificial warmth in the winter season un-
less except in the case of such things as have to
be forced into bloom. I have heard of Lapagerias
being successfully grown in the full sun. but my
experience of them is that the foliage loses (he
rich green natural to it under the influence of
bright sunshine, and that there is considerable
danger of the older leaves dropping prematurely.
I do not know how long the leaves rem.ain green
under favourable conditions, but several years at
least, so that if they drop within a year or two
after formation, it is a sign that the atmosphere
has been too dry. The first Lapageria I had did
not thrive well for several years. Every summer
many of the leaves turned brown and dropped,
and the young growths from the crown withered
at their points. I was much puzzled to account
for this, as every year the plant broke freely from
the old wood, and the young growths pushed up
strongly from the base. A canvas blind, liowever,
appeared to afford the necessary amount of shade!
At length it occurred to me that the injury was
done in the early part of the morning. The east
end of (he house was not shaded, and the sun
shone fully on the plant up to 10 o'clock, and in
Ju»e and July the power of the sun is often great
at that early period of the day. As soon as I

shaded the end of (he hou.se the discolor.ation of
the foliage ceased, and from that time the
plant did remarkably well. Lapagerias are
of course seen at their best when they have a
free root run in suitable soil, and in the case
of IioHses of tolerably large dimensions, this is the
most satisfactory way of growing them, The
greatest care must be taken in the formation of
the border, especially as regards ensuring per-
fect drainage. The (leshy roots so quickly suffer
from stagnant moisture, that unless there is a free
outlet for water the health of the plant is certain
at some time to suffer. For a bed of soil say 2
feet in depth there should be t; inches of draina<;e.
This is by no means excessive, and will allow"of
copious waterings in the growing season without
danger of souring the soil. Good peat with a little
leaf-mould, a sprinkling of fibrous Icam, with a
liberal addition of coarse silver sand is, I cin-ider,
the best compost that can be employed. .Some
crushed charcoal may also be added as giving ad-
ditional security against stagnation. There is, I
think, no better time for planting than the present.
The young growths that annually push up from
the base are beginning to appear, and if these
come into full growtli they are liable to sustain a
check in planting. In the case of plants that have
become root-bound it is indispensable that the
compost be made very firm round the old ball,
otherwise there is much danger of the old soil get-
ting dry, and when this is the case there is some
difticulty in getting it thoroughly moistened Again.
For this reason I do not consider it advisable to
employ large specimen.s, especially if they have
not been potted for some time. The roots form
a thick mat through which water does not so
easily penetrate. Neither is it advisable to use
small plants, as there is some danger of the scil
becoming close and sour before the roots have
taken possession of it.

Although there is no comparison in the growth of
plants that can enjoy a free root-run in gcod soil
and those that are confined in pots, a very fair
amount of success can be had by pot culture. I
have a plant in a 12-inch pot that has liad no fresh
soil for five years. This season it gave more
blooms than in any previous year, and the foliage
has the rich green hue that indicates good health.
Naturally with plants in such a root-bound state
high feeding is indispensable to keep the old
leaves in good condition and to encourage a cer-
tain amount of growth annually. Du"ring the
growing season I top-dress about once a month
with concentrated manure, and this with abund-
ance of moisture in hot weather promotes a free
growth. Frequent syringings are necessary both
as a means of creating atmospheric moisture and
keeping off reds pider, which is sure to come when
the air remains for days in an arid condition.
Slugs are apt to be very destructive to the young
growths that push from the base. It is a good
p'an to lay some Cabbage leaves about round the
plants through the winter and examine them late
in the evening, or, better still, small heaps of bran
On mild evenings the slugs will come out to feed,
and most of them will be caught by the timegrowth
is being actively made. J. c

-Oi'/(e^

Clerodendron fallax from seed,— It is doubt-
ful if for autumn decoration there is a showier
warm house plant than the one under notice, more
especially when we come to think of the ready
way of obtaining good plants bv sowing seed in
the spring. The value of this (brodendron was
brought to my notice in a marked degree by some
fine plants I saw growing in ^J-inch pots in a
warm house at Canfoid Manor" in November.
These pilants many of (hem had heads of bloom
from 12 inches to 18 inches across, and I was told
these had been raised from seed sown on May 25
last.—J. C. F.

The yellow Dallas.—1 am somewhat cuiious
to know if anyone has yet flowered (he yellow
variety (C. Elliottiana) which was distributed last
spring. It was shown twice previously by the
raiser in good form, but I have not seen any ncte
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of the offspring flowering. If it proves to be free

in this respect, it should be a valuable plant. Then

there are the two other yellow ones ; that shown

early this year under the name of C. Fentlandiana,

which has spathos of an extremely rich shade of

yellow, and the still later hybrid, C. aurata, which

has yet to be feen in public in this country.

These yellow Callas, it is hoped, will all prove to

be valuable decorative plants and worthy com-

panions of the white one.— H. A.

We should before long possess quite a

number of different yellow-flowered Callas, for

besides C. Elliott i and C. Pent land iana, which we
have seen, a third is announced for distribution

under the name of Richardia aurata, and alluded

to in The Garden (page 529) by Mr. Gumble-
ton. Still, the list is not fini.shed, for another,

described as " a new golden-flowered Calla from
Africa provisionally named the Pride of the

Congo," was disposed of by Messrs. Prolheroe and
Morris on December 14. In announcing the sale

they say :

—

Sender writes, "On relurn'n? from Lake Nyanza,
after experiencing many hardships and dangers from
the natives and wild beasts, I discovered a niagnitieent

golden yellow Lily growing in swamps with Njm-
phaeas and various other water plants, samples of the

different vprietiea I am sending. A diligent search

was made by the men under my charge, with the

result of fiuding about 2U0 plants in all. You will

find the tubers are quite distinct from the ordinary

Lily of the Nile. I have never seen anything like it.

No doubt this will be found a grand addition to the

genus."

Time alone will prove whether this last sentence

is justified or not ; at all events, there was a brisk

demand for the tubers, which realised from about

12s. to 15s. each. In appearance the tubers were

very like those of Richardia albomaculata and R.

hastata, that is, in shape a good deal resembling

those of a tuberous Begonia, with the bud from

whence the future growth will spring scarcely dis-

cernible. The tubers were so decidedly dormant,

that it is evidently a summer bloomer and totally

deciduous. On the other hand, some that were

sold quite early in the autumn at the auction

rooms described as Calla nilotica (gold, white and
red varieties) were just like those of the common
Nile Lily, and they may turn out to be nothing

more.—H. P.

THE DUMB CANES, OR DIEFFEN-
BACHIAS.

The nam3 of Dumb Cane is usually applied to

D. seguine, but others also may be very well

included under the same definition. I recollect

now some years ago the singular effect produced

upon a retriever dog. Like all young animals

of its species, it was extremely fond of biting

anything it set its eyes upon. This young dog

happened to be shut in the potting shed when I

was cutting down a specimen of D. picta, a va-

riety then grown largely for exhibition. Those

parts of the bare stems which I did not require

were thrown aside to go to the rubbish Leap.

Meanwhile the dog, however, took a fancy to

them; he took the pieces up in his mouth, gave

them a smart bite, and then dropped them.

This he did several times, in the interval shak-

ing his head vigorously as if to get rid of some-

thing. After a time he got tired of the amuse-
ment, his tongue, lips, and gums, as a matter of

course, swelling and causing no little irritation.

It passed off, however, without any further con-

sequences. Since then I knew a young gar-

dener who incautiously bit a piece of the stem
of the same species, not thinking probably that

he would pay rather deeply for his temerity.

This he did to a rather alarming extent— so at

least he thought at the time ; for about twenty-

four hours he could hardly eat or drink any-

thing;, his tongue swelling to a .seriou.s degree.

The sap, even without biting the cane or stem,

is quite sufficient to take effect. Where these

Dieffenbachias are grown it is therefore highly

essential to be on the guard against any possi-

ble contingency. Do not run any ri.sk even with

the shabby leaves ; let these and other parts of

the stems be taken to the stokehole at once and

be burned. When due caution is thus taken

there is not the slightest danger. When the

old plants are cut down it is just as well to

clean the knife afterwards to be on the safe

side.

Culture —These Aroids cannot in any sense be

deemed ditflcult plants to grow ; in fact, they are

often disposed to grow too luxuriantly. This can,

in a measure, be guarded against by not overpot-

ting them ; whilst, further, the soil need not be a
rich one. I have grown them well enough for any
purpose in turfy loam, leaf soil and sand, potting

fairly firm. Water they will take whilst growing
to almost any extent, and when pot-bound, rather

than shift again the same season, an occasional

dose of manure water will answer very well. As
growth ceases in the autumn, it is best to keep the

plants fairly dry at the roots, not sufHciently so,

however, to cause thera to lose their foliage pre-

maturely. When cutting down is necessary, it

should be done in the spring; it is hardly ever ad-

visable to retain the old stools after the eyes taken

from cutting up are seen to be well started

into growth. If specimens are essential, then, of

course, keep the old stools when they are healthy

ones. For a week or two before cutting them
down, the watering must be entirely dispensed

with ; the drier they are at the root when that

operation is performed, the better will be the after-

growth, for bleeding frequently sets in if there is

much moisture in the soil (and sap consequently in

proportion). When old plants are kept, the cuts

should be made in a slanting manner with a notch
on the wound crosswise to assist in the healing by
keeping it drier. Until the wounds are healed and
fresh growth is on the move, no water at all should
be given. The tops can be struck easily enough
in a moderately close atmosphere ; it is better,

however, not to retain too many leaves on
them, so as to exhaust their vitality before root-

action commences. The stems themselves can be

cut up into eyes, as with Dracamas, inserting them
in all sand and placing in a brisk heat. For de-

corative plants, the single-stem plant is much the

best, whether it be a smaller one for the table or

one of extra size for vases. Green-fly is about the

most troublesome thing in the insect line ; hardly

any other of the several plant pests will attack

them. The warm stove is much the best plr.ce for

them at this season, but a house which at night

does at times drop to 55° will winter them safely.

In the summer they may be used safely enough in

the house, particularly as large vase plants. They
look very ornamental either upon the ground level,

where they can be looked down upon, or when ele-

vated, so that one can see beneath their handsome
foliage, which at night, with lights above the plants,

looks as if it were punctured with small irregular

holes, the white blotches being so transparent.

Small plants of the smaller kinds make a pleasing

change for the dinner-table.

Varieties.—Formerly D. picta used to be more
grown than any other kind ; this, however, must
now give place to better varieties. The best of

these are D. Bausei (a garden hybrid) of moderate
growth, the leaves yellowish-green, freely spotted

with white, and margined with dark green. D.

Weiri is the best of the dwarf kinds, with very

compact growth, the foliage of a bright green

colour, blotched and spotted profusely with pale

yellow. D. Weiri superba is an improved form of

the species, being in many respects preferable to

it. D. Baraquiniana is an old variety, but still a
fine one ; the foot-stalks of the leaves are its

markedly distinct feature; these are of the clearest

ivory-white ; the leaves themselves are green with

minute spots of white. D. Reginse is in my opinion

one of the handsomest of all ; its growth is robust

;

the foliige around the margin only is of a deep

green with occasional blotches here and there ; the
rest and by far the greater portion is of a greenish-

white. Theleavesof D. nobilisareof arichdeepgreen
colour, freely blotched and spotted in a transverse

manner with white except towards the edges. D.
Rex is one of the strongest growers, making a fine

specimen, the colour of the leaves a bright green
profusely barred and spotted with white. D.

magnifica has somewhat shorter foliage, the plant

being of a rather more erect growth ; its marliings

are quite distinct, being white on a heivy-looking

green, the white being most conspicuous next the
midrib, from whence it gradually diminishes to

small spots following the veins outwards, leaving

a broad margin of dark green. D. Carderi is

another veiy distinct species, in which the colours,

a dark green and an ivory white are much mixed
up ; this also is fine as a .specimen. D. amoena is

a very pretty variety, and may be considered as

being much superior to the old D. picta in every
respect. Plantsman.

Begonia semperflorens g'igantea.—These
strong-growing forms of Begoniii semperflorens are

hybrids between that species ant B. Lynchiana, at

first known under the specific name of Roezli. Seeds
of this species were sent from Mexico by the well-

known collector RoezI about a dozen years ago, and
as the plants developed it was found that they were
distinct from anything else, and the large masses
of bright cherry-red blossoms rendered it at that

time one of the showiest of the fibrous-rooted Bego-
nias. As first sent here the plants were apt to

run up tall and naked; consequently it was a happy
thought to cross this species with B. semperflorens,

the result being eminently satisfactory, for the

progeny combined the strong growth of B. Lynchi-
ana with the free-branching character of B. sem-
perflorens. The two first put into commerce were,

I believe, under the cumbersome names of B. sem-
perflorens gigantea carminea and gigantea rosea,

but the difference in colour between them was
really not great. Mr. Cannell, of Swanley, was
among the first to bring these Begonias before the

public in this country, though they were raised and
distributed by M. Lemoine, of Nancy. The variety

rosea was awarded a first-class certificate by the

Royal Horticultural Society early in the spring of

1886. All the forms of B. semperflorens produce
seed readily, and the progeny is often very variable,

so that this method of increasing these Begonias is

very interesting, and there is also the possibility of

obtaining some good and distinct forms. These
strong-growing varieties of B. semperflorens are not

only good pot plants, but for furnishing not too

lofty a pillar in the greenhouse or some such a spot

they are also well suited.

—

H. P.

Dieffenbachias as small decorative plants.
— f"or this purpose the attention of the readers of

The Garden might be turned to Dieffenbachia

Weiri superba, which whilst still in 3, 4. and .5-inch

pots will make a pleasing change to the ordinp.ry

run of foliage plants. Its character and markings

are so very distinct and unique, the happy com-
bination of colour between a bright green and a
yellowish-green is at once attractive. It is a plant

that will remain in good condiiion for quite a long

time in these small pots ; whereas mo.st of the

other varieties want to be larger before they

develop a truly ornamental character. If I am not

mistaken, D. Weiri was introduced into this

country through Mr. Weir, who collected for the

Royal Horticultural Society some years ago. It

comes from Brazil.

—

H. A.

Canna Revel Massot.—Cannas have for the

sake of their flowers received a good deal of atten-

tion within the last few years, one prominent

feature in connection with them being the fact

that blooms may be had at almost any season of

the year. A good deal has been done in the green-

house (No. 4) .at Kew to show the value of Cannas

as flowering plants, and a recent visit showed that

there were still some in bloom, but nearly the

whole of them consisted of a single varietv, Rev.d

Massot, one of the varieties raised and distributed

by M. Crozy, of Lyons, who may be said to have
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created this large flowered race of Cannas. It

was not till l.Sss i hat thei-e Cannas hecame popular

in this country, tliiuigh the variety in question,

Hevol Massot, as well as Capricieux and Geoffrey

St. Hilaire, were sent out in If^SiJ. Of these Revol

Mas.sot has green leaves and bright glowing crim-

son blos^oms, Capricieux, bright crimson, edged
and flaked with gold, and Geoffroy St. Hilaire,

dark coloured foliage and large orange-red flowers,

In the case of anyone wishing to obtain a collec-

tion of these Cannas, the present is a very suitable

time for the purpose, as being dormant or nearly

so, the rhizomes can be sent almost any distance

and at a cheap rate, whereas when in a growing
state and in pots, the tender unfolding foliage is

easily injured.—T.

OUTRAGING NATURE.

I AM afraid I am a greit sinner in this respect. I

have many times had beautiful baskets of Torenia

asiatica (see page 52(>), and a very effective mass
it makes in a warm moist stove. In the summer
it may be moved into the drawing-room occasion-

ally or liung up in the conservatory for a change.

I have also had beautiful masses of it in pans
standing near the front wall of a low pit in the
forcing hou.se, where it rambled about at its own
will, spreading over the wall and almost reacliing

the floor in the warmth and moisture. If I con-

sulted the artistic side of my character, I should
let it ramble, but as a gardener with baskets to

fill, I generally select the plants best suited to the

object in view without considering too closely

what Nature would do under any given circum-
stances. I have often gone out into the fields and
dug up basketfuls of the long trailing growths of

Creeping Jenny, as the Londoners call it, and used
the plants for covering baskets and other decora-
tive work. It was doubtless an outrage upon
Nature, for the plants were thriving and happy, if

vegetable life can be said to feel happiness in its

native wilds. A'ery many of the plants u.sed to fill

baskets may be open to the same objection.

Sedura carneum variegatum, Saxifraga sarmen-
tosa, Tradescantia in variety, Cissus discolor, and
many other plants used to fill baskets are lowly
creeping plants for the most part, but the
gardener takes his materials as he finds them,
and, as far as his knowledge goes, fits them to

the purpose for which he thinks they are best

adapted. At any rate, when baskets must be filled,

the chances are that Torenia asiatica will continue
to be grown in a liasket in the future as it has
been in the past. To mention another case, Rus-
sellia juncea makes a good subject for a large
basket. I have seen large masses of it trailing

about in all directions and hanging almost down to

the ground, and when laden with its scarlet lube-
shaped flowers it is a very graceful object, sure to

attract attention, but the same objection of outrag-
ing Nature might arise, as it would probably be as
effectively grown as a low trailing mass. Gardeners,
like poets and artists, should be allowed a little

license and not criticised too closely, as many of
their errors may be ascribed to a laudable desire to
please those who find the sinews of war which
lead to their employment. There is a good deal in

gardening at the present moment—probably there
always will be—which from an artistic or natural
point of view may be regarded as outrages upon
Nature. E. H.

Panax sambueifolius.—" C. J. C." sends me
a .-ipniy of th's phnit for a Uiime, asking if it will grow
ou'door-x. It will not, at the plaut comes from a warm
jiart of .\ustralia. It is well worthy of cultivation
under glaa.«, for at this season it U laden with its

berries, which are very pretty, being home in corym-
bose heads, and white, faiutly tinged with blue —
W. II. G.

Carnation Winter Cheer,—This is invaluable
for winter bloom, being the freest kind I have
seen. So good was this variety the past two win-
ters that I determined to grow it largely, and I

find it answers every purpose, being a free grower
and not splitting like many kinds. This variety

seems much stronger in constitution than others
;

it is not a gross grower, but seems free of spot

and disease. As a pot plant it is one of the

t>est, and may be relied upon to produce its beauti-

ful blooms all through the winter. I have some
plants in IJ-inch psits ^ perfect mass of bloom
with a great number of buds ; these will give a
supply of flower for the next two months. Others
potted up later from the open ground are now
full of roots and forming a mass of buds. Little

warmth to get the buds to open even in the depth
of winter is necessary.—G. Wythes.

Sonerilas in bloom.—These plants as repre-

sented by S. margaritacea are usually grown for

the sake of their beautifully marked foliage ; still,

the flowers are very pretty, and as they are borne
in great profusion, and that, too, during the late

autumn and winter months, Sonerilas are worth
consideration for the sake of their flowers alone.

The colour of the blooms is a kind of lilac-mauve.

favourable to ripening. These seeds are very
minute, and when sown all the covering needed is

a pane of glass over the top. Thty should be sown
in the early spring months, as the young plants

will then have a good lorg growing season before
winter sets in.— II. P.

Trees and Shrubs.

Ledum buxifolium.

that blends well with the prettily mottled foliage.

Within the last few years we have had a stronger

growing group of Sonerilas put into commerce
under the name of S. orientalis and varieties, in

which the foliage for beauty cannot compare with

the older S. margaritacea, but they are very attrac-

tive from a flowering point of view. These natur-

ally form bushy little specimens, whose upper part

is quite a mass of blossoms, deeper in hue than
those of the better-known S. margaritacea. This

last is a shallow-rooting subject, and whether
grown in pots or pans it does not need any great

depth of soil, while it has a very pretty effect

grown in suspended baskets. So treated, the bas-

ket should be well lined with live Sphagnum, and a
compost consisting of this last with peat or leaf-

mould and sand may be used. S. orientalis, on
the other hand, grows much more freely, and in a
mixture of loam, leaf-mould and sand it will do
well. It is readily propagated by cuttings in the

spring, or a plant or two will yield a considerable
quantity of seeds if placed under conditions

LEDUM BUXIFOLIUM,
Or, to be quite correct, Leiophyllum buxi-

folium, is a remarkably variable and very dis-

tinct little shrub, useful alike for tlie bed or the

border. It i.s popularly known as the Sand
Myrtle, being a native of the sandy I'ine

barrens of New Jer.sey. On account of its

dwarf, evergreen, free-flowering habit, it is one
of the best and most interesting

shrubs for rockeries. There is

always a difficulty in selecting suit-

able shrubs for this part of the

garden, many of the most beautiful

and free-flowering being, as a rule,

too large and strong for the ma-
jority of tliese structures, and it is

only such as the above Ledum that

may be safely recommended to take

a place on even the smallest of them.

In addition to the Ledum, Azalea

amtena, a plaut that takes up litile

room, and though no' perhaps gener-

ally known, is <iuite as hardy in the

neighbourhood of London as the

popular Rhododendron. It flowers

with the greatest freedom in early

summer, and in even our hardest

winters it has not suffered in the

slightest. Cytisus purpureus, many
of the dwarf Boxes, a choice i e ec-

tion of the very dwarf conifera;,

(fee, give us a fair variety to begin

with. Shrubs, especially those of a

dwarf evergreen character, are quite

as essential in the rock garden as

hardy alpine and other plants. They
furnish in the dull months of winter,

and help in a measure to hide the

bareness which always exists here

when the plants are at rest. Much
remains to be done in this direction

on most rockeries ; as a rule, too

much attention is given to the de-

velopment of spring and summer-
flowering plants, to the entire ex-

clusion of plants that would give an

eiTect in winter. Our rockeries need

not be blank throughout this dull

season ; but, on the other hand,

might be made as interesting, if not

as beautiful, aswhen at their best in sutnmer. AU
this and much more may be done at the expense

of very little extra space, as most of the shrubs

mentioned are slow growers, and it would be

many years before they required renewing. The
Ledum, in addition to being evergreen, is, as

may be seen in the cut, a beautiful flowering

shrub. The flowers are white and borne in

dense clusters in early summer. Like most

other American shrubs, it thrives best in a peaty

soil, and it will also be found useful as an edg-

ing to beds, etc. D. K.

liiquidambar styraciflua.—The growth of

this tree differs gre.atly in various localities. A
very fine specimen of it at StrathfieMsaye has run

up "fully 30 feet, while one at Kook.sliury Park in

this county, although it has a large spread of

branch, is but half the height. It is undoubtedly

a handsome tree in any shape when the leaves are
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Will colonrerl, looking quite its bast when isolated
on a lawn. When growing in strong soil the
colour of the leaves is not so bright as that of

those of trees in s.indy soil, except it be in a very
dry season.—E. M.

WORK IN SHRUBBERIES.

Now that the shrubs, after the leaves of the de"
cidaous plants and trees have fallen, are being
cleaned up and put in order, there are also a few
additional items worthy of notice. Of course, the
cleaning up and making tidy can be done in a
perfunctory manner and nothing further at-

tempted, but by taking note as the work proceeds,
it is often possible to improve the appearance by
removal here and there. Where shrubs are over-
crowded (and who has not seen them thus '!) it is

thus easy to remove a smaller one th:it is being
overgrown by a larger. If this kind of work be
left until a more favourable opportunity, that will

not come for possibly another twelve months

;

so my advice is to do such removing at once.
As the work proceeds, it will not be a difficult

matter to find room for these surplus plants; at
least, I do not find it so. Deciduous shrubs should
also be pruned where found necessary, but by all

means avoid the clipping process as illustrated in

a practical, but ugly manner oftentimes in our
public gardens. I have a strong aversion myself
to the shears. On the other hand, by the judicious
use of the knife or pruning scissors in thinning
and regulating the growths, a deal of good may
be done

; and if this work be always followed up,
the shrubs will be kept in order.
These remarks have also an equal bearing with

evergreen shrubs. In doing the work, however,
in any case the flowering proclivities of the plants
must be duly considered. At this time also there
is another item worthy of notice. It is that of
layering such as the Aucubas, the common and
Portugal Laurels, or anything else available
around the margins. This can be done easily by
having a few pegs always at hand, doing the work
so as not to make it unsightly. No further atten-
tion will be necessary, but in twelve months' time
there will be a lot of useful little plants at hand,
which without doubt can be put to a good use. If
so be they are not wanted at once, they can be
bedded out in rows, to remain tlius until a place
is found for them. In this way I have propagated
numbers of these shrubs, which are now large
plants serving a good purpose, where otherwise
the ground must have remained bare. In some
spots, seedling Hollies and Rhododendrons come
up spontaneously

; so also do Yews. These can
be placed in more favourable ground and left for
a year or two. Laburnums I have also from .seed
now of a flowering size, which, if left where they
germinated, wouhl probably have succumbed be-
fore now. Commoner things, as Horse Chestnuts,
Sycamores, vtc, it is no trouble to secure where
found necessary. In one way or another it is thus
possible to keep the shrubs presentable without
any undue expense. A.

Ruellia Herbsti.—A great many acanthaceous
plants flower during the winter months, while the
blossoms of most of them are very attractive, but
for some reason or other they are by no means
popular, why it is difficult to say. The Ruellia in
question is no exception to tlie rule in its season
of flowering, for it blooms freely at midwinter,
when blossoms of all kinds are valuable. It forms
a free-growing plant of a soft shrubby style of
growth, clothed with deep green leaves. The
flowers, which are freely produced from the axils
of the leaves on the upper part of all the shoots,
are of a rather peculiar curved shape, about 3
inches long, and of a rosy purple hue, with the
recurved lobes at the mouth of the flower nearly,
if not quite, white. A group of about half a!

dozen plants in full bloom will form a very attrac-
tive feature in the stove, while under favour-
able conditions the plants will bloom for three
months or nearly so. Besides the generic name of

Ruellii, the plant in question is also known under
that of Dipteracanthiis. Several allied subjects
are also beautifully in bloom, among which may be
mentioned R. macrantha (recently mentioned in

The Garden), R. Portelte, a low growing kind
with bright rosy pink-coloured blossoms ;

Dsedala-

canthus macrophyllus, an Eranthemum-like plant,

whose pale blue flowers are borne in great pro-

fusion, while the brighter-coloured Eranthemum
pulchellum is rapidly approaching the flowering
stage. The Aphelandras, too, contribute their

share of the floral display, notably A nitens, with
very bright-coloured blossoms ; A. Leopold i, with
yellow flowers ; and A. aurantiaca, scarlet.—H. P.

Tea plant at Bicton.—If the Tea plant re-

ferred to by Mr. Mayne from the gardens at Bicton
is the one in a sheltered spot near the Palm house,
it has stood out of doors there for a great many
years, as it was planted prior to 1840, at which
time it was a little bush about a foot high. It

certainly stood there for twenty years with no
other protection than a little dry Bracken around
the roots and a few Spruce branches stuck in so

as to slightly shelter the upper part of the plant.

While it was quite uninjured during the severe
winter of ISfiO, such cannot be accepted as a proof
of its thorough hardiness even on the South Devon
coast, as the position was so sheltered ; whereas
in the arboretum, though several times tried, the
plant seldom survived more than two or three
winters.—T.

Chrysanthemums.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Every year as surely as the Chrysanthemum
season comes round there comes also the
usual protest against the height to which many
kinds go. Why this should be so, or why Chry-
santhemums alone among flowering plants are
to bb abused for growing tall is a mystery. Is
mere flatness a merit that there is such a crav-
ing after varieties that only attain a height of
from 3 feet to 5 feet ? In grouping plants,
Chrysanthemums or what not in greenhouses,
tall plants are needed. I go further, and say
that leggy specimens of many things come in

useful and lend an eflfeot to a group of plants
that well-grown specimens, no matter how
manipulated, could not do. In outside plant-
ing, whether of flower beds, shrubberies, or
groups of trees, the same rule obtains, and the
further the things planted are from looking
as if cast in one mould, the better the effect will

be when finished if the material has been judi-
ciously used. It is well known that the best
Chrysanthemums are grown near the glass, and
the taller the plants the more easily this can be
done. In many places lofty houses are too
common, and in these the more varied the
plants are in height the better, for more plants
can be accommodated and the flowers can be
better shown in a block which is arranged to
form one or two steep slopes (one for. lean-to
and two for span-roofed houses) than would be
possible in the same space if the heights
were more uniform. Besides this, most Chry-
santhemums, especially the taller ones, have
a tendency to look outwards rather than
upwards, and can be best seen when elevated
above the level of the eye. True, many of the
newer ones are not so much given to this droop-
ing, but several that we cannot yet discard have
this habit, and when these are dwarf as well it

is a great defect. Take Mine. J. Laing and
Sarah Owen as examples, and I contend that
with the.se an additional foot or so in height
would be a positive gain, for unless the sticks
are adjusted to a nicety, the flowers do not show
half their beauty. Mr. Iggulden thinks it is

time buyers were protected in some way from

the risk of buying extra tall kinds. Growers for

sale seldom in their catalogues tell us that such
and such a variety is tall ; at the same time they
rarely fail to make aspecialnote of the dwarf and
sturdy kinds. The inference to be drawn is plain,

and we cannot expect them to speak more plainly.

Again, tlie paragraphs continually appearing
in the gardening press give many a hint as to

the habit of new kinds, especially in reporting

visits to the diflerent nurseries where a specialty

is made of the Chrysanthemum, these reports

being very useful to the grower. Another aid

in this direction is to take notice of the parent-
age of those newer kinds which are sports, for

no matter how the colours vary, the habit
almost always remains the same, and Mr. Moly-
neux's notes arranging these into families are

very helpful. Each grower will please himself

with regard to what lie retains, but one can
hardly afford to discard such beautiful kinds
as Lilian B. Bird, Mine. C. Audiguier, and
Staustead Surprise, the first especially being a
good grower and well clothed with fine healthy
foliage in spite of its height ; in this respect it

is the equal of Mr. H. Cannell, and its superior
in strength of stem, while its colour is unique
and beautiful, and will not easily be beaten.
1 dislike those varieties which are very weak in

the peduncle and hang their heads too much,
and I always discard the weaker-stemmed varie-

ties whenever I find another of the same colour

and form which is equal in other respects and
better in this. I am discarding Criterion and
Bismarck this season, as Mr. Garnar proves so

much better in form and strength. There is a
fine field for working to produce good kinds
that will not require sticks higher than the top

leaf, or well below the flower.

Is there anything in common between dwarf-
ness of habit and incurving of flowers in tho
Japanese section ? Tliese traits are rapidly on
the increase, and, to my thinking, the distinct

and beautiful form of this section is in a fair

way to be ruined. Many of the newer kinds look

more like coarse and untidy forms of the in-

curved or Chinese type, and it is probable that
the future will see this trait so " improved " on,

that it will be difficult to recognise to which
section the flowers belong. Take Edwin Moly-
neux and Mrs. C. W. Wheeler as examples, and
who will say that these would not be more at-

tractive if they did not incurve ? As soon as

the outer petals of the former incurve the great

beauty, richness of colour, is hidden. An old

variety, Mons. C. Hubert (syn. , The Cossack) is

most beautiful until it begins to incurve, but it

does this so quickly as to be scarcely worth
growing when so many others keep the right

side of their petals in sight until they fade.

There is no doubt that the preference shown
by many judges for those stands which contain

the greatest number of new varieties helps to

bolster up many kinds for a few seasons that

have little intrinsic worth, and this is the more
to be regretted from the fact that the judges
themselves cannot know the constitution of

these kinds or of what they are capable.

I add the names of a few dwarf and medium
kinds of good habit, mostly old sorts, to Mr.
Iggulden's list. Mme. de Sevin, Mile Melauie
Fabre, M. Piloster, Val d'Andorre, Mr. Gar-
nar, and W. H. Lincoln. Of course, a great

deal in height depends on which buds are taken,

and I may say tliat with me one of Mr. Iggul-

den's selection. Coronet, has gone to a good
height, and is in fact a back row plant.

J. C. Tallack.

Chrysanth.emuui George Daniels.—This
comparatively old Japanese variety has more than
held its own against many novelties, the catalogue
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de=cripiions of which, to say the le^st, are some-

what raisleading. It lij,'ared in very many prize-

winning stands this season, and in my case the

best blooms were among tlie finest grown, being

surpa-sed as far as deplli and solidity are con-

cerned by those of Vivianil Jlorel only. The col-

our of flowers resulting from eaily-taken buds is

nearly whit^ and there is a total absence of stiff-

ness about the bloom.s that attracts admiration. It

is als > a model as regar.ls habit of growth, the

natur.d height being about 1 feet. This variety is

also admirably adapted for growing as a bush,

large, freely-grown jilants producing a profusion

of light pink flowers Ihatare certain to please. In

commtm with most other varieties, it is later than

usual this season, being at its best now.— I.

RE.VRR.iNGEMENT OF LISTS FOR 1893.

New and improved varieties are added so freely,

that it is necessary to overhaul the lists an-

nually with the object of making room for im-

proved sorts. It is in the Japane-e section that

the increase is so marked, especially now that

seedling raising forms such an important feature

with English specialists of this flower. I am
pleased to note there is an evident desire on the

part of all concerned— cultivators, exhibitors,

judges, and the public alike—to favour the type

of flower that is consistent with greater depth and

less coarseness of the floret. Tlie bulk of the new
varieties is of this ty[ie. Another very important

piint secured is the more sturdy habit of growth.

The tall lanky gro^vlh, of which Mme. C. Audi-

guier is an example, will .^^oon be a thin.; of the

past. Avalanche shows well the habit of growth

that is desirable. Another example, Mrs. Falconer

Jameson, is natura'ly dwarf and thoroughly clothed

with dense green foliage. Edwin Molyneux is

largely employed for hybridising, either for infus-

ing a richness of colouring or imp-irting an accept-

able style of growth. Many more instances might

be ouoted to show the progress that has been

made and likely to continue. Speaking of the

types of blooms, such wide-spreading varieties as

Meg Merrilies, Etoile de Lyon—when this is not

verv well cultivated—Baron de Frailly, the coarse-

looking W. G. Drover, and Jlrs. E. W. Clark must

make room for those of the Sunflower class, Flor-

ence Davis, Mr. C. Back. Viviand Morel, Mile.

Marie Hoste, Col. W. B. Smith, Puritan, William

Seward, and James Shrinipton. Such varieties as

the exquisitely rosy peach-coloured Rosy Morn
open up a new race of decorative types, which in

the race for size stand a chance of being forgotten.

In addition to those above mentioned, I will draw
attention to a few of the most striking varieties in

the Japanese section, classifying them in their

colours as near as possible. Those who would

keep their stock up to the present-day require-

ments, whether tor exhibition or the sake of

noveliy, cannot afford to ignore even the few

named. Commencing with those which give

white flowers, Avalanche cannot yet be dispensed

with. Eynsford White runs it very hard, and is

by some considered to be superior. The newly-

introduced Mrs. C. Myers is likely to add some
confusion, so much is it akin to the latter.

Gaetano Guelphi, Princess May, Mrs. E. D. Adams,
Stanstead White, Beauty of Exmouth, and Miss
Annie Hartshorn all possess the right habit

—

sturdy, yet not too tall to be unwieldy. Of yel-

lows, we have W. H. Lincoln and its improved
form, T. Selwood, which is a shade deeper in

colour, and Mrs J. S. Fogg, chrome-yellow. The
Tribune gives blooms distinctly lemon-yellow on a
base of gold. Coronet, clear yellow ; Kate Mursell,

a light shade, not mentioning the new hirsute

W. A. Manda, Mrs. Libbie Allen, Mrs. A. F.

Spaulding, a much improved Gloriosum ; Mr. E.

Beckett, a November-flowered Mrs. Hawkins
;

Boule d'Or, with its long, graceful, drooping
florets, will take the places of others not only
because they are newer, but because they pos-ess
points of quality in density of flower as well as

grace of foimation of individual floret. Of pinks,

salmons or lilacs, A. H. Neve, Lilian Bird, Mrs. E.

Beckett, Countess of Hambledon and Wm. Tricker

are the types of flowers to encourage. Of bronzes,

liull red's, and others less pronounced, G. C.

Schwabe, Excelsior, Gloiie du llocher, Mrs. W. II.

Atkinson, Val d'Andorre, Mme. J. Laing, Sarah

Owen, Mme. B^co, and Mrs. C. Wheeler may be

named as a guide. E. M.

Staging Chrysanthemums.-In reply to

" Observer," permit me to .state that I am not

short " of practical knowledge." I am fully aware

that some kinds have the propensity of developing

their blooms upon somewhat long peduncles, but,

on the other hand, there are many that do not.

This criticism of "Observer's" does not affect the

point at issue, and if he intends thereby to make
it an excuse for the present system of denuding

the stems as cut with the foliage upon them, it is

but a weak one. What about the front row, for

instance ? This includes one-tlurd of the flowers.

With the foliage left below the bloom--, will

"Observer" as-ert that it will not improve the

appearance J Those with the long peduncles will

generally t>e found in the back row—Etoile de

Lyon, to wit. Further, " Observer " wants to know

how I would stage these latter flowers. In reply (to

enlighten him), let me say it is perfectly easy;

viz., take as much of the stem as may be required

and tie the bloom with the long peduncle to it.

This I have done, so I speak not from theory, but

practice. Tlie truth is, old hands prefer old

metho;is.— Forward.

Chrysanthemum Etoile de Lyon.—That
opinions vary a g'lod deal in their estimate of the

relitive values of dift'erent Chry.'anthemums has

been well shown recently in The Garden, for on

page 451 Mr. Iggulden, writing of leggy Chrvsan-

themums, mentions, among others. Miss Lilian

Bird, "which was it feet high, and, in company with

many other tall varieties, will not be grown again."

Laie'r on in the same article, of Etoile de Lyon it

is said " The stems being stout and clothed with

fine leaves, their height, 5 feet to tJ feet, is scarcely

noticeab'e." Now, in direct contrast to this we

have two consecutive articles on p. 522, in the first

of which Etoile de Lyon is severely condemned,

and in the second Lilian E. Bird is spoken of " as

one of the most distinct of Japanese Chrysanthe-

mums, and for that reason should be generally

grown." The difference may be owing to the va-

rieties being viewed from two quite distinct stand-

points, the first as plants, and the second as cut

flowers alone. Lilian E. Bird is certainly a very

pretty and distinct variety, but, apart from Its

height, it seems to be rather unreliable.-T.

Chrysanthemum Tokio.— "T." says the

above-named Chrvsanthemum is not so popular

as Source dOr. Thi.i may be so in a general way,

but not everywliere. I grow more of this kind for

cutting thaii any other, and I consider it the best

of the crimson kinds, more showy and of more

graceful form than either Culbngfordi or Jules

Lagr.avcre. It is one of the Chrysanthemums

positively injured by disbudding. My favourite

decorative varieties," so-called, are Tokio, liaht

crimson ; Aigle d'Or, bright yellow ;
Source d'Or,

golden-bronze ; Snowflake or Jane, pure white

with yellow eye, semi-double and with beautifully

twisted petals ; lloseum superbum, rose and gold,

beautiful under artificial light ; Joseph Mahood,

bronze, narrow petals; Marie Stuart, rosy lilac.

Anemone; William Robinson, bronze, fluted petals;

Chevalier Domase, bright yellow; Boule de Neige,

widte, late. All the above, except Chevalier

Doma'ge and Joseph Mahood, are self-supporting

and stand erect, or nearly so.- J. C. T.

Chrysanthemum "Volunteer.—Jlr. Young, I

fear, has never had Volunteer, widch is totally dif-

ferent from Mrs. Irving Clark {not Miss, as printed

on p. 48SI. Volunteer is a tall grower; crown buds

show at about G feet, grown without a check some-

times higher ; terminals appear at at>out S feet as

a rule. The colour correctly is a flesh-pink on ter-

minal buds ; the crown buds are pure white as a

rule, the florets rather broad and flat. Now-a-

days this variety is considered too thin for the ex-

hibition table. Mrs. Irving Clark is paler in colour;

the florc's incurve quite informally, giving the

centre of the bloom the appearance of its being a

tortuous mass of florets. -K. M.

Chrysanthemum America. — Any variety

that produces flowers a liitle out of the ordinary

season is valuable, whether it be an incurved or a

sin-le variety. The subject of this note belongs

to the latter section and is one of the largest

flowered varieties in the section when the plants

are cultivated for that purpose. The colour is

delicate blush, but late flowers are quite white
;

the tips of the florets recurve slightly. Altrgether

it is one of the best of the section, especially for

producing late blooms.— E. M.

CHRYSANTHEMUM NOTES.

New varieties have been brought out this season

in large numbers, and the forms of the Japanese

especially are very beautiful. The high-coloured

crimsons are particularly notable and supersede

the older kinds, with the 6in;>le exception of E.

Molyneux, ttill most popular as an exhibition kind.

It is pleasing to note that by far the larger num-

ber of the new comers are of English origin, a fact

which will give to our own hybridists even greater

encouragement in the future.

William Seward will probably be considered the

best novelty of the year. The colour is a rich blackish

crimson. It has long drooping florets, which are bo

numerous as to make a flower of massive proportiona

and of graceful form. The growth of the plant too, 13

capital, far sup'rior to the variety Jeanue Delaax

which has for some years piat te;>a the leading kind

of this deep colour.
. , . it.

John Shrmipton is another very rich cnmaon, tne

coloui being similar to the reflexed CullingforJi. In

regard to shape as well this flower r semhles the

last-named, butin size the no elty 13 far m advance,

and is bound to become popular aa an exhibition

flower. . . ,, IT
Princess Vu'TORiA.—This is another recurved Ja-

panese form of large size, full and handsome. The

colour is chestnut with yellow shading. -

C Shrisipton is a full-centred creamy white flower

of reflexed form, from the same raiser as the above-

named. They are, indeed, four °j^S";hoent Chrysau-

therauras, obtained from seed by Mr. W. Seward, The

Firs, Hanwell.
.

One more very dark crimson flower is
_

G W CniLiis —The early blooms of tbii kind are

bordered with yellow. It is full and handsome, and

a good grower of medium height. This is an American

^''beal'ty or Exmouth has been frequently exhibited,

and is a splendid white with a cream tinge, large,

and the form of rare grace, a sturdy grower. It should

be grown by all.

A pure white of quite a difi'erent form is

PrincessMav.—This isa full niassice bloom com-

posed' of lone quill-like florets. It is an excellent

grower, and, like the last-named, raised m this couu-

"^Mr Charles Blick is a most lovely, long, curly-

oetaUed Japanese bloom; the yellow is ot a rich dark

hue and the texture of the flower particularly taking.

It is easy to grow and of medium h.nght. One ot the

seedlings raised by Mr. II. J. Jones, Lewisham.

Miss Dorothea Shea is a fine recurved form, chest-

nut-red in colour. This variety is of the largett size,

full, growth strong, and of medium h.iiht. Raised

from seed by the well-known amateur, Mr. L. E. bhea.

Foots Cray. ^. . . ...

L'Enfant des deux Mondes.—This isa pure white

sport properly fixed from the hirsute-petalled Louis

Boehraer, and as the type is of easy growth the new

one should replace Mrs. Alpheus Hardy, most tender

of Chrysanthemums. .

W>i Falconer is another valuable sport trom i/ouis

Boehmer. It is a light flesh-pink, thus doing away

with the objectionable purple tinge ivbich prevented

the last named from becoming generally grown. Cu.-

I
tivators should not faU to obtain these two sport^3.

W H Atkinson.—This has a sturdy liab t of

grow'th of medium height. lU flowers are large and of

a pretty reflcxed fliape. In colour the variety is a

salmon-red—a pretty shade.
, , c ^

Mb H Broomhead has afavourite shade 01 colour,

namely, light buft'. Tlie form of the bloom is a loofe

incurved. It is not of g'gantic size, but large enough.

It is of dwarf habit.
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Mrs. a. G. Hucbock has large, Jeep blooms, which
show the upper as well as the under sides of the florets

n the same flower. The colour is deep carmine with
silvery reverse.

Primrose League is a splendidly formed loose
Japanese of large size. It is a free bloomer. I saw
plants of it each bearing half a dozen huge flowers.
The colour is soft primrose, fading to white. In
growth, too, it is all that can be desired.

The Tribune has blooms composed of very broad
massive florets of refined appearance. Its colour is a
soft light yellow, and the plant a iirst-rate grower.
Robert Flowerdat is an immense-sized flower in-

clined to incurve its light crimson petals. It was
raised, like the two above named, in America a few
years ago, but is as yet little known. It is sure to be-
come popular with those who exhibit.

Waban.—This, a beautiful broad-petalled Japanese,
is of fine form. The colour is a lively shade of pink,
and will make a superb bloom for show purposes. It
has large leathery foliage.

Harry May has, as yet, hardly had a fair trial in
this country, but it looks like making as fine a bloom
in its way as is Lord Brooke.
Potter Palmer is a first-rate kind. It is pure

white and has broad florets, which hang down in a
taking way. The plant is a strong grower and of
medium height.
Rosy Morn.—-This is a medium-sized reflexed

Japanese of close build. The colour is a warm rose
tint.

Mrs. Bruce Findlay is one of Mr. Owen's giant
seedlings. The florets are narrow and out at the
edges, giving the bloom a distinct appearance. Its
colour is flesh-pink.

Other Japanese kinds which are distinctly pro-
mising are Mermaicl, Pearl, Indian Red, Tweedi,
Ruth Cleveland, Miss Helyett, International, Harry
Balsley.

Kentish Yeliow must not be missed. It is rich
in colour and pretty in form.
CoMTE F. Lurani is well adapted for grouping.

The habit isveiy dwarf, with the foliage quite close to
the blooms, which are light rose colour, the edges of
the petals darker. The flowers, if not extra large, are
very striking.

There are several very good incurved kinds to
record, and here again it may be noted that Eng-
lish raisers are to the fore.

_
Baron Hirsch is a magnificent flower of large

size. It is well built and the florets of good sub-
stance. The colour may be described a nice shade of
old gold.

Lord Rosebery, like the above, is from Mr.
Owen. It is a flower of large size, and in form re-
sembles that of Princess of Wales. Its colour, too, is

somewhat close to that variety, but much more dwarf
in growth and of easy culture.
Robert Petfielil— I am not sure, but fancy this

is one of the Maidenhead seedlings. It is a soft pink
in colour, and in size medium to large ; in substance it

is of the best.

Lucy Kendall.—This is a chestnut-red-coloured
sport from Violet Tomlin and has all the good quali-
ties of that fine kind.
Brookleigh Gem.—This variety came as a sport

from Jeanne d'Arc, the ground colour of which is

white, and tinted at the tips with rose-purple. The
new one has the rose ground colour and darker tips.
It should prove useful.

Mrs. Mitchell.—This variety sported in New Zea-
land from Empress Eugenie, which is an esteemed
kind, although not one of the very choicest. The
sport, however, is of a pleasing buff shade of colour,
which will ensure its being widely grown.
Flora Macdonald will become a useful kind. It is

of medium size, creamy white, and very dwarf in
growth. A Japanese -Anemone.
La Deuil is an acquisition to the class. The guard

petals are long and tlie centre well filled. Its colour
is a dark purple-rose.
Mme. Lawton is another large Japanese Auemone

of light colour, and should prove useful.

U. Shoesmith.

Chrysanthemums R. A. Bahuant and B
Cannell.^Except on the hypothesis that Chrysan-
themum growers hail with joy from any source
new incurved varieties, I do not see that they can
regard these two form^ as valuable accessions to
the section—both being new and distinct in colour,
both very large flowers, with broai, and perhajs in
that respect a trifle coarse petals. Still, both need

very much of pulling in to make them presentable,

and whenever so carefully dressed are both broad
and squab rather than deep, and of the finest form.
No doubt I shall find plenty of objection to this

estimate, but how it is possible for those who ad-
mire the depth and contour of Violet Tomlin, Prin-

cess of Wales, Mrs. Heale, and Lord Alcester I o be en-

thusiastic over the broad fiat R. A. Bahuant I can-
not tell. It makes an attractive bloom on the
plants in a collection, but its proper place seems
to be in a section of incurved Japanese, of which
there are many fine varieties now.—D.

STURDY GROWING JAPANESE CHRYSAN-
THEMUMS.

I, LIKE Mr. Iggulden, deplore the extreme height
which some varieties run up to. Unfortunately,
however, it is absolutely necessary to allow some
to have their own way in this respect to obtain the
best results. Good blooms cannot be had of some
sorts if the shoots are in any way tampered with
in the matter of topping or even cutting down the
plants in May. For an ordinary collection of
plants where exhibiting is not thought of, there is

no occasion to encourage these leggy growing sorts

at all. Plenty that are sturdy and moderately tall

can be had now that there has been such an influx
of new sorts not only from France, America, and
Japan, but by the raising of new varieties not only
from foreign saved seed, but from that which is

saved in England. As long as such sorts as Ava-
lanche, Edwin Molyneux, and Mrs. Falconer Jame-
son, for instance, are selected as seed-bearers we
may hopefully look for their progeny to be all

right in the matter of growth. Id addition to
those quoted on p. 452, the following will be found
of sturdy habit and giving good blooms also

:

W. H. Lincoln, a charming yellow, 3 feet to 4 feet

;

Mile. Marie, quite one of the best of whites of the
same height, the foliage so dense as almost to
need some of it taking off to admit air to the stem
to mature it thoroughly ; Florence Davis, 5 feet

;

Mrs. G. C. Schwabe, delicate pink, from 2 feet to 4

feet ; Marquis de Paris, pure white ; Comte F.
Lurani, rose and white, both 2 feet to 3 feet high

;

Edwin Lonsdale, 4 feet, brilliant amaranth

;

Viviand Morel, average height 4 feet, which pro-
vides at this height charming heads of blooms of
various shades of colour; Col. W. B. Smith, an im-
mense golden bronze with a terra-cotta shade of
flower, quite new, robust in growth, but not more
than 5 feet without any topping of the shoots

;

Mrs. C. Wheeler and Beauty of Castlewood, both
of the Comte de Germiny type, but much improved
in colour and build of their flowers ; Beauty of
Castlehill gives immense blossoms of a golden
yellow hue at 2 feet high on single stems. Mohawk,
brick-red, 3 feet to 4 feet; Mrs. E. D. Adams, early
blooms pure white, later ones tinged with pink,
same height ; Wm. Lane, cinnamon, shaded rose,

full, dense blooms, grand for grouping, 3 feet; Aida,
nankeen yellow centre, deepening to bronze at the
edge, 4 feet ; not forgetting Val d'Andorre, L'Ador-
able, and L. Canning, perhaps the latest white
flowering variety we have, all growing from 3 feet
to 4 feet high. A longer list could be made, but
enough has been mentioned to show that where
even only large blooms are required it is not neces-
sary to cultivate a single plant over 6 feet high,
the bulk of those mentioned being fully 1 foot less

than that. E. Molyneux.

SHORT NOTES.—CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

Chrysanthemum Auricle.—This Japanese sort
is valuable for prolonging the display after the ordinary
November varieties are past. The blooms are pale
yellow in colour, not large, but of a size useful for
decoration of any kind.—E. M.
Chrysanthemum Mr. Brunlees.—Incurved

varieties are not nearly so useful for giving flowers in
quantity as the Japanese taken as a whole, but for
flowering during the early days of December in long
sprays this is really a useful sort.—E. M.
Chrysanthemum Mrs. J. 8. Fogg —This va-

riety is especially valuable for the front of Chrysanthe-

mum groups for exhibition. Not only has it the

largest foliage of any sort that I know of, but capital

blooms can be had on plants not more than 2 feet high.

The lovely chrome-yellow flowers are especially attrac-

tive.—E. M.

Chrysanthemum Jessie Chign ell.—This
single-flowered variety is perhaps the darkest-flowered

si)rt we have; the colour is red with a very dark shade

over it ; the florets are narrow, with abundant space

between the points of each, which does away with any
idea of formality. The growth is rather taU, the

blooms freely produced in terminal clusters.

Chrysanthemum Mrs. Quteh.—This is a

sport from the Japanese Val d'Andorre, well known
as one of the be&t varieties in this section for specimen

growing. The ground colour of the sport is the same
as in the original, but deeply suffused with gold, which
not only brightens up the at times dull appearance of

the parent, but also the whole group with which this

may be associated.

Chrysanthemum James Dibbens— Is this

variety synonymous with J. Stanborough Dibbens ?

I am much disappointed with the latter, and cannot

think it is the same that I saw at the Kent Co. show
last year. J. S. Dibbens I cannot distinguish from
Mrs. F. A. Spaulding either in growth or flower.

James Dibbens had much broader florets than any

bloom I have yet seen of J. S. Dibbens. I fear that

James Dibbens is not in commerce.—E. Molyneux.

Chrysanthemum Lady Selborne out of
doors.—This early-flowering Japanese is one of the

best for growing against a wall out of doors- On
November 24 it was in full bloom with me. Spikes

with from three to six blooms attached are appre-

ciated for vases. Anyone who has not tried this va-

riety in this way should lose no time, and instead of

consigning the old stools to the rubbish heap when
they have done duty in pots, plant them at the foot of

a wall for providing flowers next November out of

doors.—E. M.
Chrysanthemum Etoile de Lyon as a

specimen.—It may not be generally known that this

Japanese sort is well suited for growing as a specimen.

I do not mean as a formally trained one, but as a loose

growing plant. At the late Torquay show a plant of

it having twenty-five fully developed blooms was ex-

hibited. The jilant did not stand mote than 4 feet

high ; no bending of the shoots had been pract sed,

but the shoots had been topped thrice, the first time

at 4 inches high, repeating it when 5 inches more

growth had been added.—E. M.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 889.

SHRUBBY CLERODENDRONS.
(with a coloured plate of c. jcempferl*)

The genus Clerodendron is a large and diversi-

fied one. There are probably more than 100

species distributed over the wanner regions of

both hemispheres, most of them being eastern.

Only very few of them are cultivated as garden

plants, and of these the best known among the

climbing species is C. Thomsonte (sometimes

called C. Balfouri), the most popular of the

shrubby species being that of which a plate is

published with this note.

C. KiEMPPERl is an old garden plant, having

been introduced from Japan or India by Sir Joseph

Banks nearly 100 years ago. It is cultivated al-

most everywhere tor the sake of its bright scarlet

flowers, and it appears to be widely distributed as

a native plant in India as well as in Japan. It

has several other names, that most favoured by

botanists being C. squamatum, but the generally

accepted name for it in gardens is the one given

here. C. Ksempteri forms an herbaceous shrub,

sparsely branched, from 2 feet to 4 feet high,

slightly hairy. The leaves, which are heart-shaped,

toothed, and rich green, vary in size from G inches

to 12 inches in diameter; the petiole is from 3

inches to 6 inches long. The terminal panicles of

* Drawn for The Garden in the Royal Gardens,

Kew, by Gertrude Hamilton, June 11, 1892. Litho-

graphed and printed by Guillaome Severeyna.
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flowers are scarlet, and on very stronfr plants they

measure a foot in diameter. I?y sowing the feeds,

which are freely produced hy cultivated plants at

different seasons, it is possible to have specimens
in flower at almost any time of the year. Seedlings

make better plants than those obtained from cut-

tings. They should not be stopjied, but allowed to

run up with a single stem if large heads are

wanted. A group of healthy young plants in

flower of this Clerodendron is a brilliant picture

at any time.

C. FALLAX was named by Dr. Lindley from a
plant flowered at Syon House in 1844 and which
had been introductd from J.ava. It differs from C.

Kaimpferi only in having the leaves hairy instead

of scaly on the under surface. The flower.^, leaves,

habit, and general appearance of the plant are very

similar to those of C. Kajmpferi.

C. INFORTUN.VTUM is another plant of similar

appearance to that represented in the plate, differ-

ing only in having larger leaves and flowers.

The long-tubed flowers spring from clusters formed
by the calyces, so that the panicle is really com-
posed of a number of clusters. It is a splendid
plant as represented by Dr. Lindley, and one
which is worth re-introducing, for, so far as I know,
it is not in cultivation now. In India and Ceylon
it is very common, and in some parts it forms a
small tree. The flowers of the wild plants are
usually white or pink, never scarlet, as represented
by Dr. Lindley.

C. MACROSiPHON, from Zanzibar, is a compact
little shrub of free growth, forming numerous up-
right branches, clothed with small-lobed leaves
and terminal clusters of erect, long-tubed, white,
sweet-scented flowers. It is deciduous, resting in
winter and flowering in June. Plants of it may
be seen flowering freely every summer in the
stoves at Kew, whither it was sent about ten years
ago by Sir John Kirk when British representative
at Zanzibar.

C. PANlctJLATUM Was in cultivation fifty years
ago, and after a long absence was again intro-

duced to Kew from China in 18S9, and flowered in

the stove in November. It forms a shrub from 2
feet to 6 feet high, the stems four-angled, freely-

branched ; the leaves cordate, lobed, dark green,
8 inches across, and the bright crimson flowers
arranged in a large loose terminal panicle. Each
flower is an inch long and half an inch across the
spreading lobes. The plant flowers freely, and is

in every way a useful stove shrub. It is a native
of various parts of India as well as China.

C. NUTANS.—This also is an old garden plant re-

introduced several years ago by Mr. Head of the
Crystal Palace, who exhibited a well-flowered
example of it before the Royal Horticultural
Society, who awarded it a first-class certificate. A
coloured pla'e, prepared from Mr. Head's plant,
was published in The Garden in 18S8 (Vol.
XXXIII,, p. 412), where it is erroneously included
with the climbing section of the genus. Under
cultivation it forms a low loose shrub with curved
branches and short-stalked, lance-shaped, dark
green glabrous leaves 8 inches long. The flowers
are in drooping elegant panicles from inches to
1 foot long, rather loosely arranged, and pure
white. Grown in a stove, the plant soon develops
into a large specimen. It requires a rest in an
airy dry house for a few weeks afterit has made its
growth to induce it to bloom freely. As a rule, it

is not very satisfactory under cultivation. It is a
native of Sikkim, Assam, &c.. where it forms a
sturdy bush at an altitude of 3000 feet.

C. FEAOR.iN.s is a common garden plant in
tropical countries, and is here and there cultivated
in warm houses in England. It deserves more
favour than it receives if only on account of the
delicious fragrance of its flowers, which are white,
double in the cultivated form, as large as the
flowers of double Hawthorn, and borne in large
clusters on the ends of tlie branches. It grows
very rapidly in a stove, and when planted out soon
covers a large space if allowed to, owing to its
habit of producing root shoots in the same way as
the hardy C. fuctidum does. The double-flowered
variety of it is a much better garden plant than the
type, which indeed is not knowii in cultivation.

Grown in pots it forms a compact shrub a yard

high. It is hardy in the e.ttreme south of Eng-

lanil, and a good greenhouse plant anywhere.

Although common in Ameri' a and Indii, C. fra-

graiis is found truly wild only in China, wiience it

was introduced into this country a hundred ytars

ago.

C. F(I:tidum.—This is one of Mr. Fortune's intro-

ductions from Northern China. It was distributed

by Messrs, Standish and Noble thirty years ago,

.and soon proved itself to be hardy in the south of

England. It is grown as a waterside plant at Kew
iis well as in an ordinary border. Its stems, which
are annual, grow to a height of from :i feet to 5

feet ; they are louml and spiny, .and the large, deep

green, cordate toothed leaves .are in themselves an

ornament. The flowers are borne in dense erect

terminal heads from 4 inches to 8 inches across,

suggesting in arrangement and size the heads of

Ixoras. Their colour is rosy mauve. In a mild

autumn after a warm summer this plant is a beau-

tiful picture, but in such a season as the past it is

a failure out of doors— .at any rate, as a flowering

jilant. The underground stems spread rapidly, and
in a suitable position, especially near water, this

pl.ant will soon cover a large area if allowed to

grow unchecked. It is not nearly so well known
.as it deserves to be. In the warmer parts of Eng-

land it certainly should be in every garden of .any

pretensions at .all. There is a good figure of the

leaves and flowers of this species in the Botaiiicnl

Mnijaziiic, t. 4S80 (1S,5.5). The name foetidum is in

iff

Clerodendron squamatum.

allusion to the strong smell of the leaves when
bruised. C, Bunaeiand C. fcetidissimum are other

names for this plant.

C. TRiCHOTOMUM.—This is another hardy species

which we owe to Fortune, who introduced it from

J.apan. It is cultivated and, by some, is supposed

to be a native plant in China. In England, parti-

cularly the south, it forms a large woody bush or

small tree, with round smooth branches and ovate,

not cordate leaves, soft in texture, hairy, serrate,

with petioles 2 inches to 3 inches long. The

flowers are produced in loose terminal heads or

cymes on slender pedicels ; the calyx is large,

reddish brown. The corolla is short in the tube,

with spreading white segments, the flowers being

not unlike those of the common white Campion
(Lychnis vespertina). In somegardens this species

makes a fine lawn specimen. It is an interesting .and,

in some seasons, an ornamental flowering shrub,

liking a deep lich soil ar.d plenty of moisture. The

leaves have a strong odour. This species w.as cul-

tivated in Continental gardens a few years ago

under the name of C. serotinum, which name it

received from M. Carriere (see Ih-vue Jlurlicnh,

18UT). W. W.

Primula nivalis.—The plant which usually

passes under this name is by no means scarce now.

It has been largely cultivated in many nurseries

during the past four years. I mean, of course, the

snowy white kind, which I believe is con.sidered to

be a variety of vi-cosa. I may take this oppor-

tunity of saying that Primula nivalis (true) of Pall,

is a somewhat r.ai-e plant, neither so hardy nor yet

so beautiful to my mind as the better-known white-

flowered European plant.— J. W,

The Week's Work.

PLANT HOUSES.

Forcing SHRUBS.—With the turn of days it may be

deemed safe to introduce into a moderate warmth
a few plants each of the hardy shrubs wliich have

been duly prepared for early forcing, by corre-

spondingly early potting in the case of home-grown
material, if not already established and previously

forced, or by using imported p'ants for first early

work. One of the most reliable of all shrubs for

the earliest use is Lilac Charles X. ; it will

force well in a fairly brisk heat, although I

would not advise undue haste when it can be

avoded. Another Lilac of which I am disposed

to think we shall see a good deal more of is that

called Mme. Marie Legraye ; it is not apparently

(piite so dwarf as Charles X., but it flowers very

f i-eely whilst still of small size. Being a pure white it

is an excellent companion to the first - named.

These we have now started on a bed of leaves with

a gentle bottom - heat under pot Vines already

breaking. The moisture thus obtained will as.sist

an early bre<ak without the foliage getting too

much in advance of the flowers. Large plants of

Lilacs which are still in the open ground, hut are

intended for forcing, had better be lifted and stood

in bo.xes or baskets in readiness with some soil

pressed firmly around the roots, but unless com-
pelled to do so I would not start these plants just

yet.

Next to the Lilacs, note should be taken of the

earliest Rhododendrons. Those which flower

naturally whilst the weather is still c iM are the

nest kin^s to select for early flowering. Of these

the various forms of R. Nobleanum in scarlet, rose

and light shades of colour can hardly be said to

require forcing, flowering so exceedingly early in a
natural manner. I have often wondered why more
use has not been made of this valuable early Rhodo-
dendron. Then there are the varieties of R. prfecox

and also one called Early Gem ; these being dwarf

kinds do not occupy too much space, whilst they

flower profusely, being useful either for cutting or

in the conservatory. 6i the e.arly deciduous Az.aleas,

the mollis section are by far the best ; where these

have prominent bu^ls and a good number of them,

they should be started with the Lilacs. For the

earliest blooming, I prefer those plants of A.

mollis whi"h have been potted up for one or two

years .and have plenty of roots without any of the

check consequent upon lifting and pot'ing. Of

Roses only those which are thoroughly established

should be started yet, at^d these even should not

have any undue amount of heat. In private

gardens the Peach house just about started will

suit them to a nicety. A few plants of the Guelder

Rose duly prepared can likewise be started now.

Of plants which I consider it advisable for the

present to defer placing in heat are the Deulzias,

Prunus sinensis flore-pleno, Spira!a confusa, Andro-

meda floribunda, and Kalmia latifolia. In a few

weeks these will give much better results, taking

them then in successional order as quoted.

What is really needed when dealing with these

early- forced shrubs is plenty of moisture to induce

them to start into growth kindly. Three or four

syringings during the day, with another at night-

f.all or in the evening, will be none too much. Do
not allow them to suffer in the slightest at the

roots from want of water. Where it is possible to

accommodate them .all upon a bed of leaves with

a gentle warmth, moisture also arising there-

from, they will do much better than if stood upon

stage's or on a dry bottom. As to successional

batches, it is only" necessary to say that a few

plants introduced at the lime of each respective

kind is infinitely better than the larger number
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with longer intervals between each. Later stocks

now in tie open should be carefully looked after ;

i£ they are not protected yet at the roots by being
plunged, no time should be lost in doing it. For
this I prefer a bed of ashes, the plants being
plunged 2 inches or 3 inches over the rims of tlie

pots. This saves the pots from breakage and is

also better for the plants themselves. Further pro-

tection can be given if needed l>y a top-mulching
of short litter ; this will safeguard the removal of

any should we have a severe fro^t.

The conseevatorv.—This structure in any case
where a cool one should now be made as attractive

as possible, but more particularly so if it be at-

tached to the mansion. Where it is possible I

would iacilitste this by raising the temperature a
few degrees, so as to meet the requirements of
plants which have hitherto been grown in more
warmth. In this manner, for instance, the Poin-
settias can be kept fairly well for a week or a fort-

night, adding as they do largely to the lighting up
of plants wiih more sombre foliage that surround
them. What is reeded in addition is careful at-

tention to watering, keeping them of the two on
the dry side, also in the warmest place. This
little additional warmth will do no harm to such
other plants as the Piimulas, Cyclamens, early
forced Hyacinths, and Tree Carnations, but with
the Camellias some little caution is needed. This
can be met very well by one or two syringings
every day, feeing at the same time that they do
not suffer at the roots. If this be attended to
there will not be much to fear as regards bud-
dropping, save in the case of excessive fogs that
are not genuinely pure ones. In many cases this
building will have to be lighted up. If it be done
by means of ga«, some top ventilation should be re-

tained if the house can be kept at the required
temperature. At the same time see that the shade
of tall plants does not fall upon those which are
dwarfer ; these latter should be so arranged as to

prevent this. By an inspection when the house is

lighted up any defect in this way can be remedied
to suit the occasion. James Hudson.

THE KITCHEN GAEDEN.
Preparing for fokcisg.— It is as well now to
commence making preparations for the early forc-
ing of such subjects as Potatoes, Radishes, Carrots,
or even Lettuce. Not that these need sowing yet
or planting for the ne.xt few weeks, but it is advis-
able to get in readiness the heating mateiial.
About now, quantities of leaves, which form the
best heating medium, may be secured. These
should be collected and laid together in not too
large a bulk, or healing may take place. Leaves
are just as like'y to become spoiled through over-
heating as stable litter. Equal parts of leaves and
stable litter maintain a more lasting heat than
litter alone. A supply of light and friable soil

should also be provided, not that this need be new,
as old potting soil or the soil from old Cucumber
beds with some burned refuse forms an excellent
compost, and should be made the most of. Leaf
soil should be added when it is not sufficiently
light, and pulverised horse manure or old Mush-
room bed manure knocked up finely witli the back
of a fork in those cases where it may not be quite
rich enough.

Snow's" Winter Broccoli.—The sharp spell of
wintry weather we have recently experienced
comes as a reminder that we should take good care
of any Broccoli which is likely to become spoilt by
frost. This has special reference to the invaluable
Snow's Winter White, which if left exposed is apt
to receive injury from frost, the young heads
quickly becoming frozen through. Of course if we
were sure of the weather keeping mild and open
the plants could be left urdisturbed. But as at
the turn of the year sharp frosts a'e verv apt to
occur, all heads, or rather plants which are likely
to prove serviceable should be taken good care of.

Deep pits or wherever there is sufficient room for
the foliage is as good a position as any. Lift them
carefully with a ball attached and plant ttiem rather
thickly together, tilting the lights during favourable

weather. If there are no pits available, the plants
may be laid in on a sheltered border, protection
being aft'orded with mats kept off tlie tops by a
wooden framework.
BuR.sT REFUSE.—There is no better season in

the year than the present for collecting and gather-
ing together all refuse, which may be reduced to

ashes by burning. This material is of the utmost
value to any crop grown in the kitchen garden,
that is, if sulfic'ent could be procured for the pur-

pose. If not for all purposes, sufficient should
be had for seed-sowing or for working into the
surrace preparatory to sowing the Onion and Car-
rot crop, as, besides being a beneficial manure,
it is also a capital deterrent of the insect? which
are know to hibernate in the ground until the
natural time comes for them to commence their

depredations. All heavy soils are greatly benefited

by the application of screened garden refuse.

When needed merely for seed-sowing, it should be
prepared by adding an equal bulk of old potting
soil, which should also be sifted. A heap of such
material cannot but prove of the greatest benefit

in any garden when the time comes for its use.

SalAding in frames.—The present is just the
weatlier for salading to damp off in frames if care
is not taken to prevent it. The frames must be
freely ventilated during mild weather and all

decaying matter clea'"ed away, the surface soil

also being stirred. It is after a spell of frost that
there is likely to be the most destruction. When
frost occurs, keep the frames covered up. Unless
it should be unduly severe, the lights could be un-
covered during the daytime and also ventilated
early to allow of damp escaping.
WiTLOOF.—This is generally used as an ad-

junct to the salad bowl, but when well blanched it

may be used as a substitute for Seakale. Witloof
forces very rapidly now and in just the manner
needed for Seakale. When to be used for salad,

use the tops after being grown about 3 inches or
4 inches, as longer than this they are not so good.
In forcing see that the soil is in a fairly moist state,

this latter often making all the difference as to
its being palatable or not. A. Young.

HARDY FRUITS.

Apricots.—Most of the trees are well set with
fruit-buds, or quite as much so as they were at this

lime last year, and it is to be hoped equally good
crops will be eventually obtained. During mild
weather the pruning ard nailing may be attended
to, these having little or no effect on the time of

flowering. It cannot be too often pointed out how
unwise it is to be sparing of the knife in the matter
of pruning the lateral growth. When the young
shoots were only lightly summer pruned, they re-

quire further shortening now, say to within 1 inch
of the old wood. Left much longer than this, long
ugly spurs are soon formed ; whereas fruit of

better quality is most surely produced on the
shorter spurs or those that get the benefit of

shelter from the wall and overhanoing branches.
Much may be done towards bringing trees into a
better state by gradually shortening back long
spurs either to better-placed back growths or by
sawing them off cleatly 1 inch or rather less from
the old branches. When fresh growths are formed
about these short stumps, keep them freely thinned
out and well shortened back. Wliere they have
been saved lay in well-placed young growths, if

strong and well ripened, to their full length, but if

weakly shorten back to half their length. It will

be necessary in some cases to cut out some of the
old branches in order to give the younger growths
a chance to increase in size atid productiveness,
and by persevering with this treatment a change
for the better will soon be apparent in the health
of the trees as well as the weight and quality of

the crops. Stunted old trees, as a rule, produce
fruit of second-rate quality. Large old trees are
very frequently neglected at the roots. After the
pruning and nailing have been completed, those
which last season gave signs of failing vigour
should have their surface roots bared, the soil,

after a good dressing of partially decayed manure

has been given, being returned on to the top of the
latter.

Young Apricot trees.—Where branches are
commencing to die, the Moorpark being the first to

collapse, the dead and dying should be sawn cleanly
out and the rest rearranged, this making room in
some cases for young trees to be planted. Never
wait till great blanks occur on the walls before
planting young trees, the wiser course being to an-
ticipate these failures and there will then be no
wasted space. Give youpg trees the benefit of

fresh loamy soil with which old mortar rubbish,

burnt .soil and ashes have been freely mixed, but
not any animal manure added. Soil that has so
long been occupied by the roots of fruit trees, and,
it may be, with the still hungrier roots from shel-

ter trees outside of the garden, is not fit to receive
fresh trees, hence the necessity for opening extra
large holes, or say not less than 4 feet across, and
filling in with fresh compost for young trees. If

the position is somewhat low and the subsoil
clayey, plant considerably above the ordinary level,

raised borders best suiting Apricots in all such
cases

; also keep the collars high, sinking being
allowed for. Newly-planted trees may be pruned now
or at any time during the next six weeks, but they
should only be lightly secured to the walls till the
soil has settled somewhat. If all the branches are
of nearly one size, well ripened and uninjured, there
is no necessity to prune them, a fruiting stage be-
ing most quickly arrived at, when they are laid in
to their full length very much as received from the
nursery. If any pruning is thought advisable,

shorten the branches to rather less than half their

length, light pruning usually being followed by an
irregular break, the shoots being produced princi-

pally at the extremities ; whereas, unpruned shoots

form either shoots or fruiting spurs at every joint

throughout their length. \Vhere it is desirable

that walls be furnished quickly, this can best be
done by training a strong central shoot upright

and allowing this to branch right and left. I'he

lower side branches should be reserved and laid in

to their full length, but if the side shoots from
these are kept stopped during the summer, still more
vigour will be imparted to the spreading centre. If

maidens instead of trained trees are planted, cut
these back to within 5 inches of the point of union
with the stock. Well-established young trees

should have their lateral growths freely spurted
back, short fruiting spurs being left their full length

unless they can be cut back to a wood-bud. I,ay

in leading growths without shortening them, more
shoots for furnishing being obtained during the

summer, when gross wool can also be checked by
pinching or stoppin.g. In each and every case

examine all the old shreds and nails, as should the

former cut into the bark or nails unduly press

against the wood, gumming and most probably less

of branches will result.

Peaches and Nectarines.— It is too early to

prune and nail these, but the good old plan of

loosening the young wood from the walls may be
adopted with advantage, a** it further hardens the

wood and retards bud movement. Before the trees

are much loosened, it can better be seen wher3
thinning out is needed, and this may well be done
now, in p.articular cutting out old bearing wood,
also foreshortening at the extremities. The young
wood that is to bear fruit next season should not

be shortened, and when loosened, see that no ri-ks

are run of the branches being broken down by
snow or winds. When the weather is mild and
the ground free of snow and frosts, root-lifting

and transplanting may yet be proceeded with, de-

ferring these important operations till the spring,

when so much other work presses, being a mistake.

Plums.—An examination of the trees discloses

the fact that these, too, are in a very satisfactory

state as far as abundance of flower-buds is con-

cerned. They are hardier and more generally

reliable than Apricots, but in many respects their

cultural requirements, more especially pruning, are

very simi'ar. Laying in strong young shoots to

their full length is the surest way of bringing ap-

parently worn-out trees to a more healthy produc-

tive state, the old branches being sawn cleanly out

wherever a younger one can be had to take its
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place. If young shoots on comparatively vigorous

trees are pruned, wooil-gro.vth ami little else

usually results ; whereas, it laid iu to their tuU

length, abundance of short fruiiing spurs will form

during summer. It sometimes happens that this

avoidance of shortening other than lateral growth
ends in young trees being too fruitful, beroming
stunted in growth accordingly. The remedy con-

sists in early and fiecly thinning out the fruit and
feeding at the roots. Also let exhausted old trees

or any that are more disposed to fruit abundantly
than to form much more wood than is desirable,

have the benelit of .a surface-dressing of manure
as advised in the ca^c of Apricots.

W. IGGULDEN.

ORCHIDS.

At the December meeting of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society there was an exceedingly good display

of Orchids of many bright and varied colours,

conspxaoiis amongst them biing the Calanthes,

showing as 1 have pointed out in previous numbers,
how very useful they are for the decoration of the

Orchid houses, and also for cutting at this season

of the year. They have practically entered into

their season of rest when the flowers are open, and
do not need so much heat as they received when
in full growth. The garden varieties are now very

numerous. They are so easily raided from seed,

and take such a shorttime to produce their flower.-,

that every (_)rchid grower should endeavour to

raise plints of them. The gaiden varieties of

Cypripediums are also being abundantly produced
and make a brave show. The most popular seed or

pollen parent is C. Spicerianum, and although the
SEellings are so numerous, few equal and none
surpass the very beautiful C. Leeanum : this and
the variety supeibum still hold their own. From
the recent importations of C. insigne many very

di-tinct and handsome forms have flowered, ami
truly there are no Cypripediums so easily managed
as these varitties of C. insigne. The ordinary
type flowers very freely, and as it is easily grown
in a warm greenhouse temperature, it should be
found in every garden. The Cypripediums are as
easily raised from seeds as the Calanthes and
bloom in a short period (that is for Orchids) ; they
may take live or six years from the time of s iwing
the seeds. One of the loveliest and most sweetly-
petfumed Orchids flowering at this .season is

Pilumna nobilis ; it is siuiply an enlarged form
with stouter petals of Pilumna fragrans or Tri-

chopilia fragrans. It does not thrive in the cool
house in winter, but will do admirably at the
cool end of the Cattleya house. There is a con-
siderable dift'erem-e in the temperatures of these
Orchid houses if we take the end nearest the
boiler and the one furthest removed from it. In
our cool Oichid house, (iO feet by 12 feet, the
difference is 5°, and the atmosphere is also rather
drier at the warmest end. The Cattleya house,
50 feet by 20 feet and span-roofed, shows about
the same difference in temperature, and when the
end of a hot house is exposed to the north, this
also makes a considerable difference, especially
with long-continue 1 frost winds from the north-
east. We grow the Pibimnas on the north side
of the house and near the roof glass in winter.
The plants must not be too freely watered
now, but they need a fair supply when in
growth ; indeed, they will take as much as the
New Grenadan Oitontoglo'sums. The handsome
Zygopetalum Mackayi is al-o in bloom now, and
its erect spikes of handsome flowers are very strik-
ing and effective. It is a large-growing plant and
can very readily be propagated by division. It is

a Cattleya-house Orchid and needs a large pot to
grow in, with plenty of good fibrous peat. In
dividing this and similar orchidaceous plants, it

is much better to pull them asunder with the
fingers, as by using a knife many of the best thick
fleshy roots may be cut through. The Cypripedium
caudatum, of which we have a considerable num-
ber of plants on the stage near the glass on the
shady side of the Cattleya house, does better in
winter than in summer; the light and free expo-

sure to sunshine which Cattleyas require seem to

ctiuse the tips of the leaves of this species to

decav, this not onlv considerably checking the

growth of thepl.-int.s", but rendering thein very un-

sijhllv and of consider.ably less value. Tlie pretty

little Jlasdevalliiv tovarensis, of which there are

maiiy large plants with scores of Mowers upon

each, are now very pretty, and they will last will

into the new year. 'I'he flowers of the autumn-

Howering Cattleya Itbiata will mostly be over by

Christmas, but the first .spikes of C. TrianK are

already suHiriently advanced to show the flower-

buds out of the sheaths. This is very early, for

the larger numlier of them will be in flower during

I'ebi uary and JIarch. Before leavinir the Cattleya

house, we must look up to the ratters and take

note of certain plants suspended therefrom in

baskets. TheTrichopiliasare there, and very lovely

plants they are when in flower ; but they must not

be neglected in win' er, for the very reason that they

do not require much attention leads some careless

gardeners to overlook the fact that the plants, al-

though in a state of rest, are preparing at the

s;ime time to produce their flowers for next year.

The plants most valued of this species are the

pretty '1
. suavis and its white form alba, T. tor-

tilis with its petals resembling a corkscrew, T.

ciispa, and T. crisna marginata. T. lepida is rare

and handsome, and there is also T. marginata,

which is also grown as T. coccinea. Most of them

have by this time completed their growth, but in

the case of these and other Orchids, of which the

growth is not completed, they may either be

placed at the warm end of the house or be put into

another house 5° warmer until growth is completed.

The pretty little Oncidium cheirophorum sliould

now be in flower in collections. We grow it in

the cool house during the summer months, but in

winter it his a tendency to damp off there either

from lack of heat or from the effects of too much
moisture. The plants may be suspended neir the

roof glass at the cool ei.d of the Cattleya house,

level if possible with the eye, so that it is easy to

admire the compact graceful spikes of small bright

yellow flowers or enjoy their delicious per-

fume. In watering these plants be careful not to

pour it on the bulbs, as they are very li ible to

damp off when water is allowed to lodge at their

base. Aerides crispum, A. Fieldingi, A. Lindley-

anum, Vanda suavis and V. tricolor with their varie-

ties succeed better in this house than elsewhere,

and they retain their leaves better in the shady

part of the house than on the sunny side. Any of

them that show by the moist green state of the

tips of the roots that they are yet in growth

should so far be supplied with water, but not too

freely; the roots clinging to the outside of the

flower-pots must be dewed over with tepid water;

once every day in the morning is the best time.

When the-e plants get into the resting period, a

thin greyish film creeps down the roots until only

a green "tip is visilile. Le-s water is then required,

but all such plants as these having no p-eudo-

bulbs to support them must not be dried off lilie

Cdttleyas, Lailias, Catasetums, &c.
J. Douglas.

them in good condition. These plants thrive in a

mi.Kture of sandy loam, peat, and shar|i sand with

some lumps of sandstone for their rhizomes to

scramble among.—W. H. G.

Trichoinanes reniforme. — A magnificent

batch of this very distinct plant is now to be seen

in Mr. Bull's nursery. It appears to be very shy

in producing fertile fronds. These plants are

admirably adapted for a Wardian case, and if so

used, I prefer them to be kept separate from other

Ferns in a small case. Another grand plant is

Hymenophyllum dilatatum, of which Mr. Bull also

possesses many fine examples with broad and rich

green pinnae The fronds are erect and produced

from a creeping rhizome. A very pretty species and

a free-growing one is Hymenophyllum riemi^sum,

which much resembles the Killarney Fern (Triclio-

manes radicans); the fronds, however, are more

finely divided. Worthy of cultivation along with

the above is Hymenophyllum crispatum, a pretty

plant, with curled winged stalks, the fronds being

three times divided and of a bright green. The
above kinds will all thrive in a Wardian case,

requiring only a temperature of about 40° to keep

Orchard AND Fruit Garden.

GRAPES FOR PROFIT.

(li;.\i'i;s under good management are .said to pay

well, but liow long they will continue to do so

is a moot question. The Channel islanders were

among tlie fir.st to plant ^'ines very exten-

sively for the purpose of growing large qumti-

ties of Grapes for the British markets, and,

thanks to the ease with which they could obtain

land for the purpose, if at comparatively high

prices, they more than held their own frjr a time.

Of late years, however, a change for the better

has taken place as far as obtaining land on the

mainland is concerned, the conseiiucnce being

that large numbers of vineries and forcing

houses generally have been erected in all direc-

tions, the work of building still going on as

briskly as ever. Already the inexperienced

Grape growers in Guernsey and elsewhere have

found that the inferior produce with which they

have literally swamped the markets compares

very badly with what is grown now so plenti-

fully much nearer the markets, and, as might

be imagined, the profits have fallen away

alarmingly. In the first place, tliey relied too

exclusively on that popular, but quickly perish-

able variety, the Black Hamburgh, and when
they found they must grow less of this and more
of the showy, long-keeping late varieties, their

protective laws rendered it a very dithcult and
risky matter to import the latter. A consider-

able number of Black Hamburgh stocks have

been grafted with Gros Colman, Alicante, Lady
Downe's, and Gros Maroc, and still more Vines

of the first-named planted, Muscat of Alexan-

dria also being extensively grown. Now the

merest tyro can manage to produce a heavy

crop of Red Hamburghs (not many really black

ones reach the mainland), and that, too,

without the assistance of tire - heat, but

the case is very different with Gros Col-

man, Alicante, and Muscat of Alexandria, as

many of those ex-seaman growers in Guernsey

and elsewliere have found to their cost. The
latest reliable information to hand discloses the

fact that many of these enterprising men (who

have my sympathy and that of all other British

gardeners who admire pluck and perseverance

in their fellow creatures) are now rooting out

Vines and giving the houses thus c'eared solely

or principilly up to Tom.ato culture Even in

this department th« y will have to mend their

ways, or else find Continental markets for their

produce, as it is very certain better Tomatoes

are being, or .shortly will be, grown on this side

in sufficiently large quantities to meet all de-

mands.

Tomatoes, as Mr. Barron points out iu his

latest edition on " Vines and Vine t'ulture,"

are largely responsible for the greatly increased

production of Grapes in this country, these

more than paying for the cost of a cheap vinery

while the Vines are reaching a productive state.

Had it not been possible to grow large quanti-

ties of Tomatoes during the first two or three

seasons in a newly-planted vinery, nothing like

the number of Vines would have been planted,

as it is very certain that many who put up large

houses could not afford to wait four or five

years before getting little or anything for their

trouble. Nor is it possible to form expensive

borders or such extraordinary combinations of
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good turf, charcoal bones, wood ashes, mortar
rubbish, and other ingredients so dear to the
average gardener. What the market growers
have, perforce, to do is to make the most of the
soil comprised in their .small holding, and it is

greatly to their credit that they can produce
such extraordinary crops at so trifling an out-

lay in the sliape of fish manure, Thomson's
manure, liones, or whatever manure they may
favour for mixing with their ordinary soil. No-
thing in the shape of expensive concrete bot-

toms, drainage and such like is attempted,
ordinary land drainage being all that is neces-

sary in very many cases. The Fordingbridge
vineyard, near \\'imborne, afl'ords plenty of

food for reflection to the gardener who may have
previously thought it necessary to go to so much
expense in the way of forming borders. There
the soil is a well-drained gravelly loam, quite

ready made for a Vine border, the only slight

addition being what is thrown out when the
foundations are dug for walls. For the first

two or three years nothing in the shape of ma-
nure is given, the Vines growing very .strongly

without it, and not till they are being heavily
cropped does feeding from the surface commence.
Nowhere else have I seen heavier crops of Gros
Colraan, Alicante and Gros Maroc, 40 lbs. of

Grapes being taken by Mr. S. Castle from rods
the average gardener would be content to saddle

with half that weight.

There is only a limited demand for high-class

Grapes, or those perfect as regards size of bunch,
beriy and finish, and those who hope to make
Grapes pay well must of necessity crop heavily

and be content with tho.se fairly well finished,

or such, say, as sell readily at medium prices.

Unfortunately, what may be termed medium
prices are dropping in common with those ob-

tained for both high-class and inferior produce.
For instance, what, during this November and
December only fetched 2s. per lb. wholesale,
would in previous years have realised from Gd.

to ]s. more. Even at the reduced prices, the
sales are not readily effected, and in all pro-

bability more late Grapes will be cut and placed
in bottles this winter than during any year
previous. There is no doubt also that prices

will rule low during the next two months, or

so long as Gros Colman can be kept. The
profits of the growers vvill, if my prediction is

verified, and I am afraid my information is

only too reliable, be lower than ever, as, in

spite of the enormous weight of Grapes that is

taken from the Vines, having to keep them
longer than usual inevitably entails a consider-

able waste. The variety that keeps better
than any, that is to say with a minimum of

waste, is Lady Downe's. Unfortunately, this

excellent late Grape does not readily lend it-

self to the market growers' methods, or, in

other words, they are unable to grow sufficient

weight of bunches from a given number of rods
to justify them in planting it extensively in

preference to Gros Oolmau. As far as many
jjroviucial towns are concerned. Grapes are

very scarce during April and May, or when the
only late varieties generally available are Lady
Downe's and Mrs. Pince's Muscat. The
latter is even more uncertain than Lady
Downe's, and when I have discussed with ex-

perienced men the possibility of growing either
of these long keepers profitably, they have
invariably stated that Gros Uolman paid very
much better. Now that the latter is being
grown in such greatly increased quantities,

the chances are that Lady Downe's may yet
prove the more profitable of the two. At any
rate, were I to start growing for the market
on a large scale, a house or two would be given
up to Lady Downe's by way of experiment.

We sometimes hear of high prices being paid
for Muscat of Alexandria, but when I give
instances of (is. and upwards being paid for
sujjerior samples, I am met with the well-

proved assertion that these cases are al-

together exceptionable. There are times when
fruiterers and others will pay fancy prices for

showy Grapes, but repeat the consignment a
few days later and it is quickly discovered
that prices have dropped materially. A con-
siderable amount of cultural .skill has of neces-
sity to be expended on the Muscat of Alexan-
dria, and fire-heat must be freely turned on
for many months in succession ; whereas Gros
Colman requires only a minimum of fire-heat

to bring it to perfection. All the same it is

my belief that all who can grow and properly
ripen heavy crops of Muscats will never ex-
perience any great difficulty in selling them at

say on an average 2s. per pound. It is the
only white Grape that does pay for culture on
an extensive scale. With white Grapes, and
more especially Muscats, private gardeners ought
to be able to hold their own, but in but few
instances can they do so with black varieties,

unless given a freer hand in the matter of

rooting out old Vines and making a fresh
start with fresh ones of sorts more showy and
of inferior quality it may be, but which are most
in demand. Mixed houses are anything but
satisfactory, and those owners of vineries who
expect their gardeners to realise considerable
sums for their surplus produce ought to be
prepared to favour the introduction of market
growers' methods. W. I.

Apple Dr. Harvey.— I should like to as-k Mr.
Tallack, who sent you a note on the above (p. 4(;f),

if he grow.^ Walthara Abbey Seeilling, as I fail to
see any difference in the Dr. Harvey and that va-
riety as far as the fruits are concerned. I am not
able to compare the wood and folinge

; perhaps lie

may be able to do so. I fully admit it to be a
good variety, a free bearer, and of large size, but
these remarks apply with equal force to Wal-
tham Abbey Seedling, a large, roimd, pale yellow,
soft fruit, coming in at the seiison Mr. Tallack
names. 1 have seen Dr. Harvey in the eastern
counties under the name described, but have never
been able to get at a tree of Waltham Abbey at
the same time to compare the wood and growth
of the two. Mr. Talfack did not de.scribe the
growtli, but Waltham Abbey Seediing is remark-
able for its large fruit and smafl fofiage, a great
bearer either as a pyramid or standani, our o!d
stamlard trees carrying very heavy crops.—G.
Wythes.
Should forcing Strawberries be pro-

tected?— It "must" had been substituted for
" should" in the above query, it would be easy to
answer, "No." Of course, if there are frames
standing i^lle or space to spare in cold house*, the
plants may be put into them, as they can then be
more conveniently liandled if wanted in frosty
weather

;
Ijut this is the only gain, as plants lelt

in the open with tlieir pots plunged to the rims in
ashes force equally well or better than protected
ones and are uninjured by frost. A sheltered spot,
where the pfants are not fully e.xposed to bluster-
ing and biting wiu'ls, will be best for wintering
the plants. It is well known that Rhubarb and
several other thintjs force better after being well
frozen, and that this is so is proved by the second
batch put in to force often overtaking the first

when this has been introduced to heat before there
has been any wintry weather. Frost puts the
finishing touches to the ripening of crowns and
mots, preparing them for a new season of growth.
Why should this not be the same with the Straw-
berry, a thoroughly hardy plant when grown under
natural conditions .' I have never seen a pot
Strawberry injured bv fr.'st in the resting season,
or three per cent, of the pots split wher treated in
this way, even when zero has been reached more

than once during the winter. I never stack the
P"t plants for fear of their getting tOT dry, as the
Strawberry is a moisturedoving plant ; neither is

any litter or o'her covering ever thrown over them,
nothing of the sort being wanted if the ashes
come right up to the rims of the pots. Apparently
" Y. A. H.'s" successes with plants left in the open
have been attained when the winters have been
mild and not wel;. Such winters are too uncom-
mon, I should say, to allow of anyone trusting to

the chances of getting them, for mild winters are
generally wet ones, but I do not think we ever get
too much rain for pot Strawberries it the drainage
is as it sliould be. If I had my choice of places
under glass in which to winter the plants, I should
prefer a cold house to a frame, as they would be
more constantly under tlie eye and not so likely

to be neglected when watering; and if there is any
fear of this, I would rather let them take their

chance of Nature's watering out of doors than put
them under gfass to suiier.— J. C. TALLACK.

Dessert Pears keeping badly.—This defect
has beengeneral this year ; many kinds have lotted
just when they ought to have ripened, but there
have been a few notable exceptions. 'That excel-

lent kind Josephine de Malines is ripening well ; so,

too, is Knight's Monarch, and among early kinds,
Beurrfi d' Auianlis, Louise Bonne of Jersey,

Gansel's Bergamot, Williams' Bon Chretien, and
one or two more were good. M;irie Louise d'Ucole
has been the worst, though Duches-e d'AngoulSme,
Napoleon, and Thompsoii's have lun it very close.

Will any of your correspondents kindly give a list

of those kinds which are keeping and ripening well
with them ?-J. C. T.

LARGE APPLES AND PEARS FOR FLAVOUR.
I HAVE seen adverse comments made as to giving
these fruits the hif^hest award when there were
small kinds of higher flavour passed over, and I

thoroughly agree with it, but it must be carried

out always if anything is to be gained, as it will not
do to give the award for large Apples and then to

reverse it and give it only for flavour in the case of
Pears. I am aware there are serious objections to

cutting Pears, and rightly so. not only on account
of the unsightly appearance they present a few
hours after being cut, but also as far as the exhi-

bitor is concerned, as the fruits when cut can only
be once shown, and this will not meet with the
approval of large growers, who now bestow much
time and libour in finishing or colouring these

large fruits, often growing them in pots and houses
for exhifiition purposes alone. The loss of a few
large fruits by cutting would not be of great con-
sequence, as it would to a certain extent place

those fruits grown under natural conditions in a
better po.-ition, as some of the abnormal fruits

staged would then fall into the background if flavour

was the chief point to be observed ; but 1 fe.ir in

the case of Apples cutting the fruit cannot l:ie justi-

fied for several reasons, as of late, size, colour, and
finish seem to me to be three leading characteris-

tics and to have been encouraged, as at all shows
the points named are considered before fl.avour. I

would point out the difficulties that exist in show-
ing fruit now with such an enormous increase in

the varieties, especially Apples, and with such a
selection where size is everything, what chance is

there for flavour, for instance, in a class for dessert

Apples? Cellini Pippin, Lady Henniker, Prince
Albert, King of Tompkins Co. and Emperor Alex-
ander are pitted against Cox's Orange, Ribston,

Golden Harvey, and other small varieties, the re-

sult being that the large kinds, which are also shown
in the cooking classes, get the highest award for

mere ."-ize. I must admit the flavour of some of the
large kinds may suit some palates, indeed be pre-

ferred to that of a good Cox's, but in such cases the
schedule may avoid these awards by allowing the
jurlges to give the highest award for quality and
not quantity. I think in cases where the schedule

says dessert kinds, mere size should not be con-

sidered, so that the same remarks apply wdtb

equal force toPenrs,andIagree that qualityandnot

size should alone be considered. Beurr^ Diel grown
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on a south wall and in a warm soil is not to bo

despisefl, and reiiuires a lot of boating. I have had
B. Diel this soason on such an aspect all that could

be desired. I aliidt DoyennC du Coniice carries

great weight, but it is not always shown in condi-

tion, and a poor sample of thi.< variety against a
fine I'itmaston Duchess must cirry weight, in any
collection if the fruits are judged by appearance
only. I noticed at one of o:ir large fruit shows
(the Cry.stal Palace) awards were ^ivcn for Havour;
this was most interesting to tho«e who did nut
know the qunlity of each Viirie'y, as it euablpd
them to make a seler-tion, but as far as the exhibi-

tion was c >nceriied for mere lookers on, it was dis-

appointing to see an array of fruit cut to pieces,

presenting an unsightly appearance for two or

three day.s. I think when fruit is cut there should
be sufticient left while to make up a respectable
dish. S. B.

NOTES ON STRAWBERRIES.
In reply to the following que.stions coucerning
Strawberries

—

1, Best kmds for flavour and hearing in

yoHr disfrid
;

2, Beit early attd late Mnds for open-air

culture
;

3, New nr Httle-knoirn sorts you have found
worthy of cult icat ion

;

4, Mode of treatment to secure the best and
most regnlar crops

;

wo have to thank corre.spoiidenta in all parts
of the kingdom for replies.

With re,j;ard to the best kinds for flavour,
there will be much difference of opinion, owing to
various causes. For flavour there is none better
than the old Briti..^h Queen, but it requires special
cultivation and will not remain long on the ground,
I find the best results are secured from strong plants
put out in August. Dr. Hogg is another good
kind, and these who fail with British Queen would
often do well with this. It requires good culture,
heavy soil and annual planting. The Pine sec-
tion, of which Elton and Filbert Pine are gond,
often succeeds where the first-named fails. I would
also advise La Grosse Sucriie for flavour. It i^ a
grand cropper when not allowed to remain too
long on the ground. Keens' Seedling and President
are difficult to beat for flavour and free cropping
when both qualities are considered. For preserv-
ing purposes it is difficult to get a better variety
than Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury, excellent in
every way, a heavy and sure cropper, growing
freely on most soils, and when grown well a valu-
able early dessert variety, its size being its only
drawback. I find King cf the Earlier the earlies't

variety. Pauline is also an early fruiter, but of
bad shape. Noble is a free grower, conies in very
early and most useful, the only fault being poor
flavour. I like Competitor better, this being an
early kind. James Veitch, well grown, i*, I con-
sider, better than some so-called early varieties,
though inclined to coarseness; but mere size is not
(Jbjectionable in many places. For a few early
dishes to succeed King of the Earlies there is

none better than Vicomte-se Hericart de Thury,
followed by La Grosse Sucr^e. Of late yeirs we
have made considerable progre.ss in prolonging the
season by the introduction of la'e kinds. Water-
loo is good for this purpose, and I am surprised it

is yet sparsely cultivated. Some object to its dark
colour, but this is not a serious drawb ick, as it

possesses other good qualities, being a large firm
fruit. La.xton's Latest of All will, I think, prove
a valuable addition to our late fruits. Jubilee is

an excellent late variety, a hardy, vigorous grower,
of good flavour, doing well in most soils, and a
heavy cropper. I have always relied on O.^ionian
for late fruit, but Latest of All and Jubilee are
superior. Elton Pine should al^^o be included in
the list of late kinds, fluourand size recommend-
ing it. I cannot do better than mention the excel-
lent qualities of Mr. Allan's new S rawberries
raised Irom crossing British Queen and Countess.

|

I believe they will prove valuable additions, as they
have size, appearance and flavour. I have not had
an opportunity of testing them here. .John Huskin
will prove a favourite where it succeeds; fur forc-

ing it did well, but I have not tried it in the open
ground. I must also includt; Jubilee and Jjatestof

All. Waterloo, if not termed new, is worth growing
White Knight will, I think, be liked, but I hive not
given it a large trial. Scarlet Queen is also a good
grower, fruit large and bright and worth a tri.al.

The miide of treatment to secure the best ami most
regular cr'ps i.s undoubteilly liy annual planting.
Most of the varieties do best ui der this system of

culture, this being the safest plan to secure size,

flavour and a full crop. I plant strong runners as
soon as they can be secured from the plants. The-e
are obtained early in July fiom young plants
put out thickly to produce runners fur forcing.

They are planted on trenched ground well
manured, mixing heavy clay or loam in the
soil for those varieties that are noted for flavour,

but bad doers. In no case are the plants allowed
to remain after two crops of fiuit have been
gathered ; in many cases only one crop is allowed,
as yeai ling plants produce I he best fruit for des-

sert.— G. Wythes, Si/on llouKf, Brentford.

The variety I rely on principally for early
work is Sir J. P.axton. Other early kinds are grown,
such as Keens' Seedling, Stirling Castle Pine, and
Pauline, but the above is preferred to these, as the
flavour is so good, and alsj on account of its free

cropping qualities and the large size of the fruits.

The plants of this variety for the earliest supply
are grown on a rather wide border facing due north
and having the protection of a high brick wall, and
on this border Strawberries are invariably ready
for gathering the first week in June. Suecessional
crops of the same variety are grown on borders
having various aspects, and the latest bed out in

the open ground. By this time O.xonian comes
into use on a south east border, and the supply is

thus taken up by the plants on a north tiorder, and
with us these generally continue to yield till the
end of August. This is a grand, free-cropping
Strawberry, and I would not willingly replace it

with aiiy other variety that I am acquainted with.
Sir C. Napier is grown, but the flavour is not con-
sidered good enough. Another variety which we
have grown for the first time is Countess, and I

have formed a very high opinion of it. It is a
fine Strawberry, and it comes into use between
Sir J. I'axton and Oxonian. Auguste Nicaise is

also a good kind, and other varieties on trial are
Competitor, John Ruskin, and a few others of
which I shall be able to speak with greater
authority another season. The system we pursue
here is to replant one-third of the whole number
grown each season, and a corresponding number is

alsi broken up eveiy year. With regard to the
earliest lot of all, the plants are of three dilVerent

ages, and this allows of one-third of them being
grubbed up, the vacant ground being filled at
once with new plants. Pots are employed for
layering, and this is done as soon as the runners
are ready, and planting out is performed as soon
as the pots are well filled with ro its. Oxonian
succeeds best when broken up and replanted every
second year, as the crop is not so good, nor are
the fruits so fine the third s?ason. British Careen
and Dr. Hogg are the highest flavoured Strawberries
that I am acquaintel with. I class Sir J Pax'on
next to these, then come Keens' Seedling, Stirling
Cattle Pine. Countess, Auguste Nicaise, ami la.s'

Oxonian.—A. W.\KD, The Oardetis, Stoke Eililk

Park, Hereford.

From what I have seen of Strawberries
here during two seasons, my opinion of Vicomtes-e
Hericart de Thury is very much improved. Ir. is

here our best all-round fruit ; this with Sir Joseph
Paxton wefind the two best forforcing and packing.
Nearly all our dessert fruit we have to pack and
send to London, so we only grow those well
adapt d for this purpose. John Ruskin we started
in the same house with Vicomtesse H. de Tiiurv,

rreatel it in the same way, gathered them both
on the .same day. and sent them to the table
with names aitached, but of the two, Viromtesse
was preferred, its brighter colour being in its

favour, and it is not so liable to mildew. Presi-
dent being an old favourite of mine, I intend
trying it for forcing here. We also grow La
tirosse Hu('rC-e, Sir Hairy, Auguste Nicaise, James
Veitch, anil Noble, tlris, as usual, being a very
heavy crojrp' r here, but our soil, like mat y others,
does not give it a good flavour. For late work
my favourite is Eli cm Pine, with A. F. Barron,
Waterloo, British Queen, and Latest of All. I am
no believer in putting out plants that have been
forced, but ]>refer good healthy runners prepared
one season previous to planting rhem in the r per-
manent places, where we give them plenty cd' room
each way. Four years is the outsi.le of r'heir lives
from time of planting in ))ermanent quarters. We
bastard-trench for them, giving a good di'essing of
manure

; top-dress them in the winter, but do'not
ilig this in. In warm showery weather we give
them a good dressing of hot lime to kill insect
pests, afterwards mulching befoie they are in
bloom with long stable litter. We layer our run-
ners in small pots in the usual way, but grow
plants on purpose for this, and do not let them
fruit at all, leaving all the early runners en them,
so that we may start layering 'just when we wish'
I like to get if possible all the plants plunged in
coal ashes in a cold frame before any severe
weather sets in.—J. L.\mbeet, Poivis Castle Gar-
dens, Welshpml, N. Wales.

The sorts that give the best all-round re-
turns here are Noble, Vicomtes-e H. de Thury
Keens' Seedling, Sir ('has. Napier, James Veitch
and Water:oo. Elton Pine and Oxonian are failures
Auguste Nicaise is a very fine variety both in pots
and the open. There appear to be two sorts under
this name, one quite worthless, almost colourless
and of poor flavour. -G. BAumi, Meinlland, near
Plymontli.

In reference to Strawberries, our best ear-
liest variety on sandy soil is Noble, taking it from
all points, for aUhuugh it cannot be called first-
cliss in flavour, its vigorous constitution coupled
with its enormous yielding properties atones for
this partial deficiency. First-class flavour is not
of such paramount importance—at any rate, we
cannot afford to di-card Noble. In re'erenc'e to
flrvour, the best with me is Keens' Seedling as an
early followed by President, James Veitch (which
with me does grandly and is of good flavour) and
Auguste Nicaise, tried here this season for the' first
time. It is of vigorous growth, bearing freelv its
orily drawback being its liability to red sp'ider
Waterlio, comparatively new, is a great acqui^il
tion as a late sort, fruiting better on two-year-old
p'ants than on one. I apprehend, however, that in
the Gunton seedlings about to be distributed we
shall possess varieties of the very first water—

a

combination of size, appearance, and flavour. The
mode of culture I adopt, and which is now very
general, is to have three beds, making a fresh one
yearly and destroying one. I always layer from
young stock, and I prefer, if possible, to keep the
bloom pinched off runner-producing plants —John
Crawford, (Wdinejton Hall, Neaarkon-Trent.

I consider our best all-round variety is Vi-
com'esse H. de Thury for forcing, flavour, and pre-
serving. Sir Joseph Paxton and President are
good. La Gros-e Sucrea is a desirable varietv
Pauline is a useful variety, travels well. Aromatic

strong grower, and in a good .season is a fine
y variety. Filbert Pine is still worth growing

as a high flavoured variety— in fact, our best
flavoured variety. I have grown Noble John
Ruskin, and A. F. Barron, and I like A. F. Barron
best. It IS an impr ived form of Sir Charles Napier
and I think on suitable soil it is a variety with a
future before it. O.irmode of culture is a.s'follows-
We trench our heavy soil, working in plenty of half

IS a strong
show

decayed stable manure an 1 burnt g.-irden refuse"
t 2 feet from row to row and'

planting in August i reer irom row to row andsame distance from plant to plant, using either
forced plants or prepared runners, keeping ground
free from weeds and mulching with long stable
manure as soon as flower stems show rhemselves,— R, Maiibr, Tlie Gardens, Yattendoa Ciiiirt Kern-
bur I/.

'

As regards the best varieties for flavour and
bearing in this district, I may mention the well-
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tested Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury, La Grosse
Sucree, Keens' Seedling. Sir Joseph I'axton, Auguste
Nicaise and President. For earliness, size and
general fine appearance, Laxton's Nob'e, thoiigli

somewhat deficient in flavour, is a taking Straw-
berry and a good cropper, and for market
it has few, if any equals. Late varieties

:

Elton Pine, O.'jonian and Helena Gloede, The last-

named three varieties planted under a north wall
give us a very good succession. Were I confined
to the cidture of only one variety of Strawberry,
that variety would undoubtedly be Sir Joseph Pax-
ton. It combines all the good qualities of a
Strawberry— flavour, size, bright colour, handsome
appearance, and the flesh being firm it is a first-rate

traveller, that is when carefully p.acked ; it may
be sent a long journey without being injured, and
it is also a good grower and an excellent cropper.
The Alpine and Hautbois are Strawberries which
appear to be but little cultivated. The former is

the last Strawberry that we have, produrirg its

smad bright red fruits until cut down by frost.

The runners should be plinted out early every
summer in rows 1 foot or 14 inches apart and at

the same distance from plant to plant, attending
to them in the way of watering and picking the
flowers off the plants the first year, also rem iving

the first flowers the following yfar, so as to get the
plants to yield ripe fruit by the time the other va-

rieties are done bearing. The plants do better by
having stones, flints, &c., placed closely together
over the ground between them. These, in adHition
to preserving moisture at the roots, keep the fruits

clean. The Hautbois sh mid be planted in tiiangu-
lar patahes in rows 2 feet asunder. The fruit is

quite distinct from that of all other Strawberries
in colour, flavour and aroma. Here, as in

many other gardens where quantities of Straw-
berry plants are annually forced, several rows of

each of the approved varieties are transplanted to

liberally prepared ground in March, April and May
after the plants have been duly hardened oil: and
•while quite moist at the roots, giving a distance of

2 feet between the rows and the same space be-

tween the plants in the row, treading the soil

firmly about the plants and then laying on a good
surface-dressing of short manure between the rows
and plants, and giving the whole a good watering.
Of course, the plants are diverted of any bad
leaves that may be attached thereto before "being
planted out. After the crops have been gathered
from the established plants, a like number of rows
of the oldest plants—plants which have borne
three crops of fruit out of doors— are cut down
with the draw-hoe and burnt, and Broccoli
planted in the ground thus vacated in holes made
with the crowbar, letting the plants down to the
first lenves and working a little soil about the roots
with the setting-i-tick and then watering.—H. W.
Ward, Lonajard Castle, Salishiiry.

The best kinds for flavour are British

Queen, Dr. Hogg, Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury,
while for bearing. Sir J. Paxton is the variety cul-

tivated in such quantities for market use, owing
fo its latge size, good colour, firmness of fles^h for
travelling and freedom in bearing. Vicomtesse
Hericart de Thury is splendid for garden use,

being a heavy cropper, but too small for market.
Noble is not much prized by the market people
owing to its bad flavour and soft character. A
sort c riled Garnier's is much grown by some for

early picking. It is a local sort; the fruit is rather
bel'jw me Hum size, bright in colour, and early.

Alice Maud is grown by a few for its earliness.

Here I find the Vicomtesse as early as any. Noble
would be the earliest of all, but the last two years
we have experienced frost just at the time the first

blooms were expanded, thus checking what would
be the firs^t fruits. By a few persons Prince
Frederick is grown merely for its earliness, but the
fruit is of very poor flavour. The best late sort
grown in quantity is Sir J. IVixton ; this variety has
such a way of producing late bloom trusses, that
it is the only sort grown in quantity for this

purpose. Waterloo has not been grown long
enough nor in quantity to determine its worth as
a late sort, but from what has been experienced
it promises well in this respect. Dr. Hogg and

Captain are the only soits that I have trie! away
from the ordinary kinds ; the former is distinctly
good in quality, but the chalk with which our soil

is so highly impiegnated is not conducive to great
success. Captain produces very firm, highlv-
coloured fruit ; the flavour is but moderate, while
the crop is much too small to warrant its retention.
There appear to be too many blind bloom-buds pro-
duced on the plants, which is a serious defect.
The method most commonly practised in field

culture is to take a crop of Potatoes from the land,
and early in September to plant the runners which
are dug from among the fruiting plants, preserving
the roots intact, but removing the soil from them.
Care is taken not to plant the runners so deeply as
tliat the crown would be buried. If the runners
cannot he planted during September, it is deferred
until March, when all danger of frost lifting the
plants is past. The di-tance at which the plants
are put out varies in different localities ; as a rule
2 feet is allowed between the rows and l(j inches
between the plants. Manure beyond what the
Potato crop reqrrired is not employed. Common
salt is largely used in the place of farmyard manure.
Gar'en culture difllers from field culture. Early
runners are layered into 3 inch pots. These make
>tocky plants by the first week in August, when
they are firmly planted on deeply dug and
moderately manured land 2 feet apart all ways.
By establishing the plants early a fair crop of fruit

is obtained the first year. The length of time the
plants will continue to bear fruit varies very much
in different localities. I have known the same
plants fruit annually well for ten years, but as a
rule four years is considered quite long enough to
allow the same roots to remain, and very often
after the third year they are destroyed. During
the early part of August the runners (except tho>e
for stock) and the bulk of the leaves are cut ctf,

the ground cleared from weeds, but in most
instances the space between is not broken.—E.
MOLYNEti.X, Sn-anmore Park.

Sir Joseph Paxton has, so far, proved the
be-t all-round variety on our soil, Loxford Hall,

Garibaldi, and Waterloo following in the order
named. Noble is our earliest variety, and is of

fair quality and a great cropper. Waterloo and
Oxonian are our best late kinds. Some new varie-

ties are on trial, but it is too soon to speak
decidedly of their merits. We find that deep
trenching and heavy manuring give the best re-

sults on our I'ght sandy soil, only allowing the
bfds to stand for three years and then rooting
them out.— S. T. Wright, Glcnston Court, Iloss.

Best kinds for flavour and bearing are, I

think. Dr. Hogg, Competitor, Sir Joseph Paxton,
President, Commander, Vicomtesse Hi^ricart de
Thury, and James Veitch. The best early and late

kinds are: early, Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury,
Noble, Competitor, La Grosse Sucree ; late kinds,
Waterloo, Elton Pine and Jttbilee. We never keep
a Strawberry plantation longer than three years.

In the autumn the piece of ground that is to be
occupied with Strawberries the following year is

trenched, working in a good supply of manure as

the work proceeds. In the spring it is planted
with early Potatoes, and as soon as they are off

the ground is levelled and a good dressing of wood
ashes is lightly forked in, not dug; then the
ground is ready to receive the plants. We layer
our plants into 3-inch pots early in July, and they
are planted as soon as well rooted in rows 2 feet

t> inches apart and 2 feet apart in the rows. As
soon as planteel they are mulcheel with well-

dr caved manure, which prevents having recourse
to watering.—W. Haeman, Bicldey, Kent.

Strawberries have done very well. I con-
sider, for an eaily good-flavoured sort, none can
beat Black Prince. A'icomtesse Hericart de Thury
is very good with me ; next. President, Sir Charles
Napier, James Veitch. Noble I have had grand,
as far as size and appearance go, but it has no
flavour. To secure good crops, I recommend
irenchirg a piece of ground as much as will be
reqrrired for one year ; dig in manure and dress
with lime. As soon as the young runners have
given a few roots, plant out 2,' feet between the
rows and 1 foot apart in the rows ; attend to them

with water till they get established. I do not re-

commend leaving them after the second year. By
starting at one end of the garden and cropping
with Strawberries, trenching down as soon as the
second crop is gathered, the garden is kept in
good heart for all crops.—W. M. Geddes, Tkrump-
ton, Derhj.

With regard to the be.st flavoured and best
bearing Strawberries for this district, after repeated
trials of many kinds, we have settled down to
three kinds, but only two of these are grown in any
quantity, and they are Vicomtesse Hericart de
Thury and Sir Joseph Paxton, adding Auguste Ni-
caise for the late batch in pots under glass only as
a sensational fruit, as it does not give us a full

crop not taking one season with another out of
tloors. This season the last-named has been very
light, I tliink owing to the frost injirriug the
blooms, but the enormous fruit sometimes pro-
eluced and which are of fair flavour will always
find admirers. No one can, I think, find fault with
Vicomtesse, or Garibaldi, as it used to be called,

as regards its flavour; the only failing is the fruit

is small, but then, again, it is produced in enor-
mous quantities, and after the first few fine fruits

are gathered we find it the easiest to gather for
preserving, as the fruit parts freely from the
calyx. Sir Joseph Paxton we find of first class

constitution, an abundant bearer, the fruit of good
size and shape, highly coloured, firm and excellent
for travelling, and of fair flavour, making it a
Strawberry hard to surpass when all priints are
taken into consideration, and I find the area over
which this kind is grown extensively is somewhat
a large one. AVhen a somewhat limited collection

i,< grown there is less chances of mixed plantations,

which are only too common in many gardens. The
mode of treatment best calcirlated to ensure a full

and regular crop is to make a new plantation
every year. This new plantation generally

follows early Po'atoes which have been planted on
trenched ground, so that by the time the Straw-
berries are planted the ground ha* got mnierately
firm. This planting is always made from the
latest forced plants, which are strong and healthy
and give a frdl crop of fruit a little less than
twelve months after planting; these plantations

are alloweil to stand one more year, after which
they are done away with. A small portion of the

new plantation is made up with young runners,

say two or three rosvs, planting them somewhat
thickly in the rows, but the rows the same dis-

tance apart, viz , 30 inches. These young plants

if got out early give excellent runners to la^erfrom
the following July, and the plan is much better

than having to go among the fruiting plants to se-

cure them. As soon as the layers have been re-

moved the young plants in the row may be thinned.

Thisplanting produces heavy crops during the two
following years, after which they are destroyed like

the rest. I should have said that the flowers are

pinched oS these young plants the first season to

throw all the strength into the produetion of early

and good runners, which is the key to a good lot

of plants for forcing. But the main plantation is

always made from forced plants every year. I

think that one of the principal sources of failure

in Strawberry culture is allowing the plantation to

stand too long. We have on several occasions al-

lowed a portion of those planted out of pots to

stand to the third season, but they have never

given satisfaction, and we now give these two sea-

sons, and those planted as layers three seasons as

the extreme limit for profitable crops. I can well

recommend the planting out of a portion of the

plants prepared as for forcing on a sloping south

Ijorder during August, making the ground firm

about them, and with or without the aid of a few
glass lights a valuable lot of early fruit can be

secured, but after the first fruiting these should

be done away with, as they get too thick to produce

early crops another year, as light to the fruit is an
important factor to their earliness.— C. WARDEN,
Clarendon.

Apple Blanks Codlin.—The true variety of

this is one of the best early Apples in cultivation
;

it is ready for use early in August, and continues
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good until Nneni'ier. I:i these gardens are three

ol 1 trees which h^ve not failed to produce a good
cropd;iring the past twelve ye.ars, this year, one

of the worst on rec^rd, being no exception. For
market the fruit may be considered too fmall, but

for home consumption, where quality is the first

consideration, it is in request as long as obtainalile,

and is much appreciated for making into jelly.

—

J. 1)AV, Gallowai/ House Gardfiis, (Jarlieston-n,

N.B.

Kitchen Garden.

A FREE USE OF MANURE.
Those private gardeners who have not previ-

ously seen but little of what is going on in

the niirket gardens and farms round London
and other large towns are invariably im-

pressed with their first glimpse into the ways

of those working these. Especially are they

surprised at the quality and quantity of ma-
nure that is used. As a rule, private garJener.s

fail to get enough solid manure, and in very

many instances have to be content principally

with what has previously done duty as hotbed
material. Very poor stuli' the latter is, or

little better than a mass of humu.s, and such

ought always to be supplemented with fairly

liberal supplies of chemical manures, that

most generally needed being potash in some
form. To all appearances market growers
apply their cheaply-obtained and really good
animal manure—the principal fertilising pro-

perties not being either washed out by rains or

dissipated by undue fermentation—at the rate

of not less than 30 tons, and not unfrequently
nearer 40 tons to the acre. The ground being
in a goo.l condition for receiving this, it both
can and does produce enormous crops in close

and rapid succession. Good stable nimure,
such as can bo obtained in the neighb;mr-
hood of large towns and also any from a mixed
farmyard, more especially where the fattening

of beasts is going on, is as near perfect as cm
be mentioned. In this cise it would appear
next to i"ipo.ssible to overdo the ground with
this in a sen i-decayed state, always provided
the cropping is close and heavy. It is very
diiferent with the rotten stuff that has to do
duty in very many private gardens. This con-
tains but few constituents of a plant-sustaining

nature other than moisture, ami which humus
both holds and absorbs from the atmo.sphere.

In the course of a few years this kind of ma-
nure sours soils, especially those of a clayey
nature, and this can best be corrected by a
dressing of lime instead of manure applied at

the rate of '2 bushels per square rod. The lime
most to be preferred is that obtained from the
magnesia limestone rock, and this ought to be
applied direct from the kiln. It can be most
simply slaked by being laid in small heaps and
covered with soil for a few days, and should
then be spread over the surface of the pre-
viously dug ground and forked in. The eti'ect

of this dressing on manure-sick ground is al-

most magical. It has the effect of liberating
food previously locked up, and enters into com-
binations with other constituents required for

the invigoration and sustenance of vegetable
life generally.

It was not, however, my original intention to

discuss the nature of manures, but rather to
touch upon what crops stand most in need of

rich food at the roots. All things considered,
the most liberal use of solid manure is advis-

able in the case of Globe Artichokes and
Rhubarb, as it is scarcely possible to grow
these too strongly. On dry hot soils and poor
ground generally, the former fails badly in a

dry season, and at no time are the head.s so

largo and succulent as desirable. Fi'r these

crops, resort to trenching or double digging,

mixing manure freely with Ixith spits, while if

the nature of the ground renders trenching im-

possible, increase the depth (jf surface soil by

means of additions of compost in which strong

loam and manures figure largely. In my case

Globe Artichokes are of such imp irt.mce, that

I would deny any other crops solid manure in

order to let the former have plenty botli mixed

with the soil and in the form of a mulching.

Rhubarb is not nearly of such importance, but

pays well for liberal treatment. Onions if

wanted of large sine must have plenty of

.solid maiuire in the soil in addition to soot

and other manurial dressings, and even if

medium-sized to small roots are preferred, it

is advisable to make the ground rich, firmness

of soil and thick cropping doing the rest.

Soot, in addition to being a good fertiliser, is

also to a certain ext^it a preventive of Onion

grub. It pays well to well fork in half a

bushel to the rod now and to apply another

somewhat lighter surface dressing just prior to

sowing the seed. It is an old custom to sow
Onions in succession to Celery, the latter being

supposed to leave the ground in excellent con-

dition jfor the reception of the former. Such

may be the case in some few instances, but as

a rule Celery exhausts all the manure placed

in the trenches, and the apparently finely

divided state of the surface of the ground when
levelled is altogether misleading. The surface

may be perfectly fine, and just underneath

patches of soil closely run together, wet and

cold be found. It answers my purpose to

dev(jte ground previously cleared of early and

mid-season Celery to Onions, but advantage is

taken of a frosty morning to wheel on a good

dre-ssing of manure, rough digging following as

soon as practicable. Thus treated the soil breaks

down admirably at sowing time, inv.iriably

producing a good crop of medium-sized, firm

Onions, and when the latter are cleared off'

very little further preparation is needed for

spring Cabbage. If Carrots, Beet, Salsafy,

and such like were to follow Celery, I would

yet advise digging the ground deeply after the

levelling has taken place, no animal manure
being given however. Contact with the latter

and also masses of wet trampled soil buried

well below the surface by the levelling process

cause tap roots to fork badly. These, there-

fore, should have a finely-divided deep root-

run, and if solid manure is applied it mu.st be

buried not less than a foot deep.

It is a mistake to be too stingy with manure
as far as Potatoes are concerned. Doubtless

market gardeners somewhat over-do their dre.ss-

ings, contact with so much strong manure hav-

ing the effect of impairing the quality of the

crops. If such is not the case, how else are we
to account for the bad quality of the bulk of

market Potatoes as grown in the vicinity of

large towns \ If good solid manure is applied

at the rate of 30 tons to the acre, this being

dug iu now where the land is of a heavy nature

and not distributed market farmers' fashion

along the drills at planting time, the Potatoes

will get the full benefit of this and leave the

ground in sjilendid order for any members of

the Brassica family or Strawberries. Gardeners
having nothing but poor rotten manure to wheel
on to their Potato ground ought to supplement
this at or near planting time with either soot,

guano, or superpiiosphates and k.ainit. Well-

decayed garden refuse to every five loads of

which one load of fresh lime has for some time

previous been well mixed, is one of the best

manurial dressings that can be applied by way

of a change to Potato ground. Peas, runner

and Broad Beans must have plenty of manure

under them, or they are liable to fail liidly in

hot, dry weather. The man-;re dug in ought

also to be only partially decayed, as I have re-

peatedly fovMid that where old hotbed or very

rotten manure has been used, the former espe-

cially has been badly attacked at the roots by

eelworms. When once the latter make their

home in the roots these l)ecome greatly swolhn,

and both root-action and top-growth are quickly

paralysed. Wood a.shes mixed with the manure
and very lightly sown with the seed is a preven-

tive of insect attack at the roots, and also acts

as a powerful fertiliser. Sown too freely with

the seed it is li.able to cause the latter to decay,

and the soil in the drill ought only tcj be just

whitened by dry wood ashes at sowing time.

Kidney Beans will thrive well for a short time

on unmanured ground, and produce heavy crops

if they succeed a crop for which manure was
freely dug in.

Cauliflowers revel in a rich root-run, the

strong fresh maiure dug or ploughed in by
market growers suiting them well. To have

them extra fine, or say tit for exhibition,

manure .should be freely dug in and liquid

manure given in large quantities when the

hearts are forming. If Brussels Sprouts are

given good room and a moderately firm root-

run, there is not much likelihood of too much
manure been applied at the roots, and the same
remarks apply to Borecole generally. Broccoli,

Chou de Burghley, and Savoys I prefer to plant

in succession to Leeks, Strawberries, or any
other crop for which manure was freely used, a

moderately rich, yet firm root-run best suiting

this class of winter vegetables. I. M. H.

Brussels Sprouts and Potatoes.— I note

that " W. 1." takes exception to my comments on
the non-advi*abiUty of planting Brus.sels Sprouts

in conjunction with I'o'atoes. I admit that" W. I."

has made out a very good ca«e, at least as regards

dual planting in the matter of very small kitchen

gardens. But all the ^ame I consider it a b.ad system
toaiopt generally. Winter crops of any green vege-

table cannot be grown too freely exposed, and if

this had more attention, we should not so often

hear of the destruction of green crops during

severe and prolonged frosts. In the last paragraph,
" W. I." fays there is another point to be scored,

"that heavy soils are, or ouglit to be, freely ma-
nured now and roughly laid up for the winter."

No doubt '-W. I." is giving his own experience

with his own particular soil, but if the soil of the

garden he has charge of will allow of this being

done, he has one of the best of heavy soils to deal

with If the soil in my di-trict was treated s-imi-

larly, it would be quite spoilt for one season, and
very likely two. Heavy soils cannot be all treated

alike. It is not because one kind or cinss of heavy
soil may be turned up in the autumn or early

winter that it is conclusive evidence that this can
be done in all cases.—A. Y. A.

Like " W. I," I make a practice of growing
Brussels Spi-outs between rows of Potatoes, and I

have never seen any valid reason why this should

not be done, for if properly carried out no harm is

done to the sprouts and the Potatoes are as good and
as numerous. Certainly the rows are farther apart

than would be the case if the sprouts were not

grown on the same groimd; but the loss is not

equal to the gain, as w-e give them less room than
" W. I" does, or .-ay about lis inche-', and we fiml

this ample for both crop-. As " W. 1." says, the

point is to select short-topped Potatoes, and there

are ct'ers besides th.- A-hleaf kinds of excelhnt

quality which serve as well, and no other is belter

than Snowdrop for the purpose, this being an
ideal garden Pota'o of splendid quality either as a
second early or a la e k iid, and good to the last.

Covent Garden Perfection and Sutton's Prize-
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taker abo are dnaif and suitable ; but it is need-
less to enumerate varieties, as there are many
dwarf sorts to select from, and dwarfness is the
thing needeil. I have now three good plots of
Brussels Sprouts, one grown between Potatoes, the
others planted in the open, and there is nothing to
choose between them. I grow principally the old
Paris Market, and no sprout can beat it for general
use or for quality when cooked. Too many coarse
or giant strains of Brussels Sprouts are in the
market. These may be be.-t for e.xhioition, but
they will not bear comparison with the old
stocks for quality, and they have also the fault of
not coming true to name, many of them being
loose and unsightly.—J. C. Tall.\ck.

EARLY SEAKALE.

I QUITB ngree with Mr. Wythes' remarks (p. 455)

as to the superiority of Seakale grown from rout-

cuttings, and also that two seasons' growth is not
needeit as a preparation for forcing. Seedlings do
well sometimes, but my experience is that scircely

any vegetable has s ) many enemies when in th>-

seedling stage as Seakale ; consequently losses are
sure to occur if the natural enemies are in evi-

dence. Plants from seed, too, do not force so

readily as those grown from cuttings, at least when
they have only had cue year's growth, and this has
probably given rise to the idea that two years'

growth is necessary. Given good thongs, properly
started before planting, at least a month isgaineil

in growth, while birds rarely tiuich the young
shoots, neither does the Turnip (ly attack them.
Many seedlings are lost through these causes, and
even the little black s-lugs, which eat many young
plants, do not do much damage in the case of root
sprouts. I like to lift the plants as early as con-
venient after the fall of the leaf, all root thongs of

the right size being then cut up into lengths and
placed thickly together in the soil of a Melm or

Cucumber frame, which may not be wanted till

spring. The tops of the thongs are kept level with
the soil, and they stay here till planting time. The
frame is covered up in very severe weather to pre-

vent the thongs from splitting through being
frozen. More thongs should be saved than will

be needed eventually, as this will allow of a selec-

tion of the best sprouted ones for planting. I

make the thongs each about 5 inches long, this

being more than the generally advised length ; but
I think better roots for the ensuing jear are ob-

tained by so doing, and the sets have a better

chance of escaping the drought if a dry time sets

in after plinting. I plant in rows 21 inches apart
and allow 12 inches between the sets. Weeds are
kept down by fairly heavy dressings of salt at in-

tervals during the growing season. This helps the
plants greatly, as no manure acts more benelicially

on Seakale than salt. When the forcing crowns
are lifted, they are laid in in any odd corner where
they will not get set fast with frost, and drawn
from as required. For forcing, makeshift places
can be made to answer well, and many are the
ways used. No place suits the forcing of Seakale
better than a heated Mushroom house, but the heat
must not be too great or fluctuating. I force all

the earliest in a rough-made enclosure in a shed
close to a boiler hnuse ; under the shed floor is the
m.ain hot-water pipe leading to some houses. The
floor is made c f flag-stones, but immediately over
the pipes an opening, over which a plank is laid,

is left. Round this space I have made a box 18
inches deep, 6 feet (i inches long and 4 feet (i

inches wide, and here I can force 300 crowns ; but
I only put in 100, at the same time leaving the
rest of the space for successive batches put in

weekly. I can keep up a succession by clearing
out each batch as it is cut and put'ing in a fresh
lot. Later on I bring on batches under arches in

the Fig house, and this brings us to the latest lot,

which is forced in beds where grown, finely-sifted

coal ashes or sand being u-ed for blanching the
last few dishes, and for these no pots are used. As
to varieties, I find Lily White to he equal in other
respects and superior in colour to the common
kind, and I am growing some hundreds of it this

year for forcing, besides having made a permanent
bed for the latest cutting, as unless very thickly
and heavily covered up, the purple kind comes of
the worst colour in the spring.

J. C. Tallack.

Parsnips.—In no vegetable has there been so
little improvement effected as the Parsnip. Pro-
bably this arises from the fact that because some-
what, strong in flavour and esteemed very watery,
it is not in great request. It may be that there
are no means of intercrossing the Parsnip, and
thus no advance of an appreciable kind has been
ma'le. What was once regarded as a distinctive
form under the name of the Student seems now to
oe a good selection of the Hollow Crown. It may
also be that some of this indifference to the Par-
snip is found in the customary method of cooking
it, for when peeled, cut into pieces, and boiled in
water as usual, the product is a quantity of strong
watery pulp. When, however, the roots are simply
scraped, boiled whole in a small quantity of
water, so that when done the water has nearly all

evaporated, then Parsnips are soft and of delicious
flavour. Now is the season fcr cooking Par-

forth good results, and in the case of Potatoes
forced in pots or in frames this mixture used
at the rate of half an ounce sprinkled round
each set will give good results. Potatoes for
planting in fr.imes should be started now in a
temperature of 55° to GO" if required for planting
in January or early in February. It is better to
start in time, as more heat in these short days
will draw the plants up weakly. Where much
Asparagus is forced in frames there is generally
enough heat left :n the beds after the Asparagus
is over to bring on a crop of early Potatoes, espe-
cially in the frames cleared after February comes
in, as then the sun will be gaining more power.

—

E. H.

Flower Garden.

SUMMER USE OF SEAKALE POTS.

We were pleased in Mrs. Earle's garden, Wood-
lands, Cobham, to see how prettily these were
used for lialf-hardy plants in summer, as shown
in our engraving. The pots were simply

turned' up, roughly drained, filled with
scarlet Pelargoniums and other half-

hardy plants, and placed on a little

terrace, where they looked very well.

The pot is really better in form than
the usual garden pots.

Summer u&e ot Seakile pots ui flower garden
at Woodlands, Cobham.

snips, as with the advent of winter they just be-
come good.—D.

Management of seed Potatoes.— If not
already done, all the seed tubers of the early varie-
ties should be arranged crown upwards in single
layers in shallow boxes or baskets and placed
where light can reach them, so that the main
crown eyes may come strong and green. Very few
growers use cut sets of early white kidneys of the
Ashtnp type, but the Beautv of Hebron and the
varieties which have sprung from that variety may
be cut with advantage when large, as they have
more eyes than the white kidneys. For first early
Potatoes the land can scarcely be too rich, and this
could be seen to now when the ground is being
prepared. If early Potatoes are manured at the
planting season and in very light soil, it may be
advisable to defer the manuring till thenfthe
manure must be thoroughly decomposed, or, better
still, worked into a compost with the charred re-
mains of the rubbish heap and a little artificial

manure mixed therewith. Bone phosphate and
guano mixed in the proportion of two of
bone phosphate to one of guano always brings

NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.

Monarda didyma.—Dull as the garden
is at present, this plant manages to keep
itself in evidence by its powerful and
pleasant smell. Its tall tops are brown
and dead, but its matted root stems, which
run closely on the surface of the ground,
are slightly verdant and give ofl: the pleasant
(if strong) smell by which the plant has
earned its common naiue of wild Bergamot.
With regard to this red species, I have
heard a deal in the past summer in refer-

ence to the degree of colouring that occurs
in different gardens on the leaves, stems
and flowers. I think it may be concluded
that soil and climate are largely respon-
sible for variations in these respects. I

know that in some gardens the scarlet is

so deep in colour, that it might be properly

termed " dusky," and the colour extends
Well d'jwn the stems of the plants. I have
seen the same stock in another garden of

a much lighter scarlet. At the same time,

I believe there are varieties with colour

properties quite fixed, yet differing con-

siderably. The purple Monarda, too, is

better or worse in its colour shades ac-

coiding to garden conditions. I believe

the colours are invariably better where the soil and
climate are the more moist, and perhaps a fairly

stiff loim is the better kind for these showy sum-
mer plants. I have never anywhere seen a white

variety that I would care to cultivate. Not only

is the white wanting in purity, but in no plants

that I have seen is there a corresponding exten-

sion of the colour to the foliage, as in the case of

the purple and scarlet forms.

Bulbocodium vernum.— This bulbous and
early-flowering plant is hardy enough for almost

any garden, but though it blooms freely in its way,

it hardly ever makes a creditable show out of doors

because the flowers appear without the foliage.

They are of humble stature and of somewhat
ragged form and dingy colour; besides, the date

of its flowering is when the weather is usually

bad and damp.justthe sort of weather to destroy any
colour beauty that there might be in a red-purple

flower. It might be described as a poor flower

of the autumn Crocus type — the Colchicum
—only, of course, it appears in spring. It is an

alpine plant, and the best way to grow it is in

the midst of an evergreen creeper, like some of the
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Stonecrops or the prostrate Genistas in the way of

G. pilosa. Tliese not only help to sustain its

somewhat brittle tubular stem, but also to keep it

free from splashes.

The Pulmonarias, or MTtensias.—Owing
to the somewhat indiscriminate use of these two
names for two widely differing genera, there is

much confusion among gardcnor.s, especially with
regard to a plant having the .'ame geographi-
cal and specilio name sibirica. Very often when
the glaucous-foli.aged tall species with pale blue
flowers is wanted, it is wrongly asked for by the
name Tulmonaria sibirica instead of Mertensia
sibirica. I have no intention to do more than give
the hint that with regard to these Borage-worts,
those especially who are about securing plants
should be careful with the names they use. For
a_ long time the two Mertensias, sibirica and
virginica, have done duty for each other cross-
wise in reference to their names. Hardly any two
plants of the same genus could be more dissimilir.
^ irginica appears and flowers very early, the young
foliage being pUim purple, the stems a foot or less
high, the flowers large and in long racemes; whilst
sibirica flowers much later and continuously
through the summer, has a glaucous-green foliage,
tall stems nearly a yard high, forking, and the
flowers disposed in more 1 ix ra-emes, smaller,
more tubular, but rather resembling in cilour those
of virginica. Virginica also dies down in early
summer. Sibirica is one of the latest to fade in
the autumn.

Shortia galacifolia.—-Vs I have said before,
we get to know about this as tiuie goes on. Whilst
we know that the plant will make slow, but healthy
progress in oriinary sandy loam, we find it will
grow luxuriantly in a compost chiefly of leaf-mould,
good rich stuff like that in wliich our Auricula
friends grow their rarest gems. It also would
Beem that vigorous plants should only be expected
when they have a piece of strong underground
etem. These I find are of a woody character, and
push forth tufts of roots from every joint, and those
ro its at the furthest extremity, equally with those
close under the more foliaged parts of the plant, may
be found to be in mo-t active condition. This indi-
cates to my mind that, humble as the plant may
be, it requires comparatively a great amount of
root-fibre. It is quite likely that this will become one
of the most popular of low-growing and slow-
spreading plants for our rock gardens.

Anemone blanda.—The buds of this dainty
Windflower may be a welcome sight, reminding us
at the Christmas season of the coming spring, but
they are hardly .safe unprotected out of doors.
Anyhow you will get very different and much
better results in the way of higher colour and more
perfect flowers if you shelter them with a little
glass in some way, but not, of course, to exclude
the air. Indeed, I have always found that this
winter-flowering Anemone is most profitable in a
frame where f^ost can be kept out. Not that the
plant will not stand frost, but so grown you save
the pretty foliage, which bedecks as with a frill

the handsome large flowers, and, moreover, the
flowers themselves are saved from those dull shades
which follow a keen frost. J. Wood.

Woodville, Kirlntall.

THE GODETIAS.
If the genus Godetia, which was established
Iry Spach and lias been referred by most
modern botanists to (iCnothera, can hardly be
distinguished from the last-named genus botani-
cally,^ this is not the ca.se from the horticul-
turist's point of view, as these plants are very
extensively grown in gardens under the former
name, and they are much more appreciated
and cultivated than the true CKnotheras in
llower-knots, l)orders, pots, vtc.

All the species of Godetias are annuals and
are indigenous to California. The fine varie-
ties which we now passess have been derived
principally from Godetia Lindleyana (Spach),

G. rubicunda (Lindl.), and e.specially from G.

Whitney i (Hort.) (G. grandiflora). These

plants are valuable for their hardiness, vigor-

ous growth, branching tufted hal)it, and parti-

cularly .so for the exceedingly great abundance

of their flowers. It is hardly po3sil)lu to meet

witli handsomer plants than some of these

varieties, the large, gaily-coloured or perfectly

wliitc flowers of which literally conceal the

foli.ago, so that when seen in masses in a

flowurkuot the effect is really admirable.

The culture of (iodetias is easy, being similar

to that of most annual pliints that are grown
in the open ground. They like a light, mellow,

very fertile soil and plentiful supplies of water

during the summer. They are propagated only

from seed, which may be sown either in autumn
or in spring iu a .seed bed or else where the

plants are intended to bloom. In the latter

case, however, the plants have more or less a

tendency to make a long slender growth, so

that if one desires to have thick-set, well-

branched plants, it will be necessary to trans-

plant the seedlings.

The autumn sowing is made in the latter

part of September and the seedlings are

pricked out into a sheltered bed or, still

better, uuder a cold frame, for although these

plants can withstand a few degrees of frost,

the mats or litter with which the beds are

covered in frosty weather are not always suffi-

cient to irrotect them in the climate of Paris.

In the following spring the seedlings are

planted out, each with a good ball and at a

distance from one another of from 10 inches to

20 inches. They will then flower from the end
of May to August.

The spring sowing is made in April or May
iu the open ground or, better, under a frame,

and the seedlings are treated in the same way
as the autumn-sown ones. If the seed is sown
broadcast where the plants are to bloom, it

should be scattered very thinly, so as, if possible,

to leave a space of inches to 8 inches between

the young plants. Plants thus sown will flower

in August and September. A sowing may also

be made 'in June or July, the plants from which

will flower in October, and if the seed is sown
very thinly in pots, the seedlings will not re-

quire to be transplanted, and they will yield

potfuls of bloom useful for the furnishing of

cool houses, conservatories, <feo.

All the Godetias are very handsome plants

and well worth cultivating. I shall, therefore,

only mention the most remarkable varieties,

and these briefly.

Godetia rubicunda.—Flowers vinous-red with

a small purplish-carmine spot on the claw of each

petal, produced in long, loose, leafy spikes, and
standing about 2 feet high.

G. R. 3PLENDBNS.—In this the spots are larger

and more vivid in colour ; in one form of it the

flowers are semi-double, resembling smaU satiny

pompon tufts.

G. K. NiVEBTlANA, in which the basal spot is of

an exceedingly vivid carmine-red colour, which is

extended into streaks through the flesh-pink colo'ir

of the remainder of the petal.

G. Whitneyi has violet-lilac flowers with a red-

dish spot on the claw of the petal. This, the finest

species of the whole genus, differs from the pre-

ceding one especially in having a very branching
habit and forming broad, compact clumps more or

less pyramidal in shape, which at blooming time

are literally covered with flowers. Numerous va-

rieties have originated from it, the most remark-
able of which are

G. W PYRAMIDAL CARMIN and its double form,

with very vivid-coloured flowers.

G. GUANDIFLORA MACULATA and its dwarf
form, with flesh-white flowers, spotted and nearly

4 inches in diameter.

G. Lady Aldemari.k, with flowers of a deep red,

slightly tinged with violet ; a large, vigorous-grow-
ing and veiy floriferous variety.

G. DuKK OF Fife has the .same habit as the pre-

ceding variety, but the flowers are more vividly

coloured and have a small white spot at the base
of the petals.

G. DucnES.s OP Albany and its dwarf form have
large, pure white flowers, noteworthy for their port

and their dazzling whiteness.
G. Duchess of Fife has flesh-white flowers

with a bright red spot at the base of the petals.

The variety Bijou, which should undoubtedly be
referred to Godetia Lindleyana, is remarkable for

its dwarf stature and its spreading, tufty habit.

Its flowers are white.

From the foregoing remarks it will be seen
that the Godetias possess in a very high degree

a combination of those qualities which render
a plant ornamental and suitable for the summer
embellishment of gardens.

—

Revue Jloi-ticole.

Societies and Exhibitions.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

A well-attended meeting of the general com-
mittee was held on Monlay last at Anderton's
Hotel, Mr. R. Ballantine presiding. Letters were
read from the Dowager Duchess of Sutherland and
the Duke of Sutherland acknowledging the vote of

condolence passed at the last meeting, and the

former consented to have her name added to the

list of lady patronesses. Mr. R. Dean referred to

an interesting audit, prepared by Mr. A. Taylor, of

the number of cut blooms staged at the recent

November show at the Aquarium, from which it

appeared that 21(ili were staged by the exhibitors.

The Japanese were, of cour.^e, the most numerous,
amounting to 1131 in 112 varieties ; the incurved

were next with G-12 cut blooms in 75 varieties ; the

remaining 387 cut blooms included all the other

sections.

Owing to the amount of business, the evening
was too far advanced to admit of discussion upon
the draft schedule for 18113. One matter, however,

in connection with it was introduced, viz, the

resolution passed at the conference recommending
an enlargement for show boards for Japanese
blooms. The schedule sub-committee, however,

were of opinion that the question be left as at

present, which is that large boards are optional.

They felt that were it enforced many of the affi-

liated societies would withdi'aw, and the expense
would cause many exhibitors to cease showing at

the Aquarium. Mr. Jukes supported the sub com-
mittee's recommendation. He felt strongly that

as the matter was now opiional, no good ie.ason

existed for the change being made compulsory.

There was too great a tendency towards mere size,

and this new rule would encourage the growing of

great coarse blooms. There was another point to

consider—the question of room. He was sure the

space at command was none too great either at the

Aquarium or at many local shows, and to increase

it, as would be necessary under the suggested

alteration, would in many cases be an impossibility.

Mr. Harman Payne very strongly urged the com-
mittee to carry out the resolution carried at the

conference. He submitted that the hoards of cut

blooms were intended to display the individual

merits of each flower, and that the cut bloom
classes were never instituted to show the collections

off as a whole. He protested sgainst flowers being

jammed together so closely that the visitors could

not tell where the flowers began or ended. The
old boards could still be used for the other sec-

tions, so that expense hardly entered into the

question, and if it did, so long as there were money
prizes offered, so long the exhibitors might be

expected to conform to any law the society made.

He moved an amendment to the effect that at all

shows of the N.C.S. the enl.arged boards be com-
pulsory in the open classes for Japanese. Jlr.

C. Gibson supported the amendment. Mr. Fowler,

while appreciating some of the difficulties in
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making the rule compulsory, considered some regu-
lation necessary as to the size of the cups, and
tnoi.ght 3 inches in diameter quite sufficient. The
committee's recommendation, however, was carried
JNew members and new societies were then
admitted, the Yeonl, the Staining Societies, the
Horticultural Society of New South Wales, the
Christchurch (N.Z.), and the Cambridge (N Z.)
booieties being those who applied for affiliation.
Ihe secretary reported that the N.C.S. would notnom a September show next year, as already an-
nounced, but that they would contribute £30 as
prizes to the show proposed to be held by the
Aquarium Company. There will be three exhibi-
tions by the society as follows: Early varieties,
October 11, 12, and 13; ordinary varieties
November 7, 8, and 9 ; late varieties, December 5,
b, and7. The floral committee will meet on the
second day of the November show instead of on the
nrst, as heretofore.

THE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

AgbnebAL meeting of the members of this insti-
tution was held at Simpson's, 101, Strand, on Tues-day last,, December 20, for the purpose of passing
a resolution (special) to change the original nami
of the institution from the Benevolent Institution

f^"' ,,r ! ""^ °^ ^^''^ ^"^^ Indigent Gardeners and
the.r Widows to the name by which is is now gene-
rally known for the purpose of registration! an-1
also to consider and adopt alterations and addi-
tions to the rules of the institution as recommended
by the Committee of Management

_

The meeting was very well attended, and con-
siderable interest was taken in the proceedings by
the members. The treasurer (Mr. H J Veitch)
presided, and was supported by the trustees (Dr.
Hogg, Mr. N. Sherwood, and Mr. John Lee), with
the hon solicitor (Mr. Thomas Peacock), Dr. Mas-
ters, and others. The chairman stated that the
comnaittee deemed it necessary for the better work-
ing of the .society that the rules should be care-
fully revised so as to meet the requirements of
the institution in its now enlarged sphere of opera-
tions compared with that period when the rules
were drawn up. These rules as amended with
others quite new were now presented by the com-
mittee for confirmation or alteration as might seem
fit to the members present. One of the chief
points had been to so revise and amend the rules
as to give more elasticity to the working under the
Friendly Societies Acts. Other rules were added
also, and that to the benefit of the institution.
Under the old system, the rules were 33 in

number. These have been re-arranged, being brought
under a better system of classification, and now
number 15, with various sections to each. The
most noteworthy amendments to the old rules are
as follows, viz.

: In new rule 3, section S (old rules
1-1 and 15), it is further required that a statement
be signed by the applicant and the first two sub-
scribers who support the application, showing how
any present income is derived. This the com-
mittee deem essential to the better consideration
of each application, as well as in the interest of
the institution. Other amendments were made in
the appointment of arbitrators, and in several in-
stances so that the rendering of the rules is better
understood.
The most important additions are as follows,

viz., in rule 3, section 10, which reads thus: The
committee shall be empowered previous to any
election to credit any candidate who has paid

4 years' subscriptions with 50 votes
5 „ „ 100 „
^ .. „ 150 „
7 „ „ 200 „

I .. .. 250 „
" " >, 300 „

10 „ „ 850 „

\l
•• .. 400 „

12
., „ 450 „

13 „ „ 500 „

.
1*

. . " .. 550 „
This addition to the rules is a most important

one, and one which we feel fully persuaded will

meet with the heartiest approval by the supporters
and subscribers to the institution. Hitherto a
subscriber who may have paid his subscription for

any number of years less than fifteen had to bear
the expenses and anxiety incident upon an elec-

tion, the same as an applicant who had not sub-
scribed anything to the funds, without receiving

any relative benefit from having subscribed other
than that he might possibly receive by those who
before placing their votes closely scrutinised the
merits of each case. Now, in accordance with the
number of years a subscriber has paid into the

funds, from four years upwards, so will behave the
number of votes placed to his credit as already
given, if so be he has the occasion to appeal for

election. This addition to the rules should un-

doubtedly add to the number of subscribers from
amongst gardeners and others who may be eventu-
ally eligible for the pensions. It is surprising that

they cannot realise more than they do the great

and essential benefits which are conferred by the
institution upon those who are in need of assist-

ance. This proviso for their benefit should surely

induce more to become subscribers.

Under the same rule 3, section 14, is further

added another distinct and valuable regulation as

follows: "The committee may at their discretion

(provided the funds of the society will permit)
grant gratuities in one or more instalments, not
exceeding in the whole £5 each, to unsuccessful

candidates at any election who are life members,
or have been subscribers to the institution for four

years immediately precerling the election." In

rule 4, section 4, a proviso is made to " confer

honorary votes in respect of special services

rendered to the institution, and may appoint from
time to time any persons who in their opinion are

likely to be beneficial as honorary officers or collec-

tors to the institution." This again is an excellent

addition which should act as a further incentive

to those who have already worked well in the
interests of the institution.and to whom some such
recognition is undoubtedly due. Rule 12, section

1, provides for the inspection of the books and
accounts of the society by any member or person
having an interest in the funds of the society at

all reasonable hours. Oi her alterations and addi-

tions can be noted by the friends and supporters

of the institution after the new and revised rules

are confirmed at the annual general meeting in

January next, when they will be printed and dis-

tributed with the annual report, &c.
As a still further proof of the advantages offered

by this excellent institution, it should be stated

that the number of applicants for pensions at the
ensuing election is unusually large. Some of

these, as stated by the treasurer at the last dinner,

when Lord Brassey presided, are of a most distress-

ing character. It is painful to think that some
of these must be rejected for want of sufficient

funds. What is wanted now to meet the exigencies

of the case is more annual subscribers. The sum
of one guinea per annum is surely not a large one.

Twenty new subscribers means at least one fresh

pensioner placed upon the lists. This, whilst it

confers upon the aged and needy untold blessings,

also forms in itself a proviso in future case of need
to the subscriber himself if he be a gardener.

Guild ofKew gardeners.—The gardeners of

Kew, past and present, are desirous of forming

themselves into a guild, and propose to publish an-

nually a journal in which vfill be recorded (1) the

present Kew staff from the director tothe gardeners

;

(2) a list of all old Kew men, with the date of their

leaving Kew, and their positions and addresses
;

(3) brief notices of distinguished p.ast Kew men ; (4)

Kew notes
; (5) interesting correspondence from

old Kew men ; (G) the proceedings of the Mutual
Improvement Society and the prize essays of the

year; (7) the proceedings of the Kew British

Botanv Club; (S) the report of the Cricket Club.

Frontispiece, portrait of a di.stingnished Kew man.
The journal will consist of about fifty pages, royal

8vo, to cover the cost of which, with postage, an
annual subscription of one shilling will be neces-

sary. It will be published on May 1. Will all old

Kew men who have at any time worked as gar-
deners at Kew kindly send their names, date of
leaving Kew, with present position and address, to
the secretary for publication in the journal ? It is

anticipated that every Kew man willgladlybecome a
subscribing member of the guild, and also commu-
nicate any interesting professional information for

publication in the journal. It will be seen that the
aim of the guild is the very laudable one of unit-

ing all Kew men in a bond of fellowship by means
of a journal which will convey to them news of
interest and enable them to communicate with each
other. There are probably 500 Kew men distributed
all over the world, but of the whereabouts of all

except a small proportion there is at present no
record. The committee to carry out this scheme
is composed of Messrs. W. Watson, W. J. Bean,
G. H. Krumbiegel, J. Brown, H. Pettigrew, and J.

Aikman. All communications should be addressed
to the secretary, J. Aikman, Whitestile Road,
Brentford. It would save correspondence if mem-
bers would enclose their subscriptions when they
write to the secretary.

*j,* We hope the promoters will think of the
responsibility that attaches to those who found
new societies, guilds, and associations in presence
of the plethora of those bodies from which we
now suffer. No such body should be founded
unless there is an absolute necessity for it.

—

Ed.

Notes of the Week.

Apple Besspool.— It is a pity this kind is such
a shy bearer, more especially in a young state, seeing
it has so many other good qualities. It ia of large
size, of a bright reddish colour, and good either for

kitchen or tleasert. It comes into use from December
onwards. The tree is a strong erect grower.

Hickories.—It is probable that these trees are
very much neglected in England, as we very rarely

see them. Mr. F. L. Olmsted has lately sent us
plants of the following :

—

Carya alba.... Shell-hark Hickory.

,, amara . , . Bitter-nut.

,, aquatica , . Swamp Hickory.

,, niicrocarpa .

,, oliTjfifonnis . Pecan-nut.

,, porciaa. . , Pig-nut Hickory.

,, sulcata . . . Big Shell-bark Hickory.

,, toinentosa. . Mocker-nut.

A floral picture.—In the Orchid house at the
Manchester Botanic Gardens at the present time
is a floral group worth going many miles to see. It

is well known that blue is not the most common
of colours amongst flowers, and yet the prevailing

colour in this group is blue, and consists of Til-

landsia Lindeni, a heavenly blue, and Eranthemum
pulchellum, a darker blue. The other plants

consist of the old, but seldom to be met with,

Linum trigynum, the autumn-flowering Cattleya
labiata, Amaryllis aulica and various kinds of Cy-
priperiium.s, artistically massed together in large

numbers, the whole forming a group of the most
fascinating description.

False Newtown Pippins.—Lovers of the

Newtown Pippin must know that there is a false

Newtown about. Some unprincipled Yankee is

slipping in barrels of an Apple very like the New-
town in size and somewhat resembling it in colour,

but with only the fifth-rate flavour we all know so

well in poor quality Apples. The false Newtown
is a little larger and smoother looking than the

Newtown. American growers should in their own
interest seek out and expose those who mix up
with it inferior fruit not one-fifth of the value of

the Newtown. Newtowns are rather scarce this

year, as we notice unsorted barrels bringing about

40s. apiece. The growers may be assured the

practice we call attention to will, if continued,

put an end to the fine demand there is for this

Apple in the London market.

Apple Cockle Pippin.—It may be worth ask-

ing why this Apple is not more frequently met
with. Although not an attractive kind, it is a
valuable dessert Apple, coming into use from De-

cember onwards. The fruit is middle-sized, ovate
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skin greenish yellow, covered with a light brown
russet near the base, with a tinge of orange next
the sun. The flesh is yellowish white, tender and
juicy; it also keeps well. It succeeds well as an
orchard tree, although not a large grower. I well
remember orchard trees of this kind producing
splendid crops wlien I was liring at Hedsor Park,
Maidenhead, some twenty years ago. Since that
time I have not seen it grown, till recently I saw
some splendid fruit from orchard trees at Bride-
head House, Dirchester. The-e were of good size
and very highly flavoured. The trees are large
ones, showing it was a variety planted by our fore-
fathers more than by us. —Dorset.

Flowers from Irelind. — Mr. II. C. Hart,
Canablagh, Portsalon, Letterkenny, in sending us
a charming and varied series of flowers from the
open air on Dec. 22, says :

" I send you a Christ-
mas posy from my garden. The Veronicas are
especially gay with me. There are about ten sorts
in bloom, two or three of which are deliciously
sweet. A large bush of Marguerite Daisy is
in perfect foliage and good flower, though the
blossoms are not up to summer form. Two sorts
of Cytisus (C. racemosus and C. Everestianus) are,
particularly the latter, now in their prime. Both
are deliciously fragrant. Desfontainea has still a
good sprinkling of blossom. There is a bunch of a
pretty feathery Eupatorium, which I am sure you
will admire. I planted it out a small plant three
years ago. It is now a .^-feet bush with quantities
of flower panicles. The dainty little Erica caffra is
covered with blossom, and a couple of other Cape
Heaths nearly in flower. Andromeda floribunda
will be a sheet of bloom in a few days. No Kho-
dodendrons out yet. Aubrietias, IMmulas, and
Schizoslylis brighten up the beds. These are all
in open borders and quite unprotected. Parochetus
and Lithospermum petrajum have a few flowers.
The weather is very mild. No frost here."

The Midland Carnation and Picotee So-
ciety issue their second annual report, with list
of awards, list of subscribers, schedule of prizes,
rules and balance sheet for 1892. It is a neat, very
well-printed report, a model indeed of what such
a report should be. It shows well in what a spirited
way the midland growers have taken up the culture
of the Carnation. We hear the self classes were
very good and that there is a desire to do without
the paper collars. This is by no means difljcult,
as it is quite easy to arrange the flowers in loose
bunches and in a natural way, as has been done
in the case of the selfs. No Carnation is worth
growing which it it fell into a lady's hands would
not be arranged with all its natural grace of bud
or flower

;
and therefore the society could do

nothing better than encourage growers to show
things as they grow, which is the only grateful
way to anyone of artistic feelings. To take one
portion of a plant only, flatten it out and paste it
down on a board or paper collar is the most brutal
and inartistic thing one could do. and must ever
be the laughing-stock of people who see beauty in
form and flower and plant.

Winter berries.—Seldom have winter berries
been so abundant, at least in this part of England.
I refer more particularly to the Whitethorn and
Hollies. The lirst, now denuded of foliage, are
sheets of crimson with haws, and in many places
the Hollies are sights not soon to be forgotten.
Come what weather may, the berry-eating birds
will enjoy immunity from starvation. This may
not be an unmi.xed good, for it means to gardeners
wholesale spoliation of the fruit. On a manor
about 1 mile from here, belonging to Viscount
Bridport, are many thousands of fine Holly trees
and a large number of the females are now masses
of glowing scarlet, conspicuous at long distances.
In some instances there seems to be but little else
but berries

; amongst them is a considerable sprink-
ling of the yellow-fruited variety, which, although
affording a pleasing contrast, possesses but little
of the charm of the scarlet-fruited type. I suppose
this lavish fertility may in some measure be
accounted for by reason of the fine open sprint
weather prevalent when the trees were in flower
The fine collection of stove, greenhouse, and other

plants at Cricket St. Thomas during the lifetime

of the last lord testified to his lordship's ardent

love of gardening; combined with this was great

regard for the Holly, and his implicit instructions

to his tenantry and gamekeepers to pre.'^erve and
protect all thriving specimens. I cannot but think

tha' there must be a wide difference in the flavour

of Holly berries; wo often see particular trees

cleared by birds, while others hard by remain
untouched. A striking instance of this I have
close at hand. In a shrubbery within a dozen
yards of the house I planted about thirty years

ago a vigorous seedling. It is now a fine tree, and
in most .\ ears fruits abundantly, but no sooner do
the berries begin to colour, than a general onslaught
takes place by flocks of pigeons, jays, blackbirds,

fieldfares, thrushes, stormcocks, and sometimes
starlings, undaunted by the close proximity to the

house ;ind the constant passing to and fro. This
continues until the tree is stripped, and although

there are many other trees around, as long as this

particular one's supply lasts they are disregarded.

—J. M , C'/iarmoiith, llnrset.

Cut-down Chrysanthemums.— I .send you a

few notes on Chrysanthemums, also flowers for

your inspection from cut-down plants grown in

7^-incli pots. The plants were cut down the first

week in June. The information may be useful to

some of your readers.

From rim of pot No. of flowers

President Burrell 23 inches ... 5
Viviand Morel 21 „ 14
Mme. Taulier 20 ,, ... 7
F. A. Spaulding 19 „ ... 8
.1. S. Dibbens 25 „ 14
r. II. Spauldiug 22 ,, 14
Mme. Beale 18 ,, ... 12

Mile. M. Hoste 19 „ ... 12

E.G.Hill 20 ,, ... 11

Harry Widener 20 „ ... 1-3

W. II. Lincoln 20 ,, ... 20
licauty of Castlewood 18 ,, ... 5

Mrs Langtry 18 ,, ... 12

Miss A. Hartshorn 19 „ 10

L, Canning 14 ,, ... 15

Violet Rose 24 ,, ... 7
Etoile de Lyon 2.3 „ ... 12

W. W. Coles 20 „ ... 10

As a rule, I find the American flowers have the

best substance.—W. BeALBY, Meadow View, Sean
monf, Jersey.

*_,* A very important note. The flowers are
excellent.— Ed.

Scholarships in horticulture.—At a meet
ing of the Court of the Worshipful Company of

Gardeners, held on Jlonday, December 19, at the
Cannon Street Hotel, the scheme of examination
in horticulture lately set out by the Royal Horti-
cultural .Society was brought under discussion, and
it was decided that the company should offer a
scholarship of £21) a year, tenable for two years, to

be awarded after the examination to the most
successful candidate under certain conditions. It

was also announced that a second scholarship of

the .same value was offered by the president of the
Royal Horticultural Society, Sir Trevor Lawrence,
Bart., and it was hoped that others might follow
such a good example. The exact conditions of the
scholarships have yet to be .settled, but the main
provisions will be that the holders shall be between
the ages of 18 and 22 years, and that they shall

study gardening for one year at least at the Royal
Horticultural Society's Gardens, Chiswick, and for

the second year either there or at some other place
to be a]iproved.

Wanted, a colour chart.—Anybody who has
had the slightest experience in describing new
flowers has felt the urgent want of some such
work as that suggested by " F. W. B." I have
made many inquiries at the leading London
artists' colourmen for a good book on colours, but
have only succeeded in obtaining a work giving
washes of water-colours sold by one of the well-
known firms. This is not what florists, re-

porters of shows, or gardening writers require.

A common standard colour chart would be of the
greatest value to us all, whether we go in for Roses,

Dahlias, Chrysanthemums, or other flowers. In

translating French descriptions of new flowers

there are many puzzling expressions concerning

the numerous shades of colour that some of their

novelties are supposed to possess. The purjde,

amaranth, mauve, bronze, crimson, violet, and lilac

shades arc innumerable, and no two of our English

nurserymen seem to be agreed when they attempt

to describe their importations unassisted by the

raiser's description. To look at a flower for a few

minutes with no'e-book in hand and jot down
(dearly and accurately its proper shade of colour

or cidonrs is a task not easily performed. A little

study of such a chart as is suggested would help

us all. I believe it would not be long before it

would be authoritatively accepted by many of our

leading societies.—C. H. P.

Public Gardens.

Epping Forest.— On the recoramenJatlou of the

Kppmg Fure-st cunuuitteB, the salary of Major .Alex-

ander M'Keuzic, the superintendent of Epping Forest,

was increased from £600 to £750 per annum from

Christmas next.

West Ham Park.—A report from the finance

emninittce was earned for the payment of £910 for

the maintenance of West Ham Park during the year,

and for authority to couliuue the band arrangements

at a cost of £150.

Home Park, Hampton Court.—The question

of opening Home Park, Hampton f^ourt, to the public

is agaiu being agitated, and the Eist Molesey Local

Board have decided to co-opcrato with the Mayor of

Kingston and the Surbitou Improvements Conimis-

siouers in an application to the authorities for the

opening of the enclosure.

Paddington Recreation Ground.—The fol-

lowing City C'lmpanies have recently made grants

towards the fund for the purchase of the Paddington

Recreation Ground: The Goldsmiths' Company,

£51)0; Mercers' Company, £250; and the Grocers

Company, £100. These aud other recent oontnba-

tions have brought up the sums subscribed to a suffi-

cient araouut to enable the Bill iu Parliament to bo

depDsited, aud this has now been done by the Pad-

dington Vestry.

Well-formed rock gardens.—Mr. Meyer sends

us some charming phot igraphs of rock gardens, exe-

cuted in Devonshire, showi g the much more keen

appreciation of natural forms and how stone does

naturally emerge from ground than has hitherto pre-

vailed. Mr. Meyer is a very spirltel rock gardener,

and knows the plants of the i-ocks too.

Government planting in Ireland. — We
learu that large orders for trees have been sent to

Messrs. Dicksons (Chester) by the Irish Land Com-
missioners for planting on the west coast of Ireland.

Rose forcing houses.— I know opinions differ

as to whether houses constructed for Rose growing or

forcing (grown in pots or planted out) should be so

built that the roof can be taken of in the summer for

the purpose of assisting the wood to ripen. Would
any practical Rose grower kindly come to the aisist-

auce of an anxious SfBSCRIBEB ?

Names of plants.—Joscp'i Burrlny.—'Too much
crushed to identify ; never pack flowers in cotton

wo(d. ir. Roberts.— Cestrum aurantiacum.

IF. 8'., jBni(o)i.— Quite impossible to recignise ; never

send Orchids wrapped in cotton wojl. J. H.—
Cyclamen flowers so badly packed, that it is utterly

impossible to form any opinion regarding them.

J. M. B.—1, Fittonia argyroneura; 2, Panax excclsa;

3, Hig^insia discolor. £. Hiitchiiis.—l, Ficus Par-

celh ; 2, Anthericum variegatuni. U. Q.— l, Acer
variegatum ; 2, Tillandsia tessellata. H. (i. M.—
1, Cattleya bicolor ; 2. Laelia Dormaniaua ; 3, Physi-

phon Loddigesi ; 4, Oncidium pra'lextum. G. B. F.

— 1, Adiantum hispidulum; 2, Asplenium cieutarium;

3, Lcimaria uuda ; 4, Mierolepia scabr.i ; 5, Oleander

Walliehi; C, Lastrea gkbella. il. M.—l, Cypripe-

dium insigue Maulei ; 2, C. Seegeriauum. Q.

Piniwck.—l, Davallia divaricata ; 2, Gymnogramma
gloriosa ; 3, Balantium culcita ; 4, Xeottopteris austra-

lasica. C. M.—We should say it is Gesnera ex-

oniensis ; 2, Euphorbia jacquinia'flora ; 3, Scutellaria

Ventenati. G. H. IF.—1, Cjpripedium orphanum.
—(Ixierist,—Oncidium crispum.
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Woods and Forests.

PLANTING EXPOSED GROUND.
From experiments tha^r have been made in

many places throughout the country, it is now
pretty conclusively settled that the Corsican
Pine is a tree well suited for planting in cold
and wind-swept regions. True, from its nar-
rower spread of branches, it cannot compare
with its near ally the Austrian (P. austriaca) in

the amount of shelter it will afford ; still, that
it is equally hardy and suitable for exposed
hilly ground is now well known. The very fact

of its having a narrow spread of branches makes
it peculiarly suitable for general forest plant-
ing, for, like the Larch, it seems able to grow
and produce timber satisfactorily when but the
top fourth of its stem is furnished with
branches. Both the Corsican and Austrian
Pines get the name of being bad to transplant.
and this is true to some extent, but not half

so true as is generally stated. By lifting

annually or every two years, when young and
before being planted out permanently, the
roots become thick and bushy, full of fibres

and soil-retaining ; but where judicious trans-

planting has for a time been neglected, there
are usually but one or two large roots and very
few of the branching fibrous ones that render
planting out a success. Taking everything iuto

consideration, the Cursican Pine, independent
altogether of its value in a commercial sense, is

a tree that is peculiarly suitable for planting on
exposed ground, and may, with the Austrian,
be successfully planted in the formation of woods
at high altitudes and where the ground is fully ex-

posed to the worst winds of the jiarticular dis-

trict. The Scotch Fir (P. sylvestris), every moun-
taineer must know, is an excellent conifer for

planting at high altitudes and on poor rocky
soil. Probably it ascends to a greater height
in this country than any other specie.s, while
the fact of its being able to succeed in the
poorest of soil is yet another and excellent re-

commendation. Even on gravel, and that of

the unenviable " pan " class, it grows astonish-
ingly, and may any day be noticed on some of

the commons around Loudon.
The common Larch must not l)e forgotten in

a choice of trees suitable for planting on the
flank of the hillside, but the fact of its being
deciduous is rather against than in its favour.

It gets beaten badly about, and in the planta-
tion to which I referred it certainly could not
hold its own with either of the three Pines that
have been spoken about. The branches on the
worst side always become short and twisted
and appear as if they had been nibbled off by
sheep

; but for all that, it is an excellent tree

for the purpose under considei-ation. The
Larch is such a valuable forest tree, speaking
economically, that we cannot do without it, for

none other has yet stepped in to take its place,

so that even if it will not succeed satisfactorily

on the outside of an exposed plantation, yet
inwards it is one of the best and should be
largely planted. By planting even a treble line

of Austrian, Corsican, Scotch and Mountain
Pines, the amount of shelter afforded is just
enough for the Larch, for then it will succeed,
and, if the soil is at all good, grow away rapidly.

Next to the Pines mentioned, one of the best
trees I know of for planting on exposed ground
is the American Winged Elm (Ulmus alata), or,

at least, what is generally known under that
name. All along the out.skirts of a strip of

woodland that many years ago was planted on
one of the Welsh hills for shelter to the neigh-
bouring sheep farms, ,this small-growing, wiry

tree has stood well, and clearly distinguished

itself as a capital subject for planting where the

winds blow hard and long. It is certainly a

tree of no great pretensions, rarely rising more
than 26 feet from the ground, and having

thickly arranged branches that are furnished

with the curious wing-like appendage from which
the name has doubtless been derived. Far and
near, deep and shallow it sends out its roots,

while the thick corky bark of stem and branch
seems as if purposely intended for protection.

Sycamores do unusually well, but they are

hardly suitable for the more exposed ground,

but form fine sturdy specimens and produce

a lot of good timber when not directly ex-

posed, or, in other words, where the first brunt
of the storm has been faced by other more
hardy species. Several of the Willows are

first-class trees for the expo.sed hillside, good
examples of which may be seen away up in

the mountains by the base of Snowdon and
around tlie beautiful lakes of Ogwen and Eid-

wall. Then two at least of the Poplars, the

Bird Cherry (Cerasus Padus), the Hornbeam,
and the common Scotch Elm are all well able to

hold their own on breezy ground at high alti-

tudes. The Beech must not be despised and
asserts its own rights, as the grand old speci-

mens on that Kentish peak of solid chalk,

Knockholt, and which is visible for miles

around, will at once prove to the sceptical.

The Oak, although it gets twisted, stunted,

and scarcely recognisable, is a good wind-
resisting tree, and not one whit behind it is the

common Alder. But about the Birch and Elder
it is perhaps needless to speak, for everyone

knows full well the friendly shelter afforded at

meal-time by a clump of the former, while the

visitor to some of our wildest coasts, and where
he can scarcely keep his feet, must admit that,

though despised, rooted out and neglected, the

common Elder is one of our most valuable shrub-

like trees. A. D. W.

The Pine beetle.—When it is desired to plant
immediately after a crop of Scotch Fir is cut down
and cleared away, it should be proved whether the
ground is in a foul state or not. This can be done
by keeping a quantity of the branches when burn-
ing up all the brush, and have them spread over

the ground in spring, when it will soon be seen if

Pine beetles are there, and if they are, gather and
destroy them during spring and autumn.—J.

The Sycamore.—When of a large size the
timber of the Sycamore is valuable ; and even after

it is thirty years old, it sells readily for bobbin
making and other turnery purposes. The soil best
suited to it is a dry gravel or sandy loam, or even
fand ; and it is most valuable for planting in ex-
posed situations, or within the influence of the sea
breeze. Where it grows well the seed generally
germinates freely in the surrounding plantation.

The trees should be planted about 12 feet apart.

Alder, as a rule, is never allowed to attain a
very large size before being cut down for profit, and
may therefore be planted moderately close. It

thrives best in a moist soil fairly sheltered, and may
be planted feet to 12 feet apart, filled in with
Spruce nurses from 3 feet to 4 feet apart. When
the ground cannot be thoroughly drained, it may
be planted 5 feet to 6 feet apart, to avoid plant-

ing Firs as nurses. As the Alder is saleable of

moderate size before it becomes coarse, it may be
felled to advantage at forty or fifty years.

The home nursery and planting.—One of

the most valuable adjuncts to any property, but
particularly where tree planting is at all exten-

sively engaged in, is the home nursery. Of this

fact I am becoming more and more cognisant
every year, and I feel certain that the death-rate
of trees and shrubs on most estates would be largely

diminished if a well-managed home nursery was

kept up. Probably, in many instances, the cost of

forming, planting and keeping up a home nursery
has much to do in influencing those who would
otherwise be inclined to establish such to refrain

from the undertaking ; but such is mistaken policy,

as the rental of ground, stocking and after-man-

agement are as nothing compared with the great

loss annually where trees have to be conveyed from
a distance before being finally planted out. Those

persons who have been engaged on extensive plant-

ing operations know full well that the death-rate

of young trees after having been conveyed for any
considerable distance by road or rail is consider-

able, and might be greatly minimised by the set-

ting on foot of that valuable and indispensable ad-

junct, the home nursery.—A. D. W.

Layering Oak stools.—In filling up Oak
plantations, the advantages of layering from suit-

able stools can hardly be realised by those who
have never practised it upon a large scale. The
support which the layers derive from the parent

stool causes them to rapidly outstrip the growths

from acorns or from recent transplants. By
selecting two years' shoots and carefully layering

them in cultivated ground, and at the end of the

second year again layering the young plants, a
considerable space around the original stool may
be filled up in a few years ; and one great advan-

tage of the system is that there is no fear of wind-

waving even upon the greatest exposures, and the

support which the new plants derive from the

parent stool not only promotes rapid growth, but

also enables it to be carried on upon sites where

from poverty of soil trees cannot be planted with

any prospect of success. Layers may either be

c\it away at the end of the second or third year,

according to the quality of the soil ; but when it is

intended again to layer them from those first

formed, no cutting away should take place until

the process is finished.—J.

Pruning deciduous trees.—In answer to

" K.'s " inquiry in The Garden, Dec. 10, p. 530,

regarding the best time to prune deciduous trees

from 7 feet to 12 feet high, such as Sycamore,

Maple, Chestnut, Limes, &c., when the first three

species are pruned in winter, the wounds are apt

to bleed when the sap rises in the spring, and in

order to avoid this they had better be pruned in

August. Limes and trees that are not apt to bleed

may now be pruned with impunity. Cut off the

brandies to be removed close by the stem with a

sharp pruning-knife, but superfluous leaders at the

top may be cut off with a pruning chisel attached

to the end of a pole, which will save the trouble of

climbing. The chisel makes a smooth sloping

cut, which requires no dressing of any kind. It

is sometimes advisable to cut back large rambling

side branches in order to promote the formation of

a uniform top, and in doing so the part to be re-

moved should be taken off at the base of a lateral

twig.—J. B. Wkbster.

"The Garden" Monthly Pa.Fts— This journal w pub-

lished in neatly bound Monthly Parts. In this form the

coloured plates are best preserved, and it is most suitable for

reference previous to the issue of the half-yearly volumes. Prut

Is. 6ci. ; post free, Is. 9d. Complete set of volumes of Tiiit

Garden from its commencement to end oj 1891, fort;/ vols.,

price, cloth, £29 8s.

•' Gapdenlpg Illustrated " Monthly Parts. — Thit

journal is published in neatly bound Monthly Parts, m which

form it is most suitable for reference previous to the issue ofihe

yearly volumes. Price ^d. ;
post free, Sd.

"Farm and Home" Monthly V&Tts.—lhis journal is

published in neatly bound Monthly Part', in whichform xt is

most suitable for reference prniotis to the issue of tht yurly

volumes. Price 5d.; post free, 8d.

"Hardy Flowers."—Oiviuy descripiims of ufwardio)

thirteen hundred of the most ornamental species, vrith direcuont

for their al-rangemtnt, culture, Jec. fifth and lopular

Edition, Is.; post free. Is. 8d

"The Garden Annual" for l893.-Contains Alrjia-

beticat Lists of all Branches of the Horticultural Trade. The

Lists 'f Gardens and Coi'iihy Seats (containing over 9000; have

been very carefully and e.,1, n nvely revised, and are admitted to

be the most comple'te ever pvh'.ished. Price Is.: ty post. Is. fJ.

All of our readers icho are interested in the improremmt of

coUaiie homes are invited to help us to make Coitage Gar-

dening known. It is published at the very lowest pii'e to

uieet the wants of those for whom it is intended, and copies wiU

be sent for distribution, free, by the publishers, Messrs. Cassell

and Company, La Sells Sauvage, Ludgate Bill, B.C.
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